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Abstract: 
On August 29, 2005 U.S. history was changed when Hurricane Katrina made landfall on the Gulf 
Coast.  Homeland Security Secretary Michael Chertoff described the aftermath of Hurricane 
Katrina as "probably the worst catastrophe, or set of catastrophes" in the country's history. The 
challenge of rebuilding has confronted the balance of socio-economic dimensions of design and 
future development needs. Many public agencies still are not clear what those needs are. The 
coastline is a limited natural resource. Will there be equal public access opportunities for all?  
 
Research suggests that not all users utilize public water access alike, especially the handicap, 
minorities and the poor.  What embedded scores need to be retraced to include these people, and 
which ones need to be erased? What new marks upon the land need to be drawn to assure that 
cultural diversity is addressed in redevelopment of coastal public land?  
 
This paper is based on current coastal research that explores the framework, methodology and 
importance of public opinion concerning water access opportunities on coastal public lands. It 
looks at case studies of successful development of public coastal lands, and how equal 
opportunity is accessible to all. The research focuses on information gathered from selected 
interviews, and a survey on public water access conducted on the Gulf Coast. It applies the 
information gathered to imaginative design alternatives, as possible solutions for addressing the 
challenge of equal public access opportunities for all.  
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The challenge of rebuilding the gulf coast following the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina (2005) 
continues to confront the balance of socio-economic dimensions of design and future 
development needs. Many public agencies are still not clear what those needs are. The coastline 
is a limited natural resource. Is there consideration for equal public access opportunities for all? 
Research suggests that not all users utilize public water access alike, especially the handicap, 
minorities and the poor (LeBleu, 2005).  What embedded scores need to be retraced to include 
these people, and which ones need to be erased? What new marks upon the land need to be 
drawn to assure that cultural diversity is addressed in redevelopment of coastal public land?  
 
This paper showcases a study of a collective assessment of shoreline public access needs of 
recreational users and the application of this information to proposed design solutions. This 
project was supported wholly or in part by Dauphin Island Sea Lab, Dauphin Island, AL and the 
Mobile National Estuary Program, Mobile, AL, as part of a grant from the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration through the Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural 
Resources--Coastal Division. Any opinions, findings, conclusions, or recommendations 
expressed in this publication are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the view off 
The Mobile National Estuary Program, Mobile, AL and Dauphin Island Sea Grant, Dauphin 
Island, AL.  
 
The research presented in this paper explores the framework, method and importance of public 
opinion concerning water access opportunities especially on public lands. It focuses on 
information gathered from case studies and a survey, and applies the information to design 
alternatives as possible solutions for reducing competition for shoreline public access among 
different user groups. It also supports public access alternatives that are sensitive to plant 
communities, as well as, wildlife and fishing habitats. 
 
 
About Public Access Research 
 
Getting to the beach or waterfront in Alabama can be a challenge due to privatization of coastal 
properties. Who owns the beach? Suggestions for an answer include some combination of the 
following: private property owners, the town or state and the even general public have certain 
legal interest in the beach even where a private owner holds legal interest.   
 
Public Trust Doctrine and other legal principals apply in the state of Alabama. "Simply stated, 
the Public Trust Doctrine is a common-law principal that supports the general public's right of 
coastal access for certain coast-dependent activities" (Marine Law Institute, 2004). Public Trust 
Doctrine (PDT) contains fundamentals that apply to all states, and each state then applies the 
PTD in agreement with its property law and historical background. At the same time the public 
may acquire coastal access rights in a variety of other ways including customary use rights, 
prescriptive easements, and zoning overlays.  
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Significance of This Research 
 

Southeastern Mobile County, AL includes the barrier island of Dauphin 
Island.  Dauphin Island protects the Mobile Bay estuarine system, a 
system that encompasses 413 square miles. Mobile Bay is a shallow 
estuary and provides a transition between the fresh water wetlands of 
the Mobile-Tensaw Delta to the north and the marine environment of 
the Gulf of Mexico to the south. Dauphin Island is approximately 17 
miles long, ¾ mile wide barrier island that is parallel to the coastline. 
The major function of a barrier island is to protect the mainland from 
wind and wave energy associated with storms. Barrier island habitats 
include sandy beaches, dune systems and maritime forests (Delaney, 
2006). 
 
Recreational fishing whether conducted from piers, shoreline or boat is 

                           dependent on both the health of the estuary, and on the effort exerted on  
                           living resources by other user groups. The estuary as a nursery is an 

important element in the life-cycle game fish as speckled trout, white trout, red drum, and tarpon 
to name but a few  (McKillip, 1987). On any given weekend, hundreds of people influx to use 

Figure 1. Mobile County, AL 

public shoreline access points at Dauphin Island and southeastern Mobile County. Meanwhile, 
island waterfront properties are continually being developed at a fast pace, and the trend of 
waterfront development is increasingly private which limits shoreline public access. It was 
observed that the typical public access site on the Alabama gulf coast consist of a few boat 
launches and "no fishing" signs. 
 
Methodology 
 
Methodology included a mixed-method qualitative/ quantitative research strategy employed a 
case study analysis of good examples of public access, and a face to faces survey of recreational 
public access users. 
 
 
Case Studies--Waterfront Public Access 
 
Stamford, Connecticut, USA--Avalon Harbor Project 
The Avalon Harbor project is a large-scale luxury apartment complex located in Stamford 
harbor. It is a public-private entity. It has a public access component that provides waterfront 
access in the form of public parking, paths and boardwalks. Waterfront access is provided to 
both the apartment dwellers and the general public. The parking area provides an adequate 
number of parking spaces that are: 1) in close proximity to the waterfront, 2) aesthetically 
pleasing with easily legible signage, and 3) is constructed of a level surface that promotes 
handicap accessibility. There are many amenities including boardwalks, fishing piers, 
observation platforms, lighting, site furniture, and trash receptacles.  
 
Although the Avalon Harbor project should be recognized as a template of good public access, 
there is an additional modification that could enhance the public access component of this 
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project. The signage that exists for the public within the private development is adequate, but 
there is no informational signage that informs the general public, i.e. those passing by, of the 
public access. That is, if you didn't know it was a public access property, you might think it was 
completely private. This limits public access use. 
 
West Haven, Connecticut, USA 
The town of West Haven has developed over time a public waterfront esplanade system that 
incorporates many items that are an example of good public water access. The esplanade 
walkway is 18 feet in width, allowing the use of bicycles, strollers, rollerbladers, joggers, and 
walkers alike. In some places it narrows in width, but continues to provide a very usable public 
access corridor. It includes many public amenities including: lighting, benches, restrooms, 
amphitheater space, piers and jetties. The park also incorporates a series of historical interpretive 
signs that provide a glimpse of history for the users. It is a very welcoming space for public 
access users. 
 
Holbrook's Wharf, Maine, USA 
Holbrook's Warf has been the anchor of this community's life for over 150 years. It boasts itself 
as the oldest lobstering community in Maine. It is a template of how public and private can work 
together. In 2004, The Trust for Public Land (TPL), a national land preservation organization, 
approached adjacent land owners to purchase surrounding lands and create a nonprofit 
foundation to run it. Fundraising was done, and a ballot measure approved by voters also 
provides some funding. It is the prime example of a "working waterfront", a term coined by 
federal Sea Grant agencies to denote waterfront public access sites that are both active and 
passive in use. The foundation plays a key role in keeping the wharf working commercially 
while promoting continued public access. A great example of how commercial and public access 
can work together. 
 
 
The Survey 
 
This was a needs assessment survey to solicit public opinion about a community problem(s) and 
possible solution(s). The survey method was Face-to-Face. The respondents selected from the 
total population for the purpose of this survey were focused on the specific weekend users of 
public access public piers and public boat ramps. The survey size was 315 respondents, and the 
average number of weekend users was 2,500 (Rainer, 2005).The calculated average was based 
on the number of people who answered the question, not on the entire sample. We note that some 
respondents skipped questions. 
 
A survey of public opinion can produce information that is not easily acquired by other methods, 
and engage citizen participation: “citizen participation is a categorical term for citizen power. It 
is the redistribution of power that enables the have-not citizens, presently excluded from the 
political and economic processes, to be deliberately included in the future. It is the strategy by 
which the have-nots join in determining how information is shared, goals and policies are set, tax 
resources are allocated, programs are operated, and benefits like contracts and patronage are 
parceled out. In short, it is the means by which they can induce significant social reform which 
enables them to share in the benefits of the affluent society” (Arnstein, 1969). 
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A total of five survey points were identified based on: 1) geographic location and 2) existing 
public access use. The study was organized according to a mixed-method research design 
(including quantitative and qualitative methods) that generated a multiple data set in the 
investigation of a single phenomenon (Gaber, 1997).  
 
 
Some Key Findings 
 
Residence of sample population 
The respondents were asked where they lived. 91% said they lived in Alabama, and 83% 
answered "Yes" to living in Mobile County, Alabama. 40% of Alabamians lived outside of the 
cities of Mobile and Dauphin Island. 
 
Ethnicity 
Regarding ethnic groups, 89% reported they were Caucasian, 10% African American and 1% 
"Other". Also, 90% of the pier fishermen were of African American or "Other" ethnicity. 
 
Fishing preferences 
The next set of questions asked respondents their fishing preferences. 83% reported that they 
were fishing from a boat, 14% reported they were fishing from a pier, 1% were fishing from 
shore and 1% responded "Other". 78% of the respondents replied they were fishing in the Gulf of 
Mexico, 16% were fishing in the Bay of Mobile and 6% responded they were fishing in both. 
The majority of the 83% that reported to be boat fishermen were of Caucasian ethnicity.  
  
Public Access Use 
The respondents were asked how often they use public access sites. 66% responded 1 - 6 times 
per month, 24% responded 7 - 14 times per month, 3% responded 15 - 24 times per month and 
7% responded 25 or more times per month. 
 
 
Boat Trailer Parking 
The next question asked how far away from the boat launch or pier did the respondent have to 
park. 24% were able to park adjacent to the boat launch or pier, 25% had to walk 1/4 - 1/2 mile 
to the boat launch or pier, 24% had to walk 3/4 - 1 mile to the boat launch or pier, 12% 
responded that they had no boat, and 3% responded "Other". When asked if they would be 
willing to pay a small fee for parking ($5 suggested) if it was adjacent to the boat launch or pier. 
67% responded "YES", and 33% responded "NO". 
 
 
 
Ranking of new public access sites 
Finally, respondents were asked to rank possible public access sites. All sites were known to be 
under used public access sites or public lands with no public access use.  63% ranked Dauphin 
Island Airport #1, 10% ranked the Dauphin Island Causeway as #1 and 27% ranked Bayfront 
Park at Alabama Point as #1 
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Proposed Design Recommendations: 
 
Dauphin Island Airport 
Public access is prohibited at Dauphin Island Airport. This five acre centrally located site is 
owned by the City of Dauphin Island, and is used by a handful of pilots that live or have vacation 
homes on the island. A redesign of the site was suggested to include a multi-use park that would 
have a focus for boat launching and boat trailer parking. The emergency helicopter pad would be 
kept for health emergencies. New amenities would include: marina, breakwater, wet slips, 
sidewalks, boardwalks, launch slips, fuel station, event space, environmental education signage, 
a preserved wetland, car parking, and truck and boat trailer parking. Such a facility would 
alleviate launch pressure and overcrowding on the eastside of the island.  
         

     
          

Figure 3. Proposed Multi-Use Park  Figure 2.  Aerial Dauphin Island Airport

 
The Dauphin Island Causeway 
The Dauphin Island Causeway links southeastern Mobile County with Dauphin Island. Areas 
along the causeway have been repeatedly washed out by storms, and money is available for 
improvements. Here we proposed a design that would be added as a fill, and also provide 
additional habitat for submerged aquatic vegetation and oyster habitat. New amenities would 
include: Boat launches, car parking, truck and boat trailer parking, multi-use building, restaurant, 
bait shop, pier, sidewalks, and a preserved wetland. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Dauphin Island Causeway Figure 5.  Causeway Multi-Purpose Park. 
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Bayfront Park at Alabama Point 
Bayfront Park is owned by the Mobile County Commission. It was designed as a family park, but 
is grossly under used due to lack of facilities. A renovation of this public access park would 
include: Parking, play areas, picnic areas, wet slips, overlook, restaurant, new restroom facilities, 
boardwalks, fishing piers and a preserved wetland area. 
 

 
 
   
 

Figure 6. Bayfront Park Figure 7. Bayfront Multi-Purpose Park 

 
 
Conclusion 
 
One of the primary outcomes of this project is the identification and proposed designs for 
possible new public access points at Dauphin Island Airport, Dauphin Island Causeway, and 
Bayfront Park. However, these results do not specifically provide guidance in how to direct 
funds or tactics to accomplish these outcomes. These results do, however, provide the City of 
Dauphin Island, AL and Mobile County, AL with additional input into a decision-making 
process.  
 
In conclusion: 1) Public access constitutes a special type of recreational area whose purpose is 
more complex than merely providing a place to launch a boat; 2) Public access sites are expected 
to be year round staging areas for place-specific activities such as swimming, picnicking, shore 
fishing, and wildlife observation; 3) Boat trailer parking is by far, the most limiting factor for 
public access design. 4) Public meetings should be held to ensure public access opportunities are 
inclusive to all user groups. 5) Expansion of existing facilities should be considered. 
 
What embedded scores need to be erased? There is a desperate need for public water access sites 
to accommodate more than just one use. The typical Alabama public access point of a boat 
launch with a "no fishing" sign discriminates against shoreline and pier fishermen who are 
largely of African American ethnicity. New marks upon the land that include inclusive design 
and diversity of use need to be drawn. This will help to assure that cultural diversity is addressed 
in redevelopment of coastal public land. 
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Abstract: 
"Images at War with War:  

The Spanish Civil War in the Art of Leon Bibel and Raquel Forner" 
 
 

World War II (1939-1945) often overshadows the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939).  In 

such scenarios the Spanish Civil War is but a precursor to the epic struggle between the Nazis 

and the Allies, between socialist ideologies and Western democracy, and so on.  World War II 

thus completely consumed the world for a short period of time and ultimately eclipsed the 

localized conflict in Spain.  Yet the Spanish Civil War also had a major impact on many nations 

and all sectors of life, including, most importantly for the present discussion, the arts.   

Artists around the world responded to the Spanish Civil War by creating works with 

shared themes, subjects and styles.  Their production records an international artistic response to 

the tragedy in Spain, war in general, and the specific devastation associated with, and 

foreshadowed by, the Spanish Civil War.  Picasso’s iconic image, Guernica, of 1937, depicted 

the bombing of a civilian town in the Cubist manner.  The mural’s scale, subject matter and style 

forced viewers to confront an increasingly common aspect of modern warfare—the bombing of 

innocents.  Picasso employed inventive techniques and a stark view of the destruction and death 

caused by modern military weaponry and strategies.  His mural was first displayed as the 
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centerpiece for the Spanish Pavilion at the 1937 World’s Fair and later toured the world, 

affording it notoriety while raising the awareness of Spain’s crisis.  As such, it influenced artists 

from diverse backgrounds and regions, thus helping to develop a cohesive, international response 

to the Spanish Civil War.   

The current paper will provide two case studies from the Americas—the art of an 

American, Leon Bibel, and an Argentinean, Raquel Forner—in the effort to show that, beginning 

with Picasso, a common theme emerged among the work of artists addressing the Spanish Civil 

War.  Artists turned away from the traditional emphasis on great leaders and the glorification of 

iconic moments in battle.  A new vocabulary developed; modern warfare and an overarching 

atmosphere of unease encouraged a particular focus on the plight of women and children, 

combined with the destruction of the natural environment.  

Leon Bibel and Raquel Forner had next to nothing in common.  Both artists had 

immigrant backgrounds, but Bibel moved to America early in life while Forner was raised in 

Argentina.  Bibel came from Poland while Forner's ancestral roots were connected with Spanish 

lines of descent.  Bibel worked in America during the depression while Forner was born into an 

upper-class family. Bibel saw Picasso's Guernica when it toured the United States, while there is 

no indication that Forner had seen Picasso's painting when she began to create her own reactions 

to the Spanish Civil War. Despite their numerous differences, though, a common thread, or 

pattern, appears in the works created by both artists towards the end of the 1930s and lasting 

through the 1940s.  In fact, the only commonality shared by Bibel and Forner is their intense 

reaction to the Spanish Civil War.  A consideration of subject matter, imagery, symbolism, style 

and a host of other formal elements used by these two artists will demonstrate an overarching 

concern with nature and the defenseless, epitomized in figural form by women and children.   

Leon Bibel immigrated to America from Poland when he was only a boy.  During the 

depression that crippled the United States, he worked as a silkscreen artist in Roosevelt's New 

Deal Works Progress Administration (WPA) program.  Bibel's WPA sponsored prints were filled 

with bright colors and a sense of optimism connected with the American ideals of hard work and 

equality.  Beginning with his viewing of Picasso's Guernica during its stateside tour, however, 

Bibel was profoundly influenced by the horrors he saw connected with the Spanish Civil War.  

Bibel's treatment of the Spanish Civil War resulted in dark, foreboding compositions detailing 

the negative effects of war on humankind.  In sharp contrast to his hopeful, WPA sponsored 
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prints, Bibel's war images focused on wastelands filled with refugees, where women and children 

served as the major characters in his vision of a war torn world. 

In Argentina, Raquel Forner also created a large body of work reacting directly to the 

war, even though she shared nothing in common with Bibel besides knowledge of the war and 

the fact that both their families were recent immigrants.  Forner's was a very personal reaction to 

the war, occasioned by her Spanish ancestry.  She also, like Bibel, was particularly struck by the 

horrors the war visited upon the countryside, women and children.  In Forner's works, war was 

presented as an inherently male endeavor, while the resulting devastation most directly impacted 

strong, though defenseless women, children and natural surroundings.  When soldiers literally 

became animals, those of the 'softer sex' and those who were little more than babies were 

stripped of their innocence in Forner's personalized, surrealist images.   

Through the internal vernacular of war and art, this paper will show that these two artists, 

Leon Bibel and Raquel Forner, created powerful images that clearly portrayed a shared reaction 

to the Spanish Civil War.  In the tapestry of art related to the Spanish Civil War, the different 

strands woven into the work of these two artists can be connected, in spite of these same artists' 

differing social positions, geographic locations, gender and personal experiences.  Bibel, for 

example, created images with socialist undertones and a concern with the inhumanity of man 

against man while Forner painted strong, personalized visions of powerful women whose worlds 

were torn apart by men. When Bibel and Forner's work is considered together, however, an 

uprising in the artistic community becomes apparent.  Despite the fact that the Americas were 

not directly connected with the distant war in Spain, artists recognized the importance of the 

Spanish Civil War and created a major body of work reacting to it and to war in general.  

Furthermore, in considering the two case studies provided here, despite marked visual and 

thematic diversity, a common thread emerges—both artists, like Picasso before them, chose to 

emphasize the plight of woman, child and nature, while focusing on modern techniques, both in 

war and in art.  Thus, it will be argued that Leon Bibel and Raquel Forner, while totally 

independent of one another, were part of a larger artistic movement stretching across the 

Americas and demanding social awareness and justice for the atrocities of the Spanish Civil War. 
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Abstract 
 
The objective of this abstract for proposed research is to explore the inter-disciplinary 
or cross-disciplinary subjects between art, literature and theatre.  Both in art and 
theatre, there are some male artists and playwrights who are misogynists.  For 
example, Edgar Degas in art history and August Strindberg in dramatic history are 
accused of having misogynistic undertones.  Is this accusation true?  The research 
will methodically analyze their art works and plays, compare their biographies to the 
historical background of their times, and use the approach of the critical theory of 
feminism.  Misogynistic undertones are found in the works of Degas and Strindberg. 
One reason for this could be the influence of their personal lives upon their works. 
Neither Degas nor Strindberg had happy marriages.  Degas was never married during 
his lifetime and Strindberg was divorced several times.  In art history, Degas is 
well-known for his paintings of ballet girls and his style of Impressionism.  Yet, 
some art scholars have found tendencies of misogyny in his other works of art.  For 
instance, Degas’ paintings of nude women in bathtubs and prostitutes in whorehouses 
show his disgust of women’s unclean bodies.  These paintings focus on the women’s 
bodies without showing their facial expressions.  Strindberg’s plays The Father and 
Miss Julie both express the complexity of misogyny and the power struggle between 
the two sexes.  In the tragedy The Father, Strindberg describes a husband and wife’s 
struggle over their daughter’s future education.  The father suffers insanity from his 
wife’s deceits, making him believe that he may not be the father of the child.  He 
eventually dies from a mental breakdown caused by his wife.  According to 
Strindberg’s analysis of the characters, the father is depicted as “a cavalry captain, is 
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intellectual, a freethinker, a man of ideas. His wife is narrow, selfish, and 
unscrupulous in her methods when her antagonism is wakened.”  There are other 
female characters in the play besides the wife, including the wife’s mother, the 
Captain’s old nurse, and others, whom are all depicted in a negative light.  
Strindberg’s tendency of misogyny can also be shown in Miss Julie.  This 
naturalistic play shocked the early reviewers of its frank portrayal of sexuality.  The 
two sexes’ power struggle is also accompanied with a class struggle.  On the one 
hand, there is Miss Julie, an upper class aristocrat, who wants strongly to descend 
from her social status, and on the other hand, there is Jean, the servant serving Miss 
Julie’s father, who is trying to rise above his low class.  Both Miss Julie and Jean’s 
subconscious desires are shown by their different dreams.  Miss Julie dreams of 
falling down from a tree, but Jean dreams of climbing to the top of the tree.  The 
author, Strindberg, refers to Miss Julie in his preface as a "man-hating half-woman," 
and brings Miss Julie to her death by having her commit suicide.  Does Strindberg 
do this as a punishment to Miss Julie for having sex with the servant out of lust, or is 
it actually the author’s subconscious tendency as a misogynist?  This paper will 
explore not only the analysis of Degas’s works and Strindberg’s plays, but also the 
influence of these artists’ personal experiences and its effect on their works.  The 
paper will focus on the theme of misogyny in art and theater by taking Degas’ 
paintings and Strindberg’s plays as case studies. 
 
Keywords: Edgar Degas, August Strindberg, Misogyny, Miss Julie, The Father 
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Down from the waist they are Centaurs, 

Though women all above: 

But to the girdle do the gods inherit, 

Beneath is all the fiends.’ 

 (Shakespeare, King Lear, IV vi) 

I. Introduction 

 Misogyny can be found in Phallogocentricism, the western white men centered 

philosophy. From King Lear’s disgust toward women due to his two elder daughters’ 

not doing filial piety to Hamlet’s disparaging speech “Get thee to a nunnery” to 

Ophelia caused by Hamlet’s abomination toward his mother Gertrude’s re-marriage 

with his uncle Claudius soon after his father’s being murdered. By inter-disciplinary 

research, we can see the common theme of misogyny shown in both art and theatre. In 

Heidegger’s view, “I think it is unquestionably to say that the ego has fundamentally 

resorted to itself when it is engaged in writing and painting.” We can see one’s ego 

from the writing and painting. Therefore, in this paper by the historical, biographical 

and psychological approaches, added with Feminism and gender studies, I will 

explore the under-meaning of misogyny expressed in August Strindberg’s 

plays—Miss Julie and The Father and Edgar Degas’ paintings--Petites filles 

spartiates provoquant des garcons and The Tub.  
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Before exploring the undertone of misogyny reflected in the interdisciplinary art 

and theatre by taking examples of August Strindberg’s plays and Edgar Degas’ 

paintings, we can first understand the cause and effect of misogyny resulted from the 

patriarchy. The etymological origin of “misogyny” is from the Greek “misos” (hatred) 

and “gyne” (woman)1. Misogyny means a type of “castration complex” that causes 

intentional depreciation and contempt of women practiced frequently by men. In 

feminist discourses, this type of deed is defined analogously in ideology to racial 

discrimination or anti-Semitism whose existence is to justify the domination of men 

over women. In terms of misogyny, as Chen Hui-Wen argues: 

For long, the constant accusation toward “sluts” from the patriarchy in 

literature just reflects men’s fear of the sexually active women and the 

mood of misogyny. These malign utterances serve as continuous control 

and dominance over women. In fact, the “vicious characteristics” assigned 

to women are merely the reflection of men’s prejudices and are not 

necessarily evil. If women are still accustomed to see themselves through 

men’s eyes, they would strenuously play the role of “talented women”--a 

bunch of idealized female images forged by male-centered literature in 

order to escape from the slut accusation. “Talented women” are beautiful, 

gifted, passionate but without sexual desire, retuning to orthodoxy without 

offending male authority even though they would sometimes deviate from 

restrictions of regulation for the sake of love.2    

The reason why Strindberg is a misogynist can be traced back to his childhood and his 

three unhappy failure marriages. Though Degas is noteworthy in his portraying of 
                                                 
1 From the website-http://failforum.net/forum/redirect.php?tid=591735&goto=lastpost 
2 From The Image Construction of ‘Talented Women,” “Slut Women” and “Delicate Women,”--Yu 

Da-FU. “She is a Delicate Woman.”) http://sex.ncu.edu.tw/course/liou/4_Papers/Paper_04.html 
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those Ballerina girls, the reason for Degas to be labeled as a possible misogynist is 

because the unique female images, such as the prostitutes in the whorehouses and the 

nude women in the tub, presented in his works. There are many famous artists 

inclined more or less to misogyny in the realm of literature and art. For example, 

Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche has described women as “No heart but mere mask.” 

Besides, Nietzsche hasn’t stepped into marriage, he further adds that “All those who 

are married are questionable among all the philosophical incidents,” which reveals 

more of his tendency of misogyny. Leonardo di ser Piero da Vinci also thinks that 

women will make the talent of an artist separated into parts. August Strindberg, a 

famous Swedish playwright, has ever said that “the greatest and the most painful thing 

in the world is love.” Strindberg has sought for the ideal female image yet it turned 

out to be three abortive failure marriages through his life. Meanwhile, he expressed 

misogynic statements in his plays, transforming the emotional struggle into the 

tension in his dramas.   

 

II. Strindberg’s Background which Caused His Misogyny  

 August Strindberg was a premature baby. The marriage of an aristocratic father 

and civilian mother had endowed him a disposition combining both aristocracy and 

mediocrity, which also brought about certain psychological complex in his childhood. 

He tried to win her mother’s love since childhood but always failed. The feeling of 

discontent had caused him walk between extremes of love and hate. He also had 

double standards on women emotionally. In the introduction of Lin Guo-Yuan’s 

translation of Strindberg’s A Dream Play, he mentions: 

Strindberg was ranked third among all children in the family who was 

sensitive, hard to please and impetuous. Hence he was not favored by 

parents. He was eager to win maternal love, but the love from his mother 
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never satisfies him. The feeling of obstinately arrogant, of sensing others’ 

maltreatment or misunderstanding had molded in him an illusive female 

stereotype. Void and discontent had become the rudiments of ambivalence 

toward her mother and women. In Strindberg’s mind, love and hate had 

interstitially interwoven, going to extremes in fluctuation3 (2-3). 

Strindberg’s mother left him when he was 13. Later the resentment against his step 

mother had led to serious conflicts. His step mother’s abuse deepened his yearn for 

his mother and the desire for maternal love. As he steeped into puberty, the urge to 

alleviate physical desire and psychological conflicts was stronger. By resorting to the 

Christian religion followed by his mother, he was able to become a pious believer. 

Nonetheless, it was also because the shadow of his mother that caused impacts upon 

his three ensuing marriages.    

 Strindberg’s childhood experience had influenced him so much that molded his 

personality. The fear and love toward his mother hidden in his mind had caused 

constant uneasiness and anxiety. Also, such a sentiment was revealed introspectively 

in Strindberg’s works. As Lin Guo-Yuan points out: 

The childhood complex is the critical point to understand Strindberg’s 

complicated and ambivalent personality. On the one hand, fear, frustration, 

sense of inferiority, melancholy, reliance and hatred toward his mother had 

made him a complete loser. On the other hand, his recalcitrance, 

unbending resistance had nurtured his responsibility and nobility, which 

made him an unrivalled winner. This ambivalent duality is the recurrent 

motif repeated in his later career.4 

                                                 
3 Lin’s original introduction is in Chinese. The English translation here is mine. 
4 Ibid. 
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Such a sentiment extended into Strindberg’s adulthood and his three failure marriages. 

The companions of his three marriages were all those women who were regarded by 

the contemporary people as bold and unrestrained. The first one Eason was a duchess, 

who married Strindberg after she divorced. However, the pursuit of an actress career, 

her liberal personality and active social life made Strindberg jealous and uneasy. 

Although Eason had given birth to a child, Strindberg doubts that he was not the 

child’s biological father. And this life experience is reflected in Strindberg’s play The 

Father which I will discuss later. Furthermore, Eason devoted herself to the newly 

arising feminist movement, which at last brought about their divorce. His second wife 

Ur, 24 years younger than Strindberg, was a reporter who desired to be a writer. The 

failure of the first marriage exacerbated Strindberg’s psychosis. Although his illness 

had mitigated when Ur was pregnant, however, the publication of the 

autobiographical novel Confession of a Fool had brought him back to the life of fear 

and paranoia, leading to his escaping from marriage and remained solitude. His third 

wife was Portia, the actress performing in his play To Damascus. As a brilliant actress, 

she really touched Strindberg. Strindberg was 30 years older than Portia. However, 

the socially active Portia was not compatible with Strindberg’s aloofness. They 

divorced after having a baby.  

 Among his divorced wives, there are overall two actresses and one reporter who 

are all independent and hardworking women who did not sacrifice themselves to only 

family domestic lives. However, for Strindberg, he has an ideal female image 

extended from his mother to the one who is utterly submissive to be able to take the 

place of his mother. The ideal female image that Strindberg sought for is always faced 

with denial in reality. Children acquired in each marriage did not remiss the clash of 

values but only brought a more serious struggle. The conflicts also deteriorated 

Strindberg’s psychosis. From the deep influence of Strindberg’s personal traumatic 
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experiences with his troubled pursuit for maternal love and three failure marriages, we 

can use the biological and historical approaches to interpreting Strindberg’s plays and 

understand why there are misogynistic descriptions filled in Miss Julie and The 

Father. 

    

Styles of Strindberg’s Plays 

 There were several stages in Strindberg’s career. He was a naturalist writer filled 

with doubt and alienation at the beginning. As he was tortured by the misery of 

marriage, he became more critical and self-referentially metaphorical in his works. 

The two plays Miss Julie and The Father were finished at this time, laden with his cry 

and questions about life. He began to explore the meaning of life and religious 

significance through constant writing. He became more compassionate in the plays To 

Damascus and A Dream Play after going through mishaps. The monotonous cynicism 

had transformed into eclectic complaisance.  

 

Naturalism in Strindberg’s Early Plays 

 The early Strindberg was a pure naturalist. Naturalism was blossomed in the 19th 

century in France, and then spread into Europe and the U.S. in the late 19th to the 

early 20th century. The flourish of Realism was closely related to the birth of 

Naturalism. Furthermore, the advent of scientific study had altogether made literary 

writing far more diverse. According to a description on Wikipedia, the history of 

Naturalism is: 

In the late 19th century, economy and overseas trade had extremely 

expanded in France that precipitated its colonial incursion under the reign 

of the second Empire. The coercion of Napoleon the third had spurred 

incessant revolts from the intelligentsia. In 1870, the lost to Prussia in the 
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Sedan war signaled that the monopolization of France in Europe had being 

threatened by fledging German countries. Aggravating internal conflicts 

had resulted in the establishment of the Paris communion. Pragmatism, 

Idealism and Intuitionism were rampageous under such circumstances 

which debilitated the two mainstreams of literature--Romanticism and 

Realism. Sheer passion or lambasting reality was not enough for the 

intellectuals. Therefore, Romanticism and Realism had articulated tighter 

with popular scientific ideas and philosophical thoughts to evolve new 

artistic schools. Naturalism was one of the most important among them.5 

In such a situation, the writing skills of Naturalism differed a lot from those of 

Classicism. To begin with, the description of characters is not emphasized in 

Naturalism. Instead, the spiritual disposition is more highlighted in Naturalists’ works, 

which is a big difference from Realism. Meanwhile, Naturalism does not require 

strong dramatic effects or transition of plots; it demands a more static description of 

reality with insightful, down-to-earth observation. It also has a lot of influence on the 

20th century literature. 

 

Class and Dreams in Miss Julie 

 As a result, Naturalism was kept reverberated in Strindberg’s early works. He 

did emphasize neither exaggerated plot change nor the description of characters, but 

stressed more on the influence of incidents and differences under various contexts. 

Take Strindberg’s play Miss Julie as an example, as the protagonist Miss Julie faced 

with the class discrepancy, the melancholy that was accrued since her childhood in the 

aristocracy brought her into corruption. On the contrary, Sean, the male protagonist 

                                                 
5 Retrieved from the website: 
<http://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E8%87%AA%E7%84%B6%E4%B8%BB%E4%B9%89%E6%96%87
%E5%AD%A6> 
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who is Miss Julie’s father’s valet, was eager to ascend to the aristocracy. Strindberg 

did not spend much effort in explaining the differences of their background. Rather, 

he formulated a strong dramatic impact by presenting two different dreams and 

different attitudes after intimacy. Such an arrangement was not intentional, but did 

cause a strong impact inadvertently. Freud’s Interpretation of Dreams works well for 

us to detect the characters’ unconscious desire.  

 

How Can a Man be Sure that He’s the Real Father? 

 Naturalist literature did not require rational description, yet it brought in 

scientific determinism into the plots, stressing that animals as well as humans were 

under the sway of environment or circumstance, which would prevent the impulses 

from breaking out. Nevertheless, humans felt futile to stop the impulses from 

exploding. For instance, the colonel, the main character in Strindberg’s play The 

Father, was troubled by his daughter’s educational problems, but the colonel finally 

went to the extremes to be mad and then to die because of his wife’s circumvention 

and his distrust of others, including his wife’s mother and his own close old nanny.   

In Strindberg’s The Father, the role of "the father" is a colonel who is an 

authoritarian symbol in the ordinary people's eyes in the play; however, he is at home 

the slave of family women. No one is under his control no matter it’s his wife, his 

children's nurse, his old nanny, or his daughter, etc. From the lines of the character 

Colonel, we can get the glimpse of the playwright Strindberg’s inner thought about 

women:   

Colonel: Yes, I think that all of you are my enemies. My mother is also my enemy. 

She would not like that I am born to this world, because my birth made her 

suffered. She snatched the nutrition when I was still a baby. Consequently, I 

was of a half physically disabled since I was born. My sister is also my 
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enemy, she subjected me. The woman once kissed in my first love is also my 

enemy--I gave her love, but she unexpectedly brought a decade of illness to 

me. My daughter also becomes my enemy--as you force to choose between 

you and me. And you, my wife, you are my physical enemy because you 

don't let me walk until you have already choked my life to death (Act III, 

Scene vii, lines 4-9, 227). 

This plot arrangement reflects Strindberg’s tendency of hatred and misogyny toward 

women. In his early writing stage, Strindberg adopts the method of Naturalism. 

Naturalists write not only precise description, but also avoid humdrum in choosing 

subjects. Naturalism pursued generality that can prove scientific observation. Under 

such premise, the individual case was used to deduct a greater similarity in human 

society and to reveal the nature of reality. So Strindberg, adopting the method of 

Naturalism, presents his personal pain and torture as a father who’s gone through the 

exact trauma. Just like what the colonel’s wife tells in the play that “man can never be 

sure of who’s the real father of the child” (Act I, Scene ix, Line 8, 186), this is exactly 

what Strindberg’s real tough life experience in his marriage dealing with women.  

 Related to the question who’s the real father and the blood issue, Naturalism 

especially stressed the influence of heredity on human beings, maintaining that human 

beings would embark ceaseless and merciless struggle as life contrasted personal 

interests. In Miss Julie, Julie felt uneasy with her double pedigree (her father was an 

aristocrat, but her mother was a civilian) just like Strindberg’s biographical 

background. Miss Julie thought that her birth was the consequence of her mother’s 

vengeance toward her father, which led to her suspicion of men. The Suspicion also 

gradually arises between the colonel and his wife in The Father. In the beginning, 

they got along well. Nonetheless, as their daughter’s educational problems staked on 
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their status in the family, they used whatever means possible to maintain and struggle 

for their power.  

 Analyzing the play from the biographical and historical approaches, we see the 

characters’ situation in the plays just reflect Strindberg’s real life. Strindberg grew up 

in a similar condition. The combination of an aristocrat father and a civilian mother 

had caused Strindberg ambivalent emotions toward women. Internal struggles such as 

his frustration toward marriage, his suspicion of the blood link between a father and a 

child and his misogyny are all represented in his plays.  

 Strindberg’s writing style in the period of Naturalism was contemplative. Yet 

Naturalism does not try to condemn the struggles. It just reveals the situation 

faithfully. Naturalistic writers were pessimistic about human nature. They reflected 

the human activities from the view of fatalism, taking human actions as some 

predicable causality. Therefore, Strindberg was anxious to find a general social 

condition which can present the nature of human society and behavioral quality. Yet 

as Strindberg’s experiences multiplied, after undergoing marriage failures, conflicts in 

the familial relationship and pursuit of religion, he had gained more insights reflected 

in his works. After his self-defined “inferno period,” Strindberg was not insistent on 

Naturalism and become more inclined to Expressionism. 

 

Expressionism in Strindberg’s Later Plays 

 The word of Expressionism was from the Latin “expresseus,” which meant “to 

throw” and “to squeeze.” It started in the Industrialization Period in Germany. 

Because the vast industrial development and technological progress had made some 

intellectuals repulsive, plus the philosophy of Nietzsche and Schopenhauer were 

upheld by the people, Expressionism was able to thrive. Generally speaking, 

Strindberg was regarded as the precursor of Expressionism. After finishing the play 
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To Damascus, he formally inaugurated the practice of Expressionism. Strindberg tried 

to express the danger and conflicts in life which echo in his plays such as A Dream 

Play and The Ghost Sonata. 

 Expressionism highlighted spiritual description, especially the actual 

manifestation of spirit and emotion. Expressionists asserted that we should mediate 

and explore the human psyche; emphasizing the subjective feeling and emotion such 

as the sense of fear, helplessness and loneliness in the capitalist world. Strindberg’s 

plays were especially pessimistic among the Expressionists’ works. As I mentioned 

above, the influence of heredity is gigantic upon Strindberg’s personality. In 

Strindberg’s point of view, men can not get rid of the inborn misery, nor can he fight 

against destiny. Strindberg describes the men’s world as a place full of disasters and 

pain. It is the sorrow like Strindberg’s laid the foundation of the European 

Expressionism especially during the First World War and the highpoint of 

Expressionism is in the period 1905 to 1920.    

 The signification of Strindberg’s plays is not only in presenting the historical 

background and artistic styles of Naturalism and Expressionism, but also in showing 

the gender issues. In the meantime, there is usually an antinomy of pull and drag, of a 

wrestling between men and women in Strindberg's works. Ingmar Bergman, the 

famous film director, once described Strindberg’s works:  

He extremely adored the female, but he also ruthlessly persecuted them. 

He always has an extreme attitude toward the female. His mind is the 

hybrid body of 50% woman’s and 50% man’s.6  

For example, in Strindberg’s famous play Miss Julie, there hid many family secrets 

behind Miss Julie who has been brought up in a high class of the aristocracy. In fact, 

the conflicts of her parents' marriage and the factors resulted from environment and 
                                                 
6 I translate Ingmar Bergman’s ideas in an article into English. 
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heredity made Julie want to escape. The destiny had been happened at a midsummer 

night when love and dream crashed into tragic pieces. For Julie, there is no prince 

who holds her hands toward eternity. Instead of romance, fun and revenge upon men 

which she had intended to look for, eventually what she got turned out to be Sean’s 

selfishness and cruelty, and in the end her suicide.  

I think that Miss Julie’s tragedy is designed by the playwright Strindberg’s 

unconscious punishment toward women. Miss Julie’s outcome can express 

Strindberg’s disgust--he punishes the woman to death who is sadist toward her fiancée 

who broke the engagement with her. To get revenge on men and get rid of the 

boredom in the carnival midsummer festival, Miss Julie flirts with her father’s valet 

indoors when her father is not at home and all the village people and their servants are 

dancing and drinking outside. Strindberg’s misogynistic tendency shows in his 

decision to make Miss Julie listen to Sean’s order to commit suicide to make up her 

mistake and downfall. Concerning of the sexual conflicts between the two sexes, Shi 

Chao-Yin in the translated preface of The Ghost Sonata mentions:  

Strindberg's processing of sexual conflict always resorted to extreme 

measures. His comments on marriage were also extreme. Having some 

personal painful experiences, he has more insight than his contemporaries. 

His bold confession made people of his time abashed. He gave a frontal 

attack to those vulgar complacencies and the supporters of the Women 

Movement7 (12). 

In Miss Julie, Strindberg’s misogyny is so severe that he makes the female character 

Miss Julie die. Strindberg’s The Father is a very good example about men’s and 

women's wrestling struggle. The power among the couple pulling and dragging each 

other added by worry and uncertainty multiplied finally made the father insane. 
                                                 
7 Shi’s ideas are in Chinese. The English translation here is mine. 
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Although this play only took Strindberg several weeks to complete, it is not difficult 

to see the projection of the playwright's self experience between the lines. Lin 

Guo-Yuan also points out: 

We can find the trace of his first marriage in Strindberg's naturalist plays. 

Adulterating with the other's wives, suspecting his wife who had an affair 

with the other man and suspecting the kid isn't his own are all the sources 

of his craziness and paranoia. In the plays, they were reflected as 

self-consolation of companion, of the father being compelled into 

craziness, of the fluctuation of Miss Julie, of metaphors of feelings as in 

natural rival creditor (13).8  

It is such a self-contradictory emotion toward women from Strindberg’s childhood to 

his adulthood that becomes the feature of his works. Moreover, form his plays we can 

see Strindberg’s obvious hint of misogyny. 

 

III. Overtones of Misogyny in Degas’s Paintings    

Degas’s Background 

Compared with Strindberg’s obvious misogyny, Degas’s misogynistic tendency 

is shown in the overtones when we interpret his paintings. Degas was born on July the 

nineteenth, 1824. His father was a banker working in the 9th district of Paris. The 9th 

district of Paris had once been called “New Athens” because many dilettantes of art 

and artists had gathered and promoted art in this area. However, the district had 

separated into two areas after 1880 where pornography business had also emerged 

besides banks and other lines.  

Degas was a famous Impressionist painter, but he was also called the Classicist 

in Impressionism because he loves the Classical style. Apart from most of the other 
                                                 
8 Ibid. 
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Impressionists like Paul Cézanne, Claude Monet, and Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Degas 

was highly expected by his family with grubstakes by having a rich father who works 

at a bank. In the beginning, his parents opposed his career as a painter, leading to 

exacerbated confrontations. Then Degas softened their bigotry with determination and 

perseverance. Finally, he was able to attend art school. 

 

Introduction of Impressionism 

Impressionism arose in the nineteenth century which was another artistic 

revolution after Renaissance. It was more a great leap of artistic thoughts than a mere 

birth of style. The concept of painting and related modes of thinking had renewed the 

artists’ perspectives all over the world. At the same time, Impressionism influenced 

not only Europe but also the other areas in the world.  

In 1874, being invited to “Salon” or not was still the caliber of artistic excellence, 

several young artists included Édouard Manet and Claude Monet held “The Salon 

Dis-election” exhibition to oppose against the Salon institution. The position of this 

new painters’ circle was in a dilemma at that time. On the one hand, Neo-Classicism 

and Romanticism were not popular; on the other hand, no emerging style was strong 

enough to maintain the vitality of art. Artists wondered how long the traditional 

themes and skills could survive? Especially when photography had become more and 

more popular, could artists confront more obstacles in depicting “reality”? The 

problems mentioned above were what the artists truly worried about. Therefore, the 

theme of “The Salon Dis-election” exhibition aimed at the deployment of natural light 

in painting. Among all the paintings in the exhibition, Monet’s Impression--Sunrise 

was berated by reporters, and the title “Impressionism” had come into being. 

Contrary to the Classical art style, Impressionism was less fettered by religion, 

literature and philosophy, focusing more on the visual impressions instead of detailed 
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depiction of reality. Impressionism is famous for presenting the change of light and 

shadow. The beauty of light, radiance, saturation, luminosity and shadow of objects 

are what the Impressionists were eager to explore. They draw with spectrum of lights, 

juxtaposing and complementing shadows and lights so that the viewer can see the 

dialogue between luminosity and saturation. Also, Impressionists did not highlight the 

contour of objects. Rather, they used shadow as a way to make objects clearer. Their 

deployment of shadow thus made the entire picture more 3-dimensional without 

leaving the picture flat or rigid. Early Impressionists encouraged to paint en plein air 

(in the open air), to have outdoor sketch so that they could more directly engage with 

nature. The natural sceneries and pastoral life were inspiring for the beauty of light 

and color. Hence, painters like Pierre Auguste Renoir, Camille Pissarro and Claude 

Monet were classified as the “Outdoor-Light” group. Some scholars also classify 

Degas into this group.  

  

Degas’s Difference from Other Impressionists 

Although Degas is one of the Impressionist painters, his usual practices are much 

different from his fellow associates. At first, Degas didn’t like sketching outdoors, 

neither did he extemporize. He didn’t paint by instinct but by discretion, faring out the 

entire layout from the draft. His sketch skills were solid. He also learned from the 

Neo-Classical masterpieces. He incorporated the beauty of things well-kept as 

impression into his paintings besides illustrating what he saw before him. These 

qualities make the works of Degas full of tension and certain sentiment, while 

remaining precise and rigorous. 

Degas had attended overall seven Impressionist exhibitions. However, maybe 

due to his haughty aloofness, or to the strong sense of responsibility, he could not 

identify with the conservative mindset of the Impressionist contemporaries. He didn’t 
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like the established practice of highlighting parts of outdoor sketch and Naturalism. 

He was not satisfied with the limits of Impressionism either. He thought that the 

originality of art should keep exploring, instead of being enmeshed by restrictions. In 

Degas edited by Kuang-Fu Bookstore, it says: 

It is good to illustrate what we see, but it is even better to depict what is 

kept in memory. This is the combination of change, fantasy and memory. 

We can only represent what is clear and obvious--something that is 

necessary and indispensable. Our memory and creativity will be thus 

liberated from innate restrictions9 (81-82). 

The idea of artistic creation was determined to change as it reached certain pinnacle. 

Thus, the tie between the Impressionists and Degas is feeble. He could not identify 

with them although he also agreed to some of their ideas. 

 

Degas’s Progress of Creation 

Beautiful females with perfect bodies and graceful gestures are always an 

indispensable part in the Western history of art. The females with perfect presentation 

appear in art works with different images and styles. They can be the Blessed Virgin 

Madonna with Child or goddesses in the Greco-Roman mythology. Their unrivalled 

worldly or sacred beauty represents certain aesthetic style of various epochs as well as 

how the ideal beauty should be taken into shape to be represented by artists. In 

Renaissance, though there were more manners depicting the beauty, the illustration of 

the females’ “reticence” and “virtue” remained unchanged. This type of illustration 

was built on the base foundation similar to Classicism. Lots of varieties and richness 

had incorporated into Degas’s art creation. Although art historians have categorized 

Degas in different art schools as a master in Impressionism, however, such labeling 
                                                 
9 I translate the original Chinese statement into English. 
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seems to be unable to cover his other works which show the female bodies in a more 

realistic way instead of just color and light in Impressionistic method. 

In techniques, Degas had different ideas about Impressionists’ pursuit of transient 

beauty. Based on Neo-Classicism, he did not favor either side. Meanwhile, he sought 

to develop his own style between the tradition of Neo-Classicism and the new trend of 

Impressionism although his education of art is the Neo-classical one. Degas used to 

paint with porcelain compared with the complicated procedure of oil canvas. He was 

able to seize the transient beauty of objects because the convenience of porcelain. 

Many of Degas’s figures were indoor paintings. Hence, he was very skilled in 

illustrating artificial light. He would not particularly highlight the brilliance or 

splendor of light, but prudently present the dynamic of objects and light in a 

proportionate and rational balance. 

 

Degas’ Innovation   

Degas was inspired from photography and Eastern art. There are skills such as 

leaving margins and creating depth of fields in the Eastern art. A full-stuffed picture 

does not necessarily bring a sense of beauty. However, to make spatial change on the 

proportion of background and object can increase poetic atmosphere. Similar skills 

can also be found in photography. There are more variations and changes on the 

deployment of lights and shadows. Degas also left many photographic works. He 

learned “freeze-frame” from photography by framing and illustrating from various 

angles, trying to seize the transient beauty by breaking the pictorial parity and 

constructing motion. In his paintings, we found that the composition was not always 

symmetric; characters would be cut off and main figures were not necessarily being 

put in the center. However, such arrangement delivered a more vivid and lively sense 

of motion, which is analogous to the “snapshot” skill in photography as if objects 
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were captured with caprice without deliberation. On the other hand, some scholars 

thought that Degas had offered a new way of seeing for photography since the 

transient beauty was so highlighted by him. At the same time, he made the figures, 

sceneries and lights far more flamboyant by piling up layers of colors and repetitive 

drawing.  

 

Degas' Good Female Friend Mary Cassatt 

From the historical and biographical approaches, even unlike Strindberg’s getting 

married three times and getting divorce three times, Degas's keeping single without 

getting married all of his life also bestowed him a label of "misogynist." In this aspect, 

Degas in fact has Mary Cassatt (1844~1926) as his beautiful bosom friend. Getting 

along with her was something that can't be ignored in Degas’ creative career. Degas 

and Cassatt all come from a similar background, and had compatible personality. 

They found consensus in the pursuit of art. They were true good friends whether there 

was love between them or not. Marry Cassatt was born in the American Pittsburgh, 

the United States. At that time there hadn't had too many self-training art courses, 

therefore it greatly relied on the resource of Europe. Therefore, Cassatt went to France 

to learn painting. She not only becomes few of the Americans that can make her name 

in European art field but also throws a new light on the American art.  

Cassatt’s relationship with Degas was defined by some scholars as his lover. 

However, by examining the records and their personalities, they were more like 

teacher and friend, mutually nurturing each other on the road of art. Cassatt was very 

subjective who guarded her dignity uncompromisingly; Degas was eccentric and 

opinionated about art. Consequently they experienced successively unexpected 

obstacles after they got acquainted. As Degas saw Cassatt’s painting Portrait of a 

Little Girl, he said that “she had infinite artistic talent” (He, 110). And Cassatt in 1915 
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wrote: “The first time I saw Degas' paintings, it was an important turning point to my 

art career” (He, 110). No one like Degas had that profound influence on Cassatt. They 

both come from upper-middle class. They were energetic, intelligently progressive; 

both have an ability of self-evaluation which caused them unbearable of the 

conservative style. Since they met in 1870, they kept a life-time friendship. We can 

also see Cassatt worked as Degas’s model in some of his paintings. 

 

Degas’ Works with Misogynistic Undertone 

Though Degas did not show misogyny when he painted Cassatt, we can see his 

undertone of misogyny in some of his works. Take his early work Petites filles 

spartiates provoquant des garcons for example: 

    

<Degas, Petites filles spartiates provoquant des garcons, ca. 1860. > 

 For Degas, this painting was inspired by an ancient Spartan courtship ceremony. 

The figures in the picture were sketched according to the Parisian somatology, which 

was different from academic historical paintings. Some people though that it was just 

a reinterpretation of the courtship activity; however, others did probe into this piece 

from the misogynistic point of view. Since Degas put the male and female figures on 

the two sides of the picture, it posed a gesture that women were in solidarity 

provoking men who seemed to be in a loose formation. An unhealthy enmity was thus 

being deciphered between the two sexes in the picture. It was also said to reveal 

Degas’s inner fear toward women.  

Just as women do not have the classic and elegant posture, but on the contrary, 
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they were more undisguised in Degas's paintings. This kind of “misogyny” stripped 

women of the traditional burden that bestowed them the courage to pursues a dream. 

However, it did not promise a happing ending. Using the psychological approach as 

Freud’s theory to examining the painting, women were naked under a more 

affectionate circumstance while also revealed a voyeuristic sensation. 

 

Different Women Images in Degas’ Paintings     

J. K. Huysmans, a French novelist, thinks that there were too many parts in 

Degas’s creation of naked women that contempt and despises the females. Huysmans 

interpreted Degas’s paintings in which “some women detested latent sexual 

enjoyment. This kind of aversion made them unbearable of the terrible evidence 

which also besmeared them. They even publicly admit the fear that their bodies 

cannot be cleaned by detergent” (Bernheimer, 162). Supporting Huysman’s ideas, 

Wang Xiu Man in The Latest Modern Art Judgment points out the male gaze in 

Degas’ paintings:  

Degas’s woman in bath is apocalyptic. And according to Huysman, the 

voyeuristic gaze did not punish women’s dissipation. Subsequent 

researches transferred the focus from the gaze to his detestation of women. 

On the other hand, some art historians think that Degas had being 

excessively concentrated on the desire. Others thought that his works 

confused a more implicit mechanism in the Western male gaze10 (167). 

In Degas's serial works about “naked women,” he didn't think that he wanted to 

emphasize the intention of “sex” and “voyeurism.” Instead, just as the conversation 

between the Ireland writer George Moore and Degas, Degas said: “The women under 

my pen were faithful and servile; they intended nothing except exposing the bodies.” 
                                                 
10 I translated Wang’s words from Chinese into English. 
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Degas wanted to express simplicity of a beautiful body. However, probably because of 

its special viewpoint and painting method, readers had more spaces to read from his 

paintings to feel his misogynistic tendency.  

 

Historical Background in Degas’s Paintings of Nude Women Bodies 

Nevertheless, this series of female nude body creations made historical 

significance. In the late 19th century, because of the approaching end of the century 

and economic crisis, studies about men's inner feelings had arisen. In the meantime, 

due to the 1882-1896 European economic great crises, it caused factory collapse, 

unemployed workers, unbearable reality made people start looking for spiritual 

liberation. Hence nobility, industrial tycoons, and business men lead a happy-go-lucky 

life in order to forget reality. At this time, the artists’ focus had been moved from 

officers and nobilities to mundane people. The topic of painting contained obvious 

change.  

The subjects of paintings had changed. The year 1880 was when French 

Feminism rose. It caused greater influenced to Degas paintings. In fact, as the 

traditionalists in France announced related speeches concerning abhorrence of women 

and family value, focusing all the discussion on the treatise of “the fixed role of 

women in the family is the spirit and key of the French revitalization,” they mostly 

asserted to limit women's rights and to guarantee the patriarchal power within society. 

This kind of attitude also caused strong opposition. Under this condition, Degas 

started to use paintings as his response to the society. By paintings, he delineated a 

beautiful vision in his heart as an artist. 

 

The Patriarchy & Degas' Painting in Whorehouses  

From the Essential Feminism, the patriarchal society divides men and women by 
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the essence of biological differences, and constructs women's beautiful looks and 

figures as tools for women to obtain power, thus makes women’s bodies under the 

sway of men. Take Degas’s paintings about the whorehouse series for example, 

portraying prostitutes in the whorehouses is the symbol of women in a low status. 

However, in Degas’ paintings, he did not reveal contempt toward prostitutes, but 

expressed the dull reaction of the whore masters against the real life of the prostitutes 

to present the social dilemma of exploitation. To be gazed, the position of those 

prostitutes as objects in the paintings shows the allotment of power. In the meantime, 

the viewpoint also decides who is seen and how Woman is presented. Patriarchal 

society does not only succeed in dominating women’s bodies, but also controls their 

social roles and positions. As John Berger mentioned in Ways of Seeing:  

In Europe, painters, critics and collectors of naked paintings are usually 

men while the objects of paintings are usually women. This inequality has 

deeply rooted in our culture so as to women mentally treat themselves by 

the ways men treat them” (73). 

Does subjectivity exist in the voyeuristic point of view? Does the female value build 

up upon the male gaze? In this perspective, some people think Degas painted these 

works from the angle of Freud’s theory of voyeurism. Yet, from the feminist point of 

view, the victims in his paintings included not merely the prostitutes but also the 

whore masters. Using Feminism and gender studies, what can be extended from 

Degas’s paintings is the power of the male gaze by which the patriarchy controls 

female bodies.  

 

Degas' Paintings--Nude Women in the Bathtubs 

Compared with Degas's paintings of those never-announced prostitutes, the bath 

women in his paintings were more well-known. Although some people criticize the 
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women taking bath in his paintings were prostitutes, what is more amazing is that 

these images in the paintings were so real and vivid that they completely disagree 

with the widespread female images in Europe. This kind of image violated the 

tradition of pleasing men by drawing naked women. Of course, Degas did not agree 

with the critics that his Bath Women series revealed contempt and voyeurism toward 

women. He thought that he just presented the natural women under certain 

circumstances. According to Degas, the lack of features was just a manner of 

expression which would hinder the viewers from focusing on the characters so as to 

enhance people to see the entire picture. Nevertheless, the viewers still can feel 

Degas’s disgust of women’s unclean bodies by his choosing the topic of the 

prostitutes in whorehouses and designing the composition of the nude women in 

bathtubs. For these two kinds of women’s bodies are not clean—the former is 

spiritually and the latter is physically. 

Even though a few people think that Degas is in fact a true feminist, presenting a 

view different from most men and showing the female quality, however, more people 

accuse Degas as a male voyeur. Concerning the discourse of voyeurism, from the 

psychological approach, under the male gaze, men put Woman lacking of penis 

outside of the phallic dominating center as objects in the marginal space to be the 

Other. Meanwhile, according to Freud, the castrated women also cause small boys’ 

anxiety, thus furthers men’s voyeurism.  

E.g. The Tub. Peeking at the nude woman when she is in the tub in private. 

 

Le Tub. Dated 1886. Paris, Louvre. 
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From the psychological approach of Freud’s theory, Degas makes use of a high 

angle composition to dissymmetrically delineate a female image as a voyeur. The 

entire painting revealed a "peeping" point. The female model’s facial features or 

characteristics do not be delineated, but only being presented her body figure. 

However, the viewer, on the contrary, can gaze at the beautiful feminine figure lines 

and the naturally self-composed attitude. This painting is also full of luminance, with 

clear tone of color, reminiscent of the Oriental atmosphere. The dissymmetry of the 

framing partition makes viewers uncertain about their distance of the bathing woman. 

It is not so obvious misogynistic in this painting; however, it is certain that Degas, as 

a male painter, portrays his female model as an object to be seen from her naked back 

while she is supposed to be in a private space washing her body in the tub by 

voyeurism and definitely the male gaze. 

 

IV. Comparison and Conclusion 

Making a comparison between Degas and Strindberg from their relationships 

with women, we can see that Degas at least has one good female friend though he 

keeps single without getting married all of his life; while Strindberg got three divorces. 

Moreover, from the historical and biographical approaches, Strindberg is troubled 

from his mother’s lower social status, tortured by his step-mother and suffered from 

his three ex-wives. Thus, we can see in their works, compared with Degas, Strindberg 

expresses more obvious misogyny than Degas does. 

Degas’s contradiction and indifference offer him an illustration combining both 

objective and subjective observation but emotionally abundant and dazzling. Degas 

once emphasized: “the painting was not just about to draw, but to provide a method 

for appreciation.” He has described lots of female bodies from ballerina, bath woman 

and prostitutes. The uniqueness of the female body in Degas’s paintings does not 
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come from tradition but from continuous renewal. Degas's female figures were 

bestowed epochal significance, which also presented new aesthetic standards.  

Similar to Degas’s love for Neo-classicism and a representative painter in 

Impressionism in art history, Strindberg is infatuated with literature and occupying an 

important position in dramatic literature as a playwright famous in his brilliant 

Naturalism and Expressionism plays. Strindberg gave up exorbitant rhetoric and 

turned to Naturalism as to maintain a realistically-critic writing style. He put himself 

into his writing as to release the pain of psychosis. Different from Degas’s both 

subjective and objective observation in his paintings, the writing style of Strindberg’s 

plays are subjective, sometimes by using unrealistic elements to create unconscious 

depth in the dream-like phantasmal world. As Lin Guo-Yuan mentions: 

Strindberg had written totally eight major volumes of autobiographies, the 

Dionysian genius. On the one hand, he kept track of his own struggles. On 

the other hand, his works were the greatest works since the European 

Romanticism. What he expressed is not just repentance and exquisite skills, 

but the gift of tortuous self-examination and sensitive heart11 (1). 

Strindberg conversed with himself by writing-- he is sometimes full of excitement, 

sometimes filled with pity. His works were full of self-reflection, transferring his 

inner thoughts in a poetic way.  

Both Degas and Strindberg are taken as artists of “misogynists.” From the 

biographical and historical approaches, unlike Strindberg, Degas did not reveal any 

evidence in his childhood about his negative attitude toward women when he grew up. 

Yet, from the opposition of the two sexes in Degas’s painting Spartan Youth to his 

peculiar voyeuristic point of view in Bath Woman in the Tub, Degas remains an 

in-depth and realistic illustration about his perspective toward women. Without 
                                                 
11 Lin’s ideas are written in Chinese. I translate his ideas into English. 
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presenting the female models’ clear facial expressions, Degas’s paintings of nude 

women in bathtubs and prostitutes in whorehouses show his disgust of women’s 

unclean bodies. The lack of proof of misogyny in his childhood only leaves more 

room for imagination.  

Compared with Degas, Strindberg’s tortured childhood experiences kept 

throwing shadows on Strindberg’s adulthood life and furthermore influenced his 

marriages and attitude toward women. These pains and traumas deeply affect 

Strindberg’s plays. From the class fluctuation between the hostess and the male 

servant in Miss Julie to the power wrestling between husband and wife in The Father, 

we can feel Strindberg’s inner torture and suffering. Nonetheless, we see Strindberg’s 

change in his later work A Dream Play in which inspired by religion, the suffering 

turns out to be compassion and tolerance.  

Although both Strindberg and Degas are inclined to misogyny, they present it by 

offering various angles thus enable a chance of self-reflection instead of merely 

belittling and depreciating women. Strindberg and Degas break the traditional 

women’s stereotypes. They provide the readers and the viewers with a brand new 

horizon to think about gender, class, power and women’s various and alternative 

images via the re-theatricalizaion of theatre and the representation of art.       
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LATE SIXTEENTH AND EARLY SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 

 
 MUSCOVITE PARLIAMENTS 

 
Vincent E. Hammond, Ph.D. 

 

 

Introduction 

Like other medieval monarchs, the Sovereign Tsar and Grand Prince of Moscow and All Russia 

summoned representatives of the principal estates of the realm to discuss important matters. 

These assemblies, like the Estates General in France or the King’s Parliament in England, were 

used to gain support for the crown's policies and redress grievances through the subject’s right to 

petition his sovereign. 

 Contemporaries usually called the meetings of the medieval Parliament sobory, the 

Russian term for an assembly, meeting or council. They used the term sovet, which means 

council, occasionally.1 Nineteenth century Slavophile historians referred to the medieval 

Parliament as the “Assembly of the Land” (zemskii sobor, pl. zemskie sobory) because its 

protocols and parliamentary acts used the formula “by the decision of the sovereign and all the 

land.” The term was unknown to sixteenth and seventeenth century Muscovites. 

 The origins of the medieval Parliament have been traced to the military assemblies of 

commanders, boyars, and rank-and-file servingmen summoned by Ivan III before the campaign 

against Novgorod in 1470. Because the membership of the full Parliaments of the later sixteenth 
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and seventeenth included the clergy, Boyar Council, and deputies of the gentry (dvoriane) and 

townspeople (posadskie liudi), however, the early military assemblies cannot be considered 

Parliaments.  

 The protocol (official summary) of the official proceedings later published by Iu. Got’e 

proves that the assembly that sat between 28 June and 21 July in 1566 was the first complete 

Parliament.2 A.A. Zimin examined the signatures of the 374 members on the protocol and found 

thirty-two clergy, thirty boyars, 204 gentry, thirty-three state secretaries and undersecretaries, 

and seventy-five townspeople (burgesses).3 Since the government wanted advice on continuing 

the Livonian War, the gentry deputies were limited to the high-ranking Moscow dvoriane who 

governed the capital’s hundreds or commanded frontier garrisons. The twelve gosti, forty-one 

Moscow merchants and twenty-two Smoliane (who were either Smolensk merchants residing in 

the capital or Moscow merchants trading with Smolensk) were also from the capital. The failure 

to summon provincial deputies caused Kliuchevskii to call the Sobor “a meeting of the 

government with its own agents.”4 The gentry and townspeople’s presence together with the 

Holy Synod and Boyar Council, however, caused Zimin, Cherepnin and other historians to call 

the 1566 Sobor the first genuine Assembly of the Land.5  

 

Parliament and the Succession 

Although the Parliament of 1566 was called win support for and advise the sovereign on the 

Livonian War, the death of Ivan IV from arsenic poisoning in 1584 expanded the Parliament’s 

competence into the area of the succession to the throne. Russian sovereigns traditionally derived 

their legitimacy from their predecessors’ wills, a practice that can be traced to the reign of 

Iaroslav the Wise of Kiev. Since the tsar had failed to make a new will after killing his 
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designated heir, the Tsarevich Ivan Ivanovich, the traditional source of legitimacy for the tsar’s 

eldest surviving son Fedor was unavailable. The government sought to deal with the problem by 

summoning an Assembly of the Land representing the principal estates of the realm to confirm 

the new sovereign. The composition of the assembly caused Jerome Horsey, the English agent 

who witnessed the election, to call the assembly a “Parliament.” The primate (metropolitan of 

Moscow), archbishops, bishops, abbots, and upper clergy resembled the Lords Spiritual, the 

boyars the Lords Temporal, and the gentry the knights of the shires who sat in the Commons.6  

 Since the new tsar was the only surviving canonically legitimate son of Ivan IV, it is 

difficult to call the Parliament and electoral assembly. 7 There were no other candidates because 

the only other surviving son of the late was Fedor’s younger half-brother. Since the Orthodox 

canon law only recognizes the validity of three successive marriages, Dmitrii’s claim to the 

throne was of dubious legitimacy. The support later received by several imposters falsely 

assuming his identity only came after Fedor I’s death ended the legitimate Muscovite royal line.8 

 The use of the Parliament to confirm a tsar without the legitimacy conferred by his 

predecessor’s will set a precedent for the institution’s involvement in the issue of the succession. 

After the death of Tsar Fedor Ivanovich without heirs fifteen years later, some boyars wanted the 

Council to elect a new Tsar after taking power as a provisional government. Patriarch Job, to 

whom the tsar’s widow Irene had transferred the regency, and the late sovereign’s ministers 

recognized that the demise of the dynasty required Fedor’s successor to have the entire realm’s 

approval. Since this required an assembly representing freemen of all ranks, they summoned the 

Assembly of the Land to elect a new tsar. 9 The Parliament included merchants as well as the 

clergy, boyars, and 300 servingmen.  Twenty-one represented the wealthiest merchant guild (the 

gosti) while fifteen represented the less wealthy gostinnaia sotnia and sukonnaia sotnia 
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(clothiers).10 Although the late Tsar’s brother-in-law Boris Godunov was favored, his cousin 

Fedor Nikitich Romanov, the father of the future Tsar Michael, may also have been a candidate. 

By 1598 Romanov had already held the lord lieutenancies of Nizhni Novgorod and Pskov, 

served as a commander in the war with Sweden in 1590, and conducted diplomatic negotiations 

with the Holy Roman Emperor’s ambassador. Godunov, however, benefited from his popularity 

with the gentry and experience as Fedor’s chief minister, and won the election after receiving the 

Patriarch’s recommendation. The Electoral Deed justified Boris’s election on the grounds of vox 

populi, vox Dei (“the voice of the people, the voice of God”). 11 

 The political instability from which Muscovy suffered during the Time of Troubles 

(Smuta vremia) demonstrated to Michael I’s contemporaries the need to use a full Parliament to 

elect a new tsar and dynasty. The New Chronicle tells us that after the deposition of the First 

False Dmitrii (1606), the boyars agreed to summon another Electoral Sobor. But a legitimate 

Assembly of the Land did not in fact elect a new Tsar. The Boyar Council proposed two boyars, 

Vasilii Shuiskii and Fedor Mstislavskii, to the people of Moscow. The people gathered in Red 

Square chose Shuiskii. Although Vasilii’s branch of the Rurikide dynasty was older than the 

Muscovite Danilovichi, his failure to win election by a full Sobor weakened his legitimacy. 

Vasilii’s reign ended four years later the way it had begun; a crowd of angry Muscovites deposed 

him in 1610.  

 

The Electoral Parliament of 1613 

Vasilii Shuiskii’s weakness, which contrasted sharply to Boris Godunov’s strength, showed the 

Muscovite political elite the need for a full Parliament representing all the estates of the realm 

(“all the land”) to legitimize the election of a new tsar and permanent dynasty. After the national 
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militia led by Prince Dmitrii Pozharskii and the quartermaster-general Kuz’ma Mnin (an 

ordinary butcher from Nizhni Novgorod) liberated Moscow and the Kremlin from the Poles, the 

new government summoned an electoral sobor.   

 Unlike the sixteenth century assemblies, the deputies of the gentry and townspeople were 

elected instead of being appointed by the government. The concept of elected representation 

dates from the middle of the sixteenth century when Ivan IV introduced the practice into local 

government. Local gentry elected the okladchiki, who distributed the government’s salaries 

among the servingmen, and the gorodovye prikazchiki, town commissioners authorized to verify 

the legality of arrests under Article 70 of the Sudebnik of 1550. The peasants of the rural 

townships (volosti) and residents of urban communities (posady) chose the officials who 

apportioned and collected taxes. The principle of elected representation reached to the national 

level when local councils (sovety) exchanged representatives and put together the national militia 

that elected a council of gentry and court people.12  

 Because the delegates represented ranks (chiny) rather than geographic areas, the 

electoral units varied with rank. The provincial gentry formed district corporations to elect 

representatives of the “best” (lushche), the second ranking gentry (dvoriane) and junior boyars 

(deti boiarskie). The servingmen on active duty elected representatives from their regiments. The 

townspeople (posadskie liudi) chose their representatives from geographic districts 

corresponding to the black hundreds (Dmitrov, e.g.) and settlements (Sretenka, e.g.) of 

Muscovite trading people (torgovye liudi) and provincial towns.13 

 Because the Parliament was to elect a new dynasty as well as sovereign, the government 

decided that the Electoral Sobor had to include all categories of freemen representing “all the 

people of all the ranks of the entire great Russian tsardom.”14 The 277 deputies who signed the 
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Electoral Deed included lower ranking freemen in addition to the upper clergy (the Patriarch, 

metropolitans, bishops, abbots, and archpriests), gentry and townspeople who traditionally sat in 

the Sobor. The signatures of ordinary monks and parish priests like the senior priest of Zaraisk, 

who signed for himself and the other priests chosen to represent the town’s clergy, are on the 

document.  Musketeers (strel’tsy), Cossacks and free peasants (“district people,” uezdnye liudi) 

also signed.15 Although some were state peasants from the far north, where they participated 

with the townspeople in the election of local officials, Kliuchevskii observes that the peasants 

from Kolomna and Tula who signed the Electoral Deed were “free subjects” who had to belon

to local landlords because there were no state peasants in the area.

g 

16 

 

The First Parliament (1613-1616) 

The Electoral Deed that ratified the new sovereign’s election did not place any constitutional 

restrictions on the Crown, and the Sobor theoretically remained an ad hoc assembly summoned 

to give advice on great matters of state. Yet it met on so many occasions during the Tsar’s first 

decade that John Merrick, the English Ambassador, observed that the sovereign could no nothing 

without the “council of the whole realm (soveta vsego gosudarstva).17 It was almost continually 

in session because the government needed the Sobor to legitimize the new dynasty's rule and win 

the support of the Russian people.  

 Stashevskii’s observation that the nearly bankrupt government was too weak to obtain the 

revenue needed to function without the Sobor’s approval is correct.18 The new sovereign’s 

election by “all the land” could not immediately stop the continuing support for the Tushino 

pretender among Zarutskii’s marauding Cossacks. Nor could it end the occupation of Novgorod 

by the Swedes recognizing Karl Philip and of Smolensk by the Poles supporting Sigismund III’s 
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son Wladyslaw. Both princes had been “elected” Tsar by factions of boyars during the Time of 

Troubles. The dynasty’s very existence was in danger.  

 To insure the taxpayers’ compliance the government obtained the Sobor’s approval to 

impose the “fifth” on the rural and urban populace. The tax was an extraordinary levy on either 

the property or income of the people. Later the government received the Sobor's approval for a 

“tenth,” another extraordinary property or income tax. To obtain funds from the wealthiest of 

Russia’s merchant families (the Stroganovs), the Sobor approved the forced loans of 3000, 

16,000, and 40,000 rubles. 

 

The Second Parliament (1616-1619) 

After the Electoral Sobor was dissolved in 1615, the Tsar ordered the gentry and townspeople to 

conduct new elections in the spring of 1616. 19 The Sobor that met in Moscow later in the year 

sat until 1619. 

 The Sobor elected in 1616 “from all the towns of the Muscovite state” only reluctantly 

agreed to the imposition of another fifth. In the address from the throne read to the Sobor in the 

Tsar’s presence by a state secretary, the government informed the deputies of the petitions sent 

by Prince Ivan Andreevich Khovanskii and his servingmen who could not continue their service 

at the front near Smolensk without payment. Lack of money to defeat the Poles, whom they had 

fought “day and night” and “winter and summer,” had reduced the servingmen from Seversk, 

Pskov, and the other towns near the Lithuanian border to “tears.” Because King Sigismund (III) 

had stolen the treasury during his occupation of Moscow and the residents of the areas 

devastated by the Poles had no money to pay taxes, the government needed the Sobor’s approval 

for another extraordinary fifth.  To persuade the assembly to consent the Tsar had to publish the 
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1616 state budget showing the government’s lack of resources to pay the servingmen defending 

the realm from the Poles and Swedes. The records of the income and expenses of the financial 

chanceries---the state treasury (Bol’shoi prikhod), Kazan office (Kazanskii dvorets), and 

department for the collection of the “fifth” (Piat’ chet’)---and the military chanceries---Streletskii 

prikaz, Panskii prikaz, Razriadnyi prikaz, and Pushkarskii prikaz---showed a combined deficit of  

343,329 rubles, 27 alty, and 2.5 dengi. 20 

The new sovereign used the Sobor to gain support for his foreign policy by asking for 

advice on the negotiations with Sweden over the return to Russia of Novgorod and the 

ransoming of the other northern towns occupied during the Time of Troubles. In the spring of 

1616, the Swedish ambassadors (Jacob Delagardie and Henry Horn) threatened to break off 

negotiations with Moscow over the return of the Russian territory occupied during the Time of 

Troubles unless the Tsar agreed to one of the three proposals worked out by John Merrick, the 

English ambassador, and his Dutch colleague.21 For the payment of 100,000 rubles the Swedes 

were willing to return Novgorod, Staraia Rusa, Porkhov, Gdov, and Ladoga and promised to 

evacuate the Sumersk volost for an additional 50,000 rubles. The price of two million rubles paid 

over four years to ransom all the occupied lands, however, was so high that the Russian 

government could not come with the funds without resorting to additional taxation. Because the 

new dynasty was too weak to obtain the funds without the approval of the Sobor, which had 

consented to all the earlier extraordinary levies, the Tsar and Boyar Duma decided to refer the 

matter to the session was still sitting in Moscow.  After the State Secretary Peter Tret'iakov read 

a report on the Swedish negotiations, the Sobor was asked to advise the tsar whether to pay the 

two million rubles to obtain all the occupied towns or cede the towns to Sweden. The deputies 

were to give their answer as soon as possible to prevent the negotiations from being broken off.  
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The Sobor advised the Tsar against ransoming the Russian towns because the devastation 

suffered during the Time of Troubles was so great that some towns could not pay the fifth and 

the state needed the money to fight the Poles.22 The Tsar listened to the Sobor and concluded the 

Peace of Stolbovo in 1617. Although Novgorod was returned to the Tsar’s sovereignty, Russia 

ceded the towns of Iamburg, Koporie and Korela along with the fortresses of Ivangorod and 

Oreshek (Schlusselberg).23 

 In one of its last acts before its dissolution and the decision to hold new elections (1619) 

the Sobor accepted the townspeople’s demand for more equitable taxation. The taxpayers 

enrolled in the cadasters (pistsovye knigi) compiled in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries were 

paying more than those enrolled in the early seventeenth century revisionary cadasters (dozornye 

knigi). The Sobor agreed that the towns suffering the most from the Lithuanians should pay 

according to the lower “revisionary” tax rates. The same Sobor attempted to stop tax evasion by 

ordering the tax evaders (zakladchiki), who had pledged themselves to private persons or the 

church to escape taxation during the Time of Troubles, to be placed on the tax rolls.24  

 

The Third Parliament (1619-1622) 

In 1619 the Tsar approved the Assembly of the Land’s petition for elections for a third 

Parliament. The Tsar’s letter of July 5, 1619, to the governor of Novgorod illustrates the election 

procedures. After informing the governor of the proceedings of the recently dissolved Sobor, the 

Tsar ordered the election of new deputies “from all towns.” Each estate was to be represented. 

The clergy (dukhovnye liudi) were to elect one and the gentry and townspeople two 

representatives apiece. The delegates, who had to be morally upright men of substance (dobrye 

liudi) and intelligent (razumnye), were to report all “crimes, acts of violence, and disorders,” help 
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to pay the soldiers, and “put the Muscovite state in order, so that all that has passed will have 

merit” (ustroit’ by Moskovskoe gosudarstvo, chtoby proshloe vse v dostoinstvo). 25 

 In 1621 the Tsar sought the Sobor’s advice on the offer of the Turkish Sultan Osman II (r. 

1618-1622) to join an alliance with the Tatar Crimean Khan against Sweden. Tsar Michael 

wanted to fight Poland. So did his father, the Great Sovereign and Patriarch Filaret, only recently 

(1619) released from his Polish captivity. The Poles’ unprovoked attacks and slander made them 

enemies of the Russian state.  

 The protocol recording the proceedings shows the procedures followed by the Sobor 

before the division into two houses in 1648/49.26 Instead of voting, the Sobor reached a 

consensus and petitioned the Tsar to fight Poland for the Church, his honor, and the state. The 

clergy promised to pray for victory, the boyars and gentry promised to give their lives, and the 

merchants to pay as much as possible.27 After receiving the Tsar’s royal assent the Sobor’s 

petition had the force of statutory law, as Kliuchevskii observed in A Course in Russian 

History.28 “We, the Great Sovereign Tsar have decided in the Sobor” resembles the British 

formula “by the King’s Majesty in this present Parliament assembled.”29  

 

Between Parliaments:The Rule of Philaret (1619-1633) 

After 1622 the government, which was controlled by Patriarch Philaret (the Great Sovereign and 

Tsar Michael's father), was strong enough to rule without the Sobor. The centers of peasant and 

Cossack unrest were silent and the government was financially able to survive without additional 

extraordinary taxation.30  

 Neither the gentry nor the townspeople were dissatisfied enough to petition for a new 

Sobor. The statute of limitations on runaway peasants requested by the gentry’s deputies and 
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approved by the Tsar had strengthened serfdom. The lower, revisionary tax rates sought by their 

deputies in earlier Sobory satisfied the townspeople. Since their presence was required for a full 

Sobor, their unwillingness to petition for one allowed Philaret to govern without the institution 

during the last decade of his rule. 

 

The Last Parliament (1642) 

The need to win support and funds for his foreign policy caused Michael to call the last Sobor of 

the reign in early January 1642. The Parliament included the Church Council, Boyar Duma, the 

deputies of the Moscow and provincial gentry, and the representatives of the townspeople of the 

capital. The Tsar asked the assembly to consider the Don Cossack’s request for assistance so 

they could retain Azov, recently taken from the Turks.31 He also asked for additional taxes to 

continue the Polish war that was going badly on the Smolensk front.  

 Since the provincial townspeople were unrepresented, the government was able to begin 

collecting the responses on January 8, less than a week after the publication of the tsar’s 

summons. If Michael expected the same favorable response as 1621, when the Sobor 

unanimously approved the Polish war, he was disappointed. Although the eleven written 

responses of the various ranks recorded in the Sobor’s official protocol were given separately, 

their similar wording (often the same passages) shows the elected deputies wanted their 

grievances remedied before agreeing to go to war. The gentry, for example, wanted the time limit 

on the capture of runaway serfs (five years) abolished so they could reclaim fugitive peasants. 

Some servingmen were determined enough to break into the Tsar’s palace to present their 

petitions.32 The delegates told the Tsar, “We, your slaves, are worse ruined by the bureaucratic 

delays, injustices, and corrupt judges of Moscow than by the infidels of Turkey and the 
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Crimea.”33 The government wisely responded by advising the Cossacks to abandon Azov to the 

Turks. 

 

Conclusion 

The later sixteenth and early seventeenth century Muscovite Assembly of the Land was an 

estate-representative institution because it included representatives of the principal social groups 

of sixteenth and seventeenth Muscovy: the clergy, the upper aristocracy, the gentry, and 

townspeople. Like the early medieval English Parliament, the first assemblies were meetings of 

the King’s Council to which representatives of the Commons were added. 

 Although the government of Ivan IV chose the first representatives, their constituents 

elected the deputies of the gentry and townspeople in the seventeenth century.  Like the MPs 

who represented and bound their constituents through the power of attorney conferred by their 

election, the elected deputies were the agents of their constituents. So the new dynasty would 

have the support of the entire community of the realm, the Assembly of the Land summoned to 

elect the first Romanov sovereign in 1613 had to include all freemen, even the state peasants 

from the far north. The new government recognized the importance of the Sobor by securing its 

approval for taxes, forced loans, and foreign policy. Instead of issuing orders on his own 

authority, the new Tsar’s decrees claimed the support of “all the land” that could only be given 

by the nation’s representatives in Parliament. 

 Although the gentry and townspeople failed to perceive a continuing community of 

interest and never developed consciousness of rights against the Crown, the Parliament was more 

than a rubber stamp for the government. The Assembly of the Land considered the most 

important issues of the day: the succession to the throne, war and peace, and finance. The 
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formula for its decisions (“the sovereign and all the land decided”) indicates that some matters 

were so significant that the advice received by the tsar from his traditional boyar councilors was 

not enough. Recall the question of the succession to the throne after the demise of the Moscow 

branch of the Rurikide dynasty. Boris Godunov (1598) and Michael Romanov (1613) were only 

legitimate because of their election by “all the land.”  Vasilii Shuiskii's “election” (1606) by the 

boyars and a crowd of Muscovites in Red Square could not make him a real Tsar, a genuine 

Vasilii IV. 

 During the reconstruction period after the time of troubles, the Sobor was involved in 

state finance. Its approval was sought for all extraordinary taxation since the new government 

needed the support of the provincial gentry and townspeople. Instead of reverting to the sixteenth 

century practice of appointing the gentry’s representatives, the government continued to hold 

general elections at three-year intervals. The deputies gave their constituents an opportunity to 

present their grievances while the government had an opportunity to win the support of the 

people for the new dynasty. 

 The Assembly of the Land, like the seventeenth century English Parliament, remained an 

ad hoc assembly throughout the period. The restoration of order in the country and the return of 

fiscal solvency enabled Michael to govern without the Sobor after the return of his father, the 

future Great Sovereign and Patriarch Philaret. The recognition of the need for the support of “all 

the land” that could only be given in a Parliament including the representatives of the gentry and 

townspeople, however, continued. In 1642 Michael deferred to the assembly when it refused to 

support a war with Turkey. In 1648 his son Alexis would deal with the disorders connected with 

the widespread indignation over the abuses of his ministers Vasili Morozov (his former tutor) 

and Prince Elijah Miloslavskii (his father-in-law) by summoning a great sobor. For the first and 
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only time in Muscovite history the gentry and townspeople, like the Commons of England, 

would sit together in their own chamber. Their petitions on the abolition of the time limit for 

runaway serfs and the extension of serfdom to all males for the gentry and tax relief for the 

townspeople would be responsible for the most important articles of the new law code 

(Ulozhenie). 

 
 

 
 
NOTES: 
 
 

  1 On the medieval usage of sobor and sovet (often transliterated as ‘soviet’), see Sergei M. Pushkarev, 

Dictionary of Russian Historical Terms from the Eleventh Century to 1917 (New Haven, 1970), 130 and 140. 

 2 Iu. V. Got’e, Akty zemskikh soborov (1909), 1-12. The protocol is discussed in V.N. Latkin, Zemskie 

sobory drevnei Rusi (1885), 71-80.  G. Vernadsky’s discussion in The Tsardom of Moscow, 1547-1682 (New 

Haven, 1969), 112-116, remains the best English language commentary. 
3 A.A. Zimin, “Zemskii sobor 1566 goda,” Istoricheshie zapiski, 71 (1962), 196-235. 

4 V.O. Kliuchevskii, “Sostav predstavitel’stva na zemskii Saburov” in Sochineniia, VIII, 5-112. M.A. 

Diakonov, Ocherki obshchestvennogo i gosudarstvennogo stroia drevnei Rusi, 4th ed. (1912), 373.  

 5 L. Cherepnin, “Zemskie sobory i utverzhdenie absoliutizma v Rossii” in V.V. Kafengauz, Absoliutizm v 

Rossii (1964), 93 and Zemskie sobory Rossiiskogo gosudarstva v XVI-XVII vv., 1978. Also see Vernadsky, Tsardom, 

113-114. 
6 Deputies summoned to Moscow six weeks after Ivan IV’s death represented the gentry. On the Sobor see 

Cherepnin in Kafengauz, Absoliutizm, 93-94. 

 7 For the views of the historians who thought the assembly was an “electoral sobor,” see M.N. Tikhomirov, 

“Soslovno-predstavitel’nye uchrezhdeniia (zemskie sobory) v Rossii XVI v.” in Voprosy istorii 14, no. 5 (May 

1958): 3-23, and Rossiia v XVI stoletii (1962).  
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 8 The Muscovite Rurikides were called the Danilovichi because they were descended from Prince Daniel, 

Grand Prince Alexander Nevskii’s youngest son. 
9 On the consensus among Russian historians (I.I. Smirnov, R.G. Skrynnikov, A.A. Zimin, and L.V. 

Cherepnin) on the Assembly of the Land as an estate-representative institution, see L.V. Cherepnin, “K voprosu o 

skladyvanii soslovno-predstavitel’noi monarkhii v Rossii (XVI vek)” in Istoriia SSSR (1974), no. 5, 51-70. 

 10 V.O. Kliuchevskii, “Sostav predstavitel’stva na zemskikh soborakh in Sochineniia, VIII, 68. On the 

gostinnaia sotnia and sukonnaia sotnia, see Pushkarev, Dictionary, 139. Tsar Boris’s election is discussed in 

Vernadsky, Tsardom, 204-207. 
11 Romanov’s acceptance of Boris’s election, signified by his signature on the Electoral Deed, did not 

prevent his arrest on false charges of disloyalty.  He was tonsured under the monastic name of Philaret and sent to 

the Antonov Monastery. After his son’s election in 1613 and his liberation from a Polish prison in 1619, Philaret 

returned to Russia, where he was elevated to the Patriarchal throne and appointed Great Sovereign. Most historians 

consider him the real ruler of Russia from 1619 to his death in 1633. On Patriarch Philaret see P. Grebelskii, Dom 

Romanovykh, second edition (1992), 9. 

12 Diakonov, 374-376. On the town commissioners see G.V. Lantzeff, Siberia in the 17th Century. A Study 

of the Colonial Administration (Berkley, 1943), 27, and Pushkarev, Dictionary, 105. 

13 On the representation of the ranks and the territorial units of the townspeople see Kliuchevskii, Course, 
203-204. 
 
 

14 V. Sergeevich, Lektsii i izsledovaniia po istorii Russkogo prava, 3rd ed. (1903), 171. 
 
 
 15 The Electoral Deed was published in Sobranie gosudarstvennykh gramot i dogovorov (SGGD), I, No. 

203. Although the deed only had 277 signatures, Cherepnin (see in Kafengauz, Absoliutizm, 111-112) and other 

historians give higher estimates of the number of deputies. Because the signatures were collected over a four-year 

period and one person often signed for several, the number could have exceeded 700. Also see Kliuchevsky, Course, 

205. 
16 Kliuchevsky, Course, 205. 

 
 

17 Sergeevich, Lektsii, 170-171. 
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18 E. Stashevskii, Ocherki po istorii tsarstvovaniia Mikhaila Fedorovicha, Part I (1913), 83. 

19 The Tsar’s letter to the governor of Perm on the elections was published in Akty sobrannie v bibliotekakh 

arkheograficheskoi ekspeditsiiu Imperatorskoi akademii nauk (AAE), III, No. 77, 111. 

20 On the reluctance of the Sobor to grant another fifth, see Cherepnin in Kafengauz, Absoliutizm, 115. On 

the figures for the deficit, see N.P. Likhachev, "Novyia dannyia o zemskom sobore 1616 goda" in Russkii 

istoricheskii zhurnal. Petrograd, 1922, viii, 60-87. 
21 John Merrick (a former agent for the English Muscovy Company who had lived in Russia for some time 

and understood Russian affairs) played a very prominent role in the peace negotiations conducted between 1615 and 

1619. Despite his efforts to be an impartial mediator, his sympathy for Muscovy’s plight caused him to work to 

achieve the return of the lost territories occupied by the Swedes. See I.P. Shaskol’skii, Stolbovskii mir 1617 g. i 

torgovye otnosheniia Rossii s Shvedskim gosudarstvom (1964), 38-39.  

 22 The records of the September and December 1616 sessions (where the proposals for peace worked out by 

the Russians and Swedes through the mediation of the English Ambassador Merrick were considered) were 

discovered in the Former Moscow Archive of the Foreign Affairs Ministry in the early 1920s. See the discussion in 

G.A. Zamiatin, “Dva dokumenta k istorii zemskogo sobora 1616 g.,” Trudy Voronezhskogo gosudarstvennogo 

universiteta, I (1925), 299-310.  N.P. Likhachev examines the additional evidence on the Sobor of 1616 in “Novyia 

dannyia o zemskom sobore 1616 goda” in Russkii istoricheskii zhurnal (1922), VIII: 60-87. 

 23 Despite the concessions required by the Polish war, a favorable commercial treaty similar to the 

agreement of 1595 was concluded at the same time as Stolbovo. See I.P. Shaskol’skii, Stolbovskii mir, 40-41. 
24See Cherepnin in Kafengauz, Absoliutizm, 118-119. 

25 The Tsar’s letter to the governor of Novgorod is in SGGD, III, no. 47, 208. The Tsar’s apparent 

preference for holding elections at three-year intervals is discussed in S. Platonov, K istorii moskovskikh zemskikh 

soborov (1905), 47-48. 

 26The protocol was published in SGGD, III, No. 57. 
27 N. Zagoskin observed in Istoriia prava moskovskogo gosudarstva (1877), 256-258, that Russia was 

ultimately left without allies because the janissaries revolted against Osman and Sweden made a separate peace. 
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28 V. Kliuchevskii, Kurs, IV (1908),  214. See Natalie Duddington’s translation, A Course in Russian 

History: The Seventeenth Century (1994), 200-228, on the Parliaments of Michael I and Alexis I. 

 29 Sergeevich argued in Lektsii, 198, that the formula proved the Tsar’s royal assent was essential for the 

petitions of the Sobor to have the force of law. 

 30 Cherepnin, Zemskie sobory russkogo gosusarstvo v XVI-XVII v. (Moscow, 1978), 244. 
31 On the Cossacks’ seizure of Azov and the Sobor of 1642, see Paul Dukes, The Making of Russian 

Absolutism, 1613-1801 (1990), 11-12, 14. 

 32 See Cherepnin in Kafengauz, Absoliutism, 124. 
33 The Sobor’s official record was published in the nineteenth century in SGGD, III, no. 113, 378-400. See 

the discussion in J. Keep, “The Decline of the Zemskii Sobor,” in SEER, 36 (1957): 112-13. 
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Abstract: 

Technological advances in the tools available to facilitate the communication of 

design ideas and solutions have allured the majority of students in the field of 

Interior Design.  Long gone are the days where Design students carried a large 

format hand held portfolio to present their work during an interview.  For a large 

number of students the idea and process of gathering and formatting their portfolio 

is all accomplished electronically.  

Interior Design students have been using AutoCadd as a tool to accurately layout 

space plans and develop three dimensional depictions of the spaces they create.  

Traditionally their presentation methods were primarily board layouts with plans, 

elevations and rendered perspectives and samples of the materials used in the 

proposed solution and possibly a three dimensional model of their space.  In the last 

two years, students have been developing digital presentations using programs such 

as Power Point, InDesign, Illustrator and Studio Viz.  These technology tools 

provided to them are driving them to produce professional, well laid out 

presentations.  Students are able to generate their design work in different programs 

and import all final work into one program and incorporate all pieces and parts to 

construct a seamless production.  

This change in their work methods has also influenced the portfolio preparation 

Students now compile their work on a digital format.  That gives them the flexibility 

to make quick changes when necessary, to print their work and take it to interviews, 

or to email their portfolio or even upload it on a website.  Potential industry 

employers seem to embrace and encourage this change as well. 

A number of student presentation examples will be included in this paper 

presentation, highlighting the differences between past and current processes. 
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 Manipulations of Cultural Hybrids: The Profile of a Nation 

 Cross-racial and cross-cultural adoption and adoptees, in fiction, can be used to create 

discursive spaces in which cultural hybridity is forged, or at least questioned, by writers or 

Gramscian organic intellectuals.  The voice of the literary subject is ultimately fixed by the person 

inscribing it in text, whether the voice is supposed to be autobiographical or not, since the literary 

subject is constructed/projected out of a necessary displacement of the living (or once-living) 

subject.  This paper will analyze the discursive spaces that are created by the presence of "a captive" 

in literary works of the River Plate region in Spanish America and the manipulation of this hybrid 

space by various authors.  The texts that I will consider are Una excursión a los indios ranqueles, by 

Lucio Mansilla; La vuelta de Martín Fierro, by José Hernández; "El Cautivo", by Jorge Luis Borges, 

in El hacedor; and La liebre, by César Aira.  These texts will yield a corpus that will articulate the 

relationship between Latin American literature and politics, while considering the problematic 

between dominant and subaltern cultures.  These authors use cultural hybrids as the touchstone that 

gauges, or in some cases shapes (by creating consensus among the readers) the course of their 

nation.  Often this cultural hybrid consists of a captive whose body generates signs of racial identity 

that are confused through the discourse that is created by or around that captive, resulting in a cross-

cultural adoptee.  

 Borders/frontiers are one of the common elements in all of these texts.  At the most basic 

level, a political division of land is necessary in order to be able to postulate the idea of a nation, 

which defines itself as the anti-Other.  In post-independence Argentina, one of those Others was the 

"Indian," whose territory was delimited by the "white world."  Movement across a geographical 

border defines a person's relationship to the state. 

 In the corpus analyzed in this work, the captive lacks his/her own voice until reaching the 

work by César Aira, written in the 1990's.  This is the point at which literature is de-politicized.  

Mansilla and Hernández fill the discursive space created by the body of the captive with ideological 

testimony, disguised as real history.  But, herein lies the fiction.  The supposed testimony of the 

captives is narrated by the authors of the texts--a testimony that is being used to promote exclusion 
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of and alliance with the Indian, by Hernández and Mansilla respectively, in the nineteenth century. 

 Borges's narration is conscious of this use of the voice and body of the captive.  In his short 

story, written during the Perón dictatorship, there is an ambiguity between the true testimony that the 

captive could provide and the ideology that could seep into it. 

 These Argentine authors manipulate the complex semiology that results from an individual 

that crosses or is taken across borders/frontiers so as to craft a test case, in which there is human 

testimony (a supposed primary source), for the future of a national hybrid.  This synecdochical 

representation of the nation ultimately becomes a commonplace in Argentine literature and is 

subsequently explicitly manipulated as such for the uses of political criticism or parody. 

 

By Carlos Riobo 
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Proust Configures Time and Memory to Reveal Marcel’s Past and Unveil His Artistry 
in Remembrance of Things Past 

 
 
 At the beginning of the twentieth century, many thinkers became preoccupied 

with the concepts of time and memory. Albert Einstein’s introduction of his theory of 

relativity prompted scientific, philosophical, religious, and aesthetic discussions of the 

nature of time, and various intellectuals proposed new theories for its calculation. In 

regard to memory, Sigmund Freud would become the Father of modern psychology. As a 

writer, Marcel Proust questioned his own approach to time and memory in artistic 

composition and chose to abandon long-accepted conventions of time as chronological in 

favor of duration with his novel, Swann’s Way (1913). Proust, with his explorations of 

temporal and spatial memory, ushers in the Modern age of literature. Proust reorders the 

modal hierarchy of memory access and transposes the mentalistic and visualistic paths of 

perception with one sensationalistic. To compose his magnum opus, a middle-aged 

Proust took up his pen and looked back fondly on his childhood and the Belle Époque, a 

period, like the contemporary one, marked by scientific achievement, artistic movement, 

and architectural advancement. With France about to engage in World War I, Proust 

experienced nostalgia as he remembered a time to which his country would not return, 

and in his novel, Swann’s Way, from the eight-volume seti, Remembrance of Things Past 

(1934), he delves into the past and combines fiction, autobiography, and philosophy. 

Edmund Wilson, in an article from Axel’s Castle, wrote that Proust chose timeii as his 

main theme in Remembrance of Things Past (qtd. in Hindus 16-17), and in his book, 
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Swann’s Way, Proust constructs timeiii as duration and joins past and present events 

through memory in a revolutionary manner. Through Proust’s emphasis on time and 

memory, Marcel revisits bygone days, considers romantic relationships, understands that 

life repeats itself, and intuits his artistic calling to bring closure to the past.  

 To emphasize time and memory in Remembrance of Things Past, Proust 

complicates his narrative by selecting a poetical style and applies specific writing 

techniques, including the use of a fluid structure. In particular, Swann’s Way offers a 

lyrical, sensory-oriented, and condensed reading, and the reader must focus on one image 

at a time, as if scanning a poem. Although Proust composes in prose, he orders the text so 

that one must read the words slowly. Proust chooses a style with few paragraph breaks 

and long sentences strung together with clauses and conjunctions. To add to sentence 

length and extend images, Proust piles on adjectives and adverbs that pack each sentence 

with sensory detail and render texture. In an interview, translator of Proust’s work, Lydia 

Davis states, “Proust’s idea of the sentence is that it is one extended thought, with or 

without ramifications” (qtd. in Anton 54), so that some sentences are necessary and 

others extraneous. Even though Proust uses the senses via body memory to his benefit, he 

must avoid excess, as Whitehead states that a remembered world “‘decorated by sense-

data’” can become “‘vague, haunting, and unmanageable’” (qtd. in Casey 174). To curb 

sprawl and maintain reader interest in Remembrance of Things Past, Proust as he writes 

must keep in mind pace, and as a technique to manage time, he heightens the reader’s 

feelings of intensity by composing long scenes without space breaks and building slowly 

over many pages to a climax. A contrasted possibility would be to write shorter scenes 

culminating in a series of rapid but perhaps less intense bursts of energy and create a 
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greater number of conflicts that when resolved may have less import and become minor 

on the individual scale. In some long scenes, Proust presses the reader to feel suspenseful, 

frantic, and even claustrophobic by drawing out action and postponing the climax: Two 

such scenes take place when Marcel waits for his mother to kiss him goodnight and when 

Marcel wishes for Gilberte to declare her love for him. In both scenes, Marcel is confined 

to his house, where the beauty of nature cannot distract him from his thoughts, and at the 

same time, the reader feels locked in Marcel’s mind and waits for a release with each 

climax. To emphasize time and memory, Proust selects a poetical style and engineers a 

tight, arduous structure for effect. 

To further draw stylistic attention to time and memory, Proust applies the 

conditional verb tense, stultifies action, and uses character interiority as techniques. 

Proust uses the conditional verb, “would,” to indicate endless possibilities as to how 

Marcel could have spent his time in the past or could spend his time in the future and veer 

from habit. The use of the conditional tense allows Proust the possibility of branching out 

from the novel’s trunk, the main plotline, and embarking on paths hitherto uncharted. 

Despite Marcel’s endless possibilities, he does not commit any actions of consequence in 

the first novel, Swann’s Way, and hesitates to act in the following ones. Not only are 

Marcel’s actions internal and mentalistic, but as an adult, he narrates in past tense and 

from a distance. Because in Swann’s Way, Marcel does not proceed with any sense of 

purpose or goal, the narrative lacks forward motion, and Marcel effectively halts time 

with his meanderings. While the Overture does showcase the main characters and motifs 

depicted in Proust’s Remembrance of Things Past, as a whole, the absence of movement 

in Swann’s Way leads to inertia and creates a dream-like effect. Yet this lack of a hard 
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and fast story may prove realistic and appropriate for a precocious child narrator from the 

middle class who suffers no turmoil and who, according to Milton Hindus, in his book, A 

Reader’s Guide to Marcel Proust, enjoys a life of “culture, wealth, and leisure” (25). 

Because Marcel’s small world proceeds calmly and orderly, he possesses the time for 

endless reflection and safety for exploration. F. C. Green in his book, The Mind of Proust, 

contends that Marcel, who does not yet cast himself as an artist, balances his time 

between the “mundane” and “superficial” and the deep and “profound” (6). As Marcel 

grows into adolescence, he engages in both writing and daily activities; he will have new 

adventures but also suffer loss. Marcel must sense the adult predicament of continual 

loss, for he constructs a levy of positive experiences to hold back the inevitable and 

destructive flow of time. In rendering time stylistically, Proust chooses techniques that 

slow the narrative’s pace and lend the book a ruminative quality. 

 Proust, having manipulated time and memory through stylistic technique, 

addresses time as duration, according to Henri Bergson’s findings. Bergson, in 

masterminding his temporal treatise, merges a series of distinct and separable moments 

into a single unit. He believed that those who define time as chronological depend on 

artificial, ineffective, and outdated scientific and philosophical ideology. As Proust 

decided how to depict time and memory in Swann’s Way, he was influenced by 

Bergson’s concept of durationiv. For instance, in duration, one can render time 

historically, summarily, and elliptically. Proust admired Bergson, the noted French 

intellectual from the early twentieth century, who, according to Daniel Maxwell in his 

article, “Note on Swann’s Way,” argues that an event’s time and place “flow together” 

(2). One can neither calculate time according to a stopwatch, which marks each minute as 
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discreet, nor measure time “‘homogenous[ly]’” (1). Due to Bergson’s influence, Proust 

refuses to portray time strictly chronologically in his novel and thus divide moments into 

independent segments. Bergson espouses a “’natural’” and musical view of time in which 

no stops and starts exist (1). One must take every moment as “indistinguishable” and 

inseparable from the others; moments merge through the process of “’interpenetration’” 

(1) and possess a fluid, dynamic nature. In regard to time and memory, Proust considers 

Bergson important; Proust even names Marcel’s favorite author “Bergotte.” In Swann’s 

Way, Proust utilizes Bergson’s concept of duration to illustrate the relationship between 

present and past experience but alters the pseudo-scientific premise to suit his own 

writing goals.  

Because Proust views time as duration in Remembrance of Things Past, he can 

collapse time via joining a series of independent moments or expand time to complicate 

the narrative and confuse Marcel’s memory. To collapse time, Casey explains that similar 

memories “knot themselves together” in a “compounding effect,” and the time between 

such clusters shrinks in an effect called “distending” (75). An example of time’s fusion 

occurs in Swann Way’s Ouverture with the dreaming-in-bed scene, in which Marcel has 

trouble making a distinction among the hours, places, and even numerous self-identities. 

Bergson defines a memory-frame’s hazy edges, such as Marcel’s nocturnal experience 

here, as the “zone of indetermination” (qtd. in Casey 76). When Marcel awakens in his 

bed, the hours elapsed between day and night grow and shrink. The outside world 

inhabited by characters in his books and the inside world of his room merge. The real and 

the dream collide. Georges Poulet, in his article, “Proustian Space,” states that because 

time does not represent a fixed entity, Marcel fears how a person, place, and epoch may 
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disappear into an abyss of nothingness (103). In the dreaming-in-bed scene, Proust 

purposefully uses few transitions and fails to separate the various parts of the 

aforementioned schema to facilitate Marcel’s sense of time’s fusion. Marcel’s temporal 

and spatial confusion mirrors the reader’s as both try to untangle the yarns of past, 

present, and future. One’s yesterday may inform today and vice versa, a concept 

phenomenologist Edward Casey, in his book, Remembering: A Phenomenological Study, 

calls “coimmanence,” and in the dreaming-in-bed episode and the later discussed 

madeleine episode, Marcel slips from the present world to past and back to present in a 

seamless chain of memories binding his current milieu with obsolete places and those 

dead. Only because both episodes are slowly enough paced and have a fixed setting does 

the reader escape a sense of constant vertigo, since he or she cannot prepare for what lies 

ahead by focusing on cues from a chronological plot’s rising action. In conjunction with 

Proust’s use of collapsed plot, he expands time and details some episodes to the point of 

excess, and yet nothing much occurs, so the reader must forgo any search for clues to 

overall plot coherence revealed through how much space each object or action is given 

and revel both in Proust’s compressed poetic images, such as when Marcel describes the 

garden and the chapel, and wide scenes. Proust collapses time by forging discreet 

moments into a singular locus without regard to space and expands time as if playing an 

accordion. In accessing the past, no wonder Marcel feels discombobulated.  

 Related to the narrative techniques of fusing separate memories and elongating 

historical time, Proust links past and present events in a way that abandons absolute 

linearity in plot structure. Bergson, in defining duration, proposes that time does not have 

to follow a linear path, and in the entire work’s shape, Proust refuses to draw a line from 
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past to present points. Instead, he engineers a series of concentric circles enclosing one 

another; each major episode constitutes a circle and creates a rippling effect in the overall 

text. The narrator, Marcel, locates himself in a specific place and/or with a specific 

person and moves outward from this center point of gravity or circle, usually into the 

more distant past, and each major scene creates an ever-expanding ring. But where does 

the first circle of memory occur? The primary narrator, Marcel as an old man, habitually 

goes to bed early, reads, and does not recall his youth at Combray until one night. With 

Swann’s Way’s introduction, the plot remains open. When Marcel awakens, identifies the 

Combray house, and provides iterative, generic memories of his childhood, the plot 

becomes more specific, and the first circle is created. In the drame de coucher episode, 

with a customary memory that leads to a simpliciter memory, according to Casey’s 

terminlogy, the narrator becomes an intermediate version of Marcel, and the plot 

narrows. The second circle is created. Then the madeleine episode begins, and the 

narrator’s marginalized and, according to Casey’s terms, secondary memory of Combray 

becomes a stone that quickly disappears into a deep but clear pool of water. In Marcel’s 

foray into the past, the plot becomes one line, and the third and greatest circle is created: 

The madeleine, which Casey might say acts as an object simplicitor memory, prompts 

Marcel’s return to childhood, and the adult narrator remembers customarily drinking tea 

with his aunt. Autobiographer Richard Barker believes that the “thaumaturgic effects of 

sensory impression” on Marcel serve as transitional devices into retrospection (qtd. in 

Hindus 21), and Marcel’s taste of the madeleine signals a whirlpool sucking him into the 

past. In the madeleine episode, Marcel snacks on cookies and tea and recalls Leonie; next 

he pictures his house, then Combray’s buildings and the church, and finally the scenery 
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beyond. According to Casey, Marcel’s retrieval of this memory is “instantaneous” as 

opposed to “labored” (51) and can be categorized as “remembering that.” In addition, the 

memory possesses “‘singular’ objects” as its “specific content” (66-67), specifically the 

aforementioned buildings and Combray’s geographical features, which constitute the 

“worldhood” of his memory-frame (68-69). To continue Casey’s schema, Combray’s 

department stores and church serve as the memory’s “immediate setting,” while the 

general scenery beyond represents the “surroundings” (69). Arnold Weinstein, in his 

book concerning memory entitled Recovering Your Story, explains that Marcel consumes 

the madeleine and pieces together “an entire village--segment by segment,” a 

construction of “places and people” (31) that will span eight novels. Marcel transitions to 

a past he will explore for four-thousand pages although not in orderly manner. As all 

narrators, Marcel must speak words in a linear fashion on the sentence level, as word 

placement is a grammatical function, but he produces holistic images, takes them to their 

extreme, and juxtaposes them to create meaning instead of relying on plot chronology. As 

mentioned, in Remembrance of Things Past, Proust does not concern himself with 

linearity.  

In blowing concentric plot circles like a child breathing a series of soap bubbles 

through a straw, Proust floats through time and space and often forgoes the mentalistic 

cause-and-effect explanations necessitated by nonlinear jumps and leaps; however, he 

makes connections through body memory. Such is the case in the madeleine scene, where 

Marcel relies on sensory memory, specifically taste, to lead him backwards. James P. 

Gilroy, in his article, "Food, Cooking, and Eating in Proust's a La Recherche Du Temps 

Perdu," states that Proust functions both in the concrete and abstract by portraying 
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Marcel’s consumption of the tangible cookie and tea and allowing him to be “perceptive . 

. .  to discern the essence of things beyond their external covering” (98). Proust does not 

order his novel chronologically because while one mentally induces voluntary memory, 

body memory appears involuntarily and represents a type uncontrollable and 

unpredictable but of more value for its deep access. In Swann’s Way, Marcel pairs “trying 

to remember” with the swimming in the “waters of Lethe” (Proust 51) to illustrate the 

difficulty of cognitive recollection. According to Casey, body memory, like mentalistic 

memory, also resists narration due to the rigid forces of habit and custom, but through the 

process of defamiliarization, one can jar prior circumstances. John Arthur Hogan, in his 

article, "The Past Recaptured: Marcel Proust's Aesthetic Theory," argues that through 

body memory, Marcel can reach further into the past than possible with “conscious 

effort” (190). Marcel, executing his daily activities, just happens to drink the tea and eat 

the cake that unleashes his tidal wave, and Gilroy finds that “[m]emories are preserved in 

our bodily senses long after” the intellect has dispensed with them (101). In fact, because 

of Marcel’s fixation with reconstituting a past issuing from a madeleine, Proust dedicates 

more space to forgotten history, rendered in flashback, than to present action and restricts 

the progress of linear plot. According to Casey, one’s memory frame may be “gapp[y]” 

and contain inexplicable and “unlocalized patches of space” (72), and Proust portrays 

such an effect by omitting definite transitions and preventing Marcel from remembering 

everything; he focuses on a central memory set in a specific place and may not recollect 

his journey to or from the location. Marcel’s journey into what Casey would name 

“remembered space” (70) becomes not a straight arc containing all temporal points and 

locations but a series of circles; some circles, large and well-drawn, encompass the past, 
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while others lose shape, diminish into tangents, and never reconnect with the main 

narrative of Swann’s Way. Whatever the case, each circle must have a slight break to 

allow the reader out of one scene and into the next. Proust forgoes traditional plot and the 

mentalistic cause-and-effect explanations necessitated by nonlinear jumps and leaps by 

rendering association through body memory.  

In regard to creating a plot order, Proust not only utilizes body memory but in 

Swann’s Way, he also focuses on Combray’s people and places by grouping episodes 

thematically and repeating daily and yearly events. Proust juxtaposes the novel’s scenes 

instead of having characters leave and enter to create transitions between blocks of 

action. In addition, the repetition of place, character, and season allows readers to 

familiarize themselves with those aspects important in the novel. Proust enforces the 

motif of circular time with the annual, calendar-like presentation of events: Marcel’s 

family visits Combray for the Easter holidays; Saturday becomes special because the 

family eats early; Marcel takes one of two paths every time he walks; Leonie waits for 

her friend to visit every Sunday at four. The spring season and flowers, which Marcel 

loves, suggest a rebirth that will continue the cycle. On the other hand, Marcel does not 

spend much time discussing winter; he equates the snowy Christmas and dark New Year 

with Gilberte’s disappearance, the agony of first love, and death. Despite Proust’s 

unprecedented plot renovations based on thematic unity, the novel’s lack of chronology 

and absence of dates create time gaps that the reader cannot reconcile, such as in 

Marcel’s age, and a missing calendar paired with an unreliable first-personv account may 

make the novel seem inauthoritative. According to Casey’s definition of the “self-

presence of the remember,” Marcel appears “at the scene remembered” in each case (68), 
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yet as an onlooker, he neglects to remember culturally relevant and historical details that 

would cement his story as fact much of the time. Although by the end of Remembrance of 

Things Past, the reader discovers that the complete text, an epic, does follow a traditional 

linear pattern common in nineteenth-century novels, Proust, as a pre-Modernist, groups 

episodes thematically and reinforces plot through repetition.  

Proust constructs plot as blocks of a thematic quilt but more importantly joins past 

and present by linking time and place. According to Casey, Aristotle, Kant, and Husserl 

share a “monolinear” concept of time in which time “dispers[es]” and “disintegrate[s]” 

acting phenomena, while memory “collect[s]” or gathers phenomena successively into a 

singular linear frame (181). Aristotle’s group views the past as punctiform; however, 

Casey argues that in memory, one must bind time with place because all recollection 

involves the body, and the body locates itself spatially (182). To awaken Marcel’s 

dormant memories, the temporal and spatial modes work cooperatively. Time singularly 

becomes free-floating and ethereal, but Proust grounds each event in a locale and in many 

cases furnishes elaborate details about where an event occurred or person abided. Poulet 

calls manufacturing this framework for time and place “localization” (105), and while 

traditional thinkers, such as Descartes, give precedence to time and its effects alone, 

Casey argues that place holds greater import. According to Casey, while one cannot 

contain time, one may return to a place, and even if this place has changed or its former 

identifying features have been eradicated, one may still fix the pictured place in his or her 

mind. If in the dreaming-in-bed episode, Marcel feels flabbergasted upon awakening and 

not being able to ascertain his location, he can utilize the furniture as a topography with 

which to familiarize himself with his setting. Afterwards, Marcel remembers the rooms of 
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his Combray house before calling forth its inhabitants. In another example, Marcel joins 

time and place when he visits Combray’s church and learns the town’s history from 

images on stained glass windows. Marcel understands, when contemplating the skeletons 

beneath the floor, that the mythical figures in glass represent ancestors of the local 

aristocracy, and he even appreciates the continuation of time and place via genetics. 

Richard Macksey, in his article, “The Architecture of Time: Dialectics and Structure,” 

states that Proust, in his own words, wanted to write a novel housing the “four 

dimensions of space,” the last being “Time” (90), and that Proust equates the Saint-

Hilaire Church with Platonic intellect and the secular world outside with Dionysian 

desire. The church represents a refuge and high place from which Marcel can gaze out at 

Combray, the world of senses. In every instance, Marcel returns to former events united 

by time and place. 

Proust, in addition to linking time and place, connects former events with random 

but evocative objects to revive dormant memories. The greatest example, as previously 

discussed, occurs when Marcel pairs his childhood with the madeleine. Like the cake, 

seemingly ordinary objects serve as bridges into a former time. Proust believes in the 

Celtic religious sacrament that everyday articles contain the spirits of departed family 

members and friends, and these spirits may only pass into the afterworld when someone 

notices the objects and hears the messages of those trapped. As Proust welds time and 

memory, the bed, books, and madeleine from aforementioned scenes serve as touchstones 

and provide Marcel’s impetus to visit the past. According to Samuel Beckett, in his 

article, “Memory, Habit, Time,” for Marcel “objects” and “places . . . instigate an 

involuntary memory” (29). For Proust, involuntary memory holds great importance, and 
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one will toil without reward if he or she attempts to utilize only mentalistic strategies to 

access former occurrences. While some memories lie on the surface, and one may easily 

retrieve them, others elude a person until he or she stumbles upon some marker of past. 

However, one may easily come to view emblematic objects as fetishes. If Marcel’s ball of 

recollections had not continued to unwind, would he have eaten another madeleine or 

perhaps even the whole plate? Although Marcel nursed no previous nostalgia for cookies 

and tea, Casey contends that one may gather goods, replicated or actual, from childhood 

to foster an intended “return home.” To free Marcel’s clouded memory, Proust marries 

past and present by connecting former events with random but evocative objects. In total 

for this section of the paper, Proust emphasizes time and memory by writing in a specific 

style, viewing time as duration and merging a series of distinct and separable moments 

into a single temporal unit, abandoning absolute linearity in plot structure, preferring 

body memory to mentalistic memory, and connecting places and miscellaneous but 

telling objects with former events. 

 Through an emphasis on time and memory, Marcel revisits bygone days in which 

he divides his time among solitary activities and male friends. As a child in Swann’s 

Way, Marcel thrives in the beautiful world of nature, where he leads a mostly solitary life 

but engages with other males of his kind. Marcel bonds with the vivid outdoor 

environment through daily interaction with the earth, elements, and animals, domestic 

and wild. Marcel contemplates his garden, roams the woods, and, as he walks the path 

called Swann’s Way, looks at flowers, which he compares, with artistic aptitude, to 

Monet’s impressionistic paintings. Marcel takes a daily walk regardless of the weather 

and also romps with the family dog. Marcel bonds with the majestic world of nature and 
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finds his tie to the earth vital to contentedness. While immersed in nature, Marcel 

connects with his quaintly pastoral environment, yet he experiences loneliness and 

searches for human companionship to alleviate his stationary, inert condition. Marcel 

forms attachments with other males; an only child, he befriends boys to experience the 

love vested in brotherhood. Marcel possesses friends such as Bloch and later Norpois, 

who share his interest in writing, philosophy, and theatre. In all, Marcel finds male 

camaraderie valuable. Men understand their own kind and the rules of the established 

system: 1) Men do not betray men. 2) Men must be willing to lie, go to prison, kill, or die 

for their fellows. However comfortable and natural a union among males seems, Marcel 

intuits that his society does not overtly accept homoerotic partnerships. In the world of 

nature, Marcel leads a mostly solitary life; he does not allow himself to grow outwardly 

and emotionally close to other males despite ties of friendship.  

In Cities of the Plains (1919), Proust portrays a French society that curses 

homosexuals and does not allow them a place in the mainstream milieu. Proust utilizes 

the disinterested Marcel to observe homosexual relationships during parties and comment 

with some sensitivity on the men’s plight. Hindus explains that in Cities of the Plains, 

Marcel depicts homosexuals as a minority and a “race” ostracized and mistreated in a 

manner similar to the Jews (110). Marcel believes that homosexuals, men who reject 

God, are “sons without a mother” and “friends without friendships despite all those which 

their charm, frequently recognized, inspires and their hearts, often generous, would 

gladly feel” (Proust “Cities Vol. I” 20-21). With his homoerotic tendencies, Marcel fits 

these criteria although he does not realize or perhaps admit this. For example, he 

concerns himself more with the church’s architecture than its services, he expresses 
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agony when his mother does not respond with equal affection, and he develops 

friendships that often do not go beyond the surface due to class and ethnic taboos, as in 

Bloch’s case. According to Hindus, in Proust’s Cities of the Plains, homosexuals, 

individuals figuratively originating from Sodom (117), face loneliness; the Old-

Testament-like power structure cuts them off and casts them out. Nevertheless, 

homosexuals do not seem to have a choice as to their orientation. Green states that Proust 

constructs homosexuality as “deterministic” (186-87), and Marcel suggests that the 

homosexuals he encounters lack freewill concerning their sensibilities and possess few 

acceptable alternatives in lifestyle. In the majority’s eyes, those wishing to live as 

homosexuals or even engage in homoerotic behavior must pay a price. To dispel a sense 

of loneliness, Marcel enters a platonic and nonsexual brotherhood but understands the 

limits in such relationships and attempts to avoid homosexual territory.  

At the same time, Marcel widens the span of his relationships to include women. 

Through an emphasis on time and memory, Marcel spends the greater part of his 

narrative analyzing both personal and general romantic relationships, namely their 

failure. While, as previously discussed, Marcel’s culture does not consider homosexuality 

acceptable, Marcel and other main male characters do not or cannot engage in successful 

heterosexual relationships with socially acceptable women of their own rank. For Charles 

Swann, Marcel’s renowned predecessor and idol, and Marcel himself, proper, upper-

middle-class women of a similar age do not appear on the page or fail in their intended 

function. Marcel’s grandmother, a prim and old-fashioned woman, and Aunt Leonie, a 

manipulative hypochondriac, die when Marcel is a child, and the old, unmarried, peasant 

servant Francoise cooks for him but treats him with hardened affection. Marcel’s account 
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of his youth focuses on masculine desires, and he rejects strong, independent women he 

cannot control. In Proust’s text, men attempt to form attachments to women and even 

wish to marry but cannot locate the appropriate partner. In relation to companionship, 

Proust treats the following paradox: Men discover homoerotic relations and perhaps even 

homosexuality to be desirable but socially impermissible, and heterosexuality socially 

ideal but impossible in actuality. 

Not only does Proust present a shortage of marriageable females, but also he gives 

Marcel no role model for a wife. While his mother represents the best possible model, she 

fails her son. Marcel’s mother plays his first and greatest love but cannot satisfy his 

oedipal longings. When Marcel possesses his mother in the drame de coucher scene of 

Swann in Love (1913), he feels unhappy at having gained her presence in his bedroom for 

the night. Julia Kristeva, in her book, Time and Sense: Proust and the Experience of 

Literature, discusses how Marcel repulses his mother because her nightly kisses and 

reading sessions do not fulfill his quasi-incestuous desires even when she gives him 

preference over his father. Even though the mother satisfies Marcel’s childish wish for a 

kiss, she cannot fill the void4, and Marcel’s Lacanian lack looms greater than any 

potential fulfillment. Marcel possesses the ability to love women strongly but suffers 

from what he views as their inability to merit adoration. Marcel searches for an upper-

middle woman who can love him more than his mother but fails in his quest. From the 

beginning, Marcel needs female companionship and wishes to forge bonds. Marcel, who 

enters Swann’s garden, represents a young Adam seeking his steadfast Eve. However, 

Marcel cannot find a “proper” woman and receives no guidance in romantic matters, so 

acceptable relationships appear impossible.  
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Nevertheless, Marcel and other men like him wish to unite with someone of their 

sex, and women of notorious reputation or whores offer this possibility and do not 

interfere with male companionship or demand marriage, children, and filial 

responsibility. Swann and Marcel, who years later replicates his idol’s life, attend parties 

and dally with women. Swann belongs to the upper class but befriends the Vendurins to 

take advantage of sexual possibilities, and Marcel will also rise in society to align himself 

with the mysterious aristocracy. In Swann in Love, Swann meets Odette, an actress, in the 

salon of the Vendurins, a risqué, upper-class bourgeois family whose members cannot 

join the aristocracy because of low birth, and the two become a prototype for the 

miserable heterosexual couple. In comparison, Hindus relates that in Within a Budding 

Grove (1919), Marcel as an adolescent familiarizes himself with a brothel and learns that 

love is “hopeless” and brings “unavoidable unhappiness” because the couple cannot 

know or adapt to each other (69). The men wish to unite with those of their sex, and 

notorious women offer a possibility. For Swann and Marcel, promiscuous women meet 

their sexual needs but do not encumber the homoerotic men.  

The two men feel substantiated in treating the women as sex objects because they 

come from the lower- or middle-class, seem morally degenerate or susceptible to 

debauchery, are young, and are culturally and intellectually ineffective or inferior. Hindus 

advances that Swann and Marcel represent men from a higher class who pair themselves 

with “poor” women (39). Swann’s wife, Odette, is a young woman of questionable 

reputation, and as for moral degeneracy, she also plays the mother of Gilberte, Marcel’s 

childhood sweetheart, who carries her mother’s “taint.” In Within a Budding Grove, 

Marcel’s first adult relationship links him with Albertine Simonet, who Poulet calls a 
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“‘young girl’” (109) from the same bourgeois circle Marcel knows and hates. Culturally 

and intellectually, the women are unfinished and seem simple for their sometimes naïve 

behavior. Proust reinforces the women’s ground-level stature when Swann learns 

Odette’s “despicable” history, and Marcel discovers more about Albertine that he loathes. 

According to Germaine Bree, in her book, Marcel Proust and Deliverance from Time, an 

adolescent Marcel imagines falling in love and even yearns for this experience (14), yet 

he does not identify the questionable Albertine as his choice even though her business-

oriented family hangs on the same rung as his. The men put on airs and do not treat the 

women as equals, much less as princesses on pedestals. The men view the women as 

objects because of their socio-economic status, career, age, and education level. 

Despite the previously discussed male bonds on which Swann and Marcel rely 

and the advantages they hold, the men twist in opinion and begin to view the women with 

more favor: The power shifts unexpectedly. According to Hindus, in Swann’s Way, 

Swann does not consider Odette to conform to his definition of beauty at first (45); he 

despises her “physical imperfections” and calls the reader’s attention to her “negative” 

traits, such as a lack of artistic knowledge. Yet slowly Swann fills his mind with thoughts 

of Odette and overlooks her “flaws.” In the same way, in Within a Budding Grove, 

Marcel is initially attracted to Albertine’s flamboyant and rowdy friend Andree and 

cruelly plays the two girls against each other. Marcel does not take his relationship with 

Albertine seriously or find her worthy to confide his artistic inclinations. Later, in Cities 

of the Plains, Marcel does find himself more interested in Albertine, but he rails that 

women are “simply an accident placed so as to catch the ebullience of our [men’s] 

desires” (Proust 319). With this gaze, Marcel does not give women agency or allow them 
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to exist outside male sight, yet he reinforces their power to create desire. The men 

involve themselves willingly in the liaisons, and the power in the relationships shifts. For 

Proust, the man, not the woman, is the victim. Although Swann and Marcel initially hold 

leverage over their opponents, the men find that their weight no longer crushes the 

women. 

At the trysts’ highpoint, the men separate from their families and friends, and the 

women reverse the traditional power structure. The women, helpless, timid, and eager to 

please, gain force. The men have physically and/or sexually involved themselves and lost 

their emotional detachment even though they do not realize this change immediately. At 

first, Odette makes herself available to meet Swann; then she becomes elusive and 

inattentive. Odette has known other rich lovers, remains popular, and needs not depend 

on Swann. One day, Swann arrives late to meet Odette, and she has gone, which conveys 

her apathy. In panic, he searches the town, locates Odette, and experiences relief even 

though she seems perturbed at his appearance. Like Odette, Albertine wishes to please 

Marcel, but she travels abroad with her female friends. At one point in Within a Budding 

Grove, the passive Albertine appreciates Marcel’s visit in the hotel, where she lies sick in 

bed, but she rebuffs him when he kisses her and makes sexual advances. She rings for 

security, and Marcel, leaving the hotel, decides to abandon the unadventurous Albertine 

forever, but he cannot break off their affair since her unavailability intrigues rather than 

dissuades him. At a later time, Marcel waits for Albertine and when she does not arrive 

fears that she hides an unknown life. Marcel, the voyeur, wishes to capture Albertine in 

his gaze (Proust “Cities Vol. I” 185); he even tries to shut her in his Paris house. The men 

experience alarm and despair when the women absent themselves and are elated when 
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they are present; in effect, the men feel the need to capture the women. According to 

Hindus, while at first Swann displays “indifference” toward Odette, he comes to feel a 

love “insufferable” (51). Marcel might describe his emotions toward his love similarly. 

Because of Swann and Marcel’s growing obsession, the power in the relationship 

balances on the feminine side. 

The men’s pursuit of the women, in the aforementioned “chase” scenes, generates 

urgency; the men determine to have these particular women and no others, even though 

the field of possibilities lies open and inviting. In Swann’s Way, Marcel’s family despises 

Odette as Swann’s wife and will not permit her in the house. The family even breaks its 

bonds with Marcel’s uncle for his liaisons with her. Odette is not the most attractive or 

graceful woman; she is a stranger to Combray, a mistress to many, and an unschooled 

class-climber. Similarly, in Cities of the Plains, Marcel’s mother does not wish for him to 

marry Albertine, but he prepares to do so anyway, even though he knows this act will 

divide mother and son and cannot tell Albertine he loves her anymore. Inexplicably, 

when Marcel kisses Albertine goodbye the next time he meets her, he remembers kissing 

his mother and wishes to replace her, the woman who could not satisfy him, with 

Albertine permanently (Proust “Cities Vol. II” 373-75). Despite the opposition, Swann 

and Marcel set their sights on the proposed women and see the world as sympathetic and 

warm when formerly they perceived it to be indifferent. Odette and Albertine, through 

their absence and lack of attention, as opposed to their presence, instigate the men’s 

radical behavior. For the men, the impetus to love is an internal, not external force, yet 

the women reign supreme with power the men bestow.  
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Hindus believes that Remembrance of Things Past as a work “is somewhat 

antiseptic toward romantic illusion, though it is basically a romance” (38). Swann, as an 

early adult, makes many conquests before meeting Odette. In Swann’s Way, he believes 

that he has reached a “dangerous age,” one in which a man might be inclined to marry, 

but he questions the possibility of “liv[ing] solely for love” (Proust 253). Nevertheless, 

Swann forgets his qualms concerning Odette; he takes delight in other men’s admiration 

for her and displays a jealousy the narrator equates with “the shadow of love” (357). 

Similarly, in Within a Budding Grove, Marcel does not wish to engage in a relationship 

with “the risk of an impossibility” (Proust 182), yet he does not consider the matter of 

him and Albertine carefully. Marcel has possessed other girlfriends and boasts 

experience, mostly negative, with women; however, he acknowledges Albertine as his 

first adult love, despite what this claim involves. The men commit themselves, race 

toward a point of no return, and want the women to reciprocate such feelings. Marcel 

urged Gilberte, Albertine’s young predecessor, to declare her love for him, and he 

expects such an exclamation from Albertine, who, when they first met, jokingly wrote a 

note to Marcel that she loved him. The men do not remain free and emotionally 

unencumbered but allow the women to enchant them in this romantic text. 

Not only do the men permit the women to pin them, but they also battle rivals and 

must attempt to secure the women’s allegiance. In Swann’s Way, Swann feels surprised 

by his number of rivals, both men and women, and must face that Odette is bisexual 

(Proust 474). Marcel accuses Albertine of having the same double orientation, a fear that 

discomforts him more than her male flirtations. Marcel discovers that Albertine knows 

the lesbians Mlle. Vinteuil and her friend, whose sexual entanglement he accidentally 
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oversaw as a child and found horrifying, what Casey might term a “traumatic memory,” 

and Marcel suspects that Albertine may have engaged in such behavior with them. 

Additionally, Marcel analyzes a scene in which Albertine and Andree dance with their 

breasts rubbing in a club (Proust “Cities Vol. I” 272-73) and questions her sexual 

preference through this “erotic memory,” according to Casey, although not strictly one of 

Marcel’s own. Swann and Marcel picture alliances between their enemies and the women 

and yearn to fight; to secure the women, Swann and Marcel attempt to banish all rivals. 

As a complication in battle, the men must gain the women’s allegiance. In Swann’s Way, 

Swann pays Odette’s expenses to assure her allegiance and thus “possess” her (Proust 

299), and Marcel relinquishes a prized possession to buy Gilberte what she wants. A foil 

to the main characters, Proust’s Saint-Loup makes preparations beyond his means to 

marry his lower-class mistress. To triumph, Swann and Marcel must overcome rivals and 

gain the women’s allegiance; however, the latter will prove the more difficult. 

The men do not understand the women’s personalities, cannot match their 

strategies, and lose in the game of love. Hindus states that Swann considers himself to be 

an “honor[able]” man (48), and in Swann’s Way, he assumes that Odette possesses his 

same personality. Swann deludes himself in describing Odette as “good, simple, 

enthusiastic, idealistic” (Proust 310) and believing she will give herself completely. The 

high-minded Marcel holds ideas similar to Swann’s about Albertine’s nature. With regard 

to female strategy, the men find themselves at a loss. Men trust one another, predict male 

motivation, and rely on camaraderie, but paradoxically they wish to form master and 

servant relationships with women built on suspicion and ignorance. The men are angry 

when they cannot trust the women, who do not submit to a slave’s code. The women do 
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not adopt a male-dictated feminine morality but trick the men to gain advantage. In the 

beginning, Swann and Marcel do not perceive the women’s true personalities, and by the 

time the men grow wary of the women’s motives, the men have doomed themselves. 

Although others warn Swann and Marcel against heartfelt involvement and 

attempt ineffectually to keep the pairs of lovers apart, the men allow the women to 

manipulate them. Marcel and Gilberte’s parents have forsaken one another and wish to 

block an encounter between their children. However, Marcel meets Gilberte, the Eve who 

destroys his innocence, in a beautiful garden, and later rediscovers her on a playground. 

Despite the opposition’s pressure to concede, Swann and Marcel are men with an 

obsessive mission. They go to great lengths and travel long distances to claim the objects 

of their affection. In Paris, Marcel waits outside Gilberte’s apartment for days to see her. 

In addition, the same characters who admonish Swann and Marcel not to fall for the 

women’s lures are the ones who introduced them. Swann’s friend introduces him to 

Odette and promises she would be an easy conquest, and Marcel’s friend presents him to 

Albertine. Despite the advice given, Swann selects the notorious Odette, while Marcel 

chooses Gilberte and Albertine, and the men make themselves miserable with 

inappropriate women. Swann and Marcel disregard others’ words and allow themselves 

to be victimized. The men do not allow reason, found internally or dispensed externally, 

in this case, to supercede desire.  

Hindus finds that in Remembrance of Things Past, Proust develops the 

“enslavement,” “bondage,” and self sacrifice inherent in romantic love (38). First Swann 

becomes enslaved, and in Swann’s Way, Proust proposes that one member of the duo, 

almost always the man, must show zeal to make up for the other (356-57). Swann, the 
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overzealous member, realizes that he was wrong to try to possess Odette after she 

confessed to past affairs with women, which he, like many other men of his time, judge 

immoral. Swann, himself the slave, falls out of love, views Odette as the women she 

“truly” represents, and no longer wants to commit. However, he marries her to provide 

for Gilberte. Swann, the only man who marries, cannot connect love and marriage. His 

self-sacrifice from honor makes him a prisoner. Like Swann, Marcel suffers enslavement 

and feels jealous concerning Albertine. Marcel met Albertine surrounded by girls yet 

feels pained when she does not relinquish her circle. Marcel faces no deadly rivals in his 

suit but grows disillusioned. Only when Albertine dies does Marcel feel some release. He 

continues to speculate about her relationships and her heart’s inclination, and since she 

has departed, he knows the frustration of never having his questions answered. Perhaps if 

Marcel had married Albertine, he would have felt the security of possessing her and freed 

himself from the steel-jawed trap of love. On the other hand, Marcel did not trust 

Albertine and knows that misery in romance is common, a truth observed from other 

liaisons. Marcel, having courted a host of women, realizes that he may replace and 

interchange women and experience no varying outcome. For Marcel, innocence and a 

romantic idealism lead to permanent melancholia and a bondage that does not cease with 

the partner’s death. As martyrs for a great and desperate cause, Swann and Marcel suffer 

the enslavement, bondage, and sacrifice inherent in romantic love. Swann, as a husband, 

swallows his anger, and Marcel, bereft of Albertine, submits to silent grief. Proust proves 

that human existence is not complex and consists, as for Swann, of “deprivation, 

unhappiness, and pain” (“Swann’s Way” 386-87).  
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In Proust’s narrative, the men fault the women for failed love, since they seem 

unwilling to match the men’s passions due to fear, apathy, or outright opposition. Odette 

does not return Swann’s love, and Marcel’s mother and significant love do not respond in 

like manner. As for the women’s reluctance, Marcel describes Albertine as fearful. The 

women wield some power but do not take advantage of their positions to be independent; 

they rely on the men. The women’s fear and apathy prevent them from taking full 

partnership. The women may accept or even like their easy living conditions and not 

want rescue. The men view the women as needy, but the women never chase the men nor 

beg for marriage. The women may not look forward to careers as housewives and 

mothers; perhaps they do not even wish to join themselves to one man. Marcel waits and 

pleads in vain for women to proclaim their love for him. As a result of the men’s push, 

the women pull in a passive-aggressive manner. Odette, Gilberte, and Albertine show 

selfishness and sadistic cruelty through acts of opposition. For instance, Odette lies about 

past romances, and Gilberte tells Marcel she will no longer return to the playground. 

Because the women create obstacles, they act as antagonists. Richard Macksey in his 

article, “The Architecture of Time: Dialectics and Structure,” identifies Swann as the first 

figure “rejected” by a woman (97), and women similarly dismiss Marcel. Proust shows 

that men cannot achieve successful heterosexual unions and fault the women, since they 

not only seem unwilling to match the men’s passions but also prevent them. In Cities of 

the Plains, Marcel believes that many times, “love . . . is not reciprocated,” and man may 

only experience “the simulacrum of happiness” (Proust 327). The women do not end their 

relationships but will not put forth full effort due to fear, apathy, or opposition.  
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 Proust’s work deals with regret and the end of a world, one which Swann and 

Marcel remember with bitterness and sweetness, which Casey defines as “nostalgia” 

(113). Marcel belongs in the beautiful but harsh world of nature, where he lives alone, 

forms alliances with other males, and lastly forges bonds with women that exceed mere 

pleasure. Both parties experience beauty and loss: The men dream of beautiful women 

but cannot possess them, as they are composed of air. The women, an illusion, lay forever 

beyond the men’s reach. The men regret their dreams of romance and domesticity, and as 

an additional hurdle, they follow a code that prevents ecstasy within marriage. According 

to C. S. Lewis in his book Allegory of Love, in the Middle Ages, men’s love for their 

fellows, forged through sacrifice and strengthened in battle, should supercede their love 

for women (9), and the Church condemns those who feel sexual passion even if they 

direct their lust toward their spouses (13-14). Finally, taking the other side into account, 

the women do not appreciate the men’s attention and cannot thrive if transplanted to new 

places. Marcel, as an old man in Swann in Love, understands he has wasted time and 

money on women instead of pursuing art. Marcel has not conformed to the perhaps more 

positive Bildungsroman by acting independently. Proust’s men do little to elevate their 

positions and perform few actions of consequence, but when they do act, they find 

themselves disillusioned by love or even dead. Proust reinforces the theme of woman as 

villainess, and the men harbor regret and mourn the disappearance of an innocent and 

familiar world. 

  Through Proust’s emphasis on time and memory, Marcel understands that life’s 

patterns, especially those concerning romance, repeat themselves. Swann’s Way 

introduces the motifs of time, loss, and memory, and subsequent volumes of 
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Remembrance of Things Past continue these themes. As with Marcel’s ritualistic 

observance of the hours of the day and seasons of the year, Proust emphasizes the circular 

nature of time through a repetition of generalized events. Thematically, each main 

character possesses a double, if not a triple or quadruple, and each character and his/her 

variants choose a similar path and experience comparable outcomes. In the protagonist’s 

case, Marcel follows Swann, as both break into aristocratic and artistic circles, fall in 

love, experience women’s rejection, suffer loss, and question their purposes. All 

character display intractable natures: They nurse obsessions and make the same mistakes. 

For instance, Marcel falls in love with his mother, Gilberte, and Albertine and treats each 

comparably. Over a span of four-thousand-odd pages, the reader learns the narrative’s 

events, which vary only with the entrance of new participants and the exit of old through 

the years. The reader understands the text’s overarching plot and greater conflict by 

compiling a list of the smaller, self-reinforcing tragedies. By the end of Remembrance of 

Things Past, Marcel suffers so much pain and receives so much sensory stimulation that 

the reader wonders how Marcel could ever forget anything. Marcel has lived a full life, 

one so full that he must seemingly erase it to make room for the new day’s events, and so 

he does and forgets everything. By the time Marcel goes to sleep in Swann in Love’s 

introduction, he has thrust his most colorful memories into his unconscious and lost touch 

with them. In Remembrance of Things Past, Proust explores the motifs of time, loss, and 

memory and proves the repetitive nature of human existence. At this point, Marcel has 

revisited bygone days, considered his romantic relationships, and understood that life 

repeats itself. 
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Through Proust’s emphasis on time and memory, Marcel intuits his artistic 

calling. In the opening of Swann in Love, Marcel, a lonely, old man without family or 

associates, sleeps in an empty house, but this pattern will change. Marcel has hinted at his 

homoerotic tendencies, and he believes that, according to myth, men of Sodom are exiles 

of a destroyed city who may one day return and rebuild. Marcel hopes to revitalize his 

past, one he evoked by consuming a madeleine, and lay the foundation for his present 

life. Casey states that according to Whitehead’s definition of “causal efficacy,” one 

perceives that “the settled past” affects the construction of “the present” (174). Even so, 

Marcel, with what Casey calls his “dawning recognition” (130-31), finds that delving into 

a pleasant yesteryear and exploring the epiphany issuing from a cake cannot dispel his 

current depression. In reflecting on his boyhood, Marcel moves from the oblivion of 

remembering nothing to minute recollection, but what does he gain overall? While 

Marcel cannot revisit his youth and change those aspects he dislikes, he can redeem the 

past through narrative. With an emphasis on time and memory, Marcel understands his 

artistic calling. Germaine Bree states that, in Remembrance of Things Past, Marcel, 

seeking his vocation, journeys from “time lost” to “time regained” (26). In the end, 

Marcel, as a result of a vision, discovers his memories of Combray, Balbec, and Paris 

aesthetic and noteworthy.  

After a journey through time and space, Marcel brings closure to the past. As an 

artist who pursued a solitary life outside a traditional community, he will tell his story of 

growing up. Serge Doubrovsky and Carol Bove, in their article, “The Place of the 

Madeleine: Writing and Phantasy in Proust,” state that one’s memory is a “creative force 

. . . transforming rudimentary” reminiscence into story (110). Through memory, Marcel 
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will catalogue the random events of his life and put them into perspective. Marcel’s 

memory of the past generates a present transformation, and, according to Hindus, Marcel 

will apply art to hold back the oblivion engendered by “eternity” (61). In the climax of 

Remembrance of Things Past, Marcel struggles against an invisible and ever-changing 

enemy, time, which has distanced him from his youth and left him a mature, hard man. 

His “sense of remove” or disconnect represents in Casey’s terms an “Entfremdungseffekt” 

(71). Marcel can only win the battle with time by overcoming a tendency to forget as he 

defines himself artistically in consideration of the life he led before. As a writer, Marcel 

will save his world from disappearing forever by depicting it for all time and acting, 

according to Proust, in his notebook published by La Table Ronde, as a “repository” of 

“essential essences” (qtd. in Bree 11). Even though the hands of time separate one from 

former places, the artist can resurrect old haunts by exorcising them through memory and 

investigate them through what Lanae Isaacson calls “the blur of years” in her article, 

“Carl Nielsen’s Min fynske Barndom: The Childhood as Literary Art,” in which she 

compares Nielsen and Proust’s techniques (164). Many of Marcel’s memories begin as 

what Casey would call “compressed” (72), yet Proust expands them through his text. 
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Notes 
 
 

1 Milton Hindus gives this number although I found that Proust originally intended to write three  
 
volumes, and other scholars numbered the finished volumes at sixteen. 
 

2 See Terence Kilmartin’s A Reader’s Guide to Remembrance of Things Past for a complete  
 
index to time in Swann’s Way.  
 

3 See also Gerard Genette’s discussion of duration in his work concerning narratology.  
 

4 Freudian psychoanalysis places Marcel and his mother in an oedipal relationship. When Marcel  
 
overcomes his father and captures his mother for the night, she cannot fill his psychological desire, and so  
 
he expels her and attempts to find other women to fill the void. 
 

5 According to the “rules” of creative writing, child narrators, mentally handicapped narrators, and  
 
first-person (“I”) narrators are unreliable because they do not have the authority to tell a complete or true  
 
story and are therefore untrustworthy, as opposed to a disinterested third-person or omniscient narrator. The  
 
reader must note this in interpreting a text.  
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Workshop Session: 
6th Annual Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities 
Jan. 11-14, 2008 
  
 
The "Vital Force" - the use of T'ai Chi Chih and movement techniques in teaching 
conducting and other disciplines within the Performing Arts and Humanities 
 
Dr. Stan Engebretson, Professor of Music, Director of Choral Studies 
Department of Music, MSN 3-E-3 
4400 University Drive 
George Mason University, Fairfax, VA 
Email:  drstane@mac.com 
Telephone:  (301) 229-2103 or Cell: (202) 744-1671  
 
This is a 90-minute workshop utilizing T’ai Chi Chih movements to find the “Vital 
Force” and centering, balance, and core-strengthening techniques needed to become a 
strong conductor or solo performer or artist within the field of Performing Arts or the 
Humanities.  The vital force is a term used to represent that central strength or creative 
force that is so apparent in great artists – the gift of inspiration balanced with focus, clear 
vision, and a will to achieve greatness.  “T’ai Chi Chih” is a style of T’ai Chi that does 
not focus on the martial arts, but rather focuses on a more meditative, peaceful, slow and 
elegant style of movement which centers the concentration of the participant while 
strengthening the core muscles of the torso and focusing the concentration of power in 
gesture.  Invented by Justin Stone in 1974, who himself was a successful jazz musician 
and businessman, the movements feature soft gestures which seek to circulate and 
balance the Chi (intrinsic energy) which yield power to the conductor or performer 
seeking to transmit expressivity in music or the arts. 
 
There are 19 movements plus a pose involved in T’ai Chi Chih, and many of these 
(approximately 10) will be explored within the session to create an improved sense of 
balance and posture for conductors and artists.   Additional exercises will show the 
performer how to concentrate the power of the Chi, or energy, that can transform the 
intensity of the musical line into gestures and increase musical communication to the 
performers, for example.  Expressions such as “feeling the weight of the ocean in the 
elbows,” “find your center core (Tan-Tien) and move through the core (rather than 
through off-balance gestures),” “having a sense of floating within your posture of the 
upper body combined with a high carriage of the head that is aligned on top of the 
shoulders,” and “keeping the legs/knees soft so that you always have perfect balance,” 
are all tenets of the movement style which serve performers in all disciplines.   
 
The meditative aspect of the art is enhanced through playing background music that is 
very simple, such as a Japanese flute in an ornamented solo line, that enhances the sense 
of peace, calm, and focused imagery that is so necessary to conducting and indeed, to all 
the arts and humanities. One of the purposes of T’ai Chi is to replace the ego with a sense 
of method, a discipline that focuses the energy of the individual into an acutely aware, 
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almost transcendental state.  When one has arrived in this “zone,” one can see how the 
depth of the music will express itself, without the performer inserting egos over the music 
as a filter.  The honesty of the art becomes apparent, and the conducting is enhanced by a 
music-centric approach to the work at hand.  One can now clearly see both “the forest 
and the trees,” and can transmit the greater meaning that is perceived through this 
enhanced and focused look at the music or literature.  A performer’s depth of expression 
is developed through this quiet focus, and the ability to transmit this expression is 
presented through the new balance and focus yielded by the movements and the 
meditation. 
 
The ten movements to be studied include: 
 

1. The basic pose, finding the softness in the legs, perfecting posture, learning to 
release tension in order to create energy and a singular focus, then on to rocking 
to move the energy forward and back 

2. “Around the Platter,” a circular, extending gesture with the hands flat and facing 
down, which translates into the extension needed when conducting a major 
orchestra or chorus.  This enhances balance and keeps strength in the core and 
power in the gesture. 

3. “Around the Platter, Variation,” begins using the cupped hands in the first half of 
the circle, then going to hands-open and down, to learn the power of energy 
within the hands while developing the beginning of circles-within-circles, a 
central tenet of T’ai Chi which yields power and balance of the Chi. 

4. “Daughter on the Mountaintop,” which is one of the most basic T’ai Chi moves 
and is most associated with this art form when a new user thinks of the 
movement.  Again, a “circle of energy” is created that flows down the front of the 
participant in a hand gesture that ends in the Tan-Tien (the central core of energy, 
located below the navel).  The Tan-Tien is perhaps the biggest source of power 
for all performers or artists, and once the participant learns to think of it as a 
power source, all sorts of strong possibilities open up due to the growth in 
strength of presentation. 

5. “Pulling in the Energy,” is a variant of number 2, with hands reversed palms-up 
and extended, executed in an extended circular pattern to learn where the power 
source can be for conductors.  This is particularly good for learning extension 
(reaching forward to the strings, for example), and when working with orchestras 
to achieve effective and powerful cues and releases. 

6. “Carry the Ball to the Side” introduces side movements and circles within circles 
in the hand/arm gestures.  Excellent for balance and flow, and balance for side 
movements when conducting various groups within the orchestra. 

7. “Working the Pulley” is similar, except that it works forward and backward which 
is directly parallel to the movements that conductors and performers need to make 
in a relaxed, centered way while still containing a great sense of power and 
intensity. 

8. “Pulling Taffy” is another of the well-known T’ai Chi gestures that moves the 
energy from one side of the body to the other while concentrating on a slow, 
smooth, controlled pace.  Excellent for teaching conductors how to handle legato, 
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slow passages in conducting and learning pacing and patience when leading an 
ensemble or in solo performance. 

9. “Light at the Top of the Head, Light at the Temples” is one of the most powerful 
exercises in this set, teaching the participant how to focus energy in the hands and 
how that energy passes through the fingertips into other masses of the body (or to 
other performers).  (I know, this sounds a little far out, but it really works!).  It is 
one of the greatest means for a conductor to learn how the power can be 
transmitted through gesture to represent and enhance a musical line. 

10. “Passing Clouds” is the last exercise, which moves the power from side to side 
changing from one hand to the other, while balancing the active hand with the 
other arm in an anchoring circular position.  The power of these circles yields a 
strong sense of power when conducting or singing which strengthens the musical 
interpretation and intrinsic flow of the line.  It also translates later as the ability to 
develop a musical idea and grow its interpretation with power and pacing. 

11. “Cosmic Consciousness” is the last pose, not a movement, which centers all of the 
foregoing tenets into one strong being, with the Tan-Tien being the central core of 
the body which yields power, pacing, and a calm sense of knowing when 
interpreting music and indeed, any art or other element of the humanities. 

 
 
At the end of the session, participants will apply these techniques to conducting exercises 
or to whatever other performance form they practice, in basic exercises that are drawn 
from T’ai Chi Chih principles.  A question and answer period will close the workshop 
where students can direct questions as to how these principles can be adapted to their 
own situations if conducting is not their main focus. Even though it specifically addresses 
music as an art form, all of the techniques learned will enhance activities in the 
humanities and other arts as well, ranging from authors to painters, to actors and more. 
Hawaii is the perfect place for participants to examine T’ai Chi Chih and to bring its 
“grounding” techniques back with them to their daily lives when they return home after 
the workshop.  It will be a life-changing event for all who will enjoy its benefits, which 
extend not only to meditation and focus of strength, but also to many healing effects 
within their daily lives. 
 
 
Dr. Stan Engebretson is the Director of Choral Studies and Professor of Music at George 
Mason University in Fairfax, VA, located in the Greater Washington area.  He lectures 
frequently for various groups including the Smithsonian Institution and is a Senior 
Specialist with the Fulbright Foundation.  He has led clinics and workshops throughout 
the United States and in many countries including Germany, Switzerland, Lithuania, 
France, Iceland, and Italy. In addition to the university, Dr. Engebretson is the Artistic 
Director of the National Philharmonic Chorale in Bethesda, MD, where he conducts 
choral-orchestral masterworks four times per year in the new Strathmore Center for the 
Performing Arts, and is the Director of Music and Organist at the historic New York 
Avenue Presbyterian Church, known as the “Lincoln Church,” located two blocks east of 
the White House.  He maintains weekly study of T’ai Chi Chih and also is experienced in 
Pilates and the Alexander Technique, which will be used within the workshop.  He 
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teaches undergraduate and graduate choral conducting and uses T’ai Chi as an element in 
these classes for young conductors, as well as in area workshops for singers, actors, and 
artists, and authors. 
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Aspects of Parody in Descartes’ Meditations 
 

Lee Kerckhove 
Palomar College 

 
 
Rene Descartes’ Meditations on First Philosophy was first published in 1641.  In this 

work, Descartes sets out to refute skepticism and to establish a “firm and lasting” 

metaphysical and epistemological foundation for the sciences.  In a preface addressed to 

the Jesuit fathers of the theological faculty of the Sorbonne, however, Descartes 

prudently attempts to shift any suspicions of heresy away from this project by casting it 

as merely a new approach to an older set of metaphysical problems.  He writes that, “I 

have always that that two issues—namely, God and the soul—are chief among those that 

ought to be demonstrated with the aid of philosophy rather than theology” (Descartes, 

1993, 1).  The possibility of knowledge that is certain, Descartes contends, ultimately 

rests on the demonstration of an omnipotent and non-deceiving God who guarantees the 

truth of what is clearly and distinctly perceived.  This demonstration follows the 

establishment of the indubitableness our own knowledge of ourselves as thinking things, 

i.e., the cogito argument, as the paradigm of something that is clearly and distinctly 

perceived. 

The first-person singular narrator of the Meditations has been characterized as a 

“pure inquirer,” who simultaneously pursues and models for others a journey of 

intellectual growth.  Nevertheless, throughout the work there is a clear tension between 

Descartes’ revolutionary project and the vocabulary of scholastic metaphysics that he 

uses to express it.  I believe that this tension is what causes Descartes to make use of 
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parody as a key stylistic element within the Meditations.  I will argue that parody plays a 

significant role in the Meditations both in the structure of the work as a whole and in its 

content as well.  Descartes has at least three reasons for employing parody in the 

Meditations.  First, parody provides a way of provoking a confrontation with Jesuit 

intellectual authorities while at the same time providing Descartes with what Beck has 

called the “cloak of orthodoxy.”  This is not as paradoxical as it may seem at first glance 

if it is understood that Descartes’ use of scholastic language is intended to placate 

superficial readers while at the same time provoking the more discerning readers who 

penetrate behind the mask Descartes has created.  Secondly, Descartes’ methodological 

doubt parodies various skeptical arguments that were prominent at the time.  Parody of 

skeptical arguments plays a key rhetorical role in constructing a convincing reductio ad 

absurdum argument against skepticism.  Finally, I will conclude that Descartes’ use of 

parody in the Meditations implicitly continues a theme also found in the Discourse on the 

Method, i.e., a critique of the folly and vanity of book learning. 

 I am using the term “parody” broadly to denote the conscious adoption of the 

form or style of an author or a work to express ideas of more or less opposite content.  

The result is frequently humorous, ironic, or absurd.   Unlike satire, or outright slander in 

a few cases, such as in Schopenhauer’s treatment of Hegel, explicit use of parody is rare 

in philosophy.  Some of Plato’s dialogues, especially those that involve the Sophists, and 

Nietzsche’s Thus Spoke Zarathustra, are a few obvious exceptions to this general 

assertion.  Successful parody requires a mastery of the conventions of the literary form 

one is parodying.  It also requires a willingness on the part of the writer to wear a mask, 

i.e., the mask of another’s thought or style.  At times, Descartes went out of his way to 
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assert that he would never do such a thing, that he meant everything he said—literally.  In 

a letter to Regius, one of his early supporters, Descartes comments on critics of his work 

who believe that his arguments for substance dualism mask a secretly materialistic 

agenda: 

The greatest injustices are done to me by those who suspect me of having 
written about anything whatsoever otherwise than I have thought; and, if I 
knew who they were, I would have to consider them as enemies.  To be 
sure, there is a time when it is prudent to be silent, and not to publicize 
voluntarily all the things that we are thinking; however, to write something 
foreign to one’s own opinion, and pressured by no one, to try to persuade 
one’s readers thereof is, I think, something that a vile and dishonest human 
being would do. (Descartes, 1991, Letter to Regius, 7.1645) 

 
 This passage illustrates both the paranoia and the vindictiveness with which 

Descartes dealt with both critics and admirers whom, he perceived as misunderstanding 

his work.  Taken on its own, this passage would indicate that parody was completely 

alien to Descartes’ thinking.  This would be compatible with the more general view, 

widely held during this period, which rejected all use of rhetorical devices as appealing to 

the emotions, rather than to the pure, unprejudiced intellect. 

 But there is another side to Descartes that is quite revealing.  In one of his earliest 

writings he says, “Actors, taught not to let any embarrassment show on their faces, put on 

a mask.  I will do the same.  So far I have been a spectator in this theatre which is the 

world, but I am now about to mount the stage, and I come forward masked.” (Descartes, 

1985, 2)  This passage, in which a certain amount of arrogance is artlessly gilded with 

insincere humility, is quite revealing, for it indicates that Descartes is not above a certain 

amount of dissimulation in the expression of his ideas and in his criticism of the ideas of 

others.  As Descartes matures, this willingness to wear a mask becomes less pretentious 

and more playful, especially in his letters to his close confidants.  For example, in a letter 
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to Constantijn Huygens in which he discusses the views of his critics, Descartes writes:  

“I try to reply to each critic in the same style in which he writes to me.”(Descartes, 1991, 

91)  Some time later, in a letter to the Jesuit Marin Mersenne, Descartes writes:  “As for 

those who speak ill of me, I can assure you that I would rather take revenge by making 

fun of them than by thrashing them; I find it easier to laugh than to get angry.” (Ibid, 105-

106)  The picture of Descartes that emerges from these passages is quite different from 

the previously quoted passage in which Descartes vehemently denied ever writing 

anything other than what he sincerely believed.   These passages indicate instead a person 

who is not averse to using parody, if not as a means of demonstration, then at least as a 

tool of criticism. 

 I believe that these observations can shed a bit of light on some interpretive issues 

that surround Descartes’ Meditations.  Some of these issues touch on the style and 

structure of the Meditations as a whole, including questions such as:  Why did Descartes 

choose the meditation as the particular mode of expression for the definitive statement of 

his metaphysical position?  What influence, if any, does the tradition of devotional 

literature, such as the Confessions of St. Augustine, or the Spiritual Exercises of St. 

Ignatius Loyola have on the Meditations?  Why go to such lengths to maintain doubt as a 

purely methodological exercise? 

 With regard to the relationship of the Meditations to traditional devotional 

literature, one thesis that has been proposed is that Descartes’ use of a meditational style 

reflects the early influence of the Religious Exercises of St. Ignatius Loyola, to which 

Descartes was exposed during his formative years of education at the Jesuit College of Le 

Fleche.   As Beck has pointed out, there are not only similarities in the technical structure 
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of the Meditations and the Spiritual Exercises, but also in their respective application of 

the art of meditation.  With respect to technical structure, he notes that both the Spiritual 

Exercises and the Meditations are divided into days “devoted as far as possible to 

separate subjects of progressive examination,” (Beck, 32) though the diurnal division is 

only suggested in the text of the Meditations.  Moreover, there is a parallel between the 

Spiritual Exercises’ goal of “preparing and disposing one’s soul to rid herself of all 

disordered attachments, so that once rid of them one might seek and find the divine will 

in regard to the disposition of one’s life for the good of the soul,” and Descartes’ stated 

goal of removing the prejudices of reasoning as a way of creating new foundations for 

knowledge. 

 It is important to note, however, that there are limitations to this parallel.  Unlike 

the Spiritual Exercises, the goal of the Meditations is not to prepare the will for action, 

but rather a more purely intellectual exercise.  (Descartes, 1993, 1)  A more critical point, 

however, is that Descartes’ rationalistic epistemology is at odds with the Aristotelian 

sense-based epistemology upheld by the Jesuit orthodoxy.  This has led some 

commentators to conclude that Descartes’ use of the meditational style is not Ignatian at 

all, but rather Augustinian.  Gary Hatfield, for example, has argued that Descartes 

Meditations reflects the influence of Augustine because Descartes shares Augustine’s 

rejection of Aristotelian empiricism. 

 There are some striking parallels between Descartes and Augustine.  Citing only 

the most obvious parallel, consider the following passage from Augustine’s City of God: 

In respect of those truths I have no fear of the arguments of the Academics.  They 
say , ‘Suppose you are mistaken?’  I reply, ‘If I am mistaken, I exist.’ A non-
existent being cannot be mistaken; therefore I must exist, if I am mistaken . . . 
Since therefore I must exist in order to be mistaken, then even if I am mistaken, 
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there can be no doubt that I am not mistaken in my knowledge that I exist. 
(Augustine, 2003, 460) 

 
Compare this with the conclusion of Descartes’ Cogito argument in Meditation Two: 

But there is a deceiver of supreme power and cunning who is deliberately and 
constantly deceiving me.  In that case I too undoubtedly exist, if he is deceiving 
me; and let him deceive me as much as he can, he will never bring it about that I 
am nothing so long as I think that I am something.  So after considering 
everything very thoroughly, I must finally conclude that this proposition, I am, I 
exist, is necessarily true whenever it is put forward by me or conceived in my 
mind. (Descartes, 1993, 17) 

 
 Descartes’ use of the first-person singular is also reminiscent of Augustine’s 

Confessions, and there are many quasi-confessional passages in the Meditations in which 

the narrator laments the finitude and weakness of his intellectual capacity.  The main 

stumbling block in linking Descartes’ Meditations to the Augustinian tradition, however, 

is Descartes’ own admission of his lack of familiarity with that tradition.  In a letter to 

Andreas Colvius, written in November 1640, Descartes thanks Colvius for drawing his 

attention to the above quoted passage in Augustine, which he claims to have been 

unfamiliar with.  Descartes goes on to write: 

I went today to the library of this town to read it, and I do indeed find that he does 
use it to prove the certainty of our existence.  He goes on to show that there is a 
certain likeness of the Trinity in us, in that we exist, we know that we exist, and 
we love the existence and the knowledge we have.  I, on the other hand, use the 
argument to show that this I which is thinking is an immaterial substance with no 
bodily element.  These are two very different things. (Descartes, 1991, 159) 

 
It’s difficult to judge how sincere Descartes is being in this passage regarding his 

unfamiliarity with the Augustinian tradition.  It seems unlikely that his education at the 

Jesuit college of La Fleche would have failed to include at least a passing familiarity with 

Augustinian texts.  If, however, we take Descartes at his word,  we can conclude that he 

did not possess a copy of Augustine’s City of God, and that when he becomes aware of 
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the similarities between his position and Augustine’s he draws a sharp distinction 

between the two.  Therefore, the aspect of parody in the Meditations cannot be extended 

to Augustine. 

This has led some commentators to conclude that Descartes’ Meditations is linked 

in only the most tenuous way to the genre of devotional meditation and cannot be tied to 

any one particular source.  This is the view of Rubidge, for example.  He argues that there 

is no evidence that the meditational style that Descartes adopts has any real relevance to 

understanding its contents.  He notes that, 

The similarities suggest that the . . . Meditations are connected to the meditation 
tradition.  In the absence of other analogies, however, they do not justify 
concluding that the Meditations are significantly influenced by or modeled after 
the meditation genre.  The likenesses are relatively few, several are either vague 
or tenuous, and none really touches the Meditation’s contents.  They signal a 
relationship to the meditation tradition, but the line of argument does not appear 
to be influenced by the genre’s conventions. (Rubidge, 46) 

 
So there is dispute over the influences on and importance of Descartes’ use of a quasi-

meditational style in the Meditations.  There does seem to be relative unanimity, 

however, on the question of why Descartes wanted to associate his work with the 

devotional tradition.  The general consensus is clearly summarized by Rubidge.  “By 

linking his text to such a tradition, Descartes signals his adherence to orthodox positions 

and advertises his desire to conform to, even to support, some of the Church’s 

fundamental doctrines.” (Rubidge, 48)  And, of course, Descartes would want to do this 

to avoid meeting the same fate as Galileo at the hands of the Church authorities. 

 While I agree with Rubidge that the similarities between the Meditations and 

other texts in the devotional tradition may be relatively few and ambiguous, I disagree 

with his view that Descartes’ use of the language of meditation has no real relevance to 
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the contents of the Meditations.  I believe that his position is based on two false premises.  

The first false premise is that Descartes intends the Meditations to be taken literally as 

meditations.  A very different picture of Descartes’ use of meditational language emerges 

when we recall the previously quoted letters to Huygens and Mersenne.  In those letters 

Descartes clearly implies that parody is one of his favorite critical devices.  With this in 

mind it becomes evident that the difficulties associated with identifying Descartes with 

any particular strand of devotional literature are the result of his intentionally ambiguous 

use of the language of the devotional genre to parody the genre as a whole. 

 But why would Descartes undertake a parody of devotional language, if, as 

Rubidge argues, he desires to conform to an orthodox position?  I believe that this is the 

second false premise of this line of argument.  The idea that Descartes willingly conforms 

his position to orthodoxy can be traced to the picture of Descartes associated with his 

suppression of his treatise The World.  Here Descartes’ concern, however, is not 

orthodoxy for the sake of orthodoxy, but rather a desire to avoid the experiences of 

Galileo and to avoid any confrontation that would take time away from his intellectual 

pursuits.  But by the time of the Meditations Descartes appears to throw such caution to 

the wind.  Far from seeking to avoid a confrontation with the Jesuits, Descartes takes 

steps to provoke one.  In a letter to Huygens dated July 31, 1640, Descartes writes:  

For the rest, I think I am going to become engaged in a war with the Jesuits.  
Their mathematician in Paris has publicly attacked my Optics in his theses, and I 
have written to his superior with a view to involving the whole Society in this 
quarrel.  For although I have long been aware of the proverb, ‘Don’t stir up the 
hornets,’ nevertheless, since they get stirred up all by themselves and I cannot 
avoid it, I think it better to face them all in one big battle rather than waiting for 
one individual attack after another, which would take forever . . . (Descartes, 
1991, 151) 
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What better way to stir up the hornets than by using their own scholastic vocabulary, and 

the language of devotional literature, to develop a philosophy inherently at odds with 

scholasticism?  Descartes was vehemently opposed to the Aristotelian assumptions of 

scholasticism and hoped that eventually his philosophy would replace Aristotle’s as the 

official metaphysics of the schools.  Descartes’ contempt for Aristotelian philosophy is 

expressed in amusing fashion in a letter to Plempius.  “I thank you . . . for showing me 

how to shore up my views with the authority of Aristotle,” he writes.  “How fortunate 

that man was: whatever he wrote, whether he gave it much thought or not, is regarded by 

most people today as having oracular authority.” (Descartes, 1991, 79)  But rather than 

simply attack Aristotle and Scholastic philosophy directly, Descartes chooses the more 

subtle route of parodying its language and conventions. 

 The same can be said with regard to Descartes’ treatment of skepticism.  

Descartes’ relationship to skepticism and skeptical arguments is quite ambiguous.  

Although he is an explicit opponent of skepticism due to its corrosive effects, especially 

in the sciences and religious belief, nevertheless he respects the force and manner of the 

skeptic’s mode of argumentation.  This leads him to adopt what is typically referred to as 

‘methodological skepticism.’  Methodological skepticism is, broadly speaking, the use of 

skeptical or quasi-skeptical arguments as a means of undermining skepticism and 

establishing a new foundation for knowledge.  From this description, there is a prima 

facie link between methodological skepticism and parody.  Methodological skepticism 

parodies the language and arguments of skepticism in order to dramatically undermine its 

claims by means of an argumentum ad absurdum.  Parody is the ideal vehicle for creating 

an argumentum ad absurdum because such an argument requires adopting the premises 
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of the opponent in order to show that the opponent’s view is contradictory and that an 

opposite conclusion than that the opponent has drawn in fact follows from those 

premises.  Therefore, from a rhetorical point of view, the better one is at adopting the 

tone of one’s opponent, the more convincing the argument will be. 

 This is clearly Descartes’ tactic at the outset of the Meditations.  He not only 

reviews traditional skeptical arguments against the reliability of the senses, he does so 

from behind the mask of a narrator, the meditating “I”, wavering between skepticism and 

knowledge.  To make the mask more convincing, Descartes employs a parody of the 

language used by contemporary skeptical writers in the construction of their arguments.  

The Meditations famously begin with a recapitulation of the narrator’s intellectual 

journey leading up to the present moment: 

Several years have now passed since I first realized how numerous were the false 
opinions that in my youth I had taken to be true, and thus how doubtful were all 
those that I had subsequently built upon them. (Descartes, 1993, 13) 
 

Though it is tempting to identify this confession of youthful folly completely with 

Descartes’ himself, such an identification would be a mistake.  The Meditations are a 

work of philosophy, not autobiography, though, as we’ll see below, it does contain 

certain autobiographical elements.  Rather, what we are reading is the confession of the 

fictitious narrator of the Meditations, parodying the language of a contemporary skeptic, 

Francisco Sanches, who begins his work, That Nothing is Known, in the following way: 

From my early youth I made it my sworn task to contemplate nature and I began 
to investigate everything in minute detail.  In my avid zeal for knowledge I was at 
first content with any fare that was offered; but after a short time I suffered from 
indigestion and began to vomit everything up.  I began to seek something to give 
my mind that it might embrace fully and enjoy entirely, but there was nothing to 
satisfy me. (Sanches in Ariew, 1998) 
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In both cases, ardent youthful enthusiasm in the quest for knowledge gives way to 

disillusionment and dejection.  The remedy for this disillusionment in both cases is a 

rejection of one’s previous naiveté, a withdrawal from the cruel world of illusion, and the 

embrace of skeptical doubt regarding all of one’s previous beliefs.  We see this skeptical 

turn in Sanches in the following text:  

So then I withdrew into myself, and called everything into doubt.  Ignoring 
anything that anyone had previously said, I set about examining the things 
themselves, which is the true way of knowing.  I began to resolve everything back 
to ultimate principles. (Ibid) 

Descartes also expresses a similar desire to eliminate false beliefs as a way of re-

establishing, if possible, a firm foundation for knowledge: 

And thus I realized that once in my life I had to raze everything to the ground and 
begin again from the original foundations, if I wanted to establish anything firm 
and lasting in the sciences . . . Accordingly, I have today suitably freed my mind 
of all cares, secured for myself a period of leisurely tranquility, and am 
withdrawing into solitude. (Descartes, 1993, 13) 

This process of doubt will ultimately lead Sanches into the depths of skepticism, where 

he will remain: “This one fact,” he writes, “that I know nothing—even this I do not 

know.”  Descartes, however, is only using skeptical conventions “methodologically,” i.e., 

subversively, to destroy the basis of skepticism.  He agrees with the skeptic about the 

dubiousness of the senses and even about the dubiousness of mathematics and truths of 

reason.  He imagines a deceiving evil genius, the personification of the most rigorous 

skepticism imaginable.  Ultimately, however, given the same presuppositions as the 

skeptic, and even the same biographical trajectory, Descartes’ meditating narrator is led 

to exactly the opposite conclusion than the skeptic—it is the act of doubt itself that 

provides the meditator with certainty: “Then too there is no doubt that I exist, if he is 
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deceiving me. . . Thus, after everything has been most carefully weighted, it must finally 

be established that this pronouncement, ‘I am, I exist,’ is necessarily true every time I 

utter it or conceive it in my mind.” (Descartes, 1993, 18)  So, in Descartes’ text, skeptical 

arguments are parodied in order to create a convincing reductio ad absurdum argument 

against the skeptic’s position. 

 As I mentioned earlier, the use of parody is relatively infrequent in philosophy.  

Why, then, does Descartes employ it to such an extent in this key text?   One reason is 

that detecting parody requires a fair amount of learning and sophistication on the part of a 

reader.  Parody doesn’t work if the reader doesn’t recognize what is being parodied.  This 

may help to explain why introductory students to Descartes have such a difficult time 

understanding the Meditations—they haven’t yet cultivated the textual sensitivity and the 

historical background to detect when an author is speaking in the guise of another 

thinker.  In terms of Descartes’ never ending quest to avoid being caught up in doctrinal 

debates, therefore, parody becomes a handy tool for separating those readers who only 

have a superficial understanding of his texts, i.e., those who can be safely ignored, from 

those who can see that he very often does not mean exactly what he appears on the 

surface to be saying, i.e., those worth paying attention to.   

Moreover, in an intellectually charged environment, such as the one in which 

Descartes was writing, parody allows a shrewd author to disassociate from a particular 

text if it becomes politically or religiously problematic.   An author can always claim that 

the troublesome text was only being mentioned, rather than being used, and is, therefore, 

not threatening.  As his earlier suppression of the treatise The World in response to the 
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Galileo affair shows, Descartes’ was not above such pragmatic considerations when it 

came to making his ideas public. 

 Ultimately, however, I think that in his use of parody Descartes is making an 

implicit statement about the value of the philosophical tradition and its canonical texts for 

his undertaking—that it is worthless as the foundation for knowledge, especially any 

knowledge with hopes of being considered scientific.  In The Discourse on the Method, 

he summarizes his early education in the following way: 

I have been nourished on letters since my childhood, and since I was given to 
believe that by their means a clear and certain knowledge could be obtained of all 
that is useful in life, I had an extreme desire to acquire instruction.  But so soon as 
I had achieved the entire course of study at the close of which one is usually 
received into the ranks of the learned, I entirely changed my opinion.  For I found 
myself embarrassed with so many doubts and errors that it seemed to me that the 
effort to instruct myself had no effect other than the increasing discovery of my 
own ignorance. (Descartes, 1996, 5) 

It is impossible not to hear in this passage an anticipation of the disappointments of the 

narrator of the first Meditation.  But by parodying the styles and mannerisms of the 

tradition, the narrator can deflate its pretentious claims.  The very language of the 

tradition, as we saw in the case of skepticism, is used to undermine that tradition.   

Ironically, as Descartes has become perhaps the most firmly entrenched figure of the 

modern philosophical canon he has been the target of a good deal of parody as well, 

which is probably well deserved. 
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Elizabeth Bishop’s Visions of Water 
Jannah Zubaidi 

As part of the modernist movement, Elizabeth Bishop utilizes the concrete imagery of 

objects, rather than focusing heavily on mere ideas. Bishop uses her words as a paintbrush in 

order to impart her views on the interrelation of the poet, knowledge, and the world. Water 

comprises one of her most potent and often-used visual devices. In Bishop’s poetry, water seems 

malleable, always moving, yet at the same time, it is constant. It takes on varieties of forms, from 

rain to rivers and lakes and even to tears. The meanings Bishop correlates to these forms are just 

as varied. Water can imply life or death, knowledge or creation. In “The Riverman,” Bishop uses 

water as a giver of knowledge; only through water can one attain an understanding of the world. 

“At the Fishhouses,” portrays water as a storehouse of knowledge, constantly giving and 

receiving, but dangerous and frightening. In these first two poems, water takes on agency, as 

well, in that it moves and, through entities that inhabit it, interacts with land-dwellers, both 

giving and attaining knowledge. In “The Man-Moth,” water, in the form of a tear, is the creative 

product, achieved at great expense to its creator. Finally, in “The Map” Bishop characterizes 

water as a medium through which to craft, as well as a pool of knowledge and a fluid, 

impenetrable entity, yet one that connects all things. According to Robert Gilbert, Bishop’s 

poems “allegorize the sea [or water in general] as a medium of pure knowing wholly distinct 

from the compromised, constructed world above” (144). Water also stands as a metaphor for the 

poet—specifically for Bishop—and the way in which that poet interacts with the world, at once 

drawing inspiration from it and adding to its ever-increasing store of knowledge. 

In “The Riverman,” Bishop writes of a man from an Amazonian village that descends 

into the river to become a learned shaman (105-9)i. In this, the river takes on a far more mystical 

aspect than simply another ecosystem, with its mere biological mysteries, housing various forms 
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of life. Here, the river embodies entirely the realm of the other. Bishop sets on the stage spirits 

and gods, with will and design. The hero of the poem wants “to become a sacaca, a witch doctor 

who works with water spirits,” since it is from nature, from water, that he must gain the 

understanding to help his fellow humans (105). 

For the man, who remains nameless throughout the poem, the water is a choice. The 

Dolphin spirit calls for the man to join him. The man pauses, reflecting on the path he should 

take. He could go home to the house that looks as “white as a piece of washing / forgotten on the 

bank,” and to the wife he has left asleep in that house, or he could follow the call of the Dolphin, 

the invitation to seek knowledge (105-06). He chooses to follow into the river because he wants 

to learn and to attain a higher state of awareness. Immediately, an under-water door opens for 

him. 

In the next stanza, Bishop presents an allegory about the man’s first encounter with 

knowledge. He finds himself completely surrounded by it, and feels that he “couldn’t have been 

dizzier” (106). This immense knowledge that the spirits present him overpowers his senses at 

first, and he must be surrounded by it for a time before he can begin to understand and decipher 

what he has learned. He must allow it to completely penetrate him, as when Luandinha, the 

snake goddess, “[blows] cigar smoke / into [his] ears and nostrils” (106). Only then does he 

begin to understand, but he cannot yet put that knowledge into words. He needs more time and 

exposure. All of this occurs within the water, within the other world of nature. Even though the 

Dolphin looks like a man, and Luandinha looks like a serpent, both of which are elements that 

exist in the medicine man’s realm, he cannot attain such an intimacy with them on land. He must 

choose to enter the water, where these spirits embody a familiar form, yet contain the knowledge 

of ages, as witnessed by the flowing river. 
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Knowledge for the man proves a very tough commodity to attain. However, the water—

which is the knowledge-seeker, container, and giver—seems to draw him, to compel him to 

return night, after moonlit night. Even when he is not in the water, it surrounds him—in his 

home, in his canoe. He is constantly immersed by his awareness of it and of the creatures that 

haunt, though perhaps not negatively, his every move. Once attained, he cannot shrug knowledge 

away. He undertakes a weighty decision to enter the water on the first night, and he will always 

carry the knowledge he gains, whether he would or no. Perhaps this is a warning from Bishop to 

her reader. She would call the man into the water and give him knowledge, but she would warn 

him that he must first prepare for the consequences before partaking of the eternally-flowing 

stream. The foremost role of a poet comprises of seeking knowledge and then imparting it to 

others, just as the man would seek knowledge to help his people. A poet must approach this task 

with great care, and must not shirk the responsibility, once sought, of carrying that knowledge. 

When she looks into the water, or into the sky, as with “The Man-Moth,” and understands 

something that others do not see, it falls to the poet to enlighten the world. Bishop understands 

the weightiness and loneliness of this task, of drinking in the knowledge of ages, of deciphering 

that knowledge, and of understanding it.  

Bishop wonders at the water’s properties when she has the man say: 

[I]t stands to reason 

that everything we need 

can be obtained from the river. 

It drains the jungles; it draws 

from trees and plants and rocks 

from half around the world. (Riverman 108) 

Perhaps the power of water for Elizabeth Bishop comes from its unceasing flow from region to 

region and its continual migration around the globe. The same drop of water might once have 
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been on the shores of New York, only to wash onto the sands of Brazil, much like Bishop 

herself. Water holds such an incredible store of knowledge in the poem because, in some form or 

another, it has visited every place on earth and has touched everything. Experience is the only 

means of true understanding, and the water imparts its experience to the man. Its spirits take him 

to lands far, so far he cannot measure his travels. He has learned from the water because he has 

immersed himself in it, has imbibed it, and has allowed it to penetrate his very being. In essence, 

he has drunk deeply of Alexander Pope’s Pyrean Spring. Pope warns that one must “drink deep” 

or not at all from the spring of knowledge. Bishop also warns that knowledge can be dangerous, 

harmful, and frightening. However, the hero of her poem has sought it, and done so successfully. 

He now understands its true nature in the same way she does. She has seen other worlds and 

realizes that experience is paramount to knowledge. With each new encounter, Bishop’s poetry 

evolves, and her craft becomes even greater for it. In the same way, the man’s experiences allow 

him to become better at healing those in need. In this regard, a poet is the soul’s medicine man. 

 In her poem, “At the Fishhouses,” Bishop again deals with water as a metaphor for 

knowledge. She implies that the “water’s edge” is definite and physically uncrossable, for it 

holds an “element bearable to no mortal” (65). At the same time, “[t]he sea cannot usurp the 

land,” implying, according to Mark Ford, that knowledge will not come to one who does not 

seek it first (86). As with “The Riverman,” here, water possesses an other-worldly element. No 

mortal can enter it lightly, just as no mortal can attain knowledge lightly. The sea, and by 

extension, knowledge, here takes on a fearsome and weighty role, as it does in the other poems 

discussed. In his examination of Bishop’s poetry, Gilbert asserts that “the sea preserves traces of 

past traumas that can only be inspected, acknowledged, and laboriously brought to light, never 

revised or effaced” (145). Bishop here returns to the concept of the responsibility that comes 
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with the attainment of knowledge. One must seek out knowledge from water and must 

understand it; yet it remains eternal, unalterable. The “[c]old dark deep and absolutely clear” 

water beyond the shore seems at once penetrable and impenetrable; no human can easily enter it, 

yet human eyes can see into it (Fishhouses 65). They can discern much—the stones, for 

instance—simply through observation, which, in itself, serves as a form of understanding. Even 

though this water is dangerous to humans, it is “bearable… / to fish and to seals” (Fishhouses 

65). The narrator sings to the seal she encounters, thereby imparting a piece of her knowledge to 

it, and by extension, to the sea, since each experience the water has with land or air simply adds 

to the collective knowledge of the world (65).  

Water is the only structure that connects all things on earth. It touches every shore, 

continuously moving and—like Bishop’s sea—always gathering new knowledge. In the same 

way that the narrator sees the stones, the artist can look into the world and see the truth within 

and then impart this understanding through her creative medium. In this poem, Bishop explains 

the relationship of the poet to the knowledge and truth found in the vast sea of common 

consciousness. Just as she draws from the world to create her poem, she returns knowledge to it. 

 Gilbert presents a very interesting interpretation of Bishop’s words when he says that for 

her, the sea is “gray, undifferentiated, [and] numbingly abstract” (148). A numbing effect from 

the sea implies something beyond understanding, yet something that fascinates and captivates the 

narrator, according to Ford, in “a sense of the sublime” (87). Bishop states that the water she has 

described “is like what we imagine knowledge to be: / dark, salt, clear, moving, utterly free,” 

again, penetrable because of its clarity and impenetrable because of its darkness (Fishhouses 66). 

It tastes bitter from the salt, making it difficult to imbibe, difficult to transgress. The water—the 

sea— is massive and freely moving. A single human—or even all of humanity—cannot capture 
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all the knowledge stored within it. Yet it exists, and she tries to understand even a small portion 

of it, through the seal, while at the same time, adding to the “knowledge [that] is historical, 

flowing, and flown” (66). Since the knowledge of the world is ever-changing, Bishop uses, 

according to Ruth Quebe, “the ease of water in assuming the forms of its container [to] reflec[t] 

the fluidity of the outside world” and of knowledge itself (70). This fluidity of the water parallels 

the malleability of knowledge through time, as well as the ripples that humanity, or the artist, 

makes in the history stored within the water, beyond the edge where Bishop stands. 

In Bishop’s “The Man-Moth,” the very title of which is a creative element drawn from a 

“newspaper misprint for ‘mammoth,’” she speaks of a night wanderer, an outsider—even an 

outcast—who holds grand illusions, though they seem simple to him (Bishop 14). He is very 

aware of the world around him, though usually, that world is not aware of him. He perceives, 

sometimes incorrectly. He contains sadness; his aspirations never can come true, except to 

survive another day, when his very nature threatens to be the key to his extinction. Bishop uses 

the Man-Moth, in a larger structure, as an allegory for the poet or artist, and, more specifically, 

as an allegory for herself. 

Though the artist belongs to the world and sees the things all people encounter, the 

uniqueness of her vision lies in interpretation; it is this uniqueness that compels the poet to 

convey the truth she finds. In “The Man-Moth,” the moon serves as the central symbol of various 

interpretations. The moon to everyone appears to be nothing more than a solar body orbiting the 

earth in a vast and vacuous sky. However, the Man-Month views it quite differently. He does not 

see an empty sky, but rather a dark cover that shields the Earth from danger. In this vision, the 

moon is a hole, a flaw in the design of the canopy. The white circle appears dangerous and 

menacing, yet it compels the Man-Moth to climb to it. He wants to find what is on the other side, 
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though he fears his findings. In this poem, Bishop reverses the role of water. Here, the moon and 

the white space beyond it represent the knowledge that the river does in “The Riverman.” The 

artist is constantly trying to achieve what those around him, those that do not perceive him, 

believe to be impossible. Perhaps in the physical world it is impossible. However, the artist and 

poet contain the ability to access another world, the world of the river gods, or of imagination. In 

the realm of the mind, the Man-Moth could climb to the moon and poke his head through it. Yet 

he does not because he is forever linked, like the artist, to the physical realm.  

However, even if the artist cannot achieve this fantastic dream, he can achieve one very 

important thing; he can create. Normally, no one notices this Man-Moth, this artist and dreamer. 

However, “[i]f you catch him, / hold up a flashlight to his eye. It is all dark pupil” (15). He has 

much to offer his fellow creatures, if only noticed by them for an instant. Only when observed 

closely, does the Man-Moth’s pupil reveal its abilities. The pupil of the Man-Moth here stands 

for the intellect of the artist, discerning, and rarely scrutinized by the general public. With this 

element that sets him apart from the rest of humanity, the artist can perceive things that others 

cannot; rather, he can perceive the same things in a different way. If the observer keeps looking 

at the Man-Moth, “from the lids /one tear, his only possession, like the bee’s sting, slips. / Slyly 

he palms it, and if you’re not paying attention / he’ll swallow it” (15). The tear that the Man-

Moth produces represents the artist’s creation. Rather than taking from the knowledge of a vast 

sea, here the artist gives a single drop of himself as his creation. One man or woman cannot 

create what centuries of life and experience have bestowed upon the waters of the world. 

However, this single tear is as wonderful and profound to the artist—and to the one who imbibes 

it—as the vast waters of the river are to the hero of “The Riverman.” 
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 The significant connection between water and knowledge in “The Man-Moth” does not 

appear until nearly the end of the poem. Because he lives in the city, the Man-Moth must look to 

other elements that oversee the world in order to gain knowledge. Yet he still produces through 

water, in the form of a tear. He receives even less from the waters of the world than the narrator 

of “At the Fishhouses,” yet he adds so much of himself to them. Like the poet, he finds his 

inspiration from his surroundings and produces his art from the churning pot within. Because he 

has created his single tear with such great pain, he does not wish to part with it lightly, nor to a 

person that would not cherish it; “[h]owever, if you watch, he’ll hand it over” (Man-Moth 15). 

Bishop here alludes to her own creative process. She has a great connection to water, as seen in 

these poems, and she views it as a storehouse of knowledge from which to draw, and to which 

she must also add. Each of her poems is a masterful and careful creation. She never parts with 

her poetry before she feels it had reached her satisfaction, and therefore, for her, each poem 

represents the same thing as the Man-Moth’s tear does to him. Only when she finds the proper 

way does she reveal it through poetry, “cool as from underground springs and pure enough to 

drink,” just as the Man-Moth’s tear (15). Bishop’s use of water imagery imparts fluidity to her 

own poetry, allowing it to move and ripple through the reader’s mind, just as knowledge ripples 

through time. 

In “The Map,” Bishop directly uses water as a medium of expression, linking it again 

with the creative abilities of an artist. The mapmaker’s masterpiece is a collection of vividness, 

representing reality in a figurative sense. The mapmaker, the artist, very directly draws on the 

world around him to produce this beautiful collection of “shadowed green” and “Laborado[r] 

yellow” (3). He takes much time, deciphering reality and creating lines along the paper. He loves 

what he does, and Bishop wonders if his audience will see the genius. Will they see the intricate 
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masterpiece, the careful study, or will they simply see a tool? Will they “experienc[e] the same 

excitement / as when emotion too far exceeds its cause,” or fall short of understanding the artist’s 

vision (3)? Bishop does not directly answer these questions in “The Map;” however, the reader 

knows that the Man-Moth will only give his tear to the one who searches for it and that all those 

who come in contact with the Riverman will benefit from what he has learned. Though the life of 

the artist may be painful or apart, these poems do give a sense of hope to the outcome of the 

relationship between the knowledge that the artist gains or imparts through water and the world 

to which that artist belongs.  

Bishop’s allusion to these fears—to the artist’s overexcitement—illustrates the confusion 

that may occur when imparting knowledge through such a fluid medium. Gilbert states that 

Bishop’s “transition from land to sea is measured and gradual” (146). Although Gilbert uses this 

line to refer to the shoreline in “At the Fishhouses,” it applies here in the same manner. The artist 

uses water in his paintings to blend the colors between land and sea. The water’s edge that the 

narrator approaches in “At the Fishhouses,” blends into an indefinite blue-green in “The Map,” 

showing the inseparable connection that water has to the world, and, by extension, to humanity. 

Yet the water remains indecipherable to people. Even though, in this poem, land and water mix, 

“[m]apped waters are more quiet than the land is,” meaning they have less markings (Map 3). 

The water remains indecipherable: a single flowing mystery with ages of knowledge that humans 

continually strive to access, but cannot do so fully. The fluidity of the water translates into the 

fluidity of Bishop’s poems. Like them, the surface appears smooth, as if she merely paints a 

picture or draws a map. However, beneath that surface, her poems contain all the magic and 

character that the Riverman’s river possesses. The mapmaker’s land appears cluttered with 

words and symbols, colors and lines; his water is a clear, calm blue. But land is still and water 
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rages with life and movement. In much the same way that it takes a discerning eye to find the 

meaning in the mapmaker’s water, Bishop’s reader must look past the finish of her poems to 

understand her. At first glance, Bishop’s poems look smooth, pretty, and easily accessible; yet 

they attempt to tell the truth stored in time. The understanding of any work of art requires as 

much effort as does the understanding of the water that appears so void but holds so much. 

In many of her poems, Elizabeth Bishop speaks of water and utilizes it in a vast array of 

ways, and in doing so, her poetry takes on that variability. Her representation of water is fluid 

and changing, just as the liquid itself. The only element that remains constant to water in 

Bishop’s poetry is its connection with knowledge, whether attained or imparted. She strives to 

realize the knowledge of ages but finally understands that she cannot. The world has seen more 

in its existence than any single mortal can understand in a lifetime. Yet the flow of knowledge 

between water and land continues. Dangerous and frightening, as it is, it still compels people to 

seek it. 
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Notes 

                                                 
i. The Noonday Press edition of Elizabeth Bishop’s works does not number the lines of her 
poems; therefore, this paper will utilize page numbers in its parenthetical references. 
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The Goya-like elements in Granados’s Goyescas: the piano suite and the opera 
 
  The two books of the piano suite Goyescas: Los majos enamorados (Goyescas: The Majos in Love) 
(1909-1912) are Enrique Granados’s most durable, as well as the best-known music. These pieces are 
imaginative musical transcriptions of the great Spanish painter Francisco Goya’s paintings. Later Granados 
composed an opera with the same title Goyescas (1913-15) by transforming the piano suite, which is unique 
in the history of operas. In this paper, I will focus on investigating on how Granados conveyed Goya’s visual 
arts and his philosophy through his Goyescas piano suite and opera.  
 
Francisco Goya (1746 – 1828)   
  The Aragonese painter Goya lived in a time of transcendental change from the pleasures and aspirations 
of an enlightened Spain under Charles III to the chaotic years of the confrontation between liberalism and 
the tyranny of Ferdinand VII. The style of his artwork change radically accordingly. In his earlier stage, he is 
the aristocratic painter of the nobility in his circle; portrait artist of monarchs and worth governors; a 
tapestry cartoon painter of the town enjoying rustic atmospheres; a painter of majos and majas in love. In his 
later stage, he created art works such as "Caprichos,” "Disparates,” "Disasters of the war" and the famous 
"Black Paintings,” which are somber, grotesque and full of grim depictions and black humor.  
 

In 1898 Spain lost the Spanish-American War. The Spanish artists, intellectuals, and philosophers began 
to question their history, their identity, and their current situation as they tried to restore Spain to a position 
of intellectual and literary prominence that it had not held for centuries. They were all struggling to redefine 
their Spanish character. Logically, they looked to their past for direction, and particularly to the Madrid of 
Goya’s time. This fascination with Goya’s era can best be explained by a more thorough understanding of 
Majismo – a most peculiar phenomenon of Madrilenian life in the late 18th century.  

 
    The majos were recognized by their costumes: hair net, broad-brimmed soft hat, and cloak, all black or 
brown. The cloak was worn with one side flung across the front over the shoulder, and the hat brim often 
pulled down, leaving very little of the wearer's face exposed. The flamboyant costume resembles that of a 
toreador. The majas wore a hair net or a black mantilla, a tight bodice, and a basquina (top petticoat) over a 
skirt sometimes as high as mid-calf. Materials were light and flowing-silk and lace if the wearer could get 
them; the color was typically black with white and red trimming. Like the men, the majas wore their natural 
hair, covered but unpowdered. They cultivated the figure-enhancing stance of arched back, hand on hip, and 
pigeon toes.1 The majos smoked big black cigars, constantly engaged in flirtatious behavior with majas. 
Romantic quarrels and duels in defense of honor were frequent. Courtship with guitar serenades, dancing, 
and games occupied the life of the majo. 
 
   Majas and Majos were considered superior to upper class society by virtue of their pure Castilian spirit. 
The style of majas and majos was considered as sexier and earthier. It represented Spanish nature. That is 

                                                 
1 Dorothy Noyes, "La Maja Vestida: Dress as Resistance to Enlightenment in Late-18th-Century Madrid." The Journal of 
American Folklore 111 (Spring 1998): 4. 
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also one of the reasons that among the highborn and talented there was a fashion for dressing and behaving 
in majo or maja style.  The nobility who originally adopted the French style was impressed by the clothing 
and behavior of majos and majas because of the growing national consciousness. Also, some of them got 
bored with their aristocratic life. Therefore, they imitated the majos and majas style and joined their pastime. 
Goya’s own habits of dress, the idioms he used in his unbuttoned letters to his friends were the fine instance. 
Goya himself liked to dress like a majo (or, like a bullfighter). Probably this made him look like a tough guy 
in the city – an image of successful, smart artist. This can be seen in his Self-portrait in the Studio. 
(c.1794-95). To see what majas wore, we can look at Goya’s portraits of the duchess of Alba. She was 
reluctant to show herself in a powdered wig, but loved to appear in maja style of black mantilla, which was a 
strong contrast with her aristocratic bearing. Also, she loved the popular festivals, the singing and dancing, 
unhampered by snobbery or class prejudice2  
 

Self-portrait in the studio by 
Francisco Goya 3

Portrait of Duchess of Alba by 
Francisco Goya 4

 

 

 

 
Goya’s relationship with the Duchess of Alba 
   The Duchess of Alba, María Teresa Cayetana, was a stunning beauty. Her sensual magnetism was 
commented on by Fleuriot de Langle, a Frenchman who traveled through Spain in the early 1780s: 

The Duchess of Alba possesses not a single hair that does not awaken desire. Nothing in 
the world is as beautiful as she … When she walks by, all the world stands at the window 
--- even children, who stop playing to gaze at her.5  

   However, she was compelled to marry the eighteen-year-old Marquess of Villafranca when she 
                                                 
2 Susann Waldmann, Goya and the Duchess of Alba, New York: Prestel, 1998, 15. 
3 Robert Hughes, and Francisco Goya, Goya, New York: Alfred a. Knopf, 2003, frontpiece. 
4 Ibid, 163 
5 Susann Waldmann 15 
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had not yet turned thirteen. However, it is said that she was a woman who loved to play the game 
of seduction. Her quiet and gentle husband, Don José, was apparently somewhat helpless in the 
face of his wife’s behavior. He shared this embarrassment with many other Spanish husbands in 
the late eighteenth century, when Spanish women began to liberate themselves from the bonds of 
social norms. Instead of living quietly in the protection of their home, they now increasingly 
showed themselves in public, with their new gowns or their latest cortejo (a male friend in constant 
attendance on upper-class married women.) Goya was for a while something like the Duchess’s 
cortejo, on intimate but platonic terms.6 In summer 1796, the Duchess invited Goya to Sanlúcar de 
Barrameda (a summer house at southern Spain), and Don José (the Duke died) at June 9 in Seville 
because of ill health. During his stay in Sanlúcar, Goya filled a notebook, “l'Álbum de Sanlúcar”, 
with pen and ink drawings depicting the daily life of the Duchess and her household. The drawings 
suggest an intimacy with Goya. Along with these portrayals of life at Sanlúcar, there is an amazing 
1797 portrait of the Duchess. She is dressed in black, her index finger sporting a ring etched with 
“Alba,” next to one with “Goya,” and pointing to the words etched in the Sanlúcar sand: “Solo 
Goya” —the artist's desire that she be his, only his, which she never truly was.  
 

 
 
  After Sanlúcar, The Duchess began an affair with the torero Pedro Romero, followed by a series of 
liaisons with a wide variety of men, including Manuel de Godoy, Spain’s prime minister. From this point on, 
Goya's depictions of her were less idyllic, often filled with bitterness and rage.7    
 
   In the next two years, Goya created the series of eighty Caprichos, some from the drawings he made in 
Sanlúcar. One of them showed Goya groveling in front of the Duchess with the caption: “Which of them is 
more overcome?” In another she was being carried off on the backs of three men, one of them resembling 
Pedro Romero. In a third sketch, she was a double-headed creature, with one face toward Goya and the other 
staring up at the sky.8  
 
 
 

                                                 
6 Ibid. 36-37 
7 John Milton, "Granados and Goya: Artists on the Edge of Aristocracy," Journal of the Center for Iberian and Latin American 
Music (2005), 18 Mar. 2007 <http://www.cilam.ucr.edu/diagonal/current/issue1/milton.html>. 
8 Ibid 
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Granados fascination with Goya’s artworks 
    Granados was deeply impressed by Goya’s works and explored their musical potential when he first 
saw the paintings during his 1898 stay in Madrid in the Prado Museum. 

Although there are specific Goya paintings which relate to certain movements of the Goyescas, 
Granados did not attempt to reconstruct every detail of Goya’s paintings. Granados once stated: 

Goya’s masterpieces immortalize him by exalting our national life. I subordinate my 
inspiration to that of the man who knew so well how to depict the actions and times 
peculiar to the people of Spain.9 

  Note that although Goya is more famous for his grim depictions of the Napoleonic war or his visionary 
Black paintings, Granados focused on conveying the spirit of popular culture and popular music and dance 
of Goya’s Spain in the Goyescas. Flirtation, love, duel and death are the themes which were popular in 
Goya’s epoch. Besides, Granados was certainly aware of Goya’s secret passion for Alba. He once expressed 
his admiration for Goya in a letter dated December 11, 1910: 

I fell in love with the psychology of Goya, with his palette; with his soñore (Maja); with his 
models; with him, the Duchess of Alba, his disputes, loves and flirtation. That white rose of the 
cheeks, contrasted with the flaxen hair against the black velvet with buttons and loops; those 
blending bodies of dancing creatures, had mother-of pearl and of jasmine resting on jet trinkets, 
they have disturbed me.10 These become the central theme of Granados Goyesca. 

 Before I discuss the Goya-like element in the piano suite and opera in detail, it is necessary to explain the 
structure of the piano suite and the setting of the opera.  
   
The brief description of Goyescas the piano suite and opera  
The piano suite Goyescas, is divided into two volumes, four and two pieces respectively. Each piece is given 
a title. The individual numbers are: 
Book I (1909-1910) 
I. Los Requiebros  (The Flirtations) 
II. Coloquio en la Reja (Dialogue at the Window) 
III. El Fandango de Candil  (The Fandango by Candlelight) 
IV. Quejas o la Maja y el Ruseñor  (The Maja and the Nightingale) 
Book II (1913-1914) 
V. El amor y la muerte (Love and Death) 
VI. Epilogo: Serenata del espectro  (Epilogue: The Ghost’s Serenade) 

 
The composer premiered the first book of the piano suite at the Palais de la Musique Catalane in 1911, 

and premiered the second book at the Salle Pleyel in Paris on April 2, 1914.11 It stands as his masterpiece 
and one of the pinnacles of Spanish keyboard music.  

 
 

                                                 
9 Mark Larrad, "Goyescas." International Dictionary of Opera. 2 vols. (Detroit: St. James P, 1993) 541 
10 Alicia De Larrocha, "Granados, the Composer," Clavier (October 1967): 22-23. 
11 Walter Aaron Clark, Enrique Granados Poet of the Piano, New York: Oxford University Press, 2006, 140. 
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El Pelele (subtitle: “Escena goyesca”), which Granados premiered at a concert in Terrassa on March 29, 
1914 and published in 1915,12 is not a movement of the piano suite. However, it is frequently performed 
along with the piano suite Goyescas. It is transformed into a scene for the opera as well.  

 
The idea of converting the Goyescas piano suite into opera came from Ernest Schelling shortly after the 

premiere of the piano suite. He was one of the leading North American pianists of his time. He performed 
Goyescas in New York Carnegie Hall in March 26, 1913 and London Queen’s Hall, December 12, 1913, and 
he later transformed Goyescas into a ballet entitled Del amor y de la muerte. Also, Periquet also encouraged 
Granados to write the opera, and he was eager to provide the libretto. In a letter to Schelling on June 10, 
1912, he said he was putting “all my soul and all my life” into the opera.13 By early 1913, when Granados 
was converting the piano suite Goyescas into an opera of the same name, Schelling suggested a performance 
to the Chicago Grand Opera Company. However, the director Campanini showed no immediate interest. 
Eventually Schelling contacted with Giulio Gatti-Casazza, the director of New York’s Metropolitan Opera 
House. As a result, Goyescas premiered at there in 1916.14  

 
   Before the Goyescas the opera premiered in the Metropolitan Opera house, a translation of Fernando 
Periquet, the librettist’s own description on his fascination with Goya’s painting was printed in New York 
Times: 

Goya and his works are as well known to me as if the master were a contemporary of mine. 
At times I am lead to think that there is fanaticism in the worship that I render him… And 
Goya is for me king of Spanish painters, and I feel myself king among his admirers… Goya, 
as an epoch, means sentiment, loves, and passions, and socially, a strange melting of all 
classes, something like a presage of democracy that placed toreros and duchesses, princes and 
tonadilleras, side by side.15 

ados transformed almost the entire piano suite into his Goyescas the opera except the Epilogo: 
Serenata del espectro.16 He composed two intermezzos between three tableaux. In addition, he borrowed 
elements from his earlier composition the Tonadillas (1912), a set of songs for soprano and piano and some 
of the ideas from his unfinished opera Los Ovillejos.17 Following is the setting of the opera Goyescas, with 
corresponding adopted materials at the right column. 

 
 
 
 

 
12 Ibid. 122 
13 Walter Aaron Clark 142 
14 Carol A. Hess, Enrique Granados a Bio-Bibliography, New York: Greenwood Press, 1991, 27. 
15 "How "Goyescas" Was Written." New York Times 23 Jan. 1916: p. x5. News - The Historical New York Times. ProQuest. UFL. 
21 Feb. 2007 
<http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb?index=2&did=104020379&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=10&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQ
T=309&VName=HNP&TS=1177322754&clientId=20179> 
16Douglas Riva, The Goyescas for Piano by Enrique Granados: a Critical Edition, Ph.D diss., New York University, 1982, 17 
17 Walter Aaron Clark 143-144 
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FIRST TABLEAU: Junto al Manzanares (By the Manzanares) 
Allegro moderato (brillante)  
Scene I: El Pelele(The Man of Straw) El Pelele from the piano suite 
Scene II: La Calesa(The Dog-Cart ) “La calesa” from Los Ovillejos 
Scene III: Los Requiebros(The Flirtations) (I) Los Requiebros from the piano suite   

- Intermezzo 
 
SECOND TABLEAU: El Baile de Candil (The Lantern-Lighted Ball) 

Scene I: El Baile De Candil (The 
Lantern-Light Ball) 

(III) El Fandango de Candil from the 
piano suite  

Scene II:  Tonadillas: “Amor y odio”,  
Finale - El Fandango (The Fandango) Tonadillas: “El mirar de la maja” 

 
THIRD TABLEAU: El Amor y la Muerte (Love and Death) 
- Intermedio (Intermezzo) 
Scene I: La Maja Y El Ruisenor (The Maja 
and the Nightingale) 

(IV) Quejas o la Maja y el Ruseñor from 
the piano suite 

Scene II: Duo De Amor En La Reja 
(Dialogue at the Window) 

(II) Coloquio en la Reja from the piano 
suite 

Scene III: El Amor Y La Muerte (Love and 
Death) 

(V) El amor y la muerte from the piano 
suite 

 
  There are four characters in the opera. Rosario, a high-born lady, is more or less a portrait of the Duchess 
of Alba, whom Goya lived with and painted in more than one guise. Pepa is a maja, as can be seen in Goya’s 
painting “La maja y los bozados” (The stroll by Andalusia).18 Paquiro, the toreador, is from Goya’s “Retrato 
del Torero Martincho”, one of the 620 bullfighters which Goya sketched in his well-known collection 
entitled “Corridos de Toros”. Fernando, the Captain of the Royal Guard, is in the famous etching “Tal para 
cual.”  It is also said that he represents something of the personality of Goya himself.19   
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
18 "Spanish Opera to Have Premiered This Week." New York Times 23 Jan. 1916: sm11. News - The Historical New York Times. 
ProQuest. UFL. 24 Feb. 2007 
<http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb?index=5&did=104020330&SrchMode=1&sid=2&Fmt=10&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQ
T=309&VName=HNP&TS=1177323696&clientId=20179>  
19 Fernando Periquet, "From the Librettist of "Goyescas."" New York Times 27 Feb. 1916: x6, News - The Historical New York 
Times, ProQuest, UFL, 24 Feb. 2007 
<http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb?index=5&did=100193852&SrchMode=1&sid=3&Fmt=10&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQ
T=309&VName=HNP&TS=1177324099&clientId=20179>. 
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La maja y los bozados (The stroll by Andalusia) by Francisco Goya 20 

 
Retrato del Torero Martincho (Picture of the Martincho Bullfighter) by Francisco Goya 21 

 

Tal para cual by Francisco Goya 22 

 
                                                 
20 University Of Zaragoza, "La Maja Y Los Bozados," InfoGoya, 1999, 12 Mar. 2007  

<http://goya.unizar.es/InfoGoya/Obra/Catalogo/Pintura/73.html>.  
21 Emil Kren, and Daniel Marx, "Retrato Del Torero Martincho," Web Gallery of Art, Oct. 1996, 4 Apr. 2007 
<http://www.wga.hu/frames-e.html?/html/g/goya/7/710goya.html>. 
22 Walter Aaron Clark ,photo gallery follows page 58, no.23 
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The setting is Madrid, around 1800. In a beautiful sunny day, a crowd of majas and majos are enjoying a 
holiday in a wooded area. The hermitage of San Antorio de la Florida is in the back, a country inn on the 
right.  

 
Some of the majas are playing their favorite pastime of tossing the pelele - a stuffed cloth dolly man. 

Paquiro (baritone), a majo/ bullfighter, is flirting and joking with a group of young people. His fiancée, Pepa 
(mezzo-soprano), a maja, arrives in her dog-cart (‘La calesa’) followed by the noblewoman Rosario 
(soprano), in her sedan chair (‘Los requiebros’), who looks for her lover, Fernando (tenor), a captain in the 
Royal Guard. Paquiro invites her to a dance at a baile de candil (low ball given in a lantern-lighted room) 
that evening. She once attended, and he invites her to go again. His remarks are overheard by Fernando who 
arrives in time. He arouses doubts and jealous suspicions. He announces that he will be taking Rosario to 
attend the ball himself. Furious Pepa vows vengeance on Rosario. The second tableau is in a candle ball. His 
haughty bearing and disdainful words greatly offend the majos and majas and Paquiro, in particular. During 
the heat of words, Rosario faints away, and Fernando arranges a duel with Paquiro while Rosario faints. As 
Rosario comes around and leaves with Fernando, the merrymaking resumes and the majas and majos sing 
and dance a fandango. The final tableau is in Rosario’s garden, where she sings the delicate aria (‘La maja y 
el ruiseñor’) to a nightingale. Fernando joins her for a passionate duet at her window, (‘Coloquio en la reja’). 
A bell tolls announces the time for the duel. Paquiro’s shadow passes in the background and Fernando 
leaves, followed by Rosario. The silence is broken by a cry from Fernando. Rosario drags him back to her 
garden, where he dies in her arms (‘El amor y la muerte’).23  
 
As Ernest Newman comment, 

All pianists who delight in the “Goyescas” know, no doubt, that Granados wrote an opera on 
the same subject; but they probably do not know that without acknowledging of the opera 
they cannot fully understand the pianoforte work’24 

  Fortunately, Granados and Periquet publicized their fascination on Goya artworks and explained how the 
opera was written before the premiere and gave response to the critics in the New York Times. This news 
does not just provide a preview to the American audiences about the setting and content of this exotic 
Spanish opera; it also suggests a valuable guideline to stimulate the imagination of pianists on how to 
perform the piano suite in a “Goya-like” style. 
  After a brief introduction on the Goyescas the piano suite and opera, I will investigate in detail what kind 
of Goya-like elements can be found in both works. 
 
Analysis of the Goya-like elements in Goyescas the piano suite and opera 
  In the following analysis, I will first discuss Goya’s pictures which directly correlate to some of the 
movements in the piano suite and scenes in the opera. Secondly, I will talk about the similarity of personal 
experience between Granados and Goya when Granados composed the fourth movement of the piano suite: 

 
23 Douglas Riva: 'Goyescas', Grove Music Online ed. L. Macy (Accessed 26 February 2007), 
<http://www.grovemusic.com.lp.hscl.ufl.edu> 
24 Ernest Newman, "The Granados of the "Goyescas"" The Musical Times 58 (1917): 343, JSTOR, 10 Feb. 2007 
<http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0027-4666%2819170801%2958%3A894%3C343%3ATGOT%27%3E2.0.CO%3B2-8>. 
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The Maja and the Nightingale. Thirdly, I will explain how the opera characters personalities reflect Goya’s 
relationship with the Duchess of Alba and his epoch of majismo. Lastly, both Goya and Granados are 
Spanish artists. Their ways to express Spanishness – the mixture of bitterness and grace – are alike. 
 
I) Goya’s Pictorial inspiration 
According to Mark Larrad, reported in Grove Dictionary Online, “The Goyescas were inspired by Goya’s 
idealistic tapestry cartoons portraying the colorful ‘majos’ and ‘majas’ of his day, cartoons Granados had 
seen in the Prado in Madrid.”25 Actually, Granados was not just inspired by the tapestry cartoons. There are 
three of Goya’s works especially related to Granados Goyescas, with two numbers influenced by Goya’s 
Caprichos.26 
 
Table 1. Goya’s Artworks which Directly Related to Goyescas: the Piano Suite 
         And Opera 
 
 

Goya’s Artworks Goyescas  (piano suite) Goyescas (opera) 
Goya’s tapestry cartoon El Pelele El Pelele Act I scene I 

Etching Tal para cual from  
Goya’s Capricho #5 

I) Los Requiebros Act I scene III 

Etching El amor y la muerte from 
Goya’s Capricho # 10 

V) El amor y la muerte Act III scene III 

 
El Pelele by Francisco Goya 27 

 

 
                                                 
25 Mark Larrad, "Granados," Grove Music Online, 10 Feb. 2007 
<http://www.grovemusic.com/shared/views/article.html?section=music.11603.1#music.11603.1>. 
26 Walter Aaron Clark 125, 135, 138-139 
27 Robert Hughes 101.  
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  El Pelele is inspired by Goya’s tapestry cartoon El Pelele. It depicts a traditional carnival game in which a 
stuffed cloth dolly man is tossed in a blanket or cloak by women. In the tapestry design, the manikin, who 
looks vacuous with its silly French pigtail and spots of rouge on its cheeks, is tossed by four amused majas. 
This tapestry cartoon makes an acid comment on the power of women over man.28 Granados put this scene 
at the opening of this opera Goyescas, which expressed the main theme of the opera.  
 In the piano suite, Granados wrote a right hand eight-note rest followed by a trill to depict the Pelele is 
tossed up in the air.  
 
 
Example 1.1 Enrique Granados, El Pelele, mm.3-4 

 
 The opera portrays the puppet tossing in a different way. Sopranos majas jump to high F when the alto 
majas sing the word “salto” (jump); Long note on the second beat which creates tension, then it is followed 
by a eight-note (shorter note) with a rest. This imitate the tossing action (be prepare – toss!) of the majas  
Example 1.2 Enrique Granados, El Pelele from the opera Goyescas,  
           tableau 1 scene 1, m.6 
 
 

 

                                                 
28 Ibid. 100 
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  In the opening of the opera, the Tenor majos sings, “I wish I were a puppet”; Bass: “I’m so crazy about 
them (majas) that I don’t mind being a puppet if I am happy.”29 This reinforces the central theme of this 
opera - a man in love is a puppet in women’s hands. 
 
Tal para cual  
  Goya expressed social satire elements and ironic humor in his Caprichos. The majas and majos are 
subject to infidelity, duels, and death.  

In the Tal para cual (please refer to the etching at p.7), it portrays a maja flirting with an impecunious but 
sword-bearing man. Robert Hughes, a specialist of Goya artworks, views it as an encounter between a 
prostitute and a potential client. Goya made such an explanatory notes on his preliminary drawing for this 
work. It is ironic that “the old women laugh themselves sick because they know he hasn’t a penny”30 It 
seems that the prostitute flirts with the wrong person.  
   Obviously Granados did not consider about the social satire element in the Tal para cual but focus on 
the ironic humor, misunderstanding and confusion created because of flirting to the wrong person.  
 
  In the first movement, Los Requiebros (The Flirtations) of the piano suite, the tonadilla “Tirana del 
Trípili” is quote.31  
 
Example 1.3 Laserna’s tonadilla “Con el trípili, trípili, trápala” (excerpt) 

 

English translation of the text: 

With the trípili, trípili, trápala 

One sings and dances the Tirana 

Go ahead, girl! 

I graciously concede 

That you are stealing my spirit 

 
                                                 
29 Daniela Pilarz. English translation for Enrique Granados’s Goyescas. Raffella Angeletto (Rosario). Soprano; Yikun Chung 
(Fernando), tenor; Davide Damiani (Paquiro) , baritone; Francesca Franci (Pepa), mezzo; Orchestra e Coro del Teatro Lirico Di 
Cagliari; Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos, conductor. DYNAMIC CD 380/2, 2002, 51 
30 Robert Hughes 187-88 
31 Linton Powell, A History of Spanish Piano Music, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1980, 85. 
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  In the opera, Los Requiebros music in the piano suite is set for tableau 1 scene 3.  Paquiro sees the 
high-born beautiful Rosario. He impresses by her beauty, approaches her courteously and invites her to the 
candle ball. Suddenly he is surprised to see Fernando waiting for Rosario. The tonadilla theme is first sung 
by Fernando to Rosario (the melody is set for new lyric), expresses his suspicion on the relationship 
between her and Paquiro. Pepa and Paquiro are aside when Rosario tries to convenience her faith to 
Fernando. Paquiro suffers because he knows that Rosario loves Fernando, and Pepa decided to take revenge 
to her rival Rosario. Therefore, the music and libretto create confusion and misunderstanding because of 
flirtation.  
El amor y la muerte by Francisco Goya 32 

 
Goya himself gives the following commentary to his Capricho #10: 

  “Here you see one Calderón lover who, incapable of laughing off his rival, dies in the arms 
of his mistress and loses her on account of his temerity. It is not advisable to draw the sword 
too often33  

   As we see in the picture, the action of the dying majo and his mistress show their intimacy. Although he 
wins his mistress love, he put himself to death.  
  Granados expressed the same idea in his music, as he marked in the sixth movement of the piano suite, 
"very expressive, as though happy in having pain"34 the lovers (Fernando and Rosario) confess their faithful 
love to each other; however, it is too late. 

In the piano suite, it brings back the themes in the previous moments, which represents the reminiscence 
of their amorous moment or the cruel reality. For example, the Coloquio theme reappears in m.22 ben 
calmato amoroso in G-flat major, but it repeats at m.25 in B minor in Agitato to show the contrast between 
reminiscence and reality.  

 
 
 
 

                                                 
32 Lopez-Rey, Josâe. Goya's Caprichos. Vol. 2. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1970. 28 
33 Ibid. v.1, 190 
34 Joan Brown, Program note for Enrique Granados’s Goyescas. Alicia de Larrocha, piano. B2C 165 Epic, 1967, 2 
phonorecordings 
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Example 1.3. Enrique Granados, El amor y la muerte from the piano suite Goyescas,  
           mm.22-25 
 

 
The Requiebros theme, originally in E-flat major, comes back at m.38 in B-flat minor. The Fandango 

which returns at m.64 is in heavy ff, left hand plays in octave instead of the original single-staccato 
eighth-note. It follows by the Nightingale theme, which is borrowed from tableau III scene 1. Left hand 
plays the theme in octaves at a very low register, which suggests somber and grave atmosphere. The 
Nightingale, the symbol of love, is dying.35  

 
 
Example 1.4. Enrique Granados. El amor y la muerte from the piano suite Goyescas,     
           mm.64-66 

 
 
 
  In the tableau III scene III of the opera, when Fernando almost dies, he clutches Rosario and sings, “Like 
this… the two of us… my love! Goodbye!” a solo violin plays the Nightingale theme poignantly after the 
words “goodbye”. Then, he dies. 

                                                 
35 The symbolism of the Nightingale will be further discussed in section II, p. 27 
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Example 1.5.  Enrique Granados. El amor y la muerte from the opera Goyescas,     e       
                      tableau III scene 3 (excerpt)  

 
Coloquio en la reja 

Granados was so fascinated with Goya’s painting that he drew nine sketches of majas and majos in his 
Apuntes para mis obras inspired by the art of Goya. None of these drawings are related to specific 
compositions by Granados. However, the Coloquio en la reja (Dialogue through the grill), a drawing in 
black ink and pencil accented with blue, yellow, and brown pastel, is also the title of the second piece of the 
piano suite and the final scene of the final act of Goyescas.36 
Coloquio en la reja by Enrique Granados37 

   
  In Granados own drawing Coloquio en la reja (Dialogue through the grill), the maja and majo are having 
conservation through the grill which separates them. However, the grill cannot separate the great affection 
of the two lovers. Their hands hold together. Through the gesture of the majo, it looks like if the lovers are 
not separated by the grill, they will embrace passionately. Also, in the picture, the majo’s back is facing us. 
With the embrace-like gesture, it suggests a private and intimate atmosphere. The background is blurred. 
The main focus of the drawing is the grill and the lovers. It seems like they are the only things exist in the 
universe. 

 
   Similar atmosphere creates in the music. The music presents in a dark atmosphere. In the second 
movement, Coloquio en la reja of the piano suite, it is a tragic love duet between a prisoner and his 
sweetheart, as Granados drawing suggests. Amorous and personal feelings are suggested by performance 

                                                 
36 Douglas Riva, "Apuntes Para Mis Obras : Granados's Most Personal Manuscript and What It Reveals," Journal of the Center 

for Iberian and Latin American Music (2005), 18 Mar. 2007 <http://www.cilam.ucr.edu/diagonal/current/issue1/riva.html>.  
37 Ibid.  
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directions. Just look at the first page of this movement of the piano score, those markings suggest a rubato 
tempo and intimate atmosphere as a Chopin nocturne. 
 
Example 1.6.  Enrique Granados. Coloquio en la Reja from the piano suite Goyescas 
             mm.1-22 

 

 

   In tableau III scene 2 of the opera, this scene is retitled Dúo de amor en la reja because it is transformed 
to be the love duets between Fernando and Rosario before the duel between Fernando and Paquiro. 
Fernando will die in the duel and he and Rosario will separate from each other forever. 
 
   Again, intimate atmosphere is suggested by the performance direction such as molto espress, Amoroso 
calmato e amoroso, and ppp is indicated when Rosario sings “Yes, I adore you” to Fernando.  
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Example 1.7.  Enrique Granados. Dúo de amor en la reja from the opera Goyescas, 
             tableau III scene 2 (excerpt) 

 
    
  Besides, in the intimate section, the orchestra has counter melodies with the couple. When their 
conversation becomes more passionate and reaches to the climax, both voices’ registers are very close or 
even overlap with each other. The orchestra doubles the singer melodies or playing Rosario melody when 
Fernando singing. This creates the feeling the couple is the only thing exist in the universe.  
 
II) Similarity in personal experience 
Quejas o la Maja y el Ruseñor (4th movement) from the piano suite and  
Act II scene I La Maja Y El Ruisenor from the opera 
 
  Themes of love and jealousy, which are the constant elements in Goya’s art, are revealed in this 
movement/scene. Nightingale is an enduring symbol of romantic love since the middle Ages.38 The principal 
theme of this movement is a Valencian folk melody. During one of his trips to that province, Granados heard 
a young girl sang it. The lyric is about a girl tells of hearing the sorrowful song of a little bird in her 
garden.39 Nightingale, a symbol of love, sings a melancholy song. Therefore, an unhappy love is suggested.  
 
  Granados instructs the performer to play this movement of the piano suite “with the jealousy of a wife and 

 This personal life experience is similar to Granados’s hero Goya. When Goya became the cortejo of the 

                                                

not the sadness of a widow” Granados dedicated this movement to his wife Amparo when he had a love 
affair with his student Clotilde Godó Pelegrí.40  
 
 
Duchess of Alba, he was already married to Josefa Bayeu. John W. Milton even suggests that Granados was 
inspired by paralleling his relationship with Clotilde and Goya's with the Duchess de Alba.41  

 
38 Wendy Pfeffer, The Change of Philomel the Nightingale in Medieval Literature, New York: P. Lang, 1985, 29. 
39 Walter Aaron Clark, 134 
40 Ibid. 135 
41 John Milton 5 
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   In the photo, Clotilde dresses as a maja. The pose of Granados and Clotilde mimics Goya’s etching Tal 
para cual. The cover of the first edition of the piano suite Goyescas displays this etching, and it is visible on 
the piano shown in the photo.42 This shows Granados fascination of Goya’s maja. 
 
   It is curious for me that Granados could simply put the remark “with the jealousy of a wife” for the 
fourth movement of his piano suite, but why he further emphasized that this movement is not portraying “the 
sadness of a widow”? That means Granados might have thought that the music in this movement can also 
express the sadness of a widow. This fits the situation in the opera; Fernando has just arranged the duel with 
Paquiro in tableau II. Granados set this music for the tableau III scene 1 provides ominous implication.  
 
In this scene, Rosario is singing her forlorn reverie in this Nightingale scene, 
 

Why does a nightingale sing its melodious song at night? Perhaps the king of daytime nurses 
a grudge and wants to take revenge of some offence! Perhaps it hides so much sorrow in its 
heart that it tries to take some comfort by singing a love song in the darkness! Perhaps a 
trembling, modest flower in love, is the enamored slave of this singer! How mysterious is the 
song of a nightingale at night!43  
 

  From the libretto, it seems that Rosario imagines the Nightingale as Fernando.  
 
  Be aware that although Rosario is the high-born lady who sings in this scene, the title is written as “La 
Maja”. Therefore, the hint for portraying Rosario as Duchess of Alba becomes more evident. As mentioned 
above, the Duchess had the maja behavior.  
 
 

                                                 
42 Walter Aaron Clark, photo gallery folloe page 58, no.22 
43 Daniela Pilarz 63 
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III) Characters Personalities – majismo and Goya-Duchess allegory  
  The subtitle Los majos enamorados (The majos in love) suggests that the story is based on the love affair 
of majos. However, Fernando’s love affair with Rosario occupies a large portion in this opera. This couple 
dominates the third tableaux (part III). Paquiro and Pepa (majo/ maja couple) do not sing at all. Pepa’s 
portion is comparatively much more secondary than the other three characters. Rosario has a solo aria, but 
Pepa does not. As I pointed out in the discussion of The Maja and the Nightingale, Granados put this title for 
Rosario’s aria. Therefore, Granados might want to imply that Fernando is a majo-like person. His haughty 
behavior to the majos and majas in the candle ball, and his impetuous temperament, may prove this 
observation. We might then infer that Granados and Periquet focus on conveying how the upper class 
reacted to majismo in Goya’s epoch. 
 
   But still, the personalities of Fernando and Rosario have little differences with Goya and the Duchess. 
Fernando is even more aggressive than Paquiro. In the candle ball: 
 
Fernando: (looking at the majos aggressively) there isn’t even a glimpse of courage around here! 
Pepa: It isn’t wise for the captain to bring his beloved here and talk to us of honor!” 
Paquiro: (restraining himself) I am a prudent majo. I won’t accept the challenge here: but this gentleman (to 

Fernando) must test my courage in a better place… 
Pepa: It is like saying that we’ll win! 
Rosairo: (terrified) In what den, my God, I have fallen! What a plight! 
Fernando: (to Paquiro, disdainfully) I thought I would find a man, but I was wrong.44  
 

In the third tableaux, even though Rosario successfully convinces Fernando that her love is only for 
him in the love duet Coloquio en la reja, he still goes to the duel because of jealously. He has to fight against 
his potential rival in order to prove that he is stronger than Paquiro. Fernando is the ‘dummy’ of Rosario 
when he is in love. Contrastingly, although Rosario went to the candle ball once, she is ‘shy’ as she arrived 
with Fernando. When Fernando begins the quarrel with Paquiro, she asks Fernando timorously “Let’s go 
away!”45  

 
To compare the personality of Fernando with Goya, Fernando is more violent than Goya. Goya of 

course never brought the highborn Duchess of Alba to a low-class candle ball to testify her love or fought 
with his love rival. He only expresses his rage and desire through his paintings- Caprichos and portrait of 
Duchess with her index finger pointing towards the words “Solo Goya”. On the other hand, Rosario is more 
timid than the Duchess of Alba. As Fernando overheard Paqurio’s invitation for Rosario about the candle 
ball,  

 
Fernando: (jealously) If you once went to a dance, I want you to go there again. 
Rosario: I!…Why should I go? 

 
44 Daniela Pilarz (English translation of the libretto) 60 
45 Ibid. 58 
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Pepa: (aside, after hearing Fernando’s words) To go to that dance would be a daring thing. 
Paquiro: What suffering! 
Majos: I would swear that he has no trust in her.  
Majas: Those who love always see shadows rise. 
Rosario: (to Fernando) I don’t understand why you insist on going there, if I was already there once.46  
 
  The Duchess of Alba always dressed like a maja. She loved popular festivals, dancing and singing, even 
though her behavior was criticized by other aristocrats, she never changed her mind. However, Rosario does 
not want to go to the candle ball ‘if I was already there once.’ If it is not a request by Fernando, she will not 
go to that candle ball. She feels “trembling”, “shy” and “timorous” to go there again.47 She goes to the 
candle ball again just to prove her loyalty to Fernando. In this case, Rosario is comparatively more passive 
than the Duchess of Alba for joining the popular low-class activities. Also, it seems that Rosario is sincere to 
Fernando. Otherwise she does not feel terrified and beseeches Fernando to stay. When Fernando tries to 
break free Rosario for the duel, she would not despair because of Fernando’s death and sings ‘I have lost, 
blessed Lord, all the happiness I was yearning for!’48 
 
  The majos-majas chorus plays an important role in this opera. At the beginning of the opera, the majas 
and majos are having fun. In scene one their singing expresses their happiness of living in Madrid and their 
love philosophy. They state the central theme of the opera - men are puppets of women when they are in 
love. Besides, the chorus comments on the crucial moments. For example, during the quarrel between 
Paquiro and Fernando, the majas express this dangerous situation by singing, “It looks like they want to end 
this in tragedy. When two men are rivals in love, they find no other way to conquer a woman than by putting 
their lives at stake.”49 And the majos comment, “It’s a question of honor… Whether he’s a fool or not, it 
doesn’t matter…It is always a woman who makes a man lose his happiness and life, by putting love and 
hatred one against the other. All men are the same when it comes to honor!”50  
 
   The chorus also suggests the optimistic lifestyle of the majas and majos in 18th-century Madrid. They 
love merry-making activities. Although Paquiro feels angry to know that Fernando will come to the candle 
ball with Rosairo in tableau 1 scene 3; he feels sad when he sees Fernando and Rosario leave together after 
he quarrels with Fernando in the candle ball, very soon the majos and majas resume enjoying their puppet 
game, dancing and singing. As the majas and majos sings, “Dancing makes one forget!” And during the 
merry making, majos will resume their flirting as well, “A person that does not dance has no enjoyment… 
(To the female dancers) After seeing your feet one doesn’t care to die. A majo is the faithful servant of those 
feet…”51    
 

 
46 Ibid. 58 
47 Ibid 56, 58 
48 Ibid. 66, 67 
49 Ibid. 59 
50 Ibid. 
51 Ibid. 62 
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  Critics lambasted the libretto by Periquet is weak and inadequate.52 However, consider Periquet’s painful 
task of putting words to Granados music syllable by syllable, note by note. Periquet described that he once 
“quarrel like a schoolboys” with Granados. He had only four notes for the two male characters arrange for a 
duel. He pleaded Granados to give him more musical room for that, but Granados insisted on keeping his 
original musical idea. Finally he decided to put “What time? At ten” for the music, which is perfectly 
satisfactory.53 Working within such a straitjacket situation, in my opinion, the Periquet libretto is a tour de 
force. He was able to convey the 18th century Madrid majismo culture and created the Goya-Duchess 
allegory vividly.  
 
  As mentioned, the opera opens with the music from El pelele. Such a playful and comic metaphor is 
sharply contrasted to the ill-fate “pelele” Fernando. This is similar to the radical change of Goya’s painting 
style throughout his life. Goya painted playful tapestry cartoons in his early career but portrayed the 
“disasters of the war” in his years; Granados (and Periquet) conveyed the optimistic atmosphere in 18th 
century Madrid, but revealed the “bloody fate of the duel” at the end. 
 
 
IV) Spanishness - mixture of bitterness and grace 
As Émile Verhaeren and Darío de Rogoyo point out in Espana negra, 1899: 

 
Among those who have described Spain, almost none have heard more than the jotas, have 
seen more than the colorful attire of the women, and have been interested in more than the 
brilliance of the bullfight. Upon a closer look, oh! What sadness exists beyond these passing 
hours of happiness! The happiest music, the jota, is sung in pitiful tones by the blind…The 
false beauty of the woman is betray by their wan and serious demeanor, and bullfights, after 
all is said and done, are marked by blood and death”54 
 

Granados expresses the same idea in his Goyescas.  He made the following personal note: 
I want to express a personal note in the Goyescas, a mixture of bitterness and grace, whereby none of these movements should prevail 

through over-inventiveness. Rhythm and color, typical Spanish life in which love and passion occur as suddenly as drama and tragedy - 

a palette of emotions therefore, such as appear in Goya's works.
55

  

 
52 Harold C. Schonberg, "Goya Captured in Music," New York Times 26 Nov. 1967, News- The Historical New York Times, 
ProQuest, UFL, 10 Apr. 2007 
<http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb?index=0&did=317498232&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=10&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQ
T=309&VName=HNP&TS=1177339339&clientId=20179>; Mark Larrad, "Granados," Grove Music Online, 10 Feb. 2007 
<http://www.grovemusic.com/shared/views/article.html?section=music.11603.1#music.11603.1>. 
53   "How "Goyescas" Was Written," New York Times 23 Jan. 1916: X5, News - The Historical New York Times, ProQuest, 

UFL, 4 Apr. 2007 

<http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb?index=2&did=104020379&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=10&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQ

T=309&VName=HNP&TS=1177339913&clientId=20179>. 
 
54 Mary Elizabeth Boone, Vistas De EspaäNa American Views of Art and Life in Spain, 1860-1914, New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2007, 175. 
55 Walter Aaron Clark 123 
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   In most of the Goya’s tapestry cartoons, they depict the late 18th-century Madrid culture and popular 
pastimes such as dancing and performing guitar serenade. In Goya’s Dance of the Majos at the Banks of 
Manzanares, Goya himself described the scene: "Two majos and two majas are dancing the seguidilla, two 
others are playing the music and one of these is singing to the guitar... in the distance you can see Madrid, 
with the church of San Fernando."56 
Dance of the Majos at the Banks of Manzanares by Francisco Goya 

 
    
   The picture is graceful and elegant. However, personally I feel a little bit anxious when I look at this 
picture. Although the people in the picture are having a good time, the tree behind them is blown by strong 
wind and seriously inclined. There are not many leaves left on the tree. Also, the sky is overcast with clouds. 
It seems that there will be a storm very soon.  
   Guitar playing is one of the subjects in Goya’s tapestry cartoon. Goya’s scholar Robert Hughes points 
out, ‘Goya’s guitarist is one of the most obvious prototypes of the misérabliste figure.”57 
 

 
El majo de la guitarra (The Majo 

with the guitar) by Francisco Goya 58
 

 
El ciego de la guitarra (The Blind Guitarist) by 

Francisco Goya59
 

                                                

 
    Although both pictures are drawn in a graceful manner, the guitarists in both pictures stare at the sky. 

 
56 "Neo-Classicism and Romanticism - Francisco De Goya," A World History of Art, 21 Apr. 2007, 21 Apr. 2007 
<http://www.all-art.org/neoclasscism/goya2.html> 
57 Robert Hughes 92 
58 Jesus Herrera, "El Majo De La Guitarra," Goyescas De Enrique Granados, 2006, 21 Apr. 2007 
<http://sepiensa.org.mx/contenidos/2006/l_goyescas/goyescas_1.htm>. 
59 University Of Zaragoza, " El ciego de la guitarra," InfoGoya, 1999, 21 Apr. 2007 
<http://goya.unizar.es/InfoGoya/Obra/Catalogo/Pintura/87.html> 
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The majo looks dull, and the blind guitarist looks miserable. In “the Majo with the guitar,” the majo dresses 
in nice clothes with shining color. However, it seems no one listening to the majo’s performance. Everyone 
is facing back to him. In “the Blind Guitarist”, the guitarist is smiling when he sings. However, as the quote 
I mentioned above demonstrates, it is a pitiful tone sung by a blind guitarist. Also, Goya skillfully 
spotlighted the three people at the middle of the picture: a well-off gentleman, a beautiful young girl, and the 
child dressed in finery seats on the floor create a strong contrast to the poor old blind man.  
 

This kind of mixture of bitterness and grace in Spanish culture also reveals in Goyescas. Granados 
imitates guitar style throughout Goyescas. For example, in the piano suite, the “El Fandango” is marked 
Gallardo. It is a rhythmic and energetic dance, with performance direction such as con anima, Con anima, 
Très gracieux.  Tremolo imitates a guitar strumming gesture.  
 

 
Example 4.1 Enrique Granado El Fandango de Candil from the piano suite Goyescas,   
          mm78-81 

 

Following is an example about mixture of bitterness and grace. In this Gallardo fandango, Granados 
marked mèlancolique for the V7 of B-flat minor at m. 57. Two measures later there is a V-I progression 
hinting D-flat major, with marking reprenez le rythme, sub p. At m.61 the V7 of B-flat minor returns but 
with marking f con anima. Within only five measures, the atmosphere has a dramatic change. 

 
Example 4.2 Enrique Granados El Fandango de Candil from the piano suite Goyescas, mm.57-62 
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For the Epilogo: Serenata del especto in the piano suite, as Granados marks misterioso. This movement 
describes the ghost of Fernando playing a serenade with his guitar. The form is based on the alternation of 
verse and refrain. There are three verses preceded by refrains, and each refrains introduces new themes as 
well as shared references to “Coloquio.”60 Even though Fernando died, he cannot forget his passionate 
moment with Rosario. In the second verse, Granados introduces the Dies Irae melody.61 It is bizarre that a 
Dies Irae theme appears in a serenade. At the end of this piece, the theme from the “love duet” scene at the 
right hand combines with the opening motif from the previous “love and death” theme, which is a perfect 
example of happiness in pain. 

 
 

Example 4.3 Enrique Granados Epilogo: Serenata del especto from the piano suite    
           Goyescas, mm.239-241                                                                
 

 

    
Conclusion 
   In Goyescas the piano suite and opera, the Goya-like elements are mainly from Goya's artworks, 
especially the majos and majas in his tapestry cartoons and Caprichos. Granados successfully transformed 
the piano suite into opera, because the suite itself has a sense of coherence. It is a cyclical work contains 
recurring leitmotifs, which I have already discussed in El amor y la muerte and Epílogo: Serenata del 
espectro in section (I) and section (IV) respectively.  
 
 Granados was inspired by the relationship between Goya and Duchess of Alba and created the two main 
characters Fernando and Rosario in his opera. Since Goya and Duchess were people with high social status 
and they were fascinated with low-class popular culture, Granados reinvents the Spain of Goya's epoch – 
majismo, theme of flirtation, love, duel and death; the mixture of bitterness and grace by putting them 
together with the lower class majo-maja couple, Paquiro and Pepa in the opera. This implication of 
democracy, which was also a favorite topic and desire of the Spaniard after the Spanish-American War, 
enabled Granados to be linked with Goya in revealing the truth about Spain and its people.  
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Panel Title: Crisis Communication in Cultural Contexts:  
Preparedness for Disasters in Guyana, the United States, and Thailand 
 
This panel offers comparative research on disaster communication preparation in three nations. 
Interviews were conducted concerning the January 2005 flooding in Guyana, the December 2004 
tsunami and its impact in Thailand, and Hurricane Katrina in the New Orleans area during 
August 2005. Diverse approaches to disaster preparedness and crisis communication, including 
community networking and ingroup self-reliance, are discussed.  
 
 
Participants: 
 
 
“Self-reliance and community building before and after natural disasters: an cross-cultural 
comparison study”  
Wei Sun, Bowie State University 
 
This study focuses on the ingroup self-reliance of various communities in reacting to natural 
disasters in New Orleans, Guyana and Thailand.   Women's groups and church congregations 
practiced self-reliance among their membership during initial stages of the crisis and were able 
to, or had to quickly, collectively return to their lives as the crisis ended.   Data from depth 
interviews inform concerning cultural and social influences on determining whom, where, and 
how to go for help during crises is provided and analyzed A cross cultural crisis management 
model for other cultural groups to follow in preparing for, and responding to, disasters is 
discussed. 
 
“Personal and familial crisis communication before and during disasters” 
Donna Allen Oti, Jos-Carnegie Project 
 
Most crisis communication research to date has focused on organizational contexts and the need 
for organizations to plan for crises.  This paper, however, focuses on personal and familial 
preparedness practices in three countries.  Suggestions for future preparations, such as family 
preparedness planning, 72 hour kits, and community involvement, are discussed.  Also analyzed 
are motivations for preparation, including civic suggestions and religious community 
encouragement.   
 
“Bearing the burden(s): Women and work following natural disasters” 
Andrew Jared Critchfield, The George Washington University 
 
Women are disproportionately affected during natural disasters as they secure safety for their 
family members, protect their property and livelihoods, and prevent further environmental 
damage.  Unfortunately, women are often further victimized and preyed upon while they seek 
assistance and subsistence for their families following disasters.  This study examines the 
experiences of women in multiple countries following natural disasters and their response(s) to 
their circumstance(s).  While the narratives reflect unique cultural differences among women, 
women are united by their strength, perseverance and courage during difficult situations. 
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Dr. Wei Sun 
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1714 North Troy Street, #802 
Arlington, VA  22201 
571.344.9743 
weisun917@gmail.com  
 
Dr. Donna Allen Oti 
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202.397.8948 
donnaoti@aol.com 
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The George Washington University 
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Washington, DC 20052 
202.994.1874 
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Salvation for the Monster in Shûsaku Endô’s Sukyandaru (Scandal) 

Dr Yoshiko Howard 
The University of Western Sydney, Australia 

Building 5 Bankstown Campus, School of Humanities and Languages, 
Locked Bag 1797, Penrith South DC, NSW, Australia 

y.howard@uws.edu.au 
 
 

Abstract: The Japanese author, Shûsaku Endô (1923–1996), wrote the novel 

Sukyandaru (Scandal) when he was 63 years old, after he had received numerous 

prestigious literary prizes. The protagonist of the novel, Suguro, an eminent 

‘Christian’ novelist, who resembles the author in many ways, is the subject of the 

author’s attempts for dissecting Suguro’s conscious and unconscious mind. The 

author gradually discloses repressed desires in Suguro.  

 

By applying C. G. Jung’s theory of the unconscious, I argue that the female character, 

Naruse, plays a crucial role in Suguro’s awakening to his dark impulses. The novel 

emphasises the complexity of human beings and subtly mocks the protagonist’s 

arrogance which is hidden under the mask of a respected ‘Christian’ writer.   
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Visualizing the Natural History of Biological Molecules 

Cross‐disciplinary (Visual Arts, Communication and Philosophy of Science) 

Paper Session: Work‐in‐Progress Report 

Thomas W. Martin and Daniel Barr 

Barrett Honors College 

Thomas.W.Martin@asu.edu   (480) 727‐6720 

        Daniel.Barr@asu.edu            

 

 

The advances in computer graphics that have revolutionized and streamlined the communication of 
complex ideas in the arts and sciences have, ironically, left one of the “motivating” disciplines for CG 
lagging behind.  During the latter half of the 20th century, biomolecular visualization (via the field of X‐
ray crystallography) served as an important impetus for refining the effectiveness of both graphical 
hardware and software.  While professional practitioners remain very much on cutting edge of 
visualization, the remarkable (and often remarkably beautiful) macromolecular pictures they create 
remain almost exclusively an expert domain, and are often poorly comprehended by researchers even in 
neighboring fields.  Despite the increasing need and desire for non‐experts to understand biological 
phenomena at the molecular level, there remains a significant gap between the pedagogical capabilities 
of the technology, and use to which it has been put.  In the process of developing a semi‐popular work 
on the natural history of biological molecules, we have been forced to significantly re‐think the 
conventions by which this information is conveyed.  We believe our project would now benefit from the 
input of researchers from outside fields, particularly those versed in non‐standard forms of visual 
communication. 
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The Twentieth Century War:  
The Continuous Conflict of World War I, World War II and the Interwar 
 By Julia McIlvaine, University of Southern California, Class of 2009 
 PO Box 511, Burbank, CA 91503 
 jmcilvai@usc.edu 
Submitted for the Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities, January 2008 
 
 
 
Introductions  
 According to William R. Keylor’s book The Twentieth Century World and 
Beyond, the decades between World War I and World War II were hardly a peace at all, 
but rather a “twenty year truce…punctuated by explosions…outbreaks of violence and 
great power rivalries” (Keylor 39). Despite the end of the first World War, peace never 
truly took root, allowing the second World War to develop out of twenty years of 
continued conflict. Keylor’s argument, however, rests upon the assumption that the two 
World Wars were essentially different. This paper argues that were not. When two 
conflicts arise out of the same conditions, with the same players and the same goals on 
the table, those two conflicts cannot remain separate in our interpretation. And if these 
two particular wars were the same war, we must make something of the twenty years in 
the middle.   
 They were not a peace. They were a new embodiment of the same set of 
imbalances. In place of a physical/material form, the conflict adopted a 
cultural/ideological form with many different spheres. In place of the guns of World War 
I, Allies and Central Powers attacked each other’s economies, cultural products like 
music and household traditions. Each side used rhetoric to get at the other, in 
governmental as well as popular contexts like newspapers and political cartoons. In place 
of military occupations, a cultural/ideological conflict uses the imposition of its civil 
structure or way of life to confine an opponent. After 1919, the twentieth century war was 
no longer one of bullets and armies, but words and laws. This soft war manifested itself 
most clearly in two areas: the mockery of the Treaty of Versailles, by both Germany and 
the Allied “Big Four” that created it, and the total mismanagement of the health of 
Weimar.  The war had transfigured, not gone away.   

 Thus, judging by their preceding conditions we can say that World War I 
and World War II were the same conflict, one a reflection of the failure of the other to 
accomplish anything but bloodshed. They arose out of eerily similar economic 
conditions. Germany was exceptionally strong going into both, in both cases having 
overtaken the British hegemon in terms of production and exports (Kennedy 258). 
German ambitions for their economy as well as their pursuit of an expansive and 
ethnically united German empire were factors in the forefront of the outbreak of both 
conflicts; expansionism was the primary threat to powers like Great Britain and France, 
and Russia by proxy through Serbia and Eastern Europe.  
 Both conflicts were desperate attemps by the European Great Powers to prevent the rise 
of a new German hegemon. Before the first World War, the threat was the territorial 
ambitions and poor diplomatic sense of German Kaiser Wilhelm. Before the second, 
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territorial concerns were evident, but as one would expect coming out of twenty years of 
cultural conflict, cultural threats were at the forefront of European war rationale.  

Before the second, Adolf Hitler was that danger personified. For the Germans, he 
was a catalytic force, breaking them out of the swamp of Weimar and the Depression. He 
accelerated development and rearmament. Simply because of his overwhelming 
personality, he also greatly slowed Europe’s ability to respond to the new Germany. It is 
important to understand that without Hitler, the twentieth century war might have ended 
with a few isolated campaigns to crush German expansionism, as well as possibly 
toughened economic sanctions. As it was, Europe was unable to respond to Hitler’s 
policies until it was too late for anything but a rebirth of large-scale physical conflict to 
address them.  
 Thus, out of the 1920’s and 1930’s we come into Act Two of the 
physical/material drama of the twentieth century. The nations of Europe had twenty years 
to recover from Act One, and the total shock of a new, all-encompassing type of war. 
They had twenty years to reinvigorate hostilities and deepen mistrust through ideological 
and cultural rather than physical battles. We were thirty years at war.   
 To examine those thirty years, we will look at the conditions at the outset of 
World War I and then its end in Paris with the Treaty of Versailles. We will carefully 
look at Versailles and its terms; World War One could indeed have been the war to end 
all wars if Versailles had been the peace to end all wars. Its failure was the single greatest 
contributor to the continuation of the conflict. We will then look at the effects of the 
Depression on Germany, England and France and see how that event also served to keep 
the twentieth century war alive. Finally, we will compare the conditions at the outset of 
World War II to those present in 1914. They were essentially the same, and without the 
decisive entrance of the United States and the bombing of Japan, we might have ended 
again with an unfulfilling stalemate.  
 
Setting the Stage 
 Germany was an exceptionally strong and unified nation at the beginning of 
WWI. In fact, William R. Keylor argues that Germany’s “spectacular economic growth” 
(Keylor 42) in the quarter century immediately preceding the war was the major reason 
Germany perceived the war as necessary. A strong economy furnished excess capital to 
fund a vertical rise in import percentages during this time. Germany was importing a full 
243.8 percent more than they had a mere decade before (Keylor 42).  
 Unfortunately, the value of German exports could not keep up. The developing 
world had already been partitioned between Britain, France and Spain, and to a lesser 
degree, Portugal. “Virtually every attempt” of German forces, economic or military, to 
push into a potential market for their exports “met with disappointment” and unyielding 
competition (Keylor 43). The German Kaiser tried twice to curry favor in Morocco, a 
territory traditionally inclined towards France, even given France’s relative military 
weakness at this point. The first time, Kaiser Wilhelm was harshly rebuffed in favor of 
France (Kennedy 252). According to Kissinger’s Diplomacy, Morocco favored France 
that first time despite the fact that the French were then in violation of a treaty 
guaranteeing Morocco’s independence (Kissinger 190). Fear of German intentions 
throughout Europe was already strong enough to cause the Moroccan government to 
forget that diplomatic hiccup and continue shutting Germany out of more territory.  
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 The Kaiser’s second attempt was so disastrous is known as the Crisis of 1911.  
German troops almost came to blows against French ally troops(Kennedy 253). In spite 
of the increasingly negative reaction to its activities, however, Germany would not back 
down. The pulsing economy demanded growth, and conflict appeared to be the only way 
to get it.  
 With the exception of their obvious territorial ambitions, Germany’s political 
goals were never well articulated. The only certain thing about German policy was that it 
did not regard war as something to be avoided. The German press portrayed the people as 
anxious to fight, if only to release the tension and continue growing (Kissinger 196). This 
uncertainty was a large part of what made other European powers so apprehensive about 
maintaining any diplomatic contact. Being too close to a loose cannon state might have 
made them vulnerable. In fact, as late as 1911 in the midst of the crisis in Morocco, 
“Germany and France seemed [again] poised on the brink of a war, with Germany’s goals 
as ill-defined as ever” (Kissinger 197).  

The arrogance and cocky comportment of German policy grew out of the 
individualistic nature of their body politic. The government was essentially in the hands 
of the Kaiser. By law, he chose the Chancellor and the Chancellor chose the members of 
the upper parliamentary house that made any decisions the Kaiser did not make himself. 
The lower parliamentary house, the only political body elected by vote had only limited 
veto power over certain state funds. Even the opposition parties to the Kaiser were 
brought into his political fold through strong, sophisticated economic channels (Keylor 
40-41). Hence the stabilizing influence of mass decision-making was completely avoided 
in the pre-war German state. A single, rather inept politician was allowed to rattle his 
sword in the face of every major power in Europe and never made to justify his actions.  
 The British economy, as should come as no surprise, was exceptionally strong not 
only in the years directly leading up to World War I, but had been building that strength 
for at least the past one hundred years. It was the hegemon of Europe, the single strongest 
colonial empire in the world and the first nation to debut many common features of the 
forming modern world. Paul Kennedy claims, “She [Great Britain] was economically 
different from the others, but that was only because she was so far ahead of them…the 
first tadpole to change into a frog, the first frog to hop our of the pond” (Kennedy 158). 
Great Britain’s position, healthy competition from France excepted, was secure.  
 There were flaws in its financial system, though. According to Paul Kennedy’s 
excellent study, the most severe was its dependence on international markets. The British 
economy “acted as a vast bellows,” absorbing raw materials from all over the world and 
spitting them back out as manufactured goods (Kennedy 156). Since its economy was so 
much bigger than the isles of Great Britain themselves, there was no way Britain could 
sustain the economy without its international holdings. It were also not self-sufficient in 
terms of foodstuffs, and depended on imports of grain and raw cotton to supply the home 
market.  
 These vital international holdings were under constant attack from German 
economic and geographic German pretentions. Much like their relationship with the 
French in Morocco, the Germans were trying to define a space for their own growth out 
of the international markets that Britain depended on. Great Britain’s quarrel with the 
Kaiser therefore developed a distinct economic tone.  
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 But this disfunction was ideological, too. Up until the very last moment, English 
politicians were petitioning Germany for some kind of alliance (Kissinger 188). British 
diplomacy had developed such that Great Britain was traditionally the balancer, and by 
opening friendly communication with Germany, it hoped to be able to diffuse the 
tensions between itself and Germany, and between Germany France, a new British ally. 
But Germany stubbornly refused to offer Great Britain any agreement other than one that 
would have obliged England to go to war should Germany ask or appear at all threatened 
(Kissinger 188). Traditional British foreign policy dictated that entangling alliances 
should always be avoided. Each German move that tried to force a rigid alliance made 
Great Britain more and more suspicious (Kissinger 183) of their intentions. Since the 
German government never made any attempt to clarify what its intentions were, the 
British were free to speculate. Great Britain felt they had to fight not only to protect their 
economic livelihood but also to keep Germany off the path to the “world domination” it 
appeared to be seeking (Kissinger 183).  
 The French were in a similarly difficult position for a few reasons. First and 
foremost, for much of the previous one hundred years, Germany had regarded France as 
the “traditional Gallic enemy” (Keylor 43). Out of force of habit, France was the next 
major threat to be dealt with after Great Britain. In addition to this ingrained cultural 
prejudice, though, the Franco-German rivalry preceding World War I had an economic 
dimension. France’s muscle in Europe during this time was economic, not military. The 
French held onto Great Power status by effectively using their financial bulk to forge 
alliances and diffuse tensions, thereby improving their relative position.  
 But in pursuing that goal, France had become the primary financier to a host of 
developing Balkan states that bordered Germany (Kennedy 221-222). France financed 
the industrialization of Russia as well, turning their army into an “efficient…military 
machine” (Kennedy 22). French interests were threatening to geographically encircle the 
German state. Their extranational empire, second largest in the world, was pinching 
German economic expansion. For German advisors, “it was but a short step from this 
apprehension of economic encirclement…to the advocacy of preventive war” (Keylor 
43). The war against the French was not one that the Germans were worried about 
winning in terms of military strength as long as it could be launched quickly; “a delay of 
two of three years might prove fatal to Germany’s preeminent position in Europe” 
(Keylor 43).  
 France was also somewhat hogtied with regard to taking action against German 
aggression. As intolerant as the Great Powers were of German pretentions, they would 
have been just as unsettled and much readier to act should France have shown any 
pretensions of repeating Napoleon and taking another go at hegemony. Thus, the French 
government had to be very careful about being too aggressive in either direction, for or 
against the Kaiser, because any alliance formed against France was sure to be swift, sure 
and incredibly effective (Kennedy 167).  
 Because France handled itself with delicacy and foresight, Great Britain at least 
not only felt reassured but actually signed an entente in 1905 (Tuchman 5). Britain, the 
traditional balancer, was anxious to obtain peace agreements with all the players in the 
developing conflict. They even pursued diplomatic relations with Germany, whose Kaiser 
was not held in any kind of political esteem. He was viewed as impetuous, careless and 
inept. He was also at the helm of the “strongest power on the continent” (Keylor 43) and 
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short-sighted enough to have dismissed his own personal political legend, Otto von 
Bismarck. The Kaiser was a well-placed, and therefore quite dangerous fool.  
 Not surprisingly, British diplomatic attempts failed. Each attempt made to 
understand Germany’s intentions and diffuse the growing tensions on the European stage 
met with suspicion, misunderstanding and a heavier and heavier German reliance on 
“sheer strength” (Kissinger 170). The Kaiser interpreted Great Britain’s readiness to 
negotiate as “something perfidious” (Tuchman 5) and consequently readied his nation 
“for that worst case scenario” of having to fight not only the British but all of Germany’s 
neighbors at once (Kissinger 170) to prove that strength. By preparing for the worst, 
“they helped to make it a reality” (Kissinger 170) and Kaiser Wilhelm’s inept and 
careless policy essentially frightened Europe into war.  
 
Act One: How it Started it Would Conclude  
 World War I, though part of a “natural progression from earlier conflicts” 
(Beckett in Marwick 28) was unlike any conflict in modern history until that point. It 
reintroduced the concept of “total war,” a different type of war than the “limited wars” of 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Beckett in Marwick 26). Ian F.W. Beckett’s 
article in Arthur Marwick’s Total War and Historical Change: Europe 1914-1945 offers 
several differences between limited and total war, from military technology to military 
strategies like the establishment of static fronts and trench warfare. Beckett even cites an 
increased acceptance of war as a tool of foreign policy as part of the total war zeitgeist. 
Clearly, Europe in the years leading up to the first World War adheres to that. Paul 
Kennedy argues, though, that the most important impact of total war was the societal 
changes it brought. The very ideologies that European diplomacy and culture were based 
on “were…much more fragile than those…a half-century earlier” (Kennedy 278), as in 
before World War I. According to Kissinger, “the aftermath of the Napoleonic Wars had 
been a century of peace based on equilibrium and common values. The aftermath of 
World War I was social upheaval, ideological conflict and another world war” (Kissinger 
221); or in this interpretation, the same war for twenty more years.  
 After Act One, the first World War, Great Britain was unstable both politically 
and economically. All European belligerent nations were in debt to Great Britain for war 
loans, but Great Britain was in debt to the United States. Almost immediately after 
Versailles was signed, the U.S. began demanding repayment (Kennedy 281). In an 
attempt to pay the United States, France, Great Britain and many smaller European 
nations competitively devalued their currency hoping to boost exports. The final result 
however, was to drastically increase inflation, causing much more damage and problems 
that it repaired or solved (Kennedy 281).  
 Politically, Great Britain greeted the end of the war “with relief rather than 
euphoria” (Kitchen 277), despite their hard-fought victory. Their tendency towards 
isolationism intensified, and British intellectuals semed convinced “that the uselessness 
of war had been irrefutably demonstrated” by the experience of World War I (Carr 52). 
Prime Minister David Lloyd George focused all his energies on getting reelected and 
stabilizing the economy long enough to draft the Versailles Treaty (Kitchen 276-77). 
After Versailles, he had to focus on putting out the inevitable reactionary fires to his 
policies, judged by some to be too lenient towards Germany, by others unaware of the 
threat of Bolshevism, and by yet other commentators too subservient to the interests of 
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the United States. The domestic situation alone was unstable. When it was added to 
Germany’s seemingly unshakeable nationalist pride and the “nearly panicky” (Kissinger 
252) foreign policy situation in France, Great Britain was the hegemon on a volatile 
continent.  
 Martin Kitchen claims that France ended the war on a slightly more positive note 
that Great Britain, but I could agree with that only in the sense their determination to be a 
fully integrated part of the new Europe was on fire (Kitchen 303). Realistically, France 
suffered the most of all the European allies in terms of physical damage. The battles of 
the Marne, Verdun and the Somme were all fought on French territory. For a time, even 
the capital city of Paris was preparing to be an important front in the war (Tuchman 387). 
After the war then, they not only dealt with the “severe economic turbulence” (Kennedy 
310) of debt and reparations but also with the seeming impossibility of physical recovery 
and feeling betrayed by the lenience of the terms at Versailles.  
 Politically, France became panicky, intransigent and irritatingly paranoid about 
German power (Kissinger 228). It knew it had become dangerously weak in an absolute 
sense, and most disturbingly in a relative sense with regard to a supposedly defeated 
Germany. It was a “ravaged” society, terrified of being left out of any future alliance that 
would protect them from a strong German state (Kissinger 227). Thus, the tensions it 
experienced with Great Britain were understandable; the only logical ally the French 
could expect to protect them from another German attack could not bring itself to “extend 
the one assurance” that might have calmed French foreign policy behavior; “a full 
military alliance” (Kissinger 252).  
 French fears about the continuing German threat were not unfounded. Germany 
had not experienced much actual fighting on its territory, and therefore had little to 
recover from in that sense. At the end of the war, even though Germany had not been 
defeated, the German army marched home with banners held high, validating the belief 
that it was still strong and further fanning the flames of already intense German 
nationalism. Nationalism was to be the most important element in Germany’s continuous 
strength through the interwar period. Germany was somewhat weakened politically, 
though, as Kaiser Wilhelm II abdicated in the middle of the war.  
 This political vacuum paved the way for the Allied establishment of the Weimar 
Republic, one of the best examples of the cultural/political war that developed after 1919. 
Weimar was a slap in the face to an imperialist nation, an ideological attack. Weimar 
undermined German sovereignty by placing German government as subject to the 
demands of nations other than Germany. It attacked the ideology of imperialsm, 
Germany’s traditional form of government by utilizing a democratic republican structure. 
Weimar was not an attempt to rebuild a strong Germany that would live in concert with 
other nations, but an attempt to humiliate and demoralize the German state. Weimar 
wasn’t recovery, it was vengeance.  The economic reparations that Germany was forced 
to make were also an attack, on Germany’s own image of itself as the “strongest nation 
on the continent” (Keylor 43), wealthy and enormously powerful. The reparations were 
impossibly large, intended to keep Germany weak long enough for other major European 
powers to recover (Kissinger 252). The reparations were an attack on the pride in German 
culture, rather than a rational attempt to satisfy all the dangerous players at Versailles.  

All these Allied volleys in the cultural/ideological war were essentially fruitless. 
After Versailles, Germany should have been the weakest nation in Europe and well under 
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control. But it wasn’t. Germany was in a position of remarkable strength. After a 
“staggering” performance in the war (Kennedy 268), it emerged better positioned 
geopolitically “to dominate European than it had been before” (Kissinger 245). After four 
long years of devastating war, Germany was still not defeated.  

The basic reason for Germany’s remarkable resilience lies in the way they were 
treated by other European nations. Namely, with fear. France still saw Germany as a 
massive threat due to its strong military and relatively colossal economy. The British fed 
this fear by refusing to enter into a military alliance with France and instead courting 
German favor. The British also refused to enforce even the moderate terms of the 
Versailles Treaty; “a Germany torn by economic chaos [due to reparations], political 
instability [due to advisors in Weimar], and military insecurity [due to disarmament and 
troop limitations] could be expected to harbor sentiments or resentment and revenge” that 
would lead to another conflict (Keylor 101). Additionally, Great Britain believed that 
only a stable nation could contribute favorably to a new collective-security based world 
order.  
  
Versailles 
 The Treaty of Versailles, identified by very few as anything more lasting than a 
ceasefire, represented the beginning of the shift in the nature of the twentieth century war. 
From a war based on materiale and man power, Europe began a chess game of 
intimidation and diplomatic maneuvering that effectively amounted to wartime behavior 
(Steiner in Dockrill and Fisher 20). Even the document of the Treaty itself was an act of 
war, and despite the man hours and the intense deliberations that went into crafting the 
final draft, all the negotiators managed to produce was “a fragile compromise between 
American [Wilsonian] utopianism and European [French] paranoia” (Kissinger 240).  
 Henry Kissinger’s adept and appropriate reading of Europe paints a loaded picture 
of Versailles. He says, “humiliating a great country without weakening it is always a 
dangerous game” (Kissinger 196). The Treaty’s treatment of reparations, territorial 
changes, disarmament and the imposition of the foreign Weimar Republic were clear 
manifestations of the ideological war. Each one of these areas contains acts of war done 
by both sides (and they were definitely still sides at this point, camps, not free nations 
acting rationally). The cultural/ideological conflict embodied by the Treaty resulted in a 
humiliated Germany and unalleviated European fears about their now frighteningly clear 
intentions. The Allies continued making feeble diplomatic attempts to defuse the tension, 
but were paralyzed by the spectre of a reinvigorated Germany. The “exhausted 
democracies” (Kissinger 239) of Europe did too little too late to prevent a resurgence of 
material conflict.    

In this section, I will also discuss the Weimar Republic, created out of the Treaty 
and itself a rich cultural battleground. It is also important to place Weimar in the context 
of Hitler and the Great Depression to understand exactly how Weimar was perceived by 
German citizens. Propaganda of the Third Reich portrayed the Republic as an attack 
because of the increased economic hardship brought on by the Depression as well as to 
strike back at the Allies for the Republic’s initial establishment. By examining the Treaty, 
its effects, and its tangible incarnation at Weimar, we can see how the twentieth century 
war continued through Europe’s 1920’s and 1930’s.  
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 Reparations 
 Zara Steiner’s article “The Treaty of Versailles Revisited” claims that the 
inflation created by the weight and psychological stress of war reparations was a large 
part of what caused Weimar to collapse and make way for Hitler’s triumphal assumption 
of power (Dockrill 21). Then again, reparations could have been the only thing keeping 
Weimar going; Germany “received more in capital [to finance reparations]…mainly from 
the United States…than she paid in reparations” (Dockrill 21-22). Either way, the issue 
of money was central to the post-war, or inter-war development of Europe.  
 There was to be an immediate payment of $7 billion in cash and materiale, a sum 
which to some seemed impossibly high but which the negotiators in Paris claimed was 
payable. Germany would later turn this uncertainty to its advantage, making no attempt to 
clear up its economy to facilitate arriving at an appropriate figure. The victors planned to 
add on to the $7 billion once they determined how much to charge for intangible 
(cultural) damage. The final amount Germany was to pay fluctuated based on European 
civilian desires and the question of whether the world economy could survive a 
dramatically weakened German state (Henig 21). Germany had been one of the biggest 
markets for British finished goods before the war. Many British economists were asking 
if the “resumption of Britain’s prewar trading patterns” and economic health were not 
dependent on a “prosperous Germany” (Keylor 76).  
 The Americans also had a stake in “endeavouring to limit” German reparations 
(Henig 21). The United States had made extensive loans to the Allied powers during the 
war and needed to be paid back. Due, however, to the massive economic impact of a total 
war, the only foreseeable source of capital for repaying those debts was German war 
reparations. From the perspective of the victors, reparations were necessary, both morally 
and economically.  
 The moral component of reparations was heretofore “unheard of” in peace 
negotiations (Kissinger 240), and many historians cite it as a reason for the Treaty’s 
failure. The Treaty’s infamous War Guilt Clause was the brainchild of President 
Woodrow Wilson. It layed blame for the war on Germany, thereby muddying the waters 
of the traditional “loser pays” mentality. Realistically, attaching this ethical dimension to 
the actions of the peacemakers created huge controversy and discredited the Treaty 
before it was even finished. But in Wilson’s idealistic mind, while unfamiliar it was 
necessary, both to justify the demand for reparations and to present clear pictures of right 
and wrong to the post-war world (Kissinger 245). The moral component makes the 
reparations of the Versailles Treaty an act of war against Germany. There were no shots 
fired, but these reparations were not a simple transaction, resulting from the “amoral 
inevitability” of war (Kissinger 239). There was emotion attached to the reparations. 
They were intended, pragmatically, to materially weaken Germany, thereby prevent a 
resurgence of their power. But also, the reparations were intended to hurt Germany and 
punish its people for the war (Kissinger 239). It was revenge, not business. 
 Germany responded in kind. The Weimar government set up by Versailles 
continually tried to delay paying the reparations in the hope that it would materially 
“damage the economies of the victor states and consequently bring about a revision” of 
the amount Germany had to pay (Steiner 21). Germany also hoped that by pleading 
poverty they could work on the “guilty conscience” of the democratic victors (Kissinger 
244). Mere months after Versailles was finished, the British had already begun “in their 
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hearts” to feel the Treaty was not just (Kissinger 252). In that British feeling, the 
Germans had won a significant cultural/ideological battle. Versailles was an extremely 
harsh deal for Germany, but since the Allies didn’t feel strongly about its righteousness, 
they did not work to enforce it. It was analagous to firing the cannon but paying no 
attention to whether or not the ball reached its target.  
 The French, growing more paranoid by the day about German resurgence, insisted 
on even harsher terms and went so far as occupying German territory to ensure they were 
not threatened. These policy differences made for stressful relationships between the 
former allies, which only compounded the obvious financial difficulties of just having 
survived a war. The maintenance of a peace so painstakingly negotiated takes a concerted 
effort of the victors (Henig 31), but together, the aforementioned issues and German 
vacillation “effectively dissipated the wartime spirit of cooperation” in Western Europe 
(Keylor 77). The war may have ended on the battlefield, but it was still raging in the 
account books.  
 

Territory 
 The peacemakers actually put Germany in a very favorable position with their 
disorganized territorial decisions. They tried to give Germany the dregs of the Polish 
partition, another attempt to disadvantage and damage them, but they failed. Kissinger 
quotes British representative David Lloyd George as saying,  

I can not conceive any greater cause of future war than that the 
German people, who have certainly proved themselves one of the 
most vigorous and powerful races in the world should be 
surrounded by a number of small states, many of them consisting 
of people who have never previously set up a stable government 
for themselves, but each of them containing large masses of 
Germans clamouring for reunion with their native land 
      Kissinger, 241 
 

The peacemakers must have understood Germany’s potential. But they ended up 
fulfilling Lloyd George’s fear. Firstly, they returned Alsace-Lorraine to France. The 
region had been France’s before the war but Germany wanted it badly enough to make a 
war over it in 1871. Regardless of propriety, the continuous switching of hands opened 
old wounds. Austria-Hungary was dismantled and portioned off. Germany maintained 
possession of the Rhineland but it was to be occupied by Allied troops for fifteen years 
on the orders of Lloyd George and Clemenceau. This ostensibly ensured that the 
Rhineland would not become the German version of Alsace-Lorraine, a constant sore to 
start a conflict over in the future. But at the same time, Allied occupation guaranteed 
continuous friction that would be easily exploited (Henig 22-23). Former portions of the 
Russian and Hapsburg empires were also divided, the richest and most strategic assigned 
to Poland. Poland, while on the winning side, was hardly strong enough to defend itself 
against a strong German state. Great Britain’s fear of German ambitions, though, were 
strong enough that before the second World War they would offer Poland an 
unconditional guarantee of military assistance in the face of attack. This strategy was 
almost completely alien to British foreign policy, and it also served to reveal Great 
Britain’s continuing hostility toward Germany (Kissinger 343).  
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 Germany also lost all of its colonies, the peacemakers dividing new colonial 
responsibilities amongst themselves. At first glance, this may seem like a blow to the 
German export market. To some degree it was. However, with no markets for their 
exports, the German economy was completely unable to contribute to gobal economic 
recovery. As Germany had been a key figure in the world economy prior to the war, the 
world would need the state economically sound if it were to return to the status quo 
antebellum. The victors therefore began giving up portions of their markets (old and 
recently acquired) to German goods to ensure than an economically sound Germany 
would play its global economic role. Their actions had unforeseen consequences. By 
relieving Germany of the burden of extraterritorial responsibilities, the victors allowed 
them to work without distraction and fully funded on their own recovery and to focus all 
their resources at home.  
 Despite all their maneuvering, the negotiators at Versailles ended up handing 
Germany a better geopolitical position than it had had before the war. Once again, 
Germany had scored a victory on the intangible front of the twentieth century war. 
Without lifting a gun, they improved their relative position in Europe and freed 
themselves of the responsibility of caring for colonies.  
 

Disarmament 
 The disarmament of Germany is perhaps the greatest failure for the enforcers of 
the Treaty, and the greatest ideological battle ground of the war between the wars. The 
concept of disarmament flew in the face of German culture’s traditional militaristic 
nationalism. It also attacked their sovereignty, or right to conduct their own state the way 
they saw fit. Sovereignty is a sacred ideology in Western government, and by demanding 
that Germany do things someone else’s way, the Allies effectively fired upon Germany’s 
sense of independence. German nationalism firmly asserted its continuance in the context 
of rearmament as native elements within the government of even ostensibly democratic, 
westernized Weimar sanctioned and funded clandestine rearmament operations 
throughout the 1920’s and 1930’s.  
 Germany was technically supposed to stop producing all weapons and was limited 
to a 60,000-man standing army (a sharp contrast to the millions of soldiers that had 
participated in the First War). The “victors” knew that Germany had not been materially 
defeated; Lloyd George himself believed that Versailles would give “at most nine 
months” of leeway once German nationalism had thrown off the psychological restraints 
of defeat and begun to reassert their Great Power status (Kissinger 251). The harsh 
disarmament provisions were intended to “delay German rearmament” (Kissinger 251) 
and give the rest of Western Europe time to recover and confront a refreshed German 
state; for the heads of state knew it would be “highly dangerous if [they] had not 
corrected [their] worst deficiencies when Germany rearmed” (Hehn 172). Even European 
leaders did not think of Versailles as a peace. It was more of a stolen opportunity to catch 
breath before the next round. Everyone was expecting another conflict.  
 The architect of the most successful German avoidance of Versailles disarmament 
demands was statesman Gustav Stresemann. He first came to Western attention as the 
Foreign Minister of Germany and later as Chancellor. By abandoning his predecessor’s 
policies of veritable guerilla warfare and confrontation, he developed a trustworthy image 
as someone who would do his utmost to ensure that Versailles was fulfilled (Kissinger 
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269). Western politicians began to trust him and to concede to more and more of his 
requests on Germany’s behalf (Keylor 107). But Stresemann was not what he seemed. He 
was, in fact, “an unreconstructed German nationalist who had never accepted his 
country’s defeat in war and reduced status in peace” (Keylor 107). He skillfully played 
British guilt about Versailles against French paranoia over a German resurgence in order  
to decrease and delay reparations and soften military restrictions. His ultimate goal was 
the thorough “destruction of the detested treaty” that kept Germany out of the Great 
Power circle (Keylor 107). He clandestinely sanctioned German rearmament and 
intentionally misled European leaders about the state of his economy to delay and reduce 
reparations.  
 In terms of weapons production, Weimar industrialists waged war by producing 
civilian goods that could quickly and easily be converted into war materiale. Civilian 
industries like aircraft and automobiles caused unrest within the Allied camp and 
particularly in France, who continually complained to British enforcers about “flagrant” 
violations of the Treaty (Keylor 106-7). But Great Britain’s guilt and their fear of 
dangerous economic recession led them to shift blame away from Germany. Who, after 
all, could blame Germany for attempting to rebuild their industrial sector when they were 
expected to be economically dynamic enough to finance war reparations?  
 Stresemann’s maneuvering to get a larger standing army for Germany was a 
superb example of his ability to use internal turmoil to finance future stability. After a 
series of domestic power struggles in which old-line imperialists and soldiers attempted 
to overthrow the Weimar Republic, Stresemann appealed to the West. How was a 
fledgling democracy to survive the inevitable detrius of warfare without an army large 
enough to defend the government? “The need to preserve internal order” thus translated 
into 150,000 men supplementing the already increased 100,000 man army, equipped with 
tanks and arms (Keylor 106). When added to the “numerous private paramilitary 
organizations, rifle clubes, veterans’ organizations” etc, Stresemann had put Germany 
well on her way to a full military force again, in spite of strict Treaty prohibitions (Keylor 
106).  
 The final component of German disarmament was, in a sense, a political 
disarmament, another act of non-physical war. Germany had traditionally been an 
imperial nation, most recently led by a Kaiser with effectively unilateral power. After 
Versailles, Germany went from an imperialist regime to a stripped, superficially 
democratic Republic under the name of Weimar. On paper, Weimar should have given 
the victors a way to manage redeveloping German political culture. What they failed to 
realize, or perhaps what they were afraid to admit, was that German culture had not been 
destroyed by the war:  

The end of hostilities had come about not as the result of a 
crushing Allied victory in the field, but because it had become 
perfectly clear to Germany’s military leaders that her allies were at 
breaking point and that the civilian effort necessary to sustain her 
armies could no longer be guaranteed.  
       Henig, 8 
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German politicians therefore survived the inevitable depradations of post-war politics as 
best they could and made very effective use of other available tools; exhibit “A”, we 
recall, being Gustav Stresemann.  
 But even Stresemann, as talented a statesman as he was, would have found it 
difficult to maneuver effectively in the face of a united and confident Allied front. If 
Great Britain, France and the United States had been able to meet on moral and logistical 
common ground, if they had brought themselves to enforce the Treaty and acted against 
Hitler earlier than they did, it is possible that the second round of fighting may not have 
been as bloody or prolonged as it was. As mentioned in the introduction, a few isolated 
campaigns and some diplomatic reorganization to invite Germany back into the fold may 
have been enough to defuse the tensions once and for all. But many of the Treaty’s 
signers began to feel it was unjust even before the ink was dry (Kissinger 252). Of the 
Big Four who essentially wrote Versailles, only Great Britain was positioned to enforce 
it. France was too badly damaged from the war. The driving force of their foreign policy 
for the next twenty years was fear of a German resurgence, and even after the physical 
fighting had stopped Georges Clemenceau harped upon the need for a “total victory” 
through harsh terms at the peace conference (Kennedy 284). Even the leaders of the 
major nations did not feel that the war had ended. 
 Woodrow Wilson was slightly more forgiving than Clemenceau. But America 
was not nearly as excited about the idealistic future of Europe as its president was. The 
United States was as shocked as the rest of the world by the carnage of the war and 
became as isolationist in its foreign policy as it was in geography. Congress refused to 
ratify the League of Nations, their own president’s finest contribution to the negotiations, 
on the fear that it might get the U.S. too involved in European affairs (Kennedy 277).  
 The only other Great Power to consider was Russia, if they could be worked on to 
ally themselves with Great Britain and France. But Russia had come through not only 
World War I but also a revolution in 1917. And due to the territorial terms of Versailles, 
Russia no longer shared a border with Germany and thereby lost some of its potency. 
Additionally, Stresemann and Russian diplomats began a healing process very early after 
the war in the form of the Rapallo Treaty. The Soviets wanted to avoid having to finance 
German war reparations and the Germans wanted any way out of their imposed isolation 
(Kissinger 264). The two defeated powers had come to a dynamic agreement before the 
victors could.  
 In the final analysis, we see that everything about the end of World War I and the 
Peace at Versailles was backwards. The victors did not feel victorious. To the point, they 
weren’t. The losers did not feel as though they had lost, and with exceptions regarding 
Russia, they didn’t. Germany came out ahead, in spite of the volume of their complaints 
about Versailles. Versailles itself, the single largest peace conference in modern history 
actually did material damage to the goals the victors had set for themselves at the 
beginning of the war. They felt guilty about how hard-line they had been and did not 
enforce their handiwork. Western Europe was in more danger from a German bid for 
hegemony after the Treaty than before it. Germany was humiliated and degraded but not 
disarmed, not appreciably weakened and not effectively monitored.  
 
Depression 
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 The Great Depression in itself was not the cause of World War II, as some 
scholars have argued (Brendon 23). This paper has set out to prove that the failed peace 
at Versailles allowed the catalysts of the first World War to perpetuate the conflict 
through cultural/ideological channels. When the stress was great enough, these tensions 
logically erupted into another material conflict. The Depression sped up the process. By 
dramatically weakening all the major players, the economic crisis allowed nationalist 
feeling and paranoias to take center stage again. Most importantly, the Depression is 
strongly linked to the fall of the Weimar Republic. The Republic was the last vestige of 
Western presence in German politics, and the last road block standing in Adolf Hitler’s 
way.  
 
 Great Britain, like everyone else was hard hit by the Depression. They suffered 
primarily because there was no longer a world market for their manufactured goods; from 
textiles to steel to ships, exports slumped, in places, below 7% of their pre-World War I 
levels (Kennedy 316). But Great Britain was operating on the Ten Year Rule, the 
assumption that they would not be engaged in any major conflict for at least ten years. 
This allowed them to focus their reconstruction in areas outside of defense. By 1934, “the 
economy,” though still highly vulnerable, “was slowly beginning to recover” (Kennedy 
316).  
 Perhaps attempting to cushion the economy, Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain 
adopted the other defining feature of the Depression in Great Britain, the political policy 
of appeasement. This policy dictated that Great Britain should be as accommodating as 
possible in response to Hitler’s open rearmament and territorial demands. The policy has 
alternately been interpreted as weak and as diplomatic, as resulting from fear or from 
faith that World War I had in fact been the last war. But it preceded ultimately from the 
weariness and pessimism in British civil and military society that was a direct result of 
Depression-era societal changes. Patricia Clavin argues that because of their long history 
of international involvement, the European community expected Great Britain to step up 
and work with Germany (Clavin 149). But Great Britain felt isolated from its former 
allies, and too weak to take on the task of protecting itself and the rest of Europe from 
German agitation alone (Kennedy 317). Great Britain was not feeling confrontational 
anymore. It was becoming obvious to the British government that “Germany meant to use 
force unless it could gain its objectives without fighting” (Hehn 173), so the idea of 
negotiation without war came back to the forefront. The “urgency” to settle the aftermath 
of the war “overrode the desre to create an entirely new international order” by 
containing German aggression and keeping them to Versailles (Kissinger 230).  
 Therefore through the 1930’s, a situation quite similar to the 1910’s developed. 
Britain was trying once again to keep the peace without getting overly involved, trying to 
balance French fear of Germany with German desire for territorial gain and Great 
Britain’s own desire to maintain the stauts quo of their Golden Age.  
 French fear of their German neighbor was not easy to manage. With the advent of 
the Depression, though, French nationalist paranoia became practically tangible. It was, 
in fact, the only thing that was holding the country together. The French were continually 
frustrated economically and devastated by the Depression before they had anywhere near 
adequately recovered from the cost of the first World War (Kennedy 312). They were 
also behind the production curve. Where Great Britain had begun discovering the market 
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for new military technology like aircraft in the mid-1930’s (Kennedy 316), French pilots 
were just beginning to test their initial successfully produced batch of aircraft when the 
first German blitzkrieg struck in 1940. Politically, a plethora of parties from hardline 
conservative to full-on communists led to twenty-four regime changes between 1930 and 
1940. “The attempt to reconcile American [and therefore the Versailles Treaty’s] 
idealism with France’s nightmares” (Kissinger 229) was driving the country to “the brink 
of civil war” (Kennedy 312). Without the spectre of German resurgence and later Hitler’s 
aggression to galvanize the nation against a common enemy, it is probable they would 
have fallen into it.  
 France, then, also fulfilled pre-World War I conditions in the years leading up to 
World War II. In German eyes, the French were still the “traditional Gallic enemy” 
(Keylor 43), and had to be treated as primary antagonists to any Germanic expansion or 
power play. But more importantly, French interests were once again trying to encircle 
German territory. In a physical sense, the French made continual plays to obtain the 
Rhineland border of Germany. They occupied the coal-rich Ruhr region as a response to 
the German-Soviet Rapallo Treaty and refused to leave for fear that Germany would use 
the area as a base from which to attack France (Clavin 33). In yet another example of the 
interwar war, Germans living in the Ruhr adopted a policy of “passive resistance” to 
French troops. Residents of the Ruhr pitted their culture and belief system against that of 
the French soldiers without using violence. It was an ideological confrontation which 
would rapidly become physical if large groups of the two nationalities were to meet 
(Clavin 34). In that shifting between ideological and physical, this microcosm mimics its 
larger counterpart, the twentieth century war. Also, France’s inability to adopt a more 
moderate stance towards Germany, the “Gallic intransigence” which so frustrated the 
British moderators (Kennedy 314), mirrored its panicky policy behavior before the first 
World War broke out (Kissinger 228).  
 And Germany itself? The effect of the Depression on Weimar Germany is the 
crux of the interwar years. Weimar represented democracy, the foothold of Western 
European liberal capitalism in the dampened but dangerous empire. The enforcement of 
Weimar was an act of political war. And until the Depression hit, “its collapse was by no 
means inevitable” (Brendon 108). The Republic was actually gaining credibility in the 
international community, and contributing favorably to attempts to increase trade 
(Brendon 108). But “the Depression struck Germany harder than anywhere else” with the 
exception of the United States (Brendon 109). The queues for food and jobs that were 
now familiar in other European cities began to form in Berlin. German radicals took the 
opportunity to bring up the heavy toll of reparations, and national opinion began to swing 
even more violently against Versailles and everything connected to the West that had 
produced it. In the end though, it wasn’t the economics but the politics of the Depression 
that were Weimar’s death knell. Democracy was alrady a fragile concept in imperialist 
Germany, and “reeling from the blows of war and peace, Weimar was psychologically 
incapable of withstanding a fresh onslaught” (Brendon 110). Weimar collapsed in 1932, 
marking the end of intimate Western influence in German politics and leaving the way 
wide open for Adolf Hitler to ascend easily to the position of highest and most trecherous 
authority.  
 Adolf Hitler was the single necessary condition that led to the outbreak of the 
second round of the twentieth century war as we know it. Some kind of conflict would 
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had to have erupted to put German expansionism to bed. But the timing and the scale of 
World War II are attributable directly to the German Chancellor and his knowledge of 
important characteristics of his country and its people. Germany was a proud nation and 
its territory was barely touched during the first World War. Their bond of nationalism 
had been humiliated but not broken, in a sense had been made stronger by the 
identification of several defined, tangible, common enemies in France, Great Britain and 
the United States. Once the visceral shock of World War One had worn off and Germany 
had rearmed, there would have been another bid for dominance because the will to 
dominate hadn’t been destroyed. 
 Hitler exponentially accelerated the process from the German end. He capitalied 
on repressed German nationalism to create a hyper-nationalized citizenry and a loyal 
army. He saw the failure of Weimar and jumped in as a strong, intelligent political leader, 
something Germany had been missing since Bismarck, though Gustav Stresemann filled 
Bismarck’s void in some respects. But for many Germans, such as Joseph Goebbels who 
identified most strongly with Hitler, Stresemann “’was the incarnation of everying rotten 
in Germany,’ meaning the West and the insidious presence of Versailles” (as quoted in 
Brendon 103). Hitler, on the other hand, was a man of the people, had dedicated his life 
to the “’resurrection of the German people…through the recovery of outward power’” (as 
quoted in Brendon 110). He gave Germany purpose. Tshe problem came when European 
leaders realized what that purpose was. He was not just a politician. He wanted a 
Germany “subordinate to his will and armoured for a war,” and from his rise in 1933 to 
his death in 1945, he pushed hard to achieve it (Brendon 281).  
 His first step was rearmament. At one of his first cabinet meetings in 1933, he 
stated: 

The next five years must be dedicated to the rearmament of 
the German people. Every publicy supported work-creation 
scheme must be judged from this standpoint: is is necessary 
for the restoration of the military strength of the German 
people? 
    As quoted in Brendon 281 

 
His program was simple. In 1936, he unveiled a plan for rearmament that would 
dramatically ramp up the German economy, still sluggish from the global crash in 1929. 
The plan was to have Germany war ready in four years; significantly faster than Great 
Britain’s Ten Year Rule. “ ‘The German army must be ready in four years,’” Hitler 
demanded. “ ‘Without regard to costs…the German economy must be ready for war’” (as 
quoted in Hehn 36). He had done away with the subtle diplomacy of Stresemann, who 
tried to rearm and repopulate Germany clandestinely so as not to anger the Great Powers. 
He was in open revolt against the terms of Versailles, b which he refused to be 
constrained anymore. Immediately upon entering the office of Chancellor he disregarded 
reparations requirements and the tenets of the League of Nations (Hehn 157). Hitler was 
already at war. He had responded to the attacks inherent in Versailles and Weimar and 
was preparing to reopen material conflict. It was just a question of how quickly the rest of 
the world could catch up.  
 His certainty retarted European ability to fight back. He engendered tangible fear 
in the hearts of every other major leader in Europe. He seemed driven, possessed, larger 
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than life. Without this image, it is probable that the policies of appeasement and wait-
and-see would not have been so widely applied in dealings with him. Military action to 
thoroughly crush Germany would have been taken at a much earlier stage in the process.  
 
Conclusions 
 I have tried to show in this paper how World Wars I and II were actually the same 
conflict, separated by the prolonged and culturally violent ideological war of the 1920’s 
and 1930’s. The evidence for this hypothesis is overwhelming. One has only to read the 
terms of Versailles, or read Margaret Macmillan’s wonderful account of the personal side 
of the treaty negotiations Paris, 1919: Six Months That Changed the World to know that 
it was not a cut and dried transaction of money for damages. Versailles was about 
vengeance and personal retribution for the previously unfathomable carnage of World 
War I. It indeed could have been the war to end all wars. But Versailles was not equal to 
the task, not a peace to end all wars, and “peace might [always] be harder to win than 
war” (Kitched 305).  
 Perhaps the first four years’ worth was not enough blood to so completely wash 
away every vestige of the Old World Order that was destroyed between 1914 and 1945. 
In those years we went from Russia to the Soviet Union. We lost an imperial Germany 
twice and each time replaced it with a piece meal democracy, managed to varying 
degrees by powers with nothing to do with Germany. Britain lost its status as a global 
hegemon to the surprise superpower, the United States. Industrialization took on a life of 
its own, and may have been at least partly responsible for the breakdown of victory in the 
Great Wars; look to computers, large-scale weaponry, bigger-faster-stronger guns, 
munitions and transportation systems, the atom bomb. The twentieth century war is 
responsible for the entire field of international relations known as nuclear security. After 
1945, the world rapidly decolonialized and the Third World was born. Where five or six 
major empires had existed, literally hundreds of small, independent states sprang up, all 
demanding a voice, a share in the world market and the rights of self- determination. It 
could even be effectively argued that the twentieth century war did not end until 1989, 
when the Berlin Wall finally fell and the Cold War began drawing to a close. After all, 
the Cold War was the fluid outcome of the end of the second World War. But for this 
paper, for this interpretation, perhaps thirty years of war is enough.  
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In this paper I will present a Socratic evaluation of Leo Tolstoy’s work Confession.  Leo 

Tolstoy in Confession finds himself at odds with life despite his material wealth, 

popularity, and professional success.  These values appeared to be meaningful for a 

happy life and yet he found himself in an existential crisis ultimately leading to death 

contemplation because he could not unearth any genuine meaning in his life despite his 

apparent success.  Thus, he embarks on this particular work and brings the reader along 

to witness his examination of life and the seeming disconnect between prosperity and 

depression.  The analysis and reflection is reminiscent of Socratic reasoning where we 

find that because the soul is of greater value it is right to nurture it and wrong to value 

anything above it.  This may seem like a truism of ethics, for most theorists, 

philosophers, and religious figures have warned of an inherent incompatibility between a 

desire and attainment for material wealth and the genuinely good life; however, the 

significance here is the idea that one must come to this “truth” of the meaning of her own 

existence via her own examination.   The meaning of life from the perspective of both 

thinkers does not have a definitive conclusion; rather the meaning of life is the 

examination or reflection itself.  Rather than just focusing on knowledge, Tolstoy here 

embarks on a “pursuit” for truth, and this emphasis is akin to Socrates.  There is an 
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existential implication, then, for no one else can give a person his/her life’s meaning.    

By existential implication I mean that to embark on such a project as seeking the meaning 

of life, one must begin with turning to subjectivity and to quite literally ask, What does it 

mean for me to exist?   From this radical subjective point does one begin the inquiry. 

 Our work begins with the Socratic notion of the examined life.  If the unexamined 

life is not worth living, then the value of life derives this value from the process of self-

investigation.   For a thinker who claimed never to have taught, nor collected payment for 

his service, and never wrote anything down, his legacy is rather curious.  Like the youth 

of Athens, we are to mimic Socratic reasoning, questioning the reality presented before 

us, and making attempts to recognize the limits of our knowledge thus making more 

pursuits of knowledge possible.  That is to say, in coming to terms with our limits, we can 

then move forward to know more, to feed our soul, but if we assume that we have 

answers, then the quest for knowledge ends.  Being engaged in such an examination is 

indubitably the most important “lesson” we absorb from the Socratic dialogues.  As Karl 

Jaspers writes:   

It is a kind of thinking which does not permit a man to close himself.  It will not put 
up with the evasions of those who refuse to bare their innermost thoughts; it shakes 
the complacency of those who trust blindly to fortune, who content themselves with 
a life of the instincts, or who become too narrowly involved in the interests of 
personal existence.  This kind of thinking opens men’s minds and invites the risk of 
openness.i 
 

There is also an underlying metaphysical assertion, namely, that the soul and the body are 

separate, and that the soul is of more importance than the body.  Since the soul is more 

valuable, then the point of existing involves care for the soul.  Care for material 

possessions will, according to Socrates, hinder this process.  For instance, he shames 

Athens for putting wealth before care for their souls.   Indeed, wealth is the fortuitous by-
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product of living the good life in terms of being virtuous, an activity necessarily focused 

on nurturing the soul.  Thus, his metaphysical assertion carries the implication of an 

ethical understanding, namely, one ought to care for one’s soul, and one ought to 

examine one’s life.   

 The examined life is not a reclusive life.  Socrates responded to news that he was 

the wisest by dialoguing with the people of Athens; thus, examining his life entailed, to a 

certain extent, the examination of others’ lives.  Recall that it was social exchange that 

solidified his belief in the Oracle’s prophecy.  His initial response consisted of seeking 

out those whom he deemed wise.  In the process of his examination he came to the 

infamous conclusion that he was indeed wiser than the people under investigation 

because he could admit to ignorance while others were blinded and hubristic.   Socrates at 

once examined others and himself; that is to say, self-realization admits of others, at least 

in part, and this propelled others to examine their life as well. 

 

Tolstoy: His Socratic Journey  

Leo Tolstoy’s Confession is an account about discovering the meaning of his existence 

as something that is important in and of itself and as a method that assumes a moral 

position.  His characterization of confession for this piece is not without significance, for 

this not only implies guilt but also a desire to relieve that guilt with an other.  In order to 

confess, one must have not only a profound subjective and genuine sense of wanting to 

repent, but one also requires a listener.   It marks a serious turning point for the individual 

confessing.  As a reader of this work, then, one becomes this “other” making the 

confession possible.   We are, then, uniquely invested in this piece because we are not to 
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simply read this work passively but actually be part of the process.  Furthermore, a 

person making a confession must be clear on his/her understanding of that which needs to 

be confessed, for a person without a proper comprehension of what is wrong could not 

contend to actually confess.  Tolstoy, then, is at great pains to convey the nature of his 

guilt, the cause, and the resolution.   What leads him to the confession is just as important 

as the confession itself for both Tolstoy and the reader.   

After pursuing a life based on external values such as wealth and fame he found 

himself wanting in the sense of meaning for his life.  How could an accomplished and 

talented author tread on the waters of such despair where contemplating suicide 

monopolized his thoughts?  One cannot begin to weigh life and death unless there is a 

question regarding the value of life.  One must ultimately see a meaning to one’s life 

otherwise one would not bother to continue.  Tolstoy writes that he came to this very 

upsetting impasse asserting that his life was perhaps a mean trick being played upon him.  

Wealth and fame existed as recognized values and yet Tolstoy discovered no value in 

them.   The unfortunate underlying assumption is that wealth and fame are valuable in 

themselves; that is to say, objectively so.   Thus, confusion and despair begins to ensue 

when one attains these things but has not actually found these things to be meaningful.   

The problem, existentially speaking, is that for life to have meaning, one must create that 

meaning rather than absorb values that are simply custom.    As gloomy as it may seem to 

be, death contemplation actually marks the beginning of an existentialist trek.  In Gabriel 

Marcel’s words: “The deathly aspect of this world may, from a given standpoint, be 

regarded as a ceaseless incitement to denial and to suicide.  It could even be said in this 

sense that the fact that suicide is always possible is the essential starting point of any 
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genuine metaphysical thought.”ii   Essentially, Tolstoy unearths a question that no one 

can honestly answer except himself: the infamous question of Hamlet to be or not to be.  

Because it is the beginning, it need not be solely viewed as despair, but the instance of 

“genuine metaphysical thought,” and thus something worth celebrating.  Hence, the 

journey begins, and like Socrates, Tolstoy discovers that indeed the unexamined life as he 

has been living is not worth living.  He is, then, in a strong sense a manifestation of this 

claim by Socrates.  Indeed, it is not an ethical way to be, thus he confesses.   

Once Tolstoy admits to being caught between a fear of death and a dispassion for 

living he is then able to venture out and inquire about life’s meaning.  Tolstoy explains 

the next part of his investigation by turning to philosophy and science.  These paths 

appear to be obvious choices, which would yield knowledge and thus definitive answers; 

however, he realizes that his particular questions did not fit the type of answers 

philosophy and science were capable of providing.  What is worth noting here is that the 

bulk of Tolstoy’s Confession deals with the pursuit of understanding the meaning of life, 

and we are thus taken on a journey down paths with potential for acquiring an answer.    

One could skip to the final chapter to discover the “conclusion,” but that would rob the 

work of its main point, which I believe is not only the realization of the question of the 

meaning of life as something important but the process of disclosing this meaning.  

Tolstoy shares the tools for investigation; however, it remains to be a task that must be 

invoked on an individual basis; thus, the “answer” does not do anything for the reader.  

Indeed, looking to the “answer” would defeat the entire purpose, for if one were to accept 

his conclusion then one would find oneself in the same sort of despair that he initially 

explained, and this is because one would attempt to internalize an imposed value.  But let 
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us take a moment to examine the problem with his turn towards philosophy and the 

sciences.   

Tolstoy admits to enjoying the lifestyle and the reputation he earned; however, this 

afforded him no comfort in the question of existence and ultimately an ever-present fear 

of inevitable death.  In fact, death consistently loomed in his present consciousness to the 

point of eliminating the underscoring joy of life.  A fruitless dialogue within him ensues 

thusly:  

 “Well, I know,” I said to myself, “all which science wants so persistently to know, 
but there is no answer to the question about the meaning of my life.”  But in the 
speculative sphere I saw that, in spite of the fact that the aim of the knowledge was 
directed straight to the answer of my question, or because of that fact, there could 
be no other answer than what I was giving to myself: “What is the meaning of my 
life”—“None.”  Or, “What will come of my life?”—“Nothing.”  Or, “Why does 
everything which exists exist, and why do I exist?”—“Because it exists.”iii 

 

After deciphering knowledge into two camps, namely, rational and irrational, Tolstoy 

arrives at the conclusion that faith, an aspect of irrational knowledge gives meaning to 

existence; moreover, that rational knowledge cannot give meaning to existence.    

Rational knowledge consists of the sciences and logic.  Tolstoy’s work parallels 

questions elaborated upon by existentialist thinkers such as Simone de Beauvoir who 

wrote of the ambiguity of existence, and Albert Camus who expounded on absurdity.    

Where does rational knowledge lead?  What can it not provide?  The reluctance to 

acknowledge an irrational aspect of existence seems to be consistent; that is, rational 

knowledge (what Heidegger called calculative thinking as opposed to responding to the 

call of being, for instance) delineates answers to questions about things in a universal 

respect but what is missing is the inherent subjective quality of experience.  When 
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Tolstoy looked to others for rational and objective answers he continually found himself 

dissatisfied.  How do people live and function?  What is their meaning?  He writes:  

…as soon as I mixed with learned believers or picked up their books, a certain 
doubt, dissatisfaction, and bitterness over their arguments rose up within me, and I 
felt that the more I grasped their discourses, the further I strayed from the truth and 
the closer I came to the abyss.iv 

  

This passage is perhaps most resembles Socrates insofar as the first assumption for 

anyone seeking answers is to, of course, seek out those known for having answers.  The 

disappointment is quite similar, but most importantly, the disappointment itself is telling 

of a different sort of quest and type of knowledge; that is to say, the manner in which the 

“knowers” attempted to provide answers was fundamentally incompatible with the 

essence of the question.   Just as Socrates questioned politicians on the nature of justice, 

Tolstoy asked scientists about the meaning of life, but the biological facts of life were the 

only fruits of this labor.  Moreover, the answers gave way for a negative conclusion for 

Tolstoy, namely, what the meaning of life was not.  This process, albeit frustrating, 

allowed for Tolstoy to existentially engage his quest for answers in new a way.  Socrates, 

also accepted the dichotomy of knowledge and referred to himself as possessing a 

“human knowledge.”   Tolstoy began to value the point at where rational thought failed, 

and this point could only be discovered upon persistent questioning of that which was 

already understood as “authority.”    

Faith, by its very nature, escapes logical analysis.  In the spirit of Kierkegaard, it 

is the abandonment of reason or a leap.  The problem Tolstoy found with science and the 

history of philosophy was the sort of reductionist reasoning where all aspects of life fit 

neatly into a sort of system of thought.     Indeed, those whom Tolstoy eventually learned 
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from were from people in the community who exhibited genuine faith.  The people were 

less educated and poor.  He found that the lack of education served as a boon rather than 

a defect, for they attained irrational knowledge—faith—that would not be trapped into 

categories or neat definitions.  This lesson does not disturb the necessity of rational 

thought, but rather lays bare what it is not able to account for.  The human being is not 

only embedded in reason, or defined as a rational animal, but is a complex being that 

experiences the world and must give meaning and value to his/her place in the world.   

 

Conclusion 

In Confession, the transition Tolstoy undergoes regarding the meaning of his life 

is of ethical implications not out of tune with Socratic reasoning.  Despite the different 

time periods, culture, and general religious disposition, the crux of the matter remains 

constant, namely, to begin sincere living one must pause to take into account the meaning 

of one’s life.  The Socratic legacy emulated in Tolstoy’s work is this value of the pursuit 

of knowledge itself, for ceasing this examination renders life meaningless.   Finally, just 

as not only set out to examine his own life, but to be a sort of gadfly stinging the 

Athenians from their slumber, Tolstoy’s work also calls upon the reader to be thoughtful 

and reflective in light of his confession.   

 

  

 

                                                 
i Jaspers, Karl.  Socrates Buddha Confucius Jesus.  London: Harcourt Brace & Company, 1962.   
ii Marcel, Gabriel.  The Philosophy of Existentialism.   New York: Kensington Publishing Corp., 1984. 
iiiTolstoy, Leo.  Confession.  Translation by David Patterson.  New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1983. 
iv Ibid. 
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Abstract: The Chinese Government introduced the multi-level housing system in 1998 to meet 
housing affordability for different economic groups. Different types of residential buildings were 
constructed under the booming housing market and due to strong housing demand. In Beijing, urban 
planning strategies on both transportation construction and land use planning determined the 
distribution of different types of residential buildings. In this paper, we illustrated the housing 
classification structure in terms of property right, and clarified how these urban strategies affect and 
determine the tendency of spatial distribution for different kinds of residential housing. Four major 
residential housing types were examined. Ordinary commercial housing, luxurious apartments and 
villas, and economic and comfortable housing are the four major types in Beijing’s residential housing 
market. According the Beijing General Urban Plan and other related plans, ordinary housing and 
economic housing should be constructed what it is accessible to public transportation outside of the 
third ring-road. Most of the housing is congregated in the area between the third ring-road and fourth 
ring-road and extending outside along main road networks. 
Keywords: urban planning, housing development, spatial distribution, residential buildings, Beijing 
 

1 Introduction 
Since the implementation of the Chinese open-door policy and market economy policy, the Chinese 
housing system has experienced three stages and changed rapidly. The welfare housing system was 
taken place in 1988 through the housing commercialization system, which aimed to tackle the chronic 
housing shortage in the socialist era, as required in the reform issue of the Ten Year Reform Strategy 
(Wu, 2004). Large numbers of houses have been built by developers and existing dwellings owned by 
the state were sold to sitting tenants. In Beijing, the property development boomed rapidly. According 
to the statistical results from Beijing Statistic Bureau, the floor area of commodity housing completed 
in 1990 was 2.49 million square kilometers. In 2005, it soared up to 37.71 million square kilometers 
from 16.77 million square kilometers in 2000! Property development accelerates urbanization and is 
expanding the urban area outside to the fringe. The urban region was enlarged from four districts to 
eight. The extensions of main roads characterize Beijing’s housing distribution as five residential 
regions (Zhang, 2002). 

  
The acceleration of the Chinese economy development drives the real estate industry flourish rapidly 
in the last decade. Since land use rights were separated from ownership and can be transacted via 
marketing, housing commercialization was furthered. With the increase of population and 
improvement of living quality, the housing demand in Beijing is more complicated and is rising 
quickly. The booming of housing development was encouraged, as real estate industry is classified as 
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one of major industries to collect capital for both local finance and infrastructure construction by 
Beijing urban planning and social-economic development strategies. The entry into WTO and the host 
nomination of 2008 Beijing Olympics attracts more people to rush into Beijing to work and live.  

 
In order to provide a foundation for the sensible distribution of housing resources and satisfy different 
economic groups’ affordability, the Chinese Government developed the multi-level housing system 
(MHS) in 1998. The MHS is a three-level housing provision system, containing low-rent housing, 
economic and comfortable housing (economic housing) and commodity housing. Low-rent housing 
for low-income households, and economic housing for low and middle-income households, and the 
commodity housing can be purchased by middle and high-income groups (Huang, 2003). The housing 
provision flourished and various housing types from different economic and social status groups 
emerged to meet the requirement. Accordingly, housing types are more specific, such as affordable, 
economic, comfortable, rich and luxurious (K.Guan, 2001). Since 2000, much research was conducted 
to focus on the distribution of commodity housing. Taking the study of Guangzhou as an example, 
researchers (Yan,et al. 2001) examined the spatial distribution and evolvement principle for 
commodity housing in Guangzhou of China, with the analysis on the spatial characters of 
development of commodity buildings in and around this city.  

 
With the aim of drawing a brief graph on the development and distribution of Beijing residential 
houses, we will seek to illustrate the residential housing types in Beijing from different aspects, 
including property rights and target groups. The relationship between housing distribution and those 
strategies and policies related to urban planning and housing development will be demonstrated. 
Based on the information of housing types, the paper uses the Beijing Digital Map of Building 
Information and the housing projects developed in the last six years (2000-2006) to compare the 
spatial distribution for the different residential housing types within 13 of 18 administration districts in 
Beijing. 

 

2 Data and methodology 
2.1 Residential housing types 
With the implementation of the housing system reform in China, workplace-based housing structure 
was ruined by the multi-level housing system. Various commodity housing emerged rapidly to 
restructure the urban formation. The complicated housing-type classifications are based on different 
criteria.  
 
According to the function, housing can be classified into residential housing and non-residential 
housing. Considering property rights, residential buildings are divided into private housing and public 
housing. Firstly, private residential housing can also be categorized into commodity housing and 
non-commodity housing. Generally, commodity housing is developed by housing developers and 
transacted in the market. In terms of the MHS and division standards developed by Beijing 
Construction Commission, the commodity residential building includes ordinary residential buildings 
and luxurious residential buildings (apartments, villa and others). The non-commodity housing 
includes purchased public housing, economic housing, resettlement housing, etc. Hereinto, economic 
housing has the characteristics of ordinary commodity housing but the purchasing groups are specific, 
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so it can be titled as special commodity housing. In rural areas, most people live in their self-built 
traditional family houses with ownership, which is non-commodity housing (Wang, 2000). 
Secondarily, public residential housing is housing constructed by governments or enterprises to satisfy 
the housing requirement from urban workers and residents. The property rights belong to the states or 
enterprises. Low-rental housing is public housing for low-income households without purchase 
affordability. As it was stated in the documents, besides the luxurious residential buildings, others can 
be called ordinary housing in general. The Figure 1 summaries the classification structure of 
residential housing logically. 
 
Since the reform of the housing system commenced, commodity residential buildings have taken 
increasingly significant parts in the whole housing market in Beijing. Considering the data availability 
for the information on public housing and non-commodity housing, the two types of residential 
buildings are excluded from this study. Because of the important role of economic housing in 
Beijing’s housing system and urban structure, the economic housing was contained in this study. In 
general, this study will focus on the analysis of ordinary commodity housing, apartment, villa and 
economic housing. 

 

Figure 1. Classification Structure of Residential Housing 
 

2.2 Data and methods 

·Study area 

With the urbanization, Beijing’s city area has been expanded from four old inner-city districts 
(dongcheng, xicheng, xuanwu, chongwen) into eight districts (plus haidian, chaoyang, fengtai and 
shijinshan). Beijing’s urban structure hierarchy has different classifications based on different criteria 
(Yan,2004). According to the traditional regional classification, the 18 districts in Beijing can be 
divided into three regions: core city(dongcheng, xicheng, xuanwu, chongwen), near suburbs (haidian, 
chaoyang, fengtai and shijinshan) and outer suburbs (changping, tongzhou, shunyi, daxing, fangshan, 
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mentougou,pinggu, miyun, huairou and yanqing) (Liu, et al.2003).  
 
In Beijing, the core city and near suburbs are the major markets for commodity housing (Zhang, 2003; 
Wang et,al. 2004). The tendency of commodity housing development in Beijing reflected the fact that 
the number of commodity housing projects developed in the city area and near suburbs is eighty 
percent of the total projects. In addition, the area between near suburbs and outer suburbs are new 
residential area, because of land shortage and the development constriction in city area and 
near-suburbs by the General Urban Planning (2004-2010). Considering the data availability and 
housing development trends, the study area includes city area –4 core districts and 4 near suburbs and 
5 outer suburbs, with 7.7 thousand square kilometers of land area and over 13.4 million of permanent 
population in 2006. The five outer suburbs are: changping, tongzhou, shunyi, daxing, and fangshan. 
Figure 2 shows the Beijing administrative regions. 

 
Figure 2. Beijing administrative regions 

·Analysis Data 

With the purpose of this study, Beijing’s GIS spatial data with district boundaries and main-road 
networks is available from Beijing Mapping Press. As the procedure of housing system reform was 
furthered since 1998, the information on housing development is becoming detailed and reliable and 
statistic data about housing industry is more systematic and meaningful from then on. Therefore, we 
will analyze the distribution of housing projects developed in between 2000 and 2006. The floor area 
of completed commodity housing in each suburb and other related census data can be obtained from 
the annual Beijing Yearbook and economic reports published by Beijing Statistic Bureau. The famous 
website named soufun.com.cn, cooperated with ZhongZhi Academy (Academy of China Real Estate 
Indices), provides the reliable and detailed online database on developed housing items, including 
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address, floor area, housing pattern, height, etc. Many studies and housing industry reports are based 
on this database, such as the Annually Beijing Real Estate Industry Report. Accordingly, we 
downloaded full information on the housing projects developed between 2000 and 2006 from this 
website as the main analysis data.  
 

·Analysis Methods 

In this study, spatial mapping is the major method used to illustrate directly the spatial pattern for each 
kind of housing. Mathematical comparison methods are also the basic techniques in this analysis to 
indicate the expansion trend of this distribution. 
 

3 Housing developments and spatial distribution of residential buildings 
3.1 Urban planning and housing development in Beijing 
 
The distribution frame of housing development after 2000 in Beijing is determined mostly by urban 
planning and development strategies, local economy development, land use and environment, etc. 
 
First of all, the transportation development and urban planning have a close relationship with the 
distribution of residential buildings in Beijing, which founded the framework of the urban structure 
and determined the location of housing development. Access to main roads (express ways) and public 
transportation (bus stops, subways) is essential for residents’ daily commutation. Thereforth, Beijing’s 
housing market was divided into five panels under the influence of ring-road construction (Zhang, 
2002). In terms of the regulation and documents in Beijing urban planning (1991-2010) & (2004-2010) 
and housing development planning (2006-2010), economic and ordinary commodity residential 
buildings should be developed along the main corridors with subways and public transportation. The 
two near-suburb districts, fengtai and chaoyang, are planned to be the residential zone for economic 
housing. 
 
On the other hand, social-economic development strategies are another important determinant of 
housing development and distribution. According to Beijing Tenth Five-year Strategy, zhongguancun 
in haidian is a high-technique industry zone, CBD in chaoyang is a financial zone, wangjing in 
Chaoyang is an international company zone, and yizhuang in daxing is an industry zone. Surrounding 
areas of the four zones are concentrated by residential buildings. The more economy activation is, the 
larger the density of housing is. As known, CBD in chaoyang and zhongguancun in haidian are the 
two most activated regions with commercial and international companies, and the two regions are 
apartment regions, resulting from the employees having higher salaries and preferring to live in 
apartments with modern designs and good facilities.  
 
Furthermore, the land use and environment also affects the distribution of residential buildings. 
According to the old-city protection regulation in Beijing General Urban Plan (1991-2010), the height 
of residential buildings in the core-city districts is not allowed to extend above four to six stories. The 
old residential communities in the core city, are featured as lower conditioned units and one-story 

quadrangles owned by residents, mixed with high-rise ordinary buildings and apartments（Gu,2003; Li, 
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2002）.With the limitation of land provision and the high cost of construction, the more-storied and 

high-rise residential buildings are the main patterns in Beijing. Moreover, the improvement of living 
quality causes residents to desire a better lifestyle and higher living conditions with more 
entertainment. Consequently, the villas required by wealthy people are developed along riversides and 
mountain areas in near suburbs. Wenyu River shore in shunyi and hillsides in changping outside the 
fifth ring-road are the two most congregated villa-zones in Beijing. 
 
3.2 General features of the residential housing distribution 
The housing commodification has speeded up the development and construction of residential 
buildings in Beijing. Since the late of 1990s, when the reform of the housing system and housing 
privatization were carried on, the construction of commodity buildings bloomed. However, both the 
construction size and speed were not as large as that in 2000s. From the distribution features of the 
commodity housing projects illustrated in Figure 3, which demonstrated the change before and after 
2000, the conclusion on the extension trend of housing distribution can be observed that, housing 
allocation was more aggregated along main roads, such as subways, expressways, and ring roads, no 
matter in the beginning of the reform or the flourishing period. Since 2000, it was more apparent that 
the zones between inner districts and outer near suburbs are the important places for the housing 
location, within these zones, the east and north parts shared the major responsibility to support the 
housing development. 
 

 
Figure 3. Comparison on the distribution of housing projets developed before and after 2000 

Source: www.soufun.com.cn 

 
Both the number of housing development items and the floor area of housing construction doubled 
proving that residential buildings are mainly allocated among the region between the third and fifth 
ring-roads and near suburbs. In detail, with regards to the comparison on the number of housing 
development items between 2004 and 2006, the four districts named chaoyang, haidian, fengtai and 
changping are the central districts of the housing development. The construction floor area of 
residential buildings in each district also proved the fact that the majority of residential buildings were 
distributed in near suburbs shown as Figure 4. As the statistical data reflected that, the floor area of 
residential buildings completed in 2004 was more than 19.2 million square meters, which was around 
74 percent of the total floor area of residential buildings constructed in the same year. 
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Figure 4. Floor area of new residential buildings completed by suburbs (1997-2004) 

Source: Beijing Yearbook (2006) 
 
3.3 Spatial distribution of commodity residential housing in Beijing 
In Beijing, the strength of housing development is controlled strictly. Ordinary residential housing 
projects took 63.8 percent of the total residential market share between 2000 and 2006. Apartments are 
another major type of residential building with 15.3 percent of market share. The affordable residential 
building, such as economic housing, are most developed in those regions with better accessibility to 
public transportation, while villas are not allowed constructed in 2007.  
 
3.3.1 Ordinary residential housing allocated along main roads 
Ordinary residential building is constructed to meet the demand from middle and high-income 
households. As the prices are affordable for the majority of households, ordinary housing occupies the 
dominant housing market. In Beijing, public transportation is the most convenient commuting method 
for the majority of middle-income households. As Figure 5 shown, the road networks and extension 
direction have a strong influence on the distribution of ordinary housing. Hereinto, the roadsides of 
express way of badaling and line-one subway, the community of Asian Games Village–Olympic 
Central (yayuncun-aoyunzhongxin) between the third and fourth ring roads in north, the southern third 
ring road and the express way of Jing-Shi in southwest are four major congregation areas for ordinary 
commodity residential buildings.  
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Figure 5. Distribution of ordinary residential buildings in Beijing (2000-2006) 
Source: www.soufun.com.cn 

 
3.3.2 Apartments location related to economic activities 
High-rise apartments, with convenient facilities and modern designs, are welcomed by the young 
high-income groups (white-collar workers). Hence, the apartment location is highly related with the 
local economic activation. In Beijing, the economy development in changyang and haidian is faster 
than other districts. The distribution of apartments in Figure 6 illustrated that the two districts contain 
most of apartments in Beijing. In detail, CBD in eastern chaoyang, wangjing region in northeastern 
chaoyang and zhongguancun region in haidian within the fourth ring-road are the three major areas 
for apartments’ aggregation. The foreign companies, top-financial firms and high-technical 
organizations gathered in the three regions, young employees with better salaries have the preference 
to live near from the workplaces with convenient entertainment and commercial facilities. 

 
Figure 6. Distribution of apartments in Beijing (2000-2006) 

Source: www.soufun.com.cn 

 

·Villa distributed with comfortable environment 

The multi-level housing system stated that the luxurious residential buildings can be provided for 
high-income and special personality households. Their housing preferences are not so restricted by 
transportation and distance. Their housing desires tend to private, comfortable, etc. In Beijing, the 
green land and large-area water region are relatively less than other cities and mostly in western and 
northern outer-suburbs. However, the west part is not ideal for villas as the air quality there is worse. 
According to the results observed by Beijing Environmental Bureau, the air pollution index in 
mentougou, shijinshang and fangshan in 2006 is above 100, higher than other suburbs. With the 
consideration about other attributes, most of villas were developed outside of the fourth ring roads, 
especially in changping, shunyi, and tongzhou. Wenyu Rivershore and Asian Games Village-Olympics 
Central region in chaoyang are two popular villa zones in Beijing (seen in Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Distribution of villas in Beijing (2000-2006) 
Source: www.soufun.com.cn 

 

·Economic housing developed in near suburbs 

In 1994, the Chinese Construction Commission and Finance Commission issued together the 
document of management measure for urban economic and comfortable housing construction to 
solve the housing affordability for low-income households. Economic housing has been developed 
rapidly with the multi-level housing system issued in 1998. According to the documents of Beijing 
Urban Planning and Housing Construction Planning, economic houses were constructed along 
roadsides of ring-road and subways, close to public transportation. In terms of the construction cost, 
economic housings are not allowed to develop within the inner city, so the east and southwest of 
Beijing are the main ideal regions for economic housing development. Between 1998 and 2007, the 
number of economic housing projects was 75, all of which were located in the near suburbs. Hereinto, 
chaoyang and fengtai are concentration regions, with 43 economic housing projects (seen in Figure 
8).  

 
              Figure 8. Distribution of economic housing in Beijing (2000-2006) 
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Source: www.soufun.com.cn 

 

4 Conclusions 
On the basis of analysis and comparison, the features of spatial distribution of residential buildings 
can be concluded as follows: first of all, the distribution was determined mostly by urban planning and 
economic strategies. Accordingly, residential buildings were constructed outside of the third 
ring-roads, and there are planned residential zones among near-suburbs and outer-suburbs. Secondarily, 
residential buildings expanded outward along main roads and congregated on roadsides of ring-roads 
and subways. The allocation of economic housing and ordinary housing proved this phenomenon. 
They aggregated in the area between the third ring-road and fourth ring-roads. What is more, the 
density of residential buildings in east and north parts is larger than in west. The apartments are 
welcomed by the young white-collar workers in chaoyang and haidian districts. Villas are located 
mainly in the north and east north of near suburbs, changping and shunyi districts.  
 
However, this is only an initial study on the distribution of residential buildings in Beijing. There are 
several limitations. The first is the data limitation. The number of housing projects completed between 
2000 and 2006 employed here can not reasonably reflect the real tendency of the market and 
distribution as the floor areas. The housing dataset did not contain all residential buildings nor the 
whole housing projects developed during that period in Beijing. Another limitation is the analysis 
spatial unit. This paper only illustrated the distribution of residential buildings in a very general and 
broad view. The distribution differentiation at district level and sub-district level wasn’t furthered. The 
third limitation is that this study did not explore the relationship of driving forces of the distribution. 
Besides the control of urban planning strategies and transportation development, these factors 
including demographic characters, economic indices, roads strength, air quality, land use, safety 
condition, and density of mega-infrastructures (key schools and hospitals) are also the key to drive 
residential housing distribution variation among different spatial units. 
 
Therefore, in future research, we will refine the housing information to focus on the relationship 
between the residential housing distribution and those main driving forces at district level and 
sub-district level, from different aspects, such as the floor area of housing development, building 
height, and housing types, etc. 
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I 
The depictions of the “rape” in William Shakespeare’s The Rape of Lucrece 

substitute expressions such as “infamy” (1025), “impure” (1078) and “polluted” (1726) 
for the specific word “rape.” The narrator’s description of “the corrupted body” on her 
bloody corpse, after her suicide, illustrates the same context. Did she choose to kill her 
“polluted” body because the stigma of having been raped could not be removed in the 
patriarchal society was a part of?  

Why did she decide to commit suicide, the ultimate act of self-destruction? 
Critics’ interpretations of her suicide are highly controversial. Many critics have 
interpreted her death as a passive act of suicide showing a victimized female body in a 
male-dominated society. 1  Some critics elucidate that she chose to commit suicide 
because of her internalization of patriarchal views upon her raped body. On the contrary, 
Laura Bromley explains that Lucrece achieved “a new, integrated self to transcend her 
corruption” through her suicide transcending her corrupted situation (Bromley 201). 
Lucrece’s suicide could be interpreted as a “positive, constructive, and self-creating act” 
(Bromley 211). She is not just a helpless victim. This paper argues that Lucrece’s 
suicide is not an accident or act of sudden impulse but a determined and active choice 
for seeking revenge from the male-dominated patriarchal society. The purpose of this 
study is to emphasize that Lucrece's death is an active ritual to purge not only her body 
but also the patriarchal society. 

                                                      
1 Coppelia Kahn argues that “No female character in Shakespeare is more decisively inscribed than 
Lucerece in a scopic economy that makes her an object for the purpose of  control and domination”(Kahn 
32). 
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II 
The central and vital purpose of her suicide is “to purge my [her] impure tale” 

(1078), although her superficial aim is an act of revenge on Tarquin. She identifies her 
raped situation as a tale on herself—evaluating her identity and handed down through 
the ages, and tries to clear the infamous tale within this patriarchal society. For this 
purpose, she writes to her husband, Collatine after establishing her determined attitude 
in the statement, “Yet die I will not till my Collatine/ Have heard the cause of my 
untimely death” (1177-1178). Therefore, her suicide is not a sudden accident but a 
result of planned deliberate choice representing her determined goals to seek revenge 
from both Tarquin and the male centered patriarchal society.  

Her letter is an essential indicator of her plan to commit suicide. The content of 
this letter is so simple. She explains the necessity of her husband’s speedy visit of her 
home and her situation in just two sentences (1303-1309). One is greeting and questing 
of the visit and the other is her reason for the letter: “So I commend me from our house 
in grief, / My woes are tedious, through my words are brief” (1308-1309). Thus, her 
suicide could be interpreted as not a sudden accident but her planned deliberate choice. 
She controls her suicide and prepares that. 

 The letter brings about a question through this unclear notice and ambiguous 
content. She omits the specific situation about having been raped and the exact reason 
why he should come as soon as possible. She decides to wait “till action might become 
them better” because “not to blot the letter with words”(1322-1323) Thus, the ambiguity 
caused by the omission is her intended device to dramatize her sorrow effectively for 
enabling more powerful vengeance on Tarquin by leading to her husband’s actual 
response. 

She decides to “purge” her raped situation and the revenge on Targuin through 
her “tongue”, the language. She doesn’t follow Tarquin’s suggestion that he will keep 
this sexual relationship and be her “secret friend”(526). She makes up her mind to 
disclose all.  

 
My tongue shall utter all, mine eyes like slucies, 
As from a mountain spring that feeds a dale, 
Shall gush pure streams to purge my impure tale. (1076-1078) 
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However, She becomes to realize language couldn’t take the role of “purge” 
because the laguage is a product of this patriarchal society. Thus, she does not trust the 
language because it is a means to convey a message about the patriarchal culture. 
Collatine’s depiction of praise for her beauty causes Tarquin’s desire to rape her. The 
language of the male-dominated society has already raped not only her body and soul 
by dismantling her as an object of males’ desire. Tarquin knew that the language could 
imprison her and use that as means of threatening: “Shalt have thy trespass cited up in 
rhymes, / And sung by children in succeeding times” (524-525). Lucrece recognizes that 
the language can’t help to excuse and recover her self. 
   

 “In vain I rail at Opportunity,  
    At Time, at Tarquin, and uncheerful Night,  
     In vain I cavil with mine infamy,  
     In vain I spurn at my confirm'd despite:  
     This helpless smoke of words doth me no right.  
     The remedy indeed to do me good  
     Is to let forth my foul defiled blood. (1023-1029)  

  

She feels the uselessness of the language. The language is useless to her within this 
society because it is impossible to express herself without “blotting” her body and soul. 
In the eyes of the men, her body was “corrupted” and became an object of males’ desire 
of gazing. Collatine describes the beauty of her face as “this heraldry in Lucrece’s face 
was seen, argued by the beauty’s red and virtue’s white”(64-66). Through the language 
of patriarchal society, the female body is identified as the male shield and the rhetoric 
(Vikers 107). Tarquin’s language in depicting her beauty also parallels that. Ironically, 
the act of self-destruction has the possibility of deconstruction of not only her body but 
also of the language and the patriarchal society.   

Her transformation from a “naïve wife” to an “active reader” by the experience 
of pains (Kiezman 40), is another vital sign to interpret her suicide as an active ritual to 
seek revenge. She enlarges her personal painful experience to a common tragedy by 
interpreting “the piece/ Of skillful painting” describing the fall of Troy (1366-1367).  
She observes the Tapestry, an “imaginary work” (1422) and sympathizes with 
despairing Hecuba, one of the Trojan mothers (1429-1449). As Judith Dundas 
confirms, “Gazing at it, she comes to realize that she herself is Troy, the city betrayed” 
(Dundras 16). She depicts her oppressor, Tarquin as a public enemy who has destroyed 
the foundation of this society. 
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Why should the private pleasure of some one 
become the public plague of many moe?"  

     .  .  .  .  .  .  
    For one's offense why should so many fall,  
    To plague a private sin in general? (1478-1484)  

   
She recognizes that his crime is a transgression of a woman but a fearful hazard against 
this society. She chooses this gazing act as a way to express her sorrow and pain with 
“some newer way”(1365). However, the sympathy on Hecuba, the Queen of Troy leads 
her to amplify her personal agony to the common pain which women has undergone and 
victimized, historically, from the ancient within this male dominant society. She 
identifies the tragedy of Troy to her own: “my Troy did perish” (1547).  

Lucrece realizes the cause of the war is Paris’s avarice on Helen, similar to 
Tarquin’s. She identifies herself with Hecuba, and expresses anger to the maker of the 
tapestry doesn’t give Helen “a tongue” enabling to depict her despair and wretchedness. 
She also portrayed herself as “lamenting Philomele” who raped and mutilated girl by 
her brother-in-law. She notifies over and over again the problem of males’ gazing on 
females dismantling women’s bodies and souls. 

  
And here in Troy, for trespass of thine eye, 
The sire, the son, the dame, the daughter die. (1476-1477) 
 

Lucrece’s awareness about the cause of her tragedy and Hecuba’s makes her practice a 
revenge on males and the society. She decides “with my knife scratch out the angry 
eyes/ Of all the Greeks that are thine enemies”(1469-1470). Her suicide reveals her aim 
of vengeance because killing her body is to destroy the object of males’ gazing and 
weaken male dominant patriarchal language. 

She acts out her suicide and dramatically shows her bleeding body to the male 
public by ending her repeated, uncompleted and fragmented words about the patriarchal 
culture. Lucrece’s ceremony of suicide enfeebles the language and makes Collatine’s 
language useless, similar to a “dumb”, “weak words” so, “no man could distinguish 
what he said” (1780-1785). His tongue, male language and gazing is “arrested” by her 
ceremony of suicide. 

Lucrece admitted to giving up her plan to “purge her impure tale” (1076-1078) 
for the first time. She does not speak about Tarquin and just refers to him as “he”. She 
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reveals that her language is broken, and that it is impossible to explain her situation 
(1716-1722). She subsequently kills herself and refuses to take patriarchal ideologies. 
After being raped, her identity was disrupted and unbalanced, although the balance 
regarding her identity is uncomplicated within the male-dominated society. However, 
she recovers her unified self through the suicide, solving her individual and social 
dilemmas (Bromley 202).   

Her bloody body is displayed in public places to motivate dispelling the corrupted 
government. She becomes nobody who is not subject to the rule of anyone, whether it is 
the patriarchal society, Collatine or Tarquin. Collatine defines her tragedy as a personal 
accident, but her bloody body takes on a central role of leading a revolution. The 
ceremony showing her bloody body in public places such as the streets of Rome 
emancipates her from the patriarchal society that raped both her body and soul. 

 

III 
This paper focused on Lucrece’s suicide as an active choice to transform her 

physical body into a powerful means to resist the patriarchy. She becomes to realize the 
limitation of the language, is impossible to express not only her own self but also her 
situation. That language has disintegrated her body subjected to males’ gazing and 
represented the ideology of male patriarchal society have destroyed both her body and 
her soul. Her suicide implies an active resisting ritual of conveying her determined 
revenge on both Tarquin and the male centered culture. Analyzing Lucrece's words and 
actions while preparing for her death, enables readers to interpret her suicide as a 
planned ceremony to purge her from the polluted male dominant patriarchal society. 
Thus, she tries to purge her "impure tale" not through words but through the ritual of 
suicide.  
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Ⅰ 

Between 1585 and 1586, a group of English Catholic priests led by the 

Jesuit William Weston, alias Father Edmunds, conducted a series of 

spectacular exorcisms, principally in the house of a recusant gentleman, 

Sir George Peckam of Denham, Buckinghamshire. In 1603, Samuel 

Harsnett, then chaplain to the bishop of London, wrote a detailed account 

of the cases named A Declaration of Egregious Popish Imposture. . . . In 

the Declaration Harsnett specifically attacks exorcism as practiced by 

Jesuits, but he had earlier leveled the same charges at a Puritan exorcist. 

And he does so not, as we might expect, to claim a monopoly on the 

practice for the Anglican Church but to expose exorcism itself as a fraud. 

On behalf of established religious and secular authority, Harsnett wishes 

to cap permanently the great rushing geysers of charisma released in 

rituals of exorcism. Spiritual potential will henceforth be distributed with 

great moderation and control through the whole of the Anglican hierarchy, 

at whose pinnacle sits the sole legitimate possessor of absolute 

charismatic authority, the monarch, Supreme Head of the Church in 

England. (Greenblatt 94-97)  
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Above is a historical incident that exhibits the attitude of an Anglican clergyman 

toward literal “exorcism” practiced by Catholic priests as old as sixteenth century.1 

Disparaging Catholic priests’ exorcist practice as “impostures” and  theatrical, a 

chaplain of Anglican church tried to reaffirm the absolute authority of Anglican Church 

in England.  

Such an attitude of Anglican church is slightly echoed in beginning of Bram 

Stoker’s nineteenth century fin-de-siècle novel Dracula by an Englishman Jonathan 

Harker who is about to visit Count Dracula in Transylvania on business transaction. 

When Jonathan tries to start for Count Dracula’s castle, his landlady desperately pleads 

with him not to go on that day to Dracula castle. When Jonathan turns down her plea, 

she offers her crucifix to him instead. Jonathan describes of his feeling then as 

following: “I did not know what to do, for, as an English Churchman, I have been taught 

to regard such things as in some measure idolatrous, and yet it seemed so ungracious to 

refuse an old lady meaning so well and in such a state of mind.” (Dracula 11) The old 

lady’s behaviour could have reminded English readers the practice of Roman Catholic 

Church which puts great emphasis on ritual and pietistic display. In contrast to hers, 

Jonathan’s attitude seems to fall in line with that of sixteenth century minister of 

Anglican church who tried to expose exorcism as fraud, although of course Jonathan’s 

attitude is far less severe.  

Nevertheless, Dracula can be read as a story of “exorcisms” both literally and 

figuratively. These “exorcisms” on both literal and figurative levels in Dracula reveal 

the British’s preoccupation with keeping the purity of their unitary national identity and 
                                                      
1 Although Harnett did not deny the existence of demon itself according to Greebblatt, Harsnett’s 
aversion to the practice of ‘exorcism’ was powerfully backed by the state church. (Greenblatt 97-99)  
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in the course betray anxiety and doubt over the issue of “Englishmen” and modernity in 

late Victorian age.2 

As a solicitor and with belief in the reliability of the Church of England and 

‘rationality’ of modern science it espouses,3 Jonathan Harker has many qualities that 

can be considered as a ‘rational’ and ‘respectable’ middle-class Englishman. However, 

his skepticism towards such ‘superstitions’ is challenged as the novel progresses. In 

spite of Jonathan’s doubt, it turns out that the crucifix the landlady hands over to him 

plays a vital role in protecting Jonathan from Count Dracula’s attack in Castle Dracula.  

Significantly, Dr. Van Helsing, the epitome of modern Western civilization, (He is titled 

as M.D., D.PH, D.LIT., ETC., ETC., when he is first introduced) resort to the use of 

“superstitions” to defend Britain and its civilization from the invasion of vampire, who 

is racially and culturally ‘Other’. The latter half of the novel is dedicated to vampire 

hunters’ driving vampire’s influence from Mina, which can be called ‘exercising’4.  

Though the use of ‘superstitions’ in this novel may seem merely as an element to 

                                                      
2 Brantlinger’s argument that publication and success of the genre he identifies as ‘Imperial Gothic’ 
including Dracula suggests the strength of the desire for alternatives to both religious orthodox and 
scientific skepticism will be of help here. (Brantlinger 228)   
3 Anglican apologetics’ recourse to ‘reason’ to argue Anglican Church’s superiority over papal 

infallibility of Roman Catholic Church in sixteenth and seventeen century is discussed in chapter Ⅳ of 
Tumbleson’s Catholicism in the English Protestant Imagination. Tumbleson notes that the privileging of 
reason also allowed Anglican apologetics to enlist the language of scientific progress and reason. 
(Tumbleson 100-101) 
4 Cleaning Mina’s forehead is clearly ‘exorcism’ even on literal level since she declares herself ‘unclean’ after blood-mingling with 

Dracula. (‘Unclean’ is the word used to describe possessed person whose demon Christ drived out of the person in And when he 

was come out of the ship, immediately there met him out of the tombs a man with an unclean spirit, Mark 5:2, KJV 

http://www.holybible.or.kr/B_KJV/cgi/bibleftxt.php?VR=4&CI=10501&CV=99&FR=H) 
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arouse and satisfy the readers’ taste for the supernatural and ‘inexplicable’ and a 

response to an occult taste, it is also not unconvincing to see these elements as 

expressing anxiety and doubt over the absolute belief in the authority of Anglican 

Church and modernity.  Harker himself expresses this anxiety when he is confined in 

Dracula’s castle. Harker contemplates: “It is nineteenth century up-to-date with a 

vengeance. And yet, unless my senses deceive me, the old centuries had, and have, 

powers of their own which mere ‘modernity’ cannot kill.” (Dracula 43) 

 As critics have noted, the categories which are rigid according to modern 

science such as modern and primitive, civilized and savage, science and myth are 

confused and blurred in Dracula although it is a story of the victory of the “modern” 

world against irrational powers. The modern, civilized characters’ crusade against 

Dracula is a ritual of purification intended to re-establish these distinctions between 

these categories. (McWhir 32). With two of the vampire hunters being doctors and one 

English aristocrat, and one solicitor, the other rich Texan(a citizen of then-emergent 

world power, America), the vampire group can be said to be composed of intelligentia 

of the age. However, the fact that defenders of the modern world themselves resort to 

irrational means reveals the latent doubt on the absolute faith in modernity in nineteenth 

century. The own words of Van Helsing, head of the vampire hunters, evince this 

confusion.   

 

Well, you know what we have to contend against; but we, too, are not 

without strength. We have on our side power of combination-a power denied 

to the vampire kind; we have resources of science; we are free to act and 

think; (Dracula 254, my emphasis)  
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However, the very next words he utters contradict his previous conviction: 

 

All we have to go upon are traditions and superstitions. …Yet must we 

satisfied; in the first place because we have to be-no others means is at our 

control-and secondly, because, after all, these things-tradition and 

superstition are everything. Does not the belief in vampires rest for 

others—though not, alas! For us—on them? A year ago which of us would 

have received such a possibility, in the midst of our scientific, matter-of-

fact nineteenth century? (Dracula 254, my emphasis) 

 

Van Helsing’s words exemplify his belief in modern science and at the same 

time show the usefulness of superstition that modern science and Anglican church 

declared backward and useless. In Rule of Darkness: British Literature and Imperialism, 

1830-1914 Brantlinger suggests that the genre he identifies as Imperial Gothic including 

Bram Stoker’s Dracula expresses anxieties about the ease with which civilization can 

revert to barbarism or savagery and thus about the weakening of Britain’s imperial 

hegemony. The atavistic descents into the primitive experienced by fictional characters 

seem often to be allegories of the larger regressive movement of civilization, British 

progress transformed into British backsliding. (Brantlinger 229)  

 

Finally, Van Helsing’s first performance of ‘exorcism’ exemplifies the 

combination of this regressive movement and un-Protestant elements.  
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Take this stake in your left hand, ready to place the point over the heart, and 

the hammer in your right. Then when we begin our prayer for the dead-I shall 

read him, I have here the book, and the others shall follow-strike in God’s 

name, that so all may be well with the dead that we love, and that the Un-Dead 

pass away. (Dracula 230)  

 

This religious ritual scene recalls to mind the practice of exorcism-driving evil 

spirit out of a demon-possessed person. The purpose of this religious ceremony in this 

scene is to restore an Englishwoman(Lucy Westernra) from the state of degeneracy(Un-

Dead) to her former state of purity, to drive foreign vampire’s spell out of her.  

As a man of science, Dr. Van Helsing’s calling of the old belief of ‘driving 

stakes’ to disempower persons who died ununatural death seem evince the regressive 

tendencies lodged in nineteenth century ‘modernity’. Considering the fact that as a 

Dutch he must have been supposed by many to be Protestant as most English people, 

his use of ‘missal’ and ‘prayer for the dead’ in this scene is striking. Considering the 

fact these paraphernalia are what distinguishes Protestant from Roman Catholicism in 

general, the use of ‘missal’ and prayer for the dead in this purification seems to suggest 

the Protestant religion does not guarantee unitary English national identity as strongly 

as before. This change is reflected in Jonathan’s changing in his attitude toward these 

‘superstitions’  

 

Ⅱ 
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Dracula is basically a story of an expulsion of a threatening outsider, and with him 

unsettling elements that threaten the fixedness of collective national identity. Even with 

some qualities that have been called upon to define ‘Englishmen’ such as a good 

command of English and familiarity with English culture, Dracula’s passability as an 

assimilated foreigner in England is a curse on the English primarily because he 

degenerates pure English blood by mixing with his own. His own blood he boasts of in 

front of Harker has reason to frighten and baffle the English reading public: 

 

We Szakelys have a right to be proud, for in our veins flows the blood of 

many brave races who fought as the lion fights, for lordship. Here, in the 

whirlpool of European races, the Ugric tribe bore down from Iceland the 

fighting spirit which Thor and Wodin gave them, which their Berserkers 

displayed to such fell intent on the seaboards of Europe, ay, and of Asia and 

Africa too, till the peoples thought that the werewolves themselves had come. 

Here, too, when they came, they found the Huns, whose warlike fury had 

swept the earth like a living flame; till the dying peoples held that in their 

veins ran the blood of those old witches, who, expelled from Scythia had 

mated with the devils in the desert. Fools, fools! What devil or what witch 

was ever so great as Attila, whose blood is in these veins? (Dracula 36) 

  

Dracula’s heritage containing the blood of Attila the Huns the destroyer of 

ancient Roman Empire would have chilled English reading public who have been 
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acknowledging the role of Roman imperialism in laying the foundation of modern 

civilization in the island. On the other hand, Dracula is supposed to have Roman blood 

also, as a Romanian who derived their name from ancient ‘Romans’ . In ‘infecting’ 

English women’s blood by mixing with his own, the presence of Dracula might awaken 

the fear of English that in their veins also flows the blood of ‘barbarians’ caused by 

immigration and miscegenation5 Put this all together, onto Dracula is projected anxiety 

with regards to keeping the purity of English blood as the last bulwark of unitary 

English national identity.  

 Dracula not only degenerates English blood, but he also brings sexual 

deviances with him to England soil. From the beginning of the novel, the sexual 

promiscuity and homoerotic tones of Englishman Jonathan Harker’s contact with 

vampires in Castle Dracula have been noted.  

Stephen Arata sees the novel as using ‘travel narratives’ prevalent in British 

imperialist era and Jonathan’s journey to Castle Dracula as constituting a travel 

narrative in miniature. (Arata 121) The representation of the foreign sites and peoples 

inhabits there certainly do seem to have affinity in Dracula and landmark of British 

travel narrative, accounts of Captain Cook’s voyage. Kathleen Wilson analysis of the 

An Authentic Narrative of a Voyage Performed by Captain Cook will be help to note the 

affinity.  

 

The sensual overindulgence and promiscuity of the Tahitians. . . who 

combined their sexual omnivorousness with abortion and infanticide, were 

                                                      
5 In the nineteenth century, numerous English historians organized their histories of England as race 
histories of the Anglo-Saxons. (Baucom 15) 
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also interpreted by the British as a sign of effeminacy and corruption 

attendant upon tropical plenty. In this context, the perception of sodomical 

desires or practices among indigenous peoples of the Pacific mobilized the 

fears of difference and social exile involved with the signification of 

sodomy in England. (Wilson 191)  

 

Despite a gap of century of time and space, Transylvania has some kinship with 

Tahiti Captain where Captain Cook lands. Like Tahiti where Captain Cook landed, 

Transylvania is represented as a site of savageness and superstition in Englishman 

Jonathan Harker’s eyes. When he enters Transylvania, he is under the impression that 

he is “leaving the West and entering the East.” (Dracula 7) He notices the “strangest 

figures” (Dracula 9) and  The Dracula’s sisters who almost succeeding in having 

physical relationship with Jonathan in Dracula Castle could remind English reading 

public of ‘sensual overindulgence, promiscuity, and infanticide of South Pacific peoples 

in their corresponding qualities. Stoker describes of the voloptuousness and infanticide 

of these dangerous females in detail from Jonathan’s perspective and therefore gives 

titillation and alarm the temptation and dander posed by these women to Englishman 

Jonathan to readers. 

 

I was afraid to raise my eyelids, but looked out and saw perfectly under the 

lashes. The fair girl went on her knees, and bent over me, fairly gloating. 

There was a deliberate voluptuousness which was both thrilling and repulsive, 

and as she arched her neck she actually licked her lips like an animal, till I 

could see in the moonlight the moisture shining on the scarlet lips and on the 
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red tongue as it lapped the white sharp teeth. Lower and lower went her head 

as the lips went below the range of my mouth and chin and seemed about to 

fasten on my throat. Then she paused, and I could hear the churning sound of 

her tongue as it licked her teeth and lips, and could feel the hot breath on my 

neck. (Dracula 45, my italics) 

 

The bestial features Jonathan uses to describe the woman seems to reflect the 

the English’s fear of the being tempted by ‘promiscuity of the savage peoples’ instead 

of fulfilling their role as a ‘Teacher of Nations” who must show the way to progress to 

‘primitive’ savages.   

The close contact Jonathan has with Count Dracula while staying in Dracula 

castle is also open to homosexual interpretations as has been noted by many critics. 

After contact with these vampire women and Count Dracula, Jonathan goes through a 

prolonged stage of comma and even after regaining consciousness, the stage of 

enervation seems to have maintained even after his marriage with Mina Murray. The 

close contact with foreign promiscuity, homosexuality, infanticide deprives Jonathan of 

active role of masculinity what ‘English’ males were assigned. It is likely that his 

prolonged infertility until Dracula’s extermination stems from supposedly sexless 

marriage life after he has been enervated during his residence at Dracula Castle.             

 The overt sexuality of the vampire story has always been obvious, with the 

exchange of blood as metaphor for sexual intercourse. (Malchow 129) In Dracula, the 

sexuality reaches to homosexuality by sexual acts by proxy. If the exchange of blood 

stands for sexual intercourse, the transfusion of blood donated by four men and 

Dracula’s consuming is open to homosexual implication. Craft goes on to suggest that 
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the injection of Lucy with the blood of her suitors conceals a "homoerotic desire to 

pool-that is to share-semen" (Craft 121) Although Craft's suggestion may not easily 

thinkable, the homoerotic undertones is not to be dismissed easily as the Count is 

associated with degeneracy and sexual deviance and therefore needing to be purged.   

While homosexual practice among indigenous Pacific peoples awakened 

English people’s fears for social exile attendant upon revealed homosexuality, in the last 

two decades of the nineteenth century in England, and particularly after the trials of 

Oscar Wilde in 1895, any type of sexual anomaly including homosexuality was another 

internal demon which calls for exorcism or deportation to foreign territory. (Kane 16) 

After the Wilde trials the denial and deportation of any hint of homosexual desire 

became particularly urgent and homosexual behaviour was not infrequently attributed 

wholesale to foreigners; it certainly (at least to the 'healthy' English man) was not an 

English habit. Defined exotic Other, the East could embody all the sexual ambivalence, 

as well as every other kind of ambivalence the West had marginalized in the course of 

the project of modernity. All the absolute categories and distinctions of Western 

modernity could be imagined still fluid in the East. (Kane 17) Onto foreign count from 

Eastern Europe are projected these ambiguities.  

 He drives once socially promising Englishman Renfield insane and enslaves 

him. Foreign Count is definitely linked to degeneracy including homosexuality, 

madness that the English would not admit as their own. To cure the nation of these 

diseases, what was required was a foreigner embodying these deceases, in this case the 

vampire from Eastern Europe. To driving him out of England and finally dissolving him 

into ashes was also uprooting threatening elements in and out of England.  
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Abstract: 

During the 18th century, as borrowing and lending became increasingly important 
means to fund both wars and business ventures abroad, there was a massive shift in the 
British economic system. In the course of 100 years, the nation moved from agrarian, 
land-based wealth to wealth in stocks and bonds, a wealth based, not in material 
possession, but in paper receipts that reflected speculation about future performance. 
However, as the bursting of the South Sea Bubble showed, this new wealth worked in 
ways that were volatile, unpredictable, and vastly different from the traditional system. In 
the face of the economic recession incurred by the Bubble, a misogynistic society began 
to articulate wealth within a gendered binary: the stable, land-based, patriarchal estate 
was identified with the masculine, while the betrayals of the credit economy were 
feminized.  It is within this gendered discourse on wealth that Henry Fielding writes his 
masterpiece, The History of Tom Jones, a Foundling. In the novel, signs of credit 
(specifically banknotes) emerge at key turns in the plot, inscribing a distinctly feminine 
narrative space within the novel’s overarching concern with the succession of Paradise 
Hall.  This space, which emerges between Tom’s loss of Allworthy’s banknotes and his 
finding of Sophia’s, is marked by its associations with credit—female dominance of the 
economic, aimlessness and unpredictability, a vast number of characters.  It becomes the 
“other” to the estate’s perception of itself as masculine, centered, and dominating. Using 
the work of Catherine Ingrassia, Sandra Sherman, and James Thompson in the field of 
18th century literature and economics, this paper approaches the novel through the 
discourse between the two narratives—the one, of Tom’s journey to London and of a 
society based on credit, and the other of the estate, at Paradise Hall.  In so doing, it shows 
how Fielding writes against the distrust of the new economy, and with it, against 
misogyny, by using the feminized discursiveness of credit to reform the corruptions of 
the estate.  Though the succession of the estate is reified at the novel’s conclusion, 
Fielding’s divided text points out the fiction necessary to this reification, thereby 
suggesting a space of female autonomy as the subtext to and the driving force behind 
these fictions of dominance. 
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                              Abstract  
 
Since 1980s scholars all over the world have re-studied the nature of intercultural communication 
and claimed the importance of discourse studies in the analysis of intercultural communication. 
“Discourse is communication between individuals.” “Cultures do not talk to each other; 
individuals do.” New approaches have appeared and been adopted for the studies of intercultural 
communication. Enlightened by Discourse System and Interpersonal Communication theories put 
forward by Ron Scollon and Suzanne Wong Scollon, this paper is intended to have a pragmatic 

study on 《Riverside Talks》from an interactive sociolinguistic perspective. Riverside Talks is 

considered as an inter-discourse communication. 
 

《Riverside Talks》, published by New World Press in 2006, is based on the conversations 

between Dr Luis Palau and Mr. Zhao Qizheng. The book is so named because the conversation 

was twice held beside the River Huangpu，the Mother River of Shanghai. It has drawn our 

attention, as it reveals the changes of context of situation in China in the late 30 years and the 
communicators’ approaches towards communication appeal to us as well. Both communicators in 
the conversation are rather pure species of the two different cultures: Dr. Palau a theologian and a 
religious leader in the United States while Mr. Zhao Qizheng, a highly accomplished, respected 
scientist and a senior official in the Chinese government. When straight-forward conversation on 
their beliefs, understandings and misconception about each other’s culture is held, there are 
potential conflicts among ideology and identity. However, much wisdom and wits are found in 
their conversations. How the barriers are breached and conflicts released, which is of great 

significance to our understandings of intercultural communication. Thus, 《Riverside Talks》

considered as an effective case of intercultural communication, is taken as corpus for the discourse 
analysis. 
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 2

 
Discourse analysis in professional communication is a new and rapidly developing field which 
integrates aspects of intercultural communication studies, applied interactive sociolinguistics and 
discourse analysis. Here we would adopt the discourse approach, advocated by the Scollons, the 
broadest concept of discourse--- the study of the whole system of communication for analysis. 
Such a broad system of discourse forms a kind of self-contained system of communication. There 
are four basic elements in it: the forms of discourse, the socialization, the ideology and the face 

systems. We would use this construct to bring attention the various components in《Riverside 

Talks》. 

 

《Riverside Talks》is a dialogue between an atheist and a theist, between a scientist and a 

Christian evangelist, between one from the East and one from the west. After the analysis a 
conclusion could be made that the differences of beliefs could not constitute a barrier between 
people, neither could the difference in language or educational background, as long as people are 
sincere and honest with a will to communicate. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This article reports on a case-study on French teaching and is an investigation into 
how to improve the French language component at South African universities. The 
aim of this article is to argue that since we live in a world of technology where 
learners expect everything to be fast, entertaining and often disposable, we as teachers 
and lecturers of foreign languages have to come up with creative ideas for getting our 
concepts across to this new generation of learners. This article will suggest that we are 
now in a post-method era which requires a new strategy to teach foreign languages.  
My article will explore the innovative interactive techniques which I believe are 
needed to provide for the changing way in which learners study.  Using real life 
examples from my own teaching experience, in this case in the form of a case study, 
the article focuses on the value of our newly-introduced French/Media project which 
is not only interdisciplinary in nature but that will also enhance the students’ 
employment potential. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

This essay examines the discursive memory field of the Battle of Horseshoe Bend 

Military Park to question how U.S. governmental and Upper Creek (Red Stick) national 

identities are remembered through contemporary representations of the battle. The 

analysis reveals that these memories fashion dominant and colonizing hero/villain and 

civilized/savage identities between the U.S. government and Red Sticks (respectively). 

Simultaneously, though, the memories rupture Ameri-centric interpretations of the battles 

and myths, thus allowing space for a resistive indigenist reading of identities.  This essay 

proceeds, first, by exploring the Battle of Horseshoe Bend and the National Park 

Service’s creation of the park as contextual bedding for the analysis of the site’s memory 

field. Then discussed are the theoretical ways that history sites influence U.S.-Native 

memories and identities through dominant and resistive lenses. Next, memories and 

identity constructions of the Battle of Horseshoe Bend are read for these memories and 

identity constructions of the U.S. government and the Red Sticks.   
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In the past decade, rhetorical studies scholars have concentrated much of their 

research about memory on the examination of cultural sites including – but not limited to 

– memorials, monuments, museums and performative historical events and festivals.1  

These discursive spaces comprise what, in an early and foundational piece on collective 

memory, Katriel called the “heritage industry,” a business that has become a “pervasive 

feature of the cultural landscapes of contemporary Western societies.”2  Such sites of 

community simultaneously condense, reflect and challenge the ways that public 

memories inform a culture’s histories and identities.  Regarding this function of the 

heritage industry, Dickinson, Ott and Aoki argue that as “official and institutionalized 

cultural expressions” these landscapes “play a crucial role in the construction and 

maintenance of national mythologies, histories and identities.”3  Generally, memories 

work by building “symbolic bridges” between today and yesterday.4  Indeed, sites of 

memory constitute how a culture perceives its past character and guide how it should 

move forward, as a whole, with those constitutive perceptions as a basis for envisioning 

the future.5   

 Museums as sites of memory, in particular, have recently garnered much attention 

from these scholars.  Museums are vital to U.S. national culture as they are, quite 

literally, the places where the public goes to learn about the past and to gauge who it is as 

a people.  The traditional, antiseptic view of museums is that they remain value-free and 

stand as veritable “untainted repositories of truth.”6  They have previously been 

conceived, in other words, as monolithic representations of an idyllic and complete past, 

concomitantly determined and fixed.  In line with Olick, who views history as merely 

“some objective gloss of the past,” scholars have unwaveringly defied such univocal 
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conceptions of the U.S. museum.7  Katriel, for instance, argues that museums are, at their 

bases, sites of confrontation and uncertainty.  For her, heritage sites serve as landscapes 

for the articulation “of the tension of [antiseptic] history and [living] memory jostling for 

cultural positions.”8  In other words, museums are spaces where entrenched histories are 

reconfigured and challenged – where dominant storylines meet subaltern revisions.   

 The notion of privileged narratives being challenged by alternative, or subaltern, 

subjectivities is a robust touchstone of museum studies.  According to King, museums 

specifically “mirror a larger cultural struggle between powerful institutionalized voices 

and marginalized communities over issues of representation and identity.”9  The 

construction of the past, but also the representation of cultural identities, sows a fertile 

ground for studying the ways that varying cultures comprising the U.S. nation are 

constituted in the present.   

One of the most colorful examples of the reflection of identities in museum 

memories is the historical U.S.-Native relationship.  There has been a recent resurgence 

in U.S.-Native museum studies, perhaps due, in large part, to the opening of the National 

Museum of the American Indian (NMAI) on the National Mall in Washington, D.C. The 

NMAI has attracted interest in this historical and cultural relationship.10   

In exploring the topic of U.S.-Native memories, this paper broadly focuses on the 

cultural identities represented at the Battle of Horseshoe Bend Military Park (HBMP), a 

site that commemorates the Creek War of 1813-1814.  The Creek War involved conflicts 

between the Upper Creek (Red Stick) Nation and the U.S. government over claims of 

ownership to Mississippi Territory – land that the Red Sticks occupied, and that the 

government sought to possess. The HBMP was dedicated in 1959 as a place where the 
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“historic encounter” would come to life for the “public.”11  Visitors there are encouraged 

to “explore the past by visiting the museum and driving along the tour road through the 

historic battlefield.”12  Found within the park’s texts are numerous characterizations of 

the U.S. government and the Red Sticks, as well as demonstrations of how these 

identities are remembered.  Following Blair and Michel’s lead, these memories are 

examined with the understanding that “discourse includes and excludes, rewards and 

punishes, promises and denies, constructs and undermines privilege and so forth … [it] 

constructs subject positions.”13 The HBMP is a ripe site for exploring these identities, as 

the space reflects issues of power and negotiation as these past identities are translated 

into the present.14  

This essay examines the discursive memory field of the Battle of Horseshoe Bend 

Military Park to question how U.S. governmental and Upper Creek (Red Stick) national 

identities are remembered through contemporary representations of the battle. The 

analysis reveals that these memories fashion dominant and colonizing hero/villain and 

civilized/savage identities between the U.S. government and Red Sticks (respectively). 

Simultaneously, though, the memories rupture Ameri-centric interpretations of the battles 

and myths, thus allowing space for a resistive indigenist reading of identities.  This essay 

proceeds, first, by exploring the Battle of Horseshoe Bend and the National Park 

Service’s creation of the park as contextual bedding for the analysis of the site’s memory 

field. Then discussed are the theoretical ways that history sites influence U.S.-Native 

memories and identities through dominant and resistive lenses. Next, memories and 

identity constructions of the Battle of Horseshoe Bend are read for these memories and 

identity constructions of the U.S. government and the Red Sticks.   
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THE BATTLE’S CONTEXT AND THE PARK’S INCEPTION 

Battle on the Tallapoosa River 

The Battle of Horseshoe Bend was the culminating conflict of the Creek War of 

1813-1814. The war, itself, was a spur of the U.S. nation’s first wholesale militaristic 

endeavor following the Revolution: the War of 1812.  This larger war was a result of 

some two decades of bitter indignations between the United States and its British 

forebear over a number of international issues.  As Borneman summarizes, the war 

involved “a still infant nation of eighteen loosely joined states” declaring war on the 

British Empire over “British high-handedness on the high seas and envious yearnings by 

Americans west of the Appalachians for more territory.”15  Sensing the noose of British 

imperialism tightening, the U.S. government sought unadulterated maritime commerce, 

as well as the fulfillment of manifest destiny in the “old southwest” (present-day Georgia, 

Alabama, Mississippi, and Tennessee).16  

 Part of the U.S. government’s “old southwest” campaign involved taking Native 

lands that were desired by the government.  As settlers moved into these areas, they 

viewed the Creek Nation as an obstacle to expansion; thus, the U.S. government sought 

to remove the Creek Nation from these territories.  This was acceptable “so long as it 

eliminated the danger of Indian attack and opened tribal land for settlement by whites,” 

which would allow Anglos to “dominate the region.”17  Some members of the Creek 

Nation – the Lower Creeks – opted to remain on their homelands under the auspices of 

American assimilation.  As “wards of the government” they would then cultivate land 

and ensure the safety of settlers moving through the territories in exchange for peace.18  
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Another faction, however, refused to compromise their ancestral lands for an 

unremitting U.S. settler population.  These Red Sticks repudiated the U.S. government’s 

many intrusions.  Beginning in 1813, the Red Sticks fought to preserve their territories 

with the backing of the British.  Simultaneously, the Shawnee leader Tecumseh traveled 

from his home in the “northwest territories” to inspire the Red Sticks to confront the U.S. 

government.  Tecumseh called for the Red Sticks to “brush from your eyelids the sleep of 

slavery and strike for vengeance and your country … Let the white race perish! They 

seize your land … back from whence they came, upon a trail of blood, they must be 

driven!”19  Tecumseh’s message of pan-Indian unity, along with British aid, assisted the 

Red Sticks in their efforts to stymie American expansion.   

At the same time, the Creek War was a “civil war” between the Upper and Lower 

Creeks “opposing or upholding the white man’s civilization.”20  Vitally, then, the Lower 

Creeks supported the U.S. government’s expansion.  As an aside, the Creek War 

demonstrated the U.S. government’s strategy of “dividing and conquering” American 

Indian nations by perpetuating in-fighting between so-called “savage warriors” and “good 

Indians.”21  

A number of skirmishes unfolded throughout 1813, with the United States acting 

as the primary aggressor.  Such clashes included defeats of the Red Sticks at Burnt Corn 

Creek and Holy Ground.22  By far the most pivotal battle of 1813, though, was at Fort 

Mims in present-day Tensaw, Alabama wherein the Red Sticks avenged earlier losses.  

The alleged “Indian massacre” at Fort Mims involved a band of Red Sticks storming a 

settler fort and killing some 250 soldiers and civilians.23  According to Wright, the 

“assault or ‘massacre’ at Fort Mims marked the true beginning of the Creek War. As 
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Americans saw it, the conflict was not terminated until the following year with Jackson’s 

March 27 victory at Horseshoe Bend.”24 Indeed, Fort Mims became the rallying flag 

event of the U.S. military as it continued its Creek campaign. It also became the 

motivation for General Andrew Jackson to get involved.25 

 Jackson, a reserve general at the time, gathered a group of Tennessee Volunteers 

in the late winter of 1814 and began a march into Alabama to avenge losses at Fort Mims.  

He engaged the Red Sticks in several locations along the Coosa and Tallapoosa River 

corridor where his troops routed the Red Sticks at every turn.26  Finally, Jackson moved 

his forces into Tohopeka, or “the Horseshoe” – a bend in the Tallapoosa River – that 

served as a Red Stick base.  Jackson mounted his artillery and laid a violent siege; after 

one day the general’s troops had patently decimated the defensive Red Sticks.  Nearly 

one thousand Red Sticks fell at the Horseshoe and “with them perished the Red Stick 

cause.”27  Following the battle, Jackson reported to his troops that “the fiends of the 

Tallapoosa will no longer murder our women and children, or disturb the quiet of our 

borders.”28  With the main Red Stick “general” (Menawa) dead and the foremost leader 

of the Red Sticks, William Weatherford (Red Eagle), in custody, Jackson secured the 

Treaty of Fort Jackson, which forced the Red Sticks to surrender their lands.  According 

to Jackson, when he “finished the convention with the Creeks” he had acquired some “20 

million acres of the cream of the Creek Country.”29   

What he did, in effect, was expand the nation and launch its successes west of the 

Appalachians.  As then-president James Madison put it: “on our southern border victory 

has continued … and will [now] follow and set, the American standard.”30  The battle 

became a shining example of the exceptionalism of U.S. expansion.  Such an ideology 
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was only heightened after Horseshoe Bend, as Jackson’s presidential program of forced 

Native removal in 1830 bolstered the U.S. government’s colonization of Native nations.31      

Concurrently, the battle contributed to Jackson’s ethos as a national hero.  Of 

Jackson’s ascendance as an “Indian” conqueror Holland contends that Jackson’s trek 

from the Horseshoe to the Battle of New Orleans – where popular history demarcates the 

defeat of the British in the War of 1812 – created a “presidency.”32  Or as Van der Veer 

Hamilton and Matte write, “for Andrew Jackson the victory at Horseshoe Bend was the 

first step to national fame and the White House.”33    Jackson’s star may have been 

moon-shot to prominence in New Orleans, but its trajectory originated at the Horseshoe. 

Establishment of the HBMP   

This story of a “manifest” American nation whose imperial seeds were sown 

anew in Alabama Territory, and of Old Hickory the “old southwest” savior, is reflected in 

the imaginary presented at the HBMP.  At the same time that U.S. governmental 

identities are championed as just and brave in these texts, so too are conquered and 

savage representations of Red Stick identities embedded in the memory field.  But, the 

HBMP also allows for liberating openings into this colonial imaginary.      

The HBMP was established as a “national historic site” in 1959 during the 

National Park Service’s (NPS) revamping of its cultural offerings.  The NPS had been 

faulted for its “unevenness” in representing cultural heritages.34 Thus, sites of martial 

conflict between cultural groups, like the Battle of Horseshoe Bend, were acquired and 

managed in order to present “the cumulative expressions of a single national heritage” 

and to speak to “a determined and prolonged effort to set aside and preserve some of the 

best places this country possesses … to protect and preserve this national legacy.”35  Of 
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note, here, is the way that the NPS sought a single heritage – a monolithic view – that 

inhered in cross-cultural violence.  And, following suit, these singular violent 

representations would underscore “properties [that would] maintain museums, and 

engage in other interpretive activities for public education.”36  This goal speaks to the 

purpose of supporting a “single national heritage”: to teach the public about its history.  

Therefore, the NPS’s parks are obviously civically-aimed and, in the case of the HBMP, 

geared toward teaching about U.S.-Native warfare. 

The HBMP was designed in 1959 with a basic museum including a diorama and 

some drawings and photographs, along with an unmarked trail through the battle’s main 

points of interest.37  However, according to Cummings and Gebhard, the NPS overhauled 

its offerings in 1995 to include a mélange of texts.38  During my visits in 2006 and 2007, 

the HBMP supported a memory field that includes such components as a museum and 

battlefield path replete with dioramas, photographs, wall panels of historical documents 

and quotations, published pamphlets, tour guides, monuments, ephemera from the battle 

(i.e., canons and weaponry), web guides, and curricular packets for educators.  These 

remain the texts analyzed herein.  

U.S.-NATIVE SITES & DOMINANT/RESISTIVE READINGS 

The chronologies of events and cultural identities experienced at history 

museums, like the HBMP, hold constitutive potential.  Because the “artifacts, images and 

narratives of the museum are understood to be real” they become “the most trustworthy 

source of information about the past” and “reliable markers” of the communities 

represented.39  As a result, the publics that come into contact with the museum begin to 

see in the representations who they are as a people, as well as who they are not.  The 
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identities revealed there, then, can come to call into existence not just who a people are, 

but how they are – how they function, how they interact with others, how they compare to 

others, and how they are anointed as a “chosen” people.40  Museums are, in Charland’s 

sense, constitutive of culture and identities based on imaginings of the past.41   

Of course, not all representations of cultural identities are equitable or, in the 

least, open to the traces of multi-vocality.  According to Atalay, museums in the United 

States dealing with indigenous cultures – in particular – are “deeply entrenched in a 

western epistemological framework and have histories that are strongly colonial in 

nature.”42  This is especially true, she continues, in museums displaying memories of 

U.S.-Native interactions that fail to present any voices other than those of the U.S. 

government or nation.  Such museums in the United States tend to privilege 

Anglo/governmental identities and histories over Native interpretations of these events 

and characterizations of the parties involved in the events.  Amidst this confluence of 

colonial representations – after all, the U.S.-Native relationship chokes within the overlap 

of conquest, assimilation and imperialism – American Indian cultures become conduits 

for a grand and justified U.S.-centered existence.  Carpio reminds us that museums are 

used to generate and maintain ideologies and historical memories of the “American 

conqueror” – a turn on the maxim that history is written by the “winners.”  Museums, she 

avers, have played a “prominent role in defining the visibility of indigenous peoples and 

cultures in the American historical memory by creating exhibits of indigenous peoples 

based on perceptions and views that benefit and justify American colonialism.”43  Such 

an approach leaves the representation of memories incomplete.   
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Moreover, dominant and colonizing elements within U.S.-Native themed 

museums construct dichotomies of identities, with the government on the positive side 

and Natives on the negative side of the intercultural spectrum.  Since U.S.-Native 

relations depended on dominance and conquest (of the U.S. government over myriad 

Native nations), so too, do museums reflect these ideologies.  As Dickinson, Ott and Aoki 

put it, U.S. museums rely on “a consistent expansion of Western ways of being, foisting 

onto the colonized other values of savagery, communalism and domination, while 

reserving for the Western actor the privileged values of civilization, democracy and 

freedom.”44  Uncovering these dominant themes and oppressive identity constructions – 

incomplete in their perspectivity, at best – remains one step in examining U.S.-Native 

themed museums.   

In the spirit of “critical rhetoric,” however, a critique of domination also “has an 

emancipatory purpose – a telos toward which it aims in the process of demystifying the 

conditions of domination.”45  Following from the reconstructive move (that complements 

the deconstructive turn) resistive themes might also be found in the most abjectly 

colonizing of museum memories concerning U.S.-Native identity representations. 

The practice of reading resistive codes into emblematically dominant texts, like 

those comprising museums dealing with U.S.-Native relationships, speaks to the 

complexities of collective memories.  Memories are not unidirectional.  Even in the case 

of a colonized milieu, the oppressed are not inactive and voiceless.  The domination-

centered critique of U.S.-Native memories and identity representations, if left to stand on 

their own, creates binaries that undercut the voices of those American Indians most 

impacted by such representations.  Of this point, Atalay contends that such 
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“unidimensional representations of colonization are vastly oversimplified and remove the 

agency of the actors involved.”46  Dominant museum memories tend not only to bolster 

colonizing successes for the “Anglo winners,” but concomitantly weaken or occlude the 

voices and rhetorical power of colonized American Indian cultures.    

The consideration of American Indian perspectives remains vital to understanding 

memories, such as those encompassing the U.S.-Native relationship in the nineteenth 

century.  Hence, Native understandings “must be incorporated into the historical narrative 

before a more nuanced and complete story of Indian-white relations in the [nineteenth 

century] can emerge.”47   What is more, however, American Indian voices in intercultural 

exchanges with the United States should not be tokenized as merely present.  Native 

voice moves beyond sheer incidence and toward agency, or the socially determined 

capability “to act and make a difference,” and to impact identity.48  It is not as if – say – 

Upper Creek cultures were passive receivers of the U.S. government’s colonization 

during the Creek War of 1813-14.  Instead, they might more suitably be described as 

“actively resist[ing] repeated attempts of cultural, spiritual, and physical genocide” and 

figured as having had some semblance of influence on “colonial settler populations and 

governments.”49  Recognizing such memories begins a process of decolonization, 

whether American Indians in the nineteenth century were successful in their resistance by 

western standards or not.  If anything, reading Native-centered memories into U.S.-

Native museums disallows the contemporary and broadly-defined U.S. public from 

ignoring its colonial past and negating the indigenous past. 

A more fulsome reading of a cultural site – such as the HBMP and its 

representations of intercultural identities – would include analyses of both dominant and 
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resistive codes embedded within the texts of the museum’s memory field.  Stuckey and 

Sanchez have concluded that “many texts contain both hegemonic and emancipatory 

messages, with considerable tensions between them.”50  They suggest delving into the 

ways that texts oppress while simultaneously uncovering the ways that these same texts 

might rupture cultural dominance.  In this way, such a reading enhances “our 

understanding of the tensions between hegemony and challenges to it, work.”51  If 

memories are far more complicated than picking out the descriptive “what’s” being 

remembered, then a study of complex identity constructions within memories should be 

commensurably nuanced.   

The analysis that follows works through an amalgam of dominant and resistive 

readings to navigate the layers that comprise U.S.-Native identity representations at the 

HBMP.  On the one hand, ignoring the U.S. government’s employment of brutalization 

and racism is impossible. On the other hand, fixating on American Indians as silent 

victims is damaging to Native cultures, just as lauding the U.S. government as moral is 

incomplete.  But, methods of analyzing cultural sites of memory do not have to be wholly 

deconstructive or altogether decolonial.  Instead, the “choice is not one between binaries 

of active agent and passive victim” for American Indians.52  Memories of U.S.-Native 

interactions can be examined for “ways that demonstrate the horrors of colonization … 

yet portray the agency of courageous children, strong women, brave elders and spirited 

leaders who struggled to resist the decimation of their worlds.”53  There is room for both 

types of readings, just as there is space for a multitude of voices in our memories of 

cultural milieus.      
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MEMORIES AND GOVERNMENTAL/NATIVE IDENTITIES AT THE HORSESHOE 

The texts that comprise the “memory field” of HBMP follow from a fused 

approach; that is, artifacts are gathered as representative fragments of the site’s milieu.  

By “fragments,” I mean that the pieces of discourse derive from a number of different 

locations and, yet, come together to inform an understanding of context.  As McGee puts 

it, rhetoric in this vein “does not begin with a finished text in need of preparation; rather, 

texts are understood to be larger than the apparently finished discourse that presents itself 

as transparent. The apparently finished discourse is in fact a dense reconstruction of all 

the bits of other discourses from which it was made.”54  In this way, the texts of the 

HBMP are gathered in a “composite” fashion.  Kuypers, Young and Launer write that 

“for the purpose of analysis, these fragments may be combined and read as a composite 

narrative, the aggregate of smaller narratives and thematic fragments.”55 

Presented first is a reading of the dominant themes circulating throughout the 

HBMP.  This part of the analysis reveals that the HBMP reifies hero/villain and 

civilized/savage identities between the U.S. government and the Red Sticks.  This is 

performed through lauding the U.S. government – along with its efforts in defeating the 

Red Sticks – as courageous heroes, expansive frontiersman, and martial (yet innocent) 

defenders of the U.S. nation.  (Andrew Jackson, in particular, becomes a synecdoche of 

the just and intrepid Anglo vanquisher.)  In contrast, the Red Sticks are constructed as 

guilty and savagely violent. Then, a resistive reading is undertaken that ruptures the 

dominant representation of prototypal U.S. governmental and Red Stick identities. Such 

liberating steps occur by championing Native strength and resistance, and demonstrating 

American Indians’ moral inheritance and ownership of the Alabama Territory.  
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Oppositely, the U.S. government is constituted as deleteriously violent, at fault for the 

Creek War, and blatantly self-aggrandizing. 

Dominant, Colonizing and Anglo-Centered Identities  

In working through dominant hero/villain and civilized/savage dichotomies for 

the U.S. government and Red Sticks (respectively), the HBMP tends, first, to represent 

governmental identities in positive ways.  This can be seen in the discourse that elevates 

soldiers as courageous, heroic, expansive and innocently martial.   

In an informational handout that visitors can obtain at the HBMP website, former 

museum director John Reid argues that the battle site is, above all, a monument to the 

daring efforts put forth by U.S. troops. He writes that, “The Horseshoe Bend of the 

Tallapoosa is a field of solemnity because of the sacrifice of those who fell gloriously. 

The ground at Horseshoe Bend was hallowed by the bravery of those soldiers who 

struggled in the combat, and the national military park is a monument to those who 

fell.”56  That the most ostensibly constitutive document at HBMP – the director’s letter to 

visitors – dedicates the “hallowed” ground to Anglo parties to the battle demonstrates the 

primacy of positive U.S. identities.  Coupled with the placement of a memorial plaque at 

the museums entrance – “In memory of the soldiers and Indian allies who died in combat 

with the Upper Creek Indians during the Horseshoe Bend campaign in the Creek War of 

1813-1814” – it remains quite evident that the pivotal agents of the battle (and the 

HBMP) are the U.S. government, as well as those “good Indians” who fought against the 

Red Sticks.57  Such elevation of ethos is reminiscent of King’s assertion that “public 

memory reflects issues of power and authority as competing groups struggle to create and 

present understanding of the past.”58  The visitor – with ephemera in hand and a greeting 
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of U.S. exceptionalism at the HBMP’s door – is equipped and seasoned to enter the 

museum with such dominant governmental identities in mind.   

 At the same time, U.S. troop identities are represented not only as steadfast in 

their “combat,” but also selfless and savior-like in their aims.  Therein, they are shown to 

surrender their safety (and lives) for the survival of the U.S. nation, especially settler 

populations.  This sacrifice – a veritable precipitation of a rescue myth – is revealed to 

yield honor as well as gratitude from a fledgling frontier community along the U.S. 

nation’s border.  A posted document from Jackson reads, to this effect: 

To say all in a word, the whole army who achieved this fortunate victory have 

merited by their good conduct the gratitude of their country. So far as I saw, or 

could learn there was not an officer or soldier who did not perform his duty with 

the utmost fidelity. The conduct of the militia has on this occasion gone far 

towards redeeming the character of the [nation]. They have been signally brave in 

the day of battle.59 

Notice, here, that bravery is linked to duty and fidelity – the latter of which brings to 

mind a devotion to the U.S. government’s expansive ends.  Protection of the cause and, 

by extension, the frontier communities in Alabama, perhaps led Reid to characterize the 

Battle of Horseshoe Bend as “a victory of will and determination.”60 Their “good 

conduct” and “meri[t]” are shown to have uplifted the manifest goals of opening the “old 

southwest.” 

 Related to this goal is the way that the HBMP displays violence.  According to 

Dickinson, Ott and Aoki, blithe representations of violence comprise a pivotal feature of 

U.S.-Native sites of memory.  They contend that such a place “privileges Whiteness … 
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and carnivalizes the violent colonization of the West … [they] construct particular 

nationalized myths,” and the roles that “carnivalized violence play in that myth.”61 

Indeed, violence exacted by the U.S. government – via the military – is demonstrated to 

be antiseptic and left unchallenged as a manifestation of self-engrossed expansion.  As 

Reid reflects in his visitor handout: “[the Horseshoe] was one of the most sanguinary 

battles of the War of 1812, and is perhaps the bloodiest slaughter ever suffered by natives 

[sic] at the hands of an American Army. The power of the Creeks or Muskogee was 

forever broken … the hopes of the Red Sticks were immolated … Jackson won the first 

laurels of martial fame by his victory, which catapulted him into the public limelight of 

the nation.”62  Occluded, here, are suggestions that U.S. violence was unnecessarily 

brutal.  The lack of problematizing violence qua violence is most vibrant in the above 

quotation where “the bloodiest slaughter” is neutrally – if not optimistically – linked to 

the “laurels” and “limelight” of Jackson’s jingoist actions.   

Instead, governmental identities are repositioned as innocently defensive of the 

U.S. frontier by employing violence.  A display board reports that “the defense” was a 

defining rallying call of U.S. forces.63  The defense became a way to reposition the U.S. 

troops’ “fighting” and “destruction” of the Red Sticks as a chance to “greatly distinguish” 

their identities as merely “doing honor to themselves.”64   

This violence was also made plain and smooth by couching it in the commodity of 

the battle and the killing of Red Sticks.  The “business of war” trope is a not uncommon 

representation of U.S.-Native relations, especially at museums.65  The heroic and 

defensive way that U.S. forces fulfilled their “errand into the wilderness” to enlarge the 

“old southwest” is communicated to HBMP visitors through the “spoils” of the battle.66 
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Instead of spotlighting the atrocities of war efforts, government agents who were party to 

the Horseshoe are exalted at the HBMP as veritable founders of new territory.  They are, 

in other words, responsible for the expansion of the nation and its rejuvenation on the 

frontier.   To this effect, a museum panel notes, “to white pioneers the victory at 

Horseshoe Bend meant that a vast new wilderness now was open to settlement. Within 

the next five years the one-time homeland of the Creeks would become part of the new 

state of Alabama.”67  These forebears seem to have commodified the death of some 1,000 

Red Sticks for the benefit of American manifest destiny.  Though this land was, indeed, 

the “prize” for the United States, the way the museum tucks these “spoils” into a grand 

expansionist mythos – while eliding violence – leaves governmental identities 

unchallenged as possibly wrong-headed or immoral.  Instead, writes Reid, “from the 

spoils of Jackson’s victory at the Horseshoe was carved in 1819 as the twenty-second 

state admitted to the Union, a state born in the embers of war.”68  The warmth of those 

war-site embers screens the flames of oppression that grew from this assumed antiseptic 

view of a brave and successful U.S. military. 

 And, of course, Jackson ascends as the penultimate American hero through his 

Anglo identities of brave savior, innocent defender and frontiersman.  As a prelude to a 

walk through the HBMP’s museum, visitors are presented with an introductory video that 

concludes with, “The victory also thrust Andrew Jackson into a position of national 

prominence. Jackson became a major general … he became a national hero. Largely as a 

result of Horseshoe Bend … Jackson became President in 1828.”69  A panel nearing the 

end of the museum likewise notes, “Jackson’s desire for revenge never softened … [he] 

exacted enormous punishment from the Creeks … and he finally won the war.”70  These 
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“facts” might be accurate; but, when paired with laudatory and stoic pictures of Jackson 

standing over defeated Red Sticks and with veritable halos behind his profile, Jackson is 

located, here, as the providential demagogue.  The battle, instead of excommunicating the 

Red Stick or causing intercultural conflict that immemorially has plagued U.S.-Native 

relations since, it “opened Alabama and other parts of the old Southwest to white 

settlement; and was the first step along the road that soon brought Jackson national fame 

for his military exploits and eventually led to the presidency,” as an NPS online 

document reports.71  Jackson is not so much excused for his violence, as he is celebrated 

for killing his way through the frontier on his way to the Battle of New Orleans and the 

White House.     

Continuing from the dominant and colonial perspective, the HBMP next 

constitutes the Red Stick nation as villainous and savage.  The HBMP memory field 

reflects this by fixating on the guilty character and so-called violent actions of the Red 

Sticks during the Creek War. 

 To begin, the entire Creek War – let alone the Battle of Horseshoe Bend – is 

blamed on, and attributed to, the Red Stick Nation.  The overall violent “nature” of the 

Red Sticks is reflected in the HBMP’s official NPS guide that visitors receive: 

“[problems] widened … when a part of Red Sticks murdered seven frontier families after 

being told erroneously that war had broken out between the Creeks and the United States 

… the Red Sticks under Menawa and other leaders set themselves to the task of 

eliminating everyone with [the war effort]”72  The descriptive verbs of “murder” and 

“eliminate” underscore how the Red Sticks are recognized as aggressors, versus 

defenders of their homelands.  What remains problematic, here, is the way that a Native-
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centered history is occluded from the memory of the Horseshoe in the guide.  There is, in 

other words, no indication – or even scintilla of likelihood – that the U.S. government 

might share blame.  That the story of the Creek War begins with a memory of Menawa’s 

story – versus, say, the U.S. government’s cheating and murder of Creeks and Cherokees 

in present-day Georgia and Alabama – leaves the United States in an exceptional 

position.  This position, contrapuntally, constructs the Red Sticks as savage assailants.   

The HBMP also situates the genesis of warfare not in the U.S. government’s plans 

for expansion or its “federal road” through Creek country in 1813, but in the Red Sticks’ 

vengeance at the Fort Mims battle (“massacre”) that same year.  According to the 

Horseshoe Bend web guide, “war broke out with the United States when the Red Sticks 

massacred hundreds of white settlers and their wives and children at Fort Mims, on 

Tensaw Lake … the massacre aroused the frontier bordering Creek country. Militia from 

Georgia and Mississippi Territory mounted drives against the hostile Indians … [and 

they] sustained the all-out, conclusive campaign against the Red Sticks.”73  Hostility and 

massacre inhere in Red Stick identity in this quotation.  And, doubtless, the inclusion of 

“wives and children” undergirds the voracious savagery that visitors are asked to consider 

vis-à-vis Red Stick representations.   

Compounding the Fort Mims battle memory are drawings at the HBMP of 

monuments and quotations shown that concern the battle.  A rendering of the Fort Mims 

confrontation depicts over-sized Red Sticks with menacing faces – teeth gnashed, eyes 

slit, cheeks shaded darkly and angularly – slicing through the white settlers with 

tomahawks.74 The weapons are larger than, even, the heads and shoulders of the white 

“victims” and the Red Sticks muscles ripple in flexes revealing their rapaciousness for 
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blood.  The latter is also shown in the settlers’ blood splashed across the chests, arms, 

legs and faces of the Red Sticks – hinting at a blood bath at Fort Mims. Fires blaze in the 

background as the settlers’ homes are destroyed. Fallen settlers’ bodies are riddled with 

arrows, tomahawk slashes and crushed skulls. And, in the foreground, women seem to be 

the central targets of the Red Stick’s violence.  The painting is accompanied by the 

following advertisement that Jackson placed in a Nashville newspaper to recruit 

volunteers against the Red Sticks following Fort Mims: “GENERAL ORDERS: Brave 

Tennesseans! Your frontier is threatened by the savage foe! Already do they advance 

towards your frontier, with their scalping knives unsheathed, to butcher your wives, your 

children, and your helpless babes. Time is not to be lost We must hasten to the frontier, or 

we will find it drenched in the blood of our fellow-citizens.”75    Again, descriptors such 

as “savage,” “butcher,” “blood,” and “threatened” contribute to a visitor’s “reading” of 

the HBMP as a site of denigration and blame for the Red Sticks. 

Of interest regarding memories of the Red Sticks as violent and blameworthy is 

the HBMP’s fervent presentation of the Fort Jackson Treaty, which effectively ended the 

Creek War.  Undoubtedly, the treaty was codified following the Battle of Horseshoe 

Bend, and hence, the HBMP site remains the most appropriate place for such a display.  

However, the spotlighted portions of the document – surely these excerpts were 

purposive on the HBMP’s part – leave the visitor feeling as if the Red Sticks were the 

primary aggressors.  The exhibit that illustrates memories of the treaty begins with the 

third passage:    

Whereas an unprovoked, inhuman and sanguinary war, waged by the hostile 

Creeks against the United States, hath been repelled, prosecuted and determined 
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successfully … in conformity with the principles of national justice and honorable 

warfare … Be it remembered, that prior to the conquest of that part of the Creek 

nation hostile to the United States, numberless aggressions had been committed 

against the peace, the property and the lives of the citizens of the United States.76 

The U.S. government, here, not only aligns the Red Stick Nation with immorality and 

instigation, but the “citizens of the United States” become ironic agents of an 

empowering victimage/survivance.  On the one hand, they were threatened by the 

“inhuman” and “hostile” Creeks.  Also, however, the people of Alabama Territory joined 

the U.S. government in “conquest.”  Justification was, hence, easy to come by for the 

U.S. public. Ostensibly, the constitution of the Red Sticks as violent antagonists – 

without an opportunity for alternative memories – is problematic.  But, the elevation of 

the U.S. citizenry and government as key agent-protagonists is equally troublesome as a 

misrepresentation of a complete picture of the Treaty of Fort Jackson.   

   The exhibit next communicates that the Red Sticks had to repent for their sins to a 

colonizing U.S. government.  A panel states that “the [Creeks] acted contrary to national 

faith … perpetuated such outrages … instigated violations of their national honor and the 

respect … of the United States and the principles of humanity.”77  Because of their 

violence and guilt, then, the U.S. government required reparations of the Red Sticks.  As 

the panel continues, “the United States demand an equivalent for all the expenses 

incurred in prosecuting the war to its termination, by a cession of all the territory 

belonging to the Creek Nation within the territories of the United States”78  Justification 

for violent expansion is achieved for the U.S. government in this HBMP memory.  That 

is, the negative identities attributed to the Red Sticks were commodified in the 1814 
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treaty to rationalize manifest destiny.  In the same way, contemporary memories of 

violence are forgotten in the maelstrom of Red Stick identity memories as deserving of 

violence and removal from their homelands based on their so-called savagery and guilt. 

Ultimately, the HBMP’s “intersecting practices of collecting, exhibiting and 

(re)presenting” construct a story “that is, above all, about identities of people in the 

present … about defining who people are and how they should act.”79 

Resistive and Indigenist-Centered Identities 

 Moving into resistive themes of the HBMP, the site’s memory field can be read to 

disrupt the hero/villain and civilized/savage binaries between the U.S. government and 

the Red Sticks.  In this respect, the HBMP leaves open ruptures wherein the Red Sticks 

are characterized as justified in their resistance to the U.S. government.  This can first be 

seen in the ways that the Red Stick Nation is constituted as just, strong, resistant and 

morally inheritant of the Alabama Territory.  

 Most of the HBMP’s resistive readings derive from their educational curricula – 

the components of which can be found on the HBMP web site or obtained at the actual 

museum.  These guides serve as moments of “radical indigenism.”  According to 

Garroutte, this concept “illuminates differences in assumptions about knowledge that are 

the root of the dominant culture’s understanding and subordination of indigenous 

knowledge. It argues for the reassertion and rebuilding of [Native voice].”80  In sum, 

radical indigenism is a perspective that accounts for, and grants power to, American 

Indian agency. 

In an example of this framing, one curricular guide offers an alternative narrative 

of the Fort Mims battle.  Recall that the HBMP often constructs the Upper Creek Nation 
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as the aggressors of the Creek War based on the “massacre.”  And, as a result, the Red 

Sticks’ identities are constituted as violent and guilty.  The HBMP curricular guide 

actually turns this story around, thus offering an indigenist reading of the event:  “A 

Mississippi militia quickly began to pursue the Red Sticks and surprised them at Burnt 

Corn Creek … the Red Sticks responded by attacking Fort Mims … although most of the 

dead were Lower Creek, there were enough European Americans among the dead to 

provide an excuse for state militias and the U.S. government to declare war on the Red 

Sticks.”81  Here, the Mississippi militia is shown to start the Creek War or, in the least, 

spur the generative event that led to the Fort Mims battle.   

Moreover, notice that the Red Sticks appear less threatening to the U.S. frontier, 

as Anglo “murders” are reconfigured as less extensive.  Instead of some 500 whites 

(including women and children) perishing, most of the dead are shown to be rival and 

competing Lower Creeks.  This reading does not excuse violence committed by the Red 

Sticks.  Rather, the use of the Lower Creek body count reveals how the scheming U.S. 

government co-opted the “massacre” as an entrée to attack the Upper Creek even more, 

encroaching on and annexing their territories in the process.  This co-optation, another 

guide notes, “provided further justification for attacking the Red Sticks.” The U.S. 

government’s self-promotion is further remonstrated by the argument that many “living 

near the frontier saw battles, such as the one at Fort Mims, as additional examples of 

European nations stirring up trouble.”82   

Similarly, the educational guides temper the overall so-called violence attributed 

to the Red Stick Nation’s character.  While some of the HBMP exhibits communicate to 

the visitor myriad savage identities for the Red Sticks, the guide instead argues that, “The 
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Creeks did go to war at times … but, they generally fought European Americans only 

when they felt threatened, declaring war on the U.S. in 1786 only after white settlers 

continued to move into territory that treaties had promised to the Creek.”83  Here, the Red 

Sticks are constructed as justified in their warfare, especially because they were typically 

on the defensive.  As “threatened,” they appear in this quotation to be resistant only when 

provoked by a belligerent and expansive U.S. government and military.  At the same 

time, this HBMP guide alludes to the power of the Natives’ rights to homeland.  If U.S. 

forces and settlers continued “to move into territory that treaties promised to the Creek,” 

then the Red Sticks possessed some semblance of ownership to these lands.  And, 

furthermore, this inheritant connection to their homelands was recognized by the U.S. 

government through treaties – documents that two “sovereign” parties participated in 

cementing.84 

  The Red Sticks are additionally constituted by the HBMP’s more emancipatory 

texts as strong and resistive.  The museum itself displays a panel that includes Chief Red 

Eagle’s surrender speech to Jackson in April 1814.  Though, at first, appearing to a visitor 

as a conciliatory rhetoric, Red Eagle’s speech is actually infused with resistance and 

kernels of U.S. atrocities.   The chief (also known as William Weatherford) began his 

surrender by noting his stoicism in the face of Jackson’s jingoism and military prowess.  

He said, “General Jackson, I am not afraid of you. I fear no man, for I am a Creek. I have 

nothing in request of behalf of myself; you can kill me if you desire.”85   After securing 

his subjectivity as a brave leader, he turned to a reprobation of the U.S. government’s 

self-professed moral character.  Red Eagle next said: “I came to beg you to send for the 

women and children of the war party, who are now starving in the woods. Their fields 
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and cribs have been destroyed by your people, who have driven them in the woods 

without an ear of corn … If I could fight you any longer, I would most heartily do so … 

Send for the women and children. They never did you harm.  But kill me if the white 

people want it done.”86  Visitors to the HBMP can read this discourse as a sign that the 

United States had mistreated the Red Stick Nation, and the pathos of suffering and 

innocent families only fortifies the chief’s crimination of Jackson and the military.  

Notice, too, how Red Eagle self-mortifies in order to save his nation.  “Rather than 

engaging in a victimage of his nation, he tied its fall” to his own actions.87  Hence, to the 

construction of Jackson and his troops as sacrificial heroes to U.S. settlers, the Red Sticks 

have a similar example that works to bolster the just and powerful identities inhering in 

their nation, too.  

 Along the lines of positive Native identity construction, the HBMP also focuses 

on the survivance and autonomy of the Red Sticks.  In one piece called “Determining the 

Facts,” the museum details how the Creeks, overall, rejected U.S. culture and expansion.  

In a special message to Congress in 1803 Thomas Jefferson had argued for the promotion 

of assimilation for American Indians, which would lead “them thus to agriculture, to 

manufactures, and civilization; in bringing together their and our sentiments … I trust and 

believe we are acting for their greatest good.”88  To Thomas Jefferson’s insistence on 

assimilation, the HBMP indicates that the Creek Nation blanched; they had their own 

established modes of life.  The guide claims that “Indians had little interest” in 

assimilation.  “Most Creeks wanted to keep their traditional ways … they generally spoke 

their own language. Most preferred their religion and festivals over Christianity. They 

believed the tribe, not the individual, should control property and that much of the land 
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should remain forest.”89  Such independent identities, in HBMP memories, become a 

justification for fighting and resisting U.S. expansion.  As the museum’s introductory 

video notes, “Many preferred to remain true to the ways of the past.”90 Because of this 

more defensive and innocent (read: just) identity, such encounters as the Battle of 

Horseshoe Bend were “fought in an attempt to regain the autonomy the Indians had held 

before the arrival of European Americans.”91    

 Continuing on with the “survivance” theme, memories at the HBMP emancipate 

the Red Sticks from the identity trait that they were savage and, thus, conquerable as 

weaker enemies.  Instead of defeat, HBMP texts also discuss the Red Stick Nation’s 

continued resistance to the U.S. government and settler communities following the Treaty 

of Fort Jackson.  One curricular guide contends that, “Horseshoe Bend was not the last 

conflict between Jackson and the Creek.  Rather than surrender, some Upper Creek fled 

to northern Florida where they allied themselves with the Seminole … [they then] 

continued to fight European American settlement … first as a part of the War of 1812 and 

then in what became known as the First Seminole War (1818-1819).”92  Here, the 

message about Creek identity illuminated to the HBMP visitor is that the Horseshoe was 

not, in fact, the “end of the Red Sticks.”93  And, the Red Sticks also remained in 

Alabama, as well. “Some Red Sticks slipped quietly into southwestern Alabama, joining 

other Creek who had moved there both before and after Horseshoe Bend,” notes a 

museum panel.94  So powerful was the nineteenth century resistance, intimates the 

HBMP, that even in the twenty-first century, descendents of those resistant and strong 

Red Sticks exist in southern Alabama – “today members of the dominant group in the 

area are known as ‘Poarch’ Creek.”95 
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Next, a resistive reading reveals that the HBMP memory field offers challenges to 

the exceptional character of the U.S. government during the Battle of Horseshoe Bend.  

This is seen in the ways that the government is shown to: commit unjustified violence, 

retain fault for the Creek War, and exhibit self-aggrandizement. 

 One of the ways that the HBMP memory field challenges the U.S. government’s 

positive identities is through a discussion of the roots of the U.S.-Red Stick conflict.  

Whereas the more dominant narrative at the HBMP centers the Fort Mims battle – and 

the Red Stick Nation’s instigation thereof – as the generative moment regarding the 

Creek War, more emancipatory texts take the war a step back.  This step traces dour 

relations, instead, to the United States as an unjust and culpable antagonist.  And, in the 

process, the Upper Creeks are constituted less as savages and more as innocent defenders 

of their homelands.  One curricular guide outlines the U.S. government’s role in starting 

intercultural conflicts with the Red Sticks: 

Around the turn of the 19th century, several events increased tensions … although 

the Louisiana Purchase supposedly gave the United States control of land from 

the Atlantic to the Rockies, in reality American authority over the new territory 

was limited … The U.S. government thought that the best way to assert its control 

and protect its citizens was to encourage rapid settlement with loyal citizens. 

Obtaining the necessary land … required dealing with the Indians who lived in 

that area. Often these negotiations spurred hostilities, since the U.S. frequently 

forced tribes to give up lands guaranteed by previous treaties.96 

In this quotation, the U.S. government is configured as a self-aggrandizer, a nation hell-

bent on expansion for its own benefit – and to the detriment of American Indian cultures.  
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Here, also, the Red Sticks are shown to be relatively passive; that is, they seem 

victimized and “forced.”  However, when paired with the emancipatory themes of 

survivance and sovereignty (noted above), the Red Sticks are balanced between innocent 

and active.  Such a combination illustrates more nuanced identities for the Red Sticks, 

therefore salving any unidimensional constructions proffered by the dominant texts of the 

HBMP.       

 The actions of the U.S. government and military, too, are conceptualized 

differently from this perspective.  The result of the turn away from the military as strictly 

courageous and justified in their expansive and sacrificial ends is that visitors are offered 

a chance to rethink the violent legacies of the Horseshoe.  According to an HBMP 

document, “Horseshoe Bend and Its Consequences,” the battle was not solely about the 

settlers’ uplift and the enlargement of U.S. territory.  Instead, “what followed is best 

described as a slaughter.  European American soldiers and their … allies killed as many 

Red Sticks as possible. For example, they set fire to a heap of timber the peninsula’s 

defenders had hidden behind; when the Red Sticks emerged, they were immediately shot 

down.”97  Those same soldiers who Jackson described in the HBMP’s panels – as the 

“brave” and “roman” – are here viewed more as murderous.  They do not just kill in the 

name of saving the U.S. nation, but rather “slaughter” and work through less-than 

admirable means of fighting the “enemy.”  Similarly, the HBMP’s battle trail notes U.S. 

military violence at every marker post.  Stop #1 on the trail, along with its marked 

quotations, is representative of this: 
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Lt. Alexander McCulloch, Tenn Militia: ‘The Tallapoosa might truly be called a 

River of blood for the water was so stained that at 10 o’clock at night it was very 

perceptively bloody so much so that it could not be used.’  

Maj. Gen Andrew Jackson, Tenn Militia: “The enemy … were at length routed 

and cut to pieces. The whole margin of the river which surrounded the peninsular 

[sic] was strewed with the slain … the fighting and the SLAUGHTER continued 

until it was suspended by the darkness of night.’98 

The “carnival of violence” is demystified in these resistive texts, as violence is revealed 

by the very leaders who marshaled the violence during the battle.99     

 Likewise, Jackson’s ethos earned, and actions undertaken, at the Horseshoe are 

reconceived through indigenist lenses.  A museum panel includes an excerpt from one of 

the general’s early letters that makes his goals vis-à-vis American Indians seem less just 

and heroic.  In the letter, he writes: “I fear that their [Natives’] peace Talks are only 

Delusions and in order to put us off their guard. Why treat with them? … Congress 

should act justly and punish these barbarians for murdering her innocent citizens … The 

Indians appear very troublesome on the frontier.”100  In this quotation, Jackson is shown 

to reject negotiations (i.e., treaties).  At the same time, his insistence of punishment and 

talk of Natives as barbarian enemies gives rise to his jingoist identity.  A later example of 

Jackson’s aggrandizement follows from his post-Horseshoe policy as president.  Of the 

Indian Removal Act that Jackson helped author and eventually signed, a curricular guide 

reports that, “ultimately the Creek could not hold back the flood of European Americans 

into their homeland. In 1829 Jackson became president, in part because of his popularity 

he had acquired from his victories over American Indians.  He decided to adopt an Indian 
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policy favored by most Southerners who wanted more land: move the remaining tribe 

west of the Mississippi to ‘Indian Territory,’ what is now Oklahoma.”101  Whereas more 

dominant memories of Jackson at the HBMP couch his rise to Presidency in the land he 

acquired through the War of 1812, this text illustrates how he, ostensibly, made his 

reputation on the backs of Native nations.  Or, as the introductory video reminds viewers, 

“Andrew Jackson was a man with an indomitable will and a violent temper.”102 In the 

end, the indigenist narrative offered at the HBMP pins the Trail of Tears – so named 

because removal “separated the tribes from their homelands and caused many deaths 

during the trip” – on Jackson.103   In this way, both he and the U.S. military’s honorable 

identities are restructured. 

 Ultimately, that the HBMP includes these types of discourse – whether intended 

as a sign of Native victimization or Native resistance – is telling for the ways that 

“critiques of freedom” can be found even in an abject moment.  Sanchez and Stuckey 

argue that such a critique is vital for an understanding of the emancipatory, because 

American Indian “lives are, in many ways, dominated by the persistence of stereotypes 

and images that stem from the political needs of a culture that seeks to dominate and 

assimilate them.”104  Inclusion of seemingly resistive texts bridges a univocal, entrenched 

and antiseptic understanding of museum memories.   

CONCLUSION 

 Generally, this analysis of the HBMP memory field – and the exploration of U.S. 

governmental and Red Stick identities therein – illustrates how memories within 

museums and heritage sites might function for public audience.  Taking the lead from 

Bodner, these memories might best be articulated as serving “as the intersecting point 
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between institutional forces and the public” or a “body of beliefs and ideas about the past 

that help a public or society understand both its past, present and by implication, its 

future.”105  Whether visitors to the HBMP are changed or enlightened upon experiencing 

the Battle of Horseshoe Bend Military Park is not the point of this essay, and really 

cannot be measured with the questions asked and methods used.  However, the analysis 

reveals that the colonizing hero/villain and civilized/savage identity constructions 

(between the U.S. government and Red Sticks, respectively) are present in the HBMP.  

And, at the same time, both dominant and resistive codes can be ascertained from 

viewing these texts as an intersection between U.S. governmental and Red Stick cultures.   

This analysis of a historical-military exchange between the U.S. government and 

a so-called “insurgent” group, the Red Sticks, brings to light the ways that present-day 

war discourse might be contextualized within such memories of cross-cultural identities. 

As mentioned earlier, there was been a resurgence of U.S.-Native heritage site studies. 

Perhaps another reason for this revival of U.S.-Native museum research might be the 

percolation of U.S. exceptionalism, benevolence, and expansion inspired by the current 

U.S. government’s wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.106  War milieus typically ignite these 

foundational ideologies of conquest and imperialism.107  And, these ideologies were – 

and are – very much a part of the U.S.-Native experience.  Museums that represent the 

U.S.-Native relationship are contextualized within these transcendent ideologies.  

Clifford argues this point aptly by noting that “the museum is a ‘contact zone’ of the 

space of colonial encounters, the space in which peoples … come into contact with each 

other and establish ongoing relations, usually involving conditions of coercion, radical 

inequality and intractable conflict.”108 Past examples of such entrenched and ideological 
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national creeds (i.e., found in U.S.-Native relations) are, hence, publicly reexamined as 

the creeds are recalled in present situations (i.e., current “foreign” tensions).109  Thus, the 

relationship between past reflections of war and current discourses about military conflict 

might intersect to inform a more diachronic representation of governmental and “enemy” 

identities. 

   Aside from presenting another case study of memory – which can, arguably, be 

seen as a vital contribution – this paper brings to mind a stark and primary implication. 

Ostensibly, it puts into motion Garroutte’s concept of radical indigenism, and stands as 

an example of how such an “indigenist” reading might complement a deconstructive 

analysis of colonizing and dominant discourses.  The perspective of radical indigenism 

“is centered on the assumption that American Indian (and other indigenous) philosophies 

of knowledge are rational, articulate, coherent logics for ordering and knowing the 

world.”110  Focusing on Native-centered interpretations of U.S.-Native history and 

relationships challenges and restructures dominant representations of colonized dealings 

within those relationships.  Or as Rich notes of examining Native memories, new 

understandings of cultural identities can unmask “the pattern of abuses by the U.S. 

government of American Indian groups” and powerfully call into question assumptions 

about the identities relied upon in guiding “U.S. colonial expansion.”111 (p. 73).  In this 

way, Native memories illustrate how identity constructions (for instance, of Natives as 

savage and the U.S. government as civilized) become discredited as a “new narrative 

takes over.”112  This is a postcolonial move that is necessary to re/conceive both the 

colonial structures underscoring past U.S.-Native relations and contemporary neocolonial 

vestiges deriving from that relationship.113  
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WORK IN PROGRESS REPORT: 
 
Two years ago I consulted an international chewing gum company on their 
package design.  While collaborating with designers and trend researchers from 
Gucci, Coach and Maybelline Cosmetics, I initially wondered, “Why does a gum 
company want to meet with ‘fashion experts’ on their package design?”  By the 
end of the consulting work, I came away with some interesting observations 
about the influence of fashion on consumer products that have not traditionally 
been associated with fashion. 
 
Since September 2006, as part of my PhD studies in design management, I have 
begun to research the ways that consumer products integrate fashion elements 
into their product design and branding story for innovation purposes.  I have 
named this phenomenon “fashion infusion” and have observed its occurrence in 
cell phone design, the automotive industry, laundry detergents and chocolates.  I 
divide fashion elements into two categories.  One category of fashion elements 
refers to the aesthetic attributes of color, texture, pattern, silhouette, line and 
drape.  The other category of fashion elements is more intangible and 
experiential: that is, the sensorial and emotional attributes of fashion.   
 
In the summer of 2007 I conducted 16 pilot interviews with design and trend 
practitioners in a range of companies: chocolates, automotive, 
telecommunications, package design, dining/restaurants, fragrance forecasting, 
textile design and architecture.  One purpose of these initial interviews was to 
validate whether or not this fashion infusion process is actually occurring.  My 
next purpose was to get a sense of why these practitioners thought fashion 
infusion is happening, and its usefulness to their particular products.   I will study 
the extent to which fashion infusion has taken place in select companies across 
several industries in order to build case studies based on more extensive 
interviews.   
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This investigation is important because minimal research has been done to date 
that examines the influence that the fashion industry has had on product 
innovation in industries beyond fashion apparel.  Time and time again, the 
fashion industry seems to weigh in as the stepchild of all the design fields.  When 
compared to architecture, industrial design and graphic design, fashion often 
takes a back seat, and is not taken as seriously.  As Brooke Hodge, curator of 
the exhibit Skin and Bones: Parallel Practices in Fashion and Architecture (Los 
Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art, 2006) noted:  “Fashion is thought of as 
ephemeral and superficial…” There is sporadic acknowledgement that beyond 
the veil of this commercial art lays a unique way of merging aesthetics and 
engineering.  We rather take for granted that through fashion design, a two-
dimensional piece of fabric is transformed into wearable art that is simultaneously 
practical, functional and aesthetically pleasing.  Add to that the emotional import 
that we put into our clothing- whether due to sentimental or celebratory reasons- 
and it becomes quite ironic that fashion is often looked upon as the more fickle of 
the design fields.  Thus, the subtle and overt ways that fashion infusion is 
occurring at this juncture in time is very interesting to me.   
 
Qualitative data from my initial interviews reflected that one reason fashion is a 
compelling source for innovation is because experimentation, fluidity and renewal 
characterize fashion.  Clothing’s communicative function and symbolic power 
(e.g., reflections of status, age or personal politics) makes fashion a reasonable 
source for innovation by consumer products firms.  Fashion design elements 
(color, texture, personality, connections to lifestyle values) become desirable 
marketing vehicles for consumer products in a competitive market.  My initial 
qualitative data also points to an American consumer base that has broad 
exposure and access to fashion through the media, Internet and other 
communication means.  These consumers expect an upgraded product- be it a 
car, a cell phone or a dish detergent- that delivers an experience to them.  This 
“democratization of fashion” has influenced consumer products companies to 
utilize fashion infusion, the incorporation of fashion elements into their product 
design and branding.  For the sake of their business’ survival, other industries 
have begun giving a nod to the fashion industry and borrowing from its multiple 
dimensions so that their products undergo continuous growth and innovation. 
 
I also want to understand whether or not this integration and diffusion process is 
tacit or strategic.  To date, my initial interviews have yielded data that the fashion 
infusion process is more tacit than strategic.  This is a variation from examples in 
the literature on diffusion of innovations, which highlight more strategic 
processes.  Finally, I am also interested in exploring when the term fashion 
began to be so broadly defined.  Fashion was once a term relegated uniquely to 
apparel.  Through my research on fashion infusion, I will explore why today, 
fashion items as a category have broadened to include consumer products such 
as the iPod, the BMW Mini Cooper, high end “boutique-restaurants”, and Method 
laundry detergent.   
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Initial readings have also informed my thinking to date.  These include articles on 
the diffusion of innovation, institutionalization theory and meme theory, as well as 
texts by scholars such as Fred Davis, Roland Barthes, and George Sproles.  My 
thinking has also been informed by popular culture texts such as Trading Up- 
Why Consumers Want New Luxury Goods (Silverstein, Fiske and Butman); 
Emotional Branding (Marc Gobé); The Tipping Point  (Malcolm Gladwell); and 
Wikinomics- How Mass Collaboration Changes Everything (Tapscott and 
Williams).   
 
The opportunity to discuss these ideas at the 6th Annual Hawaii International 
Conference on Arts and Humanities will help me to better define my research 
objectives and to be informed by new questions from attendees.   
 
Thank you, 
 
Natalie Weathers 
 
Natalie R. Weathers, M.S. 
Associate Professor 
Fashion Industry Management Department 
Philadelphia University 
4201 Henry Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19144 
T: (215) 951-2787 
E:  weathersn@philau.edu 
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Zen in the Art of Family Maintenance 

 

 In 1959, Alan Watts wrote an essay demarcating what he called "square Zen" and 

"beat Zen." According to Watts, Zen in America has two sides. Square Zen refers to the 

discipline of the traditional Zen center, where a "master" well versed in meditation 

instructs his pupils in the art of zazen: 
 
  In a Zen temple in Japan or in an American 
  Zen center, one will see rows of Zen practi- 
  tioners seated in the posture called zazen-- 
  legs crossed in the lotus position, back  
  erect, eyes half-open, focused on the floor 
  or a wall some four feet in front, hands in 
  the lap with thumbs joined.1 
 
The seated practitioners are involved in mental exercises designed to still the idle 

ramblings and chit chat of the untamed mind. In contrast, "beat Zen" is Watts' name for 

the lifestyle chronicled by Jack Kerouac in his autobiographical novels, On the Road and 

Dharma Bums. Spontaneity, artistic creativity, and an inebriating "Zen lunacy" are 

presented as the outcome of a spiritually motivated rejection of work-a-day drudgery and 

social conformity. As divergent as square Zen and beat Zen may seem, both have 

precedents in ancient Zen lore: square Zen preserves the customs of the Buddhist 

monastery, while beat Zen recalls the disengagement of iconoclastic wandering monks, 

who found inspiration in nature and joy in freedom from any long-term personal 

attachments. These two forms of Zen involve a wariness toward social obligations. In 

both, there is the implication that family relationships are somehow detrimental to 

spiritual development, that the spiritual aspirant needs to pull back at least temporarily 

from familial ties. 

 Contemporary author David Duncan, on the other hand, locates Zen practice in 
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the midst of family relationships, offering Zen as a means of healing the breaches within 

the American family, and by extension, divisions in American culture as well. In fact, 

within the pages of Duncan’s novel, The Brothers K, it is when characters willfully 

remove themselves from familial connections that they are in the most psychological and 

physical jeopardy. Duncan emphasizes the practical application of mindfulness as the 

aspect of Zen most appropriate to American family life. According to Shunryu Suzuki, 

this restatement of Zen Buddhism in American terms is not only wise, but necessary: 

  Here in America we cannot define Zen Buddhists 
  the same way we do in Japan...I think you are a 
  special people and want some special practice... 
  You are on your way to discovering some appropriate 
  way of life.2 

Mindfulness is the meditative consciousness brought to bear on everyday reality. We 

need not withdraw from the world to the meditation cushion nor neglect our relationships 

to progress spiritually.  If we sincerely practice, Zen Buddhism declares, we will 

gradually transform our lives. To work mindfully is to operate in the world with as little 

ego interference as possible, to maintain the attitude of a beginner. To fully participate in 

the spirit of Zen, Shunryu Suzuki states,   
 
  We must have beginner's mind, free from 
  possessing anything, a mind that knows 
  everything is in flowing change. Nothing 
  exists but momentarily in its present form 
  and color. One thing flows into another 
  and cannot be grasped.3 

In his representation of the effects of mindfulness, Duncan translates what has often 

seemed the exotic and ancient enigma of Buddhism into a form applicable to the daily 

life of Americans. As a way of seeing the world, Zen is consonant with postmodern 

conceptions; as a way of dealing with the world, Zen mindfulness offers possibilities for 

healing the psychological wounds of contemporary, dysfunctional families. 

 To practice mindfulness is to increase awareness of inter-being. When the Buddha 
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was asked to explain the origin of all the phenomena of the world, he succinctly replied, 

“This is, because that is.” These few words express one of the characteristics of existence 

at the core of the Zen Buddhist description of reality—interdependence. All phenomena 

are inter-related in a cosmic dance of dependent co-arising. They exist together, and need 

one another to exist. Nothing is left out of this dance. “All that we see has only 

manifested because it is a part of something else, of other conditions that make it possible 

to manifest…When conditions are sufficient, things manifest.”4 Not only “things,” like 

flowers, but ideas—thoughts—are manifestations of dependent co-arising. Is it merely 

coincidence that Zen Buddhism should be gaining respect and appeal in the West during 

the era that intellectuals have labeled “postmodernism”? 

 In order to explain what I see as the confluence between postmodernism and Zen, 

my initial inclination is to describe each system of thought and then compare them. And 

yet, I am thwarted as soon as I begin. First of all, 
 
  Zen cannot be described in words; it is an experience more  
                        basic than the level of conceptual thinking. It has to do with  
  our innermost life, what the Zen masters call "our original face   
  before our parents were born," which is gone as soon as we  
  analyze it. Zen is not something we can learn, or even become, 
  because we are already it, we can only be it.5 

Similarly, as Lester Faigley observes, postmodernity is a "cultural condition"; in fact, 

"the assertion that there is no satisfactory definition of postmodernism is a positive 

expression of postmodernism. When it can be defined, the provocativeness of 

postmodernism will have long since ended."6 Since neither postmodernism nor Zen can 

be defined in any totalizing way, let me focus instead upon what both Zen masters and 

postmodern philosophers regard as the primary delusion of Enlightenment and modernist 

thought: the existence of a stable, coherent self; a center. 
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 The modern era has placed particular emphasis on consciousness: "The modernist 

conception of the subject is frequently traced to Descartes and is characterized as the final 

reduction of the corporeal, ethical self of classical philosophy to the state of pure 

consciousness detached from the world."7 But recently, Descartes' conception of the 

subject and its corollary assumption—that language is the expression of the stable self—

has come under assault: "Postmodern theory decisively rejects the primacy of 

consciousness and instead has consciousness originating in language. What we call the 

self is actually “a locus of overlapping and competing discourses,…a temporary stitching 

together of a series of often contradictory subject positions."8  In an analogy that I find 

both entertaining and useful, Tibetan Buddhists liken the self to a town meeting, with 

everyone contending to be heard. Now and then, one of the townsfolk will stand up, take 

the floor, and insist upon a particular plan of action, and then the general hubbub begins 

again. From the point of view of postmodern theory, too, "whatever a person does, thinks, 

says, and writes cannot be interpreted unambiguously because any human action does not 

rise out of a unified consciousness, but rather from a momentary identity that is always 

multiple and in some respects incoherent."9 Consequently, the so-called "truths" of 

various religions, philosophies, and even science because couched in language, are 

immediately suspect and can never be absolutely substantiated. 

 Intellectually, I have little quarrel with the realizations of postmodernism. The 

claim that subjectivity is socially constructed through the medium of language appears 

rational to me; nor will I argue with Jean-Francois Lyotard's repudiation of the universal 

truth of the modern "grand narratives" of heroic human advancement.  Nevertheless, I am 

ambivalent about postmodern theory.  And I believe this is true of most Americans, at 
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least those I have met outside of academe: We live in the midst of postmodern 

ambiguities while still clinging to modernist notions of absolutes.  I certainly have never 

met anyone, within or without academics, who because of imbibing postmodernism has 

lost his or her ego.  Couched in my body, the sense of "I-ness" is still there, though its 

adequacy as a construct is continually shaken. Paradoxically, from the perspective of 

postmodern philosophy, the “truth” is that I am compelled to live a sham. This ego of 

mine, for all its fabricated qualities, for all its subjective distortions and illusions of 

autonomy, is the only form of existence I have to hold onto, the only means by which I 

can relate to the world. The postmodern self is as insubstantial as a dream, but I want to 

be real. 

 How can we overcome the insecurity at the heart of the postmodern condition? 

According to Marxist theorist Fredric Jameson, one response is to do just what the 

capitalist system requires: we consume: I buy, therefore I am:  “The desire to consume is 

predicated on the lack of a stable identity. Purchasing and using a consumer object is a 

temporary and unstable attempt to occupy an imagined identity provoked by an image.”10 

In a similar vein, Buddhist psychologist Mark Epstein explains this obsession to 

consume:   

  The ego, as subject, wishes to know itself 
  securely but cannot and so is forced to  
  pretend...to satisfy itself. In the attempt 
  to preserve this illusion of security, the 
  ego races back and forth between the two 
  extremes of fullness and emptiness, hoping 
  that one or the other will provide the  
  necessary refuge.11 

Understandably, the more insecure the ego, the more insistent the compulsion to protect it 

with pretense, and the greater the need to consume.  According to Christopher Lasch, 
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another self-preservational response to the postmodern condition corollary to 

consumerism is narcissism: 

  Narcissism appears realistically to represent the best way 
  of coping with the tensions and anxieties of modern life, 
  and the prevailing social conditions therefore tend to bring  
  out narcissistic traits that are present, in varying degrees, in 
  everyone. These conditions have also transformed the  
  family, which in turn shapes the underlying structure of 
  personality….The modern parent’s attempt to make children  
  loved and wanted does not conceal an underlying coolness— 
  the remoteness of those who have little to pass on to the next 
  generation, and who in any case give priority to their own 
  right to self-fulfillment…The perception of the world as a 
  dangerous and forbidding place, though it originates in a  
  realistic awareness of the insecurity of contemporary social life, 
  receives reinforcement from the narcissistic projection of aggressive 
  impulses outward.12 

We continually shore up the fragile edifice of the ego with pathological narcissism and 

obsessive consumerism, to the detriment of our children and our world. A common 

criticism of postmodernism is that it offers no alternatives, no means to escape the vortex 

of consumerism and self-absorption rooted in the instability of the self, for one of the key 

assumptions of postmodernism is that "there is nothing outside contingent discourses to 

which a discourse of values can be grounded--no eternal truths, no universal human 

experiences, no universal human rights, no overriding narrative of human progress.”13  

No way out of the language trap.  

 It is here, poised on the abyss at the edge of language, where Buddhism diverges 

from postmodern philosophy.  Like postmodern theory, Buddhism recognizes the 

insubstantiality of the subject: There is no Center. Our selfhood is indeed contingent and 

transitory, emerging from competing discourses. In Louis Althusser's famous definition, 

"ideology is a representation of the imaginary relationship of individuals to their real 
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conditions of existence." The imagination helps us to structure and make sense of the 

world, but also masks or represses our real relationship to it. But why stop at this 

realization? While postmodern theory points to the imaginary basis of ideology, 

Buddhism goes a step further and describes imagination as "an illusion of reality which 

conceives of reality as an assembly of small pieces of separate entities and selves."14 

Buddha's experience teaches us that it is possible to go beyond the imaginary ideological 

masks that distort "the real," and awaken to a deep and vast store of consciousness 

uncontaminated by any conceptions. After experiencing cosmic consciousness, also 

called our "Buddha-nature," the self that suffers is known for the fleeting apparition that 

it is. The worldly conditions conducive to pain will still be present, but the mental 

attitude toward the experience of suffering and death will be radically altered. The small 

egoistically oriented mind loses its sway when an individual experiences what Suzuki 

calls "big big mind."15 

 Big Mind is the substratum of existence out of which all things ceaselessly arise 

and into which they endlessly return in an ongoing process of dependent origination. All 

entities are conditioned by all other entities through the Law of Dharma--cause and effect 

operating on a universal scale. This inter-relatedness of all phenomena means that as "any 

one entity changes all reality changes and every other entity changes."16  Thus, the self-

nature of each existence is "empty" in that it is nothing but change itself: 

  There is no separate self-nature for each existence. This is also 
  called the teaching of  Nirvana. When we realize the everlasting 

truth of "everything changes" and find our composure in it, we find 
ourselves in Nirvana.17 

 
Although Buddhism has been derided as nihilistic, the Emptiness of which it speaks is 

positive and dynamic and no other than the blooming of a flower or the sparkle of light 
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on the water. The interconnectedness in Emptiness is also an experiential basis for 

morality and provides a new interpretation for Jesus's injunction to "Love thy neighbor as 

thyself." We love others not because we are told to, but because they are ourselves. 

There are no boundaries of being in Emptiness; the self/other dualism is a delusion.

 According to Zen Buddhism, the path toward enlightenment—arahanthood—the 

manifestation of our true nature, and the experience of non-conceptualized reality is not 

an easy one. As the great Zen Buddhist teacher, Dogen-zenji,  explains in his 

Shobogenzo, 

  The great way of the Buddha and the patriarchs involves 
  the highest form of exertion….This sustained exertion 
  is not something which men of the world naturally love 
  or desire, yet it is the last refuge of all.18  
 
Nevertheless, although enlightenment may seem too daunting a task to many of us,  

psychologist Padmal de Silva encourages us to embrace the Buddhist outlook. We need 

not be enlightened to be benefited: 

  [W]hile arahanthood (which is a perfect state where the  
  person is free from vulnerability to psychological  
  afflictions, and is thus an ideal state of mental health) 
  cannot be an immediate goal for the lay person, some of 
  the self-management efforts that are recommended as  
  essential in the quest for this state can still be of much use. 
  They will contribute to developing a greater ability to face  
  problems,  worries and stresses of living and reduce the 
  chances of these causing maladjustments and dysfunctions.19 

The practical application of mindfulness is one effort we can make to weaken the egoistic 

barrier we create between ourselves and others, thereby diminishing the selfishness that 

exacerbates our suffering.  

 Co-arising during our era and participating in the realizations of Zen and 

postmodernism, family systems therapy attempts to deal with the narcissism that 

Buddhism postulates at the core of our misery. In the realm of psychology, family 
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systems therapy is gaining a reputation as an effective means of improving troubled, 

unhappy lives. During the modern era, psychotherapy focused almost entirely upon the 

self in isolation. Popular, accepted clinical theories dealt with the “internal events, 

psychic organization, and intra-psychic conflicts” of individuals alone. Traditionally, 

therapists have looked at a patient’s relationships primarily in retrospect, searching for 

the “root causes [of psychic distress] in early childhood experiences.”20 Postmodern 

thinking has shifted this emphasis. As Michael Nichols and Richard Schwartz explain, 
 
  We were raised on the myth of the hero: The Lone Ranger,  
  Robin Hood, Wonder Woman….Only later did some of us 
  realize that the “circumstances” we wanted to rise above 
  were part of the human condition—our inescapable connection 
  to our families. The romantic image of the hero is based on the 
  illusion that authentic selfhood can be achieved as a proud, 
  autonomous individual.21 

In contrast to traditional therapy, family therapy focuses upon inter-being, upon what 

postmodernism describes as the social construction of identity and Zen calls “no-self.”   

Holistic family therapy is predicated on the paradigmatic assumptions of cybernetics, the 

scientific forbear of family systems therapy: Attention is shifted “from content to 

process…from the linear sequential actions of individuals to the transactions occurring 

between them.”22  Successful family therapy changes the way the system operates. The 

family benefits by altering the way members communicate and by replacing self-

destructive interactive patterns. Underlying this process is the belief that change is 

possible.  

   Clients and therapists alike are empowered by believing their 
  situation is changeable. If accounts of misery or personal  
  failure that troubled families bring to therapy are redefined not as  

“truths” but rather as social constructions, the hope for developing 
alternate accounts of their lives becomes more attainable.23 
 

Problems typically result in families when, as a system, members resist change. As a 
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group, they may become stuck in a limiting and painful conception of themselves. They 

cannot accept or adapt to the inevitable changes that must occur if a family is to have a 

healthy life. Although the repercussions may be more inimical to one family member 

than another, they are all involved in the creation of the misery. They need help to see 

how together, they are undermining both their individual and collective well-being. 

 Not surprisingly, the role of the therapist from a family systems’ point of view is 

very different from that played by the traditional clinician: 

  Family therapy isn’t predicated merely on changing the 
  individual patient in context. Family therapy exerts change 
  on the entire family; therefore, improvement can be lasting 
  because each family member is changed and continues to 
  exert synchronous change on each other.24 

Traditionally, a therapist will present herself to a client as an expert at understanding 

psychological distress, and give instructions from a position of authority. According to 

noted family therapist Salvador Minuchin, this is an inappropriate approach to family 

therapy.  What a family therapist must do is “join a family, 

  experiencing reality as the family members experience it, 
  and becoming involved in the repeated interactions that  
  form the family structure and shape the way people think 
  and behave. [The therapist must] use that joining to become 
  an agent of change who works within the constraints of the  
  family, intervening in ways that are possible only with this  
  particular family, to produce a different, more productive  
  way of living.25 

The art of family therapy involves putting into action what Suzuki calls “beginner’s 

mind.” Disencumbering herself of preconceptions of what an ideal family should do and 

be, her mind will be open and ready for anything: “In the beginner’s mind there are many 

possibilities; in the expert’s mind there are few.”26 If, on the other hand, the therapist 

regards herself as a specialist, who uses techniques formulaically, the therapeutic 
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intervention will be “superficial, manipulative for the sake of personal power, and 

ultimately not highly effective.”27 

 Joining with a family means engaging in dialogue on many levels, verbal and 

non-verbal, for productive interactions are the key to changing the family dynamic. 

Underlying these interactions is the belief that “even in acrimonious sessions… 

constructive potential exists in everyone. With that belief,  
therapists are able to take a collaborative role because they  
trust that clients have the resources they need. Without that  
trust, therapists are pushed into the role of the expert—advice,  

  insight, reparenting, education, or medication.”28   

Inspired by the therapist’s confidence in them, the family members learn to trust their 

inherent capacity to promote change in a positive direction; they learn to function 

constructively with or without the therapist. Because dialogue—extended conversation—

is the primary means of altering detrimental patterns of interaction, one of the most 

crucial characteristics of a family therapist is the ability to listen. The therapist is similar 

to a jazz musician, who is free to improvise, to do whatever he feels will contribute to the 

music, “as long as he remains within the harmonic structure.”29  He has to be in tune with 

the family fugue. In Zen terms, he has to give up preconceived notions and allow himself 

to inter-be. As Shunryu Suzuki explains, 

  When you listen to someone, you should give up all your 
  preconceived ideas and your subjective opinions; you should 
  just listen to him and observe what his way is. We put very 
  little emphasis on right or wrong, or good and bad. We just 
  see things as they are with him, and accept them. This is  
  how we communicate with each other. Usually when you 
  listen to some statement, you hear it as a kind of echo of  
  yourself. You are actually listening to your own opinion.30 
 
In a useful analogy, Minuchin compares the effective family therapist to a samurai 

warrior. To fight well, the samurai must train long and well, developing his mind, too, in 
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a variety of intellectual and artistic endeavors. But in the midst of battle he must forget 

concepts, training and technique and become one with the sword. Similarly, “although 

therapy is not a martial art, the therapist, like the samurai, must let himself be pulled and 

pushed by the system in order to experience its characteristics.”31  Free from personal 

agendas, unattached to expertise, the therapist can respond spontaneously and cogently to 

a family’s troubles. 

 It is at this juncture, where the awareness of interdependence, willingness to set 

aside preconceptions, and the belief in the possibility of positive change intersect that the 

Zen practice of mindfulness can be seen as applicable and beneficial to family therapy.   

Mindfulness, or “bare attention” as psychologist Mark Epstein calls it, is both keeping 

one’s consciousness alive to the present reality and “the miracle by which we master and 

restore ourselves.”32  When we are mindful, our thoughts are not scattered, neither 

scanning the past nor devising plans for the future. We are fully present in the moment 

and task at hand.  “Mindfulness is the energy that sheds light on all things and all 

activities, producing the power of concentration, bringing forth deep insight and 

awakening.”33  If we sincerely practice, Zen Buddhism declares, we will gradually 

transform our lives, and because we are inexorably interdependent, we share the benefits 

of our transformation with others.  To help students escape the trap of constant 

intellectual analysis and mental meandering and lead them to this all-encompassing 

relationship with reality, Zen teachers employ what is called “upaya,” or “skillful 

means.” Having experienced enlightenment themselves, they have extraordinary insights 

into their students’ needs and capacities. 

 One such Zen teacher is Thich Naht Hanh. In his book, Joyfully Together: The Art 
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of Building a Harmonious Community, he describes the life of the Sangha at Plum 

Village in Dieuleval, France. A Sangha is a Buddhist community that is formed with the 

determination “to live in harmony and awareness” according to Buddhist precepts.33 The 

Plum Village community includes Buddhist monks, nuns, and laypeople with their 

families. Members are of all ages. More than the sum of its parts, Naht Hanh asserts, the 

Sangha is a body that provides members with both a refuge and the opportunity for 

“going together in the direction of peace, joy, and freedom… 

  The eyes of the Sangha are able to see the strong points as  
  well as the weak points of every member of the Sangha. By 
  Sangha Eyes, we mean the insight and vision of the collective 
  body of the Sangha, which includes the vision and insight of  
  all its members from the youngest to the eldest….The collective 
  insight has a strength, a wisdom, and a vitality of its own, 
  which surpasses any individual insight.34 

In order to make the most beneficial contribution to the collective, individuals assume 

responsibility for developing their own capacities for mindfulness. They observe 

“concrete practices” to expand their awareness of reality.  

 These practices take different forms. One method Naht Hanh and the members of 

Plum village employ is the use of “gathas or mindfulness verses… 

  When we practice with gathas, the gathas and the rest of our 
  life become one, and we live our entire lives in awareness. 
  This helps us very much, and it helps others as well. We 
  find that we have more peace, calm, and joy, which we can 
  share with others.35 

Reciting the gatha poems recalls the practitioners to value of each moment of life, and 

reminds them of the reality of inter-being. For example, a gatha for gardening reminds 

the gardener of his close relation with the earth. Instead of mulling over what he has to do 

at the office tomorrow, he fully appreciates—here and now—his intimate contact with 
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the earth, “our mother: 

   Earth brings us into life 
         and nourishes us. 
   Earth takes us back again…. 
   I entrust myself to Earth; 
   Earth entrusts herself to me.36 

 The strategy is to bring sincerity—even reverence—to the task of gardening. Another 

form of practice that involves reverence for our fellow human beings is the art of skillful 

communication: 

  Buddhism teaches us how to use loving speech and how  
  to listen deeply as two wonderful methods to open the 
  door of communication. As parents, we should not use 
  the language of authority but the language of love when 
  we speak to our children. When we can speak the language 
  of love and understanding, our children will come to us and 
  tell us about their difficulties, suffering, and anxieties. With 
  this kind of communication we will understand our children, 
  and only then can we really love them.37 

The practices of the Sangha need not be limited to Buddhists. Naht Hanh encourages his 

readers, regardless of their religious affiliations or lack thereof, to employ the “skillful 

means” of the Sangha to their family life. 

 David Duncan would certainly agree with Naht Hanh. In his novel, The Brother’s 

K, Duncan illustrates the transforming power of mindfulness, outside of a Buddhist 

context. His representation of Hugh Chance, a depressed and disengaged father, is a case 

study that could be very useful to family therapists, revealing how the practice of 

mindfulness can restore a father to his children. But can we apply what we learn about 

self-transformation in a novel to a real-life endeavor, such as family therapy? According 

to philosopher and literary critic Ilham Dilman, we not only can—we should. Dilman’s 

book, Raskolnikov’s Rebirth, makes a convincing argument for regarding Dostoevski as 
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an insightful psychologist: 

  It is in learning to be oneself, in learning to live one’s own 
  life that one comes to know people. As one comes to know  
  people as individuals, one becomes alive to their differences 
  and acquires an understanding of people—what Wittgenstein 
  calls judgment. This is not confined to the intellect; the  
  understanding is an intimate part of the person38 

In his work, Dostoevski manifests a knowledge of psychology that is experiential and 

intuitive, rather than academic. “As Wittgenstein says, some can learn this knowledge; 

not however by taking a course in it….It calls for personal qualities.”39  In the sense of 

psychology’s  “original meaning”—the ability to understand people—“it is the great 

novelists, dramatists, biographers, historians, that are the real psychologists.”40 Duncan is 

a psychologist in this sense, and his novel can, indeed, be psychotherapeutically 

instructive. 

 Like its prototype, The Brothers Karamozov, Duncan's work, The Brothers K, is 

concerned with the evolutionary dynamics of a family coming to terms with the 

conflicting ideologies, desires, and aspirations of its members. We meet the Chances in 

September 1956, and follow their development as individuals and as a group until 

February 1980. The journey is often tumultuous and emotionally intense, for all the major 

characters, to varying degrees, suffer as a result of both circumstances and their own 

internal imperatives. In Duncan's novel, as in Dostoevsky's The Brothers Karamozov, the 

most destructive and painful conflicts are those between the generations of the family. 

For the Chance family, the ideological warfare that takes place between the mother and 

her sons renders the boys confused, distressed, and perilously close to despising their 

mother. Laura Chance is determined that all her children will grow up to be church-

going, unquestioningly dedicated, Seventh Day Adventists. Laura feels a deep loyalty to 
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the Adventist Church and considers it her inviolable duty to pass this legacy of belief on, 

even though as they grow older, the children become more and more uncomfortable with 

the orthodoxy imposed upon them. The eldest son occasions a crisis when, during a 

family dinner, he comically ridicules religion. The other boys join in the fun, and Laura 

Chance suddenly sees them—not as her children—but as agents of the devil. 

 Later that night, when everyone has retired to bed, Hugh Chance gathers his sons 

tells them that at his behest, Mama will no longer force them to go church with her. In the 

future, religious affiliation will be on a voluntary basis. Although Mama accepts this 

adjustment to household rules, she makes her own provisions as well. The next day, the 

family learns that from now on she refuses to be a mother to any of her children who do 

not regularly attend Adventist Sabbath. For her sons, the Cold War she declares against 

them is not "just a passing disaster," but "the instantaneous unraveling” of the family.41 

(205). Mama will neither cook their meals, nor wash their clothing, nor advise them, nor 

help the three boys in any way. She erases them from her catalogue of concerns. 

 Were it not for the youngest son Kade's ability to communicate with his father, 

the boys would be virtual orphans, for Hugh Chance, too, is temporarily possessed and 

nearly destroyed by an ideological imperative in a different religious guise: the American 

definition and worship of success. As a young man, Hugh Chance showed great promise 

of achievement. He came very close to attaining his goal of becoming a major league 

pitcher, receiving an offer from the Chicago White Sox. But before he could accomplish 

his goal, a terrible accident occurred. Because of his growing family and the insufficiency 

of his minor league salary, Hugh was constrained to supplement his income by working 

at the Crown Zellerback mill. One night, on the graveyard shift, someone inadvertently 
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flipped a switch that started the machine Hugh, exhausted, was resting against. His left 

thumb, sucked in by a whirling belt, was torn and crushed. After the company doctors 

were finished working on him, the thumb was virtually useless, and Hugh Chance was a 

south-paw pitcher. No more baseball. 

 As the boys grow up, they watch their father slump into a deeper and deeper 

depression. Baseball, Hugh tells his sons, had been like a religion to him, and now he has 

nothing left to believe in. By the time Kade is eleven years old, he understands that his 

father is absorbed in a slow form of suicide. Hugh has withdrawn from his family, rarely 

speaking to any of them; he smokes three or four packs of Lucky Strikes a day, and 

drinks on the sly. He's isolated in a profound state of despair, but Kade nevertheless tries 

to reach him. Alone in a parked car with his father, waiting to give a fellow mill-worker a 

ride, Kade tries to engage his father in conversation, but Papa is mostly unresponsive, and 

when he does say anything, it’s a reprimand. Frustrated and despondent, Kade calls his 

father “a goddamned corpse.” The words hit home, and Hugh strikes back with a blow to 

his son’s face that brings blood into Kade’s mouth. The only way Kade can call Papa 

back to life is through emotion. He shatters his father's defensive shell—the veneer of 

cynical indifference—thereby exposing the furnace of sorrow and frustrated rage that is 

consuming Hugh Chance. Hugh has been smoldering inside, in a personal hell, with a 

slow and deadly burn. Their shared tears save him.  

  I hear him moving toward me, till he's just  
  inches away. I don't look or turn, but I feel 
  it now--not just his hand or voice but his 
  entire body, right up against mine. And it's 
  quaking like a cold wet dog's. He's just like  
  me! I think, amazed despite the pain. He's just  
  a grownup boy, stuck in a body, stuck in a life.  
  And his life isn't working. It's not working at all. (110) 
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In the days following this emotional catharsis, Hugh throws away his cartons of cigarettes 

and begins a program of athletic rejuvenation. He runs after work, and spends his 

evenings constructing a "mystery shed" in the backyard. Not until he's finished the 

building does the family realize that he's made a large "batter's box." With an old mattress 

mounted on one wall to absorb his throws, and chalk lines marking his "strike zone," 

Papa creates a place to practice his pitching, no matter what the weather. At first Kade is 

excited by the belief that Papa is staging a comeback into pro ball, but Hugh quickly 

squelches that idea: "I built this shed because throwing baseballs keeps my head on 

straight. I did not build it to inaugurate some sort of fairytale comeback….Call it my 

hobby, or some weird worship maybe...(124-125). Nevertheless, though his pitches lack 

the control and precision of his pre-accident days, though he is often exasperated by his 

wild throws, Hugh quickly regains his overall athletic grace and energy. 

 More importantly, Papa's attitude toward his life begins to change. Nightly hiding 

in the backyard hedge where, unseen, they can observe their father, the four brothers hold 

whispered conferences on the progress of his pitching and decide there's little hope of his 

returning to the game. In comparison with his former skills, Hugh's efforts seem pathetic 

and a little crazy. But Kade sees beneath the surface and understands that Papa is "hurting 

less and less”: 

  The truth is, as the weeks passed Papa seemed to 
  take increasing pleasure in everything he did in 
  the shed. Even the swearing and wall-pounding 
  eventually began to sound like something he enjoyed. 
  He got better at them too. (171) 

If Papa were aware of his sons' spying on him, Kade might attribute his "shedball" to a 

"hackneyed lesson in 'Never say die!'"(171). But the concentration and sustained effort 
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that Hugh brings to his "hopeless" activity are for something other than an object lesson. 

His pitching becomes a spiritual practice, in the sense that Eugen Herrigel speaks of 

target practice in his book, Zen in the Art of Archery. From the Zen perspective, archery 

is not "a sport but, strange as this may sound at first, a religious ritual." The "art" of 

archery does not refer to the ability of the sportsman, "which can be controlled, more or 

less, by bodily exercises." Instead, what is meant by "art" is "an ability whose origin is to 

be sought in spiritual exercises...so that fundamentally the marksman aims at himself..." 

Although no longer used in the competitive field of battle, 

  archery is still a matter of life and death to 
  the extent that it is a contest of the archer 
  with himself; and this contest is not a paltry 
  substitute, but the foundation of all contests 
  outwardly directed--for instance with a bodily 
  opponent. In this contest of the archer with 
  himself is revealed the secret essence of this 
  art, and instruction does not suppress anything 
  essential by waving the utilitarian ends to 
  which the practice of knightly contests was put.42 

Re-teaching himself the art of pitching, minus his thumb, is a matter of spiritual life and 

death for Hugh Chance. What are at stake are his vitality, his will to live, and the quality 

of his engagement with the world. Having no utilitarian goal, no expectations of success 

as a baseball player, Hugh practices Zen without ever studying what "Zen" is. 

 "Our effort in our practice should be directed from achievement to non-

achievement," Roshi Shunryu Suzuki writes. "If you do something in the spirit of non-

achievement, there is good quality in it...when you make some special effort to achieve 

something, some excessive quality, some extra element is involved in it."43 Because he is 

free from ulterior motives or extraneous desires while he practices in the shed, Hugh's 

pitching becomes a form of Zen mindfulness. This state is the "clear and single-minded 

awareness of what actually happens to us and in us at the successive moments of 

perception."44 It is, according to Naht Hanh, "the life of awareness" that frees us of 
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"dispersion and makes it possible to live life fully each minute of life."45 As psychologist 

Mark Epstein asserts, "It is the fundamental tenet of Buddhist psychology that this kind 

of attention is, in itself, healing."46 With no particular purpose or goal, Hugh focuses his 

physical and mental energy on the activity he loves purely for its own sake, and begins to 

heal from the disappointments of his life. 

 And Kade, who led his father to this transformation, gathers a valuable lesson 

from watching the process: 
 
  I could call it "detachment" or "purity of effort," or 

"a refusal to judge by results." But as I watched from  
the hedge I felt no need to squeeze it into a formula. I  
was learning not by words like these, but by the nonsensical  
songs and babblings and sound effects that accompanied    
Papa's destinationless pitches out into the night that there are  
genuine alternatives to the black-and-white categories into 
 which most of us dump our lives (172). 

 
Through "a father/son osmosis" rather than thinking, Kade learns that "winning and 

losing, success and failure" are arbitrary categories. For his father "found a new and pure 

kind of effort to make, and commenced punching walls, swearing, joking, whistling and 

living his life as if the past had passed"(172). Hugh Chance begins to thrive again, 

because he left the past behind and taught himself to repudiate the conventional attitude 

that had labeled him a failure. 

 As a young man, Hugh Chance saw baseball in epic proportions. The diamond 

fields where major league players contend for national honors was, in his eyes, sacred 

ground. He longed to join the heroic figures of baseball lore, all those players who rose to 

reverential status. But to enroll in their ranks, he had to be capable of winning, capable of 

achieving national prominence. His accident destroyed all his lofty ambitions. In status, 

he plunged from heroic knight to insignificant serf. Because of his ruined thumb, Hugh 
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could no longer aspire to the heroic level of baseball in America, nor could he participate 

in the customary definition of "success." He would never distinguish himself or prosper 

in his chosen field of endeavor. "You know, millwork isn't baseball," he had told Kade in 

the car: 

  “It's not a game, not an art, it's not even 
  a goddamned skill. It's just a dead thing I do for 
  money so we can eat. I'm a millworker, Kade. And 
  millworkers are the people who can't be who they 
  wanted"(110). 

Cut off from the opportunity to excel on an epic scale in our "national pastime" and 

unable to participate in baseball as a master artist, Hugh had accepted the conventional 

definition of himself as a failed drudge, doomed to a life of quiet desperation. 

 From the Zen point of view, the humblest pursuits are every bit as significant and 

worthwhile as the most socially exalted feats of accomplishment. If we enlarge our 

perspective to embrace the limitless activity of the universe, what is important and what 

is without value? "In your big mind," Shunryu Suzuki declares, "everything has the same 

value... 
 
  In your practice you should accept everything 
  as it is, giving to each thing the same respect 
  given to a Buddha...Then Buddha bows to Buddha, 
  and you bow to yourself. This is the true bow.47 

Every action is equally valuable in that it is an opportunity for self-expression, self-

creativity. "To cook is not just to prepare food for someone or yourself; it is to express 

your sincerity ...We should appreciate what we are doing."48 Given our social tradition of 

creating hierarchies of activity, it is understandably difficult for most people to see 

dignity in "menial" tasks. Hence, the idea of "practicing" a different attitude toward our 

endeavors. Through his pitching practice--concentrating upon an activity that evokes his 

sincerity--Hugh learns to bow to himself, to value his life again. 
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 When his sons are disowned by their mother, Papa is able to support and advise 

them, because he is undergoing a transformation catalyzed by the practice of 

mindfulness. He has understood the debilitating limitations of his own conceptions of 

success. He still loves the art of baseball, but he has renounced the emphasis upon 

win/lose competition. Concerned that his sons will look down on their mother, and 

knowing that they too love baseball and cherish hopes for a revival of his career, he 

informs them, "Baseball--and I mean professional baseball--has got damned near every 

problem that churches and religion have got... 
 
  So based on experience, I'm telling you guys: 
  baseball and churches have got the same bore- 
  dom factor, the same hypocrisy, the same Pie  
  in the Big League Sky...the same loudmouthed 
  yoyos mixed in among the decent fans in the  
  pews, the same power-loving preacher/managers 
  delivering the same damned 'Do what I say or 
  you're doomed' sermons"(198). 

Urging his sons not to submit "to boneheads and flags and false idols," but to seek their 

"own sorts of heavens," respecting the differences between themselves in the process, 

Papa Chance unknowingly paraphrases the teachings of Buddha. And he wants them to 

respect their mother's choice, as well: 
 
  "Your mother's girlhood was so terrible that 
  when she finally discovered the Adventist Church, 
  it seemed like absolute heaven in comparison... 
  She wants to share her heaven with her kids... 
  She wants what's best for you, but it gets mixed  
  up with what was once best for her"(200). 

Papa wants his sons to understand that her unstable, painful childhood has made it 

difficult for Mama to relinquish her compulsion to direct their lives into established 

patterns of certainty. She is deeply entrapped by her ideology. 

 Fortunately for those of us who love to read, literature, too, can be a form of  

“skillful means.” David Duncan offers his readers the character of Hugh Chance as an 
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example the transforming power of mindfulness. Through his sincere activity, 

uncontaminated by attachment to an idea of “achievement,” Papa becomes alive to his 

family once more. When Hugh Chance pitches the ball without egoistic motive, the self-

emptying activity has an effect like the underground working of water. He erodes his 

entanglement in dualistic reasoning—self/other, success/failure—for in a state of 

mindfulness, an individual is both subject and object, continually oscillating between self 

and other. Given the accompanying release from narrow self-centeredness, Hugh 

becomes a better father, more compassionately aware of his family. When guiding his 

children’s behavior, he emphasizes their inter-being, and urges them to have compassion 

for their mother. 

 In the final chapter of Beyond Therapy: The Impact of Eastern Religions on 

Psychological Theory and Practice, Guy Claxton counsels traditional psychotherapists to 

practice meditation: “The products of meditation are insight, awareness, equanimity and 

magnanimity, and any therapist who declines to undertake a practice that strengthens and 

expands these vital therapeutic qualities has some explaining to do.”49  In a similar vein, 

perhaps family therapists would do well to undertake the Zen practice of mindfulness. 

They need not view the effort as particularly Buddhist or religious. In fact, Thich Nhat 

Hanh rejects being “bound to any doctrine, theory or ideology, even Buddhist ones. 

Buddhist teachings are guiding means to help us learn to look deeply and to develop our 

understanding and compassion. They are not doctrines to fight, kill or die for.” 50. The 

crux of the practice is that we limit our activity. We concentrate on what we are doing in 

the moment, instead of becoming lost in the wanderings of our minds. We can practice 

mindfulness washing the dishes, or driving a car, or looking at our hands—or listening to 
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our children. A family therapist who finds such practice personally transforming and 

useful in her own relationships can then help her clients to practice mindfulness as well. 
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The Iranian Rug 

 

 The carpenter who was laying our floor had told us that the man’s rugs 

were Pakistani, that Alyah had frowned just briefly when asked if he sold Indian 

rugs before launching into an enthusiastic explanation of why the good rugs – 

and the only ones he sold, the only ones he traveled once a year to buy – were 

from Pakistan.  Jeff told us that Alyah, if we could find his place in southern York 

County, would offer strong coffee and tell us everything we didn’t know about 

rugs – the sheep under the wool, the lambs under the sheep, the hands twisting 

the knots, the children in the sand.   I don’t know why Jeff was confused -- 

probably Pakistan, Iran, Iraq, Armenia, Afghanistan, Turkey, is Azerbaijan in 

there too? am I missing one? do weave together with too little distinction for 

many of us – a dark patchwork between Europe and Russia – but when we got 

there, Ellen and I learned quickly that Alyah was Iranian, his rugs were Iranian, or 

Persian if they were at least eighty years old, and as he guided our fingers 

across the backs of carpets, they were, definitely, the best carpets one could find 

in this country. 

 We had driven down to Alyah’s shop through southern York County, 

Pennsylvania, Penn’s woods.  The land was beautiful even in those weeks 

before spring begins to begin, when the corn stubble held tightly in the frozen soil 

jabs up through a couple of inches of dirty snow and ice, and the falling sun glints 
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from metal silos and glows on faded barns and on farmhouses warmed by 

woodstoves.  In late winter, the shape of the land is easier to see, the curves 

naked while the cold lingers.  It’s a nakedness waiting to awaken, to stretch, to 

be touched, to soften again into spring.  One field was fringed with slight pine 

saplings, planted last summer, waiting for their first full season.  Others were 

plain grey blankets with birds skimming across but not stopping.  Imagining what 

it was like down under the crust of winter where the frozen soil waited for the tiller 

and the seed corn took a strong effort of memory or desire.  Nothing was going to 

grow here for a couple of months.  This early evening the sunset came subtly 

through the cold air – just some muted pink and mauve in the sky still light from 

the sun already gone down behind the rolling hills to the west of our car. 

 Navigating the southern part of the county takes lots of experience or a 

map.  Ellen had laid one across her lap like an afghan.  Each hill pushes the road 

aside, but so do boundaries – stone fences, or barbed wire, or just tradition – 

boundaries maintained through generations of families.  And the smaller roads 

are further shaped by streams and jagged outcroppings of rocks.  As we left the 

two-lane secondary road, we meandered down Frosty Hill, then Kennedy, Piney 

Hill Rd….  Farther into the hills, the bare branches of trees along the road etched 

delicate patterns against the rolling clouds and laid faint shadows that the car 

drove over.  Distances lengthened between houses and then from one trailer to 

the next farm.  All the buildings had begun modest and now seemed to match 

their chicken coops and tractor sheds.  This was an area urban sprawl from 

Baltimore hadn’t reached.  When the crow flew here, its path had nothing to do 
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with the possible paths of people and cars.  But the land was beautiful, with a 

sense of freedom of air and light touching land that seemed to keep moving with 

its own gentle rhythm, and we were both thinking, and finally said, “Maybe we 

should think of living out here.” 

 After we turned onto the sixth back, back road, we turned one more corner 

and there beside us was Alyah’s Oriental Rugs, a small sign in the corner of a 

plate glass window in the front of what appeared to be an old garage.  We 

learned later that it had been a garage, then a restaurant – burgers, onion rings, 

steak fries, soft ice cream – but without a liquor license in a “dry” township, and 

really without a clientele.  Finally, the owner ate there alone.  We wondered 

about three doors – an old bicycle here, a vase of plastic flowers there -- then 

rang a bell as instructed by a faded, hand-lettered sign. 

 He was solidly built.  He was bald.  Breathing heavily, Alyah told us he 

hadn’t talked to anyone in a week except his wife.  He was a recent member of 

the heart bypass “zipper club,” his wife told us, as soon as she had introduced 

herself, “Aliani, I’m half Italian, half Polish,” and promised that she wouldn’t 

interrupt the story Alyah was telling us about the man in Baltimore who had paid 

too much for an “oriental” rug at an auction.  When Alyah first heard Aliani 

coming down the stairs, he had said strongly and loudly, not quite a shout, “Don’t 

come down now; I’ll take care of it.”  Aliani came quickly into the room, not at all 

seriously forbidden though the tone had been forbidding, and presented herself – 

her Italian warmth, her Polish generosity.  How we generalize, even about 
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ourselves.  She put her hand out to us with a big smile on her face.  “I’ve just 

baked some spice cake.” 

Alyah told us how he had found this place.  He had been brought by an 

American friend to a family party in this part of York County, only an hour from 

Baltimore.  New cedar house, skylights, deck overlooking an autumn creek, 

rusted leaves floating around bends of exposed roots, fish flashing in the 

afternoon sun.  Five acres.  A local carpenter had done most of the building.  

Alyah had heard at the party about cabins nearby, also close to Muddy Creek as 

it winds it way toward the Susquehanna River.  “Cheap.  You can get one for ten 

thousand.” 

 “Since a young man, I’ve wanted to fall asleep within the sound of running 

water,” he told us.  “Running water never disappoints.  It washes away our 

deepest troubles and brings peace.”  He went on, “At the party they were pulling 

10-inch trout out of the creek.  I was tired of dealing with the city.  When a man 

came into my shop one day, I watched him looking at some of my best rugs with 

prices of twenty, thirty thousand.  Then I saw him look over at me.  I was afraid.  

‘This is no place for a father alone to raise two sons,’ I thought.  I had just met 

Aliani.  She was making good money working at a large Italian restaurant in Little 

Italy, near Fells Point.  I’d go in there to drink a Grappa, sit where she could 

serve me.  After a while we saw each other in other places.  I’d take her to 

Helmand for Afghan food, and she’d take me to Zbrowski’s.  After a year, she 

said to me, ‘I’d like to be your partner.  I can work with the business, make a web 
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site, and,’ she hesitated, ‘help you live more happily in your new country.  

Remember the little cabins along the river that you told me about?’   

 “The next weekend, Aliani and I drove up – up, down, and around until we 

found the cabins.  They were a mile from the creek.  I couldn’t hear its running 

water.  We kept driving.  The property with the For Sale sign was closer to the 

creek.  There had been rain, and I thought I could hear water over rocks.  Grass 

grew through cracked concrete in the front.  A gas pump hadn’t been used for 

twenty years.  The storage tank still lay underground, forgotten.  Two empty 

rooms on the ground floor – one large, one smaller – an apartment above with 

two bedrooms -- one for my boys, one for Aliani and me – bath, and living room 

looking back into the woods.  All linoleum,” he laughed.   “Easy to clean, as Aliani 

says.  I could see my rugs inside the plate-glass windows downstairs, hanging on 

the walls, spread on the floors, piled in rolls around the sides of the rooms, and I 

saw people looking in with their hands cupped around their faces against the 

glare of the sun, ringing the bell, waiting for me to let them in.  I saw no man 

coming through the door to frighten my children, or Aliani, or me.  I looked at 

Aliani.  Her eyes said, ‘Yes.’  Now ninety percent of my business is Internet.” 

 Alyah’s enthusiasm glowed above a somber background.  The eyes 

behind the glasses gleamed with pride before he turned away to cough softly into 

the shadow of his body.  His round face was plain and without creases, as 

though there were no place for dishonesty to hide in it.  He was delighted to show 

us his rugs.  In fact, Aliani and Alyah were equally eager. If anything, hers was 

the simpler affection; his was complicated from buying and selling for many years 
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and by the texture of a darker life at which he only hinted.  She had known 

nothing about rugs when she met him.  Now she felt a connection, felt them as 

part of Alyah and parcel of her own inheritance. 

 “Don’t bother pulling that out,” Alyah said.  “They won’t be interested in 

that.  It’s the wrong size.” 

 “Oh, I just have to show them,” she said.  “It’s one of my favorites.”  At our 

feet she unrolled an exotic woman pouring wine into a man’s mouth alongside a 

river.  It was the only carpet with figures of people that we had seen.  As I 

listened to Aliani’s appreciation for the delicacy of the weaving, I imagined that 

this was Scheherazade, pouring her entertainments into King Shahryar’s ear to 

avoid joining the three thousand women he had slept with knowing he would 

command them to be murdered the next morning.  But Aliani’s affection for the 

carpet was naïve, pure.  For her, no cynicism stained the fine wool.  She 

probably thought only of her affection for Alyah and of the many ways they fed 

each other, here near Muddy Creek. 

 In a back room, or perhaps upstairs, it was hard to tell where the sound 

was coming from, two children were yelling at each other.  Aliani ignored them as 

she smoothed her favorite at our feet.  Alyah said, “They’ve become so spoiled 

without their mother.  They can’t even get a glass of milk in a civilized manner.” 

 “Don’t you pull that out yourself,” Aliani scolded as Alyah found a carpet 

that was about the size we wanted.  His heavy breathing was constant.  Aliani 

unrolled the rug on the floor and turned up a corner.  “Feel that softness,” she 
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said.  This is woven from the wool of lambs’ bellies – the softest there is.”  Ellen 

and I stroked the wool.   

 We moved into the other, smaller room.  The heavily painted floor covered 

what must have been oil residue from the original garage.  A few large rugs were 

rolled along one side.  On the back wall, in a dimly lit corner of the room, two 

smaller rugs hung side by side.  Seeing me looking, “That one, on the right, is a 

prayer rug,” Aliani said softly.  It was an abstract ivory pattern woven through a 

dark background.  It wasn’t basically geometric or floral like the other carpets we 

had seen.  To my eye the colors and shapes didn’t work together.  It didn’t make 

sense to me.  “Do you like it?” Aliani asked.  “I think we need something larger,” I 

replied, and turned to look again at the rug to the left, which drew me to it with 

the reds and deep oranges that were so appealing in Persian carpets.  The 

intricate geometric design, which I liked because it wasn’t complicated by literal 

associations, and the reds, oranges, tans, and blues held me, brought my eyes 

and something deeper than vision into the pattern.  Ellen pointed out the tiny 

representations of people in the border of the carpet.  Human figures delicate as 

newly planted pine trees.  A dark, abstract shape seemed to flow through the 

center of the design. 

 When I turned to look at Aliani and Alyah, they were standing close 

together, nearly touching.  Aliani said softly, “We’re sorry.  That’s a tribal rug.  It’s 

not for sale.” 
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 On our second visit, we had just had another small snow storm and were 

counting the fourteen days until the beginning of spring.  In the shop we heard 

again how important it was to buy only the rug with which we felt a connection.  

Alyah said, “People make the mistake of buying furniture or curtains, then trying 

to find a rug to match.  That’s not how it is with Iranian rugs.  They really are art.  

They don’t need to match.  Faraghan, Persian Sehna, Kashan.  You can put 

three different rugs on the same floor.  Paintings don’t match each other do they?  

What are you two?  German and English? Irish?  He gave a loud smile, “Aliani 

and I don’t match.  We love each other.”  Their looks wove into each other as 

though eyesight were fine strands of wool.  “Saruk, Heriz, Bakshiash.  Something 

in you will find something in the rug, in the spirit that imagined it, in the hands that 

wove it.  The rug will call to your heart, will help you to change, to grow.” 

 Rug after rug was unrolled.  Colors and images, like flocks of birds rising, 

shaped by the contours of particular land, the colors of mountains, sunsets over 

deserts.   After an hour of looking and touching, we’d not found what we wanted, 

even though we’d relaxed our sense of the right size.  Larger, smaller – we’d find 

a place for the rug we loved of any size.  We left the shop after dark and decided 

to take the highway back up to York.  Driving through the dark, even just over to 

Interstate 83 was tricky.  Once we found Rt. 851, we let the road take us through 

its curves, driving slowly.  Back on the highway, we moved along – 70, 75, 80.  

Nothing interesting in this fast, straight line, but we were hungry and 

disappointed.   
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 Two weeks later on our third, and, we knew, last trip to Alyah’s Persian 

Rugs, the first day of spring, we bought a newspaper at the last convenience 

story before entering the miles of twisted back roads leading, one after another 

after another, to the shop near Muddy Creek.  The news was familiar.  Partly 

cloudy, chance of showers.  Fatal crash in Hopewell Township.  Suicide bomb 

explodes in crowded marketplace.  I stuck the paper in my jacket pocket.  Driving 

through this part of the county, we had the feeling that some people might not 

even know about the war, that they led their lives working their fields, tending to 

their animals, keeping to themselves.  If asked, and who would ask? they might 

either say, “Blessed are the peacemakers,” or “Wipe out the sons o’ bitches,” or 

simply turn away.  We passed two small, tidy churches – one Presbyterian, one 

Methodist – and one cinderblock storage building, white-washed and turned to 

the services of Our Blessed Savior.  We knew the Amish had come to this area 

too, selling valuable land in Lancaster County just across the Susquehanna, but 

we saw no evidence of them except a couple of road signs with horse and buggy, 

pitted with bullet holes like every stop sign.  

 In the store we began wandering as we had on our previous visit.  Mahal, 

Abusson, Tabriz, Bijar.  The inside of each rolled rug seemed to wait for us, and 

we still hoped we would find just the one.  Allyah spotted the fringe of newspaper 

sticking out of my jacket pocket.  “Isn’t it terrible what we do to each other?” and I 

thought I saw a mixture of anger and shame in his face.  “Yes,” I simply said.  He 

took a hand of each of us and looked at us softly.  “We’ve decided to sell you the 

rug,” directly at me. 
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 I knew the rug he meant.  

 “It’s yours.” 

 I hesitated.  The air was full of a kind of scruple as the space near a creek 

is full of rippled light and bird calls and moving leaves.  “But Aliani…,” I started to 

say.  The look in Alyah’s round, honest face was clear.   

 “We want you to have it,” he said.  “But I must tell you something first.  I’ve 

crossed many borders since I left Iran, and I’ve learned that rugs, like tools, like 

anything handmade, like members of families, take on the lives of the people 

who live with them.  Everything is part of one mind, one body.  The rug is stained.  

Its beauty is tragic.  My father had two younger brothers.  When I was a child, my 

uncles were still just boys, in their teens.  One thought a gun wasn’t loaded.  

Playing soldier, he pointed it at his brother’s chest.  He pulled the trigger.  You 

can imagine the rest.  You will do us a kindness by putting the rug in your house, 

living with it, learning from it, and letting it learn from you.  Aliani and I are trying 

to weave a new life.  It’s time to share the rug with someone who will understand.  

Take it to your home now.” 

  

Back home, each day, I play my cello in the room with the rug.  Day by 

day.  My playing is changing.  I’m learning to let the music come from my back, 

through my shoulders and arms, stretching to my fingers touching the strings 

against the ebony fingerboard.  The spruce and maple speak with the vibration of 

the strings as I weave a simple pattern with my bow.  I listen until I am playing a 

single, sustained note, feeling the hair of the bow grab the string from frog to tip 
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and back -- my slow vibrato the gentle beating of a heart.  The room and the rug 

listen.  And each day as I play, I look at the stain, which seems woven intimately 

into the texture of the carpet.  One brother shooting the other in the chest.   

Innocent blood dying into the wool and darkening.   The family mourning 

together.  Then a life of sadness and strength in a new country, far from home. 
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Drawing on the ethnographic research on the Sikhs in Hong Kong and in India, 
this study emphasizes the importance of relating a multinational perspective to 
examine the local life as well as the identity of the Sikhs in Hong Kong. I 
argue that a multinational-sited approach is necessary to comprehend how the 
transnational connections specifically and complexly impact the Sikhs’ local 
life and identity in Hong Kong. By “local life” I refer to how the Sikhs in 
Hong Kong transnationally configure their personal life drawn from their 
origin. I focus on how their religious, family and social network in or between 
two places have become germane to the operation of their everyday life in 
Hong Kong. By “identity” I am concerned about how the Hong Kong Sikhs 
negotiate a cultural boundary under the influences of transnational connections. 
In this light, I place the way to which the Sikh migrants and the Sikhs in India 
negotiate their cultural identity with their historical experience, local power 
framework, and the political factors of both India and Hong Kong at the center 
of my inquiry. I will end with a brief conclusion summarizing the argument 
and underlining implication, both theoretical and empirical, for rethinking a 
transnational anthropology for studying migratory population under the 
quickening globalization. 
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             Problems Between Men and Women in the Poetry of Sara Teasdale 
 
 
            Sara Teasdale was the author of a poem published in 1911 that probably strikes 
some readers today as rather odd.  In “Union Square” (Collected Poems 31-2), a poem 
widely noticed in its day (Larsen 213; Drake, ST 68), the narrator expresses envy at New 
York prostitutes plying their trade.  Understanding that poem may help one comprehend 
the times that influenced Teasdale’s life and career as well as the myriad readers of 
Teasdale, who became the most popular poet of her day and who even received a special 
award in 1918 from Columbia University that’s now considered the precursor to the 
Pulitzer Prize in poetry (Drake, ST 173).  Teasdale straddled two periods in the evolution 
in attitudes towards women in America, one the Victorian that expected women to be 
reserved and submissive and the other the experimental bohemian age for women 
represented by artists such as Edna St. Vincent Millay and Elinor Wylie, both anything 
but reserved and submissive.  The narrator grieves in “Union Square” internally that she 
is with a man she loves who does not love her. The man is a friend willing to spend time 
with her this night, but at the door it’s clear to the narrator he “had not heard / My heart’s 
unuttered cry.”   That the cry was unuttered is significant, because women of Teasdale’s 
social background were raised to believe they had to become married, but they had to 
wait for a man to initiate any romantic involvement (Drake, ST 111).  This was especially 
frustrating to Sara because in her own life she found men rather slow to take that 
initiative.  One man in particular, Jack Wheelock, for whom she developed very strong 
feelings, seems to have been amazingly obtuse about picking up clues Teasdale felt 
herself limited to dropping about her desire to be more than friends.  Thus in “Union 
Square” Teasdale is depicting both her own frustration with the limitations placed on 
women and envying the supposed freedoms of prostitutes.  At first this may seem a naïve 
conception of the situation of street walkers, but it may well be a calculated effort to 
shock readers of her day and implicitly rebel against values that seemed stifling.  At the 
same time, Teasdale never felt comfortable with the bohemian sexual experimentation of 
younger artists like Millay (Drake, ST 108), even though she became a lifelong friends 
with Millay (Epstein 72; Milford 92), and she influenced her poetry (Walker 44).  
Teasdale’s struggle to deal with relationships between men and women in her own life 
and times was a pull between two value systems and that conflict led her to include in her 
art some interesting insights into intimate relationships that seem relevant even today 
more than seven decades after her death.  
            Teasdale was born in 1884 in St. Louis, the youngest child to well-to-do parents 
(Drake, ST 1, 22).  She grew up physically frail, and was very sheltered and pampered by 
her parents, who eventually built a private suite of rooms for her in their mansion that 
included a sitting room, private bath, and library (Gould 92).  Her mother may have 
harbored a grudge against Teasdale because of her birth when her middle-aged parents 
were supposed by conventional values to have long before ended the sexual part of their 
relations.  Teasdale was living, embarrassing proof that her mother had not abided by that 
social expectation (Drake, ST 8). William Drake, whose biography of Teasdale in 1979 is 
credited with beginning a revival in interest in a poet long forgotten (Miller 1058), 
believes the mother smothered Teasdale with concern about her health in a 
subconsciously hostile attempt to prevent her from ever learning to take care of herself, 
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while on the surface appearing to be a doting parent (Drake, ST 8-9).  She also made her 
daughter uncomfortable with sexual feelings.  Teasdale did grow up isolated, plagued all 
her life with health problems that resisted all treatment, and yearning for love that came 
to be expressed in her poetry.  By the time she was approaching thirty, an age when 
single women of her day were considered spinsters and stigmatized as undesirable and 
inferior, Teasdale had not had any truly promising prospects for marriage (Drake, ST 26; 
95). There had been a shipboard romance that went nowhere in the long run, and a 
gentleman admirer who never quite moved toward more serious interest (Drake, ST 95).  
In spite of the experimentation of the bohemian crowd of that day, most women in the 
broader population, even well educated ones, still wanted to be married (Walker 51).  
Teasdale was worried about her chances when suddenly in 1914 she said all of her “ships 
seem to be coming in all at once” (Drake, ST 136).  Friends had acted as matchmakers, 
and two men were now courting Teasdale.  One was Vachel Lindsay, a poet introduced 
by Harriet Monroe, editor of Poetry magazine, who hoped to inspire a Robert and 
Elizabeth Barret Browning sort of marriage between two poets (Drake, ST 110, 125).  
The other suitor was Ernst Filsinger, introduced by a friend who felt Vachel was not 
prepared emotionally to take on the responsibilities of a family financially (Drake, ST 
132; Drake FW 96).  There was actually a third man who was the ship Teasdale really 
wanted to come into the picture.  Jack Wheelock was along with Teasdale a winner of a 
national poetry contest for which both competed with more than 10,000 poems by 2,000 
aspiring poets to be selected for a published anthology of just 100 poems (Drake, ST 99-
100).  Teasdale decided just on the basis of reading Wheelock’s poetry that he was her 
man.  Even though her upbringing discouraged women from pursuing men, she took the 
bold step of tracking him down to the bookstore in New York where he worked, 
introducing herself, and asking for his autograph.  They became good friends and spent 
many hours socializing together, during which time Teasdale fell more passionately in 
love with him (Drake, ST 101).  
            Given the intensity of her feelings it may appear odd that Wheelock did not notice 
them.  She took the unprecedented step of expressing her feelings in an awkward way 
once, and Wheelock later said until then he had no idea she felt that way for him (Drake, 
FW 95-6; Drake, ST 112; 133).  This predicament arose because Teasdale believed a 
woman could not speak directly to a man about her romantic feelings and apparently her 
subtle hints had gone rather far over Wheelock’s head.  In one last desperate effort to 
motivate Wheelock to make a move to win her heart, she consulted him on the fact that 
Lindsay and Ernst both wanted to marry her and wondered which Wheelock thought the 
best choice.  She hoped Wheelock would feel compelled to assert his love for her.  
Instead he discussed the other men without any discernable jealousy or interest in the 
matter other than as a friend (Drake, ST 133).  Disappointed, Teasdale proceeded to 
marry Ernst because he seemed best able to support a wife, while Lindsay seemed 
emotionally tied to his mother and showed little promise of earning a reasonable income 
(Drake, ST 136).  This may seem a mercenary choice, but it must be kept in mind that 
Teasdale had not been prepared in any way to support herself or even take care of a 
household.  Her doubts about surviving as Lindsay’s wife were legitimate ones.  After 
marrying Ernst, for example, the couple lived permanently in hotels so Teasdale wouldn’t 
have to do any housework (Drake, ST 145).  She did say that if Lindsay had swept her off 
her feet she would have risked a financially challenging life with him, but he didn’t 
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arouse passions that strong.  On the other hand, she felt she could learn to love Ernst, a 
man who idolized her and had memorized her poetry before the two ever met (Drake, ST 
124-5).  Even though she once said she couldn’t believe she was marrying such a stuffed 
shirt (Drake, FW 97)—Louis Untermeyer once described Ernst as “a little like the head 
usher in a funeral parlor” (Saul 9)--she did learn to love him; and, the first five years with 
Ernst were “serenely happy” (Gould 111). 
            This idyllic relationship was not to last.  Her discomfort with sex was one 
problem (Drake, FW 100; Walker 57).  She once said she’d prefer to be like the angels in 
heaven who have no sex (Drake, ST 123), and the two slept in separate rooms and even 
stayed in separate hotel rooms when they traveled (Drake ST 148; 221).  Another 
complication was Ernst’s dedication to his work which took him out of town and often 
abroad for long periods of time (Drake, ST 163).  During one year and a half Ernst was 
with Teasdale just six weeks (Drake, ST 196).  Teasdale felt more and more lonely, and 
after 14 years of marriage she went secretly to Reno in the fall of 1929 during one of 
Ernst’s extended absences and obtained a divorce, forbidding Ernst even to argue about 
her decision (Drake, ST 257-8).  This break seemed at first liberating, but as time went on 
Teasdale’s loneliness increased in spite of the fact that she had established a friendship 
with a young female admirer named Margaret Conklin.  Teasdale tried hiring a paid 
companion to help pass her time, but found that unsatisfactory (Drake, ST 265).  Her 
depression was deepened by the suicide in December 1931 of Vachel Lindsay, who drank 
a whole bottle of Lysol and died a horrible death in the presence of his young wife 
(Drake, ST 277).  Early Sunday morning, January 29, 1933, Teasdale took a lethal dose of 
sleeping tablets and climbed in a tub of hot water where she died.  A nurse who had 
provided live-in care discovered her while the water was still warm, raising suspicions 
she may have hoped she’d be discovered in time (Drake, ST 291-2). Her family 
succeeded in keeping the suicide from the public for many years with the help of the 
medical examiner (Drake, ST 292).  One interesting detail about her will was that she left 
three fifths of her estate to her ex-husband Ernst, and another was that she was actually 
rather well off financially at the time of her death even though the Great Depression was 
under way and she seems to have believed otherwise (Drake, ST 293).  Not long after her 
death her reputation as one of the most highly regarded poets in America began to fade.  
Near the end of the century Cheryl Walker says she was nearly forgotten, although her 
Collected Poems continued in print until the mid-1970’s, her poetry considered by that 
time most suitable for young girls (Walker 44).  Even Gilbert and Gubar excluded her 
completely from their Norton’s Anthology of Literature by Women, as did other popular 
anthologies until quite recently (Walker 44).  One recent critic believes this was part of a 
general trend to reduce the importance of early twentieth-century women poets in the 
canon (Larsen 204).  Nevertheless, some of the previously forgotten women poets of the 
early 20th century like Millay, Wylie, and Teasdale--picked in 1923 by Vanity Fair as the 
three most “remarkable women poets in America” (Hively 109)--have experienced a 
renewal in interest.  Biographies such as two very good ones about Millay, Nancy 
Milford’s Savage Beauty (published in 2001) and Daniel Mark Epstein’s What Lips My 
Lips Have Kissed (published in 2001); one about Wylie, A Private Madness (2003), by 
Evelyn Hively; and, William Drake’s biography of Teasdale (published  in 1979) have 
helped to renew interest in these talented poets. 
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             Teasdale’s career as a poet spanned nearly three decades during which time she 
produced eight volumes of poetry, and her attitudes in these works toward romantic love 
between men and women reflect her own experiences or lack of them.  When Teasdale 
was young she idealized love because she had little real experience to base her poetry on.  
Her idealized concept of love appears in some of her early poems published in 1915 in 
the volume Rivers to the Sea, the title derived from a poem composed by Wheelock, her 
idealized lover (Drake, ST 112).  “Joy” (CP 51), for example, portrays an ecstatic narrator 
who says she’s “wild, I will sing to the trees, / I will sing to the stars in the sky, / . . .  
Now I can die!  . . . Now at last I can live!” This excitement is inspired by the speaker 
loving a man who actually loves her back.  In “April Song” (CP 49) the female narrator 
laments that spring in the past “was like a call to me / That I could not answer” and she 
“was chained to loneliness.”  This spring is different, and she asks the willow tree to still 
its leaves to listen to her say, “I can answer spring at last / Love is near me!”  Just the 
approach of love makes the narrator feel more in harmony with nature and the seasons 
and the possibility of romance provides intense emotional satisfaction. In “The Years” 
(CP 47) the narrator recalls that before meeting her lover the years of her life were a long 
procession on review in her memory of “sensitive, shy years, oh, lonely years / That 
strove to sing with voices drowned in tears.”  Those years are now redeemed by the fact 
that they unknowingly brought her closer to the man she now loves. 
            In some poems the man who provides these deep and exciting feelings is even 
deified.  For example, in “Pity” (CP 55) her lover’s face is the face of God.  In “Peace” 
(CP 47) the narrator feels peace flow in her and nature all around reflects her love.  She 
says that she had hopes “heaven-high” and all of them are fulfilled by the man she loves.  
In “The Old Maid” (CP 46) the narrator feels a woman without love is incomplete, 
reflecting the attitudes Teasdale grew up with.  In fact, Teasdale once read a sex manual 
entitled The Sexual Question in an effort to contend with her perceived problems with the 
topic.  The book was considered tolerant for its day, but it did assert, consistent with the 
sexist and racist attitudes of the day, that women had to marry, that remaining single was 
a serious failure to society and to the Aryan race (Drake, ST 123-4).  In “The Old Maid” 
the narrator rides a New York Broadway trolley and spots a woman who is obviously a 
spinster.  Even her hair is dull and her eyes have never been made to shine with love.  
Her body is thin with hunger “for love that never came; her soul was frozen in the dark / 
Unwarmed forever by love’s flame.”  The narrator’s lover rides next to her and as he 
looks from the old maid to her she is reminded his eyes are the “magic to defy / The 
woman I shall never be.”  This interesting poem is a reminder of how strong the social 
stigma was in Teasdale’s generation attached to women who failed to find a mate, and 
there is here even a sense of fear. 
            As powerful as loves appears to be in some of Teasdale’s poems, there are others 
in which the reality of relationships between men and women overshadows her idealized 
and romanticized version.  One of the central complications between men and women in 
Teasdale’s poetry derives from communication problems.  In Teasdale’s youth it was 
considered inappropriate for a woman to pursue a man, or indicate interest in him, and 
the man was expected to take the lead.  When a man was slow to do so, the interested 
woman was relegated to waiting hopefully or nudging with subtle hints.  Sometimes the 
man who did take the initiative was not the most promising possibility.  One time a 
laboring man sent earnest semi-literate love letters to Teasdale because he admired her 
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poetry, and although Teasdale was touched by his sincerity she did not answer him 
because the relationship would have been such an awkward mismatch socially (Drake ST 
124).  Finding a good connection was rather challenging, as Teasdale found in her 
relationship with Wheelock, who consistently failed to pick up on hints of her love.  Even 
before Teasdale met Wheelock, she expressed frustration with the social restraints placed 
on women in Helen of Troy and Other Poems (1911). In “A Maiden” (CP 23), the 
narrator complains that if she were a bird she could sing loudly of her love, “but since I 
am a maiden / I go with downcast eyes, / And he will never hear the songs / That he has 
turned to sighs.”  The implication is that the social constraints against women speaking 
directly to men about their feelings are contrary even to the natural order.  In “I Love 
You” (CP 24), the narrator speaks from the grave to a sparrow she asks to tell her lover 
after her death a secret she was not at liberty to tell him while alive.  The secret is said to 
be one she died to keep, suggesting possibly the narrator died of heartbreak or took her 
own life. The theme is again frustrated love in “Central Park at Dusk” (CP 32) where 
there are no tangible signs yet of the impending change in season and “silent as women 
wait for love, / The world is waiting for the spring.”  The contrast here is that spring will 
definitely come, but under Victorian social rules love may never arrive for some women 
required to wait passively for some guy to act.   
            In a later volume of poetry, Rivers to the Sea (1915), Teasdale still writes on this 
theme, and in “The Fountain” (CP 68) a fountain sings through the deep night while the 
stone satyr nearby does not stir. Only the “great white moon / in the empty heaven heard” 
the songs of the fountain.  This poem alludes to the paradox that Teasdale lost her 
religion (“the empty heaven”), but did not feel comfortable rejecting the Victorian social 
rules related to that religion.  The fountain represents the romantic yearnings of a woman 
and the statue of the satyr represents the inability of some men to understand the hints 
some women of Teasdale’s generation felt obliged to make in place of more direct 
communication.  In her 1920 volume of poetry there is a similar poem, “Snowfall” (CP 
150), in which a woman’s broken heart is said to be like “a hunter’s fire / Smothered in 
snow.”  The woman appears happy on the surface, but the narrator can sense the pain of 
her unsuccessful hunt for love beneath the surface.  The poem implies women are 
expected to hide their feelings, even their deepest disappointments, which is consistent 
with the values of Teasdale’s day (Brenner 213).  Sometimes the frustrations Teasdale 
felt turned to anger in her poetry.  One example is the early poem “Four Winds” (CP 22) 
published in 1911 in which she writes that the four winds advise a woman about love 
saying she must not treat a man well, and “When thou art more cruel than he, / Then will 
Love be kind to thee.”  “The Kiss” (CP 28), published in 1911, and one especially 
admired by Millay (Milford 92-3), forecasts Teasdale’s disillusionment with love.  In this 
poem a woman’s love is reciprocated and the man gives her a kiss on her mouth, but “His 
kiss was not so wonderful / As all the dreams I had.”  In addition to the communication 
problems in establishing a relationship at all, in this poem another one hinted at is that 
idealizing love can make a merely real relationship seem dull. 
               Other poems suggest Teasdale believed love was not really the answer for her, 
but rather she should cultivate an inner sense of strength.  This is probably the attitude 
that eventually influenced her to divorce Ernst.  In “Mastery” (CP 101) published in 1917 
in Love Songs, Teasdale’s most popular volume of which five editions were printed in 
one year (Perkins 366), the narrator says “Of my own spirit let me be / In sole though 
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feeble mastery.”  In “Lessons” (CP 102) included in the same volume, the narrator asserts 
“Unless I learn to ask no help / From any other soul but mine /  . . .  Why was I ever 
given birth?”  In “White Fog” (CP 139) published slightly later in 1920, the speaker says 
that in a bewildering world represented in the poem by a morning fog so thick one cannot 
tell ground from sky, “The one unchanging thing is I, / Myself remains to comfort me.”  
In “Day’s Ending (Tucson)” (CP 180) published in 1926, Teasdale writes a tribute to a 
friend, Marion Stanley, who years earlier urged her to feel more self-sufficient (Drake, ST 
44-7).  In this poem the speaker says, “Only yourself can heal you, / Only yourself can 
lead you, / The road is heavy going / And ends where no man knows; / Take love when 
love is given, / But never think to find it / A sure escape from sorrow / Or a complete 
repose.”  
            At the same time that Teasdale appears in some of her poems to move away from 
the idea that romantic love is a panacea, and she herself moved away from her marriage 
to Ernst to try self-sufficiency in real life, in “Morning Song” (1920) (CP 140) the 
speaker feels a kinship with the moon that is lonely, and she says “Only the lonely are 
free.”  This kind of freedom was not necessarily satisfying for Teasdale.  In “Effigy of a 
Nun (Sixteenth Century)” (CP 172) published in 1926, a nun who was aloof and viewed 
others as one watching a play “must have learned too well in her long loneliness / How 
empty wisdom is, even to the wise.”  Here self-sufficiency does not seem real wisdom, 
but rather a source of loneliness.  During her happy years with Ernst, her poetry seemed 
to celebrate her marriage. In “House of Dreams” (1917) (CP 107), for example, she 
doesn’t name Ernst, but the poem is nevertheless about him.  The narrator says that “You 
took my empty dreams / And filled them every one / With tenderness and nobleness, / 
April and the sun.”  In her last volume of poetry published after her death, one considered 
her best book (Gould 120), she remembers Ernst with warmth, and there seems a hint that 
ending her marriage to him was a mistake.  In “Return to A Country House” (1933) (CP 
212), the narrator recalls years earlier an unusual light from the planet Venus that was 
bright enough to cast a beam of light through a window on the “dark and lovely head” of 
an unnamed sleeping man Teasdale told a friend was Ernst (Drake, ST 280).  Now after 
the divorce there is only darkness of a winter night, and even if the “unearthly” beautiful 
light were to return, the head would no longer be there.  It is the man she misses most.  In 
“Since Death Brushed Past Me” (1933) (CP 213) the narrator says that she’s experienced 
some unspecified reminder of death and feels the need to speak out to an unnamed man 
who is again clearly Ernst.  She says “Take without shame the love I give you, / Take it 
before I am hurried away. / You are intrepid, noble, kind, / My heart goes to you with my 
mind, / . . . You are all I asked, my dear-- / My words are said, my way is clear.”  The 
final line seems to suggest her way to death is now cleared after expressing these 
important feelings, perhaps hinting at her impending suicide.  “Strange Victory” (1933) 
(CP 208), a poem that gave her posthumous last volume its title, is clearly about Ernst 
(see Drake ST 276), though he is again unnamed.  Here Teasdale expresses great relief in 
a metaphorical manner that Ernst has been able to go on with his life after the blow of 
their divorce.  She writes it is a strange victory, “To find you with the living, not the 
dead, / To find you glad of me; / To find you wounded even less than I / Moving as I 
across the stricken plain; / After the battle to have found your voice / Lifted above the 
slain.”  There is a warmth of feeling for Ernst, who said he never stopped loving Sara 
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(Drake, ST 258-60), that combined with the fact Teasdale left most of her estate to him 
suggests she may have regretted ending their marriage.   
            Teasdale’s struggle to find happiness with or without romantic love in her actual 
life and as expressed in her poetry offers much to consider for a contemporary reader 
who might venture into the rather challenging business of making a relationship with the 
opposite gender work.   At the very least she demonstrates that such relationships require 
a heavy investment of thought, hard work, and especially emotional realism.  I am 
reminded of a poem Teasdale wrote earlier in her career entitled “Moonlight” (1920) (CP 
140) in which the narrator says that “The heart asks more than life can give / When that is 
learned, then all is learned.”  This represents a hard-earned lesson in Teasdale’s life 
because her tendency to idealize love may have made it hard for her to accept the man 
she chose to marry, a man she eventually seems to have loved in spite of the 
disappointing disparity between expectation and reality.  In addition, Teasdale’s life and 
poetry show the importance of reconciling social expectations with one’s personal needs.  
Teasdale at first got into a marriage she was not deeply enthusiastic about because she 
felt pressured to get into a marriage of some kind by the social values she grew up with.  
For a time she was lucky because she was quite happy with Ernst, but her many later 
years of unhappiness with him are a reminder that there were many women in her day, 
and perhaps men also, in dreary relationships because they felt obligated to be (see 
Drake, FW 98). While social expectations have changed since Teasdale’s day, they still 
exist.  I know of people well beyond the traditional age of marriage who say they are 
pushed by relatives to find someone, perhaps anyone.  There are also even some 
pressures today to avoid marriage altogether as too difficult and painful in the opinion of 
young folks who have experienced first hand the repercussions of families torn apart by 
divorce. Finding a constructive way to deal with such pressures is as important today as 
in Teasdale’s day.   
            Another insight provided by a study of Teasdale and romantic love is that clear, 
direct communications between men and women is rather important.  Teasdale may have 
been prevented from severe disappointment by developing hopes too high for Jack 
Wheelock if she had felt able to speak to him more directly about feelings evolving free 
of connection with reality.  He in turn might have felt obliged to open up and tell her of 
his interests for another woman during those years, and be honest with a good friend in 
spite of apparent embarrassment over the lack of reciprocated affection from that other 
lady (Drake, ST 133).  Such frank communication between the two may even have 
allowed the romance Teasdale yearned for so much to develop.  Ironically, Wheelock 
didn’t find his mate until almost eight years after Teasdale’s death (Gould 120).  Finally, 
a look at Teasdale and her poetry serves to remind us today that we’re not the first and 
we’re not alone in wrestling with the problems men and women encounter in relations 
with each other.  It’s somewhat surprising that so many people still try marriage or living 
together if the fifty percent divorce rate (U. S. Census Bureau) is a measure of how 
elusive success may be.  Teasdale’s poetry is beautiful in its own right, even though I 
may not have had space to make that clear in the short passages I’ve provided, but she 
and her work are also of great interest to those stubborn folks who think they might find 
the way to make their relationships work even nearly seventy years after her death.  
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SUICIDE: A RATIONAL AND MORAL CHOICE 

       Let me not look for allies in life’s 
battlefield but at my own strength. 

Let me not crave in anxious  
fear to 

be saved but hope for the patience to 
Win my freedom… 

 
Rabindranath Tagore 

Fruit-Gathering 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Humanity’s quest for meaning and purpose of human existence is integral in 

the understanding of human situation and condition. It is via this search that human 

beings stamp the world with the human seal, human understanding. Being such, it is 

not surprising that various thinkers have continuously sought to address queries 

pertinent to human life, human existence. However, as they try to extrapolate and 

provide us with possible guidelines that will allow us to understand our world, our 

life, they stumble upon a humongous reality that seems to contradict and counter one 

basic assumption significant to self-preservation – suicide. 

 

Suicide is a phenomenon that shatters the comfort and security of self-

perpetuation, self-preservation. This is because suicide deals with the person’s own 

intention for self-annihilation, self-destruction, self-harming. And this is achieved by 

using one own hands in self-killing. This grim picture is made bleaker by the fact that 

suicide is one of the top ten leading causes of death in the United States. As such, it is 

not surprising that suicide is considered as social phenomenon and in reality it “has 

never been dealt with except as a social phenomenon”1. However, beyond the social 

                                                 
1. Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus and Other Essays,( France, 1955) p 4.  
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context of suicide, suicide is a very private act that is “prepared within the silence of 

the heart”2. As such, its origin is lodged deep within the person’s being, growing from 

within, reaching from without.  

  

In this paper, I will try to present the philosophical idea that suicide is a 

rational and moral choice and that the history of philosophy shows that suicide is not 

always perceived as shameful and evil. This position is made in the light of the ideal 

that although human persons are never free from death but we are free mortals 

possessor of human freedom, bearer of human autonomy.  

  

SUICIDE: IT’S DEFINITION AND CONTEMPORARY PERCEPTION 

 

The term suicide is said to be derived for the Latin term “suus” which means 

“the killing of the pig”. However, when one looks into the current connotation of 

suicide, one gets the feeling that it seems quite far from its original etymology. This is 

so since contemporary understanding of the term suicide connotes the idea of 

a”person carrying out the act which must have the intention that the act result in 

death”3, the death of the person himself, herself. This connotation is closer to the 

Latin term sui which means ‘self’ and caedere which means ‘to kill’. The other terms 

which are considered as synonymous with suicide are self-destruction, self-killing, 

self-harm and self-murder.  Emile Durkheim in his book Suicide claims that there are 

four kinds of suicide namely: 

                                                 
 
2 Ibid. 
 
3Charles Corr, et al, Death, and Dying, Life, and Living 3rd ed., (California: Wadsworth,2000), 

p 462.  
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• The egoistic suicide which is committed by individuals who do not 

have enough involvement in the society.  

• Altruistic suicide is committed by those who have an exaggerated or 

excessive concern for the community.  

• The anomic suicide is committed by those who people who are 

relegated in the periphery of the community due to questions pertinent 

to society’s function.  

• And lastly is what he calls fatalistic suicide, this kind of suicide is 

committed by those who see no future at all.  

However, regardless of the categorization of suicide what cannot be denied is 

the fact that “ killing oneself is generally viewed with abhorrence (sometimes with 

reverence) and the act of deliberately causing one’s own death is treated as spooky, 

defying understanding, something “abnormal” or better not spoken or thought 

about.”4 In effect suicide is considered as an “affront to society – an action that 

devalues human existence. Therefore, the victim of suicide is not only the person who 

‘chooses to die.’ Family, friends, and community are stigmatized through their 

association with the suicide and are enveloped in an aura of shame”5.  

 

Since suicide is such a disgrace, society tries to explain it away by pointing to 

the possibility that there might be something wrong with the individual, with the 

                                                 
 
4Thomas Szasz, Fatal Freedom: The Ethics and Politics of Suicide, (Connecticut: Praeger, 

1999) p 1  
 
5 George Noon, “On Suicide,” Journal of History of Ideas, 1978.  
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suicide6, either in her character or in his mind. It is assumed without qualification that 

“when a person commits suicide, it means that that person has cracked. There is some 

flaw or limitation or deviation within him or her.”7 And this particular belief 

regarding suicide is fortified by the notion that “the logic of suicide is different. It is 

like the unanswerable logic of a nightmare, or like the science–fiction fantasy of being 

projected suddenly into another dimension; everything makes sense and follows its 

own strict rules; yet at the same time, everything is also different, perverted, upside 

down. Once one decides to take his own life, he enters a sheet – off, impregnable but 

wholly convincing world where every detail fits and each incident reinforces his/ her 

decision” 8 

 More over, the perception that suicide is evil and morally wrong in the society 

is basically reaffirmed and reinstituted by different religions. In fact it can be said that 

despite differences and disagreements in dogmas and tenets of beliefs it appears that 

when it comes to the issue of the morality of suicide “Catholics, Protestants, Jews and 

Muslims generally have been taught that suicide is morally wrong.”9  

 However, is suicide always deemed as morally wrong or evil? 

 

SUICIDE AND PHILOSOPHY 

 

The immensity and gravity of the issue of suicide has never escaped 

philosophical discussions since the time of Plato. Various positions have been 

                                                 
6 This manner of calling the person who commits a suicide “suicide” has been suggested by 

Gavin J. Fairbairn   in his book Contemplating Suicide: The Language and Ethics of self-Harm. 
7 Robert  J. Kastenbaum, Death, Society and Human Experience, (Ohio: Merril Publishing 

Co., 1986) p 200 – 201. 
 
8 A.Alvarez, The Savage God, p 435 – 436.  

 
9 Kastenbaum, Ibid, p 197. 
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forwarded by different philosophers at different epoch. However, what is noticeable is 

the idea that despite the different positions taken by philosophers regarding suicide, 

no one definitive position has been taken by Philosophy. And this pathos has, in 

effect, planted the ground with seeds of knowledge that will enable us to learn and 

understand and even perhaps answer the moral questions that plagues the issue of 

suicide. 

But nevertheless, the position whether suicide is morally right or wrong is 

somewhat quite difficult to ascertain in the field of Philosophy. For philosophers 

themselves have disagreements regarding suicide’s morality, but it does not mean that  

philosophy has nothing to say about it. 

 

The idea of death has always been at the forefront of the minds of 

philosophers. The perception that the constancy of death and the limitedness of 

human existence are the seeds that have continuously fired philosophers’ quest to 

understand humanity’s situation in the here and now and in the beyond. Although the 

discussion apparently is always zeroing on what is the good life, their discourse also 

enters into the self- destruction. Yes, the story of philosophy always holds the 

primordial importance of human existence but they do recognise at the same time that 

in the centre of the good human life is human persons’ experience of death which is 

the only certain thing in this world. Being such, it cannot be denied that interests in 

the topic of suicide are as fruitful as that of life and death itself. 

Surprisingly, though, that in the story of philosophy suicide has been valuated 

differently.  
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The ancient period of philosophy, was a time when suicide was viewed not 

wholly as an evil in itself but it has been seen as a viable option in the face of the 

grimness and cruelty of life. 

Plato, one of the greatest philosophers of all times, appears to have an 

ambivalent position regarding suicide. In his book Phaedo, he ascertained that 

although philosophers have their eyes set on death and dying it is not right to take 

ones own life in reverence for the gods who “are our guardians and that we are a 

possession of theirs.”10 Thus, in this sense, for Plato the only restriction that should 

stopped human beings to commit suicide is ones reverence to the gods. This claim if 

understood in the light of his concept of the soul is a contradiction to his basic claim 

that that which animates us is the human soul and the soul he maintains to be 

immortal. And that the body is seen as a contingent and not the necessary part of our 

humanity.  

Plato’s position on suicide should be understood in the light of his conceptual 

analysis regarding knowledge, immortality of the soul, theory of Forms and view of 

Philosophy. If we do this, it can be claimed that Plato is supporting the idea of the 

rationality of suicide. It is clear in Plato that which is important, significant  and real 

for him is not the reality of the physical realm where the body lodges but the 

transcendental realm where the human soul and the Forms maybe found and “… real 

philosopher in his search for truth longs for the liberation of his soul and rehearses 

dying by constantly trying to approach the ideal state when his body is already out of 

the way and his soul is free. Since, he has become familiar with death, he is not afraid 

of dying.”11 

                                                 
10 Plato, Phaedo translated by Benjamin Jowett. Accessed on Onctober 23, 2007, 

www.classics.mit.edu/Plato/phaedo/html. 
 
11 Jacques Choron, “Death as a Motive of Philosophic Thought”.  
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 Aristotle himself, suggested in his Nichomechean Ethics Book V, the 

possibility of suicide as the State allows or ordains it. But he also holds that to commit 

suicide outside State sanction is a “cowardly act of disrespect and social 

irresponsibility.”12 In the same manner, the Stoics in the midst of the rigidity of their 

philosophy have held that suicide is an option that can be chosen by men as they try to 

free themselves from the sufferings, pains and agonies of human existence. As such, 

for them the act of committing suicide in the face of the grim reality of life is moral 

and rational choice. While, the Romans, on the other hand, presented a very positive 

valuation of suicide as they “looked on suicide with neither fear nor revulsion, but as 

a carefully considered chosen validation of the way they had lived and the principles 

they lived by… to live nobly also meant to die nobly and at the right moment. 

Everything depended on the dominant will and a rational choice”13 Even for Marcus 

Aurelius suicide is the option for our reality is nothing misery for “the whole body is 

subject to putrefaction and what belongs to the soul is dream and vapour, and life is a 

warfare and a stranger’s sojourn and after fame is oblivion.” 14 

  The position of the great ancient thinkers on the issue of suicide is an 

alternative valuation of suicide.  We can read that the ancients hold suicide as 

something that a person can rationally chose in the face of external circumstances that 

makes life unbearable. These views and perceptions in lieu of suicide suggest that 

suicide has never been always seen in the story of humanity as negative and shameful. 

Rather the story of the ancient philosophers shows that there was indeed a time in our 

                                                                                                                                            
  
12Aristotle, Nicomechean Ethics, Book V. Accessed on October 23,2007. 

www.classics.mit.edu/Aristotle/nicomechean/ html 
 
13 Emile Durkheim, Suicide: A Study in Sociology, (Routledge & Kegan Ltd.: London, 1975) 

p. 63. 
 
14 Marcus Aurelius, Meditations 
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story that suicide has been seen as a rational and moral choice in the face of the grim 

realities of life. 

However, this positive appreciation of suicide has been removed from the 

scene during the scholastic period. The dominance of the teachings of the Catholic 

church in all aspect of human life during this period has basically put the idea of 

suicide as morally wrong and in itself an evil act since it goes directly against the 

Sixth Commandment “Thou salt not kill.” This Christian idea regarding suicide is 

strongly supported by St. Augustine in his writings. Likewise for the Catholics, 

suicide “precludes the opportunity to repent of other sins.”15 Being such, it is not 

surprising that we see the conception of suicide judged as morally wrong, not an 

option in the face of death. 

In the presence of these two opposing positions taken by two different epochs, 

it is not surprising to see that the modern period up to the contemporary period, the 

ambivalence regarding the morality of suicide has already been experienced. In the 

modern as well as in the contemporary period the idea that suicide is acceptable or 

suicide is a taboo is still being debated upon. No one position has been seen as the 

penultimate position or the correct position in terms of the debate on suicide. 

 In the case of the modern period, we look into the work of David Hume On 

Suicide and the Immortality of the Soul. Hume is considered as the greatest sceptic of 

all times. He acquired this distinction for he subjected into rigorous criticisms the 

most common held belief, knowledge that we have just accepted without any 

questions, qualms or doubt regarding its veracity. The beauty of Hume’s essay is that 

it pushes humanity to try to think for itself and to move away from becoming mere 

receptors of whatever knowledge is being handed down by tradition and society. 

                                                 
15 Robert J. Kastenbaum, Death, Society, ibid., p 197. 
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Hume’s position on suicide is clear – suicide is a rational choice as he maintains that 

“…if it be no crime, both prudence and courage should engage us to rid ourselves at 

once of existence, when it becomes a burthen. ‘This the only way that we can then be 

useful to society, by setting an example, which if imitated, would preserve to 

everyone his chance for happiness in life, and would effectually free him from all 

danger of misery.”16 Even Jean – Jacques Rousseau in his Eloisa claimed “ I have 

more right to sacrifice my body to the preservation of something more valuable, 

which is, the happiness of my existence.” 17  

However, not all philosophers of the modern period support this notion. 

Immanuel Kant, for his part, claims that suicide is immoral for it definitely counters 

the categorical imperative which states that act in such a way that you always treat 

humanity as an end and never as a means. 

In the contemporary period, due to  of the medicalization and so much 

emphasis on the psychology of the individual, the idea of suicide is more often than 

not seen in the purview of mental illness or explained away as a weakness in 

character. This position is also perceptible among the contemporary philosophers 

since, suicide, if discussed, is only understood either in the context of the modern 

discussion or is explained away as one of the contemporary person’s angst.  

However, in this brief presentation of the various positions of philosophers 

from different epoch, what I wish to raise is the notion that suicide is not always seen 

as evil or shameful. The story of philosophy shows us there are thinkers who have 

seen suicide as a positive sign which affirms human life. 

 

                                                 
16 David Hume, On Suicide, Ibid.  
 
17 Jean – Jacques Rousseau, Eloisa, accessed on October 10, 2007, 

www.anselm.edu/homepage/dbanach/suicide/htm. 
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RATIONALITY, FREEDOM AND AUTONOMY 

 The concept of human freedom and human autonomy is based on the accepted 

principle and understanding that human beings are rational beings and as such can 

discern differences, that we can set and pursue our own goals. As John Rawls claim, 

“a rational person is thought to have a coherent set of preferences between the options 

that are open to them. He ranks these options according to how well they further his 

purpose; he follows the plan which will satisfy more of his desires rather than less and 

which has a greater chance of being executed…”18 Moreover, when we try to 

understand rationality in lieu of freedom and autonomy, we do not just merely mean 

the superiority of reason over passion nor “the conceptual split between reason and 

passion which involves the idea of something being out of control (passion) and 

something which can control it (reason)…”19 Rather what we hold is that rationality 

as attributed to human persons do not mean a particular faculty for discernment but an 

ability to evaluate the meanings and interactions of our feelings, purposes, actions, 

beliefs, and even our intentions. And because of this kind of rationality, one is free to 

decide as to what one sees is good and what one deems to evil. This freedom to decide 

is not only in the mind of the person but that this freedom is carried over to freedom 

to act upon as to what one has freely decided on. It is in this connection that  

rationality and freedom then presents to us the concrete ideals behind human 

autonomy which is “self-direction, self- regarding”20 

Our discussion of rationality, freedom and autonomy is tentative. But what I 

really intend to show is the viability of the notion that the moment we undertake a 

                                                 
18 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice: How Fair is being Fair? 
 
19Sarah Lucia Hoagland, Lesbian Ethics: Towards New Values, (California: Institute of 

Lesbian Ethics, 1988) p 124. 
 
20  Thomas Szasz, Fatal Freedom, Ibid., p 131-132. 
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deconstruction of our conceptions of rationality, freedom and autonomy in the light of 

the holistic understanding of our humanity. Thus, we will be able to appreciate the 

notion that the rationality of reason in itself is irrational for it uncreates human person. 

But that the rationality of the interaction of all human faculties is the rationality that 

authentically yields human freedom, human autonomy. 

 

SUICIDE: A RATIONAL AND MORAL CHOICE 

 

 The decision and choice to end one’s own life is not something whimsical or 

arbitrary on the part of the person contemplating suicide. The underlying reasons and 

factors that may prompt and push an individual to end his/her life is deep and is 

something that cannot simply be understood and categorised as a weakness of 

character or as a sign of mental illness on the part of the person, the suicide. And 

because of society’s effort of explaining it away or hiding from the causes of suicide, 

society has opt to consider it as an act that is accursed, resulting to shame and 

disgrace to the family, friends and community of the person who has committed 

suicide. In the face of this common perception of suicide, I am posing to you an 

alternative perception on suicide. Suicide should be seen as a statement made by a 

rational person. It is a statement about life itself. A statement that attest to the validity, 

authenticity and veracity of human freedom and autonomy in spite and despite the 

fact that life and living life is never easy and that death is the only thing certain in our 

very uncertain world. 

 Humanity though determined by death and limited by the facticity of death 

should not be made to wait for when and how should death come. Human beings 

should not be limited and constrained by the when and how one should face death. 
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Although I ascertained that the reality of human autonomy and human freedom cannot 

be carried over to death itself, still our hands should not be tied by conventional 

perception that we have to wait for death like a thief in the night. Death is definitely 

something that will come to all of us. What I am only raising is the idea that has long 

been adhered to by the ancient philosophers, that my manner of dying should also be a 

reflection of how I lived my life. That the nobleness of my life, the authenticity of my 

human life should not be made trifling by the fact that I cannot control the time and 

manner of my death. 

 I am not saying that all of us should commit suicide. What I am trying to raise  

is the notion that people should be given the chance and the choice as to how they 

might end their lives And that  the choice made, whether it is  to wait for death or to 

end one’s own life should not controlled  by anybody but by the person who is living 

the life.  

Life is difficult and nobody claims that living is easy. These sentiments 

together with the certainty of death may sometimes defeat the human spirit as it tries 

to understand her situation and condition. But the hope that is always glimmering and 

flashing before our very lives is the fact that even if life is terrible I am living it. In 

this scenario, can I not also claim that since I am the one living it, I can also end it? 

The idea of harm and shame coming to persons that are dear and closed to the suicide 

should not be made as an argument to counter the weight and validity of suicide. 

 Suicide is an act that affirms life. Whether we call it self-destruction or self-

killing, it is in fact an affirmation of life. Since suicide is not a will to die. Rather it is 

a will to affirm life for “man wills that which makes him worthy of humanity itself. 

Again, suicide is not a negation of life; rather it is an affirmation of our humanity in 

the face of the reality of death. 
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 Human persons are rational, free and autonomous beings and our freedom and 

autonomy extends to freedom to decide when and how we die… 
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Abstract: 

 
Libby Larsen’s “Women of the Wild West”:  Belle Starr, Calamity Jane,  

Ántonia Shimerda, and Margaret Elliott 
 
 

This lecture-recital presents four women of the Wild West, as depicted by Libby 

Larsen in selected song settings.  Through these women we sample experiences on the 

western frontier, from the outlaw antics of Belle Starr (1848-1889) and Calamity Jane 

(1852?-1903,) to the European immigrant experience of Ántonia Shimerda, the central 

character of Willa Cather’s novel My Ántonia, and the east-coast transplant and observer, 

Margaret Elliott, a central figure in Cather’s short story “Eric Hermannson’s Soul.”   

Belle Starr’s “Bucking Bronco,” the first of Larsen’s Cowboy Songs (pub. 1994), 

centers on Starr’s lover as daring horse trainer and rider.  Larsen’s accompaniment, with 

its repeated bucking figure and Lydian fourth, supports Starr’s saucy tone.  The first two 
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numbers in Larsen’s Songs from Letters (pub. 1989)—“So Like Your Father’s” and “He 

Never Misses” –depict musically Calamity Jane’s remembrance of Wild Bill Hickok.  

The first, a recitative, gives way to a propulsive mixed meter that drives much of the 

second.  Larsen’s triumphant setting of the climax—“Bill killed them all”—highlights 

Jane’s romanticized image of Hickok. 

Ántonia Shimerda, Bohemian immigrant, and Margaret Elliott, cultured east-coast 

young lady, provide a window into the wild west of plains homesteaders.  Despite the 

harshness of the Nebraska winters experienced by the Shimerdas and the strangeness of 

the immigrant culture observed by the visiting Margaret Elliott, romance permeates 

Larsen’s musical settings with evocations of train rides through vast prairie landscapes 

and the rosy aura of love affairs, if not real then imagined.     
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The Workshop Way to Learning: Linking the Aesthetic Experience to 
Creation in the Classroom 

Naomi Katsura (Mie University, Japan) 
Dr. Chuck Taylor (Texas A&M University) 

 
Research Purpose and perspective: 
 
   The classroom can become a place for development through interaction 
instead of a place to individually absorb knowledge and skills passively. 
This paper examines the aesthetic experience as nourished by classmate 
relatedness, and shows how the activity can be generated through the 
qualitative practice of “workshops” in creative writing.  
     Hundreds of books, of course, have been written on the aesthetic 
experience. We do not wish to get sidetracked into a historical presentation 
of the debates of philosophers or scholars over the last few hundred years—
fascinating though those debates can be—but will work from a common 
understanding of the aesthetic experience as  human appreciation and 
interaction with a work of art.  We will use the term “aesthetic experience” 
to stress that the interaction with an artwork goes far beyond appreciation 
and involves not only observation and enjoyment, but critical and 
constructive responses. Maxine Greene states in Variations on a Blue Guitar, 
her book on aesthetic education, that “Perceiving a dance, a  painting  and a 
quartet means taking it in and going out to it. The action required is the 
hallmark of our time: the blank receptivity induced by the television set, the 
‘laid-back’ posture of which the young are so proud.” (Greene, 2001). 
      When school is used as a means for purely acquiring knowledge and 
skills, creative activities often get neglected. The arts curriculum may be 
limited to the appreciation of high arts while creative expression among 
individuals is only occasionally attempted. 
   This paper deals with the practice of workshop in creative writing because 
workshops, containing aesthetic, supportive, and critical activities, have 
great potential to be adapted to many learning environments. Aesthetic 
experiences are crucial because they integrate the spiritual, intellectual and 
emotional. Such activities are not our only concern in this paper. Still, the 
joy and importance of the aesthetic experience explains why it lies close to 
the center of learning that is an endeavor to construct a self in relation to 
others. 
    Although the term “workshop” has been used rather loosely in the last 
decade, in creative writing it is a well-known and well established method of 
teaching. Creative writing, as an academic discipline, is focused on the 
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creation of new texts of essays, poetry, short stories, drama, novels, and 
movie scripts. Some classes are multi-genre; some are focused on one genre. 
The University of Iowa Creative Writing Program is credited with the origin 
of the workshop method of teaching. The workshop takes advantage of 
student diversity (some students may be internationals) rather than one-way 
teaching from a single dominant teacher, and thus is considered a successful 
way for prompting relatedness and collaborative learning. 
 
      The general features of the creative writing workshop are: 
1) All students are responsible for reading a chosen student writer's new 
creative work before the class meets. 
2) The students listen and appreciate the work performed out loud in the 
workshop by the student/author. The author may read the work quietly from 
a chair, or may get up and move around the room in the style of a slam 
poetry performance. Then, after a period of silent reflection, students work 
along with the instructor to comment supportively and critically on the new 
work just heard. Students commenting in class can respond also to a typed 
copy of the work they have before them and have made written comments 
on before coming to class. 
3) The author asks questions and then listens to the diverse suggestions of 
the class audience to improve her or his work. The author may respond with 
background to the work or by explaining what she or he was trying to 
accomplish, or may ask for specific suggestions on how to improve sections 
or the overall structure of the writing. 
   Reinforcing collaborative learning was not the primarily reason we chose 
to examine this specific class activity. Rather, we looked for the particular 
feature that enables the development of the self in relation to others. 
 
Methods of Research: 
 
     The action research was conducted with one author as teacher and the 
other as participant observer in a course in creative writing at Texas A&M 
from March to May 2005. The class consisted of eleven students from the 
Department of English. In a total of 12 classes of 75 minutes each, class 
discourses were audio recorded and the discussion followed by the teacher 
and the observer. Semi-structured interviews of students were conducted 
after the course was completed. 
    To better understand the student relationships at the semester’s end we 
asked each student to write a poem to each classmate. Because we didn't 
want a conventional questionnaire to distort reflections on class activities, 
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each student was supposed to write an improvisational poem on a piece of 
paper. 
    In this study, we describe selected scenes from the class using the 
conceptual framework of Eisner's educational criticism (Eisner 1991, 2002). 
Educational connoisseurship and educational criticism was our methodology 
for class research. It draws upon the social constructionist paradigm, aiming 
at bringing a fuller understanding of the complex learning enterprise and at 
nourishing the connoisseurship for those wishing understanding.  
Interpretive methods stress the human as instrument, and require the 
researcher to be "in the place" in order to have a first hand, vicarious 
experience.   
  The two authors collaborated to write this paper.  One author focused on 
the quality that pervades the class experiences based on her vicarious 
experience in the class in “prolonged engagement” as a “persistent 
observer”. (Lincoln, 1985) The other worked as a connoisseur of literature 
focusing on the artistic qualities of the poems. Both attended to the quality 
of the experience of performing the works out loud in class and both 
examined various drafts of creative writing as artifacts 
    We also examined a poem that was a surprise presentation at the final 
class on the subject of the class workshops themselves. We discussed several 
features of this idiosyncratic workshop practice and we show the 
significance of the aesthetic experience in this special kind of workshop, 
suggesting strategies for introducing the workshop for broader use in college 
or secondary school teaching.   
     Coherency of interpretation was pursued by examining the narrative 
interviews from the point of view of educational criticism. The structural 
corroboration of educational criticism cited is secured by the prolonged 
cooperation and discussions between the teacher and the participant 
observer. Triangulation was sought between the students observed and the 
artifacts of the students.   
 
Data and Results:   
 
 1) Forming relatedness through class discourse: 
 
    Through analysis of the classroom discourse based on the method of 
educational criticism, we captured the feeling of relatedness and the 
pervasive classroom qualities that are subjectively grasped between 
participants. We observed many situations where one student’s performance 
of a poem stimulated everyone’s spontaneous conversation and encouraged 
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each to share their own childhood experiences, human similarities, and 
individual personalities.  
 
A student we call here Millie presented a poem and conversation followed.  
We saw that the quality of that communicative experience in the class was 
very important.  Millie performed her short poem and everyone carefully 
listened. After she finished there was a long period of silence where each 
student absorbed the event of the poem. The ideas and emotions of the poem 
entered each reader generating personal thoughts and feelings. Millie’s 
reading out loud, and the silence that followed, allowed students individually 
and in common to “groove” on the poem. This was the indispensable part of 
the aesthetic experience. By being silent for a long moment each student also 
was paying respect to Millie for what she had accomplished. The students 
were reluctant to break silence and move out of the experience that brought 
them together to the second part of the aesthetic experience--one of positive 
comment and critical questions in order to make Millie’s poem better. They 
had many questions about the poem and told her that it was so good they 
wanted to experience more. They wanted the poem to be expanded. 
 
    This aesthetic quality of silence in several workshop situations was 
observed. Silence, we concluded, was just as significant for relatedness as 
the periods of discourse.  Silence also set the stage for moments of special 
relatedness where words were no longer needed.  As poems are made of 
words and blank spaces on a page, so relatedness combines talk and silence. 
      A small group of intimately connected people are created in the 
workshop so that each student can learn that, as the poet John Donne said, 
“no one man is an island, entire onto himself”. The students learn how to 
learn from others and how to relate to others. The shy and painful fear that 
what a young student/artist creates is not significant can be overcome in the 
workshop. The young poets and writers, by performing in class their 
writings during workshop, acquire a first audience. 
 
2) Spontaneous expression as a class product: 
 
One student wrote a poem and brought it to the last class as a surprise. 
Called "The Windowless House" because the classroom was without 
windows, the poem described the classroom and everyone's work in the 
workshop, including the teacher’s work as window maker. This poem, as 
well as writing and reading of it, demonstrates the quality of the aesthetic 
experience they enjoyed in the workshop. Feelings of isolation in the 
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windowless place of the classroom were overcome by the strong bonds of 
relatedness when poems were heard out loud.  
 
3) Ideas that otherwise would have not been produced:  
 
In the analysis of the narrative interviews we discovered that several 
students had learned that without workshop relatedness, they would not have 
been able to write and perform many poems. The students dared to write for 
class what they would never dare to write merely for their own egos. The 
imagined audience during the process of composition became their peer 
classmates who they yearned to share new creations with. One student said, 
“That was one of the most private poems I’ve ever written, and if I had not 
been in the class, I probably never would have created it for anybody. It’s 
the kind of idea I would normally never tell to anyone--things I think I may 
put on the paper but I never talk about to anyone.  The activity was 
therapeutic, I guess. It is so important for us to articulate emotions and ideas 
out loud reading to a whole group.” The aesthetic experience of performing 
a poem in workshop grounds ideas and emotions and gives them a human 
validity. 
 
Students reported they could not even think of ideas for new poems if it 
were not for the workshop community. In the workshop they also build on 
each other’s ideas during the conversation and are able to offer suggestions 
for revision to each other’s poems that they would never have thought on 
their own. This demonstrates the significance of workshops in providing the 
aesthetic experiences that form a more confidant, self-reflective nature. 
 
4) Aesthetic Demand: 
   
      In the narrative interview, many students mentioned a heightened 
aesthetic demand toward creative writing.  One student said, “When you are 
doing something for a grade, you will not be as honest as when you are 
doing something just because you want to do it. And just because you are, 
you need to do it. Because you are going to be making something true, 
honest and good, instead of working to get a good mark on an assignment. 
There are two different demands here.” The aesthetic demand--the strong 
desire to do good work to please oneself and an audience--not merely to 
please a teacher--was developed in the workshop. 
    This kind of expressive learning can exceed at times learning motivated 
more exclusively by grades. We could see one purpose of the workshop as 
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the development of the aesthetic demand in each student poet. In the over 
one hundred short poems spontaneously written at the last class period, by 
each student for each student, the use of both more vivid and more musical, 
poetic phrasing is evident in such phrases as “you will see soft fields of light 
and strong hands about you,” “hollow is the voice hesitant,” and “at night 
the leaves break, and “always with this breaking I withstand all.” The self-
motivated aesthetic demand, developed in relation to others in workshop, 
leads to careful revision and better poetry. The aesthetic experience, as a 
crucial activity beyond solitary writing and self-appreciation, is defined and 
validated. 
 
5) The students’ changing conception of poetry: 
 
     Through the analysis of the narratives, we found a deeper understanding 
of the creative process with many comments such as,  "It is not just a natural 
gift; a lot of working and revising makes the poem.”  This could be seen as a 
direct achievement of this workshop. 
 
Conclusion: Educational Importance: 
 
Significance of the aesthetic experience 
 
     Looking at a course that is deeply involved in expressive education, what 
difference do we want to make in students? 
       We wanted the students not only to learn to write better poetry, but to 
have a series of aesthetic experiences in class. Aesthetic experiences in the 
workshop, as we saw them happening, were not merely individual responses 
to an art object, but responses that involve the object, the student audience, 
and the creator, in a complex and crucial interrelatedness. The aesthetic 
experiences in workshop resembles more the aesthetic experiences in the 
theatre than the activity of a person reading alone a book or viewing a 
painting alone in a museum. Poetry is performed out loud and when that is 
done poetry is a performance art. Spoken word poetry at slams has become, 
in the last ten years, widely popular especially with the young. One can, of 
course, read plays from scripts or read poetry from books, but that is not the 
preferred experience for most poets and poetry lovers. The aesthetic 
experience involves both silent appreciation and verbal response. Anyone 
who has been to the theatre and listened to the comments during the 
intermission or at the end understands that the aesthetic experience is 
dynamic and not passive. 
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     The individual poem as an artwork is indispensable for the co-experience.  
However, we don’t mean by the phrase “aesthetic experience” the 
appreciation of art works as an isolating event. From ancient times to this 
day poems in most cultures are performed out loud in front of audiences. 
Shakespeare’s dramatic poetry was and is performed on stage for a large 
audiences around the world. Rather, for performing arts we think of the 
“aesthetic experience” in the sense that Dewey said:  “For the uniquely 
distinguishing feature of esthetic experience is exactly the fact that no such 
distinction of self and object exists in it, since it is esthetic in the degree in 
which organism and environment cooperate to institute an experience in 
which the two are so fully integrated that each disappears.” (Dewey, 1958, 
p.249) Our point is that with an audience present the “integration” involves 
not just the individual self and the art object, but art object and audience, 
who become a community of one. 
     We found, in our analysis of narrative interviews, a recognition of others 
that was intense. Appreciation of a wide range of personalities, with 
different styles of being and writing, was made possible by the relatedness 
that was established.  Getting to know each person was significant part of 
the class. Understanding others was facilitated by discussing and by sharing 
the making of poems. The whole notion of making a poem was developed 
through the process of understanding others and self. 
    Art is rarely made in a vacuum. Students working to be artists--be they 
musicians, painters, etc.—seek to make something unique to be shared with 
an audience. Whatever artifacts students create comes from their 
intelligence, their emotions and their environment--family and friends, the 
places where they live, the events of the times-- whether a student/artist is 
consciously aware of these connections or not.  Through workshop young 
writers relate to young writers to form a nascient and nurting  writers’ 
community.  The young writers community.  The young writers also acquire 
through workshop a valuable sense of how readers may respond to their 
written works in the future. 
     The comment was made that the poem could not have been written had it 
not been for the workshop that created spontaneous yet careful interactions 
among students and the teacher. The students wrote poems to be appreciated 
in a close relationship with peers. Without this environment these poems, 
with their unique beauties and ideas, could not be created or expressed--nor 
would the students have ever thought of such ideas, said one student. 
Workshop is something that not only encourages creation but also 
appreciates creation in others. 
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Implications for College Teaching: 
 
     How do we provide a learning experience that is deeply rooted in 
aesthetic experiences in a college classroom?   In this special kind of 
workshop we can point out several features that support the development of 
unifying connections among participants:  
 
1. Because students are silent first and then talk--talking to each other 
instead of talking primarily to the teacher--connections are developed. The 
use of a circular seating method encourages interaction silently and verbally 
between class members. 
2. Because students can present an object or artifact--a poem, a painting, a 
song, a formula, or even a robot—the students are sharing something from 
within but now “objectified” and outside to be enjoyed by all, beginning 
with the class.  
 
3. Because emotional responses and comments about the object, in an 
aesthetic experience, come from a familiar and nurturing group, relatedness 
is further developed.   
 
     Workshops that make use of aesthetic experiences similar to those 
developed in creative writing classes have great potential for application in 
many educational environments to foster relatedness and a democratic spirit.       
Arts education is no longer an isolated process placing students in an ‘ivory 
tower’ where they see themselves as elites. Art is no longer seen as an 
activity of people perceived to be “snobs” by the majority, but becomes a 
central transforming experience. Students discover a kind of education, 
through aesthetic experiences that not only develop the self but also develop 
connections with others. The workshop way of learning could be useful to 
many different kinds of classes because the aesthetic experience foster both 
individualism and relatedness. Some students may actually become 
practicing artists as a result of  activities in workshops but all students will 
learn to love aesthetic activities that bring them closer together and teach 
them appreciative, creative, critical, and relating skills that they will be need 
throughout their lives. 
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Genre, age and gender variation on the language of Personal Web Pages in Hong 

Kong 

 

Abstract 

 

Linguistic revolution has usually been accompanied by the emergence of a new 

communication technology. Any observation on the linguistic properties in the 

“revolutions” in different languages could have the opportunity to be a milestone in the 

development of language. However, it would not be surprising that, nowadays, a new 

communication technology slips in our life when the old ones have gradually, but not 

totally faded out from the stage. Consequently, the slogan for any attempt to record each 

single linguistic revolution could be “catching up faster”. Susan C. H. and John C. P. 

(2006) conducted a multivariate analysis of the language/gender/genre relationship in 

weblogs, an overwhelmingly popular new mode of computer-mediated communication 

(CMC) today. They found weblogs sub-genre “diary” contained more ‘female’ stylistic 

features and another sub-genre “filter” more ‘male’ stylistic features, independent of 

author gender. At the same time, it is observed that conventional associations of gender 

with certain spoken and written genres are reproduced in weblogs, along with their 

societal valuations. Now, you may ask, how about other CMCs before weblogs showed 

up? 

 

Personal web pages (a kind of World Wide Web), could be regarded as the predecessor 

of weblogs in the digital age. They are considered to be outdated, but no one could 

ignore how popular they used to be – they did take part in the revolution of language on 

the Internet, which will never be replaced by weblogs or other new technologies. The 

language on Personal web pages (a kind of World Wide Web), which also represents its 

author’s natural writing competence and language awareness, like that of some weblogs 

does today, has brought about unprecedented linguistic properties associated with, but 

also partially diversified from, previously acceptable expectation and practice of spoken 

and written language. 
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My investigation is based on a 1,000,011- character corpus of Personal Web page texts 

selected from Hong Kong websites which provide Internet space for building Personal 

Web pages. This corpus, hereafter referred to as “Web Corpus”, consists of two sets: the 

“Diary Set” and the “Composition Set”, representing 500,000 and 500,011 characters 

respectively. The texts in this “Web Corpus” are composed in Chinese (including 

Cantonese) and English. 

 

Two approaches are supposed to be taken to study the textual features of language on 

Personal web pages of the corpus. The first one is running the frequency list of 

genre-preferential, age-preferential and gender- preferential categorization features such 

as person pronoun usages across the “Diary Set” and the “Composition Set”. The 

second one is conducting logistic regression for the relationship among 

genre-preferential, age-preferential and gender- preferential features. 

 

It is expected to find that the language in the “Diary Set” is closer to spoken language, 

while the language in the “Composition Set” is closer to written language, associating 

with the genres in traditional paper-based medium. The correlation among genre, age 

and gender is also expected to be explored to reveal that there is interaction between 

universal CMC patterns and particular language patterns, thereby integrating case 

studies about linguistic development on the Internet. 
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Recently, it is not rare to raise a question about the consolidated 

myth of absolute power, having stemmed from the twentieth century's 

colonialism. Despite the widespread belief that the world has completely 

broken the fetters of colonialism since the end of the World War �, a 

colonial remnant still appears to remain. However, what is notable here is 

that the permeating influence of colonialism across the whole world unfolds 

not as a unilateral movement but as a bilateral one. In other words, the 

global migration sparked by the colonial experience has increasingly 

enabled a number of "third worlders" to form a new community in the 

center of the first world. It is in their immigrant community that the post-
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colonial culture, based on cultural exchange, takes root. It may be said that 

Salman Rushdie's The Satanic Verses successfully exemplifies this 

interactive culture as boundary crossing in colonial authority. Briefly 

speaking, a hybrid culture, brought by this reciprocal relation functions as a 

vehicle of post-colonialism. Through the novel, Rushdie seemingly situates 

himself in the position of pushing against the boundaries of culture in the 

post-colonial era. Hence, in this paper, the analysis of Rushdie’s strategy to 

place an emphasis on the notion of hybridity will be given based upon 

Bhabha’s post-colonial theory. 

 

The issue of hybridity as a post-colonial notion, in particular, was 

illustrated by Homi Bhabha. By rereading a colonial encounter between the 

West and the East, he claims that hybridization, the creation of new 

transcultural forms within the contact zone, is unavoidably produced on the 

process of colonization. In the colonial discourse, it seems true that a hybrid 

culture only results from a one-way cultural transplant, associated with the 

exercise of colonial power. Yet, it is the colonialist strategy of discrimination 

and disavowal that never allows the colonized to achieve equality. At the 
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very location of cross-culture, hybridity emerges and the concept of 

hybridity itself becomes a driving force to disrupt the absolute colonial 

authority.  

      Undeniably, there exists a diversity of cultural layers, to be sure, even 

at the heart of a country of single ethnicity. In this kind of hybrid spaces, 

one can never fail to notice a split caused by cultural tension as well as the 

possibility of dynamic change.  

      A prominent trait of the hybrid culture Rushdie suggests can never 

seem to be unilinear probably due to his full description on the cultural 

combination between the West and the East. The specific places he chooses 

for hybridity are India and England. First of all, to grasp the characteristics 

of hybridity in India, it is needed to take a closer look at the two key figures, 

Saladin and Zeeny.  

 

…‘the earth is full of Indians, you know that, we get everywhere, … Columbus was right, 

maybe; the world’s made up of Indies, East, West, North. Damn it, you should be proud of 

us, our enterprise, the way we push against frontiers. (54-55) 
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The conversation quoted above implies that as an Anglophile, Saladin 

keeps on defending himself eagerly. What he places an emphasis on is that 

there is no limit for an Indian who has a manifest tendency to expand 

beyond any borders infinitely. That is, to be sure, seen to be his justification 

of the way he has chosen to survive in the cross-cultural world. Above all, 

as an Indian immigrant who has struggled to take root in the center of 

London, which looks unlikely to give a position to non-white or non-British 

habitants, he has put a huge effort to root out his origin in order to gain 

entry to England so his self-conceited attitude looks contradictory in his 

Indian girlfriend’s view. In contrast to Saladin, Zeeny has no thought about 

abandoning her inherent identity. However, ironically, the logic he uses to 

justify himself bears some implication that Indians have a strong self-

confidence, which lets them to take adventure to settle anywhere around 

the world, never yielding under globalizing pressure mostly given by the 

colonizer. The pride Saladin expresses is made more evident by the other 

character’s song in the very first scene of falling from the sky. Zibreel’s 

song is about the strong self-identity as an Indian who takes a hard position 

at the era of multiculturalism but never loses his Indian values.  
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‘O, my shoes are Japanese,’ Gibreel sang, translating the old song into English in semi-

conscious deference to the uprushing host-nation, ‘Those trousers English, if you please. 

On my head, red Russian hat; my heart’s Indian for all that.’ (5) 

 

      Almost all the Indians in the novel seem unlikely to deny somewhat 

unfamiliar cultural products originated from other countries but at the same 

time, they appropriate the cultural imports in their own Indian way. Hence, 

the nationality of the new culture they make perfection on final stage can be 

categorized as expanded ‘Indian’. 

Rushdie draws another figure of Indian who is imbued with a sense of 

hybridity in Mirza Saeed, living in a palatial mansion, for which various 

European architectural styles were used. The overwhelmingly cultural 

implication hidden in this character, is that he is living in a great way in the 

mansion constructed by the former colonizer, English architects, without 

any grave aversion to colonial experiences. What is more, his identity as an 

atheist and man of taste for European culture, stands in stark contrast with 

his wife’s religious stance because she is a pious Muslim for all her life. In 
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this respect, the couple’s union can be interpreted as an embodiment of 

complex post-colonial identity, based on the Indian historical fact that the 

influx of Islam was a cultural by-product of the Great Mogul’s invasion on 

India. Indeed, India was colonized at least twice, firstly by the Great Mogul 

and secondly by the Great Britain. Especially, throughout the novel, it 

seems apparent that Rushdie places almost all the Indian characters in the 

interconnected cultural spaces and he delivers a clue that what they 

successfully do is the combination of both colonial and post-colonial culture, 

which is to say, hybridity. Perhaps it is the figure of India itself that leads its 

own people to make use of quality culture and absorb it into their Indian 

mind even if it originates from colonial remnants. Accordingly, the post-

colonial identity issue figures as a non-fixed notion in his novel. 

Especially, Indian culture described in the novel consists of hybridity 

which can be said to be the most significant element from Rushdie’s 

personal background. It is because as an Indian immigrant, he had to 

survive in London, receiving English education, which is to say, he is an 

intellectual embodying post-colonial relationship between India and England. 

In addition, his own experiences as an Indian Muslim allows him to locate 
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himself in post-colonial relation to India’s previous colonization, attempted 

by the Great Mogul. 1  Hence, any reading of Rushdie’s novel would let 

readers to take a closer look at multilayered cultural aspects that Rushdie 

himself has been exposed to and it might be true that those aspects 

constitute the hybrid culture in The Satanic Verses.  

Armed with hybrid identity gained from colonial experiences, many 

Indian people launch a counterattack against the former colonizer, England. 

Their attack takes a concrete form of the diaspora in England through 

immigration. Above all, they tend to build up the immigrant community, 

which leads them to construct their own territory in the heart of the colonial 

empire. Significantly, it is this community of colored people which brings a 

huge change to London. In fact, the inflow of immigrants can be interpreted 

not only as a signal of diversity but also as a message of threat to the white 

community in London. For instance, the opening scene, in which Zibreel and 

Saladin fall into England without complex entry formalities at Heathrow 

airport, seemingly symbolizes the advent of angel and devil being capable 

                                                      
1 There are two different kinds of Rushdie’s own hybridity because India was colonized not only by England but also 

by the Mogul. (Jussawalla 51)  
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of judgment on England. That is to say, a sort of illegal immigration taking 

place in the first scene of the novel is seen to be an intimidatory gesture to 

England.  

        London, which faces a transformation led by colored people, is 

described by Otto Cone, a Polish immigrant.  

 

‘The modern city,’ …’is the locus classicus of incompatible realities. …But if they meet! 

It’s uranium and plutonium, each makes the other decompose, boom.’ (325) 

 

Otto Cone’s arguments above can be regarded as a possibility of racial 

conflicts, precipitated by the rapidly increasing immigration of non-white 

third worlders into the big Western cities. However, the inflow of colored 

people not only leads to more violent conflicts in London, but also 

contributes to more changes in the cultural phases. Many immigrants from 

various regions, having their daily lives in England, begins to create the 

immigrant community, in which they can share a hybrid identity. Hence, a 

brand new culture emerges inside London. 

It is Shaandaar café situated in London, which is seemingly fit for the 
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definition of the very community of colored people. Shaandar café, where 

many colored people live together, plays a significant role as a gathering 

place for many immigrants having to build a nest in the Western metropolis. 

They flock together from all over London to eat Hind Sufyan’s food, the café 

owner’s wife and Bangladeshi immigrant. Subsequently, Hind succeeds in 

making a lot of money despite some problems caused by her unfair 

behavior to make improper benefits. Nevertheless, it seems clear that those 

who visit the place at least feel comfortable to some extent. Accordingly, it 

hides Saladin taking shape of a devil-goat so it is seen to provide protection 

for the minority in the Western world. Namely, Shaandaar café functions as 

a place to stir up ‘collective identity’2. It is a community of colored people, 

established under the common issue of ‘race’. Ultimately, their collective 

identity can be used as a means of raising their own voices toward the 

Western society. 

To be sure, Saladin himself does not welcome any protection from this 

community. However, due to the fact that his appearance gets distorted to 

the extent unacceptable in the British society, the only shelter, which seems 

                                                      
2 Collective identities in terms of ‘race’, community and locality are effective means to arouse action and form 
solidarity. (Gilroy 418) 
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able to give a hand to him is the immigrant community. Therefore, Sufyan, 

the owner of Shaandaar café, willingly offers a place of refuge to Saladin. 

Sufyan’s two daughters also like to get along with Saladin, a successful 

immigrant so they tell him that they never regard themselves as immigrants 

from Bangladesh. However, Saladin refuses to treat them as members of 

the British society, sneering at them. He denies that he has something in 

common with the sisters so he makes an effort to separate himself from 

them. In particular, he believes that without his hard efforts, it would have 

been impossible for him to become a British man and he thinks of Sufyan 

sisters as the immigrants never being capable of turning into perfect British 

citizens, unlike himself. However, contrary to his unjust judgment, there is 

no doubt that he does not have any place to give his mind. As a matter of 

fact, there is no country where he can have a sense of belonging. Thus, only 

one thing is sure that he is also just one of the colored strangers getting 

through an identity crisis. For instance, British policemen, who arrest and 

abuse Saladin looking like a goat or a devil, do not set him free even after 

they confirm he is a first-level British citizen through searching the national 

police computerized system. 
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Given such situations, the hybrid identity can be an effective strategy 

for the survival of immigrants but sometimes it can bring about inner 

conflicts to themselves. Thanks to the hybrid culture and the knowledge on 

the colonizer’s language, having been gained from their colonial experiences, 

it seems possible for them to move into the motherland and to obtain a 

means to make a living. Nevertheless, they get easily caught in the trap of 

the multiple identities. To take an instance of Saladin, he has denied his 

inherent Indian identity for all his life, thinking of himself as a re-born 

person to be a British-like Indian but he is still one of suspicious non-white 

immigrants in terms of British society. In addition, Sufyan sisters, the 

second generation Bangladeshi, regard themselves as completely adapted 

to England, thinking the stories about their Bangladeshi origin as having 

nothing to do with themselves. However, they are thought to be outsiders 

who cannot be flawless British girls even to Saladin. In this part, Rushdie 

seems to imply that the hybridity, acquired without taking one’s original 

identity into account, cannot be an effective survival means in the West. It 

is necessary, if so, to examine the confusing identity crisis confronted by the 

non-white immigrants through a quotation from Black Skin, White Masks by 
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Frantz Fanon, another leading post-colonial theorist. 

 

In a more limited group, when students from the Antilles meet in Paris, they have the 

choice of two possibilities: 

-either to stand with the white world (that is to say, the real world),.. 

-or to reject Europe. “Yo,” and cling together in their dialect…(Fanon 37) 

 

According to Fanon, the immigrants generally have two different 

choices when they emigrate to France, the motherland. The first way is to 

try to belong to the society of white people and to eradicate their original 

identity completely. The second way is to give up any adaptation to the 

white society and to keep company only with other immigrants from the 

same homeland. Obviously, almost all the immigrants in The Satanic Verses 

do not take the second way so they are willing to embrace England as their 

new circumstance. Especially in case of Saladin, he chooses a way of 

assimilating to England, the first way suggested by Fanon. However, in case 

of Bahbah, it seems he would take the third way, hybridity, which is a way 

of compromising the two ways mentioned above. Seemingly, Rushdie also 
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takes the same stance as Bahbah in his novel. However, it is not easy for an 

Indian, who comes to England that once dominated his country, to express 

his hybridity, covering not only England where they currently live but also 

India where they originally come from. 

Therefore, it looks very difficult to keep balance between the 

homeland and the foreign country. The center of many immigrants, 

including Saladin and Sufyan sisters, is seen to be inclined to London but 

the white British society is never generous enough to extend an open hand 

to colored immigrants. As a result, Saladin is forced to be hospitalized, 

having to put up with cruel abuses against the colored people. 

However, it seems that they finally form a recovered identity to some 

extent after the chaotic accidents such as an unacceptable love affair 

between Sufyan’s eldest daughter Mishal and a mixed blood lawyer, an 

assembly to support a black man falsely accused of serial murders and the 

restoration of Shaandaar café destroyed by a huge fire. Above all, Saladin 

comes back to India at the turning point of his life, brought by his father’s 

death. He terminates his conflicts inside himself and finally gains balance in 

the previously disordered state of hybrid identity. 
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Consequently, hybridity, even if it is one of the colonial remnants, can 

be utilized as a best instrument enabling the colonized to gain access to the 

society of colonizer. In many cases, to be sure, the colonized moving into 

the motherland have no choice but to refuse their basic root in order to 

guarantee their place in the West. As suggested above, it does not seem, 

however, to be desirable for the immigrants, the former colonized, to focus 

only on the Western society, which formerly occupied the ruling position in 

relation to the colony even if it has been essential for them to adopt 

hybridity for the purpose of survival in the colonizer’s land. 

 

In The Satanic Verses, Rushdie blurs the boundary between the 

oppressor and the oppressed, which results in a positive change occurring in 

between. He delves into the instability contained in the solid colonial 

discourses and seeks for a possibility of a new post-colonial discourse 

untinged by any dichotomy. 

In other words, it seems that Rushdie topples down a myth of 

absolute truth and power so there is no authority which remains always 

unshakable in his novel. The once solid hierarchy between the colony and its 
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motherland represented as India and England is being shaken from the very 

root so the subversion of authority is not impossible in his novel. Therefore, 

it might be said that escaping from the absolute myth of power is inevitable 

and necessary for the 21st century’s people, being exposed to countless 

cultures in the wave of globalization.  
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Abstract:  
 
 
In Fluid Performance Dynamics we describe the body as a fluid system (water/blood) suspended 
in another fluid system (air). Movement, therefore, is considered a physical manifestation of 
internal and external fluid interactions that give rise to certain expressive qualities. Shaping these 
qualities into performance, though, also necessitates a layer of intentionality to the idea driving 
the work/movement. In looking at its structure, we attempt to create our own system of 
recording/communicating a physio-emotional-intellectual connection to moving from the inside 
out.  
Many movement systems create ways of training in formal technique and in understanding 
movement fundamentals, articulation. What I have discovered through working with my 
company is that it has been necessary of me to have to way to describe what internal sensation 
and a certain elastic qualitative control. I am still working towards deciphering whether this 
quality is inherent in Diaspora performance forms, or whether it stems from a specific training 
background across a variety of Physical activities and personal philosophies. One difference that 
we articulate here is our understanding of the center/core. In many forms, the core is studied as 
power base, allowing control as it is strengthened and allowing movement to radiate from it. We 
look at the core as a mobile part of the body, as rife with movement possibilities as very other 
expressive part. The center of the body does not only provide stability, it provides true mobility 
by changing intention, direction and qualitative flow. What we do here is create a way of 
synthesizing information from multiple sources to filter in the most useful elements for our way 
of moving. Performance Dynamics proposes to take the scientific study of movement and 
intention into the realm of tracing emotional and individually driven expression. This study in 
‘flow’ is explored within the principles of Fluid Dynamics (Physics), using and redefining 
terminology from both fields to articulate movement quality, tension and performance intent. 
The underlying principles come from Tania Isaac’s exploration in delineating and abstracting the 
basic physical underpinnings of Caribbean movement and reorganizing them into a post-modern 
framework. The paper presentation will present the background informing this new system, the 
manner is which it is expected to unfold and the terminology used to categorize its components: 
These components are divided as following: Definition of Culture.  
Definition of Forces: 
Potential Energy 
Kinetic Energy 
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Flow: laminar/turbulent 
Resistance/Friction 
Surface Tension 
Definition of Body: 
Relationship to Gravity 
Gaze 
Focus 
Aura 
Intent to Communicate 
Relationship to Narrative 
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Richard Wagner (1813-1883): Contributions in Song and Influences on Composers of 
Song 

A Lecture Recital by  
Dr. Laurie Lashbrook, soprano 

Dr. Paul Transue, piano 
 

Art Song was a special delight for nineteenth-century composers and seemed to come 
from the most intimate fragile space of their creative spirit. German Lieder owes much of 
its origin and inspiration to great German poets as Wolfgang von Goethe. Lieder melded 
poetry and voice into a unique relationship in which piano and music were closely linked 
to the poetic phrase, and where harmony and rhythm were crafted to reflect the meaning 
and the mood of the poems they interpreted. French Art Song also came to flourish 
during the later 19th century through the influences of German Lieder, the French 
Romances, and the poetry of Gautier, Hugo, and Baudelaire.   
 
Art Song was of little interest to Richard Wagner. He believed it was a genre too narrow 
and intimate for his grandiose style and genius. He did write 21 songs which are included 
in his complete works. The most familiar and famous of these are the Lieder he set to 
poems by Mathilde Wessendonck, in addition, he set texts by Wolfgang Goethe, Hugo, 
and his own writings. The little known remaining 16 songs are also of interest and should 
be heard, not for their profound effect on art song, but as a historical and personal look at 
the composer, Richard Wagner. 
 
Why did Richard Wagner pen these 21 songs? In his biography, My Life, Wagner said he 
was advised to write songs and offer them to popular singers for performance at their 
frequent concerts. Other factors include his constant need to cover his debts, an attempt to 
make a name for himself, and to work out themes and melodies for his great stage 
compositions. All of these reasons will be discussed in the lecture recital. The lecture 
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performance will be divided into five sections. Each section will include a discussion of 
the songs performed and their place in the history of art song. The lecture recital will 
conclude with Wagner’s effect on the art song not specifically through his songs, but 
through his theories about poetic principles and his expansion of harmonic vocabulary. 
Wagner was a musical visionary, a fascinating enigma and the one of the most influential 
of all nineteenth-century composers. 
 
The sections include: 
I. The Beginning of German Lied  
  Gretchen am Spinnrade (Wolfgang Goethe) Franz Schubert (1797-1828) 
II. Wagner’s Contribution to German Lied 

from Sieben Kompositionen zu Goethes Faust, Op. 5 1831-32 
   Gretchen am Spinnrade (Wolfgang Goethe) 
 
Der Tannenbaum (Georg Scheurlin) 1838 
Gruss seinter Treuen an Friedrich August den Gelibten (Richard Wagner) 
1844 

 
from Wessendonck Lieder   
   Der Engel (1857) 
  Träume (1857) 
 

III. The Beginning of French Mélodie  
 Plaisir d’amour    Jean Martini (1741-1816) 

   L’île inconnue (Théophile Gautier)  Hector Berlioz (1803-1869) 
 

IV. Wagner’s Contriubtion to French Mélodie  
from Trois Mélodies 1839  

  L’attente (Victor Hugo) 
 Dors mon enfant  (Victor Hugo) 
 Mignonne (Paul Ronsard) 
 

Tout n’est qu’images fugitives… Soupir (Jean Reboul) 1840 
 

V. The Impact of Wagner on Lieder and Mélodie  
Extase (Jean Lahor)       Henri Duparc (1848-1933) 

                                                                                                          
Er ist’s (Eduard Mörike)   Hugo Wolff (1860-1903) 
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In search of the realm to connect ordinary, nun and Buddha 
What and How, the Ceremony in Ju-Shi Buddhist Temple, Tainan, Taiwan 
 
Cheng-Yu, Chang*1  Chao-Ching Fu**2 

 
 

Abstract 
Buddhist temple plays an important role in civic life, especially when issue is related to afterlife.  
In a temple, “Main Hall”, the core ceremony performance space, not only serves as a place that 
tonsures nuns practice moral teachings, but also a divine territory where multitudes seek for 
peace and ascription.  Severe manners are taken in practice to the ceremony in a traditional 
Buddhist temple, which Ju-Shi Temple is set as the research target in this paper.  The 
established manners set bounds to individuals as well as the space where people live in.  It 
extends from inner discipline to outer behavior; from spiritual cerebration to physical 
environmental settings.  Ceremony performances in Ju-Shi temple consists of daily pray, 
seasonal ceremony, and event ceremony.  By looking into the daily pray, one will understand 
how the divine realm is related to the world of mortals, while at the same time, how spatial 
configuration presents the relationship among ordinary, nun and Buddha.  The seasonal and 
event ceremony can be understood as a broaden version of the daily one.  The Buddhist pray is 
made up by several parts of moves which all refer to certain meanings, people and spaces.  To 
open the pray by the bell/drum that is to notify the preparation – both for tonsured and divinities; 
followed by lection for petition of peace and aboundness; circling the Buddha to diffuse the 
blessing and bow to express the gratitude.  Theme differences are mainly shown in the lections, 
gestures and location of worship.  Purity plays a vital role in the ceremony, therefore, bathing 
and to abstain from meat are equal important in Buddhism, all of which can be found in the 
observation of saying the prayer. 
 
Two sections form the body of the research. Firstly, it introduces the case of Ju-Shi temple – the 
first Buddhist temple in Taiwan.  By documenting the daily pray of the traditional way of 
practice and its related spatial settings helps to excavate the Buddhism development in Taiwan 
in historical perspective.  Follow by the reading of the relationship among meanings, 
ceremonies, and spaces, the scope is made to bring up a vision of how Taiwanese people 
communicate and search for peace in this unique space. 

                                                 
1 Cheng-Yu, CHANG, lead author, Department of Architecture, National Cheng Kung University, Tainan, Taiwan. 
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 2

1. Introduction 
The direct translation of the name Ju-Shi Temple（竹溪禪寺） means the temple by the 

Bamboo Creek, which is the first Buddhist temple in Taiwan since Buddhism was 
introduced onto the island3.  According to founded historic records, building complex of 
Ju-Shi Temple was first built in 1661. It was then rebuilt in 1789, and the most recent 
large-scale renovation was taken place in 1973.  
 
It is interesting to see architectural styles changed along with the re-construction works in 
the past centuries. The first built work was traditional local style using local materials.  
After the first renovation, the temple was tempered with Chinese tone, whereas during the 
Japanese colony, buildings adopted a mixture of Western and Southern Fukien styles that 
revealed the purpose of modernization When KMT was in power in 1970, Ju-Shi Temple 
took another huge modernization action to north-Chinese style, which implied the idea of 
returning Taiwan to its mother country – the main land of China. 
 
Ju-Shi Temple still remains as one of the most traditional Buddhist temples on the island 
while others seek for new visions of religions, the so-called modern Buddhism.  In these 
new Buddhist temples, the doctrines are now transforming to ones with edifying meanings 
that can be clearly observed in their daily ceremonial practices and religious activities.  Yet 
on the contrary, Ju-Shi Temple is kept under conventional appearance to redeem the 
teachings.  Nuns who live in the dormitory concentrate on their own personal practice 
much more than preaching the ideology of Buddhism.  This creates a rare introverted 
atmosphere comparing to the extraversion in other temples.  Therefore, due to its 
extricated location in the center of the city, Ju-Shi Temple becomes a secluded peace land 
within urban chaos. 
 
Ju-Shi Temple is scheduled to take another big move in 20074.  The purpose is not only to 
catch up the modern demands in the physical environment wise, but also to re-think and to 
respond to the question of how a conventional temple can be transformed into a modern 
version and still contain Buddhist spiritual quality.  Another question thereby emerges – 
How to integrate modern sensibility into a traditional temple and take into consideration 
both on functional convenience and ceremonial profoundness?  These are the two most 
important issues when the design team first came on board.  It is vital to understand the 
spatial setting, especially the Main Hall – the core space of Ju-Shi Temple.  It is necessary 
to address on how nuns practice their moral teaching and meanings laid behind. 

                                                 
3 Buddhism originated from India in the 6th century B.C., whose father is known as Gautama Buddha or Buddha. 
4 This paper stemmed from the reconstruction project of Ju-Shi Temple that commissioned by Ju-Shi Temple in Nov. 

2006, which consists of two sub-projects: architectural and historical research and master planning of Ju-Shi 
Temple and design of new fabrications and entire environmental plan. 
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2. People, Place and Practice 
2.1 People  
In the realm of Ju-Shi Temple, four characters need to be defined. 
Buddha – usually appears as statues or sometimes in pictures with lotus figure. 
The tonsured – those who live in the temple and devote themselves to Buddhism and strictly 

follow the commandment. 
The ordinary – people who are not tonsured or not yet tonsured; usually refer to those who 

could not abandon the daily annoyance caused by greed in general. 
The deceased – ones who are cremated and the tablets are set with names inside the temple. 
 
The abbot5, head of the temple, remains regnant till she demises the verge to the successor.  
The abbot is the figure who is in charge of all affairs in the temple including doctrines, 
ceremonies, and the administration.  Except the head figure, half of the nuns organizes a 
so-called duty panel6  to help administer and run the temple, especially when large 
occasional ceremonies take place.  Tonsured nuns gain their positional titles according to 
their appointed duty.  There are several nuns act as the masters in guiding and performing 
the ceremonial performance in Ju-Shi Temple. 
 
Abbot – leader of the ceremony dressed in yellow, which represents to carry through wishes 

and prays to the spiritual teacher, Buddha. 
Wei-Nou（維那） – the master who holds the inverted bell7 and handles the procedure and 

the pace of pray as well as supervises the proceedings of canon. 
Light masters（香燈師 Shang Den Masters） – the masters in charge of incense and light.  

Light masters are consists of several nuns.  They are responsible for musical 
instruments used in the pray.  The head of light masters is as well responsible for 
offering flower, water, and incense with exception of during pray time.  Morning 
bells and evening drums are also their duty. 

Yuei-Zong（悅眾） – the master who has the wooden fish8 in hand to collaborate with 

Wei-Nou in controlling the beets while praying, an important role to lead the pray 
as well. 

Master of the Hall（殿主 Dien Ju） – Follow by heating a wooden board9, the nun 

announces the starting of the daily prays and she prepares incense and water.  
She is as well the main figure to maintain and clean the Main Hall. 

                                                 
5 Pronounced as Ju chih（住持）, meaning to inherit and protect the spirit of Buddhism to last in the mundane. 
6 Pronounced as Ji Shi（執事）, re-organize every year. New duty panel is announced on 1st February in lunar 

calendar. 
7 A Buddhist musical instrument. 
8 A Buddhist percussion instrument. 
9 Raising（起板）, to notify nuns to get up, dress up and gather into the Main Hall to start the morning pray. Halting
（安板）, on the country, presents the sign to cease a day. 
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 2.2 Place 
The Main Hall 
The Main Hall is a rectangular space where it can be adjusted into several settings 
depending on various spatial needs during different ceremonies.  The spatial arrangements 
are categorized into four types for three different scales of ceremonies: daily prayers (the 
morning prayers and the evening prayers), monthly collective study, the important annual 
ceremony Seven Days of Lectioning10 and Yen Kou11.  Main Hall is formulated by three 
Buddha statues, central altar area, and a supporting praying area, which in sequence 
represents for Buddha, tonsured, and ordinary.  Giant Buddha statues facing toward the 
gate of the Main Hall is meant to be perceived in the first place while one ascends to the 
Hall.  Central altar area is marked by offering tables and hassocks where nuns do the 
morning and evening prayers.  This area is also the domain of circling Buddha at the very 
end of the prayer.  Supporting praying area is for the ordinary or those who are not yet 
tonsured but in practice of keeping the moral teachings on their own and come to Ju-Shi 
Temple daily to join the prayer. 
 
There are three Buddha statues situated in the very front of the Main Hall.  Right in the 
middle is Siddhattha Gotama（Sakyamuni, 釋迦牟尼佛）, the spiritual teacher from ancient 
India, and Amitabha（阿彌陀佛） in the left and Bhaisajyaguru（Medicine Buddha, 藥師
佛）in the right.  In front of the statues, long tables are set up for offerings – flowers, fruits, 

water, incense, musical and ceremonial instruments.  An empty square area is arranged for 
the abbot and three masters to perform the ceremony, while the rest of nuns stand by the 
hassocks on two sides chanting lections.  Bell and drum, two significant musical 
instruments to open and close a day, are hanged in two sides behind the hassock rows12. 
 
Ceremony performances in Ju-Shi temple consists of daily prayers, seasonal ceremonies and 
event ceremonies.  The space configuration of latter two is based on the same spatial 
concept but slightly adjusted for the sake of containing more participants and fitting longer 
procedures.  Here in this paper, evening prayer is taken as the example to show how the 
divine space is used. 

 

                                                 
10 See 2.3 Seven days of Lectioning. 
11 See 2.3 Yen Kou. 
12 Usually the bell and the drum are hanged inside of the Main Hall for the idea of direct transmitting the message of 

a new day practice has begun to the divinity. 
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Spatial divisions of 
the Main Hall. 
 
1 Buddha statues 
2 central altar area 
3 supporting pray 

area 

 
Current spatial order in Ju-Shi Temple 
The Main Hall is not in the central position of the site. One can clearly observe that the 
Main Hall is sided by living spaces for nuns, while the Western Hall is set behind and the 
Founders’ Hall is cornered, the hall to host deceased’s name tablets is then situated right 
beside the whole setting mentioned above. This results an awkward situation where all 
kinds of movements tend to interfere with each other. In other words, the sacred territory, 
the living areas, and the decease are mixed up after various expansions in recent years, 
which quite clearly explains why Ju-Shi Temple is again on the verge for urgent renovation. 
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Site plan of main 
buildings of 
Ju-Shi Temple 
 
1 Main Hall 
2 living units 
3 Western Hall 
4 Founder’s Hall 
5 Kong De Hall 
6 Office 
7 cremain tower 
8 cremain tower 

 
 2.3 practice 

The practice goal is to reach the state of nirvana, the highest religious state when all desire 
for existence is removed; therefore, it is important that soul is always accompanied with 
Buddha, and to follow the spiritual teacher’s teaching.  The teaching is not only limited in 
prayer and lection, but also bounded in everyday routines.  Tonsured nuns in Ju-Shi 
Temple have to complete certain daily responsibilities under strict discipline such as 
cleaning, cultivation, and maintenance.  The chart shows the severe dictates of a day. 
 

Chart of routine of Ju-Shi Temple 

Time Regular event Special event Location 

00:00 

01:00 

02:00 

03:00 

Cessation individual chamber 

04:00 Raising Two sides of the Main Hall 

04:20 Bells and Drums 
(Bells first and Drums follows) 

The Main Hall 

04:40 Start of morning prayer The Main Hall 

05:40 End of morning prayer  

06:00 Morning vegetarian diet refectory 

07:00 

08:00 

09:00 

Daily responsibility 
Meditation 
lecture 

depends 
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10:00 

11:15 Noon vegetarian diet refectory 

12:00 

13:00 

14:00 

15:00 

Daily responsibility 
Meditation 
lecture 

depends 

16:00 Board-hitting The Main Hall 

16:10 Start of evening prayer The Main Hall 

17:10 End of evening prayer The Main Hall 

18:00 Medical edibles13 refectory 

19:30 Bells and Drums 
(Drums first and Bells 
follows) 

20:00 Halting 

21:00 

Collective study 

21:30 Bells and Drums 

The Main Hall 

22:00 

23:00 

Cessation 

Halting & Cessation individual chamber 

 
 
To take part in morning and evening prayers is obligated except special occasions in Ju-Shi 
Temple.  Morning prayer starts at 4:40 am after Bells and Drums is performed. Time to 
start evening prayer is much more flexible to cope with seasonal ceremonies or event 
ceremonies.  

 
Evening prayer 
All ceremonies in Ju-Shi Temple can be seen as broaden versions of daily prayer in terms of 
procedure, spatial relationship and participants. In ordinary day, the evening prayer is taken 
place at 4 pm. Before entering the Main Hall for the prayer, masters and nuns have to purify 
in order to express the intention of being respected and lustration while confronting to 
Buddha. 
 
After the Master of the Hall rhythmically hits the wooden board to announce the starting of 
the prayer, all dressed temple tonsured and those from outside start to enter the Main Hall. 
The prayer begins with several bows and lection. Few seconds after the lection starts, the 

                                                 
13 Medical edibles means evening vegetarian diet. Tonsured people usually do not take evening meal, which is 

important part of moral teaching in Buddhism. Yet, some may need intakes for health reason. Therefore, evening 
meal is regarded as medicine and hence named so. 
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primary master enter the Main Hall from the left side of the Buddha14 bowing to Buddha to 
indicate the dedication procedure has started. The abbot and the masters perform their duty 
including long-bowing, gestures, and special lection while others concentrate on lection 
saying. All actions and moves are coping with the square shape paved on the floor. The 
primary master, in opposition to the abbot’s steadily movement, moves on foot to dedicate 
flower, water, and incense to Buddha; she gives edible to all living creatures, spirits, and 
divinities in the end of the dedication. 
 

 

The performance 
route of the abbot 
and the masters 
 
1. primary master 

enter the Main 
Hall 

2. taking the 
position 

3. bow to Buddha 
4. perform the 

ceremony, 
dedicating 
flowers, water 
and incense 

5. back to the 
hassock after 
dedicating the 
edible to the 
deceased. 

 
The prayer come to an end by circling Buddha.  The abbot leads all the participants to 
circuit along the square on the pavement, and then slowly circulates the hassocks rows from 
the left in S-shape, passing by offering table and hassock rows in the other side and so on.  
The abbot is then followed by the tonsured nuns, and non-tonsured in the end of the line 
whist the phrase “A-Mi-Tou-Fou” （meaning may Buddha preserves us）is whispered by 

everyone.  Conceptually, thousand times of circulations should be made before everyone 
returns to the hassock and bows to close the prayer.  The duration of the pray lasts one 
hour. 
 

                                                 
14 In Chinese Culture, left side is the grand side of thing. 
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Circling Buddha 
 
1. starting point 
2. two rows 

jointing point 
3. returning to 

one’s position 

 

Collective study of Buddhist scripture 
Collective study of Buddhist scriptures is an important monthly event in Ju-Shi Temple.  
The purpose to call for collective study is to encourage everyone, including tonsured nuns 
and the ordinaries, to be close to Buddha’s wisdom ceaselessly.  However, this is not an 
obligation. The study is basically a prolonged lection – to say the content of Buddhist 
scriptures. Different scriptures are adopted during the length of 12 Months. 
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Spatial arrangement 
of the Main Hall for 
the collective study 
 
1. wooden fish 
2. inverted bell 

 

In the occasion of collective study, the Main Hall is transformed into a study room with 
Buddha statues in front of the room. Participants who are approximately made up by half of 
nuns and half of outsiders take seats in the supporting praying area. The praying area now 
represents the worldly territory where people come to seek for aspiration and ascription.  
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Only two musical instruments are used during the study session in order to guide and 
control the pace of saying. Buddha is the teacher of the lecture, enlightening and guiding all 
participants toward the state of realization and unbound. There is no pre-lection in this study 
session; some more expository sessions on certain important Buddhist scripture are 
available in Ju-Shi Temple, which resembles to beginner’s class for anyone who is 
interested in exploring the wisdom of Buddha. 
 

Seven Days of Lectioning in Annual events 
In Ju-Shi Temple, Birth Days and Memorial Days of Buddha and Ullambana in July are the 
most important annual ceremonies in the form of lectioning – Seven days of lectioning（打
佛七）. The whole ceremony, which lasts for 7 days, divides into several sub-ceremonies 

which spans from the day before the event to the very last day.  In Seven days of lectioning, 
an irreplaceable ceremony called Sa-Jing（演淨, meaning to chase those impurities and 
clean out the divine realm for the ceremony）is the most discreet part of the whole ceremony. 

Participants in Sa-Jing are all nuns. This reveals the fact that only the tonsured get the 
power to purify the land. It starts at 7 pm one day earlier. The abbot serves as the Master to 
guide the whole procedure and other six nun-masters say specific lection with aspersorium 
in hand. Again, the ceremony begins with bowing to Buddha and several sections of lection, 
then the nun-masters step out of the Main Hall to asperse; symbolically claim out the 
territory of divine. The Hassocks in front of the Buddha statues are replaced by sitting 
mattresses for all nuns to sit and lectioning during the long ceremony. Since Sa-Jing is 
tonsured nuns’ duty, the performance is therefore limited in the central space of the Main 
Hall. 
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Spatial arrangement 
of Sa-Jing 

 
Yen Kou  
In the end of every lunar year, Ju-Shi Temple hold a grand ceremony to memorize the 
deceased, every member in the temple at the same time cleans two towers where cremated 
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bones of ancestors are installed.  In Taiwan, it is important to feast the ancestors and spirits 
that are yet remain in the world.  This particular action is being reinforced in Buddhism as 
well as in Taoism, which is the majority religion in Taiwan.  Yen Kou（燄口, means red 
mouth） is the core part of this ceremonial activity.  It is to feast the dead whose spirits still 

wonder in the world and to send them back to the underground afterward. 
 
To accept cremated bones of ancestors and expiate the sins of the dead is the main financial 
sources of Ju-Shi Temple, therefore providing a serene place for cremators becomes 
essential.  In the end of every year, solemn ceremony of offering sacrifices to gods and 
ancestors as well declares an old year has come to an end and new year arrive soon.  Thus, 
the whole set of ceremony of purification; grand feast and worship conceptually mark an 
alternation point.  The ceremony of purification marks the biggest event in Ju-Shi Temple 
throughout the year. 
 
The Main Hall serves as the central area together with every part of the temple space, 
including the Founders’ Hall, Kong De Hall15,, and the rest of temple areas. Ju-Shi Temple 
invites a great master who has great power and is capable to transmit prayers and wishes to 
divinities. The great master replaces the abbot and plays the key role to guide all the 
procedure and prayers. By making a circuit of the temple territory with four selected 
representatives from ordinaries, it represents that the world is blessed and dealt if there is 
anything unpropitious. In this ceremony, the Main Hall is changed into a feast-hall-like 
space but still remains the basic three sectional divisions for three characters – Buddha, 
tonsured, and ordinary. The supporting praying area for ordinaries is now fulfill of various 
offerings and lectioning praying people, the central alter area is then converted into the great 
master’s performance stage.  The ceremony is a long session of lection and bowing that is 
guided and performed by the great master, while the abbot and the nuns help to instruct 
participants, the ordinaries, to give the offerings and follow the great master’s performance. 
 

                                                 
15 The Hall is to host tablets with the name of the deceased and to honor their Charitable and pious deeds. 
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Pray route of Yen Kou 

 
 

3. Reading of the meanings 
Important messages are revealed in the process of documenting the ceremonies of Ju-Shi 
Temple. It is not only a journey of discovering unknown in the Buddhist territory, but also 
to prove the linkage of tonsured and ordinary world, which is found a very important 
characteristic in the relationship of religion and living culture in Taiwan. Three readings are 
made; ranges from universal view down to individual demands, all together present the 
outline of Buddhist aspect in Taiwan. 
 

3.1 World view 
Base on the Chinese cultural background, people in Taiwan believe it is vital to reach the 
state of completion; especially when the idea to unify everything as a whole centralizes the 
conceptual goal of everything in the society. Therefore, perfection becomes an important 
outcome to reach or the important image to make. Simple geometry or simple shape of 
graphic that easily represents the idea of completion is always adopted as the symbol of 
perfection. The idea of heaven is circular shaped whereas the earth is squared, is long 
realized and depicted as the perfect world. 
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In the Main Hall of Ju-Shi Temple, one can see this idea being clearly expressed. The 
central altar area where is formed by hassock rows, bell, drum, and table is the realm nuns 
to simulate the universe and to cooperate people’s wish into Buddha’s world. A clear square 
shape paved by dark marble represents the earth, and a dome constructed by layer elevated 
ceilings is the circle. When eyes raise sight toward the ceiling, the scale of setting of circle 
and square seems irrelevant. It is much to do with unfolding the concept of “reaching” the 
world through abstracting the relationship of heaven and earth. In horizon, the ordering of 
the spaces in the Main Hall as well represents the universal view of Buddhist realm. Once 
entering the most sacred place in the temple, one experiences the conceptual journey from 
human (the ordinary), to nuns (the practicing) and the path finally reaches Buddha (the 
dawn), which implies the “schedule” of practice in Buddhism. 

 
3.2 Past-, Present- and After- 
Many Buddhist places in Taiwan define their roles clearer with one purpose (two at most) – 
a place to advocate Buddhist philosophy or territory for tonsured practice or the land of 
dedication and enshrined deceased. Ju-Shi Temple, however, contains all of above 
mentioned. It is a place to host tonsured nuns; a territory to practice Buddhist moral 
teaching and home for cremated. This is place where past, present, and after meet together.  
It is interesting to observe the activities happening in Ju-Shi Temple – a mixed and crossed 
usage of spaces. The Main Hall usually serves as the divine realm to pray, a place to present 
nuns’ practice to Buddha; in other occasion, it is transformed into a place to cross the 
deceased over. 
 
Immersing in the quietness of the Main Hall and spiritually connecting to Buddha, the 
ordinary could find peace in heart. Like how it functions in a Western church, the Main Hall 
in Ju-Shi Temple is also the place for ordinary to communicate with Buddha; yet, instead of 
confessing sin or to ask for forgiveness, it is about having blessing from Buddha. Ordinary 
comes to seek for entering the realm of disencumberment for his/her own sake; send the 
deceased to reach the world of Nirvana. And the master is the intermediate to transport 
wishes to Buddha and to expiate the sins of the dead. The Main Hall is hence a junction 
point. 
 

3.3 Virtue practice 
Buddha was enlightened after a long period of mortification, which is the core of practice 
kept as the essence for tonsured people. Every action, such as morning and evening prayer, 
lection, offerings, and daily routine of cleaning, has to conform the discipline. The entire 
temple, including indoor spaces and outdoor spaces, has to be kept as clean as possible to 
respect the divinity; this particular manner applies to Main Hall. Offerings of flowers, water, 
and incense have to be replaced regularly for blessing purpose thereafter protecting all 
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living creatures. Furthermore, tonsured people keep the meatless diet to remain the merciful, 
tolerant and generous thinking. 
 
It is important to stay humble in front of Buddha. Participants in every ceremony always put 
their palms together and bow to Buddha in certain moment to cope with lection to ask for 
Teacher’s enlightenment. The Main Hall, with Buddha statues sitting in front and the gaze, 
creates the ambience full of peace, intelligent, and sublime. The space is defined by physical 
elements (various Buddhist instruments) and invisible facts (sectional divisions and trace of 
practice). The Main Hall is not only a visible space for ceremony, but also the vital 
existence to host Buddhist spirit – industrious, self-disciplined and charitable. This space is 
hence the vehicle to supervise practices taking place in the temple. 

 
 

4. Conclusion 
Since Buddhism was introduced to China and the thought of Zen bloomed greatly and 
officially adopted in Tang dynasty, all rules and discipline were carried until nowadays 
including numbers of prayers, ceremony, lection orders, and virtue practice.  The Main 
Hall, the most important and sacred space, is set up along with the regulation, reflects to the 
concept of viewing the universe and divides into sections contain different identities.  It is 
a place to worship as a realm to confront Buddha. 
 
Ju-Shi Temple, as the oldest Buddhist temple in Taiwan, still sustains the traditional 
ambience when Buddhism was brought to Taiwan from China. In the action of recording 
and reading the traditional ways of prayer and ceremony in Ju-Shi Temple, it is found that 
earthen viewpoints are strongly bounded in illustrating the spatial settings, ceremonial 
purposes, which is yet quite dissolved in other temples or Buddhist institutes. Saying the 
prayer not only serves as an action to the nuns and ordinaries in personal perspective, the 
voice is raised to the spiritual teacher. In the Ju-Shi Temple case, three characters are in 
search of different destinations, the decreased looks for Nirvana; the living seeks for peace 
and calm, while the tonsured aims for enlightenment. As the result, the Main Hall unites all 
souls in different forms and performs the key to unlock the ideological myth of Buddhism. 
 
This research tends to look for the arrangement of the spaces and the ceremonies within the 
temple in the past and present, consequently providing a new form to suit future needs. 
However, we might doubt whether or not the religious domain is raised based on a motive 
that generated by the nuns and is actually not far from those by the ordinary – all have greed 
for getting purified. Ju-Si Temple has to accommodate all these causes and the space within 
must unfold the hierarchy of the individuals and embrace all needs of all people. 
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Explanatory Exclusion and the Meaning of a ‘Complete Explanation’ 
- Dwayne Moore, Philosophy Dept., Wilfrid Laurier University, Waterloo, Ontario. 

 

In numerous articles, Jaegwon Kim has argued that there can be no more than one 

complete and independent explanation of any one event.1  Crucial to this claim, which he 

dubs the principle of Explanatory Exclusion, is a concise definition of the term ‘complete 

explanation’.  Upon inspection, however, it becomes clear that Kim alternates between 

two contradictory meanings of a ‘complete explanation’.  By exploiting this 

inconsistency it is possible to salvage mental explanations from the grips of the exclusion 

problem.  This can be done by demonstrating how mental causation is in fact a species of 

the third way that Kim proposes to dodge the problem.  Namely, physiological 

explanations are partial and incomplete, thus psychological explanations need not be 

excluded.   

 

1 - Explanatory Exclusion and the Partial Cause 

 Johnny takes a bite out of the hamburger sitting on his plate.  One can ask the 

question: ‘Why did Johnny take a bite out of his hamburger?’  Johnny gives a mental 

explanation for his behavior: he has a desire for food, and a belief that the hamburger is 

food, thus he eats the hamburger.  Presumably, there is also a physiological explanation 

for this same bit of behavior, given in terms of muscle contraction and the firing of 

neurons.  Can these two explanations peacefully co-exist? 

 Jaegwon Kim’s principle of Explanatory Exclusion suggests that they may not be 

able to.  His argument begins by asserting that “causality itself [is] an objective feature of 

                                                           
1 See Kim (1988), (1989), (1994), and (1995). See also Kim (1998 p. 64f) 
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reality”.2  This Causal Realism suggests that for every cause and effect pairing, there is 

an objective relation linking the two together.  From here Kim suggests that “our 

explanations are ‘true’ if they depict these relations correctly”.3  This principle, which he 

labels Explanatory Realism, suggests that only an accurate description of what actually 

occurs can count as an explanation.  To this Kim adds what he calls the Causal Exclusion 

principle.  In ‘Mechanism, Purpose and Explanatory Exclusion’, he states:  

(II): If C is [causally] sufficient for a later event E, then no event occurring 
at the same time as C and wholly distinct from it is necessary for E.4 

 
This principle suggests that since event C is strong enough to make the later event E 

come to pass all by itself, there is no need for any other event to be added in order to 

make event E happen.  To use a stock example in support of this principle, if Joe’s death 

is fully caused by a skiing accident, it would be odd to suggest that his death is also 

caused by a car crash.5  Now the problem emerges: Explanatory Realism suggests that an 

explanation must follow causality,6 and Causal Exclusion suggests that there can be no 

more than one sufficient cause for an event.  It follows from these two principles that 

there can be no more than one complete explanation for an event either.  In Kim’s own 

words, Explanatory Exclusion suggests that “there can be no more than a single complete 

and independent explanation of any one event”.7  Thus, returning to the previous 

example, if Johnny’s eating of the hamburger can be given a full physiological 

explanation, then his mental explanation for the same event would be excluded.  

                                                           
2 Kim (1998), Pg. 229. 
3 Kim (1988), Pg. 226.  
4 Kim (1989), Pg. 82.  See Pg. 94 as well. 
5 This example, though modified slightly, is taken from Worley Pg. 335. 
6 Thus, following Kim, for the purposes of this paper the concepts of ‘causality’ and ‘explanation’ will be 
used interchangeably. 
7 Kim (1988), Pg. 233. 
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 The situation is, of course, not this simple.  In fact, Kim offers up six ways in 

which there can be multiple explanations of one event without violating his principle.8  

For the purposes of this paper, however, only the third category, that of the partial cause, 

will be relevant.  To see how to avoid the problem based on the partial cause, it is helpful 

to return to the previous example.  Is it not possible that Joe’s poorly manufactured ski’s 

caused the accident, but the angle of descent also played a role in the tumble?  Is there 

not some sense in which the defective ski and the foreboding slope of the hill both caused 

the fatal crash?  In this case the defective ski is not a complete explanation of the event.  

The angle and the ski are parts of one larger complete cause, and thus the principle of 

Explanatory Exclusion is not invoked.  The question arises: does the incident of Johnny 

eating the hamburger fall under this category, or does it fall under the previous one?  If 

the physiological cause is incomplete, then there is no trouble in adding the mental cause 

as well.  However, if the physiological cause is in fact complete, then the mental cause 

should be excluded.  In order to determine under which category the mental falls, it is 

important to investigate the meaning of a ‘complete explanation’. 

 

2 - The Meaning of a ‘Complete Explanation’ 

How does Kim define a complete explanation?  This turns out to be a difficult 

question to answer, for Kim is admittedly unclear about his definition.  When he first 

introduces the notion of Explanatory Exclusion, he offers it in conjunction with the 

following caveat:  

What complete and independent may mean in this context is obviously 
important, and my discussion will be sensitive to the need of making these 
notions clearer; I should say right now, though, that I shall not be offering 

                                                           
8 See Kim (1988), Pg 233-234 and Kim (1989), Pg. 89-92. 
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general definitions of these notions, but depend rather on the discussion of 
specific cases to generate reasonably cohesive senses for the terms.9 
 

In the two specific cases he uses that are relevant to this present discussion, a general 

qualifier for a complete cause emerges.  First, for the event of the man climbing a ladder, 

the physiological explanation is deemed sufficient.10  Thus the physiological explanation 

should be deemed complete, and a second psychological explanation is excluded.  

Secondly, he mentions the event of an automobile accident which is caused by both the 

icy road and the faulty breaks.11  Neither of these explanations is sufficient in themselves 

for making the accident happen.  Since the accident would not have occurred if there had 

only been an icy road, but no faulty breaks, neither of these explanations can constitute a 

complete cause on its own.  In both cases, Kim suggests that if a cause is to be complete, 

it must be sufficient on its own to bring about the effect.  However, in discerning whether 

a cause is sufficient or not, he uses the tool of counterfactual dependency.  As he 

summarizes, the key questions to ask are “would E have occurred if C had not occurred? 

And Would E have occurred if C* had not occurred?”12  Kim’s notion of a complete 

cause, therefore, can be stated as follows: 

(Broad) Complete Cause: If cause c is sufficient for event e to occur, as 
determined by an analysis of counterfactual dependency, then cause c is a 
complete cause of event e. 
 

On this definition, the notion of a complete cause is quite broad since c will have to 

incorporate many counterfactually dependent things in order for it to be sufficient for e to 

occur.  For example, what is the complete explanation of the event ‘the fridge door 

opening’?  Certainly, a complete explanation would include the bodily movement of the 

                                                           
9 Kim (1989), Pg. 79.  See also Pg. 89. 
10 Kim (1989), Pg. 82. 
11 Kim (1989), Pg. 90. 
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pair of hands applying pressure to the door.  But using the qualification of counterfactual 

dependency, it would also include many other subtle influencing factors.  For example, if 

there was no such thing as a fridge in the first place, the event would not have occurred.  

Thus the invention of the fridge played some sort of a causal role, as did the delivery of 

the fridge to this location many years ago.  On a more grandiose level, if the asteroid had 

not narrowly missed the earth one million years ago, thus enabling life to continue to 

thrive, then the fridge door would surely not have opened.  If the amount of particles on 

Pluto were different, then the gravitational effect would alter the particles in the fridge, 

possibly making the fridge door not open until more pressure is applied.  Or, if the 

universe operated under a different set of basic laws, then the fridge door may have 

pressed closed rather swung open.  For these, and infinitely many more factors, it can 

truly be said that if they had not occurred, then the event in question would not have 

occurred either. 

There is some intuitive appeal to this definition of a cause, and this is especially 

so if it is a complete cause that is being defined.  After all, the notion of a complete cause 

does have an air of largesse to it.  In order to distinguish it from a regular cause, or an 

incomplete cause, it must, by very definition, touch on all of the relevant factors.  As 

Davidson points out, this leads to an exorbitantly complex explanation: “If we consider 

an event that is a ‘full, sufficient’ cause of another event, it must, as Mill pointed out long 

ago, include everything in the universe preceding the effect that has a causal bearing on 

it”.13  Anything less than this, by very definition, would have to be considered a partial 

cause.  

                                                                                                                                                                             
12 Kim (1989), Pg. 92. 
Davidson (1993), Pg. 15. 
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Although there is this evidence that Kim advocates this definition of a complete 

cause, there is also some evidence that he has something much narrower in mind.  This 

can be witnessed in ‘Mechanism, Purpose and Explanatory Exclusion’, where he states: 

“let us once again focus on causal explanations of individual events, and set aside other 

sorts of explanation (eg. explanation of laws and regularities…)”.14  Here Kim seems to 

set aside certain background laws in order to focus on the immediate cause of a particular 

event.  Moreover, in this text he distinguishes between explanations of laws from causal 

explanations of events, possibly implying that these background conditions are no longer 

granted causal status.  Later, in another work, he makes this move again:  

For, according to the realist view, the causal relation between events 
constitutes the objective correlate, or content of the explanans relation; 
The realist scheme also yields a more global sense of ‘complete 
explanation’, one in which a complete explanation of an event specifies its 
entire causal history in every detail.  This is an idealized sense of 
completeness, and no explanation can be complete in that sense.15 

 
Again, the broad notion of a complete cause is brought into question as an unrealistic 

idealization.  In another paper he states his point more straightforwardly: “Counterfactual 

dependency is too broad to pin down causal dependency”.16  Suddenly the notion of a 

complete cause has become an unattainable goal.  It is noteworthy, however, to see that 

he does not refrain from speaking about or advocating for a complete cause due to this 

fact.  The reason for this is that he alters the definition of a complete cause; thus he can 

continue to speak of it under a narrower articulation.  Originally a complete cause was 

demarcated in terms of sufficiency determined by counterfactual dependence, and 

                                                           
14 Kim (1989), Pg. 94.  
15 Kim (1988), Pg. 234. 
16 Kim (1973), Pg. 571.  In this paper he points to several examples to prove his contention.  All of these 
examples, however, are conceptual or linguistic.  In this case, however, the counterfactual dependency 
points to objective relations.  Thus his arguments do not succeed in this context. 
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included virtually every causal occurrence in the universe.  Now, from this brief text, a 

complete cause seems to refer to the causal relation between events.   

 Fortunately, Kim fleshes his new definition out in other places.  As it turns out, 

this thinner version of a complete cause is something that happens between individual 

events.  Individual events almost always involve some sort of change in the 

environment.17  An event, however, is split into three components: an object, a property 

and a time.18  In most cases, Kim suggests that it is the property that is causal.19  Thus, he 

notes his disagreement with Davidson’s views on events and causality by stating that 

events cause in virtue of certain properties.20 Moreover, in his model of Functional 

Reduction, Kim takes causal efficacy to be a property of properties, again intimating this 

conclusion.21  Thus a complete cause is the temporal instantiation of the causal property 

of the immediate object which makes an event occur.  For the sake of clarity, it would be 

beneficial to restate Kim’s definition of a complete cause: 

(Thin) Complete Cause: If the instantiation of causal property c at time t in 
object o is sufficient for event e to occur, then causal property c is a 
complete cause of e.22 

 
Notice here that Kim has marginalized temporally prior causes by focusing on the change 

at a certain time t.  Moreover, he has bracketed out material or structural causes by 

focusing on events as defined by a change.  Since events imply a change, these steady 

preconditions will not qualify as being events, and thus they cannot be considered a 

                                                           
17 Kim (1976), Pg. 159. 
18 Kim (1976), Pg. 160. 
19 Most explicitly, he states “Real changes, or real events, seem to be just those that make a causal 
difference, and generic events seem to be just those properties whose possession by an object bestow upon 
it a causal power or potency…we commonly recognize such properties as motion, colors, temperatures, 
weights, pushing and breaking.” In Kim (1976) Pg. 162. 
20 Kim (1993a), Pg. 21. 
21 See, for example, Kim (2005), Pg. 101. 
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cause.  Thus a complete cause can be given without mentioning any of these background 

conditions.  These expansive factors, which would have been considered causes under the 

Broad Complete Cause, since they were counterfactually dependent, have now lost their 

causal status on the Thin Complete Cause model. 

The question presents itself: which of these two definitions of a complete cause 

should be embraced?  Kim chooses the Thin Complete Cause.  However, there are at 

least two reasons to shy away from this.  First of all, the Thin Complete Cause ostracizes 

many things which are counterfactually dependent from being part of the complete cause.  

The most notorious of these things is the very object that the event happens to.  Since 

causality is found in the property, the very object which the property is instantiated in 

turns out to not be a part of the Thin Complete Cause.  But does it make sense to suggest 

that the object itself is not part of the cause of an event?  This problem is even more 

pronounced considering that it is the complete cause, not merely a cause, which is being 

dealt with here.  The same argument can be made for many other counterfactually 

dependent events: if the asteroid had not barely missed earth a million years ago, the 

fridge door really would not have opened today.  How can this fact, and many others like 

it, not be considered part of a complete cause?  Surely the notion of counterfactual 

dependency has some intuitive plausibility as a demarcator of complete causality. 

This argument could be considered question begging if not for the fact that Kim’s 

own definition of a complete cause is couched in terms of sufficiency.  On Kim’s original 

formulation, this is all the more clear.  He even invokes the notion of counterfactual 

dependence, thus the vastness of the complete cause is evident.  On his thinner version, 

                                                                                                                                                                             
22 See Kim (2005), Pg. 17 for his most recent and succinct analysis of causal exclusion, and this definition 
of completeness which follows from it. 
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even though he has abandoned counterfactual dependence, he still embraces the notion of 

sufficiency in determining the complete cause.  But one can ask: is the bodily movement 

a sufficient cause of the fridge door opening?  The answer still seems to be that if the 

fridge had never been invented then that fridge door really would not have opened.  Since 

the immediate cause is not enough to ensure that the event occurs, the sufficiency 

requirement on its own brings about the same conclusion that this was not a complete 

cause.  Perhaps one can say ‘all else being equal, the bodily movement is sufficient for 

the opening of the fridge door’.  But in what way can this be considered a complete 

cause, when all the other things need to also be equal in order for it to occur?  As Kim 

acknowledges elsewhere, “what we ordinarily take as a cause is seldom by itself a 

necessary or a sufficient condition for the event it is said to have caused”.23  It seems, 

then, quite arbitrary and even an instance of causal snobbery, to pick out only one 

counterfactually dependent relation and insist that this and only this is the causal relation 

that counts, to the abandonment of all others.   

Before moving on to how these considerations can help to solve the problem of 

mental causation, the notion of a cause as counterfactual dependence should be bolstered.  

Kim has leveled three objections against this conception of causation, and there is at least 

one other problem that Kim has not mentioned.  First of all, in his paper already quoted, 

Kim drives a wedge between counterfactual dependence and causality by pointing to 

some counterfactuals that are logically dependent rather than causally dependent.  His 

examples, however, only demonstrate that not all counterfactual dependency relations are 

causal.  They fail to show that not all causal relations are counterfactually dependent.24   

                                                           
23 Kim (1993b), Pg. 21, footnotes. 
24 See Kim (1973). 
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Secondly, in his more recent book Mind in a Physical World, he levels three 

charges against those who would solve the mental causation problem by adhering to a 

counterfactual view of causation.  First, he notes that counterfactual dependence would 

insist the event of ‘getting the keys’ would not have occurred without the thought of 

getting the keys.  However, he argues that epiphenomenalism could still be true in this 

case.  He explains  “If Jill's thought had not occurred, then Jill would not have been in N, 

and given that Jill's thought did occur, N must have occurred, and this made Jill's return 

inevitable … the point is that [epiphenomenalism] is not ruled out by this scenario”.25  If 

epiphenomenalism can follow from this method, he wonders how counterfactual 

dependency can demonstrate causality?   

This problem is similar to the notion of backtracking, which is Kim’s third 

objection.  In the same way that the counterfactual ‘If the event had not occurred, then the 

cause wouldn’t have’ is true, so the counterfactual ‘If Jill’s thought had not occurred, 

then Jill would not have been in N’ is true for the epiphenomenalist.  They are true, but 

only because the cause happened first even though it is described second.  Again, one can 

admit that the class of counterfactuals is broader than simply causality without admitting 

that causality is broader than counterfactuals.  There are many counterfactual instances 

which do not demonstrate causality.  The problem is for Kim to demonstrate one causal 

relation that does not hold counterfactually.  

A final concern is that the broad notion of a complete cause that comes from 

counterfactual dependency doesn’t seem to provide much epistemic satisfaction.  For, if 

the fridge door is explained by every preceding event in the universe, then every other 

event will be explainable in this way as well.  The fridge door closed because of the 

                                                           
25 Kim (1998), Pg. 71. 
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combination of every preceding event in the universe.  The bridge was built because of 

every preceding event in the universe.  The dog barked because of every preceding event 

in the universe.  If every event has this same grandiose explanation, how will someone 

gain insight about why one thing occurred rather than another?  There is no harm, 

however, in admitting that a particular causal explanation is not the entire story.  The 

admission that the complete causal story is nearly impossible to achieve takes nothing 

away from the epistemic satisfaction found in the many partial explanations that can be 

achieved.  If anything, this consideration should cause people to be content with partial 

explanations, and in so doing, possibly avoid the problem of Explanatory Exclusion 

altogether since they are not claiming to have complete explanations.  With these 

objections out of the way, and with the intuitive plausibility and the Kimian acceptance 

of counterfactual dependence and sufficiency, it is possible to move on to a plausible 

solution to the Exclusion problem. 

 

3 - Mental Causation and the Broad Complete Cause 

 Against this backdrop, a solution to the problem of Explanatory Exclusion is 

fairly straightforward.  Namely, it has been contended that if something is part of the 

Broad Complete Cause, but not part of the Thin Complete Cause, then it still has causal 

status.  Thus, if the psychological explanation can somehow be included in the Broad 

Complete Cause, and the physiological explanation is the Thin Complete Cause as Kim 

maintains, the mental can still have causal power.  If this were possible, the psychological 

explanation would change from Kim’s original illustration of the man climbing the ladder 

to the illustration of the car accident.  With the man climbing the ladder, Kim thought the 
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first explanation was complete and thus the second psychological explanation was 

excluded.  With the incident of the car accident, however, Kim granted that the first 

explanation was only partial, and thus the second was needed.  Fortunately, according to 

the previous argument, the Thin Complete Cause, or the immediate physiological cause, 

is indeed only partial.  It turns out that the entire Broad Complete Cause is needed as 

well.  So, as Kim notes, when there is a situation in which an explanation is only partial, 

there is no exclusion pressure.  

But how can the psychological cause be part of the Broad Complete Cause?  

Again, an answer is fairly straightforward.  When someone argues that the mental is 

supervenient on the physical they do not intend to suggest that the mental is supervenient 

on only a minimal causal property of an event, but rather that it is supervenient on the 

organism as a whole, and on various relations with the external world as well.26  The 

mental supervenes on such things as the amount of calcium present in the brain, the 

existence of neurons in the first place, the manner in which the neural pathways have 

been set up, the remarkable structure of the brain which brings about consciousness, and 

the preceding relations that the organism has had with its environment.  These 

background conditions are exactly the types of causes one would find in the Broad 

Complete Cause.  However, they would not be granted causal status under the Thin 

Complete Cause, for that only focuses on the specific causal property of an event at a 

time.  Therefore, by simply invoking the traditional thesis of supervenience one can see 

how the mental would be broader than the Thin Complete Cause.   

                                                           
26 See Worley, Pg. 344ff.  Here she articulates this point well and demonstrates the problem that Kim faces 
because of it. 
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The suggestion that the mental is a part of the Broad Complete Cause and is thus 

causal in one sense, but at the same time is not part of the Thin Complete Cause and thus 

not causal in another sense, plays out in Kim’s works.  This tension is evident in his 

recent book Physicalism or Something Near Enough.  Here Kim articulates the Exclusion 

argument with the aid of the following diagram: 

M   M* 
 

^   ^ 
(Determines)   (Determines) 

^   ^ 
 

P     >   (Causes)    >   P* 
 

In this diagram, the horizontal arrow from P to P* is a relationship of causation.  The 

vertical arrow from P to M is not a relationship of causation, but is rather a relationship of 

determination.27  Determination seems to imply some sort of influence, though it is not 

causal.  As several authors have noted, this can render the problem of Causal Exclusion 

toothless by very definition.28  Since the relationship between the level of P and the level 

of M can never be causal, it is not possible for an M to over-cause an instance of P*.  

Unfortunately, Jacob, in discussing this issue, does not carry his conclusion through to a 

beneficial conclusion, but rather surmises that the mental is still epiphenomenal due to 

causal closure.29  Sabates as well, after pointing out this window of opportunity, still 

acknowledges that exclusion pressures will filter off one of the causes.30  Such 

concessions, however, are unnecessary.  One simply needs to point out that M is not a 

cause of P*, but does determine P*.  Since M is not a cause, there is no causal exclusion. 

                                                           
27 Kim (2005), Pg. 41-45. 
28 See Sabates, Pg. 105 and Jacob Pg. 651. 
29 Jacob, Pg. 651. 
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However, since M does in fact determine P*, there is influence and thus 

epiphenomenalism is avoided.  One could reply that as soon as one acknowledges that the 

mental does not cause, even though it does determine, mental epiphenomenalism has 

been acknowledged.  However, if the argument of this paper is sound, the correct 

terminology would be to say that M is part of the Broad Complete Cause of P*, but is not 

part of the Thin Complete Cause of P*.  Thus it is still considered causal. 

 Perhaps Kim will see this as a Dual Explananda strategy.  The Dual Explananda 

strategy suggests that the mental event supervenes on a different set of physical 

properties than the physical event does, thus there is no exclusion pressure between the 

two.31  Kim’s traditional reply against this tactic is to Double the Problem.  Specifically, 

he claims that both physical events will face exclusion pressures independently.32  This 

reply could cause problems for the argument given here by arguing that if the mental still 

supervenes on the physical, then the physical explanation of that portion of the physical 

world is sufficient and no mental description of it is needed.  Fortunately, however, the 

reply given here is immune to this objection for two reasons.  First of all, since the mental 

individuates on many background conditions, not on a temporal event, there quite 

literally are not two events being invoked.  Kim could attempt to say that exclusion 

pressures will still apply to whatever the mental supervenes upon.  However, since 

exclusion pressure applies to causation only, and since only events are causal on his Thin 

Complete Cause view, he could not make this argument and retain consistency.  The 

background conditions are not causes on his view, so he could not impose exclusion 

pressure without altering his definition of causality.  If he did alter his definition of 

                                                                                                                                                                             
30 Sabates, Pg. 105. 
31 See Kim (1995), Pg. 133 for an example of this Dual Explananda Reply. 
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causality from the Thin Complete Cause to the Broad Complete Cause to impose 

exclusion, then the mental would once again be included by this move thereby dodging 

exclusion in another manner.   

Secondly, and more importantly, exclusion pressure will only arise if an 

explanation is considered complete.  Kim has noted that if a cause is partial, there will be 

no exclusion pressure.  Therefore, if Kim suggests that the mental now faces exclusion 

pressure individually, the simple and consistent reply will be that the mental cause is not 

considered complete anymore than the original physical cause could be considered 

complete.  A complete cause, in terms of the Broad Complete Cause as determined by 

sufficiency and counterfactual dependence will refer to much of the universe throughout 

the ages.  Neither the immediate physical cause nor the supervenient mental cause makes 

such a bold claim.  The strength of this humble claim is that it holds exclusion pressures 

at bay.  Both the physical and the mental are considered partial on this picture, and thus 

additional causal considerations can be brought into the equation without trouble. 

 In summary, Jaegwon Kim’s principle of Explanatory Exclusion suggests that 

there can be no more than one complete explanation for any event.  Integral to his 

argument is his understanding of the term ‘complete explanation’.  Upon inspection it 

turns out that he has two definitions of a complete cause: the Broad Complete Cause and 

the Thin Complete Cause.  The Broad Complete Cause is both more intuitively plausible 

and also more consistent with Kim’s other arguments, thus it should be chosen.  

However, Kim chooses the Thin Complete Cause as his definition of a complete cause 

and thus the problem of Exclusion ensues.  By choosing the Broad Complete Cause 

instead, and demonstrating how the mental can be part of the Broad Complete Cause, no 

                                                                                                                                                                             
32 See Kim (1995), Pg. 134 for an example of the Doubling the Problem response. 
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exclusion pressure arises.  Thus the physiological explanation of Johnny eating the 

hamburger is only partial, and the mental explanation can be included as well. 
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1. Introduction 

This study investigates the ways in which two or more co-storytellers and their 
unknowing story recipients achieve concerted participation during emerging joint 
storytelling—storytelling where two or more storytellers who have shared knowledge 
through firsthand or secondhand experience collaboratively tell a coherent story by 
shifting tellership to depict an event.  When unknowing story recipients1 ask questions 
about a story during joint storytelling in multi-party talk-in-interaction, there can be more 
than one potential addressee for a question.  Whom do unknowing story recipients select 
as the addressee for their questions, and how does this addressee selection bring 
interactional consequences to joint storytelling in terms of participation?  To explore 
these issues, this study examines joint storytelling sequences where unknowing story 
recipients shift tellership between two storytellers in the unfolding joint storytelling by 
directing their questions to a co-storyteller who is not currently telling the story, through 
talk, gaze, and body movements. 

Previous studies on joint storytelling in conversations discussed how stories were 
collaboratively produced by more than one storyteller.  Eder (1988) and M. Goodwin 
(1990) found that children collaboratively told a story in order to strengthen the solidarity 
of a peer group.  In his analysis of “spouse talk,” Sacks (1992: 443) stated that a spouse 
jointly tells a story through providing corrections, modifications, or elaborations of the 
story when necessary.  Based on her analysis of a joint storytelling sequence by a couple 
that experienced an event together, Mandelbaum (1987) pointed out that two potential 
storytellers collaborated with each other by forwarding and ratifying the story, 
monitoring for errors, and requesting verification, and that an activity of joint storytelling 
indicates “the appearance of being together.”  Lerner (1992) also pointed out possible co-
tellers in “assisted storytelling” collaborate with each other during the story preface, story 
delivery, and story reception, through soliciting a story, providing confirmation, repairing 
trouble, and providing their own assessment of the story.  However, these studies 
examined joint storytelling primarily in terms of the storytellers, and until now, few 
studies have examined joint storytelling focusing on what unknowing story recipients are 
doing while two or more storytellers relate their shared experiences (C. Goodwin 1981).  
In addition, no studies have examined in depth how story recipients actively shift 
tellership and use gaze and body movements while participating in storytelling. 

In the present study, the practice of unknowing story recipients asking questions 
to co-storytellers is examined in terms of talk, gaze, and body movements, taking into 
account the following factors regarding question-answer addressee selection during joint 

                                                
1 C. Goodwin (1979: 100) defines an unknowing recipient as “a possible recipient not expected to know 
about an event being reported by a speaker” and a knowing recipient as “a possible recipient already 
informed about that event.” 
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storytelling: (1) who shares information about the story to be told, (2) who is the 
storyteller currently speaking, (3) who is/are the knowing and unknowing recipient(s) of 
the story, (4) whether participants have firsthand or secondhand experience about an 
event in the story, and (5) whether participants appear as characters in the story.  
Addressee selection during questioning by story recipients in joint storytelling not only 
displays intricate variation in the ways in which the unknowing story recipients ratify two 
or more cooperating or competing co-storytellers, align themselves with the co-
storytellers, and participate in storytelling, but also reveals the ways in which the 
unknowing story recipients actively shift participation roles in storytelling sequences. 
 
2. Data and Method 

The three joint storytelling sequences used in this study were selected from thirty-
five sixty-minute videotaped natural and spontaneous face-to-face conversations between 
native speakers of Japanese.  The data was collected in Osaka and Tokyo, Japan.  The 
conversations were transcribed, and storytelling sequences were identified based on 
Labov’s (1972) definition of narrative.2  Subsequently, joint storytelling sequences in 
which unknowing story recipients asked questions to co-storytellers were selected.  
Participants’ gaze and upper body movements were observed based on an examination of 
the videotaped data.  Transcription conventions and abbreviations of the gloss used in 
transcription are given in the Appendix.  In order to preserve privacy, the names of 
participants in the data used in this study are fictitious. 
 
3. Analysis 

In this section, three joint storytelling segments are examined to illustrate how 
unknowing story recipients shift tellership by addressing questions to a knowing story 
recipient rather than the current storyteller, thereby changing the participation role of the 
knowing story recipient to co-storyteller and achieving collaborative joint storytelling 
that includes all the participants. 
 
3.1 Firsthand Experience and Secondhand Experience 

The data examined in this subsection presents an instance of joint storytelling 
where one co-storyteller has direct firsthand experience of an event and is the principal 
character of the story, and another has secondhand experience through hearing the story 
from the former.  In Excerpt 1, Kei, Tami, Yoko, and Megu, who are present or former 
co-workers at a company, are talking about Kei’s ski trip.  Prior to the segment below, 
the participants had been talking about a ski trip to Hokkaido, the northern Japanese 
island, which triggered Megu to bring up a story about Kei’s ski trip to Hokkaido.  Yoko 
and Megu have already heard about it and are knowing story recipients, but Tami is an 
unknowing story recipient.  In Excerpt 1, while Kei and Yoko jointly tell a story and 
Megu provides concurrent assessment of Kei’s ski trip, Tami asks questions and shifts 
tellership. 
 

                                                
2 Labov (1979: 359) defines narrative as “one method of recapitulating past experience by matching a 
verbal sequence of clauses to the sequence of events which (it is inferred) actually occurred.” 
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Excerpt 1: Ski Trip to Hokkaido 
 17 Kei: sukii tsuaa ni  itta-n   desu    ke(h)do(h):hh 
   ski   tour  PUR go:PT-SE COP:POL but 
   (I) went on a ski tour, but, 
 
 18 Megu: °h [so(h)no  ha(h)na(h)shi ki(h)ite, 
     that GEN story         hear 
          (I) heard that story, and, 
 
 19 Yoko:    [da- dare [to  itte-n. 
       FRG who   COM go:PT-SE 
           Who did (you) go with? 
 
 20 Tami:              [e? 
                 INJ 
                               Huh? 
 
 21 Kei:              [gerendesaito      no  [hoteru ni= 
                 skiing.slope.site GEN  hotel  LOC 
                               At a hotel near the skiing slope 
 
 22 Yoko:                                     [so ya? 
                                        so COP 
                                                                             Right. 
 
 23 Kei: =tomatta-n  de(h)su ke(h)do: 
    stay:PT-SE COP:POL but 
   (I) stayed, but 
 
 24 Tami: hai. 
   yes 
   Yes. 
 
 25 Yoko: de  so   [kkara ba- basu notte   kankoo      iku-nen.= 
   and there ABL   FRG bus  ride:TE sightseeing go-SE 
   And from there (she) goes sightseeing on a bus. 
 
 26 Megu:          [meccha wa(h)ra(h)ke(ru). 
             very   laugh:POT 
                      (I) can laugh so much. 
 
 27 Yoko: =[nakabi. 
     middle.day 
      The middle day (of the ski tour). 
 
 28 Tami: [e: hh huyu   no  hokkaidoo o   desu   [ka? 
    INJ   winter GEN (name)    ACC COP:POL Q 
   What? In Hokkaido in winter? 
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 29 Kei:                                        [>soo. soo. soo.< 
                                            so   so   so 
                                                                                     Right, right, right. 
 
((Kei’s story continues.)) 
 
Kei begins relaying her story in line 17, sukii tsuaa ni itta-n desu ke(h)do(h): ‘(I) went on 
a ski tour, but.’  It is worth noting that Kei is telling the story in line 17 while looking at 
the knowing story recipients Megu and then Yoko, rather than at the unknowing story 
recipient Tami.  Concurrent laughter during Kei’s utterance in line 17 implies that Kei is 
sharing a laugh together again with these knowing story recipients, who had already 
heard about it before during this retelling of the story.  Then, Kei continues to tell her 
story in lines 21 and 23, and says that she stayed at a hotel near the skiing slope, while 
looking at Yoko and Megu.  In lines 25 and 27, Yoko takes over tellership and continues 
Kei’s story as a co-storyteller, saying de sokkara ba- basu notte kankoo iku-nen nakabi 
‘And from there (she) goes sightseeing on a bus. The middle day (of the ski tour),’ while 
looking at Tami.  While Kei and Yoko are jointly telling the story, Tami closely follows 
the current co-storyteller, as indicated by her turning her head and shifting her gaze; in 
line 24 after Kei’s utterance, Tami provides a continuer hai ‘yes’ while looking at Kei, 
and during Yoko’s utterance in line 25, Tami turns her head and gaze to Yoko.  However, 
rather than just following the current co-storyteller, the unknowing story recipient Tami 
shifts tellership in line 28 by asking a question and redirecting her head and gaze from 
Yoko to Kei, as shown in Figure 1. 
 
 25 Yoko: de  so   [kkara ba- basu notte[   ]kankoo      iku-nen.= 
   and there ABL   FRG bus  ride:TE   sightseeing go-SE 
   And from there (she) goes sightseeing on a bus. 
 
 27 Yoko: =[nakabi. 
     middle.day 
      The middle day (of the ski tour). 
 
 28 Tami: [e: hh huyu   no  hokkaidoo o   desu   [ka? SYNTACTIC 
    INJ   winter GEN (name)    ACC COP:POL Q NESTING 
   What? In Hokkaido in winter? 
   ((Tami shifts her head and gaze to Kei.)) 
 
    Kei            Tami                    Yoko                     Megu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Figure 1: Tami’s gaze towards Kei in line 28 
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 As shown schematically above, Tami’s question in line 29 is syntactically tied to 
the preceding utterance of the current co-storyteller Yoko in line 25 through “syntactic 
nesting,” which syntactically links a part of an utterance into a preceding utterance in 
such a way that it fits as a part of the preceding utterance.  The phrase in line 29 huyu no 
hokkaidoo ‘Hokkaido in winter’ followed by the accusative particle o is designed to 
syntactically fit inside Yoko’s utterance in basu notte [huyu no hokkaidoo o] kankoo iku-
nen ‘(she) goes sightseeing on a bus [in Hokkaido in winter].’  However, even though 
Tami syntactically links her question to the previous utterance by the current co-
storyteller Yoko, she addresses it to another co-storyteller Kei through her gaze and body 
movements, thereby shifting tellership to Kei. 

Tami’s addressing her question to Kei and shifting tellership from Yoko to Kei is 
not an arbitrary selection to distribute tellership between co-storytellers.  The unknowing 
story recipient’s move to shift tellership here demonstrates her careful analysis of the 
interaction between the co-storytellers and their stance towards the unfolding event.  First, 
even though Yoko became a co-storyteller, she showed her stance toward the event and 
indicated that she did not have full resources as a competent co-storyteller when she 
asked a question to the storyteller Kei in line 19.  This informs the unknowing story 
recipient about an imbalance between the co-storytellers in terms of the amount of 
information needed to tell the story; Kei has more information than Yoko.  Second, the 
difference in the quality of information the two co-storytellers have also caused the shift 
in tellership.  In this case, Kei’s involvement in the told event is direct and she has first-
hand information, whereas Yoko’s involvement is indirect and based on secondhand 
information, because she heard the story from Kei.  The unknowing story recipient’s 
move to shift tellership by asking a question here illustrates how she bodily displayed her 
preference to request information about the story based on her close analysis of who has 
the most and most reliable information about the story. 
 
3.2 Addressing a Co-Storyteller that Stated the Target Utterance 

The data examined above shows that the unknowing story recipient asked a 
question to the co-storyteller with firsthand experience rather than the one with 
secondhand experience.  What if two co-storytellers both experienced the same event 
together and have the same information in terms of quality and quantity?  Excerpt 2 in 
this subsection and Excerpt 3 in the next subsection provide cases where an unknowing 
story recipient shifts tellership in instances of joint storytelling where the co-storytellers 
participated in the same event together.  The data presented in this subsection describes a 
case where an unknowing story recipient asks a question to a co-storyteller who said an 
utterance in a prior turn that the question targets, thus effecting a shift in tellership.  In 
Excerpt 2, Ken, Dai, and Jun,3 who are friends in the same graduate program at a 
Japanese university, are talking about an amusing anecdote involving their professor.  Dai 
and Jun, who experienced this event together, tell the story jointly, while Ken, who is an 
unknowing story recipient, asks a question to a co-storyteller. 
 
 
 
                                                
3 Jun is referred in his last name as Oda-san ‘Mr. Oda’ in Excerpt 2. 
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Excerpt 2: Enka singer4 
 3 Dai: demo ano gengogaku   no  ichiban saisho    no  jugyoo 
   but  INJ linguistics GEN first   beginning GEN class 
   no  toki ni:, 
   GEN time TEM 
   But, uhm, in the first linguistics seminar, 
 
 4 Jun: un. 
   yeah 
   Uh-huh. 
 
 5 Dai: Oda-san wa  nanka enka-kashu-mitai desu 
   (name)  TOP SOF   enka.singer-EVD  COP:POL 
   [ne to(h)ka(h) tte(h) hhh 
    pp REP        QT 
   (he said) “Mr. Oda, (you) are like an enka singer.” 
 
 6 Jun: [aa  iwareta    ne:, ikinari. 
    INJ say:PSS:PT PP   suddenly 
    Oh, (he) said (it to me) all of a sudden. 
 
 7 Dai: a(h)re na(h)n(h)ka ba    ga  shi:n to [na(h)tte 
   that   SOF         scene NOM ONM   QT  become:TE 
   That made the scene so quiet. 
 
((15 lines omitted.))5 
 
 23 Jun:              [doo hannoo-shite ii-n    ka 
                 how respond:TE   good-SE Q 
   [wakaran-mon. 
    understand:NEG-SE 
   (I) don’t know how to respond (to it). 
 
 24 Ken: [hhhh 
 
 25 Dai: [so(h)o. so(h)o. hhh 
    so      so 
   Right.  Right. 
 
 26 Ken: sore wa  nani? namae ga  tte koto na-no? 
   that TOP what  name  NOM QT  NML  COP:ATT-SE 
   What is (that)?  Does (it) mean (his) name is? 
 
 
 
                                                
4 Enka is a kind of Japanese popular song that is characterized by its melodramatic lyrics and melody and is 
generally appreciated among the older generation in Japan. 
5 Lines 8 through 22 are omitted.  During these lines, Dai confirms that Ken was not at the scene, and Jun 
tells the story. 
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 27 Dai: chigau. chigau. 
   wrong   wrong 
   No.  No. 
 
 28 Ken: [nanka koo, 
    SOF   like.this 
    Uhm, like 
 
 29 Dai: [huinki ga. 
    atmosphere 
   (His) air. 
 
((Dai and Jun’s story continues.)) 
 

In line 3 Dai starts telling a story to illustrate their professor’s unique sense of 
humor to the other participants.  Dai animates what the professor said to Jun in the first 
class of their linguistics course in line 5 Oda-san wa nanka enka-kashu-mitai desu ne 
to(h)ka(h) tte(h) ‘(he said) “Mr. Oda, (you) are like an enka singer,”’ using the direct 
quotation style.  Jun, who is the primary character, remembers the incident and joins in 
the storytelling from line 6 and tells the story up to line 23.  Then the unknowing story 
recipient Ken asks a question in line 26 sore wa nani? namae ga tte koto na-no? ‘What is 
that? Does (it) mean (his) name is?’ looking at Dai.  Although Dai is the one who started 
the storytelling, currently Jun is primarily telling the story.  Yet, as shown in Figure 2 
below, Ken addresses his question to Dai by turning his head and shifting his gaze 
towards Dai, thereby shifting tellership from Jun to Dai.  Because in this storytelling both 
Dai and Jun participated in the same event together, Jun being the primary character in 
the story, they have equal access to the information for an answer to Ken’s question in 
line 26.  Therefore, Ken’s move to shift tellership is not due to an imbalance between the 
co-storytellers in terms of the amount of information that they have. 

In fact, Ken is asking the question in line 26 to request clarification about Dai’s 
utterance in line 5.  The unknowing story recipient here resorts to the co-storyteller who 
originally said the utterance to seek an answer.  As schematically shown below, Ken 
strategically designs his question to link to Dai’s utterance in line 5 and request 
clarification.  First, the demonstrative word sore ‘that’ at the turn initial position implies 
that the ensuing utterance is linked to a previous utterance in the sequence.  The fact that 
Ken addresses his utterance to Dai by turning his head and shifting his gaze to Dai 
indicates that Ken is linking his utterance to Dai’s previous utterances.  Next, Ken relates 
his utterance specifically to Dai’s utterance in line 5 through “syntactic nesting.”  The 
word namae ‘name’ followed by the nominative particle ga is designed to syntactically 
fit inside the utterance of Dai’s quotation of the professor’s speech, as in Oda-san wa 
nanka [namae ga] enka-kashu-mitai desu ne ‘Oda-san, [(your) name] is like an enka 
singer.’  Lastly, the expression tte (iu) koto ‘(it/you) mean(s)’ is used for clarification of 
preceding utterances, and a phrase before the quotative particle tte (/to) is a new part of, 
or a revision of, preceding speech.  Here, Ken refers to Dai’s utterance in line 5 and 
inserts a new phrase namae ga ‘name’ with the nominative particle ga in it, by using the 
expression tte (iu) koto ‘(it/you) mean(s)’ in his question, to request clarification from 
Dai. 
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 5 Dai: Oda-san wa  nanka [     ]enka-kashu-mitai desu   [ne 
   (name)  TOP SOF          enka.singer-EVD  COP:POL PP 
   “Mr. Oda, (you) are like an enka singer.” 
 
 26 Ken: sore wa  nani?    DEMONSTRATIVE 
   that TOP what    LINKING 
   What is that? 
 
   namae ga  tte koto na-no?  SYNTACTIC 
   name  NOM QT  NML  COP:ATT-SE NESTING 
   Does (it) mean (his) name is? 
   ((Ken looks at Dai.)) 
 
    Jun                               Ken             Dai 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Figure 2: Ken’s gaze towards Dai in line 26 
 

The data discussed above illustrates a case where the unknowing story recipient 
shifted tellership when he addressed his question to the co-storyteller who said the 
utterance that his question targeted.  It demonstrates the ways in which the unknowing 
story recipient kept tracking the course of storytelling and registered the two cooperative 
co-storytellers’ contribution to the storytelling, while interacting with them in a joint 
storytelling where both co-storytellers experienced the event together.  The data in 
Excerpt 2 demonstrates that the unknowing story recipient’s move to shift tellership is the 
result of his deliberate selection of the addressee of his question. 
 
3.3 Inviting a Knowing Story Recipient into the Current Storytelling 

The data in this subsection provides another instance of a tellership shift enacted 
by an unknowing story recipient.  In Excerpt 3 below an unknowing story recipient links 
her question to a target utterance by the current storyteller through a syntactic device, but 
addresses it to a current knowing story recipient (who was a storyteller in the previous 
storytelling sequence about the same event), thus causing a shift in tellership.  The 
unknowing story recipient asks a question to the knowing story recipient, not to link it to 
her previous utterances, but to invite her into the current storytelling as a co-storyteller.  
Prior to the segment below, Kyoko, Yoshimi, and Nobuko, who are friends in the same 
undergraduate program at a Japanese university, were talking about Yoshimi’s visit to 
Kyoko’s house.  After Yoshimi initiated the storytelling by saying that she was very 
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embarrassed when she went to Kyoko’s house, Kyoko, instead of Yoshimi, tells the rest 
of the story.  The summary of Kyoko’s story is as follows.  Yoshimi went to Kyoko’s 
house to make a handout for a class together.  Although Kyoko’s mother had prepared to 
serve some tea and sweets to them, Yoshimi left Kyoko’s house immediately after they 
finished their work without staying for a while.  Right after Kyoko finished telling her 
story, Yoshimi tells her side of the story to provide her account for her act.  In the excerpt 
below, while Yoshimi is telling her story, the unknowing story recipient Nobuko asks a 
question, not to the current storyteller, but to the current knowing story recipient Kyoko, 
thereby shifting tellership and changing her participation role. 
 
Excerpt 3: Visit to Friend’s House−Yoshimi’s Story 
 26 Yoshimi: °h hazukashi-  >chau-nen.< nanka na:? 
      embarrassed  wrong-SE   SOF   PP 
   (I)’m embarrassed. No. You know? 
 
 27 Nobuko: un. 
   yeah 
   Uh-huh. 
 
 28 Yoshimi: Kyoko-chan no  otoosan to  okaasan wa  dekakeru tte na:? 
   (name)     GEN father  COM mother  TOP go.out   QT  PP 
   Kyoko’s father and mother would go out, 
 
 29 Nobuko: un. 
   yeah 
   Uh-huh. 
 
 30 Yoshimi: nanka omotto[tte:, 
   SOF   think:TE-ASP:TE 
   I was thinking (that), and, 
 
 31 Nobuko:             [un. 
                yeah 
                            Uh-huh. 
 
 32 Yoshimi: dakara uchi no  naka   wa  Kyoko-chan shika inai 
   so     home GEN inside TOP (name)     only  exist:NEG 
   to [omottotta-n       [ya:. 
   QT  think:TE-ASP:PT-SE PP 
   So, I thought only Kyoko was at home. 
 
 33 Nobuko:    [u(h)n.            [un. 
       yeah               yeah 
          Uh-huh.                          Uh-huh. 
 
 34 Kyoko:                       [un. 
                          yeah 
                                                 Uh-huh. 
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 35 Yoshimi: soshitara nanka zu:tto       otoosan to  okaasan ga 
   then      SOF   all.the.time father  COM mother  NOM 
   ite-hatte      [na? 
   exist:TE-HON:TE PP 
   Then, like, (her) mother and father were there all day, you know? 
 
 36 Nobuko:                [un. 
                   yeah 
                                   Uh-huh. 
 
 37 Yoshimi: na:nka sugoi sugoi nanka hazukashi[kute naa? 
   SOF    very  very  SOF   embarrassed:TE PP 
   Like, (I) was very very, like, embarrassed, you know? 
 
 38 Nobuko:                                   [e?  demo betsu 
                                      INJ but  different 
   no  heya [ni  i(h)te(h)ta(h)-no(h)? 
   GEN room  LOC exist:PT-SE 
   What? But, were (they) in a different room? 
 
 39 Kyoko:          [un. [demo betsu     no  heya ya-nen. un. 
             yeah but  different GEN room COP-SE  yeah 
                        Yeah. But (they were) in a different room. Yeah. 
 
 40 Yoshimi:               [hhhh 
 
((Kyoko and Yoshimi’s story continues.)) 
 

From line 26 to line 37, Yoshimi is telling her side of the story about her visit to 
Kyoko’s house.  She explains that the fact that Kyoko’s parents were at home made her 
hazukashii ‘embarrassed,’ as she describes in lines 26 and 37.  Then, Nobuko asks a 
question in line 38 e? demo betsu no heya ni i(h)te(h)ta(h)-no(h)? ‘What? But, were 
(they) in a different room?’  As schematically shown below, Nobuko designs her 
utterance to link her question to preceding utterances with syntactic strategies, in order to 
request clarification.  First, the interjection e? ‘huh/what?’ with an abrupt rising 
intonation at the turn initial position of Nobuko’s utterance in line 38 indicates that the 
speaker is uncertain about a point in the preceding utterances and gives the alert that the 
subsequent utterance is a question about the preceding utterances.  Second, the 
disjunctive conjunction demo ‘but’ at the turn initial position after the interjection e? 
‘huh/what?’ also links the subsequent utterance to the preceding utterances, and indicates 
that the subsequent utterance presents “contrastive ideas” (Makino and Tsutsui 1986: 
121) with respect to the preceding utterances.  In lines 35 and 37, Yoshimi says that 
Kyoko’s parents’ presence made her “embarrassed.”  This suggests that Kyoko’s parents 
were physically with Kyoko and Yoshimi in the same room.  The conjunction demo ‘but’ 
at the beginning of Nobuko’s utterance in line 38 introduces Nobuko’s idea, which 
contrasts with what Yoshimi’s utterances suggest in lines 35 and 37.  Lastly, although the 
interjection e? ‘huh/what?’ and demo ‘but’ do not necessarily link the subsequent 
utterance to the immediately preceding utterances, Nobuko’s repetition of a word in 
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Yoshimi’s utterance specifically links Nobuko’s utterance in line 38 to Yoshimi’s 
utterance in line 35 (Tannen 1989, Nakada 1992, Koike 1999).  Nobuko repeats the word 
iteta ‘exist’ in the past tense, which Yoshimi used in line 35 ite-hatte ‘exist (honorific)’ in 
the te-form and an honorific expression, and supplies additional information betsu no 
heya ni ‘in a different room’ to clarify Yoshimi’s utterance.  She thus contrasts the idea 
of Kyoko’s parents’ being together with them to the idea of their being in a different 
room. 
 
 35 Yoshimi: soshitara nanka zu:tto       otoosan to  okaasan ga 
   then      SOF   all.the.time father  COM mother  NOM 
 
   ite-hatte       [na? 
   exist:TE-HON:TE  PP 
 

 Then, like, (her) mother and father were there all day, you know? 
 
 37 Yoshimi: na:nka sugoi sugoi nanka hazukashi[kute naa? 
   SOF    very  very  SOF   embarrassed:TE PP 
   Like, (I) was very very, like, embarrassed, you know? 
 
 
 38 Nobuko: [e?   demo 
    INJ  but    LINKING THE PREVIOUS UTTERANCES BY 
   What?  But,      THE INTERJECTION AND CONJUNCTION 
 
   betsu     no  heya [ni  i(h)te(h)ta(h)-no(h)? 
   different GEN room  LOC exist:PT-SE 
   were (they) in a different room? 
 
      REPETITION WITH 
      ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
 Although Nobuko’s question is syntactically linked to the preceding utterances by 
the current storyteller Yoshimi, it is the knowing story recipient Kyoko, not Yoshimi, 
who answers Nobuko’s question in the next turn.  In line 39 Kyoko affirmatively 
responds and confirms Nobuko’s question by “shadowing” (Tannen 1989) Nobuko’s 
utterance.  This is because Nobuko’s question in line 38 is addressed to Kyoko as shown 
in Figures 3 and 4.  At the turn initial position, Nobuko is looking at Yoshimi when she 
says the interjection e? ‘huh/what?’  However, Nobuko immediately turns her head and 
shifts her gaze to Kyoko, and then says the rest of her utterance to address her question to 
Kyoko.  Because Kyoko and Yoshimi participated in the same event together, both have 
enough information to answer Nobuko’s question.  Therefore, Nobuko’s addressee 
selection in line 38 is not due to an imbalance between co-storytellers in terms of the 
amount of information that they have.  It could be said that Nobuko asked the question to 
Kyoko because the question is about Kyoko’s parents’ whereabouts.  However, both 
Kyoko and Yoshimi have information about whether Kyoko’s parents were with them 
together or were in a different room.  Therefore, it is not because the question was about 
Kyoko’s parents. 
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 38a Nobuko: e? 
   INJ 
   What? 
   ((Nobuko looks at Yoshimi.)) 
 
    Kyoko Nobuko Yoshimi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Figure 3: Nobuko’s gaze towards Yoshimi in line 38a 
 
 38b  demo betsu no  heya [ni   i(h)te(h)ta(h)-no(h)? 
   but  different GEN   room LOC exist:PT-SE 
   But, were (they) in a different room? 
   ((Nobuko shifts her head and gaze to Kyoko.)) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Figure 4: Nobuko’s gaze towards Kyoko in line 38b 
 
In addition, this is not a case where an unknowing story recipient shifts tellership to 
address a question to the co-storyteller who said the utterance that the question targets, as 
in the previous data in Excerpt 2.  As explained above, Nobuko’s question is syntactically 
tied to the preceding utterances by the current storyteller Yoshimi, not to the preceding 
utterances by the selected addressee of her question.  Here, even though Yoshimi’s 
storytelling is still in progress, Nobuko in line 38 addresses her question to Kyoko and 
shifts tellership in order to bodily display that she ratifies her as an eligible and 
competent co-storyteller and to invite her to join in Yoshimi’s storytelling.  In other 
words, Nobuko changes Kyoko’s participation role from knowing story recipient to co-
storyteller in Yoshimi’s storytelling by addressing a question to Kyoko. 
 
4. Conclusion 

The three joint storytelling sequences examined in this study demonstrate that 
unknowing story recipients actively caused a shift in tellership by redirecting their 
questions and turning their head and gaze from the current co-storyteller to another 
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potential co-storyteller.  The data in this study reveals that the unknowing story recipients 
carefully analyzed how co-storytellers participated in the told event.  When there was an 
imbalance between co-storytellers in terms of the amount of information that they had, 
the unknowing story recipient addressed a question to the more reliable co-storyteller, 
i.e., the co-storyteller who directly experienced the event, rather than the one who had 
secondhand experience by hearing it from the former.  In joint storytelling where both co-
storytellers experienced the same event together, the unknowing story recipients caused a 
shift in tellership in order to address their question to the co-storyteller who said the 
target utterance in a prior turn within the storytelling sequence.  They also shifted 
tellership from the current storyteller to a knowing story recipient who was the storyteller 
in the previous storytelling of the same event, in order to ratify the knowing story 
recipient and invite her to participate in the current storytelling as a co-storyteller.  The 
data also illustrates that the unknowing story recipients syntactically tied their questions 
to immediately or remotely preceding target utterances by using such strategies as 
syntactic nesting or repetition.  In shifting tellership during joint storytelling, the 
unknowing story recipients actively changed the participation role of the knowing story 
recipient to have him or her become a co-storyteller for the current storytelling, thus 
achieving an inclusive and collaborative storytelling involving all the participants.  My 
research on joint storytelling sheds light on the interaction between multiple storytellers 
and their unknowing story recipients by elucidating the ways in which the unknowing 
story recipients’ activities bring about dynamic organization of joint storytelling in multi-
party talk-in-interaction.  It also suggests the significance of analyzing linguistic forms 
such as questions as well as participation in interaction in terms of not only talk but also 
gaze and body movements.  Finally, it provides a valuable resource for investigations of 
how people process linguistic information and social participation and achieve 
collaborative social activities by closely examining emerging interactions. 
 
 
 
Appendix 1 
Transcription Convention 
 
. falling intonation   [ overlap 
, continuing intonation   (0.5) silence; in tenths of a second 
? rising intonation   ((  )) nonverbal behavior 
! exclamatory intonation  ↑↓ sharper rises or falls in pitch 
: vowel lengthening   > < compressed utterances 
= “latched” utterances   (h) laughter within a word 
- a cut-off or self-interruption  ˚ quiet or soft voice 
word emphasis by loudness or high pitch 
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Appendix 2 
Abbreviations of the gloss used in transcription 
 
ABL ablative   ONM onomatopoeia  
ACC accusative   POL polite  
ASP aspect    POT potential  
ATT attribute form   PP pragmatic particle  
COM comitative   PSS passive 
COP copula    PT past 
EVD evidential   PUR purpose 
FRG fragments   Q question marker 
GEN genitive   QT quotative marker 
HON honorific form   REP representative 
INJ interjection   SE sentence extender 
LOC locative   SOF softener 
NEG negative   TE te-form 
NML nominalizer   TOP topic marker 
NOM nominative   TEM temporal 
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Those “Things” Similar: Associative Connections in the Matter of Collage and the Collages of Louise 
Freshman Brown 
 
 
The project would arrange side by side on the quincunxes of pages 
these intertwined figures encoding the undelivered letters, and the art 
of poetry that composes them. 
 
Composure, by Michel Deguy 
 
 

 
 
 
To consider the collages of Louise Freshman-Brown is akin to experiencing the spaces between the lines of 
a poem. The rests, joints and connective layers that stitch seemingly incongruous linguistic matter together 
are indeed familiar to both the construction and reading of the work – her collages. By default, through the 
modalities of its construction, collage is born from the reciprocal process of deconstruction and 
restructuring content and artifact. Although onomatopoeia finds its most precise definition in the realm of 
linguistics, the notion that a word can be audibly perceived as one with a specific act is the productional 
essence of collage: that its construction is intrinsically fused – and revealed – through the image. When 
viewing Freshman Brown’s collages one is looking directly at her physical actions. Her collages are 
documents of the history of their making – their becoming: the pressure and tearing; the cuts; the final 
delicacy of controlled violence. Perhaps more so than any other form, collage approaches the manner in 
which one experiences the haptic, the tactile – the real; not through linear sequence or simulative 
reproduction, but through disconnection, fragmentation and repositioning. And an attachment to situations 
deemed “real” locates the observer within the working space of the piece being viewed – its space of 
experience. The reality that the process of constructing collage is fragmental is precisely its attachment to 
the poetic sense and that sense’s relationship to experience. The work suggests that the narrative of 
experience is fundamentally non-linear – associative – within the temporal spectrum; non-linear as a cut in 
film, as a shift in equilibrium when moving through a door; as in looking through a window, then turning 
away and again looking through the window to find the view radically changed; as in the blink of an eye; as 
in waking from a dream.  
 
When discussing filmic structure – the connective matter that gives form to the moving body of a cinematic 
work – the Russian filmmaker Andrey Tarkovsky notes that “poetic links, the logic of poetry” seems most 
appropriate as approximations of experience rather than the contrivances of linear narrative. Tarkovsky 
asserts that “through poetic connections feeling is heightened and the spectator is made more active. He 
becomes a participant in the process of discovering life; unsupported by ready-made deductions or 
ineluctable pointers by the author…he has at his disposal only what helps to penetrate the deeper meaning 
of the complex phenomena represented in front of him. Complexities of thought and poetic visions of the 
world do not have to be thrust into the framework of the patently obvious...the alternative is for the 
[observer] to be presented with a final deduction, for no effort on their part, and that is not what they need.” 
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I cursorily reference film, and particularly Tarkovsky, because of its constructional relevance to collage: 
the use of photography (particularly in F B’s work) as its base artifactual data and the “cut” as a modality 
leading to associative structures rather than linear narrative. And both artifact (primarily the photographic 
image) and the cut (associative joint) as a non-linear modality leading to compositional substance are 
reciprocally wedded, simultaneously disjointing and connecting the viewer’s relationship to the image; not 
unlike the experience of film. Thus the viewer accesses collage through fragmentary engagement and 
assembles an understanding of what is being viewed rather than from a singular, collective experience.  
 
 
The relationship of film and collage is a broader body of concern than afforded by these musings, 
nevertheless, it is important to note that both are bound by temporal modes of construction manifesting as 
corollaries within the structure of both forms. And particularly in the collages of Freshman Brown, the 
object, in its construed form, does not present (as Tarkovsky suggests) the observer conclusions or a ready-
made – “final deduction.” In her current series the photograph is complicit in all aspects of the collage; 
non-nostalgic and artifactual; indexical rather than holistically descriptive: a series of evidentiary traces – 
the detritus of her experiences – construed and re-figured as a new narrative body suggesting 
incompleteness rather than a projected finality. Associative connections in Freshman Brown’s collages are 
dialectical and are revealed when a perceived narrative is disrupted, fragmented, or discontinuous and then 
reassembled through the terms of those conditions. These conditions are not operational rules, nor concepts, 
but situations to be acted upon by both author and observer.  
 
The poet Joseph Brodsky directly addresses the dilemma of reductive meaning inherent in expressing 
experience through language when he states that “one gets done in by one’s own conceptual and analytical 
habits – e.g., using language to dissect experience, and so robbing one’s mind of the benefits of intuition. 
Because for all its beauty, a distinct concept always means a shrinkage of meaning, cutting off loose ends. 
While the loose ends are what matter most in the phenomenal world, for they interweave.” Freshman-
Brown explicitly posits experience as the rule of engagement in each of her collages. Through associative 
layering of initially unrelated images (which are in fact experiential traces: her photographs) she avoids the 
use of “distinct” conceptual forms and de-structures the boundaries – often formed by conceptual 
misreadings – between maker and viewer. Each piece viscerally confronts the viewer with reassembled 
artifacts that bear the physical traces of Freshman’s own experiences and form the poiesis of her collages; 
that is, the art of their construction. Freshman-Brown’s Dolls are (again in terms of Tarkovsky’s point of 
view) a series of cinematically fixed actions embodying the author’s productional experience posited as a 
way of resituating meaningful associations through experience rather than prefatory concepts. 
 
By using the photograph – her photographs – freshman risks the sentimental malaise that is often found in 
work that records an artist’s peripatetic view.  Her photographs are used as artifacts in search of a context, 
she never allows an image to be read as a singular referent to a specific event; rather, the photograph is a 
detachment from: a series of detritic details read as evidence rather than memory; temporally caught just 
before they-are-no-more. Freshman Brown captures – “fixes” – the inevitability of decaying things that 
associatively re-form as contemporaneous – situational – contexts as derived from altered artifacts detached 
and construed from the comfort of their origins. 
 
But then, there are the Dolls.  
 
The Dolls in this new series seemingly depart from the dispatch of disjuncture and take refuge in Freshman 
Brown’s own history. They perhaps fly against the aforementioned for they are in want of a Classical view; 
a would-be perspective posing as a new testimony for those who seek solace in symmetry and the critical 
gaze defined by spatial certainty. Exposed is Freshman Brown’s attachment to the figurative and the 
compositional space that completes its narrative form: the interstitial medium born through the association 
of parts. Freshman Brown affords them that space. The Dolls, or perhaps more aptly – their pieces, are 
comfortably situated within the landscape of fragments. They are at once re-robed; they are hybrid skin and 
stone; they are coyly veiled – translucent; they are at once victims and perpetrators of their victimization; 
they are shy and hubristic, taking refuge in their new-found space; they are sexy; they are playful as in the 
hands of a child. After all, a child’s vision of a doll is an adult construction; an adult has made the doll – the 
original simulacrum: the reproductive likeness of a form void of its being. Each move of an arm, the 
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repositioning of a head; the twisting of a leg is a child’s way of testing the body’s malleability. The 
contortion is then placed within an alternative narrative; the child steps back to view the new frame of 
reference – its new context: all those things redefined as similar and connective by the creator. 
 
 
Unlike Walter Benjamin’s angel, Freshman Brown’s dolls, her angels, are quite comfortable within the 
vestigial detritus of their history. They are fixed, momentarily stationary before changing with the turn of a 
head. They are testing the viewer, asking him or her not to understand them, but to accept them; accept 
them not as harbingers of a reality constructed by “the patently obvious” or through prolepsis, but by the 
“loose ends” that form the space between their gaze and ours: the space of mutual acceptance – of those 
things similar. The space between the viewer and image is not unlike the dialectical associations within the 
collage itself: a space of tutelage. Freshman Brown’s collages are assemblages of artifacts removed from 
the constraints of the familiar; they reassemble, and prepare; they are “fixed” objects in motion; they do not 
begin, nor do they end. 
 
 
That Which Assembles 
Prepares Resemblance 
 
I thought of these stones, this wall, with affection, with recognition, 
as of a tree, as of a dog, as of a cloud, and a watchkeeper – a familiar 
spirit: the tutelary, one would need the grammatical category of the 
“neuter” as in German to articulate. The tutelary relates, matches,  
holds together – in an experience that precedes heterogeneities and  
indifferences, specifications and enumerations – assembles, then, a 
thing’s characteristic, a qualification that in advance runs through a 
certain number of “things,” relating them (a tree, a dog, a cloud…) 
or: the world being born under one aspect of a common (communing) 
sense for us. A characteristic that would be ontic and transcendental. 
And this “great thing,” here “the tutelary” keeping in store a multiplicity 
of apparitions, of displayable connections, makes possible – meaningful – 
 the metaphoric transactions between such and such things one will find, 
 reading, “naturally connected,” similar. 
 
Michel Deguy 
 
 

 
 
 
Freshman Brown is the Tutelary. 
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 Brazil, his adopted country since 1951. He studied composition with Johann Nepomuk 

David, Hans Joachim Koellreuter, Ernst Krenek, Olivier Messiaen, and Wolfgang Fortner.  

Mahle is the artistic director and co-founder of the “Escola de Musica de Piracicaba,” one of

most important musical institutions in Brazil. Since the founding of this school, Mahle’s work 

has focused on the musical education of youth, conducting, and composition. 

 The initial phase of his composing career began when Mahle perceived

ire for his students. Afterwards, he devoted his effort to composing pedagogical wo

all the instruments. Today his extensive work covers all levels of difficulty, major musical 

genres, and a large variety of instruments. Although his early works made incursions into at

electronic, and dodecaphonic music, his compositions have been described stylistically 

neoclassic and are praised in Brazil due to the inclusion of national characteristics. Durin

evolution as a composer, Mahle incorporated the use of modalism and Brazilian folk materials.

From a pedagogical stand point, it is observed that he was influenced by Bartók (For Children), 

Hindemith (Gebrauchsmusik), and Johann Sebastian Bach. 

This project proposes to study Mahle’s musical legac

o. It will include a biography and notes from a personal interview in order to 

contextualize Mahle in the Brazilian musical scenario and to better understand his idio

addition, this paper will includes a pedagogical overview of his selected works for piano offe

some characteristics of each piece regarding historical backgrounds, musical forms, harmony, and 

materials used, as well as levels of difficulty, timing, available editions, and a list of pedagogical 

features. Furthermore, this is an effort to introduce the work and music of Ernst Mahle along with
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

 
 

Ernst Mahle, a German-born composer in 1929, holds a respected position in the field of 

music in Brazil, his adopted country since 1951. Having made great contributions to the 

development of music in Brazil as a composer, conductor, and pedagogue, Mahle founded and 

has been directing one of the most important schools of music in Brazil, the Escola de Música de 

Piracicaba.  

 The initial stage of his composing career began when Mahle perceived a lack of repertoire 

for his students. He devoted his efforts to composing pedagogical works for all the instruments. 

As of today, he has composed more than 250 works covering all levels of difficulty, major 

musical genres, and a large variety of instruments. Even though his works are of a modern idiom, 

they continue to be  accessible to performers and listeners due to his natural form of writing and 

the integration of traditional elements, in addition to his use of Brazilian folkloric and popular 

music features. 

While his early works made incursion into the vanguard style of composition, he has 

been portrayed as neoclassicist composer with a close relationship to Brazilian national 

characteristics. During his evolution as a composer, Mahle incorporated the use of modalism and 

Brazilian folk materials. From a pedagogical stand point, we can observe influences in his works 

from Béla Bartók (For Children), Paul Hindemith, Johan Sebastian Bach and Ludwig van 

Beethoven. 

For a better understanding of Mahle, this paper is divided in four chapters.  Chapter I, 

consists of a biography of the composer, the contextualization of him on the musical scenario 

from Brazil and his important relation with the Escola de Música de Piracicaba. 
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 Chapter II dicusses the influences and tendencies that coexisted on the eclecticism of 

Ernst Mahle. It also lists his compositional phases and his philosophical relation to the Theory of 

Colours by Goethe, the sonata- form, and anthroposophy. Chapter III consists of a pedagogycal 

overview of Mahle’s works for piano offering some characteristics of each piece regarding 

historical backgrounds, musical forms, harmony, and materials used, as well as level of 

difficulty, timing, available editions, and a list of pedagogical features. It also contain a list of  

Mahle’s chamber works for piano. 
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     CHAPTER 2 

ERNST MAHLE: A BIOGRAPHY 

 
 Ernst Hans Mahle was born on January 3, 1929 in Stuttgart, Germany. His grandfather, 

Theodore Mahle, and his father, Ernst Mahle, were engineers and expected that Ernst Hans 

would follow the same profession. In his childhood, Mahle’s musical education was restricted to 

the study of the recorder in group classes offered at his elementary school. Mahle then studied in 

the famous Ludwig’s Gymnasium, in Stuttgart, where he was an excellent student, especially in 

languages, such as German, Latin, French, English, and also in music. When he was 10 years 

old, Mahle studied violin only for a short period, due to his lack of interest and discipline. 

 In 1942, the “outbreak of World War II and the subsequent bombings and other 

privations led Mahle’s family to move to Austria [more precisely, to the Bürs’ village, near the 

city of Bludenz] in the hope of finding better living conditions.”1 During this period, most young 

men were obliged to go to war; however, Mahle entered factory work as a mechanical turner in 

1944 in order to avoid this eventuality. The job caused some interruptions in Mahle’s high school 

education, but prevented him from dying in battle, like some of his friends. 

 When he was seventeen years old, palled with the destruction caused by the war, Mahle 

abandoned the idea of becoming an engineer and decided to become a musician. “Mahle 

believed that as a musician he could contribute to peace and harmony among men.”2  Focusing 

on music, he decided to pursue a performance career as a pianist. An important musical 

experience for Mahle occured in Austria during this period and was transcribed in an interview 

by Paulo Adriano Ronqui. This interview demonstrates how this experience  influenced Mahle’s 

choice of the piano as his instrument: 
                                                 
1 Tokeshi, 4. 
2 Casarotti.  Ernst Mahle: 50 Anos de Brasil, 5. 
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Part of the place where I lived in Austria was occupied by French people, and once a month they 
had great concerts and recitals. They had the best students of the Paris Conservatoire performing. 
That was a wonderful opportunity to contact with music, although it occurred so late […].3 

 
  
Since Mahle began studying piano later in life and already had quite a mature musical 

understanding, he practiced for long hours in order to play difficult pieces such as Chopin’s 

Etudes and Beethoven’s Sonatas. “The result was a serious tendonitis in both arms, forcing 

[Mahle] to accede to doctors’ recommendations that he cease playing the piano.”4 Mahle decided 

to study music anyway and bought a flute, a clarinet, a saxophone, and other instruments and 

began “to try a little bite of everything.”5 Although Mahle had tried multiple instruments, he 

decided to follow a career in music composition. 

 In 1950, on his return to Stuttgart, Ernst Mahle auditioned for the composition class at the 

Stäatliche Hochschule für Musik. “Although his piano playing and sight-reading were not quite 

satisfactory at the audition … Mahle was accepted into the composition class of Johann 

Nepomuk David (1895-1977) due to the impressive improvisational skills he demonstrated on a 

given theme.”6 In fact, Mahle was refused in the first audition and asked the director for an 

opportunity to show his improvisational skills, which caused his subsequent acceptance. 

“Although Mahle studied with David for just one year, he received a solid foundation in 

harmony and counterpoint.”7  

 In 1951, Mahle’s family moved to Brazil due to the founding of the metallurgical 

company Metal Leve in São Paulo, of which Mahle’s father was one of the founders. Eliane 

Tokeshi also described the genesis and reasons that led to Mahle’s family moving to Brazil: 

                                                 
3 Ronqui, 4. 
4 Tokeshi, 5. 
5 Ronqui, 4. 
6 Tokeshi, 5. 
7 Casarotti.  Ernst Mahle: 50 Anos de Brasil, 6. 
. 
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Through contacts with Jewish friends who had escaped the war and were living in São Paulo, his 
father visited Brazil in 1949. He moved there with his family, intent on manufacturing motor parts 
which were only made in Europe at the time and thus difficult to obtain in Brazil during the war 
years.  Dr. Mahle … [lent] his knowledge of car pistons and thus facilitated their manufacture in 
Brazil.8 

 
About his arrival in Brazil, Mahle commented: 

 My mother, my father, two brothers and I arrived by ship bringing our grand piano and 
our dog… In the beginning we lived in a guesthouse until we established a house in Brooklin. My 
father insisted that if I desired to study music to find a school of music in São Paulo. 9 

 
 Ernst Mahle studied initially at the Conservatório Dramatico e Musical de São Paulo with 

João Sepe and graduated later in composition and conducting. In 1952, the Escola Livre de 

Música de São Paulo Pró-Arte was founded by Hans- Joachim Koellreutter (b.1915). In addition, 

Koellreutter was the director of the school (1952-58) and worked intensively “as a professor of 

several classes, especially Aesthetics, Composition, Harmony, Counterpoint, [and 

Conducting].”10 In addition to his studies at the Conservatório Dramatico e Musical de São 

Paulo, Mahle studied with Koellreutter at Pró-Arte and became one of his most important 

students.  

Koellreutter, also from Germany, had studied composition with Paul Hindemith at the Berlin 
Academy of Music in the early 1930s. He [had] lived in Brazil since 1938 teaching [what he had 
learned in Europe]. He had also introduced the new works and compositional techniques of 
European composers to his students, including those of Arnold Schoenberg. [In Brazil, Koellreuter 
became a great advisor to several generations of Brazilian composers.]11 
 
 

According to Mahle, Koellreutter “always had the gift of surrounding himself with excellent and 

talented students, creating a musical environment that had the spirit of inovation, especially in 

terms of pedagogy.”12 Mahle continued as his student for eight years, during which he was 

“introduced to new musical trends such as atonal, dodecaphonic, electronic, and concrete 

                                                 
8 Tokeshi, 6. 
9 Krausz, 12. 
10 Kater, 194. 
11 Lloyd.  The Viola Compositions of Ernst Mahle, 6. 
12 Ernst Mahle, interview by Luis S. Krausz in the Revista Concerto (January/February 1999), 13. 
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music.”13 Along with his studies in composition with Koellreutter, Mahle studied flute and also 

worked as his assistant, teaching harmony and counterpoint. 

 It was in the Pró-Arte in 1952 that Mahle met his future spouse, Maria Apparecida 

Romero Pinto (Cidinha). Cidinha was a piano student of Maria Dirce Camargo and also became 

Koellreutter’s student in the choir-conducting class in São Paulo. She was from Piracicaba, a city 

in the state of São Paulo, situated about 100 miles northwest of the capital, São Paulo.  

In one of the intervals of Koellreuter’s class, Cidinha met with the master and presented the idea 
of the establishment of a Pró-Arte’s school in Piracicaba. Cidinha used her influence in the 
Sociedade de Cultura Artística de Piracicaba, and arranged a recital with the master, Koellreutter.  
She expected with the recital to introduce the city of Piracicaba to Koellreuter and ‘plant the seed’ 
of the Pró- Arte Piracicaba. In October of 1952 Koellreuter [(flute)] and the pianist Gerardo 
Parente came to Piracicaba to perform the recital. After the event, in a meeting with the president 
of the Sociedade de Cultura Artística de Piracicaba, Dr Frederico Brieger, they arranged for the 
foundation of the school of music in Piracicaba, although no concrete details were decided in that 
meeting. 14 

 

  
Koellreuter’s recital was advertised in the Jornal de Piracicaba (October 22, 1952) 

In 1953, Mahle and Cidinha went to the III Curso Internacional de Férias de Teresópolis, 
which they were promoted by the Pró-Arte.  

 
During the course of a meeting with Koellreutter, Cidinha asked for more concrete plans regarding 
the foundation of the Pró-Arte in Piracicaba. Koellreutter asked his young student who she would 
recommend to be the director of the new school, and without hesitation, Cidinha recommended 
Ernst Mahle. Koellreutter initially was not satisfied with the choice, due to the shyness and 
introspective character that Mahle demonstrated. On the other hand, after some insistence by 
Cidinha, Koellreutter accepted the recommendation of Mahle due to his musical talent, intellectual 
capacity and serious nature.15 

 

                                                 
13 Tokeshi, 7. 
14 Casarotti, 7. 

 15 Casarotti, Questionnaire addressed to Maria Apparecida Mahle, 5. 
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 On March 9, 1953 Koellreutter, Mahle, Cidinha and other important personalities from 

Piracicaba founded the Escola de Música de Piracicaba, originally a branch of the Pró-Arte 

schools. In the beginning, Koellreutter supervised the pedagogical activities of the school, but 

after a while Mahle and Cidinha, with extreme devotion, assumed his role. In 1955, Mahle 

moved to Piracicaba and in the same year he and Cidinha got married and managed the school 

together. 

 

Escola de Música de Piracicaba (1961) 
 
 
 Mahle encountered modest conditions in Piracicaba and taught many academic courses 

and several instruments, “many of which he taught himself, so as to teach others.”16 Besides 

these activities, Mahle assumed the position of Artistic Director and conducted the school’s 

choirs, the symphony, and chamber orchestras. At the same time, Cidinha was the Executive 

Director, conducted the youth choir, was a piano accompanist at the school, and created a special 

music education program for young beginners. “The couple’s dedication followed Koellreutter’s 

philosophy that said: There are not bad students, only bad teachers.”17  

 Nowadays the school follows the same philosophy and offers academic courses, lessons 

for diverse instruments, stimulating group activities with choir, orchestras, as well as chamber 

music classes, and performance opportunities through frequent concerts. Mahle aimed to avoid 

the “negative influence of television,” which he believes diminishes children’s capabilities of 

                                                 
16 Tokeshi, 8.  
17 Tokeshi, 8. 
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reaction and interaction, “by creating a friendly environment with activities that would develop 

sensibility, manual skills, artistic talents, and sociability.”18 The school offers scholarships to 

encourage the study of less popular instruments such as the viola, double bass, and brass 

instruments. In addition, all students can borrow their instruments from the school during their 

period of study. The music library of the school is one of the most complete Brazilian music 

libraries in the country. “Mahle’s work as a pedagogue has been acclaimed as primordial, 

especially in a country where the study of classical musical instruments in public school is not 

offered.”19 

 

 

First Children’s Orquestra (1955) 

 

 In addition to these activities, Mahle has organized and directed a biennial national 

competition for young instrumentalists of all levels since 1971. The competition requires the 

performance of Brazilian compositions as well as a concerto and other pieces. Tokeshi believes 

that the competition “stands as one of the few in the country, achieving its intention of 

stimulating the musical and technical development of students and raising the level of 

instrumental teaching.”20 

                                                 
18 Arzolla, 23. 
19 Tokeshi, 9. 
20 Tokeshi, 9. 
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 Mahle’s works were directly influenced by these competitions, because he composed 

some pieces especially for them. He perceived a lack of Brazilian repertoire for some of the 

instruments at particularly difficulty levels and used the competition to spread his works.  On the 

other hand, he was also stimulated by his students and the ensembles of the school, composing 

and arranging for them. Mahle employed in his compositions and arrangements national and 

international folklore, “since [he believed that] it would be more familiar to the children and was 

thought to be an important part of their general education, contributing to a cultural identity.”21 

Mahle discovered Brazilian folklore, learning melodies from his wife and from printed 

collections, such as the Guia Prático by Heitor Villa-Lobos.  

 Mahle’s arrangements were mostly based on folkloric themes and by melodies created by 

his daughter, Cecilia. Between the ages of two and six, she created more than 1,300 melodies 

“most with Brazilian character and resembling children’s round-game songs,”22 that were 

annotated  and arranged by Mahle, transforming them into a series of pedagogical books for 

various instruments. Cecilia was a very musically talented child, who sang the melodies that 

represented her childhood. She was blind at the age of four, due to brain cancer, and died at the 

age of fifteen. The series of pedagogical books were edited by Ricordi and later by the Grafica 

da Unimep.   

 

                                                 
21 Casaroti.  Ernst Mahle: 50 Anos de Brasil, 12. 
22 Arzolla, 24. 
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             Cecilia Mahle (1958- 1973)                                                    Cecilia Mahle’s Recital Hall (1974) 
 

 Although Mahle was granted his first composition award in 1961, he considered 

pedagogical activities to be his professional priority until 1968. However, 1968 “represented a 

turning point in his career since, to his surprise, he began to view himself as a composer, his 

works having reached a level that he considered valuable.”23 Mahle also received other 

important composition awards, such as at the Composition Competition for String Orchestra 

(1976) with the work Suite Nordestina, in the Composition Competition for Choir Arrangements 

(1982) with the Carimbó, and in the Concurso Funarte (1983) with his Divertimento Hexago

among o

nal, 

thers. 

                                                

 Mahle’s output consists of more than 250 compositions for most instruments and in a 

large number of genres, including solo and chamber pieces, concertos and symphonies, small 

vocal works, cantatas, masses, three operas, and three ballets. “One characteristic of all his works 

is the idiomatic instrumental language achieved, which can be traced back to his teaching of 

various instruments during the early years of the School of Music. He takes advantage of this 

knowledge and always has the instrument close at hand when in the process of composing, for 

experimentation purposes.”24 

 Mahle’s output has gained recognition through the specialized critics as well as 

performances and recordings in Brazil and in other countries. He is a member of the Brazilian 
 

23Casaroti, Questionnaire addressed to Ernst Mahle, 3. 
24 Tokeshi, 11. 
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Academy of Music and since 1983 has been the Vice President of the Brazilian Society of 

Contemporary Music. He occupies an important position in Brazil as composer, conductor, and 

pedagogue and is considered to be “more Brazilian than many other Brazilians.”25 The Brazilian 

pianist and professor Paulo Affonso de Moura Ferreira pointed out: 

Mahle’s music through several decades of uinninterrupted production has keept as  a musical 
language two primary characteristics rare in music: his works offer pleasure for interpreters due to 
the fact that they are adequate for the instruments or voices used. Another characteristic is that his 
works are also enjoyed by the public, because his music has a human and true content, exempted 
of the artificiality or concerns with the ‘modernity at all costs.’26 
 

 
The composer Osvaldo Lacerda emphasized the nationalistic character of Ernst Mahle: 

    Besides the intense activity that Mahle carries on, as a conductor and director of one of the best 
musical institutions in Brazil, he is also an inspired and prolific composer. His solid technique 
makes possible a perfect command of all the elements of the musical composition: rhythm, 
melody, harmony, structure and timbre. What mostly impresses me in his works is the nationalistic 
character of them that revels in the love that Mahle has for his adopted country.27  

 
 

 Mahle feels grateful when labeled as a Brazilian nationalistic composer. He believes that 

it is due to his assimilation of Brazilian folklore, and due to the fact that he reached his musical 

maturity in Brazil. According to Tokeshi, “it would be erroneous to overlook European 

influences in his idiom however, as he did spend his first twenty years in Germany and Austria. 

Moreover, as with many Brazilian-born composers, Mahle had as a mentor the foreign H. 

Koellreutter, who was responsible for introducing in Brazil the modern European composition 

idioms.”28 

 Ernst Mahle named Béla Bartók (1881-1945) as “the most influential composer in his 

style and described his own music as folkloric and modal, characteristics that at first give his 

                                                 
25 Osvaldo Lacerda, in the foreword of Ernst Mahle: Catalogo de Obras, 59. 
26 Mahle, Catálogo de Obras, IV. 
27 Ibid, V. 
28 Tokeshi, 12 
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works an allusion of Bartókian or even Kodálian flavor.”29 Mahle became familiar with Bartók’s 

music “while still in Europe during the post-war period, when it began to be more well-known, 

and recalls listening to the German premiere of the Second Violin Concerto performed by Tibor 

Varga. In Brazil, Mahle used features that he called ‘seasoning’ of Bartók. These ‘salt and 

pepper’ features refer to the elaborate use of modes and folkloric material, similar to that found 

in works such as Mikrokosmos and For Children.”30 Mahle used these works as models, 

believing that they were important for their “utilization of folk music, gathered pedagogical 

intentions to preserve the national identity, coupled with a more modern language.”31 Mahle 

utilized these elements at first in his arrangements for his students; however, after developing his 

own language, the modalism and folklore were incorporated. 

Tokeshi offered in her dissertation a summary of the European influences and the 

beginning of nationalism in Brazil as a contextualization of Ernst Mahle: 

To varying degrees, European influence can always be found in works by Brazilian composers 
since the country’s colonial period. Brazil is a country with a relatively new tradition in music, as 
compared to European nations, and therefore many composers have looked toward Europe for 
leadership, education, and inspiration. Thus, even Brazilian-born composers were posed with the 
problem of self-discovery after such a long period of strong European influence and discussion of 
a true national style was polemic for many decades. In the twentieth century, the musical 
panorama in Brazil encountered two contradictory schools, one representing tradition through the 
predominance of an already established nationalism, and the other offering innovation through the 
search for new expressive resources with the employment of modern European techniques. Mahle 
arrived soon after the occurrence of several major incidents within this controversy, and these 
events, together with Brazil’s musical tendencies thereafter, have affected his aesthetic 
inclinations and the development of his idiom, as he had incursion into twelve-tone music and 
later turned to a nationalistic style.32 
 
 
In fact, the “two contradictory schools” described by Tokeshi were the Música Viva 

group, founded by Koellreutter in 1939, and the group led by Mozart Camargo Guarnieri (1907-

1993) which had influences on Heitor Villa-Lobos and Mario de Andrade. As mentioned before, 

                                                 
29Ibid, 12. 
30 Casaroti, Questionnaire addressed to Ernst Mahle, 3. 
31 Tokeshi, 12. 
32 Tokeshi, 13. 
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Koellreutter was responsible for introducing the twelve-tone system and atonality in Brazil. On 

the other hand, Guarnieri developed the modernism of Villa-Lobos, with the use of folklore. The 

Musica Viva group attracted several young composers since its foundation and had as members: 

Aldo Parisot, Cláudio Santoro, Guerra Peixe, Eunice Katunda, and others.  Against this avant-

garde movement, Guarnieri published his Carta aberta aos Músicos e Críticos do Brasil (Open 

Letter to the Musicians and Critics of Brazil) in 1950, which stated: 

Dodecaphonism is an expression characteristic of degenerative cultural policies…; the product of 
obsolete cultures that unfailingly decay, it is a cerebral artifice, anti-national, anti-popular, [and] 
taken to the extreme; it is chemistry, it is architecture, it is the mathematics of music-it is anything 
you wish- but not music. That this pretentious music encounters adepts in the bosom of decadent 
civilizations and cultures, where the original sources of folklore are exhausted …come on! Our 
country possesses a musical folklore that is one of the world’s richest…. Dodecaphonism seeks to 
achieve the destruction of the particularly national characteristics of our music by disseminating 
among our youth the ‘theory’ of laboratory music.33 

 

 Koellreutter responded publicly to Guarnieri’s Open Letter, in support of the “technical 

language, contrary to the passionate letter of Guarnieri. He exposed Guarnieri’s unfamiliarity 

with twelve-tone techniques, since he treated this technique as a type of style, and condemned 

the feeling of nationalist superiority that prevented humanism that could bring men together, 

universalizing them.”34 

Dodecaphonism is not a style, nor an aesthetic tendency, but the employment of a compositional 
technique created for the structuring of atonalism… Therefore the concept that Dodecaphonism 
“attributes predominant value to form or deprives music of its essential elements of 
communication; that it wrenches the emotional content from it,” is erroneous… Ardent 
nationalism…condemns only by the aggravation of passions that produce disruptive forces and 
separate humanity.35 

 
 
 The constant conflicts between the two groups in form of letters and public 

manifestations contributed to the dissolution of the Música Viva group. Its members abandoned 

the twelve-tone techniques and returned to a nationalist style. “The nationalist composers also 

                                                 
33 M. Camargo Guarnieri, quoted from Neves, Musica Contemporânea, 122-23. 
34 Tokeshi, 18. 
35 H.J. Koellreutter, quoted from Neves, Musica Contemporânea, 126. 
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suffered consequences while this controversy lasted,viewing themselves as restricted from 

expanding their compositional style to other aesthetics of contemporary music, since it might 

suggest to others a deviation from nationalism.”36 

 Mahle had no public participation in these groups, since he arrived in Brazil after this 

controversial period of Brazilian music history. But as a student of Koellreutter, he supported his 

master and his avant-garde techniques, which can be reflected in his compositions. 

 Mahle’s earlier works show the influence of Koellreutter with the employment of titles 
that avoid any explanation or description, reflecting the preoccupation with the absolute pureness 
of music expressed in two of his piano compositions from 1954, Peça and 7 Peças sobre 1 e 2 
notas só (7 Pieces on only 1 and 2 notes), and Intervalos for orchestra (1960). Dodecaphonic 
techniques are found in the 50 Pieces for piano, Trio (1952) for flute, violin, and piano, 4 Estudos 
for flute (1953), Et ostendit mihi for a cappela choir and his Septeto (1975). However, Mahle 
considers the latter, described by him as tonally complex, more tonal than some nondodecaphonic 
works that include the Música Concertante for timpani and winds (1958), Miniaturas for flute 
(1967), and Miniaturas for clarinet (1970).37  
 

According to Mahle, Koellreutter utilized a nonorthodox dodecaphonism and taught the twelve-

tone technique, allowing a certain amount of flexibility in its usage.  In fact, the same tendency 

was followed by Mahle and can be demonstrated in works such Peças Modais for four-hands 

(1955) where he “applied a variation of the twelve-tone technique, one still utilized by the 

composer today in tonal music so as to obtain more colorful melodies. In this method the order 

of pitches in the twelve-tone row is not imperative, resulting in more compositional flexibility, as 

well as the achievement of greater expressive possibilities.”38   Mahle experimented as 

Koellreuter’s student composing electronic music. He acquired equipment and constructed a 

studio in the School of Music, although he soon lost interest, considering this idiom “to be less 

important, especially in a country like Brazil that lacked the infrastructure for such technology at 

the time.”39 

                                                 
36 Tokeshi, 18. 
37 Arzolla, 30. 
38 Tokeshi, 20. 
39 Ibid, 20.  
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 The contact with Brazilian folklore and its explicit or stylized use in arrangements and 

compositions during the first years of the School of Music directed Mahle’s idiom to distance 

itself gradually from the avant-garde style and assume a national one. “Among works based on 

Brazilian folkloric materials are Carimbó (1982), from the state of Pará; Jangada de Iemanjá 

(1996) for eight double basses; and Suite Nordestina (1976) and Sinfonia Nordestina (1990), the 

latter two based on melodies collected and gathered by Mario de Andrade in Danças de 

Feitiçaria and Danças Dramáticas respectively.”40 The “purist” approach used in the titles of 

Mahle’s works from the beginning of his career is not present in these last works, whose titles 

present “descriptive qualities often indicating a folkloric inspiration or musical regionalism.”41 

In his operas and vocal works, Mahle always keeps the titles of the texts, which are from 

important nationalist Brazilian poets such as Mario de Andrade, Cecília Meireles, Manuel 

Bandeira, Vinícius de Moraes,and Jaime Ovalle, among others. Another important fact is that 

Mahle often transcribes vocal works to instrumental music, preserving the title and musical 

ideas.  Examples of this are 8 Ponteios para piano: Ponteio (1972), Dança em Volta do Fogo 

(1980), Berimbau, Trem de Ferro, Os Sapos, Couro de Boi, and As Máscaras (1998). In th

works, due to extreme difficulty of the original version, for choir, and consequently few 

performances, Mahle transcr

ese 

ibed them for piano. 

                                                

 Mahle is currently considered one of the most important composers in Brazil. His 

activities as a pedagogue, conductor, and Music Director of the Escola de Música de Piracicaba 

required, besides hours of hard work, a great amount of financial support. In fact, since 1955, 

when he and Cidinha married and he moved to Piracicaba, he and his family had been supporting 

the school financially. The Escola de Música de Piracicaba is a private institution without profit. 

 
40 Arzolla, 35. 
41 Tokeshi, 20. 
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All funds that the school earned have been reverted for the maintence of ensembles and 

scholarships for poor students of the community.  

 In 1998, Mahle and Cidinha, thinking about the continuation of the institution, decided to 

incorporate the school to the Instituto Educacional Piracicabano (IEP), the institute that owns  

the Colégio Piracicabano (one of the oldest and traditional private schools of the São Paulo 

State) and Universidade Metodista de Piracicaba ( the fourth largest private university in 

Brazil). With the incorporation, the IEP is maintaining the School of Music, which changed its 

name to Escola de Música de Piracicaba “Maestro Ernst Mahle” (1998) in homage to Ernst 

Mahle. 

 

 

 

Almir de Souza Maia, President of the Universidade Metodista de Piracicaba and 
Ernst Mahle in the ceremony of incorporation (1998). 

 

  Until 2003, when the school completed 50 years, Mahle and Cidinha were the Artistic 

Director and Administrative Director, respectively, besides their work regarding the ensembles 

and teaching. Nowadays, Cidinha is the Concert Choir director and coordinator of music 

education projects in public schools in Piracicaba. Ernst Mahle is still the Artistic Director of the 

school, conductor of the Orquestra Filarmônica de Piracicaba, as well as professor of 

composition. 
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           Ernst and Cidinha Mahle                                                          Escola de Musica de Piracicaba “Ernst Mahle” (2005) 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE AESTHETICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPTIONS OF THE COMPOSER 
 
 
 It is certainly difficult to classify Mahle’s work aesthetics into phases, due to an eclectic 

characteristic of his works that results from multiple influences and several tendencies that 

coexisted during his evolution. For a better understanding of Mahle’s compositions, I will 

discuss some aspects of his compositional style and philosophy, based primarily on several 

interviews with the composer. 

 The compositional characteristics of Ernst Mahle are based in three primary pillars of 

direct influences. The traditionalist Johan Nepomuk David was the first major influence. He was 

Mahle’s first professor and gave him a solid base of harmony and counterpoint during his studies 

at the Stäatliche Hoschschule für Music, in Stuttgart. The second, Koellreuter, introduced to 

Mahle the music of the twentieth-century, the vanguard techniques of composition and 

pedagogical inspiration. The third influence was the Brazilian folklore that he became familiar 

with through his wife Maria Aparecida and throughout the work of Heitor Villa-Lobos. 

 Indirect influences on the compositional style of Mahle include the pedagogical 

observations of the work of Béla Bartók, Paul Hindemith, J.S. Bach, Teleman, and Beethoven. 

According to Mahle, Bartók’s Mikrokosmos and For Children were models of the use of the 

folklore in his pedagogical compositions. The approach that J. S. Bach gave to his compositions 

for his students, friends, or special occasions demonstrated in Anna Magdalena’s notebook, also 

in Telemann (Tafelmusik), correspond to the Gebrauschsmusik  that is associated with Hindimith 

(Sing- und Spielmusik) and other composers. The study of Beethoven’s works, whose thematic 

development was admired by Mahle, in addition to the study of works by baroque and classics 

composers, influenced the form and structure of his works.   
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 Initially, through the influence of Koellreutter, dodecaphonism and experimentation were 

incorporated into Mahle’s works. According to Antonio Arzolla the vanguard influence is 

suggested by the following works: Peça para Piano, Sete peças sobre uma e duas notas só 

(1954), Intervalos (1960). According to Mahle, the following are examples of dodecaphonic 

works: Trio para Flauta, Violin and Piano (1952), Quatro Estudos para Flauta (1953), Et 

Ostendit Mihi for choir a cappela, and Septet (1975). On the other hand, the following works are 

considered works more tonally complex, for example, Peças Modais para Piano a Quatro Mãos 

(1955), Música Concertante para Timpano e Sopros (1958), Miniaturas para Flauta (1967), and 

Miniatura para Clarineta (1970).  

According to Tokeshi, “under Koellreutter’s tutorship, Mahle was selected to experiment 

in the electronic music studio and, as a result, acquired equipment such as sound generators, 

recorders and a keyboard. He soon lost interest in this idiom, considering it to be less important, 

especially in a country like Brazil that lacked the infrastructure for such technology at the time. 

Nevertheless, the composer has future plans to use electronic effects in interaction with 

conventional instruments.”42 

 Aside from compositions in the vanguard style, after his primordial period of 

composition, Mahle began developing the modalism in his works. As a professor of several 

instruments and a conductor of the children’s orchestra and choirs of the School of Music, he 

faced the necessity of arranging folk material, including material from Brazilian and 

international folklore. Through dealing with folk themes, observing the work of Bartók (For 

Children), and his personal interest for modalism, one may also observe the genesis of Mahle’s 

eclecticism. The use of modalism can be observed in his first years of composition in the 

                                                 
42 Tokeshi, 20. 
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following works: As Aventuras de um Estudante de Música (1954), Sinfonieta (1957), and his 

first series of concertinos and sonatinas. 

According to Arzolla, Mahle’s modal studies were not initially nationalist. Mahle was 

always interested in the study of modes. According to the composer, he once “asked a student of 

his composition class to write down all the modes found between 5 and 12 notes, and the result 

was more than 1200 different scales.”43 Mahle used only 70 of these in his own compositions. It 

can be said that his series of Duetos Modais (from 1974-81), were reflections of Mahle’s interest 

for modalism and counterpoint.  

Regarding the modes, Mahle believes in “the correspondence of each basic scale with a 

type of emotion (ethos).”44 According to Mahle, the relation comes from the Theory of Colors by 

Goethe, which associates the colors to the emotions: by extension, the color of the intervalar 

disposition of each mode represents an affective tendency. Mahle explains: 

The major and minor modes (Ionian and Aeolian) can be considered stables. [From the 
fifths circles], on the side of major modes we have the Lydian that is more luminous [yellow]. On 
the other side, the Mixolydian has a little of shadow [yellow + blue = green]. On the other hand, 
on the one side of the Aeolian, we have the Dorian, more shiny [green]. On the other, the Phrygian 
is more dreadful [blue]… The green represents the banal balance, without much emotion. The 
yellow is very brilliant, jovial and happy. The blue is more serious, related to the sacrifice, 
devotion.45 

 
 Regarding harmony, Mahle works with the harmonization of the modes that he ultilizes 

in his compositions, through the chords formed by their notes, due to the fact that the composer 

“considers… the modal characterization [to be] more effective.”46 Mahle does not neglect the 

hierarchy of harmonic functions, which he considers indispensable, even when he expands the 

tonality through the direction of chromatism. He believes that by having the 5th and 8th in a 

chord, the mode is better assimilated for the listener. 

                                                 
43 Arzolla, 31. 
44 Arzolla, 32. 
45 Mahle, quoted by Arzolla, 33. 
46 Arzolla, 32. 
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 Mahle continued with the use of modalism and allied it to the sonata-form in his series of 

sonatinas and concertinos. According to Arzolla, Mahle valorized the sonata-form because he 

believes that is very important to be disposable.”47 

In [Mahle’s] personal theory, [regarding sonata-form], he imagines the first thematic group as a 
situation of an individual on his/her every day life, and the problems that this person would face. 
In the second thematic group, the personage see himself/herself for the world of dreams, unreal 
and far away (modulation to the anthipode). On the development, the person is astonished by the 
wonderfulness of this ideal world, tries to re-conquer it, and fights against the reality. Because he 
cannot get rid of the problems, the reality comes back on the recapitulation with all its attributes. 
However, when the second thematic group is re-exposed on the same tonal plane of the first, the 
individual has the happiness to perceive that he could bring reality to the longed for dream. 
According to Mahle, the thematic plan [based primarily on the classical approach and inspired by 
Beethoven] is still valid today, because the repetition represents a second chance that was given to 
the individual in another moment of him/her life. [In fact, he believes that this chance is possible 
because] life is cyclic 48 
 

In these works, he began to use Brazilian popular and folkloric rhythm elements with more 

recurrences. We can observe these elements in his Sonatina 1975 for piano and in the Concertino 

1974 for piano and strings. 

 

Example 1- Concertino 1974 for piano and strings- Mahle’s uses of syncopation and modalism (Lydian-mixolydian). 

 

                                                 
47 Arzolla, 37. 
48 Mahle, quoted from Arzolla, 37. 
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Example 2- Sonatina 1975- the use of syncopation and pentatonic scale (A-C-E-F#-G) 

 

 It can be perceived in Mahle’s compositional evolution that a transfer of focus shifted 

from the avant- garde style to nationalism. Mahle in fact followed, although ten years later, the 

destiny of the composers of the Música Viva group, who also transferred their composition style 

to nationalism. It can be said that in Mahle’s case this is primarily through the contact with 

Brazilian folklore and the use of Brazilian texts in his vocal works. 

 The first contact with the Brazilian folkloric melodies came through the contact with his 

wife, Maria Aparecida, and through the works of Mario de Andrade and Heitor Villa –Lobos. As 

a teacher, Mahle chose the use of folk melodies believing that “the folklore was an important 
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part of their general education, contributing to a cultural identity.”49 In addition, the familiarity 

of the children with this kind of music would facilitate their musical learning. 

  Throughout this initial dealing with Brazilian folk themes in arrangements for orchestra, 

choir, and following use of them in his compositions, his style resulted in a gradual detachment 

from the avant-gard style and consequently absorbed the national character. In addition, the use 

of Brazilian poetry in his vocal works helped Mahle to absorb Brazilian nationalism, through the 

folkloric texts as in Cambinada Elefante from 1967 as well as through the poets Manuel 

Bandeira, Vinícius de Moraes, Cecília Meirelles, Cassiano Ricardo, and Guilherme de Almeida. 

In his three operas, Maroquinhas Fru-fru (from 1974 with poetry by Maria Clara Machado), A 

Moreninha (from 1980, with poetry of José Maria Ferreira, based on Joaquin Manuel Macedo), 

and O Guaratuja (from 2006, based on the work of José de Alencar), are all works with 

nationalist character. 

 Since the composition of the Suite Nordestina from 1976, based on melodies collected by 

Mário d Andrade, Mahle aquired more contact with the folklore melodies from northeastern 

Brazil. He was, in fact, astonished by the richness of the modalism and decided to study it more 

deeply.  According to Tokeshi, scholars found most frequently in the folk music of northeastern 

Brazil the following modes: Mixolydian, Lydian, Lydian-mixolydian (so called northeastern 

mode), Aeolian, and Dorian, in addition to the scales of African origin, such as the pentatonic, 

hexatonal (without the leading tone), and the major diatonic with  lowered seventh degree in 

descending melodic motion. The following examples show some Brazilian folk melodies that are 

based in these modes:   

 
 
 
                                                 
49 Tokeshi, 9. 
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After a while, Mahle perceived that he had incorporated rhythmic-melodic characteristics from 

the northeastern regions of Brazil into his compositional style. He also composed later other 

works that use explicit citations of folkloric melodies from those regions, such as the Suite 

Carimbó for choir (1982), on the second movement of the Concerto for clarinet (1988), Sinfonia 

Nordestina (1990), and on the Jangada de Iemanjá for eight double bass. 

 Currently, Mahle is considered to be an eclectic composer, due to the use of a diverse 

combination of materials in his music. He believes that the “usage of folkloric melodies or the 

modal melodies with nationalistic characteristics continues to be valid, as well as expanded keys 

for the addition or alteration on the scale and harmony.”50 According to Arzolla, there is 

generally just one movement in Mahle’s works with the rhythmic and/or melodic nationalistic 

character. “The other ones could be also modals, although without a Brazilian reference.”51 He 

                                                 
50 Mahle, quoted from Arzolla, 35. 
51 Arzolla, 35. 
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also believes that the most important characteristic of Mahle’s works is the “combination of 

materials from diverse procedences.”52  

As an example, [Arzolla cites]: the use of whole-tone scales as a transitional element; melody 
without any nationalistic influence with accompaniment containing folkloric or popular 
characteristics; pentatonic scales without national characteristic; melodic transformation through 
the modal changes; the use of the harmonic series and inversions;  sections  of aleatory rhythm; 
explicit tonal sections, or tonal harmony resolutions; exploration of the enharmonic ambiguity of 
the triton; chromaticism, and others…53 
 

In an interview with the Argentine newspaper La Prensa, Mahle declared: “I have always been 

searching to find a middle ground between the vanguard and the traditionalism. I have worked on 

some advanced compositions, but they are the minority. I do not identify myself so much with 

these tendencies.”54 

 The traditionalism (neoclassicism) of Ernst Mahle regarding form, phraseology and 

thematic elaborations, and scales and harmonic structures are due to a diversity of factors. First, 

for the pedagogical purposes the series of sonatinas, sonatas, concertinos, and concertos are in 

fact, accessible to music students. Second, for a functional reason, the “consumption” of these 

pieces should be easy for the listeners. Finally, there are philosophical factors responsible for the 

manner in which Mahle conduct himself in his profession. 

 Mahle’s parents were antroposophists associated with this philosophy in Stuttgart and 

were important personalities of the history of the philosophy in Brazil. Mahle describes the 

relationship of his family with antroposophy in this passage of an interview: 

 In 1918, after the First World War, my father, [Dr. Ernst Mahle], as a student of the 
Polytechn School of the University of Sttutgart, usually attended severals workshops on a 
diversity of subjects. In one of these occasions, he met Rudolf Steiner, the founder of 
antroposophy, who regularly visited Stuttgart because it had there the first Waldorf School. 
 Through the passing of the years my father accumulated a whole library of antroposophy 
books, and I began to read and to become really interested in this philosophy.55 
 
 

                                                 
52 Arzolla, 35. 
53 Ibid., 35. 
54 Mahle, quoted from an interview to La Prensa, Buenos Aires, 1976. 
55 Mahle, Questionary II, 2006. 
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Mahle defines the Antroposophy in this other passage of the same interview: 
  
 On the definition of R. Steiner, the Antroposophy is the way to combine the spirit of the man 
to the spirit of the universe. It is a philosophy dedicated to the modern man, who demands a 
scientific answer for everything. The oriental methods for us, such as yoga, are unsuitable. 
 R. Steiner believed in the though that must control every development of the suprasensorial 
capacibilities. Without these capacibilities the human being becomes aware of just part of the 
truth. The demands to such development are huge, although a first step means something.56 
 

Mahle became involved with antroposophy and believes that due to this philosophy, he 

developed the sensibility necessary to become a musician and teacher. He wrote: 

I, personally, am very gratefull to antroposophy, because I think that my life became more 
enriched due to these ideas. As an example, I invested the money received from my family’s 
industries on education (Escola de Música de Piracicaba), without any dependence on the 
government.57 

  
 
 It is clear that due to Mahle’s trajectory as a composer and teacher he has acquired an 

interest for idealism. As cited before, the Escola de Música de Piracicaba is an institution non-

profit institution that Mahle has invested in since the construction of the building; he has 

supplied instruments, books, maintained the ensembles and offered scholarships. As a 

professional composer, teacher and conductor, Mahle in fact, never received payment for his 

duties. When it happened, he directed the money back to the school. 

 After looking through the work and life of Ernst Mahle, we perceive that the concept of 

art and purpose of his production are in fact different concepts of the majority of contemporary 

composers. Nowadays, the compositional activity follows everytime more the conception “Ars 

gratia ars”, or art for the art, with the maximum individual expression, without a compromise to 

an aesthetic and ideologic identity. Each composer dictates his/her own rules and follows a 

personal language, which we label, without other possibility of classification as “Pos- 

Modernism.” 

                                                 
56 Ibid. 
57 Ibid. 
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 Most of the works composed according to this concept have as a result little interest 

among interpreters and public, due to the diffcult of understand of the musical language used. 

This music, in fact became far from our reality, desnecessary and inutil, for being an expression 

of a lonely personality, without any kind of relationship with the society. This does not happen 

with the work of Ernst Mahle. 

 Ernst Mahle is plently convinced of the efficiency of his musical language, for the results 

that has been achiving as an educator and composer. Authough one may judge his language 

inadequate, or deslocated for contemporary musical production, we can not deny that Ernst 

Mahle has his importance among the musical society and public in Brazil. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MAHLE’S PIANO WORKS 

 
 The piano was always Mahle’s primary instrument. However, he did not become a pianist 

because of an injury to his arms, the reason he latter chose to compose. As a composer, he 

frequently uses the piano to help develop his compositions, due to his technical and 

improvisational skills. In addition, he believes that on the instrument his compositions “sound 

done.”58 

 Mahle’s output of piano compositions may be divided among solo works, duets, trios, 

piano four-hands, two pianos, songs, and soloist works with chamber and symphonic orchestras. 

In addition to this, Mahle has composed an extensive amount of arrangements and compositions 

for choirs and orchestras with piano accompaniment. In fact, if we include all these works, we 

can certainly assume that Mahle’s output for piano is one of the largest, if not the largest one 

produced among Brazilian composers. 

 Mahle classifies his works for piano solo into two groups: “pedagogical” and “serious.” 

These are not widely known due to the extensive amount of already existing Brazilian piano 

literature and also for the preference of works from composers whose piano works are already 

well known by pianists, teachers, and students; such as works from Camargo Guarnieri, Heitor 

Villa Lobos, Lorenzo Fernandes, Claudio Santoro, Edino Krieger, Alberto Nepomuceno, and 

others. Another important fact to mention is that his works for piano are not larger, or considered 

more important than his compositions for other instruments due to the focus on his compositions 

for orchestral instruments, which currently had limited literature. 

                                                 
58 Casarotti, Ernst Mahle: 50 Anos de Brasil, 37. 
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The “Pedagogical” and “Serious” Works  
 

 
 As previously mentioned, Ernst Mahle has been directing most of his works toward 

students. Mahle’s piano works that are destined for students are in fact not as numerous as those 

for other instruments. It is observed that, with exception of the collection Vamos Maninha 

(1955), Mahle had developed his pedagogical works for piano after 1969, when he already had a 

considerable number of works for other instruments. Before this time Mahle and his wife, Maria 

Apparecida, put great importance in the development of the orchestra program. Due to the lack 

of material for these instruments, Mahle devoted his time on compositions that include method 

books and easy pieces for them. This was not, in fact, the case for the piano, which was the 

“fashionable” instrument of that time. 

Mahle named the works for his more advanced students “serious.” These required a more 

technical and artistic maturity that dedicated students could strive for. They were requested by 

professional pianists, teachers, and advanced students or ex-students of the Escola de Música de 

Piracicaba. In summary, they are works designed for advanced-intermediates and advanced 

students.  

In this chapter I intend to offer a pedagogical overview of Mahle’s solo piano works, 

offering some characteristics of each piece regarding historical backgrounds, musical forms, 

harmony, and materials used, as well as level of difficulty, timing, available editions, and finally, 

a list of pedagogical features. Although Mahle labeled his piano works “pedagogical” and 

“serious,” in this paper they will be presented in chronological order and classified primarily by 

their level of difficulty. In addition, for a better understanding of each level of difficult here 

labeled, there will be on the appendix a list of traditional works related of each level. This can be 
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of extreme importance for piano teachers that want to adventure their students on the work of 

Ernst Mahle. 

 

Peça para Piano (1954) 

Level of difficulty Intermediate III 
Edition Manuscript 
Timing 1:40 
 
 
 Peça para Piano is work that was composed by Mahle when he was Koellreutter’s 

student. This was during a period when his works are characterized by the experimentations in 

his compositions. The piece is athematic, with absence of motivic elements, and is serial, with 

the use of six series. It is divided into three main sections, which are unified by the derivation of 

intervals of major and minor seconds, and sevenths. The work has tessitura and dynamic 

varieties with rhythmic and melodic imitations.  

 

 

 
Example 4- Peça para Piano- Experimentalism. 
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Pedagogical Features- The trick here is the control of intensity, rhythms, and exercises 

the correct use of expressive rests, and irregular tempos. 

 

7 Peças Sobre Uma e Duas Notas Só 

Level of difficulty Intermediate III 
Edition Edition- Ricordi, São Paulo- 1954 
Timing 4:30 

 
  
 These pieces are miniatures that were a compositional assignment that required of Mahle 

the capacity to work with an economy of materials, in this case pitches, for the elaboration of the 

work. They are in ternary form and are constructed from one pitch or interval. If we look through 

the whole series of pieces we would find the chromatic scale. Mahle utilizes a texture that is “not 

dense… pointillism through the economy of materials, rests and he plays with the tessitura.”59 In 

addition it has an irregular meter and huge variations and abrupt contrasts in dynamics.  

 

                                                 
59 Gandelman, 145. 
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Example  5 – Piece  no. V of 7 Peças Sobre Uma e Duas Notas Só- constructed on the interval C#- G. 

Pedagogical Features- The piece is interesting in developing the special orientation of 

the pianist and it is a good study for the control of intensities, with dynamics ranging from fff to 

ppp. 

 

Vamos Maninha (1955) 

Level of difficulty Elementary II 
Edition Edition- Ricordi, São Paulo- 1955 (1sEd.) 

Unimep, Piracicaba- 2003 (2nd Ed.) 
Timing varies 
 
 
 The Vamos, Maninha is a collection of 73 Brazilian folk and popular songs collected and 

arranged by Mahle for piano with pedagogical purposes. Mahle included these purposes in the 

Introduction of the collection and offered some suggestions for piano teachers who want to 

assign them for their students: 

 In Vamos, Maninha, it was our objective to offer a collection of arrangements of Brazilian 
popular [and folkloric] songs, simple, easy and pianistically interesting, although emphasizing 
primarily the melody. [These songs are not in fact,] an elementary method book, because even the 
initial pieces demand certain skills; they are intended then for students little more advanced. In 
addition, it can be used as a sight-reading [method book] and also for national folklore 
appreciation.  
 We recommend to the teachers for less advanced students, to beat the rhythm, sing the 
melody, and also [use the book] for solfège, before the student even touch the keyboard. [On the 
other hand, for students with more dexterity in the previous skills, the teacher should] work on 
phrasing and interpretation… 
 Regarding the order of the pieces (being more a collection than a method book) we suggest 
that it should be modified according to the personal development of each student. The same can be 
said regarding fingering; we notated minimally any of these notations are not intended to be 
obligatory, because more important than good fingering, is the development of the student’s 
capacity for discovering on his/her own.60 
 
 

 The collection is basically constructed in Major keys (C, G, D, and F), with diatonic 

and triadic harmonies, although Mahle frequently uses secondary dominants, chromatic passing 

notes, and bordadures. The melodic lines are often doubled with intervals of thirds, sixths, or 

                                                 
60 Mahle, quoted from the preface of Vamos, Maninha. 
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octaves. The texture is primarily homophonic, although with occasional imitations that alternate 

between hands. The accompaniments basically include arpeggiated triads, ostinato rhythmic in 

intervals of thirds and fifths (melodic and harmonic), and basses as a contrapuntal features.  

Mahle generally uses simple meters, although he occasionally uses the compound double meter 

(6/8). The use of syncopation, as a characterization of Brazilian music is presented in almost all 

of his songs in the melody and also in accompaniments.  

 Another important feature of this collection is the presenting for four-hands pieces 

that are intended to be performed with the teacher, or a more advanced student from the teacher’s 

studio. In these pieces, apart from the opportunity of developing group skills and the motivation 

of the student performing with his/her master, the student is exposed to more complex 

harmonization. 

 

Example  6 – Peixe Vivo (“Live Fish”)- Four-hands. 
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 Pedagogical Features- An excellent collection for sight-reading studies, developing 

“new” rhythmic clichés (for a beginner piano students), coordination of hands (independence), 

chords in block position, rationalization of fingering, and group sense (four-hands pieces). 

 

Sonatina (1956) 

Level of difficulty Intermediate III 
Edition Edition- Ricordi, São Paulo- 1956 
Timing 5:00 
 
 

The Sonatina 1956 is a work in one movement, in bithematic sonata form, expressed by 

the following formal structural:  A/B- A’/B’/A” (Coda). In the B’ section of the work, Lento, 

Mahle resembled the slow movement of the sonata (here inexistent), offering a condensed formal 

structure of the sonata.  

The work is characterized by its modal flavor, resembling the works of Bartók. 

Regarding its thematic structure, we have the first theme in parallel octaves, in simple meter, 

with stable rhythm disposition, and with a melodic characteristic. It is initiated by an ascendant 

movement of perfect fifths, followed by a descendent sequence. In the second theme, an 

embryonic motive gains an ostinato character during the piece and is later added to the first 

theme. It has a percussive nature and is metrically irregular.  These two themes are also inputted 

at the Lento, although with inverted intervals and different harmonic treatment. 

Pedagogical Features- Intense changes on meters and agogic. Large occurrences of 

double notes in both hands, which demand good finger control in order to bring out the important 

notes. Constant appearances of quick shifting of registers.  
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Quando o Galo Canta (1967) 

Level of difficulty Intermediate II 
Edition Autograph typescript 
Timing 2:00 
 
 

This Ponteio (A Brazilian genre similar to preludes) is the first nationalistic piece for 

piano solo by Mahle. The work was not contained in the series of Oito Ponteios that was 

initialized in 1972. It is in mixolydian mode, a characteristic mode of northeast Brazilian 

folklore, and it is in the pentatonic scale. It has three sections: the first one is constructed 

surrounding the tonic, the second one in a dominant pedal which is also characteristic of the third 

part, or coda, although in the tonic again. The work constructed in an ostinato bass in a 

syncopated rhythm with a mixed texture and imitative motives of the melody in other voices. 

According to Mahle, the piece was inspired by the singing of his neighbor’s rooster of that was 

in dispute for the hegemony of its singing with the other roosters around.  

 

  Pedagogical Features- The piece is characterized by its doubled notes, blocked 

chords, sonority plans, bringing the imitation motives, and finally absence of the tempo notation. 

 

As Músicas da Cecília (1969) 

Level of difficulty Intermediate I 
Edition Ricordi, São Paulo -1969 
Timing varies 
 
 
I- Marcha dos Cavaleiros 
II- Sostenuto 
III- Vivo 
IV- Bartokiana 
V- Sem Título 
VI- O Gatinho Pega o Ratinho 
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This group of pieces was an extraction from the 1392 melodies created by Mahle’s 

daughter Cecília, when she was between 2 and 6 years old, and annotated and arranged by 

Mahle. Cecília was a very musically talented child, who sang the melodies that represented her 

childhood. She was blind at the age of four due to brain cancer and died at the age of fifteen 

(1973). Mahle annotated and arranged these melodies, transforming them into a series of 

pedagogical books for various instruments.  According to Mahle, he arranged 1000 of them and 

distributed them in 18 different albums. He clarifies: 

I began the [Melodias da Cecília project] arranging for a recorder and cello with an 
accompaniment of piano. Then, I arranged the other ones for piano and for the other instruments. 
Regarding the titles of the pieces, some of them were given by Cecília and the other ones were 
extracted from books that she used to like, such as fairy tale histories and poetry, or we [Mahle 
and his wife] created them according to each piece.61 

   
The standings of this group of pieces are the Marcha dos Cavaleiros, one of the most 

performed Mahle’s works, and Bartokiana, an allusion to the piece Play by Béla Bartók from the 

album For Children (Volume I).  In fact, according to Mahle, his series were a ‘home-made’ 

version of Bartók’s For Children because both works had similarities in their artistic-pedagogic 

approach. However, Mahle’s work differs from Bartók’s in the source of the melodies used: 

Bartók extracted his themes from the folklore of Eastern Europe; while, Mahle extracted his 

themes from the childhood universe, getting nearer the reality of children who would interpret 

them.  In the preface of the first edition of the Musicas da Cecília, it is pointed out: “the great 

pedagogical and musical experience of Ernst Mahle has permitted him to feel the infantile 

element of these melodies, adjusting them in modern arrangements and appropriates to the 

instrument without being destroyed their spontaneity.”62  

 

                                                 
61 Casarotti, Questionnaire addressed to Ernst Mahle and Maria Apparecida Mahle, 2006. 
62 Mahle, quoted from the preface of Músicas da Cecília. 
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Example  7-   Bartók’s Play from For Children and  Mahle’s  Bartokiana 

 

As Músicas da Cecília are small pieces that can be executed as a set or isolated into 

individual pieces. They can be formally divided in small binary form (Marcha dos Cavaleiros 

and Sem Título), ternary form (Sostenuto, Bartokiana, and O gatinho Pega o Ratinho), and rondo 

form (Vivo). The set is in homophonic texture, with the exception of the first section of 

Sustenuto. They are tonal, with simple harmony, modal borrowings, secondary dominants, and 

modulations.  

Pedagogical Features- Trills, repeated notes, doubled notes, touch contrasting according 

to the character of the piece, varied detailing regarding articulations and dynamics. A demanding 

left hand for early intermediate students due to: big leaps, difficult memorization, stretching 

passages, hold notes, imitations, counter chant, and Alberti bass.  
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Sonata (1971) 

Level of difficulty Advanced II 
Edition Autograph typescript 
Timing 11:00 
 
 

The Sonata 1971 was dedicated to the pianist Paulo Affonso de Moura Ferreira, a former 

President of the Sociedade Brasileira de Música Contemporânea, and a friend of Mahle who 

died in 1999. The work is in three movements: Vivo, Andante, and Marcha com Variações.  

The first movement, Vivo, is in sonata form with themes characterized by the vertical and 

horizontal uses of intervals, instead of well defined melodic lines. In the first theme there is a 

predominance of sevenths and ninths vertical intervals and thirds horizontals in arpeggios of 

diminished sevenths. In the second theme, Mahle uses sequences of descendent fourths and 

ascendant arpeggios of fourths and seconds. There are long tremolos in both themes, unifying the 

piece. It is also important to point out that the second theme is much shorter in the recapitulation. 

Mahle made the second movement, Andante, into two different versions of the same 

movement. One of them is meant for performing, as a prepared piano piece. It requires the 

pianist to play on the harp of the piano (pizzicatos and glissandos) and includes some special 

sonority effects. The other version is developed only on the keyboard, like the other movements. 

There are rhythmic and intervallic motives present in the first part of the Andante that also 

appear in the first and third movement, unifying the work. The third movement, Marcha, is a 

theme with seven variations. Mahle works in these variations with a dilution of the harmonic and 

percussive characteristics of the theme. 

Pedagogical Features: Doubled notes, tremolos, chords, quick shifting of registers, 

Alberti bass, fast scales passages, and alternated movements of hands, polyrhythms, and pedal.  
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Example  8-   Second movement o the f Sonata (1971) for prepared piano 
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As Melodias da Cecília I and II (1972) 

 

 

Level of difficulty Intermediate I 
Edition Vol. I- Vitale, São Paulo-1972 / Unimep- 2000 

Vol.II- Unimep- 2003 
Timing varies 

 
 This work is divided in two volumes and contains 40 songs in the 

first volume and 31 in the second. As well as As Músicas da Cecília, these 

albums are harmonization and arrangements of the 1392 melodies created 

by Mahle’s daughter. The first volume was first edited by Editora Vitale in 

1972, and due to the popularity, it sold out and had a second edition 

released by Gráfica da UNIMEP in 2000. The second volume was edited in October of 2003 by 

the Gráfica da UNIMEP, although it was composed and arranged in the same period as the first 

volume. 

 These pieces are in unary, binary, or ternary form. They are strophic songs, resembling 

folk songs, with a melody line that has vocal characteristics. Basically, they are in homophonic 

in texture, with the exception of the pieces from the second volume, nos. 10, 18, and 20 (a fugue 

in 3 parts) are polyphonic. 

Pedagogical Features: exchange of the melody between hands, holding of notes, double notes, 

block chords in triads with 8th added, and lateral dislocation. Tremolos in moderate tempo- 

pieces, Alberti bass, and changes of meters and tempo during some pieces. The different 

character of each piece varies its touch, articulations and dynamics.  
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Example  9- Maria Fumaça (“The Train”) from Melodias da Cercília I. 

 

Sonatina (1973) 

Level of difficulty Intermediate I 
Edition Autograph typescript 
Timing 1:00 
 
 
 The Sonatina 1973 was dedicated to the journalist and pianist Marisa Ferraro Sampaio, 

who was one of the juries of the Competition Jovens Instrumentistas in 1973, in Piracicaba. 

Mahle wrote this sonatina as a request of Marisa on the intermission of that competition. 

However, she has not expected that her request would be attended on the same day or two hours 

later. According to Mahle “she was astonished at having a request attended to in such a quick 

time!”63
 

                                                 
63 Casarotti, Questionnaire addressed to Ernst Mahle and Maria Apparecida Mahle, 2006. 
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 The work is a bithematic sonata-form (A B A’) with a reduced development. The first 

theme has a modal characteristic (mixolydian in F with the augmented fourth). There are 

variations of melodic and rhythmic-harmonic segments. The second theme is on the antipode (B) 

differing from the first theme for the use of chromacticism and rhythmic motives. It can be said 

that the modulation to the tritone is a characteristic of the music of Béla Bartók, although Mahle 

does not attribute this influence to Bartok, but the impressionism of Debussy. According to 

Mahle, “Debussy used this intervallic relation, and the whole- tones scales contain the thirds 

diametrically in opposition (C- E and F#- A#, for example).”64 

Pedagogical Features- Condensed sonata-form characterized by short scalar passages, 

tremolos with varied intervals (good for the approach of rotation) and recurrent accompaniment 

of doubled notes. 

 

Sonatina (1975) 

Level of difficulty Advanced I 
Edition Autograph typescript 
Timing 5:00 
 

 The Sonatina 1975 was a request of one of the founders of the Escola de Música de 

Piracicaba and major piano teacher, Maria Dirce Almeida Camargo. It is a transcription of the 

Sonatina (1975) for violin. 

 The work is in a bithematic sonata-form with a bilinear texture. An ostinato unifies the 

work, exchanging register between bass and soprano. This ostinato has the characteristic of 

melodic chromatism, hiding the modalism inputted. The first theme is constructed on a 

pentatonic scale (A-C-E-F#-G), and the second is polarized in F#. 

                                                 
64 Mahle, quoted from Arzolla, 38. 
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 Pedagogical Features- This work is considered tricky because of the ostinato in broken 

chords which is played at a fast tempo (Vivo) that is exchanged between hands. It is rhythmically 

vigorous and has a transparent texture. It constantly makes use of syncopation within the melody. 

 

Oito Ponteios (1972-1998) 

Level of difficulty Advanced 
Edition Autograph typescript 
Timing varies 
 
 

I. Trem de Ferro 
II. Ponteio 

III. Berimbau 
IV. As Máscaras 
V. Dança em Volta do Fogo 

VI. Couro de Boi 
VII. Os Sapos 

VIII. Sertão 
 

The Oito Ponteios (Eight Ponteios) are transcriptions of the Suite Brasileira (1963) for 

choir. The transcription was stimulated by the professor and pianist Paulo Affonso de Moura, 

and after the good acceptance of the first three, Ponteio (1972), Berimbau (1980) and Dança em 

Volta do Fogo (1980), Mahle decided to conclude the series in 1998. The works have poetry by 

modernists and nationalists such as Manuel Bandeira (Ponteio, Berimbau, and Os Sapos), 

Cassiano Ricardo (Trem de Ferro, As Máscaras, Dança em Volta do Fogo, and Couro de Boi), 

and Ascenso Ferreira (Sertão). 

 Ponteio is a “free instrumental composition inspired from the plucking of strings 

instruments.”65 It is in fact a kind of Brazilian prelude that became common in Brazil after the 50 

Ponteios for piano by Mozart Camargo Guarnieri.  Regarding Mahle’s ponteios, they are all 

programmatic music with a close relationship with the text to which they were inspired. As an 
                                                 
65 Ferreira, Aurelio B. de Holanda, quoted from Casarotti, Ernst Mahle: 50 Anos de Brasil, 41. 
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example, in Os Sapos or “The Frogs” Mahle evocates the environment and different kinds of 

frogs, as allusion to the poem, that is in fact a satirical metaphor of the group of poets labed as 

parnasianos (known as “the frogs”66). On the other hand, on Ponteio (1972), through a game of 

words verde and negro (green and black), the poet, Manuel Bandeira portray his own suffering, 

sadness, melancholy caused by his tuberculosis. Mahle, through the uses of a rhythmic- melodic 

ostinato in blocks of fourths (perfect and augmented) and increase of texture and dynamic, offers 

a good scenario of suffering and despair, as related with the poem. 

 

 

Example  10- Ponteio (1972)- Constructed by blocks of intervals of fourths, in increasement of texture and dynamic. 
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 The most performed of them are the Ponteio and the Dança em Volta do Fogo. The other 

ones are not well-known works and in fact, three of them were never performed (As Máscaras, 

Couro de Boi, and Sertão). Mahle believes that these works have been neglected due to their 

level of difficulty and because they have such a modern idiom. Mahle concluded the series in 

1998 and dedicated them to important Brazilian pianists, professors and ex-professors of the 

Escola de Música de Piracicaba. 

Pedagogical Features- Some of the pedagogical features found among these works are: 

Repeated block and arpegiated chords, big leaps, control in pedal and dynamics, complicated 

energic rhythmic paterns, octaves in legatotouch, glissandos with both hands, difficult of 

memorization, constant appearances of quick shifting of registers, improvisional section (Os 

sapos), among others.  
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OTHER WORKS FOR PIANO 

In addition to the works previously described, Mahle has composed an extensive amount 

of chamber works for piano solo.  

Piano 4 Hands 
 

Peças Modais (1955) 
Toccata (1957) 
Boi Bumbá (1956) 
Arapuá Tupana 
Ovale-Mahle- Suite (1995) 
Gomes-Mahle- O Burrico de Pau (1996) 
Jangada de Iemanjá (1996) 
Introdução e Dobrado (1998) 
W.Henrique- Mahle- Suite (2003) 

 

Duos 

1) Violin and Piano 
 

As Melodias da Cecília (1972) 
Sonatina (1955) 
Sonatina (1956) 
Sonata (1968) 
Sonatina (1974) 
Sonatina (1975) 
Capricho (1976) 
Sonata (1980) 

 
2) Viola and Piano 
 

As Melodias da Cecília (1972) 
Sonatina for Viola or Cello (1956) 
Sonata (1968) 
Sonatina (1976) 

 
3) Cello and Piano 
 

Melodias da Cecília (1972) 
Sonatina for Cello or Viola (1956) 
Sonata (1968) 
Sonatina (1976) 
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Duos Continued 
 

4) Double Bass and Piano 
 

As Melodias da Cecília (1972) 
Sonatina (1975) 

 
5) Flute and Piano 
 

As Melodias da Cecília (1972) 
Variações sobre Melodia Grega (1956) 
Sonata (1958) 
Miniaturas (1967) 
Sonata (1971) 
Sonatina (1973) 
Sonatina (1976) 
Sonatina Nordestina (1987)  
 

6) Oboe and Piano 
 

As Melodias da Cecília for Recorder or Oboe (1972) 
Sonata (1969) 
Sonatina for Recorder or Oboe (1970) 
Ondina (1975) 
Sonatina (1976) 
30 Melodias Modais (1977) 

 
7) English horn and Piano 
 

Sonatina Corne Ingles or Trompet (1972) 
Sonatina (1983) 
 

8) Clarinet and Piano 
 

As Melodias da Cecília (1972) 
Sonata (1970) 
Miniatura (1970) 
Sonatina (1974) 
Sonatina (1976) 

 
 
9) Clarone and Piano 
 

Sonata (1987) 
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10) Basson and Piano 
 

As Melodias da Cecília (1972) 
Sonata (1969) 
Sonatina (1974) 

 
11) Soprano Recorder  
  

As Melodias da Cecília (1972) 
Sonatina Modal (1956) 
Sonatina for Flute or Oboe (1970) 
30 Melodias Modais (1977) 

 
12) Trumpet and Piano 
 

As Melodias da Cecília (1972) 
Sonatina (1979) 

 
13) Horn and Piano 
 

As Melodias da Cecília (1972) 
Sonatina (1972) 

 
14) Trombone and Piano 
 

As Melodias da Cecília (1972) 
Sonatina (1979) 
 

Piano Trios 
 

Trio for Two Violins and Piano (1956) 
Prelude and Fugue for Flute, Violin and Piano (1956) 
Trio for Flute, Violin and Piano (1952) 
Trio for Violin (ob.), Cello (horn) and Piano (1970) 
Trio for Flute, Clarinet (cello) and Piano (1971) 
Trio for Two Violins and Piano (1998) 
Trio for Clarinet, Violin and piano (1998) 
 

Piano Quartets 
 

Quartet for Flute doce, Violin, Cello and Piano (1958) 
Quartet for Flute, Violin, Viola and Piano (1957) 
Three pieces for soprano, flute, oboe and piano (1970) 
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Sextets 

Divertimento for 2 clarinets,2 violins, horn and piano (1956)  

Septets 

Septet for flute, clarinet, bassoon, trumpet, horn, trombone and 
piano (1957) 

Nonets 

O amor é um Som for soprano, flute, clarinet, percussion, piano 
(vibraphone), violin, viola, cello and double bass (1976, name) 

Songs  
 

Five Songs for mezzo soprano or baritone (1961, Bandeira) 
O Menino Doente for mezzo (1961, Bandeira) 
Rosamor for soprano or tenor (1966, Almeida) 
Rosamor for mezzo or baritone (1966, Almeida) 
Para uma Cigarra for soprano (1966, Meirelles) 
E agora José?  For mezzo or baritone (1971, Andrade) 
Leilão de Jardim for soprano (1971, Meirelles) 
Queixa da Moça arrependida for soprano (1972, Ricardo) 
Queixa da Moça arrependida for mezzo or alto (1972) 
Categiró for mezzo or baritone (1972, Ricardo) 
Campanário de São José for mezzo or baritone (1972, Ricardo) 
Os Sinos for baritone or mezzo (1980, Bandeira) 
Elegia for tenor (1980, Couto) 
Elegia for baritone (1980, Couto) 
Quadras ao Gosto Popular for baritone (1981, Pessoa) 
O Relógio for soprano (1984, Moraes) 
O Pato for tenor (Moraes) 
Cidadezinha for tenor (1997, Quintana) 
Dona Janaína for baritone (1997, Bandeira) 
 

Piano- Chamber Orchestra 
 

Concertino (1974) 
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Piano- Yought Symphonic Orchestra 
 

Variações sobre “Canção de Cegos” (1956) 

Concertino “Limoeiro” 

Piano- Symphony Orchestra 
 

Concerto 2001 
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During the spring of 1950, Martha Graham, the American inventor of modern 

dance, started her first European tour. The opening night, at the “Théâtre des Champs-

Élysées” in Paris, was considered a disaster. With very few exceptions, the public and the 

press were negative about the company’s performance, “a crossword puzzle”, and about 

the right of modern dance to be considered an art. Graham and her company did not 

benefit at least from a “succès de scandale”, which accompanied Stravinsky’s “Le Sacre 

du Printemps”, on the same scene in 1913. The rest of the tour was reduced to just one 

more appearance before the Parisian audience, and although the company went to 

London, they did not dance and the tour was cancelled. The expected conquest of artistic 

Europe by American modern dance and its promoters was a failure. The second tour, in 

1954, was slightly better received by the Europeans, but the triumph had to wait until the 

sixties, when Graham and her dance were called a new chapter in the history of dance1. 

Martha Graham was born in 1894, and died in New York City in 1991, after of 

career of seven decades. Our paper will try to explore the reasons which determined the 

negative reception of modern dance in Europe during the fifties, analyzing the way in 

which the political, cultural and social intermingled into the cultural resistance to the new 

form of dance promoted by the Americans. We will focus on France primarily, preferring 

to concentrate on a country whose reaction toward Graham was, even if not identical, 

representative for the way in which the Western European countries related themselves to 

the American modern dance and the American art in general during the fifties.  

Soon after the Second World War, in France, the image of the smiling Yankee 

from the top of his tank, liberating the European cities, was replaced by a feeling of 

resentfulness. The presence of the Americans gradually became unwelcome, “the French 

feeling tired of being occupied”2. In a tense and suspicious political and diplomatic 

atmosphere3, the American cultural offensive, devised by the State Department, the 

Central Intelligence Agency, and the Voice of America, started4. Carefully and 

                                                 
1 Lang Pearl, “Introduction.” In Deep Song: the Dance Story Of Martha Graham, Stodelle Ernestine, New 
York: Schrimer Book, 1984, p.XIV 
2 Kuisel Richard F, Seducing the French. The dilemma of Americanization, Berkley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1993, p.46 
3 Richmond Yale, Cultural Exchange and the Cold War. Raising the Iron Curtain, University Park: 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 2003, p. XIII 
4Caute David, The Dancers Defects: the Struggle for Cultural Supremacy  During the Cold War, New 
York: Oxford University Press Inc, 2003, p.2 
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extensively organized, the cultural offensive was designed in very competitive terms, 

intended to show Europe that the US was not just a country which produced scientists, 

but “also creative artists”5, and “to demonstrate the superiority of the products and 

cultural values of the system of free enterprise”6.  The American Institute of 

Contemporary Arts proudly wanted to show Europe the modern dance, an art in which 

they considered themselves the pioneers, and found Graham the most representative and 

successful artist in this field. 

The competition for world’s supremacy transformed culture into a weapon meant 

not only to obtain and consolidate supremacy, as in the case of the United States, but also 

capable to reshape and redefine the sense of a national identity, as in the case of France. 

After losing the political power, the fact that even their cultural superiority was 

questioned touched the already wounded feelings of the French. They felt that, to put in 

Bertrand Russell’s words, God was not longer European and bourgeois7. The arts, 

including dance, lost their “political innocence”8, gradually operating in a dialogue with 

both exclusive and inclusive ideologies. Under these circumstances and already with a 

long tradition in French culture, to be anti-American was not only an ad-hoc reaction 

against the new rulers of the world, but it became an organized duty meant to protect the 

French cultural primacy. The intellectuals, the leaders of the national cultural resistance, 

involved themselves in the battle against what was metaphorically called the “Coca-

Colonization” of France. It soon became a national issue, discussed in the pages of “Le 

Monde” and “Le Figaro”, and the image of a French person giving up the tradition of 

drinking wine for the Coca-Cola was portrayed as an outrage and a conquest by the 

American materialism. Even more significant and with deeper consequences was the 

fight against the American cultural offensive, the “un-equal exchange” and 

“asphyxiation” of French culture9. (Before Graham’s tours to France, famous names of 

its culture and society, such as Sartre, Beauvoir, Cocteau, to name just a few, traveled to 

                                                 
5 Stonor Saunders Frances, The Cultural Cold War, New York: The New Press, 2000, p.21 
6 Grau Andree and Jordan Stephanie, Europe dancing-perspectives on theatre, dance and cultural identity, 
London, New York: Routledge, 2000, p.4 
7  Pells Richard, Not like us: how European have loved, hated and transformed American culture since 
World War II, New York: Basic Books, 1997, p.67 
8 Grau and Jordan, Europe dancing, p.4 
9 Roger Philippe, The American Enemy: a story of French anti-Americanism, Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2005, p.432 
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the US, and back home shared their American experience with their compatriots.) 

                                                

Only a few intellectuals, such as Maurois, seemed to believe in “the cultural bond 

between the US and France”, accepting that “the US has taken the lead”10, the rest, 

strongly represented by Sartre and Beauvoir, looked at America with contempt, 

reassuring themselves and the culture they represented that America could not be a 

menace to French culture, “renowned for sophistication and brilliance”11. The USA was 

just a “cultural desert”, a nation of Chevy-driving and gum-chewing, an “entertaining” 

country12. The Americans were portrayed as a nation for which thinking “was a waste of 

time”, among whom the French “real” intellectuals felt “like a ghost”13, “titans in the 

material world, but Lilliputians in matters of mind”14.  

The French were struggling to maintain their last stronghold, their culture, its 

viability, credibility, and superiority. In this context, the anti-Americanism was a 

component of a very complex web of feelings related to the shattered French national 

identity, and it was one of the causes for the negative reception of modern dance. It 

manifested through a negation of the Americans’ power to create and present art, because 

of their lack of traditions, natural qualities, and emotions necessary for it. At the time 

Graham came to France, what diminished even more the chances of modern dance to be 

accepted was its promotion by an American woman. During that time, the American 

women were considered inferior to the intellectually sophisticated French ones - yet 

another occasion to blame America and its values. The negative publicity of the 

American women was consistent and powerful, in newspapers, books, and cartoons. Like 

their husbands, they were seen as anti-intellectual, incapable of passionate love, 

materialistic, and badly-dressed. The “France-Amérique” edition of “Le Figaro” called 

them also “exigentes” and “égoïstes comparées à  leurs soeurs européennes”15, who, 

“Parisiennes ou paysannes, elles demendent peu et donnent beaucoup”. “Les Américaines 

exigent beaucoup mais elles donnent peu”, said the same magazine, while Beauvoir 

depicted them as falsely self-assured, servile, incapable of any social or political thinking, 
 

10 Maurois Andre, My American Journal, London, Falcon Press, 1950,p. 174 
11 Grau and Jordan, Europe dancing, p. 36 
12 Pells, Not like us, p. 238 
13 Beauvoir Simone, America Day by Day, Berkley: University of California Press, 1999, p.29 
14 Roger, The American Enemy, p.425 
15 Victor Dallaire, “Femmes Françaises and femmes américaines”, La Vie Française, December 29, 1946, 
pp.199-200 
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and, because of the Puritanism of their culture, ignorant of their bodies16. Belonging to 

such an unintellectual and unsophisticated category of women, Graham was considered, 

even before her arrival, little or not at all capable to think, play and “export” culture. 

The negative reaction against Graham’s modern dance was a response to its 

“Americanism” and to the fact that it was led by an American woman, but it was also due 

to the fact that, during the fifties, as Janet Flanner said, France “leaned on its past”17.  

During the “vacillation between modern and nostalgia”18, which characterized the fifties, 

modernism was less emphasized than the neoclassicism, which was seen as a safer 

method to maintain the cultural superiority. It was not a new type of cultural reaction 

during national difficulties; for instance, before and during the First World War, even the 

cubists painted in a “neoclassic” style, a trend considered more suitable for an art - part of 

a national revival. Even if not absent, modernism in the fifties mostly manifested itself in 

arts in which France had already gotten a pride in rebelling against traditions. Surrealist, 

fauvist and cubist exhibitions were presented to the public before and during the early 

fifties, while Picasso, Leger, and Vlaminck19 regained a new wave of fame; Proust and 

Joyce were “freshened up” and presented to the French public in exhibitions which 

acclaimed their role in the modern literature.  

The stage arts, the theater and dance, had less or almost no modernist orientation. 

The way Camus (“Caligula”), Girardoux ( “La folle de Chaillot”), and Sartre (“Les mains 

salles” and “Une putain respectueuse”) wrote the plays presented before the public who 

“packed” the halls, despite the hardships of everyday life20, was modernist. But the plots 

and the problems of the heroes had a strong classic component. On stage also came 

classic masterpieces, as Hamlet, or plays by foreign authors who pinpointed negative 

aspects of their cultures, such as Tennessee Williams’ “A Streetcar Named Desire”; it 

was the foreign play with the greatest success because, after all, it showed that, before 

exporting their culture, the Americans should have fixed their problems at home21! 

If being an American and being modern were already difficulties on the path to 

                                                 
16 Beauvoir, America, p.270 
17 Janet Flanner, Paris Journal, New York: Atheneum, 1965, p.63 
18 Grau and Jordan, Europe dancing, p.36 
19 Flanner, Paris Journal, p.163 
20 Ibidem, p.63 
21 Ibidem, p.110 
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success, the task of bringing something new in dance was even harder because it was the 

most complicated and sensitive art in the French cultural spectrum. The public in France 

always showed less interest in the modern innovation of dance than the public in 

Germany and Britain, and despite the cultural official’s support of the modern stage arts, 

such as André Malraux’s, modern dance never became a “dominant” element of the 

French culture22. Modern dance is, even if not totally, a negation of ballet, but despite 

being opposite to each other, the two forms of dance developed in a strong relationship 

with one another. In Britain and the US, during the fifties Ashton and Balanchine 

promoted neoclassicism in ballet, through a contemporary stylization of the technique23. 

One can say that it opened the way for an easier acceptance of modern dance in these 

countries because the neoclassical ballet, like modern dance, besides using a 

contemporary stylization of the technique, also goes beyond the story, the beautiful 

decors, the costumes, and the impeccable execution, concentrating more on the pure 

movement. France. Some modernist attempts got a moderate interest from the public, 

such as Jean Weidt’s Balletes 3824, which toured during the fifties with Balletes Moderns 

de Paris  and  Cocteau’s “Le mort de l’homme”, presented in 1946 by Roland Petit 

Ballet25. Danced on jazz and Bach’s music, with angular and acrobatic movements, 

Cocteau’s attempt was not in fact modern dance, but an interesting experiment which had 

the merit of presenting the French public other forms of dance than ballet.  

In France the ballet was in its classical stage. Although the roots of ballet were, 

beside Italy, in France, and despite being a highly popular art, starting from the end of the 

19th century, the center of ballet moved to Denmark and Russia, France having to import 

the companies and dancers who made history on the Parisian scenes26. By the time 

Graham came, the Cinderella of the French arts, the national ballet was at new 

beginnings, in the process of being rebuilt and thus in its most “classical” stage. This was 

reflected by the themes, values, and aesthetics promoted during this period in the world 

of French ballet, but also by its nationalism. Classical works, such as “Giselle”, “The 
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Sleeping Beauty”, and “Copellia”, were presented and only promoting just French 

dancers. Because every valuable personality of their culture was needed, so the “not-

enough” intellectual patriots from the war were acquitted or forgiven in order to 

strengthen the French cultural power, this being the case of Lifar, the director of the Paris 

Opera Ballet27, and even old forgotten ballets were presented, such as “Les Indes 

Gallantes”, whose premiere was during Louis XV’s reign28. In this atmosphere 

characterizing ballet during the fifties, with its strong nationalism and classicism, other 

influences were considered inappropriate or simply rejected. Graham’s dancing style was 

not only foreign, but it was also too far from the beauty of the classical ballet. 

This lack of French openness toward other dances than ballet had as a direct 

consequence a public less prepared visually and emotionally to watch modern dance. 

Before the tour, in 1949, the Baroness de Rothschild, a financial supporter, friend, and 

promoter of American art, published a book called “Le Danse Artistique aux États-

Unis”29, introducing modern dance to her country and trying to prepare the public for its 

novelty. Despite it, Graham faced an audience which was not prepared for the style, 

technique, and themes of modern dance, who found comfort only in the classical beauty 

of ballet. The broken and syncopated movements, the opposite of the ballet’s fluidity and 

elegance, and Graham’s peculiar technique – in which the focus is on  the contraction of 

the diaphragm, the abdominal muscles, and the pelvic area – was a visual shock for the 

French audience. One of the critics said that, if Graham had given birth, she would have 

produced a cube30. Using minimal props, based on suggestion, and costumes which 

looked casual, because of the use of jersey, wool, and cotton, modern dance, as the 

French public claimed, “devalued” the dance, instead of enriching it. It is true that not 

everybody believed that the French audience’s national cultural endeavor and aesthetic 

sophistication caused the negative reaction to Graham’s modern dance. In fact, Pierre 

Tugal, a leading critic, considered that, in fact, the Parisians were “accustomed to pretty 

spectacles, which do not demand much from either intellect or emotion”31. 
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At the moment when Graham, “l’avant-garde de l’avant-garde”, arrived in France, 

the renewed French national self-consciousness and the negative estimation of the 

American culture, reinforced and not eased by the American cultural offensive, 

contributed to the lack of success of the opening night. The public who could afford the 

high price of the tickets came to the show doubting the capacity of an American group of 

dancers led by a woman to offer real art, but they also came not having the tradition, the 

tools for understanding, and not even the patience to learn how to understand modern 

dance. Was then the unconvincing performance and the negative reception of Graham 

just a result of the complicated political and cultural atmosphere, as well as of a shattered 

national self-image of the French nation?  The answer is no.  

The way Graham was received in France during the fifties was also a result of 

Graham’s own mistakes, of the inadequate way in which she designed the tour, and of 

personal problems. It is interesting to mention that her first invitation to dance in Europe 

came from Hitler, for the opening of the Berlin Olympic Games, but she rejected it 

because she was against the Nazi politics32. But at the time Graham went to Europe, in 

the fifties, she had little knowledge of its history, recent traumas, and its public. Well-

known as a highly self-centered artistic personality, little or not at all involved in the 

political and social events of her time, Graham did not prepare the tour from the 

perspective of an audience who, just a few years before, had struggled with a devastating 

war, and even at that time, was only started on the path to recovery. The program Graham 

presented did not and could not elicit a strong response in the minds and hearts of the 

French public. By comparison, Rossellini’s movie, “Rome, Open City” was still making 

full halls at the time Graham danced in France, because its story of bravery and loss was 

more a part of the public’s real and emotional world, compared to Graham’s dances. 

Before the tour, Graham proudly declared in an interview that she did not “care if the 

Europeans will understand her dances, because what was important was to feel them”33. 

In consequence, she did not devise any strategy meant to help the reception of modern 

dance. One year ago, Merce Cunningham also toured Paris with his own company, but he 

had a different approach. Instead of presenting revolutionary dances both in technique 
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and themes, Cunningham “played in the middle”, and he not only danced with a French 

ballerina, Tanaquil LeClerc, but also presented classical works, namely “The Seasons”, in 

a modernist vision34. 

The dances presented by Graham focused either on American history and culture, 

or on mythology. “Frontiers” – Graham’s trademark, “Appalachian Spring” and 

“American Document” were “a whole history, a whole life there”35, pure Americana. The 

pioneer-dancers brought before the audience the American past, its traditions and 

beginnings, but the emotional fluid between the artists and the public, which makes an 

artistic creation unforgettable, was not there that night. The desire and power of the 

American people to conquer the spaces, despite all hardships, was the last thing the 

French audience was ready to enjoy and applaud. Graham also presented dances based on 

of mythology, mixtures of legend, sexuality and psychoanalysis, having as heroines 

dramatic and powerful feminine characters, such as Judith, Medea, Phaedra or Jocasta. 

Graham was fascinated by myths and by psychoanalysis, being a supporter of Jung’s 

theories and therapies36, but even in these dances she tried to connect some of the themes 

with the American heritage. Having the suggestive, minimal props of Isamu Noguchi, 

often just a huge shell, a pair of bull’s horns, or some hanging ropes, Graham explored 

the world of emotions, fears, repressed desires, and sexual fantasies of her heroines. The 

mythology as an artistic source of creation was not unknown to the French public; for 

instance, during the early fifties, Cocteau also explored it through his cinematic trilogy 

based on the character Orpheus. But unlike Graham, Cocteau’s movies presented love as 

a possible hope for emotional fulfillment, while love in Graham’s dances was 

complicated, possessive, and destructive - not a time of healing, but a time of crisis. 

Love was, even if in a different form and phase, another reason which affected the 

tour negatively. Just a few years before, Graham, a woman in her late fifties, had married 

a much younger dancer from her group. Hoping to save their troubled relationship, before 

the tour she focused on her emotional life. She even choreographed a dance based on the 

story of King Lear, “The Eye of Anguish”, through which she wanted “to show Europe 
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the real Hawkins”37, her husband. Even during normal times, the atmosphere in her 

company was a tense one, but now the tensions amplified. A former dancer declared that 

the “solution” for a relationship with Graham was to be so in love with dance that 

working with her did not really matter38. During the tour, most of the dancers felt that 

they had been left behind, and that it was a personal affair between Graham and her 

husband, ego, and delusions about her own importance. Graham’s “tremendous ego”39 

made her push her aging body long after other dancers stopped, so, during the opening 

night, she injured her knee. Instead of giving her roles to other dancers, hoping to impress 

her husband and the whole audience, she preferred to dance. Not to say that because the 

costumes were not ready, the dancers removed the pins until the last minute, before the 

curtain’s rise. Like a bad omen, even the guest of honor, Mrs. Roosevelt was late40. 

At the time of the intermission, “the exhausted audience”41 started to leave, not 

enough attracted and impressed by American history and psychoanalysis. If they had 

stayed, they would have seen two of the most beautiful dances ever produced by Graham:  

“Every Soul Is a Circus” and “Letter to the World”. The first is an intriguing and 

delightful story about the human longing for happiness, while the second is based on 

Emily Dickinson’s sensitive poetry. The next day, most of the press ignored the presence 

of the American group in Paris. Janet Flanner, the American correspondent who lived 

most of her life in Paris, scrutinizing with a keen eye the city’s social, political, and 

cultural life, did not mention it. The tone of the press which mentioned Graham’s tour 

varied between bewilderment and brutality. “Le Figaro” said: “At the end of the evening, 

one could not stand any more symbolism and metaphysics; one would have liked to see 

the French cancan or the ballet from Faust”42. The second night was excruciating, as one 

of her former dancers said. Already before the start, it was a failure, and not only because 

nobody was buying tickets. Not at all supportive with her company, Graham declared: “If 

I can’t dance, I don’t give a damn if anyone dances”43. The next day the season was 
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closed. The group traveled to London, but they did not dance. It was, in the words of 

Pearl Lang, one of the most gifted dancers of the company said, “a big mess”44. Graham 

preferred not to mention anything about the French tour in her memoirs, and except some 

of the former dancers’ bitter memories, her biographers avoided the topic or presented it 

briefly. Back home, despite the failure of the American modern dance to prove the 

American superiority in terms of dance and innovation, the country awarded her a medal.  

Shortly after, in 1954, Graham and her Company returned to Paris in another 

attempt to conquer it. None of the reasons which contributed to the first tour’s failure 

disappeared. At most, they became less acute. Despite the fact that Graham learned a 

lesson and, as homage, she choreographed a dance portraying Jeanne d’Arc, the public 

still found the movement “very athletic, unbeautiful, and incomprehensible”45. A reason 

for the indifference with which the public received Graham and her company during the 

second tour might be the distress caused by the fall of Dien-Bien-Phu, and, beside and 

because of this, the cancellation of the expected visit of the Russian ballet. With 10,000 

tickets sold, “le tout Paris” was planning to attend. In this atmosphere, Graham’s visit 

passed almost unobserved. The comments about the American modern dance group were 

sparse and short. “Her visit here accomplished its mission in rousing great interest”46, 

politely said the American correspondent of “Dance Magazine”, hoping for a new visit of 

the American artist. In 1954, when Martha Graham and her company left Paris, there 

were few signs which announced the future triumph of her art during the sixties in 

Europe, including France. At that time, the Parisian audience was desperate for not seeing 

the star of the Russian ballet, Galina Ulanova, “with her sweet face and humble 

manners”47, while Graham’s tour apparently confirmed what Simone Beauvoir stated, 

namely that America was not the birthplace of art. 

During the sixties, the modern dance was called “the new wave”, and, after more 

than a decade, Graham could finally be considered “the best ambassador this country has 

ever sent”. Graham, an artist from a country which did not have what “to offer” Europe in 

terms of culture, because of its “cultural desert”, was compared to and considered an 
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equal of Picasso, Stravinsky, D. H. Lawrence and other “innovators” of the artistic world. 

Her influence in art, said the critics, was similar to that of Picasso, namely a break with 

the tradition through a new form of expression, equally sophisticated, strong, and 

meaningful48.  

Can this success be totally separated from the new political and social climate of 

the sixties? It would be simple to answer no, but it would be more interesting to see the 

proportions in which the background of art, namely the social and the political, affected 

the positive acceptance of the American modern dance. Concentrating on France, our 

paper tried to demonstrate that Graham’s tours in the fifties were more than a simple 

relationship between the French audience and an artist and her company. In the spring of 

1950, when Graham’s company first danced in Paris, at the “Théâtre des Champs-

Élysées”, there was more than an artistic confrontation between two cultures. There were 

two nations, with their past, present, and future. It is fascinating to see how, when 

involved in a “we-they” discourse, culture loses its neutrality, carrying and expressing 

beyond the national pride, the taboos, fears, and insecurities of a nation. But it is also 

meaningful to see that Graham’s tour proved that the artistic act is in the end the creation 

of a human being. With all the ups and downs of the human condition, which transcends 

the national boundaries and differences.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
48 Tracy, Goddess, p.205 
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Abstract 

“Assez” as an adverb or a quantifier has not been really studied in English nor in French.  

Or, when that adverb appears in a paper, it is described to be an adverb of quantity.  

More, it is not really discussed, but often just listed in the category of “adverb of 

quantity” or compared with the adverb “beaucoup” (a lot), which is an adverb that has 

been discussed a lot lately (Doetjes (1998), Abeillé (2003), Gondard (2003), etc.).  

However, we think that is a really interesting subject in linguistics, especially for the 

syntactic and the semantic fields because “assez” in French appears to be much more that 

what linguists said about it before.  In fact, it seems that “assez” can also be an adverb of 

completion and an adverb of frequency.  Since  “assez” seems to be compared to 

“beaucoup” which is listed as an adverb of quantity but also discussed as an adverb of 

frequency when it is interchangeable with the adverb “often”, “assez” can easily be listed 

or discussed as an adverb of frequency.  It is more difficult, though, to show that it can 

also be listed as an adverb of completion.  We actually succeed by showing it 

resemblance with other completion adverbs, such as “partiellement” (partially).   

 

Is it the same “assez”?  Is it the syntactic that determine that difference of interpretation? 

Is it the semantic that determine that difference?  There are many questions to answer and 

we think that those answers can be interesting for the semantic and syntactic field of the 

linguistics.  In fact, the classification of the adverbs is still an important subject of 

discussion.  We hope that our answers can help that discussion. 

 

To answer our questions we decided to try a theoretical methodology.  That means that 

we don’t do a field research, we are only using our linguistic intuition (and of course, we 
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confirm that intuition by discussing with other linguists or other French speakers) and by 

comparing the syntactic behavior of “assez” in different contexts and for the different 

categories with the other adverbs already studied and listed in the categories we are 

interested in.  With that, we can analyze if it is only the semantic that does the difference 

or if it is also the syntactic.   

 

By the end of the research, and therefore the paper, we will be able to explain in what 

context, syntactic and semantic, we can find the three “assez” and also we can help the 

question of the classification of adverb by bringing some syntactic and semantic rules for 

the three categories we are working with.   

 

 

L’INTERFACE SÉMANTICO-SYNTAXIQUE DE L’ADVERBE « ASSEZ » EN 

FRANÇAIS : UN PROBLÈME DE CLASSIFICATION 

 

Résumé 

« Assez » en tant qu’adverbe ou quantificateur n’a pas réellement été étudié en anglais ni 

en français.  De plus, lorsqu’on fait mention de « assez » dans un article, ce n’est souvent 

que pour le citer en exemple comme adverbe de quantité ou pour le comparer à l’adverbe 

« beaucoup ».  Ce dernier adverbe, « beaucoup », est le sujet de plusieurs articles écrits 

par Doetjes (1998), Abeillé (2003) et Gondard (2003).  Cependant, nous pensons que 

« assez » est un sujet très intéressant en linguistique et, plus précisément, pour les champs 

d’études en syntaxe et en sémantique parce que cet adverbe semble être bien plus que ce 

que les linguistes en disent jusqu’à maintenant.  En fait, il semble que « assez » peut être, 

en plus d’un adverbe de degré, un adverbe d’accomplissement et de fréquence.  Puisque 

« assez » est souvent comparé à l’adverbe « beaucoup » qui est listé comme adverbe de 

quantité mais aussi étudié en tant qu’adverbe de fréquence (lorsque celui-ci est 

interchangeable avec l’adverbe « souvent »), on peut dire que « assez » peut être 

facilement étudié et listé comme adverbe de fréquence lui aussi.  Toutefois, il est un peu 

plus difficile de montrer que « assez » peut aussi être étudié en tant qu’adverbe 
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d’accomplissement.  Nous avons tout de même réussi à comparer le comportement 

syntaxique et sémantique de « assez » avec d’autres adverbes d’accomplissement tel que 

« partiellement » et son comportement avec d’autres adverbes de fréquences tel que 

« souvent ».   

 

Cependant, il est plus difficile d’expliquer comment le même « assez » peut être, à la 

fois, un adverbe de degré, un adverbe de fréquence et un adverbe d’accomplissement.  

S’agit-il du même « assez » ?  Est-ce que c’est la sémantique ou la syntaxe qui détermine 

cette différence d’interprétation ? Il y a plusieurs questions auxquelles nous devons 

répondre et nous pensons que ces réponses seront utiles pour les champs d’études en 

sémantique et syntaxe.  En effet, la classification des adverbes est toujours un sujet 

important de discussion et nous espérons que nous réponses serviront à cette discussion. 

 

Pour répondre à nos questions, nous avons décidé d’utiliser une méthodologie théorique, 

c’est-à-dire que nous ne faisons pas de recherche de terrain, mais que nous utilisons 

plutôt nos intuitions linguistiques (que nous confirmons, bien entendu, en discutant avec 

d’autres linguistes ou francophones) et en comparant le comportement syntaxique de 

« assez » dans différents contextes avec d’autres adverbes qui sont déjà listés et acceptés 

en tant qu’adverbe de degré, de fréquence ou d’accomplissement.   

 

À la fin de notre recherche, nous allons être en mesure d’expliquer dans quel contexte, 

syntaxique et sémantique, nous pouvons retrouver les trois « assez » et ainsi aider la 

question de la classification des adverbes en apportant quelques règles sémantiques et 

syntaxiques à chacune des classes d’adverbes avec lesquelles nous travaillons. 
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Motifs of trauma, identity, memory and atrocities of Vietnam War 

addressed by Lan Cao in “Monkey Bridge ” and Bertrand Russell in 

“War Crimes in Vietnam.” 

 

This research paper explores the effects of trauma of Vietnam War upon Vietnamese 

generations and undermining of American nationalism as an outcome of that war with 

particular focus upon Lan Cao’s novel "Monkey Bridge" and Bertrand Russell’s book 

"War crimes in Vietnam”. This paper attempts to knock the conscience of invading neo-

imperialist agencies that mar the psychological poise of peasant communities on the 

pretext of fulfilling their mythical goals. The study further leads to exploration of causes 

of reinvention of immigrants’ identity after their migration from the realms of 

uncontrolled atrocity and lack of trust where the yeast of their generations matured during 

centuries of peaceful coexistence. This paper concludes with addressing the touching 

motif of the haunt of memory and invites attention of warring regimes to grip the rope of 

restraint firm unless they themselves breed patches of partial-madness on the face of 

earth. 

“Monkey Bridge ” is Lan Cao’s debut novel which was published in 1997.This work 

provides glimpse into the two phases of lives of Mai and her mother Thanh.One in 

Vietnam during the war and the other after the end of war in America as immigrants. In 

their effort to assimilate in America , Mai  and her mother have ignored the riddle that 

continues to prey on their minds: on the day when her mother was airlifted out of Saigon, 

Mai’s grandfather, Baba Quan, was left behind due to unknown reasons.Mai is confused 

by her mother’s grief for and seeming indifference to Baba Quan.When Thanh suffers a 
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stroke and calls out for Baba Quan, Mai resolves to find her grandfather, because she 

believes Baba Quan is the only person who can ease Thanh’s disquiet.Thanh’s epistolary 

narrative which is termed gorgeous fictional remembering by Mai is representation of 

trauma in language. She invents her past and gets newly formed knowledge of self and 

society. On the other hand both Mai and Thanh have contradictory desires to remember 

and forget their native land and past, that bespeaks not only the experience of 

displacement and exile but also the experience of trauma.Thanh contains facts from the 

reach of her daughter in an attempt to suspend stretch of her family Karma1.However her 

traumatic memories of past are not genuinely pathological alone rather they shape her 

identity after their disruption due to war, loss of homeland, family and community. Her 

trauma is different from ordinary misfortunes of life owing to potential threat to her life 

and bodily integrity and also because it overwhelms her adaptation to life in America. 

Within refugee community in Little Saigon in America, as Claire Stocks mentions, 

secrecy and lies are characterized as survival tactics that create more palatable histories 

of evasion, fabrication and mythologization. 

Myth has an obscuring purpose in this novel with reference to past whereas trauma 

enlivens shameful past memories for Thanh and tickles Mai to probe her mother’s 

symptoms to know her secret history.Mai’s prompt success in learning English within no 

time leads her to assume distinguished position amongst the Little Saigon people. She 

says, “My mother had already begun to see me, even as early as our first year in Virginia, 

as somebody volatile and unreliable, an outsider with inside information- someone whose 

tongue had to be perpetually checked and contained.”(41) However her preference for 

English is with a purpose to escape linguistic form of Karma prevalent in Vietnamese 

1Karma is Vietnamese equivalent to good or bad omen 
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language which is tense less .She wishes to confine her past to mere history and her 

escape from her mother tongue is a sort of retreat to seductive pull of American dream 

which to her surprise did not take in its sway  Little China Towns and Little 

Italys.(37).Her dissatisfaction with previously written narratives and fatalistic beliefs of 

her mother, which have barely little relevance to her experience, invokes her to invent 

novel interpretations during translation. 

Mai blames her mother for her flawed eye because she instilled in her brain that she 

would inherit something by virtue of Karma. She believes that her mother is her karma 

and her eyes her inheritance(20).While crossing Canadian border some unthinkable 

danger plagues her heart because her father’s words echo in her mind when he said, “One 

wrong move was the American decision to side with a postwar colonially minded France 

against a vehemently anticolonial Vietnam”(26).One right  response then would have 

made the difference between peace and war, life and death and the entire course of a 

country’s history might also not change. Vietnam had drive back five Chinese, three 

Mongol and two French invasions but they themselves never invaded their 

neighbours.Mai’s mind reminds her of the identity of a refugee or her self displaced from 

her own land. Fears surround every Vietnamese in Little Saigon because he is an 

awkward reminder of a war the whole country wanted to forget(15).They were resident 

aliens with a general reputation of coming from realms of original sin and they had a 

natural predisposition towards madness.Mai admits that in spite of not possessing 

complete identification papers the Vietnamese came with an inescapable trail of history 

which was difficult to erase(42).For refugees, immigration represented unlimited 
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possibilities for rebirth, reinvention and other fancy euphemisms for half truths and 

outright lies. 

Baba Quan’ act of prostitution of his wife with uncle Khan for the sake of preservation of 

land lends motif of betrayal to the story. He permits uncle Khan to transgress his wife’s 

body in return for wealth and sustenance. This episode might be a pun on communists’ 

zealous concern for land at the expense of honour and values. Thanh’s mother was the 

site of defilement or contamination from where the negative Karma stepped into their 

family. According to traditional values, the purity of female body is essential because it is 

designated as the site for the transference of what Thanh conceptualizes as 

“Karma”.Thanh’s miscarriages seem psychologically prompted in order to suspend the 

flow of family shame. Her belief is that this is the body of the mother which is the 

inevitable location of settlement and transfer of ancestral trauma and shame. Vietnamese 

value of ancestor worship in awe of Betel nut story makes Baba Quan son of his soil and 

Thanh regard her supposed father as a native without suspicion. On the other hand Uncle 

Khan’s murder at Baba Quan’s hands, and witnessed by Thanh on her way to her native 

village to perform her mother’s funeral rites, recalls her multitude of poisonings and 

contaminations. Her inability to perform proper burial of her mother and revelation of 

real character of Baba Quan and his allegiance to Vietcong nationalists lead Thanh to 

enter an unceasing phase of emotional chaos. This triggers post traumatic stress disorder 

in her due to her failure to have sufficient cathartic relief after proper mourning and doing 

philial duty to her ancestors spirits in the honour of native values. 

Thanh hides facts from the reach of her daughter while remaining silent. However history 

deceives both mother and the daughter.Thanh’s silence reveals symptoms of her inner 
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wounds to her daughter whose efforts to probe her mother’s disease lead her to nowhere 

but her own history. Her mother’s final deed of committing suicide is an act of atonement 

or sacrifice to ward off their family Karma. Claire Stocks asserts that the several Karmas 

Thanh faced are the outcome of not just her family and the Vietnam society of myth and 

superstition, but are product of cultural loss in the outcome of war. Thanh’s silence, 

mythic distortions, erasures and unspeakable silences, instead of concealing past- revive 

it to reformulate immigrants’ identity. 

Bertrand Russell’s book “War Crimes in Vietnam”  published in 1967 is another work 

which provides the factual analysis of military strife between the local Vietcong 

Guerrillas and the American troops. Russell mentions the unprecedented use of defoliants 

and napalm  bombs by the American troops in violation of International law. Russell held 

public trial of Vietnam war in 1967 to investigate and evaluate American foreign policy 

through an independent body of intellectuals, scholars, experts of law and philosophers 

from all over the world. More than two sessions of this tribunal were conducted in 

Stockholm, Sweden and Copenhagen, Denmark. This trial is unique in the sense that 

previous two trials, Nuremberg trial and International military tribunal for the far east, 

held after the World War 2 were conducted by the Victors who sought vengeance to 

victimize their opponents. This trial was an appeal to American conscience to safeguard 

their values of fair play and restraint from bloodshed and route of atrocity. According to 

Noam Chomsky, ‘… this is in the nature of imperialism that the citizens of the imperialist 

power are always among the last to know-or care- about circumstances in the colonies.’ 

The record of the tribunal stands as an eloquent and dramatic appeal to renounce the 

crime of silence. In responsible American circles, the central issue in the debates during 
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later stages of the war was the question: Can we win this war at an acceptable cost? The 

doves and hawks disagreed. The tribunal was concerned with very different questions. It 

does not ask whether the US can win at an acceptable cost, but rather whether it should 

win , whether it should be involved at all in the internal affairs of the Vietnamese, 

whether it has any right to try to settle or even influence these internal matters by force. 

Russell in his book Power defines naked power, “It is power de facto, power employed to 

maintain the hegemony of a tyrant or a clique against the wishes and welfare of the great 

mass of citizens.” Russell accuses irrational nationalism in contemporary politics for the 

imposition of wars upon peasant communities, as this has taken undue advantage from 

the demise of religion which recognized communities of mutual interest in antiquity. 

Economic power these days governs the major events in the world .To avoid evil effects 

of misused economic power Russell proposes effective use of Political power. Hence he 

proposes for legitimacy in international discords. This has been in the nature of 

unconventional wars that body counts don’t decide who is the victor. These are political 

settlements which best solve the crises. America’s Domino theory proved wrong in spite 

of American exit from Vietnam. Though communist took over Vietnam, they did not 

promote revolution or spread their wings. They preferred unifying their country under 

socialist rule. Thus American strife of defending freedom against totalitarianism proved a 

delusion. This was an international plundering of arms in a civil war. 

Rich mineral resources  like tin, tungsten, manganese, coal, lumber etc. made Indo China 

as attractive place as a colony for Japan and France but the recent neo imperialist 

invasion by the worlds best democracy led to such an unprecedented stream of violence 

and bloodshed that imminence of a direct encounter between cold war adversaries did not 
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seem unlikely. Guerilla war which is poor men’s best weapon led American led coalition 

forces to use defoliants like agent orange, napalm and other incendiary bombs to make 

vegetation growth impossible for months, hence triggering spells of famine and 

environmental hazards. Atrocity marked the character of this war, killing numerous 

people on both sides of the divide by the respective warring sides and amputating 

numerous lives. Certain areas infested with Vietcong loyalists were declared free fire 

zones and regimes in Saigon and Hanoi were given lavish strategic and arsenal support 

by the rival super powers. 

Russell appeals American people to raise their voice and struggle for an America free of 

murderous production, free of war criminals, free of exploitation and free of the hatred of 

subject peoples. These people look to the ordinary people of United States to understand 

their plight and to answer their struggle with an American resistance capable of making 

the United States again a citadel of individual liberty and social justice. The international 

war crimes tribunal is itself an appeal to the conscience of the American people.(124)   

Russell tribunal succeeded in reaching the consensus by nearly all participants on the 

issues relating American misuse of scientific weapons, large scale bombardment on 

civilian property like schools, hospitals, civic inhabitatations, dams etc.This trial however 

received modest response from The United States where many considered it an 

ineffectual, biased show trial. 

Vietnam War marred American nationalist sentiment at home considerably especially 

after the arrival of South Vietnamese immigrants in 1975.There were fifty eight thousand 

troops who laid down their lives in this troubled war.Kennedy,Lyndon Johnson and 

Nixon regimes faced severe opposition for their involvement in this prolonged warfare. 
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National budget deficit reached new heights and three American nationalist ideologies of 

cosmopolitan liberalism, nativism and multiculturalism came in a state of flux. American 

ideals of liberty, individualism, popular sovereignty and egalitarianism were tarnished 

when foreign policy makers gave deaf ears to popular sentiments of restraint.   

Trauma and post traumatic stress disorder are the immediate outcomes of such a horrible 

phase of history. Beside the warring factions the real sufferers were those who were 

radically against war and leaving their homes. Their physical wounds might have healed, 

but the emotional agony and suffocation of memory of twenty years’ war has become an 

inalienable part of all those who were involved in this. It takes generations to get rid of 

haunt of trauma, intrigue, pain, betrayal and revenge which such a war entails. Humanity 

has spilled lot of blood during last century and during most of the occasions the culprits 

were the same imperialists. Both Lan Cao and Bertrand Russell plead for restraint from 

the neoimperialist agencies and ask for the need of giving respect to popular opinion in 

honour of human life. If this happens, there will be less emotional chaos to master and 

few itineraries of lawlessness to shepherd.      
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Introduction 

   By initially selecting a topic such as kimchi, a common everyday food, it led me to 

discover the book on Korean onggi potters and ultimately gain greater knowledge about 

Korean culture and an anthropological perspective on the present through the prism of the 

past.  I now have renewed appreciation for an onggi jar my mother brought from Korea in 

1975 that she still uses today for its intended food storage purpose.  Learning and discovering 

a vast amount about Korean culture from a single food source has impacted me profoundly.  

Through this awakening I now understand both the reasons and processes involved in 

scholarly examining cultural and ethnic distinctness in addressing our differences while 

developing an appreciation for the influences affecting adaptability and shared commonality 

for mutual survival.  What separates us and makes us different is balanced by our 

commonality and inclusion together on this one life canvas earth. This class has shown me 

how similar we all are as human beings.  As much as we tend to separate and distinguish 

ourselves by ethnicity our survival is inherent only by an equal grasp of our commonality and 

universal acknowledgement of the basic human need for food, love and respect/acceptance. 

One culture’s influence on the other forms a bond which intrinsically links them together 

despite the ebb and flow of conflict and intolerance.   

Throughout this class, I was often reminded of my childhood growing up in Korea; 

things I saw and heard from my grandparents, aunts, uncles, and neighbors were all lessons 

about my culture.  We take our lives and daily interactions for granted, but we are actually 
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living history everyday.  Each day we leave a foot print for the future generation.  I appreciate 

learning and want to broaden the exploration and somehow puzzle the pieces together and 

make a template for future generations to follow and imagine we are all children of this 

universe; no one better or worse.  

Living in the present is experiencing the history of today and yet to be cognizant of the 

ongoing richness contained within the moment of everyday activities is most difficult.  

Through this course of study I hope to maintain a sharper focus and gain an appreciation for 

what is in front of me as the days and experiences behind cannot be retraced and soon 

dissolve into translucent shadows and fractured memories.  

 
Kimchi-Beyond Smell and Taste 
 

The purpose for this research paper is to explore the history and evolution of Korea’s 

national fermented vegetable food staple called kimchi/kimch’i/kimchee.  Over the centuries, 

the spelling of this word has changed, and today the most widely accepted spelling is kimchi.  

During my previous research of Korean onggi pottery, I learned about the interdependent 

relationship that existed between this unique ethnic food and the pottery needed to store and 

preserve it over long periods of time in multiple climates throughout myriad locals in both 

rural and urban environments.  

In Lefferts review of The Korean Onggi Potter (Sayers and Rinzler), he states that 

“Without kimch’i (cabbage fermented with hot spices) Korean cuisine would not have its 

appeal: without onggi pots, glazed, capped, and buried up to their necks in the ground to 

protect against climatic extremes, kimch’i would not exist.”  This special relationship and 

mutual dependency between the means for storage (onggi pot) and the food itself (kimchi) 

enduring over centuries may be unique to Korean cuisine. 
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My intent is to further examine the importance of kimchi not only as a nutritional food 

source, but as an historic causeway linking a people together over centuries of relations with 

its neighbors and influences from outside the Asian continent.  Included is a discussion of the 

origin of the word kimchi; a telling of the gathering of women in preparation to make kimchi 

for winter months known as kimjang, along with remarks regarding the cultural/social 

significance of kimchi and its economic impact on Korea and its people both within Korea 

proper and for émigrés, including myself.   Although I have enjoyed eating kimchi my entire 

life and am familiar with its pungent smell and savory taste, until this research was 

undertaken, I had little knowledge about its origins and evolution through history. This class 

has afforded me the opportunity to delve into a part of my cultural roots via a cuisine that is 

mysterious in some respect and yet so common and available.  Kimchi is not just food to the 

Korean; it identifies who you are and thus envelopes the Korean soul.   

“People who know nothing about Korean culture can usually summon up the name 

kimchi, in association with the country.” (http://www.home.kmu.ac.kr) 

A Brief History of kimchi 

Earliest evidence suggests that kimchi originated before the Three Kingdoms period 

from the 4th-7th century A.D.  Vegetables were popular and plentiful to the ancient people of 

Korea whose main industry was agriculture. During this period, vegetables were primarily 

fermented with salt, vinegar, grain gruel or leftover grain from wineries. The vegetables used 

in early kimchi were primarily turnip, eggplant, gourd, wild leek, royal fern, and bamboo 

shoots, all ingredients indigenous to the native agrarian landscape.  The early kimchis were 

not spicy, and were stored in earthen jars. (The Book of Kimchi, 1998, pg. 24) 
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Few fermented vegetable foods are found worldwide. Possible explanations as to why 

kimchi was developed as a fermented food include the availability of cultivated vegetables 

and advanced Korean technology for salting fish that was frequently used as a seasoning and 

preservative. (http://www.kimchi.or.kr) 

Koryo Period (918-1392 A.D.) 

The incursion of Buddhism from China in the tenth century impacted the Korean diet 

and had a stimulating effect both on the diversity of kimchi ingredients and its preference as a 

major part of the cuisine. With the Buddhist philosophical aversion to the consumption of 

meat, and the early Koryo Dynasty’s adoption of these practices as the state religious 

preference, vegetables grew in importance as a food source and were preferred as the primary 

staples in the Korean diet. Kimchi developed in variety and took on regional flare during this 

period: white radish, cucumber, watercress, wild mustard leaves, lettuce, green onion, ginger 

roots and hollyhock all became common ingredients in the fermentation mix.  In Koryo 

society, common kimchi was made simple and mild. (The Book of Kimchi, 1998, pg. 26)   

Choson Period (1392-1600 A.D.) King Sejong devised Han-gul 

During the Choson Period, Korea experienced a renaissance of culture and 

technological progress. It was marked by the development of a distinctly Korean character 

based written language (Han-gul) and typography and advances in the sciences; particularly 

astronomy in addition to progress in several industries. Coinciding with these achievements 

was a boom in agricultural production and cultivation methods and thus harvested vegetables 

became more abundant.  Through trade with neighboring countries several foreign vegetables 

also were introduced to Korea during this period and many found their way into kimchi 

recipes, adding further to the ingredients list available in addition to advancing the methods 
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for the preparation of this food staple.  Along with new vegetable ingredients from the Koryo 

period, pheasants were used as an ingredient to make kimchi. Because of multiple new 

ingredients, Choson society experienced a wide variety of kimchi.  Nabakchi was introduced 

during this time; a type of kimchi to be enjoyed instantly, unlike previously fermented 

vegetables meant to ripen over time before consuming.  It was also during the Choson Period 

that food coloring was first introduced to kimchi; cockscomb and safflower were used to give 

a fine tint, and the number of spices used in kimchi increased greatly. (The Book of Kimchi, 

1998, pg. 27) 

Mid-Choson Period (after 1600 A.D.) 

At the beginning of the 17th century trade with neighboring countries continued to 

expand and multiple diverse vegetables and flavors again were introduced to the Korean 

palate: red chili pepper, pumpkin, sweet potato, apple and watermelon.  It was red chili 

peppers arriving via relations with Japan that marked dramatic changes in the production and 

taste of kimchi.  This new vegetable became the main flavoring agent in kimchi together with 

many kinds of salted and fermented fish now included in kimchi.  It was also during this 

period that Korean cabbage and white radishes became the primary ingredients of kimchi. The 

most popular kind (paech’u t’ongkimchi, whole cabbage kimchi) resulted from plant breeding 

in the 19th century.   

In the recordings of Chungbo sallimkyongje, about 41 kinds of kimchi are listed.  A 

unique first “home encyclopedia” of the Choson Dynasty, Kyuhapch’ongso (written by the 

wife of a nobleman), introduced sokpakchi-type kimchi (stuffed kimchi).  Another book 

written during this period Imwonshibyukchi, recommended the use of red chili pepper in 

kimchi. The red chili pepper was discovered to have a beneficial effect in keeping vegetables 
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fresh and played an important role in the fermentation process.  This new ingredient would 

forever alter kimchi. The milder pickled-type of kimchi surviving from ancient times, prior to 

the use of red chili pepper in the late 16th century, became chang-atchi, a separate group of 

foods and served as a side dish. The earlier kimchi thus became distinct from the kimchi 

group in the mid-Choson period and for ever after. It is interesting to note the impact of red 

chili pepper into Korean diet. (The Book of Kimchi, 1998, pg. 29-31) 

“After the Japanese invasion at the end of the 16th century, the spice most closely 

associated with modern kimchi, red pepper powder, came to Korea.  Cooks began to 

experiment, producing some throat blistering combinations.” (http://home.kmu.ac.kr) 

The Derivation of Kimchi and Kimjang 

 The origin of the word kimchi is difficult to determine and there remains considerable 

scholarly debate. In part this difficulty arises from Koreans use of Chinese characters in early 

written communication. The word kimchi is believed by some scholars to have come from the 

Chinese word “chimchae,” or soaked vegetables.  Prior to 15th century A.D., Chinese 

characters were used to transcribe items and events.  There was no written Korean language 

until King Sejong devised Han-gul (Korean Language) in the 15th century.  Kimchi is the 

general term given to a group of fermented vegetable foods in Korea. The origin of the word 

kimjang (to help each and share jobs) arrived from Chinese word “chimjang.” (The Book of 

Kimchi, 1998, pg. 32) 

 Other sources of information provided this insight into the roots of kimchi referring to 

two other possible origins. Some scholars believe it evolved from the native Korean words ji 

or jimchae (vegetables soaked in salted water), then later changed its pronunciation to timchae 

or dimchae, then to jimchi, and finally kimchi.  Another possible origin is a Korean 
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pronunciation of the Chinese character Ham-tse or Kam-tse (processed with salted water or 

pickle vegetables). The earliest recorded account of kimchi is found in the Book of Si-Kyong 

(a collection of Chinese poetry that was written between 2,600-3,000 years ago).  It contains a 

stanza which says, “a cucumber has grown on the bank of the field, and pickle it for 

worshipping ancestors.”  The worship was wishing longevity and happiness. Many Koreans 

at the time of Si-Kyong lived in the Manchurian region, and it is believed that they made 

kimchi to preserve vitamins and minerals in vegetables for the long, cold winters of 

Manchuria. (http://www.lifeinkorea.com) 

Types of kimchi and its impact 

 There are hundreds of varieties of kimchi, and every region, village, and even family 

clan has their own individual and subtle methods of preparation and distinct use of 

ingredients. Family traditions have most often passed from generations through the gathering 

of the women and ritual of physically making the kimchi rather than the sharing and passing 

on of written recipes.  It is in the feel and texture of moist and sinewy vegetables flavored 

with hot and aromatic scents coalescing under the direction of skilled and sure fingers in large 

metallic bowls that the family kimchi heirloom is learned and ownership transferred from one 

generation to the next.  Nappa cabbage made into paech’u kimchi is the most common type, 

followed by radishes made into kkaktugi kimchi (square cut radishes).   

Since the 1960s, when factory-made kimchi first appeared on the market, the number 

of urban families who continue to make their own kimchi has gradually diminished.  Yet, 

kimchi is still considered to be the most important element of the Korean meal and 

quintessentially Korean by both Koreans and foreigners alike. To a contemporary Korean, 

rice and kimchi are the defining elements of the minimal acceptable meal.  Kimchi continues 
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to be an important part of everyday Korean meals. (Encyclopedia of Food and Culture, 2003, 

pg. 337) 

 “A seaside region’s kimchi will be saltier than that of a landlocked area and summer 

cooks produce cooking water kimchis to contrast with the heartier cabbage kimchis of the 

autumn and winter.  And a delicate cucumber kimchi sits better beside a bland noodle dish 

than beside a robust beef stew.” (http://home.kmu.ac.kr) 

Nutrition of kimchi 

 That Kimchi is important as a staple in the Korean diet both today and throughout the 

centuries is due in part to its high nutritional value and health sustaining benefits. Kimchi has 

played a role as an important source of nutrients during long winter months.  Kimchi contains 

and develops different kinds of nutrients based on vegetable and meat ingredients and the 

level of fermentation.  Usually, the materials used in making kimchi are low in calories and 

levels of sugar, but contain high amounts of fibers, diverse vitamins (especially vitamin A and 

C), and important minerals (such as calcium and iron).  The nutrients produced during 

fermentation (lactic acid bacteria and acetic acid) help protect against cancer and germs.  The 

fiber in cabbage is not a nutrient but it aids digestion, allows smooth movement of food 

through the intestines, and helps prevent constipation and intestine cancer. Red chili peppers 

and garlic help to lower blood cholesterol and aid in blood clotting.  The nutrients and 

activities of the various micro-organisms produced during fermentation are also very 

beneficial to the human body. (http://www.lifeinkorea.com) 
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The Ritual Kimjang  

This is an annual event in which large quantities of kimchi are made and stored to 

endure for the long winter. The kimjang kimchi is made to last from the late autumn to early 

spring, when fresh vegetables again become available.  Depending on the region, kimjang 

kimchi is seasoned accordingly.  For instance, in the northern part of Korean, the seasoning is 

lightly added to the kimchi and it is juicy, and the taste is mild and yet cool.  In the southern 

part of Korea, near the coastline (warmer temperature) and having the abundance of salt and 

fermented fish, kimchi has a much stronger taste.  During the kimjang period, mothers, sisters, 

daughters and neighborhood women help each other in making kimchi. There are two kinds of 

kimchi: kimjang kimchi as described above and seasonal.  Seasonal kimchi is made from 

vegetables that are fresh in the markets at any given time and is for short term storage. (The 

Book of Kimchi, 1998, pg. 37) 

“Not a holiday as such, kimjang ch’ol (kimjang season) is nonetheless recognized to 

the extent that some large business firms in Seoul give bonuses to their employees to help 

defray the cost of their winter stores.  During this interval, small groups of relatives and 

neighbors work together in cooperative fashion.” (The Korean Onggi Potter, 1987, pg. 62) 

I can recall my mother, aunts and neighborhood wives, all squatted around the court 

yard in our house in Korea making kimjang kimchi….their gloved hands all stained deep red 

from the peppery seasoning.  The hustle and bustle of this autumn occasion brought lots of 

work for them, but also camaraderie as I can remember the women sharing stories and 

laughing as they fulfilled their duties as mothers and as wives.  If only I knew then what I feel 

now, I would have appreciated them more for their continuance of this tradition of bonding 

and sharing this national Korean food. 
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The Storage of kimchi 

 Centuries before the advent of modern refrigeration, kimchi was preserved and stored 

solely in onggi pots for its fermentation.  During the summer, to maintain relatively stable 

temperature, the kimchi jar was placed in a well or stream and in the winter jars were nearly 

completely buried in the ground, using the heat of the earth to keep the contents from 

freezing.  The right storage was vital, especially regarding kimjang kimchi and the jar was 

often insulated with rice straws.  It is because of these wonderfully glazed pots that great 

fermented foods were produced in Korea.  Because of the nature of the clay used and exacting 

means of production, onggi pots allowed only a minute amount of gas particles to pass 

through the cylindrical wall, and not the air itself, thus protecting the kimchi from spoiling 

even during long periods of storage. The ceramic onggi jars provided the means for fermented 

foods such as kimchi, pastes, and salted and fermented fish to become imbedded in Korea’s 

food culture throughout centuries of history and change.   

These ceramic pots were introduced in Korea before the Three Kingdoms Period (4th -

7th centuries) and throughout the Koryo and Choson Dynasties they came to be of the utmost 

importance in the everyday lives of Koreans.  Their shapes, sizes and patterns vary according 

to the region where they were made and nearly every Korean dwellings in the countryside 

featured straw huts in the backyard close to the kitchen to protect kimchi stored in onggi jars 

buried in the ground from rain and snow and to maintain its consistency with the temperatures 

of the earth.  Much like the fermented foods contained therein the onggi pots also were 

influenced by the migration of religious philosophies and other foreign influences that 

coursed throughout Korean history.  At times of religious intolerance in the 18th and 19th 

centuries onggi potteries served as communities of refuge for Korean Catholics fleeing 
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persecution and those Christian converts preferring the low status anonymity the pottery 

communities provided.  

Globalization and present technology however may have sounded the death knell for 

the onggi pot as kimchi’s beloved storage vessel. This wonderful folk art tradition and cultural 

icon is now fast disappearing and instead becoming a mere decorative artifact and as a result 

another skilled trade may be headed for extinction. Nowadays, with modernization, kimchi is 

stored in glass jars placed in refrigerators. (The Book of Kimchi, 1998, pg. 39-41)  

Kimchi-cultural/social identity 

“In order to know all the data of Korean culture, theoretically one would have to be 

aware of the totality of the ideas and the behavior, including the material results therefrom, of 

each individual in the nation.  Fortunately, one need not eat a whole jar of kimch’i to become 

familiar with the quality of that Korean national dish.” (The Koreans and Their Culture, 

1951, pg. 4) 

 To most Koreans a meal without kimchi would be incomplete, or even unthinkable.  In 

all its variations, kimchi provides the Korean diet with essential vitamins as well as a 

distinctive flavor that invariably draws strong reactions from the first time taster.  In Korea, a 

smile is encouraged when one says kimchiiiii (the equivalent of “say cheese” when being 

photographed).  It is believed that a woman’s housekeeping skill or quality is mainly 

evaluated by “how to make and preserve kimchi best” in their home throughout all 

generations from ancestors until now. (http://www.asianinfo.org) 

That kimchi is important to Korea is without dispute. Kimchi is more than a food for 

Koreans.  It is a nearly revered national symbol, and has served as a source of pride in 

creating a distinct and surviving cuisine. Most certainly kimchi is an historic part of the 
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national identity of Korean cuisine.  Kimchi is perhaps unique as an enduring ethnic food 

legacy serving as a mirror reflective of Korean traditional culture and its history, thereby 

becoming deeply etched into a collective national consciousness.    

Further Study 

“Kimch’i is the Korean national dish.  To the natives, it smells good, to most 

foreigners it simply smells, which shows their provincialism.” (The Koreans and Their 

Culture, 1951, pg. 83) 

 My research paper on kimchi has led me to learn that only a scarcity of books on this 

topic is written in English. Those books that are available are not written with the intent of 

establishing scholarly reviews or interpretive positions, but tend to be didactic and focused on 

historical facts or recipes with a listing of ingredients.  Most written information is meant to 

provide a brief historical guide and serve to provide a cursory education about the Korean 

culture and history.  To some degree the web provided a broader avenue of both historical and 

topical materials and data for further research as I discovered several sites offering valuable 

information on kimchi and the history of Korea.  These sites have greatly assisted me in 

meshing both spectrums of information. 

 “Korean food is still thought of as exotic in the West and non-Koreans still consider it 

as an adventure to visit a Korean restaurant.  The pungent aromas and tremendous variety of 

things served with a Korean meal raise many questions and heighten the mystery that 

surrounds Korean cuisine.  Best known is the tangy kimch’i dish of pickled vegetables that 

challenges the palate with a hot and sour taste that takes a few tries to get used to.” (Culture 

and Customs of Korea, 2000, pg.103) 
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ID: 1177  
“’With curst speech’: Restaging the Power of Women’s Cursing in Shakespeare”  

Maureen McDonnell  
Eastern Connecticut State University  
83 Windham Street  
Willimantic, CT 06226  
mcdonnellm@easternct.edu  

Despite early modern prohibitions against women’s speech, many female characters in Shakespeare’s 
plays broker a particularly charged form of language: the curse.  This form of speech allows female 
characters to literally wield words as a weapons, gaining control on the battlefield (in Joan of Arc’s 
case) and in the political sphere (as does the Duchess of York in Richard III).  In the first part of 
Henry VI, Joan of Arc (or Joan Pucelle) differentiates herself from her fellow French soldiers who 
mock the English “pale ghosts” and “drowned mice” only to be fiercely beaten in battle by the 
forces they have just ridiculed.  In contrast to her boastful peers, she is able to precisely fulfill her 
spoken promises – and her curses, as her enemies quickly learn.  Others’ highly sexualized response 
to her speech complicates her instinct for self-preservation, demonstrating the nationalistic and 
gendered dimensions of language.  Cursing similarly surfaces as a vehicle for manipulation and 
power in Richard III.  In this play, other women view the Duchess of York as powerful because of 
her linguistic adeptness, begging her: “O thou well skilled in curses, stay awhile and teach me how to 
curse mine enemies!”  The Duchess of York highlights the correlation between language and 
experience, noting that one’s “woes will make [words] sharp and pierce like” her own before inviting 
her students to “in the breath of bitter words / let’s smother” her son, Richard III.  Both characters 
complicate the early modern maxim that “an eloquent woman is never chaste.”  Cursing, not 
chastity, gives these women authority and allows us to see their language with an awareness of its 
gendered, sexual, national, and experiential dimensions.   
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Bryan Howell  2 10/26/2007 

A Design Process for Everyone 

 

 

The workshop “A Design Process for Everyone” is a fun, simple, hands‐on method of introducing the essentials of a 

conventional design process to any group of new or non‐designers, regardless of age or artistic talent.   

 

The workshop is designed to challenge established norms of form and meaning in the creation of a lighting product 

by limiting participants to the use of prescribed materials and a range of rudimentary forms.  Everyone can 

participate in the workshop because the need for sophisticated construction skills has been eliminated, and it 

selectively bypasses many issues typically viewed as important in the product design field, primarily material 

selection and form modeling.  Instead the exercise invites participants to look at the world through fresh eyes by 

promoting a break from culturally indoctrinated problem solutions.  It invites participants to enjoy the creative act 

of designing and teaches us that successful products are based upon meaningful associations with contemporary 

culture. 

 

At the outset the objectives of the workshop are clearly established. The first objective is to establish a thorough 

design process that everyone can understand and use in order to create innovative design solutions. The second 

objective is to reveal and break habitual patterns of designing lighting products. And the third objective is an 

argument for innovation.    

  

The workshop breaks down the design process into six distinct phases.  Phase one defines the problem, two sets 

the framework, three encourages component and material manipulation, four formulates design concepts, five 

corroborates the solutions, and six refines and consummates the design.  This particular process and framework 

are designed to address our tendencies to limit research and exploration in the initial phases of the design process.  

Participation in this workshop results in the design of an innovative lamp composed of conventional components 

by un‐conventional methods that challenge pre‐conceived notions of illumination products.  

  

Phase one address people’s natural tendency to frame problems based on one’s own previous experience, they 

select materials and forms that they know have been proven and are familiar, and lean toward a path of least 

resistance; designers are generally unwilling to challenge the existing paradigm.  (fig. 1)  
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The debates on globalization often focus on economic issues, the increase of 

capital flow, transnational investment and international trade, integrating all 

countries into a single giant world market. Globalization has also increased the 

worldwide circulation of information and ideas through the internet, fax machines, 

satellites and cable TV. However, the powerful impact of globalization on culture 

has not been sufficiently analyzed. "Globalization has changed the concept of 

culture" (Ogura, 2006: 23). The concept of culture can no longer be described 

merely as the property of a single nation. 

     

2

   The purpose if this paper is twofold: 1)To suggest that the standard theories of 

intercultural communication are often based on stereotyped concepts of cultures, 

cultures as traditional systems of codes and conventions not anymore adapted to the 

complexity of the modern reality of cultures.  2)  Closely related to the concept of 

culture  are the notions of individual and social identities. This paper wants to 

emphasize that individual as well as social identity are never a fixed reality, a pre-given 

identification. Identity, particularly in the age of globalization, is a dynamic and 

evolving concept. It is felt that the reconsideration of these two concepts can be of great 

importance for intercultural communication research. 

 

 "Human beings seem to like to give themselves a sense of security by forming 

simplistic notions about the culture of other countries" writes Yamazaki in his book,  

Individualism and the Japanese (Yamazaki, 2000: 3). Stereotypes are then often 

created. Although such stereotypes might not be totally wrong, they usually exaggerate 

isolated aspects of reality. The study and the comparison of cultures are therefore not a 

simple matter. A theory of culture is not only a way of interpreting reality, but also a 

framework for understanding reality and comprehending other cultures and relating to 

them. 

 

2. THEORIES OF CULTURE    
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 Any theory of culture, particularly when comparing cultures in the field of 

intercultural research, must address the following three basic facts: 

1) Cultural comparisons should avoid overstressing differences because it leads to 

overemphasizing the feature of a given culture, as it were a unique attribute. 

2) A nation or an ethnic group cannot be considered as a single cultural unit. Groups 

and individuals in a given nation do not necessarily share an identical culture. 

3) Culture is not static, it is a dynamic process of generation and transformation. This 

is particularly evident with globalization. 

3

In relation with the first fact, it is quite clear that in the past, in order to make 

comparisons of cultures more striking, people have been tempted to exaggerate the 

differences, leading to a focus on a given country distinctive features at the expense of 

those characteristics it shares with other societies. It is essential to research distinctive 

features in the light of features which are common to other cultures.  To put it in 

Yamazaki's words, "Commonalities are essential if comparisons are to be made" 

(Yamazaki, 2000: V). Moreover, cultures are not predestined to have some immutable 

distinctive characteristics. Yamazaki uses the expression "cultural predestination" 

(2000: 9) and Demorgon, in his fascinating book, Critique de l'Interculturel, 

emphasizes the same idea: "The absolute distinctiveness of cultures is a problematic 

notion." (Demorgon, 2005: 170), [my translation]. The reason for this is quite simple: 

different cultures influence each other and often there is a process of fusion. How can 

one attribute at a given moment distinctive features to a culture which is in perpetual 

development and change? This point will be developed  to a greater extent in the 

section dealing with the dynamism of cultures. 

 

 In relation to the second fact to be addressed in the study of cultures, it must 

be stressed that a nation or an ethnic group cannot be considered as a single cultural 

unit. There are within a nation regional cultures, cultures of towns and villages, smaller 

groups cultures, family cultures which form cultural units. Renan's 1882 famous 

definition of nation "L'essence d'une nation est que tous les individus aient beaucoup 

de choses en commun" [The essence of a nation is that the individuals of of this nation 
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have many things in common] has to be extended to the various groups which 

constitute cultural units in a nation. These groups also have many things in common.  

Nations are not culturally homogenous. Within the same nation, social classes, gender, 

education, religious affiliations and several other factors constitute the self-awareness 

and self-consciousness which become the markers of a cultural identity, a subculture 

within the national culture. Individuals within a given nation are not always identical 

and their cultural behavior might be different. Several recent studies, for instance, 

Kim's (2005) Kim, Hunter, Miyahara, Horvath, Bresnahan & Yoon (1996, have 

emphasized this point. Very often, individual values rather than cultural values will be 

better predictors of behavior (Leung, (1989), Leung & Bond (1989), Triandis (1998). 

 

4

 It is particularly evident in the modern world that culture-level generalizations 

or national-culture generalization are not adequate anymore for intercultural research. 

It is sufficient to consider the vast number of countries in the world which are 

multicultural and multilingual and where there is considerable immigration. Canada 

where you have English-Canadians, French-Canadians and another 33%  of the 

population which is neither from British or French origin but coming from 40 different 

countries is only one example. Many other countries could be cited. Serious cultural 

research cannot anymore apply the absolute and general dimensions of individualism 

versus collectivism, high-context versus low-context and other similar cultural 

dimensions to most countries in the world. 

 

 The third fact which must be considered in intercultural research is that 

culture is not static, it is a dynamic process. In his recent book, Demorgon (2005) 

insists that cultures are not static phenomena. They change constantly and are 

indefinitely renewable. Yamazaki makes the same point: "Culture is by no means a 

fixed entity, but a set of dynamic processes of generation and transformation 

(Yamazaki, 2000: 119). As a consequence of globalization, no single society corresponds 

to only one form or type of society. Different cultures influence each other, occasionally 

fusing. As globalization becomes a reality, it follows that different kinds of 
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5

homogenization and standardization occur all over the world - an occurrence which 

makes no exception of culture" (Ogura 2004: 21). To affirm the singularity of a culture 

is questionable. How indeed can one label a culture as unique and coherent when it is 

in constant development (Demorgon 2005: 170). Yamazaki (2000: 13) has an 

interesting definition of cultural fusion which is worth quoting: "  It is necessary to 

direct attention away from narrowly defined culture theory and seek not for the 

attributes and universalities present in specific cultures but for the fundamental 

principles that precede and give rise to all cultures…These precultural principles are, 

obviously, subliminally present in every culture. Cultural fusion, therefore, is not a 

matter of one culture assimilating features of another but something in the other 

cultures stimulating the full flowering of aspects already present in the first". One of 

these precultural principles is individuation. The tendency toward individuation 

represents the drive to preserve individual units of life. This principle is antecedent to 

culture. The concept of individuation relates to the modern notion of individualism but 

precedes it.  

 

3. Individual and Cultural Identity 

 

 One must also emphasize that individual identity as well as cultural identity 

are never a fixed reality, a pre-given identification. Identity is a dynamic and evolving 

concept (Saint-Jacques, 2002: 16). "Cultural identity is a matter of becoming as well as 

being. It belongs to the future as much as to the past. It is not something which already 

exists, transcending place, time, history and culture. Cultural identities come from 

somewhere, have histories. But like everything which is historical, they undergo 

constant transformation" (Hall, 1990: 225). "Identity is never a  priori, nor a finished 

product…" (Bhabba, 1986: xvi).  "Things fall apart, the centre cannot hold" (Yeats, 

1991). This quotation from Yeats which he wrote after the aftermath of the First World 

War, has often been used to highlight the current sense of cultural fragmentation and 

dislocation of the individual in the new world dominated by globalization. " In this new 

world, individual identity, group identity, social identity, cultural and ethnic identity as 
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well as national identity are no longer clearly defined concepts to which individuals and 

groups can relate and find their own identification. Identity is no longer conceptualized 

as a given but rather as something which is constantly negotiated and struggled over" 

(Saint-Jacques, 2002: 13). Identity is a complex concept. Since there are many domains 

of self-conception, there will be several corresponding aspects of identity. In this sense, 

an individual can have several identities or multiple identities. The case of immigrants 

is a good example. In a recent article in the International Journal of Intercultural 

Relations, Van Oudenhoven, Ward and Masgoret, write that "immigrants may give up 

parts of their cultural heritage without giving up their cultural identity (2006: 647). 

They also insist that "attention should be paid to the influences of globalization on 

acculturation and intergroup relations" (647). Yamazaki presents a good summary of 

this phenomenon: "In modern times the individual's activity has been diversifying and 

group membership becomes more pluralistic, belonging to a number of groups means 

that the individual takes on multiples identities" (Yamazaki, 2000: 121). 

 6
4. intercultural research   

 

 Intercultural research has often focused on superficial and stereotyped aspects 

of culture, thus hiding the historical genesis and the evolution of a given culture. The 

"group orientation" or the concept of collectivism in the case of Japan is a typical 

example. Historically, explains Sakaiya (1993: 273), the group orientation dates back to 

the early days of rice cultivation and is characterized by a strong sense of belonging to 

the economic unit. Rice cultivation requires that everyone work together diligently and 

manage water to assure the success of the crop. The amity, cooperation, consensus and 

agreement of the members of the group become paramount. In a rice-cultivating 

agricultural society, individuals and families could not survive independently of the 

group (Sakaiya 1993: 77). In this the Japanese differed from nomadic cultures. This is a 

historical fact, BUT JAPAN IS NO MORE AN AGRARIAN CULTURE!  Yamazaki 

(2000: 93) rightly remarks: "The common conception that Japanese culture is basically 

agrarian is still difficult to shed". 
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 In relation to Japanese culture, the absolute concept of collectivism is wrong. 

"Jiko tassei", the promotion of the individual, is no more a taboo word. Individualism 

has been making strong inroads in the Japanese society. For the young generation of 

Japanese, self, the individual, have become as important or more important than the 

group. Recently, the Japanese government, in a white paper, has described these 

changes giving several examples. For instance, the young salary man who refuses to 

work late at night or during weekends because he wants to relax or do things that he 

likes. Or again the salary man who refuses to be transferred to another city, thus giving 

up a promotion, because he wants to be with his family. In 1989, Gakusei Engokai 

conducted a survey among young salary men aged between 20 and 30 in the Tokyo and 

Osaka areas, and 74% declared that their personal work and happiness were more 

important than the Company which employs them (Saint-Jacques, 2005: 246). These 

changes have been clearly demonstrated in several studies and surveys by psychologists 

and anthropologists. The lifetime employment, that is the lifetime commitment 

between corporations and their employees, is naturally under siege with the rise of 

individualism. In a paper "End of the Road for the Seniority System", Shigeyuki (2006: 

20) writes: "Around the year 2000, personnel managers began talking about how the 

latest recruits had a whole new outlook. They said the new employees were narrowly 

focused on their career, interested only in themselves, and lacking loyalty to the 

company". The seniority-based wages and promotions systems were giving way to 

performance-based systems, and companies were looking for talented individuals who 

would be an asset for the company from day one. Shigeyuki concludes that "in the case 

of almost all Japanese companies, resuming the use of the old wage system is out of the 

question… The environment they operate in has simply changed too radically since the 

1980. In a nutshell, it has been globalized" (Shigeyuki, 2006: 22). In an article, "The 

Japanese Economic Model Revisited", Vogel reached a similar conclusion about the 

long-term employment system (Vogel, 2006: 43). 

 

David Matsumoto, in his recent book, The New Japan, (Matsumoto, 2002), 
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quoting his own research and the research of several other scholars, makes the 

statement that "there is no support for the claim that Japanese are collectivistic and 

Americans individualistic, and in that in fact some of the research concludes that 

Japanese may be less collectivistic, that is more individualistic than are Americans 

(Matsumoto, 2002: 41). Are these changes mostly restricted to the younger generation? 

One could very well raise this point, as I did in my review of Matsumoto's book 

(Saint-Jacques 2003: 467). In fact, there are strong bastions of the traditional group 

importance left in the Japanese society. Later in his book, Matsumoto agrees with this: 

"Quite frankly, the data argues against the stereotypic notion of Japanese collectivism, 

at least among the young generation, and speaks directly to the existence of at least two 

groups in Japan with quite different cultural value systems  (Matsumoto: 2002: 47). 

The two cultural systems coexist. I certainly agree with Matsumoto that it is important 

for Japan to maintain its basic core values, those that have come to represent the 

essence of Japanese culture. To describe these two systems, Matsumoto proposes the 

concept of "individual collectivism". This concept suggests that a society can celebrate 

cultural diversity in thought or action, that is individuality, while maintaining core 

values related to the importance of the group and hierarchy, that is collectivism 

(Matsumoto, 2002: 198). If changes in Japan follow the present orientation, the 

Japanese society would become a model for other societies. Concerning this successful 

cultural conflict resolution, Robert Christopher was more that prophetic when in 1983 

he wrote: "To an extent unmatched by the inhabitants of any other nations, the 

Japanese succeeded in marrying the social discipline that is the virtue of a strong 

collective consciousness with the sense of personal responsibility customarily regarded 

as inseparable from rugged individualism" (Christopher, 1983: 328). 

 

 In spite of the compelling evidence of globalization on national cultures, one 

can still find several recent studies in intercultural research ignoring this fact. A paper 

written by Sasagawa, Toyoda and Sakano "The Acquisition of Cultural Values in 

Japanese Returnee Students", published in 2006, is only one example of similar articles 

which could be cited. In this paper, one can read the following most astonishing 
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statement: "In line with previous research,  Australia, Belgium, Canada, England, 

France, Germany, Italy, Scotland, Spain and the US were grouped as individualistic, 

and the remaining countries, China, Columbia, Ecuador, Egypt, Fiji, India, Indonesia, 

Hong Kong, Kazakhstan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Singapore, 

Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Thai, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, The 

Netherlands, South Africa, Switzerland were grouped as collectivistic" (333-337). The 

three Japanese authors of this paper must have regretted their allegiance to this 

dichotomy, because their results show that "students returning from collectivistic 

countries were more individualistic than returnees from individualistic countries". 

Their explanation for this unexpected result is not convincing.  

 

5. Conclusion 

 

9

 A valid summary of my paper can be found in Douglas (2006: 549): "Until the 

latter part of the twentieth century, culture was principally developed within 

nation-states and national cultures. In recent years, however, new technologies and 

institutional changes have begun to break down the symmetry between nation and 

culture, resulting in a new form of "cultural globalization" affecting political identities, 

national solidarity and cultural values". 

 In relation to intercultural research, I believe that a rigid analysis of the 

diversity of cultures can impede cultural research and therefore communication 

between cultures. I will conclude with this quotation from Demorgon: "If cultures are 

also codes, they are above all responses to problems encountered by human beings. 

Surely, these responses vary according to historical contexts originally different, but 

most of these problems are shared by all human beings" (Demorgon, 2005: 194). 
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Often, the media represents social justice efforts (including feminism) as either a nostalgic past 
endeavor or a resentful critique of the status quo.  Students within women’s studies often link the 
term “feminism” with generational conflict and (supposedly achieved) social change.  This 
conflation often overshadows other contemporary strategies that confront oppression, and allows 
students within the United States to avoid self-recrimination when considering global politics.  By 
examining how activism is portrayed in the media, we can determine ways to capitalize on activism 
that does not neatly dovetail with the political legacies of the first, second, and third waves.  How 
might discussions of empire be discussed along with students’ interest in individual empowerment? 
Do coalitional politics allow students and citizens to negotiate self-interest and their engagement 
with institutions?  What are the relationships between the anti-war movement and an academic 
approach to Women’s Studies?  This paper also considers what roles the classroom might play in 
thinking about empire, nation, and gender, and the political dimensions of that space.  
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 6. Abstract 
“Wrenched By Two Styles”: Narratives Of The Moral Dilemma Of Vernacular Literacy 
In A Bilingual Country. 
 
 Vernacular literacy has been presented as a critical solution for a wide array of social, 
political and educational problems in countries where official and indigenous languages 
coexist. Some educational theories challenge the notion of a curriculum that does not 
recognize this particular sociolinguistic situation, contending that in such instances the 
best interests of students are not served.   
 
The paper underscores the primacy of the role of education in looking after the best 
interests of the child and examines the following:  the role of the language curriculum in 
effective direction of the education of the student, the difficult language realities of select 
Caribbean societies as they pertain to the general education of students and the moral 
dilemmas implicit in vernacularization. It defines vernacularization as the 
instrumentalization of the vernacular for social development and in the context of this 
paper gives primary focus to education. 
 
The theoretical position which undergirds this paper is two-fold. The Bakhtinian ( Morris 
1994)concepts of centralization and decentralization, of unification and disunification  
and the notion of markedness and the way in which it  affects attitudes to language and to 
the use of language (Myers-Scotton’s 1998).   
 
The paper uses narrative (Polkinghorne 1988, Clandinin and Connelly 2000) as a 
methodological tool. It bears out the underlying assumption that the narratives of persons 
involved with education attest to the fact that major issues implicated in vernacularization 
must be pointedly addressed if change is to take place.   
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Abstract: 
 
My current research seeks to understand and interpret “surfing music” as a regional 
Californian cultural practice. Yet if music is at the center of this study, what is that 
music? Sam George, the long-time editor of Surfer Magazine, makes an interesting 
distinction between “surf music”—a sub-genre of popular music including songs about 
surfing (Beach Boys) and guitar-lead instrumental rock (Dick Dale) that blossomed from 
1961 to 1964—and “surfing music”—music that surfers like. Of course this opens the 
doors very wide, leaving me to ask if there is such a thing as surfing music in any 
musicological sense. The crux of this question leads me back to one of the oldest 
assumptions of ethnomusicology: one of the ways that human groups constitute 
themselves is musically. Therefore, if there is a California surfing community, there 
should be a California surfing music. 
 
This presentation shows how a surfing community in California may be posited in part 
through the musical practices of surfers. Not surprisingly, early California surfers were 
heavily influence by Hawaiian musical practices. Though several strands of California 
surfing music can be identified, the Hawaiian influence remains. The paper draws from 
current theories of group identity formation from sociology, anthropology, 
ethnomusicology, and history, and is grounded in my own ethnographic research among 
surfers primarily in California. 
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Abstract 
 
Ohala’s cross-splicing experiments in 1990 demonstrated that in C1C2 assimilations (/anpa/ → 
/ampa/), the place feature of C2 (labial) overruled that of C1 (coronal). Although Gow & 
McMurray (in press) found in their recent eye-tracking experiments that lexical factors were 
taken into account in regressive assimilations—cat box, having a lexical competitor cap box, was 
slower to fixation than green boat, with a non-lexical competitor *greem boat—it has not been 
addressed whether with the non-lexical cross-spliced syllables we hear things wrong or whether 
we hear things correctly but misinterpret what we hear due to expectations. The current work 
examines reaction time between homorganic and heterorganic nonwords (/ampa/ and /anpa/) to 
show that assimilations are not simply a mishearing, but the result of our judgment of phonotactic 
rules. 
 
An experiment is presented in which native speakers of American English are asked to identify 
the sounds they hear. Stimuli for the experiment were created using two methods: voice recording 
and speech synthesis. A native speaker of American English recorded VC1C2V utterances in 
which V was always /a/ and the clusters consisted of C2 of one of the six stops in English (/p, t, k, 
b, d, g/), and homorganic nasals or stops in C1 position, yielding 12 sequences of utterance: 
 appa abba  ampa amba 
 atta adda  anta anda 
 akka agga  aŋka aŋga 
The same sequences of segments were synthesized with the Festival Speech Synthesis System. 
Then, the 24 VC1C2V utterances (natural 12 + synthesized 12 = 24) were cross-spliced into 
heterorganic clusters (atpa, akpa, anpa, aŋpa, etc.). Subjects, informed that they were testing a 
speech synthesizer, were asked to identify each utterance among three choices: one which 
represented the medial consonant as having the place of C1, another C2, and the third as “funny 
sound”. 
 
The current experiment used mouse tracking to see if cross-spliced (or “hybrid”) heterorganic 
sequences of segments (/anpa/) were in greater competition with their competitors than were 
“pure” homorganic sequences of segments (/ampa/).  
 
It may seem that subjects misheard the sounds seeing that they had indicated to have heard a 
homorganic word (/ampa/) regardless of the agreement in place features of C1 and C2 (/ampa/ and 
/anpa/). However, the results suggest that people hear sounds correctly (as /anpa/) but 
misinterpret what they hear (to be /ampa/) due to judgment and expectations, since these factors 
would have overridden what their ears were telling them. Both experiments showed delays in 
reaction time to “hybrid” words (/anpa/), compared to the “pure” words (/ampa/) for the identical 
target (/ampa/). 
 
In conclusion, the current study demonstrates that what seems to be misperception is in fact the 
result of our judgment—phonology. This work contributes to better understanding the perceptual 
aspect of assimilation processes.   
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Abstract: The paper is looking at the music activities within the National Offenders’ Choir 
Competitions as a conscientising agent and as a framework for the structured music activities at 
Umtata prison. Using Foucault’s theory of the “panopticon” the paper investigated the extent to which 
music activities subvert the watchfulness of prison authorities and the way in which music encourages 
offenders to transcend their prisoner status, while modifying their behaviour for reintegration into the 
society as reformed citizens. To advance my argument I have also drawn ideas from Paulo Freire’s 
theory of conscientização (1970) and his method of ‘praxis’, to stimulate offenders, Department of 
Correctional Services’ officials and community musicians through a music participatory action 
research project towards developing and improving musical, self - reflexive, and other life skills of 
offenders while in prison. Lastly, the paper provides a preliminary view of findings from cycles one 
and two of the MPAR project at Umtata prison. 
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Abstract 
Several contributions have been made in the anthropological literature on the topic of 
magic in different societies across the globe and through a time span of thousands of 
years. The word “magic”, in an anthropological context, is often used to reflect religious 
and spiritual connotations. Burger and Neale describe magicians in the 6th century B.C.E. 
as “representatives of a foreign religion that was both fascinating and fearsome, a group 
they did not understand but which seemed to be powerful possessors of secret knowledge 
and strange powers” (1995: 62). In the 21st century magic remains stigmatized and 
mysterious to many in the United States yet, many of these connotations have changed. 
Today, magic is regarded as an art form and is increasingly growing popular in the world 
of television and entertainment. Las Vegas is a growing city that is bustling with 
magicians who come to learn and grow as performers, colleagues and individuals.  
Hundreds of performers flock to Las Vegas in the spring for the yearly magic convention. 
Magic shops line the glittering streets of the Las Vegas Strip and Downtown casinos that 
are a popular attraction for children and laymen while serving as jobs for practitioners.  
Magicians relocate their homes to live and work in the various cabaret shows and lounges 
across the valley. Aside from such a public face, the audience watches from only one side 
of the stage and is completely oblivious to what occurs behind the curtains. What 
personnel, emotional and social events occur behind those curtains? What is the real 
meaning of magic to many magicians that relocate to Las Vegas and perform for a living? 
How has an art form that has changed numerously in purpose throughout history change 
the performer as well? Interviews conducted with magicians reveal that many magicians 
feel differently about the meaning, purpose and role of magic in their lives. This 
ethnographic paper will attempt to identify and unfold social misconceptions related to 
the magical arts in the 21st century, explain the various roles that are now in place for 
practitioners and explore the subjectivity and social realms of the practitioner’s 
relationship with magic through discourse and participant observation.  
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Introduction 

The Academic performance of black children and adults in post-industrial 

capitalist America is cause for public concern.  Nationally, just 12 percent of African-

American 4th graders have reached proficient or advanced reading levels, while 61 

percent have yet to reach the basic level.  In a national assessment of student reading 

ability, black children scored 16 percent below white children.  Forty-six percent of black 

adults, compared with 14 percent of white adults, scored in the lowest category of the 

National Adult Literacy survey.  The results indicate that blacks have more limited skills 

in processing information from articles, books, tables, charts, and graphs compared with 

their white counterparts (Gordon, 2006: 32).   

Numerous studies have attempted to analyze and explain this black-white 

achievement gap (Fordham and Ogbu 1986; Sowell, 1975, 1981; Murray, 1984; Van 

Hook, 2002; Dreeben and Barr, 1983; Bankston and Caldas, 1996; Labov, 1972).  These 

studies emphasize either environmental (class, socioeconomic status, test Bias, etc.), or 

hereditary (genetics) explanations (Jencks and Phillips, 1998).  The dominant theory of 

the last twenty years has been that of the environmental position, the “burden of acting 

white thesis,” the premise that black students purposely do poorly in school and on 

standardized tests because of racialized peer pressure, which deter them from performing 

well academically for fear of being labeled white (Fordham and Ogbu 1986).  I do not 

deny the acting white hypothesis for scholars have not been able to negate the fact that a 

“burden of acting white” exists for some black students, even though it is not prevalent 

among the group (younger, K-5th, students); instead, what I question is first its 

manifestation within a post-industrial capitalist America in which race as a barrier to 
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one’s “life chance” is ever-so slowly becoming insignificant (Wilson, 1978); and second 

its relation to black American underachievement vis-à-vis their white counterparts.      

Be that as it may, the intention of this essay is to theoretically highlight the 

necessary relationship between the normative and systemic origins of capitalist America 

and black American underachievement.  In doing so, I re-conceptualize the “burden of 

acting-white” thesis, which has dominated contemporary understandings of the black-

white achievement gap for the last twenty-years.   

The Capitalist Social Structure  

Before laying out the argument, there is a need, which is not an excursion, to 

highlight the capitalist normative and systemic framework, the “social structure of 

inequality,”1 which I intend to argue is the locus of causality for the dismal educational 

(under) achievement of black students in the inner-city vis-à-vis their white counterparts.  

This framework is conceptualized at the global-institutional or World-system level in 

order to capture the hegemonic “totality” of the framework.    

The upper class of owners and high-level executives, based in the corporate 

community of developed countries like the United States, represent today’s dominant 

bourgeois capitalist class whose various distributive powers lead to a situation where 

their policies (discursive practices, i.e., neoliberal policies) determine the “life chances” 

of not only local social actors, within the globalizing developed nation, but global ones as 

well.  As William Domhoff (2002) points out in Who Rules America, “The routinized 

ways of acting in the United States follow from the rules and regulations needed by the 

corporate community to continue to grow and make profits” (Domhoff, 2002: 181).  

Globally, this action plays out through US dominated institutions such as the World Bank 
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(WB), World Trade Organization (WTO), International Monetary Fund (IMF) etc., who 

prescribe fiscal, political, and social policies to countries in search of aid for development 

that aids the corporate-driven agenda of the developed world (that is, fits them within the 

structure of their social relations, i.e., the discourse of the Protestant ethic and its 

discursive practice, the Spirit of Capitalism), rather than the agenda of the developing 

countries: the establishment of open markets as the basis for development and social 

relations in developing countries, whose markets when established are unable to compete 

with that of competitors in the West, and therefore get usurped by the capitalists’ of the 

West who take advantage of the labor force—which is cheapened in order to globally 

compete with other—cheaper—prospective markets—and other resources of the 

developing country, who must allow these investors into their country in order to pay 

back the debts they owe to the aforementioned international institutions lest they be 

declared ineligible for aid and development loans if they do not open up (liberalize) and 

secure their markets.   

This Americentric contemporary trend has been labeled globalization under the 

auspices of neoliberalism (McMichael, 1996; Portes, 1997).  This common sense view 

tends to see globalization as both an ideological force (a conceptualization of the world [, 

i.e., establishment of markets as the basis for social relations]) and a material force (i.e., 

real transnational movements of capital and commodities).  That is to say, from this 

“natural attitude” or perspective globalization serves not only as a tool for investors to 

extract concessions from states, and for investors and states to extract concessions from 

workers and other citizens (Klak, 1998: 5), but also as a means of socialization to the 

capitalist social relations of production as the constitutive “practical consciousness” of 
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modern societies—an ideological position, which assumes a distinction between the life-

world of cultural meanings and subjective experiences, and the capitalist non-cultural 

system, which rationally and “organically” governs them (Habermas, 1984 [1981]).  

Theoretically, this same position amounts to a neoliberal euphemism for 

Immanuel Wallerstein’s (1974) predominantly Marxist world-systems theory, which 

emphasizes the integration of the world into a functional system “based on capitalist 

commodity production organized by a world market in which both purely economic 

competitive advantage and political interference by states play an interactive role” 

(Chase-Dunn, 1977: 455).  In other words, “in the modern world-system there is only one 

mode of production, commodity production for profit on the world market, that 

articulates different forms of labor exploitation and encompasses a system of 

differentially powerful [(core)] states and [(poor)] peripheral and semi-peripheral areas” 

(Chase-Dunn, 455) from whom concessions are extracted and social relations are 

normalized, regardless of race, ethnicity, gender, and sexuality, to meet the ends (profit-

motive) of the imperialistic capitalist system. 

Capitalist Education  

Whereas the dominant focus of world-systems analysis and the common sense 

neo-liberal view has been on the exploitative (or not) material relations between, and 

within, core and periphery states, the point of emphasis here is on the integration or the 

socialization involved in the conception of this relation in terms of capitalist hegemonic 

ideological domination.  This is an important distinction in terms of understanding the 

constitution of modern capitalist society and its social subjects or actors.  While the (neo) 

liberal position, coming out of America, views the system or structure of capitalist 
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societal relations as distinct from the plethora of cultural meanings and subjective 

experiences, which operate within its global systemic and normative framework, my 

Gramscian position, in keeping with the structural logic of world-systems theory, posits 

that the contrary is the norm.  That is, the capitalist system, as governed by owners, high 

level executives, and their pawns the middle classes, colonizes the “lifeworld,” the world 

of everyday pragmatic actions, through social institutions such as education, to prevent 

differentiation of norms and subjective experiences from that of “the Protestant ethic and 

the spirit of capitalism” (the nature of social and system integration in modernity) in spite 

of the fact that its (capitalist discursive practices) very structural/normative logic and 

practice differentiates social actors along class lines based on their relations to the means 

of production (Marx, 1992; Marx and Engels, 1964; Weber, 1958 [1976]; Smith, 1996; 

Mocombe, 2005). 

From this Gramscian perspective, the view, unlike that of the (neo) liberal 

position, is that in the emerging post-development global setting (globalization), 

globalizing capitalist core states, like the US (i.e., the hegemon of the current world-

system), no longer rely exclusively on political and military force to extract concessions, 

or market forces for that matter to reproduce the hierarchical and discriminatory system 

or structure, of capitalist social relations amongst periphery nations or their own social 

actors/citizens.  Instead, as governing elites in control of the state, as the constitutive 

element for capitalist bourgeois domination, investors use, and pressure other states to 

use, state “ideological apparatuses” such as education to interpellate (name, i.e., students 

preparing for work) and embourgeois their “workers and other citizens” with the 

ideological practices (i.e., discursive practices) that justifies, and makes acceptable, their 
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role in the investor/worker relationship that structures the global social relation of 

production.  In other words, through “ideological state apparatuses,” such as education, 

social actors in modern societies are given the “ethics” needed for their “ontological 

security” and the reproduction of, and consent to, the structural terms and practices (i.e., 

norms, values, prescriptions and proscriptions) of the capitalist social relations of 

production (Mocombe, 2005: 178-199). 

Under industrial capitalism, for example, “the scientific management movement 

initiated by Frederick Winslow Taylor in the last decades of the nineteenth century was 

brought into being…in an attempt to apply the methods of science to the increasingly 

complex problems of the control of labor [(in order to maximize profits)] in rapidly 

growing capitalist enterprises” (Braverman, 1998: 59).  The end result of this movement 

was the separation of the roles of worker and management.  In the case of post-industrial 

globalization, there was a renewed emphasis on cooperation between worker and 

management.  In both cases, interestingly enough, the techniques and functions of the 

work place were replicated in US classrooms to serve as the means of socialization or 

enculturation to the labor process, and its subsequent way of life.   

This direct correlation, most conspicuously, was between the implementation of 

pedagogical practices in American classrooms that paralleled the organization of work 

under each mode of production (Mocombe, 2001).  For instance, under the scientific 

movement of the industrial stage, mental work was separated from manual work, and “a 

necessary consequence of this separation [was] that the labor process [became] divided 

between separate sites and separate bodies of workers.  In one location, the physical 

processes of production [were] executed.  In another [were] concentrated the design, 
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planning, calculation, and record-keeping.  The preconception of the process before it is 

set in motion, the visualization of each worker’s activities before they have actually 

begun, the definition of each function along with the manner of its performance and the 

time it will consume, the control and checking of the ongoing process once it is under 

way, and the assessment of results upon completion of each stage of the process—all of 

these aspects of production [were] removed from the shop floor to the management 

office” (Braverman, 1998;86).   

To parallel the concepts of control adopted by management at that time, school 

curricula in the US stressed marching, drill, orderliness, assigned seats in rows, 

individualized seatwork, and tracking and leveling; seemingly all were preparation for the 

coordination and orderliness required in the modern factory.  Lining up for class as well 

as marching in and out of the cloakroom and to the blackboard were activities justified in 

terms of training for factory assembly lines, while tracking and leveling sorted out future 

workers and managers (Springs, 1994: 18).   

In short, all of the above-mentioned vestiges of the school curriculum/pedagogy 

complimented an aspect of the factory under scientific-management.  This is why, the 

service-oriented (post-industrialism/post-Fordist) re-structuring of American capitalist 

society, beginning in the 1960s, witnessed massive reform initiatives in school 

pedagogies—a result of the re-conceptualization of the role of the worker in the labor-

process under consumerist globality.  Skills that were peculiar to the industrial worker 

become futile to the service worker in the postindustrial globalizing process.  That is, 

whereas, the old work process was founded on passive submission to schedules or 

routines, individualism, isolationism, and privatism; the postindustrial or globalization 
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stage of the labor process focuses on teamwork.  “It celebrates sensitivity to others; it 

requires such ‘soft skills’ as being a good listener and being cooperative” (Sennett, 1998: 

99).  This reorganization of work has revamped the role of the laborer in the work 

process, and “throughout the U.S. economy, employers and managers are promoting a 

new ethos of participation for their workers.  In fact, the spread of a paradigm of 

participation—comprised of extensive discussion about the merits of worker involvement 

as well as actual transformation of production methods and staffing practices—may 

indeed be one of the most significant trends sweeping across postindustrial, late 

twentieth-century workplaces” (Smith, 1998: 460).  And to ensure socialization to this 

new aspect of Being in capitalism, this trend of employee involvement is adumbrated in 

the pedagogical curriculum reform movements of many US school systems, which place 

a major emphasis on “process approaches,”  “active learning strategies,” such as 

cooperative learning, group work, and many other “soft skills”—good listener, speaker, 

and writer—which characterize the multicultural dialogical elements of the new labor-

process. 2     

This paradigm of participation, accordingly, is not an attempt on behalf of 

management to reassociate the conception of work with its execution.  In other words, 

this is neither a reconstruction of Taylorism’s principles nor a means of trying to liberate 

the workers, as a result of the subsequent dialogue brought on by this ethos of 

participation.  Instead, “Sociologists, industrial relations researchers, organizational 

scientists, and policymakers who have studied this trend agree that leaders and managers 

of U.S. companies are climbing aboard the bandwagon of worker participation in their 

urgent attempts to maintain competitiveness under changing post-industrial/post-Fordist 
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economic circumstances.  In this new economic circumstance, which stresses servicing 

the financial needs of a transnational capitalist class, employers believe that when 

workers participate in making decisions, when they gain opportunities to apply their tacit 

knowledge to problem solving, and when they acquire responsibility for designing and 

directing production processes, they feed into an infrastructure enabling firms to respond 

to shifting market and product demands [(consumer demands)] in a rapid and timely 

way” (Smith, 1998: 460).   

This is the reason why the existing configurations of economic hegemonic power, 

located in the US contemporarily, allow for the fashioning and participation of new 

identities (through pedagogical practices that engender participation, i.e., cooperative 

group work, field trips, class room presentations, etc.) in the order of things: under 

industrial capitalism the aim of the upper-class of owners and high level executives was 

accumulation of capital through the industrial production of cheaply produced goods for 

the dominating masses and those in militarily controlled overseas markets (hence the rise 

of surplus-value at the expense of labor exploitation in industrial jobs); under post-

industrialism, however, the emphasis is on financially servicing a larger segment of these 

markets not just the initial colonial “hybrid” petit-bourgeois class, who are also interested 

in obtaining a larger portion of these markets as members of a dwindling (transnational) 

middle class interpellated by, and “embourgeoised” with the wants and needs of, capital 

(hence the fall of the rate of profit).  This middle class, which is a result of the 

restructuring of the organization of labor (service-oriented in the First World or core 

nations, production in the Third or developing world) by the dominant bourgeois class of 

owners and high-level executives in core or developed countries in order to increase the 
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rate of profit or accumulate more capital, constitutes the capitalist social space as pawns 

or service-workers, for these owners and high-level executives, who service the desires, 

wants, and needs of the oppressed of their respective communities—who are either 

unemployed or work in labor intensive production jobs—while at the same time 

legitimating the “hybrid” petit-bourgeois middle class identity, which the oppressed, 

working in low-wage earning occupations or not at all, must aspire to.  

In this hegemonic sense, education is no longer a discursive space where student 

subjectivity, as constructed by race, class, gender, and sexuality is given free reign to 

develop; on the contrary, their subjectivity, as constructed by race, class, gender, and 

sexuality is (re) produced and regulated by hybrid constructions determined by their 

relation to the means and mode of production.      

Thus, “ideological state apparatuses,” in essence, become the force-less means of 

enculturation or socialization to the dominant class stratifying capitalist order of things.  

So that in the case of education as an ideological state apparatus in today’s emergent 

global economy and culture, the pedagogical practices and curricula are not only those, 

which are required to reproduce the post-industrial capitalist social relation of production 

as practiced by the structural agents (the governing bourgeois class of owners and high-

level executives in developed countries) of its discourse, but it also serve to 

institutionalize their lingua franca (i.e., communicative discourse) as the means for doing 

so (Bourdieu, 1984; Bowles and Gintis, 1976; Mocombe, 2001).  This fact further implies 

that the transformation of society rests not on the subjective initiatives of all social actors, 

but on the “objective forces” (discourse) as embodied by those who exercise the agential 
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moments of the capitalist social relations of production (its discursive practice), which 

these elites equate with reality and existence as such.  

Hence, whereas those in power positions, investors in the global economy, 

actively partake in the reproduction and transformation of society and the world around 

them, by (re) configuring the discursive practices (i.e., rules and regulations of the “Spirit 

of Capitalism”) of the ideology or discourse within which their self-interest is best 

attainable.  The majority of workers and other citizens (non-investors), at best, become 

pawns of the ideology, as they recursively organize and reproduce, for their ontological 

security, the discursive practices of power.   

This homogenization or equalization of social action for the accumulation and 

centralization of capital is a seemingly non-agential position, for from this Gramscian 

perspective almost all social actors, with the exception of those in power positions, lack 

the theoretical and practical skills to transform their world as they encounter it, they 

simply reproduce it (attempting to live as investors), with their consent, given their 

indoctrination—“embourgeoisement”—into the pragmatics of bourgeois living, in spite 

of the structural differentiation the process engenders or (re) produces, i.e., class 

stratification or the ever-increasing proletarianization of the masses.  Moreover, at the 

level of the national or world economy, “this process of differentiation, counterposed as it 

is by equalization, is [also] responsible for the opposition of developed (core countries) 

versus underdeveloped (periphery) and developing (semi-periphery) regions and nations 

and for the opposition of suburb and inner city” (Smith, 1996: 80). 

American Blacks in the Capitalist Social Structure   
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American Blacks, as interpellated (workers) and embourgeoised agents of the 

American capitalist social structure, represent the most modern (i.e. socialized) people of 

color, in terms of their “practical consciousness,” in this process of homogenizing social 

actors as agents of the protestant ethic or disciplined workers working for owners of 

production in order to obtain economic gain for its own sake (Frazier, 1957; Wilson, 

1978; Glazer and Moynihan, 1963).  They constitute the social space in terms of their 

relation to the means of production in post-industrial capitalist America, which 

differentiates black America for the most part into two status groups, a dwindling middle 

class (living in suburbia) that numbers about 25 percent of their population (13 percent) 

and obtain their status as doctors, lawyers, teachers, and other high-end professional 

service occupations; and a growing segregated “black underclass” of unemployed and 

under-employed wage-earners occupying poor inner-city communities and schools 

focused solely on technical skills, multicultural education, athletics, and test-taking for 

social promotion given the relocation of industrial and manufacturing jobs to poor 

periphery and semi-periphery countries and the introduction of low-end post-industrial 

service jobs and a growing informal economy.  Consequently, the poor performance of 

black children, vis-à-vis whites, in education as an ideological apparatus for this post-

industrial capitalist sociolinguistic worldview leaves them disproportionately in this 

growing underclass at the bottom of the American social structure unable to either 

transform their world as they encounter it, or truly exercise their embourgeoisement 

given their lack of, what sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1973, 1984) refers to as, capital 

(cultural, social, economic, and political).3   
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Paradoxically, as I intend to argue here, it is due to their indigent (pathological-

pathogenic) structural position within the American capitalist social structure, as opposed 

to a differing cultural ethos from that of the latter, as to the reason why they underachieve 

vis-à-vis their white counterparts.  In other words, I am not positing that the black child, 

as a result of the poverty wrought on by the relational logic or structural differentiation of 

capitalist social relations, develops cultural norms in blighted urban inner-cities, which 

diametrically oppose the “protestant ethic and the spirit of capitalism” of the society; to 

the contrary, the black child’s culture of poverty is a result of their embodiment of 

bourgeois ideals amidst poor or meager material conditions in urban inner-cities.  Thus, 

the logic here is that the majority of black children underachieve in school in general and 

on standardized test in particular, vis-à-vis their white and Asian counterparts, not 

because they possess or are taught (by their peers) at an early age distinct normative 

values from that of the dominant social structure that transfer into cultural and political 

conflict in the classroom as an ideological apparatus for capitalists.  On the contrary, 

black children underachieve in school because in acquiring the “verbal behavior” of the 

dominant social structure in segregated “poor” gentrified inner-city communities which 

lack good legal jobs and affordable resources, the majority, who happen to be less 

educated in the “Standard English” of the society, have reinforced a linguistic community 

or status group, the black underclass, as the bearers of ideological and linguistic 

domination for black America.  Thus, the working hypothesis here is that it is 

predominantly due to two epiphenomenon of the American capitalist social structure, “a 

mismatch of linguistic structures” and the functional conflicts of standard and 

nonstandard English, as to the reason many black American students disproportionally do 
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poorly, vis-à-vis their white counterparts, on standardized tests in particular and in school 

in general. 

Blacks in Capitalist Education 

Traditional environmental theories, building on the cultural-ecological approach 

of John Ogbu, have argued that blacks given their racial marginalization within the 

racialized socioeconomic social structure of American capitalist society either developed 

an oppositional social “identity-in-differential” that defined “certain activities, events, 

symbols, and meanings as not appropriate for them because those behaviors, events, 

symbols, and meanings are characteristic of white Americans” (Fordham and Ogbu 1986: 

181), or they stem from a culture of poverty that devalues educational attainment 

(Sowell, 1975, 1981; Murray, 1984).4   

Both positions, essentially, explain the reasons for the lack of black effort from 

middle through high school; they do not, however, account for the empirically valid 

achievement gap between whites and blacks which precedes those years.  That is, 

although both positions may explain why black students are not making more effort to 

catch up with whites, they do not seem to explain why cognitively blacks, from the onset 

of their schooling experiences, are behind their white counterparts.   

My argument posits that “the burden of acting white”—which claims that “the 

choice between representing an authentic ‘black’ self and striving for academic success 

creates a ‘burden of acting white’ and contributes to the relatively low academic 

performance of black students” (Tyson et al, 2005: 584)—and the culture of poverty 

position are false characterizations of the social phenomenon affecting black academic 

failure or underachievement vis-à-vis their white counterparts.  Instead, the reason is 
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more cognitive rather than social, and the sociocultural phenomenon of “acting white,” 

and the cognitive problematic, is due to the functional “class” conflicts between 

sociolinguistic communities as opposed to a “black” culture of poverty that devalues 

education (for a somewhat similar argument, see Tyson et al, 2005) .5   

Framing the Problem  

To better understand this relationship between class stratification and the dilemma 

of high achievement amongst blacks, I focus on the sociolinguistic cognitive nature of 

black academic failure in K-12 education.  That is, I focus on the relationship or 

correlation between the sociolinguistic cognitive socialization of blacks and educational 

attainment.  William Labov (1972), Language in the Inner-City: Studies in the Black 

English Vernacular, was one of the first scholars in the social sciences to tackle this issue 

from such a viewpoint.  Labov, building on Noam Chomsky’s cognitive linguistic 

philosophy, argues that although the cultural or normative differences between blacks and 

whites are real, from the systematicity of Black English to the functional behavior it 

engenders, these differences are not the reason black inner city youth underachieve in 

school or score poorly on standardized tests vis-à-vis their White or Asian counterparts.  

According to Labov, the reason for black underachievement is more systemic or 

organizational; that is, black students fail because of the class and racial marginalization 

(i.e., “poor schools,” “tracking,” “ability teaching,” and “poor curricular materials”) they 

experience in the classroom.  Such tendencies lead to poor performances in school in 

general, and on standardized tests in particular, because it follows that the class and racial 

biases of middle-class teachers and administrators structure “black” schools as though 

they are attended by more “difficult” and “lower ability” students who take up much of 
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the teaching time; so, they divert school resources towards classroom management rather 

than curricula that cover content (Van Hook, 2002; Dreeben and Barr, 1983; Bankston 

and Caldas, 1996; Labov, 1972).   

For Labov, the cultural or racial differences, in order to prevent the academic bias 

currently dominating schools, should be incorporated in the classroom through culturally 

sensitive curriculum to ameliorate the sociocultural strife internalized by black students.  

In sum, Labov argues that the linguistic (BEV) and cultural differences in black inner-

city communities should not be marginalized by teachers and administrators, but must be 

utilized to facilitate the teachings of the dominant middle class bourgeois culture.  This, 

he concludes, will narrow the black-white “racial divide” in student achievement.   

It is my position, however, given the continuing poor performance of black inner 

city youth in school in general, and on reading standardized tests in particular, in spite of 

recent pushes throughout the nation for culturally sensitive curricula, that the issue is less 

cultural or cultural conflict in the classic anthropological or sociological sense as 

highlighted by Labov, and more sociolinguistic, i.e., “mismatch of linguistic structures 

and functions” (Labov, 1972: 6) in a—class-based—structurally differentiated sense.  In 

other words, Labov gets it wrong in trying to draw a correlation between “racialized” 

structural differentiation, produced by a once racialized American capitalist social 

structure, and academic failure or underachievement amongst black youth.  The “locus of 

causality,” given the ever “declining significance of race,” (Wilson, 1978) is more 

cognitive, and the greatest disparities in achievement where they exist rest on the class 

differentiation produced by the American capitalist social structure rather than racial 

marginalization (U.S. Department of Education, 2003).6  That is to say, more black 
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children underachieve in school, more so than their white or Asian counterparts, not 

because the majority of blacks are inherently inferior or purposely underachieve because 

they feel alienated by the racist practices in the classroom, which debase their 

racial/cultural backgrounds.  On the contrary, they perform poorly because they are 

socialized in a sociolinguistic status group (i.e., the black underclass, which is a result of 

poverty wrought on by the class structural differentiation of American capitalism), which 

fosters a “deep linguistic structure,” (i.e., Black English Vernacular—BEV) that, as 

Labov brilliantly highlights, is systemically and cognitively different from the linguistic 

one (Standard English) which the dominant group in the society seeks to foster through 

education as an “ideological state apparatus.”  As a result, the majority of black students, 

who possess “inherent ability” and identify with the black sociolinguistic group, fail due 

to two epiphenomenon stemming from class differentiation: 1) a “mismatch of linguistic 

structures” (k-5th grade) 7, and or 2) “mismatch in the functions of BEV and Standard 

English (5th and up).   

In other words, black children do poorly on standardized tests in particular and 

school in general early on in their academic careers, because the poor status group, “black 

underclass,” created by the social relations of capitalism, establishes a sociolinguistic 

status group that reinforces a linguistic structure (Black English Vernacular—BEV), 

which cognitively renders its young social actors impotent in classrooms where the 

structure of standard English is taught. 8  Hence early on (k-5th grade), many black inner 

city youth struggle in the classroom and on standardized test because they are cognitively 

having a problem with comprehension, i.e., “a mismatch in linguistic structure.”  Later on 

in their academic careers as these youth become adolescents, they are further 
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disadvantaged by the social functions (a mismatch of function of the language) this status 

group reinforces against those of middle class black America.  That is, success or 

economic gain amongst this “black underclass,” who speak BEV, is not measured by 

status obtained through education as in the case of black bourgeois middle class 

standards; on the contrary, athletics, music, and other activities not “associated” with 

educational attainment serve as the means to success.  Thus effort in school in general 

suffers, and as a result test scores and grades progressively get lower.  Grades and test 

scores are not only low for those who grow-up in poor-inner cities, it appears to have also 

increased as academic achievement and/ or social-economic status (SES) rise.  “In other 

words, higher academic achievement and higher social class status are not associated 

with smaller but rather greater differences in academic achievement” (Gordon, 2006: 25).  

It is this epiphenomenon of the” mismatch in linguistic structure” many scholars (Ogbu, 

1974, 1990, 1991; Coleman, 1988) incorrectly interpret as “the burden of acting white” 

amongst black adolescents, who as they get older turn away from education, not because 

they feel it is for “White folks,” but due to the fact that they have rationalized other 

racialized (i.e., sports, music, pimping, selling drugs, etc.) means to economic gain for its 

own sake other than status obtained through education.      

 Hence where I disagree with Labov’s work is in its conclusion, which attempts to 

draw a correlation between “racialized” structural differentiation, produced by a once 

racialized American capitalist social structure, and academic underachievement amongst 

black youth.  I find it absurd to believe that the cognition associated with, and 

systemacity of, Black English Vernacular, i.e., deletion and contraction of the copula, 

non-usage of the historical present, “no present copula or auxiliary be,” which Labov 
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recognizes is in many regards structurally distinct from the Standard English of the upper 

class of owners and high-level executives who determine the life chances of all social 

actors in this day and age, is somehow not directly correlated with success on “reading” 

standardized tests in particular and school in general.  In other words, Labov, has not 

demonstrated conclusively how a black student, who is socialized in a “distinct” 

(racialized) linguistic community (the black underclass) that reinforces, for example, 

statements like, “He done kick me”; “he kick,” for historical past and present; “he be like 

that, kickin me” cognitively comprehends (i.e., linguistically matches) “he kicked me;” 

“he kicks” vs. “he kicked,” for historical past and present; “he likes to kick me” when 

stringed together to form essays and questions on standardized tests written in Standard 

English.  As the aforementioned statistics in the introduction of this paper demonstrate 

many blacks, children and adults, nationally have more limited skills in processing and 

comprehending information from articles, books, tables, charts, and graphs compared 

with their white counterparts. 

This “mismatch in linguistic structure” is the driving force behind the black/white 

achievement gap.  To name one more concrete example, in the high stakes Florida 

Comprehensive Assessment test (FCAT), 2004-2005 school year, 64 percent of white 

students, grades 3 through 10, scored at or above grade level in reading, while 35 percent 

of African American students scored at or above grade level (Florida Department of 

Education, 2005).  This 35 percent is an increase from 32 percent in 2004, 30 percent in 

2003, 28 percent in 2002, and 25 percent in 2001 (see Table 1).  Ostensibly, the 

disparities on the reading tests were greatest not in overall reading content area, but in 

words/phrases recognition and recognizing main idea/author’s purpose where whites 
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tended to do significantly better than blacks (see Table 2).  On average the majority white 

schools tended to score 5 out of 7 on words/phrases recognition and 15 out of 24 on main 

idea/author’s purpose; predominantly inner-city black schools, conversely, averaged 4 or 

below and 13 or below, respectively (Florida Department of Education, 2005).  Florida is 

not the exception, but the norm; throughout other jurisdictions in America reading 

comprehension scores between blacks and whites are extremely skewed in favor of 

whites on elements of reading, which emphasize words/phrases recognition and overall 

comprehension (The National Assessment of Educational Progress, 2005). 

Although this obvious disparity in elements of reading that emphasizes 

comprehension highlights the “mismatch of linguistic structure” alluded to above, it is 

not, however, the same thing as saying that cognitively Black English Vernacular (BEV) 

does not, given its systemacity, allow a black child to critically think, or that black 

children from the ghetto area receive little verbal stimulation, hear very little well-formed 

language, and as a result are impoverished in their means of verbal expression.  To the 

contrary, my position is that whereas speakers of BEV are able to verbally articulate 

rational and analytical thinking within their linguistic community, when in the linguistic 

community (schools) of the upper class of owners and high-level executives the 

systemacity and cognition of BEV, not racial or cultural conflict or prejudice, initially 

renders them incompetent in the same manner as foreign students who speak little 

English (ESOL—English Speakers of other Languages); hence the poor performances of 

black students on standardized test in particular and in school in general in the early 

grades (K-5th grade).   
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This problematic once identified can be corrected with a heavy emphasis on 

language arts and grammar in the elementary schools (Mocombe, 2005). What is most 

troubling and disturbing, however, is the sociocultural epiphenomenon that stems from 

this “mismatch of linguistic structure,” i.e., “the mismatch of linguistic functions.”  As 

black youth become adolescents they are further disadvantaged by the social functions (a 

mismatch of function of the language) the black underclass reinforces.  That is, success or 

economic gain amongst this “black underclass,” who speak BEV, is not measured by 

status obtained through education as in the case of black bourgeois middle class 

standards; on the contrary, athletics, music, and other activities (illegal ones) not 

“associated” with educational attainment serve as the means to success or economic gain.  

Thus effort in school, in terms of academics, in general suffers, and as a result test scores 

and grades are further impacted.  That is, for these youth, especially the black male in our 

patriarchal society, there is no logical and obvious connection between academics and 

economics in their poor and blighted cities; instead, sports, music, drugs, etc., appear to 

be more accessible and viable for improving their life goal of economic gain for its own 

sake as opposed to the education promulgated by the black bourgeoisie.  This has led to a 

retention and expulsion rate in black America that is doubled that of whites, 33 and 18 

percent respectively; an ever-increasing criminalization of black urban America, 43.9 

percent of the state and federal prison populations; the ever-increasing proletarianization 

of the black masses; and an ever-increasing academic achievement gap that has the black 

bourgeois professional class clamoring that there is a conspiracy in the capitalist social 

system to destroy black boys (Kunjufu, 2004).  
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Table 1 

Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT) Reading Students at 

Achievement Level 3 and Above Grades 3-10. 

 

 
 
 
Whites African American Hispanic 

2001 59 percent 25 percent 35 percent 
2002 60 percent 28 percent 38 percent 
2003 63 percent 30 percent 40 percent 
2004 63 percent 32 percent 42 percent 
2005 65 percent 35 percent 46 percent 

 

Note.  Adapted From Florida Department of Education (2005). 
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Table 2 

Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT) 2005 Reading Results By 

Content. 

 

Mean Points Earned By 
Content 
 

Words/phrases 
Recognition 

Main idea/ 
Author’s 
purpose 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Total Number of Points Possible  7 24 
Predominately white schools 5 15 
Predominately Black inner-city Schools 4 13 

 

 

Note.  Adapted From Florida Department of Education (2005). 
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Conclusions 

 It is this “mismatch of linguistic function,” the ideals of middle class black 

bourgeois (standardized) America against the “pathologies” (functions) of the black 

underclass, Ogbu and other post-segregationist black middle-class scholars 

inappropriately label, “acting-white” or culture of poverty.   

The black underclass in America’s ghettoes has slowly become, since the 1980s, 

replacing their brethrens in suburbia, the bearers of ideological and linguistic domination 

for the black community in America.  Their language and worldview have become the 

means by which black youth (and youth throughout the world) attempt to recursively 

organize and reproduce their material resource framework against the ideals of black 

bourgeois America.  The aim is no longer to seek status and economic gain through a 

Protestant Ethic that stresses hard work, diligence, differed gratification, and education; 

on the contrary, sports, music, instant gratification, illegal activities (drug dealing), and 

skimming are the dominant means portrayed.  Schools throughout urban inner-cities are 

no longer seen as means to a professional end in order to obtain economic gain, but 

obstacles to that end.  Hence black youth are not “acting white” when education no 

longer becomes a priority or the means to economic status as they get older; they are 

attempting to be white and achieve bourgeois economic status in the society by being 

“black” in a racialized post-industrial capitalist social structure wherein the economic 

status of “blackness” is (over) determined by white capitalists and the black proletariats 

of the West, the black underclass, whose way of life and image (“athletes and hip-

hopsters”) has been commodified (by white and black capitalists) and distributed 

throughout the world for entertainment, (black) status, and economic purposes in post-
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industrial capitalist America.  In either case, black youth are unable to be in the world as 

rational agents in charge of their own destiny, for in both cases they exist as a “class-in-

itself”—directed on the one hand by a “class-for-itself” (black bourgeoisie or middle 

class) operating through school as an ideological apparatus for their capitalist interest, 

and directed on the other hand by a “class-in-itself” (black underclass) unable to become 

a “class-for-itself” given its embourgeoisement amidst poor material conditions, and the 

interference of the black bourgeoisie, whose sole aim is to integrate them (the black 

underclass), through education, into the socioeconomic capitalist power structure against 

their own interest of obtaining economic gain for its own sake through music, sports, 

hustling, and illegal activities (drug dealing). 
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Notes 

1 This is William Julius Wilson’s term. 
 
2 Essentially, this is also the basis for contemporary struggles over educational testing 

reform, i.e., the necessary push to reassess and reconfigure the testing tools within post-

industrial societies.  

3 Pierre Bourdieu’s (1984) theory of social reproduction refers to several forms of 

“capital” (cultural, economic, symbolic, and social).  I will not go into details about 

Bourdieu’s social reproduction theory, what I will say, however, is that the “capital” 

references refer to the institutional norms, resources, connections, etc. that one needs in 

their respective societies’ to participate in its cultural, economic, symbolic, and social 

life.  Bourdieu posits that the possession of, for the most part, middle class “capital” is 

assumed by the educational system in contemporary society, but is not taught.  Thus, 

education theorists (i.e., James Coleman), who have operationalized Bourdieu’s concept, 

conclude, poor students enter school at a disadvantage (i.e., they lack “middle class 

capital), which leads to their “poor” achievement.   

4 Steele (1997) offers an alternative argument, which focuses on the attitudes and 

behaviors of the students.  Steele posits the notion, “fear of stereotype confirmation;” the 

idea that black students purposely underachieve because of their anxiety concerning the 

possibility that their effort and failure will confirm the negative stereotype that others 

hold concerning them. 

5 To take this position does not make one a racist.  For I am not arguing that blacks are 

genetically inferior, or that race (being black) is the reason they do poorly in school.  My 

argument is that the black community is not a homogenize group with an oppositional 
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ethos to education; instead the community is heterogeneous with members who are more 

cognitively endowed than others, and speak and comprehend Standard English better than 

others. 

6 In the US Department of Education annual report to congress, The Condition of 

Education 2003, researchers concluded that “[t]he poverty level of students sets the social 

context for their progress and achievement in school” (U.S. Department of Education, 

2003: xi).  The report also concluded that “[t]he differences in children’s reading skills 

and knowledge, often observed in later grades, appear to be present when children enter 

kindergarten and persist or increase throughout the first 2 years of school.  For example, 

[(from the data in their longitudinal study)] when children entered kindergarten (in fall 

1998) and after 2 years of school (in spring 2000), White children had higher assessment 

scores in reading than Black and Hispanic children, and children from poor families had 

lower scores than children from nonpoor families” (iii). 

7 This conclusion, I believe, is corroborated by the US Department of Education finding 

that although “[d]uring kindergarten and 1st grade, children from less advantaged family 

backgrounds made gains that helped close the gap between themselves and their more 

advantaged peers in terms of basic reading skills, such as recognizing letters; however, on 

more difficult skills, such as reading simple words, the gap between these groups 

widened” (iv). 

8 Essentially, my position is that the majority of black, inner-city, poor students would 

fair better in school if linguistically they were treated as English Speakers of Other 

Languages (“ESOL” students). 
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Abstract 

In the most recent years of television’s history, there is an obvious increased 

consumption by viewers of its content.  Proponents would say that TV has many uses as a 

tool to educate, inform, and entertain.  Critics would respond that TV content is 

detrimental to creativity and harmful to one’s perception of the world.  In general, studies 

have had difficulty showing that television, like an addictive drug, pulls its user in and 

entices them to continue using.  This study analyzed data to examine how the process of 

habitual viewership is started.  It was discovered that three elements play a major roll in 

the process of creating an “addicted” viewer: childhood viewing habits, parental viewing 

habits, and programs viewed. 
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The Process of Habitual Television Viewership 

 Television is arguably the single most important medium in the U.S.  Nearly 

every household in the country has one.  Nearly every person has some form of daily 

television diet; it is all around us.  A TV generation has developed and they are starting to 

enter the work force and will someday be running the country.  For many, TV has 

become habitual; they start and end each day with it.  Lawrence and Wozniak (1989) 

found that children watch an average of 2 ½ hours of TV everyday.  

In a quest to identify the origins of an addicted TV viewer, this study conducted 

face-to-face interviews with eight college students about their viewing habits when they 

were children.  The operational definition of an addicted viewer for this study requires 

that the viewer watch five or more hours of TV per day, watch TV for certain programs, 

also watch TV regardless of what is on, and would feel a general emptiness without 

television in their life.  This study will explore whether addicted viewers become addicts 

through their individual TV diets during early childhood development.  The goal of this 

study is to search for the “beginning” of the process that ends in TV addiction.  A 

secondary goal of this study was to compare educational children’s programming (e.g., 

Sesame Street) to entertainment children’s programming (e.g., G.I. Joe) to analyze data 

that will impact the process of habitual viewing and discover the differences, if any.  By 

studying how chronic viewers partook of TV when they were children, light has been 

shed on to the process of habitual viewership.   
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Literature Review 

Media System Dependency Theory 

It is difficult to find researchers in media effects that will use the term “addictive” 

to describe how people use television.  In fact, Kubey (1996) suggests that “TV 

addiction” should be replaced by “TV dependency” to maintain consistency across 

research.  Understanding media system dependency theory begins with a close look at the 

work of Ball-Rokeach and DeFleur (1976).  The MSD concepts, model, literature, and 

explication of the ripple effect are addressed in the following.  MSD makes use of both 

macro and micro levels of analysis, which will be discussed.  This theory helps media 

scholars identify the constructs of individual dependencies upon the media.  

Ball-Rokeach and DeFleur (1976) define dependency as, "a relationship in which 

the satisfaction of needs or the attainment of goals by one party is contingent upon the 

resources of another party" (p. 6).  Emphasis is placed on the interrelationship between 

the respective systems (i.e., social, media, and audience) and within the environment in 

which they exist.  As parts of the systems grow, alter, and change the theory adapts, “to 

explain the behavior of the parts in terms of those relationships” (DeFleur & Ball-

Rokeach, 1989, p. 303).  Ball-Rokeach (1985) suggests that media system dependency 

theory should evolve as individual goals and media resources change.  This study 

recognizes the emergence of the Internet as a media resource change worthy of 

exploration. 

MSD theory attempts to combine the media theories that identify cognitive, 

affective, and behavioral effects from media use.  Ball-Rokeach and DeFleur (1976) 

claim that, “both the relative adequacy of the audience’s social realities and the relative 
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degree of audience dependency on media information resources must be taken into 

account to explain and predict the effects of media messages” (Ball-Rokeach & DeFleur, 

1976, p. 19).  These possible effects are not explained by MSD theory, but rather the 

theory explains, “when and why mass-communicated information should or should not 

have significant effects upon how audiences think, feel, and behave” (p. 19).   

At the macro level, political, corporate, and religious social systems depend upon 

the media to disseminate their information, which helps them achieve their goals.  

Likewise, the media rely on social systems to protect them by way of free speech laws, 

advertising dollars, and message endorsements.  The relationship between the social 

systems and the media is interdependent, each faction needs the other to achieve their 

respective goals.  The primary media system goal is to make a profit (DeFleur & Ball-

Rokeach, 1989).  Advertisements, which are informational media messages (Loges & 

Ball-Rokeach, 1993), provide the financial incentive for media entities to use their 

resources to produce and disseminate information.   

In addition, media strive to achieve stability, legitimacy, and power (DeFleur & 

Ball-Rokeach, 1989).  The political system, for example, relies on the media to get its 

messages out; the political system is dependent upon the media.  But the media are 

equally dependent upon the political system to provide media with certain freedoms and 

abilities to disseminate information.  Each system (i.e., political and media) uses its 

power in exchange for goal attainment; thus the balance of power is relatively 

symmetrical (Ball-Rokeach, 1985).  The systems are interdependent as shown in Figure 

1.  This macro tripartite relationship between social systems, audiences, and media 

systems points to a cyclical pattern among the parts.  The model has implications upon 
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the individual as well, suggesting that the dependency relationship generates cognitive, 

affective, and behavioral micro level effects. 

 

 

Societal Systems 
(Degree of structural 

stability varies) 

Audiences 
(Degree of dependency on 
media information varies)

Effects 
Cognitive 
Affective 

Behavioral 

Media Systems 
(Number and centrality 
of information functions 

varies) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Society, media, and audience: Reciprocal relationships (Ball-Rokeach & 

DeFleur, 1976 p. 8).  

Individual Media Dependencies 

Individual media-system dependencies (IMD’s) are the micro level relationships 

formed between an individual and the media system (Ball-Rokeach, 1985).  To make a 

profit, media must produce content that warrants large audiences.  Ratings companies 

identify the number of individuals that are using specific media.  These percentages are 

used to assess the value of specific content and ultimately sell advertising.  The media 

provide a link between the advertisers and individuals.   

At the micro level, MSD theory suggests that IMD’s stem from a desire to 

achieve personal goals (Ball-Rokeach, Rokeach, & Grube, 1984).  The goals are based 
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upon attaining information and are considered "the key dimension of individual 

motivation said to underlie individuals’ media-system dependencies" (Ball-Rokeach, 

1985, p. 494).  Goal achievement involves solving the problem of a lack of informational 

resources within an individual’s social system.  The media system is seen as a network 

that provides individuals with one-way information through three resources: information 

gathering (e.g., reporters reporting), information processing (e.g., editing/packaging), and 

information dissemination (e.g., printing/broadcasting).   

Ball-Rokeach (1985) suggests that the relationship between individuals and the 

media system is less complicated because analysis can be reduced to the dissemination 

resource.  This isolates the right side of the model diagramed in figure 1 and focuses on 

the double arrow between the media and audience (see Figure 1, p. 10).  The double 

arrow is deceiving because it suggests that audiences have equal power to reciprocate 

with the media.  A dashed reciprocation arrow (see Figure 2) is a better visual descriptor 

of the process between audience and traditional media, suggesting that audiences and 

media do not have a symmetrical power relationship.  Asymmetry (i.e., one system is 

more powerful), according to DeFleur and Ball-Rokeach (1989), is likely to create 

conflict. 

 

 

      Reciprocation 

Audiences 
(Degree of dependency on 
media information varies)

Media Systems 
(Number and centrality 
of information functions 

varies) 

 

 

Figure 2. Zoom in of the media audience systems reciprocation cycle.  
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This is a key component in traditional IMD relationships because the media have control 

over what information will be disseminated.  The relationship is asymmetrical.  

In MSD theory, "information" is used to conceptualize all types of media messages 

disseminated, from news to entertainment; individuals construct meaning regularly from 

different types of informational content.  In the IMD typology, three primary individual 

information goals are outlined: understanding (self/social), orientation 

(action/interaction), and play (solitary/social).  Understanding goals help individuals 

make sense of their lives and the world around them.  Orientation goals guide the 

individual to what is acceptable behavior and how to socially interact.  Play goals provide 

recreation, tension release, and escape.  The goals are assumed to be exhaustive, but are 

not mutually exclusive (Ball-Rokeach, 1985).  Individuals may seek out two different 

goals from one program or publication.  Likewise, one program or publication may 

provide resources for multiple goal attainment.  Traditional print and broadcast media 

resources have provided conduits for individual goal achievement, but it is yet unclear as 

to what impact new media technologies will have on the dependency relationships 

formed.  

In a quest to achieve the goals identified in the typology, individuals are largely 

dependent upon the media (Ball-Rokeach & DeFleur, 1976).  MSD theory does not 

suggest that the media are all powerful and individuals are isolated without other social 

systems (DeFleur & Ball-Rokeach, 1989).  For instance, McLeod and Daily (1996) found 

that community integration is based on a multidimensional platform of demographics, 

media use, and interpersonal networks.  Rather, the media system is a predominant part 
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of an individual's information quest.  Ultimately, individuals create their own media 

system, selecting the available form and content that works best for them (Ball-Rokeach 

et al., 1984).  Depending on demographics such as sex, age, religion, socioeconomic 

status, political affiliation, medium preference, and content preference individuals will 

select the information resources that help them achieve their informational goals over 

time.  These IMD’s are used to predict relationships and explain possible form and 

content effects. 

Becker and Whitney (1980) posit that, "those persons dependent on television 

news are more likely to have negative attitudes toward government and to be less well 

informed about public affairs than persons dependent on newspapers" (p. 97).  Content 

preference (i.e., news content) presumably alters the user's worldview; thus the 

dependency relationship is different based on the accessed content.  In addition, specific 

types or genres of television programs can influence levels of dependence and point to 

effects.  Grant, Guthrie, and Ball-Rokeach (1991) found that “genre” plays a significant 

role in the pattern of individual media dependency relationships.  They studied the 

emerging genre of television shopping channels and found that this new genre was 

successful at creating a dependency relationship with the audience.  An IMD model was 

used to gauge individual characteristics like viewing level and demographics and also 

effects like parasocial interaction and buying patterns.  The new genre was effective at 

developing more direct relationships between companies and consumers.  Respondents 

found themselves drawn into a cycle of watching resembling that of an addict. 

A follow up study to the Grant et al. (1991) article was conducted by Skumanich 

and Kintsfather (1998).  They found that the dependency that individuals establish with 
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programming genres (i.e., television shopping channels) and personas (i.e., hosts and 

audience) is linked to the formation of parasocial relationships and purchasing behavior.  

The dependency model (see Figure 1, p. 10) ultimately points to the cyclical relationship 

created when an individual watches the program, purchases from the program, and then 

watches more as a form of reciprocity.  The dependency relationship is strengthened.   

Form preferences play a role as well and are likely to increase or decrease the 

intensity of dependence depending on the medium used.  Althaus and Tewksbury (2000) 

note that newspapers provide information once a day whereas Internet sites can be 

updated and accessed anytime.  The new medium (i.e., Internet) gives the user more 

control of the information gathering process, which is a vast difference from the one-way 

information dissemination within traditional IMD relationships.  The value that an 

individual attributes to the exchange is the key to possible effects (Rheingold, 1993).  

Effects will likely vary based on the medium (e.g., traditional vs. digital) used most for 

individual informational goal attainment.     

Research Questions 

RQ1: How did chronic TV viewers watch TV as children?  
 
RQ2: How did chronic TV viewers view different genres of television programs 
when they were children? 
 

Methods 

 This study lends itself to qualitative research because of the need to establish the 

framework for further study.  As Lindlof (1995) suggests, this paper seeks out the 

meaning of media use and what forms it takes for addicted viewers. This paper will 

explore the beginning stages of habitual viewership to help establish the actual process.   
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Participants 

 Heavy TV viewers were asked to participate in this study.  Participants were 8 

individuals selected from a pool of self-identified television addicts.  Interestingly, the 

use of the term “addict” did not steer participants away; in fact there appeared to be a 

sense of pride in their TV viewing habits.   

The participants were communication sophomores and juniors from a private mid-

western college and between the ages of 18-24.  Race and gender were diversified.  The 

participants underwent open-ended, face-to-face interviews with the primary investigator.  

Participation was voluntary and all records were kept completely confidential. 

Procedures 

 Before conducting the interviews, the primary investigator received exempt status 

from the university institutional review board.  The interviews were conducted in the 

campus lounge and each interview took approximately 1 hour.  The interviews were 

audio taped and later transcribed by the primary investigator.  The following is a list of 

primary questions posed to the subjects minus the demographical inquiries: 

1. Tell me about the first show that you can remember watching on a daily/weekly 
basis?   

a. How old were you? 
2. Describe the roll that TV played in your life when you were a child. 
3. Describe your interaction with friends about television shows that you watched 

when you were a child?   
a. What age were you? 

4. Describe how you watched an episode of a favorite program. 
a. Where were you? 

5. Describe your parent’s television diet? 
a. Did they restrict certain programs?  If so, which ones? 

6. Describe a program that was “good for you” and describe a program that was 
“bad for you”. 

7. What makes TV watching so appealing? 
8. What factors contributed to your television usage.  
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9. How have your viewing habits as a child contributed to your viewing habits as 
an adult? 

10. Describe your present day viewing habits.  
 

Participants did not have to answer the questions posed to them, and they were given 

no inducements for volunteering.   
 
Data Analysis 

 To maintain validity and keep personal bias out, an established coding process 

was used.  During preliminary screening of the transcripts, a full copy of the full 

transcript was kept in order in a safe place.  Codes were used for organizational purposes.  

The organized coded data texts were evaluated using steps suggested by Linlof (1995). 

Verification 

 For the sake of maintaining consistency amongst qualitative research standards, 

member-checking follow-up interview methods of verification were used in this study.  

After the fieldwork was completed, member checks were done to test interpretations.  

Once the entire piece was nearing completion, a second member check was done.  These 

checks verified that this study was reliable.   

Data Analysis 

 The following themes emerged from the data and will now be presented from the 

transcripts of the actual participant responses.  The four themes that will be discussed are: 

 (a) CVH-Childhood Viewing Habits 

 (b) AVH-Adult Viewing Habits 

 (c) PVH-Parental Viewing Habits 

 (d) “Ent. Vs. Ed.”-Entertainment Vs. Educational programming  

Childhood Viewing Habits 
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 The process of habitual TV viewership is started in nearly all cases during 

childhood.  Each participant responded to questions about their individual viewing habits 

as children. Seven of the eight implied that TV was a very big part of their lives when 

they were children.  The relationship between human beings and TV obviously occurs 

during childhood.  The habitual effects, or “addiction” also takes hold during the early 

childhood development stages. 

Derrick: Back then when I was a kid it was definitely cartoons, all day Saturday 

or after school everyday anything with puppets, make believe Mr. Roger’s 

Neighborhood, Sesame Street, The Letter People when I was really young that 

stated flipping the Smurfs, GI Joe all the cartoons, Thunder Cats that aren’t on 

unless you catch it on the cartoon network now I even watch that every once in a 

while to re-live my youth even thought I am not old.  

Dylan: We basically turned the TV on any time we wanted, if it’s off, it’s usually 

a rarity that anybody is in the house. 

Dylan:  I watch the WWF wrestling, I watched it as a kid too, but it was mostly on 

Saturday mornings and stuff like that. When I would see that wrestling, and but 

now they’ve made wrestling more accessible on Mondays, and Thursdays and 

Saturdays and Sundays and so I watch more now, but it’s just something to keep 

busy with. 

Shannon: I remember on Friday nights Full House would come on it was on TGIF 

and I used to watch that, and then Silverspoons with Michael.  

Felicia: Yea my parents were at home but I would ya know I would just go watch 

TV or whatever and they would just, my dad would probably be watching TV 
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also, my mom may be doing chores or something, and I would just be watching 

TV or playing at the same time. 

Jennifer: Um, I like, watched the Smurfs that was like my favorite, and um Care 

Bears, stuff like that, we watched um ya know Fragel Rock, we watched that too. 

The childhood TV diets obviously made an impression on the participants now 

that they are adults.  They remembered which programs they liked and talked about 

acting those programs out during play.  They watched educational programs and they 

watched entertainment programs and sometimes it was difficult to decipher which was 

which.  The participant’s childhoods were laden with TV exposure.  This is the first step 

to habitual viewership.  Every participant had at least one TV in the house with cable.  

There were few restrictions of the different types of programs they could watch.  Many 

responded that they were encouraged to watch because their parents were busy or it kept 

them out of trouble.  The household storyteller was no longer a parental figure, it was the 

television.  These habits, formed at an early age, cultivated these individuals into TV 

consumers for life.  They felt a sense of trust and comfort with what the television was 

telling them.  This has obviously played a part in their TV diets as adults. 

Adult Viewing Habits 

 The AVH simply identifies the viewing habits of the adult participants in this 

study.  This is comparative to the habits formed during childhood.  As adults, the 

participants have already identified themselves as TV addicts by volunteering for this 

study.  The viewing habits that the participants have developed fall in line with the 

addicted TV viewer definition noted in the introduction.    
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Derrick: I’d have to say that the TV is on for a majority of the time.  If I’m up for 

24 hours it’s probably on for 23.  Either I’m watching it intently, or it’s just 

background noise.  A lot of the time it’s just background noise, and I think it’s 

because I feel comfort next to it, it’s been there all my life, it’s never let me down, 

it’s always on, every time I push power it comes on, yeh know. 

Researcher: What makes TV watching so appealing? 

Derrick:  Ah, lot of times it’s just something different, you can turn the TV on a 

lot of days and see something that you’ve never seen before on TV.  And it’s just 

the lights and sounds sometimes I would fall asleep in front of the TV because it’s 

there it’s just an on-going thing that just keeps going and you don’t have to worry 

about the thing turning off or anything like that.  It’s kind of relaxful.  

Felicia: During the day, depending on what day of the week it is I’ll get to watch a 

couple hours of TV, at night I could get anywhere from at the most 5 hours in the 

evening cause at work yeh know also the kids have a TV on so I’ll watch TV 

there, even though it may not be something I want to watch. 

Jennifer: Soap operas are like real life but they’re just exaggerated and it’s just 

like it’s kind of like you have to watch and see what happens. And then it’s like 

the way that they end each day you have to see what happens the next day.  You 

have to watch, because if you miss a day, it’s weird. 

 Television plays a significant roll in the lives of the participants now that they are 

adults.  They enjoy what the TV offers them: entertainment, education, and a form of 

background noise.  An obvious relationship has been established with the TV, they know 

it will be there for them.  The TV provided insight into social norms, and allows viewers 
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to observe a fantasized reality.  They use it for numerous reasons and feel that they could 

not live without it.  It is considered to be a valuable asset to their lives and ability to 

understand the world around them.  Because they know that “everything on TV is fake”, 

they reassure themselves that what they are consuming is still representative of reality. 

Viewing was reinforced by their parents and by everyone around them; therefore it only 

makes sense to keep watching television.  

Parental Viewing Habits 

 Each of the participants claimed that their parents did watch a lot of television.  

Parents occasionally took away television as a form of punishment.  One general theme 

that emerged from a combination of PVH and CVH was that an average of 3 to 4 hours of 

viewing time was done as a family unit.  This generally took place during television 

prime-time, after dinner until bedtime.  

Derrick:  She (Mother) was in the back (of the house) and the TV was in the front 

(of the house) you know then after a while like 5 o’clock the news would roll 

around and parents ruled the roost so they get to flip the TV over their news 

programs like CNN and stuff like that. 

Felicia: Definitely, my dad watches a lot of TV, to the point where, you don’t 

want to be too loud sometimes because he may get mad, yeh he watches a lot of 

TV.   

Ken: Oh yea I’m sure she did (Mother watched a lot of TV), I think she watched 

the soap operas or whatever people do during the day at home.  Yeh I’m sure she 

watched; now she watches the same shows that I watch like Survivor, she watches 

that every week. 
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Researcher:  Do you know how late your Dad would watch TV? 

Jennifer: Um I would say to like midnight every night and maybe even later. 

Researcher: Do you think he watches the same programs every night? 

Jennifer: Um, he watches a lot of sports so and then like basketball season just got 

over and there would be like games, they’d have games like every night and then 

like they’d have 6 and 8 and they would take a break and they would come back 

on at 11:30 and they’d watch those. 

 By allowing, encouraging, and participating in high volumes of TV usage, parents 

contributed to the participant’s addiction.  The steady diet of television during the early 

childhood stages allowed the participants to develop a “relationship” with the television 

as storyteller.  The participants learned to use TV as a tool, and parents used TV to 

encourage “family time”.  By creating a family environment where the family comes 

together and watches TV, parents have unknowingly reinforced the idea the television is 

a part of family unity.   

 “Entertainment Vs. Education” 

 Some of the most interesting analysis from the data was based around addicted 

viewer’s program choices.  Each participant mentioned many of the same programs with 

obvious distinctions between male and female tastes often defined by masculine or 

feminine topics.  An equal number of entertainment and educational programs were 

watched during childhood, but Adult Viewing Habits were heavily weighted with 

entertainment only programming.  This fact implies that educational programs have as 

much impact on creating an addicted viewer, as does entertainment programming.  
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Because parents reinforced childhood viewing of educational programs, it is possible that 

those programs had more of a habitual effect than entertainment programs.    

Dylan: We watched Sesame Street every once in awhile when I was a littler kid to 

learn how to count and stuff like that, but then they showed the way it was fun to 

do it, ya know, you wasn’t sitting their in class Aaaa, ya know they had the 

puppets and everything and all the cartoons that went with it, and it was just more 

entertaining and eye appealing for me as a kid, it just kept my attention better, and 

plus with PBS not having any commercials and stuff, you could see the whole 

program without commercials so. 

Felicia: Yea, I did used to watch Sesame Street when I was younger and yea that 

was entertainment and they did teach you although I guess I feel like I already 

knew how to count but you can learn a lot from it. 

Ken: I guess it was entertaining back then (Sesame Street) I mean still you look at 

it now and you can see how kids were entertained by Sesame Street…like awhile 

back I was watching like a documentary on how they make Sesame Street and 

everything, and just looking at how they bring the Muppets to life and everything 

it’s just, it is entertaining and as a kid you capture so much more from it cause 

you’re younger and you’re still, ya know you don’t know a lot, it makes a big 

impression on you. 

Ken: I want to watch a show like Mr. Roger’s Neighborhood or even a cartoon as 

I started to grow up. Like GI Joe, Transformers that was a huge part. 

Ken: Sesame Street I know was good for me cause um the Muppets pulled me but 

there are things that you remember, distinctly remember like (singing) 
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‘123456789101112’ and you’ll never forget that as a kid it helped you learn the 

numbers. 

Jennifer: I loved Sesame Street that was probably my favorite program when I 

was younger and then whenever I got older like a little older I liked stuff like Full 

House and stuff like that, and I think that I liked that because the kids on there 

were like the same age as I was and for Sesame Street and stuff, I don’t know I 

guess I’ve always been interested in learning and it made it more fun and easier to 

learn. 

 Each participant identified some sort of educational programming within their 

childhood TV diets.  For the most part, the participants claimed that these programs were 

“good for them” and they learned more by watching them.  Paradoxically these programs 

may have contributed just as much to the addiction as did the entertainment programs.  

Educational programs like Sesame Street obviously had an enormous impact on the 

participants.  Many of them cited educational programs as the first programs that they can 

remember watching on a daily or weekly basis.  The idea of TV as a productive tool was 

established.  The participants did recognize that educational type programs were not as 

important to them now as adults.  This raises an interesting question.  It stands to reason 

that the educational programs, although seemingly used for the greater good of education, 

contributed in a negative way to forming a TV viewing habit in the participants.  The 

dependence is seemingly based around time spent viewing, regardless of content. 

Interpretation and Discussion 

 The combination of CVH, PVH, and Ent. Vs. Ed. is a recipe for addiction (AVH) 

in adults.  The AVH is dependant upon past environment and experience.  As participants 
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exposed themselves and were being exposed to mass quantities of television over their 

lifetime, they developed a relationship with television that requires their undivided 

attention.  Respondents claimed that they would watch TV for specific programs and 

simply to pass time.  Examples like taping specific programs and procrastinating over 

schoolwork just to see specific programs are clear-cut examples of how the medium 

influences its addicts.  This can create an involuntary attraction to the medium by addicts.  

Television promotes laziness and can lull people into a false sense of belonging.     

 The present study also contributes to the possibility that educational programs, 

although seemingly successful as a tool for learning, contribute just as much to addiction 

as do entertainment programs.  This claim in itself is worthy of additional research.  

Parents are praised for promoting shows like Sesame Street, Mr. Roger’s Neighborhood, 

and even Barney.  Parents should be aware that despite the educational benefit that 

children receive from such shows the foundation for TV addiction is established.  This is 

a tough sell considering the amount of research that identifies the positive aspects of 

exposing children to educational programming, yet it is worthy of exploration and 

notation.   

 One area of research that was not covered in this study was how low levels of TV 

exposure during childhood can influence an addiction to the medium later in life.  This 

topic lends itself to additional research that can pinpoint comparisons to other addictive 

elements that people encounter such as pornography and gambling.  Addiction to 

television contains many of the same patterns that gambling, internet, and pornography 

addicts go through.  Television addiction is real and requires further attention by 

communication researchers. 
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High‐Rises versus Low‐Rise Housing: A Comparative Study of Density and Sustainability 
 

Abstract 

Does  density  have  any  effect  on  the  sustainability  of  buildings?    This  study  compares  the 
element of sustainability using statistical methods and geographic information system (GIS) applications 
in the analysis of the relationship between the population density and sustainability. Moreover, it is to 
be found from this research how the GIS analysis can be used to identify these relationships, providing 
useful information, demographic comparison, and accessibility. As a pilot study to test the relationships, 
the city of Brookline  in Massachusetts  is chosen since  the  town has various population density  levels. 
The  significance  of  this  study  is  not  only  on  supplying  a  better  definition  and  understanding  of 
sustainability within today's high‐tech building solutions but also to proposed guidelines for the design 
and construction of buildings based on computational processes and environmental analyses.   

Key Words 

GIS, Population density, Housing density, Sustainability, Accessibility, Diversity 

 

 

Introduction 

Sustainability  is  regarded  as  one  of  the  most  important  issues  in  the  world,  due  to 
environmental concerns. As a result, sustainable urban‐scale developments are increasingly being built, 
planned, or under construction. Along with this trend, planning theories such as smart growth, transit‐
oriented  development,  and  new  urbanism  are  developed  to  address  the  relationship  between 
sustainability  and  urban  density.  The  common  aspect  of  these  theories  is  to  promote  denser 
development through sustainable planning. However, the link between urban density and sustainability 
remains  a  contested  area of planning  theories.  It  raises disputable questions,  such  as how  to define 
density in sustainable development, what the most appropriate density to achieve sustainability is, and 
how sustainable design should be approached  in relationship  to density. Many experts on sustainable 
urbanism  argue  that  low‐density  dispersed  cities  are  unsustainable,  as  they  are  automobile‐driven, 
energy‐dependent, and require more infrastructure provisions such as water, electricity, gas, roads, and 
transportation,  etc. Others  counter‐argue  that  raising  density  results  in more  expensive  real  estate, 
construction cost, less open space, less solar access, less exposure to natural air ventilation, greater road 
congestion, and more air pollution, etc. 

The purpose of this paper is to find out the relationship between density, urban morphology and 
various aspects  sustainability.   What  is  the  social  characteristic of high density as well as  low density 
area? Do certain groups prefer  living  in certain density? What density has good accessibility  to work, 
services and transportation? What is the characteristic of urban morphology in different density levels? 
What kind of sustainability can be measured efficiently using GIS methodology?  

Moreover,  it will be found from this research how GIS analysis can be used to point out these 
relationships.  From the findings in this study, a common methodology can be applied to specific cases in 
Europe and US in the later studies. The town of Brookline, Massachusetts is chosen as a pilot case to test 
an applicable GIS methodology.  

The study has  three steps of analyzing density, urban morphology and sustainability. The  first 
step is to identify the density in the Brookline case and abstract the relationships between densities with 
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different measurement methods. The second step is to analyze the urban morphology of the Brookline 
case. This analysis will help to  identify characteristics of urban form  influenced by density.   The urban 
morphology,  such  as public  and open  space  layout, block  size & unit  size,  street pattern &  grid  and 
building shape, massing & configuration, can be analyzed using GIS.  The third step is to analyze various 
aspects of sustainability. This step will provide quantitative data of sustainability in order to find out the 
relationship between density and sustainable measures.   Accessibility, such as travel time, commuting 
time, and distance to open space, can be analyzed by using data from US Census 2000.  The final step is 
to make comparisons between different density levels based on the data of the previous steps. Through 
this  comparison, we will  be  able  to  evaluate  and  critique  the  various  design  approaches  and  their 
performance  in  the  Brookline  case.    The  base  data  for  the  analysis  is  taken  from  Massachusetts 
Geographic Information System (Mass GIS). 

 

Population Density 

According to 2000 US Census, Brookline has a population of 57,108 and town wide population 
density was 13 persons per acre. It has a distinct pattern of density with various density levels within the 
town.  Therefore,  Brookline  is  a  good  pilot  project  to  look  at  density  and  its  relationship  with 
sustainability using GIS methodology. The southern part of Brookline  is the  least dense with an overall 
population of 4 persons per acre, while the northern part of Brookline is the densest at 38 persons per 
acre.  It  is mainly  caused by  the  construction of high‐rise apartments along Beacon  Street and  in  the 
Coolidge Corner area in the northern part. Also, the continued conversion of single family houses to the 
apartments affects increasing density in the area. In Brookline alone, the population density ranges from 
1.09 people per acre to 60.38 persons per acre.  

 

Housing Density 

Livable density requires a state of balance between housing and population density. In residential 
settings, being crowded may be felt when there are a large number of people with limited number of 
housing units. It shows that housing density and population density are not always proportionate. As an 
example, South Central Los Angeles, despite the densest neighborhoods in the country, has relatively 
low density, when measured in unit per acre. It may be dense in population, but not in housing density 

Figure 1 Figure 2 
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(Julie Campoli, 2007). The graphical analysis (Figure 1 and 2) clearly shows that population and housing 
density is well balanced in the case of Brookline.  

 

Accessibility 

In “livable” neighborhoods, the community is designed in a manner that ensures that residents 
are within easy walking distance  from shops, schools and  local services.   Therefore,  it  is an  important 
factor  for  sustainability  to  know  whether  the  distances  are  walkable  within  their  neighborhoods, 
including  transport  stops.  Also,  the  sustainability  can  be  characterized  in  terms  of  decreased 
dependency on cars, encouraged uses of public transportation or bicycle. From the analysis, population 
density has  shown  strong  co‐relationship with accessibility  to  subway  station. The  location with high 
population  density  tends  to  be  closer  to  subway  stations. Most  of  the  areas with  density  over  6.69 
persons per  acre are  located within a walking distant of 400 meters  to  subway  stations. Distance  to 
subway stations spread out between 500 meters  to 3,000 meters  in area, where  the density  is under 
6.69 persons per acre. Up to distance within 4,500 meters, it takes less time to travel by bicycle than by 
car and for distance up to 450 meters, it is faster to walk than drive. For distance up to 200 meters, it is 
apparent  that walking  is  the  fastest way  as  shown  in  the  Figure  2.  This  reconfirms  that  bicycling  or 
walking is not only environmentally friendly, but also cheaper and even faster up to certain distance. 

 

 Accessibility  to  public  open  space  is  another  important  factor  for measuring  sustainability. 
Urban green space enhances  the amenity and  livability of urban  fabric  (DTLR, 2002).  It contributes  to 
people’s recreational, and leisure needs (Urban Parks Forum, 2001) and to the social environmental (EA, 
2002) and economic vitality of urban communities. Therefore, green spaces are not only the places to sit 
and  contemplate  but  also  could  promote  community  interaction,  improve  our  physical  health  and 
enhance our psychological well‐being. They also need to be of good use for all the age groups, providing 
people with a sense of safety. Interestingly, the analysis of the Brookline case shows that there is little 
relationship with accessibility to open space and population density (Figure 3 and 4).  The mean distance 
to open space is between 0 to 300 meters regardless of its density levels. Open spaces are well spread 
out throughout the town. However there are big differences in size of open space related to density.  

Figure 2 
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In walkable neighborhoods,  residents  are within  easy walking distance  to  shops,  schools  and 
local  services.  It  has  been  suggested  that  these  community  services would  need  to  be within  a  450 
meters radius of residents’ homes – approximately 5 minutes walking time – if they are to be regularly 
accessed using non‐motorized forms of transport.  There is very little relationship between accessibility 
to school and population density (Figure 5 and 6). However, most of the schools are located within 500 
meters of walking distance in this case.  Schools that are used for analysis are pre‐kindergarten through 
high school. Categories of schools  include public, private, charter, collaborative, and approved special 
education. Mean distance  to schools  ranges  from 0  to 700 meters, which  is within walkable distance. 
But  it  is  not  as  strongly  related with  the  population  density  as  accessibility  to  subway  stations.  The 
distance to school shows more spread out patterns in all density levels.  The location in second highest 
density group is actually closer to schools than highest density group.  

 

Mean distance to libraries ranges from 0 to 850 meters and it shows less spread patterns than 
mean distance to schools but more than mean distance to subway station.   Most of the density groups 

Figure 3 
Figure 4 

Figure 5 Figure 6 
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located within  the  distance  of  500 meters  from  the  library,  except  lowest  density  group.  The  same 
accessibility analysis can be done for the distance to grocery, services, etc. 

In the  lowest density category, there are a distinctive percentage of people that drive alone to 
work and very  little usage of public  transportation or walk  to work  (Figure 7).    In  the highest density 
category,  there are a  large percentage of people walking  to work but still  large percentage of people 
also  drive  to work.  This  analysis  shows  that many  people  drive  to work  regardless  of  its  population 
density. 

 

Commuting time is also a good indication of sustainability in terms of economics. The lowest 
density category has the largest percentage of people who is commuting less than 30 minutes (Figure 8). 
On the other hand, a large percentage of people spend more than 60 minutes to commute in the 
highest density category. This result shows that even larger proportion of people use public 
transportation in low density, and their commuting time is longer than people who live in high density 
area. 

Affordability 

Affordability  is another key  consideration  in  the provision of  sustainable housing.  In general, housing 
value  in  low population density has higher value. However,  the graph below  (Figure 9 and 10) shows 
that  there are big differences  in housing value even within  similar density categories.    It  is estimated 
that there may be other factors that might be contributing to the housing value.  

More people  in  low density area own houses and more people rent houses  in high dense area 
(Figure 11 and 12). This analysis shows that there  is a strong relationship between housing ownership 
and population density. 

Figure 7 Figure 8
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Diversity 

Social sustainability can be achieved where people, with diverse age, ethnicity, and income, mix 
together  in balance. Demographics of Brookline show  that  there  is more balanced number of various 
age groups in lower density.  Especially, there is large percentage of children age 0‐19 in lowest density 
area, whereas, as the population density gets higher,  less children, but more 20’s and 30’s  live  in high 
dense  area. Also elderly people over 60’s  tend  to  live more  in highest density  area. There  are  three 
significant minority groups  in Brookline  (African‐American, Spanish, and Asian) which are  fairly evenly 
distributed  throughout  the  town. But  there  is more proportion of Caucasian people who  live  in  low 
density area. 

 

 

 

Figure 9 Figure 10 

Figure 12 Figure 11 
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Conclusions 

This study compares elements of sustainability using statistical methods and GIS applications in 
the analysis of the relationship between the population density and sustainability.  It  is  found  that GIS 
can provide useful information and especially demographic comparison can be easily made using census 
data. The  results of GIS  show  that  there  is  a  strong  relationship with population density  vs. housing 
density, housing ownership, diversity in population age or accessibility to public transportation.  In other 
factors,  there  is  some  relationship with  the population density  as well, but with  variation within  the 
same  density  level,  as  shown  in  income,  housing  value,  commuting  time,  and  diversity  in  ethnicity, 
accessibility to libraries and school.  

 

Strong Relationship  
in All Population Density 

Some Relationship  
but not in All Population 
Density  

Little Relationship 
With Population Density 

Housing density   Median Income   Accessibility to Open Space 
Housing ownership   Housing Values    
Diversity in population age   Commuting Time    
Accessibility to transportation   Diversity in Race    
  Accessibility to Libraries    
  Accessibility to Schools   

 

Accessibility  to  open  space  is  not  necessarily  associated with  population  density.    The  study 
demonstrates that GIS  is a useful tool  for bigger scale  (block groups, tracts  level) analysis but  in small 
scale  of  urban  analysis  (blocks)  it  has  limitation  due  to  lack  of  base  data.  Demographic  and  social 
sustainability can be measured easily but environmental analysis,  such as water consumption, energy 
use, can be only done on big scale  level since  the data  is available  in state  level.   Accessibility can be 
analyzed efficiently using GIS method and  it gives accurate  information which  is hard to measure with 
other methodology. GIS applications enable the unification of data collected from difference sources to 
the same level of geographic unit and the incorporation of spatial factors. The use of GIS in conjunction 
with other methodologies can enhance the quality of studies.  Especially quantitative data can be easily 
analyzed  by GIS  and  supplemented  qualitative method will  be  helpful  for  research  on  sustainability. 
More importantly, GIS can help visualize the spatial patterns of relationships. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
It has been remarked that the past is a foreign country. For the student of history, it is often 
difficult to place an historic figure or event in context so that the subtext can be grasped. Finding 
a parallel figure or event in the present can provide a means for intuiting what is missing.  
 
The cultural relevance of landscape designer and architect Andrew Jackson Downing, as 
revealed in his own writings, seems out of focus to the contemporary reader. The intervening 160 
years have brought changes not only to the language and the meaning of words like “taste,” but 
to the mindset of the general consumer of taste. Using the career of Martha Stewart as a 
comparison, the reader is able to see more clearly the role that Downing played in America’s 
romantic period as well as the contradictions he may have struggled with as he attempted to 
reconcile his passion for aesthetics with his need to make a living.  
 
The similarities and differences between Downing and Stewart are discussed to illuminate both 
how far American culture has evolved since the 1840s and how little has changed in the qualities 
that make one a good candidate for arbiter of taste. 
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IS MARTHA STEWART A USEFUL METAPHOR FOR UNDERSTANDING A. J. 
DOWNING? 
 
 

If one were to ask who the guru of good taste is today, many would answer, “Martha 

Stewart.” If a similar question had been asked in 1847, the answer might likely have been “A. J. 

Downing.” Using contemporary comparison and historic precedence, this paper seeks to 

elucidate the now mostly forgotten accomplishments of A.J. Downing and to speculate about 

what made him tick. This task is complicated by Downing’s florid and often preachy language, 

which can present a barrier to the contemporary reader’s comprehension of the social attitudes 

bred in the bones of his antebellum readers. It is hypothesized that he can be more easily 

understood by comparison with the contemporary figure, Martha Stewart, who like Downing is 

also intelligent, socially astute, and a consummate understander of public wants.   

Both are self-made arbiters of good taste—functioning under the conviction that well 

organized, tasteful environments contribute to self-satisfaction, healthy and thrifty living, and a 

better home life. In Downing’s case, the list would go on to include good citizenship, public 

virtue, and a better-looking America, while for Stewart it might include the joy of self-

actualization through “doing it yourself” and whatever else can be read into her mantra, “and 

that’s a good thing,” a phrase sufficiently vague to allow her audience to interpret it in light of  

their own secret wants. These unshared extended meanings have a lot to do with the difference 

between the 1840s and the 2000s. Downing’s audience was constrained to see the world through 

the corrective lens of public virtue; Stewart’s enjoys the luxury of seeing it unashamedly in the 

soft-lit mirror of private desire. 

Not only are they able to understand and successfully articulate the wants of their 

respective publics, but Downing and Stewart also share a healthy dose of ambition and a talent 
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for salesmanship and self-promotion. It is these latter personality traits, especially over-reaching 

ambition, that may have led each of them into financial difficulties—Downing over a disputed 

debt to his father-in-law that led to their estrangement and a law suit and Stewart over a charge 

of insider trading that led to her trial and conviction for lying to investigators and obstruction of 

justice and a five-month prison term. About the Downing incident, very little is known apart 

from a few letters Downing wrote to close friends; Stewart’s charges and prison sentence were 

widely reported and discussed in the media for months.  

If ambition dealt each of them a glancing blow, it nevertheless served them well for the 

most part. Both aspired to rise above the ranks into which they were born, and both used what 

they learned at home as a springboard to get there. Downing took his experience in the family 

nursery and his limited formal education in drafting and added to it extensive reading in 

landscape aesthetics to fashion a persona as an opinionated expert in rural home and landscape 

design. Stewart took what she learned about cooking and sewing from her mother and what she 

learned about gardening from her father and added to it her degree in art history from Barnard 

and the financial savvy she acquired as a stockbroker and parlayed it all into a business empire.  

Downing, whose life was cut short at age 37 in a tragic steamboat accident on the Hudson 

River, never achieved anywhere near the financial success of Stewart, who has outlived him by 

several decades. The arc of Downing’s career was on the upswing at his death, but he was living 

“considerably above his means and died heavily mortgaged” (McMurray, 1997, p. 120). 

Downing’s ambition, however, was tempered by his intellectual fascination with the 

aesthetic theories of beauty, nature, and art that he encountered in his extensive reading of 

(mainly) British horticulturists, landscape gardeners, aestheticians, philosophers, architects, 

artists, and critics of (mostly) the previous century—from Alexander Pope to John C. Loudon. 
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Swept up vicariously in the aesthetic debates of the Great English Gardening Revolution of the 

18th century, Downing absorbed the ideas of his continental predecessors and aimed to adapt 

them to the natural environment of the New World. He laced his writings with his own version of 

British landscape theory, which he presented to his readers as recipes for achieving the Old 

World gentility of country squires in a rough, untamed New World that lacked the civilizing 

influence of a tradition of place.  

Feeling a need for taste amid the rapacious and restless development of land by settlers 

who cut down trees to plant cash crops, depleted the soil, and then rushed on to more fertile 

ground, leaving a barren and denuded landscape behind, Downing became a crusader for 

beautiful landscapes. Feeling that his fellow Americans were becoming a slovenly lot and 

forgetting their manners, so to speak, Downing began to build a case for beautification. In this he 

perhaps has more in common with Lady Bird Johnson and her highway beautification project of 

the 1960s than with Martha Stewart. Whereas Downing and Johnson focused on a more tasteful 

public environment, Stewart’s concern with taste seems a more private affair, limited to 

enhancing the individual inside his or her private space for display to invited guests only.  

Unlike Downing, Stewart has never claimed morality as a justification for good taste, 

leaving it up to her audience to decide what “and that’s a good thing” means to them. Downing, 

however, made a moral case for maintaining a tasteful environment, especially as he turned his 

attention from landscapes to dwellings, declaring in Cottage Residences, 1842, “ALL BEAUTY 

is an outward expression of inward good” (Masteller, p. 500). In an 1848 article for the 

Horticulturist, he wrote,  

We believe in the bettering influence of beautiful cottages and country 

houses—in the improvement of human nature necessarily resulting 
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to all classes from the possession of lovely gardens and fruitful 

orchards. (Masteller, p. 488) 

Downing played a major role in popularizing the gothic revival style of residential 

architecture in his books on rural housing, which were full of plans and drawings of his house 

designs. The style, with its pointed arches, suggested the common shape of a Christian church, 

thus lending itself to moralizing as a tool for promoting it, which Downing’s books were clearly 

intended to do. 

In Martha Stewart’s books, magazine, and television show, we get none of the kind of 

moralizing we find in Downing’s books, nor do we get the crusading for a cause. Stewart prefers 

to play the role of catalyst, bringing in guest experts to share their recipes and crafts, and their 

expertise or passion for decorating or manufacturing or selecting/collecting functional and/or 

beautiful objects for the home and garden. With the help of contemporary media, good taste sells 

itself.  

If Downing’s language seems preachy and overwrought, perhaps it is because he 

depended so much on words to do the selling for him. No color photographs, no color television, 

no Internet. Just the words and the drawings.  And perhaps Americans of the 1840s were less at 

ease with the idea of pleasure or beauty for its own sake than Americans are today. 

Downing’s last project, a design commission for the Washington, D.C. mall, was never 

fully implemented due to his untimely death. He was involved in the initial planning with 

Frederick Law Olmstead for the design of New York’s Central Park. By this time, he was 

applying his persuasive skills to extolling the virtues of democracy. In a July, 1847 article in the 

Horticulturist he wrote: 

The true public policy of republics is to foster the taste for great public 
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libraries, sculpture and picture galleries, parks and gardens, which all 

may enjoy, since our institutions wisely forbid the growth of private 

fortunes sufficient to achieve these desirable results in any other way. 

(O’Malley, p. 70) 

Whether Downing truly believed in his own moralizing or simply seized upon a current  

trend to promote his talents is difficult to say. One of his biographers opined that Downing took 

religion for granted, like most of his contemporaries (Tatum, dissertation, p. 78). But a passage 

from an editorial he wrote in the Horticulturist reveals what may have been a conflict of a 

somewhat ethical nature: 

There is apparently a latent conviction at the bottom of every man’s heart that 

he can build a villa or a cottage and lay out its grounds in a more perfect, or, 

at least, a much more satisfactory manner than any of his predecessors or 

contemporaries. Fatal delusion! One may plead his own case in law, or  

even write a lay sermon, like Sir Walter Scott, with more chance of success 

than he will have in realizing, in solid walls, the perfect model of beauty and  

convenience that floats dimly in his head (Downing, 1921, pp. 198-199). 

Downing wrote his books and magazine articles to advise people on achieving their own 

tastefully designed homes and gardens, yet he himself made a living designing homes and 

gardens for others. In this early passage, he must have forsaken the former for the latter, thinking 

he would profit more from design commissions than from publication. Whether that was so or 

not, his publications have far outlasted his constructions; his landscapes have been reclaimed by 

nature, and no one can point with certainty to an existing home that was designed by A. J. 

Downing.  In later publications, Downing softened his insistence on deferring to a professional 
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landscaper or architect in favor of proffering advice to the do-it-yourself home owner, and he 

scaled down his home designs in size and expense to fit the needs and financial capacities of his 

growing readership. 

The following passage from Martha Stewart’s Entertaining reveals a similar struggle 

between the desire to maintain her status as a professional caterer and the desire to sell the 

secrets of her trade in book form: 

Engaging a caterer will lighten your responsibilities when time is short,  

provide skill in an area where you have none, or simply introduce you  

to an exotic cuisine. But it should not mean you surrender either your  

individuality or your taste….Choose a caterer carefully (word of mouth 

is far more reliable than the Yellow Pages), ask him the same questions 

you ask yourself, learn from him, use his ideas and skills, but fashion them 

into an ensemble that is distinctly your own (Stewart, 1982, p. 13). 

Stewart manages this conflict deftly, surrendering none of her expertise as a caterer, yet 

making the reader feel not just fully invested in the process but in command of it, exercising his 

or her individual taste and choosing the caterer who will execute his or her wishes.  

Again, the difference between Downing’s and Stewart’s approaches to this conflict may 

be dictated more by the difference between their audiences than by their individual marketing 

skills. Although America was in Downing’s day perhaps the world’s greatest blank canvas for 

individual expression and creativity, its individuals had not yet been so widely tutored in the cult 

of the individual and were more in thrall to the mystique of expertise and professionalism than 

Stewart’s baby-boom generation raised in an era of Spockian permissive parenting and 

bombarded as adults with a plethora of self-help books. 
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Although Stewart never appears to impose her taste on her audiences in so many words, 

she is nevertheless widely looked to as today’s guru of good taste, if not “doyenne of 

domesticity” (Oppenheimer, 1997, fly-leaf). Downing, on the other hand, never hesitated to 

proclaim himself in print as an expert on good taste in landscape design, architecture, interior 

design, and even furniture selection. His extensive self-education and in-depth reading in the 

field of landscape design and architecture no doubt made him feel supremely qualified, and there 

is no indication that Stewart was as widely read in her areas of expertise.  

What both clearly shared was a knack for making things look good that was quickly 

noticed by those around them. Downing’s friend George Curtis remarked that Downing placed a 

magnolia blossom at his place at the breakfast table after Curtis had admired Downing’s 

magnolias. This spontaneous aesthetic gesture is not unlike Stewart’s tendency to combine 

elements from her garden or from nature to create novel and unusual table settings. 

Downing aficionados who are claiming for him the status of father of American 

landscape design may claim that comparing him with Martha Stewart diminishes him. And 

critics of Stewart, whose unauthorized biographies and biopic excoriate her for her coldness and 

greed, may find the comparison elevates her inappropriately.  Neither result is the intention of 

my comparison. I strive only to bring the role of taste-maker in the America of the 1840s into 

sharper focus by comparing it with its nearest contemporary equivalent.  
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Since the arrival of modernity a century ago, generations of urban theorists and 

planners have operated on the assumption that the public is almost infinitely malleable, 

an assumption embraced by ideological systems ranging from Soviet-style socialism to 

state-endorsed capitalism. Translated into reality, such visions as Ebenezer Howard’s 

Garden City Movement led ultimately to the suburb, “a low-grade, uniform environment 

from which escape is impossible” in the words of Lewis Mumford, while developments 

modeled on utopian plans such as LeCorbusier’s Ville Contemporaine resulted in super-

block housing that reduced public spaces and contorted socialization. The failure of such 

visionary theories resulted in the de facto shift to privatization and commercialization of 

our environments. The corporation took over the city; town squares were replaced by 

shopping malls, and greenbelts were designed out of neighborhoods as unprofitable. 

Although popular input has had little effect on these processes, criticism of their 

results has appeared in that popular medium, the movies. As architect and urban theorist 

Nezar AlSayyad observes in the introduction to his 2006 study Cinematic Urbanism, 

“[n]o medium has ever captured the city and the experience of urban modernity better 

than film. Indeed, the relationship between the city and the cinema, although less than a 

century old, is a strong and well established one” (1). Positing therefore that “cinematic 

technique and cinematic representation over time should reveal much about both urban 
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theory and the urban condition,” he goes on to explore whether “our theories and 

experience of modernity and postmodernity [have] instead influenced, and possibly 

limited, the way we view the city,” both in cinema and in reality (1). 

Cinematic critiques of urban planning have ranged from generations of Orwellian 

dystopias, culminating circa 1984 in Terry Gilliam’s Brazil, to the postmodern noir of 

Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner (1982), presenting a decadent Los Angeles dominated by 

privatization. Most recently, New Urbanism has ended up fulfilling the predictions of 

Michael Sorkin’s 1992 essay collection Variations on a Theme Park;  as a well-

intentioned attempt to recreate the village led to the “Disneyfication” of public space, 

cinema responded in Peter Weir’s The Truman Show. The popular 1999 movie The 

Matrix envisions the city as a wholly artificial, hegemonically controlled construct, from 

which the hero Neo—like the Truman of Weir’s film—is ultimately able to escape. 

The Matrix, however, offers the dream that the individual will not just escape 

hegemonic space but ultimately gain control over it. This movie reflects its youthful 

audience’s engagement in the Internet, which in recent years has created virtual public 

meeting places. If movies have provided an ongoing critique of planning practices, this 

new popular medium may suggest solutions. Sites such as MySpace, FaceBook, and 

Second Life have become the new town squares and community centers, enabling 

individuals to utilize rapidly evolving means for social networking and to overcome 

spatial limitations, social norms, and regulatory controls that are both formally and 

informally enforced by our physical and social environments. Here too creeping 

commercialization remains a threat, but as the online world evolves, we may see the 

emergence of organic solutions to the perpetual problem of refashioning public space.  

Instead of relying entirely on sometimes insular hegemonic theories and practices, 

planners and regulators should be paying attention to what is, in fact, a massive 

democratic experiment in social engineering.   
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Industrial designers should look to the literary world for inspiration and clarity in their efforts to master their 

design problems.  In creating meaningful design statements, industrial designers should actively go beyond the surface 

features of form and articulate a clear understanding of how a design solution might resonate in contemporary culture.  

Designers should ask, what does this solution evoke in myself and others, and why?   

 

Tropes can be used by designers to frame the process in which to answer this question.  Tropes, one of the key 

elements from the third canon of classic rhetoric, is defined as the use of a word or expression as changed from the original 

signification to another, for the sake of giving life or emphasis to an idea.  Commonly, tropes are often called “figures of 

speech”.  Of the hundreds of tropes in literature only a few dozen are typically known and used in daily life; examples being 

metaphor, hyperbole, pun, irony and so on.  Cicero in De oratore ‐ III, states that “Whereas tropes were originally used 

because the language lacked a proper expression, they now incite pleasure.  Their functions are to underline, illustrate and 

make an idea more graphic by appealing to the perceptive faculties, especially to the visual sense.” 

 

 A historically rich and deep list of literary tropes can be used by designers to provide a path to meanings and 

messages to both inspire and explain their design work.  Tropes represent the key foundation point in creating fresh, 

meaningful, design solutions.  By their nature they provide a framework for a meaningful message to be developed, while 

simultaneously providing meaningful words to provoke the designer to think about and explore the problem within well 

defined constraints. 

 

Aristotle taught us that ‐ strange words simply puzzle us, ordinary words convey only what we know already, and 

that it is only through the comparison of two elements (the object and its trope) that the creation of a third, new meaning 

can occur.  It is from this combination of elements that we understand and obtain fresh ideas.  Thus Aristotle provides for 

us a method to both analysis and create product design with fresh ideas.  To understand this method in more detail, 

examples of both product analysis and product creation will be demonstrated. 

 

Each year Business Week holds a product design competition called IDEA.  In this competition new products from 

all over the world are reviewed by a jury who then pronounce that certain products are better than others, and declare 

winners.  How this jury comes to these conclusions is another discussion.  However, images of these winning products are 

posted on the Business Week Website and some of the best examples are published in one of their July magazines.  It is 

from these winning product images (this is assuming that these images represent product designs that resonate with 

contemporary culture) that the idea of tropes as a product explanation is explored.  Though the actual intention of the 

various designers is unknown, many of the designs can easily be associated with a particular trope and often with multiple 

tropes. 
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Young designers often have difficulty creating a multitude of meaningful ideas and stories for a product design, 

and for those designs they have created, they have difficulty explaining the designs ideas.  To aid the designers in creating 

and communicating meaningful designs this exercise was developed to explore how tropes can be used to direct the 

creation of a product. 

 

First tropes are defined and explained, samples like the ones provided above are demonstrated, and then the 

students are asked to participate in the creative process, exactly as Aristotle outlined it: take and object and a trope and 

combine them in some way to create a new, fresh idea.  In this exercise the game of “checkers” was provided as the object.  

It is a simple understandable object that each student has some experience with.  A list of 18 common tropes and their 

definitions were given to each student.  They were asked to understand and explore these tropes and how they might 

inform their design of a game of checkers. 

 

The main points behind this exercise are three fold.  One; it is to develop and understand a tool to direct the 

creative process.  Two; it is used to provide a framework in which to create a story.  Three; tropes provide well established 

and understood words and thoughts that, if used, will help designers verbally communicate their design ideas and stories. 

 

Students are always asked to be creative, but they often do not understand how to be creative on demand.  

Typically they wait for inspiration, or some sort of intrinsic enlightenment that spark the ideas behind their projects.  This 

exercise forces them to do what the cognitive scientists studying creativity have verified over the last decade and what 

Aristotle taught us long ago.  Creativity is the act of taking one notion or item, combining it with another notion or item and 

the result will be the creative creation of a third new notion or item.  This pushed the student to be creative, on demand, 

with a focus.   

 

What is the story?  The designer is always asked for the story behind the design.  What is your inspiration, what are 

the associations that directed you, why did you do what you did?  Why is this idea valid?  Using tropes as a starting point 

automatically builds in a potential framework for a story to be built around.   

 

One student selected Parabola (a parable) – the explicit drawing of a parallel between two essentially dissimilar 

things, especially with a moral or didactic purpose, as his trope to work with.  Somehow he ended up thinking about 

Narcissus of Greek mythological fame, who rejected the many nymphs and girls that fell in love with him only to fall in love 

with his own reflection in a pond, and let himself die watching himself.  (Possibly, this association is the result of the 

student’s opinion of the professor after he heard this lecture)  

 

The student framed the story of Narcissus within the controlling environment of the trope “parabola” and added 

the game of checkers thus createing a new game of checkers based on an explicit parallel between the two dissimilar things.  
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Tropes in Industrial Design 
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“Narcissus checkers” is a game played on a typical board, but one set of checker pieces are made of mirrors and are so large 

that they cover and even overflow the borders of the board.  Any person, despite their overwhelming desire to play, would 

find it is impossible to play as there is no room for their pieces on the board, and they are outright rejected as a playing 

partner.   

 

This is a simple, clear, and understandable story, with a simple clear moral message, that was driven by the 

definition of a selected trope.  This product story is somewhat humorous, very emotional, carries a strong message and is 

socially touchy.  This product could possibly be the perfect Christmas gift for certain recently separated couples.  A good 

story is evidenced by its ability to expand on itself; for example, when an audience hears the story do they naturally begin 

to generate new ideas, stories, uses or extensions of that story?  What other stories or products does this story lead to?   

 

The designer did not have to work very hard to create this story; it was in essence, provided for him by the 

framework constructed for him.  As the students create multiple stories using tropes, they begin to understand the value 

and power in creating stories for their designs.  They begin to learn from each other that an audience remembers the 

design story before the design form. 

 

By their nature, typical design students are not the most verbally gifted people around.  To many design 

presentations go something like this “this is a concept, and this is another concept, and this one is an idea.”  So the question 

is how to get the students to talk intelligently about their work. Tropes provide for the students a collection of very useful 

key words that they can use while telling their stories. 

 

Most students understand the meaning of most tropes, they just don’t know what their titles are, or if they did 

know them, think about using these words in their presentations.  For example, the design world is full of designed 

“metaphors”, students often create great associations with their designs, but they never use the word “metaphor” while 

presenting.  If the designer would use the word “metaphor”, he would then be forced to explain what the metaphor is.  This 

leads him into a short meaningful explanation of his idea.   

 

Typically, most designs have multiple tropes associated with them.  For example, the first product that we talked 

about in the paper was the ECHO perfume bottle.  It had at least three tropes associated with it, a simile, a metaphor and 

antithesis.  Each one of these tropes has a definition made up of nice clear words that the designer could use while 

describing his design.  Antithesis has “juxtaposition”, “contrast”, and “parallel structure”; Metonymy has “reference” and 

“attributes”; Hyperbole has “exaggeration”, “comparisons”, “similes”, and “metaphors”; Onomatopoeia has “imitates”, 

“union”, “phonetics” and “semantics”.  Any use of these words in the presentation forces the student to then talk about 

what that word represents, which hopefully is demonstrated somewhere in the design itself.   
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Non-verbal communication is a fascinating area of study in interpersonal communication. 
It is an unwritten code but understood by all who share the same culture. In this fast-
paced era of global communication with peoples of different races, cultures, ethnicities 
and nationalities interact on a daily basis, it is imperative to have some basic 
understanding of the cultural nuances involved in non-verbal communication.  
 
Non-verbal communication, to a large extent, is unintentional and unconscious. It is an 
integral part of one’s communication behavior. We are constantly communicating in one 
way or another, even if we say nothing at all. Broadly defined as “all communication that 
takes place without words,” it is called the “silent language.” It is the “hidden dimension” 
of communication that conveys more meaning to the receiver than the actual words 
spoken by the communicator. It includes a wide range communication behaviors – from a 
simple nod, wave of a hand, gestures, dress one wears, the way one talks, facial 
expressions and the way one keeps one’s home or office. Other important, but culturally 
variant, aspects of non-verbal communication include touch, and how people view time 
and space/distance. 
 
Non-verbal messages often express what verbal messages cannot, and are assumed to be 
more truthful than verbal messages.  Non-verbal cues are used independently or together 
with verbal messages. When used with verbal messages in interpersonal communication, 
they serve a number of functions. They include: repetition, replacement, emphasis, 
contradiction, and regulation. Some of the dimensions that have received considerable 
amount of research and analysis are: chronemics (time), proxemics (space/distance), 
kinesics (facial expressions, body movements, etc.), haptics (touch), physical appearance, 
oculesics (eye contact), vocalics (vocal nuances/paralanguage) and olfactics (smell).     
 
It is estimated that gestural communication, called kinesics, carries 65 percent of the 
“social meaning” in interpersonal, especially two-person, communication. Noted linguist 
and anthropologist Edward Sapir described non-verbal communication as “an elaborate 
code that is written nowhere, known to none, and understood by all.” It is extremely hard 
to codify the endless codes of non-verbal communication into a dictionary because they 
differ from one situation to another and from one culture to another. For example, not 
looking straight into one’s eyes in a two-person communication may mean different 
things in different cultures – it means respect (or shyness) in one or indifference in 
another.  Thus, culture plays a pivotal role in interpreting the non-verbal messages.  
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This paper attempts to explore the variety of non-verbal communication behaviors in a 
cultural context, with special reference to the peoples of Japan and India in comparison 
with those of the western hemisphere with a focus on the United States. Silence, for 
example, is considered a virtue in itself in several Asian cultures, especially Japan and 
India, but not so many western cultures. This can also be put in the perspective of high-
context and low-context cultures.      
 
Beginning with the basic explanation of the theoretical framework of non-verbal 
communication, this paper reviews the research done in this unique area of 
communication, and cite examples of how a simple misunderstanding in non-verbal 
messages could lead to a negative impact in interpersonal and even diplomatic 
relationships. 
 
The methodology consists of library research on theoretical framework and a critique of 
research along with interviews with people from India and Japan and the United States to 
cite examples of non-verbal messages.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper presents data concerning the relationships between geology, lithology, and 
petroglyph production –the rock of “rock art” – at the newly discovered Biluut petroglyph 
complex in the Altai Mountains of Bayan Olgii aimag, far western Mongolia.  A geologic study 
of Pre-Bronze-, Bronze-, Iron Age, and Turkic period petroglyphs located on the Biluut Hills 
was recently undertaken as part of the ambitious mapping project being carried out by members 
of the joint Mongolian-American Rich Cradle Expedition.  The three hills of the Biluut complex 
are composed of metasediments derived from shales, sands, and conglomerates.  Field mapping 
and structural analysis of this site indicates a range of deformation which varies from gently 
dipping beds on Biluut 1 to heavily deformed and complexly folded beds on Biluut 3.  A 
comprehensive survey of the smallest hill, Biluut 2, in July-August 2007 identified 1,643 
individual images and markings.  Documentation carried out during the 2005 and 2007 field 
seasons indicates that the entire complex may preserve in excess of 8,500 individual figures.  
Detailed mapping on Biluut 2 and fieldwork on Biluut 1 and 3 suggests that lithology serves as a 
minor control on the choice of rock surface used by petroglyph artists.  Planar rock faces with 
well developed surface varnish appear to be the preferred surfaces utilized by a variety of 
cultural groups over a period of several thousand years.  At Biluut, planar rock surfaces have 
been formed by several distinct geologic processes and/or bedding geometries.  In terms of area, 
glacially eroded planar surfaces dominate the three hills and provide the vast majority of exposed 
surfaces that were ultimately utilized by the ancient rock artists.  The presence of well preserved 
striations on exposed rock faces across the entire complex attests to the geologically recent 
glacial activity that created these surfaces.  Orientations of glacially eroded surfaces range from 
horizontal to vertical; but, eroded faces of all orientations were utilized by the opportunistic 
artists.  Planar surfaces created by exposed bedding planes and joint fracture planes comprise a 
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minor component of the exposed planar surface population in the Biluut Hills; but these, too, 
were utilized for the creation of imagery.  In addition to planar surfaces, the presence of a well 
developed varnish appears to be an a priori requirement for creation of petroglyph panels.  As 
rock varnish is produced by weathering, planar surfaces that face west and southwest, and that 
therefore have been most exposed to prevailing weather conditions, were preferred by the Biluut 
rock artists.  A number of preliminary data tables are presented and analyzed.  Further questions 
concerning the bearing of lithology on matters pertaining to chronology, style, and technique are 
outlined.  Some directions of further study at Biluut are also suggested, including the spatial, 
topographic, and celestial orientations of the rock art and orientations relative to an array of 
conspicuous surface monuments at the study site.  These monuments include stone rings, burial 
mounds, standing stones, and carved stone men, and issues having to do with territory, 
demographic and social patterns, technology, ceremony, sacred spaces, and shamanism. 

 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The 2007 Rich Cradle Expedition III traveled to the Biluut Petroglyph Complex (BPC) in 
order to map and document the distribution of petroglyphs and other surface archaeological 
features across the three hills that comprise the complex.  Based on interpretation of formal and 
contextual elements, including subject, style, technique, pecking profile, and weathering, the 
petroglyph ages range from pre-Bronze to Bronze, to Iron and Turkic (ca. >3500 BCE to 800 
CE).  Specific aims of this ongoing project include creation of an element map set of the Biluut 
Complex petroglyphs and location, using a cutting-edge five-millimeter accuracy GPS laser-
surveying system of each individual petroglyph element.  Other aims include measurement and 
description of each individual element using a large range of characteristics, mapping the 
geology of the complex, and establishing the kinds of geologic and geomorphic surfaces utilized 
for individual petroglyph elements as well as entire panels.  For the first field season of this 
ambitious mapping project, the smallest hill with the least number of petroglyphs, Biluut 2, was 
studied in detail.  A total of 1,643 individual petroglyph elements were identified.  In addition, 
more than 100 khirigsuurs, kurgans, stelae, slab burials, and other surface archaeological features 
were identified and recorded.  It is anticipated that in the order of 7,000 petroglyph elements 
remain to be documented on the larger, more extensively marked hills, Biluut 1 and 3.  This 
paper is, therefore, an interim report on an ongoing, long-term project. 
 
 

LOCATION AND GEOMORPHIC DESCRIPTION 
 

The BPC is located in an area centered at 48 o 39’ 01” N and 88 o 18’ 20” E.  This site is 
located within the Altai Tavan Bogd National Park, in Bayan Olgii aimag, in far western 
Mongolia (Figure 1).  The area is bordered by China to the west and Russia to the north (Figure 
1).   The three high hills of the BPC are part of a series of hills and moraines that trend eastward 
away from the eastern shore of Khoton Nuur (Lake).  Khoton Nuur is the most northerly of a 
series of three NW-SE trending glacial lakes that parallel the trend of the high Altai Nuruu 
(mountain range) (Figure 2).  The lakeshore elevation is 2083 m while the locally highest point 
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of the Altai Nuruu, approximately 8 km to the south, is 3507 m.  The drainage divide on the Altai 
Nurur locally defines the border between Mongolia and China (Figures 1, 2). 

 
The hills of the BPC are designated from west to east as Biluut 1, 2 and 3 (B1, B2, B3: 

Kortum and Batsaikhan, 2005).  B1 has a long axis extending approximately 2.2 km, which 
trends NW-SE.  At its widest it measures 1.2 km and it achieves an elevation of 2257 m.  B2 is 
2.2 km long, 0.6 km wide; it trends NNW and achieves an elevation of 2200 m.  B3 is the largest 
of the three.  It has an arcuate shape, concave to the east, is 2.85 km long and 0.8 km wide.  It 
trends N-S at is northern end, NNW at its southern end, and achieves an elevation of 2320 m.   

 
B1 parallels the eastern shore of Khoton Nuur.  Its lowest petroglyphs are located just 35 

m from the shoreline.  The slopes and summit of B1 consist of exposed rock surfaces strewn with 
glacial erratic boulders of mostly granitic origin.  The lower flanks and lake shore margins are 
covered by glacial till and reworked and/or wind blown sediments.  These sediments give way to 
a sandy swamp to the north.  The southwest flank of B1 has a well developed tarn created behind 
a glacial moraine dam.  The southern margin of B1 gives way to a low SE trending ridge of 
glacial moraine that terminates at the lake shore.  The narrow valley between B1 and B2 is 
marked by a poorly developed drainage.  Glacial tarns occur within this drainage at both the 
northern and southern extremities.  A much broader valley separating B2 and B3 is marked by a 
well developed drainage that contains Ut-Khaitun Gol, an icy stream fed by mountains located to 
the north of the study area.  Ut-Khaitun Gol drains into Khoton Nuur to the south-southeast of 
B3.  Glacially derived erratic boulders, ranging in size from gravel to boulders > 10 m in 
diameter are ubiquitous across B2 and B3.  
  

 

BPC

 
Figure 1.  Location of Biluut Petroglyph Complex:  Altai Tavan Bogd National Park. 

(modified after Altai Tavan Bogd National Park Map and Guide, Conservation Ink, 2004) 
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Biluut Petroglyph 
Complex 

 
Figure 2.   Satellite Photo of Khoton Nuur and Biluut Petroglyph Complex 
(modified after Altai Tavan Bogd National Park Map and Guide, Conservation Ink, 2004) 

 
 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGIC OVERVIEW OF THE BPC 
 
Regional Geology 
 A detailed geologic map suitable for the scale of this project is not available.  Regional 
geologic studies indicate that this region is dominated by early-Paleozoic sediments of the 
Central Asian Belt and that it occurs within the Altai-Mongolian tectonic terrain (Chang et al., 
1996; Dorjgotov et al., 2004).  These sediments consist of slope and shelf sequences 
subsequently emplaced by collisional events on to the growing China craton (Dobrestov et al., 
1994; Lamb and Bardach, 2001).  Parts of this sequence were subsequently intruded by Late 
Paleozoic granites.  In Mesozoic times terrestrial sequences of conglomerates, sandstones, 
siltstones, and shales were deposited in basins across the area.  These have been well 
documented in the Valley of Lakes area some 200 km east of the BPC (Sjostrom et al., 2001), 
but not in the BPC area itself.  These Mesozoic sediments are interpreted to be Jurassic non-
marine basin fill deposited in a compressional or perhaps strike-slip setting (Sjostrom et al., 
2001).  This region of Central Asia is now undergoing extensional deformation as a consequence 
of the ongoing India-Asia collision.  This has produced a series of transpressional pull-apart 
basins that are now receiving sediments from higher elevations.   
 

The BPC area is bordered by Khoton Nuur to the west which, in turn, is bordered by the 
Altai Nuruu.  These relationships clearly indicate the BPC occurs on a down dropped block 
within the regional tectonic framework.  The local geology of the BPC is dominated by basal 
laterally extensive sequences of matrix supported quartz pebble and polymict conglomerates, 
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sub-arkosic to orthoquartzitic sands, silts, and shales.  Across the three hills of the BPC the 
sediments show a general trend of fining upwards towards the east and south.  No fossils have 
yet been found in these sequences, so their age is currently undetermined.  However, the 
interpretation of these sediments as a transitional sequence of fanglomerates to fluvial flood-
plain to overlying deltaic sediments is consistent with detailed descriptions of Jurassic basin fill 
sequences to the east (Sjostrom et al., 2001).      

 
Local Geology of the Biluut Petroglyph Complex 

 All three hills of the BPC are dominated by clastic sediments.  The west face of B1 is 
dominated by matrix-supported quartz pebble and polymict conglomerates that occur 
interbedded with sands and minor shales.  These give way to well bedded and relatively 
continuous sands and shales to the south and east.  Channel forms and cross-bedding is common 
in these sequences.  B2 is characterized by a similar sequence.  The fining upwards sequences, 
channel forms, and cross-bedding are consistent with interpretation as an aggradational basin fill 
sequence, perhaps deltaic in nature.  B3 also preserves a sequence that fines to the east.  
However, it lacks significant volumes of conglomerate and is, instead, dominated by sands and 
shales on its western flanks and shales to the east.  B1 preserves a simple structure with bedding 
showing uniform dips to the northwest at an average angle of 52.5o NW.  Bedding on B2 also 
uniformly tilts to the northwest at an average dip of 49o NW.  A sub-vertical foliation becomes 
apparent, particularly in the shales, on the east side of B2.  This easterly increase in deformation 
becomes even more apparent in B3, which exhibits considerable structural deformation and 
heavily distorted beds across the entire hill.  The increase in structural complexity towards the 
east is at least in part due to the increasing volume of fine grained sediments and a resultant 
reduction in lithologic competency.   

 

 
 

Figure 3a.   Northeast Face of Biluut 2. 
Figure 3b.   Northwest Slope of Biluut 2 showing low angle slope and glacial pavement. 
Figure 3c.   Southwest Slope of Biluut 2 showing high angle slope and bedding joint faces. 
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Rock Color and Varnish Development 

Fresh faces of these sediments preserve a variety of colors ranging from red-browns 
(Munsell 2.5Y 3/1) for the conglomerates and some sands, to greens (Munsell Gley 1 6/10Y) and 
grey-greens (Munsell 2.5 Y 2/1) for the sands and shales (Figure 4).  These rocks weather to 
shades of red, brown, and green.  These surfaces are, in turn, modified by a variety of rock 
varnishes that vary significantly in terms of their development, from being wholly absent to 
being highly developed.  The contrast in color and hue between the underlying rock, especially 
when pulverized by pecking, and the weathered and/or varnished surfaces appears to have been a 
key attraction for the BPC rock artists. 

 

 
 
Figure 4a.  Moderately varnished surface with varnish developed in element. 
Figure 4b. Well varnished surface with high element/panel color contrast. 
Figure 4c.  Well varnished surface with no element/panel contrast.   
Figure 4d.  Heavily varnished surface with varnish well developed in element. 
(Arrow in photos is 10 cm long). 
 

Glacial Influence on the Biluut Petroglyph Complex 
Evidence for glacial activity is ubiquitous throughout the study area.  Clearly visible in 

the higher elevations, modern glaciers feed Khoton Nuur, itself carved out by glacial action.  
Locally, tarns, glacial moraines, and striated pavements dominate the landscape.  Huge numbers 
of glacial erratics, transported and abandoned boulders of mostly granitic origin, dot the 
landscape and occur at all elevations from lake level to the tops of all three hills of the BPC.  
These sizeable boulders clearly indicate that recent local glacial maximums produced sufficient 
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ice to entirely cover the area and abrade a series of terraces and panels onto the Biluut Hills.  The 
striation directions indicate general ice flow directions from NW to SE.  This is consistent with 
trends of the valleys in the area and with the location of the High Altai, a likely source of much 
of the glacial ice, to the northwest.  The presence of large numbers of Bronze Age and some pre-
Bronze Age petroglyphs make it highly probable that the last local glacial maximum pre-dates 
the pre-Bronze (Neolithic, Mesolithic, and Paleolithic) era.    

 
Geologic Controls on the Development of Planar Surfaces for Rock Art 

Planar surfaces are developed on bedrock exposures across the Biluut Hills for a variety 
of reasons.  These include surfaces developed by the abrasive action of glacial ice, exposed 
bedding planes, and joint (fracture) planes (Figure 5).  These planar surfaces are significant, as 
they were favored by the BPC artists.  Glacial surfaces exhibit general NW to SE trends and vary 
from sub-vertical to sub-horizontal in orientation.  Different lithologies show little apparent 
variation in resistance to glacial polishing.  In many situations, alternating beds of 
conglomerates, sands, and/or shales were planed down to a single flat surface.  Planar surfaces 
have also been created by a variety of structural geologic processes.  The dip of beds to the 
northwest and the consequent exposure of bedding planes on west-facing slopes created flat 
surfaces utilized by the BPC image makers.  The structural tilt, NW-SE motion of glacial ice, 
and surface topography have combined to create significant numbers of planar rock surfaces on 
the western slopes of B2, but very few such surfaces on the eastern escarpment.  Structural 
modification of the B2 sedimentary sequences has provided a third mechanism of planar surface 
development.  Tilting of beds has been accompanied by joint surface (fracture) plane 
development.  These planes are a response to regional structural stress and generally grow 
perpendicular to strike.  These, too, were utilized by the BPC artists.   
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Figure 5a.  Sub-vertical glacial pavement developed on west face of Biluut 2.  
Figure 5b.  Detail of petroglyph imagery created on a glacial pavement. 
Figure 5c.  Northwest dipping sedimentary beds on Biluut 2. 
Figure5d.  Planar joint faces developed on SW slope of Biluut 2. 
 
 

FIELD METHODS 
 

Petroglyphs 
 Field analysis of petroglyph elements required an initial systematic search of exposed 
rock surfaces to locate and flag all identified elements and panels.  Each element was then given 
an identification number, and its position surveyed with a high precision Topcon® Hiperlite 
RTK GPS system.  Information on the dimensions, form represented, style, age, method of 
creation, panel orientation, rock orientation, surface color, pecked surface color, hardness, 
varnish development and lichen coverage was all recorded. 
 
Geologic Studies 
 Geologic studies were carried out via traditional field methods.  Outcrop location, 
lithology, and structural information were mapped onto a base map created from a 1:200,000 
scale Russian military map which was digitally enlarged to 1:25,000 scale.  Bedding dip, glacial 
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pavement surfaces, joint plane, and panel orientation data were all measured with a Brunton 
Transit Compass.  Colors of both rock and petroglyph surfaces were classified based on 
comparison to a standard Munsell soil color chart.  Grainsize was determined by visual 
comparison to a standard sedimentary grain size chart.  Initially, depth and profile of the pecked 
surfaces were classified by naked-eye observation and hand measurements. 
 
 
Surveying and Mapping 
 The primary objective of the mapping fieldwork was to gather location data on 
petroglyph elements on B2 for inclusion in a Geographic Information System (GIS).  This 
required creation of a topographic map and a petroglyph element database.  Ground features and 
elevation changes were recorded on a 50-meter grid to establish a TIN (triangular irregular 
network).  Using Carlson Civil 3D™ software and AutoCAD 2007™, a two-meter topographic 
map was developed.   
 
 Creation of the element database for petroglyph spatial analysis required high precision 
surveying methods.  The surveying equipment chosen for this study included a Topcon® 
Hiperlite Plus RTK (Real Time Kinematic) GPS system and a Topcon® GTS 311 Total Station 
with a TDS Recon data collector.  The Hiperlite system uses both United States GPS satellites 
and Russian Glonass Satellites to produce measurements with five millimeters of relative error 
(Calais, 2002; Hofmann-Wellenhof, Lichtenegger, & Collins, 1992).  Therefore, the RTK GPS 
system was able to establish X, Y, and Z coordinates for each petroglyph element to within five 
millimeters accuracy.  In areas where the exposed rock face was nearly vertical, such as on a cliff 
side or a large boulder, researchers switched to the Topcon® GTS 311 Total Station, which 
allowed a small, retroreflective prism to be placed on the desired element.  
 
 Each element was then assigned a point number and a numerical code that identified the 
image type.  The individual point designation was reported on a data sheet along with all other 
geologic and archaeologic observations and measurements for that isolated petroglyph or panel.   
Individual databases containing the descriptive information for each petroglyph were linked by 
element point number to the Cartesian coordinate files collected in the field by the RTK GPS and 
Total Station units.  This allowed the researchers to perform the basic statistical analyses 
reported in this paper.  High-resolution photographs and/or tracings were made of virtually all 
recognizable elements, singly and in groups. 
 
    

RESULTS 
 
Precision Topographic Map of B2. 

Precision mapping of Biluut 2 produced a detailed base map on which to document the 
distribution and characteristics of the B2 petroglyphs.  Figure 6 shows the base map with 
contours marked at both 2 m and 10 m intervals.  The map reveals the topographic character of 
Biluut 2: its long axis trending NW-SE, its tear-drop shape with moderately gentle northerly 
slopes, and its steep-sided slopes that pinch to a point at the southernmost extremity.  The low 
gradient slopes of B2’s northern nose provide easy axis to most of the length of the ridge.  The 
east-facing slope presents a very steep escarpment in some places, climbable only with difficulty.  
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The west-facing slope is in some places sheer; but for the most part measures only half the 
gradient of the eastern side and is marked by distinct terraces created by glacial abrasion.   
   

 
 
Figure 6.  Topographic Map of Biluut 2 (2 m contour interval) (Long axis is 2.2 km long). 
 
 
Petroglyph Elements Depicted by BPC Artists 

A total of 1,643 individual elements were identified on 250 separate rock surfaces 
(panels).  These panels range in size from 20 cm diameter individual boulders to exposed 
surfaces that exceed 100 m2  in area.  The pecked, carved, and incised depictions encompass a 
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wide variety of subjects and styles.  Images of ibex predominate, representing 21.7% of the total.  
Very probably this underlines the importance of ibex as a food source for all of the Biluut 
cultural groups over the entire chronology of this site.  Pecked marks, where no apparent attempt 
to depict an animal or distinct symbol was made, represent 18.1% of the total.  The next most 
numerous category contains indistinguishable figures (13.6%).  This designation includes 
elements that are clearly figurative, but which are now obscured and therefore rendered 
indeterminate (in terms of subject matter) by weathering, rock fracture, or lichen covering.  The 
next most common figures are horses.  Images of horses represent 9.3% of the total, and together 
with horse riders (3.6%), which were tabulated separately, represent 12.9% of the total.  This 
data underlines the importance of the horse to the cultures that moved through the area, a 
tradition that continues to the present day.  It is hoped that closer analysis of style and 
accompanying gear (e.g., saddles, reins, stirrups, mane and tail braiding, and other decorative 
appendages) will help shed important light on the domestication and subsequent development of 
the nomadic steppe horse cultures of Central Asia and Siberia, throughout the Bronze and early 
Iron ages, especially.  Other figures represented in significant numbers (> 1% of total) include 
deer, oxen, dogs, bulls, wolves, humans, argali, (mythological) Mongolian deer, and uncertain 
figures.  The latter category designates complex and well-defined figurative elements (such as 
distinct shapes or zigzag lines) where the intent of the artist could not be understood.    
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Table 1.  Types of Petroglyph Elements Depicted on Biluut 2. 
Petroglyph Element Total 
Ibex 357 
Mark 297 
Indistinguishable Figure 224 
Horse 152 
Deer 89 
Uncertain Figure 75 
Man on Horse 59 
Ox 59 
Dog 56 
Bull  51 
Wolf 39 
Man 29 
Argali 26 
Mongolian Deer 16 
Bovid 11 
Wheeled Vehicle 11 
Antelope 10 
Tamga 10 
Geometric Shape 9 
Other Shape 9 
Archer 9 
Caprid 8 
Canine 7 
Ram 6 
Human Indistinguishable 6 
Moose 4 
Yak 3 
Elk 2 
Auroch 2 
Camel  2 
Bear 1 
Bird 1 
Mythical Animal 1 
Yak Rider 1 
Snow Leopard 1 

Total 1643 
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Utilization of Exposed Surfaces. 

The number of individual elements per panel ranges from a single element to as many as 
173.  Four panels each with a total number of elements exceeding 100 were documented.  The 
size of individual elements ranges from sub-centimeter pecked marks to spectacular renditions of 
Late Iron age or Turkic period horses that exceed two meters in length.  As far as we can 
determine, these are the largest petroglyphs yet recorded in Mongolia, if not the whole of Central 
Asia and southern Siberia.  A significant proportion of elements were created as single figures 
(25%), while a similar number of panels (27%) depict exactly two figures.  Of the total number 
of elements recorded, 86% occur in groups of 10 or fewer elements.  In addition, some rock 
panels clearly were utilized by multiple artists at different times.  Panels which include a 
combination of images from more than one of the broad cultural periods total 26% of the 250 
recognized.  Utilization of the same panel by artists adopting the same period style has not yet 
systematically been documented, but is certain to have occurred.   
 
Table 2a.   Number of Elements on a Single Rock Surface/Panel. 

Number of 
Elements 

Number of 
Surfaces 

1 52 
2 55 
3 20 
4 14 
5 11 
6 14 
7 7 
8 7 
9 5 
10 3 
11 5 
12 3 
13 2 
14 1 
15 1 
16 2 
17 2 
18 0 
19 1 
20 1 

Total 206 
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Table 2b.   Number of Elements on a Single Rock Surface/Panel. 

Number of 
Elements 

(Grouped by 10’s) 

Number 
of 

Surfaces 
1-10 178 
11-20 18 
21-30 6 
31-40 2 
41-50 2 
51-60 0 
61-70 0 
71-80 0 
81-90 0 
91-100 0 
101-110 2 
111-120 0 
121-130 0 
131-140 1 
141-150 0 
151-160 0 
161-170 0 
171-180 1 

Total 210 
 
 
Age of Elements Identified on Biluut 2. 

Currently, petroglyph dating is necessarily a somewhat inter-subjective interpretive 
process.  Element ages were identified by assessing a combination of criteria as described above.  
At the present time no other relative or absolute age dating techniques can reliably be used at the 
BPC.  A total of 1,643 elements were identified on 250 panels (Table 3a).  A total of 566 
elements (34.5%) were of an uncertain age.  The vast majority of these were simple pecked 
marks; but in some situations, figurative style, technique, and pecking profiles were simply too 
obscure to warrant chronological categorization.  For the purpose of estimating relative ratios, 
those elements recorded as being of undetermined age were discounted in Table 3a.  Of the 
elements with an assigned age, those of the Bronze/Late Bronze (35.8 + 7.0 = 42.8%) and Iron 
Age (49%) dominate.  Other ages recognized include pre-Bronze (2.9%), and Turkic (3.3%).   At 
this stage of our data collection we are not prepared to offer a more precise analysis of those pre-
Bronze figures that might yet be differentiated into Neolithic, Mesolithic, and Paleolithic.  It 
should be noted, however, that Art Historian Esther Jacobson-Tepfer claims that the 
preponderance of the 170 panels with 300 images found on Aral Tolgoi, a hill similar in size and 
shape to Biluut 1 and 2, and located at the northwestern extreme of Khoton Nuur a mere 10 km 
from Biluut, dates from the Paleolithic (Jacobson, et al., 1995).  Especially in light of the close 
proximity of Aral Tolgoi to Biluut, and its close topographic and geologic similarities, a careful 
comparative analysis of the two sites will be part of our overall study.  
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Table 3b lists element ages across the 250 panels, whether single element or multiple, 
documented on B2.  This table clearly reveals that approximately half (52%) of the petroglyph 
elements created on B2 surfaces were made as isolated works.  The remaining panels (48%) were 
utilized by multiple artists whose combined work represents two or more cultural periods.  
Clearly, re-occupation of this site and revisitation of its numerous rock panels was a common 
occurrence.  Consideration of the relative percentages of ages represented on single or multi-
element panels in Table 3b yields numbers essentially identical to those listed in Table 3a for 
petroglyphs totaled as single elements.  This strongly suggests a uniform preference of the rock 
artists for the same panels across B2 irrespective of cultural period.          
 
 
Table 3a.  Total number of Individual Elements by Age  

Age Total % 
Turkic 35 3.3 
Iron 551 51.2 
Late Bronze 75 7.0 
Bronze 385 35.8 
Pre-Bronze 31 2.9 

Sub-total 1077 100.2 
   
Total of Any Age 1077 65.5 
Undetermined 566 34.5 

Total 1643 100 
    
 

Table 3b.  Element Ages as Single Glyph Panels and Multiple Glyph Panels. 
Age Single Multiple Total % 

Turkic 2 6 8 3 
Iron 71 51 122 49 
Late Bronze 6 16 22 9 
Bronze 50 42 92 36 
Pre-Bronze 1 5 6 2.5 

Total 130 120 250 99.5 
 
 
Geology of B2 and Lithologic Surfaces Utilized by BPC Artists. 
 The lithologic surfaces utilized by the BPC artists on B2 include shales, interbedded 
shales and sands, fine to coarse sands, interbedded sands and conglomerates, and conglomerates  
(Table 4).  The number of panels featuring the use of each lithology range from a high of 74 for 
shales to 42 for conglomerates and 56 for sandstones (coarse, medium, and fine).  Interbedded 
units were used in a variety of ways.  In some cases an element was etched across multiple 
lithologies and the change of texture seemed to be of little consequence to the artist.  On a few 
panels elements were etched on a single sedimentary layer, and crossing lithologic boundaries 
was consciously avoided.   Given that over 50% of the exposed lithologies on B2 were sands and 
conglomerates, the high number of elements appearing on shales clearly indicates a preference 
for the softer lithology. 
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Table 4.   Pavement Lithology Utilized by BPC Artists. 

Pavement Lithology Total % 
Conglomerate 42 21 
Interbedded Sand/Conglomerate 18 9 
Coarse Sand 9 4.5 
Medium Sand 38 19 
Fine Sand 9 4.5 
Interbedded Sand/Shale 6 3 
Silty Shale 3 1.5 
Shale 74 37 

Total 199 99.5 
 
 
Rock Surfaces Used By BPC Artists. 
 Planar surfaces utilized by the BPC artists were developed by a variety of geologic 
processes.   These include abraded surfaces created by glacial ice (77%), joint planes (13%), and 
exposed bedding planes (2%).   In addition, some glyphs were depicted on glacially strewn 
boulders (6%).  It is clear that glacial pavements which created wide, flat surfaces were strongly 
favored by the BPC artists, and that, furthermore, they are a fundamental control on rock art 
location.      
 
Table 5.  Mode of Formation of Panel Surface. 

Glyph Surface Total % 
Glacial Pavement 161 77 
Joints 33 16 
Bedding 2 1 
Boulder/Float 13 6 
Irregular 1 0.5 

Total 210 100.5 
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Figure 7a.  Planar surface created by glacial abrasion and utilized as petroglyph panel.  
Figure 7b.  Bedding plane surface utilized as petroglyph panel. 
Figure 7c.  Joint fracture plane utilized as petroglyph panel. 

 
  The geology of the BPC can be generalized as consisting of conglomerates, sands, silts, 
and shales that show a general increase in deformation to the east from B1 to B3 and a more 
subtle trend of increasing deformation to the south along each hill.  B1 and B2 have exposed 
sequences of laterally continuous beds with dominant average dip directions of 52.5o NW and 
49o NW, respectively.  A geologic reconnaissance of B3 was undertaken, but detailed mapping 
remains to be done.  B3 contains heavily contorted beds that preserve folds and foliated rocks 
distributed in a wide variety of orientations.  The dip of bedding on B1 and B2 appears to be yet 
another control on availability of panels for the BPC artists.  Bedding dip creates a situation 
where high walls virtually perpendicular to bedding develop on the northeast-facing slopes.  
These walls, together with joint plane fractures that occur perpendicular to bedding, constrain 
flat surface availability to the thickness of exposed individual sedimentary beds.  This orientation 
of rock face is also more prone to gravitational collapse, thus either not allowing many large 
faces to develop or not preserving those that do.   
 
       In contrast, the NW dipping beds favor development of wide, flat planes on the southwest 
facing slopes of B1 and B2 as these more nearly parallel bedding dip direction.  Wide, flat rock 
surfaces, created by the favorable combination of hill slope and structural geologic dip, provide 
and preserve panels on the W and SW facing slopes of both B1 and B2.   
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 In addition to the presence of a flat rock surface, BPC artists show a distinct preference 
for rocks possessing a well developed, smooth, even reflective, surface varnish.  This varnish, a 
product of weathering that darkens the rock surface, provides the artist an opportunity to 
highlight the appearance of the imagery.  This is achieved by pecking through the varnished 
surface so deeply as to create a bold color and value contrast between the varnished surface and 
the grooves produced in the underlying unweathered sediments (cf. Jacobson’s account of this 
high-contrast result in terms of the crushed, white-crystalline powder produced (Jacobson et al., 
1995).  This method of high-contrast pecking and engraving has been aptly described by 
Jacobson (2001).  Detailed observation of the current state of this process can also provide 
information that assists in dating the imagery thus produced.  As a rule of thumb, the lighter the 
lines and grooves, the more recent the execution of the image; a considerable period of time must 
transpire before the grooves assume the original coloration of the rock’s surface through 
weathering or new varnish development.  The time required for such a process to take place is in 
principle measurable (given appropriate assumptions about the history of local meteorological 
conditions), and can be expected to vary according to lithology.   
 
Importance of Rock Varnish to the Biluut Petroglyph Artists. 

Varnish development on petroglyph panels was measured on a scale of A to E (heavily 
varnished (very dark and polished) to wholly absent).  Nearly half (49%) of all glyphs were 
determined to have been pecked or carved on rocks that have a varnish color-saturation rating of 
very dark to dark.  In contrast, only 10% of recorded petroglyphs were observed on rock faces 
where varnish is now absent.  Measurement of varnish thickness has been proposed as a possible 
relative and/or absolute dating tool, although the method remains controversial (Sowers, 2000).  
Pecked element surfaces across B2 display the full range, from being completely free of new 
varnish to being entirely re-varnished.  Lithology, grainsize, and surface orientation relative to 
the dominant weather direction are all factors observed as controls on varnish accumulation.  In 
addition, rock surfaces partially covered by lichen growth exhibit significant variations in 
varnish development.  Varnish thickness on rock surfaces in close proximity, and especially 
beneath, lichen accumulations is considerably reduced or absent.  It is apparent that over 
centuries rock varnish can be gradually removed from rock surfaces as well as accumulated.  
Acidic rainwater run-off, especially from lichen growth areas, and scouring from wind and 
water-borne sand and grit, are likely mechanisms.  This natural phenomenon, and the 
impossibility of determining how many cycles of rock varnish accumulation and removal have 
occurred on a surface, substantially undermines rock varnish measurement as a viable 
chronologic tool on the BPC, at least.  
 
Table 6.  Varnish Quality of Panel Surface 
Varnish Quality % 
A 35 19 
B 54 30 
C 42 23 
D 39 22 
E 10 6 

Total 180 100 
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Distribution of Petroglyph Art on B2 by Interpreted Age and Cultural Period.  
  The distribution of petroglyph art across B2 by age is shown in Figures 8a-f.  The 
distribution of Iron- and Bronze Age elements shows essentially identical patterns.  The large 
population of petroglyphs of undetermined age also has the same distribution.  Statistically, it is 
likely that many of the “undetermined age” elements are of Bronze- and Iron Age derivation and 
so the spatial overlap of this group with the Iron and Bronze Age distributions is not unexpected.  
The number of Pre-Bronze and Turkic petroglyph elements is insufficient for an accurate 
evaluation of distribution, but the small number identified overlap the spatial patterns established 
for the Iron Age and Bronze Age suites.   
  
 The documented element distribution of all ages follows topographic trends on the SW 
facing slopes of B2.   The formation of these slopes is primarily controlled by glacial abrasion 
and the dominant NW–SE direction of ice movement.  The slopes are secondarily controlled by 
rock stratigraphy and structure where the presence of layered sedimentary units dipping to the 
NW predisposes rock sequences to produce planar faces on the southwestern slopes.   This 
combination of exposed bedding planes and tilt direction also creates moderately low-angle 
surfaces with a low propensity for gravitational collapse.  It is likely that this was a factor in the 
choice of surfaces used by the Biluut artists, in re-occupation of the surfaces by multiple 
generations of BPC artists, and in the long-term preservation of the petroglyph art.  In contrast, 
the NE faces of B2 expose surfaces perpendicular to bedding.  The exposed area of these beds is 
controlled by the thickness of individual bedding units and the tendency of these faces to break 
off along joint planes.  This combination of factors creates steep slopes with a strong tendency 
towards gravitational collapse.  The lack of significant numbers of petroglyphs on the NE face of 
B2 seems likely due to access difficulties for the BPC artists created by the steep slopes and a 
lack of planar surfaces of any significant size.  In addition, the likely collapse of rock faces off of 
this slope means that any petroglyphs actually carved on these faces would have a reduced 
probability of survival into modern times. 
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Figure 8a-f.   Distribution Maps of Petroglyph Elements on Biluut 2 by Age. 
Figure 8a.  Undetermined Age. Figure 8b.  Pre-Bronze Age. 
Figure 8c.  Bronze Age.  Figure 8d.  Late-Bronze Age. 
Figure 8e.  Iron Age.   Figure 8f.  Turkic. 
All maps use 10 m contour interval.    Long axis of hill is 2.2 km long. 
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igure. 9  Combined Distribution Map of Petroglyph Elements on Biluut 2 by Age. 

DISCUSSION 

Discussion of the cultural and religious ramifications of the Biluut petroglyphs is beyond 
the sco

y of 
 

F
 
 
 

 

pe of this paper.  However, a number of pertinent general observations can tentatively be 
put forward at this time.  The BPC contains a remarkable concentration of petroglyphs in a 
distinctly small area.  The 1,643 individual elements identified on B2 represent a long histor
site occupation and re-visitation of this hill by cultural groups spanning a period that ranges from
Pre-Bronze through to the Turkic era  - conservatively speaking, roughly the sixth to fourth 
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millennia BCE through the seventh to ninth centuries CE.  While variations of subject, style,
technique clearly indicate a substantial time frame for the production of petroglyph imagery, this 
inter-subjective means of age determination is an issue that needs to be addressed in future 
studies, if more precise dates and cultural identifications are to be achieved.  The apparent 
mobility of these cultural groups, as indicated presently by the lack of surface evidence for 
permanent settlement structures, also creates an information vacuum that renders it difficult,
this stage of our explorations, to definitively place all B2 petroglyphs into established social, 
political, economic, or religious contexts, within Mongolia and the broader Altaic atlas.  
Excavation of associated cultural features in and around the Biluut Complex is a necessar
step to understanding these petroglyphs in a cultural, historical context.  To this end, the 
numerous conspicuous khirigsuurs, kurgans, stone altars, satellite mounds, stelae, balbal, 
stone men, and elaborately decorated deer stones that pepper the study site and immediate 
vicinity will have to be studied in detail.  Analysis and interpretation of artifacts and other i
associated with these features that permit employment of absolute dating methods, such as C-14 
and thermo-luminescence, and which can be tied formally or contextually to the petroglyph 
imagery, will be key to understanding the importance of the BPC.   
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

Petroglyph distribution on B2 is overwhelmingly controlled by the availability of planar 

sts.  
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 a better understanding of the kinds of stone tools and production techniques employed 
by the rock artists at Biluut.  It is abundantly clear that the use of stone tools for petroglyph 
production continued during the age of metals, long after finely pointed metallic implements
became available.  At the same time, careful charting of the origins of exotic lithologies, such
hard greenstones, sometimes used for carved stone men in the vicinity of the study area, will 
result in a fuller understanding of ancient technologies and economies in western Mongolia.  O
of the exciting discoveries of the 2007 field season was of two slate quarries – one located in a 
small copse of larch trees on the steep northeastern slope of B1, and the other at the base of a 
small cliff located to the north of B2 and B3.  These may have been in use from the Early Iron
Age to the present. This is another cultural item which will be considered during future 
expeditions.  Finally, documentation and subsequent analysis of surface and sub-surface
lithologies of the stone rings, mounds, and slab burials will help to refine our understanding of 
the physical and cultural contexts of the project’s planned archaeological excavations (intended
for summers 2009-2011).  
 
 

 
rock surfaces which, in turn, is controlled by a combination of glacially abraded surfaces and 
structural dip of sedimentary beds.  Joint surfaces were also utilized by opportunistic BPC arti
Ease of access is another obvious control, with panels containing large numbers of elements 
generally occurring low on the hill slope of B2 or on surfaces easily accessible from the shall
slopes leading up the north end of the hill and along much of the central ridge.   These panels all 
contain a mix of elements representative of a multiplicity of stylistic periods.  This again 
highlights the fact that petroglyph distribution is largely a factor of planar surface availabi
and convenience, and that this consideration recurred over many generations of rock artists. 
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 Geology played a vital role in the aesthetic considerations of the BPC artists.  The color 
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As new inventions burst onto the scene, traditional entertainment practices like 

the theatre are affected.  The primary objective of this study is to analyze how theatre has 

reacted to the influence of progressing and changing technology, specifically the Internet.  

The way in which I will illustrate this influence is by analyzing two plays that have 

integrated digital technology into live performance: Patrick Marber’s Closer (1997) and 

Matthew Maguire’s Abandon (2006).  Marber’s play was the first time that the Internet 

was used on stage and I will use his play to discuss how technology can be integrated into 

live performance without altering the structure of it.  Marber’s play may have used 

technology in a more conservative manner structurally speaking, yet it was innovative in 

that it was the first of its kind—a play that merged the new technology of the Internet into 

the older structure of the theatre.  On the other end of the spectrum, Matthew Maguire’s 

Abandon uses technology as the means of organizing the structure of the play.  Instead of 

dialogue and plot focusing the play, video screens, lighting and music set up the 

parameters of Maguire’s performance.  I will use Maguire’s play to display how 

technology has been fully integrated into the theatre environment in the nine years since 

Marber’s play pioneered the way.  

Both of these playwrights worked with the understanding that part of the power of 

live performance is that the playwright doesn’t know how the audience will react, but 

they do know that the reaction of each audience member is important to the future of the 

play.  The goal of playwrights and performers is to get the audience to be compelled 

enough by a performance and challenged enough by it that they will adopt it into their 

personal lexicon and value it as a relevant piece of art that informs the human experience.  

By incorporating technology into their plays both of these playwrights are using 
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technology as a technique to help compel, educate and activate the imaginations of the 

audience and motivate them to retain and value the performance. 

The most important aspect of this particular study is the two plays that I chose to 

analyze and why exactly I chose these specific performances. Both plays are prime 

examples of what can happen when a playwright takes a look at the traditional theatre 

structure and decides that technology can enhance both the performance and the 

audience’s experience in an effective way that complements the material.   In both plays 

once technology is introduced it doesn’t lie flat on the stage or appear as if it is out of 

place in the context of the performance.  In fact instead of being a gimmick, technology 

in both of these plays is an integral part of the performance.  If you take the technology 

out of these plays it would change every aspect of the performance including the plot, 

style, characters and the audience’s perception.  Each of these artists chose the 

technology they used for a specific purpose.  Marber chose the Internet because it was a 

recognizably contemporary way to allow several characters to meet, which served as a 

way to incorporate many of the themes while recognizing the influence that the Internet 

was starting to have on society.  Video collage is a medium that Maguire has worked in 

since the 1970s, and is something that he had gone away from and decided to come back 

to in Abandon.  By integrating the video collage into the performance and making it the 

absolute core of the play the audience was completely grounded in the piece the entire 

time with the technology serving as a vehicle that guided them through their individual 

experiences of the performance.   

As I will discuss later on, often times the integration of technology into live 

performance is met with apprehension because theatre critics and performers are 
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concerned it will diminish the “liveness” of a performance.  I’m using “liveness” in this 

sense to describe the real time interaction between performers and the audience.  This 

interaction serves as an integral part of live performance and members of the theatre 

community recognize that “liveness” is their unique strength; especially since one of the 

chief complaints by the audience of pre-recorded media is that it lacks this live 

interaction.  In both Closer and Abandon technology is used successfully to heighten 

audiences’ experience of liveness. 

The common trajectory of technological development is that a new technology is 

first perceived as intrusive until it becomes incorporated into the social context.  The 

Internet has now become a part of social context and therefore it has already permeated 

the theatre’s walls through its everyday influence on the audience and theatre artists.   

Closer and Abandon illustrate how the introduction of media into the theatre environment 

does in fact change the dynamics within theatre by allowing the audience to take their 

perception of the performance to different levels.  Each technology that is used in these 

two plays pushes the audience to take stock of how that technology affects them 

personally.  In Closer the audience is quickly asked to bring their personal experiences 

with the Internet to the forefront of their perception of the play.  Before this play the 

Internet was cloaked in a certain level of privacy since it had never been presented on 

stage or film.  By bringing this private technology to the stage Marber is asking the 

audience to evaluate what the Internet means to them in their everyday lives.  In Abandon 

the layering of the technology requires the audience to make rapid-fire decisions on 

where to direct their attention: the video screens, the performers, the music or the 

lighting.  Each decision they make guides their overall perception of the entire 
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performance.  I want to explore how the audience makes those decisions and what this 

does to their interaction with the performers and overall perception of the performance.  

Key questions of my study include: Where does the spectator’s focus go when 

technology is introduced into the scene?   Is the audience completely brought out of the 

world established onstage by the incorporation of technology?  How is the plot stopped or 

propelled by the use of technology?  How does the use of technology alter the scene both 

visually and emotionally? 

In Patrick Marber’s Closer he changes the audience’s perspective by placing the 

Internet into one key scene and then taking the performance back to a simple spectator 

and performer interaction for the remainder of the time.  Closer is the story of four 

people—Dan, Alice, Anna and Larry whose lives intersect through their romantic 

relationships with each other.  Marber uses the Internet as a plot device to bring these 

characters together. All the rest of the scenes use no technology, which allows the 

Internet scene to provide that element of intrigue that resonates throughout the 

performance.  As the Internet scene (scene 3) opens the first thing the audience notices is 

the large screen that represents the computer screens in front of Larry and Dan; therefore 

the technology quickly dominates the audiences’ attention.  The scene starts with the 

stage split into three specific areas.  One portion of the stage is Larry’s office where he is 

in the middle of his workday as a doctor.  The center portion of the stage is the large 

screen that represents the Internet where the actors’ typed dialogue appears onscreen for 

the audience to read.  The third portion of the stage is Dan’s flat where he does his 

writing and lives with Alice.  As the typed dialogue begins the audience already knows 

that Dan is deceiving Larry into thinking he’s a woman, and more specifically Dan is 
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posing as a woman, Anna, whom he actually knows and is sexually obsessed with.  In the 

two previous scenes it is established that Dan and Alice are in a relationship when Dan 

meets Anna and they have a mutual attraction for each other.  Dan is assertive with Anna 

and attempts to start an affair with her; however, she resists and Dan is left in his 

unsatisfying relationship while he daydreams of Anna.   Almost a year has passed in 

between scenes 2 and 3 and Dan’s frustrations are high so he takes his daydreams to the 

Internet to work out his sexual anxiety on an oblivious Larry.  At this point the audience 

doesn’t know too much about Larry and they slowly learn more about him as the scene 

progresses. 

As a technological device, the use of the Internet in scene 3 is both a visual 

technology and a means for plot development.  Scholar David Saltz researched 

integrating technology into live performance and defined terms of usage in his essay 

“Live Media: Interactive Technology and Theatre” (2001).  His terms “diagetic media” 

and “virtual scenery” are both useful for understanding Marber’s incorporation of 

Internet technology in Closer.  “Diagetic media” are media used within the world of the 

narrative, while “virtual scenery” describes media used as a scenic backdrop depicting 

the onstage environment (Saltz 124).  The Internet is a “diagetic media” because it exists 

within the world of the narrative and it also functions as virtual scenery because the 

screen isn’t literally in the character’s environment; instead serving as a visual cue for the 

audience. Marber’s use of the Internet allows fresh interaction between characters and 

unique access for the audience.  The two characters are drawn to the Internet to meet 

people for different reasons that reveal key aspects to each man’s personality.  The 

Internet is a relatively impersonal way to meet a person since the two people are always 
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separated by technology.  Dan is a failed author in a loveless and guilt-ridden relationship 

and he is using the Internet as a device to purge himself of some emotional demons.  The 

Internet allows him to be anonymous, and as sexually explicit as his imagination will let 

him be, which allows him to free himself of his immediate pain even though it creates 

roadblocks to his own happiness.  Larry on the other hand is a relatively successful 

doctor, single and somewhat trapped by his personality.  He moves through life quickly 

and with little grace.  Larry seems to achieve his goals both in his career and eventually 

in his personal life, yet he still feels unsatisfied with himself.  He logs onto the Internet in 

hopes of releasing all the restrictions he has put on himself in order to achieve his goals.  

The anonymity of the Internet allows him to be whomever he wants, yet he still chooses 

to be himself.  Larry quickly identifies himself in the chat room as “Larry the doctor”, 

while Dan takes on a whole new identity and gender.  That simple fact reveals a lot about 

each man.  Larry is honest on the Internet and appears to be honest in the relationship that 

he pursues with Anna.  Dan isn’t honest with Larry in the chat room and proves to be 

dishonest in all of his personal relationships. 

Even though some critics have argued that technology diminishes the liveness of 

performance by creating a layer of separation between the spectator and the actors, 

Marber’s use of technology in this one key scene illustrates that technology can enhance 

the audience’s experience without diminishing the liveness of the performance.  In effect, 

technology is commonplace now in people’s lives, so to see it on stage is entirely natural 

and feels like just another form of communication and dialogue instead of a cold and 

artificial device. As it is illustrated in scene 3 of Closer, technology can create a sense of 

community between the performers and spectators.  For instance, the audience knows the 
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deception that is happening in the Internet scene, yet they have to wait for Larry to figure 

it out in the next scene.  The audience is bound together in their suspense and this delayed 

gratification creates a sense of relief in the audience when Larry is finally made aware of 

the deception.  Therefore, instead of the technology creating a layer of separation, it 

becomes a tool for creating closeness between the actor portraying Larry and the 

audience.  A sense of community is also created when the audience is forced to read 

together the dialogue onscreen.  As the audience reads at its own pace, once they all reach 

the end of the scene they are in a collective state of awareness and suspense. Instead of 

two characters looking at each other and conversing, the visual cue of the screen 

positioned between the two characters transfers the spectator’s gaze towards the screen, 

therefore technology becomes a third character in that scene with its entrance into the 

dialogue. 

One of the reasons that Marber used the Internet in Closer was to take advantage 

of a media that was quickly gaining popularity in society to heighten the audience’s 

awareness of key themes.  Marber most likely had this set goal in mind when writing the 

play, however as a playwright he is deeply aware that anything he presents onstage in a 

production is left up to the audience to interpret.  In an interview, Marber reflected on the 

audience’s reaction to the usage of the Internet in his play: 

When the play premiered in May 1997 in London, at least half the 

audience didn't know what that scene was. You can trace the rise of the 

Internet really from that night. May '97, I would watch the audience and I 

could just tell that the majority, in fact, had no idea what they were 

watching. Whereas the younger people in the audience absolutely knew, 
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oh my God they're in a chat room. We've never seen this done before. It 

hadn't been done on stage or in film before and it felt very new and very 

strange and radical and it played to complete silence, shocked  

awe. (Topel) 

Internet wasn’t fully integrated into peoples’ lives in 1997 and it wasn’t yet fully a part of 

our social context so some of the audience members didn’t know exactly what they were 

seeing or how to react to it.  Marber uses this unfamiliarity to his advantage in that it 

becomes a useful tool for heightening the audience’s curiosity and involvement in the 

play.  It propels the plot forward because the audience is invested in finding out what this 

scene has to do with the rest of the play and this scene asks the audience to start to pay 

attention to key themes including deception, obsession, curiosity and longing.  The visual 

cue of the Internet screen shifts the spectator’s focus from audible cues to visual cues.  

The visual cue of the Internet allows the audience to visually receive plot information and 

insight into the characters.  Playwrights like Marber choose the actions depicted in their 

plays for a specific purpose, specifically how the action can push the audience to respond 

in a certain manner.  The shift from listening to watching in this scene changes several 

things about the performance.  For example, the audience is being visually reminded not 

to trust the characters to tell the truth since they are seeing that Dan is lying to Larry, 

which helps the audience stay attuned to deceptions that will take place in future scenes.  

Since key themes are visually illustrated to the audience (e.g., Dan lies about his identity 

and only the audience can tell he is lying) in the Internet scene the spectator becomes 

more emotionally invested.  In this scene the spectator almost becomes the omniscient 

narrator of the performance since the audience members know more information than the 
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characters.  This causes the spectator to feel a connection with both characters since they 

know each individual character better than the characters know each other, which gives 

the audience a sense of narrative understanding.   

Patrick Marber considers himself primarily a playwright, but after he adapted 

Closer into a screenplay in 2004, he has gone on to write more screenplays including 

Notes on a Scandal (2006), a film for which he was nominated for a Best Adapted 

Screenplay Oscar.  In an article that he wrote in Upstaged: Making Theatre in the Media 

Age (2006), Marber discusses the differences in writing for the screen versus writing for 

the stage: 

Writing a movie, I’m thinking, “Okay, that picture.  Now I’m going to cut 

to that picture.”  I’m going to try to tell the story in the cuts as much as 

anything.  I don’t want the dialogue to convey the plot too much.  Whereas 

when I write a play, I’m seeing two or three people talking.  I’m telling the 

story in dialogue and that’s where the emotional life of the story is (86). 

Marber uses a term that I like in the above quote, “emotional life.”  To him, the emotional 

life of a play is in the dialogue and the emotional life of a film is in the visuals.  However, 

I feel that the “emotional life” of live performance is now shifting to be both a 

combination of visuals and dialogue.  As Marber’s scene 3 in Closer illustrates, the focus 

on the dialogue is shifted to the visuals once technology is used in the performance.  In 

that pivotal scene, the audience who is used to seeing a scene that is structured around the 

dialogue spoken between characters is shifted to dialogue typed, which turns the 

emotional life of the scene into a visual experience.  Even though it is dialogue, it is also 

visual and audible.  The sound of the two characters typing on computer keyboards adds 
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another layer of sound and visuals to the performance.   In this case, instead of 

technology serving as just virtual scenery, the power of the technology contributes to the 

emotional life of the performance. 

 In scene 3 a new and interesting dynamic takes place in that the audience is both 

paying attention to typed and spoken words, and both the spoken and the typed words 

hold their own meaning and importance in shaping the audiences’ response and further 

understanding of the plot and themes.  The main focus is on the typed words displayed 

onscreen and not on spoken dialogue or movement, however since spoken words are used 

occasionally (although sparingly) when they are uttered they do offer that added insight 

and are used purposefully.  As the stage directions note: “The scene is silent.  Their 

‘dialogue’ appears on a large screen simultaneous to their typing it” (Marber 23).  There 

are a few spoken words, but the two characters never physically speak to each other as it 

is all done through typing, while the audience reads the dialogue onscreen.  With Internet 

chat rooms, there is a whole new vocabulary and spelling that is used.  In addition to 

adjusting to the dialogue displayed onscreen, an audience unfamiliar with the conventions 

of typing in real time (where speed is essential) also has to adjust to the new vocabulary 

and spelling:  

Dan Cum here often? 

Larry ? 

Dan Net 

Larry 1st time 

Dan A Virgin.  Welcome.  What’s your name? 
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Larry Larry. U? 

Dan considers. 

Dan Anna 

Larry Nice 2 meet U 

(23). 

The spelling of certain words allows for sexually suggestive puns that we wouldn’t get if 

we weren’t seeing them in writing.  In addition, the spoken words offer the same level of 

double meaning.  When Larry’s phone rings as the scene is sexually heating up, we are 

reminded that he is a person of authority and a person who deals with other people’s well 

being because he is answering questions as a doctor.  Larry’s spoken dialogue when he 

answers the phone is as follows: “Yes.  What’s the histology?  Progressive?  Sounds like 

an atrophy” (Marber 25).  Histology denotes that he is a doctor since the medical term is 

the most common usage of the word, and it literally means the study of microscopic 

tissue.  Therefore suggesting that Larry is a man who pays attention to details in his 

professional life but as his actions in the rest of the play will tell us he still manages to 

have blinders on in his personal life and fails to pay attention to details in his 

relationships.  “Progressive” in this case is used to describe the increasing severity of a 

medical condition.  Within the context of Larry’s life it suggests that this is the scene 

where things start to get worse for Larry, as the condition of his personal life is veering 

towards a progressive condition.  My favorite word in this bit of dialogue is “atrophy,” 

and it denotes the wasting away or degeneration of cells due to under use or neglect.  
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Larry and Alice become the atrophied cells in this scenario as the play progresses because 

Anna neglects Larry and Dan neglects Alice, causing them both to degenerate.   

As Marber described in the interview I quoted earlier, some of the audience didn’t 

quite know what they were seeing and the few people who did know were surprised to 

see a chat room displayed onscreen.  Marber anticipated this sense of surprise in the 

audience by building it naturally into the play; the audience is always several steps in 

front of the characters, however certain revelations (like Alice’s false identity) surprise 

the audience.  Since this scene takes place in a cybersex chat room upon “meeting” the 

characters enter into a sexual discussion.  Not only does the introduction of the chat room 

surprise the audience but the vocabulary is also a style shift for the audience to adjust to.  

In 1997 when the play was originally staged, the younger audience who recognized the 

Internet weren’t used to seeing that aspect of their lives in a theatre environment.  Before 

this play the theatre and the Internet were two entirely different mediums that didn’t seem 

connected at all.   

By integrating Internet onto the stage environment, Marber is using the newness 

of the technology to buildup disbelief in his audience.  However, Marber is also asking 

the audience to see the theatre in a different light, especially the younger audience that 

recognized the Internet.  Marber is asking them to see theatre as a means for reflecting 

modern day society, not just a means for presenting old tried and true methods of live 

performance.  As the audience is going through the adjustment of adapting to the 

technology in the performance a similar dynamic takes place in the plot when each 

character has a moment when new information they learn puts a twist on what they 

thought they already knew.  For example, a side to Larry’s relationship is revealed to him 
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when he learns that Anna and Dan have been having an ongoing affair in his own home.  

A similar twist happens to Dan at the end of the play when he learns that Alice has been 

using a false identity this whole time.  Even though the scene isn’t long, Marber keeps his 

themes consistent, and each line of dialogue, whether typed or spoken, moves fluidly 

with the plot. 

Now it’s time to focus on what the scene does for the plot and where the 

spectator’s focus goes with the incorporation of technology into the scene.  The stakes 

seem to be raised once the Internet is introduced into the play and it moves the audiences’ 

focus towards the next scene in order to find out what will happen when Larry finds out 

he was deceived.  Since the screen is in center stage and the largest thing on the stage, the 

audiences’ focus goes immediately to it.  The next thing they look at is what exactly the 

actors are doing and how they are behaving and then the natural focus turns to the typed 

words.  Each device as it is set up on stage seems to be the antithesis of “closer.”  Marber 

is using the Internet here for a specific purpose, to further illustrate that even when people 

are attempting to get closer there is still something in their way.  The screen visually 

separates the two characters and the only interaction that these two characters have with 

each other is on the computer.  In scene 3, the something getting in the way is the Internet 

and staging it in this visual manner where it literally splits the stage and splits the two 

actors allows the scene to resonate through the rest of the play.  Eventually in 2003, after 

many successful runs in various parts of the world, the play was adapted into a film 

directed by Mike Nichols.  However, by the time the film was produced, it was not 

shocking at all to see the Internet portrayed in film, especially since the portrayal of the 

Internet on film is a smoother integration than into theatre since it’s portraying one 
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technology (Internet) housed in another technology (film) instead of integrating a 

technology into a live medium. 

Matthew Maguire’s narrative collage play Abandon (2006) is an interesting 

representation of what can happen when technology is fully integrated into a play from 

beginning to end.  The play was staged at La MaMa E.T.C. in New York City’s Off-Off 

Broadway in the fall of 2006.  Maguire has had a long working relationship with La 

MaMa’s founder Ellen Stewart beginning with his first collage play staged at her theatre, 

The Seven Deadly Elements (1977).  After nearly a decade of working primarily in the 

collage style Maguire moved to more linear, dialogue-based performances.  Abandon 

marks Maguire’s first time back to the collage format since 1986.  Maguire is also an 

actor and won an Obie Award for his performance in Mac Wellman’s one-man play, I 

Don’t Know Who He Was and I Don’t Know What He Said (1998).  The fact that he is 

also an experienced actor plays into the way he writes and directs, especially in Abandon 

where he collaborated with the actors to create the performance.  According to the 

production notes Abandon is described as a “narrative collage” since it seems to be more 

grounded in plot than his other forays in collage.  The video screen is a digital collage of 

artwork, sculpture and photography with images morphing in and out of the frame at 

differing speeds.  At key moments the images would even freeze to form a still frame on 

the video collage.  Even though the images onscreen and movements of the actors felt 

random, as each movement slowly began to coincide with images onscreen it became 

easier for the spectator to get a feel for the narrative.   

The plot follows Helena, a woman who is terrified of love because she witnessed 

the deterioration of her mother due to her parent’s failed relationship.  Her sister 
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Marguerite tries to help pull her out of her misery and keep her from going down the 

same hard path their mother went down.  In addition to Helena and her sister, there is 

another female character that also struggles in her relationships with men.  All of the 

characters, including three men, all seem to be defined by their relationships with the 

opposite sex.  The choreographed dance movements reflect this tension between the 

genders with the modern dance moves often starting off as simple dances until two 

people (often times a man and a woman) get caught up in a dance that turns into sparring.  

The music that was composed for this play by Andrew Ingkavet is used to highlight the 

emotions of the characters.  Each stage direction, whether lighting, music, dancing or the 

movement of the video collage, is all tightly synched up to the characters’ emotions.  

Maguire uses technology as a means of visually guiding the audience through the abstract 

framework of the production.  Since the collage aesthetic layers visual media on top of 

live performance on top of recorded music, the spectator always has multiple things to 

pay attention to throughout the production.  This layering concept allows each spectator 

to get a different experience, which makes the production ideal for multiple viewings.  

Every time you would see the play something new could pop out at you that you hadn’t 

noticed before because in your prior viewing you were focusing on one of the other 

actions going on at the same time.  

The choreographed movement, both of the actors and of the video collage reveals 

all of the information about the characters that dialogue normally would. The 

choreographed movement often involved two actors engaging in what looked like hand-

to-hand combat.  When the actors were by themselves on stage their movements would 

be slower paced poses; however once another actor entered the stage by snaking from 
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behind a video screen, the choreographed dances would turn combative as the two actors 

confronted each other.  The video collage also supplements the emotions expressed 

through the dance.  For example, when the protagonist Helena is struggling to sort 

through the trauma of the loss of her mother, in part due to the failure of her parents’ 

relationship, she seems to be turning to stone as her movement is slowly stopping 

altogether.  Once the actress froze into a statue-like pose the video screen behind her 

showed an abstract collage image of a stone statue whose lifeless limbs are in the same 

pose as the actress.  Helena’s movement was slowing down to be stone like, yet the 

expression on the actress’ face conveyed the character’s outer paralysis but inner panic 

that she would end up like her mother: alone.  At this time all other stage devices were 

slowed to a stop as well.  The music had slowed down; the video collage stayed frozen on 

the stone statue image and the lighting was lit to highlight the stillness of the actress.  In 

actuality this moment where everything on stage was frozen didn’t last very long, perhaps 

45 seconds at the most.  However, since the technology was used to highlight and 

dramatize the actress’ movements, it seemed as if the moment resonated longer.  

Personally that moment inspired a mental image and feeling that stayed with me long 

after the performance had ended.  Maguire’s use of technology in this particular moment 

illustrates how technology can highlight a theme that the playwright wants to resonate 

with the audience.  In this moment the audience feels guided by the technology.  A 

moment like this could be interpreted as feeling too highlighted and too didactic; 

however since the production quickly moves back into its frenetic pace after this with 

media layering on top of live performance, it doesn’t play as too literal and didactic.  
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The manner in which technology is used in this production reveals that Maguire 

has set up the production around the technology.  Unlike Marber’s play where technology 

served a very specific and limited purpose (a device used for two characters to meet), 

Abandon uses technology for many different purposes.  At first glance it would appear 

that the video collage is used solely as virtual scenery; where the video screens and 

images on them are used as a virtual backdrop.  Since the screens were placed at the back 

of the stage in a staggered pattern the actors’ only interaction with the screens was to use 

them as stage curtains for them to walk in front of and behind as they exited and entered 

the stage.  The characters never look at the screens or pay any attention to them, which 

prompts the feeling that the video collage is a scenery backdrop.  However, the 

translucency of the screens allows the actors to use their movements as they walk off 

stage to highlight their character’s emotions.  Since their movements can be seen in 

shadow form as they enter and exit the stage, the actors’ movements become a part of the 

video collage with their shadows overlapping the images onscreen.  Their movements 

happening in real time overlap the pre-recorded shifting of images happening onscreen, 

which pulls the pre-recorded media into the real time events happening on stage.   

David Saltz’s terms “virtual scenery”, “subjective perspective”, and 

“commentary” aptly describe the technology in Abandon.  In “virtual scenery” 

technology provides the backdrop for the environment presented onstage.  Often times 

the video collage is more abstract than straightforward scenery, however it does provide a 

visual experience that at times is both a world the characters exist in and “subjective 

perspective” where the technology is a visual representation of their emotions.  The video 

collage also serves as “commentary” on the events that are taking place onstage where 
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the collage becomes a visual editorial of the character’s actions.  Maguire has constructed 

a play that manages to use technology in so many different ways and gives it a multi-

dimensional feeling.  As the performance is going on the audience can look at the 

collage, the actor’s movement, listen to dialogue or music.  At first when I noticed that all 

of these aspects were practically going on at the same time I worried that the production 

would act as a physical representation of what it must feel like to have Attention Deficit 

Disorder (ADD), a disorder that is often blamed on our fast-paced technological 

lifestyles.  I was hoping that the play wouldn’t become a commentary on the downfalls of 

technology-focused society, especially since such a hypothesis wouldn’t have fit the 

environment of a collage play.  Instead, the video collage incorporated painting, 

photography, sculpture and video into an ongoing visual cue to the actors and the 

audience.  In this manner the video screens acted as virtual scenery in a more abstract 

sense.  In Saltz’s definition, “The media provide a backdrop depicting the environment 

within which the stage action take place.  This virtual scenery can either be static or 

animated” (Saltz 124).  Maguire made the media even more animated by having the 

actors synch their movements with the shifting images onscreen, by choreographing this 

movement I think that it allows a pre-recorded media to be perceived as if it is interacting 

with the performance. 

The video collage acted as animated scenery because it was the back wall of the 

stage that served as both a backdrop in a literal sense and a metaphorical sense.  It was 

scenery, yet a majority of the time the characters didn’t really exist in that world in a 

physical sense, it seemed to act more as a conduit to what the characters were thinking 

about the events happening onstage.  In that manner, the technology of the play serves the 
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purpose of Saltz’s “subjective perspective” definition where media relates the thoughts 

and dreams of the characters. Since the video images are constructed of collages that 

Maguire himself created and screens are used as the backdrop, the integration of the 

video screens feels more like a traditional backdrop in that it is the third wall that the 

audience focuses on when they need further explanation or definition of what is 

happening in the scene.  And the images also seem to reflect what the characters are 

thinking and feeling.  As the protagonist, Helena’s emotions seem to be the emotions that 

are more commonly depicted on the screen since her emotions help establish the 

emotional groundwork of the production.  In this sense the technology acts as a partner in 

the performance in that it helps the audience make sense of the movements and actions of 

the actors.  Since there is little dialogue the screen acts as a visual cue that helps place the 

audience in the proper frame of mind. 

Abandon provides the perfect example of where the theatre is headed in the future 

by incorporating technology seamlessly into the live environment of theatre. David 

Saltz’s thinking is similar to Maguire’s; they are both artists who want to use technology 

in a way that highlights the performance without dwarfing it.  Saltz’s objective was to 

show that incorporating technology into the theatre setting creates new possibilities for 

theatre performers and artists.  In addition to presenting new possibilities in terms of how 

a performance is structured and performed, in Saltz’s opinion integrating technology into 

theatre presents a new layer of examination, “but more deeply that it compels us to 

reexamine some of our most basic assumptions about the nature of theatre and the 

meaning of liveness” (107).  My primary focus has been on how using technology 

onstage affects the audience and how active and participatory they feel in the presence of 
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the more static presence of technology.  Saltz comes at it from a different perspective: 

How does technology change the performance for the actors?  What does it feel like or 

look like for the actors to have the audience focus on something other than them and does 

it take away from their performance?  The way that the actors approached that particular 

subject in Maguire’s Abandon is that Maguire created a workshop atmosphere where the 

actors were involved in helping to choreograph their movements and develop their 

characters.  The actors were involved in each step of the creation process leading up to 

the performance, which I imagine helped them feel like they weren’t taking a backseat to 

the technology.  The actors rehearsed their movements to coincide with the prerecorded 

video collage onscreen and often times after a series of movements their final pose would 

match up with an image displayed onscreen.   

Frank Episale makes an important note in the analysis of the play in his review for 

Theatre Review website offoffonline.com: 

Against this prerecorded landscape, actors walk a stage divided into zones 

by lines taped on the floor. While the projections and the music provide a 

kind of emotional roadmap, the performers bring a more concrete 

narrative. The scenes combine experimental dance theater with 

straightforward dialogue, juxtaposing narrative techniques to create yet 

another level of collage. When the actors step behind the screens they 

become living shadow puppets, blurring the line between foreground and 

background. 

The prerecorded aspect of the video collage brings with it an interesting dynamic.  As 

Episale noted the images are used to highlight the emotions of the performance, guiding 
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the audience along the way.  However, the video screen collage didn’t just serve as a 

visual aid, the images themselves brought along with them their own emotional 

statement.  By combining the actors’ performance with the video collage it brings the 

video into the performance instead of it just lying flat as a static piece. 

Unlike Marber’s play, Maguire’s play uses technology one hundred percent of the 

time, which alters how I answer the chief questions of analysis I posed earlier.  So my 

first question of where does the spectator’s focus go when technology is introduced into a 

scene needs to be answered in a different manner.  Since technology is always visually 

and audibly noticeable to the audience and performers it never leaves their awareness.  

However, one thing I did notice was that as a spectator I quickly adjusted to the multiple 

dimensions to the performance.  I wasn’t distracted or overwhelmed by the multiple 

visual and audio components happening at once.  I learned to focus on what I deemed to 

be most important at that particular moment.  The people I attended the play with didn’t 

necessarily get the same things out of the play that I did because we each chose different 

elements to focus on at different times since we had so many quick choices to make about 

where we focused our attention.   

My next question of if the audience is taken out of the world established onstage 

because of the use of technology seems to be a moot point because the world established 

onstage is a world physically created by technology.  Therefore the motion and the plot of 

the play isn’t paused because of technology, the plot is instead created by and propelled 

by the technology all at the same time.  Even the emotions of the characters are reflected 

in the images on the screen and change of music from one genre to another.  Nothing 

stays still in the production, even when the movement onscreen and onstage is limited to 
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a long pause, the audience knows from experience that the pause won’t last long and the 

movement will continue momentarily.  The flow between technology and performance 

that Maguire created in Abandon proves that technology and theatre can work together in 

a performance without threatening each other.  

There is an ongoing discussion among theorists over the hesitation to combine 

live performance and technology.  The techniques to combine technology and theatre 

used in Closer and Abandon provide perfect illustration of how theatre has moved past 

such hesitations.  Walter Benjamin initially raised issues of how technology influences 

performance structure in his influential article “The Work of Art in the Age of 

Mechanical Reproduction” (1936).  He developed standard practices now used in theory 

for analyzing media, including: acknowledging that presence is depreciated; presence of 

time and space is altered; technical reproduction changes production boundaries; and 

mechanical reproduction allows immense portability that changes the cultural dynamic in 

society.  

One of Benjamin’s key points is that technology is well known for bringing things 

closer and for making the world seem a little smaller because large socially relevant 

events like wars can be brought to life in a closer and smaller scale through the use of 

technology.  Benjamin states, “Every day the urge grows stronger to get hold of an object 

at very close range by way of its likeness, its reproduction” (5).  By bringing an everyday 

technology like the Internet onto the stage Patrick Marber illustrates how the closeness of 

technology can be incorporated into the theatre.  As the audience reads onscreen the 

dialogue as it is being typed they become a part of the action onstage.  In this scene the 

screen isn’t just a set piece because it is an active component in the audience’s 
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understanding and interpretation of the events taking place onstage.  Maguire also brings 

the audience closer to the technology by using the video collage to provide information 

into the emotions of the characters.  The spectator feels as if they are inside the 

character’s head because the visuals onscreen relay information on the character’s 

emotions and the music produces an emotional affect on the spectator that relates to the 

images onscreen.  Each of these techniques was used so that the technology didn’t 

interrupt the spectator’s interaction with the performance.  And the technology used in 

the performance brings it closer to the audience in terms of social relevance and 

emotional impact. 

As technology is integrated into performance there is still a fear among theorists 

that technology will strip away the “liveness” that makes theatre genuinely unique.  

Peggy Phelan voices this concern and comes out of the tradition of emphasizing the 

liveness and aura of theatre which she discusses in her influential essay “The Ontology of 

Performance: Representation Without Reproduction” (1993).  “Aura” in this sense is used 

to describe the distinctive atmosphere or quality that seems to surround and be generated 

by a live performance.  She argues for the integrity of live performance and the 

importance of preserving the live structure of theatre.  According to Phelan, live 

performance’s importance lies in its genuine liveness and we must keep this intact by 

keeping the theatre free from reproduction and free from any interruption in the liveness 

of a performance.  Phelan believes that theatre has always been uniquely live and should 

continue to be that for its audience.  She emphasizes the need for the preservation of 

“liveness” by referencing the power of the spectator in terms of how their memory of the 

performance acts as the only tool for its preservation.   
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According to Phelan, “Performance’s only life is in the present” (148).  The 

audience needs the performance to be live because it benefits from this genuine 

experience in a way that is unique to live performance.  I feel that the two plays I’ve 

analyzed actually prove that liveness can be preserved even with the integration of 

technology.  Since society is shifting towards integrating technology into our daily lives, 

introducing it into the theatre isn’t as off putting or artificial as theatre theorists like 

Phelan have feared it would be.  In the two different ways that Marber and Maguire 

incorporated technology into the live theatre environment, it proves that there are many 

different ways that technology can be used in a performance that fully integrates it into 

the live environment.  Closer is a more traditional play that uses the Internet as exposition 

and as means for actively involving the audience in the performance by adding that extra 

layer that makes the play socially relevant now that the Internet is such a large part of 

social context.  Phelan is concerned that the audience will let the technology take over 

their appreciation of the unique live experience.  The plays I’ve analyzed illustrate that 

when used in such a socially relevant way technology allows the play to resonate with the 

audience. 

Two of the main reasons that the Internet has been able to grow as a popular 

media are the immediacy and intimacy that it offers.  Philip Auslander said the same 

thing about television in his book Liveness (1999), that it was television’s immediacy and 

intimacy that allowed television to “displace” theatre.  Interactivity at its core means that 

the user is involved in effecting the final outcome of a performance or website in that 

each individual Internet user can add their input, which changes the final product.  

Entertainment technology has been evolving towards this type of user involvement as 
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each new technology is invented.  And the process that this is mimicking is the very basic 

audience response that occurs in a live performance.  Each laugh, gasp or dead silence 

changes something in the performance.  Abandon allows the technology to be 

incorporated into this live response interaction.  Maguire’s play was designed to guide the 

audience through their interpretation of the performance.  Since the technology has 

multiple layers to it the spectator can use the technology as much or as little as they want 

to in order to guide their interpretation of the performance.  Since the first row of 

audience seating was literally on the stage and the rows were closely positioned to each 

other, the spectator could easily focus solely on the performers who were only feet away 

from them.  In this case the proximity of the actors meant that the moment they changed 

their facial expressions the audience could immediately respond to this change.  It also 

meant that the closeness between actors and spectators was encouraged and not 

diminished by the technology. 

Instead of struggling over whether or not to keep technology out of theatre and 

insisting that the liveness of theatre needs to be preserved, Philip Auslander in his book 

Liveness argues that theatre isn’t “pure” or free from technology because the live space is 

already mediatized.  Matthew Causey agrees with Auslander’s suggestion that 

ontological purity is unreasonable in his article “The Screen Test of the Double: The 

Uncanny Performer in the Space of Technology” (1999).  Causey reminds us that theatre 

has always been virtual:  “There is nothing in cyberspace and the screened technologies 

of the virtual that has not been already performed on the stage. The theatre has always 

been virtual, a space of illusory immediacy” (383).  Auslander asserts that the vast 

influence that media, such as television and film, has had on society creates a society and 
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a theatre that are “mediatized.”  Meaning that all forms of media have influenced the 

development, production and even the audience’s perception of the theatre.  Auslander 

states, “Since the late 1940s, live theatre has become more and more like television and 

other mediatized cultural forms.  To the extent that live performances now emulate 

mediatized representations” (158).  In the relationship between media and theatre, one 

can’t exist in current society without the other since they constantly reference each other.  

He analyzes the already existent media saturation of the theatre by researching modern 

day live performances such as rock concerts and sporting events and how even though the 

event is happening right before the spectators’ eyes they instead focus on monitors and 

screens used in the live event.  These technologies are incorporated in order to appease 

the audiences’ need to bring things closer, since that is what they are used to because of 

technology.  In Closer Marber wants the spectator to focus their attention on the screen 

since the dialogue is displayed onscreen rather than spoken.  Auslander wrote of the 

spectator watching video screens instead of the live performance because it is what they 

are used to and Marber uses that idea to his advantage.  He knows the spectator’s focus 

will go to the screen once it is onstage so he uses it as an integral piece in the 

performance.  Maguire also recognizes that the spectator will focus on the video screens 

and creates a live collage by having the video collage constantly running while the actors 

perform.  The movement of the images and the actors constantly reference each other, 

which further connects the video screens to the live performance. Both playwrights use 

the power of technology screens to attract the spectator’s stare on purpose to enhance the 

experience and further the plot.   
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So far I have looked at integrating the Internet and technology into theatre by 

analyzing Closer and Abandon, now lets flip that view and look at the idea of placing the 

theatre and live performance on the Internet.  Leon Kaplan broached that topic in his 

article “Peeking into Cyberspace: A Non-Luddite Manifesto” (2000).   He makes the 

statement that performing artists should embrace the Internet specifically because of the 

influence the Internet has on society and a way of doing that in addition to integrating 

Internet into live performance is to make theatre a presence on the Internet itself.  Kaplan 

mentions the term “convergence” as the key term used to describe the Internet: “Since the 

key word for the new media hype is ‘convergence,’ there is no reason to believe that 

performing arts won’t ‘converge’ into some form of electronic stage, like videos and 

movies did” (Kaplan).  All this time I have been discussing how theatre needs to use this 

new media to push itself ahead as far as developing into a performance space where 

media is accepted as an influence on the performance.  Kaplan believes that the 

unpredictability of live performance is what the Internet is truly lacking.  To him, the 

Internet is this sleek form of “1s and 0s” that is sterile in its high-tech feeling.  Putting the 

theatre on the Internet will literally “liven” up the sterile environment of the Internet.  

Kaplan realizes that his view could be considered radical, however he wants 

artistic expression to move away from its “cerebral” tendencies and he feels that 

branching out into the Internet will achieve that.  At this point, I appreciate Kaplan’s 

argument and agree with his sentiment that live performance needs to embrace the 

Internet.  However, I’m not sure if I can entirely support his idea of placing the stage on 

the Internet.  I appreciate the ideas behind it, but I have a hard time completely taking the 

theatre out of its natural environment.  Kaplan’s manifesto points to the trajectory of new 
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technology that I have discussed, although right now I feel that his idea is a little ahead of 

society.  Closer and Abandon use technology to enhance the stage production, however 

once the stage production is placed on the Internet that changes the dynamic even more.  

Since technology is constantly evolving the idea of placing live theatre on the Internet 

will become an easier and more approachable option for theatre in the future. 

In the face of change, playwrights like Marber and Maguire have looked to 

technology to provide them with a vehicle that will enhance the performance and make it 

a relevant piece of art for their audience.  Each playwright chose the technology they 

used because it furthered the plot and got the audience involved in the performance in a 

unique manner.  Marber and Maguire analyzed where the spectator’s focus would go 

once technology was introduced into the performance and structured their plays around 

that.  Maguire wanted the audience to constantly be aware of the technology and he 

wanted it to always have a presence in the performance, while Marber chose to use 

technology as a special element to only one scene in his play.  Maguire’s idea was to 

keep the technology going at all times so that it became an integral part of the 

performance; where it is as important to the audience’s understanding of the plot as 

spoken dialogue.  In Closer, Marber only used technology in a key scene but the impact 

that this scene had on the plot was integral.  Theorists like Auslander, Causey and Kaplan 

realize that the strength of live performance is that it is willing to recognize the influence 

of media on its performances and embrace that change to make theatre a relevant part of 

the changing social context. 
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     A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON PERSONAL PRONOUNS BETWEEN  
                     THAI  LANGUAGE AND CHINESE LANGUAGE  
 
                                                               JING HU 
 
Abstract: 
This thesis applies the theory of historical comparative linguistics and the theory of 
social linguistics, makes a comprehensive comparative study on the personal pronouns 
between Thai language and Chinese language. The objective is to explore the 
hypothesis that Chinese language is etymologically related to Thai language.  
 
This thesis proposes a phonological reconstruction for the personal pronouns of Proto 
Thai language. Through the phonological comparison between the personal pronouns 
of Proto Thai and the personal pronouns of classical Chinese, this thesis analyzes the 
phonological corresponding relationship of the first and the second personal pronouns 
between Thai and Chinese. It expounds that the first reconstructed personal pronoun of 
Thai “raa” is correspond to the first personal pronoun of classical Chinese “rag”, the 
second reconstructed personal pronoun of Thai “ma” is correspond to the second 
personal pronoun of classical Chinese “njag”. 
 
The personal pronouns of Thai and Chinese have many similar characteristics, such as: 
many classifications and functions, corresponding phonological forms, both have the 
function that shows different social classes and ranks, and many of them represent both 
singular and plural. This thesis also analyzes the reasons of these similar characteristics. 
It explores the origins of the personal pronouns of Thai:  except for a number of 

personal pronouns of Thai itself, some stemmed from Sanskrit、Bali Languages and 

Chinese, most of the personal pronouns were gradually formed along with the social 
development of the country. In addition, social culture influences the evolution and the 
changes of meanings and usages of the personal pronouns of Thai, which went through 
a long process of evolution ---- from being simple to complicate, and back to simple 
again. 
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The comparative study on personal pronouns between Thai and Chinese has great 
significance on the probing into the etymology of Thai and Chinese.  
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Title: “The Myth-ing Link”
Workshop Presenters: Prof. Jolayne Call and Prof. Sandy Vogel
Affiliation: Utah Valley State
Addresses: 800 West University Parkway; Orem, Utah 84058
Email: Jolayne–calljo@uvsc.edu; Sandy–vogelsa@uvsc.edu

Workshop Abstract
The design of this workshop incorporates a major undergirding of mythological themes that exist
from culture to culture to explore family origins, how family members relate, what roles we play,
and how we see and are seen within our families. Workshop participants will be invited to
brainstorm and create a list of memorable family stories. The group will then review some
mythological themes, such as creation, heroes, journeys, rituals, transformations, and so on.
Participants will then analyze their own stories in relationship to these general types of myths to
discover their personal and familial mythology. Finally, individuals will share one of their stories
and receive input and insights from the group. This workshop will offer an interesting cross-
cultural mix of creative writing, storytelling, and mythology. What better way to celebrate
Hawaii’s “gathering place” than to celebrate our own family gatherings and our personal
recollections of family and self?

Equipment/Materials
Easel and markers
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 Beyond the Grid:  Reading Chopin’s The Awakening Through Lacan  (ABSTRACT) 

- John Carroll  

 

Is the reality that determines the Awakening, the slight noise  
against which the empire of the dream and of desire is maintained. 

                  Jacques Lacan, Seminar XI 

 

Studies of Kate Chopin's 1899 novel, The Awakening, since its re-discovery in the 

middle of the Twentieth Century, have often focused on the character of Edna Pontellier as 

a kind of "American Madam Bovary."  In Chopin's own time, the novel was castigated by 

male editors throughout the country. These American reviewers tended to see Edna as an 

adulterer, a woman whose apparent infidelity, in their eyes, was a threat to home, church, 

and state.  When the novel initially appeared, the one female author of any importance 

who could have supported Kate Chopin was Willa Cather; instead Cather opined that 

there was no need for a “second Madam Bovary “and joined the chorus of male voices that 

denounced the novel’s “sordid” themes. Kenneth Eble was perhaps the first critic to 

recognize the significance of Edna’s inner struggle with a passion she did not fully 

comprehend. Both Eble and Chopin’s first modern biographer compare Edna's situation to 

that of Phaedra in the Hippolytus by Euripides. "Phaedra's struggle with elemental 

passion,” Eble argues, "has the power, the dignity, the self-possession of a tragic heroine" 

engaged in "a struggle with eros itself" (xii-xiii).  Similarly, Per Seyerstead, who in 1969 

wrote the first critical biography of Chopin, states:   

Kate Chopin is a rare, transitional figure in modern literature.  In her  

illustrations of the female condition she forms a link between George Sand 
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and Simone de Beauvoir.  In her descriptions of the power of sexuality she 

reflects the ideas of a work such as Hippolytus and foreshadows the forceful 

20th-century treatments of Eros.  (194) 

The comparison of Edna to Phaedra, the fate-driven woman whose illicit desire for 

her stepson leads her ultimately to desire death, also recalls the vectors of Lacan's analysis 

of Antigone.  Clearly the vicissitudes of Edna's inner life and her growing awareness of 

herself as an individual call for a psychoanalytic reading. A few studies have analyzed the 

novel from a psychological perspective.  Noteworthy are Cynthia Griffin Wolff's article, 

"Thanatos and Eros: Kate Chopin's The Awakening," an application of Freud's and Laing's 

theories to the novel; Wayne Batten's somewhat tendentious Jungian study, "Illusion and 

Archetype: The Curious Story of Edna Pontellier"; and Patricia Yaeger's insightful 

deconstructive analyis, "A Language which Nobody Understood," which contains several 

references to Lacan and language.  None of these studies has adequately addressed the 

novel's textual unconscious and the unconscious forces, the intervals of desire, that drive 

Edna.  Chopin's novel seems to demand Lacanian analysis, and I must quote Slavoj Zizek, 

who with wonderful postmodern verve, sweeps away charges of anachronism with his 

statement that it is clear that Shakespeare had read Lacan (Looking Awry 9).  One might 

say the same of Chopin; indeed, it seems as if she had Lacan's seminar before her when 

she wrote the novel. Throughout this study I am guided by the method of such 

postmodern theorists as Shoshana Felman, Juliet Flower MacCannell, Julia Reinhard 

Lupton, and Kenneth Reinhard, all of whom discourage the "application" of a 

psychoanalytic theory as a template overlaid on a literary text and argue instead that 
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critics should focus their attention on the ways in which psychoanalysis and literature 

implicate each other.  I am not so much interested in overlaying a template onto Chopin's 

novel, as in showing how it implicates Lacan and vice versa.  The subject of female 

sexuality was not discussed openly in Chopin’s era, nor, until recently, in our own.  When 

he presented Seminar XX, Encore, Jacques Lacan gave expression to this problem—one 

that clearly has had a negative impact on women throughout history.  Read through 

Lacan’s theoretical lens, Edna’s struggle with her desire and the patriarchal order takes on 

new meaning for women of Chopin’s era, as well as our own.   

 Defined at first by the male gaze from which she is partly veiled, and later by 

difference and lack, Edna Pontellier in Chopin’s The Awakening begins unfolding the way 

a letter is unfolded and reveals its contents.  As the narrator of the novel explains,  “At a 

very early period she had apprehended instinctively the dual life”--the outward, 

conforming existence and the inner, questioning being (Chopin 32).  Edna has become 

aware, in short, that she is, in Lacan’s terms, a split subject ($).  Her gradual “expansion as 

an individual” is like an emerging self that has been folded between what Lacan labels je 

and moi, je and Autre/autre.   

 From the beginning of the novel, Edna Pontellier, like the narrator of The Yellow 

Wallpaper, is trapped in the grid of the symbolic order.  Following her habit since 

(pre)adolescence, she retreats into a fantasy world, and indeed is caught by the lures of what 

Lacan terms the imaginary register.  Her mother having died when Edna was very young, 

Edna began finding solace in imaginary relationships--first, “at a very early age. . . [with] a 

sad-eyed cavalry officer," then with a “young man” engaged to a neighbor, and, as a “grown 
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young woman,” she was passionately enamored with the “face and figure of a great 

tragedian” (36).  On Grand Isle some years later, stuck in a loveless, “accidental” marriage, 

she escapes into a dream world with her (imaginary) lover who has become a substitute for 

her lack, her petit a.  Her tie with Robert, to whom she bears a resemblance, is a mirror stage 

attachment; indeed, both are narcissistic (23). Edna gains an illusion of identity through 

Robert’s gaze.  She wants only this imaginary gaze--not a real relationship with Robert.  Or 

perhaps more to the point, at this stage Edna doesn’t seem to know what she wants.   

 Edna has no place in the imprisoning symbolic order.  As Lacan writes in Encore:  

“The Woman” and her sexuality do not exist; that is, they have not been represented in the 

patriarchal world (121).  Patricia Yaeger is partly correct in asserting that Edna does not 

have a language of her own (language being the sine qua non  of that order), a discourse 

that might help emancipate her.  What Yaeger overlooks is that Edna unconsciously 

desires the real--represented in the novel by the sea.  The novel begins with Edna coming 

from the sea and ends with her returning to it.  Cynthia Griffin Wolff perhaps comes closer 

to the mark, though her reading of Edna’s regressum ad uterum is limited by her  

methodology, that is, by her “application” of Freud’s biological model to the novel.   On 

several occasions we are told that Edna desires the unattainable (51, 110)--which she has 

tried to fill by metonymic desire/substitutions.  In her attempt to articulate desire, Edna, 

“the desiring subject, continually moves from one demand to another, from one signifier 

to another” (Lee 59).  At the end of the novel, standing on the seashore, Edna comes to the 

realization that she has been run by a chain of desire (and largely imaginary lovers):  
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“Today it is Arobin,” she says; “tomorrow it will be someone else.  It makes no difference 

to me, it doesn’t  matter about Leonce Pontellier . . .” (Chopin 136). 

 Just as Lacan suggests that Hamlet, in his desire to recapture the real (in his case, 

his mortgaged penis), makes a detour around Ophelia, so too Edna in her relationships 

with Robert and Arobin.  Edna’s desired object, Robert, at first has not sold out to the 

symbolic order.  However, he later makes the “phallic exchange” (as signified by his 

purchase of cigars, 128; see also 22) after going to Mexico to make his fortune.  Returning 

to New Orleans near the end of the novel, Robert, like Edna’s husband Leonce, desires “to 

hold and keep her" (130) and prepares to take his place in the symbolic order.  But for 

Edna there is no such place in the patriarchal order.  Divided by language, as we all are, 

Edna experiences aphanisis via awakening to sleep (compare Edna’s attempts to “lose 

herself” while swimming, 47). 

 Much has been written about Edna’s apparent suicide; and several generations of 

critics since the novel’s publication, repression, and revival have put their temporary 

closure on the conclusion and the question of Edna’s death.  In deconstructing some of 

these views (and the critics’ desires), I examine the issue in light of Lacan’s observations 

about the dialectical relationship between death and desire.  I also discuss Edna’s 

imprisonment by and escape from the symbolic grid in terms of the novel’s textual 

unconscious (represented by the semiotics of Edna’s clothing and other signifiers of the 

syntagmatic/paradigmatic grid).  In chapter 37, two chapters before the conclusion to the 

novel, Edna, in witnessing the birth of Adele’s baby, experiences an “ecstasy of pain”; in a 

word, Edna has experienced what Lacan calls jouissance.  This scene is a preparation for 
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her final jouissance in death.  As she swims to her death, Edna thinks of “the blue-grass 

meadow that she had traversed when a little child” (137).  Earlier in the novel she had 

mentioned this incident to Adele, explaining that she “was just walking diagonally across 

a big field” (35).  In his analysis of the master/slave relationship, Lacan notes that the way 

to transcend the grid  (#) is to mark it via the diagonal [ / ].  Similar to the narrator of The 

Yellow Wallpaper, who finds the diagonal between the vertical and horizontal lines 

(ecriture)  in the wallpaper and thus allows her imprisoned double to escape, Edna finds 

the diagonal figuratively in the sea with her last thoughts.  Her return to the real, 

represented by the sea (her substitute mother), marks the end of Edna's journey.  She is at 

this point, contra Yaeger’s assertion, beyond language; Edna is not merely positioned in 

the pre-linguistic, but is in that space (charted by Lacan’s Borromean knot) between je and 

moi (symbolic and imaginary)--the transcendent space of the Real and of jouissance. 

 At the end of the novel, Edna to her credit has arrived at that position to which the 

Lacanian analyst attempts to steer the analysand.  She stands on the beach with awareness, 

with self-knowledge, unlike Robert who lacks “real” self awareness and escapes into his 

pre-established role in the symbolic order.  Edna appears ready to bridge the gaps 

between je and moi, between je and autre/Autre.  She has come to an awareness of the 

signifying chain that has been running her life.  Unlike Robert, she has assumed her desire, 

let go of the petit a, and is in that position Lacan (after Heidegger) calls “Being toward 

death.”  Had she had the benefit of a sympathetic analyst, she might have found a space of 

her own within the male-dominated world.  Perhaps with the aid of Dr. Mandelet, who 

desired to engage in a “psychoanalytic” dialogue with her, she could have learned the 
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lesson we all need to learn--namely, to live with the ambivalence of existence, of being in 

but not of the symbolic order.  Dr. Mandelet, using the “discourse of the analyst,” might 

have recognized in Edna what Lacan calls “the hysteric’s discourse” and helped Edna 

realize the strength of that discourse—the strucure of which challenges the patriarchal 

order.  The hysteric’s discourse escapes enclosure within the very terms of discourse, yet 

somehow produces knowledge and dismantles structures; or in the words of the narrator: 

“Perhaps Dr. Mandelet would have understood her--but it was too late; [. .  . ] her  strength 

was gone” (137).  On the other hand, perhaps we should heed Lacan’s summation of the 

real significance of Freud’s teaching--namely, that life “has only one meaning, that in 

which desire is borne by death” (Ecrits 276-277). 
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Email:  mkt132@psu.edu 
 
 
Abstract 
 
In preparing to direct a play or a musical, the director must investigate the script to 
discover what the play is about and to decide how best to convey the story to the 
audience. This process is the first step in developing a production concept or a sense of 
directorial vision.  In addition to the historical and cultural context of a given play, a 
thorough structural analysis can illuminate the play and provide abundant inspiration for 
the director.  I would like to explore the practical relationship between script analysis and 
production concept using the musical Parade, by Alfred Uhry and Jason Robert Brown 
as, an example.  I directed Parade last year at the .  I will share the process and approach 
that I used to develop and implement a production concept in order to examine the value 
of analytical thinking in artistic endeavors. 
 
In my presentation I will discuss the following aspects of this artistic process: 
 

• The initial script analysis – I will introduce a unique method for script analysis 
developed by playwright and scholar Suzanne Zeder.  This method includes the 
creation of a structural map that illuminates the basic components of the story 
including the given circumstances, inciting incident, rising action, climax, 
resolution, protagonist, antagonist etc.  Most importantly this method examines 
the relationship of these structural elements to each other and to the action of the 
play or musical. 

 
• The development of a directorial vision or concept – I will discuss the ways in 

which an analytical approach to the script illuminated the meaning of a play, and 
offered insight and inspiration for a unique artistic interpretation. 

 
• The application of a directorial vision – Using production photos I will report 

on the practical ways my creative team and I implemented our interpretation of 
Parade through design, staging, and even interactions between characters on 
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stage.  This included the use of the singing ensemble in the style of a Greek 
chorus, and parade-like traffic patterns for staging and choreography. 

 
• The value of script analysis in the education of directors and other theatre 

artists – I find that many of my students hold the belief that artistic inspiration is 
a happy accident based on talent and luck.  There are tools, approaches and 
scholarly forms of inquiry that facilitate inspiration and the implementation that 
inspiration.  I will discuss ways to involve students in that process. 
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United Kingdom. Telephone: 0044 1522 837172 

5. Email Address of Author: pmiddleton@lincoln.ac.uk 

6.Abstract: Uniquely, television broadcast technology shapes our lives and 

defines the mass culture. New and emerging technology has created an ever-

increasing growth in ‘short life design’ (SLD), broadcast to a population and then 

disregarded. It is a rich area for refection because it defines the nature of live 

broadcast, current affairs and news programmes. As we move through a new 

century, SLD is set to play an increasing role in the way we receive and send 

information. It also presents a dichotomy; on the one hand it is ephemeral, on 

the other, it often communicates profound material with urgency and critical 

importance. The instant nature of this output relies on the designer/journalist 

having control over moving image, sound, text, graphics and virtual 

environments, as a consequence, the boundaries of design and journalism have 

become blurred. 

 

The paper will draw upon first hand observation of SLD applications within the 

production of broadcast news. The dialogue commences with information 

gathered during a sabbatical experience in 1987 with Central Television UK, a 

period when cardboard technology was concluding, giving way to the 

revolutionary Quantel Paintbox technology which redefined the industry, paving 

the way to a new technological future. A present day comparison will be overlaid 

through a sustained observation of the creative departments within Central TV, 

acknowledging the developments of the last 20 years. The driving theme will 

focus on a comparative analysis that embraces the technological and cultural 

significance of broadcast SLD, how it has shaped and continues to define our 

interaction with television broadcast information. The paper will explore the 

function of design within this new technology, how it has changed the nature of 

the designers’ role, presenting greater control over aspects such as creativity and 

communication.  
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The discourse will address the visual language of SLD, how it has created a new 

order for broadcast television, presenting a ‘fourth dimension’ characterised by 

information that embraces moving image, typography, sound, graphics and 

virtual environments. The potential to relay high volume information in a short 

space of time pushes the boundaries and potential of broadcast television. 

Increasingly, the designer is able to create on-screen, information rich 

environments that engage SLD to relay high technology, super-information. In 

response, the viewer/consumer has developed greater levels of visual literacy to 

decode this information, fuelling an appetite for advances in technology and 

higher performance. The paper seeks to explore this phenomenon through case 

study examples of SLD created by Central Television. 

 

The discourse will conclude by examining the cultural implications of SLD, viewing 

the shape and nature of information used in the late 1980s and comparing it with 

the form of contemporary exchanges. The paper will attempt to use this 

comparative analysis to locate the implications for future developments.  

 

The dialogue will be supported by visual material and case study interviews with 

designers of broadcast SLD technology. This will support the papers thesis that 

seeks to capture a design practitioners’ account.  

 

The paper is based upon research carried by the Author, which is funded by the 

Arts and Humanities Research Council of the United Kingdom who made the 

award in September 2007. 

 

 

Paul Middleton 
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Title:  
"Bits and Pieces of Truth": Cultural Politics and Saskatchewan's Indigenous Hip Hop 
Scene 
 
For some people, Canada’s new burgeoning Indigenous hip hop scene represents the 
globalization (read Americanization) of Canada’s Indigenous youth. For others, it 
represents a culture of sublimation because it gives Canadian Indigenous youth a 
means to share their current lived experiences  and to convey that which is often left 
unsaid within public discourse. Drawing on the work of Tony Mitchell (2001) and his 
suggestion that we must resist “the prevailing colonialist view that global hip-hop is an 
exotic and derivative outgrowth of an African-American owned idiom subject to 
assessment in terms of American norms and standards” and Emma LaRoque’s (2007) 
claim that it is wrong to hold young people hostage to their past, I argue for the 
disruptive possibilities of the Indigenous Hip Hop scene in Saskatchewan.  
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Seven Deadly Sins, Fifty-Two Artists, Ten Mentors, and an Artistic Director:  
(Re)Considering Culture and Performance at the 2005 Canada Summer Games  
Charity Marsh and Darci Anderson 
 

In 1999 the National Artist Program was introduced as a component of the 
Canada Summer Games as a way to inject the games with more “culture.” Since that time 
this initiative has continued to present conventional forms of performance similar to galas 
or variety shows, showcasing individual artistic talent, and subsequently containing each 
performance within the borders of its particular discipline. To date, the outcome of such 
an initiative has unfortunately maintained rather than dismantled strict divisions within 
the artistic disciplines presented by the artists, as well as between the disciplines of sport 
and culture. Unlike in past years, the National Artist Program of the 2005 Canada 
Summer Games introduced an artistic director whose vision moved the performance 
away from such conventional forms towards a process that provoked “a new form of 
performance which [was] unique, experimental, and widely unpredictable.” This process 
included the challenge of having “to create and stage a unified and fully realized event of 
performance within the two-week timelines of the games, utilizing the collective 
resources of 52-pan Canadian emerging artists and creative athletes.” Through analyses 
of the creative process and the final performance of the 2005 National Artist Program, 
these papers offer critical readings concerning how culture was produced, represented 
and performed at the 2005 Canada Summer Games in Regina, SK. 
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“Jazz Isn’t Dead, It Just Smells Funny:” 
An Analysis of Frank Zappa’s Be-Bop Tango 

 
 

Abstract 
 
 

Eclectic and pragmatic, witty and ironic, Frank Zappa resisted any commitment to any one 
compositional method, style, or medium, and for him, high art and low art, serious and non-
serious music existed without distinction.  An experimentalist in the tradition of Charles Ives, 
Conlon Nancarrow, and John Cage, Zappa's unique polystylistic approach to music transcends 
genre or expressive medium.  Musical quotation and stylistic allusion were compositional 
techniques that provided a greater depth of association and musical meaning to his music. And 
like John Cage, he was willing to experiment with new ways of thinking to further his own 
artistic goals.  An icon of unrelenting individualism, Zappa's highly personal musical voice is 
indicative of late twentieth-century modernist composition.  
 
My current research focuses on Frank Zappa’s evolution as a composer, and provides a historical 
and musical analysis of several of his compositions including the Be-Bop Tango.  
Today’s lecture will explore the harmonic language of the Be-Bop Tango, and explain the 
various analytical techniques that were used to codify Zappa’s unique musical process.    
 
Relevant historical information about his life including his published autobiography, published 
biographies, published interviews with the author, unpublished interviews with his wife and 
employees, recordings, and compositions are being collected. Currently, there is very little 
analytical research on the contemporary art music of Frank Zappa, which makes this research 
even more imperative to twenty-first century theorists and musicians. 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
 
In keeping with Zappa's artistic philosophy and his claims that his oeuvre is undifferentiated with 
regards to its artistic merit, regardless of style or genre, the terms art, art music, and serious 
music will be applied only to classify the works according to the general perception of style 
(rock, jazz, contemporary art music, etc.). Furthermore, the term popular will be only used to 
refer to commercially successful music; the term popular-art will be used to identify any musical 
style that originated from popular sources and has evolved to a generally accepted degree of 
higher musical aesthetic or musical style. 
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The Public Library Then and Now: 
The Evolution of an Icon 

 
Abstract 
 
 For hundreds of years the library has held a revered place in society. From ancient 
Egypt and Rome to contemporary times, libraries have always been placed in prominent 
settings among the culture’s most elite.   
 

In the last two decades a growing number of communities have sought to continue 
this tradition by erecting bold new landmark edifices of concrete, steel, and glass as if by 
proclaiming the libraries’ physicality and solidity in space, the communities could ensure 
their permanence in the hearts and minds of the public. Monumental in scope and design, 
these buildings are high-tech tabernacles of cyberspace inside, offering connection to vast 
databases of information.  No longer just warehouses for stacks and stacks of books—in 
fact, the books occupy less of the libraries’ space than before—the new libraries seek an 
accommodation between the old world of the book and the new, virtual world of 
electrons and gigabytes.  Poised on the edge of change, the libraries are rooted firmly in a 
tradition of culture as a centerpiece of society.  
 
 This paper traces the history of the library building from the great ancient libraries 
to monasteries to landed gentlemen’s private collections to the clean, well-lighted spaces 
of the 50s to the gargantuan icons of today and shows that the library has always had a 
physical presence in the minds of men.  
 

The paper also posits the question, what is the relationship of iconic structures to 
the perception of knowledge and culture, and has that important relationship changed as 
the function of the buildings themselves has changed?  Has the modern library become 
less associated with knowledge and culture and more closely aligned with tourism and 
trend?  Or do we go to Cincinnati and Seattle to become encircled in structural wonder 
and creative enlightenment in the same way that opening a book can expand and enliven 
the mind?   
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The Public Library Then and Now: 
The Evolution of an Icon 

 
Introduction: Issue 
 
 This paper investigates the reasons for the phenomenal worldwide rise of 

signature library buildings during the last 20 years, asking the question “Why do libraries 

continue to build more and more expensive buildings when they are faced with a 

seemingly clear threat of obsolescence from the Internet?” Not only is their existence as 

buildings threatened but as institutions as well. What will happen to the ideal of free (or 

affordable) and equal access to information if all information storage and retrieval is 

turned over to Web-based entrepreneurs? 

Historic Overview   
 

Signature libraries are nothing new. They have been with us since ancient times. 

The Royal Library of Alexandria is so famous that it is almost the only thing people 

know about that city. Once the largest library in the world, it was probably built at the 

beginning of the third century B.C. and, unlike most royal libraries in the ancient world, 

it was open to the educated public. It is reputed to have been quite large, and imagined 

renderings of its interior were featured in a Carl Sagan TV program (Wikipedia), but no 

one knows for sure what it looked like. If it were still standing, it would be a tourist 

Mecca today. 

Ephesus 

Today’s tourist in search of ancient library buildings is more likely to visit the 

Roman library at Ephesus, the most extensively reconstructed edifice in that city and the 

one whose photograph is most likely to adorn postcards and accompany magazine 

articles. Thanks to a brisk tourist business in Turkey over the last decade or so, the library 
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at Ephesus has achieved signature library status. The facade has been reconstructed to a 

height of three stories, making it the tallest building in the rubble that is now Ephesus. 

Other examples from history include the Bodleian at Oxford as the medieval form 

par excellence. In its stacks the spatial catalog of books spreads out along the walls to 

become a theatre of knowledge. Boullee’s famous Bibliotheque du Roi, is also an 

amphitheatre of books, all visible to the eye at once and dwarfing the spectator (Michael 

Brawne in Library Builders, p7).   

As the books accumulated over the centuries, however, the user became removed 

from them. No longer could one scan the whole collection with the eye; the catalog 

became numerical instead of spatial, a separate thing “stored out of site,” and a book had 

to be fetched from somewhere else by a librarian, as in the Round Reading Room at the 

British Museum or the famous reading room in the Bibliotheque Nationale designed by 

Henri Labrouste, two great signature libraries of the 19th century. Over the centuries, 

library collections have grown from 107 volumes in the Library of Lincoln Cathedral in 

1450 to tens of millions in national libraries today (John Olley in Library Builders, pp. 

10-12).  

Andrew Carnegie 

There has been a remarkable similarity in the history of more than 1,600 American 

libraries.  Funded by Andrew Carnegie grants at the turn of the century, these libraries 

were at first monumental and Romanesque or classical in style because library boards and 

trustees wanted impressive buildings for their cities and towns. They soon became 

smaller and more modest, however, as Carnegie and his personal secretary, James 

Bertram, economized and standardized the grant-making process (Van Slyck, Free to All, 
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1995, p 22). But as collections grew and cheap energy made air conditioning and other 

electrical accommodations affordable, the old Carnegie libraries were abandoned and 

replaced with larger, more efficient, well-lighted, air-conditioned structures in the 50s 

and 60s. 

The 1950’s and 60’s brought the efficiency and utilitarianism of the Bauhaus to the 

general public. Libraries of this era were sleek, metal and glass, modular rectangles 

whose monotony was broken by spots of highly colored, blue, green, or orange 

upholstery or the decorative use of wood. These structures were not thought of as 

historically “permanent” buildings. They embodied the new and different concept of 

disposable utilitarianism. They reminded many of shoe-boxes. Boxes or vaults for 

holding books.   

By the mid 1980’s these bastions of proportional minimalism were worn out and 

overcrowded.  As collections have grown, so has the need for libraries, and a boom in 

library construction is taking place again. 

Signature Buildings: What makes a building globally significant?  
  
 What do we mean, for example, by “signature building?” This term has come into 

common parlance only in recent decades. The OED Supplement of 1987, for example, 

does not list it, although it does list “signature tune.” And Webster’s New World 

Collegiate Dictionary, Fourth Edition (2000) does not contain it, either. A Google search 

today, on the other hand, yields 57,400,000 references. What the term signifies, however, 

has been with us for a long time, especially globally. 

 What is a signature building? There are at least three different meanings for the 

term. Coinciding with Webster’s second adjectival definition of “signature,” which reads, 
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“typical of or identified with a person, place, etc.,” most users use “signature building” to 

designate a building that is identified with a place.  For example, the ancient library at 

Alexandria would constitute a “signature building,” the very name “Alexandria” being 

enough to evoke “library” in the same breath, even though no visual image of it exists.  

 Even less common, this third definition was found on a Web site about Parisian 

architecture: “A signature building, by virtue of its stature, form and purpose, embodies 

and proclaims the dominant cultural values for the time when it was built.”   

Symbol 
 
 Simply stated, the library is an established symbol of culture and knowledge. And 

our psyche and checkbook are in agreement as to the value of that symbol.  Michael 

Brawne in Library Builders states, “It (the library) enshrines our belief in knowledge as 

an essential element of our culture; indeed many aspects of our culture are held within the 

library. Symbol and reality become enmeshed. This may in fact be one of the reasons 

why we continue to construct libraries.” (Michael Brawne in Library Builders, pp 8-9) 

 Geoffrey T. Freeman, an architect whose firm specialized in libraries, believes the 

reason for the building boom is that “people still hold on to the comforting notion of 

books” (Webb, p169). More than one writer has posited that the library building as a 

symbol has a magnetic pull on the public’s mythic concept of knowledge. T. D. Webb 

calls the library a “cultural shrine.”  “Users come to the library,” he wrote, “with the 

attitude that it holds, or at least can hold, all answers to all questions” (Webb, p8).  

 Jack Kessler (Webb, p264) suggests, “As technology appears to diminish the need 

for a locus of knowledge, the need for a monument to knowledge becomes even more 

intense.”  From Shanghai to London, Vancouver to Paris, Osaka to Granada, cities and 
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nations are building monuments to knowledge. In China and other developing nations, 

where virtual libraries could help a country make up for centuries of lost time cheaply, 

library building is nevertheless booming (Webb, pp189-90). 

 In the United States, glitzy new libraries have been built in Phoenix, San 

Francisco, San Antonio, Salt Lake, Denver, and Seattle. In an age of privatization and tax 

cuts, most cities have had to launch fund-raising campaigns and hold bond elections to 

raise money for construction. Although a Benton Foundation study in 1996 found that 

Americans ranked building and preserving libraries as third on a list of library services 

they would spend money on. 

 A case in point is the Seattle Central Public Library, completed in 2004 at a cost 

of $165 million to replace the city’s previous central library. The project required not 

only a bond election and a fundraising campaign but a $20 million grant from Seattle’s 

wealthiest citizen and benefactor, Bill Gates.  

The Internet 
 

Surprisingly, with and without such help, libraries all over the world nevertheless 

continue to build. Geoffrey T. Freeman notes, “As …paper has made way for electronic 

data, the usage of libraries has actually increased in staggering proportions” (Webb, 200, 

p169).  Why?  

 The Internet, it is thought, can put all the knowledge in the world at everyone’s 

fingertips. Therefore, the survival of the library as an institution may be endangered as 

well.  

 Because this new technology threatens the very existence of libraries and, in the 

case of public libraries, their very mission, libraries everywhere are building to survive. 
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The arrival of the Internet has raised the specter of books and buildings to house them 

becoming obsolete as we enter a virtual world which has the power to put all knowledge 

at our fingertips without leaving the comfort of our own rooms. The question has perhaps 

been posed most eloquently by Michel Melot, editor of the 1997 French work Nouvelles 

Alexandries:  “…the knowledge of the world is online—why reconstruct the Great 

Library of Alexandria, the powerful symbol of the closed knowledge of our ancestors, of 

the belief in thought which was halted by writing and encased by the book?” (Webb, 

p198)  Why, indeed?  Ironically, as pointed out by John Olley in the same year in Library 

Builders, p10, the book itself posed the very same threat to architecture in the time of 

Louis XVI.  In Victor Hugo’s Hunchback of Notre Dame, Olley quotes the archdeacon’s 

assertion that “The book will kill the edifice….Printing will destroy architecture.” If 

everyone can own their own books, who needs monasteries, libraries, or cathedrals—in 

the stained glass windows of which the illiterate could read everything they needed to 

know in the Bible?  But, as we have just noted, the proliferation of knowledge has led to 

a proliferation of books, which has led to a proliferation of libraries. No one could afford 

to own all the books. They had to be preserved somewhere. 

In France 

 In France the Bibliotheque Francois Mitterrand is said to be “Neither a temple nor 

a supermarket” but rather, “ A national monument for the consumer of knowledge.” 

(Library Buildings, p157) It is four huge “L” shaped towers of nearly 4 million square 

feet that houses an extensive collection of rare books as well as one of the most modern 

document transport systems.  It is a complex that reinforces the nation’s far-reaching 

goals for global communication.  
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In the United States 
 
 Seattle’s Mayor Paul Schell wanted a signature building for Seattle, one that “sets 

the international standard.” (Seattle Times, 5/9/99)  In a “Special to the Times” on May 9, 

1999, John Pastier elaborated on this point of view:  “The building should be so attractive 

that postcards of it will be big sellers. Its architecture should announce that this is the 

city’s prime public building, a place that celebrates knowledge, imagination, and self-

improvement. It should have a scale and presence that is at once humane and exalted…. 

Above all, it should be a building that confidently announces to the wide world and to the 

city itself that Seattle can value and produce great buildings.” (Kubo, p49) These 

aspirations are explicitly global. Architect Rem Koolhaus provided  just that. As his 

collaborator Joshua Ramus stated, “We’re betting on the book.” He then explained the 

complexity of their mission this way: “Open a library in 2003 that will glory in books, yet 

stand prepared for unforeseen advances in how information is communicated and stored” 

(Kubo, p58). 

 New Yorker critic Paul Goldberger saw the building as “a powerful testament to 

architecture as a container for the delivery of information.” Acknowledging the duality of 

the architects’ mission, he wrote, “The architects presented the building as a reinvention 

of the public library, which in many ways it is. Their great achievement, though, is not in 

reinventing the library but in reaffirming it” (Goldberger, p90). 

 “When you have a building that is so-o-o-o-o-o hot, and it’s a library, that’s pretty 

cool,” said Jacobs, director of the Seattle Public Library. “You can have museums that 

are great-looking, and office buildings. But this is the people’s public library, with water 
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views and city views. It’s a library, it’s not an expensive condo. It’s a library” (Kubo,     

p65). 

A Position of privilege 

 The Seattle library building can be read many ways. While San Antonians 

affectionately refer to their library, designed by Legoretto, as “the big enchilada,” and the 

Phoenix Central Library is known as “the mesa” to locals there, many attempts have been 

made to capture the essence of the Seattle library in a word or phrase. Possible epithets 

include “A Rubik’s cube cinched by a corset” (Dietrich), “a refueling station” for Darth 

Vader (Hackett), “a giant X-ray” (Olson), “and “a cheese-grater” (Hackett), but nothing 

seems to have stuck yet. 

Nader Tehrani, writing about the Phoenix Central Library, echoed this sentiment: 

“The top floor [which houses the main reading room] overlooks the Arizona landscape, 

making public a sight usually reserved for the tenants of corporate towers and hilltop 

residences. The elevated platform offers a position of privilege for every patron to survey 

the land and visually command the city” (Ojeda, p17). 

Conclusion 

 Only the future will decide whether architecture can save the library—if not just 

as a place for books, then as a meeting place, an Internet café, an affordable place to go 

for answers you can trust, a place that is everyone’s room with a view. Meanwhile, the 

library is revitalizing people’s attitudes toward public space. A symbol of the city, it has 

put its face on Seattle’s postcards. 
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When a student enrolls in music lessons during the pre-college years, one often thinks of 

lessons as merely coaching sessions on how to perform pieces. This preconception is 

rather superficial and it is the music educator’s responsibility to introduce new insights 

and provide direction in cultivating interests in learning new concepts.  Not only should 

students learn rudimentary techniques in order to perform well, there are many other 

important aspects in music making that need to be introduced, cultivated, and reinforced. 

There are certain fundamental differences that exist between teaching and coaching. 

Teaching involves the instillation of musical and technical concepts into students, while 

coaching focuses primarily on the interpretation and performance of the pieces at hand.  

Teaching is a long-term process, emphasizing the development of several different areas 

relating to performance.  They include physical aspects of playing an instrument, 

musicianship and interpretation, intellectual development, practice habits, performance 

and psychological preparation, as well as practical issues relating to how musicians 

function in the real world.  Coaching, on the other hand, can either be a long or short-

term experience.  It can also occur sporadically since there are no long-range goals 

involved.  The emphasis of coaching is on the diagnosis of technical problems and the 

study of interpretive issues in specific works.   It aims to heighten the process of critical 
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listening and provide guidelines for options in interpretation.  As a student continues to 

develop and grow as a musician, these two processes should coexist even during a 

student’s college years. 

 

The longer I teach, the more I realize that the ratio between the amount of teaching and 

coaching varies from one student to another.  It can also change constantly with the same 

student depending on different stages of their musical development, as well as the length 

of study with the same teacher.  In order to achieve optimum results in teaching and to 

bring out the best in each individual, teachers need to treat each student differently as to 

the amount of teaching or coaching needed.  We, as music teachers, should guide 

students in both areas, working to maintain a balance between these two closely related 

but diverse aspects of our profession. 

 

Physical Aspects of Playing the Instrument 
One of the foremost responsibilities of a teacher is to lay a good technical foundation for 

their students.  This is not merely the teaching of rudiments such as hand position, scales 

and arpeggios, bowing techniques, breath support, and diction; it should also include 

coordination, awareness, and balance of the body as a whole. An effective teacher 

advocates good sitting or standing posture, as well as emphasizing the awareness of body 

movements and tension. Tension and stiffness in the arms, shoulders, and body are 

common problems among young musicians that should be detected, diagnosed, and 

resolved early on.  “Technique” in music making does not merely mean learning the 

mechanics of how to play loud and fast, it is the ability to conceptualize the sound in the 

mind and have the means to produce it.  Instrumental students need to acquire a variety of 

“technique” in order to produce a wide range of sound, including legato, portamento, 

staccato, marcato, leggiero, and a dynamic range from a singing pianissimo to a 

sonorous fortissimo.  

 

Interpretation and Musicianship Building 
Although musical interpretation is a broad subject, it is never too early to introduce this 

concept to young students.  In fact, the earlier it is incorporated into a student’s learning, 
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the more effective the results are in the long run.  Students who are not exposed to 

interpretive issues in the early stages of development often have difficulty understanding 

these ideas later.  Issues such as balance, voicing, shaping of phrases, rhythmic steadiness 

and accuracy, variety of articulation, planning of dynamic shadings, pacing of 

ritardandos and accelerandos, and range of tone color need to be discussed in a young 

musician’s musical development.  A thorough understanding of performance practice in 

different stylistic periods is also essential. Young students need to learn concepts relating 

to ornamentation in baroque music, articulation in classical music, tempo fluctuation and 

use of rubato in romantic music, as well as color and sonorities in contemporary music.  

The ability to interpret pieces from different style periods allows students to have a wider 

spectrum of sound, texture, color, and emotional projection in their playing.  Besides 

learning repertoire and technique, developing students also need to receive training in 

musicianship in order to become a successful performer.  Activities such as sight-reading, 

keyboard harmony, ear training, score reading, ensemble playing, and accompanying 

should be encouraged.  Students also need to build habits of going to concerts and 

listening to recordings of great artists.  Instead of simply mimicking these performances, 

students can learn a great deal about interpretation, artistry, and different styles of 

playing. 

 

Intellectual Development 
In order to train students as complete musicians, intellectual development in musical 

understanding is an important issue.  Formal structure, harmonic and intervallic 

relationships, performance directions and musical terms, musical genres and instruments, 

historical background and musical trends of different style periods are some crucial areas 

pertaining to the development of a student. It is crucial to impart this knowledge to 

students in the early stages of learning a new piece and these concepts can be reinforced 

further in theory and musicianship classes. Sample questions for cultivating intellectual 

development in students may include: 

 

Where does this particular work fall in the creative output of the composer? 
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Are there any nationalistic features in this piece that might indicate the nationality 

of the composer? 

What form is this piece in?  What features of the structure affect the way you 

play/sing its various sections? 

How do you make the structure of the piece clear to the listener? 

What are the differences in your approach to Fauré and Poulenc? 

What mood are you trying to create in the Brahms? 

How has the cello change since Bach’s time? 

How has the piano developed from Mozart to Chopin’s time? 

Are there any specific aspects in the piano accompaniment that have influenced 

your performance? 

 

On Practicing 
The best practicing is conceptual and concentrated.  Qualitative practice is as important, 

if not more important, than quantitative practice.  Oftentimes, the amount of 

concentration, attention and consistency during practice sessions are more important   

than fulfilling a certain amount of practice time.  Constant attention to good practice 

habits helps students get the most out of their practice time.  One has to realize that 

practice itself does not make perfect, only perfect practice makes perfect.  Here are some 

useful suggestions: 

 
Concentration:  Find a time when one is most alert and is able to focus on his or her 

music.  Some people tend to concentrate better in the morning, others prefer practicing 

late at night.  For musicians who need five to six hours of practice time daily, sessions are 

most efficient if they are divided into segments of one to two hours each. Productive 

practicing is one that is focused and concentrated.  

 

Goal-oriented practice periods:  Set short and long term goals when practicing.  These 

goals can be set quarterly, monthly, weekly, daily, or even hourly.  In lessons, teachers 

often set weekly goals for students to accomplish during the coming week.  These might 

include learning or memorizing pieces or parts of a piece.  Some teachers require or 
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encourage students to keep a practice diary--some with specific time periods spent on 

every piece or certain technical skills.  Many students respond well to keeping such 

practice journals, which  help them with identifying goals and achievements. 

 

Constant improvement vs. mindless repetition:  Practicing often involves repetitions of a 

passage or phrase.  One needs to be aware of not merely going through mindless 

repetition of playing or singing a phrase.  When repeating a phrase, one should strive for 

reinforcing concepts, strengthening memory, acquiring technical facility and fluency. 

Experimenting with different fingerings or tone color, changing the shaping of a phrase, 

varying the dynamics, pacing, rubato, or changing the practice tempo are areas that need 

attention during practice. According to the great pedagogue Rosina Lhevinne :"Each 

repetition needs to be an improvement of the previous one." This kind of practicing is 

conceptual, and focuses on reinforcing interpretive decisions. 

 

Consistency:  It is necessary to practice regularly, regardless of one's schedule.  

Consistent daily practice is better than doing nothing for five days and then trying to 

catch up with the lack of practicing.   

 

Listening objectively:  In daily practice, we sometimes hear what we wish to hear rather 

than what comes out of our instruments or voice. One needs to learn how to listen 

objectively while totally involved in the music when practicing. Careful listening is 

crucial to artistic development.  Students who listen to their own playing with a critical 

ear achieve far greater artistic accomplishments than those who merely repeat phrases 

mindlessly and mechanically.   

 

Practicing away from the instrument:  Score study is a very important part of a 

performer's routine.  It enables a singer and instrumentalist to understand the architecture 

of the piece, and carefully examine tempo indications, dynamic markings, articulations 

and other performance directions of the composer. A musician can also benefit greatly by 

studying the relationships between the solo and the accompaniment parts, as well as 

analyzing the phrase structure and harmonic design of a work.  The overall structure of a 
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piece affects the way we interpret a work immensely.  The triumphant return of the 

recapitulation, the conclusiveness of the coda, and the waywardness of the development 

all create different sentiments and should affect the interpretation of the different sections 

of a work.  Phrase structure also plays an important role in the interpretation and 

preparation of a piece.  The pacing and expressive quality of a phrase varies greatly when 

a phrase is either extended or foreshortened.  Most composers use chromatic harmony 

and non-harmonic tones for expressive purposes, and acquired knowledge in the area of 

harmonic analysis enables the performer to project these expressive qualities in 

performances.  

 

Selection of Repertoire 
Whether you are a conductor of an ensemble or a studio teacher, the success achieved in 

student performances or competitions lies, to a large extent, in the care and 

thoughtfulness in repertoire selection.  Choosing works that are technically challenging 

and musically rewarding is the key to motivating students in doing their best in practicing 

and performing.  Another crucial element in conducting and studio teaching is designing 

a program that brings out the students’ (or ensemble’s) strengths and not to highlight their 

weaknesses or limitations.  When an orchestra has a particularly strong woodwind 

section, for example, the conductor can highlight that section by programming works 

with significant wind solos such as Kodaly’s Marosszék Dances, Stravinsky’s Puclinella 

Suite, or Ravel’s Le Tombeau de Couperin.  Piano teachers, like myself, are blessed with 

an unusually vast repertoire that covers works from more than five centuries.  While a 

male student who is six-foot four and has huge hand span finds it easy to perform 

sonorous and brilliant works by Ginastera or Prokofiev, another student may excel in 

repertoire that requires refinement, intricacy, and finesse (such as works by Scarlatti, 

Bach, and Mozart).  Selecting appropriate repertoire for ensemble or student is an art in 

itself.  It requires experimentation, research, imagination, and courage. 

 

Preparing for a performance 
Memory:   Before a performance, one can minimize performance anxiety and reinforce 

memory by "practicing" or "rehearsing" a performance in the practice room or in lessons.  
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A student should be totally aware of his/her physical, emotional, and mental states as if 

he/she is performing on stage.  Every physical motion, gesture, thought, and emotion 

needs to be well thought out and rehearsed so as to minimize any unnecessary surprises 

during performance.  Some performers suggest going through the entire program in the 

head without playing the instrument or singing one note.  Others suggest writing out the 

first two bars of the music one performs (including tempo, dynamic, articulations, and 

performance indication) to see how much one “really” knows the pieces one performs. 

 

Expression and Character:  Music is an expression of the composer's emotional 

experience; thus, it is an expressive art.  As performers and interpreters of music, our 

responsibility is to express what composers want to communicate to the listeners through 

musical notations and performance.  A performer has to be touched by the music he/she 

performs before the emotional experience can be shared with the audience. Student needs 

to get behind the notes and connect with the meaning and emotions in the music.   

Performing takes the body, mind, and soul.  One has to use the whole body (playing the 

instrument or singing), ears (listening), mind (knowing the score intimately), and the 

heart (getting behind the notes and expressing the emotions of the music).  If any of these 

elements are missing, it affects the whole, and the audience will be conscious of whatever 

is missing.  A performance well worth attending is one that is done with conviction, 

energy, sincerity, total involvement, and always, having something to say or a story to 

tell.   
 

Psychological Preparation 
A teacher-student relationship is one that is very special and long lasting.  Not only does 

the teacher impart musical knowledge to the student, they have the responsibility of 

building them up psychologically as well.  The great pianist Alfred Brendel puts it this 

way:  “…a teacher is a student’s confidant, motivator, and love-hate object.”   Teachers 

should work to build confidence in a student’s musical pursuit, instill a positive attitude 

on successes and failures, promote emotional maturity, and provide motivation and 

challenges. 
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Functioning as a Professional:  Preparing for the Real World 

 Although there are many “specialists” in our field, the reality of a music career normally 

involves many different professional activities. One has to be a versatile musician in 

order to be successful. During the college years, student should acquire skills for different 

aspects of career options—solo performer, collaborative musician, composer, arranger, 

conductor, music historian, theorist, member of an orchestra (orchestral playing styles, 

excerpts preparation, auditions, etc.), and so forth.  Students also need to have some 

knowledge of the business and marketing aspects of being a musician.  It is highly 

unlikely that a music major, once graduating from a university, will continue to perform 

their standard jury pieces of a Bach Prelude and Fugue, Haydn Trumpet Concerto, 

Beethoven Cello Sonata, etc. every six months. Even the top performers at school, will 

probably perform in various social and artistic events, teach students of all ages in groups 

or private lessons, accompany, adjudicate, play chamber music, volunteer in music 

organizations, write grants, present workshops, write books or articles for music journals, 

conduct professional or amateur groups, etc.  They need training on how to talk to an 

audience about music, address a group of music teachers in an organized, informative, 

and entertaining way. Students need instruction on teaching private and group lessons at 

all ages and levels, and the skills to write about musical subjects. They should be 

psychologically prepared and diversely educated enough to function as a professional 

musician and meet the demands of the real world. Unfortunately, rarely does one find 

courses in university music curricula that offer help and guidance in these matters to 

students who are pursuing a career in music.  Students need to be first and foremost 

superb performers, but they will be more successful if they are well-rounded musicians as 

well.    
 

Business Issues and Studio Policies  
Students should be trained to have some business sense and acquire necessary knowledge 

in setting up and running a studio.  They need to know how to effectively advertise and 

promote themselves as teachers and performers.  Important issues to be considered 

include: 

 Preparing promotional brochures, studio policy  
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 Equipping the studio 

 Auditioning students/parents 

 Understanding legal and zoning issues 

 Establishing fees and schedules 

 Acquiring the knowledge of taxes for the self-employed 

Understanding the advantages and disadvantages of teaching in an independent 

studio, collaborative studio, community music center, or pre-college music 

division affiliated with a university 

 

 

Pedagogical Preparation concerning Social/Psychological Issues  
In preparation for a career in music, students need to be prepared to experience different 

perspectives and provide responses to psychological situations, such as: 

 Preparing for college auditions or job interviews 

 Preparing for orchestral auditions 

 Ways to motivate careful and disciplined practicing 

 Preparing students for competitions (Collegiate and Pre-college levels) 

 Addressing psychological needs relating to students of different ages, especially 

the challenging adolescent years 

 Skills to work with the extremely talented students 

 Skills to work with students with learning disabilities 

 Coping with “burn-out”—the teacher and/or the student 

 Promoting cultural diversity in teaching 

  

Relating to the Business World and Music Organizations 
Musicians cannot function well by themselves.  They need to establish good relationships 

with music organizations (such as Music Teachers National Association, National 

Association of Teachers of Singing, College Music Society, World Piano Pedagogy 

Conference, Music Education National Conference, etc.), public and private school music 

programs, music and instrumental dealers, and arts organizations.  
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In conclusion, we need to keep promoting excellence in performance and encouraging 

our students to perform as well as they are capable of.  We also need to think about these 

practical aspects of being a musician and equip our students to prepare for the multi-

faceted nature of our profession.   

 
Dr. Jackson Leung is coordinator of Keyboard Studies and Music Director of the WSU Chamber 
Orchestra at Wright State University in Dayton.  He holds degrees in Piano Performance from Hong Kong 
Baptist University, Temple University, and the College-Conservatory of Music, Cincinnati. Leung has 
received numerous awards including top prizes at the Missouri Southern International Competition, the 
Young Keyboard Artists Association International Piano Competition, Ohio Music Teachers 
Association/Graves Teachers Duo Competition (1996 and 1998), the Albert Roussel Prize at the École 
Normale de Musique, Paris, and the Conductor of Exceptional Merit Award at the International Orchestral 
Repertoire Workshop in Hradéc Kralové, Czech Republic. 
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King Lear, Femininity and Female Disorder 

In Act I, Scene 2 of King Lear, Shakespeare in the mouth of Gloucester affirms the  

predominant role of chaos and its ruinous offspring in the tragedy of King Lear.  

Love cools, friendship falls off, brothers divide. In cities, mutinies; in countries, discord; in palaces, 
treason; and the bonds crack'd, … The King falls from bias of nature; there's father against child. 
We have seen the best of our time. Machinations, hollowness, treachery, and all ruinous disorders 
follow us disquietly to our graves. (Act I, Scene II, L.111) 

Harold's Skulsky posits in his work, King Lear and the Meaning of Chaos, that "Lear shatters such 

smiling and harmonious consort with cacophony and discord. It is a dance of death and devils, in 

which the dominant repeated images are of disease and decease, …animality and disorder". What can 

be added to that stance is that chaos and confusion unfold from the moment that power moves from 

man's rule to women's dominion. Evil, chaos and disorder are even personified and gendered female 

in the tragedy. The disorder of nature, rule, relationships, health and religion equate to female sway 

and discordance of the spheres. The harmony of the spheres is broken. King Lear the patriarchal head 

of England has the position of king, ruler - a divinely ordained responsibility. When he decides to 

divest himself of authority, disharmony, discord and moral depravity invade and pervade the land. 

The government and natures go awry. The fall and the decline of Lear's kingdom are attributed to 

female interference in administration therefore chaos and evil are feminised. “The most important 

significance of Lear’s playlet is the way in which it ensures continued disorder through the precedent 

it establishes,” (Some Facets of King Lear pg. 29) and that disorder remains in force through female 

rule and representation.  

Sexual disorder and sexual immorality in Lear are more ascribed to the female. The whore and 

the adulteress are dissolute women given to desire and lust - objectionable qualities in women. At 

Gloucester's castle, the "bastard Edmund" (Act I, Scene II, L.17) denounces himself and proudly 

boasts that his mother was a whore who gives birth to a deviant, bastard child. Goneril refuses to 

accommodateLear's one hundred knights for she fears that the palace be degraded to a "brothel"(Act 

I, Scene IV,L. 237. This opinion is loaded with irony since she prostitutes herself for power and later 
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for her paramour, Edmund. The palace is already tainted with whoredom. Blind Fortune who curses 

and dooms the downtrodden at her very caprice is called "that arrant whore who ne'er turns the key to 

the poor"(Act II, Scene IV,L. 57). Likewise Cordelia calls blind Fortune "False Fortune" (Act V, Scene 

VI, L. 6) which signifies that she is an adulteress who is unfaithful to her conjugal pledge. Fortune is 

false to the oppressed subjects of England by endowing propitious lots to the undeserving and 

unfavorable lots to the good. Lady Justice or simply Justice is the Roman goddess of Justice. She is 

the embodiment of justice, fairness, and legal order. In Lear, Justice has degenerated into "false 

justicer"(Act III, Scene IV, L. 56). This retrogressive standard of justice means that in England, the 

principles of fairness, virtue, morality and reason no longer rule. The transition from order to 

disorder is illustrated by the change of rule from Lady Justice to False Justicer. False Justicer has 

sexual implications for when a woman is false, she is unfaithful to her husband and disloyal to her 

marital vows. So False Justicer is an adulteress who pollutes the land with disorder by issuing false 

judgments. Lear is so repulsed by the loathsome attitude of his daughters that he wishes to divorce his 

dead wife "sepulchring an adultress" (Act II, Scene IV, L. 139).  

Critic Kenneth Muir who authored The Tragic Sequence asserts that "evil is the most powerful 

dynamic force of the play". In Lear, allusions to devils, evil spirits and devil worship are all 

represented as female. Hecate is the goddess of the wilderness, childbirth, sorcery and witchcraft. The 

dark meaning attached to the goddess implies that during the period of Goneril's and Regan's rule, 

she reigns also making the reign an ominous trinity of chaotic rulers over England. Mahu is a creator 

goddess who is associated with the sun and the moon. This goddess has an incestuous relationship 

with her brother which condemns her before the eyes of the British Renaissance society whose ideals 

and virtues bespeak a very strong Christian tradition. Lear calls his daughters "unnatural hags" (Act 

II, Scene IV, L.305) or witches. Albany denounces Goneril:  

"See thyself, devil! Proper deformity seems not in the fiend/ So horrid as in woman/ Beneath is all the 
fiend's/ There's hell, there's darkness, there's the sulphurous pit;/burning, scalding, stench, 
consumption".(Act IV, Scene IV, L. 140-144)  
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Evil is cloaked in the female form. In Lear, Duke of Albany scornfully tells his wife that "a 

woman's shape doth shield thee".(Act IV, Scene II, L. 75) Femininity covers the demonic duo from 

sooner death at the hands of the men. Shakespeare often alludes to the female genitalia as hell where 

"there's darkness, the sulphurous pit and burning, scalding, stench (and) consumption," where all the 

fiends or devils reside. This evil depiction of female evil and perversity runs in tandem with female 

disorder since England is being controlled by women and likewise, all the subjects undergo hellish 

experiences. Another reason for the comparison of hell and the female sexual organs is the 

overwhelming, infernal burning of the female passions. Albany denounces his wife as a devil whose 

proper deformity is even worse than that of the devil or fiend. Goneril and Regan both burn in passion 

in hot pursuit of Edmund and in the end, they delude themselves and tragically self-destruct.  

Female disorder is also animalized in the tragedy of Lear. Lear's daughters are called "she-

foxes," "tigers," "bitches," "she-pelicans" and "snakes". These animal images connote the same 

qualities that Lear's evil daughters embody: savagery, cruelty without reason, prompted solely by 

instinct. All of these carnivorous animals also prey on innocent creatures and have an insatiable thirst 

for blood. These female images are symbolic of the desperation of evil and the general 

dehumanization of these women.  

In Lear, Mother Nature or the goddess Nature goes amiss. She bears sway over fertility, 

fecundity and the elements of nature. The laws of nature are broken and there is a clear violation of 

the order of nature and the elements. The references to solar and lunar eclipses by Gloucester are 

signs of ill omen. Chaotic, vehement, intense storms and wind gales point to the confusion of Nature. 

Mother Nature breeds further discord among the characters of King Lear for Edmund is a "natural 

boy"(Act II, Scene I, L.90). He is illegitimate, base and bastard child while his brother is the legitimate 

son of Gloucester endowed with all its primogenital rights and privileges. The blame for natural 

children naturally falls to the woman. One can deduce that Edmund's actions are only a corollary of 

the actions of a deviant of the prescribed order, a freak of nature. The bastard son of Nature, Edmund, 
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ravages his own family and the royal one as well. He rends the bonds of filial relationships, marital 

relationships and builds an erotic love triangle. He ruins two sisters, Goneril and Regan. He ruins, 

Gloucester and Edgar and he tampers with the conjugal relationships of his paramours, Goneril and 

Regan. King Lear's doctor diagnoses Lear's distemper as "abused nature" (Act IV, Scene VII, L.18)as 

he even begins to suffer from insomnia.  

Sickness, disease and health disorders are portrayed to us as female in Lear. King Lear 

frequently makes reference to the ague. He states that he is not "ague-proof" (Act IV, Scene IV, L.119) 

meaning that he is not without short-coming, fallibility or fault. The ague or malaria is actually a fever 

spread by the female anopheles mosquito most common in Lear's day and so it is a female inflicted 

disease used to illustrate the moral ills of man. Lear also complains of another female disease 

"hysterica passio"(Act II, Scene IV, L. 62) or hysteria. This condition, peculiar to women, is caused by 

disturbances of the uterus where there is irregular circulation of blood from the uterus to the brain. 

This feminized disorder is symptomatic of the general malady of the queen-dom in the hands of the 

evil females. Even Goneril and Regan, Lear's daughters are called by Lear, "a disease in my flesh," "a 

boil," "a plague sore," or "an embossed carbuncle". Those ill-dispositions only reveal in a plainer light 

that the female figure runs contrary to the organization and the stability of society. The madness of 

King Lear goes in sync with the declining sanity of the power-drunk women and their infirm minds 

while their father's mental health retrogresses to a point where he is as a raving and petulant child. In 

the beginning of the chapter of King Lear the duplicitous daughters are grateful and loyal to their 

father but after receiving their portion of the kingdom they progressively are crueler, deadlier and 

sicker in their vices.  

Language is important in Lear in the articulation of feeling, motive and intent showing us the 

loftiness of language and its degradation through chaos. The style of conversation for Goneril and 

Regan in the tragedy of King Lear move from exaggerated, unctuous, inflated, toady language in the 

initial stages to dictatorial, piercing, abrasive, rude and hurtful speeches in the middle and end of the 
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play. On the other hand, Lear's language most notably lapses from being kingly, majestic, clear and 

imperious to being more servile, incoherent, nonsensical and puerile. Language is only a reflection of 

a character's inward condition. The intense rage of King Lear is conveyed through his storm speech 

"blow winds"and "howl, howl, howl …"(Act IV, Scene III, L. 301) and upon the death of Cordelia. He 

becomes a raving lunatick. At the same time, in Lear many characters also use many double-

entendres in their speeches where one meaning is obvious and another is masked. Also, beautiful and 

poetic style are only an embellishment of the underlying ugliness of character. These practiced 

subtleties and nuances tell of equivocation and deception which lead inevitable to misunderstandings 

and chaos.  

Relationships in Lear, revolve around disordered females which engender dysfunctional 

relationships. Cordelia acts out of character by not proclaiming in lofty terms her love for her father 

before his honoured guests and subjects at first and further continues the tradition of disorder and 

chaos so prevalent in King Lear. Goneril and Regan perpetuate the trend of disarray by breaking all 

filial ties and the paternal bond with their father. They shut their hearts to all human compassion, 

love and mercy. The power and love triangle existing amongst Goneril, Regan and Edmund 

emphasizes the unhealthy alliances: adultery, infidelity and fornication.  

The critic Alan Hobson, author of Full Circle says that "An image of the Fall is an invocation of 

Chaos more terrible than Macbeth's". Like Pandora and Eve who are the catalysts who allow evil and 

chaos to enter the world, Goneril and Regan are the agents by whose acts chaos and evil are unleashed 

and distorts the order and proper functioning of the kingdom. The entrance of sin in the world comes 

about through woman's indulgence of appetite and her usurpation of the traditional dominant male 

role. Just as Eve uses her feminine wiles like the serpent to seduce Adam into eating what is 

forbidden, Goneril and Regan use their manipulative language and power to control King Lear, 

Oswald, Edmund and their emasculated husbands the Duke of Albany and Duke of Cornwall.  
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Chaos is clothed in the garb of the woman in Lear. She is characterized as a whore, devil, 

animal, disease, and language. Female disorder accentuates the dissolution of the kingdom while in 

the hands of the women. England is a "gor'd state"(Act. V, Scene III, L.380). Only through the deaths 

of the women of King Lear that the state is able to heal her wounds and where order is able to be 

reestablished and stabilized. Debased whores and adulteresses personify chaos and disorganization. 

Devils and images bespeaking disorder are metaphors for the character qualities of women who go 

counter to the demands of nature. Animals gendered feminine manifest the lack of humanity and of 

the softer qualities expected in the woman. Sickness is precipitated by the actions of females whose 

victims suffer. Deranged senses and corrupted hearts verbalize the state of pandemonium in Lear. 

Relationships and rapports involving corrupt females promote anarchy and ultimately end in failure. 

The only way that order is reinstituted in the realm of King Lear is Kent and Edgar assuming 

administrative duties to set in order the discomposed domain.  
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 The late Victorian era was a “golden age” for children’s literature, 

particularly children’s illustrated books.  While many artists and writers 

were producing illustrated children’s books during this period, none have 

remained as popular as Beatrix Potter.  Beatrix produced over thirty 

children’s books, including The Tale of Peter Rabbit.1   

 Beatrix’s work has continued to resonate with twenty-first century 

readers because of her flare for drama and her marvelous illustrations.  

Her skills as a scientist, artist, and writer were clearly reflected in her 

little books.  These skills, however, were developed in a prosperous 

middle-class Victorian household which kept Beatrix sheltered and 

isolated well into adulthood.   

 

 Helen Beatrix Potter was the eldest child of Rupert and Helen 

Leech Potter.  Although Rupert Potter was trained as a lawyer, he led a 

life of leisure.  Because his father had made a fortune in textiles, Rupert 

never had to practice law.  The family resided in the fashionable Bolton 

Gardens district of London.  On July 28, 1866, Beatrix became the first 

resident of the nursery on the third floor of the Potter home.   

 During the first few years of her life, Beatrix led a rather isolated 

existence.  Apparently, Helen Potter relegated most of the duties of child 

                                                 
1 Louisa Smith, “Children’s Illustrated Books” and Catherine J. Golden, 

“Beatrix Potter,” in Victorian Britain: An Encyclopedia, ed. Sally Mitchell (New 
York: Garland Publishing, 1988), 144, 621.   
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rearing to nannies, as was common practice in wealthy families of the 

day.  Life in the Potter household was fairly regimented.  Meals were 

served at precise times, and breakfast was consumed in silence.  As a 

small child, Beatrix only saw her parents for brief periods of time each 

day.2  Young Beatrix did not have any friends of her own age.  When her 

younger brother Bertram was born in 1872, Beatrix finally gained a 

playmate, confidant, and partner in her amateur artistic and scientific 

endeavors.3   

 Although it has been assumed that both Rupert and Helen devoted 

little energy to parenting, Rupert seems to have taken some interest in 

Beatrix’s intellectual and artistic development as she grew older.  

Although Beatrix could not venture out alone in London, her father often 

took her to art museums and exhibitions.  He also introduced to her his 

much-loved hobby, photography.4  Rupert enjoyed drawing, and 

encouraged his daughter to do the same.  Beatrix escaped from boredom 

and loneliness through art and reading books from her father’s library.5   

                                                 
2 Margaret Lane, The Tale of Beatrix Potter (New York: Frederick Warne, 

1946), 14.   
 
3 Elizabeth Buchan, Beatrix Potter: The Story of the Creator of Peter Rabbit 

(New York: Frederick Warne, 1998), 9-11.  
 
4 Wynne Bartlett and Joyce Irene Whalley, Beatrix Potter’s Derwentwater 

(New York: Frederick Warne, 1988), 22.  
 
5 Buchan, The Creator of Peter Rabbit, 13.   
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 It was the Potter’s annual pilgrimages to the country, however, that 

gave Beatrix’s imagination free reign and allowed her to develop her skills 

as a scientist.  As was common practice in well-to-do, yet non-

aristocratic Victorian families, the Potters left London during the summer 

months and rented a house in the country.  Rupert Potter particularly 

liked Scotland and the Lake District for these getaways.  The summer 

places that the Potters rented were usually grand estates.  Rupert’s 

friends would often visit to go shooting or fishing.6   

 In this environment, Beatrix and her brother had great freedom 

and opportunity to amuse themselves, which they often did by studying 

plants and dissecting dead animals.  Beatrix’s fondness for animals, 

however, was more than academic.  She cared lovingly for numerous 

pets, including squirrels, mice, bats, and hedgehogs.  Although these 

pets often were obtained surreptitiously during the summer, they usually 

went back to London with the children.  Although Beatrix was quite 

found of her pets, sentimentality did not prevent her from boiling them 

down and articulating their skeletons when they died.7  Of course, 

Beatrix’s most noteworthy pets were her rabbits.  The rabbits, Benjamin 

Bouncer and Peter Piper, were the subjects of countless sketches.  

                                                 
6 Lane, The Tale, 35.   
 
7 Anthony Haden-Guest, “Potter Patter,” Vanity Fair, 51 (June 1988): 74.   
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Beatrix would train the rabbits and even walk them on leashes.  Peter 

would be the inspiration for her most famous book.8   

 Beatrix lost her only playmate and partner in her scientific 

endeavors when Bertram, at the age of eleven, was sent to boarding 

school.  As was common practice in upper middle-class families of the 

era, Beatrix was educated at home.  Nonetheless, Rupert and Helen 

ensured that Beatrix received a good education.  Beatrix had a series of 

well-educated governesses until she was in her early twenties.  Helen 

was especially concerned with Beatrix’s training in foreign languages.  In 

addition to the art lessons that Rupert himself gave to his daughter, he 

hired tutors to develop her oil painting, drawing, and watercolor skills.9  

 Beatrix’s intellectual pursuits kept her isolated existence from 

becoming a lonely one.  She read voraciously and kept a cleverly coded 

diary.  She also had an exceptional memory, and she would eventually 

memorize six of Shakespeare’s plays by heart.10 

 In 1890, Bertram left school to pursue a career as a farmer and an 

artist.  Bertram’s new independence underscored twenty-four year old 

Beatrix’s dependent status.  Extremely shy and closely tied to her family, 

                                                 
8 Judy Taylor, Beatrix Potter: Artist, Storyteller and Countrywoman (New 

York: Frederick Warne, 1986, 1996), 50-53, 60-61.   
 
9 Ibid., 40.  
 
10 See Leslie Linder, ed., The Journal of Beatrix Potter: From 1881 to 1897 

(New York: Frederick Warne, 1996); and Timothy Foote, “A Tale of Some Tails, 
and the Story of their Shy Creator,” Smithsonian, 19 (January 1989): 90.   
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Beatrix feared that she would never gain independence from her 

parents.11  In order to gain a bit of autonomy by making her own money, 

Beatrix designed a set of Christmas greeting cards and sold them to a 

publisher.  The cards depicted rabbits dressed in Victorian finery.12  

Soon, Beatrix was producing more artwork for cards and almanacs.   

 While Beatrix was developing her career as a commercial artist, 

she was corresponding regularly with one of her former governesses, 

Annie Carter Moore, and Annie’s children.  When Beatrix was nineteen, 

the Potters had hired Annie to teach their daughter German.  Annie was 

only a few years older than her student and was therefore more of a 

friend and confidant to Beatrix than a governess.13  When Annie left the 

Potter’s service to marry, the two women maintained their friendship.  

Beatrix would often compose illustrated picture letters for Annie’s 

children.  One of these picture letters would become the basis for 

Beatrix’s most famous children’s book, The Tale of Peter Rabbit.  Beatrix 

wrote the short story for the amusement of Noel Moore, who was 

recovering from a serious illness.  Years later, Beatrix would expand the 

tale into her first children’s book.   

                                                 
11 Bartlett and Whalley, Derwentwater, 36.   
 
12 See Anne Stevenson Hobbs, Beatrix Potter: Artist & Illustrator (New York: 

Frederick Warne, 2005), 74-75.   
 
13 Taylor, That Naughty Rabbit: Beatrix Potter and Peter Rabbit (New York: 

Frederick Warne, 1987), 9.  
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 Although Beatrix was now making money through her artwork, she 

continued to pursue her scientific studies.  At the age of thirty, she 

prepared a paper on fungus with the help of her uncle, Sir Henry Roscoe, 

a noted chemist.  The paper was accepted for presentation by the 

Linnaean Society, but women were not allowed at the meetings, and her 

paper was read by someone else.  The paper was never published.14   

While Beatrix never became a published scientist, her initial 

success with the paper, combined with the success of her commercial 

artwork, gave her the confidence to write a children’s book.  She 

borrowed the Peter Rabbit letter from Noel, who had saved the picture 

letters, and expanded it into a fully illustrated children’s book.  After 

being unable to find a publisher, Beatrix, with the help of a family friend, 

published the black and white book independently in 1901.  Beatrix was 

overwhelmed by the book’s success and printed a second edition.  Soon, 

Beatrix’s little book attracted the attention of the Frederick Warne 

Company, which published the first color edition of The Tale of Peter 

Rabbit.  Warne would publish most of Beatrix’s works.  In the wake of 

Peter Rabbit’s success, she would compose, illustrate, and publish such 

books as The Tailor of Gloucester (her personal favorite), The Tale of 

Squirrel Nutkin, The Tale of Benjamin Bunny, and The Tale of Two Bad 

Mice.   

                                                 
14 Ibid., Beatrix Potter, 66-68, and Buchan, Creator of Peter Rabbit, 20.  
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Although Beatrix was now a published author, she still had not 

gained much independence from her parents.  Indeed, she lived with 

them until she was forty-seven.  When Beatrix negotiated her contracts 

with Warne, Rupert insisted that he examine the agreements before she 

signed them, thus putting his legal training to some use.15  Whenever 

Beatrix visited her editor’s office, she was always accompanied by a 

servant.  Although her father seemed genuinely pleased by Beatrix’s 

accomplishments, he was still very protective of his daughter and 

structured much of her life.   

One of Beatrix’s biographers has argued that “if life in the nursery 

prolonged childhood, it also prolonged scientific and artistic growth.”16  

Perhaps an isolated, extended childhood did grant the shy, intelligent 

young woman the time to perfect her artistic ability and to study the 

natural world around her.  In any case, Beatrix’s literary, artistic, and 

scientific talents, which were developed in the nursery at Bolton 

Gardens, the museums of London, and vacation homes in Scotland and 

the Lake District, were reflected in her famous little children’s books.   

The illustrations in her books demonstrated Beatrix’s observational 

skills and artistic talent.  Her study of animals shines through in her 

books as well.  While most of her books show animals dressed in clothing 

                                                 
15 Judy Taylor, ed., Beatrix Potter’s Letters (New York: Frederick Warne, 

1989), 62.  Beatrix wrote an apologetic note to Norman Warne, warning that her 
father might be difficult.   

 
16 Foote, “Their Shy Creator,” 80.    
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and engaged in human activities, her renderings of rabbits, cats, 

hedgehogs, and other wildlife still have the basic physical characteristics 

of the animals themselves.  Beatrix’s painstaking sketches of her pets 

and her study of animal behavior and anatomy must have helped her 

create surprisingly natural-looking animal characters for her fanciful 

books.  While her fictional animals exhibited human behavior and 

emotions, their physical characteristics remained true-to-life in her 

illustrations.   

While most critics have concentrated on Beatrix’s artwork, far 

fewer have examined the literary merits of the books.  Graham Greene 

once described his favorite Potter works as “great near-tragedies.”  

Beatrix placed her characters in frightening, life-threatening situations, 

which would be resolved with a happy ending.17  Peter Rabbit is almost 

captured by Mr. McGregor, Squirrel Nutkin is almost eaten by an owl, 

and Jeremy Fisher almost becomes dinner for a trout.  All escape harm 

except for Nutkin, who loses his tail (and he deserves it).  Beatrix never 

shied away from giving her young readers a bit of a scare.  She also 

refused to “talk down” to them.  She would, on occasion, use large or 

difficult words in her work.  (For example, she described lettuce as 

“soporific” in The Flopsy Bunnies).  Greene also cited Beatrix’s brief, yet 

powerful paragraphs and her sense of irony as key virtues of her work.   

                                                 
17 Graham Greene, “Beatrix Potter,” in Collected Essays (New York: Viking 

Press, 1951), 239.   
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Another critic has suggested that her “sly humor” and subtle 

language have given her work its lasting appeal, in spite of its “dinkily 

Victorian” references to “chamomile tea, patty-pans, muffetees and 

Rabbit-tobacco.”18  Whether Beatrix made reference to starched 

petticoats or the effects of eating too much lettuce, she provided enough 

illuminating description and drama to give her work a timeless appeal.  

In this respect, she was an accomplished writer as well as an illustrator.  

During the first few years of her association with the Warne 

company, Beatrix worked closely with her editor, Norman Warne.  The 

two eventually developed a close friendship.  Norman, a bachelor, lived 

with his widowed mother and his sister, and Beatrix would occasionally 

visit their home.  Beatrix would often write to him, although this 

correspondence was very formal.19  In 1905, Norman asked Beatrix to 

marry him, and she agreed.  

Beatrix’s parents voiced strong opposition to the match.  They 

supported Beatrix’s literary endeavors, but they did not want her to leave 

their household to marry a man involved in a “trade.”  In spite of her 

parents’ objections, Beatrix was resolved to marry Norman.  Sadly, he 

died of anemia a few weeks after their engagement.  He was thirty-seven.  

Beatrix was devastated by Norman’s death, and she threw herself into 

                                                 
18 Foote, “Their Shy Creator,” 80.   

 
19 See Taylor, Letters. 
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writing and illustrating as a way to work through her grief.20  She 

continued to publish her work through Warne, and Norman’s brother 

Harold became her editor.   

As Beatrix accumulated her own money from book sales, she 

began to invest in land in the Lake District.  Her parents did not object to 

this, for Beatrix was still tied closely to home.21  As she gradually built a 

sizeable estate, however, it became necessary for her to visit the area and 

meet with William Heelis, the solicitor who handled her financial affairs.  

In 1913, William proposed to her, and she accepted.   

Again, the Potters objected to the match because Beatrix’s 

husband-to-be was involved in “trade.”  Helen also depended on Beatrix 

to help manage the household.  Nonetheless, Beatrix planned to go 

through with the marriage, with or without her parents’ approval.  

Eventually, the Potters accepted the engagement.  Bertram’s marriage to 

an “unsuitable” woman probably took much of the pressure off of 

Beatrix.22   

Thus, at the age of forty-seven, Beatrix began her life as Mrs. 

Heelis on her Lake District estate.  Ironically, Beatrix had more freedom 

in her marriage than she ever had as a single woman.  She was 

                                                 
20 Ibid., 25, editor’s note. 
 
21 Bartlett and Whalley, Derwentwater, 42.  
 
22 Lane, The Tale, 109.  
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interested keenly in the science of farming, and she soon became a 

renowned sheep breeder.  Indeed, she was elected chair of the Herdwick 

Sheepbreeder’s Association before her death.  She loved the country, and 

felt that farming was the most meaningful occupation of her life.23   

Although Beatrix continued to publish children’s books after her 

marriage, she viewed these artistic achievements as secondary to the 

productive enterprise of farming.  She never stopped making sketches 

and watercolors (her sheepdogs were her favorite subjects), and she 

remained a student of the natural world.  When she died in 1943, she 

was busy aiding the war effort by raising rabbits for meat.24   

 

Beatrix never quite understood the “perennial appeal” of Peter 

Rabbit and her books.25  She tried to avoid the limelight as much as 

possible.  Although Beatrix viewed farming as her true calling, the 

scientific talents and the gift of observation which made her a good 

farmer also enabled her to create memorable characters in children’s 

books.  Beatrix’s isolated, extended childhood thus gave her the 

opportunity to develop the artistic, literary, and scientific skills which led 

to her greatest life achievements.  After her death, Beatrix gave her estate 

                                                 
23 Taylor, Beatrix Potter, 187-206.   
 
24 Haden-Guest, “Potter Patter,” 74.   
 
25 Foote, “Their Shy Creator,” 80.   
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to the National Trust, and it is now preserved as a public park.  Her 

books remain popular with both children and older, sentimental readers.    
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 As far back as the Ancient Egyptian Period, diverse practices in architectural 
design and materials existed throughout Africa.  During the Medieval Period, variations 
in architecture continued.  Both internal and external forces spawned innovative 
structures and practices.  Islam and an Eurocentric Christianity infiltrated the continent 
from its northeastern borders which necessitated the development of entirely new or 
refurbished religious and political buildings.  Throughout Africa, unique monuments 
developed from the integration of African building practices with Islamic or Christian 
functions.  Other architectural structures were embedded in indigenous designs, 
conventions, and purposes, and remained independent of Islam’s and Christianity’s 
impact. 

This paper focuses on major architecture from the sixth to the beginning of the 
fifteenth centuries in north, east, west, and southern Africa.  It presents architectural 
designs, materials, construction techniques, locations, and patrons.  In brief, this paper 
examines the amalgamation of cultural belief systems, practices, and functions of 
selected monuments which are considered by scholars to be the “wonders” of 
architectural design during the Medieval Period. 
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The Yellow River Piano Concerto was the staple of Chinese orchestral music 

written during the turbulent Cultural Revolution (1966-76). It seems paradoxical that a 

concerto for a western musical instrument with accompaniment by a traditional 

symphony orchestra was written during these violent and chaotic times when all 

European Classical music was banned in China. Pianists and violinists were considered 

contaminated by western bourgeois culture. In fact, Richard Kraus, a political scientist 

and a specialist in Asian studies at the University of Oregon states, "During China's 

Cultural Revolution, the piano was likened to a coffin, in which notes rattled about like the 

bones of the bourgeoisie." The more research I did concerning the background and 

composition of this work, the more I find it intriguing and colorful. Another reason for 

choosing this work as the topic of my lecture today is due to the fact that the WSU 

Chamber Orchestra under my direction was invited to perform this concerto at a 2002 

Chinese New Year concert at the University of Cincinnati, College-Conservatory of 

Music. The performance featured the composer/arranger of the concerto, Yin 
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Chengzong. The concert at CCM was a great success and it was broadcast on the classical 

music station WGUC to critical acclaim. 

Together with Fou Ts'ong and Liu Schikun, Yin Chengzong were three great 

virtuoso pianists to emerge in the People's Republic of China during the 1950's and 60's, 

each winning major international prizes. Yin championed this work during the 

Cultural Revolution, performing it no less than 500 times. His name has been associated 

with the piece ever since its inception. His career was highlighted in a September 26, 

2003 New York Times article on Gulangyu Island, the so-called Piano Island across from 

the city of Xiamen in Fujian province where Yin's father, a wealthy banker settled in the 

1920's. 

The Yellow River Cantata: Xian Xinghai 

The Yellow River Concerto was based on a cantata of the same name (1939) by 

one of China's most influential composers of the first half of the 20th century, Xian 

Xinghai (whose first name “Xinghai” means Starry Sea). Xian studied with French 

composers Paul Dukas, Vincent D'Indy and others at the Paris Conservatory in the 

early 1930's. Paris was the city where composers showed off their modern approach to 

musical composition. Stravinsky and Prokofiev came to Paris to demonstrate their 

experimentation. Music in Europe at the time was showing interest in the exotic 

sounds, color, and texture of music from Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Xian was 

content to introduce Orientalism in his music to the established musical styles of his 

professors. His music was introduced on at least one radio broadcast by Prokofiev, and he 

also met other Parisian composers of the younger generation including Arthur 

Honegger, Darius Milhaud, Francis Poulenc, and Olivier Messiaen. The Yellow 

River Cantata glorifies China's land and people. It also depicts China's struggle against 

Japan during the guerilla war. The seven-movement cantata is scored for narrator, 

soloists, chorus, and orchestra. The first movement is introduced by a narrator, who 

speaks dramatically over an instrumental accompaniment: "Friends! Have you 

been to the Yellow River?  Have you crossed the Yellow River? Do you recall the 

boatmen on the river and how they risk their lives struggling against the terrifying waves? " 

This is followed by a chorus of rowing and laughing boatmen. (Example 1—Track 1 on 

CD, listen to about 1.5 minutes) 
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The cantata became an immediate success and was performed on numerous 

ceremonial occasions. Mao Zedong attended the premiere of the work, and although it was 

an ill-prepared performance, he indicated his support by sending a bottle of ink and a Parker 

fountain pen to the composer. Xian joined the communist party to help him create a new 

form of Chinese music for the masses, music that is full of patriotic and 

nationalistic spirit. Later, Xian was sent by Mao and his wife Jiang Qing to write music 

for a Russian film in Moscow. But he was denied entry back to China by the 

Guomindang because of his membership in the Communist Party. He never returned to 

China and passed away in Moscow in 1945 at the age of 40. 

 

The Yellow River Piano Concerto: Yin Chengzong 

 

For a while during the Cultural Revolution, the piano, an emblem of the 

bourgeoisie, and a symbol of loyalty to imperialism, was almost being destroyed 

completely. Through Yin's effort, the piano was transformed into a positive symbol of 

radical change in Chinese culture. 

Yin was born in the charming Gulangyu Island. The nickname Piano Island 

suggests its high concentration of pianos in private homes, and western classical music has 

defined this former colonial outpost. During the early 20`h century, this one-square mile 

island was home of numerous foreign consulates, offering diplomats and wealthy oversees 

Chinese a quaint and intimate retreat. Even now, cars and bicycles are not allowed on the 

island. Chinese who lived there were intimately connected to foreign culture, especially 

music. Because many of the residents, the Yins included, were Christians, there were at 

least half a dozen churches, each having its own piano. Families like the Yins held 

informal recitals in luxurious Mediterranean styled villas. The Yins quickly became 

the first family of music of the Gulangyu Island.  One of the women among the Yins 

was a soprano who released recordings in the 1930’s.  A male Yin became a skilled 

baritone singer who settled in Los Angeles in the 1980’s.  Yin Chengzong’s brother, 

Chengdian, a music teacher, founded the Xiamen Music School in the early 1990’s.  Yin 

Chengzong’s musical talent was discovered early on. As a second year high school 
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student in the Shanghai Conservatory, he was coached by two Soviet teachers. Later, 

he left China in 1960 to study in the Soviet Union.  

Yin was a student at the Leningrad Conservatory in 1962, when he repeated 

Liu Shikun's feat of winning second prize in the Tchaikovsky Competition. That 

year, the first prize was shared by Vladimir Ashkenazy and John Ogdon. Yin's 

triumph continued in the Soviet Union, where he gave 60 concerts including 

performances with the Leningrad and Moscow Philharmonics. In 1963, Yin was 

summoned back to China since Ashkenazy had just defected to England that same year 

and China's Fou Ts'ong defected to England after winning a prize at the Chopin 

Competition. Yin returned to China to work in the Central Philharmonic Society 

(an organization which includes a large symphony orchestra, chorus, solo singers 

and instrumentalists, several conductors and composers.) 

The Cultural Revolution's initial burst of focused outrage was against all things 

that were western because they were bourgeois. Red guards smashed pianos to 

pieces and sealed some keyboards shut. They also enjoyed destroying recordings of 

classical music. Yin was severely criticized early on in the Cultural Revolution for his 

stature as a virtuoso pianist. In this darkest moment, Yin decided to fight back to restore 

his reputation and to protect his instrument and his livelihood. He took the piano 

onto streets and into the middle of Tiananmen Square as a practical demonstration 

that the piano had a place in the Cultural Revolution. For three days, he played 

revolutionary odes to Mao, which turned out to be so successful that Jiang Qing, wife of 

Mao, recommended Yin to adapt revolutionary operas for the piano. Yin won new fame 

and gained national attention in music with his piano versions of arias from the Red Lantern 

and The Whit Haired Girl. 

Jiang Qing also suggested that Xian Xinghai's cantata be turned into a piano 

concerto. Under her guidance, Yin and three other members of the Central Philharmonic 

formed a team to compose the concerto based on the cantata. The concerto was full of 

pianistic virtuosity, recalling the late l9th century romanticism of Tchaikovsky and 

Rachmaninoff. The four movements of the concerto were taken from movements 1,2, 3, 5, 6 

of the cantata. The individual titles of each movement follow those of the cantata closely. I: 

"The Song of the Yellow River Boatmen" serves as a prelude to the concerto. It opens with  
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cadenza like passages in the piano solo, before introducing the boatmen chorus motive 

from the cantata (Example 2-Track 2, listen to about 1.5 minutes). II: "Ode to the Yellow 

River" (originally a bass solo) celebrates the land and people of China. The long sustained 

cello melody depicts the breadth and scope of this vast land (Example 3-Track 3, 

listen to about 1.5 minutes). III: "The Yellow River in Wrath" combines 

movements 3 and 5 from the cantata (chorus and soprano solo respectively.) The 

character of the opening seems to contradict the title of the movement completely. The 

introduction uses a bamboo flute (dizi). A playful and carefree piano section ensues, using 

arpeggiated figures to imitate the Chinese lute (pipa) and dulcimer (yang qing).  A sudden 

change of mood occurs in the middle of the movement where the piano states intense 

and emotionally charged phrases in a declamatory, recitative style. The music here 

depicts the pains and sufferings of the Chinese people against Japan during the guerilla 

war. (Example 4-Track 4, listen to 3 minutes, if time permits). IV: "Defend the Yellow 

River": In order to glorify Mao in the concerto, the revolutionary song "The East is 

Red" is added when the movement builds to its climax. Although an old revolutionary 

song written in 1942, it was a musical fanfare that opened the Cultural Revolution. 

Its text reads: "The East is red, the sun has risen. China has produced Mao 

Zedong! He works for the people's happiness, he is the people's savior." The 

song became an unofficial national anthem during the revolution. The clock of 

Shanghai's former customs house was adjusted so that "The East is Red" rung in place 

of the West Minster's Chimes left behind by the British. The Central People's 

broadcasting station began each day's programs with the song played on a set of 

2000 year-old bells. When the first satellite was sent into space by the Chinese in 

1970, it also broadcast "The East is Red." (Example 5-Track 5, listen to 1.5 minutes) 

The concerto gave pianists at least one thing to play, and for a period of two 

years, all anyone heard from every piano in China was the concerto. It also gave 

workers and peasants an appreciation for European music in a patriotic and politically 

correct idiom. Indeed millions of peasants watched a film of Yin playing his 

concerto, and most had never heard the piano. It might be correct to say that Yin 

introduced the piano to as many people as Franz Liszt did in the 19'h century. The 

Central Philharmonic played 8 concerts each month, and on each program was the 
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concerto. That is a lot of Yellow River, even for its fans! Yin also played it with 

outstanding visiting orchestras such as the London Philharmonic, Vienna 

Philharmonic (under Abbado), and the Philadelphia Orchestra (under Ormandy), 

each performed the obligatory Yellow River Concerto to honor their Chinese hosts. 

The Philadelphia Orchestra members privately called it the Yellow Fever Concerto. 

When Mao died in 1976, Jiang Qing and three other Mao's closest followers 

were arrested. There was major redirection in Chinese cultural policy. Yin was 

criticized by some for seemingly cozying up to Communist leaders and becoming a 

favorite of Jiang Qing. He was banned from playing the piano for four years and the 

concerto was banned for a while since it carried such a strong message of the Cultural 

Revolution movement. In fact, when I was a college piano student studying in the 

former British Colony of Hong Kong in the late 1970's, I had difficulty purchasing the 

score of the concerto for a competition. A friend helped find a copy of the two-

piano score in an underground music bookstore in Beijing. My late teacher, who had 

suffered some hardship during the Cultural Revolution and was allowed to move back 

from Beijing to Hong Kong only a few years earlier, had a difficult time teaching 

me that piece because of the political baggage it carries. 

Eventually Yin left China for the U. S. in 1983 settling in Manhattan where 

he is still based. He continues to astound audiences with his virtuosity and superb 

musicianship. Even now, he does not want to talk much about the past, saying that 

people should focus on the music rather than the politics.  He also said what he did 

during the Cultural Revolution was to play a role in saving the piano from 

destruction and surviving himself. In September 1987, Yin's photograph was 

displayed in the lobby of the Beijing concert hall, showing that his name is restored in 

China. 
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Background Information 

Three virtuoso pianists from China around the middle of the Twentieth Century:  

Fou Ts'ong 
Liu Shikun 
Yin Chengzong 
 
Yellow River Cantata (1939) 

Xian Xinghai (1905-1945) 
Studies with Paul Dukas, Vincent D'Indy 
Association with Prokofiev, Honegger, Milhaud, Poulenc, Messiaen 
Mao Zedong 
Jiang Qing 
 
Yellow River Concerto (late 1960s) 
 
Yin Chengzong-- Gulangyu Island 

I. Prelude: The Song of the Yellow River Boatmen 
II. Ode to the Yellow River 
III. The Yellow River in Wrath 
IV. Defend the Yellow River 
 

“East is Red” 
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Continuing the Folk Tradition: Creating Community Through Song 
 

Abstract 
 

 General education courses tend to be surveys of their subjects from the bird’s-eye 
viewpoint. Music practicum courses tend to immerse the student in sound, but give little 
perspective on the compositional process or on the cultural context of the music studied. 
Composition courses focus on individual creativity and originality. This presentation 
describes a new university course, Sing and Shout! The History of America in Song, in 
which students experience their subject from all three viewpoints. Historical material is 
necessarily presented with a wide-angle lens. Musical material is experienced intimately, 
through group singing. Creative song writing projects are assigned to groups who work 
together in a sort of “folk process laboratory.”  
      
 Folk songs are reflections of the status and circumstances of their singers, and 
literally give voice to feelings and thoughts about the singers’ experiences. A folk song 
begins life like any other song:  as a musical and poetic expression of someone’s feelings 
or ideas. A song becomes a folk song when it is passed along and rephrased or used by 
others for whom it also functions as a way of articulating shared attitudes or feelings. The 
premise of Sing and Shout! is that folk music is best understood when experienced; the 
goal is to have students experience the folk songs of American women, African 
Americans, Native Americans, and Latinos, as well as the songs of our Anglo heritage, 
and develop a deeper understanding of the historical and cultural contexts of the songs, 
the people who sang them, how they sang them, and why.  
 
  The mode of instruction focuses on: (1) the power of community when people who 
share the same culture, beliefs and experiences sing together, (2) the oral transmission of 
songs as they are passed on from person to person and generation to generation, and (3) 
the role of improvisation and creativity as an integral part of personal expression in folk 
culture. These traditions are integrated with instruction so that students become a 
community of learners by having a more comprehensive and authentic experience with 
folk music and culture. The instructional process and the results of these efforts will be 
shared through personal reflection, samples of student work, videotapes and student 
evaluations. 
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Continuing the Folk Tradition:  Creating Community Through Song 
 

As you enter the large, noisy classroom on a Monday morning, you see a group of six 

highly animated university students standing in a circle surrounded by about fifty of their 

peers. They begin to sing their own variant of the children’s singing game “London Bridge is 

Falling Down,” blending elements of rap music with the traditional melody. They add 

stamping, off-beat clapping, and hip gestures to the singing-game movements. The class 

responds enthusiastically by shouting affirmative responses and clapping along with the 

singers.  At the conclusion of the game, the students erupt with wild applause.  

What is happening in this classroom? How did students who typically sleep, text 

message, or e-mail during required classes, if they attend at all, become engaged in making 

music? Why were these students encouraged to participate in a children’s singing game and 

create their own variant? Will active participation in music make a difference in their 

understanding of music, culture and community? 

Two years ago, with support from a Provost’s Grant to support new and original general 

education courses, I developed a new course in the music department at the University of 

Connecticut: Sing and Shout! The History of America in Song. At the time, the only general 

education music courses offered to non-music majors were the academic courses Music 

Appreciation and World Music, and a performance course, Orchestra. Academic courses are 

typically lecture-oriented; students are rarely expected to make music in these classes. 

Performing ensembles are typically concert-oriented; the students participate in music making, 

but auditions often limit enrollment to an exclusive group of students who have had the benefit 

of either a strong high school music program, private instruction, or both.  

I wanted to create a new 100-level general education course in which all students would 

be welcome, regardless of previous musical experience or skill.  The course would be both 

academic and participatory, with students not only actively making music in every class, but 

improvising, writing, and sharing their own music. The music for such a course would need to be 

accessible to untrained musicians and serve as a model for the students’ creative work. American 

folk music seemed to be just the right fit, with folk songs the main focus.  

Our American folksong heritage is intimately bound up with our history as a nation: it 

represents the meeting, mixing, and blending of numerous cultural streams from the British 
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Isles, Europe, Africa, the Caribbean, and Mexico, and from the Native American tradition. 

The course would affirm diversity within the university community and in the larger 

community, addressing the music of underrepresented people and cultures as well as 

“mainstream” music.  

Folk traditions, such as group singing, the oral transmission of songs, and improvisation and 

creativity, would be integrated with instruction to provide a more comprehensive and 

authentic experience with folk music and culture. 

Folk songs are reflections of the status and circumstances of their singers, and literally 

give voice to feelings and thoughts about the singers’ experiences. A folk song begins life like 

any other song:  as a musical and poetic expression of someone’s feelings or ideas. A song 

becomes a folk song when it is passed along and rephrased or used by others for whom it also 

functions as a way of articulating shared attitudes or feelings. As Bernice Reagon claims, “You 

cannot sing a song and not change your condition” (Pellett, 1997). Arthur C. Jones elaborates 

that it is the “very power of singing--any singing--to support the process of emotional 

transformation” that allows people to express their attitudes and feelings and to strengthen their 

common bond (2004). I wanted students to experience first-hand the feelings of inspiration, 

community and joy that arise when voices join together in song. 

 So the three goals for Sing and Shout! became: 1) to bring together students from diverse 

backgrounds to make music as a community by singing of a common repertory of American folk 

songs; 2) to help students develop a deeper understanding of American culture and history by 

relating folk song traditions and styles to the migration patterns and folkways of various ethnic 

groups in American history; and 3) to encourage the creative process of “continuing the folk 

tradition” by improvising and writing new songs in traditional genres and styles. 

 The objectives for the students in Sing and Shout! are 1) to sing a variety of American 

folk songs with appropriate style, 2) to recognize specific songs as components and markers of 

their specific times and folkways, 3) to understand how groups of people either adapted or 

maintained their culture identity, and 4) to create contemporary settings of traditional song 

forms. I make an effort to include songs and styles that demonstrate a powerful message and/or 

foster creativity and improvisation. The song types include ballads, singing games, play parties, 

work songs, spirituals, corridos, and other genres that date from colonial times through the mid 

twentieth century, from all regions of the United States. 
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 Sing and Shout! is thus a seminar, a performance class, and a song writing course all 

rolled into one. The course satisfies two university general education course requirements: (1) 

Arts and Humanities and (2) Diversity and Culture. There are no prerequisites for the course; 

however, students are expected to sing as a part of the class. Current enrollment is at capped at 

60 students, but enrollment could easily exceed 150 students with the appropriate classroom 

space, equipment, and qualified graduate assistants to lead the discussion sections.   The course 

evaluation is based on tests (50%) and projects and participation (50%). 

At the beginning of the course, students fill out surveys about their previous experiences 

in music, comfort level in singing in a group and alone, familiarity with the process of creating 

music and/or lyrics, knowledge of folk music, and expectations in enrolling in the class. This 

information helps me to adapt instruction to accommodate individual differences in a relatively 

large group. During the past three semesters, the overwhelming majority of students in the class 

have been third- to fourth-generation Americans of Anglo or European descent, with little or no 

knowledge of their own cultural heritage. Few have inherited a singing tradition from their 

families or communities.  

We start the first class by singing several folk songs.  Afterwards, students work in 

groups to make a list of all the songs that they can sing from memory. Students begin singing 

for and with each other as they try to recall the lyrics to nursery songs, camp songs, and other 

songs from their past. The list includes a song they all remembered from childhood 

television: the theme song to “The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air,” which they sing with great 

enthusiasm. This experience of bonding in the performance of music they all know provides 

the foundation for learning about music from other periods and cultures. 

Music making is an integral part of every class. Each week of the class begins with a 

two-hour session for the entire group of 60. Students play singing games, dance play parties, 

sing in harmony, create songs, play instruments, and improvise. Performance style is refined 

under the guidance of the teacher, a graduate assistant, and guest artists. Students also 

respond to recordings and videos as they develop an awareness of the role of music in 

various American cultural groups, as well as of key figures who have brought their folk 

traditions to a larger audience. There are three discussion groups scheduled throughout the 

remainder of the week, in which the students meet in groups of 20 to practice new repertoire 
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and work on their creative projects. Discussion groups also provide time for reflection, as 

students share their thoughts about the readings, songs, recordings and videos. 

There are three major assignments for the course:  two group projects and a final 

project that can be done individually or with a partner. For the first project, each group of 

five students co-writes a contemporary broadside ballad about an issue or event of interest to 

the university community, set to one of three ballad tunes that they have learned in class. The 

students choose their topics cooperatively, and develop their lyrics through brainstorming 

sessions and e-mail exchanges. They publish their broadsides in traditional style, on a single 

sheet of paper with illustrations in the margins of the page, and perform their songs as a 

group for the whole class at the conclusion of the project.  

The second project is for each group of six to seven students to create a contemporary 

variant on an Anglo American singing game or play party song. They are encouraged to 

update a singing game such as “London Bridge is Falling Down” using a more contemporary 

musical style, with lyrics reflecting contemporary life.  

For the final project, students research an American folk song or a folk song genre in 

depth. They may choose to explore their own cultural and ethnic heritage or to address songs 

and genres not covered in class. This project can be completed as a performance, a 

PowerPoint presentation, or a paper.  

 

At this point I have taught the course three times and some patterns are becoming 

clear. Students are responding positively to the opportunities to sing in class and clearly 

enjoy the participatory structure of the class. Many of the projects have exceeded 

expectations in the quality of the songs created, and the reflections about the creative process 

shed light on how the groups generated ideas and solved problems. Students have 

demonstrated their knowledge of culture and history on four tests covering Anglo American, 

African American, Native American, and Latino traditions, as well as 20th century 

counterculture. Also, students have shared their thoughts about other cultures, as well as 

explored their own. 

Did the singing of folk songs inspire students to learn more about the songs, the 

people who sang them, and the cultural and historical context in which the song was sung?  
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Several students commented that learning about the history and background of the songs was 

meaningful to them.  

 

It boggles my mind that a song can survive the changing world we live in.  

It made me understand that some things in life can remain stable and one 

of those is song. 

 

As a modern day teenager, it is interesting to have become aware of the 

folk music of different cultures, as this awareness has brought me an 

insight in to the history of the lives of peoples I previously only “knew” 

from textbooks. 

 

I have never been let down since I started taking the class.  Every time I 

leave, I feel enlightened with secrets of the past.  I often find myself telling 

the things I’ve learned to my friends and family. 

 

Sarah shared how a particular song changed her perspective of a culture: 

 

Songs like “Follow the Drinking Gourd” not only illustrate the African-

American’s desire to escape slavery and begin a new, free life of their 

own, but [such a song] also points to their incredible genius and ability to 

encode direction (“map”) lyrics into a seemingly-work-song context. Of 

all of the topics that we have studied this semester, I can honestly say that 

I am most in awe of the traditional African-American folk music and 

culture. 

 

Nicole reflected on her own cultural heritage:   

 

For me one of the most interesting and pertinent of the topics dealt with 

Native American song, since part of my heritage can be traced to Native 

American ancestry.  I had always thought this to be of great advantage for 
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college essays or gaining of land, if only I could prove more than an eighth.  

However, I realized that their culture is just as rich as any other and 

something I should be proud to be a part of. 

 

For their final projects, several students explored their own family history and culture. 

Sarah’s paper and presentation on her Irish-American background is an example. After 

sharing the song “The Old Miner’s Refrain,” one of the oldest recorded coal mining ballads, 

she told the class about her family history in Pennsylvania: 

 

My great grandfather--my grandfather’s father, who came from Ireland 

with his family when he was very young--may as well have been “The Old 

Miner” of the old anthracite ballad. Even though he began work in the 

mines at seven years old by simply opening the gates for the mules, he rose 

quickly and--for the most part safely--through the ranks. When he retired, 

my great-grandfather held the rank of Straw Boss, meaning that it was his 

job every morning, noon, and night, to carry a small, caged canary down 

into the mine shaft and tunnels. If the canary died, the concentration of 

methane gas in the mine was too high, and it was unsafe for the miners to 

work that day. If the concentration of methane was too dangerously high on 

any given [day], my great-great grandfather could have died along with the 

canary. Luckily, though, he retired from the Dorrance Mine with only three 

missing fingers to show for his efforts. 

 

 The results of the two group projects provide evidence that the students valued the 

opportunity to work together. 

For the broadside ballad project, students integrated music, language arts, current 

events, and visual arts to create contemporary ballads using traditional folk melodies. Several 

groups addressed the concerns of college life such as the quality of dorm food, difficult 

roommates, distractions when studying, lack of housing options, and losing sports teams. 

Other groups tackled topics of a more serious nature, including sexually transmitted diseases, 

rape, teenage pregnancy, alcoholism, stalking, water conservation, and the Jena Six. Some 
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ballads were quite clever, such as the one about dormitory life called “The Smell at the 

Towers”; others, such as “Jena Six,” were thought provoking. 

All the group reflections indicate that the experience of creating a broadside ballad 

together to express mutual concerns strengthened their feeling of community. One group of 

students articulated these thoughts about their creative process: 

 

Doing this project of creating a ballad has made a long-lasting impression 

on each and every one of our group’s members. From creating our own 

ballad we gained a deeper appreciation for songwriters and also 

confidence in our own creative process. Through viewing the 

performances of our peers, we learned that concerns about UConn’s 

campus are mutual, regardless of who you are and where you’re from.  

 

The singing game variant project has turned out to be the overwhelming favorite all 

three semesters. The assignment is to create a variant of a traditional singing game or play 

party, such as “A Tisket, a Tasket” or “Skip to My Lou” that is appropriate for all age 

groups. By creating the variants, students learned to improvise music and lyrics, blend 

traditional and contemporary elements of style, and make decisions based on creative play. 

Most groups grasped the concept that changes would emerge gradually as they played the 

singing game repeatedly; the process replicates, in a simple way, how changes in folk songs 

happen over time. Blending traditional melodies with elements of contemporary musical 

styles, such as hip hop, rap, and pop was often done with ease. The students updated lyrics to 

reflect contemporary issues.  For example, “A Tisket, a Tasket” became “A Laser, a Tazer,” 

a singing game in rap style about the latest cell phone. Students captured the creative process 

in their logs as they tried out new ideas and decided which to save and which to discard. 

As a part of the reflection, students were asked what they would do differently if they 

could work on the project again. Some groups shared that they should have played the game 

more to work through the changes rather than just discuss the changes. One group continued:  

 

Another thing that we would do differently is open up a bit more to each 

other. In the beginning I think we were all a little nervous about how the 
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group would take our ideas. This made it difficult because it made getting 

the song rolling a lot slower. However, when we finally did get 

comfortable it became a lot easier to bounce ideas off one another and to 

make the changes that needed to get done. 

 

The results of the past three semesters indicate that students enjoyed singing a 

common repertory and that these experiences helped them to develop a sense of community. 

The following are excerpts from mid-term evaluations during the first term the course was 

offered: 

At the beginning of class I felt uncomfortable having to sing…. However, 

as the class goes on I feel a little more comfortable being in the class. I’m 

glad that I had the opportunity to face my fears in an accepting 

atmosphere.  

 

This class has truly made me appreciate music and all it can do for a 

person. We do so many fun things in this class while learning at the same 

time. I think everyone is comfortable with each other now and truly loves 

this class. 

 

Katie related the social importance of singing play parties with her colleagues: 

I had a great time pairing up with people in dances such as “Skip to My 

Lou.” … I felt that I was meeting more people in class and becoming 

friendlier with them, whereas beforehand I didn’t really know anyone.  

 

Students also addressed on the course evaluations their own emotional transformation that 

resulted from singing together: 

 

This is the best class I have taken at this university. It has opened my eyes 

to a whole new world of music and has taught me how to be more open. If 

I could take it again I would. 
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Awesome class. My first time singing and dancing and it really opened me 

up as a person. 

 

Only one student voiced the thought that expectations for singing needed to be clear 

at the start of the course so that those students who might not be interested in making music 

can drop the class. 

 

The following student shared his joy in being involved in the creative process: 

 

I didn’t know it was going to be so interactive, historical, and did not 

know how good it was going to make me feel after singing and 

contributing with my own creativity. I appreciate the creative processes 

I’ve learned, the new types of music I’ve been introduced to, and the stress 

it took off of me to simply sing and come away with a good feeling. 

 

Kyle, who is an active songwriter and performer, commented: 

 

The strongest effect this learning had on me, looking at everything from a 

musician/artist’s perspective, was the power of a song, and how much 

substance and meaning are held in these songs, how they’ve stood the test 

of time, and how they’ve intrigued and inspired me to purse my musical 

endeavors with more honesty and substance.  

 

Summary 

 

Sing and Shout! is an educational experiment. It requires students to do the solitary 

study and analysis generally required in university-level courses, but it also involves active 

participation and personal reflection; at every juncture in the class, students write reflections 

on their own experience of learning and on their creative process. This, I believe, is rare in 

university general education courses and seems to engage students at a deep level. They 

respond with sincerity–occasionally, even a sense of wonder! The course also demands that 
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they develop their musicality and creativity–whether or not they have training in music or 

other art forms--and that they open their minds and hearts to each other to build a genuine 

community of learners. The kinesthetic experiences of dancing and clapping while singing 

bring a dimension to learning and creativity that cannot be tapped in solitary study. 

So far, the results of this experiment are greatly encouraging and inspiring to me as an 

educator: they justify the basic premise of the course that making music from the past can 

inspire students to learn about American history and culture. The students confirm for me 

that their creativity, so often bottled up and corked with insecurity, anxiety, and “coolness,” 

is always bubbling beneath the surface and needs only a little encouragement and a safe 

environment to emerge. They also confirm for me that the process known as “communal 

recreation,” which has produced all the folk song repertory of the past, is still possible in a 

large university, in the iPhone generation. 
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ABSTRACT 

  This paper focuses on media discourse reported during and after Hurricane 

Katrina struck New Orleans on August 29
th

, 2005 and the manner in which African 

Americans are semantically framed in public discourse.  It examines the schemata and 

imagery that frame semantics evokes during the interpretation process of discourse and 

how each of these devices acts as an aid of the bourgeois class to influence the mass 

public.  This paper theorizes that frame semantics in discourse is not new and that 

framing is as old as discourse is itself and therefore it will also examine how a reader 

interprets frames in discourse through perception and metaphor by giving a short history 

of how frame semantics has evolved to what it is today.  This paper examines the 

perpetuation of racial stereotypes through which African Americans are characterized in 

media discourse today and in historical discourse.  There is evidence that indicates 

African Americans are categorized via conceptual mappings in media discourse and 

imagery today in much the same way as they have been for over one hundred and fifty 

years.  Semantic framing in media discourse is an effective communicative tool, but it is 

also a powerful socialistic tool that stratifies and its prowess lies in its subtlety.     
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Introduction 

 

The purpose of this paper is to point out that which is not perspicuous in 

discourse. The media’s discourse during Hurricane Katrina about which those persons 

who were most affected by the storm was laden with underlying meaning which told 

stories that contained more than just information about weather updates and evacuation 

measures because there were metaphors in newspaper headlines and articles that relate to 

New Orleans’ complex social and racial history.  Stereotypical inferences and entailments 

in discourse have caused African Americans to be placed into categories that appear to be 

inescapable because the source domains from which these categorizations originate are 

continually revived and conveyed covertly through semantic frames.  Discourse that 

contains latent content such as the information relayed during the storm is a growing 

concern because of the many conceptual meanings that are veiled in frames and passed 

on to massive audiences which only serve to perpetuate old ways of thinking.   

 

Media and the Shaping of Perceptions 

The problems identified in this paper deal with the media’s propensity to frame 

African Americans and perpetuate racial stereotypes through the use of semantic frames 

and metaphorical play in discourse.  During the time that Hurricane Katrina wreaked 

havoc on New Orleans it was not immediately apparent on the surface, but African 

Americans were indeed being framed in the news because the discourse of the media 

summoned and conjured historical metaphors and by doing so connecting decades of 

cognitive maps. “Given that all metaphorical mappings are partial, the Invariance 

Hypothesis claims that the portion of the source domain structure that is mapped 
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preserves cognitive topology” (Lakoff, 1990, p. 39). Lupack (2002) makes note that mass 

cultural depictions of African Americans are like unquiet ghosts (p. 50).  Media discourse 

has the capacity to preserve over generalizations because of the vast amount of persons 

that it reaches and since people tend to use their familiarity of any given concept to make 

connections, associations, and comparisons with other meanings to ascertain what is 

occurring in discourse it is relatively simple for the media to convey stereotypical 

intimations. By continually distributing subtle intimations in deep frames media sources 

are able to tap into precepts that are based on hackneyed ideas and metaphorical 

abstractions that have gone through a reification process and when this happens, 

perceptions become distorted which causes concepts to take on different meanings or to 

become fused with another (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980b, p. 41).  Semantic frames in 

discourse are so affective in delineating meaning and perception because a great deal of 

the interaction that occurs during the interpretation of discourse is implicit on the reader 

or hearer’s part and thereby making the act of staging frames in discourse seem natural.  

The naturalness of implementing frames in discourse implies a very well known trope 

because a reader never knows what hit her because meaning that is derived through 

semantic frames in discourse is instantaneous and she is none the wiser of what has 

occurred.  Likewise, audiences are susceptible to subtle persuasion because they have 

become comfortable with previously introduced concepts that represent the mainstream 

value systems of the bourgeois class that African Americans are not cognitively 

associated with.  
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Frames 

Fillmore (1982) uses the word frame as a general cover term for the set of 

concepts variously known in literature on natural language understanding, as ‘schema’, 

‘script’, ‘scenario’, ideational scaffolding’, ‘cognitive model’, or ‘folk theory’ (p. 111). 

Gamson (1989) describes a frame as a central organizing idea for making sense of 

relevant events and what is at issue (p. 157). Lakoff explains that every word in written or 

spoken discourse is defined relative to a conceptual framework (Powell, 2003, p. 2). “A 

number of definitions have been proposed to refine the framing concept”(Reese, 2001, p. 

10).  However, Scheufele (1999) writes that research on framing in media discourse is 

characterized by theoretical and empirical vagueness (p. 103). The purpose of this paper 

is to alleviate some of the vagueness that Scheufele purports and to point out specific 

tendencies in discourse that frame and categorize and demonstrate how these tendencies 

evoke perception and perpetuate racial stereotypes. 

Hypothesis 

This paper examines the perpetuation of racial stereotypes and the categorization 

of African Americans.  Abstraction and reification are key points to take particular notice 

of.  When abstract representations become more tangible than real people it essentially 

locks those persons into a perpetual category and in order to institute a category 

membership criteria specific traits and characteristics must be defined and then assigned 

to the group. The group must also be seen in active relation to the assigned 

characteristics.   
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Semantic framing is old 

Semantic framing is not new and it is subtle.  When people are referred to in any 

sense of an abstract representation it tends to make the abstraction more viable and easier 

to conceive and especially when it is continually reiterated in discourses.  In essence the 

abstraction is perceived with human characteristics and therefore giving life to the 

abstraction (e.g. reification).   Semantic framing in the past has been identified by other 

means than how it is known today, but it has indeed been in our midst for quite some 

time.  During the 1800s Karl Marx took notice when people were referred to in discourse 

in the abstract sense of ‘hands’ in industrial contexts and therefore seen through frames of 

commodities that produce work product and as an embodied labor force or 

commodification (Jones, 2004, p. 106 & 111).  Lupack (2002) describes the abstract 

distortions of the character Uncle Tom in Harriet Beecher Stowe’s novel Uncle Tom’s 

Cabin in which Tom began as a noble figure and soon became a caricature (p. 2).  

Figures 1 and 2 in Appendix A are examples of caricatures spun from Uncle Tom.   

 

Framing devices  

There are five framing devices that may be used in media discourse to subtly 

frame issues and bring about perception (Gamson & Lasch, 1983, p. 400): 

1. Metaphors 

2. Exemplars such as historical examples 

3. Catch phrases 

4. Depictions 

5. Visual images or icons 
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Each of the devices named above were used in the media’s reporting of Hurricane 

Katrina.  In some instances the devices were used alone and in other instances they were 

used in combination with another device in order to convey meaning.  

 

 

Metaphors 

On August 31
st
, 2005 the Times Picayune published the following headline: 

“Old West has nothing on Katrina aftermath - Death, violence, lawlessness put cities 

under martial law. New Orleans- the city that care forgot descended into anarchy 

yesterday” (Thevenot et. al. p. 07).  The city that care forgot is a metaphor that belongs 

wholly to New Orleans as it reinforces a romanticized image of a city that is untroubled 

by the problems of America’s mainstream cities such as the urban riots of the 1960s that 

seemed to pass over New Orleans (Spain, 1979, p. 83).  A metaphorical slogan that 

represents a city filled with imagery, costumes, and masquerades is befitting for the 

purpose of this paper because of the many masked meanings in the discourse that poured 

out through media discourses during Hurricane Katrina. The article above and many 

others that were similar in context during Katrina give new meaning to the metaphorical 

phrase reading between the lines because where as deep semantic frames are involved we 

need to be able to read beneath the lines. The repeated use of the New Orleans’ slogan the 

city that care forgot in newspapers during Hurricane Katrina is an abstract representation 

of a place that is free from the turmoil of urban cities and it represents a cavalier 

existence or figuratively speaking it means to have not a care in the world.   
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The very expression “figure of speech” implies that in metaphor as in the other 

tropes or turns, discourse assumes the nature of a body by displaying forms and 

traits which usually characterize the human face, man’s “figure”; it is as though 

the tropes gave to discourse a quasi-bodily externalization. By providing a kind of 

figurability to the message, the tropes make discourse disappear (Moran, 1989, p. 

90).  

Hurricane Katrina struck New Orleans as well as other regions in the gulf area such as 

Mississippi and Florida, but the media seemed to focus heavily on New Orleans and the 

lower Ninth Ward because it was reported as having sustained more damage than any 

other area.  The lower Ninth Ward is an area in New Orleans that is predominately 

populated by African Americans and it is so named because of its geographical location 

which is towards the mouth of the Mississippi River, but the name has more meaning 

than just its geographical location.  There is a metaphorical connection between the lower 

Ninth Ward and the Mississippi River dating back to the 1800s that maps over from the 

phrase being sold down the river.  The phrase originates in New Orleans and from slaves 

farther up the Mississippi River who were fearful of being sold into the hard life of 

Louisiana plantations (Spain, p. 83).  The name lower Ninth Ward also has a negative 

connotation to it in the sense that the adjective lower infers a low level in a hierarchy and 

it also represents the isolation of African Americans in New Orleans, many of whom 

were displaced by the building of the Superdome and the Interstate and forced into the 

Ninth Ward as it was one of the last low rent areas. “The social history of New Orleans is 

a history of successive cultural layerings dating from its founding by the French in 1718” 

(Spain, p. 84 & 91).    “Once more, a neighborhood sees the worst” appeared in the 
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Washington Post on September 8
th

, 2005 and in this article the lower Ninth Ward is 

referred to as an archetype of New Orleans African Americans’ culture; the poorest of 

neighborhoods (Franzia, p. A18).   

Carl G. Jung (2003) is known for advancing the theory of psychological 

archetypes in what he describes as characters that bear specific traits that society is 

synthesized to recognize.  According to the Oxford English Dictionary the word 

archetype means a model from which copies are made; a prototype.  The word archetype 

stems from Greek and Latin roots which mean template, mold, or a pattern.  From the 

perspective of the media it seems that African Americans are perceived as replicas of a 

prototype and is evidenced from the article above in the Washington Post.  On October 

3
rd

, just over a month after the above article was published, the Washington Post 

published another article entitled: “9
th

 Ward: history, yes, but a future? Race and class 

frame debate on rebuilding New Orleans district” (Connolly, 2005, p. A01). The 

inference of Black people being referred to as the archetypes of African American culture 

in New Orleans; the poorest of neighborhoods carries significant meaning however 

covertly it may be conveyed and gives credence to the notion that semantic framing in 

discourse is not a new invention.  The mere suggestion that Black Americans fit the 

description of this archetype implies that they are being typecast according to an old 

model.  

Exemplars 

One of the five framing devices noted above points to historical examples and 

when these types of devices are used in media discourse, it contributes to the shaping of 

opinions because a reader compares past events to what is currently occurring in 
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discourse. U.S. News & World Report released an edition on September 12
th

, 2005 

entitled Another Flood That Stunned America because of purported similarities between 

the events of Hurricane Katrina and The Great Mississippi Flood of 1927: 

The 1927 flood spared New Orleans, yet parallels to the aftermath of Hurricane 

Katrina are hard to miss. Authorities were ill-prepared to deal with refugees, and 

the brunt of the damage was borne by poor blacks unable to get to high ground (p. 

26). 

 

If we take a closer look at New Orleans and its history the Mississippi River has been a 

controlling factor in social and political relations since its beginning.  As an additional 

example, note the following headline and the use of the noun exodus as it seems to direct 

a reader’s attention to historical patterns: “In New Orleans, a desperate exodus.” This 

article appeared on the front page of the Washington Post on September 1
st
, 2005 and 

these types of events have been reoccurring in Louisiana for decades.  In 1926 there was 

a similar exodus caused by a rise in the Mississippi River that swept away hundreds of 

shacks standing on stilts on the batture, but warnings were not published in newspapers 

because of social elites that owned the papers at that time and the Association of 

Commerce who agreed not to print anything in connection with controversial port 

policies (Barry, 1997, p. 226).  In much the same way that metaphors act as framing 

devices to frame a principal subject in discourse, historical events have the same affect 

because device aids in the creation or continuation of perception (Gamson & Lasch, p. 

399).   
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Catchphrases 

 “Ground zero: Superdome becomes last resort for thousands unable to leave. New 

Orleans braces for nightmare of the big one” appeared on the front page of the Times 

Picayune August 29, 2005.  Catchphrases are symbolic devices that are found in the 

signature element of a frame which is an aid in delivering a particular message and also 

in identifying underlying meanings in discourse (Gamson, 1989, p. 159).  A catchphrase 

is popularized through media sources and may also be referred to as an idiom or a 

colloquial metaphor that may require some kind of foreknowledge, although it may not 

be a straightforward composition of the meaning of its parts.  “Commentators on events 

frequently try to capture their essence in a single theme statement, tagline, title, or slogan 

that is intended to suggest a general frame.  Catchphrases are attempted summary 

statements about the principal subject” (Gamson & Lasch, p. 400).  The term catchphrase 

is a trope and it consists of metaphorical play; it is meant to catch a reader’s attention 

because it is not literally possible to reach out and catch a phrase with your hand, but it is 

certainly possible to capture a phrase with abstractly reasoning.  “So perhaps it should not 

be surprising that discussions of metaphor so often refer to its imagistic or picturing 

dimension as being central to a metaphor's power” (Moran, p. 88).  

 

Depictions 

Deep semantic frames consists of words that bring about meaning, but just as the 

words take on meaning from the context of a frame, visual cues make for a much more 

profounder impact providing that the image demonstrates the context of the words.  On 

September 2
nd

, 2005 the Washington Post printed a story entitled The racial dimension in 
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which the first line of the article reads as: “It seemed a desperate echo of a bygone era, a 

mass of desperate looking black folk on the run in the Deep South. Some without shoes,” 

and adjacent to this article there is a photo of a Black woman holding her infant child 

which seem to coincide with the meaning conveyed by the words (Haygood, p. A1).  If 

the words and the pictures have a narrative fit the frames in discourse will often tell 

stories that are drawn from shared cultural narratives (Gamson, p. 159 & 161). Meaning 

that is combined with images forges a tight circle wherein concepts begin to lean on one 

another and figurative meaning can become quite literal (Moran, p. 89).  Implicit visual 

information may be used to frame messages in the depiction of African Americans in 

negative story contexts that may be outwardly perceived as stereotypical and prejudicial 

if not for the use of pictures.  Depictions and imagery make for much more subtle racial 

appeals to audiences (Messaris & Abraham, 2001, p. 221).   

Visual images and icons 

While repeated pleas for assistance were broadcasted across major news networks 

the public was inundated with photos of African Americans in the midst of the 

hurricane’s aftermath. The images that were presented in the media after Hurricane 

Katrina struck New Orleans on August 29
th

, 2005 did not reflect a city that is known for 

being rich with life and festivities.  The images that the media chose to display were 

comparable to photos taken during the 1967 Detroit riots which in turn cued memories of 

past experiences and seemed to pierce the care free illusion that New Orleans has 

maintained for so long (Time Weekly Newsmagazine, p. 15).  An obvious observation is 

to presume that there is no comparison between Hurricane Katrina and the riots of 1967, 

however the similarities between the discourse and images published in the Time Weekly 
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Newsmagazine in April of 1967 and the New York Times in July of 1967 and the media 

coverage of September 29
th

, 2005 are uncanny.  The associated photos and illustrations 

may be found in Appendix A.   

Pictures have always been the surest way of conveying an idea, and next 

in order, words that call up pictures in memory.  But the idea conveyed is not 

fully our own until we have identified ourselves with some aspect of the picture.  

The identification, what Vernon Lee has called empathy, may be almost infinitely 

subtle and symbolic (Lippman, 1961, p. 162 & 163).                                                                                                                    

An additional point to consider when examining metaphorical play in discourse is that a 

metaphorical relationship between two objects may be based on what is unobvious.  The 

relation may be so unobvious it is liken to the fusion of two objects.  “Image schemas are 

meaningful to us because they too structure our perceptions” (Lakoff, 1987, p. 292).  

Deep framing together with visual icons form a kind of verbal imagery and also makes 

Katrina stand out from other natural disasters because the combinations of the two 

devices facilitate the construction of meaning and is illocutionary in driving forth the 

negative frames through which African Americans are seen in the media.  Messaris & 

Abraham write that in regard to African Americans in the news, images have the capacity 

to enhance and mitigate consequences and that visual framing conveys meaning subtly 

that might otherwise meet with greater audience resistance if meaning was conveyed 

completely through words (p. 215).  
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Reasoning devices 

In addition to the five framing devices there are reasoning devices in discourse to 

take into consideration when examining semantic frames that also bring about meaning 

(Gamson & Lasch, p. 400): 

1. Roots such as in causal analysis 

2. Consequences or a particular type of effect 

3. Appeals to principles such as a set of moral claims  

 

Causation 

At the same time that headlines and imagery were causing the public to remember 

the racially turbulent times of the 1960s that involved African Americans, still more 

frames and imagery were used to appeal to readers’ sense of morality.  Scare headlines 

that included reports of looting, violence, crime, and death began to appear in major 

newspapers such as the Washington Times on September 2
nd

, which pictured an armored 

car accoutered with armed soldiers on the front page. Figure 3 is located in Appendix B. 

The slogan the city that care forgot leads the headline once again with reports of violence 

at the Superdome:  

NEW ORLEANS -- The city that care forgot descended into anarchy yesterday, 

and the mayor dispatched "a desperate SOS." Storm victims are raped and beaten; 

fights erupt with flying fists, knives and guns; fires are breaking out; corpses litter 

the streets; and police and rescue helicopters are repeatedly fired on (Nossiter, 

2005, p. A1).  
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Reasoning devices incite internal reasoning and when news stories such as the article 

above from the Washington Times are presented to audiences it causes readers to make 

assessments about which they begin to morally evaluate the actions and the actors within 

the text.  Causation may be understood as a kind of a forced motion and metaphor directs 

that motion (Lakoff, 1990, p. 61). When the text from the discourse above is examined 

closely with the nouns anarchy and raped and with verbs such as fights and beaten, a 

deeper meaning is called upon and the text changes from mere words to become the real 

actors and literal actions which is an essential part of framing and categorization 

(Fillmore & Atkins, 1992, p. 99).  People use causation to organize their physical and 

cultural realities.  Lakoff & Johnson (1980b) explain that causation is best understood as 

an experiential gestalt: “A proper understanding of causation requires it to be viewed as 

cluster of other components. But the cluster forms a gestalt—a whole that we human 

beings find more basic than the parts” (p. 70).  In the media’s reporting of Hurricane 

Katrina African Americans are the perceived parts of a whole and each are perceived as 

having some kind of similarity or a shared characteristic which is why the parts are all 

cognitively placed into a group or more specifically, a category of which the parts are 

developments of a prototype.  Readers characterize a prototype of causation as they have 

experienced actions in their own lives.  

Consequences  

Consequences deal with metaphorical concepts and our ability to experience 

meaning.  Human beings have the capacity to conceptualize both abstract and concrete 

representations and any adequate theory of human conceptualization must account for the 

manner in which concepts are grounded, structured, their relations to one another, and 
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how they are defined (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980b, p. 106).   The consequences of African 

Americans continually being framed in media discourse is the reversed affect of 

reification because real persons are perceived as abstract representations.  When meaning 

through semantic frames is delivered to audiences the general view from the frame will 

tend to have a theme which is part of guiding a reader’s interpretation of the discourse, 

but metaphor allows us to construct many meanings from one concept.  Consider being 

asked to wrap your mind around an idea; on one hand the question may be asking if your 

imagination vivid enough to perceive an idea and on the other hand, it may be an inquiry 

as to the extent of your morals and principles.  The point being is that there is a wide 

array metaphorical meaning attached to the concept of wrapping your mind around an 

idea because we understand concepts in terms of another.  The concrete aspect of wrap is 

to physically wrap an object; the abstract aspect of wrap deals with your understanding in 

terms of imagination, morality, flexibility, desires, and what you are able to mentally 

fathom.  Metaphors enable us to envision many aspects of a single meaning (Lakoff & 

Johnson, p. 108).  

 

Appeals to principles  

Lakoff & Halpin (2005) direct our attention to frames in the media during Katrina 

that were aimed at exposing current conservative government fallacies, but they also 

suggest that the affect of these frames will be short lived because progressives do not 

understand deep framing at the levels that appeal to readers’ values and principles (¶ 11& 

12).  Appealing to a reader’s principles through deep frames actually means drawing 

upon a reader’s experiential knowledge.  In much the same way that people experience 
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meaning by determining which parts are characteristic of a group and then by 

categorizing them accordingly, experiential knowledge is arranged in terms of entire 

domains of experiences that we acquire in life; whether it is through social, personal, 

political, or economic avenues, experiential knowledge comes from real life experiences 

(Lakoff & Johnson, p. 117).  Keeping in mind that deep frames covertly disseminate 

meaning, experiential knowledge is a crucial part in understanding how frames can sway 

and influence a reader’s perception because people rely on experiential gestalts to 

understand information presented in media discourse.  “Influence is persuasive 

information used to change an actor’s perception of the connection between an action and 

its consequences” (Knoke, 1993, p. 24).  The elements that Gamson (1992) discusses for 

developing political consciousness are consistent with framing at the deep levels because 

he is suggesting that in order for an agent to influence the conditions that govern our 

daily lives, the agent must connect to understandings across different levels (p. 183).   

It is noteworthy to mention at this point that lexical choices can minimize and or 

maximize an actor’s role, actions, or inactions in written or verbal discourse.  When 

African Americans are referred to in discourse in the absence of intentionality or with no 

mental process verbs such as thinking, deciding, or concluding they are perceived as not 

performing any significant mental acts and therefore as irresponsible children (Sykes, 

1988, p. 185). The Intellectual Activist published an edition in October 2005 entitled, The 

looters: a hurricane exposes the corrupt morality of the welfare state.  The following 

quote is taken from the title article: 

The refugees who fled to these shelters included many who were simply 

impoverished, including elderly nursing home patients who were unable to 
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arrange their evacuation.  But it also included many who had made no provision 

for their evacuation because they habitually showed no initiative in providing for 

their own needs. . . . There was an obvious need to establish a sanitary system, if 

not to dispose of human waste, then at least to contain it.  No one did so, resulting 

in a sense of unimaginable squalor.  In stead, listless refugees lined up in front of 

television cameras to chant, to the world at large, “help us, help us” (Tracinski, 

2005, p. 3).  

Deep framing and lexical choices tend to draw out the type of response that is quoted 

from Tracinski’s article above because it seems apparent that the media’s coverage of 

Hurricane Katrina appealed to this author’s sense of principles which appear to entail 

self sufficiency.  These United States of America are founded on the idea that anyone 

who is a morally good person, works hard, and generally leads a good life can achieve the 

American dream which is partially stemmed from the proverbial rags to riches stories 

(e.g. Horatial Alger, 1962).   

If it is always possible to muster the discipline to just say no to drugs or sex and to 

support yourself in this land of opportunity, then failure to do so is laziness and 

social class and social forces cannot explain your poverty or your drug habit or 

your illegitimate children (Lakoff, 1995, p. 188).  

Our moral aptitude of what constitutes a stand up kind of person in this country is what 

George Lakoff (1996) is expressing in what he describes as a moral metaphor system (p. 

250.).  Appeals to our principles and morals are constant and even persistent in every 

aspect of our lives, but we do not realize it because the foundations upon which our moral 

conscious are built are so deeply instilled.  We as a people conceptualize practically 
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everything that we know because we need to have an idea or at least a notion about our 

environment and this is especially true in how we view one another socially because we 

communicate metaphorical concepts even in our most mundane communicative 

interactions which makes semantic frames in media discourse all the more efficacious. 

“Conceptualizing morality as beauty invites the stereotype of the handsome hero and the 

ugly and deformed villain. Seeing good as light and bad as dark invites the stereotype of 

black people as immoral” (Lakoff, p. 251).  Moran suggests that metaphor is so 

influential that it may even be dangerous when the compelling force of its power is 

considered because a strong metaphor takes control over one’s thinking at a level beneath 

that of deliberation or volition (p. 90).  Hurricane Katrina was a natural disaster, but the 

aftermath and events of the storm were presented in the media through frames of conflict.  

“News frames like conflict arise from the perceived need to seek market share by 

highlighting or exaggerating dramatic confrontation” (Nelson & Willey, 2001, p. 247).  

 

Media and the bourgeois class  

The sixty four million dollar question is whether or not the media consciously 

emits stereotypical intimations about African Americans through discourse.  Fowler et. 

al. (1979) suggests that oftentimes people may not be conscious of the meaning that they 

encode into discourse in their professional capacities and that society is to blame for  

impregnating language with social meanings that are dehumanizing and restrictive in 

their effect (p. 196).  Fowler et. al. poses a very viable point and society may indeed be 

the culprit, but history indicates that society has had help.  
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There is an added twist when we consider which sectors of the society 

actually come to have their positions represented in the news media.  Access to 

the media is most open to socially dominant sectors, both as ‘reliable sources’ and 

as accessed voices’ appearing in represented discourse and interviews 

(Fairclough, 1995, p. 62).  

Mainstream newspapers and news media have always been predominately 

controlled by the wealthy and elite classes and while media is considered by most persons 

to be a public source of information the media often operates as something other than a 

public sphere and more often than not it is stratified (Jacobs, 1999, p. 359 & 362).  

Research has shown consistently that television, cable, radio stations, the press, and film 

industry are almost exclusively controlled by white elites (van Dijk T.A., 1988, p. 223). 

Maxine Waters, a United States Representative was quoted in the Times Picayune as 

saying, “the delay in rescuing the stranded masses of people in the New Orleans region 

shows a class division” (2005, September 3, p. A01).  Although Secretary of State 

Condoleezza Rice was later quoted in the Washington Times as denying that race had 

anything to do with the response to Katrina, it should be noted that race and class have 

two very different meaning, but over time the distinction has become blurred (2005, 

September 5, p. A4).  Elite and bourgeois classes maintain their circles by operating 

within networks and if there is any doubt to this assessment consider the metaphorical 

phrases money stays with money and old money versus new money.  Tropes such as the 

aforementioned in discourse are used to distinguish between wealth that is newly 

acquired and wealth that extends over several generations because parvenus are 

considered to be culturally inferior.  They are considered culturally inferior because they 
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have not learned what the status of being wealthy and elite means as class and status is 

not something that can be obtained simply by acquiring a large sum of money.  The 

implied inference that money cannot buy class was recently demonstrated in the press 

when the wealthy Black producer and club owner, Jay-Z, boycotted Cristal champagne 

for publicly expressing undesired attention from hip hop artists in their lyrics and videos.  

Cristal retails for about three hundred dollars a bottle, however being able to afford such 

an extravagance does not necessarily represent upper class (Givhan, 2006, p. C01).   

From this perspective class division in society is a way of life and hence the prevalence 

of semantic framing in media discourses today or else there would be no such thing as old 

money as compared to new money.  Prior studies have shown evidence that elite 

networks interact closely in businesses which include media, government, civic, and 

cultural organizations and that these interactions are channels for coordinating common 

ideologies (Knoke, p. 25).  The implementation of common ideologies of bourgeois and 

elite groups through semantic frames in media discourse is an ingenious craft because 

utterances of class are rarely discussed openly.  Social class is likening to an unwritten 

rule; it is not actually written or defined in any book or ledger, but most everyone knows 

that it exists.  It is considered improper to discuss matters of class unfurled, so it is 

expressed subtly in discourse. And what better suited arena is there to subtly disseminate 

the hidden agendas of social class on a large scale than the media.  Fairclough (2001) 

writes: 

The connection between class relations and discourses is a mediated one, 

mediated precisely by the various discourse types of the social institutions in a 

society.  In terms of reproduction, we can say that, for example, the teacher-pupil 
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relations, and the teacher and pupil positions, embedded in educational discourse 

types are directly reproduced in educational discourse, while the same discourse 

indirectly reproduces class relations (p. 33).  

While it is not an absolute certainty as to whether elite groups purposely set out to and 

actually do influence mass public audiences, the indication is that these groups can 

significantly influence the public under the right conditions (Knoke, p. 25).  ‘Right 

conditions’ being the operative words, is the entire purpose of gaining more knowledge 

as to how semantic frames in discourse shape worldviews.   

  

New Orleans and its residents were semantically framed many years ago as no 

other American city has a history that is quite the same as New Orleans. Barry (1997) 

calls the city of New Orleans “an interior city, an impenetrable city, a city of fronts;” “the 

real city lay deeper” (p. 213).  Misconceptions such as New Orleans being unsusceptible 

to the fast pace and social issues of urban cities is an example of how semantic frames in 

media discourse are efficacious and yet clandestine because the city has a complex 

history and has been socially hierarchical since its beginnings in the 1700s.  In the 1920s 

New Orleans had three men’s clubs one of which was the Louisiana Club which has been 

called the most exclusive club in the United States.  As evidence of its exclusivity 

President Teddy Roosevelt was made an honorary member before his entrance to the club 

was permitted.  The clubs represented not only social and financial power, but political 

power as well (p. 127).  Even the Mardi Gras for which New Orleans is historically and 

internationally known represents class division, yet the city’s slogan suggests otherwise. 
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There were layers of insiders, and folds within layers, with position largely 

defined by Mardi Gras.  “Mardi Gras runs New Orleans,” said one socialite. “It 

separates people.”  The celebration itself—the balls, masking, street partying—

began in the 1700s.  In 1857 men of the finest families organized the first pageant 

of Comus.  By the 1920s the city’s Christian male elite belonged to at least one, 

usually more, of the exclusive “krewes”—Comus, Rex, Momus, the Atlanteans, 

and Proteus (Barry, p. 215).  

 

The media’s discourse during Hurricane Katrina was seemingly presented so as 

to report the events of the moment and how much damage the stormed forged on New 

Orleans, but it was also filled with historical references, abstract representations, and 

metaphor which are all essential keys in the interpretation process of discourse.  

However, a crucial point to consider in the writing of this paper is the fact that lay 

persons and the public in general are unaware of just how much information is exchanged 

during the simple act of interpreting discourse.  Readers are not consciously looking for 

any particular meaning in discourse; they are simply trying to understand what is being 

communicated to them. “New values may have to be planted and nurtured, old meanings 

or understandings jettisoned, and erroneous beliefs or ‘misframings’ reframed” (Tarrow, 

1992, p. 188).  

 

 All of the devices mentioned above and the information presented throughout this 

paper are significant factors in media discourse and semantic frames and each were 

present in the media’s reporting of Hurricane Katrina, but the information is only 
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significant if one knows how to identify these factors.  Heightening public awareness of 

framing strategies in media discourse will allow for conscious deliberation about 

meanings and what is happening in the world (Gamson & Ryan, 2005, p. 13). William F. 

May (2001) assesses the media’s affect on the mass public succinctly in which he states: 

Cumulatively, they cue us to what we should want and how we should 

behave as workers, lovers, consumers, parents, friends, and citizens.  In a 

sense, the news media exceed the descriptive power of mere teachers: 

They do not passively report on events; their very focus often instantly 

alters or creates them.  Since, moreover, media leaders perceive 

themselves as merely marketing stories, news, comedies, talking heads, 

authorities, and celebrities, they accept little responsibility for the impact 

of their selections and ordinations (194).  
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Appendix A  

 

Figure 1.  Caricatures from Uncle Tom 

 

 

 
 

“Uncle Tom’s Cabin, as a popular text, played a crucial role in configuring American 

social and political life in the nineteenth and early twentieth century” (O’Laughlin, 2000, 

p. 573 & 587).  
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Figure 2.  

 

“While Eva was portrayed typically as refined, demure, and very white, Topsy was 

represented as crude, immodest, and very black” (O’Laughlin, p. 586).  
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Figure 3. Time News Magazine August 1967 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

This photo was taken during the Detroit riots in 1967.  The caption draws the 

reader’s attention to ‘rubble strewn’ streets and looting while the image depicts African 

Americans as showing no specific directionality. 
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Figure 4. Washington Times, September 2005 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 is a photograph taken during Hurricane Katrina in 2005.  Although there 

is nearly a forty year time difference between figure 3 and 4, there is no difference in the 

manner in which African Americans are portrayed in the media.   
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Figure 5 

New York Times July 24
th

, 1967 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Heavy emphasis is placed on looting in the captions of figures 3 and 5.   
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This paper presents a critical analysis of the relevance and impact of art-based 

foundation level coursework on design students.  The differences between the 

definitions, philosophies and intentions of the disciplines of Art and Design are 

discussed to identify the causes for the disconnect in the minds of design students 

between the use of the practical skill sets acquired in art-based fundamental courses 

and the mental skill of creative problem solving required in design courses. The 

teaching methodologies and project analyses presented in this paper will benefit design 

educators seeking the rigorous preparation of students for a seamless transition from 

academic practice to professional practice.  
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Teaching Ethics Across The Curriculum: Student Outcomes Assessment 
 
 
 

Topic Area: Philosophy 
 

Presentation Format: Paper Session  
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract 

             The authors of this paper teach at a small Catholic heritage university in central Texas.  At this 

university our mission statement states that in addition to making our graduates competent in a chosen 

discipline, they should be prepared through training in critical and creative thinking as well as moral 

reasoning to confront the critical issues of society and to seek justice and peace. Following the charge of 

the mission statement we have incorporated several required courses into our undergraduate general 

education curriculum including: Critical Inquiry (freshman level), Ethical Analysis (sophomore level), 

Critical Issues (junior level), and Moral Issues in Society (capstone course at the senior level). The intent 

of these additions to the curriculum was to enhance the ethical/moral reasoning of our graduates. The 

first part of this paper will explain in detail the learning objectives, pedagogy and contents of our 

required courses in ethics and moral decision making. The second section of this paper will report on the 

research that we have conducted to evaluate changes over time (a longitudinal study) observed in our 

students from their entry as freshman to their graduation as seniors. 

In the third and last section of this paper we will describe three or four of the survey instruments 

that we have considered for use in our research with students that might be used to measure changes in 
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their ethical/moral reasoning and decision making. These instruments include: (1) the Paradice 

instrument, (2) the Defining Issues Test (DIT), (3) the Assessment Test for Moral and Ethical Reasoning 

(ATMER), and (4) the Assessment of Moral and Ethical Reasoning Instrument  (AMERI). 

In the conclusion of this paper based on out evaluation and judgment we will present the reasons 

why we have selected or rejected each of the measurement instruments listed above. 

Part One – The Curriculum 

In this part we review and briefly describe the four required courses in our curriculum that are 

designed to educate the student with a strong moral decision making capacity. The first required course 

is “Introduction to Critical Inquiry.” The emphasis of this course is on critical thinking, research, writing 

and reasoning skills, but the course is also used to lay the foundation for subsequent courses by 

integrating moral decision making into the analysis of contemporary, value-laden issues. Students 

explore and clarify their personal values as they proceed through the writing assignments in this course 

that lead to the completion of an argumentatively sound and properly documented position paper in 

which they apply the principles of moral decision making in reasoning to a conclusion on a controversial 

issue. It is in this course that the Ruggiero approach to evaluating moral issues is introduced. The second 

required course is “Ethical Analysis.” This course explores readings in foundational ethical theory, 

including the systematic analysis of moral beliefs, as well as the application of philosophical ethical 

theory to particular issues in applied ethics. The third required course “Critical Issues” is linked to the 

major field of the student. Each major field offered here has a designated critical issues course that 

includes research and a substantial formal writing component. This course requires the student to use 

intermediate critical thinking and moral reasoning skills. The fourth required course is the Capstone 

course in our curriculum titled “Moral Issues in Society.” The purpose of the Capstone course is to 

provide an opportunity for the student to successfully integrate a variety of skills identified in our 

university mission statement, including identification and analysis of a controversial value-laden issue or 
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problem and independent library research on the issue to discover various points of view and proposed 

solutions. The final in this course includes evaluation and ranking of the various solutions and adoption 

of a final solution whose defense is based on ethical principles and critical thinking. The format of this 

course allows fora wide variety of topics and for student-initiated research and problem solving. If the 

student so chooses this course may also allow for a service learning component completed in 

conjunction to a local area profit or non-profit organization.    

Part Two – Survey Instruments Used  

 In this part we present a brief description and the source of each of the instruments that have 

been used in this study.  The oldest of the instruments used in this study is what we call the “Paradice 

Instrument” that was first developed in the 1980’s. Similar to more recent instruments this instrument is  

a scenario based instrument describing ethical/moral dilemmas in which the respondent has three 

choices to select from: morally unacceptable, morally acceptable, or undecided. For additional 

information and a description of this instrument the reader should consult the article by D.B. Paradice 

(1990) listed in the reference section of this paper.  The next instrument to appear is the “Defining Issues 

Test (DIT) described in the paper by Rest, Narvaez, Thoma, & Bebeau (1999) that is cited in the 

reference section of this paper. The last two instruments that we have worked with in developing this 

paper are the “Assessment Test for Moral and Ethical Reasoning (ATMER)”, and the “Assessment of 

Moral and Ethical Reasoning Instrument  (AMERI)”, each of these is also a scenario based instrument 

and they are described in the paper by Myers (2003) that is cited in the reference section of this paper. 

Part Three – Evaluation and Conclusion 

The evaluation and conclusion are still a work in progress with results and conclusion to be 

presented at the time of the conference.              
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The Barnes Foundation’s Art Collection, Philosophical History, Architectural 
“Builtness” & Earth-Sky Relation 

 
Gabrielle Dominique Aruta 

 
 
This paper will provide a phenomenological analysis concerning the current and future 
location of The Barnes Foundation’s educational program so as to better understand how 
architecture and earth-sky relations can shape an educational institution’s method and 
practice.  It will explore: (1) how this culturally pluralistic environment, featuring an 
unrivaled art collection (including the world’s largest collections of Renoir, Matisse, and 
Cézanne) juxtaposed to a diverse Arboretum, provides the philosophical basis for its 
educational program, (2) how the identity of the educational program is intimately shaped 
by its particular earth-sky horizon in Merion, Pennsylvania, which has manifested its 
historical, social and cultural milieu, thus shaping every individual’s experience with its 
Aesthetic, and (3) how this created environment has enlivened the world of its students 
who study in its galleries and gardens through a scientifically objective form of art 
appreciation created by the collection and schools’ founder, Dr. Albert C. Barnes.  
 
I contend that the court order following decades of litigation to move The Barnes 
Foundation’s art collection five miles to urban Philadelphia, thus providing it with a new 
earth-sky relation, will not only physically separate the horticulture and fine arts 
programs but will also sever the intimate connection that currently exists between the art 
work, human experience and nature, which the first Director of Education, John Dewey 
believed illuminated the fact that life and art are kin.  
The paper will also explore possibilities of how the move could provide the Foundation 
with an opportunity to pragmatically apply, Barnes’ and Dewey’s progressive ideas 
regarding social democracy via a culturally cosmopolitan ethic.  
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[non_gratuitous] flirting with digital pedagogy 
  

(abstract) Among the various classes the Architecture students at Oklahoma State University are required to 
take during the spring semester of their third year is ARCH 3253_computer applications in 
architecture defined in the School catalog as an “introduction to 2D and 3D computer CAD topics 
and their application in the design process.” What may differentiate this spring semester from other 
across the Architecture Schools in the United States is the absence of a design studio. The design 
studio gap currently present in our School’s curriculum was fundamental in my exploration for 
alternative CAD teaching and learning, and in morphing a course of traditionally technical 
orientation. Not having to compete with the intense time associated with the design studio [16+ 
contact hours/week] has allowed me to offer a course which weaves the technical aspect of 
software learning with architecture based research and writing, graphic and physical explorations, 
and unconventional mannerisms for the generation of [architectural] ideas. ARCH 3253 is also the 
first and sole “official” course in digital media that our students are required to take, yet it is the 
preamble for the intensive digital media output design studios that characterizes their following 
semesters.  

 
 In the span of 16 weeks, three main computer programs are introduced and are weaved into the 

assignments. Even though there is a logical sequence in introducing each software, the 
assignments are designed to capitalize on the prompt availability of digital image capturing 
[scanners and digital cameras] and the progressive learning of each software, but cannot be 
successfully executed by applying the resources of a sole computer program, or by not adhering to 
the “analog” component of the course. By not limiting the execution of each assignment to a 
specific software forces the students to continue improving their knowledge of each computer 
application and to approach the course as a holistic unit versus a potential three disjoint parts, one 
for each software learned. Paramount of the success and innovation of the course are the 
assignments which are designed to, on one hand, ease the transition from traditional to digital 
media, and on the other hand to foster the students’ knowledge of global architecture while 
simultaneously promoting alternative design process thinking and [digital] graphic representations. 

 
This paper shares the pedagogy of the course in its spring 2007 configuration as it evolved since its 
spring 2005 inception alongside sample of students’ work produced mostly during the last two 
years. 

 

 
(paper) One should always be curious. Not a passive curiosity dependent upon information received, but an aggressive 

curiosity that compels one to seek things out and ascertain them for oneself.  
Issey Miyake, Bodyworks [Tokyo: Shogakukan, 1983] 

 

 i n t r o d u c t i o n 
The 3rd year spring semester at Oklahoma State University’s School of Architecture bears 

a distinctive characteristic among the architecture schools in the United States: the 

semester is freed of an architectural design studio. Among the various courses the 

students are required to take during this time is ARCH 3253_computer applications in 

architecture defined in the School catalog as an “introduction to 2D and 3D computer 
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CAD topics and their application in the design process.” The design studio gap currently 

present in our School’s curriculum was fundamental in my exploration for alternative CAD 

teaching and learning, and in morphing a course of traditionally technical orientation. Not 

having to compete with the intense time associated with the design studio [16+ contact 

hours/week at our School] has allowed me to offer a course which weaves the technical 

aspect of software learning with architecture based research and writing, graphic and 

physical explorations, and unconventional mannerisms for the generation of 

[architectural] thoughts. ARCH 3253 is also the first and sole “official” course in digital 

media that our students are required to take, yet it is the preamble for the intensive digital 

media output design studios that characterizes their following semesters.  

 

 m e t h o d o l o g y 
ARCH 3253 is a lecture + laboratory course where in the span of the spring semester 

three main computer programs are introduced and are weaved into the assignments. 

Despite the logical sequence of introducing each software, the assignments are designed 

to capitalize on the prompt availability of digital image capturing [scanners and digital 

cameras] and the progressive learning of each software, but cannot be successfully 

executed by applying the resources of a sole computer program, or by not adhering to 

the “analog,” or “hands-on” component of the course. By not limiting the execution of 

each assignment to a specific software forces the students to continue improving their 

knowledge of each computer application and to approach the course as a holistic unit 

versus a potential three [or more] disjoint parts, one for each software learned, or one for 

each project assigned. The assignments are designed to, on one hand, ease the 

transition from traditional to digital media, and on the other hand to augment the students’ 

understanding of architecture and their knowledge of global architecture, and to foster 

critical thinking while simultaneously promoting alternative design processes and fresh 

[digital] graphic representations.  

 

Integral part of the course is also a graphic journal. This journal is meant for the collection 

of research on graphic communication in general [both in their 2D and 3D outputs] and 

digital communication in particular as well as recording the students own [graphic] 

thoughts and exploration as related to the assignments. The information collected in the 

graphic journal is left up to the students. However, they are encouraged to search for 

imagines of an architectural personality which, in return, would aid in stimulating their 

future architectural imagination and building composition. The journal is collected at 

random intervals during the semester to foster continuous research responsibilities and 

inquiries. 
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 a s s i g n m e n t s 

The course is organized around the progressive development of one project through 

different assignments. From a roster of three case studies, the students are required to 

select one which, in turns, will be the common denominator for their computer programs 

learning and digital image creation. It is the students’ responsibility, however, to expand 

the information received in class or placed on reserve in the architectural library with 

supplemental research. Following the practice I initiated when first taught the course to 

expose the students to global contemporary residential architecture, the spring 2007 case 

studies were to be chosen from a selected work of Peruvian architects along the surreal 

and almost lunar landscape of the cost around the capital city of Lima. The selection of 

the case studies needs to respond also to a further pedagogical objective. Relative small 

in square footage, the planar and sectional relationships have to be mostly orthogonal yet 

offer a clever, mature, and exquisite architectural composition.  

 

 s p r i n g   2 0 0 7   c a s e   s t u d i e s 
1. casa m architect_Sandra Barclay Panizo 
   
2. casa rosas architect_Ruth Alvarado Pflücker 
   
3. casa en playa las arenas architect_Javier Artadi Loayza 
 

 a s s i g n m e n t   1 . 1  
Assignment 1.1 draws from the students’ newly acquired Autodesk AutoCAD skills while 

exposing them to unconventional graphic representation of their selected case studies 

and invites them to reconfigure the spatial relationship intrinsic to the selected house. In 

assembling information about their case study, the students are requested to extrapolate 

the residence’s dimensions from the information provided and researched with their case 

study peers in order to provide each student with uniform data. Nevertheless, each group 

member is to offer an original solution to the assignment. 

 

 u n f o l d i n g 

Part A of the exercise is to unfold the main floor of the selected case study and project 

every plane that encompasses the floor in the xy plane. The unfolding of the floor plan, 

however, must be done in a continuous way, not dissimilar to an unfolded mailing 

cardboard box, allowing, therefore, for a simple and somehow intuitive refolding of the 

main floor to its original form. 

 

The information that characterized each side of the main floor such as doors, windows, 

openings, built-in furniture [i.e. kitchen cabinets] and plumbing fixtures are to be drawn in 
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elevation. In the unfolding process, however, the thickness of the walls is considered to 

be null.  

 

As part of a graphic exercise, and to augment the students’ “expressive language”, the 

rooms that have been unfold are required to be renamed using alternative nomenclatures 

[i.e. cook for kitchen, or wash for bathroom]. Moreover, a graphic language is 

recommended to explain the diagram so created [i.e. night spaces may be depicted with 

a gray fill, or windows filled with the views that have been framed]. 

 

 r e f o l d i n g  

Part B of the assignment is two fold and requires physical models as well as an AutoCAD 

generated drafted axonometric drawn as wire frame. The AutoCAD part of the refolding 

process foresees to draw, in isometric, first the reassembly of the floor  and then to refold 

the unfolded plan in a way the student wishes with the only constrains that more creases 

cannot be added during the new folding process [in the assignment, the creases depict 

the connections between walls, walls and floor, and walls and ceiling]. In this 

autochthonous assembly, however, the spaces creates do not necessarily need to have 

ceilings or floors, but imply a sense of enclosure. The isometric are then supplemented 

with physical models made with [white] cardstock. Though the assignment requires for a 

sole refolding, multiple explorations of the refolding process are strongly encouraged as it 

is the inclusion of the most ingenious findings to the final presentation. 

  
 ::: Michael Sullivan [S07] 

 

 a s s i g n m e n t   1 . 2  
Assignment 1.2 is a simple and fun exercise about composition [and imagination] using a 

digital camera and a basic knowledge of Adobe Photoshop. It would also be fundamental 

in complementing the exhibit design for the showing of assignments 1.1 and 2.0 in the 

School’s gallery. 
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The assignment asks for four self-portraits which are them simply manipulated in 

Photoshop and printed on high quality photo paper and mounted individually on foam 

board following an assigned format. The portraits are to be in black and white with a solid 

colored background common to all the portraits. 

  
 ::: Brian Letzig [S07] 

 

 a s s i g n m e n t   2 . 0 
Continuing with the objectives of the course to augment the learning of various computer 

graphic programs with graphic communication and, whenever possible, to challenge 

conventional architecture graphic languages, assignment 2.0 invites once more to 

produce an unconventional graphic representation of the case study selected. Based 

loosely on the early work of Morphosis who meshed the generally sterile or technical 

characteristic of architectural drawings with graphic design to produce presentation 

drawings of strong emotional content, and influenced by the graphic work of Why Not 

Associates, Red Design, Dirk Rudolph, and other graphic artists, assignment 2.0 asks to 

produce a provocative yet informative drawing plate which combines selected two 

dimensional drawing [plan(s), elevation(s), section(s)] with a [personal] written description 

of the selected case study. 

 ::: Ryan Vincent [S07]  

 ::: Daryl Round [S07]  
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::: partial view of exhibit A of projects 1.1, 1.2, 2.0 [S07] 

 

 

 
::: partial view] of exhibit B of projects 1.1, 1.2, 2.0 [S07] without physical models 
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 a s s i g n m e n t   3 . 0 
Assignment 3.0 asks the students to use their freshly acquired Autodesk Viz skills to 

develop a sectional 3D model of their selected case study enhanced by the use of 

Photoshop to create a vibrant, yet abstract, composition. The composition is required to 

capture and convey the dynamic of the space[s] while departing from conventional and 

literal representation of the space[s] analyzed. To foster the somehow abstract nature of 

the 3D model, color as a mean of representing materiality versus the mundane use of 

materials is strongly encouraged. 

 

Assignment 3.0 is not a stand-alone exercise, but it is to be incorporated in assignment 

4.0. However, as assignment 4.0 may incorporate multiple 3D models, and to once more 

stimulate the student’s graphic and layout imagination, the number 3 [4 in the spring 

2006], marking the assignment, is required to appear in the selected composition.  

 ::: Chelsea Cuccio [S07]  

 ::: Chris Phillips [S06]  
 

 a s s i g n m e n t   4 . 0 
Most often the graphic representation of an architectural idea can be compared to a story 

board. The nature and sequence of drawings present on a board [or multiple boards] has 

been cleverly selected to communicate and facilitate the understanding of the 

architecture, and to capture the imagination of the viewer[s]. Assignment 4.0 invites the 

students to take a possible twist to such architectural representation to produce, for lack 
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of better words, an informative portfolio of their selected case study. If the word portfolio 

in our profession is associated to a collection of somebody’s creative work, here is 

interpreted as a collection of the students’ work about the selected case study expressed 

in clever, yet experimental format. The format and the content of this portfolio are, 

therefore, left to the students’ discretion. 

  ::: Scott Goodner [S06] 

  
  ::: Mitch Pride [S06] 

 
Computer programs simulate a human understanding. They are, however, mere manmade mechanisms 
invented to facilitate the communication between user and computer. The machine does not understand the 
user interactions in the human sense.  It does not understand the meaning of the text typed, or the images 
drawn. The machine blindly manipulates the data we input. 

Maia Engeli, Storie Digitali [Torino: Testo & Immagine, 1999] 
 

 c o n c l u s i o n 
The absence of a design studio concurrent to the teaching of ARCH 3253 has helped me 

in morphing a course that challenges the conventional pre-established tutorials for 

software learning and to interlace a strong design component into an otherwise 

procedural oriented course. Alongside the technical learning of the software introduced, 

the students are responsible of digital outputs of contemporary and experimental nature. 

For many of them, this 3 credit hours course is their first encounter with digital media, but 

the frustration that inevitably rises from the non-intuitive nature of some of the software 

and the relative short teaching time allocated to each is definitely offset by the 
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enthusiasm that they are expressing about the [graphic] possibilities of the assignments. 

The case studies are paramount in the students’ learning. If, on one hand, the case 

studies are meant to free the students from the pressure of creating their own 

architectural spaces [after all, the course it is not a substitute for the design studio], on 

the other hand, they offer myriad possibilities to intertwine expressive architectural 

graphic languages with critical thinking and writing. They also serve as the basis of 

architecture analysis, understanding and learning. My practice of using relative small 

private dwellings in foreign countries also augments if not initiates, the students’ 

exposure to global contemporary residential architecture and to drastic different site and 

cultural conditions than what they are most familiar with. 

 

At the end of the course the students have basic knowledge of the software introduced. 

are capable of creating and manipulate digital images, and are conscious of the possible 

power of graphic communications. Mostly, however, are aware and enthusiastic about 

the possibilities of a digital world now more than ever so intertwined with ours. 

 

 
 ::: Paolo Sanza 
  assistant professor of architecture, Oklahoma State University 
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Abstract 

 
Healthcare systems in developing nations are improving although Nigeria with its vast oil 

wealth does not fare better than other developing countries with less natural resource 

wealth. Oral hygiene is critical to one’s overall health as it has been proven that poor oral 

hygiene could lead to various health problems that include heart issues.  

 

A health mission trip was undertaken to Lagos, the commercial capital of Nigeria, to 

perform healthcare education on diabetes and oral hygiene, with minimal health 

assessment in the fall of 2006. Oral hygiene and diabetes education was presented at 

three sites and consent forms were given to the participants to sign before any screening 

(blood pressure, blood glucose test, weight, temperature, and height) was provided. Also, 

in attendance were local physicians and registered nurses for referrals when needed.  

 

Results from the three sites show females account for more than half of the participants. 

Forty seven to 61% have high blood pressure, 45-54% high blood glucose, and 82% had 

dental problems. Four participants were immediately referred to a physician due to their 

abnormal condition (high blood glucose, high blood pressure, and diabetes 

complications) while others with high blood pressure were told to see their physicians as 

soon as possible.  The majority of the participants will like to see a repeat of the health 

fair (screening), and we look to going back within the next two years with more 

healthcare providers: physicians, dentists, podiatrists, ophthalmologists, nurses, etc.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Healthcare systems in developing nations are stretched thin and in Africa, this is even 

more apparent. Health care education is very important to the successful implementation 

of healthcare programs in a nation and especially in developing nations. Despite this, 

some developing nations with the resources to implement adequate healthcare system are 

not doing enough to bring basic education and take care of its citizens. 

 

Nigeria with a population of about 140 Million people, and after forty seven years of 

independence from the British has low life expectancy rate between 45 & 50 years 

(Udoh, 2007, Oyebanji, 2007) with crude death rates of 17/1000 of population and infant 

mortality rate of 119 deaths per 1,000 live births. The government is the major provider 

of healthcare in the country. There are a few government owned healthcare 

infrastructures that are fully furnished, staffed, funded, and functioning properly.  The 

management of the healthcare facilities has been called to questions (Oyebanji, 2007) 

despite the fact that Nigeria is an oil rich country, the sixth largest producer of oil in the 

world. “Rather than spend money to continue to service and improve the healthcare 

system, the rulers preferred to jettison the health of the people for their own selfish gains 

and now over 45 years of our independence, Nigerians have been allowed to wallow in 

the wilderness of poor health” (Udoh, 2007). Healthcare systems in developing nations 

are improving but at a very slow rate as the majority of the people do not have access to 

healthcare facilities. Although Nigerians are good at taking care of themselves with local 

remedies, oral hygiene is not of primary concern if people are striving merely to survive. 

 

 

METHODS 

 

A mission trip was organized to Lagos, Nigeria under the auspices of Edna-May Health 

Missions with the main aim of bringing some educational materials to conduct oral and 

diabetes education. Two contacts were asked to arrange and advertise two local churches 

where a health care education and screening program could be held. Two sites were 
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 3 

chosen in Lagos, Lagos State and another site in Umuahia, Abia State. Several 

educational materials, glucometers and test strips, and tooth pastes, brushes, and timers 

were obtained from colleges (Indiana Purdue University Fort Wayne (IPFW) and Ivy 

Tech State College, Fort Wayne), local business (Dupont Dental Services, Indiana 

Medical Associates, Churches and individuals). Transportation was provided by Edna-

May Health Mission (currently made up of the two authors of this article). 

 

The two-week mission trip was planned and executed the first week through the third 

week in September of 2006. The first location was at a church building, permission was 

obtained from the church leadership and members and non members were invited to 

participate. On the day of the healthcare education clinic, consent forms (figure 1) were 

provided to the participants, explaining that we needed their consent to collect 

information about their health habits and also for their participation in the health 

screening. Because of the great demand, two more sites were added as a result of 

participants in the first screening, organizing members of their own community in other 

locations. However, at the 4th site, no information was collected as consent form was not 

provided to the participants. 

 

Figure 1. Consent form 

“Edna-May Health Mission Group” 

Consent to participate 

Date: _________    Date of Birth: _________   Age: _________ 

Name:_______________________,    _________________________,        ________ 

 Last    First     MI 

Name of School/Work: ____________________________________________________ 

School/Work Address (City & State): _________________________________________ 

Grade: _____________ 

I authorize the Edna-may health Mission Group or its representatives to obtain dental and/or diabetic 

information to aid in the improvement of future mission trips. 

 

Parent/Guardian Signature:______________________ Date: ___________ 

Disclosure: Voluntary 
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For the remaining three sites, demographic information was collected along with blood 

pressure measurement, and diabetes test performed. Blood pressure 139/89 and below 

was used as normal pressure and anything above that was considered high blood pressure. 

Blood glucose test was only provided to individuals forty years and above unless one is a 

known diabetic or has two or more symptoms of diabetes at any earlier age.  

 

 

RESULTS 

 

A hundred and fifty consent forms were provided, but collected data on only 120 

participants (41 at site 1, 47 at site 2, 32 at site 3, and zero at site 3) in Lagos, Nigeria. 

Site 1 has the oldest population, a range of 41-75 years, and 73% of the participants are 

between 61-70 years old. At the other two sites, participants 50 years and under account 

for the bulk of the participants (59-85%).  Site three had the youngest group of 

participants. In all the sites, females make up the majority of the participants (51% at site 

1, 67% at site 2, and 63% at site 3). Table 1 shows the demography of participants at the 

three sites. 

 

TABLE 1: Demography for the three sites  

Variables Site 1 (n=41) Site 2  (n=47) Site 3  (n=32) 

Age <40 0 % 38.30 56.25 

 41-50 2.4 21.28 28.13 

51-60 12.2 14.89 15.63 

61-70 73.17 21.28 0.0 

>70 12.2 4.26 0.0 

Male 48.78 32.84 37.21 

Female 51.22 67.16 62.79 

 

 

Normal blood pressure is 120/80 while a high blood pressure was determined based on 

the 139/89 reading as the cut-off level and anyone with above that level was considered 
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to have high blood pressure and was referred to the attendant physician. In site one, 61% 

of the participants had elevated blood pressure comparable to the 60% in site two and 

47% for site 3.  Blindness, partial blindness, and gangrene foot ulcers were noted at sites 

2 and 3, while at site 1, excessive high blood pressure reading and blurry vision were 

noted. Table 2 is a summary of the screening data of the three sites. 

 

Table 2 Summary of the screening result of the three sites in Lagos are shown below. 

Variables Site 1 (n=41) Site 2  (n=47) Site 3  (n=32) 

High Blood Pressure 60.98 59.57 46.88 

Blood Sugar (%  > 100mg/dl) NA 53.57 (n=56) 45 (n=20) 

Dental Problems 14.63 82.30 9.38 

 

 

Although there were sixty seven attendees at site 2, fifty six were tested for blood sugar. 

A normal fasting sugar should be lower than 100 mg/dl. Thirty (53.57%) of the 56 people 

tested for blood sugar had levels above 100mg/dl. The blood sugar levels for site 2 

ranged from 70 to 457mg/dl. A participant with a 421 mg/dl was 38 years, with a weight 

of 55Kg (~121 lbs) and BP of 150/102. Participants were not fasting, this fact was known 

and put into consideration. Many came from over a mile away on foot to get to screening 

sites. 

 

The response to the question if they experienced any dental problem, participants at site 

two recorded the highest number of people with dental problem (82.30% n=47). Also, 

questions about their use of chewing sticks/tooth brush/paste were not answered by most 

participants and the results are not presented. The Health Assessment Form had several 

questions that included “Do you brush your teeth with toothbrush and toothpaste or 

chewing stick? How often do you change your toothbrush? Do you have any dental 

problems? and Will you attend another health fair if it is organized near you?” The 

questionnaire will be modified to simplify before the next health mission trip. A summary 

of the data collected from the three sites are presented in graph 1 below. 
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GRAPH 1: 3-D representation of the demography and screening data of the three sites 
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DISCUSSION: 

 

Site 1 has the oldest group of participants (~61%) and the highest group of participants 

with elevated blood pressure readings although comparable to the site 2 (60% of the 

participants had elevated blood pressure), but significantly different from participants in 

site 3.  Some of the people in site 1 are retired civil servants and probably are “more well 

to do” and educated (higher social economic status). It is not surprising that the 

individuals from the high socioeconomics class have higher hypertensive cases. This 

finding is similar to a study in Port Harcourt, Nigeria where they found a strong 

correlation between diabetes among Nigerians and their socio-economics status. The high 

socio-economic class had a higher number of people with diabetics than those of the 

lower socio-economic status (Nwafor & Owhoji, 2001).   
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At site 1, the glucometers malfunctioned and as a result, no blood glucose test was done. 

At site 2, the attendance record shows 67 people participated at the health fair clinic with 

three local nurses, a physician, and three lay volunteers. Fifty six tested for blood 

glucose, more than half of them had glucose level 100mg/dl and above. Some of them 

were referred to the resident physician, and those less serious were told to see their 

physicians as soon as possible.   

 

At site three, twenty people were screened for blood glucose and nine (45%) of them had 

blood glucose level above 100mg/dl. The participants with blood glucose of 412mg/dl 

had a blood pressure of 164/97 and a weight of 120 kg (~264 lb). The difference between 

the sites (2&3) may be associated with the age distribution with site 3 having younger 

participants. 

 

Dental problem issue is very high (83%) in site 2. This is also the site with the most 

varied age group. Majority of the complaints were bleeding of the gums, tooth decay, and 

halitosis. Unfortunately, most of the people did not answer the questions regarding 

having a dentist, visited dentists within the past six months or brush/chew sticks 

regularly. Dental problem is least in site 3 where most of the participants (84.38%) are 

under 51 years old. Most of the people have been exposed to television and internet and 

are probably more knowledgeable about oral hygiene. It has been shown that oral hygiene 

instruction improved the attitude and practice of their habits (Esan, 2006) and increased 

patient physician contact time and health education can improve effective management of 

diabetes in Nigeria (Mshelia, Akinnosun, & Abbiyesuku, 2007). 

 

There appears to be many knowledgeable people in the country with regards to healthcare 

issues, however, the resources are either not properly being used, maintained, or non 

existent. Often, a lot of Nigerians are known to just drop dead for no apparent reason or 

medical diagnosis. Could it be some may have died as a result of undiagnosed 

complications from high blood pressure or diabetes? Family members believe that some 

of those sudden deaths are often related to ‘juju’ or poisoning by their enemies. Even 

with the healthcare problems, a recent study indicates that Nigerians have the lowest rate 
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of depression (0.8%), being the happiest people in the world (Stephens, 2007). Although, 

there appears to be no difference between elderly African Americans (Indianapolis) and 

Nigerians (Ibadan) in the depression rate despite their socioeconomic and cultural 

differences (Baiyewu et al., 2007). I wonder why?  

 

Several of the participants indicated that they would come to similar heath fair if given 

the opportunity despite travels from long distances on foot or poor public transport. One 

of the participant’s toes was gangrenous that she was asked to go the physician clinic 

immediately for immediate healthcare attention. The attendant physician was able to 

prescribe some medication which he had to pay himself as the now patient did not have 

the means of paying for the medications. They requested to see a dentist and other health 

care workers when next such a mission trip comes to the country (Nigeria). 

 

The mission was overwhelmed by the need of the people and the sad condition of some 

of the health facilities in the country.  We plan to continue with the health mission trip, 

with a large contingent of healthcare workers. We look to going back within the next two 

years with other healthcare workers: physicians, dentists, podiatrists, ophthalmologists, 

nurses, etc. This will depend on the benevolence of schools and companies in providing 

essential monetary support, providing supplies and labor. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS: 

 

A significant segment of the Nigerian population are in need of medical services and are 

either not aware, don’t have the facilities, or cannot afford to avail themselves of such 

services where they are available. It is obvious from the snap short data during the health 

mission trip the need for healthcare education at the grassroots. Collaboration between all 

healthcare providers would help in educating the masses about their welfare and would 

lead to better and productive citizens. Volunteers are needed to supplement the efforts of 

the government in helping educate the Nigerian citizens on health issues. 
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Church, Ft. Wayne, and many individuals. 
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6.                                                         Abstract  
 
The Japanese writer Osamu Dazai, a close reader of Nietzsche, took up the related themes 
of nobility and decadence in his 1947 novel, The Setting Sun. The study proposed here 
will elucidate these themes to uncover what remains pertinent and compelling in them 
from the viewpoint of contemporary philosophical criticism. Dazai, a member of a noble 
family that was impoverished and demoralized by the imposition of democracy by 
American occupation forces, committed suicide in 1948.  He had become associated, for 
better or worse, with the “Buraiha” post-war decadence movement in which young 
writers, artists, philosophers and the like debauched themselves with opium and drinking. 
The decline of the family at the center of Dazai’s novel is not as theatrically melancholy 
or lurid as that of the Usher household in Poe’s “The Fall of the House of Usher” in 
keeping with Japanese reserve, which manifests its own semiotic of decline. To be sure, 
in both stories aristocratic families express certain proclivities, under pressure, which are 
worthy of comparison; yet the Japanese and American behaviors are remarkably different. 
The subtleties enacted, the details delicately attended to, reveal the peculiar signs of 
Japanese nobility, for which there are objective correlatives for the efforts of survival in 
times of scarcity. This is particularly true for the daughter, Kazuko, who demonstrates 
what Ivan Morris, in a different context, refers to as “the ideal of heroism through 
failure.” Heartbreakingly loyal to her mother and brother, she does what she needs to do 
to sustain the integrity of the family, although the mother has acquiesced to a perhaps 
psychosomatic malady, and the brother, returned from the Pacific war, to defeatism and 
debauchery. In her adjustments, Kazuko desimplifies the conventional opposition 
between nobility and decadence. She “disregards the old morality” yet does not belong to 
the new community, living beyond good and evil in a moral revolution all her own. 
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  THE DAWN ON BRIGHT STILTS:  
 FOSTERING PUBLIC IMAGINATION 

  
 

“I do believe that there is a separate language in each of us, also a separate aesthetics and 
a separate jurisprudence.  Every single one of us is a little civilization built on the ruins of 

any number of preceding civilizations, but with our own variant notions of what is 
beautiful and what is acceptable.”    

Marilynne Robinson  
 
 

 “Michener imagined.”  (p. 22)  From the stone silhouettes of Cyprus at sunrise to 

the deepening of a Centennial author’s dusk, citizenry is enlivened through the “crossing 

point”1 of public imagination.  On August 16, 1960, my parents celebrated their 

nineteenth wedding anniversary and the Republic of Cyprus engendered its 

Mediterranean empire with constitutional vows; five months and four days later President 

John F. Kennedy christened moral imagination to “invoke the wonders of science instead 

of its terrors [to] explore the stars, conquer the deserts, eradicate disease, tap the ocean 

depths, and encourage the arts and commerce.”  Cypriots and Coloradoans are poised to 

summon the kind and quality of imagination that provides a crossing point for a host of 

issues, from exploratory to ethical.   

RQ:  What are the rhetorical forms that foster moral imagination?   

The purpose of this discussion is twofold:  (1)  to establish a theoretic rationale 

for a rhetorical study of moral imagination and (2)  to establish a practical forum for a 

rhetorical study of moral imagination.   

Theoretic rationale:  My theoretic rationale involves definitions, domains, 

metaphors, artifacts, and forms of imagination.   

Definitions:    
                                                 
1 http://europa.eu/abc/european_countries/eu_members/cyprus/index_en.htm 
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Ethics:  1.  moral coda 

             2.  A moral coda encoding not just what is acceptable, but what is 

beautiful (Robinson) 

A working definition of public imagination entails resources of creativity that 

provide inventive ways for defining, analyzing, and responding proactively in the design 

of our rhetorical environs.  This definition of imagination allows us to design this work 

with the construct of imagination as the organizing principle of invention.  As such, it 

expands discussion in the areas of Athenian artistic proof and the canon of invention.  

Pierce, for example, discusses invention as an “early stage in development of a message 

where a rhetor gathers, remembers, or solicits elements that may be used in a message.”2  

A moral view of public imagination will devote its resources to the identification and 

incorporation of moral imagination within that coda, infusing invention with a richer 

understanding of its role in creating cultural renewal.   

Imagination:  creative and congruent invocation of rhetorical canon of invention 

Ethotic:  the source embodying aesthetic and analytic connections 

Rhetoric:  “the art of influencing the soul through [language]” and images (Plato)  

Domains: 

Private/psychological perspectives 

Public/rhetorical perspectives  

Studying imagination from a private/psychological perspective focuses on 

cognitive processing conceived as individual activity.    Individual cognition is the focus 

of such studies.   

                                                 
2 D. Pierce, “Rhetorical Theory:  Saying Something Profound about No One Thing.  Rhetorical Criticism 
and Theory in Practice (New York:  McGraw-Hill, 2003), 349.   
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Studying imagination from a public/rhetorical perspective posits moral 

imagination as a communal construct.   Shared cognition is the focus of such studies.   

Metaphors operative in definitions and domains: 

Metaphors of imagination   

Traditional 

Novel 

Traditional metaphors of imagination include a mirror or mimetic perspective and 

a lamp or enlightenment perspective.   

Novel metaphors of imagination need to encode a productive and public stance.      

Form of imagination: 

Enthymematic 

Explicit 

Rhetorical forms that foster a moral imagination have two key questions involved:  

enthymematic versus explicit imagery.  Enthymematic imagery is evidenced in more 

traditional forms of museums wherein audiences are given fewer clues—see ancient 

Greek sites, for example.  “I am the boundary stone,” etc. with few verbal descriptors to 

accompany these.   

Explicit imagery is evidenced in the incorporation of texts that embody and 

accompany a wider range and depth of ideas.  The extent to which the monument is 

endowed with narration, exposition distinguishes such imagery.  This kind of explicit 

imagery is evidenced in the animation, incorporation of individuals as they are cued to 

the memory in a particular way—with vivid and abundant, pathos-laden types of 

displays.   
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Artifacts 

Central to a study of forms of imagination is the selection of artifacts in which 

they are displayed.  Forms of imagination contribute to the concept of a collective 

memory as evidenced in museums, monuments, memorials, and other public cases.  

Studies advancing knowledge about these artifactual displays can be encoded in a variety 

of ways to illustrate how memory is prompted and cued by public displays.  The 

reasoning processes through which the public is engaged will be linked to scripts of 

engagement and the terministic screens produced.  Ways in which the prompts cue the 

response will be coupled with this exploration.     

By incorporating the above definitions, domains, metaphors, artifacts, and forms 

of imagination study can turn to a rhetorical corpus of moral imagination.  Studying 

imagination from a persuasive perspective focuses on textual processing conceived as a 

dialogical, creative activity.  The canon of inventio is central to this activity, functioning 

as the catalyst for idea generation.  As Azadpur and Silvers argue, “Perfecting the 

imagination . . . enables the student to entertain theoretical and practical matters 

creatively rather than conventionally.”3    Yet scant attention has been devoted to 

developing a rhetorical model of imagination.  My contention is that such a model would 

be an invaluable guide to the design, development, and delivery of a variety of scholastic 

and corporate curricula.   

The compelling need for public imagination and an understanding of how to 

activate its rhetorical forms is voiced by many scholars; of the most important themes 

                                                 
3 M. Azadpur & A. Silvers, “Avicenna on Education in Philosophy and Art.”  Arts Education Policy 
Review (107:2 (2005):38.   
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they espouse is the link between imagination and transcendence.  LeVine (2005) equates 

imagination with transcendence:  “al-Qa’eda has become the response of those whose 

imagination is limited to the creation of ‘resistance identities’ that only know how to fight 

back against, rather than overcome or transcend, the status quo” (176).   

Closely linked to imagination and transcendence is the construct of public 

memory.  One of the primary facets of creating public memory is the invoking of 

imagination.  Presumably, imagination can be invoked through a variety of artistic modes 

of expression, including theatre, music, dance, sculpture, literature and performance.  

While each of these modes of expression may be studied independently, their symbolic 

construction may be viewed as an aggregate, a constellation comprised of rhetorical 

dimensions.    

From toddlers to nursing home tenants the gift that makes all things at once 

bearable and believable is that of the capacity to imagine.  Atul Gawande, (2007) in 

“Rethinking Old Age,” writes of the nursing home as “the final address” for “renegades” 

whose dreams are often checked at the entrance.  With their recesses and nursery rhymes 

receding into memory the transformation from leading independent, productive lives to 

strictured ways of being poses a threshold of adjustment for the entire family.  No matter 

how well-appointed the romper room or residence, the transformation will be defined by 

the imaginative capacity of the designers of these quarters; a paucity of imagination will 

produce an environs that subjugates creativity while a plethora of imagination will 

dignify the creative spirit within.          

 The journey from nursery school to nursing home may be viewed as both a literal 

and metaphorical allusion to the power of imagination undergirding our ability to 
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envision a range of social issues.  From No Child Left Behind to the Lapidary Museum, 

the stretch between what is and what might be invites our imaginative interpretation.  In 

these and myriad other situations, new ways of thinking are needed.  As Robert Wright 

(2007) argues, “We may have to cultivate our moral imagination” to achieve what we 

can.          

 Creative thinking is thus key to moral coda, envisioning the world as a set of 

dynamics.  From Pericles’ ability to eloquence into being an ancient Athenian empire to 

Einstein’s elaboration of the space-time continuum imagination flourishes.  It is the kind 

and quality of imagination with which Frederick Douglass saw freedom as “it looked 

from every star, smiled in every calm, breathed in every wind, and moved in every 

storm.”  It is the kind and quality of imagination calling America to “put a man on the 

moon by the end of the decade.”  It is the kind and quality of imagination with which 

Ronald McNair boarded the Challenger.  It is the kind and quality of imagination with 

which Ronald Reagan invoked benediction for those who had “slipped the surly bonds of 

earth to touch the face of God.”  The force and import of imagination is the difference 

between Langston Hughes “dream deferred” and dream conferred.   

 The kind and quality of imagination wedded to the construct of rhetorical design 

fulfills Frederick Douglass’ description of a scene “full of wondrous things, full of 

thoughts and ideas.  A child cannot look well at such objects without thinking,”4 thereby 

producing Einstein’s teaser of the lion’s tail:  “Nature shows us only the tail of the lion.  

                                                 
4 F. Douglass.  “Charms of the Place.”  The Avalon Project at Yale Law School.  
http://www.yale.edu/lawweb/avalon/treatise/douglas/douglas01htm Accessed on May 29, 2007.   
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But I have no doubt that the lion belongs with it even if he cannot reveal himself all at 

once.”5        

 The force and import of imagination garners and guides developments in cultural 

and scientific pursuits.  It proposes novel ways of processing staid stimuli.  It introduces 

new realms of thinking to traditionally entrenched positions.   

 While the construct of imagination has been examined from a psychological 

perspective, much work remains to examine the imagination from a rhetorical vantage 

point.  Yet beyond a descriptor of the value and worth of imagination, Gunn (2003) 

argues that “Little attention has been given to conceptualizing the imagination from a 

rhetorical perspective” (p. 41).  Though paradigmatic issues have been raised regarding 

this re-conceptualization,6 the relationship between rhetoric and imagination remains a 

promising area of exploration.  From the texture of Grassi and the Italian humanists, the 

triad of imagination, work, and language has been posited, but we have not elaborated   

rhetorical forms and stratagems instrumental therein.  While we marvel over the 

ingenuity of an Einstein and admire the artistry of an Angelou, we lack a systematic 

construct to model what components might engender a rhetorical perspective of the 

imagination.   

On this maiden voyage we will inquire into the rhetorical resources that foster 

imagination.  Beyond the gifts of bio-neural and cultural “DNA” what are the rhetorical 

wellsprings of the imagination?  What are the features and facets of rhetorical texts 

(monuments, museums, speeches, interactive technologies, court rulings) that elicit it?  

                                                 
5 W. Isaacson.  Einstein His Life and Universe.  (New York:  Simon & Schuster), 202.   
6 These issues are presented as research questions in chapter one; answers will be derived from my analyses 
and presented in the summative chapter.   
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Beyond accolades for the progeny of imagination, what more do we need to learn about 

the imagination from a rhetorical perspective?   

 This author contends that imaginative ways of thinking need not be limited to a 

galley of gifted individuals but can be cultivated by modeling its dynamic components.  

My working hypothesis is that imagination can be located within the resonant qualities of 

various experiences from the pedagogical to the performative.  Such qualities engender 

what Carnegie Corporation of New York President Vartan Gregorian (2007) describes as 

“vibrant universities engaged in innovative and often daring reform.”  Ideas for 

innovation can be introduced and coordinated within a variety of rhetorical texts.  And as 

a precursor to those sorts of proposals we need to examine rhetorical texts to locate, 

define, analyze, and provide examples that spark a moral imagination.        

 As Kristof avows in “The Educated Giant”  “That is the magic of education. . . . 

So let’s not respond to China’s surpluses by putting up trade barriers.  Rather, let’s do as 

we did after the Soviet Union’s launch of Sputnik in 1957:  raise our own education 

standards to meet the competition” (p. A19).  What can we expect a theory of 

imagination to produce?  What options might it present?  Whether at the Eiffel Tower or   

Einstein Testament, the nursing home “renegades” and the students at the school steps 

await our answer.  As Wardle invites the dialogue, “Could today’s schools produce 

another Einstein?”  Modeling the rhetorical imagination from the crossing point of 

Cyprus and Centennial is vital to answering that question in the affirmative. 
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Practical Forum  

To activate a moral coda of not only the acceptable but also the beautiful I 

propose a debate and rhetorical criticism hybrid forum.7  Designed to activate rhetorical 

forms that foster a deeper understanding of imagination, the hybrid is modeled upon a 

traditional debate format and synthesizes a rhetorical criticism approach therein.   

The model of criticism selected is ideological criticism.  This model identifies and 

discovers the establishment and dissemination of ideology through rhetorical forms,   

explicit and implicit, traditional and novel.   

 The reason for selecting ideological criticism as the hybrid model is that moral 

imagination is inherently ideological.  The shaping of public memory requires us to 

understand the ideology on which it is predicated.   The shaping of public memory 

requires us to understand the rhetorical essence of such predication.   

 In this forum, debaters would research and present the prominent, competing 

ideological perspectives on an issue.  Data for the research would include a variety of 

texts stipulated as public memory rhetorical repositories.  Hence, the format has research, 

analytic, and presentational implications.  It invites a closer focus on a synthesis of 

analytic and artistic  elements in the construction of the argument.  Ideological criticism 

serves as a template for argument, incorporating and examining various ways in which 

the public understands and shapes the argumentation process.  

 

 

 

 
                                                 
7 The author thanks Pin Chen for our initial conversation regarding this idea.   
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A resolution exemplar from CEDA follows: 

    

Resolved:  that the United States Federal Government should increase its constructive 

engagement with the government of one or more of:  Afghanistan, Iran, Lebanon, the 

Palestinian Authority, and Syria, and it should include offering them a security 

guarantee(s) and/or a substantial increase in foreign assistance. 

 

Roles:  The roles of Prime Minister and Leader of the Opposition are selected as a 

comparison unit between traditional policy debate and ideological policy debate:   

Traditional Policy Debate   
 
Constructive Duties of the Prime Minister      
 

1. Statement of resolution 
2. Definition of key terms 
3. Identification of decision rule: 

     Preponderance of the evidence 
4. Presentation of Government’s case:  The reasons why the resolution is true 
5. Cross examination 

 
Ideological Policy Debate 
 
Constructive Duties of the Prime Minister 
 

1. Statement of resolution 
2. Definition of key terms 

Terms derived from ideological orientation  
3. Identification of decision rule: 
            Ideological comportment of the evidence and reasoning presented in the case 
4. Presentation of Government’s case:  The reasons why the resolution is true based 

on the underlying ideology through which it is constructed.   
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Traditional Policy Debate   
 
Constructive Duties of the Leader of the Opposition      
 

1.  Acceptability of definitions 
2.  Acceptability of decision rule 
3. Presentation of Oppositions’ philosophy:  The reasons why the resolution is not 

true 
4. Refutation of Prime Minister’s Case 
5. Cross examination 

 
Ideological Policy Debate 
 
Constructive Duties of the Leader of the Opposition 
 

1. Acceptability of definitions 
2. Acceptability of decision rule 
3. Presentation of Oppositions’ philosophy:  Ideological underpinnings of the case 
4. Refutation of Prime Minister’s Case.  Ideological comportment of the evidence   

and reasoning presented in the case:  The reasons why the resolution is not true 
based on the underlying ideology through which it is constructed.   

5. Cross examination 
 
Prime Minister:  An examination of which ideology should govern the logos of the 
affirmative case.  The philosophy and rationale in support of this new governing logic.  A 
stipulation of what advantages would accrue from adopting this ideological stance.  
Caveats and stipulations as to limitations—the rebuttal part of Toulmin’s model. 
 
Leader of Opposition:  An examination and defense of the ideology that governs the 
logos of the status quo.  The philosophy and rationale in support of this traditional 
governing logic.  A stipulation of what disadvantages would accrue from adopting the 
ideological stance proposed by the Prime Minister.      
  
Such an examination would focus research on the ideological domain—to identify, 
understand the rhetorical strategems and styles on which it is based.   
SUMMATIVE STATEMENT:  By establishing the proposed forum we can contribute to 

the knowledge of cultural imagination and how best to identify and activate its rhetorical 

resources. 

“Here it is still dark.  Fog like a river flood  
swaddles the black clump of bilberries.   

But the dawn on bright stilts wades in from the shore 
And the ball of the sun, ringing, rolls.” 

Czeslaw Milosz 
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Abstract 
 

The Geography of Tourism: A Spatial Analysis of Tourism through History 

 
This paper examines the spatial attributes of tourism from an historical geographic perspective. 

Tourism is an anthropocentric activity and field of study that exists within the geographical 

relationships of being ‘home’ or being ‘away’. The basic premise of tourism is that tourists 

temporarily travel from their homes to places away from their homes. This mass phenomenon has 

occurred on a global scale for millennia, and while the reason and purpose of travel is highly 

individualistic, patterns of tourism have emerged, evolved and changed throughout the ages. 

 

Geography, as a discipline, provides a platform from which to explore human motivations, 

desires and needs through spatial analysis of human movement from an historical perspective. In 

analysing the geography of tourism through history two core perspectives emerge: the spatial 

elements of a tourism system, which must be observed in order to understand the geography of 

tourism; and the geographical locations of tourist movements and destinations on a global scale. 

 

A tourism system includes three essential geographical elements: the Traveller Generating 

Region (TGR), the Traveller Destination Region (TDR) and Transit Routes (TR) through which a 

tourist passes to get from the TGR to the TDR. A place may function in all three elemental roles 

simultaneously, reflecting the differing itineraries of individual tourists. This basic spatial 

geography exists within a larger system model, which includes environments such as social, 

economic, physical, legal, and political environments. 

 

A second form of spatial analysis of tourism is the study of geographical locations of tourist 

movements and destinations, which has received more attention from geographers, particularly 

from an historical perspective. This form of geographical analysis of tourism also provides 

greater perspective on humanities, such as the exploration of art, architecture, religion, 

archaeology and ethnicity, than the more functional study of the geographic elements of a tourism 

system. It is noteworthy that while some places appear to be synonymous with tourism, such as 

Hawaii, Surfers Paradise, the Greek Islands and Fiji, they are not intrinsically tourist destinations 

but rather they become a geographical element of tourism when they are visited.    

 

The historical background of the geography of tourism correlates to the course of human 

evolution. The first travellers, in the era of pre-history, were nomads. Some scholars argue that 

the long history of nomadism lead to humanity experiencing an instinctive pleasure in travel. 

Next came the era of mass religious pilgrimage which occurred in the Middle East and Europe 

from the 11
th
 to 15

th
 centuries. Mass international human migrations that have occurred since the 

17
th
 century can be argued to be the next great era of mass tourism, however the premise that a 

tourist must return eventually to the TGR implies that this classification is contentious. A 

significant change from the early forms of tourism occurred when people started to travel for 

leisure or curiosity. Today, tourists travel to satisfy a broad range of motivations from medical 

tourism to realising ‘virtual’ human relationships in the physical dimension. Furthermore, the 

accessibility of remote locations has altered and expanded the spatial distribution of tourists over 

time, as well as the variety of physical and cultural landscapes within which tourism occurs.  

 

The central aim of this paper is to explore and analyse the global geographical landscape of 

tourism from an historical perspective. This exploration provides a spatial and temporal 

description of the developing phases of tourism and the international backdrop in which tourism 

has developed. The social, political and economic environments that tourism systems exist within 

are explored in addition to the physical geographical environment.  
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How Can We Eat and Drink When so Many Have Perished? 
Surviving the Holocaust 

 
 
Surviving the Holocaust involves much more than physical survival – even if 

surviving the concentration camps doubtlessly constituted in itself a victory in the 
resistance against the Nazis’ “final solution.” As Primo Levi and other survivors pointed 
out in the decades following the end of World War II, remembering the Nazi genocide 
and paying its victims the homage that they deserve will always be essential if humanity 
wants to prevent such an atrocity from happening again. However, basic questions about 
what, how, and through whose voice one can or should remember have given way to still 
ongoing discussions about the appropriateness of different modes of representation 
(survivor testimonies, memoirs, fictional narratives, fantasies, or visual works of art) and 
even whether one should talk about the Holocaust at all or just keep silent to honor the 
victims who cannot speak for themselves anymore.  

 
Besides the ethical issues of representation, the Holocaust has also brought into 

focus the devastating effects of long term trauma and possible ways of coping with 
historical loss. Some scholars have been bothered by the sheer concept of fictive 
reconstruction of the Holocaust, which they believe might be disrespectful to its victims; 
other voices have raised objections against fantasy literature and hyperbole as 
inappropriate media of representing the event. My analysis of Joseph Skibell’s A Blessing 
on the Moon (1997) will try to prove that fantasy literature, and particularly its magical 
realist mode, far from being disrespectful (or “barbaric”) toward the memory of the 
victims, comes to recreate its reality in retrospective, from the second half of the 
twentieth century. As Cheuse and Delbanco put it, “The truth is of this world, not 
beyond, and it is a moral truth. Fantastic, symbolic, mythic, timeless, universal, poetic, or 
anything else the fantasy may be, the truth it tells is true” (Cheuse and Delbanco 61). 

 
Not to be confounded with a testimonial narrative, Skibell’s novel bears witness 

to witnessing; post-Holocaust fantasy can preserve the memory of atrocity by constantly 
adding new layers of writing onto the palimpsest of history. Enriching the initial accounts 
of the traumatic chronotope, magical realist fiction conveys not so much the facts as the 
tremendous amount of human suffering, pain, and horror that characterized the 
Holocaust, as opposed to covering, replacing, or imitating the original layer of writing. 
The transparency of the original will need to be kept visible at all time: horror, after all, 
cannot – should not – ever be interpreted. Keeping alive the memory of the unspeakable 
by making it as imaginable as possible can have only one goal: a constant and acute 
awareness of the ominous possibility of its recurrence. 
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Abstract 

 

Golden Ratio in Musical Hierarchy: 

Application of a Mathematical Proportion to Schenkerian Analysis 

 

Kui‐Im Lee 

University of Northern Iowa 

2007 

 

One of  the most formidable methods for analyzing the hierarchical structure of 

tonal music  is  that of  the Austrian music  theorist Heinrich Schenker. When the 

hierarchical  structure  of  music  is  analyzed  using  the  Schenkerian  method, 

however,  the  proportional  perspective  often  seems  to  be  overlooked.  At  the 

background  level  in Schenkerian  theory,  the  initial pitches of  the  fundamental 

line  (whether a  three‐, a  five‐ or an eight‐line) are  frequently  found nearer  the 

beginning of the piece while the remaining pitches of the fundamental line tend 

to be found closer to the cadence at the end of the piece. This observation holds 

true regardless of the overall length of the composition. In a graphic analysis of 

such a piece, the structurally important events occur at the beginning and at the 

end of  the music. Therefore,  in  terms of proportion and balance,  such a graph 

may appear visually awkward. This suggests an unbalanced perspective. 

 

In order  to  illustrate  the structure of sonata  form, Heinrich Schenker published 

in  his  Free  Composition  a  partial  analysis  of  the  exposition  and  development 

sections  of  the  first movement  of  Beethoven’s  Piano  Sonata, Opus  10, No.  1. 

Years later, one of his own students, Felix Salzer, also published in his Structural 
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Hearing  a  hierarchical  graph  of  the  development  section  of  the  same  piece. 

Salzer’s intention was to explain the prolongation of the key of the relative minor 

(the  mediant  III)  which  eventually  leads  to  the  key  of  the  dominant.  In 

comparing Schenker’s and Salzer’s graphic analyses of the development section 

of  the Beethoven  sonata, notational differences  in  the middle‐  and  foreground 

levels  are  readily  observed. These  observations directly  reflect  the  contrasting 

interpretations of the musical hierarchy in the same piece. 

 

In this paper I will compare the readings of these two notable theorists, and the 

proportional balance of the phrase structures will be taken into consideration. In 

order  to  highlight  their  contrasting  interpretations  of  tonal  coherence,  I  will 

discuss the similarities and differences between the notational details in the two 

graphs.  I will  then  suggest  an  alternative  interpretation mediating  these  two 

analyses.  The  concept  of  the Golden  ratio will  be  applied  to  the  problematic 

passages and sections  in order  to reveal a proportional perspective. Ubiquitous 

in  the  world  of  nature,  the  Golden  ratio  creates  of  one  the  most  pleasing 

proportions in works of art and music. I will combine this concept and adapt it 

for  use  with  Schenkerian  analytical  techniques.  The  combined  concepts  and 

techniques may contribute to a better understanding of the hierarchical structure 

of music, thus the paper will pursue a better understanding of musical coherence 

as an integral part of artistic presentation.  
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 Submission Abstract: 
 
“Secret keeping” and “secret revealing” frequently emerge as focal points when 
discussing self-disclosure in an interpersonal context. Self-disclosure may be the most 
important variable in escalating (or de-escalating) an interpersonal relationship. Sharing 
surface level information is seminal in the infancy stage of relational building but to 
advance a relationship more personal information must be shared by both parties. To 
share of information we hold tightly guarded, often labeled secrets, is a strong indicator 
of trust and a desire to further the intimacy of that relationship. While what is considered 
guarded information will depend on the person each of us likely has high risk information 
that we rarely share with other people. 
 
The experience of keeping or revealing secrets and its effects of people have been 
explored in a myriad of fields including health, physiology, therapy, and psychology 
(Kelly, 1999). Research in these areas suggests that retaining secrets may lead to physical 
and, psychological impairments (Kelly, 1999; Larson and Chastain, 1990; Pennebaker 
and Susman, 1998). Conversely the disclosure of secrets, when done in certain 
environments can be a liberating experience leading to improved physical and mental 
health (Farber, Berano & Capobianco, 2004). However, the sense of freedom from the 
disclosure is tempered by the concern of what the receiver of that information might do 
with it. Research has found that only when the receiver is perceived as highly trusted is 
the environment rich for the most positive outcome from the disclosure (Vrij, et al, 2002). 
 
Anonymous disclosure of secrets was rarely found outside of a confessional. Even 
disclosure to a therapist could be challenging for some secret holders. The emergence of 
secret sharing websites has offered a new space for anonymous self-disclosure (Dwyer, 
2005). Websites like E-Admit.com and Postsecret.com allow individuals to share their 
secrets publicly. While the websites differ in their formats, both allow for anonymous 
self-disclosure of secrets and for others (also anonymously) to comment on those secrets. 
E-admit.com is strictly text based, whereas postsecret.com, which was conceived as a 
community art project, utilizes creatively constructed post cards as the medium for secret 
sharing. (see below for samples for secrets shared on each web-site.) 
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My presentation will explore the event of secret sharing from different disciplines and 
discuss an exercise I utilize in the Interpersonal Communication classroom to help 
students better understand the role of self-disclosure in the developing of interpersonal 
relationships. 
 
 
Samples: 
 
“What I say: I have no reason to lie to you. What I mean: I'm lying to 
you because I want so desperately for you to like me, trust me, and 
confide in me. I won't ever tell your secrets... but if you ask for my 
opinion, I'll always say something positive. What I really mean: I'm 
sorry” -- Anonymous post on e-admit.com on 8/23/2007 
 
“I've stolen other guys' underwear from the laundry room in my dorm 
before... And I did it again this morning. -- Anonymous post on e-
admit.com on 8/20/2007 
 
“I stole from my mother. I'm 26, and I stole for the first time. I stole her 
ATM, took out $40 and lied about it for 2 days. The thing is, she 
would have floated me the money if I had just asked. I don't know 
why I did it. I have ruined her trust. She now says that there is no one 
in the world she can trust, now that I've done this and my father 
passed.”  -- Anonymous post on edamit.com on 8/15/2007 
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Living with Trauma: The Uncanny Reality of Shock Chronotopes 

 

History in general and particularly its past one hundred years have seen atrocities resulting in 
mass injury and death of such magnitude that they defy not just understanding but also imagination. In 
my study, I refer to all geo-historical frameworks characterized by extreme events as “shock 
chronotopes.” Shock chronotopes need to be understood as time-spaces marked by events whose 
violence has rendered them resistant to rationalization and adequate representation. Events that 
happened to one may thus continue to seem unfamiliar because, at the time of their occurrence, the 
subject lacked any conceptual tools adequate for their assimilation. However, they could also look 
familiar, as one consistently revisits them and tries to live them, for the first time, as delayed 
experiences. Consequently, I believe that the uncanny reality of shock chronotopes is responsible for 
triggering similarly uncanny traumatic responses. By relating unstable time-spaces to both the 
production and the representation of trauma, I will attempt to establish a homology between the 
traumatic experience and the uncanny, as well as between the traumatic imagination and the magical 
realist mode of writing. 

 
In order to understand the nexus between trauma and its means of representation in literary 

imagery in general, and in magical realist fiction in particular, I propose a line of inquiry that closely 
follows its most relevant psychological, historical, and literary implications. The following questions 
will act as stepping-stones in the development of my argument:  

 
1) If trauma is more often than not said to have historical foundations, how are we to understand 

history within an epistemology of trauma? 
 
2) What is the relation between an unstable time-space – a shock chronotope – and its 

corresponding artistic chronotope? 
 
3) What is the connection between traumatic memory and narrative memory, on the one hand, 

and between traumatic memory and imagination, on the other?  
 
The last but not least significant question that I raise here is the viability of the concept of 

traumatic imagination as a methodological tool to be applied in the analysis of magical realist writing 
and its postmodernist context. 
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Sustainable Civic Art

The term Sustainable Urban Infrastructure describes the underlying framework that
facilitates the progress of a place or region towards the goal of sustainable living1.
Projects embracing these precepts are qualified by how well they contribute to achieving
the goal of creating sustainable communities2.  Components of “effective” or “good”
sustainable urban infrastructure include its efficiency, location, production and cost.  This
paper identifies a crucial value-adding component missing from this list - beauty.  It also
introduces a new form of sustainable urban infrastructure which, in addition to including
the components listed, actually functions as civic art.  This new form is called
Sustainable Civic Art.

Civic art is the art, architecture and urbanism of the public realm.  It may be objects
within or the masses and articulations which frame public space.  Both solid and void are
distinguished not only by their inspiring beauty, but their strategic placement.  Civic art
lends value to communities.  It helps establish identities for cities and distinctions for
neighborhoods and towns.  Civic moments, be they solids or voids, serve as public
gathering places, thereby creating community.  Civic art can be a powerfully positive
social force. It can help reduce stress in many situations, lowering the risk of stress-
related health problems (both physical and mental). It can also be a way of individual
expression, which can add to the community’s vibrancy and sense of place.

Sustainable Civic Art is a new vision in urbanism and environmentalism.  The core idea
is to integrate small scale sustainable energy generators into individual neighborhoods in
beautiful iconic forms, emblematic of their place.  In doing so, these landmarks create
communities which literally and symbolically celebrate their local energy source.

Sustainable Civic Art seeks to reduce existing dependence on corporate energy systems.
It contributes to our energy solutions in a manner which is renewable, inexpensive,
environmentally friendly, and independent of one large source.  It efficiently harnesses a
traditionally wasted natural resource at a smaller, local scale.  Counter to the predominant
view of wind (colossal and domineering wind farms), or solar power (super-scaled solar
wall receptors), Sustainable Civic Art is a vision of grass roots environmentalism on a
human scale.  In this construct, islands of energy sustain the livelihood of independent
contiguous neighborhoods, supplementing the existing industrial-produced grid.  New-

                                                  
1 Sustainable living might be defined as a lifestyle that could, hypothetically, be adequately supported without
exhausting any natural resources. The term can be applied to individuals or societies. Its adherents most often hold true
sustainability as a goal or guide, and make lifestyle tradeoffs favoring sustainability.

2 Sustainable communities are planned, built, or modified to promote sustainable living. They tend to focus on
environmental sustainability (including development and agriculture) and economic sustainability.  Sustainable
communities can focus on sustainable urban infrastructure and/or sustainable municipal infrastructure.
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urbanists tout the five-minute walk3.  Our vision is the five-minute sustainable
neighborhood.

While there are several different examples of sustainable urban infrastructure developed
in our cities, we have not seen many designed to become emblematic of their place.
Sustainable Civic Art was aptly illustrated in two recent competition proposals.  The first
was an architecture competition to design a lifeguard tower for the South Point
neighborhood of Miami Beach.  Designers were challenged to build a tower to both
house lifeguards and their equipment.

The lifeguard tower (plate 1) features a pyramidal wood frame structure rising 20 feet to
its tip.  There are three attachments to the pyramid: a 16’X16’ deck and roof, and a 10’
diameter windmill propeller and guide tail.  The propeller energizes a generator lodged
within the pyramid top accessible from the roof.  Shooting up from the propeller is a 10’
metal obelisk onto whose four sides are attached neon signs, cementing the tower’s
position as a denotative and connotative landmark of Miami Beach’s South Point
neighborhood.

As Sustainable Civic Art, the lifeguard tower is a representation of its place.  The design
suggests the historic architecture of Miami Beach, but a deeper complexity underlies.
Composed of manmade forms known to human consciousness, the pyramid, obelisk,
spire and windmill have timeless quality.  The materials of these archetypal forms have
been transferred over time.  One sees them first cut of stone in Egypt and Rome, then
constructed of masonry and steel in New York City and stucco in Miami Beach before
arriving to the sands of South Point.  Here, these timeless forms become manifest in the
wood beach vernacular, materials and methods contextual to the site.

The lifeguard tower daily generates 1000 watts of power from the breezes of Miami
Beach.  It becomes useful anywhere in isolation to provide energy not only for itself, but
neighboring receptacles.  In its “neighborhood”, the tower could conceivably power
lifesaving defibrillators, bull horns and battery powered ATV’s, ventilation for nearby
bathrooms, refrigeration for food stands, AC units, and lights and amplifiers for events.
It establishes sustainable energy in a place of energy isolation in a structure contextual to
the architecture of the site in building materials and methods.  After initial costs, the
tower could not only generate energy for its neighborhood, but create revenue for the
local government, moving one step closer to independence from corporate energy
systems (zero energy).

These sustainable generators not only power their respective islands, but, by their very
nature, become monumental landmarks, civic symbols of their place.  As with all civic
art, these energy-generating icons may assume different types (basilica, city gate,
triumphal arch, fountain, statuary, monumental order), functions (police stand,
information booth, concession stand, or simply a monumental gathering spot), and even

                                                  
3 The Congress for the New Urbanism, the leading organization promoting walkable, neighborhood-based
development as an alternative to sprawl, maintains that optimal communities are those where all primary and secondary
living needs lie within a five-minute walk of one’s home.
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energy receptors (solar, water power).  Sustainable Civic Art turns its back on divisive
single-use zoning, creating communities which, literally and symbolically, celebrate their
local energy source.

The second project was a call to save Chicago water tanks.  These ubiquitous forms in the
City’s landscape are becoming obsolete, dangerously dilapidated and cost prohibitive.
The competition asked architects to formulate ideas to preserve these relics.

Employing a Sustainable Civic Art strategy simultaneously produces revenue for
property owners and creates civic art which aggregately enriches Chicago’s renowned
urban landscape.  The creation of these civic landmarks preserves both the water tank
concept and the artifact itself.

The proposal (plate 2) calls for utilizing alternative energy sources to transform water
tanks into colorful, king-size, self-sustaining lanterns.  As a manifestation of Sustainable
Civic Art, the water tank project generates energy for its community and revenue for its
property owner.

Solar or wind power both transform each water tank into a colorful self-sustaining lantern
and provide electricity to the building.  In the kinetic version, various lightweight
propellers harness and convert Chicago’s strong winds into electricity.  The energy
powers neon lights applied to the tank’s surface.  In the solar version, photovoltaic plates
fastened to the cylinder walls of the tank collect energy to power glowing LED plates
also applied there. The neon and LED are manipulated into inventive designs that
symbolize the distinction of specific neighborhoods.  In addition to creating glowing
civic landmarks for their communities, the revivified water tanks supply their buildings
with supplementary electricity, defraying energy costs.

The proposal not only preserves the structure and form, but the idea of the water tank.  To
Chicagoans, these antiquated mainstays of 20th century firefighting represent a proud
industrial age.  Sustainable Civic Art resurrects these relics, reintroducing them as
contributing mechanical infrastructure once again, and adding a distinctive visual treat to
the rich Chicago cityscape - The City of Rooftop Lanterns.

Sustainable Civic Art is a new and important addition to the family of sustainable urban
infrastructure.  Like all sustainable urban infrastructure, it works towards the goal of
creating sustainable communities.  It is distinguished by introducing a crucial component
missing in sustainable urban infrastructure: beauty.  The beauty of Sustainable Civic Art
transforms mundane sustainable urban infrastructure into iconic forms, emblematic of
their place.  These landmarks create communities which literally and symbolically
celebrate their local energy source.
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 “This is South Africa 10 years after apartheid…the country is a startling jumble of intense idealism, brash wealth, 
consumerism, and death. Every day front-page stories chart the depredations of AIDS: Durban is running out of land 

in its cemeteries; 7 % of children are infected; and worse of all, 77% of South Africa’s HIV positive are women. 
Once a disease of western gay men, it is now one of poor black women” – Madeleine Bunting “Idealism but no 

Illusions” 
 

The spread of HIV/AIDS is an issue of great global concern. According to the Joint 

United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS, there are between 34 and 46 million people living 

with the disease worldwide (UNAIDS 2004). However, with less than eight percent “of the 

world’s population, sub-Saharan Africa encompasses an estimated two-thirds of [the] global 

AIDS cases” (UN Population Institute 2001; UNAIDS 2001). Subsequently, the spread of 

HIV/AIDS poses an unprecedented challenge to communities across this region. With so many 

people affected by this disease, HIV/AIDS can no longer be “understood or responded to as 

primarily a public-health issue: it is a political issue, a developmental issue, and a security issue 

that requires a comprehensive strategy to mobilize social and political resources against the 

pandemic” (Johnson 108). 

Currently, however, no such strategy exists. On the contrary, the majority of scientists, 

physicians, journalists, and public health authorities continue to believe that HIV/AIDS “is an 

epidemic of an infectious disease and nothing more” (Treichler 2). Moreover, this representation 

of HIV/AIDS is a discursive product of western medicine that characterizes Africa’s struggle 

with HIV/AIDS to be one caused, by “ignorance, promiscuity, and denial” (McGeary 2003) 1. 

Thus, as HIV/AIDS spreads, one of the greatest enemies in combating this disease is not the 

availability of financial or medical resources, but the practice of a particular type of cultural 

knowledge that restricts the conceptual framework within which the developed world 

                                                 
1 The definition of discourse that I am using in this essay is taken from the work of Michel Foucault. Foucault 
argues that discourse is a process through which language is used to create different forms of knowledge. The 
relationship between language and knowledge is symbiotic in that they both shape and inform each other. For more 
see Foucault’s essay “Power and Discourse”.  
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understands health, human interaction, and sexuality. As a result, responding to the spread of 

HIV/AIDS in Africa requires the successful implementation of a multifaceted approach that 

incorporates both a medical and social understanding of this disease. 

Furthermore, such an approach must also include a specific consideration of women 

living with HIV/AIDS in Africa. Research specifically focused on African women living with 

this disease is necessary for two reasons. First, the majority of those living with HIV/AIDS in 

Africa are female (UNAIDS 2004). According to the 2004 Global AIDS report, over 60% of the 

30 million people living with HIV/AIDS in southern Africa are women. Moreover, women 

between the ages of 15 and 24 are three times more likely to be infected with HIV then their 

male peers (Reepta, 2004). Guta Reepta, the President of the International Centre for Women’s 

Research (ICWR), argues that this higher rate of HIV infection among women is an example of 

how gender inequality in a society limits the ability of women to retain power over their bodies 

and in turn, their personal and political identities (Reepta, 2004). Thus, Reepta’s argument 

suggests that the solution to the rapid spread of HIV/AIDS among women in South Africa is not 

only medical; a solution must also include an examination of African social conditions shaped by 

gender inequality. 

Secondly, the experiences of African women are largely ignored in the majority of 

HIV/AIDS medical research. Mainstream medical discourses and discussions about HIV/AIDS 

exclude any mention of the individual and the individual’s experience of living with this disease. 

By excluding the experiences of the individual from discussions about HIV/AIDS, the medical 

discourse of this disease homogenizes the experiences of people living with HIV/AIDS in 

southern Africa. HIV/AIDS is a disease with many different experiences, and by studying the 

personal experiences of women living with this disease a greater understanding can be obtain 
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into how different factors (e.g. poverty and sexual violence) affect the ways in which women 

cope with the disease. In “She Drank His Money: Survival Sex and the Problem of Violence in 

Taverns in Gauteng Province South Africa” J.M. Wojcicki discusses the practice of "survival 

sex" in the taverns of Soweto and Hammanskraal area, and illustrates that violence against 

women in South Africa is an issue to consider when discussing how to combating the spread of 

HIV/AIDS. Thorough a collection of personal testimonies Wojcicki illustrates that violence 

against women who engage in survival sex in taverns is common and argues that the South 

African government should prioritize the reduction of violence against woman as a way to 

reduce HIV transmission. Wojcicki’s article is an example of how social research plays an 

important role in understanding how HIV/AIDS affects women in Africa. Presently, however, 

there is a severe lack of this type of research and thus, current discourses of HIV/AIDS 

misrepresent the disease and the people who are living with it (especially women). However, by 

examining the spread of HIV/AIDS in Africa through the lens of human security, a greater 

understanding of this disease, and the impact it has on women’s lives, can be achieved. 

Chen and Narasimhan define human security as “attempts to broaden security thinking 

from ‘national security’ and the military defence of political boundaries to a ‘people-centered’ 

approach of anticipating and coping with the multiple threats faced by ordinary people in an 

increasingly globalizing world” (234). As a result, health crises such as HIV/AIDS, malaria, or 

tuberculosis can be viewed as threats to human security. However, unlike traditional concepts of 

national security (based primarily on the relationships between states, and whose objective is the 

protection of national borders), human security focuses on addressing structural injustices, and is 

inherently global in its objectives (235). Since “HIV/AIDS can be so pervasive that it destroys 

the very fibre of what constitutes a nation, [including] individuals, families, communities, 
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economies, political institutions, military, and police forces” (Johnson 99), it is undeniably a 

security issue.  

Moreover, although HIV/AIDS is an infectious disease, and a threat to public health, as 

Paula Treichler notes, making sense of AIDS in Africa requires us to address the questions of 

signification and representation. In other words, when the ‘facts’ tells us that HIV/AIDS is an 

infectious, sexually transmitted disease what is it that we are making sense of (23)? Infection and 

sexually transmitted disease “are linguistic constructs that generate meaning. Language is “one 

of the most significant ways we know reality, experience it, and articulate it and thus, language 

plays a powerful role in producing experience” (4). Consequently, the spread of HIV/AIDS in 

Africa is much more than an epidemic disease; it is an epidemic of meanings and metaphors. 

Hence, the purpose of this paper will be twofold. First, this paper will examine the ways 

in which HIV/AIDS can be defined as a security threat, and how the term ‘human security’ can 

be used in this situation to demonstrate “the powerful social, economic, and political 

ramifications associated” with this disease (ICGC 2001). Additionally, these points will be 

illustrated through the specific example of South Africa, and how this country’s history of 

apartheid continues to affect the current HIV/AIDS epidemic. Secondly, although applying the 

term ‘human security’ to the spread of HIV/AIDS in Africa demonstrates the complexities of this 

disease, the predominant representation of HIV/AIDS in the western media continues to use the 

categories of race and gender to reinforce imperialistic values about the people who are living 

with this disease. Specifically, Johanna McGeary’s 2001 ‘special report’ for Time Magazine, 

“Death Stalks a Continent: Dying of AIDS in Africa” is an example of how certain sexual and 

racial stereotypes are used to differentiate between “western women who are not living with 

HIV/AIDS” and “African women who are living with HIV/AIDS”. This representation of 
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women is problematic as it reinforces sexual and racial ideas of ‘the other’ that limit the western 

world’s ability to understand the social, economic, and political complexities of this disease in 

Africa. As a result, by understanding HIV/AIDS as a threat to human security, damaging 

representations of the disease, and of the people living with this disease, can be challenged, and 

overcome.  

HIV/AIDS as a Security Threat 

 According to Krista Johnson, “HIV/AIDS presents a challenge to the nation that goes far 

beyond the dimensions of health and the delivery of essential public health services” (101); 

although much is known about the epidemiology of HIV/AIDS, this disease continues to spread 

rapidly across much of Africa. Subsequently, HIV/AIDS is a security threat on many different 

levels. First, HIV/AIDS is a threat to personal security as it is threatening the lives and health of 

both individuals and their families. For example, in South Africa infant mortality is already 44% 

higher than it would be without the spread of HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS 2004). Moreover, surviving 

family members of a victim of HIV/AIDS are more likely to live in poverty, suffer from ill 

health, and experience malnutrition, after the death of their loved one(s) (UNAIDS 2004).  

Secondly, HIV/AIDS is an economic threat as it puts at risk human capital, natural 

resource development, and business investments, which form the foundation of many national 

economies (Johnson 119). The World Bank, for example, estimates that in South Africa, where 

over 20% of the working population is infected with the disease, the GDP will be 17% lower in 

2010 then it would have been without HIV/AIDS (World Bank 2002). Additionally, in countries 

like South Africa, the spread of HIV/AIDS creates a shortage of workers in the labour force. As 

a result, this labour shortage is decimating key sectors in many African economies, including the 
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mining industry in South Africa, which is the country’s leading source of employment and 

revenue (IMF 2004). 

Thirdly, HIV/AIDS is a communal threat. The spread of HIV/AIDS in Africa weakens 

social cohesion, and limits the functioning ability of good governance as it incapacitates the 

people needed to run the state (ICGC 2004). For example, in South Africa, as many as one in 

seven civil servants were though to be HIV-positive in 1998 (UNAIDS 2001). Moreover, 

poverty caused by HIV/AIDS threats to create civil unrest; as Alan Whiteside notes, “AIDS 

deepens poverty and increases inequalities at every level; from the household to the global level” 

(324). Subsequently, addressing the issue of poverty is one way in which the crushing effects of 

HIV/AIDS can be alleviated. In addition, Whiteside argues that the prevention of poverty will 

also prevent further HIV-infections (343). Consequently, looking at HIV/AIDS through the lens 

of human security not only identifies the specific threats caused by the spread of this disease, but 

also points out the “slowness of governments across the globe to appreciate the powerful social, 

economic, and political ramifications associated with widespread infection rates” (ICGC 2004). 

In South Africa, for example, by understanding the relationship between apartheid and 

HIV/AIDS, this disease can be understood as social crisis that highlights the presence of 

structural violence within this community. Hence, in order to prevent the destablization of this 

nation, “international political leaders must recognize that the consequences of the AIDS 

epidemic go far beyond the purview of the health sector” (ICGC 2004). 

 

HIV/AIDS in South Africa 

Statistically, South Africa is one of the developing world’s most wealthy and well-

resourced countries. With a population of 40 million people, South Africa has a per-capita Gross 
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National Product (GNP) of $2500 (UN Development Report 2004), and its economy is expected 

to grow nearly 3.2% over the next two years (IMF 2004). Nevertheless, as Krista Johnson argues 

in “The Politics of AIDS Policy: Development and Implementation in Post apartheid South 

Africa”, a multitude of social injustices and inequalities plague South Africa. For example, 

nearly 50% of South Africa’s population lives below the poverty line. The national 

unemployment rate is almost 37% (IMF 2004). Furthermore, the World Bank estimates that 

more than 47% of the country’s total income is controlled by only 2% of the entire population 

(2003). Johnson maintains that this unequal “distribution of wealth and resources within South 

Africa” (112) is an example of the country’s continuing struggle to overcome the political and 

economic legacies of apartheid. As result of these continuing inequalities, South Africa has yet to 

develop an effective response to the spread of HIV/AIDS. Moreover, despite the increasing 

prevalence of HIV/AIDS in South Africa during apartheid, the national government at that time 

failed to develop a successful HIV/AIDS policy for several reasons, including the widespread 

belief that the disease mainly affected “social deviants such as gay white men and promiscuous 

blacks” (Johnson 113). The first attempts to “establish a national AIDS strategy came from 

outside the government” (113) as part of the anti-apartheid movement, led by the African 

National Congress (ANC). 

HIV/AIDS was one of the many issues that the ANC used to gain international support 

for their political fight against apartheid. During the late 1980s and early 1990s, the international 

health community became increasingly concerned with the spread of HIV/AIDS within sub-

Saharan Africa. According to Laurie Garrett, over the last twenty years, there has been a 

significant increase of money donated to global health issues from both the private and public 

sectors of society. This “recent surge in [global health] funding started as a direct consequence of 
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the HIV/AIDS pandemic” (Garrett 2007) and the developed world’s realization that many 

citizens of developing nations were unable to afford antiretroviral treatments (ARVs). In the last 

six years alone, for example, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation has provided $6.6 billion to 

several different global health initiatives, with nearly $2.2 billion going directly to fight AIDS in 

Africa (Garrett 2007). Simultaneously, the ANC was seeking to gain international recognition for 

their fight against apartheid. Realizing that the international community’s attention was already 

focused on the spread of HIV/AIDS in Africa, the ANC established relationships with large 

networks of non-governmental organizations to develop a South African National AIDS Policy 

(Johnson 118). By adopting the issue of HIV/AIDS, the ANC was able to gain international 

support for the fight against apartheid.  

At the time, the South African government’s refusal to address the HIV/AIDS epidemic 

put them in direct opposition with both the ANC and the majority of the international health 

community. In October 1992, under pressure from both the international health community and 

the ANC, South Africa’s government established the National AIDS Committee of South Africa 

(NACOSA).  The mandate of the committee was to “co-ordinate a process of policy 

development to handle the HIV/AIDS crisis within South African society” (114). According to 

Johnson, the committee proposed a “holistic and multisectoral response, including education and 

prevention, counselling, healthcare, welfare and research” (114). In 1994, when the ANC was 

democratically elected, under the leadership of Nelson Mandela, it seemed that both nationally 

and internationally South Africa was “well placed to lead a high-profile and comprehensive 

response to AIDS” (108).i  

Nonetheless, despite the ANC’s seemingly strong commitment to the issue of HIV/AIDS, 

South Africa has yet to implement a “well-formulated and rights-orientated National AIDS 
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Policy” (Schneider and Stein 2001: 723). As Johnson notes, “since the end of apartheid in 1994, 

South Africa’s government has been so consumed with the challenges of ensuring democratic 

consolidation and political stability” (115), that a viable political and economic system, in which 

a multisectoral national response to HIV/AIDS could be implemented, has yet to develop. When 

the ANC assumed control in 1994, the party was tasked with the responsibility of addressing 

both the political and economic injustices of the apartheid system, and establishing South Africa 

as a legitimate member of the international community. Seeking legitimacy in the international 

community, the ANC committed South Africa to a number of international agreements and 

covenants. In 1994, South Africa ratified the UN’s covenant on Civil and Political Rights and 

Social, Economic and Cultural Rights, and the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

Additionally, South Africa joined the World Trade Organization in 1995. Under the WTO’s 

principles of free trade and globalized markets, South Africa was expected to liberalize its 

economy and join the world market. During the 1990s South Africa’s economic development 

and social transformation strategy was guided by “the introduction of neo-liberal macroeconomic 

reforms, designed to attract foreign investment and conform to the dictates of capitalist 

globalization” (Johnson 111). 

 However, this decision to open South African’s markets to the global economy had a 

profound impact on the social policies adopted by the post-apartheid state. In 1996, the ANC 

unveiled a development policy entitled “Growth, Employment, and Redistribution Strategy 

(GEAR), which sought to “spur economic growth by reducing state expenditure and promoting 

fiscal responsibility” (111).  GEAR’s introduction represented a significant shift in the process of 

policy formulation in South Africa. According to Johnson, GEAR “ushered in a new pattern of 

exclusive decision-making with limited input by…civil society [as] it marked the decline of 
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broad consultation on issues of social transformation” (111). These new economic policies 

pushed the ANC toward a “more closed, centralized, and hierarchical political leadership and 

policy processes” (111). This form of national governance was the exact opposite of the expected 

participatory democracy many South Africans anticipated to develop post-apartheid. The 

economic commitment that the ANC made to the international community forced them to 

restructure their economy in a way that significantly reduced the “amount of state resources 

available to spend on AIDS programmes” (112).  

Indeed, all social policy had to “comply with the restrictions of government expenditure” 

(112), and in the health sector this reduced South Africa’s ability to effectively implement an 

institutional plan to address HIV/AIDS. Essentially, South Africa’s post-apartheid government 

was “concerned much less with social delivery than with maintaining a viable political system” 

(116). According to Paul Farmer, “the dismantling of the apartheid regime has not yet brought 

the dismantling of the structures of oppression and inequality in South Africa, and persistent 

inequality is the primary reason that HIV/AIDS has spread so rapidly” (45). The structural 

violence of apartheid is a political and social legacy that has significantly shaped South Africa’s 

present day struggle with HIV/AIDSii. Nevertheless, many Western journalists, like Johanna 

McGeary, fail to account for the ways in which specific cultural contexts and experiences have 

contributed to the spread of HIV/AIDS in Africa. Instead, by focusing on the devastating loss of 

life, and use of a rhetoric of victimization, McGeary (and others like her) creates a monolithic 

image of HIV/AIDS in Africa that reinforces imperialistic values about African sexuality. 

Constructing HIV/AIDS: a Discourse of ‘Otherness’ 

The idea that African sexuality is inherently diseased permeates the historical 

development of Western science. According to Sander Gilman, the Western world depicts 
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Africans to be “sexually excessive deviants” (167). In Sexuality: An Illustrated History, Gilman 

argues that sexuality is a socially constructed category used to create and reinforce cultural 

boundaries. He illustrates his main argument by drawing on examples from Western literature, 

art, and science. Additionally, Gilman demonstrates that the definition of sexuality plays a 

significant role in the Western world’s construction of ‘the other’ (223). Abnormal sexuality (i.e. 

the non-monogamous and frequent participation in sexual activity) became a way for Europeans 

to distance themselves from non-Europeans. In European colonial discourses about Africa, this 

meant that the “black African became an icon of sexual deviance” (168) and thus, the sexual 

excessiveness of the African made him/her different from the European colonialist. Gilman, like 

Treichler and Cresswell in terms of the discussion about homosexuality, also argues that this 

“excessive sexual nature” of Africans is also largely associated with ideas of disease and death. 

He writes; 

Because ‘the Other’ is the antithesis of the self, the definition of ‘the Other’ must 
incorporate the basic categories by which the self is defined. I believe that three basic 
categories of this kind are generated by our sense of our own mutability, the central role 
of sexuality in our nature, and our necessary relationship to some greater group…in short 
it is a discussion about the relationship between illness, sexuality, and race (1985: 23).  
 

Gilman’s category of ‘illness’, defined as the human organism’s ‘susceptibility to disease, 

pollution, corruption, and alteration’ has similarities to Julia Kristeva’s concept of ‘the abject’. 

Like ‘the abject’, illness functions as a way to preserve the boundaries of the self and distinguish 

it from that which threatens to invade and corrupt it (Thornham 148). Moreover, illness, like ‘the 

abject’, is linked to sexuality, specifically to ‘perverse’ and female sexuality and thus, the two 

are often equated (148). Gilman cites the persistent identification in colonial discourses of 

medicine and science, as well as literary and artistic, of the black woman with a perverse and 

pathologized sexuality that makes her susceptible to disease and illness. 
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 Similarly, in Curing their Ills: Colonial Power and African Illness, Meghan Vaughan 

illustrates that African sexuality was constructed in “colonial medical discourse as primitive, 

uncontrolled, and excessive, and as a representative of the darkness of the continent itself” (129). 

This linguistic construction of ‘the African’ still exists in modern day “mythmaking processes” 

of HIV/AIDS (Gilman 234). Subsequently, the most damaging assumption made by current 

biomedical representations of HIV/AIDS is that the spread of HIV/AIDS in the developing world 

results from the promiscuous nature of Africans. This assumption pervades many popular 

representations of HIV/AIDS, including Time Magazine’s 2001 feature on HIV/AIDS in Africa, 

entitled “Death Stalks a Continent; Dying of AIDS in Africa”.  

African women in the Western Media: Poor, Helpless, Starving, and Dying of AIDS 

The media has a significant role in promoting the developed world’s biomedical 

representation of HIV/AIDS. However, the media’s support of this biomedical representation of 

HIV/AIDS reinforces several racist assumptions about this disease; including the belief, that 

African promiscuity is to blame for the spread of HIV/AIDS. For example, in the article “Death 

Stalks a Continent: Dying of AIDS in Africa,” journalist Johanna McGeary argues that 

widespread promiscuity is the primary factor contributing to the spread of HIV/AIDS in 

Southern Africa. She states that,  

Casual sex of every kind is commonplace in [Africa]. Prostitutes are just the ones 
who admit they do it for cash. Everywhere there is premarital sex, sex as 
recreation. Obligatory sex and its abusive counterpart, coercive sex. Transactional 
sex: sex as a gift, sugar-daddy sex. Extramarital sex, second families, multiple 
partners. The nature of AIDS in Africa is to feast on promiscuity (Time 2001).  
 

By focusing on the sexual habits of Africans, McGeary is clearly trying to link the spread of 

HIV/AIDS to the idea that Africans are “sexually excessive and diseased deviants” (Gilman 

123). Moreover, this stereotype is legitimized by the developed world’s biomedical discourse of 
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HIV/AIDS, which has unquestionably influenced McGeary’s opinions in this article. McGeary 

believes that “Southern Africa is caught in a double bind…without treatment, those with HIV 

will sicken and die; without prevention, the spread of the infection cannot be checked. There is 

no other means available to break this vicious cycle, except to change everyone’s sexual 

behaviour and that isn’t happening” (Time 2001). According to McGeary, the only way to stop 

the spread of HIV/AIDS in Africa is to implement a response that emphasizes the importance of 

prevention and treatment—the two cornerstones of the developed world’s biomedical 

representation of this disease.  

However, in her emphasis on the science of HIV/AIDS, McGeary fails to account for the 

political and economic situations that inhibit the ability of countries, such as South Africa, to put 

an effective HIV/AIDS policy into place. In addition, her belief that it is impossible to change 

the sexual behaviour of Africans suggests that she accepts the premise that promiscuity is an 

inherent feature of African sexuality. By evoking the historical idea that Africans are sexual 

deviants, McGeary is supporting the ways in which the  developed world’s biomedical discourse 

of HIV/AIDS acts to  reinforce the idea that being African means being the developed (i.e. 

Western) world’s ‘other.’ Consequently, McGeary’s article has been written for a very specific 

audience; an audience that is situated in the West and has some familiarity with the racial and 

sexual stereotypes she is evoking. To be even more specific, I argue that the intended audience 

for McGeary’s piece are women and that McGeary rhetorically uses the categories of race and 

gender to distinguish between western women and African women. 

 An analysis of McGeary’s rhetorical style reveals that she uses racial and sexual 

stereotypes to distinguish between the women she is writing for in the western world, and the 
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women she is writing the article about in Africa. For example, McGeary opens her article by 

asking her readers to imagine that: 

You get up in the morning and breakfast with your three kids. One is already 
doomed to die in infancy. Your husband works 200 miles away, comes home 
twice a year, and sleeps around in between. You risk your life in every act of 
sexual intercourse…you whisper about a friend who admitted she had the plague 
and whose neighbours stoned her to death…your leisure is occupied by the 
funerals you attend every Saturday…and you go to bed fearing adults your age 
will not live to their 40s (2001). 
 

Clearly, McGeary’s intended audience is neither African nor a person living with HIV/AIDS. 

Instead, this article has been written for women (with children and a husband) living in the 

western world, and by asking us to “imagine [our] life this way, (2001) McGeary has taken it 

upon herself to educate her readers about the AIDS crisis in Africa. However, McGeary’s writing 

style is problematic because it immediately sets up a dichotomy between western women and 

African women. Moreover, the dichotomy McGeary creates is riddled with value judgements 

that situate western women (and by default, the western world) as morally, scientifically, and 

intellectually superior to their African counterparts. As McGeary notes, “ignorance is the crucial 

reason the epidemic has run out of control. Surveys say many Africans here are becoming aware 

there is a sexually transmitted disease called AIDS that is incurable…but they don’t think the 

risk applies to them” (2001). Subsequently, McGeary not only characterizes South African 

women living with HIV/AIDS to be promiscuous, but ignorant as well.  

Alternatively, women in the western world are depicted as members of a society that 

have conquered AIDS. McGeary writes: “AIDS in Africa bears little resemblance to the 

American epidemic, limited to specific high-risk groups, brought under control through intensive 

education, vigorous political action, and expensive drug therapy” (2001).iii Moreover, unlike 

African women “who were brought up to be subservient to men…especially in matters of sex 
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and thus feel powerless to change sexual behaviour” (2001), western women are able to control 

their bodies and protect themselves from diseases like HIV/AIDS. As result, McGeary depicts 

South African women living with this disease to be passive victims, who are unable to change 

their situation. Her conclusion is that these women need the help of the western world, because 

they are unable to help themselves. By relying this rhetoric of victimization, McGeary’s “Death 

Stalks a Continent”, evokes particular imperialistic stereotypes about women living with 

HIV/AIDS which “represent the ‘Eastern’ woman as a victim of a ‘backward’ and ‘uncivilized’ 

culture” (Kapur 543).  

According to Ratna Kapur, “images of the ‘Third World’ subject—in particular, the 

female subject—that dominate news items in the Western Hemisphere and the developed 

world…[often] evoke the look of starvation, helplessness, and victimization” (543). In the 

article, “The Tragedy of Victimization Rhetoric: Resurrecting the ‘Native’ Subject in 

International/Post-Colonial Feminist Legal Politics”, Kapur examines how the international 

women’s rights movement reinforces the image of women as victims, primarily through its focus 

on violence against women. Kapur’s main argument is “that the focus on the victim subject in 

the violence against women campaign reinforces [policies] of gender and cultural essentialism” 

that serve to divide Third World women from First World women. Moreover, Kapur also argues, 

“this displacement resurrects the ‘native subject’ and justifies imperialist interventions” in Third 

world crises, such as the spread of HIV/AIDS in Africa.  

Developing a Rhetoric of Victimization 

 The 1993 Vienna World Conference on Human Rights “marked the culmination of a long 

struggle to secure international recognition of women’s rights as human rights”. As Kapur notes, 

the final document that emerged “from Vienna acknowledged that, partly as a result of the 
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artificial line drawn between the public and private sphere, certain gender-specific issues had 

been left out of the human rights arena”. Immediately after the Vienna conference, the U.N. 

General Assembly passed a Declaration on Violence Against Women (458). The declaration 

recognized “that violence against women ‘is a manifestation of historically unequal power 

relations between men and women, which have led to domination over and discrimination 

against women’” (458). Kapur argues that the focus on violence against women has had some 

extremely important consequences for women, one of which was development of the Violence 

Against Women (VAW) campaign.  

The VAW campaign enables activists to draw attention to the “lack of domestic 

governmental response to women’s demands for more effective rape laws, laws against child 

abuse, and domestic violence law” (467). The VAW campaign is successful because of “its 

appeal to the victim subject who is seeking rights, primarily because she is the one who has had 

the worst happen to her” (468). Kapur argues that “the victim subject [allows] women to speak 

out about abuses that have remained hidden or invisible in human rights discourse…it also 

provides a shared location from which women from different cultural and social contexts can 

speak” (470). Nevertheless, Kapur also argues that “an exclusive reliance on the victim subject to 

make claims for rights and for women’s empowerment has some serious limitations; two of 

which are gender and cultural essentialism” (473). 

According to Chandra Mohanty, gender essentialism assumes that “women have a 

coherent group identity within different cultures…prior to their entry into social relations” (473). 

Subsequently, gender essentialism is a process of over-generalization that creates monolithic 

claims about groups of women. Additionally, Kapur argues that “such generalizations are 

hegemonic in that they represent the problems of privileged women, who are often (though not 
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exclusively) white, Western, middle-class, heterosexual women” (480). As a result, “the 

problems, perspectives, and political concerns of women marginalized because of their class, 

race, religion, ethnicity, and/or sexual orientation” become of secondary importance. Similarly, 

cultural essentialism is a system of representation that portray women in the Third World “as 

victims of their culture, which reinforces stereotyped and racist representations of that culture 

and privileges the culture of the West” (479).  

Consequently, victimization rhetoric reinforces the depiction of women in the Third 

World as “perpetually marginalized and underprivileged, and has serious implications for the 

strategies…adopted to remedy that women experience. Moreover, this rhetoric of victimization 

encourages members of the international arena, like McGeary, to depict Third World women as 

‘victims’ in need of rescuing. This depiction of women serves to reinforce the image of 

developing world as a monolithic entity and thus, like the biomedical discourse of HIV/AIDS, 

this rhetoric of victimization serves to reinforce the idea that HIV/AIDS in Africa is an epidemic 

of an infectious disease and nothing more. However, this understanding of HIV/AIDS can be 

challenged the through consideration of specific examples individual communities experiences 

with this disease; including South Africa’s ongoing struggles with both the legacies of apartheid 

and its ever increasing rate of HIV-infection. 

Conclusion 
 

The purpose of this paper was not to determine ‘the truth about AIDS’. Instead, this paper 

sought to discuss how HIV/AIDS is culturally constructed phenomenon that has multiple 

meanings and metaphors. Johanna McGeary’s 2001 ‘special report’ for Time Magazine, entitled 

“Death Stalks a Continent: Dying of AIDS in Africa”, is an example of how some 

representations of HIV/AIDS employ and reproduce imperialistic assumptions about race and 

gender. Additionally, both texts are examples of how certain sexual and racial stereotypes 

reinforce the idea that Africa is inherently other, mysterious, and foreign. Moreover, this 
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example also illustrate that the media has the ability to produce, transmit, and sustain these 

representations this disease as ‘the truth about HIV/AIDS’.  

However, as the case of South Africa illustrates, the ‘truth about HIV/AIDS’ is that this 

disease is a complex narrative of many different meanings and experiences, and to limit our 

understanding of this disease to only one meaning (i.e. the scientific meaning or social meaning) 

unproductive. HIV/AIDS is much than a ‘sexually transmitted disease’ or a ‘health condition 

caused by poverty’. In order to implement any sort of effective response to this growing crisis, 

HIV/AIDS must be understood as both a medical and social epidemic. Understanding this 

epidemic’s history, address its future, and learn its lessons, requires this assertion to be taken 

seriously (Treichler 2). Nevertheless, no issue in the HIV/AIDS epidemics will ever fully be 

resolved and thus, we must continually examine the many different meanings and metaphors of 

this disease and recognize that the fight to understand HIV/AIDS may be a never-ending one. 

 

 
i South Africa’s current political structure is the result of nearly 15 years of constant struggle and compromise. The 
end of apartheid saw the emergence of a tentatively constructed democracy. The country’s transition to political 
democracy occurred in two phases. Phase one involved the inauguration of South Africa’s first democratic 
government in May 1994, and the establishment of the Interim Constitution (Sarkin 630). According to Sarkin, the 
Interim Constitution “facilitated the national, provincial, and local government elections…changed the structures of 
government and the role of the courts” (630), and abolished the authoritarian abuses of the apartheid order.  On 
February 4, 1997, the second transitional phase began with the signing of the South African Bill of Rights; a 
document that legally entrenched a number of socioeconomic rights (including the right to health) (631). Hence, 
while the Interim Constitution was created to protect the civil and political rights of South Africans, the Bill of 
Rights was intended to protect the social and economic rights of the country’s citizens.  For the ANC, the protection 
of both set of rights was an important step towards democracy as it was a step that garnered international attention 
and recognition of the ANC legitimacy as a national government. In fact, to demonstrate their commitment to civil, 
political, social, and economic rights, the ANC had South Africa sign both the United Nations’ covenants on Civil 
and Political Rights, and Social, Economic and Cultural Rights, and the United Nations’ Declaration of Human 
Rights in 1994.  
ii Structural violence is a term that originates in the work of peace researcher Johann Galtung. Galtung defined 
violence as “avoidable insults to basic human needs, more generally to life, lowering the real levels of need 
satisfaction below what is potentially possible” (197). Furthermore, Galtung recognizes violence as being 
compromised of three separate, but interconnected, dimensions. Direct violence is physical or personal violence. 
Structural violence is violence that is built into economic and political structures of society that result in social 
injustices (i.e. sexism, racism, poverty). In Pathologies of Power, medical anthropologist Paul Farmer defines 
structural violence as “suffering structured by historically and economically driven processes that constrain human 
agency” (40). Agency, according to Farmer, refers to a person’s ability to access political power and economic 
resources in a stable, secure, and safe community (41). Essentially, structural violence is the unequal distribution of 
both political power and economic resources; two factors that can inhibit greatly a community’s ability to respond 
effectively to the spread of HIV/AIDS. As Farmer states, “some of the problems born of structural violence are so 
large that they have paralyzed many…in the challenge to promote the highest possible level of health for all 
members of their society” (244) and thus, countries, such as South Africa, are limited in their ability to develop a 
fair and just society. Thirdly, cultural violence is defined as “those aspects of culture—religion, language, 
ideology—that can be used to justify or legitimize direct or structural violence. 
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iiiMcGeary’s assumption about HIV/AIDS in the developed world is false on many accounts. Firstly, the incident 
rate of HIV/AIDS is on the raise, especially for heterosexual women between the ages of 18-24. Secondly, rates of 
HIV/AIDS infection among marginalized groups is significantly higher then the national average. For example, 
Health Canada reports that First Nations women are eight times for likely to contract and not seek treatment for the 
disease. Consequently, McGeary’s belief that the western world is controlling HIV/AIDS is a myth. 
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In this article we will analyze a language as a tool to establish or/and 

prove and determine a personal self-identity and a national self awareness.  

Since the collapse of the Soviet Union when all former republics 

became the independent states, one of the first things new governments did 

was introducing language and language related reforms. For instance, 

national languages were declared official languages instead of or together 

with (in some countries) the Russian language in new independent states. 

Some changes in spelling occurred as well. The Estonian capital is spelled 

now as Tallinn instead of Tallin, Kasakhstan’s former capital got the name 

Almaty instead of Alma-Ata, Kyrgyz’s capital got its ancient name Bishkek 

instead of Frunze. The latter country’s name itself is spelled quite 

differently, Kyrgyzstan instead of Kirgizia, as it used to be during the Soviet 

times. Those changes, historically well-founded, from our point of view, are 

very logical, because the official language is used to regulate all spheres of 

social life constituting basic elements of cultural and national self-identity.  
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 There are numerous examples of similar changes in the Russian 

language as well. Many cities, towns, streets, and companies were renamed. 

The fast moving economical and political reforms in Russia are followed by 

numerous unsolved social and psychological problems. These include low 

salaries, criminality, unemployment, social dependency, and different or 

absolutely opposite interpretation of crucial historical facts and events, 

which is the worst thing that could happen to a nation.  Russian people have 

been trying to reconsider their personal and national self-identity. Without it 

no one can determine his place in the continuous round of social events. 

Numerous social and political reforms in the Russian Federation have 

made significant impact on the language. Social problems such as 

criminality and unemployment popularized criminal vocabulary. Economical 

and political changes resulted in borrowing from foreign languages, 

especially from English. This borrowing was and still is often used by 

people to emphasize their belonging to a particular social group, such as 

businessmen, party leaders or people in power. They use language as a 

medium for turning a power source into influence. These examples 

demonstrate that the relationships between language and society are very 

dynamic and multifaceted.   

Russian first deputy prime minister  Dmitrii.Medvedyev, supported by 

other congressmen, put forward a proposal to introduce a minimum 

knowledge requirement of the Russian language for immigrants. According 

to congressman V.Slutzker, a sociological survey made in Moscow by 

sociological Centre Levada  proved the following: a poor knowledge of the 

Russian language causes cultural barriers and a negative behavior of citizens 

of Moscow towards immigrants. Russia ranks first in Europe in the respect 
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to the number of  working immigrants whose absolute priority is to 

assimilate and integrate into Russian society. In this situation the language, 

as an important part of  the spiritual wealth of Russian Culture,   is a very 

active instrument in the process of the confluence of language, power, and 

intergroup relations, and of course, in the expression of national identity. 

When looking at some new independent states we can see that a 

language can be an obstacle in determining one’s national identity. 

Examples can be found in Ukraine, Moldavia, Estonia, Latvia and 

Lithuania. People in these countries see Russian language as the remnants 

of the imperial domination and therefore are doing everything possible to 

reduce the communication in Russian on their territories. Year after year, 

the language issue has become the cornerstone and dispute among 

politicians, particularly at election times to win votes. It is regarded as a 

step to identify and maintain their national uniqueness.  

These countries insist that a language spoken by the ethnic majority 

must be the official language of the country. This seems to be a very correct 

and fair statement. Nevertheless, there are some “buts” to this case in our 

opinion. Speaking about “ethnic majority,” let’s look at the situation in 

some new independent states.    

Ukrainian and Russian are used roughly equally across Ukraine. 

While the state language of Ukraine is Ukrainian, the preferred spoken 

language in most cities of southern, eastern, and northern Ukraine is 

Russian.Ukrainian tends to be spoken at government institutions and is the 

language of most official events. Russian is often more popular in business, 

where pragmatism reigns.  
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Lithuania: the whole eastern region of Lithuania speaks Russian and 

as a minimum in two prominent cities, Vilnius and Klaipeda, it is a street 

language. 

Latvia: Latvian is the official language. The fact is that it is free 

market mechanism at work. English and Russian are the most required 

languages when one is applying for a job in this country. Even the Baltic 

Air in which the government has the majority shares employs flight-

attendants who know and speak only Russian and English. 

When we look up the definition of the word “nation” in the Longman 

dictionary, it says that it is “a country considered especially in relation to its 

people and its social or economic structure”. In the same definition, 

however, we see the further explanation that it is “a large group of people of 

the same race and language”. So we can see that it is a group of people of 

the same race occupying a particular territory having common traditions, 

customs, social and economic structure and language. For them to be able to 

work, create, and develop further together, they should be able to 

understand each other and have a common goal for which they should live. 

In the mentioned above counties the language situation is paradoxical 

to some extent. People belonging to minority groups play very important 

roles in national economy. They, however, use a non-official language to 

express their self-identity, combining historical and cultural background of 

their mother language and historical and cultural background of a country 

where they live or were born and live. 
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Abstract 
 
Previous research has suggested that various media formats can negatively impact the way 
women feel about their bodies.  As a result, various forms of media, including advertisements, 
television programming and fashion magazines, have often been blamed for creating body 
dissatisfaction, which can lead to the development of eating disorders.  However, few studies 
have examined how celebrity news magazines, known as tabloids, influence body dissatisfaction 
in women.  Since demographics for tabloid magazines indicate that the majority of the readers 
are female, and particularly since society’s interest in celebrities has grown in recent years, it is 
increasingly important to examine the ways in which these publications affect body 
dissatisfaction in women. 
 
My proposed presentation, drawn from a research paper I am currently preparing, will examine 
the role tabloid magazines play in creating body dissatisfaction in women.  The presentation will 
discuss the results of the questionnaires distributed to a sample of women who are frequently 
exposed to this media format.  This study will also utilize a content analysis that will determine 
the number of weight messages contained in select issues of In Touch Weekly, Star and Us 
Weekly.   
 
The aim of this study is to determine whether these publications negatively impact the way 
women feel about their bodies.  Do tabloid magazines contain numerous references, articles and 
images that deal with weight, weight-loss, dieting and body image?  Are women who are 
frequently exposed to these types of magazines more likely to be dissatisfied with their bodies?  
Ultimately, this research will attempt to ascertain that this media format does in fact promote a 
drive for thinness in women, and consequently creates body dissatisfaction.   
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In 2001, an innovative tutoring program for at-risk and learning difference children accepted its 

first class of students. The brainchild of poet and educator Nayo Watkins, and based in Durham, NC, 

Saturday Academy , from its inception regarded the inclusion of artistic disciplines (dance, visual arts, 

creative writing, poetry and music) as essential to both its mission and its strategy of aggressively 

addressing the special learning needs of small groups, primarily African-American, of  early- and middle-

school aged children.  

 
Paragraph Three of the Program Description includes the following: 
 

Tutors and artists were chosen based on prior experience as tutors, classroom 
teachers or instructors in youth programs.  We believe that the quality of the 
educational experience is largely due to the time, attention, skills and 
understanding the instructor brings, therefore we also invested in faculty 
development through outside and in-service training. Artists receive the same 
training as tutors and are responsible for translation of the methodology into their 
art forms – a process being closely documented because we believe it is 
unprecedented 

 
This presentation is at once a case study and a workshop, detailing (a) a discussion of the overall 

goals and methods of the program; and (b) the utilization of music, particularly the vocal expression of 

rhythm, as a learning enhancement device not only in math but in language arts as well.  

 
The relationship between music and mathematics — from tuning systems to instrument design to 

the intricacies of rhythm — is well-established; and the music component of the program was always 
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intended to exploit this connection to the fullest possible extent.. The Saturday Academy program, 

however, also presented a unique opportunity — made possible by this writer’s experience in special needs 

arts education, as a student of voice-based drumming systems, and as a proponent of reciprocal 

relationships between the arts and humanities — to utilize the solfeggio methods traditionally associated 

with Indian classical drumming (tabla, kanjira, mrdang) pedagogy and performance practice, and Middle 

Eastern drumming (dumbek, darbuka, riqq) to enhance and/or improve specific grade-level-appropriate 

language arts skills (vocabulary, pronunciation, syllabication, spelling, verbal communication). In addition 

to reinforcing core language and math curriculum imperatives, this approach introduced the additional 

benefits of seamlessly integrating social studies and history (reference to a map of the world is an essential 

part of every session), and geometry (drum families are designated by shape) into vocabulary building. 

 
In his  book, South Indian Drumming, South Indian mrdangam virtuoso Trichy Sankaran posits 

that although it takes a lifetime to master the highly specialized techniques required to play his instrument, 

access to the rhythms themselves is much more readily available through vocalization —  the first step, 

after all, for every Indian drummer. “Speaking Rhythms” demonstrates this point well. The combination of 

the onomatopoetic relationships between the instruments and their sounds, and the concomitant ability to 

express complex rhythmical structures using the human voice creates an exciting, interactive learning 

environment whose exotic resources seem to account for much of its appeal 
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It is generally acknowledged that the ethical imperatives that attend the broad spectrum of human subjects 

research are present in equal measure in community-based participatory research (CPBR). CPBR carries 

with it, however, an added – and inescapable – overtly political dimension that is one of its defining 

characteristics. This paper argues by case examples that certain ethical issues persist even in the putative 

solution to a problem of ethics in public health CBPR.  

 

A project based in the School of Public Health, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, is in the final 

year (2007) of a CBPR policy initiative whose aim has been to address conflict-/ divergence-of-interest 

issues between public health researchers and research subject communities. For four of the five years of 

this project, which is funded by the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, the author was a 

key member (casuist) of a research policy team that includes political activists, experts in environmental 

and land use law, social scientists, and a bioethicist who specializes in research ethics. 

 

Warren County, in northeastern North Carolina, USA, is credited as the epicenter of the confluence of 

public health research, political activism and public policy advocacy – the birthplace of what has come be 

known as the Environmental Justice (EJ) Movement in the United States. Biohazards from landfills and 

manufacturing facilities; the political processes that determined their placement in one community and not 

another; and epidemiological studies that established associations between these and other biohazards and 

the occurrence or proliferation of certain illness, have been the basis of the allegiances which form the 

Movement. North Carolina’s growing reputation as a state that is particularly attractive to manufacturing 

and both commercial and residential real estate development has increased the possibility of new 

environmental justice concerns, even as many of those that gave rise to the Movement – some of which 

have documented histories dating back several decades – remain either insufficiently addressed or 

unresolved. 
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Unfortunately, the Movement allegiances are fragile; especially so, when the work of academic public 

health researchers is seen to be at odds with the needs of their subject communities.  

 

How can a researcher convince a community that he is not simply another academic who is looking to 

enlarge his tenure/promotion portfolio? To what extent should a political agenda be a part of a researcher’s 

work? Concerning the differences between the goals and purposes of different styles of argumentation 

represented in the project’s disciplines (litigatory, didactic, political, empirical), which should have the 

predominant voice? How and in what circumstances should arguments and/or counterarguments, including 

those from stakeholders with no presence in the project (officials from government and industry) be duly 

and thoughtfully considered? How are “the community” and its leader(s) to be identified?  

 

These and similar questions are at once the origin and the burden of an exceptionally ambitious project, the 

answers to which may have a long-lasting impact on public health research in North Carolina. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

 We are prompted by Alston’s stated motivation for his book [REALIST CONCEPTION OF TRUTH] to note 

that the acquisition and accumulation of Human Knowledge is conducted by means of a model-building process to 

which we can refer as the Scientific Method.  This six-stage model-building process possesses three corrective 

feedback loops depicting error detection (falsehood or linguistic inaccuracy) and correction, yet this six-stage model-

building process, together with its positioned and oriented feedback loops, is an isomorphic mimicry of a single 

biological process by which the survival of all Life on Earth has to date been assured.  This single biological process 

for survival had itself evolved, prior to Mankind’s use of tools and language to construct extra-corporeal models for 

survival:  first, via chemico-genetic modelling, each plant and animal species ensures (however unwittingly) its 

survival; then, via chemico-neural modelling, the ‘higher’ species of animals (those with memory-and-recall 

capabilities) enhanced the survival of their respective species via the same six-stage process.  

In this sense, we correct Popper’s definition of his ‘Three Worlds’, yet note that the dynamics of each world is 

conducted, rather astonishingly, in accordance with a single model-building process:   

 (I) chemico-genetic model-building;  (II) chemico-neural model-building; and, (III) the extra-corporeal model-

building of Mankind, as exhibited in our museums (including cave walls) and libraries worldwide.     

 We arrive at two conclusions: viz., first, relating to Alston, that religion is our (Mankind’s) earliest science (on 

our path from myth to metaphor to model); and, then, secondly, that it now behooves us ethically, given that Science is 

our previously unwitting mimicry of the biological process assuring survival, to ensure that any scientist is conducting 

his/her research in strict accordance with the Scientific Method. 

 

0. INTRODUCTION 

 In the first section below, we show that the history of science reveals the philosophy of science (i.e., the 

Scientific Method).  This awareness that Science, that human activity devoted to the search for the very explanation 

for any particular naturally occurring phenomenon, is conducted as a model-building process, yet one which itself 

derives from the understanding among computer scientists that every computer programme is actually a simulation 

model, any one of which requires tests of its credibility [1].  Simulation models are so designed and constructed in 

accordance with a six-stage process [2: Fig 5.2: See also the present Figure 1, the right-most of its three diagrams.]. 
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 In the second section, we point out that humanists and men of letters have invoked the metaphorical process as 

a means for conveying to others their understanding of some aspect of Nature.  This process, conducted over centuries 

(as opposed to decades/years for more contemporary science), is the same six-stage process that has become the 

Scientific Method. 

 In the third section, we show that chemico-genetic model-building is conducted, however unwittingly, by 

every plant and animal species so as to ensure its biological survival. 

 In the fourth section, we show that biological evolution produced an advantage for species possessing a 

chemico-neural mechanism for memory and recall.  That this process is itself conducted as the very same six-stage 

model-building process as that of its predecessor (the chemico-genetic model-building process) is then illustrated by 

means of reference to the adolescent human in establishing his/her personality. 

 In the fifth section, we conclude that Popper’s “Three Worlds” [3] should therefore be re-defined, noting that 

each of the resulting three worlds (genetic; neural; Man-made = extra-corporeal) “conducts” its dynamics by means of 

a single (i.e., the same) six-stage model-building process (with three corrective feedback loops).  

In the final section, we note Alston’s reference [4] to religion as the motivation for his concern about the 

failure among philosophers to acknowledge the realist conception of truth.  We note our earlier conclusion [5] that 

religion is Mankind’s earliest science. We conclude then with a rather logical deduction dealing with ethical conduct 

among scientists (and as well for any other scholar): Since ethics is the science of human duty, and since Science is 

conducted by means of a model-building process (Scientific Method) which is demonstrably founded on an actual 

biological process which ensures survival, then we should collectively be required to ensure that Science, the pursuit 

of truths regarding the world about us, be conducted in strict accordance with the Scientific Method. 

 

1. THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD 

The six stages of the Scientific Method are depicted as a feedback-laden process by which Human Knowledge 

is acquired and accumulated [2: Fig 5.2; and the present Fig. 1: its rightmost diagram]: 

Extant Knowledge     { Stage 0 } 
Observation + Reflexion  =  Insight   { Stage I } 
Postulated Hypothesis     { Stage II } 
Perscrutation      { Stage III } 
Confirmation      { Stage IV } 
Knowledge Contribution/Extension   { Stage V }  . 

 

At any point in time, there is {0} an extant accumulation of Human Knowledge, best expressed as the total 

collection of all the museums (including cave walls) and libraries worldwide. 
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Figure 1:  Popper’s Three Worlds as One Biological Process 

 

 One of us, observing some previously unexplained phenomenon of Nature, reflects on that matter and, in 

accordance with the “Aha!” experience which Nobel Laureate Lorenz agrees (with our earlier 1971 paper: cf. Table I: 

Item 4a) can be attributed to analogy-making [6], arrives at a likely explanation for the observed phenomenon, thereby 

concluding Stage {I}. 

The non-hermitic among us then postulates his hypothetical understanding {Stage II} by constructing in some 

artistic format a model: a sketch, a painting, a book, a mathematical treatise, a computer programme, a manuscript.  

He then transmits this (e.g., the manuscript) to an editor for its thorough review {Stage III: Perscrutation}, during 

which any error [typographical; logical; failure of any ‘Eq (31)’ therein to be compatible with its or an earlier author’s 

‘Eq (5)’, e.g.] within the manuscript will lead the editor to return it to the author for correction {Feedback Loop: 

III➚II}. This feedback would be repeated until all errors located by the editorial review are corrected. 

Once a scientist’s model has been published {end of Stage III}, humankind (Science) requires one further test 

of its credibility: viz., Does any impeccably logically derived conclusion, following from accepting as true the 
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Table I 

                                  The Intimate Relationship Shared by Scientific Method and Biological Survival 
(A Critical Bibliography) 

[Excerpted from:  Proceedings of the Eighteenth Annual Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences, 1985.] 
 

Page 313 of  “Credibility: Every Computer Programme is a Simulation Model”, by 
G. Arthur Mihram (P.O. Box No. 1188; Princeton NJ 08542) and 
Danielle Mihram (New York University; New York, NY 10012). 

 
 
 

1.  The credibility of computer-directed simulation models is a six-stage model-building process: 
JOURNAL OF STATISTICAL COMPUTATION AND SIMULATION: 1: 35-44, 1971; 
SIMULATION: STATISTICAL FOUNDATIONS AND METHODOLOGY, 1972 (1970); and, 
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH QUARTERLY 23: 17-29, 1972 (1971). 
 

2.  The Scientific Method is this same modeling process of six stages, conducted historically: 
IEEE  TRANSACTIONS, SMC-2: 621-629, 1972 (1971); 
THEORY AND DECISION 7: 67-94, 1976 (1973); and, 
SCIENCE 191: 790, 1976. 
 

3.  The metaphorical process of Men of letters, of Humanists, is this model-building process, conducted historically 
over centuries: 

PROCEEDINGS, SEVENTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CYBERNETICS: 635-6441, 1973. 
 

4.  The acquisition and accumulation of Human Knowledge is this same modelling process: 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF GENERAL SYSTEMS 1: 41-60 AND 2811, 1974 (1971); and 
MODELING AND SIMULATION 8: 1003-1012, 1977 (1975). 
 

5.  This single model-building process has guided Mankind, in our quest for truth(s), from myth to metaphor to model: 
PACIFIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONFERENCE B6: 30-361,2, 1981 (1974); 
GENERAL SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND DESIGN: 537-5461,3, 1981 (1978); and, 
RELATION BETWEEN MAJOR WORLD PROBLEMS AND SYSTEMS LEARNING: 283-2903, 1983 (1982). 
 

6.  The neural operation of the adult mind (the learning process) is this same modelling process: 
ROLE AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THEORIES OF DECISION IN PRACTICE 320-327, 1975 (1972); and, 
COMPSTAT 1976: 256-263, 1976. 
 

7.  Each of Popper’s Three Worlds (genetic; neural; man-made) is conducted via this same model-building process: 
SYSTEMS THINKING AND THE QUALITY OF LIFE, 464-473, 1975; 
NATURE 263: 620, 1976; 
AN EPISTLE TO DR. BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, 1975 (1974); and, 
AMERICAN SCIENTIST 67: 394, 1979. 
 

8.  Man’s search for necessarily universally accepted truth is Modern Science, conducted by a six-stage modelling 
process which mimes Nature’s survival process: 

PROCEEDINGS, STATISTICAL COMPUTING SECTION, Amer. Statistist. Ass’n: 265-270, 1979; 
CONTRIBUTED PAPERS, 143rd NAT’L MEETING, Amer. Ass’n Adv. Sci.: 26, 1977; and, 
BIOMETRICS 37: 615, 1981. 
 

_______________ 
1.  Paper co-authored with Danielle Mihram. 
2.  Paper, using the historical perspective to understand this evolution of our knowledge of electricity and magnetism, reveals why 

our move into our Age of Tele-communications is to date an historical regression, not progression, from the Age of Reason 
founded on and controlled by the written and printed word. 

3.  Paper, using comparative religion to note its own historical evolution, the progression of religions worldwide, includes as a 
logical corollary the resolution of the contemporarily revived debate between evolutionists and creationists. 
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published model, hold forth in Nature?  If not, humankind is asking that the author (or, his successors) return first 

{Feedback Loop: IV ➚ I} to examine{I} the natural phenomenon, then return with a corrected hypothesis {II} and 

then despatch this to an editor for its dissemination {III}.  

It is of course logically possible (as with, say, a complicated computer programme) that a logical 

incompatibility between a scientific model and Nature may be the result of an earlier undetected grammatical-logical 

error (a ‘bug’ in the programme), so that a third corrective {Feedback Loop: IV ➚ II} in the academic process would 

instruct one to return to Stage IV directly to Stage II (rather than I for further observation of Nature). 

Indeed, the discovery of Neptune shows that these three types of feedback mechanisms describe the intrinsic 

character of the Scientific Method [7], the issue having arisen because of a 19th-Century failure of Newton’s 17th-

Century ‘model’ of gravitation to account for the location of Uranus.  A similar demonstration of the feedback 

mechanisms can also be applied to Darwin’s scientific model of evolution:  Today’s fields of genetics and 

microbiology serve as its confirmatory tests. 

 The result?:  The six-stage model-building process of simulation methodology [1,2] of computer 

scientists has served to uncover the Scientific Method itself by examination of the history of Science.  Science 

accumulates {Stage V} in accordance with a near-algorithmic model-building process (the Scientific Method: Stages 0 

through V).  An implicit Feedback Loop {V ➚ 0} in effect connotes Human Progress [11]. Indeed, we are suspecting 

that the present paper may well serve to terminate Popper’s “Unended Quest [for the Scientific Method]”: [10]. 

 

2. THE METAPHORICAL PROCESS 

 One can note that, over lengthier periods of time, men of letters have employed the metaphorical process in 

order to construct human understanding of natural phenomena.  For example, both the Great Chain of Being and the 

Metaphor of the Circle were early metaphorical descriptions of what we recognise today as Darwin’s and Newton’s 

scientific models of biological evolution and gravitational mechanics, respectively.  Linguistic corrections and logical 

imperfections of each of these metaphors, when subjected to the tests of attempted confirmatory observations, have led 

to their inclusion as exemplars in the progress [10] of Human Knowledge.  The reader is referred to the present Table I 

(Item 3), a bibliographic entry relating, e.g.,  the metaphorical process as the isomorphic predecessor of the Scientific 

Method. 

3. CHEMICO-GENETIC MODEL-BUILDING 

 If one views at any point in time the complete set of existing genes, whether living or dormant, as Life’s 

“Extant Knowledge”, one has the equivalent of the Stage {0} describing the Scientific Method two sections above. 

Though one requires a near-Lamarckian attitude to explain how early chemicals “learned” or compared combinations, 

the result tends to imply that a process quite akin to “observation and reflexion” took place, leading to chemical 

structures which could accumulate energy sufficiently so as to reproduce themselves (unisexual at first). These two 

aspects of Life (conserving both energy and information) describe a {Stage I} within biological evolution genetically.  

Among the bisexual species there eventually developed a process (as if a sperm were making a postulate to an 

egg) to forward (as a ‘manuscript’) its genetic hypothesis {II} as a “model” of proven capability for survival.  The 
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gamete of one sexual partner, when presented to one of the other genre (sperm to egg, e.g.) is akin to a perscrutation 

process {III}, though the concern as to whether the egg “editorially reviews” the sperm’s genetic grammar/encoding is 

probably resolved by the egg’s simply detecting on the surface of the sperm an acceptable chemical code there before 

admitting entrance to the sperm. 

 One might do well to relate the present discussion to the left-most diagram of the three isomorphic diagrams 

in the present Fig. 1.  If, as would be the case with most inter-species sodomy, the egg rejects the sperm, then the 

feedback loop, {III ➚  II}, has been (quite unconsciously) activated, essentially the Gene Pool making a ‘statement’ as 

if to say “Go try this somewhere else, boy!”.  Even so, if a fertilized egg forms and a progeny results, the Nature itself 

will ‘perform’ a Confirmation Test {IV}: Will the progeny be sufficiently fit to survive to its own age of puberty?  If 

not, then the second feedback loop {IV ➚  I} is essentially being ‘activated’, as if advising the Gene Pool to ‘locate’ 

another egg-sperm pair (or sibling) for its own confirmatory testing (of survival to its age of puberty). 

 Indeed, the remaining (third) feedback loop {IV  ➚  II} associated with our [Mankind’s] model-building 

process for seeking out the truths of the world about us, also occurs in the case of inter-species sodomy: The mule, 

e.g., does live to its own age of puberty, but, as is typical of the result of such sexual unions, is sterile.  (It is of course 

tempting to note that certain human conjectures, of the extra-corporeal sort, suffer this fate of “impotence” toward 

creating further credible Human Knowledge.) 

 Potent progeny which survive to their own age of puberty {V} become a “Knowledge Contribution” to the 

Gene Pool, so that survival of the species persists, thereby demonstrating the ultimate Feedback Loop, {V ➚  0}. 

 

4.  CHEMICO-NEURAL MODEL-BUILDING 

 The ‘higher’ animals, those possessing a neural system with a memory-and-recall capability, have progressed 

to use another biological model-building process for enhancing the survival of the species’ individual members.  

Evolving from the chemico-genetic model-building capability, any member of such an animal species shows its ability 

to learn from its experiences and to employ this information so as to enhance that individual’s survival to at least its 

own age of puberty. 

 The procedure is quite well demonstrated by the mental model-building process employed by the human 

adolescent, busily engaged (unlike children [8]) in building a mental model for his/her conduct as an adult in the 

nation/society into which he/she is about to enter: viz., the formation of his/her personality [8]. (This exemplary 

process is captured in the central diagram of the present Fig. 1.) : 

 One’s Extant Knowledge {Stage 0} is, at any point in time, the complete collection of one’s experiences, 

including instructions from others:  his/her complete neural recording in the brain. 

 The adolescent, conducting observations of adult (and/or peer) behaviours, reflects on these and arrives at an 

“Insight” regarding a possible behavioural mode for himself/herself {Stage I}. 

 The individual then deposits (‘writes mentally’) this proposed model for behaviour into his/her own neural 

archive as a “Postulated Hypothesis” {Stage II}.   

 The more reflective that the individual has trained himself/herself to be, then the more likely he/she will 

conduct his/her own thorough “editorial review” {Stage III} by asking himself/herself whether the self-proposed 
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behaviour would, if conducted, be in accordance with the principles of his/her religious and/or national upbringing.  

For example, would the behaviour-to-be, if affecting others, remain in consonance with the Golden Rule? 

 If any such ‘test’ fails, then the responsible individual will return to Stage II  (Feedback Loop {III ➚  II} so as 

to form another mental model, then subject this to its own Perscrutation process {III} before even implementing the 

behaviour. 

 However, once implemented/enacted, the adolescent will be subjecting his mental model for behaviour to a 

“Confirmation Testing” {IV}.  In the extreme case, incorrect behaviour could subject him/her to a jail cell as an 

excellent environment in which to conduct mental reflexion {I}, as shown by the Feedback Loop {IV ➚  I}, before 

returning to the nation/society with a revised postulated hypothesis {II} and its own mental scrutiny {III} as a proper 

(i.e., more correct) model for behaviour. 

 Again, it is quite possible that the extreme measure (jail) is not required.  Rather, a corrective feedback move 

from Stage IV directly to Stage II: {IV  ➚ II} is sufficient, a personal move correcting a small mental error before 

proceeding with this  new model  to its own Perscrutation {III} before implementation {IV}. 

 The goal of the adolescent is to reach adulthood with his developed personality (and, hopefully, with an ability 

to construct with rectitude other models for understanding not only the social structure but also the natural 

environment surrounding him/her). 

 The behaviour of the members of other ‘higher’ species of animals is clearly conducted by corrective feedback 

loops, demonstrating the ‘learning process’, though the neural internal language within the brain remains still under 

investigation. 

 

5. POPPER’S THREE WORLDS REDEFINED 

 The reader can now recognise that indeed Popper [3] was correct to identify the existence of ‘Three Worlds’ 

but can also understand that, because there is a single six-stage model-building process which applies to three model-

building formats, each “devoted” to ensuring biological survival, then his ‘Three Worlds’ would be better defined as: 

World 1:   the physico-chemical world with its entire natural Gene Pool of all species, plant and animal,  
providing the fundamental dynamic capability for its biological component’s survival; 

World 2:   the complete set, worldwide at any point in time, of the neural systems of the ‘higher’ species of 
animals; 

World 3:   the complete collection, worldwide and at any point in time, of the contents of the museums 
(including cave walls) and libraries housing the products (extra-corporeal models) which, 
because they are intended to ensure survival, make Mankind unique among the species [9]. 

 
We have been pleased to have received (see Table II.) a number of complimentary comments as correspondence 

regarding the several conclusions above.  We supply them as a list of evidence serving as ‘confirmatory testing’ for 

the representation (by Figure 1: right-most diagrasm) of the Scientific Method as a near-algorithmic process.  One 

might also examine the Preface of Reference [6], wherein the comments of Nobel Laureate John C. Eccles adjoin 

those of Laureate Konrad Z. Lorenz.  
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TABLE II 

 
CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING FIGURE 5.2. 

(cf. Page 260, SIMULATION: STATISTICAL FOUNDATIONS AND METHODOLOGY, Academic Press, N.Y.) 
 
 
 SIR MAURICE G. KENDALL (Past President of the Royal Statistical Society and of the Operational Research Society [05.12.75]): 
“I have now had a chance to look through your paper2 on models and … I found it of very considerable interest. …Man is indeed a model-
building animal, and I suppose in a sense language itself is model-building…. I certainly agree that a session (on the subject) would be a very 
interesting one and I should be glad to take part.” 
 
DOCTOR JOHN H. KNOWLES (President, Rockfeller Foundation [28.06.78]); 
“As for Telecybernetics4, I think you have some very good points about the Age of Tele-communications … Reality as it is conveyed by the 
mass media can … lead us one and all to believe things that simply don’t exist.” 
 
NORMAN HACKERMAN (President, Rice University [23.07.74]): 
“I have … read your reprint1 … and have done so with great interest. I particularly appreciate the attempt to show that creativity in the letters 
and in the sciences is parallel.” 
 
KENNETH E. BOULDING (Past President, American Economic Association [08.07.75]): 
“I found your paper1 interesting … in the parallels between criticism in art and literature and testing of models in science, as I think the two 
processes are quite parallel.” 
 
RICHARD M. CYERT (Past President, The Institute of Management Sciences [20.08.74]): 
“I think your propositions1 about human learning and human knowledge are verified by psychological research into the learning process.” 
 
KONRAD Z. LORENZ (Nobel Laureate [30.08.74]): 
I thank you very much … for sending your highly interesting paper1…. I realize that our thoughts have run on very parallel paths indeed. I used 
to add to trains of thought dealing with models and analogy that everything we can know is based on a model or analogy of real things, built up 
in our nervous system.” 
 
JOHN ZACHARY YOUNG (Fellow, Royal Society [15.10.74]): 
“As one who is using the concept of models, I find a systematic treatment1 such as yours very helpful…. yours seems to be reasonable and 
valuable.” 
 
C. WEST CHURCHMAN (Author of  CHALLENGE TO REASON [15.10.74]): 
“I certainly enjoyed reading your paper1…. I hope you will continue your work along the same lines.” 
 
STAFFORD BEER (Past President, Operational Research Society [03.11.74]): 
“Yes, I will refer it to the Annual, because it all needs to be said.” 
 
MARGARET MEAD (Past President, Amer. Assoc. for the Advancement of Science [13.01.75]): 
“Thank you very much for your paper…. The late Laurence K. Frank once made an intensive effort to find a case where art had followed 
discovery rather than preceded it.” 
 
GARRETT BIRKHOFF (Mathematics, Harvard University [28.02.75]): 
“I have forwarded … your interesting reprints1,2 (many of whose philosophical comments I endorse warmly, after reading them, to … Harvard’s 
program on the theory of decision-making. Thank you.” 
 
WILLIAM D. CAREY (Exec. Officer: Amer. Assoc. for the Advancement of Science [29.01.75]): 
“Thank you for sending me your paper2 on world models, which I found fascinating…. The central proposition, I take it, is that world survival 
hangs on reason in decision-making. I certainly agree…. (And) If one has to cope with multiple centers of decision-makers, each coming at a 
problem from different value sets and religious/philosophical base lines, then one has to employ negotiating methods in order to produce 
outcomes for survival. (But, in this event) The element of control suffers heavy damage, obviously, and the model spins on its wheels.” 
 

       
 
 
CITATIONS 
1.  Mihram, D. and G. A. Mihram. “Human Knowledge: The Role of Models, Metaphors, and Analogy,” INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF GENERAL 

SYSTEMS: 41-60 and 281 (1974 [1971]). 
2.  Mihram, G. A. “A Critique of World Models,” pp. 464-473 of SYSTEMS THINKING AND THE QUALITY OF LIFE. Society for General Systems 

Research, Washington, D.C. (1975). 
3.  Mihram G. A.  “World Models: Mathematical. Neural, Political, Religious, or Simular?” New York (1975). 
4. Mihram G. A.  AN EPISTLE TO DR. BENJAMIN FRANKLIN. Exposition-University Press, New York (1975).  
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6. TRUTH: RELIGIOUS AND/OR SCIENTIFIC 

 We turn now to an exemplar of the notion of the ’evolution’ of ‘truth’ itself, an ‘evolution’ engaged beyond 

the Worlds I and II of Popper: viz., an evolution within our own extra-corporeal model-building (World III). 

 We are prompted by René Girard’s comments on truth, science, and religion [FIRST THINGS 62: 27-31, 

1996] to extend here our earlier paper, “Religion: Man’s Earliest Science,” presented to the 1981 Joint Meeting of the 

American Association for the Advancement of Science and the Society for General Systems Research [See Entry 5b in 

the present Table I.], by tabulating a set of several identifying characteristics vis-à-vis each of eight or nine of the 

world’s major religions. 

 

 We note that every religion has two fundamental characteristics: 1) to provide for its adherents a “model” of 

the (physical) world (natural science, or Science); and 2) to provide for its society of adherents a structure, a “model” 

(social science, or Law) for behaviour.  Since Science (quite generally: whether physical or bio-social) is our 

(Mankind’s) search for the very explanation for (i.e., for the truth about) any particular naturally occurring 

phenomenon, we concur with the O.E.D.’s definition of  ‘science’ as Mankind’s truth-seeking activity. 

  Yet, whenever one compares the major religions, one finds [cf. E.C. Blackman’s entry for ‘truth’ in his 

THEOLOGICAL WORD BOOK OF THE BIBLE]:  

 

“In the O.T., truth [Hebraic] means ‘in accordance with Yahweh’s will, as made known in the Torah’;  

yet, moving to the N.T., truth assumes its Greek connotation: ‘the actual state of affairs’.” 

 

 The second [N.T.] is the bedrock of Modern Science, though some contemporaries, perhaps not sufficiently 

reflexive,  seem to feel that this is not necessary.  We show also that this N.T. denotation also provides a pertinent 

bedrock for Justice as well. Yet, one should be aware that there is prophetic truth and there is scientific truth. 

We proceed to show that Mankind’s search for truth(s) is an essential human condition:  first, myths; then, as 

exemplified by humanists and men of letters: metaphors; and, then, by Modern Science’s model-building.  We have  

delineated above the Scientific Method (as a direct continuation of the earlier ‘formats’), showing it(they) to be a six-

stage model-building process, one which not only is virtually algorithmic in its nature but also is a direct (and 

isomorphic) mimicry of the Metaphorical Process of Men of Letters.  

 

 A. Some Introductory Remarks 

 In the present context, we first relate the finding that there is a quite scientific basis for mimicry (imitation) as 

a very natural motivation for not only understanding but also behaviour; indeed, analogy-making, we relate [See Entry 

4a (1971) of the present Table I; then Nobel Laureate K. Lorenz,1973; then Leatherdale’s 1974 ROLE OF ANALOGY, 

MODEL, AND METAPHOR IN SCIENCE, North-Holland], is fundamental not only to the individual (Homo 

Individualis)  but also to humankind (Homo Socialis), Latin terms employed by the Nobel Laureate Sir John C. Eccles 

in his 1975 FACING REALITY, Springer-Verlag. Clearly, we wish to note our meetings in 1975 with Eccles (See the 

Preface of Entry 7c of the present Table I.) in Buffalo, NY and Lorenz [Entry in the present Table II] in Altenberg in 
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1976, the latter one in which Prof. Lorenz noted our own (197l) publication as the origination of the result that 

analogy is the source of each advancement in knowledge  (His Noel Prize Acceptance Address was delivered in 

1973.).   

  We note the relationship of the terms, ‘analogy,’ ‘metaphor,’ and ‘model’ [See the 1971 Citation 1 of the 

present Table II.], with the definitions of the term, “mimetic”:  

         1. Apt to imitate; given to mimicry; imitative. 

         2. Characterized by mimicry; -- applied to animals and plants; as, "mimetic species; mimetic organisms." 

  
Lorenz’s Nobel Laureate Acceptance Address (1973) is also of pertinence to the very theme of science and 

religion, even more particularly relevant to the ongoing discussion regarding the ethical basis for the American-and 

British-led second invasion of Iraq in 2003. 

 We related (above) the biological background of our [Mankind’s] Scientific Method: the proven survival 

mechanism.  The astonishing result is that Mankind has been—by constructing extracorporeal models to be housed in 

museums and libraries—heretofore unconsciously miming a biological   process, one ‘used’ first by genes, then by the 

neural system of the ‘higher’ animals, to ensure survival. 

Clearly such a connexion implies an ethical responsibility for academics to ensure that our truth-seeking 

process be followed “religiously correctly”.  We now, in Subsection (B), return to the tabulation of the comparison of 

the primary features of alternative religions.  If each religion is to provide elementary truths, then we seek in our paper 

to undertake further comparisons between/among religions.  

B. Comparative Religion 

 

Our aforementioned paper [Mihram: 5—on comparative religion, one   emphasizing that religion is Mankind’s 

earliest science—contained a lengthy and detailed table listing, religion-by-religion, social attributes, updated here as 

Table III below. 

We note that there seem to be significant implications to the human (i.e., to the Homo Socialis) evolution: 

moving from myth to metaphor to scientific model-building; from a religious connotation to the word ‘truth’ to its 

scientific denotation, one founded on “the actual state of affairs”. 

However, if the six-stage process by which Human Knowledge progresses is itself a nearly algorithmic 

process, then how does new/additional knowledge (of scientific validity, or a truth) arise?  Our answer relates 

revelation, a term favoured in religious circles, to analogy. Konrad Lorenz probably worded this most succinctly: 

 
“I thank you very much … for sending your highly interesting paper [Mihram and Mihram: See the 
1971 Item 4a of the present Table I .]….I realize that our thoughts have run on very parallel paths 
indeed. I used to add to trains of thought dealing with models and analogy the everything [his 
emphasis] we can know is based on a model or analogy of real things built up in our nervous system.” 

 

Of course, not every analogy which each of us makes throughout any day is a model qualified as a scientific 

truth.  It is the role of the disciplined mind in “sorting the wheat from the chaff of metaphors” which leads to advance 
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Table III: Comparative Religions 

 
Religion Model of World Epistemology Social order Economic 

Theory 
Origin 

African2 Much polytheism, 
Extant “High God” 
not ultimate 
explanation. 

No concept of 
future; No written 
language*. 

Ancestor cults. Barter. Prehistoric 

Amer. Indian3 Polytheistic. Hieroglyphics 
(rudimentary) 

Tribal. Barter. Prehistoric; 
hieroglyphic 

Judaism Monotheism * 
GENESIS 

Talmudic 
infallibility; 
Prophetic 
disclosure. 

Ten 
Commandments; 
LEVITICUS 

Hardly 
constrained 
Trade; Marxism. 

2000-1500 BC 

Hinduism/ 
Vedism4 

Aryan; Books of 
Knowledge; 
polytheistic 
aditya(s) 

Scriptural 
infallibility. 

“Rita” afterlife Trade 2000-1500 BC. 

Buddhism5 Darsanas Argumentative 
discourse, yet 
mental reflection 
paramount 

Dharma Trade constrained 
to attain 
community 
cohesion 

525 BC. 

Confucianism6 Polytheism Parables Parables of ancient 
sages 

Barter; hardly 
constrained trade 

500 BC. 

Taoism6 The society (state) 
is the monotheism. 

Neglects personal 
experience(s) 

Conform to the way 
of nature 

State-imposed 
order. 

400-200 BC. 

Christianity 
  (Catholicism) 

Monotheism;  
Christ, son of God 

Argumentative 
discourse; 
humanism 

Golden Rule Free enterprise; 
laissez-faire. 

0-100 AD. 

Orthodoxy7 

  (Greek) 
Monotheism; 
Christ, son of God 

Scriptural 
infallibility 

Stereotypic 
behaviour 

Hardly 
constrained trade 

300 AD. 

Islam Monotheism Prefer knowledge 
to faith.8 

KORAN Highly 
constrained trade 

600 AD. 

Protestantism Monotheistic; 
Christ, son of God 

Modern Science1 Golden Rule + 
Work Ethic 

Capitalism 1500 AD. 

*Note the exceptional qualities of the ancient Egyptians, however: they introduced both the notion of a single 
god (monotheism) and their near-alphabetic hieroglyphs. 
1Mihram, G. Arthur: In GENERAL SYSTEMS RESEARCH & DESIGN, pp. 537-546 (1981[1978]). 
2Moiti, John S.: AFRICAN RELIGIONS & PHILOSOPHY. N.Y.: F. A. Praeger (1969). 
3Hultkrantz, Aka: RELIGIONS OF AMERICAN INDIANS. Berkeley: U. of Calif. Press (1979). 
4Stutley, Margaret & James: HARPER’S DICTIONARY OF HINDUISM. N.Y.: Harper & Row (1977). 
5Humphreys, Christmas: popular Dictionary of Buddhism. London: ARCO Publications. 
6Schafer, E. H.: ANCIENT CHINA. N.Y.: Time-Life Books, 1967. 
7Burger, Karl: In NEW SCHAFF-HERZOG ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE, pp. 277-8 (1910). 
8Malik, Arfaque: In ISLAMIC REVIEW   
 
 

 

in Human Knowledge.  One might as well here note how important in early Christianity was one’s possessing a 

disciplined mind: Each the seven deadly sins was a mental constraint on one to avoid certain physical misdeeds. 

 

C. Some Remarks on Truth and Justice 

 In this concluding Subsection C, we return to “truth”.  Not only does the N.T., a religious text, relate the 

power of truth “to set one free”, but also philosopher Alston [A REALIST CONCEPTION OF TRUTH, 1996] 
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concludes his work by observing that Christianity promotes (has always promoted) truth-seeking.  Indeed, Thomas 

Jefferson, eventually a deist, remarked in a political context that “For here [in the republic] we are not afraid to follow 

truth wherever it may lead, nor to tolerate error so long as Reason is left free to correct it.” 

We include two other aspects of comparative religion.   

First, if the six-stage process by which Human Knowledge progresses is a nearly algorithmic process, then 

how does new/additional knowledge (of scientific validity, or a truth) arise?  Our answer relates revelation to analogy.   

Secondly, regarding alternative notions of justice: We relate scholar/jurist Georges C. Anawati’s comments at 

Princeton [P.W. BULLETIN, 15 Oct 1986: p. 4], he concluding that, if one could condense each of the three religions 

{Judaism; Islam; Christianity} into a single word {viz., righteousness; peace; love, resp.}, then one can similarly 

characterise as a result the respective notions of justice: {vengeance; mercy (situational/contingent); and, forgiveness 

(w/reconciliation)}.  Though Islam and Christianity have  indeed ‘evolved’ from Judaism, they each have developed 

(and redefined) justice:  Each provides an improvement from vengeance. 

One likely further conclusion regarding justice among the adherents of alternative religions:  If it is true that, in 

bringing to justice a misbehaving individual who is charged with having committed a ‘criminal’ act (one warranting 

social/national punishnment0, then, in an essentially Islamic society, the judge/jury will focus his/their attention on the 

intention of the accused, it being likely assumed that one raised as a Muslim would not commit such a crime unless he 

had some motivation not readily apparent.  Hence, the result that Islamic justice would appear, concluded Anawati, to 

be situational, or contingent. 

In a Christian society, on the other hand, intention is not a usual component in the consideration to determine guilt 

(excepting, of course, matters such as that distinguishing between manslaughter and murder).  It is the deed which 

predominates when a judge/jury is determining guilt of an accused.  It seems unavoidable to make the connexion with 

the (non-fundamentalist) Christian notion of ‘truth’: the actual state of affairs, the evidence related to  the deed. 

D. A Concluding Comment of Religion and (Scientific) Politics 

 Students of comparative religion require a much more scientific bent.  If it is true that only one (viz., 

Christianity) of the major religions emphasizes, whether in the physical or the social sciences, that truth (or, truth-

seeking) is to be the guide for its adherents (Recall the aforementioned quotation of Thomas Jefferson.), then we 

should insist that any fundamentalist [i.e., O.T.] view (of the ‘truth’ of some political action/decision) not be permitted 

to prevail.  We know that truth-seeking (of the scientific bent) has a demonstrable value in ensuring biological 

survival.  

 

7. DEDUCTIONS 

 We conclude by noting that what we collectively consider to be the pursuit of academics (viz., the search for 

truths re the observable world) is in actuality a previously unwitting mimicry, both stage-by-stage and feedback-

loop—by—feedback-loop, of a quite biological process which has ensured (first via chemico-genetic modelling and 

then enhanced via chemico-neural modelling) survival. 
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 In so doing, we can essentially declare, as having now been successfully concluded, Popper’s unended quest 

[10], noting for his readers also that his notion of ‘Three Worlds’ is essentially correct, but requires the clarifying 

redefinition which we have provided above. 

 Furthermore, one can respond to Alston’s remarks [4: 264] that his motivation for a realist conception of truth 

develops from a religious perspective.  Religion qualifies as Mankind’s earliest science [5], each religion providing:  

   (α) a model of the world (physical science); and 

    (β) a model, a structure for behaviour within the society/nation (social science, law). 

 In this sense, within Popper’s redefined World 3, we humans, in our quite natural activity of truth-seeking, 

have moved from myth (like ancient religions) to metaphor (of humanists) to models (of scientists).  That this model-

building is in fact a direct, though previously unconsciously enacted, application of a single, but already well 

established, biological process for ensuring survival (World 1: genes; World 2: neurons) is the fundamental conclusion 

of this paper. 

  Indeed, Science [ = Mankind’s search for the very explanation for (i.e., for the truth about) any particular 

naturally occurring phenomenon] is the quite natural inheritance of Nature’s biological process, one single process—

first conducted via genes, then via neurons—to ensure survival.  

An additional conclusion relates to ethics among scientists/academics: Since ethics is the science of human 

duty, and since Science is conducted by means of a model-building process (Scientific Method) which is demonstrably 

founded on the biological process which ensures survival, then we are collectively required to ensure that Science, the 

pursuit of truths regarding the world about us, be conducted in strict accordance with the Scientific Method. 
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Biographical Information: 
Dr. Danielle Mihram’s biographical sketch has appeared in Marquis’s Who’s Who of American Women;   
Dr. G. Arthur Mihram’s biographical sketch has appeared in Marquis’s Who’s Who in America. 
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ONNA WHITE: THE BEST-LOVED, UNKNOWN CHOREOGRAPHER IN 
MUSICAL THEATRE 

Professor Lon Hurst 
Christopher Newport University 

 
The Music Man, Mame, Oliver!, and Bye, Bye, Birdie are icons of the musical genre, each 
of them enjoying instant recognition amongst the general population.  These are shows 
that have been produced at every conceivable level, from Broadway to the most humble 
of educational theatres, and yet still enduringly manage to capture our attention over and 
over again.  Despite the popularity and longevity of these musicals on stage and on film, 
the person who was largely responsible for their success, who created some of the most 
enduringly memorable images of musical theatre, remains unknown to all but a few.   
 
Canadian-born, classically trained Onna White (Ah-na) choreographed sixteen Broadway 
shows and seven feature films, a very rare feat for a woman in the 1950s and 1960s.  She 
was a big-time player in an era when nearly all the other players were men.   
 
Ms. White was born in Inverness, Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia the middle child with 
two brothers.  The family moved to Powell River, British Columbia where she began 
studying dance on the advice of a doctor who suggested exercise to cope with her chronic 
stomach problems.   She was devoted to her teacher, Frieda Marie Shaw, who was the 
driving force in her career.  Ms. White, following the recommendation of Ms. Shaw, 
joined the San Francisco Ballet at the age of 15.  “So I became one of the 32 dancers in 
the corps.  I wasn’t the Swan Queen.  I was one of the cyngnets.  Then I became a 
ballerina and I was the Swan Queen.  I was a sylphide (sic).  Anything that was classical.  
Occasionally they’d do something modern, but they never let me do it.  I was always 
classical.”i  She remained with the company for seven years eventually becoming a 
principal dancer with the company.  “After seven years I’d had enough.  It was too rigid.  
It was always the same.  I was stifled by it.  So I took the plunge and moved to New 
York.”ii   
 
Onna’s friend, Andrea Downing, who was in the Broadway production of Annie Get 
Your Gun, urged her to audition for Michael Kidd for the currently running production of 
Finian’s Rainbow.  “In those days I had long hair that I could sit on.  Andrea told me to 
wear my hair long,  ‘Michael Kidd likes long hair,’ she said.  ‘And wear a red sweater so 
they’ll see you.’  I walked in and found 150 girls there.  I was petrified.  But Andrea was 
right, they kept asking for ‘the girl in the red sweater.’  It worked.  I got the job.  And I 
loved that dancing.  I was free.  I was the happiest girl in the world.  I had finally found 
complete freedom.”iii   
 
Ms. White continued her association with Michael Kidd on Hold It, Arms and the Girl, 
and Guys and Dolls and in 1955 she was hired to restage Kidd’s choreography for 
Finian’s Rainbow at the New York City Center.  “I couldn’t remember all the 
choreography for Finian (sic) so I made it up, and it turned out to be a lovely production.  
Then I was asked to do the choreography for Carmen Jones.  We had only ten days to do 
it in and it turned out to be lovely, too.”iv   
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After the City Center shows David Merrick and Josh Logan, the legendary Broadway 
producers/directors, sent Ms. White to London to choreograph the West End production 
of Fanny, which had been choreographed on Broadway by Helen Tamiris.  “I returned 
about the time the producers were trying to get a choreographer for The Music Man.  
Everybody turned it down, all the good ones.  Everybody put in a word for me and I got 
the job.  It was my first Broadway show and it was a big hit.” v The Music Man opened 
on December 19, 1957 and was a huge success, ultimately playing 1375 performances at 
the Majestic Theatre.  The success of The Music Man was due, in great part, to the 
inventive dances created by Ms. White.  The iconic movement Ms. White created for The 
Music Man could hardly be bettered.  The integration of the instrument dreams of the 
children of River City into the movement vocabulary is a typical Onna White 
masterstroke.   
 
For her first Broadway show Ms. White received a Tony Award nomination in a year 
where the other nominees were Jack Cole, Bob Fosse, and Jerome Robbins.  Very exalted 
company indeed for a first-timer. 
 
In the four years after The Music Man Ms. White choreographed a series of shows that 
solidified her reputation as an important and inventive choreographer.  Whoop Up (1958), 
Take Me Along (1959), Irma La Douce (1960), and Let it Ride, (1961).  In 1962 Ms. 
White recreated her choreography for the film version of The Music Man.  She continued 
working in film the next year with Bye, Bye, Birdie, which had been choreographed and 
directed on Broadway by Gower Champion.  Back on Broadway again in 1964 with I 
Had a Ball, 1965 in Half a Six Pence and in 1966 another smash hit, Mame.  Ilya Darling 
followed in 1967 before Ms. White went to London to work on what was to be her 
biggest project, the film of Oliver!.       
 
After Oliver! Ms. White worked easily in both realms, shuttling back and forth from 
Broadway to Hollywood.  She returned to Broadway in 1969 with 1776, followed by 
Gantry (1970), 70 Girls, 70 (1971), back to Hollywood for The Great Waltz and the film 
version of 1776  (1972), back to Broadway for Gigi (1973), Hollywood again for the film 
version of Mame, (1974), Broadway for Goodtime Charley (1975) and I Love My Wife 
(1977) and back to Hollywood for her final film, Pete’s Dragon in 1977.  She continued 
to work on smaller-scale projects for several years before retiring.  
 
Although Ms. White received eight Tony nominations she never received the award.  
However, in 1968 she was presented with an Honorary Oscar by the Academy of Motion 
Picture Arts and Sciences in 1968 “for her outstanding choreography achievement for 
Oliver!.”  She is only one of four to be so honored and the only female.   
 
Ms. White’s choreography was characterized by highly structured, large group dances 
that build to climax through repetition and the layering of movement.  Utilizing musically 
driven, athletic movement often derived from the ballet vocabulary, her choreography 
typically suited the historic periods of the texts.  “I listen to the score, and how my body 
responds is what I do.”vi  
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Her choreography was challenging and taxing, and she was known to be a taskmaster, 
unflinchingly demanding perfection.  Tommy Steele, the British pop star turned song and 
dance man, with whom she worked on Half a Six Pence, said, “I can imagine her in fifty 
years, in a long black dress, going around hitting your thighs with a big stick.”vii   
 
Working on a large scale, as she often did, Ms. White typically prepared extensively 
before she went into production.  She frequently worked with a “sketch group,” a small 
group of dancers to help develop the choreography that was later taught to the larger cast.  
When working in film she worked closely with the cinematographer and director to 
utilize every camera move and angle to help focus the eye on the movement.   
 
In the film of Oliver!,  “Who Will Buy?” starts slowly with the waking of Bloomsbury 
Square early in the morning.  As the housekeeper throws back the curtains on a new day 
our protagonist, Oliver Twist, looks out the window onto a world he has never before 
seen.  As the day dawns street vendors shout their calls and milkmaids, chimney sweeps, 
constables, school children, flower sellers, knife grinders, nannies, matrons, fruit vendors, 
chamber maids, and even carriage horses move in step in Onna White’s world.  The 
vendor’s calls mix and escalate until a cacophony of movement and noise seems to take 
flight with each of the disparate groups executing their own movement theme that 
interlaces with the others. 
 
“That big Bloomsbury Square set was budgeted for 75 people.  I used 365 people in that 
number.  That was the most difficult, it’s not just general activity.  It’s balletic and it’s 
classical in its own way.”viii   
 
In a typical shot the camera follows a double line of finely dressed matrons stepping their 
way lightly along the edge of a pond while far in the background a line of male dancers 
leaps behind a horse and carriage in counterpoint to the women.  It is precisely this 
layering of movement themes that brings this number to its exuberant climax before 
finally melting effortlessly back into the reality of the spoken word and pedestrian 
movement typical of a Victorian London morning.     

Although she was not the only woman to enjoy success as a choreographer on Broadway, 
most notably Agnes de Mille and Hanya Holm both had major Broadway careers, Ms. 
White was the only one who had such success in film as well as on stage.  How is it then 
that she has escaped history’s notice while creating some of the most enduring and 
memorable choreography of the Golden Age of musical theatre?   

As with most of us Ms. White was a study in contrasts and contradictions.  While she was 
seemingly unfocused on achieving fame she obviously relished the perks of her success.  
“You bet I love it.  Particularly when a guy drives by me in my mink and Cadillac and 
looks over and says, ‘Hmmm, I wonder who’s keeping her.’”ix  Conversely she was also 
somewhat of a homebody, working on houses and gardens along the way.  “I used to get 
up at 6 a.m. and dig in the garden, which was a mess.  I didn’t grow anything in 
particular, I just like to bring order out of chaos.  It’s like houses.  I never rent one that I 
don’t improve and leave in better shape than when I moved in.”x 
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Certainly her gender played a role, given the era in which Ms. White was working.  
“When I walk into a production meeting they may not always be glad that I am a woman 
– behind the scenes is generally a man’s world – but I do get along.”xi  Hollywood, and 
much of Broadway, were, at the time, totally run by men.  Strong, competent women, 
even in the liberal world of theatre and film, were still viewed as outsiders incapable of 
serving in any capacity other than decorative. 
 
Ms. White’s contemporaries were among the best in the history of musical theatre.  Her 
prolific work as a choreographer coincided with a period when other legendary 
choreographers were producing seminal works of the genre.  Over a period spanning 
nearly 20 years Ms. White was nominated for eight Tony Awards for Best Choreography.  
She lost twice to Jerome Robbins (West Side Story, Fiddler on the Roof), twice to Bob 
Fosse (Redhead, Sweet Charity), twice to Gower Champion (Bye, Bye, Birdie, Happy 
Time), and once each to Michael Kidd (Destry Rides Again) and Peter Gennaro (Annie).   
 
It is difficult to imagine, but could it have been reticence on the part of Ms. White herself 
that kept her from becoming a household name in show business like Robbins, Fosse, and 
Kidd?  In a 1965 article in the New York Times Ms. White stated, “Choreographers have 
their vogues and their particular styles.  For example, I can’t do the kind of things that 
Jerry Robbins can.  I’m especially interested in energetic material and I like a little kooky 
stuff in my dances.  Anyway, I’m not really worried.  I certainly don’t want to work 
forever.”xii  
 
Perhaps the reasons for Ms. White’s relative obscurity are a combination of all of these 
elements.  Regardless, given the ephemeral nature of live theatre, and the standard 
practice of using a “Hollywood” choreographer for the film versions of Broadway shows, 
we are fortunate to have much of her work on film.  The huge theatrical success of works 
that are a part of the fabric of musical theatre like The Music Man, Oliver!, Bye, Bye, 
Birdie, and Mame, will ensure that these films, and Ms. White’s choreography, will 
survive for generations.   
 
On April 25th, 2005 Ms. White died at her home in California at the age of 83.  Her body 
of work stands as a testament to her genius.  Her inventive use of vocabulary and 
structure, her precise execution of grand, sweeping numbers, and her ability to move 
easily between stage and film all stand as unique contributions to the art of musical 
choreography.   
 
We know the shows she made famous.  We cherish her legacy.  Perhaps it’s time we 
learn her name.   
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i The Talk of the Town, New Yorker, 27 December 1969, 19 
ii Ibid 
iii Ibid 
iv Ibid 
v Ibid 
vi Interview with Onna White, raw interview footage for Broadway, The American Musical, PBS  
vii John Hallowell, Life, 2 December 1966  
viii The Talk of the Town, New Yorker, 27 December 1969, 19 
ix Robert Wahls, “Order Out of Chaos,” New York Daily News, 8 February 1970 
x Ibid 
xi Maria Harriton, “A Conversation With Onna White,” Dance Magazine, June 1966 
xii In Focus, New York Times, 30 May 1965 
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【Abstract】 

This paper discusses the creation of the collective memory of the 

Korean War in the States during fifties. Especially, it examines the 

memorization of the Korean War in Hollywood through a comparison of 

images of Korea and Japan in films. I will discuss several films 

which were released in the early Cold War era including Steel Helmet 

(1951), Retreat, Hell! (1952), Bridges at Toko-Ri (1954), Sayonara 

(1957), Pork Chop Hill (1959), and The Manchurian Candidate (1962).  

These films lack of images of “Korea” even through they are 

categorized the “Korean War films” for previous studies. In contrast, 

films underline the Japanese female attractiveness and the “romantic 

story” between American GIs and Japanese women during the wartime.  

The “romantic” relations between American serviceman and Asian women 

in films allegorized the U.S.-Asia political “intimacy” in the early 

Cold War era. The studies will discuss to put the relations of 

gendered and racialized characters in films into the political and 

historical relations between the U.S., Korea, and Japan. These 

“triangle’s” connections are keys to read memory of the “Korean War” 

in the U.S. and why “Korea” is invisible in “Korean War” films. 
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6. Abstract:  
 

From 1930 to 1954, James A. FitzPatrick independently produced over 125 one-
reel, Technicolor travelogue short films that MGM distributed and exhibited throughout 
the United States in combination with newsreels, animation shorts, and feature films.  His 
1935 film, Honolulu, Paradise of the Pacific, offers not only a glimpse into his expansive 
oeuvre but also insight into the ways in which his film resonates within Hawaii’s 
historical, political, and cultural context.   

For this presentation, I want to locate FitzPatrick’s films at the intersection of 
early-twentieth century visual fixations on the ethnographic and the touristic.  Within this 
framework and according to the temporal complexities of the filmed ethnographic 
encounter, I will demonstrate how the structuring racial problematic of Honolulu, 
Paradise of the Pacific becomes reoriented in light of Hawaii’s unique racial make-up.  
The colonialist representational authority as embodied by FitzPatrick, while occasionally 
mirroring contemporaneous population management strategies and legislative policies, 
reveals its internal inconsistencies through an inability to grasp the racial complexities 
that such policies initiate.    
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Making Sense Out of Lockean Freedom 

Introduction: 

 John Locke, in his most well known work An Essay concerning Human 

Understanding,1 investigates a vast array of topics familiar to contemporary analytic 

philosophy.  In particular, Locke’s views on free will are equally intriguing as they are 

prescient of current debates regarding agency.  However, scholars disagree as to whether 

a correct characterization of Locke puts him in the incompatibilist or the compatibilist 

camp.  One source of this disagreement is to be found in accounting for the two types of 

freedom Locke discusses.  The first account he offers is simply that man is free insofar as 

he has the power to do what he wills (E 2.21.21).  It wasn’t until the second edition of his 

Essay that Locke amended his account by adding the power of suspension of desires that 

appears not to be equivalent with his first account.  Whether or not Locke is a 

compatibilist or an incompatibilist turns on whether or not these two types of freedom are 

compatible with each other.   

 In the first section of this paper I will further elucidate these two types of 

freedom, Locke’s project of accounting for what determines the will, and explain why the 

power of suspension is seemingly inconsistent.  In Section II, I will show how Locke’s 

project and the two types of freedom can be compatible with each other while still 

preserving Locke’s overall view.  In Section III, I will then go on to demonstrate that the 

compatibility of the disparate freedoms naturally invites a compatibilist reading of Locke 
                                                 
1 I will refer to this work as Essay from here on out. 
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appealing to contemporary dialectics in free will, but then argue that Locke’s view is 

more closely related to semi-compatibilism. 

 

I 

 In Locke’s chapter ‘Of Power’, he understands the question of free will as an 

unintelligible question (E 2.21.14).  Freedom, or liberty, is a power that is not applicable 

to the will, which is another power, but rather it applies to agents.  So the revised 

question is whether or not man is free (E 2.21.21).  At this point Locke gives us his first 

formulation of freedom which consists in the power to act, or not act, by the 

determination of one’s own mind.  That is, man is free insofar as he does what he wills (E 

2.21.21).  The restrictions of agency are already evident at this point but Locke gives 

more substance to his supposition by addressing two further questions.  The first of which 

is whether or not man is free to will.  Locke answers this question in the negative, by 

which he means to convey that once a thought is proposed to the mind the agent must 

either will the existence, or non-existence of that particular action.  That is, the agent 

must eventually will, and in this respect, man is not free.2  This is often referred to as 

Locke’s unavoidability thesis (Chappell 1994 p. 91).   

 The second question that Locke addresses is whether or not man is at liberty to do 

what he pleases, or in other words, whether or not man can will what the preference of 

his mind may be.  The remarks that Locke makes following this question suggests that an 

affirmative answer to this question results in an infinite regress of wills.  In order to 

determine your will you would need a second order will to determine the first, and a third 

                                                 
2 Chappell and others have noted that this is clearly false.  I will return to this point later on. 
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order will to determine the second, “and so on in infinitum”, says Locke (E 2.21.25).  So, 

Locke’s answer to this question is obviously ‘no’. 

 Characterizing freedom in this sense, as “being able to act, or not act, according 

as we shall chuse, or will” may be misleading.  It appears that freedom or liberty involves 

something further viz. liberty involves not being externally constrained.  Locke gives us a 

case of a man who wakes up, unbeknownst to him, in a locked room in the desirable 

company of a friend which motivates the man to prefer to stay.  The man chooses to stay 

and does so by his own accord, but he couldn’t have left the room even if he wanted to.  

In this situation, Locke maintains, the man stays voluntarily even though he is not at 

liberty not to stay.  This is an interesting feature of Locke’s view in that even though he 

says man is free insofar as he does what he wills, whether or not he is free or only acts 

voluntarily depends on features independent of him. 

 So what is it that determines the will?  Locke’s answer is uneasiness.  It is this 

motive that puts the mind into action “which for shortness sake”, Locke says, “we will 

call determining of the Will” (E 2.21.29).  This uneasiness, Locke observes, is always 

joined with desire since desire is nothing but the uneasiness of an absent good (E 

2.21.31).  Many times a day man is struck with several desires which he seeks to satisfy 

or assuage such as hunger, thirst, sleep, and so on.  The desire that has precedence in 

determining the will is, more likely than not, that desire which is most pressing and 

judged able to be removed.    

It wasn’t until the second edition of An Essay concerning Human Understanding 

that Locke amended this account with a second type of freedom.  In addition to Locke’s 

account thus far he adds the power of suspension of one’s desires or uneasinesses.  Since 
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there are so many uneasinesses affecting the will, man can suspend the execution and 

satisfaction of any of his desires and consider the objects of them.  Locke writes:   

In this lies the liberty Man has; and from the not using of it right comes all that variety of 

mistakes, errors, and faults which we run into, in the conduct of our lives, and our 

endeavors after happiness whilst we precipitate the determination of our wills, and 

engage too soon before due Examination.  To prevent this we have a power to suspend 

the prosecution of this or that desire, as every one daily may experiment in himself.  This 

seems to me the source of all liberty; in this seems to consist that, which is (as I think 

improperly) call’d Free Will (E 2.21.47). 

This seems to be an observation of Locke’s based on experience since he says that 

“everyone may experiment himself”.  But recall that Locke’s project here is to account 

for what determines the will.  Desire and uneasiness play a large role in influencing our 

actions but do not determine them completely.  Since we have this sort of power to 

consider and weigh which of the desires we are going to satisfy the deterministic account 

that Locke is expounding, if it is to fit neatly, needs to account for what determines us to 

suspend judgment, and further, once judgment is suspended what it is that influences us 

to choose.  As to the former point Locke doesn’t explicitly say. 

The departure from Locke’s earlier view of free will is evident just in the above 

remarks.  It is clear that Locke thinks this power of suspension is important for moral 

responsibility but his claim that it is the “source of all liberty” seems to suggest that he is 

taking a different attitude toward the account given in the earlier part of the section “Of 

Power”.  This apparent inconsistency in Locke’s view has not gone unnoticed by 

scholars.  Nicholas Jolley mentions the contradictoriness of this remark and hints at a 

change of attitude in Locke when he says, “Locke may still hold that, strictly speaking, 

‘free will’ is a nonsensical expression, but he seems to retreat here from his earlier 
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insistence that freedom ‘concerns not the will’ but rather overt acts of behavior” (Jolley 

1999 p. 131).  This is an insightful comment that suggests Locke may be recanting some 

of what he says earlier in the chapter.  If this is the case, however, it is unclear exactly 

what, and to what extent, Locke’s view is being altered. 

Vere Chappell writes in great detail on Locke’s views of free will and makes a 

similar observation that the power of suspension seems to conflict with much of what 

Locke says early on in the section of his Essay under consideration (Chappell 1994 p. 

87).  Chappell investigates the issue intensively citing Locke’s correspondence with 

Philippus van Limborch who pointed out the incongruity in Locke’s writing.  Chappell 

contends that at first Locke failed to see the conflict and even once he did the apposite 

changes were not made to make the entirety of his view sound.  So, doubts still remain as 

to “the actual bearing of these doctrines on one another and as to Locke’s understanding 

of their relationship” (1994 p. 87).  What accounts for the peculiarity of Locke putting 

forth both of these types of freedom is that the power of suspension appears causally 

undetermined.3  In this light, the power of suspension seems contracausal despite the fact 

that Locke’s project was attempting to explain what it is that determines the will.  This 

creates a schism in Locke’s overall view of free will and is difficult to assess unless these 

two types of freedom can be reconciled. 

 

II: 

 In order for the power of suspension to be compatible with Locke’s earlier 

remarks two points need to be established.  First, it needs to be determined what exactly 

the power of suspension contradicts or is incompatible with given what Locke has said up 
                                                 
3 Jolley makes a similar point 
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to the point that suspension is introduced.  Given that particular commitments are 

identifiable it then needs to be shown whether Locke meant to qualify those earlier 

remarks or replace them.  In short, Locke’s views on free will need to be made consistent.  

Secondly, since Locke’s project is accounting for what determines the will and the power 

of suspension is a power exercised by the will, we want to know what determines the 

power of suspension. 

 Vere Chappell constructs an argument out of Locke’s reasoning subsequently to 

answering negatively the question “is man free to will?” for volitional determinism and 

notes that one of the premises is false viz. the unavoidability thesis.  Recall that what 

Locke is asking here is whether or not a man is free in regards to willing once a thought 

is proposed to one’s mind.  Locke’s response to this question is definitively ‘no’ because 

he thinks that man must unavoidably choose.  The unavoidability thesis Chappell is 

targeting can be stated as follows: “If the man considering such an action did not will it 

not to exist, it would not exist” (1994 p. 90).  This thesis is not stated explicitly but is 

clearly implied in the text, according to Chappell (1994 p. 91).  Chappell points out that 

Leibniz criticized Locke for the falsity of this and mentions the very fact that one is able 

to suspend their judgment rather than be forced to will the existence or non-existence of 

the particular action that is proposed to one’s mind.  It is clear that Locke is sure that 

agents do have this particular ability of suspension but it is unclear whether he is unaware 

of the tension between the unavoidability thesis and the power of suspension or whether 

he is qualifying his previous remarks. 

 Let’s look closer at the passage that Chappell extracts the premise of Locke’s 

argument out of.  What Locke says is this: 
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For it being unavoidable that the Action depending on his Will; should exist, or not exist; 

and its existence, or not existence, following perfectly the determination, and preference 

of his Will, he cannot avoid willing the existence, or not existence, of that Action; it is 

absolutely necessary that he will the one, or the other, i.e. prefer the one to the other: 

since one of them must necessarily follow (E 2.21.23). 

It is false that I must will to do a certain action once it is proposed to my mind or will to 

not do that action, but nonetheless this is precisely what Locke avers in this passage.  

However, there are also softening remarks: “i.e. prefer the one to the other since one of 

them must necessarily follow”.  Is there a sense in which this much is true?  Once I 

entertain the thought of brushing my teeth I am either going to brush my teeth or I am 

not.  One may object that it isn’t the case that you must prefer one to the other.  You 

could just not have an attitude either way toward brushing your teeth and neglect making 

a decision.  But Locke’s point about preferring one to the other could be construed in the 

sense that if I did prefer brushing my teeth to not brushing my teeth, then I would will to 

brush my teeth.  However, this seems contradictory to what he says just before the id est.   

If one is so reluctant to take it to be the case that Locke must be rejecting his 

unavoidability thesis with the power of suspension an overly charitable alternative may 

be something like the following.  What Locke really means when he speaks of an action 

being proposed to one’s thoughts is something like consciously asking yourself “Should I 

or should I not brush my teeth?”  Given that one’s mind isn’t too scattered it seems as 

though most individuals would have to either, answer ‘yes’ and will to brush their teeth, 

or answer ‘no’ and will not to brush their teeth.  Perhaps what Locke means by an action 

being proposed to the mind is the type of contemplative actions that one has a proclivity 

to have an attitude about.  Even so, it seems that thoughts may interrupt the process of 
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deliberation or you could decide to consider such a question at a later time i.e. suspend 

the judgment.  It is difficult to see how this claim can be reconciled with the power of 

suspension given that the power of suspension is a direct counterexample to the 

contention.  Locke, if we want to make sense out of him, must be read as having to reject 

the unavoidability thesis; but so much the better for Locke since this is false anyways. 

Aside from this claim there isn’t anything that the power of suspension directly 

contradicts in Locke’s chapter “Of Power”.  Still, worries may remain about the flavor of 

the kind of power Locke is suggesting we have.  Since he doesn’t explicitly say what it is 

that determines why we do suspend judgment many have that thought Locke was 

attributing a contracausal power to man.  Recall, Locke does profess that the power of 

suspension is the “source of all liberty” (E 2.21.47).  Locke is now allowing that we can 

step back from those desires that influence us and exercise a more objective type of 

power.  That is, it looks to like he is advances a different kind of power.   

Nicholas Jolley attempts to reconcile the power of suspension with Locke’s more 

deterministic views on human agency and advances an interesting interpretation.  Jolley 

suggests that perhaps Locke’s motivation for suggesting the power of suspension is to 

recoil from a “crude deterministic account of human motivation” (Jolley 1999 p. 133).  

On this reading Locke would be clarifying the idea that humans are more complex than 

how he initially portrayed their actions being motivated by desire or uneasiness.  Rather, 

Locke may want to make clear that “among the causal antecedents of human action may 

be processes of reasoning and deliberating; we can deliberate not just about how to 

satisfy our desires, but whether to satisfy them at all” (Jolley 1999 p. 133).  This is a 

fascinating proposal but Jolley only sets it out rather than develops an argument for it.  
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Indeed, it would be difficult to argue for since Locke tells us nothing about what 

determines one to suspend judgment.  In order for this interpretation to have the force it 

deserves Locke’s power of suspension needs to be accounted for in a way that dissipates 

the seeming inconsistencies of the two types of freedom.  What can be accounted for is 

how the power of suspension works and whether or not this is compatible with Locke’s 

view. 

(One thing that is worth quickly noting is that Jolley’s speculation that Locke’s 

aim when he explains the power of suspension is against a “crude deterministic” account 

of human agency lends aid to understanding Locke’s claim that the power of suspension 

is “the source of all liberty”.  If Locke indeed thought that the power of suspension was 

necessary to account for because of the mechanistic fashion in which he describes human 

motivation, the power of suspension would be a fundamental feature in agency unique to 

humans.  Also, if Locke is using ‘liberty’ in the sense that he defined it previously, then it 

means acting or not acting by the determination of one’s own thought.  In this light, 

Locke can be seen as accounting for the role our cognitive elements play in the decision 

making process.) 

Locke tells us that when we suspend judgment “we have the opportunity to 

examine, view, and judge, of the good or evil of what we are going to do; and when, upon 

due Examination, we have judg’d, we have done our duty, all that we can, or ought to do, 

in pursuit of our happiness; and ‘tis not a fault, but a perfection of our nature to desire, 

will, and act according to the last result of a fair Examination” (E 2.21.47).  Locke 

considers examination to be a consulting guide i.e. the determination of the will upon 

contemplation is following the direction of that guide “[a]nd he that has a power to act, or 
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not act according as such determination directs, is a free Agent” (E 2.21.50).  We begin to 

get an account of the cognitive elements that are at work when the power of suspension is 

exercised.  We are able to judge the good or evil of the uneasiness to which we are 

influenced to satisfy.   

How is it then that we go about examining?  Locke holds that the will supposes 

knowledge to guide its choice (E 2.21.52).  Knowledge informs us of the best options that 

we have in satisfying or not satisfying our desires.  Locke takes it as a given that all men 

desire happiness.  This desire for happiness seems to be what drives our judgments and 

evaluations even though each man may place happiness in different things (E 2.21.54).  

Locke goes on to account for the various ways men come to prefer porcine happinesses 

or, what he considers, “the worse to the better” (E 21.56).  At the heart of this is 

comparing present pleasure and pain with future.  When we lose sight of proportion of 

those things which would bring us the most happiness, according to Locke, it is due to a 

weak and narrow cosntitution of our minds (E 2.21.64)  So the power of suspension also 

works, that is, is influenced in a similar fashion to that of the initial characterization of 

the will.   

Given this rough sketch of our deliberative process, Locke seems to suggest that 

despite the fact that we have this seemingly different kind of power, the power of 

suspension, it ultimately is subject to influencing factors similar to that of the will.  If we 

take Locke to be giving us a consistent picture then our judgments, examinations, and 

deliberations are determined in such a way that the power of suspension doesn’t look as 

much like a different kind of power than that exposited earlier in his chapter, but a power 

exercised in a more cognitively dynamic sense. 
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III: 

Now that the ostensibly inconsistent types of freedom have been shown to 

plausibly be consistent with one another, Locke’s view on free will naturally invites a 

compatibilist interpretation or at least compatibilist in spirit.  Compatibilism is the thesis 

that determinism is compatible with the free will required for moral responsibility.  

Determinism can be described as the thesis that the facts of the past combined with the 

laws of nature entail one unique future.4  There is also a moderate view known as semi-

compatibilism which claims that while moral responsibility is compatible with 

determinism, free will construed in a specific sense is not.  In this section I will give 

strong evidence to suggest that while Locke’s view seems to be compatibilistic it is more 

closely related to semi-compatibilism given similarities to contemporary philosophic 

views of these sorts. 

Harking back to Locke’s initial conception of freedom, recall, is that man is free 

insofar as he does what he wills.  Put differently, you are free with respect to an action 

insofar as “it is in your power to do it if you will to do it and in your power to refrain 

from doing it if you should will to refrain” (Rowe 1987 p. 153).  This characterization of 

free will is not as foreign as it initially sounds.  In fact, this is the standard conception of 

freedom for Classical Compatibilism.  The classical compatibilist offered the following 

analysis: “Rita could have done Y at t iff if Rita had chosen to do Y at t, then Rita would 

have done Y at t”.5  This analysis is strikingly similar to Locke’s own conception and had 

many proponents including A.J. Ayer, G.E. Moore, Donald Davidson, and even hinted at 

                                                 
4 McKenna Unpublished Manuscript Free Will & Source Compatibilism 2006 p. 2 
5 McKenna Unpublished Manuscript Free Will & Source Compatibilism 2006 p. 14 
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by Hume.6  Locke, however, preceded all of these thinkers.  The point is that Locke’s 

conception of man as free is not as queer as it is often made out to be.7 

Next, I would like to point out that Locke’s view of freedom has been assaulted 

with standard incompatibilist objections.  Incompatibilism is just the view that free will 

and moral responsibility are incompatible with the truth of determinism.  William L. 

Rowe, in his article “Two Concepts of Freedom” (1987) argues against Locke’s view of 

freedom with just such examples.  I will only convey one of them here.  Rowe, barrowing 

a line from Leibniz, compares the will to a balance with weights on its pans.  The balance 

always inclines to one side or the other depending upon which side is holding heavier 

weights.  Just as the weights determine the movement of the balance the strongest desires 

determine the will.  On a view like this, says Rowe, desires and motives of this sort are 

determining causes of our actions.  If this is the case then no one has control over their 

will and no one acts freely because what determines our will is due to factors ultimately 

beyond our control.  Freedom, according to this type of argument, turns out to be just an 

illusion (Rowe 1987 p. 155).   

Objections of this sort are advanced by incompatibilist in an attempt to appeal to 

intuitions that the compatibilist type of freedom isn’t really freedom at all.  Galen 

Strawson advances a similar argument against compatibilism claiming that in order to be 

morally responsible we must be the ultimate source of, not just our actions, but the nature 

of our characters i.e. our values and desires from which we act (Strawson, G. 1994).8  I 

am not offering this as an argument against Locke.  My point here is that Locke’s view of 

                                                 
6 McKenna Unpublished Manuscript Free Will & Source Compatibilism 2006 p. 14 
7 For instance, William Rowe, in his essay “Two Concepts of Freedom” is “puzzled” that this Lockean type 
of freedom is even still around (1987 p. 156). 
8 cite…Pereboom makes a similar point 
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freedom is a candidate for arguments and objections almost identical to those used in an 

attempt to argue against compatibilism. 

Also, in Locke’s chapter “Of Power”, he offers a case which I mentioned earlier 

similar to those which have come to be known as Frankfurt cases.  The situation in which 

a man is carried into a locked room while he is fast asleep and awakes to find himself in 

“desirable company” in which he stays willingly I brought up previously to distinguish 

between voluntary and free acts.  In Frankfurt scenarios, an agent is in a situation in 

which it is impossible for him to do something other than what he does.  In other words, 

it is ensured that the agent will perform a specific action.  If the agent does so of his own 

accord then, many compatibilist say, the agent is morally responsible for his action and 

performs his action freely.  If, in the alternative sequence, the agent does not choose to 

perform the action he has been set up to perform and is manipulated into performing it 

without his knowing about it, then he is not morally responsible.  The similarity between 

the two cases is that the agent performs some action (i.e. stays in the locked room in 

Locke’s case) of his own accord and he could not have done otherwise unbeknownst to 

him.  In both cases it looks like the agent is exhibiting a type of control that makes him 

accountable for his actions.9  This type of control has come to be known as ‘guidance 

control’ (Fischer 1994). 

In order to ensure that Locke’s view is that the agent who stays in the locked 

room is accountable for his actions let us look at a case where an agent is manipulated.  

Locke writes: 

                                                 
9 Chappell actually thinks the point is that voluntary actions are just a necessary component of moral 
responsibility. 
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So a Man striking himself, or his Friend, by a Convulsive motion of his Arm, which it is 

not in his Power, by Volition or the direction of his Mind to stop, or forbear; no Body 

thinks he has in this Liberty; every one pities him, as acting by Necessity and Constraint 

(E 2.21.9). 

Jolley takes the point of this passage to be that “what prevents convulsive motions of the 

arm from counting as free actions is that they are involuntary” (Jolley 1999 p. 129).  If 

Jolley is right that the man in this case is acting involuntarily and the man would not be 

blamed for what he has done, then what Locke is exhibiting is an example of a type of 

constraint that is incompatible with moral responsibility.  The fact that Locke gives this 

particular example directly prior to presenting his example of the man in the locked room 

juxtaposes a type of non-control with a type of control.  What we would do in the locked 

room case that we wouldn’t do in the convulsive hitting case is hold the man responsible 

for his action. This is what Frankfurt cases are precisely meant to show; that although the 

agent could not have done otherwise there is still a level of control in which he exercises 

namely, the type of control sufficient for moral responsibility.10 

 These cases provide an interesting insight in Locke’s philosophy of free will. If 

Locke is driving a wedge between moral responsibility and free will in the sense that 

requires libertarian alternative possibilities (also known as regulative control) then his 

view is not unfamiliar to the contemporary free will debate.  As previously mentioned, a 

view like this is advocated by John Martin Fischer which he calls semi-compatibilism.  

Making the case for Locke as a semi-compatibilist turns on one key issue viz. whether or 

not he thinks that regulative control is incompatible with determinism.  However, 

Locke’s views on freedom do not involve discussions on libertarian alternative 

                                                 
10 Jolley agrees but on different grounds. 
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possibilities.  The type of freedom that Locke is accounting for is the type of freedom he 

thinks that we have, but there is good evidence to suggest that he would reject the 

contention that regulative control is compatible with determinism. 

 Locke’s first conception of freedom (that man is free with respect to some action 

insofar as he does what he wills and could have willed otherwise had he wanted to do 

otherwise) I equated with the classical compatibilist conception of freedom.  The 

classical compatibilist motivation for this formulation was to account for alternative 

possibilities, but in a different sense than regulative control.  A libertarian conception of 

alternative possibilities requires a type of freedom that would allow for a person to do 

otherwise (Fischer 1994).  The best model for thinking about this type of freedom is as a 

garden of forking paths.  The future is a branching, treelike structure that has many 

different paths into the future.  Coming to a fork in the road, an agent who has this sort of 

freedom has the power or control to choose which way to go; contrary to the classical 

compatibilist sense in which the agent only could have done otherwise had he wanted to 

(that is conditions of the agent being different) and chosen to have done otherwise.  Note 

that the acceptance of the classical compatibilist conception of alternative possibilities is 

compatible with the denial of regulative control.  In fact, the analysis the classical 

compatibilist gave was motivated by accounting for alternative possibilities in a different 

sense than libertarians did. 

 Given that Locke expounds his theory of action and view of free will in terms of 

free will in the classical compatibilist sense seems to suggest that Locke didn’t think we 

had this libertarian sort of contracausal freedom.  And this also seems to suggest that he 

did think something like determinism was true since he was committed to the idea that all 
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actions had causes, even free ones (Chappell 1994 p. 86).  In fact, it would be a very 

strange view indeed if Locke thought that libertarian alternative possibilities weren’t 

incompatible with determinism.  But this is just speculative.  A much stronger reason for 

thinking that Locke would reject libertarian alternative possibilities comes from his 

remarks about the question whether or not man is at liberty to do what he pleases or is 

able to will what the preference of his mind may be.  Locke thought that an affirmative 

answer to this question was a manifest contradiction because it led to an infinite regress 

of wills.  So it is clear that Locke is opposed to the idea that the preferences of one’s 

mind are ultimately up to us.  We do not have the type of contracausal control that 

libertarian alternative possibilities or regulative control requires.  What we desire and 

what we choose, for Locke, are determined but this doesn’t diminish our moral characters 

or responsibility. 

 

Conclusion: 

 In this paper I have explicated Locke’s views on free will and demonstrated that 

he posited two types of freedom that are ostensibly inconsistent with one another.  In 

section II of the paper I argued that the power of suspension was, in fact, an amendment 

to Locke’s view in the sense that would require him to reject his unavoidability thesis.  

However, this is not a damaging blow to Locke’s view since the thesis turns out to be 

false anyhow.  I then accounted for how the power of suspension can be viewed as 

similar in kind to the type of freedom Locke previously accounted for by arguing that the 

way the power of suspension is determined is not all that different from the way in which 

the will is determined.  That is, the power of suspension is motivated by another desire, 
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the desire for maximum happiness.  In section III of this paper I then argued that Locke’s 

view invites a naturally compatibilist reading but that there is further evidence to suggest 

that Locke’s stance was more closely related to semi-compatibilism because it seems he 

would reject the idea that libertarian alternative possibilities is compatible with 

determinism but accept the notion that moral responsibility is compatible with 

determinism. 
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Para_site  

 
 
 
DEFINITION (overly simplistic) 
 
Para_site, n.  A shoebox (for two pairs of shoes) to be placed in the gap between the stairs and 
the south wall of the architecture building. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Para_site challenged students of Architecture, in their third semester of design studio, to design; 
build; an install a Para_site in one of the two stairwells of their School of Architecture building. 
More specifically their Site was a three-storey-deep gap between the stairs and the south façade 
of the building. To do this they worked in teams of two.  
 
They had 48 hours before their Para_site was detected. This Paper reports the results. 
 
SITE DESCRIPTION 
 
Their site was an underutilized and almost forgotten void between the stair and the front façade of 
the School of Architecture building.  
 
Whilst the front façade is continuous it is punctuated by a series of sash windows with transoms 
and mullions and sills etc. The façade is also retained against a series of concrete (or concrete 
encased) beams that run along the length of the void. These beams are not all identical in profile. 
The result in a series of ledges or shelves; horizontal surfaces which collect dust. In at least one 
instance a strange detail at the head of the 2nd floor windows adjacent to a beam creates an 
inverted channel recessed upward and running along the underside of the beam. 
 
On the other side of the void is the balustrade wall to the stair. It is faced in drywall and is capped 
with a timber rail. The balustrade follows the pitch of the stair as it descends and levels out at the 
landings. In the zone where the balustrade wall parallels the façade, a partially enclosed gap 
results. This varies in width between vertical surfaces from as little as 16” to as much as 27” 
depending on whether the balustrade zone encounters the beams mentioned above. Sometimes 
the balustrade zone also crosses a window, highlighting a reading that the building privileges its 
façade composition over internal planning arrangements.  
 
At the top of the void the ceiling, or soffit, is recessed or coffered for a similar width. At the bottom 
of the void there is a closet to half-landing level in the western stairwell, whilst in the eastern stair 
the floor follows the pitch of the stair. 
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 
 

Into this void students had to deploy their Para_site. It 
didn’t have to touch both sides of the void but often did. 
They were not allowed to make any chemical (adhesive) or 
mechanical joints to any walls, joinery; glass and no 
penetrations were permitted. 
 
They were not allowed to suspend your Para_site from 
above or prop it from below (except temporarily during 
installation). It had to rely on the adjacent walls for support. 
Perhaps the most impressive solution technically were 
designs that pushed against the adjacent walls with 
sufficient friction to stay there without any other support 
through ‘interference fit’. However this wasn’t the most apt 
solution for some groups’ design as a whole.  
 
Obviously there were opportunities to use the horizontal 
surfaces within the void provided by the various shelves; 
top of the balustrade; transoms etc. for partial support 
against gravity, and some torsional stability. This was 
permitted but groups could only do this on one side of the 
void and against one wall. The resultant inclination of their 
Para_site to tip into the void needed to be resisted by 
interference with the opposite wall surface, or friction 
alone. If students managed to discover a way to hook onto 
something to affect a cantilever, they were obligated to 
make good use of their advantage because if their 
Para_site were a real structure, they would have been 
unlikely to find a neighboring structure so accommodating 
and robust. They were cautioned to bear this in mind. It 
was permitted but not highly regarded in itself. 
 
Those who chose to overlap a window, were obligated to 
exploit the potential; not ignore it, if they believed it intrinsic 
to their design, for it will also expose their Para_site to 
external inspection. 

 
Other rules: 

 
They could only use the stairwell they were allocated; 
and were not allowed to interfere with another Para_site 
in any way. First-come first-served for position. If their 
Para_site slid to the bottom of the void they gave up the 
right to its location until it was reinstalled. No projections 
were allowed into the width of egress. No windows could 
be opened. During the installation process groups were 
permitted to suspend their Para_site from above or prop 
it from below. They were permitted to use levers or string 
to deploy ‘interference-fit’ expandability. Obviously they 
could have achieved an interference fit simply by driving 

a wedge past their Para_site at one end. Whilst this is quite acceptable we believed there were 
more elegant solutions whereby the Para_site could change shape of stretch out and expand 
once in the void.  Students were allowed to stand in the bottom of the void, or lean into it but were 
required to do so in a reasonable and responsible way.  
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PRECEDENTS 
 
In considering precedents for this project, for both Site and Para_site; 
we encouraged students to think laterally. In fact precedents abounded 
in both the Man-Made and Natural World. Nature has many 
geographic, topographical and geological features that approximate to 
‘Gaps’. These are often utilized by animals to form homes, and nests. 
Sometimes these gaps become obstructed and these obstructions in 
turn gather debris forming small habitats themselves. Mountaineers 
exploit the opportunity and challenge of gaps where they appear the 
only route available. A climbing technique known as ‘Chimneying’ 
involves the climber positioning their legs to interfere with opposite 
rock faces across a gap. Consider also the equipment mountaineers 
use to engage with the rock face. Highly developed yet simple too
like ‘chocks’ and ‘cams’ that expand to create an interference fit in a 
gap in the            
                       Chimneying 

ls 

 rock. 

 
Birds and insects build there nests against the 
underside, or soffit of an overhang, due to the 
enhanced inaccessibility to predators. For similar 
reasons early civilizations sought the relative safety 
of suspended-edge sites. Tibetan hanging 
Monasteries are today reflected in the hanging tents 
of mountaineers in the Himalayas, or perhaps the 
opportunistic infilling of 
Main-Land Hong Kong’s 
once infamous ‘Kowloon 
Walled City’. Bridges 

span narrow gaps and are occasionally enclosed and inhabited to link 
adjacent spaces across a gap. Architectural ‘Gaps’ or spaces beyond 
a façade have been exploited to situate or project cantilevered bay-
windows, fire escapes, and now more contemporary, opportunistic, 

parasitic spatial 
enclosures. The latter by 
Architects like Korteknie 
Stuhlmacher Architects; 
and Artists like Michael 
Rakowitz (with his famous 
shelters for the Homeless).   
                     Korteknie Stuhlmacher  

                                        Las Palmas Rotterdam  
                                        P.A.R.A.S.I.T.E. project 

 
Kowloon Walled City evolution 
 

It is the homeless and essential-workers disenfranchised by property 
price inflation that provided perhaps the most tangible precedent for 
this project; and the greatest need for alternative, opportunist, even 
parasitic housing solutions.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                           Thomas Beck: Rucksack Haus  
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THEORY and DISCOURSE                            
 
Whether students wished to view Para_site as a realistic, microcosmic design proposition; or 
critique-through-design investigation; they were  
 invited to create a Para_site as if a scaled-prototype 
designed to exploit a site already in possession of so many 
key factors in constructing a ‘home’. Namely supportive 
structure, natural and artificial light, waterproofing and 
environmental control.  Instead of designing at a size to 
accommodate the human body, each team of students was 
asked that their Para_site houses a pair of shoes belonging 
to each student in the team. No pun on ‘pair’ was intended 
here but there was more than a passing acknowledgement 
of clichés such as ‘foot in the door’; ‘feet under the table’ and 
‘dead man’s shoes’, signifying opportunity and occupation.  
 
Each team’s collected pairs of shoes operated as a scale substitute for a human body whilst 
themselves being at the scale of the body. They necessarily provided a performance- criteria load 
for the Para_site to carry, though they also provided potentially useful ballast to help with 
strategies of ‘interference fit,’ etc. The shoes chosen were selected for desired weight, but also 
for what they might indicate about the individuality of the owner.  Importantly the way students 
designed their Para_site as a ‘shoe box’ clearly had great potential for articulating the way they 
chose to arrange their shoes inside; and why. For this reason whilst it was not an absolute 
requirement, groups were invited to consider how they might display the chosen arrangement of 
their pairs of shoes to observers once their Para_site was installed in the gap. 
 
 
CRAFT 
 
This was emphasized as not an exercise in 
spending money, and students were 
encouraged to reuse found materials if they 
wished. These often came with graphics or 
logos already on the surface. When used 
them wisely groups attempted to imprint 
their own cultural critique on their work 
through the choices they make. The highest 
level of craft was expected. Students were 
at liberty to employ any jointing technique 
they wished, glue and tape, or just use dry-
jointing/folding techniques as they felt 
appropriate.  

                             Installation; Leb Woods Student design sketch 
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SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 

1) Risk Assessment: Students were required to write a simple statement anticipating possible 
health and safety issues associated with their specific design investigation and anticipated 
installation risks; with equivalent solutions to mitigate these risks.  

2) Built: Students had to design and construct a full scale prototype Para_site. From the 
definition above it needed to be the most articulate and elegant ‘shoe box’ or storage system to 
accommodate two pairs of shoes. One pair belonging to each teammate. However it was the way 
they choose to do this that told us a lot about the depth with which they considered this exercise. 
It was also about the way the container eluded to its contents and their significance. The greatest 
challenge was to determine how a Para_site engaged with; and is suspended within; the gap.  

3) Drawn: A ring binger containing all original development sketches and drawings in 
chronological order. These recorded site survey records; design processes and investigations; 
precedent images, etc., and include photographs of development prototypes constructed along 
the way, and receipts for materials purchased. These were for original working sketches, not a 
representation or duplication. However the primary focus of this project was a 3D object.  

 
PROJECT OBJECTIVES and ASSESMENT CRITERIA 
 
Para_site was graded out of 100 available points, and accounted for 3.67% of the overall 
available grade for the design studio that semester. All members of an individual Para_site team 
received the same grade for this project.  
 

 
Selected Student Para_sites 
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CONCLUSION 
 
Para_site was framed by discussions of real-world housing precedents and the societal, physical 
and economic conditions which have given rise to a variety parasitic responses, and negotiated 
boundary conditions. Students were asked to confidentially evaluate the project, to provide a 
feedback mechanism to better evaluate the success of the project, and where a consensus 
existed these achievement are briefly described below: 
 
Students generally felt that they were engaged by a superficially whimsical challenge to inhabit an 
overlooked and forgotten space. They developed a greater awareness of alternative housing 
strategies and non-western architectural responses to extreme population densities and 
economic systems not experience within the United States. 
 
Through its performative requirements Para_site further developed an understanding of the 
effects of gravity and its implications on the use of materiality and mass, and the engagement of a 
structure with tension and compressive forces mediated through friction. This was achieved by 
exaggerating the challenges of engaging with a site through the carefully understanding of 
context and framing of the rule of engagement for students with that context.   
 
Para_site also asked students to reexamine what they understood as context by situating the 
project at the coalescence of issues related to orientation and ownership.  
 

 
Selected Student Para_sites 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Michael Richards, Director of M Arch Programme, University of Kent, UK. 
m.richards@kent.ac.uk 
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DEFINITIONS from the Oxford English Dictionary 

Parasite, n.   

1.  A person who lives at the expense of another or of society in general. 

2. An organism that lives on, in, or with an organism of another species, obtaining food, shelter, 
or other benefit 

3. A climbing plant which is supported by or creeps on walls, trellis-work, trees, etc., without 
necessarily being parasitic on a host 

4. The part of the drag on an aircraft or aerofoil which arises through friction 

Para- prefix. 

1. Forming miscellaneous terms in the sense ‘analogous or parallel to, but separate from or going 
beyond.’ 

2. Denoting location beside or proximity to something. 

3. Denoting dysfunction or disorder.  

4. Forming nouns, with the senses ‘dropped by parachute; trained or equipped for descending by 
parachute; resembling or adapted from a parachute’ 

Site, n. 

1. The ground or area upon which a building, town, etc., has been built, or which is set apart for 
some purpose.  

2. The place or position occupied by some specified thing.   

3. Attitude, position, or posture (of the body, etc.).      

4. Care or sorrow; grief, lament, trouble of any kind 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Shad Thames, London.  Wilkinson Eyre: Floral Street Bridge, London. 
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Abstract 
 
This panel examines issues associated with the implementation of arts integration 
curriculum and instruction in K-12 schools with a focus on the development of teaching 
artists as primary instructors for arts education. 
 
Eugene, Oregon is similar to many states in the U.S. in that teaching artists are replacing 
the arts specialists as the primary service providers of arts instruction in the schools. This 
trend is reflected in a paradigm shift underway in arts education instruction in the 
nation’s school from arts specialist to teaching artist.  This shift will have an impact on 
the quality and sustainability of arts education, both during school and in out-of-school 
time programs, yet little research is yet underway about who is delivering arts instruction 
and its impact. This panel examines issues concerning the delivery of arts instruction by 
teaching artists through a unique model project and case study. 
 
This panel will present an arts integration project in Eugene, Oregon, which is part of a 
larger statewide school reform initiative. A case study that examines the role and training 
of teaching artists as primary instructors for the arts in school will serve as a framework 
for discussing the model project.  Issues raised in the local initiative will be further 
contextualized in national research and policy concerning the teaching artists field and 
arts education instruction. 
 
Eugene, Oregon is undergoing a revolution in its education system through a Small 
Schools Initiative, which has a focus on arts integration.  As a result, the demand for 
experienced teaching artists and arts educators is growing. Similar to many states, Oregon 
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has eliminated most of its advanced degree programs in arts education. The focus on 
teaching artists as primary instructors for arts in the schools raises challenges concerning 
professional development, training, and credentialing.  
 
The Oregon Integrative Arts Partnership (OIAP) is a statewide initiative dedicated to 
decreasing the achievement gap and increasing the college readiness of Oregon’s young 
people by integrating the arts into the core academic curriculum of the state’s K-16 
schools. OIAP focuses on training teachers and teaching artists to work effectively and 
collaboratively as partners in the classroom to enhance student achievement across 
disciplines.  
 
The case study, Teaching the Arts: A Case Study for Professional Development in 
Teaching the Arts in Eugene, Or., seeks to establish baseline information about who 
delivers the arts, and types of arts programs offered to youth in Eugene, with a focus on 
arts delivery: that is, who teaches the arts, what they teach, and how they are being 
prepared to teach.  The goals of the research are to establish a research model for other 
such assessments in the state, and to establish a needs assessment for the development of 
a professional credential for Teaching Artists. This research initiative is in line with state  
and national efforts underway to assess the field. Preliminary findings from the research 
will be considered in local programs and national policy contexts. 
 
Part One of the panel will explore issues in implementation of arts integration projects in 
the schools with a focus on delivery of arts instruction by teaching artists. 
Part Two of the panel will present the local case study, which seeks to identify the local 
teaching artist field and its impact on delivering high quality arts education instruction. 
Issues in professional development of teaching artists including pedagogy and curriculum 
development, partnerships with classroom teachers, arts integration project 
implementation, and policy will be considered in this panel. 
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                                                  OF DEPRIVATION 
 
 
 
Deprivation means prevention from having normal dues.  In other words, when one does  
 
not get his legitimate claim there lies deprivation. It is so powerful that it is omnipresent.  
 
In this world there is none who has not been deprived, at least once, from his genuine  
 
share throughout his life. Deprivation gives birth to dissatisfaction.  It causes depression.  
 
Prolonged deprivation gives birth to grief or anger. That’s why a communist is the  
 
embodiment of anger.  In fact capitalists gave birth to communists who are deprived  
 
proletariat. A communist possesses the quality, acquired from bitter experience of hard  
 
reality, to speak on deprivation continuously and fight against the bourgeois untiringly.  
 
 
 
A deprived soul protests. When  a. laborer is deprived , a communist protests and agitates  
 
to stop it. A mother protests when her children are deprived. A poet of nature becomes  
 
melancholy if he is isolated from nature. Thoughts are the food of a philosopher. He  
 
becomes indifferent in absence of thoughts. They say a philosopher always remains  
 
indifferent. Now, if  he is deprived from thoughts he will be double indifferent that will  
 
help him to attain normal state of life or his mental condition may be worse more. But  
 
this assumption may not be true. For , no thought is also a thought, likewise no politics is  
 
also a politics or vacant mood is also a mood. Now it seems clear that where there is  
 
deprivation there is protest. It is quite normal. As such we observe agitation, strike, anger,  
 
rebellion , etc. to combat against it. But in one case there is no protest even though it is  
 
happening since time immemorial.  We find no communist to agitate to uproot it. It is self  
 
deprivation, the greatest deprivation, that takes place willingly, spontaneously and  
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untiringly till death of the deprived soul. In self deprivation there is no protest, since a  
 
man enjoys it. His enjoyment allows him to deprive himself.  The most striking example  
 
of self deprivation is the case of mother. Mother deprives herself always. For example,  
 
when both mother and children are hungry and if there is the scarcity of  food, mother  
 
feeds her children welcoming starvation. Her empty stomach becomes full when her  
 
hungry son takes food. Here, there is no protest from any corner, nor the voice of the  
 
leader is heard to resist it. This deprivation and act of  dedication remain unknown to us  
 
since mother does not disclose this fact to the society. Mother nurtures it and thereby  
 
enjoys the pleasure aroused from bitter biting of hunger. Similarly, a poor father is seen  
 
to offer new garments to his children in any festive season thus depriving himself.  
 
 
 
Parents enjoy more when their issues are offered any gift instead of offering them. These  
 
phenomena of the parents remain un-illuminated and unknown to us just like some other   
 
events of the world viz., murmur sound of a  rivulet coming from an un-trodden hill or  
 
woodland blossom  that blossoms and withers away quite unawares or the bird that  
 
twitters and sings in an uninhabited forest or twilight of horizon, in a far off land, that  
 
offers intense heavenly delight or the rainbow that scatters the enchanting seven colors in  
 
the galaxy and kisses  the distant  ocean.  
 
 
Thus, a man protests when he is deprived by foreign agency. But in case of self- 
 
deprivation he remains silent. So, other’s crime is a crime, but own crime is not a crime.  
 
Again if a man deprives his children he is ill-famed. Sometimes, a man deprives himself  
 
and does not marry for the sake of his family. But that very man does not allow a third  
 
person to be a lover  of his fiancée in case of triangular love. It seems, a man is ready to  
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sacrifice in full but seldom in part. It is quite peculiar. Libido confirms attention. An  
 
addicted man suffers from libido. A man who has deprived himself from the touch of  
 
lover, it is quiet difficult for him to know the enjoyment offered by a lover. But, to a ] 
 
lover it is difficult to forget the lover and more difficult to forgive his competitor.  
 
Likewise a cannibal tiger is dangerous more than a tiger that has never been a man eater. 
 
 
A guest is fed much and sometimes beyond the capacity of host either due to shame,  
 
status, hospitality and good feeling as well. Some communities are famous for warm  
 
reception. It may either be by, above mentioned, one cause or a combination of all in  
 
same or different proportion. The best one is that one when it is done from cent percent  
 
good feeling but not depriving the host himself. In fact, it depends on the cultural heritage  
 
of the concerned community. 
 
 
 
 
A pious heart starves till the rituals are observed to worship God. This deprivation  
 
through starvation is enjoyed much by the worshipper. He has the belief that  much pain  
 
means  much holy and sacred gain as is considered in some religion. Here, sometimes,  
 
expectation of commercial gain defeats the classical one. Deprived of civil right causes  
 
the death in alias of a civilian. Deprived childhood is a curse. It causes utter failure of a  
 
person throughout life. Children are the assets of any nation. So, every nation should take  
 
care so that they are not deprived. A civilized and developed nation considers its children  
 
as well as old citizens as elite class and take care accordingly. The old who built the  
 
nation is respected and the children who will build the nation in future are cared as per  
 
civil  rule .A patriot deprives himself and sacrifices his life for the sake of  motherland.  
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On the other hand a shrewd politician exploits and deprives the mass. A politician  
 
deprives different people differently. He squeezes his opponent but fulfills the desire of   
 
his yes-man.  It means his partiality and impartiality differ in different cases. He is  
 
partially partial or partially impartial. Again, he is impartially partial and in some cases  
 
he exercises his impartial judgment impartially. In fact he is always vigilant. He is not  
 
indifferent. Rather he shows his difference in attitude in different proportion. All of his  
 
activities are the outcome of  pre-calculated decisions. 
 
.  
 
 
The most pathetic case happens in case of  prostitutes. They are the byproduct  
 
of the civilization. Rapid industrialization and modernization confirmed their production  
 
in abundance. They deprive themselves from having happy family and thus protect the  
 
chastity of the patriarchal society. They are used for so-called welfare but they get  
 
farewell from leading normal life. 
 
 
 
We, between the two, choose that one which  offers more pleasure. A mother gets more  
 
pleasure when her children take her food. So, she deprives herself since it offers more  
 
pleasure and thereby satisfaction. 
 
 
 
From psychological perspective deprivation can be explained in the light of pleasure  
 
principle. Every behavior of individual is pleasure oriented. Whatever we do in our life  
 
we want to derive pleasure out of it. If we get pleasure we are satisfied as we have  
 
attained our goal. A mother deprives herself from her basic need viz., food so that she can  
 
feed her child properly. Here the mother is getting masochistic pleasure by inflicting pain  
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of starvation upon herself. Again, she is deriving pleasure as she utilizes her love and  
 
affection to the child by nurturing with proper care. 
 
 
 
When a person deprives another person from his basic need it implies that the individual  
 
is deriving sadistic pleasure by inflicting pain on the other person who is being deprived  
 
from his basic need. Thus everywhere people are guided by pleasure principle as claimed  
 
by Sigmund Freud. In fact pleasure is the treasure of life. Our unconscious Id desires play  
 
vital role in this respect. 
 
 
 
Man is survived by his children. So, man gives birth to children. This survival strategy  
 
and struggle for existence through generations are observed both in plant and animal.  
 
Plants remain alive through seeds and men by children. So, transfer of generation is  
 
powerfully omnipresent. A man having no issue considers himself as unlucky in  
 
comparison with those who have children and suffers from melancholy.  
 
 
Man feeds his children to confirm his existence. He does it to serve and satisfy his own  
 
interest and emotion as well. Moreover, he does it remembering that his parents also did  
 
it. It is just like his duty or repay the debt from parents who brought him in this world and  
 
likewise indebted to their ancestors for the same cause. It is just the order of the grand  
 
father, High Command the, great or pay respect to his sentiment. 
 
 
When the children grow up and parents become old, there are two types of return in  
 
exchange of their duties ; either the children may look after or they may not look after  
 
their parents. The outcome whether the children will care or not depends on cultural  
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heritage and influence of environment upon the concerned character. Further, the return  
 
depends fully on the lessen they taught or examples they set. However, the parents at old  
 
age whether will be prized or punished depends on Fate that likes to introduce its  
 
uniqueness as uncertain rather being certain in nature. 
 
 
Deprivation gives birth to capital. Rich exploits the poor and thus be the owner of huge  
 
amount of capital. Self deprivation also paves the way to earn capital. For example, let a  
 
poor man earns ten dollar per day. Let, for food he needs ten dollar. Now for his security  
 
and uncertain future he may spend eight dollar , saving two dollar through self  
 
deprivation. Thus self deprivation gives birth to capital. Lord Buddha was against such  
 
self torture caused by starvation. As such, it seems Buddhism is also against deprivation  
 
and  thereby capitalism. 
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This paper is premised around the issue of gender disproportion in South African jazz 

music performance and the society at large.  I have looked at the perceptions and 

attitudes of one female jazz musician, (Simphiwe Dana) whose songs are portraying the 

struggle to dismantle patriarchal stronghold as women occupy a marginalised position in 

the jazz industry and in the society at large.  Using Derrida’s deconstructive approach, I 

analysed the lyrics of two of her songs in which cultural mind-sets of women tend to 

demonstrate inequality and this being no stranger to the jazz fraternity.  The elements 

of music have been used to scrutinize the music and identify how Dana portrays her 

beliefs musically.  Her songs have also been analysed using the elements of music to 

expose her sentiments and beliefs.   

 

The paper has drawn from the radical feminist point of view which believes that the 

way to deal with patriarchy and domination of all kinds is to attack the underlying 

causes of these problems and address the fundamental components of society that 

support them. The paper argues that women are truly versatile and it is their inherent 

aptitude to play as many different roles as they can and to adapt to unfamiliar situations 

with ease.  Women are playing a pivotal role in jazz as instrumentalists, vocalists, 

composers and arrangers and there is nothing they could not accomplish if they put 

their minds to it.   
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The Making of Avatar: Dance and the Motion Capture Technology 

Yicun Sun 

Abstract 

In this paper, my dance, Avatar is introduced, explained, and discussed, as well as addressing 

the motion capture technology and computational animation processing that were used in the 

making of Avatar. The performance of Avatar is a combination of live dance and video 

projection. The content in the video was computer animations of dance movements that were 

motion captured from live dancers. Ballroom dance movements were used in the choreography 

of Avatar, which helped maintain a clear couple dance relationship in the performance of Avatar 

especially when live dancers danced with the animated dancing figures that appeared in the video 

projection. During the course of making Avatar, I raised several questions – In digital multi-

media performance environment, what is the definition of dance? What could motion capture 

technology, or in general, multi-media technologies, do to dance? How to rehearse a technology-

based dance? These questions are answered in this paper by discussing the practical issues in the 

process of making Avatar. Merce Cunningham’s work, Biped is also introduced in this paper, as 

it gave me inspirations to make Avatar. Illustrative pictures from the production process and still 

photos captured from the recording of the performance of Avatar are used to aide the content of 

this paper.  

 

Introduction 

My dance, Avatar, premiered at University of California, Irvine (UCI) Department of Dance 

in the Dance Escape dance concert at the Claire Trevor Theatre on April 26th to 28th, 2007. The 

performance of Avatar was a combination of live dance and video projection. The content of the 

video was computer animated dancing figures which were actually two masses of small particles 

that resembled two human figures. Such an animated human figure is called “avatar” in the 

computer graphics fields. I adopted the word Avatar as the title of my dance. Avatar used motion 
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capture technology and computational animation processing to create the dancing figures in the 

video. The length of the performance was about six minutes.  

 Because of the complexity in the integration of dance and technology in Avatar, the 

production of Avatar required four parties – myself, So Yamaoka, Huijae Chung and the dancing 

pair of Asuka Kondoh and Long Duong. I choreographed the dance and directed the production 

of Avatar. So Yamaoka made the animations and was then a Ph.D. student at the UCI 

Department of Computer Science. Huijae Chung composed the music and was then an M.F.A. 

student at the UCI Department of Music. Asuka Kondoh and Long Duong are the dancers who 

performed live and were also the subjects of motion capture process. 

In the performance of Avatar, there seemed to be four dancers, with two of them being live 

dancers and the other two being the virtual versions of the two live dancers that appeared in the 

video. The virtual versions of dancers were animations of the movement sequences motion 

captured from the two live dancers, prior to the live performance. Among these four dancers in 

Avatar, there were four dancing relationships: the two live dancers dancing with each other; the 

two virtual dancers dancing with each other; one live dancer dancing with the virtual version of 

the other live dancer and the other pair of real and virtual dancers dancing together. 

In Avatar, the integration of video projection and live dance was realized by hanging a silver 

shark-tooth scrim curtain on stage. The scrim curtain was hung in the second wing of the four-

wing stage, which split the stage at the center line in depth and filled the whole vertical space on 

stage. A video projector was installed in the lighting booth at the back of the house of the theatre, 

thus the video was front-projected onto the scrim curtain. Since the scrim curtain was in the 

middle of the stage, the dancers could move in front of the scrim as well as behind it. This spatial 

arrangement of the scrim in Avatar was an advantage to the performance as it allowed the 
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audience to see the dancers more vividly when the dancers were performing in front of the scrim 

curtain. I have seen a scrim hung at the downstage edge in some other live performances. In such 

cases usually what the audiences see is a foggy picture of the performance, because the 

performance only takes place behind the scrim.  

The animation in Avatar was computational, which means the shapes of the animated 

dancing figures in Avatar were constantly changing, in correspondence to calculations of 

parameters in the recorded data of the motion captured dance movements. The parameters in the 

computational animation processing included the velocity and acceleration. My animator, 

Yamaoka wrote a computer program which extracted the velocity and acceleration values from 

the computer-recorded trajectories of the thirty-five motion capture markers that were attached to 

the live dancers in the motion capture process. After the velocity and acceleration were extracted, 

the same computer program did calculations of these values and mapped the result of the 

calculations into the changing factors – the size, the density and the color of the floating 

particles that constructed the avatars in the animation. The value of velocity decides the size and 

color of the particles. If the velocity is low, the particle size is small and the color is cooler - 

bluish. If the velocity is high, the particle size is bigger and its color moves toward the other end 

of the spectrum - red. The value of acceleration decides the density of the particles. If the 

acceleration increases, the quantity of the particles will grow, vice versa. 

  
A dancing avatar The particles change size, density and color 
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This computational animation reflected the dynamic kinetic energies in the motion captured 

dance movements. As the computer-recorded trajectories of the motion capture markers directly 

reflected the dynamic positions of the dancers’ joints and torsos, the computational animation 

highlighted the specific parts of the dancers’ bodies where higher kinetic energies were exerted. 

By this computational process, the avatars looked like two dancing flames floating in a three 

dimensional space of void. When a sharp kick or turn happened in the dance, the high-speed 

movements made the corresponding groups of particles in the avatars burst out, looking like the 

Chi, the life energy, inside the avatars were radiating out. 

Because of the computation in the animation, the avatars sometimes looked like haunting 

shadows that did not have stable shapes. If the video of the animation was shown alone, the 

spectators might not easily recognize the avatars as dancers. To improve the clarity of dancing 

relationships between the live and virtual dancers – the avatars, ballroom dance was used in the 

choreography of Avatar. In fact, the full dance of Avatar is fusion of various ballroom dance 

forms, including rumba, cha-cha-cha, jive, and paso doble, which were provided by my dancers, 

Kondoh and Duong. The choice of using ballroom dance helped maintain a clear couple dance 

relationship especially when one live dancer on the stage danced with one virtual dancer in the 

video. 

 

Merce Cunningham and motion capture 

My inspiration for Avatar was from Merce Cunningham’s work, Biped which premiered at 

the University of California, Berkeley in 1999 (Copeland 194). Biped used motion capture 

technology and computer animation processing (“Merce Cunningham”). In Biped performance, a 

scrim curtain was hung at the downstage edge, covering the whole vertical stage performance 
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area. Dancers made their magical-looking entrances and exits through a black velvet curtain that 

covered the upstage wall with many narrow slits (Copeland 195-196). Dancers performed behind 

the scrim curtain. Video materials were front-projected onto the scrim curtain, which created 

three dimensional illusions as if the figures and objects in the video were in a three dimensional 

performance space and dancers were dancing with them interactively. The projected video 

materials in Biped were mainly animations from motion captured movements of dancers of 

Merce Cunningham Dance Company. Digital artist, Paul Kaiser directed the motion capture 

process which utilized a Vicon1 motion capture system, an optical motion capture system that 

deploys infra-red cameras. Computer graphics artist, Shelley Eshkar transformed the computer-

recorded data of motion captured dance movements into animated dancing figures, with 

“equivalent of hand-drawn lines and squiggles that resemble elegant charcoal drawings” (192).  

Being inspired by Merce Cunningham’s Biped, my dance, Avatar used motion capture 

technology, computer animation processing and a shark-tooth scrim curtain as well, to create 

similar stage effects. However, Avatar was not just repeating Biped’s procedures. In my opinion, 

Avatar made advancement in the computer animation process. As mentioned above in this paper, 

the animation in Avatar was computational, which helped reveal the kinetic energies in the dance. 

This computational animation process did not only represent the original dance, but also 

highlighted the energies in the dance. It took the derivatives of the original dance movements and 

reflected the energies of the movements in video. In this way, the qualities of the live dance were 

amplified in its virtual version, as specific parts of a dancing body were exaggerated, and the 

                                                 
1 Vicon was established in Oxford, UK in 1984 as a management buy-out from the Oxford Instruments Group by the 
current Deputy Chairman, Julian Morris with some founding employees and private investors. The privately owned 
company flourished and grew from organically generated profits, establishing itself as a world leader in its core 
business of motion capture and analysis. (www.vicon.com) 
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dance was given extra accents as the animations in the video always told the spectators where to 

focus. 

 

Practical issues in the making of Avatar 

Storyboarding 

Because the making of Avatar involved four parties, coordination of the Avatar project was 

not easy. In order to have all parties synchronized to initiate the project, I created storyboards of 

the sections of the dance in the very beginning stage of the project. In total, I created six story 

boards, choreographically reflecting the six sections of the dance. The storyboards were a very 

useful reference for every procedure in making the dance – creating the choreography, motion 

capture, creating animations, and composing the music for the dance. The storyboards gave 

everyone involved in this project a common platform to start their own work. 

Original Storyboards 

   
Dance Section 1 
- dance only, no video 

Dance Section 2 
- walking pattern, transition to animation 

Dance Section 3 
- video only, dancers off stage 

   
Dance Section 4 
- dance and video, dancers behind the 
scrim 

Dance Section 5 
- dancers separated, dancing to ‘virtual 
versions” 

Dance Section 6 
- ending, dance (behind the scrim) and 
video 
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The Motion Capture Process 

The motion capture process was the most time-consuming part in the process of making 

Avatar. Before the first time Kondoh, Duong and I entered the UCI motion capture studio, I had 

set some movements that I would like to capture. I did not try to set the full choreography 

because I knew that before we had the video part done, I had to allow for changes later in the 

choreography to integrate the dance with the video projection. The motion capture system at UCI 

is a Vicon-8 system, an optical motion capture system that deploys eight cameras. Knowing that 

in such a motion capture system, big and large movements would be better captured than small 

articulations on the body, the movements we prepared had relatively large trajectories of the 

limbs of the dancers. 

When we entered the motion capture studio for the first time, we encountered a problem - I 

could only figure out how to capture one dancer at a time, but not two dancers, even though the 

Vicon-8 system claims to have the capability of capturing two dancers at a time. With that 

limitation, during the motion capture process, I asked one of my dancers to dance alone, but 

imagining his or her partner was dancing there too. Because the choreography had some 

partnered lifts and turns that needed the support of the other dancer, the one being motion 

captured could only dance to certain points in the choreography and the dance could not be 

continued without a break. These breaks ended a motion capture session. 

After the first round of motion capture, Yamaoka created some test animation clips from the 

data we recorded. With his test video clips, we were able to see how the dance looked with the 

visuals. Soon I found that it would be necessary to add some ‘interactive dance’ segments into 

the choreography. The need of adding interaction came to my mind when I was thinking about 

how to make the live dance and the visuals integrate better. I found that the dance and the visuals 
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had to interrelate to each other choreographically, so that by concept the dance and the visuals 

could be organically integrated based on dancing relationships, instead of only having one layer 

of video projection overlapped with another layer of live dance. Along this direction, I came up 

with the idea of creating choreography for the animated avatars dancing with the live dancers. 

Based on this idea, I set new segments of partnering dance and we motion captured five new 

sequences of couple dance movements, which were later organized into three segments of 

animations. 

Altogether, we had three motion capture sessions, each session for about three hours. Eight 

sequences of animation were created based on those recorded data from motion capture. These 

eight sequences are actually split version of four couple dance sequences, since the motion 

capture sessions must be split to capture one dancer at a time. Of these eight sequences, four 

were from the male dancer, Duong, and four from the female dancer, Kondoh.  For the final 

performance, most of the sequences of single dancers were mixed into combined video clips to 

show as couple dance, using video editing software, Adobe Premiere Pro 2.0, so that two virtual 

dancers appeared in the same video sequence. These mixed sequences were used in the 

performance of Avatar when there was only the video projection happening in the performance 

and two live dancers were off stage. The rest of the animation sequences of single dancers were 

used for the interactive dance sections, where Kondoh interacted with the animation of Duong’s 

virtual version in the video, or Duong interacted with Kondoh’s. 

After the motion capture process was completed, the following procedures were mainly 

technical, including cleaning the motion capture data, animating the data, and editing the video 

for projection. It took nearly two months for a complete set of satisfying animation video clips to 

be completed. 
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Rehearsing Avatar 

Without the necessary stage equipment – the scrim curtain and the video projection, 

rehearsing Avatar had to use alternative solutions. First, I marked the floor in the rehearsal studio 

to indicate where the scrim curtain was going to be hung. Second, I set the choreography of the 

interactive dance sections in such a way that in the studio rehearsals, the two dancers always kept 

a physical distance in between each other and not having bodily contact at all. I did the rehearsals 

in this way because I envisioned that in the final live performance, one live dancer would be 

replaced by an avatar in the video, and the live solo dancer would have to interact with the avatar 

but keeping certain distance from the scrim. Third, in rehearsals I wanted the dancers to become 

familiar with the final performance situation. To simulate the final performance situation, I asked 

Kondoh and Duong not to dance too close to the floor-marked scrim position, at the same time 

being aware of the existence of the scrim by their imaginations so the interactive qualities would 

not be lost. Lastly, I borrowed a video projector to the rehearsal studio and projected the video 

onto the back wall of the studio. Then I asked the dancers to dance close to the wall while 

watching their images in the front mirror, so that the dancers could see themselves in the mirror 

with the video in background and would have a perception of what they would look like from the 

audience point of view. 

Lighting Avatar 

Lighting this dance was not easy. The nature of the shark-tooth scrim projection contributed 

most to the difficulties in lighting. As described earlier, the specialty of shark-tooth scrim is that 

when items are lit behind it, both the lit items and the video projection on the scrim are visible to 

the audience. However the light beams from behind the scrim should not shoot on the scrim 

directly, otherwise the scrim will become a visible meshed net and the projection on it will be 
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washed out. For most of the time spent in lighting Avatar, the lighting designer and I were trying 

to make adjustments of light angles, re-focusing the lights so they did not touch the scrim in 

order for the projection on the scrim to be sharp and clear. At the same time, we tried to light the 

dancers as bright as possible for the audience to see them, as well as to create lighting textures on 

their costumes. In fact, the dancers’ stage positions had to be slightly adjusted choreographically, 

in order to accommodate the lighting setup, so dancers were always in the center of the lit zones 

on stage.  

 

A still photo from the video recording of the Avatar performance 
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Conclusion 

Motion capture process rips the flesh and blood off a dancer’s body, constructing a skeleton 

moving with no human characters – dance disembodied, denatured, and de-gendered, leaving 

only trajectories of markers moving in a void. It is clear to me that in motion capture process, the 

dance becomes pure digital data that records the spatial positions of a moving body. Dancers are 

taken away from the dance. Though without dancers, the dance still exists in its reconstructed 

version - the animation of the motion capture data, as shown in Avatar, where a digital virtual 

version of the dancers were presented. From my experience of creating Avatar, it is clear to me 

that in the digital multi-media realm, the definition of dance can be the kinetic information of 

bodily movements. The recorded data of motion captured movements is one kind of such kinetic 

information. In motion capture, this kinetic information is three dimensional, reflecting the speed 

and energy of the dance in time and space, while keeping the anatomical positions of the joints 

and trunks of a human body dynamically. As dance can be reconstructed using Laban notation, 

which requires a mapping process to embody the notation back on dancers, dance can also be 

reconstructed using motion capture technology, in a more direct but virtual way – animating the 

motion capture data to reconstruct dancers in a three dimensional virtual space. 

Applications of technologies in dance give dance performances new faces of looking, as 

dance is presented in a multi-faceted digital multi-media environment. Motion capture 

technology is only one kind of applicable technologies for dance. As seen in Merce 

Cunningham’s Biped and my dance, Avatar, video projections created an extra media layer 

which extends the dance into a digital multi-media environment. With other advanced electronics 

technologies, like motion-tracking camera applications that have already been used in the dance 

and technology field (Sparacino), the video projections could be interactive to live dance, which 
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means the video content will change in correspondence to the live dance movements, instead of 

in a post-production manner as the way used in the production of Biped and Avatar, projecting 

videos of pre-edited animations. Similar extra media layers can also be created using interactive 

audio technology, which enables live dance movements to cause acoustic effects interactively in 

a live performance. In my opinion, if the extra media layers are interactive to live dance, the 

dance is amplified and re-interpreted into a multi-media world which can possibly create 

synaesthetic (Wilson and Bromwich 12) sensations to the spectators, as the performance is not 

just presented on a flat stage, but extended into a multi-faceted environment where digital media 

create various forms of representations of the same dance, providing various sensory interfaces 

for the spectators to appreciate the same performance. 
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The “Women of Allah” photographic series (1993-1997) by Shirin Neshat (b. 

1957) visualizes the concept of Islamic martyrdom by presenting the viewer with 

portraits of the artist disguised as an Iranian martyr.  Depictions of veiled women with 

guns serve to confront the viewer’s cultural biases, as well as the artist’s cultural 

liminality by way of a performance.  In her images, Neshat, an Iranian woman who has 

lived and worked in New York City for the past thirty years, is performing a role.  

Although she is an Iranian woman, in her works she masquerades as an Iranian woman.  

However, she ultimately masquerades as the Western misconception of Iranian women.  

At the same time, she performs the role of a militant Sh’ia Muslim woman in order to 

draw critical attention from within Iranian culture.  Neshat came to the United States in 

the years prior to the Islamic Revolution of 1977-79. Consequently considered an exile, 

the artist was unable to return to her homeland for over a decade, and by then she was 

considered an outsider.  The country in which she had grown up had changed completely, 

leaving her displaced without a place to call home.  Thus, the artist exists in a liminal 

space: she is neither Iranian nor American.  She is unable to fully identify with either 

culture, yet she is part of both worlds.  Accordingly, her works can be viewed as the 

limen: they serve as the linkage or threshold between Neshat and Iran, and between the 

artist and America.1  Her art cannot be categorized as Iranian or American.  In fact, it is 

both at the same time—a hybrid of both cultures. 
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This paper examines the roles of performativity and masquerade as liminal 

signifiers in Neshat’s “Women of Allah” series.  I intend to show the ways in which 

Neshat masquerades as both an Iranian woman and a militant Muslim after decades of 

living and working in New York City.  In his seminal work The Location of Culture, 

Homi Bhabha notes:  

The pact of interpretation is never simply an act of communication 

between the I and the You designated in the statement. The production of 

meaning requires that these two places be mobilized in the passage through a 

Third Space, which represents both the general conditions of language and the 

specific implication of the utterance in a performative and institutional strategy of 

which it cannot 'in itself' be conscious.2 

In her series, Neshat negotiates the “I,” her Iranian self living in the U.S., and the “You,” 

Iranian women living in Iran, in the interstitial space between past and present.  This 

double negation and dual displacement of the artist, neither American nor Iranian, serves 

as the foundation for this examination of her works. 

 While most of the scholarly work regarding this series of photographs examines 

the subversive intent embedded within the images, I have not found any that look at the 

role of artist’s agency in determining the meanings of these images. In fact, very little 

scholarship exists regarding Neshat’s oeuvre, especially her earlier works, such as the 

“Women of Allah” series.3 For the most part, information regarding Neshat’s work is in 

the form of museum exhibition catalogues, exhibition reviews, online art journals, and 

popular culture magazine articles and interviews.  Many of these commentaries discuss 

Neshat’s photographs as if they exist in a vacuum and are completely disassociated from 
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the artist who created them in favor of politicized readings.  However, the relation of 

these works to the artist is an important factor in determining their meaning.  By inserting 

her ontological self into her photographs, the artist inextricably ties her being to the 

meaning of this photographic series. To annex these images from the artist is to negate 

their meaning entirely.  The liminal space in which Neshat both finds and asserts herself 

is conveyed effectively through several levels of performance and masquerade in the 

“Women of Allah” series. 

 Approximately twenty black and white photographs printed in gelatin silver print 

with inked calligraphy comprise Neshat’s “Women of Allah” series.4  The artist uses 

herself as a model, thereby linking her American and Iranian sensibilities in the form of 

potent, emotion-evoking, confrontational photographs.  Polemical dichotomies abound in 

this series, such as male/female, love/hate, religion/state, veiled/unveiled, speech/silence, 

and life/death.  As such, I will consider the role of weapons, the chador, women, religion 

and Persian calligraphy in Iranian society and the ways in which they inform Neshat’s 

work in light of her masquerade as an outsider, yet insider.  Neshat uses the chador, the 

head to toe Islamic covering worn by many women in Iran, as an icon for repression and 

female identity.5  That the hooded female figure in the majority of the images is 

juxtaposed with a rifle is even more shocking to the viewer.  Persian calligraphic 

inscriptions are superimposed on each image.  However, the script is stylized consistently 

throughout the series--she repeats the same invented accentuations every time she repeats 

a specific word.  According to Neshat, the calligraphy is based on Iranian poems by 

Forough Farokhrad (1935-1967), whose un-political writings are very personal to Neshat, 

and by Tahereh Saffarzadeh (b. 1936), whose poetry is based on religion, revolution and 
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love.6  The latter’s poetry provides the underpinning for the “Women of Allah” series.7 

 During the Mohammad Reza Shah (1941-1979) era in which Neshat was raised, 

the veil was abolished and a European style dress code, including a jacket, pants and a 

peaked “Pahlavi” hat (based on the French kepi) was imposed.8 By instituting a 

Westernized clothing style, Mohammed Reza Shah was able to legitimize his rule and 

signify the rapid modernization of the Iranian nation.  In fact, the veil was abolished 

some twenty years before Neshat was born, and was likely not a factor in her life.9  

Accordingly, the veil was and is a foreign element to Neshat.  In two separate interviews, 

Neshat recounts her experiences upon first seeing veiled women.  Following her decade 

long exile, Neshat returned to Iran only to find it was no longer her homeland: 

[It] was one of the most shocking experiences I ever had. […] The 

difference between what I had remembered from the Iranian culture and what I 

was witnessing was enormous. I had never been in a country that was so 

ideologically based. Most noticeable, of course, was the change in people’s 

physical appearance and public behavior. When I returned to the States, I was 

haunted by the experience and started to travel to Iran regularly.10 

In the April 2004 issue of Time Magazine International, Susan Horsburgh asked Neshat: 

“How is the Iran of today different from the country of your childhood?” Neshat replied: 

During the [Mohammed Reza] Shah's regime, we had a very open, free 

environment. There was a kind of dilution between West and East — the way we 

looked and the way we lived. When I went back everything seemed changed. 

There seemed to be very little color. Everyone was black or white. All the women 

wearing the black chadors. It was immediately shocking. Street names had 
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changed from old Persian names to Arabic and Muslim names … [sic] This whole 

shift of the Persian identity toward a more Islamic one created a kind of crisis. I 

think to this day there's a great sense of grief that goes with that. 

As a result, upon Neshat’s return to Iran in the early 1990’s, she experienced a twofold 

alienation and displacement.  The Iran she knew no longer existed and had been replaced 

by a seemingly exotic version of her homeland.  She was immediately thrust into a 

liminal space as she became a foreigner in Iran, while not yet fully assimilated into 

American culture.  It was at this point that she began work on her photographic series the 

“Women of Allah.”  In order to enter the popular consciousness by way of people’s 

visual memory, the artist used black and white photography as a technical device.  Neshat 

used monochrome images to create a dramatic and memorable effect worthy of her 

subject matter.11 

 Due to the lack of scholarship concerning this series, several of the images remain 

undated and the complete number of images in the series remains unknown.  Therefore, I 

am unable to discuss the photographs chronologically or in any specific order according 

to artist’s intent.  Therefore, I will examine the series grouped according to types.  The 

first group of images present the female figure dressed in the black chador both with and 

without the gun.  The images in this group include: I am its Secret, Rebellious Silence, 

Seeking Martyrdom: Variation no. 1, and Faceless [Figs. 1-4].  In these photos, Neshat 

conforms to and rebels against the signifier of female oppression in Islam.  The chador, 

though foreign to the Iranian artist, is an extreme for of veiling for Iranian women.  By 

performing the role of an Iranian woman, Neshat reclaims her agency as an artist who can 

choose not to follow the hijab dress code.  The chador envelops the female figure in black 
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so that her body becomes a negative void.  Only the figure’s face and sometimes her 

hands appear, as if they are disconnected from her absent body.  Although the female 

body is negated, the figure’s form exudes powerfulness and danger.  The various poses 

maintain a sense of conformity and serve to reinforce the idea of martyrdom and love of 

one’s homeland.  The idea of martyrdom pervades Neshat’s work and relates to the 

willingness to be martyred or to sacrifice one’s life for the love of and/or protection of the 

truth.12  Weapons serve as a phallic counterpoint in the center of these images by 

penetrating the cavernous form of the female body.  In Rebellious Silence the 

masculinized gun and the absent female body are juxtaposed contrapuntally so as to 

empower the subject and to mimic the Western view of Muslim women.  Although 

American women tend to view the chador as a sign of female oppression in Islamic 

culture, after the revolution, Iranian women began to use the chador as a tool to ascend 

the professional ladder and to ensure personal safety.  By donning the obligatory veil, 

Neshat signifies her liminality as a woman who is Iranian by birth but no longer by 

personal, cultural, nor national identity.  She performs the role of the woman she believes 

she would have become if she had never left her native homeland to study in America.  

This masquerade is further enhanced through the use of stylized Persian calligraphy.  The 

words of Persian poetesses that circumscribe the exposed flesh of the female figure 

engage the viewer in a symbiotic dialogue with the artist.  The photographs, already rife 

with erotic martyrdom, offer the viewer emotionally and politically charged poetry that 

serves to reinforce the conflicting ideas contained within the images.  The artist intends to 

give substance to ideologies that are foreign to her, such as the “intersection of love, 

politics, and death; and how he/she commits a crime … [sic] dies ultimately because of 
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his/her spiritual conviction.”13  All of these elements coalesce to form a polemic that 

expresses the artist’s, and by extension the West’s, affinities and differences regarding 

contemporary Muslim culture. 

 The second group of images display body parts effectively cut off from the 

model/artist, both with and without the gun.  These images include: Offered Eyes, 

Allegiance with Wakefulness, Guardians of Revolution, and two untitled images [Figs. 5-

9].  In the first of these disembodied images, Offered Eyes, the artist/subject’s eye gazes 

directly at the viewer.  The viewer’s gaze is returned but is likely directed to the words 

superimposed on the image and thus engaged in textual dialogue with the artist.  As in 

Neshat’s other photographs, the limbs depicted here are inscribed with Persian poems of 

love and martyrdom.  The textual relationship is even more compelling in these images 

because they speak for the absent woman.14  Whereas the woman has been silenced both 

by her chador and by her annexation from the image, the text conveys the ideologies 

behind the veil.  The artist as a person and as a subject communicates to the viewer 

through the use of feminist poetry.  In Allegiance with Wakefulness, the viewer is 

presented with the poetically inscribed feet of an imagined female figure who is wrapped 

in a chador.  The nose of a semi-automatic rifle penetrates the woman’s bare feet and 

aims at an unknown target.  The gun plays a more forceful role in these photographs due 

to the absence of a whole body.  No longer is the lone female figure the focal point of the 

image.  Rather, the weapons of martyrdom confront directly the viewer’s anxieties and 

stereotypes regarding terrorism.  The poetry inked on the woman’s bare feet is that of 

Saffarzadeh.  A portion of the poem reads: 

O, you martyr 
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hold my hands 

with your hands 

cut from earthly means, 

Hold my hands, 

I am your poet, 

with an inflicted body, 

I’ve come to be with you 

and on the promised day 

we shall rise again. 

. . . 

O watchful one 

as your bullets in the air 

break my sleep, 

As if by reflex, I pray for you, 

guardian of the liberating Revolution 

O lonely hero, 

watching against the nightly enemy 

let God safeguard you from calamity.15 

Because the artist exists in a liminal space, the reality she presents in Allegiance with 

Wakefulness is not a mimetic representation of the artist’s experience as an Iranian 

woman.  Rather, it is a performative in which the artist pretends to be something she is 

not so as to recompose Western stereotypes of Muslim women and to reconsider her own 

identity as an Iranian woman who does not experience life as a woman living in Iran. 
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 The third and fourth groups of images portray the female figure in a white chador 

both with and without the gun and the artist in a chador with her son.  The juxtaposition 

of the mother and child in these photographs evokes the Madonna and child motif in the 

Western viewer’s mind.  All of the images in these groups are untitled, but three of them 

are dated 1994, 1995, and 1996 [Figs. 10-12].  By donning the white chador, the artist 

offers the viewer another aspect of Muslim martyrdom.  Whereas the black chador 

signifies revolution and nationalism, the white chador indicates ceremony or prayer.  

Although I have found little information regarding the white chador, and no sources 

discussing it in the context of Neshat’s work, I suggest that these images include a 

praying woman, a supplicating woman, and a martyred woman.  The etiquette of the 

du’a, or supplication, dictates that the palms should be turned toward the face of the one 

making du'a.16  The holding of her hands to cover her face also calls to mind the idea of 

the Hand of Fatima which is believed to be a sign of faith that serves to protect the 

subject from the unwanted and evil gaze.  Neshat’s performance of the du’a legitimizes 

her affinity with her homeland due to the Muslim view of the du’a as the noblest act of a 

Muslim believer.  Kneeling in prayer, the female figure in prayer is juxtaposed with a 

rifle.  However, rather than penetrating her form, the rifle is laid limply by her side 

horizontally across the picture plane.  Because the praying woman is not holding the rifle, 

it is emasculated and rendered powerless. 

 The Madonna and Child motif is referenced in the images of the artist with her 

child [Figs. 13-14].  In the image from 1996, the tented female figure’s body is 

obliterated almost completely.  She remains faceless and body-less with the exception of 

her forearm and hand that grasps the hand of her son.  A stark contrast is made between 
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the boy’s naked existence and the woman’s clothed absence.17  The son’s pre-ideological 

innocence counters the ideologically loaded depiction of his mother.  In the seated mother 

and child image (Untitled, n.d.) the son sits upon his mother’s lap evoking immediate 

comparisons by an American audience to the Western tradition of Virgin and child icons.  

Therefore, connotations of motherly sacrifice and the male role of rescuer/liberator are 

intertwined in the space between western and eastern iconography.  The mother wraps 

her child in her chador as the gun rests on the cloth beside them.  Due to the ceremonious 

nature of the white chador and its juxtaposition with the rifle, it is possible that this image 

is meant to foreshadow the life path of an Islamic youth. 

 Paradoxical realities abound in Neshat’s “Women of Allah” photographic series.  

The artist’s performative imagery signifies the position of the work as the limen to her 

liminality.  In returning to Bhabha’s theories on liminality, it should be noted that the 

expression of cultural differences is ongoing within cultures and within Neshat’s works.  

Bhabha writes:  

Terms of cultural engagement, whether antagonistic or affiliative, are 

produced performatively. The representation of difference must not be hastily 

read as the reflection of pre-given ethnic or cultural traits set in the fixed tablet of 

tradition. The social articulation of difference, from the minority perspective, is a 

complex, on-going negotiation that seeks to authorize cultural hybridities that 

emerge in moments of historical transformation.18 

Accordingly, Neshat’s images suggest a myriad of binary pairs such as past and present, 

pre-revolution and post-revolution, as well as American and Iranian.  The artist constructs 

images in which she masquerades as the exoticized other by means of the chador, 
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11

weapons, and calligraphic feminist poetry.  In fact, Neshat is the other of the other in that 

she is Iranian but she looks at Iranian women from a decidedly Western viewpoint.   

When asked if she regrets leaving her homeland, Neshat replied: “I can never call any 

place home. I will forever be in a state of in-between.”19  Thus, it is in this liminal space 

that we find the life and work of Shirin Neshat. 

                                                           
1 For basic definitions regarding the limen and liminality in terms of performance space, see Richard 
Schechner, Performance Studies: An Introduction (New York: Routledge, 2002), 57-58.  Also, Homi 
Bhabha discusses the state of being in-between in “Of Mimicry and Man” in The Location of Culture. 
2 Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture. (New York: Routledge, 1994), 36.  My arguments concerning 
liminal space draw from theories put forth by Homi Bhabha in the aforementioned  book. 
3 Much more has been written regarding her films from the late 1990’s early 2000’s. 
4 I have not been able to find an article that offers a complete count of the images in the series. 
5 Although veiling is mandatory, the chador is not--it is one of many variations of the hijab dress code. 
6 Anne Kirker, “The Politics of Spirituality: Speaking with Shirin Neshat,” Interview by Anne Kirker.  
Photofile 49, (Nov. 1996), 42-43. 
7 Kirker, 43. 
8 Esfandiari, Haleh. Reconstructed Lives: Women & Iran’s Islamic Revolution.  Reza Shah, Mohammad 
Reza Pahlavi’s father, abolished the veil toward the end of his reign in 1936. 
9 According to Esfandiari, women who chose to wear the chador after it was abolished received lashes or 
some other type of punishment.  However, in the years that followed the rule against the chador became 
relaxed and some women chose to wear it again.  So, while Neshat may have grown up seeing the chador, 
the wearing or not wearing of the garment was probably not a factor in her life.  Therefore it makes sense 
that she was so surprised upon seeing all women wearing the chador upon her return to Iran some fifteen 
years later. 
10 Shadi Sheybani, “Women Of Allah: A Conversation With Shirin Neshat,” Michigan Quarterly Review 
(Spring 1999), 206. 
11 For more information concerning memory see: Maurice Halbwachs, The Collective Memory, Translated 
by Francis Ditter (New York: Harper & Row, 1980).  In her interview with Kirker, Neshat expresses her 
desire to affect viewer’s memories. 
12 My abbreviated definition is based on the following source: A. Ezzati, The Concept of Martyrdom in 
Islam, Al-Serat (Vol. XII, 1986). Available online: http://www.al-islam.org/al-serat/Concept-Ezzati.htm, 
accessed April 16, 2007.  “The concept of martyrdom (shahada) in Islam can only be understood in the 
light of the Islamic concept of Holy Struggle (jihad) and the concept of jihad may only be appreciated if the 
concept of the doctrine of enjoining right and discovering wrong (al-amr bi'l-maruf) is properly 
appreciated, and good and bad, right and wrong, can only be understood if the independent divine source of 
righteousness, truth, and goodness (tawhid), and how the Message of the divine source of righteousness and 
truth has been honestly and properly conveyed to humanity through prophethood, are understood. Finally 
the divine message may not be fully appreciated unless the embodiment of this divine message, or the 
Model of Guidance, and the Supreme Paradigm (imama or uswa) is properly recognized.  We can thus see 
how the concept of martyrdom in Islam is linked with the entire religion of Islam. This whole process can 
be somehow understood if the term 'Islam' is appreciated. This is because being a derivate of the Arabic 
root salama, which means 'surrender' and 'peace', Islam is a wholesome and peaceful submission to the will 
of Allah. This means being prepared to die (martyrdom) in the course of this submission. Thus the concept 
of martyrdom, like all other Islamic concepts, can be fully and wholly appreciated only in the light of the 
Islamic doctrine of tawhid, or the absolute unity of Allah and full submission to His will and command. It 
cannot be fully appreciated in isolation.” 
13 Kirker, 42. 
14 For further information concerning textual realities and text preceding, pre-writing and re-appropriating 
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realities, see: Jacques Derrida, Writing and Difference Translated by Alan Bass. Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1978. 
15 Shirin Neshat, Shirin Neshat: Women of Allah  (Torino:  Marco Noire, 1996), 8-10.  The poem is 
juxtaposed with the image in this book, please note it is not my translation. 
16 Basic definition for du’a found in the Encyclopaedia of Islam. 
17 For a discussion regarding white presence and black semblance in the context of mimicry and colonial 
subjugation, see: Homi Bhabha, “Of Mimicry and Man: The Ambivalence of Colonial Discourse” October 
(Spring, 1984), 125-133. 
18 Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 2. 
19 Horsburgh, n.p. 
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Alternative Theatrical Engagement in Los Angeles:   

Collage Dance Theatre and Collision with the Audience 

Brenda Varda, MFA candidate, University of California, Riverside (2008) 

Although much of American theatre remains in conventional narrative form and is 

produced in traditional theatre spaces, over the last 20 years more and more companies 

are creating challenging new works that incorporate postdramatic techniques (Lehman, 

2006).  Once considered experimental, these techniques that question established 

hierarchies of performance elements include simultaneity, site-specific performance 

space, musicalization, visual dramaturgy, and multiplicity of signs; and the development 

of these techniques is consistent with changing audience expectations shaped by a 

mediatized culture (Auslander, 1999)  One collective that uses alternative techniques is 

Collage Dance Theatre (Los Angeles), a company that consistently enacts these practices 

by selecting unconventional performance space, developing a unique stage vocabulary, 

and reformulating audience participation and expectations.   

Under the artistic direction of Heidi Duckler, Collage has been creating site 

specific works for over 20 years in the Los Angeles area, consistently breaking theatre 

ritual in its performance constructions, always engaging space and mobilization of the 

audience for reformulated understandings of culture and assumed social relationships. 

Guided by the principals of artistic collage, Collage ‘scripts’ not only incorporate text 

from extant sources, but create a body of readings through dance, audience encounter, 

visual and sound design, and video or film.    Whether working in a laundromat or in a 

women’s locker room, by using reiterized space, diverse performers, and a mobilized 
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audience, the pieces – often more like dance operas – open up historical, social, gender, 

and literary references in ways that reorder audience expectation and bodily experience. 

By redefining architectural space and the activities that can be encountered within such 

spaces, Collage challenges preconceptions and forces audiences to not only move and 

view within the architecture, but reconsider activities past, present and future that may 

have been encountered, envisioned, or enacted. 

Disruptions in Collage Dance Theatre’s work occur not only through the 

engagement of the audience within alternative spaces (and the requirement to move in 

response to the performed content), but also in the way the work deploys multimedia 

experiments and deconstructions of classical texts.  For example, in C’opera (a 2006 site-

specific work engaging four locations within the sprawling campus of the Los Angeles 

Police Academy)  live music, recorded music, video, and recorded text were deployed in 

irregular intervals, disrupting the expectations of the dance and the perceived rituals of 

police routines. Further, the work incorporated traditional operatic strategies of narrative 

and relationships, creating another layer of reference and genre questioning. This work is 

also typical of other Collage works in that the staging continually altered perspective of 

the bodies within spaces, using levels, absences, framing, and juxtaposition to amplify, 

disorient, and collude with the audience.  

In analyzing this work, from performance, intent, and cultural impact, I will show 

that not only is the body of work breaking new ground, but doing so in such a way that is 

meaningful to audiences.  With research into the creation of the collaborative 

relationships in Collage (director, writer(s), composers, musicians, performers and 
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dancers), practices can be distilled that can be applied to other theatrical work.  And since 

I am specifically interested in the audience/performance dialectic, along with possibilities 

for applied theoretical production, I hope to use frameworks from performance and 

theatrical theory not only to explicate Collage Dance Theatre works, but for laying out 

viable reconfigurations of theatrical engagement for my own works. 
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Troubling Education: Some Thoughts on South African School Governance 
(Odyssey to Education) 

 
    By 

 
            Mabovula Nonceba Nolundi 

 
Abstract: This paper examines educational and political reality at the school 
level with special emphasis on SGBs, by studying the attributes and behaviour of 
the key stakeholders that is, student-teacher and parent relationships.  It focuses 
on the role of learners in the governance of secondary schools. The potential, 
limitations, constraints, consequences and challenges facing learners in the SGB 
structure need to be revealed and debated.  This study attempts to contribute to 
that debate. Using a critical approach I have not just accepted that all is well 
because the constitution says so.  I needed to closely monitor the SGB process 
by looking at it with an open and critical eye and question the procedure. 
Learners, for example, are part of SGBs but that does not mean that they are 
participating meaningfully. In order to establish reasons behind this lack of 
meaningful learner participation in school governance, a narrative approach was 
used.  The results obtained indicated that Learner democratic participation and 
experience in school governance is characterised by lack of freedom, lack of 
equality, lack of fair opportunities, and dominated by cultural traditions. 
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                                                                   ABSTRACT 
 
 
300, the 2007 film about the Ancient Spartan defense of the pass at Thermopylae in 480 B.C., is 

a technological marvel and rousing entertainment.  It makes no pretensions about being a history 

lesson and should not be regarded as such.  Nonetheless, for average modern movie audiences, it 

still manages to capture the character of the Spartans splendidly and inspires an interest which 

might not otherwise attract our contemporary iPod society. 
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                 THE FILM 300: TERRIBLE HISTORY–  TERRIBLY ENTERTAINING! 

 

     At first glance, the film 300 has more the appearance of a promotion for the World Wrestling 

Federation or Jockey briefs than a story about Ancient Sparta or the legendary defense of the 

pass at Thermopylae.    It is not a movie about which historians or sticklers for facts should be 

overly concerned.  There is no interest by the filmmakers in “getting it right.”   One reviewer 

sums it up as, “the New Age sword-and-sandal epic– a ‘Hercules’ movie for the computer age” 

(without the joystick) (1).  Director Zack Snyder provides so much gore that blood banks from 

coast to coast must have been drained dry and future episodes of CSI put on hold.   In another 

reviewer’s words, “300 makes up in energy and eye popping visuals for what it might lack in 

subtlety” (2).  In a word, it is just plain “fun.” 

     Of course, no film on a historical topic has ever gotten it right, but this 300, unlike its 1962 

predecessor, The 300 Spartans, has no pretensions about being a history lesson.  It is unabashed 

fantasy, a money-making entertainment venture exploiting a gripping historical event from 

Ancient Greece.  In this case, it is comic book stuff– based on Frank Miller’s “graphic novel” 

five part series (1998-1999)– but it is also not without merit.  While the factual content of the 

film is terrible, the film is terribly entertaining (as well as revolutionary in “virtual studio” 

filmmaking)– and it does manage handily to convey to its modern iPod audience what it needs to 

know about the Spartan character,  though often in “cornball” and naive fashion (and with 

Scottish accents, to boot).  The effect is lingering– and, therefore, most positive. 

     Leonidas, the Spartan king and chief hero of the piece, played toothfully and with utmost 

relish by a bearded Gerard Butler (though Spartans had clean shaven upper lips), emerges as a 

modern icon– the Christ-on-the-cross positioning of his dead body, pierced by a multitude of 
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Persian arrows at film’s end, is a not so subtle reminder of the current Christian-Islamic 

“conflict” and that Iranians are the “modern” Persians.   The story falls far short of the ancient 

Herodotean tradition since the actual Leonidas died before the final shower of missiles, and 

failed, like so many others depicted in 300, to keep his head.  The dead body of the real Leonidas 

was purposefully decapitated by the Persians and his head put on a pole as an insult.  Herodotus 

(7.238) says that Xerxes must have been particularly outraged in this case because Persians 

(more than any other people he knows) usually honor brave men. 

     As for the Persians, their army did come from the East, the perennial stronghold of “bad 

guys” for the Greeks; but the Persians in this film appear to have emerged from a place much 

more distant– perhaps another universe!  So excessive a number of “non-traditional” Persian 

types were included in the film (mostly, it appears, to satisfy all the wants of today’s varied 

movie audiences), that the current president of Iran threatened to sue for misrepresentation.  In 

this instance, who can blame him?  300 would have us believe that King Xerxes’ hoard, which 

was, historically, impressive in many ways (and, to be fair, the costuming of some of the 

“common” soldiers, more “fillers” than attention grabbers in the movies, were very close to 

being accurate), was made even more “impressive” by a number of puzzling additions.  There 

are silver-masked Ninja “Immortals,” and, while the name “Immortals” was actually applied to 

the bodyguard of the Great King of Persia, these fellows looked more like escapees from the 

latest Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle flick.  There is a giant troll-like creature, a left-over, one 

guesses, from The Lord of the Rings Trilogy, who was chained apparently for his own protection 

and that of his handlers; and there are other fantastic “beasts” who, for some reason, are always 

killing more of their own people than Spartans.  Despite their combined fright quotient, all of the 

above ultimately provide little for the Spartans to fear but “large footprints.”  Anachronistic 
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fused “bombs,” licensed, one suspects, by the same manufacturer of the “Holy Hand Grenade of 

Antioch” in Monty Python and the Holy Grail, also add to the strange concoction on the screen. 

     The 300 Spartans, however, bounce every challenge off their overdeveloped pecks and abs 

(unwisely eschewing more practical hoplite armor, which was usually what kept Spartan 

warriors alive to fight another day!) and yelling out frat-like hoots in unison signaling their 

approval of the prospect of a good death.  Even the Chippendale boys or the regulars at Golds 

Gym could not have collected together a more sparkling assembly of physical specimens– and 

these guys fight and eat fresh apples to boot!   Unfortunately, we are never told that the actual 

number of Greek defenders at Thermopylae was, at one time or another, about 7,000– including, 

as Herodotus mentions (7.228), 4,000 others “from the Peloponnesus,” where Sparta was 

located.  Of course, the number had dwindled significantly by the end, and Herodotus mentions 

(7.222) only the Thespians and some apparently unwilling Thebans stood with the Spartan force.  

Perhaps, then, the better title for the film would have been: 300 (plus some other guys....). 

     As for strange characterizations of some of the key players in the 300, that of Ephialtes is 

nothing less than bizarre.  In reality, a local shepherd who betrayed the “secret” of the circuitous 

path around the pass at Thermopylae to Xerxes for profit and thereby doomed his fellow 

countrymen (what ever happened to the Greek “unity” so fervently embraced in the film?), 

Ephialtes was remembered as probably the most detested traitor in Greek history– a regular 

Benedict Arnold.  However, the film transforms him from a Spartan reject, whose parents had 

somehow saved him from child exposure (a normal feature of the eugenic-minded Spartan 

society), into something of a combination of Gollum from Lord of the Rings and the Hunchback 

of Notre Dame– and, to top it all off, Ephialtes wants a Persian uniform (his Spartan one did not 

fit him very well, anyway).  Surprisingly, Xerxes has one.  Apparently, one size fits all in digital 
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armies.   

     Xerxes, himself, the Great King of Persia, emerges as something a bit outside traditional ideas 

about his appearance.  Our first introduction to the divine presence (who later finds, however, 

that he bleeds like everyone else) comes when he greets Leonidas, who has fearlessly decided to 

emerge from behind his impressive defensive wall of dead Persians, to pay a call on his 

adversary– apparently, to taunt the Great King and pepper him with laconic Spartan insults.  The 

much oversized Xerxes (Rodrigo Santoro) looks to be something of an out-of-control genie from 

Piercing Paradise and has so many chains dangling about his head that one wonders how he ever 

got to Greece without tangling himself in some bush or tree along the way– or was ever able to 

apply his mascara.  One might at first mistake this evil twin of Mr. Clean to be the doorkeeper 

for his Master (our confusion is understandable), but it soon becomes clear that he is, indeed, the 

Man with whom Leonidas must deal.  During the film we also get a peek inside Xerxes’ 

impressive command pavilion, or Royal Tent.  There were so many half-naked bodies with rings 

and other piercings that studio recruiters must have emptied the sidewalks of Hollywood Blvd. 

after midnight to collect all the extras needed for the scene.  Apparently, Xerxes viewed the folic 

as one of the perks of being divine (the actual Great Kings of Persia were never regarded as 

such), though one might expect someone with such clout simply to have conjured up that 

uniform Ephialtes wanted instead of having to order it from his tailors! 

     Meanwhile, at Sparta, we see a digital city recreated that is much too elaborate for the ancient 

reality.  There were wolves in the area and even a wolf-cult at one time at Sparta, but only Harry 

Potter could have handled the creature Leondias confronted and killed as a youth in the film.   

Not only do parts of 300 remain under the lingering spell of Harry and Lord of the Rings, but 

also the scenes of wheat fields, family love, and an imitative motto exchanged among the 
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Spartan elite, echo memories of Gladiator.   Where was Leonidas’ fellow king (the Spartans had 

a duel monarchy) when he confronted those arrogant Persian envoys, who had the nerve to show 

up decorated with the skulls of conquered kings (one wonders to whom they once belonged)?  

The skulls were apparently symbols of what the Persians did to those who resisted (a peculiar 

turn of events since Herodotus flatly states [7.32] that Xerxes did not bother to send envoys to 

Sparta before the Second Persian War– but, hey, these guys do not look like Persians, anyway!), 

and Leondias could expect same if he refused.  Of course, he was having none of it, and in a 

surrealistic rage which would have made Dali proud (or, for that matter, the makers of the 

Matrix), he dramatically disposes of the envoys down what seems to be (is it a well?) a handy 

bottomless pit. 

     The five ephors, the chief yearly executive, disciplinary, and judiciary officers at Sparta (and 

the youngest of Spartan elected officials) have been transformed by 300 into hoary Star Wars 

Emperor Palpatine clones with severe acne problems (“leprous, sex-crazed priests,” is how one 

reviewer describes them [4]), living remotely on high and conjuring, in a page apparently taken 

from the witches of Macbeth (sans the “topless oracle babe” [5]), for the right price (forget the  

worthless pieces of metal, presumably representing Spartan legal tender, Leonidas offers them).  

On the other hand, the Spartan Senate was made up of old men, 28 to be exact, who were a 

minimum of sixty years of age.  Conceivably (though unlikely), the entire body could have been 

a hundred years old or more.  Their number in the film was excessive, and the ages of many were 

too young– especially that of the non-sexagenarian seducer of Leonidas’ wife, Gorgo (Lena 

Headey), who forced her to submit to him sexually on the promise he would help her win the 

Senate’s vote to reinforce her husband at Thermopylae.  None of the famed Spartan 

homoeroticism is evident (a suggestion hurled at the film by some critics) here!   Of course, the 
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guy lied to her.  He could never have measured up to her husband, anyway, about which the film 

leaves no doubt with its earlier inclusion of the royal couple involved in a gratuitous love scene 

(there is reason why Leonidas is king!).  Ultimately, we cheer when this no-good traitor receives 

a thrust of a different sort from Gorgo’s vengeful blade (which, of course, causes him to drop his 

bag of big gold goodies given him by the Persians as a bribe).  Previously, Gorgo’s modesty and 

chastity had been held up in the film as exemplary– she was, after all, queen.  But Plutarch 

(Lycurgus 15.7-10), at least, tells us that it was not unusual for worthy married women at Sparta 

to be shared with other citizens for the purpose of producing the best offspring for the State.   We 

might also recall that the flamboyant Athenian rascal, Alcibiades, was accused of impregnating 

one of the Spartan queens during his tenuous stay at Sparta after he fled there in 415 B.C. 

     While the final stand at Thermopylae by the 300 Spartans and their Greek allies in 480 B.C. 

continues to be glorified (Thermopylae: The Battle That Changed the World [2006] is how Paul 

Cartledge describes it in the title of the latest major work on the subject), just how important it 

actually was remains a question.  The pass itself was the only entrance into the interior of Greece 

that far south (see Figure 1), and, at this point, Xerxes really had no other option.   It is quite 

narrow at its neck and easily defended by a small force.  It bears no resemblance to the fanciful 

pass in 300, which is a digital layout artist’s creation, though scenes of the army “snaking” its 

way along the coast (as well as Persians being pushed off cliffs into the sea by the Greek 

defenders) is one of the best impressions left by the film.   The actual defense appears to have 

been designed mostly as a delaying action to impede (as the nearby naval battle off Artemisium 

did the Persian fleet at the same time) the too rapid advance of the massive Persian army– in 

particular, to give the Athenians additional time to evacuate Athens and Attica and man their 

large fleet of warships.   However, it did not stop the Persians from ultimately occupying Athens, 
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and if the Greek fleet had subsequently lost the battle of Salamis off the Attic coast (which easily 

could have happened), arguably no one would even remember Thermopylae.   Despite the naval 

victory at Salamis, Athens was still burned to the ground the following year. 

     The pass at Thermopylae was known to be indefensible since it had been betrayed on an 

earlier occasion.  There was a circuitous path above the pass by which a small force could be 

lead around behind its defenders.  While Herodotus insists that this fact was unknown to the 

Spartans (7.175; and 7.215), he also has a tendency to avoid assigning blame when his narrative 

does not require it.  It would have been almost impossible in a country as small as Greece for this 

information not to have been known.  Even if it had been mostly forgotten, this new Persian 

threat would have revived the memory.  Ephialtes knew the “secret.”  Obviously, others did too.  

It is the most persuasive argument, religious considerations aside (e.g. Herodotus 7.206), as to 

why Sparta would not commit an army to defend the pass– they could not chance losing it.  

Leonidas, as a Spartan king, could, it appears, independently command a bodyguard of 300 

(characterized more as volunteers in the film)– the number who accompanied him to 

Thermopylae.  Probably, he expected his action to compel the State to support him.  It did not.  

The oracle which stated that a Spartan king must die if the city was not to be sacked by the 

Persians is, most probably, apocryphal; but if not, it may have had something to do with why, as 

Herodotus insists (76.220), Leonidas stayed and died there– that and maintaining Spartan honor.   

However, once the Persian army had been delayed, there really was no rational reason for 

anyone to remain at Thermopylae.  The job they were supposed to do was accomplished, and 

most Greek allies did pull out, deciding not to stick around for the inevitable deadly shower of 

missiles (see Figure 2).   The same question might be applied to a comparable episode in 

American history– the Alamo.  The defenders there, too, did their job, and there seems to have 
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been no strategic reason for them to have remained and died.  Perhaps, in both instances, it all 

came down to the defenders’ machismo– but, in the end, there is nothing to be gained speculating 

about why men chose to die.  Whatever the reasons, their actions did engender a spirit of 

resistance and defiance towards apparently overwhelming odds– and, ultimately, this may have 

been the greatest benefit of both last stands for the subsequent victories in the two wars for 

freedom. 

     Herein also lies the most likely reason for making the film, 300, at this particular time.  The 

300 Spartans, an earlier, more traditional attempt to portray the dramatic events at the pass at 

Thermopylae, was produced in the light of the international situation of that day.  In the 1960s, it 

was a reminder about what freedom meant in a world threatened by communism.  300 has done 

the same in 2007.  It unmistakably plays upon the current political climate involving the Middle 

East, especially Iran, today’s stronghold of Islamized Persians– a point missed by many 

reviewers but not the Iranian government, which, as mentioned previously, threatened to sue for 

the negative representation of their non-Muslim predecessors.  However, threatening to sue a 

film such as 300 provides it with a historical legitimacy it never claimed to have.  One might as 

well threaten to sue the participants at a fantasy convention or the odd collection of characters 

one usually observes while strolling below grounds at the Paris Metro.  We must take the film for 

what it is– a tremendously entertaining, compelling, and original work, which has broken new 

ground for the film industry.  For those who made it, 300 has reaped huge profits at a fraction of 

the cost of conventional movies.  Its success at the box office guarantees that more such features, 

historical and otherwise, will be rolling off the production line in the near future.  Even if 

historical setting, not history, is the film’s strength, no one who has seen it will ever forget the 

Spartans.  Perhaps 300's memorable depiction of their character will stimulate some previously 
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disinterested viewer to take a more serious look at this unique Greek people from over 2000 

years ago.  Is that not what anyone who teaches history hopes to inspire? 

 

Notes 

 

(1) Bob Longino, Atlanta Journal-Constitution (http://movies.yahoo.com/movie/ 

18092628651/info).   He gives 300 a “B”. 

(2) Saxon Bullock, Channel 4 Film Review (http://www.channel4.com/film/reviews/film.jsp?id= 

158499).    

(3) ibid. 

(4) Richard Roeper, Chicago Sun Times (March 9, 2007), same website as n.1.   He gives 300 an 

“A”. 
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Figure 1.  The most recent authoritative map detailing major events at Thermopylae.  “A” 

represents where clashes took place between Greeks and Persians on the first and second day.  

“B” indicates the circuitous path above the pass by which Ephialtes led part of the “Immortals” 

around behind its Spartan defenders.  The Greek letter “Gamma” indicates the spot in front of the 

defensive wall where Leondias was killed on the third day.  The Greek letter “Delta” is where the 

battle ended, also on the third day, with the death of the defenders.  National Archaeological 

Museum, Athens.  (Photo: R. Kebric) 
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Figure 2.  An assortment of actual projectile heads collected from the battleground at 

Thermopylae.   Their simplicity of design is typical for the day– a far cry from some of the film’s 

fantasy arrowheads which were visually impressive but would have had trouble reaching their 

target, let alone penetrating it.   One wonders how many of these recovered projectiles were 

aimed at the Spartans by fellow Greeks on the Persian side.  National Archaeological Museum, 

Athens. (Photo: R. Kebric) 
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Abstract:
This paper investigates the intertextual relation between Steven Spielberg’s Minority
Report and Sophocles’s Oedipus the King to justify that the former is an intertext of
the latter. Concerning the development of the plot, the word“minority”in the film’s
title demonstrates the play of the signified that a“minority”report may refer to
something trivial and ignored but elemental and crucial as well. The main actions of
both the film and the play are concerned with a prophecy of a murder and the urge of
verifying the identity of the murderer; however, Minority Report explicitly reveals the
polyphonic signification of the role of the prophet and the interpretation of the
prophecy, the identity of the murderer and the factuality of the murder. In addition to
the theme of hubris, the film elaborates the ironic (mis)assumption of objectivity in
science and technologizied, cybernetic prophecy “machine.” Oedipus’s
self-mutilation terminates the signification of the prophecy and any probability of
excessive reading of the sign: case closed. The verification of Chief John Anderton
(enacted by Tom Cruise) as the murderer at the end of the film illustrates that truth is
neither firm nor stable as a rock: the murderer is simultaneously both the one and not
the one. The truth is only conditionally true and the“real”is mediated, not
pre-existent.

Key Words: intertextuality, polyphony, signification, text and intertext, M. M. Bakhtin,
Julia Kristeva
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Introduction 
 

What is modernity but a dream; a loosely woven story stitched together through time by 

various minds that has come to be the only lens through which we can view reality. Today we 

are modern without a way of conceptualizing what it is exactly that makes us modern or the 

violence it has taken to create and maintain our mutual delusion.  Part of this modern delusion is 

the idea of the nation-state followed closely behind by the concept of ‘nationalism.’ ‘Imagined 

Communities’ is what Benedict Anderson so famously called our modern world order, but 

regardless of how conceptually vacant and constructed such notions are they remain 

exceptionally powerful, exemplified by the fact that every day men and women give up their 

lives in the name of the nation. How did we get here? How is modernity, nationalism, and 

civilization promoted around us as we speak? We have examples of modernity defining and 

redefining itself all around us. One such example is the current ‘reconstruction’ of Afghanistan. 

What exactly is being reconstructed and why? We see today in Afghanistan the recreation of two 

distinct periods, the ‘golden era’ of the 1950s – 70s, and the pre-modern history of the land-

locked nation as a meeting place of culture, spirituality, and philosophy. The nation is being 

developed but is this development translating down to the people? How are the decisions for 

national development being decided, and is what is being ‘rebuilt and reconstructed’ helping the 

people of Afghanistan?  

 

Methodology 

This is a qualitative research based study, using existing theory cross cut with case study. I have 

decided to rely heavily on news material for two reasons. One, my research was limited 

academically by the lack of research done on the nuances and implications of Afghanistan’s 
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reconstruction. The few books available were not accessible in university facilities and the vast 

majority of the rest focused exclusively on either violence, political history, or anthropology, 

with very little on the modernization process in Afghanistan. And two, news media, especially 

with such a gap in research knowledge, serves as a tool with which to see the narratives created 

around certain topics. It was of course, according to Anderson, print media that gave a voice to 

the urban elite which gave rise to nationalist causes. I realize that news sources are not accurate, 

nor unbiased, but I use them not as a fact based tool, but more as a perspective with which to 

guide my reflections. The news is one area in which the state structure imagines itself, and it is 

for that reason that it is important.  

 

A View of Afghanistan: Nation-building 

In Mid-2005, Zalmay Khalizad, the United States Ambassador to Afghanistan, articulated the US 

vision of Afghani reconstruction and through his words the ‘map’ to build a nation. “The 

president's initiative,” he begins, “is premised on the belief that the ideals of democracy, popular 

sovereignty, individual rights and the rule of law are universal.” “Afghanistan is succeeding,” he 

continues, “because the United States has pursued an enlightened, hands-on approach that 

responded to the deep aspirations of the Afghan people for normalcy, development and 

democracy, 

After the fall of the Taliban, the Afghan people had a profound wish to rejoin the world 
community and embrace democratization and modernity. They based this aspiration on aspects of 
their self-identity and recent history. Afghans' self-conception is of citizens of a nation that once 
gave rise to great empires based not just on the strength of their armies, but also on the quality of 
their culture, learning and arts. With respect to the modern period, many view the fifty years 
before the communist coup in April 1978 as a golden age, one in which they enjoyed peace, made 
slow but steady material progress, and saw their country take steps toward instituting a 
constitutional monarchy with real powers in Parliament. For Afghans, this is a narrative that they 
wish to resume (Khalilzad, 2005). 
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And for us, this is the narrative I hope to explore. In this short mission statement, Khalilzad 

makes explicit the freedom story for the Afghan people. Afghanistan, a place currently without a 

structure is to be bounded by ideals such as democracy and development. It is through such 

development that once again this ‘lost,’ ‘failed’ state may “rejoin the world community.” And it 

is through the ‘self-conception’ of nation, a harkening back to ancient and great empires based in 

a communal and shared culture, together with a modern golden age of material progress that they 

may pick up the pieces of a ‘nation’ fallen a part.  

 And in many ways this is how Afghanistan has come to be imagined by popular culture 

and the news media. It is a space often referred to as the ‘Accidental Nation,’ an empty space on 

the map that was not Persian, not Russian, not British, “a purely accidental geographic unit” 

(Cullather, 2002). It is also referred to as an illegible nation, one that cannot be read, nor 

understood as a coherent national entity. It is portrayed as the unruly hinterlands, a place that has 

never been tamed, and that manifests all forms of social disorganization. Anderson, one of the 

most read and most contested authors on nationalism, proposed the following definition of 

nationalism: an imagined political community that is imagined as both inherently limited and 

sovereign (1991). It is imagined because members will never know most of their fellow-

members, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their unity (1991). It is limited because it 

has finite, though elastic boundaries beyond which lie other nations (1991). For a nation to be 

understood in the international arena today it must at least have these foundations.  

 Afghanistan does not fit into this cookie cutter mold. The land itself is not bounded or 

self-contained. Afghanistan leaks; trade flows from its borders, as do people, drugs are 

smuggled, as are goods, and the headlines constantly warn of the ‘spill-over’ effect of post-

conflict states, as arms, militias, and ideologies cross boundaries. Afghanistan’s borders are 
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porous. Moreover its people are nomadic, defying the sedentary vision of the nation-state. The 

population is not connected to the state, as scholar Denis Kundyoti has pointed out. Urban elites 

have attempted to bureaucratize state control, mainly through the capital, but have failed to 

consolidate power. The state itself has little impact due to the areas tribal roots and history of 

colonial influence, and remains limited in terms of the ability to exert legitimate violence on the 

population, ensure security, and collect money, in the form of taxes. In this sense, Afghanistan 

very much complicates the notion of nation and what it takes to build a nation, and it is this 

question I will explore throughout this paper. 

 

The Question of Development 

The second question I hope to explore is that of development; what does development really 

mean? In Goethe’s Faust, readers encounter a tragic dilemma as images are evoked of a forward-

looking developer and the ‘people in the way’ of a greater glory they simply cannot see. In Faust 

we see a conflict develop between the protagonist, the developer, and an aged couple who refuse 

to be moved. Faust tries to persuade them and entice them from their costal home so that he may 

build an observation tower for people to gaze unto the new world (Oliver-Smith, 1996). He 

offers the couple cash, then tries resettlement to a new home. All offers the couple firmly refuse 

in favor of their meaningful life helping others and providing services to sailors and the 

shipwrecked (Oliver-Smith, 1996).  In the end of the novel the couple is overcome and the power 

of the developer is served, him rejoicing: ‘Resistance and such stubbornness,/Thwart the most 

glorious success,/Till in the end, to one’s disgust,/One soon grows tired of being just.’ (11,269 – 

72)  
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As Oliver-Smith describes, there is an undeniable Faustian quality in development 

projects that transform environments and overwhelm people’s lives for the benefit of something 

deemed, the greater good (Oliver-Smith, 1996: 77). Too often though it seems, this tragic 

dilemma is viewed as the natural course of history, unstoppable and unquestionable. Quite 

contrary, development is, in many ways, “the ultimate expression of a state with its monopoly on 

the management of violence and its ambitious engineering projects, freed from all other non-

political power or institutions of social self-management, and able to exert ultimate control over 

the location of people and things within its territory.” (Oliver-Smith, 1996: 78). Conversely, to 

be resettled involuntarily is one of the most acute expressions of powerlessness as it constitutes a 

total loss of control over one’s physical space (Oliver-Smith, 1996; 78). Nonetheless, the dream 

of development, like modernization, is predicated on the wish to improve human socio-economic 

conditions and eradicate scarcity (McDowell, 1996: 1).  In modernization theory, the dominant 

vision involving the ‘development’ of traditional, simple, Third World societies was that they 

should be transformed into modern, complex, Westernized countries (Robinson, 2004).  With 

this in mind, large-scale, capital-intensive development projects were seen as accelerating the 

pace toward a brighter and better future; along with urban a future that of course including the 

idea of sacrifice for the nation (Robinson, 2004). Change is conceptualized as good, as it 

provokes people to modernize and adapt to the accelerating pace of life around them.  

The development paradigm, marking a belief in progress and perfectibility, has 

dominated social scientific thinking and international policy on a mass scale, as has its 

mythology (McDowell, 1996: 1).  It was President Harry S Truman who announced development 

as a concept onto the world stage back in 1949 (Cullather, 2002). Development, at its outset, 

inserted a new problematic into international relations, and a new concept of time, asserting that 
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all nations followed a common historical path and that those in the lead had a moral duty to those 

who followed (Cullather, 2002). Leaders of newly independent states, such as Zahir Shah of 

Afghanistan and Jawaharlal Nehru of India, accepted these terms, merging their own 

governmental mandates into the stream of nations moving toward modernity (Cullather, 2002). 

Aided by social science theory, development came into its own by the mid-1950s as both a 

policy ideology in the United States and as a global discourse for assigning obligations and 

entitlements among rich and poor nations (Cullather, 2002). But nation-building schemes, even 

successful ones, rarely unfolded quietly (Cullather, 2002). The struggles, often subtle and 

indirect, over dam projects, land reforms, and planned cities generally concerned the meaning of 

development and ideals that would be associated with the spectacle of progress (Cullather, 

2002). To modernize was to lay claim to the future and the past, to define national identities 

and values that would survive and guide the nation on its journey forward (Cullather, 2002).  

 Development thus serves as an articulation of the states vision of its modernity and as it 

serves as a ‘guide’ to push the nation forward, it may be used to understand what exactly is 

meant to push the nation forward and for whom? To answer this question I have chosen two 

development projects from two distinct modernization periods in Afghanistan, focusing in on 

US/Afghani cooperation in development, or reconstruction, as it is known today. Both cases 

involve very large projects, both well funded and both carrying heavy political and symbolic 

weight for both governments involved.  

 
The Helmand Venture 
Dams, the State, and Power 
 
The Helmand venture took place in what Khalilzad calls the golden age of Afghani 

modernization. When scholars usually write about Afghanistan’s history, they discuss either the 
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soviet invasion of 1980s or the earlier Great Game, that ended with the British Empire’s 

departure from South Asia in 1947, the three decades in between is largely left out, but it was 

during that time that Afghanistan was called an “economic Korea,” divided between the Soviet 

Union in the north and the United States in the south (Cullather, 2002). In the 1950s and 1960s, 

the United States made southern Afghanistan a showcase of nation-building with a dazzling 

project to “reclaim” and modernize a swath of territory comprising roughly half the country 

(Cullather, 2002). The Helmand venture is worth remembering today as a precedent for renewed 

efforts to rebuild Afghanistan, but it was also part of the larger project called development, 

nation-building, or modernization (Cullather, 2002). 

 The Helmand project, resembles many other rural development schemes except for its 

unusual scale and longevity (Cullather, 2002). The project came under American supervision in 

1946 and continued until the departure of the last reclamation expert in 1979, outlasting the 

theories and rationales on which it was based (Cullather, 2002). It was highly funded by U.S. 

foreign aid, multilateral loans, and the Afghan government, and was an “integrated” 

development scheme, with education, industry, agriculture, medicine, and marketing under a 

single controlling authority. As the main researcher on this topic has noted, “nation-building did 

not fail in Afghanistan for want of money, time, or imagination” (Cullather, 2002).  

 It was immediately after World War II, when the Soviet Union was busy reconstructing 

itself, that Afghanistan looked to the United States for help in consolidating a centralized state 

that could assume responsibility for public welfare (Cullather, 2002). Through its development 

programs, the monarchy assumed a relationship of trusteeship over the nation, presenting the 

king as retaining custody of the state during a dangerous transitional period but ready to 

relinquish power once modernity was achieved (Cullather, 2002). “Afghanistan is a backward 
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country,” Mohammed Daoud, the king’s brother-in-law, cousin, and prime minister, observed in 

1959, “we must do something about it or die as a nation” (Cullather, 2002). Large-scale 

development projects, visible signs of national energy, were used to stake a claim to the future 

for the Pashtuns (Cullather, 2002). The Helmand project symbolized the transformation of the 

nation, representing the legitimacy of the monarchy, the expansion of state power, and the 

fulfillment of the Pashtun destiny (Cullather, 2002). One scheme that particularly appealed to the 

king was the building of dams. 

 As Cullather said so beautifully, “Nothing becomes antiquated faster than symbols of the 

future,” and it is difficult now in hindsight to envision the hold concrete dams once had on the 

global imagination (2002). For many, large dams symbolize a failed, centralized, technocratic 

approach to development characterized by waste, bureaucratic bungling, and insensitivity to 

people and the environment (Picciotto, Rice, and van Wicklin, 2001: 1). For others, large dams 

are almost cathedrals – the supreme image of an era (Picciotto, et.al. 2001: 1). Both myths 

survive to today because each contains a grain of truth; some dams are marvels of human 

ingenuity - they make deserts bloom, they tame floods, they produce clean energy (Picciotto, 

et.al. 2001: 1). However, a large dam can also silence a river, destroy a landscape, endanger 

biodiversity, and uproot whole communities (Picciotto, et.al. 2001: 1). For Nehru, for Zahir 

Shah, for China today, the great blank wall of a dam was a screen on which they would project 

the future and also symbolized the sacrifice of the individual to the greater good of the state 

(Cullather, 2002). Dams were the American alternative to Communist land reform, instead of a 

“crude redistribution,” American engineers could create “wonderlands of vegetation and power” 

from the desert (Cullather, 2002). A dam project allows, even requires, a state to appropriate and 

redistribute land, plan factories and economies, tell people what to make and grow, design and 
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build new housing, roads, schools, and centers of commerce (Cullather, 2002). Dams displace 

thousands from ancestral homes and farms, bulldoze graveyards and mosques, and erase all trace 

of memory and history from the land, a process that could be known as ethnic cleansing, but 

when done in conjunction with construction is called development (Cullather, 2002).  

From the start, the Helmand project was primarily about national prestige, and only 

secondarily about the social benefits of increasing agricultural productivity (Cullather, 2002). A 

dam-building project would have vastly expanded and intensify the authority that could be 

exercised by the central government at Kabul (Cullather, 2002). Remaking and regulating the 

physical environment of an entire region would, for the first time, render Afghanistan into the 

legible inventories of material and human resources in the manner of modern states (Cullather, 

2002). Signs of trouble appeared almost immediately. Even when half-completed, the first dam, 

a small diversion dam at the mouth of the Boghra canal, raised the water table to within a few 

inches of the surface (Cullather, 2002). A snowy crust of salt could be seen on the ground in 

areas around the reservoir (Cullather, 2002). In 1949, the engineers and the government could 

have stopped the project, but cancellation would have resulted in a loss of face for the monarchy, 

but from an engineering standpoint the project could no longer be justified (Cullather, 2002).  

In 1952, the national government created the Helmand Valley Authority—later the 

Helmand and Arghandab Valley Authority (HAVA)—removing 1800 square miles of river 

valley from local control and placing it under the jurisdiction of expert commissions in Kabul 

(Cullather, 2002). The monarchy poured money into the project; a fifth of the central 

government’s total expenditures went into HAVA in the 1950s and early 1960s (Cullather, 2002. 

From 1946 on, the salaries of Morrison Knudsen’s advisers and technicians absorbed an amount 

equivalent to Afghanistan’s total exports (Cullather, 2002). Without adequate mechanisms for 
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tax collection, the royal treasury passed costs on to agricultural producers through inflation and 

the diversion of export revenue, offsetting any gains irrigation produced (Cullather, 2002). 

Although it pulled in millions in international funding, HAVA soaked up the small reserves of 

individual farmers and may well have reduced the total national investment in agriculture 

(Cullather, 2002).  

HAVA supplemented the initial dam with a vast complex of dams. Two large dams—the 

200 foot high Arghandab dam and the 320 foot high Kajakai dam—for storage and hydropower 

were supplemented by diversion dams, drainage works, and irrigation canals (Cullather, 2002). 

Each extension of the project required more land acquisitions, more displaced people. As 

originally envisioned, HAVA would irrigate enough new fertile land to settle 18-20,000 families 

on 15 acre farms and together with Afghan officials, U.S. advisers launched a program to 

sedentarize the nomadic Pashtuns whose migrations were a source of friction with Pakistan 

(Cullather, 2002). To American and royal government officials, this floating population and its 

disregard for laws, taxes, and borders, symbolized the country’s backwardness; to be unbounded 

is detrimental to state-hood and this development project was aimed at consolidating a nation 

(Cullather, 2002). Settling Pashtun nomads in a belt from Kabul to Kandahar would create a 

secure political base for the government and bring them within reach of modernization programs, 

part of the creation of the modern citizen (Cullather, 2002). Diminishing the transborder flows 

would eliminate smuggling, and spill-over of conflict, especially due to the enflamed the 

Pushtunistan issue (Cullather, 2002). “Any anthropologist could have predicted with 

confidence,” Arnold Fletcher observed in 1965, “that the happy notion of settling Afghan 

nomads on the reclaimed lands would not work out.” (Cullather, 2002). But no one did predict, 

or at least they did not listen, for just two years after this settlers’ were turned off the land so 
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their homes could be bulldozed (Cullather, 2002). The goals and effects of the project were never 

viewed outside the distorting mirror of modernization theory. Pastoralists produced the country’s 

primary export and most of its foreign exchange revenue, and yet HAVA’s plan to convert them 

into wheat farmers was never seriously questioned (Cullather, 2002). The outcomes that were 

hoped for—tax earnings, political stability, creation of a middle class, resolution of the 

Pashtunistan issue, national prestige—were seen as concomitants of eventual developmental 

success, rather than as goals to be pursued directly (Cullather, 2002). 

Evidence for the efficiency of American techniques was scarce in the Helmand Valley. 

The burden of American loans for the project, and the absence of tangible returns was creating, 

according to the New York Times, “a dangerous strain on the both the Afghan economy and the 

nation’s morale” which “may have unwittingly and indirectly contributed to driving Afghanistan 

into Russian arms.” (Cullather, 2002) Waterlogging had advanced in the Shamalan to the point 

that structural foundations were giving way; mosques and houses were crumbling into the 

growing bog (Cullather, 2002). In 1965 a study revealed that crop yields per acre had actually 

dropped since the dams were built, sharply in areas already cultivated but declines were evident 

even in areas reclaimed from the desert (Cullather, 2002). Withdrawing support from HAVA 

though was impossible; “Afghanistan was an economic Korea, but Helmand was an economic 

Vietnam, a quagmire that consumed money and resources without the possibility of success, all 

to avoid making failure obvious”(Cullather, 2002). Over the years Helmand was abandoned and 

later served as cover for Mujaheddin fighters, as Soviet troops felled trees to smash the irrigation 

canals and extensively mined the fields and orchards (Cullather, 2002). The Taliban movement 

began here, and the valley provided one of its chief sources of revenue; the opium poppy grows 

well in dry climates and alkaline and saline soils (in 2000, according to the United Nations Drug 
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Control Program, the Helmand Valley produced 39 percent of the world’s heroin)(Cullather, 

2002). Proponents of a fresh nation-building venture in Afghanistan, unaware of the results of 

the last one, have resurrected its imaginings (Cullather, 2002). Except this time, the project 

paving the way to the future is a road rather than a dam. 

 
Highway No. 1 
Security and Sacrifice 
 
Roads are meant to connect. They provide access, open trade routes, make critical supplies 

available, and cut down travel time. Roads can also cut people off, keep populations trapped, 

isolate communities, and open space for the wrong people. G. Verstraete did a study on the 

symbolism and reality of the transcontinental railroad in the U.S. and I will rely on her 

theoretical work as a foil to road construction. The railroad in the U.S. is a powerful image, as 

she has described, of man’s conquest over nature, of his pillaging of the ground and the ‘natives’ 

for territory, of his absenting of the reality of how creation has taken place – it is manifest 

destiny in material form. The railroad created a recognizable space that certain American people 

could inhabit, a position within the midst of uncertainty and uprootedness.  Railroads give the 

illusion of traveling freely and commanding a space, but the image hides the reality of massively 

hired Chinese workers, many of whom were killed during blasting or froze to death in mountains 

(Verstraete, 2002). Symbolically, often through images, the railroad is portrayed as a connecting 

a great divide, the Atlantic and Pacific, but actively serves to make the labor and land 

appropriation of the project invisible or, in other words, just another part of sacrifice for the 

nation.  

The road linking the two major cities of Afghanistan uses much of the same language of 

progress as the railroad once did in the US context. As one reporter puts it, “Washington is 
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struggling to glue the shards of this broken nation with tarmac, first by repaving a 300-mile 

highway” (Higgins, 2004). This is a project heavily loaded with symbolism. To begin with, the 

road extends from Kabul, the seat of the fragile pro-American Pashtun government, and 

Kandahar, the former seat of Taliban control (Higgin, 2004). Many reporters have described the 

route as a 300-mile-long road that "had been in existence for some 3,000 years...” being last built 

and repaired by the US themselves in the 1960s (Cronin, 2003). Even the Taliban chose the road 

to Kandahar to showcase their reconstruction efforts when they seized Kabul in 1997, but only 

paved 27 miles before they were ousted in 2001 (Higgins, 2004). This road is the main artery of 

the nation it seems, controlling access and thus security of the capital to its most important sister 

cities. It is through this road that security is achieved, that nature is conquered, and violence 

overcome and controlled.  

The road arose out of the need for both security and visible success. The reconstruction 

effort and the new government needed to prove that the terrain of the nation was being controlled 

and the nation was successfully being re-built. The road served both purposes. In mid-2002, 

amid assassination attempts, Mr. Karzai suggested to president Bush that a road renewal project 

combined with the expansion of foreign troops would serve to quell violence outside Kabul 

(Higgins, 2004). While the White House had no desire to widen the duties of U.S. soldiers it 

liked the idea of building a road. President Bush liked it so much it became the focus of his 

reconstruction efforts through 2002 – 2003 placing a strict and impossible time schedule for the 

completion of the road. The politically driven road timetable has sometimes meant getting 

"pressured to do things that are completely impossible" (Higgins, 2004). Washington began 

demanding constant updates, with Khalilzad commenting, "The president has been very 

impatient about the road . . . . He has been on top of this issue, saying the road must be built, the 
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road must be built” (Higgins, 2004). The road from Kabul to Kandahar slowly became the U.S. 

and the fledgling transitional government in Afghanistan’s showcase infrastructure 

reconstruction project (Cronin, 2002). But for the engineers and their Afghan, Turkish, Indian 

and Pakistani contractors, the 482-km road refurbishing job is turning into what some say is the 

most dangerous construction project in the world (Cronin, 2002). 

The violence, death, and pain of building the road has come to serve as a part of its 

symbolism. Like the railroad, like dams, those who give their lives in the name of these projects 

serve as a sacrifice for the nation and are seen as martyrs for the greater good. From de-mining to 

attacks by militia, the work on the road has very bloody with over 15 causalities at least. 

Helicopters were used to patrol the route, lights were installed for night time work which only 

seemed to compound the problem, and fighter jets were used to secure the area, but still the 

violence persists, as does the construction. USAID director and major supporter of the road 

project, Natsios, creates a mythology of his own, saying of the road: 

The first leg of the highway was rebuilt through the courage of countless people who cleared 
mines, graded and paved the road, protected workers and defied threats by the residue of the 
Taliban to halt construction work. The road is a symbol of the restoration of Afghanistan as an 
independent, free nation that is a friend to its neighbors. But the road is more than a symbol. It 
allows women to visit a doctor at childbirth, it brings children to schools, and it helps farmers 
market their crops. (Natsios, 2003). 

In December of 2003, President Karzai, Ambassador Khalilzad, the head of USAID and dozens 

of others gathered just south of Kabul to declare the road "open," with a railroad-esque last spike 

sort of ceremony (Higgins, 2004). The ironic things is, most of the people got there by 

helicopter. "We are standing, literally, on the road to Afghanistan's future," said Mr. Khalilzad, 

as Mr. Karzai paid tribute to "road construction martyrs." (Higgins, 2004). Exhibited now in the 

White House Situation Room is a clump of gravel and tar dug from a freshly repaved bit of the 

highway. Can you imagine any other highway that would receive such attention as to be placed 
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on display? But as many scholars have emphasized, the road system may connect Kabul to 

Kandahar, but it does not connect the people to the services they need. “Many women cannot 

reach the clinics because much of the country is mountainous and roads are still impassable-

despite reconstruction efforts. Construction of roads will help, but there is a general lack of good 

transportation. In many areas, the only means of transportation are donkeys and horses. Women 

with obstetric emergencies who manage to get to the hospitals present too late-due to long 

journey times-to benefit from the services” (Ahmad, 2004).  If roads do not serve to provide 

access for those who need it, and do not translate as a useful way of empowering people, then 

should not more important projects take precedent? 

Conclusion 

Kabul: A City Isolated 

In the 1960s and 1970s, as the nation attempted to modernize quickly, Kabul was not the place 

we imagine it to be now. Kabul, in that era was a city of decadence and ‘sin,’ described as 

populated by mini-skirted schoolgirls, with “bowling alleys, and skiing in the winter and jazz 

concerts…numerous parties, with drugs under every bench. It was wonderful fun” (Harding, 

2001). Kabul was, in essence, a place apart from the rest of the geographic area. It was a city 

isolated and self-contained with an urban elite disconnected from the masses they govern.  As 

one journalist living in Afghanistan at the time commented, "(the monarchs’) education was 

western. Their children's toys were western. There wasn't any attempt whatever to foster any 

kind of appreciation of the people they were supposed to be governing. Religion was dismissed 

as medieval superstition, the elite which was governing lost contact with the value system of 

90% of the country." (Harding, 2001).  
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Kabul was a place out of touch, and yet this is the model being used to recreate the nation 

today.  As one author describes, the image and imagination of what a successful Afghanistan will 

look like is managed by a foreign 'trained' and foreign-backed elite which has resulted in a 

spatial segregation [Kabul and the 'Rest'] (Herlod, 2002). Seventy-eight percent of [the 22.5 

million Afghans - U.N. data for 2001] Afghans live in rural areas and are dependent on 

agriculture for their livelihood (Herold, 2002). Nearly 90 percent of the Afghan economy is 

agriculture-related (Herold, 2002). Of the 22 percent who live in cities, most are in Kabul, the 

capital, which had a peacetime population once of 2 million (Herold, 2002). The prospect is quite 

clear: the gap is widening between a Westernized Kabul and an impoverished, under-educated, 

and powerless countryside (Herold, 2002). Nation-building seems on the ground to only be 

providing for a certain segment of the population. Whether paved roads, or access to services, or 

security from violence; reconstruction only applies to those that are including in the modern 

imaginary, and unfortunately, so far, that does not include the nomadic, rural people of 

Afghanistan.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
 
 
“New Imaginings: Hizballah, Iran, and the Dynamics of Articulation,” a masters thesis for the American 
University in Cairo by Hebah H. Farrag, under the supervision of Dr. Saad Eddin Ibrahim, Dr. Martina 
Rieker, and Dr. Pandeli Glavanis addresses the rise in the politics of identification in Islamism today.  The 
resistance narrative in the Middle East has undergone radical changes in the last two decades; 
transforming, adapting, and metamorphosing in response to local, regional and global conditions. 
Corresponding with these rapid changes, the politics of identification has taken center stage. The recent 
alliance between Iran and Venezuela, corresponding with a shift in Venezuela’s policy towards Israel and 
enhanced through its ideological and financial support of Hizballah, has excited Middle Eastern 
populations, frightened Arab leaders, and left many an academic wondering where exactly the resistance 
narrative is heading. This combined with a flurry of perceived sectarian divisions and internal domestic 
struggles has left many questing: What is behind these recent connections and how have these changes 
impacted our understanding of Islamism, anti-imperialism, third worldism, and resistance?  

The actors and issues that are the main focus of this work are, first, Hizballah and its attempt to 
forge new understandings of resistance, identity, and Islam within and without a nation-state context, and 
secondly, Iran and its current re-definition of conceptions such as development and sovereignty in 
response to conditions of ‘geopolitical exclusion.’ An original and integral element in this study is the 
inclusion of comparative regional experiences, drawing mainly from Latin America, specifically 
Venezuela, in order to show not only the extent of south-south relations being formed today and on what 
basis, but also the variance within these assorted discourses even within self-defined anti-imperialistic 
alliances. Methodologically, this work uses theories such as articulation and tools such as the ‘border 
guard’ and ‘mythomotuer’ in order to garner a deeper understanding of if and how Islamist movements 
such as Hizballah, and nations such as Iran, remain ideologically consistent by transforming and adapting 
to political, social, and culturally trends. By complicating an often used and interrelated example, such as 
the relationship between Hizballah and Iran, this work delves into the question of identity formation and 
defines what it means to use modern means to search for a post-modern identity. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Stage 

 
 

In the last five years we have seen an explosion of interest in the region known as the Middle 

East. The region has not only become the center of the world's attention regarding the threat of terrorism 

and the need for democratization it has also become the new focus of foreign intervention; militarily, 

economically, socially, culturally, and politically. From the Sudan to Afghanistan, the global spotlight has 

been narrowing in on the endemic need for control and stability in the region; a control that has been 

sought through not only political and militaristic means, but through trade, aid, and Qualified Industrial 

Zones.  

The costs of such intervention and attention have been acutely felt on the whole of the world 

stage in ways particular to our moment in time. The nature of international governance has been 

questioned to its core and what was fundamental to our system of nation-states has now begun to be 

debated, questioned, and challenged. Questions such as the place of international law, the sanctity of the 

Geneva Conventions, the centrality of torture to security, the extent of sovereignty, the meaning of self-

determination, the rights of non-state actors, all once primary and essential elements to an order revered 

and protected to an almost divine extent by hegemonic nations or international cooperations no longer 

have simple answers that can be defended. The region and its populations have become hopeless and 

uncertain with very few options for advance and not many alternatives for a way out, but with the unique 

opportunity to stand at the center of a global dialogue on the future of international governance and its 

limits, the new ‘playground’ of the imagination. 

Latin America serves as an important comparison to the Middle East, one that has been often 

overlooked in the scholarship especially regarding anti-imperialist organizing. Not only do many 

examples in these two regions share a similar pattern of economic development (structural adjustment, 

state-led economic and social engineering, etc.) and a long history of foreign intervention and 

entanglement, the methods and ideologies with which these various countries in these two regions where 
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penetrated are also very similar. Adam Isacson, of the Center for International Policy in Washington D.C., 

states rhetorically, "Latin Americanists know all about unilateral interventions, pre-emption, 'regime 

change,' botched counter-insurgency efforts, torture allegations, nation-building schemes, proxy wars, 

empty rhetoric about democracy and charges of imperial behavior. It’s been going on for a century or 

more."1 Its no wonder that a survey conducted by the Gallup International Association at the end of 2003, 

as part of the Voice of the People annual survey, to measure people's opinion regarding the effect of US 

foreign policy across countries and around the world, found respondents in South America and the Middle 

East sharing the most critical views of U.S. foreign policy.2  

Economically, politically, militarily, ideologically; these two regions, broadly, have much in 

common in terms of their development, and have cooperated politically and economically in the past 

(think Nasser and Castro). In recent times we see Latin American and Middle Eastern players being 

connected in distinct ways; Hugo Chavez of Venezuela leading the way in the creation of new alliances. 

Beyond their similarities and differences, the two regions and their various actors have often been 

construed in similar ways in the minds of US foreign policy makers, and additionally, a comparison of 

these two regions responses to comparable actions, and on what basis they are now forming alliances, 

may enhance our understanding of imperialism and the impetus of anti-imperialistic action.  

  What are these players seeking to influence and how is it important to current conceptions of 

global order? How and on what basis are these alliances being formed? How is identity and resistance 

being formulated to unite these various actors? The answers to the above questions may help to re-draw 

understandings of current resistance movements while furthering existing literature on the Middle East 

and its place within an ongoing struggle.  

 

 

                                                
1 Isacson, A. (2006) "Latin Americanist's Lament," Security and Peace Initiative Blog: Democracy Arsenal, 11 
January. http://www.democracyarsenal.org/2006/01/the_latin_ameri.html 
2 Gallup International (2003). "US Foreign Policy Effect: An Overall Negative Opinion Across the World," Voice of 
the People Annual Survey, http://www.voice-of-the-people.net/ContentFiles/files/VoP2004/US Foreign Policy 
Effect - An Overall Negative Opinion Across the World.doc 
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Methods and Sources 

Since the close of the most recent Arab-Israeli conflict, dubbed the July War in Lebanon and the Second 

Lebanon War in Israel, we have seen an explosion of interest in Hizballah, Iran, their connections, and the 

role of Shia Islam in an evolving Middle East. The place of religion in the region has become further 

complicated by the recent talk of a forthcoming 'Muslim Civil War.' Islam is being dissected further and 

further into its component parts as the role of religion continues to be analyzed through its divisive and 

destructive power. Much of the scholarship, not only focusing on Iran and Hizballah, but on the region in 

general focuses centrally on the place of religion, either in relation to violence and militancy or 

apologetically, to explain, clarify and/or de-mystify the 'realities' of Islam in reference to political usages. 

Political Islam has become the new buzz word, along side ever growing debates on the existence of a so-

called "arc of extremism," to use Mr. Blair's terminology.   

Author and Professor Vali Nasr has ridden this wave of popularity and has gained a level of fame 

after publishing his work The Shia Revival: How Conflicts within Islam Will Shape the Future, detailing 

how a liberated and empowered Iraqi Shiite majority has helped to launch a broad Shia revival, upsetting 

the sectarian balance not only in Iraq but in the Middle East.3  What much of this work, alongside the 

plethora of media focusing on sectarian divide and the sensational, continues to overlook is the voice of 

the popular; songs have been written about Hassan Nasrallah and his 'victory,' opinion polls have cited 

him as the most popular Arab leader in the region, ordinary citizens sit glued to Arab satellite TV 

networks to follow events not only in Lebanon, but Iran, Iraq, Gaza, and so on. What the popular sees is 

the blood of Arabs (not Shi'as) being spilt, with only a few actors 'fighting back.' In the eyes of many, or 

so this work will set out to investigate, actors such as Nasrallah and Ahmadinejad have become models of 

heroic resistance. Using the tools, definition, and 'stage' layout to be described, this work intends to use 

religion, along side class, ethnicity, age, and citizenship as a method of analysis.  

                                                
3 Nasr, V. (2006). "When the Shiites Rise," Foreign Affairs, July/August 2006. 
http://www.foreignaffairs.org/20060701faessay85405/vali-nasr/when-the-shiites-rise.html?mode=print 
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 In order to do this I will rely on the theoretic frame to be outlined below, using the work of 

Gramsci, Stuart Hall, and Anthias and Yuval-Davis to guide the research, while focusing my study on the 

analysis of primary text in the form of speeches, interview, and press release from major leaders. I also 

had the opportunity to obtain first-hand interview from members and leaders in Hizballah as well as other 

political leaders and civil society actors in Lebanon through the contacts of my advisor Dr Saad Eddin 

Ibrahim and a political delegation to Lebanon planned through the Ibn Khaldun Center for Development 

from Jan 8 – 20th, 2007. In addition, the unconventional use of the internet as a source of informal 

assessment of sentiment and narrative will be integral to my study. Today the use of the web, through 

blogs, formal government websites, and informal comment boards, allows for an added level of depth in 

analysis when imagination, post-modern organization, and public opinion is of central concern. Blogs 

about Hizballah circulating in Spanish and recruiting from a specific Latin American target, websites run 

by the Iranian Government publicizing President Ahmedinejad’s every word and comment, individual 

sentiment through comment boards, debates raging online; all these serve as sources effective in 

uncovering the effectiveness and pervasiveness of imaginings, while also exemplifying the new ways in 

which groups organize, propagandize, and articulate in contemporary anti-imperialistic organizing. Such 

sources, combined with other primary texts and our theoretic frame should supply an ample frame for 

analysis and generalization. 

What has been written about Iran and Hizballah thus far in scholarship has focused either on their 

connection, the extent of that connection militarily, religiously, financially, and the political influence 

each party has had on the other, centering the focus on Shi’ite Islam and revolutionary Shi’ism as the link 

that binds the two together.4 A major feature of the writing on both Iran and Hizballah is of course 

political Islam and the increasing violence and militancy within this emerging ideology as well as the 

increasingly important role of non-state actors in international politics. This work will not focus on the 

connection between the two actors or the political action and militarism of the two players but rather on 

the contemporary articulations and imaginings being put forth by Iran and Hizballah separately, the 
                                                

4 Chehabi, 2006. 
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significance of what seems like new understandings of concepts such as development and resistance, and 

the role and position of such articulations within a framework of growing south-south connection. This 

will not be a work focusing on the American or anti-American framework and in such will be original in 

its attempt to clarify and connect countries of the South and their experience.  With my knowledge of 

Arabic and Spanish and the availability of translated Farsi sources, I will make use of mainly media 

sources cross cut with existing theory on relevant conceptions such as development, sovereignty, and 

identification in order to discern the body of these articulations and their significance within on going 

debates. 

 

Literature Review  

At the close of WWII the world saw the formation of an international consensus built upon the 

devastation of an old order. Laws were codified, international standards agreed upon, enforcement 

mechanisms put in place and with them, imaginings became a reality. The nation-state was the only actor 

on the world stage and through bodies like the UN, International Criminal Court, IMF and World Bank 

and treaties such as the Geneva Convention, Vienna Convention, and UN Charter a system was molded, 

an image created, and a vision accepted. This ideal may never have been a reality, a case closed never to 

be questioned, but it was believed in. So much so that much of the debate for the last four decades has 

centered around how to make it a reality rather than how to transform it into something whole-heartedly 

new.  

The Cold War, a war more devastating than both World Wars combined, firmly and finally made 

this order a reality - a neo-liberal development towards a democratic peace and a stable and harmonious 

union through economic connection and liberal ideals of freedom enforced through military presence, 

physical force, and economic dependence. In each locality this new order reared its head with always a 

new face making the naming of the order near impossible. National discourses seek to play with the 

imagination and create a common imagining of the world. This search for identity is an essential and 

integral characteristic of the politics of identification. The United States, alongside many other actors, has 
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set forth on the world stage with a mission to create an image of the world; to the United States, that 

image is one of a world under threat. Other actors have responded to this image with their own vision, and 

it is not the U.S. articulation that I hope to speak to, but the various and varied counter articulations only 

recently becoming clear. With that being said, in order to understand our current political moment, we 

must look back in time to the inception of the era; looking, if only briefly, at scholarship on the role of the 

US  in international politics from World War II up until our Post-Cold War era.  

 

The American Century: the making of an imagining 

The twentieth century, a century of bloodshed and violence, has also been proclaimed the 'American 

Century'. Since the end of World War II, the United States has been almost unanimously proclaimed the 

world’s superpower.  During this period of American hegemony the world has experienced a gradual 

worsening of global conditions, or at least this is what the anti-imperialists claim. The ratio of per capita 

income between the top fifth and the bottom fifth of the world’s population has moved from 30 to 1 in 

1960, to 45 to 1 in 1980, to 60 to 1 in the 1990’s5.  This century has seen the gap between the rich and the 

poor widen continuously. A recent United Nations Development Report documented that 358 global 

billionaires have the wealth equaled to half to world’s population and that the assets of the three richest 

people in the world exceed the combined GDP of the 48 least developed countries6. This report went on 

to conclude that it would cost $13 billion to provide basic health and nutrition to all people in the world 

and $6 billion to provide basic education to every human being yet Americans continue to spend $17 

billion a year on pet food7. This century has seen the world’s 100 top economies become corporations. It 

has seen women become seventy percent of the world’s poor. It has seen 65 to 70 percent of the World 

Bank’s projects fail in the poorest countries.  

There were many names for the United States since the end of World War II - reluctant 

superpower, "watchman on the wall," policeman of the world, hegemon, haven of democracy and 

                                                
5 Cumings, Op. Cit at 294 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. at 295 
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freedom. All of these names imply one common theme; that United States has been and continues to be 

the dominant power in world. Today, we see an emergence of actors that repeatedly refer to the United 

States explicitly as an 'Empire' or 'Imperialist' power. We have seen in our post-9/11 academic scholarship 

a burgeoning of texts analyzing the role of the US as an empire, hegemon, and/or imperial power, 

especially in reference to its policy concerning the Middle East.8 And moreover, we are once again 

hearing the United States, its leaders and policy makers, refer to the US as the 'savior' of international 

stability, and promoter of peace, security, and democracy. The discourses on US imperialism and the role 

of the United States in the international arena very much frames the global debate and captures the 

imagination of the masses alike. It is for these reasons that a discussion of the scholarship on US 

imperialism remains relevant to our discussion of emerging narratives in the Middle East and solidifying 

south-south relationships.   

Scholars agree on the premise, either implied or explicit, “that in the postwar era the extent of 

American power and the nature of its behavior warrants comparison with the undoubted empires of the 

past."9 There is no doubt amongst them that American foreign policy has had a huge influence on the 

twentieth century world, and that the United States is clearly the strongest power, or combination of 

powers, in the world since the end of the Cold War. But it is only these two points that generate 

consensus among scholars as a whole.  

While many camps argue over the intentions lying behind US maneuvering, they both agree in a 

common imagining; the US as powerful, aggressive, and interest-led. Scholars writing in what has been 

called the 'imperial school' paint the picture of the reluctant imperial nation working diligently to bring 

democracy and prosperity to these 'failed states,' while maintaining an active military solely to protect it 

self from the ruthless outside world. They view the U.S.’s position as inevitable, necessary, and 

unfortunate due to the backwardness of the world surrounding it. Those writing out of what has been 

called the ‘imperialist school’ agree that the US is a nation on the hunt for empire, relying on economic 

                                                
8 Allain, 2003; Khalidi, 2004 
9 Slater, Op. Cit. at 67 
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motivations to explain the thrust behind expansion. They paint a world threatened by the ever-growing 

desires of an insatiable nation, where any place, any leader, any economy is at risk of take over. 

Imperialists create an image of a world under threat, of an empire on the loose, and a world at risk of 

take-over. Whether imperial or imperialistic, the United States, in its pursuit of prosperity, security, and 

democracy, has created an image of herself that dominates, almost colonizes, the worlds imagination. All 

scholars continually point to her as the reference point, and all her various national discourses continue to 

inspire counter-imaginings in various attempts to define the age we live in. This hegemonic national 

imagining, made ever more explicit in the Bush Epoch, is the frame to which the world adjusts. And 

increasingly since the invasion of Afghanistan and the occupation of Iraq, the US national articulation has 

remained at the foreground of Middle Eastern articulations of the future. It is this world view that remains 

the foil to which actors speak and for that reason alone is relevant to our study. 

 

What's in a Name? Post-Cold War What? 

 
How shall we denote this developing, but not yet complete, ‘new world order’? Shall we name it the post-
industrialist, postmodern, post-nationalist, post-neocolonial, post-structural, porous-bordered, cannibalistic, 
resource-devouring, garbage-spewing, plague-ridden, hyper-capitalist, post-materialist, hyper-polluted, 
universalized (Catholic-like), monocultural, ultra-technologized, telecommunication-and-computer nerved, 
significations age? For as this period becomes more and more the era of abstraction: the production, selling, 
consumption, and trading of things gives way, more and more, to the production, selling, consumption and 
trading of signs of things. The signs and the speculation in signs proliferate out of the proportion to the 
things of the material world. Dialectical materialism has been replaced by the dialectical immaterialism. 
…10 

 

The so-called 'American Century,' our contemporary moment, has thus far been quite hard to 

name. Some call it the post-cold war era, others the era of globalization, still others postmodern; as 

Yurick has so poignantly pointed out, “one always looks for some symbolic point where one can say ‘that 

ended and this began’, even though there are no beginning and no endings…” for us, and writers such as 

Yurick and Burbach, our climacteric is the end of the Cold War, when the curtain fell on the profitable, 

                                                
10 Yurick, S. (1995) “The Emerging Metastate versus the Politics of Ethno-Nationalist Identity,” in Parekh, B. 
Pieterse, J.N. (eds.) The Decolonization of Imagination: Culture, Knowledge, and Power, London: Zed Books Ltd: 
205 
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Manichaean theatre of illusions dubbed the Cold War.11 Much of the twentieth century is dominated by 

the clash between the ideologies of capitalism and socialism; two metanarratives with their roots in the 

Enlightenment.12 This conflict not only served to divide the world, but more accurately, to fragment it into 

pieces, areas, segments, sometimes nations, either with, against, or in the middle of an increasingly non-

nonaligned world.  

Ironically though, in the midst of polarization, the Cold War also seemed to clarify the path 

towards modernity, regardless of which side you were on.  As Blum argues, the common thread tying 

together the diverse targets for American intervention during the Cold War, and Soviet for that matter, 

was any policy of “self-determination” expressed in one form or another. The desire to pursue a path of 

development independent from US/Soviet foreign policy objectives, the ambition to be free of economic 

or political subservience to the US/Soviet Union, the refusal to minimize relations with the opposing bloc 

or to welcome a military installation from a foreign power, the attempt to alter or replace a government 

which held to neither of these aspirations, all these desires led to intervention.13 Any policy of 

independence, neutrality, or non-alignment immediately placed leaders on the top ten most watched list; 

Arbenz of Guatemala, Mossadegh of Iran, Sukarno of Indonesia, Nkrumah of Ghana, Sihanouk of 

Cambodia are all examples, with many more remaining, of how self-determination could lead to direct 

and powerful intervention during the Cold War.14  

Beyond instilling in the global climate a fear of independent behavior, the Cold War, rather than 

simply divide, also solidified a singular path towards national development. As Yurick puts it, "the war 

had ironically not only united the world in a grand purpose but seemed also to have sped up the grand 

movement of the world towards modernization, rationalization and human secularism…at least the 

‘western’ version of that movement".15 With the end of this elongated war for the hearts and minds of the 

international community, we have seen the inception of the postmodern and the solidification of the 

                                                
11 Ibid; 204 
12 Burbach, Op. Cit. at  3 
13 Blum, Op. Cit. at 15 
14 Ibid 
15 Yurich, Op. Cit. at 204 
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modern, and with them the birth of a plethora of debates and discourses that are raging into today and 

remain relevant to the discussion at hand.  

 

Methodology and Definitions 

The Modern in Postmodern 

In our contemporary moment, it is no longer safe to stick to one generalized mode of analysis. Actors 

today operate on various levels, incorporating a collection of tools and languages ranging from nationalist 

to nativist to postmodern for a wide variety of reasons, from political to economic to social/cultural and 

back again. As Burbach points out, "the real world, given all its fragmentation and incoherence, is 

resisting the capitalist global order in many different ways and continually searching for alternatives."16 A 

sustained and continual opposition to the hegemony of the new global order seems to emerge from 

rebellious factions that appear anywhere and everywhere, whether a 'failed' state, a non-state actor, a 

militant movement, or as the now famous 'battle of Seattle' demonstrated, from disgruntled individuals 

from all parts of the globe.17 Opposition today is postmodern in the sense that it has no clear rationale or 

logic to its activities, crossing boundaries and borders uniting people in common cause. As Yurick 

poignantly articulates, "Virulent nationalism have been wakened from their long, enchanted slumber 

giving rise to an orgy of multi-cultural, ethno-entropic, postcolonial politics of ‘identity’. But what does 

‘identity’ in this context mean? Certainly not the ideology of possessive individualism of the world 

market; ‘identity’ as regards nationalism, culture, ethnicism, racism, means identification-with, which 

entails a submersion of one’s psychological self in some greater, mass ‘self’."18 

 Identity politics, a term most often referring to the movements which have developed since the 

1960s around issues of identity, in particular gender, race, sexuality and disability, has emerged once 

again as a key intellectual concept and mobilizational tactic central to the understanding of social 

movements. But the notion of identity politics is not without its controversies. Scholars such as Arthur 

                                                
16 Burbach, Op. Cit. at 11 
17 Ibid. 
18 Yurick, Op. Cit. at 205 
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Schlesinger Jr., Eric Hobsbawm, and more recently gay and lesbian rights activists have criticized the 

tactic and concept pointing to the often essentialist overtones of such arguments and the disadvantage 

basing one’s political stance on the perception of being outside of society places on the possibility of 

ending marginalization.19  Shared identity based on fixed biological and/or cultural traits, and political 

movements based in such organizational principle have been seen as diverting energy and attention from 

fundamental issues, such as class conflict, while bolstering false notions of nationalism and self-

determination.20 Moreover, the notion of identity politics, in many ways clouds the reality that all politics 

is ultimately about identification.21  

Essentially, politics is identification in the sense that what politics attempts to do is to try and 

make people connect with collectives or projects. As my advisor Dr. Pandeli Glavanis made clear, “from 

mundane administrative policies to statements of grand politics, the process of identification is central to 

politics.” But rather than center on fixed notions of identity, politics as identification occurs not only 

through ‘self-identification as’, but ‘with’, through negotiation, and ultimately involves being ‘identified 

as’.  Identification is not the act of identifying, or identifying with, but can also include the state of being 

identified.  In the "identity politics" of the 1980s and 1990s, a person's politics were based solidly in what 

one identified as: straight woman, gay man, Asian American, and so on.22 Who one identified with, it was 

presumed, was - or should be - identical to what one identified as.23 This kind of identity politics, which 

was very productive in effecting important social change, has now reached an impasse. Groups of people 

identifying differently cannot seem to find common ground on which to work together collectively, 

leaving the political left divided and unable to collect into a mass force.24 Many have felt the need for a 

                                                
19 Schlesinger, William Jr. (1991) The Disuniting of America: Reflections on a Multicultural Society, W.W. Norton 
& Company. 
20 Hobsbawm, Eric. (1994) The Age of Extremes: A History of the World, 1914 – 1991, New York: Pantheon 
Books. 
21 Thank you to Dr. Pandeli Glavanis for making this point clear. 
22 Thompson, Deborah. (2004) “Calling all Fag Hags: from Identity Politics to Identification Politics,” Social 
Semiotics, Vol. 14, No. 01, April: 37 - 48 
23 Ibid. 
24 Ibid. 
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new kind of identity politics that moves beyond this impasse, the politics of identification, or 

identification politics, has been one answer.  

While groups organize identity in a postmodern sense, many are still attached to modern 

conceptions, such as the nation and organize through modern means such as political parties or through 

state power mechanisms, awakening, in the words of Yurick, nationalisms that are meant to be long gone. 

What my search entails, in part, is finding the modern in the postmodern and discovering the new ways in 

which the politics of the nation have been transformed into the politics of identification.25 

  Modernity, a conception based in Enlightenment thought, is meant to free people from the 

constraints of place, ethnic ties, cultural restraints, and religious fervor replacing them with the idea of 

citizenship, nationhood, and freedom. The dream of the modern era is the so-called 'end of history'; that 

primordial boundaries be washed away and replaced with the free movement of thoughts, goods, and 

ideally, people. Culture, religion, ethnicity are all despised by the modern citizen as modernity is meant to 

liberate the citizen through institutions, education, lifestyle, housing so that place essentially becomes 

everywhere. While the modern age is meant to wipe the slate clean, so to speak, it has, in reality, fortified 

boundary through the awakening of nationalism. In response to this failure of the modern age to rid the 

world of boundary, we have seen an explosion of scholarly work devoted not only to the study of the 

nation, and what makes the nation, but also to the unmaking of modernity, what has come to be called 

'postmodern'.  

While the globalization epoch should have slowly withered away the importance of national 

boundary, what we have seen is the rise of nationalisms and an explosive interest in what 'makes' the 

nation. As Kennedy & Suny discuss, modern scholarship views the nation rather than the product of 
                                                

25 "Nationalism, national identity: nationalist discourses include demands or practices for separate political 
representation or territory. National identities involve the postulate of a necessary political or territorial separation, 
and thus are tied to specific political parties of the ethnic group. Often the autonomy desired involves further 
political projects, which in the modern era have been linked to modernization and industrialization and therefore a 
break with the traditional structures of the group. However, nationalist projects often articulate the interests of 
oppressed classes against colonialism and imperialism and it is therefore difficult to see them as emanating from an 
ethnic essence. The conditions for the development of nationalist ideologies and national liberation struggle have to 
be sought in the interplay of factors the group faces, in relation to ethnicity and class." Anthias, F. Yuval-Davis, N. 
(1992). Racialized Boundaries: Race, Gender, Colour, and Class and the Anti-Racist Struggle, London: Routledge: 
10 
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perennial cultural and social forces, or the inevitable result of capitalist relations of production, or even 

simply as an expression of an innate ethnic or linguistic essence, the modern nation has been re-

conceptualized as a community imagined by its members and leaders to require their primary allegiance – 

within a larger discourse in which nations, built on the people and a notion of popular sovereignty, 

provide the justification of claims to national rights, statehood, and territory.26 The fundamental problem 

with scholarship based in the modern perspective however is to produce the people, or make the people 

produce itself continually as national community, or to produce the effect of unity by virtue of which the 

people will appear as a people and as the basis and origin of political power.27 Postmodern scholarship, 

based largely in the cultural realm and linked to the rise of the information and media ages, the constant 

sense of change and impermanence, and in its extreme form, the breakdown of the barriers between 

reality, fiction, appearance, and imagination, interprets this age as one of malaise and uncertainty, a 

period in which the values of rationality and positivism that date from the Enlightenment are challenged 

as relativistic.28 

In the study of resistance movement, nationalist visions, and liberation struggles it is integral to 

involve a postmodern understanding of narrative, truth, language, identity, power, and culture, but it is 

also of importance to maintain a hint of universal understanding as to preserve meaning in a global 

context. In the study of Hizballah and Iran within a global template, this is will be the theoretical stance. 

While some authors maintain human rights as their objective universal in which subjectivities come to 

play very little, in the context of the Middle East, it is faith that will play that role. Whether it is the 

United States, Iran, Israel, or Nicaragua29; religion has come back on the world stage with a ferocity, and 

                                                
26 Suny, R.G. Kennedy, M.D. (eds.)(1999) Intellectuals and the Articulation of the Nation, Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press. P 1   
27 Ibid. 
28 Burbach, Op. Cit. at  69 
29 Gentile, C. (2006) "Reborn Ortega Enlists God in Presidential Bid," The Washignton Times, 5 November, 
http://www.washingtontimes.com/world/20061104-112806-9014r.htm 
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faith has come to be new break in the modern typography.30 God seems to be coming back to question the 

scientific, technological, and secular basis underlying the current system. Religion is not disappearing in 

our modern world, and postmodern analysis should include reference to the simultaneously universal and 

subjective nature of faith, cosmology, and spirituality in international politics and national imaginings 

today.  

 

Articulation and Imagination 

Articulation, as a methodology, carries with it a double meaning.  In its dictionary sense, articulation is 

the act of vocal expression, utterance or enunciation. It is the manner in which speech is produced. 

Articulation is also the process or method by which things are joined together and a manner of joining 

separatable parts.31 In sociological works, articulation has become famous through the use of the tool by 

authors such as Antonio Gramsci, Stuart Hall, and Richard Middleton. In theory, cultural forms and 

practices (Gramsci's superstructure and Richard Middleton's instance or level of practice) have relative 

autonomy; socio-economic structures of power do not determine them, but rather they relate to them. 

According to Middleton, the theory of articulation recognizes the complexity of cultural fields. The 

relationship between so-called primordial culture on the one hand and factors such as class position on the 

other is always problematic and the object of ideological struggle as cultural relationships and cultural 

change are not predetermined but the result of negotiation, imposition, resistance, and transformation. In 

the words of Stuart Hall, "there are no wholly separate 'cultures'...attached, in a relation of historical 

fixity, to specific 'whole' classes".32 These articulating principles operate, according to Hall, by combining 

existing elements into new patterns, or by attaching new connotations to them, for example, the 

assimilation of countercultural 1960s rock into a tradition of bourgeois bohemianism and the combination 

                                                
30 "In the third world religion has been incorporating in national codes and used as a comfort and a base for mass 
mobilizations. Utilized for national projects as an indigenous ideology with which to confront racism, colonialism, 
and imperialism" Anthias & Yuval-Davis, 1992: 36 
31 http://www.answers.com/topic/articulation 
32 Hall, Stuart (1981) "Notes on Deconstructing the Popular," People's History and Socialist Theory, London: 
Routledge, 238 
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of elements of African-American and white working-class music with elements of art music that created 

countercultural 1960s rock.33  

 Articulation, in its essence requires certain amounts of imagination and invention, as does the 

creation of national identity or counter-identities, and the formation of resistance narratives. The domain 

of imagination and invention will largely be the focus of this work and as such requires a little definition. 

In terms of text book definitions, to imagine is "to form a mental image of (something not present)" and to 

invent is "to think up or imagine," "to create or produce something for the first time." According to Motyl, 

regardless of what these terms denote, inventing and imaging clearly connote a bringing into being of 

something previously absent.34 The imaginer works by juxtaposing or combining elements in novel ways 

that produce qualitatively new or otherwise nonexistent, things or situations. Motyl argues that both 

invention and imagination presuppose preexisting building blocks on the one hand and their combination 

and subsequent transformation by inventors and imaginers into novel end-products on the other. We 

cannot invent or imagine ex nihilo. That is creation. Nor do we invent or imagine already existing things. 

That is remembrance. Nor, finally, can invention or imagination occur without conscious inventors or 

imaginers. In sum, Motyl argues that imagination and invention have three defining characteristics: 

building blocks, conscious human agency, and novelty.35  

Imagination has become almost emblematic of the debate on national identity and national 

narrative. It has become almost intrinsically linked to discussions of the postcolonial era, often referenced 

in terms of 'decolonizing' the imagination.36 As Parekh and Pieterse make clear, the question of 

imagination is a question fundamentally linked to ideas of domination and power, language and nativism.  

According to these authors, imagination is the selecting out and rearrangement of 'facts' in order to 

provide coherence, framework, and seeming unity between ideas and action, or more precisely to provide 

                                                
33 http://www.answers.com/topic/articulation 
34 Motyl, A.J. (1999) "Inventing Invention: the Limits of Naitonal Identity Formation," in Kennedy, M.D. Suny, 
R.G. (eds.) Intellectuals and the Articulation of the Nation, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 58 
35 Ibid. at 59  
36 Parekh, B. Pieterse, J.N. (eds.) (1995). The Decolonization of Imagination: Culture, Knowledge, and Power, 
London: Zed Books Ltd.  
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a basis for the direction of social relationships and the social creation of categories. When discussing 

imagination and invention in the context of group formation, identification, or national/resistance 

narrative, it is imperative to keep in mind Motyl's defining characteristics and the pre-existence of social 

structure, as imagination as a tool cannot imply any sense of complete invention and relies on the building 

blocks of the environment at hand.  

 

Border Guards and the Mythomoteur 

In their work, Anthias and Yuval-Davis have set forth a number of analytical tools I intend to employ in 

understanding the comparative place of self-proclaiming resistance narrative in a global context. Anthias 

and Yuval-Davis argue that on the plane of national movements, or liberation movements, a mythical 

unity is created and this imagined community which divides the world between 'us' and 'them' is 

maintained and ideological reproduced by a whole system of what Armstrong (1982) calls, symbolic 

'border guards': these border guards can identify people as members or non-members of a specific 

collectivity.37 These 'border guards' are closely linked to specific cultural codes of style of dress, and 

behavior as well as more elaborate customs, modes of production, and of course, language and are used as 

shared cultural resources.38 This role together with a shared collective positioning vis-à-vis other 

collectivities, can lend such border guards to prove the membership of the collectivity not only with 

Andersonian 'imagined communities' but communicative communities as well.39 Anthias and Yuval-

Davis argue that these guards are cultural resources employed in the struggles for hegemony which takes 

place, at any specific moment, not only between collectivities but also within them, citing that different, 

sometimes conflicting, cultural border guards can be used simultaneously by different members of the 

collectivity. One example given is the use of different suras from the Quran to argue for and against 

abortions in Egypt, with the Quran serving as the cultural border guard.  

                                                
37 Anthias, F. Yuval-Davis, N. (1992). Racialized Boundaries: Race, Gender, Colour, and Class and the Anti-Racist 
Struggle, London: Routledge, 33 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. 
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These authors argue further that although at certain historical moments there may be one hegemonic 

construction of the collectivity's culture and history, its dynamic, evolving, historical nature continuously 

re-invents, reconstructs, reproduces, and develops the cultural inventory of various collectivities. In 

extreme cases, they point out, these processes involve not only the redefinition of boundaries but also the 

complete dissolution or transformation of the collectivities and its positioning of difference vis-à-vis other 

collectivities citing two such examples, the 'absorption' of East Germany into the 'new Germany', and the 

evolving category of African American. Other more pertinent examples to this work is the evolving 

identity of 'Lebanese' vis-à-vis an increasingly 'otherized; Syria post-Cedar Revolution. 

Anthias and Yuval-Davis continue on introducing the conception of the 'mythomoteur'. The ability to 

communicate more easily among members of the same collectivity, derives not only from a common 

sharing of cultural forms, Motyl's 'building blocks' and Parekh and Pietrese's preceding social structure. 

On a deeper level, Anthias and Yuval-Davis continue, communication and understanding persists due to 

the fact that national cultures can supply the answers to some basic human questions regarding one's 

position in the world: the meaning of history, what proper behavior is and so on. This is done through the 

absorption on conscious and unconscious levels of what Smith (1986) calls, 'the mythomoteur': that is the 

constitutive myth of the ethnic polity which describes how and why the collectivity was created, why it is 

unique, and what its mission is.40 Although this constitutive myth would have different versions among 

different classes and segments within the collectivity, it would be continuously narrated and serves a valid 

purpose in the direction of this paper. Who and what are the border guards in the latest Hizballah 

movement? What is the mythomoteur of the Hizballah movement, or in Iranian nationalism? What 

connects today’s neo-leftist movements emerging in Latin American to the Islamist movements of today 

such as Hizballah? 

As Anthias and Yuval-Davis make clear, the questions dealt with by the mythomoteur parallel very 

closely the general questions about the meaning of life and beyond, which are most often answered by 

religious systems. As we have discussed earlier, nationalism was meant to replace religion and as such it 
                                                

40 Ibid. at 34 
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is not surprising that modernist theorists of nationalism anticipated such a development. Religion was to 

wither away in an increasingly secularized world (Anderson 1983). The reality of course is different. 

Religion in the form of liberation theology, religious fundamentalism, and even in national discourse, 

continues to rise all over the world.41 Religious ethics continue to underlie the moral order of nationalist 

social codes; this together with the failures of the modernists enlightenment project has raised many fears 

of further secularization.42 The crisis of secularism and modernity has hit, and past, and now there are 

new crises facing the marginalized of the world-system. How does Islamism deal with these questions? 

Chapter one will place Islamism within this accommodated framework and attempt to quickly place our 

debate within the literature concerning Political Islam and third worldism.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid. at 36 
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CHAPTER ONE 
DECIPHERING THE PALIMPSEST:  
Islamism in the Twenty-First century 

 
 
 Religion. Modernity. Secularism. Post-modernity. These words stand in unclear opposition in 

today’s world, being as they are, negotiated and re-negotiated in real time. Questions as to the place of 

religion in an increasingly secularizing world dominate the research scene and often these unclear 

oppositions are being confronted through the lens of Islam; are human rights and Islam compatible, can 

democracy flourish in the Middle East, where do religious symbols and affiliations fit in notions of a 

secular world, what role to Islamists play in domestic politics, where does universalism end and begin? 

These are just some of the prevailing questions in the debate involving notions of religion and secularism, 

post-modernity, modernity and tradition, all revolving around the confrontation of Islam with the so-

called West. These ‘civilization’ debates, made prominent by the work of Samuel Huntington and the 

well-spring of debate it unleashed both on the popular and academic front, center on the compatibility of 

modern institutions of power, control, and governance with various forms of excluded cultural, political, 

social, and economic life, marginalized from the prevailing discourse by a variety of factors. Notions of 

identity, inclusion and exclusion, and collective identity thus become central to how we understand 

conflict in the Post-Cold War world.  The analysis of Hizballah and the Islamic Republic of Iran will be 

no different. 

 

Islamism in Review 

Islam is one of the fastest growing religions worldwide and beyond spirituality has come to be the 

defining factor marking opposition to the prevailing world order in our Post-Cold War reality. With that 

in mind, we must begin with a discussion and introduction of prevailing research in the study of political 

Islam and Islamism. Through this discussion I intend to piece together the theoretical frame that will be 

used to trace, analyze, and interpret the developments of Islamic movements throughout this work.  
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As Azza Karam and Ziauddin Sardar have poignantly discussed, Islam is a complex, ambiguous term, 

conventionally used to describe religion, history, culture, civilization and worldview of Muslims but also 

has been impregnated with stereotypes and post-modern notions of identity and boundaries. The diversity 

of Muslim peoples, cultures, and interpretations, with their baggage of colonial history and post-colonial 

present, has transformed Islam into a powerful global force, one which both authors agree is transforming 

the international present so much so it warrants a book series which they jointly edit titled Critical Studies 

in Islam.  

Over the years, many have tried to represent Islamism and the numerous terms used to describe the 

movements are evidence of the phenomenon’s’ intriguing complexity.43 Political Islam is not a uniform 

monolithic phenomenon, as Ayoob has argued, the political manifestation of Islam, like the practice of 

Islam itself, is to a great extent context-specific and is the result of the interpenetration of religious 

precepts and local culture, including political culture.44  The movement, Islamism, has been defined for 

practical and analytical purposes as, “a form of instrumentalization of Islam by individuals, groups and 

organizations that pursue political objectives. It provides political responses to today’s societal challenges 

by imaging a future, the foundations of which rest on re-appropriated, reinvented concepts borrowed from 

the Islamic tradition.”45 But it has also been infused by various meanings and taken on many 

manifestations. Due to the intricacy of this religious movement, the literature on the subject has been 

subject to great controversy and debate. Here I will only go briefly into an account of general trends in the 

field relevant to our study. 

Prevailing accounts of Islamism have been inclined towards overarching generalizations about the 

nature and dynamics of Islamist movements leaning towards a few general trends. One such trend is the 

tendency to reify both Islam as a religion and Islamism as a political project by overlooking variations 

over time in religious perceptions, practice and institutions among divergent segments of the population 

                                                
43 Bayat, Op. Cit. at 894 
44 Ayoob, Op. Cit. at 953 
45 Ayoob, Mohammed. (2005) “The Future of Political Islam: the Importance of External Variables,” International 
Affairs, Vol. 81, No. 5, pp 952. 
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within a given society and between different Muslim countries. A dynamic and changing view of the 

movements is often overshadowed by a static vision in which Islamist movements are presented as highly 

homogenous and coherent social units which are to be identified by the discourse of their ideologues. 

There is little interest in this body of scholarship in dissecting the movements to uncover their constituent 

layers and orientations.46 This methodology lends itself to monolithic and totalizing narratives as they 

ignore and even suppress other narratives.  

The second school of interpretation presents Islamism as a manifestation of, and reaction to, post-

modernity.47 In this framework the movements represent a quest for difference, cultural autonomy, 

alternative polity and morality versus the universalizing secular modern. To Foucault and many others, 

the Iranian revolution was the ‘first post-modern revolution of our time’,48 signaling, for Giddens ‘the 

crisis of modernity’49 or the ‘exclusion of the excluders” as Castells formulated it.50 To Esposito, the 

Iranian revolution signaled a ‘quest for identity, authenticity, and community, and a desire to establish 

meaning and order in both personal life and society’.51 While many represent Islamist movements such as 

the Iranian revolution as post-modern manifestations, others point to how Islamism in this approach 

manifests a search for certainty in a ‘uncertain world,’ while attempting to, in many ways, restore to the 

post-modern world meaning, morality and order which is perceived to be lost.52  

This ‘crisis of secularism,’ or ‘reaction to the universalizing secular modern,’ most often presents or 

is describes as a persistent battle against the state. Scholars such as Ayoob and Harik have argued for the 

                                                
46 One example of such scholarship is found when Anthony Parsons distinguishes the Islamic revolution from other 
revolutions by claiming that the ‘bulk of the Shi’i population of Iran knew what they did not want (the continuation 
of Pahlavi rule) and what they did want (a government controlled by religious leadership, the historical guardians of 
the Islamic tradition)’. Parsons, Anthony. (1988) “The Iranian Revolution”, Middle East Review, Spring, pp 3 – 9 
found in: Bayat, Asef. (2005) “Islamism and Social Movement Theory,” Third World Quarterly, Vol. 26, No. 06 
47 Bayat, Op. Cit.  
48 Foucault, M. (1987) “An Interview with Michele Foucault’, Akhtar, 4, pp 43 found in Bayat, Asef. (2005) 
“Islamism and Social Movement Theory,” Third World Quarterly, Vol. 26, No. 06, pp 891 – 908. 
49 Giddens, A. (1987) Social Theory and Modern Society, Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University Press, pp 50 found in 
Bayat, Asef. (2005) “Islamism and Social Movement Theory,” Third World Quarterly, Vol. 26, No. 06. 
50 Castells, Manuel. (1997) The Power of Identity, Oxford: Blackwell, pp 9 found in Bayat, Asef. (2005) “Islamism 
and Social Movement Theory,” Third World Quarterly, Vol. 26, No. 06, pp 891 – 908. 
51 Esposito, John (1998) “Religion and Political Affairs: Political Challenges’, SAIS Review: A Journal for 
International Affairs, 18(2), pp 20 found in Bayat, Asef. (2005) “Islamism and Social Movement Theory,” Third 
World Quarterly, Vol. 26, No. 06, pp 891 – 908. 
52 Bayat, Op. Cit. at 894 
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appeal of Islam through the lens of this crisis of modernity. Such authors maintain that Islam has been 

met with such great resonance within widely divergent Muslim societies due to the failure of secular, 

nationalist projects in the immediate post-colonial years to provide, dignity, freedom, power or wealth to 

most Muslims around the world.53 Secular governments throughout the region have generally failed to 

deliver on the promises of social justice and political modernization throughout the development of the 

Modern Middle Eastern state and have compounded this failure with deliberate attempts to quell popular 

Islamist movements since their inception.54  

The states role in the development, appeal, and popularity of Islamist movements is an important 

factor to consider when thinking about conceptions such as the ‘crisis of Modernity’ or ‘Secularism’. As 

Ayoob as argued, the nature of a state’s regime acts as an independent variable in determining the degree 

of popularity political Islam is able to garner.55  In Syria, in the 1970s, the secularization of the political 

system provoked violent response from the local branch of the Muslim Brotherhood.56 This confrontation 

occurred after period of political upheaval both domestically and regionally for Syria. The formation of 

the secular Ba’ath party came at a time when Gamal Abdul Nasser was leading a pan-Arab movement 

unifying countries across cultural rather than religious lines with the central purpose of countering Israel 

and the United States and to put an end to western domination. Syria had also domestically suffered from 

a series of coup d’etats, an enormous defeat in 1948, and an abortive effort to from a union with Egypt in 

1962.57 Assad took power after a second crushing defeat in 1967 after which the Muslim brotherhood 

decided to attempt to destabilize his government through assassinations, attacks, and other violent 

means.58 Assad responded with an Iron Fist through legal action at first, dealing the final blow in the three 

week battle of Hamah in 1982. 59 Heavy artillery leveled whole sections of the city after which bulldozers 

                                                
53 Ayoob, Op. Cit at 958 
54 Harik, Op. Cit. at 20 
55 Ayoob, Op. Cit. at 957 
56 Harik, Op. Cit. at 12 
57 Ibid. 
58 Ibid. 
59 Ibid. 
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razed the area and rapidly repaved it. Political Islam was thus wiped from history in Syria and for obvious 

reasons has remained low profile ever since.60  

Iran went similar crisis of secularism in terms of the importance and violent outcome of the 

movement but in this case the fundamentalist triumphed and the Shah’s secular regime was replaced with 

an Islamic republic.61  Egypt in the 1970s went through its own version of events as Arab socialism failed 

to deliver on its oath of economic development and social injustice and secularism only fanned the flames 

of discontent. The assassination of Sadat after his controversial and historic peace deal with long time 

enemy Israel in 1977 is only the most prominent example of this resurgence and its relations to state 

policy.  

Today, it is important to keep in mind, we see many manifestations that this trend is changing and 

more often than not Islamism is not articulated as trying to replace secular regimes, but rather, Islamist 

parties have often been willing to work with, adapt, change, and accommodate with secular and corrupt 

regimes, waving the banner of democratization and good governance higher than many regional 

governments. The recent sweep of Islamist wins at the ballot box throughout the region is indicative of 

this changing trend.   

Authors, such as Dowell & Burgat among others, depict this modern/post-modern dynamic on an 

international level differently, describing Islamist movements in the Middle East and North Africa as the 

third (after political and economic) wave of anti-colonial struggles involving discursive struggles against 

Western modernity including struggles for cultural identity and independence focusing less on notions of 

secularism than on geopolitical imbalances of power.62 Bayat argues for the plausibility of such 

representations given the global conditions in which most of these movements emerged and the 

discourses of such Islamist leaders as Abul-ala Mawdudi, Ayatollah Khomeini, Ali Shariati, Musa Sadr, 
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62 Dowell, Willian. Burgat, Francois. (1993) The Islamic Movements in North Africa, Austin: University of Texas 
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and Sayed Qutb.63 Mawdudi’s concept of Jahiliya, a society characterized by the worship of man by man 

and the sovereignty of man over man, had been taken up by Sayyed Qutb in Egypt, Abdul Salaam Yassin 

in Morcco and Ali Shariati in Iran, among others, in order to lash out at Western liberalism, secular 

nationalism and imperialism, which include in Yassin’s view, the tarnish of the Enlightenment, reform, 

nationalism and rationality.   

Moreover, the international power structure, especially policies maintained by the major powers and, 

in the post-Cold War world, the United States unrivalled power and the policies that flow from it have left 

an ‘indelible mark on the psyche of Muslims,’ a fact which Islamist movements ‘exploit’ according to 

Ayoob.64 This, a result of colonial processes and the post-colonial period of consolidation and economic 

gains has left the impression of a international system heavily tilted against Muslim countries.65 The 

major powers are seen as keeping Muslim societies where they are today, characterized as maintaining 

deliberately anti-Muslim policies with Palestine becoming the Muslim grievance par excellence.66 Many 

scholars point to key historic moments that have left lasting imprints on the collective ‘Muslim’ memory 

ranging from the overthrow of PM Mossadegh in 1953, the British-French-Israeli invasion of Egypt in 

1956, the U.S.’ role in the Iraq-Iran War, the ‘West’s’ partnership with Israel, and the support extended 

by western powers to hated authoritarian regimes in the Muslim world today.67  

 

Shi’a Islam: Methodological Problems 

There is one final trend I would like to discuss before moving on. Much of the literature on political Islam 

suffers from a ‘Sunni-centered’ orientation, focusing narrowly on Sunni interpretations of Islam to the 

deficient of other orientations, such as Shi’ism. One example is Ayoob’s work. While insightful and 

useful, Ayoob generalizes tendency’s of Islamist movements at one point arguing that, “the re-

appropriation of the past, the invention of tradition, in terms of a romanticized notion of a largely 
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64 Ayoob, Op. Cit. at 958 
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mythical golden age, lies at the heart of (Islamist) instrumentalization; it is the invention of tradition that 

provides the tools for de-historicizing Islam, separating it from the various context in terms of time and 

space.” While this may be true for many Sunni orientated movements, for Shi’a based organizations this 

generality does not hold. To use the example of Hizballah, with the exception of the brief period of the 

rule of Imam ‘Ali and even briefer duration of Imam Hassan’s caliphate, the Party of God does not 

consider any other Shi’ite government, whether dynasty or empire, as worthy of emulation.68  

What is more, the Party does not regard any period in Shi’ite history as a ‘Golden Age’ to which it 

aspires to return. As Saad-Ghorayeb describes, this is the principle difference between the Sunni and 

Shi’ite  exemplary Islamic state in political Islam; while Sunnis seek to recreate the Golden age 

comprising of the righteously guiding caliphs, the Shi’ites do not strive to return to ‘the historical period 

of the Prophet or the periods that followed.’69 The Shi’a conceptualization of the Islamic state has no 

historical precedent in their Islamic jurisprudence but rather, can be best described as an Utopia which has 

yet to be fulfilled based on Shi’i belief in the Mahdi or ‘Hidden Imam’ – who is believed to be in 

occultation ghayba since 874 CE and whose eventual return and reappearance will lead to justice and just 

rule on earth.70 It is at this point, in the future, that the Islamic state can be established.71  

Another argument oft repeated in Sunni-centered texts is the idea that “Islamists favorite target of 

attack are the traditional interpreters of Islam, the Ulema and scholars trained in Islamic theology.”72 

Many Sunni oriented groups have focused on traditional sources of interpretation as the problem in the 

modern practice of Islam, portraying the Ulema as having succumbed to western powers and being 

obsessed with personal glory and political power.73 “It is no coincidence that very few of the leading 

Islamist figures are drawn from the ranks of the Ulama,” Ayoob contends, arguing further than most 

Islamist leaders began their careers in modern professions, such as secular education, journalism, and 

                                                
68 Saad-Ghorayeb, A. (2002) Hizbu’llah: Politics and Religion, Virginia: Pluto Press, pp 34. 
69 Ibid. 
70 Ibid. 
71 This concept of passive expectance has been slightly modified through Ayatollah Khomeini’s political philosophy 
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engineering.74 Shi’a Islam in its political manifestation, again, does not fit into this mold. Shi’i 

revolutionary tendencies stem from ‘new’ interpretations coming from the highest authority in their 

religious tradition. Political Islam from Shi’i sources, unlike Sunni movements, greatly involves the 

activism, control, and participation of clerics and traditional interpreters of religion. The leadership of 

Hizballah, all clerics, combine their esoteric and spiritual qualities with modern professions and political 

careers; leaders are at once doctors, engineers, spiritual guides, fathers, and politicians, combing the 

traditional, modern and postmodern all in one.  

Iran is also, ‘the exception to this rule in Muslim world’ according to Ayoob, in the sense that the 

Islamist movement was led by radical elements from the clergy rather than lay intellectuals and activist.75 

While movements inspired by lay intellectuals, such as the late Ali Shariati, contributed to the 

revolutionary process, they were quickly sidelines by the better-organized Ulama who had greater 

financial resources and grassroots support among the bazaris, the traditional merchant class, and among 

the masses of the underprivileged in Urban Iran.76 The central position of the Shi’a uluma, as the 

vanguard of revolutionary struggle and social change, has been attributed to the institutions perceived 

independence from political rulers and tyrants and a closeness to the oppressed Shi’a masses.77 One 

example is the Lebanese Shi’a ulama, under guidance from Ayatollah Khomeini, rejection of the Western 

model of secularism as well as sectarianism, especially within the context of Lebanon’s political system, 

taking a queue from an established religious authority.78  

 

Towards a Methodology 

A continuing and connected criticism of the study of the narratives of Islamism is its exclusion from 

conventional social science perspectives. Many scholars of Islamism have either treated the phenomenon 
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simply in terms of religious revivalism, an expression of primordial loyalties, or as ‘something peculiar’ 

and unique which cannot be analyzed through conventional social science perspectives.79 In fact, until 

recently, Islamism had been excluded from the mode of inquiry developed by social movement theorists 

in the West. Now with its recent inclusion in the study of social movements, research in Islamism has 

expanded both in depth and quantity but it has not necessary improved. 

The use of articulation as a methodology, incorporating Gramsci’s notion of hegemony, is 

instrumental in avoiding structuralist and class-based pitfalls when researching social movements with 

anti-systemic leanings, while providing the subaltern with agency, voice, and a method to interact with 

the hegemonic system surrounding them. Stuart Hall's theory of articulation conceptualizes the 

conjunctures at which people knit together disparate and apparently contradictory practices, beliefs, and 

discourses in order to give their world some semblance of meaning and coherence; in other words, 

articulation theory, describes how people make a unity which is neither necessary nor previously 

determined. 80  

By using Gramsci's theory of hegemony and Ernesto Laclau's81 argument regarding class or social 

location, articulation theory, Hall argues has, "enabled us to think how an ideology empowers people, 

enabling them to make some sense or intelligibility of their historical situation, without reducing those 

forms of intelligibility to their socio-economic or class location or social position".82 As Laclau and 

                                                
79 Bayat, Op. Cit. at 891. 
80Trimbur, John. (1993) “Articulation Theory and the Problem of Determination: a Reading of Lives on the 
Boundary,” A Journal of Composition Theory.  http://jac.gsu.edu/jac/13.1/Articles/3.htm 

81 Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe (1986) argue that the concept of hegemony was originally tied to “an 
essentialist logic” in which only one authentic historical subject, “the working class,” was able to develop truly 

counter-hegemonic policies and practices. In their view, such a logic, rather than advancing the project of social 
change and social justice, covered over and obstructed multiple forms of struggle developed by several groups and 

social movements (e.g., those developed by indigenous peoples, ethnic groups, women, ecologists, human rights 
activists), which could not be reduced to or categorized according to the exclusive basis of the class position of their 

members. However, instead of throwing the baby out with the bathwater, Laclau and Mouffe propose to free the 
concept of hegemony of any kind of essentialism and reappropriate the potentially emancipatory characteristics of 

the concept in Fischman, Gustavo E. McLaren, Peter. (2005) “Rethinking Critical Pedagogy and the Gramscian 
Freirean Legacies,” Cultural Studies - Critical Methodologies, Vol. 05. No. 04, pp 425-447. 

82 Hall, Stuart. (1986) "On Postmodernism and Articulation: An Interview with Stuart Hall," Ed. Lawrence 
Grossberg. Journal of Communication Inquiry, Vol. 10, No. 02, pp 45-60 found in Trimbur, John. (1993) 
“Articulation Theory and the Problem of Determination: a Reading of Lives on the Boundary,” A Journal of 
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Mouffe maintain, “hegemony entails a de-totalizing logic of articulation and contingency that refuses the 

conception of the a priori unity or the progressive character of the working class or any other subject 

position. Rather, cultural and political identities are never given in advance, but must be constituted or 

articulated, from diverse elements.”83 The same can be said of religiously-bound identities as Hizballah’s 

transformation, described in chapter six, makes clear.  

Hall’s use of the term articulation, as argued by Fischman & McLaren presents a theoretic means by 

which the double emphasis of Gramsci - that is, the emphasis on culture and structure and on ideology 

and material social relations - may be joined.84 What this double movement through the concept of 

articulation has achieved is the ability to conceptualize class and cultural struggles as interwoven and 

richly articulated. Thus, when one examines ideologies such as Islamism one must not look for smooth 

lines of articulation or a set of seamless canonical ideas, but rather, a regime of culture existing as a 

palimpsest of emergent and residual discourses, re-written continuously, one layer over the other. The 

point for Hall is that one can connect cultural practices to social formation - only not in advance. 

Articulation is always a matter of struggle in a war of positions where nothing is certain ahead of time but 

rather a matter of practice; no outcome can be guaranteed, as it is in orthodox Marxism, by the laws of 

history but must be determined concretely at specific conjunctures of history.85 Trimbur argues that by 

refusing the ‘scientistic metanarrative of orthodox Marxism’ and denying the necessary correspondence 

between practice and class location, Hall poses instead the quite practical yet crucial analytical question: 

"under what circumstances can a connection be forged or made" among particular ideologies, political 

subjects, cultural practices, and social movements and institutions?86  

It is precisely this question that is relevant to the study of Islamism as an articulated force. The 

workings of articulation, as Hall describe them, names those historical moments at which certain ideas are 

uttered and combined (sometimes by severing ideological elements from their conventional uses and 
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recombining them with other elements) into material forces capable of binding subjects together in social 

identities and movements.87 Hall holds on to the Marxist project of theorizing a complex unity of the 

social formation, but rather than relating base to superstructure instead he proposes a fractured or 

articulated totality in which people make their own history, only under conditions not of their making.88 

The question thus becomes how leaders/populaces articulate the narratives of their lives and 

experience and in turn, relate this narrative and link it other discourses, practices, subjectivities, and 

institutions. Islamism is not simply dictated by primordial cultural ties, nor pre-determined by socio-

economic conditions. It is neither an expression of repressive state control nor the sole domain of 

charismatic leaders through the cult of personality. Islamism is an articulated social movement evolving 

in struggle over time through periods of specificity adjusting and incorporating different and often 

contrasting elements into larger religious identities. Historical moments are important, as are changing 

visions of political and ideological identification. In Lebanon, the incessant renegotiation of the 

constitutive myth – the national identity – has opened a vast space for the articulation of meaning and 

identity as hegemony is disputed by the popular and the powerful at once. For Islamic movements, this 

makes Lebanon the ideal ground to explore the shifts in articulated meaning over time as the hegemonic 

constitutive myth changes the historic moment. 

If, as shown above, the Islamist movements are internally fluid, fragmented, and differentiated, 

then what binds these fragments together? After all, unity of purpose and action is a hallmark, indeed a 

defining feature of a social movement.89 And, as argued by Bayat, ‘shared’ interests and values, along 

side social class, are invariably proposed to account for the elements which bring actors together for a 

united purpose.90 In what way, then, is commonality assured, consensus built and solidarity achieved 

among differentiated actors? Consensus may be achieved not simply by actors’ ‘real’ understanding of 

their shared interests, but also by imagining commonality with others, in the Andersonian sense of the 
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word but also, as coined by Bayat, through ‘imagined solidarities.’91 In reality, individuals often carry 

various fields of interests in various domains of life - at the individual, family or national levels, in 

economic, political, intellectual or moral terrains. Groups’ interests may converge in some domains but 

diverge and contradict in others. Experiences in the evolution of the Islamic Republic of Iran and in the 

development of Hizballah’s social movement and organization exemplify in many ways the fluidity, 

fragmentation, and contradiction involved in coalition building and identity formation not only in Islamist 

movements but in social movements in general. 

Participants in a social movement often espouse not totally shared, but ‘partially shared’ interests; 

unlike the 19th century working class movements which enjoyed, according to Laclau and Mouffe, the 

‘synchronic unity of subject positions’ (that is, convergence of total interests due to class affiliation), 

participants in the contemporary social movements come from diverse backgrounds and experiences, and 

do not in that sense form a coherent unit.92 Yet certain fields of their interests and values may converge 

over a particular issue or grievance, border guards as I will come to call them. And it is these ‘partially 

shared’ interests or values, identified and negotiated as border guards that ensure collectivity. 

Identifying the experiences, ethics, morality, issues, symbols that bond and bind disparate 

communities and actors in common cause is no simple concern, seeing that Islam in and of itself cannot 

be seen as the single unifying factor. Border guards combined with the conception of the 'mythomoteur' as 

described by Anthias and Yuval-Davis are the key methodological tools to identifying unifying factors 

within articulated social movements. As previously discussed these border guards can identify people as 

members or non-members of a specific collectivity through various modes of production, together with a 

shared positioning vis-à-vis other collectivities and are cultural resources employed in the struggles for 

hegemony which takes place, at any specific moment, not only between collectivities but also within 
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them.93 These ‘cultural dimensions of social movements’ may indicate spontaneous gravitation towards 

shared action or it may signify a “conscious strategic efforts by groups of people to fashion shared 

understandings of the world and of themselves that legitimate and motivate collective action,” either way 

border guards are negotiated and change alongside the mythomoteur and the actors involved.94  

Border guards may point to deliberate measures by movement leaders to fashion consensus by 

utilizing existing resources, techniques, means of communication and networking.95 Thus, Islamist leaders 

in the Middle East frame their movements in mainly religious terms utilizing Islamic codes and concepts 

as well as resources, such as concepts of martyrdom, the sovereignty of God, haram/halal (religiously 

forbidden or allowed), or the use of mosques, ceremonies, or zakat committees for mobilization 

purposes.96 In Iran leaders of the Reform Movement used the language of democracy, accountability, 

transparency and tolerance to demarcate their followers from other previous movements.97 The emphasis 

remains on the use of religious or democratic symbols and resources for the cause of mobilization and 

coalition creation, as well as towards some political goal or end.  

 Anthias and Yuval-Davis argue that although at certain historical moments there may be one 

hegemonic construction of the collectivity's culture and history, its dynamic, evolving, historical nature 

continuously re-invents, reconstructs, reproduces, and develops the cultural inventory of various 

collectivities. In extreme cases, they point out, these processes involve not only the redefinition of 

boundaries but also the complete dissolution or transformation of the collectivities and its positioning of 

difference vis-à-vis other collectivities.  There are many examples of Islamist movements comprised of 
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diverse actors yet unifying through particular interests and common vision. Egyptian Islamism of the 

1950s and 1970s exhibited such a convergence, based upon ‘partially shared’ interests and values on the 

part of its diverse constituencies, including the modern middle classes, some businessmen, the farmers of 

Upper Egypt, students, youth and women, who all seemed to be interested in some kind of change and 

were willing to negotiate periphery issues in exchange for an opportunity to change.98 The border guard 

here being the will to change.  

The same was true of the Hizballah movement in Lebanon before the Israeli withdrawal from 

southern Lebanon and again recently in the post-July war scenario. Some Christians and Sunni Muslims, 

in addition to Shi’ites, supported (financially and otherwise) Hizballah’s resistance efforts in the south 

against the Israeli occupation, but refused to support the movement’s Islamization programme.99 Today a 

coalition of forces are lining up again to protect the border guard that is the resistance, unifying under a 

generalized yet articulated image of Lebanese identity. Sharing partial interests also characterized Iran’s 

Reform Movement of the late 1990s which consisted of a broad coalition of some eighteen political 

groupings, professional associations, student organizations, women’s groups and intellectual figures with 

diverse ideological and religious tendencies ranging from socially conservative clerics, to moderates, 

liberals and secularists.100 All these actors seemed to agree on the movement’s general ideals, becoming 

the border guards of the movement; an emphasis on democracy, the rule of law, civil society and 

tolerance.101 Islamism cannot simply be ascribed to phenomenon’s based on social class, economic 

disadvantage, religious revivalism, or a history of colonial struggle. As we have discussed it is an 

articulated movement, and part of that creation and negotiation occurs through the propagation of a 

‘mythomoteur’. 

Anthias and Yuval-Davis introduce the conception of the 'mythomoteur' arguing that the ability to 

communicate more easily among members of the same collectivity derives not only from a common 
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sharing of cultural forms. On a deeper level, the authors continue, communication and understanding 

persists due to the fact that national cultures and social movements can supply the answers to some basic 

human questions regarding one's position in the world: the meaning of history, what proper behavior is 

and so on. This is done through the absorption on conscious and unconscious levels of what Smith (1986) 

calls, 'the mythomoteur': that is the constitutive myth of the ethnic polity which describes how and why 

the collectivity was created, why it is unique, and what its mission is.102 Although this constitutive myth 

would have different versions among different classes and segments within the collectivity, it would be 

continuously narrated and negotiated through time.  

Just as in the case of the nation which is imagined differently by ‘its fragments’103, social 

movements’ actors also imagine common aims and objectives not in the same fashion, but differentially. 

One of Anderson's greatest critics, Partha Chatterjee, has argued against Anderson's modular nationalism, 

and the same holds true for Islamist social movements. Just as Arab modernity and nationalism cannot be 

seen as simply a western invention or imitated form, social movements are imagined differently by their 

various participants, each one negotiating with the ‘mythomoteur’ to find their own meaning within the 

border guards.  As Chatterjee has said in response to Anderson's work on nationalism: 

 If nationalisms in the rest of the world have to choose their imagined community from certain "modular" 
forms already made available to them by Europe and the Americas, what do they have left to imagine? 
History, it would seem, has decreed that we in the postcolonial world shall only be perpetual consumers of 
modernity. Europe and the Americas, the only true subjects of history, have thought out on our behalf not only 
the script of colonial enlightenment and exploitation, but also that of our anti-colonial resistance and 
postcolonial misery. Even our imaginations must remain forever colonized.   
 

Authors such as Albert Hourani104 seem to make the same claim that Chatterjee so passionately argues 

against, that the modernity of the Middle East is not simply an imitation and further that anti-colonial 

agitation cannot simply be considered a clone of earlier forms or a reaction to a stable, homogonous 

unilateral process of development. Diverse participants tend to converge on generalities, but are left to 

imagine the specifics. Such imagining by the different fragments is by no means carried out in 
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homogeneous fashion. Fragmented actors therefore render imagined solidarity, the social movement, a 

negotiated entity or ‘contested imagining,’ similar to the notion of the mythomoteur.105 As described 

previously, the mythomoteur can have different symbolic weight during various periods of time, and 

noting such shifts alongside the border guards that indicate them may assist in describing what it is that 

binds Islamist movements together.  

Who and what are the border guards in the latest Hizballah movement? What is the mythomoteur 

of the Hizballah movement or in Iranian nationalism and how has it transformed over time adapting to 

historical periods? What connects today’s neo-leftist movements emerging in Latin American to the 

Islamist movements of today such as Hizballah and the Islamic Republic of Iran? It is these such 

questions that may be answered through the search for a mythomoteur and identification of border guards 

which may assist in answering questions concerning the unity and functionalism of Islamist movements. 

Given the fragmented nature of contemporary social movements, including Islamism, a plausible 

narrative would take account of the heterogeneous layers of perceptions, discourses and practices within a 

given movement.106 A totalizing discourse suppresses the variations in people’s perceptions about change, 

diversity is screened, conflicts belittled, and instead a grand united language is emphasized. This account 

will not. It will include all the contradictions, abstractions, shifts and changes as suppression of difference 

by the dominant voice of the leadership, scholarship - or opposition for that matter - usually works against 

the concern of the ordinary, the powerless, the poor, minorities, women and other subaltern elements. So 

while relying on charismatic leadership is hard to avoid, writing in the subaltern, while difficult, may 

begin by including the contradictions. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
LEBANON AND IRAN CONNECTED 

 

Events of the last two decades have compelled the media to reduce the Iranian-Lebanese connection 

to the support afforded by some centers of power within the Islamic Republic of Iran to the Lebanese 

militant group Hizballah.107 While the Hizballah connection indeed constitutes a qualitative leap in the 

history of Lebanese-Iranian relations, as it represents the successful transplant in a Lebanese native form 

of Iranian-conceived institutions and provided the means of influencing the evolution of both Lebanese 

internal politics and the Middle East, the Party of God represents not only the potential of exporting the 

Islamic Revolution but the limitations as well, proving the difficulties of steering exportation along 

preconceived lines.108   While the unique nature of the Hizballah experiment in Iranian-Lebanese relations 

has to be recognized, it must be viewed against the background of previous contacts between Iran, as a 

society and a state, and the lands that constitute Lebanon today. The relationship between the Lebanese 

State and the Iranian state, the Shi’a of Lebanon and the Shi’a of Iranian, and the connections between 

institutions of learning in the two respective states cannot be boiled down to one movement and in fact, is 

a spectacular representation of an articulated relationship manifesting in various forms in different times.  

 

Defining Iran and Lebanon 

To begin our discussion of this complex, layered, and changing relationship we must begin again with 

definition and a delineation of our time period. When discussing ‘ancient’ connections, definition of states 

and their territories becomes precious in that states of shift, not only in terms of territory but in terms of 

memory. Chehabi & Mneimneh argue that while there does exist a Persian presence in the land that has 

today become known as Lebanon during antiquity – they leave little trace in the Lebanese popular 

memory and where they are recalled, such as encounters with Sassanian rulers in the Levant or during the 

                                                
107 Chebahi, H.E. Mneimneh, Hassan I. (2006) “Five Centuries of Lebanese-Iranian Encounters,” pp 1 in Chehabi, 
H.E. (ed.) Distant Relations: Iran and Lebanon in the Last 500 Years, Centre for Lebanese Studies, London: I.B 
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time of the Phoenicians, they belong to the realm of ‘recovered’ history rather than ‘remembered’ history 

(as defined by Bernard Lewis 1975).109 These authors argue that too many discontinuities separate such 

ancient ties from the historical memory of today’s Lebanese for them to be relevant while they do leave 

traces in contemporary cultural practice.110 For this reason I have taken as our starting point in the 

discussion of historical ties between Iran and Lebanon, the migration of Shi’i scholars from Jabal ‘Amil 

to Iran under the Safavid auspices in the sixteenth century as this is the earliest Iranian-‘Lebanese’ link to 

have had ramifications that are tangible in current historical memory.111 Moreover, it was around AD 

1500 that both countries took shape in their present form more or less. This initial contact through the 

emigration of the scholars of Jabal ‘Amil was only the beginning of centuries of cooperation, exchange, 

negotiation, and contact between not only the two States but the populations as well. 

With an established state tradition stretching for centuries, and building upon an imperial tradition 

that pre-dates Islam, Iran has provided a considerable portion of the political and cultural legacy of the 

Islamic civilization, and entered the modern Middle East as a major regional power.112 When considering 

the roots of the Modern Republic of Iran, Shah Isma’il’s coronation in 1501 stands out as an important 

break point. Shah Isma’il began a state-building process that resulted in a political/geographic entity of 

which the Islamic Republic of Iran is the latest avatar converting the originally Sunni population, to an 

esoteric and messianic form of Shi’ism espoused by the Safavid order and popular at the time among the 

Turkoman tribes of Anatolia.113 The Safavid dynasty gained power through the help of these tribes, the 

Qizilbash, and it was at this point that then Shah Isma’il established the more orthodox Ithna-‘ashari 

(twlever) Shi’ism as the official religion of the new state, in many ways beginning the trajectory of 

Modern state of Iran.114 Soon the influence of the Qizilbash declined due to a variety of reasons and since 

the state was still mostly Sunni, the Safavids called on Arab ulema from Jabal ‘Amil, Mesopotamia, and 

                                                
109 Chehabi & Mneimneh, Op. Cit. at 3 
110 See Chehabi & Mneimneh, 2006 pp 3 – 4 for examples. 
111Chehabi & Mneimneh, Op. Cit. at 3 
112 Chehabi & Mneimneh, Op. Cit. at 46 
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Bahrain to help create a clerical infrastructure, leading to the earliest instance of a ‘remembered’ 

historical connection between ‘Iran’ and ‘Lebanon’.115 It should be noted that Iranian historiography tends 

to be dominated by cultural determinists and nationalist scholars who consider legalitic Shi’ism 

‘endemically’ alien to Iranian intellectual and cultural landscape, and denounce Arab ‘Amili hegemony 

over religious life and the imposition of clerical discipline.116 Others, such as Abisaab argue that ‘Amili 

émigré scholars took on a new life in Iran not due to a ‘Syrian’ or ‘Arab’ reality or cultural traits but the 

realities and needs of the Safavid state, social demand of the society, and the professional ambitions of the 

clerics themselves.  

Defining Lebanon and the roots of the modern state is a much more complicated problem. Five 

centuries ago there was no territorial jurisdiction called Lebanon. Scholarship on Lebanon, both local and 

international, has striven with uneven success, to establish a uniqueness and continuity in Lebanese 

history often reducing and marginalizing the histories of the adjacent areas which today are crucial 

components of Lebanon, including Jabal ‘Amil, the core area of Shi’i presence.117  That being true, it is 

however conservative and productive to place the origins of the modern Lebanon, as a polity and society, 

in the closing era of Mamluk rule and the beginnings of Ottoman rule – conveniently, roughly the same 

period as Safavid rule.118 In fact the debate about Lebanon’s beginnings is still unresolved, some argue for 

a maximalist interpretation proclaiming a moral continuity stretching from a presumed Phoenician golden 

age through successive ‘occupations’ to the phoenix-like resurrection of greater Lebanon. Others prefer a 

minimalist approach, portraying the creation of a modern nation-state of Lebanon as a mere artifact of 

French colonialism. Either way, the interpretation of Lebanon’s historic inception has been largely 

understood by most in the field as politically motivated myth histories. This does not aid in the fact that 

Lebanese historiography remains today an unformed body of inconsistent materials.  

                                                
115 Chehabi & Mneimneh, Op. Cit. at 4 
116 Chehabi & Mneimneh, Op. Cit. at 7-8 
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Chehabi & Mneimneh point to a few main problems concerning the historiography of Lebanon. One 

such problem is the lack of consensus about any useful periodization that would chronicle the rise of 

antecedents to modern Lebanese society. Another is the reality of center-periphery bias in historical 

writings concerning Lebanon, in which Mount Lebanon (with or without Beirut) is favored while the 

other regions that were indeed made peripheral in 1920 through their annexation to the petit Liban are not 

included as equal partners in the standard historical narratives.119 The history of the Lebanese Shi’i 

community is recently being rehabilitated after years of being written as though subsidiary to or 

derivative of the main currents that merge into ‘Lebanese’ historical narrative; a narrative, as described by 

Chehabi & Mneimneh, that effectively elevates the Maronite community, or alternatively the Sunni 

communities, to the status or sole or main agents in Lebanese history.120 This rehabilitation should be 

regarded as expressions of a claim to historical agency by a community denied any central role in national 

history. And finally, there is the problem of introducing a Lebanese regional context through a projection 

of nation-state relations into the past.  Considering the above, it is useful to note that any choice of 

formative period for Lebanon’s modern history is a compromise and that any reference to Lebanon should 

be understood as a reference to the regions that became Lebanon in 1920.121 

That being said, the Druze emirate of Mount Lebanon under Ottoman rule and its relative power and 

influence, constitutes a point of departure for modern Lebanon, a choice bolstered by the fact that the 

main episode of contact between Iran and Jabal ‘Amil  belongs to this era.122 Today Jabal ‘Amil or ‘Amila 

is located in Southern Lebanon, but from the medieval to the early modern period it comprised the region 

of southern Mount Lebanon and upper Galilee in Palestine.123 It is significant to note than in the fifteenth 

century, the application of the term ‘Amili was extended to all Twelver Shi’is residing in the Syrian 

                                                
119 Chehabi & Mneimneh, Op. Cit at 4-5 
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121 Ibid. 
122 Chehabi & Mneimneh, Op. Cit. at 6 
123 Abisaab, Rula Jurdi. (2006) “History and Self Image: The ‘Amili Ulema in Syria and Iran (Fourteenth to 
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regions of Tripoli, Kisrawan and Baalbek and not only Jabal ‘Amil proper.124 Over the centuries, Jabal 

Amel has produced a long line of heroes and scholars, who traveled wide and far to preach Islamic 

doctrines, such as Shahid al-Awwal, Shahid al-Thani, Sheikh Hurr al-Amili, Sheikh Muhsin al-Amin, the 

renowned scientist Hassan Kamel al-Sabbah, the late Sheikh Ragheb Harb, the late Sayyed ‘Abbas al-

Musawi, the late Sheikh Muhammad Mughniyeh, Imam Musa al-Sadr, the late Sheikh Muhammad Mahdi 

Shamseddine, Sheikh Abdel Amir Qabalan, Nabih Berri, and respected Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah. 

Furthermore, Shi'a scholars from Jabal ‘Amil have always had a strong intellectual presence in the 

religious universities of Iraq and many other places in the Islamic world, where many seek the guidance 

of Jabal Amel's Ayatollah Mohammed Hussein Fadlallah. 

 

The Ties that Bind 

The relationship between the entities of Iran and Lebanon span across a few centuries and involve not 

merely religious contact through the medium of Shi’a Islam and the centers of religious learning that 

serve to connect a transnational network of clerics, but also involves a history of immigration and cultural 

exchange, mutual intellectual and ideological inspiration, and of course in the recent past, political ties. 

The importance of clerical migrations from Jabal ‘Amil to Iran was first stressed by Albert Hourani in 

1986, and while many authors have subsequently debated the importance of this work, scholarship in 

recent years has reasserted its importance.125 Under Mamluk and later Ottoman rule, the flourishing of a 

native scholastic tradition in the Levant for those identified as Shi’ite (including ‘Amilis, Druze, Alawis, 

and Ismailis) was difficult but not impossible, and while the authorities made no systematic attempt to 

eradicate Shi’ism (a discussion of the history of persecution of Shi’a populations under the Ottomans will 

following subsequent chapters), the precarious environment in which ‘Amili scholars struggled and 

survived made the Safavid invitation attractive.126 Hamzeh describes, that after the Safavid established 
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Shi’ism as the official religion of Iran in the early sixteenth century, the Ottomans became suspicious of 

the loyalties of the Shi’ite community within the Ottoman empire, when Jabal Amil’s Shi’ite ‘ulama were 

invited to visit Iran, those suspicions grew.127 And as those two relations prospered, the Ottoman-Shi’ite 

relationship deteriorated. The Safavids’ political vision and requirements for a newly emerging Shi’i 

society extended possibility to the ‘Amilis of migration from Ottoman Syria to Iran and their succession 

to the first offices of Shaykh al-Islam under the Safavids; in total, about 156 high-ranking clerics from 

Jabal ‘Amil were living in Iran at close of Safavid Era.128  

The process of conversion for the newly Shi’a Safavid empire, is best understood within the larger 

political framework of Ottoman-Safavid relations as an attempt to demarcate Safavid territory against 

Ottoman encroachments and to insulate its inhabitants from Sunni teachings.129 While Iranian 

historiography regards this ‘intrusion’ as an example of Arab hegemony over religious life in Iran, much 

of the new scholarship on the Lebanese side, attempting to claim historical agency for the Shi’a 

community, have boasted of the ‘export’ of a high tradition of Twelver Shi’ism to Iran, which they allege 

had none.130 Men like Ali ibn Abd al-Ali al-Karaki (died 940/1533) who was the first major scholar to 

emigrate to Safavid Iran from Jabal ‘Amil via Iraq, known as the ‘inventor of the Shi’i religion,’ prove the 

importance of the connection between ‘Amili scholars and Iranian Shi’ism, and beyond the controversies 

this historic link has impacted both nation’s trajectories significantly.131 

Emigration did not only go one way. The next incident of Lebanese and Iranian connection occurred 

in 1534 when Suleyman the Magnificent captured northwestern Iran.132 The Ottoman ruler settled natives 

of the Tabriz in Iran on the northern reaches of Mount Lebanon. These settlers are the ancestors of the 
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Shi’i Hemadeh clan of Jubayl (Byblos) today.133 This was not the only incidence of Iranian immigration 

to Lebanon. In the late nineteenth century, a number of Iranian merchant families came to Lebanon to 

settle and were soon assimilated in the local populations.134 Again family names survive as lasting 

legacies and surnames like Ajami and Irani are evidence of these travelers’ journeys. The introduction of 

Muharram mourning rituals to Lebanese Shi’a are another form of cultural transference due to these 

meetings. These rituals commemorating the martyrdom of the third Shi’i Imam, Hussein ibn Ali, at 

Karbala in the year AD 680, include self-flagellation and a form of passion play.135 When these rituals 

were condemned as contrary to the spirit of Islam a few years later by a prominent scholar, a number of 

Lebanese Shi’a rose to their defense, setting of a polemic that, according to Chehabi & Mneimneh, lasted 

for years (11). 

In 18th and 19th centuries, political upheavals took a toll on both Iran and Jabal ‘Amil. The demise of 

the Safavid empire in 1722 led to period of instability in Iran until the Qajar dynasty took power in 

1796.136 Jabal ‘Amil was devastated in this same period by the Ottoman governor of Akka (Acre), Ahmad 

Pasha, called the butcher for his brutal suppression of a rebellion in 1783.137 Some clerics left for Iran 

during this repression and were received well by the new Qajar dynasty according to Chehabi & 

Mneimneh, but a new era for Iran had begun, one where relations between Shi’a groups were mediated by 

the ‘Atabat, or holy shrine cities such as Najaf and Qom.  

The nineteenth century witnessed a period of economic reinvigoration in the eastern Mediterranean 

brought about by Ottoman Tanzimat reforms,138 improved trading arrangements and the introduction of 

capitulations with Europe.139 These changes influenced the relationship between Qajar Iran and Ottoman 

Lebanon. The Qajar dynasty (1796 – 1925) afforded Iran the stability to open to the outside world and in 
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time contact between Iran and Lebanon became easier. During the Hamidian Era (1876 – 1908), known 

for its secularizing and modernizing tendency, relations between the last two sovereign Muslim states 

were so courteous that after 1880 Iranian consuls were routinely listed first on the consular lists of annual 

Ottoman salnames,140 or official yearbooks.141  

The relationship between Lebanon and Pahlavi Iran was one of friendly cooperation as, by a 

convenient coincidence of history, the trajectories of the modern Lebanese and Iranian states happen to 

mirror one another. Not only was the constitution of Lebanon as a separate territorial jurisdiction (1920) 

followed closely behind by the rise to power of the founder of the Pahlavi dynasty, who in 1921 staged a 

coup d’etat and in 1926 crowned himself Shah; on the flip side of the same toke, the onset of the civil war 

in Lebanon preceded the demise of the Pahlavi regime by only three years, making it seem as though 

these two nations were locked in some kind mutual flight.142  

Regional interest in domestic Iranian politics grew with the ‘globalized’ intellectual environment of 

the Arab east of the late nineteenth century. During this period Pan-Islamic ideas advocated by 

Jamaleddin Al-Afghani and Muhammad Abduh combined with a growing sense of Arab renaissance 

(Nahda), promoted, what Chehabi & Mneimneh have described as, ‘an amalgamation of authenticity and 

modernity’ and interest in the Iranian experiment with constitutionalism.143 This period also saw the 

introduction of a movement to reduce sectarian tensions between the two branches of Islam.144 This 

movement was called al-Taqrib Bayna al-Madhahib,145 one such manifestation in response to this 
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movement was an effort by religious scholars to present Shi’ism as consistent with common Islamic 

norms.146 In the spirit of the era, celebrated ‘Amili scholar Muhsin al-Amin engaged in an effort to 

question the Muharram commemoration practices in Jabal ‘Amil as innovations and in this way find 

common ground with Sunni theologians by casting a doubtful light on some of the more controversial 

Shi’i practices, but sparked controversy internally. It is interesting how ‘transplanted’ rituals can become 

‘authentic’ and even sanctified in such a short time, but such is the nature of the Lebanese – Iranian 

dynamic.  

Iran has often learned from the example of Lebanese Shi’a although today contemporary knowledge 

tells us that this relationship only works in vice versa. In truth, both the Lebanese and Iranian Shi’a can in 

many ways be seen as a vanguard in the evolution of Shi’a thought and practice.147 Jamal Al-e Ahmad, 

the famed Iranian writer and essayist, known most prominently for his struggle against what he called 

gharbzadegi or ‘Westoxification’, was inspired by this work of Muhsin al-Amin when first published in 

1943, “in fact, admiration for Lebanese educational establishments had a long history in Iran.”148 The 

importance of Beirut as an educational center in the Middle East149 is a well-known fact but is clearly 

evidenced by the experiences of Iranians in the universities of Lebanon. Going to study in Beirut for a 

young Iranian was a way to get a modern Western education without leaving the Muslim world and as 

such the importance of Lebanon’s educational establishment for the formation of Iran’s secular 

intellectual and political elite cannot be over estimated.150 Chehabi & Mneimneh point out that while it is 

of course dangerous to read too much into one minor novel, it may be worth while to take notice of the 
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fact that the first utopia ever published in Iran, a novel titled the Assembly of the Lunatics (1920s), places 

the capital of a politically unified ideal world lying in 2000 years in the future in mount Lebanon.151 

 In politics, most famously, the Shah’s longest serving prime minister (1965-77), Amir Abbas 

Hoveyda and his brother Fereydoun, who was the Iranian ambassador the UN, both attended the Lycee 

Francais in Beirut -  the former recalled that in one of Lebanon’s cabinets, ‘of twelve ministers, seven had 

been his classmates.’152 In the early 1960s Iranians constituted the largest group of non-Arabs at AUB and 

many Iranian graduates of Lebanese schools subsequently rendered valuable services to the development 

of education in Iran.153  Beirut in the early to mid-twentieth century was to an open door for educational 

possibility with in the Middle East that many Iranians took advantage of, and while sojourning in the 

Arab Paris took back with them a great admiration for the cosmopolitan nature of the capital and culture 

of the new Lebanese nation.154  

Diplomatic relations between independent Lebanon and Iran were established in the 1950s, although 

an Iranian consulate in Beirut was established before Lebanese independence. Politically, there was a 

certain affinity between the Shah, who opposed radical Arab nationalism, especially Egypt’s Nasserite 

form, and the Maronite establishment, which imagined itself as oriented more towards Europe.155 In the 

aftermath of the overthrow in 1952 of the Shah’s former brother-in-law, King Farouk of Egypt, and his 

own seizure of power in 1953, the Shah made it a policy to attempt at countering revolutionary Arab 

nationalism by establishing closer contacts with pro-Western Arab states such as Lebanon.156 During this 

period, and as an extension of this policy, the Shah embarked on some controversial moves in the region 

that were to have a lasting effect on the image of Iran including the signing of the Baghdad pact (1955) 

and the endorsement by the Shah of the actions of President Camille Chamoun during the 1958 Lebanese 
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Crisis in asking for US marine intervention. And while the Pahlavi dynasty is not know for its religiosity 

and is often seen as secular, it is important to note that even during this time there was no separation 

between church and state and while domestically the rulers did not take their obligation to promote 

religion seriously, in their foreign relations, the dynasty did indeed take note and represent as a Shi’i state 

to maintain certain interest for Shi’a outside Iran.157 In Lebanon, this status afforded the Shah privileged 

contact with Shi’a notables which acted as an inside tract into the political system inside Lebanon.158 

Another telling sign that religion mattered to the Pahlavis was the fact that nations with sizable Shi’i 

populations often sent Shi’a diplomats as ambassadors to Iran, such as Lebanese ambassador to Iran 

Khalil al-Khalil (1971 – 78).159  

These confessional ties and the status, however small, the Pahlavi dynasty afforded its religious role 

regionally and international helps to explain why in the beginning the Shah’s regime he was willing to 

subsidize the activities of a cleric such as Musa al-Sadr.160 In a rudimentary way, even before the Islamic 

Revolution, Iran did function as external country of reference for some segments within Lebanon’s Shi’i 

community, although this role does not compare to France’s ties with the Maronites of Lebanon, Russia - 

and later the Soviet Union’s ties with the Orthodox and to lesser extent Great Britain’s ties with the 

Druze.161 The role of foreign powers in Lebanon is a long and complicated history, but is in no way 

limited to the influence of the Iranians on the Shi’a. Musa al-Sadr serves as a prominent example of one 

type of cultural exchange between the two entities, an example which helps to highlight the complicated 

nature of the relationship between the two. 

 

Musa al-Sadr 

As we have seen, Arab Shi’a have been a politically, socially, and economically marginalized minority  

yet have been present in Lebanon for at least 6 centuries, becoming a star in the Shi’ite crescent by 
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playing a leading role in the Shi’i-fication of Iran in the early sixteenth century.162  The al-Sadr family, 

prominent in Iraq today, were among those Lebanese jurists who went to Iran and Iraq centuries ago to 

answer than call, and Musa al-Sadr is a lasting example of this transnational network continuing on into 

today.163  

Born in 1928 in Qom, Iran, Musa al-Sadr came from a long line of distinguished clerics tracing 

back their ancestry to Jabal ‘Amil.164 Al-Sadr’s complex family ties’, spanning three countries, showing 

his relationship to many prominent Ulema, exemplifies the Shi’i cosmopolitanism that blurred and 

continues to blur the lines between Arab, Persian, and Turk, with the ‘Atabat at its center.165 Al-Sadr 

received both a secular and classical Islamic education, unlike many other clerics of his time, and in 1955 

took his first trip to Lebanon, where he met Sayyid AbdulHusayn Sharafeddin, the leader of South 

Lebanon’s Shi’is.166 This trip left a lasting impression not only with al-Sadr, but with Sharafeddin and the 

Shi’a of the South. In late 1957 Sharefeddin died and was buried in Najaf - this death left a power vacuum 

in Lebanon for the Shi’a and the community went through many pains to find a successor to their 

leader.167 Since a consensus within the community could not be reached an outsider seemed to be the 

ideal choice; thus the community leaders wrote to Ayatollah Borujerdi requesting him to persuade al-Sadr 

to move to Lebanon, not as a wakil or representative but as an indigenous leader.168  

Sadr’s move to Lebanon reveals something about the structure of the clerical establishment of 

Shi’ism. The fact that the Shi’is of southern Lebanon chose to ask an Iranian to lead them, and addressed 

their request to the highest authority of the faith in Qom, proves the existence of a transnational hierarchy, 

although, as argued by Chehabi & Tafreshi, not nearly as centralized as the organization of a ‘church’ in 
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the Weberian sense.169 The absence of a centralized ecclesiastical organization allowed for different 

climates of opinion to hold sway among Shi’is in Lebanon and Iran - a freedom that made Lebanon 

attractive to al-Sadr who could pursue his vision of active Islam based in social justice that had been so 

harshly criticized in Iran.170  

Al-Sadr began where his predecessor had left off, taking over the philanthropic activities of his 

predecessor in Tyre through the ‘Charity and Philanthropy Association’.171 While such activities are often 

attributed to al-Sadr, he in fact had only picked up where Lebanese Shi’a leaders had left off, continuing 

and expanding the work started indigenously. Al-Sadr soon expanded the charity to cover all of Lebanon, 

with the culmination of the socio-political movement in 1967 with the creation of the Highest Islamic 

Shi’ite Council or al-Majlis al-Islami al-Shi’i al-A’la,172 as an official religious institution, set up to 

support and over-see to the concerns of the congregation.173 This body, now led by impressive thinker and 

‘alim Shaykh Muhammed Mahdi Shams al-Din, while it does not have extensive grassroots support, it 

does enjoy guaranteed access to the state and is widely regarded as an institutional rival to Berri’s Amal 

as well as to Hizballah.174  

Al-Sadr also founded a complimentary movement titled “Harakat al-Muhrumin” or ‘the 

Movement of the Oppressed’, with the primary mission of alleviating poverty especially in southern 

Lebanon, the eastern Bekaa district and the so-called boroughs of misery around the capital. Alongside 

the Movement of the Oppressed, al-Sadr founded AMAL, or Afwaj al-Muqawama al-Lubnaniya (the 

ranks of the Lebanese resistance) as the military arm of the movement with the intention of resisting 

Israeli incursions and occupation.175 Al-Sadr’s whirlwind effect on the Shi’a community in Lebanon 

ended in 1978, just before the Islamic Revolution when he was kidnapped in Libya following an 
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invitation received from Libyan President Muammar al-Qaddafi to attend the annual national 

celebrations.176 His fate remains unknown until today, making his memory a potent mobilizational factor 

not only for Amal but for the Shi’a in general.  

Al-Sadr forged a powerful new communal sense of dignity and self-help by organizing schools, 

clinics, economic promotions, and political institutions; all before the Iranian Revolution.177 Al-Sadr, 

notably, also forged alliances with militias against Israel but was also very much anti-PLO, a sentiment 

reflected by many of the Shi’a of the south, who suffered disproportionately from reprisals due to their 

actions. This anti-PLO stance influenced the formation of organizations to come, namely Hizballah, as 

did other political and social decisions al-Sadr made during his time in Lebanon. Al-Sadr stands as an 

example of Iranian-Lebanese relations prior to the Iranian revolution and exemplifies the dynamic 

realities of Shi’a networks of authority.  

 

The Islamic Republic: the Export of the Revolution 

In the first half of the twentieth century Beirut, with its cosmopolitan blend of East and West, was a 

source of inspiration for Iran’s elite. In the 1980s the flow of inspiration went in the opposite direction, as 

Iran’s new rulers ousted the old self-consciously cosmopolitan elite, and turned against Western cultural 

influence promoting instead a return to an (ideologically constructed) Islamic ‘self’.178 These 

revolutionaries found sympathizers for their quest for authenticity among those left behind by Lebanon’s 

fabled quest to be the Switzerland of the Middle East; poor Shi’i men and women whose concerns had 

been addressed by neither the political system nor traditional zu’ama, and whose socio-cultural 

marginality was composed by dislocations caused by a decade and a half of civil war and Israeli 

invasions. For these people the Iranian revolution was proof that the downtrodden could change their 

ranks and confirmed these hopes by providing generous material and organizational help when no one 

else would. Thus the exportation of the revolution and an acceptance by the Iranian state of its visionary 
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role for Shi’a world wide helped the regime cultivate, to use Joseph Nye’s term, a certain measure of ‘soft 

power’ throughout the region.  

Like the French, Russian, Chinese, and Cuban revolutionaries before them, the Iranian 

revolutionaries did not confine their ambition to their own country and made explicit in the preamble of 

the constitution of the Islamic Republic, their intention to export the revolution.179 The exportation of the 

revolution was meant to support the ‘oppressed’ and ‘down-trodden’ in the world, with the notion of 

‘oppressed’ often schematized by scholars in the form of three concentric circles: an outer circle 

consisting of third world countries and liberation movements in general, a middle circle comprising 

Muslims and an inner circle consisting of Twelver Shi’a.180 The first circle, defined by its anti-imperialist 

thrust, can be easily explained by the revolutionaries’ perception of the Shah’s regime as a vassal of the 

United States. This perceived trial with the horrors of imperialism and the resentment thereof led the post-

revolution regime to support not only groups such as the Sandinistas in Nicaragua and the Pan-African 

Congress in South Africa, but also the Irish Republican Army. In this era the Iranian regime not only 

accepted and trumpeted its role as the only Shi’a state in order to support Shi’a causes regionally and 

internationally, it now took this calling further making anti-imperialism and third worldism, as Nikki 

Keddie has come to call it, a hallmark of the Islamic Republic.  

The naming of streets in the capital of Teheran (alternatively spelled Tehran) remains not only a 

continuing symbolic policy on the part of the regime to represent the oppressed and downtrodden as 

heroes but serves as a vivid historical record of who and what the regime has supported and why. While 

most nation’s name there streets after former leaders, presidents, financial pioneers and the like, in Iran it 

is the normally unnamed that are glorified and made icons. To this day the street behind the British 

embassy in Teheran is named after Bobby Sands, the IRA activist who died as a result of a hunger strike 

in 1981.181 It was not until 2004, amidst much controversy, that the Islamic Republic changed the name of 

a street named after the assassin of Egyptian President Anwar Sadat. Tehran severed ties with Cairo in 
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1980 in protest of Egypt's peace treaty with Israel signed two years earlier and a key Egyptian demand in 

the normalization of relations between the two countries has always been that Iran change the offensive 

street name. The street, where the Egyptian Embassy building is located bears the name Khalid Al 

Islambouli and what’s more, facing the embassy's main entrance is a giant-size mural of the assassin 

executed in Egypt in 1981.182  The street was eventually changed from Khaled Eslamboli Avenue to 

Intifada Avenue.183  

By the latest count, there are some 30 Teheran streets that bear the names of various Iranian and 

foreign ‘terrorists’/freedom fighter.184 This includes not only foreign nationals but Iranian as well; the 

street where Hassan Ali Mansour, one of Iran's prime ministers, once lived is named after the man who 

murdered him.185 Unlike Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, other world leaders have put up with these 

‘insults’ and have continued to visit Teheran including British Foreign Secretary Jack Straw and various 

French foreign ministers, who visit despite the streets named after ‘terrorists’ who killed more than two 

dozen French men and women in Paris in the 1980s.186 The naming of streets as symbolic gestures of 

unity with the struggles of the oppressed world wide is just one lasting indicator of the revolutionary and 

resistance-bent ideology of the Islamic Republic.  

While the most prominent and consequential exponent of this kind of anti-imperialist 

internationalism was Mohammed Montazeri, who set up a liberation movement unit within the 

revolutionary guards in 1979 and become known for his role in the foundation of Hizballah, the 

revolutionary regime cultivated friendships with many non-Muslim liberation movements such as regimes 

set up by victorious liberation movements (i.e. Zimbabwe) and generally anti-American states. 

Cooperation between Iran and such states often took place only where it served the national interests of 

both sides – as with North Korea, which profited handsomely from its arms sales to Iran at a time when 
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Iran was at war with Iraq and had to get arms where it could.187 This was especially true as the Islamist 

rhetoric of the movement was emphasized more.  

Like previous attempts to export a revolution, the Iranian attempt was ultimately unsuccessful, 

except for in Lebanon. It was only in the context of the weakened Lebanese state that such exportation 

made head way in the way that it did in that Iranians where allowed to operate on Lebanese territory 

without interference.188 While the establishment of a theocracy in Iran no doubt provided a major fillip for 

Shi’i self-assertion in Lebanon, one must not forget that this self-assertion has its own indigenous roots 

and antedated the Iranian revolution by many decades (a fact which will be discussed in subsequent 

chapters).189 As described previously, for most of the twentieth century, relations between the Shi’a of 

Lebanon and those of Iran were mediated by the ‘Atabat in Iraq.190 A variety of geopolitical factors 

changed the nature of this relationship, including the establishment of an Islamic Republic in Iran, the 

civil war in Lebanon, and the totalitarian regime of Saddam Hussein in Iraq which threatened the holy 

shrine cities; these factors combined to force the two communities to forge direct links between them.191 

Since this shift, Iranian Shi’ism has had a certain unmediated influence on Lebanese Shi’ism which can 

bee seen through, for instance, the popularization of such titles as hujjat al-Islam and ayatollah, which 

were largely unknown before the 1980s.192  

Shifts in the flow of cultural patterns and the influence of the Iranians’ newly earned ‘soft power’ 

become most obvious in the exploration of Muharram practices in this new era. As we have previously 

discussed, Muharram rituals came to Lebanon with the first wave of Iranian immigrants in the sixteenth 

century. Before the Iranian revolution, these rituals were more commonly seen in southern Lebanon than 

in Beirut or the Bekaa, but as Hizballah took hold in these places in the 1980s, the practices flourished.193 

While Muharram rituals are common in Shi’a Islam, most high ranking clerics having always been 
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opposed to the more violent rituals in which flagellants draw blood with knives and daggers (called latm 

in Arabic or qamehzani in Persian)194 but it was not until 1994 that Iran’s Supreme Leader Ali 

Khameneh’i outlawed the more violent of the practice on the eve of the mourning month, saying “how 

can this be called mourning? These practices do not belong to religion.”195  

In Lebanon, this shift in official Shi’a practices, emanating from the newly found center, rather 

than as traditionally from the ‘Atabat or prominent scholars, and their effects can be observed through the 

various practices of Shi’a groups in the country. Hizballah, which had officially acknowledged 

Khameneh’i as marja’ or object of emulation, implemented the ban on drawing blood in the processions it 

organized.196 The practices were continued though in processions sponsored by Amal and the Supreme 

Islamic Shi’i Council. On the surface, it appears as if Hizballah followed the Iranian line, while ‘moderate 

Shi’is working within the confines of the system’ and the non-political Shi’is continued the traditional 

Lebanese practices - except of course for the fact that Khameneh’i outlawed a custom Lebanese Muhsin 

al-Amin had condemned more than seventy years earlier whereas Amal had clung to the ritual patterns 

Iranian immigrants introduced in the late nineteenth century.197 In the new era, authenticity and origin 

have now become blurred and what was once Iranian or Lebanese has taken on a political and symbolic 

life of its own. Muharram practices are clung to as if they are symbols of authenticity and shifts in 

practice resonating from the Revolutionary vanguard state have a stronger and less subtle influence on 

actors on the ground.  

In a sense, history between the two entities has come full circle in the few centuries since the 

inception of their relationship. In the sixteenth century, we observed scholars from the Jabal ‘Amil move 

to Safavid Iran to assist in the establishment of orthodox Twelver Shi’ism as the official state religion, 

leaving a lasting imprint and legacy behind them; in the twentieth century, first an Iranian with ‘Amili 

roots, Musa al-Sadr, helps to bring the culture of Jabal ‘Amil to the Bekaa valley soon followed by a 
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revolutionary fervor in Iran which sweeps across parts of Lebanon’s Shi’i community transforming it as it 

goes.198 Along the way, we see how Iranian nationals immigrated into Lebanon bringing with them their 

own rituals, which over time slowly were woven into the fabric of cultural/religious authenticity. Beirut 

served as not only a cosmopolitan and educational haven for Iranian elite and secular middle class, but 

also became home to Iranian dissidents looking for a place free enough to permit the mobilization of 

opposition forces. It was not only the weakness of the Lebanese state that allowed for such ‘interference’ 

as Chehabi & Mneimneh point out, but also its eclectic and open intellectual environment and the 

freedom that has been present in the Lebanese nation since its inception as a sectarian and confessional 

nation. The diversity of the nation has forced the hand of the state which must afford a liberal attitude in 

terms of political and ideological freedom. In this way we can see that Iran is not the only vanguard in the 

relationship, and uneven as it might seem, the nature of the ties between the two entities is a reciprocal 

one. Connections between the two are multifaceted and diverse, extending beyond the simplistic religious 

dimension they are often attributed to. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
IRAN ARTICULATED 

In Between Promises and Contradictions 
 

Iran in the twenty-first century has represented more than anything, contradiction. Since the 

Islamic Revolution, Iranian politics has stunned Western commentators. With each cycle of protest, 

reform, and popular unrest, the depth of the world’s misunderstanding concerning this old polity in the 

developing world is revealed.199 Today, Iran at once represents a formidable regional power, a budding 

democratic plurality, a cultural and intellectual resource, and a zealous revolutionary state. Iranian society 

often appears to be griped by contradictions: a theocracy coexists with democratic practices; a secularized 

middle-class youth culture shares the public sphere with a sizable populace that still puts trust in 

Khomeini and his legacy; daily newspapers run full-page discussions of debates between French 

philosophers over the meaning of ‘postmodern discourse,’ yet the country continues to languish, 

according to some, or struggle to triumph, according to others, under the Islamic Republic.200  

In many regards Iran presents the modern and post-modern face of Islam - Persian is now the 

third most popular language on the internet, after English and Mandarin Chinese, in some areas of 

mathematics and physics, such as string theory, Iranian research centers rank among the best in the world, 

as Iranian cinema is becoming an increasingly powerful force.201 Within this diverse sphere exists a 

multiplicity of voices, some continuously expressed, others repressed, and still others in a state of 

constant negotiation. Iran has adapted and changed to various international currents in the last two 

decades while remaining a fiercely anti-imperialist and a self-proclaimed vanguard for the downtrodden 

throughout the world. The most recent president, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, is the latest expression of 

Iranian distaste with geopolitical stratification, domestic economic stagnation, and growing frustration 

with a regime that makes reform seem like status-quo. Iran plays in between the line of power politics and 

popular politics, often embarking on Faustian bargains with its various fragments, failing often, succeeded 
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rarely, but negotiating nonetheless. If Hizballah represents the internal consistency of resistance rhetoric 

throughout an articulated movement and despite its fragments, then Iran represents the contradiction. 

 

Iran is one of the few third world states that is not “new” in the sense that they do not owe their 

present configuration to European colonialisms.202  While Iran’s political development certainly lagged 

behind that of Western Europe, it can still be analyzed in terms of a time-frame roughly similar to that of 

most European nations. Nations do not develop in isolation and the influence of the international 

environment is perhaps most significant in the case of old non-Western states such as Iran, for it is often 

the particular place of such a country in the international system that enables it to preserve its 

independence through a position of resistance.203 Iran is a pivotal country at the juncture of the Middle 

East, Central Asia, and South Asia, with ambition, oil, and a population over seventy million strong 

which makes it a regional power and important international player. Iran has long been a part of the 

‘Great Game’ of Central Asia, the term that has come to signify the race for influence and power in the 

resource rich area, first between the Soviet Union and Britain and later the United States. 

The normative pivotal states thesis put forth by Paul Kennedy and others articulate what an economic 

and political consolidation of US foreign and specifically aid policy should look like in an environment of 

drawn down US resources and a lack of domestic political will, namely, that the US must target its 

foreign assistance strictly yet rigorously to pivotal states.204 These states, one of which is Egypt, another 

which is Iran in their estimation, are those whose extensive political and economic linkages within their 

respective regions provide the conditions under which targeted US efforts will create positive spillover 

effects for US interests in other states.205  
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Regardless of the West’s interest, and long time support in certain eras, distrust in others, Iran has 

long surprised the West.206 Unlike many Middle Eastern and Central Asian states whose borders have 

been haphazardly drawn by British and French and Russian officials in backrooms in the late nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries, Iran’s boundaries are not ‘artificial’ in this sense. While Iran’s borders have more 

or less been imposed by the powers that be through the creation of other states on its once vast imperial 

territory, Iran has an ancient history that still lives in popular memory. While other countries leaders and 

schoolbooks often try to foster an artificial narrative of their history, retroactively creating nationalism, as 

Saddam Hussein did, rebuilding the ancient city of Babylon and inscribing “from Nebuchadnezzar to 

Saddam Hussein,” Iran does not need to create an artificial tradition.207 Iran’s imperial legacy remains 

important to Iran’s contemporary narrative, which is why religions such as Zoroastriansim are permitted 

when they are technically pagan by Islamic standards and Hollywood films such as the recent 300, 

depicting an ancient Persian army as monstrous and defeated at the hands of Spartan soldiers has led to 

several public statements of out-roar by officials of the Islamic Republic.208  Many authors have argued 

that there is a strong sense among Iranians that Iran is a great civilizations that needs to be treated as a 

great power, a sort of Iranian sense of cultural superiority.209  

A medieval monarchy until the mid-nineteenth century, Iranian shahs undertook ambitious drives to 

modernize their country helped along by western investment, loans, and as the twentieth century dawned, 

growing oil wealth.210 In the first decade, the nation fought a bitter civil war to win a constitution and 

parliament. Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, the Iranian government raced ahead with economic, social, 

and legal reforms that paralleled and exceeded those in Turkey at the time.211 Despite the 1951-53 

confrontation over oil nationalization under Prime Minister Muhammad Mosaddeq, Iran continued to 
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modernize rapidly. Then came the Islamic revolution in 1979; Iranians shocked the world, though, not so 

much by overthrowing the Shah, but by replacing him with a theocracy.212  

Since the initial shock of the Islamic Revolution and its victory, the West has gone on to be shocked 

quite a few more times. First by the election of reformists to Government, later by the stream of popular, 

youth-led protests, and finally by the landslide victory of a so-called hardline government in 2005, after a 

string of Islamic victories at the ballot box throughout the Middle East. The United States was not getting 

the new Middle East it bargained for and now its actions in the region were not only fuelling Islamist 

movements and the resistance narrative, but democratic victories, domestic reform, and international 

alliances. The issues important to the Middle East were finally becoming issues important to the world, 

and now rather than frighten the world, as Khomeini once did, Ahmadinejad embraces leftists such as 

Chavez and reaches out towards a ‘globalized’ anti-imperialist identity. Whether or not Iran believes it is 

a different question.  

 

Iran and Social Movements 

Revolution and War: 1978 – 1988 

The Iranian Revolution of 1979 has closely scrutinized by modern social scientist, as it stands as one of 

the few genuine revolutions in the modern age.213 Khomeini’s campaign to illuminate the evils of the 

Shah’s regime and subjugate it to morality began in the early 1960s at the same time, Ali Shariati was 

convincing the people of Iran that the act of intizar, of patiently waiting for the Hidden Imam, would not 

serve the nation, from an intellectual and reformist standpoint.214 “The Hidden Imam will not reappear of 

his own accord,” Shariati, the famed Iranian sociologist and outspoken critic of the Shah’s regime one 

said, “human intervention is needed to pave the way for his final coming. People need to begin the 

Imam’s work of overthrowing oppression and implementing universal justice in order to occasion his 
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ultimate return and revolution.”215 Between Khomeini’s juridical authority and Shariati’s mass appeal, 

many in the general public were convinced that the nation must rise up and prepare for the coming of the 

imam, even if that imam was not officially the Hidden Imam.216 The Islamic Revolution is one of the 

most intensely studied revolutions of the modern era, and space does not permit a truly accurate 

discussion of the specifics of the revolution but we will delve a little into the principles of Khomeinism. 

Khomeini’s brand of politicized Islam is based on his own interpretations of several key issues in 

Shi’a Islam and the adaptation of the solutions to the new reality of the twentieth century.217 A central 

principle is his stance that calls for taking an active approach in order to facilitate the goals of Islam and 

achieve salvation. The end of intizar and the beginnings of Khomeini’s philosophy grew and spread 

against the background of not only the Shi’a’s historical feelings of frustration and harsh socioeconomic 

reality, but pervading feelings among Muslims in the region in general during the Cold War era.218 

Khomeini’s theory responded to feelings of impotence and hopelessness in the new era, as the Iranian 

leadership moved further away from the desires and needs of the masses. His theory granted legitimacy to 

Shi’ite activism, preferring to adopt, instead of the classic passive approach symbolized as the period of 

waiting during the occultation of the Imam, for an active approach. Even before Khomeini there were 

interpreters that called for struggle against corrupt rulers in an attempt to restore justice, but these voices 

had always represented a minority in the Shi’a community until now.219  

The activist worldview conceived by Khomeini in 1970s, a man of his time, provided 

legitimization for the idea that it was permitted for man to act to facilitate his fate and that his principle 

applies to all of society.220 This shift opened the door for the definition of the goals necessary for social 

changes and the steps Muslims must take in order to achieve their objectives. Khomeini took this active 

approach to the occultation of the Hidden Imam a step further by granting legitimacy to a ruling regime. 
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Traditionally it had been held that no ruler was to be afforded legitimacy so long as the Imam had not 

appeared, Khomeini adapted this belief, saying that rulers must be granted legitimacy but based on 

preconditions. Legitimacy was not automatically awarded, but judged based on a regime’s treatment of 

the Shi’a, Muslims, respect for Islamic Law and the eradication and rejection of any foreign influences 

(social, economic, and cultural) by the international powers as this leads to corruption, weakness, and rifts 

in the Muslim world.221 

One of Khomeini’s unique contributions, central and innovative in his theory, was to permit the 

sacrifice of an individual’s life for Muslim society; a contribution which brought notions such as sacrifice 

and martyrdom to center stage.222 According to Shay, Khomeini was the first to permit self-sacrifice for 

Islamic goals, and it was the example of Imam Hussein, as a newly found symbol for Islamic resistance, 

that held the key to this new interpretation. The death of Imam Hussein, who went into battle knowing not 

only that he would die, but that he would die brutally, has come to symbolize the ultimate example of a 

martyr in the fight for Islam for many Shi’a Muslims. In the past, many Shi’a were very doubtful of the 

permissibility of initiating jihad so long as the “Vanished Imam” had not appeared, as it can only be 

declared on the basis of a legitimate political authority, and on the basis of Shi’ite legal theory, that time 

had not existed since the disappearance of the twelfth Imam.223 Khomeini sharply deviates from this 

passive line and martyrdom is another example of this profound shift in interpretation in Shi’a 

jurisprudence.  

Beyond this, Khomeini universalized the notion of Shi’a oppression, making the Shi’a 

representative of all the oppressed people of the earth, and in this way, adding Third Worldism to his twist 

on Shi’a jurisprudence.224 Traditionally the Shi’a regard themselves as the victims of oppression at the 

hands of evil regimes, victims of historical injustice, in Khomeini’s vision, this status made the Islamic 

Revolution not only a movement to rid the injustice of the Shi’a but a spearhead in the struggle against all 
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forms of oppression.225 Add to this mix of activism and revolutionary fervor Khomeini’s twist on notions 

of juristical authority and what you have is a revolutionized system for political control. Khomeini argued 

that rather than passively wait for the return of a leader, until the return of the Vanished Imam, the most 

educated Mujahid should and must lead and serve as the main guide while the government should be 

placed in the hands of an elite group of religious leaders. In this way, the authority of his government 

stems mainly from the sequence of leadership from the prophet via the Imams, as the Mujahid is a direct 

link to knowledge unattainable. The velayat-e-faqih, is imbued with a mystique, charisma; a mystical 

faith and spiritualism that drives its power. To Khomeini, hidden truths existed as he maintain an esoteric 

perception of the knowledge of the Qu’ran, this knowing the truth of the Qu’ran is beyond the capabilities 

of the average person, and must be left to a well- trained select few that would come to make up the 

religious leadership of the nation and protect the goals of the Islamic Revolution.  

Khomeini’s greatest achievement – while many consider it to be his ability to construct a new 

politicized spin on Shi’a Islam, was his ability to elicit a feeling of equality among members of a nation 

composed of seventeen different ethnic groups and six different religions, not mention highly stratified 

class system.226 Every class, ethnic group, and religion came together under Khomeini to fight for justice. 

He created a group feeling similar to what Ibn Khaldun terms assabiya (Unity): a Muslim nation that 

extends beyond the boundaries of the Iranian nation.227 Khomeini was able to articulate eloquently what 

so many were afraid to voice.228 Khomeini strove to ignore religious difference between Sunnis and the 

Shi’ites, as well as national divisions, and aspired to create a unified revolutionary Islamic power that 

“would include a billion Muslims.”229 Many have called this the ‘Export of the Revolution’ and is one of 

the central fears of not only many Arab states in the region, but the international community to this day.  

Iran has tried to export its revolution, as any other revolution in the modern era has hoped for 

itself, and has presented its system as a model for emulation. While many point to the success of 
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Hizballah as an example of a successful exportation, even if that example stands, it is the only one. In 

most ways, Iran has failed to export its model. Some argue that the revolutions limited influence in Islam 

and elsewhere has to do with the regimes failure to adequately provide satisfactory solutions for Iran’s 

social and economic problems, others argue that regimes in Muslims countries were afraid of the danger 

posed by radical religious groups, still others say a clear objective obstacle to export has been hostile 

Sunni majority in the region; either way, Iran has not stood as a model for emulation, even in newly 

forming Iraq today.230  

What the Islamic Revolution has been successful at inspiring is resistance. In Egypt, President 

Anwar  Sadat’s assassins brought up Khomeini during their trial as a source of inspiration; King Hassan 

of Morocco accused Khomeini of being behind the wave of riots in 1983; a series of suicide attacks in 

Lebanon against French, America, and Israeli targets was perpetrated under Iranian inspiration and 

direction – while the Revolution may not have shaped state entities politically it seems two historical 

trends have been significant to the Middle East’s sociopolitical development and continue to shape the 

region: long-term Muslim/Arab determination to resist Western hegemony, and a widening self-assertion 

by minorities within their own political orders, both of which the Islamic Republic has come to represent 

since the revolution. Although the Revolution was Islamic in character, it had come to represent broad 

trends that could be generalized not only through the region but the world.  

As an articulated movement, it was not without its contradictions internally. Although the Iranian 

Revolution was led by radical clergy and liberal Islamic leaders, it was carried out by very diverse social 

groups, including the secular middle class, workers, students, urban lower classes, ethnic minorities and 

women.231 It became clear only later that different social clusters and constituencies had different 

purposes, prospects and expectations of the ‘change’. Indeed, the differences and divergence came to the 

surface no more than few weeks after the regime change in April 1979. At the time when Ayatollah 

Khomeini, reacting to various economic demands made just after the revolution, commented that ‘We 
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have not made the revolution for cheap melons; we have made it for Islam’, a factory worker reacted: 

‘They say we have not made revolution for economic betterment! What have we made it for, then? They 

say, for Islam! What does Islam mean then?’232 In a letter to a daily in Tehran a young women from a 

provincial village stated in July 1980: [During the revolution], I used to think revolution meant clothing 

and covering bare feet of the poor. I thought it meant feeding the hungry. Now I know how optimistic I 

was. . .Because neither my bare feet are covered, nor my hunger is satisfied.”233  In short, the political 

repression under the Shah, the remarkable generality and ambiguity of the message of the revolutionary 

leaders, the speedy unfolding of events, and the lack of time and opportunity for debate and clarity caused 

the participants to ‘imagine’ a consensus of interests and values within the broad revolutionary 

movement. And while this consensus may have existed on key border guards, such as the relationship 

with the West and Israel, it did not exist where it was not negotiated and later governments have had to 

respond to the gaps in this failing mythomoteur.  

Whereas generality, imagined solidarity and thus unity, are features of autocratic polities and 

movements, democratic conditions and movements often breed internal difference and dissent, since the 

availability of both means and opportunities allows for an open, clear and dissenting exchange of ideas.234 

While many have blamed the autocratic nature of Khomeini’s reign for the internal dissent, later Iranian 

reformers, operating more or less under the rubric of democracy, failed in a similar fashion. Thus, unlike 

the revolutionary movement of 1979, the Reform Movement, which enjoyed adequate resources (a 

massive rise in literacy and relative freedom of the press and of assembly) and political opportunity 

(support from the Khatami government) was also afflicted by difference and fragmentation.235 While the 

contradictions may have accelerated under the Islamic Republic, as Men chanted ‘Death to America’ but 

watch American soap operas on their illegal satellite receivers when they returned home, even under 

President Muhammad Khatami, who called for the oft-mentioned ‘Dialogue of Civilizations,’ Iranian 
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authorities paraded missiles draped with banners threatening the United States and calling for Israel’s 

annihilations.236 Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamene’i might lambaste the West’s alleged mistreatment 

of Muslims, but sides with Christian Armenia against Muslim Azerbaijan and remains silent with the 

Russian army levels whole cities in Muslim Chechnya.237 It must also be remembered that it was under 

Khatami that the nonconventional weapons programs receiving so much attention today, was begun. 

Often Iranian politics are divided between reformers and conservatives, but the divisions in this imagined 

collective are negotiated broader than you may think. 

 

The ‘Second’ Islamic Republic: 1989 – 2005 

The long term reign of supreme religious leader Ayatollah Khomeini and the eight-year Iraq war in many 

ways defined the first republic of Iran; with the end of the war and Khomeini’s death the next year, new 

leaders tried to deal with the challenges of restoring people’s love for the revolution.238 This era, marked 

by a shift in policy towards the outside and attempts to reform more radical elements of the revolution, 

has come to be known as Iran’s ‘Second Islamic Republic,’ closely temporally linked to the rise of 

Lebanon’s ‘Second Republic’. For the most part, successors to power have lacked Khomeini’s charisma, 

and though the 1989 – 1997 presidency of Ali Akbar Hashemi-Rafsanjani saw some reforms, that change 

was erratic and revolutionary principles always prevailed in key areas such as foreign policy.239 Hashemi 

Rafsanjani was the architect of the “Second Islamic Republic” – a towering figure in Iranian politics 

during his eight year tenure as president, surrounded by technocrats willing to compromise on some 

aspects of the revolutionary fervor in order to quell popular unrest at home and in order to preserve decent 

relations with countries that were important trading partners.240 However the team did not bring about the 

changes expected, partly because of the opposition faced but also because Rafsanjani was never interested 
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in reforming the most problematic features of the post-revolutionary system.241 One of the enduring 

themes in the history of the Iranian Islamic Republic has been the high hopes – both abroad and among 

Iranians tired of revolutionary excesses – that ‘moderates’ would triumph over ‘radicals’.242 High hopes 

often lead to big disappointments; this has been the pattern of the Iranian Islamic Revolution, which has 

never developed the well-oiled totalitarian structure of communist, fascist, or Baathist regimes.243 

 

Khatami’s Presidential Victory 

When the 1997 presidential election rolled around, all had expected traditionalist candidate, Nateq-Nuri, 

Speaker of the Majlis to win; when the obscure former culture minister and national library head Khatami 

reached out to disaffected youth and campaigned, by bus, across the nation rather than stay in Tehran a 

storm of excitement swept the country and 29 million, as compared to 16 million four years before, turned 

out to vote giving Khatami a crushing victory.244 Many scholars and the international media celebrated 

that while the rest of the region was being engulfed by ‘extremism,’ Iranians were rejecting it in favor of 

liberal reformist ideals.245 But the story of Khatami’s eight year presidency is one of high hopes 

dissipating, as the reformists attempts to wrestle control from Supreme leader Khamene’i, with his 

unlimited veto power and unelected control over the nation’s security apparatus was unsuccessful.246 I 

think what would more accurately describe the failure of the reformist movement is Khatami himself, and 

his unwavering commitment to the most basic tenets of the revolution. While debate regarding the 

velayet-e-faqih and its validity was sparked during his term, Khatami, nor any other leading cleric, was 

ready nor is today about to question clerical rule. This cornerstone of the Islamic Republic stands as a 

major border guard in the Iranian regime, one that cannot be questioned without questioning the integrity 

of the revolution itself. 
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It is in this way that Khatami became known for inaction and unwilling to use confrontational tactics, 

for whatever Khatami was willing to reform, he was not to be, as many had called him Ayatollah 

Gorbachev, and risk the integrity of the revolution for reform projects.247 Khatami was always determined 

to preserve unity among the clergy and refused to openly break with the hardliners, which put him to a 

serious disadvantage. When the youth, who had voted him into office, went to the street protesting 

violations of freedom concerning the press in 1999, and suffered, Khatami did not speak out, and thus 

made clear his stance vis-à-vis the establishment. Khatami was dedicated to perfecting the Islamic 

Republic, not replacing it, and his major mobilizing factor, mainly the youth, was neutralized but the 

border guard was maintained.  

 

A Third Way: 2005 Presidential Election 

The 2005 presidential election confirmed the demise of the reformist movement and signaled the mark of 

a new Iranian tenor, one that seemed to be harkening back to revolutionary times, but would turn out to be 

its own incarnation. After a some what controversial election, a first round many describe as tainted with 

irregularities, the two candidates said to have received the most votes was former president Rafsanjani 

and Mayor of Teheran Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.248 Most candidates in this election represented 

themselves as modern men, which would open up Iran, putting reform on the agenda; the exception to this 

rule was culturally conservative Iran-Iraq War veteran Ahmadinejad.249 He, like many Iraq-Iran War 

veterans, was humble in origin, enamored of revolutionary populist economics, and uninterested, maybe 

uniformed about the outside world.250 Ahmadinejad went on to win an unprecedented runoff, a rebuke 

both to Rafsanjani’s insider politics and to the Khatami reformers.251  
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Many questioned after this surprise victory, why did Iran elect Ahmadinejad?252 Zita, from Ireland 

and Iran called the victory, “Iran’s second revolution, showing that they want an Islamic State and 

system,” as did Nasrollah Hamadani, interpreting the results similarly saying, “the results of the election 

clearly and unequivocally attest to the loyalty of the Iranian nation to the fundamental principles of the 

Islamic revolution. Go Ahmadinejad go!”253 Many others responding to this BBC poll highlighted the 

economic concerns of the nation and the failures of the reformist governments to make good on their 

promises. Soheil, from Tehran said, “the Iranian nation has just spoken. Political and social freedom, in 

view of the election results, are not high on the Iranian people's list of priorities. Battling rampant 

poverty, corruption and a high unemployment rate clearly is.”254 Iraj Najafi responding on BBC Persian 

from Ardabil, Iran, commented, “the result of the election was affected by the people's financial 

problems, a dislike of cleric figures as presidents and widespread dissatisfaction with corruption.”255 Ali 

from Tehran lamented, “I hope Ahmadinejad's victory can be interpreted correctly. He won because he 

promised to fight against the economic mafia. It does not mean that people vote for fundamentalism.”256  

In many ways Ahmadinejad’s electoral victory was generated by his ability as a conservatism 

populist, to mobilize electoral support by attacking the dominance of Iran’s socioeconomic elite. The key 

element of Ahmadinejad's rise to power being his critique of entrenched social and economic interests in 

Iran. During the campaign, Ahmadinejad promised to challenge the dominant economic elite, open up 

opportunities for ordinary people, and root out corruption. His populist stance prompted many Iranians 

who had not voted in the first round to turn out to vote for him in the second - thus helping to explain the 

upset of his victory over former President Hashemi Rafsanjani, a man widely seen as the symbol of elite 

corruption. As Rizvan from Detroit points out, “this election just goes to show that the 

liberalizing/Westernizing trend amongst young Iranians was confined mostly to the educated and wealthy 

Tehran elite, and was not shared by Iran's poor,” while Ali from Tehran shares, “I have asked my friends 
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who voted for Mr. Ahmadinejad why they voted to him and all they could say was ‘I just didn't want 

Rafsanjani to become a president for the next four years.’”   

In addition to the dissatisfaction with former reformist attempts and the need for socioeconomic 

change, many observers pointed to the role of US interference in the surprise victory. As Behzad from 

Iran said, “the one thing that is crystal clear is that Iranians don't take too kindly to other countries telling 

them what they can or can not do or have. Phrases such as "reformist" or "ultra-orthodox/hardliner" cut 

little ice now.”257 As Ghasem from Tehran emphasizes, “In our area of Tehran, AbbasAbad, almost 

everyone (80%) in our area voted for Mr Ahmadinejad. These people have got fed up with corrupted 

politicians and so-called reformists and now want someone who will be for the people. What you must 

remember is that these people who are voting for Mr. Ahmadinejad, their parents are those who supported 

a revolution in 1979 and gave their children to defend our country against Saddam. Mr. Ahmadinejad 

does not need the polls to be rigged, the people are behind him.” And with this victory a new populist 

leader was born in the Middle East, and while time will still tell if President Ahmadinejad will deliver on 

his promises of economic change, so far he has been tested.  

Ahmadinejad, like many other charismatic leaders of this generation, comes from humble origins. 

Both Nasrallah and Chavez have too come from humble origins. Ahmadinejad, like Nasrallah, has a 

reputation for being a ‘true believer,’ a very honest, pious and uncorrupt man with a reputation for quite 

efficiency. Moreover, Ahmadinejad has succeeded in mobilizing three key constituencies behind him: the 

rural masses, the urban poor, and religious conservatives. Meanwhile, the fundamental cleavages in 

Iranian politics and society - between state and society, between elites and masses, and among 

generations - also have not changed. While the socioeconomic elite may value political freedoms, the 

masses are exhausted with politics and care more about issues of economic security. The generation gap 

is more complex than is generally recognized, cutting not only across the public but also across the ruling 

elites. Ahmadinejad represents the new generation of conservatives, whose rise to power will be a 

defining feature of his presidency. 
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 Ahmadinejad's image as a conservative hardliner needs to be qualified. He does not place much 

importance on political freedoms; for him, the main issues are economic freedom and opportunity. Yet 

neither is he a proponent of rolling back the social liberalization that has taken place in recent years. In 

fact, it was President Ahmadinejad that proposed and approved a controversial law that would allow 

women to attend soccer games. The law was eventually overturned due to the outrage, but signified 

Ahmadinejad’s tenuous position as a hardliner. Even during his campaign Ahamdinejad rejected the idea 

of trying to clamp down on freedoms for women and the young. In some respects, Ahmadinejad is willing 

to concede even more than the reformists were.  

In foreign policy, as a newcomer in a Iranian high politics, Ahmadinejad is quite dependant on 

Supreme Guide Ayatollah Khamene’i for support and guidance, that being said, Ahmadinejad has 

embarked on a few novel policy maneuvers, the most visible being his rush to enhance his ties with the 

East, and the Third World. Recent trade contracts and expanded relations with China and Venezuela is 

indicative of this trend. In terms of the Islamic Republic’s position on border guard issues, such as 

opposition to Israel and the Israeli-Palestinian peace process, as well as its policy on the nuclear program, 

such policies are deeply engrained, and will neither be escalated nor impeded in this new era of Iranian 

politics. There is little doubt that Ahmadinejad favors a hard-line position on the nuclear issue; he has said 

that Iran does not need relations with the United States and should retain a full nuclear fuel-cycle 

capacity. Iran's stance on the nuclear program is long established and will not be easy to change no matter 

who is president. Nonetheless, Ahmadinejad's election represents a setback for the European strategy of 

engaging Iran.  

A factor that cannot be disregarded in this new era in Iran, is the influence of neighbor Iraq and rising 

regional aspirations for the Islamic Republic. The Shi’a ascendancy in Iraq, as recently articulated by 

academic Vali Nasr, is supported by and is in turn bolstering another important development in the 

Middle East: the emergence of Iran as a regional power.258 The so-called, and greatly feared ‘Shi’a 

revival,’ which Nasr describes as inevitable, which I view as constructed, is in either case inextricably 
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tied to the rise of Iran in the wake of the occupation of Iraq.259 Many including Nasr believe that the 

Islamic revolution is today a spent force in Iran, and the Islamic Republic is a tired dictatorship facing 

pressures to change.260 Rather than view Ahmadinejad’s victory as a boost for the revolution, Nasr argues 

that the election cannot conceal the reality that grassroots concerns about democracy and economic 

reform are the key defining factors in Iranian politics as a whole today.261  

 

The ‘Geopolitics of Exclusion’: Towards Anti-Imperialist High Politics 

Ahmadinejad, the newcomer and populist leader, ranking high in Middle Eastern popularity polls, seems 

to have taken a liking to the high political route. Rather than deliver on his promise of to focus on the 

poor, deliver economic security, and social and economic development, Ahmadinejad seems to have 

made high political power games the center of his attention, costing him much of his popularity 

domestically, while gaining him favor and animosity world-wide.  With the nuclear issue, Hizballah’s 

armed status, and Iran’s relationship to Iraqi militias high on the international communities agenda these 

days, and with Ahmadinejad focusing so much of his time on these issues, in addition to other sensational 

concerns such as the question of Israel’s existence, the start of an Iranian space program, and the 

beginnings of a new anti-imperialist international financing regime funded by Iran and Venezuela, it 

seems the popular in the populist has gotten lost. Ahmadinejad has focused so much on ‘countering’ U.S. 

hegemony and acquiring high cost political status symbols (such as a space program and nuclear power) 

that he has lost the support of his internal constituency, while reinvigorating and championing a resistance 

narrative regionally and internationally.   

 

‘Geopolitics of Exclusion’ 

Richard Falk, famed scholar of international law, identified and named what he saw as a fundamental 

problem in systems of international law and governance, using mainly the framework of human rights, as 
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a regime of universal rights, to outline these basic problems of power imbalance. Many other authors have 

described similar problems with notions of universality in international systems of governance such as, 

Chidi Anslem Odinkalu, Makau Matua, and Bahey El Din Hassan. Human rights, women’s rights, 

democracy, nuclear proliferation, all these various buzz words, regimes, systems of international 

governance that are meant to be operable on a universal level fail often resulting in fault lines along these 

same lines. Iran, and its current break with the international system on the issue of nuclear power, as well 

as more broadly, the right to economic development and national integrity, is reflective of this same 

debate. 

 Authors such as, Chidi Anslem Odinkalu, Makau Matua, and Bahey El Din Hassan, discuss the 

western/modern origins of human rights to point out their lack of universality. For many of these authors, 

it is impossible to believe that many who drafted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights could have 

believed they were drafting a rule applicable to all of humanity considering that they, as colonial powers, 

were opposed to the idea that colonized peoples were capable of exercising their will, especially in the 

choosing of their government.262  Makau echoes many of these sentiments portraying human rights as a 

Eurocentric grand narrative meant to transmit western ‘civilization’ and morality to the non-western 

world.263 He views human rights as one part of a cultural package, one where the bible wielders, explores, 

and colonial administrators of old have been replaced by the human rights zealot.  

 The same suspicions of human rights come out of the Middle East. Bahey El Din Hassan 

discusses what he calls ‘colonial residue’ in the region. Heiner Bielefedlt points out how decision makers 

in Middle Eastern states feel threatened by the imposition of human rights as an attempt to ‘westernize’ 

their nation and impose a particular set of western values upon them.264  Hassan often discusses the 

double standard perceived by Arab states. In what we will call the post-George W. Bush era, the 

relationship between the Middle East, the West, and human rights has been strained by incidences like 
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Abu Ghareb, conflicts like Iraq, and places like Guantanamo Bay. In Falk’s opinion, universalism in the 

world-system becomes a mask worn to obscure Western civilizational hegemony – a hegemony far 

greater than sum of political, economic, and even cultural parts as it is civilizational – including 

distinctive ideas, memories, beliefs, practices, misconceptions, myths, and symbols that go to the core of 

human identity and create in essence a false sense of universalism.265  

 One of the most important features of empire is that it seeks to order not only its own territories, 

but also the entire world, by its standard of acceptability, or as Falk calls it, ‘false universalism.’266 An 

empire attempts to spread and enforce, “…its particular vision of politics, economics, culture, and 

ultimately of such fundamentals as human nature and the meaning of life itself. This together comprises 

the imperial ideal.”267 This ‘spreading of civilization’ is a main source of the violence perpetuated by 

imperialism.  Whether by bible, by gun, or by political pamphlets – the forced ideological conversion of 

the controlling empire's domain inhibits freedom, self-determination, and independence resulting, more 

often than not, in war and other forms of direct violence. Has human rights, the nuclear proliferation 

regime, power in the United Nations become only additional tools for the powerful to control; another 

‘civilizing mission’ to tame the savages and save the poor helpless, illiterate masses ‘over there’? 

Whether or not this populist rhetoric is true, it does sway the masses. In Falk’s understanding, there are a 

few major areas were core issues of power imbalance stand out as striking examples of bias towards 

international players. This bias, or relative disparity, is bound to spark reactions. 

 Huntington once called these fault lines, civilizational divides, based on a civilizational identity, 

To Falk, this same notion of civilizational identity stands out at this historical moment, as an important 

and potent political, moral and psychological category that presents a multi-faceted challenge to the 

hegemonic, almost monopolistic, dominance of the role of the state in the modern world order system.268 

‘Inter-Civilizational’ relations, whatever that means, is of a new significance for world-order thinking 
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according to Falk, especially in reference to political ideology, human rights, and the future of 

nationalism. As the significance of supra-national forms of identification, such as religion, rise, along side 

global market forces and the influence of non-state political actors, the nation and the ideologies that 

accompany them must adjust. Thus new power struggles are initiated on the supra-national level that 

concern not only the nation, but the international system. Today men fight and die not only for their 

nation, but out of religious duty, and allegiance to a larger ideological goal – be it democracy, Islam, or 

anti-imperialism. Nations, as before, when cleavages occur in the world-system, align across so-called 

civilizational divides based on common misunderstandings within the world system. Just as non-

alignment professed a desire for a form of self-determination beyond the rigid polarized ideology of the 

Cold War, today nations profess alignment based on various common discontents and not simply anti-

Americanism. 

Among these discontents is the concern for the discriminatory treatment of non-Western civilizations, 

with respect to participatory rights, or the geopolitics of exclusion with respect to both the dynamics of 

global governance and substantive and symbolic issues that seem to be of great concern to the Islamic 

and/or Non-Western world.269 There have been several rounds, so to speak, of challenges to the various 

exploitative and unequal relationships in international law, beginning particularly from complaints 

stemming from experiences in Latin America. In the 1960s and 1970s, this intra-civilizational critique 

from various third world countries was generalized to emphasize the overall unfairness of the way rights 

and duties were distributed on a north-south basis; what has been come to be known as calls for a ‘new 

economic international order,’ or the second tier of human rights (Social, Cultural, and Economic 

Rights).270 North-South categories, as well as a reliance on the third world or non-aligned movement, 

during this period were used as points of reference; generalized designations referring to historical, 

geographical and developmental affinities rather than a cultural or civilizational solidarity. This is what I 

believe continues until today, not a civilizational debate, or intra-civilizational alliances, but rather, 
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particular border guards used to generate points of reference point for a common imagined community. 

What has survived from this first struggle to find a more equitable economic international order in the 

1990s is ‘the right to development.’271 This first round has shaped the way issues such as environment, 

population, and human rights are generally addressed, adding a new vernacular to human rights advocates 

push for not only development, but sustainable development. 

The second challenge and maybe the first truly inter-civilizational critique of the international order 

through the human rights discourse emerged from the concerted struggle of indigenous peoples in the 

1980s and 1990s.272 The struggle of indigenous peoples, beginning again mainly from discourse in Latin 

American, took shape against a background of exclusion, discrimination, persecution, extermination, 

assimilation, and marginalization as well as a persistent and expressive of aura of arrogance, racism, and 

ignorance on the part of the international system.273 The extraordinary efforts by indigenous peoples to 

protect the remnants of their shared civilization identity, an identity coherent and self-consistent only in 

relation to the otherness of modernity, achieved result and exposed the inadequacy of civilizationally 

blind approaches to human rights, and the utter failure of modernist instruments such as human rights to 

take account in any way satisfactory the claims, values, grievances, and outlooks of indigenous and 

traditional peoples.274 Transnational activism by indigenous peoples in the last two decades has given rise 

to an alternative conception of rights, and has given birth to what has now been called the third tier of 

rights, or collective rights and peoples rights.275 While it is still doubtful that any meaningful declaration 

of Indigenous people rights will ever come to light, given that it must ultimately be approved through 

state-centric procedures and the great fear of what might happen in indigenous peoples are substantially 

allowed the right to self-determination.276  
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Islam has been presenting the third challenge to this universal order of state-centered international 

governance. The geopolitics of exclusion has led to several substantial grievances with the international 

order, if viewed first through an Islam-centered lens. These grievances have begun to reach past the 

‘civilizational’ divide as other excluded and marginalized elements within the world system begin to 

respond to the same grievances. One such grievance concerns participation in the United Nations system, 

another concerns the nuclear proliferation regime.  

 

Participation in the United Nations 

Despite more than one billion adherents in over forty-five countries, there has never been an Islamic 

member on the Security Council. There are many contentious issues regarding representation in the UN 

and the rights of Security Council members. One such debate is over the right of Veto power, while 

another regards the inclusion of a permanent African seat in the Security Council. All these various 

debates focus on the imbalances of power, and west-centric orientation of the international body; 

grievances that have begun to affect its credibility, not only in the Muslim world, but in all places that 

self-identify as ‘oppressed.’ While the call for a permanent Islamic seat, or African seat may seem 

impractical or useful when other attempts at reform are considered, such as the recent alliance among 

‘G4’ or group of four nations (India, Germany, Japan, and Brazil) that leaves over 1.2 billion Muslims 

worldwide (which is not limited only in the Middle East, and also include areas such as Southeast Asia) 

and all African nations without any permanent representation on the UN security council, no longer does 

it seem so ludicrous. This is a highly controversial issue within the Islamic world and adversely impacts 

the UN's credibility in the Middle East and Islamic world, in fact, much of the recent resistance to the 

reform draft proposals emanating from the G-4 states can be attributed in part to this highly sensitive 

issue.  

Venezuela’s recent bid and subsequent failure to win a permanent seat, and Iran’s support in this 

respect is one example of this border guard issue in international relations, reaching beyond so-called 

‘civilizational’ debates, connecting what is seen as marginalized or ‘oppressed’ states. Venezuelan 
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Foreign Minister Nicolas Maduro said that Venezuela would oppose "the imperialist vision of the United 

States" if the South American nation was elected to the Security Council, continuing by saying, "Facing 

the empire, we are saying, 'Yes, we are going to build a new consensus, not of war, not of abuse. We are 

going to build the consensus of the peoples of the South, of respect for the life of the peoples of the 

Middle East, Africa, Asia,"'277 In response to Venezuela’s aggressive bid, U.S. Secretary of State 

Condoleezza Rice campaigned that Venezuela's anti-U.S. stance would make the 15-member Security 

Council unworkable, warning further in an with The Wall Street Journal that Venezuela's ascension 

"would mean the end of consensus on the Security Council," confirming the validity of this major 

grievance with the international system.278 In President Chavez’s words, Venezuela’s bid for a non-

permanent seat is due to, “the need to block the cannons of the U.S. empire.”279  In Chavez’s opinion, “the 

U.S. fears Venezuela's presence on the Council because it knows we'll be an independent vote for the 

Third World,” something as Rice made clear, would compromise the consensus in the Council.280 

Both Chavez and Ahmadinejad have made United Nations reform a central feature of their 

foreign policy. Both men spoke heatedly about such reform when addressing the General Assembly the 

organs annual meeting in September 2006. President Ahmadinejad poke fun at the legitimacy of the 

Security Council saying, “apparently, the Security Council can only be trusted to secure the rights and 

security of certain big powers,” calling on the General Assembly "to rescue the Security Council from its 

current state" by including envoys from Africa, the Middle East and the Non-Aligned Movement as 

members.281 Chavez, like Ahmadinejad, called for drastic change to the world body to reduce the 

influence of the United States and other permanent members.282 Chavez went as far as to say that UN 

headquarters should be moved away from New York, as he called for an expansion of the Security 
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Council, more effective means to handle world conflicts, greater powers for the secretary general and an 

end to the veto of any resolution from the permanent members: the United States, Russia, China, Britain 

and France.283 "Let's be honest,” the Venezuelan leader said, “the UN system born after the Second World 

War has collapsed, it is worthless.”284 Chavez went on to call the General Assembly a “merely a 

deliberative organ” that meets once a year, emphasizing, "we have no power, no power to make any 

impact on the terrible situation in the world."285 Chavez and Ahmadinejad’s alliance on this issue, among 

many, emphasizes the cross-civilizational nature of these fundamental grievances. This is not just about 

Islam, as a peculiar system that requires adjustment in order to fit within a universal system of 

governance; it is about deep structural inequalities with which such nations, seeking power and influence, 

must bang up against in order to push past the glass ceiling. The UN is just one element of these 

fundamental grievances. 

 

Double Standards 

Israel has come to represent in this historic moment, the most entrenched border guard of all, not only for 

Muslim and/or Arab nations or movements, but across so –called civilizational divides. The perceived 

bias of the west when it concerns the actions of Israel, or violence against Muslims, has come to represent 

the ultimate grievance. As Ahmadinejad said when addressing the General Assembly, in reference to 

Israel, “that regime has been a constant source of threat and insecurity in the Middle East region, waging 

war and spilling blood and impeding the progress of regional countries.”286 Yet, as Ahmadinejad further 

commented in an interview with CNN, “Everyone is prevented about questioning the regime. Whenever a 

question is raised, some American politicians react very strongly to it. I would think it would be a good 

question to ask from American politicians, the extent of the prejudice we see with them about Israel, 

given the massacres committed by Israel, killing people in their own homes. Should they not be subject to 
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criticism? Should nobody complain and raise objections about the violations of rights and the murders 

that they commit? Are they free to do such acts?”287 This grievance has been long-standing in the Muslim 

world, since the birth of the state of Israel, with no adequate response from the West or world-system, 

leading to its entrenched nature; Ahmadinejad and Chavez are just reiterating what many nations have felt 

for decades. The rights of the Palestinian people have come to represent not only the exclusion of Arabs 

and Muslims, but oppressed people in general.  

 Chavez has become a champion of this cause citing Israel as an extension of U.S. imperialism's 

drive to dominate the world on behalf of its corporations, telling Al Jazeera that the "real threat to the 

world is the imperialistic threat posed by the U.S., and Israel is one of its imperialistic instruments in this 

part of the world."288 Chavez argued, "We must defeat imperialism in this century, so that this elite will 

not annihilate the world."289 In his acknowledgement of this deep-seated grievance Chavez has been made 

legendary in the eyes of millions of Arabs and Muslims world-wide, who see his actions, as the first non-

Arab head of state to cut diplomatic ties with the State of Israel as heroic.   

As Venezuela's chargé d'affaires to Australia, Nelson Davila, announced to cheers at an 12 

August Sydney demonstration against the war on Lebanon, "We cannot have relations with states that 

attack humble peoples."290 Following Venezuela's withdrawal of its ambassador, the Palestinian Anti-

Apartheid Wall Campaign issued an open letter to Chavez hailing the move: "This courageous step is 

valued by all of our people as the model of action we would expect the world to take to protest against 

[Israel's] continued war crimes."291 The letter explained that "we need to know that we are not alone. The 

withdrawal of the Venezuelan ambassador has given us new confidence and hope that the solidarity with 

our cause is gaining strength."292 The Associated Press reported on 5 August that Mahmoud Komati, a 
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representative of Hizballah, told the Latin America-wide TV channel Telesur that Venezuela's actions 

were "an example for revolutionaries" in defending "the oppressed, enslaved, and humble peoples of the 

world," with Sayyed Nasrallah expanding on this statement by saying, "What most of the Muslim states 

could not do has been done by Chávez by the withdrawal of their ambassador to Israel. He furthermore 

communicated to us his support for our resistance. This has been an immense source of [morale] for 

us."293 This act by a non-Muslim state has reified this border guard and sent hope across a region that has 

long given up on the hope that the international system will acknowledge what it sees as a valid complaint 

and bias.  

  

Discriminatory Non-Proliferation Regime 

The discrimination of the nuclear proliferation regime must be seen in light of the politics of geopolitical 

exclusion. When combined with other factors, such as impediments to participation in the UN, notions of 

double standards, and imbalances in the economic system (to be described shortly), this final straw can be 

seen as a weighty bias. Aside from China and Pakistan/India, declared nuclear weapons today are all 

western in orientation. At the same time, states with genuine security concerns are denied off-hand. The 

dual structure of this system has not been uniformly implemented as communist states and Islamic 

countries are the object of strong non-proliferation efforts, while Israeli acquisition and development is 

completely overlooked.294 The media has reinforced this notion with such blatant examples of bias such 

as referring to Pakistan’s drive for nuclear power as the search for an ‘Islamic Bomb.’ To many 

observers, the implementation of the global non-proliferation regime appears to have an anti-Islamic 

component.295 With this in mind, Iran’s push to complete its nuclear fuel cycle and develop nuclear 

power, for deterrent purposes, but more importantly for development purposes, and the heated reaction of 

the world community, specifically the United States, has brought the geopolitics of exclusion to the fore.  
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For Iran and Venezuela, who have taken on the challenges of such politics of exclusion, these 

concerns now figure centrally in the creation of an unbiased and free system of governance, where their 

respective nations may have the equal opportunity to provide and protect its populations. Iranian and 

Venezuelan lawmakers have recently signed a document condemning nuclear weapons, yet stressing all 

nations’ right to peaceful uses of nuclear energy.296 During a visit he paid recently to the Venezuelan 

capital Caracas, Iranian Parliament speaker Ghulam Ali Haddad stated that the U.S. persistent rejection to 

recognize Iran’s right to pursue nuclear technology to be used for civilian purposes was "only a 

pretext."297 "They are worried that we want to be independent," Hadad Adel said.298 

 Nuclear power means many things in our world today. In one respect it is the ultimate universal 

fear. In another, nuclear capability represents the ultimate form of power, one which can immunize an 

entity from attack and molestation. Nuclear capability at once represents the peak of development and the 

abyss of destruction. To Iran, where the nuclear bomb as been declared haram by the Supreme Guide, 

nuclear power represents not only the contradictions and power imbalances of the international regime, 

but also a national dream. Domestically, the Iranian leadership has had mixed opinions about nuclear 

activity. On the one hand, many senior officials have ruled out developing nuclear weapons, but on the 

other hand, others have implied they are desirable.299 The breakdown is not along simple hardline versus 

reformist lines either, for instance, those on record implying nuclear weapons are useful include leading 

reformer Ayatollah Mohajerani who has justified it due to Israel’s nuclear capability.300 The most famous 

comment about Iran’s desire for nuclear ability, came in 2001 when Hashemi Rafsanjani said, “if one day, 

the Islamic world is also equipped with weapons like those that Israel possesses now, then the 

imperialists’ strategy will reach a standstill.”301  Rafsanjani’s statement combines two of the most 

important reasons for Iran wanting nuclear capabilities. One, Iran ascribes to the theory that has come be 
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known as ‘nuclear deterrence,’ and thus sees nuclear power as a method to counter threats passively, 

especially from the United States and Israel. Secondly, Iran desires the technology as a way to gain an 

edge in the region, project power and gain prestige as a developed nation.302 Prestige politics has come to 

dominate Iran’s political line, as it seems it is set to prove its status as a world player. 

 In an interview with Time magazine, President Ahmadinejad made what seemed to many to be 

perplexing statements in describing their nuclear program, but if viewed within the above frame, his 

answers seem to make perfect sense. When interviewer Scott McLeod asked President Ahmadinejad 

whether Iran had the right to nuclear weapons, the president answered, “We are opposed to nuclear 

weapons. We think it has been developed just to kill human beings. It is not in the service of human 

beings. For that reason, last year in my address to the U.N. General Assembly, I suggested that a 

committee should be set up in order to disarm all the countries that possess nuclear weapons.”303  McLeod 

pushes Ahmadinejad on this issue question whether or not Iran feels threatened by nations possessing 

nuclear weapons, the president responds, “today nuclear weapons are a blunt instrument. We don't have 

any problems with Pakistan or India. Actually they are friends of Iran, and throughout history they have 

been friends. The Zionist regime is not capable of using nuclear weapons. Problems cannot be solved 

through bombs. Bombs are of little use today. We need logic.”304  

Ahmadinejad sticks to the Party line, and the high moral ground, saying that while nuclear 

weaponry cannot solve problems today, development and technology can. When asked why Iran will not 

suspend uranium as a confidence-building measure, Ahmadinejad scoffs, “Whose confidence should be 

built? When I studied the provisions of the NPT [Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty], nowhere did I see it 

written that in order to produce nuclear fuel, we need to win the support or the confidence of the United 

States and some European countries. In this brief exchange we see how Iran is determined to complete the 

nuclear fuel cycle, not merely for the sinister plot of threatening the world, but more importantly, as 
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we’ve seen with North Korea’s recent action, to gain a powerful and important bargaining chip in the 

international arena. Iran will not negotiate what it sees as its national right, to develop and pursue a power 

that can elevate its status, provide energy for its people, and more importantly, calm internal dissent. 

Whether it can achieve such goals even if successful is yet to be seen, but these are the ideological goals 

of the Islamic Republic.  

 

Participation in the World Economy 

Being independent does not only refer to being free from military occupation or physical threat. A large 

part of this drive for independence is economic, and refers to the nation’s right to develop and grow as it 

please. Participation in the world economy, another central element of Iran and Venezuelan cooperation is 

a main objection in the politics of exclusion. Since the first round of challenges to biases in the 

international system, leading to the ‘right to development,’ the structural inequalities of the world 

economy have figured centrally in debates internationally. Details, such as the fact that permanent 

membership in the security council, the directorate of the world economy, and the group of seven or G-7 

does not include a single Islamic state, only fuels such concerns in the Middle East, especially when 

nations such as Malaysia, Saudi Arabia or Indonesia have as good a claim as Canada or Italy in such 

groups.305 Latin America has led the way in such criticisms of international economic systems, and today, 

Venezuela is the vanguard of a group of Latin American countries working to counter-prevailing 

economic norms in the region.  

Iran and Venezuela’s budding relationship has also attempted to counter such norms through 

various allied actions. One such action has been the combined effort on the part of the two nations to 

undermine the US dollar.306 In 2005, Chavez announced that his country's plans to move its foreign-

exchange holdings out of the dollar into the euro, calling for the creation of a South American central 

bank designed to hold in euros all the foreign-exchange holdings of the participating countries. Iran, on 
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the other hand, has been demanding oil payment in euros, not dollars, since 2003.307 The Islamic Republic 

has already announced plans of opening the Iranian Oil Bourse, challenging by that the NYMEX (the 

New York Mercantile Exchange) and IPE (London's International Petroleum Exchange). By joining 

forces in a move expected to deal a major blow to the U.S. economy, Iran and Venezuela are encouraging 

and creating a golden opportunity for other states to shift foreign-exchange holdings out of dollars and 

into euros or other currencies, a move expected to severely affect the United States.308 

 Beyond attempting to affect the hold of the United States over the world economic system, Iran 

and Venezuela have devoted their alliance to not only boosting their corresponding nations, but the 

‘South’ in general. Chavez said Iran and Venezuela are "two heroic nations" with "two revolutions that 

are giving each other a hand."309 The two presidents are to conclude some 20 commercial accords, 

including plans to set up a joint petrochemical company, produce surgical tools and help train Venezuelan 

iron foundry workers, said Jose Khan, Venezuela's basic industries minister.310 The two countries have 

already signed more than 80 cooperation pledges since early 2005, said Alcides Rondon, former deputy 

foreign minister for the Middle East, including an agreement to set up a US$200 million (euro160 

million) investment fund, a plant for producing gunpowder and other components of ammunition, 

factories to produce bricks, cement and bicycles, accords for joint oil and gas extraction, a joint-venture 

tractor-assembly factory, while further, Iran has agreed to build 10,000 homes in Venezuela.311 This flurry 

of economic deal making comes in light of common objectives, not only a common enemy in George W. 

Bush as many analysts claim, but rather a common plight centering around the geopolitics of exclusion. 

As Ahmadinejad said on his last visit to Caracas, "The distance between our countries may be a bit far, 
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but the hearts and thoughts are very close.312 To correct this physical distance, the two countries have 

already begun direct flights, another sign of increasingly close ties.313  

Venezuela under Chavez has not limited its efforts to Iran and the Middle East, but as pursued a 

broad ranging self-described anti-imperialist policy throughout all its efforts; the response in the Arab 

world has been enormous. Chávez was already popular throughout the region for his government's anti-

imperialist policies and for its willingness to use Venezuela's oil wealth to tackle poverty, but as Tariq Ali 

noted in the March/April New Left Review: "Over the last few years, Chávez has visited the major 

countries in every continent, embarrassing some of his hosts by demanding a global front against 

imperialism," and in this way, his popularity has skyrocketed, alongside his allies, Ahmadinejad and 

Nasrallah.314 By taking the Venezuela’s state-owned oil industry out of the hands of the pro-U.S. elite 

who ran it previously, the Chávez government has been able to redirect the country's oil wealth to social 

programs that, according to government figures, decreased the number of people living in poverty by 2 

million last year alone.315  

Despite being the fifth-largest supplier of oil in the world, when Chávez was elected in 1998, as 

much as 80 percent of Venezuela's population was living in poverty — a fact that the president insists 

condemns the system of imperialism, whereby the world is dominated by First World nations on behalf of 

corporate interests, condemning the majority of the world to poverty and underdevelopment. Latin 

America has been treated by the U.S. as its "backyard" for decades.316 It is here that Chavez finds his 

solidarity with Muslim, Arab, and other third world leaders, not based on a shared enemy, but rather, on a 

shared experience. The enemy is not the United States, its it the global system of exclusion, which the 

United States happens to protect. 

The solution promoted by the Chávez government, and allies such as Ahmadinejad is a new form 

of Third Worldism or the unity of Third World nations to challenge imperialism. Chavez has started with 
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Latin America and has pushed for Latin American nations to forge a bloc to counter U.S. domination.317 

This is the reason Venezuela's revolution has been dubbed "Bolívarian" referring to Venezuelan-born 

revolutionary Simón Bolívar who liberated much of South America from Spanish rule and advocated a 

South American union.318 Chávez used a speech to the World Social Forum, held in Caracas in January 

2006, to explain how imperialism exploits Third World nations, citing Ecuador as an example, saying, 

"Ecuador exports crude petroleum and imports fuel [at much higher prices]. See, colonialism!"319 Today, 

Venezuela is assisting Ecuador to build a refining plant to break this cycle and enable it to produce its 

own fuel.320 During a July trip to Vietnam, which is in the same predicament, Chávez signed a similar 

agreement. In this way, Venezuela is helping undermine the economic exploitation enforced by the First 

World governments and corporations.321  

Venezuela has even extended its policies to the people of First World countries, recognizing that 

the poor are also abandoned inside the rich nations.322 Thousands of poor people in the U.S. have 

benefited from Venezuela providing cheap heating oil via community groups and local governments.323 In 

an effort to counter the International Monetary Fund, which offers Third World nations loans, but in 

return, these countries are forced to implement policies that further open them to exploitation by First 

World multinationals and leaves them stuck with crippling debt repayments, Chávez has proposed an 

"international humanitarian fund" as an alternative.324 Venezuela has begun to make moves to make this a 

reality via the Bank of the South, which aims, in conjunction with other Latin American nations, to make 

funds available to nations in the region without the exploitation associated with the I.M.F.325 

In order to address issues of geopolitical exclusion by state actors, such as the bold moves in 

contemporary times of Chavez and Ahmadinejad, requires and necessitates normative adjustment. Major 
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systems, such as the UN, Human Rights, the non-proliferation regime, double standards in the 

enforcement of international law, and the international economic order, must be re-shaped as to address 

the fundamental concerns of various marginalized actors, represented today by Ahmadinejad and Chavez. 

Much of the world order has been de-legitimized in the eyes of many populations, in order to legitimate 

the world order, improved participation and representation. Beyond these major and fundamental 

criticisms, the growing alliance between Iran and Venezuela is case and point for the articulated nature of 

the Islamic Republic and today’s growing contemporary social movement. It is not one current, one class, 

one voice that is represented in these serious criticisms, but rather many articulated positions that coalesce 

around these main border guards, left to imagine the rest of this generalized union under a form of Third 

Worldism.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
HIZBALLAH CONCIEVED 
The Geopolitics of Resistance 

 

Hizballah’s rise to prominence defies simple explanation. In part, Hizballah is a social movement, 

like many other indigenous movements responding to local conditions of socio-economic deprivation, 

political disenfranchisement, and international preconditions similar to the post-colonial and modern 

reality. Hizballah is also a religious movement, with similarities and differences akin to many other 

Islamic political movements and parties indicative of political participation in the Middle East since the 

1980s. But complicating matters in the analysis of Hizballah’s mobilization, organization and collective 

identification is the unification of various seemingly polar identities into one unified social movement. 

Hizballah is at once universalistic, nationalistic, religious, and leftist. Hizballah cannot be separated from 

either the economic and social conditions of the Shia of Lebanon, nor the religious revivalism and ‘third 

worldism’ sweeping the region and the world. Thus, in order to understand Hizballah, especially in its 

most recent transformation, we must work with in a broad, ‘articulated’ framework that allows for the 

negotiation of meaning in order to uncover identity and reconcile social movements theory with various 

notions of Islamism.  It is also an attempt to find the middle ground that stands between binaries such as 

tradition and modernity, modernity and post-modernity, and finally secularism and religion.  

The following three chapters will discuss various aspects of the formation, transformation, and 

articulation of Hizballah as a social movement beginning in chapter four with an analysis of the factors 

leading to the formation of the Party. This chapter will begin with a brief discussion of the existing 

literature on the Party and continue by setting the stage through a discussion of Lebanon as a national 

entity and the place of the Shi’a historically within it, as the phases of Lebanese national crisis are 

introduced. The various factors involved in the formation of this Islamist Party will be analyzed through 

our theoretic lens and evaluated against existing literature. Chapter five presents an outline of Hizballah’s 

worldview while exploring the myriad of identities negotiated within the Party’s ideological frame. 

Through the subdivision and discussion of major border guards, chapter five will discuss the evolution of 
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Hizballah’s identity and ideology over time pointing to the articulated nature of this social movement.  

The final chapter on Hizballah is devoted to the analysis of Party’s ideological transformation beginning 

with its inception in 1985 and continuing to December 2006. Chapter five argues that Hizballah has 

successfully transformed, accommodated and negotiated in response to four distinct periods of change, 

each time maintaining its ideological consistency through the strict fortification of key border guards. In 

these three chapters, Hizballah as a social movement, political and religious vanguard in the Middle East, 

and emergent and powerful non-state actor will be discussed from various perspective, in all instances 

emphasizing the politics of identification and the role of the mythomoteur.  

 

Hizballah Perceived 

Of the many Islamists groups that have emerged in the Muslim world since the mid-1980s perhaps none 

has had as great an impact on the Middle Eastern and international affairs as Hizballah.326 Existing studies 

that discuss the Party of God are mainly concerned either with its militancy or conversely, with the 

contradiction between its fierce ideological stance, as displayed in the “Open letter” of 1985, and its 

responses to the shifting landscape of regional as well as Lebanese politics.327   Nothing has increased 

Hizballah’s infamy or the level of fervent study of the Party as the consistent labeling of the group as a 

terrorist organization; a classification that has proven less useful in producing a cognitive map of the 

organization than the Party’s study and labeling of its own adversaries.328 There has long been a 

consensus in Washington as to Hizballah’s status as a terrorist organization, since its inception in the 

1980s; on 3 November 2001 however, the US refined its list of terrorist entities and official labeled 

Hizballah a ‘Foreign Terrorist Organization with Global Reach,’ authorizing the imposition of sanction 

against it or any third part that failed to freeze assets or extradite its operatives.329 Famously, former CIA 

director George Tenet told the US congress in 2003 that “Hizbollah, as an organization with capability 
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and worldwide presence, and is [al-Qaeda’s] equal if not a far more capable organization. I actually think 

they are a notch above in many respects,” while in a similar vein, Deputy Secretary of State Richard 

Armitage asserted that, “Hizbollah made the A-team of Terrorists [but] maybe al-Qaeda is actually the B-

team.”330 Such indictments have served to highlight the image and imagining of the group in the Western 

mind as an organization to highly feared, while also heightening the Party’s sense of paranoia.  

This label has been applied due to several indictments against Hizballah for suspected 

involvement in a number of high profile attacks. Some of these indictments include: Responsibility for 

the bombings of the US embassy and US Marine barracks in Beirut in 1983 where 241 marines died331; 

Bombing of the embassy’s annex in 1984; for kidnapping of several US and other Western citizens in 

Lebanon in the 1980s, including Terry Anderson and CIA station Chief William Buckley332; Three 

alleged members of Hizballah, including infamous Imad Mughniyeh, are held responsible for the 

hijacking of TWA flight 847 in 1985; Orchestrating the attacks on the Israeli embassy in Buenos Aires in 

1992 and the bombing of a Jewish community centre in the same city in 1994; Accused of cooperating 

and working with Al-Qaeda; Running international criminal networks to finance terrorist activities333; 

Providing arms, logistical, and financial support to Palestinian groups including Hamas, al-Aqsa Martyrs 

Brigade, and Islamic Jihad, all equally qualified as a terrorist organization; and finally, the group is 

accused of maintaining a close relationship with Syria, with which it has willingly cooperated, and whose 

attacks in the occupied zone have served Syria’s purpose of underlining the insistence that Israel 

withdraw completely from both the Golan Heights and southern Lebanon.334 While all of these 

indictments are of a very serious nature all charges, expect for cooperation with Syria and Palestinian 

organizations – which they argue is there right as a national liberation organization, have been clearly and 

                                                
330 Ibid. 
331 Marine bombing killing 241 was the largest non-nuclear explosion since the Second World War. The US had not 
suffered this level of loss of life in a single incident through the Vietnam War. Jaber, Op. Cit. at 77 
332 The policy humiliations of the Iran-Contra scandal stem from direct efforts to secure the release of US hostages 
allegedly held in Lebanon. Norton, Op. Cit. at 1 
333These networks allegedly raise funds from the illicit trade in drugs and other goods in Latin America and conflict 
diamonds in Africa. 
334 Harb & Leenders, Op Cit at 175-76; Norton, Op Cit. at 1-2 
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publicly been denied by the organization on many occasions and in fact, cannot and have not been proven 

definitively by Washington to be attributed to the Party of God. Washington has relied on shaky facts and 

unstable connections to pin these indictments on Hizballah, but not many have stuck to the organization 

as they have maintained throughout their career the firm backing of not only the Lebanese Government 

but the regional population in general, for their activities.   

Due to the labeling of Hizballah as a super-terrorist, many studies have shown that the production 

of knowledge about and understanding of Hizballah has suffered accordingly as the accuracy of 

information suffers due to sensationalism.335 Students of terrorism have been seriously hampered by 

systematically resorting to factual incorrectness regarding what can be known, by skipping relevant 

historical data, by anachronistic arguing, through the use of biased material, and, according to Harb & 

Leenders, by relying on philological essentialism.336 

While this misinformation may be due in part to Hizballah’s secretive nature, its highly effective 

regime of internal disciple and concealment, and given the astonishing fact that it has never produced a 

talkative defector, with attempts by intelligence to penetrate the group having long failed to do so to any 

threatening degree, this does not excuse the amount of misinformation continually reproduced.337 There is 

a constant reproduction of false facts in the literature, including the naming Sayyed Fadlallah as the 

spiritual guide of the Party, the dating of its foundation before its actual inception in 1984, and allegations 

of internationalist efforts and ties to al-Qaeda that systematically do injustice to historical facts and the 

political stances taken by the organization.338 Further examples of this misinformation include the 

argument that Hizballah is just a mere tool or even derivative of the Iranian or Syrian governments. While 

the Iranian Revolutionary Guards played an instrumental role in the establishment of the group in the 

                                                
335 Ibid at 173. 
336 The authors cite the example of entire books based solely on interview with Israeli intelligence sources lacking 
any fieldwork in Lebanon. Ibid. 
337 Harb & Leenders, Op. Cit. & 178 
338 The allegation of Hizballah’s links to al-Qaeda seem to be the most preposterous of all as the two groups of 
publicly stated their animosity towards each other. Hizballah has publicly condemned the attacks on the Twin 
Towers and the Luxor attack by Gama’at al-Islamiyya. Some see a connection between two in their use of suicide 
attacks but Hizballah has not carried out such attacks since 1985. Harb & Leenders, Op Cit at 178 
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1980s, to simply transpose the historical given in order to account for its subsequent career and current 

status pays no heed to Hizballah’s strenuous and politically costly efforts to reconcile its Islamic agenda 

with a form of Lebanese nationalism.339 While also disregarding the highly sophisticated catering the 

Party undertakes to meet the needs of its Lebanese Shi’ite constituency and ignores its growing reliance 

on donations from the Lebanese Diaspora; a fact reinforced by strong indications of dwindling financial 

support from Iran.340  

All in all, the threat Hizballah poses, due to the labeling experience and Hizballah’s status as a 

super-terrorist, is not due to the organizations actual operations or political outlook but due to its 

unpredictability and secrecy.341 In this way, the terrorist label is meant to construct Hizballah as the 

ultimate alien who can not be known or understood - in this sense, making the study of Hizballah’s 

terrorism appear as the very antipode of both academia and intelligence.342 On another level, the focus on 

Hizballah and its ‘global reach’ has often been attributed to its links to foreign powers. Hizballah’s 

regional connections, and budding international following has caught the attention of the world, and it is 

these links more than anything that inspire the cause for alarm. 

 

Lebanon, Briefly 

Lebanon in and of itself is a contested territory; the very incarnation of a ‘fragmented’ nation whose 

identity has been not only debated but fought over since its birth as a modern nation-state. Each group, 

class, community, and family seems to have its own constitutive myth about the identity of Lebanon and 

its purpose in the world. But in Lebanon, the struggle for identity, place, and power is brought to the fore 

by not only its sectarian diversity but due to its precarious location on the rim of regional conflict. The 

literature on the birth of the Lebanese nation and its development is rich and well-developed, and will not 

take much time here due to this fact but will only be touched upon briefly to provide context.  

                                                
339 Harb & Leenders, Op. Cit. & 179 
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As described in chapter two, defining Lebanon and the roots of the modern state is complicated 

problem as five centuries ago there was no territorial jurisdiction called Lebanon. Some elements of the 

Lebanese population imagine the birth of the nation with the glory of Phoenician times and extend a 

historical bridge from that ancient society to the one living there today. Others prefer to highlight the 

ambiguous nature of the Lebanese nation, a country carved out of Greater Syria by colonial powers with 

an invented tradition. This imagining of the nation’s origin continues into today, with various groups 

emphasizing and deemphasizing history in ways to construct a particular image of Lebanese identity. 

Given the variety of interpretations available, the weakness and vulnerability of Lebanese historiography 

thus far, and the volatile nature of the political situation in the area, identity politics or the iconography of 

ideology, become central factors in the struggle for power, hope, and harmony. The Hizballah movement 

is no different.   

Periodization being as it is, and as discussed previously, it is conservative and productive to place 

the origins of the modern Lebanon, as a polity and society, in the closing era of Mamluk rule and the 

beginnings of Ottoman rule. In the Ottoman Empire, the area of Mount Lebanon had been an autonomous 

region for over 400 years, dominated by the Christian Maronites.343 After World War I, the area became 

part of the French Mandate of Syria, created by the League of Nations after the split-up of the Ottoman 

Empire by the Treaty of Versailles in 1919. The Maronites of  Mount Lebanon have had historic ties with 

France, seeing them in this period as their ‘protectors’ as the French had come to aid the Maronites in 

their fighting in the mountains against the Druze in 1860.344 The Maronites asked the French for their own 

state during this time of nation-building and state-creation, and in September of 1920 they got it as France 

declared the French mandate of Lebanon, an ethnic enclave within greater Syria, awarding the new nation 

with a capital, Beirut, and a flag – the merging of the French flag with the Lebanese cedar.345  

                                                
343 Jaber, H. (1997) Hezbollah: Born with a Vengeance, New York: Columbia Press, pp 9. 
344 Ibid. 
345 Today the blue has been replaced with red and the stripes have been flipped the other way, but the skeleton of the 
old colonial flag remains.  
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The creation of this new Republic was not without its controversies and between the time the 

Lebanese Republic was carved out of Syria by France and formed in 1926 and its independence from 

France in 1943, several ‘national pacts’ so to speak were created.346 For the Christians of the country, 

Lebanon was a European enclave in the Middle East, a status they hope to maintain through a privileged 

relationship with France. For the Sunni Muslims, Druze, and later, the Shi’a, Lebanon was just one part of 

a greater Syria, an Arab land connected in history and trajectory to the rest of the region. The creation of 

an independent state meant, for Sunnis, putting aside dreams of uniting with Syria, while for Maronites it 

meant conceding that Lebanon was an Arab state and not an appendage of Europe and their long favored 

ally of French power.347  The Shi’a were an autonomous group whose political allegiance during this 

period of identity conflict was highly desirable. In fact, the Maronites and the French courted the Shi’a as 

an attempt to persuade them onto their side against the Sunni Muslims, and in 1926, France permitted the 

Shi’a to establish their own religious courts and to practice their religion freely – which under the 

Ottomans, had been precarious.348  Ironically, thanks to their actions, the Shiites emerged as a distinct 

political group in Lebanon for the first time.349 It was this first concession and coalition, with the Muslims 

lining up against the Christians that formed the outline of the confessional political system to come.  

In 1932, the infamous census was taken – the only census to ever be taken in Lebanese history 

and in coordination with its results, Lebanon was subdivided into seventeen sects. This marked the 

beginning of identity politics in Lebanon. Today, eighteen sects are official recognized by the Lebanese 

Constitution and afforded the right to independent family law, courts and traditions. In additions to this, 

each sect is accorded political privilege in rough proportion to their size measured in the 1932 census. 

When the modern state won independence in 1943, the defining compromise was made, known as mithaq 

                                                
346 Norton, A.R (1999) Hizballah of Lebanon: Extremist Ideals vs. Mundane Politics, New York: Council on 
Foreign Relations, pp 4. 
347 Ibid. 
348 Jaber, Op. Cit. at 9. Persecution by Sultan Fakhr al-din provoked a war between the Shi’a and the Druze, this 
persecution was accompanied by policy of discrimination, where unlike the Sunnis, Christians and the Druze, Shi’ite 
were considered heterodox and were not allowed into the millet system of personal status laws and courts, moreover 
the Shi’ites ‘ulema were conscripted in times of war, unlike the Sunni ‘ulema. Hamzeh, 2004 10. 
349 Ibid. 
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al-watani, or the National Pact, and unwritten understanding between the two dominant political 

communities – the Sunni Muslims and the Maronite Christians – agreeing to let go of their independent 

political aspirations to bond together and form a national union.350 Maronite Christians were awarded the 

presidency in the new Republic with Gaullist prerogative and powers, while Sunnis won the premiership - 

a second fiddle, according to Norton, to the president.351 The Shi’i community was awarded the 

speakership of the parliament, a weak office in terms of relative power. Beside communal power-sharing 

differences in the new system, allowing for the domination of Christians and Sunnis over the Shi’a, the 

political elites of the system, who all derived their political authority from familial, confessional and 

location sources, maintained their influence by distributing to their constituents the resources available to 

them through government connections, resulting in another level of domination through clans and 

godfather figures such as Pierre Gemayel, who formed the Christian Maronite Phalangist party in 1936.352  

The result was the almost permanent incumbency of a handful of powerful men and families in each sect 

as well as an unevenly divided sectarian system.  

 

The First National Crisis 

The confessional system, since its inception, has been a hot bed of discontent in Lebanon with 

sectarianism being one of the great laments of the Lebanese people as well as possibly their savior. And 

while the National Pact was widely supported at the time, many Christians and Muslims still had there 

individual reservations concerning what sort of state Lebanon should be: a unique entity culturally and 

politically tied to the west, or a state attuned to its Arabic heritage and well-integrated into the region.353 

As such, power sharing agreements and identity issues are continuously worked out in the political 

sphere, becoming one of the most persistent themes in the development of the nation and resulting in 

three different periods of civil unrest, war, or ‘national crisis,’ as it has come to be called. 

                                                
350 Norton, Op. Cit. at 3 
351 Norton, Op. Cit at 4 
352 Jaber, Op. Cit. at 10; Harik, J.P. (2004) Hezbollah: the Changing Face of Terrorism, London: I.B. Tauris, pp 18. 
353 Harik, J.P. (2004) Hezbollah: the Changing Face of Terrorism, London: I.B. Tauris, pp 17. 
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The first of these periods of national crisis came in 1958, fifteen years after Lebanon’s precarious 

National Pact and independence from France. But calm did not last long after the initial agreement. In 

1948 the debate about Lebanon’s identity heated up again as the state of Israel was established, and again 

in 1952 as Gamal Abdul Nasser mobilized Arab masses towards a vision of pan-Arab socialism.354 As 

Palestinians flooded into Lebanese territory and conflict enlivened old divisions, the pro-western 

orientation of the Christians came into conflict with the pan-Arab ideology of the Muslims. When 

President Camille Chamoun refused to break diplomatic relations with the Western powers that had 

attacked Egypt during the Suez Crisis, not only was Nasser angered, but domestically, Muslim 

populations felt alienated by policies of the State. These communities found a voice in Prime Minister 

Rashid Karami who supported Nasser not only in 1956, but in 1958 when Egypt and Syria united to 

create the United Arab Republic. At this time Lebanese Muslims, who had had enough of the Christians 

western orientation and appeasement of imperialist powers, pushed the government to join the newly 

created republic. 

While these external factors, in addition to the meddling of Syria and Egypt, are often cited as the 

impetus to this conflict in reality, the crisis was rooted in a series of interlocking factors of domestic, 

regional, and international origin. Agwani and Qubain argue that the primary causes of the war were 

domestic in nature and were shaped by the policies of the presidential regime of Camille Chamoun (1952 

- 1958), whose personal ambitions capped a domestic politics and foreign policy that greatly exacerbated 

existing divisions in a state whose civil and national consciousness were considerably under-developed.355 

The war that was sparked by the assassination of the journalist Nasib Matni, on 8 May 1958, but was 

rooted in preexisting grievances that involved questions of political access; social justice;356 

confessionalism and class; group identity and national consensus; and the major discontent of political 

                                                
354 Harik, Op. Cit. at 17 
355 Agwani, M. S. (1965)(ed.) The Lebanese Crisis, 1958: A Documentary Study, New York: Asia Publishing 
House. Qubain, Fahim. (1961) Crisis in Lebanon. Washington, DC: Middle East Institute, 1961. 
356 Alongside political grievances with the sectarian system, rural citizens received a much smaller portion of the 
benefits of modernization, benefits clearly noticeable in the capital, other regions deprived, as a result of rising 
discontent in 1950s and 60s, social justice became another bone of contention – identity questions only deepened the 
chasm. Harik, Op. Cit. at 18. 
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elites displaced by corrupt elections in 1957, as well as the dissatisfaction of those constituencies deprived 

of significant representation – all in all, the same problems that were to plague the state from here on in, 

including the intervention of foreign powers.357 

Under the Chamoun regime, Lebanon became a staunch advocate of U.S. policy and the 

Eisenhower Doctrine of 1957358, along with their allies in Pahlavi Iran, a position which staunchly 

identified  Lebanon with the anti-Nasserist and anti-Arab nationalist forces in the region.359 The 

intensification of domestic tensions exploded with the Matni assassination, and President Chamoun was 

challenged by the opposition.360 The Lebanese government's response was to blame civil strife on 

interference by the UAR and to charge it with the attempt to undermine Chamoun regime and state.361 

These charges came before the League of Arab States (Arab League) and the United Nations, which 

assigned a task force to investigate charges of massive infiltration by foreign forces in Lebanon and it was 

on the basis of this charge that President Chamoun requested military assistance from the United States.362 

President Eisenhower responded by authorizing Operation Blue Bat on 15 July 1958. The goal of the 

operation was to bolster the pro-Western Lebanese government of President Camille Chamoun against 

internal opposition and threats from Syria and the United Arab Republic.363 And although the war had a 

high cost, with some 2,000 to 4,000 lives lost, it was regarding by many as ‘a comic opera,’ as the Library 

of Congress points out, especially with such incidence as 5,000 U.S. Marines landing and wading to shore 

                                                
357 Ibid. 
358 President Chamoun turned to the US under the Eisenhower Doctrine, promising military and economic assistance 
to Middle East states which were threatened by international communism. In those early days, not difficult to equate 
President Nasser’s pan-Arab socialism with communism, particularly since the soviets had begun supplying him 
arms since 1955. Jaber, Op. Cit at 9 
359 Ibid. 
360 Ibid. 
361 Ibid. 
362 The recent Muslim rebellion and toppling of the pro-western government in Iraq had everyone in the region on 
edge, concerned that another conservative Arab government may fall to a populist coup. Gerges, Fawaz A. (1993) 
"The Lebanese Crisis of 1958: The Risks of Inflated Self-Importance", Beirut Review,  pp. 83–113. Lesch, David W. 
(1996) "Prelude to the 1958 American Intervention in Lebanon", Mediterranean Quarterly, Vol. 07, No. 03, pp. 87–
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on beaches near Beirut as people swam and sunbathed on the sand.364 US marines intervened in the 

fighting and remained in Lebanon overseeing the election of a new president; order was restored with the 

election of Fouad Chehab, leader of the army.365 While order reigned for a period before the beginning of 

the civil war, the fundamental roots of this first national crisis had not been satisfactorily resolved.   

In a meeting with Dr. Mustapha Allouche,366 a member of the Lebanese Parliament elected in 

2005 on Hariri’s Tayyar al-Mustaqbal (Current for the Future) list in the wake of the so-called ‘Cedar 

Revolution’, the start of a national crisis that would mirror this first period of unrest very closely, Dr. 

Allouche articulated a vision of Lebanon’s fragmented identity.367 Allouche described the development of 

Lebanese identity as having endured three temptations. The first temptation, according to this Sunni 

parliamentarian, was the Arab world; as many Lebanese preferred to identify themselves as Arab first 

rather than Lebanese. The second temptation, according to Allouche was the Western world; one sects 

desire to move towards Europe and the United States and away from a regional identification. The third 

temptation facing the Lebanese in this prophetic vision is a contemporary one. According to Allouche, 

this last temptation before a unified, singular “Lebanese first”368 identity would become a reality, is the 

temptation of the Shi’a world currently facing the nation.   

In the words of this Future Movement party member, leading the fight against Syrian presence in 

Lebanon, the conflict today has been caused by a split in the nation between those who believe an 

association with Iran and Syria is better for Lebanon and another side that believes that Lebanon's 

involvement with any major powers in the region does not beneficial impact the country. Like in 1958, 

the ruling power maintains that rather than a wide-ranging list of grievances, what is at the root of 

political problems and ideological battles is the interference of regional powers. In 1958, it was Egypt and 
                                                

364 CIA World Factbook, The Library of Congress; 
http://www.photius.com/countries/lebanon/national_security/lebanon_national_security_the_1958_civil_war.html 
365 Jaber, Op. Cit. at 10; Fawaz, Op. Cit.; Lesch, Op. Cit. 
366 Alternatively spelled Mustafa Alloush. 
367 Allouche, Mustapha. M.D. Meeting With Delegation; Question and Answer sessions. 10 January 2007. Trablos, 
Lebanon 
368 According to Dr. Allouche, there is a part of Lebanon that used to identify outside of Lebanon with the Arab 
world, more so than within Lebanon with other Lebanese. Today that has changed and Sunni Lebanese identify first 
as Lebanese, rather than first as Arab. This is the roots of the now popular political slogan, "Lebanese First" 
Allouche, Op. Cit. 
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Syria, the two leaders in the struggle against colonialism and imperialism, promoting the populist vision 

of pan-Arabsim. Today the instigators are Syria and Iran, the two nations again leading the discursive 

battle against American influence in the region and promoting the populist rhetoric of resistance. Whether 

or not this is a strictly sectarian battle as Allouche describes, we are yet to see, regardless, this may indeed 

be the final preclude in the search for Lebanese identity.  

 

Socio-Political Mobilization: The Lebanese Shi’a 

The prevailing national myth, the mythomoteur, has always been contested in the Lebanese social fabric. 

In successive eras the root of what it means to be Lebanese, what the State should represent, and the role 

the nation is to play both internally and throughout the region, basically, the constitutive myth of the 

ethnic polity necessary to describe how and why the collectivity was created, why it is unique, and what 

its mission is, is missing in any hegemonic sense.369 Thus, this constitutive myth exists in various versions 

among different classes and segments within the collectivity, and is not only continuously narrated and 

negotiated through time, but due to a mix of other factors, is violently played out over and over again in a 

‘comic opera,’ to use the CIA’s term, until the roots of the problem are solved.  

 Hizballah was born within the complicated fabric of the Lebanese nation, but more specifically, 

was formed due to the specific history and experiences of the Shi’a population within the locality. The 

Shi’a of Lebanon are one of eighteen different religious confessions in Lebanon, which include Sunni 

Muslims, Christian Maronites, Greek Orthodox, and Druze Muslims.370 Authors have often pointed to a 

history of repression, speaking of a Shi’ite heritage of oppression and suffering which affords the sect a 

distinct communal nature and later, ignited their mobilization. As discussed in Chapter two, the Shi’a 

community, along with many other strains of Islam, were persecuted by Mamluk and Ottoman authorities 

in a variety of different ways. Much scholarship has been devoted to this ‘historical tension between the 
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sects of Islam’ with a sort of revival occurring today, but it is necessary to take some time to review the 

strength of the claim to historic persecution. 

 Scholars such as Chehabi and Abisaad have questioned the Orientalist literature and nationalist 

scholarship coming out of Iran and Lebanon, arguing that such Orientalist literature reduces social and 

political complexity of Jabal ‘Amil’s history to the unfolding of hostile Sunni policies of persecution of 

Twelver Shi’is, rather than emphasize, as Abisaab has, the fluid boundaries between various forms of 

Shi’ism and Sunnism, and the political constructions of ‘orthodoxy’ and ‘heterodoxy’, showing how they 

have been continuously redefined and negotiated.371  

 There was in fact a Shi’a ‘Golden Age,’ known colloquially as the ‘Shi’i Century.’ As Hamzeh 

points out, Shi’ism was dominant in the Muslim world in the tenth century at a time when the Buwayhids 

ruled in Iraq and Iran, the Fatamids in Egypt, Syria, and north Africa, and in Andalucia. After the 

downfall of the Fatamids and conquest of Syria by Salah-al-din-al-Ayyubi in 1171, the centuries of 

oppression began.372 Repression did exist, but as Abisaab has presented, much of the literature on the 

Shi’i populations of Mamluk and Ottoman Syria and their relations with Sunni governors, seems 

inadequate as most treat the multifaceted and complex relations between Shi’is and Sunnis  somewhat 

anachronistically and suggest the existence of a systematic Sunni ‘policy’ to dispense with the Shi’i 

presence.373 Proponents of this view invariably reduce the wealth of historical data to examples of 

primordial hostility, persecutions and counter persecutions, while their narratives undermine the internal 

social setting of Jabal ‘Amil and the diverse and shifting local interests of the provincial elite and those of 

Mamluk and Ottoman authorities in Syria.374 In contrast, other approaches deny any Ottoman attack on 

Syrian Shi’is and remain silent on the execution of prominent Shi’i scholars like Shamseddin Muhammed 

                                                
371 Abisaab, Rula Jurdi. (2006) “History and Self Image: The ‘Amili Ulema in Syria and Iran (Fourteenth to 
Sixteenth Centuries)” in Chehabi, H.E. (ed.) Distant Relations: Iran and Lebanon in the Last 500 Years, Centre for 
Lebanese Studies, London: I.B Tauris Publishers. Chebahi, H.E. Mneimneh, Hassan I. (2006) “Five Centuries of 
Lebanese-Iranian Encounters,” in Chehabi, H.E. (ed.) Distant Relations: Iran and Lebanon in the Last 500 Years, 
Centre for Lebanese Studies, London: I.B Tauris Publishers, pp 7. 
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ibn Makki, known as al-Shahid al-Awwal (734-786/1333-1384) and marginalizes the socio-religious 

motives behind the execution of yet another notable scholar, namely, Zayneddin al-‘Amili, known as al-

Shahid al-Thani (911-966/1506-1558).375  

Modern Shi’i scholars project a distinct historical memory of Mamluk Ottoman rule as periods of 

intellectual marginalization and persecution of Shi’is, this historical memory emerges more specifically 

from the Ulema circles in connection with the Mamluk and Ottoman executions of two prominent 

theologians – there is a tendency to collapse these two incidents into one uninterrupted Sunni policy 

against the ‘Amilis even though they are separated by two centuries. In brief, the two Shahids, rather than 

being the target of a well-defined policy, suffered at the hands of the authorities due to the fact that they 

lacked the protection of a solid religious institution or a social base from which to launch their 

professional ambitions albeit under diverse historical circumstances.376 For example, al-Shahid al-Awwal 

came to the attention of Mamluk officials not through a confrontation with Sunni scholars or officials but 

rather through his involvement in a social struggle at the local level among a number of contending 

groups.377  Internal struggles and dissent in Jabal ‘Amil is what obstructed the goals of leading jurists, but 

then again their execution was made possible by Mamluk and Ottoman measures to curtail and suppress 

Shi’i political activism that deviated from the officially-defined orthodoxy and its political underpinnings. 

Once clerics were identified as politically threatening to the ruling elite, the second step was to ‘de-

Islamize’ them in concordance with a discourse of ‘orthodoxy’ that served and protected the 

government,378 thus Mamluk and Ottoman rulers cannot simply be summarized as fair or neutral towards 

Shi’is, nor can they be judged by a fixed persecution theory.379  

Thus, despite the mobilization value of Shi’ite cultural heritage of oppression and suffering, 

which accorded Shi’ite politicization a distinctly communal character, the chief determinants of Shi’ite 
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activism in Lebanon have been the same social, economic, and political conditions which have spurred 

Third-Word radical and populist movements to action.380 So while authors such as Hamzeh insists that 

elements of identity crisis – or a crisis of soul and personality, characterized by acute alienation and 

feelings of normlessness, powerlessness, insecurity, and self-derangement, cause by a historical pattern 

and a Shi’ite experience or ‘legacy more than fourteen hundred years old, a legacy of martyrdom, 

persecution, torment, suffering, powerlessness, and insecurity,’ have been a main factor in the emergence 

of Hizballah and social movements among the Shi’a, I attribute this so-called ‘legacy’ to a crisis within 

the founding of the nation and to an emergence of ‘myth-history’ and an attempt to re-write the Shi’a into 

history.381 While Shi’a symbols, such as the martyrdom of Imam Hussein and the Image of Yazid are still 

used to mobilize the masses, they are used to reference a history of resistance rather than a history of 

persecution.  

Many aspects involved in the emergence of Hizballah are the same as those that may be attributed 

to the rise of populist movements throughout the world. One such condition involves various aspects of 

the modernization process which of course can be closely correlated with political activism and social 

movement formation in modernizing countries. One aspect of modernization that heavily impacted the 

Shi’a community of Lebanon, along with other members of the rural poor and agricultural class was 

urbanization. Traditionally, Shi’is were either tenant farmers on the large estates of traditional land-

owning families or employees of the state-owned tobacco monopoly.382 Political and religious actors such 

as Sayyid Fadlallah have blamed state policies, such as there lack of a fair and equitable agricultural 

policy that would allow the community to earn a decent living and educate its children, for Shi’i 

‘backwardness’.383 Alongside discontents with the division of power in the new republic, rural citizens 

became increasingly disgruntled with the much smaller portion of the benefits of modernization they were 
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receiving; benefits clearly noticeable in the capital were absent in other deprived regions, making social 

justice another major bone of contention in the political game.384 

 The urbanization of the Shi’ites began in the late 1950s, as the modernizing policies of the state 

disproportionately affected sections of society, leaving those on the outskirts of the center out in the cold. 

A decade later, it is this foundation that encouraged in many ways the mobilization of the Shi’a 

community, prompted by the extreme deprivation of the long neglected Shi’ite rural ‘peripheries’ of the 

south and Biqaa and the Shi’ites migration to the Beirut core around which they settled in slums.385 As 

Saad-Ghorayeb argues, in the communally segregated rural setting of old, the ‘community-class’ tension 

and structural division was somewhat hidden from site, but as slum-dwellers in the ‘belts of misery’ they 

could not help but be exposed to the affluent and westernized life-styles of their Christian and Sunni 

counterparts in the new urban milieu.386 This new proximity engendered a sense of relative deprivation 

and encouraged the self-identification of the Shi’a as ‘the proletariat of Lebanon’ – at a time when Arab 

socialism and pan-Arabist movements where rising.387 This sense of historic injustice, mistrust of the 

State and its equity, and a disbelief in the promises of modernity has helped to foster a communal 

consciousness among the socially, culturally, and psychologically dislocated settlers.388  

For the Shi’a in Lebanon, modernization, urbanization and migration took on many of the same 

forms and patterns as described throughout the rest of the region and the world and the reaction was of 

course comparable. Migration, religious revival, violence, and politicization were all common reactions to 

various structural problems in the country. Low levels of political development, under-representation in 

parliament, civil service, and government came to be more commonly viewed as characterizing exclusion 

from the system thus engendering frustration, radicalization and sometime politicization.389 The natural 

rate of increase for the Shi’a community outpaced all others in Lebanon with Shi’a families averaging 9 
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children per household in the 1970s; three more than Christians and one more than other Muslims.390 This 

growth in size not only contributed to a structural imbalance in terms of resources but also within the 

confessional system. Between 1956 and 1975 the Shi’ite population tripled, from 250,00 to 750,00 

boosting proportional size to 30 percent of total population.391 By 1980s, widely believed to be the largest 

group in the nation, almost 1,400 000 people, but regardless of this fact, no change has been made to the 

confessional system and no knew census has been conducted.392 Families surviving on the agricultural 

economy, selling tobacco to the state monopoly or growing fruits and vegetables, could no longer subsist 

on what they had before.393 This structural neglect, political exclusion, and managed marginality sparked 

various responses. Some moved, from the rural to the urban or abroad, while others turned to politics.  

As Saad-Ghorayeb describes, although these conditions would be considered ‘conducive to the 

espousal of religion as ‘a goal-replacement mechanism’ in Islamic societies,’ the political mobilization of 

the Shi’a community was initially channeled not into religious avenues, but into non-Islamic avenues of 

political participation.394 The roots of Shi’ite political mobilization and hence the formation of Hizballah 

lie first and foremost in the community’s radicalization by Arab nationalist, socialist and communist 

organizations with the loss of Palestine in 1948; the influx of Palestinians after 1948 and again in 70-71 

after Black September and the exclusion of the periphery from the benefits of modernization, henceforth 

‘signaling the inception of Shi’ite political consciousness.’395  

Shi’i politics, having been traditionally controlled by zu’ama or political bosses - a handful of 

dominant families who maintain power through extensive patronage networks and whose power depended 

on support from clients, witnessed a change in the 1960s.396 Many of the young, alienated by old-style 

politics, frustrated and in search of agency, were attracted by new forces, mainly the variety of secular 

political movements such as, Lebanese Communist Party (LCP), Syrian Social nationalist Party (SSNP), 
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Organization for Communist Labor Action, Amal, and later Hizballah.397 As the fortunes of secular 

movements have declined, and the rise of the clerical movement began, loyalties and sympathies of Shi’a 

remain widely distributed.398 

The early 1960s witnessed the beginnings of an active clerical movement in Lebanon centered in 

Shi’a concentrated areas; a movement which served to re-invigorate Islamic principles in the struggle for 

social justice, political participation, and resistance.399 The movement began with limited activity in 

Mosques, then cultural events with limited participation, according to Hizballah’s Deputy Secretary-

General Na’im Qassem, of university students and women.400 Soon, three of the active clerics within the 

movement drew the spotlight with their comprehensive ideological visions: Imam Musa al-Sadr, 

Ayatollah Muhammed Mahdi Shamseddine, and Ayatollah al-Sayyed Muhammed Hussein Fadlallah.401 

Shamseddine began by leading prayers and attending to social and cultural aspects of his congregation. 

Known for his intellectual capacity and speaking ability, his participation in public life has been limited 

due to his role as Deputy Head of the Highest Islamic Shi’ite Council, a role which requires a sort of 

passive neutrality.402 Fadlallah began in east Beirut founding the Brotherhood Association and has 

adopted a messenger role through cultural works, lectures, published works and education.403 Fadlallah 

was the product of Hawzat al-‘Ilmiyyah of Najaf, and was very much influenced by the Iraq based Hizb 

al-Da’wah al-Islamiyyah.404 The Da’wah ideology represented a brand of activist religio-political 

revivalism inspired by Ayatollah Baqir al-Sadr. 405 During the early years of the Hizballah, his name 

became associated with its own and though he was a symbol of many of the ideological concepts within 

the party, so much so that Fadlallah was nominated to be a leader in the Party, according to Qassem, but 
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he refused opting to remain ‘a-political’ through his roles as a cleric.406 In Sharp contrast to Musa al-

Sadr’s commitment to Lebanese identity, Fadlallah’s nascent movement stressed its loyalty to the 

emerging transnational ideology of Shi’ism with roots in Najaf, a difference that was to take hold in the 

wake of al-Sadr’s disappearance and the resulting fractionalization.407 Musa al-Sadr, as we have 

discussed, was an active member of the clerical movement through his many broad based efforts, yet 

although many have looked to him as a visionary in the Shi’a community and main impetus to the 

politicization of the Shi’a during this period, as we see, loyalties, as common in Shi’a Islam, have always 

been divided. 

In the period following al-Sadr’s disappearance in 1978, many in the younger generation were 

attracted to the sense of religious identity generated by an activist interpretation of Shi’ite ideals under the 

leadership of Ayatollah Sayyid Muhammed Husayin Fadlallah.408 Suffering from the loss of charismatic 

Musa al-Sadr, the Supreme council and Amal were incapable of containing the ‘new shi’ite militants’ and 

as a result, Sayyid Hussein al-Musawi, broke away in June 1982 and founded Islamic Jihad.409 With the 

success of the Iranian Revolution, several Sheikhs inspired by Islamic Iran’s ideological line looked 

beyond Amal, and 1982, the Shi’a openly rallied behind Islam against the Israeli invasion.410 In the 

beginning there were several groups involved, Islamic Amal, the Islamic Movement, Islamic Jihad, and 

the Revolution committees; Hizballah emerged as a marriage between Lebanese Shi’ite militants, Leftists 

and Islamic Iran, and grew to become the most influential Shi’ite militant movement in the region.411  

As Qassem and Norton have argued, Lebanese Islamists divided their allegiance among Amal, the range 

of Islamic committees, the missionary faction and the independents, with no one group gaining a sense of 

hegemony.412  
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Scholars involved in the study of Hizballah have often made the point of noting Hizballah’s 

almost hegemonic level of political support within the Shi’i community in Lebanon, Norton however 

makes clear that political loyalties among the Shi’a, and Lebanese in general, are often shared between 

two or more organization and it is common to meet people whose personal biographies include 

membership in 3 or 4 different political organizations, including a medley of religious, secular, and leftist 

affiliations.413 Over time Hizballah has consolidated its hold over its constituencies, but never in a way to 

preclude a sense of hegemony, which accounts for many of its transformations over the years. Norton 

emphasizes that “support is lent and political loyalty is fungible [in Lebanon],” and I would argue that it 

is due to the tenuous nature of the mythomoteur. The marginalized population, along side the majority, 

has searched for answers through multiple avenues, as the constitutive myth of the nation, national pact, 

or social contract, has not been able to maintain a monopoly on hegemonic symbols and narratives for 

long. 

To review, the politicization of the Shi’a in the 1950s, 60s and 70s was caused by several 

overlapping causes. The modernization project of the new nation left the periphery of the country 

excluded from the promise of a more prosperous tomorrow. The Shi’a community, historically 

marginalized with a myth history of ancient persecution, were pauperized and disenfranchised while 

coming in close contact with the wealth being affording other segments of society. While many scholars 

have attributed the politicization of this community to their sectarian peculiarities, as we have seen, this 

process of politicization, migration, and radicalization is not uncommon throughout the Middle East and 

third world in general.  

Shi’a in Lebanon did not turn first to religious symbols, but rather turned to leftist and pan-

Arabist organizations and narratives to solve the various issues facing their community including issues 

of structural neglect, political participation, anti-imperialism (as the government was seen more and more 

as aligned with the west), regional solidarity and resistance to the Israeli regime. There are many that 

argue that before the formation of Hizballah in the 1980s, and apart from Musa al-Sadr’s Harakat al-
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Muhrumin (Movement of the Dispossessed) and later its militia, Amal, that the Shi’a were simply a poor, 

passive and disorganized community. Ranstorp argues, “prior to organizational formation of Hizb’Allah 

in June 1982 the Lebanese Shi’a community was largely regarded, by other militia and outside observers, 

as politically irrelevant. This came as no surprise given the Shi’a community’s historical background as 

socially excluded, politically marginalized and economically deprived within Lebanon, itself reinforced 

by the institutionalized political system of confessionalism which disadvantaged the representation of 

Muslims.”414  

This position, generalized as it is, does not hold water. From the 1950s we have seen the activism 

of the Shi’i community in various forms, either political participation through various organizations, 

through the provision of social services through community groups and religious centers such as those 

organized by Musa al-Sadr and Sayyed Fadlallah. Religion in fact cannot be portrayed as being the first 

force to mobilize the community; an important point being as this participation in secular movements has 

influenced the way Hizballah identifies itself. The politicization and migration of the Shi’a most 

importantly, raises the question of the durability of Lebanon’s founding compromise, whose lack of 

resilience would substantially contributed to the violent turmoil that enveloped the country in the years to 

come.415  

 

The Second National Crisis and the Birth of Hizballah  

The Lebanese Civil War has fascinated the mind of scholars for years now with volumes of studies being 

produced on almost every aspect of the war. With the space allowed, I will only be introducing the topic 

very briefly emphasizing its pertinence to the subject at hand.  The war has been described by many as the 

bitter grievances of Lebanon’s confessional system.416 While many portray the War as a sectarian one, the 

opposing sides were not fighting each other simply because of their respective religions but rather as a 
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result of major differences of opinion on matters concerning ideology, identity, nationality, and power. 

Authors have discussed a slew of other factors concerning the impetus of the war, most specifically the 

growth of Palestinian population and militants in the small and demographically sensitive country. This 

surge of people and a political conflict brought to their front doors, led to clashes, first with the Phalangist 

militias, as Christian Maronites started to take matters into their own hands.417 Dr. Elias Saba, two-time 

Minister of Finance and Defense (1977, 2000) describes the war as the “War of Others on Lebanese soil,” 

pointing out that while many view the ‘bus incident’ between Maronite Christians and the PLO as the 

trigger of the infighting, larger geopolitical factors may have been at play, including the role of the 

Lebanese banking economy and the Oil Crisis of 1973 – 74.418 This was not simply a Civil War; it was a 

Lebanese-Palestinian war, a Lebanese-Lebanese war, a Palestinian-Syrian war, a Palestinian-Israeli war, a 

Lebanese-Syrian war, a Syrian-Israeli war, and a Lebanese-Israeli war. Add to these dimensions Libyans, 

Iraqis, Americans and Russians, and the resulting chaotic mix of well over seventy groups fighting in 

Lebanon and what you have is complexity. The significance of foreign interference in this War, and 

Lebanon’s history, up to this point and beyond, cannot be understated, but irrespective of this fact, in the 

words of Dr. Saba, the war was the “responsibility of Lebanon.”419 

Foreign manipulation of the political scene in the Lebanese context is nothing new. The French 

supported the Maronites, the Syrians have alternatively backed the Christians, Sunni, and Shi’a depending 

on geopolitical situation.420 Other Arab states – Egypt in Nasser’s day, Saudi Arabia in more recent 

decades – have supported the Sunnis for long periods. Libya and Iraq have both aided Sunni political 
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elements inside Lebanon for decades, while Israel has funded the Maronites and various minor groups 

within the Shi’ite community.421 The Soviet Union actively supported a significant Communist 

movement. The United States provided covert funding to facilitate the election of various leaders in the 

1960s and has regularly lent support to various factions over the years.422 The potential ascendancy of the 

Shi’i community, in and of itself, enlivened a variety of foes, domestic and foreign, with anti-Shi’a 

coalitions find ready encouragement from outside of the country, sometimes Syria, mostly Saudi Arabia, 

which has made little secret of desire to buttress position of Sunni Muslims.423 In this context, Iran’s 

involvement is hardly exceptional, given their near complete absence of support during the Civil War.  

 Whatever dimension of the war is emphasized, this catastrophic event, the second national crisis 

in less than twenty years, had a lasting impact on the Lebanese national memory and communal 

politicization. Shi’ites, receiving a majority of the causalities in the fighting between the PLO and Israel 

in the south began to blame the Palestinians as well. When al-Sadr accused the PLO of creating anarchy 

in the South, the relations deteriorated.424 Prior to the outbreak of civil war in 1975, it was the Shi’ites 

socio-economic and political deprivations which propelled them to political action, but once the war took 

its toll, it was the political mobilization of the Maronites which instigated the Shi’ites militant counter-

mobilization.425 Off all Lebanese sectarian groups, the Shi’ites incurred the highest number of fatalities 

during the civil war, especially the first year at the hands of Maronite militias amongst others – it was not 

until the late 1970s that this radicalization was re-channeled to Amal which witnessed a considerable 

upsurge due to the disappearance of Musa Sadr in 1978, the Israeli invasion and the Islamic Revolution a 

year later.426  

As a result of administrative and service gaps created by fierce fighting, militia leaders had to 

take on the role of the State and provide for their populations the basic services they required to survive. 
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In this period, the idea of social justice took on new meaning. Essentially, each militia was responsible to 

create mini-public administrations to handle essential tasks such as electricity, road repairs, provision of 

educational and health services.427 In this role, these militias took on the additional task of proving to their 

constituencies what kind of leaders they maybe when given a chance at power. Most of these militias 

failed this task, falling into traps of corruption, violence, and theft. Many militias plundered state 

resources to provide for their neighborhoods, often deteriorated to thugs extorting afraid, trapped families. 

While Hizballah rose in this general atmosphere, they operated their ‘social service’ capacity 

differently. Rather than begin by providing for needy populations, Hizballah begun by helping their 

fighters and martyrs families and extend out, receiving funding from either abroad or through religious 

donation. While other groups had to exploit government resources, Hizballah had other sources of 

funding immunizing the Party from having been viewed as preying on the disintegrating Lebanese state, a 

charge leveled on Amal and other parties.428 In essence, Hizballah’s free money, and the disciplined 

behavior of its partisans in comparison with that of Amal encouraged the ‘Mr. Clean Image’ the Party 

acquired in the future. While the Civil War tarnished the image of many actors in the Lebanese political 

arena, for Hizballah, who had not formed yet, it served to bolster its image by tarnishing that of all its 

would be competitors. By the time Hizballah came into the fore, it was a welcome relief to the people 

looking for new solutions. 

 

The Era of Invasions and the Birth of Resistance 

No single factor contributed to the conception and birth of Hizballah and the Islamic Resistance as the 

Israeli invasions of 1978 and 1982. These direct invasions combined with the extensive financial and 

military support the Israelis were provided segments of the Lebanese population directly fed the already 

politicized masses giving them the enemy they were looking for and making Israel the ultimate border 

guard from this point forward. 
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Israel has had a long history with the Christians of Lebanon, having cultivated a relationship with 

them almost from the advent of the Zionist movement.429 Some Zionist politicians had envisaged a 

Jewish-Maronite alliance to counterbalance Muslim regional dominance. After Israel's independence in 

1948, some Israeli leaders advocated extending the northern border to encompass Lebanon up to the 

Litani River and to assimilate the Christian population living there. In 1955 Prime Minister David Ben-

Gurion and General Moshe Dayan conceived a plan to intervene in Lebanon and install a Lebanese 

Christian president amenable to improving bilateral relations.430 The patriarchs of Lebanon's Christian 

community, particularly Pierre Gemayel and Camille Chamoun, were tempted by Israeli offers of 

assistance, but they nevertheless resisted entrusting the security of the Maronites to Israel but in 1976, 

threatened by the escalating War, a new generation of Lebanese Christian leaders turned to Israel for 

military support, the two parties united in their hatred for the PLO, united against the ascendant PLO and 

the Muslim left.431  

By this time, the PLO had already created a quasi-governmental autonomy in Lebanon that has 

come to be known as ‘a state-within-a-state.’ Israel, who was skeptical of the Lebanese government and 

army’s willingness to control the militants on their territory began in 1977 to equip and fund a renegade 

Christian remnant of the Lebanese Army led by Greek Catholic army officer, Major Saad Haddad.  

Haddad's force, which became known as The Free Lebanon Army, and later as the South Lebanon Army 

(SLA), grew to a strength of about 3,000 men and soon occupied the south of Lebanon, almost ten percent 

of Lebanon’s total area, an area that came to be called ‘the Security Zone.’432  

On March 11, 1978, PLO terrorists made a sea landing in Haifa, Israel, commandeered a bus, and 

then drove toward Tel Aviv, firing from the windows. In retaliation, four days later Israel launched 

Operation Litani, invading Lebanon with a force of 25,000 men. The purpose of the operation was to push 

PLO positions away from the border and bolster the power of the SLA. The operation failed, however, to 
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break the power of the PLO in the south and soon the PLO was able to rearm and fortify its bases in 

southern Lebanon. Moreover, the offensive killed 2000 people, displaced some 250,000 and was the start 

of the occupation of the South by the Israeli army.433   

On March 19, 1978, five days after the start of the invasion, the United Nations Security Council 

Resolution 425 was issued calling on Israel to withdraw its forces immediately and establishing the 

United Nations Interim Force In Lebanon (UNIFIL). It was not until twenty-two years later that Israel 

would withdraw its troops from ‘the Security Zone’ and resolution 425 would be implemented. President 

Emile Lahoud argued that this resolution, signifying the beginning the Israeli occupation and defiance of 

UN authority and Lebanese integrity, marks the beginning of the formation of the ‘National resistance 

forces’ as he called them.434 “It was not the National Army that fought Israel,” President Lahoud made 

clear, “it was the resistance. Why? Because only a resistance force, fighting using the techniques and 

tactics of guerilla warfare can succeed against such a strong and mighty enemy. This is why I have always 

backed the resistance in Lebanon, even as the Head of the Army.”435  

While the first invasion may have marked the beginning of the occupation, the resistance, and 

international peace keeping efforts, the events to come, including the disappearance/kidnapping of Musa 

al-Sadr, echoing the fate of the twelfth Imam, and the Iranian Revolution in 1979, would add a religious 

element to the politicization of the Shi’a while also intensifying its third worldism and anti-imperialism. 

The Iranian Revolution served to impact Islamic activists, Sunni and Shi’ite alike, serving as a sort of 

demonstration effect.436 Lebanese Shi’ites were the most receptive to the message due to a long history of 

cross-cultural relations, including the relationship between the Lebanese Shi’ite clergy and Khomeini and 

al-Sadr, before and after the Iranian revolution, helped to establish an effective network that would 

subsequently facilitate Iran’s demonstration effect in the Lebanese political arena.437  
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When the Israeli Army invaded for the second time in 1982, the forces which emerged to resist its 

occupation was the child of these ground breaking events.438 Saad-Ghorayeb argues that the pre-eminent 

factors directly responsible for the movement’s birth and hence the Islamization of the Lebanese Shi’ites 

was the invasion – although radicalization had already taken root over a decade earlier, this second 

invasion imbued it with a distinctly Islamic character.439 Although there had been a significant number of 

religious groups and associations prior to 1982, many which arouse as a result of the Iranian revolution 

their merger was not inevitable in the absence of an Israeli invasion.440 As expressed explicitly by Sayyed 

Hassan Nasrallah, Secretary-General of Hizballah today, ‘had the enemy not taken this step, [the 

invasion], I do not know whether something called Hizballah could have been born. I don’t think it 

would.”  

As the brainchild of Ariel Sharon, minister of defense in Menachem Begin’s government, 

‘Operation Peace for Galilee’ stated aim was to drive the PLO from Israel’s northern border, similar to the 

aim of ‘Operation Litani.’441 An air raid was launched on Palestinian targets in Beirut, a siege that caused 

an international stir, and on July 6 the Israeli army invaded.  Some authors argue that while the 

elimination of the PLO was one aim of the invasion, another major aim was to confront Syria and quell its 

hegemony in Lebanon as well. A US-led agreement between Israel and the PLO was brokered which 

called for the departure of all Palestinian fighters from Beirut. On August 12, 1982, multinational forces 

arrived on to oversee execution of agreement.442 The number of causalities in this war was tremendous, 

but the numbers are disputed. An Nahar, a Lebanese paper published in Beirut, estimated that the total 

military personnel and civilians dead from the Israeli campaign (up to and including the siege) was 

17,825. Syria is estimated to have lost from a few hundred to 2,000 soldiers, the PLO lost about 1,400 

men, while Israel is said to have lost 344-368 IDF soldiers. The Massacre of Sabra and Shatila, lasting 
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three days killing over 1500 people, left an indelible mark on the national psyche and continues to send 

shock waves through the Middle East.  

After the invasion, siege, and the removal of the PLO, a relative calm descended on the south of 

Lebanon. Amal, along with many Shi’ite and other Southerners felt a ‘certain affinity’ with the invaders, 

according to Jaber, and were ‘almost grateful’ to be rid of the heavy-handed Palestinian reign which had 

terrorized their villages and populations for many years.443 While many authors have made a similar 

claim, alleging a Shi’a celebration at the removal of the PLO, I have found little evidence to corroborate 

this claim. While no doubt many Shi’a leaders must have been relieved to have this agitating force 

removed from within their midst, I cannot imagine a Shi’a population that would welcome the IDF into 

their territory after a conflict with such heavy casualties. Nonetheless, Israel’s ‘success’ in this war, the 

end to the PLO in Lebanon and an expansion of their territory through the creation of the ‘security zone,’ 

was the last success Israel was to have for many years as the calm in the south began to unravel very 

quickly.  Israel’s victory in eradicating the armed Palestinian presence also removed the Palestinians’ 

resistance hegemony in the southern battlefield, opening the space to other resistance groups allowing 

them to come to fore.444  

Resistance activities against the Israelis started very quickly, with the main impetus being an 

attempt but the IDF to create an Israeli trained and armed Lebanese ‘National Guard’ force in the 

‘security zone’.445 As the Ansar prison in the south slowly gained infamy, filling to capacity with the 

family members of those inhabiting the occupied zone, mistrust was awakened and years of dormant fear 

that Israel had the same designs on South Lebanon as it did on Syria’s Golan Heights and Jordan’s West 

Bank were ignited.446 When Ahmed Kassir completed the first martyrdom attack, targeting headquarters 
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of Israeli Command in Tyre, the first ever use of such tactics according to Jaber, on 11 November 1982, 

the Resistance had officially flung into full gear.447 

Israel’s mass detention of Lebanese southerners was a major driving force behind the resistance’s 

zeal. By 1983, 10,000 Lebanese and Palestinians were held captive in Israeli-controlled jails.448 The 

Ansar prison alone was reported to have detained half the south’s male population at one time or another 

between 1982 and 1985 when it was closed.449 Moreover, the internment of detainees outside of Lebanon 

in Israel’s Atlit prison in violation of Geneva Convention (relating to treatment of prisoners) along with 

their torture in the notorious Khiyam prison in the South, further ignited the resistance’s ardor.450 

Detention, imprisonment, and torture not only fuelled the resistance’s zeal, providing it with man power, 

but creating a strong popular base for resistance activities given the widespread and erratic detention of 

men in the south. Former captive and detainees, upon their return, where taken in by the resistance – a 

major part of Hizballah’s backbone in terms of objective and organization is the retrieval, rehabilitation, 

and inclusion prisoners, former detainees and their families. In my very brief time in the south of Lebanon 

with members of Hizballah, all three of the men assisting us and the delegation had spent time in Israeli 

jails. The role of former detainees, and an ethic of seeing such imprisonment as an honor while supporting 

the victims of such violence with rehabilitation and employment, remains a major part of Hizballah’s 

resistance structure and organization.  

As resistance to the occupation intensified, Israel began targeting who they saw as leading clerics 

in the resistance. Claiming such men were responsible for inciting the villagers with their fiery sermons 

and for turning the religious centers into resistance bases and safe houses, they first began by arresting 

such figures as Sheikh Ragheb Harb – a powerful figure and symbol, the man who had turned Jibsheet 

into a Resistance stronghold – but when arrest wasn’t enough, they turned to assassination. Sheikh 
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Ragheb was the first in a string of cleric to be killed, shot three times on 12 February 1984.451 As the first 

year came to a close, Israel had became more and more concerned about the Lebanese resistance forces, 

due to the increased success by collaborated efforts between the Islamic Resistance, the National 

Resistance, and Amal.452  

As for Hizballah, the second that Israel dropped the very first bomb on Lebanese targets, the 

movement shifted from a factious Shia guerilla movement into an army of national liberation.453 This 

fundamental fact rests on the articulated disposition of all national liberation movements and guerrilla 

organizations that fade in and out of their national and subaltern dispositions.454 From Vietnam to Africa 

to Latin America, the history of all national liberation movements testify to this fact - they can degenerate 

into violent malignancies or manifest as emancipatory national liberation movements, they can even 

become democratic participants as an opposition party, all depending on the circumstances of their 

historical unfolding.455 And nothing can help a guerrilla operation assume national leadership than a 

savage military invasion by a colonial or imperial power as military defeat and foreign occupation opens 

the way for militant movements; in Lebanon the Israeli invasion 1978 and occupation in 1982, with 55 

per cent of South Lebanon (eleven percent of the country’s total area under occupation), this military 

action and defeat has served as a catalyst triggering the emergence of Hizbullah and its guerrilla 

organization.456  

The emergence of Hizballah has been attributed to a variety of factors. Many of those factors are 

broad discontents that can be seen as having generated the wider Islamic resurgence – secularism, 

corruption, conflict, and resentment of Israel – all of which were present in Lebanon during the 1970s and 

were shared by members of the Islamic current developing there.457 Of course there are also the 
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conditions that can be generalized to third world movements – uneven modernization, exclusion from the 

political system, migration, and war. But there are also local and historically confined elements that must 

be considered such as the Iranian revolution, conditions prevailing in Lebanon, such as the Civil War, the 

Palestinian/Israeli conflict, and National Crisis that also shaped Hizballah’s ideology and practices in 

ways that set it apart from other ‘fundamentalist’ and leftist organizations.458  

 

Foreign Interference 

No aspect of Iranian-Lebanese relations has exercised the minds of Middle East experts and scholars 

more than the patronage of Hizballah.459 The ascendancy of Hizballah on Lebanon’s political scene since 

the early 1980s, which allowed Shi’a to acquire a measure of power in Lebanon’s complex communal 

constellation of forces, is arguably the most significant long term development in recent Lebanese history, 

thus all the attention.460 It would be a capital mistake to ascribe the new prominence of Lebanon’s Shi’as 

above all to the mobilizational capacity of Iran’s revolutionary ideology or to a financial power generated 

by Iran’s monetary contributions - Lebanese Shia’s dissatisfaction with their position near the bottom of 

their country’s communal stratification ladder and their subsequent efforts to ameliorate their lot predate 

Iran’s revolutionary movement by many decades and Hizballah is but one manifestation of this long-term 

trend.461 The emphasis on Iran’s links to Hizballah also in many ways reduces the complicated network of 

Shi’i clerics and authority, and the long standing cultural and intellectual links the two entities have 

enjoyed. That being said, it is unlikely the resistance would have been as ideologically strong and 

effective had it not been for the inspiration of a revolutionary paradigm, and moreover without Iran’s 

political, financial, and logistical support, its military capability and organizational development would 

have been greatly retarded.462  
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The Islamic Republic and Hizballah Party Officials have both readily admitting the connections 

between the two. The Islamic Republic and the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corp (IRGC) has trained 

Hizballah forces in eastern Lebanon’s Bekaa Valley and in Iran itself, also providing a bulk of their 

weaponry, including missiles and rockets, and remains in close and regular contact with the Party.463 This 

relationship being as it is, it must be noted that Hizballah today does not operate at the command of the 

Iranian government. Former Prime Minister, Salim Al-Huss464, when commenting on foreign influence in 

Lebanon this past January 2007, made clear, “Iran listens to Sayyed Nasrallah; Sayyed Nasrallah doesn't 

listen to Iran,” but those in the country which are connected with the West, “do not tell the West what 

they want, the U.S. tells them and they listen, that is the difference in power dynamic.”465 Sheikh Nabil 

Qaouq, Chief of Military Operations in the South, commented on the same day, “Hizballah is all 

Lebanese, not Iranian or Syrian or Cuban or Venezuelan; Hizballah is an indigenous Lebanese 

movement,” and although when famed sociologist Dr Saad Eddin Ibrahim interviewed Sayyed Hassan 

Nasrallah he emphasized the indigenous Lebanese nature of the resistance, the headline in Israel’s 

Haaretz newspaper regarding the two hour interview read, ‘Nasrallah admits Hizballah Gets Arms from 

Iran’.466 Regardless of the fact that Hizballah’s funds have grown, particularly from wealthy Shi’ite 

merchants in Lebanon and from the sizable West African, South American, and US Lebanese Diaspora 

and that no serving Israeli official, intelligence officer, or other military officer with whom author Fuller 

had spoken, felt that Hizballah had acted under the direction of Iran or Syria467, the role Iran plays to 

Hizballah, however slight, remains a main focus of the international arena, especially the United States 

and Israel. 

To Iran, Lebanon has often represented a pivotal state. Norton argues that for Iran, the creation of 

Hizballah represented the realization of the revolutionary state’s zealous campaign to spread the message 
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of the self-styled “Islamic Revolution,” and while it may not have been ‘zealous’ the regime did view 

Lebanon, due their historic connection, as having an important role in the region.468 As Chehabi has 

noted, for policy-makers in Iran, Lebanon was an ideal locus. Iran’s former Ambassador to Lebanon once 

said (1984), “if we concentrate on the point that Lebanon is considered the heart of the Arab countries in 

the Middle East, a platform from which different ideas have been directed to the rest of the Arab world, 

we con conclude that the existence of an Islamic movement in that country will result in Islamic 

movements throughout the Arab world.”469 Iran obviously saw Lebanon as an important player in regional 

politics, with which it has a natural alignment and from which an alliance can be formed in order to 

spread a similar message, but notice that that message is an Islamic one, not Shi’i.  

Beyond, the Arab-Israeli conflict is absolutely crucial to Iran. For years, the symbol of the 

liberation of Jerusalem has stood as a pivotal point in the national vision of Iran as Israel has represented 

the ultimate evil due to their treatment of the Palestinian people. Without the ability to play a key and 

instrumental role in the resolution of the conflict, Iran’s credibility as a leader in the Muslim world, both 

internal and throughout the Islamic world would be severely undermined. ‘The liberation of Palestine’ is 

at the central core if Iran’s revolutionary discourse and struggle, especially as the Palestine question 

embodies a series of key issues: justice for Muslims, defense of the oppressed and dispossessed Shi’a 

community, Islamic Iran’s revolutionary vanguard position as the leader of the Muslim world, and US 

hegemony.470 The issue of Palestine transcends Arab/Persian divides and Sunni/Shi’a divides, and without 

having the opportunity to actively engage that front and prove, through the border guard of the Israeli 

enemy, there importance at the regional and pan-Islamic level. And while of course, commonalities in 

vision do occur between Hizballah and Iran, these commonalities are due equally to the weakness and 

unpopularity of current pro-US autocrats in the Arab world, a belief in a common juristical order, and 

generalized animosity towards Israel and the U.S.471  
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Furthermore, Iran’s support for Hizballah cannot be thought of as unconditional. By the end of 

the 1980s Iran’s support wavered, especially in terms of its use of violence, regardless of Lebanon’s status 

as a successful revolutionary foothold.472 By the late 1980s, with the death of Khomeini, Iran’s policies 

were changing in ways that were unsettling to adherent of the Islamic revolution; with the charismatic 

symbol of the revolution gone, men of more modest proportion came to the fore who would have to 

address the challenges of post-revolutionary Iran.473 By the 1990s, Iran’s IRGC force decreased, 

indicating a shift in Iran’s stance vis-à-vis Lebanon.474 By 1998, the force withdrew completely, 

signifying to many Iranians the definitive end of any serious effort to export the “Islamic Revolution.”475  

By highlighting Iranian involvement with Hizballah, one risks giving the impression that 

Hizballah was merely an instrument of Iranian leadership’s desire to spread the revolution and to gain a 

say in Middle Eastern affairs beyond its borders.476 Such a view would be as absurd as to conclude that 

the Maronite militias, which received $150 million from Israel between 1974-77, were nothing other than 

instruments of Israeli policy, or that general Aoun in 1990 was motivated by nothing other than serving 

Saddam Hussein, or that finally, all the groups trained, funded, and equipped by the School of the 

Americas in Fort Benning, Georgia, now known as the Western Hemisphere Institute for Security 

Cooperation, did nothing but serve American foreign policy goals in Latin America.477 The various armed 

groups in Lebanon all had their own reasons to do what they were doing, but when a congruence of 

interests between them and foreign powers appeared they were happy to seek the help of outsiders; many 

did so against their own compatriots, Hizballah did so in order to resist occupation and provide 

economically and socially for its constituency.478  

 Syria, which is not a main focus of this work, but nonetheless pivotal to understanding the 

political landscape of Lebanon, has seen Westerners distributed and annex its lands like slices of cake; 
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since the First World War, Turkey, Jordan, Palestine, Lebanon, and Israel have all been recipients of 

pieces of Syrian land, a dismemberment which has caused great bitterness and frustrated nationalist 

aspirations.479 The most important annexation of Syrian territory, impacting Syria’ foreign policy 

tremendously, was the loss and subsequent annexation of the Golan Plateau, 1,860 square kilometers of 

water rich, strategically important land to the state of Israel in 1967. This loss triggered a crisis from 

which nation has never recovered, and recuperation of this territory remains Syria’s major foreign policy 

concern today.480 It is this struggle with Israel and the determination to recover its occupied territory that 

most encourages Syria’s support of Hizballah, as well as Amal, and its alliance with Iran.  

Syria’s alliance with Iran presented a means, for both countries, to strike at mutual enemies, such 

as Israel, Iraq, and the US.  Syria, in the late 1970s was deeply concerned about regional isolation, the 

possibility of separate Lebanese/Syrian deals with Israel, the reality of Lebanese – US – Israeli Relations, 

and viewed a relationship with Iran as a way buffer these concerns.481 The alliance began with 

cooperation regarding Iraq. When Iran was invaded and bombed by Iraq in 1980, beginning an eight year 

long battle for supremacy, Syria broke relations with Saddam Hussein, accusing him of doing the CIA’s 

dirty work.482 In May 1982, after signing ten year trade pact with Iran, Damascus closed its border to Iraq 

and the pipeline for Iraqi oil exports through the Mediterranean, this act deprived Iraq of about 40 percent 

of its oil revenues and solidified the alliance between the two nations, despite the many differences 

between them, namely, Syria’s mistrust of Islamist political ideology.483 From this point forward, the two 

States have cooperated reciprocally, almost tat for tat.  It was Syria that allowed the introduction of the 

Pasdaran (Revolutionary Guards), 1500 men, to Ba’albak in Eastern Lebanon during summer of 1982, an 

area which became a nodal point for Iranian training, supply, and support of Hizballah under eye of Ali 

Akbar Mohtashemi, the Iranian Ambassador to Syria.484  
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In many ways, Hizballah’s most problematic relationship has been with Syria. Through its 

leading role in the resistance in the south, Hizballah serves as a useful mechanism for pressuring Israel to 

withdraw from the Golan Heights, but Syria has assiduously pressured the group to get what it desires.485 

There have been several bloody clashes between Syrian troops and Hizballah. The first in February 1987, 

when Syrian forces killed 20 Hizballah militiamen, provoking protest from Iran; the second came in 1993, 

when Lebanese troops shot demonstrators in the southern suburbs.486 Syria has no interest in seeing either 

Amal or Hizbullah gain power in Lebanon and has consistently followed the pragmatic principles of 

realpolitik.487 To adopt the dictum of Lord Palmertson, Syria has no eternal allies and no perpetual 

enemies in Lebanon, thus Hizballah is always a wary ally of Damascus, ever aware that alliances of 

convenience may eventually become inconvenient.488  

 

In Closing 

While, there is no denying that Hizballah has earned its reputation for radicalism, nonetheless, US 

policymakers have begun to come to terms with the fact that Hizballah may not simply be dismissed as an 

extremist group. As an Islamist movement, we see in the above evolution that the development of an 

Islamic ideology is neither related to class in any fixed sense, sect, foreign intervention nor historic 

persecution. It is not peculiarly Islamic or generalizable in the international sense. The emergence of 

Hizballah, and as we will see, the development of its ideology, has been shaped by a confluence of factors 

- marginality, conflict, occupation, national crisis, the search for a mythomoteur, migration in addition to 

reactions to the international regime, regional politics, and of course foreign interference. This movement 

represents not only an attempt at national liberation militarily, but metaphysically in its search for an 

identity that can encompass its many fragments.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
HIZBALLAH AND ITS WORLDVIEW 

The Art of Consistent Transformation 
 

Hizballah represents an umbrella movement which banded together alienated Amal members, 

Islamic Amal, individual clerics along with their following, the Lebanese Da’wa, the Association of 

Muslim ‘Ulema in Lebanon and the Association of Muslim students; Hizballah can thus be considered the 

political and military outgrowth of this broad cultural movement.489 What originated as a religious current 

in the early 1970s, metamorphosed into a relatively disorganized resistance movement, which in turn, 

transformed itself into a structured political party.490 Various factors contributed to the number of 

transformations that took place within the ideology of the party, but many of the founding principles of 

the organization have stayed the same. The construction of border guards, some permanent, others 

negotiable, has allowed Hizballah to maintain it broad based support without losing its ideological 

consistency as it tries to navigate the construction of a mythomoteur that can solve some of the essential 

questions of its following.  

While many authors talk of a Hizballah pre-Israeli invasion, it was not until 1985 that the 

organization made its official debut. After two and a half years of foundational work, according to Deputy 

Secretary-General Qassem, through ‘jihad activities,’ or resistance to the Israeli regime, the organization 

felt as though it had solidified its framework and ideology enough to declare its ideological, jihadist, 

political, and social visions, as well as the launch of its political movement.491 Hizballah waited until 

February 1985 to announce the birth of organization through ‘al-Risalah al-Maftuha’ or the Open 

Letter.492 This letter marked the first anniversary of the assassination of Sheikh Rahib Harb and the 

second anniversary of the Sabra and Shatila Massacres, symbolically signifying in the date of its release, 

the issues that made it stand a part – a religious/clerical orientation and support for Palestine.493 In the 
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words of Qassem, this letter initiated a new phase for the Party, a shift from secret resistance activities 

that ran free from political or media interaction into a political and public work campaign, “an expression 

of the belief that no party could separated itself from complimentary political work that builds on fruits of 

resistance, and draws the objectives nearer.”494 This was to be the first of what I see as four major shifts in 

Hizballah’s stance towards the outside, the second at the start of the post-Ta’if and post-Khomeini era, the 

third after Israeli withdrawal, and a final one at the start of the so-called Cedar Revolution and with the 

end of the July War. Each shift marks a change in the dominant mythomoteur, yet at each point key 

border guards remain consistent, distinguishing Hizballah through its ability to remain both broad based 

and ideologically unswerving. 

The ‘Open Letter’ is not a remarkable document, but as the first public statement by the Party of 

God, it is often used to describe Hizballah’s ideology and political stance. While much of the language 

has changed since the Letter was issued, it can still serve as a model of Hizballah’s identity and may stand 

as a map of how and where the Party’s ideological line has shifted since its inception. In that sense, I will 

be using the Open Letter as a backbone to our discussion of the worldview, ideology and identification of 

Hizballah.  

 

A Worldview Deconstructed  

Oppressors and Oppressed 

The opening line of the Letter is addressed to “the downtrodden in Lebanon and in the world,” making 

clear from the start that the principle demarcation in the worldview of Hizballah is based on a specific 

understanding of oppression. The Open Letter describes a world in which ‘the countries of the arrogant 

world’ struggle for influence at the expense of the Third World, “consequently the oppressed countries 

have become the struggle’s bone of contention and the oppressed peoples have become its fuel.”495 This is 

where the influence of the Iranian Revolution can be seen most clearly, as the Letter itself emphasizes that 
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the Revolution served as an inspiration to action, a proof of all that may be accomplished when the 

faithful gather under the banner of Islam, exclaiming that “Islamic Iran left no one any excuse since it 

proved beyond all doubt that motivated by faith are capable of breaking the iron and oppression of 

tyrannical regimes…”. 

Central to the Party’s notion of political action is the division of the world into ‘oppressors’ 

(mustakbirin) and ‘oppressed’ (mustad’afin), formulated by Ayatollah Khomeini496. So pivotal is this 

conceptual dichotomy to Hizballah’s political thought that it is invoked in almost every officials’ speech, 

enshrined in the Open Letter, and inscribed in the electoral programme of 1992.497  Borrowed from 

Marxist theory and the Qur’an, Khomeini’s theoretical construction is infused with a sense of moral 

dualism and millenarianism in its division of humankind into good and evil force pitted against each other 

in an apocalyptic battle, from which the oppressed emerge victorious, however, as to not fall into the 

category of Sunni-centered work,  a clear distinction must be made between this dichotomy and the 

division of the world of other Islamic theorists into ‘dar al-Islam’ versus ‘dar al-Harb’  which sets 

Muslims against non-Muslims.498 This error is committed by Norton and James Piscatori who confuse this 

Sunni formulation with the Shi’ite oppressor/oppressed division, and argue that this division authorizes 

the use of violence against the enemies of Islam.499  

In fact, in this formulation the oppressors do not represent the non-Muslims and the oppressed the 

Muslims, but rather those who are socially and economically deprived, politically oppressed and 

culturally repressed vis-à-vis those who practice this oppression regardless of their religious identity.500 

As articulated by the Party, its basis for political action is this purely humanistic criteria, and as Sheikh 

Qaouq articulated, “What hurts Palestine hurts Hizballah. We are not Sunni, we are Shi’a, and they are 
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Sunni and Christians, but we feel for them, because it is a human problem, an ethical problem…tell me, if 

you see a child drowning are you going to wait to ask what religion he is before you save them? Of course 

not.”501 Thus action is determined not by sect or religion but a certain morality.  

The concept of oppression and the oppressed is derived from the Qur’an, but its usage is 

essentially humanistic referring to all ‘those who were being oppressed on earth’ (28:5).502  This Qur’anic 

concept was conjoined by Khomeini, and later the Party of God, with a secular designation of the 

oppressed as a ‘fanonesque’ wretched of the earth whose exploited status as Third World peoples adds a 

secular class dimension to the concept.503 The juxtaposition of exploitation with oppression renders the 

concept applicable to poor Muslims and non-Muslims throughout the world. It is in this way that not only 

are Palestinian Christians supported in their ‘holy struggle’ but support is garnered around the globe, 

including most recently, the support of Venezuela’s Hugo Chavez.  

The secular origins of the class criterion are underplayed by Khomeini and Hizballah’s 

conceptualization of oppression, or rather, the Islamic meaning of the word are emphasized, resulting  in 

the Islamicisation of class analysis whose defining elements, exploitation and poverty, become Islamic 

virtues.504  Such sayings as ‘Islam originates with the masses not from the rich,’ by Khomeini and ‘the 

sweat of a worker is more precious than the blood of a martyr,’ a hadith attributed to the Prophet 

Mohammed (PBUH), have become oft repeated catch phrases while, Hizballah’s glorification of the 

underdog and characterization of Imam Ali as one who ‘loved the poor and deprived,’ fits within the 

symbolism as well.505 So while gender elements of class discrimination and oppression and left 

completely out of the narrative, all social classes are included in the category as it is not poverty per se 

that is the marker of oppression but deprivation and exploitation thus while women remain absent from 

the dialogue, those who are economically, politically, or culturally weak vis-à-vis the ‘arrogant’ 

oppressors are enshrined by the Party of God. Anyone who is free, who resists Zionism, and who may be 
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exposed to danger as result of his beliefs qualifies as an oppressed person, thus distinguishing our first 

border guard in the resistance based movement. So while the occupation of ones land by Israel or any 

foreign power emerges as principal determinant of oppression, this fades away if seen by Hizballah to be 

aided by the west; as the Afghan mujahidin were in their resistance to the soviets.506 The Afghan 

cooperation with the US deemed them ‘American mujahidin,’ a highly pejorative slur in the Hizballah 

lexicon thus detracting   from their moral integrity.507 It is on this basis that the call in the Open Letter is 

to ‘free’ downtrodden men – operative word being free – signifying the refusal of the downtrodden to 

succumb to American or imperialistic domination in their just cause. It is with this opinion that Hizballah 

judges the Iraqi opposition and resistance, arguing that they should not turn to the US to fight their current 

occupation.508 Thus, the fight against Israel, non-cooperation with the West, exploitation, occupation, 

‘freedom’, an element of risk or danger, and marginality all stand as markers of oppression, while gender, 

class, and religion are left out of the picture.  

 

Secularism 

Unlike many Islamic groups, Hizballah does not engage in what has been called ‘takfiri’ discourse; that 

is, the use of religion, and various degrees of orthodoxy and heterodoxy defined subjectively, to 

intimidate and punish opponents. In other words, Hizballah does not blame or focus their assault, verbal 

or physical, on those that choose to cooperate with the State or pursue a secular agenda.509 Rather, 

Hizballah chooses to focus their vision and target their assault on who they see as ‘oppressors’. In the 

Hizballah paradigm, secularism does not equate oppression or sin. As Hizballah Member of Parliament 

Muhammed Fnaysh has underlined, it is only the secularist who disavows Islamic principles and 

sanctities or enforces secularism as a state religion that is considered oppressive to the Party.510  
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Hizballah’s relationship with the Syrian Ba’ath regime is a vivid example of how far the Party 

stretches its cooperation with secularism for the sake of its resistance. For many Islamists organizations 

the Syrian Ba’ath Party represents ‘a crusader party’ bent on subverting Islam.511 Hizballah tries to 

mitigate the sacrilege associated with secularism by commenting, as Sayyed Nasrallah has, ‘Assad is not 

an atheist.’ Moreover, it is Syria’s unyieldingness towards Israel and safeguarding of Arab rights which 

not only protects it from Hizballah’s rebuke but renders it an oppressed state in the eyes of the Party of 

God.512 In other words, it is not a ‘crisis of secularism’ per se, but rather one of modernity, where the state 

has failed to deliver on promises of social, political and economic equality. In response, Hizballah has not 

called for the obliteration of the system but rather has opted to remain focused on its resistance role, and if 

it is secularism that brings them closer to that goal without compromising or threatening their core 

religious beliefs than that is the path they will take.  

Hizballah has sympathized with many secular, Marxist, and third world leaders such as Nelson 

Mandela, Daniel Ortega and Fidel Castro. More recently it is Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez who 

has topped the list of heroes in the Lebanese suburbs. The Party has supported these leaders due to their 

countries’ perceived status as oppressed, and their individual roles as ‘free downtrodden’ leaders.513 Fidel 

Castro, for example, was deeply respected for having preserved Cuba’s independence and challenging US 

hegemony in South America, while Mandela was esteemed for his role in resisting apartheid regime. 

Today, Chavez has been looked up to for his role in opposing the United States, but more importantly, he 

has become a hero by cutting ties with the State of Israel and supporting the Islamic Resistance. 

Moreover, the recent support Hizballah has extended towards Chavez post-July War serves as a potent 

example of how fluid and yet durable Hizballah’s resistance border guard remains today.514 
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As Dina Khatib, a reporter for Al Jazeera has pointed out, Chavez won the hearts and minds of the 

Arab street in one move; condemning the aggression of Israel.515 Hugo Chavez withdrew his most senior 

diplomat from Israel, not for something Israeli did to his country, but for its acts of aggression against the 

Palestinians and Lebanese people.516 The 2006 Summer War between Lebanon-Israel stands as a clear 

turning point in the relationship Venezuela has taken towards the Middle East and in turn, the way 

Hizballah has marketed its resistance globally. Since the July War, Chavez has become an active 

spokesperson in the ‘fight’ against Israel’ including it in almost every public speech he has made. In his 

UN address in 2006, Chavez gave ruthlessly condemned the US and Israel when he said: "It wants peace. 

But what's happening in Iraq? What happened in Lebanon? In Palestine? What's happened over the last 

100 years in Latin America and in the world? [Bush] spoke to the people of Lebanon. Many of you, he 

said, have seen how your homes and communities were caught in the crossfire. How cynical can you get? 

What a capacity to lie shamefacedly. The bombs in Beirut with millimetric precision? This is crossfire?” 

This is imperialist, fascist, assassin, genocidal, the empire and Israel firing on the people of Palestine and 

Lebanon. That is what happened…"517   

Chavez's affinity with Arabs is nothing new. He often mentions them in his speeches and tells stories 

of his adventures with Arab leaders in their faraway lands.518 He admires the desert and says he is a 

Nasserite; he mentions Iraq more than Arab leaders do and never misses an opportunity to "salute the 

Iraqi resistance against imperialist forces".519 Chavez's uncompromising position with Israel has 

embarrassed Arab leaders, as none of them have cut or even downgraded ties with Israel despite all the 

massacres its army has committed in Lebanon and Palestine.520 While the relationship may have been 

good in 2000, when OPEC came to Caracas under the banner of ‘brotherhood,’ today, these same leaders 

do not like Chavez’s closeness to Iran, and probably feel that his continuous, provocative anti-Bush 
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statements are too compromising.521  Chavez has tried for years to forge alliances with Arab governments 

and share projects to break the current world economic order in which, as he sees it, third-world countries 

are all tied to the big powers and not to each other, but now he has seemingly given up on his Arab 

counterparts, or most of them, now that he has come to realize that they are not anti-imperialist - not even 

anti-Israeli - and that some strongly dislike his ally, Iran.522  

Chavez’s sense of disillusionment echoes that of many Middle Eastern populations who are frustrated 

by their governments’ inaction and detachment in the face of such War in Iraq, Palestine, and Lebanon. It 

seems as nothing is bale to shake these governments out of their slumber and as such a sense of ‘Arab 

dignity’ has suffered. It is in this environment that the resistance narrative has come back, and it is to this 

voice that Hizballah and Chavez speak through their ideology, alliance and identification. This is what 

has made Hizballah and Chavez legendary in the region and the world, and what inspires the Party of God 

to hold so tightly to their border guard of resistance and support for the oppressed.  

Today on many Arabic internet sites one can read such comments as: "I wish there were elections to 

elect the leader of the Arab Umma [Islamic Nation] and I am sure 100 per cent that Chavez will win the 

elections although he is Venezuelan."523 One internet writer commented: "I am Palestinian but my 

president is Chavez, not Abu Mazen." Or: "I don't want to be an Arab. From now on I shall be 

Venezuelan." On world television channels we have even seen Venezuelan flags flying in demonstrations 

in Beirut, next to Lebanese and Palestinian flags, and in many prominent newspapers across the Arab 

World, columnists wondered: why can't Arab leaders do what a Latin American non-Arab non-Muslim 

leader dared do?524 During my brief time in Lebanon I saw various posters serving as a tribute to Chavez 

in Hizballah strong-hold neighborhoods such as the Dahiye, one reading “Gracias Chavez” with a large 

picture of the anti-Imperialist leader and a call to write letters of thanks for Chavez’s contribution to the 

resistance. A second one shows a jubilant Chaves next to an armed Nasrallah and smiling Musa al-Sadr, 
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with a background of bombed buildings reading “7 Anos…Por Ahora” and “Lebanon 

Victorious…(Arabic)” signifying at once the victory of Hizballah despite its losses, the unification of 

resistance forces, from Amal to Venezuela, and the pledge of continuing alliance from the War forward. 

Even Nasrallah has commented publicly about this new friendship saying, to his congregation, “With 

your steadfastness and resistance a man such as Chavez (whom I can describe as a significantly great 

Arab) can say what he said yesterday in the United Nations. The Lebanese resistance today inspires all the 

resistance in the world, all the free persons, all the noble people and all who refuse to surrender to 

American humiliation in the world. This is our victory and this too is the result of our battle.”525 With this 

brief comment, Nasrallah has awarded Chavez the title of ‘great Arab’ indicating his position in the 

Hizballah paradigm of oppression and signifying him as a ‘true’ fighter in the resistance battle, as 

opposed to Arab leaders that refuse to stand up against ‘arrogant oppressors.’  

 

Resistance 

Resistance is one pillar in the Party of God’s ideological structure which has not been amendable to any 

form of accommodation or temporization. This pillar, the Party’s resistance priority, is not only part of the 

group’s sense of religious obligation, but its primary metaphysical reason for existence. It is through the 

logic of not only armed resistance, but political resistance and struggle, that Hizballah defines and gives 

meaning to its constituency and attempts to provide the answers to basic and fundamental questions about 

the meaning of nationality, the purpose of existence, and value to the losses the Shi’a of Lebanon of have 

experienced.  Hizballah has proven over the years its unyieldingness in terms of its resistance priority, 

forsaking many issues and concerns to maintain its front and position as vanguard in the Islamic 

Resistance movement, while protecting and providing for its people.  Hizballah must be defined first and 

foremost as, to use Saad-Ghorayeb’s term, a jihadi movement, or a party of Resistance.526   
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While authors such as Ranstorp have argued that the Party’s resistance narrative is merely a tool 

for legitimating the existence of Hizballah and expanding its popular base, while existing in reality as 

secondary to the goal of establishing an Islamic state.527 This theory, describing some insidious design for 

power underlying Hizballah’s movement and resistance to occupation and oppression based on vague 

references to an Islamic state in the Open Letter, just does not hold water when the facts are taken into 

consideration. Hizballah has made no attempt to take power or force the existence of an Islamic state. As 

many authors and members of Hizballah have pointed out repeatedly, while an Islamic state represents the 

ultimate form of justice for the Party, a delineation must be made between the intellectual vision and 

practical manifestation of the conception.  

The Islamic state ideal is the corner stone of Hizballah’s intellectual structure, however, its 

realization is not actively pursued due to the firm belief that there is no compulsion in religion (Surah No. 

02, al-Baqara, Verse 256).528 So while the Open Letter did call for the establishment of an Islamic state 

and rejected participation in Lebanon’s confessional system since the Party acknowledges that in a 

pluralist Lebanon this condition can not be fulfilled today or in the near future without imposing it 

forcefully on the population, and as such has become a ‘legal abstraction’.529 Further, since post-Civil 

War participation in government began, there has been no attempt to call for the establishment of an 

Islamic state, nor has it been mentioned in election programs, nor have members of parliament pushed for 

legislation or policies suggesting it.530 Hizballah has opted instead, due to the absence of the right social 

and political circumstances, to adopt a strategy of self-preservation, focusing on the continued existence 

of the resistance in all of its various forms.531   

Hizballah has protected its right to resist oppression and continue its jihad like no other border 

guard in the movement; the Party has clashed with Amal based on a dispute over the primacy of 

resistance over political power; it has acquiesced to Syria on several occasions to save its resistance 
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activities at the cost of its political independence and integrity, and as Sayyed Nasrallah has commented 

on several occasions, “the Resistance if Hizballah and Hizballah is the Resistance.”532 Part of the 

centrality of resistance to the movement is its role in combating oppression and enhancing the position of 

its constituency, but another very significant part is Hizballah’s understanding of jihad and its meaning as 

a religious obligation. As Qassem has explained from his position as spokesperson for the Party, jihad 

means to struggle, as in against one’s enemy in military combat, but also against one’s internal foes. 

Often cited in the Party’s definition of resistance and jihad are border guard markers such as this hadith 

attributed to the Prophet (PBUH), who expressed when welcoming a group of Muslims back from battle: 

“Welcome to a troop that has fulfilled that smaller jihad and whom the bigger jihad still awaits.”533 In 

Hizballah’s understanding of Islam, the world is seen as a perishable, temporary home, a departing 

pleasure, a place of tests and tribulations, and as such jihad is considered a basic endeavor in a Muslim’s 

life, be that jihad against one’s soul or struggle against the enemy, it is a necessary sacrifice in one’s 

struggle for salvation.534  The struggle for one’s soul being much greater than the struggle against one’s 

enemy. 

Given the number of hardships and misfortunes the Shi’a of Lebanon have experienced, as well 

as throughout the Middle East, this religious foundation, awarding sacrifice, struggle, and hardship a 

position of honor, nobility, and most important of all, sanctity, answers a great number of questions for 

the population while providing meaning for a life of misfortune and sacrifice. In the system of belief held 

onto by Hizballah, life is a continuum of misfortune and hardship, but one must remain thankful, patient, 

and enduring, as the results are believed to be forthcoming and God is believed to always award such 

sacrifice generously.535 This is the mythomoteur perpetuated by the Party to provide meaning and answers 

to basic questions. To Hizballah and its constituency, the path towards God is not an easy one, nor is the 
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path towards freedom and justice, but this sort of dedication to the right choices requires courage and 

audacity, and that is the resistance and jihad of Hizballah.536   

In this view, martyrdom is no longer suicide but rather it is the ultimate expression of faith and 

reinforces the main pillars of a believers faith: one’s readiness for death for the sake of God and a belief 

in life after death.537 Martyrdom is a voluntary act and becomes the supreme act of self-giving, mirrored 

in the symbolic image of the life of Imam Hussein, who willingly sacrificed himself, and died brutally but 

voluntarily for his faith. Jihad, Islamic resistance, and the belief in martyrdom for the sake of God is 

viewed by the Party of God as its ultimate weapon in battle against oppression. It is described as a 

weapon that cannot be defeated, as a man marching for the love of God cannot be defeated since one 

cannot implant the fear of death in him; it is this blind faith that inspires courage, a courage that cannot be 

matched no matter how strong the enemy. 

Hizballah attributes a number of its victories to the strength of its resistance and jihad. Some of 

these practical achievements include, compensation for a military imbalance and the infliction of painful 

losses on enemy ranks; the reconsideration of Israeli command’s military approach in Lebanon; surge in 

patriotic fervor across the region; the outbreak of the Palestinian Intifada; the 2000 Israeli withdrawal; 

prisoner exchange deals; and the 2006 military victory as well as the restoration of hope for a 

comprehensive liberation.538 Hizballah’s jihad is used often as a marker of the Party’s uniqueness and 

Hizballah militants are often compared by the Party to Israeli soldiers who are ‘exposed’ by the resistance 

as cowards hiding behind machinery, afraid of contact, and unwilling to die for his country.539 Martyrdom 

as a part of resistance thus becomes central, acting as a means of setting the resistance apart from its 

enemies ‘in steadfastness’ but also by providing meaning to a group in search of meaning.540 In this 

formulation military and spiritual victory are made equal and thus survival and martyrdom are both 

considered victories, creating a win-win situation when jihad is waged righteously within the 
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framework.541 As Nasrallah has commented (1997), “the greatest thing is resistance; greater than 

liberation or victory.”542  

Another aspect to resistance in the Hizballah world view is public work. Such social work has 

evolved alongside military resistance activity and according to Qassem, has served to relieve the 

resistance of considerable burden by assisting the populace in their endurance of Israeli aggression and 

the remnants of occupation and also fostering a humane and social environment of joint responsibility 

shielding the resistance from a social catastrophe caused by government alienation.543 Many scholars have 

argued that this social work is for recruitment purposes only, and that people only gather round the Party 

to benefit from its large pool of resources, but in the words of Deputy Secretary-General Qassem, social 

work serves to enrich supporters’ confidence in the viability of the Party’s cause and course, as it 

cooperates, collaborates, and joins forces to remain strong and tenacious in its political and resistance 

roles.544 In this way, the Party’s public works and social justice efforts serve not to recruit for the 

resistance, but is part and parcel of the resistance. Hizballah cannot be divided into a military wing and 

social or political wing, ‘All of Hizballah is Resistance’ as Nasrallah often says, and this means all of it. 

In the Party of God’s search for social justice, it has articulated a very specific ideology, one 

which shuns Western-inspired developmental plans or socialist Marxism, focusing instead on its own 

blend of Islamicized policies through which to create “God’s Just Society.”545 In this ways Hizballah calls 

not for class conflict but a transcendence of all class difference to be achieved through the Islamic just 

order, which is determined by moral behavior; thus social justice means spiritual unity, self-sufficiency, 

and independence.546 Social justice means the welfare of the community above and beyond the welfare of 

the individual and this provision of services to the community is a fundamental tenet of their faith, not 
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Marxist dialectical forces, meant to allow enough independence that freedom from exploitation may be 

achieved.  

Much has been written on the public works and social networks of Hizballah, here I will only 

discuss in brief some of the Party’s main projects to provide an outline of just how extensive their social 

work is while allowing a glimpse into their methodology. Since the mid-1980s, Hizballah has worked to 

provide, first to their fighters and their family and later to the various Shi’a communities in the South, 

Bekaa, and around Beirut. With the help of Iran and many Iranian charities, Hizballah founded Jihad al-

Binaa Association (for construction and development) less than three years after its creation, beginning 

the associations work by restoring homes damaged by Israeli bombings, continuing reconstruction efforts 

until today. Hizballah has refurbished over 17,212 homes, shops and public utility structures since 1991 

and between 1988 and 1991, worked to remove all waste accumulation in Beirut’s southern suburbs, 

running at an average of 65 tons per day, solving the major problem of government neglect.547 Hizballah’s 

most celebrated public works activity has been the distribution of drinking water, the creation of 110 

water tanks, and the use of mobile units to reach 15000 families.548 Such services have been running free 

of charge since March 1990 to the present day.  

The Party of God also engages in agricultural activities, such as providing credit, distributing 

tractors, saplings, seeds, giving advice, training, transferring knowledge, providing vocational training, 

and villages with electricity, while also building health centers in much needed rural areas.549  With a 

focus on health, Hizballah founded the Islamic Health Organization, managing nine health centers, 

sixteen fixed and three mobile infirmaries, catering to 51 villages, and providing free medication and 

health services to eighty-eight schools, along with vaccination rounds.550 The Party is also attentive to the 

educational requirements of the needy, providing educational support through grants, materials, 
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scholarships and so on.551 Of course there are also special institutions for the wounded and the 

Philanthropic and Social Martyrs’ Institution for fighters, martyrs and their families, which works 

independently at financial, operational and managerial levels.552 

Hizballah’s social work and emphasis on social justice is motivated by a desire to resist 

occupation and provide for a constituency left behind by the State, doing so through the use of modern 

methods of socialization as well as post-modern organizational techniques. Hizballah does not face a 

crisis of modernity, but rather, tries to embrace the modern in its post-modern reality, valuing modernity 

as much, if not more than the West, often utilizing modern institutions to develop. Hizballah has created 

think tanks, data bases and catalogues of information pursuing an academic track to understanding its 

‘enemies.’ It has encouraged secular education for its adherents and provided money for women and men 

to attend college. It is one of the rare Islamist groups that has an entire informational bureau devoted to 

the study of Israeli news, engaged in the study of the Hebrew language, and dedicated to studying the 

foreign policy of Israel and the United State. Just go to their website, wa3ad.org, and select Zionist affairs 

to see one example of such focused intellectual endeavor.553 The embrace of modernity is shared by a 

number of Islamic movements, such as Algeria’s FIS. Authors such as John P. Entelis have argued that 

political Islam is fundamentally modern in that it employs modern ways, such as education, technology, 

modern science, management, government, and media, to rectify the social, political, and economic 

problems that plague society.554 Hizballah is thus the epitome of the modern Islamic movement, with a 

post-modern identity that incorporated nationalism, pan-Islamism, locality and universality all at once.   

 

Identity and Identification 

Hizballah’s identity and identification, combines a number of interlocking identities and beliefs into one 

coherent system of identification. Above all Hizballah is an Islamic party defined by its belief in the 
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concept of al-Wali  al-Faqih. When discussing Hizballah as an Islamic party what is meant is the Party’s 

belief in Allah, worship through the five pillars of Islam, and the belief in ten additional pillars including: 

jihad, ordinance to do what is right and kind, forbidding the prohibited, representing affinity and 

harmony, and infallibility or obedience.555 Furthermore, as defined by Qassem, being Muslim means self-

discipline, a concern for politics and economics,556 using reason and refusing subordination, the belief that 

there is no compulsion in religion, justice as the basis of every action, and believing in piety as the 

determining factor of ones worth rather than race, gender, color, or beauty.557 Islam becomes not just a 

religion but a way of life, political system, economic outlook, and nationality, as even serving one’s 

nation or ruler can be seen as serving God and participating in life as part of God’ orders.558 

What distinguishes Hizballah as an Islamic group and Party is it firm belief in the Jurist-

Theologian (al-Wali al-Faqih). This is the distinctly Shi’a belief in a custodianship of the Jurist, who is 

entrusted with implementing Islamic jurisprudence, guarding the Islamic structure, undertaking political 

decisions, deciding on war and peace, and ensuring the wealth of the nation.559 This theory of religious 

authority argues, based on an interpretation of an aya or verse from the Quran (Surat al-Ma’ida 5:44), 

that men of religious learning are the third level of Allah’s testimony and thus appointed authority over 

the people.560 While many authors have looked to this belief as a signature of Hizballah’s obedience to 

forces outside of the nation; in reality, there is substantial independence at the practical level, as we will 

see later in the discussion regarding splits in the clerical network, and further there is no connection 

between the internal administration of the Iranian state and Hizballah’s administration.561 This belief, 

central to Khomeinism, has provided reinforcement for the prominent role of clerics in the Hizballah 

movement, and has fortified the notion of obedience in the movement. As Nasrallah had made clear, 
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obedience, along side resistance, is the key to their success, commenting, “the secret of our strength, 

growth, unity, struggle, and martyrdom is wilayat al-faqih, the spinal cord of Hizballah.”562 Nasrallah has 

continued on this topic clarifying, “the spinal cord of Hizballah is wilayat al-faqih. Take out wilayat al-

faqih and Hizballah becomes a dead body, even a divided one. An Ummah without ‘Ali is an ummah 

without spirit, an ummah without Hussein is an ummah without a soul, and an ummah without al-wali al-

faqih, who must be obeyed, is a dead, torn Ummah.”563  

In short, it is Hizballah’s Islamic identity that forms the core and center of its hierarchical 

understanding of identity, integral to that belief, separating it from other groups in the centrality of the 

notion of Wilayat al-Faqih, without belief in which one cannot be called a member of Hizballah. 

Hizballah’s Islamic ideology is essentially juristical, and provides for the legitimacy of ijtihad in the face 

of changing political circumstances. Neither Sunni fundamentalism, with its stress on the Prophet’s 

Ummah and on consensus as the perfect model, nor Marxism, with its dialectical historical change not 

subject to human intervention, can provide similar flexibility for the changing political circumstance 

provided by Hizballah’s divine jurist.564 The divine jurist, is both flexible and rigid, allowing for structure 

as well as accommodation. Al-Wali al-Faqih is afforded the right to adapt religious principle to local 

conditions, and can do so with full authority and with righteous obedience due, in this way, al-Wali al-

Faqih can adapt to current circumstance religious principle, that in many other instances would be 

controversial, but in this case becomes the duty of followers to obey. In short, Hizballah’s ideology in 

which the role of the jurist is determinant, is key to the Party’s future survivability or decay, and integral 

to the management of the myriad of identities involved in the formation of Hizballah. 
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The Politics of Identification 

The Muslim Ummah: Religion 

While Hizballah operates within a Shi’a cosmology and ideology, it expresses a solidarity and 

identification with a general ‘Muslim Ummah,’ that figures prominently in its self-identity. The call and 

expression of the unity of the Islamic Ummah is a reflection of the Party’s attempt to cross national 

boundaries and relate its local cause to one of universal proportions. Thus, Hizballah proclaims the unity 

of the Islamic Ummah, and relates this belief to the call for the liberation of Jerusalem or ‘the Jerusalem 

liberation culture’ as Hamzeh calls it. By focusing on Palestine and Jerusalem, the Party of God has made 

an active effort to undermining the differences between Sunni and Shi’a Islam, and bridge the gap in 

order to move beyond difference. With this in mind, the movement is always defined against Zionism, 

using the symbol of Jerusalem, and rituals such as International Jerusalem day565 as a way of enforcing 

the centrality of the Muslim unity in the fight against oppression. By deflecting blame from either Muslim 

sects and onto external factors, at once, reconciliation chances are enhanced and the creation of a 

scapegoat or extraneous threat, real or imagined, promotes Islamic unity, killing two birds with one 

unified stone.566  

Hizballah uses the image of Jerusalem to connect and sympathize with broader Muslim 

constituencies in the Philippines, Burma, Bosnia, Somalia, Azerbaijan, and Chechnya, as they, in the eyes 

of the Party as ‘oppressed Muslims’ struggling for autonomy.567 Hizballah has moreover afforded support 

to beleaguered state Sudan, and Sunni mainstream movements such as the Muslim brotherhood in Egypt 

and Jordan.568 That being so, these peripheral Islamic causes and movements, while supported by the 

party in its pan-Islamic vision of the Ummah, they do not figure as centrally in speeches as Lebanon, Iran, 

and Palestine, all of which are mentioned in almost every public speech.569 Thus the symbol of Jerusalem, 
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becomes another reinforcing factor in the border guard of Israel, constituting a demarcation line between 

those with the Party and those against, including other Islamist or Shi’a groups, such as Amal, that are 

perceived to have abandoned the Palestinian cause.  

The Party has engaged in extensive attempts to encourage Sunni-Shi’ite reconciliation throughout 

the years as Nasrallah stands as one of the staunchest critics of sectarian fighting and often lashes against 

those that divide the Ummah in factions.  As early as 1985 the Party was exhorting Muslims to thwart 

‘Imperialist’ plots that sought to sow discord, and refuse to blame disunity of the ummah to any doctrinal 

or ideological differences between the two sects.570 Today, with the international and regional focus on 

sectarian splits and conflicts, first in Iraq, then with Iran’s increased regional power, and finally in 

Lebanon, Nasrallah has made combating sectarianism a main part of his post-July War effort. In his first 

speech given after the ‘victory’ of the summer war, Nasrallah had this to say,  

A real predicament exists in Lebanon today, especially after the war, where a sharp national rift exists, not a 
sectarian division, since the ongoing dispute is not between Sunnites and Shiites, Muslims and Christians, or 
Druze, Sunnite, Shiite and Christian, not at all. There is a national political rift, based on a group of strategic 
and political choices agreed upon by Shiite, Sunni, Druze and Christian political forces, opposite to another 
group of choices agreed upon by other political forces within those same religious communities. Thus, we 
face national division, and on today’s celebration of victory, made by the Lebanese from all areas and 
religious denominations, my plea is to draw your attention by saying: do not allow anyone to turn political 
division into sectarian and religious division.571 

In an interview by Al Manar, Nasrallah explained his conception further to the anchorwomen 

interviewing him saying, “What difference is there between me and the Sunnis in order to raise the issue 

of sectarianism? How do I as a Muslim differ from the Christian who cares for the oppressed people and 

for the Church of the Holy Sepulcher in the same way as he cares for the Al-Aqsa Mosque? Let us look at 

the basic issues for which I am devoting my life, effort, and blood. Are these sectarian or factional issues 

in order to deal with me on sectarian or factional bases? Are they not national issues which concern the 

nation?”572 In fact, in a speech made to Hizballah Committee members in November of 2006, Nasrallah 

made explicit his ban against sectarianism, saying, “We have clear red lines: civil war; damage to stability 
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and civil peace; clashes and interior sedition in Lebanon are all red lines,” thus making the use of such 

language impermissible for the constituency of Hizballah.573 To combat the increasingly sectarian label 

applied to the group and its resistance activities in post-July War Lebanon, Hizballah has turned to the 

other end of its ideological spectrum, nationality, and has begun to strongly emphasize not only the unity 

of the Islamic Ummah, but the Arab and Lebanese nature of the resistance activities. 

Arab Identity: Ethnicity 

Hizballah professes a strong belief that it belongs to an ‘Arab-Islamic world,’ a concept which has been 

acknowledged by Nasrallah in his speeches from 1992 and 1998.574  So although an Islamic civilization 

represents the broadest level of cultural identity for Hizballah, to borrow Huntington’s terminology, the 

Party’s recognition of cultural and national types of Islam allows for the compatibility of nationalism and 

Islamism within its cosmology of identification.575 To Hizballah, an Arab-Islamic world is one marked by 

its intellectual commitment to Islam but which retains a unique cultural character that constitutes the basis 

of its politically motivated unity, so while an Islamic civilization is defined by shared values, institutions 

and beliefs, an Arab-Islamic unity is bound together by a shared fate and history in addition to common 

language, customs and dress.576 This subdivisions indicates a flexible religious orientation by the Islamist 

organization, one where shared fate is not only attributed to religion but also to a shared sense of 

ethnicity. For example, Sheikh Tufayli, the organization’s first Secretary-General, has called Christians 

both physically and spiritually part of the Arab-Islamic region back in 1986, due to their common and 

shared history.577  While some have called this a pragmatic attempt to gain popular legitimation in a 

predominantly Sunni Arab region by presenting the movement as distinctly Arab, nonetheless, it shows 

that Hizballah very clearly does identify as Arab movement and views a commonality of vision not only 
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among fellow Muslims, or oppressed, but along ethnic lines as well based on the key border guards we 

have discussed, such as freedom and struggle against Zionism.  

 

Lebanese Identity: Nationalism 

While authors such as Ranstorp have claimed that Hizballah’s allegiance to authority outside of the state 

precludes any idea of a functional nationalism, this argument ignores the intellectual and spiritual nature 

of allegiance and disregards the nationalist dimensions of the Islamic resistance, as well as Party’s 

endeavors to reconcile its Islamic identity and universalism with its nationalism.578 As Nasrallah has 

argued, ones affiliation, whether to communism, Christianity, or Islam, does not undermine ones 

‘Lebanese identity or patriotism,’ it is only ones actions that can determine ones patriotism, and according 

to this charismatic leader, Hizballah fighters have proven that loyalty through their blood.579 Beyond, 

Hizballah makes the point of underlining that foreign support does not render any party less nationalist, 

making very clear that the Islamic resistance was founded by Lebanese, not Iranian Shiites, and decision-

making comes straight from the Party’s leadership.580 More than anything else, it is Hizballah and its 

fighter’s willingness to sacrifice for their nation that exemplifies them as a nationalist force. No other 

group has proven their commitment to their homeland in the same volume, laying their lives down to 

protect the nation’s border. If we are to take Anderson’s words to heart, it is this unique characteristic, the 

willingness to fight and die for one’s nation that stands at the heart of nationalism; no other sacrifice 

confirms Hizballah’s nationalist credentials more, rendering Hizballah, to use the words of Nasrallah, the 

‘most patriotic of all Lebanese movements.’581 

 Hizballah’s sense of nationalism has evolved over time, but throughout that time, the Party’s 

sense of resistance and national duty has been an Islamicized one. Hizballah believes that the defense of 
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one’s nation is a wajib shari’ (religious duty) enjoined by Islam.582 Resistance is thus at once fulfilling a 

religious duty and a national duty, and according to the Party, it is the combination of these two identities 

that has made the Islamic resistance the most effective. As Qassem has said, “if I had not been a 

committed Muslim I would not have had this perception of nationalism,” in this sense, Hizballah’s 

Islamic identity can be seen as re-enforcing its ethnic and national affiliations rather than detracting from 

it.583 

In 1997, Hizballah took its claim of nationalism a step further, creating the ‘Lebanese Brigade of 

Resistance to the Israeli Occupation.’584 This multi-sectarian military adjunct to the Islamic resistance was 

created according to the Party, as an effort to allow all that want to participate in the liberation of national 

territory a chance. As the Islamic resistance is restricted to those who believe in al-Wali al-Faqih, the 

creation of this broader brigade can be seen as an effort by the Party to emphasize its national quality. The 

use of the Lebanese flag and national anthem during its rallies, prayers, and meetings is another attempt 

by the Party to project an image of national belonging.585 Once called the ‘Maronite flag’ and rarely used 

by Islamic opposition parties, today the flag has never sold as quickly and covers the streets in 

neighborhoods all over the city, flying at protest for every side of the political spectrum, representing the 

government, the opposition, and the one’s caught in the middle, all at once. The Lebanese flag, the 

nation’s anthem, the colors and symbols of the Republic are no longer a monopoly of the state for its 

exclusive use and now these symbols are imbued with various meanings by various different actors. For 

Hizballah, it has become a marker of its national identity, serving as a reminder to its critics of the heavy 

sacrifices that have been made in the name of the nation. 

 While Saad-Ghorayeb has argued for a split between intellectual and political identification, 

commenting that the Party confines its Islamic identity to the intellectual realm while its national identity 
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remains in the political realm, I would have to disagree.586 Hizballah is composed of a myriad of identities 

which all play into the other. Its Islamic identity reinforces its ethnic and nationalistic self-identification, 

while supported a nationalistic cause enforces its Islamic and ethnic identities. Each identity plays into the 

other with the border guards of Israel and oppression standing near by to demarcate.  While each element 

of the total identity is involved in the other, they are ranked by the hegemonic system, in this case a form 

of political Islam and Shi’a symbols. While many argue that Hizballah’s precarious identities and 

attempts to conjoin its Islamic state ideal with its political endorsement of democracy and its intellectual 

commitment to the concept of the Wilayat al-Faqih with its submission to the authority of the Lebanese 

state typifies a marriage of convenience and pragmatism which cannot persist indefinitely, in my opinion, 

these various beliefs, border guards, and identities form an interlocking system of flexibility and structure, 

permitting the inclusion of the many groups that constitute Hizballah’s constituency. This is done without 

the Party losing ideological and religious consistency. As long as Hizballah maintains its main border 

guards – Resistance, Struggle against Zionism, Social Justice and Equity, and Oppression – while keeping 

in line with its Islamic identity, this sort of negotiation can persist and has. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
THE TRANSFORMING MYTHOMOTEUR 

 
Hizballah has endured the landscape of Lebanese politics, not an easy task considering all that it 

has been up against; a civil war, more than four acts of Israeli aggression, two occupations, one Israeli the 

other Syrian, and through it all Hizballah has continued not only to grow, but to transform and refine its 

identity within a landscape of shifting realities. Since its ‘Open Letter’ to the downtrodden, Hizballah has 

reacted to major changes, the end of the Khomeini era in Iran, the end of the Civil War in Lebanon, the 

end of Israeli occupation in the South, and the end of a Syrian presence in the country. Any single one of 

these factors would be able to put even the most philosophically sound and politically tested Party, 

organization, or social movement to the test. But Hizballah has endured, and by most accounts has remain 

true to its constituency, gaining in popularity and in many instances claiming victories, something that 

many Arab governments and Islamist movements have failed to do in a very long time. Since the last 

Lebanese-Israeli War in the summer of 2006, Hizballah has faced its most difficult challenge yet remains 

insistent on maintaining its core border guards, the issues that have provided answers to so many people 

for so long. The most controversial of these border guards has proven to be the most difficult to adapt, as 

the resistance narrative has taken center stage in the battle not only in the Middle East, but internationally.  

A plethora of scholars have devoted their study of Hizballah to the discussion of one major shift 

in the organization and practice of the Party; namely, the participation of the once ‘clandestine militia’ in 

politics and the subsequent transformation of the Party into a political party.  Authors such as Norton 

view this shift, or in my opinion, diversification of strategy, as a pragmatic response to the shifting 

political landscape of regional politics, as well as the changing terrain of Lebanese politics.587 Others view 

it more insidiously, as a way of infiltrating the Lebanese state with the purpose of installing an Islamic 

State. Still others see the change as a transformation, from a radical clandestine militia to a moderate, 

mainstream political party with a resistance wing, arguing that the Party has put aside its resistance efforts 
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in favor of a democratic stance and in an attempt to fend of a terrorist label.588 It is my contention that 

Hizballah has neither compromised its ideology, nor attempted to infiltrate the State but rather has 

responded to a changing geopolitical climate and adjusted with the central aim of preserving its core 

border guards. As such it has responded to the changing needs of its evolving constituency and adapted to 

new international circumstance manifesting as an articulated movement, negotiated in real time and 

space. 

 

The Transformations of Hizballah 
 
Use of Media 

Many authors have identified Hizballah’s first shift in policy, not only as its only and most significant 

transformation, but  by the Party’s accommodation of the political system and decision to enter politics. 

This is not the only shift that took place during this period. In addition to political participation and a 

negotiation of its resistance agenda, this period also witnessed the expansion of the Party’s resistance 

methodology through the introduction and refinement of the use of media. The development of a media 

department and satellite television channel, an unprecedented move for an Islamist organization or 

political party, allowed a constantly beamed message of resistance throughout the Muslim and Arab 

worlds, where popular support insulated it against terrorist charges in its fight against Israel.589 The 

adoption of modern political techniques and post-modern technologies to spread their message and 

expand their reach in many domains of national life and on the battlefield, suited the needs of their 

varying constituencies, and has proven over time, to be one of the hallmarks of Hizballah.590  

Since its inception, and alongside growing military initiative, Hizballah has made use of a newly 

discovered power – the media.591 Its weekly newspaper, Al-Ahed (the pledge), was launched 13 June 

1984, while Hizballah’s radio station, ‘Al-Nour’ was launched during the Amal-Hizballah war, as group 
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of young Hizballah followers spontaneously began to broadcast news of the conflict.592 The television 

station, al-Manar or the Beacon, soon followed. Its first broadcast was the funeral of Ayatollah Khomeini 

in 1989, after which it began to broadcast Islamic Resistance activities, going as far as to follow guerrillas 

on attacks and raids while filming to prove the effectiveness of the resistance against the Israeli 

occupation beyond doubt.593 With each broadcast, Hizballah gained momentum and recruits, realizing 

quickly enough that the groups self-imposed underground existence had hurt its image.594  

From this realization onward, Hizballah has firmly engaged itself in the propaganda war, not only 

with Israel, but with the United States, and the Lebanese Government. As Sheikh Nabil Qaouq, Chief of 

Military operations, has been quoted as saying, “while it is important for Israel to portray the battle as a 

fight between them and Hizballah, it is more important for us to show it in its true form – a war, not just 

between Hizballah and the Israeli soldiers but one in which the whole of Lebanon and its people are in 

danger. In this we can say Hizballah has largely succeeded in transforming the outlook of people towards 

its Resistance.”595 Sheikh Qaouq’s expression is an example of Hizballah’s growing awareness of the 

importance of the war of words. 

 On many occasions Hizballah has used Israeli failures to capitalize in the propaganda war. 

Israel’s policies have made that effort quite easy as Israel has often failed to distance its acts of 

aggressions from the Lebanese public, thus pushing the public closer to Hizballah and the Islamic 

resistance. The assassination of Sayyed Musawi, the second Secretary-General of the Party of God on 16 

February 1992 was one such action. Musawi had been attending the anniversary of Harb’s murder and 

launch of Islamic Resistance when he was murdered along with his wife and baby girl. This assassination 

coincided with a period of Hizballah stagnation as the Lebanese public was weary after sixteen years of 

strife, the Civil War had ended, and people were reassessing political affiliations; the loss of Musawi, 

although a heavy blow to Hizballah, acted as a positive catalyst for re-emergence the groups re-
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emergence due to the groups ability to capitalize on such mistakes.596 Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah was 

immediately elected following the election and in 1996 in televised debate on LBC, Nasrallah 

summarized the groups achievements and ideology:  “Let us look at our experiences. Between 1982 and 

1985, Israel withdrew from a large sector of the land which it occupied. Who do you think forced it to 

withdraw to its current ‘security zone’? [former president] Amin Gemayel? Negotiations? The 

Americans? The United Nations Security Council? The Arab league? Only the resistance forced it to 

withdraw. If Lebanon has or wields any power in the peace process, it is solely because of its resistance. 

We believe and consider the Resistance to be the only way.”597 In this period, many Lebanese tended to 

agree with him, including the government.  

 

The Beginning: 1985 – 1989 

The early years of Hizballah, following the release of the ‘Open Letter’ served first as a training period 

for the military resistance, and secondly as a negotiation round for the group. One of the main features of 

this period was the infighting between Amal and Hizballah that took a toll on the Shi’a community but 

served to formulate an alliance between the two, the ruling powers and Syria that has lasted until recently, 

of course not with negotiation. 

Amal gained adherents in the late 1960s and early 1970s as more people soured with the 

experience of growing numbers and fortunes of Palestinian guerrillas in Lebanon.598 Amal movement 

gained at the expense of leftist parties drawing its support from a growing Shi’i middle class for whom 

the movement represented an assertive voice against the political zu’ama, of whom its new leader, Nabih 

Berri was an example.599 Amal stood as a challenged to the domination of Palestinian guerrillas, whose 

public support plummeted in the late 70s, early 80s.600 Amal clashed with Palestinian guerrillas, and from 

1985 – 88, the infamous “War of the Camps” was waged by the militia to prevent the Palestinians from 
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gaining the position of dominance they had enjoyed prior to the Israeli invasion.601 This campaign, 

alongside the perceived anti-Palestinian leaning of founder Al-Sadr, enlivened Hizballah, not only to 

assist the Palestinians in order to thwart Amal, but to respond to a segment of the population that still felt 

an alliance with the Palestinian cause and people. Amal’s reaction to the Israeli invasion, alongside the 

perceived betrayal of central leaders, conspired against the militia and led to clashes between the two 

groups as territory and identity were demarcated. 

When leaders Nabih Berri and Daoud Daoud participated in talks with Israel, the US, and the 

Lebanese Government led by President Elias Sarkis, not only did it seriously damaged Amal’s reputation, 

but it broke with a main border guard, fighting oppression and maintaining freedom.602 Negotiating with 

‘arrogant oppressors’ whose ears will not listen as their hearts are stone, is not tolerated and to Hizballah, 

and its many followers, this act broke with this demarcation point.  By the time the Civil War ended, 

Amal had gone from a populist movement to a full-blown patronage system with all the corruption, 

inefficiency, and inequity that Amal had long ascribed to the traditional zu’ama.603 Nabih Berri, at the end 

of the internal war between Amal and Hizballah in 1990, became Speaker of the Parliament and is now 

privately derided for his pocket-stuffing and publicly feared for control of a patronage system few Shi’is 

can afford to slight.604  

Divergent opinions over a few major political issues, in the late 1980s, as well as competitive 

atmosphere due to mutual recruitment and mobilization efforts led to violence between the two Shi’a 

groups, what in 2005 Qassem calls “a black page in history – which lasted for two and a half years and 

bread only suffering.”605 The fighting finally ended in 1989606 the intervention of Syrian and Iranian 

officials who mediated between Nabih Berri and then Secretary-General of Hizballah Sheikh Tufayli, 
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brokering an agreement known as the Damascus Agreement.607 If Hizballah harbored any notions of 

replacing Amal, it was forced to realize that the secular movement was Syria’s political arm in 

Lebanon.608 This Damascus Agreement marked the first watershed for Hizballah in its first 

transformation, in this act the ground rules and border guards were established between the four actors 

and Hizballah continued its war of liberation with Israel.609  

 
Transformation, Cooptation or Articulation: 1989 – 2000 
 
The First Challenge: Lebanon after Khomeini and the Civil War 
 
On 3 June 1989, Ayatollah Khomeini passed, serving as a watershed point for both Hizballah and the 

Islamic Republic. With Ayatollah Khameneh’i succeeding him and in August Rafsanjani assuming the 

presidency, an era of change and controversy was ushered in as Lebanon, Iran and Hizballah adapted to a 

changing geopolitical landscape. In Iran, the presidents powers were increased in the course of a 

constitutional revision and an era of reform was ushered in while on 25 October members of Lebanon’s 

parliament reached agreement in the Saudi Arabian city of Ta’if over a reform of their country’s political 

order; enhancing the power of Sunni Muslims while preserving a weakened presidency for the 

Maronites.610 This paved the way for the end of the Civil war, and signaled the beginning of a new 

decade. For both nations this shift coincided with the birth of what has been called, ‘the Second 

Republics’.611  

In the 1990s and early 2000, Hizballah and Iran developed along parallel lines. While the Party 

integrated into the Lebanese political system, the Iranian regime cautiously tried to rejoin the international 

system in an attempt to improve relations with Europe and the Arab world.612 For both countries, a slew 

of international factors were influential in generating this change, in addition to the many domestic factors 
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specific to each locality.613 The end of Iran-Iraq war forced Iran’s leaders to focus on reconstruction as a 

priority, a fact which necessitated improved relations. The end of the Cold War left the United States as 

sole the superpower, depriving Iran and Syria of any leverage against US.614 The reconstitution of the 

Lebanese state under Saudi Arabian, Syrian and American auspices at Ta’if and the popularity of the 

peace process among ordinary Lebanese made it difficult for Hizballah to maintain its revolutionary anti-

status quo posture and acted as an incentive for the Party to turn loyal opposition.615 After the horrors of 

the Lebanese Civil War, Iranian Revolution, and Iran-Iraq War, most Lebanese and Iranians were focused 

on ways to rebuild economically and politically so that they may move forward.  

For Hizballah, the post-Ta’if period constituted its first challenge in the maintenance of the 

resistance. While Lebanese land was still occupied, the people and the Government were focused on 

moving forward, but with Syria’s new found hegemony on the ground, all the rules of the game had been 

changed. Hizballah would have to learn to navigate through this new terrain of shifting domestic currents, 

adjusting to the changing needs of its two major foreign allies. In Qassem’s words, Hizballah went into 

this period wanting to secure and ensure a position for the resistance in the South despite internal politics 

and as a part of the new balance of power.616 To avoid clashes between the government and the resistance 

in this new period, Hizballah pursued a dual path agreeing to focus on resistance and leave behind any 

aspirations for an Islamic state without being forced to negotiate with Israel. The government, in turn, 

would be left to pursue the diplomatic route, such as the implementation of UN resolution 425 alongside 

other negotiation channels.617 In this compromise, the Party’s jihad activities would receive official 

authorization to continue by virtue of the government’s recognition of the armed struggle as a national 

resistance.618 Integral to this compromise was the acceptance by each party of the others legitimacy, a 
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foundational compromise which would hold for over a decade.619 Strict adherence to this compromise was 

essential to not only warding off international pressure on the Lebanese Government and the Resistance 

during conflict periods, but in preserving the integrity of Hizballah’s ideological tenor as a resistance 

party. Hizballah managed to maintain its enmity for Israel and commitment to resistance while also 

entering into the game of politics in Lebanon.  

 

The Decision to Enter Politics 

The politically exclusive and intolerant tone adopted by the first secretary general, Shaykh Subhi al-

Tufayli, gave way to the politically inclusive and conciliatory discourse initiated by the Party’s second 

Secretary-General al-Sayyid ‘Abbas al-Mussawi, who pursued the Party’s participation in the secular, 

democratic political system.620 This decision to participate did not come without negotiation, and this 

period is marked most notably by the successive efforts within the Party to not only negotiate notions of 

resistance and participation, but clerical authority in and of itself. After Mussawi’s assassination by Israeli 

forces in February 1992, his successor, al-Sayyid Hassan Nasrallah, continued this discourse and 

accentuated the themes of Christian-Muslim reconciliation and co-existence in a politically pluralist 

society, whilst overseeing the party’s political integration.621  

Following the logic of the post-Khomeini Iranian political current, the Party felt that the resistance 

needed to be legitimized on the popular and international front and only by integrating into the political 

system could the Party convince the majority of Lebanese people of the logic of the resistance while also 

receiving international legitimization as a popular current, democratically elected to government, as 

opposed to an artificial, alien current imposed by political or international equations.622 This political 

integration was necessitated by the urgent demands of its social base which called for popular 

representation, thus the Party’s infiltration of the political system was not only attributable to the 
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aforementioned regional developments or Iranian currents but was also a product of its strong domestic 

roots.623 It was precisely because of these roots that Hizballah’s embrace of democracy, Saad-Ghorayeb 

argues, should not be considered an abrupt volte-face, but a natural development over its decade of 

existence.624 

 

Clerical Splits in the theory of Wilayat al-Faqih or Velayat-e-Faqih 

In Shi’a Islam, a great importance is attributed the role of religious leadership in guiding the cause of an 

activist movement, given the reality of an era after the occultation of the twelfth imam and in the face of 

crisis conditions regionally.625 In this post-occultation reality, the Shi’a faithful have split into faction, and 

given the allowance for varying authority figures in the religion, this fractionalization is common. Thus 

when there are internal struggle’s in Iran for power among top leaders, this is reflecting in the ranks of 

Hizballah and the Shi’a community in general, as new Marja’ are chosen and ideology hammered out.626  

Just to give a little background about how such decisions over authority work out, we will move back 

a little in time in order to show how while Iran and Hizballah are connected by a broad network of Shi’a 

clerics and by Najaf and other Shrine cities, authority remains contested in the Shi’a world, and by no 

means does hegemony exist. In Lebanon, Twelver Shi’is widely recognized Ayatollah Hosein Borujerdi 

as supreme spiritual authority (marja’ al-taqlid in Arabic and marja’-e taqlid in Farsi) between 1944 and 

1961 even though his actual influence was limited in Lebanon.627 In Iran, a number of Maraji’ competed 

for allegiance after Borujedi’s death, including Ayatollah Khomeini after 1964.628 Khomeini differed 

from his peers in that his religious leadership was generated not by traditional religious criteria (whereby 

Shi’i ulema distinguished themselves until accepted by believers as a marja’) but rather had been 

precipitated by political events, namely opposition to the Shah’s consolidation of personal power in 1963-
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64.629 In February 1979 a blueprint for the constitution of an Islamic Republic of Iran, incorporating the 

notion of wilayat al-faqih was published in Beirut.630 It was in Beirut that the first widely distributed 

doctrinally reasoned refutation of Khomeini’s concept was published, by Muhammed Jawad 

Mughniyya.631 Mughniyya praisied Khomeini’s revolutionary action, but contested the idea that the 

Hidden Imam’s authority passed to the clergy in their absence on the question of infallibility of Imams 

versus clergy, whose their mistakes would this harm religion.632  

In 1982 the groups that came together in the Bekaa adopted the concept, and in 1985 it became the 

official Hizballah party line.633 Sayyid Fadlallah soon endorsed it as well, but not all actors did, as other 

Shi’i distanced themselves from the Iranian regime.634  So while Berri compared Amal’s relationship to 

Khomeini with that of Catholics and the pope, Sayyed Fadlallah did the opposite, accepted the political 

leadership of the Islamic Republic while maintaining his ties to the apolitical Ayatollah Khu’i and 

remained his representative or wakil in Lebanon until his death in 1992.635 For Sheikh Shamseddin whose 

focus was on Lebanon from the beginning, “the Shi’is in Lebanon are primarily Lebanese, in second place 

Muslim, and only in last place Shi’is. Their Lebaneseness is a matter of principle and any change in Iran 

or in any other place will not change this reality.”636 It is very clear that not all Shi’a are aligned with Iran, 

and even those who are, do so to varying degrees. 

With Hizballah’s ascendancy in the 1980s, a number of Lebanese Shi’is chose Khomeini as their 

marja’, but between Khomeini’s death in 1989 and Ayatollah Golpayegani’s death in 1993 all marja’ of 

that generation disappeared, posing a serious succession problem.637 In 1994, the Iranian government tried 

to elevate Ayatollah Khameneh’i, who succeeded Khomeini as supreme leader, to the rank of a marja’, 

but the attempt met with considerable resistance and soon afterwards both Fadlallah and Shamseddin 
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assumed the position of marja’ as an act of defiance.638 Various credentials in the Shi’i world has led to 

splits within the religious hierarchy and ranks, exacerbated by various degrees of belief in the concept of 

Velayet-e-Faqih. With Fadlallah’s declaration of his own marja’iyya arguing that Arab Shi’is needed a 

leader who spoke their language and was familiar with their world, Sheikh Shamseddin also became 

regarded as a marja’ by his followers and by the late 1990s more Lebanese Shi’is chose Fadlallah as their 

source of emulation. 639  

This negotiation of religious authority should highlight the fact that Hizballah is not a monolithic 

body with total subservience to Iran but rather a coalition of clerics, who each have their own views and 

networks of followers as well as ties to Iran’s clerical establishment. This was highlighted by Nasrallah 

who admitted that “not everyone is Hizballah thinks the same. Views are usually raised. But differences 

are always settled through a higher religious authority.”640 Each individually practicing Shi’a Muslim 

belonging to Hizballah at the grassroots level has always the freedom to choose which high-ranking cleric 

to follow as a guide, based on particular preference for their religious stature within the local community, 

their clerical code of conduct and their local community-based programme as such, allegiances vary and 

cannot be said to be hegemonic or dictated.641  

 

Participating in Democracy: Election Politics 

The decision to participate in parliamentary elections in 1992, the first held in Lebanon in twenty years, to 

some, was symptomatic of Hizballah’s coming to terms with its sociopolitical setting, to others it was an 

acknowledgment that Lebanon is its own and that imported Iranian models may not be applied, to Saad-

Ghorayeb it signified tact acceptance of Rafik Hariri’s post-Ta’if government as opposed to the Gemayel 

regime, all in all, fundamentally, the decision to participate caused the one and only clerical break in the 
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group.642 The argument has been made by some writers that “[Hizballah] men traded their camouflage 

uniforms for suits and ties, their clashes for ministerial portfolios and their Qur’an for a profession in 

democracy,” is not convincing, in fact, playing the parliamentary game is no proof of Hizballah’s support 

of Lebanon’s confessional system, rather, it is an opportunity to protect the Party’s resistance in the 

regions under its control, while pressing for the elimination of the confessional system, seen as 

oppressive.643  

In the first round of parliamentary elections in 1992, Hizballah captured eight of 27 seats 

allocated to Shi’ites in a parliament made up of 128 seats equally divided between Christians and 

Muslims, while additionally winning four ‘allied’ seats, forming one of the strongest blocs in the 

parliament and the first Islamic bloc in history of Lebanon.644 This success has been attributed to a 

number of factors but most importantly: the presence of an ideologically committed constituency which 

voted massively for Hizballah in southern suburbs, South Lebanon, and Biq’aa; the Party’s social welfare 

services which made a difference in the lives of Shi’ites, especially the most poor; the Islamic resistance 

and its perceived success and image as sincere, honest and heroic, contributed to popularity.645 From this 

point on, Hizballah developed a reputation - even among those who disagree vehemently with their 

ideologies - for being a "clean" and capable political party on both the national and local levels.646 This 

reputation is especially important in Lebanon, whose parliamentarians are the wealthiest legislature in the 

world, where government corruption is assumed, clientelism is the norm and political positions are often 

inherited.647 As a group, Lebanese parliamentarians are the wealthiest legislature in the world.   

The 1996 parliamentary elections did not bring any drastic changes in representation in 

parliament as the ratio between Hizballah and Amal stayed the same in favor of Amal and the ratio 

dropped from 8 to 7 seats (Amal dropped from nine to eight, but its allies, Shi’ite notables, increased from 
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10 to 12 seats).648 Despite the fact that Amal and its allies still had the majority of Shi’ite representation, 

Hizballah’s success in sustaining representation was perceived as a great challenge by Berri.649  

 

Retribution and its Affects 

Since the start of the occupation of southern Lebanon, there has been an active line of confrontations 

between Hizballah and its resistance and Israel. In 1993, Israel began a policy of retribution, which it 

continued in 1996. In both cases this policy failed to achieve its objectives and led to not only military 

wins by Hizballah but in turn political success resulting from the popularity of the resistance won in 

fighting the occupation. The invasions of 1993 and 1996 were strikingly similar acts of aggression, 

launched at the same targets with the same goals and strategies. Both unleashed massive destruction in the 

south of Lebanon in order to pressure the Syrian-backed Lebanese government to halt Hizballah’s attacks 

on northern Galilee.650 The broader objectives of both was to drive a wedge between Syria and Lebanon 

at a time when Damascus counted on foreign policy coordination with the Lebanese government to 

achieve national and regional objectives.651 Israel understood the frictions between a government trying to 

recoup state authority after years of impotence on the one hand, and on the other an armed force 

conducting independent military activities in the country, in addition to the realities of political 

occupation by Muslim Syria, a situation highly resented by many in the country.652  

Operation ‘Accountability,’ launched in July of 1993, was a grand assault that lasted seven 

continuous days, the fiercest land and air offensive to hit the South since 1982.653 The objective of the 

offensive as described by foreign minister Shimon Peres, was to make “the Lebanese government decide 

whether Hizballah represents it or not. If it does then the whole of Lebanon is at a state of war with Israel 

and this also means Hizballah wants the destruction of all of Lebanon. The Lebanese government will 
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then have to cooperate with us in silencing Hizballah and ending its activist.”654 Through the course of the 

operation, 130-140 civilians were killed, enforcing old tactics of penalizing the residents of the South for 

the activities of the Islamic Resistance in hopes of turning them against the fighters.655 Each time this 

strategy has failed, and this time was no different.  Beirut did not cooperate with Israel to disarm and 

quell Hizballah, instead it stuck to the founding compromise and pursued a diplomatic path to end the 

conflict, while limiting actions on the ground to the assisting of the displaced.656 The aggression ended 

with a tacit agreement dubbed ‘the July Accord’ which was negotiated by the US and Syria in which it 

was agreed that rocket attacks would be used by Hizballah to limit Israeli aggression towards civilians, 

confining Israeli attacks on the resistance to the ‘security zone.’657   

The July Accord lasted three years, but the tacit agreement was never really honored. UN along with 

other Western sources confirm that between 1993 and 1996, Israel had broken the truce and attacked 

civilian targets 231 times with Hizballah retaliating with rockets in thirteen of those instances.658 It was 

such tit-for-tat fighting in response to Israel’s breaking of the July Agreement which eventually led to the 

1996 aggression that has come to be known as ‘Operation Grapes of Wrath.’  In this offensive air raids 

were used and the southern suburbs of Beirut were subject to direct shelling for the first time since 

1982.659 This second act of aggression in three years was a much tougher than in 1993 and covered a 

wider geographic scope, lasting for sixteen days and including four notorious massacres – most notable 

the infamous massacre at Qana.660 250 civilians were killed during the entire operation, and again, the 

resistance not only stunned the enemy but the population as well. Nonetheless, the Israeli military was 
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completely powerless to silence the highly mobile guerrilla units during this conflict and this remains the 

case today.661  

The Lebanese government adhered to its commitment to the founding compromise and reaffirmed its 

commitment to the resistance. Hariri made clear in all diplomatic affairs that all of Lebanon was resisting 

the aggression, not simply the Islamists and even remarked during diplomatic meetings that “any 

Lebanese official who tried to stop the resistance would be risking political suicide.”662 Such statements 

were common and continuous throughout the war and clearly reaffirmed the position maintained by 

Beirut for years; that Hizballah had the approval of the nation behind it and was completely within its 

rights to resist occupation.663 This aggression, similar to 1993, brought the population closer to the 

resistance, who in turn turned their wrath against the occupation, reawakening their sense of historical 

bitterness against the West.664 Many have charged the Israelis with hampering Lebanon’s reconstruction 

after the Civil War, as two newly built power stations were partially destroyed in the attack.665 This 

particular offensive also came at a time when Lebanon was in the process of shedding its image as a city 

of terror and attempting to attract foreign investment, thus the attack is believed by many Lebanese to 

have economic motivations fueling the sense of bitterness even further.666  

This act of aggression ended with the creation of the ‘April Accord,’ an agreement that made clear 

that the war would continue but specified that in the future it would be contained to guerrillas and Israeli 

soldiers.667 Israel undertook not to shell or attack civilians and Hizballah pledged not to fire rockets at 

Israel’s north border, making clear that Israel was not to retaliate against civilian targets, while Hizballah 

would be free to attack military targets, providing the Resistance with the legitimacy of defying 

occupation through the recognized right for self-defense.668 Many believe that this accord signifies not 
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only Israel, but the United States acceptance of Hizballah’s right to exist, but also its right to defend its 

territory as a national liberation movement, although the two have denied as much.  

The star achievement in this batter for Hizballah’s resistance was hands down the strong public 

support the resistance maintained across the sectarian board throughout the duration of the conflict; a 

victory which led to a Arab and Muslim recognition of the value of the Islamic resistance.669  In many 

ways, and for the first time, this conflict marked Israel’s first loss in the propaganda war. Its acts of 

aggression were seen as illogical, imprecise, and most of all, without justification; the destruction of 

homes, roads, electrical supplies and water tanks stood in stark contrast to the Israeli boasts of  surgical 

strikes, precision, and smart missiles.670 ‘Operation Grapes of Wrath’ killed 160-200 people and forced 

nearly forty thousand southerners to seek refuge northwards, a human tragedy that is not easily 

forgotten.671 

For many Arabs and Lebanese, ‘Operation Grapes of Wrath’ stood as further proof of the West’s two 

faced policy in the region, with many commonly remarking, “If this isn’t terrorism, what is?”672 Between 

1982 and 1996 fifteen Israeli citizens were killed as a result of Hizballah’s Katyusha attacks while more 

than 300 Lebanese civilians had died as a result of military operations. The Israeli strategy to pressure 

Beirut to curb Hizballah by perpetuating massive destruction on the country’s infrastructure was not 

abandoned but actually used three more times between 1999 and 2000 in various degrees – each time the 

strategy proved as threadbare as before and each time it again took unfortunate tolls in Lebanon far 

beyond the southern battlefield.673 But regardless of the number of causalities, or damage done to the  

infrastructure of Lebanon, Hizballah continued to wage its resistance and by the end of June 1996, only 

two months after the ceasefire, Hizballah guerrillas had already killed nine Israeli soldiers and wounded 

twenty-one.674  
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1998 Municipal Council Elections 

The 1998 Municipal Council elections, the first held in thirty-five years, provided Hizballah the 

opportunity to consecrate its resistance victory. Hizballah candidates won 12 of 128 seats in 1992 and 

nine in 1996 making it the largest single party bloc in the parliament both times, nevertheless, these 

elections were not true measures of the Party’s clout in Shi’ite arena since competition was restricted in 

resistance areas - meaning in the Bekaa and the south, Amal and Hizballah had to form consensual lists 

rather than compete directly against each other.675 The 1998 Municipal Elections was the first opportunity 

for the Party to compete without resistance restrictions. 

 During this election, Hizballah proved that its election machine, which had been finely tuned in 

preceding elections, had developed campaign tactics in ways that could not be matched.676 Hizballah 

candidates offered comprehensive programs of a practical rather than ideological nature, emphasizing the 

economic, social, and developmental aspects of the municipalities, and introducing candidates based on 

merit, honesty and seriousness in municipality work rather than on a sectarian basis.677 For the first ballot 

of direct competition, the Party performed very well. The most striking result came in Mount Lebanon, 

where Hizballah won a landslide of ninety seats, while Amal won none.678 There were many factors that 

contributed to this victory, one of which was its exploitation of its resistance and public services 

records.679 The election proved that the Party stood on a solid record of achievement powerful enough to 

generate public support, and further, reinforcing the role of its already entrenched resistance.680  

A second factor in Hizballah’s electoral success, was the Party’s reliance on democratic precepts 

to counter challenges from rivals.681 During this election, Hizballah proved that it would enter into 

electoral competition through the use of democratic means and remain loyal to democratic principles, 

refusing to succumb to Lebanese old-style politics of the zu’ama. Throughout the election battle, 
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Hizballah was seen as championing the right of people to choose, while the government was viewed as 

hampering freedom in the elections through its injunction on the participation of political parties. This 

debate gave citizens the chance to ponder contrasting democracies being brandied and opened the forum, 

turning the spotlight on the electoral practices of the contenders, with Hizballah coming out looking like 

the most supportive of democratic principles.682  

 

The Post-Withdrawal Period 

Since the inception of Hizballah’s resistance activities, scholars have wondered what would happen to the 

Party if and when the Israeli occupation ended. In 2000, the theories were tested and Hizballah persisted 

despite the speculation. The post-withdrawal period represented a difficult time for Hizballah, who set out 

to prove the importance of the resistance in the face of a distanced enemy. In this period Hizballah faced 

not only the challenges of maintaining its resistance paradigm, but also had to learn to accommodate the 

new and evolving challenges of a post-September 11 world.  

 The occupation of south Lebanon was costly for Israel. Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak made 

withdrawal a campaign promise in 1999, and later announced that it would take place by July 2000. A 

month and a half before this deadline, after SLA desertions and the collapse of potential talks with Syria, 

Barak ordered a chaotic withdrawal from Lebanon, taking many by surprise.683 At three am on 24 May 

2000, the last Israeli soldier stepped off Lebanese soil and locked the gate at the Fatima border crossing 

behind him.684 Nasrallah reveled in the victory, emphasizing it as a national victory, belonging to all 

Lebanese and not to any one party, movement, organization, or community, taking the time of course to 

remind everyone the price paid for victory.685 1,276 Hizballah martyrs were announced to have been 

killed during the period of occupation in the fight against Israel, the memory of which would never fade 

to far in the distance. Many predicted that lawlessness, sectarian violence and chaos would fill the void 
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left by the Israeli occupation forces and the SLA, which rapidly collapsed in Israel's wake; those 

predictions proved false as Hizballah maintained order in the border region and continued to exist, even 

gained strength, despite all odds.686 

 Many have speculated that Hizballah’s resistance narrative would die at the withdrawal of Israeli 

troops, the reality was different. Not only did the resistance narrative persist, but so did the cooperation of 

the state with Hizballah and their resistance agenda, as on the very day of Israeli pullout president Lahoud 

declared loudly that this victory was still not enough to realize the comprehensive peace desired. For that 

to occur, according to Lahoud’s statement dictating the new rules of the game, Israel would have to return 

all Arab lands, including Shebaa Farms.687 Despite withdrawal, a territorial dispute continues over a 15-

square mile border region called Shebaa Farms, an area which Hizballah and the Lebanese government 

claim remains under Israeli occupation.688 Lebanon and Syria assert that the mountainside is Lebanese 

land, while Israel and the UN have declared it part of the Golan Heights and, therefore, Syrian territory 

(though occupied by Israel). Since 2000, Lebanon has also been awaiting the release of long held 

prisoners and the delivery of maps for the location of over 300,000 landmines the Israeli army planted in 

southern Lebanon.689  

 With a new military situation, new unstated ‘rules of the game’ were established by the 

combatants, as attacks on Israeli army posts in the occupied Shebaa Farms were reciprocated by limited 

shelling of Hizballah outposts. 690 Both sides have broken the "rules of the game," in the course of the 

new dispute but not quite equally or proportionately. As one UN observer report of the numbers of border 

violations found, Israel had violated the Blue Line between the countries ten times more frequently than 

Hizballah has.691 Israeli forces have kidnapped Lebanese shepherds and fishermen as Hizballah abducted 
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an Israeli businessman in Lebanon in October 2000, under the pretext that he was a spy.692 The two have 

even negotiated with one another in this new period. In January 2004, through German mediators, 

Hizballah and Israel concluded a deal whereby Israel released hundreds of Lebanese and Palestinian 

prisoners in exchange for the businessman and the bodies of three Israeli soldiers.693 At the last minute, 

Israeli officials defied the Supreme Court's ruling and refused to hand over the last three Lebanese 

prisoners, including the longest-held detainee, Samir al-Qantar, who has been in jail for 27 years for 

killing three Israelis after infiltrating the border.694 Since this time, prisoner exchange has also remained 

high on the list of Hizballah demands.  

 Immediately after the withdrawal in 2000, another parliamentary election took place. The results 

of this election would determine whether Hizballah had a continuing mandate for their resistance 

following their performance against the Israelis a few months earlier while also determining if the post-

withdrawal government would assign the same priorities to the resistance as previous governments had.695 

Although a ban on resistance competition was in place for this election as well, Hizballah showed more 

clearly that it was able not only to enhance representation over Amal for the first time, nine to six, but 

also to perform as a first-class pragmatic player.696  In addition to the Party’s committed constituency and 

the success of Hizballah’s social welfare services, two other factors contributed to its success. One factor 

was the liberation of the south which boosted the Party’s image as a heroic organization whose resistance 

won against the Israeli occupation through sacrifice.697 The Israeli withdrawal, a profound victory for any 

Arab state, made it extremely difficult for rivals to ignore Hizballah as a political force. Moreover, the 

results of the election proved, democratically, that Hizballah had hegemony over the resistance narrative 

in the country. 
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Hizballah’s actions in Parliament as the most important player in the strongest opposition bloc, 

has cemented its view as an ideological sound and democratically compatible Party.  It actions as a 

political party have not only proven its commitment to its own principles, and pledge to participate with 

the Government, but has exemplified the compatibility of this Islamist party with democracy, a claim 

never made by the Party. In Parliament, the Party has presented its opposition not in the form of a boycott 

(opposing every move by the government) but rather selectively supporting and opposing various policies 

providing a ‘constructive opposition’ as described by the Party.698 Hizballah has pursued a non-disruptive 

role, behaving responsibly and cooperatively in voicing their opposition to the Hariri government, 

according to Norton.699  

Hizballah has not opposed government policies based purely on Islamic issues, but rather has 

based its opposition on mainly an ‘inclusionary’ and ‘issue-based’ social, economic, and political critique 

of the government, pursuing secular issues such as the abolition of the sectarian system, social justice for 

the oppressed, public freedoms, diffusion of political power and political transparency.700 The opposition 

bloc has voted ‘No’ on three successive Hariri government budgets on the basis that a government should 

not profit from the reconstruction of its country.701 Hizballah has also pushed for investment in the 

nation’s agricultural and industrial sectors, as Hizballah believes that Hariri’s governments have 

bankrupted the country in the name of reconstruction, raising the public debt to over $40 billion.702 The 

opposition bloc has also continuously castigating the government for popular themes of political 

corruption, administrative inefficiency, overspending on reconstruction projects on the large-scale and 

underdevelopment of deprived areas.703 

While Hizballah does not necessarily believe in democracy as the best system of rule or 

government it does endorse it as the next best system to Islam on the political level and thus participates. 
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When participating, it has been shown that the Party works to advance the platform of democracy, or at 

least works to hold the government to their commitment ideologically to the notion of democracy.704 This 

can be discerned from the Party’s views on public freedoms and responses to the Hariri government’s 

attempts to curb them.705 When the Government instituted a ban on demonstrations and the broadcasting 

of news by non-state owned television media, Hizballah stood up against the ban, arguing it violated the 

public’s right to free expression.706 When the government attempted to obstruct free elections, the Party 

construed this effort as an encroachment on the publics’ right to freedom of choice, which is a 

fundamental ‘constitutional and human right’.707  

In short, Hizballah has participated in government, not to insidiously pursue a religious objective, 

or to install a ‘foreign’ power as ruler, but rather has held the government to its rhetoric of democracy 

castigating for only subscribing to democracy in appearance and not being committed in principle.708 

Hizballah’s goal of de-confessionalization can be seen in the same light, as a demonstration of the Party’s 

commitment to the implementation of democracy, rather than as a plot to establish an Islamic state.709 

This central goal of the political process for Hizballah represents an essentially secular and democratic 

demand for equality of opportunity, a call to replace a system of sectarian democracy with a citizen’s 

democracy, where representation is based on citizenship.710 Moreover, the demand for the abolition of the 

sectarian system is not matched by a demand for a majority system, but rather a system based on 

proportional representation, which would guarantee the inclusion of all Lebanese sects and prevent any 

one from monopolizing the executive branch.711 So even if a democratic system may assist in the 

development of an Islamic regime, what Hizballah demands is not power, but equal and just 

representation for its, and ever constituency. 
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September 11 and the War in Iraq 

The events of 11 September served to heighten the already tense situation in the Middle East and pushed 

Hizballah further into a strategy of calculated response regarding the new political stage created by the 

US in the region.712 This period marked an increased effort by the United States to demand that its ‘war 

on Terror’ demands be met.  While Syria, Lebanon, and Iran agreed to assist the US in their fight against 

terrorism in certain respects and with certain demands – all three took exception to the US’s demands on 

Hizballah, insisting on considering Hizballah a legitimate resistance organization.713 This period may in 

many ways be considered the height of the success of Hizballah’s resistance narrative, as authorities 

began putting cases together with legal precedents and international conventions, to support Hizballah’s 

claim to a legitimate and legal use of force.  

The Lebanese government went through great lengths to defend Hizballah as an authentic resistance 

organization, using guerrilla tactics to liberate national territory.714 Beirut’s long standing position on 

Hizballah’s national resistance status was constantly supported, negotiated, and defended against 

international pressure of various kinds over the years.715 But throughout the years, many scholars have 

wondered whether the Lebanese authorities’ support for Hizballah’s jihad activities was the result of 

official conviction or coercion by-ever present Syria and to a lesser extent, Iran. In the final 

transformation of Hizballah, this question remains, as actors try to negotiate new meaning to old 

compromises.   

As efforts to disarm to the Party have increased on the international level, the Party has opened a new 

front in its battle to maintain its resistance. This new front is not a militaristic or political front, but rather, 

a propaganda front as Hizballah has engaged the US, in not a physical fight but instead an extensive war 

of words.716 In order to remain focus on the movement’s principle enemy or threat, Hizballah did not 

declare a war or jihad against the US, even after the Iraqi invasion; instead, the Party decided to rejected 
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the US-led invasion and proposed an initiative of reconciliation between Saddam and the Iraqi 

opposition.717 Nasrallah remained acutely aware of the tension in the region in the wake of the Iraq 

invasion and occupation, even commenting, “if you say something against the Americans, some will 

understand it as defense of Saddam, and they will clap for you, but if you criticize Saddam’s regime, 

some will clap for you and others will accuse you of being an agent for the United States. Thus, the 

situation is very sensitive.”718 Given the complexity of the post-9/11 atmosphere, and the shifting rules of 

the political game, Hizballah escalated its war of words with the US rather than turn to violence or threats 

of aggression. “We tell the United States,” Nasrallah boasted at a commemoration for Ashura, “don’t 

expect that the people of this region will welcome you with roses and jasmine, the people of this region 

will welcome you with rifles, blood, and martyrdom operations, we are not afraid of the American 

invaders, and will keep saying ‘death to America.’”719  

In the face of such imposing international pressure, the population rallied behind the resistance. 

Maronite Cardinal Nasrallah Boutros Sfeir commented at the accusation of Hizballah’s terrorist activity, 

“these are men trying to free their country from foreign occupation; we all thank them for their efforts.”720 

Even former president Amin al-Gemayel, assisted by the US back in the day, described calling the party a 

terrorist organization ‘a heresy’.721  In the Islamic world, at a meeting the Organization of Islamic 

Countries in Doha, foreign ministers drafted a final resolution condemning attacks in the US and agreeing 

that “any attempt to link Islam with terrorism and any confusion of terrorism with the right of peoples – 

notably the Palestinians and the Lebanese – to legitimate defense and resistance to Israeli occupation is 

totally rejected.”722 This statement representing 1.2 billion Muslims worldwide clearly reflected where 

they stood on the terrorism/resistance debate. Round one of the War of Words has gone to Hizballah, but 

in the most recent round following the Summer War, Hizballah has not been so lucky. 
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2004 Municipal Council Elections 

Hizballah’s sweeping victories in the 2004 municipal elections did not come as a surprise. Whether 

Hizballah is a resistance movement or a ‘terrorist organization, the fact remains that the Party won major 

victories in 2004, that have very little to do with Syria and Iran, and is very much of their own making. 

Hizballah’s continued success with social welfare services, its ongoing successes - the liberation of the 

South and fight against Israel in Shebaa farms including the success in securing the release of Lebanese 

and Arab detainees from Israeli prisons – all received various degrees of support from Lebanon’s 

religious committees.723  

Again, Hizballah’s success reflects its pragmatic approach to the municipal elections, particularly 

its emphasis on economic, social, and developmental imperatives as all candidates backed consisted of 

individuals from professions – engineers, doctors, lawyers and businessmen – chosen as the best qualified 

to understand the needs of a particular municipality.724 This election, like the others, further demonstrated 

Hizballah as not only a first class player but also a dominant political force within the Shi’ite community. 

Hizballah did not only defeat Amal in Beirut’s southern suburb and the Biq’a but also won over Amal the 

majority of municipalities of the provinces of the South and Nabatiyyah.725 Amal had lost its stronghold 

and Hizballah, though still not hegemonic, was celebrating the victories of good management, 

governance, and ideological soundness. 

Despite these successes, in the post-withdrawal period, Hizballah continued its ban on 

participating in the government through a cabinet position and ministerial portfolio. Despite Hizballah’s 

great success in entering Lebanese parliament and improving its representation, the Party opted for the 

time being not to take a position in the Lebanese cabinet or accept a ministerial portfolio.726 As Sheikh 

Qassem has made clear, “We do not want to enter or cast a vote of confidence for a government that does 

not represent the interests of the people, or whose program we do not know. Our loyalty is to a 
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government that represents and serves the people, not to cabinet spoils.”727 So although the Shi’ite 

demographic would like to be better represented given their alleged majority, politically, Hizballah has 

decided to protect the interests of the resistance over and above its pursuit of political power. Being a part 

of the government would compromise their resistance efforts by making the Lebanese state unequivocally 

responsible for their actions – leading ultimately to their disarmament and possibly peace negotiations 

with Israel. 

 

Lebanon’s Third National Crisis: 2004 – Today 

The ‘Cedar Revolution’  

There was hope for Lebanon in the aftermath of the Israeli withdrawal from its southern territories. The 

invasion and occupation had happened and ended in disgrace. The civil war had exhausted all internecine 

factionalism and Lebanon was still intact - in body and soul. While Hizballah seemingly survived the 

withdrawal of Israeli troops, would it survive the withdrawal of Syrian presence? While the post-Israeli 

Withdrawal period represented the most secure period for the resistance of Hizballah, the Post-Cedar 

revolution period in Lebanon represents the Party of God’s most significant challenge by far. Many 

scholars have wondered whether Hizballah’s identity and resistance narrative could survive the 

withdrawal of Syrian presence from Lebanon and in 2005 they were faced with that very situation. How 

would Hizballah, Iran and the region adjust to the various shifts in the domestic and international reality?  

 Lebanon has always had a precarious national balance, facing two prior national crises, each 

crisis was solve with a new precarious balance, each one unstable for different reasons. The most recent 

balance, struck after the Civil War through the Ta’if Accords, negotiated a new identity for Lebanon, one 

based on the centrality of resistance and a compromise on this basis between the ruling regime and 

Hizballah, Syrian presence and a more equitable but not perfect sectarian political balance. What Ta’if did 

not negotiate was the end to Hizballah’s armed struggle or the role of the Shi’a in the new power sharing 

agreement as their power increased. Ta’if also failed to fully address the question about Lebanon’s 
                                                

727 Ibid. at 120 
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regional identity as people in the country still wondered what exactly it meant to be Lebanese. Identity 

politics along side resistance activities would come to define the new period, as more and more actors 

emerge in the Lebanese playing field and Hizballah once again tries to answer the questions of its 

constituency in a new geopolitical era.   

 Lebanon’s precarious balance was slowly destabilized by a serious of events. Aside from the 

events of 9/11 and the increasingly tense international political climate, Israeli withdrawal from the south 

of Lebanon also signaled the collapse of Syrian-Israeli land-for-peace negotiations. This complicated by 

the death of prolific President Hafez al-Assad along with the election of President George Bush in the 

United States fundamentally altered the US/Israel/Syria triangle, as well as the compromise struck 

between Syria, the Lebanese Government, and the Resistance; an arrangement based on the primacy of 

peace negotiations, consent to Syrian military presence and political hegemony in Lebanon and Syrian 

and Lebanese support for Hizballah until the Golan issue and Occupied Lebanese territory was 

retrieved.728 Particularly in light of the Iraq invasion and increasing competition between the US and the 

alliance of Iran, Syria and Hizballah, Lebanon’s precarious balance was thrown way off. Add to this 

another Arab-Israeli War on Lebanese soil and what you have is an equation for national crisis.  

 To mark a turning point in this national crisis would be difficult, but one that clearly stands out is 

the adoption of Resolution 1559 by the United Nations Security Council in September of 2004 coming in 

the wake of the controversial extension of President Emile Lahoud’s term in August. For many, the 

amendment of Article 49 of the Lebanese constitution to allow for the extension and renewal of the 

Presidency to beyond one six year term has stood as a stark reminder of Syria's continuing iron grip in 

Lebanon. Despite general Lebanese outrage and vivacious debate, the Lebanese parliament did amend the 

article, to many doing Syria's bidding, and permitted Lahoud to serve for three more years. In response to 

this action, not only was Resolution 1559 issued, but in October, Prime Minister Rafik Hariri, architect of 
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the economy and popular international voice, resigned from the government to voice his opposition to the 

constitutional crisis.  

Resolution 1559 stands out as a clear attempt by the international community, centrally, the 

United States and France, to interfere in the affairs of Lebanon; oddly enough, it was in the name of 

removing foreign influence from the Lebanese political process. In the wake of the War on Terrorism, and 

the increasing spotlight on Teheran and thus Syria in regards not only to Iraq, but regional stability, 

Hizballah as a force came into focus, and though Syria and Hizballah did not make it to the ‘Axis of Evil’ 

list, removing their influence in the region was high on the international agenda. 1559 marks the 

beginning of this process – one which has impacted the Lebanese political landscape permanently. 

Echoing the Ta’if Accords, this resolution called upon “all remaining foreign forces to withdraw from 

Lebanon" and "for the disbanding and disarmament of all Lebanese and non-Lebanese militias." Many 

have viewed this resolution as a direct attack on Syria, whose presence and control of the Lebanese 

political scene for twenty-eight years, is seen as a threat to peace in the region. In response, Syria moved 

about 3,000 troops from the vicinity of Beirut to eastern Lebanon, a gesture that was viewed by many as 

merely cosmetic. 

The Lebanese government, though divided internally over the constitutional reforms, initially 

remained firm in its long standing stance, requested that Israel withdraw from the disputed Shebaa Farms 

and the hills of Kfar-Shouba and return the Lebanese detainees in Israel as a condition for fully 

implementing Resolution 1559. While the UN refused to acknowledge Lebanese rights to Shebaa Farms 

and reiterated the Blue Line as the official line of Israeli withdrawal, the Lebanese Government official 

responded through a statement, a copy of which has been posted on the official Lebanese Armed Forces 

website, remaining firm on various issues. Concerning Syria, the government said, "The only foreign 

forces existing in Lebanon are the Israeli forces which occupy the farms of Shebaa. Whereas the Syrian 

forces are friendly Arab forces which entered Lebanon according to the Lebanese government's demand 

and their existence is regulated by the convention of brotherhood and coordination and cooperation 

between Lebanon and Syria and a copy of this convention was submitted to the United States at that 
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time.” On the topic of Hizballah, the government initially had this to say, commenting, "The national 

resistance which is confronting the Israeli occupation has no security role inside the country and its 

activities are restricted to facing the Israeli enemy. This resistance led to the withdrawal of the enemy 

from the bigger part of our occupied land and is still persistent to free the farms of Shebaa. Preserving this 

resistance constitutes a Lebanese strategic interest with the aim of relating the struggle with the enemy 

and regain all the Lebanese legitimate rights achieving and at the forefront the withdrawal of Israel from 

the farms of Shebaa and the return of the refugees to their land." Even Druze leader, MP Walid Jumblatt 

has repeatedly insisted that he objects to the disarmament of Hezbollah, according to the international 

resolution, describing the party as a "resistance group" and not a militia. He engaged in an electoral 

alliance with Hizballah during the 2005 parliamentary election, with one of the titles of the alliance being 

"The Protection of the Resistance." Since the 2006 July War, Jumblatt has switched sides and is now 

calling on Hezbollah to be integrated into the Lebanese Army and hand in its weapons over to the 

government. 

Aside from the resolution, this period, not only coincided with attempts by the United States to 

quash ‘militancy and Islamism’ in the region, but also what has been dubbed, the spring of democracy; a 

phenomenon, that to many analysts looked like the so-called ‘Orange or Color Revolutions’ in Eastern 

Europe. Since 2002, the United States has made it a central objective to pursue not only democratic 

reform in the region, but economic reform as well, trading in aid packages for free trade deals and forcing 

its ‘friends’ in the region to focus centrally on democratic reform, or at the very least, the appearance of 

democratic reform. Democracy and economic reform soon became the end all to solving the political 

problems of the Middle East and the Arab-Israeli conflict. By installing democratic regimes and 

connecting the economies of the region to Israel, through such free trade arrangements as the Qualified 

Industrial Zones of Jordan and Egypt, the United States believed it had found the formally for peace and 

an end to resistance and militancy. Democracy in the Middle East had replaced the buzz words of 

women’s rights and human rights, and all of a sudden, a race for democracy was begun. Lebanon was just 

one example of this regional trend. In Egypt, several constitutional reforms and presidential elections, 
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along side a popular movement for reform, Kefaya, made it seem like maybe change was close to a 

country that had been leaving under autocratic rule for over two decades.  

From Kuwait, to Palestine, to Egypt, to Iran, it seemed like democracy was beginning to take hold 

– what the United States was soon to find out, as has been the trend in Lebanon since 1992, was that 

democracy is not a module form, and that when it is to take hold in the region, it is an indigenous form 

that will grow, and in this case Islamist powers that would win in the elections. From Hizballah, to 

Hamas, to the Muslim Brotherhood, to the Islamic Action Front – it was Islamist powers that were 

winning elections and gaining power on the State level, not only affirming their cause democratically, but 

proving that the resistance narrative would not be subsumed in a democratic wave, but rather, would use 

democracy to further its cause and broaden not only its national consensus but regional approval.    

Economically, Lebanon seemed to be finally reaching stability and growing in terms of financial 

independence and reconstruction. Whatever the late Prime Minister Hariri did or did not do, downtown 

Beirut looked and exuded an emerging confidence - shops were full of goods and customers, fruits and 

vegetables were in full abundance, cultural activities, TV programs, the rambunctious press, the 

university campuses, the art scenes, the money that Ford and other American and European foundations 

were investing in the Lebanese creative imagination - all indicated that there was not just hope but a trust 

in what was happening, and what was happening was good, promising, beautiful, hopeful.729 According to 

Dabashi, you could tell by the number of native Lebanese living outside their country but going back for 

their summer holidays, the money and gifts they brought back to their families, and those members of the 

same family who were leading a happy and satisfying life inside Lebanon, that Lebanon was collecting 

itself and once again calling itself a homeland.730  
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The Assassination of Prime Minister Rafik al-Hariri and the Rise of Identity Politics 

On 14 February 2005, Valentine’s Day, Prime Minister Rafik Al-Hariri was killed by a massive explosion 

by car bomb in Beirut, shaking not only the city, but the entirety of the Lebanese nation. This 

assassination, like no other in Lebanese history, invigorated the masses to put an end to what they saw as 

Syrian domination. Syria, in the wake of the constitutional controversy and Resolution 1559, was seen as 

the culprit in this massive attack, and as such, became the target of popular animosity. The assassination 

of Hariri, admired by the business community and the middle class Lebanese, while severely criticized by 

the progressive left, ignited both pro- and anti-Syrian sentiments and resulted in, not only the resignation 

of Prime Minister Omar Karami's cabinet, but the election of an entirely new government and the start of 

a new national crisis. By March 2005, hundreds of thousands of Lebanese joined pro- and anti-Syrian 

rallies in Beirut, signaling the beginning of a phase of propaganda wars, typical of the identity politics 

that would dominate the political stage form this point forward. By the following month, in April 2005, 

Karami resigned as Prime Minister, having failed to form a government, and yielding to the moderate pro-

Syrian MP Najib Mikati.731 Pressure on Syria to withdraw its forces from Lebanon was now intensified, 

and finally Bashar Al-Assad yielded to the collective will of the Lebanese, who publically protested 

Syrian presence in the largest show of Lebanese support. This move was endorsed by the UN, and abused 

by the US and France, ending the Syrian occupation of Lebanon, but not the woes of the nation.732  

What has now been dubbed by Washington as ‘the Cedar Revolution’ or alternatively as the ‘Gucci 

Revolution’ by the progressive Lebanese left, was fully underway. Middle class Lebanese bourgeoisie 

were now fully in line with a pro-American, pro-French, anti-Hizballah, and anti-Palestinian disposition 

and it was under these circumstances that an anti-Syrian alliance, led by Rafik Al-Hariri's son, Saad Al-

Hariri, won control of the Lebanese parliament in 2005.733 Riding on the momentum of the so-called 

revolution, a coalition of Sunni-Muslim, Druze and Christian parties gathered under the label “March 14” 

(the date of the largest demonstration in the spring of 2005) and were able to score a significant victory in 
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parliamentary elections, and managed to include even the Shi’ite, pro-Syrian Hizballah in a new 

government.734 These elections marked the first time Hizballah had accepted a ministerial portfolio 

marking a significant change in approach for the Party. Hizballah and its allies also won a marked victory 

in the parliamentary election, winning 35 seats.  

 At this point it seemed as though some sort of odd unity government had been formed and that 

tensions, although not gone, may have been eased through the democratic process. The Syrians had 

packed and left; the Gucci revolutionaries had demonstrated in their hundreds of thousands in a March 

against Syria and made their presence felt, as had the disenfranchised and oppressed of Lebanon, the 

Shi’a in particular, proving that they too were a force to contend with.735 As Dabashi has noted,  “the 

bizarre combination of pro-American, Francophone, bourgeoisie, (not even hiding their Sri Lankan 

maids), met and were matched by the wretched of the Lebanese earth, the poor Shi’as, the disenfranchised 

Palestinians, and an array of temporary slaves heralding from Syria, Iraq, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and all 

across the world.”736 

This tenuous union was not to last long in the unstable geopolitical climate engulfing the Middle East. 

Tensions between the uneven partners rose quickly, especially in the wake of several assassinations and in 

particular, the attempted establishment of an international court to try the assassins of Rafik El-Hariri.737 

In June 2005, the prominent journalist Samir Qassir, severely critical of the Syrian presence in Lebanon, 

was assassinated. His death was a major trauma in Lebanese consciousness as posters and even an 

oversize statue of Samir Qassir sprang all over Beirut, and his diehard followers pushed for a UN 

investigation and punishment of those responsible for his murder.738 By September of that year, four pro-

Syrian generals were charged over the assassination of former Prime Minister Rafik al-Hariri, and before 

the year ended, a prominent anti-Syrian MP and journalist, Gibran Tueni, and anti-Syrian former leader of 
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the Lebanese Communist Party, were assassinated.739 Furthermore, as Hizballah’s armed presence in the 

south took center stage in post-Syria Lebanon’s internal struggle for new harmony, not only did tensions 

rise, but a visible propaganda war between the two camps was ignited, a war which rages until today.  

 

Post-Syria Lebanon 

Entering Government 

In the past, Hizballah has felt secure enough in the compromise made between them and the government 

regarding the role of the armed resistance in Lebanon, and thus the protection of the resistance narrative, 

that they were able to steer free of political involvement to a large extent. While they participated in 

Parliamentary and Municipal politics, and did so with great success, they never felt the need to participate 

in a government, preferring to steer clear of such positions of power in favor of a purely resistance 

framework and role as a leader in a strong opposition bloc. In Hizballah’s framework, freedom was more 

important that gaining a share of ‘a tainted system,’ with which they would have limited influence as it 

stood any way, so long as they were able to defend and provide for their oppressed constituency and 

protect the jihad politically. Through Hizballah’s parliamentary and municipal participation they were 

able not only to support the resistance by legitimizing it through the votes of the masses, but proved their 

capabilities as a political player in the democratic field, often supporting democratic initiatives more than 

the self-proclaimed democratic government.   

In the 2005 elections, Hizballah increased their parliamentary seats to 14, in a voting bloc with 

other parties that took 35 and for the first time, the Party chose to participate in the cabinet – holding the 

Ministry of Energy.740 Rather than perceive this change in policy as a contradiction on the part of the 

Party, or as ‘another insidious effort’ to take control of the government, the Party itself sees these 

concession as a necessity given the changing political climate in the country. In fact, the first item on 

Hizballah's 2005 electoral platform pledged to "safeguard Lebanon's independence and protect it from the 
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Israeli menace by safeguarding the Resistance, Hizballah's military wing and its weapons, in order to 

achieve total liberation of Lebanese occupied land," flying straight in the face of UN Security Council 

Resolution 1559 and those forces seeking to implement it, and re-iterating the importance of an armed 

national liberation force in Lebanon.741  

As Nasrallah himself has reiterated, “Since 1982, we never thought of entering the government, 

let alone trying to control the Lebanese government. Prior to the year 2000, this issue was never a debate 

amongst us. After the year 2000, this issue was open for discussion– even though we never called for a 

ministerial share nor did we ask to be a part of the government. Even more than that of the last 

government which was set up by the Martyr Rafik Hariri and the government which was formed after 

Prime Minister Omar Karami's resignation, they all asked of us to participate in the government…Our 

reply to President Rafik Hariri and later to President Karami– "We do not want to enter the 

government."742 

 Hizballah saw its role in a national unity government as essential, not only to the nation and its 

constituency, but in order to assure that a specific segment of society would be represented in the policies 

of the government as Lebanon entered a ‘new phase’ of development.743 Prior to events in July 2006, it 

seemed as though Hizballah was making every attempt to branch out and engage all elements of the 

nation. As the Party feared more and more the end of its armed status and ability to provide meaning for 

its constituency through jihad, both politically and militarily, they broadened their strategies. Nasrallah 

and other party leaders attended a series of "national dialogue" meetings aimed at setting the terms for 

Hizballah's disarmament.744 The Party also played the political game very well, running candidates on 

multi-confessional district slates rather than as individuals, and forming alliances with allies (however 

temporarily) with politicians who did not back its program.745 In the 2005 parliamentary contests, the 
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Sunni on Hizballah's slate in Sidon was Bahiyya al-Hariri, sister of the assassinated ex-premier.746 Since 

the elections, the strongest ally of the Shi'i movement has been the former general, Michel Aoun, the 

quintessentially "anti-Syrian" figure in Lebanese politics.747 Aoun's movement, along with Hizballah, was 

an important component of enormous demonstrations on May 10 in Beirut against the government's 

privatization plans, which would cost jobs in Lebanon's public sector and the alliance of the Free Patriotic 

Movement of Aoun, formerly a main pillar of the ‘Cedar Revolution,’ with Hizballah and the opposition 

in and of itself was considered a major setback for the ‘March 14th’ coalition.748   

Hizballah, in the face of mounting international and internal pressure to destroy one of the groups 

founding and most basic border guards, its armed existence as a national liberation army, did everything it 

could to out maneuver the pressure. Hizballah continued mounting attacks in Shebaa Farms against IDF 

targets, as it had been doing successfully since 2000, leading to the release of prisoners; but in addition to 

its normal resistance activities, social services, participation in elections, Hizballah decided to formally 

take part in the new chapter of Lebanon’s existence. As Syria moved out, leaving a vacuum of political 

authority and a terrain of unstable conflicts, Hizballah stood up to replace them and to support, from this 

point forward, its own battle. Syria had protected the resistance for quite a long time, but in this period, 

after decades of trying, Syrian occupation was finally put to an end as the West succeeded in doing what 

it could not do before - divide the nation based on the legitimacy and primacy of armed resistance.  

 

The Survival of Resistance 

 Despite the tension though, before the aggression of the summer, all indications came together saying 

there was hope for Lebanon. Syria was out, Hizballah was part of the government, religious factions were 

regrouping, popular protest had reinvigorated the democratic system, the progressive left was challenging 

the anti-Syrian camp, and so, as Dabashi says, “all was well.”749  Hizballah, as a social movement and 
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political party had survived the test thus far, engaged the political system as never before while 

continuing their resistance activities in the south. Hizballah’s border guards had been challenged, but 

remained in tact as the mythomoteur for this historical moment was dissipating. No longer could 

Hizballah subsume all the various threads of identity into the larger whole of jihad, justice, equality, and 

religion as the path forward. The Party’s public works were paying off, its political engagement was 

proving fruitful, increasingly so with each round showing consistent efforts to study and improve in their 

electoral performance, yet the people of Lebanon, and the region as well, were increasingly torn between 

two narratives. The first, a vision of democracy, prosperity, and peace; a cold peace, but peace 

nonetheless. The second a vision of resistance, struggle, and faith; divine victory as it has come to be 

known in the recent vernacular. Each narrative articulates its own imagining, constructing respective 

border guards or meaning there in. In Lebanon, both the March 14th camps and the opposition led by 

Hizballah have used resistance to Israel as a definitive border guard, in each instance the symbolic value 

changing.  

Hizballah has always vehemently claimed its patriotism using the symbol of martyrdom as the 

ultimate example. Today martyrdom, patriotism, and resistance to Israel as well as foreign domination 

becoming major points of contention between opposing camps, each one claiming their ‘authentic’ hold 

over the same border guard, creating a fascinating example of a living contest over a national imagining, 

one in which international stakes have been placed, as each one tries to develop and negotiate to influence 

the prevailing mythomoteur. As evidenced in my short time in Lebanon, meeting with various political 

actors on different sides of the political spectrum, many new imaginings are being perpetuated in this new 

split in the nation. While some claim it is sectarian, others argue it is ideological. Still others believe it is 

about power and economic influence, while still a third blames it on outside intervention and the use of 

Lebanon as a ‘playground’ of sort for the proxy wars of others.  

MP Mustafa Allouche of the Hariri camp Future Movement Party, described the split as first and 

foremost about those who believe an association with Iran and Syria is better for Lebanon against an 

opposing side that believes that Lebanon’s involvement with any major powers in the region would be 
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negative for the country (and by negation that means an alliance with the West).750 He goes further to 

discuss the ‘temptation of the Shi’a’ facing the nation today describing the ‘Shi’a problem’ as “1400 years 

old, it will not be solved today,” again going further to dimish the Shi’a claim to persecution or exclusion, 

saying vehemently, “the Shi’a in this country are getting their share and even more…" describing, as his 

wife had echoed earlier over dinner, how Shi’a children in the south have more schools than they can 

even fill while Sunni children in the north must attend crowded, broken down facilities.751  

President Lahoud on the other hand, the long time ally and associate of the Syrian government 

and a loyal supporter of Hizballah, what he calls the ‘National Resistance,’ describes the current split in 

very different terms. When asked about the assassination of Hariri, President Lahoud answers frankly 

saying that many suspect Syria, but one must look first to who benefits from the situation, from that 

angle, to the long time Lebanese President, the assassination should be blamed on Israel, as they are the 

only power that has gained from his death.752 “[Israel] is the one that gains,” he says, “the ones that suffer 

are the Lebanese in power and the Syrians of course.”753 Lahoud has consistently demanded that the 

constitution be up held and in the most recent split, that a new government be formed in response to the 

call of a significant number of the population.754 "We must abide by the constitution,” President Lahoud 

emphasizes, “that has brought peace to Lebanon for so many years since the Civil War."755 When 

speaking of the resistance, President Lahoud used very strong language, describing, "strongest army in the 

world cannot defeat the resistance."756 “We have won not once,” he says “but twice against one of the 

strongest armies in the region and the world,” and although ‘outside powers’ have attempted in the 

President’s opinion, to make it appear as though one sect is in control of all the guns, operating as a 
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terrorist organization in Lebanon, “this is not true…it is their land that is occupied, and they fight for the 

good of Lebanon, they are the resistance.”757  

In describing those that attempt to hamper the national resistance, President Lahoud alludes to 

their collusion with Israel. MP Allouche had done the same, alluding to Syrian collusion with Israel in 

order to discredit them both politically and ideologically, while emphasizing the vanguard role Lebanon 

has had in the Arab-Israeli conflict, describing Lebanon as the “only country fighting Israel”; a defeatist 

tone emphasized.758 President Lahoud, in justifying his friendship with Syria did so in reference to the 

national resistance and its fight against Israel saying, "being with Lebanon means wanting a strong 

Lebanon one that can fight its enemies, I am not pro-Syrian, I am pro-Lebanon and I want to be able to 

fight Israel; Syria has, can, and will help with that battle."759 In this, Lahoud constructs Lebanese identity 

based on its strength and territorial integrity, its ability to fight its external enemies without compromising 

its sovereignty or freedom. Syria represents an Arab ally in this fight, while the West and those that 

attempt to stop the national resistance from fighting the enemies that have proven time and time again 

threatening to the country, cannot represent a truly Lebanese identity. The border guard stands in one 

position to discredit the other, each time negotiated.   

The nation is once again divided in its identity, although this round it is not a west or east 

question, nor a sectarian power sharing issue, maybe not even a democracy versus resistance scenario, but 

rather a quest to decide which path the nation will go down – one of cold peace with its long time enemy, 

letting go of symbolic victories in favor of a subdued calm and nights without fear of air raids or a 

continued fight to the death crusade in search for meaning and fulfillment through faith and symbolic 

victory.  It was the most recent Arab-Israeli war that disrupted the patchwork of dialogue and national 

unity, and for the first time, Israel’s policy of retribution and collective punishment ‘paid off’ tearing at 

the seams of a new precarious republic and bringing these questions to the fore.  
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The July War: Retribution in the Twenty-First Century 

On repeated occasions, Hizballah's secretary-general al-Sayyid Hassan Nasrallah has reaffirmed that 

Hizballah will only fight its war against Israel inside Lebanese territory, and has remained true to this 

conviction.760  Despite Israel's incessant violation of Lebanese territorial sovereignty, since its withdrawal 

in 2000, 11,200+ times according to UNIFIL records up until the 2006 War.761 Compared to a mere 120 

violations by Hizballah, it is apparent that Hizballah has stuck to its promise and even constrained its 

responses; its military wing had confined their operations primarily to Israeli military targets within the 

occupied Shebaa Farms and directly along the border.762   

On July 12, 2006, Hizballah fighters attacked an Israeli army convoy and captured two soldiers. The 

Party stated that they had captured these soldiers for use as bargaining chips in indirect negotiations for 

the release of the three Lebanese detained without due process and in defiance of the Supreme Court in 

Israel.763 Israel had every reason to suspect the kidnapping as Hizballah had tried and failed in divided 

border town of Ghajjar in 21 November 21.764 The raid had been planned for months, and Nasrallah had 

stated earlier that 2006 would be the year when negotiations would take place for the release of the three 

remaining Lebanese prisoners in Israeli jails.765 In a 20 July interview on al-Jazeera, he also stated that 

other leaders in Lebanon were aware of his intention to order a capture attempt, though not of the details 

of this particular operation.766  Hizballah assumed Israel’s response would be similar to policy after the 

1996 ‘Operation Grapes of Wrath campaign – measured and confined to the border area – according to 

military strategist and analyst Exum, ‘had they paid attention to the kidnapping of an IDF soldier in Gaza 

and the response in 2006 they would have known better.”767  There were soon to find out that not only 
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would Israel continue its policy of retaliation and collective punishment, but that they would do so on a 

larger scale than seen in decades. Israeli Prime Minister, Ehud Olmert indicated soon after the kidnap 

operation, that he was to be holding the entire nation of Lebanon responsible and that the Israeli response 

was to be felt by all segments of the population.768 

After the capture of the soldiers, Israel unleashed an aerial assault on Lebanon's cities and 

infrastructure on a scale unseen since the 1982 invasion.769 This attack was accompanied by a naval 

blockade, and a ground invasion; the ground invasion strongly opposed by Hizballah fighters along with 

fighters from other parties as both the Lebanese Communist Party and Amal have announced the deaths 

of fighters in battle.770 As verified by the world press and confirmed by Amnesty International, Israel 

mounted "more than7,000 air force attacks and 2,500 naval bombardments particularly concentrated on 

civilian areas . . . The majority of the 1,183 Lebanese deaths were non-combatants, and about a third were 

reportedly children."771 Amnesty International further reports that Israel military blew up some 80 bridges 

around the country, with as many as 750,000 people displaced from their homes, also criticizing attacks 

on fuel and water storage sites with no obvious military value.772 In several cases, villagers who were 

warned by Israeli leaflets or automated telephone messages to leave their homes were killed when their 

vehicles were targeted shortly thereafter.773 Runways and fuel tanks at Beirut International Airport, roads, 

ports, power plants, bridges, gas stations, TV transmitters, cell phone towers, a dairy and other factories, 

and wheat silos have been targeted and destroyed, as well as trucks carrying medical supplies, 

ambulances, and minivans full of civilians.774 Human Rights Watch has documented Israel's use of 

artillery-fired cluster munitions, which it believes "may violate the prohibition on indiscriminate attacks 

contained in international humanitarian law" because the "bomblets" spread widely and often fail to 
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explode on impact, in effect becoming land mines.775 On July 30, Israeli planes bombed a three-story 

house being used as a shelter in Qana, killing at least 57 civilians and reawakening memories of the 

horrendous 1996 Qana massacre and reinvigorating resistance narratives. 

In our short meeting with Sheikh Nabil Qaouq, Hizballah Chief of Security in the South, the calm, 

blue-eyed expressive and emotional cleric told us the “Qana story,” saying emphatically, “I wish the 

smart bombs would have killed them, it would have been more humane that what happened.”776 “They 

didn’t have bread or milk for three days,” he described, due to the block aid. After the bomb hit, Sheikh 

Qaouq said there was 60 women and children stuck under the building.777 From seven am to one am, he 

said you could here their screams slowly fade away. “They died of suffocation,” he emphasized, “their 

bodies were blue when they found them, with dirt in their mouths from the screaming. A mother held her 

sons hand until it went from warm to cold and then she knew he had passed.”778 This story, along side the 

many other martyrs’ stories circulating, has become a lasting legacy reinforcing the principles of 

resistance. It was through such sacrifice, for the nation and for the ummah, for the oppressed in and out of 

Lebanon at once, that victory maybe attained – that is the message that has continued throughout 

Hizballah existence.  

Hizballah responded throughout the conflict not only through the combined effort of resisting the 

ground offensive, but also by continuing there long standing policy of firing rockets into Israel in 

response to civilian causalities.779 Israel's initially stated goal of securing the release of the two captured 

soldiers has faded from Israeli discourse by the middle of the 33 day offensive, giving way to two 

additional stated goals: the disarmament or at least "degrading" of Hizballah's militia, as well as its 

removal from south Lebanon.780 Moreover, it has been widely agreed upon at this point that the Israeli 

invasion was, long in preparation, nation-wide and by no means limited to Hizballah targets, while 
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intended to ‘shock and awe’ and cripple Lebanese national sovereignty, polity, society, and economy.781 

All an all, from 500 – 600 members of the national resistance where killed in combat, while 119 IDF 

soldiers were killed. 800 – 1,191 Lebanese citizens have been estimated dead compared to 43 Israeli 

civilians killed due to Hizballah rocket attacks. This long conflict, in respect to past Arab-Israeli wars, has 

left a lasting impact and created divides that have only deepened as time has passed, maybe finally, for 

Israel, driving preverbal stake between the two camps, sowing enough internal strife that Hizballah and its 

resistance has suffered. 

 

Hizballah Victories 

While the results of the war were not without their controversies, there are some widely agreed upon 

victories the Party of God achieved. Israel’s mission going into the conflict was simple, to destroy 

Hizballah, cease rocket attacks, and free the two captive soldiers; Hizballah’s strategy was simpler, to 

deny Israel as many of these three goals as possible while remaining a coherent fighting force and 

inflicting causalities.782 Hizballah, despite the propaganda after the war, did achieve its objective and 

proved its strategy not only effective, but groundbreaking. It was evident from the fighting that Hizballah 

had been preparing the battlefield for some time, as such there were massive constructed fighting 

positions that caught the enemy off guard by their size and complexity.783 It terms of its military structure, 

Hizballah’s chain of command stayed in tact due to the adoption of flexible chains of command where 

junior officers are given the freedom to respond to threats on the ground.784 Hizballah was able to launch 

over 4000 Katyusha rockets into Israel, tactically maintaining a consistently heavy rate of fire against 

northern Israel throughout the war.785 On the last day of the war Hizballah managed to fire 250 rockets 
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into Israel, a testament not only to thorough planning and training but also to the dedication and skill of 

fighters involved.786   

Moreover, Hizballah effectively used the weaponry it had been trained on, most surprisingly, 

effectively using antitank weaponry, with the result of destroying eleven IDF tanks, making up over a 

tenth of the all IDF causalities during the war.787 These results reflect many years spent training on these 

weapons systems, and preparing the southern battlefield, an investment that will not be relinquished 

easily, and a fact the government should keep in mind. This war reflected the advances Hizballah had 

made as an Arab force, far surpassing the achievements on any other Arab military in the last fifty 

years.788 So while many argue that Hizballah is completely trained by Iran, and to be sure they do receive 

training and support, it must be noted, as evidenced by this last war, that the fighters and leadership of 

Hizballah have infinitely more combat experience and acquired tactical no-how than their sponsors, and 

as one observer has pointed out “Hizballah trains Iran, not the other way around.”789  

 
War on the War 

In Israel, the results of this most recent confrontation were almost unanimously agreed upon. Most Israeli 

citizens, analysts, as well as the international community at large have agreed that Israel failed to achieve 

the most basic objectives of the confrontation. Israel’s stated goal was to annihilate Hizballah from the 

south, force its disarmament, and secure its Northern border, as well as recover the two kidnapped 

soldiers. Israel not only failed to end the status of Hizballah as the national resistance, it failed to 

recuperate its captive soldiers, and in the mean time, inflicted heavy damage on its own civilian 

population while tainted its image in the region further.790 Israel also failed some perceived peripheral 

objectives of the conflict, to destroy the ‘Iranian Eastern Command’ before Iran becomes a Nuclear state, 

the reinstating of Israeli’s deterrent capabilities after withdrawal in 2000 and Gaza 2005, countering 
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impression of weakness after withdrawal, as well as forcing Lebanon to act ‘responsible’ as a state 

entity.791 Furthermore, this was the first time since the 1991 Iraq attack on Tel Aviv that more than a 

million Israelis have been forced to abandon homes and move, while other cities were hunkered down in 

shelters.792 This invasion of Israeli territory has had a great psychological impact on Israeli citizens, who 

have not been convinced of the reasons behind such a sacrifice on the part of their government.793 Israel 

effectively failed to explain to their citizens effectively the reasons behind the full attack, or explain the 

losses legitimately, and as such, public opinion fell greatly due to this loss.794  

 In Lebanon, the end of the War sparked the start of a new war, an internal battle over 

interpretation of the war. While during the conflict, the state and its national resistance where able to 

maintain the long-standing compromise, immediately after the ending of hostilities, a split occurred, that 

has proven to be enduring. While the March 14th camp has insisted that Hizballah’s armed status has 

endangered Lebanon’s safety, challenging its right to decide when and where to fight and charging the 

Party with doing Iran and Syria’s bidding, Hizballah has maintained that it has done what is right for the 

nation, defending its territory, its citizens, and its integrity as a state.795 The re-energized debate about 

Hizballah’s military autonomy and the ability of the Lebanese population to absorb attack in order to 

defend its resistance was sparked during the war, in an unprecedented move by the Party of God.  In the 

midst of the war, Hizballah quickly accepted Prime Minister Siniora’s seven-point plan, even though it 

included provisions – most notably dispatch of the Lebanese army to the south – the movement had long 
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resisted.796 Further, Hizballah accepted a ceasefire despite the continued presence of Israeli soldiers on 

Lebanese soil, something it had vowed never to do.797  

Rather than take this as a sign of cooperation and in a spirit of national unity, March 14 forces 

decided that this signified Hizballah’s vulnerability. To March 14, the Party had suffered considerable 

losses to its military and civilian infrastructure that required it to pursue for a ceasefire whose key terms it 

opposed.798 They pointed to additional evidence of the relative Hizballah vulnerability citing that it had 

not won a war it unjustifiably provoked; had illegitimately usurped the right to decide a vital national 

security matter; had been saved from destruction by the government’s international contacts; and had 

demonstrated the futility of its armed arsenal.799 According to Saad al-Hariri, “what we are witnessing 

today is the execution of an Iranian and Syrian plan of which Hizballah is merely an instrument. Their 

goal is to prevent any forward movement in Lebanon, Palestine and Iraq and to compel the U.S. to 

negotiate from a position of weakness.”800  All these attacks were unprecedented coming from a Lebanese 

government, who since the post-Ta’if period, had strictly adhered to a policy of supporting Hizballah in 

its resistance efforts at the public level.   

Hizballah on the other hand maintained an entirely different perspective. Hizballah contended 

that the war vindicated its resistance strategy, as a victory of this kind against an enemy of this size was 

unknown in the region in any recent history with its weapons protecting Lebanon from Israel’s military 

operations and salvaging the nation’s dignity. Hizballah, after its perceived victory, offered the Lebanese 

a clear choice: on one side, a “free society” founded on a “culture of resistance” defined through 

confrontation with Israel both to defend Lebanon and the Palestinian cause (muqawama) and to reject 

U.S. regional ambitions (mumanaa); and on the other, a “defeatist” outlook, willing to capitulate to Israel 

and join the Western-dominated international system.801  In the mind of Hizballah, this war had 
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“unmasked the evil of those who are prepared to put our nation for sale, and who, while claiming to want 

to protect the country, seek to prevent us from enjoying the fruits of our victory.”802 When the 

government stopped supporting Hizballah’s resistance efforts, this was interpreted first and foremost as an 

act of treachery in support of the enemy. Rather than celebrate victory, the government was seen as 

sowing discord and helping the aggressors to tear apart the country, expect from the inside this time. Of 

course March 14 forces responded to claims of a “historic resistance to Israel’s war,” with references to 

the “no less historic destruction the war brought upon Lebanon,” reinforcing the border guard of Israel 

and questioning in the same breath the patriotism and loyalty of the Opposition. From such clashing 

perspectives grew conflicting visions of the post-war landscape.  

The politics of identification has taken center stage in this most recent transformation of the 

Lebanese landscape. Both groups have found it important to not only appear to be an indigenous element 

in the Lebanese playground, but more so, to be actively in support of the nation’s integrity and 

preservation. Moreover, the Lebanese population is again confronting critical questions in the imaging of 

its national unity. Where is Lebanon going? How can Lebanon be strong and protected, dignified and 

respected? How can the population best preserve itself in the face of constant attack and interference?  All 

contenders realize that the Lebanese population is in search of such answers and so the battle is on to win 

the hearts and minds of the population, once again. Hizballah claims that its foreign alliances have been 

and continue to strengthen the nation, while its resistance to foreign aggression and occupation is 

presented as the primary reason for the nation’s survival. Hizballah argues that it has fought for the most 

disadvantaged, while being an out growth of that same group. Their voice, it is argued, represents the 

masses, that have risked their lives, shed their blood, and lost their children for the Nation. On the other 

side, it is argued that such alliances have pulled the nation apart for the benefit of outside powers, while 

the Lebanese have disproportionately suffered for a fight that is not theirs. March 14th argues that the time 

of resistance is over, and such actions only place the nation at risk. It is time to economically prosper, and 

strengthen the nation through development, international cooperation, and regional peace and security. It 
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is through such internationally sanctioned actions that Lebanon may find peace, stability, and dignity in 

the new world order.  There may be no simple answer in Lebanon to the answer of who won the war, or 

what the future identity of the Lebanese will be based on, nonetheless, the war and Hizballah’s actions 

during and after, have had an impact on the region and the international climate which can be measured 

and discussed. 

 

Protecting the Resistance in the Capital  

After the war, Hizballah’s resentment of March 14 forces grew as it discerned efforts to rob it of its self-

proclaimed military victory.803 In a 1 November 2006 report by the International Crisis Group, Hizballah 

commented: “to protect its military presence in the south, Hizballah will fight politically in the capital”.804 

As the question of disarmament and of UNIFIL’s mandate came to the fore, Hizballah leaders moved the 

struggle to Beirut. At a time when very obvious efforts to cut Hizballah down to size are being made, the 

Party has decided to use democratic means, such as popular protest, to not only protect its resistance 

rhetoric, but make a clear point about their objection to the economic direction of the country. 

To date, the sit-in has lasted over four months, beginning on 1 December 2006. "I never came to 

downtown before these protests. I can't afford to come here. If I ate a sandwich here, I'd be broke for a 

week," says Emad Matairek, a 35-year-old carpenter from the dahiyeh, the Shiite-dominated suburbs of 

Beirut, who was downtown participating in the sit in, "it's well-known that this area was not built for 

us."805  Today, the Hizballah-led opposition calls for a national unity government – in which it, along with 

Michel Aoun’s Free Patriotic Movement and other sympathetic parties would enjoy a larger share of the 

political pie.806 The economic dimension to the protest can be seen everywhere, as such discontents have 
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fueled the attendance in the much resented, and reconstructed downtown district. Around the square there 

are hand-drawn posters of Prime Minister Siniora sitting on a chair made of stacks of dollar bills.807 

The November 2006 resignation of five Shi’ite and one Christian minister was a critical step invoking 

the constitution’s preamble which states that “there is no constitutional legitimacy for any authority which 

contradicts the ‘pact of communal coexistence.’”808  President Lahoud and the opposition maintain that 

decisions taken by a government that does not include Shiite representatives are invalid while March 14 

forces reject this argument claiming that this provision does not apply to a willful decision by one 

community to resign and that the government remains in place unless the parliament passes a vote of no 

confidence or either the prime minister or more than a third of the cabinet resigns.809  Hizballah’s 

insistence in this latter case that General Aoun be included in the broadened government – and its 

statement that its own members need not be included at all – reflects important aspects of its shifted 

strategy.810 Hizballah’s central goal is to be viewed as a resistance party and does not wish to be suspected 

of pursuing hidden, sectarian agendas as the Party of God does not want protection of the resistance to be 

viewed as a purely Shiite, sectarian objective.811 Hizballah clearly sees as a concerted attempt – by March 

14 forces as well as pro-Western Arab regimes that worry about the movement’s wide regional postwar 

resonance – to cut it down to size and lessen its pan-Arab aura by highlighting and fuelling Sunni-Shiite 

divides.812  

Virtually all of Hizballah’s recent actions – its posture during negotiations over Resolution 1701; 

growing hostility toward the March 14 forces; attitude toward the tribunal; and, now, its demand for veto 

power in a new government – are best understood in light of the determination to preserve its armed status 

and identity as a resistance movement.813 More generally, Hizballah’s growing proximity since 1992 to 

the center of power has reflected its shifting calculation of how best to ensure state acquiescence in – and 
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non-obstruction of – these core objectives, rather than any desire to promote a particular domestic 

agenda.814 It largely explains its decision to join parliament in 1992 in the wake of the Ta’if agreement 

(which called for the dismantling of all militias); its decision to join the government in 2005 following 

Syria’s withdrawal and adoption of UN Security Council Resolution 1559 (which, again, demanded its 

disarmament); and, finally, its decision to seek a new national unity government at a time of increased 

domestic and international pressure against it and its Syrian ally.815 In each case, Hizballah’s seeming 

moderation, or attempt to seek power has been in reality, pragmatic actions aimed at ensuring the survival 

of the Islamic resistance in Lebanon.  

 

Resistance and its Reverberations 

The Response from Arab Regimes: the Political Appeal of the Shi’a Revival 

One of the most surprising elements of this most recent conflict, second to the about-face of the Lebanese 

government in terms of their resistance position, was the position taken by many Arab regimes in the 

region and the resulting response from Islamists within the state.  While Hizballah was making every 

effort to present itself as a nationalist cause, Arabizing its message as to reach across other divisions, such 

as religion and class, the Arab leaders interpreted this move not only as an attempt by Iran to pursue more 

regional power, but also and more importantly, as a threatening populist message capable of effecting 

their power bases. This war confronted Hizballah with a new twist in the regional power dynamic. So 

while Hizballah was ‘winning over the Arab street’816 along side the socialist street, leftist street, and anti-

imperialist street, it was losing the high politics power game; a game which as it turns out, may have been 

more important.   

The Summer War recharged the age-old ideological debate over the geopolitical relationship between 

Iran and Hizballah. Iran has dominated conversations on the Middle East of late; Tehran’s influence in 
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Baghdad, its nuclear policies, a growing fear of an emerging ‘Shi’ite axis’ that links Iran, Iraq, Syria and 

Hizballah in Lebanon.817 The image is designed to stir geopolitical blood and has prompted a new debate 

in Washington about how to treat the nature of this ‘threat’.818 In the eyes of the Bush administration and 

much of the Israeli establishment, or at least their Public Relations Departments, Hizballah is a dangerous 

Iranian creation that promotes Tehran’s radical ambitions and forms an integral part of a dangerous and 

growing Shi’a bloc across the region.819 Hizballah is feared more importantly though for its ability to 

organize effectively and further, its proven success in infiltrated the democratic process. In this way, 

Hizballah represents a populist current that serves to threaten not only the government in Lebanon, but 

moderate Arab regimes throughout the region. Hizballah’s success in transmitting its message not only 

across sectarian lines, but ideological and religious lines, puts Hizballah on the ‘A-team of terrorist’ 

groups increasing its potency factors. The fact that no Arab or Muslim regime prior to this most recent 

conflict was willing to go on record against the Islamic resistance force in Lebanon is testament to that 

fact. Moreover, the shift in this long-standing position indicates a broadening divide in the region, not 

only on the level of high politics, but in terms of the discontents of the powerful, with the popular.   

Since the shift in power in Iraq, some near-hysterical pronouncements have come from Arab states, 

without meaningful Shi’a minorities, contributing to a feeling of hysteria and widening divide.820 In 

December 2004, Jordanian’s King Abdullah II paraded fears of a new “Shi’ite crescent” cutting across the 

region.821 His comments started a flurry of commentary and scholarship regarding this so-called crescent 

and instantly the term became a buzz term. In April 2006, Egyptian President Mubarak, in reference to the 

many Shi’a living in Arab states, darkly commented, “Most of the Shi’ites are loyal to Iran, and not the 

countries they are living in.”822 This coming from a man with a nominal Shi’a population in his country. 

Then, at the outset of the summer war the Egyptian, Jordanian, and Saudi Arabian heads of state all 
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publicly opposed Hizballah’s actions, suggesting it and Hamas were engaged in ‘reckless adventurism’ 

that threatened Arab interests.823  

These statements and actions ring awkwardly given the fact that while a historical rift does exist 

between the two confessional communities, tracing back 1,300 years, in practice, there is very little 

serious theological difference with their divisions have more to do with practice and in the 

overwhelmingly Sunni Egypt, Jordan, Palestine, North Africa, and Southeast Asia, the Sunni-Shi’a issue 

has remained relatively minor.824 In States in which Shi’ites represent significant minorities – Turkey, 

India, Kuwait, the UAE, Yemen, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Saudi Arabia, in rough order of their degree 

of successful minority integration – similar tensions arising from communal proximity exist, but outside 

of ‘close-proximity countries,’ anti-Shi’a feeling among Sunni is largely theoretical.825 The effort to incite 

the masses against the Shi’a is a difficult task indeed. As Sayyed Nasrallah articulated in an interview 

with Al-Jazeera, "are they [the United States] going to incite them against us, the Shias? Why? What 

wrong did we do?”826 The Shi’a have not been seen by the popular as threatening the rights of the Sunni 

populations, not in the same way as the United States, Israel, and corrupt Arab regimes. The Shi’a do not 

have a recent history of aggression or invasion in the region. Rather, it seems Sunni public opinion is 

galvanized at the prospect of changing the hated status quo, through Hizballah and Iran’s unyielding 

posture towards Washington.827 It is difficult to make the case that in modern history Shi’ites have acted 

in pursuit of narrow sectarian interests, at least on the international level; on the contrary, Shi’ite 

movements generally posses a pan-Muslim or pan-Arab political vision that avoid an invocation of 

Shi’ism, as Hizballah has.828 

And while the shift in power in Iraq, and the recent victories of the Shi’a government, propped up by 

the United States, have begun to fuel some sectarian talk, it is more due to the influence of the United 
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States than Shi’a as a sect. The execution of Saddam Hussein is a potent example. While many a Sunni 

Arab leader criticized the obviously farcical trial and degraded execution on the morning of Eid, and 

jumped to blame the Shi’a, fueling tensions, populations overwhelmingly saw the hand of the United 

States behind what was largely considered an atrocity. Thus, while sectarian tensions where fueled by the 

show-trial and controversial execution, especially in Iraq, and by what was seen as Shi’a celebration, it 

was the United States who suffered most. 

Thus, such statements from the leaders of Egypt and Jordan, both known as allies of the United 

States, with peace deals with Israel, have been spun as motivated by their respective alliances, and have 

served to alienate them from the masses. Oddly enough, it seems the root of such statement is a fear by 

these rulers of rising national resistance forces under the rubric of Islam and the growing power of 

popular radical or revolutionary forces craving change, now emerging from the Shi’ite world.829 The real 

regional fault line is not the Sunni-Shi’a axis, but rather, as Fuller describes, the entrenched, threatened, 

authoritarian rulers supported by the US who are opposed by domestic populations that seek to dislodge 

these rulers, end the US and Israeli occupation of Muslim lands and resist overall US policies.830 The 

enemy is the resistance narrative and the fight is very specifically over Israel and regional power. 

Hizballah’s fight for autonomy and the right to liberate its national territory, without the infringement 

on that right by a state or international power, and its ideological stance as an articulated Party, appealing 

to broad segmented of the underprivileged in society, marks it out as a threat. Hizballah’s Shi’a 

orientation is nothing but an attempt, as the Ottomans and Mamluks did before them, to shift the 

understanding of ‘orthodoxy’ and ‘heterodoxy’ as to label their movement inauthentically Islamic or 

nationalist and cut it from its populist roots. What these state and international powers are forgetting to 

take into consideration, is the appeal this movement has garnered beyond its religious lens. High politics 

and the grassroots seem to be at odds. 
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Hizballah is a manifestation of deeply entrenched geopolitics of resistance and revolution in the 

Muslim world and its growing influence and popularity have long-term historical and ideological roots, 

and ambitions that are neither exclusively Shi’ite nor anti-Sunni in character.831 It represents a powerful 

regional current that is larger than itself and this cannot be easily suppressed or disarmed and in turn State 

powers fear the voices of self-empowerment and action such as Hizballah as such Islamist voices are 

closer to democracy than most other currently existing forces.832 Hizballah is not indicative of a 

burgeoning sectarian axis reinvigorated by the new power that Shi’a have gained in Iraq, what is certain 

however is that Hizballah’s growing power, although solidly rooted in Lebanon, reflects a growing 

intensification of resistance to the status quo throughout the Middle East.833  

 

Populist Currents 

The Lebanon war had a profound effect on Islamist movements that have chosen to compete as legal 

parties in the political systems of their countries, testing their relationship with the ruling regimes as well 

as their respect for pluralism and tolerance.834 Bishara & Hamzawy have argued that two such 

movements, the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt and the Islamic Action Front in Jordan, have both shown 

through their reaction to the Lebanon war and their respective State’s political stance during 

confrontations, their fundamental incompatibilities to the democratic process.835 To Bishara & Hamzawy, 

this most recent conflict has served to revive a dying resistance narrative, one that was slowly being killed 

off by the rising tide of democracy. And while I disagree with Bishara & Hamzawy on the point of the 

incompatibility of Islamist groups with democratic processes, I do agree that the resistance narrative has 

been revived, not only due to Hizballah’s actions, but compounded by the growing sense of alienation 

populations feel from their respective states policies towards Israel, Islamism, and resistance. The 
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strongly pro-Hizballah, anti-American/Israeli outpouring that resulted in response to the latest episode of 

the Arab - Israeli conflict has risen to top of Islamist agendas, displacing, in Hamzawy’s opinion, 

domestic political and economic reform, that in many ways is much more fruitful and important. 

Hamzawy, along with many other scholars of Washington-based think tanks, has argued that the last 

few years in the Middle East has seen a shifting of the agenda away from regional issues and US policies 

and more towards domestic reform; a shift from the popular to the more pragmatic and political. In his 

opinion, the war changed this positive trend. In my opinion, it is the failure of such reform to provide 

change, and the image of a corrupt and mismanaged democratic reform process projecting itself 

superficially in society. This in contrast with a seemingly ‘real’ victory, exercised through very different 

means stands in sharp contrast in the minds of the populace.  

In Egypt, while Mubarak was condemning Hizballah’s actions, the Muslim Brotherhood was incited 

to action. Similar to Hizballah, the Egyptian Muslim Brothers have reacted strongly to the growing 

tensions in the Arab world between Sunnis and Shi’ites, releasing their own statement directed at the 

Heads of State in the region who “attempt to sow strife and defeat the resistance,” urging Muslims not to 

“resurrect ancient animosities and disputes that previously ruined the mind and body of the umma and that 

wise men had agreed to transcend.”836 Akif, the Supreme Guide, also stressed the legitimacy of 

Hizballah’s resistance and the necessity of supporting it by all possible means, upholding the “true 

Islamic character” of the resistance and the Arab identity of Hizballah, accusing the Governments of 

Egypt, Jordan, and Saudi Arabia of justifying their “softness” on the war by provoking conflict and 

accusing Hizballah of being an agent of Iran.837 By refusing to enter the maze of sectarian conflict, the 

Brothers positioned themselves as a trustworthy actor working for the well-being of the ummah, a true 

defender against Israeli-American hegemony and as recent polls indicate, also made gains in public 

opinion in Egypt and outside for their defense of Hizballah, and “a clear victory for the Islamist resistance 

narrative and its propagation,” according to Bishara & Hamzawy. 
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The Islamic Action Front (IAF) took a very similar stance, viewing Hizballah as a legitimate Islamist 

resistance movement, even issuing a Fatwa on 31 July making it a duty to support Hizbollah’s resistance 

against Israel.838 The same document laments anti-Shi’ite views expressed by Wahhabi scholars of Saudi 

Arabia, described them as having served Israel’s agenda of division in the region.839 Both the Brothers 

and IAF responded to the idea of an intertwined American-Israeli plot in the Middle East and viewed 

hostilities in Lebanon as an attempt to redraw the political map of the Middle East and break up the 

umma, into various sectarian entities, expressing similar sentiments as expressed by the opposition in 

Lebanon, showing a growing populist current in the region, which these movements represent.840  

In Bishara & Hamzawy’s view, both the Brothers and the IAF, in response to this crisis, crossed red 

lines that had governed its political role and relationship with ruling regime in recent years. I tend to 

disagree with this perspective. While the authors view this change as the rise of a resistance narrative over 

the democracy narrative and as a defeat for democracy, in that Islamist rhetoric that had once been 

moderated was re-radicalized against enemies such as the US and Israel, I see this as an example of these 

groups using their newly gained portion of political power to express the sentiments their constituencies 

expect them to represent. The IAF used the Summer War as an opportunity to express its own long held 

grievances with the regime in terms of corruption and ineffectiveness, proving to these authors a 

resurgence of resistance.841 In my opinion, these Islamist groups use of democratic means to express 

popular currents does not represent a resurgence of resistance in any negative connotation but rather stand 

as an expression of not only the increasingly divide in the region between sources of power and the 

population, but beyond, the increasing influence and opportunity such movements have gained through 

their participation in the democratic process. While it is often argued that such groups are ‘moderated’ by 

democracy, it seems in reality that they use such processes not in contradiction to their ideology, but to 
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bolster their vision of resistance, a border guard necessary to the maintenance of their respective 

constituencies.  

 

New Alliances: Islamism and the Left 

Apart from Hizballah’s success in identifying itself broadly enough as to reach beyond the spectrum of 

sectarian divide, Hizballah also extended its support visibly beyond the extents of Islamism, proving itself 

successful in identifying its border guards not in Islamic terms, nor Shi’a terms, but resistance terms, 

feeding into wide-ranging fears on the part of many populations in the current geopolitical climate.  Many 

in Lebanon in this last struggle fought with Hizballah against Israel, despite their varied ideological 

leanings. Ibrahim Sayid, a long time communist, and member of the Lebanese Communist Party, has 

embraced Hizballah’s cause, saying, "We all have the same goals," the first of these goals being 

"resistance" against Israel, but also the broader target of America, its allies in the Arab world and beyond, 

and global capitalism.842 

When the Cold War ended a decade and a half ago with the collapse of the Soviet Union, Mr. 

Sayid and others like him around the world mourned the apparent triumph of U.S. military, economic and 

ideological might.843 Political Islam has always been seen as a threat, but conceived as limited in popular 

appeal due to the strong vein of religious zeal evident in such movements. Such assumptions are now 

under strain as secular rebels, antiglobalization militants and other strains of revolt rally to the banner of 

"resistance" offered by Islamist groups such as Hizballah and the Islamic Republic of Iran. It seems as 

though Marx’s "opiate of the masses," has become a great mobilizing force, even for once zealous 

atheists.844 The phenomenon extends beyond the Middle East to Europe, Latin America and Africa, were 

causes that a few years ago seemed passé such as socialism, Third World solidarity, strident anti-

imperialism, have been injected with a revitalized fervor. As Qassem told hundreds of secular activist 
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from around the world at a meeting in Beirut, “We are all here to fight American hegemony."845 As 

Higgins has described, they were there to celebrate the Islamic movement's "divine victory" over Israel 

this summer and cheer a broader battle against America's vision for the world. Mr. Qassem was dressed in 

flowing robes and a cleric's turban; many in his audience wore T-shirts or badges featuring portraits of 

Che Guevara, clenched fists and other emblems of secular radical chic.846Some of Hizballah's biggest fans 

are in Europe, according to this Wallstreet Journal reporter, where the hard left, demoralized by the 

collapse of communism, has found new energy, siding with Islamist militants in Lebanon, Palestine, and 

in Iraq and in a wider campaign against what they see as an American plot to impose unrestrained free-

market capitalism.847  

In Latin America, Mexico, Brazil, and Venezuela all publicly condemned the actions by Israel in 

Lebanon, making especially hard statements concerning the bombing at Qana.848 This solidarity with 

Arab causes is widely shared by most Venezuelans, and also by most Latin Americans, especially the 

poor.849 Many marched in the streets of Caracas and other cities in Venezuela - as well as in Brazil, 

Argentina, Uruguay, Colombia and elsewhere - to show solidarity with the Lebanese and Palestinians in 

their plight.850 "We are all Hezbollah now," read posters carried through London the summer of 2006 

during an antiwar protest march.851  

As described in brief in previous sections, it is Hugo Chavez, from deeply Roman Catholic Latin 

America, has become the exemplar of a new populism that sees common cause with Iran and Hizballah.  

A big part of Hizballah's appeal is simply that, unlike other tarnished icons of revolt, it can point to 

successes; it has defied Israel's military, by far the region's most powerful; it prodded Israel to end its 18-

year occupation of southern Lebanon in 2000 and unexpectedly bloodied Israeli troops in clashes this 
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summer.852 Hizballah exemplifies that "resistance," whether fuelled by religion or secular zeal, "can break 

governments and roll back the American project," says John Rees, a former editor of the journal 

International Socialism and a leader of Britain's anti-Iraq war movement.853  

According to journalist Higgins, nowhere is the Islamist-leftist axis more potent than in Lebanon, 

where the three-day Beirut jamboree previously described, was hosted jointly by Hizballah and the 

Lebanese Communist Party, once-bitter enemies now united by what they proclaim as common goals.854 

These two groups, that once shared mutual animosity for each other, has put aside their anger, where now 

hostility to Israel and the U.S. trumps past differences.855 The Communist Party disbanded its own armed 

wing at the end of Lebanon's civil war in 1990, but twelve of its members died fighting alongside 

Hizballah this summer.856 Part of Hizballah's appeal lies in its tactical flexibility, which unlike many 

Sunni Muslim radical groups such as al Qaeda, which use takfiri discourse and denounce non-Muslims or 

fellow Muslims as heretics, Hizballah's Shi’ite leadership does not deride its allies, even if they are 

atheists, so long as their political opinions, or border guards, are compatible.857 This comes as a shift for 

the Party, who in its Open Letter of 1985, declared itself hostile to "both the USSR and the U.S., both 

capitalism and communism, for both are incapable of laying the foundations for a just society." 

Eventually the Lebanese Communists began cooperating with Hizballah, attracted mainly by its power 

but also finding common cause in its emphasis on championing the poor, today the alliance between the 

two has been confirmed.858 "If there were a level playing field, I might choose different allies," Ibrahim, 

the long time communist turned Hizballah, says, but America's own policies left him with no choice: "I 

find myself on the same side as Hizballah, as Chavez. I didn't choose them. America did."859 
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In Closing  

Many authors argue that Hizballah has gradual transformed into a tame political force. Beginning with 

political changes in Iran, the victory of Khatami over the conservatives, scholars argue that such changes 

encouraged the Party of God to demilitarize its identity and build a broader base in society as Lebanese 

domestic politics, which are not in favor of an Islamic revolution, were conceived of as being driven less 

by ideology in the post-war era than by political considerations related to the consolidation of its 

existence.860 These authors see the decline of radical Islam as groups are being neutralized and moderated 

by the political and democratic process and as they are more including into the national political fold.861  

While it is true that such groups have adopted democratic institutions and processes, they are only 

doing so as they fit within their ideological worldview, which places the defense of the nation, the 

oppressed, and jihad above all other considerations, especially at a time of conflict. With the region as it 

is, and paranoia among Middle Eastern populations at an all time high considering the high rate of foreign 

interference, or at least the role foreign interference has taken in the labeling going on in the region, 

narrative of resistance, that have proven victories are likely to resonate. They resonate, not only within the 

Shi’a community or Muslim world but throughout the third world because they have been able to not only 

prove success, as opposed to failing attempts at domestic democratic reform, but answer fundamental 

questions about the meaning of life. In this way, Hizballah has provided a version of the mythomoteur, 

beginning in Khomeini-esque terms and slowly metamorphosing into its present incantation; a story of 

national liberation, faith, economic equality, and integrity; a history of honesty, trustworthiness, and 

uncompromising ideology; these characteristics of the movement, commodities as they are in our world, 

have guaranteed its success as a geopolitical force.   
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AFTERWORD 

 

The idea of the Third World, which is usually traced to the late 1940s or early 1950s, was 

increasingly used to try and generate unity and support among an emergent group of nation-states whose 

governments were reluctant to take sides in the Cold War.862 These leaders and governments sought to 

displace the 'East-West' conflict with the 'North-South' conflict. The rise of Third Worldism in the 1950s 

and 1960s was closely connected to a range of national liberation projects and specific forms of 

regionalism in the erstwhile colonies of Asia and Africa, as well as the former mandates and new nation-

states of the Middle East, and the 'older' nation-states of Latin America.863 Exponents of Third Worldism 

in this period linked it to national liberation and various forms of Pan-Asianism, Pan-Arabism, Pan-

Africanism and Pan-Americanism.  

The weakening or demise of the first generation of Third Worldist regimes in the 1960s and 

1970s coincided with or was followed by the emergence of a second generation of Third Worldist regimes 

that articulated a more radical, explicitly socialist, vision.864 A moderate form of Third Worldism also 

became significant at the United Nations in the 1970s, as described in chapter three, which centered on 

the call for a New International Economic Order.  By the 1980s, however, Third Worldism had entered 

into a period of dramatic decline. With the end of the Cold War, some movements, governments and 

commentators have sought to reorient and revitalize the idea of a Third World, while others have argued 

that it has lost its relevance. As a world-historical movement, Third Worldism (in both its first and second 

generation modalities) emerged out of the activities and ideas of anti-colonial nationalists and their efforts 

to mesh highly romanticized interpretations of pre-colonial traditions and cultures with the utopianism 
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embodied by Marxism and socialism specifically, and 'Western' visions of modernization and 

development more generally.865  

Apart from the problems associated with combining these different strands, Third Worldism also 

went into decline because of the contradictions inherent in the process of decolonization and in the new 

international politico-economic order, in the context of the changing character, and eventual end, of the 

global political economy of the Cold War.866 Today it has returned, focusing less on anti-colonial projects 

and more on a few concerted issues of global governance and balances of power. The first round of Third 

Worldist movements was not without its faults. Commonly a few vocal states assumed the leadership of 

the world’s oppressed, often personified by a strong nationalist, autocratic leader. During the Cold War, 

this was evident in numerous post-colonial states such as Indonesia, India, China, Vietnam, Kenya, 

Tanzania, Cuba, Algeria and Egypt, who took to policies of import substitution, state run economies, the 

confiscation and redistribution, if not total abolition, of private properties and political homogenization by 

building cults of personality around strong nationalist leaders. These leaders often strove to great lengths 

to ensure the country’s resources, failing often by over-spending on wasteful developmental efforts, such 

as the building of dams. 

In Asia the glorious leaders were Mao, Ho Chi Minh, and Nehru. In Africa they were Kenyatta, 

Nyerere, and Nkrumah. In the Americas they were Che and Castro. In the Arab and Muslim World, they 

were Nasser, Saddam, the Ayatollah Khomeini and Ahmad Ben Bella. All of these sought to expand their 

influence beyond their borders. In the case of Ghana’s Kwame Nkrumah, he sought to unite Africa in a 

common state, from Carthage to the Cape, preferably under his rule. In the Arab world, Nasser, Saddam 

and Qaddafi all sought to unite the Arabic speaking world under their respective iron fists. None of these 

succeeded in their goals. Save for the liberation of Third World peoples from the scourge of abusive 

colonialist rule, especially in Vietnam, Algeria and Kenya, these leaders did little to better their peoples’ 

lots, especially when crops failed because of poor collective farming techniques, and the native industries 
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they cultivated failed miserably. Socialism in Africa, Asia and the Middle East seems to never have meant 

to be. 

Today, gone is the talk of Pan-unified forces, as high-minded and state-oriented modes of thought 

have largely died in the 1980s. Today’s third wordlist leaders, such as Chavez and Ahmadinejad must 

learn from the mistakes of the past as they seem to be following in some of their traps. The vilification of 

the enemy, sensational statements, incendiary politics; these methods have all failed in the past. The focus 

on social justice, the creation of solid economic unions based in sustainable methods, and the drive for a 

development from the bottom up are innovations in an old story that may serve to enhance the needs of 

the people, rather than simply the rhetoric. Populist language runs the risk of failing the people, by 

forgetting them and their needs. Ahmadinejad and Chavez must be careful that they do not run into the 

same problems as past movements, by delivering on the promises made to the people, not simply 

speaking a language that resonates with the masses. Iran seems to be draining its national resources in 

order to pursue nuclear development. Chavez is doing the same by expending the nation’s resources on 

the third world rather than on the nation. Each must be careful not to let the rhetoric do the walking. But it 

is the geopolitics of exclusion that remains the focus of their alliance, and the root of the high end 

political imbalance in the world system today.  

Since the early years of the revolution, Iran as challenged the ruling status quo in the Arab world, 

calling for the overthrow of US-supported despotic rulers throughout the region. Khomeini put all his 

support behind social and political justice, especially for Palestinians, and generally presumes to speak for 

Pan-Muslim causes, rarely invoking Shi’ite character. Today, Tehran is determined to strengthen its 

resistance to US agenda by insisting on completing the nuclear fuel cycle, and calling for political change 

across the region in ways no Arab ruler dares.867 President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s violent speeches 

against Israel are as much for the wider Arab world as for the Iranian population, and while the Iranian 
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population may no longer be responding to such rhetoric, the region is.868 Iran champions genuinely 

popular issues that resonate in Muslim world and reflects the revolutionary spirit of resistance with deep 

appeal to impotent populations who crave bold leadership.869  

At home, that support for the resistance has not paid off and the sensational attempts to regain the 

fervor of the masses, such as the nuclear project, space project, and alliance with Chavez, has served only 

to highlight the emptiness of the rhetoric. In December 2006, Ahmadinejad faced his first domestic test in 

the form of a city council elections, and rather than succeed, as Hizballah has been so good at with the 

ballot box, Ahmadinejad faced a loud and resounded backlash. While the population had elected him by a 

landslide, just one year later, they were already fed up with their populist leader gained so much notoriety 

world wide. While enemies are being fought abroad, the people domestically seem to have been forgotten.  

Iran is pursuing its role as a vanguard of the resistance movement world wide with more enthusiasm than 

it is seeking to commit to its own masses, pursuing what it has perceived to be popular issues in an effort 

to garner regional and international support at a historical juncture where leadership in the region is 

needed. Shirking the undercurrents of its own nation, Iran has chosen to focus on broad faced, pan-

Islamic issues that can generate mass appeal, whether this path towards social change is effective, has yet 

to be seen. 

What is most novel and intriguing in this new round of third wordlist movements, is the marriage 

of convenience based in experience between Islamism and leftism. From Hizballah to Iran, as different as 

their struggles are, political Islam is reaching across ‘civilizational divides’ to focus resistance goals on 

central border guard issues. While religion and faith have come into the foreground, it has been as a 

unifying factor in this synthesis of localisms revolving around new global articulations of resistance to the 

imperial order. When we seen Hizballah Deputy Secretary-General Na’im Qassem addressing the recent 

Communist gathering in Beirut with reference to Marx's struggle being that of the poor, we are certainly 

seeing something novel, not only in the Shi’a context, but in the Islamist context. While Khomeini's 
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vision was certainly parochial in the Shia-centric sense, with the rise of the Ahmedinijads, Chavezs, and 

Nasrallahs from their humble and wretched beginnings among the poor class, we are definitely seeing 

something new, maybe not quite Gramsci’s ‘organic intellectual’ but novel.  The question of whether the 

Hizballah/Iran axis can keep religion effectively distanced from their articulation to maintain the regional 

appeal outside the Shi’a foundation, let alone the global appeal to leftists everywhere, is still up for grabs, 

but so far, it has succeed and failed on high political ground, while managing to stay firmly attached to 

the grassroots despite recent accommodations.  

Hizballah, throughout the tumultuous events of the last two decades, has managed to 

progressively advance, not only the organizations managements and recruitment, but its narrative and 

rhetoric, contributing to the way the Nation has been imagined for as long as it has been a player on the 

seen. Hizballah has brought its spirit of resistance into everything it does, and has thus made it a reality in 

the Lebanese identity. Hizballah-esque sub-state structures, and public work-led resistance methods have 

popped up all over the Middle East, as the state has continue to fail the poor across the region despite 

economic growth and successive oil windfalls. It is in this vacuum, with its ideological flexibility and 

consistency, that Hizballah has emerged as an entirely rational response to multiple stimuli.  Moreover, 

Hizballah, like many other radical or Islamist currents, want to play the political game, but they're finding 

the state structures too archaic, corrupt and outmoded to accommodate their vision of change.  This 

bargain has taken place before in other contexts with radical political movements "co-opted" into the 

political process, but now it seems different as these movements, such as Hizballah, use democratic 

means to implicitly or explicitly respond to the Western assault on their "anti-democratic" character. 

Hizballah has become not only the champion of the resistance and the oppressed, but the democratic and 

just.   So, when we see Hizballah, Hamas, the Ikhwaan, and the IAF trying to play politics, we witness not 

their co-optation but their reactionary response to the West as well as to the changing needs of the 

resistance narrative in this historic moment.  

As a final word, writing a history of a social movement by taking account of the multiple 

discourses is by no means an easy task. Not long ago a breed of historians entertained the idea that the 
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‘subaltern can write its own history’ without needing the professionals.870 They were prepared to drop the 

‘privileged’ position of the historian vis-à-vis their subjects. The idea was that narration, or the stories of 

the subjects, is as historically valid as the narratives, or historiographies, of historians. There were even 

those who wondered if academic historians kill history.871 However intriguing these propositions may be, 

they do not seem to salvage much. Serious questions still remain. This seems to suggest at least that 

depending merely on ‘discourse’ may not take us very far, and that we need to bring context, structure 

and practice into play.872 But this is easier said than done. This project has been an attempt to see how 

various actors, discourses, and histories interact with reference to particular historical moments. Drawing 

together the many threads and constructing a narrative from the many fragments will inevitably leave 

something out. What I hope has been accomplished, is that the many stories that once seemed so simple 

have now been made complicated, and from this complicated, critical perspective, may we begin to write 

histories a new. 
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Improvisational Film Technique 
Workshop/presentation Abstract 
Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities 
 
In the summer of 2006 the West Virginia University Research Corporation funded the 
exploration and development of a film project based on the Social Justice play Welcome 
to the Party.  This play was originally developed by Professor Jerry McGonigle and a 
group of theatre students and presented to the freshman at West Virginia University as a 
requirement in their Orientation 101 class, fall of 2005.  The initial plan, for use of the 
granted money, was to explore the issues developed in the play and write a film script or 
outline, and possibly film one or two sample scenes.  The plan changed when the work of 
actors, writers, and film makers began to really take off.  The chemistry was right and 
after much begging and borrowing of equipment the production team and actors decided 
to sacrifice pay and attempt to make a real film.  We made for $23,800.00 what should 
have cost $100,000.  The film has already made an incredibly strong impact in the world 
of higher education.  In February of ’06 a sizeable grant was submitted to the Federal 
Department of Education to fund a two year evaluative study of the film and its 
corresponding Sexual Assault Prevention Curriculum, developed by the University 
Sexual Assault Prevention Officer in the Student Health Office. This grant was co 
authored by Dr. Stephen M. Haas, Director, Statistical Analysis Center, WV Division of 
Criminal Justice Services, whose office will be the primary evaluators. The film has been 
screened for many groups on and off campus and has received rave reviews. The 
consensus among rape prevention specialists is that nothing like this exists on the market 
and there is a great need in universities nationally for this type of primary prevention 
material. 
  
The film was co-directed by Jerry McGonigle, Associate Professor of Acting and 
Directing, West Virginia University Division of Theatre and Dance, and Tom Nicholson 
Assistant Professor of Television and Film Production at Ithaca College.  Using 
innovative and unexplored improvisational techniques the directors moved from a 
skeletal story idea to a fully shot 34 minute piece in only four weeks.  It was a very 
difficult type of production to stage and the technical challenges, especially lighting and 
audio, are considerable.  The directors felt this was an especially strong opportunity to 
document the filmmaking process for future classroom use so the directors captured 
behind the scenes footage as well as extensive written and video documentation of the 
entire process from casting the actors to final editing.  Bringing these materials into the 
classroom has greatly enhanced the student experience. 
 
To date the video has been screened twice at Ithaca College by the "Men Against Rape" 
organization and is being used by the College Counseling Center to train Resident 
Assistants.  It will be part of freshmen orientation this fall.  At West Virginia University 
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the video has been screened in graduate and undergraduate classes in Social Work and 
Human Sexuality, has been used as training for Resident Faculty Leaders, Residence Hall 
Coordinators, the Intercollegiate Council on Sexual Violence, and the National Center of 
Excellence in Women's Health.  It has also been presented at the West Virginia Social 
Work Conference and the West Virginia Prevention Resource Officers Conference (law 
enforcement officers posted at Middle and High Schools).  In October it will be presented 
at the West Virginia Summit on Violence Against Women.   This Fall a formal study of 
the effectiveness will be conducted at the University during Freshmen Orientation.  A 
questionnaire will be given to a test audience and a control group that will not see the 
video.  The students will be tested again at a later date to measure statistical changes in 
attitudes.  
 
The Workshop proposed would include a screening of the film and a presentation 
focusing on the unique production process with an emphasis on the pedagogical aspects 
of the project, followed by question/answer discussion.   
 
Below are some significant quotes that indicate the quality of the final product: 
• “Every freshman student needs to see this film in the first three weeks of their college 

life”.  (WVU student) 
• “This film is disturbingly real”  (WVU Freshman) 
• “After seeing this I will approach the party world with much more caution”.  (WVU 

Freshman) 
• “Welcome to the Party (title of the film) is as realistic a statement about the dangers 

of mixing inexperience and alcohol as I can imagine.  The students who experience 
the rape and its aftermath are our students and children. All of the adult lecturing we 
do cannot possibly have the effect of this film.  It screams ‘date rape is real!’”.  
(Associate WVU Provost, Cheryl Torsney) 

• “Welcome to the party depicts the all-to-common and unfortunate outcome of 
combining youth, alcohol, peer pressure and hormones.  It shows what can happen 
when good students lose their inhibitions and get carried away.  Hopefully, those who 
watch this film will recognize the dangers of social pressure, drugs and alcohol, and 
sex drives.  The lesson from this film can help prevent sexual assaults.” (Medical 
Director, Student Health, WVU, Dr. Jan Palmer) 

• This past summer I had the opportunity to work on the short film “Welcome to the 
Party” in both a writing and an acting capacity.  It was one of the most remarkable 
experiences I’ve ever had.  The atmosphere was so alive, so no-holds-bard, so 
creative, and so based on a positive ensemble environment; it’s the sort of thing you 
might work in film and television for years and never experience this fully.  Every 
artist’s contribution was absolutely critical to the final product, and there remains a 
universal enthusiasm for further work of this kind.  I hope this is the kind of project I 
can either find or create at higher levels of my career, the results are astonishing.  
(John Redding, Actor/Screenwriter) 

• The issue of alcohol and sexual assault has reached epidemic portions when we hear 
that  97,000 females between the age of 18-24 have been  victims of alcohol related 
sexual assault or acquaintance rape. ”Welcome to the Party” sends a powerful 
realistic message about the connection between alcohol and sexual assault and 
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provides opportunities to address this important issue with both males and females.  
This is by far the best video on the subject that I’ve seen.   A “must” see for all 
college students.  I applaud the wisdom of those who had the vision for its creation 
and believe it has great potential to make a difference in preventing sexual assault. 
(Debra Lopez-Bonasso, Education Coordinator, WV Foundation for Rape 
Information and Services) 

Thank you for your consideration 
Jerry McGonigle 
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Navigation delivers man to the uncertainty of fate; on water, 
each of us is in the hands of his own destiny; every 
embarkation is, potentially, the last. It is for the other world 
that the madman sets sail in his fool’s boat; it is from the 
other world that he comes when he disembarks.  

             (Michel Foucault: Madness and Civilisation).  
 
According to Foucault confinement marked in 17th Century Europe a decisive event in 
the history of unreason, as “the moment when madness was perceived on the social 
horizon of poverty, of incapacity to work, of inability to integrate to the group” 
(Foucault, 1971: 64). In England it was feared that the country could be overrun by 
the poor (who were often perceived as ‘mad’) and “it was proposed that they be 
banished and conveyed to the New-Found Land, the East and the West Indies” (op. 
cit.: pp 49-50). The above epigraph illustrates the practical and symbolic effectiveness 
of deporting ‘madmen’ overseas, but what effects would a transatlantic re-location of 
the ‘mentally insane’ have in our contemporary post-modern world? Could the 
Medieval Ship of Fools be re-interpreted today through itinerant dramatic, poetic, 
pictorial and musical performances?  
 
Foucault’s contributions to the social study of health and illness are multiple and 
varied, and his views on madness, illness, confinement and the gaze may also be 
combined in different ways. He suggested that the deployment of the clinical gaze and 
the pathology-based approach that sees the patient as a repository in medical practice 
contribute to the emergence of (and are part of) individual identity in the Western 
stage (Armstrong, 1997: 23). Although Foucault proposed that those who are 
knowingly subjected to a field of visibility become the principle of their own 
subjection within the Panoptic (Foucault, 1977: 202-3), the transformation of a 
context of surveillance into one of spectacle may also subvert and even reverse the 
relations of power. These are some of the socio-political issues that have to be taken 
into account in the exploration of creativity and mental health, but we also need to be 
aware of highly sensitive issues concerning the stigmatisation of the mentally 
distressed, and thus need to clarify  Foucault’s (and our own) use of the word 
“madness”, particularly in relation to passion and the arts: In the closing pages of 
Madness and Civilisation, he asserts that “there is no madness except as the final 
instant of the work of art- the work endlessly drives madness to its limits; where there 
is a work of art, there is no madness; and yet madness is contemporary with the work 
of art, since it inaugurates the time of its truth.” (1971: 288-289, original emphasis).  
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TRAMHA is an international network devised to foster and develop interdisciplinary 
dialogues, research and exchange on creativity and mental health. One of our main 
aims is to broaden our knowledge and understanding of the relationship between 
individuals and their environments in the assessment of the factors affecting people’s 
mental health in specific contexts. The diverse backgrounds of our members 
contribute to the creation of a multidisciplinary intercultural forum to discuss the 
complex nature of our subject, including the ways in which we conceive ourselves, 
our surroundings, our work, our methods and our own mental (ill) health. The 
contextual exploration (by anthropologists, psychologists, psychiatrists, artists and 
philosophers) of creativity and mental health will be complemented with 
participatory-reflective activities, where boundaries are blurred.  
 
This is a research niche that offers new ways of collaboration beyond established 
boundaries, as mental health and creativity often refer to essential attributes of 
humanity (i.e. the capacity to feel, think and reflect) that are nevertheless understood 
and expressed differently in particular cultures. Furthermore we aim to develop a 
participatory ethos that encourages the active involvement of service users and the 
public in general in our activities, bridging the gap between academia and the 
grassroots with the support of our partners’ experiences of working within 
communities and developing action research methods. Furthermore, our approach 
allows us to combine the simultaneous organisation of academic encounters with 
participatory creative events, where people from different backgrounds will exchange 
their perceptions, ideas and experiences of mental distress in a context of creativity 
and mutual respect.  
 
The benefits of creative activities for mental health have been increasingly 
acknowledged in recent years, because of the transforming capacity of the arts and 
because of their general positive effects on wellbeing. Participation in the arts has 
been identified as an effective route for personal growth, leading to enhanced 
confidence which is an important achievement towards mental health (Matarasso, 
1997). More specifically, in their evaluation of the Start/Whitworth Project (Getting 
to Know Alfred Wallis), Tortora et al (2003) remind us about the arts’ unique capacity 
to access and integrate the affective and cognitive sides of the brain simultaneously, 
and how creativity “melds associative and analytical modes of thinking to produce 
high conceptual fluidity, by which is meant the ability to think fluently and laterally” 
(2003:5). Furthermore, it has been highlighted that the cultural events that psychiatric 
survivors organisations (like Mad Pride, Mad Women, Survivors Poetry and others) 
put on in the UK seem to demonstrate the potential of the creative energy of art which 
can, as White and Angus have argued, “push against barriers, boundaries and 
preconceptions in mental health and really engage with the madness of art and its 
making” (Secker et al, 2005:13).  
 
It is such creative energy and such movement against barriers and boundaries that we 
aim to exploit through our efforts to implement research and development activities 
across and between disciplines, across and between contexts, and across and between 
dreams and reality. It could be argued that this absence of a specific focus, this 
absence of a clearly defined discipline and object of study is our weakness, yet we see 
it as our strength: By focusing our efforts beyond classification, we break new paths 
in an eclectic approach to theory and method. According to Foucault, “passion 
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indicates, at a new, deeper level, that the soul and the body are in a perpetual 
metaphorical relation in which qualities have no need to be communicated because 
they are already common to both; and in which phenomena of expression are not 
causes, quite simply because soul and body are always each other’s immediate 
expression” (Foucault, 1971: 88).  
 
The above citation, which refers to the relationship between madness and the arts, 
also symbolises a general challenge against dichotomy that we take on stride. We 
must be however aware of the varied levels of interaction and the delicate-yet-intense 
relations between mental health and the arts. According to Gadamer, the symbolic 
rests upon an intricate interplay of showing and concealing (1986:33), and he argues 
that the work of art’s true being lies in the fact that it becomes an experience changing 
the person experiencing it. He goes on to assert that such experience is constituted 
precisely by the fact that we do not distinguish between the particular way the work is 
realised and the identity of the work itself (Gadamer 1975: 92). There is clearly a 
huge potential for transformation in the interstices between madness and the arts, and 
we propose to take the advantage (and the risks!) of using it. One of our main aims is 
to integrate creative, investigative and reflective activities beyond the established 
boundaries, through interdisciplinary and intercultural dialogues on wellbeing and 
creativity. These are not only two broad concepts that include mental health and the 
arts, but they are also states that epitomise a harmonic fusion of being and meaning, 
of acting and reflecting.  
 

* 
 
There is great concern about the stigmatisation of people who have suffered from 
mental ill health and a diversity of interests is reflected in the contested nature of the 
subject itself, which has produced different interpretations of (and preferences for) the 
notions of Arts for Health, Arts and Health, Arts into Health and Arts in Health. Arts 
for Health might be conceived for instance as stigmatising, because people with 
mental health challenges do not necessarily consider themselves to be ill. We chose to 
use the notions of Creativity and Wellbeing, because they are most flexible and 
inclusive. 
 
Discrimination must be tackled alongside its forms of expression, but it is notable that 
there are different ways in which it is generated and expressed. Proposed dialogues 
between scholars with diverse views and experiences of contexts in which creativity 
and mental health issues are observed will contribute to a general reflection upon such 
topics. The alliance of a wide range of academic institutions and individual 
researchers is strategically supported by the participation of experienced 
anthropologists who have also worked on both sides of the Atlantic. By developing its 
research activities in different subjects and contexts, anthropology constitutes a useful 
discipline to bridge communication between the perceptions, ideas and experiences of 
scholars representing different countries and professions. This is particularly relevant 
considering the myriad of factors affecting people’s mental and physical health.  
 
The exchange of ideas and experience between academic institutions of the United 
Kingdom and South America will be complemented by visits across the Atlantic of 
artists, scholars, service users and carers from different backgrounds. We will also 
encourage discussions on the relationship between individuals and their environments, 
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to assess different factors affecting people’s mental health in different contexts. The 
more we adapt to our surroundings the more difficult it is for us to see them, and the 
direct experience of other cultures will prompt questions and reflections on our own 
societies and living conditions. As much as our health can be conditioned or 
determined by environmental factors, a change of context would enable us to see 
alternative perspectives, and it may even trigger a sense of awe.  

One of the peculiar features of our Research Network is that it will not only facilitate 
academic exchange, allowing researchers from different disciplinary and socio-
cultural backgrounds to share their work, but it will also support the active 
participation of mental health services users and their carers in the development of our 
activities. The artists and researchers involved in the network who (or whose work) 
will travel between different locations are often also individuals who suffer or have 
suffered from mental distress or mental illness. We have already ensured the 
participation of representatives from various stakeholders, particularly those involved 
in mental health care in the UK and South America, to facilitate processes of 
collective research, action, reflection and communication. 
 
General emotional numbness is a notable social symptom of mental ill health, and 
madness can be seen as an effect or a reflection of socio-economic and political 
circumstances. We believe that if severe means are to be employed in order to deal 
with severe mental health problems, the implementation of artistic activities in strange 
contexts might complement (and perhaps even replace) the use of extreme medication 
(e.g. lithium) and extreme therapy (e.g. electro-convulsive therapy). Similarly, it is 
expected that the deployment of artistic work by the “mentally ill” in public spaces 
will contribute to diminish the emotional numbness of society. 
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Appendix: More about the stakeholders 
 

The network coordinator is Gonzalo Araoz (Centre for Health Research and Practice 
Development at the University of Cumbria), whose anthropological expertise in health and 
the arts will be complemented by his professional work as a simultaneous translator and his 
earlier experience as a studio assistant for a major Bolivian painter. A large number of 
individual researchers and academic institutions involved in the study of wellbeing and 
creativity in the UK and South America have joined our network and the present space 
restrictions do not allow us to list them all. However, we must provide at least a summary of 
the main institutions whose representatives have already confirmed their participation in the 
Network:  
 
The Centre for Health Research and Practice Development (CHRPD) at the University of 
Cumbria (former St Martin’s College) is the Academic Research base for the network in the 
UK, and as such it coordinates research and communication activities with other institutions 
in the UK and South America. The Faculty of Arts and Design of the University of Cumbria 
(former Cumbria Institute of the Arts) is the Arts and Creativity base of the network. The 
creation of the University of Cumbria is a challenge and an encouragement to further develop 
our interdisciplinary collaboration and, in turn, the latter strengthens the links between us and 
the general public in Cumbria. Invest to Save is an Arts and Health Project based at 
Manchester Metropolitan University, and has been a leading institution in organising Arts 
and Health Conferences, Seminars and Networking events in North West England, and it will 
be the lead academic institution contributing with this specific expertise to the network. 
Looking Well, Pioneer Projects is also a leading (charitable) institution working with 
creativity to promote wellbeing, and its results have now a country-wide influence in the UK. 
They will be the community-based lead institution, providing their expertise as partners and 
as advisors of the network, particularly in terms of outreach to the community. Lawnmowers 
Independent Theatre Company are our lead partners specialised in different theatre 
techniques (notably Forum Theatre, introduced by the Brazilian Augusto Boal) to enhance 
and promote wellbeing, particularly amongst people with learning disabilities in the UK. We 
also have strong links with Liverpool John Moore’s University, Gateshead Arts Studio and 
Tyne 08 LTD, the Centre for Arts and Humanities at the University of Durham and the North 
Cumbria Mental Health and Learning Disabilities NHS Trust Service User and Carer Project 
in the UK.  
 
In South America, the Laboratory of Comparative De-Classification (LCD) -based in 
Valparaiso, Chile- will organise, coordinate and facilitate the network’s activities across 
academic and non-academic institutions. Their work will be supported by key stakeholders in 
each country where the network operates: The Institute for Anthropological Research at the 
La Paz UMSA University will coordinate the activities in Bolivia, coordinating also with 
several other research institutes within the same University (e.g. Institute of Psychological 
Research), and organising interdisciplinary events in Bolivia. Our main partners in Argentina 
are based at the National Council of Scientific Research (CONICET), Buenos Aires 
University, who will be in charge of organising international and interdisciplinary events in 
Argentina. In Brazil, we are represented by Viramundo (an organization working on public 
health and health promotion amongst people living in extreme poverty in the Favelas or 
shanty twons) and the Theatre of the Oppressed Rio de Janeiro  (led by Geo Britto, a 
Drama specialist working in partnership with Augusto Boal and touring worldwide with 
interactive workshops). These 2 institutions will collaborate in the organisation of events in 
Brazil and in keeping updating the network with their activities’ progress. Other institutions 
that have joined us in South America are the Artefacto Cultural Foundation, the Bolivian 
Vice-Ministry of Culture, the Psychology Post Graduate Research and Interaction Institute at 
La Paz UMSA University, the Department of Psychology at Sucre USFX University, 
Libertalia Editors, the Canadian International Cooperation and the Centre of Communication 
Programmes (Bolivia).  
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Abstract: 
Unity in frequency of designs has pressed the seal of unity on all Islamic World Art Works. 

Decorative designs and plans, curving, geometric designs, palm design, lily flower, 

acanthus leave and many other designs spread in art works and image making of the world 

are used objectively in Islamic Art based on the deep monotheistic beliefs. The Muslim 

architects and artists saw the decoration from the view point of their beliefs and used it to 

serve their goal of creating desired atmosphere. In Islamic decoration picture trickery or 

self-glorification of artist and unreal glorification is not considered; but it is tried to create 

the calm and peace necessary for praying and double the religious essence of the building. 

During its history Islamic Architecture has continuously used mostly three types of 

decoration; “brick making”, “plaster work” and “tile work”. Brick has been the most 

important available material for the architect and to give it shape when making façade the 

architect put designs on it; wrapped in almond-shape or forked, put some in lower places, 

put some outward and used some to create shade. Plaster had two important functions 

beside brick: from one hand it filled the holes when arranging bricks and on the other hand 

used as glue and clay. Like brick plaster has many capacities and capabilities in transferring 

atheistic elements and the peak of its use can be seen in Seljukian time.  

Tiles are some ceramic pieces which are shaped in a special way and are piled on each 

other to be suitable for special places by creating some shapes. Tile was a decoration 

expensive than plaster work which make the designs more remarkable and specially created 

more opposition between kinds of plans. Most important transformation in using tile in 
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decorative architecture is what we call it “China Imitation” made with small pieces of tile. 

Most powerful theme of color decorative tile is changing the building pattern to a shining 

one where architecture accumulations, decorative designs and colors mix with one another; 

while, each kept its own principle and testis by itself.  

Color is the most important and most meaningful aspect of Islamic Arts. Thus the work 

created by having harmony among colors is a work confessing monotheism. Here blue as 

the manifestation of calmness, peace and inner-direction and green as the color of wisdom, 

thinking, dignity, and mind peace get more importance. Finally writing in Islamic 

Architecture is considered one of the in-separable parts of it and always had an important 

share and role in the complex pattern of building. The writings and inscriptions which 

usually contain the Ayat of Book of God or sayings spread special spirituality in the 

building and offer special praying and holy view to it and award it an extraordinary 

spiritual purity. Writing puts the praying clothes on the building and by sitting around 

domes and minarets the building is filled with praying acts.  

One of the admirable features and characters of Muslim architects was to use most of the 

material used in building as decorative elements; therefore, one element would have several 

functions.  

Key words: Decorative Art, Islamic Architecture, Brick Making, Plaster Work, Tile Work, 

Writing, Color  

 

Introduction  
Generally a Muslim artist uses less valuable stones or metals such as gold or silver in 
decoration indicating his strong belief in avoiding worldly luxuries; therefore in Islamic 
civilization glazed earthen is replaced for golden dishes of the past periods. 
Here decoration is not to cover the reality and a way to change the reality of something to 
make it look beautiful; thus it has main differences with worldly decorations which are a 
kind of hiding the imperfect interior of a thing and misleading the viewers. Here decoration 
is harmony of material with whole form of building and creating “freshness” and “glory” in 
building.  
According to westerns of 2 century the words ornamental and decorative are used for 
something which hires the second level of importance. Simple and massive things have 
independent value in architecture but they are also fundamentals of decoration. As the 
symbolic aspect of Iranian decoration and ornaments faced the ban of paining human faces 
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and other natural paintings the Iranian decoration got to itself such serious and tough state 
that was unknown to western culture. When all talent is used so seriously to create beauty 
in decoration it is needed to fully study it with lots of interest. You can not find such 
creativity for decoration in architecture as in Iran.  
In Islamic period new door was opened in architecture decoration history and the relation of 
building with decoration. By the regular maturity of custom painting (colors) and plan was 
again  emerged as the necessities of old subjects of masonry art and little by little due to its 
primary touches with India, China and West who had adopted Greek culture entered Iran. 
Discovery of new material and technologies and putting them into order have never been 
exploited as with interest and knowledge as in Iran. Poem which was general in Iranian life 
and its integral part together with lightening and spiritual philosophy flourishes all cultural 
manifestations. There are lots of similarity between Iranian poems and its visual 
decorations: rhythm and rime, intensity and elegance of words and melodies, wonder and 
completion are only the head lines of long lists of specialties whose contrastive and similar 
points can be seen in all arts. These two arts are exceptional for their understanding of the 
tangible freshness and rejoice and spiritual joy.  
Not only the similarities of poems and visual decorations are deeply homogeneous but also 
they share the imperfections and mistakes. In both of these arts the motivation of skillful 
ornaments can be such the make the main subject complicated and hide the present state. 
Due to the limits of visual observations and even mostly due to the accepted structures 
about glory and order which was fermented into them by mathematical power and 
professional training the painters were more stipulated.  
Without exception during many centuries Iranian art patterns have continued rationally and 
thoughtfully with new and fascinating plans. Most complex art shapes of Islamic period 
was constructed based on known traditional subjects; sacred Lotus tree in thousands of 
shapes, corrugated grape tree which turn round itself, flower and leaf drawings with 
unlimited diversity, delicate interlaced geometrical plans made of six to eighty stars. First 
subjects are of three types; symbolic plants and natural shapes (which since BC showed 
fertility and abundance) geometrical plans which show interlaced shapes and calligraphy 
patterns.  
Innovation of decorative plans is unlimited like composition of notes in Western music. 
Always elite comes to create many diverse and new things and open up new ideologies. For 
Iranians improvements and traditions and decoration instructions were not limiting and 
restricting but were like gadgets to be used as guides for new creations and diversities.  
Sources of Iran’s architecture are as broad as its contacts and relations with outside world. 
They learnt from all: from west Asia or Mesopotamia, Assyria, Egypt and from East as 
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well. From the inscriptions of Daryoush in Shush and stonecutting of Achaemenian we find 
that lots of subjects were common between these nations. For example two images of Sun 
Zart the symbole of Ahuramazda and winged ring are originally Egyptian images. From 
Sasanid time Iranians imported textile patterns from East and India. Forked bow and 
beautiful stonecutting maybe are adapted from there. In middle centuries and the times after 
statues like dragon, gognus and china cloud like bands which are present in Chinese dishes, 
carpets and handwritten books, were fetched from China. Rome helped the stonecutting 
ideas and techniques and in the centuries after the invasion of Alexander Hellenism art 
specifications were spread in the Sars of country but none of the western influences was 
deep on the customs of people for whom symbolic and abstract art had had continuous and 
permanent attraction.  Recording these subjects and different methods was complex and 
vague but whatever their root finally they were absorbed into Iranian art and found Iranian 
nature and application.  
The aim of abstract decorative patterns which decorate Iranian buildings especially big 
mosques is more than beautifying the construction only. What looks to westerns only 
decoration and in fact it is, is also authenticating meanings though traditional images and 
symbols. Especially the symbol which is present every where is the life tree with many 
seeds growing from the life water vase. This symbol was used on the seals of Sumer, 
Achaemenian columns and Sasanid stonework. During Islamic period this tree again 
emerged as corner columns and on plinth lines of yard or doors of most mosques. These 
drawings include as vase and a rod decorated with branches and leaves and a top of column 
with paintings decorations visualizing embellishment. The duty of taking care of these trees 
is clearly curved on a marble stone in fifteenth century grave yard. This drawing indicates 
that life denies victory of grave. Around top of the door of Imam Mosque (and many other 
mosques) is located a curve made of light turquoise color tile coming out of a golden color 
marble vase in shape of three strings twisting round each other. Vase is a necessary element 
in all flower decorations especially it became common from fifteenth century till nineteenth 
century, but the first pattern dates back to pre historic periods.  
 
Brick  
Since the back convex mud brick, which was formed by hand, was innovated in Iran around 
3 BC brick was approved as a building material all over ancient near east. Most 
Achaemenian buildings which were mainly of stone and the Sasanid buildings where cut 
stone was used and mainly filled with stone corpse, all related to brick regarding masonry 
techniques. There are many reasons why Iranian preferred brick to other building material 
(regardless of the shortage of wood): brick is more durable than stone, its cost is much 
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lower, finishing the construction is more speedy and due to its excellent elastic virtue it 
show more rapidly the effects of physical forces on building. It was the quality of brick 
which caused the experience of building and took it to the highest point of perfection. To 
create volume, for the professional solutions of building materials and finally due to the 
decorative possibilities hidden in brick particles this material had lost of priorities which 
made the Iranians, who always had a curious view toward nature of the material, to do 
study and research on it to the farthest extent. In times long before Islam plaster work had 
more or less main role for decoration of the building surface. The potential beauties of 
brick, decorative china bricks, contractive patterns, Hasht-o-Ghir  plans emerged 
thoughtfully only in tenth century after Christ.  
Using brick contributes to a special appearance of each building. No sharp corners and 
curving is seen in brick work and there are no sense of heaviness, durability and firmness 
appearing in stone buildings; instead even when magnifying the building which is in first 
step dependant on form and scale equals to stone and creates smooth lines and mild 
volumes.  
By the beginning of Saljuqi time brick work reached to such perfection on the basis of 
beauty and building wise that you can not find any thing similar to it since then. The dome 
of Isfahan big public mosque is exceptional in magnificence. Gabous Dome resisting hardly 
against passage of time is unique in its form. These bricks were not like the bricks of today 
but were square relatively irregular, heavy and strong pieces. Their dimension was often 
seven in nine inches and its weight reached to six pound. Decorative elements included; 
square, triangle and circle shape, serration, cross, broken cross, goat horn, festoon, netted 
and plaid forms fortified with small mild or vertical brick works. Some of the netted works 
were first made and then connected to the building. The beautiful abstract shapes were 
made strong and pleasant by the Koufi embossed inscription which was completely of 
molded bricks. These shade making patterns which were created in this way were changed 
to spiral plans or relatively complex circle shapes and bestowed beauty and living aspect to 
the very simple shape old memorial towers. Brick work of Isfahan Chehl Dokhratan (forty 
medians) (1107 AD) is very simple but again hard-working plans being more professional 
in planning pattern are used in towers like shapely column of Sawe minaret (1110 AD).  
In north of country, it means in Azarbaijan, brick work techniques have reached to their 
highest point of beauty. As Andre Godar and Shrouder and other believe maybe in Gonbad 
Sorkh (Red Dome) we can find the most famous and most beautiful brick work. 
Corner columns are of at least ten brick scrapes made in at least eight molds which are 
exactly fitting to the small column’s bending profile. Here professional plans and 
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sometimes charming and simple plans are used inside Espars but the without-decoration 

bricks are so elegant type that it seems they provide all necessities of decoration. 
 

                         
Figure 1:                                            Figure 2:                  Figure 3:  
Saljuqi tomb and minaret                   Sawe Minaret           Tomb of Emadeddin Tower in Qom, 
Bayazid Mausoleum in                      1110 AD                   plaster, brick and other material niche 
Bastam, 1120 AD                                                                1390 AD 
 
More important than its decorative function using brick, as seen in older arches of Isfahan 
Big Public Mosque, was to show the pressure side. Here construction function of brick was 
really significant. These lines and directions are diverse in sensible reflex to changing 
pressure; its means the pressure determined and strengthened by them clearly strengthen the 
stable, compound and strong powers. The power of these Saljuqi arches is the result of 
brick plans, which strengthen building powers, as well as the main shapes of the building 
itself.  
Sir Edward Loutin says: “Don’t speak about Iranian brick work but speak more of brick 
magic of fellows.” The vast diversity of arches and cross sectional domes and all 
extraordinary shapes speak out the exceptional artistic flavor in brick work technique. Use 
of brick façade started nearly end of Saljuqi time as in Ardestan and its majestic manifest 
appeared in Oljaito Tomb in Soltaniyeh. In Waramin the theme and grace of brick façade 
which is nearly colorless creates a kind of peaceful charm and makes it deserve to worship 
and glorifying. Suitable brick provides the foundation for professional surfacing of plaster 
or decorative covers. The brick fitting with plaster cover made plaster work popular and in 
the end of twelfth century after Christ we can see different plaster work alters.  
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Plaster work  
Since long time ago plaster decoration as carving, molding and engraving has been one of 
the main elements in architectural decoration of Iran which has been used vastly and is 
completed. From 2000 years ago Iranians have tested different kinds of plaster decoration 
and tried in its perfection and has created a number of master pieces in different methods 
which you can not find any work similar to them. The importance of Iranian plaster work is 
in its role at first stem. In fact big plan always demands an orderly work and intelligent 
imagination power. It would be enough to say that plaster work patterns together with 
golden color tiles and diaphoretic tiles and decorative paintings were almost created by 
only one artist.  
In forth century (Arabic calendar) use of plaster was common all over near east and mainly 
got the common style of decorative coating of walls. One of the best sample plaster work of 
Iran can be seen in Naien Big Public Mosque; the mosque which has the signs of Sasanid 
plaster work: creating light and shade by deep sections.  
In this mosque brick columns was covered with plaster and plaster work was done on it: by 
creating diverse decorations the artist performed different plaster work forms on the 
columns and where the diameter of columns were too much and elegance was not seen in 
them by creating vertical and parallel engraves he compensated this imperfection and 
changed the thickness to some kind of elegance.  
Plaster work of some Islamic periods especially Saljuqi time is of much importance. Main 
elements of the decorative plans of the period includes: engraves and paintings of flower 
and bush, some geometrical shapes such as triangle, octagonal, star, circle, Islamic 
engraves and big Koufi inscriptions whose words ends in flower and bush decorations and 
are put in the field of plant paintings. These Islamic arts which are seen in Iran’s art works 
and other Muslim countries have decorated inscription fields in architecture.  
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Figure 4:                                                    Figure 5:                                         Figure 6:  
Tisfoun, Espar plaster work                       Tisfoun embossed Espar                 Waramin, Peer Hamze Poush, 
with palm engrave and                               plaster work 1110 AD                     plaster work alter,    
geometrical twisted engraves,                    belonging to Sasanid                       1180 AD 
belonging to Sasanid 

 
After change of Koufi writing for Naskh carving brick and making the letter and words 
faced some difficulties and alters and inscriptions were decorated with plaster work. The 
ultimate beauty of plaster work art can be seen in mosque alters – especially beautiful alter 
of Alaviyan in Hamedan and Heidariyeh School in Qazvin.  
 
Tile work  
Interesting development of glazed earthenware which is known as the greatest share of Iran 
in decoration became the competent of plaster work but never replaced for it completely. 
Golden color tile of alters which emerged in the end of 13th century was excellent and in 
some views amazing. The need for complex plant ornaments both abstract and pictorial had 
gotten stable in decoration Quran of tenth and eleventh century. In the beginning of twelfth 
century use of section tiles composed of small pieces baceame common first in Maraghe 
and opened the way for sticking small separated pieces of tiles elegantly together instead of 
using colorful solid tiles.  
 
Diaphoretic tile  
Diaphoretic tile technique developed and made perfect continuously until in fifteenth 
century reached to such level of luxury and balance of pure colors which hardly an equal to 
it has been seen in architectural decoration. To fully understand its beauty you must see it 
because most of its grace is embedded in glitter of its colors which is created in different 
lights; however even in such condition it is impossible to understand it.  
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Shining colors and fluid paintings and engraves which cover all over the building looks as 
if creating such colorful scene is easier than painting it. In Iran weather painting can not last 
for more that some years in good condition while diaphoretic tile have preserved its color 
for long time and after six hundred years it is still new and without losing its polish.  
Even though making diaphoretic tile needs skill and profession but it is relatively easy in 
fact. The big advantage of golden color tile and seven-color tile is that different colors 
reach to their highest point of glittering in different heating degrees which is 800°C for lead 
glazes and two times of this for tin and cobalt glazes.  
Average heating degree for seven-color tile is around 1050°C but individual colors need 
different degrees for their ultimate glittering; for example red color needs around 850°C to 
give off the best color. Thus by separate baking of elements of glazed tile we can have 
every color in their ultimate good color.  
 

                             
                   Figure 4:                                                                  Figure 5:                                  

Mashhad                   , Khaje Rabi Tomb                                          Imam Reza Tomb          
                   Espar of diaphoretic tile                        Espar of tiles                   
                  1622 AD                                           
 

In the beginning colorful tile especially blue tiles were settled in a buff color brick fields to 
develop big plans thus to cause contrast. It didn’t take long to use colorful tile for all 
surface of building especially in domes. In fourteenth century diaphoretic tile with diverse 
colors and different complex shapes sometimes cover hundreds square feet surfaces. Maybe 
the most perfect sample of diaphoretic tile relates to fifteenth century: Gohar Shad Mosque 
in Mashhad and Blue Mosque in Tabriz. The most perfect sample of diaphoretic tile related 
to Safavid time maybe is found in Haroun Wellaiat Tomb in Isfahan (1513) the signature 
saying “the indigent constructor Hosein work” (indigent is to show humble). Yard and up 
the door and all remains of the main building with excellent colors especially dark blue 
turquoise color used as background and Islamic engraves, bindweed spiral and very delicate 
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blossoms befitting handwritten books has made this diaphoretic tile a special one. You can 
never find such beautiful turquoise color in any other place and even in the turquoise itself. 
The top-door of Ali Mosque located next to Haroun Wellaiat Tomb has the same type and 
color of tile.  
During Abbas King 1, in the end of sixteenth century and beginning of seventeenth century 
diaphoretic tile covered all over the building; thus, this period shows the pick of Iranian 
architecture customs regarding both style and decoration. At this time all different method 
of decoration were mixed: including from the paintings on plaster such as simple alter to 
diaphoretic tile  and glazed engraved tiles and even the oldest methods of glazed brick 
works as well.  
The most important change in the use of tiles in architecture decoration is known as “china 
substitute” made with small pieces of tile. It is clear that the aim of this method is to use 
color and in fact it is the color the offers an exceptional quality to the buildings even as 
black and white paintings in fifteenth century buildings such as Samarqand, Mashhad, and 
glorious buildings of Ottoman and Safavid times.  
 
Continuous company with calligraphy  
Writing is one of the inseparable elements of Islamic architecture and it always has 
important role and part in whole complex of a building. The most important reason of the 
Muslim architects for insisting on use of writing was Holy Quran. The word of Allah shall 
be recited sorrowfully and be written in the best possible way to first defend its respect and 
second its meaning be manifested as attractively and as powerfully as possible. The 
writings and inscriptions including word of Allah and sayings of prophet run a special spirit 
in the space and bestow holy and worshiping views and give a exceptional spiritual purity 
to building. Writing put the worship cloak on the stature of building and by sitting round 
the domes and minarets fills in the building with worship.  
It is certain that calligraphy art could not have such extraordinary growth without company 
and fellowship of Quran. Quran has always respected writing and the pen. Letters of Quran 
have been revelatory to worshipping calligraphers and caused them to consider an inner 
part for these letters and for the book of Quran and then make improvising in its writing 
style to glorify this holy book. Calligraphy art has its own special specifications as balance, 
equilibrium, symmetry the proportion of combination and harmony of taste and talent. This 
dignified art, which is based on principles such as beauty of letter’s appearance, average 
lengthening, pleasant order, rhythmic symmetry and elegance of letters and words being 
beside each other in an independent artistic form and as a permanent fellow has always 
emerged beside Islamic architecture.  
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In Islamic buildings mostly Kufi, Banaie (a kind of Kufi) and Soloth writing fonts are used.  
Kufi writing is a straight and right angle writing connecting to decorative elements in its 
way to perfection and always preserves its dignity and firmness (Maqbare Tower, Qonbad 
Kavous). Banaei writing is submerged in geometry to be capable of being used in different 
surfaces of building and show itself in beautiful rhythms of brick works such as “order-
asleep” or “forked”; with its visual elegance this writing became so popular in KHorasan 
and Mavarao Nahr buildings in end of eighth and ninth century that architectures did not 
feel the need to use an fine art types (Samarqand, Shah Zand, Qazizadeh Roumi Tomb).  
Around sixth century Solouth writing stepped in Islamic architecture with its powerful 
branches to answer the desire of architects to use more lively and eye capturing shapes. 
Thus, it can be said that Solouth finds its visual position among diaphoretic tile works and 
settles with white color on blue backgrounds and is glorified beside turquoise color Islamic 
paintings.  
 
 

 
Figure 9: Oljaito Tomb in Soltaniyyeh, 

embossed colorful plaster work, fourteenth century after Christ 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10: Tabriz Blue Mosque, Maqsoureh marble stone cut inscription, 1364 AD 

 

Like far east calligraphy is considered great art in Iran and in fact stands first. Arabic 
alphabet whose decoration aspect is more than other languages was promoted eagerly by 
Iranians and they created wonderful shapes of it and architects used them skillfully in 
connection with each part of mosque building as the building became the word of Allah in 
its meaning. These inscriptions can be a group of long letters as to cover all over the wall or 
very small Naskh inscriptions embedded in Espar vaulted work. Inscriptions may cover all 
round the building or as a frame round the arches instantly or by kilo. 
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Granting decorative aspect to building elements  
One of the admirable characteristics of Muslim architects was that they changed a 
considerable volume of building elements to decorative ones resulting in one element 
having different uses. This was the ability of architect to discover the relations and then 
finding new consumption for common materials and elements; like making the column tops 
and bases decorative (Khaje Abu Nasr Parsa Tomb, in Balkh) and creating multi side 
columns in some buildings (entrance of Ghafariyeh Tomb in Maragheh).  
 
Observing spiritual aspects of color  
Color is the most important and most meaningful aspect of Islamic arts. In our Islamic 
culture color and colorful decorations are the signs of the existence of God for those who 
remind God sings and ponder on them: “And the things on this earth which he has 
multiplied in varying colors: verily in this is a sign of for men who celebrate the praises of 
Allah” (6:13).  
In other Ayat the colorful creatures of God are signs for those who are knowledgeable, wise 
and scientist. Reminding God bestows and thinking are the first steps of knowledge and 
understanding. “And among his signs is the creation of the heavens and the earth and the 
variations in your languages and your colors: verily in that are signs for those who know.” 
(30:22) color in the book of God has non material meaning “(we take our) color from Allah 
and who is better than Allah at coloring. We are his worshipers.”(2:138) 
In this Ayeh God speaks of color (Sabgheh) to its absolute meaning and the color (Lon) 
which is color of a special one is the color of God (he bestowed to us (Muslims) nature, 
faith and character of worshiping the one God) and there is no color better the color of faith 
in Allah and we do worship him. Form the other hand Allah has chosen color as means of 
unity. What is color of God? Being a part of God and worshiping him; it means to accept 
special characters which bring about all people from any nature and creation to a harmonic 
complex like a pure color which unites all heterogeneous and the very different parts.   
God has used color as metaphor for universal Islamic government. Thus, an art work 
created with color harmony is a work speaking the unity and oneness of God. It is obvious 
that the Muslim artist did not appear in the poison of scientific or practical chromatic but 
they had especial intimacy with colors and invited most of the colors, related and in 
accordance with Islamic architecture spirit, to their own spiritual space.  
Among them blue and green were most considered by them. Because blue is a peaceful and 
introverted color; it attracts the viewer to itself and drowns him inside of its peace. Blue is a 
space color and God has created him on this earthy planet for relief from sad, decreasing 
unpleasantness and calming down the tiredness and chaos of routine life. Blue catches the 
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eye and strengthen it; and so the blue sky above the earth strengthens the eye looking at it 
and enters into his mind.  
Imam Jafar Sadeq say to one of his fellows: “Mafdal ponder on color of sky though God 
has created it in this color which is the most harmonic color to the eye and looking at it 
strengthens eye.”  
Blue has rotating introvert move and thus among all shapes it is in more harmony with 
circle. The more the yellow dissipate visual powers and stimulate sensual habits the more 
the blue, in contrast with it, calms down any stimulation and saves powers. Concentrating 
on blue causes concentration of mind.  
Green is also an average and mild color; it is the color of wisdom, thinking, dignity and 
wise peace. It is not cool and calm as much as blue is but same time not so stimulating to 
provoke human and disrupt his balance.  
Quran introduce green as paradise color as it says in some of Ayat “the paradise and trees 
under them rivers are flowing”; because the character of garden and paradise is the trees 
and many rivers flowing there. Paradise is full of  fruit trees and generally fruit trees are 
green and the reflection of these tree in the rivers flowing under them makes the green 
atmosphere double.  
From the other hand we know and can see that man usually goes to nature to get free of all 
sad and tiredness and regain his energy in such peaceful place.  
The Great Allah expresses paradise in “Al-rahman” Surah from 46 to 76 Ayat as the 
paradise angles “Reclining on green cushions and fair carpets” (56:76) thus the green color 
of these cushions increase peace and convenience and creates more glitter together with the 
golden color wraps of other cushions. And again in “Insan” Surah 21st Ayeh he says about 
one of angles “Upon them will be garments of fine green silk and thick silk interwoven 
with gold” (76:21).  
While having bewildering works in colorful decorations Iranian designers knew the value 
of white color. In many buildings simple white color is used with interesting effect; its 
effect being doubled for contiguity with dark blue color. Usually white half dome arches 
especially on top of doors are piled on each other like summer clouds with the sun shining 
on them. Such contrastive effects are of Iranian characters: the dark green oasis with eye 
catching glitter is in contrast with salt desert. In cities the colorful buildings filled with 
color are superior to all white tiresome valleys.  
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Conclusion  
It is through engraves and paintings in their deepest meaning that Iranian intelligence has 
found the most impressive means of visual beauty. Decoration can both make the 
architectural work beautiful and be an independent work considering engraves and painting 
from atheistic view. In addition to old visual symbols inscriptions play important decorative 
role. Each of Iranian designers has mixed his inspirations with higher atheistic principles – 
which is higher than both apparent meaning of word. In architecture of all period of 
construction and decoration is not complete most of the time as it is probable that the 
architectural value of construction remains unknown or reaches nowhere while in the 
opposite point it is probable to exaggerate about it. In any case it is better to consider that 
decoration is used to increase the building value to give more life to mechanical shapes.  
The great Islamic calligraphy art with its harmonic scales, exactness and expressive way 
leads other arts and make them orderly. In addition to verbal relation the calligrapher 
relates the viewer with an emotional state which comes from the abstract characteristic of 
writing. By mixing other designs and plans under geometric decorations hidden or viewable 
the calligraphy writings are placed inside big decorations. These writings from powerful 
certifications to hints are shaped like whispers. When reading one the others are out of view 
but to the worshiper who is not in hurry they gradually show themselves till due to the 
reflections all building speaks the inscriptions’ God message.  
Different types of Iranian decoration is performed with different materials: brick in 
different shapes, plaster work with fewer types, wood (in excellent plans for ceiling and 
fence, metals for window and ceremonial doors (usually embossed pieces of metals are 
installed on wood), tile and colorful china as seven-color or diaphoretic. The biggest power 
of colorful decorative tile is changing the appearance of a building to a shining complex 
where architectural masses and decorative plans of color mix together; each having their 
own principles and characteristics. In buildings of east of Iran the most complete harmony 
of these three factors are found.  
Even though the relation between Iranian decoration and building is misunderstood and it is 
known as incongruous delusive relationship; as decoration had been only a shining texture 
installed on a surface, Iranian intelligence for rational abstracts made him capable of taking 
out the beauty out of special screen by most of creations and giving it a generality higher 
than time and space by putting on the clothes of masterpiece. Both building and decorative 
shapes are pointing to world of being. In good samples decoration is the main part of 
building regarding visual matters and it seems they are placed in the nature of building 
exactly like the fiber of wood or grains of marble. Decoration with suitable plans, scale and 
base of work introduces compound elements and their function and emphasizes on them 
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like what is present in higher alter of fifteenth century Jomeh Mosque of Isfahan. And final 
is that from the very old time religious belief has been the regulating power of Iran’s 
important art forms and it was the characteristic of most delicate earthenware.  
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The paper will be aimed at analysis of selected examples of revitalization of 

monuments, urban spaces in Poland. They will be compared to some examples from Western 

Europe. Revitalisation in this context means rebuilding, remodeling and bringing new 

functions into historical buildings, public urban places. Methodological tool of this research is 

this comparative analysis considering historical and new functions of monuments and public 

space. The study is to answer the question if there is a connection between the historical 

destination of the monument or place and contemporary usage.  It is also to search how the 

historical meaning and function are related to modern one.  

This analysis is supposed to reflect transformation of needs of contemporary society. It 

will be shown how these needs influenced the transformation of urban place or some 

important national monuments. There are certain questions to be answered: if it’s possible to 

change the previous function in cases e.g. of sacral monuments; if the national memory and 

emotional factors are reasons to rebuild certain important monuments and others.  

Historical meaning – spaces of memory In the first group will be analyzed the 

transformation of urban spaces illustrated by the case of arrangement of New Square of 

Concord/ Square of Ghetto Heroes in Krakow undertaken by Lewicki&Latack Architects 

(realization 2003- 2005). The abandon place which was part of Jewish Ghetto in Krakow 

become the meaningful place by putting there chairs made from metal – which in a way 

remind the tragedy of Jews. The Inspiration became the archive illustrative materials from II 

WW time, some photos and the quotations from the book by Tadeusz Pankiewicz “Pharmacy 

in Krakow Ghetto” (Krakow 2003). In this book it is mentioned that the square became a 

place used to gather the tables, cupboards, other pieces of furniture. There is also small 

Museum dedicated to Ghetto in Krakow located in former “Pharmacy under Eagle” at the 

same square. Among other cases will be discussed the third European Peace Garden created in 

Nadolice Wielskie (in Silesia region) which was invented as the place of Polish – German 

reconciliation. This Peace Garden is the cemetery to commemorate German soldiers and is 
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organized according to the same pattern as two other Peace Gardens (one near Paris, the 

second in vicinity of Budapest).  

Rebuilt Monuments and National Memory. In the paper would be also recalled case 

of reconstruction of Old Square in Warsaw, place of the dramatic defense during Warsaw 

Uprising in 1944. The place (as the whole Warsaw) was bombed by Germans and razed to the 

ground. After IIWW the buildings around Old Square were reconstructed according to 

detailed paintings from 18th c. by Italian Bernardo Bellotto (called Canaletto). Reconstructed 

Old Square in Warsaw is enlisted on the Polish of Monuments under UNESCO protection.  In 

frame of “rebirth of Warsaw” after IIWW was also rebuilt the Royal Castle damaged during 

IIWW in 90%. When in Germany appeared the idea of rebuilding of Berliner Palace the 

Polish Case was brought as the example. In paper will be also discussed also recently done 

“reconstructions” in some Polish cities (Elbląg, Głogów, and Gdańsk).  

Sacral function of monument versus new function. Some churches mostly in 

Western Europe are no longer in use for liturgy so their sacral function is changed. They are 

adapted to museums, cultural or even sport centers, hotels, restaurants etc. In Poland there is 

still noticed tendency to build new churches. However at the same time there are some, which 

are abandoned because they were completely damaged or devastated during and after II WW. 

It would be illustrated by the example of Cistercian monastery in Lubiąż. The possibilities of 

modern adaptation of the church and arrangement with usage of still preserved pieces of 

artifacts (stalls, oil paintings, sculptures spread nowadays in many museums in Poland) and its 

potential future function will be discussed. That would be also enumerated the churches 

changed into museums (Museum of Architecture in Wrocław, Regional Museum in Jawor), 

cultural centers or memorials (St. Nicolas Church in Głogów) 

“Neglected memories – communist architecture” will be discussed in case of well 

know Place of Science and Culture in Warsaw. Last year the palace was brought on the list of 

Polish protected monuments. The future function, shape and arrangement of surrounding of 

this building will be analyzed.  

 “Ennoblement of space” In this part of research will be discussed the postindustrial 

monuments, dated mostly from the 19th century which are only recently recognized to be the 

monuments under protection (mains, factories, workers settlements). They have been recently 

adopted not only to function of supermarkets (Manufacture in Łódź, Old and New Brewery in 

Poznań), but also lofts, dwelling houses, museums, cultural centers. 
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The above mentioned examples illustrate the completely new attitude towards 

monuments. The new society tries to shape the cities and urban space and adapt to their needs 

respecting in many cases tradition and historical meaning of the places and monuments.  
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Abstract 

This case study examines HealthTronics, Inc. of greater Atlanta, Georgia 

(HealthTronics-Atlanta) by way of an organizational communication audit. Four research 

methods (field interviews, a closed-ended questionnaire survey, an open-ended questionnaire 

survey, and focus group interviews) are used to distinguish and measure the messages 

exchanged by HealthTronics-Atlanta employees. Based on these results, four findings are 

advanced: (1) Many HealthTronics-Atlanta employees lack a clear understanding of the 

various roles within the company. (2) HealthTronics-Atlanta employees typically exchange too 

few messages at this time. (3) HealthTronics-Atlanta employees too often send messages with 

partial or insufficient content for task completion. (4) HealthTronics-Atlanta has given too little 

attention to its corporate culture and climate. From these findings, three recommendations are 

made to HealthTronics-Atlanta management: (1) HealthTronics-Atlanta needs to give more 

attention to communication issues, in general. (2) HealthTronics-Atlanta should prioritize the 

development of its corporate culture and climate. (3) HealthTronics-Atlanta should take steps 

to deliver company-wide information on a more frequent basis. 
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Company Overview of HealthTronics 

HealthTronics, Inc. of greater Atlanta, Georgia (HealthTronics-Atlanta) is the leading 

healthcare provider of urology equipment (i.e., hospital and surgical) and services (i.e., 

screening and treatment devices) in existence today (Healthtronics.com). In conjunction with 

HealthTronics, Inc. of Austin, Texas (HealthTronics-Austin), HealthTronics’ corporate office 

and the location of the company’s Patient Services Division, HealthTronics-Atlanta has 

worked to become a global leader in the production of medical devices. Currently 

HealthTronics-Austin and HealthTronics-Atlanta provide urological services to over 3,000 

(Sara Anderson, personal communication, March 7, 2006) medical doctors worldwide 

particularly for the treatment of kidney stones (www.hoovers.com; SmartMoney.com). “More 

physicians turn to HealthTronics for their urological needs than any other specialty healthcare 

company” (HealthTronics.com). By way of its lithotripters, HealthTronics affords physicians a 

non-invasive means of breaking up kidney stones by shock waves, so the stones may be passed 

through the body through the urinary tract. As the company’s slogan clarifies, HealthTronics 

makes “Surgery without a Stitch” a reality (Focus group interview, May 30, 2006). 

Board of Directors 

HealthTronics-Atlanta is overseen by its Austin-based Board of Directors. The Board of 

Directors for HealthTronics-Austin and HealthTronics-Atlanta include R. Steven Hicks, Sam 

B. Humphries, Donny R. Jackson, Timothy J. Lindgren, Kevin A. Richardson II, William A. 

Searles, Kenneth S. Shifrin, Perry W. Waughtal, Argil J. Wheelock, and Mark G. Yudof. 

Locally, HealthTronics-Atlanta, under the guidance of Steven DeBrock, Vice President of 

Device Sourcing and Service Engineering, employees 46 workers in seven different 

departments. These departments include Administration (e.g., office manager, administrative 
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assistant, and accountant), Field Service Engineers, Field Service Managers, Human 

Resources, Manufacturing Training-Georgia Operations, National Service Director, and 

Quality Assurance. Twenty- eight of HealthTronics-Atlanta employees work in the company’s 

office in Kennesaw, Georgia, while 18 of HealthTronics-Atlanta’s employees are in the field 

directly servicing HealthTronics’ products around the country (Sara Anderson, personal 

communication, March 14, 2006). Altogether, HealthTronics services medical equipment in 47 

of the 50 states (HealthTronics.com). 

HealthTronics’ History 

HealthTronics-Atlanta has existed in its current form for just over a year (Sara 

Anderson, personal communication, March 7, 2006). Prior to July 2005, HealthTronics was 

known to the medical community as HealthTronics Surgical Services. However, the acquisition 

and merger of HealthTronics and Prime Medical Services provided HealthTronics an 

opportunity to showcase and re-position its expanded line of equipment and commitment to 

superior service, in part, by shortening its name from HealthTronics Surgical Services to 

HealthTronics, Inc. and notifying its external public of this change (Sara Anderson, personal 

communication, March 7, 2006). 

Purpose of this Case Study 

 In light of the changes HealthTronics has experienced in the last year, an 

organizational communication audit was authorized by Steven DeBrock in March of 2006 to 

assess HealthTronics-Atlanta. The audit was conducted under the direction of Sara Anderson, 

HealthTronics-Atlanta’s Human Resources Manager. The audit was designed to describe and 

measure HealthTronics-Atlanta employee communication in order to make recommendations 
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for company enhancement. The audit reports the findings of this research in four subsequent 

chapters: Methods, Results, Discussion, and Recommendations.  

Methods 

This organizational communication audit examines the day-to-day operations of 

HealthTronics-Atlanta by using four scientific research methods. The research methods used in 

this study include: Field interviews, a closed-ended questionnaire survey, an open-ended 

questionnaire survey, and focus group interviews. A research design was developed and 

submitted to the Kennesaw State University’s (KSU) Institution Review Board 

(http://www.kennesaw.edu/irb/) in accordance with the Human Participants Production 

Education Research guidelines of the United States National Institute of Health: National 

Cancer Institute (http://cme.cancer.gov/clinicaltrials/learning/humanparticipant-

protections.asp) and the Ethical Principles of Psychologist and Code of Conduct (APA, 1992). 

The research was approved by KSU on March 1, 2006 (Study #06-023). This chapter 

describes: (a) the audit’s participants according to demographic data, (b) the methods used in 

this research, and (c) how these methods were applied.  

Participants 

One employee participated in the field interviews, 43 employees completed the closed-

ended and the open-ended questionnaire survey, and 13 employees participated in focus group 

interviews. The 43 employees that completed the closed- and open-ended questionnaire 

represent a 93% response rate of the company’s 46 employees. Sixty-nine percent of those who 

completed the closed- and open-ended questionnaire survey were male, and 31% of the 

respondents were female. All employees that completed the surveys were full-time. 
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Participants reported working at HealthTronics-Atlanta an average of 4.3 years. The average 

age of participants completing the surveys was 32 years old. 

Method I 

Instrument and Procedure. Two, two-hour field interviews were initially conducted at 

HealthTronics-Atlanta with its on-site Human Resources Manager, Sara Anderson on March 7 

and March 14, 2006. The interviews were conducted to understand HealthTronics-Atlanta’s 

business focus, its organizational structure, and the roles and functions of the on-site and off-

site employees. Interview questions ranged from general (i.e., Describe what HealthTronics-

Atlanta is and does as a company.) to specific (i.e., What current measures are in place to 

assess the quality of responses to Field Service Engineer phone calls?). Interview notes were 

typed, edited, and reviewed by the researcher. Those statements needing further clarification 

were re-addressed with the interviewee at the end of each interview and in subsequent contact 

to ensure validity. 

Methods II and III 

Instruments and Procedure. The primary method for collecting data at HealthTronics-

Atlanta was a communication-focused questionnaire survey. The nine-section, two-part 143-

item (i.e., 118 closed-ended [Method II] and 25 open-ended [Method III] items) questionnaire 

was adapted from Goldhaber, Rogers, Lesniak, and Porter’s (1979) International 

Communication Association (ICA) survey. Goldhaber et al.’s questionnaire was developed to 

measure a comprehensive range of communication behaviors associated with general company 

and individual employee effectiveness. The ICA questionnaire survey has been established as 

reliable and valid for organizational communication analysis. 
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The questionnaire prompted employee feedback on organizational message exchange in 

its first eight sections (e.g., sources of information) and sought participant demographic data in 

its final section. Employees answered closed-ended items using a Likert-type five point scale 

(i.e., 1=Very Little to 5=Very Great). A final 9-item Background Information section was also 

included to obtain demographic data (e.g., sex of respondent, age of respondent). The survey 

took approximately 30 minutes for employees to compete. 

The initial eight closed-ended sections of the survey measure employee communication 

behaviors and attitudes in terms of: Follow-up of information sent; sources of information; 

timeliness of information received from key sources; organizational communication 

relationship; organizational outcomes; and channels of communication. These eight closed-

ended sections are described in the next paragraphs in order to clarify what each topic 

measures. 

Receiving Information from Others. The first closed-ended section of the questionnaire 

offers a range of items concerning the amount of information employees receive within 

HealthTronics-Atlanta. The section is designed to quantify the amount of information 

employees currently receive versus the amount of information that employees need to receive 

to do their job. Examples of items in this section include: “How are organizational decisions 

made that affect my job?” and “Are there promotion and advancement opportunities in my 

organization?” 

Sending Information to Others. The second closed-ended section of the questionnaire 

addresses the amount of information employees sent to others within HealthTronics-Atlanta. 

The section quantifies the amount of information employees send to others versus the amount 

of information employees need to send. Examples of items in this section include: “This is the 
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amount of information that I report concerning what I am doing in my job,” versus “This is the 

amount of information I send regarding the performance of my immediate supervisor.” 

Follow-up on Information Sent. The third closed-ended section of the questionnaire 

addresses the amount of information that needs action or follow-up once a message has been 

sent versus the amount of information that subordinates, co-workers, immediate supervisor, 

middle management, and top management deliver. Examples of items in this section include: 

“This is the amount of action or follow-up now taken by subordinates on information I sent 

them,” and “This is the amount of action or follow-up now taken by co-workers in other 

departments on information I sent them.” 

Sources of Information. The fourth closed-ended section of the questionnaire consists 

of nine items that address where information comes from within HealthTronics-Atlanta. The 

section compares the amount of information received from a variety of sources versus what 

needs to be received from certain sources for employees to do their job. Examples of items in 

this section include: “This is the amount of information I now receive from top management,” 

and “This is the amount of information I need to receive from top management.” 

Timeliness of Information Received from Key Sources. The fifth closed-ended section 

includes six items that measure if information is received in time to complete tasks. The items 

are designed to compare communication from sources within HealthTronics-Atlanta. Examples 

of items in this section include: “Indicate the extent to which information from your immediate 

supervisor comes in a timely manner,” and “Indicate the extent to which information from 

middle management comes in a timely manner.” 

Organizational Communication Relationship. The closed-ended questionnaire’s sixth 

section includes 19 items that allow a comparison of the quality of employee relations versus 
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the quality of employee relations that is needed so an employee can do his or her job 

effectively. Examples of items in this section include: “I can tell my immediate supervisor 

when things are going wrong,” and “I trust top management.” 

Organizational outcomes. The seventh closed-ended section of the questionnaire 

contains 13 items that measure employee satisfaction on a variety of job-related topics. 

Examples of items in this section include: “The extent to which I am satisfied with my 

organization at this point in time,” and “The overall quality of my organization’s product and 

service.” 

Channels of communication. The eighth closed-ended section contains 11 items that 

allow a comparison of the amount of information received on a particular communication 

channel versus the amount of information that an employee needs on that channel. Examples of 

items in this section include: “The amount of information that I now receive through face-to-

face contact,” and “The amount of information I now receive through email.” 

The second major part of the questionnaire survey consists of open-ended questions 

that seek information prompted by the closed-ended items (Method III). The open-ended 

questions have employees describe in detail and expand on employee behaviors deemed as 

particularly effective or ineffective in HealthTronics-Atlanta. 

The open-ended questions follow all eight closed-ended sections (Follow-up of 

information sent; sources of information; timeliness of information received from key sources; 

organizational communication relationship; organizational outcomes; and channels of 

communication) and ask: “To whom does this experience relate? Please rate (in your own 

words) the quality of communication described in the experience. Describe the experience, the 
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circumstances leading up to it, what the person did that made him or her an effective or 

ineffective communicator, and the results (outcome) of what the person did.”  

Method IV  

Instruments and Procedure. Two focus group interviews were conducted on May 30, 

2006 to augment and verify the results obtained using the previous three research methods 

(field interviews, closed-ended questionnaire survey, and open-ended questionnaire survey). 

Groups were assembled with four to nine members in order to discuss specific communication 

topics (Harrison & Shirom, 1999). The consultant facilitated focus group discussion and 

recorded responses by note-taking and tape recording. Examples of focus group questions 

included: “Describe the way decisions are made in this organization. What is a major cause of 

conflict in this company? How do you know your organization is meeting its goals? And what 

are the major communication strengths and weaknesses of your organization?” 

Employee responses were transcribed and analytic induction was used to identify 

explicit themes characteristic of HealthTronics-Atlanta practices. These themes were compared 

and contrasted with the results from the other methods (i.e., field interviewers [Method I], the 

closed-ended questionnaire [Method II], and the open-ended questionnaire [Method III]).  

Results 

 The following results were obtained from the field interviews, the closed- ended 

questionnaire survey, the open-ended questionnaire survey, and the focus group interviews. To 

facilitate an understanding of this data, the organizational communication audit’s results are 

described in the order they were presented in the Method’s chapter. Results of the field and 

focus group interviews are described in general terms here and dealt with in greater detail in 
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the Discussion chapter as they augment the results from closed- and open-ended questionnaire 

survey. 

 Method I 

Field Interviews. Based on the two field interviews, HealthTronics-Atlanta’s structure 

was mapped in order to: (a) understand HealthTronics-Atlanta’s relationship to its corporate 

headquarters in HealthTronics-Austin and other parts of HealthTronics system, (b) what occurs 

at HealthTronics-Atlanta versus what the company manages, produces, or services elsewhere, 

(c) HealthTronics-Atlanta’s history, specifically, and HealthTronics’ history, in general. This 

data provided a baseline for interpreting the internal organizational messages exchanged by 

employees. The results augmented and clarified HealthTronics-Atlanta data obtained through 

the three other methods.  

Methods II and III 

Tables 1 through 8 provide all results obtained from the closed-ended questionnaire 

survey items. (Refer to Appendix A.) The first section of the closed-ended questionnaire 

focuses on the Receiving of Information from Others (i.e., the amount of information that 

employees receive versus the amount of information employees need to do their job). The 

amount of information employees currently receive produced a grand mean of 3.11 (M=3.11, 

SD of 1) and the amount of information employees need to receive produced a grand mean of 

3.62 (M=3.63, SD=.99). This resulted in a mean difference of .51. 

The following items in this section generated a significant difference between what 

information employees now receive and what they need to receive: (Item 5) Information 

currently received regarding how technological changes affect my job (X= 3.02, SD=.83) 

versus the information that is needed (X=3.56, SD=.88) produced a significant difference of 
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.53 (t[42]=.53, p<.05). (Item 6) Information currently received regarding how mistakes and 

failures of my organization (X= 2.47, SD=1.12) versus the information that is needed (X=3.37, 

SD=.95) produced a significant difference of .91 (t[42]=.91, p<.05). (Item 8) Information 

currently received regarding how my job related-problems are being handled by my 

organization (X= 3.33, SD=.92) versus the information that is needed (X=3.77, SD=1.02) 

produced a significant difference of .45 (t[42]=.451, p<.05). (Item 9) Information currently 

received regarding how organizational decisions are made that affect my job (X= 2.81, 

SD=1.22) versus the information that is needed (X=3.84, SD=1.09) produced a significant 

difference of 1.02 (t[42]=1.02, p<.05). (Item 10) Information currently received regarding 

promotion and advancement opportunities in my organization (X= 2.86, SD=1.1) versus the 

information that is needed (X=3.63, SD=1) produced a significant difference of .77 (t[42]=.77, 

p<.05). (Item 11) Information currently received regarding important new product services or 

program developments in my organization (X= 3.07, SD=1.06) versus the information that is 

needed (X=3.6, SD=.98) produced a significant difference of .53 (t[42]=.53, p<.05). 

The second section of the closed-ended questionnaire focused on the Sending of 

Information to Others (i.e., the amount of information that employees currently send versus the 

amount of information they need to send for their job). The amount of information employees 

currently send produced a grand mean of 3.05 (M=3.05, SD=.95) and the amount of 

information employees need to send produced a grand mean of 3.33 (M=3.33, SD=.9). This 

resulted in a mean difference of .29 in this section. 

One item in this section produced a significant difference between what information 

employees now send and what they need to send: (Item 32) Information currently sent 

regarding evaluating the performance of my immediate supervisor (X= 2.18, SD=.71) versus 
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information that needs to be sent (X=3.21, SD=.96) produced a significant difference of 1.03 

(t[42]=1.03, p<.05). 

 The third section of the closed-ended questionnaire focused on the Follow-up of 

Information Sent to others (i.e., the amount of action or follow-up currently taken by others 

versus the amount of action or follow-up that needs to be taken). The amount of action 

currently taken by others on information produced a grand mean of 3.04 (SD=1.01) and the 

amount of action that is needed on information sent produced a grand mean of 3.48 (SD=.44). 

This resulted in a mean difference of .44 between what is currently sent and what needs to be 

sent. 

The following items in this section generated a significant difference concerning action 

currently taken by others on information sent to them and the action that needs to be taken: 

(Item 41) The amount of action currently taken by subordinates (X= 2.54, SD=1.21) versus 

(Item 46) the amount of action that needs to be taken by subordinates (X=2.76, SD= 1.33) 

produced a significant difference of .22 (t[42]=.22, p<.05). (Item 42) The amount of action 

currently taken by co-workers (X= 2.97, SD=.89) versus (Item 47) the amount of action that 

needs to be taken (X=3.81, SD= .53) produced a significant difference of .84 (t[42]=.84, 

p<.05). (Item 43) The amount of action now taken by immediate supervisors (X= 3.59, 

SD=.86) versus (Item 48) the amount of action that needs to be taken immediate supervisors 

(X=3.97, SD=.64) produced a significant difference of .38 (t[42]=.38, p<.05). (Item 44) The 

amount of action currently taken by immediate middle management (X= 3.19, SD=.9) versus 

the amount of action that needs to be taken by middle management (X=3.51, SD= .92) 

produced a significant difference of .32 (t[42]=.32, p<.05). (Item 45) The amount of action 

currently taken by top management (X= 2.89, SD=1.17) versus the amount of action that needs 
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to be taken by top management (X=3.35, SD= 1.12) produced a significant difference of .46 

(t[42]=.46, p<.05). 

The fourth section of the closed-ended questionnaire focused on Sources of Information 

(i.e., the amount of information currently received from specific sources [e.g., subordinates, 

immediate supervisor, top management] versus what needs to be received). Results for the 

amount of information currently received from a variety of sources of information produced a 

grand mean of 2.94 (M=2.94, SD=.99) versus the amount of information that is needed from 

these sources produced a grand mean of 3.33 (M=3.33, SD=.97). This resulted in a mean 

difference of .44 between the amount of information sent by sources in HealthTronics-Atlanta 

and what needs to be sent. 

 The following items generated a significant difference between the amount of 

information currently received from sources and what information is needed from those 

sources: (Item 51) Information currently received from subordinates (X= 2.5, SD=1.09) versus 

(Item 60) what information needs to be received (X=2.87, SD= 1.23) produced a significant 

difference of .37 (t[42]=.37, p<.05). (Item 52) Information currently received from co-workers 

(X= 3.39, SD=.7) versus (Item 61) what information needs to be received from co-workers 

(X=3.66, SD= .69) produced a significant difference of .27 (t[42]=.27, p<.05). (Item 53) 

Information currently received from individuals in other departments (X= 2.83, SD=.83) versus 

(Item 62) what information needs to be received from them (X=3.49, SD= .8) produced a 

significant difference of .65 (t[42]=.65, p<.05). (Item 54) Information currently received from 

an immediate supervisor (X= 3.58, SD=.86) versus (Item 63) the information that needs to be 

received (X=4.03, SD= .64) produced a significant difference of .44 (t[42]=.44, p<.05). (Item 

55) Information currently received from department meetings (X= 3.17, SD=1.1) versus (Item 
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64) what information needs to be received from department meetings (X=3.6, SD= .98) 

produced a significant difference of .43 (t[42]=.43, p<.05). (Item 56) Information currently 

received from middle management (X= 2.75, SD=.1.01) versus (Item 65) what information 

needs to be received from middle management (X=3.28, SD= 1.06) produced a significant 

difference of .53 (t[42]=.53, p<.05). 

Additionally, these sources of information produced a significant difference: (Item 57) 

Information currently received from formal management presentations (X= 2.61, SD=1.16) 

versus (Item 66) information that needs to be received from formal presentations (X=3.25, 

SD=1.1). This resulted in a significant difference of .64 (t[42]=.64, p<.05). (Item 58) 

Information currently received from top management (X= 2.53, SD=1.14) versus (Item 67) 

what information needs to be received from top management (X=3.06, SD=1.13) produced a 

significant difference of .53 (t[42]=.53, p<.05). (Item 59) Information currently received 

through the grapevine (X= 3.06, SD=1.05) versus (Item 68) the information that needs to be 

received through the grapevine (X=2.75, SD=1.06) produced a significant difference of .31 

(t[42]=.31, p<.05). 

The Timeliness of Information received from key sources produced a grand mean of 

2.94 (M=2.94, SD=1.06). The two parties that generated the lowest means in this section in 

terms of providing information in a timely manner were (Item 69) subordinates (X=2.27, 

SD=1.28) and (Item 73) top management (X=2.64, SD=1.18). 

Results concerning Employee’s Satisfaction on a range of items produced a grand mean 

of 3.58 (M=3.58, SD=1.01). The two items that computed the lowest means included: (Item 

90) My organization encourages differences of position (X=2.86, SD=1.05), and (Item 91) I 

have a say in decisions that affect my job (X=3.03, SD=1.2). 
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The Organizational Outcomes section (i.e., allowing feedback concerning participants 

level of satisfaction with particular items in the workplace [e.g., my job, my pay, 

organizational progress]) generated a grand mean of 3.47 (M=3.47, SD=.83). The following 

items produced the lowest means in terms of employee outcome satisfaction: (Item 99) My 

organization’s system for recognizing and rewarding outstanding performance (X=3.06, 

SD=.1); (Item 101) My organization’s overall communication efforts (X=3.07, 1.06); (Item 95) 

My pay (X=3.17, SD=.83); (Item 97) My chances for getting ahead in the organization 

(X=3.19, 1.09); and (Item 104) My organization’s efficiency of operation (X=3.19, SD=.87).  

The eighth section of the closed-ended questionnaire focused on Channels of 

Communication (i.e., the amount of information currently received on a particular 

communication channel [e.g., face-to-face contact, telephone, email] versus what needs to be 

received via this channel). Results for the amount of information currently received from all 

channels produced a grand mean of 2.63 (M=2.63, SD=1.02) versus the amount of information 

that is needed from these channels produced a grand mean of 2.83 (M=2.83, SD=.96). This 

resulted in a mean difference of .2 between the amount of information received by these 

channels and what needs to be received. 

The following items generated a significant difference between the amount of 

information currently received from a particular channel and what information needs to be 

received from that channel: (Item 107) Face-to-face communication between two people (X= 

2.81, SD=1.07) versus (Item 118) the amount of information that needs to be received in face-

to-face communication (X=3.19, SD= .81) produced a significant difference of .39 (t[42]=.39, 

p<.05); (Item 108) Face-to-face communication between more than two people (X= 2.69, 

SD=1.07) versus (Item 119) the amount of information that needs to be received in face-to-face 
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communication with more than two people (X=2.92, SD=.96) produced a significant difference 

of .22 (t[42]=.22, p<.05). (Item 110) Written memos (X= 3.25, SD=1.16) versus (Item 121) the 

amount of information that needs to be received via written memos (X=3.47, SD= 1.12) 

produced a significant difference of .22 (t[42]=.22, p<.05). (Item 111) Bulletin boards (X= 

2.08, SD=1.03) versus (Item 122) the amount of information that needs to be received on 

bulletin boards (X=2.53, SD=1.18) produced a significant difference of .44 (t[42]=.44, p<.05). 

(Item 113) Internal audio-visual media (e.g., videotape, films, slides) (X= 1.83, SD=.96) versus 

(Item 124) the amount of information that needs to be received via audio-visual media 

(X=2.14, SD= 1.05) produced a significant difference of .31 (t[42]=.31, p<.05). (Item 117) 

Instant message systems (X=1.69, SD=1.04) versus (Item 128) the amount of information that 

needs to be received through instant message systems (X=2.03, SD=1.2) produced a significant 

difference of .33 (t[42]=.33, p<.05). 

Open-ended Questions. The second part of the survey requested employee feedback 

concerning particular cases of effective and ineffective communication prompted by closed-

ended items. Twenty of the 43 participants responded to open-ended items. This amounted to a 

47% response rate.  An overview of open-ended responses is provided in Table 1 below. 

Table 1 
Topic of (Open-ended) 
Communication Episode Response 

Number of 
Participant 
Responses 

Effective 
Communication 

Episodes 

Ineffective 
Communication 

Episodes 
Receiving information from others 19 8 11 
Sending information to others 10 4 6 
Follow-up on information sent 11 3 8 
Sources of experience 8 2 6 
Timeliness of information 
received from key sources 

8 5 3 

Organizational communication 
relationships 

7 4 3 

Organizational outcomes 9 4 5 
Channels of communication 4 4 0 
Total number of responses 76 34 42 
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Participants provided a total of 76 effective and ineffective episodes. Thirty-four of the 

responses, or 45% of the scenarios, described effective communication episodes witnessed by 

employees. Forty-two of the responses, or 55% of the scenarios, described ineffective 

communication episodes recounted by employees. Excerpts of some of these descriptions are 

included in the Discussion chapter to substantiate the audit’s findings. 

Method IV 

 Focus Groups. The focus groups produced considerable data that served to clarify and 

expand the closed- and open-ended questionnaire responses obtained through the questionnaire 

survey. Employee responses prompted the following three results: First, the role of 

communication needs to be emphasized at all levels in order to strengthen employee 

connections both vertically and horizontally. Second, the company’s many changes have 

resulted in ambiguity regarding many of the roles and responsibilities of those in 

HealthTronics-Atlanta. And third, upper management has, to date, made little effort to build a 

cohesive, collaborative climate (i.e., member’s perceptions of specific organizational 

components including common norms and values) that would enhance HealthTronics-Atlanta’s 

goods and services (Harrison & Shirom, 1999). The support for these items is addressed in 

more length in the next chapter. In short, this data served to corroborate results obtained from 

the other methods. 

Unanticipated Result. In addition to the results obtained from the field interviews, the 

open-ended questionnaire survey, the closed-ended questionnaire survey, and focus groups, an 

additional unanticipated result emerged from analysis of participant responses to Item 140 (i.e., 

How much training to improve your communication skills have you had?) of the closed-ended 

questionnaire survey. Thirty-six of the 42 participants responded to this item. 
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Results indicate that 12 participants had no training at all, 8 had little training, 13 had 

some training, and 3 had extensive training. In short, 56% of those that responded had little or 

no communication training on how to communicate effectively in the workplace. And 44% 

have some or extensive communication training. Based on these results, findings and 

recommendations are generated in the next two chapters for HealthTronics-Atlanta. 

Discussion 

 The purpose of this organizational audit is to understand the communication patterns of 

HealthTronics-Atlanta. Based on the results of this research, four findings are advanced in this 

chapter. The findings of this research include: One, many HealthTronics-Atlanta employees 

lack a clear understanding of the various roles of those within the company. Two, too few 

messages are being exchanged by HealthTronics-Atlanta employees at the current time. Three, 

the messages currently being sent within HealthTronics-Atlanta often lack necessary 

information. And four, upper management of HealthTronics-Atlanta, to date, has made little 

attempt to build a strong corporate culture. These findings are addressed in detail and 

supported by employee data obtained from this audit. 

General Findings 

Whereas the results of this research indicate that HealthTronics-Atlanta excels in a 

number of areas including: (a) Employees generally enjoy working at HealthTronics (See 

Appendix A; Refer to Items 94, 102, 106); (b) Employees identify HealthTronics-Atlanta’s 

product line as a source of pride (See Appendix A; Refer to Item 105 and as characterized by 

one employee, “The selling of our product line is our strength. We sell a very good product that 

is reliable.”); and (c) employees believe that HealthTronics-Atlanta is committed to growth 
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(See Appendix A; Refer to Item 106), results clarify that greater attention be given to the roles 

of those within the company. 

HealthTronics-Atlanta and Role Ambiguity. Results from all four research methods 

substantiate that many employees are confused about the roles and responsibilities of others 

within HealthTronics-Atlanta. 

Finding One: Many HealthTronics-Atlanta employees lack a clear understanding 

of the various roles within the company. 

In focus group interviews, when employers were asked about a variety of roles within the 

company (e.g., Who is the person to contact for lithotripter parts?), it was common to be met 

with blank stares or as one employee stated, “I really have no idea who to contact here.” Two 

comments typify this lack of clarity regarding the roles and responsibilities in HealthTronics-

Atlanta. Repeatedly the statement was heard in both focus groups, “Oh, he does that? I didn’t 

know that.” And, “The people who answer the phones do not know who to contact for what 

part.” Likewise, it was interesting that employees would often contradict each other in terms of 

stating who is responsible for a certain job. This finding was also supported by open-ended 

survey responses. One employee stated that he just keeps calling people until he gets an 

answer, but often is unclear where to begin “the chase.” In short, HealthTronics-Atlanta needs 

to clarify to its employees its departments and the titles and roles of those within each 

department. This would go far in reducing the role ambiguity currently experienced by many at 

HealthTronics-Atlanta. 

 HealthTronics-Atlanta and Message Frequency. HealthTronics-Atlanta’s main 

communication weakness is the lack of messages being sent by employees at this time. Seven 
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of the top eight items of greatest difference on the closed-ended survey indicate a lack of 

message exchange between parties. 

Finding Two: HealthTronics-Atlanta employees typically exchange too few 

messages at this time. 

In short, HealthTronics-Atlanta employees are not communicating with each other enough. 

(See the Table 2 below.) 

Table 2 
Ranking of Quantitative Items 
Deserving Attention 

Amount of 
information I  

currently receive 

Amount of 
information I need 

to do my job 

Difference 

1. The amount of information I 
receive on organizational decisions 
that affect my job 

2.81 3.84 1.03 

2. The amount of information I 
provide to my immediate supervisor 
concerning his/her performance 

2.18 3.21 1.03 

3. The amount of information I 
receive regarding the mistakes of 
my organization  

2.47 3.37 .9 

4. The amount of follow-up I 
receive from co-workers in other 
departments 

2.97 3.81 .84 

5. The amount of information I 
receive from others concerning 
promotion and advancement 
opportunities 

2.86 3.63 .77 

6. Specific problems received by 
management 

2.58 3.33 .75 

7. The amount of information I 
receive from other departments. 

2.83 3.49 .66 

8. Information received by formal 
management 

2.61 3.25 .64 

N=43 
  

The quantitative data overwhelmingly confirms that too little information is being sent: 

(a) From upper management to employees, and (b) Between departments. Open-ended 

comments in the online survey and in the focus groups support this finding. Three comments 

characterize this theme. One employee stated, “To be honest, I find out more [about 

HealthTronics] outside the company than within it.” Another employee addressed the lack of 
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communication from upper level positions this way, “Management assumes that employees 

already know information or do not need to know.” The employee went on to explain that this 

is a recurring pattern. As an example of this tendency, several employees recited an occasion 

when the company’s new CEO came to HealthTronics-Atlanta for a visit, and the employees 

had no idea who the individual was. As one employee stated, “Why would you have the new 

CEO walk through your plant and not tell anyone who he is?” Many employees referenced this 

incident as especially confusing and frustrating. In lieu of this information, HealthTronics-

Atlanta’s upper management is encouraged to inform employees company-wide of upcoming 

events and decisions that impact everyone. 

 Whereas management is encouraged to take the lead in terms of providing necessary 

information on a more frequent basis, employees should also pay greater attention to messages 

sent to those in other departments. (Refer to Items 4 and 7 in Table 2.) In brief, a premium 

needs to be placed on distributing information in a timely manner to those inside and outside of 

one’s department, whether through email or in meetings. 

 HealthTronics-Atlanta and Message Content. In addition to HealthTronics-Atlanta’s 

need to give greater attention to the frequency of message exchange, employees too often 

provide partial or insufficient information in the messages that are sent to others. Results from 

two research methods underscored the importance that HealthTronics-Atlanta needs to give 

more attention to the content of the messages being exchanged. 

Finding Three: HealthTronics-Atlanta employees too often send messages with 

partial or insufficient content for task completion. 

 Based on the closed-ended items of greatest difference (i.e., the current amount of 

message exchange versus the needed amount of message exchange to do one’s job) and focus 
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group data, employees indicate that too often they feel like outsiders. Two examples, recounted 

often by employees, illustrate this finding. 

 In one instance, a Field Service Engineer was asked to repair a lithotripter in his service 

area. To his surprise, he learned--in making his service call--that the medical equipment had 

been in his service area for months. In a second instance, several employees stated that they 

had heard (through the “grapevine”) that HealthTronics-Atlanta was to be involved in a local 

trade show, but they had no idea regarding the date of the show. Several employees figured out 

the date of the show by the number of absences at work on a given day. As one employee put 

it: 

“Wow, it would be nice just to get a sense of what we are doing. I understand that our 

competitor actually bussed their employees to the convention. And I didn’t even know 

when it [the convention] was.” 

Whereas upper management should increase the frequency of information communicated to 

employees, it should also ensure that the information that is transmitted is sufficient in content. 

Ritchie and Miles (1970) note that employees deal better with workplace issues if they have 

some information, even if it is less than positive, than no information at all.  

 HealthTronics-Atlanta and Corporate Culture and Climate. Finally, employees were 

detailed in their open-ended questionnaire responses and in focus groups about HealthTronics-

Atlanta current corporate culture. Harrison and Shirom (1999) define organizational culture as 

the components that characterize a company (e.g., norms, values, rites, rituals, network) and 

organizational climate as employees’ perceptions of company’s culture (i.e., how employees 

feel about company norms and values). In this vein, employees spoke of feeling isolated from 

others at work. This finding represents a trend supported by all four methods. 
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Finding Four: HealthTronics-Atlanta has given little, if any, attention to its 

corporate culture and climate.  

 When asked to characterize their relationship with other employees in and outside of 

their departments, one employee said, “What relationship?” The employee went on to note that 

there is no connection with other people. “Upper management may have private parties; we 

have nothing!” Another employee went on to contrast HealthTronics-Austin’s Christmas party 

with HealthTronics-Atlanta’s Christmas party. As the individual stated, “We had to supply our 

own food, except for the turkey, and Austin got a nice dinner out of it.” Many responded that 

this was the only time the company had made an effort to have employees get together for 

anything other than work. Another employee wrote: 

“We are not as important as our customers. The customers get ‘wined and dined’, and 

we don’t even get [holiday] cards. In fact, we get absolutely nothing. There is never any 

kind of company morale. Sad to say, from day one, it has been in decline.” 

In short, these results affirm that the company has made little effort to build camaraderie 

among employees. “We don’t even have a bowling team. I just come here and work and go 

home. What a shame.” 

These four findings may be addressed by taking specific steps to minimize or even 

reverse their effects. The next chapter provides recommendations to improve HealthTronics-

Atlanta in the immediate future. 

Recommendations 

 In the previous chapter, four findings were advanced based on the communication 

audit of HealthTronics-Atlanta. Those four findings include: (a) HealthTronics-Atlanta 

employees lack a clear understanding of the various roles of those within the company; (b) Too 
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few messages are being exchanged by HealthTronics-Atlanta employees at the current time; (c) 

The messages currently being sent within HealthTronics-Atlanta often lack the necessary 

information for effective task completion; and (d) Upper management needs to focus on 

building a stronger corporate culture. Based on these findings, three recommendations are 

advanced here to improve HealthTronics-Atlanta’s day-to-day operations. These 

recommendations include: One, HealthTronics-Atlanta needs to give more attention to 

communication issues, in general. Two, corporate culture and climate needs to be prioritized 

by management. And three, HealthTronics-Atlanta should take steps to dispense company-

wide information on a more frequent basis. Prior to addressing these findings, though, it is 

important to briefly address the life cycle traits HealthTronics-Atlanta is exhibiting at this time. 

Organizational Life Cycles and HealthTronics-Atlanta 

 As employees frequently mentioned in this audit, HealthTronics-Atlanta is unique in 

that the company, in its current state, has only existed for one year. However, many of the 

employees report having worked together for years through a variety of name changes. It is not 

a surprise then that HealthTronics-Atlanta exhibits conflicting signs of organizational 

development.  

Miller and Friesen’s (1984) work on organizational life cycles lends much to 

understanding HealthTronics-Atlanta at this time. Miller and Friesen contend that companies 

characteristically go through distinct stages of growth over time. These stages include: (Stage 

One) an entrepreneurial stage (i.e., characterized by an entrepreneur initiating activity, loosely 

defined organizational roles and structures, minimal planning and coordination, and risk 

taking), (Stage Two) a collectivity stage (i.e., characterized by the importance of team work, 

increased communication, moderate structure, a strong sense of mission, and group identity), 
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(Stage Three) a formalization and control stage (i.e., characterized by increasingly formal 

structure, reliance on operating procedures, and a conservative work culture), and (Stage Four) 

a structural elaboration stage (i.e., characterized by a complex organizational structure, 

organizational decentralization, and potential for renewal). Although company decline is 

possible at any stage of the life cycle process, Miller and Friesen advance that a company that 

moves into the final stage is especially susceptible to decline if it does not take steps for 

renewal. 

 Although HealthTronics-Atlanta currently displays symptoms characteristic of many of 

these stages (e.g., loosely defined organizational structure and roles, yet an increasing need for 

operating procedures) despite its relatively recent name change, these results indicate that 

HealthTronics-Atlanta displays characteristics of a company primarily in (Stage Three) the 

formalization and control stage and headed for (Stage Four) the structural-elaboration stage. In 

light of this fact, HealthTronics-Atlanta’s leaders must avoid perceiving HealthTronics-Atlanta 

as a new company and instead recognize that the “new” company is in need of renewal. 

Consequently, HealthTronics-Atlanta’s policies and procedures need to be re-assessed to 

enhance employee productively. With this life cycle context, the following recommendations 

clarify how to improve HealthTronics-Atlanta.  

Recommendations for HealthTronics-Atlanta 

Recommendation One: HealthTronics-Atlanta should give more attention to 

communication issues, in general. 

 Recommendation one advances that more attention needs to be given to communication 

issues, in general. Communication in HealthTronics-Atlanta can be improved three ways: First, 

upper management needs to lead the way by prioritizing the distribution of company-wide 
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messages to ensure that employees are up-to-date concerning what is happening in and with the 

company. The majority of employees have requested that information be distributed regarding 

personnel changes, corporate changes, and employee performance more often. Second, the 

company should develop a way so that employees may provide input on a more regular basis. 

One way to do this is by using a computer-mediated employee suggestion management system 

to allow employee input on a range of topics aimed at bettering the company. Suggestion 

management systems serve to motivate employees to participate in company development and 

encourage employee contributions of creative ideas (Fairbank, Spangler, & Williams, 2003). 

Third, in that only 3 of the 36 employees (or 8%) that responded to the closed-ended 

questionnaire reported having extensive training in communication, 92% of respondents’ lack 

extensive communication training. Consequently, HealthTronics-Atlanta should offer a variety 

of communication training programs (e.g. on decision-making, conflict management, and team 

building). These programs could be offered by Sara Anderson, HealthTronics-Atlanta’s Human 

Resource Manager or by an outside consultant/trainer. These programs would underscore 

management’s commitment to making HealthTronics-Atlanta a more efficient and desirable 

place to work and facilitate camaraderie in the workplace.  

Recommendation Two: HealthTronics-Atlanta should prioritize the development 

of its corporate culture and climate. 

 Recommendation two advances that HealthTronics-Atlanta management needs to 

prioritize its corporate culture and climate. Deal and Kennedy’s (1982) research on top-

performing companies establishes that strong organizational cultures have specific rites and 

rituals. At the current time HealthTronics-Atlanta does not hold regular meetings (i.e., a ritual) 

characteristic of top-performing companies. Consequently, HealthTronics-Atlanta should 
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implement monthly or quarterly meetings so that employees can see each other face-to-face. 

Those employees in the field that can not sit in a meeting should be able to hear the meeting by 

phone. These meetings should cover recent company accomplishments and immediate goals. 

Meetings do not need to be long, but they would reinforce the company’s emphasis on 

cohesion. By implementing regular meetings, employees would view upper management as 

being concerned about keeping employees informed and indicate that employees are valued. 

 Additionally, HealthTronics-Atlanta’s upper management should sanction and fund 

functions such as a 4th of July party along with a winter or Christmas party. One of these 

parties should include an awards session where employees are recognized for their outstanding 

performance. HealthTronics-Atlanta’s upper management should also consider sending out 

cards of appreciation at some point during the year to acknowledge an employee’s birthday, 

one’s anniversary with the company, or a job well done. Further, it would be nice to have the 

card accompanied by a pen with the company’s logo and slogan on it to reinforce teamwork. 

Moreover, periodic “lunches on the company” should be considered and offered from time-to-

time to show employee appreciation for their commitment to HealthTronics-Atlanta.  

Recommendation Three: HealthTronics-Atlanta should take steps to deliver 

company-wide information on a more frequent.  

Recommendation three advances that given the size of the company, HealthTronics-

Atlanta is encouraged to start distributing a monthly or quarterly newsletter. For example, the 

first issue could overview HealthTronics-Atlanta, and its relationship to other HealthTronics-

Atlanta affiliates. The newsletter should differentiate HealthTronics-Atlanta’s departments and 

identify the employees who work in each department and their job description and contact 

information. This could best be done by hiring a corporate communication person to work in 
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conjunction with Sara Anderson of Human Resources to coordinate the newsletter. He or she 

could also update HealthTronics-Atlanta’s intranet and internet content, when needed.  If 

funding is not available for this at this time, HealthTronics-Atlanta may consider bringing in a 

Kennesaw State University intern as a corporate communication specialist as a stop-gap 

measure until a full-time employee could be hired. Each recommendation would serve a need 

identified by this research.  

Limitations 

In lieu of these findings, the following limitations of this research need to be noted. 

First, although two initial field interviews were conducted for this audit, additional field 

interviews may have yielded different results. Second, whereas the focus group interviews 

included employees from different departments, focus groups consisting of employees 

exclusively from the same department may have produced different results. And third, any 

communication audit needs to be recognized as a “snapshot” of a company at a given point 

(Aust, 2005). However, the best way to determine company improvement over time is through 

annual measurements. 

In sum, this organizational communication audit distinguishes four findings unique to 

HealthTronics-Atlanta. Moreover, three recommendations are advanced to increase employee 

productivity and satisfaction.  

Euske and Roberts (1987) note that communication is the “social glue” of an 

organization. HealthTronics-Atlanta is encouraged to implement the data-driven 

recommendations made here. By doing so, HealthTronics-Atlanta would not only work better; 

it would be a better place to work. 
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Appendix A 

Table 1 
Receiving Information From Others 

 

Question   Mean 
Standard 

Dev. Question Mean  
Standard 

Dev. Diff.  

1 

How well I 
am doing in 
my job. 3.3 0.91 2 3.63 0.87 0.33  

3 
My job 
duties. 3.56 0.83 4 3.65 0.97 0.1  

5   3.33 0.84 6 3.65 0.95 0.33  
7   3.51 0.91 8 3.74 1.03 0.23  
9   3.02 0.83 10 3.56 0.88 0.53 * 

11 

Mistake and 
failures of 
my 
organization. 2.47 1.12 12 3.37 0.95 0.91 * 

13   3.19 1.16 14 3.56 1.18 0.37  
15   3.33 0.92 16 3.77 1.02 0.45 * 

17 

How 
organization 
decisions are 
made that 
affect my 
job. 2.81 1.22 18 3.84 1.09 1.02 * 

19   2.86 1.1 20 3.63 1 0.77 * 

21 

Important 
new product 
service or 
program 
developments 
in my 
organization. 3.07 1.06 22 3.6 0.98 0.53 * 

23   3.44 0.93 24 3.7 1.06 0.26  
25   2.58 1.2 26 3.33 0.94 0.74  

Grand 
means:   3.11 1   3.62 0.99 0.51  
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Table 2 
Sending Information to Others 

 

Question   Mean 
Standard 

Dev. Question Mean 
Standard 

Dev. Diff.  
27   3.58 0.78 28 3.71 0.72 0.13  

29 

Reporting 
what I think 
my job 
requires me 
to do. 3.39 0.81 30 3.39 0.83 0  

31   3.53 0.97 32 3.79 0.79 0.26  

33 

Complaining 
about my 
job and/or 
working 

conditions. 2.31 1.22 34 2.51 1.17 0.21  

35 

Requesting 
Information 
necessary to 
do my job. 3.39 0.71 36 3.61 0.8 0.21  

37 

Evaluating 
the 
performance 
of my 
immediate 
supervisor. 2.18 1.15 38 3.21 0.96 1.03 * 

39 

Asking for 
clearer work 
instructions. 2.95 1.02 40 3.11 1.04 0.16  

Grand 
means:   3.05 0.95   3.33 0.9 0.29  

 
Table 3 

Follow-up on Information Sent 
 

Question   Mean 
Standard 

Dev. Question Mean 
Standard 

Dev. Diff.  
41   2.54 1.21 42 2.76 1.33 0.22 * 
43   2.97 0.89 44 3.81 0.53 0.84 * 

45 
Immediate 
Supervisor. 3.59 0.86 46 3.97 0.64 0.38 * 

47 
Middle 
Management. 3.19 0.9 48 3.51 0.92 0.32 * 

49 
Top 
Management. 2.89 1.17 50 3.35 1.12 0.46 * 

Grand 
means:   3.04 1.01   3.48 0.91 0.44  
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Table 4 
Sources of Information 

 

Question   Mean 
Standard 

Dev. Question Mean 
Standard 

Dev. Diff.   
51 Subordinates. 2.5 1.09 52 2.87 1.23 0.37 * 

53 

Co-workers in 
my own unit 
or department. 3.39 0.7 54 3.66 0.69 0.27 * 

55   2.83 0.83 56 3.49 0.8 0.65 * 

57 
Immediate 
Supervisor. 3.58 0.86 58 4.03 0.64 0.44 * 

59   3.17 1.1 60 3.6 0.98 0.43 * 
61   2.75 1.01 62 3.28 1.06 0.53 * 
63   2.61 1.16 64 3.25 1.1 0.64 * 

65 
Top 
Managements. 2.53 1.14 66 3.06 1.13 0.53 * 

67 
The 
"grapevine". 3.06 1.05 68 2.75 1.06 0.31 * 

Grand 
means:   2.94 0.99   3.33 0.97 0.46  

 
Table 5 

Timeliness of Information Received from Key Sources 
 

Question   Mean Standard Dev. 
69 Subordinates. 2.27 1.28 
70 Co-workers. 3.28 0.83 
71   3.56 1.01 
72   2.94 0.99 
73 Top Management. 2.64 1.18 
74 The "grapevine". 2.97 1.05 

Grand means:   2.94 1.06 
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Table 6 
Organizational Communication Relationships 

 
Question   Mean Standard Dev. 

75   3.72 0.81 
76   3.89 0.75 
77   4 0.62 
78   3.81 1.09 
79   3.78 1.11 

80 
My immediate supervisor 
listens to me. 3.78 1.07 

81 
I am free to disagree with my 
immediate supervisor. 3.36 1.09 

82   3.86 0.9 

83 
My immediate supervisor 
praises me for a good job. 3.67 1.18 

84   4 0.95 

85 
My immediate supervisor 
understands my job needs. 3.72 0.99 

86   3.72 1.1 
87   3.27 1.13 
88   3.14 1.14 
89   3.17 1.18 
90   2.86 1.05 

91 
I have a say in decisions that 
affect my job. 3.03 1.2 

92   3.42 1.01 
93   3.75 0.88 

Grand means:   3.58 1.01 
 

Table 7 
Organizational Outcomes 

 
Question   Mean Standard Dev. 

94   3.92 0.8 
95   3.17 0.83 
96   3.53 0.89 
97   3.19 1.09 
98   3.64 0.88 

99 

My organization's system for 
recognizing and rewarding 
outstanding performance. 3.06 0.1 

100   3.56 1.01 

101 
My organization's overall 
communication efforts. 3.17 1.06 

102 Working in my organization 3.64 0.9 
103   3.58 1.01 
104   3.19 0.87 

105 

The overall quality of my 
organization's product or 
service. 3.81 0.61 

106   3.69 0.72 
Grand means:   3.47 0.83 
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HealthTronics’ Case Study     36 
 

Table 8 
Channels of Communication 

 

Question   Mean 
Standard 

Dev. Question Mean 
Standard 

Dev. Diff.  
107   2.81 1.07 108 3.19 0.81 0.39 * 
109   2.69 1.07 110 2.92 0.96 0.22 * 
111   3.78 1.03 112 3.92 0.96 0.14  
113   3.25 1.16 114 3.47 1.12 0.22 * 
115   2.08 1.03 116 2.53 1.18 0.44 * 
117   2.72 0.94 118 2.78 1.05 0.06  

119 

Internal 
Audio-
Visual 
Media. 1.83 0.96 120 2.14 1.05 0.31 * 

121 
External 
Media. 1.92 1.14 122 1.92 1.01 0  

123 Facsimile. 1.92 1.03 124 1.89 0.99 0.03  
125 E-mail. 4.25 0.74 126 4.33 0.62 0.08  

127 

Instant 
Message 
Systems. 1.69 1.04 128 2.03 1.2 0.33 * 

Grand 
means:   2.63 1.02   2.83 0.96 0.2  
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Abstract 
 

Melville’s theological contexts in his first book, Typee, have not been 
duly discussed, since critics have considered the issue proper to his later 
books. The intent of this study is to show that Melville ingeniously insinuates 
Biblical episodes in the beginning part of the book so as to give the described 
incidents additional quality and depth which relate to the perspective of 
Ishmael in Moby-Dick. Here we also discuss the idea of the Covenant of God 
with man, the central doctrine of New England Puritan theology. This thesis 
concludes that the narrator ’s flight from the “arbitrary and violent” captain of 
the ship signifies Melville’s metaphorical assertion that the narrator annuls 
the covenant with orthodox Puritan God. 
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     If simply put forth, Melville’s Typee is solely concerned with the 
segmentation of social space and ritual time. Melville’s first book is a 
narrative by a young man of his experience in a Marquesas Island. The 
narrator, just like Melville, tells his experience from his recollection after he 
returns to his country. The outline of the plot is very simple: the narrator ’s 
escape from a whaler, followed by his sojourn in a Typee valley and his escape 
from there to another whaler. He traverses the boundaries between two 
worlds: western world and Polynesian world. The contrast of these worlds 
furnishes the theme of the book. The procedure of separation is the center of 
the drama, where Melville signifies not only the physical and sociological 
transitions of the narrator but also his philosophical relocation. Melville 
intends to offer not so much his real-life experiences and what in later years is 
considered anthropological information  

Christian mythology plays an important role when the narrator parts 
himself from his present civilized world in order to enter into an unfamiliar 
primordial world. Since the striking feature of the book is the romantic 
enhancements of the happy life in the Typee Valley, which the narrator later 
compares to “the garden of Paradise,” 1  mythological composition of the book 
needs to be studied. 

Theological contexts in Typee, however, have not been duly noticed. The 
reason of indifference can be attributed to an   understanding that Typee is 
“a tale of exotic adventure, revealing little of the complexity of his later 
works.” 2  Later masterpieces such as Moby Dick overshadow the fist more or 
less “autobiographical journal,” making it seem, if not a real personal record, 
an romantic story told by an inexperienced writer and, therefore, less serious 
in his allusions to theological theme. Critics seem to agree that Melville’s 
grappling with theological problems augments and becomes conspicuous in his 
later novels.  

Nathalia Wright in her remarkable book, Melville’s Use of the Bible, 
offers interesting statistical data. She notices “a correspondence between the 

                                          
1 Herman Melville, Typee: A Peep at Polynesian Life, eds. Harrison Hayward, 
Hershel Parker, and G. Thomas Tanselle (Evanston: Northwestern University 
and The Newberry Library, 1968), 49. Subsequent references to this edition 
appear in the text. 
2 Richard Dean Smith, Melville’s Complaint:  Doctors and Medicine in the 
Art of Herman Melville (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1991), 2. 
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most ambitious expressions of Melville’s genius and his use of the Bible.” 
According to her the number of the use increases as Melville advances as a 
writer. Moby-Dick comes first in the order and last on the list is Typee. 3   

One of the reasons of the smallest number of the use of the Bible might 
be his artistic restraint of the direct references to it at the beginning of his 
career. Surviving draft pages give some suggestions. Fortunately sixteen 
leaves of draft stage have been found; they are from the chapters, 12, 13, and 
14.  Studying the alterations from these draft pages to the first edition, 
Hershel Parker notes among others the deletion of Biblical references. 4   

The intent of this thesis is to try to surface the assigned mythological 
contexts in the book which are submerged under the apparent story in terms 
of their ritualistic significance in passing through the boundary between the 
two cultural forms. The contexts are latent because Typee was published as a 
genuine record of his personal experience. Melville properly restrained 
himself from flying freely into Romance. It may be worth while to see how he, 
as a novice writer, used his ingenuity to pursue his first task. Particularly the 
beginning part of the book is examined here in the hope that this study relates 
the book thematically and artistically in some way to his later great book, 
Moby Dick.  
 

Any reader who is familiar with Melville’s later love of using ironies or 
metaphors would stop and wonder what he means by the opening sentence, 
“Six months at sea! Yes, reader, as I live, six months out of sight of land.” The 
reader would also remember that Melville’s narrators are imbued with 
compulsive aspiration to seek the true meaning of the world and its relation to 
the reality they face. Their narratives are often loaded with two purposes: to 
tell the present ongoing actions in order for the reader to form a concrete 
image of the events, and to suggest inarticulately the symbolical construct 
which induces each reader to form his own additional implication. If, for 
example, George Ripley found Typee agreeable due to its literary style which 
he thought well expressed Melville’s “immediate inspiration of personal 
experiences,” 5  it is because Ripley acknowledged in Typee some 
                                          
3 Nathalia Wright, Melville’s use of the Bible (1949; rpt., New York; Octagon 
Books, 1980), 8-9. 
4 Hershel Parker, Herman Melville; A Biography Volume 1, 1819-1951 
(Baltimore; The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996), 368. 
5 Melville Log, 303. 
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transcendental aspiration, although Melville was not altogether content with 
this philosophy. 6   
    When read side by side with those journals which were published in the 
late eighteenth century and early nineteenth century, and which Melville had 
access to and made use of, the book strikes the reader as intentional in 
subsuming a theological thematic in terms of the way it relies on Christian 
mythology.  The opening paragraph evinces his craftsmanship. It might be 
helpful to compare this with its counterpart in another sea book. Melville’s 
versatile literary style is obvious when juxtaposed with the beginning part of 
Dana’s Two Years Before the Mast. 7  A Harvard undergraduate and son of a 
wealthy father, Dana is not roundabout in his narrative written in an easy, 
plain style. 

 
The fourteenth of August was the day fixed upon for the sailing of 

the brig Pilgrim, on her voyage from Boston, Round Cape Horn, to the 
western coast of North America. As she was to get under way early in the 
afternoon, I made my appearance on board at twelve o’clock, in full sea 
rig, with my chest, containing an outfit for a two or three years’ voyage, 
which I had undertaken from a determination to cure, if possible, by an 
entire change of life, and by a long absence from books, with a plenty of 
hard work, plain food, and open air, a weakness of the eyes, which had 
obliged me to give up my studies, and which no medical aid seemed likely 
to remedy. 8 
 

                                          
6 Melville wrote to Ever Duyckinck in his letter of March 3, 1849, “Nay, I do 
not oscillate in Emerson’s rainbow but prefer rather to hang myself in mine 
own halter than swing in any other man’s swing.” (Melville Log, 292) See 
Perry Miller, Nature’s Nation (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The Belknap Press 
of Harvard University Press, 1974), 194. Miller affirms that Melville 
characters represent the fundamental premises of romantic writers which are 
“precisely those of transcendentalism.” 
7 The book was published in 1840. When the original copyright expired in 
1868, Dana issued a revised edition from which he excluded the opening and 
concluding chapters of the original issue. As for the revision see John Seelye, 
“Introduction” to Richard Henry Dana, Jr., Two Years Before the Mast: A 
Personal Narrative, (Harmondsworth: Signet Classic, 2000), xiv-xvi. Signet 
Classic restores those chapters as appendix. Since original first chapter 
corresponds rightly to the “Preface” in Typee in its application, the opening 
chapter of 1868 version is appropriate for comparison. 
8 Dana, 1. 
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“Facts” or “true character” escapes absolute definition. Yet the above passage 
is composed with basic elements of information that do not allow the reader 
any speculative reading. Two Years claims a record of events and personal 
activities like a personal diary which offers frankness. Dana also says, “it is 
written out from a journal which I kept at the time, and from notes which I 
made of most of the events as they happened.” 9  The fact is that he had to 
resort to his memory in writing the book because he lost his journal after he 
came back to Boston. But it does not matter. The plain report-like style is his 
own art of writing reflecting his conscious view of life. Even if, as Wright 
Morris says about Two Years, “there is something more than facts in Dana,” 10  
the style Dana adopts serves his purpose of publishing the book “to give an 
accurate and authentic narrative of” the life and experiences of a common 
seaman before the mast.  

On the other hand, Melville calls for speculation. At the same time he 
deprives the reader, as much as possible, of his speculating about the 
geography and accurate date and time. He conducts the reader to a “once upon 
a time” world by taking him right into the scene of the drama. A whaler 
appears from nowhere. 
  
          Six months at sea! Yes, reader, as I live, six months out of sight of 

land; cruising after the sperm-whale beneath the scorching sun of the 
Line, and tossed on the billows of the wide-rolling Pacific—the sky above, 
the sea around, and nothing else! Weeks and weeks ago our fresh 
provisions were all exhausted. There is not a sweet potatoe left; not a 
single yam. Those glorious bunches of bananas which once decorated our 
stern and quarter-deck have, alas, disappeared  and the delicious 
oranges which hung suspended from our top and stays—they, too, are 
gone! 
… 

          Oh! for a refreshing glimpse of one blade of grass—for a snuff at 
the fragrance of a handful of the loamy earth! Is there nothing fresh 
around us? Is there no green thing to be seen? Yes, the inside of our 
bulwarks is painted green; but what a vile and sickly hue it is, as if 
nothing bearing even the semblance of verdure could flourish this weary 

                                          
9 Dana, 372. 
10 Wright Morris, “Afterward,” Dana, Two Years Before the Mast, 399.  
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way from land. Even the bark that once clung to the wood we use for 
fuels has been gnawed off and devoured by the captain’s pig; and so long 
ago, too, that the pig himself has in turn been devoured.(Typee 3-4)  

 
Melville is most distinctive in his treatment of this ambiguous state in which 
he puts his narrator. None of the proper details about the ship is afforded; 
where her home port is or when and where she anchored last time. His artistic 
intent to write a book with a thematic construct directs him to compose the 
beginning part in a way to serve his purpose. He pictures a scene which looks 
realistic and seems to have been written “under the immediate inspiration of 
personal experiences.” But the described episode, when viewed from the 
thematic context of the book, soon loses its absolute reality, gaining the place 
of relativity. Consequently it is a different notion that is provided, that 
carries the episode into the sphere of abstract idea, which projects the scene 
in a new dimension of cognizance.   

Careful reading in retrospect leads the reader to a Biblical piece of 
scenery. Suggested here is the ironical transformation of Noah’s ark. The 
emphasis is not the common feature of the state of isolation on waters but the 
ontological contrariety. The word “Pacific” serves to indicate not so much a 
real location as a sign of a vast expanse of waters. The life for Noah and his 
family in their ark inaugurated with the Lord’s command and they were 
remembered during the months of perseverance on the waters with no sign of 
land in view. Concomitant with the promise of life and the future proliferation 
of Noah’s family and pairs of some living animals was the extinction of all 
other living things. Noah’s fate was assured by the blessing words of God and 
the establishment of covenant. On the other hand, the present ship seems to 
have had some living animals on board but they were kept alive not to 
propagate but to be “devoured.” The sole purpose of the ship is to pursue and 
kill a single kind of sea animal. There would be no blessing promised them. 
The crew can only long for getting to dry earth  
     It is interesting to note that Melville selected Genesis for his first novel. 
The narrator ’s adventure then is not a mere romantic journey into a faraway 
land but an implied moral quest on the part of the writer. The direction of the 
adventure is not in accord with the passing of worldly time, but the 
adventurer goes in the other direction so that he can trace back to man’s 
original state of being. The episode of Noah and his ark renders the story a 
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sign of setting sail.    
Another binary opposition then is superimposed on the contrast of 

blessed Noah and his arc, and the destitute circumstances of the present ship: 
the island and the sea. This is the realistic level and more urgent and 
substantial. Narrator ’s longing for getting to an island leads to the contrast of 
the abundance of food on land and the lack of it on the ship. What Melville 
connotes is a more complex opposition: promising island where savage 
cannibals inhabit and the desolate ship with a group of civilized men on 
board.  

Melville produces in the first part of the book a picture which is in fact a 
symbolic implication of what is going to be explicated as the story develops, 
since this part was probably written after the main body of the following 
chapters had been formed. 11  The picture predicts that the distinctive feature 
popularly acknowledged about the islanders and the shipmates may be a 
dubious notion: island people are ferocious savages while the sailors are 
civilized westerners. To the present narrator the island is synonymous with 
everything that appeals favorably to his senses: the green of natural 
vegetation which is refreshing to the eye, the smell of a fertile soil of clay, and 
above all food obtained directly from nature. However, he soon knows the fear 
of cannibalism resides from the beginning. In fact it is well-known among the 
sailors that the islanders in this area are notorious for this practice. 
Especially Typees are said to be fond of eating human flesh. One of the 
reasons, a major one as well, why the westerners have called the South Sea 
islanders savages was the practice of cannibalism. Captain David Porter, most 
concerned about the actual state of affairs, made close observation of the 
Taheehs about their treatment of the dead bodies of their enemy tribe. He 
knew that reality would affect his view of them. Melville makes use of the fear 
of cannibalism as the forceful source of suspense in the book.  

The only way to acquire fresh food for the crew is to snatch it from those 
they call cannibals. Through the gabby narrator is revealed the shattered 
morphology of food supply on the ship. There needs a mock-humorous ritual 
for the captain to direct the course of the ship to an island. Melville suggests 
by this the cannibalistic state of affairs in the ship’s society, making a jest 
about monotheistic Christianity. A cock bearing the name of Peter is going to 

                                          
11 Leon Howard, Herman Melville: A Biography (Berkley; University of 
California Press, 1951), 94. 
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be offered as the sacrifice.   
 
…his days of mourning will be few; for Mingo, our black cook, told me 
yesterday that the word had at last gone forth, and poor Pedro’s fate was 
sealed. His attenuated body will be laid out upon the captain’s table next 
Sunday, and long before night will be buried with all the usual 
ceremonies beneath that worthy individual’s vest. Who would believe 
that there could be any one so cruel as to long for the decapitation of the 
luckless Pedro; yet the sailors pray every minute, selfish fellows, that 
the miserable fowl may be brought to his end. They say the captain will 
never point the ship for the land so long as he has in anticipation a mess 
of fresh meat. This unhappy bird can alone furnish it; and when he is 
once devoured, the captain will come to his senses. I wish thee no harm, 
Peter; but as thou art doomed, sooner or later, to meet the fate of all thy 
race; and if putting a period to thy existence is to be the signal for our 
deliverance, why—truth to speak—I wish thy throat cut this very 
moment: for, oh! how I wish to see the living earth again! (Typee 4) 

 
Here again Biblical episodes are conjured up; the Last Supper and Peter ’s 
offense that follows. Again they are employed to accentuate the vulgarity of 
the present state on the ship. In reality, at the Last Supper table Jesus offered 
bread to his disciples saying, “Take, eat; this is my body.” Then giving the cup 
to them he said, “Drink ye all of it; For this is my blood of the new testament, 
which is shed for many for the remission of sins.” 12  When Jesus told them 
they would be offended because of him, Peter strongly refuted its probability, 
as far as he was concerned. But Jesus had to say to Peter, “this night, before 
the cock crow, thou shalt deny me thrice,” a prediction which came true. The 
connotation of the Last Supper is a symbolically implied cannibalistic ritual 
in which Jesus offers himself to his disciples for their salvation. This is a 
consolidating ritual. On the other hand, the dedication of Peter, or Pedro 
(Melville uses both) on board the Dolly, is made to satisfy the appetite of only 
one person at the mock last supper on the ship. Yet Peter ’s sacrifice does not 
mean a matter of insignificance. His blood is shed for the sailors to be 
delivered from the state of deficiency and long wandering at sea under one 

                                          
12 St Matthew, 26:26-28. 
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absolute ruler, loosening them from forced solidarity. The over all implication 
is, by the ironical presentation of a cannibalistic state in the ship’s society, 
that the acknowledged distinction between the enlightened civilized Christian 
society represented by the captain and the crew and supposed dark savage 
world tyrannized by the fear of cannibalism might no longer be valid. The 
conduct of these Christians is a far cry from the likely moral consequences of 
the Scripture. 
     As to the fate of poor Peter there is still further metaphorical purport in 
his tragic end. The reader of the next chapter might think in retrospect of the 
latent meaning that the sacrifice of Peter was requisite for the crew to enjoy, 
besides the acquisition of supply of fresh food, another advantage: their 
encounter with the female islanders. “The State of Affairs”(Typee  9) on 
board the Dolly soon after she advances into the bay will prove the teaching of 
original Peter an impediment to the liberal behavior of the crew. What 
happens there is nothing less than the open practice of prostitution. Melville 
performs, therefore, a hidden ritual with the sacrifice of Peter, for real Peter 
says, 
 
      Dearly beloved, I beseech you as strangers and pilgrims, abstain from 

fleshy lusts, which war against the soul; Having your conversation 
honest among the Gentles: that, whereas they speak against you as 
evildoers, they may be your good works, which they shall behold, glorify 
God in the day of visitation. 13 

 
What an irony Melville insinuates by the piece of flesh on the ship! The sailors 
“prey” the death of Peter, the last piece, so that the teaching of Peter will also 
be buried at the Last Supper “beneath that worthy individual’s vest.” After 
the ceremonial mourning the sailors are allowed to go to a new world as 
strangers free from the morals in the Bible. Both Peters, the cock and the 
original one, had to be eliminated for the sake of the physical needs and 
desires of the sailors as well as the captain.  
 
     A typical Melville character comes into being with the narrator of Typee 
when he decides to take flight from the ship. He does not bear a name, nor is a 

                                          
13 The First Epistle General of Peter, 2:11-12. 
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provisional one hinted in the beginning part of the book. Most remarkably, his 
real name never appears nor is mentioned in the book, presenting a contrast 
with Two Years Before the Mast, in which a life-sized Dana bearing his name 
narrates his experience. This serves as an assuring intimation that the book 
is meant to be a true narrative. Poe’s completely fictitious narrator of 
adventure, Arthur Gordon Pym,  begins with a vindication of his identity in 
the Preface. 14  The description of their characters is accompanied by actions. 
But Melville gives his first narrator little personality which can be formed by 
the interactions with other characters. Lacking these interactions the 
narrator hardly needs a name in the first several chapters. He begins to talk 
about himself as a character in chapter 4, when he says, “To use the concise, 
point-blank phrase of the sailors, I had made up my mind to ‘run away.’” From 
whom does he run away? What Melville implies under the surface meaning 
can and should be understood in his theological context.  
 

When I entered on board the Dolly, I signed as a matter of course the 
ship’s articles, thereby voluntarily engaging and legally binding myself 
to serve in a certain capacity for the period of the voyage; and, special 
considerations apart, I was of course bound to fulfill the agreement. But 
in all contracts, if one party fail to perform his share of the compact, is 
not the other virtually absolved from his liability? Who is there who will 
not answer in the affirmative?  

          Having settled the principle, then, let me apply it to the particular 
case in question. In numberless instances had not only the implied but 
the specified conditions of the articles been violated on the part of the 
ship in which I served. The usage on board of her was tyrannical; the 
sick had been inhumanly neglected; the provisions had been doled out in 
scanty allowance; and her cruises were unreasonably protracted. The 
captain was the author of these abuses; it was in vain to think that he 
would either remedy them, or alter his conduct, which was arbitrary and 
violent in the extreme….  

          To whom could we apply for redress? We had left both law and 
                                          
14 See “Narrative of A. Gordon Pym,” Edgar Allan Poe: Poetry and Tales (New 
York: Library Classics of the United States, Inc, 1984), 1007-08. The Preface 
is devoted to making up a likely excuse of the authenticity of the work. 
“Narrative” was published in 1838 but it is not clear whether Melville was 
acquainted with it before he wrote Typee. See also Sealts, 89.  
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equity on the other side of the Cape; and unfortunately, with a very few 
exceptions, our crew was composed of a parcel of dastardly and mean 
spirited wretches, divided among themselves, and only united in 
enduring without resistance the unmitigated tyranny of the captain. It 
would have been mere madness for any two or three of the number, 
unassisted by the rest, to attempt making a stand against his ill usage. 
They would only have called down upon themselves the particular 
vengeance of this “Lord of the Plank,” and subjected their shipmates to 
additional hardship. (Typee 20-21)    

 
The narrator ’s explanation of his right to run away is precisely in accord with 
the purport of Declaration of Independence. 15  He considers the organization 
of the ship’s society parallel with that of a nation. He reasons accordingly with 
the reader about the cause of his separation from the ship’s society. He argues 
that the ship’s society is based upon a social contract, by which alone the men 
are bound to the society, and the contract is one voluntarily made. The parties 
concerned in this particular agreement are the captain and the sailors. The 
contract rests, he seems to infer, upon the natural rights stated in the 
Declaration. Now he enumerates the instances that give clear evidence of the 
broken agreement. The men in the crew are in danger of their “life” because 
their welfare is utterly neglected. The prolonged cruises have already 
deprived them of their “liberty.” How can a person who has suffered “under 
absolute despotism” of the captain such “a long train of abuses & usurpations” 
look for “happiness?” The members of the crew have the right to try to “alter 
or to abolish” the ill usage of the captain but they are too ill-organized and 
intimidated to put the aspiration into practice. The narrator, therefore, 
believes it is his natural right to “declare the causes which impel” him “to the 
separation” and “dissolve political bands which have connected” him to the 
ship. 16   
     Under the surface of the Declaration of Independence lies another 
mythological context: the escape from “arbitrary and violent” God and his 
broken covenant with man. On the surface, Melville explicates convincingly 

                                          
15 Thomas J. Scorza, “Tragedy in the State of Nature; Melville’s Typee,.” 
Interpretation. 8. No. 1(Jan. 1979), 105-07 
16 Jay Fliegelman, Declaring Independence: Jefferson, Natural Language, & 
the Culture of Performance (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1993),203.  
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the reason of his escape by applying exclusively the principle of democracy 
because of the contemporary readership who keeps it in mind “that Christian 
literature delights in representing life as a voyage and the world as a ship and 
God as the captain.” 17  Melville should be careful not to let them suspect his 
latent context.  

The references to covenant in his allusions are not consistent in their 
repercussions. The two Biblical episodes mentioned above, Noah’s ark and the 
Last Supper, involve God’s covenant with man. Both episodes are reflected in 
Typee in order to place particular emphasis on the immorality practiced in the 
ship’s society in utter disregard of the covenants and their associating 
morality.  In the third episode Melville suggests the impracticability of 
keeping the covenant for his narrator to be on his way to adventure. To be free 
from “God” is the latent and potential subject matter which will make its 
appearance in Moby Dick.   

The Puritan orthodoxy in New England, which was with Melville since 
his childhood to boyhood, needs to be viewed. According to Perry Miller, one of 
the most significant characteristics of New England Calvinism was its 
doctrine of covenant. Calvin himself hardly referred to the word and the 
sixteenth-century Protestantism avoids touching upon this. 18  The philosophy 
is the singularly expounded exegesis in the seventeenth-century Puritan 
divines in England and became a central theology in New England Puritans. 19    

John Preston, who was converted in 1611 by the sermon of his friend 
John Cotton, spent the whole his life revealing the doctrine of Covenant of 
Grace. His works, published posthumously, were edited by his close friends. 
One was Richard Sibbes, whose writings were then edited by John Davenport 
and Thomas Goodwin, who were also the editors of Preston’s book. Through 
these writings the propounded doctrine of Covenant was expanded. By those 
people who were closely related to each other, Covenant eventually was 
molded into an indispensable central conception in the thought of New 
England theology or, as Miller puts, “all the theology reshaped in the light of 
                                          
17 See Lawrance Thompson, 8-9.  According to him the reader with even a 
small amount of skeptical thought might notice that Ishmael’s attitude to his 
captain is allied to the Christian concept of submission and obedience and 
faith in the fitness of things.   
18 Perry Miller, Errand into the Wilderness, 60. 
19 Perry Miler and Thomas H. Johnson, ed., The Puritans: A Sourcebook of 
Their Writings (New York: Harper & Row, 1963), 1:57-58. Perry Miller, Errand 
into the Wilderness, 58. 
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this doctrine.” 20   
What did the word Covenant mean to Preston and his close theologians? 

Miller says the word seemed to invoke to them a simple idea of “a bargain, a 
contract, a mutual agreement, a document binding upon both signatories, 
drawn up in the presence of witnesses and sealed by a notary public.” 21  But 
this contract God makes with man is the very foundation, or the only reliable 
foundation, which man is built upon. The relationship between man and God 
is most naturally termed as creature and creator or as subject and lord. 
According to these scholars who established the doctrine of Covenant the 
relation of man to God is like “two partners in a business enterprise” who are 
bonded to each other with certain clearly stated agreements. This Covenant, 
or a contract, is the only hope man has in his relation to God. Whether one 
gets salvation or not, or whether one is delivered and exempt of misery or not, 
depends wholly upon the Covenant God makes with him.  

The history of covenant with God had two stages. God entered into a 
compact with Adam as soon as God created him. God specified a requirement 
as part of an agreement and if Adam fulfilled it God would reward him and his 
posterity with eternal life in Eden. This is the covenant of works.  But Adam 
failed to perform his part of obligation, incurring, naturally, a due 
punishment. He was forced out of the Garden and destined to be mortal. 

The second covenant is made between Abraham and God. God appeared 
to Abram and, identifying himself as the Almighty God, enters into covenant 
with him. The seventeenth chapter of Genesis shows the stipulations and 
specifications that both sides of the parties should carry out to fulfill the 
covenant accordingly. The concept is the “mutual obligation,” which was the 
basic thought upon which the New England Puritans interpreted traditional 
Calvinism. This is the covenant of grace, because this time a deed is not 
required, since the fallen man does not have the ability to decide and act on 
his own. He is required to have only a faith in Christ the mediator. 22   
     The concept of the covenant between man and God justly parallels the 
contract of the narrator in Typee and the Lord of the Plank if it is understood 
that legal understanding is most important in considering the relations 
                                          
20 Ibid., 59-60 
21 Ibid., 60. 
22 Ibid., 61-62. Miller explains in the note the unconventional understanding 
of theology upon that of Calvin by saying that Calvin did not see such 
proposals in Biblical texts.   
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between man and God for New England theologians. 23  And the arbitrariness 
of God in orthodox New England Puritans should be remembered. God, 
according to the Synod in 1679, sways absolute sovereignty over men, who are 
in the utter depravity. All the things that happen in this world are ordained 
by providence. It is beyond human power to ward off the fall of man once God 
has decreed it so. The Covenant of grace, which New England leaders 
conceived for a slight possibility of liberation, does not mitigate “God’s awful 
despotism.” 24  This is the character of Godhead that the Dutch Reformed 
Church impressed upon Melville when he was a child. The church adhered to 
the doctrines of the Synod. Melville insinuates that the covenant with which 
God deals with man induces the narrator into a metaphysically fixed state 
just as he is physically bound to the present condition. 
     The heart of the matter is the problematic inner struggle in the minds of 
man in his relation with God; this is what Sacvan Bercovitch explains as the 
“dilemma of Puritan identity.” 25  Being true to oneself necessarily turns out to 
be unfaithful to Divine will. Because of the fall of man, it is the self-denial 
that provides the way to regeneration. Self-love is incompatible with love of 
God. If one wants to please God, he should be untrue to himself. This is the 
theological conflict that formed the underlying cause which induces the 
narrator of Typee to flee from the ship. The reader resent reader knows that 
the theme is to be developed and deepened in Moby Dick and Pierre. 

The covenant of the visual world is in rapport with that of the invisible 
world for both the real and mythological adventures of the narrator. The 
covenants being no longer valid, only through the open rescission of these 
legal bindings can he be liberated and become an independent character, 
whose identity he does not know yet himself. The narrator ’s escape from the 
Lord is a prerequisite for his characterization. Now, Melville assigns him the 
task to crawl into an Eden-like valley, where he is to bear a new persona 
called Tommo. 

What is the point of Melville’s implication of Biblical episodes in Typee? 
Melville envisaged the subject of the book as the narrator ’s journey to the 

                                          
23 Ibid., 62. 
24 Perry Miller, Nature’s Nation (Cambridge; Harvard University press, 1974), 
51-53. 
25 Sacvan Bercovitch, The Puritan Origin of the American Self (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1975), 18. 
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beginning of time. Then evoking the world of Genesis would certainly furnish 
the drama with a grandiose context that a mere journey into a far island could 
not attain. The suggestion of an invisible mythological world makes the 
reader stop and wonder about the true intent of the novel, seemingly hidden 
under the present visible world. 

It must be added that the narrator ’s intimation of the broken covenant 
with the “arbitrary and violent” Lord does not necessarily lead to the dubious 
spiritual situation about a monotheistic frame of world view. It surely 
concerns Melville’s “opinion” on Godhead which reflects the theological 
conflict of his time. But without doubt Melville hints at his ironical view 
towards the orthodox doctrine of God through the narrator, and, by setting 
him free from this oppressive swaying God, free from the “dilemma of Puritan 
identity,” lets him go seek the true nature of man. 
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Abstract 

Faulkner’s “A Rose for Emily” has generated a bulk of criticism attempting to untangle 

its mystery especially about the questions of the narrator. In order to acquire a better 

understanding of Faulkner’s “A Rose for Emily,” I will endeavor to relate this story to the 

concept of translation in this paper so as to further explore its mystery of the relation between 

the narrator and the story of Emily Grierson. The multiple meanings of the rose in the title 

will be investigated in relation to the notion of translation, probing for the relation between 

the proper name (Emily) and the common noun (rose) as well as the infinite play of the word. 

In addition, the unique double-bind structure of the proper name—its translatability and 

untranslatability—will be demonstrated in the contest of writing between Emily and the 

Jefferson community especially in terms of the use of pharmakon. To read Faulkner’s “A 

Rose for Emily” in light of Derrida’s concept of translation, I attempt to show that this short 

story, albeit an attempt to restore the order and to tell a story of a true secret of a southern 

town, is a story that must be told but at the same time cannot be told as a whole and orderly 

one.  
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The Narrator as a Translator in Faulkner’s “A Rose for Emily”1  

William Faulkner’s “A Rose for Emily” tells a story about a spinster, Miss Emily 

Grierson. The story begins with the death of Miss Emily, and in a retrospective view, the 

narrator relates a series of events in Emily’s life dating from a time shortly after her father’s 

death. A gruesome revelation is unfolded after Emily’s funeral—she had poisoned her lover, 

Homer Barron, and kept his body in a locked bedroom for over forty years. This story of a 

southern lady’s grotesque affair with her Yankee lover is one of Faulkner’s most famous short 

stories, first published in the magazine Forum in April 1930. At that time Faulkner was 

interested in writing stories about his hometown people in the South, and “A Rose for Emily” 

is a story about a southern lady and her townspeople in Jefferson.  

One of the most frequently anthologized and analyzed of Faulkner’s short stories, “A 

Rose for Emily” has generated a bulk of criticism attempting to untangle its mystery, in 

particular the possibility of the heroine’s mental disorder and the reliability of the narrator. 

Many critics dedicate their analysis either to psychoanalytic interpretations or to the 

disordered chronology. But the issue of narrator stands out amid this varying array of critical 

interpretations. In order to acquire a better understanding of Faulkner’s “A Rose for Emily,” 

the reader often wonders, and with good reasons, why the narrator tells the story and why the 

story is told this way. In this paper, I will endeavor to relate Faulkner’s “A Rose for Emily” to 

the concept of translation so as to further explore this mystery of the relation between the 

narrator and the story of Emily Grierson. The first part of this paper explains the possible 

connotations of the title and the multiple meanings of the rose, probing for the story’s relation 

with the notion of translation. In the next section, this paper will focus on the confrontation 

between the townspeople’s and narrator’s effort of translation and Emily’s resistance of 

translation—that is, the conflict between people’s endeavor to read and decipher Emily so as 

                                                 
1 I would like to dedicate heartfelt gratitude to Professor Christopher Shang-Kuan Chang who not only 
conducted wonderful instruction in his course Translation et/est Interpretation but also offered valuable 
opinions to the revision of this paper. 
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to write and incorporate her into their own system of understanding and Emily’s resistance of 

being read and understood, refusing to yield definite and unambiguous meaning. Finally, this 

paper will attempt to show that Faulkner’s “A Rose for Emily,” albeit an attempt to restore 

the order and to tell a story of a true secret of a southern town, is a story that must be told but 

at the same time cannot be told as a whole and orderly one.  

The title of Faulkner’s short story, “A Rose for Emily,” signifies not only the 

importance of the narrator but also the story’s relation to translation. Taking a look at the title, 

“A Rose for Emily,” the reader will undoubtedly grant a special position for Emily. However, 

if the reader looks at the title again, he/she might wonder “who” gives the rose for Emily. 

This missing subject in the title suggests the one who gives the rose for Emily—the 

narrator—plays a role as important as Emily. Although Emily is the pivot of this story, the 

way in which the narrator relates the tale may influence the reader’s understanding of Emily. 

Therefore, the importance of the narrator as a significant access to the meaning of this short 

story should not be neglected. What’s more, if we relate this title to the notion of translation, 

it could be understood as the narrator’s attempt to interpret and translate Emily, both an 

enigmatic proper name and a common noun, i.e., as a rose, a flower, with multiple meanings. 

Emily, as a member of the Jefferson town, is a mystery to the townspeople and thus she bears 

the traits of a proper name—that is, the untranslatability and unreadability. As a proper name, 

Emily exists as if she were “nothing but pure reference, lying outside of signification and 

language” (Derrida, Ear 93). Therefore, to render understanding of Emily and her life 

possible so as to make a history of Jefferson connecting the present with the past, the narrator 

has to undertake the task of a translator. That is, the narrator2 must put herself “in a situation 

                                                 
2 The gender of the narrator in “A Rose for Emily” has been discussed by several critics. Jack Scherting and 
Thomas Dilworth argue for a male narrator in their essays. On the other hand, Michael L. Burduck maintains 
that a female narrator “allows the reader to enjoy Faulkner’s tale from a unique perspective” (211). A bisexual 
narrator is argued in Renee R. Curry’s critique so as to explain “narrator’s inability to understand or know 
Emily” (391). But I prefer to consider Faulkner’s narrator as a female one for three reasons: first, the 
categorization of the townspeople into “the men” and “the women” at the beginning of the story. Emphasizing 
the women’s “curiosity to see the inside of [Emily’s] house” (Faulkner 433), the narrator dedicates the very next 
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of debt; and [her] task is to render, to render that which must have been given” (Derrida, 

“Des” 176). To the narrator, “[t]ranslation becomes law, duty and debt, but the debt one can 

no longer discharge” (Derrida, “Des” 174), because Emily, to the townspeople, “had been a 

tradition, a duty, and a care; a sort of hereditary obligation upon the town” (Faulkner 433). 

However, if Emily is only rendered as a proper name, then the understanding is impossible. 

As a pure proper name which maintains its “singularity and a status of absolute 

non-appropriation” (Reynolds and Jonathan 108), Emily would uphold her impenetrable 

abstruseness and defy rendering any meaning. Only when Emily becomes “improper”—that 

is, when she loses her status as an untranslatable proper name and becomes a common noun 

that enables recognition and translation, then can Emily be translated and understood. The 

unique case of Emily in this short story demonstrates Derrida’s observation of the 

irresolvable double-bind structure of a proper name: the particular structure of the proper 

name is that “at certain point the proper name becomes totally untranslatable, it can no longer 

mean anything. In order to work at all […], it must at a certain point be improper, and enter 

the world of translatability” (Reynolds and Jonathan 108-109). In Faulkner’s “A Rose for 

Emily,” the narrator plays the role as a translator who takes pains to translate the enigmatic 
                                                                                                                                                        
paragraph to the description of the exterior of her house. This description might imply that the narrator has a 
thorough knowledge of the outside of the house, and she, like the other women in the town, can’t wait to see the 
inside of Emily’s house after her death. Second, the narrator’s relation of Colonel Sartoris’s pretext of remitting 
Emily’s taxes is another clue for the gender problem. If the narrator doesn’t believe as a woman would, she 
wouldn’t tell the story. Last, a clear-cut comparison between “we” and “they” in the last section of the story 
indicates that the narrator might be a woman. “Already we knew that there was one room in that region above 
stairs which no one had seen in forty years, and which would have to be forced. They waited until Miss Emily 
was decently in the ground before they opened it” (Faulkner 443; my italics). It is not difficult for the reader to 
deduce that it is only men who could be “they” referred by the narrator in the quotation as “people strong 
enough to break down the door of this death chamber” (Burduck 210). On the other hand, “we” could be the 
women who might have attended Miss Emily’s china-painting lessons years ago, so they know there is a locked 
room upstairs. Besides, the detailed depiction of the faded rose-colored bedroom echoes the women’s curiosity 
of seeing the inside of Emily’s house in the beginning of the story. Thus discovering these clues in the text, the 
reader has reasons to view the narrator as a woman and to know and understand Emily from a woman’s point of 
view. However, this is just my own reading of Faulkner’s narrator in this famous short story. The identity of the 
narrator remains the focal point of critics’ analyses concerning not only the gender, but also the age of the 
narrator (old or young), the narrator’s relationship with Emily (a secret/jealous admirer or a sympathetic 
observer), the narrator’s connection with Jefferson (a community member or an outsider), the narrator’s relation 
with this story (the author/Faulkner or the reader), and so on. To make my argument in this paper corresponds 
more properly to Derrida’s deconstructist translation theory, it is better to let the identity of the narrator remain 
enigmatic. My reference to the narrator as a female one in this paper is for some practical purposes in writing, 
and the identity of the narrator still remains mysterious and open-ended.  
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Emily and her mysterious life into coherent and legible text with the aid of a common noun, 

rose.  

The rose, a significant metaphor in the title of Faulkner’s short story, involves a wide 

range of possible meanings. The rose in the title has for a long time caught the attention of 

Faulkner’s critics, and in the following argument I will attempt to list the possible 

connotations of the rose in relation to the life of Emily as well as to the concept of translation 

according to my own interpretation3. First of all, the rose could be taken as the flower of 

flowers, the queen of flowers (Ferber 173). To understand the rose in this sense constitutes a 

parallel to Emily’s social status in the Jefferson. As a lady of “the high and mighty Griersons” 

(Faulkner 436)—the aristocratic family in this southern society, Emily is always referred as 

“Miss” and a “lady” who should not be accused “to her face” (436) but to be “waited upon” 

(434). From the viewpoint of the townspeople and the narrator, Emily is the lady of the ladies, 

and she is even portrayed as an idol twice in the story. Therefore, the rose offered to Emily in 

the title corresponds to her social status in the southern society and it could be interpreted as 

the narrator’s attempt to translate the impenetrable Emily into a tale about the falling of an 

aristocratic lady, the last great and noble Grierson in the Jefferson. 

In addition, the rose could also represent a girl who is the most beautiful, beloved, 

innocent, and virginal (Ferber 173). This connotation of the rose is closely related to the first 

one. Emily, as an aristocratic lady, has been idolized and idealized by her fellow citizens as 

the representative of the ideal southern womanhood. Their respect to Emily is even tinted 

with a bit religious element when the narrator describes her as having “a vague resemblance 

                                                 
3 It is very interesting to discover the connection between Faulkner’s “A Rose for Emily” and Umberto Eco’s 
well-known novel, The Name of the Rose in terms of the rose in their titles. The use of the rose in both works 
displays the possibility of infinite interpretations concerning the rose’s profusion of meanings. Explaining his 
choice of the title, Eco writes: “The idea of calling my book The Name of the Rose came to me virtually by 
chance, and I liked it because the rose is a symbolic figure so rich in meaning that by now it hardly has any 
meaning left […] The title rightly disoriented the reader, who was unable to choose just one interpretation […] A 
title must muddle the reader’s ideas, not regiment them” (Eco 506). The multivalent rose in “A Rose for Emily,” 
like the one in the title of Eco’s novel, also arouses the reader’s curiosity about its meanings and its relation to 
the interpretations of the story.  
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to those angels in colored church window” (Faulkner 438). Moreover, attending Emily’s 

china-painting lessons is somewhat like a pilgrimage when those girls were sent to her house 

“with the same regularity and in the same spirit that they were sent to church on Sundays” 

(441). Thus idolized and idealized, Emily, an unmarried lady who used to be beautiful and 

angel-like and to some degree a “living avatar” (Davis, “Another” 37) in the Jefferson, is 

indeed “dear” (Faulkner 442) and beloved to the townspeople. However, Emily’s scandalous 

romantic relation with Homer Barron, “a Northerner, a day laborer” (Faulkner 438) and the 

appalling revelation of the corpse in the locked bedroom contradicts Emily’s publicly 

established image as an noble, decent, adored and guiltless lady. In this way, the rose which 

the narrator provides in her rendition of Emily’s baffling life becomes a symbol of irony that 

indicates Emily’s failure in fulfilling her potential and role as an ideal noble southern lady. In 

this sense, the very rose given to Emily in the title indicates the narrator’s desire to translate 

Emily’s wicked and disgraceful woman image postmortem. This rose will preserve 

Jefferson’s past values and the ideal southern womanhood which the narrator believes in. 

Those “bought flowers” in the funeral will wilt and be buried underground with the dead in 

the “diminishing road” (443) of the past. However, this rose in the title of the narrator’s story 

will not wither with the progression of time. Whenever this tale is told, the rose is in its full 

bloom in the timeless meadow of the narrator’s narration where “no winter ever quite 

touches” (443) and those past values are vindicated. 

Another common interpretation of the rose is to take it as a love token, and this aspect 

of meaning connects to Emily’s love affair with Homer Barron. In “A Rose for Emily,” 

Emily’s failed romance with Homer Barron is one important element especially in relation to 

its ghastly revelation in the rose-colored bedroom at the end of the story. Relating to the 

“romanticism of the Southern tradition” (Kurtz 40) concerning the practice of the pressed 

roses between the pages of books, Kurtz treats the rose as a token of love which Emily uses 

to “allow the memories of her love to temporarily wipe away her loneliness” (40). From the 
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narrator’s viewpoint, this very rose in the title of her tale about Emily’s failed love could be a 

tribute to her in memorial of or in compensation for Emily’s unfulfilled love and marriage. 

Emily’s dream of love and marriage has withered in a sepulcher-like bridal room with faded 

rose color. But this very rose provided by the narrator together with the “bought flowers” 

(Faulkner 442) in Emily’s funeral would create “‘a bed of roses,’ […] the traditional place of 

love” (Ferber 175) out of the townspeople’s sympathy and affection for Emily to lie on. 

Serving as a love token, the rose would translate/transform the mystery of Emily and her life 

into a southern gothic romantic story—a story about faded love and bitter memory. To the 

narrator, her story of Emily’s faded love is the rose she presses between the pages of a book, 

a rose which “is out of sight and often out of mind, but memories of that special individual 

[Miss Emily] return whenever one discovers it while thumbing through the book” (Kurtz 40). 

Finally, the rose in the title might refer to the narrator’s tale of Emily’s life—that is, 

this short story itself. Divided into five sections, “A Rose for Emily” bears the resemblance of 

a fading rose4 in its form. Each section not only stands for one petal in a fading rose but also 

represents “the scattered fragments of a collective memory” (Arsenberg and Sara 126) of 

Emily and her life in Jefferson. This interpretation of the rose corresponds more intimately to 

the concept and action of translation particularly in relation to Benjamin’s metaphor of the 

amphora in “The Task of the Translator.” Weaving together the fragments of the 

townspeople’s memories of Emily’s life, the narrator, as a translator, is actually gluing 

together the “[f]ragments of a vessel [in this case, a fading rose] which are to be glued 

together must match one another in the smallest details, although they need not like one 

                                                 
4 Originally, I thought the five sections of this short story resemble a five-petal rose. However, I had a second 
thought about the meaning and the implication of the five-petal rose and changed it into “a fading rose” instead. 
A five-petal rose, undoubtedly, is a symbol rich in meanings such as transcendental love, beauty, secrecy, death, 
rebirth, and so on. These symbolic meanings of a five-petal rose would make great contribution to the 
interpretation of Faulkner’s “A Rose for Emily.” But if the five-petal rose is what the narrator intends to 
construct through storytelling, then its very existence implies the wholeness or the ultimate truth which is 
counter to Derrida’s concept of translation. On the other hand, a fading rose suggests that there are other petals 
or other fragments of the past memories that escape from the narrator’s grasp. The fragments of the memories 
collected by the narrator in this short story bear the resemblance of a fading rose at present, but we don’t know 
if more fragments are found what this short story would appear to look like. 
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another” (Benjamin 79). The narrator tries her best to cross the barrier of space and time so as 

to reassemble the fragments of memories, the scattered rose petals in the past’s “huge 

meadow which no winter ever quite touches” (Faulkner 443) so as to tell her tale of Emily. 

The narrator’s story of Emily, in the form of a fading rose, encloses this very flower’s 

multiple layers of meaning in it—beauty, womanhood, love, and secrecy (Ferber 172-177). 

The narrator’s very “rose” for Emily tells about the fading beauty of a fallen idol, the collapse 

of the ideal southern womanhood, and the tragedy of the abortive love. Besides, the tale told 

under the title of a rose—that is, told sub rosa—is a story about the true secret of Jefferson 

concerning an unspeakable murder committed by Emily long time ago. According to 

Dilworth, the rose is “the paradoxical indebtedness of a people to its scapegoat” (261) 

especially in relation to the townspeople’s possible complicity in the murder of Homer 

Barron, a Yankee outsider. Therefore, the rose given by the narrator is not only a gift, a tribute 

for a fallen idol which is at once “dear, inescapable, impervious, tranquil, and perverse” 

(Faulkner 442), but also a debt “which could well declare itself insolvent, whence a sort of 

‘transference,’ love and hate, on the part of whoever is in a position to translate, is summoned 

to translate, with regard to the text to be translated” (Derrida, “Des” 176).  

     To the townspeople and the narrator, Miss Emily, “a tradition, a duty and a care” 

(Faulkner 433), and a mystery of Jefferson, requires translation. Being “a fallen monument” 

(Faulkner 433) of Jefferson, Emily is caught in a similar situation of the fallen Babel Tower. 

“Babel equals Confusion. This is the paradigm of the situation in which there is a multiplicity 

of languages and in which translation is both necessity and impossible” (Derrida, Ear 103). 

The townspeople’s memories of Emily constitute the “multiplicity of languages” in the 

narrative of this tale especially in the aspect of the use of the first plural “we”, and the task of 

translating Emily will prove to be “both necessity and impossible.” As a living enigma in 

Jefferson, Emily “persistently calls attention to the cultural and signifying systems” (Curry 

396). Emily’s unreadability and undecipherability results in a fracture in the chain of 
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signification, and both Emily and her house turn out to be a gap and a ruin which refuse to be 

integrated into the system of language and transformed with the progression of time. 

Consequently, there is “an anxiety of interpretation that emerges with an abyssing text that 

refuses closure” (Arsenberg and Sara 126-127). To describe the gap of meaning caused by 

Emily and her house, Curry writes: “The Emily on the page of the text proves a subversive 

cover for the activity occurring in the white space beneath the eyes of the patriarchy. Emily 

does in fact exist while the patriarchal community is not looking. She exists inside her house, 

and this house plays an intricate role in the authorial limitation presented by Faulkner” 

(398).With its impenetrable door, Emily’s house is a place that escapes the mark of time and 

the inscription of knowledge. People’s words (e.g. the unclaimed tax notice), gaze, and action 

cannot penetrate beyond the locked door which would lead to Emily’s reclusive and 

unfathomable life—anything happening “inside” this house is unapproachable and unknown 

to the people in town. There is the necessity of breaking in this “impregnable barrier” (Curry 

393) so as to make meaning and understanding possible instead of letting it be a ruin, “an 

eyesore among eyesores” (Faulkner 433), a place out of context. As for Emily, she is a lady 

who “lives her life in the white space of the page” (Curry 394)5, evading people’s reading and 

understanding behind the locked door. The community and the narrator can’t have a full 

knowledge of her, and their impression of Emily is always recollected from secondhand 

information or from the old memory which is something partial and distant. Most of the time, 

Emily is seen from afar and framed in a two-dimensional portrayal—“like the carven torso of 

an idol in a niche, looking or not looking at [them], [they] could never tell which” (Faulkner 

442). The narrator feels the necessity of interpreting and translating Emily because she is 

“obligated by a duty, already in the position of heir, entered as survivor in a genealogy, as 

survivor or agent of sur-vival” (Derrida, “Des” 179). Only after she translates Emily, the duty 

                                                 
5 Both the descriptions of Emily’s unreadability and undecipherability as “an abyssing text that refuses closure” 
(Arsenberg and Sara 126-127) and her life as “in the white space of the page” (Curry 394) indicate that “A Rose 
for Emily” is a story which is a tabula rasa of infinite possibilities.  
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and tradition of Jefferson, can the narrator write a history of Jefferson connecting the past 

values and tradition with the new generation, “the backbone and the spirit of the town” 

(Faulkner 441).  

     With a proper name’s quality of the “double command” (Derrida, Ear 102), Emily’s 

confrontation with the townspeople and the narrator creates a contest of writing. Unreadable 

and untranslatable as she is, Emily cannot remain as a pure proper name which “is right away 

inscribed—structurally and a priori—in a network where it is contaminated by common 

names” (Derrida, Ear 107). “Translation is writing” (Derrida, Ear 153), and both the 

townspeople and the narrator make an effort to interpret and translate Emily by writing her 

into the progress and the law of the town or into their system of understanding and 

signification. Their first effort is to impose a tax on Emily so as to make her a real member of 

the community, a tractable subject of the new Board of Aldermen and the new laws. Although 

those men claim that they are “the city authorities” (Faulkner 435), Emily refuses to take the 

role as the subject in their writing. “See Colonel Sartoris. I have no taxes in Jefferson” (435). 

By relating herself to a story invented by Colonel Sartoris which couldn’t be found on any 

books or be verified by any living person, Emily resists in being written into their laws and 

writes back with her own imperviousness. Another example for the contest of writing 

between Emily and the townspeople is about the new postal system. When the times comes 

that there is the free postal delivery, the townspeople again want to include Emily into their 

system of signification and the unity of the community with the metal numbers and mailbox. 

However, Emily resists their writing by declining to have the metal and mailbox fastened to 

her house. Emily rejects to be pinned down by any determined meaning in a fixed position of 

signification system. Furthermore, Emily is a proper name which can “drift off course toward 

a system of relations where it functions as a common name or mark [and] can send the 

address off course” (Derrida, Ear 108). Therefore, the tax notice sent to Emily becomes 

“unclaimed” (Faulkner 442), never reaching its destination. The tax notice turns out to be a 
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dead letter that remains in poste restante. Quite successfully, Emily again resists people’s 

efforts of translating and interpreting her by attempting to bring her into a unity of the 

community.  

     The contest of writing between Emily and the townspeople turns to be a hard-fought 

game when it comes to the use of pharmakon. In Derrida’s “Plato’s Pharmacy,” the word 

pharmakon has been related to the act of writing, and its multiple and contradictory meanings 

result in the ambiguous nature of writing which consequently signifies both remedy and 

poison (Davis, Deconstruction 36). In Faulkner’s “A Rose of Emily,” the contest of writing 

between Emily and the townspeople also gets caught in the ambiguous and dangerous use of 

the pharmakon—the drug, the medicine, the remedy and the poison. In the incident of the bad 

smell exuding from Emily’s house, the people use lime which could be used as a poison and 

drug to write their own interpretation of the unbearable smell regardless of Emily’s silence 

and inapproachability—the smell must come from the dead animal killed by the black servant 

in Emily’s yard. According to Curry’s analysis, lime stands for the “word” the community 

requires to send to Emily to stop the smell, to stop “what they reluctantly and repugnantly 

sense” (Curry 395)6. In this contest of writing, Emily writes with the repulsive smell which 

threatens to pervade and contaminate the pages of the whole story. And the townspeople 

attempt to cover up the traces of Emily’s writing with their own “word,” the lime. In addition, 

this use of lime might also be considered as the townspeople’s effort to “whitewash” the 

traces of the evidence of the murder of Homer Barron whose dead body would be a better 

explanation for the intensity and durability of the bad smell7. In this case, the lime is used as 

                                                 
6 The Jefferson community’s request for a “word” in response to what happened in Emily’s domain has a 
detoured connection with the rose in the title. The word “rose” has its etymological root from Latin “rosa,” 
which comes from Greek “rhodon”, a word originally related to Old English “word.” Therefore, the rose in the 
title of this story might be interpreted as a “word” given by the narrator to answer people’s request for the 
understanding of the mysterious Emily. However, in addition to the meaning of speech or statement, “word” in 
Old English also bears the meaning of “a bush” (“Word”), a meaning which escapes our recognition nowadays. 
Interesting enough, the relation between “rose” and “word” in “A Rose for Emily” not only illustrates the 
fluidity of meanings in languages but also indicates the infinite possible readings/translations of Emily and her 
life.  
7  Curry also mentions the variant meaning of lime in her essay, but she puts more emphasis on the 
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a remedy to conceal the ugly and unnameable secret which people hesitantly to admit. At the 

end of this contest, Emily vanquishes the fathers of the town (Faulkner 435) with her 

invisible writing, and forces them to cover up this smell with the use of pharmakon, “a 

marker of absence” (Davis, Deconstruction 37). 

The other tough competition of writing in relation to the use of pharmakon is the 

interpretation of Emily’s purchase of arsenic. Emily’s purchase of arsenic functions as an 

important focal point of the story’s narrative structure which foreshadows and leads to the 

final revelation of the corpse in the locked bridal room at the end. Arranging this incident in 

the third section of her tale after Emily’s scandalous romance with Homer and before the 

suspicion of Emily’s possible suicide and Homer’s doubtful disappearance, the narrator 

unknowingly or intentionally strengthens the ambiguous nature of this pharmakon. Emily 

refuses to comply with the requirement of the law to give her explanation for buying the 

arsenic, and thus results in the anxiety for interpretation to fill up this absence of meaning. To 

do so, the druggist has to offer his own interpretation in spite of Emily’s stubborn taciturn and 

puts down “For rats” (Faulkner 439). However, this very interpretation is already 

contaminated with ambiguous meanings—the rat could refer to the real annoying little animal 

or it could also indicate “a man who has cheated on his lover” (Burduck 210). In the latter 

case, that man would apply to Homer Barron, and this would imply the druggist’s or even the 

Jefferson community’s silent consensus for Emily’s killing a traitor as well as an intruder. As 

a pharmakon which is “a marker of ambivalence” (Davis, Deconstruction 38), the arsenic 

bought by Emily leads to ambiguous meanings. The arsenic could be used as a poison which 

would not only smear the ideal southern womanhood incarnated in “Miss” Emily but also 

scandalize the whole community with the crime of homicide. On the other hand, the arsenic 

could be applied as a remedy that would help the community to get rid of a Yankee outsider 

                                                                                                                                                        
townspeople’s collusion with Emily in respect of the murder of Homer Barron. Therefore, she interprets the 
townspeople’s use of lime as their collusion to “whitewash the source of the smell” (395) so as to protect their 
idol, Miss Emily. 
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who profanes the idol of the southern womanhood or to dispose of “a duty, and a care” 

(Faulkner 433) which the townspeople feel too heavy a burden to look after anymore. This 

later interpretation is not without plausibility when the narrator comments that “we said it 

would be the best thing [if Miss Emily kills herself]” (440). To put the blame of murder and 

the collapse of southern values on Emily is to make her a scapegoat of Jefferson, a 

pharmakos. Ambiguously, Emily is the pharmakon of Jefferson—the remedy and the poison, 

a duty and an affliction, an idol and a disgrace. In this tough contest of writing concerning the 

purchase of arsenic, Emily again forces the townspeople to write and to translate but they 

leave no definite and transparent interpretations.  

Despite the townspeople’s and narrator’s effort to interpret and translate Emily, there 

are difficulty and problem of their task as the translator. The first problem and difficulty of 

translating Emily is her untranslatability. Emily and her house constitute the “dual enigmas” 

(Curry 399) for the narrator and the townspeople. Regardless of the narrator’s effort to 

integrate Emily and her house into the community’s system of signification, Emily just slips 

behind the closed door of her house, dwelling at the edge of the language and evading 

readability. The seemly last tacit for the narrator and others to read and interpret Emily’s 

weird behavior is to resort to the heredity of madness in the Griersons. It is the only “reason” 

they can figure out and impose upon Emily. Ironically, once the narrator and the townspeople 

take madness as the most valid translation of Emily’s oddity, the only thing they can say is 

“Poor Emily.” As a thorny proper name which desires yet at the same time resists translation, 

Emily still haunts people’s mind; this time, the only thing they can write against her is to put 

an adjective in front of this very proper name instead of translating it by another common 

noun. Emily’s abortive marriage with Homer Barron also exemplifies her untranslatability. If 

Emily successfully married Homer, then there would be the possibility for the townspeople to 

translate/transfer this insolvent debt to others. Nevertheless, Emily’s failed marriage proves 

that she is unable to be translated—unable to cross the borders and to get into another system 
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of language. Furthermore, the townspeople’s consent to Emily’s marriage with a Yankee guy, 

albeit reluctant and not without complaints, indicates a resignation of translation which 

symbolizes their failure in translating Emily. 

Another difficulty for the narrator in translating Emily so as to tell a story of the secret 

truth is the problem of time’s progression. Narrating the story of Emily who is an idol of the 

past of Jefferson, the narrator displays a great deal of confidence in the concept of time 

especially in the contrast between the past and present. According to Garrison’s analysis8, the 

narrator “sees [herself] as a person who is comfortably oriented in time, who knows the 

temporal history of the events [she] will recount, and who is free from any significant 

uncertainties about what actually happened; [her] memories […] have not been obscured by 

the passing of years” (341). This self-assurance is especially illustrated in her comment on 

those old soldiers’ confusion of time’s “mathematical progression” (Faulkner 443). To 

position herself from a different view point of the old ones, the narrator seems to grant herself 

the advantage of the fusion of horizons—to understand the past of Jefferson, the life of 

enigmatic Emily by combining the perspectives of both the past and present and by 

integrating the old memories with the new events in her narrative. However, this position 

constitutes a hermeneutical blindness. Instead of the smooth continuity between the past and 

the present, there are the fractures of time and chronology in the narrator’s tale of Emily. The 

events of Emily’s life are not arranged in chronological order, and the establishment of a 

consistent chronology is difficult or even impossible due to the discrepancy between the 

incidents and the context (Moore 195). Furthermore, the identity of the narrator is confusing 

as well. From the story of this anonymous narrator, it is difficult to tell whether the narrator is 

contemporary with Emily or not. Be the narrator old or young, her fractured chronology of 

Emily’s life might result from either her slippery memories of the past events due to the old 

                                                 
8 In Garrison’s essay, he argues for a male narrator in Faulkner’s short story. In consistency with my reference 
to the narrator as a female one in this paper, I make some variation in the following quotation.  
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age or her limited knowledge of Emily and inability to render a consistent story based on the 

incongruous memories of the townspeople. Therefore, instead of providing a better 

understanding and coherent story of Emily’s life with the retrospective narration, the 

narrator’s tale furthers the difficulty in leading to a more complete and faithful picture of 

Emily. Although the narrator seems to be omniscient, Emily slips the grip of the narrator’s 

gaze and she thus “remains present and absent simultaneously—present when […] the 

narrator’s scenarios capture her, absent when the words cannot penetrate beyond the door 

leading to her actions” (Curry 394). With the confusion of past and present and the fractured 

chronology, the narrator’s story of Emily fails in presenting an intact picture of a true secret 

of the Jefferson’s past.  

The narrator who is undergoing the task of a translator in “A Rose for Emily” to tell a 

true secret of the past of Jefferson is also problematic. As I mention before, the gender of the 

narrator in this short story is debatable. In the analyses of many critics, this anonymous 

narrator in “A Rose for Emily” is likely to be either a man or a woman, or even a bisexual 

narrator. The gender of the narrator might influence his or her attitude towards Emily in her 

story—this tale would be narrated “through a sort of respectful affection,” “out of curiosity” 

(Faulkner 433) or both. A male narrator might tell his story of Emily “to exact a measure of 

revenge” (Burduck 209) for Emily’s rejecting him; a female narrator, on the other hand, 

might relate her tale to defend the blasphemy of the southern ladyhood. Even if the gender 

problem is either put aside or determined, the reliability of the narrator is also questionable. 

Despite the skillful use of the pronoun “we” to represent the community’s collective thinking 

of Emily’s life, the narrator is not an objective narrator. Behind the use of the “common-sense 

language” (Curry 401), there are certain cultural values implied in the narrator’s tale. In the 

narrator’s narration, Emily is always referred as a “Miss” and the importance of southern 

ladyhood and tradition is emphasized in the people’s reaction toward Emily’s rebellious 

behavior. As a southern woman who cherishes the ideal southern womanhood and as a 
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community member of Jefferson who feels obliged to defend the historical exclusivity of 

Jefferson, the narrator is inevitably gender and value prejudiced. Consequently, the narrator 

has mixed feelings about Emily. Emily being “a tradition, a duty, and a care” (Faulkner 433), 

the narrator displays sympathy for her, calling her “Poor Emily” (438). For the same reason, 

the narrator would show her disapproval of Emily, when she doesn’t conform to the values in 

which the narrator believes. Due to this ambivalent attitude towards Emily, the narrator’s tale 

of Emily is full of conflicts and struggles. Therefore, we cannot be sure if the narrator is 

revealing the whole secret of Jefferson’s past history when she is caught in such a dilemma of 

disclosing and closing the truth, sympathizing with and accusing a fallen idol. 

Even if the narrator does try her best to tell the secrets of Emily’s mysterious life and of 

Jefferson’s past history, the truth is not complete but fragmented. In spite of all her efforts to 

collect the clues of Emily’s life, the narrator fails in piecing together a complete amphora, the 

full picture of the original, the remote and unapproachable Miss Emily. On the contrary, the 

narrator’s story/interpretation of Emily is fragmented as five petals of a rose with its multiple 

layers of meaning. The narrator’s attempt to cover up and to translate Emily, the stigma of 

Jefferson and the abyss in the system of signification, by telling a story of Emily turns out to 

be a necessary but impossible task. Emily’s resistance of being translated and written doesn’t 

stop after her death, and the gap of meaning which the narrator attempt to close with her tale 

ironically stands out more prominently. When the narrator and townspeople feel comfortable 

to enter Emily’s house and to assemble the final clue so as to complete their translation of 

Emily, a corpse on the bed and “a long strand of iron-gray hair” (Faulkner 444) on the pillow 

escape the closure of the story which falls short to give them satisfying interpretation. With 

her final writing with the irreducible and unforgettable traces (the corpse and the hair) that 

strike numb the narrator and the townspeople, Emily proves that she is ultimately 

unrepresentable and cannot be wholly assimilated into a system of signification. The 

narrator’s translation of Emily which intends to capture and fix Emily in a closed system after 
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her death contrarily endows Emily with the possibility of survival which “exceeds biological 

life and death” (Derrida, “Des” 179). Emily’s iron-gray hair slips through the frame of the 

narrator’s story, and the story just stop short with “an irregular closure and limited 

‘knowingness’” (Curry 396)—a part of Emily is always evading the closure of the language 

system and there are always more traces which need to be translated.  

Therefore, to relate Faulkner’s “A Rose of Emily” with the concept of translation, 

another perception of the story’s mystery is unfolded before the eyes of the reader. As 

Faulkner’s most famous short story, “A Rose for Emily” is not merely a story of faded love, 

of the nostalgic old South, or of a creeping southern gothic romance with an eccentric heroine 

and an appalling murder. It is all of them—a story with multiple layers of meaning enclosed 

under the petals of a rose. Most importantly of all, it is a tale about the mystery of life, death, 

and survival which are closely related to the concept of translation. Without the translation 

and writing of Emily’s life and death, the life of the people in Jefferson cannot move on with 

a history and a tradition of their own which will connect the present with the past. Even 

though in this story the reconstitution of a secret truth is not told with complete “openness,” 

we have the bloom of a rose which will go through life and death from the first page of the 

story to the last one. Whenever the story is read and told again, this rose will come to life 

again, blossoming in the timeless meadow of this literary text where “no winter ever quite 

touches” (Faulkner 443). 
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Abstract 

This paper compares online newspapers nowadays to paper-based 

newspapers in the past based on the Mark Deuze’s article, 

“Journalism and the Web: An analysis of Skills and Standards in an 

Online Environment,” and explores what the online newspapers can 

provide for readers that paper-based newspapers cannot do by 

comparing the articles related one issue both on the online and 

paper-based newspapers. 
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Online Journalism in 2007  

 

According to J.B. Singer, the first local online newspaper was 

the Chicago Tribune, which first delivered its content electronically 

(text based) in 1992 (qtd. in Deuze 375).  Since then, online 

newspapers have developed dramatically along with the development 

of the Internet.  In 1999, when Mark Deuze wrote the article 

“Journalism and the Web: An Analysis of Skills and Standards in an 

Online Environment,” Internet technology was in the middle of big 

development.  According to Deuze’s expectations for online 

journalism in his article, some parts are matched with the online 

journalism of 2007, while some other parts are not matched. 

As Deuze assumed that online news is generally free of charge, 

publicly accessible 24 hours per day and updated constantly, 

nowadays online readers can read news articles anytime through the 

Internet.  For that reason, unlike the paper version of newspapers, to 

fill online readers’ needs, news articles are published on the Internet 

anytime newsworthy happens.  For example, at about 2:30 in the 
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morning of May 28, Korean time, when a Korean actress, Jeon 

Doyeon, won the best actress award at the Cannes film festival, since 

that early morning, there were already nine articles related to Jeon 

Doyeon on the Segyeilbo web site, however there were none in the 

Segyeilbo newspaper.  Only the next day, on May29, four of the nine 

articles were published in the Segyeilbo newspaper.  Among the rest 

five articles which were published only on the Internet, two of them 

were the articles from the Segyeilbo’s own Internet news department, 

and two of them were from Yeonhap News, which is the news agency 

which distributes articles to many news media.  Moreover, online 

newspapers provide not only the speed of delivering news but also 

the amount of news related one issue.  The Joongangilbo’s online 

newspaper, Joins had 86 articles about Jeon since she got the award 

on May 28 while the Joongangilbo newspaper had one article about 

Jeon.  And the next day, on May 29, Joins had 64 articles while the 

Joongangilbo had eight articles. 

However, Deuze’s some of specific predictions are still not 

matched.  First, as Deuze anticipated, the technology for full 
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convergence is available now, unlike at his time.  For example, on 

the article from the Segyeilbo online newspaper, “Cannes’ Queen, 

Jeon Doyeon ‘It will remain as big sunlight in my life,’” there are short 

movie files of her interview and her picture in the article.  Such as 

the example, some articles have pictures or short movie clips, or poll 

related to the article, or some sounds, or hyperlink to other sources.  

However, unlike his expectations, journalists are not using many 

elements, such as text, movie clips, sounds, images, poll, in one 

article.  Most articles are usually based on text, or text with one 

picture.  The Poynter Institute and Stanford University tested how 

readers viewed online news by tracking their eye movements with 

special “eye track,” glasses that look like binoculars, and the Poynter 

Institute conducted a similar study several years earlier by tracking 

eye movements of newspaper readers.  According to the two studies, 

while newspaper readers focused first on graphics or headlines, 

online readers focused first on text (Rich 284-285). Readers don’t 

care much about movie clips or hyperlink.  So the most important 

part in online newspaper is not about convergence but articles 
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themselves. 

Second, Deuze expected that by offering hyperlinks to sources, 

background material, readers start reading a headline and end in 

browsing through reports, archives dating back years and years, 

official documents and full transcripts of interviews and statements, 

because the Internet can be used as a seemingly bottomless pit of 

resources for the reader (Deuze 382-383).  Yet, hyperlinks nowadays 

are usually used to help find related articles.  For example, there are 

eighteen hyperlinks--related articles--in the article, “Jeon Do-Yeon 

won the best actress award at the Cannes film festival,” in the 

Joongangilbo on-line newspaper Joins, but there was no hyperlink to 

the background material. 

Third, Deuze also expected that the characteristic of online 

environment, hyperlink, offers to the online journalists the possibility 

of non-linear writing, because on a web site the inverted pyramid rule 

is sometimes upheld with the argument that readers only scan and do 

not really read a story.  Readers could read from page four or ten 

and finish reading at page nine.  However, unlike Deuze’s 
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expectations, most online news articles do not spread out over 

several pages.  Still some of online news sites may carry articles of 

several pages, but most sites rather make long one article or several 

news articles related to one issue, so that there are few possibilities 

for online readers to start reading an article from page four or ten.  

In conclusion, Internet based newspapers can provide articles 

with more elements than paper based newspapers, so, Deuze 

expected various convergences in the Internet based environment, 

but unlike his expectations, online newspaper readers nowadays 

focus on reading text, not movie clips or graphics.  For that reason, 

online journalists make text-oriented articles and use hyperlinks 

mostly to related articles only, yet due to the Internet based 

environment, the best parts of using online newspapers nowadays 

are relatively more number of articles and the speed of delivering 

news articles to readers. 
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Abstract 

Nowadays, the Koreans seem to be obsessed with learning English. 

Some people prefer larger English language institutes, which are 

dominant, and others prefer study centers or study groups, which are 

smaller and relatively unknown. Both have their own advantages and 

disadvantages, yet more and more Korean people are turning away 

from the larger institutes to the small study centers or study groups, 

because they prefer a customized English study place for their 

particular needs. This paper explores what large scale of English 

language institutes and smaller private study centers provide for 

English learners and what they make people prefer study centers in 

Korea. 
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Learning English in Korea: Study Centers or English 

Institutes 

 

Nowadays, the Koreans seem to be obsessed with learning 

English. There is at least one institute around every neighborhood in 

Korea. In these circumstances, what are people’s criteria of choosing 

a place to learn? Some people prefer large scale of English language 

institutes, which are dominant, and others prefer study centers or 

study groups, which are smaller and relatively unknown. Both have 

their own advantages and disadvantages, yet more and more Korean 

people are turning away from the larger institutes to the small study 

centers or study groups, because they prefer a customized English 

study place suitable for their own needs.  

There are largely two main reasons why people prefer study 

centers or groups. One reason is related to the long-lasting economic 

slump in Korea. Since the nation fell into an economic slump in 1997, 

it has been hard for the unemployed to get jobs, and also it has been 

hard for the employed to maintain their positions because companies 
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undergo downsizing and restructuring. English speaking skills has 

been considered extremely valuable in Korea; hence, of course 

employees with strong English communication skills are thought to be 

more valuable. The other reason comes from the change of English 

tests such as TOEIC and TOEFL, which are usually used for assessing 

people’s English skills when they apply for jobs or schools. Since 

these tests have changed and added speaking and writing tests, 

people taking tests need to practice English speech much more than 

before.  

For these reasons, the number of small private study centers 

or private study groups for studying English has increased. Still, 

larger English institutes have English speaking classes and have been 

increasing the classes along with the changes. Yet, the large scale of 

English institutes cannot meet the people’s needs exactly which the 

small private study centers or groups can meet.  

In fact, English language institutes can offer people well-

organized curricula, subsidiary facilities, and the latest information 

about English tests such as TOEIC and TOEFL. Largely, they divide 
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their curricula into test-oriented classes and English conversation 

classes. Some test-oriented institutes are known for their ability to 

improve test scores, (not necessarily raising communication skills) so 

people can reach their target scores. For example, after lectures they 

will organize study groups and provide the groups with study places 

and a vast number of study materials. Additionally, they can obtain 

previous test sources, even using illicit methods, and analyze the 

tests for them. So, if people want a certain score in a very short time, 

the larger-sized English institutes may help get them there.  

However, now that tests have changed, such methods are not 

enough. People need the English conversation classes. In large 

English institutes, each class usually consists of at least 12 to 15 

people. Because of such large numbers, people may find themselves 

not actually getting to talk with the teacher or other students much. 

These institutes may provide a lot of important, precise information 

and allow people to achieve high scores in English tests; nevertheless, 

people may prefer a different method, in order to converse fluently in 

English.  
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If so, what is the best alternative to the large institutes? Now, 

joining some study centers or study groups seems like new trends for 

English speaking learners in Korea. According to three major websites 

which provide online clubs, “Cyworld (www.cyworld.com),” “Daum 

(www.daum.net),” and, “Naver (www.naver.com),” in Korea, there 

are not only just English clubs but also English conversation study 

group clubs on the Internet (see Table 1). Among the clubs on the 

websites, some clubs have offline study centers and gather in the 

places for study, and some other clubs just use the online clubs as a 

place to exchange information about English, and still other clubs are 

for private study groups composed of a few people.  

Table 1 

The numbers of clubs on the websites 

 Cyworld Daum Naver 

English 13,610 25,029 12,176 

English Conversation 2,125 3,106 1,213 

English Study Group 8,118 595 776 

English Conversation Study 

Group  
1,223 282 131 

Website 
Club  
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Usually study centers have one Korean leader (sometimes a 

foreign leader) for each study group which consists of four to six 

people. They can speak English well based on his/her fluent English 

he/she has the role to encourage members in group. Compared to 

the institutes, such centers or groups have many advantages for 

those who want to learn English for a certain purpose. They are 

cheaper and have fewer people per group. Also, even though the 

study centers are smaller than the larger-sized English institutes, 

most of these centers are equipped with useful equipment such as 

computers, photocopiers, TV, and DVD players as the institutes have. 

In addition, it is easier for people to move together because study 

centers usually have fewer people than larger institutes have, so 

people not only learn English but also socialize with each other for fun 

activities like traveling, watching movies, drinking alcohol, and having 

special parties together such as the Halloween party, the Christmas 

party, etc. This means that people who want to experience new 

culture and meet new people including foreigners are able to do so as 

well. 
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After all, the major difference between large institutes and 

study centers is that in study centers, people can form their own 

groups. People can join one of study groups if their study method fits 

their purpose, but if this is not suitable, they can make their own 

group. People can recruit new members and decide on the study 

methods, materials, and everything. For example, if a student is 

preparing a job interview in medical field, and he/she wants to learn 

about the English related to the field, he/she can recruit members 

with the same purpose. The study group can concentrate on a certain 

topic, which large institutes are usually unable to provide; also the 

same group members can share information with each other. 

Moreover, the group can ask the group leader to focus on specific 

topics that the group requests or the group can hire an expert.  

There are many different kinds of study centers, but I have 

divided them into three types: Complex Cafes, Study Centers, and 

Gathering Places. 

Firstly, “Complex Cafes” such as “Cafehill,” “Entfrends,” or 

“Culture Complex” provide a place for a study group, and a foreign 
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English teacher or a Korean leader for the group. The centers look 

like sophisticated cafes, so people can study in a relaxed atmosphere. 

These kinds of study centers are usually more expensive than others. 

Some Complex Cafes run their own academic courses or the 

membership system as well, but people do not have to be a part of 

these courses or become a member to use their facilities. Most of 

these cafes make visitors speak only in English in the cafes, so they 

may feel that they are not learning English from teachers but learning 

English from the atmosphere.  

Secondly, “Study Centers” such as “English Speaking Club,” 

“Myzone,” “Study7” are similar to Complex Cafes in that they provide 

you with a space and a leader. The major difference is that these 

places do not have the fancy interior decoration like the Complex 

Cafes or serve expensive drinks. Hence, the price is of course cheaper. 

These kinds of study centers are rather similar to English institutes in 

the way of teaching, but the number for one group is fewer and the 

price is cheaper than the English institutes. 

Lastly, “Gathering Places” such as “Minto,” “Toz,” “Inclass” 
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provide gathering spaces and drinks not only for English study but 

also for business meetings and so on. These places do not provide a 

teacher or a leader. Unlike some people who use coffee shops for 

study speaking English such as Starbucks or Coffee Bean, some 

people prefer these kinds of places because of quietness. They have 

the booth for from two people to more than 50 people.  

From these different kinds of study centers, people can choose 

the best one for their purpose. Unlike large scale of English language 

institutes, which usually have standardized curricula, there are 

various choices of study centers or groups, which have different 

features each for their purposes. 

In conclusion, although the large English language institutes 

can provide people with a lot of information and test skills, there are 

many kinds of study centers where you can study English and they 

provide a more personalized environment than the large institutes.  
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Title 
 
Teaching Aesthetics to Post-Secondary Students in Hong Kong – a Bruner’s Approach 
 
 
Abstract 
 
 
This paper is a report of teaching based on a course “Introduction to Aesthetics” 
conducted by the writer from 2005-2007.  Whilst challenging the traditional methods of 
teaching aesthetics, it reviews the innovative methodologies in teaching and assessment 
consciously adopting the education theory of “acts” by psychologist Jerome S. Bruner. 
Contents of the report comprise three main parts.  Part one introduces syllabus and 
teaching plan of the course and explicates how they are underpinned by Bruner’s core 
concepts, “acts” in education”.  Part two analyzes the result of teaching and learning, and 
tries to conclude possible pedagogical approaches in dealing with the subject.  Drawing 
on the findings, part three attempts to explore the future development of aesthetic 
education in Hong Kong.  The report is predicted on the examination of both quantitative 
and qualitative data gathered from students’ Learning Experience Survey and Self-
Evaluation documents.  How Bruner’s idea develops from “acts”, “meaning” to “culture”, 
on the other hand, substantiates the theoretical framework of this paper.  Composed 
primarily of literary text, the report also includes diagrams, illustrations and examples of 
students’ work. 
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Transforming Freshman Composition 
 in the Context of a Campus-Wide Writing Initiative: A Director’s Perspective 

 
 In the spring of 2003, the faculty of Fairleigh Dickinson University’s 

Metropolitan Campus identified the improvement of student writing as the top academic 

priority of the entire campus. Ours is a very diverse campus, unified by a clearly “pre-

professional” orientation yet with a strong base in the liberal arts. The Metropolitan 

Campus is home to three colleges - Petrocelli College of Continuing Studies; Silberman 

College of Business; and University College: Arts-Sciences–Professional Studies with its 

nine schools: Art and Media Studies; Computer Sciences and Engineering;  Criminal 

Justice; Education; English, Philosophy, and Humanities; History, Political Science, and 

International Studies; Natural Sciences; Nursing and Allied Health; Psychology. 

The largest private university in New Jersey, Fairleigh Dickinson University is an 

independent, nonsectarian, coeducational, multicampus institution. Founded in 1942, 

FDU achieved four-year status in 1948 and approval as a university in 1956. Degree 

programs are offered on two New Jersey campuses and at two FDU locations outside the 

United States: Wroxton College, in Oxfordshire, England, and FDU-Vancouver, in 

British Columbia, Canada. FDU serves approximately 12,000 full- and part-time students 

with a curriculum that reflects a mission of global education. We have a unique, 

internationally recognized University Core Curriculum. This sequence of four inter-
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disciplinary courses - The Global Challenge, Perspectives on the Individual, The 

American Experience, and Cross-Cultural Perspectives - is designed to prepare students 

to become responsible global citizens. We are the first traditional university to require 

that our undergraduates take one distance learning or blended course per year, many with 

the online participation of global virtual scholars.  In a relaxed suburban setting in north-

eastern New Jersey, just ten miles from New York City, the Metropolitan Campus 

attracts a diverse student population: more than a third are minority or international 

students from throughout the United States and over 71 nations. The undergraduate 

program includes more than fifty academic majors, serving more than 4,000 students, and 

there are 1,600 students enrolled in nearly fifty graduate programs. (http://www.fdu.edu) 

To meet the challenge of improving student writing, the Metropolitan Campus 

launched a Campus Writing Initiative, a comprehensive, campus-wide approach to 

student writing. We completely revised the freshman composition program, 

incorporating, among several other changes,  regular cycles of learning outcomes 

assessment; we coordinated our reforms with the new General Education curriculum of 

University College and with the accrediting needs of our pre-professional schools and the 

College of Business; and we began to develop, teach, and support – at both the 

undergraduate and graduate levels in all the colleges, schools, and disciplines represented 

on the Metropolitan Campus – writing-intensive courses designed to reinforce and extend 

our students’ writing skills in each of the disciplines represented on the campus. 

 This paper will present a progress report, with time stamps. These lessons learned 

in a campus-wide approach to writing may be useful to Conference attendees and readers 

of the Conference Proceedings who are seeking effective ways of bringing about 
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substantive change in the writing programs at their own institutions. In addition, this 

report may be of interest to those who are attuned to the kinds of cross-disciplinary 

strategies that we have adopted at the Metropolitan Campus of FDU. Finally, it is hoped 

that this paper (and the Conference presentation) will stimulate a lively dialogue among 

readers and audience on the challenges of incorporating writing across the arts and 

humanities curricula. 

The achievements of this program represent a genuine transformation of our 

practices. (Some of the bolded headings in the following pages have been adapted from 

an internal document written by Jason Scorza, Director of the School of English, 

Philosophy, and Humanities at Fairleigh Dickinson University.) 

1. A common curriculum and common learning outcomes have been established for 

all English Composition courses.  TIMEFRAME: 2003 – 2005.  

For at least several years prior to 2003, the participation of the full-time English 

faculty in the teaching of freshman composition was minimal. One or two out of the 

eleven or so senior faculty regularly taught composition. One or two others occasionally 

taught freshman comp. Most classes were covered by part-time faculty who were not 

supervised and rarely met. Choices of textbooks, readings, course content, and teaching 

methodologies were largely left to individual instructors.  

In the absence of common course goals, this freedom produced, as one might expect, 

widely divergent results. Some faculty focused on student expository writing, but others 

were teaching Shakespeare or doing poetry. Some instructors required six revised essays, 

while others required more or fewer, or provided little or no opportunity for re-writing. 

Not all members of the full-time faculty were aware of the lack of consistency in the 
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teaching of writing, and several were not convinced that consistency in curriculum, 

outcomes, expectations, and pedagogies was desirable or, indeed, necessary.  

One of the first things I did as the new Director of Writing was to interview each 

member of the English faculty and some of our long-term adjunct faculty. I then gathered 

salient quotes gleaned from these interviews, paired them to highlight the conflicting 

views of the teaching of writing that I had heard, and placed these pairs of opposing 

views on separate pieces of paper. I brought a black top hat (a genuine antique) to a 

faculty meeting, and placed the papers in it. I then asked each attendee to pull out one slip 

of paper and read the paired quotes aloud. Here what popped out of the “Magic Hat”: 

“What we need is a reader organized around the rhetorical modes.” 
“What I would hate is a course organized around rhetorical modes.” 

 
     “Have you thought about asking everyone what they like to teach?” 

“We can’t have everyone just doing what he or she wants.” 
 
“We’ve got to have consistency.” 
“People are going to do whatever they want anyway.” 

 
“Students need to be able to formulate a clear thesis statement.” 
“Real writers don’t think about thesis statements.” 
 
“I can teach anyone to write: it’s called the five-paragraph essay.” 
“Having students write the five-paragraph essay is doing them a serious disservice.” 

 
“I ask students to read six short stories a week. They are college students and should 
be able to handle that.” 
“We should cut down on the volume of readings and focus on the writing.” 

 
“It’s exhausting to correct all the students’ errors in grammar and usage.” 
“I don’t correct students’ errors in grammar and usage. I point them out, and they 
have to correct them.” 
 
“My students do a lot of writing: twelve to thirteen papers a semester.” 
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“My students do a lot of writing: five to six papers a semester.” 
 

“I find myself lecturing for the entire period about the theme or the characters of the 
stories, or they don’t get it. I feel that I have to lecture or they won’t understand the 
reading.” 
“I find that if I ask focused questions about the stories, students can get to the writing 
faster. I feel that if they don’t write in class every day, they won’t understand the 
reading, and they won’t learn that writing is a way of learning.” 

 
“I feel that I should be able to send students to the Academic Resource Center to 
address basic skills.” 
“I would never send a student to the Academic Resource Center. If a student is in my 
class, and needs help with basic skills, it’s my responsibility to help that student.” 

 
“This handbook/style manual is too small.” 
“This handbook is too big.” 

 
“I need more exercises to address grammar problems.” 
“Doing grammar exercises has no effect whatsoever on student writing.” 

 
“My students are not ready to write. They have to learn grammar first.” 
“Students need to write everyday, from day one of the course.” 
 

 In concert with this demonstration (in response to which I received both praise 

and mockery – obviously), I had also collected and, with the assistance of two part-time 

faculty members, scrutinized sample student exams and papers and sample writing 

prompts drawn from the composition courses. A simple skimming of these documents 

showed some of the effects of the oppositional views that had emerged from the “Magic 

Hat.”  There was virtually no consistency in student writing. Some final exams were 

comprised of short-answer content questions about the texts that had been covered in the 

course; others were essays, but responding to very different assignments: some prompts 

asked students to respond to readings, while others required students to write personal 

narratives, and so on. The same kinds of disparities were in evidence in the end-of-term 
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take-home papers as well: long papers, short papers; some conforming to MLA format, 

some not; some integrating primary and/or secondary sources, many not. Thus, I was able 

to identify (and introduce to faculty) the first major strategy of the Writing Initiative: to 

work toward consistency – not conformity – in establishing the philosophy, vision, goals, 

and objectives of the freshman composition program. It was clear that I could not reach 

out to the faculty in the other disciplines and schools, to advance the Campus Writing 

Initiative, unless the freshman composition program had its act in order. We had to do a 

better job in the composition courses before I could ask faculty outside the composition 

program to follow suit.  

We began by choosing common texts for each of the courses in the composition 

sequence, Fundamentals of Composition, English Composition I, and English 

Composition II.  Our choice of text for ENGL 1102 was particularly important in that we 

were able to effect a shift in the curriculum in that course, away from the teaching of 

imaginative literature (fiction, poetry, and drama) per se, toward the use of short works of 

fiction, poetry and drama plus the essay to stimulate student writing. So – no more 

Shakespeare or Sophocles in composition courses.  And no more introduction to literature 

courses masquerading as writing courses. (The history and current status of the literature 

and composition debate are adroitly summarized in two recent books: Integrating 

Literature and Writing Instruction, edited by Judith H. Anderson and Christine R. Farris, 

and Composition and/or Literature, edited by Linda S. Bergmann and Edith M. Baker.) 

 Of course, the selection of common texts was only the beginning. Faculty realized 

that who teaches composition is just as important as what is taught. Because the 

Metropolitan Campus faculty had agreed that improving student writing was the top 
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academic priority of the entire campus, the goal of hiring four full-time faculty members, 

dedicated to the freshman writing program, was realized. Because of budget limitations, 

other schools of University College had to endure sacrifices in order to make this happen: 

positions that opened up in some disciplines were reallocated to the freshman 

composition program. At the same time, some adjunct composition faculty, those who 

were not interested in working in the context of a shared curriculum, left the program, 

and new part-time faculty, more attuned to the revised approach, were hired.  The number 

of senior English faculty teaching composition did not increase; in fact, it actually 

declined over time. There was a sense that we were embarking on a way of teaching 

writing that was new to the program, and not everyone agreed that this was the way to 

proceed. Still, senior faculty who were willing to fully participate in the transformation, 

i.e., attend our very frequent meetings, collaboratively craft and adhere to common 

curricular goals and objectives, and work on learning outcomes assessment, were 

welcome.  The result was that we now had a more unified cadre of faculty focused on 

discovering more unified ways to teach composition and improve student writing. (A 

note of suspense: To learn about the current relationship between the Writing Program 

and the English department, you’ll have to read to the end of this paper!) 

 We began with ENGL 1101 as the lynchpin of the three courses for which we 

were responsible. First, we established what students needed to achieve (learning 

outcomes) in 1101. Next looked ahead to where we wanted our students’ skills to be 

when they had completed ENGL 1102, at the end of the sequence. Finally, we looked 

back to 0098 and asked what students in the fundamentals course needed to be able to do 

in order to succeed in 1101 and 1102. (Interestingly, we found that we could address 
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questions of vision and philosophy only AFTER we had grappled a bit with the specifics 

of each course.)  Adapted from the Writing Program Guidebook for Faculty, which I will 

discuss later in this paper, here is a summary of ENGL 1101:  

ENGL 1101 COURSE DESCRIPTION (from the Undergraduate Studies Bulletin) 
Intensive study and practice in expository writing; readings to stimulate student writing are drawn 
primarily from the essay. 
 
ENGL 1101 OVERVIEW 
ENGL 1101 is a 3-unit class in college-level expository writing which prepares students for a 
variety of writing situations they will face in college and at work.  The class is process-oriented in 
that it stresses learning how to use transferable writing skills in a workshop environment.  
Discussions of published and peer essays empower students with a critical vocabulary with which 
to understand and develop their own writing. 
 
ENGL 1101 OBJECTIVES 
In keeping with the underlying sequence objective of flexibility, when students leave 1101, they 
should be able to do several things: 
 

1. Write and revise a variety of types of essays of 3-5 pages exploring specific topics 
coherently and in depth. 
2. Prepare and write succinctly and thoroughly about topics in a timed environment. 
3. Use basic MLA citation and have an awareness of other citation methods (APA, 
Chicago, etc.) 
4. Read and respond critically to the writing of others, published and peer. 
5.  Have an awareness of their own voice, or style of writing, and the choices which 
shape it. 
6.  Have an awareness of how reading and writing prepare them for their majors and 
careers. 
 

ENGL 1101 REQUIREMENTS AND RATIONALES 
1. At least one 5-page essay using 2 essays from the textbook and/or custom reader 

Five pages is a length in which students can take a deep, sustained look at an idea of their 
own and develop an argument about that idea.  Since students cannot use research (see 
**note below), they must develop their ideas using their critical faculties.  They have to 
think long and hard, consider differing points of view, and be creative in their problem-
solving in order to write a solid essay of this length. 
 
In asking students to use ideas from 2 essays from the textbook, we are also asking 
students to think beyond personal experience.  They can use their personal voice to 
express their own angle on things, but the emphasis is on their critical thinking, their 
expression of how their ideas fit with other ideas.  
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2. A total of 4-7 take-home essays, each a minimum of 3 pages, which require revision.   
When creating and revising syllabi, professors tend to think in terms the different kinds of 
essays they want students to master—descriptive, argumentative, etc.—and assign 
readings which help students understand these forms.  Because students need to become 
flexible in their styles, they need to think about the sorts of essays they’re writing, and 
how each is different from the other; META-WRITING can help with this thinking.  
Students also need to see how these types of essays, and the tools they use to construct 
them, are useful outside of their composition classes.  Feel free to ask your students to try 
to apply certain skills to other kinds of writing—business letters, lab reports—but make 
sure these other forms do not become the focal point of the class. 
 
In scheduling essay due dates, it helps to take into consideration how much time students 
need to revise drafts (4-7 days depending on length is a good guideline).  Professors 
usually comment on, but do not grade, drafts, especially drafts earlier in the semester, 
when students are just discovering what revision really is; they need guidance about 
where to start and what ideas to work on, and our written comments give them critical 
personal advice they can’t get in class, even from discussions and workshops.  Seven 
essays is the maximum that can be assigned in a semester, giving students the time they 
need to rethink and re-write (not to mention the time you need to comment on them and 
hand them back so that the comments are useful to students). 

 
3. The basics of MLA citation (to cite essays used from textbook) 

Though we are not teaching research in 1101, we do want to instruct students in academic 
honesty and accountability.  Therefore, it’s essential that students learn the differences 
between quoting, paraphrasing and summarizing, and plagiarism, as well as the 
fundamentals of citation.  The Writing Program uses MLA because it is the most widely 
used type of documentation, and is appropriate to the discipline of English Composition. 

 
4. Several timed in-class essays in response to readings from the textbook and/or custom 

reader 
Students will have to write under time pressure in other classes and in their careers.  So, it 
is important that they learn strategies for excellent writing even when they can’t go back 
and revise as they would a more substantial piece of writing.  To that end, 2-4 in-class 
essays should be assigned and graded over the course of the semester.   
 

5. Readings primarily from the textbook and/or custom reader  
The textbook and custom readers are anthologies of essays, chosen because they provide 
a diversity of subjects and kinds of essays.  Indeed, the essays are the primary texts in 
1101 because they are endlessly flexible, and students who master this form will be 
equipped to write in a variety of other modes.   
 
Professors vary on how much reading and what kind they assign, wanting to challenge 
students, but not assign so much that they won’t do it.  Professors judge their own classes 
and assign readings accordingly.  
 
Reasons for assigning one reading instead of another seem to be more important than the 
amount of reading assigned.  Professors often “cluster” readings by subject (the book has 
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done a few categories already) or by formal issue (which the book has also done), so that 
the purpose of each reading is transparent and interesting to students.  Clustered readings 
within a unit usually culminate in a specific essay, so that the essay can deal directly with 
what students have learned from readings in the unit.  The cluster might hit on a variety 
of essay writing styles which can be discussed as models on which students can base their 
own writing, empowering them to take risks with new structures. 
 
In keeping with the flexibility and applicability in 1101, professors should feel free to 
bring in a few readings from other disciplines and professions so that students can discuss 
the ways in which their essay-writing skills transfer to other sorts of writing projects. 

 
**No outside research is to be done in 1101.  This should be explicit in essay prompts and 
instruction.  Students may demand to know why, saying that they need facts to support their 
ideas.  Our response can help make one of the purposes of the class clear to students: they should 
focus on developing their own ideas.  Throwing facts at a problem is often a way of avoiding the 
much more challenging work of closely reading a text and engaging with its ideas and 
assumptions.  For instance, when a student wants to argue that Margaret Atwood’s facts are 
wrong in her essay “Pornography,” we might suggest that it would be more effective to argue that 
her thinking is wrong and help the student find ways of articulating his own thinking rather than 
simply the facts.  It helps to reassure students that research is not in itself a bad thing, but that in 
1101 they are simply learning different skills; in 1102 students will have an opportunity to 
incorporate research into their writing, when they are better equipped to evaluate that research. 
 
 Once we had outlined our goals and objectives for 1101, we turned to ENGL 

1102. In 1102, the scope of the flexibility expected in 1101 is considerably broadened.    

In 1102, students read a variety of writings—from short stories and plays to scholarly 

essays—but they will not use these literary forms to dabble in creative writing or to 

become fledgling literary scholars.  Rather, students learn to use these forms, and the 

body of research which surrounds them, to deepen their own critical thinking and 

improve their expository writing and research skills.Again, here is a summary adapted 

from our Faculty Guidebook: 

ENGL 1102 COURSE DESCRIPTION (from the Undergraduate Studies Bulletin) 
Intensive study and practice in critical writing, emphasizing documentation and the process of 
research; readings to stimulate student writing are drawn primarily from poetry, the essay, and 
short works of fiction and drama.  Pre-requisite: ENGL 1101 English Composition 1. 
 
ENGL 1102 OVERVIEW 
A 3-unit class in advanced expository writing and the basics of research-based writing.  In 
developing their critical eye for literature, students learn to read any kind of text, be it a place, 
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event, or poem.  This facility prepares students for a wide array of writing situations which they 
will face in college and at work.  The class is process-oriented in that it stresses learning how to 
use research and writing skills.   
 
ENGL 1102 OBJECTIVES 
In 1102, the scope of the flexibility expected in 1101 is considerably broadened.  In 1101, 
students read essays mainly as models for their own writing.  In 1102, students read a variety of 
writings—from short stories and plays to scholarly essays—but they will not use these literary 
forms to dabble in creative writing, nor to hone their development as literary scholars. Rather, 
students learn to use these forms, and the body of research that surrounds them, to deepen their 
own critical thinking and expository writing. 
 
Because assignments in 1102 are demanding from the start, students must be ready to apply what 
they learned about the essay in 1101.  To underscore this necessity, at the start of the semester on 
their syllabi, many professors include a list of skills students must be immediately ready to use, 
based on the objectives of 1101.  Students who feel insecure about these skills can come to office 
hours right away for extra help, or get a tutor from the Metro Writing Studio. 
 
Despite the fact that professors can expect 1102 students to be proficient with a certain set of 
writing skills from 1101, 1102 is still a class about the craft of writing.  Students will be adding to 
the skills they have already acquired.  Specifically, by the time students leave 1102, they should 
be able to do the following: 
 

1. Write and revise several 4-9 page essays in response to works of literature from the 
textbook, using research, including the 7-9 page research essay.  

3. Prepare for and write succinctly and thoroughly about topics in a timed environment. 
4. Use MLA format in a research paper and have an awareness of other citation methods 

(APA, Chicago, etc.) 
5. Read and respond critically to literature and peer writing.  
6. Read and respond critically to different kinds of research, and be able to tell the 

difference between rich, reliable sources and less reliable sources. 
7.  Have an awareness of how their reading, research, and writing prepares them for their 

majors and careers. 
8.  Be proficient in library and online research. 

 
Because assignments in 1102 are demanding from the start, students must be ready to apply what 
they learned about the essay in 1101.  To underscore this necessity, at the start of the semester on 
their syllabi, many professors include a list of skills students must be immediately ready to use, 
based on the objectives of 1101.  Students who feel insecure about these skills can come to office 
hours right away for extra help, or get a tutor from the Metro Writing Studio.  
 
THE PLACE OF LITERATURE in 1102 
When students leave 1102, they should be conversant in three basic areas of “literary literacy”: 

a. Close reading (or explication).   
b. Interpretation 
c. Writing about more than one kind of text in an essay 
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The dual focus points of 1102 are the craft of writing about literature—rather than a study of the 
literature itself—and the craft of research.  With these two objectives in mind, professors teaching 
1102 find it is less important to require students to learn a variety of literary forms (poetry, 
drama, etc.) than it is to introduce them to ways of thinking and writing about a few forms.  In 
order for students to write intelligently about literature, they need a working vocabulary of 
literary terms.  Some professors have found that general terms like “form” and “content” suffice 
to talk about poetry and fiction for the entire semester, while other professors want to go into 
more detail about the intricacies of rhyme and meter, in order to focus on poetry.  Either approach 
gives students a taste of literature, and both are appropriate for 1102; indeed, the latter approach 
might be better for a classroom full of aspiring musicians, for example, given the similarities 
between song lyrics and poetry.  
 
RESEARCH IN 1102 
By the time students leave 1102, they should also be conversant in the following areas of 
“research literacy”: 

a. Distinguishing between a reliable and an unreliable source 
b. Using the library (i.e. scholarly databases, abstracts, reference books, etc.) for research 
c. Using the Internet for smarter research 

 
Because students will have to research topics for the rest of their lives, for everything from 
finding the best doctors for their children to completing major projects on their jobs, it’s critical 
that they develop skills which enable them to be versatile in a number of research environments. 
 
Scholars—and other professionals who do research in their careers—rarely view research as 
“boring,” and a big part of 1102 is imparting something of our professorial excitement about 
research.  But, lest students feel that the research they’re doing in 1102 is too scholarly or literary, 
it helps to have discussions throughout the semester about the applicability of the skills they are 
learning.  Students may not use the MLA online database after 1102, but the processes of thinking 
through using a new database, learning how to successfully navigate new search engines and 
systems, skimming sources for important content, and learning to evaluate a source from a variety 
of different cues, will stay with them forever. 
 
 Turning finally to the developmental course, ENGL 0098, we now realized that it 

needed to be much more rigorous, and that it needed to move students more quickly out 

of personal narrative and descriptive writing into writing that interacts with published 

texts, i.e. into “academic” writing. This transition continues to be a challenge, and, later 

in this paper, I will talk about how we are addressing that challenge. But here, in 

summary, is a description of the ENGL 0098 objectives and requirements: 

ENGL 0098 OBJECTIVES 
Students must become confident and flexible in using basic expository writing skills.  By the time 
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they leave 0098, they should have acquired the following skills: 
1. Writing and revising a 2.5-3 page essay that responds to an essay from the textbook, 
examines an idea coherently, and is relatively free of major grammatical errors. 
2. Preparing for and writing correctly and convincingly about topics in a timed 
environment. 
3. Reading and responding critically to short essays and peer writing.  
 

ENGL 0098 REQUIREMENTS AND RATIONALES 
1. One 2.5-3 page essay based on one or more readings from the textbook 

Two-and-a-half to three pages is a length in which students can take a sustained, coherent 
look at an idea of their own in response to an essay they have read.  Since students cannot 
use research (see **note below), they must develop their own vocabulary and sentences 
to express their ideas in a focused way. Since the starting point of 1101 is the three-page 
essay, it’s important for students in 0098 to be able to produce three pages of solid 
writing by the time they begin 1101. 

 
2. Several take-home essays, each 1-2 pages, which require revision for grammar and 

content 
In the beginning, though students may be writing short essays, professors tend to use 
these essays as a vehicle for discussing not the essay overall, but the word choices, 
sentence structure, and paragraphing, which build that essay.  In the beginning, professors 
usually do not ask students to revise entire essays, but rather sections of essays, in an 
effort to build basic skills.  Over the course of the semester, professors ask students to do 
more work in their revisions so that by the end of the semester, they are able to revise an 
entire essay with less guidance from the professor. 

 
3. Several timed in-class essays 

Students will have to write under time pressure in other classes and in their careers.  So, 
2-4 in-class essays should be assigned and graded over the course of the semester.  One 
of these will be the given during the final exam period, and will be included in the end-of 
–semester Portfolio. 

 
4. Readings primarily from textbook 

When creating and revising their syllabus, 0098 professors usually think in terms the 
different kinds of skills students need to master—sentence structure, paragraphing, 
summarizing, paraphrasing, description, definition, comparison, etc—and assign readings 
which help students understand and use these skills. 

 
**No outside research is to be done in ENGL 0098.  This should be explicit in essay prompts and 
class discussions.  Students might ask why, protesting that they need facts to support their ideas.  
A professor’s response should make one of the purposes of the class clear to students: they should 
focus on developing their writing skills not their research skills. 
 
 As I mentioned earlier, while the composition faculty were digging into the 

curricula of the three courses, refining the shape of the entire sequence, and identifying 
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specific learning outcomes that could be assessed, we also began to articulate a coherent 

vision and  philosophy: “Writing is a process that is inseparable from reading and 

thinking.  Faculty are committed to helping students gain an understanding of this process 

by reading challenging texts in new, deeper ways and by taking risks in their own 

writing.  In encouraging students to engage with texts in this way, our goal is to help 

them write effective expository prose not only in their composition classes, but also in 

their other courses and in their careers.”  

In taking seriously our responsibility to prepare students to write throughout their 

college years and in their professions, the writing program faculty came to focus on 

transferability of students’ writing skills and flexibility as key competencies to be 

inculcated in the writing program. This new focus has guided our decision-making in all 

phases of the transformation of the program, from selecting course textbooks and 

readings and proposing a rich and diverse menu of effective pedagogies, to crafting 

appropriate measures of learning outcomes.  

2. Writing has been identified as a core competency in the new University College 

general education curriculum and a new requirement of two writing intensive 

courses has been established.  TIMEFRAME: 2003 – 2004.  

As Director of Writing, I was a member of the faculty taskforce that proposed this 

competency and requirement as part of a complete revision of the general education 

curriculum in the College. Serving on the General Education Committee allowed a 

smooth integration of the goals of the Writing Program into the new approach to general 

education at the college level, while helping to shine a spotlight on progress being made 

in the freshman composition program and in approaches to writing in the disciplines. The 
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faculty of University College voted to accept the new competency-based curriculum, one 

feature of which requires that, after completing the English composition sequence, each 

undergraduate student will take six credits of writing intensive courses in his or her 

major. 

3. A comprehensive portfolio-based learning outcomes assessment plan has been 

developed and implemented in the freshman composition program.  TIMEFRAME: 

2005 – 0NGOING.  

Results from this assessment plan are already cycling back into further curriculum 

development. The composition faculty have already begun to use data from the 

assessment process to make improvements in the composition program as well as in the 

assessment process itself. We are continuing to use Portfolio Review as our program-

wide learning outcomes assessment instrument. Here’s a history: 

2005 – 2006: First Year of Portfolio Review  

Our goals were 1) to assess student competencies in English Composition I and II 

(ENGL 1101 and 1102) using a standard rubric developed by the faculty; and 2) to assess 

writing program consistency since the composition sequence overall and individual 

courses in the sequence had recently been completely revised, staffing had undergone 

significant change, and the overall lack of consistency had been identified as the major 

deficiency to be addressed. Thus, the faculty’s working together to develop consistency 

and coherence not only produced the desired change in the writing program, but it was 

also the critical first step in preparing to do learning outcomes assessment.  

The process of learning outcomes assessment is really quite simple: 1) 

Collaboratively agree on the outcomes to be achieved in each course and in the program 
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overall; 2) Decide what instrument(s) will be used to measure the outcomes; 3) Apply the 

instrument(s); 4) Collect and analyze the data: 5) Use the findings to make improvements 

in individual courses and in the program overall and, if necessary, to adjust the 

assessment instrument and data collection procedures; 6) Start the process all over again. 

Implementing learning outcomes assessment, however, is not so simple. 

Composition faculty attended workshops to learn how to construct rubrics, identified the 

specific writing skills to be assessed, developed a rubric to assess those skills, practiced 

applying the rubric to sample student papers, adapted the rubric based upon the results of 

those training sessions, and used various versions of the standard rubric throughout the 

ENGL 1101 and ENGL 1102 courses so that students as well as faculty were familiar 

with it. Faculty continue to learn how to do outcomes assessment better and more 

efficiently. Many of our meetings (every two weeks) are devoted to learning outcomes 

assessment. BUT – in learning how to use outcomes assessment, we are simultaneously 

discovering ways to collaboratively craft, clarify, articulate, and implement our goals and 

objectives at every level and in almost every aspect of our program. 

Faculty assessed Portfolios of all students in ENGL 1101 in the Fall of 2005, and 

all students in ENGL 1102 in the Spring of 2006. Results of Portfolio Review were 

distributed to faculty in the composition program (in the School of English, Philosophy, 

and Humanities) as well as to all Directors, Deans, and Provosts on the Metropolitan 

Campus. Students received reports on their individual scores. An advisement piece had 

been developed as part of the 05-06 assessment. Program-wide aqdoption of the 

advisement piece, however, was deferred since it was determined to be too ambitious to 

launch in the first year of Portfolio Review, given our limited resources. 
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The results of Portfolio Review 2005 – 2006 were used to 1) determine which 

skills and which courses to assess in 06-07; 2) determine the contents of the Portfolio for 

06-07;  3) refine the rubric to be used in the 06-07 assessment; and 4) make 

improvements in ENGL 1101 and 1102 in order to specifically address the apparent 

difficulty that many students had in making the transition from ENGL 1101 to the more 

research-based writing of ENGL 1102. 

A searchable database of assessment results in English composition was 

established. This database will allow us to track students by major, by program, etc., and 

will allow us to correlate Portfolio scores with other data, such as SAT scores or GPA. 

The database also allows the Writing Program to provide quantitative information to 

accrediting bodies, such as ABET for engineering or TEAC for the School of Education, 

where the stress on writing skills is a focus of the visitation teams.  

The external consultant’s report on Portfolio Review 2005-2006 is attached as 

APPENDIX A. 

2006 – 2007: Second Year of Portfolio Review 

Based upon the results of the 05-06 assessment, faculty decided to assess English 

Composition II as the capstone course of the freshman composition sequence. Thus, we 

conducted Portfolio Review in all sections of ENGL 1102 in the Fall of 2006 and again in 

the Spring of 2007. 

The 05-06 assessment had suggested that our students seemed to be less 

competent in ENGL 1102 skills than in skills related to the kind of writing that is 

developed in ENGL 1101. Specifically, we saw a need to develop greater competency in 

skills related to research-based writing, such as incorporating secondary sources into 
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essays and citing those sources using correct MLA format. Therefore, the composition 

faculty decided to focus on these specific skills in the 2006-2007 assessment. We adopted 

a new rubric and decided upon the writing sample(s) that would go into the Portfolio for 

assessment. We practiced using the rubric and applied various versions of the rubric 

extensively in all ENGL 1102 classes. 

We do not yet have the final report, this year to be provided by the University’s 

Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, on the results of the 06–07 Portfolio 

Review. However, faculty have already decided to make changes in the ENGL 1102 

curriculum, based upon what we observed during 06-07 Portfolio Review. In Spring 08, 

the full-time composition faculty will pilot eight thematic sections of 1102 that will take a 

cross-disciplinary approach to research-based writing. Rather than limit the main course 

readings to fiction, poetry, and drama, as the traditional sections of ENGL 1102 have 

done and will continue to do in Spring 08, each instructor of a thematic section will 

cluster readings from various disciplines around a central theme. The themes for the 

Spring 2008 pilot sections are: Icons, Identity in America, Coming of Age, and Crime and 

Criminals. These sections will explore writing from outside the disciplines, that is, will 

use student writing and published texts to both examine and question disciplinary 

boundaries and will link imaginative writing (fiction, poetry, and drama) with texts from 

other disciplines, providing both a broader approach to writing about themes and ideas 

and a more comprehensive approach that practices writing both in and beyond the 

disciplines, in and outside the professions. Such an approach, we hope, will help students 

to develop flexibility in their writing and in their critical thinking about issues and texts, 
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and will assist them in more easily transferring the writing skills acquired in ENGL 1102 

to the writing they will need to do in their writing-intensive courses in their majors. 

2007 -2008: Third Year of Portfolio Review 

Based upon evaluation of the 06–07 assessment process, faculty decided to assess 

all sections of ENGL 1101 in Fall 2007. Portfolios will consist of one revised five-page 

essay that responds to two readings from the textbook and one in-class essay that 

responds to one reading from the textbook. Using what we learned in previous 

assessments, we are revising the 1101 Portfolio rubric. Faculty are also participating in 

workshops on crafting appropriate and consistently challenging prompts for the Portfolio 

pieces.  

In the spring semester of this cycle of learning outcomes assessment, we may 

want to compare Portfolio results for the thematic sections of ENGL 1102 with results 

from the traditional sections which will continue to use primarily fiction, poetry, and 

drama to stimulate student writing. 

ENGL 0098 and ENGL 0099 Portfolio Review 

All students enrolled in our developmental courses, Fundamentals of Composition 

I and II, are also assessed by departmental Portfolio Review. This outcomes assessment 

activity is conducted every semester by members of the composition program who are 

NOT the instructors of the students whose Portfolios are being assessed. Students who 

pass the 0098 departmental assessment are placed into either ENGL 1101 or, if they are 

in need of further developmental work, into ENGL 0099. Or, they may be placed into 

ENGL 1101 with mandatory tutoring as a condition of their placement. Students who 

pass the 0099 departmental assessment are placed into ENGL 1101. We have not yet 
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incorporated the ENGL 0098 and ENGL 0099 assessment results into the database that 

has now been established for freshman composition. However, this is a goal which the 

composition faculty will address this year, as we thoroughly review the ENGL 0098 and 

0099 curricula. (More on ENGL 0099 will be detailed in a later section of this paper.) 

4. The Writing Program Guidebook for Students and the Writing Program Guidebook 

for Faculty are now distributed each semester. TIMEFRAME: Early drafts – Fall 

2004; Working draft – Spring 2005; Wide distribution of working draft: Spring 

2006; Revision in progress: 2007 – 2008.  

Both guidebooks set forth the philosophy, learning objectives and outcomes, 

common curricula, and suggested methodologies of the writing program. These 

guidebooks have proven to be invaluable resources, and not only for new faculty and 

students coming into the Program. We have found that – for students, for composition 

instructors, and for faculty in other disciplines - the guidebooks reinforce the identity of 

the Writing Program as a coherent curriculum, indeed, as a strong program that is 

regularly assessed, reviewed, revised, and improved. The guidebooks also serve as a rich 

resource for faculty who are planning, developing, and/or teaching writing-intensive 

courses in the disciplines. The booklets give these faculty a good overview of the 

foundations upon which they are asked to build in their respective curricula. 

5. A high-tech Writing Studio has been established in the Library to assist individual 

students with their writing and to provide tools for faculty across the curriculum to 

improve their students’ writing.  (Previously, the campus lacked even a traditional writing 

center). TIMEFRAME:  2004 – 2005: The Director of Writing, the Coordinator of the Writing 

Studio, and the University Librarian and Library staff begin working with designers on plans for 

the Writing Studio to be located within  Weiner Library.  2005 -2006: The Metro Writing Studio 
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is constructed with twenty wireless laptops for each student, flexible seating, electronic 

whiteboard, PC and projector, and attractive, rotating art exhibits. Fall 2006 – The Metro Writing 

Studio is completed and opens in October 2006. 2007 - 2008:  In order to reinforce writing 

skills across the writing curriculum, faculty decide to require each ENGL 1101student,  

even strong writers, to visit the Metro Writing Studio at least once during the semester – 

draft in hand - to obtain feedback on their writing from a Studio tutor. 

Tutoring, scheduling of selected composition classes, meetings for composition 

faculty, workshops for faculty in other disciplines (Writing Initiative), and library 

sessions began shortly after the opening of the Studio. Specialized workshops for 

students, faculty, staff, and the general public are offered. The Studio is also available 

and open as a learning/study/research space for all users of the Library when writing 

activities are not in session. Two graduate assistants staff the Studio for forty hours per 

week; however, additional support is needed in order to reach our goal of keeping the 

Studio open – with tutoring available - whenever the Library is open. (A current schedule 

of Metro Writing Studio Workshops is attached as APPENDIX B.) 

6. A series of workshops entitled “Writing in the Careers” has been launched to help 

prepare students for job searches and their subsequent professional lives. 

TIMEFRAME: 2004 – CURRENT. 

Professionals from various fields (law enforcement, nursing, human 

resources, investment, entrepreneurial ventures, psychology, marketing, management, 

engineering, science, etc.) give informal panel presentations to groups of forty to fifty 

students, who have been required or urged to attend the sessions by their composition 

instructors. These professionals provide valuable reinforcement of the goals, objectives, 

and expectations of the freshman composition program by describing real-life scenarios 
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in which writing is shown to be central to an individual’s success and advancement in 

specific careers. 

7. The maximum class sizes for English Composition courses have been reduced 

from 22 to 14 (for developmental sections) and 18 (for regular sections).  

TIMEFRAME: 2004-CURRENT.  

Because faculty across the Campus had endorsed the Writing Initiative, we were 

able to achieve these much-needed reductions in class sizes, despite budgetary pressures. 

Using our learning outcomes assessment results, we have been able to demonstrate that 

controlling class size in freshman composition courses is critical to the success of the 

Writing Initiative. 

8. A second level of developmental composition was introduced, so that students 

who have made progress but who are not ready for the regular English Composition 

courses are not required to repeat the lowest developmental level.  TIMEFRAME 

2006 – 2007.  

Students who pass ENGL 0098 but need additional practice in fundamental 

writing skills may be placed into ENGL 0099 for an additional semester of support, or 

they may be placed into ENGL 1101 with mandatory tutoring as a condition of their 

placement into the regular freshman composition course. Faculty are continuing to 

consider how best to serve the developmental population. What gets in the way of their 

progress is generally attitude: disappointment and disbelief that they need to take a 

developmental course and financial pressures resulting from having to pay for a course 

that does not count toward graduation, combined with their serious deficiencies in 

grammar, vocabulary, sentence structure, and standard English usage.  
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9. The English Composition placement procedure has been revamped. 

TIMEFRAME: 2006 – CURRENT.  

The process now includes a more rigorous diagnostic essay that brings more 

efficient evaluation strategies to the process.  

10. A student expository writing magazine – Metro - has been established to increase 

the profile of excellent student writing on campus.  TIMEFRAME: 2006 – 

CURRENT.  

This publication, which will appear once or twice a year, is a juried magazine 

featuring the best essays submitted in all our composition courses. Among the highlights 

of the first two issues have been the submission of an essay by a student who entered at 

the Fundamentals level, and an essay in the current issue that responds to a piece written 

by a student in the inaugural issue. Metro is used both as a teaching resource for 

composition instructors and as a way of showing faculty, in disciplines other than 

composition, what their students are capable of and what they, in turn, can expect of 

students in their writing- intensive courses. 

11.We ended the practice of placing international students who had completed the ESL 

program but were not yet ready for regular English Composition courses into 

developmental courses. TIMEFRAME:  Spring and Fall 2006 – CURRENT. 

Close collaboration between the freshman composition program and PLCPA 

(Programs in Language, Culture, and Professional Advancement which replaced our 

traditional ESL program) results in more accurate placement of international students in 

EPS courses and more comprehensive services to students whose first language is not 

English. Communication between the Writing Program and PLCPA continues to enable 

closer tracking of international students and their writing proficiencies and needs. The 
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exit writing criteria for our new EPS (English for Professional Success) courses are now 

identical to the entrance criteria for English Composition I.  The Director of Writing 

closely collaborated with the new EPS Director to establish these exit writing criteria. 

Together, we carefully monitor the writing skills of students who exit the EPS program 

and enter the freshman writing program. 

12. Lecture and lab sections of developmental composition have been integrated into 

one course in order to coordinate the curricula of the two. TIMEFRAME: 2006 – 

CURRENT.  

Previously, students registered for the lab section separately, and there was no 

coordination of lab and lecture curricula. Now, lecture and lab instructors collaborate on 

the common lab syllabus and choice of lab textbooks. 

13. Lecture and lab instructors now meet and communicate regularly in order to 

track students' progress in developmental composition courses. TIMEFRAME: 

2006 – CURRENT.  

Previously, there was little or no contact between lecture and lab instructors. Now 

lecture and lab instructors know what material has and has not been covered by a given 

date, alert each other about issues in their classes, and reinforce with students the 

importance of the work to be done in both components of the course.  

14. The Director of Writing has developed a close working relationships with the 

Center for Academic Student Support (CASS), the Regional Center for College 

Students with Learning Disabilities, and other divisions that offer tutoring. 

TIMEFRAME 2006 – CURRENT.   
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In order to implement tutoring practices in those divisions and in the Metro 

Writing Studio that are consistent with the philosophy and objectives of the writing 

program, common tutoring standards and practices have been adopted  or will soon be 

adopted in all divisions that provide tutoring in writing. Previously, there was no 

coordination of approaches to tutoring. Now, for example, tutors may no longer write 

notes on drafts that students bring to the tutoring session.  Because our aim is to produce 

better writers-- not just better writing-- our tutors work closely with students to help them 

acquire for themselves the writing skills they need not only in their composition classes, 

but also in their other courses as well as in their careers. Accordingly, tutors do not 

provide editing or proofreading services; rather, they provide students with assistance 

in all steps of the writing process and help students learn to express themselves clearly 

and coherently in any writing situation they may encounter. 

15. A Faculty Resource website for composition instructors has been launched.  

TIMEFRAME: 2006 – CURRENT.  

This website, continually under development and expansion, is especially 

beneficial to instructors when they first join the program, but it also facilitates the sharing 

of effective teaching strategies and instructional resources among continuing faculty. 

16.The Director of Writing works with faculty in the other disciplines and in the 

College of Business and Petrocelli College to plan and conduct workshops that 

will guide and support faculty as they integrate writing intensive courses into their 

curricula. TIMEFRAME: 2006 – CURRENT.  

As Director of Writing, I have begun to work directly with faculty in the 

disciplines. I usual begin by attending a faculty meeting to discern what the needs of the 
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department may be. I then offer a customized workshop on whatever stage is suitable for 

that particular group: planning, developing, or teaching writing-intensive workshops. I 

also provide a framework within which faculty can examine their curricula and make 

decisions about the place of writing in their programs. I have met with the School of 

Computer Sciences and Engineering faculty to explain writing assessment and to discuss 

with them how to integrate our freshman composition assessment results into the 

School’s ABET accreditation reports. I conducted specialized workshops for faculty in 

the School of Nursing on constructing rubrics, and will do the same very soon with 

faculty in the School of Education. Faculty from Petrocelli College of General and 

Continuing Studies have recently begun to meet with me to work together on improving 

the writing outcomes of adult students in their innovative Puerta al Futuro program. I 

will soon be working with the College of Business, whose accrediting body, AACSB, is 

looking ever more closely at students’ writing skills. 

****** 

 The Campus Writing Initiative is in very good shape, having met or exceeded all 

the benchmarks that were set at the inception of this process of renewal and innovation. 

The freshman composition program is continually improving as a result of annual cycles 

of learning outcomes assessment. Interestingly, participating in assessment activities has 

brought our composition faculty closer together; has increased collegiality and 

collaboration; has helped us sustain our original goal of consistency; and has helped us to 

make our curriculum more rigorous and more responsive to the needs of the other 

disciplines, to the overall benefit of our students. Of course, our assessments have 

provided critical information about our students’ writing skills. Their writing is 
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improving, and we also continue to learn how to better assess their skills. One of our next 

goals, for example, will be to set assessment standards for the composition program and 

to identify strategies for addressing those areas in which our students may fall short of 

those standards.  

In addition, the infusion of writing continues across the Campus. More schools 

and programs have identified and/or revisited their writing-intensive courses or have 

begun to develop new ones. The College Educational Policy Committee has begun to ask 

for progress reports from the various schools of University College on the progress of 

writing-intensive courses. More faculty in disciplines outside of composition are 

beginning to invest their time and talent in the project of improving student writing. 

Students are increasingly expected to produce competent writing in their majors (building 

on the outcomes of their freshman composition program) and to use the Metro Writing 

Studio as a resource in that endeavor.  

Maintaining a viable and effective Campus Writing Initiative will continue to 

depend, in large measure, however, upon a coherent, consistent, rigorous, and responsive 

freshman composition program. The freshman writing program that I have described here 

is, in turn, dependent upon the willingness and the capacity of composition instructors to 

work collaboratively toward continually improving an outcomes-based curriculum that 

serves their shared objectives and the needs of their students. In other words, a successful 

freshman writing program must have stability in its faculty, and lively communication 

and mutual support must be sustained among them. We have recently lost one full-time 

faculty position to another division of the college. Until the position is restored – and,  

according to recent budget forecasts and emerging campus priorities, it may not soon be 
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restored - we will have to increase our dependence upon part-time faculty. Because of 

teaching commitments at other institutions, our adjuncts are often unable to attend our 

frequent meetings. So the loss of even one full-time faculty position can have a 

significant impact upon our goal of maintaining continuity and consistency. A successful 

freshman writing program will also need to continue to do learning outcomes assessment, 

at least for the foreseeable future. Part-time faculty and full-time contractual faculty must 

continue to be compensated for the considerable amount of time spent training and 

preparing for, conducting and analyzing the results of Portfolio Review. Doing 

assessment - and maintaining and expanding upon the other transformations outlined in 

this paper - can be expensive, both in terms of released time for the full-time faculty who 

coordinate these efforts, and stipends for the part-time faculty who contribute to them.  

And there are other challenges. The rifts between the literature faculty and the 

composition faculty to which I alluded earlier have not dissipated. Indeed, they have 

deepened. The Dean of University College, where the freshman writing program has been 

located within SEPH (the School of English, Philosophy and Humanities), has taken steps 

to remove freshman composition from the English “department” and SEPH, and locate it 

within a new academic unit, Academic Foundations. The new unit will, according to the 

Dean’s plan, house the Writing Program; a new Math Initiative modeled on the successes 

of the Campus Writing Initiative; a revitalized reading program, and the EPS (English for 

Professional Success) program for international students.  

As I write, the proposal for the new unit, Academic Foundations, is moving 

forward but not without considerable controversy. The fate of the Writing Program 

described in this paper - and of the faculty who worked so effectively to bring about its 
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transformation - is still unsettled. Perhaps I’ll be able to give you an update at next year’s 

conference! 

 
See APPENDIX A for the external consultant’s report on the first year of Learning 
Outcomes Assessment / Portfolio Review, 2005 – 2006. 
 
See APPENDIX B for the most recent schedules of Metro Writing Studio Workshops.  
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Introduction 
 
 In the fall 2005 semester, University College Freshman Composition Program embarked 
on a learning outcomes assessment of the University College’s ENGL1101 course by organizing 
a portfolio of 3 writing samples of each student’s work.  The goals of the assessment were (1) to 
help to identify each student’s strengths and weaknesses on a set of criteria developed for the 
program; (2) to determine the degree to which the students have progressed throughout the 
semester; and (3) to make recommendations for instructional change based upon the results. 
 
 The success of the first project encouraged continuation of the assessment project in the 
next course in the sequence, ENGL1102. 
 
Methodology 
 

 
A. ENGL 1101 – 16 sections for a total of 271 students 

 
   A portfolio of student work during the fall 2005 semester consisted of 3 writing pieces: 
a) one five-page essay which was revised according to the individual instructor’s 
requirements, b) one essay of the student’s choice which was revised according to the 
individual instructor’s requirements and c) the final essay exam written in response to a 
reading selected by the composition program faculty.   The final essay exam was timed for 60 
minutes and administered during the final exam period. 
 
 The portfolios were collected and graded using the Program’s Portfolio Writing Rubric.  
The rubric consists of 5 criteria: Controlling Idea, Organization, Language/Voice, 
Citations/Sources and Grammar/Mechanics.  Each criterion was evaluated on a 4 point scale: 
4 points for “Excellent” performance, 3 points for “Strong” performance, 2 points for 
“Standard” performance and 1 point for “Below Standard” performance.   The total scores for 
a portfolio ranged from 5 to 20 possible points. (Refer to the Rubric, Appendix A) 
 
  The course instructors asked each student to grant participation permission for his/her 
portfolio to be included in the assessment.  Any student who had not signed the permission or 
whose portfolio was incomplete was removed from the study.  The three writing pieces for 
each student were submitted to the Assessment Director.  All student identifiers were 
removed from the three submitted pieces and the portfolios were coded.   
 
 In a two-day meeting on January 10-11, 2006, faculty portfolio evaluators (raters) met to 
review and grade the student portfolios.  Each portfolio was evaluated by two faculty raters 
that had been trained in the use of the portfolio rubric. Each portfolio was randomly assigned 
to two faculty raters with the restriction that the ENGL1101 instructor would not evaluate any 
student portfolio in his/her own section.  The two ratings per portfolio were averaged.  
 
 The results were analyzed to assist in evaluating the program level’s achievements, help 
to identify areas of students’ writing strengths and weaknesses and aid in modifying the 
instructional design for a future improvement plan.    
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B. ENGL 1102 – 18 sections for a total of 165 students 

 
   A portfolio of student work during the spring 2006 semester consisted of 2 writing 
pieces: a) one research paper which was revised according to the individual instructor’s 
requirements and b) the final essay exam written in response to a reading selected by the 
composition program faculty.   The final essay exam was timed for 60 minutes and 
administered during the final exam period. 
 
 The portfolios were collected and graded using the Program’s Portfolio Writing Rubric.  
The rubric consists of 5 criteria: Controlling Idea, Organization, Language/Voice, 
Citations/Sources and Grammar/Mechanics.  Each criterion was evaluated on a 4 point scale: 
4 points for “Excellent” performance, 3 points for “Strong” performance, 2 points for 
“Standard” performance and 1 point for “Below Standard” performance.   The total scores for 
a portfolio ranged from 5 to 20 possible points. (Refer to the Rubric, Appendix A) 
 
  The course instructors asked each student to grant participation permission for his/her 
portfolio to be included in the assessment.  Any student who had not signed the permission 
was removed from the study.  The two writing pieces for each student were submitted to the 
Assessment Director.  All student identifiers were removed from the two submitted pieces 
and the portfolios were coded.   
 
 In a two-day meeting on May 17-18, 2006, faculty portfolio evaluators (raters) met to 
review and grade the student portfolios.  Each portfolio was evaluated by two faculty raters 
that have been trained in the use of the portfolio rubric. Each portfolio was randomly 
assigned to two faculty raters with the restriction that the ENGL1102 instructor would not 
evaluate any student portfolios in his/her own section.  The two ratings per portfolio were 
averaged.  
 
 The results were analyzed to assist in evaluating the achievements of the particular 
program level achievements, to help to identify strengths and weaknesses of the students’ 
writing and to aid in modifying the instructional design for a future improvement plan.   
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Results 
 

 The student portfolios for each semester’s  projects were scored using the Rubric scale: 4 
points for “Excellent” performance, 3 points for “Strong” performance, 2 points for “Standard” 
performance and 1 point for “Below Standard” performance for each of 5 rubric criteria (Refer to 
Rubric Appendix A).  The total scores ranged from a low of 5 points to a high of 20 points.  In 
some cases, a rating score of zero was given, therefore one portfolio for ENGL1101 received a 
total score of 3, out of the expected score range. The results for each rating for the portfolio 
projects are summarized below.  
 
I. A. Distributions/Charts –Ratings Summary 

Total Scores for Ratings 1 and 2 
ENGL1101 (N=215) ENGL1102 (N=165) 

Score Range Rating 1 Rating 2 Rating 1 Rating 2 
5.0-8.9 12.6% 13.5% 26.1% 21.8% 

9.0-12.9 35.8% 45.1% 37.0% 43.6% 
13.0-16.9 34.0% 28.8% 27.3% 15.8% 
17.0-20.0 17.2% 12.6% 9.7% 18.8% 

*Out-of-Range (score=3.0) 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Median Score 13.00 12.00 11.00 11.00 
Mean Score 12.64 12.04 11.25 11.87 

 

Total Scores for Ratings 1 and 2
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I.B. Distributions/Charts – Overall Scores 
 

For each student portfolio, the total scores for the two faculty ratings were averaged.  The 
percent of student portfolio scores in each score range for ENGL1101 and ENGL1102 are 
presented below.  The median (50th percentile) and the mean (average) score for each project 
summarizes the student portfolio results. 

 

Summary of Results - Average of Rating 1 and 2 
ENGL1101 - January 10-11, 2006 

Score  frequency % 
5.0-8.9 25 11.6% 
9.0-12.9 103 47.9% 
13.0-16.9 67 31.2% 
17.0-20.0 20 9.3% 

Total 215 100.0% 
Median Score 12.0 
Mean Score 12.35 

 

Summary of Results - Average of Rating 1 and 2 
ENGL1102 - May 17-18, 2006 

Score  frequency % 
5.0-8.9 34 20.6% 
9.0-12.9 74 44.8% 
13.0-16.9 45 27.3% 
17.0-20.0 12 7.3% 

Total 165 100.0% 
Median Score 11.0 
Mean Score 11.87 
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Summary of Portfolio Results ENGL1101 and ENGL1102
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II. Distributions/Charts 
 
To identify strengths and weaknesses in each Rubric category, the frequency of student scores 
and percentages for each rating is presented below (f = frequency of scores).  Some portfolios 
were given ratings of  0, 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5, not part of the rubric scale. 
 
 
 

A. Summary of Results of First Portfolio Ratings by Rubric Criteria  
ENGL1101 - Jan 10-11, 2005 

 

Summary of Results of First Portfolio Ratings by Rubric Criteria - EN1101 - Jan 10-11, 2005         
1=Below Standard,     2=Standard,     3=Strong,     4=Excellent         

Controlling Idea Organization Language/Voice Citations/Sources Grammar/Mechanics
Score f % f % f % f % f % 

0 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 2 0.9% 
1 18 8.4% 17 7.9% 13 6.0% 37 17.2% 24 11.2% 

1.5 1 0.5% 0 0.0% 1 0.5% 1 0.5% 0 0.0% 
2 86 40.0% 91 42.3% 83 38.6% 67 31.2% 77 35.8% 

2.5 5 2.3% 3 1.4% 0 0.0% 1 0.5% 2 0.9% 
3 72 33.5% 71 33.0% 68 31.6% 72 33.5% 86 40.0% 

3.5 3 1.4% 3 1.4% 1 0.5% 3 1.4% 3 1.4% 
4 30 14.0% 30 14.0% 49 22.8% 24 11.2% 21 9.8% 

Mean 
Score 2.56 2.56 2.72 2.31 2.49 
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B. Summary of Results of Second Portfolio Ratings by Rubric Criteria  
ENGL1101 - Jan 10-11, 2005 

Summary of Results of Second Portfolio Ratings by Rubric Criteria - EN1101 - Jan 10-11, 2005        
1=Below Standard,     2=Standard,     3=Strong,     4=Excellent         

Controlling Idea Organization Language/Voice Citations/Sources Grammar/Mechanics
Score f % f % f % f % f % 

0 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 0.5%
1 21 9.8% 17 7.9% 16 7.4% 63 29.3% 21 9.8%

1.5 1 0.5% 1 0.5% 0 0.0% 5 2.3% 9 4.2%
2 89 41.4% 106 49.3% 90 41.9% 74 34.4% 86 40.0%

2.5 6 2.8% 4 1.9% 1 0.5% 1 0.5% 1 0.5%
3 67 31.2% 61 28.4% 81 37.7% 53 24.7% 77 35.8%

3.5 3 1.4% 3 1.4% 1 0.5% 1 0.5% 0 0.0%
4 28 13.0% 23 10.7% 26 12.1% 18 8.4% 20 9.3%

Mean 
Score 2.51 2.45 2.55 2.12 2.42 

 
C. Summary of Results of First Portfolio Ratings by Rubric Criteria  

ENGL1102 - May 17-18, 2005 

 

Summary of Results of First Portfolio Ratings by Rubric Criteria - ENGL1102 - May 17-18, 2005       
1=Below Standard,     2=Standard,     3=Strong,     4=Excellent         

Controlling Idea Organization Language/Voice Citations/Sources Grammar/Mechanics
Score   f % f % f % f % f % 

1 30 18.2% 23 13.9% 36 21.8% 61 37.0% 28 17.0%
1.5 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

2 66 40.0% 85 51.5% 54 32.7% 62 37.6% 64 38.8%
2.5 0 0.0% 1 0.6% 1 0.6% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

3 52 31.5% 49 29.7% 54 32.7% 26 15.8% 63 38.2%
3.5 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

4 17 10.3% 7 4.2% 20 12.1% 16 9.7% 10 6.1%
Mean 
Score 2.34 2.25 2.36 1.98 2.33 
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D. Summary of Results of Second Portfolio Ratings by Rubric Criteria 
ENGL1102 - May 17-18, 2005 

 
Summary of Results of Second Portfolio Ratings by Rubric Criteria - ENGL1102 - May 17-18, 2005      

1=Below Standard,     2=Standard,     3=Strong,     4=Excellent         
Controlling Idea Organization Language/Voice Citations/Sources Grammar/Mechanics 

  Score f % f % f % f % f % 
1 25 15.2% 25 15.2% 25 15.2% 59 35.8% 20 12.1% 

1.5 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
2 57 34.5% 75 45.5% 63 38.2% 57 34.5% 74 44.8% 

2.5 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
3 58 35.2% 40 24.2% 46 27.9% 34 20.6% 50 30.3% 

3.5 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
4 25 15.2% 25 15.2% 31 18.8% 15 9.1% 21 12.7% 

Mean 
Score 2.50 2.39 2.50 2.03 2.44 
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III. Rater Reliability 
 
 The overall degree of consistency between the two faculty ratings for each of the 
portfolio projects can be measured in two ways.  The first way is a simple reporting of the 
percentage of agreement between the two ratings for each student portfolio.  Presented below is 
the percent agreement between ratings, the percent agreement within one point, and the percent 
agreement within two points.   
 

The problem with this method is that statistically, it does not account for the agreement 
that could have occurred merely by chance.  Therefore the more precise method of rater reliability 
is the “kappa” statistic.  The range of values for the kappa statistic is 0.0 (where ratings 1 and 2 
no more consistent than expected by chance) to 1.0 (where there is perfect agreement for each 
and every rating). Kappa statistic values from 0.00 to 0.20 are interpreted as a trivial.   
 
A.  Degree of Consistency between Ratings – Portfolio Project ENGL1101 

 

Portfolio Ratings 1 and 2 - ENGL1101 
Percent (%) of Rater Agreement 

   Exact ± 1 point ± 2 points 
Controlling Idea 36.7 88.4 98.6 

Organization 59.1 98.6 100.0 
Language/Voice 36.3 86.5 99.5 

Citations/Sources 28.4 79.5 96.7 
Grammar/Mechanics 42.3 86.0 98.1 

 
 
 

B. Degree of Consistency between Ratings – Portfolio Project ENGL1102 
 

Portfolio Ratings 1 and 2 - ENGL1102 
Percent (%) of Rater Agreement 

   Exact ± 1 point ± 2 points 
Controlling Idea 34.5 88.5 100.0 

Organization 40.0 90.3 100.0 
Language/Voice 30.3 87.9 98.8 

Citations/Sources 36.4 83.6 97.6 
Grammar/Mechanics 43.6 90.3 100.0 
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C.  For purposes of calculating the rater reliability of scores between the two ratings using the 
kappa statistic, it was necessary to remove non-integer scores.  For the ENGL1101 ratings, 182 
student portfolios were used for this analysis.   For the ENGL1102 ratings, 164 student portfolios 
were used for this analysis.  The analysis of rater reliability was performed using the SPSS 
Crosstabs procedure.  The Kappa statistic was calculated and is presented below for each Rubric 
category. 
 

ENGL1101: Crosstab Results for Controlling Idea                          
(Count of scores between Rater 1 and Rater 2) 

   Rater 2 scores 
Rater 1 scores 1 2 3 4 Total 

1 3 10 4 1 18 

2 13 39 23 3 78 

3 3 22 24 14 63 

4 2 6 9 6 23 

Total 21 77 60 24 182 

*Kappa Statistic = 0.11 

 
 

ENGL1101: Crosstab  Results for Organization                            
(Count of scores between Rater 1 and Rater 2) 

   Rater 2 scores 
Rater 1 scores 1 2 3 4 Total 

1 3 11 3 0 17 

2 10 46 21 4 81 

3 2 29 21 10 62 

4 1 7 7 7 22 

Total 16 93 52 21 182 

*Kappa Statistic = 0.12 
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ENGL1101: Crosstab  Results for Language/Voice                         
(Count of scores between Rater 1 and Rater 2) 

   Rater 2 scores 
Rater 1 scores 1 2 3 4 Total 

1 3 5 5 0 13 

2 9 36 22 7 74 

3 1 33 22 4 60 

4 1 7 17 10 35 

Total 14 81 66 21 182 

*Kappa Statistic = 0.09 

 
 

ENGL1101: Crosstab  Results for Citations/Sources                       
(Count of scores between Rater 1 and Rater 2) 

   Rater 2 scores 
Rater 1 scores 1 2 3 4 Total 

0 8 1 1 0 10 

1 14 11 7 4 36 

2 21 19 13 2 55 

3 14 22 17 7 60 

4 0 10 9 2 21 

Total 57 63 47 15 182 

*Kappa Statistic = cannot be calculated due to the non-symmetry or ratings. 

 
 

ENGL1101: Crosstab  Results for Grammar/Mechanics                      
(Count of scores between Rater 1 and Rater 2) 

        Rater 2 scores 
Rater 1 scores 0 1 2 3 4 Total 

0 0 0 1 1 0 2 

1 0 8 11 4 0 23 

2 1 9 35 22 3 70 

3 0 3 24 34 10 71 

4 0 0 5 6 5 16 

Total 1 20 76 67 18 182 

*Kappa Statistic = 0.18 
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ENGL1102: Crosstab  Results for Controlling Idea                         
(Count of scores between Rater 1 and Rater 2) 

   Rater 2 scores 
Rater 1 scores 1 2 3 4 Total 

1 9 14 7 0 30 

2 10 25 26 5 66 

3 6 17 16 12 51 

4 0 1 9 7 17 

Total 25 57 58 24 164 

*Kappa Statistic = 0.08 

 
 

ENGL1102: Crosstab  Results for Organization                            
(Count of scores between Rater 1 and Rater 2) 

   Rater 2 scores 
Rater 1 scores 1 2 3 4 Total 

1 6 13 4 0 23 

2 17 41 19 8 85 

3 2 20 15 12 49 

4 0 1 2 4 7 

Total 25 75 40 24 164 

*Kappa Statistic = 0.10 

 
 

ENGL1102: Crosstabulation Results for Language/Voice                    
(Count of scores between Rater 1 and Rater 2) 

   Rater 2 scores 
Rater 1 scores 1 2 3 4 Total 

1 10 19 5 2 36 

2 14 18 16 6 54 

3 1 21 16 16 54 

4 0 5 9 6 20 

Total 25 63 46 30 164 

*Kappa Statistic = 0.04 
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ENGL1102: Crosstabulation Results for Citations/Sources                  
(Count of scores between Rater 1 and Rater 2) 

   Rater 2 scores 
Rater 1 scores 1 2 3 4 Total 

1 28 22 8 2 60 

2 26 19 12 5 62 

3 3 10 9 4 26 

4 2 6 4 4 16 

Total 59 57 33 15 164 

*Kappa Statistic = 0.09 

 
 

ENGL1102: Crosstabulation Results for Grammar/Mechanics                
(Count of scores between Rater 1 and Rater 2) 

   Rater 2 scores 
Rater 1 scores 1 2 3 4 Total 

1 9 16 3 0 28 

2 9 33 14 8 64 

3 2 22 27 11 62 

4 0 3 5 2 10 

Total 20 74 49 21 164 

*Kappa Statistic = 0.17 
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IV.  Student Portfolio Evaluations from ENGL1101 and ENGL1102 
 
 There were 121 students who participated in the project for both semesters.  In order to 
compare the results, the average of the ratings 1 and 2 from both semesters was computed along 
with the resulting change (ENGL1102 score – ENGL1101 score).  The results were either 
negative (indicating a drop in performance from the first semester), no change in performance, or 
positive (indicating an improvement in performance from the first semester.  The results for the 
121 students are reported below. 
 
 
 Portfolio Score Results from ENGL1101 to ENGL11102 

Total Score Change frequency 
-8.00 to -6.25 10 
-6.00 to -4.25 16 
-4.00 to -2.25 19 
-2.00 to -0.25 25 
No change (0) 6 
+.25 to +2.00 22 

+2.25 to +4.00 14 
+4.25 to +6.00 9 
+6.25 to +8.00 0 

Average Change -0.93 
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Summary 
 
 The University College Freshmen Composition Program Portfolio Review was an 
independent analysis of student performance in ENGL1101 and ENGL1102.  Its main purpose 
was to directly assess the writing performance based on a set of sample student work from each 
course.   To achieve this goal, the project analysis consisted of four objectives: (1) to assess the 
overall writing performance in each course; (2) to assess the performance for each of the rubric’s 
five criteria; (3) to measure the consistency between the pairs of faculty ratings; and (4) to 
determine the change in overall performance from ENGL1101 to ENGL1102 for those students 
who participated in both portfolio projects.   
 

For ENGL1101, approximately 70% of portfolio results for each set of faculty ratings 
were in the score range “9.0 to 16.9” while approximately 60% of the portfolio results for each 
set of faculty ratings for ENGL1102 were in that same score range. For ENGL1102, over 20% of 
the total scores were in the lowest range (“5.0-8.9”).  Overall results for ENGL1102 were slightly 
lower compared to the scores for ENGL1101 (refer to page 4). 

 
The first and second ratings for each project were averaged (results of the averaged 

scores can be found on page 5).  It should be noted that when the faculty ratings were averaged, 
79.1% of the ENGL1101 scores were in the range “9.0 to 16.9” while 72.1% of the ENGL1102 
scores were in that same range.  Further, over 20% of the ENGL1102 average scores remained in 
the “5.0-8.9” range.   

 
 The criteria scores for each set of faculty ratings were analyzed to obtain a more detailed 
look at the students’ strengths and weaknesses on the writing tasks. The lowest scores were for 
“Citations/Sources.”    For ENGL1101, 17.7% of the scores for this criterion were below standard 
(below 2.0) for the first faculty rating and 31.6% of the scores were below standard for the second 
faculty rating.   For ENGL1102, 37% of the scores for this criterion were below standard for the 
first faculty rating and 35.8% of the scores were below standard for the second faculty rating.  
“Citations/Sources” also produced the lowest mean score for both projects.  (Refer to pages 6-7) 
  
 There were high levels of agreement within 1 point (in the range of 80-90% for all rubric 
criteria).  The highest level of rater agreement was for the rubric criteria, “Organization” and 
“Grammar/Mechanics.” (Refer to pages 8-12) 
 
 There were 121 students who submitted portfolios for both ENGL1101 and ENGL1102.  
Of the 121 student portfolios, 70 (57.9%) had a lower score for the ENGL1102 project; 45 
(37.2%) had a higher score for the ENGL1102 project and 6 (5%) had the same score. 
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Rater________________         Student Code_______ 
 

Learning Outcomes Assessment Rubric for Portfolio Review 2005 - 2006 

Outcome Category Excellent             4      Strong       3 Standard      2 Below Standard        1   Score 

Controlling Idea  
Submissions (within 
page/time requirement 
reflect... 

a complex, clearly stated or 
implied idea that is fully 
developed and supported, and 
responds to prompt.  

a clearly stated or implied idea 
that is appropriately developed 
and supported, and responds to 
prompt.  

an expressed or implied idea 
that is developed and 
supported, and responds to 
prompt.  

a vague or unclear idea that is 
minimally devel- oped or 
supported  and does not 
respond to prompt.  

 

Organization 
 
Submissions reflect... 

a logical and creative construction 
with fully developed paragraphs, 
effective transitions, and a 
thoughtful conclusion. 

a logical construction with 
appropriately developed 
paragraphs, smooth transitions, 
and a clearly drawn conclusion. 

a simple construction with 
adequately developed para- 
graphs, simple transitions, and 
a conclusion. 

an unclear construction with 
underdeveloped paragraphs, 
few or no transitions, and a 
vague conclusion. 

 

Language/Voice 
 
Submissions reflect... 

a distinctive, confident voice 
revealed through  effective 
vocabulary,  original phrasing, 
and a variety of complex 
sentences. 

a clear voice revealed through  
appropriate vocabulary, 
effective phrasing, and some 
complex sentences. 

an emerging voice revealed 
through an adequate 
vocabulary, clear phrasing, and 
developed sentences. 

a vague voice weakened by 
inappropriate or incorrect 
vocabulary, unclear phrasing, 
or under- developed 
sentences. 

 

Citations/Sources 
(appropriate to 
assignment and page/ 
time requirement) 
Submissions reflect... 

precise MLA format, 
sophisticated integration of 
sources with presented ideas, and 
appropriate type and number of 
sources.  

correct MLA format, smooth 
integration of sources with 
presented ideas, and appropriate 
type and number of sources. 

some minor errors in MLA 
format, simple integration of 
sources with presented ideas, 
and adequate number and type 
of sources. 

major errors in MLA format, 
little or no inte- gration of 
sources with presented ideas, 
and in- adequate type or 
number of sources. 

 

Grammar/Mechanics 
 
Submissions reflect...  

essays free of major errors* and 
largely free of minor errors.** 

essays free of major errors, with 
occasional minor errors. 

essays largely free of major 
errors, with minor errors that 
do not obscure meaning. 

many major errors, or many 
minor errors that  distract the 
reader and obscure meaning. 

 

*  Major errors: fragments, run-on sentences, comma splices, subject-verb agreement                    TOTAL �            
**Minor errors: pronoun/antecedent agreement; misspelled, inappropriate, or omitted words; misplaced or omitted punctuation; repetition 
 
Scoring Chart:     Excellent    20-17     Strong     16-13     Standard   12-9     Below Standard     8-0 
 
Additional Comments:  
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APPENDIX B 
THE METRO WRITING STUDIO  ~~~ FALL 2007 WORKSHOPS 

WEINER LIBRARY/SECOND FLOOR ~~~UCOLL.FDU.EDU/METRO 
 
If you have any questions regarding these workshops or the tutoring services offered at the Metro Writing Studio, please consult our website 
(ucoll.fdu.edu/metro), or email Janet Boyd, Coordinator, at boydj@fdu.edu.  Unless otherwise indicated, these free workshops are open to all FDU students, 
faculty, and staff and no registration is required to attend. 
     
 
WORKSHOP     DATE   TIME   PLACE 
 
Introduction to APA Format   September 20th (Th)  4:00pm-5:30pm  Metro Writing Studio 
      October 3rd (W)  6:30pm-8:00pm  

Kyoko Waseda-Hida will cover the basics of APA formatting, commonly used to cite sources in academic writing, and guide students through practice 
exercises; she will also address how to avoid plagiarism by learning when to paraphrase and/or quote.  

 
 
Introduction to MLA Format    September 26th (W) 4:00pm-5:30pm  Metro Writing Studio 

Barbara Morris will cover the basics of MLA formatting, commonly used to cite sources in academic writing, including in-text parenthetical citation, 
creating a works cited list, and avoiding plagiarism by learning when to paraphrase and/or quote.  

 
 
Avoiding Plagiarism      October 2nd (T)  4:00pm-5:30pm  Metro Writing Studio 

Kerri Majors will teach students how and when to quote and/or paraphrase from an original source—and how to acknowledge that source—so that they 
can learn how to avoid committing plagiarism accidentally. 

 
 
Common Comma Confusion (& more!)  October 11th   4:00pm-5:30pm  Metro Writing Studio 

Never quite sure when you need to use a comma or not?  Janet Boyd invites students, faculty, and staff to learn simple tips on how to use the comma 
(and even the semi-colon!) properly.  Ask your burning punctuation questions during the question and answer perio 

 
How to Get Published    October 18th (Th) 4:00pm-5:30pm  Metro Writing Studio 

All aspiring writers are invited to learn from literary agent Anna Olswanger who will present basic guidelines for the writing of fiction and nonfiction, 
figuring out what literary agents are looking for, landing an agent, and creating options when agents aren't interested. 
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Advanced APA Format    October 25th (Th) 4:00pm-5:30pm  Metro Writing Studio 
Designed for those who know the basics of APA formatting, this workshop will offer a brief APA overview before launching into more complicated 
citation issues.  A question and answer period will follow for your specific APA format questions. 

 
 

Advanced MLA Format    October 31stth (W) 4:00pm-5:30pm  Metro Writing Studio 
Designed for those who are familiar with the basics of MLA parenthetical citation, this workshop will focus on creating the works cited list.  A question 
and answer period will follow for your specific MLA format questions. 

 
 
Teaching Strategies: ESL Students & Writing November 7th (W)  1:30pm-3:00pm  Metro Writing Studio 

Hosted by Mark Bayarsky, an experienced instructor in the EPS program, this faculty-only workshop will teach instructors how to  recognize the 
difficulties particular to writing English as a second language and offer practical strategies for helping our ESL students. 

 
 
Business Memo Writing & Email Etiquette November 14th (W) 2:00-3:00pm  Metro Writing Studio 

In collaboration with Career Services, the Writing Studio presents tips on the art of writing clear, concise and professional memos and  email. Come 
learn the do’s and don’ts for communicating professionally in writing. 

 
 
Acing Short-Answer and Essay Exams  November 29th (Th) 4:00pm-5:30pm  Metro Writing Studio 

Janet Boyd will offer strategies for keeping calm and for writing specific, coherent responses to the various types of essay and short- answer exam 
questions students are likely to encounter on final exams.   

 
 
First Pages     December 4th (Tu) 4:00pm-5:30pm   Metro Writing Studio 
 Participants will submit in advance the first page of a manuscript or a one-page query letter to Anna Olswanger, literary agent, who at  the workshop 
will comment on and react to the anonymous piece exactly as if she had received it as an unsolicited submission in her  office.  Find out why she would 
decide to read the rest or send it back with a rejection slip.  Advance registration required; see website. 
 
 
 
Metro Writing Studio ~~~ Weiner Library/Second Floor ~~~ ucoll.fdu.edu/metro ~~~ 201-692-2166 ~~~ boydj@fdu.edu 
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Alchemical Motifs in Balzac=s La Peau de Chagrin 

by Emese Soos 
Tufts University 

 

In a long chapter of her doctoral dissertation, Balzac and Alchemy, Nila Long discusses 

La Peau de chagrin.1  While her premise B that is, the presence of alchemical motifs in the novel 

B is well argued and illustrated, there is a great deal more to be said on the subject.  Moreover, 

her conclusion is unconvincing.  She maintains that the protagonist Raphael de Valentin willfully 

embraces love over life and that Ahis desirousness takes on a dimension of purity,@ thus 

successfully completing the alchemical transmutation into gold.2  Yet he abandoned his beloved 

Pauline without a word of farewell or a forwarding address shortly after they consummated their 

love, and he banned her from his house upon his return.  Between these two moments his so-

called spiritual journey is marked by wishing the death of his opponent in an unnecessary duel 

and spitefully calling down a torrential storm to wreck the pleasure of country folk making music 

and dancing at a village fair.  These are hardly the signs of purity and spiritual elevation. 

For these reasons another exploration of alchemical allusions is warranted.  In La Peau 

de chagrin Balzac=s integration of the imagery and structures of the Hermetic art is as extensive 

as it is subtle.  In order to appreciate its magnitude and importance, however, it is useful to 

review the basic imagery, terminology and structure of the alchemical opus.  In the ensuing 

discussion I propose to demonstrate that the alchemical process functions as an extended 

metaphor.  The subtext thus created stands in opposition to the evolution of the protagonist 
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Raphael.  The implications of such narrative strategy for the interpretation of the novel will 

constitute the third and final part of this study. 

The royal art or science of alchemy aims to transmute metals from black lead to brilliant  

gold, or more generally to transform any commonplace substance, impure and subject to decay, 

into something pure, incorruptible, and perfect.  Long before Balzac=s day, the laboratory 

operations such as dissolution, calcination, distillation, corrosion by acids, etc. had become 

emblematic of an analogous psycho-spiritual evolution occurring in the operator or adept.3  He is 

both the subject and object of his endeavor.  The work typically occurs in three stages.  In the 

Black phase, associated with lead and Saturn, the prima materia must be broken down until it 

decays and dies.  Success is heralded by the appearance of the many colors of the rainbow.  It is 

followed by the White phase of gestation and rebirth, associated with silver and the Moon.  Here 

the newborn must be carefully tended and fed that it might gain strength.  The final Red phase, 

whose emblems are gold and the Sun, signifies the fully ripened or matured Philosophers= Stone 

or Son.  Other basic symbolism includes the fours elements, the antithetical pairs of earth and 

air,  water and fire, which are made to overcome their oppositions and unite to form a 

quintessence.  Alternately the basic materials of the opus are sulphur, salt, and mercury, 

emblematic of soul, body and spirit.  The formula solve et coagula resumes the process in binary 

form: first dissolve, decompose, analyze and purify the parts, then reunite, reconfigure and 

solidify in a more harmonious and complete state.  Or else the work consists of the struggles of 

the King and Queen, that is, male and female, and their union to give birth to the filius 

philosophorum.  The vessel of transformation, be it a crucible or the human psyche, must be 

sealed to retain the necessary heat and energy, as well as to protect the newborn.  This 

allegorizing aspect of spiritual alchemy lends itself readily to a fictional portrayal of a character=s 
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evolution. 

Raphaël expresses his life=s goal in terms of the Hermetic art when he moves into his 

garret room: Alike chysalises, I built myself a tomb in order to be reborn brilliant and glorious.  I 

was going to risk dying in order to live.@ (133)4  Raphaël envisions his undertaking as an 

alchemical magnum opus, whose aim is transmutation, whose attainment requires application 

and discipline, and whose risk is some form of death.  He understands that he is both the operator 

and the substance to be changed, Aj=étais le joueur et l=enjeu.@ (133)  He also understands that he 

must isolate himself in his Asépulchre aérien@ (137) to observe a Adiscipline claustrale.@ (133)  By 

likening his attic room to the prison called Aplombs de Venise@ (137) he associates the beginning 

of his project to lead and Saturn. 

His is a classic hero=s quest like those described by Otto Rank in The Myth of the Birth of 

the Hero and by Joseph Campbell in The Hero with a Thousand Faces.  Being left parentless and 

alone forces Raphaël to rely on his own abilities and resourcefulness.  He aims to change from 

an impecunious social nonentity, Aun véritable zéro social,@ (66) into a wealthy, eminent member 

of Parisian society.  To accomplish his goal he does not set out on a journey, as do most folktale 

heroes, but proceeds like an alchemist of yore.  He takes stock of his assets to the last penny, 

gathers his materials, and sets up his workshop, prepared to devote all his time and energy to his 

labors.  The death he willingly risks in his aerial tomb is not defined, hence it must be inferred.  

Poverty might do him in, but more likely he means the failure of his enterprise, the loss of faith 

in his genius, or a life of mediocrity, all forms of the suicide he repeatedly contemplates. 

Raphaël expects to devote three years for the magic to operate.  Three is a highly 

symbolic number in alchemy.  It alludes to elements necessary for the work: salt, sulphur and 

mercury that represent the body, mind and soul.  The three doctors consulted by Raphaël 
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explicitly reflect this trio: ACameristus sent, Brisset examine, Maugredie doute.  L=homme n=est-

il pas une âme, un corps et une raison?@ (263)  The scientists consulted by Raphael also evoke 

the three realms of nature: the animal, vegetal, and mineral. 

More significantly, the novel is divided into three parts that parallel the three phases of 

the alchemical opus.  Were it not for the inversion of the chronology in Parts I and II, La Peau de 

chagrin would have the form of a bildungsroman, the story of a life however short and tragic.  It 

would begin with the protagonist=s birth and end with his death.  Instead, Balzac begins the 

narrative at the moment of crisis, evoked with a crushing accumulation of death imagery 

consonant with the Black phase.  It begins with the Hades-like gambling den guarded by a 

Cerberus.  Raphaël=s intention to drown in the Seine is accompanied by two kinds of dissolution: 

a mental and emotional breakdown (Al=action dissolvante trouve un véhicule dans le fluide qui 

circule en nos nerfs,@ 68) and the corresponding dissolution of urban forms (ALes tourmentes  ... 

lui faisaient voir les bâtiments, les hommes, à travers un brouillard où tout ondoyait.@ 68).  The 

detritus of dead civilizations in the antique shop, labeled Afumier philosophique,@ (69) recalls that 

the raw matter or prima materia of the process can be found on a manure pile.  Raphaël sinks 

into the oblivion of sleep at nightfall to the rhythm of a skeleton=s danse macabre.  Raphaël 

survives the symbolic death of the Black phase, happy in the possession of his wish-fulfilling 

talisman.  Upon leaving the antique shop, he is immediately transported to the rich banker=s 

brilliant banquet.  Both the transition from darkness to the mansion=s bright lights and the 

opulent banquet scene that displays the full range of colors signal the successful completion of 

the Black phase. 

Leading up to the Black phase but recounted in Part II, are the vicissitudes besetting 

Raphael in his work and sentimental life.  Each time his efforts fail to yield the desired results, 
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he is stymied, unable to envision alternate ways to proceed.  Rescue from his rigidity comes in 

the form of dissolution.  First, when Raphael=s publication is not adequately appreciated, his 

friend Rastignac disrupts his iron-bound routine by luring him out to meet people and relax his 

self-righteous, self-defeating standards.  He thus gains life experience and falls in love.  Unable 

to win the heart and hand of the countess Foedora and again penniless, Raphael is once more 

saved from the Seine=s waters by Rastignac, who suggests drowning in alcohol and revelry 

instead.  As a consequence, Raphael makes some friends and publishes a few works that draw 

favorable attention to him.  The formula solve et coagula aptly resumes the alternation between 

the dissolution of rigidities and the reassembly of the now expanded experience and abilities into 

a more stable, creative personality. 

The second part constitutes the White phase of the opus, a time of gestation, birth and 

rebirth. To explain his aborted suicide attempt and acquisition of the supposedly magical skin, 

Raphaël tells his friend Emile the story of his early life, his constrained youth and poverty, and 

his frustrated courting of the proud Foedora.  Raphaël portrays his father and his own youthful 

self in terms of deities central to the alchemical process.  His saturnine father is the senex or old 

man archetype.5  He is like Saturn, the staid, orderly god of the Golden Age, fair but stern as a 

judge, wealthy but guarding his goods as closely as a dragon its jewels.  Heavy-handed as his 

metal lead and punctilious about the use time as Father Time himself, he weighs on his son=s 

joyous disposition and holds it in check as if under a lead dome (Aun dôme de plomb,@ 121).  

Emotionally dry, he is, in relation to his son, a skeleton wedded to a young girl.(122)  This is the 

Old King who must die before the filius philosophorum or Divine Child can be born.  Opposite 

the senex stands the puer Raphaël who shares many traits with the youthful gods Hermes and 

Eros, idealistic, impetuous, needy, overly trusting and easily wounded, petulant when stymied, 
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quick to withdraw and sulk when threatened.6  When on occasion Raphaël adopts the rigid 

attitude of the senex personality, a Hermes figure come to his aid, the charming cad Eugène de 

Rastignac, full of tricks and pirouettes, as if he had winged feet like Mercury-Hermes.  

Juxtaposed to these masculine characters are feminine figures, the kind, generous pair of Pauline 

and her mother and the seductive but dangerous Foedora.  These four personalities (for Pauline 

and her mother function as a unit, like Persophone and Demeter) are caught in a web of 

attraction and repulsion like the four elements of alchemy, earth, air, water, and fire.  Their 

interplay advances the narrative to the point of the hero=s rebirth.  The White phase dawns 

unambiguously at the end of Part II, as Raphaël is reborn to an embarrassment of riches and a 

paucity of time in which to enjoy his fortune. His pallid face matches the color of the White 

phase. 

The beginning of Part III: L=Agonie, shows Raphaël living like a pampered newborn 

babe.  Following a routine carefully devised to eliminate all desire by forestalling his every want, 

Raphaël exists in the pall of his closely guarded chamber, the very image of the alchemist=s 

tightly sealed furnace or athanor.  From here Raphael moves toward the final Red phase of 

expansion and plenitude.  He unexpectedly encounters Pauline, now wealthy but still kind and in 

love with him.  For a short time Raphaël ignores his talisman and enjoys the love he shares with 

Pauline.  Re-energized, he sets out to find a remedy to his condition.  The scientists= inability to 

stretch the skin sends him first to physicians, then to places of healing.  The spa in Aix, with its 

tree shaded light and reflective lake surface bears distinct ties to the moon and silver, the 

penultimate stage in alchemical transformation.  He departs for Mont Dore, which Balzac 

initially spelled Mont d=Or (Gold mountain),7 sparkling with the sun=s red-gold fire, emanating 

warmth and creative force.  Metaphorically the alchemical process reaches its ultimate goal.  
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Time indications also support the symbolism.   The cycle of transformation begins in the late 

autumn with the descent toward death, both seasonal and personal, and continues with winter=s 

period of latency and gestation.  The rebirth occurs in late February at the approach of spring, 

when Pauline=s love revives the dormant hero, and in the summer he reaps what he has sown. 

Nevertheless Balzac gives his metaphor a disconcerting twist.  The progression of the 

alchemical metaphor towards the Gold Mountain (Mont d=Or) runs counter to the direction of 

Raphaël=s life.  Metaphorically gold signifies the successful achievement of the desired 

transformation.   Ironically, Raphaël obtains much physical gold but no spiritual gold. His 

journey leads him upward to mountains, but spiritually he spirals downward.  At each stage he 

meets defeat: the scientists and doctors cannot help him; he runs away from his beloved Pauline; 

he flees from Aix for having killed a man.  Awareness of his impending death sends him home, 

and on the way he wastes yet another wish to bring ill to others.  Once home, he regresses to 

slumber like an infant in a womb-like dark room and finally he dies.  By setting the alchemical 

process of transmutation to a higher state of psycho-spiritual wholeness in contradistinction to 

Raphaël=s multiple failures, Balzac is able to imply reasons for them without making the novel 

overtly allegorical, didactic or moralistic.   

In what ways does Raphaël fail, according to the alchemical model?  In the first place, 

people like Achilles, Alexander, and Raphael d=Urbino, who, according to legends, bargained for 

a short but intense and glorious life, spent their energies to achieve their ambition.8  They 

distinguished themselves in their chosen fields and gained lasting fame.  Raphaël de Valentin, on 

the other hand, accepts only the advantageous part of the pact. Once he has his talisman, he does 

not think to use his new resources of wealth and leisure to creative or benevolent ends.  He 

spends his remaining time selfishly and defensively to avert the fate he chose.   He does not even 
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fully invest himself in the intense love affair Pauline offers him.  He abandons her with no word 

of explanation or concern for her feelings. 

More fundamentally he fails because he lacks of singleness of purpose.  The true adept 

seeks the Philosopher=s Stone for itself, for love of knowledge and spiritual growth, and not for 

personal material gain.  Hermetic texts are unanimous in deriding those who undertake the 

magnum opus primarily for gold, that is, wealth.  Raphaël, on the other hand, harbors ulterior 

motives in his undertakings.  When he decides on his three year project to produce a literary or 

intellectual masterpiece, he speaks of wanting to take revenge on society for his humiliations by 

acquiring power over people. (131) He takes up his projected work not in order to cultivate 

literary excellence but as an avenue to fame and wealth. (133)  His desire to seduce Foedora has 

much less to do with love itself than with the size of her fortune (152) and the social standing he 

will achieve as her lover.9  Neither does he show commitment to any values other than his own 

physical existence.  Considering life without luxury not worth living, he claims he is willing to 

die after the experience of a proper orgiastic banquet.(96)  No sooner does the skin offers him 

both a feast and death than he changes his tune.  He professes a similar attitude with respect to a 

fully consummated love experience but abandons Pauline shortly after its attainment.  Preserving 

his life trumps his love for her.  He would even accept to live as a mollusk attached to a rock 

(281) or in a drug-induced sleep.  In short, he relinquishes all his values one by one in order to 

cling to an existence without meaning. 

Finally he loses faith and therefore steadfastness in the prize to be gained by sustained 

effort.  For three years Raphaël devotes all his time and energy to his project and continues to 

write at a more desultory pace until he acquires the skin.  From then on he shows no interest in 

developing his talents.  Already at the first banquet Raphaël dismisses work as an effective way 
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to achieve his goal of wealth and social standing.  On the basis of this observation, Pierre Citron 

concludes that Balzac appears to be disillusioned about the efficacy of work, even to gain 

knowledge.10  It is the would-be alchemist Raphaël, not Balzac, who finds it useless.  As Balzac 

well knows, Hermetic texts enjoin the seeker to work and pray patiently, with constancy and 

without discouragement.  Work and faith are the very foundations of the alchemist=s art; so say 

all Balzac=s earlier fictional adept characters.  In La Peau de chagrin, Balzac downplays the 

obvious lesson through the use of humor.  Among the scientists Raphaël visits in the hope that 

they might be able to soften and stretch his talisman are Lavrille and Planchette.  Lavrille, the 

expert on ducks, cuts quite a ridiculous albeit endearing figure.  His eccentricities in dress, 

speech, and obsessive pursuit of scientific studies make him almost a caricature.  Planchette the 

theoretician makes explanations and builds mock-ups but relies on others to apply his ideas.  

Nevertheless Raphaël notes admiringly the scientists= passionate devotion to their work and their 

indifference to social status and wealth.  Their work provides for their needs and their 

intellectual engagement provides more than adequate pleasure.  AHeureux de vivre à l=affût d=une 

découverte, il ne pensait ni à la gloire, ni au monde, ni à lui-même, et vivait dans la science pour 

la science.@ (243) After his visit, he thinks to himself  ruefully that he might have been able to 

live like them. (243)  The little family on Mont Dore, quite similar in fact to the one that inspires 

Candide=s advice to cultivate one=s garden, exemplifies the same lesson.  Each of the four family 

members has tasks to accomplish and remains contented and robust in health as a consequence.   

In a moment of self-examination shortly before his death, Raphaël comes to the realization of his 

failure spelled out by the narrator: ARaphaël avait pu tout faire, il n=avait rien fait.@ (276) 

Viewed from the perspective of the alchemical process, Raphaël is offered not as a 

romantic hero or superior man but as a negative example.  His tragedy is not that he has a limited 
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quantity of vital energy that he exhausts too quickly.  His tragedy is that he wastes his powers in 

idleness or on trivial and destructive wishes.  Nevertheless Raphaël=s first mistake is to grasp at 

the instant wealth promised by the ass=s skin.  It is truly an asinine act.  His sensible friend Emile 

points it out: AVa, tu serais bientôt ennuyé de la fortune en t=apercevant qu=elle te ravirait la 

chance d=être un homme supérieur.@(96)  By granting every wish as it arises, the talisman gives 

gifts but annihilates the very essence life, which is process and becoming.  Bereft of the ability to 

envision goals, work toward their attainment, and prove to be a superior man or woman, a person 

might as well be dead, as Raphaël=s story illustrates. 
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Notes 
 

1 Long, pp. 79-111. 
 

2 Long, pp. 105-6. 
 

3 Tilton, p. 67. 
 

4 Honoré de Balzac, La Comédie Humaine, X, Paris: Gallimard, Bibliothèque de la 
Pléïade, 1967, p.133.  All page numbers indicated in parentheses in the text refer to this title and 
edition. 
 

5 Insofar as Balzac said of La Peau de chagrin that everything in it is myth and figure of 
speech, it is appropriate to construe his characters as types.  Balzac, Correspondence, p. 567. 
 

6 For a discussion of the senex and puer archetypes, see Hillman, pp. 
 

7 Balzac, p. 1344, n. 3. 
 

8 For the lives of these illustrious men, see Plutarch=s Lives and Giorgio Vasari, Lives of  
the painters, sculptors and architects. 
 

9 A... elle [une femme aristocratique] met une barrière entre elle et le monde, elle flatte en 
moi toutes les vanités, qui sont la moitié de l=amour.  Enviée par tous, ma félicité me paraît avoir 
plus de saveur.@  Balzac, p. 143. 
 

10 ALe savoir ne peut être que passif, et il s=en dégage un sentiment de futilité et 
d=amertume.@  Pierre Citron, Introduction to La Peau de chagrin, in Balzac, p. 25. 
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Myth, Legend and Fairytale in Balzac=s La Peau de Chagrin 
 

by Emese Soos 
Tufts Univesrity 

 
 

La Peau de Chagrin or The Wild Ass=s Skin, the first really popular novel Balzac signed 

with his own name, is a curiously hybrid work.  It bears the principal hallmarks of literary 

realism, for it is set in an easily recognizable Paris, the characters and their motivations reflect 

the society and mores of Balzac=s times, and their psychological portrayal is closely tied to their 

social and material circumstances.  The protagonist Raphaël de Valentin is an ambitious but 

impoverished provincial youth who faces much the same obstacles as the young Balzac in his 

determination to achieve fame and fortune in the very competitive and hierarchical beau monde 

of Paris.  Balzac injects an element of magic in the form of the peau de chagrin, or shagreen skin 

normally used in bookbinding, endowed with the power to grant wishes.  At first the magic 

appears to be illusory, since its effects can be explained by a normal course of event, but in the 

end it prevails.  To a twenty-first century reader familiar with the works Garcia Marquez or 

Salman Rushdie, this kind of magical realism is hardly unfamiliar. 

In addition, a significant number of names, images and motifs in the text refer to myths, 

legends and a fairytale.  Their importance has not been fully explored, despite Balzac=s claim in a 

letter to a friend, ATout y est mythe et figure.@1  These allusions occupy a prominent place in the 

novel.  The first very scene evokes a classically inspired descent to Hades.  A doomed young 

hero enters a gambling den as if descending into the underworld like Orpheus or Aeneas.  In the 

place of the former=s lyre or the latter=s golden bough, the youth=s only amulet is his last coin.  
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This modern underworld is guarded by a Cerberus-like coat-check attendant and inhabited by the 

pale shades of debauched old men sucked virtually lifeless by their vices.  Balzac embeds into 

the ancient myth a modern legend by specifying that the coin is a gold napoleon.  If he is unable 

to emulate his idealized emperor, who proved genius can rise above poverty and humble birth, 

the young man prefers to die.  Balzac betrayed a similar ambition when he placed on his desk a 

statuette of Napoleon inscribed with the following words, ACe qu=il n=a pas achevé par l=épée, je 

l=accomplirai par la plume.@2  The novel concludes with a banquet at which Raphaël is cast in the 

role of Tantalus,3 forever desiring and unable to satisfy his desires. 

It is my aim to demonstrate that these allusions are not incidental literary ornaments but 

are thematically related to the novel=s central theme.  Desperately in search of a way to transform 

himself from a social nonentity into a wealthy, respected member of the Parisian elite, Raphaël 

de Valentin gambles on the donkey skin rather than on Raphael d=Urbino=s painting of Jesus.  

The Faust legend as reworked by Goethe provides the principal model of transmutation that 

clearly influenced Balzac.  Dionysus, Actaeon, Narcissus, and the fairytale princess of Charles 

Perrault=s Peau d=âne present other versions of metamorphosis.  The various models of 

transformation create a context from which to contemplate the path chosen by Raphaël.  They 

shed considerable light on it even if they do not resolve all the mystery of his fate. 

 

The central conceit of the novel is the protagonist=s acquisition of the magical ass=s skin 

(peau de chagrin) by way of a pact similar to Faust=s.  Having proven incapable of making a 

reputation and fortune with his pen or of winning the heart and hand of his beloved Foedora, 

Raphaël is ready to gamble his life away first on a coin and then on the talisman.  A mysterious 

old antique dealer offers him a parchment (shagreen).  A purportedly Sanskrit inscription on the 
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back spells out its magical power and the danger incurred by one who accepts to use it.  Raphaël 

brushes aside the warning of the shop owner and takes possession of it.  The skin with its 

promise to fulfill every wish recalls Ali Baba=s magic lamp, but the manner in which it comes 

into the youth=s possession is far more reminiscent of Faust=s pact with Mephistopheles.  

Although the Faust legend had been available to French readers since 1561,3 Balzac names 

Goethe repeatedly to indicate which version he had in mind.  That Faust served as a model for 

Balzac=s new work is hardly surprising.  He had been fascinated by Goethe since he learned 

about him through Madame de Staël=s De l=Allemagne, in the years 1814-18.4  Besides the 

appearance of several French translations of the play in the 1820s, including a brilliant one by 

Gérard de Nerval, Faust was staged in two Parisian theaters shortly before Balzac began 

working on La Peau de chagrin.5  It was far from the first time that Balzac drew inspiration from 

a much admired literary work for a new creation of his own. 

La Peau de chagrin bears many resemblances to Faust.  Both protagonists, Faust and 

Raphaël, are introverted scholarly types.  They experience the isolation imposed by their pursuit 

of knowledge as a narrow prison, all the more frustrating because their dedication has brought 

them neither social prestige nor financial rewards to compensate for the austerity of their lives.  

So disillusioned are they, so desperate for liberation from their self-imposed solitude, that they 

deem even suicide preferable to the status quo, Raphaël by drowning and Faust by poison.  Upon 

the intervention of a supernatural power, they strike bargains with satanic figures, Faust with 

Mephistopheles, and Raphaël with the age-old antique dealer, an Ancient of Days straight out of 

gothic novels like Charles Robert Maturin=s Melmoth the Wanderer, and Balzac=s imitation of 

that character, the Old Beringheld.6  Both Raphaël and Faust are willing to trade future doom for 

the immediate enjoyment of youthful lively companionship and the pleasures of love.  
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Mephistopheles conjures up a dream vision of dancing maidens and flowing wine to entice Faust 

to seal the bargain, while Raphaël commands a lavish feast populated by golden youth as his first 

wish.  Soon weary of the pursuit of pleasure, they abandon the women they love in order to seek 

serenity in the contemplation of the beauty of nature in remote mountain landscapes.  And both 

bear responsibility for the death of the beloved. 

Yet Balzac made significant modifications to Goethe=s vision.  Faust consorts openly 

with supernatural beings, among them Mephistopheles.  Balzac, on the other hand, maintains 

ambiguity about the supernatural until the concluding section of the novel.   Raphaël=s tempter, 

the antique shop owner, may be an angel or devil, or he may simply be a very old wise man who 

warns the youth against his rash decision.  Moreover, Raphaël=s first wishes are granted in such a 

realistic, natural manner that the causation remains uncertain until the shrinkage of the skin is 

confirmed at the very end of the second part of the novel. 

Another difference is that Faust=s debt to the devil needs to be paid in a distant, abstract 

afterlife.  Until his death, only occasional thoughts of his soul=s destiny cast a shadow on his 

enjoyment of life.  For Raphaël, the talisman becomes a mirror, emblematic of his very life.  As 

the skin shrinks visibly before Raphaël=s appalled gaze, it overlays every pleasure with dread, 

with the fear of approaching death.  The magic skin functions like the magic lamp, but with a 

catch.  Though it places no limit on the wishes to be granted, every wish results in a diminution 

of the skin.  It makes no distinction between a carefully considered request, an impulsive, ill-

humored wish to be rid of an annoying person, or a simple formula of politeness.  Try as Raphaël 

might to suppress his every desire, he is unable to do so even after his newly-acquired wealth 

provides for everything he could want.  Like King Midas, he loses control of the gift.  It becomes 

a curse which now possesses him and ultimately robs him of life.  Because the parchment is a 
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visible and measurable physical object, each reduction emphasizes the price the hero must pay 

for his covetousness.  Balzac thus injects a persistent element of terror into his tale.  The rest of 

the narrative is driven by Raphaël=s explanation of how he came to possess the talisman and of 

his attempts to discover whether or not he can avert the inexorable fate he has foolishly 

precipitated on himself. 

Finally, Raphaël differs considerably from Faust in the nature of their wishes.  The old 

scholar asks for a second youth, having spent the first one single-mindedly in study, and next he 

yearns for the love of Gretchen, a simple, pious maiden whose image he glimpses in a magic 

mirror.  His longing to experience youthful pleasures and love are universal and worthy of 

sympathy.  Raphaël, in comparison, exhibits a hedonistic, venal strain.  He could have asked for 

the love of Foedora, the woman whose unresponsiveness to his passion drove him to thoughts of 

suicide.  Instead, he first conjures up in sensuous detail an extravagant banquet, specifying a 

lavish decor, a sumptuous spread of foods and spirits, and a convivial company of witty men and 

beautiful, worldly young women.  As his second wish, he asks for an astronomical fortune.  

There is nothing modest or soulful about these requests.  They betray the hero=s hedonism, social 

ambition, and greed. 

The first banquet, described in exquisite detail and ending in an orgy, introduces the 

theme of bacchanals, moments of carousing  and dissolute behavior which point to the presence 

of a second important myth, the myth of Dionysus.  Dionysus, also known as Bacchus, is the 

inventor of wine and thus God of the Vine.  Often represented as riding on the back of a donkey, 

his connection to the wild ass=s skin is all the more amusing.  The essence of his myth is that of 

death by dismemberment, followed by rebirth as a youth.  Like the Egyptian god Osiris, 

dismembered by his brother Typhon and reassembled by his sister-spouse Isis, the child 
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Dionysus is torn limb from limb at the jealous command of Hera and restored to life by his 

grandmother Rhea or alternately by Hermes.  It is she who initiates him into the mysteries of 

Eleusis, inspired by Mother Earth=s cycle of vegetation that dies after producing its fruit and is 

reborn in the spring.  He suffers a second dismemberment at the hands of his Maenads, wine-

drunk maidens, frenzied in their orgiastic celebration, but again he rises from the dead youthful 

and renewed. 

As related by Euripides in his play, The Bacchae and Ovid in his Metamorphoses,7 

Dionysus and his disorderly band of Bacchae or Maenads arrive in Thebes.  The orderly, 

stubborn King Pentheus fulminates against the disheveled, turbulent crowd.  His father Cadmus 

and the old prophet Teirisias, admonish him to honor the benevolent god, giver of wine that 

stops the sufferings of men and cures sorrow.8 Paying no heed even to the god=s warning, 

Pentheus persists in his effort to quell the revels by putting Dionysus and his cohorts in jail. It is 

to no avail, since chains can hold neither a deity nor his worshipers.  He compounds his fault by 

surreptitiously and illicitly spying on the frenzied, celebrating women.  Pentheus cannot go 

unpunished for the disrespect he shows the god.  Dionysus casts a spell on the king=s mother, 

Agave, who mistakes her son for a wild animal and together with the Bacchae tears him limb 

from limb.  It is she who severs Pentheus=s head, obviously symbolic of the arrogant rational 

principle that seeks to repress eros, the pleasure principle.  In both texts, the wild, unrestrained 

behavior of the Dionysus-inspired women is associated with their creative, life-giving attributes. 

 They caressed and nursed the young of wild animals; springs sprang up where they stuck the 

ground with a thyrsus, wine where struck it with a fennel wand, milk where they scratched it 

with their hands, and they ivy wands dripped with honey.9  The myth thus intimates the danger 

posed by the rational principle when it becomes too dominant and dams up the libido.  It is apt to 
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cause socially unacceptable behavior, violence, or the psychic fragmentation of madness.10 

The Dionysian cycle of liberating revelry that disrupts a regimen of strict order and 

restores vital energy, occurs repeatedly in La Peau de chagrin.  Raphaël traverses periods of 

controlled, purposeful activity that gradually degenerates into stasis and even atrophy.  Each 

time he breaks out of the deadly old order, whether by his own ingenuity or with help from 

others, he experiences renewed vigor and personal growth.  Such moments of liberation typically 

occur at bibulous social occasions that promote the dissolution of inhibitions.  The festivities, 

sometimes wild and excessive, are designated in the text as bacchanals, that is, orgies inspired by 

Bacchus, or alternately saturnalia, the few days of the Roman year when rules of social 

propriety were suspended and a carnival atmosphere prevailed.  The cycle recurs time and again, 

for renewed life inevitably settles into routines and habits, both physical and mental, which 

choke off creative energies. 

The cycle begins with the strict regimen imposed by Raphaël=s tyrannical father, who 

regulates his son=s every pastime, every minute of the day.  The adolescent is thus infantilized, 

while his libido generates ever more pressing dreams of pleasure .   He is kept in a state of 

passivity, innocence and ignorance about the world.  He subverts the order imposed on him by a 

trick worthy of young Hermes himself.  One evening at a society event, to test his son, the father 

hands his purse to Raphaël for safekeeping.  Raphaël surreptitiously extracts a coin, gambles 

with it, wins more than enough to restore his father=s money, and hides the remainder of his 

booty.  Thus does he gains his father=s trust, admission to adulthood, and the freedom to broaden 

his experience of life outside the home. 

A second cycle begins after his father=s death.  Raphaël decides to make his fortune and a 

place in the sun of Parisian society by his pen.  To that end sequesters himself and settles down 
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to highly disciplined work for three years.  When the fruit of his labors fails to bring him fame 

and fortune, he is at a complete loss for he has no idea how to cope with the world outside his 

protected shell.  A frivolous young man about town, Eugène de Rastignac, persuades him to get 

out, create a network of acquaintances that can be exploited, and earn some money, if by a shady 

but lucrative deal to ghost-write an aristocratic lady=s memoirs. 

In another repetition of the pattern, Raphaël undertakes to court the beautiful, wealthy but 

capricious Foedora as if leading a Napoleonic campaign.  In love with the enemy, he tries every 

stratagem but fails to win her heart and hand.  Penniless from wooing the extravagant countess, 

he decides that suicide is his only option.  Instead of the cold, dirty water of the Seine, Rastignac 

suggests together they should drown in alcohol by leading a dissolute life.  Freedom from order 

and all concern for the future, be it glory or death, releases Raphaël=s creativity. He makes some 

friends and gains some recognition for his writings. 

The lengthy discussion of the nature of the peau de chagrin or wild ass=s skin provides 

the basis for another set of allusions.  Shagreen, the leather used in bookbinding, provides the 

pun linking it to chagrin or Awoe.@  Indeed the expression has since passed into French usage to 

signify an object bringing back luck to its owner.  According to nineteenth century dictionaries, 

shagreen comes from several sources such as fish, mules, and horses,12 but Balzac insisted on its 

provenance from the onager, the wild ass, and hence on its symbolism.  A long passage about the 

animal according to naturalists and legends leaves no doubt as to its symbolic import.13  Balzac 

invokes another donkey skin by comparing Pauline in her indigent state to the princess of Peau 

d=âne, a fairy tale by Charles Perrault.  She disguises herself in the skin of a donkey, a magical 

donkey whose dropping were gold coins, and leaves the palace to avoid her father=s incestuous 

love.  She undergoes a symbolic death by giving up her royal status and in all humility and 
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patience working as a scullery maid in a distant cottage.  As the reward for her virtue, she wins 

the hand of a prince and is reunited with her now repentant father. 

Pygmalion, Hermes, and Actaeon make brief appearances.  Balzac labels Raphaël a 

reverse Pygmalion, for example, because the young man refuses to acknowledge the feelings of 

affection shown to him by Pauline, his landlady=s daughter.  Instead of transforming a cold 

marble statue into a warm living woman, he metaphorically changes Pauline into an unfeeling 

creature of stone.  Tricks played by Raphaël or his friend Rastignac and the fresh-faced, red-

haired youth in the antique shop recall Hermes-Mercury, the trickster god.  The fate of the hunter 

Actaeon is ingeniously adapted by Balzac to contemporary urban life.  That proud youth 

happened upon Artemis Diana, naked as she bathed with her nymphs in a sylvan pool.  Because 

he did not look away but continued to gaze upon her, she punished him by changing him into a 

stag, who was torn apart by his hunting dogs.  Raphaël, in love with Foedora but kept at arm=s 

length by her, wonders if some hidden deformity explains her rejection of physical intimacy with 

him.  He resolves to spy on her by spending a night hidden in her bedroom behind the curtain in 

a window-well.  The highly written passage suggests the importance of the event, a turning point 

in Raphaël=s courtship.  From the start Foedora is depicted as a goddess.  From his hiding place 

Raphaël observes as she removes her clothing and at last her white body is revealed through the 

last transparent layer of a gauzy negligee.  In effect, Raphaël takes a long look at a goddess in 

her nudity, an unmediated vision of the divine.  He suffers no physical punishment comparable 

to Actaeon=s but psychologically he falls apart, as much by his incomprehension of this 

voluptuous young woman=s inaccessibility as by the disdainful, catty remarks she makes  to her 

servant about him and other men.  He is so completely undone that soon thereafter he declares, 

AJe suis fou,@ (191) and wants to die. 
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More faintly but quite aptly, a few images and situations recall Narcissus and Echo.  As 

he speaks of his past, Raphaël uses the metaphor of swimming in the cool waters of a secluded 

lake to evoke the pleasure he takes in his studies and in exercising his mind.  Like Narcissus, he 

is drawn to water and is totally absorbed in self-contemplation.  Later, upon discovering that the 

skin shrinks, he hangs it on the wall opposite his bed.  It becomes a kind of mirror into which he 

is constantly gazing to assess the state of his life.  Echo takes the form of young Pauline in her 

days of poverty.  Under the enchantment of Foedora, Raphaël either turns a deaf ear to the few 

modest words with which she hints at her feelings, or he semi-consciously misconstrues them to 

justify his indifference.  For a time she is effectively invisible to him. 

These myths, legends and fairy tales are united by the theme of transmutation.   

Metamorphosis serves to reward some, like Pygmalion, or punish others, like Actaeon and 

Narcissus.  Its more important manifestations, however, follow the pattern set by Dionysus: the 

way to transformation leads through a real or symbolic death.  And for mortals, the return to a 

renewed, fuller, more evolved being must be earned.  The evolution of Faust and the princess of 

Peau d=âne follows the paradigm.  They both suffer a long period of degradation from which 

they emerge redeemed,  transformed  by virtue of courage, patience, humility, remorse for past 

misdeeds, and steadfastness in pursuit of moral good.  Their travails are comparable in structure 

to a Pilgrim=s Progress or the Way of the Cross.  Raphaël also experiences symbolic death in the 

form of periodic humiliations, from which he is extricated with help from outside forces.  These 

cycles of order, dissolution and reinvigoration raise both hope and fear: hope that Raphaël will 

experience a lasting rebirth, and fear that he will perish like Pentheus because of his life-denying 

stubbornness or suffer the fate of Tantalus, forever condemned to covet the rich fruit and drink 

just out of his reach for having stolen what belongs to the gods.  Even at the end the question 
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remains whether his death was merely fate, or was it punishment? And if the latter, for what 

transgression? 

 

NOTES 

1 Everything in it is myth and figure of speech.  Balzac, Correspondance, p. 567. 

2 What Napoleon failed to complete by the sword I will achieve by the pen. Sipriot, 216  

3 Balzac depicts one of the old men greedily observing the tables in the gambling den as 
an old Tantalus,   AC=était un de ces Tantales modernes qui vivent en marge de toutes les 
jouissances de leur siècle,@ Balzac, CH, p.60. 
 

4 Goethe, p. 6.  
 

5 Goethe, N.3, p. 341. 
 

6 Horace de Saint-Aubin [a pen name used by Balzac], Le Centenaire ou les deux 
Béringheld, Paris: Pollet, 1822. 
 

7 Balzac, CH, n.1,  p. 1249. 
 

8 Euripides, p. 200, 204. 
 

9 Euripides, p. 215-216. 
 

10 Raphaël resembles Pentheus both in his tendency to become victim of his excessive 
reliance on order and his voyeuristic tendency, that is, to stand by and observe instead of 
partaking freely of the action.  He doesn=t gamble but lets a pleasant looking man or his friend 
Rastignac do it for him; at Foedora=s he stands in the shadow to observe the company; he spies 
on Foedora as she readies for bed; at the spa in Aix he observes socializing and games but 
declines to join in.  Rogers, p. 67. 
 

11 Balzac, CH, n. 2, p. 1249. 
 

12 Balzac, CH, n. 1, p. 1327. 
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Abstract 

 In the history of the Theatre, there are many examples of productions being used as, or 

seen to be, signals of changes.  For example, Ibsen’s plays are often seen as the beginnings of the 

Realistic movement that would come to dominate the early period of Modern dramatic literature.  

With this idea in mind, I approached my production of Shaw’s Heartbreak House.  It was used to 

signal the changes I brought to the Theatre Studies Program at the University of Prince Edward 

Island.  As well, the changes were driven, in part, by the belief that university theatre instruction 

must be presented within an appropriate scholarly discourse, unlike the professional theatre. 

 When I arrived at the University of Prince Edward Island, I inherited a Theatre Studies 

Program that had been administered by various members of the English Department and taught 

by a practitioner with a considerable background in the professional theatre.  As a result, the 

Program was not focused on the application of theoretical models and the acquisition of practical 

skills.  It was an amalgam of theatre history and dramatic readings, with some skill development.  

The situation was further complicated by the absence of an on-campus performance space 

suitable for theatrical productions.  My first step was to redesign the Program, placing dramatic 

theory and practical skill acquisition, through a variety of in-class exercises, at the core of the 

Program’s mandate.  To promote the changes, I staged a production of Shaw’s Heartbreak 

House.  The play was the obvious choice to signal the changes because of its central navigational 

metaphor.  Through the production, I provided the university and larger community with a 
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concrete example of what is possible when a Theatre Studies Program is grounded in theory and 

practice.  Like a scientist, I used my laboratory, the theatre, to explore and explain the theories of 

Constantin Stanislavski and Peter Brook. 

 Lope de Vega, the noted 17th Century Spanish writer, is credited with saying that theatre 

needs only three boards, two actors, and one passion.  This paper explores how to stage a 

Program with no on-campus Theatre, little institutional understanding, and one professor. The 

paper explains the changes that occurred to the Theatre Studies Program and how Heartbreak 

House was used to communicate those changes.  By providing a critical reflection on the 

production, coupled with comments by students in the Theatre Studies Program, the paper offers 

possible solutions to other Theatre scholar/ practitioners about how to overcome working in a 

similarly impoverished institutional environment.  
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Siu Kam Wen’s La primera espada del imperio (The First Sword of the Empire) in 
Translation 

 
Maan Lin  

 
 

The Hawaii based writer Siu Kam Wen was born in 1951 in the Guangdong 

Province of China and moved to Peru at the age of nine. In 1985, after 25 years of 

residence in Peru, Siu emigrated to Hawaii with his family. Siu started writing in his 

twenties in the multicultural literary atmosphere of late 20th century Lima, where writers 

from ethnic communities explored the interethnic relationships and multicultural 

dimensions of Peruvian society. Siu followed in their footsteps in his first collection, El 

tramo final or The Last Stretch, which portrays the socio-historical experience of the 

Chinese-Peruvian enclave in the 1970s and ‘80s.  

In the stories from this collection, Siu portrays an urban Chinese community 

embedded in a culture, language, and society very different from its own. On the 

linguistic level, Siu integrates Chinese words and phrases into his primarily Spanish 

prose. One example is at moments of tension – moments of extreme anger, for instance, 

the characters lapse out of their acquired Spanish into their native Chinese.  

In his second collection, La primera espada del imperio or The First Sword of the 

Empire, Siu travels through history to render the Chinese swordsman genre in four stories 

from a modern psychological perspective. This study will explore the linguistic and 

cultural challenges one encounters in translating this collection from Spanish into English 

and Chinese. It will focus on my translations of two stories from this collection: “The 

First Sword of the Empire” and “El viajero” or “The Traveler.” 
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Translators have often been labeled “traitors” by those who do not realize how 

difficult it is to translate from one language to another, or that it is inevitable that 

something be lost in the process. Two eminent Chinese scholars have discussed 

difficulties in translation. According to 嚴復 (Yan Fu), the three most difficult tasks in 

translation are to maintain 信 (fidelity), 達 (intelligibility), and 雅 (elegance). Similarly, 

林語堂 (Lin Yu-tang) proposed three goals for translators: 忠實 (faithfulness), 通順 

(fluency), and 美 (beauty). Theodore H. Savory lists three characteristics a good 

translator should possess: linguistic knowledge; literary capacity; and the personal 

attributes of sympathy, insight, diligence, and conscientiousness.  

In this study, the dilemma of translation has been whether to keep the translation 

close to the original language (OL) or to make it natural in the target language (TL). 

Sometimes it is possible to be both natural and faithful, but in words or phrases where 

one of the two ideals has had to be sacrificed, I have considered a smooth translation 

more important. I agree, then, with Hilaire Belloc’s principle about translation: 

there is a moral responsibility to the original, but ...the translator has the right to 

significantly alter the text in the translation process in order to provide the TL 

reader with a text that conforms to TL stylistic and idiomatic norms. (1991,  

p. 117). 

Ironically, the Chinese word for “translation” is 翻譯 (fan yi). 翻  “Fan” means 

“subvert,” “upset,” or “capsize.” Perhaps some “upset” is inevitable – Robert Frost once 

said that poetry is what is lost in translation, and it is generally agreed, rightly or not, that 
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poetry suffers in translation and the reader suffers with it. While Siu’s stories do not 

depend on the features of their original language as heavily as a poem does, they are 

nonetheless as much transformed as they are translated. Though a translator should not 

rewrite a story, it is inevitably changed in the process of translation.  In this instance, the 

more I tried to make the story smooth and readable in the TL, the more creative influence 

I exerted. 

On the whole, Spanish and English are linguistically closer than Spanish and 

Chinese.  (One exception is that in both Spanish and Chinese, a grammatical subject can 

be omitted; in English, a sentence must almost always have a subject).  However, since 

"The First Sword of the Empire '' and “The Traveler” are really Chinese stories written in 

Spanish, English is in some ways more remote from the stories than the other two 

languages.  When translating Siu Kam Wen's stories into Chinese, one traverses a wide 

linguistic gulf in bringing an expatriate story back to its home culture.  When translating 

them into English, the linguistic gap is much smaller, but the culture of the OL and the 

culture of the TL remain distant.  Following are some notes on problems and difficult 

points in translating "La primera espada del imperio" into English and Chinese, and "El 

viajero" into English. 

First, titles and names.  While the translation of titles and names from Spanish 

into English is either literal or phonetic, it is far more complicated to translate them into 

Chinese.  For instance, the title of the story “The First Sword of the Empire” is a literal 

translation from the Spanish La primera espada del imperio. However, a literal 

translation does not work in Chinese—“The Empire” in Chinese, 帝國, does not give the 

appropriate sense of grandeur. I have, following Siu’s suggestion, changed 帝國 (the 
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Empire) to 天下 (under the sky). Another example: the translation of the Abbot’s name 

Yu-Cheng into English is phonetic. However, phonetically "Yu-Cheng" can be rendered 

in Chinese in quite a few ways, since many Chinese characters share the same sounds. In 

this case, 玉真, which means "authentic jade," is most appropriate for a divine figure 

such as the abbot. Unlike most Western names, Chinese names carry highly particular 

meanings. The cultural resonance is transmitted in the Chinese translation, but not in the 

English translation. Since the author does not place “The First Sword of the Empire” in a 

specific time or place, I have tried, in naming places and people, to give the Chinese 

translation a timeless feel.  

Second, idioms and slang.  Almost invariably, a literal translation of idiomatic 

speech leads to meaningless or absurd expressions.  Even when an alternative idiom can 

be found that means approximately the same, certain connotations or secondary 

meanings in the original are lost.  In some cases, no suitable translation can be found that 

does not affect the meaning. This problem crops up in a number of different guises. An 

example is the expression sacar de quicio, which I have translated into "irritate" in 

English and 激怒 in Chinese, though neither one quite captures the exact meaning of the 

Spanish.   

In some cases, when the original expression is not an idiom or slang, it is still 

preferable to translate it into idiom or slang in the TL, taking an opportunity to 

compensate for losses suffered elsewhere. For example, the sentence No obtuve 

respuesta, “I didn't get any response,” has been translated into an idiom in Chinese 

他不置可否, which literally means "he did not give an affirmative or negative answer," 
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but has a tone of calculation and irony appropriate to the character.   

Here is another example: Al regalarme su espada, fue más allá del protocolo de 

reconocimiento de un nuevo poseedor del título de la Primera Espada, que no exigía 

nada semejante.  Again, the English translation is quite literal: "When he gave me his 

sword, he went beyond the protocol of recognition due a new possessor of the title of 

First Sword of the Empire." In the Chinese translation 他承認我是 天下第一劍 即 可﹐  

送劍大可不必, I have used the expression 大可不必; literally this means, in English, 

“totally unnecessary,” but in Chinese it carries the connotation of being unnecessary in a 

particularly significant way. 

 Third, punctuation is used differently in the three languages. Chinese uses more 

commas but fewer periods than either Spanish or English. The half-comma “ `”, which 

does not exist in Spanish or English, is used in Chinese to list a series of items.  There is a 

preponderance of colons in the stories, and in translating them into English, I have had to 

choose between retaining the colon, changing it to a stronger piece of punctuation like a 

dash, or altering the syntax altogether.  Of course, none of these decisions is made in 

isolation, and a choice to change syntax must take into account issues of pacing, diction, 

meaning, and even characterization.  

 I have aimed to preserve variations of tone in the TL.  For instance, in 

translating the footnote about Lady Wu Tse-Tien in “The Traveler,” I have tried to 

capture the same cool and objective tone used in Spanish.  This footnote provides 

background about Wu Tse-Tien and about her harem of young men.  The tone is rather 

easy to capture in the translation, because the note simply states historical facts.  
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Sometimes it has been more difficult to discern the author's intentions—again we run into 

the fact that the art of translation is, in part, an art of creation. 

In general, more additions, omissions, and syntactical changes occur in translating 

Spanish into Chinese than in translating Spanish into English, in many cases, however, 

when moving from Spanish to English, one arrives at a more natural translation by 

changing word order and even removing some words: Spanish has structures subtly 

different from those of English, and if one makes a direct translation, the Spanish rhetoric 

often seems verbose in English. For instance, a literal translation of the following 

sentence has a verbose effect: 

El jinete era un hombre bastante joven, prácticamente un adolescente: no tendría 

más de veinte años. 

The rider was a very young man, practically an adolescent.  He could not have 

been more than twenty years old. 

Therefore, I decided to drop the first two components, and simply translated the sentence 

as "The rider couldn't have been more than twenty years old." 

The dual roots of English in Anglo-Saxon and Norman French also present 

difficult decisions: often a word in Spanish, when translated to its latinate equivalent in 

English, acquires a stiffer or more formal tone than it has in the original; for example, 

rápidamente translated to "rapidly" instead of "fast," camino principal translated to 

"principal road" rather than "main road."  Any decision between the latinate and Anglo-

Saxon components of the English vocabulary can subtly affect the story's tone.  In "The 

Traveler," I have tended to use the more emotionally detached latinate vocabulary to 

represent the bandit's thoughts when he seems most defensive against his own emotions: 
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no era del todo lego en materias de estética ([he] was not entirely uninitiated in matters 

of beauty).   

Sometimes the very similarity of Spanish and English creates problems that do 

not occur when translating to Chinese.  Words in Spanish often have, in English, 

apparent synonyms that in fact mean radically different things--embarazada does not 

mean "embarrassed" but "pregnant."  More dangerous for the unwary translator, however, 

are the subtle differences: sensitivo in Spanish would appear to mean "sensitive" in 

English, but in fact it means "sensory," that is, “involving the operation of the senses.” 

Horace advises translators not to worry about rendering word for word but rather 

sense for sense.  Jacqe Delille, a French poet and translator, believes that extreme fidelite 

en fait de traduction étoit une extreme infidelite (1824, p. 45-46), (extreme faithfulness in 

translation results in extreme unfaithfulness), (Lefevere, 1992, p. 39). Using Latin and 

French as an example, he argues that  

Un mot est noble en latin; le mot françois qui y répond est bas: si vous 

vous piquez d'une extrême exactitude, la noblesse du style est done 

remplacée par de la bassesse (Delille, p. 46). 

 

A word may be noble in Latin and its French equivalent may be base.  If 

you insist on extreme faithfulness, you will replace a noble style with a 

base one (Lefevere, p. 38).   

He further maintains that 
 

le devoir le plus essentiel du traducteur, celui qui les 
 

renfenne tons, c'est de chercher à produire dans chaque 
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morceau le même effet que son auteur. . . . II est 

injuste de comparer chaque vers du traducteur au vers du 

texte qui y répondi: c'est sur I 'ensemble et l'effet 

total de chaque morceau, qu'il faut juger de son mérite (Delille, p. 51). 

 

the translator's most essential duty, above all others, 

is to try to produce the effect the author produced.  . . 

. it is unjust to compare each one of the translator's 

lines with the corresponding line in the original.  His 

merit must be determined on the basis of the totality of 

his work and the overall effect produced by every 

passage (Lefevere, p. 39), 
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Abstract 

This study aims at exploring Tongan reduplication within the framework of 
Optimality Theory (OT henceforth, Prince and Smolensky 1993). Reduplication, a word-
forming process of repeating all or part of a root or stem (Nida 1949: 69), is a common and 
natural phenomenon in most languages. Reduplication has been an important topic both in the 
field of morphology (Matthews 1991, Spencer 1993) and phonology (Kager 1999, McCarthy 
2004). However, this paper has been the first attempt to analyze Tongan reduplication in OT. 

The investigation is divided into three main parts according to the types of 
reduplication: (1) a full reduplication (e.g. vahe ‘to allot’; vahevahe ‘division’), (2) a full 
reduplication with ablaut (e.g. hiva ‘to sing’; hivehiva ‘to continue to sing’) and (3) a partial 
reduplication (e.g. piki ‘to cling’; pipiki ‘to adhere’). The examples of the third type, partial 
reduplication show more diverse variations in the case of Tongan.  

The results of the interactions of various constraints show that constraints of MAX-
IO and PARSE-SYL play important roles in total reduplication while AFX-TO-FT and MAX-
BR are key constraints in partial reduplication. The analysis proposed here demonstrates with 
the concrete data set of Tongan that reduplication could be well analyzed by constraint 
rakings of OT. 
 

1 Introduction 

Reduplication is a natural morphological process in which the root or stem of a word, 

or only part of it is repeated to form new words (Spencer, 1991: 13). Words such as goody-

goody, okey-dokey, chitchat, and zigzag are some of the commonly used examples of 

reduplication in English1. There are two types of reduplication: a full reduplication and a 

partial reduplication2. Literally, the whole word is fully reduplicated without any change in 

full reduplication. In partial reduplication, only certain parts of the word or in other times, 

similar but not the same forms are reduplicated (Matthews, 1991: 134-5). There are four 
                                                      
1 The meanings of each word are as follows: 
   goody-goody: a smug or ostentatiously virtuous person 
   okey-dokey: okay    
   chitchat: inconsequential conversation; talk about trivial matters 
   zigzag: a line or course having abrupt alternate right and left turns; so as to move right and left alternately 
2 ‘Full reduplication’ is also called as ‘total reduplication’ or ‘complete reduplication.’ 
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major functions of reduplication used cross-linguistically: the use of nominal reduplication to 

signal plurals; indicating continuation, frequency or repetition of an event or action; having 

an augmentative meaning and conversely, having a diminutive effect (Katamba, 1993: 181-

2)3. The study of relation between types of reduplication and their meaning change will be 

interests of morphological studies. On the other hand, the size and form of reduplicants, the 

place where reduplication occurs and various phonological phenomena involved in 

reduplication are mainly focused in the field of phonology. In this paper, it is attempted to 

analyze Tongan reduplication by Optimality Theory from the phonological point of view. 

 

2 Analysis of Tongan Reduplication in Optimality Theory 

2.1 Examples of Tongan Reduplication 

Examples of Tongan reduplication analyzed in this paper are divided into three types: 

(1) full reduplication, (2) full reduplication with ablaut, and (3) partial reduplication4. 

(1) Examples of Full Reduplication 

vahe  ‘to allot’  vahevahe ‘division, partition’ 

ongo  ‘sound’   ongoongo ‘news’ 

ava  ‘hole’   avaava  ‘to have holes’ 

lue  ‘to walk’  luelue  ‘to stroll’ 

poto  ‘smart, clever’  potopoto ‘fairly knowledgeable’ 

maka  ‘rock, stone’  makamaka ‘pebbles’ 

(2) Examples of Full Reduplication (with ablaut) 

‘ita  ‘angry’   ‘ite‘ita  ‘irritable’ 

hiva  ‘to sing’  hivehiva ‘to continue to sing’ 

‘uha  ‘rain’   ‘uho‘uha ‘intermittent light rain’ 

                                                      
3 The discussion and data that are used in Katamba’s (1993) book are said to be drawn on the survey of 
Moravcisk (1978). 
4 Examples used in this paper are mainly from data of Assignment 4 from the course, LING 420 Morphology at 
eh University of Hawaii where I studied as an exchange student. Some examples are added from Tongan-
English Dictionary of Tongan Dictionary Project (http://www.brookvale-p.schools.nsw.edu.au/PROJECTS/Dict 
ionary/Main_Menu.html). 
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kula   ‘(adj) red, embarrassed’ kulokula  ‘(n) red’ 

(3) Examples of Partial Reduplication 

1) mate  ‘to die’   mamate  ‘numb’ 

 piki   ‘to cling’  pipiki  ‘to adhere’ 

 namu  ‘to smell’  nanamu  ‘to stink’ 

hake  ‘to go up’  hahake  ‘East’ 

 hifo   ‘to go down’  hihifo  ‘West’ 

2) vakai  ‘to visit’  vakavakai ‘to keep on looking’ 

3) momoko  ‘cold’   mokomoko ‘cool’ 

4) havili  ‘wind’   havilivili ‘breeze’ 

fakaongo  ‘to listen’  fakaongoongo ‘to obey’ 

 

2.2 Tongan Syllabification 

 To lessen the difficulties of analyzing data of totally unfamiliar language, some of the 

rules of Tongan Syllabification have been investigated5: 

a) Each syllable has exactly one vowel. 

b) Each syllable may have no more than one consonant.  

c) Consonant combinations are not permitted. The ng is not a consonant 

combination, since it represents a single sound. 

d) Each syllable must end in a vowel. All vowels are pronounced, but an i at the 

end of an utterance is usually unvoiced. 

e) The fakau‘a (‘) is a consonant. It must be followed (and, except at the 

beginning of a word, preceded) by a vowel. 

f) Stress normally falls on the next to last syllable of a word with two or more 

syllables. 

 With the help of these syllabification rules, examples of Tongan reduplication will be 

                                                      
5 Due to limited information about Tongan, these syllabification rules have been quoted from the only 
accessible source, internet free encyclopedia, ‘Wikipedia’ (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tonga). 
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analyzed in various constraints of OT from the following sections. 

2.3 OT Analysis of Tongan Full Reduplication 

 In most languages, full reduplication is said to be analyzed more easily than partial 

reduplication. However, in the case of Tongan that have two types of full reduplication both 

with and without ‘ablaut,’ more constraints have to be considered to combine those two cases 

into one uniform constraint ranking. 

 First, let’s think about a general example of Tongan full reduplication without ablaut. 

(4) vahe  ‘to allot’  vahevahe ‘division, partition’ 

Input: /RED+vahe/ MAX-IO PARSE-SYL STEM=PRWD *(VhighVlow) MAX-BR 
a. (và.he)-(vá.he)      

b.      va-(vá.he)  *! *  ** 
 c.      va.(hé-

he) 
 *! *  ** 

 d.          (vá-
va) 

*!*  *   

  
When referred to tableau (4), candidate d is eliminated by ‘no-deletion’ constraint, 

MAX-IO6 while candidates, b and c became invalid by PARSE-SYL7. The third constraint, 

STEM=PRWD8 on tableau (4) is not essential in this example but ranked due to its relevance. 

In addition, *(VhighVlow) is not applicable here but it is ranked because this constraint is useful 

for examples of full reduplication with ablaut in section 2.4. MAX-BR,9 the last constraint in 

tableau (4), works well for preventing partial reduplication. This doesn’t have to be ranked at 

the lowest for general full reduplication, but again ranked last to explain full reduplication 

cases with ablaut. 

Let’s see another full reduplication example, ‘ongo.’ 

(5) ongo  ‘sound’   ongoongo ‘news’ 

Input: /RED+ongo/ MAX-IO PARSE-SYL STEM=PRWD *(VhighVlow) MAX-BR 

                                                      
6 MAX-IO: Input segments must have output correspondents (Kager, 1999: 67). 
7 PARSE-SYL: Syllables are parsed by feet (Kager, 1999: 162). 
8 STEM=PRWD: A stem equals a PrWd (Karger, 1999: 169). 
9 MAX-BR: Every element of B has a correspondent in R (Kager, 1999: 205). 
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a. (ò.ngo)-(ó.ngo)      
b.      o-(ó.ngo)  *! *  ** 
c.    o.(ngó-ngo)  *! *  ** 
d.            (ó-

o) *!*  *   

 As shown on tableau (5), the constraint ranking of MAX-IO, PARSE-SYL, 

STEM=PRWD >> *(VhighVlow) >> MAX-BR works fine for the example of ‘ongo’ as well. Here, 

the syllabification of the word ‘ongo’ is ‘o.ngo,’ not ‘on.go’ based on the syllabification rule 

c) quoted above. Next, let’s move on to the analysis of full reduplication with ablaut. 

2.4 OT Analysis of Tongan Full Reduplication with Ablaut  

 Examples of full reduplication with ablaut will be provided again for better reference. 

 (6) Examples of Full Reduplication (with ablaut) 

hiva  ‘to sing’  hivehiva ‘to continue to sing’ 

‘ita  ‘angry’   ‘ite‘ita  ‘irritable’ 

‘uha  ‘rain’   ‘uho‘uha ‘intermittent light rain’ 

kula   ‘(adj) red, embarrassed’ kulokula  ‘(n) red’ 

 In the first two cases, hiva and ‘ita are reduplicated as hivehiva and ‘ite’ita 

respectively with a change in second vowel from /i/ to /e/. For the examples of ‘uha and kula, 

the second vowel of reduplicants have been changed from /u/ to /o/. First, characteristics of 

vowel change will be discussed to see how well OT explains both phenomena of ablaut and 

full reduplication. The following is Tongan vowel inventory which shows necessary features 

of vowels involved in ablaut. 

 (7) Tongan vowel inventory10 

 Front Central Back 

High i  u 

Mid e  o 

Low  a  

                                                      
10 Vowel chart from Gussenhoven & Jacobs (1998: 18) has been referenced. 
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 Analyzing vowels features involved in 

ablaut based on the vowel inventory of Tongan showed that the reduplicated words with 

ablaut have high vowel and low vowel sequence. In other words, all the other reduplication 

examples without ablaut are not made up of “high vowel + low vowel” sequence. Another 

interesting point is that when these words with “high vowel + low vowel” sequence are 

reduplicated, the changed vowel after ablaut becomes a ‘mid vowel,’ /e/ and /o/. It is 

estimated that roundness of the original low vowel is kept after becoming a mid vowel. That 

is, /a/ before the vowel /i/ becomes /e/ while /a/ before /u/ becomes /o/. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that in words with high and low vowel sequence, low vowel of the second syllable 

becomes a mid vowel after being reduplicated. 

 a e i o u 

high - - + - + 

low + - - - - 

back - - - + + 

round - - - + + 

 A new constraint, *(VhighVlow)11 has been assumed to explain such vowel change in 

the second type of Tongan reduplication. This works well for full reduplication with ablaut.  

(9) /a/ /e/: hiva ‘to sing’      hivehiva     ‘to continue to sing’ 

Input:/RED+hiva/ MAX-IO 
PARSE-

SYL 
STEM=PRW

D 
*(VhighVlow) MAX-BR 

a.  (hì.ve)-
(hí.va) 

   * * 

b.  (hì.va)-(hí.va)    *!*  

c.      hi-(hí.va)  *! * * ** 

d.     hi.(vá-va)  *! *  ** 

e.        (hí-hi) *!*  *   
 
 Tableau (9) shows that candidates c, d and e are ruled out by the constraints like 

MAX-IO, PARSE-SYL, STEM=PRWD as in the cases of general full reduplication. Among the 

                                                      
11 *(VhighVlow): No low vowel follows a high vowel in the same word. Here, the fact that a high vowel and low 
vowel can be adjacent in a original base word can be seen as a problem. However, one of the most important 
characteristics or advantages of OT is that even the optimal cases don’t have to satisfy all the constraints. 
Therefore, it is not necessary to add a condition ‘when full reduplication occurs’ to the definition of this new 
constraint. 
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major possible candidates a (hivehiva)  and b (hivahiva), candidate a is selected as optimal 

with a fewer violation of *(VhighVlow). 

 Another type of full reduplication with a vowel change from a low vowel /a/ to a mid, 

round vowel /o/ can also be well explained by OT constraint ranking. 

(10) /a/ /o/: ‘uha ‘rain’       ‘uho‘uha     ‘intermittent light rain’ 

Input: /RED+‘uha/ 
MAX-

IO 
PARSE-

SYL 
STEM=PRWD *(VhighVlow) MAX-BR 

a. (‘ù.ho)-
(‘ú.ha) 

   * * 

b. (‘ù.ha)-(‘ú.ha)    *!*  

c.    ‘u-(‘ú.ha)  *! * * ** 

d.    ‘u.(há-ha)  *! *  ** 

e.       (‘u-‘u) *!*  *   
 So far, examples of Tongan full reduplication have been analyzed in OT. Two 

different types of full reduplication both with and without ablaut are successfully explained 

by one constraint ranking of OT. If the two types are analyzed in a rule-based theory, it will 

be difficult to draw a uniform and simpler conclusion. In sum, the final constraint ranking to 

account for Tongan full reduplication is as follows: 

(11) MAX-IO, PARSE-SYL,  STEM=PRWD >> *(VhighVlow) >> MAX-BR 

2.5 OT Analysis of Tongan Partial Reduplication 

 Forms of partial reduplication vary in the case of Tongan. There are about four types 

based on different styles of reduplication. 

(12) Four types of partial reduplication 

1) mate  ‘to die’   mamate  ‘numb’ 

2) vakai  ‘to visit’  vakavakai ‘to keep on looking’ 

3) momoko  ‘cold’   mokomoko ‘cool’ 

4) havili  ‘wind’   havilivili ‘breeze’ 

 The first type is the most common reduplicating the first CV in front of the stressed 
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syllable in two-syllable words. The other three types of the words having more than three 

syllables are assumed to be rare cases12. Let’s see how OT deals with the difference between 

partial reduplication of two-syllable words and that of more-than-three syllables ones. 

 A new constraint ranking is used to analyze partial reduplication. 

(13) mate  ‘to die’   mamate  ‘numb’ 

Input: / RED+mate/ AFX-TO-FT ONSET LEFTMOST MAX-BR 

a.     ma-má.te    ** 

b.      máte-te *!  * ** 

c.    mate-máte   *!  
 
 AFX-TO-FT13 is a crucial constraint in analyzing Tongan partial reduplication. This 

has been suggested by Broselow & McCarthy (1983) in explaining Samoan reduplication. 

According to Tongan syllabification rule f), “stress normally falls on the next to last syllable 

of a word with two or more syllables.” Thus, candidate b violates AFX-TO-FT because 

reduplication doesn’t occur to a stressed syllable, ma. The constraint, LEFTMOST14 eliminates 

candidate c and MAX-BR which is a ‘total reduplication’ constraint is ranked at the end. 

 Let’s move on to the examples of partial reduplication in words with more than three 

syllables. In the second type where the first two syllables are reduplicated, all the candidates 

equally violate AFX-TO-FT. Therefore, the constraints ONSET and MAX-BR are applied to find 

an optimal candidate. LEFTMOST cannot be ranked for the following three types because stress 

pattern or stress change in words with more than three syllables is not certainly known. The 

following tableau shows this type of partial reduplication.  

  (14) vakai  ‘to visit’        vakavakai       ‘to keep on 

looking’ 

                                                      
12 As mentioned several times, accessible data and information about Tongan are so limited that it is not sure 
whether reduplication of three syllables is indeed rare or there just are not enough data available. 
13 AFX-TO-FT : A reduplicant is attached to a base that consists of a foot (Song, 2000: 12).  
14 LEFTMOST: The head foot is leftmost in prosodic word (Kager, 1999: 217). 
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Input: / RED+vakai/ AFX-TO-FT ONSET MAX-BR 

a.   va.ka-
va.ká.i 

* * * 

b.     va-va.ká.i * * **!* 

c.    va.ka.i-ka.i * **! ** 

d.  va.ka.i-va.ká.i * **!  
 
 The other two types of partial reduplication can be analyzed with the same constraint 

ranking by vacuously satisfying ONSET. The examples are shown in the following tableaux. 

  (15) momoko  ‘cold’        mokomoko  ‘cool’ 

Input: / RED+momoko/ AFX-TO-FT ONSET MAX-BR 

a.      mo-ko-móko   **** 

b.      mo-momóko *!  **** 

c.       momóko-ko *!  **** 

d.  momoko-momóko *!   
 
   (16) havili  ‘wind’        havilivili  ‘breeze’ 

Input: / RED+havili/ AFX-TO-FT ONSET MAX-BR 

a.       ha-vili-víli   ** 

b.        ha-havíli *!  **** 

c.         havíli-li *!  **** 

d.     havili-havíli *!   
  (17) fakaongo  ‘to listen’       fakaongoongo  ‘to obey’ 

Input: / 
RED+fakaongo/ 

AFX-TO-FT ONSET MAX-BR 

a.   faka-ongo-
óngo 

 
 

**** 

b.     faka-fakaóngo *!*  **** 

c.       fa-fakaóngo *!*  ***** 

d.     fakaóngo-ngo *  *****! 
 
 Compared to the examples of full reduplication, ranking constraints for partial 
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reduplication was more complicated due to unknown stress pattern of Tongan. Because it was 

impossible to find Tongan speakers as well as to get detailed information about Tongan, the 

analysis of this paper might have some serious problems. However, with such limited data 

and information, OT analysis seems to explain partial reduplication fairly well. The constraint 

ranking used to analyze partial reduplication of Tongan is as follows: 

(18) AFX-TO-FT >> ONSET, (LEFTMOST) >> MAX-BR 

 

3 Conclusions and Discussion 

 In conclusion, this paper tried to analyze various types of reduplication in Optimality 

Theory. About twenty examples of Tongan reduplication have been classified into three types: 

full reduplication, full reduplication with ablaut, and partial reduplication. The first two types 

consist of one group and the third one comprises the other group. Two different constraint 

rankings have been set for each group. As a result, constraint ranking for the group of full 

reduplication is ‘MAX-IO, PARSE-SYL, STEM=PRWD >> *(VhighVlow) >> MAX-BR.’ Constraint 

ranking for partial reduplication is ‘AFX-TO-FT >> ONSET, (LEFTMOST) >> MAX-BR.’ 

 Due to limited access to data and information of Tongan, there have been several 

problems in analysis. One of the biggest limitations was that it was not possible to figure out 

when or which word reduplicate fully or partially. For example, among examples of two-

syllable words, vahe is reduplicated fully and takes the form of vahevahe while mate 

becomes mamate being partially reduplicated. This issue was considered in both purely 

phonological and morphological points of view. However, no particular reason why vahe and 

mate reduplicate differently has been successfully proposed. Regardless of these limitations, 

however, it has been proven that constraint ranking mechanism of Optimality Theory 

successfully explains reduplication phenomenon of even an unfamiliar language. 
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The “politics of provisions” – forceful negotiations over sustenance --  has 

created surprising contests in world history, particularly in times of market transition. 

In the three centuries between Elizabeth I  and Victoria,  a “politics of provisions” 

emerged from the interplay between popular riots and paternalist policies at both local 

and national levels.   It was a core ingredient of both state-formation and of the making 

of England’s market economy.   I argue that the “moral economy,” E.P. Thompson’s  

famous construct, did not spring from conflicts between tradition and change in 

marketing and ideology, but was more nearly timeless and widely held.   The question 

is, what set of political and economic circumstances evolved, first to make a provision 

politics viable and successful, and later to doom such forms of negotiation.  In 

explaining the viability (or not) of provision politics, from parish-pump to Privy 

Council, I suggest that food access was a more compelling and lasting bone of 

contention than the more familiar issues of enclosures, wages or votes.      

Such “negotiations” have also endowed common folk with surprising political 

leverage in other moments of world history.   When the politics of provision failed, 

disasters like the Irish Potato Famine or Mike Davis’s Victorian Holocausts in India or 

China ensued.  But in some combinations of moral economy and provision politics, 

popular protests forced well-armed twentieth-century governments from Zambia to 

Argentina to back down from cutting basic subsistence subsidies.   Rationing and 

blockades in the world wars demonstrate another instance of provision politics. 
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Hence a searching reconstruction of the “politics of provisions” in the first and 

best known market economy, society, and polity, in England,  can illuminate the 

parameters of provision politics as a significant motif in world history. 
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Abstract 
 
     There is a perceived inequality between the various academic disciplines, namely between the 
sciences and the humanities. I would like to argue that much of this is due to our belief that the 
sciences are somehow superior because they supposedly tell us about reality, whereas the 
humanities are just imaginative ideas that give us no information about the world. Using Rorty’s 
ideas, based on his unique brand of pragmatism, I would like to argue that there is a way to 
correct this misperception, by thinking of the abilities of the sciences in another manner. 
Namely, we need to rid ourselves of the realism/antirealism distinction and the notion that we, 
through disciplines like the sciences, can attain true knowledge of reality. However, we first need 
to understand that the creativity expressed in the sciences is no more special than that expressed 
in the humanities. Perhaps then we can begin to progress as a society towards a better understand 
of ourselves and the world we inhabit. 
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    Creativity, or imagination, has long been treated in various societies as the ideas that moved a 

society forward; it progressed the given society to new heights of intellect and knowledge in a 

variety of areas from the arts to the sciences. However, there has also been a long disconnect 

between the value of assorted creative ideas. Particularly with regard to the western culture, the 

creativity and genius associated with scientific inquiry has been more highly valued than creative 

ideas advanced in the humanities or arts (or anything that isn’t typically labeled a science). Much 

of this, I believe has been due to our (and by “our” I mean the western intellectual community, 

mainly consisting of various academic types – such as professors) values that buy into the notion 

of a duality between the real world and “the world as it appears to us”. Science, as other 

disciplines in the past may have been so highly regarded, is now seen as the standard-bearer for 

finding the truth, or discovering the reality behind the appearances. Consequently, I wish to 

argue that if we are able to get away from such a dividing and discriminatory view of various 

intellectual disciplines, we can begin to see creativity and progress in a completely different way, 

a way that may allow us to progress in a new and hopefully better direction, in which a variety of 

disciplines can be seen as having equal importance, something that was envisioned by Richard 

Rorty.  

     Creativity, under the traditional picture has meant different things in different areas of 

interest. In the arts, something that is creative may be seen as something that provides us with a 

new interpretation, or helps us see the world in a new way; it gives us a new description into 

something that we have experienced, a new way of expressing that particular experience. In the 

sciences, we can also describe creativity or genius by many of the same words – it can help us 

see the world in a new way, or interpret an old observation in a new way. But there is one crucial 

difference between these areas of interest. In the arts, creative ideas do not tell us anything about 

reality, it merely makes our appearances more interesting to experience and talk about. In the 

sciences, a creative idea is not seen as merely a creation but a discovery; it tells us about the 

independent realty that we inhabit1.      

                                                 
1 For example, in the arts, one can develop a completely original theatrical stage show using a rather innovative idea. 
It can be described as imaginative and creative for a number of reasons. Perhaps things that may be said about it can 
include, “…takes theater to new heights”, or “a new and innovative use of the theatrical medium.” Yet, none of the 
descriptions would ever mention that the production was somehow getting at the truth of reality.  That is not seen as 
one of its goals. It has its own goals that may include innovation, but no production is seen as getting any closer to 
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     Nonetheless, when it comes to the sciences, objectivity is a requirement of the institution. The 

attainment of reality is one of the institution’s goals. When one makes a remarkable discovery or 

comes up with a completely creative way of looking at the universe, it is seen as not only 

imaginative and original, but also getting us one step closer to understanding reality (if it has not 

already done so). Thus, Einstein’s theory of relativity is not only a work of sheer genius, but it 

gives a better insight into the universe, one that gets us closer to understanding the true nature of 

the universe, than, say, Newtonian mechanics. Another way of putting it, it is such a genius idea 

because it does get at the real nature of the universe.  

     “So what?” you may ask, “You clearly mentioned that the arts and sciences have their own 

unique goals and different creative ideas will be accepted in the appropriate manner according to 

those particular goals. One can be creative by creating a new artistic interpretation as well as 

making a new discovery about the universe. What’s your point?” The point is this: because the 

goals are not seen as being equally important the creativity in one institution is given higher 

regard and seen as being ‘more creative’, if you will than the creativity in another institution. 

Namely, scientific innovation is often more highly regarded than artistic innovation. When I say 

that the goals are not seen as being equally important, I mean it in some sort of universal sense, 

in which individuals line the goals of various institutions side by side and decide which are more 

important according to some claimed universal context, rather than discussing the goal within the 

particular practice itself. In other words, we may take the goals of the various areas and decide 

that we will compare them based on their importance to some aspect of human life (such as 

progress, or survival, or knowledge, and so on). This, I wish to argue places these many 

institutions on unequal footing, with many of the sciences being seen as more important than the 

humanities and arts. This inequality is easily reflected and observable in the everyday workings 

of the higher and lower level academic institutions thought the world, particularly the Western 

world. Our academic centers place a higher importance on the sciences than on the arts (of 

course, athletics seems to undeservingly be getting a majority of the attention and resources). 

From the funding that the two institutions are given to the structural resources and the attention 

                                                                                                                                                             
theatrical perfection than any other. Likewise, a painting, whether it is an exact replication of an object, or a 
surrealist take on the same object, is not seen as portraying ‘the true beauty’ or ‘real essence’ of that object any more 
so than the other interpretation. They are merely alternative interpretations not any better than the other in any 
objective sense. 
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paid to attracting and keeping faculty, the sciences are seen as not only more important 

academically, but by our society-as-a-whole as well.      

      Part of this unequal status has to do with the notion that the sciences use reason, as to where 

other disciplines (like the humanities) always do not. That is, scientific goals and projects are 

guided by reason and logical thinking, which is something that enables us to strive for objective 

ideals. However, in the arts, we may not always be using reason to come up with our creative 

ideas. When was the last time that anyone used the word “reason” or “rational” when describing 

a piece of contemporary music or art? But in the sciences, all creative ideas are described using 

such words. Reason and rationality hold a special status in our society. As Rorty puts, “We tend 

to identify seeking “objective truth” with “using reason”, and so we think of the natural sciences 

as paradigms of rationality….A commitment to “rationality” … is thought to be a recognition of 

[something beyond ourselves]2”.  However, we need to drop this notion, and understand that the 

sciences are not anymore rational than the arts because using reason or rational thought dos not 

enable us to get any closer to the truth. The rational/irrational distinction is just another among 

the many useless distinctions we need to rid ourselves of3.  

      This prioritorizing of science has had its effect in the academic arena in another way as well. 

Much of analytic philosophy seems to be under the impression that a “scientizing” of philosophy 

is a good thing. In other words, if philosophy was more like science, in that it resembled 

scientific methods, then perhaps philosophy can improve as well. Now, there is perfectly nothing 

wrong with taking philosophy in another direction and trying something new – that is what 

philosophy should be trying to do. But I believe the reason why such an approach has been taken 

is ill-guided. Many philosophers see the sciences as being able to provide us with something 

concrete and universal, and then assume that if philosophy were to somehow attempt to mimic it, 

then perhaps philosophy could achieve that same objectivity. Rorty, particularly, took note of 

this occurrence, an occurrence that has been present in the philosophical arena for many decades, 

but it is an endeavor that he feared would not give philosophers what they were looking for.  

      Rorty was notorious in philosophical circles for either ignoring or debunking the 

realism/antirealism issue (depending on which side of the argument you stood). It is a 

                                                 
2 (Rorty ORT, pg.35) 
3 Others would include  realism/antirealism, or objectivity/subjectivity, and so on; they all seem to go together in 
that they need support from one another in order to have any relevance. If we get rid of objectivity/subjectivity, we 
no longer need to worry about realism/antirealism or vice versa. 
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philosophical tradition that we can find in some way or another dating back to at least Plato and 

the Ancient Greeks.  Plato’s notion of the forms and mere appearances, where the forms were 

represented in a Platonic heaven of perfect ideas and objects and the realm of appearances, which 

we, the average being, inhabited; a realm that was enveloped with imperfect representations of 

the perfect Platonic objects and ideas. It was an idea that was revived by Descartes when he 

began his inquiry into knowledge4.  

     Throughout history we have tried a number of methods to settle the matter once and for all. 

Religions have told us that they hold the key to connecting this disconnect, by showing us the 

one true path to the truth (I may be paraphrasing only a few widely known religions, but most of 

them appear to send out this basic message). Philosophers have at different times tried to argue 

that it is also possible to find out what the world really is like, or they have argued that there is, 

and always will remain, a divide that we cannot cross – a divide that leaves us merely looking at 

appearances and keeps the identity of an independent reality a secret from us.  From Plato 

arguing that we can, through proper education, enter the heaven of forms, to Kant arguing 

between the noumenal and phenomenal worlds that we cannot help but divide our observations 

into; from the realists who feel they know how to find reality (and may have already done so), to 

the antirealists who feel those realist are merely pipe-dreamers wishing to overcome an 

impossible divide, we seem to have been sure of one thing  - there exists a menacing divide that 

is difficult if not impossible to conquer. Science is merely the latest of these many movements to 

promise that it can, if not connect the rift, at least get us very, very close. With its assortment of 

theories from biology to physics, science claims that it is really telling us about the external 

world.  

      Rorty felt that not only was there was no such divide between us and the “world out there”, 

but that it was a bad philosophical idea that had long outlived its usefulness,  no longer allowing 

human progress, but simply stifling it.. Rorty described progress in a manner that differed from 

the customary definition. Living in a society in which science is so highly valued, and thought to 

be a method of discovery, we have come to feel that progress occurs when we find out more 

objective information about the universe, when we learn real facts. For Rorty, since he disagreed 
                                                 
4 Among the many questions that were spurred by Descartes inquiry were: How did we know that we existed? How 
did we know that we were really experiencing what it is that we think we were experiencing; is it just an illusion, or 
is this reality? In reaching his conclusion that God justifies all of his true beliefs about existence and reality, 
Descartes helped revive one of the great debates of philosophy – how sure were we of our existence and how were 
we to go about finding reality? 
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with the idea that there are objective facts, progress becomes something that is measured 

intersubjectively rather than objectively. We progress as a society when we meet the goals that 

we have set for ourselves by coming up with new and imaginative ways to meet those goals. 

These goals do not have some sort of connection to some independent realm. Rather, they are 

goals that we may set, such as finding out why planets move the way they do, or of what 

substance the smallest elements of matter consist. But they do not say that the planets really 

move according to these rules rather than those rules or that strings truly are the last word in a 

reductive account of matter. Instead, these are just curiosities that we have about the world 

described and redescribed by a particular vocabulary, and we merely go about offering a 

description that eventually satisfies those curiosities without making a magical link to the world 

that is thought to spark our initial interest. 

     Thus, all of our scientific successes can be seen as progressive, but not in an objective sense; 

it is progress according to the agreed upon goals of a particular community; there is no 

metaphysical attachment (in the Platonic sense) to independent reality. Hence, when quantum 

mechanics became one of the most successful predictive theories of our time, it wasn’t because it 

told us about what is really going on at the quantum level, but it gave us a way to talk about the 

world at a very reduced level, something that we had wished to accomplish, but a goal that 

relativity had not been able to help us meet.  It is progressive because it allowed us to describe 

our world in a way that we hadn’t been able to do, but it didn’t give us some sort of special 

access to that world.  

      Rorty simply wished to say that it is an argument we have no way of solving. If one wishes to 

show that we can know how a world behaves independent of us, how would we even go about 

solving such a dilemma? In other words, how, through our various interactions and observations 

can we claim that the conclusions we reach tell us about how the world behaves without our 

interaction (another way of putting it, how do we talk about an independent world, when all 

descriptions of the world are dependent upon human interactions and observations)? What results 

is a metaphysics-filled mess that we are at odds to explain and that can’t act as any credible 

foundation for our beliefs (which is what the whole purpose of the metaphysical attachments 

originally was)5.   

                                                 
5     This issue holds regardless of how the problem is construed, whether it be about reality, or as a correspondence 
theory or what have you. 
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     Instead, we need to think of our various observations and explanations as linguistic accounts 

that do tend to differ by culture or social setting. Of course, this assumption also requires some 

metaphysics (I ‘m not sure any theory can escape the use of at least some assumptions that 

cannot somehow be justified). These experiences, mixed with the particular setting and 

individuals involved provide us with varying accounts, none any more objectively incorrect than 

another, but they are accounts that we can eventually understand to a degree through our 

interactions with each other6. Notice, however, that we do not compare the “betterness” of one 

account in an objective manner, but we can still make comparisons based on particular goals or 

settings7.  

           It may be possible to see the range of academic institutions as equals and as creativity of 

within them as not be any less or more creative if we take a Rortyan approach to the problem. 

Namely, we have to rid ourselves of the idea that there exists a disconnect between us and the 

world, and that truth is under the sole ownership of the sciences. Rorty says the following of 

creativity or imagination,  

 
“We should try to think of imagination not as a faculty that generates mental images, but as the 
ability to change social practices by proposing advantageous new uses of marks and noises. To 
be imaginative, as opposed to being merely fantastical, one must both do something that new and 
be lucky enough to have that novelty adopted by one’s fellows – incorporated into their way of 
doing things…people whose novelties we cannot appropriate and utilize we call foolish, or 
perhaps insane. Those whose ideas strike us as useful we hail as geniuses. That is why people 
like Socrates and Nietzsche often seemed like lunatics to some of their contemporaries and like 
heroes to others.8”  
 
      Thus, creativity is not seen as revealing something real. There isn’t that attachment to 

something independent of us. Instead, we as a particular group of individuals, or a community 

determine what is and isn’t creative. This way of understanding creativity is closer to what we 

observe in the arts, that creativity is something that is accepted by others and seen as making a 
                                                 
6 This argument plays off of Rorty’s account of Davidson, in which we can begin to understand other language 
speakers through confirming our observations and establishments of trust. Essentially, once we interact with other 
language speakers (and we can only interact with language speakers, because otherwise, we would have no way of 
having a comprehendible interaction), we began to establish certain relationships between utterances and ideas or 
objects. Eventually, we can build up this vocabulary and began to be participants in another’s language game. 
7 For example, suppose we have two different accounts of how to calculate the speed of a moving vehicle. 
Newtonian physics can be used, but the mathematics may or may not be calculus based; either option will work fine. 
Yet, which the option that we decide upon will not be objectively better for this particular purpose, but may depend 
upon what the particular person in the situation is more comfortable with or has expertise using. Thus, if I wish to 
calculate the speed at any one moment, calculus may be more helpful, but not better in a universal sense. 
8 (Pragmatism and Romanticism, pg. 107) 
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lasting impression,, but without the metaphysical attachment of independent reality. If we can 

begin to see scientific creativity in much the same way, perhaps we can move beyond out biases 

towards different institutions and see them as being equals, instead. In other words, once we 

begin to understand that creativity in the sciences has no special status in comparison to creative 

activity present in the arts or humanities, we can begin to place these disciplines on equal 

footing. Thus, “…the only sense in which science is exemplary is that it is a model of human 

solidarity.” Perhaps in a manner similar to other disciplines, “A scientist would rely on a sense of 

solidarity with the rest of her profession, rather than a picture of herself as battling through the 

veils of illusion, guided by the light of reason.9”  

     However, let’s take a more in-depth look at Rorty’ notion of creativity. There seem to be at 

least a few requirements that an idea has to have in order to acquire such a status. First, the idea 

has to be understood. In addition to being in the same language (or at least be translatable into a 

given language), it has to be able to connect to established ideas that already exist. These ideas 

can’t just pop out of the blue without any attachment to past ideas (it seems rather difficult to see 

how that would happen anyway). For instance, Einstein’s theory of relativity would not have 

been accepted (even if reluctantly so), let alone seen as creative if it did not have some 

attachment to theories of the past that were on a similar topic. That is, relativity was seen as a 

genius idea in part because it built upon the classical physics that it sought to correct. To talk 

about light as being the speed limit of the universe, Einstein had to have a notion of Newtonian 

mechanics and how light behaved within it. But most importantly, it had to have a lasting effect. 

It had to be accepted by a group of individuals.  

      This lasting effect can often take time to take hold. In certain cases, such as relativity, the 

genius may be realized rather quickly, but in other cases, particularly with regard to certain 

artistic pursuits, that creativity may not be recognized for a number of years. A certain piece of 

literature may not be recognized or valued during its time for whatever reason (perhaps it is 

simply a repetition of an already existing idea, perhaps the metaphors used are far too outside the 

established norm), but it may be recognized at a later time. Often we tend to think this sort of 

delayed genius was “ahead of its time”. But this notion shouldn’t suggest that the genius was 

somehow too far advanced for the time during it was developed and that somehow society has 

advanced enough such that we have suddenly managed to uncover a hidden genius that had been 

                                                 
9 (Rorty, Science as Solidarity, ORT, pg.44) 
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waiting to be used in our time era. Rather, following Rorty’s cue, it seems more appropriate to 

suggest that, based on how our culture has developed and how we translate theories from 

previous times, we found something in this long buried theory that spoke to us; it made sense and 

was something we could relate to and use. To describe it in the former way would entail that the 

genius has some objective creativity, that was independently imaginative and was just waiting 

around to be used by a society that recognized it as such, and alas, we would fall back into a 

metaphysical trap that we would have wished to avoid. 

     Hence, if we can begin to see these various types of inquiries and projects as merely different 

ways of talking about experiences, about attempts to explain things, attempts that aren’t any 

more or less important than another, we can begin to see that areas such as the sciences are not 

any more important than areas such as the humanities. The creativity and ideas expressed in one 

are not inferior or superior in any sort of independent manner. Each idea has its place within its 

field and context. Theories cannot be taken independent of the setting in which they are made up 

and be compared to one another. What exactly would it mean to say that the latest revelations in 

nanotechnology are more important than the newest exciting interpretation of a Shakespearean 

play? The comparison would have to be put in some sort of context. Is it more important because 

it holds more promise with regard to technological breakthroughs? Of course that would be the 

case. Much of the research in nanotechnology is devoted to enhancing our technological 

capabilities. Those are the goals of that field. Interpreters of Shakespeare don’t have that goal, so 

their interests wouldn’t be seen as important (if at all in this context). By the same token, 

nanotechnology will in no way be seen as useful in understanding Shakespeare’s cleverness. But 

it is ridiculous to suggest that one creative pursuit is somehow superior to another just by default. 

Nanotechnology no more teaches us about anything universal any more than literature does. If 

we begin to understand this notion of equality, then perhaps we can begin to see all disciplines as 

contributing something to human progress. 
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Summertime urban heat island effect 

 in high – rise high – density residential development in  

the inner city of Guangzhou, China 

 
Wu Xiaoling, MPhil. Candidate 

Department of architecture, The university of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, China 
 

Abstract: 

 

 

It is unmistaken that the process of urbanization in South China cities such as 

Guangzhou is developing rapidly. Correspondingly, deterioration of the outdoor 

environment gives rise to undesirable phenomena such as urban heat island (UHI) 

effect [1] becomes a serious concern from both energy saving and human comfort 

points of view. The aggravation of the thermal environment has spoiled urban 

sustainability. A fieldwork study on UHI in the typical high – rise and high – density 

residential development Li Gang Nan Wan located in western Guangzhou was 

conducted in hot – humid July 2007. In this paper, three typical residential blocks 

with open balcony related to different orientations and outdoor environmental settings 

located at low, middle and high floors were selected to investigate the micro 

corresponding climate. The outdoor vertical distribution was analyzed on the basis of 

empirical data measured by fixed HOBO weather stations and HOBO micro stations. 

The results show that the maximum temperature difference of vertical comparison can 

reach 7.57℃ within residential block, and the horizontal difference can be 7.88

℃,which was found on the 32th floor in Block F27. The study reveals that a set of 

design parameters consisting of canyon geometry, thermal properties of building 

materials, vegetative cover and building orientation have great impact on vertical 

temperature distribution. The heat island studies are mainly aimed at understanding 
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the role of main parameters influencing the temperature increase in cities 

(Santamouris, 2001). The goal of the study is to explore the design variables relating 

to the compact urban living form and suggest urban design strategies that manipulate 

these design parameters for the mitigation of the negative UHI effects and also to 

improve the city environmental sustainability.  

 
 
[1] The urban heat island means that the air temperatures in densely built up area are higher than the surrounding 

countries (Oke, 1987). 

 

Reference: 
Oke, T.R. (1987), Boundary layer climates, Methuen, USA. 

Santamouris, M. (2001), Energy and climate in the urban built environment, edited by Santamouris, James & 

James, UK. 
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 This paper explores how the court artists of the Mughal Emperors Akbar (reigned 1556–

1605) and Jahangir (reigned 1606–27) in Northern India adapted the Western techniques and 

Christian iconography introduced by Jesuit missionaries from Goa, the Portuguese colony in 

Southwestern India.  In their apostolic endeavors, the Jesuits made use of a large number of 

engravings and a few paintings representing Biblical subjects.  Beginning in 1580, they 

introduced the Mughal court to a wide spectrum of Italian, German, Iberian, and Flemish art of 

the period at their missions in Fatehpur Sikri, Agra, and Lahore.  The realism, narrative quality, 

and devotional power seen in these works aroused much interest at the Mughal court.  The 

Mughals, a young dynasty, were looking for ways to legitimate their claims to sovereignty.  As 

Muslim rulers in a conquered country, they had to reconcile their Timurid–Islamic background 

with the strong, ancient culture of their Hindu subjects.  Although the Mughals never adopted the 

Christian faith, they found Biblical images ideal tools for demonstrating their divine status and 

superiority as rulers in India.  The arguments of Counter–Reformation defending the use of 

Christian imagery, presented by the Jesuits, struck the Mughal Emperors as appropriate for 

justifying their own interest in figural, realistic representations.  Mughal artists first familiarized 

themselves with Biblical images by closely imitating them.  Gradually they began creating 

compositions of their own, depicting Biblical themes in an Indo–Iranian style.  No other Islamic 

culture produced as many Biblical works as were executed by artists of the Mughal court.  The 
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prints and paintings supplied by the Jesuits helped the Mughals translate their ideas of 

governance into visual form.  Quite contrary to their intentions, the Jesuits were turned into 

providers of imperial Mughal propaganda.   

 Much has been written on Jesuits and the arts of Mughal India, one of the most global 

periods of Indian history.  However, more needs to be said about the complex politics underlying 

the interaction of Christian–Islamic themes in works of Mughal art.  It is my aim to shed further 

light on the strategies of acculturation that were at work and to point out differences in approach 

to Mughal–Christian art between its two great patrons, Akbar and his son Jahangir.      
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Thresholds and Reveries: Hawthorne’s Mastery of Liminal Space 
 

by Mary Williams 
 

 Thresholds are places of liminality where experiences are as yet undefined or ambiguous, 

where communication can be sacred and truths revealed, and where we may move from one state 

or place into another.   While liminality includes physical space in which people move or 

transition, occasionally a person functions as a liminal entity and some people are permanent 

liminal entities, such as nuns who live secluded in convents.  In literature, liminality exists in a 

two-fold manner: first, the story itself is liminal space–it provides an opportunity for revery in 

moments out of time–and second, the story often depicts moments or spaces of liminality.  As 

such, liminality in literature is consciously exploited by the author, consciously (or 

subconsciously) entered into by the reader, and occasionally used as a plot device within the 

story.   Because of their nature, liminal spaces are perfect for creating suspense and flights of 

fancy, and for manipulating the emotions of the readers, all of which Hawthorne does within 

many of his sketches, tales, and novels.   In particular, “The Haunted Mind” depicts the 

quintessential liminal state in the form of a disquieting, yet common, nighttime experience; and 

through “The Haunted Mind,” Hawthorne uses liminality to manipulate our emotions. 

 As an author who explores people’s emotional states and inner lives, Hawthorne 

functions as a liminal entity, or the go-between, for his reader.  Additionally, he has the uncanny 

ability to communicate what it is like to function within liminal space.  Hawthorne does this 

through creator characters–artists, scientists, and dreamers–in a number of his works, and 

specifically through his characterization of the creative imagination in his sketches.  Creation, 
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whether of an object or a mood through fanciful imagination, happens in a liminal state.  During 

the creative process, we are on a threshold moving from one experience to another while 

actualizing the artwork (visual, aural, or written), or the dream through our imagination.  Though 

this experience is necessarily individual, it is easily recognizable by anyone who has created 

anything, even a simple dream or daydream, regardless of our awareness of being in a liminal 

state or our ability to name this experience.  So, when we read the words, “you find yourself, for 

a single instant, wide awake in that realm of illusions, whither sleep has been the passport,” we 

instantly recognize this description of awaking in the middle of the night, still in that liminal 

space of not-quite-awake, still-in-a-dream (Hawthorne “The Haunted Mind” 55).  In this state, 

we wonder what is real and our sense of reality is pervaded by the dream, causing us to confuse 

external reality with our internal dream-reality.  It can be an anxious moment, perhaps not 

altogether unpleasant, though that may depend upon the content of the dream. 

 Hawthorne depicts this threshold state so well that he recreates the effect of the liminal 

space for the reader.  Already the reader has implicitly agreed to go on a journey, a guided 

journey wholly manipulated by the author, much as an initiate moves through ritual with the 

guidance of the expert, master, shaman, or in our case, the author.  This journey takes us from 

one state to another: back and forth from conscious awareness of, and participation in, our 

surroundings to a liminal space in which we are neither unaware of, nor participating in, our 

surroundings.  This transitional state, as Victor Turner discusses, is “necessarily ambiguous, 

since this condition...slip[s] through the network of classifications that normally locate states and 

positions in cultural space,” much like physically passing through a doorway; we are neither 
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indoors, nor outdoors, but in between the inside and outside, or betwixt and between (Turner 95).  

This ambiguous state, of neither being here nor there, occurs when the reader becomes immersed 

in reading and no longer participates in what Turner calls communitas, or a “community...of 

equal individuals who submit together to the general authority” of society (96).  In other words, 

when we are swept away into a liminal state through reading, we have momentarily, effectively 

escaped the duties and obligations of our lives. 

 While reading, we are in a liminal space, but how do we experience reading?  Are we 

effectively unconscious of our surroundings?  Certainly we are, for the moment, shirking 

whatever duties await our attention (assuming it is not our duty to read the text), but are we 

necessarily in that ambiguous space of neither here nor there?  Arguably while reading “The 

Haunted Mind,” I experienced just such a liminal state (as I imagine most readers would), and 

this is due to Hawthorne’s depiction of the liminal space that the not-quite-awake-nor-asleep 

person experiences.  Immediately Hawthorne sets the scene and tone: “What a singular moment 

is the first one, when you have hardly begun to recollect yourself, after starting from a midnight 

slumber,” of disquiet and disassociation related to this particular scene, and the experience of 

being in a liminal state (Hawthorne “The Haunted Mind” 55).  By directly addressing the reader 

using the pronoun, “you,” Hawthorne insures that we imagine ourselves as the awakened 

dreamer.  Additionally, the exclamation mark at the end of this first sentence effectively jolts us 

out of our reality much as the dreamer is jolted out his sleep.  This single expository sentence 

quickly spirits us into the space Hawthorne intends, one of being “for a single instant, wide 

awake in that realm of illusions” (55). 
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 This masterful manipulation of bringing the reader on this journey in the sketch is made 

more remarkable by the fact that what Hawthorne describes in his sketch is sympathetically 

happening to the reader.   In the beginning of the sketch Hawthorne describes the surprise the 

awakened dreamer experiences at finding himself “starting” from a dream “so suddenly” that he 

is “surprised” to “catch” a glimpse of the dream before it “can flit into obscurity,” and we are 

also surprised at the suddenness of action (for lack of a better term) that occurs (55).  As a result 

of these words (all within the first paragraph) denoting surprise, we feel the same sense of 

surprise as the person in the sketch.  Because the writing is addressed to you, the reader, we feel 

that what happens in the sketch is happening to us.  What makes this most interesting is that we 

truly are “wide awake in that realm of illusions,” or in other words, we are in a liminal space 

(55). 

 As the sketch progresses, the awakened dreamer perceptibly relaxes after hearing the 

“heavy clang” of a “clock,” realizing what time it is, and feeling that he has “had rest enough to 

take off the pressure of yesterday’s fatigue” (55, 56).  Likewise, we relax thanks to Hawthorne’s 

diction: slumbering, murmur, count (think of counting sheep, or counting backwards from ten to 

one), sober, bedtime, rest, and fatigue.  In this brief space of relaxation, the awakened dreamer, 

or the reader, transitions to that wonderful moment of repose when “yesterday has already 

vanished among the shadows of the past; to-morrow has not yet emerged from the future” (56).  

These words are a perfect description of liminal space, and because of the suggestive nature of 

Hawthorne’s writing, we actually feel it.  (Indeed, while writing this paper, I feel more relaxed 

right now because of my close reading of this passage.)  And the passage continues with, “you 
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have found an intermediate space, where the business of life does not intrude; where the passing 

moment lingers and becomes truly the present,” and we are brought deeper into the sketch, 

deeper into the relaxed and blissful state of “wearing out a whole existence in bed” that is being 

described (56).  

 As we continue to read, we react more empathetically with the awakened dreamer in the  

sketch.  The verisimilitude of Hawthorne’s depiction of this type of liminal state is so powerful 

and complete that we are drawn further along as “hitherto [we] have lain [or sat] perfectly still  

[while reading], because the slightest motion would dissipate” our immersion in this sketch (56).  

While we are thus immersed, Hawthorne shifts the emotional focus again, this time from the 

“delicious warmth” of “the sluggish ecstasy of inaction” to an increasingly morose mood where 

we find ourselves pondering “the dead...lying in their cold shrouds and narrow coffins” (56).  As 

often happens when we lay awake at night, our thoughts are inexorably drawn to frightening or 

depressing thoughts, and Hawthorne deftly depicts this mind- and mood-shifting experience.  

Though still in a liminal state where we are effectively disassociated from an active, or working, 

reality, we now find ourselves reluctantly facing our deepest fears.   As Hawthorne describes, the 

thought of the dead in their graves has inevitably “brought a[nother] hideous one in its train” 

(56). 

 As manipulated, or perhaps instructed, by Hawthorne, now we are in the thrall of “that 

gloomy thought,” made ever more gloomy by the words: drear, grave, shiver, tomb, dungeon, 

buried, prisoners, dark, griefs, remorse, and funeral (56, 56-57).  We imagine facing fantastical 

fears, or painful memories, as Hawthorne depicts the psychology of a mind “without the power 
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of selecting or controlling” our nighttime thoughts (57).  During this time, both at night and 

during the time we are reading, we move from our “earliest Sorrow” to the loss of our “fondest 

Hope” to “Disappointment...Fatality...Shame” and finally to “Remorse” (57).  Each of these  

emotions is personified; Fatality is “a sterner form...with a brow of wrinkles, [and] a look and 

gesture of iron authority,” and Remorse could “assume the features of an injured friend” (57).   

These personifications further weigh down our spirit in this “nightmare of the soul” so aptly  

portrayed by Hawthorne (57).  However, what makes this passage doubly fascinating is this  

insightful psychological portrayal also includes a depiction of the liminal space in which the 

awakened dreamer finds himself: “In an hour like this, when the mind has a passive sensibility,  

but no active strength; when the imagination is a mirror, imparting vividness to all ideas, without 

the power of selecting or controlling them” (57).  Hawthorne presents the perfect description of 

liminal space; he has expressed in words what most of us struggle to define, yet recognize 

immediately through his writing. 

 Hawthorne’s portrayal of liminality continues with, “by a desperate effort, you start 

upright, breaking from a sort of conscious sleep,” which he names the “haunted mind” (57).  

While we may argue that he calls it haunted because of the gloomy depictions of painful 

memories, we cannot do so for long because Hawthorne once again deftly moves us from this 

gloomy state into a peaceful sense of “pervading gladsomeness” (58).  By portraying the 

haunted, awakened sleeper searching externally now for “whatever may remind [him] of the 

living world” within his room, we are inexorably drawn into another emotional transition (57).  

After burdening us with gloom and almost completely awakening us, we are now brought 
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realistically back to a drowsy state with the sleeper when our “head falls back upon the pillow,” 

and we imagine sleeping near one with “the quiet throb of a purer heart, imparting its 

peacefulness to [our] troubled one” (58).  Hawthorne portrays the blissful state of simply falling 

asleep with nature imagery such as: flowery spot, gorgeous squadrons, the glittering sun, 

glimmering shadows of old trees, rustic lane, sunny rain, summer shower, sunny trees, autumnal  

wood, Niagara, twittering birds in spring, and a breeze.  The imagery is all positive and adds to 

the sense of a happily drowsy state, insuring that the reader also experiences this peaceful state. 

 While slowly relaxing with Hawthorne’s sleeper we become more aware of our existence  

in a liminal space, made obvious when Hawthorne writes, “you sink down in a flowery spot, on 

the borders of sleep and wakefulness” (58).  We have been easily emotionally manipulated and 

are deftly brought into and out of the liminal space.  This is a remarkable feat accomplished by 

insightful and powerful writing, and Hawthorne seems to know that he must bring us wholly 

back to consciousness, rather than leave us in a liminal space, when he writes, “with an 

involuntary start, you seize hold on consciousness” (58).   Indeed, in the penultimate sentence of 

this final paragraph, Hawthorne releases us completely from the sketch, saying “your spirit has 

departed, and strays like a free citizen” (58).  Along with the sleeper who is now able to go back 

to sleep, we are set free from the sketch, and the liminal space it created.   

 In Hawthorne’s insightful examination of what he terms the haunted mind, the final 

paragraph stands out as a nearly perfect definition of liminality where one “emerge[s] from 

mystery, pass through a vicissitude that you can but imperfectly control, and are borne onward to 

another mystery” (58).  Compare this description with Turner’s discussion of transition as 

“marked by three phases: separation, margin (or limen, signifying ‘threshold’ in Latin), and 

aggregation” (Turner 94).  Turner’s separation is equivalent to Hawthorne’s emergence from 
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mystery, margin (liminality) is equivalent to a vicissitude that cannot be controlled, and 

aggregation is equivalent to moving onward to another mystery.  When Hawthorne states 

mystery, we may imagine he means the past, which is gone and becomes a mystery only 

accessible through the liminal state of memory, and also the future, which remains a mystery 

accessible only through the liminal state of imagination.  Though Turner’s discussion is geared  

toward sociology, Hawthorne’s sketch beautifully depicts the liminal state while effectively 

producing an internal liminal state for the reader. 

 Hawthorne’s ability to manipulate his readers and the liminal space he creates in his 

works may be assisted by what Clark Davis refers to as Hawthorne’s creation of a literary 

personae, or a fictionalized Hawthorne.  Davis claims Hawthorne’s shyness prompted him to 

create ths personae to maintain distance between Hawthorne, the author, and his readers and 

critics.  It is easy to see the benefits the use of such a personae might give the author, and 

certainly if Hawthorne was terribly shy this personae may help protect his privacy, or provide a 

“form of self-defense, a way of disarming criticism” (Davis 411).  However, this literary 

personae, whether or not a result of Hawthorne’s shyness, is also a “deliberate estrangement” 

that allows both the author and reader an “escape both out of and into the world;” or, in other 

words, this personae (the fictionalized Hawthorne) guides us in and out of liminal space (413).  

Perhaps, as Davis suggests, Hawthorne’s shyness allowed him a “heightened form of awareness” 

due to limited social interaction and time spent focused on himself and his imagination (412).  

Certainly we may imagine that the creative mind needs a certain amount of solitude, and we 

know that creativity is a liminal state which demands our withdrawal (however short the 

duration) from social and work obligations.  Indeed, as Davis effectively argues, Hawthorne felt 

that his non-writing work at the custom-house was “a threat to dreaming and feeling,” or a threat 
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to his creative process (414).  So, whether authorial device meant to provide distance, provide 

social commentary, promote his work, or endear himself to the reader, Hawthorne’s literary 

personae becomes the liminal entity by which we enter his tales, and our own liminal state. 

 Perhaps Hawthorne’s shyness, as Davis suggests, naturally lends itself to experiencing 

liminality (or Davis’ idea of a “heightened form of awareness”), and understanding its 

importance (412).  As a writer, Hawthorne has the unique ability to express this state, depict its 

effects, and even use it to manipulate his readers.  Not unlike his contemporary 

transcendentalists, Hawthorne imagines and images a transitional state capable of creating “an 

ideal...reality that transcends the empirical and scientific and is knowable through intuition” 

(“Transcendentalism”).  He depicts this state numerous times, and in various interpretations 

throughout his works in such a way that we instantly recognize it.  Through Hawthorne’s works, 

he shares his experience of liminality with us; he shows us what it is like and he communicates 

to us–his communitas–what he has learned, what he wishes us to experience, or what he allows 

us to know about him.  Though Hawthorne does not refer to himself as a liminal entity, he 

nonetheless acts as a host, or guide, inviting the reader to “imagine himself my guest...[who is] 

ushered into my study,” just as a guide ushers the initiate into a liminal space (Hawthorne “The 

Old Manse” 288).  And, like the experienced guide who is responsible for the initiate, Hawthorne 

holds us in this space for the duration of the work until he decides we are ready to be released 

into communitas and “stray like a free citizen” once again (“Haunted Mind” 58). 
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   Japanese literature enjoys a worldwide reputation for excellence as shown by the number of 

Nobel prizes received (2); at the same time, however, only a handful of Asian authors have been 

selected who appear palatable to Western tastes. Literature unites us all regardless of national 

origin, so what I will try to do here is show what makes Inoue great and make him more 

accessible to Western tastes by showing how much he has in common with great European 

writers like Gide, Mauriac, and Hamsun—even though he is more different to us in the West 

than either Oe or Kawabata. By way of introduction, I will address the issue of cultural 

stereotypes impeding cross-cultural communication through literature, and, in so doing, begin 

my reading of The Hunting Gun and The Counterfeiter. The reason why I start with a digression 

of sorts has more to do with me, the neophyte Japanese scholar, than with either of the two 

novels just mentioned; however, any Western reader of a Japanese work of literature must 

consider the challenges of cultural differences since conventional wisdom holds that a Japanese 

work of art is per force a challenge to an outsider. The Counterfeiter is about art, its conditions 

and limitations, and more than fulfills the expectations elicited by the phenomenal success of The 

Hunting Gun. Finally, I will look at one of Inoue’s least-known novels, Yoro no kue. Many 

scholars of Inoue are unimpressed by this quixotic romance which they find unworthy of his 
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previous accomplishments, as though he had changed his narrative persona altogether and 

assumed a new voice, a lighter, tragicomic voice that ridicules the magnificence of the seventh-

century literary classic Manyô-shu. I am of the opinion that this unusual novel, by far the longest 

of the three stories I read and the only one to merit the term sho setsu, while a romance with a 

tragicomic twist, is a brilliant achievement that comments incisively on the topic of modernity, 

which I find absolutely central in the three novels under consideration here.  

                            

 
INTRODUCTION Japanese literature enjoys a worldwide reputation for excellence as 

shown by the number of Nobel prizes received (2); at the same time, however, only a 

handful of Asian authors have been selected who appear palatable to Western tastes.  

 
     Inoue Yasushi (1907-1991) compares favorably with the troika of Japanese writers who have 

achieved international acclaim: Kawabata, Oe, and Mishima. The Nobel prize was awarded to 

the first two, which helps explain the extent of their sudden fame (Nobel laureates are translated 

into a slew of languages and are the focus of much media attention worldwide); the third author, 

Mishima, owes his notoriety to an odd blend of avant-garde aesthetics and esoteric politics, and 

especially to his spectacular death by sepuku after masterminding a failed military coup. In my 

view, Inoue, too, was clearly what the French would call “nobélisable,” that is, worthy of the 

Nobel Prize for literature. Alas, this was not to be, even though Inoue lived to the ripe old age of 

84. Like those other perennial also-rans, the Argentinian Jorge Luis Borges (1899-1986), the 

Englishman Graham Greene (1904-1991), and the Franco-American Julien Green (1900-1998), 

Inoue never received the early morning telephone call from Stockholm. The only other 
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internationally known Japanese writer was Tanizaki, who apparently also was a serious 

contender for the Nobel Prize. 

 

     Indeed, the handful of novels I have read by Inoue suggest that his prose is every bit as 

“good,” in terms of form and content (i.e., stylistically accomplished, on the one hand, profound, 

meaningful, and poignantly human, on the other) as Oe’s or even Kawabata’s. As far as I am 

concerned, the latter are a lot “easier” to read in the sense that their style is more straightforward, 

less idiosyncratic and historical, and therefore more likely to find favor with a general audience. 

Not that a Nobel laureate has to be an “easy” read or “popular,” for that matter--far from it; the 

opposite is often true: even the French find Claude Simon (Nobel 1985)  “illisible” 

(“unreadable”). However, the token Asian laureates have invariably been “easier” to read than  

many, if not most, of their European peers, underlining the tenacity of a commonly held 

stereotype in the West that Asian literature is somehow more opaque and less transparent, more 

esoteric and perhaps more exotic (in the West we still live under the hypnotic sway of 

chinoiserie and japonaiserie, which can be defined as the piecemeal adoption of certain cultural 

characteristics of the Orient1). Witness the box-office hit The Last Samurai or the enduring 

popularity of James Bond, who in more than one film battles against some diminutive, 

idiosyncratic megalomaniac of vaguely Asian origin who blackmails the world with nuclear 

holocaust while pensively stroking an exotic-looking pedigree cat. The ultimate in East-West 

accommodation, though, was Pearl Buck’s (1892-1973) Nobel Prize-winning novel The Good 

Earth (1935). Although I, for one, think highly of this author, who has undergone somewhat of a 

                                                 
1 Over the centuries people in the West have tried to imagine the Orient, and the infatuation with and 
misinterpretation of the Orient have led artists in all genres to produce a great variety of interpretations, ranging 
from the realistic and sometimes quite credible to the Romantic and grotesque. For a comprehensive but by no 
means exhaustive overview of the West’s image of the Orient, see Spence.  
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renaissance of late among Western scholars, it is curious but hardly surprising that the West 

should portray the East as seen through its own Western eyes (although the author lived in China 

for many years, she was still a Westerner). In the end, this quest for a common standard of 

excellence---different though equal--makes it incumbent upon the Swedish Academy to select a 

laureate who is not likely to unduly alienate (Western) readers, one who will speak to them in 

universals. 

 

ARGUMENT Literature unites us all regardless of national origin, so what I will try to do 

here is show what makes Inoue a great writer and make him more accessible to Western 

tastes by showing how much he has in common with great European writers like Gide, 

Mauriac, and Hamsun—even though he is more different to us in the West than either Oe 

or Kawabata.  

 

     In this paper I hope to accomplish two things. First, I will provide the general reader with a 

flavor of Inoue’s genius by looking at three of his best-known short stories and novels spanning 

his entire career: The Hunting Gun (1949), The Counterfeiter (1951), and Yoro no kue (1967). 

Secondly, I will draw on a few obvious similarities between Inoue and three eminent European 

writers, the Norwegian novelist Knut Hamsun (1859-1952), the French novelists André Gide 

(1869-1951), and François Mauriac (1885-1970), all Nobel laureates, incidentally, in order to put 

some of Inoue’s themes into a comparative and critical perspective, thereby underscoring the 

universal appeal of Inoue’s vision and, in the process, downplay his distinct “unfamiliarity.” I 

think that Inoue still maintains a strong Japanese identity; however, he has an even stronger bond 

with the rest of humanity, which is why you can still find a copy of The Hunting Gun, for 
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example, in bookshops all over the world. Moreover, I will focus on Inoue, lest my remarks 

become too disjointed and miscellaneous. 

 

     Now, I must begin with a disclaimer and state emphatically from the outset that I am NOT a 

specialist in Japanese literature. I am a professor of French studies at a small, private liberal arts 

college in the American Midwest. But I feel that my Ph.D. in French literature should qualify me 

to speak about other national literatures (as well as to drive the proverbial taxicab). My exposure 

to Japanese literature has been limited and, try as I may to learn the language, I fear that I will 

never become fluent, and so I must make do with translations of all the Japanese classics. Thank 

God Inoue is known and appreciated in the West; thus, not one but two excellent translations of 

his debut novel The Hunting Gun (which won Inoue the prestigious Akutagawa Prize in 1950), 

are avilable in my native Swedish, and in France I was gratified to find two shelves with his 

works translated into French in the famous Gibert bookshop in the Latin Quarter. 

 

     Of course, not being able to read Japanese fluently sometimes creates unnecessary but 

nevertheless thought-provoking linguistic misunderstandings. Let me give you just one example.     

In 1951 Inoue published The Counterfeiter, immediately inviting comparison with Gide’s 

groundbreaking modernist masterpiece Les Faux-Monnayeurs (1926) [note the plural ending in 

the title, which means “The Counterfeiters”], leading inveterate and unrepentant comparatists 

astray, and down the slippery slope of “comparing” famous works with each other, as they 

search for possible affiliations and influences. Thus, isn’t it a coincidence that Inoue’s short 

novel appeared the very same year that Gide died? Now, it so happens that the translation of the 

Japanese title, Aru Gisakka no Shogai, into English (The Counterfeiter) or French (Le Faussaire) 
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is ambiguous because it uses the generic term for “counterfeiter.” Most European languages I 

know do not have one term for a counterfeiter who specializes in literature and another for a 

person who counterfeits art. Curiously, in Japanese, “Gi sakka” refers specifically to a writer and 

not to a painter. Thus, the novel’s title refers not to the artist-counterfeiter Hosen Hara but rather 

to the narrator, who gradually becomes obsessed with him and thereby does not fulfill the 

contract he has accepted, namely to write the painter Keigaku’s biography; that is, he falsifies his 

contract, acting as if he were under a different one, instead, in essence creating a counterfeit 

biography. Surely Inoue was aware of this ambiguity. But could he have predicted the reaction 

by French readers familiar with Gide? By all accounts Inoue did not read French; he did write a 

university thesis on Paul Valéry, but he could have read him in translation as he did so many 

other works of European and American literature. At any rate, when I was in Yabashima in 

Shizuoka prefecture (a beautiful village surrounded by mountains about 45 minutes from 

Mishima, where Inoue grew up and to which he often returned and where he is buried in a 

peaceful cemetery on a mountaintop overlooking a lush green valley), if I had not asked my 

guide to explain the Japanese title to me, this linguistic ambiguity would have escaped me. The 

central theme of the novel is clear: it will deal with a counterfeiter; however, one naturally 

assumes that it would be the treacherous Hosen Hara and not the narrator himself. You will 

admit that the title does give the attentive reader pause. 

 

Part I.  By way of introduction, I will address the issue of cultural stereotypes impeding 

cross-cultural communication through literature, and, in so doing, begin my reading of The 

Hunting Gun and The Counterfeiter. The reason why I start with a digression of sorts has 

more to do with me, the neophyte Japanese scholar, than with either of the two novels just 
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mentioned; however, any Western reader of a Japanese work of literature must consider 

the challenges of cultural differences since conventional wisdom holds that a Japanese 

work of art is per force a challenge to an outsider.  

                    

     Centuries after East met West, Western stereotypes about the Orient still abound, as I argued 

by way of introduction. In the West, there is still the perception that people in the Orient 

somehow are different or, as one widespread Western stereotype would have it, more 

“mysterious.” Thus, Western introductions to Inoue’s work invariably draw attention to cultural 

differences between East and West and, I think, make too much of the supposed “mystery” of the 

East, which strikes me as just another stereotype (but perhaps it is I who am jaded by binge 

reading or jet-lagged by excessive intercontinental travel). For example, in their introduction to 

The Hunting Gun, Sadamichi Yoko and Sanford Goldstein state rather matter-of-factly that “the 

loneliness at the core of Inoue’s creative activity is basically Oriental” and that “Oriental 

loneliness is related to the weariness of life and its negation” (Inoue, The Hunting Gun  5). 

Similarly, in the preface to his translation of The Counterfeiter, Léon Picon writes in an 

authoritative, if not definitive, voice: “Human pathos and suffering, loneliness and isolation, 

oriental fatalism and Buddhistic concepts of predestination form dominant strands in the fabric 

of virtually all of the writings of Yasushi Inoue. Probably his own separation from his parents 

when he was a child set the pattern for the basic framework of these moods, particularly that of 

loneliness” (Inoue, The Counterfeiter 7).  

 

     However, loneliness is hardly unique to Japanese literature. Enigmatic, lonely figures inhabit 

every nook and cranny of the Western canon. The very phrase “weariness of life” immediately 
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conjures up the Romantic malaise known as le mal du siècle, a term coined by the French 

Romantic writer Chateaubriand (1768-1848), whose fictional alter ego, the languishing René, the 

main character of the short novel by the same name, suffers from a lingering melancholia that 

saps his life force for no apparent reason and leads him to the brink of suicide. Several 

Shakespearean heroes (Hamlet, Brutus, Romeo, Jacques) also suffer acute symptoms of 

Weltschmerz or deal with feelings of melancholia. In fact, one would have to go all the way back 

to the Ancients to find the antecedents of “loneliness” in the West. The Romans coined the term 

tedium vitae (literally “weariness of life”), and the Greek poet Pindar on more than one occasion 

expressed feelings of inadequacy and worthlessness. There is no shortage in any national 

literature, I suspect (nor in ordinary life), of lonely figures who carry what Inoue calls a “snake” 

inside, an image that he uses frequently and that I see as suggesting both an intimate personal 

space outsiders cannot easily penetrate and a psychological handicap of sorts hindering the 

subject from attaining what one critic (Jean Starobinski), speaking of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, has 

called transparence, a privileged but oh-so-rare state of perfect communion between the subject 

and the outside world. Similarly, literary existentialism (at least in its French version) typically 

treats us to the tribulations of an outcast at the end of his tether (witness the lethargic, indolent, 

and self-indulgent Mathieu in Jean-Paul Sartre’s Les Chemins de la liberté), who is not at all 

unlike Inoue’s counterfeiter. These men are existentialist heroes insofar as they find themselves 

only after suffering through a personal ordeal of epic proportions. Mathieu or Hosen Hara, for 

that matter, defines himself negatively, as it were, and decides (one does not quite know why) to 

challenge his apparent destiny and, in the case of the latter, be the best darned counterfeiter the 

world has ever seen, to be so good in fact that his forgeries are indistinguishable from their 

originals. Actually, French existentialism was in vogue around the world during the post-war 
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period, though it was often misunderstood in Japan and only adopted piecemeal, just like 

Naturalism in the late nineteenth century. 

 

     One soon realizes that the alert reader of so-called high literature (and popular literature, too, 

for that matter) will always be reminded of some character or theme or other when reading a new 

work, so stereotypes about the “mysterious Orient” only perpetuate misunderstandings, making it 

more difficult to appreciate other cultures for what they are and therefore should be avoided at all 

costs; however, at the same time, I think that our knee-jerk reaction when we find ourselves in a 

new situation is to compare the unfamiliar with the familiar. How else are we to understand the 

world? Small wonder that we so often find it different yet the same. 

 

     As a comparatist by training and a rootless cosmopolitan more or less by choice who divides 

his time between the U.S., France, Sweden, and Japan, I am always struck by how similar human 

experience is everywhere. Human nature is what it is, for better or worse. In the morning we 

wake up at home and go to work. After work we go home to our families again. No doubt the 

nitty-gritty of our daily existence has changed quite a bit over the last century, at least in the 

West, but fundamentally we humans are not all that different from each other. Most of us fall in 

love and want desperately to be loved in return. Western literature is full of figures representing 

every species of loneliness known to humankind, and there is nothing about the loneliness in The 

Hunting Gun or The Counterfeiter that is in any way unique to Japan or to the Orient. In no way 

is the loneliness of Hosen Hara, an aspiring artist who never is more than an artiste raté (a failed 

artist), uniquely “Oriental.” And the fact that we never fathom the reasons why he becomes a 
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counterfeiter in the first place is not enough to transform him into a mysterious Oriental sage, or, 

for that matter, to make The Counterfeiter an experimental novel in the modernist school.  

 

     I will make one concession, though, on the subject of cultural stereotypes (and hope that, in so 

doing, I am not reproducing too many stereotypes myself): what little I have read by Japanese 

authors strikes me as “introspective” and “elegiac” (Rimer 66), by which I mean that their works 

display a certain lyrical and poetic tendency, an “elegant simplicity” (Rimer 17)--an elusive, 

intuitive, aesthetic quality, which ultimately defers meaning at the same time that it draws the 

reader into a web of half-concealed truths. Inoue’s works, in addition, take understatement to a 

new level, thereby producing a fragmentary impression. Thus, a Japanese novel strikes the 

average Western reader as the same and yet different from a Western novel, a “mixture of the 

strange and the familiar” (Rimer 11). It is this “mixture,” I believe, that accounts for the initial, 

and mistaken, impression on the part of many readers in the West that modern Japanese literature 

is somehow inherently “modernist.” To begin with, we Westerners have a very “distant” 

understanding of the Orient, which we have perceived from afar or vicariously, through the eyes 

of travelers such as Marco Polo. Thus, we look at Japanese literature much like the omnipresent 

traveler in a Chinese landscape painting who pauses to admire the view of a mountaintop that 

beckons on the horizon high above the mist, but who cannot quite make out the details of its 

surroundings. So, too, when considering a Japanese novel, we remain under the spell of an 

imposing theme, unable to make out more than its contours until we finish a close reading, and 

even then we are frequently confused by the lack of detail and sometimes left guessing as to the 

meaning of it all. 
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     I discovered Inoue Yasushi’s The Hunting Gun (also translated into English as The Shotgun) 

quite by chance, rather like Inoue’s narrator, who unexpectedly crosses paths with the hunting 

gun’s owner one day in the countryside. As most of you undoubtedly know, St. Norbert College 

has a longstanding exchange program with Nihon University; on one of my frequent visits to 

Mishima a colleague at Nihon, Professor Fujisawa, who is an internationally recognized 

authority on Inoue Yasushi, gave me a copy of The Hunting Gun to read. “Tell me what you 

think, and, if you don’t mind, send me a short article, which I will publish in a Japanese journal.” 

After reading this extraordinary novel (in one sitting, I might add, though, true, it is not terribly 

long), mesmerized by Inoue’s evocative language and powerful images, I sat down to write my 

first-ever essay on a Japanese writer.  

 

     I do not know what I expected to find exactly in The Hunting Gun, which has been translated 

into all the major world languages and many more, too, but I was surprised by the many 

similarities with outstanding European novelists and intellectuals, such as Gide and Mauriac 

(France) and Hamsun (Norway)--all three of them Nobel laureates, incidentally. Perhaps deep 

down I was also secretly gratified that a Japanese novel was not that different from, say, a French 

novel.  

 

     I recall hearing echoes of many of the greats of world literature, and was reminded time and 

time again of Dostoevsky, Emerson, Faust, Gide, Gogol, Hamsun, Hemingway, Mauriac, 

Rolland, Turgenjev, to name only a few. It is almost as though Inoue had heeded verbatim 

Tsubouchi Shozu’s advice in his ground-breaking essay and manifesto for literary renewal The 

Essence of the Novel (Shosetsu Shinzui, 1885); in it Shozu emphatically stated that Japanese 
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literature in the early Meiji era was either degenerate or didactic; in either case, he urged writers 

committed to creating a new literature to break with past practices and start with a clean slate. 

Not that such a denial of the past is ever possible in any national literature; traditions typically 

make themselves felt in one way or another. Moreover, I am far from convinced that Inoue 

would have been in total agreement with Shozu, since he evidently reveres the past in the three 

novels under discussion here. Inoue is what I would call a “hybrid writer,” maintaining a 

traditional veneer by virtue of the “Old Japan” setting and subject matter of so many of his 

works, all the while introducing new themes into the Japanese literary canon.  

 

     Before pursuing my reading of Inoue any further, let me take a step back in time to briefly 

review the literary revolution that accompanied the Meiji Restoration in order to situate Inoue in 

literary history. Beginning in the late nineteenth century, Western literary models, some of them 

with a distinctly modernist bent (ranging from French Naturalists such as Zola and Maupassant 

to Symbolists, for example, Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and Mallarmé), were imported en masse to 

Japan and were devoured in the literary salons in Tokyo, helping to  give birth to what for all 

practical purposes amounted to a hybrid literature, part Japanese, part Western. The Meiji 

Restoration ushered in a period of major upheaval not only in politics (the abolition of feudalism 

and the creation of a modern nation-state) but also in literature (Rimer 9), both of which 

obviously were inspired by foreign models. The renewal in letters, however, probably was 

motivated not so much by the desire to adopt foreign models as by the wish to break with the 

relatively mediocre art of the late Tokugawa period. In some ways, Japanese writers in the early 

Meiji Restoration were not unlike the French Romantics, who, during the early decades of the 

nineteenth century, sought inspiration in the Middle Ages and in the Renaissance in order to 
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renew a dead or, at least, moribund classical tradition. However, the revolution in Japanese 

letters needed a good decade or so to take hold and, when it did, produced an odd blend of works 

that were neither fully Japanese nor very Western. 

 

     The naturalist tradition in Japanese literature, for example, cannot be seen as a faithful 

adaptation of Zola or Maupassant (the more widely read of the two in Japan); rather, it combines  

a poetic, semi-autobiographical, “confessional” (Rimer 17) style of psychological realism with 

the keen observation of the European realist and Naturalist schools of the nineteenth century 

(Rimer 17). In Japan the shi-shosetsu (the autobiographical novel told in the first person) is 

considered to be typical of literary naturalism; however, in Europe autobiography has strong 

Romantic antecedents that go back to Rousseau and Chateaubriand and in no way would ever be 

associated with the Naturalist movement. In Japan foreign writers were adopted piecemeal, at 

random, it seems, based on a personal whim or mood in society and not always on an intimate 

knowledge of  European literature. “Naïve interpretation, and often misunderstanding, of the 

models played a capital part in the process of absorbing Western literature” (Rimer 12-13). How 

could Inoue understand Valéry, one of the most obscure French poets, not speaking a word of 

French and reading only a translation of his selected works? Thus, it is no surprise that Japanese 

literary naturalism appears to be concerned more with the psychology of a single individual, as 

revealed by a first-person narrator, than with the larger social and economic forces that have 

molded the individual in the first place.  

 

     Yet other characteristics make the new Japanese literature of the Meiji era seem distinctly 

modern, though first impressions are deceptive. The lack of a clear-cut linear plot line, so 
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characteristic of the modernist novel, for instance, also can be found in much Japanese fiction 

(Rimer 14), but this convention derives from a longstanding poetic tradition in Japan and does 

not seem to anticipate the French nouveau roman. Not surprisingly, understanding a Japanese 

novel therefore requires a little “spiritual mountain climbing” (Rimer 18), a basic knowledge of 

Japanese literary history, and a willingness to explore a mixing of literary conventions from East 

and West. All three will come in handy in reading The Hunting Gun, to which we now turn. 

 

     I am the first to admit that Inoue’s sensitivity or, rather, its rhetorical expression through 

simile is Japanese rather than Western in content, if not in form. For example, the glass 

paperweight containing the crushed petals of a flower, which is so traumatic to one of the 

characters, Shoko, strikes me as a distinctly Japanese symbol because it invests a traditionally 

Japanese ornamental object with extraordinary emotion. The same holds true of the burning 

fishing boat that the secret lovers watch at a distance from their hotel room in Atami.  The 

hunting gun itself becomes a symbol of the hunter’s loneliness, of his inability to live peacefully 

and happily in the world. A gun kills, forever silencing all communication. Inoue’s use of 

symbols is most effective, to say the least, and haunting images like these leave the reader no 

peace of mind. 

 

     No doubt the reader is already familiar with The Hunting Gun. Unassuming in its modest 

form and simple language, the novel strikes at the core of human selfishness since it confronts 

our inability to love as much as we expect to be loved. The main lines of the story are well-

known to students of Japanese literature, so I will save myself the embarrassment of retelling the 

story and will limit myself to a few comments regarding the plot. The narrator submits a poem to 
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a hunting journal, which is curious because the poem is not really about hunting. Rather, it tells 

the story of a solitary figure whom the narrator encountered during a walk in the country, at the 

foot of Mount Amagi. The hunter carries a beautiful handmade English hunting gun, a Churchill, 

the best gun that money can buy. Later the narrator receives a letter from this mysterious hunter, 

who has recognized himself in the published poem. Far from being annoyed, however, our 

hunter has warmed to the image cast of him and encloses three letters, which, he suggests, will 

fill in the blanks in the mystery of his life story. “It seems to me that a man is foolish enough to 

want another person to understand him. I have never felt this before, but on learning that you 

were interested in me, I decided to show you everything” (Inoue, The Hunting Gun 21). 

 

     Each letter represents the point of view of one of the protagonists in a complex emotional 

triangle, which includes a mother (Saiko) and daughter (Shoko) and the hunter’s wife (Midori). 

The only story absent is the hunter’s. While it is he who provides the narrator with the three 

letters, he does not write a letter of his own. He only hints at his reasons for submitting the 

letters, without going into any detail. Perhaps these letters explain the hunter’s loneliness or at 

least his obsession with hunting, but they do not bring closure to the story, which still leaves 

more than one fundamental question unanswered. How do the three letters add to the hunter’s 

self-knowledge? The hunter does not return at the end of the novella, which ends rather abruptly 

with the narrator contemplating the moral lesson of the hunter’s experience. Most good stories 

leave questions unanswered in the reader’s mind because they deal with subjects that are by 

definition inexhaustible, and a story with multiple viewpoints is bound to reinforce this tendency. 

Whose point of view is the most authoritative? The most valuable? The most poignant?  
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       The French Nobel Prize-winning novelist and intellectual André Gide (1869-1951) 

immediately comes to mind because of The Hunting Gun’s juxtaposition of multiple points of 

view, a technique that Gide perfected in his experimental novel The Counterfeiters (1926), 

widely considered one of the great French novels of the twentieth century and a forerunner of the 

nouveau roman of the 1950s and 1960s. (It is ironic, as mentioned above, that Inoue also wrote a 

novel with almost the same title, The Counterfeiter.) Gide and Inoue obviously share an interest 

in the time-honored technique of framing, which establishes a set of narrative frames or parallel 

stories within the story. The classic example is the narrator who comes across a lost manuscript, 

which he decides to publish, or, as in the case of The Hunting Gun, the narrator who discovers a 

series of letters or diaries, which he feels compelled to publish.  

 

     The Counterfeiters tells the story of a group of schoolboys in Paris at the turn of the century 

who become involved in an elaborate scheme to circulate counterfeit coins. Gide tells essentially 

the same story from varying points of view; this, of course, means that the story changes 

depending on which of the novel’s main characters is telling it. Each point of view confers its 

unique interpretation of events, magnifying or highlighting some while ignoring or downplaying 

others. The mirror effect that results from this juxtaposition of perspectives could easily become 

chaotic, were it not for the unifying structure provided by the novelist, who is free to create new 

perspectives as long as they do not compromise the overall credibility and interest of the 

underlying story itself. A good novel tells a story. But the reader must be willing to suspend 

disbelief long enough to “buy into” the story’s “virtual reality,” what the French theorist Roland 

Barthes called the effet de réel,  that is, everything in the story designed to enhance the old 

Aristotelian notion of mimesis or imitation. 
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     I think of Inoue’s novel as a “house of mirrors,” a novel with many perspectives.   

The Hunting Gun is a finely crafted house of mirrors that offers an astute and sensitive 

psychological study of human loneliness. A house looks different from each room. In fact, you 

cannot perceive the whole house from any one room. The same is true of a novel with several 

viewpoints; in such a work it is difficult to perceive the whole from any one perspective. We do 

not understand what happens in Inoue’s novel unless we read all three letters and even than our 

understanding is limited by the characters’ silence, by what they do not say.  

 

     Reading The Hunting Gun, I am also reminded of François Mauriac (1885-1970), a French 

Catholic novelist and conservative intellectual whose faith, abhorrence of hypocrisy, and genuine 

compassion and sensitivity to human suffering earned him admirers not only in France but 

around the world. Mauriac’s greatest novel, in my opinion, is Thérèse Desqueyroux (1927), in 

which a young wife is driven to despair by an unloving husband and attempts to poison him. She 

is discovered; however, to avoid the scandal of involving the police, her bourgeois family 

decides to keep this unfortunate woman under virtual house arrest, permitting her only to come 

downstairs on Sundays to join the traditional family meal following Mass. We can only imagine 

her loneliness, but the narrator holds out the hope that she one day will find forgiveness and 

inner peace in Christ. Mauriac’s genius rests in large part on his uncanny ability to understand 

female psychology. I am equally impressed by Inoue, who, like an Onnagata in a Kabuki play, is 

able to put himself quite literally inside his female characters and relate their life experience in a 

credible manner. 
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     My third and final example of a writer who illuminates Inoue’s work is Norwegian novelist 

Knut Hamsun (1859-1952), a Nobel laureate who died in disgrace after having collaborated with 

the Nazi invaders of Norway during World War II. Now, it so happens that one of Hamsun’s 

earliest and in many readers’ opinion best novels, Pan (1894), is about a man by the name of 

Glahn, a former officer and hunter who seeks refuge in the wilderness of northern Scandinavia, 

where he whiles away his time hunting, trying his best to avoid the powerful existential questions 

that confront all humans sooner or later. Hunting is a substitute for life until one day he falls in 

love. But his involvement with a capricious local girl much younger than he is unhappy, and he 

later stages his own suicide in a meticulously planned hunting “accident.” Just like The Hunting 

Gun, which opens with a prose poem, Pan includes several lyrical pieces (for instance, “Iron 

Nights,” a reference to the first frost, which in Scandinavia comes already in late summer). And I 

find it especially noteworthy that Hamsun and Inoue both cast a hunter as the epitome of man 

running from life. Unlike Hamsun, though, whose panegyric to nature is more in keeping with 

the Romantic exuberance and exultation of a Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s (in Rêveries du 

promeneur solitaire) or a Chateaubriand (in Atala and René), Inoue’s relationship is more 

subdued and private, perfectly in keeping with his laconic, “classical” style, modeled on 

understatement rather than hyperbole.  
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Part II.  The Counterfeiter is about art, its conditions and limitations, and more than fulfills 

the expectations elicited by the phenomenal success of The Hunting Gun.               

             

     In an earlier paper2 I studied The Hunting Gun and attempted to show what this extraordinary 

novel by Inoue Yasushi has in common with novels by European masters such as André Gide, 

Knut Hamsun, and François Mauriac, each of whom has a distinct and original voice. Here I will  

pursue my interest in Inoue Yasushi and study his 1951 novel The Counterfeiter; however, rather 

than try to demonstrate an influence or relationship between, say, Gide and Inoue (which in all 

likelihood would not advance our understanding of either writer very much), I propose to take 

The Counterfeiter for what it is: a novel about a dilettante who forges his friend’s art. In closing, 

I will also consider what the novel tells us about the artist’s predicament in modern society. 

     

     As a facilitator of French literary theory in Japan during the key decade of the 1930s, Inoue 

was especially sensitive to the avant-garde ideas of Gide and his mentor Paul Valéry (1871-

1945) about art.3 As I mentioned above, The Hunting Gun immediately reminds me of the 

French Nobel Prize-winning novelist and intellectual André Gide (1869-1951) and his technique 

of framing, tat is, creating several narrative frames or parallel stories within the story.  

 

     Inoue’s The Counterfeiter is much more of a traditional narrative than The Hunting Gun 

insofar as it does not deconstruct any of the traditional narrative categories, such as plot, 

character, point of view, or even theme. To be sure, it “teases” the reader with a hint of 

insubordination and disorder; however, in the end, all the various pieces of the narrative puzzle 

                                                 
2 “Shots Fired: Echoes of The Hunting Gun in the Modern European Novel.” In Dispatches from Amagiyukeshima. 
Inoue Yasushi in the Age of Internationalization. (2002): 43-52. 
3 For an excellent discussion of Inoue Yasushi’s debt to Paul Valéry see Fujisawa.  
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fall neatly into place, and life returns to normal. Moreover, the obvious autobiographical 

overtones of the novel get in the way of its universal aspirations and steer interpretation onto the 

slippery slope of literary biography. Were it not that the theme of the artist lifts the novel to 

another, higher level, more than one reader might be tempted to dismiss the story as picturesque 

and quaint. In point of fact, the action unfolds on the author’s beloved Izu Peninsula, and the 

narrator, a reporter, a thinly veiled persona of Inoue himself, who, it so happens, also worked as 

a reporter in Osaka. In this respect, the novel is typical of a certain style of writing, “the 

confessional, diary-type of writing, in which everything is seen through the eyes of one lone, 

sensitive individual” and which “continues to be far more popular in Japan than in the West” 

(Rimer 26). 

 

     The Counterfeiter is an unassuming and, at least to begin with, perfectly innocuous story with 

an unhappy end. In 1942, in the middle of World War II, the first-person narrator, a fine arts 

reporter for an Osaka newspaper (just like Inoue himself, who worked for the Mainichi Shimbun 

in Osaka for several years) is commissioned by the family of a well-known artist, Keigaku 

Onuki, to prepare his official biography. The narrator is in no particular hurry to fulfill his 

“onerous” (16) obligations, and progress is slow; however, it would be incorrect to assume that 

he is not honored by the offer. In point of fact, he likes Keigaku’s work a lot and even met him 

on several occasions. Keigaku, before his death, was an important artist because his work 

reflected “the transition and change in Japan’s art world from the Meiji period on” (17). 

However, the war complicates things and the years pass. It is not until after the war that the 

narrator finds the time and peace of mind to return to the project in earnest, and he is once again 

struck by the enormity of the task he has taken on: Keigaku was a very private person, so there 
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are few, if any, people who can help our aspiring biographer. To uncover the truth, the narrator 

must become a detective and unearth any clue that will shed light on his subject’s enigmatic life. 

Moreover, Keigaku wrote extensive essays and travel accounts, which will take time to read and 

to evaluate. Now something funny happens. Thanks to a previously unknown diary by the 

master, the narrator discovers that Keigaku in his youth did, indeed, have at least one “intimate 

friend” (21), a person by the name of Shinizaki. This close friend, in fact, is none other than the 

notorious counterfeiter Hosen Hara (whose improbable name, too, is counterfeit, since he was 

born Shinizaki), “who spent his gloomy and miserable life painting forgeries of Keigaku’s 

works” (22). This discovery fills the narrator with an “indescribably weird feeling” (22), and 

before he knows it, the focus of his work shifts from the artist to his counterfeiter: “There was 

something compelling in Hosen Hara’s life that forced me to think about him” (23). What this 

“something” is, of course, is the mystery of the novel and will consume the narrator as the story 

unfolds. Told in the first person, the novel recounts various chance encounters that confront the 

narrator with people’s memory of the enigmatic Hosen Hara. Here and there he comes upon 

people who knew the counterfeiter and who tell him stories, adding to his knowledge of this 

strange man but also whetting his appetite to find out more. 

 

     Actually, the narrator already knew of the existence of Hosen Hara, having discovered his 

work while visiting the Japanese countryside together with the artist’s son in the summer of 

1943, looking for little-known early works by Keigaku. His first judgment of the counterfeiter’s 

work is severe. He finds that his pictures lack “dignity and grace” (26); however, paradoxically, 

others are “beautifully done. Better than the original” (27). Nevertheless, upon closer inspection, 

they show “really gross errors here and there” (27). No doubt this is because Hosen Hara forged 
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everything, not only the picture but also the artist’s signature and seal, even the autographed case 

that came with each picture (28). On another occasion, while resting at a traditional Japanese inn, 

the narrator discovers a real Hosen Hara in his room (30). It is of very good quality and could 

“get Academy recognition” (31) in its own right. Sadly, Hosen Hara became a counterfeiter, if 

for no other reason than that his forgeries sold better than his own work. In fact, the counterfeiter 

also posed as the artist’s friend, which he is or at least was until Keigaku realized that he was an 

impostor and banished him from his home; so Hosen Hara forged their friendship as well, in the 

sense that he betrayed it. But that was not the end of it: as if forging his friend’s art had not been 

enough, he also received money from Keigaku (33) after he had been discovered and the break 

between artist and counterfeiter had been consummated. Why Keigaku should have chosen to 

make a cash gift to the counterfeiter is never made clear. 

 

     Toward the end of the war, the narrator evacuates his family to the countryside and again 

hears of Hosen Hara, who, it turns out, was from the very same region and went back there to die 

at the age of “sixty-seven or eight” (40) in a “wretched condition” (43). Incredible as it might 

seem, the narrator is evacuating his family to Hosen Hara’s birthplace, so small wonder that he 

now becomes infatuated with the counterfeiter. He visits his “dilapidated vacant” (39) house and 

his grave and discovers that, in his old age, Hosen Hara also took to making fireworks illegally 

(without a license), which he sold to local toy stores. In the ten years he lived in this region 

before his death in 1940, he lost three fingers and his wife in the process. Interestingly, he 

donated his profits to local charities and toward the construction of a road, becoming a familiar 

and accepted figure in the small hamlet, so much so that villagers affectionately called him Uncle 

Hosen. He even wrote a fireworks manual. However, he also was devious enough to make a 
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phony curriculum vitae listing himself as a lifelong manufacturer of fireworks, perhaps a ruse to 

avoid being exposed as a counterfeiter of art (or perhaps just an expression of his vanity?).  

 

     At this point in the story the narrator decides to pay a visit to Hosen Hara’s widow, ostensibly 

to find out more about Hosen’s relationship with Keigaku; but obviously he cannot resist 

learning more about Hosen Hara himself. She confirms what he already knows and does not add 

much--except one detail: on the day Hosen Hara learned of Keigaku’s death he asked his wife, 

from whom he had been separated for several years, to burn some incense on Keigaku’s grave as 

a small token of his respect. Apparently he felt too much shame to do so himself and had never 

dared appear in the sensei’s presence again after being found out and banished. This fact at least 

makes Hosen Hara appear in a somewhat more favorable light. It is obvious that the narrator is 

besotted with the counterfeiter, “this person called Hosen who was inexplicably commanding 

[his] attention” (53). Hosen Hara’s widow explains that she left him because he could never 

bring himself to share his secret with her and hid his dishonest trade from her. His dream in his 

last years was to create an original type of firework, in blue-violet chrysanthemum, which would 

have made him something more than just a counterfeiter of Keigaku: “I could catch at least a 

fleeting glimpse of the piteous beauty which a multi-petaled bell-flower color bursting open for 

an instant in the night sky might have meant to this one counterfeiter whose life had been 

wrecked and who possessed nothing” (58). 

 

     The narrator’s final encounter with the counterfeiter’s memory occurs not far from the hamlet 

where Hosen Hara grew up; he stops on his way to somewhere else and hears of a fireworks 

display being arranged. It turns out that Hosen Hara taught the master of ceremonies. This man 
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recalls the last time Hosen Hara shot off fireworks, in 1940, sixty-four chrysanthemum balls in 

rapid succession (64). So perhaps the aging counterfeiter realized his dream after all: to be in 

charge of an important event in his own name and to create a rocket that gave off an original 

blaze of light. In adversity he finally overcame his status as counterfeiter and became “authentic” 

in the French existentialist sense of the term. One might even argue that he became an artist in 

his own right, fireworks being an art of sorts, requiring expertise, grace, and vision. Surprisingly, 

though, he “continued to turn his back to that crowd of spectators without even looking at the 

fireworks display which he himself had set off” (67), perhaps because he was ashamed of his 

past or because he knows that he had no license to fabricate fireworks, much less to organize a 

display. Thus, Hosen Hara, in a sense, remained “counterfeit” until the end of his life.  

 

    Thanks to all these chance encounters the narrator is able to piece together a picture of Hosen 

Hara based on ”fragmentary hearsay” (67). His life story is the “tragedy of a mediocre man who 

on contact with a genius had been battered about and crushed by the weight of his best friend” 

(67-68). Actually, the final judgment of his wife is as good a summary as any of Hosen Hara: 

“He wasn’t a particularly bad man, but I guess he was just born unlucky” (56). This is not 

tragedy in the Greek sense of the word (68), i.e., Hosen Hara hardly was fated to become a 

counterfeiter. Rather, an unfortunate set of circumstances brought out the worst in him and led 

him to violate his friend’s trust. If he had not met Keigaku, who knows? His life might have been 

quite different. And here the narrator’s story ends, “for the present” (69), he writes, because he is 

sure to go back to it at a later date, not having found answers to all his questions. He has not yet 

finished his biography of Keigaku, nor do we ever learn if he does.  
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     Does Inoue’s novel deserve the modernist moniker? On the one hand, The Counterfeiter is 

distinctly modernist in both form and content, portraying the antithesis of an artist (a 

counterfeiter) in a contemporary setting (World War II); on the other, it is strangely deceptive 

insofar as it maintains a traditional veneer by virtue of its “Old Japan” setting and subject matter4 

and, above all, its very poetic imagery, based on understatement and suggestion more than 

hyperbole or self-expression. I am reading Inoue in translation, of course (since my command of 

literary Japanese is rather limited, to say the least), so I am unable to properly evaluate the 

originality of his style; however, all the critics I have read (most of them Western, admittedly) 

emphasize its impressionistic, minimalist, laconic, and staccato character. Like a sumie-painter 

who suggest forms with subtle brushstrokes, Inoue has a highly developed skill of portrayal 

through the smallest suggestion. His economy of language (by which I mean his calm, lucid, 

beautifully controlled sentences) enables him to present intense drama and complex human 

involvement in even his shortest stories. But what is even more impressive, as Picon mentions in 

his introduction to the novel, is that Inoue’s characters ring true and are made real and vivid 

through the slightest descriptive statements (10). Matoshi Fujisawa even calls Inoue’s literature 

“pure” and suggests that the “profound meaning of the mythical structure of Japanese 

monogatari narrative deeply affected his poetic prose” (Fujisawa 1). As everyone knows, the 

prolific Inoue Yasushi was also a poet, and his poetic oeuvre spans more than sixty years, 

infusing his prose with a magical glow, which in combination with its oftentimes historical, old-

world setting creates an altogether unique style. 

 

                                                 
4 Granted, the story is not situated in Classical China or early Japan, like many of Inoue’s famous novels, such as 
Tempyo no iraka (The Roof Tile of Tempyo [1957]), which is set in the eighth century and relates the journey of a 
group of Japanese Buddhist monks in China; however, The Counterfeiter still is sufficiently different to, initially, 
confuse Western readers. 
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     The Counterfeiter tells a story of discovery, moving from certitude, from clear-cut categories 

of true and false, to their opposite, a realm of incertitude, in which such things as originality and 

value, no longer absolutes, are determined by circumstance more than anything else. In the end, 

in Inoue’s world, as in the experimental universe of Gide’s The Counterfeiters, art exists in the 

eye of the beholder; it becomes more fluid and subject to interpretation, so much so that “real” 

and “counterfeit” cease to be absolute opposites and become virtually interchangeable. Hosen 

Hara’s tragedy was that he was an artiste raté (a failed artist): clearly, he had enough talent to 

create art under his own name but, for some unfathomable reason, would not do so. In the novel, 

art appears to have no intrinsic value. Instead, it seems to be a relative kind of phenomenon; 

everything about it, from its supposed authenticity to the enjoyment it provides, is shaped 

entirely by context, forfeiting any intrinsic value. According to one quite Romantic conception, 

the artist feels alienated and uses art as a vehicle to seek redemption and self-worth; this vision 

of the artist as exile fits in neatly with Inoue’s novel, the only problem being that the artist in 

question is first and foremost a counterfeiter. We do not learn much, if anything at all, about how 

Keigaku viewed art because, of course, the narrator quickly becomes obsessed with the 

counterfeiter and ignores the original subject of his quest; however, we can assume that Keigaku, 

too, sought meaning in art, though he could presumably argue that he was more “original” than 

the counterfeiter, who had to content himself with copying original works. The novel closes on 

an introspective note, with the narrator speculating that in the mountain hamlet where he first 

saw Hosen Hara’s forgeries, “originals and forgeries had no meaning” (69), presumably because, 

in this remote corner of Japan, where time appears to stand still, no one recognizes the difference 

between an original work of art and a forgery. The reader is left with the uneasy impression that 

perhaps art always has a potentially “counterfeit” quality. One just never knows if a work is 
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original or authentic; however (and paradoxically), this would seem to suggest that criticism (and 

the narrator’s biography of Keigaku would fall into this category), although it can ascertain or at 

least shed light on questions of authorship, is irrelevant to the sincere enjoyment of a work of art 

(naïve as this experience may seem). In short, the narrator’s quest for certainty and knowledge 

raises more questions than it answers, not only about Keigaku and Hosen Hara, but also about art 

itself, what it is and how it “works.” 

 

     Although The Counterfeiter, ostensibly, is “about” the tragic figure of a counterfeiter, one 

also could argue that it is not “about” anything in particular--given its semi-autobiographical, 

meandering, hesitant, “stream-of-consciousness” style, as though it were searching for a raison 

d’être as it unfolded. For all practical purposes, though, as far as we readers are concerned, left 

as we are to give a meaning to the story we are reading, in the final analysis it is about art: about 

its conditions, possibilities, and limitations. What I find especially interesting in Inoue’s novel is 

not so much the cultural differences between East and West (which, as stated above, are 

overrated) as its fundamental ambivalence, which lends itself to all sorts of interpretations of the 

role of the artist and the possibilities and limitations of art. The whole question of authenticity is 

intimately linked to the notion of ownership and copyright, an invention of modern-day 

capitalism; to ask of an ancient feudal society who wrote Manyô- shu is like asking who 

constructed the cathedral of Notre-Dame in Paris: the answer is that it was the work of the 

people. Master and pupil are easily confused, as they often are to this day in the professional  

circle of art historians, just like in the novel, where artist and counterfeiter are mistaken for one 

another. 
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Part III. Yoro no kue  Many scholars of Inoue are unimpressed by this quixotic romance 

which they find unworthy of his previous accomplishments, as though he had changed his 

narrative persona altogether and assumed a new voice, a lighter, tragicomic voice that 

ridicules the magnificence of the seventh-century literary classic Manyô-shu. I am of the 

opinion that this unusual novel, by far the longest of the three I read and the only one to 

merit the term sho setsu, while a romance with a tragicomic twist, is a brilliant achievement 

that comments incisively on the topic of modernity, which I find absolutely central in the 

three novels under consideration here.  

 

     Yoro no kue is the sad story of a sixty-something long-time widower and retired schoolteacher 

from a small village just outside Mishima, Chinuma Kyôshirô. He is a man of habit, meticulous 

in all he does: in the morning he always gets up at exactly five o’clock, opens the bedroom 

window to enjoy the fresh air and then makes up his room; weather permitting, he can look out 

and see Fuji-san; afterward, he washes in the cold water of an old well in the garden, pleased that 

he is the only person in this small village to cling to the old ways; finally, he drinks a glass of 

water because that’s what his father used to do, and he imagines that it is good for his health 

since his father lived to be more than seventy years old. He also cultivates wasabi, like his father 

before him. After much persuasion from the villagers, he has also served several terms as their 

mayor. Now, this retired schoolteacher also has a hobby: for more than a quarter century he has 

collected anything and everything dealing with that most ancient of Japanese texts, the seventh-

century collection of poems known as Manyô-shu.4  

                                                 
4 This, the most ancient collection of classical Japanese poetry, dates from the second half of the eighth century and 
is composed of  more than 4500 poems divided into twenty volumes.  Most are tanka. Its title signifies “collection of 
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     On this particular day he has decided to go up to Tokyo, to visit a book fair and, at the same 

time, see his son and his family, who live in the capital. While in Tokyo he is the victim of a 

traffic accident, totally unnecessary, because the old man stepped into a busy street to recover a 

bag of yôkan (traditional Japanese sweets) that he has dropped and does not see a car coming in 

his direction. Fortunately Kyôshirô is not seriously injured and is poised to make a full and 

speedy recovery; but then suddenly, out of nowhere, no doubt as result of a concussion suffered 

in the accident, he begins to hear voices in his head, demons that only he can see, and he 

imagines scores of malicious assassins on his tail. These are the demons of modernity, which 

represent everything from the glaring neon signs in the bustling streets around Shinjuku Station 

to modern practices like Japanese women giving birth with pain medication. Japan, he imagines, 

is a country on the edge of ruin and the only way out is to seek refuge in the past and work to 

inspire moral regeneration:  

 

   “He needed to win over those who had sold their soul to the demons. To begin with, he must  

   make them hear the cries of the monsters for what they were. Repairing their hearts would  

   come later. After all, how does one repair the hearts of those who did not even realize what  

   these cries represented? And, at dawn on the day which he had succeeded in returning integrity  

   to the hearts of people, the chaos all around would naturally end (Une Voix dans la nuit 85).”  

   [my trans] 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
ten thousand leaves (or ages)” and is emblematic of its multi-author format. Authors include everyone from 
emperors and other dignitaries right down to craftsmen and simple soldiers  (Inoue, Une Voix dans la nuit, 17). 
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     Like a modern-day Japanese Don Quixote,  Kyôshirô decides to take on “the cars, the lorries, 

the cranes” (75) [my trans]. The old man decides that he must flee at once, before it’s too late, to 

the old country described in Manyô-shu, and force a showdown with the enemy on its hallowed 

battlefields as the poem exhorts him to do: 

 

   “Do your best  

    To polish your sabers and swords, 

    You, whose renown 

     Has always been celebrated.” (89) [my trans] 

 

     But once he has been released from the hospital, Kyôshirô realizes, judging from the 

uncomprehending stares of his family, that his is a lost cause. The only other person capable of 

being “saved” (86) [my trans], is his infant granddaughter Sayuri, who also seems to hear the 

demons, disguised as automobiles. He imagines that she prefers his company and decides right 

then and there that she will accompany him on his crusade against the demons. The following 

day he kidnaps her and together they set out to save humanity. But it is not long before the old 

man realizes that he needs reinforcements, to care for Sayuri and to provide transportation, if 

nothing else: “Fight, restore, deliver! One had to obey the divine command and leave for the 

battlefield” (133) [my trans]. At Ueno Station he meets a young woman, eighteen or nineteen 

years old, who seems both sincere and spiritual and who speaks with “conviction” (155). She, 

too, is a runaway, has a young sister Sayuri’s age who she says is pure, and describes Tokyo as a 

“nest of demons” (155) [my trans], which she would like to leave as far behind her as possible. 

At this moment  he knows that he has found a soul mate. The transportation problem is solved 
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when a self-employed taxi driver is recruited and joins the party. For the next few weeks this 

motley trio makes its way through the countryside, carefully avoiding all the main roads, staying 

only in small country inns or in the homes of farmers. Kyôhirô tries to conjure up the good 

spirits of the Manyô-shu; however, it is evident that the enemy does not want to engage him 

outright. Moreover, the places they visit inspire none of the epic grandeur of the this work: 

 

   “Here, too, the demons have invaded the place. Koshi province retains only its name, which  

   does not fit its image. Something ought to tell us that we are in Koshi. But alas, no, nothing.  

   Oh,  these abominable demons! See what they have done even to the province of Koshi! They 

   have deprived people of the emotion of making the journey. As for Yakamochi, there was still 

   hope, but it, too, totally resembles every other province. For here too the demons have 

   imposed their law. There is no doubt that the big city, too, is no more than a nest of demons.” 

   (213) [my trans] 

 

There are signs of modernity everywhere: wide streets, cars, neon lights, pachinko parlors, 

kiosks, etc.  Kyôshirô begins to despair. Only at the ancient site of Umitsu in Ômi province does 

he at last feel that he has escaped the demons (272); however, this idyll is short-lived. Only a 

short distance away, in Imazu, the demons return and the old man realizes that his struggle has 

been in vain (273). As if this were not enough, little Sayuri comes down with a bad fever. They 

next find refuge on an old farm, with horses, and there is another moment of calm before the 

storm (284). Kyôshirô daydreams about an idyllic, old-fashioned future, where his extended 

family will live in harmony, in keeping with the ways of ancient Japan, before learning that 

there, too, the demons are planning to construct a highway. The reader is well aware that the 
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game is up and, sure enough, when they venture onto a highway to take Sayuri to a doctor in 

Kyoto, they are immediately apprehended by the police. It’s all over. Kyôshirô, who has 

remained behind, perishes in a violent storm, a tragi-comic caricature of King Lear, trying to 

save a pair of traditional sweets, just like when he was run over by that car in Tokyo. It’s over, 

but, as he lies drowning, the old man imagines hearing the victory bugles of the armies under his 

command. 

 

     Here let me open what the French call a “parenthèse” (a de facto digression but a salient one) 

and draw a few parallels with Knut Hamsun whose outright rejection of modernity reminds me a 

lot of Inoue. When Western readers remember him at all, they no doubt think of Hamsun (1859-

1952) as the author of Hunger or as the Norwegian who, along with Vidkun Quisling, betrayed 

his country by supporting the Nazis during World War II. Yet Hamsun, winner of the Nobel 

Prize in 1920 for his novel The Growth of the Soil, was and remains one of the most important 

and influential novelists of his time, and he is enjoying somewhat of a renaissance of late, 

including in his native Norway. In his early newspaper articles and essays he was also an astute, 

though not always perfectly objective, observer of America, and it is his reflections on America 

that interest me here. Although Hamsun had much to say about America that was good--he was 

impressed with Americans’ generosity and work ethic, for example--his views were more 

negative than positive, and this méfiance on his part leads me to speculate on what Inoue would 

have thought of America.  

 

     First, let me provide you with some background information. Hamsun lived in the U.S. for 

about four years as a young man in the 1880s, in two separate stints of two years each, 
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crisscrossing the Midwest, trying his hand at widely different occupations: itinerant (and, I 

assume, poorly paid, if at all) lecturer on Norwegian and European literature, store clerk, farm 

hand on the prairie, personal assistant to an eccentric Unitarian minister in Minneapolis, manual 

laborer and streetcar conductor in Chicago, the equivalent of a modern-day slavelaborer on a so-

called “bonanza farm” (i.e., an immense wheat operation) in North Dakota (15). As you can see, 

Hamsun saw many different facets of this country, but unlike 90% plus of his Scandinavian 

compatriots, he chose not to stay in the U.S. “I am a European, thank God,” he exclaimed upon 

his return to the old country, “happy to be back on Norwegian soil” (quoted by Harald Naess in 

Hamsun); however, it would not be long before his feet began to itch, and he found his way back 

across the Atlantic. Like so many Norwegians, Hamsun was dirt-poor and aspired, quite literally, 

to make his fortune in America. Many Scandinavians came to this country in the nineteenth 

century; by 1915 almost 800,000 Norwegians had emigrated to the New World, constituting a 

percentage of the population second only to Ireland’s. 

 

     Hamsun went on to become the famous novelist we know, but many of his earliest writings--

newspaper articles, literary vignettes, and various personal reminiscences--reflect his experiences 

in the American Midwest and articulate, albeit in embryonic form, several of his fundamental 

preoccupations, such as a deep-rooted distrust and suspicion of modernity, as well as a taste for 

literary experimentation. In these pieces one also recognizes his particular brand of humor: a 

self-deprecating, ironic, and extremely pugnacious wit that demolishes anything or anyone in its 

way, be it the formidable and inimitable Mark Twain or the so-called values, national 

characteristics, customs, and institutions associated with America. Unlike the Norwegian writer 

Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson, who also lived briefly in the U.S. and was enthusiastic about American 
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democracy, Hamsun’s American experience was more spontaneous, less focused; it was not a 

study tour but rather a real-life immigrant experience. And Hamsun’s experience was not an 

altogether happy one, which perhaps explains his bitterness. As it turns out, he was one of the 

first Europeans to engage in this sort of love-hate relationship with the New World and to write 

about it. His reflections are a welcome contribution to the current debate on American 

“unilateralism” and the role of the U.S. at the vanguard of the Western world. How will the 

uncontrolled growth of capitalism known as globalization and the explosion of cynical 

materialism ultimately affect the evolution of core values in the West? “God is forgotten, and the 

almighty dollar seems to be taking His place, and machinery provides no relief for the soul” 

(132), Hamsun exclaims in frustration.  

             

     Hamsun’s feelings about America and American ways were complex. They were more 

negative than positive, and they found expression in many of his writings--mostly in his articles 

and only very rarely in his fiction. In The Cultural Life of Modern America, his first major book, 

he portrayed the United States as a land of gross materialism, populated by illiterates--cretins and 

ignoramuses--who were utterly lacking in artistic originality or refinement. Americans, he wrote, 

were ogres and morons who threatened the very fabric of Western culture. Although the pieces in 

this collection were not all anti-American, most of them emphasized the strangeness and 

unpleasantness, as the author saw it, of life in what he called “Yankeeland.” His memories of life 

“over here” were not all bad (Hamsun grudgingly pays tribute to American initiative and 

inventiveness); however, they were nothing to write home about, either. Hamsun clearly 

established himself as an early and most vocal critic of America because he identified modernity 

as a specifically American phenomenon. Many of his observations were fashionably anti-
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American, and they are sure to catch the eye of more than one reader today, who will see 

Hamsun’s reaction to life in an urban metropolis like Chicago or New York City as an early 

representative of a school of anti-American writing that culminated in France during the last 

decades of the twentieth century. Interestingly, both English-language editions of his writings on 

the U.S. are readily available in university libraries, even more so than many of his novels, so 

clearly, Hamsun’s thoughts on America in some small way must be relevant to a contemporary 

American audience. 

     

     Let’s look now at the article entitled “The American Character,” which immediately came to 

mind as I read Yoro no kue and contemplated the nefarious influence of life in the proverbial 

“big city,” which could be Tokyo or New York, and its many allures, most of them illusions that 

result in profound disappointment and the creation of a new type of man out of touch with nature 

and ignorant of the past. Here is the opening paragraph, which sets the tone of Hamsun’s article 

and anticipates his many grievances: 

 

   “On the other side of the ocean lies a country as big as twenty kingdoms and incomparably  

    rich-   America, the Millionaires’ Republic. People here in Norway are acquainted with it from  

    geography lessons, America letters, and published lectures. I have been over there and have  

    just come back. I went as a young man full of enthusiasm for the world’s freest country and  

    people, abounding in confidence that its society was sound. By the time I left, a few years  

    later,  my enthusiasm and my faith had been badly shaken. The same thing will happen to  

    others. We    live up here in the hills that rise like a second story above other European lands.  

    Now and then  a din carries from down below, from the noisy, lively, lusty world. We feel the  
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    impact of the    storm’s exhilarating gust, and we are excitedly drawn along with it. This is the 

    result of the America letters and the lectures. So we leave home--with preconceived notions  

   and great expectations. And we are often disappointed. Not in the hope of making money, for  

   anybody can do that over there, nor in our appetite for a lot of food. No, our disappointment is  

   strictly a matter of morality; it comes when our eyes are opened to the base, disreputable ways,  

   the terrible abuse of what is legally permissible. We then get a sense of the danger that arises  

   from the mixing of different kinds of people in a free, uncontrolled, capricious environment”  

  (17).  

 

     Hamsun is disappointed by the discrepancy between, on the one hand, the potential of the 

American Dream, what he calls “America’s principles” (18), and, on the other, everyday life in 

America. Hamsun calls the Declaration of Independence “one of the noblest documents of 

history” (18), not only because of its emphasis on humanity and freedom but also because it is 

“the first declaration in accordance with which a group of people has actually tried to practice 

independence, not only with respect to other countries but also among themselves” (18). 

However, Hamsun is disappointed by the reality he finds in this great land across the ocean, 

where the morality of the American people falls short. “The principles do not deliver what they 

promise” (18), he states rather matter-of-factly. This is due both to the selfishness of Americans 

and, more importantly, to their ethnic make-up. An inscription on the base of the Statue of 

Liberty urges the world to give America its “poor, hungry and huddled masses,” but Hamsun 

does not see this generosity on the part of a young nation with uncertain prospects as the source 

of American greatness or, as a matter of fact, as anything to be proud of. Quite the contrary: he 

warns of the danger of “the mixing of different kinds of people in a free, uncontrolled, capricious 
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environment” (17). “The danger is all the greater in America, where shiploads of immigrants--

diseased and degenerate human raw material--stream in every day from all over the world” (17-

18). With hindsight it is easy to recognize in such dire predictions the racist overtones of 

Hamsun’s later philosophy of self-reliance and wariness of modern civilization. America 

represents modernity, what Hamsun calls “Machinelust” (21), that is, technical ingenuity, which 

he is very much against unless it can somehow be harnessed and not become the moral 

foundation of an entire civilization. Thus the hero in The Growth of the Soil rejoices over each 

little invention that saves him time and effort; however, at the same time he is pursued by the 

relentless forces of modernity, represented by the insatiable prospectors who come back each 

spring with ever more sophisticated machinery looking for more riches hidden in the ground.  

      

     The problem with America, as Hamsun sees it, is that the much celebrated principle of liberty 

translates into actual liberties, and by that Hamsun means that Americans are a  “people taking 

liberties” (19), practicing their freedom by doing exactly as they please--with disastrous results, 

of course, since Americans are not morally prepared to handle their freedom responsibly. 

Americans are obsessed with the relentless struggle to get ahead in life, at the expense of their 

neighbor, and to make the most of every opportunity. “The Americans are a restless, ambitious 

people. It is as if gigantic wheels were driving their whole existence with roaring speed. Once 

they hit upon an idea for getting ahead, they pursue it compulsively, working as hard as a slave, 

with boundless hope and great leaps of faith. People in other countries may be said to be engaged 

in a struggle for well-being--for a kind of carnivorous, satiating existence, with the ability to 

afford intense sensual pleasures along with fat horses and rich food” (20). “Onward, onward! is 

the eternal cry, and onward they go eagerly, greedily” (21). Thus Americans accumulate wealth 
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but pay the price by remaining underdeveloped, morally speaking. Little wonder, then, that the 

“typical American has no real artistic sense or substantial literary, religious, political, or social 

interests” (20). Finally, Hamsun makes this dire prediction: “It is a historic impossibility for 

America, with the same kind of citizens, to survive as long as other nations” (18). One wonders 

how a nationalist anywhere would react to such a statement. I am not saying that the author of 

Yoro no kue would endorse such a position; however, I would argue that its protagonist, the 

aging Kyôshirô, vents many of the same concerns dear to Hamsun (and to other Western writers 

with a nationalist/politically conservative agenda, such as Barrès, Daudet, Brasillach, Céline, 

Pound, or Eliot), namely, a pathetic (in retrospect) nostalgia for the past, a yearning for how 

things used to be before the advent of bourgeois capitalism, which destroyed traditional society 

and, with it, an epic literature that was not the expression of a single individual (shi-shosetsu 

[personal/autobiographical novel, also known as the watakushi-shosetsu)]) but belonged to 

society as a whole, like the mosaic of poems known as Manyô-shu, which was an integral part of 

ancient Japan. Its 4500 poems were composed by people in all stations of life, from emperors 

down to simple soldiers who have remained nameless.  

 

      CONCLUSION  

 

     Throughout, I have referred to three prominent European writers, all of them winners of the 

Nobel Prize for literature. What does Inoue have in common with these three European novelists, 

each of whom has a distinct and original voice? With Gide he shares a taste for literary 

experiment and innovation. With Mauriac he demonstrates a profound understanding of the 

psychology of human loneliness and suffering. With Hamsun, finally, Inoue shows a sensitivity 
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to nature, a fondness for a lyrical and poetic style of writing, and, last but not least, a distinct 

distaste for modernity. My sense is that it is his relentless questioning of the modern way of life 

that accounts for his originality. What is clear to me is that Inoue compares very favorably with 

these three writers. In 1976 Inoue was proclaimed “National Living Treasure” of Japan by the 

government in Tokyo; without exaggeration, he could just as well have been proclaimed 

National Living Treasure of the world.  

 

     At the end of the day, however, many questions remain. Although I have looked at only three 

of Inoue’s novels and remain ignorant of large chunks of his intellectual biography, I feel that I 

have acquired a good sense of his literary genius (which I hope I have been able to communicate 

to this audience). To be sure, many questions remain unanswered, in particular concerning 

Inoue’s conception of America and his politics, as well as the perception of him in Japan as a 

literary modernist. In the future I would like to look at some of his other well-known works, 

especially Shirobamba and The Roof Tile of Tempyo, and add to my understanding of him. 

Hopefully, the day will come when I will be able to read Inoue in the Japanese original and not 

have to rely on an English, French, or Swedish translation. 
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 ABSTRACT This presentation will focus on three Japanese immigrants who lived in 
 California during a crucial moment in the history of the West Coast Japanese 
 community of immigrants; to them, the 1921 Washington Conference was more than a 
 historical event to discuss naval limitation and conflict of interest in the Pacific Far East. 
 Although the treaties negotiated proved successful, they left unsolved a slew of 
 problems relating to the everyday life of Japanese immigrants in the U.S. after 1924, 
 when a tough Immigration Law was enacted, effectively putting an end to Japanese 
 immigration to America and destroying the goodwill created by the Conference 
 (Kamikawa & Kimura).  
  
 Abiko Kyūtarō (1865-1936), the president of the Nichi Bei (The Japanese American 
 News), leader of the Japanese Community of San Francisco, and Ichihashi Yamato 
 (1878-1963), a professor at Stanford University, joined the Japanese delegation at the 
 Washington Conference. The writer and journalist Okina Kyūin (1888-1973) was also in 
 attendance as a special correspondent of the Nichi Bei. After attending the Conference, 
 Ichihashi published a book titled The Washington Conference and After:  A Historical 
 Survey, while Abiko and Okina published several articles on the Conference between 
 December 1921 and January, 1922. Okina’s reflections on the Washington Conference  
            appeared later, in March and April, 1922, and constituted a high point of his journalistic 
 career. 
 
 In a biographical essay in his book titled Morning Glory, Evening Shadow, Gordon H.  
            Chang declared that “attending the conference became a high point of Yamato’s life,  
            and he never tired of regaling friends and acquaintances with his experiences there even  
            years later” (48). In 1928, Ichihashi Yamato published a 443-page book in English “to 
            present a historical survey of matters discussed and achievements made by the  
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            Washington Conference” (vii).  
 This paper will look at the careers of these three men before and after the Conference, as 
 well as Okina’s published articles on the Washington Conference in the Nichi Bei, which 
 reflect on immigrant life in California and show the reader what everyday life for 
            Japanese was really like in the 1920s. 
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 The 1921 Washington Conference, also known as the Conference for Limitation of 

Armament and Pacific and Far Eastern Problems, was a historic international event, held in 

Washington, D.C., to discuss naval limitation and conflicts of interest in the Pacific Far East. 

The Conference was called by the United States, which invited eight countries (Great Britain, 

France, Italy, Japan, Belgium, China, the Netherlands, and Portugal) to discuss the naval arms 

race in the Pacific Far East in the hope of reaching an international understanding. As Ichihashi 

Yamato indicated in his book The Washington Conference and After, the United States had two 

aims: “first, to bring about a limitation of armaments on the part of the Principal Allied and 

Associated Powers; and second, to solve Pacific and Far Eastern problems by a concerted effort 

on the part of nine nations, including the United States, the British Empire, France, Italy, Japan, 

Belgium, China, the Netherlands, and Portugal” (vii). As Ichihashi noted, the idea of limiting 

armaments within the framework of an international treaty was presented in 1713 by the 

Frenchman, abbé Charles-Irénée Castel de Saint-Pierre (1658-1743), when he drew up an 

important plan for a federation of states whose express purpose it was to help nations decrease 

their military spending. Later, many similar attempts were made; for example, the Covenant of 

the League of Nations, Article 8, stated that the maintenance of world peace required the 

reduction of national armaments (3). As Kamikawa Hikomatsu and Kimura Michiko indicate in 

their book titled Japanese-American Diplomatic Relations in the Meiji-Taisho Era, in 1916 
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(Taishō 5) President Wilson published a five-year plan for a huge naval expansion.  In 1920 

(Taishō 9), Japan also announced her plan to build more battleships, which stimulated a naval 

arms race. Kamikawa continued:  “The main factor that made the argument for limitation of 

United States naval power decisive was the existence of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance. If the 

United States excelled Britain in naval power, it would surely make Britain and Japan unite 

against the United States, or at least expedite the political unity of Japan and Britain in the Far 

East, thus destroying the security of the United States by every expansion of naval power” 

(424).  Thus, on August 11, 1921 (Taishō 10), President Harding of the United States issued a 

formal invitation to Japan, France, Italy, Great Britain, China, and later to other governments to 

participate in a conference to be held in Washington D.C. beginning on November 11, 1921 

(Taishō 10) (it lasted until February 6, 1922 [Taishō 11]).   

The Washington Conference was officially opened on November 12, 1921 (Taishō 10). 

Ichihashi recalls that “[the] session was held in the spacious, simple, but beautiful room of the 

Daughters of the American Revolution Building” (34).  After President Harding extended an 

official welcome to the various delegations present, Ichihashi continued: “Mr. Hughes laid 

down a bold plan for a sweeping reduction of naval armaments.  It electrified the calm at the 

session; some [delegates] were shocked, some were even alarmed, but others were pleased.  It 

made the day a memorable one in history” (Washington Conference and After 35).  Kamikawa 

and Kimura also described Secretary of State Hughes’ presentation as “a thunderbolt motion,” 

reiterating the Secretary’s plan that “… it was urgent to agree on naval limitation… The content 

of this motion was that Britain, the United States and Japan were (1) to give up their plans for 

building warships; (2) to limit naval power by scrapping their overaged warships; (3) to balance 

the naval power of all nations; and (4) to limit auxiliary vessels according to the tonnage of 
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warships” (424). Ichihashi continued to describe the reactions of the other delegates, quoting 

from Louis Seibold writing in the New York Herald (In Current History, December 1921): “Mr. 

Balfour alone appeared to hold to his habitual poise. Premier Briand appeared to find 

gratification in the statements of the American Foreign Secretary… There was no discounting 

the surprise of Prince Tokugawa, Baron Kato, and Baron Shidehara, the delegates from Japan.  

The Italian, Portuguese, and Belgian envoys appeared to be greatly pleased, if a trifle started, at 

the directness with which Mr. Hughes was stating the case” (38). 

 The Conference was of great historical importance to Japan. The Japanese government 

demanded active diplomacy on the international scene to find solutions to global problems 

threatening peace and the elimination of misunderstandings between nations, especially 

between the United States and Japan. By participating in the Conference, the Japanese 

government thought that Japan had eliminated anti-Japanese sentiment in the U.S. and, 

furthermore, achieved the dual goal of contributing to world peace and achieving respect in the 

concert of nations.  

 This paper will look at three Japanese immigrants who lived in California at this crucial 

time in the history of the West Coast Japanese community of immigrants. Many young men 

were inspired by success stories of immigrants “making it” in America and arrived on American 

shores with student visas. Abiko Kyūtarō (1865 -1936), Ichihashi Yamato (1878-1963), and 

Okina Kyūin (1888-1973) shared a dream common among young Japanese, to go to the U.S., 

and make a new life for themselves.  Ichihashi illustrated Professor Millis’ statement that “Most 

of the Japanese who came directly to this county were young men. They came seeking 

opportunities to study, or better opportunities to gain a livelihood than were in prospect at 

home.  They were of course drawn largely from most of intelligent and ambitious of the middle 
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class” (12).    

  Abiko Kyūtarō, created the Nichi Bei (The Japanese American News) and later became a 

leader of the Japanese Immigrant community of San Francisco; Ichihashi Yamato, obtained a 

master’s degree from Stanford University and a doctorate from Harvard University and later 

became a professor at Stanford; the writer and journalist Okina Kyūin, was hired by the Nichi 

Bei to cover the Conference. Abiko, the president of the Nichi Bei, and his wife left for 

Washington on November 7, 1921 (Taishō 10) by train; special correspondent of the Nichi Bei 

Okina had left earlier to report on preparations for the Conference, announced in the pages of 

the Nichi Bei already on November 6, 1921 (Taishō 10). Ichihashi also traveled to Washington, 

where he joined the Japanese delegation.  In his biographical essay in the book titled Morning 

Glory, Evening Shadow, the author, Gordon H. Chang, mentioned that “attending the 

conference became a high point of Yamato’s life, and he never tired of regaling friends and 

acquaintances with his experiences there even years later” (48). In 1928 (Shōwa 3), Ichihashi 

published a 443-page book in English “to present a historical survey of matters discussed and 

achievements made by the Washington Conference” (vii).  Ichihashi published a book titled The 

Washington Conference and After: A Historical Survey, while Okina published a significant 

number of articles on the Conference. These years constituted a high point in Okina’s 

journalistic career.  

 First, I will introduce these three men’s careers, before and after the Conference, and 

then I will examine Okina’s published articles on the Washington Conference in the Nichi Bei, 

as well as Ichihashi’s book titled TheWashington Conference and After. Lastly, I will show how 

news of the Conference, as well as its long-term effects, impacted on Japanese immigrant life in 

California. 
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 Abiko Kyūtarō 

 Abiko was considered one of the most distinguished and influential members of the 

Japanese immigrant community on the West Coast.  He was born in 1865 (Genji 2) in Niigata 

Prefecture in Japan. When he was seventeen years old, he left home and went to Tokyo to earn a 

living.  Prior to coming to the United States, he was exposed to Christianity under the tutelage 

of Mr. Palmer, an English missionary in Niigata. In Tokyo, he was baptized by the Reverend 

Masatsuna Okuno of the Shin-Sakanamachi (forerunner of Reinanzaka Church) with the help of 

the Reverend Okuno. His dream of going to the United States then became a reality.  

 On January 3, 1885 (Meji 18), as a student member of the Tokyo Chapter of the San 

Francisco Fukuinkai (Gospel Society), he boarded a British vessel, “The Gerick,” in Yokohama 

harbor bound for San Francisco (Hokubei Mainichi 9/3/1980,1).  The Gospel Society 

(Fukuinkai) started out as a Bible class taught in English for young Japanese men of a religious 

inclination or with a strong desire for learning.   

 Abiko joined the Dai-Ichi Fukuinkai (First Gospel society) immediately upon arrival in 

America.  On April 13, 1899 (Meiji 32), Abiko and his friends merged two debt-ridden, 

Japanese-language newspapers, the Hokubei Nippō (North American Daily) and the Soko 

Nippon Shimbun (San Francisco Japan Newspaper), and founded the commercial paper Nichi 

Bei Shimbun (Issei 21).  Its circulation increased from 250 in 1898 to 400 in 1900 (Meiji 33). 

Abiko, the founder of the Nichi Bei (The Japanese American News), which became the most 

influential Japanese American newspaper published daily, established branch offices to reach 

out to the Japanese American communities from the West Coast to Denver. 

 According to an article published May 18-24, 1946 ((Shōwa 21) and titled Nichi Bei 

Times Turns 60: May 18, 1946 Began a New Chapter in a Storied Legacy, the Nichi Bei reached 
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its peak in the 1920s, “with a reported circulation of 25,000 and an office in Los Angeles” (3). 

Abiko had a vision and dream for Japanese in America. The transition from sojourning to 

permanent settlement was a gradual process and Abiko thought that the future for Japanese lay 

in farming and therefore purchased land in 1904 (Meiji 37) to establish the Yamato Colony in 

Livingstone, Merced County in California. Abiko Kyūtarō disseminated his ideal of permanent 

settlement through his newspaper (http://www.cr.nps.gov/history/online_books/5views/5views 

4h103.thm).  

  

 Ichihashi Yamato 

 Ichihashi Yamato was born in Nagoya, Aichi prefecture, on April 15, 1878 (Meiji 11). 

On September 5, 1894 (Meiji 27), Ichihashi boarded the ship “Belgic” and arrived in San 

Francisco in 1894 (Meiji 27) with a student visa. He was sixteen years old.   

 Ichihashi began his studies at Adams Cosmopolitan Grammar School, and then enrolled 

in San Francisco’s prestigious Lowell High School. After he graduated from high school, he 

applied to Stanford University, where he enrolled in the fall of 1903 (Meiji 36). He majored in 

economics and obtained his bachelor’s degree in May, 1907 (Meiji 40); he then went on to earn 

his master’s degree in economics from Stanford (11-19).  

 Gordon H. Chang, a professor at Stanford, who wrote a biographical essay on Ichihashi, 

which he included in the book titled Morning Glory, Evening Shadow: Yamato Ichihashi and 

His Internment Writings, 1942-1945, mentions that when he was in graduate school at Stanford, 

Ichihashi set a goal for himself, saying “I shall be able to help in bringing about a better 

understanding between the West and East. Such is the object of my life”(22). He was able to 

realize his dream in part because the Japanese government valued his excellent command of 
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English and his knowledge of Japanese-American relations. During Ichihashi’s years in graduate 

school, Harry Alvin Millis, a member of the Economics Department at Stanford, who was 

engaged in research for the Congressional Joint Commission on Immigration, hired him as a 

research assistant.  Millis was engaged in research on immigration to the United States and the 

living and working conditions of resident immigrants (22). Through this opportunity, Ichihashi 

gained first-hand knowledge of living conditions of Japanese immigrant and collected data for 

statistical records. Later, in May 1913 (Taishō 2), he published a book titled Japanese 

Immigration:  Its Status in California, with an introduction by Professor David Starr Jordan.   

 In 1910 (Meiji 43), Ichihashi was accepted into the doctoral program in Economics at 

Harvard and moved to Cambridge in the fall of 1910 (Meiji 43). After obtaining his doctorate in 

1914, he went back to California. He obtained a position at Stanford University in the History 

Department, a position funded by the Japanese government. 

 Chang notes “in early October, 1919 (Taishō 8), the Japanese government asked 

Ichihashi to join its delegation to the first International Labor Conference of the League of 

Nations in Washington, D.C, in November, 1919 (Taishō 8). Ichihashi himself was listed in the 

conference literature as a Stanford professor one of nine advisers to the two representatives of 

the Japanese government” (43).  This appointment marked the beginning of his realtionship 

with Japan’s most prominent government officials and business leaders.  

 Change notes that in early April 1920 (Taishō 9), Ichihashi again assisted a group of 

Japan’s most prominent dignitaries and business leaders, which called itself the Welcome 

Association, and which was led by Prince Tokugawa Iyesato, Baron Shibusawa Ei’ichi, who 

founded the First National Bank of Japan and Viscount Kaneko Kentarō.  Ichihashi helped this 

group to host a delegation headed by Frank A. Vanderlip, president of the City Bank of New 
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York.  Ichihashi met the American delegation in Chicago and accompanied it to Japan. In Japan, 

he traveled with it to cultural sites and helped translate during extensive private meetings that 

explored ways to improve U.S. - Japan relations (44).  Ichihashi traveled to Europe after his 

three-month-long visit to Japan.  As Chang mentions, his stay in Europe was critical for his 

career:  “Ichihashi had ample opportunity to consolidate his relationship with leading Japanese 

officials and dignitaries who were visiting Europe during these busy days following the 

Versailles Peace Conference and the establishment of the League of Nations.  One of the most 

important of these men was someone he had worked with in Japan:  Shibusawa Ei’ichi, 

chairman of the Japanese League of Nations Association, prominent philanthropist, and for 

years a leading figure in private efforts to advance the U.S.-Japan relationship.” (45) 

 As Chang notes, in October 1921 (Taishō 10), Ichihashi returned to teaching at Stanford. 

Soon afterwards, he was asked to join Japanese dignitaries attending the Washington 

Conference. In early November, together with Abiko Kyūtarō and Kiyoshi K. Kawakami, who 

was a Japanese Christian writer, they accompanied a group of dignitaries from Japan, which 

included Baron Shibusawa, to travel to Washington D. C. There, they joined the Japanese 

delegation (48). 

 As Chang states, “Ichihashi attended the conference formally as an expert, 

accompanying the large Japanese delegation led by the four official delegates: Minister of the 

Navy Admiral Baron Katō Tomosaburō, who was the actual political leader of the delegation; 

Baron Shidehara Kijūrō, Japanese Ambassador to the United States; and Prince Tokugawa 

Iyesato, son of the last Shōgun, who was the President of the House of Peers, and nominal head 

of the delegation; and General Hanihara Masanao, Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs and former 
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Consul General in San Francisco.  In San Francisco, Hanihara had had frequent contact with 

Ichihashi and had helped arrange the funding of his teaching position at Stanford.” (49)  

 Further, Chang says: “At the Conference, Ichihashi played a role much more 

conspicuous and important than the one suggested by the simple public description of his 

position, acting as the personal secretary to Baron Katō himself and as his interpreter during all 

public and official functions, including the high-level meetings with American and British 

officials” (49). 

 The last person I am going to introduce is Okina Kyūin, who attended the Washington 

Conference as a special correspondent representing the Nichi Bei.  He reported his first-hand 

impressions of the Washington Conference, sending frequent dispatches by telegraph to the 

office of the Nichi Bei in San Francisco.  

 

 Okina Kyūin  

 Okina Kyūin was born in Toyama City, Toyama Prefecture. He left Japan for Seattle in 

May 1907 (Meiji 40) at the age of nineteen. Okina’s idea was to use Japanese-American 

newspapers as vehicles of communication. Okina had a far-reaching vision for himself, I think; 

he realized soon after coming to the U.S. that opportunities and resources were rather limited 

for Japanese immigrants and that Japanese-American newspapers provided a golden opportunity 

for Japanese to express themselves, exchange ideas, and experience a feeling of community 

with other Japanese.   

Okina realized that he must use Japanese-American newspapers as a vehicle of 

communication with other Japanese immigrants.  Now, one may wonder what motivated him to 

write not only his monumental diary but also the hundreds of articles, essays, and short stories 
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that make up his Zenshū.   

Okina Kyūin published several hundred articles, including essays, short stories, and 

novels in various Japanese-American newspapers during his stay on the West Coast (1907, 

[Meiji 40] –1924, [Taishō 13]). Indeed, Okina chose to be a writer and editor for Japanese-

American newspapers on the West Coast. He lived in several locations on the West Coast; he 

arrived in Seattle and lived there (1907 [Meiji 40]-1908 [Meiji 41]), relocated to Bremerton, 

Washington (1908, [Meiji 41]-1909 [Meiji 42]), and moved to Astoria, Oregon, as a contract 

laborer in1910 (Meiji 43).  He had the chance to return to Japan (1913 [Taishō 2]–1914 [Taishō 

3]), but soon returned to Seattle in 1914 (Taishō 3), instead, and worked for the Furuya Shoten. 

Later he moved to Stockton (1914 [Taishō 3] – 1917 [Taishō 6]), and then moved to Florin 

(1917 [Taishō 6] –1918 [Taishō 7]), near Stockton, and later to Oakland (1918 [Taishō 7] –1924 

[Taishō 13]), where he remained until he returned to Japan. 

While his literary talents were becoming more and more widely recognized in the 

Japanese-American community, Okina was moving among editorial staffs of several major 

newspapers. In fact, one can trace his life’s journey by retracing the publication dates of his 

essays and articles, which appeared in all the newspapers and magazines he worked for as he 

relocated up and down the West Coast.  During the time he lived in Bremerton, many of his 

early articles were published in the Taihoku Nippō (The Great Northern Daily News), the Asahi 

Shimbun, and the Hokubei Jiji (The North American Times). When he moved to Stockton and 

worked for the Taiheiraku and, later, as an editor for the Ōfu Nippō (The Sacramento Daily 

News) at its Stockton branch office, he also submitted essays and articles to various Japanese-

American newspapers such as the Shin Sekai (New World), Taihoku Nippô, the Asahi Shimbun, 

and the Nichi Bei (The Japanese American News). He published his most important articles, 
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essays, and novels in the Nichi Bei.  

In 1918 (Taishō 7), Abiko Kyūtarō, the president and founder of the Nichi Bei, hired 

Okina as an editor for the Oakland branch of this newspaper.  During his tenure, Okina’s career 

as a journalist reached its peak (1918 [Taishō 7]-1924 [Taishō 13]). Okina’s essays on 

immigrant literature and society appeared on the first page of many issues of the Nichi Bei. 

They suggest that Okina had been recruited with the support of his close acquaintance, 

Yamanaka Kyokkō, who considered Okina an advocate for immigrant literature. Okina, who 

clearly had much talent as a writer and reporter, used the newspaper as a means to further his 

goals, not only creating literary circles to communicate with other Japanese immigrants, but 

also disseminating Abiko’s ideology and supporting his vision for the Nichi Bei. Okina 

supported Abiko through his various writings, using the Nichi Bei as a mouthpiece, as “a means 

of communication to foster the spiritual unity of his Japanese countrymen”.  Let me add here 

that, at this point in his life, Okina was determined to settle permanently in the U.S.    

 

 Okina Kyūin as a Special Correspondent Representing the Nichi Bei and Ichihashi 
 Yamato’s Washington Conference 
 

 Here, I would like to focus on the articles related to Washington Conference published 

in the Nichi Bei during 1921 (Taishō 10) and 1922 (Taishō 11), before and after the Conference, 

to show how the Conference inspired Japanese immigrants to dream about settling their  

problems living in the United States.  

 An article on  the English Editorial page in the July 16, 1921 (Taishō 10) issue titled 

"Mr. Harding's Disarmament Conference",  mentioned that all the nations invited by  President 

Harding would attend the conference; the article also mentioned the purpose of the conference: 
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to bring about a reduction of armaments. If all the participating nations would agree, Japan 

would be willing to reduce her armaments. "This is the only way for Japan to stabilize her 

position on the International stage" (July 16, 1921 (Taishō 10), No. 7787)  An article published 

on August 13, 1921(Taishō 10), titled "The Effect of the Disarmament Conference" raised 

concerns about how the conference would affect Japanese living in the United States: 

 
 What the proposed disarmament conference will bring to the 
Japanese in the United States is a very important question for us to 
consider, said The Japanese American News in Japanese last Sunday.  
The reason is that every international problem where Japan takes a hand 
has a direct or indirect effect upon us.   
      When Japan proposed recognition of racial equality at the Paris 
Conference, the Japanophobes in California, out of fear that the adoption 
of the proposal would have an undesirable effect on Japanese immigration 
and treatment of the Japanese in the United States, dispatched numerous 
messages to the American delegates in Paris, opposing the proposal.  The 
Japanophobes did not stop there. At home they succeeded in fermenting 
anti-Japanese fever as a retaliatory measure.  They demanded that the 
Legislature pass anti-Japanese laws… 
      Then, the Shantung problem came into the limelight, catching the 
attention of the American public.  This matter held people's interest 
because Senator Lodge, Republicans of all sorts, and the newspapers 
arose in concert and attacked Japan.  Again, as a result, an anti-Japanese 
movement spread through all Western states like wildfire.   
      …. These anti-Japanese movements were not caused only by the 
misconduct of the Japanese in the United States; what we got came to us 
as mere bystanders.  In other words, Japanese in this country had to suffer 
because Japan had become unpopular among the nations of the world.   
      ….With the above facts as our guide, we must expect (that) the 
result of the disarmament conference will have some bearing on us.  It is 
not time yet for us to be sure how the conference will be conducted, but 
we are quite certain that unless Japan can discard her militaristic mien 
and hoist a democratic banner, she will be forced into a tight corner.  And 
if this actually happens, we will not be able to avoid being bathed by the 
spray gushing out of the Washington Conference.   
 We still can see a ray of hope in our course. We are quite certain 
the Washington conference will adopt measures looking toward 
limitation of armaments, or if they do not at this meeting then they 
certainly will pave the way to bring about the final result at some future 
meeting.  It is a known fact that the anti-Japanese movement on the 
Pacific Coast has a close relation with the coast defense movement.  No 
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one can deny that talk of war between America and Japan stimulated the 
building of coast defenses, activities of naval yards, and local business 
directly or indirectly.                                                      
 When the maintenance of world peace becomes the common aim 
of the nations attending the conference and the reduction of armaments is 
made certain, then we will be safe in anticipating that war agitators will 
retreat to their hiding places and their campaign funds will be reduced 
proportionately.   
 There can be no more reasons for promoting antagonistic feelings 
against Japan.  It will no longer be necessary for America to unite with 
China to push Japan back. Thus, the international cause of the anti-
Japanese movement will come to an end.   
 These observations are by and large correct, we believe, and we 
heartily hope for smooth proceedings at the disarmament conference. 
(August, 13, 1921; no. 7815) 
 

Starting on September 6, 1921 (Taishō 10), eleven articles on the Washington 

Conference appeared daily on the front page of the Nichi Bei.  They were titled "Washington 

Kaigi no Yurai (The History of the Washington Conference)" and were written by Morita 

Korokurō, former daigishi (representative).  These articles on the Washington Conference 

constituted the prime topic of the newspaper. 

On September 16, 1921 (Taishō 10), the Tokuden (special message) from Tokyo (sent 

on the 15th) mentioned that the government of the United States had sent the Conference 

agenda to the Japanese government. It further stated that Japanese immigration problems ought 

to be solved prior to the Washington Conference and not be included on the Conference agenda; 

they should be discussed in accordance with the Shidehara-Morris talks; and they should be 

solved through direct negotiations between Japan and the U.S.  

As Kamikawa and Kimura mention in their book Japan-American Diplomatic 

Relations in the Meiji-Taisho Era when they describe the Shidehara-Morris Talks (i.e., 

discussions between the Japanese and American ambassadors), anti-Japanese feeling was 

escalating on the West Coast. Soon after World War I ended, the famous agitator James Duval 
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Phelan (1861 [Bunkyū 1] -1930 [Shōwa 5]), who was elected Mayor of San Francisco in 1897 

(Meijj 30) and United States Senator in 1913, and his party exacerbated anti-Japanese feelings 

by presenting a host of anti-Japanese bills at the General Assembly of the State of California. 

The Japanese government instructed Ambassador Shidehara to negotiate with the government 

of the United States to prevent the enactment of new laws aimed at Japanese; however, at the 

same time, it mentioned that it had no legal right to interfere with the State legislature (414). 

“The anti-Japanese advocates Association of California under President Inman requested the 

Governor of California to convene an extraordinary General Assembly for the purpose and in 

case the request were rejected, to enact the Anti-Japanese Law by plebiscite” (415). 

Ambassador Morris often saw Ambassador Shidehara. This fact 
developed into the so-called Shidehara-Morris Talks, informal talks for the 
fundamental settlement for the anti-Japanese problems, including that of 
California.  In the meantime, conditions in California did not improve, but the 
Federal Government refrained from taking any steps. Ambassador Shidehara 
negotiated with the government of the United States to have a statement against 
the anti-Japanese law referendum published.  The United States government 
hesitated to comply with Shidehara’s request, as based on its 1913 experience; 
such a statement would be of no avail.  On October 19, the United States 
government at last agreed to Shidehara’s request and published a statement on 
November 1, the day before the referendum, but it was too late to have any 
effect. (416)  
 

The government of Japan thought it necessary to strongly protest 
against the Land Law, but decided to wait for the result of Shidehara-Morris 
Talks. On January 3, 1921, the Japanese government handed Ambassador 
Morris the following memorandum to the government of the United States: 
"The New Land Law gives a harsher treatment to the Japanese than the Land 
Law of 1913.  The government of Japan which protested against the Land Law 
of 1913 as unjust, discriminative, against humanitarian principles, and in 
violation of the Treaty of Trade between the United States and Japan, feels the 
enactment of the Land Law of 1920 a great injustice.  It cannot help but express 
Japanese dissatisfaction.  Japan sincerely hopes that the informal Shidehara-
Morris Talks now under way will reach an amicable agreement which both 
governments can approve. (417) 

 
Followed by the special telegram on September 15, 1921 (Taishō 10), the article 
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published on September 17, "Kashū Mondai: Iwayuru Kaiketsu Chikashi. (Problems of the State 

of California:  the So-called Soon Resolve the Immigration Problems)" mentioned that there 

was hope for solving the problems of Japanese immigrants in California prior to the Washington 

Conference through negotiations by Ambassadors Shidehara and Morris.  An article titled 

"Iminmondai o Kirattawake (Rationale for Not Discussing the Immigration Issues)" was 

published on September 18, 1921 (Taishō 10).  It stated that the Japanese in San Francisco were 

preparing a reception welcoming the Japanese delegation. The English Editorial page printed a 

translation of an article written in Japanese on the Washington Conference on September 24, 

1921 (Taishō 10).  

An announcement titled "A Special Correspondent of the Nichi Bei on a Mission to the 

Washington Conference" mentioned that Okina Kyūin had been appointed as a special 

correspondent of the Nichi Bei to report on the Washington Conference, which was to be held in 

Washington, D.C. between November 11, 1921 (Taishō 10) and February 6, 1922 (Taishō 11).  

His first article on the Washington, Conference appeared on October 26, 1921 (Taishō 10) and 

was titled "Uraga ni Arawareata Kurofune to Gunbi Shukushō Kaigi no Denpō: Nihon no 

Kaikoku to Daini no Ishin (The Black Ship Appeared In Uraga and the Telegram of the 

Conference for Limitation of Armament: Open Japan's Door and its Second Meiji Restoration)."  

Okina, crossing the Continent by train, wrote his second article for the October 30 issue and 

then stopped in Chicago and New York on the way to Washington, D. C. Okina wrote his third 

article, describing his impressions of Chicago in the November 3 issue;  it appeared on the front  

page.  He went on to New York and detailed his impressions in articles published on November 

6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.   

 His first article on the Washington Conference appeared on November on the front page 
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of the November 7 issue of the Nichi Bei and was followed by articles published on November 

16,17, 18, 20, 20 , 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, December 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 1921 (Taishō 10) and  January 

1, 1922 (Taishō 11).  His subsequent reflections on the Conference appeared several months 

later, on March 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, and April 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14, 

1922 (Taishō 11). These pieces were also included in his Zenshū III: Konjiki no Sono.    

 Okina arrived in Washington and the article of his that appeared on November 16, 1921 

(Taishō 10) mentioned the memorial services for Hara, Prime Minister of Japan, held on 

November 9 at the Japanese Embassy. Hara Takashi (Kei or Satoshi) had been the 19th Prime 

Minister of Japan (September 29, 1918 [Taishō 7] to November 4, 1921 [Taishō 10]) and the 

first party administration and the first commoner appointed to the office of Prime Minister.  

During his term in office, Japan participated in the Paris Peace Conference, in January 1919 

(Taishō 8), and joined the League of Nations in 1919 (Taishō 8) as a founding member. Hara 

was assassinated by a right-wing railroad switchman at Tokyo Station on November 4, 1921 

(Taishō 10), just before the opening of the Washington Conference.  

  On November 17, 1921 (Taishō 10), Okina’s article about his first day in Washington 

appeared titled "Washington no Dai Ichijitsu: Bekkenshita Futsukoku Shushō Burian-shi (The 

First Day at Washington:  A Glance at French Prime Minister Briand)".  The article notes that 

that this was the morning when Okina was waiting in a train station, sitting in an ordinary 

compartment reserved for the French Prime Minister, Aristide Briand, who had arrived in New 

York and was traveling to Washington, D.C, and British Prime Minister David Lloyd George, 

who was expected shortly. While he was waiting, many thoughts crossed his mind.  His 

thoughts went to the Japanese delegates participating in the Conference, arriving from Japan 

after traveling seven thousand miles, as well as to the assassinated Prime Minister.  
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 Okina came to Washington as a special correspondent; however, he later reminisced  

that he grew sentimental staying at the hotel all by himself, as his heart went out to his home 

country and to the Japanese delegation, which did not have time to mourn the loss of Prime 

Minister Hara.  Okina deeply sympathized with the delegation, which would soon have to face 

the world’s leading nations at a big international conference, and he shared its concerns about 

carrying out its mission without the presence of Prime Minister Hara. The article Okina filed on 

November 8, 1921 (Taishō 10), was the first in which he could report on the progress of the 

delegation.  

 Okina also published a diary for the Nichi Bei. He mentioned that Uehara Etsujiro and 

Abiko Kyūtarō would hold a meeting to discuss immigration issues in California with the 

Japanese representatives attending the Washington Conference.  

 On November 20, Okina’s article appeared with the title "Gunshukukaigi Hakkai-shikijō 

no Kōsai: Rekishiteki Jūichigatsu Jūni-nichi no Tairikukinenkan Kakkoku Iroiro no Daihyō 

Zenken no O-hitogara (The Splendor of the Inagural Ceremony for the Conference for 

Limitation of Armament: the Historic Day of November 12 and the Personality of the 

Representatives from the Participating Countries)," along with another article titled "Nihon 

Zenken no Gaikō wa Daitai Seikō:  Keibajō de Nihon no Batō ga… Toni Kaku Ichi Ni --shaku 

Sakinideru (The Diplomacy of the Japanese Representatives Was Almost Successful:  Just as at 

a Horse Race, the Japanese Horse Won by a Nose)". 

 Okina then wrote an article about the reception held by the Japanese delegation for all 

the newspaper correspondents at the Shoreham Hotel, titled "Waki-aiai Kindan no Mizu ni 

Yoite: Kien Banjō Kafūno Chinkaigō (Peaceful and Harmonious Reception).  it appeared on 

November 21 and 22, 1921 (Taishō 10). The Japanese embassy he said, had sent invitations; the 
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dining room was filled with more than 200 people; many diplomats, Japanese news reporters, 

and other international reporters.  First, Japanese ambassador Shidehara made a speech in 

English (which Okina had already sent by telegram to the Nichi Bei). Then, Baron Katō gave a 

speech in Japanese which Ichihashi Yamato interpreted. In an article written in the middle of the 

night of November 13, Okina had mentioned that Ichihashi was Baron Katō’s official 

interpreter.  It is important to note that Okina mentioned several times in his articles that 

Ichihashi Yamato, as Baron Katō’s personal assistant, had translated his speech into fluent 

English. 

 The same event also figured prominently in Ichihashi’s book titled The Washington 

Conference and After, in which Baron Katō said:   

 The costs of armaments have now become so heavy that they are a 
burden hampering productive activity throughout the world, and Japan, like other 
countries, rejoices at the prospect of relief that is now offered.  The limit of 
reduction to which Japan will go is marked only by the necessities of her 
security. With that security provided she is prepared to agree to whatever 
limitations are acceptable to the other naval powers.  Up to the present, Japan  
has had fears which have caused her to continue building. Her government and 
people had hoped that the conclusion of the Great War would bring a cessation 
of construction, but as the United States, with her unassailable position, deemed 
it necessary to continue her naval development, no alternative was permitted to 
Japan.  
  
 It has never been the policy or intention of Japan to attempt to rival the 
two greatest navies of the world.  Our program has always been defensive and 
must continue to be so.  We long for a complete understanding that will 
terminate distrust and suspicion, and we shall strive at this conference for an 
agreement on the limitation of navies so that we need fear no longer.  Assurance 
from us is unnecessary; the great distance that lies between our shores and those 
of America, and the supremacy of the United States in wealth, size, and 
resources, make needless any words that we could pledge (40).     

 
 Okina mentioned several occasions on which newspaper correspondents were invited by 

the Japanese delegates.  On November 17, 1921 (Taishō 10) Baron Katō invited the Japanese 

correspondents to his conference room; he apparently had made a special effort to meet with 
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them. Consul Debuchi, who was in charge of correspondents, also invited all forty present in 

Washington to a reception on November 19.  Ichihashi described how the Japanese delegates 

adopted the following diplomatic strategy:   

 However, a unique practice was introduced at Washington as regards the 
treatment of the newspaper correspondents.  At first, the delegates made a special 
effort to meet members of the press and talked to them rather freely though, of 
course, within the scope agreed upon among the conferees.  It soon developed 
that these private individual interviews had to be given up, for there were more 
than four hundred correspondents present at Washington seeking “stories.” The 
“group” interviews were substituted.  Each delegation maintained an office for 
this purpose, and regularly gave interviews on the progress of the conference.  
The delegates allowed themselves to be questioned on any subject, though they 
were not able always to answer.  These frequent contacts resulted in a close 
personal relationship between the newspapermen and the conferees.  It was on 
the basis of these interviews that the delegates were evaluated by the journalists, 
and popularity of individual delegates was largely determined by the judgment 
rendered by the press (40) . 

 
 Okina published articles on the conference every day; they appeared on the front page of 

the Nichi Bei. He also published reports such as the one titled "Kafū Zasshin (Washington 

Miscellaneous Report)" on November 26, with a second part published on November 27; it 

discussed issues relating to the State of California, the Conference for Limitation of Armament, 

and Pacific and Far Eastern problems in general.  He also mentioned that the American 

president’s wife invited Yajima’s and Abiko’s wives to the White House and that she welcomed 

them saying “how fortunate” she was “to meet them.”  

 On January 1, 1922 (Taishō 11), for the New Year’s edition, Abiko Kyūtarō published 

an article titled "Kafu Kaigi o Bōkanshite: Kanjitaru Ittan o Noberu (A Spectator at the 

Washington Conference: Some of His Impressions)".  It was his message to Japanese 

immigrants in California. He began his article by stating the importance of the conference.  

According to him, it was an historical event far more important than the issues of naval 

limitation and conflict of interest in the Pacific Far East, since it addressed issues that would 
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significantly impact global society as well as the life of Japanese immigrants. That was the 

reason he had come all the way to Washington to witness the Conference and, at the same time, 

he had sent a special correspondent (Okina Kyūin), to file daily reports on the progress made. 

He repeatedly expressed his concerns about the problems in California, including immigration 

specifically -- problems that he felt were not being sufficiently addressed during the 

Washington Conference. If left unresolved, the immigration problem could develop into the 

source of major conflict, he predicted.  

 The Washington Conference ended on February 6, 1922, (Taishō 11) and the Japanese 

delegates returned to Japan by way of San Francisco. Ichihashi recalled that Baron Katō made 

several speeches at the Japan Society’s banquet in New York, on January 14, 1922 (Taishō 11), 

at the Japan Society’s dinner at San Francisco (The San Francisco Chronicle, February 21, 

1922), and at the banquet organized in his honor by the new Japanese Prime Minister, 

Takahashi, in Tokyo (Jiji of Tokyo, March 13, 1922).  Baron Katō expressed this point of view: 

 I think it is possible for me to say with reasonable certainty that the 
Conference on Disarmament has succeeded beyond the hopes of those who 
called it into being, and, in this connection, I have in mind your great President, 
who has done so much for the cause of international peace.   
 
 As to the details of the Naval Agreement, it may be said that the limit on 
capital ships, although it does not totally destroy equipment for offensive war at 
sea, does effectually remove the distrust of the great naval powers on naval 
competition…  (112). 
 

 In his view, the Conference on Disarmament clearly had succeeded in promoting world 

peace. Chang noted: “The conference won important concessions from all the powers involved, 

most significantly from Japan, which in turn was finally accorded status as one of the great 

world powers.  Many in Japan believed that the Conference was the fruit of years of effort to 

improve relations with the United States…. the Conference “was clearly a landmark in 
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history”… (50).  

 Moreover, Abiko had had the opportunity to host the Japanese delegates for a discussion 

on immigration issues in California during the Washington Conference; Okina followed up 

during the Conference by publishing several articles recounting his personal impressions and 

concerns; and Ichihashi Yamato had served as interpreter and advisor for Baron Katō. 

  Abiko’s fears soon became a reality, however. Kamikawa and Kimura describe the 

history of the anti-Japanese movement in California and the enactment of immigration laws, 

beginning with the Law for Proportional Limitation, enacted on May 19, 1921 (Taishō 10).   

Moreover, a short time after the Conference, on October 13, 1922 (Taishō 11), the U.S. 

Supreme Court ruled that Japanese had no right to citizenship in the United States. On October 

5, 1923 (Taishō 12), Albert Johnson, a Congressional Representative from the State of 

Washington, presented a bill for a New Immigration Law, which was a modification of the 

existing Immigration Law from 1921.  Kamikawa and Kimura state:   

 … The Japanese government was not satisfied with such an answer. The 
suspension of the Japanese protest had given the United States government the 
impression that Japan had given up her protest.  Upon this, Japan notified the 
United States on September 15 that Japan did not regard the international 
problems arising from the Immigration Act as settled, and that Japan was going 
to press to a conclusion for revising the anti-Japanese clause in the Act.  It added 
that adequate measures were urgently needed for a settlement of this problem 
satisfactory to both nations.   
 
 Just before the Washington Conference, there was disagreement between 
Japan and the United States on the problems of the Far East, naval forces, and 
immigration.  The Washington Conference solved all but the immigration issue, 
and there seemed to be a prospect for a new age in the Pacific.  This rosy 
prospect was completely destroyed by the enactment of the Immigration Act.  
The problem of race left unsolved at the Washington Conference reappeared in 
“an ugly shape” in 1924 and smashed in an instant the friendly relations which 
were ripening in the warm atmosphere of the wake of the Washington 
Conference.  There is no doubt that the Immigration Act of 1924 put the peace of 
the Pacific area in jeopardy, nipped the bud of international friendship and 
constituted a fundamental cause of the Pacific War  (454). 
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 Ichihashi also expressed his reflectons on the Conference eight years later in a book 

titled The Washington Conference and After:  A Historical Survey:  

 Nearly eight years have elapsed since the memorable day of   
November 12, 1921, and we have an opportunity to evaluate the conference  
in a better perspective… Aside from the very gloomy state of affairs in  
China, the general situation in Pacific international affairs shows a considerable 
improvement.  Consider Japan's relations with America, the British Empire, 
France and Russia.  The only sore spot still left unhealed in friendly relations 
between America and Japan is the discriminatory exclusion of Japanese from  
the United States.  The deep resentment of the Japanese against this treatment  
is not fully appreciated in this country; it is a question which has to be tackled 
sooner or later (349-350). 

 

 Conclusion    

 What emerges from the three life stories I have brought together here is a growing 

concern among Japanese immigrants about their future in the U.S., a concern shared by the 

Japanese government. Here were three very distinct and really quite different representatives of 

Japan:  one a businessman and an advocate (Abiko), and one a bona fide member of the 

Brahmin class (Ichihashi), and the last an intellectual déclassé (Okina). To them, and to the 

Japanese delegates in attendance, the Conference was the last hope of eliminating 

discrimination and racism. The Japanese delegation tried hard to promote peace and show the 

world how to find amicable agreements on the international stage.   

 Abiko, Ichihashi, and Okina all tried, each in his own way, to express their hopes for 

maintaining world peace by easing tensions between the U.S. and Japan. It seems they felt a 

glimmer of hope for the future of Japanese in California, yet this hope disappeared shortly after 

the initial excitement they had experienced immediately following the Conference. The 

Washington Conference was a golden opportunity to address mutual concerns and fears and to 

overcome the conflict that loomed ahead; alas, nothing would come of all the efforts on both 
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sides to reach a long-term understanding. Although nominally a success (insofar as it addressed 

fears of the escalating arms race in the Pacific Far East), the Conference did little to sufficiently 

address fears of racial discrimination against Japanese immigrants in the U.S. Once again, it 

was the politique de l’autruche that prevailed: everyone except the Japanese pretended not to 

see the elephant in the room. Okina returned to Japan in 1924 (Taishō 13), permanently, it 

turned out, because the very same year the Exclusion Act was passed, barring him from 

returning to the U.S. with his newborn daughter; Abiko died in 1936 (Shōwa 11), by which time 

the fortunes of the Nichi Bei had declined considerably; Ichihashi’s fate was sealed by the 

eruption of war in 1941 (Shōwa 16); he was interned in the U.S. between 1942 ((Shōwa 17) and 

1945 (Shōwa 20), and was never the same after that, although he resumed teaching at Stanford. 

Sadly, it would be many decades, in fact, not until after World War II, that the issue of Japanese 

immigration would be addressed once again, this time with more success. Only after World War 

II would Japanese immigrants be welcome once again on American shores and have the right to 

become American citizens.  
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Abstract 
Nature writing, in the broadest perspective, refers to all texts that describe or 

study nonhuman environments. When exploring the nature writings in American 
environmental literature, most critical studies examine works written since the 
mid-nineteenth century, often citing Henry David Thoreau as the progenitor of the 
American nature writing tradition. Different from the reading of these critical studies, 
this paper will discuss a female nature writer who is a contemporary of Thoreau but 
seldom receives critical attention in American literature -- Susan Fenimore Cooper. 
This paper, in short, will focus its attention on the works of Cooper, a natural historian 
in early America. 

In this essay, there are two principal parts. In the first part, the paper will briefly 
discuss the definition of natural history and then it will establish Cooper as early 
American natural history writer. In the second part, the paper will closely analyze 
Cooper’s natural history writings and carefully examine the following questions: How 
does Cooper describe the impressive natural resources in America and document the 
natural history of an evanescent wild environment and its nonhuman inhabitants in 
New England? How do Cooper’s natural history writings initiate a pattern of 
environmental concern into American environmental history? If natural history 
writing is regarded as both science and belles letters, what is the larger relationship 
between Cooper’s natural historical discourse and the rise of a uniquely American 
culture?  

 

Keywords: Susan Fenimore Cooper, natural history writer, the construction of 
American national culture, environmental concern, Rural Hours  
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I 
 

Nature (or environmental) writing, in the broadest perspective, refers to all texts 
that describe or study nonhuman environments. When exploring the nature writings in 
American literature, most critical studies only examine works written since the 
mid-nineteenth century, often citing Henry David Thoreau (1817-62) as the progenitor 
of the American nature writing tradition. Different from the readings of these critical 
studies, this paper will discuss a female nature writer who is a contemporary of (even 
a little earlier than) Thoreau and who plays a crucial but still largely unexamined role 
in American literature -- Susan Fenimore Cooper (1813-94). In early America, Cooper 
seldom receives critical attention; this paper in turn will focus its attention on her 
writings about nature.  

In her lifetime, Cooper recorded American natural history in a book entitled 
Rural Hours and composed many other prose writings collected in a book entitled 
Essays on Nature and Landscape. On the whole, Cooper’s natural history writings 
range from brief mentions of a day’s weather to discussions of the many types of birds 
discovered in her village, and from an account of a visit to a nearby farm to a lengthy 
critique of men’s exploitation and devastation of the natural environment in America. 
Recording the environmental conditions of her nation and displaying her appreciation 
for both her region and her national culture, Cooper wanted to teach her American 
compatriots the value of knowing what a place was like in its original wild state 
before civilization brought its impact. 

In the following section, the paper will briefly discuss the context and the 
definition of natural history and then it will establish Cooper as early American 
natural history writer. Next, this essay will focus its emphasis on Cooper’s 
effectiveness as a natural history writer and carefully examine the following questions: 
How does Cooper describe the impressive natural resources in America and document 
the natural history of an evanescent wild environment and its nonhuman inhabitants in 
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New England? If natural history writing is regarded as both science and belles letters, 
what is the larger relationship between Cooper’s natural historical discourse and the 
rise of a uniquely American culture? How do Cooper’s natural history writings initiate 
a pattern of environmental concern into American culture?  

 
II 

 
In this section, before establishing Cooper as a natural history writer,1 I would 

like to briefly discuss the context and the definition of natural history. In the mid- and 
late-eighteenth-century Europe, natural history became a flourishing discipline 
(Johnson and Patterson 3), and it became a thriving discipline in America around the 
turn of the nineteenth century (Branch 1059). At that time, natural history as a term 
was generally used to refer to all descriptive aspects of the study of nature. Natural 
historians (or naturalists or natural history writers) took for their subject matter all of 
what they called the Creation. Any object within the natural world -- such as rocks, 
mountains, plants, animals, and so on -- was a proper subject of natural historical 
inquiry; only man-made objects lay outside its scope.   

Generally speaking, natural history, in the eyes of most eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century Europeans and Americans, was a broad area of scientific and 
cultural inquiry circumscribing the present-day disciplines of meteorology, geology, 
archeology, ethnology, zoology, and botany; it encompassed “the aggregate of facts 
relating to the natural objects, etc. of a place, or the characteristics of a class of 
persons or things” (Regis 5). In their activities to explore the world of nature, natural 
historians primarily employed two basic procedures: observing and describing. 
Through these two procedures, natural historians provided people a way of looking at 
the natural environment, with a way of describing what they saw, and with an 
overarching scheme in which to fit what they had seen. Natural history, in short, 
provided people with method, rhetoric, and context in their detailed study -- including 
observations, perceptions, and descriptions -- of the natural world.     

Emphasizing objective observations and detailed descriptions of nature, natural 
history owed much to science, and in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it was 
regarded as scientific demystification of the natural world (Lyon 20), yet natural 
history was also viewed as belles letters, for it offered people with methods and 
rhetoric in their descriptions and representations of the nonhuman beings in nature 
and it also presented individual’s perception of the natural environment. In other 
words, natural history deliberately brought together science and literature (Johnson 

                                                 
1 In the next section (the third section) of this essay, I shall establish Cooper as a natural history 

writer and I will also explore Cooper’s construction of national culture in Rural Hours.   
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and Patterson 3);2 it was viewed as both science and belles letters (Branch 1059).   
In this paper, I would like to read Cooper Rural Hours based on the tenets of 

natural history. In the following sections, I shall examine how Cooper applies the 
natural historical method to observe and record basic information about the natural 
productions in the territory she lives, thereby constructing national subjectivity and 
national culture for America, and initiating a pattern of environmental concern into 
American environmental history. 

 
III 

 
First published in 1850, Rural Hours is structured as a seasonally arranged 

journal, beginning March 4, on the cusp of spring, and ending on the last day of 
February the following year. Through the course of the year, from spring to summer to 
autumn to winter, Cooper chronicles the happenings of country life, including the 
doings of the plants and animals.Generally speaking, Rural Hours can be considered 
the first book of nature history writing by an American woman.3 In this book, Cooper 
writes to represent the nature in America. She focuses on the ecology of her Otsego 
Lake region, presenting her area’s plant and animal life, as well as other aspects of her 
region: forest, rivers, weathers, weather pattern, and so forth.  

In Rural Hours, the preponderance of content consists of careful observations 
and objective descriptions of the weather, flowers, birds, and other plants and animals 
in mid-nineteenth-century America. Such extensive and consistent attention qualifies 
Cooper’s book as typical natural history writing. The entry for June 5th, for instance, 
offers a detailed description of the blooming of the early summer flowers:  

We amused ourselves with counting the different kinds of flowers 
growing on several of these little knolls. In one instance, we found 
fifteen different plants, besides the grasses, in a narrow circle about the 
swelling roots, six or eight feet in breadth; around another we counted 
eighteen varieties; another showed twenty-two; and a fourth had 
six-and-twenty kinds. (64)   

In these quoted lines, Cooper endeavors to let the observations of the natural world 
speak for themselves. Cooper in these lines offers readers the objective fact relating to 
the “growing” of summer flowers (64), thereby establishing herself as an early natural 
history writer in America. 
                                                 

2 In an essay entitled “Writing about Nature in Early America: From Discovery to 1850,” Johnson 
and Patterson define nature history writings as “texts in which authors, in representing the natural 
world in language, deliberately bring together science and literature, and description and meditation, in 
order to effect some artful end” (3).  

3 In an essay entitled “Writing about Nature in Early America: From Discovery to 1850,” Johnson 
and Patterson assert that Rural Hours is “the first book of nature writing by an American woman” (10). 
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In another passage, Cooper employs a series of natural historical descriptions to 
represent a kind of rare bird in America -- the Bohemian wax-wing : 

On two different occasions we remarked what seemed very large 
cedar-birds without the white line about the eye, and with a white 
stripe on the wings; but they were in a thicket both times, and not 
being at liberty to stay and watch them, it would not do to assert 
positively that these were the Bohemion wax-wing. (60)  

In this quoted passage, Cooper carefully mentions the identifying traits of the 
Bohemion wax-wing. Her description of the Bohemion wax-wing includes details that 
are rendered with objective, detailed, and orderly observation. In these lines, Cooper 
employs the method of natural history to carefully and objectively represents the rare 
Bohemian wax-wing; in this way, she presents and offers knowledge about the natural 
world for her American compatriots, thereby educating Americans about their natural 
world and instilling in them a pride of place based on this deeper knowledge. 

For Cooper, American natural environment can be the cultural resources requisite 
for constructing national subjectivity. In actuality, during the early national period of 
New England, the discourse of wild environment constitutes not only a specifically 
American nature, but also a distinct concept of an American nation (Mazel 2000, 
xviii). Wild nature, as William Cronon points out in his Uncommon Ground (1995), is 
both a “self-conscious cultural construction” and “thoroughly contested terrain” (39 
and 51). For Cooper, representing the natural environment in America is a conscious 
discursive construction. In Rural Hours, Cooper mainly employs the discourse of 
natural history to celebrate the American wild landscape as a cultural resource and to 
argue for environmental awareness, preservation and protection.  

Through her natural historical discourse, Cooper writes to encourage a deeper 
knowledge and a deeper appreciation of the physical environment in America. She 
writes about the flora and fauna of her place in order to move her readers toward a 
fuller knowledge and a keener appreciation of their nation’s natural environment. 
Cooper’s appreciation of nature often emphasizes its beauty. In Rural Hours, Cooper 
frequently shows her astonishment as the sheer beauty of nature: “how beautiful is the 
exquisite native grace of flowers . . . yet how all but impossible for man to add to their 
perfection in a single point” (53). The sense of wonder also carries over to the animal 
kingdom. At one point in “Spring,” Cooper marvels, “what a remarkable instinct is 
that of a sitting bird” (23). As a natural historian, Cooper seeks to alert her fellow 
citizens to the wonder and the beauty of nature in the New World, to cultivate public 
appreciation for the beauty of the American environment, and to inspire her American 
compatriots a new faith in the viability of their natural environment as a source for 
national culture. 
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IV 

 
In her natural history writing (such as Rural Hours), Cooper frequently 

describes land abuse that accompanies the establishment of an agrarian society. In the 
following passage, Cooper poignantly criticizes the deforestation and the rapid 
destruction of primitive forests for fuel and lumber: 

One would think that by this time, when the forest has fallen in all the 
valleys -- when the hills are becoming more bare every day -- when 
timber and fuel are rising in prices, and new uses are found for even 
indifferent woods -- some forethought and care in this respect would 
be natural in people laying claim to common sense. (213-14) 

Here, Cooper laments for the inevitable destruction of the pristine woods she sees; her 
natural historical discourse documents American natural environment and expresses 
concern regarding its critical endangerment by human development. In these lines, 
readers can perceive Cooper’s reverence for the original, wild condition of her region.  

In another passage, Cooper also poignantly mourns her compatriots’ “careless 
indifference” to the idea of “preserving a fine grove” and the pines in primitive forests 
(134): 

At a particular point in the wilds of Oregon, near the bank of Columbia 
River, there stood a single tree of great size, one of the majestic pines 
of that region, and long known as a landmark to the hunters and 
emigrants passing over those solitary wastes. One of the expeditions 
sent out to explore that country by the government, arriving near the 
point, were on the watch for that pine to guide their course; they look 
for it sometimes, but in vain; at length, reaching the spot where they 
supposed it ought to have stood -- a way-mark in the wilderness -- they 
found the tree lying on the earth. It had been felled, and left there to rot, 
by some man claiming, no doubt, to be a civilized being. (135) 

Lamenting for men’s ruthless destruction of a “great,” “majestic” pine in these lines, 
Cooper expresses her profound disappointment toward her fellow citizens’ “waste” or 
“abuse” of the natural resources in New England (134 and 135). 

To save the pines and other trees in American woods, Cooper advocates the idea 
of environmental protection in her natural history writings. In Rural Hours, she thanks 
“the hand which has so long preserved them [the trees]” (119).  She also calls 
attention to the vulnerability of the trees, noting that “it needs but a few short minutes 
to bring one of these trees to the ground” (119).  However, Cooper calls to her fellow 
citizens’ minds the “generations that must come and go, the centuries that must roll 
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onward” before the wood will reach this state again (119). Indeed, Cooper emphasizes 
that this is a work that humanity cannot accomplish. The implication, of course, is that 
the trees must be cherished and preserved because they cannot be duplicated by 
culture.  

To save the pine trees in her country, Cooper frequently speaks for the need to 
protect America’s woods and forests. The following passage draws a conclusion with 
a call for environmental preservation: 

The preservation of those old pines must depend entirely on the will of 
their owner; they are private property; we have no right to ask that they 
must be spared, but it is impossible to behold their hoary trucks and 
crested heads without a feeling of hope that they may long continue 
unscathed, to look down upon the village that has sprung up at their 
feet. (119) 

In these lines, Cooper attempts to convince her compatriots of a moral obligation to 
cherish their natural environment. Obviously, Cooper sees the necessity and 
importance of woods and forests for earth. Here, Cooper presciently and prophetically 
suggests the significance of forest protection. This proposal for forest protection in 
Cooper’s natural historical discourse would eventually be realized by Gifford Pinchot 
(1865-1946) -- “the father of American Forestry and the Forest Service” (LaLonde 
162),4 but not until one hundred years later, with the establishment of the US Forest 
Service in 1905.  

 
V 
 

For a very long time, Cooper has played a crucial but unexamined role in 
American nature writing tradition. Today, Cooper still seldom receives critical 
attention; it is worth noting that as of Cooper’s nature history writing neither the 
mainstream Norton Anthology of America Literature (2003), nor the much-touted, 
revisionist Heath Anthology of American Literature (2006), contain any of Cooper’s 
writing. This paper in turn has focused its attention on Cooper’s writings about nature, 
establishing Cooper as national natural history writer in early America. As a national 
natural historian, Cooper closely observes and carefully describes the American 
geography, climates, plants, animals, and insects in loving details. By presenting the 
wonder and beauty of nature in New England, and by bringing before his compatriots 
the variety of “natural productions” -- such as “snow-bird,” “chicadees,” 
“butcher-bird” (Cooper 216), “moose-wood,” “hobble-bush” (Cooper 214), Cooper 
                                                 

4 Gifford Pinchot was the first American to choose forestry as a career (Nash 73). Also, he was 
“the first chief of the USDA Forest Service and an architect of the early conservation movement” 
(Miller and Sample xi). 
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successfully educates Americans about their natural world, instills in them a national 
pride of place based on their deeper knowledge, and thus creates a unique national 
culture for America. Also, Cooper’s natural historical discourse -- her close 
observation, detailed study and careful description of nature -- in Rural Hours helps 
initiate a tradition of environmental concern into American intellectual history. 
Through documenting and lamenting men’s ruthless destruction of animals and 
denouncing the brutality of man and suggesting the significance of forest protection, 
Cooper’s natural history writings do not merely lead toward an ecological 
understanding of the world of nature, but also cultivate a new ethical sensitivity to 
nonhuman nature.  In this way, Cooper introduces a pattern of proto-environmental 
ethics and ecological thinking for mid -nineteenth-century American culture. Cooper 
is unquestionably an important and pioneering national natural history writer in early 
America. 
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The role of African Cultural World View within the New South African 

Context 
 
 

This paper raises awareness of African cultural values and norms. “It offers us an 

opportunity to reflect on our condition, to re-examine our rudders and to develop new 

paradigms that can pull us out of this morass. It affords us a moment to pause and reflect, 

with the benefit of hindsight, on the benefits of Westernisation, the insights we have 

gained from it and losses our culture has sustained”, Catherine A Odora Hoppers 

(2002:60). 

 

The word “cultural” is inserted in the phrase African world view in order to qualify the 

philosophy of the total way of life of a society. Such a way of life can be seen as a system 

of thought, behaviour, value and material creations of a society which resulted from 

interaction with the environment. 

 

The phrase African cultural world view can sometimes be described as personalistic or 

people-centred. In this description, it is evident that humankind is central in the universe 

and no other phenomena is as important as a human being. Furthermore, the phrase 

African cultural world view is also described as intuitive and collective based on 

experienced rather traditional in nature. In addition, Martin and Nakayama (2003:98) 

says  such type of world view places a great deal of importance on extended families and 

group of loyalties. In this instance, people who believe in this philosophy often employ 

less direct communication and more  avoidance style conflict resolution. 

 

This philosophy of life is indicated by the concept ‘botho/ubuntu’ which can be translated 

as a sense community and mutual aid. Such human oriented philosophy of life 

presupposes good and harmonious relations with fellow human beings and especially 

your close kin. According to ubuntu/botho/vhuthu  values, the individual is encouraged to 

perform well, but never at the expense of his her family,  group or culture. Elderly people 

are regarded as important members of the family and they are looked after by their grown 
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up children. According to African culture, it is an insult to abandon them.  They also act 

as advisers to the young married couple. When there are problems between the couple  

they advised them on how to tackle the problem confronting them. Indeed, this concept of 

ubuntu/botho/vhuthu distinguishes Africans from other races. 

 

The African cultural world view refers to the most fundamental assumptions held by 

people in particular culture. This notion of world view also takes into consideration how 

people function and how their live are influenced by luck, interpersonal relationships, age 

in which they live and their natural surroundings and resources. This world view is 

represented in any African language. African language as conveyer of thought, 

philosophy and ideologies should be used to enrich people of their right to define and 

express themselves. In any African language there is ontology, the words and concepts 

that eludes translation. With regard to this, Catherine A Odora Hoppers (2002:54) points 

out that: 

…..centuries of Eurocentric indoctrination has resulted in many of African’s 

intellectuals believing that there is only one way to think, act and express 

themselves, and that way is the Western way. To speak to these intellectuals 

about rethinking their models and embracing the African way, is to place 

one’s head on the parapet. Yet the life of an academic is always predicated 

by this head  -on-the parapet. 

 

African languages are rich in words, idioms, proverbs etc which can make it possible for 

Africans to re-examine their knowledge system anew, with a view to extracting some 

lessons from their past and to distill what can be of use at present moment, hence the talk 

of African renaissance.    
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I. Introduction  

 Calixte Beyala’s novel, Your Name Shall Be Tanga, gives a vivid portrayal of 

women and children living in the urban slums of Iningué, Cameroon. The heroine of the 

book is a young woman named Tanga. Her story begins with a childhood filled with 

misery and abuse, and ends with eventual empowerment and emancipation. Her tale is 

unfurled as she lays bruised and bleeding in a Cameroon prison cell. Her death came 

tragically at the age of seventeen. 

 Tanga was a girl raised in the customs of her people. Taught by her parents in the 

ways of non-verbal behavior (eye movement, looks, and gazes), she quickly grew to fear 

her father in particular. He insisted that she learn to never look her parents or other elders 

in the eye. Beginning when she was twelve years old, Tanga was repeatedly raped by her 

father until close to the time of his death. After his death, her mother forced her to 

become a prostitute in order to provide for the family. Eventually, Tanga challenged the 

non-verbal behaviors of her people and began to use eye contact as a way to fight back. 

She became empowered as her friendships with other women grew. Her association with 
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Camilla, a French woman, and fellow prostitute, provided Tanga with a cross-cultural 

perspective on the suffering of women across race and cultural lines. When Tanga ended 

up in prison for counterfeiting money, she met Anna-Claude, a French, Jewish woman, 

incarcerated for her disruptive and uncontrollable behavior. It is Anna-Claude who is 

entrusted with re-telling Tanga’s life story.   

 This essay intends to expose the role of non-verbal communication within the 

confines of a Cameroonian family, and in a broader sense, in Cameroonian society. In 

pointing out the instances of non-verbal communication and its use and affect on Tanga’s 

life, the author hopes to illuminate its power. Body language, in Cameroon, describes the 

nature of intra-family relationships and serves as an interpersonal regulatory function in 

these relationships, as so poignantly illustrated by Beyala’s novel. It also is a powerful 

factor in changing the balance of power within and outside the family unit. 

 Rules regarding behaviors of the eye or the “code of looks” is learned from 

culture to culture; it is not universal (Webbink, 26-31). In many African cultures, staring 

into the pupils of another is considered inappropriate or suggestive (as an invitation to 

engage in sex). Arthur Flannigan, in his analysis of Ferdinand Oyono’s Une Vie De Boy, 

discussed previous studies analyzing the significance of the eyes in relation to 

Cameroonian culture. He claimed that non-verbal cues are important in understanding 

how Africans were subject to strict forms of control during the French colonial period 

(Flannigan, 52-63).   Eye behavior  used  particularly by Africans  was avoiding eye 

contact with a  white person in an authority role. The power relations  between Africans 

and whites have shifted since the last three decades, we could  expect that so too have eye 

contact.  Moreover, Africans have their own cultural code differences to interact in 
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dominant and subordinate roles.   As Johnson (1971) has also  indicated,  black people 

(Africans and African Americans) can express a hostile , insolent disapproval of the 

person in authority  by “rolling the eyes”.  This quick movement of the eyes is used 

particularly by black females. This  observation contradicts  Flannigan’s approach on the 

premise that his beliefs were based on Western notions with their implications of 

universality. Regardless of this difference of opinion, the strength of non-verbal behavior 

(and its enforcement) cannot be denied. 

    

II.  Non-verbal Communications Within the Family  

 The behavior of “eyes” is important in Beyala’s novel; the first eight pages 

contain no less than twenty references to Tanga’s eye movements. “Don’t forget, a child 

must keep its eyes lowered” demanded Tanga’s father (Beyala, 9), as Tanga’s formal 

education in the way of the eyes began. In West and Central Africa, one shows respect by 

bowing and lowering one’s eyes when addressing elders or someone of a higher social 

rank. This rule is also observed among the Maka. In the Maka society, respect of elders 

by the young stems from a fear of the “djambe force.” This is a force associated with the 

“eyes of the witch” (Geschiere, 101). Tanga’s family also held these beliefs. Early on, 

Tanga understood the relationship between eye contact and power. According to her, “to 

look is to be strong and powerful” (Beyala, 21). 

 Tanga also realized that sight helped her to examine and categorize emotions and 

situations. She evaluated and criticized her parents’ behavior as she listened to them fight 

and argue. Although, she could not understand their marital difficulties, she witnessed 

first-hand her father’s deplorable behavior. He brought home mistresses and soon 
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established a “new civil code” (Beyala, 29) which declared that his daughter would 

eventually take the place of these women. Consequently, Tanga was repeatedly raped by 

her father beginning when she was twelve. When she gave birth to her father’s 

son/grandson, he killed the baby. 

 Tanga’s mother remained silent throughout this ordeal. This silence became 

another source of pain for Tanga and further increased her realization of the pain that 

silence could bring. As down-turned eyes were an expectation from one’s wife, Tanga’s 

mother was merely following the familial and societal mores of her culture. 

Unfortunately, this behavior also had a tremendous impact on Tanga’s view of 

motherhood overall. Her mother’s attitude of denial resembled what was observed in the 

Dogon society. In this patriarchichal society, children were taught to obey elders in all 

situations and contexts, even amidst abuse  (Calame-Griaule, 382).  

 Tanga contemplated suicide, and wished she could fight back. She wanted to 

inflict pain upon her father, and would stare at him while he slept. Her inner rage and 

vengeful thoughts couldn’t be hidden from her father. He sensed her growing power and 

reacted in anger. “You look at me when I’m sleeping, you sorceress, you dirty little 

witch. Get out! Get the hell out right now!” (Beyala, 65). Unbeknownst to him, his 

outrage ultimately granted Tanga the power she so desperately wanted. Simply by calling 

her a “sorceress” and a “witch” he inferred that Tanga was a powerful being. Further 

more, his outrage showed a “loss of control” and she questioned why her father showed 

his “vulnerability” (Beyala, 65) to her. Indeed, he became the tempestuous and 

vulnerable child and she became the patient and controlled adult. 
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 Once her father, the breadwinner of the family, died, Tanga’s mother turned to 

her daughter for survival. She forced her daughter to prostitute herself and encouraged 

this through her facial and bodily expressions. Tanga described her mother has having 

“eyes filled with hostile silence” (Beyala, 33) and “eyes narrow with anger” (Beyala, 52). 

Her mother also “faked that she was ill and dying” (Beyala, 33). Not a word needed to be 

uttered for Tanga to initiate the next phase in her young and tragic life. 

 

III.  Non-verbal Communications: Life on the Street  

 Tanga met Hassan on the streets. Initially he aroused feelings in her broken heart. 

She mistakenly thought that his desire to sleep with her was a show of affection. She 

fantasized about a life with Hassan. What aroused her most were his legs (since she 

needed to avoid his eyes). “They catch my eyes, attach strings to them, forcing me to 

look at them, to look only at them from now on” (Beyala, 10). Her eyes were fascinated, 

but her infatuation was short-lived and interrupted by stark reality. She realized that he 

was with her for only one purpose, and exclaimed, “In my pupils I hold the arrogance of 

the man who has touched innumerable women” (Beyala, 10).  

 Hassan represented the male enigma in Cameroonian society, such that male 

behavior in regards to women is contradictory. On one hand, the male celebrates the 

woman because she represents social and moral values. On the other, the Cameroonian 

male is incapable of fending off his desire to be with prostitutes. Tanga expressed this 

conundrum by describing Hassan as a figure representing the downfall of Africa. He was 

the type of man “that would marry without getting married, would divorce without 

divorcing, that domino Africa, its ass between two chairs” (Beyala, 15). In an interview 
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given to Gallimore in 1997, Beyala claimed that “in Africa, in the last thirty-five years of 

independence, men have demonstrated their inability to run the continent. They have lead 

it to bankruptcy and now it is time African women take the political power (Gallimore, 

197). 

 As Tanga’s hope and happiness dwindled, she began to view her “clients” in a 

different light. “I close my critical eye. I direct the other one on the Benz, the diamond, 

and the Rolex” (Beyala, 37). She had to close one eye in order to stop judging or 

appraising the physical beauty of the men she serviced. Contrary to Dogon or other 

African societal customs which command that a young woman lower her eyes in front of 

her lover (Calame-Griaule, 38), Tanga used her eyes to focus on the material gains 

afforded her by her profession. Again, Tanga demonstrates her ability to defy tradition by 

using her eyes. 

 

IV.  The Destruction of the Family 

  When Tanga finally decided to give up prostitution, she was met with disapproval 

from her mother. Her mother expressed this disapproval through body language. “She 

looks at me vacantly then begins to pace the room shaking her behind and gyrating her 

pelvis. Obscene movements. She is dancing, and me, I am watching. I watch the woman 

forget what she used to be before. I know she is following the motion of death. I watch. Is 

that not what the role of a child should be” (Beyala, 38)? 

  Tanga carefully observed her mother’s behavior. Her “vacant eyes” reflected the 

void of any feeling for her daughter. In her eyes and heart, Tanga did not exist anymore.  

In this passage, the mother disowned her child and wished her death. Her mother didn’t 
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have any maternal feelings toward her. The “obscene” dance performed by her mother 

was a curse, which would later lead to her daughter’s untimely death. In the Cameroonian 

culture, and in this particular instance, Tanga’s eye contact expressed a threat to her 

mother. Tanga’s mother performed this dance in an attempt to re-gain the dominance she 

once had over Tanga. 

 

3. The Journey to Womanhood 

   When Tanga stood up to her mother, she realized that she had commanded an 

inner strength. “She tries to catch my eye. I elude her though I won’t look down. And I, 

the excluded girlchild-woman, I know that my eyes will not be lowered again” (Belaya, 

50). 

 African culture indicates that when two glances meet, a wordless struggle ensues 

until one or the other succeeds in establishing dominance - a dominance which is 

signaled by the lowered glance of the loser (Henley, 195). Tanga succeeded in avoiding a 

battle of eye contact with her mother, thereby severing her family ties. This was a 

symbolic act of  “rebirth” for Tanga and signified her new role as a woman.   

 After breaking away from her family, Tanga sought autonomy and a way to 

ensure her well being. This search led her to pursue relationships outside the family in an 

attempt to form new families. She moved in with a former customer of hers, named 

Lame-Leg, who wanted to have children with Tanga. Tanga's refusal to grant his wishes 

is expressed by her eyes. “I feel the rift in his eyes; I have a foreboding of what is to 

come. I lower my eyes”(119). This time, however, instead of expressing submission, 

Tanga lowered her eyes to express disagreement.  
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 Her refusals to have children with him were justified. Tanya abhorred the thought 

of becoming a “breeder” (Belaya, 91), and again stood up to authority. This time the 

authority figure wasn’t only a man. This time, Tanga stood up to the government, who 

encouraged women to have many children. In search of her new identity, she challenged 

the concept of motherhood as a panacea, and criticized the notion as a form of slavery. A 

number of African novels of the 1980’s are in fact centered on the question of maternal 

love (Cazenave, 157). 

 In her search for new kinfolk, she met Camilla, a French prostitute living in 

Cameroon. Tanga did not want to look at Camilla at first and “she lowered her eyes” 

(Belaya, 85). Tanga feared Camilla’s penetrating look because she recognized its 

significance and its intention to unmask Tanga. Eventually Tanga withstood Camilla’s 

stare and reciprocated by looking at her. This change in Tanga’s eye behavior opened up 

a whole new world for Tanga and established a sisterly bond between the new friends.  

 Camilla also reformed Tanga’s once-held beliefs about white people. ”You white 

people are born clean with happiness on your lips,” said Tanga. “You are wrong,” 

Camilla replied, “abandoned children, the unemployed, whores, battered women—they 

are all over my country, too” (Belaya, 85).  

 As their friendship grew, Camilla revealed that she suffered much the same way 

as Tanga. She was born from alcoholic parents who abandoned her when she was a little 

girl. She fell in love with and married a Cameroonian man named Peter. When her 

husband divorced her, she buried her sorrows by sleeping with other men. Woman to 

woman, they shared their painful secrets, and this was a great awakening for Tanga; to 

realize that she was not alone. 
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 After Tanga’s arrest at seventeen, she met Anna-Claude, a forty-year-old, white, 

Jewish, Parisian woman, and professor of philosophy. Anna-Claude had also suffered 

although she was not black. She was discriminated and tormented in France because she 

was a Jewish woman. Anna-Claude had come to Cameroon to find a place where all 

humans were treated equally, regardless of gender or race. Instead, she found the harsh 

realities of abuse against African women and girls—no more profound than in her new 

friend, Tanga.  

 Anna-Claude could see that Tanga was on the verge of death, after Tanga had 

been repeatedly subjected to brutal beatings. She urged Tanga to tell her story. “You are 

going to die” she said, “I feel it, I know it. Give me your story. Give me your hand and 

my story will be born in your veins” (Beyala, 6-7).  

 Tanga’s pain and shame were so intense she could not speak. Anna-Claude 

questioned why Tanga put up with all the abuse from her parents. “Tanga looks at her. 

Eyes staring and open wide. She nestles her hand more deeply in the other one’s and says 

in a voice worn out with suffering, “ I couldn’t have done it, woman” (Belaya, 40). Tanga 

explained to her that she could not leave her parents, because in Africa, children are 

responsible for their parents.   

 The physical contact (hand-holding) between Tanga and Anna-Claude soothed 

their wounds and created an emotional bond between them. Tanga told her that “they will 

stroke the despair and that the most maternal of all love will gush forth from them ” 

(Beyala, 45). The touching of their hands was symbolic. It represented a new birth, an 

attempt to eliminate racial divisions, and to ultimately establish a universal feminist 

movement (Hooks  1982). Tanga understood that Anna-Claude knew what it was like to 
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suffer at the hands of other human beings and that is why Tanga left her story and her life 

with Anna-Claude. “Give me your hand, Tanga said to Anna-Claude, “from now on you 

shall be me. You shall be seventeen seasons old, you shall be black; your name shall be 

Tanga” (Belaga, 7). Ultimately, Tanga decided to give her testimony in hopes of stopping 

the cycles of violence and abuse to women and children around the world.   

 

 

V.  Conclusion 

  This essay has attempted to show that non-verbal communications can be used as 

a tool to understand, interpret, and indeed change human behavior. Body language, when 

severely restricted and paralyzed, can turn a tragic life into one of dignity and strength, in 

spite of impending death. Finally, it can serve as a tool in bringing cultures together. 
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 This study delineates the factors which make people to be creative in their own 

arts from the concept of the Sea.  

This study can be divided into five sections. The first section is about the 

general concept of the Sea in history, literature, visual arts and music within specific 

periods in the western world. The second is about Japanese concept of the sea in history, 

literature, visual arts, and music in specific eras, considering how they understand the 

sea with their life concept. The third is about Japanese composer Toru Takemitsu�s 

concept of the sea which includes his biography, and the influence upon him of 

American novelist Herman Melville (1851-1891), French Composer Claude Debussy 

(1862-1918) and others. Takemitsu was inspired by Melville�s Moby Dick (1851) and 

Debussy�s La Mer for Orchestra (1905).  This writing will  examine how these 

concepts have been put into Takemitsu�s work   Toward the Sea III for Alto flute and 
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Harp (1988), using previous research about this piece and focusing on elements 

indicated in the score and articles by and about the composers. The fourth is to discuss 

the interaction of Arts with Humanities, international understanding and cultural 

exchange.  

The last is to realize these concepts by performing Towards the Sea III.   
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A Legacy of Women Composers BEFORE Hildegard 

 
By 

 
Dr, Diane Touliatos 

 Since the acknowledgement of women composers in the 1980s, there has been a 

trend in most music history survey books to represent Hildegard of Bingen as the token 

contributor and representative of an early Medieval woman composer. Hildegard is 

certainly due all the recognition that she is receiving, but there is a historical legacy of 

women composers before Hildegard was even born by some who precede her by three 

millennia and others by three centuries with preserved music that was perhaps even more 

innovative than Hildegard’s. 

 It is known from iconographical depictions that there were many active women 

performers and possible composers from the Ancient regions of Mesopotamia, the cradle 

of civilization, as well as Egypt and parts of Africa. The earliest pictorial documentations 

are in Egypt prior to the arrival of Alexander the Great and can be dated from the twenty-
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sixth century B.C. E.1   But many of  their names and contributions have been hidden in 

centuries of dust, destroyed, or appropriated to  male creators. Consequently, 

documentation of early women in music is scarce.  The Ancient Greeks, however, were 

among the first to give us written documentation on women and music. One only has to 

look at Plato's Republic, where a distinction was made in music for the sexes: for men, 

music was to be noble and manly, but for women, only modest, submissive songs were 

acceptable. 

     Greek society tended not to acknowledge women. Women who did become known 

were usually on the lowest level of society, such as notorious prostitutes, or on the 

highest level, women who played a role in politics and history, such as the Hellenistic 

queens and heroines or the famous women of the Imperial court of Byzantium. 

Consequently, few names of Greek women in music have been immortalized. But Greek 

women have always been active participants in the musical life of their society as 

composers, performers, and dancers. Sadly, little of their music has been preserved, much 

of it being obliterated by the Church that considered it all to be pagan. 

   Many visual representations preserved from Antiquity depict Greek women in 

musical activity, such as performing on the aulos (shrill pipes) or dancing in seminude 

bodies in the traditional Greek round dances or in couples. Even performance of 

instruments indicated statures of women with aulos players receiving far less respect, if 

any, than kithara players.  The Greek philosopher Plato has written much about those 

infamous courtesan aulos girls and their participation at symposia. 

                                                 
1 Emily Teeter, “Female Musicians in Pharaonic Egypt,” Rediscovering the Muses: 
Women’s Musical Traditions. Ed. Kimberly Marshall, (Boston: Northeastern University 
Press, 1993):  pp. 68-91. 
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 Ancient Greek women musicians were usually divided into two categories: the 

unrespectable hetairai or the respectable composers/performers that were organ and 

kithara performers,  the lyric poetesses, and the parthenia choruses. Prominent female 

figures in the music of ancient Greece were the hetairai [literally, the others] or 

courtesans to men.  The hetairai were the highest class of prostitutes in Ancient Greece.  

Different from the common courtesans, the hetairai were physically beautiful, had some 

intellectual training, and possessed artistic talents, such as singing, playing musical 

instruments, and dancing.  Because of their diverse artistic talents and musical 

contributions, hetairai were in great demand as musical entertainers, dancers, and 

companions to Greek men at parties, especially the symposia that featured  the 

consumption of wine and other activities. 

 Regardless of the status of women in music, a thread of commonality runs 

through the women musicians and dancers through Antiquity, Byzantium, and beyond.   

Although there is no shortage of visual depictions of Ancient Greek women participating 

in music, the actual identities of these women are less evident.  There are, however, 

names for some of the composers/performers.  An early example is Pythia, the oracle of 

Apollo at Delphi, who was known to have responded to queries with her compositions of 

frenzied musical melodies that followed a speech pattern in hexameters.  Undoubtedly 

the improvised chants of  Pythia -- and the many subsequent Pythias -- were erratic 

derangements, perhaps due to the addictive and deadly methane gas that was being 

inhaled in the subterranean cave where Pythia  was seated on a tripod.  But this woman 
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chanter was more than just a prophetess, she was composer of chant in which her 

enigmatic predictions were entwined.2 

 There is evidence that some respectable women pursued music as a career. 

Documentation exists that professional female musicians of this sort received monetary 

compensation. A respectable woman was distinguished from hetairai by the occasional 

citation of her name and by the citation of her patronymic and city of origin.  In some 

instances, performances were commemorated or honored with inscriptions. One such 

woman is  Polygnota, a daughter of Socrates, a Theban, who was so accomplished, her 

performance at Delphi was cited in a decree in 186 B.C.E.  For her kithara playing and 

recitations at Delphi, Polygnota was paid five hundred drachmas, a monetary 

compensation equivalent to that of her male counterparts for this period.3  Another 

respectable professional Greek female musician known for performing in theaters and 

festivals was the daughter of Aristocrates of Cyme, who gave a concert at Delphi in the 

middle of the second century B.C.E.4 

 A famous singer of songs and composer was Megalostrata of Sparta, of the sixth  

century B.C.E.  In the third century,  Glauke of Chios was known as a famous singer, 

poet, and composer who accompanied herself on the kithara.  She could be one of the few 

                                                 
2 Diane Touliatos, “The Traditional Role of Greek Women in Music from Antiquity to 
the End of the Byzantine Empire,” Rediscovering the Muses: Women’s Musical 
Traditions. Ed. Kimberly Marshall, (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1993):  pp. 
111-23 and pp. 250-53. 
3 L. Robert,  “Décrets de Delphes,” Études épigraphiques et philologiques (Paris: 
Champion1938): pp. 36-38.  Also, cf.  S. B. Pomeroy, Goddesses, Wives, Whores, and 
Slaves: Women in Classical Antiquity, (New York: Schocken Books, 1975): p. 54. 
4  Robert, “Décrets de Delphes,” 37-38; Pomeroy, Goddesses, Wives, Whores, and Slaves,  
p. 54. 
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women professional kithara players.5 Other inscriptions document women composers  

such as Alkinoe, perhaps from Ephesus, who wrote hymns to the gods for the city of 

Thronion in the late third  century B.C.E., and Aristodama of Smyrna ( alive in 218/7 

B.C.E.) daughter of Amytas, who was a composer and poet who composed hymns for the 

cities of Lamia in Thessaly and for Chaleia in Boeotia; Chaleia was so pleased that it set 

up several  inscriptions.  The most memorable is the one written in the sanctuary of 

Delphi that documents how Aristodama was given a laurel crown, was paid in drachmas, 

was granted a portion in the sacrifice of goats, was bequeathed land with a home free of 

tax, and received asylum  for her and her family.6 

 Thais, who flourished between the second - third century B.C.E., was a 

Hellenistic woman musician who lived in Alexandria, Egypt.  She was the wife of 

Ktesibios, the inventor of the hydraulos or water organ, whose invention was documented 

in his Commentaries.   Thais was a noted performer of her husband's invention and wrote 

the music she performed. Thais has been recorded as the first performer of the organ in 

history.7  

 A much later organ composer/performer is Sabina for whom  we only have a 

death date of c. fourth century C.E.  From her sarcophagus inscription at Aquincum, 

                                                 
5 John G Younger, “Tekhnitides: Women Artists in Ancient Greece,” HER ART: Greek 
Women in the Arts from Antiquity to Modernity,  ed. Diane Touliatos, (River Vale, New 
Jersy and Athens, Greece: Cosmos Publishing Co, 2008):  p. 32. 
6 Inscriptiones Graecae IX (2): p. 62; Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum3, edited by W. 
Dittenberger, p. 532; Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum II,  p. 263.  Also, Younger,  
“Tekhnitides: Women Artists in Ancient Greece,” p. 33. 
7 J. Perrot: The Organ, from its Invention in the Hellenistic Period to the End of the 
Thirteenth Century  (New York, 1971). 
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Sabina is acknowledged as a renowned performer of her original music on the hydraulos 

or water organ, surpassing in fame her husband who was a military organist.8   

Greek Antiquity has also given us some of the names of famous women  

composers/musicians who are often not perceived as  composers: the lyric poetesses.  All 

the lyric poetesses of Archaic Greece were educated women from the upper class. The 

ancient term for lyric is "melic" from the Greek melos, meaning melody. Only poetry 

sung to melody and/or accompaniment was classified as lyric. This poetry was primarily 

monodic, that is for a solo singer, but there are choral examples, such as the epithalamia 

or wedding songs; the Partheneias, choral hymns for virgins accompanied with an aulos; 

ritual laments; and folksongs for spinners and weavers. In singing this poetry, the 

performers usually accompanied themselves on a kithara.  Some Greek women who 

contributed to the genre of lyric poetry are Korinna, Praxilla, Telesilla, Erinna, Anyte, 

Nossis, Moiro, Hedyla, and Melinno.9 

Korinna of Boeotia lived in Tanagra around c. the fifth century B.C.E.  She wrote 

her poetry for the entertainment of the white-robed women of  Boeotia.10   Korinna was 

known to rework the older songs  but fashion them for delighting a female audience. 

Another lyric poet of the fifth century B.C.E. is Telesilla of Argos, who came 

from an aristocratic family.  Her name has been preserved in history because of her 

heroic actions., for it was Telesilla, who organized the women of Argos to arm 

themselves and successfully defend their city against the Spartans. In his treatise on the 

                                                 
8 Ibid. 
9 Diane J. Rayor, Sappho’s Lyre, Archaic Lyric and Women Poets of Ancient Greece 
(Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 1991). Rayor provides translations 
with notes for some monodic women poets. 
10 Pomeroy, Goddesses, Whores, Wives, and Slaves, p. 56. 
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bravery of women, Plutarch documents that Telesilla of Argos had been encouraged to 

compose lyric poetry because of her weak constitution. Telesilla wrote her lyric poetry 

primarily for women with a recurring theme about Artemis and Apollo. 

Praxilla also dates from c. mid-fifth century and was from the town of Sikyon (on 

the Gulf of Corinth).  Praxilla's lyric poetry included hymns, dithyrambs, and drinking 

songs. An Athenian contemporary to  Praxilla was Charixena, who was known for her 

old-fashioned melodies. 

Erinna from the late fourth century B.C.E. was from an island off southwest Asia 

Minor.  Famous in her time, Erinna was known for writing epigrams in elegiac couplets 

and also long laments in  hexameters. Her poetry bears the influence of both Sappho and 

Homer. 

 
Anyte, an Arkadian poet, dates from c. 300 B.C.E.  Her musical epigrams 

focus on themes of animals and pastoral scenes. She was an animal activist before her 

time and is given credit for inventing pastoral epigrams and animal epitaphs to music.  

Nossis wrote her musical epigrams and love poems in the early third century 

B.C.E.  Her writings show many influences from Sappho's writings. Her lyrics even 

praise a prostitute for dedicating a statue of Aphrodite with her earnings.  She was a 

feminist before her time. 

Moiro lived during the third century B.C.E. in Byzantium and continues the 

tradition of composing lyric poetry in hexameters with references to mothers, Aphrodite, 

and nymphs. 
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 Hedyla dates from the third century B.C.E.  She was known for her mythological 

poem  written in elegiac couplets that was about Glaukos, a merman, who attempted to 

woo Skylla a human woman.  

Melinno is from the first half of the second century B.C.E.  She writes about 

Rome through the voices of  Amazons and the goddess Roma. 

The most famous woman of all Greek lyric poetesses/ musicians is Sappho of 

Lesbos, who was born into an aristocratic family c. 612 B.C.E. on the island of Lesbos 

and lived there until she was exiled at the end of the century to Sicily.  A wife, whose 

husband died soon after their marriage, and a mother of a daughter - Kleis, Sappho was 

highly educated and wealthy. Her independent wealth allowed her much freedom 

including having an academy for aristocratic women whom she educated in composing 

music and poetry.  As a famed poet, musician, composer, she was known as the Tenth 

Muse.  She wrote  nine books of poetry, over 500 poems, but these were obliterated.11   

Only one semi-complete poem and  short fragments have survived.12 Sappho was known 

to accompany her poetry by playing the barbitos, a large harp-like string instrument that 

was associated with Dionysus, god of wine, intoxication, and ecstasy. Later generations 

have given her credit for inventing the Mixolydian mode, string instruments – pektis and 

magadis, and her Sapphic stanza written in the Aeolic dialect.13  

                                                 
11 Cf. Warren Treadgold, Renaissance Before the Renaissance: Cultural Revivals of Late 
Antiquity and the Middle Ages (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1984): pp. 75-98, 
144-72. 
12 Ibid.   According to Diane Rayor’s translations, there are sixty-eight remaining 
compositions of which sixty-seven are fragments, some only one line in length. Also, 
Sappho’s poetry can be found in E. Lobel  and D. L. Page, eds.,  Poetarum  Lesborium 
Fragment, trans., J. Keller Hallet (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1955). 
13 W. Anderson, “Sappho,” The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians,  6th ed., 
edited by S. Sadie,  16: 489 (London: Macmillan, 1980). 
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During the Christian years, nearly most of Sappho's poetry was destroyed.  Pope 

Gregory VII held a public burning of her poems in Rome and Constantinople in 1073.14  

Why??  Well, her poetry had the recurring theme of love, sometimes very explicit love, 

between women.  This was even found in her Hagesichora, for all-girl choirs that had 

obvious lesbian themes.15  Sappho was a revolutionary before her time.  She wrote in a 

feminine voice on feminine subjects.   

   
 

The beginnings of Christianity brought great change to Greek culture and to the 

role of Greek women in music.16  In the period of early Christianity, when men 

dominated all aspects of religious, political, and social philosophies, Greek-Byzantine 

women were considered to be intellectually and spiritually inferior to men.  No longer 

bearing the stigma of Pandora, the Byzantine woman was now viewed as a descendant of 

Eve, the cause of woman's dishonor and bondage to whom every evil of mankind was 

attributed.  

During the early Christian period c. second century C.E., there is some 

continuation from the preceding pagan culture. The symposia from Antiquity continued 

through the Byzantine epoch.  During the early third and fourth centuries C.E., women 

still performed as instrumentalists but with the condemnations of the Church Fathers who 

                                                 
14 It should also be included that what the popes and Christians did not destroy of 
Sappho’s works, the Moslem Turks  who invaded Byzantium sporadically did.  
15 U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Sappho und Simonides (Berlin, 1913).  The scholar 
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff supports the theory that Sappho had a homosexual cult of 
women, where men had no place, and for which she composed her erotic poetry. 
16 For more information on early Christian women composers of the East and West, see 
Diane Touliatos’s  “Medieval Women Composers in Byzantium and the West,”  
Proceedings of the VIth International Congress of Musicology ‘Musica Antiqua Europae 
Orientalis,’  (Bydgoszcz, Poland, 1982): pp. 689-712. 
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referred to these women as “porne,” this changed by the fourteenth century with only 

men participating.17  

It is during the Byzantine epoch that the earliest preserved music by a woman 

composer can be found.  In the area of secular music very little has survived and, hence, 

no names of women composers have remained. In Byzantium the women composers' 

names that have survived were associated exclusively with liturgical chant.    These 

women were all literate and middle- to upper-class social status.  With the exception of 

one, they were all nuns:  Martha, mother of Symeon the Stylite; Theodosia; Thekla; 

Kassia; Kouvouklisena; and Palaeologina.   The one for whom we have no knowledge is 

referred to as the daughter of Ioannes Kladas. Of these women whose names are 

documented in sources as composers of Byzantine chant, only the music of Kassia and 

the Daughter of Ioannes Kladas is preserved in manuscripts. 

Kassia, born 810 C.E., is the earliest woman composer for whom there is 

preserved music and she has left us over 50 sacred compositions with musical notation 

and lyrics.18  Kassia was also brought up in a wealthy family and was part of the imperial 

court that allowed her to receive a private education.  She was beautiful and very smart  

and as history tells the story when the time came for Emperor Theophilos to have his 

bride-show, she was a candidate. 

                                                 
17 Cf. Touliatos, “The Traditional Role of Greek Women in Music from Antiquity to the 
End of the Byzantine Empire,” pp. 117-18. 
18 Although modern Greek literature refers to her as Kassiane, there is never any 
reference to this form of her name in the Medieval Byzantine musical manuscripts.  The 
various forms of her name documented in Medieval times are Kasia, Kassia, Eikasia, and 
Ikasia.  For more detailed information on Kassia and her music, cf. Diane Touliatos, 
“Kassia (ca. 810 – between 843 and 867),” Women Composers through the Ages, vol. I 
Composers Born Before 1599    (New York: G. K. Hall, 1996): pp. 1 – 24. 
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As Theophilos passed the line of contending beauties with a golden apple in his 

hand, he was stopped by Kassia’s beauty. He interrogated her by stating: that women had 

been the cause of much evil [Eve], she quickly replied that they have been the cause of 

much good as well [Virgin Mary].  Her quick smart reply embarrassed and out-witted the 

Emperor and he chose another for his bride.  This was the birth of the Greek saying that 

pertained to women:  “Silence is an ornament.”  Since  Kassia was rejected for Empress, 

the only other option for a respectable, unmarried woman was the nunnery. She started 

her own convent and became abbess but more importantly she wrote music for the church 

services that her nuns chanted.19 

Her hymns usually defend women: fallen women, prostitutes that were saved 

through Christianity and women saints that were martyred -- subjects that male 

hymnographers of that time did not deem worthy.  Kassia also wrote hymns to 

commemorate Holy Saturday, Christmas, Holy Wednesday, St. John the Forerunner, the 

apostles Peter and Paul, and the martyrs  Eustratios and Auxentios, to name only a few.  

As a composer, she was an innovator.   She is the composer of the first medieval 

sequence (repeated musical form) entitled “Augustus, the Monarch,” that was so famous 

it was transmitted to the West and its musical form and rhyming couplet scheme copied.  

She used tone painting -- a representation of the text in the music -- centuries before it 

was used in the West.  She employed poetic play on words that was reflected with 

                                                 
19 Ibid,   Kassia was known to have founded her monastery in 843 on the seventh hill of 
Constantinople, the Xerolophos, near the Constantinian Wall, 
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musical motives, a technique that was not used in the West until the fifteenth century.  

She was brilliant.20  

Her most famous work,  "The Fallen Woman," (“Kyrie e en pollais amartiais”)  

was written at the convent.  The story has it that Emperor Theophilos later realized his 

mistake in marrying another and would come to visit her at the nunnery on stately visits.  

She was working on "The Fallen Woman," a hymn with references to Mary Magdalene a 

fallen woman who washed Christ’s feet and anointed them and wiped them with her long 

hair.  But when she heard the Emperor, Kassia fled and hid at which point he added the 

text: 

"The feet whose sound Eve heard in Paradise in the      
 afternoon and hid in fear."21 
 
Although this insertion was not appropriate, she kept the added text of the Emperor. 

Kassia’s music is notated in the Middle Byzantine Notation system and can be 

transcribed and performed. 

The Daughter of Ioannes Kladas (flourished c. 1400) is the only other Byzantine 

woman for whom there is extant music. This composer is identified by the patronymic 

and the relationship of the composer to the patriarch of the family, following the tradition 

for respectable women.  The Daughter of Klada was probably known as a singer and 

composer.  Her  fame, however, was not as great as that of her father who was a leading 

                                                 
20 For Kassia’s music and analyses, cf the following:  D. Touliatos, “Kassia,” Historical 
Anthology of Music by Women, ed, J. Briscoe (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1987 and 2005); idem., “Kassia,” The New Grove Dictionary of Women in Music, ed. S. 
Sadie (London: Macmillan Press, 1994): pp. 247-48; idem. “Kassia (ca. 810 – between 
843 and 867),” Women Composers through the Ages, vol. I Composers Born Before 1599    
(New York: G. K. Hall, 1996): pp. 1 – 24; idem. Ed., Kassia:  Six Stichera (Bryn Mawr, 
PA: Hildegard Publishing Co., 1996); idem. Ed., Kassia: Thirteen Hymns  (Bryn Mawr, 
PA: Hildegard Publishing Co,  2000). 
21 Ibid,, pp. vi – viii  and 7-8. 
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composer of Byzantine chant of the late fourteenth century, as well as "The 

Lampadarios."  Her composition "Eis mnemosunon aionion" is a memorial hymn in the 

kalophonic style that was written as a lament by the daughter for her father.22 

The surviving information concerning the other female composers is easily 

summarized.  Martha, the mother of Symeon the Stylite, dates from the ninth century, and 

was the abbess of a nunnery at Argos.  Her musical works composed were intended for 

the services at her convent. Theodosia, also from the ninth century, and an abbess of a 

convent near the Imperial city of Constantinople, was known for her compositions of 

Kanons performed in the Byzantine Morning  Office known as Orthros. Thekla, another 

ninth-century composer and abbess of a convent near Constantinople,  also composed 

music for her nuns.23 Her only surviving composition is an Encomium - Kanon in honor 

of the Theotokos, Mother of God.  Thekla's premise was that the Theotokos emancipated 

Byzantine women from the guilt of Eve and gave women respect and honor in the 

Byzantine church.  In addition to lauding the Theotokos, Thekla shows her feminist traits 

by praising female martyrs, saints, and consecrated virgins of the Eastern Orthodox 

Church.   

A later Byzantine woman musician is Kouvouklisena, a thirteenth-century 

precentor identified in a Lavra manuscript from the largest monastery of Mt. Athos.24  

                                                 
22 For a transcription of the chant and more information, cf. D. Touliatos, “Women 
Composers of Medieval Byzantine Chant,” College Music Symposium  24 (Spring, 1984): 
pp. 62-80. 
23 Ibid.  Thekla the composer, known as the “Second Thekla,” is not the same person as 
St. Thekla, who  (precedes the composer) is known as the virgin martyr that was 
converted by St. Paul. 
24 The source is Lavra MS Gamma 71, folio 339r. Cf. S. Eustratiades,  Catalogos ton 
Kodikon tes Megistes Lavras  (Paris: Librairie Ancienne Honore Champion, 1925): p. 42. 
Also, cf. Touliatos, “Women Composers of Medieval Byzantine Chant,” pp. 62-80. 
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The citation pertains to her death date and identifies her as a domestikena or chantress 

and leader of a woman's choir.  This acknowledgement of her musical abilities by a male 

scribe indicates her importance.   The chanters of this period were considered to be 

performers, improvisers, and composers. 

A later Byzantine woman hymnographer, probably from the fifteenth century, is 

identified as Palaeologina.  Her name indicates that she was from the Imperial family and 

dynasty of the Palaeologos that ruled from 1259 to 1453.  She was an aristocratic, well-

educated woman who was thought to have become a nun in one of the convents of 

Constantinople and is known as a composer of Kanons for her convent.25 

Although these women  composers represent different epochs of Antiquity and 

the Medieval period, there is an underlying theme in their music, sometimes subtle or 

even blatant: these composers were defending, praising, and/or  recognizing women in 

either a pagan or Christian society that was generally ruled by some form of male 

dominance through rulers and/or the church.  By bringing forth these women’s names and 

their accomplishments, the objective is to awaken Western scholars in all areas of 

humanities of their legacy and contributions.  More precisely, the historical legacy  of 

these Greek women composers  precedes and paves the way for Hildegard and  the 

sisterhood of composers who follow centuries later. 

 
 

 

 

                                                 
25 Ibid. 
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I. Introduction 

 “Adonais” is written by Percy Bysshe Shelley to mourn over the death of the poet, 

John Keats. However, Shelley’s chief aim of this writing is not solely the grief for the death of a 

great poet. As the foreword of this poem suggests, Shelley attributes Keats’s death to very 

conservative and exclusive critics (“The savage criticism on his Endymion, which appeared in 

the Quarterly Review, produced the most violent effect on his susceptible mind”). Such his 

judgment moves him to write the poem on Keats. Shelley is already hostile to that review since 

one of his work, The Revolt of Islam is subjected to harsh criticism. More enraged with the 

caustic comment on Keats, Shelley nearly sends the editor of the Quarterly Review, William 

Gifford the letter which says:  

 

Poor Keats was thrown into a dreadful state of mind by this review, which I am 

persuaded was not written with any intention of producing the effect, to which it has at 

least greatly contributed, of embittering his existence, & inducing a disease from which 

there are not but faint hopes of his recovery. –The first effects are described to me to 

have resembled insanity, & it was by assiduous watching that he was restrained from 

effecting purposes of suicide. The agony of his sufferings at length produced the 

rupture of a blood vessel in the lungs, & the usual process of consumption appears to 

have begun.          (Knerr 6) 

 

Such animosity against critics who, Shelley thinks, underestimate creativity and originality of 

Keats and as a result take his life is revealed in his poem, “Adonais.” This elegy is dedicated 

not only to Keats but also to the literary circle in his time which adheres to old literary tradition 

and refuses to accept new type of literature. 

  Shelley himself calls his poem “a highly wrought piece of art.” Thus, this writing is not 

his own invention. He composes the poem, relying upon many of other literary conventions. For 
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instance, “Adonais” is suggestive of the Greek pastoral poet, Bion’s “Lament for Adonis,” 

another Greek poet, Moschus’s “Lament for Bion,” John Milton’s “Lycidas,” and so on. In other 

words, Shelley’s writing follows the convention of pastoral elegy. As he refers to many works of 

literary forefathers, Shelley completes the highly wrought of piece of art. Accordingly, it is hard 

to read and understand this work without a gloss or an annotation. 

 However, it raises controversy that “Adonais” is closely connected with old literary 

tradition, because the original intention of composing the poem does not seem to function. 

Although he intends to make an attack on those who stick to old conventions and are reluctant 

to accept changes, Shelley aligns himself with such traditionalists. That is, there is an ostensible 

conflict between his original plan and his writing outcome. Does he show the example of self-

contradiction? This article aims to demonstrate that Shelley makes use of literary traditions not 

to depend upon but to question their usefulness and then to negate, by contrasting his poem 

with its referential works.  

 

II. 

 Shelley in his poem makes an analogy between young Keats and Adonis in Greek 

Mythology. Namely, Shelley dramatizes Keats through the cast of Aphrodite’s beloved Adonis 

who is killed by a wild boar during hunt. However, before Shelley, the Greek poet, Bion sings 

the story of Adonis in “Lament for Adonis.” Aphrodite mourns over the death of Adonis in Bion’s 

elegy of which the first line is:  

 

I mourn Adonis dead-loveliest Adonis-Dead, Dead Adonis-and the Loves  

lament.                                                              (1) 

 

Shelley’s “Adonais” has the similar opening (I weep for Adonais-he is dead!). Moreover, there 

is another similarity in that this beginning line functions as a refrain. Undoubtedly, Shelley is well 

familiar with Bion’s poem since he once translates the Greek poem into English. Thus, such 

resemblance is not a mere coincidence. Shelley, on purpose, borrows parts of Bion’s elegy. 

 However, there is a striking difference between Shelley’s elegy and Bion’s. In Bion’s 

song, Aphrodite is described as Adonis’s love. But the relationship between Aphrodite and 

Adonis is altered in “Adonais.” Shelley chooses Urania, another name of Aphrodite and then 

depicts her as the mother of Adonis. Kenneth N. Cameron gives an answer to the question why 

Shelley makes such a change.  

 

In Greek literature, two aspects of Aphrodite were emphasized, spiritual love and 

sexual love-Aphrodite Urania (“Heavenly”) and Aphrodite Pandemos (“all the 
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people’s”). The name Urania, however, was also applied to the muse of astronomy, 

perhaps deriving from Aphrodite Urania. This muse was addressed as a source of 

poetic inspiration by Dante, Spenser, Milton, and Wordsworth. In Adonais Shelley 

combines both the goddess and the muse, though the primary emphasis is on the 

muse, as shown by the fact that he makes the “mother,” not the lover, of Adonais.                 

(Cameron 432) 

 

As Cameron discusses, Shelley does not use the name, Aphrodite to focus on spiritual love not 

sexual love. In addition, the name, Urania which refers to one of nine muses serves to inspire 

Shelley with poetic voice. Shelley clarifies the distinction between his own poem and Bion’s, by 

representing Urania as Adonais’s mother and a muse. Bion designs to resurrect Adonis with 

cycle of nature through Aphrodite’s love. Without such love, does Shelley’s poem come to the 

same conclusion? Shelley suggests that mother’s elegy for her lost son is distanced from 

lover’s.  

 The question arises whether Shelley follows tradition faithfully, although he 

unquestionably composes his elegy on the model of classical ones. The title of “Adonais” raises 

a controversial point. Shelley brings in alteration into the name of Adonis. Shelley renames 

Adonis as Adonais, only by adding a vowel. He refuses to be confined to the Greek myth, by 

changing the original name. Earl R. Wasserman indicates that the name, Adonais combines 

Adonis and ‘Adonai’ which is the plural form of ‘Adon.’ The Hebraic language, Adon means 

‘lord’ (Wasserman 1959; 312). Accordingly, the newly created name by Shelley no longer refers 

to Adonis in the Greek myth as a finite being. By modifying the name, Shelley implies that his 

poem deviates from old traditional songs. In other words, it is suggestive that Shelley does not 

simply imitate the classical works.  

 Bion whom Shelley makes a model of revives Adonis, by unifying him with nature. Just 

as nature repeats itself through the cycle of birth, death, and rebirth, Adonis is restored and 

henceforth the source of grief is eliminated. However, Adonais not Adonis does not come to life 

again along with the change of nature. 

 

 Through wood and stream and field and hill and Ocean 

 A quickening life from the Earth’s heart has burst 

 As it has ever done, with change and motion, 

 From the great morning of the world when first 

 God dawned on Chaos; in its steam immersed  

 The lamps of Heaven flash with a softer light; 

 All baser things pant with life’s sacred thirst; 
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 Diffuse themselves; and spend in love’s delight, 

 The beauty and the joy of their renewed might.                      (163-71) 

 

Shelley describes that severe darkness and cold which befell the world due to the death of 

Adonais gradually vanishes. With the passage of time, nature comes back to life. It is expected 

that Adonais could experience the rebirth, unified with nature. Yet, Adonais is not empowered to 

resurrect, as the 22nd stanza says, “He will awake no more, oh, never more!” The italicized word, 

He is accentuated as one separate from traditional Adonis. Shelley makes it clear that Bion’s 

mourning over Adonis does not work in his own song.  

 The death of Adonais is confirmed since Urania’s effort to resurrect her lost son is vain. 

Although she is an immortal goddess, Urania fails to defeat death.  

 

 “Stay yet awhile! Speak to me once again; 

 Kiss me, so long but as a kiss many live; 

 And in my heartless breast and burning brain 

 That word, that kiss shall all thoughts else survive, 

 With food of saddest memory kept alive, 

 Now thou art dead, as if it were a part 

 Of thee, my Adonais! I would give 

 All that I am to be as thou now art! 

 But I am chained to Time, and cannot thence depart!                  (226-34) 

 

Urania is so devastated that she is unable to succeed in lamenting Adonais’s death. Instead, 

she grieves over her own destiny that she as an immortal being cannot die together with her lost 

son. Shelley points out that an immortal goddess is not able to share the same destiny with man 

as a finite being. As John O’Neill and Stewart Wilcox analogizes Urania with Prometheus in 

another poem, Prometheus Unbound written by Shelley, they suggests that Shelley often places 

an emphasis upon incompatibility of the infinite and the finite. Faced with the dead body, the 

goddess cannot but convey embarrassment and is unable to mourn over the death of man.  

 Neither nature nor muse restores dead Adonais to life. Followed by such failures, “one 

frail form”(271) begins to speak as a poetic speaker. This unknown figure starts to lament for 

Adonais. Identified with the poet, Shelley, this figure sings of an unprecedented elegy.  

 

 Peace, peace! he is not dead, he doth not sleep— 

 E hath awakened from the dream of life--                            (343-4) 
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The poetic speaker asserts that Adonais is not dead. Consequently, he dispels the heavy 

sadness. As he redefines life as dream, Shelley contradicts a fixed idea upon death and life. 

Death is generally considered sleep or dream and on the other hand life is waking. However, 

Shelley, inversely, regards death as waking from dream. For Shelley, death is not the end of life 

but the new phase to reach wholeness.  

 According to Shelley’s claim, Adonais does not fall to ruin. There is no need to mourn 

over his death.  

 

 He lives, he wakes-‘tis Death is dead, not he; 

 Mourn not for Adonais.-Thou young Dawn 

 Turn all thy dew to splendour, for form thee 

 The spirit thou lamentest is not gone; 

 Ye caverns and ye forests, cease to mourn! 

 Cease ye faint flowers and fountains, and thou Air 

 Which like a mourning veil thy scarf hadst thrown 

 O’er the abandoned Earth, now leave it bare 

 Even to the joyous stars which smile on its despair!                  (316-24) 

 

Shelley stellifies Adonais, saying, “He has outsoared the shadow of our night” (352). Like a star, 

Adonais is both an earthly subsistence and an everlasting one. Unlike Urania who takes for 

granted that Adonais as a limited being is not saved from death and then is destroyed in the end, 

Shelley sees the soul of Adonais as an imperishable star. It is convinced why Shelley adopts 

the name, Adonais which includes the meaning of divinity. Shelley distinguishes Adonais from 

Adonis who is doomed to repeating the cycle of birth and death, bound to time. Adonais is not 

subordinate to the passage of time since he acquires divinity. Shelley is less concerned about 

the death of Adonais than the recognition difficulty of Adonais’s immortal soul. He is anxious 

that it is hard to have a correct understanding of Adonais’s spirit, as it is impossible to observe 

the heavenly body as it is because of the veiling air (321-3). The poet thinks of veillike 

ignorance and lack of understanding as an obstacle to look straight at the constellation of 

Adonais. 

 Shelley selects as the epigraph of his poem Plato’s epigram saying that an identical 

star is considered divided into Venus as a morning star and Hesperus as an evening star. 

Adonais is identified with such constellation which leads to an optical illusion and confusion. 

Although he comes to the conclusion that the spirit of Adonais always shines brightly in the 

same place, Shelley is concerned that the light of the star is not fully perceived. The finale of his 

poem is embellished with the star sparkling forever but insensible to human eyes.  
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 Whilst burning through the inmost veil of Heaven, 

 The soul of Adonais, like a star, 

 Beacons from the abode where the Eternal are.                        (494-6) 

 

III. Conclusion 

 Shelley’s elegy, “Adonais” starts from literary conventions. His poem consists chiefly 

of classical and traditional sources. However, these old conventions do not remain untouched. 

At first, Shelley chooses a genre of elegy and treads in the steps of literary forefathers to mourn 

over the death of Keats. Nevertheless, he finds out literary conventions obstructions to unfolding 

his own thoughts. He is not confined to literary tradition any longer. Shelley breaks from 

conventions and henceforth sings of elegy in his own way which is differentiated from old ones. 

Shelley intentionally uses literary conventions to tell their limitations. He also concentrates on 

showing that literary tradition is discrepant to his own voice. In other words, Shelley attempts an 

experiment on uselessness of conventions. As a result, he demonstrates that poets need to free 

themselves from old traditions and to be allowed to construct their own poetic imagination onto 

poetry without restraint.      
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1. Introduction  

 

Given that the Korean vowel system is largely different from that of English, Korean 

learners tend to have difficulties perceiving exact English vowel sounds.   Especially, the 

following three pairs are the most confusing vowels for Korean learners: /i/ & /I/, /ʌ/ & /ɔ/, 

and /u/ & /ʊ/.  This paper examines the factors causing Korean learners to have difficulties 

acquiring English vowel sounds.  

     The hypothesis about the lack of accuracy in three pairs of English vowels includes two 

reasons.  First, the environment of the first step of English learning would affect the 

confusion of Korean English learners. Second, their mother tongue, Korean would impede 

the process of acquisition of accurate English vowels.  

     A number of researchers have been establishing theories on the relations and effects of the 

first language on the second language learning.  The Speech Learning Model (Flege, 1995), 

which is one of the recent studies about L1 and L2 relationship, proposes that the second 

language sounds can be equated with the native sounds or that new categories can be 

developed for the second language sounds.  Also, one of the theories of cross-linguistic 

speech perception, such as the Perceptual Assimilation Model (see e.g. Best et al., 1988, 

2001; Best, 1933, 1995) has proposed that foreign language sounds are assimilated to native 

sounds in varying ways due to the perceived similarity of the foreign sounds to the native 

sounds. Therefore, there are two research questions in this paper.  First, most Koreans start to 

learn English in Korea as a foreign language.  If Korean English learners start to learn 
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English in an English speaking country, however, will the result be different? Second, is there 

a native language interference in the process of acquiring accurate English vowels?  

     The following experiment was executed for the hypothesis.  To address the first question 

one Korean subject was chosen whose first exposure to learning English was in an ESL 

setting.  Three native Korean subjects were also selected to get the different degrees of the 

production of target vowels.  The vowel sounds of these two differently-categorized groups 

were compared with the standard English vowel sounds.  In order to obtain standard vowel 

sounds in English, two English native speakers were recruited, both of whom were from the 

United States. These English native speakers' speech samples were used as a criterion 

throughout the entire procedure.   

 

2. Experiment  

 

2.1 Subjects  

 

    One male native speaker of Korean was chosen to represent a learner who first acquired 

English in an ESL environment.  He started learning English for the first time in the U. S. at 

the age of 11.  Because of his father's job relocation from Korea to the U. S., he attended a 

typical American elementary school and did not have a lot of opportunities to speak in 

Korean except when he was with his own family.  Thus, his first contact with English began 

in the U.S.  His English learning lasted for the next five years.  He came back to Korea at the 

age of 17.  Now he a is 26-year-old college student studying computer science.  He will be 

initialed as KRS in this paper since he was in a 'second' language environment in the United 

States.  

      The other three male Koreans were mid-beginners.  They will be named as KRF here 

since they were in a 'foreign' language environment.  All of the three subjects are from Seoul 

and started learning English at the age of 12.  They are college students in their early 

twenties.  In spite of the long years of learning English at school, they have not had a lot of 

opportunities to speak in English in everyday life.    

     Two American English (initialed as AM) male speakers were asked to join the 

experiment.  Both of them are English instructors in Seoul.  One is 36 years old who came 
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from New Jersey and arrived in Korea around six months ago.  The other is a 30 years old 

from Florida.  As English instructors, both speak English without any regional accents.   

 

2.2 Speech materials and Procedures  

    In order to reach the aims of this experiment, 5 minimal pairs of each pair vowels were 

carefully picked consisting of CVC, combining with consonants from bilabials to glottal 

stops, which could show a variety of contexts.  Each test word was repeated three times, 

except the words produced by KRS were repeated five times since there was just one KRS 

subject.  The target words were produced within a carrier phrase, "Say _______ clearly."   

     Table 1 below shows three pairs of English vowel words produced by the described six 

talkers above.  

Table 1. Three pairs of English words produced by six talkers. 
 

Target vowel Test  words 

   /i/ 

   /I/ 

peak, teen, seat, keen, heap 

pick, tin, sit, kin, hip 

  /ʌ/  

  /ɔ/  

but, tuck, nut, cut, hunt  

bought, talk, nought, caught, haunt 

  /u/  

  /ʊ/ 

pool, suit, Luke, kook, hood 

pull, soot, look, cook, who'd 

 
    The total of  500 tokens were produced consisting of (i) 5 subjects(2AM + 3KRF) x 30 

words x 3 times and (ii) 1 subject(KRS) x 30 words x 5 times.  F1 shows the highness of the 

vowel sounds and F2 the backness of the segments inside the mouth.  To extract and measure 

F1 and F2 frequencies of each vowel pair very precisely, the sounds were played first, the 

waveform shapes were zoomed, and then the spectrograms were checked.  

 

3 Results  

 

    Since the recording was proceeded in the order of front, mid, and back positions, the 

findings will be represented in the same order.  When comparing two groups of KRS and 

KRF, the results of AM will always be accompanied at the same time as a criterion.    
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     The first pair is /i/ and /I/.  English /i/ is a tense high front vowel and /I/ a lax high front.  

Table 2 below shows the mean average of F1 and F2 of these /i/ and /I/.  
 

 
Table 2. Mean average of  /i/ &  /I/  

 /i/    /I/ 
  

F1 F2 F1 F2 

AM 306 2361 423 1992 

KRS 301 2183 419 1870 

KRF 360 1945 377 1914 

According to table 2, the AM digits indicate distinctive values between F1 and F2 

frequencies at each /i/ and /I/.  Figure 1 below is AM /i/ and /I/.  

    

Figure 1.  The distribution /i/ & /I/ of American speakers (AM)  
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It is important to mention that there were some errors in one of the AM subjects.  The native 

speaker from New Jersey pronounced the /i/ sound with his personal accent which is lower 

and with more backness. That is why the lower five diamonds are separated from those in the 

upper position.  However, figure 1 can still be used as standard /i/ and /I/.  

    The point is to recognize whether there is any difference between KRS and KRF.  

 
 
 

Figure 2. The distribution /i/ & /I/ of a Korean speaker with a 'second' language background (KRS)  
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Figure 2 above and figure 3 below shoe that KRS perceives /i/ and /I/ as two distinctive 

different phones while KRF did not.  KRS not only produces English tense and lax front high 

vowels distinctively but he also pronounces them very similar to English native speakers.  

However, the KRF group seem to have difficulties differentiating these two vowel pairs since 

many cases were superimposed with /i/ & /I/ sounds.   

 

Figure 3. The distribution /i/ & /I/ of Korean speakers with a 'foreign' language background (KRF)  
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     The second pair is /ʌ/ & /ɔ/.  The former is a mid central vowel and the latter is a low 

back.  Figure 4, 5 and 6 below show results which are similar to those of the first pairs.   
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Figure 4. The distribution /ʌ/ & /ɔ/ of American speakers (AM)  
  
Unlike KRS, the KRF group pronounces the English vowels /ʌ/ & /ɔ/ in a non-distinctive 

manner.  The sounds of both AM and KRS were made almost at the same position whereas 

KRF made mixed production of /ʌ/ & /ɔ/.  

 
Figure 5. The distribution /ʌ/ & /ɔ/ of a Korean speaker with a 'second' language background (KRS)  
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Korean language has similar vowel sounds of /ʌ/ & /ɔ/, but the manners or positions of 

articulation are far from the same.  KRS did recognize the significantly different positions of 

each /ʌ/ & /ɔ/, but KRF could not.  

 
 
 
 

Figure 6. The distribution /ʌ/ & /ɔ/ of Korean speakers with a 'foreign' language background (KRF)  
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     Finally, the last pair is /u/ & /ʊ/.  English /u/ is a tense high back sound, and /ʊ/ a is lax 

high back.  Figures 7, 8 and 9 are the results of AM, KRS, and KRF, respectively.  It also 

shows a clear contrast between KRS and KRF production.  The average mean /u/ digits of F1 

345 & F2 1088 of AM and F1 344 & F2 1053 of KRS are very close to each other.  Also, the 

average mean /ʊ/ digits of F1 434 & F2 1187 of AM and F1 417 & F2 1137 of KRS have 

similar values.   
 

Figure 7. The distribution /u/ & /ʊ/ of American speakers (AM)  
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Figure 8 The distribution /u/ & /ʊ/ of Korean speaker with a 'second' language background (KRS)  
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However, the KRF group's production of /u/ & /ʊ/ in figure 9 below is severely 

superimposed, and it can be explained that normal Korean learners could not distinguish the 

difference of /u/ & /ʊ/.   

 

Figure 9 The distribution /u/ & /ʊ/ of Korean speakers with a 'foreign' language background (KRF)  
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Table 3 shows that the average mean values of /u/ & /ʊ/ of KRF are similar to each other, so 

only with the digits it is not possible to recognize which one is which.  In brief, Korean 

speakers with 'foreign' background could not produce /u/ & /ʊ/ distinctively.  

 
Table 3. Mean average of  /u/ &  /ʊ/  
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/u/   /ʊ/ 

  
F1 F2 F1 F2 

AM 345 1088 434 1189 

KRS 344 1053 417 1137 

KRF 377 1176 374 1279 

 

4. Discussion  

     According to the results of the experiment, we are able to reveal the two points in this 

paper's original hypothesis.  First, the learners' initial target language learning environment 

does affect the degree of accuracy of the sounds.  Second, if the learners' mother tongue does 

not include two distinctive phones of similar sounds, they have difficulty in correctly 

producing them.  KRF subjects were asked about the process of perceiving /i/ & /I/, /ʌ/ & /ɔ/ 

and /u/ & /ʊ/.  All three had similar explanations.    Without detailed and tangible directions 

at school, KRF learners have become unable to distinguish the confusing sounds.  The results 

of the experiment reflects the realistic situation of teaching and learning English in Korean 

grade schools.  Still, there is an implication for better teaching and learning.  As discussed, 

the learner with a 'second' language background had more accuracy in perceiving English.  

Most Korean speakers of English in Korea do not have a lot of opportunities to be in an 

English-immersed environment, so they need more precise and detailed descriptions about 

the phones they do not have in their first language.  KRF would show better findings if their 

mother tongue included the same phones with each pair of the vowel sounds.   

     Although this case study focused on only one ESL learner, the findings of the experiment 

are still considered meaningful in that the initial English learning background was showed to 

have a primary influence on the degree of the target language acquisition.  

     Korean learners of English have hard time identifying the three pairs of vowel sounds: /i/ 

& /I/, /ʌ/ & /ɔ/ and /u/ & /ʊ/.  As described, this is largely because of 'native language 

interference' which means L1 leads to misunderstanding of accurate L2.  Koreans pronounce 

English /i/ & /I/ with their /i/, they produce English /ʌ/ & /ɔ/ with their /ə/, and they 

pronounce /u/ & /ʊ/ with Korean /u/ (Swan, 1987).  Since they cannot find any equivalent 

distinctive units, they tend to modify the sounds with their own convenience which cause 
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their foreign accents when speaking English.  The experiment proved further support to this 

argument with F1 and F2 frequencies.  However, if the learners are taught that not the length 

or vague descriptions but the F1 x F2 frequencies of each vowel decide the exact highness 

and backness, there should be more improvements.  Thus, the experiment not only shows the 

actual situation but also suggest a future classroom implication.  

    There is one more thing that I would like to introduce through the outcome of the 

experiment.  I compared the production of English native speakers to that of native Koreans.  

Figures 10 and 11 reveal that English native speakers use more vowel space than Koreans.   
 

Figure 10. The production of /i/ & /I/, /ʌ/ & /ɔ/ and /u/ & /ʊ/ of English native speakers 
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It is assumed that Koreans use less space with their first language since their English 

sounds are made through a manner of Korean-English interlingual mechanism.  This 

comparison also should be introduced in actual classroom teaching for Korean learners of 

English.  With well-organized explanations using this kind of charts, students will practice 

more efficiently, and hopefully, they can produce better English.  

Figure 11. The production of /i/ & /I/, /ʌ/ & /ɔ/ and /u/ & /ʊ/ of Korean speakers  
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5. Conclusion  

     The lack of accuracy in three pairs of English vowels, /i/ & /I/, /ʌ/ & /ɔ/ and /u/ & /ʊ/ for 

Korean learners is firstly, due to their initial English learning environment and secondly, 

because of their first language influences.  Almost all of Koreans start to learn English in 

Korea as a foreign language, so they have fewer chances to practice their English in everyday 

life.  Also, the Korean language itself affects the confusion in distinguishing English vowel 

sounds.  Usually, the learners' mother tongue plays a role of misleading accurate production 

of the target language.  This is because L2 learners have tendency to acquire confusing 

phones through similar sounds in their L1.   

    The experiment can suggest a future classroom implication. With the more precise and 

detailed information about each segment, learners will be better taught.  And this will 

consequently result in much more accurate acquisition of the target language.  It may be 

impossible to eliminate all foreign accents when speaking English, but it would be much 

more informative if they know vowel charts of F1 and F2.  
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     abstract

This paper seeks to explore stories in cross-discipline methods: (1) teaching teenagers 

and adults English as foreign language through poetry, descriptive articles, business 

memos and stories 1(2) feminism and Jung’s framework to reflect on how fairytales 

and myths enchant and liberate women (3) to tell their stories by starting with their 

pictures.  Two curriculum goals will be measured: completion of tasks and interest in 

learning English. Use the concept of metaphor and analogy in teaching text and 

vocabulary. Lead students to discover images and symbols in the texts. Students will 

be encouraged to interpret the texts according to reader response theory and. Course 

materials, students’ finished tasks and results of pupils’ interest in subject 

questionnaires will be presented. 

Fig. 1

Genre/ Teaching methods Interaction with 

concept graphs 

Concept graphs Interaction

           

story

description

poems

Genres as arrows while teaching methods as eyes aiming to shoot.

Appendix1: teaching materials /stories(genres): Lovers in the sky

Texts for analogy: The Selkie (Scotland)/ Romeo and Juliet

Metaphor: the skin

Methods used in teaching stories: interactive activities with recalling prior knowledge,  

characters creating and prediction.

Concept graphs: patterns--weave-- a cloud, Weaving Girl— gentle/ lovely

                                                
1 The interactions among genres and teaching methods will be observed according to fig 1. 
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Abstract  

Historically, there are two approaches to interjections, one is based on the semantic theory 

and the other refers to the sociolinguistic approach. In this paper, I argue that it is better to 

combine these two approaches and take the Mandarin Chinese interjection aiyo as an 

example to see its semantic meanings and pragmatic functions. The data for this study is 

collected from Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern Chinese. Among the 67 

examples, 11 types were identified and can be categorized into 5 main categories: (1) 

showing negative proposition, for example, Aiyo, you2 fei4 ze3 me5 zhe4 me5 gui4 a1? 哎

喲！郵費怎麼這麼貴啊﹖‘Aiyo! Why the postage is so expensive?’ (2) showing positive 

proposition, for example, Aiyo, bu2 cuo4, zhe4 ge4 shi4 qing2. 唉唷，不錯，這個事情。
‘Aiyo, it’s not bad.’ (3) mitigating the proposition, for example, Aiyo! Wo3 de5 hao3 tai4 

tai4, ni3 jiu4 xiao4 yi1 ge4 ma5! 哎喲！我的好太太，你就笑一個嘛！‘Aiyo, my good 

wife, please give me a smile.’ (4) mocking the proposition, for example, Ni3 hui4 tan2 

gang1 qin2 o1? Aiyo! Hao3 kong3 bu4 o1! Ni3 bu2 yao4 ba3 ren2 jia1 tan2 huai4 le5.∥你

會彈鋼琴喔？∥哎喲！好恐怖喔！∥你不要把人家彈壞了。‘You know how to play piano? 

Aiyo! It’s so terrible! You’d better not to break it.’ (5) function as an attention getter, for 

example, Aiyo! Lee3 tai4 tai4 a1, xia4 ban1 la1! 哎喲！李太太啊，下班啦！‘Aiyo! Mrs. 

Lee. Have you come off work?’ These five categories give sense to the notion of 

“higher-level explicature” (Wharton, 2003). By pointing in the general direction in which 

relevance should be sought, together with the context, the speakers and the hearers know 

exactly the meaning of the utterance.  

Keywords: Interjection; Corpus-based; Mandarin Chinese; Chinese culture; Higher-level explicature 

 

1. Introduction  
In the past, interjections have been treated as marginal to language. They have no 

real grammatical value, but we use them quite often in speaking than in writing. As 
Ameka (1992: 101) puts it, interjection is “the universal yet neglected part of speech”.  
Wilkins (1992: 120) also points out that, interjections are “relevant to theoretical 
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research in semantics, pragmatics, morphology and syntax, historical linguistics and 
phonology”. This shows that interjection is indeed worthy of putting our effort into 
understanding the nature of it. However, most of the researches have been focused on 
the western languages; rare of them is geared to Chinese interjections. Therefore, this 
paper aims to investigate the semantic meanings and the pragmatic functions of 

interjections in Mandarin Chinese, with the case study of aiyo “哎喲”. The present 

study raises two main research questions: (1) What do the interjection aiyo 
communicate? (2) How do the interjection aiyo communicate? The data for this study 
is collected from Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus, which is the largest database of 
both written and spoken contemporary Mandarin in Taiwan.  

 In Section 1, I offer a brief introduction to the importance of understanding the 
nature of interjection and the motivation into the research. In Section 2, I outline the 
semanticists’ and sociolinguists’ accounts, and suggest that it is better to understand 
the nature of interjection by combining both approaches. In Section 3, I mention about 
Ameka’s (1992) definition and categorization toward interjection that would be 
adopted by the present study. In addition, I also mention about the data source of the 
study. In Section 4, I discuss various meanings and functions found in the data 
analysis. In Section 5, I elaborate on the categorization of the various usages and also 
put the culture effect into consideration. In addition, I would discuss the two research 
questions. In Section 6, I conclude the usage of aiyo in Mandarin Chinese and also 
argue that to capture the whole picture, interjections are better analyzed in both 
semanticist’s and sociolinguists’ views. Besides, the limitation and the possible further 
research would be proposed in this section.  

 
2. Literature review 

Interjections have long been ignored as a subject in linguistics. Although it was 
realized by the ancient Greek grammarian as a subclass of adverbs, they have been 
considered peripheral to the grammatical system and were not seen as phenomena 
worth studying in detail. As Ameka (1992: 101) puts it, interjection is “the universal 
yet neglected part of speech”. Fortunately, the situation changed recently for linguists 
begin to put their efforts on the study of oral communication and the development of 
theories of verbal activity and interaction. Thus, new approaches to interjections were 
proposed.  

Historically, there are two approaches to interjections, one is based on the 
semantic theory and the other refers to the sociolinguistic approach. The semanticists 
including Ameka (1992), Wierzbicka (1992) and Wilkins (1992) argue that 
interjections are “semantically rich and have a definite conceptual structure which can 
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be explicated” (Wilkins, 1992: 120). They treat interjections as part of language and 
propose complex semantic analyses. According to this view, interjections have real 
semantic content. On the other hand, the sociolinguist Goffman (1981: 100) contends 
that an interjection “doesn’t seem to be a statement in the linguistic sense”. Rather, it 
is “a ritualized act, something like the ethological sense of that term”. Therefore, 
interjections are not part of speech and only expressing feelings or states of mind. 
There is thus no general agreement on how interjections can be defined.  
 
2.1 Conceptualists’ view 

Ameka (1992), Wierzbicka (1992) and Wilkins (1992) all provide definitions to 
interjections. Ameka (1992) divides interjections into two parts: primary and 
secondary interjections. Primary interjections are words or non-words that can stand 
alone as an utterance and do not come into other word classes. While secondary 
interjections “are those words which have an independent semantic value but which 
can be used conventionally as utterances by themselves to express a mental attitude or 
state” (Ameka, 1992: 111). Wierzbicka’s definition is closely correlates with Ameka’s 
conception of a primary interjection. But she suggests that it is better not to regard 
exclamations such as ‘shit’ and ‘hell’ as interjections for the meaning of these kind of 
exclamations is included in the semantics of noun or verb they are derived from. 
While Ameka’s definition is too broad for Wierzbicka, for Wilkins, it is too narrow. 
He uses a variety of hedges in his definition of interjections, which “catches elements 
that would be called ‘secondary interjections’ ‘interjectional phrases’ and ‘complex 
interjections’ by Ameka” (Wilkins, 1992). Thus, even within the school of semantic 
theory, there is no agreement on how interjections can be defined.  
 
2.2 Sociolinguist’ view 
    The sociolinguist Goffman (1981: 100) proposes that an interjection “doesn’t 
seem to be a statement in the linguistic sense”. He discusses interjections as  
socio-communicative roles they play rather than any linguistic content they may have. 
Wharton (2003) then access the strengths and weakness of conceptualists’ and 
sociolinguists’ approaches and suggest a new analysis which preserve the insights of 
both. In his view, “interjections communicate attitudinal information, relating to the 
emotional or mental state of the speaker”. This is in line with the conceptualists’ belief. 
However, Wharton (2003) proposes that interjections are not part of language; they 
are partly natural and partly coded. They are better analyzed as falling at various 
points along a continuum between ‘showing’ and ‘saying’. He also suggests that what 
is coded within the interjection is procedural information rather than conceptual 
representation. With the procedural information, it points in the general direction in 
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which relevance should be sought and might activate various attitudinal concepts or 
types of concepts. Here, Wharton is distancing himself from the view that 
interjections are part of language even if he did mention that some interjections can be 
inflected, such as wow.  

Since there is no general agreement on how interjections can be defined between 
the two contemporary approaches even among the conceptualists, Schourup (1985) 
also claims that although interjections have a specifiable meaning, part of it always 
depends on context, it seems that it is better to account for the interjections both on 
semantic and pragmatic domains. 

 
3. Methodology 

This paper will adopt the semanticists’ approach to define and categorize the 

interjection aiyo “哎喲” and also the sociolinguistics’ approach to determine its 

function and context of occurrence. Besides, in Goddard’s view (1998: 185), “far 
from being natural and universal, interjections are often highly culture-specific”. Thus, 
I will also put the culture effects into consideration.  

According to Ameka (1992), interjections can be separated into primary and 
secondary interjections. Primary interjections are words or non-words that can stand 
alone as an utterance and do not come into other word classes. While secondary 
interjections “are those words which have an independent semantic value but which 
can be used conventionally as utterances by themselves to express a mental attitude or 
state” (Ameka, 1992: 111). Therefore, we can summarize that interjections are a class 
of words that can stand on their own as utterances and can refer to mental act.  

As for the categorization of interjections, Ameka (1992) proposed an approach 
based on the specific communicative functions they fulfill and according to the types 
of meaning they predicate. Interjections can be divided into expressive, conative, and 
phatic. (1) Expressive interjections focus on the speakers’ mental state and can be 
divided into the emotive and the cognitive. Emotive interjections express the 
speakers’ mental state relating to emotions and sensations they have at the time; while 
cognitive interjections pertains to the knowledge state and thought at the time of 
utterance. (2) Conative interjections are directed at the auditor. They are either aimed 
at getting other’s attention or demand an action or response from the addressee. (3) 
Phatic interjections are used to establish and maintain the communicative contact. 
They are conventional vocalizations that express a speaker’s mental attitude towards 
the on-going discourse, including backchannel and feedback.  

 
3.1 Data collection  
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The data for this study is collected from Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of 
Modern Chinese which is the largest database of both written and spoken 
contemporary Mandarin in Taiwan, containing a total of 5 million words with 
part-of-speech tagging.  

The data is collected by keying in 哎喲 in the concordance searching column. 

However, there is one thing need to note that aiyo in Mandarin Chinese can be written 

as 哎喲, 唉唷, 哎唷, and 唉喲. Therefore, except for 哎喲, we also include 唉唷, 

哎唷, and 唉喲 in our analysis. 

 
4. Types of aiyo 

      The total number of occurrences of 哎喲 in the Academia Sinica Balanced 

Corpus of Modern Chinese is 58 times. As for other writing ways, 唉唷 occurs 6 

times, 哎唷 1 time and 唉喲 2 times. Thus, there are totally 67 times of occurrences 

in the corpus. Based on the data, I will analyzing them into different types according 
to their meanings and functions.  
 

4.1  Aiyo “哎喲” as an interjection showing pain 

According to the definition in jiao yu bu chong bian guo yu ci dian xiu ding ben

教育部重編國語辭典修訂本(1997)(http://www.sinica.edu.tw/~tdbproj/dict/), aiyo 

“哎喲” is an interjection used to show pain. In our data, there are 9 examples of this 

kind of usage. For example,  
 

(1) 球卻不偏不倚的打在豪豪的肚子上。「哎喲…」豪豪慘叫了一聲。 

Qiu que bu pian bu yi de da zai Hao-hao de du zi shang. “Aiyo…” Hao-hao 
can jiao le yi sheng. 
‘Hao-hao was hit by the ball right in the middle of his belly. “Aiyo1”, 

                                                 
1 The reason that I didn’t put English translation here is that it probably will take another research 
paper to talk about the translation of interjection between English and Chinese. It is not the case that it 
is only between ‘aiyo’ and ‘ouch’ since there are totally 11 usages of aiyo. 
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Hao-hao groaned.’ 

(2) 『哎喲，好痛！』野狼摸著被夾痛了的頭 

“Aiyo, hao tong!” ye lang mo zhe bei jia tong le de tou 
‘ “Aiyo, it hurts!”. The wolf stroked his painful head’ 

(3) 他女友捏了他一把，他大叫：「哎喲！好疼！現在不能做愛！」 

Ta nu you nie le ta yi ba, ta da jiao, “Aiyo! Hao teng! Xian zai bu neng zuo 
ai!” 
‘His girlfriend pinched him and he yelled, “Aiyo! It hurts! Now we couldn’t 
make love!”’ 

     
In example (2), the wolf stroked his painful head and screamed “aiyo, it hurts”, by 

using aiyo, the speaker expresses his/her feeling of pain at the time when saying it. 
Aiyo can appear in the sentence-initial position and immediately followed by the 
expression describing pain which is the main proposition of the utterance. It can also 
function as an utterance by itself like example (1). Without the proposition followed, 
we can still decode the meaning of aiyo here means “I feel pain” based on the context. 
This reflects the feeling of the speaker himself but also tells the addressee that, “I feel 
pain” or “It hurts”. In this sense, aiyo for showing pain is more related to Ameka’s 
emotive interjections which express the speakers’ state relating to emotions and 
sensations they have at the time.  

 

4.2  Aiyo “哎喲” as an interjection showing surprise 

Another meaning of aiyo listed in the Chinese dictionary is to show surprise. 
There are 25 examples. For instance,  

 

(4) 大致的經過就是這樣的。∥哎喲！這還蠻有意思的嘛！∥ 

Da zhi de jing guo jiu shi zhe yang de. Aiyo! Zhe hai man you yi si de ma! 
‘That’s what happening. Aiyo! That sounds interesting!’ 

(5) 小玲遲早會知道的。∥哎喲！千萬可別讓她知道她不是我們親生的 

Xiao-ling chi zao hui zhi dao de. Aiyo! Qian wan ke bie rang ta zhi dao ta bu 
shi wo men qin sheng de. 
‘Ling will know it sooner or later. Aiyo! Don’t let her know that she is not 
our own child.’ 
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(6) 哥，我們來試試看好不好﹖∥哎喲！我的天啊，你還要試啊﹖ 

Ge, wo men lai shi shi kan hao bu hao? Aiyo! Wo de tian a, ni hai yao shi a? 
‘Brother, let’s try it again, okay? Aiyo! My god, you want to try again?’  
 

In example (4), the speaker is surprised about what happened and by using aiyo, 
the speaker expresses his/her feeling of surprise at the time when saying it. Aiyo 
appears in the sentence-initial position and immediately followed by the surprising 
things which is the main proposition of the utterance. This reflects the feeling of the 
speaker himself but also tells the addressee that, “I feel surprised because of that” or 
“It surprised me”. In this sense, aiyo for showing surprise is more related to Ameka’s 
emotive interjections which express the speakers’ state relating to emotions and 
sensations they have at the time. 

One thing to be note is that the surprising thing can be either a good or a bad 
thing. For example, example (4) shows that the speaker is surprised about the 
situation being interesting while in example (5) and (6), the speaker is surprised about 
the bad outcome if the previous mentioned proposition was done. This seems to 
contradict with our intuition that aiyo should correlate with something bad. I will 
discuss it in Section 5. 

 

4.3  Aiyo “哎喲” as an interjection showing discontent, complaint, or impatience 

Except for the meaning and function listed in the Chinese dictionary, there are 
still other usages found in the data. Aiyo can be used to show discontent toward the 
proposition proposed by the interlocutors, complaint about the situation on-going, or 
impatience toward the proposition or the interlocutors. There are 8 examples. For 
instance, 

 

(7) 如果寄航空，十天左右就到了。∥哎喲，郵費怎麼這麼貴啊﹖∥ 

Ru guo ji hang kong, shi tian zuo you jiu dao le. Aiyo, you fei ze me zhe me 
gui a? 
‘If mailed by the aviation, it will be arrived around ten days. Aiyo, why the 
postage is so expensive?’ 

(8) 咦，文鈴呢﹖∥還沒回來呀！∥哎喲！你這個做哥哥的是怎麼搞的嘛！ 

Yi, wen-ling ne? hai mei hui lai ya! Aiyo! Ni zhe ge zuo ge ge de shi zhe me 
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gao de ma! 
‘Well, where is wen-ling? Not yet home! Aiyo! What have you done to be her 
brother?’ 

(9) ∥媽，您坐下來看電視好不好﹖∥哎喲！我怎麼看得下去嘛！∥ 

Ma, nin zuo xi alai kan dian shi hao bu hao? Aiyo! Wo zhe me han de xia qu 
ma! 
‘Mom, why not just take a seat and watch the television? Aiyo! Is it 
possible?’ 
 

In example (7), the speaker complained about the postage is too expensive, by 
using aiyo, the speaker expresses his/her feeling of discontent, complaint, or 
impatience at the time when saying it. Aiyo appears in the sentence-initial position and 
immediately followed by the expression describing the discontent, complaint, or 
impatience situation which is the main proposition of the utterance. This reflects the 
feeling of the speaker himself but also tells the addressee that, “I feel discontent or 
impatience toward the situation or your deeds” or “It made me feel impatient”. 
Therefore, aiyo for showing discontent, complaint, or impatience is more related to 
Ameka’s emotive interjections which express the speakers’ state relating to emotions 
and sensations they have at the time. 

 

4.4  Aiyo “哎喲” as an interjection to get attention 

   Aiyo can be used as an attention-getter. There are 4 examples. For instance,  
 

(10) 哎喲！李太太啊，下班啦！梅：嗯 

Aiyo! Lee tai tai a, xia ban la! May: en. 
‘Aiyo! Mrs. Lee. Have you come off work? May says, “Yes”.’  

(11) 我還以為是選有錢的人哪！太：哎喲！金木啊，我想冒昧的問你哦！ 

Wo hai yi wei shi xuan you qian de ren na! Tai: Aiyo! Jin-mu a, wo xiang 
mao mei de wen ni o! 
‘I supposed it is selected for the wealthy people! Tai says, “Aiyo! Jin-mu, I’d 
like to ask you a question!”’  

(12) ∥對呀，堂哥…∥由衷的喜歡。∥哎喲！藍…我跟你講哦，你不要光哦 
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     Dui ya, tang ge… you zhong de xi huan. Aiyo! Lan… wo gen ni jiang o, ni 
bu yao guang o.  

     ‘Yes, my cousin… I love her from the bottom of my heart. Aiyo! Lan… let 
me tell you, don’t be so silly.’  

 
In example (10), the speaker is trying to open a conversation with Mrs. Lee’s, by 

using aiyo, the speaker tries to get the attention of the interlocutor at the time when 
saying it. Aiyo appears in the sentence-initial position and immediately followed by 
the person’s name the speaker wants to get attention of. For example, in example (11), 
the speaker wants to ask a question to another interlocutor. However, it is not polite to 
call other’s name directly in the Chinese culture. Thus, by using the interjection aiyo, 
it can mitigate the impoliteness to call other’s name directly. Therefore, aiyo for 
getting attention is more related to Ameka’s conative interjections that are directed at 
the auditor. They are either aimed at getting other’s attention or demand an action or 
response from the addressee. In other sense, it can also be seen as phatic interjections 
which are used to establish or maintain a communicative contact. 

 

4.5  Aiyo “哎喲” as an interjection to mitigate a tense situation 

    Aiyo can be used to mitigate the tense situation. There are 5 examples. For 
instance, 
 

(13) 擔心你的奴隸不見了。∥哎喲！我的好欣宜，你講話憑點良心好不好 

Dan xin ni de nu li bu jian le. Aiyo! Wo de hao Xin-yi, ni jiang hua ping 
liang xin hao bu hao. 
‘You are only worried about losing your slave. Aiyo! My good girl! Please 
base on your conscious.’  

(14) 需要出力的工作都由我來做，怎麼樣﹖哎喲！我的好太太，你就笑一個  

嘛！ 

Xu yao chu li de gong zuo do you wo lai zuo, ze me yang? Aiyo! Wo de hao 
tai ati, ni jiu xiao yi ge ma! 
‘I will do all the laborious work, okay? Aiyo, my good wife, please give me a 
smile.’  

(15) 高：這是什麼意思啊﹖林：哎喲！你就別裝蒜了，我是今天才聽鎮長說 
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Gao: Zhe shi she me yi si a? Lin: Aiyo! Ni jiu bie zhuang suan le, wo shi jin 
tian cai ting zhen zhang shuo 
‘Gao says, “What do you mean by this?”. Lin says, “Aiyo! Stop to pretend 
that you don’t kown, I just heard from the mayor today.”’ 

 

In example (14), the speaker is trying to comfort his wife, by using aiyo, the 
speaker tries to mitigate the tense situation at the time when saying it. Aiyo appears in 
the sentence-initial position and immediately followed by expressions used to comfort 
the interlocutors which is the main proposition of the utterance. This reflects that the 
speaker can nose out the tense situation, and wants to do something to relief the 
pressure. So he first utters an utterance aiyo to show that, “I didn’t mean it” or “That’s 
not the truth, the truth is …”, and then followed by the comfort part or the explaining 
part. Therefore, aiyo for mitigating is more related to Ameka’s emotive interjections 
which express the speakers’ state relating to emotions and sensations they have at the 
time.  

 

4.6  Aiyo “哎喲” as an interjection to mitigate a negation 

    Aiyo can also be used to mitigate a disagreement toward the proposition 
proposed by the interlocutors. There are 2 examples.  
 

(16) 秀：是男朋友還是女朋友啊﹖林：哎喲！秀梅你怎麼了﹖我哪有什麼女 朋

友﹖ 

Xiu: Shi nan peng you hai shi nu peng you a? Lin: Aiyo! Xiu-mei ni ze me 
la? Wo na you she me nu peng you? 
‘Xiu says, “A boyfriend or a girlfriend?” Lin says, “Aiyo! What’s wrong 
with you, Xiu-mei? I don’t have a girlfriend.”’  

(17) ∥哎喲，沒有啦！他這種身材是做蛙人啦！∥ 

     Aiyo, mei you la! Ta zhe zhong shen cai shi zuo war en la! 
     ‘Aiyo, that’s not the way! He is suit for a frogman!’  

 

In example (16), the speaker is trying to negate the idea that he has a girlfriend, 
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by using aiyo and a rhetorical question, the speaker tries to mitigate the possible bad 
effect of disagreement at the time when saying it. Aiyo appears in the sentence-initial 
position and immediately followed by disagreeing expressions which is the main 
proposition of the utterance. This reflects that the speaker didn’t agree with the 
proposition but also wants to maintain the interlocutor’s face. So he first utter an 
utterance aiyo to show that, “You are misunderstood” or “That’s not the truth, the 
truth is …”, and then followed by the disagreeing part or the explaining part. 
Therefore, aiyo for mitigating a disagreement is more related to Ameka’s emotive 
interjections which express the speakers’ state relating to emotions and sensations 
they have at the time.  

 

4.7  Aiyo “哎喲” as an interjection showing embarrassment and mitigating 

compliments 
    Aiyo can also be used to show embarrassment and thus mitigate the compliments 
by others. There is one example.  
 

(18) 開了雜貨店，這喊你老闆沒錯啊！高：哎喲！你別糗人啦！ 

Kai le za huo dian, zhe han ni lao ban mei cuo a! Gao: Aiyo! Ni bie qiu ren 
la! 
‘You opened a grocery store, it’s not wrong to call you a boss! Gao says, 
“Aiyo! Don’t make fun of me!”’ 
 

In example (18), the speaker is trying to mitigate the compliment by others, by 
using aiyo, the speaker tries to show embarrassment at the time when saying it. Or in 
other sense, it also functions to mitigate the compliment. Aiyo appears in the 
sentence-initial position showing embarrassment and immediately followed by 
expressions mitigating compliment which is the main proposition of the utterance. 
This relates to the politeness principle influenced by the Chinese culture as well as the 
face work. The speaker neither rejects the compliment nor accepts it. He only uses the 
interjection aiyo to mitigate the compliments. Therefore, aiyo for mitigating 
compliment is more related to Ameka’s emotive interjections which express the 
speakers’ state relating to emotions and sensations they have at the time.  

 

4.8  Aiyo “哎喲” as an interjection followed by negative comments 
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    Aiyo can be followed by negative comments indicating something bad. There are 
3 examples. 
 

(19) 我當初怎麼沒想這一層呢﹖春：哎喲，這都怪我，我以為是這樣的。 

Wo dang chu ze me mei xiang dao zhe yi ceng ne? Chun: Aiyo, zhe dou 
guai wo, wo yi wei shi zhe yang de. 
‘Why haven’t I thought of this at that time? Chun says, “Aiyo, that’s my 
entire fault for I supposed they should be like this.”’ 

(20) 沒近視的人實在很多。∥哎喲，做憲兵好嗎？∥ 

Mei jin shi de ren shi zai hen duo. Aiyo, zuo xian bing hao ma? 
‘There are lots of people don’t wear glasses. Aiyo, is it good to be a military 

police?’  

(21) 太：他到鄉公所開會去了。春：哎喲，這八成是跟選舉有關係啊！ 

Tai: ta dao xiang gong suo kai hui qu le. Chun: Aiyo, zhe ba cheng shi gen 
xuan ju you guan a! 
‘Tai says, “He went to the village office and will have a meeting there.” 
Chun says, “Aiyo, this probably has something to do with the election!”’ 

 

In example (19), the speaker is trying to confess that it is all his fault, by using 
aiyo, the speaker tries to give a negative comment at the time when saying it which 
implies that what is followed would be a bad thing. Aiyo appears in the 
sentence-initial position showing something bad concerning the situation and 
immediately followed by negative comment. In example (20), although aiyo is 
followed by a question, “is it good to be a military policeman?”, the question itself 
implies that the speaker didn’t believe that to be a military policeman would be a 
good idea. Therefore, aiyo for indicating negative comments is more related to 
Ameka’s emotive interjections which express the speakers’ state relating to emotions 
and sensations they have at the time. 

 

4.9  Aiyo “哎喲” as an interjection showing sarcasm 

    Aiyo can be used to show sarcasm. There is 1 example. 
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    (22)∥你會彈，你會彈鋼琴喔？∥哎喲！好恐怖喔！∥你不要把人家彈壞了 

        Ni hui tan, ni hui tan gang qin o? Aiyo! Hao kong bu o! Ni bu yao ba ren jia 
tan huai le. 

        ‘You know how to play piano? Aiyo! It’s so terrible! You’d better not to 
break it.’ 

 
In example (22), by using aiyo, the speaker tries to give an ironic expression and 

make fun of the interlocutor at the time when saying it. Aiyo appears in the 
sentence-initial position and immediately followed by sarcasm which is the main 
proposition of the utterance. The sarcasm here doesn’t really have a bad intention to 
hurt others but have a funny impression in it. It is used to make joke of the 
interlocutor and usually occurs between intimates. Therefore, aiyo for showing 
sarcasm is more related to Ameka’s emotive interjections which express the speakers’ 
state relating to emotions and sensations they have at the time. 

 

4.10 Aiyo “哎喲” as an interjection showing sigh 

    Aiyo can be used to show signs of emotion. There are 2 examples. 

(22) 我們那一代不一樣，∥哎喲！∥時代不一樣。∥ 

Wo men na yi dai bu yi yang, aiyo! Shi dai bu yi yang. 
‘That’s not the same with our generation, Aiyo! The era is different.’ 

(23) ∥哎…壞掉了…哎喲！跟你講，ＰＣ呀，人生不如意事 

     Ai… huai diao le… aiyo! Gen ni jiang, PC ya, ren sheng bu ru yi shi 
     ‘Ah… it’s broken… aiyo! To tell the truths, for PC, there are lots of things 

won’t accord to your wishes.’ 

 

In example (22), the speaker is moaning about the era is different, by using aiyo, 
the speaker tries to give a sigh at the time when saying it and also give us an 
impression that what followed would be something bad. Aiyo appears in the 
sentence-initial position and immediately followed by a sign of emotion which is the 
main proposition of the utterance. Therefore, aiyo for showing sign is more related to 
Ameka’s emotive interjections which express the speakers’ state relating to emotions 
and sensations they have at the time. 
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4.11 Aiyo “哎喲” as an interjection showing agreement or something positive 

Aiyo can be used to show agreement or something positive. There are 6 examples. 
For instance,  

 

(24) 哈、哈、哈，唉唷，這也是，這也是有意思的說法 

Ha ha ha, aiyo, zhe ye shi, zhe ye shi you yi si de shuo fa. 
‘Ha ha ha, aiyo, this is also an interesting way of saying.’ 

(25) 唉唷，唉唷，不錯，這個事情。 

Aiyo, aiyo, bu cuo, zhe ge shi qing. 
‘Aiyo, aiyo, it’s not bad.’  

(26)  這麼巧呀？∥唉唷，還有巧的呢！∥ 

     zhe me qiao ya? Aiyo, hai you qiao de ne! 
     ‘What a coincidence! Aiyo, there’s more!’  
In example (24), the speaker is trying to agree with the previous speaker, by 

using aiyo, the speaker tries to show agreement or his/her positive attitude toward the 
proposition at the time when saying it. Aiyo appears in the sentence-initial position 
and immediately followed by the agreeing or positive part which is the main 
proposition of the utterance. Therefore, aiyo for showing agreement or something 
positive is more related to Ameka’s emotive interjections which express the speakers’ 
state relating to emotions and sensations they have at the time. 

 
5. Further discussion 

In this section, I will elaborate on the categorization of the various usages and 
also put the culture effects into consideration. Besides, I also want to examine if 
Wharton’s (2003) theory is applicable to our research? 
 
5.1 Categorization of the interjection 

Based on the various usages mentioned above, we can see that aiyo can be defined 
as all three kinds of interjections proposed by Ameka (1992). That is, they can be used 
as an expressive interjection, conative interjection, or phatic interjection. On the other 
hand, the 11 types can be categorized into 5 main kinds: (1) showing negative 
proposition, (2) showing positive proposition, (3) mitigating the proposition, (4) 
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mocking the proposition, and (5) function as an attention getter. Although they can be 
categorized into 5 main kinds, with a closer look, we can find out that the interjection 
aiyo can actually prefaced for any kind of situations. It can be followed by positive as 
well as negative proposition.  

However, according to the definition listed in the Chinese dictionary, aiyo is 
originally used to show pain or surprise which is more related to negative things. How 
come it can be used to show positive things now or to mitigate compliments? The first 
reason is probably the word aiyo has been undergo some semantic change, and this 
would definitely calls for another paper to discuss it. The second reason is that it is 
under the influence of Chinese culture. We Chinese people put a lot emphasis on the 
virtue of modest, and the essence of modesty is reflected most clearly in compliment 
responses. (Shih, 1986). Wang & Tsai (2003) using Taiwanese college students as 
their subjects found that in responding to compliments, they tended to express 
disagreement or surprise motivated by Leech’s Modesty Maxim. This shows us one 
thing important, no matter we are responding to something positive or compliments 
from others, we tend to downplay the effect. Therefore, this makes sense that we 
would use the interjection aiyo originally used to show negative things to downplay 
the positive or compliment effect.  

As for the other two kinds, mocking the proposition and attention getter, they 
probably can be seen as a result of semantic expansion or even semantic weakening. 
This would have a further research. 

 
 

5.2  What do the interjection aiyo communicate? 
Based on all the examples listed above, interjections communicate the emotional 

or mental state of the speaker which are all related to attitudes. In some cases they 
merely express some feelings or sensations without the proposition content. This is in 
line with both conceptualists’ and sociolinguists’ view. 

 
5.3  How do the interjection aiyo communicate? 

We have listed all meanings and functions aiyo play in the conversation. 
However, even if we have explained the reason why it can be used together with the 
positive thing, there are still too many meanings and functions and the result of 
comprehension may be vague. Here, if we took Wharton’s (2003) view that 
interjections are functioned as a higher-level explicature, then the problem would be 
solved. Aiyo can help us constrain the inferential processes and guide the 
comprehension process by narrowing down the hearer’s search space and indicating 
the general direction in which the intended meaning is to be sought. Therefore, with 
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the word aiyo, we would first have an impression of something bad and then 
combined with a sentence, together with the context, we know what exactly the while 
proposition is.  

 
6. Conclusion  

I began by asking questions. I can now summarize my answers. 
The interjection aiyo communicates the emotional or mental state of the speaker 

which are all related to attitudes. There are also cases where they merely express some 
feelings or sensations without the proposition content. This is in line with both 
conceptualists’ and sociolinguists’ view. I then argue that cultural effects may have a 
role in it. The usage of aiyo is influenced by the virtue of modest that we should 
downplay the compliments of others. As for how do aiyo communicate, it is done by 
encoding procedural information, which points in the general direction in which 
relevance should be sought and it might activate various attitudinal concepts or types 
of concepts. Therefore, we can conclude that we should not discuss interjections 
solely on conceptualists’ or sociolinguists’ side. Rather, we should take these two 
approaches at the same time in order to gain the whole picture.  

Since there are only few papers talked about interjections in Mandarin Chinese 
and mainly of them are concerning about the translation between languages, this 
research is only a pilot study of the categorization and functions of the interjection 
aiyo. There are still much to be done and of course would need further researches. 
First, how to deal with the translation between languages. Second, what is the 
function and usage of interjections using in the Mandarin pops. Third, we also need to 

put the intonation into consideration. Nowadays, teenagers tend to use aiyo “矮油” to 

replace the original “哎喲”. Fourth, since one of the popular pop singer mentioned 

that the usage of aiyo is when you don’t know what to say, then you can use it. We 
might want to examine that will it have an influence on the teenagers? Will it cause 
the semantic change? Last and the most important one, are interjections part of 
language? There is still no agreement between conceptualists and sociolinguists, we 
might want to examine it in Mandarin Chinese and to see if the western theories are 
applicable to our language.  
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Abstract 

As words are presented in forms, it is hardly defined whether they are different words 

(i.e., with different meanings) presented as the same form or they are the same word 

with related meanings. Homonym is that those different words are presented in a 

single form, and polysemy is that words with related meanings are shown as one form. 

From different perspectives, scholars have interests to distinguish words between 

them. As da3 in Chinese presented as one form seems consist of various meanings. In 

the present paper, da3 is examined for determining whether it is homonym or 

polysemy. Data is collected from Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern 

Chinese. From the perspective of cognition in which Lakoff’s (1987) prototype effect 

is applied, da3 is analyzed into seven categories: (1) the prototypical da3, (2) the 

extended imaging action da3, (3) the extended imaging path da3, (4) the extended 

imaging effect da3, (5) the extended imaging method da3, (6) the extended whole 

image da3, and (7) other da3. Among these seven categories, they are developed from 

either the basic (i.e., central) or the extended (i.e., the noncentral) models. Words 

extended from the basic model are grouped as the same word. Thus, although da3 

seems have various meanings, it is a polysemous word shown with many related 

meanings.  

 

1. Introduction 

Homonym and polysemy are two kinds of word types. Some words are 

presented as a single form but composed of many different meanings (i.e., homonym), 

and some words presented as a single form are composed of many related meanings 

(i.e., polysemy). As in Chinese characters, these two kinds of word types are abundant, 

and people are always confused about when words of the same form appearing with 

multiple meanings are considered as the same word or different words. In the present 
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study, da3 is examined since it consists of multiple meanings and it is difficult to 

judge whether those da3 are formed as different words or the same word. As a 

predicate or verb, da3 in Chinese depends on its object or noun to makes up words or 

phrases with different meanings, for example, da3 zen 打人, da3 dian don 打電動, 

da3 fen shu 打分數, da3 zhao hu 打招呼 and so on. Thus, this paper aims to answer 

the question: Is Chinese da3 taken as homonymy or polysemy?  

For this present paper, we review some articles which include some key 

concepts of this paper and a research on da3 from the aspect of Generative Lexicon. 

After that, data collection is mentioned. In this part, how we get or select data is 

expected to read. And then, data is analyzed into seven categories according to 

Lakoff’s (1987) prototype effect. Interpretation of those findings (i.e. the seven 

categories) is provided in Discussion part. Finally, a conclusion is made at the end of 

this paper.  

 

2. Literature Review 

In this section, key concepts of this present paper are introduced.  

2.1 Grammaticalization aspect  

Hopper and Traugott defined homonyms and polysemy—‘homonyms exhibit 

conceptual unrelatedness despite sameness of form’ (i.e., 2001:70) whereas polysemy 

are that ‘any two or more conceptually related senses with the same form are regarded 

as one item’ (i.e., 2001:70). For example, bachelor is a homonymous word whereas 

will is regarded as polysemy. Bachelor includes several unrelated senses in one item, 

for instance, unmarried men and the academic degree (i.e. bachelor degree), but the 

senses of will are conceptually related. That is, will includes meanings of prediction, 

willingness and intention. However, although polysemy bears several related 
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meanings in one item, some meaning may be more closely or more distantly related to 

the other meaning. Thus, like will, willingness has a closer meaning to intention, but 

distant from prediction. This situation is similar to what lakoff (1987) described 

‘radial categories’ which subcategories of one item are understood as deviations from 

the central case. However, why should words be defined as homonym or polysemy? 

From the perspective of grammaticalization, Hopper and Traugott (2001:71) 

suggested that polysemy is an important assumption because plausible semantic 

relationship gives explanations to grammaticalization. That is, subcategories extended 

from the central case could be understood as processes for grammaticalization. Words 

extended from the central case could be regarded as they are processing the 

grammaticalization so that they may bear some semantic relationship with the former 

and later steps.   

 

2.2 Generative Lexicon aspect  

The foucs of this paper is on the semantic analysis of Chinese word da3. From 

the different point of view, da3 has been analyzed and explained. Researchers all 

agree that da3 in Chinese has rich meanings. Huang (2000) demonstrated 8 frames for 

da3 in her dissertation, which are (1) jie chu N 接觸 N ‘contact N’, like da3 jie 打結, 

(2) tou guo mei jie透過媒介 ‘through media’, like da3 zi打字, (3) you ban sui zhe有

伴隨者‘with other parties’, like da3 guan si 打官司, (4) li yong N 利用 N ‘use N’, 

like da3 ling dai 打領帶, (5) ke xue xi 可學習 ‘learnable’, like da3 dian nao 打電腦’, 

(6) gai bian nei bu zhuang tai 改變內部狀態 ‘change of inner state’, like da3 bing 

打冰, (7) zao cheng wei yi 造成位移 ‘moving object’, like da3 gao er fu qiu 打高爾
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夫球, and (8) xiang wai wei yi 向外位移‘moving outwards’, like da3 tai 打胎. For 

these 8 frames, da3 may extend 9 meanings. The extended meanings include (1) to 

make physical or psychological effect, (2) to participate, (3) to produce, (4) to use, (5) 

to be able to, (6) to dispose, (7) to contact, (8) to gain, and (9) to exclude / to depart 

from. Among these meanings, ‘to contact’ plays the core meaning. And based on the 

aspect of Generative Lexicon, it develops all possible meanings. This perspective 

implies that da3 is a kind of polysemous word because it is based on a core meaning 

and then develops several closely related meanings.  

 

2.3 Cognition aspect  

Since Huang (2000) is based on Generative Lexicon to explain the 

phenomenon of rich meanings in da3. Her analysis also implies that da3 is a 

polysemous word. Therefore, this paper tries to explore whether da3 could lead to 

similar conclusion if we analyze it from different perspective (i.e., cognition). Lakoff 

(1987) wrote down Women, fire, dangerous thing. In his book, concepts related to 

cognition model are described: 

 

Linguistic categories should be of the same type as other categories in 

our conceptual system. In particular, they should show prototype and 

basic-level effects.  

Lakoff (1987:58) 

 

Lakoff (1987) introduced ‘Prototype Effect in Language’. He proposed that 

markedness is used to show prototype effect; that is, when languages are categorized, 

the unmarked one is said to be the basic and default member. For those noncentral 
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members, they are unpredictable, but they may be “motivated” (1987: 65) by the 

central member. Thus, the noncentral members will bear family resemblances to the 

central member. Moreover, by knowing the central member of one certain category, it 

also helps determine its radial categories. For example, both birth mother and foster 

mother are two radial categories of ‘mother’. By understanding the central model of 

‘mother’, it builds up the relationship to its extended categories. In short, to categorize 

language, prototype (i.e., the central member) should be first determined and then 

extend the meanings to the radical categories (noncentral members) through 

motivation.  

 

3. Methodology 

In this section, data source and theory applied for analyzing the data are 

introduced.  

3.1 Data  

Data is collected from Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern Chinese. 

The aim of this paper is to examine whether da3 is polysemous or homonymy word. 

We only focus on those da3 as a predicate/verb which collocate with nouns. By 

observing those collocated nouns, we could examine da3’s various meanings and 

judge whether it is polysemous or homonymy word. Thus, particles as modifiers 

collocated with da3 are excluded. Data collected from Academia Sinica Balanced 

Corpus of Modern Chinese are extracted as V+N structure. For example, da3 zhang打

仗 ‘to war’ is extracted from da3 le yi chang sheng zhang 打了一場勝仗 and da3 pai

打牌 ‘play cards’ is from da3 er zhi san chi de pai 打二至三次的牌, and so on. 

Moreover, one definition of da3 from dictionaries (i.e., jiao yu bu chong bian guo yu 
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chi dian xiu ding ben 教育部重編國語辭典修訂本 and Taiwan jiao yu bu guo yu chi 

dian 台灣教育部國語辭典) is found to be the core meaning for analysis.  

 

3.2 Theory 

Based on the cognitive model, Lakoff (1987) proposed an idea for linguistic 

categorization—radial categories. As we have read many words, they are structured 

radially or they have relations with each other, for example, foster mother and birth 

mother. For those words being categorized as a group, Lakoff (1987: 91) proposed 

“there is a central subcategory, defined by a cluster of converging cognitive models”. 

Words are tightly related to each other by our cognitive model. The cognitive model 

for categorization is composed of the central model and the noncentral model (i.e., the 

extension model). Based on the central model, words can be motivated and extended 

(i.e., the extension model works). On the other hand, although words can be extended 

from the central model, they are motivated by convention and should be learned. For 

those words extended by the central model, they are not created by the central model, 

but are generated according to some general principles of extension, i.e., domain-of 

experience principle, myth-and-belief principle, and important-property principle. In 

Lakoff’s book, he further defined those principles:  

 Domain of experience principle:  

If there is a basic domain of experience associated with A, then it is 

natural for entities in that domain to be in the same category as A.             

(Lakoff, 1987: 93) 

 

Myth-and-belief principle: 

If some noun has characteristic X (on the basis of which its class 
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membership is expected to be decided) but is, through belief or myth, 

connected with characteristic Y, then generally it will belong to the class 

corresponding to Y and not that corresponding to X.  

(Lakoff, 1987: 94) 

 

Important-property principle:  

If a subset of nouns has some particular important property that the rest 

of the set does not have, then the members of the subset may be assigned 

to a different class from the rest of the set to “mark” this property; the 

important property is most often ‘harmfulness’.  

(Lakoff, 1987: 94) 

 

Therefore, words categorized as the same group are motivated by our 

experiences, beliefs, and the important property principles. Once words have 

motivations to extend, they have chances to be categorized together. In the 

present paper, Lakoff’s (1987) proposition (i.e., to categorize words through 

‘motivation’ of these principles) is therefore applied for analysis.  

 

4. Data analysis 

According to Lakoff’s (1987) proposition, words could be categorized or 

motivated by the central model. The central model is one thing related to prototype 

effect and basic-level effect. Words have the most typical or basic property. By 

extending that property, the central model is extended to the noncentral model. Thus, 

words of central and noncentral models are categorized as in the same category. From 

this perspective, da3 is examined and divided into seven categories:  

(1) the prototypical da3  
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(2) the extended imaging action da3 

(3) the extended imaging path da3 

(4) the extended imaging effect da3 

(5) the extended imaging method da3 

(6) the extended whole image da3 

(7) other da3 

In the following, they are explicitly explained.  

4.1. The prototypical da3 

When we mention da3, we think of da3 ren打人or da3 jia 打架. We recall da3 

as an action of ‘hit’ or ‘fight’. By looking up dictionaries (i.e., jiao yu bu chong bian 

guo yu chi dian xiu ding ben 教育部重編國語辭典修訂本 and Taiwan jiao yu bu 

guo yu chi dian 台灣教育部國語辭典) for da3, ‘hit’ or ‘fight’ is always taken as the 

basic definition: ji 擊, qiao ji 敲擊 or gong ji 攻擊, zhan dou 戰鬥. Therefore, the 

prototypical da3 is centered on the property of ‘hit’ or ‘fight’, and we regard this 

property as the central model of da3. And what is ‘hit’ or ‘fight’? It could be further 

defined as that there is an agent who has a contact to the theme/object and cause the 

theme/object to be hurt. For those words with this prototypical characteristic (i.e., ‘hit’ 

or ‘fight’), we categorize them into the category of prototypical da3. Examples are 

like da3 ren, da3 jia. Besides, through important-property principle, other extension 

also includes that those da3 has the property of ‘hit’ or ‘fight’ although the theme to 

be ‘hit’ or ‘fight’ is no longer a person or people, for instance, da3 guai 打怪 or da3 

wen zi 打蚊子.  

 

4.2. The extended imaging action da3 
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Since the prototypical da3 is constructed, words have the central model to be 

extended. Based on the domain-of-experience principle (Lakoff, 1987), people have 

learned what da3 is. People think that da3 is to hit or fight, and there is something 

being hit or fought. This image is further extended and used to refer to any object with 

related experience. This extension is based on the experience of da3’s action. People 

have an image of how an object could be da3. Thus, whatever objects are hit, they fall 

into this category, for example, da3 dian hua 打電話, da3 dian nao 打電腦, and da3 

qiu 打球. These examples are extended from the imaging action of da3. Those objects 

are hit by agents.  

4.3. The extended imaging path da3 

In this category, da3 is extended by the imaging path of ‘hit’ or ‘fight’. It is also 

based on the domain-of-experience principle. When people do the action of hit or 

fight, it remains trace. That is, by using an instrument, A is forcefully giving a power 

to B and has some impact on B. Related experiences in this domain are grouped in 

this category, examples are like da3 er dong 打耳洞、da3 zheng 打針、da3 yi miao

打疫苗、da3 rou dug an jun 打肉毒桿菌、da3 yao shi 打鑰匙, etc.  

 

4.4. The extended imaging effect da3 

This category is extended by the imaging effect of da3. When people think of 

da3, they know that there must be a sound created. We cannot da3 something without 

making any noise. That is, when the action of da3 happens, there is a noise/sound. 

Thus, whenever things can make the sound of da3, we regard them as in the same 

categories. People extend the effect of da3’s image to other da3. It is based on the 

domain-of-experience principle. People are aware of the experience, and da3 within 
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this domain is categorized together, for example, da3 pai/ma jiang 打牌/麻將, da3 yi 

ba zhang 打一巴掌, da3 be 打啵, and da3 ban 打板. 

 

4.5. The extended imaging method da3 

In this category, da3 is extended by its imaging method. And through the 

domain-of-experience principle, it is extended to other da3 within the same domain. 

People know that whenever people have the action of da3, they have to use their hand 

to complete the action. People use their hand to have an action of clap. Actions with 

such an image are categorized as in the same category of da3, for instance, da3 pen ti

打噴嚏, da3 ha qian 打哈欠 and da3 ge 打嗝. 

 

4.6. The extended whole image da3 

So far, da3 is extended from the prototypical characteristic ‘hit’ or ‘fight’ to 

noncentral categories. Here, another extension is further built up. In this category, the 

extension is based on the whole image of da3. The image is that people will face to 

face to have a circle and to use fist to contact others over and over again to make them 

hurt. Thus, da3 associated with “circle” and “over and over again” will be taken into 

this category. Examples are like da3 guo zhi 打果汁, da3 mao xian(yi) 打毛線（衣）, 

da3 bao/cheng chi 打薄/打層次, da3 guang gao 打廣告, da3 gong 打工, etc.  

 

4.7. Other da3 

Although we have make several extensions to categorize da3, there are still 

exceptions, for instance, da3 gou 打勾, da3 quan 打圈, da3 cha 打叉. For these 

examples, we couldn’t categorize them into these six categories we mentioned above. 
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We think that they may be extended from those extended categories, but not from the 

most prototypical category da3. That is, those da3 are one of radial categories 

extended from other extended type of da3. For these examples, we need further 

examination.  

 

5. Discussion 

According to our analysis, five categories are extended from da3’s basic model 

(i.e., the prototypical da3). Only one category in our analysis needs further 

examination and it is proposed to be extended from another type of da3’s model. 

From the most prototypical da3 in which ‘hit’ or ‘fight’ is taken to be the basic 

definition or the central model, da3 could be extended to those noncentral model. 

From the central model to the noncentral model, those meanings of da3 are centered 

on a basic meaning. Thus, da3 is regarded as polysemous word. That is, da3 presented 

as a single form has many related meanings. These five extended categories develop 

their own meanings, which is like those variant meanings developed in different 

stages of grammaticalization. That is, at different stages of grammaticalization, words 

are developing different degrees of related semantic meaning with the original word. 

As Hopper and Traugott (2001: 71) proposed “from the perspective of 

grammticalization it is methodologically essential to assume polysemy if there is a 

plausible semantic relationship”. Thus, when observing da3’s meanings, we may 

regard them as many different words presented as the same form. It may be because 

of that those meanings are developed at different stages of grammaticalization, and in 

each stage they have some degree of semantic relationship with their former or later 

stage, but they are regarded as different words when they are presented at the same 

time.  
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6. Conclusion  

     In the current paper, we aim to know whether da3 is a polysemous or 

homonymy words. By categorizing those data, we suggest that most of da3 could be 

extended by a basic model. Thus, it is suggested to be a polysemous word. That is, 

da3 with various related meanings is presented as one form. This phenomenon could 

be also explained by grammaticalization. Because da3 is processing 

grammaticalization, at different stages it develops a little bit different meanings from 

its former and later stage. Therefore, it is not surprising that da3 is presented as one 

form with various meanings.  
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Abstract 
     In this study, I am going to probe Boroditsky’s study that if Mandarin Chinese  

really use more vertical phrases than horizontal phrases to express time. In the first 

step, I try to find out the using frequency of vertical and horizontal way when Chinese 

talk about the time. In this research, I found an interesting phenomenon that when 

Chinese people talk about time, they do not use more vertical way to express time as 

Boroditsky said, instead they use horizontal way to express time most. For the second 

step, by using of the collected news from the web, yahoo, google and Academic 

Sinica Balanced Corpus, I try to probe why Chinese use spatial metaphors to express 

time and see if there is something related to the properties of space and time. From the 

research, we can get four conclusions. First, when Chinese talk about the order of the 

event, they are used to using the spatial phrases in the vertical way like shang 上‘up’, 

xia 下 ‘down’ to express time like shang (xia) ge yue 上(下)個月 ‘last (next) month’. 

Second, when people talk about the days (months) of the week (year), they use the 

horizontal way to express time like, qian (ho) i ge xing qi 前(後)一個星期‘a week 

ago（after）’. Third, when they talk about the weeks and months on the calendar, they 

will use calendar schemas (vertical way) to express time like shang (xia) xing qi 上(下)

星期‘last(next) week’. The last one is that when people talk about the amount of the 

time, they are used to using zuo you 左右 ‘left (right)’ to express time. 

 

1. Introduction 

     When we talk about the temporal, it is often encoded in language via spatial 
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metaphor. Many researchers believe that time passing is motion, so it would be very 

difficult for us to imagine what a temporal semantics would be like without resorting 

to spatial metaphor. In English, there are two predominant temporal metaphors 

(Goldfain, 2004), one is moving-time metaphor and the other is moving-ego 

metaphors, and both of them can be linked directly to the predominant of horizontal 

schemas for motion verb in English.  

     However, we know that time also can be used in space. In Mandarin Chinese, 

for example, shi xia de nian qing ren xi huan zhui qiu ci ji 時下的年輕人喜歡追求

刺激 ‘Nowadays, the youth like to seek exciting activities’. or ta shang ge yue jiujie 

hun le 他上個月就結婚了‘He got married last month’. We use shang上‘up (past)’or 

xia 下‘down (future)’to express the tense of the time. Besides, the time expression is 

also used in horizontal way. When we say sheng dan jui kuai lai le 聖誕節快來了 

‘Crhistmas is coming’, we use lai來‘come’, it means ‘the time’ (Christmas) is moving 

to you. So, it talks about the horizontality for motion verb. In English, we say ‘ I am 

looking forward to hearing from you soon.’ or ‘Push deadline back.’ From the 

examples, we notice that the uses of the temporal phrases in English and Mandarin 

Chinese are so different. English uses the horizontal spatial metaphors to express time 

(e.g., the bad days behind us). As for Chinese, they use not only horizontal spatial 

metaphors but also vertical spatial metaphors (e.g., the week above to mean last 

week).  

     Therefore, do Chinese speakers think about time in a different way from 

English speakers? Boroditsky (2001) claimed that they do, and went on to conclude 

that language is a powerful tool in shaping habitual thought about abstract 

domains (such as time). However, by estimating the frequency of usage, we also 
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found that Chinese speakers actually use the horizontal spatial metaphors more often 

than the vertical metaphors. This offered no logical ground for Boroditsky’s claim. In 

Boroditsky’s study (2001:10 in Chen 2006), she claimed that the Chinese speakers 

displayed a tendency of thinking about time vertically because they talked about time 

vertically. Besides, she also made a assumption that Chinese speakers used the 

vertical metaphors far more frequently than the horizontal metaphors when expressing 

time. The assumption was evident in the way she analyzed and described the data:  

 

“English speakers answered purely temporal questions faster after horizontal primes 

than after vertical primes… Mandarin speakers were faster after vertical primes than 

after horizontal primes.” 

 

     I think the way Boroditsky used to test the different temporal expression is too 

weak to support her claim because she never tested the assumption she made. 

Therefore, I postulated that Chinese do not think about time in a different way from 

English speakers because from most cases (will be discussed latter) we can see that 

Chinese also use more horizontal time expression than vertical. If my postulate is true, 

I would like to probe that in what situation Chinese will use vertical notion to express 

time and when in horizontal way. Thus, I will review some related researches and 

theory in section 2, section 3 is the framework of this study. In section 4, I will discuss 

the method for this study. Section 5 is the result of the study and the further analysis. 

The final section is the conclusion. 

 

2.Literature review 

     In this section, I reviewed some studies about the relationship between time and 

space. I hope that by reviewing those studies can give us a clearer understanding of 
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spatial and temporal metaphors. Besides, by reviewing the studies about the temporal 

metaphors in Mandarin Chinese, we can have a deep insight for the usage of spatial 

and temporal metaphors.  

2.1 The conceptualizing time as metaphor 

Alverson（1994）claimed that there is “ a universal experiential basis for what is 

called meaning invariance or identity conditions on meaning which is constitutive of 

language itself.”（p.1）Alverson attempts to show that the experience of time is based on a 

universal template of spatial experience. The argument here comes in part from the fact that time 

words in many languages are derived from spatial terms indicating location, direction, and 

movement, but also from the notion that space is more directly experienced because it has 

"perceptual counterparts" and is the same for all peoples (p.36). Alverson's (1994:92) data thus 

include not only time words, but phrases and larger constructions that are commonplace ways of 

talking about time, such as "to spend time," "the circle of time," and the "the flow of time." 

Alverson then categorized each set of collocations in terms of five root metaphors: (1) "time is 

apartible entity," (2) "time is its effects," (3) "time is a medium of motion," (4) "time is a course," 

and (5) "time is measurement." These collocations thus show that "across languages and cultures, 

the same predicates have been used in the same collocational structures to predicate something-- 

often the same thing-of 'time'." Thus, in Alverson’s study came to a conclusion that the experience 

of space is a universal analog or template for the experience of time. 

2.2 Understanding time through spatial metaphor     

 How can we come to represent and reason about abstract domains like time, love or 

justice? Lakoff and colleagues（cited in Borodissky, 2000）have pointed out that 

people often use metaphors to talk about abstract domains, and that in the majority of 

these conventional metaphors, language from a concrete domain is used to talk about 
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the more abstract domain. Besides, Boroditsky（2000）also claimed that abstract 

conceptual domains such as time are structured through metaphorical mappings from 

more concrete and experiential domains such as space. This is what the metaphoric 

structuring view proposed.  

     In Borodiskey’s（2000）study, she mentioned that the metaphoric structuring 

view uses metaphors to organize information within abstract domains. The job of the 

metaphor is to provide relational structure to an abstract domain by importing it (by 

analogy) from a more concrete domain. Furthermore, metaphors import the relational 

structure and not the surface features of the base domain to the target domain. Thus, 

Boroditsky kept on explaining that when people consider the ‘IDEAS ARE FOOD’ 

metaphor, we are not fooled into thinking that fried ideas are especially tasty or that 

thinking too much makes one fat. 

     However, there are many aspects of our concept of time that are not observable 

in the world. For example, does time move horizontally or vertically? Does it move 

forward or back, left or right, up or down? Does it move past us, or do we move 

through it? From the strong version of Metaphorical Structuring maintains that spatial 

schemas are always necessary to think about time whereas the weak version of 

Metaphorical Structuring. On this view, relational information necessary to organize 

events is imported on-line from the domain of space and is not stored in the domain of 

time. Thus, in Boroditsky’s（2000）finding, he found three results in the study: (1) the 

domains of space and time do share conceptual structure, (2) spatial relational 

information is just as useful for thinking about time as temporal information, and (3) 

with frequent use, mappings between space and time come to be stored in the domain 

of time and so thinking about time does not necessarily require access to spatial 

schemas. 
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2.3 Language Shape Thought  

     According to Benjamin Lee Whorf（cited in Boroditsky, 2001）, the categories 

and distinctions of each language enshrine a way of perceiving, analyzing, and acting 

in the world. Insofar as languages differ, their speakers should differ in how they 

perceive and act in objectively similar situations. Slobin (1987, 1996 cited in 

Boroditsky, 2001) has suggested that language may influence thought during 

‘thinking for speaking.’ Besides, Agnoli (1991) reviewed evidence that language may 

influence thought by making habitual distinctions more fluent. 

2.3.1 What does time mean?  

    When we talk about time, Boroditsky believed that time is a phenomenon in 

which we experience continuous unidirectional change that may be marked by appearance and 

disappearance of objects and events. In order to capture the sequential order of events, time is 

generally conceived as a one-dimensional, directional entity. Across languages, the spatial terms 

imported to talk about time are also one dimensional, directional terms such as ahead/behind or 

up/down rather than multidimensional or symmetric terms such as narrow/wide or left/right. 

     But how is the domain of time learned, represented, and reasoned about? Across 

languages people use spatial metaphors to talk about time. Those aspects of time that 

are not constrained by our physical experience with time are free to vary across 

languages and our conceptions of them may be shaped by the way we choose to talk 

about them. 

2.3.2 Time in English and in Mandarin Chinese 

     Boroditsky（2001）mentioned that in English, we predominantly use front/back 

terms to talk about time. We can talk about the good times ahead of us or the 

hardships behind us. On the whole, the terms used to order events are the same as 

those used to describe asymmetric horizontal spatial relations. 
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     According to Scott（1989,in Boroditsky, 2001）, in Mandarin, front/back spatial 

metaphors for time are also common. Mandarin speakers just like English speakers 

use the spatial morphemes qian 前 ‘front’ and hou 後 ‘back’ to talk about time. 

However, they also systematically use vertical metaphors to talk about time. The 

spatial morphemes shang 上‘up’ and xia 下‘down’ are frequently used to talk about 

the order of events, weeks, months, semesters, and more. Earlier events are said to be 

shang (also below) or ‘up’ and later events are said to be xia or ‘down’. Though in 

English, some vertical spatial terms are used to talk about time, they are not as 

common or systematic as Mandarin Chinese.  

     Besides, Boroditsky’s (2001:19) also pointed out Mandarin speakers would find 

it more natural to construct a vertical time line when thinking about purely temporal 

relations. English speakers were more likely to think about time horizontally because 

horizontal spatial terms predominate in English temporal descriptions. Thus, language 

is a powerful tool in shaping thought about abstract domains. Furthermore, one’s 

native language indeed plays an important role in shaping habitual thought (e.g., how 

one tends to think about time) but does not entirely determine one’s thinking in the 

strong Whorfian sense. 

3. The framework of the study 

3.1 Two Spatial Metaphors for Time 

When we talk about temporal information, we know that it is often encoded in 

language via spatial metaphors. Temporal is such an abstract domain that it would be 

difficult for us to think about what it would look like without resorting to spatial 

metaphors. But why are spatial metaphors the preferred choice in representing time? 

According to Goldfain（2004:2）, he pointed that  
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“time is the ‘primitive’ through which we can describe changes in the spatial 

domain… Change, in turn, serves as a primitive for the concept of motion. We 

speak of a ‘figure’ moving with respect to a ‘ground’ when discussing cognitive 

representations of motion verbs. Thus, we should expect that verbs of motion 

will provide good metaphoric material for representing time.”  

      

     Feagans（1980 in Godfain, 2004） proposed two spatial metaphor to discuss 

“time”, moving-time metaphor and moving-ego metaphor. The moving-time 

represents the time as the figure and the ego as the ground. Here, the figure time is 

progressing around the grounded ego. The moving ego metaphor represents the ego as 

the figure and time as the ground. The ego here is part of the river moving over the 

grounded time. However, in Feagans’ both metaphors, both of them suggest that the 

figure moves horizontally with respect to the ground. 

3.2 The use of spatial meanings in conceptualizing and expressing notions of time 

     Lakoff and Johnson (1980:Ch.21) paid more attention to the power of metaphor 

in order to create new meaning for the time. When we talk about the metaphor time as 

space, the notions are typically seen with respect to a one-dimensional line, the time 

axis. But the “cognitive topology” of space has more to offer than a straight, 

one-dimensional line. Space is, in the first place, three-dimensional. Secondly, 

orientation in three-dimensional, earth-based space requires three axes: a longitudinal 

axis, a vertical axis, and left-to-right axis. Thirdly, objects in space may come in any 

shape. Fourthly, reference to space may be absolute or relative, and relative space may 

be relative with respect to things in the world or the observing EGO. Fifthly, things in 

space may be stationary or in motion. Sixthly, space is populated with things in the 
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widest sense, which may serve as figures or reference points and are associated with 

certain properties and typical behaviors.  

 

4. Methodology 

    For the first step in this study, I will try to search the news in the past one month 

in the web yahoo, google and the Academic Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern 

Chinese (http://www.sinica.edu.tw/ftms-bin/kiwi1/mkiwi.sh) to estimate the using 

frequency of the horizontal and the vertical spatial metaphors when Chinese people 

express time. For the next step, I will discuss the properties of the time and space and 

then try to figuire out the relationship between time and space and the reason why the 

function of the space can be extended to the time. 

5. The discussion and analysis 

     Seventy sentences about the temporal phrases collected from the web and 

corpus are shown in the appendix. All of them are news from the past one month The 

phrases ‘lai(qu)’ and ‘qian(ho)’ are categorized as horizontal phrases whereas 

‘shang(xia)’ are categorized as vertical phrases. Data shows that 76% temporal 

phrases are expressed in the horizontal way while 24% in the vertical way. Thus, the 

result shows clearly that the horizontal spatial metaphors were used more frequently 

than the vertical spatial metaphors. Thus, Boroditsky’s assumption cannot be justified. 

5.1 The property analysis of temporal and spatial 

Temporal and spatial terms obviously refer to TIME and SPACE. There are numerous 

examples to illustrate these functions.  Consider the following examples  

  

(1) shang 上 and xia 下 expressing TIME: 

  a. shang (xia) xing qi   上（下）星期   ‘last (next) week’ 
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  b. shang (xia) xue qi   上（下）學期   ‘last (next) semester’ 

  c. shang (xia) ge shïjï  上（下）個世紀 ‘last (next) century’  

 d. shang (xia) ci  上（下）次  ‘last (next) time’ 

  e. shang (xia) ge yue  上（下）個月  ‘last(next) month’ 

  f. shang yi ji  上（下）一季  ‘last season’ 

      g. shang yi nian           上（下）一年       ‘the year above’ 

(2) shãng 上 and xiã 下 expressing SPACE: 

  a. shan shang (xia)   山上（下）        ‘top (foot) of the mountain’ 

  b. zhuo-zi shang (xia)  桌子上（下）  ‘on (under) the table’ 

  c. lian shang  臉上  ‘on the face’ 

  d. tian shang  天上  ‘in the sky’ 

 e.  xia (shang) shàn       下（上）山      ‘go down (up) the mountain’ 

  f. xia (saãng) shuo-zi     下（上）桌子      ‘get off (get on) the table’ 

  g. xia (shang) lou  下（上）樓 ‘go downstairs (upstairs)’ 

 

In example(1a-1g) and (2a-2g), we can extend the space expression ‘shang’ and‘xia’ 

to be the time expression. In (1) it talks about the order of the event and in (2) it talks 

about the position of the object. The structure of these two examples is so similar. 

Besides, there is an extra phenomenon deserves us to notice. In (2), all the terms are 

related to 3 dimentionality. In (1), no matter for ‘xing qi’, ‘ xue qi’ or ‘shïjï’ and so on, 

all of them mean the whole part of the time. So, we can see them as the 3 
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dimensionality.  

  

 (3) qian 前 and hou 後 expressing TIME: 

  a. yi nian qian (hou)   一年前（後）   ‘A year ago (after)’ 

  b. qian wan          前晚           ‘last night’ 

  c. qian (hou) tian     前（後）天     ‘the day before yesterday   

                (after tomorrow) 

     d. qian yue            前月           ‘the month before this month’  

     e.qian xue qi          前學期          ‘the semester before this semester’ 

     f. qian(hou) xiji       前（後）世紀       ‘last(next) century’ 

g. qian ci            前次             ‘last time’(Talk to me about the     

format of your examples) 

 (4) qian 前 and hou 後 expressing SPACE: 

  a. qian (hou) bian  前（後）邊      ‘the front (back) side’ 

  b. fang-zi qian (hou) mian  房子前（後）面    ‘in front (back) of the house’ 

  c. xiong qian  胸前            ‘in front of the breast’ 

  d. bei hou  背後            ‘behind the back’ 

 

In example(3a-3e) and (4a-4d), we can extend the space expression qian’前’front and 

hou’後’back to be the time expression. In (3), when we talk about the days of the 

week, the days of the week are represented horizontally on a calendar. And on the 
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same calendar, the weeks and months are usually represented vertically. But why the 

function of the space in (4) can be extended to (3)? Now let’s look again the phrases 

in (4) again. In (4), all the phrases have a reference, such as ‘house’, ‘breast’ or ‘back’. 

And also in (3), the reference is ‘day’, ‘year’, ‘night’ and so on.  

 

(5) zuo 左 and you 右 expressing TIME and SPACE: 

  a. yi xiao-shi zuo you  一小時左右  ‘about a hour’ 

  b. zuo (you) bian  左（右）邊  ‘the left (right) side’ 

  c. zuo (you) shou  左 （右）手 ‘the left (right) hand’ 

 

In example(5a-5c) , we can extend the space expression ‘zuo’ and ‘you’ to be the time 

expression. When we use right or left to describe the object, most of time they are 

symmetrical. When we use it in the time express, it equals to ‘around’ in English. 

When we take a look at the direction, it can be either left or right can give them a 

mark, ‘zuo’ as ‘minus’ and ‘yuo’ as ‘plus’. Here we extend this notion to the temporal 

term to indicate that we don’t have the exact time. For example, when we say that ta 

da gai i xiao shi zou you hui da zhe li 他大概一小時左右會到這裡‘He will come 

here in about one hour’. So, the amount of the time could be more or less an hour.   

    Here we found an interesting phenomenon that some phrases like ‘xing qi’, ‘yue’, 

‘xue qi’, ‘ shji’ and ‘ci’ can combine with either shang (xia) or qian (hou). Then how 

do we know when to use shang (xia) and qian (hou)? As we have talked before, 

Boroditsky (2001) and Gunter (2004) pointed that in Chinese the vertical axis 

commonly used in conceptualizing time. So for the earlier time is viewed as ‘up’ and 

later time as ‘down’. Chinese people also use ‘up’ and ‘down’ to talk about the order 
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of events, weeks, months and semesters. Besides, Chinese people also use qian (ho) to 

describe the time. When we combine the temporal phrases with the phrases qian (ho), 

there must be a referential time existed for us to compare. So, when we say ‘qian ge 

yue’, it means that there must be another month for us to compare. And when we say 

‘shang ge yue’, it just focus on the order of the time. That is why we can use shang 

(xia ) or qian (hou) in the terms of ‘xing qi’, ‘yue’, ‘xue qi’ , ‘shij i’ and ‘ ci’. However, 

there is one thing needs us to notice, as for the phrase’qian’ , it still has different 

function. Let’s take a look at the following sentences: 

(6) qing zai san yue di qian jiao jiao zuo ye. 

   請在 3 月底前繳交作業。 

   Please hand in your homework befoe the end of March. 

(7) shi yu jia ge cong qian xing qi de yi kuai tiao zhang wei liang kuai. 

   石油價格從前星期的 1 塊調漲為 2 塊。 

   The price of the oil has been raised from one dollar to two dollars. 

In (6), the function of the ‘qian’ is focus on the deadline of the event. In (7), the 

function of ‘qian’ just gives us a comparative object ‘yue’. In (8), the function of 

‘qian’ 

Further discussion 

     From the above examples, we can have more knowledge about the reason that 

we use spatial metaphors to express time. According to Boroditsky（2000, 2001）, she 

pointed that the domains of space and time share conceptual structure, so the spatial 

metaphor can provide relational structure to those aspects of time. Furthermore, using 

spatial metaphors to describe time encourages structural alignment between the two 

domains and may cause relational structure to be imported from space to time. 

However, there are some interesting things deserving us to notice. That is “ time is 
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space- direction metaphor.”  

     Many scholars (Boroditsky, 2000; Daniel Casasanto1, Olga Fotokopolou, Ria 

Pita, and Lera Boroditsky; Casasanto & Boroditsky, 2007) claim that when we 

think about time we prefer to use the terms of space to describe them. Gunter 

(2004) pointed that we may think of time as moving up or down, which we do, or as 

staggering from left to right, which, under normal circumstances, we do not. However, 

in lexicalizing notions of time, different languages may also exploit the cognitive 

topology of space in different ways. In his paper, he pointed 6 types of dimensions for 

space and their metaphorical mappings on time: (i) dimensionality of time , (ii) 

orientation of the time-line, (iii) shape of the time-line, (iv) position of times relative 

to the observer, (v) sequences of time units ,(vi) and time as motion. 

     Languages typically have forms that mark the dimensionality of the landmark 

in a spatial relationship. In English, some of the dimensional prepositions used to 

characterize the shape of the landmark are also used to express notions of time. 

Gunter uses the dimensionality to explain time. He thought that languages   

typically have forms that mark the dimensionality of the landmark in a spatial 

relationship. However, this dimensionality of time is very different between Mandarin 

Chinese and English. In English, some of the dimensional prepositions used to 

characterize the shape of the landmark are also used to express notions of time. 

Gunter (2004:227) pointed that 

      
English spatial and temporal prepositions make a three-way distinction:  
zero-dimensional “at” is used for moments of time as in “at this moment”, 
two-dimensional “on” is used to describe periods of time, in particular days as 
in “on my birthday”, and three-dimensional “in” and “within” are used to refer 
to periods of time other than days, both shorter than days as “in a second” and 
longer than days as “in a week”. The one-dimensional preposition along is not 
used for temporal notions. 
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     According to Zhang Ting (2007), she thought that the the concept of time in 

Mandarin Chinese is a line. It means that time is the entity which moves along the line. 

And it also can be divided into two types: vertical way and horizontal way. Chinese 

people use shang to mean early and xiadown to mean late. This is what the author 

called vertical way. On the other hand, Chinese people also use horizontal way to 

express time. Because they believe that when the object moves in the space, the 

changing process for the initial position of the object is sequential. In Zhan’s (2007:2) 

study, she mentioned that Chinese time expression is one-dimentional line not 

two-dimentional line’wide, narrow’ or three-dimentional line’high, low’ or ‘circle, 

square’. This notion is quite different from English that uses horizontal way to express 

time. 

6.Conclusion  

    From this study, we can have a conclusion that when Chinese people express 

time, they prefer to use more horizontal spatial metaphors than vertical ones. At the 

same time, they also use vertical ways to express time. Thus, we can not say that 

Chinese people have different thinking from English. Maybe we can talk about the 

difference from the pragmatics way. When Chinese people talk about the order of the 

event, they like to use ‘up’ and ‘down’ (vertical way). When they talk about the days 

or months of the week, they like to use ‘come’ and ‘go’ (horizontal way). When they 

talk about the weeks or months on the calendar, they will use calendar schema, so 

they will use ‘up’ and ‘down’. When they talk about the amount of the time, they will 

use ‘left’ and ‘right’ to express time. But there is one thing we have to notice. From 

the above examples, we can see that when we talk about ‘week’, ‘month’ or 

‘semester’, we can use both terms ‘up’ and ‘down’ or ‘last’ and ‘next’ like ’ shang (xia) 

xing qi or qian (ho) xue qi. Why are both of terms used grammatically? When we talk 
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about the order of the event, we use ‘up’ and ‘down’ to mean ‘past’ or ‘future’. But 

when we compare two events together, we will ue ‘last’ or ’next’. 

     From the analysis, we have seen that mandarin speakers prefer horizontal 

spatial metaphors for representing temoral information. However, we still have to 

consider it from the aspect of the functional usage in temporal metaphors. Just as we 

observed in the temporal phrases, qian (ho), they still have their own function when 

we use them to discuss time. I believe that it could be the factor influences the 

metaphors using. Moreover, the data I collected so far is not plenty enough, maybe it 

will affect the analysis for the metaphor using. Therefore, it is also the important thing 

for us to think about in the future study. 
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Abstract. This study aims to find out how people in Taiwan process time metaphors. The present 

study developed based on two studies investigating how people conceptualize time. Yu (1998) 

claimed that Time Is SPACE metaphor, which indicated that people processed time via the transfer 

of their space concept. Gentner, Imai, and Boroditsky (2002) conducting three experiments on how 

English native speakers processed time and found that they responded to ego-moving metaphors 

faster than time-moving metaphors. Here, we took Yu’s argument and tried to verify the finding of 

Gentner, Imai, and Boroditsky (2002). First, people conceptualized time by the means of space. 

Male claimed to enhance better spatial abilities were hypothesized as the better processors when 

dealing with time metaphors. Second, English native speakers processed ego-moving metaphors 

faster. It was hypothesized that the faster reaction to ego-moving metaphors was shared by people in 

Taiwan who have Chinese as their L1 and English as their foreign language.  

Forty five Chinese-English bilingual participants (25 female and 20 male) were tested by 16 

Chinese and 16 English test sentences. The recordings of their accuracy on each item were served as 

the database used to compare with the finding of Gentner, Imai, and Boroditsky (2002) and to probe 

whether people’s better spatial abilities benefited their understanding of time metaphors. Two 

findings were discovered: (1). Taiwanese as the Chinese native speakers and EFL learners presented 

a contrast when processing Chinese and English test sentences. For the native language version, the 

participants processed Chinese ego-moving metaphors better. Nevertheless, when they were tested 

in English, they conceptualized time-moving metaphors much better. (2). though male hypothesized 

as the better time processors, to our surprise, the result showed the opposite direction. That is, the 

female counterparts in reality responded to the temporal metaphors better. In short, the findings 

demonstrate that the faster response to ego-moving metaphors is not universal but varies from 

language to language and even though people’s understanding of the abstract time relies on their 

concrete understanding of space, the process of time metaphors is another story.  

Keywords: metaphors, time-moving metaphor, ego-moving metaphor, EFL, spatial abilities 
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The History of Arte Mecco 
by Hugeaux 

  aka  
Mr. Hugo R. Miller 

 
Arte Mecco is the art form of blending contemporary art, modern art, abstract art, art deco and art nouveau.  
 
Arte Mecco painting was discovered in Marion County, in the city of Indianapolis, Indiana in the year 1991 in the 
United States of America. The discoverer of Arte Mecco is the African American Artist, Colorist and Photographer 
Hugeaux who was born in Duval County of Jacksonville, Florida on October 09, 1961. This style first took on the 
name Hugeaux’s Women, until the turn of the millennium 2000, when it became apparent that this was a natural 
style of watercolor painting. The classical dance form known as Modern Dance inspired the style of Arte Mecco 
painting. The form of the line, geometric shapes and colors gives the fluid movement of the human form in motion 
on paper. The style of Arte Mecco uses watercolors. In his experimenting with colors, he has turned to using natural 
juices, as aloe Vera and flower petals in the ever-longing quest to find new and inventive resources. Hugeaux has 
discovered colors from the pomegranate fruit, the cactus apple or prickly pear, the mulberry and the four-o-clocker 
flower, which make the Arte Mecco painting carry a more environmental beauty. 
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Inscription 1991 
For more than ten years the women has endured as a continuing inspiration for Hugeaux. From the full formed 
torsos with their distinctive curves of flirtation or seduction to the lithe supple interlock of dignified femininity, the 
grace of these women continue to be represented in this collection. When Hugeaux joined his inspiration, from 
around the world, be brought a breathtaking series of innovation to the world of the woman and man. Among his 
inspiration was the use of various shades of color. He saw that the strength; delicate sparkle and soft expression 
made it a unique effective setting for elegance, whether rendered in a dramatic beauty for a princess or in a delicate 
strong attractiveness for an emperor. Hugeaux’s devotion to the beauty and subtle fire of the African American 
woman continues to inspire today's collections. When Hugeaux created his first Arte Mecco painting, not one but 
two Hugeaux traditions were born, that of strength in beauty and of the combination of antiquity. The sophisticated 
modernism of Arte Mecco and the richness of precious spirit continue with jeweled versions of Hugeaux’s most 
celebrated Arte Mecco paintings. There is nothing so precious as lifting the spirit, love, wishes and congratulations 
of the strength of beauty. 

2003 
Arte Mecco is during this season heavily influenced by the Mongolian culture. Working with bamboo. There is more 
emphasis placed on shapes and thickness of lines. There is a pull of cross-pollination from Egyptian to Chinese, of 
antiquity. The modern contemporary approach must be used to divide the image into halves. 
The hieroglyphs or patterning are important in bringing depth into the image. The female form is now customary in 
Arte-Mecco as colors of blue, orange and cactus apple dye are being blended to create skin tones . The cactus apple 
dye is very sensitive to light, though when full dried have a deep bronze color. Arte-Mecco has always had the 
imagery of appearing very effeminate from afar. Arte Mecco is very masculine when seeing up close. This is the 
ying-yang affect. Over the next decade, You can see Hugeaux has experimented and perfected more with this new 
from Arte Mecco, as it is natural art style  

The Character of the Cactus Apple dye or (Prickly Pear) 
The cactus apple dye is a permanent pigment of the Florida cactus. During spring and fall seasons this cactus does 
not bear the yellow flower of the typical cactus, but it bears a plump burgundy fruit with about 100 - 200 small 
seeds, it resembles the papaya with its many seeds. 
The juice from this fruit illicits an ink of burgundy. The cactus apple varies in hues. It can radiate a deep rosy 
pigment. A burgundy wine pigment. It can radiate a blood rich pigment. These pigments blend in a hue to create a 
fleshy deep burgundy rose. 
 
The fruit is known in Mexico as tuna. It can be eaten. The fruit is used in the making of tequila. Each fruit, on the 
outer skin contains small circular patches of micro needle thorns. The fruit is very prickly. This dye takes to paper 
very well. It bleeds well into crevices. It mixes well with all watercolors. It is easily coverable with other colors, and 
projects its reddish hue under any color it is under. 
 
The Florida Indians (Seminoles, Cherokee and Creeks) used it also to tanning for the body. It is also a hue for luster 
to the hair. Whitening for the teeth. It can also be used for temporary tattooing. 
The belief is that the pigment is permanent. It is very sensitive to light. The pigment flows like water. One cactus 
leaf is known to contain between 5 - 12 plumb fruit. Open sunlight is recommended for plump fruit. Arte Mecco is 
the only art that is using this style of dyeing paper with the cactus apple fruit. 
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The pigment stains wood very well. The cactus fruit is not very plentiful in the summer and winter seasons. When 
fully dried the color turns to bronze. 

The Characteristic of the Pomegranate Juice Dye / The 
Royal Purple. 
Similar to the characteristic of the cactus apple dye, an earlier writing on its usage as a dye for the art form of Arte 
Mecco, the pomegranate has served the similar purpose. The pomegranate juice of the pomegranate fruit elicits a 
rich royal dark purple dye. In the early years of 2000, Hugeaux discovered that the pomegranate dye is fraternal to 
the cactus apple dye. His quest to discover more colors in the usage of Arte Mecco has led his explorations towards 
the pomegranate fruit. 
 
The pomegranate dye radiates a royal purple color in appearance, which is unfamiliar with the burgundy hue of the 
cactus apple dye. Over a period of time, the pomegranate dye changes little in color and hue. When the pomegranate 
dye is applied to paper, as in a blot, it creates a Saturn-like ring affect around its rich royal purple color. This 
staining-like affect makes Arte Mecco appear to be spoiled and soiled, though giving Arte Mecco a multi-
hallucinating appearances to viewers. 
 
The many examples are apparent in earlier Arte Mecco paintings titled: Belinda #308/2001, Francella #293/2001 
and Danashae #292/2001. The pomegranate has challenged his advancement of Arte Mecco, as now a blot or splot 
has created a new focal for creation. The pomegranate dye allows him the observation to watch the dye soak the 
paper, while it created the Saturn-like ring effect. The search for newer and vibrant hues in Arte Mecco has allowed 
the pomegranate dye to combine with the cactus apple dye to formulate an Arte Mecco painting uncharacteristic 
prior to its discovery. Arte Mecco is the only art form, which uses the pomegranate juice dye, the cactus apple dye 
and the Four-o-clocker flower dye. 
 
The pomegranate juice dye is easy to apply and mixes well with other watercolors. Hugeaux has observed that the 
pomegranate dye can be camouflaged within other pigments of purple, making the natural eye, very hard to detect 
its hue. The pomegranate dye is undetectable to the human eye. This royal purple: the pomegranate dye, has a 
characteristic of leaving traces of bronze-like colors, as one can see on the outer rim of its Saturn-like ring. 
This discovery came by accident while the artist during the 2001 Christmas was on holiday in Jacksonville, Florida. 
He returned after 21 years to re-live in the house of his birthplace, 1977 West 16th Street, Jacksonville, Florida 
32209. He was working on new Arte Mecco creations. While eating a pomegranate, a juicy and fleshy seed dropped 
onto the paper, creating a royal purple yolk and Saturn-like ring. Inspired by this newly discovery, Hugeaux quickly 
collected the juice to be used to further the development of Arte Mecco. He found that this fleshy and juicy seed of 
the pomegranate fruit has the similarity in appearance of an egg with a purple yolk. Arte Mecco and the quest for 
newly discoveries has captured the pomegranate juice dye within a series of Arte Mecco paintings on paper. The 
pomegranate partnered with the cactus apple have equated a naturalistic and fresh approach to Arte Mecco. 

The Character of Aloe Vera 
'Not many writings have been created for the use of Aloe Vera as a painting applicant. Applying Aloe Vera as a 
substance to further the development of Arte Mecco has brought his creativity into another realm. This ancient plant, 
with its healing properties has fascinated his quest. Aloe Vera is a thick fluid when applied onto paper. Aloe Vera is 
a fluid, which is hard to control when it first hits the paper. Aloe Vera tends to dilute any substance it is applied 
upon. The fascination with Aloe Vera came by a mistake made when creating the Arte Mecco painting Polynesia 
peering into the Ribault River in 2002. Hugeaux created a Hyglyx (read chapter; The interpretation of the Hyglyx, 
below) of a veil to cover the feminine bird/human-like creature of the painting. Hugeaux saw how applying Aloe 
Vera to the skin of Polynesia brought another luster to the image as with the cactus apple dye. Hugeaux's inspiration 
to apply Aloe Vera to cover the entire painting had caused the Hyglyx veil made of indigo ink, to lift the ink and 
smeared the veil, in a mascara-like display. This discovery caused by a mistake gave the veil a mesh feel create from 
the dots. 
 
The strength of Aloe Vera carries a dramatic purpose for Arte Mecco. When applying Aloe Vera to watercolor, the 
Aloe Vera, glistens then absorbs into the paper. This yellowish gel, distracted from the plant naturally, produces a 
heavy gel, sometimes with stands of red running through the gel. Hugeaux had found that by using the Aloe Vera 
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naturally from its leaf, he was able to apply the Aloe Vera smoothly by using the leaf as an instrument. Aloe Vera 
takes quickly to paper and when let stand too long can make the applying of the gel very difficult. This method of 
Arte Mecco painting has duel attributes. Firstly, preparing the paper by coating the paper with Aloe Vera, before 
creating the Arte Mecco painting, can resulting into a softening of the paper to allow the water from the watercolors 
to flow easily. Secondly, when combined with watercolors, it can result into a richness of the color’s hue. 
Aloe Vera, pungent color and staining can make the preparing of the paper look fragmented, especially when trying 
to view this surface as a clean vision. Arte Mecco direction has been guided by this newly discovered quest. One of 
the supreme discoveries of the Aloe Vera plant and how it is used in Arte Mecco, is when it is heavily concentrated, 
if can condition the paper into becoming softer, more flexible and pliable. Aloe Vera acts as a coating to preserve 
the Arte Mecco paintings. When Aloe Vera is heavily applied to paper a rather cloth feel is present, similar to the 
feel of silk. This inspirational discovery has given Hugeaux the inter-interpretation of the feeling of painting on silk. 
The flexibility of the paper now, enables him to roll the paper without encountering creases. The softness of the 
paper adds strength to its pliability. 
 
The mucus of the Aloe Vera plant is very difficult to manipulate. The mucus of the Aloe Vera contains a gel 
membrane sacked by the liquid juice. The artist has found that to pollinate the gel with the liquid, he had to create 
mucus in which he could apply evenly to the paper. Using a knife and blending the two substances in his hand, thus 
the applying process must be done quickly. There is an inspirational feeling of ancient African and American Indian 
fundamentalist present. Pollinating various watercolors with in the Aloe Vera mucus, The artist Hugeaux has found 
that its bleeding process makes the colors explode in a kaleidoscopic manner. This innate process of painting with 
Aloe Vera has advanced the art form of Arte Mecco. 

The Interpretation of The Hyglyx 
A Hyglyx is a borrowed term originating from the word [HUGEAUX]] and the patterning designs in Egyptian Art; 
called Hieroglyphics, modernized and used in the art style of Arte Mecco.  
 
The Interpretation of The Hyglyx pronounced "Hi -gleex" is a plural. The term Hyglyx is a plural term founded by 
artist Hugeaux along his historic perfection of the art form called: Arte Mecco. 
 
The Webster dictionary defines Hieroglyphics as a system of hieroglyphic writing; specifically : the picture script of 
the ancient Egyptian priesthood often used in plural but sing. or plural in construction. This is congruent with 
Hyglyx as the patterning used in Arte Mecco is constructed in a pluralistic manner, though unlike Hieroglyphic 
doesn't convey between its patterning, wholly, a story or message. 
 
The ornamentation of Hyglyx as in Hieroglyphics are a conjunction of pluralism. The repletion of the patterning, 
applied freely by hand, and not any printing method, is fraternal to the priests in ancient Egypt script writing. 
Webster defines Pluralism as : a theory that there are more than one or more than two kinds of ultimate reality. This 
is also fraternal to the message Arte Mecco displayed in its Ying-yang description of Masculinity and Femininity. 
Pluralism is the dissecting factor, which is present among the Hyglyx that are present in Arte Mecco. Ornamentation 
is recognized as in King Solomon's era of virgins and the wearing of fine ornamented clothing of needlework of a 
king's daughter (Psalm #45:14) She shall be brought unto the king in raiment of needlework: the virgin her 
companions that follow her shall be brought unto thee.Other similarities are found in Exodus #26:36, 27:16, 28:39, 
36:37 38:18 and Judges 5:30. 
 
A Hyglyx opts the eyes towards ornamentation. This process is very effeminate, as described earlier in Pluralism 
and virginity, though the geometric configuration is definite masculine. A Hyglyx constellation of dots, can give the 
impression of an outline torso/figure. This is very prevalent in adding to the movement of Arte Mecco. Hyglyx can 
give the impression of pearls, beads, or confetti suspended in mid air. Hyglyx can give the impression of flower 
petals, peacock feathers and the sun rays. The method is very apart of the forming of Arte Mecco.  
The Hyglyx can change the structure of an Arte Mecco painting. Configuration for example in the Arte Mecco 
painting Dotty #63/2002 where a colorful and auto-motion effect of paints are intertwined within the image, as 
Hyglyx as placed upon these shapes, giving the Arte Mecco painting Dotty #63/2002 a retro 1960 lava lamp feel. 
Hyglyx can create the images of any ornamented hallucination Arte Mecco chooses to express. The Hyglyx effects 
of water are borrowed from Egyptian hieroglyphics. This process of curling a line is a process, in which he 
borrowed from Egyptian hieroglyphic, though applied to many different areas of Arte Mecco. Hyglyx is a new term 
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to the art and cultural vocabulary, is definitely a defined and structured method of patterning, used throughout the art 
form of Arte Mecco. 

Classic Arte Mecco 
The painting Polynesia peering into the Ribault River is a classic example of Arte Mecco. The painting was created 
in Fall 2002 in Jacksonville, Florida. The entire watercolor painting is compiled of the cactus apple dye and aloe 
Vera. Her bird-like silhouette, perched atop a branch displays a naturalistic matriarch figure. Her body is combined 
of the colors: blue, orange, yellow and 10 coating of the cactus apple dye.  
 
The wing-embroidered tattoo on her back, gives the affect of a wing placed eternally onto her body. Polynesia’s 
peacock appeal illuminates the morning sunlight, which creates a liquid ray upon a sunbeam. There is a cross 
pollination of the Pacific breeze and the Atlantic swamp, that stimulates your senses, of being in a breeze flowing 
through wind chimes of her peacock feathers. 
 
Indigo jet-black mane gives the painting a wet swampy feel. The influences of Egyptian hieroglyphics or Hyglyx are 
the major patterning on display in this painting. This is similar to the history of Arte Deco. Arte Mecco has slanted 
the effects of Art Deco, in this painting Polynesia peering into the Ribault River by classically exposing Art Deco to 
modernism, thus the term Arte Mecco is created. 
 
A strong Mongolian influence is the major influence of this painting. New Guinea, Fiji, New Caledonia, etc. for 
example has interbred with the swampy bayous of Florida, Georgia and Louisiana in a celebration of the Southern 
Hemisphere. The painting appears to be continuously damp and wet. This is partly due to the application and coating 
of the plant: Aloe. 
 
The Aloe Vera plant originated in the warm, dry climates of Africa. The Bible's mention of removing Jesus from the 
cross and wrapping his body in aloes and myrrh, (John 19:39) and Aloe Vera was used by King Solomon, who 
mentioned to have valued it highly. That the plant is also known in Asia and the Pacific, and is found in the folklore 
of the Japanese, the Philippines and the Hawaiians, this was a major inspiration for the Arte Mecco interbreeding 
with the pacific culture. Aloe Vera has drawn the attention of the most sophisticated of minds. Aloe Vera, some 
have thought to believe, that a Sumerian clay tablet, found in the city of Nippur, written around 2200 BC, was one of 
the original documents to include Aloe Vera among plants of great healing power. The discussion of Aloe Vera's 
medicinal value can found in the Papyrus ebers, an Egyptian document written around1550BC. Not much evidence 
is written on the use of Aloe Vera as a preservative for paper, though Arte Mecco has begun to use Aloe Vera as a 
preservative. 
Egyptian queen Cleopatra used Aloe Vera to protect her skin. As she was young and radiant, Aloe Vera is famous 
for its beautifying effect. A similarity can be made with Cleopatra and Polynesia. As Cleopatra peers down the Nile 
river basking in the sun. So is Polynesia peering into the Ribault River.  
 
Jean Ribault, a Huguenot name is given for this beautiful and serene river. The Ribault River as the Frenchmen 
during the 1500 called the river "the most beautiful, rich and pleasant in the world." A strong Indian culture has kept 
the treasures of this river as a sapphire of aquatic beauty. Located in the northern part of Jacksonville, the Ribault 
River is an interlocking of fauna and flora. The river has a tendency to change from a sapphire blue to a dark tea and 
to a shimmering mirror green. The stillness of the river can make the river look like a serpentine mirror as it 
intertwines with the sun and sky. Muscadine vines, palmettos, magnolias, swamp grass, honeysuckle and pines, to 
name a few are a wonderful potpourri of nature's aromas. The steam from the Ribault River rises during the morning 
dew, as oyster eating egrets, ospreys and herons fly over, giving their brightness to the river and sky. Polynesia 
peering into the Ribault River is a one of a kind with nature. Her perching and staring into the Ribault River is the 
strong wildness and rarity of this aquatic treasure. The Indians of this region used this river as inspiration, food, song 
and marriage. A strong Indian present is felt upon this river. Perched on a mulberry tree one can hear the male 
calling sounds of the red-cardinal. Wildlife is abundant there. 
 
The tattooing detailing is heavily influenced by The artist Hugeaux's Cherokee Indian culture. During the 2002 - 
2003 year, tattooing was created more in depth for the stylizing of Arte Mecco. Tattooing in Arte Mecco painting 
has created a painting inside a painting. The tattooed wing affect upon Polynesia peering into the Ribault River 
back, is synonymous to the word perching, which is synonymous to a bird, thus a wing incorporating a feminine 
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bird. Controversial to the tail of the male peacock, masculinity has been placed on the macho analysis of Arte 
Mecco. 
 
As explained in earlier writings on Arte Mecco, the painting Polynesia peering into the Ribault River appears very 
effeminate from afar, but when viewed up close is very masculine. The tattooing adds to the machismo of Polynesia 
peering into the Ribault River. The painting is very detailed. 
 
Polynesia peering into the Ribault River is one of the major Arte Mecco painting in which several weeks we 
required to finish this delicate creation. Over 10 coatings of cactus apple dye has been applied. Over 5 coatings of 
Aloe have also been applied. The effect of the Ribault River is a blend of watercolor blue and the cactus apple dye. 
Not only in Polynesia peering into the Ribault River that the Hyglyx are incorporated but also they can be traced 
back to the earlier Arte Mecco created by Hugeaux in the 1990’s in Indianapolis, Indiana. 
 
Her lace-covered veil is a combination of Indigo ink and Aloe Vera. The Aloe Vera when applied to Indigo ink, 
created a lacy veil effect in the painting Polynesia peering into the Ribault River. Metallic gold was applied to give 
the painting the radiant shimmering inspiration of morning rays. Polynesia peering into the Ribault River was 
created during the mornings. The morning rays were the artist major inspiration to Polynesia peering into the 
Ribault River. Her abstract perching image gives the painting a modern twist on iconic Art Deco and Art Nouveau. 
Geometry is incorporated into "Polynesia peering into the Ribault River" as a balancing tool to control the un-
tameness of Abstraction. The erectness of her curved form is an example of geometry at work. Her curve has been 
directed into a 90 degree angle, though giving the painting "Polynesia peering into the Ribault River" a central focal 
point. The Hyglyx circle of the bulb of cactus apple dye surrounded by another circle against the oblong structure of 
the sun, offsets its central hold. This offset causes a switch in the focal point, just the major characteristic of Arte 
Mecco. 
 
The osprey-like sleekness of Polynesia peering into the Ribault River is also conceived in its sister creation titled: 
Capricia staring into Atlantic Ocean#328/2002. A similarity to Cleopatra can be seen in conjunction to staring into 
celestial bodies of water. Cleopatra’s gazing into the Nile can be seen through Polynesia peering into the Ribault 
River. The goddess like femininity of Polynesia peering into the Ribault River gives a strong connotation to the 
virginity of her perching. The Hyglyx, which are placed next to her lithe shoulder acts as an eagle’s eye. 
Dimension can be seen as the cactus apple dye was applied to the upper part of the Hyglyx used in creating the 
Ribault River. The river seems higher on one side of the painting, as the red sky and oblong sun plunges into the 
center of the painting. The artist reasoning behind this was to add a falling into the painting as if one was perched 
high atop a palmetto tree peering down into the Ribault River. The morning sunbeams shimmering through the 
peacock like-feathers warms the painting as the peacock feathers are abstractly placed on the Hyglyx of the Ribault 
River. 
 
The Hyglyx of the eagle eyes sections the painting Polynesia peering into the Ribault River into the formation of a 
peak. The Hyglyx are placed disconnectively to give the abstract version resembling a bird, and the heaviness of the 
indigo ink of talons. The orbit like Hyglyx of the black moon are placed at the upper right of the Arte Mecco 
painting Polynesia peering into the Ribault River spreading tentacles of talons similar to sunrays. The black moon 
pours out a lava luster of gold liquid which emerges into the cactus apple dye Hyglyx of the Ribault River. This 
effect gives the painting Polynesia peering into the Ribault River, a sense of liquid movement. The curving of her 
torso appears to be an avoidance of the heat of the moons gold lava liquid, while erectly basking in the new morning 
sunrays. 
 
A balancing effect is the major instrument used in all Arte Mecco. Seen in Polynesia peering into the Ribault River 
this occurs with the strokes of the purple and orange lines. In comparison, the balancing in all Arte Mecco paintings 
is the first application in Arte Mecco painting. A balancing occurs at the initial start and is maintain, through 
enhancements and applied Hyglyx, throughout the complete process. Two strokes were needed for Polynesia 
peering into the Ribault River. A human formed torso is placed between the lines to give the Arte Mecco process 
symmetry,then the Hyglyx detailing are applied. In all Arte Mecco paintings there is a similarity as seen in 
Polynesia peering into the Ribault River. 
 
The historic significance of Polynesia peering into the Ribault River is that of the illustrious blue beauty of the 
Ribault River as captured in this Arte Mecco painting symbolizing the rivers majesty history. This homage of 
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combining Arte Mecco with the Ribault River, gives great honor to this Native American sapphire, which was 
renamed by the Frenchman Jean Ribault. The myth of this Arte Mecco painting Polynesia peering into the Ribault 
River is that there has never have been seen any wild peacocks along the river. The Ribault river can at certain point 
appear almost like a mirror of black tea. This was inspired by the artist Hugeaux when creating the Hyglyx black 
orbit moon, with the gold liquid to be perceived as the Ribault River mirror effect. 
 
The Hyglyx of the rosy cotton sky is a symbol of reflection given by the cactus apple dye tips of the Hyglyx black 
orbit moon rays. The rays of the black orbit moon are definitely borrowed from Art Deco. Symbolizing talons of the 
sun and also generated by the drawing that ancient Egyptian artists used to depict beams of light. By placing cactus 
apple dyed tips on the beam, Polynesia peering into the Ribault River slants or rather tilts back to Arte Mecco. 
When viewing the painting up close, one can see the Hyglyx of a Mariposa forming in the lava of the black-gold 
liquid orbiting moon. 
 
The Hyglyx of the Mariposa has placed another dimension upon Polynesia peering into the Ribault River. The 
presents of the Hyglyx of the Mariposa make the painting a kaleidoscope of nature. The wing tips of the Hyglyx of 
the Mariposa are bulb-like as if a cocoon is being created. The 4-5 coatings of the cactus apple dye upon the Hyglyx 
of the Mariposa, places a bronzing effect upon the shimmering gold. The three veils beneath the black orbit moon 
and against the lava gold liquid connotes the glare of its presents. 
 

Copyright Hugeaux aka Mr. Hugo R. Miller All Rights Reserved 
 

***************************************** 

II) 
Abstract 
 
 

The Importance of Documentation 
By Hugeaux  

aka Mr. Hugo R. Miller 
 

 
 

Motivation 
 
The lack of documentation by artists has created a major void in the African and African-American artist’s 
contribution to the Fine Arts and Humanities.  Many dialogues, journals, correspondences, diaries, drafts, personal 
photography etc. have been destroyed due to the artist’s personal neglect to keep documentation.  My creation and 
documentation of a new art style I created called: ARTE MECCO (published) has acted as a catalyst and motivator 
to many artists and art historians.  Less is left for historian to decipher, yet leaving a distorted, neglected or made-up 
history. 
 
 

Problem Statement 
 
The ongoing problem which exist is that many artist fail to keep a log on the problem, difficulties and trails they are 
having in creating important works of art.  Par example, it would have major emphasis to know what problems and 
solution the great master painter Henry O. Tanner was encountering when he created the painting Daniel in the 
Lion’s den or the journals of the late Benny Andrews.  My intentions are to broaden and educate upon the 
importance of maintaining personal documentation. 
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Approach 
 
In approaching this problem, I used the Internet to further educate the masses upon the importance of ARTE 
MECCO contribution to the Humanities through the Fine Arts.  I had published my thoughts, dialogues and 
correspondences upon explaining how a new art style borrowed from other art style has developed into another art 
genre.  Coining the term Hyglyx, has structured ARTE MECCO into modern day concept. 
 

Results 
 
Documentation has placed ARTE MECCO and Hyglyx solidly upon the Internet internationally.  The 
documentation of ARTE MECCO has placed controversy and attribution among many on-line encyclopedias.   
 

Conclusion 
 
The results have changed dialogues of acknowledging an African American Indian as a creator of a new art style.  A 
rarity and barriers breaker of the continuous is grouping African American art into a single category, with a single 
commentary and era (African American art movements). 
 

Copyright Hugeaux aka Mr. Hugo R. Miller All Rights Reserved 
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Hawaii International Conference 2008 
 
 
Early German Literature - a mirror of  culture and history.  
 
Dr. Gudrun Clay 
Metropolitan State College of Denver 
Campus Box 26, Denver, CO 80217-3362 
clayg@mscd.edu 
Abstract: 
 
Catching college students’ interest for the first 1000 years of German literature is a 
challenge. In most cases, the lack of knowledge about the historical and cultural 
development of Germany leads to a non-understanding or non-appreciation of its 
literature. The literature of  this era remains foreign, if not alien. The students find no 
connection to their personal lives nor can they in any way commiserate or rejoice with 
the characters in the legends, charms, poems or other writings. 
 
During my 44 years of teaching German on the college level, I have come to the 
conclusion that our students can appreciate literature only when it is portrayed as a 
reflection of historical or cultural events. For this reason, I approach the older literature 
by folding it into historical events as well as into cultural and linguistic developments.  
 
For the first 1000 years of German literature, the students need to know about Germanic 
mythology in order to understand the pagan charms. They need to learn about the great 
peoples’ migrations in order to understand the heroic epics and the cultural and linguistic 
contacts with other lands. They also need to understand that German literature was 
heavily influenced by that of England, France, Spain, Rome and others. Whatever had an 
effect on a people found its way into its literature, be it a tale of conquest, the love songs 
of the troubadours, the plague, a new humanistic way of thought, the Renaissance, or the 
age of enlightenment. 
 
Teaching “German Literature I” with the above concepts in mind has resulted in full 
classes with no drop-outs.  
 
I will have handouts with information on the course and textbook(s). 
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Subversive Acts: Crossing Interior Borderlands 

Tony Del Valle 

Once the story is over there is a brief silence.  While the story was being told, the student 

who had requested it perhaps at the beginning of this particular session or in a previous session 

nudges the student sitting next to him to alert him that I was going to tell the "bloody guitar story." 

Word has gotten around on campus that there is a teacher who, among other unusual things, tells 

awesome stories.    

A student raises her hand and asks, "Is this a true story?"   

Another student asks, "Where does this story happen?" 

Yet another student might say, "You saw that in a movie, didn't you?"   

There was a time when I would not have told that story to a class. Now I use it and other 

stories as a teaching tool the same way I use narratives written by other students as examples and 

illustrations of what topics have been essayed [in Montaigne's sense] by other students in the past.   

It is remarkable that while I was directing and facilitating students to reach into their lived 

experience for ideas about what to write, I found it extremely difficult to reach for writing material 

beyond the personal/cultural barricade, propped up from within and from without, behind which I 

lived. As I see it, the resolution to the paradox I present here is not about the pros and cons of self-

disclosure as a pedagogical tool. Neither is the resolution related to issues of invention discussed in 

the theories and pedagogy of writing set forth by scholars and practitioners. The contradiction I 

presented is best elucidated through an examination of the complex intersection of Latino 

intellectual and U.S. cultural spaces. To accomplish this inquiry I will utilize my multidisciplinary 

experience as a Latino writer, teacher, ethnographer, journalist, and musician.   
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When I was an undergraduate creative writing workshop student at Columbia College in 

Chicago I struggled fiercely with my choices for storytelling: should I go with a safe fiction that 

takes place in an accessible space (for my urban, at the time, Midwest audience) or should I go 

with one of the fierce and compelling memories from the invisible Latino side of my life? That 

side included both the campos of Puerto Rico and Chicago's economically destitute Humboldt Park 

in the 1970's and 1980's. It is in some ways the same kind of ambivalence I felt during graduate 

school when researching and writing an ethnography on the literacy features of three Puerto Rican 

family networks in Chicago's Humboldt Park and Logan Square. As an undergraduate, I did 

occasionally reach into the fund of personal experience, depending on what story material I 

perceived was acceptable to the teacher and to my classmates in a particular class.   

Hairtrigger I, the anthology of student writing from the Columbia College Writing 

Department, included characteristically mainstream college humor: one piece parodies college 

applications, another satirizes detective novels, and another satirizes show business acts. One story 

with a bit more gravitas is about a white narrator's marital troubles in the then white suburb of Oak 

Park; another sober piece is about the rape of a girl living in Chicago's Cabrini Green projects. My 

contribution was a safe, semi-humorous, first-person narrative about a visit to the doctor. It was the 

first time most of us were published.   

Despite the blandness of my first story, there is one fragment within it which stands out and 

about which, in retrospect, I feel gratified: I quoted the advice of the protagonist's grandfather in 

Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man when the protagonist decides to become (or accept being) invisible. 

Regarding his ambivalence about accepting the place assigned to African Americans in the post-

reconstruction south his grandfather admonishes him to "Agree 'em to death and destruction" 

(560). My gratification stems from the small degree to which I was exhibiting signs of cultural 
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identity and resistance as a minority writer. Another inkling of cultural affirmation happens in the 

same story when I evoke the name "Catalangua Lentamu," an indigenous woman made out of clay 

in one of the folk tales I had read in grade school. For Hairtrigger II, I became editor and was able 

to publish a piece titled "Princess of the Plant World" about my childhood experiences with palm 

trees.   

Since my undergraduate years, I have come to realize that I carry in my consciousness a 

wellspring of memories of an actual town like the fictional town of Macondo in Gabriel García 

Marquez's One Hundred Years of Solitude. My Puerto Rican hometown (I was born in Chicago) of 

San Lorenzo is a space filled with extraordinary characters and events, magical realism, myths, 

folk tales, and the effects of the U.S. colonial presence in Puerto Rico. Even at the time of my first 

venture into being a published author, the Latino stories within me, those stories of cultural 

affirmation, wanted to be told despite barricades imposed from within and without. 

I view my own experience as a Midwesterner as a complex intersection of the Latino 

author/teacher and U.S. cultural space. I describe it using the multidisciplinary spectrum of a 

Latino writer, teacher, ethnographer, journalist, and musician. The ethnographic observations I 

include here from my other work exemplify particular Puerto Rican networks that do not reflect 

all Chicago Puerto Ricans. However, based on my informants' experiences and mine as a Puerto 

Rican living in Humboldt Park, Chicago most of my life, I will posit that, unlike the Nuyorican 

ethos posited by Algarin(162), Aparicio ("La Vida" 47-160), Cruz-Malave (45), Flores (40), 

Gordils (53), and Mohr. The Chicago Rican cultural ethos is one of holding fast to things island-

related. As a means of preserving psychic integrity, Midwest Puerto Ricans cleave to what 

Padilla calls an ideology of cultural resistance as a response to attacks upon their ethnic and 
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cultural personality and integrity, thereby affirming the legitimacy of their culture as an ethos 

(32).  

The resistance to suppression of U.S. and Chicago Puerto Ricans and their cleavage to 

things Puerto Rican are surreptitiously as well as intentionally transmitted to their children. Some 

Puerto Rican quinceañeras (sweet fifteen celebrations), for example, involve a danza with its 

attendant old European style promenade and dance, a nod to Puerto Rico's colonial past. 

Aparicio categorizes the danza as a product of a prevailing island ideology to evoke the olden 

days of the haciendas (Listening 8). There is also a vibrant milieu wherein jíbaro, or mountain 

music, as well as Afro-Caribbean bomba and plena, can still be heard at festivals, Humboldt Park 

corillos (informal gatherings of professional and non-professional musicians and participants at a 

park bench to sing and improvise over conga drums and other percussion instruments), family 

celebrations, and dance clubs. The connection to and hence interest in Puerto Rican things is 

present in the polis and oikos of the Chicago Puerto Rican community. In the public space, it is 

also symbolized by the iconic Lily's Record Shop in the heart of Paseo Boricua on Division 

Street. In the private space of Puerto Rican homes and apartments, the connection to the Island is 

created by oral discourse within the family and flags, pictures and drawings of El Morro fortress 

in San Juan, and campesino (peasant) motifs. In both spaces there is immediate recognition of 

"En Mi Viejo San Juan," a nostalgic song about the island and the hope of returning some day. It 

is considered by most Chicago Ricans to be the second national anthem ("La Borinqueña" being 

the official one).   

The memories, songs, poetry, myths, jokes, folktales, and tales shared by my parents and 

parents like me are not the "false legacy" mentioned by Mohr (114). Her implication is that 

communication between Puerto Rican parents and children has negative consequences (as would 
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any falsehood told to children). As I point out in "Successful and Unsuccessful Literacy Practices 

in Young Chicago Puerto Rican Families," the household in which children went on to graduate 

from high school, avoid pregnancy, gangs, and drugs, and become successful (one an MBA and 

one an attorney) was one in which the mother practiced oral readings, including the Bible, and 

oral tellings of factual stories, tongue-twisters she had memorized and then had the children 

repeat. Their grandfather also told riddles or sang them in the form of aguinaldos (a genre of 

Puerto Rican folk song). The mother's successful island education may have also played an 

important role, but the significance of that factor is a subject for exploration in further 

ethnographic study.   

There is far less Puerto Rican cultural presence in the collective consciousness and 

artistic milieu of midwesterners in general. However, similar to the stereotyping and 

misinterpretation of Mexicans living in the Midwest, there are negative stereotypes of Puerto 

Ricans (Bruce-Novoa 32; Farr 147-152). As a musician, I have played the Puerto Rican Parade 

in Chicago; Milwaukee; Youngstown, Ohio; and Grand Rapids, Michigan). The parade itself and 

related public festivities seemed inscrutable to white residents. But for those who understand, the 

sometimes annoying screams of "Viva Puerto Rico!" that they hear coming from floats, car 

windows, motorcycles, the backs of trucks, from sidewalks and apartment windows on Parade 

Day are an in-your-face assertion of ethnic solidarity and an assertion of difference and 

resistance to assimilation. It is an experience of "ethnic consciousness" that Puerto Ricans fall 

back upon every time they encounter a racist event in their job, with the police, in school, in the 

community, or in the media. Besides public assertions of ethnic identity, they also fall back on 

Puerto Rican ethnic consciousness when dealing with other minority ethnic groups such as 

blacks or Mexicans living in the same neighborhood or working in the same place.   
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In general, there are misconceptions about all Latino/as in Chicago, coupled with 

paradoxical romanticization of the living conditions. When I was working for a bilingual 

community newspaper, one of my first assignments was to write a feature on Chicago's paletas 

(flavored ice) vendors. The newspaper's owner and editor, both white suburban females, 

apparently saw the pushcart vendors with their "irresistible" jingles and their grueling sunrise to 

sunset work days through a romantic lens. I did as well but was soon disabused, as I uncovered 

the patchy record of health permit applications and the rivalries which led to fights in city parks 

and fire-bombings of rival garages serving as paletas factories. Those reports did not make the 

final edit.   

My first professional writing job at the community bilingual newspaper led me in a 

strange, unpredictable way to broadcasting journalism.  This venture into a new area of 

expression provided me further revelations about the dynamics of writing and expression and the 

politics of their suppression within and without in a Latino radio program in a Chicago 

university. By extension, the forces at work in the radio program affected (in as much as a 

popular Spanish radio program can) the Latino community at large. My experience began when I 

showed up to the radio station, bilingual newspaper in hand, and asked why local community 

news like I wrote was not being reported in their news broadcast. I was asked to do an 

impromptu audition and soon was writing and broadcasting the community news segment. Soon 

after that, I was writing and anchoring the news, writing education features, and even disc 

jockeying. Later, I became the program director. The personnel at the radio station was an 

interesting group of people from all over Latin America representing the wide spectrum of 

political perspectives on the role writing and broadcasting should play in a community.   
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Outside the radio program there were powerful forces trying to control the radio program. 

As a director who, in retrospect, was unschooled about those forces, I faced a steep, bewildering, 

and dangerous learning curve. One of the most grievously naïve decisions I made one year was 

to seek out the highest bidders among commercial interests in the community to sponsor our 

broadcast anniversary celebration at an important Chicago venue. Before I arrived, the largest 

bidder was a well-known midwestern beer company that was also the main advertiser during the 

university's basketball games. They were outbid by a company from the Southwest which I later 

learned was associated with conservative politics in the U.S. When the date approached for the 

anniversary celebration I got a telephone call warning me that a bomb was going to be exploded 

during the celebration. The party was celebrated despite the deadly threat but not without the not-

so-subtle presence of incognito FBI agents everywhere. One of them even won the major raffle 

giveaway for the night. I never found out who made the deadly threat. Was it the Latino 

intelligentsia on the left, the sponsor who was outbid, the university's basketball advertisers, or 

someone else? However, in the months following I became keenly aware of how I had 

unwittingly subverted the invisible status quo and that the radio station manager was now 

constantly looking for a way to take the program off the air. The most salient point about that 

experience is that the radio program's mission of providing community news and entertainment 

in Spanish to Chicago Latinos was subjugated to political and commercial interests who would 

suppress any subversion of their influence, at any cost.  

Those circumstances reminded me of another occasion in which I was playing a concert 

with my band for the benefit of the students at a mostly Puerto Rican school in Humboldt Park. 

We had recorded a hit (by Chicago farandole standards) I wrote about Roberto Clemente the hall 

of fame Puerto Rican baseball player and his heroic death, and were in the heat of performing it 
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for a wildly enthusiastic crowd of students when suddenly, in the middle of the song, the 

beautiful state-of-the-art stage upon which we were playing was bombarded with eggs and 

shouts of "Whores! Poverty Pimps!" It was the Chicago Latino left versus the right as 

represented by our manager who paradoxically was a staunch supporter of the Daley Democratic 

machine. Most of us did not understand what was going on, but we did know that our concert 

was going to be cut short. Another criticism from without the radio station and one I addressed 

later during my doctoral studies, in the form of an ethnography came from a surprising source. 

Some of the parents in the audience raised criticism about my feature broadcasts on how to help 

their children succeed in school. According to my critics, poor Latino parents did not have time 

to look after their children's education in the way I argued they should. 

From within the radio program there were also other interests at work vying for control of 

what was written and broadcast. The Cuban-American program directors before me brought an 

anachronistic affinity for Iberian culture and also their brand of right-leaning politics which 

controlled what was selected and written as news. I quickly lost my innocence regarding the 

supposed neutrality of broadcast journalism. The directors were in the same camp as the South 

and Central Americans who supported the U.S. bolstering of right-wing politicians in their 

countries. They were adamantly opposed to the playing songs from Buscando America by Rubén 

Blades, one of the most internationally acclaimed recordings at the time. Buscando America, 

which included songs like "El Padre Antonio y el Monaguillo Andres" (about the assassination 

of Salvadoran Archbishop Romero and an altar boy by a death squad) established an as-yet 

unsurpassed watershed in salsa music. It offered transcendental lyrics about geo-political topics 

in Latin America as well as race and class prejudice. 
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Other staff members at the radio program provided me profoundly meaningful reminders of how 

writing and expression is suppressed in many places in Latin America. One young staff member, 

new to this country, had to be reminded that there was no reason for panic every time a Chicago 

police squad car drove by the station. He sometimes confused them with the paramilitary squads 

controlling radio stations in his Caribbean country through violence and intimidation and would 

charge through the radio station announcing, "The milicia! The milicia is here!" Eventually he 

would become less paranoid, like other Latinos I meet at the local Cuban bodega in Logan 

Square who look furtively over each shoulder and pull into the group of conversationalists to 

voice criticism of Fidel. 

Currently there is not much fiction about the political, economic, and social conflicts and 

tensions of Latinos I have met as a writer and teacher in the Midwest. There is the poetry, fiction 

and reportage of Achy Obejas, a Cuban-American lesbian writer whose exceptional collection of 

short stories So We Came From Cuba So You Could Dress Like This? I use in all my college 

courses. And of course, there is Sandra Cisneros's The House on Mango Street. Outside of a 

group of a few but powerful literary works, there are vast lacunae of fiction and dramatizations 

of Latino life in the Midwest.    

When I teach U.S. Latino/a authors at the college, I cannot escape ambivalent feelings 

about the literary works we examine. While each of those texts is a small victory for a Latino/a 

writer and a vital addition to the American literary canon, what the mainstream gets to see is 

largely the result of pragmatic commercial considerations on the part of the publishers and 

authors who can reconcile cultural commodification with a need to survive. The mainstream is 

mostly provided what Cruz-Malave calls "stor[ies] of personal development, packaged as a 

stor[ies] of survival on the margins, in the fringes of society for the voyeuristic tastes of middle 
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class America" (50). These narratives present an easily digestible, almost romanticized view of 

Latinos in the U.S. These misconceptions are present in the mainstream's perception of Sandra 

Cisneros's Mango Street (1986) and Esmeralda Santiago's When I Was Puerto Rican (1994).  

Unfortunately, crass commercial interests are abetted by publishers (including minority 

houses) who turn a cynical blind eye to the genuine nihilism in narratives about Chicago and 

other Midwest cities like Chicago. Writing about "nihilism and cultural memory in Chicano 

urban narratives," Vincent Perez defines nihilism as "the expression of an undaunted yearning, 

desperate (violently so, perhaps even to the extreme of self-destruction), but not hopeless, 

meaningful in its furious revolt against a world of bewildering violence and meaningless death" 

(1). He examines Richard Wright's Native Son as an example of such nihilism and as a precursor 

to Always Running a novel about Chicano youth in a postmodern urban setting. I see the denial 

on the part of publishers as posing a cultural threat like the one described by Bruce Novoa. It is a 

negation that posits the possibility of consequential erasure/erosion of cultural memory. When 

compared to the experience of urban African Americans, denial is antithetical to the embrace of 

African-American authors writing about the black experience in America in all its complexity.   

Because of my acute awareness of the moral conundrum created by my desire to publish 

and the stark realities of the market, versus my quaint artistic integrity, I present my novel, The 

Royal Road (El Camino Real), to literary agents by stating that I feel that my novel takes the 

U.S. Latino novel a little further by moving away from the often sparse autobiographical mode, 

which has advantages but also certain artistic limitations. I have seen that many writers have 

opted for the genre of the typical migration narrative about a central character who achieves the 

clichéd conceptions of the American dream. Struggle is an important part of my narrative but it 

is not is sole focus. My book presents unusual material and an atypical view of a migrant family. 
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I present the novel fully aware that, having transcended the self-imposed barrier I mentioned 

earlier, I still face external barriers as evidenced by the dearth of Latino/a literary agents 

addressed by Ivan Diaz (1) but also the lack of publishing opportunities within most of the 

mainstream publishing establishment described by Dagoberto Gilb as "a powerful suit-and-tie 

business . . . the well-dressed stories that editors look for are too much by writers whose game is 

played as professionally as Harvard MBAs, whose marketing goals are not meant to cause a 

reader to step outside the privileged cubicle to see who's sweeping the floors in the house after 

they've gone home" (qtd. in Nguyen and Shreve 155). In this case, I am citing a work from a 

collection of essays edited by Nguyen and Shreve I cite several in my essay.  I believe the MLA 

dictate on this is that one cites the editor(s) name parenthetically but make sure one cites the 

name of the essay writer in-text. 

These barriers to writing became evident to me in the alienation and invisibility I 

experienced while completing an MAT (Master of Arts in Teaching) degree in a major university 

near Chicago. None of the pedagogy presented to the mostly white suburban middle-class 

prospective teachers applied to the inner city black and Latino/a students I was teaching in a 

sociologically repressed, economically depressed, violent, and devastated neighborhood in 

Humboldt Park. I blamed my perspective on the hardened pragmatism I had acquired during my 

previous years of teaching, which made some of the concerns of the MAT students at the 

university seem ludicrous. My papers included the same concrete images I used in my poetry and 

fiction and thus became the "politically subversive acts" posited by Scott Russell Sanders 75). I 

have since concluded that if I attempted to bring my concerns into those classrooms there would 

need to be cultural scaffolding described by cognitive theorist Piotr Ya Gal'perin (249-73). 

Basically scaffolding involves increasing children's level of performance beyond what they may 
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achieve on their own or with teaching that is beyond their capabilities through support activities 

that support the children's efforts. The aspiring teachers' new learning would have probably 

required a series of visits to an inner-city school classroom.   

Ironically, to get into graduate school, where I felt alienated and faced many kinds of 

barriers in the culture of academia, I had to overcome a gatekeeping encounter of the type 

described by Fredrick Erickson and Jeffrey Schulz. Erickson and Schultz demonstrate that 

beneath the surface of a counseling encounter there lie sociocultural factors such as stereotypes 

that affect the result of the encounter. The gatekeeper I faced was a counselor in a community 

organization touting itself as providing encouragement and support to Latino students who want 

to attend college. I wanted to attend the best possible graduate school within a reasonable 

distance and I came in with one in mind, but I was vigorously discouraged from applying on the 

grounds that it was intellectually inaccessible to me as a Latino.   

Once in graduate studies at a major university in Chicago, I felt the same way Sandra 

Cisneros must have felt in a university classroom where Gaston Bachelard's The Poetics of 

Space was being discussed. Bachelard conceives a house in terms of male-centered ideology. For 

him, the house is a pleasant space, a safe space for daydreaming. Bachelard can think of states of 

reverie and positive images of a dwelling, unimaginable to a woman living and writing in the 

ghetto (Olivares 160; Herrera-Sobek 35). Cisneros views the house in terms of the barrio: third 

floor flats, drunken husbands throwing rocks through windows, poverty, oppression, rats, and 

drudgery (Herrera-Sobek 35; Olivares 160). In fact, it was the discussion of Bachelard's Poetics 

that inspired Cisneros to write her counter-poetics of space in Mango Street. (There is a double 

irony in that her novel, written as a counterpoetic to mainstream elitist assumptions about 

domestic life, has been widely accepted by a mainstream that has, perhaps as part of a 
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paradoxical process of acceptance, romanticized the living conditions of Latinos, specifically 

Mexican Americans in the urban space of Cisneros's novel.)   

In my graduate fiction writing classes I had to summon all my mental strength to pretend 

I was fully engaged in novels wherein the major point of narrative tension in the plot revolved 

around such things as the fact that company was coming and the piano in the parlor was out of 

tune. What dread!   

But perhaps it was the discussion in a graduate literature class of Jane Austen's Emma 

that inspired me to write in my own novel a counter-poetics of vivid characters, places, and 

events drawn from experience, to fill the space abandoned through rarified abstractions reached 

not only in their poetry (that was almost to be expected) but also their fiction. I simply could not 

bring myself to feel any kind of empathy for the characters in Austen's novel. I devised a strategy 

using a rhetorical move I had learned early in my studies: to disguise how I really felt about the 

novel by trying to inject into the conversation, and the mood of absolute adulation on the part of 

the mostly all-white suburban middle class students, the views of Arnold Kettle, an 1816 critic I 

agreed with, but more importantly, a man who was by virtue of his inclusion in the Emma 

critical edition, academically sanctioned. I came prepared that week with the underlined and 

highlighted excerpts with additional exclamatory phonograms in my copy of Kettle's essay. I 

attempted to insert Kettle's observations into the dialectical act of religious idolatry going on 

around me, by noting that Kettle argued that aristocrats like Emma and her milieu had no moral 

difficulty accepting a "cultural elite whose superior standards depend on a privileged social 

position based on the exploitation of their inferiors" (397), and that Kettle had also argued that 

Emma's social milieu rested on the backs of the "servility and poverty of hundreds of unnamed . . 

. human beings” (398). I wanted to assert that I unashamedly agreed with those Kettle 
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categorized as philistine, and I was ready proudly to accept being considered culturally deficient 

and unrefined for publicly agreeing with Kettle; I too could not "feel sympathy...for characters 

whom [he saw] to be, for all their charm and politeness, parasites and exploiters" (398).  

However, after my first comment about the exploitation of inferiors in Emma's aristocratic 

milieu, I was stared at with the same derision and contempt reserved for the proverbial boor who 

placed something unmentionable in the adulation party punchbowl. I can only hope that my point 

was not totally forgotten.   

Suppression of vitally meaningful expression happens from without as well as from 

within, and it is not the sole bane of minority writers. One of the stories I tell my rhetoric and 

creative nonfiction classes, as I go about setting the kind of atmosphere that facilitates 

overcoming barriers, is about one of my college teachers, Larry Heinemann. Larry was twenty-

two years old when he was drafted into the Army in 1966 during the Vietnam War. He served 

one year of combat duty near Cu Chi, a province famous for its enemy tunnels. Larry came back 

to school on the GI bill and enrolled in a fiction workshop at Columbia College Chicago. During 

one session he was prompted to consider writing about a long-term experience, and Larry 

decided to write about driving a CTA bus for a living. During one of the writing workshop oral 

tellings (developed by John Schultz in his Story Workshop Methodology), the instructor asked 

Larry to describe what he saw in front of the bus and his mind's eye focused on some anti-war 

protesters running through the streets while they were being bombarded with tear gas by the 

Chicago police. The instructor pushed him in the direction of this compelling circumstance and 

soon, the guidance of the instructor, the audience, and Larry's "telling" coalesced into the genesis 

of what later became Close Quarters (1977) and Paco's Story (1987), two of the first novels 

about Vietnam. Years later, when I began to see movies with unflinching, powerfully cathartic 
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narratives about Vietnam in theaters, I strongly suspected Hollywood had cannibalized 

characters, places, and events from Larry's novels. 

There is another story I share with my students about liberation from self-imposed 

barriers, something that occurred at the time when I was an undergraduate student like them. One 

of my first pupils as a tutor was a nontraditional student, a woman of retirement age who was 

experiencing problems in her writing workshop. When I started tutoring her, I soon found out 

that her difficulties with accessing past experiences from her deeply moving fund of memories 

and impressions as possible material for stories originated at home. Eve felt an urgent 

psychological need to tell of her experiences in the Nazi concentration camps, but, as she 

explained to me, her family discouraged it believing that telling stories would worsen the 

obvious distress she had been suffering, probably most of her adult life. She had the transparent 

visage over a horror-frozen face I had seen in the documentaries about the Holocaust I showed 

my high school students in a unit lesson that included William Golding's Lord of the Flies and a 

discussion of man's capacity for evil and man's inhumanity to man.  During our sessions, she 

eventually began to trust that it would be permissible to share her experience, sometimes through 

tears, and write about the life of the women she was interned with, the horror of their 

exploitation by the S.S. guards, and surreally tragicomic events in the death camps. Along with 

"The Bloody Guitar" story and the story about Agrippa, the real witch from my childhood, and 

other stories that I tell some of my classes, Larry and Eve’s story prompts not only Latino/a 

writers but writers behind all types of external and internal barricades to dwell on what 

experiences they have lived and to trust that it is worth bringing them forth and sharing them 

even as a subversive acts that bypass those barriers to self-expression and writing.   
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 Popular U.S. Latino and Latina Music 

By Tony Del Valle  
 

There is indisputably a symbiosis between popular music, the driving market forces and 

the paradoxically ever-changing yet deeply rooted multitude of Latino cultures in the U.S.  A 

portrayal of popular U.S. Latino is by necessity a snapshot, because Latino popular culture in the 

U.S, including mainstream culture, is constantly reinventing itself.  The focus of this 

examination of popular U.S. Latino music is Puerto Ricans and U.S. Mexicans.  These migrant 

groups have a long history in the United States, and they define U.S. Latino popular music.   

One of the major, though perhaps not the primary groups defining U.S. Latino popular 

music is U.S. Puerto Ricans.  According to E. Clara Rodriguez, the great majority of Puerto 

Ricans in the U.S. is concentrated in New York City, where they have lived since 1900 (Clara E. 

Rodriguez 3).  However, it was during 1946-1964, the 18 years spanning the second phase of 

Puerto Rican migration to the mainland   known as “the Great Migration,” that the largest 

numbers of Puerto Ricans arrived in New York (3).   The musical presence of Puerto Ricans, 

according to Frances Aparicio, began in the 1950s (“Salsa” 43-4).      

Aparicio cites a memoir by Willie Colon, a major Puerto Rican musical artist, whose life 

experiences, she posits, indicate the “continuity and pervading presence of Afro-Latin rhythms, 

music, and dance forms in New York and, particularly in the Bronx” during this time (Aparicio, 

“Salsa” 43-4).  Aparicio’s assertion is supported historically by the social and political events of 

the time.  

 The other major group defining U.S. Latino popular music—U.S. Mexicans—has a 

longer history in the U.S. and consequently a longer and deeper cultural presence than any other 

Latino group.  A large number of Mexicans became United States citizens by the conditions of 
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the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848.  At that time, Mexico surrendered Texas, California, 

New Mexico, Nevada, and portions of Colorado, Arizona, and Utah.   

 According to Ramon Saldivar, the corrido, a principal U.S. Mexican musical genre to this 

day, was present as early as the time when Mexico became a sovereign country.  Saldivar argues 

that “the older ballad forms of the early eighteenth and nineteenth centuries [deatwith everyday 

life”…, and that when the U.S. expanded into Mexican territories, the corrido remained as a 

powerful vehicle for  expression, and for recording the history of the cultural conflicts between 

the U.S. and the new citizens, and the border conflicts between Mexico and the U.S. (28).               

A parallel can be drawn between the presence of the corrido in the southwestern U.S. as 

predecessor to other U.S. Mexican popular music genres nationally and the presence of the 

Puerto Rican plenaplena in New York as precursor of salsa in New York and throughout the 

world.  

The corrido is defined by Saldivar as a form “related to the tradition of the [Spanish] 

romance (a ballad in octosyllabic meter with alternate assonants) and the romance corrido—that 

is, the romance sung straight through, rapidly and simply…” (27). Like the Puerto Rican plena, 

which I will discuss later, the themes addressed by the corrido are “social conflicts, natural 

disasters, political issues, or individual crises” (27).  The rise of the corrido is related to the rapid 

increase of U.S. capitalist forces in cooperation with the Mexican upper class during the eight 

decades following the U.S. acquisition of Mexican territories in 1848.  These expansionist forces 

created the need for “overt and symbolic” ways to resist what Saldivar argues is the class and 

racial oppression that exists to this day (31-32).  As a vehicle of resistance, the corrido becomes, 

not an individualistic but a communal expression of “political and existential values” (32). The 
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Puerto Rican bomba and the plena take on a very similar role of purveying social topics and 

expressing messages of political resistance.   

 The bomba existed before the U.S. acquisition of Puerto Rico from Spain during the 1848 

treaty.  The bomba, which preceded the plena, “told of the experiences of [African] slaves and 

workers” in plantation societies along the southern coast under Spanish rule, much like the 

corrido did about lower-class Mexicans before the U.S. expansion into Mexico.  The prevalent 

musical forms in Puerto Rico before it became U.S. territory at the turn of the century were the 

bomba, the music of black Puerto Ricans, mountain music—seis and aguinaldo—the music of 

small farmers and peasants, and the dDanza, the music of the artisan class, the hancendados, and 

the elite ruling class (Documentary).  Regarding the latter, according to Aparicio, “the Puerto 

Rican Danza is a particular dance form that evolved from the English and European country 

dance (contra danza) and became transculturated in the Caribbean” (8b).  Aparicio goes on to 

point out that while the danza has evolved into new songs that serve as vehicles for political 

protest, it has been “systematically silenced throughout Puerto Rican history” (8).       

 The plena emerges out of this scenario on the Island at the turn of the century with new 

vigor as a vehicle not only of everyday social conflicts but also for political resistance, much like 

the Mexican corrido did in the Southwest in the presence of suppressive, hegemonic U.S. 

cultural and economic forces.  Economically displaced farmers moved into the cities and giant 

sugar plantations and brought with them their oral traditions, including music.   

Socially, what gave the plena its impetus as a counter-hegemonic vehicle of social protest 

is best described in the Plena is Song documentary I cite earlier.  A black Puerto Rican describes 

his experiences with the social dissonance created by the plena at the turn of the century.  
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La gente que tenia dinero estaban a contra de que nuestra music que hoy en dia se 

pasea por todos sitios tuviera.  Pues ellos vivian en ciertos sitios donde mas abajo vivian 

pobres.  Y ellos, con la tranquilidad que podian, ellos decian a la policia, ‘Vallen que alli 

hay un baile que estan balilando esta gente negra de alla y no dejan dormir aqui a la 

gente.’  Entonces estas personas que estan impuestos a oir la music de violin y de cosas 

ah sentian ese tun-tun-tun, ese tun-tun-tun, y eso le molestaba el oido.  Entonces ellos 

como eran gente pudiente pagaban la policia.  La policia llegaba sin preguntar, le caia a 

palo, y le rompia las paderetas y le caia a palo a la gente y muchos tenian . . . pal 

hospital con cabezas rajadas, y tenian que quedarse callao porque si decian algo pues 

seguida los denunciaban por disturbacion a la paz (Zeig and Winter).  

   
Rich people were against our music that today travels everywhere.  Well, they lived in 

certain places above where poor people lived and they, at ease because they could, would 

tell the police, ‘Go over there because there is a dance and these black people from over 

there are dancing and they don’t let people here sleep.’  And then these people who were 

accustomed to listening to violin music and such would feel that tun-tun-tun, that tun-tun-

tun, and that would bother their ears.  And so, since they were affluent people they paid 

for police service.  The police would arrive and without asking, beat them with their 

batons, and they would break their tambourines and beat people up and a lot of them had 

[to go]to the hospital with busted heads, and they had to stay quiet because if they said 

anything well they would right away be charged with disturbing the peace (Zeig and 

Winter). 
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Politically and economically the same socially oppressed people used plena music, which had 

been in some cases literally attacked, to join in the struggle against exploitation by the cultural 

elite.  When exploited dock workers and garment workers among others went on strike, they 

used the same vehicle they had used when singing songs about everyday life as a weapon against 

the employers who had joined forces with U.S. capitalists on the Island.          

 La plena came to the U.S. when Puerto Ricans migrated to New York in search of work.  

Common academic studies classify Puerto Rican immigrants at this time as the poor and 

unskilled according to Rodriguez, but, she points out, the standards identified for such studies 

rely on what is useful in the U.S. industrial economy.  Furthermore, she points out, “in the 

migration of Puerto Rican peasants and urban workers alike, there were sugarcane cutter and 

common laborers but there were also accomplished musicians, fine needlecraft workers, country 

doctors and midwives, small entrepreneurs, botanists, spiritualists, practical agronomists, skilled 

artisans…” and other skilled migrants (2).  It is important to point out this diversity in the 

migrant group in order to correct  the notion that the only migrants who made plena popular in 

the U.S. were the poor black people or the inland peasants.   

In the late 1920s, plena was being played by “street pleneros,” “in local bars, parties, and 

neighborhood celebrations” (Documentary).    RCA Victor, a major recording company at the 

time, recognized that plena was widely popular within the N.Y. Puerto Rican community.  RCA 

brought plena artist, Manuel Jimenez, known as Canario, and made plena’s first recordings.  

Plena’s popularity increased and widened to include the Puerto Rican middle class in the U.S.  In 

the late 1940s Cesar Concepcion began to compose for the middle class and perform in ballroom 

functions. Perhaps at it is at this time that, as posited by Aparicio, the plena suffered a 

transformation from “What in the past had constituted a sonorous existential phenomenon, 
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experienced directly by the individuals who participated in its performance, [into what] is now 

a genre passively received through a recording in a ballroom and in dance” for the (“Viejas” 

209).  The plena, she argues, “has been emptied of its critical social content [even as “warlike 

dances and performances”] and directed at entertaining, its new objective” (209).  Such 

assertions, however, are bound to be revised by the constant evolution of U.S. Latino music.  

Later, I will address how the current themes of the plena reiterate political identity, and include 

social criticism, sometimes in the most recent popular genres such as reggaeton.  In effect, the 

very first international plena hit “¿Halo, quien llama?” by Mon Rivera catalogued the history of 

a contentious worker’s strike in Puerto Rico against the John Vidal garment shops.   

 Plena reached its pinnacle during the 1950s and 1960s with artists like Cortijo and Mon 

Rivera.  Plena was played at the Paladium and The Tropicana in New York, and was heard on 

the radio.  Immigrant and urban working-class people of all races in New York gave plena its 

great popularity.  Plena’s connection to salsa, arguably one of most important Latino music 

sounds in the U.S. and throughout the world, is enclosed in the character of Afro-Caribbean 

people.  As Aparicio and others point out, salsa is “music produced mostly by the black and 

mulatto musicians, and this racial definition ties it to the functions of the bomba and the plena in 

Puerto Rico as much as to the Afro-Cuban forms from which it also derives (Aparicio, Listening, 

81).   

 New York became the caldron—not the stereotypical and historically vacuous melting 

pot—where the bomba, plena, the Cuban son, and American jazz influence each other to produce 

salsa.  The Cuban son acquired its modern definition and identity in the 1920s.  It has been 

argued that, originally, the son was a pan-Caribbean phenomenon and that the Puerto Rican 

plena, the Dominican merengue and the Panamanian tamborito were different versions of the 
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son, and that furthermore, there are different versions of the son in Cuba where it has been said 

to have originated.  The son becomes a distinct Cuban form when it departs from the verse-to-

refrain format.   

When examining salsa, it is important to understand the son as a musical form because it 

gives birth to the son montuno and consequently to salsa.  Perhaps the best way to understand the 

progression from the Cuban son to salsa is to first examine the development of the son montuno, 

which is the direct antecedent of modern salsa.   Instrumentally, the son was originally 

performed with guitar and the tres.  The Cuban tres is  small guitar  with three double strings.  It 

began as a rustic native adaptation of the Spanish family of wire-strung instruments that were 

popular in Spain during colonial times (“The Tres in Cuba” 3).  According to Cumpiano and 

Gomez, “the earliest are said to have been made from [the wood of ]codfish boxes (2)   Toward 

the end of the twentieth century, it was accompanied by the sounds created with a clay jug, later 

substituted with a bass fiddle, and a box-like percussion instrument, later substituted with the 

bongo (1 El Son y la Salsa).  Afterward came the addition of the (muted) trumpet, the piano, the 

maracas, and the guiro (1).    Subsequent additions brought the son band to the jazz-band format.  

Thus we obtain the jazz instrumentation that today we see in salsa bands.    

The son attained the jazz-band format due in great part to the life work of Cuban 

singer/composer, Benny More, who before founding his Banda Gigante in the jazz band style, 

had traveled to Mexico, where he performed with Perez Prado, known as the King of Mambo. In 

Mexico, Benny More was surely influenced by the mambo’s retention of its roots in son and its 

simultaneous reach toward jazz.  The mambo evolved from a combination of African and 

European dance music.  The European aspect of this combination originated in English country 

dance, which later became the French countredance (or dance from the country), and the 
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contradanza in Spain.  

          Contradanza reached Cuba in the eighteenth century, where it became known as danza, 

the national dance.  The African influence grew from that point onwards, until it became less 

formal and rigid and began to include improvisation and spontaneity on the part of the musicians 

and the dancing couples.  The crosspollination of dancing styles was also evident in North 

America previous to minstrelsy at the beginning of the 18th Century (Cockrell 86-108).     The 

danza then became what is known today as el danzon.  Danzon attains its name from a 

combination of the names of the two musical genres from which it derives—danza and son.  The 

jazz element of improvisation was introduced in a danzon composed by Orestes Lopez called 

“Mambo Music of Puerto Rico: Mambo.”  In this composition, musicians were given solos in the 

way that improvisational passages are given to musicians in jazz.   

Benny More is credited with bringing the son into the jazz format and later developing 

the son montuno, the direct antecedent of salsa; however, the creator or the son montuno is 

Arsenio Rodriguez.  To the Cuban son, he added congas, the piano—while still retaining the 

importance of the trumpets—and the tres.  Later, in salsa, the tres would be substituted by the 

piano.  

The son montuno consists of  an introductory a largo or recitativo much like a bolero 

sung in harmony and a scond part called the montuno (El Son 1).  The origin of this type of son 

is reflected in its name.  Montuno means from the mountain (in this instance, the mountains of 

eastern Cuba) and has come to mean the rhythmic dancing section of songs.  The montuno 

portion of this type of son consists of instrumental solos and the verse and refrain format 

originally abandoned by the son.  The originator of son, Arsenio Rodriguez was born in a small 

town in Matanzas (AfroCubaWeb 1).  His music is permeated with the influence of his African 
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heritage.  (His grandfather was brought to Cuban as a slave from the Congo.  His music was 

most popular at first with black public.  The white public did not hire his Conjunto to play in the 

nightclubs and casinos because they were racist and because they did not know how to dance to 

the African beats the band played (2).  According to Afrocubaweb  

The montuno was nothing more than a field holler,  a simple repeated vocal refrain—

sung by the montunos, the peasants from the mountainous east (Oriente) of the island. 

Incorporated into the son, it was the perfect backdrop both for vocal improvisations 

(soneos) sung by the lead singer (sonero) and for instrumental improvisations by the lead 

musicians—tres and trumpet. (Afrocubaweb 1) 

Aparicio presents the most credible analysis of the transition from Cuban music including 

son montuno as an expression of son, to Puerto Rican salsa in her seminal book on salsa, 

Listening to Salsa.  She disposes of the notion, still popular in some quarters, set forth by 

Cabrera Infante that “defines salsa exclusively as the structural presence of the son,” dismissing 

the influence of the many sources from which it derives; e.g., Afro-Cuban dance rhythms (the 

guaracha and the rumba); the Puerto Rican plena and bomba, and the compositional elements 

and instrumentation borrowed from jazz and blues (81.)  She agrees with Cesar Miguel Rondon 

that the origin of salsa came about in the 1950s with the addition of trombones by Mon Rivera 

and their notation by Eddie Palmieri (81).  The change from what Rondon calls “onstentatious” 

to what Aparicio calls “a bitter, aggressive and hoarse texture” (81) are simply manifestations of 

the influence of jazz artists like Thelonious Monk, Miles Davis and McCoy Tyner on Eddie 

Palmieri.  Other stylistic differences from the son include the use of timbales, the percussive 

style on the congas, and the “elasticity of the clave rhythm” (81). The clave is no longer as 

prominent as in the son, and its function of timing is now provided by the cascara on the 
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timbales—that is, the use of the timbale sticks on the metal sides of the drums—and the 

cowbell.  Another important change cited by Aparicio occurs in the lyrics.  Singers perform in 

higher keys [but perhaps more importantly] (81), their lyrics and themselves take center stage, 

diminishing the role solos or montunos had in the son montuno.  Generally, the montuno is no 

longer the most important part of the composition.    

 The lyrics of salsa speak to and for the great mass of immigrants and the urban working 

class in New York mostly consisting of Puerto Ricans.   The arrival of Puerto Ricans to New 

York in such a large scale was facilitated by a joint plan between the U. S. and Puerto Rican 

government during World War II to provide jobs for Puerto Ricans on the Island and to provide 

cheap labor for U.S. industries. Salsa has also become the music of the urban poor throughout 

the Caribbean as Latinos have migrated from rural areas to urban centers.  In New York City in 

the 1970s, salsa lyrics gave expression to the ethos of the Latino working class.  Aparicio posits 

that “[Salsa’s] lyrics continue the role of the Puerto Rican plena, the Cuban son, the Columbia 

vallenato, and the Mexican corrido—the music narrating historical events, local situations, and 

stories from the point of view of the marginalized” (Aparicio, Salsa 81).  Songs address topics 

related to geopolitics, national (including Puerto Rican), identity, race, local conflicts, 

relationships, drugs, and AIDS, among others.   

The popularity of salsa through the 1970s and early 1980s in New York and throughout 

Latin America is evidenced by the success of Fania Recording Company, beginning in the early 

1970s.  Fania Records was founded in 1964 by Jerry Masucci, an attorney, and Johnny Pacheco, 

a New York flautist and musical arranger.  Originally a minor label, Fania was able to harness 

the commercial power of salsa by hiring, and promoting, many of the successful and influential 

salsa artists, such as Ruben Blades, Celia Cruz, Eddie Palmieri, Ray Barretto, Hector Lavoe and 
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Willie Colon. The name of the genre itself has been the subject of some debate among salsa 

musicologists.  One of the arguments presented for the origin of its name is the song “Echele 

Salsita”.  A counter- argument is that the name did not catch on at the time.  Fania saw the name 

“salsa” as a useful promotional name and used it to label its new product.   

Like the historical narratives of the origins of U.S. Mexican music in the form of 

corridos, and the origins of  U.S. Puerto Rican music in the form of salsa, the history of the 

merengue, arguably as popular as salsa nationally and throughout the world, is fraught with the 

dramatic encounter of social, political, and economic forces.  Corrido is historically connected to 

border conflicts, outlaws and lynchings in the American Southwest. The bomba and plena, and 

eventually salsa, are connected to racial and class conflicts in Puerto Rico and the U.S., and 

merengue is connected to class conflict, an election, death squads, an assassination and, like the 

other two, migration.        

   It is important to visit the history of merengue because it is necessary to establish its 

connections and similarities in evolution to other U.S. Latino popular music.  Merengue’s history 

will also help to explain how we arrive at what is heard and seen as part of one of the most 

popular musical genres in the U.S. today. 

Merengue.   

 Earlier, I mentioned that the origin of salsa is attributed to at least three different places in 

Latino music history.  Merengue, however, is attributed to the Haitian mereng.  Haiti and the 

Dominican Republic share many cultural traits and there is a close similarity between the mereng 

(méringue in French), the national symbol of Haiti, and merengue in Spanish, the national music 

of the Dominican Republic.  Ethnomusicologist Martha Davis points out that Dominicans reject 

the notion of African influences and attribute merengue to a Hispanic/European heritage having 
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nothing to do with the predominating African influences in Haitian music (1 Austerlitz).  The 

rejection of African influences harkens back to the war between the Spanish and the French, who 

claimed the east and west portions respectively of Hispaniola, as the island has been known since 

colonial times.  Dominican scholars and folklorists have ignored the African connection and a 

respected dance music composer Luis Senior labeled “unpatriotic” Fradique Lizardo’s assertion 

that merengue is the result of a combination between African music and the Cuban danza.  

Austerlitz supports Lizardo’s theory, attributing the origin of merengue to “European-derived 

ballroom dance musics such as the Danza” (2; Guerrero 1).  It seems the most sensible position, 

since it becomes evident upon close examination that all Latin American music, jazz, rock and 

modern music worldwide has African influences.   

The first attack on merengue appeared in The Oasis, a youth publication in 1854.  It was 

launched in an article by the intellectual elite of the Dominican Republic, which included the 

politically powerful Ulises Francisco Espillat, who eventually became president (¿Cual es el 

Origen?).  The article categorized the merengue as an “indecent, evil dance, with ridiculous 

form” (3) [Translation Mine].  The same article declares the dance “poor [read: from the black 

lower classes] and vulgar in invention.” It calls for a metaphorical expatriation of this “detestable 

dance of such poor taste” (¿Cual? 1) [Translation Mine], and in yet another rhetorical barb, 

proposes that a ship should be commissioned with the name “El Merengue,” loaded with 800 

merengueros and cast off the country (2).   

The preferred music of the Dominican elite was tumba, the national dance, and at the 

time, the music of high society included polka, mazurka, French square dance, and waltz in 

addition to the popular tumba (2).  Similar to what occurred in Puerto Rico and other countries in 
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Latin America, the national dance or “Danza” was the dance of “la buena sociedad” or high 

society, literally, good society.   

The tumba is similar to the French country dance in that the men and women stand in two 

single files, then face each other and dance with the person in front.  Then, at a certain point, 

they dance together (1).  The dance moves that occur at this point are described as that time 

when the dancers engage in “poses and approaches that in one of our public dances would make 

the municipal guards’ mustaches curl” (1).  The implication is one of freer and suggestive 

movements.  After this segment, the pair separates and the women must seek out the man nearest 

to her and dance with him and then the next, until she has danced will the men in the room (1).  

Its choreography was similar to the British country dance ubiquitous in any Renaissance-related 

event in the U.S.     

The “demonic” merengue, as it was called by defenders of the tumba, which it was 

displacing, involved sensuality and physical closeness.  It was played to a 2 x 4 rhythm.  It also 

involved a departure from the original instrumentation which included strings, tres and cuatro to 

merengue tipico, which included the accordion (2), bass drum, jew’s-harp, and saxophone 

(Guerrero 2).  The modern merengue, a mix of tipico and orchestral forms, began to emerge in 

the early 1900s (Guerrero 2).  Merengue was associated with other national ills, including 

“eating the debilitating “sancocho” (stew), betting on cockfights, and leaving for tomorrow what 

could be done today”  (2).  Reminiscent of the events I described earlier regarding the 

willingness of the upper classes in Puerto Rico to call the authorities and have them invade a 

festivity by poor people, who celebrated with bomba and plena, destroy their instruments, beat 

the celebrants and arrest some of them, “if anyone was caught dancing merengue they could be 

denounced, fined or even jailed” (Guerrero 1).  Aparicio cites the persecution and censorship of 
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guiro players in Puerto Rico because of its “Indian reminiscences” (12) and merengue was 

officially banned during the second? half of the last century (84). 

  However, perhaps the most important objection to the merengue concerned its lyrics.  

Many other songs contained blatantly risqué messages delivered in arguably humorous double-

entendres.  “Merengue History” provides the following example of a merengue excerpt with 

objectionable contents:  

 
All cueros [prostitutes] are from Santiago 

And they have a good life in Santiago 

And because of that damn woman 

I am from Santiago too.  (Merengue History 2). 

To bypass the sanctions of the cultural elite, and gain wider national acceptance, 

merengue composers accommodated the aristocracy with “decent lyrics” on some of their 

compositions.  An example of this accommodation is “Compadre Pedro Juan,” a merengue 

commissioned by an aristocratic family in Santiago that became a national phenomenon, and 

which in modern times has arguably become emblematic of merengue music (3).   

It is not difficult to see how lyrics like those of another merengue standard, “El Negrito 

del Batey” would probably be acceptable to those upper-class sectors of Dominican society.   

The lyrics state, in part,  
 

A mi me llaman el negrito del batey 
Porque el trabajo para mi es un enemigo 
Yo mi trabajo se lo dejo al buey 
Porque el trabajo lo hizo Dios como castigo.   

 
They call me darky in the yard 
Because for me work is an enemy 
My work I leave to the ox 
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Because God created work as punishment   

 

Upper classes could dismiss the lyrics as an amusing rationalization by a black person 

justifying already present notions of black people as lazy, which survive to modern times in 

certain sectors of mainstream society.  A dismissive strategy is evident in modern descriptions of 

different aspects of Latin American culture; i.e., descriptions of the significance of the non-

Western mythological inheritance of Latin American countries.  That is a subject for another 

treatise.  Concerning the significance of musical artifacts, specifically, in this case, the merengue, 

many websites take the critically expedient approach to a description of the merengue. A current 

website by Castillo blandly describes the merengue as follows:  “…since its beginning until 

modern times [it] has been a register of the most salient historical events in the nation’s life, of 

the rich and varied everyday life of society, of its customs, joys, and vicissitudes of the 

Dominican country” (3).   

Similar to modern perceptions perhaps, the elite culture of the Dominican Republic did not see 

behind the syncretistic mask set forth by the song and therefore, were not offended.   

Aparicio points to the lyrics of “El Negrito del Batey” as an example of lyrics that refer 

to “the politics of slavery” (146).  She states,  

The black male voice complains about the hard physical labor and humorously suggests 

that work was invented by God for the ox and the animals, not for human beings, a 

contestatory utterance against the exploitations of slavery and the dehumanizing and 

animal-like practices to which slaves were subjected.  In this context, dancing as a 

signifying cultural practice reveals the space of resistance and pleasure that the slaves 

carved for themselves as rituals for survival (146).   
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Aparicio makes this assertion as a response to an interpretation by Enrique Fernandez, 

which she argues is an attempt at “depoliticizing, deracializing, and dehistoricizing” Dominican 

music and its attendant community values (146).  It is not difficult to see how lyrics like those of 

“El Negrito del Batey” would probably be acceptable to those upper-class sectors of Dominican 

society who did not see behind the syncretistic mask set forth by the song and therefore were not 

offended.  While the extremely effective figurative strategies of Merengue writers have not 

changed—one need only to listen to recently recorded Johnny Ventura songs like “El Progreso.” 

The merengue became the national dance of the Dominican Republic in spite of the 

disapproval of the upper class capitalenos (people from the capital) through the force of dictator 

Trujillo, who adopted the music from the Cibao region.  During his political campaign 

appearances against incumbent Horacio Vasquez, he used several merengue bands (Merengue 

History 3).  It is safe to say that since he identified with merengue, having grown up poor in a 

rural area, he used it to identify him as a candidate. He brought merengue to places where it had 

not been heard before, and along with recently installed radio stations, made it popular 

nationwide.  Perhaps the choice was driven by the fact that the merengue was the most popular 

music in Cibao, which happened to be the most populous region in the country and had the 

largest number of black Dominicans.   

Once in power, Trujillo brought Luis Alberti’s group the capital and made it his own 

band, renaming it Orquesta Presidente Trujillo.  The capitalistas were shocked to see merengue 

bands at their festivities but dared not openly question Trujillo’s taste in music (Austerlitz 1).  

Trujillo modeled his leadership in the style of fascist Francisco Franco in Spain and established 

secret death and torture squads (David Forrest 1).   
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Trujillo was assassinated by order of the Dominican elite, and ironically, his funeral 

was accompanied by merengue music.  He was succeeded by Joaquin Balaguer, but land reform 

policies collapsed, the population increased, and the death squads continued operating (Austerlitz 

1). Musicians were not allowed to travel abroad, because Trujillo feared they would not return, 

but some made their way to New York, some via Venezuela (Austerlitz 1).       

The preceding scenario created a climate of fear that eventually led an increasing number 

of Dominicans to escape to Puerto Rico and eventually to New York where, by 1990, their 

numbers reached one million, and they became the largest population of Dominicans in the 

world outside the Dominican Republic (Salsa and Merengue Society 1).   

With this growing group of Dominican migrants came the powerful presence of 

merengue in U.S. Latino popular music.  By the 1990s, the layering of fourth and fifth 

generations of  Puerto Ricans in New York who had become distanced  from their parents’ 

music, the lack of  salsa dancers, and the influx of Dominicans and merengue, spelled the end of 

salsa as a major musical force for U.S. Puerto Ricans and U.S. Latinos in general.  The 

displacement may seem abrupt; but in reality, it was a feckless transition since Puerto Ricans 

already knew how to dance merengue and bolero.  (The significance of this pre-existing 

condition will become clear later in connection with bachata.)  Indeed, Puerto Ricans had been 

listening to merengue on the Island before salsa reached its apogee in the 1970s.   

During the middle 1980s and through the 1990s, the big merengue groups, Conjunto 

Quisqueya, Johnny Ventura, and Wilfredo Vargas, literally took center stage in venues that had 

formerly featured salsa orchestras as the main attraction.  The Aragon Ballroom in Chicago 

during the late eighties serves as a perfect example of this transition from salsa to merengue. 

Thus, we arrive at the displacement of Puerto Rican salsa in major venues (2) mentioned earlier. 
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As a historical testament to the Dominican influences in Popular U.S. Latino  

[note sure why there is a break here – but I can’t seem to make the line move up! Maybe it’s just 

my computer]Music, last year, New York Governor George E. Pataki, accompanied by Andy 

Andy, a Bachata music performer, Dominican Consul General Jose-Pimentel-Moreno, and 

leaders of the Dominican community in New York, presented a proclamation commemorating 

Dominican Heritage Month in the State of New York.  The significance of this hybrid 

metaphorical public image created at this event of the current cultural, political and musical 

forces is inescapable.     

Reggaeton.  The early twenty-first century saw young Puerto Ricans  rebelling against 

the merengue, a popular form that had run its course, and looking for a sound that represented 

them culturally and nationally.  In a seeming departure from the Dominican influence, the 

merengue, which had relegated salsa to secondary status in New York and in Puerto Rico, was 

replaced by a musical form called reggaeton.   

The rise of reggaeton coincided with the rise of hip-hop in the United States.  Fourth- or 

fifth-generation Puerto Ricans teenagers, who were very much assimilated, were listening to hip-

hop rap.  It is important to point out at this juncture that hip-hop rap was not strictly an African-

American music preference.  Indeed, most hip-hop rap was sold to white youngsters.  Puerto 

Ricans on the Island and in New York, however, were not rapping over a hip-hop beat.  Within 

reggaeton, they were free-form rapping over reggae and dance hall beats along with bomba and 

plena rhythms.  An example that stands out as a reach toward plena is the inclusion of a refrain 

from a truly nationalistic Puerto Rican plena, “Que Bonita Bandera,” in the medley mixtures of 

house music by D.J. Willie that include Daddy Yankee’s work. 
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 Reggaeton has a great number of cultural and historical influences, including British 

ska, rock steady (a slower form of high energy ska), reggae (American soul music and traditional 

and Jamaican soul music influenced by high- energy ska), soca (SOul and CAlypso), and dance 

hall (a style popular in the West Indies and Panama) respectively.  Additionally, in Panama there 

has been a strong cross-pollination of influences from Colombia, Jamaica, Cuba and indigenous 

music.  Reggaeton has been the choice of city youths in Latin America in the late 1990s, and it 

also emerged in the first decade of the twenty-first century.   The prevalent themes in the lyrics 

include sex, racism, crime, conspicuous spending, and conspicuous wearing of expensive clothes 

and jewelry: what is called “blinging.”   

Bachata.   While reggaeton replaced merengue as the music of choice among New York 

Puerto Ricans, the Dominican influence on popular music did not disappear.  In the early twenty-

first century, bachata, a genre that had always been in the background in Latin American music, 

surfaced as the newest trend in popular music among Puerto Ricans and U.S. Mexicans.  As an 

economic and cultural influence in the U.S. Latino music scene, bachata is as strong as 

reggaeton, if not stronger.  The popularity of bachata among Puerto Ricans in New York is 

rooted in the New York Dominican population, which numbers over a million, and which is 

constantly being renewed by the arrival of first generation Dominicans.     

       Musically, the first signs of the Dominican influx were evident in Puerto Rico during the 

1980s, when Merengue began to take root on the island.  The migration continued on to New 

York, where by the early twentieth century, the number of Dominicans rivaled the number of 

Puerto Ricans.  Perhaps because of the aforementioned difficulties faced in their homeland and 

the prospect of a long, if not permanent stay once they are in the U.S., Dominicans experience a 
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need to reaffirm their national identity by cleaving to cultural productions that connect them 

with home, in this case, bachata music.  

Bachata is deeply rooted in tradition and folklore.  A bachata group will include 

merengue in its repertoire, but bachata music is very different from that genre, especially in 

instrumentation.  The main instrument is a requinto, which resembles a guitar but is smaller and 

plucks the melodic line within a scale length of 530 to 540mm, which means it drops the lower 

part of the scale by one fifth.  They are tuned: A,D,G, c, e, a.  David Demko, who writes for 

Maxim’s Blendercompares the bachata to the American blues in several aspects.  The blues, he 

says, is a guitar-based music originating among the poor and uneducated in a rural setting.  It 

contains “raw double entendres and bawdy sexual innuendoes” (1).  At the beginning, bachata 

was not considered an important musical form and was dismissed as “worthless” (Music of the 

Dominican Republic 1).  The word bachata meant “a rowdy lower-class (fiesta) party (1).  While 

conducting an ethnography on bachata in 1986, Pacini Hernandez’ presence was challenged and 

she was told that the places where bachata was heard were not appropriate for “decent” women 

(Goldstein 2).  Elsewhere in her field work, she was told by a record store owner that he didn’t 

want to sell bachata music because he didn’t want to attract the type of people who listened to it 

(2).  Based on Pacini’s enthnography, Goldstein provides the following description of the 

cultural space described by bachata. 

…the bachata…shares with its audience a raunchy barrio sentimentality marked by 

bawdy humor that connects eating with sexuality, and aesthetic form celebrating heavy 

drinking, easily-obtained sex, and a macho delight in elaborating gendered “’inversions’” 

of sexuality, where powerful men are made weak by the sexual prowess of women.  It 
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emerged mostly in male public spaces (colmados, bars, and brothels) rather than family 

spaces, thus perhaps explaining the apparent gender distinctiveness of this musical 

form—mostly male performers singing about women who caused them pain, often 

because of unrequited or relinquished love. (Goldstein 1)  

Based on Goldstein’s description, it is possible to conclude that the genre began respectably, 

transitioned into disrepute, and later returned into wider acceptability.  In the 1960s, bachata’s 

lyrics were about  love, similar to those of the bolero.  In the 1970s, sex became part of the 

themes addressed.  In the 1980s, musicians tried to discard the negative reputation of the genre 

and tried to change the name to musica de amargue or music of bitterness (2).  However, bachata 

eventually gained wider respectability, winning bachata artist Juan Guerra a Grammy in 1991 for 

Bachata Rosa. (Juan Luis Guerra 1).  According to Goldstein, Guerra’s album marked the 

beginning of a change in perception of bachata as a genre.  An examination of the lyrics of the 

title song readily reveals an ascendance not only for bachata lyrics but for Latino songs in 

general.  The following is the last verse. 

Ay, ayayay, amor 

yo soy satélite y tú eres mi sol 

un universo de agua mineral 

un espacio de luz 

que sólo llenas tú, ay amor 

Ay, ayayay, my love 

I am a satellite and you are my sun  
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A mineral water universe 

A space of light   

That only you can fill, my love 

The key to the popularity of bachata, not only among Dominicans but also among Puerto 

Ricans, U.S. Mexicans, and other Latinos and Latinas, is that it involves partner dancing.  Since 

the 1960s, mainstream American culture has moved away from close partner dancing, but Latin 

America has not, except in the case of reggaeton, which mirrors hip-hop in this regard.  Bachata 

is erotic and expressive and people enjoy watching it being danced.  One erotic element it shares 

with hip-hop is the perreo or doggie-style of dancing, referring to a sexual position.   

Technically, bachata is very much like a bolero.  It is thus closely related to its Cuban 

cousin, the bolero son.  The bongo pattern and the clave are the same.  As mentioned earlier, the 

bolero was being danced along with merengue throughout Latin America before the advent of 

salsa.  It is a simple 4/4 beat, and the pattern that the bongo drum is playing is the same martillo 

pattern you heard in a bolero son.  Given the simplicity of the beat, harmonically and 

melodically, the music is also simple; most of the time it consists of three-chord progressions.  

Most importantly, it is a universal partner dance that is very easy to learn for U.S. Latinos from 

all over Latin America.   The prevalent themes in bachata are humorously referred to as “corta 

vena” or melodramatic accounts of unrequited love, despair, or intractable imbroglios.  The 

circumstances treated are reminiscent of the soap opera, another highly popular cultural 

production in U.S. Latino culture.     

Mexican American Genres 

The major U.S. Latino group, in terms of population, economic power and cultural 

influence, is U.S. Mexicans.  U.S. Mexican music remains traditional and, like other U.S. Latin 
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American music, has been kept fresh by new migration and its cleavage to place of origin.  

The Mexican American musical tradition is multifaceted, taking different U.S. influences and 

rejecting others, and evolving new forms, while clinging to some elements from the original folk 

genres.  While not as nationally and trans-nationally popular as salsa and other Caribbean music, 

modern U.S. Mexican music has made a variety of contributions to U.S. Latino popular music.  

Among those forms are norteno music, ranchera, banda, grupero, and Spanish rock ‘n roll.   

Earlier, I discussed the corrido as a Mexican American genre dating back to the era of 

U.S. expansionism into the Southwest.  Even before that time, there existed a form of the 

corrido, the copla, which was used to ridicule the Spanish colonial rulers.  At that time, the 

corrido became a communal vehicle of resistance.  The corrido still enjoys great popularity in the 

Mexican American musical scene, especially in the Southwest, but also in the Midwest and in 

every region of the United States where there is a migrant and Mexican American community.   

According to George H. Lewis, today, corridos have taken the role of resistance served 

by the genre in the 1930s with even greater vigor (6).  It is still the music documenting and 

expressing the vital concerns of Mexican Americans.  At the border, corridos about the struggles 

of “illegal” aliens, are very popular.     Los Tigres Del Norte, with whom Lewis associates music 

about “los mojados” (illegal migrants) has won a Grammy for “Best Mexican American” 

performance and 14 Grammy Latino nominations.  Additionally, the group has had 14 movies 

made in Mexico based on its songs and sold more than 32 million records worldwide (Los Tigres 

del Norte).  Its members have been described as the icons of corrido music.   

Within the many existential matters traditionally addressed by the corrido, such as the 

symbolically charged deeds of heroic figures of struggle, like the ballad of Gregorio Cortez and 

more recent songs of resistance, there is, according to Lewis, an underlying pathos.  The sadness 
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is evidenced by corridos recording the recent history of some Mexican Americans.  Lewis 

cites a news item from 1987 about an airtight boxcar in a siding outside El Paso where the border 

patrol broke open the locked doors to find 18 Mexicans suffocated to death.  Among the bodies 

they found a notebook with the lyrics of two corridos: “El Ilegal” (The Illegal”) and “La Puerta 

Negra” (“The Black Door”) (6).    

 Judging by its currency within the Mexican American population, the corrido retains its 

role and importance in modern U.S. Latino music.  Furthermore, it has contiguously served as a 

platform for cinematic productions and literature (Saldivar 26), and it has evolved new musical 

genres such as norteno music. A multifaceted genre, norteno mixes “traditional Mexican blends 

of Spanish, Indian, and West African forms with the concerns (and, to some extent the music) of 

the Mexican-American border” (6). 

According to Lewis, the corrido has “lent its form and tone” to norteno music (6).  In 

turn, norteno music has provided modern versions of traditional corridos, and has also opened up 

the genre to many cultural and musical influences while generating hybrid musical groups. 

Norteno groups bring together “songs about smuggling (narcorridos), immigration, racism, 

bilingualism, and living in a culturally alien land . . . with the more traditional themes of 

romance and nationalism” (6).   Like other U. S. Latino music discussed earlier, Norteno music 

is disdained by the Mexican American upper class, but it is very popular with the working class.   

In addition, it has crossed over into U.S. Latino and mainstream youth culture through the efforts 

of bands like Los Lobos.  While not a norteno band, Los Lobos is, in fact, a group that defies 

categorization.  The band members discovered their sound by listening to the sounds they had 

grown up with.  Louie Perez of Los Lobos states in an interview, “We pulled out all those 

records we used to beg our parents not to play around our friends and found an incredible wealth 
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of music” (Gale—Free) 1).  They have combined traditional Mexican American music of their 

parents, like the corrido, with rock, folk, blues, R&B, country, and Tex-Mex (1), and they have 

won several Grammy awards.  

Although norteno music has evolved to include new influences while retaining its 

connection to its roots and enjoyed great popularity, its presence in modern U.S. Latino music is 

equaled, if not surpassed among Mexican Americans by the ranchera, the emblematic music of 

Mexico. 

The ranchera began as a musical revolt against Spain.  When Mexico rejected Spanish 

rule, it also repudiated much of Spanish culture and music (Lewis 4).  It sought out musical and 

dance forms rejected by the Spanish and condemned by the church.  The French waltz, 

condemned by the church in 1815 as a “corrupt importation from degenerate France” eventually 

became the basis for the rhythm of the ranchera.  It is currently the most popular among the 

working class and at the same time embarrassing to the Mexican American middle class.  This is 

perhaps because, as Lewis points out regarding norteno music, “It recall[s]–perhaps too 

painfully–the poverty and degradation of their parents and grandparents on both sides of the 

border” (Lewis 8).  Another reason may be the melodramatic aspect it borrows from opera.  The 

exaggerated emotions expressed in the lyrics and the extreme style of delivery in ranchera music 

irritates the reticent sensibilities of the Mexican American middle class.  The effect on the 

immediate ascendant class of Mexican Americans has been compared to the effect of American 

country music on the American white middle class.  I would argue that the Puerto Rican island 

elite suffers the same discomfort when exposed to jibaro, or mountain music.  Many parallels can 

be drawn along socio-economic lines between other U.S. Latino musical genres and the ranchera.   
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Current popular perceptions of the ranchera musical and visual style are based on the 

reality of the symbiosis between politically and commercially driven images presented to the 

urban theater-going public in Mexico City in the 1860s.  The urbane, influenced by nationalistic 

sentiments, sought out “music drawn from the common people.”  Consequently, they produced 

the cancion ranchera.  This cultural invention was based on rural folk songs and sung in the 

urban theater, where artists dressed as charros sang them as songs from the cowboy ranch—

rancheras.  The surge in this genre coincided with the advent of radio on the national landscape 

in 1930 (7).  This is similar to what occurred in the Dominican Republic with the merengue.  

Along with the dissemination of ranchera music in the U.S. through migration, film, a perhaps 

even more powerful medium, helped to make it extremely popular.  Some of the most famous 

Mexican American ranchera singers, including Jorge Negrete and Jose Alfredo Jimenez, owe 

their stardom to films like Alla en el Rancho Grande.  It must be noted that the ranchera genre is 

hybridic.  Since its origins, ranchera has included other rhythms, such as the Polish and Czech-

influenced 2/4 rhythms of the polkas, the 3/4? rhythm of the waltz, and the slower 4/4 romantic 

tempo of the Cuban bolero. Additionally, like other genres of Latino music in the U.S., the 

ranchera has evolved to include new instrumentation beyond its guitar and trumpet-based 

origins.  The emblematic ranchera shares many aspects of its origins and eventual popularity 

with the corrido and norteno music, as well as with music from other U.S. Latino groups.  It 

shares a great deal as well with mariachi music, arguably the most popular musical form 

representing Mexican music in the U.S. and throughout the world.   

Like “corrido,” the word “mariachi” has itself become part of the English language 

lexicon.  After decades of debate over the origin of the word, linguists and scholars have 
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concluded that the most popular etymological history advanced by such authorities as the 

American Heritage Dictionary, is erroneous.   

The word mariachi predates the arrival of the French in Mexico and, therefore, discredits 

the argument that it originates in the French word, mariage, connecting the musical form to 

bands that played at weddings.  No credible argument has been offered to date on the 

lexicographic origin of the word, but its use has been traced to the state of Jalisco in Mexico 

(History of Mariachi 2).    

The instrumentation for the mariachi band sprung from the Spanish theater.  From the 

sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries, the Spanish theater orchestra consisted of two violins, 

guitars, including a flat-backed five-string guitar and a high-pitched round-backed vihuela, and a 

harp (History of the Mariachi 1).  Some of the most famous traditional mariachi songs are “La 

Bamba” (recorded in modern times with great success by Los Lobos) and “Cielito Lindo.”  This 

type of ensemble was first adopted by the rural people, and in the 1930s, by the urban elite.  

They followed the lead of populist president Lazaro Cardenas, who was interested in fostering 

Mexican native culture (History of the Mariachi 4).  At the time, Mexico had been experiencing 

a rise in nationalistic feeling that began in 1910 when Mexico gained independence from Spain. 

Cardenas’ embracing of folk music follows the pattern mentioned earlier regarding merengue 

music, which was adopted by Trujillo for political purposes against the inclinations of the 

cultural elite in the capital.  Mariachi Vargas de Tecatitlan, founded by Gaspar Vargas in 1898, 

was invited to play at Cardenas’ presidential inauguration in 1934.  This marked the beginning of 

its acceptance by the cultural elite of Mexico and the rise in its popularity and renown to this day 

(History of the Mariachi 4).   
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For many, historical memory of the mariachi begins with the people made famous by 

mariachi music: Pedro Infante, Miguel Aceves Mejia, Lola Beltran, and Jose Alfredo Jimenez.  

Their rise to fame was propelled by the development of film, radio, and recordings.  However, 

the first musicians who played mariachi music were peasants who played in rural areas.  They 

dressed in common clothes of the peasants: pants made from manta or pants and shirts made out 

of cotton cloth and huaraches. The repertoire consisted of traditional songs about “machismo, 

love, betrayal, death, politics, revolutionary heroes, and even animals (one particularly famous 

song is ‘La Cucaracha’) (History of Mariachi—Jalisco, Mexico 1).   The lyrics also include 

suggestive metaphors based on the courtship of farm animals to suggest mating rituals of men 

and women (4 History of the Mariachi).   

After the Mexican Revolution, Mexicans from rural areas began to move into urban 

centers such as Mexico City, and by the 1930s, mariachi began to conform to a highly stylized 

commercial appearance originating in the urban theater.   Now mariachi musicians dressed as 

glorified charros with embroidered pants and waist-length jackets and tight wool pants, open at 

the ankle to fit over short riding boots and decorative silver buttons (History of the Mariachi 4).  

The instrumentation changed slightly from the traditional ensemble described earlier to include 

six to eight violins, two trumpets, a guitar, a vihuela, a guitarron (which replaced the harp and 

provided the bass), and a Mexican folk harp, and the new repertoire included music that was 

popular in urban centers, and music of other countries, such as mambo, danzon, chachacha, 

cumbia, salsa, balada, and popular music (Mexican Mariachi Music and Instruments 2).  The 

current addition of non-traditional Mexican music is driven by commercial influence; however, 

the reciprocal relationship between public demand and the expansion of the musical repertoire 
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has been part of mariachi performance since its beginning, when bands included polka and 

waltzes to increase their ability to garner performance fees.  

In the U.S., as in Mexico, the mariachi pervades practically every aspect of life in 

intimate ways: baptisms, birthdays (Las Mananitas being the Mexican birthday song), weddings 

and funerals.  Idealistically, it is used in courtship by young men who hire a mariachi band to 

serenade a young woman beneath her bedroom window.  Mariachi music has also been 

incorporated into some Catholic religious services.  In those particular cases, mariachis may 

perform the different stations of the mass.   

The music of the mariachi is however, the son–a secular dance music.  The dance 

technique is borrowed from the Spanish and consists of footwork called zapateado, in which the 

dancers strike the heels of boots or shoes on a wooden dance platform to complement the 

accompanying music.  Because of its ties to traditional Mexican cultural practices, including the 

appearance of its performers, Mariachi music may resonate nostalgically with some U.S. Latino 

and mainstream listeners, or it may even seem antiquated.  However, like other U.S. Latino 

musical genres, it continues to evolve according to current cultural, political, and market 

realities.   

More contemporary expressions of U.S. Mexican American popular music are banda, 

grupero, and Spanish rock.  Banda music originated in Sinaloa, Mexico.  Paradoxically, the 

banda instrumentation and sound can be traced back to the oompah polka band of the Germans 

who immigrated to Mexico in the 1830s.  German oompah band instrumentation consists mostly 

of brass instruments.  Americans may not be familiar with the oompah band, however, they are 

familiar with the ubiquitous sounds of brass bands playing outside shopping centers during the 

Christmas holiday season.  Mexican American groups like Banda El Recodo and Julio Preciado 
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added lyrics and converted popular songs to the Banda sound.  Banda music appeals mostly to 

the younger working class Mexican Americans and Mexican migrants.  It has introduced the 

quebradita, a new dance style, and has produced techno banda, a change in instrumentation that 

replaces some of the traditional banda instruments with synthesized sounds.  At the same time, as 

a way of connecting to their Mexican heritage, and “making a strong identity statement” 

(Simonnet 2), banda fans have adopted a vaquero style of dress: cowboy/cowgirl clothes, 

cowboy hats, big belt buckles, and leather boots.  Banda concerts are easily identifiable at any 

venue by the presence of fans dressed in seemingly anachronistic attire.              

Grupero.  Grupero is an easily discernible example of the adoption of U.S. musical 

elements in U.S. Mexican music.  Much of this music imitates American pop rock ballads of the 

1960s.  They consist of slow, stylistically old-fashioned 4/4 beats.  This style can be traced back 

beyond groups like Los Angeles Negros (from Chile), Los Bukis, Los Pasteles Verdes, and Los 

Humildes.  A well-known representative of grupero is Los Angeles de Charlie.  Like Spanish 

rock, and rock ‘n roll worldwide, grupero imitates the rock ‘n roll tradition of the United States.   

Rock en Espa is, as its name implies, rock sung in Spanish.  This musical development 

originated by Mexican singer Rigo Tobar—who also sang Ray Charles and Beatles cover 

songs—imitates rock culture in the United States.  The hairstyle, body decoration, clothing, and 

stage demeanor of Spanish rockeros is practically indistinguishable from mainstream rock ‘n roll 

performers [Rock (Music 1)].  However, in addition to English and Spanish rock songs, Rock en 

Espa also incorporates cumbia ranchera, tango, etc. (Define: Rock en espanol 1).    

Rhetorically, it is not possible to situate U.S. Mexican genres hierarchically, 

oppositionally, or otherwise, since all genres are enjoyed by older and younger generations 

regardless of region of origin in Mexico.  A glance at groups advertising themselves through the 
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Internet, reveals an effort to please varied constituencies.  A line in the ad will state something 

in the order of  “temas de banda, norteño, corridos y cumbias,” indicating they play all those 

genres and that they know that marketing in this fashion will mean getting work and selling 

records.    

There has always existed a rhetorical skirmish among those who critique U.S. Latino 

popular music.  In truth arguments made about the viability of U.S. Latino popular music are 

based on selective cases.  Some critics focus on the social consciousness aspect of music—and 

art in general.  Others see music, as organically creating its own space satisfying what may seem 

vacuous demands of temporal entertainment in a dance hall, for example.  The middle ground 

lies in art’s predictability; it will always in some form or another address socio-political issues 

and provide micro-barometers existential concerns on the part of different U.S. Latino 

populations, such as consciousness of identity and cultural resistance.  Some of Reggaeton like 

rap addresses vital and immediate social issues.  “El Bravo”, a plena by the Group Plena libre 

addresses spousal abuse.  (Nar)corridos tell border stories about the drug traffic at the 

U.S./Mexico border.  “Obsesion”, a bachata by Anthony Santos, offers introspection about a 

failed male/female relationship.  Songs in the form of almost every imaginable genre of Mexican 

music by Paquita del Barrio offers unflinching critiques of men.  Willie Colon grapples in one of 

his songs with the issues in the life of a gay male child.  Ruben Blades offers transcendental 

lyrics about geo-political topics in Latin America as well as race and class prejudice.   

U.S. Latino popular music is often a vehicle of expression imbued with social 

consciousness.  Through music, lyrics, and dance Latino popular music creates a space that 

welcomes the participation in Latino cultural consciousness of a wide social spectrum.  For U.S. 

Latinos, participation in popular music is not passive or inconsequential.  Introspection and 
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analysis of pertinent cultural issues in music is praxis, especially when it is combined with 

dance or other physical movement private or public in artful physical expression.  
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Beaucourt’s Négresse of Saint-Domingue: 

Remembering the Anonymous Poser of the Portrait 

By Terry Provost, PhD 

  
Many of today’s youth know of American slavery and the Underground Railway that brought marooned 
slaves to freedom on Canadian soil. Less known, however, is the Canadian history that converges with 
the transatlantic slave trade. In academia, slavery in the Americas is a vibrant pulse of research and 
interdisciplinary studies. Yet slavery as an historical reality of colonial Canada is fading in the memory of 
the contemporary mainstream. 
  
Concomitantly, there is La Négresse of 1786, a painting made by François Malépart de Beaucourt (né 
1740-1794) of Laprairie, Qué bec. Beaucourt signed the canvas, but no evidence exists to confirm its 
place of making. Nor has the actual identity of the poser been recovered. Although the painting’s 
birthplace followed Beaucourt to the grave, since its procurement by the McCord Museum of Canadian 
History, La Négresse has been adopted throughout the twentieth century as an icon of a crucial period in 
Canadian history. It often appears in the literature memorialising Panis and Negro slavery in colonial 
Canada. 
  
Even more, inquiries about the relation between model and maker consistently unravel Beaucourt as 
accomplished bohemian artist and French-Canadian slavocrat; and the young woman as Marie Thérèse 
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Zémire, his slave and mistress imported from the French Caribbean. Much has been written about 
Beaucourt as a forefather of Canadian beaux-arts. But with sparse archival evidence to concretely amplify 
her life and identity, in texts the poser is remembered through legend, hearsay and inference. How to 
address this asymmetry? Yet that the portrait is increasingly represented in literature, catalogues and 
museum exhibitions as the earliest visual document of an actual black female slave who resided and 
perished in French Canada bestows onto La Négresse a mnemonic value of paramount importance. The 
portrait has become a memory image, a shadow of Canada’s past that recalls how race, gender, class 
and ethnicity worked in stratifying eighteenth-century Canadian society. 
  
This analysis uses La Négresse to examines certain aspects of the sociopolitical reality of female slaves in 
eighteenth-century French Canada.. It problematises the identifying of Marie Thérèse Zémire and the 
textual reconstruction of her life. Finally, it examines the way in which Beaucourt and the unnamed 
woman have been remembered in contemporary historiography.  
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The Aesthetics of Knowledge in George Sand’s Jeanne 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Despite the fact that George Sand, nineteenth-century French female author, was a 

prolific writer—she wrote more than sixty novels, memoirs and a huge correspondence—

relatively little scholarly research has been carried out on her novel Jeanne. This lack of critical 

study on Sand and my interest in the theme of space encouraged me to explore her works as they 

relate to the construction and representation of female identity in her novel Jeanne. 

Jeanne is a romantic story, fitting in the general literary context of Sand’s period, but this 

romantic context is shattered by the inherent socio-political implications of the work. The 

eponymous heroine decides to stay out of wedlock and turns instead to knowledge, or what Sand 

refers to as knowledge, as a means of salvation. Jeanne could have enjoyed a comfortable life, 

particularly since her three possible suitors belong either to the bourgeoisie or the old nobility, 
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but her countryside background, along with her refusal to submit to the domination by a rich 

husband, leads her to take another path and she chooses celibacy, simplicity and most of all, 

independence. Sand’s heroine, very much in the same line as the author, believes knowledge, 

cultural values and freedom by contrast to the conventions of the day, are the keys to happiness 

and fulfillment. 

In this paper, I will focus essentially on two aspects, both related to the methodological 

principle founded on the theme of space as associated to that of knowledge. First, using a 

dialectical approach, I will show the correlation between women’s place in society and that of 

the lower classes. To support this first correlation, I will concentrate on the opposition between 

religion and superstitious beliefs, most often being associated with knowledge and the lower 

classes. To this end, I will treat knowledge from a Nietzschean perspective that is, from the 

understanding of knowledge based on sensations and feelings as opposed to knowledge from a 

rational perspective. Secondly, I will underscore the dichotomy of knowledge in the novel as 

dialectic between form and content as seen by the writer and will thus, oppose poetry to romance 

and emphasize how these two notions are intertwined with the opposition between countryside 

and city. To conclude, I will highlight the fact that the anomie Jeanne experiences is a 

microcosmic representation of an anomie at a broader level, of an overregulation of the lower 

social classes, of country people and particularly the women of Sand’s era. To this second 

particular end, I will use Julia Kristeva’s perspective regarding the temporal displacement and 

the feeling of estrangement as a result of the social changes that were intrinsic to nineteenth-

century France. 

 

In the novel, the word “connaissance”, that we can translate only as knowledge in English 
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occurs on many occasions but embodies more than a mere notion of knowledge. The Encarta 

dictionary definition of knowledge provides four different statements: the first being 

“information in mind, a general awareness linked to facts, ideas, truths or principles.”  The 

second refers to “specific information, specifically as an awareness of a situation or fact.” The 

third one proposes “all that can be known, facts, truths and principles learned throughout time.” 

And last “learning through experience or study.”  The first one is the closest to the definition 

Sand had in mind but bears some limitations. Sand’s heroine Jeanne differs from all the other 

characters of the novel in that being a peasant she was surrounded by superstitions and beliefs 

and the knowledge in question was closely linked to the feelings of the land and its history. This 

particular type of knowledge begets the association between Sand’s viewpoint and Nietzsche’s 

theorization of knowledge. Nietzsche divides knowledge essentially into two types: scientific 

knowledge, based on accumulated facts, and knowledge based on sensations, the latter being 

relevant for this paper, as I have already positioned. In his analysis of Nietzsche’s theories, 

Wilcox states:  

 

Nietzsche continues there to express the same sort of misgivings about the value of knowledge. 
In the Joyful Wisdom, he argues that a “virtuous stupidity” has been needed, and that it has been 
more important that men hold the same beliefs than their beliefs be true. He says that one of the 
three great “errors” furthering science in recent centuries was belief in “the absolute utility of 
knowledge... and especially the most intimate connection of morality, knowledge, and 
happiness”... (22) 
 

Our heroine Jeanne is criticized or is the target of ironic comments throughout the novel 

by the other characters because of her complete lack of rational knowledge. The knowledge 

referred to as by the so-called educated people is actually, as I will demonstrate, a knowledge 

which is the complete opposite of Jeanne’s. Their knowledge, that of the upper classes, is 

knowledge brought about by a formal education, based on the scientific evidences linked to 
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capitalism. To upper classes’ people, Jeanne and her form of knowledge belongs more to the 

superstitious realm than the human one. Yet to Jeanne and her peasant peers, they are the ones 

beholding to a certain unique type of knowledge and truth.  People who do not belong to and 

share the experience of the countryside cannot and will never understand their knowledge: “Nous 

sommes simples, je le veux bien, mais nous voyons aux champs, ou nous vivons de jour et de 

nuit, des choses que vous ne voyez pas et que vous ne connaîtrez jamais. Laissez-nous comme 

nous sommes. Quand vous nous changez, vous nous portez malheur.”(219) “ We are simple 

beings, I agree, but we see in the fields, where we live night and day, things that you cannot see 

and that you will never know. Let us be as we are. When you change us, it brings us bad 

luck.”(My translation). In this instance, each class believes in its own values but at no point and 

by contrast in the story do the peasants criticize the upper classes for holding values that they do 

not really understand and share. This highlights Sand’s criticism of negative judgments and 

feelings of superiority attributed by the so-called “educated” people towards the uneducated 

ones. The types of denigrating comments made by the bourgeois regarding peasants’ 

acculturation reflects a feeling of superiority but also the socio-intellectual alienation upper 

classes tried to impose on the common people in nineteenth-century France, this is shown by the 

comment from Guillaume, a bourgeois suitor to Jeanne, testifies: “Mais quelles pouvaient être 

les pensées d’un enfant de la nature, qui n’avait pas appris à lire, et dont l’intelligence (si tant est 

qu’elle en eût) n’avait reçu aucune espèce de culture? » (97)  “But what could the thoughts of a 

child of nature be, who did not learn how to read, and whose intelligence (if she had any) had not 

received any type of culture?” (My translation).  

Knowledge then, as I am showing in this novel, is a relative concept and carries 

subjective values but in this analysis,  not in Sand’s mind. Jeanne’s knowledge, as I have alluded 
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to, is totally based on sensations, perceptions and feelings. It is also associated with her own 

religious beliefs. In rational scientific terms, Jeanne can be described as a pantheist. Yet 

pantheism in itself is not sufficient to depict the depth of Jeanne’s beliefs. These beliefs in fact 

extented beyond “earthily powers” and are linked to a cosmological realm, constituted by Gaul 

divinities, fairies, mythical and historical characters. Jeanne devotes her faith to then a blend of 

deities. 

 Nonetheless, Jeanne is not atypical. She is representative of the people of her region, of this land 

whose traditions, beliefs and thus knowledge, were commonly shared and firmly anchored in 

nineteenth-century Creuse region of France. As Simone Vierne points out: “This religion of the 

peasant, despite its puerilities, seems closer for  her (Sand) to divinity-in a Rousseau’s manner- 

than the official religion, and closer to a certain truth, of a mythical order, than the cold 

rationality of the education given in the 19th century to the children of the nobles and of the 

bourgeois.” (19) (My translation). Not only Sand’s description of this knowledge/religion asserts 

its power and validates it, but also similarly, the dialectical component to which she juxtaposes it 

through her character Jeanne, the dominant classes’religion and rational knowledge, and is in 

turn criticized for its lack of tolerance, integrity and understanding. 

  By opposing these two cults of knowledge/religion, Sand puts into question the validity 

of the dominant upper class group’s values. She essentially relegates them to state of negative 

influences up to the point of being associated with totalitarianism opposed to a world based on 

democratic and pacific values. This translates into Jeanne’s innocence combined with mental and 

physical purity and the constant harassment of upper class’ men of which she is the victim. The 

dichotomies brought by Sand here symbolize the impossibility of the dominant group to 

acknowledge the rejection of the imposition, by the upper one on the lower,  of not only their 
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desires-be they sexual, social or political-but also of their values-be they intellectual, religious, or 

moral. Jeanne as a constant target of sexual desire from these three men illustrates the fact that 

these men cannot consider her as anything else than an object. They believe they are the subjects, 

the thinking and acting ones and they deem it only proper to assert their power on uneducated 

people and reshape the world of the lower classes according to their own beliefs. As Naomi 

Schor justly states:  

The dismantling of the universal is widely considered one of the founding gestures of the 20th 
century thought. The notion that there might be a universal human nature-and further that that 
human nature is rational-has been repeatedly called into question by a wide variety of modern 
thinkers who have emphasized pre-Enlightenment and post-Enlightenment universalism’s 
dangerous tendency to slide from assertions of universal kinship to increasingly lethal forms of 
totalitarianism.(3) 
 
 Ironically, this statement could not be truer regarding Jeanne since the eponymous heroine dies 

at the end, jumping out from a window, to escape from a potential rapist.  Here, Jeanne’s 

behavior functions as the author’s criticism of rising dominant upper class values. Not only does 

Sand point out men’s incipient violence towards women but much more. The contrasting values 

of poor people being considered as mere means of productivity by upper classes become a 

dominant issue for Sand and linked to it, the increasing factors of power and control of the 

bourgeoisie over poorer people and finally the widening of the gap between these social classes. 

In  a peasant women’s case, not only is the socio-economic abuse exposed but so is the fact of 

sexual gender exploitation. Jeanne’s escape/suicide through the window represents the refusal to 

submit to this form of exploitation and emphasizes the sharp contrast of values, between poor 

and rich people, between men and women and countryside and city. 

 G. Sand suggests a return to universalism and pantheist values by endorsing her peasant 

characters with positive attributes as well as a desire to transform the world through poetic 

values. All the troubles Jeanne endures are linked to upper class men’s sexual desire for her. Her 
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constant refusal of sexual advances and her rejection of marrying one of these rich suitors reflect 

Sand’s thoughts on the necessity to have peasants keep their histories and beliefs. The equation 

between city and corruption is obvious and Jeanne symbolizes a longing for an uncorrupted 

civilization. Sand brings about her idea of an ideal society through her representation of religion 

and beliefs as well as by contrasting past and present values.  

Sand’s dialectical approach sharpens the contrast between two worlds: the modern one 

and one that is based on traditions and history. Obviously, Sand was favoring the return of older 

values. An impressive number of other dialectical oppositions reinforces the dichotomy between 

past and present. One of particular interest, the contrast between town and country underscores 

the gap between these respective people’s lives. They cannot first comprehend each other way of 

life and second each group holds to their position regarding the positive aspects of their own 

lifestyle. To the minds of the rich and city people, the peasants are merely animals endowed with 

speech; furthermore they perceive this speech as very limited and debilitating. This base level of 

communication reflects, according to them, a lack of intelligence but such is not Sand’s position. 

The connection between the absence of words and illiteracy is obvious, but as Sir Arthur, one of 

Jeanne's suitors puts it in the novel: “(...) I am starting to believe what I suspected already a long 

time ago, that some beings who did not learn how to read, know actually more than most of the 

scientists of this world.” (213) (My translation). Not having the words to express oneself does 

not mean that one is stupid. Sand endows her heroine with attributes belonging to the realm of 

the sublime along the story and the literate group keeps wondering about Jeanne’s knowledge 

and means of expression. Along the diegesis, the upper class characters’ attitude evolves 

positively regarding Jeanne’s way of thinking and they keep marveling at the beauty of her mind.  

Often the theme of education surfaces, bringing into question the importance of peasants 
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for receiving some form of instruction in order to escape the social and mental alienation they are 

believed to suffer from. Nonetheless, if Sand suggests there is a need for education, she supports 

the benefits of a tabula rasa mind, freed from the constraints and foibles of the so-called civilized 

society. She highlights the contrast between educated and illiterate people when she depicts 

Elvire, a girl of the bourgeoisie, from Guillaume’s (one of Jeanne’s suitors) perspective who 

engages a comparison between this character and Jeanne. Elvire’s mind has been corrupted by 

her society and her education: “(. . .) mais Elvire, avec ses talents frivoles, ses toilettes effrénées, 

et son caquet frotté à l’esprit des autres, était si inférieure à Jeanne, que Guillaume avait bientôt 

des remords d’avoir cherché à comparer la demoiselle à la paysanne. On n’avait développé en 

elle que les instincts égoïstes, les goûts d’ostentation et les préjugés étroits.”(238)  “(. . .) but 

Elvire, with her frivolous talents, her unbridled outfits, and her blether compared to 

others’minds, was so inferior to Jeanne, that soon Guillaume had remorses to have tried to 

compare the lady to the peasant girl. Only selfish instincts, ostentatious tastes and narrow 

prejudices had been developed in her.” (My translation) In this case, Sand pinpoints the negative 

drawbacks of bourgeois education particularly  the absence of natural feelings.  

 On the contrary, Jeanne’s qualities relate to nature, to poetry, to the very absence of 

formal education. Her sensitivity, her mind are associated to that of divinities and her attributes 

are transfixed into time and space: in this instance, she is physically described as a statue on 

many occasions. As a statue, she embodies her people, their values, the image of the statue 

reinforces the idea of the immutability, the anchoraging of the peasants’ ideals into their land and 

into their history. Jeanne is empowered by this sublime sensitivity,  she is an ideal type and the 

upper class characters on many occasions try to find a weakness in Jeanne so that they can 

reassert their “superiority” and at the same time, from the male perspective, appropriate not only 
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her mind but also her body. 

 Sand ensures in the narrative that the dialectical approach she uses regarding city and 

country people also functions in respect to the relationship between past and present.  As 

mentioned above, the bourgeois consider the country people as illiterate due to their strong tie to 

the land and the past (thus with oral tradition as opposed to writing and reading), whereas city 

people consider themselves as the ones detaining power due to their specific form of knowledge, 

here, linked to education.  

For the peasants and for the author, the origins are the foundation of knowledge, 

obviously not those which are based on modern scientific facts, and as such cannot be 

assimilated to the general trend of thought of nineteenth-century France. Nevertheless, there is 

no ambivalence as to Sand’s position when it comes to supporting older values based on 

traditions, origins and local beliefs which she associates with poetry in its purest form. The novel 

unfolds on a country background, which gradually reveals local people’s ideas and enhances the 

superiority of these ideas. Eventually the reader can decipher Sand’s representation of an 

idealistic viewpoint, a philosophy of life, essentially, if not only, based on nature. 

The character, Sir Arthur, plays an important part in the novel as a mediator between two 

worlds based on past and present, country and city, illiteracy and education, matriarchal and 

patriarchal values. Obviously, he belongs to the newer world, the masculine and educated one, 

but what sets him apart is that, like Jeanne, he stands between two worlds. In his case, he is a 

foreigner in France, and is ready to give up his well-off lifestyle if it can bring him to marry 

Jeanne. He evolves in a world in which he does not really belong. Jeanne functions more as a 

representational vector of a world in transition, from a culture based on past values and mores, 

and her position is that of her people: at loss between two worlds, one they know and the other 
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not only being unknown but forceful of its undesired values. Through Sir Arthur, Sand reminds 

the reader that it is necessary to presuppose the existence of a vast and ideal truth that everyone 

needs to seek. The character Guillaume describes Arthur’s different position on life: “Il est 

exempt de nos misérables préjugés. Son âme supérieure au monde et à ses vanités frivoles, 

n’aspire qu’au vrai.”(184) “He is exempted of our vile prejudices. His soul, superior to the world 

and to its vanities, only aspire to the truth.” (My translation) Arthur is the only one of the richer 

and male characters who because of his outsider/foreign perspective understands Jeanne’s ideals 

and way of thinking.  

Marie, Guillaume’s sister and Jeanne’s house  mistress and eventually friend, comes to 

gradually understand Jeanne’s philosophy. Without Jeanne being aware of her own influence, 

Jeanne triggers a cognitive process in Marie’s mind.  Jeanne’s behavior and philosophy of life 

influences Marie’s moral and sociological perspectives on life with Marie finally deciding that 

Jeanne is the one who holds certain truths that no one else can attain, even less possible for 

people from the upper class: “(. . .) Jeanne est un trésor (. . .) je sais que Jeanne est notre égale, 

Guillaume, et peut-être qu’elle est plus que nous devant Dieu. Non, aucun de nous n’aurait sa 

patience, sa fermeté, sa foi, son abnégation. Combien de fois, par des raisons de pur sentiment et 

avec la lumière naturelle de son âme, elle m’a révélé  des vérités sublimes que mes lectures 

m’avaient seulement fait pressentir (. . . ) aucune de nos religieuses ne m’a semblé aussi pure et 

aussi sainte. Oui, Jeanne est une chrétienne des premiers temps. »(186)  «  Jeanne is a treasure (. . 

.) I know she is our equal, Guillaume, and maybe she is more than we are in front of god. No, 

none of us would have her patience, her assertiveness, her faith, her abnegation. How many 

times, for reasons of pure feelings and with the natural light of her soul, has she revealed to me 

sublime truths that my readings had only made me foresee (. . .) none of our nuns ever appeared 
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to me as pure and saintly? (My translation). 

The topos of sensationalism, typical to nineteenth-century France, analyzed through 

Jeanne’s beliefs based on her sensory experiences, highlights Sand’s desire to pursue, in a way 

one could describe as Foucauldian, a quest for beginnings, linked to the notion of origin.  

Through the paradigmatic axis of past and present, past values characterize an untainted truth, 

detached from earthy notions and linked to poetry, in its purest representation. Nature is thus 

opposed to the growing materialistic lifestyle and Sand brings to the fore the emergent anomie of 

country people especially women.  

The recurrent references to the Gaul reinforce the strong bind between Jeanne and the 

previous matriarchal society of this geographical space. Jeanne still belongs to a past in final 

decline.  Sand describes Jeanne as of the pure blood of the primitive Gaulish race. The only 

persons in her life she trusts are female: her mother, Tula, and the “grande fade” (the great fairy) 

that she mistakenly associates and intertwined with the Virgin Mary and the spirit of Joan D’Arc 

altogether. When her mother dies, she is alone and increasingly becomes the constant target of 

male aggressive libidinal economy. Her female world collapses and her absortion into a 

masculine world she does not understand commences. Jeanne at once stands on the threshold of a 

world in transition, not only from her perspective but also from that of a whole country. Delbroy 

analyses Sand’s dedication of the novel as follows: “ This concerted accumulation of paradoxes 

between past and future, oral history and writing, people and bourgeoisie, civilization and local 

culture, reveals a lot about this ‘age of transition’(85) and on the impossibility to prospectively 

solve the issue of the passage from origin to representation.”(69) (My translation).  

This brings me to analyze Sand’s dilemma of one who felt trapped in a mode of 

expression that did not convey the ideas, as she wanted them to appear. In the Notice, she 
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mentions that the medium she used to bring these issues forward did not satisfy her and left her 

frustrated. Obviously, Sand through this novel tried to enhance the superiority of poetry and of 

the values attached to it. The aporia emerges and Sand’s frustration is easily understandable. 

Poetry serves as the vectorial agent of the beauty of past values, whereas romance and the new 

written form of the novel act as the modern aesthetic medium Sand had to use to support her 

ideas on poetry. The author (through her own writing) had to physically apply a means of 

communication that she was in this very fiction actually opposing to poetry.  This paradoxical act 

was unavoidable and reflects metaphorically the age of transition in the midst of which she found 

herself.  

Poetry to Sand is reflected in the peasants’ superstitious beliefs, in their correlation with 

nature, in the knowledge they have of nature, in their acute sensory experiences. The mystical, 

transcendental and subliminal connection they have with the beyond, sets them apart and above 

from the rational bourgeois society. Sand believed in poetry to transform the corrupted world. 

The use of the barbarian, through the character of Jeanne, underlines the author’s longing for a 

better society. In the nineteenth century, the barbarian is commonly used in literature to represent 

the tensions between the emergence of a new world and the nostalgia for a lost or dying world as 

Sandrine Berthelot describes: “The Barbarian is a mythical figure in the nineteenth century: 

he/she is put on stage to exorcise the tragic feeling that contemporaries had of living in a 

decadent era, an age of agony where the mind and the body were swallowed up by the pangs of 

modernity.”(84) (My translation)  

As a natural consequence of Jeanne’s impossibility to accommodate to this new corrupted 

world, Sand’s heroin dies by committing suicide. This ending underlines the widening gap 

between two cultures, two worlds and gender based tensions. Jeanne’s death represents Sand’s 
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refusal to subdue to newer values and institutions as well as her nostalgic desires for 

improvement and reinstating past values of tradition. The matriarchal lineage, the importance of 

women in the past Gaul society, as well as the prevailing of oral tradition as a transmitter of 

knowledge is brought to the fore at the outset of the novel in the Dedication.  

 

Hence, the anomie, the uprootedness and the eradication of a culture deeply anchored in 

mores result into the aporia for Jeanne and country people to mould into the new capitalist 

society. The various dialectical tensions mentioned above underscore Sand’s concerns about the 

socio-political tensions of her time. The author by empowering Jeanne and the women of the 

region, through their unique and sublime type of knowledge, insists on the necessity to keep in 

mind that poetry is intimately linked to truth, even is the latter is not demonstrable. Jeanne is the 

archetype of truth as perfection as the novel shows us:  

Jeanne était (. . .) une véritable organisation rustique, c’est-à-dire une âme poétique sans 
manifestation, un de ces types purs comme il s’en trouve encore aux champs, types admirables et 
mystérieux, qui semblent faits pour un âge d’or qui n’existe pas, et ou la perfectibilité serait 
inutile, puisqu’on aurait la perfection. (. . . ) Et ce qu’on ne sait pas, c’est que la nature produit de 
tout temps dans ce milieu certains êtres qui ne peuvent rien apprendre, parce que le beau idéal est 
en eux-mêmes (. . .) ils sont tout prêts pour la société idéale que le genre humain rêve, cherche et 
annonce (. . .).  (195) 
 
Jeanne  was a rustic ideal type, that is, a poetic soul without any outward sign, one of these pure 
types that one can still find in the fields, admirable and mysterious types, which seem made from 
a golden age that no longer exists, and where perfectibility would be useless since we would 
have perfection (. . . ) and what we do not know, is that nature creates at all times in this setting 
some  beings who cannot learn anything, because the ideal beauty is in themselves (. . .) they are 
ready  for the ideal society that the human race is  dreaming of , is looking for and is 
announcing.(My translation) 
 

Yet, if Jeanne and the country people embody the ideal truth, knowledge and power, 

Sand does not leave much room for equivocal interpretation of her thoughts on education. Even 

if she saw this sublime type of knowledge as superior because of its authenticity, she also proves 
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that education at her times was crucial for lower social classes and for women to better resist the 

constant oppression of higher classes.  Sand’s novels, among other writers of her era, helped in 

shaping mentalities and this movement of support for the education of all social classes inclusive 

of girls was championed when it finally gave way to the Loi Falloux in 1850.( Primary education 

was at last available in many remote places of France and girls could attend schools).  If Sand in 

Jeanne supports and praises the value of this poetic type of knowledge, she also believed in 

progress and that ignorance was a hindrance to the emancipation of the working classes and of 

women.  

By having her heroine die, Sand underlines the tragic aspect of miscommunication, or 

even, a lack of communication due to Jeanne’s ignorance. Had she been able to understand Sir 

Arthur, and in this case, the language barrier was not English, but only Jeanne’s inability to 

communicate in an educated way, she might have agreed to marry him, since he had renounced 

his fortune in order to be socially acceptable to her.  

The rupture between two worlds had happened when Sand wrote Jeanne but her message 

reveals latent hopes regarding her socialist and idealistic notions. Yet, even if Sand’s primary 

intention was to support these notions, what prevails as in most of her works, is her attachment, 

her love and her deep respect for nature, its people and their sublime values. 
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The influence of Standard Persian on non-official languages Kurdish and 
Turkish in Western Azerbaijan 

(Experimental and theoretical view on language contact and cross cultural attribute) 
  

Hiva Asadpour1 
Dr. Muhammad Reza Pahlavannijad2 
 
Abstract 
 

 In this study, we considered the influence of Official Standard Persian on non-official 
languages such as Kurdish and Turkish and their language and cultural contact, across the 
Western Azerbaijan province. Kurdish is a branch of the Indo-European family, the 
largest language family in the world. There are different dialects in Kurdish which in this 
issue our research deals with Sorâni dialect spoken by southern speakers in Western 
Azerbaijan (Mahabad, Sardasht, Piranshahr…), Kurmânji in the middle and Northern 
regions like Jalali, Harki, and Shekaki dialects in North Western part of province. Turkish 
is a member of the Turkish, or Western, subgroup of the Oghuz languages, which also 
includes Gagauz and Azeri. The Oghuz languages form a subgroup of the Turkic 
languages, which some linguists believe to be a part of a larger Altaic language family. It 
is also spoken by Turkish people in the Eastern part of south and north of Western 
Azerbaijan. 
 Research conducted in this topic area investigates both regional dialects and regional 
language variants, including social variation and social dialects. The causes of language 
change are double-layered. On the top layer, there are non-linguistic triggers. These set off 
or accelerate deeper causes, hidden tendencies which may be lying dormant within the 
language and linguistic factors. Non-Linguistic factors such as sociopolitical 
circumstances, cultural triggers, economic, education, language planning are the basic and 
the more important factors. Three main aspects of Linguistics factors over the time are: 
lexical, syntactic structure and phonological aspects which the obvious changes take place 
in all of these factors. 

 
Key words: language contact, language change, code-switching, code-mixing, synchronic 

linguistics, diachronic linguistics, culture, Persian, Kurdish, and Turkish. 
 
1- The aims of research 
 

The aim of the research is analyzing the effect of globalization and Standard Persian on 
phonological, lexical, and morpho-syntactic variation, as well as dialectal change and 
linguistic and non-linguistic factors that may promote or inhibit changes in non-official 
languages and reflecting their mutual interaction. Topics of interest also include the 
relationship between dialects and standardized languages, attitudes to dialect use, description, 
explanation, and prediction of results of contacts between language variants and the impact of 
urbanization and the language use of younger generations. Research in languages and dialects 
helps scientists understand the fundamental principles that underlie language differences, 
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language innovation and language variation in time and space. The research also helps the 
public understand language diversity and offers a new perspective on national debates 
associated with various dialects – for example, should people be encouraged to eliminate 
“nonstandard” ways of speaking?  
 
2- Research methodology 
 

 Research design was based on questionnaire which the speakers were required to 
answer. These questions were based on phonological, lexical, and morpho-syntactic variation. 
Moreover, there were some questions about culture, society and so on, which they were asked 
by researchers. The questionnaire contained about 135 linguistic items and some questions 
about culture, society, language planning, education, and government. The program is mainly 
directed at empirical study of variation, which includes both qualitative and quantitative 
analysis. Our research also tests the applicability and validity of modern linguistics’ 
methodologies in the field of diachronic study. But the important part of our work is areal 
linguistics focus on geographical areas of language contact and form a special branch of 
linguistics, sometimes left outside the common theories of language contact.  

Researchers in this field have adopted linguistic analysis, text linguistics and discourse 
analysis, as well as other pragmatic methods of analysis. Non-literary prose, especially 
instructive and scholarly writings, are of foremost interest, but, as far as the methods are 
concerned, there are points in common with the study of literature as well, above all with its 
new pragmalinguistic trends, linguistic stylistics and, for example, the long-term use of 
rhetorical devices in argumentative texts. 

Research topics include areal varieties and local dialects, standard languages and their 
spread, sociolects, including differences between spoken and written language and various 
genres and their development. The approach provided by the program can be applied to the 
study of individual languages and their development, to multilingual and multidialectal areals, 
and the manifestation of variation and change in texts, but generally we paid special attention 
to empirical problems and theoretical questions. For theoretical goals within historical 
sociolinguistics we had an examination of the relationship between societal changes and 
linguistic changes. 

To have the data more accurately analyze, some data is gathered from budget and 
programming ministry from 1976 to 1996 which comprises number of literate, illiterate, 
population in different cities, male and female subjects and so on. Municipalities, education 
administrations, teachers, people and any person who had knowledge about it interviewed for 
the latest data. For more information see appendix.         
 
4- Introduction and Statement of Problems 
 
 "Predicting the future depends on understanding the present", wrote Rudi Keller. 
Many of us are aware of the issue of 'biodiversity' in biology. In nature, ecosystems host a 
wide variety of plants, animals, and microbes which rely on each other in complex ways to 
survive. Because of human activity, many species are now becoming endangered or extinct. If 
much extinction happens at the same time in an ecosystem, biologist and ecologists worry that 
the whole system will be thrown out of balance, causing further extinction. At the moment, so 
many species are becoming endangered that biologist talk of a 'biodiversity crisis' in progress. 
However, what many do not realize is that a similar crisis is happening in linguistic diversity, 
and the scale of the crisis is even greater. 
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Language is common to all humans; we seem to be “hard-wired” for it. Many social 
scientists and philosophers say it’s this ability to use language symbolically that makes us 
“human." For decades, linguists’ main task was to track and record languages. And they paid 
special attention to features such as: The sounds of speech and how different sounds function 
in a language. The way of children acquires language capabilities. Social and cultural factors 
in language use, variation and change. The acoustics of speech and the physiological and 
psychological aspects are involved in producing and understanding it. This special report 
touches on nearly all of these areas by answering questions such as: How does language 
develop and change? Can the language apparatus be "seen" in the brain? Does it matter if a 
language disappears? How can sign language help us to understand languages in general? 
Could we imagine a language that does not change? Is this even a reasonable question? 
Instead, shall we not ask ourselves if we could imagine a people that never change its 
language? I shall come back to this alternative later. Answers to these and other questions 
have implications for neuroscience, psychology, sociology, biology and more.  
 Few people master the accent and pronunciation of foreign words—often despite years 
of input and training. Why do foreign language learners and those who “borrow” phrases 
from foreign languages pronounce words differently from native speakers? To pronounce 
words properly, what the speakers must learn about speech and word producing? Why non-
native speakers know how a foreign word should be pronounced, but can’t achieve the proper 
timing and coordination to do so? 
 
4- Language change as a process 
 

Language as a social variation is an independent and settlement phenomena, it never 
exposed to be changed and permutated quickly. Particular to this hypostatization is the fact 
that even, any utterance implication on definite meaning is based on arbitrariness and 
agreement which appeared between a speech community and for discovering the purpose of 
this agreement, it shouldn't change more, otherwise familiar people will be stranger to each 
other and never attain their intention. From other hand language is not living, not growing, 
and not a thing; it is a vast system of social habits and conventions, inherited from our 
forebears, and showing every sign of being an artifact rather than an organic growth. As a 
living being, language is always changing, i.e. like other social institutions (in relation and 
take effect of each other) it is expected to take development and evolution, so it can't be ever 
stable and unchangeable.         
 Almost all human beings acquire a language (and sometimes more than one), to the 
level of native competency, before age 5, but language acquisition is a complex process and 
children acquire language through interplay of biology and environmental factors. A 
challenge for linguists is to figure out how nature and nurture come together to influence 
language learning.          
 Some researchers theorize that children are born with an innate biological “device” for 
understanding the principles and organization common to all languages. According to this 
theory, the brain’s “language module” gets programmed to follow the specific grammar of the 
language a child is exposed to early in life. Not all linguists believe that the innate capacities 
are most important in language learning. Some researchers place greater emphasis on the 
influence of usage and experience in language acquisition. They argue that adults play an 
important role in language acquisition by speaking to children—often in a slow, grammatical 
and repetitious way. In turn, children discern patterns in the language and experiment with 
speech gradually—uttering single words at first and eventually stringing them together to 
construct abstract expressions.        
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 Children and adults learn language differently. While they may not do it as quickly 
and easily as children seem to, adults can learn to speak new languages proficiently. 
However, few would be mistaken for a native speaker of the non-native tongue. Childhood 
may be a critical period for mastering certain aspects of language such as proper 
pronunciation. In other way, accumulated experience and knowledge could change the brain 
over time, altering the way language information is organized and/or processed.   
 Languages will loss during generations and with these changes old people could not 
attribute their problems with the young to their language, and those theoreticians of language 
decay, as well as the purists, would have time to do more useful things. Language change is a 
process that modifies phonological, morphological, syntax, and semantic features and diverse 
features of linguistic elements over a period of time. The aim of this article is to specify 
language diversity, description of documents and texts and genetic or areal linguistics that 
affect each other. The effects of these characters on development and expansion of languages 
will face language change and in other side cultural changes empirical or hypothetical. 
(Aitchison Jean 201:2001, Keller Rudi 5:1994) 

Linguists have traditionally studied language variations synchronically or 
diachronically. But most of studies are upon diachronic changes and languages expansion in a 
given period of time and sometimes in one period of time, so in this kind of study like our 
investigation we studied languages through interlinguistic comparison, based on genetic or 
areal linguistics. In the areal linguistics studies in this monograph we scrutinize the effects of 
standard languages such as Persian upon other non-official languages, because tendencies of 
language changes shared by adjacent dialects of different languages which are neighbor. 
(Thomason Sarah 2001) 

Moving back through the time we consider languages nobler. Some of these languages 
were both written and oral in the past, so they could be documented and preserve from loss, 
but some other languages had no written texts and documentation, so they gradually passed 
down through the generations and the short of documentation in extinct languages make study 
of these languages difficult because linguistic changes of languages are different and always 
should be documented e.g. in Iran Persian in one hand, is one of those languages which was 
written and oral and we have lots of documentations and texts, so it could be preserve from 
dieing out and we can study the etymology of this language easily, Turkish (Azeri) also was 
both written and oral, so it can be investigate diachronically but it is one of endangered 
languages, we will debate on this matter in next paragraphs more, in other hand  Kurdish is on 
death row, why? Because it was and is just oral and there are no documentations for this 
language during the periods of time. Speakers of this language never had studied with their 
language and in present time they know nothing about their language. Large numbers of 
lexical, morphological, semantic and syntactic feature and even their culture are changed and 
passed down and new characteristics are borrowed from Persian and Persian culture. During 
many decades most of Kurdish writers and poets have written their documents, books, and 
poetries in Persian. This kind of documentation is one of reasons for languages to fade out. In 
Kurdish these changes are in the way that no generation can understand the previous 
generations clearly. Numerous language and culture changes in Kurdish and Turkish are 
borrowed from Persian, because it is official, prestige, and standard language in Iran. 

Linguistic change occurs in the context of linguistic heterogeneity and 'these linguistic 
changes can be said to have taken place when a new linguistic form, used by some sub-group 
within a speech community, is adopted by other members of that community and accepted as 
the norm'. (Coates, 1992: 169)        

 . 
5- Causes of language change 
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 Languages change for a variety of reasons. Before a language can change, speakers 
must adopt new words, sentence structures and sounds, spread them through the community 
and transmit them to the next generation. In relation with social, behavioral and economic 
sciences—children serve as agents for language change when, in the process of learning the 
language of previous generations, they internalize it differently and propagate a different 
variation of that language, e.g. during the research across the province after the native 
speakers answered to the questionnaire, they were need to have an interview and answer to 
some questions, one of the questions was about; why their children's language, culture and 
even the new generation of their region is changed? The answer was clear, in these societies 
especially in central part of province Uremia, Mahabad, Naghada, Miyandoab, parents decide 
not to pass on their own language to their children because Persian is the overwhelming 
culture in Iran and Persian is the prestige language, so when their children learn and speak 
Persian, they exploited deep-seated fears about communism (like make fun of them) among 
the Persian people in society, academic places, schools, companies, etc. furthermore in this 
community feel they would be better off economically, politically or socially if they spoke a 
different language like Standard Persian; this means that the pressure comes from the inside to 
stop using their 'worthless' language and adopt a new 'useful' one. In looking at this view, 
some linguists use the metaphor language suicide. (Liamas, Mullany, Stockwell, 201:2007) 

These central cities are the strategic places to affect on other parts of province to 
change their behavior, education system, and culture, e.g. in northern region of province 
Turkish have the most influence on Kurdish and it has affected by Persian too. In southern 
part Kurdish have more effect on Turkish and they are more affected by Persian. The reason 
why they effect in this way refers to geographical area that we talked about it in next pages.   

Language changes have traditionally been treated as processes constrained by internal 
linguistic factors. According to this view, language contacts in Western Azerbaijan (Persian, 
Kurdish, and Turkish) have been perceived as disturbing factors. Therefore, explaining 
language change requires new analytical ways of modeling contact, in which both internal and 
external factors are closely investigated. Studying language-internal processes requires a 
fundamental knowledge of sociolinguistic, textual and regional factors, since all variation-
based analytical and explanatory models of language change rely on the idea of a combined 
effect of all factors. Another important insight is to be able to connect the latest language 
changes with historical ones. Hence, the concept of grammaticalization offers a productive 
starting point for analyses of language changes that span several hundred years. A typological 
perspective is also important in studies of both language change and language contact. Such a 
perspective means dealing with tendencies of change amongst certain language types, i.e. 
typological drifts; they may affect one language only, be regional, or then more universal. 
Longstanding interconnected language changes may lead to changes in typology. The 
assumptions attached to typological cycles consisting of change tendencies require more 
study. (Maija Kulonen Ulla, Taavitsainen, Irma; Variation, contacts and change) 

 
6- The factors involved in Dynamicallity and metamorphosis of languages  
1-6- Social and economic factors 
2-6- Political pressures and government 
3-6- Religious and cultural factors 

Before explain these characteristics we should mention that the causes of language 
change are double-layered. On the top layer, there are non-linguistic triggers. These set off or 
accelerate deeper causes, hidden tendencies which may be lying dormant within the language 
and linguistic factors, and the second layer is linguistic factors. 
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1-6- Social and economic factors 

The world is continually changing and along with this change, languages too. Any 
transition in society, make an effect on language and culture of that society. Some 
vocabularies loss their sense, some will be abolished or because of necessity of new words, 
new lexical terms will create or old vocabularies will compound new sense and words will 
appear. The history of a language and various components of it, including address terms 
cannot be studied independently of social and cultural history of people who speak it. The 
words in any language undergo some changes; the most important of them is semantic 
changes. Semantic change deals with changes in meaning understood to be changes in the 
concepts associated with a word, and have nothing to do with change in phonetic form of a 
word. (Campbell 254:2004)  When these changes took place new words will exist and will use as 
part of language, semantic, and its grammar and hereafter speakers use these new words 
predominantly, so when we study an old written text we can distinguish words and terms but 
there will problem in understanding the text and we think it does not use in its place. 

In this part of study, we aim to examine terms of address in Kurdish as a by product of 
history. Terms those are closely related to different periods of time and different geographical 
places. Traditional Kurdish and Turkish society had a social structure that was predominantly 
hierarchal, feudal and elitist. In this structure, the non-reciprocal power governed the address 
behavior and power was distributed by birthright. âqâ or "first name + âqâ" was used to 
address those noblemen who had a lot of land and employed others to work on their land. 
They were also the government's representative in towns and cities. Ni other words, âqâ had 
connotations of class, wealth and status. In the Kurdistan province, they were addressed bag 
and in the cities like Mahabad, Boukan, Sardasht, etc, people used xâ n to refer to their 
landlord. The headman of a village was čwexâ. The čwexâ were intermediotors between the 
âqâ and the lay people. The power of čwexâ was less than that of an âqâ and they were also in 
lower class standing. The people who worked on the âqâ's lands and home referred to 
themselves as nokar "slave". Because in such a society status was fixed, every person had 
enduring rights and obligations of address and there was little mobility in the address system. 
Before the Islamic Revolution, there were a few educated people in Kurdistan and education 
was restricted to people of higher social class and the noble. Address forms like mirzâ and 
mâmostâ were linguistic badges of elitism. The same situation was for Turkish, in north and 
central regions of Western Azerbaijan province some terms were used such as bag, âqâ, 
mirza, arbâb, xân and their circumstance were the same as Kurdish, but all of these address 
terms appeared in Turkish first and then transferred into Kurdish and even Persian (Persian).  

With the Islamic revolution, the Kurdish and Turkish societies like other societies in 
Iran changed quickly. These changes were sensible in every aspect of life, even in using 
language. The Islamic Revolution had an idea that all people are equal and there is no 
superiority of one person over another and in the cornerstone of this belief solidarity 
semantics developed. Solidarity is reciprocal and has grown with social mobility and 
equalitarian ideology. It is believed that the approval of agrarian reform changed the Iranian 
social structure, but it did not affect the Kurdish and Turkish societies. When the Islamic 
Revolution reached victory and class distinctions were abolished, first name + âqâ was 
replaced with âqâye + last name as a polite form. bag and čwexâ were eradicated. xân is now 
used with first name as a title of respect for addressing men and women. mirzâ is now only 
used to address old people in villages and towns who have little education and can read and 
write. In a dynamic society, solidarity semantics tends to govern the address behavior, while 
in a static society, power semantics is the prevailing rule. Regarding the Kurdish and Turkish 
societies, with the change of social structure, solidarity semantics own over power semantics 
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and this confirms Brown and Gilman's (1960) prediction with regard to overcoming solidarity 
over power.  

Wedding ceremonies are other non-linguistic factors which the Persian culture forced 
the most effect on Kurdish and Turkish societies. In these societies there were perfect 
traditional rituals, e.g. parents based on their recognition and because of ethnical and tribal 
assets took spouse for their adults, and girls and boys had no option. In Kurdish societies 
because of poverty, shabby, and destitution they had another way of marriage such as when 
one of the families got a woman or girl instead of marriage settlement the other family gave a 
woman or girl too. Because the girls and boys were so diffident and submissive there were no 
problems in getting marriage. In both Kurdish and Turkish cultures after agreement between 
families some sages were invited for marriage preparations and one of them was chosen as a 
representative and he talked about bridegroom and court rituals, then bridegroom and bride's 
fathers make final decision and after all they asked their adults supposition. After finishing 
court rituals one of the representatives "šeyx" who had more power with some followers went 
to bride house and they talked about marriage portion or whatever should be replaced with it 
and they finished married under a contract unlimited perio.     
 All of these rituals took long for several days and every part of ceremony hold in 
separable days. In final days of ritual two people followed in left and right side of bride, to 
take her bridegroom home and then gave her a baby, after they prayed God to get them a son. 
In present-day all of these rituals changed completely, e.g. the reduction of days from one 
week to one day and even to some hours in a day. All of the court rituals like choosing 
partner, making final decision go to both bride and bridegroom and some other rituals like 
honey moon, rubbing of loaf sugar over the bride and bridegroom's head borrowed from 
Persian. The result was reduction in costs, bigotry and so on. 

Another cultural borrowing is funeral and burial ceremony in Kurdish, which is totally 
changed. The previous ritual for funeral was just three days and some announcements to 
aware other, and after these three days there were no more ritual ceremony. But in present 
time there are large scales of announcements, e.g. they express their condolence written on a 
black fabric and installed in the way visible for everyone and also the three days decreased to 
one day and some ritual ceremonies like the seventh and fortieth are added to their ceremony. 
Turkish did not affect so much as Kurdish because they had the same ceremonial ritual like 
Persian.       

In Western Azerbaijan, inhabitants' main job were agricultural and animal husbandry, 
but when new technology came and the populace communicate more with central 
government, agricultural capital charges replaced with capital agglomeration in economic and 
trade. In present time few of native community are working on land and with their animals, 
capitalists made a great attention to get capital formation in trade, transact with other nations, 
agribusiness and so on. Throughout this kind of altering in economy there appeared economic 
interdependence with other provinces and nations and also it amended the relation and social 
role between individuals and social groups, so the paternal and close bond relation between 
ra?yat (slaves) and Lord replaced with complicated and impersonal relations of entrepreneur 
and worker.  
 
2-6- Political pressures and government 

From early past experience till now governments' language planning and policy were 
the fundamental causes of language changes and language evolutions. In Iran Persian is the 
standard and official language and it took diplomacy aspect, so Kurdish and Turkish in 
political trade with this language affected and most of political terms are borrowed from 
Persian into both Kurdish and Turkish and you can not find native terms in these languages.  
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English Persian Kurdish Azeri 

Civil inattention bitavajohi madani betawajohi madani bitavajohi madani 

political party  hezbe siyâsi hizbi siyâsi hezbe siyâsi 

political rights hoquqe siyâsi huquqi siyâsi hoguge siyâsi 

military rule hokumat nezâmi hukumat nizâmi hokumat nezâmi 

liberal democracy demokrâsi liberâli demokrâsi liberâli demokrâsi liberâli 

nation-state dowlate meli daulati mili dowlate meli 

military mind zehne nezâmi zihni nizâmi zehne nezâmi 

revolutionary terror vahšate nezâmi wahšati nizâmi vahšate nezâmi 

 
3-6- Religious and cultural factors 

Religious is one of the predominant factors in language change. In any society 
sacristans and religionists distinguished their personal distance in language use and 
interpersonal communications. Any religion has its own culture, and customs, so their 
language terms and expressions have particular connotations. Before Islam came to this 
province, the people had different creeds, like Zartosht, and they used diverse religious terms 
such as Ahorâmazdâ (God) changed into Allah (Arabic word), then entered Persian as both 
Allah, and Xodâ and based on the affects of Persian, Kurdish used Allah without any changes 
and Xodâ like (Xudâ), Axlâqe nik (well-behaved), pendâre nik (well-reflection), goftâre nik 
(well-speech) are other words which changed mainly. They replaced with phrases such as 
amre be maruf and nahi az monkar (Arabic) then entered Persian just with some changes in 
vowels (amre be maruf and nahi az monkar). Some new words appeared too, such as prayer 
(salât (Arabic word), namâz (Persian)) both are used in (Persian) and entered Kurdish with 
some phonetic changes like namâz (Persian)  nwež (Kurdish), namâz (Azeri); ruze (Persian)
   rožu (Kurdish), ruze (Azeri); and lots of other Arabic word which before Islam came 
to Iran did not exist in Persian, Kurdish and Azeri. In the present time most of the Right 
books, social rights, political rights, etc. are use Arabic and Islamic words. All three 
languages are affected with Islamic words and versus, and Kurdish and Azeri are also 
impressed by force of Persian.  

 

English Persian Kurdish Azeri 

general amnesty ?af va baxšudegi ?afo baxšudegi ?af va baxšudegi 

word kalame kalmia čalima 

pencil qalam qalam galam 

records sejel sjil sejel 

Person in charge masul Mas?ul masul 

services xadamât xadamât xadamât 

Unit vâhed wâhid vâhed 

confer etâkardan iħtâkərdən etâkardan 
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Moreover what have been said, geographical distribution is as a major cause of 

language and dialect generation, so most of languages and dialects are considered in an item 
like urban, rural, local, and nomad dialects and interconnected dialects in a special region. In 
the middle and southern areas of the Province the effect of Persian is more than northern 
parts. The expanse of northern areas is more than middle and southern areas. In northern 
regions the cities are not near each other and most of people are untrained and villagers, while 
middle and southern parts are reverse. The consequence is that southern parts are more 
competitive than northern, because northern inhabitants are not connected with central 
government, and official language is less rule-governed between residents, so language and 
cultural static is more than other parts. Southern cities are close to each other and there are 
more broadcast stations academic and educational institutions, also economic potential is 
better than northern branch. 
For better understanding compare Europe with Africa, in Europe countries distance is smaller 
than Africa. This location makes Europe more competitive than Africa, because people can 
migrate easily or be aware of each other in a short time, upshot is they try to improve 
themselves and don not fall behind schedule and beside the location, broad casting will help 
more efficient, but in Africa since there is a big space between countries, people can not 
migrate or have trip by far, therefore, outcome is lesser step up. 
 
 
 
Map guide  
 
  
 
1- Urmia 
2- Mahabad 
3- Maku 
4- Siyah česhme 
5- Xoy 
6- Salmâs 
7- Ošnaviye 
8- Naqade 
9- Pirânšahr 
10- Sardašt 
11- Miyânduâb 
12- Bukân 
13- šâhindež 
14- Tekâb 
 
 
         (Red): Strategic places which effect on other cities effectively. (Developed cities) 
 
          (Orange): places which are changing constantly. (Newly industrializing cities)  
 
          (Yellow): third world. (developing country) 
  
          (Green): forth world (unindustrilized places)               
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This map shows the rate of changes in the province. Red zone (number 1 and 2) are 
places which have more influence on other cities and they change quickly over time because 
they are more industrialized and there are broadcasting station in both, also there are lots of 
academic places. Erudite and employments in these cities are more than other. Brown zones 
are places which stand in second place of changes and most of influences are for the reason 
that they follow the red zones. But yellow zones are at the third place. In these area people try 
to follow brown zone first. And finally green zones are places which you can find uneducated 
people more than other places. Both in yellow and green zone inhabitants main job is working 
on the lands and animal husbandry and so on. Employments are rare in green zones and 
ruralization is more popular than urbanization but it came to change this kind of living over 
the time. 

In addition to culture, three main aspects of language change over time are vocabulary, 
sentence structure and pronunciations. Vocabulary can change quickly as new words are 
borrowed from other languages, or as words get combined or shortened. 
 
4-6- Lexical changes:  
 
Borrowed words in Kurdish Kurdish Native Word Persian Word English word 

Fasl warz  fasl season 
Târix mēžū  târix history 

Šumâl bâkūr  šomâl north 
Nisbat rēža  nesbat relation 
Ħaq mâf  haq right 

Markaz nâwand  markaz center 
mâneh kosp  mâneh obstacle 
janâza tarm  jenâza corpse 

?iqtisâd ?âbūrī  ?eqtesâd economy 
nasr paxšan  nasr victory 

muhim grīŋ  mohem important 
Fursat darfat  forsat opportunity 

?dabiyât wēža   ?dabiyât literature 
?intixâbât halbəžârdən  ?entexâbât election 

dâstân čīŕok  dâstân story 
Rânandagi ?âžotin / lēxorīn  rânandegi driving 

Zaxm brīn  zaxm injury 
Pažuhaš lēkolīn  pažuheš research 
? âyinda dâhâtū  ? âyande future 
Guzašta râbərdū  gozašte past 

?arziš bâyax  ?arzeš cost 
zəlzəla erdhežân/bularza  zaminlarze earthquake 

wiža tâibat  viže special 
yax sahol  yax ice 

Nižad ragaz  nežad rice 
kâršənâs pispur  kâršenâs expert 

Baxšīn lēburdən  baxšīdan forgiveness 
təkânxwârdən / ħarakatkərdən bzūtən  harakatkardan move 

taulidkərdən barham hênân  tolidkardan producing 
tarqibkərdən hândân  tarqibkardan persuade 

bâzikərdən leistin  bâzikardan play 
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hâtən hâtən  âmadan come 
čūn / roištən čūn  raftan go 
partkərdən  hâwīštən/haldân/frēdân  partkardan  toss 

?âgâ kərdən / ?itilahdan râgayândən  ?âgâh kardan/?etelâhdâdan announce 
?iħtesâbkərdən mângərtən  ?ehtesâbkardan make a mistake

?intiqâldân guwâstnawa  ?enteqâldâdan choose 
waqt, vaqt, waxt, vaxt sân, sâ, sât, kât vaqt time 

Čwestân kosâr kuhestân mountain 
Âbšâr tâvga, tâwga âbšâr waterfall 

beâbru âbrutəkâu biâbru impudent 
tâwa, tâbe âxlawek tâbe Friyng-pun 

raisjumhur raiskomâr raisjomhur president 
Maidân ârâ meidân square 
boxâry  soba boxâry  stove 

qanddân  qanddân qanddân  Sugar-bowl 

kâpšen  kurk kâpšen  Overcoat 
sūrīmâturošan ł šə  qermezemâtorošan light red 

 
Kurdish Borrowed words in Azeri Persian Word English word 

?azola ?aḍale ?azole muscle 
moqâvala, ?aqd mukâvele, ?aqd moqâvele, ?aqd contract 
?âmil ?âmil ?âmel factor 
bâriz  bâriz  bârez  obvious 
basît  basîṭ  basît  easy, simple 
junûb cenûb jonûb south 
jwâb cevâb javâb answer 
jomla cümle  jomle sentence 
čehra  çehre čehre  face 
daf?a daf?a daf?e Times (repetition) 
dard derd dard pain 
dawr devr  dowr era 

 
Northern areas of the Province is in border with neighbor Turkish and Azerbaijan 

countries, so Turkish could have been more effect on Kurdish like Jalali, Shekaki and 
especially Kurmânji; therefore, diglossia appeared in these regions. Since Turkish has an 
overwhelming economic potential it shows overpower on Kurdish because of that Kurdish 
can not speak at school, outside of their house and companies in their native language, 
otherwise, they will be in trouble with Turkish.  For example: 

Common trait of suffixes such as (-dâ, -de) (in-into) like: ēvdâ (Turkish), 
mâlda/mâldâ (Kurdish, Kurmânji) it means (at home), (-ĉī) (owner) like: devaĉī (Turkish), 
devaĉī (Kurdish, Kurmânji) it means (person who care camel) are common between Azeri and 
Kurdish, while the original suffixes in Kurdish are (-wân, -qâl) and Persian borrowed these 
suffixes too, despite the fact that the native equivalent in Persian is (-bân). In Persian (-ĉī) also 
is borrowed from Turkish in words like (šekârĉī) (hunter).  

Other common features between Turkish and Kurdish are consonants and vowels like 
/o/ and /ē/ which are transferred from Turkish into Kurdish (Kurmânji) for instance; (ĉol) 
(desert), (bēlĉa) (shovel), (bēl) (back).   
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/a/ is another phonological feature which is common between Turkish and Kurdish 
and it is used at the end of words while in Persian /e/ is used.     

 
Turkish (Azeri) Kurdish Persian English

parda parda parde curtain 
?âyena )Sorani(?âwena ?âyine mirror ،)Kurmanji( 

?âyina 
 

Borrowed word from 
Turkish into Kurdish 

Kurdish native word English word 

bezaməškəren  xamlânden To dress up 

dərnâx  ninek nail 

duzdân  xedân Salt-celler 

dernâxtutân  nainekber Nail-clipper 

Jânčuinak  havâlkərâs undershirt 

dastmâl  herâtē tissue 

gurček  goh ear 

)taka (it is the same both in Kurdish & Turkish3
 

he-goat 

buirmišag  farmu please 

qeč  lâq leg 

gurjekdain  gwelerâgerten/gwedân Listen to 

tui  šăya marriage 

qəz  kēž/keč girl 

dampâya  šaqlatē slipper 

arâba  ferqun Wheel-barrow 

sâqduš  berâzâvi râst One who stands at the right 
side of bridegroom 

sulduš  berâzâvi čap One who stands at the left 
side of bridegroom 

orta  nev middle 
 
 

Kurmânji Azeri English 
karpēč karpēč  brick 
âluča âlčâ plum 
tâneš tâneš known 

qaraqâš garagâš Black eyebrow 

                                                 
3 -  Native word is Kurdish, because Kurdish main job was animal husbandry, so they have lots of names for 
different periods of animals' age.  
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ūzalek avzarēk Wild rue 
gol gol pool 
olči ?olčə size 

bâdenjân bâdmjân aubergine 
qol gol arm 

kardə kardə garden 
garak garak shall 
pēs pēs bad 
borj borj debt 

bâydâx bâyrâg flag 
pâlâs pâlâz sack 

panē(pentū) paner(pentē) cheese 
terita tilita dreg 
tandur tander kiln 
kūček kočok puppy 

 
English Persian Kurdish Turkish 

grout balqur balqor bulqur 
kind of pastry bâqlavâ bâqlawâ bâglavâ 
Kind of mixed food qorme qoŕma qâvrma 
Kind of towel  fiqe fota futa 
collar yaqe yaxa yâga 
Tobacco tutun tuten tutun 
gun powder bârut bârūt bârud 
Leather  qâyš qâyš 
lord atâbak atâbak atâbak 

 
The more palpable changes in all dialects of Kurdish (Sorâni, Kurmânji, Shekaki,…) 

that we can exemplify are names of months, which are totally modified, and original forms 
are not use in present time.  
 
1- (nosân, xâkalewa, âxalewa, nauroz) are names which are used for (April), but new word 
(farvardin) is borrowed from Persian and entered Kurdish with some phonological changes 
like (farwardin). 
 
2- (bânamar, bâzbarân, gulân) (May), (?ordibehešt) is (Persian), new word (?urdibehešt) 
(Kurdish). 
 
3- (jozardân, baxtabârân, zardân) (Jun), (xordâd) (Persian), (xurdâd) (Kurdish). 
 
4- (pušapar, bârânbârân, parân) (July), (tir) (Persian), (tir) (Kurdish). 
 
5- (xarmânân, čəlahâwin, girân) (August), (mordâd) (Persian), (murdâd) (Kurdish). 
 
6- (galâwež, joxinân, nuxšân, surân) (September), (šahrivar) (Persian), (šahriwar) (Kurdish). 
 
7- (razbar, miwaganân, barân), (October), (mehr) (Persian), (mihr) (Kurdish). 
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8- (xazalowar, kaubwâr, galârezân, xazân, warân) (November), (?âbân) (Persian), (?âbân) 
(Kurdish). 
 
9- (sarmawaz, xosâr, hosâr, saran) (December), (?âzar) (Persian), (?âzar) (Kurdish). 
 
10- (bafrânbâr, bafrân) (January), (dei) (Persian), (dei) (Kurdish). 
 
11- (rebandân, bandana, bandân) (February), (bahman) (Persian), (bahman) (Kurdish). 
 
12- (rašama, pulân, rašân, xohalkrin) (March), (?esfand) (Persian), (?esfand) (Kurdish). 

 
In addition to what has been said, differences and changes with specify situational 

strategies, special registers are the external factors for language change. Code-switching is a 
term in linguistics referring to alternation between two or more languages, dialects, or 
language registers in a single conversation, stretch of discourse, or utterance between people 
who have more than one language in common. (Lyons, 283-1990, Hudson, 51-2007) 

Inhabitants in this province when speak everywhere they chose one language or more 
languages according to circumstances. The first consideration, of course, was which language 
will be comprehensible to the person addressed; generally speaking, speakers chose a 
language which the other person could understand. There were lots of code-switchings 
between ladies and one interesting thing that we found in this research was one exception 
code-switching and it was about religious words that nobody modified these terms. One 
reason for code-switching was social and cultural diversities. Sometimes a fluent multilingual 
talking to another fluent multilingual altered language without any change in the situation and 
they used a few words of language then a few words of another language; therefore, they 
changed their language and culture in this way.  

For example, in Kurdish there is a sentence like (naqšat lebe), literal translation is (be 
a plan for you), this sentence is used for a person who achieved a successful or an honor and 
when people congratulate him/her, he/she use it and wish them the same. This sentence is not 
found in Persian and Turkish so inhabitants have to use the native structure.  Other features 
which should be code-switched are native slangs, expressions that bilinguals or multilinguals 
had to do that. For instance: (tekušiw ba hiwây jirân wuška) (no one can help you out, except 
yourself), (kas ba doy xoy nâle terša) (everyone is proud of his/her work), (dâr ba piri hal 
nâya) (might makes right). All of these expressions are live in Kurdish and we could not find 
good equivalents for them, and other speakers like Turkish, Persians had to use them 
originally. All of the speakers of all languages had the same situation.      

 
5-6- Phonological changes: 

Changes in sound are somewhat harder to document. But the already done 
deliberations shows that most of phonological changes in these languages, especially Kurdish 
ensued. Seeing old text and interviewed with old peoples it demonstrated that before Islam 
there were no laryngeal or hard phones while after Islam came to these regions Kurdish took 
more effect than Turkish and it borrowed some Arabic laryngeal consonants such as /ħ/, /q./ 
and these are work as an allophone not phoneme.      

In present time, because of the power of Persian these allophones are to be 
disappeared and the effects are even greater to some extend. Some phonemes such as /h/, /q/ 
are replaced with /ħ/, /q./. in some strategic cities like Mahabad, Urmia, Naqade, Ošnaviye 
residents used new phonemes /h/, /q/ and other cities followed them. Also inside these 
vernaculars people are modified some phonemes like /w/, /ŕ/, /ĺ/ to phonemes such as /v/, /r/, 
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/l/. Changes of these three consonants are because of the influence of Persian which is 
standard and prestigious language in country and especially for the inhabitant of this province.    

When someone use these phonemes /w/, /ŕ/, /ĺ/ other make fun of them, this condition 
is prevalent in new generations, particularly among ladies. The changes are greater. In 
Kurdish (Sorâni dialect) there are about 11 vowels (long and simple) and this number reduced 
to 6 vowels like Persian and all long vowels are omitted.    

 
6-6- Syntactic changes: 

In this part we exemplified some data both in Kurdish and Turkish which changed 
syntactically but there are just a few examples and other examples are left because of some 
limitations like the size of article. 
In sorâni dialect of Kurdish the negative structure of a sentence was as follow:  
batamâni bei?  
(do want not you come?) 
Do not want to come? 
In this sentence negative marker came after verb while in present time it analogized with 
Persian structure (nâthawe bey?) (Kurdish), (nemixâhi biyâyi?) (Persian).  
In a statement such as: 
(?awân čuna čwe? ) 
(they went where?) 
Where did they go? 
 The verb (čuna) (went) is used before (čwe?) (where) but the present structure is like (?awân 
bočwe čun?) (they where went?), in this statement (bo-) which is a preposition is add to 
(where), Persian structure is like (?ânhâ kojâ raftand?) 
Some other important changes in syntactic features of Kurdish is lose of ergativity. In 
Kurmânji we have structure like: 
(wân nân čəkir) 
They bread baked. 
They baked bread. The verb (čəkir) (baking) was the same for all pronouns (singular and 
plural) but nowadays it modified and it alter for different pronouns like Persian. New 
structure (wân nân čəkirin) (they bread baked (plu)), (?ânhâ nân dorost kardand), also the verb 
(čəkirin) changed itself into Persian word (dapazen) which is analogized of Persian word 
(poxtan).  
In sorâni there are some tarces of ergativity too, but these structures are also passed down 
over the time and Persian structures are substituted.  

In North Sorâni the past tense of all transitive verbs is made on the ergative model 
with agent suffixes as described above. In South sorâni, however, a split has occurred. 
Generally, the ergative construction has been displaced by non-ergative construction on the 
model of intransitive past verbs (and doubtlessly under the influence of Persian). However, 
the older ergative construction has remained for certain figurative expressions. Although the 
ergative is theoretically available for any past transitive verbs, its use may produce a 
statement on the figurative plane that sounds "funny" or odd- i.e. a figurative use that really 
has no conventional application. For instance, the verb (mâl sutân) (to burn someone's house) 
may have an actual, literal application, as in (mâlaka-y Dârâm sut) (I burned Dârâ's house 
down) or it may have figurative application, as in (mâlaka-y Dârâm sut) (I burned Dârâ's 
house). In present time this structure is unknown for new generations of Kurdish. Other 
example of ergative structures are as follows: e.g.  
(?au ketebakâni kerin)  
He books-plural bought-plural. 
He bought the books.  
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The new structure is (?au ketebakâni-plural keri-singular).  
(?awân keteb keri) 
They book-singular bought-singular. 
They bought the books.  
The new structure is (?awân ketebakânyân-singular kerin-plural). 

In all of these sentences there are agreement between object and verb but based on the 
effect of Persian they analogized and new structures replaced with.  

In Turkish syntactic structures are not changed apparently, just some Persian words 
are replaced with native vocabularies and sometimes Turkish structures are expressed with 
Persian words. Like: (o gede bâqâ) (he went garden) (he went to the garden). This native 
structure is now expressed like Persian structure (?u be bâq raft) (o bâqâ gede). Verb and 
object are replaced.   
 

 
Conclusion 

As "globalization" increases, so does the loss of human languages. People find it 
easier to conduct business and communicate with those outside their own culture. Children 
are not being educated in languages spoken by a limited number of people. As fewer people 
use local languages, they gradually die out. At the moment, linguists believe, around 6000 
languages are spoken around the world and the foundation for Endangered languages 
estimates that half the world's languages are moribund, which means that they are no longer 
being passed on to younger generations. (Liamas, Mullany, Stockwell, 199:2007)   
 we scrutinized lots of grounds but as a summery we can point these too:      

• The enormous variety of these languages represents a vast, largely unmapped terrain 
on which linguists, cognitive scientists and philosophers can chart the full 
capabilities—and limits—of the human mind.  

• Each endangered language embodies unique local knowledge of the cultures and 
natural systems in the region in which it is spoken.  

• These languages are among our few sources of evidence for understanding human 
history.  

There is conformity between linguists about some points about language changes which are as 
follows: 
1- The universal features among languages are the only aspects that change never. 
2- Revolutionizing in languages is in different direction not in amelioration or deterioration.   
3- Language revolution from one generation to the next is universal, even if a standard variant 
exert its conservative influence on these languages. 
4- Language revolution can reflect the impact of standard variant on non-standard variants or 
vice versa.  
5- Language revolution takes place for a variety of reasons, e.g. sociolinguistics causes (like 
influence on variant on another, may be communication necessitates change, or schools and 
language planning interfere), and psycholinguistics grounds for instance misunderstanding in 
speech community and so on.        

Shortly, the loss of languages is disheartening. For linguists, the loss of a language is a 
loss for science. In the same way that biologists hate to lose an animal or plant species, 
linguists hate to lose languages. Like all scientific disciplines, linguistics works by 
formulating hypotheses and then testing them against the available evidence. In this way, 
linguists try to work out what is or is not a possible structure or system for human language, 
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and this in turn has important consequences for what we know about the human brain and 
human societies. In many cases, endangered languages show us the possible 'limits' of 
language. Each language contains a sound system, words, and rules for putting words 
together, but it is also a keystone of cultural identity. Languages are where we store our 
names, jokes, puns, stories, songs, myths, and information about the plants, animals and land 
around us. Language also offers a glimpse into the world view of the people who speak it. 
The statistics of language death are certainly depressing and we should revitalize of 
endangered languages and reversing language shift and moreover the study of endangered 
languages has implications for cognitive science for the reason that languages help illuminate 
how the brain functions and how we learn.  

• Based on the gathered data, it is also concluded that the structure of Kurdish and 
Turkish languages are for the most part influenced by Standard Persian.  

Preserving While Documenting 

Documentation is the key to preserving endangered languages. Linguists are trying to 
document as many as they can by describing grammars and structural features, by recording 
spoken language and by using computers to store this information for study by scholars. 
Many endangered languages are only spoken; no written texts exist. So it is important to act 
quickly in order to capture them before they go extinct. 

Do to some limitation there are still lots of data left. 

Appendix  
There are some information about the distribution of population and range of literate, 

illiterate and etc.   
1-1- Variations in growth rate 

 
Population Annual growth rate  

Explanation 1976 1986 1996 1976-86 1986-96 
Whole province 1,407,604 1,971,677 2,496,320 3/4 2/4 

Urban 446,714 902,999 1,315,161 7/3 3/8 
Rural 960,890 1,068,678 1,181,159 1/1 1 

 
**** Total population in 1996 was 2,496,320. About 1,269,220 are male, and 

1,227,100 are female. From 1976 to 1986 most of residents migrated to the cities, so there is 
an increase of population in urban. In 1976 urbanization was 45/80 percent, in 1991 47/42, 
and in 1996 about 52/68. 

 
1-2- Variations in population portion in the province for Urban and rural, separately   

 
Percent in population of the country 
1976 1986 1996 

 
Explanation 

1355 1365 1375 
Whole province 4/2 4 4/15 

Urban 2/8 3/4 3/6 
Rural 5/4 4/8 5/1 

 
1-3- Variations in rate of activity, employment, unemployment, women employment 
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Rate 1976 1986 1996 

General rate of activity 30/4 26/3 28/2 
Employment rate 41/2 34/6 34/5 

Unemployment rate 9/7 12/9 9/4 
Women portion Of employment 14/6 6 10/4 

 
1-4- Age chart 

 
1986 1991 1996 Different 

ages total male female total male female total male female 
Total 100/00 100/00 100/00 100/00 100/00 100/00 100/00 100/00 100/00 

Below 15 45/90 45/95 45/85 44/87 44/49 45/26 40/30 40/34 40/25 
15 - 64 51/64 51/24 51/68 51/92 51/93 51/9 55/62 55/30 55/95 

65&above 2/56 2/71 2/40 3/14 3/49 2/77 4/08 4/35 3/80 

 
1-5- Urban population in 1996 

 
total Urban parts 

male and female male female 
Family population 

Total population of urban 
in the province 

1,315,201 670,712 644,489 270,982 

Urmia 435,200 222,871 212,329 98,636 
Mahabad 107,827 56,302 51,525 20,008 
Maku 33,406 16,979 16,427 6,869 
Siyah česhme 13,012 6,704 6,308 2,314 
Xoy 148,944 75,429 73,515 30,919 
Salmâs 65,416 33,394 32,022 13,721 
Ošnaviye 23,569 11,738 11,831 41,83 
Naqade 64,807 32,859 31,948 12,842 
Pirânšahr 33,805 16,907 16,898 5,691 
Sardašt 30,904 15,966 14,938 5,534 
Miyânduâb 90,141 46,193 43,948 19,743 
Bukân 120,032 61,009 59,023 20,796 
Šâhindež 29,020 14,387 14,633 5,996 
Tekâb 42,569 21,112 21,457 8,157 

 
1-6- Total population diverse based on sex in 1996 

 
total Urban parts 

male and female male female 
Common family 

population 
Whole province 2,496,320 1,269,220 1,227,100 470,633 

Urmia 725,008 372,905 352,103 149,613 
Mahabad 171,624 89,827 81,797 28,882 
Maku 202,939 101,042 101,879 37,066 
Xoy 323,194 162,327 160,867 62,559 
Salmâs 156,558 79,126 77,432 28,720 
Naqade 162,228 81,302 80,926 29,011 
Pirânšahr 86,721 44,656 42,065 29,179 
Sardašt 93,168 47,820 45,348 15,262 
Miyânduâb 209,840 107,102 102,738 42,571 
Bukân 175,541 88,930 86,611 12,707 
Šâhindež 104,598 51,787 52,811 19,495 
Tekâb 84,901 42,396 42,505 15,568 
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1-7- Population distribution, urban, rural, abandoned places in 1996 
 

population Cities   
Total  urban rural abandoned places 

Whole province 2,496,320 1315161 1181119 40 
Urmia 725,008 444001 281007 0 
Mahabad 171,624 107799 63797 28 
Maku 202,939 71586 131353 0 
Xoy 323,194 177260 145934 0 
Salmâs 156,558 72882 83676 0 
Naqade 162,228 95174 67054 0 
Pirânšahr 86,721 33805 52916 0 
Sardašt 93,168 30904 62264 0 
Miyânduâb 209,840 90141 119699 0 
Bukân 175,541 120020 55509 12 
Šâhindež 104,598 29020 75578 0 
Tekâb 84,901 42569 42332 0 

 
1-8- Rural population and urbanization in 1996  

 
population Cities   

urban & rural  urban rural Urbanization 

Whole province 2,496,320 1315161 1181119 52/68 
Urmia 725,008 444001 281007 61/24 
Mahabad 171,624 107799 63797 62/82 
Maku 202,939 71586 131353 35/27 
Xoy 323,194 177260 145934 54/85 
Salmâs 156,558 72882 83676 46/55 
Naqade 162,228 95174 67054 58/67 
Pirânšahr 86,721 33805 52916 38/98 
Sardašt 93,168 30904 62264 33/17 
Miyânduâb 209,840 90141 119699 42/96 
Bukân 175,541 120020 55509 68/38 
Šâhindež 104,598 29020 75578 27/74 
Tekâb 84,901 42569 42332 50/14 

 
1-9- Urban and rural population of Urmia (capital of province) based on sex and age 

separation  
 
 

total Age 
grouping male & 

female 
male female 

Urban 
places 

Rural places abandoned 
places 

All ages 725,008 372,905 352,103 444,001 281,007 0 
0-4  74,531 38,544 35,987 41,514 33,017 0 
5-9 96,109 48,696 47,413 55,457 40,652 0 

10-14 100,006 50,470 49,536 62,293 37,713 0 
15-19 84,983 43,429 41,554 48,960 36,023 0 
20-24 69,171 37,682 31,489 37,997 31,174 0 
25-29 59,831 30,686 29,145 38,127 21,704 0 
30-34 52,929 27,231 25,698 36,962 15,967 0 
35-39 44,166 22,509 21,657 31,140 13,026 0 
40-44 34,436 17,246 17,190 24,281 10,155 0 
45-49 24,229 12,209 12,020 15,951 8,287 0 
50-54 18,989 9,700 9,289 12,116 6,873 0 
55-59 16,657 8,621 8,036 10,396 6,261 0 
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60-64 18,390 9,870 8,520 10,643 7,747 0 
 + 65 30,495 15,926 14,569 18,160 12,335 0 

Uncertain 86 86 0 4 82 0 
 

1-10- Literate population of province 
 

1986 1991 1996 urban 
total literate total literate total literate  

The whole province 100/00 47/03 100/00 61/56 100/00 69/02 
Urmia 27/87 56/06 28/32 66/30 29/51 73/11 
Mahabad 14/27 40/07 7/05 60/59 6/93 70/25 
Maku 8/66 43/96 8/18 61/35 7/92 66/41 
Xoy 13/55 50/28 13/37 63/55 12/91 69/80 
Salmâs 6/38 52/95 6/12 64/74 6/20 69/58 
Naqade 6/99 46/71 7/03 59/19 6/55 67/45 
Pirânšahr 3/00 23/18 3/14 44/13 3/40 57/97 
Sardašt 3/73 27/04 3/79 47/22 3/61 58/57 
Miyânduâb 15/55 43/22 8/32 67/79 8/54 72/79 
Bukân --- --- 6/51 55/34 6/97 64/22 
Šâhindež --- --- 4/31 58/46 4/13 65/91 
Tekâb --- --- 3/87 51/09 3/34 62/11 

 
**** In 1986, Bukân, (Šâhindež and Tekâb) were part of Mahabad and (Miyânduâb) 

alternatively. 
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“The human soul depends on such moments of total commitment, as the preservation of 

the world depends on wildness.” 

-Hal Espen, editor of Outside magazine, on the importance of adventure 

 

Introduction and Definition of Adventure Nonfiction 

Adventure nonfiction, a subgenre of creative nonfiction, comprises a relatively 

small body of work to examine.  Despite the limited selection of writing, perhaps the 

greatest commonality found in these works is a shared common theme: the struggle for 

survival between the Individual and Nature.  Throughout much of the literature examined 

in this research paper, different aspects of Nature are explored, including: mountain 

climbers fighting to summit and survive on Mount Everest; sword-fisherman struggling 

to survive at sea both during the course of their ordinary working conditions as well as 

during hurricanes; a young idealist attempting to survive in a remote area of Alaska 

relying upon not much more than berries, roots, and rice while living in an abandoned 

school bus; hunters staving off wild animal attacks deep in the African bush; bear 

researchers dying from a grizzly bear mauling in Alaska; and even a man fighting against 

the United States government in order to poach wild orchids.   

These adventure situations are fairly typical of this nonfiction subgenre.  Maureen 

Corrigan, a nationally acclaimed book critic, defines what she views as the “typical” 

adventure story in her book, Leave Me Alone, I’m Reading: Finding and Losing Myself 

in Books.  According to her, the traditional adventure story requires that the Individual 

exert a single extraordinary amount of courage to survive the physical challenge he/she 

faces:  
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[t]he traditional extreme-adventure story is a one-shot testosterone 

expenditure of physical courage that pits man against nature/man/himself, 

with the man (the narrator usually) left standing, bloody by unbowed, 

amidst the wreckage of his fancy sporting gear.  Scale the mountain; 

weather the storm at sea (or not); fight the war, the fire, the flood; carry 

out manifest destiny; be the first to fly over the ocean or to the moon; 

climb down into volcanoes and Egyptian tombs; or simply learn to survive 

with the intestinal fortitude of a Crusoe, Kurtz, or Leatherstocking.  (5-6) 

Corrigan also distinguishes two types of adventure writing in her book, male and female.  

Interestingly, she believes that the most famous female adventure story of all time 

features “a handicapped child and a teacher’s day-in day-out fight for her 

independence…Annie Sullivan, ‘The Miracle Worker,’ and her extraordinary ‘buried 

alive’ student, Helen Keller’” (11).  In contrast to the female adventure story, “[t]he male 

adventure stories heave with exertion and bleed every few pages or so; women’s feats 

tend to be less Herculean and more Sisyphean in nature” (Ibid).  Despite Corrigan’s 

distinction, there remain female writers of the traditional adventure nonfiction subgenre 

such as Susan Orlean, Linda Greenlaw, and Susan Casey.   

Perhaps one of the best examples of contemporary adventure writing is Outside 

magazine.  In addition to publishing stories involving the individual’s struggle with 

Nature, Outside instructs its writers: “Let’s go out and play” (Espen i).  Once writers free 

themselves to “play,” the guidelines contend, the stories will “follow the restless arc of its 

[the play] adult expression wherever it leads.  This freedom translates into a range of 

subjects as gloriously open-ended as the word outside itself…” (Espen ix).  The actual 
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substance of the adventure (in addition to how the writer prepares herself to find the 

stories) requires that the author seek out the event or journey that sparks their curiosity.  

Something real is happening out there somewhere, beyond four walls.  

Something about an adventure, a physical challenge, a new idea, or a 

journey reaches our ears, and awakens our curiosity.  After that, the rules 

get more provisional.  On principle, we like ruggedness and roughing it, 

blunt honesty, laughing at the general folly.  We don’t mind pissing people 

off when verisimilitude is at stake.  We don’t preach to the choir.  In our 

editorial lexicon, “earnest” is a quality to be avoided.  In the world we 

cover, celebrity is a nearly worthless commodity.  Outside stories are 

about characters, the more provocative the better.  (Espen x) 

These rules are the standard and apply to the subgenre of adventure nonfiction.  However, 

successful adventure writing also contains additional elements that are characteristic of 

literary journalism in general. 

Mark Kramer, a respected writer and professor at Boston University, describes the 

term 'literary journalism' as follows: “[t]he paired words cancel each other’s vices and 

describe the sort of nonfiction in which arts of style and narrative construction long 

associated with fiction help pierce to the quick of what’s happening – the essence of 

journalism” (21).  Kramer also notes that there are certain guidelines that literary 

journalists, including adventure writers, must follow: 

1. Literary journalists immerse themselves in subjects’ worlds and in 

background research. 
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2. Literary journalists work out implicit covenants about accuracy and 

candor with readers and with sources. 

3. Literary journalists write mostly about routine events. 

4. Literary journalists write in “intimate voice,” informal, frank, human, 

and ironic. 

5. Style counts, and tends to be plain and spare. 

6. Literary journalists write from a disengaged and mobile stance, from 

which they tell stories and also address readers directly. 

7. Structure counts, mixing primary narrative with tales and digressions 

to amplify and reframe events. 

8. Literary journalists develop meaning by building upon the readers’ 

sequential reactions.  (22-33) 

With the exception of the third guideline – writing about routine events – these guidelines 

become the backbone of most adventure writing.   

This distinctive subgenre of creative nonfiction is a result of the above guidelines 

blended with four key elements of adventure writing: 1) recreation of the event post-

factum; 2) strong and usually personally invested narrative voice; 3) incorporation of 

interviews and research into the writing; and 4) the act of bearing witness to the 

adventure.  Through the author’s creation of the story, these elements converge as the 

adventure story unfolds.  The better the development and exploration of each element, the 

better the adventure story inevitably becomes. 
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Elements and Examples of Adventure Writing 

Recreating the Event Post-Factum 

 Chronologically speaking, the writing in this subgenre always occurs after the 

adventure has taken place.  As such, the story can be told in a variety of ways.  The writer 

has countless choices to make when deciding how to best structure and narrate the story 

including but not limited to selecting verb tenses, integrating research into the story, 

determining the chronology of the event, and even selecting aspects of the event to 

highlight in order to create dramatic tension for the reader.  Strong adventure writers 

consistently make choices that create a robust narrative arc, adding drama and tension, 

and pulling the reader further into the story.   

 In Jon Krakauer’s book, Into Thin Air: A Personal Account of the Mount Everest 

Disaster, he traces his participation in the doomed expedition to climb Mount Everest in 

May 1996.  Sent on the expedition to write about the perils of guiding amateurs up the 

tallest mountain in exchange for huge sums of money, Krakauer’s job was to cover the 

story for Outside magazine.  While on the expedition, five climbers were killed including 

the two guides, Scott Fischer and Rob Hall. 

 Krakauer’s book is a groundbreaking example of adventure nonfiction writing.  

Both a participant and an observer, Krakauer tells a compelling story while weaving in 

factual information.  He establishes his credibility as an author early on by recounting his 

innumerable climbing experiences as well as his skepticism concerning his qualifications 

for climbing Mount Everest.  The writing is clean and simple, and Krakauer tells a 

powerful tale.  Krakauer had many choices as to how he would recount the events that 

took place on Mount Everest, and he chose to begin his story as follows: 
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Straddling the top of the world, one foot in China and the other in Nepal, I 

cleared the ice from my oxygen mask, hunched a shoulder against the 

wind, and stared absently down at the vastness of Tibet.  I understood on 

some dim, detached level that the sweep of earth beneath my feet was a 

spectacular sight.  I’d been fantasizing about this moment, and the release 

of emotion that would accompany it, for many months.  But now that I 

was finally here, actually standing on the summit of Mount Everest, I just 

couldn’t summon the energy to care.  (7) 

As a result, the reader knows immediately that the author has reached the top of 

Mount Everest, presumably, the reason why the adventure was initiated.  Yet, the reader 

becomes enticed into learning why Krakauer doesn’t care that he has achieved his goal of 

“straddling the top of the world.”  Because Jon Krakauer writes frankly as an individual 

immersed into the story-adventure as a member of the doomed climbing party, his writing 

fits squarely within Kramer’s rules for literary journalism.  In addition, Krakauer’s 

acknowledged involvement with this journey creates intimacy with the reader, who 

becomes aware that Krakauer will be telling the story post-factum. 

 Similarly to Krakauer, Sebastian Junger, author of The Perfect Storm, creates an 

implicit agreement with the reader that he will be recreating the disastrous Halloween 

hurricane of 1991 in which the swordboat, the Andrea Gail, sank and all of her crew 

drowned. The Andrea Gail set out several days prior to the storm and couldn’t find much 

swordfish.  Billy Tyne, the boat’s captain, refused to return home empty handed and so 

he decided to sail farther out to sea.  Having completed a successful swordfish run, Tyne 

and his crew prepared to return back to Gloucester, Massachusetts.  However, Tyne 
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learned that the storm, Hurricane Grace, was now between him and his destination.  

Unwilling to lose their shipment of fish, Tyne and his crew decided to face the storm and 

sail through it.  In the end, this decision cost the entire crew their lives. 

 Although there was no evidence as to what specifically occurred during the final 

hours of the Andrea Gail and her crew, Junger masterfully hypothesizes the confusion 

and terror that the crew would have experienced.   

Whether the Andrea Gail rolls, pitch-poles, or gets driven down, she 

winds up, one way or another, in a position from which she cannot 

recover.  Among marine architects this is known as the zero-moment point 

– the point of no return.  The transition from crisis to catastrophe is fast, 

probably under a minute, or someone would’ve tripped the EPIRB.  (In 

fact the EPIRB doesn’t even signal when it hits the water, which means it 

has somehow malfunctioned.  In the vast majority of cases, the Coast 

Guard knows when men are dying offshore.)  There’s no time to put on 

survival suits or grab a life vest; the boat’s moving through the most 

extreme motion of her life and there isn’t even time to shout.  The 

refrigerator comes out of the wall and crashes across the galley.  Dirty 

dishes cascade out of the sink.  The TV, the washing machine, the VCR 

tapes, the men, all go flying.  And, seconds later, the water moves in.  

(177) 

Despite the fact that he was not present onboard the ship during the sinking, Junger 

firmly establishes himself as a credible narrator through his careful research and attention 

to detail.  Thus, he successfully recreates the event of the Andrea Gail tossing and turning 
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out on the Atlantic Ocean, and finally succumbing to the frigid water that pours in and 

ultimately destroys the ship and her crew.  

Another example of recreating an event post-factum can be found in Linda 

Greenlaw’s writings.  In this book, swordboat captain Linda Greenlaw traces the events 

of a fishing expedition aboard her boat, the Hannah Boden.  Interestingly, Linda 

Greenlaw was a colleague of Captain Billy Tyne who died along with his crew aboard the 

Andrea Gail; in fact, Greenlaw’s boat, the Hannah Boden was the sister ship to Tyne’s 

Andrea Gail.  College-educated and female, Greenlaw is quite the anomaly within the 

world of commercial fishing; she is also admired by many as one of the best commercial 

fishermen along the East Coast of the United States.  Greenlaw takes her reader along on 

her journey with her fishing crew, observing their distinct personalities and the traditional 

perils of fishing, while sharing anecdotes from prior voyages. 

On one such voyage, Greenlaw and her crew were sent out to sea to search for the 

Andrea Gail after the ship and its crew failed to return after being caught in Hurricane 

Grace.  Days later, rescuers realized that the Andrea Gail had sunk and that her crew had 

perished.  In her book, The Hungry Ocean: A Swordboat Captain’s Journey, she recounts 

her experience helping to search for the lost boat and crew. 

I sat now and thought back to steaming home to Gloucester on that trip 

from which the Andrea Gail never returned.  As we approached the Sable 

Island area from the east, bound for home, Bob Brown asked that we pass 

the island closer and slower than usual, taking time to look for some sign 

of the Andrea Gail.  She was one week overdue in her homecoming, and 

the Canadian Coast Guard had found evidence that she might have 
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experienced some trouble in the area surrounding Sable Island.  There 

wasn’t a breath of wind that day, and the fog was so thick it collected in 

cold drops that clung to our eyebrows and lashes.  We couldn’t see 100 

feet from the boat.  But still we looked.  We searched in the fog all day, 

hoping to stumble into the scene that played on the reel-to-reel in my head.  

My mind’s eye saw a raft, which, when we got closer, we could see held 

the six fishermen from the Andrea Gail, all smiling and waving. 

 Like a mirage in a desert, the fog can play tricks with your eyes 

and mind, showing you whatever you want to see if you look hard enough.  

We had been squinting into the fog over the bow for hours when 

something white appeared in the water ahead of us.  It didn’t disappear 

when I blinked.  It was real.  A plastic 55-gallon drum loomed eerily 

through the vapor.  As we neared it, I maneuvered the boat so that the 

barrel floated slowly down the starboard rail, where the crew pulled it 

aboard.  It was marked clearly with the letters “A.G.,” and was not what I 

had hoped to find.  The presence of the barrel from the Andrea Gail on our 

deck brought with it feelings of doom and hopelessness, and I was 

tempted to throw it back overboard.  (104-105)  

 In this passage, Greenlaw writes in the present tense, a successful choice serving 

to draw the reader in and travel with her as she searches for any clues explaining what 

might have happened to the ship and crew, despite the fact that Hurricane Grace had 

already occurred and the Andrea Gail and her crew were long gone.  Although Greenlaw 
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writes in the present tense, the reader is aware that she is recreating the event post-

factum. 

Finally, another example of creating intimacy with the reader and recreating 

events post-factum can be found in the writings of Denis Johnson.  In Johnson’s book, 

Seek: Reports from the Edges of America & Beyond, he assembles a collection of essays 

that are a mixture of travel, memoir, and current events.  It is almost as though Johnson 

assembled the collection in an attempt to document his quest for shedding light on events 

that most traditional journalists dismiss as un-newsworthy.  The essays also contain 

Johnson’s first-hand accounts of his travels to these places.  For example, Johnson travels 

to Alaska to pursue the story of two newlyweds who decided to spend their honeymoon 

in the Alaskan wilderness in order to pan for gold.  According to Johnson, 

These two cheechakos – newcomers – have come here with the same 

dream as everybody else: of finding a welcome in this inhospitable terrain, 

of being blessed to prosper in this land that has mistreated so many people 

just like themselves – eaten them or starved them, abandoned them and 

frozen them, broken their bones and left them paralyzed a hundred miles 

from help, drowned them or buried them alive, attacked them and clawed 

them to death.  (41) 

Once again, the reader knows that Johnson traveled to the Alaskan backwoods, 

collected his research and information concerning the honeymooners, and later, recreated 

the events post-factum.  Johnson’s utilization of the first-person narrative incorporated 

with other guidelines described by Kramer creates a unique bond with the reader.  While 

writers of adventure nonfiction recreate the details of an event post-factum, the strength 
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of the storytelling comes from the writer developing intimacy with the reader in such a 

way that compels the reader to want to learn about the adventure.  One of the ways to do 

this comes from the author’s choices with respect to the narrative voice. 

 

Strong Narrative Voice 

An adventure writer has many options for the narrative device used to tell the 

stories.  Oftentimes, the writer assumes dual roles within the work.  One voice is a third-

person omniscient narrator charged with the task of reportage; the second voice, if 

utilized, tends to be in the first person – the author’s placement within the story.  The 

author’s character within the story typically assembles the missing pieces or fundamental 

question of the story as it evolves, such as in Mike Lapinski’s book, Death in the Grizzly 

Maze: The Timothy Treadwell Story.  Lapinski succinctly lists a series of questions that 

will drive the narrative of the book: 

Was Timothy Treadwell so wrong about grizzly bears that he had to die 

under the ripping claws and tearing jaws of one of the bears he loved so 

much?  Did Amie Huguenard, who had voiced her fears to Tim about 

getting so close to the bears in the days before her death, have to die, 

either?  Or the bears found feeding on their remains?  If these deaths were 

not a foregone conclusion, where does the responsibility for them lie?  

That’s a controversial question with complicated answers. 

 Explaining the human attraction to grizzly bears is like trying to 

grab a fistful of night breeze wafting through the pines.  Is it as simple as 

our desire to behold the stateliness and resolute dignity of this great beast 
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that is exponentially bigger, faster, stronger than we are?  Or do we seek, 

by capturing it in our gaze, to divest the bear of its stateliness and shore up 

our own flagging morale?  (xiv) 

This book traces the last years as well as the death of Timothy Treadwell.  

Treadwell spent the last years of his life spending his summers studying and living 

among grizzly bears in an island off the coast of Alaska.  Although not formally educated 

in the methods of grizzly bear research, Treadwell drummed up lots of support for 

protecting the bears, particularly from the wealthy actors and actresses with whom 

Treadwell came into contact with when he returned to Malibu, California to work as a 

bartender during the winter.  Treadwell’s methods of following the bears were incredibly 

dangerous and eventually led to his death, when he and his girlfriend were attacked and 

eaten by two grizzlies. 

It is the author’s choice whether to be intimately present within the story; 

therefore, some adventure writing incorporates several chapters in which the author takes 

on a first person narrative in order to personalize the story, particularly if the author has 

participated in the adventure.  However, adventure writing typically depends upon a 

strong third person omniscient narrator.  For example, in Sebastian Junger’s The Perfect 

Storm, he successfully describes what would have most likely occurred on the boat at the 

moment of the crew’s drownings, drawing upon extensive research and interviews for 

credibility. 

If the conditions don’t subside, the most Billy can realistically hope for is 

to survive until dawn.  Then at least they’ll have a chance of being rescued 

– now it’s unthinkable.  “In violent storms, there is so much water in the 
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air, and so much air in the water, that it becomes impossible to tell where 

the atmosphere stops and the sea begins,” writes Van Dorn.  “That may 

literally make it impossible to distinguish up from down.”  In such 

conditions a helicopter pilot could never pluck six people off the deck of a 

boat.  So, for the next eight hours, the crew of the Andrea Gail must keep 

the pumps and engine running and just hope they don’t encounter any 

rogue waves.  Seventy-footers are roaming around the sea state like surly 

giants and there’s not much Billy can do but take them head-on and try to 

get over the top before they break.  If his floodlights are out he wouldn’t 

even have that option – he’d just feel a drop into the trough, a lurch, and 

the boat starting up a slope way too steep. 

 “Seventy foot seas – I’d be puttin’ on my diapers at that point,” 

says Charlie Reed.  “I’d be quite nervous.  That’s higher than the highest 

point on the Andrea Gail.  I once came home from the Grand Banks in 

thirty-five-foot seas.  It was a scary fuckin’ thought – straight up, straight 

down, for six days.  My guess is that Billy turned side-to and rolled.  You 

come off one of those seas cocked, the next one comes at a different angle, 

it pushes the boat around and then you roll.  If the boat flips over – even 

with everything dogged down – water’s gonna get in.  The boat’s upside-

down, the plywood’s buckling, that’s the end.”  (174-175) 

Throughout Junger’s book, he only writes in the third person omniscient narrative.  This 

decision proves to be a successful one, particularly since he did not have any personal 
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experiences from that adventure.  Instead, Junger chose to tell the stories of others thus 

excluding him from the story. 

 In contrast to Junger’s writing, Aron Ralston takes a different narrative approach 

in his memoir, Between a Rock and a Hard Place.  Ralston’s book details his harrowing 

experience being trapped for nearly a week in Canyonlands National Park.  On a hike 

through the park, Ralston slipped and a large boulder crashed down on top of him, 

pinning his right hand between it and other boulders.   

The next three seconds play out at a tenth of their normal speed.  Time 

dilates, as if I’m dreaming, and my reactions decelerate.  In slow motion: 

The rock smashes my left hand against the south wall; my eyes register the 

collision, and I yank my left arm back as the rock ricochets; the boulder 

then crushes my right hand and ensnares my right arm at the wrist, palm 

in, thumb up, fingers extended; the rock slides another foot down the wall 

with my arm in tow, tearing the skin off the lateral side of my forearm.  

Then silence.  (23) 

Ralston was unable to move and would have died in the canyon had he not had the 

strength to cut off his own hand and escape.  Ralston’s choice to write solely in the first 

person narrative is obvious: he was the only participant in this adventure.  As such, the 

story is best told through his voice. 

In contrast to both The Perfect Storm and Between a Rock and a Hard Place, 

Mike Lapinski writes in both the third person and the first person.  In his book, Death in 

the Grizzly Maze: The Timothy Treadwell Story, he sets out to investigate why and how 

Timothy Treadwell, an amateur grizzly bear researcher, died while living among the 
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bears on Katmai National Park, an island off the coast of Alaska.  Throughout the story, 

Lapinski interweaves his own personal quest for learning the truth behind Treadwell’s 

seemingly arbitrary and gruesome death.  

Whoever allowed Timothy to move in close to those bears enabled him to 

commit his illegal actions.  I would say that no national park or wildlife 

refuge in the lower forty-eight states would have allowed Timothy to 

engage in the activities he did at Katmai [National Park] – for a dozen 

years.  Yellowstone?  Forget it!  Its rangers would have been on Tim in a 

heartbeat and ushered him out of the park.  Glacier?  The rangers there are 

even stricter, but so are the bears.  Timothy wouldn’t have made it past his 

first grizzly lovefest.  (149) 

Lapinski’s narrative also alternates between the third person omniscient narrator, 

as he tells Timothy Treadwell’s story and presents scientific information about grizzly 

bears, and the first person narrator when he shares information about his consuming 

interest in bears. 

Tim’s erratic behavior eventually brought him much attention.  Wildlife 

photographer Alan Sanders, and experienced backpacker, often queried 

Timothy about his living conditions.  “He never put a shine on his early 

days at least to me,” Sanders says.  “A lot of times he was cold, hungry, 

bug bit, and scared to death.  But year after year he kept coming back.  

Aboriginal natives in similar conditions built wood or sod shelters.  Not 

Tim: he wanted to have a purely wilderness experience.  Like he 

mentioned in his book, I think he wanted to be a bear.” 
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 Bear-viewing tour guides began approaching park rangers with 

tales of a weird guy acting like a bear and running away, or screaming 

curses at other bear viewers, or sneaking around and scaring bear-viewing 

parties.   

 Biologist Tom Smith reported that he often saw “Timmy the 

Bear,” as he called him.  “He wouldn’t come to me.  He’d run away like a 

bear.  He was a nut, but there’s lots of them out there.  I kind of liked the 

guy.  I’d seek him out whenever I saw him, whether he wanted it or not.”  

(8) 

 Lapinski’s desire to understand the human attraction to grizzly bears (as well as 

his own personal attraction) becomes his quest, and the major storyline in the book.  

Timothy Treadwell’s story is told within Lapinski’s story of his own fascination with 

bears.  To do this, Lapinski relied heavily upon interviews with Treadwell’s friends and 

colleagues, Treadwell’s own book, and scientists.   

 

Incorporating Interviews and Research 

Adventure writing relies heavily upon the author’s use of research.  The narrator 

investigates the story and becomes the reader's teacher.  Research is also used to support 

the narrator/character’s story with facts, statistics, dates, and even experiments.  This 

exploration becomes the vehicle for the author to gather clues in order to solve an 

underlying mystery, and collecting information creates the meaning and purpose to the 

story.  Therefore, the process of solving the mystery becomes the story itself.   Since 

most adventure writers are either not the main character in the adventure story or are one 
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of several characters participating in the adventure, writers must delve into the story, 

research, and seek out interviews with people who participated in the adventure, as well 

as with experts in the field who can lend credibility to the author’s story.   

In Jon Krakauer’s book, Into the Wild, he recounts Chris McCandless’s trip 

across the United States and into Alaska.  McCandless, disillusioned with the world of 

upper middle-class bourgeois that surrounded him at his home in Virginia and then later 

at Emory University, embarked on a journey through the United States that eventually 

cost him his life.  He traveled and worked in many states, making a handful of friends 

along the way.  These friends attempted to become McCandless’s surrogate parents as 

best they could, but as soon as their friendship became too intimate, McCandless would 

predictably move on to the next place. 

McCandless’s adventure eventually took him to the wilderness of Alaska.  Alaska 

was, in his opinion, one of the few places in the United States that remained untouched 

by the hand and greed of human beings.  Refusing to listen to the advice of others, 

McCandless headed into the Alaskan backcountry where he subsisted on rice, game, 

roots, and berries, and lived in an abandoned bus.  However, approximately four months 

after beginning his expedition, he died.  Some experts believe that McCandless starved to 

death since he was ill equipped to feed himself and did not have a proper map in order to 

navigate his way to safety.  Alternatively, Krakauer argued that McCandless accidentally 

poisoned himself and died as a result of not being able to absorb the nutrients necessary 

to survive as a result of the poison.  Throughout this book, Krakauer interviews people 

who met, knew, or spent time with Chris McCandless, while he also incorporates 

excerpts from McCandless’s journal into the text. 
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On February 24, seven and a half months after he abandoned the Datsun, 

McCandless returned to Detrital Wash.  The Park Service had long since 

impounded the vehicle, but he unearthed his old Virginia plates, SJF-421, 

and a few belongings he’d buried there.  Then he hitched into Las Vegas 

and found a job at an Italian restaurant.  “Alexander [McCandless’s false 

name] buried his backpack in the desert on 2/27 and entered Las Vegas 

with no money and no ID,” the journal tells us.  (37) 

Krakauer also includes excerpts from McCandless’s journal into the text.  Chris 

McCandless writes about himself in the third person, a stylistic choice that is not ever 

explained in the text.  These selections give the reader a glimpse into McCandless’s 

personality, and provide some insight into his desire for such a transient lifestyle.  

He lived on the streets with bums, tramps, and winos for several weeks.  

Vegas would not be the end of the story, however.  On May 10, itchy feet 

returned and Alex left his job in Vegas, retrieved his backpack, and hit the 

road again, though he found that if you are stupid enough to bury a 

camera underground you won’t be taking many pictures with it 

afterwards.  Thus the story has no picture book for the period May 10, 

1991 – January 7, 1992.  But this is not important.  It is the experiences, 

the memories, the great triumphant joy of living to the fullest extent in 

which real meaning is found.  God it’s great to be alive!  Thank you.  

Thank you.  (Ibid)  

All information Krakauer gathered with respect to McCandless was the fruit of his 

research and interviewing process.   
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Another example of integrating interviews into a piece of adventure journalism is 

found in the writings of Peter Capstick.  In his book, The Last Ivory Hunter: The Saga of 

Wally Johnson, Capstick writes about the exploits of famed African hunter, Wally 

Johnson.  In this work, Wally Johnson tells his life story as a professional hunter, the 

thrill of the hunt, and many life-and-death adventures.  Johnson is a colorful character, 

and is, according to Capstick, part of a dying breed of hunters.  Hunters like Johnson are 

very much like the cowboys of the old American West, and Capstick rues the fact that 

Johnson is the last of these amazing men. 

Although Capstick sets this book up as Wally Johnson’s biography, the vast 

majority of this book is direct quotations taken from Johnson during Capstick’s 

conversations with him.  In the following passage, Johnson recounts barely surviving a 

cape buffalo attack. 

We were out one day very early in the safari, and found a very good buff 

in a herd.  One of the men hit it, and the buff went off on its own.  

Although it was losing a lot of blood, we followed it for over an hour into 

some of Capstick’s famous long grass. 

At twenty yards, it jumped up, half invisible.  I yelled for the men 

to fire and both did, as the animal began an immediate charge.  I also shot.  

Now dream of this: One man’s magazine floor-plate sprang open, 

dumping all his cartridges over his shoes, and the other guy had a lock-

tight jam!  I shot twice more but the buff never faltered, even though I 

could see my bullets were going into the right spot. 
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The bull chose me as a target.  In an instant, it was on top of me.  I 

stuck the muzzle of my rifle in the crease between the horns and pulled the 

trigger.  Nothing happened! 

The next I knew, I was upside down, with my rifle spinning away 

from the impact.  Then, somehow, I was under this damned great belly.  I 

managed to crawl out, as this thing was pretty sick – or should have been – 

and found myself, through some reflex action, hanging on top of its 

bloody back! 

I can clearly remember looking over his horns and seeing my 

clients and trackers white with fear.  One of the trackers had a spare .458 

Winchester Magnum caliber and I knew it was stoked with solid 500-grain 

bullets.  One of the clients was shouting for the black with the rifle to 

shoot.  Instantly, I realized that the solid would go right through the 

buffalo and kill me in the process. 

‘For God’s sake, don’t shoot!’ I screamed over and over. 

But Gerry Knight [one of Johnson’s clients] grabbed the rifle from the 

man and shot anyway.  Rapture of raptures, he hit it in the spine and killed 

it instantly.  The bullet did pass through the bull, missing me by inches.  I 

was able to pull myself off, as everybody else was more in shock than I 

was. 

At that point, I didn’t know the extent of my injuries, except that 

my leg felt odd.  I looked down and damned near passed out.  There was 
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nothing in my thigh but raw meat with blood pouring over it.  It was a hole 

I could have actually stuck my fist through! 

I said, ‘Oh, hell,’ and quickly sat down as the men got their act 

together and came over to help.  They saw what had happened and did 

what they could for me.  We put a tourniquet on the leg and tied it up, 

slowing down the terrific bleeding.  Gerry Knight, the man who shot the 

buff out from under me, managed to get me on his back.  We headed for 

the car, which was a good hour away at a brisk walk without the 

impediment of having to carry me.  From there, it was another two hours 

back to the camp.  By the greatest luck, the buff had missed the femoral 

artery by a fraction of an inch, or I might have been a goner right there.  

(170-171) 

 Throughout this book, Capstick seams together his interviews with Wally Johnson 

along with Capstick’s own experiences hunting with Johnson.  By doing this, Capstick 

gives Johnson a strong and distinct voice in the writing, allowing Johnson to become the 

central figure within the story without the story becoming purely biographical. 

 

Bearing Witness to the Adventure 

 In the adventure writing subgenre, the author’s character may end up taking part 

in the story, sharing what she knows as the story unfolds.  However, it is not necessary 

for the author to be personally involved in the story, as Sebastian Junger’s The Perfect 

Storm illustrates.  In order to bear witness to the adventure, the author brings to light and 

thoughtfully analyzes the adventure that took place.  The experience of hunting down and 
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learning more about a story becomes the persona and driving force behind this subgenre.  

As the adventure unfolds, the author documents the impact the process takes on her as 

she learns more and more about the subject.  Thus, the writer’s personal journey of 

learning more and more about the subject ribbons itself throughout the story. 

 In Susan Orlean’s book, The Orchid Thief: A True Story of Beauty and 

Obsession, Orlean’s narrative persona is one of a journalist who is pursuing the story of 

John Laroche and his arrest and trial for poaching wild orchids out of the Florida 

swamps. Susan Orlean’s book, The Orchid Thief, studies the intricate and odd 

relationship that John Laroche has with orchids, and the fascination that people 

throughout the world have had with orchids over time.  In the beginning of Orlean’s 

book, she quickly outlines how she came to be a participant in this particular adventure. 

I met John Laroche for the first time a few years ago, at the Collier County 

Courthouse in Naples, Florida.  I was in Florida at the time because I had 

read a newspaper article reporting that a white man – Laroche – and three 

Seminole men had been arrested with rare orchids they had stolen out of a 

Florida swamp called the Fakahatchee Strand State Preserve, and I wanted 

to know more about the incident.  The newspaper story was short but 

alluring.  (6) 

 Frances Taliaferro, a book critic for the Wall Street Journal, immediately 

recognized Orlean’s hard work and research.  Interestingly, Taliaferro’s review picked up 

on the elements of Orlean’s work of adventure journalism.  According to Taliaferro, 

…a swashbuckling piece of reporting that celebrates some virtues that 

made America great.  Here are visionary passions and fierce obsessions; 
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heroic feats accomplished in exotic settings; outsize characters, 

entrepreneurs at the edge of the frontier, adventurers.  (Boynton 273) 

Orlean herself comments on her desire to be personally involved in her pursuit and 

development of a story.  In particular, Orlean expresses her need to cautiously approach 

participating in a lengthy project before she commits herself to it.  “It’s like getting 

married when I think of a long idea.  Am I ready for the commitment?” (Sims 98). 

 Similar to Orlean, Jon Krakauer personally invests himself within the writing.  

For example, in Into the Wild, Krakauer saw a lot of himself in the young protagonist, 

Chris McCandless.  As a result of this connection, the story ended up being a 

combination of exploring McCandless’s adventure, and an integration of his own 

personal experience dealing with the angst that many young men experience.  In an 

interview with Robert Boynton, author of The New New Journalism: Conversations with 

America’s Best Nonfiction Writers on Their Craft, Krakauer explained his motivation for 

writing Into the Wild. 

“I was haunted by the particulars of the boy’s starvation and by vague, 

unsettling parallels between events in his life and those in my own,” 

[Krakauer] said.  As a young man Krakauer had made a particularly 

dangerous solo ascent of the Devil’s Thumb, a remote Alaskan peak and a 

feat a number of critics thought to be suicidal – perhaps pushed by the 

same inexplicable force that pushed McCandless to the edge.  As Krakauer 

wrote, “In coming to Alaska, McCandless yearned to wander uncharted 

country, to find a blank spot on the map.  In 1992, however, there were no 

more blank spots on the map – not in Alaska, not anywhere.  But Chris, 
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with his idiosyncratic logic, came up with an elegant solution to this 

dilemma: He simply got rid of the map.  In his own mind, if nowhere else, 

the terra would thereby remain incognita.”  (Boynton 155) 

 In addition to bearing witness in the tragic story of Chris McCandless, Krakauer 

gained a great deal of international recognition from his participation in the disastrous 

climb up Mount Everest in May 1996.  It was Krakauer who bore witness to the horrible 

deaths of his teammates as he described them in his book, Into Thin Air: A Personal 

Account of the Mount Everest Disaster. 

When I wobbled back to Camp Four around 7:30 Saturday morning, May 

11, the actuality of what had happened – of what was still happening – 

began to sink in with paralyzing force.  I was physically and emotionally 

wrecked after having just spent an hour scouring the South Col for Andy 

Harris; the search had left me convinced that he was dead.  Radio calls my 

teammate Stuart Hutchison had been monitoring from Rob Hall on the 

South Summit made clear that our leader was in desperate straits and that 

Doug Hansen was dead.  Members of Scott Fischer’s team who’d spent 

most of the night lost on the Col reported that Yasuko Namba and Beck 

Weathers were dead.  And Scott Fischer and Makalu Gau were believed to 

be dead or very near death, 1,200 feet above the tents.  (258) 

 Interestingly, another participant on this doomed trek up Mount Everest, Beck 

Weathers, also wrote a book on his experience being left for dead on the mountain.  As 

the devastating blizzard forced climbers to leave Beck Weathers behind, believing that he 

had died, Weathers had fallen into a coma.  Remarkably, after twenty-two hours of 
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exposure to the elements, Weathers awoke from his coma and, although half blind, he 

gradually found his way back to camp. 

In my confused state, I at first believed that I was warm and comfortable 

in my bed at home, with Texas sunlight streaming in through the window.  

But as my head cleared I saw my gloveless hand directly in front of my 

face, a gray and lifeless thing. 

 I smashed it onto the ice.  It bounced, making a sound like a block 

of wood.  This had the marvelous effect of focusing my attention: I am not 

in my own bed.  I am somewhere on the mountain – I don’t know where.  

I can’t see at any distance, but I know that I am alone. 

 It would take a while to recapture the previous night in my mind.  

When I did, I assumed the others all were rescued and that for some 

reason I was overlooked left behind.  Was it something I said? 

 …Somewhere in the midst of all this came another shock – my 

epiphany.  Suddenly, my family appeared in my mind’s eye – Peach, Bub 

and Meg.  This was not a group portrait or some remembered photo.  My 

subconscious summoned them into vivid focus, as if they might at any 

moment speak to me.  I knew that at that instant, with absolute clarity, that 

if I did not stand at once, I would spend an eternity on that spot.  (60-61) 

Just as demonstrated by his co-climber, Jon Krakauer, Beck Weathers bore witness to this 

adventure-turned-disaster on Mount Everest.  The majority of his adventure, however, 

turns on his survival after being left behind by his teammates; the complexity of this story 
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appears in Weathers’ will to persevere and live, elements that become the very thread that 

travels throughout his story. 

 

Conclusion 

Adventure writing, although a relatively small body of literature within the larger 

genre of creative nonfiction, possesses a unique group of works.  Common between all of 

these texts is a universal theme of the Individual versus Nature.  Drawing upon tools 

shared between writers of fiction and literary journalism, adventure writing also 

incorporates four additional elements that set it apart from other subgenres: telling a story 

post-factum; using a strong narrative voice; drawing heavily upon interviews and 

research; and finally by bearing witness to the adventure itself.  Adventure writers have 

incredible and compelling stories to share, and the adventures themselves continue to 

remind the readers about the exciting world that many people have never experienced. 
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Abstract 

 This research employs both queer studies and black masculinity studies to examine the 

way that black, gay, male masculinity is represented on television and how that representation 

either upholds or deconstructs gay and/or black masculine stereotypes. Because research that 

uses queer studies typically neglects discussions of race and black masculinity studies usually 

neglects discussions of homosexuality, this essay seeks to bridge the gap between the two 

disciplines in hopes of later establishing a basis from which a single perspective, similar to that 

of the Black Womanist perspective, can be established and utilized for future research on gay 

black identities and representations. In particular, this study analyzes the television show Noah’s 

Arc to determine to what extent has gay or Black stereotypes of masculinity been either upheld 

or deconstructed, the latter resulting in a more comprehensive view of masculinity that 

encompasses many forms and varieties of what it means to be masculine and the former resulting 

in a re-presentation of the gay (as feminine) and straight (as masculine) binary. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 As can be seen from watching reruns of Will and Grace, Queer As Folk, Queer Eye for 

the Straight Guy, and a host of other primetime shows, gay leading and supporting characters are 

the new thing to include in any new lineup, that is if they are White, “straight looking,” or 

obviously feminine, and have no real sex lives. From “straight-acting” characters like Will (from 

Will and Grace) to effeminate characters such as Jack (from Will and Grace), primetime has 

been flooded with rigid portrayals of gay individuals who seem to fit into the traditional 

stereotypes that gay individuals are only white, are all professionals, and are all former or current 

models with eight-pack abs and 0% body fat. Although there are exceptions, even these cases 

have a tendency to conform to stereotypes. For instance, although the gay guy from Spin City 

was black, he was successful in his job, moderately good looking, and had a sex life which often 

times seemed non-existent (from the episodes that I watched). For some, the increased visibility 

of gay men on television is sufficient enough to satisfy their daily dose of “homo juice,” 

however, for others, especially in the field of communication, increased visibility of any group 

means that an in-depth analysis on how the group is represented, to what extant do the 

representations challenge or uphold previously held notions, and for whom does the 

representations benefit, is necessary before a general consensus, to determine whether the 

visibility is actually a progression or a regression, is reached. 

With the copious research performed on gay-themed TV shows and gay issues, there is 

very little on the portrayals of black, gay men in mass media. While much research analyzes and 

discusses the problems associated with the portrayals of gay characters on television, any 

discussion on black gay men is usually held at the end of the research paper where the author 

suggests that further analysis be performed to determine how particular phenomena depict and/or 
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affect gay “others”. On the other side, black masculinity studies also neglects any discussion of 

gay black men. Taking both queer theory and black masculine studies, I want to perform a 

textual analysis that utilizes both perspectives to address this problem. Since there is no single 

approach or method from which I can analyze the representations of black gay men, this research 

is limited in its scope and unlike other research on representation. However, focusing on 

masculinity, instead of other phenomena, allows me to provide a more specific critique of black 

gay representations. The point of my research is to shed light on the exclusion of black, gay 

discourse from both queer and black male studies and to hopefully contribute to future research 

that seeks to develop a concentrated area of Black, gay studies that may eventually lead to a 

method from which others interested in understanding the portrayals of black gay individuals can 

base their research.  This research is significant because as the visibility of gay people on 

television increase, it is vitally important that people see various types of gay people being 

represented that extend beyond white, middle-class, well-toned, White men that reinforce 

heteronormative views of homosexuality.   

Before beginning the analysis of Noah’s Arc, a brief overview of the theoretical frame 

from which the show will be analyzed is necessary. The portrayals of Black gay masculinities on 

television are a concern of both queer theoretical and black masculinities studies. Using both of 

these theoretical frameworks provides the researcher with the tools necessary to perform a more 

concentrated examination of Black gay masculine representation.  

To increase fluidity and understanding of the research that has been performed, especially 

given the fact that queer theory is not often used in the field, the researcher has divided the 

literary review into specific parts. First, this paper provides an overview of queer theory, which 

is the grounding theory from which the analysis of Noah’s Arc is based, and its significance in 
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the communication field for examining media representation. Throughout the review of literature 

on queer theory, a discussion on deconstructing the masculine/feminine dichotomy and on the 

social construction of gender follow as a way of providing insight into two of the most key 

topics that are at the heart of queer theory research. Next, since queer theory often neglects to 

mention the lives of “raced” gay individuals, a discussion on black masculinity studies is 

implemented in order to provide insight into the cultural differences that influence Black men’s 

lives and explain how those differences specifically affect the lives of Black, gay men. Lastly, 

research on the representation of Gay men and Black men on television is presented in order for 

readers to see how media is portraying gay men in both television and film. 

Before the review of literature is revealed , however, a brief overview of Noah’s Arc is 

necessary. The show, which appeared on the gay-themed network channel called LOGO and  

debuted in 2005 as part of LOGO’s fall lineup, was written and directed by Patrick Ian Polk 

(“Noah’s Arc,” 2006). The show’s cast consists of four best friends who live in L.A. Noah 

(played by Darryl Stephens), who is a Carrie (from Sex and the City)-esque character and 

screenwriter is the focus of the show. His best friends Alex (played by Rodney Chester), who is 

an AIDS educator and who is described as being sassy and the “de-facto” matriarch of the group; 

Ricky (played by Christian Vincent), the clothing store owner and self-declared monogamous 

dater, and Chance (played by Doug Spearman), who is the “prim and proper” college professor 

round, out the cast. The second season, which is analyzed in this paper because very little is 

discussed on the season, picks up with Noah regretting that he cheated on Wade, his ex-

boyfriend from last season who just recently came out. Throughout the season, Noah dates two 

men, cheats on one of them with Wade and get gay bashed at a gas station. Alex opens his own 

HIV clinic, comes across a supposed straight friend of his “husband” Trey’s who is psycho, and 
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deals with his own jealousy. Ricky falls in love with a HIV positive medical worker named 

Jalito, dumps him because he feels guilty about their open relationship, and reveals his emotional 

side when cries after watching the clip of Noah being beaten. Chance gets frustrated over 

disciplining his step-daughter Kenya, deals with his own insecurity of being the “wife” in the 

relationship, and rekindles his romance with his “husband” Eddie. The second season aired in the 

fall of 2006 and since then, the show has been off air. In analyzing the second season instead of 

the first, the researcher hopes to maintain the excitement and momentum that has surrounded the 

show since the first season.  

 

LITERARY REVIEW 

Queer Theory 

Media portrayals, specifically that of television, often times perpetuate stereotypes and 

reinforce rigid notions of masculinity. Moritz (1994) writes that, “Television reinforces social 

labels by its sheer nature as an active participant in our lives. TV can both reflect society and 

culture as well as disseminate info and entertainment” (p.122). It is because of its tendency to 

“reinforce social labels” that television must be examined.  Since, as Moritz (1994) notes, 

“Prime-time television programming, like Hollywood cinema, can be considered the ‘limiting 

case, the ideal type, so pervasive that it serves as a ‘model for modes of production and modes of 

representation’” (p.122), it is necessary for researchers and scholars alike to not only deconstruct 

the negative labels that television perpetuate, but to also offer a more comprehensive and 

realistic depiction of the multifaceted lives of various social identities. Queer theory is significant 

because its goal is to deconstruct notions of the “heterosexual/homosexual dichotomy” (Kirsch, 

2000, p.32-33). Queer theorists such as Gross (2001) and Rubin (1995) are among the many 
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researchers who seek to deconstruct heteronormative and hegemonic biases that have 

traditionally been portrayed in mediated representations of gay and lesbian lifestyles. 

In regard to the representation of gay masculinities on television, queer and feminist 

studies scholars have been at the forefront of establishing discourse around gay masculinities. 

Queer theory itself has not only been a useful tool, although one not often used (Morrish & 

O’Mara, 2004, 350), for discussions on queer issues, but has also contributed relevant research to 

the communication field that sheds light on issues of queer identity and representation. As a 

means of establishing and sustaining discourse on the lives of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and 

transgender (GLBT) individuals,  queer theory has contributed to the communication field by 

extending Foucault’s notions of the social construction of identity, adding to feminist discussions 

on power relations, and incorporating Hall’s work on representation. These contributions, as well 

as others, make queer theory a very suitable choice in examining media representations of Black, 

gay masculinities. Although all three of theses contributions will not be discussed in this paper, 

the connection between Foucault’s research and queer theory is discussed in more detail 

throughout the rest of the literary review. 

 

Deconstructing the Masculine/Feminine Dichotomy 

Foucault (1978) maintains that society creates sexual definitions in order to limit 

behaviors that challenge heteronormativity (15), which Berlant and Warner (1993) define as the 

“institutions and practices” that make heterosexuality “privileged” and therefore attractive 

(p.355). Because these “institutions and practices” privilege heterosexual lifestyles and world 

views, they are by nature, counterproductive to alternative views. Specifically, these “institutions 

and practices” marginalize homosexual perspectives and increase the likelihood that said 
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perspectives are looked down upon by society.  Key in Berlant and Warner’s discussion is the 

idea that media is “part of a project of normalization that has given heterosexuality its 

dominance” (cited in Pitcher, 2005, 8). Through media, heteronormative practices have been 

presented as normal and typically go unchallenged. More worrisome, however, is that the 

normalization of heterosexuality is part of a larger systematic “project” that is strategic in nature 

and continually seeks to privilege heterosexuality and make heterosexual views the norm. 

Also key in this “project” of normalization is not just the normalization of heterosexual 

views, but also the normalization of a hegemonic masculinity. In Discipline and Punishment, 

Foucault (1977) discusses how the emergence of institutions, such as the army, schools, and 

prisons have resulted in a disciplined, controlled, and docile body (cited in Pitcher, 2005).  The 

controlling of bodies by these institutions resulted in the social constraint of various kinds of 

behaviors that are seen as undesirable. These social constraints established a specific kind of 

masculinity that was deemed as hegemonic, “a notion of manhood that has come to serve as a 

standard against which other forms of masculinity are measured and evaluated” (Pitcher, 2005 

p.7). Connell (1992) describes hegemonic masculinity when he states that, “external hegemonic 

masculinity [is] the strategy that maintains the patriarchal system where men dominate over 

women and the internal hegemonic masculinity as the domination of white heterosexual men 

over other men” (742). By its very nature then, hegemonic masculinity excludes any discussions 

of homosexuality. Whether internal or external, hegemonic masculinity juxtaposes itself against 

homosexuality by privileging heterosexuality as the only true perspective. Although on the 

surface, external hegemonic masculinity seems to favor gay men because it is patriarchal, it is 

this type of hegemony that cultivates notions of heteronormativity, and as such, it is inherently 

manipulative in depicting other perspectives, particularly that of GLBT individuals, as 
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undesirable. Also, by embracing white heterosexual males over all others, internal hegemonic 

masculinity is revealed to be inherently racist and sexist. In conjunction with one another, both 

internal and external hegemonic masculinity highlight the tendency of patriarchal systems and 

hegemonic power structures to perpetuate racism and sexism in their favoring of white 

heterosexual males over all other social identities.  

In contrast to Connell’s definition, Demetriou (2001) takes a different perspective on the 

idea of hegemonic masculinity. He writes that, “hegemony is not the privilege of white 

heterosexual men but rather manifests itself through different kinds of masculinities in order to 

assure the survival of the patriarchal system” (p.341). He claims that the integration of gay males 

in various spaces can be defined as a gay masculinity that forms part of this contemporary 

“hegemonic masculine bloc” (p.343). Demetrious’s discussion on gay masculinity assumes that 

gay masculinity, as it is seen today, contributes to patriarchal domination. By not challenging the 

stereotypes that exist, portrayals of gay men on television perpetuate traditional stereotypes as 

well as reinforce the heternormate views that work to further the patriarchal, and hegemonic, 

system that is in place.  

The significance of discussing heteronormativity and hegemonic masculinity is that they 

form the foundation for the development of queer theory. Brookey (1996) observes that the 

“primary purpose of the critical application of queer theory has been to demonstrate how 

sexuality is culturally essentialized to inscribe heterosexuality as normal, and all other sexualities 

as deviant” (p.41). Brookey’s comments reflect the connection between queer theory and both 

hegemonic masculinity and heteronormativity. Since the goal of queer theorists is to demonstrate 

how heterosexuality is “essentialize” as normal, they must take into account of both the 

heteronormative and the hegemonic practices and views that exist.  
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Also, Brookey (1996)’s comments reflect the main goal of queer theory, which is to 

deconstruct restricted notions of gay and straight, which conceal various sexual and gendered 

identities (43). Although it has yet to address the various forms of queer and gender identities 

that exist, the development of queer theory was inspired by Foucault’s ideas of sexuality and 

identity (Pitcher, 2005, p.6-7).  It is because of its focus on the social construction of sexual 

identities that queer theory operates in conjunction with Foucault’s theory of social identity (p.3). 

Although queer theory is based on Foucault’s research on social identity, other research, such as 

that performed by Judith Butler, has also been used in queer theory research. 

 

Social Construction and Performance of Gender Roles 

Judith Butler (1993), whose work is concerned with the body as a social construction, 

discusses how power struggles determine both sex and gendered roles and determine what is 

roles are seen as being part of the norm (p.2).  Pitcher (2005) adds that, “these various matrices 

of norms are based on heterosexual, patriarchal, and racist structures and produce bodies that 

qualify ‘within the domain of cultural intelligibility’” (p.6). It is because of the production of 

certain behaviors as “intelligible” that society “comes to understand, assign, and recognize 

bodies within the binary of male/female” (p.6).  Although society has been programmed to attach 

specific behaviors to the biological male and female sexes, Butler (1993) reminds us that the 

tendency to do so is not based on some inherent behavioral system that says boys behave one 

way and girls behave another. In fact, she argues that it is the goal of hegemonic masculine 

agenda to make us think that there is some intrinsic connection between biological sex and 

behavior, when in fact there is not. She states that, 
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the very notions of an essential sex and a true or abiding masculinity or femininity are 
also constituted as a part of the strategy that conceals gender’s performative character 
and the performative possibilities for proliferating gender configurations outside the 
restricting frames of masculinity domination and compulsory heterosexuality (as cited in 
Pitcher, 2005, p.3 ). 
 

Put simply, masculinity and femininity is a performance that is perpetuated as a result of 

patriarchal and hegemonic power structures attempting to reinforce the male/female binary that 

privileges heterosexual men. As a result, the performance of masculinity and femininity is 

inherently heteronormative and contributes to a larger hegemonic masculine agenda. Key to this 

masculine agenda is the strict enforcement of gender roles and harsh repercussions and “social 

constraints” for those who choose not to fall in line with the roles that are already established 

(Butler, 1993). Since queer theory seeks to demonstrate and destabilize these power structures, it 

is especially significant in my analysis of Black, gay masculinities because both Black and gay 

identities are influenced by some of the same hegemonic power structures that privilege white 

heterosexual men. 

Also significant to this discussion on heteronormativity and hegemony is a discussion on 

the relationship between masculinity and homophobia. Kimmel (1996) argues that “manhood is 

demonstrated for other men’s approval,” because it is, “other men that evaluate the performance” 

(p.128). According to Kimmel, the performance of masculinity is tied to homosocial interaction 

and judgment. As a result of men being the ultimate judges of masculinity, a sort of fear 

develops between men which results in the open criticism of non-masculine, and often times 

queer, behavior. The basis for such fear is articulated by Kimmel when he notes that homophobia 

is predicated on, “the fear that other men will unmask us, emasculate us, reveal to us and to the 

world that we do not measure up, that we are not real men” (p.131). As a result of this sense of 
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homophobia, masculinity becomes tied to heterosexuality and is juxtaposed against ideas of 

femininity and homosexuality. Kimmel (1996) further explains that,  

Women  and gay men become the “other” against which heterosexual men project their 
identities, against whom they stack the decks so as to compete in a situation in which 
they will always win, so that suppressing them, men can stake a claim for their own 
manhood (p.134).   
  

Since heterosexual men are required to prove their masculinity to other men, they see it as 

necessary to assert themselves in opposition to what they are not, which is neither feminine nor 

gay. In doing so, they contribute to the hegemonic masculine agenda of making heterosexual 

normal and acceptable, while criticizing alternative views such as femininity and homosexuality. 

 Although queer theory has been useful in analyzing GLBT issues, scholars have noted 

various shortcoming and limitations that are associated with the theory. The exclusion of race, 

class, and other social categories is one of the issues addressed many by scholars. Johnson 

(2001) attributes this exclusion to the fact that “queer theory critically interrogates notions of 

selfhood, agency, and experience” and due to this fact, he states that the theory is “unable to 

accommodate the issues faced by gays and lesbians of color who come from “raced” 

communities (p.3). As Johnson notes, because queer theory seeks to separate individuals from 

their experiences, as a means of developing a single approach from which all queer experiences 

can be examined, it is ineffective in accounting for the queer individuals who are “raced” 

because for queer people of color, their ethnic/cultural identity is just as important, if not more 

so, in the development of their sense of self.  Addressing this obvious problem, Glick et al. 

(2003) adds to the discussion when he states that “queer cannot be discussed in terms of 

sexuality and gender alone, because it is not through sex and gender alone that we live our 

complex lives” (p.128). What these researchers have noted is the tendency of queer theorists to 

neglect the representation and lives of queer individuals who are not White and from the middle 
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class.  Queer theorists often operate on the notion that Black, Latino, Asian, and other ethnic 

GLBT individuals lead similar lives to the White GLBT individuals that are often portrayed in 

media (Anzaldua, 1991, p.249-259). It is because of this overtly false assumption that queer 

theory is limited in scope.  However, since queer theory has been used in the past as a theoretical 

frame and was specifically designed to analyze queer representations in media, the researcher 

feels that its shortcomings can be supplemented by other research. Besides, the inability for 

theoretical frames to adequately address the lives of ethnic/cultural minorities is a problem of 

epidemic proportions that spreads through various fields, especially that of communication.  

  

Black Masculinity Studies 

 As a means of picking up the slack left by queer theory, this paper also utilizations black 

masculinity studies. Since the purpose of this paper is to analyze the representation of Black, gay 

masculinity, and queer theory often neglects issues related to Black men, Black masculine 

studies is used as a means of bridging the gap that exists between queer theory research and the 

everyday lives of Black, gay individuals. In her narrative criticism of the sociolinguistics of race 

and identity, Bucholtz (1999) hints on the complexities of Black masculinity when she states 

that: 

One type of subordinated masculinity …is black masculinity. In practice, black men’s 
masculinities are multiple, but at the ideological level this diversity of gender identities is 
reduces to monolithic forms of masculinity that stand counter to the hegemonic white 
norm. As a consequence of racism, black masculinity in the United States (and 
elsewhere) has long been ideologically associated with hyper physicality that involves 
physical strength, hyper(hetero)sexuality, and physical violence (p.444).  
 

It is because of these “monolithic forms of masculinity” that this research on Black gay 

masculinities is being investigated. The familiar portrayals of black men as sexually 

promiscuous, overly aggressive, and  physically violent can be seen in all forms of mass media. 
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Although there has been an increase in the visibility of and portrayals of black men in media, 

much of what is depicted reinforces stereotypes and perpetuates the narrow portrayals of 

masculinity that flood mainstream media today. 

 In their article Defining Black Masculinity as Cultural Property: Toward a Identity 

Negotiation Paradigm, which explores Black masculine identity, Jackson and Dangerfield 

(2002) discuss both the lack of relevant research on Black male identity, the stereotypes that 

surround Black men, and the struggle inherent in having a Black male identity. They write that 

the “the impulse among gender theorists in many disciplines including communication has been 

to interpret the incendiary nature of masculinity studies in the specter of the European American 

experience” (p.198). This statement highlights the overarching nature of hegemonic masculinity, 

which not only affects gay masculine identities, but also Black masculine identities. As was 

mentioned before, hegemonic masculinity privileges white heterosexual men, and in doing so it 

positions itself against Black masculine identities by ignoring the fact that Black men do indeed 

have unique masculine identities separate from their White counterparts. Due to this overt 

disregard on the part of researchers, Jackson and Dangerfield (2002) provided their own research 

on Black, male masculinity studies. For the purposes of this paper, I will discuss the three 

prominent stereotypes mentioned and the theoretical paradigm put forth. 

 The three stereotypes mentioned feature the Black masculine body as violent/criminal, as 

sexual and as incompetent/uneducated. Jackson and Dangerfield (2002)’s discussion of the Black 

masculine body as violent/criminal sheds light on the age-old stereotype. Using statistics from 

the FBI on race and crime, the authors note the discrepancy in mediated images of Black men as 

violent and actual statistical evidence, which suggest that White men are equally, if not more so, 

violent (cited in Jackson and Dangerfield, 2002, p.201). They write that, “the public portrayals of 
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Blacks as violent are often misguided and unjustly framed [and] several recent studies have 

confirmed that the media tend to reinforce racial stereotypes, social deviancy, and delinquency of 

black males” (201). More specifically, citing a study performed by Dixon and Linz (2000), the 

authors note that in Los Angeles and Orange County, white people were arrested more often than 

Blacks, which was inconsistent with mediated news coverage (cited in Jackson and Dangerfield, 

2002, p.201). This tendency of media to perpetuate negative stereotypes of Black men is one of 

the primary distinctions between Black men and White men. Whereas White men’s identity often 

times goes unnoticed, Black men’s identity is subjected to scrutiny, and the media is at the 

forefront of perpetuating this problem. 

 The second stereotype, which is that Black men are hypersexual, is also problematic. The 

interesting component of Jackson and Dangerfield’s coverage of this stereotype is the history 

that is perpetuated in the stereotype. Specifically, the discussion of the emasculation of Black 

men, via picnics and lynching, was particularly insightful (p.201). This authors note that, in order 

to keep Black men under control, white slave masters cut off Black men’s penises and lynched 

them. The authors write that, “the social etymology of the term picnic is ‘pick a nigger.’ Picnics 

were festivals and family gatherings in which white slave owners would bring their children, 

wives, and friends to witness the hanging of a black slave who was deemed as disobedient” 

(201). Because White men feared that Black bodies would be viewed as sexual by White women, 

due to the muscular tone that developed as a result of slave labor, they instituted these practices 

to keep Black men and their bodies in line. As a result of these practices, Black men developed 

and internalized an anxiety that defined their masculinity that still exists today. Moreover, the 

media’s perpetuation of Black men’s body’s as hypersexual continues the legacy of White 

privilege and fear that is rooted in slavery. Like the violent/criminal stereotype, the hypersexual 
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stereotype sheds light on White hegemonic masculinity and its marginalization of Black 

masculinities.  

 The third stereotype, which is that Black bodies are incompetent/uneducated, is equally 

problematic because it perpetuates a sense of African American males that they will have to 

struggle to get what they want. Jackson and Dangerfield (2002) interpret Entman & Rojecki 

(2000) when they write that media associates Black with poverty, when in fact there are more 

poor White people than there are poor Black people (cited in Jackson and Dangerfield, 2002, 

p.202). In addition Jackson and Dangerfield note that:  

Besides the social idea of black macho rigidity (or tough guy image), cultural mandates 
on Black masculinity have historically been centered on being a good provider. As a 
result, a Black man who cannot take care of his family almost immediately loses his 
‘rights to manhood’ or is viewed as not being a man”(p.202). 

Unlike the previous stereotypes that permeate through mainstream White culture, the stereotype 

of Black men as incompetent directly affects the Black community. By portraying Black men as 

incompetent, media begin to infiltrate Black culture and threaten Black male identity by asking 

the Black community to question whether or not Black men are truly competent. Taken together, 

these stereotypes are extremely powerful in perpetuating negative images of Black male 

masculine identity.  

As a result of Black men attempting to control the way they are perceived, they engage in 

what Jackson and Dangerfield (2002) describes as a dual consciousness (p.202). This dual 

consciousness operates on the notion that Black men must “negotiate” their identity perceptions 

in light of the struggles that they face. According to the authors, identity negotiation refers to the 

“win, loss, or exchange of one’s own ability to maintain one’s own cultural worldview” (p.202). 

Since Black masculine identity formation would be impossible without acknowledging and 

resisting the stereotypes that exist, identity negotiation becomes a tool for defining the self. 
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To complete their discussion on Black male masculinities, Jackson and Dangerfield turn 

to psychoanalyst Carl Jung. Using Jung’s mandala as a basis for understanding the way that 

Black men establish their identities, they note five factors that affect Black masculine identity 

negotiation, which are struggle, community, achievement, independence, and recognition 

(p.204). Calling their model the Black Masculine Identity Model, the authors explain how 

struggle is at the center of Black masculine identities. The authors state the significance of 

struggle being in the center of the mandala is that “on the psychic level, struggle can be 

understood as the effort to seek out portions to fulfill our (self-observed) conscious needs and 

desires” (p.205). In effort to construct a conscious view of themselves, Black men must 

recognize the tension between their own feelings of recognizing the self, being independent, 

understanding the potentiality to be successful, and recognizing the place of community in their 

lives. These factors are at the heart of black men establishing an identity for themselves.  And 

with the added pressure of being Black and gay, the struggle to create an identity in light of and 

in opposition to stereotypes is even more problematic.  

 In the context of this paper, my goal is to explore whether or not the TV series Noah’s 

Arc challenge stereotypes of masculinity. 

 

Representations of Gay Masculinity 
  

Many scholars who have researched gay characters on television have come to a 

consensus: instead of challenging the stereotypes and rigid portrayals of gays on television, the 

leading gay characters that appear in many hit shows help perpetuate heteronormative values and 

beliefs while attempting to contain homosexual desire (Lacroix, Celeste and Westerfalhaus, 

2005, 13).  Brookley (1996) argues that representations of homosexuals who hold traditional 
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cues are conceived as a way for heterosexual viewers to reflect their own experiences in them 

(p.44). He states that, “representations of homosexuals experience suggest homosexual men are 

worthy of validation in mainstream society if they follow the offered example” (p.47). This 

insight on the part of Butler suggest that only those gay individuals who choose to conform to 

hegemonic and heternormative values will be depicted in mainstream media because people are 

only willing to accept views of homosexuality that do not challenge what they already know. 

Since heteronormative views operate on a binary that constricts homosexual identities into the 

narrow category of being simply feminine, or “straight-acting” and masculine, Brookley’s 

comments suggest that only those gay men who fit into these categories are likely to be presented 

in media. This is evident in Battles and Morrow (2002)’s criticism of NBC’s hit show Will and 

Grace in which they explained how although the show was landmark in increasing the visibility 

of gay characters, the characters themselves did not challenge stereotypes and in fact, reinforced 

hternormative and hegemonic masculine ideals (89).   

The trend in queer studies analysis of heteronormative binaries of men as being 

effeminate, weak, and gay, or masculine, tough, and straight has been noted several times. In 

regard to the hit Bravo show Queer Eye for the Straight guy, Lacroix writes that, “The show 

unquestionably reaffirms the straight/gay dichotomy reflective of and central to, mainstream 

culture’s heteronormative bias and the homophobic bias that fostered it” (p.12). To add to this, 

Ramsey (2004) writes that, “in the first season, Queer Eye reifies public definitions of gay men 

as “feminine” in three primary ways which include the neutralization of homosexuality, the 

choice of men to be made over, and the focus on Carson as the program’s primary source of 

humor (p.353). Such choices on the part of media executives is not a new one and is reflective of 

how normalized heterosexist views become. 
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  Another successful series was the original, British version of Queer As Folk. Johnson 

(2001) describes the show as a “revelation for critics and viewers alike” (25). Although the show 

received both positive and negative responses from gay and straight folk alike, the success of the 

show was due in part to the show’s willingness to portray various kinds of “queerness,” although 

the show did use traditional binaries of feminine and masculine were depicted (Johnson, 2001, 

p.25).  With the knowledge that a popular gay-themed show has been able to incorporate various 

kinds of queer identities within its characters, the researcher wanted to investigate if and to what 

extant was Noah’s Arc able to do the same for Black, gay masculinities.  

 

Representations of Black, Male Masculinity   

With all being said, previous research on gay male representation rarely includes 

references of or to black gay men’s representations and the varying types that exist. Avila-

Saavedra (2005) posits that, “In the past, gay men were consistently portrayed as effeminate in 

the media. In today’s mass media, a man can be at the same time openly gay and masculine. 

However, media’s gay masculinity is predominantly “young, White, Caucasian, preferably, with 

a well muscled, smooth body, handsome face, good education, professional job, and a “high 

income” (Fejes, 2000, p115). Ward (2000) addresses this problem when she argues that the 

discourse of gay masculinities actually excludes and ignores concerns of other gender and sexual 

minorities. She calls this phenomena “queer sexism” of which she says gay white men would be 

active participants rather than victims” (p.4).  Adding to this discussion on the exclusion of 

gender and sexual minorities is the exclusion of racial minorities, and their struggle to find 

harmony and balance in the development of a culturally significant, yet openly gay identity. 

Brookey (1996) even adds that a “contemporary critical analysis of gay male representation on 
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TV needs to be informed equally by notions of gender, sex, class, and race (p.4). Although, in 

the past, there was not one singular artifact from which a researcher could use to analyze an array 

of representations of black gay men, Noah’s Arc provides researchers with a solid source from 

which data can be collected. However, with the emergence of Noah’s Arc and its representations 

of black gay men arises the question of how and to what extant does the show confirm to or 

deconstruct notions of Black masculinity as it is stereotypically perceived.  

 The perpetuation of black male stereotypes can be realized in Mathew Henry’s (2002) 

comparative article on the 1971 and 2000 movie versions of Shaft, which feature Isaac Hayes 

and Samuel L. Jackson, respectively. In the article, Henry (2002) states that “a particular type of 

black masculinity-one defined mainly be an urban aesthetic, a nihilistic attitude, and an 

aggressive posturing-has made its way into the cultural mainstream in the past two decades” 

(p.114). In his critique of the most recent Shaft film, Henry (2002) states that, “[John] 

Singleton’s film asks viewers to support unquestioningly the hypermasculinization of the 

character (Shaft), to accept the sexualized nature of violence, and to advocate a patriarchal 

mindset that equates masculinity with violence” (p.116). This “tough guise,” has been used by 

the mainstream media to represent black masculine identity for years (Henry, 2000, p.116). This 

“guise” has become so mainstream and acceptable that it is immediately associated with Black 

and Hispanic cultures where the men are typically said to be hyper masculine and prone to 

violence. 

 With queer theory laying the groundwork in providing definitions on heteronormativity 

and hegemonic masculinity, the analysis of Noah’s Arc is underway. Also, with a brief summary 

on Jackson and Dangerfield’s research, the researcher of this paper was able to narrow down his 

focus into a specific examination of Black, male masculine representations. Although both 
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perspectives have shortcomings, together, they provide for a more focused examination of 

Noah’s Arc. More importantly, they allow for a solid background for examining whether or not 

characters in the show either challenge or uphold traditional heteronormative and hegemonic 

notions. 

   

METHOD 

 I will be employing queer studies and black masculinity studies perspectives to perform a 

textual analysis on the gay-themed show Noah’s Arc.  Noah’s Arc was chosen because it is the 

first television show to feature all black characters that are gay. A textual analysis is useful 

because, as Acosta-Alzuru and Lester-Roushanzamir (2000) state, it “recognizes a fundamental 

assumption: that meaning is a social production” (p.43). In a time when much of the gay-themed 

discourse in the field is almost completely about White males, it is necessary to understand the 

various types of gay people and how mass media participates in the way that their cultural, racial, 

or ethnic identity is perceived.  

 Before watching each episode, I will compile a chart where I list the episode name and 

the characters featured in that specific episode (both main and supporting characters). I will keep 

an open space by each character’s name where I can write in instances where heteronormative 

views of gay masculinity are upheld or challenged and instances where black masculinity is 

upheld or challenged. I will specifically analyze three key areas, which include: the clothes, the 

scenes (or settings) in which they find themselves, and the relationships of each character, where 

applicable, an investigation of the language and mannerisms (both verbal and nonverbal)of the 

character is perfomed. I define challenges to heteronormative views of masculinity as instances 

where men who are perceived as masculine (either those that can be described as overly 
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aggressive, violent and hyper sexual or those that are seen as “straight-acting”) exhibit behaviors 

that are typically seen as feminine (such as loose wrists, flamboyant clothing, high-pitched 

voices, performances of drag, and submissiveness), and those typically seen as feminine exhibit 

masculine behaviors. I define challenges to typical views of black masculinity, in similar regard, 

however I focus my attention on instances where the hyper-sexuality, -violence, and -

incompetence typically associated with black males is deconstructed. After tallying up all the 

incidents, I will discuss how often, under what conditions, and in what circumstances where 

traditional views of gay and black masculinity upheld or deconstructed. 

 

ANALYSIS 

Main Characters 

Noah 

 Although Noah’s character is not a “drama queen,” the setting that he sometimes finds 

himself in, his nonverbal behaviors (i.e. mannerisms and voice), his clothing choices, and his 

relationship with other men demonstrate that he is obviously feminine. In the opening scene of 

the first episode, for instance, he is sitting on a toilet in a t-shirt and what appears to be “boy 

panties”. Although there is nothing special about a guy sitting on a toilet, the scene is reminiscent 

of times where Carrie, the lead character from HBO’s Sex and the City, sits on her toilet in her t-

shirt and panties. Like Carrie, Noah is in the bathroom of a boyfriend and calls his friends in 

order to ask their advice. This allusion to Sex and the City, which is an overt attempt on the part 

of the show’s producers and directors (Finkle (2005)), serves the purpose of not only comparing 

how similar Noah’s Arc is to Sex and the City, but also how the main characters, Noah and 

Carrie, are similar as well.  
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 Aside from the various settings that Noah finds himself in, his clothing is another marker 

of his feminity. Over the course of the season, Noah has worn various types of flamboyant 

clothing, which assert his openness as a gay men and reaffirm his stance as feminine. Although 

he consistently wears hoop earrings that look more like earrings that a woman would wear, he 

has worn his hair in pigtail plaits, worn a hair weave and skirt at a drag show, and has been seen 

wearing long braided hair extensions, that have beads at the end and are pushed to one side of his 

shoulder. Like Carrie (from Sex and the City)’s often eccentric choice of clothing, Noah 

confidently wears his clothes as a sign of acceptance of himself. However, unlike Carrie, Noah is 

a man and according to heternormative and hegemonic masculine standards, men do not wear 

clothes that are traditionally worn by women. However, since Noah is effeminate and would be 

seen as “girly”, his clothing style does not challenge any stereotypes because as a feminine man, 

his choice of clothing is in line with expectations that he would dress like a girl. In that sense, his 

clothing is counterproductive in that it serves a larger purpose of once again depicting gay men 

as effeminate and “un-masculine,” even though it is easily recognizable that his choices are his 

way of openly establishing his confidence with his sexuality. 

 Again, like Carrie from Sex and the City, Noah has troubles with men and dating. The 

entire premise of this season is predicated on the possibility that he would get back together with 

his ex-boyfriend Wade. It is in the relationships that he develops over the course of the season 

that his role as feminine, and docile, surfaces. On a date with the rapper Baby Gat, for instance, 

Baby Gat calls Noah “my lady”. This reference to Noah as a “lady” suggests that he plays a 

feminine role in the relationship. Another instance occurs when Noah teaches his new boyfriend 

Quincy how to walk down the runway for the fashion show that they take part in. Noah tells 

Quincy to“do the Naomi [Campbell]”. In showing Quincy how to “do the Naomi” he positions 
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himself as an expert on how to walk like a lady. Also, his actions suggest that since he knows 

how to walk like a lady, he is familiar with doing so and probably has done so on many 

occasions. In these two scenes, Noah takes a feminine role through his acceptance at being called 

a lady and through his expertise on how to walk like a woman.  

In combination, Noah’s setting, clothing, and relationships work to portray him as 

feminine and “girly”. Although Noah’s status as a Black gay man is a move forward in the 

television portrayal of gay imagery, His clothes, relationships, and the settings he often finds 

himself does not challenge heternormative and hegemonic views of masculinity. On the contrary, 

these factors actually perpetuate the heterosexual/homosexual dichotomy that associates gay with 

femininity and straight with masculinity. On the other hand, Noah’s laid-back, monogamouse 

approach to life does aid in deconstructing Black men as hyper violent, sexual, and uneducated. 

He fits into none of these categories.  

 

Ricky 

 Unlike Noah, Rick’s appearance and his relationships call into question his sexuality, and 

as a result, challenge hegemonic views of masculinity. Like every other character, Ricky’s 

appearance is unique and since he owns a clothing store, it makes sense that he would develop 

his own style. Unlike Noah’s style, however, Ricky’s style declares his masculinity. For instance, 

he often wears clothes and shoes that are similar to the ones that Noah’s boyfriends wear 

(Timberland boots, etc.) which suggest that he aligns himself with an urban wear-aesthetic and as 

in the case with Noah’s boyfriends, aligning himself with urban culture through his clothes 

demonstrates his understanding of and acceptance of the hyper masculinity that is reminiscent of 

hip hop culture. In that sense, his clothes suggest that he is masculine. Overall, his appearance 
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suggests that he is masculine, yet there is something about him that does not care to walk the 

lines of conformity.  

 Like his appearance, which reflects his association with hyper masculine culture, Ricky’s 

personal life also suggests that he comfortably fits in with the culture. As a promiscuous man, 

Ricky uses any and every opportunity to have sex with men he deems to be attractive. Whether 

he is at the gym, hiring workers for employment, or helping out Alex at the clinic, Ricky always 

finds someone to have sex with. In an attempt to aid Noah in getting over his ex, he goes as far 

as to say that, “[the] best way to get over a guy like Wade [Noah’s ex-boyfriend] is to under a 

guy like Baby Gat [the closeted British rapper who keeps kissing Noah]”.  Although Ricky 

believes that monogamy is ridiculous, and he has said so on more than one occasion, he develops 

deep feelings for Jalito, the medical worker who works in the clinic with Alex and has AIDS. For 

a very long time, he tried to mask his feelings, and although the relationship did not last because 

he felt trapped, he did declare his love for Jalito. 

 Since Ricky’s character is hyper masculine, he reaffirms stereotypes on both ends, that 

Black men and homosexual men are hypersexual. However, because of his association with 

Black urban culture, which is recognized in his clothes, he introduces a new type of gay 

character into the television world, one that is openly gay, masculine, and Black. And unlike 

other representations of gay and Black men, he is in control of himself and as his relationships 

show, he is in control of his own self image, which he constructs to benefit himself.  

Alex 

 Unlike Ricky, Alex is depicted as the sassy, matriarch of the group and his relationship 

with his “husband” Trey, his language, and the settings in which he finds himself reaffirm this. 

In his relationship with Trey, Alex is always depicted as submissive and feminine. In sexual 
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scenes with Trey, for instance, he is always being “overpowered” or “taken from behind,” which 

is typically associated with women, in heterosexual relationships, and thus is seen as feminine, in 

gay relationships. Also, in scenes where he and Trey are in their apartment, he is usually in the 

kitchen or in the bedroom. This tendency to place Alex in situations, which have traditionally 

been occupied by women, demonstrates his role as the “matriarch” or “wife-like” character.  . 

Also, in comparison to Trey, Alex’s frame is less bulky and muscular, which further juxtaposes 

his soft femininity against Trey’s strong masculinity. As a result, Alex’s character reaffirms the 

dichotomy of gay being feminine and in the context of his relationship, of their being a feminine 

and masculine dynamic between partners, which is consistent with heteronormative views of 

there being a feminine/masculine binary in relationships. 

 Aside from his relationship with Trey, the language that Alex uses also aids in 

constructing his character as feminine. Over the course of the season Alex has called his gay 

friends “girls” and “bitches”. Also, in the scene where he was fixing up the new HIV/AIDS 

clinic, he calls himself “mistress”. Another scene in which he uses feminine descriptions to 

describe his friends occurs when he was trying to get his friends together to hatch a plan to win 

Trey back, after the psychotic character named Guy, who he calls “Miss Guyana”, makes it 

obvious that his trying to steal Trey away from Alex. In the scene, Alex states that he was in 

need of “huddling around his sisters”.  In addition to his actual words, Alex’s tone of voice, like 

Noah’s, is more reflective of a tone that you would expect from a female. Although his voice is 

not as high-pitched as Noah’s, it nonetheless has a feminine quality to it that furthers the idea 

that he is feminine.  

In addition to the two themes mentioned above, the various scenes that Alex is placed in 

also further the idea that he is feminine. As was mentioned before, Alex is often times seen in the 
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kitchen or bedroom when he is in his house. In instances where he is in the kitchen, he is usually 

cooking or discussing the next time he will cook. And even when he is not in his own house, in 

his friend’s homes he is often relegated to the kitchen. The tendency on the part of the director to 

do so may be intentional because the official website describes Alex as a “matriarch” and 

keeping him in the kitchen would further that interpretation of him and the stereotype that 

women are always in the kitchen. Lastly, Alex’s choice to attend a female self defense class after 

Noah was gay bashed, shoes that he is more comfortable in a setting of females who he probably 

sees as being similar to himself. Even when the instructor questions Alex’s presence by 

reaffirming that the class is for females, Alex stands his ground by acknowledging that he knows 

who the class is targeted towards and he nonetheless feels comfortable being there. 

 

Chance 

 Like Alex, Chance is categorized as feminine. Elements such as his relationship with his 

boyfriend Eddie’s daughter Kenya, both the language he uses to describe himself and the 

language others use to describe him, and the various scenes that he finds himself, all help in 

constructing his character as feminine. In the context of his relationship with Kenya, for instance, 

Chance is depicted as a sort of “mother” to Kenya. In the context of their relationship, Chance is 

the one who picks out her shoes, reads to her, and comforts her when she gets in trouble at 

school because a classmate of hers calls Chance a “pretend mom” and she felt the need to defend 

him. Although it is a child who calls him a “pretend mom,” the comment furthers the idea that 

others see Chance as a mother-like figure. At one point, Chance even references himself as a 

“wicked stepmother” to Kenya because of his frustrations with her. Along with the other 
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character’s comments, the director definitely wants us to know that Chance is not just feminine, 

but should be seen as “motherly”. 

In addition to the various motherly references that Chance calls himself; his friends have 

also called him a few names that give insight into the way they see him. For instance, Alex calls 

him a “soccer mom” and Ricky calls him “a desperate house fag”. While both names construct 

Chance as both a “mother” and “wife,” the latter name is significant because it gives a specific 

allusion to the television show Desperate Housewives and provides insight into Ricky’s view of 

Alex as a “wife”. Although these names are comedic in nature, they only further previous beliefs 

that gay men are not masculine. As a result, these comments help place Alex’s character in the 

realm of the various gay characters on television that do not challenge hegemonic masculinity. 

Although his relationship with Eddie helps deconstruct notions of all gay men being 

promiscuous, it is counterproductive in that it reduces gay male relationships into traditional 

feminine/masculine discussions. 

Along with the aforementioned themes that aid in the construction of Chance as feminine, 

the various situations that Chance finds himself also furthers this idea. Like Alex, he is often 

relegated to the role of wife. For instance, when preparing dinner for Eddie’s boss and coworker, 

Chance repeats to himself, “I am not the wife”. This attempt to clear his mind of associations of 

himself to a heterosexual wife is proof that, at the least, he recognizes that other people see him 

as a wife-like figure. As the episode progresses, Chance is continually left to be with the wives. 

The first time this occurs is when Eddie leads the other husbands out to talk about his car, at 

which time Chance remarks, “boys and their cars”. This comment is significant because 

Chance’s own awareness of his self suggests that, in that moment, he was no longer a boy, or 

man. His being left with the other wives suggests that he must be “the wife” in the relationship. 
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The second time that Chance is left with the girls occurs when, at the end of dinner, the wives 

began to clear the table. Noticing their move, Eddie nods to Chance in such a way that suggests 

to Chance that he should be clearing the table as well. Eddie’s nod carries the implication that 

Chance has a specific role in the relationship that is consistent with the roles that the other wives 

play. The nod was a way of Eddie reminding Chance to perform his femininity, and role as wife 

and the wifely duties, such as clearing the table after dinner, that comes along with being a wife.  

 

Supporting Characters and New Representations 

 
The Confidant, Masculine, Black, Gay Guy  
 
 For the most part, the main characters do not challenge stereotypical views of Black and 

gay masculinity. Their relationships, their language, as well as the scenes, in which they find 

themselves, aid in the construction of each character, except for Ricky, as feminine. Although 

most main characters do not challenge heterosexist, hegemonic, or black stereotypes, the 

supporting characters serve this purpose. For instance, although Alex is seen as a “wife-like” 

character, his “husband” Trey is very masculine, caring and sensitive. Unlike stereotypical 

notions of Black and gay men that reinforce hegemonic masculine ideals, Trey’s character 

shatters many stereotypes. First, because he has a muscular build and likes sports and wrestling, 

he is immediately depicted as masculine. However, unlike traditional notions of masculinity that 

separate men from their emotions, Trey’s masculine persona portrays him as both sensitive and 

calm as well as committed and devoted to his relationship. Breaking down notions of the hyper-

sexual, -violent, and uneducated Black man, Trey shows that Black men can be both masculine, 

gay, committed, and confidant without trying to “act straight” or conform to heterosexist notions 

of what it means to be masculine, i.e. juxtapose oneself against homosexuality.  
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 The other character, similar to Trey in that he can be seen as being masculine in a 

traditional sense, is Noah’s new beau Quincy. Although Quincy’s physical build (he has a very 

toned, muscular body) contributes to his masculine persona, he is quick to let everyone know 

that he is not only a confidant Black, gay man, but also one who openly acknowledges his 

attraction to effeminate gay men. As was the case with Trey, Quincy’s identity is inclusive of, 

instead of opposed to, gay masculinities. His persona is consistent with the idea that he and Trey 

contribute a new form of masculinity into media that is masculine and confidant, as well as 

Black and gay, and open.  

 

The Homo Thug 

 The other image that emerges is that of the homo thug, which the character Baby Gat, a 

UK rapper, embodies. Deconstructing notions of Black gay men as effeminate, the homo thug 

uses the urban aesthetic appearance, which is reflected in clothing wear such as FUBU and 

Rockawear and features baggy, oversized jeans with oversized Texas-style buckle belts and 

Timberland boots, to simultaneously establish his existence in and resistance toward both the gay 

and Black communities. By wearing clothing and engaging in language and mannerisms that 

reflect an appreciation for a Black, urban aesthetic, homo thugs establish their African American 

identity within the gay community. Also, their choice to identify themselves with hip-hop culture 

is a challenge to the rampant homophobia and heterosexist machismo in the Black community 

that suggests that gay men can not be both masculine and proud. The homo thug is crucial 

because he uses his language, dress, and masculine persona to boldly assert his pride in being 

able to balance both his gay identity as well as his identity as a Black man.  
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The Relationships 

 Also significant in the show are the relationships that deconstruct the masculine/feminine 

binary that is reflective of heteronormative and hegemonic notions of masculinity. One such 

relationship is that between Jalito and Ricky. Whereas heteronormative notions of masculinity 

would suggest that one of the men act effeminate while the other plays a dominant, more 

masculine role, as is typically seen with heterosexual couples, Jalito and Ricky are both 

masculine characters and their relationship does not operate on a dominant/submissive binary. 

Similarly, Wade and Dre’s relationship is unique because both men have a homo thug look to 

their appearance, and instead of one character appearing masculine while the other is more 

submissive, both characters are masculine and seem content with their masculinity. The 

aforementioned relationships prove that gay male identities and relationships do not operate on 

traditional notions established by heteronormative practices. 

 

DISCUSSION 

For the most part, the main characters do not challenge notions of heteronormativity or 

hegemony which place gay identities on the binary of being either masculine or feminine. Three 

out of four of the main characters are feminine, and their dress, their relationships, and the 

various settings in which they find themselves reaffirm this. Although the opening of the show 

and various websites describe most of the characters with three adjectives or more, it was 

surprising to note the extant to which these labels were correct, down to the tee, in describing the 

characters in very rigid, one-sided ways. For instance, various websites mention that Alex is the 

“matriarch” of the group, and although the researcher did expect to obviously note his role as the 

“matriarch” of the group, what was not expected was the fact that there were very few scenes 
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that depicted him in any other role outside of this one. This tendency for the characters to be able 

to be so specifically described in three adjectives or less was problematic because it restricted 

each character’s identity and in doing so, only highlighted the things about them which were 

“obviously gay”. The idea that homosexuality can be obvious is part of the heteronormative and 

hegemonic masculine agendas that seek to define homosexuality. As this research has hopefully 

shown, gay identities and masculinities are various and it is problematic to assume that these 

identities and masculinities can be easily defined. By highlighting two or three characteristics of 

these men’s’ lives, the executives behind the show define each character’s “gayness” within 

specifically defined categories, categories which are stereotypical in nature and limit a more 

comprehensive representation of real gay men’s’ lives. 

Although there are healthy relationships that are depicted in the series, most of the 

relationships further the idea of heteronormativity. This is problematic because these 

relationships operate on the notion that in order for two people to be together, one must be 

feminine and the other must be masculine. Although most of the relationships between the main 

characters reinforce heteronormative views, showing such relationships like the one that exists 

between Jalito’s and Ricky as wells as the one that exists between Wade and Dre’s is significant 

because they demonstrate that gay relationships exist in various forms. In showing these specific 

relationships, the show’s activism in deconstructing the masculine/feminine binary that 

perpetuates heteronormativity is realized.  

Although the main characters do not often challenge heteronormative and hegemonic 

masculine values on their own, the supporting characters serve vitally important roles in 

deconstructing previous notions of hegemony and heteronormativity and bringing forth new 

representations. Through their relationships with main characters and through the new forms of 
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Black, gay masculinity that they re-present on screen, the supporting characters are key in 

making the show innovative, not only in its representation of gay men, but in its portrayals of 

Black, gay men on television. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Overall, the portrayals of masculinity on Noah’s Arc do deconstruct previous held 

notions. Through the depiction of various relationships, both feminine and masculine males, and 

through the inclusion of confidant Black males who embrace their identity, the show is a move 

forward in showing how gay Black masculinities exist in various forms and are unique from 

other masculinities. Although the main characters did not challenge stereotypes themselves, their 

mere presence was significant in acknowledging that Black, gay masculinities are numerous. 

Although the main characters oftentimes reaffirmed heteronormative and hegemonic stereotypes 

of gay men, their inclusion in the show was necessary in depicting the real-life spectrum of 

Black, gay masculinities.  

By utilizing queer theory and black masculinity studies as base for understanding the 

representations of Black, gay male masculinity in Noah’s Arc, this paper was able to analyze the 

show in a more fitting and concentrated way. Since masculinity, which is very limited in scope, 

was chosen as a specific category for observation, future researchers of Noah’s Arc might want 

to research the discourse that exists around the promotion of the show; why such an innovative 

show was canceled after only two seasons; or how celebrities, such as Ras B (from the 

dismantled R&B group B2K), Rockmond Dunbar (from the series Soulfood and Prison Break), 

or Victoria Rowell (from the Young and the Restless), aid in the mainstream acceptance of the 

show. Since the show has been canceled due to the release of a movie, it may be difficult to find 
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up-to-date information on the show. However, due to the innovations in technology, the show 

can always be revisited as an artifact. As the first television series about Black, gay men and 

their lives, Noah’s Arc has established a place for itself in history. The researcher hopes to not 

only begin and circulate discourse on the show, but to contribute to the discourse in the 

communication field which seeks to understand GLBT issues from the perspectives of ethnic 

minorities. Since Noah’s Arc is the first show of its time to feature a cast of all black gay 

characters, the researcher hopes that his work is part of an ever-evolving wave of communication 

research that is ethnic and culturally centered in GLBT issues. 
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Teacher as Leader 
Helping One Student at a Time  

This paper consists of six parts (a) introductory narrative 

(b) statement of the problem (c) background including a literary 

review (d) considerations that led to the project (e) concrete 

steps to solve the dilemma followed by an action plan and (f) a 

student profile. 

Introduction 

Chants, cheers, horn blowers, and a low roar filled the 

stadium. There was so much noise it seemed as if it all blended 

together and created a melody of its own. Electrifying 

excitement filled the air-- feet rushing, kids crying while 

walking behind the grown ups dragging the flower bouquet ready 

for anyone to take mercy and pick them up. Vendors pressed in on 

all sides for a four block stretch, leading up to the last 

parking structure. They sold colorful programs, balloons, 

flowers, lays, horn blowers, baskets stuffed with all sorts of 

things; it was the perfect arrangement for last minute shoppers. 

As I sat on the bleachers, I thought about my future and 

where I was going to sleep tonight… the low lull of cheers, 

applause, and the sudden outburst of “hey Tommy up here!” and 

other congratulatory expressions brought me back to the present—

everything blended in, except me. 
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As I looked around and saw families, siblings, 

grandparents, neighbors, a host of rivaling girl-friends and 

boy-friends, I secretly longed for my mother and father. Where 

were they? For a brief moment I was caught in the excitement of 

it all and I eagerly turned my eyes with hope towards the stands 

searching desperately for anyone, a familiar face who came to 

see me. Maybe, someone remembered my graduation. Maybe my case 

worker got in touch with my birth mother. Maybe my foster 

parents decided after all to take off work, this Friday 

afternoon to see me walk the stage. My head suddenly filled with 

hope then doubt. The questions lingered unanswered-- then 

drifted away. My heart swelled with anticipation, anguish, and 

loss. No one will come. I have no one. Where were my flowers? No 

kisses from aunties and cousins who I haven’t seen in years… no 

balloons, no grad night… how could I go? I have no money to buy 

my ticket. There will be no graduation dinner for me. 

The valedictorian began her address to the graduating 

class. I sat quietly in my chair suspended in time. I did not 

want the ceremony to end. My name was called “Nicole Rosita 

Simmons Bachelors of Arts, magnum cum laude, graduating with 

high honors”; no one clapped or cheered for me. I walked off the 

stage clutching my diploma-- fighting back tears and years of 

abandonment and pain. 
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Time passed—“Lady are you alright?” a kind voiced asked. 

The stadium cleared hours ago only the clean up crew was there. 

“Yeah,” I replied smugly, I’m just waiting.” “Where’s your 

family?” I lied, “they are on the way.”  

As I reached into my pocket, to count my change, I found 

Ms. Charlene’s phone number and a note, “keep your head up young 

scholar. Call me in case you ever need someplace to go.” Ms. 

Charlene was my sixth grade teacher. I carried her number with 

me everywhere I went but I never called. I never thought I would 

need her and besides it has been so long, I was sure she would 

not remember me. Doubts raged on and my inner critic got the 

best of me. 

I mustered up the strength to dial her number- a young 

poignant voice picked up on the other end “—uh----uh---hello can 

I speak to Ms. Charlene?” Yes, Ms. Nicole Simmons you can— my 

heart sunk, I swallowed hard as tears ran down my cheeks- she 

remembered me—“I’ve been waiting for your call.” 

Dear Diary, June 15, 2006 at 7:15 p.m. my sixth grade 

teacher drove one hundred and fifty miles to pick me up and take 

me to her house. With a place to sleep and a full ride to UC 

Santa Barbara, UCLA, and UC Berkeley, I could finally ease my 

mind and think about my future. 
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What is the Problem? 

 
“In California, 50 percent of former foster youth are 

homeless within the first 18 months after emancipation, and 51 

percent of former foster youth are unemployed” 

(CEBC)htt://www.cachildwelfareclearinghouse.org/). 

  Every year more than 4,000 foster youth emancipate from 

the foster care system in California 

(CEBC)http://www.cachildwelfareclearinghouse.org/). They are 

expected to maintain a job or attend school, find housing and 

support themselves without the support of an adult.  The average 

young person does not leave home and become fully self-

sufficient until age 26, yet at the age of 18 the state of 

California expects foster youth to enter the “real world” 

entirely on their own. Post emancipation services, such as 

transitional housing options, are often very limited and serve 

very few youth, in addition to having unrealistic age cut-offs.  

For instance, each year in Los Angeles County alone there are 

5,100 former foster youth who are eligible for transitional 

housing services, yet there are only 244 Transition Housing 

Placement Program beds available (California Evidenced –Based 

Clearinghouse for Child Welfare CEBC 

http://www.cachildwelfareclearinghouse.org/). 
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 Chapin Hall at the University of Chicago found that the 

longer a foster youth remains in care past the age of 18, the 

better his or her outcome is for the future.  Several other 

states across the country, like New York, have employed 

voluntary programs, where youth can stay in foster care until 

the age of 21. 

 In California, we have a system in place which encourages 

youths to emancipate at 18, without ensuring that they receive 

any of the life skills and basic services that are mandatory for 

survival of any youth.  Without California ensuring that every 

foster youth receives the time and services needed to prepare 

for adulthood, the majority of foster youth will continue to 

“graduate” from foster care to homelessness. Advocates, 

decision- makers, and researchers across the country make a 

strong argument for reducing homelessness among former foster 

youth by allowing youth to stay in the foster care system for a 

longer period of time.   

Extending Foster Youth until the Age of 21: SB 1289 

What Would SB 1289 Do? 

 SB 1289 would allow youths to remain in foster care, on a 

voluntary basis, until the age of 21, as long as they are 

involved in preparing for transition to adulthood by working on 

high school completion, participating in post-secondary  
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education or training, or maintaining employment.  Such a 

system, proposed by SB 1289 would provide youths with more of a 

safety net, leaving them less vulnerable to homelessness upon 

emancipation.  This bill would also encourage foster youth in 

pursuing their educational goals.   

 Foster care advocates believe only those youth who are most 

in need of extra support will elect to remain in care, so this 

system will be protecting California’s most vulnerable youths.  

New mandates: 

 The “parent” which is the state serves the youth until age 

21. The former foster youth may also receive an educational 

voucher, health care, and money for college. 

 

Literature Review 

 How can I help? On Their Own by Martha Shrink and Gary 

Strangler (2004) is a book compiled of ten stories about current 

and former foster youth and how they faired in foster care. 

Their lives are full of hope and promise but the odds and 

economic barriers are stacked against them. It provides 

suggestions of immediate actions child advocates or teachers 

could take to assist children who are about to age out of the 

system. The suggestions are as follows: educational 

coach/mentor, transitional housing, work-force development, and  
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opportunities to practice real life skills such as banking, 

paying bills, filing taxes, and applying for a job. 

There are about half a million children and youth in our 

nation’s foster care system Shirk & Strangler (2004). Every year 

approximately 25,000 reach the age of majority while still in 

foster care and abruptly lose the support of the state, their 

legal guardian. Age eighteen is the legal age foster youth are 

emancipated but most Americans believe that most people don’t  

achieve full-fledge adulthood until age twenty-six. Shirk & 

Strangler (2004) state, “the reality is the young people who 

leave foster care at age eighteen are under-prepared and “are no 

more ready to become independent than our own children” (p.5). 

Foster youth have not had the growing up experiences, such as 

holding down a part-time job, learning the meaning of household 

responsibility, or performing daily chores. In addition, four 

years after leaving care only one in five former foster youth is 

fully self-supporting (University of California Berkeley, School 

of Social Welfare Child Welfare Services). 

 Eighteen is an important milestone in American culture. It 

is sort of a rite of passage into adulthood. It is a time of 

uncertainty, independence, apprehension, and life changing 

activities. Typically these young adults start new jobs, go to 

college, move into dorms or go to the military. But they aren’t  
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really on their own. The young adult has a secured supportive 

system, comprised of parents, siblings, cousins, grandparents, 

extended family, community members and neighbors, ready to aid 

them in case they fail or ever need assistance. 

For the 25,000 who age out (University of California 

Berkeley, School of Social Welfare Child Welfare Services), they 

step into a doorway of a “world of unknowns, without the 

connections and supports that other children take for granted” 

(Shirk & Strangler, 2004, p.2). On the day of his or her 

eighteenth birthday the doors are opened and the youth is 

released. While other eighteen year olds are learning how to 

drive and getting their drivers license, foster youth are 

worrying about where they will live when they turn eighteen.  
 

 The Lost Children of Wilder, authored by Nina Bernstein 

(2001), chronicles a twenty year long suit against the foster 

care system in the state of New York. This book boldly asserts 

that poor families are being victimized and loosing their 

children to the system: “we are asking poor families to do more 

than we do for our own kids” (p.272). Wilder was filed on behalf 

of the children not placed in a permanent home. They were 

rejected by Jewish and Catholic agencies that were being funding 

by the government. Jewish and Catholic agencies were practicing  
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religious and racial discrimination in child welfare. In 

essence, the suit charged six state and city officials and 

seventy-seven voluntary agencies with constitutional violations. 

The charges were as followed: violation of the First Amendment 

separation of church and state, violation of the Fourteenth 

Amendment equal protection under the law, and violation of the 

Eight Amendment denial of services. Children were being placed 

in institutions where they were subject to “cruel and unusual 

punishment,” argued Lowry.  

 The foster care system in New York has a long standing 

history of racial and religious discrimination. The government 

paid Jewish and Catholic agencies to place children but they 

were giving preference to their own kind first. There was a 

history of rejecting children of African decent. “In 1973, 52 

percent of all children in care were Black. In Jewish agencies 

only 23 percent were Black and in Catholic agencies only 25 

percent, by contrast in Protestant agencies 86 percent and in-

city operated shelters 84 percent” (Bernstein, 2001, p.233).

 Wilder asked the courts to prohibit funding to voluntary 

agencies that discriminated on the basis of color and race,  

prohibit government agencies from referring children for 

placement based on color and race in inadequate programs and 

“injuriously inappropriate institutions.” Wilder demanded  
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unspecified money damages for over ten thousand children in 

foster care at that time and named defendants. In the law suit 

filed by Lowry “All were being sued not only in their official 

capacities but as individuals” (p.44). The suit named eighty-

four defendants and twenty-four nuns. Marcia Lowry claimed that 

people were personally liable for the outcome of thousands of 

children. 

Wilder named individuals personally liable for the 

mistreatment of foster children. The immediate reaction was a 

defensive stance by Catholic and Jewish agencies. Hundreds of 

people in various positions had to reevaluate their current 

practices of denying access to care as well as their assumptions 

about all children, race, and discrimination.  

 

Teacher as Leader 

Teachers as leaders in the classroom are also liable and 

responsible for the future success of each child. When foster 

youth enter the classroom they arrive with emotional baggage, 

the inability to concentrate and focus, and a high probability 

of academic failure.  

I identified a young lady, Jamie, in my classroom as a 

foster youth without any prior background information, 

assistance from the counseling center, or the main office. It is 
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her story which prompted me to write this paper. Jamie sat in 

the back of the classroom, participated when necessary, and was 

frequently absent. In class, she was quiet but I noticed she did 

not have many friends nor socialize with the other girls. When 

Jamie was absent, no one notice and she was known as “the quiet 

girl in the back” by the other students. Jamie for all intended 

purposes was invisible in our classroom community. This 

disturbed me, I wondered about her other classes and teachers 

and what her reputation was like in their classes. I used my 

intuition and simply made a note to myself to really get to know 

this student and probe for answers. When Jamie returned to 

school, I reached out, used emotional intelligence and extended 

an invitation to talk during nutrition break. Unrefined and 

probably a little insensitive I blurted out, “are you a foster 

youth?” Jamie smiled and replied, “Yes. How did you know?” To be 

honest, I put the pieces together; I simply paid attention in a 

classroom with thirty-six students and singled her out. Now that 

I was aware, I took extra steps to assure her, in my classroom, 

I would not let her slip between the cracks. Slowly, she opened 

up and began visiting me during nutrition break. Her visits 

became more frequent, during lunch I asked questions about her 

family life, school and shared personal stories. We slowly 

developed a student-teacher relationship. Now that I understood 

her story, I wanted to coach and/or mentor  
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her. I wondered how many other students had I overlooked or 

simply missed in my classes. Graduate school did not prepare me 

for this situation.  

 I am compelled to serve Jamie in –school, out- of- school 

and in any area of her life to ensure as Robert Greenleaf (1977) 

noted that she is “happier, healthier, wiser, and more 

autonomous” and becomes a leader herself.  

 

Teacher as Leaders Adopt New Roles 

Teachers as leaders inside of the classroom must adopt new 

roles and acquire new skills to adequately meet the demands and 

needs of the changing population. Many of our students are 

foster youth and must be identified in our classroom. These 

students come to the classroom with pressures and insecurities 

from the outside world along with academic, emotional, and 

psychological deficiencies.  

The new teacher as leader is:  

1. Coaches 

2. Guides 

3. facilitators 

4. Stewards 
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Together the teacher as a leader and the student create, 

learn, and replenish each other. Knowles (2005) author of The 

Adult Learner defines learning as the act or process by which 

behavioral change, knowledge, skills, and attitudes are acquired 

(Knowles et al., 2005, p.11.). It is the role of the educator or 

(change agent) to provide the necessary stimuli and 

reinforcement to help the student learn. Education focuses on 

the educator while learning focuses on the learner, the student 

(Knowles et al., 2005, p.10). It is the job of the teacher as 

leader to help grow the individual. Teachers must first desire 

to serve, be flexible, able and willing to change their approach 

when dealing with foster youth. This requires new skills.  

 

Teachers as Leaders Acquire New Skills 

Today’s classrooms are more diverse than ever, with a 

mixture of English language learners, natives, students who are 

mainstreamed or re-designated, and a multitude of culturally 

diverse ethnicities. Long gone are the days of the homogenous 

self-contained classroom. Teachers as leaders must acquire new 

skills such as: emotional intelligence, dispelling mental 

models, and using their intuition.  

Daniel Goleman (1998) author of Emotional Intelligence 

states emotional intelligence is the ability to “manage feelings  
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so they are expressed appropriately and effectively, 

enabling people to work together smoothly toward their common 

goals” (Goleman, 1998, p.7). Emotional competence is learned and 

based on emotional intelligence. At the heart of this competence 

are two abilities, the ability to emphasize and social 

awareness.  

 

1. Empathy-Empathy is the ability to read the feelings of 

others. 

2. Social Awareness-Social skills which allows one to 

handle the feelings of others in a mindful manner. 

Emotional Intelligence is based on five elements: 

1. Self-Awareness 

2. Motivation 

3. Self-Regulation 

4. Empathy 

5. Adeptness in Relationships  

 

Mental models are simply assumptions held in our head about 

how things work or how the world works. We create mental 

pictures of what we think about both positive and negative. The 

negative assumptions held about foster youth, for example a life 

of crime, deprivation, or inability to adjust to society at  
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large etc. must be dispelled in order to genuinely serve 

the student in and out of the classroom. The Leader’s New Work: 

Building Learning Organizations by Peter Senge (1990) argues 

“Working with mental models goes beyond revealing hidden 

assumptions. Leaders as teachers help people restructure their 

views of reality to see beyond the superficial conditions and 

events into the underlying causes of problems and therefore to 

see new possibilities for shaping the future” (p.7). In essence, 

teacher-leaders help to shape and influence the lives and 

outcome of foster youth by helping them to realize their 

potential and see new opportunities. 

Teacher as leaders use their intuition inside of the 

classroom. Intuition is the state of being aware of or knowing 

something without having to discover or perceive it. Teacher-

leaders use their subconscious when searching for solutions in 

the classroom to fit the foster youth needs. Being attuned with 

your feelings can often guide you in the right direction. 

Goleman (1998) states an intuitive decision is nothing but a 

subconscious logical analysis. According to Goleman (1998), 

intuition and gut reactions emerge from our internal store of 

emotional memory. Goleman (1998) reasoned our intuition is the 

reservoir of wisdom and judgment that lies at the heart of self-

awareness. 
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Sometimes discovering the answers or asking the right 

questions is as simple as listening to your intuition, switching 

roles, and changing the tone of your voice when instructing, 

probing, and inquiring into the private lives of foster youth. 

Equipped with emotional intelligence, the ability to dispel 

mental models, and intuition teachers can modify their approach, 

build rapport and trust, and create an environment that fosters 

openness. With this set of array of skills, teachers as leaders 

will provide rich and realistic feedback as well as create new 

answers and possibilities along with the student to best serve 

their needs.  

Teachers are Servant Leaders 

Robert Greenleaf (1978) author of Servant Leadership argues 

that the servant leader is servant first…it begins with the 

natural feeling that one wants to serve, to serve first. As a 

servant leader inside of the classroom, it is up to the teacher-

leader to create an atmosphere and establish a climate of mutual 

respect and trust. This is easier said than done, but a rule of 

thumb is “do what you say you will do” to gain credibility and 

build trust. Good leaders are capable of switching roles and 

adapting lessons and the classroom environment to different 

situations, so it is in the high school classroom.  
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Being a servant leader inside of the classroom requires 

more than just the typical contractual duties, roles, and 

responsibilities. It requires one to care, help, and actively 

take a role in the life of the student outside- of- school. The 

first step is to identify foster youth in the classroom; this 

will make it easier to offer support. Finding time to talk and 

listen to the youth is always invaluable. Be a seeker of 

information, dig, inquire, and have dialog. Use dialog to 

uncover the heart of their concerns. Through dialog and 

empathetic listening a relationship of trust will soon develop. 

Over time the student begins to share more information and then 

one day simply musters up enough courage to ask for something, a 

small favor. If a solid relationship has been formed, suddenly 

you will be there to answer the request. 

As a teacher-leader or servant leader in the classroom, 

part of the role is to assist all students in becoming self-

sufficient and independent. It is a personal charge to do all 

that one can to aid in the academic, emotional, and social 

growth of those we encounter on a daily basis. Outside of the 

normal responsibilities and duties, teacher-leaders must also 

take on the role of student advocate, counselor, educational 

coach, mentor, outside resource, and friend. Good teachers 
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frequently change their leadership style in order to accommodate 

their students inside and outside of school. 

 

Considerations that led to Undertaking this Project 

About four years ago, I saw a commercial showing a young 

girl graduating from high school and walking away from the 

ceremony alone. The commercial continued to juxtapose the girl’s 

expression of loneliness and emptiness with those of cheer, glee 

and fulfillment. She walked away and sat on the bleachers, 

alone, while other students took pictures with family and 

friends, embraced, and made plans to celebrate the day. The 

commercial called attention to the fact that thousands of teens 

just like her are in the foster care system and upon turning 

eighteen they have no where to go and no plans for their future. 

I was deeply concerned and thought about the challenge it 

presented to society. Senge (1990) author of the acclaimed Fifth 

Discipline argues, “it is through the subconscious that all of 

us deal with complexity… what distinguishes people with a high 

level of personal mastery is they have developed a higher level 

of rapport between their normal awareness and their 

subconscious” (p.132). Then as now, I felt compelled to help.  
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Teachers as Servant Leaders  

Take Action and Use Systems Thinking 

Leadership is about action and change. Teachers are leaders 

inside of the classroom. As leaders, they create the future 

state of tomorrow by changing today and transforming the youth. 

The role of a leader is to sustain creative tension, the tension 

between our present state and our vision of the future. We both 

fear and seek change (p.155). Mastery of creative tension brings 

out a capacity for perseverance and patience (p.147). This gap 

brings forth energy, “if there were no gap there would be no 

need for any action to move toward the vision” (p.150). 

According to Senge (1990), creative tension is the central 

principle of personal mastery. Personal mastery is an ongoing 

process by which one continuously learns and grows personally 

and professionally. People with high levels of personal mastery 

often create the results they seek in life and enter a universe 

of possibility. Those who master their life, approach it as a 

work of art, examine their inner most thoughts and assumptions, 

and learn to see current reality clearly. Working with troubled 

youth requires a high level of personal mastery. 

The failure of the foster care system is systemic. Senge 

(1990) reasoned “Failure is simply a shortfall, evidence of the 

gap between vision and current reality” (p.154). With great 
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intentions the foster care system was established to serve a 

portion of the population who were unable, unwilling or simply 

too poor to care for children. Charitable religious and 

sectarian agencies took over this responsibility for society, 

funded largely by the federal government. Then as now there was 

great debate over the separation of church and state and how the 

funds were allocated to different ethic groups. 

Failure is the opportunity for learning (p.154). I thus 

decided to learn more about the issues concerning the foster 

care system.  Therefore, I interviewed two social workers at 

opposite ends of the spectrum of foster care as well as a 

student currently in foster care. Karen Grace-Kaho is the 

Ombudsman Person for the State of California. She handles youth 

currently in the system and former foster youths. Cathy Richman, 

director of Angles Foster Care, places infants and toddlers up 

to age five in permanent homes. Jamie, a current high school 

student, has been in foster care for a year and a half. She 

offers her personal voice, insights and experiences. 

If the system is indeed failing children by not helping 

them become self sufficient, before graduating them out of the 

system, then there is room for growth and change. The Success 

Principles by Canfield (2005) says “In order to complain about 

something or someone, you have to believe that something better 

exist” (p.15). There is room to learn from past mistakes and 
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alter mental models concerning the poor, foster care system, and 

how to best serve over 500,000 children in foster care (Shirk 

and Strangler, 2002, p.1).  

Teachers as servant leaders can adapt their roles and 

leadership styles in the classroom in order to individualize 

their instruction as well as provide additional information and 

support to foster youth. For example, as an educator, I can 

extend myself to Jamie inside and outside of the classroom. 

Inside of the classroom, I am able to support Jamie by exploring 

her academic history, modifying delivery of instruction in 

class, initiating a relationship, and assisting her prepare for 

post-secondary education; These are the most important things 

that need to be done to ensure she builds a strong academic 

record, creates a network of supportive resources, and prepare 

her for emancipation, while she is still in the foster care 

system. 

 The following guideline presents examples of things I can 

do to extend my role as a leader in the classroom and help one 

student at a time so that Jamie does not experience the 

hardships as depicted in Own Their Own or the Lost Children of 

Wilder:  

1. Explore Academic History 

• Explore the student’s academic history  
• Contact former teachers to find out strengths and 

challenges 
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• Make sure IEP’s (Individualized Educational Plan) 

or 504 Plans are updated and accurate 
• Be aware that many may experience learning 

difficulties due to their personal experiences 
and probably not supported by teachers 

• Help set realistic goals 
 

2. Assistance in the Classroom  

• Assess the student’s academic, emotional, and 
social levels  

• Find ways to modify instruction to support 
educational success 

• Connect students with youth mentoring programs, 
after school tutoring and other supports on 
campus 

• Be conscious that loss, uncertainty, abandonment 
and guilt often times interfere with learning 
motivation, and acquiring new skills 

• Before labeling as unmotivated adapt teaching 
style  

• Make lessons predictable and routine 
• Explicit teaching is one way of ensuring the 

student gains mastery of the standard 
• Structure the materials and class lessons to 

achieve success even if the student struggles 
academically  

• Give the student enough time to adapt to changes 
in the class, around school, and at home  

• Teachers could provide consistency, 
predictability, and stability 

• Be knowledgeable about privacy rights 
• Learn how to ask sensitive questions concerning 

confidentiality  
• Allow for additional time to request a parent or 

guardian signature to secure permission for any 
special activity such as a field trip. Often 
times a foster youth may need to get approval 
from multiple people (i.e.) psychologist, case 
worker, and foster parent.  

• Create awareness that families are diverse and 
blended 

• Broaden the diversity of how families are 
depicted in textbooks; include adoptive, foster 
and relative caregivers as part of the family 
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3. Forging a Relationship with the Student  
 

• Strive not to sympathize but empathize and use 
emotional intelligence 

• Be patient, caring, and consistent in the 
classroom 

• Remember, these students may have a difficult 
time with trusting adults and people in places of 
authority, don’t take it personal 

• Try not to feel challenged by foster parents or 
case-workers who are persistent and involved  

• Foster youth need a collaboration of teachers, 
foster family, case workers, and school 
administration to share information 

 
4. Assistance preparing for post-secondary education and 

career goals. 

• Start preparing for post-secondary education and 
career goals immediately 

• Display enthusiasm about their post high school 
years 

• Teach goal setting strategies and provide an 
array of college choices, vocational programs, 
trade schools and community college options. 

• Provide access to counselors and academic 
supports on campus 

• Provide guidance with the selection and 
application process 

• Locate and link students to educational and 
career development programs  

• Train students to be assertive, have self 
determination and self advocacy so they speak up 
for themselves 

 

Describe concrete steps I have taken in dealing with this 

dilemma 
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Concrete steps I have taken to deal with this dilemma   

  include the following:  

1.  February 22, 2007 interviewed the Ombudsman Person in 

 Sacramento, California to talk about the issues 

 currently facing foster youth and understand their 

 plight. 

2.  March 7, 2007 interviewed the director of Angeles 

 Foster Care to understand the various ways children 

 are initially  placed in foster care and how this 

 plight begins.  

3.  March 23, 2007 Read two texts on the foster care 

 system, On Their Own and the Lost Children of Wilder. 

4.  Printed articles and watched videos on current issues 

 concerning foster youth in San Diego County and the 

 county’s Transitional Living Program in North Park. 

5.  Adapted and modified lessons and instructional 

 material; practice SDAIE (Specially designed Academic 

 Instruction in English) methods in class to enhance 

 learning and build on her strengths. Moved her seat 

 closer to the front of class and began meeting with 

 her informally during break and lunch. 

6.  April 2, 2007 created a business plan with the help of 

 S.C.O.R.E and Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce to open 
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 a community center focusing on workforce development, 

 life skills, and academics to serve emancipated youth. 

7.  Purchased a bus pass for Jamie so she can use public 

 transportation to attend after-school events (e.g. 

 Football games and rallies) as well as social outings 

 (e.g. mall, movies, or friend’s house). This allows 

 for  mobility and a renewed sense of freedom and 

 independence. 

8.  Allowed Jamie to use me (Social Science Teacher) as a 

 reference for employment on a job application. 

9.  Established a bi-monthly plan for meeting with Jamie 

 to provide academic and social support. 

10. Jamie and I met outside of school on the weekend and 

 discussed her academic needs, progress and her 

 transition to a new home and school over lunch. 
 

Action Plan 

My action plan consist of three parts (a)statement of 

Jamie’s needs (b) classroom support to prepare her academically 

and socially (c) and resources I am prepared to offer her at 

emancipation.  

 These are the four main needs Jamie must address before she 

ages out of the system. First, self sufficiency comes with a 

great deal of responsibility. Being self sufficient means the 
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capacity to manage one's own affairs, make one's own judgments, 

and provide for oneself. Second, independence is the state or 

quality of being independent. Independence is a competence, it 

entails earning sufficient income to support one self. Third, 

having self determination, determination of one's own fate or 

course of action, is essential to not only surviving but living 

a happy and abundant life. And fourth, self reliance is the 

ability to rely on one's own capabilities, judgment, or 

resources.  

 In order for Jamie to become self-sufficient, she needs to 

be able to have some input and decision making power over 

concerns regarding her life. She also needs to make judgments 

concerning her choices and future. For instance, Jamie can 

manage her financial allotment, decide which school she attends, 

and select her classes. By allowing Jamie the opportunity to 

make choices that effect her life, she learns self-

responsibility. In addition, Jamie’s foster parents could assign 

household chores/responsibilities so she can practice life 

skills. They could also make Jamie responsible for paying part 

of a phone bill or other household utility. This will give her 

experience and knowledge about money matters and how a household 

operates.   
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To become self-sufficient, Jamie needs: 

1.  Knowledge of how a household operates as well as 

 experience with practicing daily living skills. 

2.  Exposure to the world of work, vocational skills, 

 resume’ writing and assistance gaining employment. 

3.  A checking account to learn how to budget her money 

4.  Decision making power in the household. 

5.  Belief in self, high self esteem, and resiliency. 

 

Things that need to happen to prepare her academically and 

socially include the following: 

1.  Coaching and mentoring Jamie from age 15-18 providing 

 academic supports in high school (i.e.) goal setting, 

 tutoring, test prep 

2. Aligning her with counselors, and keeping track of her 

 academic record, history, quarterly checks to make 

 sure she is on track for college and taking the 

 appropriate courses. 

3.  Encourage her involvement in after school programs, 

 clubs, and sports on campus. 

4.  Providing a strong coalition of peers, teachers, 

 foster family, case workers, and school administration 

 to build a safety network. 
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Things I am prepared to offer Jamie upon emancipation: 

1.  Jamie’s case worker gave me permission to open a 

 savings account at Washington Mutual for Jamie before 

 she transferred to a new school. I started her off 

 with a $50 deposit. The goal is for Jamie to deposit 

 at least $20 every month and I will match it. Only 

 Jamie has access to this account. I can simply make 

 deposits. Jamie may use part of the funds to purchase 

 clothes, personal hygiene items, and supplies. The 

 long term goal is to have a small savings for her 

 post-secondary expenses.    

2.  Upon emancipation I can be a source of encouragement 

 and assist her in obtaining employment. For example, 

 my mother is a supervisor at a major department store 

 and hires new employees. I can assist Jamie in 

 obtaining a job to meet her immediate financial needs. 

 In addition, Jamie has already asked me to be one of 

 her job references, which I gladly agreed and provided 

 her with my personal information.  

3.  I am prepared to act as a support academically, 

 emotionally, and socially for Jamie and help her with 

 any sudden moves she may encounter. 
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Student Profile 

 
I entered the foster care system at age 14 March 8, 2006. 

The difficulties I faced were being from my family and friends, 

and making bad choices. Growing up I faced difficulties like 

being neglected by my mother, my little sister always getting 

more attention and being left out. My happiest memory is when I 

was 11. I went to Disneyland with my family. Another happy 

memory would be every Friday and Tuesday we went to the movies 

and Belmont Park in San Diego.  

In 3-5 years I see myself at a Junior College transferring 

to a 4 year college. My major is going to be criminal justice. 

Social workers give students like me more money for college and 

schooling and clothes. 

I would like to see the system being more active about 

things like clubs and sports and extra activities. I am college 

bound. I love it! My plans are to become a police officer and 

soon become an FBI Agent. 

My experiences were good overall. I have experienced a lot 

of tough things like being in foster care and living in group 

homes and moving from house to house. My life perspective –it’s 

hard and difficult but if I could make the best I can of it, so 

can others. 
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Miss Simmons can help me by supporting any sudden changes I 

need to make. People could help me and other foster youth maybe 

with schooling/education, money for school supplies and clothes 

and personal hygiene, that’s about it. 
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 (This research is still in progress) 

Visual Metaphors: a Cognitive Connection to Understanding the Emotional Form of Art as 

Rhetoric 

 Metaphors are tremendously omnipresent in language. They provide a powerful approach 

of making abstract concepts clear. For these reasons, visual metaphors are just another way in 

which information can be shared. In the custom of the Western world, this is done to a large 

extent, by means of a print culture. What this involves according to TenHouten and Kaplan, is a 

logical mode of cognition in which verbal information is sorted out sequentially, logically, and 

rationally (1973). In this structure, there is a fondness for such orders as the natural sciences, 

mathematics, and other sensibly oriented and rationally based activities. By way of differences 

Rameirez and Castaneda claim that there are oral cultures in which the lucid style of cognition 

prevails (1974). Under this methodology to human information processing patterns are not 

examined sequentially as in verbal manifestation, but are seen as concurrent structures, as visual 

patterns. Additionally, theses patterns are looked at in more emotional terms. As a result, those 

who function within this cognitive style have a fondness for music, dance, and other forms of 

artistic expression. Emotion on the other hand, is an essential component of the human mind. It 

has consequences for almost every phase of daily existence; it influences decision making, 

supplies inspiration for specific behaviors, and persuades the interpretation of physiological 

stimulation and situational aspects. 

  Emotions engage a difficult subjective experience, a blend of emotion and thought. They 

are abstract ideas which are often articulated metaphorically since they lack objective 

foundation. Signals for emotional meaning can come from a number of sources. In speech, tone 

of voice, volume, and speech rate are among the various aspects which manipulate a listener’s 

interpretation of a statement. In written language, however, this interpretation becomes more 

difficult. Emotional condition can be referred to openly, but commonly there is no such explicit 
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suggestion and the reader or listener must assume it. Yet, how does emotion play into the visual 

aspect of what is interpreted? At any case, the most powerful method of communicating any 

emotion: speech, written, or visual is through metaphor. 

 Lakoff and Johnson say that, “The essence of metaphor is understanding and 

experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another.” (1980:5) Lakoff and Johnson’s explanation 

is an appealing one, since it implies that what people do with metaphor is no less significant than 

what it is. What is more, it allows for non-verbal appearances of this trope. A vital component in 

the cognitivist tactic to metaphor fathered by Lakoff and Johnson is that metaphor is first and 

foremost a matter of thinking, and only derivatively a matter of language. But while much 

superior work has been done by Lakoff and Johnson and their successors, the great majority of 

investigations still only talk about demonstrations of metaphor. It is a well-known fact that 

written language began as image writing. These styles of writing began as visual metaphors what 

is important about oral cultures is that they make everyday use of visual metaphors. It is their 

way of symbolizing their ideas about the world. It is their way of arranging knowledge. This way 

of knowing is authenticated by the culture and expressed in a practice of rich visual imagery. 

This authentication of knowledge is generally referred to as the way of the people. It is what 

folklorist and anthropologists try to explain, comprehend, and recognize when dealing with oral 

cultures. Their research details a diverse type of information processing, a legitimate cognitive 

style, and another viewpoint.  

 This paper is intended as a critical examination of the question of visual metaphor and its 

cognitive connection to understanding the emotional awareness of Renaissance art as rhetoric. 

This objective is pursued in three parts: First it is necessary to explicate the concept of visual 

metaphor as rhetoric; second, I examine a few examples of Renaissance art from an 

epistemological point-of-view and thirdly, I identify various characteristics of emotional 

metaphors by means of establishing visual patterns.  

Ezra Pound, who in one of his most unforgettable statements, written at a time when he 

reigned victorious over free verse, made a timeless statement about the shape of poetry: 
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I think there is a ‘fluid’ as well as a ‘solid’ content, that some poems may have 

form as a tree has form, some as water poured into a vase. Those most 

symmetrical forms have certain uses. That a vast number of subjects cannot be 

precisely, and therefore not properly rendered in symmetrical forms (Literary 

Essays of Ezra Pound 1935). 

Printed at a time when free verse was a fairly new and exciting maturity in English 

language poetry, Pound’s metaphor was a talented piece of polemic. Whereas “symmetrical 

forms” such as sonnets and villanelles and rhymed quatrains had “certain uses,” it suggested that 

a contemporary poet, like Pound, would be wise enough to provide most of his subjects in the 

more adaptable, natural form of free verse. A vase might have a pure, if somewhat conceptual 

and fragile, exquisiteness; but it is, after all, a human object d’art, (object of art) cold and not 

capable of loving, a remnant from a dusty museum of ancient times. Water poured into it must 

automatically conform to its pre-existent shape. Pound also wrote an essay in 1911 for the Poetry 

Review that voiced similar observations on what comprised good verse. “I believe in an absolute 

rhythm,” he states, which “corresponds exactly to the emotion or shade of emotion to be 

expressed” (Nuwer 1985) Pound goes on to articulate in the essay: 

“that the proper symbol, was the natural object and that if a poet used symbols he 

should so use them that their symbolic function did not obtrude; so that the poetic 

quality of the passage was not lost to those who did not understand the symbol as 

such, to whom, for instance, a hawk was simply a hawk.” (Rendezvous at the… 

1985) 

Although Pound’s water and vase metaphor was a stylish attempt to determine form, 

content problem in formal poetry; it still implies that the difference between them is absolute. 

However, perfectly flawlessly liquid contents and vase appear to come together, water and clay 

remain clear, alienated by an un-crossable border. A tree, by contrast, is a living organism in 

which form and content are one and the same. The insinuations of Pound’s metaphor are 
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therefore accepted by poets who write free verse and looked upon suspiciously by those who 

write in traditional forms. 

How then, do we define metaphor? Metaphor is an all-encompassing attribute of 

language. All encompassing, because metaphors play an important role in comprehending the 

world: they facilitate understanding of the unfamiliar, which extends language beyond its 

conventional limits. We use metaphor to converse about the world in both recognizable and 

modern ways, and in perspectives ranging from everyday conversation to literature and scientific 

hypothesizing. At its most fundamental level, a metaphor portrays the use of a body of 

knowledge about one idea to understand or comment on another idea. Though, metaphor poses 

serious confrontations from normal presumptions of meaning, it gives the impression to straddle 

a diversity of important boundaries: between language and thought, between semantics and 

pragmatics, between rational communication and simple fundamental association. Metaphors are 

particularly influential when used to help understand a concept that is foreign or aloof. For 

example, Pound’s metaphor has other implications for “symmetrical form” as well, almost all of 

them negative. Observed in this way, Pound’s metaphor gives the impression of a typical 

diagram of Coleridge’s description of organic form in his Lectures on Shakespearean Criticism, 

where he criticized critics who confused “mechanical regularity with organic form”: 

The form is mechanic when on any given material we impress a predetermined 

form, not necessarily arising out of the properties of the material, as when to a 

mass of wet clay we give whatever shape we wish it to retain when hardened. The 

organic form, on the other hand, is innate; it shapes as it develops itself from 

within, and the fullness of its development is one and the same with the perfection 

of its outward form. (On the Definition of Life 1830) 

To a contemporary poet then, the act of pouring poetic substance into a vase-like 

“predetermined form” seems very mechanical, and even less creative, than pressing clay into a 

vase. Still taking into consideration the sacramental, mystical persona attributed to water, one 

can’t help but think of the biblical parable of the water into wine. As a result, writers of free 
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verse from Pound to the present have quarreled that for poetry to be organic, it must be liberated 

by the mechanical promptness of meter and the formal conventions and strictures of traditional 

poetry. 

At this complex level, metaphor is considered a type of figurative language; specifically a 

trope or “figure of thought”. The following paragraph is an excerpt Giora notes from A Glossary 

of Literary Terms 5th Ed.: 

Figurative language is a departure from what speakers of a particular language 

appeared to be the standard meaning of words, or the standard order of words, in 

order to achieve some special meaning or effect. Figurative language is typically 

divided into two classes, tropes, in which words and phrases are used in a way 

that effects a conspicuous change in what we take to be their standard meaning, 

and schemas, in which the departure from standard usage is not, primarily, in the 

meaning but in the order of the words. In simile, a comparison between two 

distinctly different things is indicated by the word 'like' or 'as'. In a metaphor, a 

word or expression which in literal usage denotes one kind of thing or action is 

applied to a distinctly different kind of thing or action, without asserting a 

comparison. In metonymy, the literal term for one thing is applied to another with 

which it has become closely associated. In synecdoche, a part of something is 

used to signify the whole, or more rarely the whole is used to signify the part. 

(Models of Figurative... 2001)  

As these definitions and dissimilarities are technical and scholastic, they don't pertain only to 

formal examples of literary metaphor; metaphors survive outside of poetry and drama. We can 

presume further that metaphor as an attribute of technique is a subclass of all metaphor in 

language and its use. The stylistic description, as a result, has to distinguish metaphor as a 

stylistic mechanism from metaphor as a more universal linguistic devise. The stylistic definition 

for this reason comes close to metaphor as one distinct characteristic of a specific language class 

that is comparatively individual or personal, such as the method of an individual work or author, 
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or more commonly language user. Consequently, we come across metaphors every day of our 

lives, and we depend on metaphors for more than beautiful phrases. When we encounter 

metaphor, we take what we know about something that is familiar and apply that body of 

knowledge to something else. Case in point, think of the sentence "I'd rather jump off a cliff than 

to continue to pay high gas prices." To correctly comprehend this sentence, you must bring to 

mind your understanding of the phrase "jump off a cliff..." and then relate this knowledge to 

"than continue to pay high gas prices." Such encircling language types, or lists, are 

characteristically based in more common classes of usage which goes beyond individual styles. 

On the other hand, those expressions of metaphor can also be measured as having a stylistic 

appeal because of their typical function in clearly particular lists and genres. 

  As recommended above, the dissimilarity with traditional stylistic methodologies is that 

metaphor is not just taken as a rhetorical tool that should be different to everyday vocabulary, 

grammar, and texture. As an alternative, the use of metaphor in those non-rhetorical areas of 

language user has a fondness for one set of metaphors over another, both of which are entirely 

conventional parts of the language, the liking may still be seen as an attribute of that language 

user’s style, in spite of its prominent analysis or statistical investigation. On the other hand, when 

one views cognitive metaphor as an approach to literature, we will discover that it is the most 

recent approach to understanding literature. It is in this method, that cognitive metaphor profess 

that metaphor is not a style of language, but a mode of thought. For example, many scholars 

conclude that although we may not understand Robert Frost’s “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy 

Evening”, we do understand Frost’s ideology of life as portrayed in the text. Likewise, as 

depicted in Emily Dickerson’s poem, “Because I Could Not Stop for Death”, we, through 

experience, can relate to the end of one’s life’s journey. It is conceivably for this very reason, 

cognitive metaphor has considerable promise for some kind of acknowledgement between 

linguistics and literary research. 

Scrutinizing the idea of cognitive metaphor further; it is noteworthy to mention that in 

conceptualizing metaphor in language and thought Lakoff and Johnson’s influential work on 
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conceptual metaphor, Metaphors We Live By (1980), there has been an expressed increase of 

attention in metaphor studies, mainly in the fields of psychology and cognitive science. Lakoff 

and Johnson discovered, from beginning to end theoretical arguments supported by experiential 

research, the centrality of metaphor to thought illustrated in the ubiquity of metaphorical shapes 

in everyday, conventional language. For Lakoff and Johnson, metaphor is in personification, an 

“understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another” (Lakoff & Johnson, 

1980:5); it is a matter of concept rather than language. Conventionally, figurative language, 

particularly in literary contexts, is regarded as something used for effect or for enhancement and 

contrasts with “literal” language; cognitive metaphor challenges the very basis of that notion. 

The cognitive- linguistic technique to metaphor has been urbanized in a variety of ways (Gibbs 

and Steen, 1999; Dirven and Porings, 2002), with one line of hypothesizing, called Conceptual 

Integration Theory or Blending Theory, contributing an opposing model that uses more than two 

conceptual domains or spaces (Fauconnier and Turner, 2002; Grandy, Oakly, & Coulson, 1999). 

The cognitive-linguistic method has also given rise to substitute models, in specific in 

psycholinguistics (Glucksberg and McGlobe, 2001). These substitute models classify metaphor 

in a variety of ways, mainly questioning the basic notion that cross-domain mappings are 

understood by means of some form of comparison (Giora, 2001; Croft and Cruse, 2004). 

Therefore, it should also be recognized that the cognitive-linguistic meaning of metaphor 

as a cross-domain mapping in conceptual structure allows for the opportunity that not all 

metaphor in thought is articulated by metaphor in language. Cross-domain mappings in 

consideration may also be recognized by similes, analogies, extended metaphors, mega 

metaphors, allegories, and parables; to name just the best-known alternatives (Steen and Gibbs, 

2004).  

In the foreword to More Than Cool Reason: A Field Guide to Poetic Metaphor, Lakoff 

and Turner utter: 

Far from being merely a matter of words, metaphor is a matter of thought, all 

kinds of thought… It is indispensable not only to our imagination but also to our 
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reason. Great poets can speak to us because they use the modes of thought we all 

posses. (More Than Cool… 1989) 

What both authors affirm further, in this critical composition is that literary, poetic language is 

not something usual or elite to poets and gifted writers. Students of English literature are 

familiarized to extreme levels of figurative language in what they read.  Conversely, these are 

categorized according to “figures of speech” and studied in terms of outcome or suggestion or 

other features related with language with no specific relation to or awareness of identifying logic. 

As Eaglestone (2000: 94) talks about, metaphors make us reason by “defamiliarising” language. 

An excellent metaphor endures and can be distinguished with one that is so ordinary in language 

that we hardly notice it or merely take it for granted. The concept of conceptual metaphor adds 

more cohesiveness. Novel, inventive metaphorical expressions in a language can be traced back 

to a maximum number of underlying conceptual metaphors created by familiarity and culture; 

the instantiations are novel but the mappings are preexistent and dwell in the conceptual scheme. 

On the contrary, this does not mean that metaphors are unchallengeable or that we cannot contest 

them. One of the appealing things about observing metaphor in terms of conceptual forms is that 

we can examine them and contemplate a diversity of alternatives. Eaglestone also notes that part 

of “doing English” is to exercise metaphor not only to defamiliarise language for rhetorical 

results but to make arrangements in order to offer new and innovative ways of conceptualizing 

our world (2000: 97).  
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When the Reel Becomes the Unreal:  Wolfgang Petersen’s The NeverEnding Story and  
 

the Cinematic Americanization of Michael Ende’s German Fantasy Novel  
 

“This American system of ours, call it Americanism, call it capitalism,  

call it what you will, gives each and every one of us a great opportunity  

if we only seize it with both hands and make the most of it.”  

~Al Capone 

 
The American condition is unique and at times, troublesome.  We work, we play, and we 

reconstruct.  This process of reconstruction is at work all over our society in art, literature, 

architecture and especially film.  Disney’s Beauty and the Beast is a prime example of the 

Americanization of a European classic.  In this film, the Disney writers turn the somewhat dark 

Jeanne Marie de Beaumont tale into a musical extravaganza of pure American romantic whimsy.  

Michael Ende’s The Neverending Story, a lesser known European tale, was translated into 

English in 1983 and transposed into film by Wolfgang Petersen one year later.  This book is a 

postmodern, heterotopic fantasy about a fat young boy and a boy-warrior who take part in a great 

journey.  The film adaptation portrays (to a degree) the first half of these boys’ adventure, but in 

doing so it takes several extreme liberties with Ende’s text in order to maintain homeostatic 

elements of the American condition.  To express the way the first half of Ende’s text is morphed, 

a side-by-side comparison of integral reinterpretations, additions, and subtractions from book to 
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film is in order. 

“Greenskins” and Coming of Age 

The summer of 1983 was Germany’s hottest in 25 years.  This fact caused one of the most 

troubling representations in Petersen’s adaptation.  The central focus in the first half of Ende’s 

novel is the Greenskin boy-warrior Atreyu. According to “The Neverending Story Online,” 

Petersen intended on painting Noah Hathaway green for the part, but in the heat, the color melted 

quickly.  Hathaway’s heritage places him in the category of Native American, thus immediately 

moving the book within the film to an American setting.  In Ende’s work, Atreyu’s home lies in 

the Grassy Ocean, whereas Petersen’s adaptation places him on the Great Plains.  Changing 

Atreyu’s character into a model of Native American tribal society is a mutation that easily 

removes the need to show his village outright.  To avoid Atreyu’s home, Petersen transfers the 

location of the boy-warrior’s starting point in his quest.  

The presentation of AURYN to Atreyu, signifying the start of his adventure, is an 

integral part of Ende’s text. AURYN is brought to Atreyu by a renowned centaur, Cairon, in the 

Grassy Ocean.  In the 1984 film, however, Atreyu (Hathaway) comes forth in the Ivory Tower of 

the Childlike Empress while Cairon (Moses Gunn), transposed as a man, is giving a speech about 

the Empress’ illness.  This change from text to film is highly consequential, because it anglicizes 

Atreyu’s coming of age, and “The coming-of-age story has, basically, one purpose… to 

transform children into adults” (Apol 20).  This “anglicizing” of Atreyu’s motion toward 

manhood removes the tribal elements of his life even further from his textual home in the Grassy 

Ocean. 

Although Ende’s main focus is not to present Atreyu’s move toward manhood, the  

idea is an important didactic reflection in the text:  In Ende’s book, Atreyu must decide between 
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entering into manhood through his tribal ritual or embarking on the Empress’ quest.  This 

decision marks Atreyu’s new rite of passage, so to speak, thus drawing Bastian (the boy who is 

reading Atreyu’s adventure) and the outside reader closer to the boy-warrior through his mental 

anguish in the decision (Ende 38).  By not including Atreyu’s decision over his hunt versus his 

quest, Petersen is taking away an essential element that draws Bastian and Atreyu closer.  

Petersen removes elements of these two boys’ developing relationship, but he displaces this into 

another relationship that Ende has not created in his text.  

 

The Role of the Father 

Petersen takes another liberty in his film by building a bond between father (Gerald 

McRaney) and son (Barret Oliver).  This is certainly the largest addition to the plot of Ende’s 

text.  In the book, the narrator introduces Bastian’s father when he is running from Mr. 

Coreander‘s shop and deciding where to lie as a fugitive: “And maybe [his father] wouldn’t even 

notice that Bastian wasn’t there anymore” (Ende 8).  The relationship between the textual son 

and his father versus Barret Oliver’s character and his father is quite different, nearly opposite.  

Petersen’s view of family hierarchy seems to side with Shaw et al: “Families characterized by 

more egalitarian parent - child relationships or reversals in hierarchical structures have boys with 

higher levels of antisocial behavior” (484).  In Ende’s work, however, because the father is 

lugubrious, and he and Bastian “never talk about anything,” Bastian must assert himself in order 

to function in society: 

He couldn’t talk to his father anymore. There was an invisible wall around  

  his father, and no one could get through to him. He never found fault and   

  he never praised. Even when Bastian was put back in school his father   
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  never said anything. He had only looked at him in his sad, absent way, and  

  Bastian felt that as far as his father was concerned, he wasn’t there at all. 

(Ende 30-31)  

This fact is almost disturbing when the opening scene of Petersen’s movie relies on Bastian and 

his father’s relationship, stressing the director’s new concept that Bastian (Oliver) is the one who 

cannot get over his mother’s death, whereas the father in Ende’s text is the one who feels this 

way: “[Bastian] himself had cried for many nights…but little by little it passed” (Ende 31).  

Unlike the Harry Potter series, Bastian is not yearning for a father figure in Ende’s text, 

he finds comfort in his stories and imagination instead.  In the Potter books, the main character at 

times matures through the loss of a father figure, but Bastian’s maturity comes through his own 

adventure.  While Mr. Potter grows through the death of three surrogate fathers, Bastian begins 

with the absence of a father, and this lack is still evident at the corresponding textual place 

Petersen’s film ends. In her essay, “Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince: A Children’s Book 

or a Young Adult Novel,” Annie Nichols states, “Dumbledore’s death is significant because it 

releases Harry… into a life of independence.  Dumbledore was the last in a line of protectors…” 

(4).  Although Bastian’s mother is dead in Ende’s text, no characterization is made to show that 

either of his parents’ lack of involvement in Bastian’s life moves him toward independence. 

Contradictory to Harry, Bastian is already prepared to move into his adventure alone.  

Petersen’s change in the relationship between father and son shows a different power structure 

from Ende’s text.  The Neverending Story, the novel, strives to portray Bastian as a free-thinking 

independent person regardless of age, thus giving him the capacity to control his actions.  Having 

overcome his mother’s death, Bastian seems the stronger character in the book, whereas 

reversing these feelings between father and son; Petersen places Bastian in the role of the child.  
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The Case of Ygramul 

Like that with father and son, a shifted power structure from Ende to Petersen lies in the 

introduction of Falkor, the luckdragon.  In both text and movie, Falkor acts as a replacement for 

Atreyu’s horse Artax who perishes in the Swamps of Sadness.  How this luckdragon comes into 

the tale is where the morphing of Ende’s power structure comes in to play.  In Ende’s text, 

Atreyu spots Falkor trapped in the web of a terrible beast called Ygramul the Many.  The 

luckdragon is rescued from the web by Atreyu’s questioning Ygramul about the Southern Oracle.  

Ygramul reveals a secret to Atreyu that saves Falkor’s life, “Ygramul’s poison…kills within an 

hour. But to one who has it inside him, it gives the power to wish himself to any part of 

Fantastica he chooses,” and although Atreyu does not take direct action to save the luckdragon, 

obtaining this secret from Ygramul does, as Falkor tells Atreyu, “…but I heard everything 

Ygramul said to you…That’s how I got away from her…You’ve saved my life all the same---

even if I had something to do with it” (Ende 68, 71).  Petersen brings Falkor and Atreyu together 

through another move to put the child in his place.  

Like with Bastian’s father being the strong force in the family, the film puts Falkor (Alan 

Oppenheimer -voice) in charge by having him rescue Atreyu (Hathaway) from the Swamps of 

Sadness and fly him to the Southern Oracle personally:  

  FALKOR: “So little fella, you're on your way to the Southern Oracle?”  

  ATREYU: “Yes, but it's hopeless. It's too far away!”  

  FALKOR: “Oh, I wouldn't necessarily say that.”  

  ATREYU: “Do you know how to get there?”  

  FALKOR: “Why sure, it's right around the corner.”  
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  ATREYU: “How'd all this happen?!”  

  FALKOR: “With luck!” (right eye winks)  

  ATREYU: “You've already brought me the entire 10,000 miles?”  

  FALKOR: “Having a luck dragon with you is the only way to go on a   

  quest. Things will work out fine Atreyu. Never give up hope and good   

  luck will find you.” (Petersen 1)  

First, this scene demeans the great boy-warrior who is on a quest for the Childlike Empress of 

Fantasia by calling him “little fella,” and then Falkor gives Atreyu fatherly advice in saying, 

“Never give up hope…”  Falkor is presented as an old and wise creature in both Ende’s text and 

Petersen’s film.  The problem lies in the fact that in the text, the luckdragon follows Atreyu’s 

whims because AURYN is guiding them, whereas Petersen’s film puts Falkor in charge.  Once 

again, the American trope of a child’s innocence and inability to think independently has been 

added to Ende’s work.  Petersen gives way to another restructured hierarchy in the text’s society, 

bringing Ende‘s story into the American worldview again due to the concept that, “Well 

functioning families are thought to have clear intergenerational boundaries that separate parents 

and children according to the roles and rules that govern family behavior” (Shaw 483).  If the 

real world is controlled by parents, then the imagined one must be as well.  This seems the 

mentality of Petersen’s work, whereas Ende’s holds the adverse worldview that children, when 

given control, can overcome incredible odds to save the day.  

 

The End of The Neverending Story 

In her chapter, “The Case of American Fantasy,” Beverly Lyon Clark assesses that 

typically, American fantasy’s most important function is rounding out the otherworldliness of a 
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tale by getting the main character back home.  Clark quotes Roger Sale, “American children’s 

literature ‘is not realistic literature for the most part, but it tends to…accommodate the real with 

an ease, even an optimism, that is generally not found in European texts’” (136).  Wolfgang 

Petersen works this trope of the American condition, i.e. the belief that “there's no place like 

home” into his filmic adaptation of Michael Ende’s text.  The written version of The 

Neverending Story cannot allow Bastian a chance to “go home” until he has completed his 

mission: finding his own way. This task is complicated, and is the second half of Ende’s text.  As 

far as missions go, Atreyu’s quest is skewed in Petersen’s film in a similar way.  

If Petersen were being faithful to the work, he would have recognized that when Atreyu 

speaks to the werewolf Gmork, he learns about leaving the boundaries of Fantastica for the 

human world, “For you and your kind, it’s easy to get there. There’s only one hitch: you can 

never come back… You have nothing to hope for, sonny--- When you turn up in the world of 

humans, you won’t be what you are here” (Ende 130).  Petersen’s film directly violates this 

“truth” within the novel, as the final scene shows Bastian (Oliver) riding through his city, 

chasing the bullies that plagued him in the beginning of his story on Falkor’s back, as the 

screenplay shows:  

  FALKOR: “What would you like to wish for next?”  

  Bastian leans over and whispers in his ear. Falkor laughs.  

  View of the three bullies talking. They look up at the sky as Falkor and Bastian  

appear and start chasing them. They scream “A monster !”…  

  They start to rest, but Falkor chases them down there too. They scream and  

  start running again.  

  BASTIAN: “We're gonna get you guys!”  
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The creatures of Ende’s Fantastica are created by human imagination, and bringing them 

into the human world causes them to transform from creatures into deceptions.  Gmork goes on 

to tell Atreyu that when a Fantastican passes through the Nothing, it becomes a lie in the human 

world (Ende 131).  Making this romp with Falkor the closing scene of his film, Petersen finalizes 

the American homecoming instead of leading toward a sequel in which Bastian continues his 

quest, and worse, this auteur allows Barret Oliver’s Bastian the ability to simply recreate 

Fantasia as it had been: “Falkor, its like the Nothing never was!” (Petersen 1). This godlike 

recreation without the second half of Ende’s story leads to an even more Americanized shift 

from the written work: Artax.  

In Ende’s work, Atreyu never reunites with his horse, Artax, but Petersen allows for the 

animal’s return through Bastian’s (Oliver) restoration of Fantasia.  This too is an American spin, 

as death has such a taboo nature as a subject for children that bringing Artax back to life is the 

only way to shake his earlier death scene in the film and homogenize the tale.  In an article titled 

“Thank you for the Turtle that Died,” a woman named Andrea describes the sentiment of 

recreating the dead best when she is quoted, “There will never be another Bojangles, because 

Bojangles was his own special self, Someday we will get another dog, but he won't exactly 

replace Bojangles…” (Lang Par. 16).  This sentiment accepts the American need to replace lost 

pets, as does Petersen’s resurrection of Atreyu’s horse.  

 

Ende’s Thoughts and Classifying the Adaptation 

In a People Weekly article from 1984, when questioned about the critical response to The 

Neverending Story, Michael Ende states, “You can enter the literary salon from prison, from the 

insane asylum, from a whorehouse-- everywhere but from the children's room."  Although the 
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book topped the charts in West Germany almost immediately, the critics ravaged its aloof 

fantastical nature and strongly questioned its intended audience.  At the release of Petersen’s film 

five years later, the most intense critic was Ende himself, who recounts, “The makers of the film 

simply did not understand the book at all, they just wanted to make money” (Bentley 1).  Ende 

also claims that Petersen “later secretly rewrote the screenplay” as he states,  

  I saw the final script five days before the premiere and only as a result of a  

  judicial verdict in Munich, I was horrified. They had changed the whole   

 sense of the story. Fantastica reappears with no creative force from    

Bastian. For me this was the essence of the book. (Bentley 1)  

At the court hearing listed in the above quote, Petersen attested to the fact that “his film is very 

faithful to Ende’s novel” (Bently 1).  The battles between author and director do not change the 

fact that the film was released, it stands as a success for itself, and it has become what ought to 

be called an "Americanonization" of fantasy film for children.  Considering this stance on the 

film, where does it fit in the world of literary adaptation? By expanding Wagner’s three types of 

adaptation: Transposition, Commentary, and Analogy, this film functions on several levels 

(Whelehan 8).  

First, Petersen’s movie relies on a sort of selective transposition, taking several elements 

from the book and transferring them to the screen with virtually no change. Next, it works within 

two types of commentary, one being an extension commentary, adding a relationship between 

Bastian and his father as well as an ending that moves Bastian back into the real world. The other 

commentary function lies in the idea of an Americanized commentary, in which themes and 

ideas have shifted to a focus easily understood by American viewers, the best example being 

Noah Hathaway’s Native American portrayal of Atreyu through Petersen’s tinkering. Finally, 
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some added scenes in this film reflect a character analogy that brings characters from Ende’s 

novel into different parts of the story than originally written. Although Petersen’s film was 

successful, the adaptation is lacking some vital concepts Ende’s text treats with care.  

The feel of the film is also different from the text, as its main function is to create within 

the reader a consciousness that she is reading a book about Bastian reading a book about Atreyu, 

thus having the sense that she is also an integral part of a Neverending story all her own. When 

this concept of overlapping books is moved to the screen, the emotional tie from Atreyu to 

Bastian, Bastian to narrator, narrator to reader is lost. If the story had been adapted about a film 

within a film, the effect could have been salvaged, but then the implication of “someone 

watching” would be too much for an audience of children.  Petersen did a fair job working with a 

text that is too complex to be faithfully adapted, although keeping from putting an American 

touch on some elements in Ende’s text, such as the role of the father and the power structure, 

would have made for a better representation of the original, but to Petersen, that’s another story 

for another time.  
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Nature and spirituality (non-religious) was the focus of a Fall 2006 series of lectures and 

presentations for Western Illinois University's First Year Experience (FYE) program for 

new students. This series of eight lectures, one art exhibit and one choral concert was 

meant to compliment Western’s 2006-2007 campus theme of "Global Challenges and 

Personal Responsibility" with a focus in the area of cultural diversity.  The Nature and 

Spirituality project was the idea of retired WIU art professor Fred Jones, who coordinated 

the series and procured funding.  One of the unique aspects of this First Year Experience 

was the inclusion of a choral concert along with the lectures.  Dr. James Stegall, Director 

of Choral Activities at WIU planned and conducted the concert that involved two of the 

major choral ensembles at the University; the University Singers, a nationally recognized 

ensemble of music majors and the Concert Choir with students from several majors 

within the University.  The concert also included participation by non-music faculty and 

members of the Macomb community.   Planning and performing this type of 

interdisciplinary concert presents several artistic and logistical challenges. The workshop 

will offer solutions to these challenges with particular emphasis given to planning, 

organization, funding, literature selection, personnel management, and audience 

engagement. Complete resource packets will be provided to all participants. 
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In Real Time 

Goya and Freud naturally meet over the economies of consciousness and 

unconsciousness, reason and unreason, intra-psychic existence and “real life,” repression and 

exuberance. The Caprichos, the Disparates and the Serie Negra, with their supernatural and 

grotesque cast, invite discussion of what constitutes the orthodox application of Freudian thought 

to art: the return of the repressed.  

Goya and Freud meet elsewhere as well. In the Desastres de la Guerra, Goya 

synchronizes his spectatorship with the viewer and restrains ideological palliatives and subtexts 

on the face of death. Freud conceives and instruments the transferential situation as a setting or a 

peculiar dynamic in which the past of the analyzand could be conjured and dealt with within the 

context of ‘real life”: His treatment of death in Beyond the Pleasure Principle also takes place in 

the context of an actuality of sorts, the sequential leafing through the book, in which Freud 

transcribes his changing perception of the death drive. Both Goya and Freud implement 

dialogical situations within which to invoke actuality, not as incontrovertible evidence or 

accuracy, but as an instance within which the shared exposure to time, self, other, and death is 

maximized.  

I. Goya Was an Adam 

The aura of Goya appears to be in a perpetually individuating gesture. His work seems to 

always reference and transcend orthodoxies. This irruptive singularization, made of vicinity and 
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contrast, can be seen in his rapport with several art history constructs: French Romanticism, 

Spanish provincialism, Rococo, and Populism. His gesture can be verified both as a contextual 

and desired effect, coming from him and from us, from friends and from foes. The popular 

perception of Goya sees in him one of the all-time beacons of emotional intensity. This passion 

is commonly attributed to his nationality, his illness and deafness, and his first hand experience 

of hardship and war: After an “optimistic period” in which he painted happy tapestry for the 

court, the legend goes, Goya fell ill, became deaf, saw the war, and started painting the dark side 

of human nature. Other factors have shaped the perception of Goya. Janis Tomlinson tells us that 

the attributional debates concerning Goya’s works  have been heavily influenced by the self-

assuring perception of Spain coming from France (Tomlinson 1996) (189-202). Frequently in 

these debates, historians attempt to objectify prejudice. Much like the “exotism” of the colonies 

counterbuilt the European self-centered identity, the folklorized Spanish other, corrupt and 

enslaved to emotions, was a central component in forging the rational, enlightened French self. 

Condescension toward Spain was common both in popular and high culture in France.   

Tomlinson refers to the case of the popular travel novel, Relation du Voyage d’Espagne 

by  Madame d'Aulnoy (1691) (189). This book enjoyed sustained popularity and was translated 

into several languages. Presenting a Spain saturated with bullfights, bloody religious processions, 

and aristocratic intrigues, it also introduces a never-ending parade of proud, opinionated, lazy, 

vengeful, amorous, superstitious, and garrulous characters. Remarkably, the narratives and tone 

of this book were used by Montesquieu in the unflattering description of the Spaniards included 

in his 1721 Letres Persanes. (Montesquieu 1929) The Letres are the epistolary interchange 

between the fictitious Persian brothers Uzbek and Rica, who travel around France. In Letter 

LXXVIII, (154) Rica sends Uzbek a transcription of the impressions of a French man traveling 
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in Spain. Here are some snippets from that letter that seem to match the facial expression of 

Manet’s 1861 Spanish Guitar Player:  

 

 

I. Manet, Edward, Spanish Guitar Player (1861) 

 

   The Spaniards who are not burned appear so fond of the inquisition, that it would be ill- 

natured to deprive them of it.  

   Their libraries, romances on this side, and school divines on the other; you would say  

that they had been made, and collected together, by some secret enemy to human reason. 

   The only good one of all their books, is that which was wrote to show the 

ridiculousness of all the others [a reference to Don Quixote]. 
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   They are the first men in the world to die languishing under the window of their 

mistresses: and every Spaniard who hath not a cold, cannot pass for a gallant. They are in 

the first place bigots, in the next jealous. 

   They observe little pieces of politeness, which in France would appear oddly applied: 

for example, a captain never corrects his soldier without first asking his leave; and the 

inquisition never burns a Jew without making an apology to him.  

   They say that the sun rises and sets in their country: but it may also be said, that, in 

passing his course, he reckons only ruined countries, and deserted lands. 

 

The content of this characterization constitutes an absolute value, and its sign can be 

positive or negative according to the chosen reason/authenticity arrangement. Goya himself 

refurnishes this condemned or celebrated intensity. We find Goya consciously working on his 

individuation and providing it with an expansive interiority. There is, after the delimitation of his 

territory, a rolling out of durations (multitudes of drawings, series of etchings, rolling frescoes) 

within which the encounter with the public seems personalized and uncharted although, as we 

will see, certain codes are brought in to seemingly perform the contrast within the work. His 

pledge to present the irreducible specificity of his experience and views is constant in his letters.  

In a letter included in the catalogue of the Prado Museum in 1828, he refers to his artistic 

instruction in the third person: “[Goya] had no teacher other than his own observation of the 

celebrated artists and pictures in Rome and in Spain, from which he has gained the greatest 

advantage”. 
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He did not contest convention in the name of new currents but in the name of autonomy. Goya 

declared war on normativity, as is apparent in his 1782 letter to the Academy of San Fernando: “I 

will give a proof to demonstrate with facts that there are no rules in painting, and that the 

oppression, or servile obligation of making all study or follow the same path, is a great 

impediment for the Young” (Tomlinson 1992) (191). These declarations gently lend themselves 

to a Freudian reading. Goya oedipally resists the vexing paternal phallus. He could have 

pronounced the words that Norman Bryson wrote to describe the anxieties precursors cause in 

artists: “If I succumb fully to the images within which I am condemned to articulate my sight, I 

shall cease to be an artist, and become instead the blinded vessel of others’ sight” (Bryson 1984) 

(81). The self-call to agency is loud in Goya.  This singularization finds a peculiar configuration, 

a further twist, in the series of etchings called Los Desastres de la Guerra. Goya here 

disassociates himself not only from artistic conventions but also from religion and, interestingly, 

reason. He fends off even his own fertile fancy, so central to much of his production. In Los 

Desastres, Goya does not let the narrative levitate beyond the reach of experience. He delivers 

the devastation retemporalized and commensurate with the reality of the viewer, person to 

person, as we will see in section VI.     

 

II. Freud Belabored His Singularity As Well 

Freud proclaimed originality from the very beginning. “Psycho-analysis is the name of a 

procedure for the investigation of mental processes which are almost inaccessible in any other 

way”. In a 1900 letter to Wilhelm Fliess, he states, “I am actually not at all a man of science, not 
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an observer, not an experimenter, not a thinker. I am by temperament nothing but a 

conquistador—an adventurer, if you want it translated—with all the curiosity, daring, and 

tenacity characteristic of a man of this sort” (Freud 1985) (398).   

The institution, practice, and theory of psychoanalysis were conceived as original 

departures.  The thrust of Freud’s project can be called modernist: international, secular, utopian, 

and progressive. But in reference to the subject it did not have the progressive subsuming of the 

individual to a cause that modernism usually suggests. In principle, the material unearthed in the 

context of the session was not to be normalized by the therapist but made available to the 

analyzand. In terms of temporal configurations, Freud pursued very original paths. As an 

institution, psychoanalysis was given a dynastic slant. The International Psychoanalytic 

Association was founded as a circle with no institutional attachments, and as Phyllis Grosskurth 

relates in her The Secret Ring: Freud’s Inner Circle and the Politics of Psychoanalysis, Freud 

was very concerned with creating a bond between the members that was much deeper than a 

mere theoretical agreement. In the spring of 1912, he summoned his closest colleagues to a 

secret meeting and gave them each an ancient ring, symbolizing the formation of a new force in 

psychoanalysis (Grosskurth 1991) (15-18).   

As part of the training of psychoanalysts, Freud created what he termed “didactic 

analysis,” by which each psychoanalyst is required to be in treatment with a “didactic” 

psychoanalyst for a long time before practicing psychoanalysis independently. The first group of 

such therapists was enabled by Freud himself. Had there not been a rebellion against this practice 

(and many rebellions against the politics of the International Psychoanalytic Association, some 

amounting to schisms), all of the practicing psychoanalysts in the world today would have an 
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umbilical cord connecting them back to the founding father. Freud was careful in developing a 

self-referential network and keeping a distance from philosophy; he did not want psychoanalysis 

to be a sub-branch of any discipline. About the lack of engagement of philosophers in his 

writings, Freud declared his personal incompetence in the field and his jealousy toward Frederick 

Nietzsche, who, Freud said, was able to say in a phrase what he would require pages upon pages 

to explain. (Freud 1953-74) (volume 18) (36). His philosophical inability, however, can be seen 

as posturing: He had conducted extensive work in the field as a member of the circle of Franz 

Brentano, a Viennese philosopher who influenced very prominent philosophical figures of the 

twentieth century, notably the father of phenomenology and mentor of Martin Heidegger: 

Edmund Husserl.   

Freud did not promise a utopian future, yet his macro extra-clinical conception had a 

historical, teleological configuration. Freud did not pursue metaphysical closure but a 

maximized, crystallized biological causality. Endocrine and neurological findings were supposed 

to give retrospective credence to the findings of psychoanalysis. This place of arrival, though, 

was remote enough that the everyday practice of psychoanalysis did not seem to inch in this 

direction. Frequently and emphatically Freud established that psychoanalysis was not a 

worldview but a model of the mind and an evolving therapeutic practice. Clinical cases were 

cited as propelling every addition to the theoretical body and the therapeutic practice. His own 

experience was given a radical centrality, and he allowed himself plenty of intuitive discretionary 

action.   

Psychoanalysis has a peculiar array of invisibilities, a public opacity. The most salient 

dimension of Freud’s singularization has to do with psychoanalysis’s dialogue with the patient. 

The symptomatic expressions of patients were not seen as aberrations but as muffled versions of 
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traumatic memories that the analyst could help the patient verbalize. In the session, Freud 

engaged the specificity of the patient in the setting of a dialogical context that allowed the patient 

to re-visit her traumas and past. The closeness that this situation produces between patient and 

analyst is major. For Jean Laplanche, “psychoanalytic work is to retemporalize” (Caruth 2001) 

(paragraph 82). 

Freud defined as part of the training of psychoanalysts the development of counter 

transference: the ability to keep the traumatic universe of the therapist from obscuring her 

listening and the discipline not to use transferential openness as an opportunity to manipulate the 

patient. The practice is imbedded in the privacy of the transferential situation and professional 

secrecy. The reproducibility of the practice does not rest on standardized experimental protocols 

but on the institutional mechanisms of training and control. The evidentiary work is generated in 

private. The discrimination between faulty practice and faulty theory is particularly difficult 

because of the central role given to the intersubjective rapport between therapist and patient. The 

passage from the individual sites of treatment to the specially designed network of clinical 

control and of international discussion had a guarded, precious slant to it. Freud saw his model of 

the mind as universal, but the enchantment of the transferential situation, the investment of the 

patient, could not be universally obtained just by using a codified language. The passage to 

ideological action, to social teleology, is complicated in Freud by the step that follows the 

rendering of the unconscious. The unconscious rather than being ideologized is given back to the 

patient. This inwardness protects Freud from dwelling in fields in which he might have not been 

able to feel dominant and which might have compromised his self importance. But also it 

establishes a breathing space for an individuality that vindicates its public opacity. 
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III. A Word on Master Narratives and Power 

The politics of safeguarding specificity we have just discussed in Freud has several 

implications for post-Hegelian discussions about master narratives and power, and the 

problematic entanglement of political agency and respect for specificity. Traditional Marxism 

places class over diversity (cultural, sexual, racial) and engages a temporal restrictive 

streamlining, where “a political transition period in which the state can be nothing but the 

revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat” (Marx 1970) (13). Ideology is supposed to pierce 

the walls of power open with blunt configurations, with grim Trojan horses like the dictatorship 

of the proletariat, and then crack open and deliver peace and happiness as a result of social 

equality.  

The neglect of non-class oppression is significant in theory and dramatic in practice: 

think of the oppression of homosexuals in Cuba, of Soviet anti-Semitism. Matters of gender, 

sexual orientation, cultural identity, and race were in traditional revolutionary politics postponed, 

minimized, or denied. With the descent from utopia, the disenchantment with the Soviet block, 

and the realization that single subtext ideology might never open up to specificity, progressive 

thinkers wanted to expedite the cracking open of the Trojan horse. Hegelian historicity was 

rejected and a fresh look at current possibilities ensued. Louis Althusser had opened this 

revisionism by presenting a revised version of Marx in which historicism, idealism, and 

economism are less central than an epistemological change, a thesis not loudly declared in Marx 

but discernable through what Althusser calls “symptomatic reading.”  This epistemological 

change, which basically rejects the opposition of subject and object, had a great influence in the 

development of poststructuralist thought, where the very figure of the subject is frequently seen 
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as a capitalist construct. The politics of difference on one side and the pragmatics of micro 

utopianism on the other proposed new ways of approaching political action within a pluralized 

public sphere, based not on the suppression of difference but on plural “coalitions” of the 

disenfranchised. Class was no longer placed above other struggles.  

Three intellectuals that were prominent in the framing of the new possibilities were 

Judith Butler and the coauthors Ernesto Lacleau and Chantal Mouffe. In their book, Hegemony 

and Socialist Strategy: Towards a Radical Democratic Politics, Lacleau and Mouffe propose a 

radical democracy of agonistic pluralism where all antagonisms could be expressed. They also 

conceive of pockets of resignification where commodification and polysemia could be bent in 

favor of the subject: microtopias. In Butler’s writings, a view of marginality as both a crippling 

social disadvantage and a territory of desirable opacity, complicates the struggle. She has 

pronounced herself adverse to gay marriage as an institutionalized normalization that interrupts 

self-constructing freedom. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak introduces a figure that facilitates the 

thinking of a nonreductive, practical solidarity: “strategic essentialism,” a temporary accord used 

to maximize political force. The interplay of conformity and power has led to the concept of 

performativity, a certain openness to the specifics of each situation, a position that, Slavok Zizek 

complains, leaves the tension between truth value and historicity nresolved (Hanlon 2001) (15). 

However, strategic essentialism and performativity do indeed frame and inspire specific political 

action precisely because they do not aim at closing the gap Zizek describes.   

Freud’s independence from institutions and currents of thought and his distance from 

organized political activism enabled him to fashion an exceptionality, a constructed setting with 

an opaque exterior and an interior space for self-configuration. He devised protected sites of 
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agonism and performativity. The post-historical sidestep of Laclau and Butler has a counterpart 

in Freud’s nonreductive approach of the patient who is given a space to unearth her traumas and 

reshape herself. Freud was somewhat associated with a historicist place of arrival: science being 

able to explain behavior, as well as a universal: a common structure for all human minds. Yet his 

practice was strategically isolated from teleological urgencies, so that his specific achievements 

were not dissolved in a principal, integrated, world-changing narrative. 

 

IV. A Word on the Plasticity of Freud 

Freud did not show great regard for class, culture, and race issues, his universality was 

built on the experience of upper middle-class Viennese heterosexual men, a context he never 

endeavored to diversify. The standing of Freud has slipped, partly because of the upsurge of 

language-based theory and partly because many do not see Freud’s white heterosexual male 

centered slant as rectifiable within Freudian terms. From Freud’s point of view, the resolution of 

the Oedipus complex presents a very different scenario for girls than for boys. For him, the lack 

of a penis makes women less fearful of castration. The superego of women, which is supposed to 

be developed to compensate this fear, is intrinsically weaker.  

Ernst Jones and Melanie Klein of the English School of Psychoanalysis contested these 

notions quite early, initiating a flux of continuum correctives within the psychoanalytic body 

(Klein 1975). Psychoanalytic theory regarding the historical misogynist orientation of Freud has 

been dully adjusted, and very few recalcitrant psychoanalysts still hold his original sexist 

position. The common assumption within the psychoanalytic institutions today is that both girls 
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and boys, straight and gay, have their omnipotent dreams of instant gratification similarly 

interrupted and they develop their superegos and coping mechanisms in analogous ways.   

V. The Exceptionality of Beyond the Pleasure Principle 

In Beyond the Pleasure Principle, a 1920 text in which Freud ponders the existence of a 

second pulsion, the death drive shakes Freud’s theoretical edifice, just like Los Desastres had 

shaken (as we will see below) Goya’s production a century before. Freud questions one of the 

most central tenets of his doctrine. Until then he had postulated that it was the libidinal 

compulsion, the sex drive, that propels life in general and human life in particular. The libido 

was also the force that sustained completion, that impelled the subject toward a narcissistic, 

totalizing vision of the self and the world. In Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud introduces a 

new factor, “an urge inherent in all organic life to restore an earlier state of things” (Freud 1955) 

(244). In this case, he is not referring to aiming only to restore the organism to a state previous to 

a disturbance. Freud takes this argument to its ultimate evolutionary consequence with the 

somber statement: “The goal of all life is death” (244). The thread of the argument spools out 

from the analysis, early in the book, of the compulsion to repeat or reenact disagreeable 

experiences, a tendency that seems ostensibly not to adjust to the pleasure principle.  

In The Language of Psycho-Analysis, Jean Laplanche and J.B. Pontalis tell us:  

 

Before this essay, Freud was understood to have placed the sexual instinct, Eros, or the  

libido, centre stage, in explaining the forces which drive us to act. In 1920, going  
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“beyond” the simple pleasure principle, Freud developed his theory of drives, by adding  

the death instinct…The main importance of the essay resides in the striking picture of the  

human being, struggling between two opposing instincts or drives: Eros working for  

creativity, harmony, sexual connection, reproduction, and self-preservation; Thanatos for  

destruction, repetition, aggression, compulsion, and self-destruction.(322) 

 

 In Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud describes not only the theoretical viability of this 

drive but also his personal fluctuating conviction about it. This sustained interaction with the 

subject shows Freud dealing with all the certainties and puzzlements of the pulsion, in real time. 

We are not presented with the results of his speculations but with the process. The adamantine 

nature of the pulsion is enacted and tried on Freud. As the pages turn, Freud grabs, looses, 

distances himself, and re-embraces the death drive. In The Postcard  Jacques Derrida describes 

Freud’s back and forth as analogous to the game his grandson plays with a spool as he says Fort! 

(gone) and Da! (there) (Derrida 1987) (406). Freud uses this game in his discussion of the 

compulsion to repeat that is found in traumatic neurosis. The text is punctuated by stops and 

reversals in which the position of the writer is foregrounded and a proximity to the reader is 

affected.  

In chapter V of Beyond the Pleassure Principle, after considering the presence of sexual drives in 

germ cells, Freud pauses: “Let us go back for a moment ourselves and ask whether all these 

speculations are not perhaps entirely baseless”. (81) The following chapter begins with his 

disclaimer: “There are no doubt many respects in which we ourselves are going to feel 
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dissatisfied with our conclusions thus far”(83). Further on the same page, he declares, “We don’t 

know the answer to this question and would therefore find it a considerable relief if our entire 

theory were to be proven wrong.”  He then again presents his own doubts, wondering if, 

“Perhaps we have decided to embrace this belief because it brings us comfort” (84). Four pages 

further, he continues, “We might begin to doubt at this point whether it was at all helpful to try to 

resolve the question of ‘natural death’ by reference to the study of protozoa”(88). 

Derrida in The Postcard singled out the following passage from Beyond the Pleasure 

Principle in which the foregrounding of the author finds its apex. Freud justifies his presentation 

of inconclusive considerations regarding the death drive: “It may be asked why I have embarked 

upon efforts such as those consigned to this chapter, and why are they delivered for publication. 

Well—I cannot deny that some of the analogies, correlations …seemed to me to deserve 

consideration”(99). (Derrida 385).   

VI. Goya Broadcasting Live, Los Desastres de la Guerra. 

We have just engaged the irruptive apparition of death in Beyond the Pleasure Principle. 

A comparable irruption takes place in Goya’s Los Desastes de la Guerra. The series, which 

centers on death and war, contrasts greatly with Goya’s previous productions. In particular it 

contrasts with the series Goya made immediately before, Los Caprichos. Los Caprichos are 

populated by extravagant implausible characters. These hallucinatory images satirize 

superstition, ruthlessness, and absurdity (mainly of the church, the court, and the lower classes). 

The shadows and skies of Los Caprichos overflow with monsters, imaginary creatures, witches, 

and decontextualized faces. All this imagery is not presented as real. In Los Caprichos the 

supernatural illustrates the mundane. With a mix of repugnancy and voyeuristic delight, an 
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enlightened courtier looks down on social vices. “Figures distorted by passions and appetites in 

order to convey the crumbling rationality under a weighty fabric of social custom“ is the way 

Jose Lopez-Rey describes them (15). In plates 20 and 21 Goya addresses one of his recurrent 

interests: prostitutes. Plate 20 includes the caption, “Ya van desplumados” (There they go 

plucked.)  

 

II. There they go plucked (Capricho #20) 
 

Goya has used a popular expression “desplumar” which, other than referring to removing 

feathers, means “to fleece.” The reference to chickens also introduces the invective: the clients 

are rendered chickens (actually chickens with human heads) by their low morals. The metaphor 

extends to the setting: the chickens are kicked out of the coop by the prostitutes who have no 

interest in them now that they are without feathers (money). In this case the moral ruin impinges 
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on the site and the clients, who are depicted as animals while the prostitutes retain their human 

nature. In plate 21, however, the situation changes.  

 

III. How they pluck her! (Capricho #21) 

 

The caption reads “Que la descanionan!” (How they pluck her!). The image has been 

convincingly related to the book Arte de las Putas, written by Goya’s friend Leandro Fernández 

de Moratín (1760-1828) (Fernández de Moratín 1990), in which he criticizes the police and 

judges who detain prostitutes not to rectify the women’s ethics but to extort money from them.  

In this image it is a prostitute, now a victim, who has been turned into a chicken with human 

head. Under the cape of a judge spread out to hide the scene, a policeman and a deputy seem to 
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pluck the chicken/prostitute. All three men have tiger faces symbolizing their predatory 

character.   

The plates in which Goya himself appears, the contemptuous self-portrait of the cover, 

and the celebrated “El sueño de la razón produce monstrous” (“the sleep of reason produces 

monsters”) merit a longer discussion that we will not attempt here. But let us remember that they 

focus on the vagaries of reason, imagination, and morals, not on death and reality.  In the 

Desastres, no allegories or capricious images explicate, dramatize, or contain death, and all the 

images are presented as real.     

In 1808, General Palafox commissioned Goya to survey and document the Napoleonic 

intervention in his native Saragossa. The intention was to commemorate the resistance and 

ultimate triumph of the local, improvised army that Palafox himself had intermittently 

commanded. In 1810, Goya worked on the aquatints later known as Los Desastres de la Guerra, 

but because they did not conform to the commission, they were not made public or named until 

1863, long after Goya’s death in 1828. Goya’s critical eye spared no one. In the series, the 

Spanish people are portrayed not only as victims but also as perpetrators of horrible deeds 

themselves. Many authors (for example Jesusa Vega) have pointed out the pioneering unheroic 

nature of Goya’s depiction of war and death. The last eighteen etchings of the series were added 

years later and given a different name by Goya: Caprichos Enfaticos. They do not include scenes 

of devastation and are much closer in style to the Caprichos and the Disparates.. In fact, their 

presence among the Desastres underscores the exceptionality of the series. These last images 

revert to the allegorical and satirical style of Los Caprichos, and are very likely a comment on 
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the regime of Fernando VII, who in 1814 regained power after the French left Spain and relapsed 

to a highly repressive and obscurantist reign.   

The Desastres present highly expressive figures at short range. Usually centered, the 

compositions are activated by diagonals. They are scarce in context and their shallow, undefined 

space effects an immediacy and an availability, not to the senses (they are small and 

monochromatic), but to the projective fantasy of the viewer. Spanish and French dead are 

depicted without recourse to standardization: every victim seems to be dying his or her own 

death. All the plates include brief captions in which Goya transcribes how his inner voice 

(particularly audible for a deaf man) comes upon the devastation. These comments, extremely 

direct and largely devoid of historical information, read as spontaneous reactions and connect his 

situation to the viewer taking in the images. The present tense dominates the writing. Goya 

affects simultaneity with the depicted events and the viewer. Plates 32 and 33 depict vicious 

atrocities; the captions read, “Why?” and, directly addressing the perpetrators, “What else are 

you going to do?” 
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IV. Why? (Desastre #32) 

 

V. What else are you going to do? (Desastre #33) 

  

With phrases that start on a plate and go on for three more, Goya’s commenting presence 

seems to parallel the action in real time like the voice of a play-by-play soccer announcer on TV. 

The comments also occupy that realm of the footnote, which in literature conjures up the plane 
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of reality, a space where writer and reader meet beyond the mechanisms that maintain the 

suspension of disbelief. The colloquial nature of the comments is startling; Goya addresses the 

viewer as an acquaintance. The familiarity signals a collusion with the observer who is invited 

into this scenes, or is presupposed to be already there. The viewer/reader becomes Goya as she 

speaks the captions and holds the book. Goya, presenting himself as a witness in his comments, 

seems to jump from the picture plane and sit shoulder to shoulder in a metonymic flux with the 

viewer. The pedagogical distance, the ideological historicism and partisanship, that up to that 

moment was the norm in the depiction of war and death is relaxed. The space of the prints is not 

fixed to an exalted meta-discourse; the perspective of the plates cannot be aligned with larger 

structures.  

It might help, by way of contrast, to briefly review an emblematic neoclassic painting dealing 

with death. Jean Louis David painted Death of Socrates in 1787. His political  

 

VI. Jacques Louis David, Death of Socrates (1787) 
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alignment with the party commissioning the work, the Trudaine de Montigny brothers, was clear. 

Their common cause was the emancipation of the state and reason from the personal and familial 

grip of the monarchy.  Like other neoclassical paintings, it presents an idealized, hyper-dignified 

classic past in which men of character surrender their individuality, emotions, and personal 

interest to high causes and the common good. Socrates is not a surrogate for the common man; 

he is an example to be followed. His paradigmatic restraint is shared only by Plato (absent from 

the scene according to the Dialogues), somber but composed at the foot of the bed, and Crito, 

whose hand on the leg of the master is supportive and grave, but not desperate. Everybody else is 

overwhelmed by his death. Thoughtful and resolute, Socrates dominates the scene entering his 

own demise without the least regret or emotional quiver, in full possession of truth and 

superlative morals. His body is the only one in the composition that’s perfectly vertical and erect. 

The phallic, upward vertical thrust of his stance, complemented by a heaven-pointing, 

sententious index finger, lifts him from the malaise his death is bringing about. The anguished, 

bent crowd dramatizes the hierarchical break with the viewer, who is addressed asymmetrically 

from an impossible apex of dignity. Socrates does not inhabit the immediacy of a dialogue but 

the heights of eternal truths. David teaches his public.   

In the Desastres, hierarchies and boundaries are breached. Certain motifs recur. As they 

insistently come back, the inexorable and ominous character of the developments is conveyed. 

Heaps of dead bodies, rapes, executions, interrings, heaps of dead bodies, rapes, executions,  

interrings … we follow a pulse, a virtual path of carnage punctuated by the theatrical light 

flashes with which Goya sparks the images. Death permeates without differentiating itself, 

without being foreign to anything. In the frequent mounds of bodies it is difficult to differentiate 

the wounded from the dead (plates 24, 25).  
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VII. They are still useful. (Desastre #24) 

 

VIII. Also these ones (Desastre #25) 
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Some corpses are eroticized (plate 64, 30); some of the living look dead (plate 57). There 

are no general views, no disengaged, totalizing panoramas. No historically relevant moment is 

depicted. In contrast, Jacques Callot, whose 1633 etching series Les Misères de la Guerre 

 

IX. Jacques Callot, Miseres de la Guerre (1633) 

 

set an important precedent for Goya, presents many such general views and emblematic 

historical summations in which the figures show little if any individuality and emotion. In Los 

Desastres, the crescendo of desolation and violence takes apart any general context and logic, 

blow by blow. The profusion of death finds particular force in plates that depict several moments 

of the same killing procedures. For example, in plate 15 there is an executed man in the 

foreground, a man being executed in the background, and a man about to be to executed in the 

middle ground.  
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X. There is no remedy (Desastre #15) 

  

The Desastres synchronize two witnessing experiences: Goya’s fictional or real 

perambulation among the devastation and the actual experience of looking at the collection of 

plates. Goya’s witnessing is meshed with the viewer’s. He creates a concentric structure by 

which he looks at the devastation, and then we look over his shoulder at the devastation, as it 

were, in real time. When viewed in book format or in a sequential website, at the speed the 

consecutive phrases suggest, the series feels like a real-time video.  

VII. A Closer Look at the Plates 

The first three plates set the tone of the series. In the very first one a man on his knees, an 

allegory of the Spanish people, tilts his head up and raises his gaze as someone hearing the first 

faint rumors of a coming storm. The air is heavy with anticipation. The man seems about to be 

engulfed by a dark cloud. The caption reads, “sad presentiments of what is about to occur.”  
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XI. Sad presentiments (Desastre #1) 

 

The image, as Robert Hughes indicates, recalls the biblical episode of Christ in the garden of 

Gethsemane and is extremely similar to a version of this scene Goya drew shortly before the 

series (and turned into a painting in 1828) (273). Anticipating what is to come, Christ 

experiences a lapse of sorrow, a very human anxiety that eventually is dispelled by a divine 

reassuring apparition. “An angel from heaven appeared to him and strengthened him” (Luke 

22:39-46) (Phillips 1958) (170). In Goya’s drawing, the straightening seems to be in progress; 

the angel is helping Christ regain his upward posture. 
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XII. Christ in Gethsemane (1828) 

In the aquatint there is no divine assistance. The imagery of the Desastres has many 

biblical references, but God is conspicuously absent from the desolate series. As Robert Hughes 

indicates, the link between the allegory of the Spanish people and Christ would have not escaped 

Goya’s contemporaries (Hughes 2003) (273). The calamities do not prompt the expected divine 

intervention. The series is teeming with people enacting pietas, depositions, crucifixions, 

disrobings, and martyrdoms but lacks resurrections, ascensions, apparitions, and walks on water.  

The narrative seems to appropriate its references.  Like Freud’s Moses and Monotheism (a 1939 

text in which Freud proposes that Moses was a disgruntled Egyptian priest of the proscribed 

monotheist religion, not a Jew) (Freud 1951) , Goya’s Desastres effects a secular takeover of the 

biblical narrative. Secular interventions in divine narratives—let us think of Dante—tend to play 

out the individual’s realization of her self-consciousness.     
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The second plate also concerns an absence, that of reason. It depicts an execution of 

Spaniards by Napoleon’s soldiers in an image that anticipates the famous Fusilamientos del Tres 

de Mayo. The caption reads, “with or without reason.”  

 

XIII. With or without reason (Desastre #2) 

 

The French soldiers incarnate reason gone astray with their geometric regularity and faceless 

impersonal efficiency. This plate reveals the disenchantment of a Francophile intellectual, Goya, 

who like many progressive and cultivated Spaniards of the time, was appalled by the violence 

unleashed by Napoleon in his imperial campaign. The drama is enhanced by an unthinkable 

closeness between executioners and victims.  The third plate tramples a possible third paradigm: 

Spanish patriotism or popular purity. In this image it is the French soldiers who are being knifed 

and axed by the Spanish people. The hand of a French soldier, spread in despair,  
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XIV. The same (Desastre #3) 

 

occupies the center of the picture. The caption declares, “Lo mismo” (The same), and is the first 

of many unvarnished depictions of the resistance. From that moment on the viewer walks with 

Goya around death without the assurances of religion, reason, or lyrical (archaic, omnipotent) 

illusions of Spanish patriotic virtue. The immediacy of Goya’s address is not absorbed in a grand 

narrative or overridden by the historical context. In Los Desastres, the contextual situation of 

Goya and that of the viewer is contiguous.         

There is a fourth noticeable omission: that of any fanciful, unreal, oniric imagery that, as 

we indicated before, is the norm in Los Caprichos. After the establishing plates we mentioned, 

Goya deploys image after image of clustered bodies. In almost all the images several bodies 

overlap, forming a mass that not only fuses dead bodies with other dead bodies, but also 

compounds dead bodies with (being foreign to nothing) living, sick, killing, witnessing, resting, 

crying, torturing, begging, and comforting bodies. This physical amalgamation of life and death 
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is made more intimate by frequent ambiguous depictions: some of the corpses seem to be 

extremely active. In plate 27, a headless corpse seems to dive into its own grave. 

 

XV. Charity (Desastre #27) 

 

In plate 14, the body of a hanged man swings behind a man about to be hanged.   
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XVI. Hard is the endeavor (Desastre #14) 

 

As can be seen, strong emphasis is given to witnessing. Two plates are particularly 

intense in this regard. In plate 13, the rape of a woman is about to be witnessed by a man, 

presumably her husband, whose hands are tied. We can see just his back, which aligns his view 

with Goya’s and ours. The caption reads “Amarga presencia” (Bitter presence).  
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XVII. Bitter presence (Desastre #13) 

Plate 50 recalls a deposition. Three men carry a dead young woman in front of her daughter, who 

cries and covers her face. In turn the despair of the girl causes the startled and anguished 

expressions of the men.  The caption reads “Madre infeliz” (Unhappy mother).  
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XVIII. Unhappy mother (Capricho #50) 

 

Many plates include people covering their faces in sadness and horror. The witnessing projects 

the situation of the viewer into the plates and also creates a theater of simultaneity, a traffic of 

associative awareness that places up the instant. The accent on coincidental experiences dims 

transcendence. 

Among the tragic glossary some images stand out because of their unprecedented 

crudeness. One of the most horrific plates (plate 37, “This is worse”) presents the corpse of a 

Spaniard impaled in a tree. As many authors have noticed, the figure was taken from the 

Belvedere torso in the Vatican (Stoichita and Coderch 1999) that Goya had sketched in Rome in 

1771. The torso, an idealized Greek man, yet as a sculpture already maimed by time, was turned 

by Goya into a corpse but fitted with several components it lacked: buttocks, legs, a fragment of 

a right arm, and a head. The torsion of the body was accentuated so that although the body faces 
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away, the head is turned and looks back at the viewer in a highly dynamic pose, a forceful re-

address of sorts. The flowing hair and the open mouth give the corpse a haunting vivacity.  

 

XIX. This is worse. (Capricho #37) 

 

Following all these tokens of vitality, this man, as it were, dies again. After seeing the 

highly contrasted features of the head and face, the tip of a branch protruding out from between 

his shoulder blades comes into awareness. The tip is very small and blends with the foliage 

behind. Its sinister, recondite presence brings up the bloody intra-body journey of the branch that 

starts in the man’s rectum. Part of what the mutilating of a corpse does is deny the dead rest, and 

extend and multiply the injury. The instant of dying slows and swells so death and life entangle. 

The usually brief and highly ritualized lapse between dying and being buried is deprived of its 
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normative mitigation. The image evokes a crucifixion. The face looks like that of Goya’s much 

earlier Cristo crucificado (1780). 

 

XX. Cristo crucificado (1780) 

 

In contrast to the crucifixion, this man has not moved on to transcendence, has not extricated 

himself from the earthly pains of martyrdom. The cross, now a tree, does not only traverse his 

hands and feet but his entire body. There are no ascensive presages: he does not look up, the 

body is not vertical, the raised arms are now gruesome stumps pointing down and dramatizing 

the earthbound downward thrust of the impalement.  
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Another plate concerning a tree (plate 39, “Great deeds against the dead!”) matches or 

surpasses the horror of plate 37.  

 

XXI. Great deeds (Desastre #39) 

 

But it also counterbalances it. The dismembered and castrated bodies hanging from this tree are 

presumed to be Spanish traitors killed, dismembered, and exhibited by their compatriots as a 

deterrent for potential defectors. The two heads have an uncommon serenity.  

Plate 30, “Ravages of war,” one of the few interiors of the series, presents the effects of 

an explosion inside a home. Some corpses and body parts are scattered on the ground while the 

headless body of a woman is in midair, falling upside down and about to land. Like in plate 27 

the falling corpse seems quite active. Her hands are open anticipating the imminent contact with  
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XXII Ravages of war (Desastre #30) 

 

the floor, a scene which makes her more alive and enhances the immediacy of the image. A 

second woman lies dead on her back next to her deceased baby. Her posture is highly eroticized. 

Her skirt is raised revealing open, youthful legs clad in stockings. (Ana Magnani, dead and sexy 

in the final sequence of Rossellini’s Roma, Citta Aperta (1945) comes to mind.)  

 

XXIII. Robero Rossellini, Roma città aperta (1945) 

 

The bend of her neck and the contortion of her body suggest a sensual ecstasy. A chair in front of 

a fireside that seems to be still part of a cozy familial scene as it falls, completes the tableau and 
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powerfully evokes the cohabitation of death and normalcy. Death, here meshed with domesticity, 

seems inextricable from life.  

VIII. The Desastres Were, According to Goya, Caprichos 

As we mentioned in part VI., Goya Broadcasting Live, Goya did not call the series 

Desastres de la Guerra. That title was given a posteriori, in occasion of the posthumous 

publication of the series by the Spanish crown in 1880. The title Goya gave the works was 

Fatales consequencias de la sangrieta Guerra en Espana con Buonaparte y otros caprichos 

enfaticos (Fatal consequences of the bloody war in Spain with Bonaparte, and other emphatic 

caprices). The use of the words, “and other,” implies that the rest of the works, the plates that are 

not the “emphatic” ones, are also caprices. They are caprices in the sense of having been freely 

generated by the mind. The reference to “fatal consequences” introduces a critical element; it is 

the “result” of the war that is being considered and displayed. The fact that Goya foregrounds the 

“fatal effects” and not the events themselves indicates the thrust and viability of his objectivity. 

The historical data makes it impossible to place Goya and the actions he describes in the same 

place and time. The perplexities of a Goya who on the one hand gives the impression of being a 

loyal witness and on the other is known not to have been there, have interested many authors. 

For Susan Sontag, Goya is not fabricating his presence in each of the events portrayed, but rather 

he is saying: things like this happened (47). For Reva Wolf, “the focus is the perception of the 

horror rather than the horror itself” so “[i]t was the idea of having been there that mattered” 

(Wolf 1990) (40).  It is possible that in Goya the manufacturing of an artificial actuality in which 

to present the well-informed but freely conceived products of his inspiration can rightfully be 

considered witnessing. Witnessing can be understood not as the impossible removal of the 
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subjective in constructing images (particularly in pre-photographic times) but as the voluntary 

transcendence of notional mediations. The faithfulness to an event can have the subjective as a 

symptom, a stage in which reality has left a mark. The following step of faithfulness is to 

produce in the viewer as intense, immediate, and disruptive a reaction as possible. Goya is thus 

engaged in witnessing and bringing about witnessing. The disturbing directness that beholding a 

war photograph was going to entail some decades later in the nineteenth century—an experience 

for which the mystification of the empirical in concordance with a purported retraction of agency 

was central—was not yet technically nor epistemologically possible when the series was made. 

The disenchanting disclaiming of indexical transcription, the mirage of a professed neutrality 

“found” in the world or in language was very far away in time and dramatically unbefitting to 

Goya. In Goya, the truth of the war did not require a naturalistic retraction of the subject.  

We should also bear in mind that, as Hughes claims in his book, Goya is engaging and 

subverting the public inherited imagination, the Christian motifs (Hughes) (275). He is clearing a 

cluttered, layered scene. Objectivity here depends on a very active subject that places his 

experience over ideological filters. The images that in their ideological observance were 

supposed to present time as the confirmation of the paradigm, here seem to embody newness, to 

throw scenes into the uncharted future. Goya’s immersion in reality does not connote vacating 

the scene of the subject because the subject is opened to the excess of the future and of death. We 

will see below how this return resonates with Emmanuel Levinas’s take on Edmund Husserl. The 

subject does not disappear in her/his effort to be truthful.    
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IX. Goya and Freud Were Supposed to Meet Elsewhere 

 Los Desastres contrasts greatly with the series that preceded it, Los Caprichos, which 

conforms better to the interplay of psychic and “real life” that seems to link Goya and Freud. Los 

Caprichos, Los Disparates, and La Serie Negra lend themselves to what has constituted the 

customary Freudian reading of art: the return of the repressed and the combination of familiarity 

and unfamiliarity (heimlich and unheimlich). In this tradition, the subtext that dominates is the 

explanation of how repressed pulsions emerge as hysterical symptoms embodying sexual 

fantasies or as negative impulses conjured up by obsessional neuroses. Goya does not even have 

to lie down on the couch and free-associate; his graphic access to the depths of the psyche seems 

to readily mirror Freud’s model of overheated archaic magma.  

Goya seems to display the generic code of psychoanalysis. The affinity here is topical, 

and the drives and unconscious motivations are visible in Los Caprichos. But, as Norman Bryson 

tells us, “psychoanalysis is nothing if not an art of specifics” (“Review of Representations of 

Revolution (1789-1820) by Ronald Paulson”). Without the gesture toward the concurrent, 

psychoanalysis is a dry affair of rigid correspondences. In the classic mode of psychoanalytic 

interpretation of art, the work provides the symptoms for the critic who stands as the analyst. The 

critic describes the psychopathologies or psychological profiles of the author, the characters, the 

patrons, or anybody involved with art to the way the work (or their opinion of the work) reflects 

their early histories, traumas, or unconscious motivations, just as the analyst does with her 

patient. Art becomes an illustration of the conjectured unconscious of an artist or a culture.  

Although this practice, psychobiography, has fallen into disrepute because of its 

inconsequential determinism, it is not infrequent. In his work, “Abjection Sustained,” about the 
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Chapman brothers engagement of Goya, Philip Shaw proposes that the exposure of sexualized 

mutilated corpses indicates in Goya a fixation with the pre-integrated ego stages in which 

isolated corporeal pleasures are not related to a unified body (Shaw 2003) (606-607). The same 

determinism can be applied to the reception of works. Psychoanalysis cannot be imported as a 

master narrative and applied to the arts without a critical appraisal of the subjective 

configuration. We will see in part XI how the psychoanalytic model that gets imported tends to 

have scant room for the subject and her address, and how very important pronouncements 

regarding agency and selfhood are implicitly made in this selection. The package needs to be 

opened before it is applied. “Whilst, from a feminist perspective, one would not deny that the 

patriarchal unconscious is described within cinematic discourse, there is a danger that such an 

assertion stops at the point of demonstrating the dualities of oppression and seduction and blocks 

the question of woman’s desire: who speaks it, how is it spoken? (Stern 1979) (222)∗   

          

 

X. Freud’s Rapport with Surrealism 

Another site of celebrated convergence between art and psychoanalysis is surrealism. As 

Bryson and Bal tell us, surrealism is art making the gesture toward psychoanalysis and not so 

                                                 

∗ Lesley Stern’s work gives us the opportunity to mention a field of art scholarship that has 
intensively engaged psychoanalysis: Feminist Film Studies. It would be unsuitable to attempt a 
summation of this fertile intersection in our present text. However, we can provisionally mention 
that within the field there are voices, like Stern’s, that conciliate an anti-phallocentric advocacy 
with a view of women’s subjectivity and agency as much more than a disruption of patriarchal 
law.    
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much vice versa. (Norman Bryson and Mieke Bal, Semiotics and Art History ,  201) (Bryson and 

Bal 1991)   The surrealist manifesto of 1924 makes ample reference to the unconscious and to 

Freud. Andre Breton not only had an interest in Freud’s theories, but also had studied 

psychology and in the First World War worked as a therapist for deranged soldiers. He used the 

rudiments of psychoanalytic strategies he had grasped through the incipient psychoanalytic 

literature of the time. He sustained a rapport with Freud through letters and a couple of visits to 

Vienna. Ultimately Freud was going to discontinue their acquaintance claiming, in characteristic 

fashion, his own incompetence in art. Freud also lamented the lack of a return to the ego in 

surrealism: “A collection of dreams without the connected association, without knowledge of the 

circumstances under which it has been dreamt, does not have any meaning to me, and I can 

barely imagine what it would mean to others”(qtd. in Gamwell 247). Surrealists were, according 

to Freud, after just the miasma, the dispersal produced by introducing the unconscious in art.  

Here it is clear that surrealism’s contextual-temporal arrangement was quite different 

from that of Freud’s. Part of the appeal of surrealism was its mockery of rational models in 

catastrophic times. Freud refrains from staging totalizing or historical battles without the specific 

positional arrangements he had devised (again he seems to resonate with the performative 

imperative). His declared efforts were to help the patient love and work. Most surrealists were 

engaged in a critique of the macro ego, the rational program of the Enlightenment, to which they 

opposed the unconscious as liberator. The historical north for Freud was the scientific, 

neurological, and endocrinal determinants of behavior that he predicted were going to coincide 

with his findings. Regarding other utopias he kept a careful distance, and never showed much 

social sensibility, frequently claiming that psychoanalysis was not a “world view.”  Freud was 
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not an advocate of the realm he had discovered, the unconscious; his transpositions to the social 

had more assessments than recommendations.   

The scene of the existential ego is consistently subverted in surrealist production, but not 

evenly. Not withstanding the falling-out between Freud and Breton, Breton addressed the 

unconscious in a Freudian way, as it entangles, rewards, betrays, and loses the ego. 

Comparatively, the paintings of Delveaux and Magritte feel like playful visual puns that generate 

meaning with a minimum regard for the scene of the subject. Instead, Breton in his novel Nadja 

offers more than anonymous structural paradoxes. The meanderings of the narrator and of Nadja 

are projective, existential, engaged. There is a traffic between life and fiction in which Breton 

himself is the narrator and main character of the story. The loss of linearity, coherence, and 

purpose is not the loss of the subject who inhabits these dreams, these discontinuities, and who 

mingles with his unleashed unconscious. The novel assesses itself and literature as an existential 

realm, a house of subjects. In an emotional passage Breton recites Baudelaire to Nadja to try to 

calm her down  (Breton 1963) (84).  

Breton had social dreams, and he maintained a dialogue with the most progressive 

Marxists. In 1938 he cowrote a hopeful manifesto with Leon Trotsky in Mexico City. Like 

Walter Benjamin, he wanted to detach the left from linearity, determinism, and repression. His 

surrealism was an esoteric humanism, and the landscape of his vision was that of lives in time, 

not of just a semantic current displaying its consecutive possibilities and puzzlements. The 

narrative in Breton does not offer the self-identity of the signifier, the formal consistency, and 

richness of language as a wealth instantiated in the subject. Breton’s vision of the unconscious 

was not remote from Freud’s, but their instrumentality was radically different.  
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XI. A Word about Jacques Lacan, Freud, and Psychoanalytic 

Hegemony 

Although the present text is about Freud and Goya, a clarification regarding Jacques 

Lacan is pertinent since in current texts, conferences and discussions about art, Lacanianism, and 

psychoanalysis, (and consequently Lacan and Freud), are too frequently conflated. This 

conflation tacitly aligns psychoanalysis with what Derrida, in The Postcard terms, “the system of 

the ideality of the signifier” (Derrida 1987) (464). Freud never does away with the scene of the 

subject, while Lacan offers a subject that “does not command, emit or orient, give raise to place, 

meaning or origin” (Derrida 1987) (422). In Lacan’s work, all of these determinants depend on 

the logic, movement, displacements, and character of the signifier, which he defines as immersed 

in a flux that makes it impervious to any unequivocal, stable meaning. But at the same time, 

Lacan conceives the signifier as ideal and indestructible (Derrida 420).  

The circulation of the signifier is a subtext every bit as reductive as any metaphysical 

scheme. Laplanche is particularly critical of the Lacanian maxim according to which the 

unconscious is structured as a language (Sotolano 1990) (1). For him and many others the 

unconscious is essentially foreign to structure; it is the conscious self and repression that are 

structured. Laplanche is also opposed to the tendency to turn messages into texts, to disaffect 

language from its communicative, reciprocal path. In contradistinction to Lacan, he tells us that 

psychoanalysis cannot be considered a hermeneutics of texts, but a hermeneutics of addresses. In 

this sense, there are voices within art theory who have raised their objections as well. In the 

introduction of Mieke Bal’s “Looking In,” Norman Bryson tells us that “Lacan’s account of 

subjectivity…lacks the constitutive intersubjectivity of the I-You” (Bal 2001) (34).  
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XII. So Did Freud and Goya Meet? 

In Goya’s Desastres and in Freud’s works, the address of the extra systemic is central. 

This wish is embodied in the design of instances where the past and, particularly, trauma is not 

normalized but re-actualized. In the fifty minutes of sessions and in the serialized plates of the 

Desastres, the recovered material is not disaffected, but instead unpacked in the form of an 

address, with all of its enigma. The engagement of the other in Goya and Freud has the non-

normative familiarity of death. 

XIII. Freud, Goya, and Death 

Los Caprichos categorize human flaws in all of their humor and grotesqueness. The scenes of the 

Caprichos, all nocturnes, all interiors, or both, seem to take place in or come out of a darkened 

chamber, which greatly enhances their histrionic strangeness and diagrammatical legibility. In 

the Desastres, the images come out of a more indistinct, less stark, less graphic darkness. Goya 

describes Los Caprichos in these terms, “capricious affairs which attempted to ridicule, to 

upbraid prejudice, imposture and hypocrisy and other evils which have been hallowed by time” 

(Tomlinson 1999)(123). Goya is counterbalancing excesses, responding to identifiable flaws. But 

not in Los Desastres: Evil is not fanciful, as if even that would constitute too much of a 

discernable and hence negotiable program. The Polish philosopher Leszek Kolakowski in his 

Marxist mea culpa, My Correct Views on Everything, says that evil “is not the absence, or 

deformation or the subversion of virtue (or whatever we might think of as its opposite) but a 

stubborn and unredeemable fact” (133).                    
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The experiential engagement of the unremitting, original enterprise of death in Los 

Desastres displays a visionary autonomy, an existential exposure that recalls Freud’s own 

approach in Beyond the Pleasure Principle. “Since Freud does not yield to the originality of his 

experience, we can see him obliged to summon in it an element that rules it beyond life—and 

which he calls the death drive” (Lacan 1966) (191). With this phrase, Lacan evokes and 

questions the tenacity with which Freud sought to build his project without mediation or 

subservience to other disciplines. For Lacan, Freud’s recourse to the death drive (a notion with 

which Freud wrestled back and forth, proclaiming it and questioning, without ever settling it) is 

in great measure an attempt to anchor his practice in an irreducible stance. We are told of the 

benefits that establishing a bridge between the project of psychoanalysis and death has for the 

purposes of claiming originality. It is not clear in Lacan’s somewhat condescending statement if 

Freud embraces this instrumentality with cunning or innocence. In a classic ideology/post-

ideology contrapunto, what for Freud is a foundational self-investment, is the embarrassment of 

a missed attempt at closure for Lacan.  

Laplanche tells us that a central lucidity in Freud consists in not losing sight of the 

“irreducible meshing of my death with that of the other”(Caruth 2001) (89). In fact, according to 

Laplanche, the very introduction of the notion, the possibility of death as a concept and as an 

occurrence comes through the other. The relationship between death and the other has been a 

recurrent topic in philosophical discussions regarding individuation. Does death individuate? 

Does it unite? For Martin Heidegger, the relationship of the subject (in his case the Dasain) with 

death was so fundamental, individual, and defining that the rapport with the other entailed an 

inauthenticity. In Heidegger, the call to responsibility, the address of consciousness, concerns the 

self and being. For Levinas, there is a first instance in which this call refers to and originates in 
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the other (Levinas [1969]). For Heidegger, the first death is our own and for Levinas, the first 

death is that of the other. Laplanche’s conception of psychoanalytic death resonates with 

Levinas’s.   

 

According to Levinas, this disregard for the preeminence of the interpersonal is part of a 

particular or incomplete version of phenomenology that has influenced much of contemporary 

theory. In this perception, phenomenology centers on time as an experiential situation from 

which thought can access being. A dynamic empiricism of sorts is at play. The experiential 

dimension will then allow for a “cogito which constitutes the world and the object, but whose 

subjectivity in reality occludes and encumbers the look that fixes it” (Levinas 1982) (30). With 

the empirical credit maximized by the immersion in reality, subjectivity is discharged into a flux 

that in the urge to be truthful to the shifts of time loses its reflexivity. The determination, limits, 

affect, and finality of the subject are dislodged by an impersonal provisional configuration acting 

on ever-provisional contexts. It is in the midst of this empiricism that the fleeting configurations 

of the signifier are given positivist credence.  

For Levinas, the core of Husserl’s phenomenology is the current that goes back from this 

new objectivity to the intent that made it possible. In this return, the intentionality of 

consciousness is engaged. The movement is not identifiable with the quest for knowledge but 

with the thrust of affect. Levinas does not see phenomenology as a means to give the subject 

scientific credence through an activated objectivity. He does not see the phenomenological 

subject emptying itself in the object or instantiating the anonymity of being. Levinas sees 
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phenomenology as the opportunity to regard the intimate mesh of subjectivity, time, and the 

other as previous to and different from the reduction of knowledge.  

Heidegger provides a foundational but, according to Levinas, incomplete account of this 

phenomenological existential reconfiguration of subjectivity: In Being and Time, the notions of 

anxiety, care, and being toward death lay down the foundations of existentialism by addressing 

the situations from which philosophical questions are asked. (Heidegger c1996). The notion of 

Nothingness, for example, is described as emanating from the state of anxiety. Heidegger, who 

always protested his identification with existentialism (and particularly his association with Jean 

Paul Sartre), saw these existential locations or configurations as stations of being. He was not 

interested in human existence per se so these structures were presented as moments of 

fundamental ontology. It is at this juncture that Levinas parts company with him. The rapport 

with the other is for him more fundamental than fundamental ontology. Levinas gives the 

interpersonal a ground-breaking relevance: “Time is not the achievement of a lone and isolated 

subject, but the subject’s very relationship with the Other” (Levinas 1982) 57).  

   The stubborn and unredeemable character of death is aligned with the openness to the 

other in Freud and in Goya. The fact that death does not have to be understood to be influential 

conforms to the same experiential matrix that places the other in my world: close, fundamental, 

and yet unknowable. In the gesture that breaks the master discourse in Los Desastres, Goya 

addresses in death and in the other, the unknowable that nevertheless is here. The unknowable 

should not be confused with the optionality of polysemics. The subject has a substantive 

experience of closeness and interdiction that no profusion or democratic impulse can mitigate. 

Goya and Freud direct themselves toward a fulfillment that will exceed them. In Levinas’s 
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words, they allow for “the overflowing of finite thought by its content” (Levinas [1969]) (197).  

This excess manifests the otherness of the other in the horizon of time. They do not limit their 

address to what they can reduce. They establish a contrast with rationalistic excess but also with 

the gesture that declares anything that cannot be known, a construct.      

 

XIV. Goodness  

Levinas associates the interpersonal with a good nature about which it might be advisable 

to cast a shadow of skepticism, anticlimactic as this might be. Evil seems to be a neglect, an 

ignorance. A forceful benevolence permeates the experience of the other in Levinas. His ideas 

regarding goodness, of Socratic lineage, have been characterized by Derrida as recommendations 

more than assessments. The ego, Levinas argues, is predatory when it reduces the world and the 

other to knowledge. Yet, is it necessarily good when it does not? Is there a level of closeness in 

which violence becomes impossible? Being good requires both a well-demarcated subject to 

whom the goodness of the action can be attributed, and a self-effacing wish to erase the origin, 

the self-referentiality of the gesture.  

An amendment of our paralleling of Levinas’s thought with Freud and Goya is in order. 

Do Freud and Goya clear the path toward the subject because they love him/her?  Can they be 

said to adhere to this ethos of unlimited generosity?  How can this be tested, localized? Love 

might need engagement, but engagement does not necessarily require love. Goya treats his 

characters with unusual directness, wherein each corpse seems to retain his/her individuality. The 

viewer is also approached with a rare degree of trans-ideological straightforwardness, a gesture 

that would survive falling paradigms.  
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Yet, could we say that there is in Goya only a respect, a veneration, a wish to bring about 

good? Is there an exclusionary token of good will toward people, toward the dead? The 

temptation is to say yes, but wouldn’t we be indulging in the recommendation/description 

substitution that Derrida charges Levinas with? To point to and engage the other in the uncharted 

vicinity of a shared exposure to time, in a territory that overflows the address, does not rule out 

violence. The closeness with death does not mean that the rapport has been solved. The closeness 

with the other, or the embrace of her infinity does not mean that interpersonal violence or 

aggression has been rendered impossible. If it were impossible, then the good gesture would not 

constitute a genuinely ethical motion. It would be comforting and maybe somewhat accurate to 

embrace Susan Sontag’s notion that “The ghoulish cruelties in the Disasters of War are meant to 

awaken, shock, wound the viewer” (Sontag 2003)  (44-45). Yet Sontag constructs an overly 

“decent” Goya. She makes a curiously selective and slanted reference to Los Desastres. After 

establishing that “all images that display the violation of an attractive body are, to a certain 

degree, pornographic” (95) (which seems uncontestable), she declares that this does not apply to 

Goya’s victims because they are “heavy, and thickly clothed” (95). We have seen in part VII., A 

Closer Look at the Plates, that there are several plates with naked victims. Is it that Sontag finds 

Goya’s victims unattractive? Or is it that she would like for this apex of closeness an apex of 

goodness?    

That this vicinity and this access will automatically yield goodness toward the other is 

questionable. My association of Levinas with Goya and Freud is not meant to paint them as 

moral giants. One can access the deepest regions of the interpersonal, in line with time and death 

and beyond language, methaphysics, and knowledge, and yet …  
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VX. Conclusion 

              Mutatis mutandis, Freud’s engagement of experience and death in the context of a 

choreographed temporality where death is not clearly extricable from life bears a resemblance to 

the presence of death in Goya’s Desastres. In a Fort Da of his own, Goya accepted the 

commission, but debased it by not eulogizing the triumph of the Spanish spirit. He abandoned 

the satirical style only to recover it in the last eighteen plates of the series. Goya tinted the 

purportedly pure, Spanish spirit implicit in the commission, an Eros of sorts, with an 

uncomfortable Tanatos.  

Goya offers a sobering, uncompromising vision of death, human cruelty, and the 

exposure to time.  In Freud, the enterprise of death invades in intricate and inconclusive ways the 

temporalities of teleology and Eros. Neither man seems inclined to reduce death’s experiential 

singularity and universal power, or to show himself more in command of death than you and I.  

, 

Fabián Pablo Cereijido 
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Abstract: 
 
This presentation demonstrates an example of how the art-making process can help 
second-generation Asian-American students to connect with their multiple cultures in a 
reflective and creative way during workshops. It describes workshops that invited 
second-generation Asian-American students to use visual art to think about diversity 
and identity. Two visual art-making activities were utilized in these workshops. The 
students created their own “identity sculptures” in order to represent their identities and 
the connections between their two cultures. They also created “identity books,” in which 
they expressed their outward appearances and their inner identities through their own 
culturally-inspired designs. Both of these projects served as a method of expressing 
one’s cultural curiosity. They provided students with an opportunity to critically 
examine their ethnic heritage, and allowed for them to enhance their understanding of 
their multiple identities that result from living in a culture that is different from that of 
their ancestors. Students reacted in various ways, and many of them voluntarily 
discussed several issues that they had not even thought of prior to the art-making 
activities. Such teaching methods can be adoptable to any other diversity-related topics. 
 
 
 
Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities, January 14-16, 2008, Honolulu, Hawaii  
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6. abstract: 

 
The recent University of Tasmania/ Australian Red Cross Blood 
Service Lifestyle Survey made significant findings in relation to civic 
engagement and volunteering.  Almost 9000 Australians completed 
the survey which investigated social connections, as well as 
community and civic engagement.  While ethnicity was an important 
factor, the length of time spent in Australia was of greater 
significance.  Some groups were more likely than others to show 
indications of civic engagement and social embedding in the 
community and this appeared to be related to how recently they had 
arrived in Australia, and also the number of others from their 
country of origin residing in Australia.  For example, migrants were 
less likely than those born in Australia to have volunteered in a 
community project (16 per cent compared to 13 per cent) and to have 
donated money to a local sporting organization (15 per cent 
compared to 24 per cent).  Clearly culture is an influence but also the 
recency of arrival and the degree of social inclusion combined with 
trauma experienced in the migration process. 
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Extreme Moves:  A Feminist Approach to Choreography 
Abstract 

 
 The phenomenon now referred to as “Extreme Moves” categorizes a type of 
movement vocabulary that put unique and extraordinary demands on the dancer beyond 
the techniques of the traditional canon of modern dance training.   Traditional or classical 
modern dance training may also include ballet or yoga (non-modern forms), however, 
typical offerings in a modern dance technical training program are: Graham, Nikolais-
Louis, Humphrey/Limon, Cunningham, Horton, and Hawkins.  Postmodern dance, which 
grew out of the Judson Church in the 1960s, similarly might ask the dancer/mover to 
perform a non-dance (non-trained or “natural”) vocabulary, such as ordinary walking, 
standing, or other pedestrian acts, however, the emphasis in Extreme Moves is on 
performing the extraordinary, requiring much in the way of physical training and the 
investigation of human movement potential.   
 
 In this paper, I will discuss choreographers Elizabeth Streb, Pooh Kaye, and Sarah 
East Johnson, who each provide different examples of “extreme moves”.  Each of the 
choreographers work in the field of dance and have dance backgrounds themselves.  
While there is cross-pollination of movement exploration with circus arts, I limit my 
discussion to those who identify themselves as choreographers and whose work is seen 
within the context of dance, i.e. typically taking place in theaters or presented within the 
frame of a dance festival.  Ms. Streb, who refers to her dancers as “action specialists”, has 
become a pop hero of non-traditional dance, offering an alternative to much of today’s 
dancey-dance.  Pooh Kaye, also a filmmaker, is someone who, with her dance company 
Eccentric Motions, found a highly idiosyncratic creature-like movement vocabulary to 
yield to or defy gravity.  Sarah East Johnson founded LAVA, a group that performs 
artistic works that blend dance, theater, and circus in 1984.  Apollinaire Scherr of The 
New York Times says of Ms. Johnson:  "Like many in her generation of choreographers, 
Ms. Johnson is convinced that dance can both explore its own difficulties and entertain. 
Along with the poles on her chin, she works to balance the down-to-earth aesthetics of 
much early postmodern dance with a circus's showy virtuosity." 
 
 “Extreme Moves” is a way to contextualize this wave of choreographic interest 
and it draws parallels to other highly physical activities, such as extreme sports.  Working 
against many perceptions of gender differences, these women choreographers create a 
democratic stage and empower women in their work.  In these examples, there appears to 
be no distinction of gender on stage; female dancers/movers/action specialists dance with 
the kind of power and strength often attributed to men.  Modern Dance, in its early 
beginnings, was developed by women, anxious to rebel against the constraints of the 
ballet form, as well as the constraints of society.  Here, too, these female choreographers 
have sought a way to rebel against form and society.   
 
 
 
Submitted by Li Chiao-Ping, Professory, UW-Madison Dance Program 
9/2007 
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Laughing Bodies, Dancing Minds 
Workshop/Performance Description 

 
With a focus on those tenuous, yet powerful moments when things happen, when 

we “become,” Laughing Bodies, Dancing Minds is an intergenerational work 
choreographed and directed by Li Chiao-Ping that celebrates multiculturalism and the 
diversity of our communitites through text and movement.  

 
In this workshop/performance format, we will investigate oursleves as laughing 

bodies and dancing minds.  The “laughing body” refers to our physical expression, giving 
voice to emotion via gesture and pure movement.  The “dancing mind” is our human 
ability to face the many and varied challenges of our lives and in our world with 
creativity, love, and humor.  Similar to other workshops in the community led by Artistic 
Director/Choreographer Li, here the participants will experience creative and somatic 
exercises, warm-up techniques, strength and stretching exercises, breathing techniques , 
creative dance improvisation, and see how Ms. Li works to integrate community 
performers into her work as a whole.  Ms. Li will also perform excerpts from the work. 

 
Li Chiao-Ping continues, “taking post-modern dance to a new edge, one that pushes the 
metaphors of the body, form and culture to the furthest reaches of strength and beauty.” 
(Spectator Magazine) 
 
Li Chiao-Ping was named by Dance Magazine as one of the 25 “we’ll be watching in 
2001 and for years to come!”  She formed LI CHIAO-PING DANCE in 1990.  Her 
collaborations with Douglas Rosenberg include dance films such as YELLOW RIVER 
(HWANG HO), DE L’EAU, and PERIPHERY and evening-length multimedia works 
such as ODYSSEY and VENOUS FLOW: STATES OF GRACE.  Her work has been 
presented and screened throughout North and South America, including New York, 
Chicago, San Francisco, Washington, and Toronto, as well as at festivals such as Jacob’s 
Pillow, Bates Dance Festival, The Yard, the International Festival of Video and Dance in 
Argentina, and the American Dance Festival.  Ms. Li has received numerous awards, 
grants and honors, including grants from the NEA and choreogpraphic fellowships from 
the Wisconsin Arts Board and Scripps/ADF Humphrey-Weidman-Limon.  She was the 
American representative in ADF’s International Choreographer’s Program and was 
nominated for a prestigious Cal Arts/Alpert Award in Dance.  Her work has been 
commissioned by university dance programs, dance companies and independent artists.  
  
Li Chiao-Ping Dance is a nationally-renowned modern dance company located in 
Madison, WI.  Our mission is to promote and produce original performance works and 
commissions of diverse art forms, including modern dance and music; to foster 
collaboration with contemporary composers and designers; and to provide education, 
training, and performance opportunities for the community in conjunction with our work, 
in the hopes of realizing artistic potential and inspiring life applications of our art form in 
others. 
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No other figure in English literary history has enjoyed a more enduring fame than King 

Arthur, the legendary king of Wales who founded the Knights of the Round Table. For 

the readers of twenty-first century, Arthurian romances would mean adventures of 

Lancelot, Gawain, Tristan, and other knights; the king himself remains in the 

background, without playing an active role in the knightly adventures. Strangely enough, 

the work that started the Arthurian romances all over medieval Europe treated the matter 

very differently: in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s History of the Kings of Britain (Historia 

Regum Britanniae) the Arthurian section deals only with the king’s heroic deeds in war. 

Summing up folklores and claiming to have borrowed from an anonymous “ancient 

book,” Geoffrey composed a chronicle in Latin that had a huge influence to his 

contemporary England and Europe. HKB deals with the history of the Britons since the 

mythic predecessor Brutus landed in the isles. Geoffrey’s work is where the well-known 

literary characters such as King Lear and Cymbeline first appeared in text. The most 

popular of such character is King Arthur, who is described as the “most noble King” 

who brought glory and prosperity to the Britons. From the moment of his conception, 

Arthur is described as “the most famous of men, who subsequently won great renown 

by his outstanding bravery” (Geoffrey 207). The Arthurian section of HKB had a huge 

effect all over Europe, especially to the French romancers:  

 

The French writers of romances soon recognized a fellow-spirit in Geoffrey of 
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Monmouth…the Arthurian verse-romance was soon in full spate. It was not 

long before this led to a series of prose adaptations, Le roman de Laurin, the so-

called Arthurian Prose Vulgate and then back again in England to Sir Thomas 

Malory’s Morte d’Arthur of 1469.” (Geoffrey 29) 

 

Although the writer himself claimed to write a history, the climax moment of that 

historical text (being the Arthurian section) became the starting point of Arthurian 

romances.  

Despite the huge influence that the chronicle had on the later Arthurian 

romances, Arthur in HKB is closer to an epic hero than a romantic one. This was due to 

the circumstances of its creation: in twelfth-century England, “chivalry” as we know it 

was not considered as the highest virtue a man could follow. What went on in actuality 

was far from chivalric. Henry I’s named successor Matilda and the actually crowned 

Stephen I fought to seize the crown of England; there was simply no room for 

individual prowess and improvement, only the constant conflict between two forces that 

claimed their own rights to the crown and condemned the other for treason. Geoffrey’s 

place in this power struggle was that of an aspiring clergyman who sought for the favor 

of powerful men: his change in dedication, first to the influential literary patron Robert 

of Gloucester and afterwards the new king Stephen I, shows his awareness in the shift of 

power.  

 

Geoffrey had several clear-cut political reasons for what he wrote, his desire to 

give ‘a precedent for the dominions and ambitions of the Norman kings’ 

(Tatlock., p. 426) and his wish to ingratiate himself with his various dedicatees 

(HKB introduction 10). 
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The twelfth-century Anglo-Norman England, which was “in need of historical 

precedents which might resolve current constitutional issues, yet conscious of the 

darkness cutting it off from a past”(Barron and Weinberg xvii) was the time during 

which HKB was created. Likely, Geoffrey must have aimed to gain royal favor by 

providing his text as the wish-fulfilling text of the Norman lords. Through the Arthurian 

section of HKB, Geoffrey expresses most dramatically and specifically the fears and 

hopes of the authorities of his age (Knight 51). He also provided “legitimation of their 

conquest by putting it into historical perspective” by illustrating the Saxons as unfit to 

rule and the invaders superior (Barron 68). The epic achievements of Arthur would have 

been what the authorities of the twelfth century wanted their ventures to be like; the 

king’s departure and the subsequent fall of kingdom’s glory would have been a reminder 

to them of the truth that “all splendid power based on arms and tenuous human fidelities 

must be likely to fail when infidelity sets the military power into internecine conflict” 

(Knight 60). 

 A closer look at Arthur’s actions and language in HKB proves that the king is 

depicted as an epic hero. The epic is generally defined as a work of literature narrated in 

a lofty, solemn tone, in which the hero is a superhuman character on whose actions the 

fate of the whole nation or the humanities depend (Abrams 107). The definition implies 

that an epic hero is a public figure whose achievements are not for private honor but 

public glory. Epic heroes remain generally “flat” because they do not go through 

considerable changes in character: they are, from birth to death, unswervingly heroic 

and worthy. Arthur in HKB is depicted as a consistently valiant hero who wins great 

renown for himself and his kingdom. Arthur’s “outstanding courage and generosity, 

and…inborn goodness” (Geoffrey 212) was apparent from age fifteen when he was first 
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crowned. This courageous and good king heightens the glory of the Britons by his 

repeated victory over other races and countries, and elevates the English court as the 

center of all Europe. The Britons enjoy the highest glory when Arthur repeatedly wins 

victory over others and expands the borders. When Arthur is carried away to the Isle of 

Avalon after being mortally wounded in the battle against the treacherous Mordred, the 

crown goes to Constantin—but the glory that the Britons enjoyed under Arthur’s reign 

disappears with the king. In this respect, Geoffrey’s Arthur could be considered as an 

epic hero whose identity is always public and never private.  

That Arthur is an epic hero serving the public good is proved by the 

circumstances that hastened his coronation. After King Uther’s death, the “leaders of the 

Britons” assemble and suggest the archbishop to crown Arthur as the new king. The 

succession had to be taken as soon as possible, because the Saxons were a constant 

threat.  

 

After the death of Utherpendragon, the leaders of the Britons assembled from 

their various provinces in the town of Silchester and there suggested to 

Dubricius, the Archbishop of the City of the Legions, that as their King he 

should crown Arthur, the son of Uther. Necessity urged them on, for as soon as 

the Saxons heard of the death of King Uther, they…began to do their utmost to 

exterminate the Britons….Dubricius lamented the sad state of his country. He 

called the other bishops to him and bestowed the crown of the kingdom upon 

Arthur. (Geoffrey 212) 
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This passage reveals that Arthur’s succession was more than the son inheriting the 

father’s crown. The leaders of the Britons, as well as the Archbishop, wanted a new king 

who could fight off the Saxon threats and relieve the “sad state” of Britain. Arthur was 

the legitimate son of the late king, and his succession was approved by a group of lords 

representing local authority of Britain. Not only that, he was loved by almost all people 

thanks to his inborn courage, generosity, and goodness. The situation that surrounds 

Arthur’s crowning proves that the people of Briton needed their new king to act on the 

public behalf by resisting the threat of the Saxons. This anticipation of his subjects tells 

that Arthur was considered as the epic hero from the beginning of his reign.  

 The first war Arthur leads demonstrates this public nature of Arthur’s heroism 

once again. As soon as he was made king, Arthur acts as the king of the whole 

community by giving out generous gifts and deciding to invade the Saxons to secure the 

finance of the kingdom. Keeping to the “normal custom of giving gifts freely to 

everyone,” Arthur distributes gifts to his men. Because so many people came to him, the 

new king soon runs out of what he has. 

 

However, the man to whom open-handedness and bravery both come naturally 

may indeed find himself momentarily in need, but poverty will never harass 

him for long. In Arthur courage was closely linked with generosity, and he 

made up his mind to harry the Saxons, so that with their wealth he might 

reward the retainers who served his own household. The justness of his cause 

encouraged him, for he had a claim by rightful inheritance to the kingship of the 

whole island. (212) 
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By invading on the Saxons, Arthur aims to claim his own right and secure his finance; 

he also considers the finance of his followers and decides to distribute the Saxon wealth 

to them. What could have ended as a war that only served for the King’s benefit changes 

into a public event, since the shared interest of the whole community lies in the victory. 

By putting the Saxon conquest as Arthur’s first war, Geoffrey emphasizes the king’s role 

as a public figure that must take care of the whole community’s well-being.  

 As the Britons face the Saxons for the war, Arthur and the Archbishop 

Dubricius make speeches that emphasize the public duty of warriors. When the Saxons 

break the pledge to send tribute to the Britons and return, Arthur and his army face them 

again in battle at Somerset. The speeches made by the secular and religious leaders of 

the Britons show the kind of virtue they demonstrated and expected from their 

subordinates.  

 

[Arthur] finally reached the country of Somerset and approached the siege. 

‘Although the Saxons, whose very name is an insult to heaven and detested by 

all men, have not kept faith with me,’ he said, ‘I myself will keep faith with my 

God. This very day I will do my utmost to take vengeance on them for the blood 

of my fellow-countrymen. Arm yourselves, men, and attack these traitors with 

all your strength!...’ 

As Arthur said thus, the saintly Dubricius, Archbishop of the City of the 

Legions…cried out in a loud voice: ‘You who have been marked with the cross 

of the Christian faith, be mindful of the loyalty you owe to your fatherland and 

to your fellow-countrymen!...Fight for your fatherland, and if you are killed 

suffer death willingly for your country’s sake. That in itself is victory and a 

cleansing of the soul….(216) 
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The speeches of both men imply that it is noble to fight for one’s kinsmen, be them 

alive or dead. Revenge can be understood as the expression of familial and communal 

obligation, in which one must represent his/her “kinsmen” or “fatherland” and fight for 

their sakes. The Archbishop’s speech show that enacting on such obligation is a virtue, a 

“victory and a cleansing of the soul.” When Arthur prepares for this war, he puts on “a 

leather jerkin worthy of so great a king” as well as “a golden helmet, with a crest carved 

in the shape of a dragon” (217). This helmet reminds the readers of the golden dragon 

that Uther carried around in battle and earned him the nickname “Pendragon1.” By 

dressing like his father the late king, Arthur presents himself in relation to the public; he 

is the king on whose victory depend the glory of his father, kinsmen, and kingdom.  

The Roman Conquest is another way of Arthur’s acting on behalf of the society 

he belongs to. In the plenary court of Caerlon-on-Usk, Arthur receives the Roman 

Procurator Lucius’s demand for Britain’s tribute.  

 

You [Arthur] have had the presumption to disobey this mighty Empire by 

holding back the tribute of Britain, which tribute the Senate has ordered you to 

pay, seeing that Gaius Julius Caesar and other men of high place in the Roman 

State had received it for many years….I therefore order you to appear in Rome, 

so that you may submit yourself to your overlords and suffer the penalty of 

whatever sentence they may pass….(Geoffrey 231) 

 

                                                      
1 “Uther…was appointed King…[he] ordered two Dragons to be fashioned in gold…As soon as the 
dragons had been completed—this with the most marvelous craftsmanship—he made a present of one of 
them to the congregation of the cathedral church of the see of Winchester. The second one he kept for 
himself, so that he could carry it round to his wars. From that moment onwards he was called 
Utherpendragon, which in the British language means ‘a dragon’s head” (Geoffrey 202) 
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The letter of Lucius is a threat to the status and prosperity of Britain. Enraged at the 

audacity, Arthur and his men start out to conquer Rome. The war will be done to 

“[defend] [the Briton’s] liberty when in all justice [they] demand from [their] enemies 

what they have sought from us in the first place” (233-4). In order to protect the high 

status and wealth that the Britons have achieved, Arthur leads his army to Rome without 

further ado.  

The first single combat that Arthur fights and wins in the conquest is again 

motivated by his responsibility as a public hero. When Arthur and his men land in 

Brittany, news comes that a giant from Spain abducted the niece of Arthur’s kinsman 

Duke Hoel, and ravaged the lands. Hoel’s men could not do anything about the monster, 

and Arthur was asked to relieve this desperate situation. The narrator declares that 

Arthur’s courage and skills were such that “he had no need to lead a whole army against 

monsters of this sort. Not only was he himself strong enough to destroy them, but by 

doing so he wanted to inspire his men” (238). Geoffrey’s intention of writing an epic 

becomes more obvious here: even in single combat against a monster Arthur represents 

the bigger community and serves for the common good.  

 Arthur’s last fight against the treacherous Mordred shows the fall of an epic 

hero, and the fall of the nation that follows suit. When he learns that his nephew 

Mordred usurped the queen and claimed himself as the new king of Britain, Arthur 

leaves his Roman Conquest and returns to Britain. This situation would have likely 

struck Arthur personally—his throne taken over by his own nephew who took his wife 

as well. However, the king does not show any personal emotions on the issue: he does 

not try to win Guinevere back, nor does he seek out Mordred in one-to-one combat. 

When he shows grief or anger, it is because he lost so many of his knights, and Mordred 

escaped so often (259). When the war ends, most of the noble lords are dead. The king 
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himself is “mortally wounded,” and he is carried off to the Isle of Avalon to get his 

wounds treated. To the end, Arthur does not forget his duty as the king and appoints 

Constantine as his heir. However, the reason why the Britons could thrive in the first 

place was the greatness of the hero that represented their race. Arthur’s individual (but 

often nation-scaled) prowess heightened the glory of the king himself and the entire 

kingdom. Thanks to Arthur, Britain could overtake the entire British Isles, rise as a new 

cultural center, and become a threat to the Roman Empire. However, all glory fades 

away with the noble king’s departure. After Arthur’s death, the Britons are invaded 

again by the Saxons. Until Arthur comes back to redeem the Britons from their misery, 

they must suffer from the fall from their highest glory to their lowest disgrace.  

 As such, Geoffrey’s “historical” account of King Arthur is full of epic 

imagination that differentiates the king from the character depicted in other Arthurian 

romances. Geoffrey’s inspiration to be in the favor of noble patrons must have triggered 

this epic illustration of Arthur. The Norman kings during the time Geoffrey wrote HKB 

wanted to see themselves in the heroic and glorious deeds of the legendary king. 

Arthur’s, as well as Britons’, fall from glory would have appealed to the royals who 

would have been more aware of the nature of power than anyone. With the epic 

imagination added, Geoffrey’s Arthur becomes the glorious king who is responsible for 

the fate of his kingdom. Arthur as an individual is not present in Geoffrey’s account; 

throughout the narrative the Briton king is depicted as a public hero, and his actions 

directly influence the fate of the nation. In conclusion, Geoffrey of Monmouth gave 

Arthur the heroic traits that made him “rex quondam rexque futurus.”  
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THE INCOMPLETENESS OF QUANTUM CONSCIOUSNESS 

BY JORDAN KIPER 

 

The so-called “hard problem of consciousness” and recent interpretations of quantum 

theory have raised a number of important questions for contemporary philosophers of science, 

e.g., “What are the computational and philosophical foundations of AI and how do they relate to 

human intelligence?”, “Does the measurement of microscopic objects entail irreversible wave-

function collapse or quantum entanglement and the reversible time evolution of states?”, and the 

like.1  However, the intersection of these two topics yields an even more multifarious question: 

“Does quantum theory solve the hard problem of consciousness?”  Some current philosophers—

Douglas Bilodeau, Stuart Hameroff, and Roger Penrose, for example—have claimed that it has 

since, as they argue, quantum theory “dissolves”2 the hard problem.  According to these 

philosophers, quantum consciousness comprises one of three solutions for analyzing the hard 

problem of consciousness, i.e., analyzing the mystery of brain processes, and the apparent 

accompaniment of qualitative consciousness: (1) rejecting the hard problem in virtue of rejecting 

geometric formalism, (2) interpreting consciousness as the non-computational oscillations of 

microtubules or (3) interpreting mental states as pure physical states—but no phenomenal aspect 

of consciousness.  Needless to say, these recent discussions regarding the qualification of quanta 

and disqualification of qualia in the philosophy of mind and science have generated an immense 

interest in the idea of quantum consciousness, and most interestingly, the alleged solution to the 

hard problem of consciousness. 

I think that many philosophers who accept quantum consciousness do so because they 

associate the occurrence of strange phenomena with quantum theory.  More or less, the view that 

some of the most extraordinary events have been explained by the laws of quantum theory,3 and 

                                                 
1 Marc Lange, An Introduction to the Philosophy of Physics: Locality, Fields, Energy, and Mass (Malden, 
Massachusetts: Blackwell Publishing Company, 2002), pp. 299-301.   
2 By “dissolve” I mean soften the hard problem.  This is description of solving the hard problem of 
consciousness is taken from Koch (2004), there Koch says that the ontological status of qualitative 
consciousness dissolves when one distinguishes types of consciousness based on neuron-complexity.  For a 
discussion of neurobiological solutions to the hard problem see Christof Koch, The Quest for 
Consciousness: A Neurobiological Approach (Englewood, Colorado: Roberts and Company Publishing, 
2004).  
3 Quantum theory has explained a number of events, or, effects of physical activity of quanta.  I have noted 
five: (1) Quantization, the radiation emitted from bodies that is related to temperature and has sufficiently 
explained energy as a wave.  (2) The Uncertainty principle, the phenomenon of two or more observables 
that have proven the limitations of accuracy. (3) Wave-Particle Duality, the measurement of atoms and 
electrons has shown that all atomic facts exhibit particle and wave-like behavior.  (5) Quantum 
Entanglement, the wave function of is made up of entangled particles.  See Marc Lange, An Introduction to 
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hence the perplexity of consciousness might also be explained by such laws.  For these 

philosophers, however, saying that consciousness reduces to quantum theory, and saying that 

quantum theory accounts for consciousness have seemed to be lacking sufficient evidence if not 

begging the question. 

In what follows, I will refute three arguments for quantum consciousness made by 

Douglas Bilodeau, Stewart Hameroff, and Roger Penrose.  The organization of my discussion 

will be as follows.  In section 1, I consider the hard problem of consciousness and the criteria for 

solving the dilemma.  For this paper, the problem is explaining brain processes and the 

accompaniment of the mental properties of conscious experience.  In section 2, I present a brief 

sketch of quantum theory and discuss briefly how the term will be used.  This includes summaries 

of the scientific and philosophical positions of quantum theory, and the major criticism I have 

against philosophical arguments based on certain quantum interpretations.  This criticism is the 

subject of the next section.  Thus, section 3 deals with the purported solutions to Chalmers’ 

problem, as well as my criticisms regarding the logic of quantum consciousness.  In section 4, I 

consider the merits of quantum consciousness.  These include the ironic conclusion that mental 

qualities cannot be reduced to quanta, as well as the recognition of physical evidence that is 

needed to solve the hard problem.  I conclude by arguing that the theories for quantum 

consciousness presented in this paper are incomplete solutions for the hard problem of 

consciousness.  A limited discussion is conveyed amid considerable diversity in these topics.  

     

1. The Hard Problem of Consciousness  

Since it has been said that consciousness is not a philosophical problem,4 let us begin by 

defending the claim that it is.  The hard problem of consciousness is the problem of “qualitative 

consciousness”5—that is, the problem of “phenomenality”6 or “conscious qualities.”7  It is the 

                                                                                                                                                 
the Philosophy of Physics: Locality, Fields, Energy, and Mass (Malden, Massachusetts: Blackwell 
Publishing Company, 2002).   
4 For instance, Patricia Churchland argues—impressively—against the problem of consciousness in “Can 
Neurobiology Teach Us Anything about Consciousness.”  There, she argues that the problem of 
consciousness resembles such fallacious arguments as the ether or life-force.  She ultimately reduces 
consciousness to the phenomenon of the central nervous system.  See Patricia Churchland, “Can 
Neurobiology Teach Us Anything about Consciousness,” The Nature of Consciousness: Philosophical 
Debates, edited by Ned Block, Own Flanagan, and Guven Guzeldere (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT 
Press, 1997), pp. 127-140.       
5 This notion of consciousness is taken from David Lewis who argues that access consciousness, or those 
that deal with functional consciousness, are the actual properties of consciousness such that a qualitative 
account can not be attained.  See David Lewis, “Psychophysical and Theoretical Identifications,” 
Australasian Journal of Philosophy 50, No. 3 (1972), pp. 249-258.     
6 According to Ned Block, phenomenality is the distinctiveness of being in a conscious state.  That is, a 
subject knows they are in such a state.  This is opposed to “access consciousness”—when a subject is 
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problem of explaining both brain processes and mental qualities without dismissing or reducing 

the qualitative aspects of conscious experience.  To illustrate the complexity of this point, let us 

assume that neurobiologists identify every neural network in the brain, and let us ask the 

following question: does the identification of all neural networks tell us why neural processes are 

accompanied by experience?  Since we already know that conscious experience arises from brain 

processes, the obvious answer is no.  That is to say, we are aware that consciousness arises from 

the brain, “but the very fact that it arises is the central mystery.”8  Thus, it is conceded by most 

philosophers of mind, and recently by some cognitive scientists, that a satisfactory theory of 

consciousness must not only account for brain processes but also give an account of why 

qualitative experience arises from specific brain processes.  This argument is expressed very well 

by David Chalmers in Facing up to the Problem of Consciousness.9  Thus, let us delineate, 

carefully, Chalmers’ formulation of the hard problem, and also what he means by “facing up” to 

the hard problem of consciousness.   

Chalmers explains the hard problem of consciousness when he says, “There is nothing we 

know more intimately than conscious experience, but there is nothing that is harder to explain.”10  

That is, consciousness seems to be the most basic fact confronting us, yet it is almost impossible 

to say what consciousness is.  If we set out to explain “consciousness,” for example, we usually 

explain a phenomenal experience or a function of the brain.  An account of this sort plainly yields 

two explanations: we either explain mental qualities or brain processes.  (Before we take up the 

problem of consciousness any further, it may be helpful to explain, here, what Chalmers and 

philosophers of mind mean when they say “mental qualities” and “brain processes.”  According 

to Chalmers, a so-called “mental quality” is a particular qualitative experience such that a subject 

                                                                                                                                                 
unaware of their conscious state.  See Ned Block, “On Confusion about a Function of Consciousness,” The 
Behavioral and Brain Sciences 18, No. 2 (1995), pp. 227-247.       
7 This is the problem of explaining conscious qualities and physical processes.  That is, if we adopt a 
common sense view of consciousness, then the mental qualities of our consciousness seem irrefutable; 
however, if we adopt a scientific view of consciousness (i.e., physicalism, behaviorism, or functionalism) 
then the mental qualities of our experience are either unexplainable or reducible to mere brain processes. 
For instance, in first-person we can say sentences such as the following: “I am thinking of Vienna, 
remembering my experience, and feeling joyful.”  However, in third-person when analyzing consciousness 
the place of such sentences is taken by sentences of this kind: “the neural network of ‘x’ is firing in subject 
‘A’s’ brain”, “subject ‘A’ claims ‘y’”, or “when ‘z’ is presented to subject ‘A’ neural network ‘x’ fires.”  
That is, we can describe our own conscious experience, but we can not define the nature of consciousness 
scientifically as it appears to us in first person.  Thus, the question for philosophy is this: why are brain 
processes accompanied by what seems to be qualitative experience?       
8 David Chalmers, “Facing Up to the Problem of Consciousness,” Journal of Consciousness Studies II, No. 
3 (1995), pp. 200-219; the quote is from p. 13.   
9 See David Chalmers, “Facing Up to the Problem of Consciousness,” Journal of Consciousness Studies II, 
No. 3 (1995), pp. 200-219.   
10 David Chalmers (1995), p. 9.   
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is aware of a distinct sensory occurrence.  An example of a mental quality is the perception of a 

color or a recollection of a memory.11 A “brain process” or “mental function,” on the other hand, 

is any physical event in a subject’s brain. Plainly, as many philosophers of mind have argued,12 

not every brain process is accompanied by a mental quality.)  According to Chalmers, current 

theories of consciousness can not get around this apparent “explanatory gap.”13  Thus, the hard 

problem of consciousness is bridging the explanatory gap between mental qualities and brain 

processes.   

A distinction, important for both cognitive science and philosophy of mind, is drawn by 

Chalmers between the easy problems of consciousness and the hard problem of consciousness.  

For Chalmers, philosophers and scientists need to “face” (i.e., confront) the hard problem of 

consciousness.    That is to say, the easy problems are explaining brain processes such as “the 

ability to discriminate, integrate information, report mental states, access internal states attention, 

control behavior, and differentiate wakefulness and sleep.”14  In contrast, the hard problem is 

explaining mental qualities.  This is, arguably, twofold: (1) the problem is adequately explaining 

qualia15—the phenomenal qualities of sensory experiences, such as the sensation of a pain, or the 

hearing of a sound, or the viewing of a color16 (i.e., “to know what it is like to have an experience 

is to know qualia”17); and (2) the problem is explaining why brain processes are sometimes 

accompanied by qualia.  Now, going back to our explanation of consciousness, we can explain 
                                                 
11 Jaegwon Kim, Philosophy of Mind: Dimensions of Philosophy Series (Boulder, Colorado: Westview 
Press, Inc., 1998), p. 157. 
12John Searle explains this best when he says: “Consciousness is a causally emergent property of the 
behavior of neurons, and so consciousness is causally reducible to the brain processes.  But—and this is 
what is so shocking—a perfect science of the brain would still not lead an ontological reduction of 
consciousness in the way that our present science can reduce heat, solidity, color, or sound.”  See John R. 
Searle, “Reductionism and the Irreducibility of Consciousness,” The Nature of Consciousness: 
Philosophical Debates, edited by Ned Block, Own Flanagan, and Guven Guzeldere (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1997), pp. 451-460.        
13 Before examining some of the proposed quantum solutions to the problem of consciousness, it is 
necessary that I first offer a brief sketch of what I mean by the explanatory gap.  The explanatory gap is 
accounting for qualia, i.e., our experience, which hasn’t yet been explained by the mechanical and physical 
theories of science; and philosophers often voice the opinion that an adequate theory of consciousness 
should, in theory at least, fill the explanatory gap with a new type of physics or metaphysics.  That is, a new 
theory of consciousness is essential in order to not only explain how the brain works but how the brain 
produces a sentient being that seemingly possesses individual perceptions, cognitions, and ambitions.  This 
means that the problem is filling the explanatory gap.   
14 Chalmers (1995), p. 10.   
15 Qualia is described best by Daniel Dennett when he says, “Qualia” is an unfamiliar term for something 
that could not be more familiar to each of us: the ways things seem to us…Look at a glass of milk at sunset; 
the way it looks to you—the particular, personal, subjective visual quality of the glass of milk is quale of 
your visual experience at the moment.15  Thus, cognitive functions and the accompaniment of qualia is the 
hard problem.    
16 Simon Blackburn, ed., “Qualia,” The Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2005), p. 302.   
17 Blackburn (2005), p. 302.   
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brain processes or mental qualities—and thus we can explain the easy problems or hard problems 

of consciousness respectively.  In his essay, he writes: 

… [T]he usual methods of cognitive science and neuroscience fail to account for 
conscious experience.  These are simply the wrong sort of methods: nothing that they 
give to us can yield an explanation.  To account for consciousness, we need an extra 
ingredient in the explanation.  This makes for a challenge to those who are serious about 
the hard problem of consciousness: What is your extra ingredient, and why should that 
account for conscious experience?18     
 

This means that a complete theory of consciousness must explain both brain processes and the 

accompaniment of mental qualities, and thereby solve the easy problems, as well as the hard 

problem of consciousness.  The extra ingredient,19 then, and its account of qualia, is the hard 

problem of consciousness.   

  Now, let us try to see how we can solve this problem.  The challenge is to answer the 

question, “Why is the performance of a function or set of functions accompanied by 

experience?”20  We all are acquainted with theories that claim to have found the seat of 

consciousness in the brain.  I’m thinking of various theories related to biopsychology, 

anthropology, and neuroscience.  However, such theories tend to dismiss qualitative 

consciousness or explain consciousness as something that arises from brain processes, and ignore 

the aspects of qualitative consciousness.  Thus, the solution for our purposes, according to 

Chalmers, is this: “we need to know more than which processes give rise to experience; we need 

an account of why and how.”21  That is to say, “Why or how does function ‘x’ give rise to 

consciousness?” Or, as we considered earlier, “Why is brain process ‘x’ accompanied by 

consciousness?”   

 What, then, are our criteria?  According to Chalmers, a complete theory of consciousness 

will be (1) logically coherent,22 and will also be (2) a double-aspect theory of information23 (i.e., 

one-to-one information of mental and physical states).  Let us examine Chalmers in detail:  

The double-aspect principle stems from the observation that there is a direct isomorphism 
between certain physically embodied information spaces and certain phenomenal (or 
experiential) information spaces.  From the same sort of observations that went into the 

                                                 
18 Chalmers (1995), p. 14.   
19 Clearly, the provocation of Chalmers’ argument is explaining what the so-called “extra ingredient” of 
consciousness is; yet, this challenge is itself suspect and perhaps incompatible with science and physicalism 
since it seems to assume and demand not only an explanation of two contingent events, but also the 
assumed congruency of disparate properties, i.e., brain events and mental events.  That is, the hard problem 
is explaining the event properties that compose a seemingly non-material fact such as a thought, as well as 
the compatibility of brain functions and mental experiences.   
20 Chalmers (1995), p. 12.   
21 Chalmers (1995), p. 16.   
22 Chalmers (1995), p. 24.   
23 Chalmers (1995), p. 26. 
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principle of [logical] coherence, we can note that the differences between phenomenal 
states have a structure that corresponds directly to the differences embedded in physical 
processes … That is, we can find the same abstract information space embedded in 
physical processing and in conscious experience … Information (or at least some 
information) has two aspects, a physical aspect and a phenomenal aspect.24   
 

Thus, a theory that solves the hard problem of consciousness must be logical, and explain both 

physical and mental states as a union of information—if it does not, then the theory is incomplete.  

Is there a theory that satisfies these two conditions?  If so, what is it?     

Many philosophers claim25 that modern physics satisfies Chalmers’ criteria for solving 

the hard problem of consciousness since quantum theory explains the activities of all physical 

phenomena at two disparate states of information.  These philosophers claim that qualia are 

explained by quantum theory’s analysis of states in terms of component parts and their 

behavior.26  That is, according to Susan Blackmore, quantum theory explains “the familiar 

classical level used to describe large scale objects, and the quantum level used to describe very 

small things governed by the Schrödinger equation.”27  Thus, let us entertain the possibility 

suggested by Blackmore and company, i.e., that qualia are an aspect of large scale phenomenon 

and can be explained by smaller systems of information in quantum theory.  The question we 

have now to consider is whether such a possibility is the case, and if so, does it solve Chalmers’ 

hard problem of consciousness.  Let us first, however, examine quantum theory and the problem 

of quantum interpretations.  

 

2. A Brief Sketch of Quantum Theory 

Let us take quantum theory to mean the measurement of indivisible units of energy.  Such 

a view traces the very idea proposed by Max Planck—that energy and matter reduce to quanta.  

                                                 
24 Chalmers (1995), pp. 26-27.   
25 British mathematician Roger Penrose and British philosopher Susan Blackmore claim that quantum 
mechanics explains the dualistic nature of consciousness.  Penrose and Blackmore argue that quantum 
mechanics has demonstrated that the seemingly dual nature of consciousness is not a mystery, but rather a 
physical event that is additionally reducible to subatomic physical events.  Penrose therefore asserts that 
consciousness is completely controlled by subatomic activities.  Susan Blackmore, in Consciousness: An 
Introduction (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), pp. 206-207, summarizes Penrose’s position on 
consciousness and quantum mechanics: “Penrose explains that there are two levels of explanation in 
physics: the familiar classical level used to describe large scale objects, and the quantum level used to 
describe very small things and governed by the Schrodinger equation.  Both these levels are completely 
deterministic and computable.”  In view of that, some have followed Penrose and Blackmore and claim that 
quantum mechanics explains the duality of physical events in the brain, and therefore the dual aspect of 
consciousness.  
26 Douglas J. Bilodeau, “Physics, Machines and the Hard Problem,” Journal of Consciousness Studies, III, 
No. 5 (1996), pp. 386-401; the reference is to p. 224.   
27 Susan Blackmore, in Consciousness: An Introduction (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), pp. 
206-207; the quote is from p. 206.   
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Quanta of course are indivisible units of energy such as photons. Accordingly, all matter and 

energy can be quantized, or, in other words, everything physical can be constrained to a distinct 

variable or a set of continuous variables.  Let us, then, take quantum theory to be the 

measurement of discrete atomic and subatomic particles—36 quarks, in six flavors and three 

colors, in the four to ten physical dimensions of the world; and, the measurement of particles 

controlled by the four primary physical forces: gravity, electromagnetism, as well as the strong 

and weak nuclear forces.28  This allows us to use the term widely enough to cover the notion of 

particles, fields, and interactions.  It encompasses quantum mechanics, field theory, 

electrodynamics, and gravity.  It also takes into account the properties of particles; relativistic 

fundamentals such as electrodynamics, chromo-dynamics, and electro-weakness; general 

relativity, i.e., gravity; and string theory, M-theory, or the ‘theory of everything.’  So what is 

proposed is a very general but scientific definition of quantum theory. 

In order to appreciate the arguments for quantum consciousness, we need to first 

distinguish the philosophical allusions of quantum theory.  According to Robert Audi, the 

implication of quantum theory is characterized in the philosophy of science as follows. 

… [It] breaks with classical treatments of the motions and interactions of bodies by 
introducing probability and acts of measurement in seemingly irreducible ways.  In the 
widely used Schrödinger version, quantum mechanics associates with each physical 
system a time-dependent function, called state function.  The evolution of the system is 
represented by the temporal transformation of the state function in accord with a master 
equation, known as the Schrödinger equation.  Also associated with a system of 
“observables:” measurable quantities, such as position, momentum, and energy, including 
some with no good classical analogue, such as spin.  According to the Born interpretation 
(1926), the state function is understood instrumentally: it enables one to calculate, for any 
possible value of an observable, the probability that a measurement of that observable 
would find that particular value.29    
 

In sum, quantum theory implies the most accurate if not precise description of all phenomena in 

states at the atomic and sub-atomic level; and most importantly, the accurate description of 

particle behavior in state functions.30  That is, according to Marc Lange:  

QM supplies complete information regarding a particle’s pre-measurement state … The 
“|inside>” and “|outside>” are the wave-functions expressing “pure” states of definitely 

                                                 
28 Simon Blackburn, ed., “Quantum Mechanics,” The Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2005), pp. 303-304; the reference is to p. 303.   
29 Robert Audi, ed., “Quantum Mechanics,” The Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1999), pp. 765-767; the quote is from pp. 765-766.    
30 A.C. Phillips, Introduction to Quantum Mechanics (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2003), pp. 155-
158; the reference is to quantum numbers as fuzzy vectors and the property of angular momentum in 
quantum physics.     
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being inside and outside the region, respectively; measuring a particle whose wave-
function is simply |inside> [a state] is certain.31   
 

Thus, we can assume that the significance of the theory is taken in philosophy to indicate, 

generally, the probable behavior of all matter and energy within states at the atomic and 

subatomic level.     

Let us consider one last point.  As a preliminary, it should be stated here that a general 

distinction between the scientific and philosophical implication of quantum theory is not being 

presupposed.  That is, even though certain interpretations of quantum theory are widely 

debated,32 we can assume that both science and philosophy take quantum theory to be the most

accurate description of physical phenomena.  Nevertheless, this doesn’t mean that the argumen

from each discipline are equivalent.  When it comes to matters of detail, because the scienc

quantum theory relies a great deal on experiment, most of the scientific accounts are inductive, 

and generally draw on weaker conclusions than the philosophical.

 

ts 

e of 

                                                

33  This means that within 

limits, philosophers use the theory deductively but draw more radical conclusions than those 

made by scientists.  Thus, in undertaking a philosophical study of quantum theory, we quickly run 

into the following difficulty.  Because quantum theory is widely accepted to be the most accurate 

description of physical events, there is not a body of well-argued criticisms that could challenge 

the philosophical musings of quantum theorists; besides logic, there are few methods against 

which to test philosopher’s speculations and hypotheses.  Therefore, even though quantum theory 

is equally defined in science and philosophy, it is not equally argued.  This means that for 

philosophers using the theory, there are not the usual constraints on the musings of the general 

concept.  This, I believe, is the principal explanation of why certain philosophical arguments 

regarding quantum theory are taken to be more scientific than they actually are.  Let us, therefore, 

 
31 Lange (2002), p. 257.   
32 For example, many scientists and philosophers debate the meaning of the double-slit experiment of 
wave-particle duality, provoking numerous considerations of the ontology, determinism, and many-worlds 
of a particle.  What is more, the Heisenberg uncertainty principle purports that a single particle can be 
measured as a pair of physical properties (Simon Blackburn, ed., “Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle,” The 
Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), p. 163); some philosophers 
have considered whether or not this entails a form of substance dualism.  However, most scientific 
interpretations of quantum theory are thought experiments, provided by scientists, not to elucidate 
metaphysics, but rather to emphasize the complexities or allusions of the concept—such as Schrödinger’s 
Equation, which raises the question of quantum indeterminacies in the real world (Simon Blackburn, ed., 
“Schrödinger’s Cat,” The Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), p. 
331).     
33 That is, the premises of most philosophical arguments regarding quantum theory are generally 
unqualified such that (1) the conclusions are too strong; and (2) compared to most scientific theorems, the 
constraints on the ‘theoretical’ applications of the concept are not in place.   
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examine the philosophical question of this paper not as a strict matter of science but rather a 

matter of logic: does quantum theory solve the hard problem of consciousness? 

 

3. Quantum Solutions to the Problem of Consciousness   

It will perhaps already be obvious that, with the criteria of the hard problem and a broad 

definition of quantum theory, any argument that avoids these conditions cannot be a complete 

solution to Chalmers’ hard problem.  In fact, with the emphasis of our problem on logic, an 

unsound argument also cannot be complete theory.  As we will see, the strict criterion of the hard 

problem has escaped some philosophers, perhaps because the arguments for quantum 

consciousness are in their infancy.  It is easy to see, I think, why, with the strangeness of quantum 

theory, that quantum interpretations of consciousness are incomplete.  For example, if 

consciousness is similar to the Schrödinger equation, then consciousness is epistemologically 

suspect due to probability, as well as logically counterintuitive.  Nevertheless, as Chalmers 

suggests, if we interpret the problem of consciousness as the explanation of experience, then it is 

clear that quantum theory is similar to neural or computational theories such that it cannot answer 

why brain processes and mental qualities correlate and why quantum events give rise to 

experience.  Chalmers addresses this problem in his essay: 

Quantum phenomena have some remarkable functional properties, such as 
nondeterminism and nonlocality…But when it comes to the explanation of experience, 
quantum processes are in the same boat as any other.  The question of why these 
processes should give rise to experience is entirely unanswered.34     
                                

Hence, let us keep in mind Chalmers’ question: how does a quantum explanation of brain 

processes explain the rise of conscious experience?  Moreover, we must consider whether the 

theories of quantum consciousness logically—even if by abduction alone—explain experience.        

Now, as noted earlier, unless quantum consciousness can find a solution to the problem 

of qualia and the explanatory gap, then it collapses into incompleteness.  Since the theorists of 

quantum consciousness nowhere to my knowledge offer a unified solution to the problem of 

consciousness, let us reconstruct three discrete arguments for quantum consciousness, each of 

which claims to directly solve Chalmers’ hard problem.  Thus, let us adopt the strategy of 

reconstructing an argument and seeing whether it logically argues for quantum consciousness or 

solves the hard problem of consciousness.  This strategy, I think, may also help to lend a greater 

plausibility to explaining the merits of quantum consciousness, which we will consider in section 

4 of this paper.      

                                                 
34 Chalmers (1995), p. 17.   
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3.1 Douglas Bilodeau’s “Solution”   

Before examining the more direct attempts to solve the hard problem of consciousness, 

let us consider Douglas Bilodeau’s equivocal discussion of the problem.  In his article Physics, 

Machines and the Hard Problem,35 Bilodeau says that we can dismiss the hard problem of 

consciousness because there is no physical evidence for the “logical independence of the 

phenomenal mind.”36  According to Bilodeau, the problem of consciousness is a mere pretense 

derived from Chalmers’ misunderstanding of mathematics and presupposition of geometric 

formalism37, deciding as it was, in Bilodeau’s words, “once we are free from these prejudices 

[i.e., geometric formalism], the hard problem dissolves.” 38  Elsewhere Bilodeau argues that 

Chalmers wrongfully abstracts consciousness from the brain.  Bilodeau says:    

A cell is a complex and spontaneous molecular process which can be understood only in 
context of its particular physical embodiment (the quantum nature of molecular 
dynamics) and the overall evolutionary process of which it is a part … Just as we cannot 
abstract ‘cellnes’’ or ‘organicness’ from a cell and build it into a machine, neither can we 
abstract consciousness from a brain.  These qualities are not patterns but relationships to 
the underlying physical processes and to the world process.39 
 

This “solution” seems to be textually inaccurate—Chalmers does, that is, account for the 

mathematics of quantum theory and the idea of abstraction.40  Yet, whatever Bilodeau’s 

complaints are about Chalmers’ mathematics and abstraction of consciousness, Bilodeau’s 

conception of the problem is certainly an inadequate reconstruction of Chalmers’ position.  For, 

even if Chalmers assumes geometric formalism or abstracts consciousness from physical 

processes, Bilodeau tacitly dodges the hard problem of consciousness in his article.  That is to 

                                                 
35 Douglas J. Bilodeau, “Physics, Machines and the Hard Problem,” Journal of Consciousness Studies, III, 
No. 5 (1996), pp. 386-401; the quote is from pp. 222-229.    
36 Bilodeau (1996), p. 218.   
37 Bilodeau says that geometric formalism is the natural and classical view of the world “characterized 
completely by properties of extension and nothing else.” (Since Bilodeau is arguing in mathematical terms, 
let us assume that by ‘extension’ he means sets of structures, i.e., that a structure is another structure which 
contains the original structure.)  Moreover, “it is a view that has clouded our picture of reality” This is 
because geometric formalism describes the world in terms of simple mechanics such that it portrays the 
world as a universe of unchanging macroscopic structures.  Quantum mechanics, on the other hand, takes 
into account dynamics and is, therefore, more “robust” since it describes states and probable situations.  
Thus, because Chalmers assumes that consciousness is a structure of geometric formalism, he infers that 
independently existing reality conforms to his experience and that consciousness is an unchanging structure 
within a macroscopic brain.   
38 According to Bilodeau, quantum theory is the superlative method for studying phenomena in the 
universe, and because consciousness is not a phenomenon at the quantum level, Bilodeau argues, 
consciousness is not really a problem—that is, consciousness is based on the Cartesian, geometric 
paradigm of the universe, which presupposes that large-scale phenomena cannot be reduced to smaller, 
quantum, events. See Bilodeau (1996), pp. 386-401; the quote is from p. 229.    
39 Bilodeau (1996), p. 230.   
40 Chalmers (1995), p. 17.  
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say, Bilodeau does not argue for a solution to the hard problem of consciousness but argues for 

the superiority of quantum theory to geometric formalism.  Here we have an honest ‘bait-and-

switch’41 in Bilodeau’s argument.  He says: 

I have discussed concepts of [quantum mechanics] not because they are likely to provide 
us with a physical basis for the generation of consciousness but because they help to 
dispel the tyranny of mechanical and geometrical models over the imagination.42 
   

First, to suggest this is, however, to argue an issue beside the point.  Bilodeau says quantum 

theory “dissolves” the hard problem, but instead of explaining how, Bilodeau argues why we 

should reject geometric formalism43—this does not solve the problem.  Second, to suggest that 

the problem dissolves due to mathematics is, however, to beg the question of the very important 

issue of what Bilodeau calls “the independently existing reality”—for all we know, the basic level 

of the independently existing reality may be consciousness rather than physics since Bilodeau 

does not tell us what the “independently existing reality” is. The only thing we can take from 

Bilodeau’s argument is that quantum theory is superior to geometric formalism and therefore 

consciousness is not a problem.  Thus, Bilodeau’s argument is irrelevant and misses the point.     

Bilodeau’s argument is, however, interesting for another reason.  He seems to subtly 

contradict the quite plausible suggestion that quantum theory can dispel the hard problem of 

                                                 
41 That is to say, Bilodeau ‘baits’ the reader with the problem of consciousness, and then ‘switches’ his 
argument to a discussion regarding the classical and modern paradigms of physics.  Yet, what evidence is 
there for rejecting the hard problem of consciousness?  Bilodeau has very little, and instead makes frequent 
appeals to authority and ad hominem attacks on Chalmers.  Thus, Bilodeau’s argument does not entail a 
total rejection of the problem.   
42 Bilodeau (1996), p. 229.   
43 According to Bilodeau, we cannot grant Chalmers’ assumption of geometric formalism for the following 
reasons.  First, the “independently existing reality”—that is, in Bilodeau’s words, “the purely objective 
physical world”—is both dynamic and often contrary to our experience.  Second, the most basic level of 
reality is composed of physical propensities and not macroscopic objects.  Thus, the brain is not a 
macroscopic object (i.e., Bilodeau claims that Chalmers is aware of this point; however, Chalmers 
deliberately shifts his argument between geometrical physics and quantum physics to make the problem of 
consciousness seem more robust than it actually is.  Bilodeau argues: “It may be frustrating to Chalmers 
that physical facts have this fuzzy quality, but they must because any mathematical description is only a 
simplified map of reality, not reality itself … Physical understanding is not simply the adoption of a 
formalism or geometrical picture …In Chalmers’ view, not all truths are accessible or describable. But 
apparently he takes comfort in a belief that all these things are determined (naturally, if not logically) by a 
physical substrate which is accessible… Chalmers’ use of the idea of the physical seems to shift meanings 
in this way at several points in his argument, becoming weaker or stronger as might be convenient.”  
Bilodeau therefore argues that Chalmers cannot elucidate the problem of consciousness in ambiguous 
physical terms.  If Chalmers is going to use physics to solve the hard problem, then he should utilize 
quantum physics thoroughly, which suggests that consciousness is a “manifestation of an underlying 
[physical] process.”) Third, the subject-object perspective of the observer observing consciousness, which 
Chalmers promotes, is considered deceptive in quantum theory (Bilodeau argues that the work of Neils 
Bohr demonstrates that the subject-object view is not the case but, rather, two aspects of the same thing).  
Thus, for Bilodeau the hard problem of consciousness is merely a philosophical confusion of modern 
physics.   
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consciousness—that is to say, quantum theory shows that only physical phenomena exist, and 

since quantum theory best describes physical phenomena and consciousness cannot be detected 

by quantum theory, consciousness is not a problem.  For, Bilodeau argues that quantum theory 

superlatively describes “the independently existing reality.”44  However, he then argues that 

quantum theory is not true in the case of all situations: “the quantum state represents the causal 

propensities of an empirical situation, not the structure of reality itself.”45  Thus, given the 

incompleteness of quantum theory and its inability to account for reality, it cannot superlatively 

describe the independently existing reality.  Saying that Chalmers’ problem dissolves due to an 

inferior adoption of mathematics does not solve the problem of consciousness; but, I think, it does 

suggest that one cannot rule out the importance of mathematics and the implication of 

measurement when trying to solve the problem of consciousness.  

3.2 Stuart Hameroff and Roger Penrose’s “Solution”   

If we were looking for a quantum solution that logically pointed toward a brain process, 

then Stuart Hameroff and Roger Penrose’s argument for the reduction of consciousness to the 

oscillation of microtubules is our best bet.  In Consciousness Events as Orchestrated Space-Time 

Selections,46 Hameroff and Penrose argue that consciousness is a phenomenon that physically 

depends on the oscillation of microtubules47 in the brain.  However, they claim that the oscillation 

of microtubules in the brain is non-computable (i.e., the function of microtubules will not begin 

or terminate in a defined state) since it is an objective reduction of the quantum state.  The say: 

Our viewpoint is to regard experimental phenomena as also inseparable from the physical 
universe, and in fact to be deeply connected with the very laws which govern the physical 
universe.  The connection is so deep, however, that we perceive only glimmerings of it in 
our present day physics.  One of these glimmerings, we contend, is a necessary non-
computability in consciousness thought processes; and we argue that this non-
computability must also be inherent in the phenomenon of quantum state reduction—the 
“objective reduction.”48 
 

Accordingly, since consciousness is dependent on the physical processes of the universe, which 

are often non-computable, then consciousness is also non-computable.  That is, consciousness is 

non-computable because it is self-reductive.  Hameroff and Penrose claim: 

                                                 
44 Bilodeau (1996), p. 227.   
45 Bilodeau (1996), p. 225.   
46 Stuart Hameroff and Roger Penrose, “Conscious Events as Orchestrated Space-Time Selections,” Journal 
of Conscious Studies, III, No. 1 (1996), pp. 177-195.   
47 Let us take microtubules to be the protein structure found within neurons.  It is a primary component of 
cell’s cytoskeleton. Accordingly, they have diameter of 24 nanometers and length of millimeters in axons 
of nerve cells. Microtubules serve as structural components within cells and are involved in the primary 
cellular processes including mitosis, cytokinesis, and vesicular transport. 
48 Hameroff and Penrose (1996), p. 178.   
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In [an objective reduction] description, consciousness takes place if an organized 
quantum system is able to isolate and sustain coherent superpositions until its quantum 
gravity threshold for space-time separation is met; it then self-reduces (non-
computability).  For consciousness to occur, self-reduction is essential.49  

 
Thus, the self-reductive states of quanta typically have little influence on ordinary dimensions.  

Nevertheless, Hameroff and Penrose argue that evidence of quantum-superposition50 suggests 

that quanta have immense influence within the cell of an organism since quanta can excite 

cytoskeleton of microtubules, of which influences cell processes and, therefore, in the brain 

excites conscious experience.

the 

                                                

51  Because Hameroff and Penrose’s argument is conditional, let us 

summarize their argument as a subjunctive proposition—that is to say, if microtubules were, 

indeed, to influence brain processes, then the excitation of microtubules is sufficient for 

conscious experience.  However, let us not assume that their argument is, essentially, a verifiable 

solution for the problem of consciousness.  For, a verified solution would show how, despite the 

non-computability of quanta in microtubules, that the oscillation of microtubules is a necessary 

condition for conscious experience.  Yet, Hameroff and Penrose do not show anything of the sort, 

but instead argue for a potential solution.  They comment that, “An appropriate union of quantum 

gravity with biology, or at least with advanced biological nervous systems, may yield a 

profoundly new understanding of consciousness.”52  A hypothesis is, in essence, Hameroff and 

Penrose’s solution to the problem of consciousness.  

Why, we may ask, is the oscillation of microtubules non-computable?  Hameroff and 

Penrose claim that “microtubule associated proteins ‘tune’ the quantum oscillations leading to 
 

49 Hameroff and Penrose (1996), p. 178. 
50 See Roger Penrose, Shadows of the Mind (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994).   
51  Let us examine this point carefully.  For Hameroff and Penrose, consciousness is a physically dependant 
phenomenon, which depends on, or emerges from, the underpinnings of the physical universe that is not 
computable because it is self-reductive, and only observed—briefly and partially—by contemporary studies 
in quantum mechanics.  Firstly, Hameroff and Penrose argue that consciousness is inseparable from the 
physical universe.  In particular, Hameroff and Penrose believe consciousness is a space-time ‘blister’ of 
the physical universe.  Secondly, present studies in physics show that the physical universe and its most 
primary levels—the ‘blister’ presumably—is not computable.  This is due to the fact that a quantum system 
(atomic or subatomic particle) is “a ‘wave of possibilities’ and exists in a coherent complex-number valued 
‘superposition’ of many possible states.” Consciousness is dependant on quantum activity, and thus, 
consciousness is not computable because quantum activity itself is not computable.  Finally, Hameroff and 
Penrose assert that consciousness is reducible to the quantum events in microtubules by virtue of 
consequence (Hypothetical Syllogism or Modus Ponens); or, because quantum activities influence the 
cytoskeleton, and because the cytoskeleton influences the cognitive process and consciousness, Hameroff 
and Penrose conclude that quantum activities cause consciousness.  Moreover, Hameroff and Penrose show 
the contra-positive aspect of their theory when they state that consciousness is divisible by thoughts, which 
in turn are divisible by microtubules, and in turn again quantum activity: they argue that conscious 
experience is a “sequence of individual, discrete events [as evidenced by Buddhist mediators who 
experience] ‘flickering’ in their experience of reality,” similar to the ‘flickering’ perceived by modern 
physics. 
52 Hameroff and Penrose (1996), p. 181. 
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[objective reduction]; we thus term the process ‘orchestrated objective reduction.”53  In other 

words, if consciousness arises from the oscillation of microtubules it collapses, similar to a wave 

function, and is, therefore, non-computable.  Thus, they also note that: 

Present-day physics has no clear explanation for the cause or occurrence of wave 
function collapse … Yet quantum-coherent superpositions persist indefinitely in time 
maintained from micro to macro levels.54   
 

Hameroff and Penrose support this interpretation by citing Gödel’s incompleteness theorem,55 a 

passage in which Hameroff and Penrose refer to consciousness as a self-reductive56 and 

incomplete event since “consciousness cannot be derived from previous states by an algorithmic 

process.”57  They go on to conclude, explicitly rejecting a so-called ‘reductive’ solution, saying 

that: 

In the standard description of quantum mechanics, randomness occurs in the events 
described as quantum state reductions—these being events which appear to take place 
when quantum-level processes get magnified to a macroscopic scale.58   
 

Thus, even though the activity of quanta in microtubules cannot be computed, it can be inferred 

from the activity of microtubules in neurons, and their subsequent influence on brain processes, 

that consciousness is a quantum event at a macroscopic scale. 

Even though this is a possible solution to the hard problem of consciousness, Hameroff 

and Penrose’s solution is, however, invalid.  For, given Hameroff and Penrose’s premises, each of 

which is a proposition in a categorical syllogism—and given the laws of distribution regarding 

the minor, middle, and major terms—Hameroff and Penrose’s argument is invalid since it 

commits the fallacy of the excluded middle.  That is to say, the law of the excluded middle is an 

undistributed middle term.  Let us consider Hameroff and Penrose’s argument in syllogistic form: 

 Premise 1: The oscillation of brain processes that cause thought are non-computational. 

 Premise 2: Non-computability results from the self-reductive activity of quanta.    

 Premise 3 Thought is a form of qualitative consciousness. 

 Conclusion: Consciousness is non-computable.      

It is obvious that the statement regarding the ‘oscillation of brain processes that cause thought’ is 

not distributed in the syllogism.  Thus, the argument is, in fact, invalid and incomplete.59 

                                                 
53 Hameroff and Penrose (1996), p. 179. 
54 Hameroff and Penrose (1996), p. 180.   
55 Hameroff and Penrose (1996), p. 178.   
56 According to Hameroff and Penrose, self- reduction is “an instantaneous event—the climax of a self-
organizing process fundamental to the structuring of space-time—and apparently consistent with 
Whitehead ‘occasion of experience.’”  
57 Hameroff and Penrose (1996), p. 178. 
58 Hameroff and Penrose (1996), p. 177.  
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 Nevertheless, despite the logical inadequacy of this solution, the argument is also an 

inadequate retort to Chalmers’ provocation, which is to form a logical and scientific (i.e., a theory 

of physical realism) solution that solves the hard problem of consciousness.  However, Hameroff 

and Penrose argue for a form of absolute idealism; for their solution depends on the reduction of 

all physical activity to non-computable quanta, which, in a sense, partitions a set of otherwise 

physical phenomena to a different set of unobservable events they call ‘consciousness.’  If all 

physical activity reduces to a non-observable substance, which is consciousness, we are left with 

idealism—this is not scientific solution. On the other hand, if the unobserved quanta are indeed 

physical, the role of consciousness as a macroscopic quantum event is still problematic since it 

presupposes the role of microtubules in conscious experience, and is surely a very weak and 

nearly circular argument.  For it assumes that consciousness reduces to the role of quanta at the 

cellular level.  This may indeed be the case; however, more evidence is needed so that scientists 

can test Hameroff and Penrose’s claim.  Nevertheless, the lack of evidence and invalidity seems 

to be an intrinsic problem in Hameroff and Penrose’s argument.      

3.3 Henry Stapp’s “Solution”   

To obtain a scientific and logical solution to the problem of consciousness philosophers 

must, clearly, supplement a rational explanation to satisfy Chalmers’ criteria—again, (1) qualia 

and (2) the explanatory gap.  Let us consider one last argument, which, I think, misses the mark 

of rationality.  In The Hard Problem: a Quantum Approach,60 Henry Stapp claims that the 

Copenhagen-interpretation61 of physics solves Chalmers’ hard problem of consciousness.  

                                                                                                                                                 
59 Again, if we examine the hard problem we will see why this is the case.  We may presuppose that 
Chalmers would ask, “Why is quantum activity present in all things but qualia present only in human 
beings?”  Or, “Why is quantum activity accompanied by conscious experience?”  Though the 
underpinnings of consciousness are very important for a complete theory of consciousness, consciousness 
needs to be explained more fully at the level of qualia because qualia is the closest underpinning of 
consciousness; or, in other words, qualia is mostly what makes-up what most would call ‘consciousness.’  
Hameroff and Penrose completely avoid the topic of qualia by reducing consciousness to microtubule 
activity.  Moreover, there seems to be a kind of association in their thinking such that if quantum events are 
mysterious and consciousness is mysterious then quantum events and consciousness must be related.  This 
doesn’t solve consciousness or the hard problem.    
60 Henry Stapp, “The Hard problem: A Quantum Approach” Journal of Consciousness Studies, III, No. 3 
(1996), pp. 197-215. 
61 Stapp believes that if we examine consciousness with the Copenhagen Interpretation of quantum 
mechanics in mind, then we can account for the hard problem of consciousness.  The Copenhagen 
Interpretation is an empirical theory of physics proposed by Niels Bohr and Werner Heisenberg in 
Copenhagen during 1927—hence the name.  The interpretation is a theory of quantum mechanics that 
accounts for the empirical problems of particle physics.  Firstly, a particle can be measured as a particle or 
a wave.  Secondly, energy is time dependent, or Schrodinger’s Equation.  Thirdly, the measurement of a 
quantum event is effected by an observer. Thus, the Copenhagen Interpretation of physics states that a 
particle can be observed as a wave and particle that exists as a wave or particle—simultaneously—before 
observation.  In short, an observer determines the placement of a wave or particle at the moment of 
observation.        
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According to Stapp, consciousness is similar to the particle-wave duality in physics such that 

consciousness is a wave in the universe until it is observed.  Once observed, Stapp argues, 

consciousness, which exists in a potential state—that is to say, everywhere and in everything—

collapses into the observed consciousness of an individual entity.  Stapp argues: 

All the major ontological interpretations of quantum theory are dualistic, in the sense that 
they have one aspect or component that can be naturally identified as the quantum 
analogue of the matter of classical mechanics, and a second aspect that is associated with 
choices from among the possible experiences.  All interpretations are, in this sense, 
basically similar to the Wigner-von Neumann interpretation…but are less parsimonious, 
in that they involve either existing but observed branches (Bohm), or existing but 
unobserved actual events (Heisenberg), or existing but inaccessible and unverifiable other 
branches of reality.62 
 

Most importantly, here, Stapp seems to recognize the necessity of accounting for subjective and 

objective accounts of consciousness (i.e., 1st person and 3rd person accounts).  However, 

according to Stapp’s interpretation, consciousness exists everywhere, but also does not exist until 

it is observed.  How do we interpret such a contradiction?  According to Stapp, we should realize 

that just as a superposed property has a potential state in reality, so to consciousness is a potential 

state that exists in a superposition until it is observed.63  Stapp notes that there is no reason to 

view consciousness as an individual state but, rather, consciousness should be viewed more like a 

“matrix of infinite time branches” whose potentialities continue to exist beyond the experience of 

the observer.64  Stapp, on that note, claims that individual consciousness is similar to a surfer who 

chooses his or her consciousness from an ocean of potential time branches.  Commenting on the 

idea of consciousness and time branches, Stapp says: 

The fact that both branches of the wave are present simultaneously is not surprising once 
one recognizes that the wave represents essentially only a probability for an experience to 
occur: there is, in a typical measurement, a possibility for each of several possible 
experiential results to occur, and the probability function (or wave function) must 
therefore have a ‘branch’ corresponding to each possibility … actual events can be 
represented by sudden or abrupt changes in this wave.65 
 

On this argument then—which is another form of absolute idealism—the problem of 

consciousness arises from the fact that a ‘surfer,’ if you will, chooses to see only his or her own 

consciousness from a “universal consciousness.”66  For Stapp, individual consciousness is the 

collapse of a universal consciousness in the ‘quantum mind;’ and “if no collapse occurs, the 

quantum brain necessarily evolves into a superposition of branches corresponding to the different 
                                                 
62 Stapp (1996), p. 204.  
63 Stapp (1996), p. 199.   
64 Stapp (1996), p. 202.   
65 Stapp (1996), pp. 201-202.   
66 Stapp (1996), p. 204.   
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alternative possible classical templates for action.”67  (This is, I think, illogical.  For if 

consciousness is in a superposition until it is observed, what then is the observer—an unconscious 

entity or a supra-consciousness?  Stapp cannot account for such objections.)   

 Stapp does, however, recognize that we may hesitate to grant validity to his argument.  

He, therefore, reminds us that: “the Copenhagen interpretation, involves a huge conceptual shift 

away from the classical ideal: it brings experiences of observers into the theory of reality.”68  

Thus, he argues, we should think of consciousness not as a duality but as a single physical force 

of the quantum universe.69  Stapp argues:   

The key point, in the context of quantum mechanics and the mind body problem, is that 
this orthodox interpretation of quantum theory brings the experiences of the human 
observers into the basic physical theory on at least a co-equal basis with the ‘physical’ or 
‘matter-like’ aspects of the description: the matter-like aspects give only half of the 
dynamical and ontological story.70 
 

We may infer from this that if the set of all conscious states is a subset of a single conscious state, 

then Stapp’s solution is to the problem of consciousness is to argue for a form of panpsychism or 

absolute idealism. Moreover, his concept of consciousness is a return to arguments made by 

Hegel, Fichte, Spinoza, and Berkeley.  Thus, if we are seeking a scientific explanation, the state 

solution that Stapp purports to represent is in fact impossible.  Can a quantum form of absolute 

idealism adequately solve the problem of consciousness?  For on what grounds are the two 

concepts of mental and physical compatible?  None whatsoever, as far as I can see.  The addition 

of quantum theory to absolute idealism alone, then, does not suffice to solve the problem of 

consciousness—although, if there were more evidence for Stapp’s claim, it would offer an 

interesting account of how there could be a distinct monism in the universe.  Nevertheless, if this 

were the solution to the problem of consciousness, as Stapp suggests it is, then philosophers 

would have to concede that Chalmers failed to offer an actual problem and that the assumption of 

our own conscious experience is unsupported.   

                                                 
67 Stapp (1996), p. 207.   
68 Stapp (1996), p. 198.   
69 Stapp believes that consciousness is consistent with the “Copenhagen Interpretation” such that no mental 
phenomena can be discovered without the universal force of consciousness.  Force here means that it is 
everywhere effecting particular observations of it—similar to physical forces in physics that can be 
particularly observed.  In this way, the mind is the most important entity for all events because it is 
necessary for the observation of any mental state.  This is a bit confusing so allow me to explain.  
Consciousness is similar to physics, where an observer places a universally physical property into a 
particular physical event, so too does an observer place consciousness into a particular mental event.  
Hence, consciousness is a cloud until it is observed.  The Copenhagen interpretation states that a subatomic 
particle exists in a potential state until it is observed.  Thus, what we know of the mind or any similar 
particular events does not precede consciousness but rather follows it.  Consciousness is everything.     
70 Stapp (1996), p. 200.  
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4. The Merits of Quantum Consciousness 

  As Chalmers has pointed out, if a solution doesn’t explain why the performance of 

functions is accompanied by experience, then that solution is incomplete.71  For the problem of 

consciousness is not about unsupported reductionism or idealism but rather the emergence of 

experience from physical functions.  For, Chalmers argues that “we know conscious experience 

does arise when functions are performed, but the very fact that it arises is the central mystery.”  

Thus, since quantum consciousness doesn’t even address conscious experience or qualia, the 

problem of consciousness can’t be solved by the current theories of quantum consciousness.  

Accordingly, the solutions examined in this paper show that theorists presuppose that experience 

can be ignored or reduced to a mathematical or ideological concept.  Such theories are indeed 

theories of consciousness; however, and most importantly, they are not the solutions to the hard 

problem, which their authors claim them to be.  Nevertheless, there are ironic merits of quantum 

consciousness: it shows that consciousness is not found at the level of quanta, and consciousness 

may indeed be an ill formed question. 

 In arguing for or against a quantum solution, I feel compelled to assert, here, that the so-

called solutions offered by Bilodeau, Hameroff and Penrose, and Stapp’s do not give justice to a 

potential theory of quantum mind.  With that said, there are at least five important pieces of 

evidence that might lead to a sound quantum solution to the problem of consciousness.  First, a 

theory of quantum consciousness must adequately prove that Chalmers doctrine of qualitative 

consciousness is false—that is, it should show how qualitative consciousness is identical to 

physical states.  Second, quantum consciousness must explain a plurality of physical functions.  It 

is widely held that the so-called solutions mean a solution to only one feature of consciousness.  

For instance, Jaegwon Kim remarks: 

It often happens that when someone claims to have a “solution” to the problem of 
consciousness or an explanation, or a “model,” of consciousness, what is being offered 
concerns only one of several distinguishable features of consciousness and is completely 
silent on the rest.72 

 
Thus, quantum consciousness must account for more than just a single ideology or brain process.  

Third, a robust theory of quantum consciousness must remove the ‘mysteriousness’ of quantum 

theory from its solution.  For Chalmers remarks 

                                                 
71 Chalmers (1995), p. 12.   
72 Kim (1998), p. 157.   
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The attractiveness of quantum theories of consciousness may stem from a Law of 
Minimization of Mystery: consciousness is mysterious and quantum mechanics is 
mysterious, so maybe the two mysteries have a common source.73 
 

Thus, a future theory of quantum consciousness must not associate the problem of consciousness 

and quantum theory simply because both are mysterious.  Fourth, in further support of 

philosophers who have shown an interest in consciousness but have disputed the view that qualia 

are a problem,74 theorists of quantum consciousness should—as Dennett does, for instance—

demonstrate that qualia are not a part of the problem of consciousness.  Fifth, quantum 

consciousness must dispel, scientifically, the explanatory gap.  Let us conclude by acknowledging 

that the potential for a quantum solution is particularly strong, as Chalmers himself points out.75  

Thus, a quantum solution or, at least, a quantum breakthrough in the problem of consciousness is 

quite plausible.   

 In addition to these suggestions, there are at least two merits of quantum consciousness 

that we should acknowledge.  First, in his essay, Chalmers in several places insists that qualia and 

the explanatory gap are a problem since mental substances and brain substances co-exist.  That is 

to say, if brain processes and qualia did not coexist,76 in Chalmers’ view, then all brain processes 

would be accompanied by qualia.  However, this is not the case; Chalmers argues that 

“experience may arise from the physical, but it is not entailed by the physical.”  Brain processes 

don’t always entail qualia, but qualia necessarily entail underlying brain processes; and, 

according to Chalmers, an explanatory gap77 between qualia and brain processes.  Moreover, 

                                                 
73 Chalmers (1995), p. 17.   
74 Again, most notably the philosophers who deny the existence of qualia include Daniel Dennett, Patricia 
Churchland, and Frank Jackson.  However, in defense of qualia I’ll again utilize the argument purported by 
Chalmers on page 16 of “Facing up to the Problem of Consciousness.”  There, Chalmers argues that 
“experience is the most central and manifest aspect of our mental lives, and indeed is perhaps the key 
explanandum in the science of the mind…it is the central fact that any theory of consciousness must 
explain.     
75 Chalmers acknowledges the hopefulness of a quantum breakthrough due to the ‘collapsing’ of the wave 
function.  See Chalmers (1995), p. 17; the reference is to the footnote.      
76 By coexist, I mean that qualitative consciousness supervenes or emerges from brain processes. 
77 The reason for stressing the explanatory gap is that it is taken, by Chalmers’ and most philosophers of 
mind, to be an essential aspect of the hard problem of consciousness.  Now, the philosophical interest in the 
explanatory gap and the mind body problem is a purely formal stock of assumptions regarding qualia.  The 
problem itself, therefore, is not a problem if the problem of qualia is dismissed.  Yet, many philosophers 
have argued successfully in defense of qualia; and I will not reintroduce any of those arguments here, but 
rather, offer my defense of the problem.  First, qualia—my experience—is more obvious to me than any 
other fact.  Second, if I assume the validity of my experience, it becomes obvious—I think—that, with a 
finite stock of compatible qualia and underlying brain states, and the single combinatorial operation of 
logical conjunction, that a reductionist concept of consciousness, which doesn’t account for qualia, can’t 
satisfactorily be formed.  In fact, if qualia are assumed in such a proof, our logic won’t allow for a  
reductionism without explaining qualia.  Yet, it is easy to see, I think, why reductionism is favored and the 
hard problem is avoided.  For instance, if the stock of mental events available for analysis were a, b, c, d, 
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Chalmers argues that such problems “persists even when the performance of all the relevant 

cognitive functions are explained.”78  This statement is important not only for the support that 

consciousness is a problem for philosophy—for it would be difficult to see how qualia could exist 

if mental substance were not different from brain substance—but also for the light it sheds on the 

problem for science.  Nevertheless, I think this is the weakest link in Chalmers’ hard problem.  

For, even though consciousness seems to be distinctively different from physical events, it is, 

nevertheless, dependent on physical processes; and quantum theory, the paradigm of modern 

physics, shows that qualia cannot be detected at the quantum level.  Thus, a merit of quantum 

theory is that it illuminates this potential unraveling of the hard problem.  Second, in an important 

paper by Guven Guzeldere,79 the future of the hard problem of consciousness includes two faces 

for science, which include ““Consciousness is as consciousness does” versus “Consciousness is 

as consciousness seems.””  In this paper, Guzeldere claims that many of the problems in 

philosophy are associated with the problem of consciousness, and that a complete study of 

cognitive functions, psychology, logic, etc. will draw out more clear definitions of the problem.  

By being incomplete, quantum consciousness draws out the fact that more physical evidence is 

needed to solve some the problems of consciousness.   

Thus, with the breakthroughs made by science, let us move forward with the hopes that 

philosophy and quantum consciousness will follow suit with advancements in natural science.  

That is to say, philosophy and the brain sciences may prove—just as physics and chemistry have 

proven for time and space—that our common sense view of qualitative consciousness is false.  

Thus, since consciousness is a set of mental qualities and brain processes, it may be that science 

needs the recourses to (a) explain the link between mental qualities and consciousness, or (b) 

demonstrate that the intuitive concerns about qualitative consciousness are false.  Nevertheless, if 

a theory solves the hard problem of consciousness, then it logically dispels or accounts for brain 
                                                                                                                                                 
and the stock of physical events were 1, 2, 3, 4, and if all these events were compatible by observation, then 
determining the conjunction of mental and physical events, as well as the reduction of mental events to 
physical events, is more plausible then, say, what makes them conjoined.  With that said, determining what 
constitutes the conjunction of properties in a state function (such as mental event ‘a’ and physical event ‘2’) 
is more provocative than determining a simple codetermination (such as mental ‘a2’ or event ‘a’ at 
physical event ‘2’) and the reduction of properties (such as ‘a’ to ‘2’).  Thus, if we assume Chalmers’ hard 
problem of consciousness, it is clear that reductionism can’t, given the specification of qualia, be complete 
if it doesn’t address the nature in which experience and cognitive function are related.  If a theory of 
consciousness merely reduces qualia to a physical event without adequately showing the relationship of the 
two events or without demonstrating the property of physical events within the state of consciousness (or 
vice versa), then that theory is, in my opinion, incomplete.       
78 Chalmers (1995), p. 13. 
79  Guven Guzeldere, “The Many Faces of Consciousness: A Field Guide,” The Nature of Consciousness: 
Philosophical Debates, edited by Ned Block, Own Flanagan, and Guven Guzeldere (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1997), pp. 1-69; the quote is from p. 11.         
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processes and the accompaniment of qualia and the explanatory gap.  However, the arguments for 

quantum consciousness presented in this paper are unsound and do not account for quailia and the 

explanatory gap.  Therefore, the arguments for quantum consciousness offered in this paper do 

not solve the hard problem of consciousness, and are incomplete.    

 

5.  Conclusion 

 In this paper I have argued that the current arguments for quantum consciousness can’t be 

held to have completely accounted for the hard problem of consciousness.  I have noted that 

unless such arguments can account for the relation of mental and physical events, any thesis for 

consciousness is incomplete.  First, I examined the problem of consciousness, which has 

continued the investigation of the traditional mind body problem.  Second, I examined some of 

the purported quantum consciousness solutions to this problem.  Finding that all of those 

solutions were logically inadequate, I then demonstrated five merits of quantum consciousness.  I 

suggested that these merits may provide concepts which are needed to adequately solve the 

problem.  I concluded, finally, that the resources necessary for a solution to the problem of 

consciousness are currently not available to philosophers and, thus, the problem of consciousness 

remains a hard problem for philosophy.          
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The Antinomy of Taste as the Solution to the Problem of Aesthetic Multiplicity 

 The problem of multiplicity in aesthetics is twofold: there is disagreement about whether 

or not something, say, a rose, is beautiful, and there is disagreement about what beauty in general 

is. Phrased otherwise, the problem is both in what is beautiful and in what beauty is. The 

difficulty is then on the side of the object and on the side of the subject. As a philosopher 

prefiguring later German Idealist and Romantic thinking on the relation of spirit and nature, 

Kant’s solution across the critical project to this problem is as careful as it is complex. Kantian 

subjectivity, by exactly that freedom it cannot help but assume, is delineated and moved by its 

sensible and cognitive powers to its own noumenal limit situation, a limit or border it must 

approach but can never transcend or transgress. Understanding, the cognitive power to the 

production of concepts, gives way to reason, which is frustrated by its own totalizing ambition. 

Toward the double problem of multiplicity in aesthetics we may remark first, now only in a 

preliminary fashion, that a rose itself is not beautiful. Second, beauty, if it is a concept at all, 

must be a strange one since it is not a predicate but a sort of relation to the affective dimension or 

pattern of human living. That is, beauty is found not in a rose’s petals, a bird’s song or an 

ocean’s violent turgidity but rather in a relation of affective performance somehow cleaved from 

the concept of the things judged beautiful. This paper’s focus is the lack of consensus among 

competing claimants in spite of Kant’s claim to judgment’s universality. Kant’s contention and 

focus is not strictly a deleterious problem of a lack of smooth unanimity among all aesthetic 

judgers but rather the solution of the agreement present among those with sufficiently cultivated 

taste. I will explicate the relevant portions of Kant’s argument mostly from the antinomy of taste 

of the Critique of Judgment and draw where needed from some passages of the first critique, 
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especially those dealing with judgment and concepts, to argue that aesthetic reflective judgments 

do maintain a universal aim in spite of the obvious lack of consensus among claimants. 

 The treatment of multiplicity must begin with a treatment of that cognitive power 

preceding and producing the multiplicity, namely, the faculty of judgment or Urteilskraft. 

However, judgment cannot be treated as though it operated independent of the other powers of 

cognition. One begins with what judgment judges and only then moves to the act of judgment 

generally. Kant’s use of judgment shifts across the critical project. In service of the examination 

of the third critique’s antinomy of taste, I must locate at least in a preliminary way some terms’ 

origins in the first critique, namely, concepts, rules and judgment. In the first critique the role of 

judgment is primarily determinative and subsuming, but by the third critique its role is treated as 

primarily aesthetically reflective. Determinative judgment mediates between the other two higher 

cognitive powers, understanding and reason. However, what is judged is intuitions, sensible not 

intellectual, formed into concepts. This is the challenge of the third critique or at least its first 

division: reflective judgment operates uniquely given the absence of facile norms or rules in 

judgments of beauty, and especially given beauty’s resistance to conceptualization. This new 

species of judgment does not appear in the first two critiques. In the first critique Kant 

myopically repudiates even their possibility. 

Largely Kant proceeds to determine reflective judgments through a strategy of negative 

definition, standing reflective judgment in contradistinction to determinative judgment’s 

dependence on concepts. The cognitive origin of concepts has much to do with sensibility and 

the relation of sensibility to understanding. Sensibility for Kant is a kind of functional 

extroversion of our senses constituting receptivity to the brute and given. As an illustrative 

rephrasing, we might call it sense ability. Sensibility’s extroversion affords it the capacity to 
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receive representations “through being affected by objects” (Parsons 66). Unlike the spontaneous 

or active character of the faculty of understanding, sensibility, the power to represent and give 

over to understanding the data of sense, is passive (CPR B93). The relation of understanding’s 

activity and sensibility’s passivity may be highlighted in the example of our modern juridical 

suspicion of eyewitness testimony. In this example, the presumption is witnesses presumably are 

presented with spatially identical and temporally concomitant sensible presentations and yet 

provide authorities with different and sometimes incompatible reports of what happened. Their 

divergence, the Kantian may claim, results from faulty concepts and intuitions, the cooperative 

failure of sensibility and understanding. The determination of what happened requires these 

faculties in conjunction: “Verstand und Sinnlichkeit können bei uns nur in Verbindung 

Gegenstände bestimmen” (CPR B314). The divergence or disjunction of the two faculties, lower 

and higher, can only happen given the mixture of their passive and active character. If both were 

passive, thought could be neither free nor theoretical. Far from being the culpable source of all 

human error, the coupling of passivity and activity also sustains and liberates thinking, rescuing 

it from mechanistic computation. Kant realizes as much when he writes of error. Error like truth 

and appearance lies on the side of the subject. Given that the mistake is found in understanding’s 

relation to the object, the error is in the faculty of judgment (CPR A293/B350). 

Experience does not give to understanding the raw noise of sense data but rather ordered 

and differentiated, both spatially and temporally, objects. Such raw noise itself is unintelligible, 

but human intelligence or understanding grasps what is intelligible. Between sensibility and 

conceptual understanding, then, Kant posits rules, principles of unity to make intelligible the 

manifold data of sense. Special instances of these unifying rules, I will show, he terms 

categories. The argument is largely found in the Transcendental Deduction where Kant connects 
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the principles or categories “he had always wanted to establish with the pure concepts of the 

understanding … interpreting the latter as conditions for conceiving and judging … any objects 

of experience at all” (Guyer 129). Still, Kant’s transcendental deduction of these rules is 

notoriously and perhaps fatally flawed, inconsistently appealing to different lines of 

argumentation toward the derivation of the categories. Critics and Kantian exegetes alike admit 

the transcendental deduction’s arguments do not admit easy reconstruction; Kant’s definitions of 

those basic terms to be deduced, demonstrated or proven are inconsistent; the role of the 

categories and even their number remain unclear across both versions of the first critique. I make 

no pretense of overcoming such obstacles. Much of the technical detail of the section’s flaws is 

of little consequence to the larger goal of applying these terms to the third critique. Of course, 

this leaves room for one to take the uncharitable position that the challenges of the third critique 

proceed from what are at best the first critique’s terminological inconsistencies. 

The role of rules in the critical system is complex. In one sense, concepts “serve” as rules 

determining knowledge: “Alles Erkenntniß erfordert einen Begriff, dieser mag nun so 

unvollkommen oder so dunkel sein, wie er wolle; dieser aber ist seiner Form nach jederzeit 

etwas Allgemeines, und was zur Regel dient” (CPR A106). A concept’s form is universal since it 

is applicable at every instance of that thing understood conceptually. Far from a pernicious 

circularity, this universality assures consciousness of the continuity of the objects with 

apperception’s inquiry. Unlike intuition, which is plagued by its own particular immediacy, 

mediate concepts are sufficiently general (CPR A92-A93). Kant at A105 uses the example of a 

triangle: when one knows triangles the concept of triangles is evoked at each encounter. The 

concept’s form is flexible and universal such that one can prescind from different triangles at 

different places and different times, each even with different constitutive angles. Despite this 
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innumerable diversity one can still understand that what is given is a triangle. In this way too the 

concept of a triangle serves as a rule for knowledge of triangles generally. The same structure is 

employed across whatever is encountered, whether triangles or otherwise. 

While concepts can serve as rules to determine and fix knowledge, special a priori rules 

termed categories serve to determine and fix concepts. The need for the categories results from a 

limitation of sensibility. Understanding’s categories “dagegen stellen uns gar nicht die 

Bedingungen vor, unter denen Gegenstände in der Anschauung gegeben werden, mithin können 

uns allerdings Gegenstände erscheinen, ohne daß sie sich nothwendig auf Functionen des 

Verstandes beziehen müssen, und dieser also die Bedingungen derselben a priori enthielte” 

(CPR A89/B122). Kant’s words may be distilled to two claims. First, the categories do not 

represent objects’ conditions given in intuition. Kant will go on to argue that the categories 

themselves are a priori pure concepts, unlike empirical concepts yoked still to sensibility. 

Second, objects may “appear” to us without being sent on to understanding, perhaps as when we 

are not all that curious. In any case, categories are not applied willy-nilly to some objects but not 

others. Categories are pure and ubiquitous preconditions to all conceptual knowledge. 

The faculty of judgment is introduced before the Transcendental Deduction, specifically 

in the Transcendental Analytic. Judgment serves as a pivot between sensibility, on the one hand, 

and understanding and reason on the other. Motioning upward from sensible presentations to the 

formation of concepts involves the power of understanding, and motioning downward from 

conceptual understanding to a particular sensible presentation involves the power of judgment. 

Kant argues accordingly, we “können aber alle Handlungen des Verstandes auf Urtheile 

zurückführen, so daß der Verstand überhaupt als ein Vermögen zu urtheilen vorgestellt werden 

kann” (CPR B94). The faculty of judgment traces back or zurückführe understanding, moving 
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and reducing it along lines of inquiry already traversed. Judgment here is something like 

checking one’s algebra solution against an original equation, were that equation not some 

positive and brute given but rather the result of honest and personal inquiry. Concepts without 

objects remain undetermined and unattached to anything within experience. Kant’s example is of 

a body of metal. Here I reconstruct the argument more exhaustively than he presents it. In the 

example one has a concept of body, which in some instance may be metal. Metal is known in and 

through the concept of body because the concept is sufficiently general so as to relate to many 

other objects. Its lack of specificity, which is to say, its indeterminacy, is its defining feature. The 

concept of body becomes a predicate for the judgment, “Every metal is a body.” The judgment’s 

formulation requires moving or tracing back from body, a concept already learned or acquired, to 

that object determined by the categories of pure understanding. 

This sequential move from general to particular is characteristic of the faculty of 

judgment in the first critique but not the third, the Critique of Judgment. More specifically, Kant 

widens the first critique’s typology of judgment to include a special species of judgment, 

reflective judgment. Reflective judgment supplements the species with which we have so far 

dealt, determinative judgment. In fact, the third critique represents a serious departure from 

Kant’s earlier critical thought. Largely it assumes what he previously deemed impossible, an 

empirical if not phenomenological exposition of the critique of the beautiful, previously 

relegated to near anarchic caprice. Near the opening of the first critique but buried in a footnote 

we read of his effort to distance himself from Baumgarten, whose Aesthetica is credited with the 

first modern use of aesthetics, and of his opposition to the very possibility of what would 

become the third critique. To bring the beautiful under principles 
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ist vergeblich. Denn gedachte Regeln oder Kriterien sind ihren vornehmsten Quellen 

nach bloß empirisch und können also niemals zu bestimmten Gesetzen a priori dienen, 

wornach sich unser Geschmacksurtheil richten müßte; vielmehr macht das letztere den 

eigentlichen Probirstein der Richtigkeit der ersteren aus. Um deswillen ist es rathsam, 

diese Benennung entweder wiederum eingehen zu lassen und sie derjenigen Lehre 

aufzubehalten, die wahre Wissenschaft ist, … oder sich in die Benennung mit der 

speculativen Philosophie zu theilen und die Ästhetik theils im transscendentalen Sinne, 

theils in psychologischer Bedeutung zu nehmen. (CPR A21/B35) 

Obviously, Kant changes his mind about this issue. Kant argues in this footnote that the 

treatment of the beautiful must be under empirical not pure rules. Given their empirical 

character, they are not a priori like the rules implicit in cognition, for example, the categories. 

However, what is deemed futile here and in his earlier work on aesthetics eventually becomes the 

cornerstone thesis of the third critique: there is a higher form or a priori principle to feelings of 

pleasure. By way of overview, the third critique includes an introduction and two parts, the 

Critique of Aesthetic Judgment and the Critique of Teleological Judgment. While reflective 

judgment is introduced early either of the book’s two alternative introductions, it is not taken up 

thematically until later. I will summarize relevant portions of the four moments of a judgment of 

taste from the Critique of Aesthetic Judgment and then focus in on the Dialectic of Aesthetic 

Judgment (§55-60), which contains the antinomy of taste. 

 The beautiful is such from our faculty to judge it, felt with the disinterested affection of 

pleasure, of Lebensgefühl. In contrast to cognitive faculty of determinative judgment, when one 

judges something beautiful one does not know it is beautiful. Such a claim requires beauty to be 

conceived through conceptual or logical predication, and Kant denies judgments of taste ever do 
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this. A judgment of taste “ist also kein Erkenntnißurtheil, mithin nicht logisch, sondern 

ästhetisch, worunter man dasjenige versteht, dessen Bestimmungsgrund nicht anders als 

subjectiv sein kann” (CJ 203). Kant does not directly answer the metacognitive question about 

whether or not one can know that one feels a certain way, contenting himself to hold affectivity 

and pure, theoretical cognition in a configuration of opposition. To be sure, judgments of taste 

are inaugurated by contrast to other sorts of judgments. Because the judgment of taste 

contributes nothing to cognition, not even the existence of the object under aesthetic scrutiny, it 

is difficult to see how one could know that the feeling of pleasure occurred and ended. Though 

Kant does not discuss this problem in any detail, one must presume that he remains silent 

because he does not find it to be a problem and not that such a thing is impossible. If it were 

impossible, Kant himself could not write the third critique because he could not performatively 

submit judgments of taste to any philosophical analysis. 

  The second moment in a judgment of taste regards the disinterested judgment’s universal 

ambition. If one judges something beautiful, in that judgment one does not employ concepts. If 

one does not employ concepts, then one’s judgment does not appeal to any private criteria that 

would preclude another from judging the same thing beautiful. Therefore, one is justified in 

requiring others’ assent. Kant actually goes a step further than this, writing instead that one 

“must” expect unanimous assent (cf. Zuckert 120). To be justified in expecting assent, however, 

is very different than judgment’s necessarily expecting that assent. In any case, to communicate 

the judgment of taste we fall into a patterned discourse through which we talk as if the judgment 

were logical. This claim is more intuitive, familiar to many who have debated a work’s artistic 

merit. We are surprised when others do not agree that some painting or song is beautiful, and 

perhaps we go so far as to argue, admonish and convert. For example, the argument between two 
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competing claimants may appeal to the concept of rhythm. Kant’s point is that such arguments 

appeal to standards that are not those of the judgment of taste, which is responsible for one’s 

very admission of an object’s beauty. In summary of these first two moments, our liking the 

work regards specifically its beauty rather than its agreeableness so far as, first, it remains fully 

disinterested even to the object’s existence or inexistence, and second, it makes no conceptual 

appeal. 

 With the third moment of a judgment of beauty, Kant argues that beauty involves 

thinking a beautiful object as if it were purposive while also acknowledging that it has no 

purpose. The judgment of taste thinks of the beautiful object as purposive and without a purpose 

at once. After all, the reflective judgment takes only the particular since the universal is 

theoretically conceptual and therefore plays no part in reflective judgment. In this way we 

recapitulate the squirrelly character of the third critique’s basic problematic. The higher form to 

the feeling of pleasure must be located even while the judgment of taste is dislocated from the 

cognitive altogether. One draws the first two critiques together with the novelty of the third in 

this way. We must think of beautiful objects as having at the empirical level the same kind of 

synthetic unity nature has at an a priori level. The argument thus relates closely to the problem 

of the counterfactual. Counterfactual conditionals take the form of a conditioned but posit 

antecedents counter to facts. In a relevantly similar fashion Kant’s third moment requires a 

beautiful thing to be thought as if it were purposive, despite our epistemic inability to take a 

reasoned position regarding whether or not it has a purpose at all. 

Kant distinguishes further and links the pleasure of taste for beautiful things to only a 

subjective and heuristic purposiveness because, again, one cannot sustain interest in their 

objectively purposive character without falling into conceptual knowledge (CJ 221). The myriad 
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empirical laws constituting nature are brought under regulative ideals of purposiveness even 

though we cannot demonstrate the soundness of such a move given constraints on human 

understanding and reason. Feeling the pleasure of beauty “provides a hint or ‘trace’ that nature is 

in general agreement with a principle of purposiveness” (Makkreel 125). Additionally, this line 

of argumentation recalls closely the idea of God from the Critique of Pure Reason. The 

assumption of purposiveness, in its conditioned, als ob structure, casts a subtle refinement on the 

relation of judgments of taste to cognition. In the first two moments these remained in a 

configuration of opposition, as materially biconditional and therefore mutually exclusive. Now 

the represented object relates to cognition in a noncognitive way, as a subjective purposiveness 

or a purposiveness without a demonstrable purpose. Beauty may be thought but not cognized. It 

is a thoughtful, affective relation to objects but not given through concepts. 

Artists speak of this challenge, if not always in a philosophically articulate fashion. Pablo 

Picasso, whose modern, cubist proclivities even prescient, pivotal Kant could not have foreseen, 

for example, says, “Art is not the application of a canon of beauty but what the instinct and the 

brain can conceive beyond any canon. When we love a woman we don’t start measuring her 

limbs” (11). Picasso analogically restates Kant’s claim that beauty may be thought but not 

cognized. For both thinkers the production and appreciation of art cannot be distilled to a rule or 

norm because taste, the ability to discern beauty, and creativity, the ability to produce it, resist 

conceptualization. 

Under the heading of modality, the fourth moment most briefly deals with necessity in 

taste’s judgment.  Beauty contrasts to agreeableness as “at least” possibility contrasts actuality: 

“Vom Schönen aber denkt man sich, daß es eine nothwendige Beziehung auf das Wohlgefallen 

habe” (CJ 236). Whatever is beautiful has a necessary relation to the specifically disinterested 
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sort of liking already discussed. “Sondern sie kann als Nothwendigkeit, die in einem ästhetischen 

Urtheile gedacht wird, nur exemplarisch genannt werden, d.i. eine Nothwendigkeit der 

Beistimmung aller zu einem Urtheil, was als Beispiel einer allgemeinen Regel, die man nicht 

angeben kann, angesehen wird” (CJ 237). Judgments of taste, which are aesthetic judgments 

from one’s ability to discern beauty, expect necessarily universal assent. The tense of these last 

two quotations is very significant. As with any judgment, the judgment of taste is modally 

conditioned. In this way the universal necessity echoes the definition of logical validity of a 

conditioned, which is that given the satisfaction of the antecedent, the consequent will follow. 

Validity alone entails necessarily the consequent. One may or may not judge a rose. What is 

more, one may judge a rose conceptually or tastefully, as a botanist or an aesthete; one may find 

stamens and carpels toward the reproduction of a biologically and ecologically embedded 

species, or one may find transcendent love and its too-human thorns. 

Kant’s claim is that if we judge a rose beautiful, that very act of judgment places an 

expectation on others’ homologous pronouncement. If the judgment is strictly not cognitive and 

regards beauty, it necessarily is apodictic, closed to dispute further. As Kant writes at §19, a 

judgment of taste “sinnt jedermann Beistimmung an; und wer etwas für schön erklärt, will, daß 

jedermann dem vorliegenden Gegenstande Beifall geben und ihn gleichfalls für schön erklären 

solle” (237). If another judges, they too should agree. The claim is never that everyone will agree 

or that everyone does. Kant’s argument is normatively conditioned and not empirical: if they 

judge at all, then they should agree. Kant in this fourth moment is well aware that the 

development of a sound aesthetic theory cannot depend on everyone taking a position on 

everything’s pulchritude. Rather, the claim is that “in allen Urtheilen, wodurch wir etwas für 

schön erklären, verstatten wir keinem anderer Meinung zu sein; ohne gleichwohl unser Urtheil 
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auf Begriffe, sondern nur auf unser Gefühl zu gründen: welches wir also nicht als Privatgefühl, 

sondern als ein gemeinschaftliches zum Grunde legen” (239). Every judgment calling or 

declaring something beautiful requires every other judger to hold the same opinion. Diversity in 

matters of beauty is insufferable. When dealing with what is only agreeable rather than beautiful, 

of course, the rule is to each their own. Whether something is agreeable or disagreeable is 

relegated to the privacy of opinion instead of the necessity of judgment. The nexus of diversity in 

opinion, between beauty’s unanimity and agreeability’s democracy, is precisely the site of the 

deduction and resultant antinomy of taste. 

 Though it is set aside across Kant’s exposition of sublimity, the judgment of taste reaches 

its most important moment during the Dialectic of Aesthetic Judgment. Each of the four 

moments is alone not a sufficient condition for judgment to be properly of taste or its correlative 

transcendental to be properly beauty. Only given the satisfaction of their various but related 

criteria does one reach Kant’s benchmark, “This is beautiful.” There is no rule for judgments of 

taste, no facile norms to guarantee reliability, veracity or surety, because taste like creativity also 

recalcitrantly resists conceptualization. Recall the ineffable Mutterwitzes of the first critique’s 

B172. Still, Kant insists on the dialogic universality of judgments of taste. Internal to judgments 

of taste is at once an objectivism and a subjectivism. The objectivity or universal aim of 

judgments of taste follows from a certain sort of subjectivity. This double movement conditions 

aesthetic judgment at either end: as Kant defines the term, judgments of taste must be subjective 

and objective simultaneously since the cognitive power of judgment is the a priori principle to 

the personal feeling of pleasure and pain. The relation of a principle to its correlative feeling is a 

recapitulation of the relation of objectivity to subjectivity. 
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The obvious lack of consensus among even connoisseurs betrays the purported universal 

character of judgments of taste. Competing claimants provide different and sometimes 

incompatible answers to the question of whether some aesthetic work is beautiful or sublime. 

From the view of this multiplicity one cannot begin from what constitutes beauty or sublimity 

since that is exactly what is under dispute. The claims are not in dialectical opposition to each 

other if the claimants refer only to their own taste. Instead, within the Dialectic of Aesthetic 

Judgment, Kant finds the opposition among aesthetic claims to be properly dialectical when 

considering the principles underpinning and informing the claimants’ judgments. 

A deduction or ground is required. While the judgment that something is beautiful is the 

formulated expression of an intensely personal feeling of pleasure, its very expression expects 

harmonious interpersonal assent. The judgment binds the judger and everyone to the judger’s 

pleasure, inviting or, even stronger, commanding everyone to speak with “eine … allgemeine 

Stimme” (CJ 216). I disagree with Schaper’s contention that the deduction and resultant 

antinomy are deployed “to conclude that without judgments of taste and their implied claims to 

universality and necessity, knowledge or cognition in general would not be possible” (376). Such 

a rationale extends beyond the bounds of the critique, especially at this median position in the 

text itself. Instead, the deduction begins from the features of the judgment of taste enumerated in 

its four constitutive moments and works backward for the conclusions, thereby proving a 

cogency or validity for the argument entirely. Still, Schaper is correct that communicability now 

maintains “a central position” in the third critique (377). The problem of multiplicity is a 

problem because of the lack of consensus, a consensus connoisseurs expect and taste demands. 

However, locating the centrality of communication and its relation to taste’s expression demands 

deduction widen to dialectic and its antinomic propositions. 
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The dialectic is formulated through two antinomies, two contradictions that follow as 

consequents from the argument. 

(1) Thesis. Das Geschmacksurtheil gründet sich nicht auf Begriffen; denn sonst ließe sich 

darüber disputiren (durch Beweise entscheiden).  

(2) Antithesis. Das Geschmacksurtheil gründet sich auf Begriffen; denn sonst ließe sich 

ungeachtet der Verschiedenheit desselben darüber auch einmal streiten (auf die 

nothwendige Einstimmung anderer mit diesem Urtheile Anspruch machen). (CJ 338) 

The disinterested comportment to beautiful things entails universal liking. Though beauty must 

be universally, disinterestedly liked, it is not a concept. Or rather, the antinomies’ solution 

depends on what one means by concept at all (339). The thesis is that if knowledge of beauty 

were conceptual, one could give a definitive, exhaustive argument for the beauty of one thing 

over another, an argument another could not help but accept. The antithesis, derived from the 

new emphasis on communicability, is that judgments of taste must be based on concepts because, 

though disagreement may be widespread, still claimants dispute and quarrel about incompatible 

judgments. This discourse is conceptual. However, the propositions are only seemingly 

intractable. Kant’s solution to the antinomy of taste is to highlight the way each uses Begriff in 

different but not diametrically incompatible ways. 

 Kant admits the presentation of a beautiful object is given to sense, the first step toward 

conceptual determination in understanding. As an exception to this usual cognitive route, the 

judgment of an object’s beauty is referred to the feeling of pleasure rather than understanding. 

The antinomy’s thesis then holds because this pattern of reference relegates the judgment to 

feeling rather than concept. Kant is much more unclear about the argument’s obverse, perhaps 

because he spent so much effort arguing that beauty is not conceptual and certainly because the 
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argument hinges on a subtle if not impossible distinction between “eine erweiterte Beziehung” 

and “eine Ausdehnung.” We can translate the former as an extended relation or connection, and 

the latter as an expansion or a distension. The argument for the quasi-conceptual character of 

judgments of taste reads, “Gleichwohl ist ohne Zweifel im Geschmacksurtheile eine erweiterte 

Beziehung der Vorstellung des Objects (zugleich auch des Subjects) enthalten, worauf wir eine 

Ausdehnung dieser Art Urtheile als nothwendig für jedermann gründen…” (CJ 339). An object’s 

presentation is referred in an extended relation. This extension, presumably to an intersubjective 

community beyond one’s private judgment, now that communicability is central, is the basis for 

expecting unanimous assent. Though we cannot prove the soundness of a judgment of taste, the 

expectation of assent requires for some reason Kant does not give that the judgment be based or 

grounded on a concept undetermined by an intuition. He then asserts that this indeterminate 

concept is the supersensible, the pure concept of reason underlying the presentation of the object 

as an object at all. 

 While Kant proudly asserts that the introduction of this indeterminate concept of 

supersensibility obviates the antinomy’s contradicting tension, more must be said about exactly 

why the supersensible is a solution at all. After all, it comes suddenly, a deus ex machina. 

Pluhar’s introduction to an English translation of the third critique highlights this passage from 

the antinomy of taste, claiming it reflect a broader tension in Kant’s multifarious thinking on the 

subject of the supersensible (lxii). Far from recapitulating Pluhar’s elaborate treatment, I will 

supplement it with two further, concluding claims. That is, I find two reasons why the 

supersensible is indeterminate. First, it is indeterminate since it is assumed by reason but not 

fully understood. Though Kant does not explicitly admit as much, I agree with Pluhar that Kant 

equates nature’s purposiveness and the supersensible substrate of nature. Recalling the third 
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moment in the judgment of taste, nature’s purposiveness is also assumed by reason but cannot be 

demonstrated by understanding. Rather, it is assumed for practical reasons, which allow Kant to 

introduce morality as a dimension of aesthetics (Baxley 35). Because this is beyond the scope of 

this paper, I have made no effort to explicate the moral character of judgments of taste. Second, 

the supersensible is concomitantly more and less than the intelligible. It is more than the 

intelligible in the sense that it goes beyond intelligence and insight, that is, it is not in proportion 

to human understanding even though reason must assume it. It is less than the intelligible in the 

sense that it conditions intelligibility, lying behind it. 

 The problem of multiplicity is not a problem in the ordinary sense. It is not a problem in 

the sense that it requires a solution, as an answer requires a question. The problem of multiplicity 

is a fundamental tension immanent in the act of judgment itself. The act’s principle is feeling and 

not a concept. It expects assent not strictly from everyone but rather exclusively from those with 

sufficiently cultivated taste. After I deem an object beautiful, I expect those with the prerequisite 

background of insights and abilities to corroborate my judgment. If one can judge, then one must 

affirm. As the third critique forces rationality to its own limit, so too does the third critique. The 

universal, necessary ambition of judgments of taste is frustrated by the lack of consensus. Kant’s 

shift from the fact of multiplicity back to the faculties preceding and producing difference 

assures us that whatever aesthetic conclusions are reached, at least solace is in the indeterminate. 
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Paper 

The concept of transgression, referring to disobedience to the law, has gradually extended 

until including all types of deviation from correct or communally accepted behaviours; with time, 

it has expanded as any breaking of individual or collective limits, In fact, etymologically, to 

transgress means to “go beyond”, “pass”, although it should be established that its connotations 

have always been negative: illegal, prohibited, and licentious.1 

Within the implications of transgression there are four primordial senses: denial of truths 

conceived as doctrines; violation of beliefs, conditions, or censured or labelled situations such as 

taboos; offences against people, either against them physically, their property or their 

engagement, and exclusion of physical or conceptual limits; within the latter, there are anarchic 

conditions, not so much in the political sense as in the condition of disconcerting or incoherent 

attitudes. 

Paul Valéry, in his text on the principles of anarchy, speaks of the littleness that an individual 

can reach as he self-destroys as a person under the pressure of joining and binding to society’s 

needs, conventions and obligations, generating for himself effects of hypocrisy, stupidity, and 

rapine around the limited demonstrations of acceptance of thought and expression of sensitivity.  

In art2, the intellect and its abstract ways, not exempt from the mentioned phenomena and 

opposed to sensitivity, have proceeded contrary to it, contributing the support of thought to the 

different aesthetics that, considering art as a problem of knowledge, have attempted to reduce it 
                                                 
1  Cf. Anthony Julius. Transgresiones. El arte como provocación, pgs. 16-21 
2  Paul Valéry. Teoría, poética y estética, pgs. 199-200 
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to models that lie in stereotypes and come from conventionalisms derived from institutionalism, 

also contributing empty proposals with the scarce funds that culture tends to receive in the niche 

of courting styles derived from neoliberal and pseudoliberal ideologies. 

Rilke3 already warned that in these games where human beings who blindly abuse what they 

have seen and reject by principle what they have never experienced are distracted among the 

masses disarticulating them, fragmenting and decontextualizing any possibility of an opening to 

the result of valid expressive arguments, hides the capacity to comprehend the creative spirit that 

does not choose nor scorns any existing thing. 

Among the ancient Greek, catharsis meant inner transformation incited by a deep, vital 

experience that allowed to spontaneously expel from the conscience all that is harmful. The 

explanation that Jauss carried out from the aesthetics point of view of this characterization within 

the spectrum of interaction that corresponds to the three visual arts, supposes the reflection of the 

perceiving conscience and its liberation to achieve individual action. 

Kandinsky4 acknowledged that setting aside completely rigid, strict and closed forms allowed 

stepping towards freedom of the spirit that is in charge of all that is spontaneous and 

indeterminate; thus, the artist recites the directions that block the access of this intimate character 

into the praxis of art: conforming with the coarse presence of things, previous materializations of 

ideas that are already stagnant, depending on routines from daily life, confusing the quantitative 

with the qualitative, subordinating oneself to efficacy and tools as dominions of man over nature, 

and thus the transcendence of space and time is found, materializing that which is sensitive; what 

is visible and what is not visible are, metaphorically, mirrors of identity that flow formally and 

remain fixed as aspects and manners of knowledge in which personal and social expressive 

experiences converge. 

The transgression of precepts and rules is a different gesture, an alternative to participating in 

the game against stereotypes, against static things, against what is considered definitely 

explained. In his theory of multiple intelligences, Dr. Howard Gardner, director of Project Zero at 

Harvard University, maintains that at least 10 types of intelligence are completely identified, 

among which he recites spatial intelligence, naturalist intelligence and spiritual intelligence; the 

importance of their effect on contemporary pedagogic proposals lies in that it is acknowledged 

                                                 
3  Cf. R.M. Rilke, Cartas sobre Cézanne, pgs. 45-52 
4  Cf. Jorge Juanes. Kandinsky/Bacon, pgs. 14-17 
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that not everyone has the same type of mind, and education is strengthened and achieves 

alternative thoughts and creations if these differences are considered in stead of being denied or 

ignored. 

These practices are not alien to the condition of the human being who has evolved through 

relationships of transgression against nature, fining himself in each act of loss or rupture. The 

canon, the prescription, frames and dominates transgression under different error signs. The 

transgressive spirit does not attack rules, it simply follows a different path, a path that is his own, 

which he considers based on a marginal argumentation that sustains it. The process is of 

estrangement because the world-view is expanded going beyond other processes, such as the 

exhaustion of forms or the amplification of the technical vision, that tend to transform the artist 

into an academic, or just another artist, standardized and undifferentiated. The estrangement is 

manifested as confrontation with the imagination, the forms and the environment. 

When meanings are not renewed, they stiffen, moving away from their original sense and 

become generalized cancelling the marks that made them extraordinary. Epictetus argued that 

freedom is established in the capacity to control one’s own passions so as not to succumb to life’s 

misfortunes, proposing self-control and self-submission, this way achieving apathia or 

insensibility; everything indicates that slavery motivated in Epictetus stoicism as a form or relief, 

and at the same time, conformism. When sense and transgression do not return to their first 

phase, they are in danger of this insensitivity, of adhering to behaviours that are established 

without comprehension and to obeying any order whatsoever. Hannah Arendt affirmed that the 

only way of fighting conformism and indifference is through thought, which, emulating 

Penélope, is weaved and unweaved until intervening with the world. 

Transgressive art is critical and reduces all the thoughtless manifestations that want to be 

dominated in the same manner; as all thought, it is born out of experience, but it only brings 

together its sense through thought; by thinking, we search for the sense of things starting with the 

opening and it is made evident in the presence and manifestation of the ordinary world, it is a 

projection and, therefore, a prevision, and anybody who seeks to understand something about the 

world in order to reinterpret it through art has to be willing to, in principle, let the world speak to 

him/her.  

Visual arts, in particular, turn into alternatives of knowledge and forms of reasoning in which 

transgression predominates as a result of questioning and a refutation of rules and commonly 
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accepted conventions. Gombrich exemplifies this with the case of Thomas Gainsborough’s 

challenging of the formulas of Reynolds, who has taught his pupils of the Royal Academy that 

blue should never be placed in the foreground: The Blue Boy, in 1770, was a demonstration that 

these principles had no substance or academic validity. 

Stylistics have shown the transgression capacity, understood as the overstepping of established 

limits5, Kooning said “once in a while, a painter must destroy the painting,” Cézanne and Picasso 

did it. Art dies to be born again. But this does not mean that everything is possible and at all time, 

a limit must not be confused with a horizon. Anthony Julius proposes a taxonomy of 

transgression, warning that none of the categories is purist, actually, there are mixtures of the 

following levels of transgression: innovative, in which art limits cross each other providing 

different rules; interrogative, which is reflexive and emerges from curiosity, raising and 

answering questions, playing with the rules; subversive, which adds premises, redefines 

categories and attributes and in stead of works proposes perturbing interventions; detractive, 

which infringes or breaks prohibitions or taboos; altering, which interrupts or violates the nature 

state of things; associative, which shows the links between the artistic and the political; 

antiartistic or self destructive, formed by all the postures that look for the annihilation of art; 

ironic, originating in reflections on the difference between art and not art; ephemeral, which 

condemns the commercialization and merchandizing of art in the creation of temporary, non-

objectual works, and aversive, which imposes itself on social forms preserved in the spheres of 

the intimate, the identity, and the scrupulous. 

Another category must be added to this taxonomy: open cultural strategy, in which 

conventions are substituted by the search for all that is possible, in the abandonment of rules and 

academic canons. Therefore, artistic drawing is referred to, as the most important transgression, 

because it breaks, filters and purifies the laws of nature based on phenomenological transitions. 

Rafael, Tintoretto and Rembrandt are some examples of transgressors of the canons of 

perspective.  

In the history of ideas, drawing means the first transgressive action because it re-presents 

nature and intervenes in its conception, as a determinant proof of the human’s capacity to free 

himself in spite of any vicissitude. Before expressing himself in writing, the human being did it 

through drawing, sculpture and music. Evolution-wise, the parts of the brain where feelings and 

                                                 
5  Cf. Anthony Julius. Op cit, pgs. 100-185 
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emotions are located are developed before the area of rational functions. Feelings and emotions 

lack internal propositional structure and are therefore capable of going too far. This original 

transgression is liberating because it does not offend or imply hostility, it does not cause 

contempt, it only constitutes a set of traces of moods, of ways of being, of intentions by form and 

losses in time. It is interpreted as a provoking praxis in times in which there were more important 

needs to solve and, in stead of that, humans give way to the irresistible impulse of overstepping 

the limits of indispensable social practices, they go beyond shelter, food, protection and survival. 

Artistic drawing as an open cultural strategy determines the coexistence of different meanings 

whose limits are neither impose nor predisposed, it is a manner of expression of man situated in 

the world using elements as symbols to bring the notion of totality, “this instantaneity constitutes 

its highest peculiarity by offering us a condensation of time and space”6, therefore, it is displayed 

as an interpretation of the world in which a manner of projection of the human being toward 

others is formed, as Kandinsky affirmed, by drawing, we create worlds giving way to what is yet 

to be, revealing what has been reserved, going beyond established conventions with expressions 

that cannot be explained with words, because the convergence of three circumstantial states is 

achieved: the self of the being, the self of the context, and the self of visual arts. 
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2008 Hawaii International Conference on the Arts & Humanities 
January 11-14, 2008 

Honolulu, HI 
 
 

Workshop:  “The Edison Cylinder Phonograph:  The Origins of Recorded Music” 
Author:  Douglas D. Skinner 
Affiliation:  Texas State University School of Music 
Address:  Texas State University, School of Music, San Marcos, TX 78666-4616 
E-mail:  DS23@txstate.edu 
 
Equipment Needs:  laptop computer with PowerPoint, LCD data projector with screen, 
VCR/DVD combination player for audio CD’s 
 
“The Edison Cylinder Phonograph:  The Origins of Recorded Music” is a 90 minute 
presentation using PowerPoint slides and lecture.  The presentation also includes playing 
cylinders on a 1909 Edison cylinder phonograph.  The presentation is divided into 3 
parts:   
 
1) Thomas Edison & the Origins of the First Phonograph 
2) The Development and Commercialization of the Phonograph 
3) Demonstration of an Authentic, Working Edison Cylinder Phonograph, 1909 Fireside 

Model A with Wax Cylinders 
 
 
Lecture Topics         
 
Part I: 
Introduction 
Lecture Outline 
Edison’s Major Inventions 
Music in 1875 
 
Part II: 
Early Development of the Phonograph 
Cylinder Phonograph Operation 
Commercialization of the Phonograph 
Potential of the Phonograph 
Edison Phonograph Company 
World’s Oldest Recording 
Edison’s Rivalry with Alexander Graham Bell 
Edison’s Return to the Phonograph 
His New Phonograph 
Cylinder Production and Evolution 
Talking Doll Experiment 
Pivotal Points in Recording History 
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Cylinder Phonograph Advancements 
Recording Procedures 
3 Major Players of Phonograph Industry 
Legendary Enrico Caruso Recordings 
Emergence of Victor Talking Machine Company 
Nipper 
 
Part III: 
Description of the Edison Cylinder Phonograph, Fireside Model A 
Demonstration of the Phonograph 
Conclusion 
 
 
PowerPoint Slideshow 
 
Part I: 
#1 Title of Presentation 
#2 Lecture Outline 
#3 Edison & 1877 Prototype Phonograph 
#4 Major Inventions 
#5 Menlo Park Laboratory, Outside 
#6 Menlo Park Laboratory, Inside 
#7 Music in 1875 
 
Part II: 
#8 Edison’s Prototype Illustration 
#9 First Tinfoil Phonograph 
#10 How it Works 
#11 Tinfoil Recording Grooves 
#12 Phonograph Potential 
#13 Harper’s Weekly Advertisement 
#14 Alexander Graham Bell’s Graphophone 
#14 Emile Berliner’s Gramophone 
#16 Edison after 72 Working Hours 
#17 Edison Talking Doll Advertisement 
#18 Talking Doll Mechanism 
#18 Coin-in-Slot Phonograph 
#20 Cleveland Arcade 
#21 Railroad Station Arcade 
#22 Edison Standard Phonograph 
#23 Wax Cylinder Comparison 
#24 Edison Recording Studio, 1890 
#25 Edison Recording Studio, 1905 
#26 Solo Violin Recording 
#27 13 Recording Horns 
#28 Marine Band Recording 
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#29 Enrico Caruso 
#30 Victrola Machine 
#31 Nipper 
 
Part III: 
#32 Cygnet Horn 
#33 Edison Poster 
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Abstract 

This paper examines the phenomenon of landmark parks in mid-sized Chinese cities in the late 

20th century.  As part of the discussion, it investigates the evolution of the concept of the 20th century 

public park.  A landmark park in this context is defined as a public space (green tradition as opposed to 

the public square) that has been designed for the following purposes:  attracting foreign investment, 

promoting local and regional tourism, and for local leisure activities in the post-Mao era. Mid-sized cities 

are the focus of investigation primarily because the major cities, Beijing, Guangzhou, and Shanghai 

already have landmark or iconic status.   The ideas of modernity and alternative modernities provide a 

means for interpreting the recent history of Chinese parks.  It asks what ways have the dynamic socio-

cultural and political changes within China at both local and national levels influenced park design. It 

examines international trends in park design and begins to build the theory for the notion of hybrid 

modernity that sets an ideological context for the landmark park phenomenon. The study provides an 

opportunity to understand the post-Mao and post-reform public urban park as a phenomenon during 

China’s urban transition. (Friedman 2006)   It includes analysis of a few recently built parks and begins to 

build a theory I refer to as hybrid modernity. Preliminary findings and interpretative analysis of selected 

case studies are intended to provide a basis for understanding the interplay of traditional elements of 

Chinese garden design, globalization and influences of international park design, and features of the local 

environment that has yielded distinctive results seen on the ground.  This interpretative analysis begins to 

build a discourse around hybrid modernity. 

Introduction 

During the last decade, a movement to create new landmark public parks has emerged in mid-

sized Chinese cities. These parks represent an important departure from prior approaches to the design of 

public space.  A new design aesthetic may be developing that incorporates traditional elements of Chinese 

garden design, concepts from international park design, and distinctive features of the local environment.  

(Padua 2003, 2004, 2004) 

The process that has created public parks in post-Mao China grows out of the 20th century history 

of the nation.  Parks were built widely in the early period of the Republic of China, circa 1911, as a 
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symbol of modernity and response to international movements.  (Shi 1998; Wasserstrom 2000; Dong 

2000) That era ended after a myriad of events including internal strife among warlords, the invasion of the 

Japanese and establishment of Mao’s communist revolution.  Mao’s regime created a shift that was 

divorced from the earlier modernizing, international approach to open space. Parks during this period 

acquired a utilitarian identity.  (Cranz 1979)  An ensuing political period of isolationism of over thirty 

years transpired when neither traditional nor international influences were ideologically palatable. 

This hiatus in park design ended in the 1980’s with the reforms of Deng Xiaopeng.  Key reforms 

that affected park development were the shift of power from central government to local municipal 

authorities and the shift to a market-based economy, or a socialist-based economy that embraces 

capitalism.(Ma 2005; Friedmann 2005) Important changes in attitudes toward leisure occurred in this 

period. The Maoist principle that leisure must serve to promote political harmony and social hygiene was 

relaxed and individuals gained control of their spare time. (Chen 1995) Urban parks were transformed 

from utilitarian spaces to places that served as emblems of local identity and destinations for outsiders.   

A distinctive feature of these new parks is the effort to incorporate design elements from 

traditional Chinese gardens into designs that are contemporary and show strong global influences.  These 

designs are not traditional in any literal sense; they appropriate elements from traditional garden design 

and transform them into references to these cultural precedents.  In the process, they are helping to give 

“traditional” design in China a new meaning – as a set of symbolic references rather than something 

embedded in history.  

This paper examines the historical context in which this new paradigm for park design is 

emerging.  The study interprets the designed landscape as a cultural product formed by the social, 

economic and political circumstances of a particular society and period, an intellectual approach shared 

by J.B. Jackson, Robert Riley, Catharine Ward Thompson and others. Recent concepts from 

modernization theory provide a basis for understanding the complex context in which a new approach to 

open space design has emerged in China. Theories of modernity (Wang 2003) and alternative modernities 

(Appadurai 1990) offer an analytical framework to examine the impact of globalization and local identity 

on designed landscapes in the public realm. The paper begins to build a theory of “hybrid modernity” to 

help explain this phenomenon.   

Modernization, modernity and alternative modernities: 
building a theory on hybrid modernity in China 

The literature on modernity or modernization characteristically has dealt with the end of tradition 

and the notion of progress in society. (Giddens 1990)  Progress often has been gauged by comparison 

with industrial societies or the “West”. The 1960’s discussion of the third world typically dealt with 

places in terms of economic and cultural status and framed these issues by comparison to Western 

European societies.  More recent thinking about modernity and globalization has looked at the economic 
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and cultural status of a city or nation in terms of participation in the global space of flows: where the flow 

of capital or economic resources is a means of defining the global network and the “informational” 

society.  (Castells 1989.) 

In his recent book, China’s Urban Transition, John Friedman wrote:  

“Many foreign observers are captivated by glossy pictures of Shanghai’s gleaming office towers 

and luxury hotels, images that suggest yet another global metropolis in the making (not only in 

Shanghai but in other Chinese megacities as well). Such images contribute to the widely held 

belief that the country is racing to be globalized, to “catch up” with the West. This belief is often 

reinforced by the Chinese themselves, who are proud to point to these symbols of their country’s 

modernization. But this picture obscures the socio-cultural processes actually at work in China 

and deeply embedded. China, it is useful to recall, is more than a nation-state, it is also one of the 

world’s great civilizations equivalent to Western Europe or India and can be expected to develop 

in ways and directions that are not part of the Western repertoire of experience.”   

Friedman is referring indirectly to the notion of "alternative modernities," a term coined in the mid-l980s 

by Arjun Appadurai, who used it to discuss modernity in the Asian, African, and Latin American 

contexts. Appadurai argued that these areas were evolving on their own and that it was not fruitful to 

examine them through the lens of the “western cultural experience”.  It is from this perspective of 

alternative modernities that the evolution of urban parks in China can best be understood.  

Modernity in China has typically been identified with the nationalist ideology of SunYat Sen and 

the Republic of China (1911-1949). However, domestic Chinese political historians generally treat 

modernity as an anti-imperial, anti-feudal form of nationalism that grew out of the student demonstrations 

against Japan and foreign imperialism on May 4, 1919. This later became known as the May 4th 

movement, and it formed the basis for the New Cultural Enlightenment Movement (1917-1923). Political 

and social historians note that this was a significant milestone in China’s intellectual history; the 

intelligentsia demanded separation and liberation from the cultural conservatism of imperial rule.(Wang 

2003 ; Xiaodong 2000; Wu 2000)  This reaction fits well with the view that equates modernity with 

progress and shuns tradition as “something to be left behind in a rage”. (Jacobs 2004) 

Social scientists and art historians in China claim that the modern nation was born as a result of 

this movement. (Wang 2003 ; Wu 2000; Esherick 2000)  Early modernity in China’s cultural 

development has also been revealed by historians as embracing all things western during the late Qing 

dynasty, circa 1850’s. (Lu 2003) However the Republic soon deteriorated as a result of civil war and the 

Japanese invasion. The late period of the Republic and the subsequent rise of Mao’s revolutionary 

communism created a forty year retreat from international influences. 
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The Maoist isolation of China ended with the economic reforms and opening of China initiated 

by Deng Xiaopeng. This New Era, as it came to be known among Chinese social scientists, fostered 

cultural liberation and a renewed sense of modernity. These economic reforms also created the most rapid 

urbanization in history. (Yu 2007) 

An approach to park design has emerged that incorporates ideas from international design and 

attempts to embed them in a Chinese identity through the use of symbols drawn from classical and recent 

history and local mythology.  In this paper, I use the term “hybrid modernity” for this melding of global, 

national and local influences in the form of symbolic design elements.  This phenomenon is particularly 

important in contemporary Chinese park design, but it probably can be found in varying degrees in most 

transitional and emerging economies. 

China’s open space design overview 

A brief history of Chinese open space design is presented to help explain the development of 

hybrid modernity in China, and theorize its position within the historical precedents for the nation’s 

garden culture and tradition.  The history of Chinese open space design can be divided into five major 

periods:  imperial, colonial, republican, Maoist, and New Era.   

Pre-modern: Imperial China 

Historians have suggested that four types of open space design emerged during the long Imperial 

period from the Qin to Qing dynasties, circa 255 BC to 1911.  (Graham 1938; Johnston 1991; Keswick 

1986 [1978]): 1) Imperial gardens 2) Scenic parks 3) Temple and Monastic gardens, and 4) Scholar 

gardens.  The European and North American equivalents would be: royal parks, national parks or hunting 

grounds, sacred gardens, domestic courtyard space or private residential gardens. 
The scholar gardens or classical gardens of the literati reached their peak during the mid-Ming 

(circa 1500’s) to early Qing Dynasties (circa1650’s) with hundreds of private gardens in the Jiangnan 

region, home to Suzhou, and Yangzhou. (Keswick 1986 [1978])  The scholar garden is part of the “Shan 

shui” or “mountain-water” tradition in the Chinese classical arts that also includes painting and poetry.  

Key principles include making small spaces seem large, creating abstractions of nature, and the use of 

architectural elements.  The design approach was scenographic; the viewpoint shifted along the path to 

reveal different scenes and each image was a visual representation of a verse from poetry. This movement 

has also been interpreted as viewing horizontal scroll paintings at the human scale. (Xin 1997) 

Private scholar gardens represented high culture and were designed for and by the literati – in this 

case, retired government officials – as places for contemplation. Garden design was influenced by Taoism 

and the yin-yang principles of harmony. The garden contained the essence of the world with all things 

standing in proper relationship to each other. Mountains (artificial rockery) represented yang, the active 

stimulating force, while still water was intended to induce tranquility or yin, the passive principle that 
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stands for darkness and mystery. (Hui 2002)  Key elements of this style continue as China’s garden 

archetype that is exported around the world.  

 

European influence and colonialism 

The earliest known European influence on Chinese gardens occurred during the Qing period, c. 

1740’s, when  Italian Jesuit painter, Fr. Giuseppe Castiglione, and his fellow missionaries visited the 

Emperor Qianlong’s Imperial Court.  They later lived in Yuanmingyuan (Perfection and Brightness 

Garden), where they designed and built western-style palaces to serve as a folly for the Emperor. 

(Keswick 1986 [1978]) The garden was destroyed by British and French troops in the 19th century.  

Later in the Qing dynasty, the Treaty of Nanjing (1842) ended the Opium Wars.  Hong Kong was 

ceded to Great Britain and five treaty ports were established along Chinese cities on the eastern coast.  

These cities contained districts known as foreign concessions that were dominated by English, French, 

and Germans colonists.  They served as sources of international influence for more than a century. 

(Esherick 2000)   

The Public Park emerges during the Republic of China  (1912-1948) 

Much of public park development in Western Europe and North America began near the end of 

the nineteenth century as a response to un-healthful city environments created by the industrial revolution. 

This was part of a public hygiene movement that spawned the development of English picturesque parks, 

Olmsted’s Central Park in New York and the subsequent park-building movement throughout the United 

States.  

This social hygiene movement had an indirect effect on the development of parks in China.  The 

first public park in China was created in Beijing circa 1914 as the transformation of an Imperial Garden, 

similar to the transformation of royal gardens into public parks in Western Europe. The idea for this park 

– called Central Park – was imported to China from the west via Ueno Park, Tokyo. (Shi 1998)   Shi 

details how this new public park was intended to be a symbol of modernity and demonstrate that Beijing 

was a cosmopolitan place comparable to London, Paris, and Tokyo.   

Little industry existed in Beijing at this time, and urban pollution had not yet developed.  Parks 

created during this period in China were not remedial; they were part of a program of modernization that 

brought public infrastructure improvements such as road construction, pavement, street lighting and sewer 

systems to major Chinese cities like Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou. (Esherick 2000) During this 

time, Chinese students also went overseas to study art and architecture and returned with European ideas 

to establish new art academies and architecture schools. (Xiaodong 2003)  However, this trend was soon 

interrupted by domestic political instability and the invasion of the Japanese.   

Mao period: Anti-urbanism and Cultural Revolution, c. 1949 – 76 
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The Communist revolution and establishment of the People’s Republic of China by Mao Zedong 

in 1949 marked a major transition in the role of parks and a radical movement away from the earlier 

modern approach to public open space.  After the revolution, parks acquired a distinctly utilitarian 

identity.  (Cranz 1979) A strong anti-urban sentiment prevailed in the Chinese government under Mao, 

particularly in the years of the Cultural Revolution when city dwellers were sent to the countryside for re-

education. (Chen 1995)  Natural disasters, famine and poverty that also occurred during this period did 

not foster an economic climate that was conducive to new park development.  Few large scale urban parks 

were built, and existing parkland often doubled as a base for agricultural production.  In the 1960’s and 

1970’s, the cold war – along with poverty and the Cultural Revolution – eliminated individual expression 

and art for aesthetic purposes.  Architectural design was denounced during this period. (Xiaodong 2003) 

New Era and rapid urbanization 

The 1980’s New Era witnessed another major transformation in Chinese society. Reforms under 

Deng Xiaopeng involved radical decentralization of economic and political control. A great deal of power 

shifted to local municipal governments and small and mid-sized cities became one of the most dynamic 

parts of the economy.  This spurred local efforts to increase the visibility of secondary cities and attract 

the attention of foreign investors.  (Logan 2002) 

New attitudes toward leisure emerged at the same time.  The Maoist principle that leisure must 

serve to promote political harmony and social hygiene was relaxed.  Under Deng Xiaopeng, leisure time 

could be used as people pleased as long as it did not threaten public order.  (Wang 1995)  The percentage 

of people living in over 660 cities grew to more than 35% of the population – about 400 million urban 

dwellers out of a population of 1.4 billion. (Sit 1985; Friedmann 2005)    

The New Era brought with it a new emphasis on open space design.  Mayors of mid-sized cities 

came to see public parks as emblems of local identity and attractions to draw businesses and tourists from 

the rest of the nation.  New trends in design emerged with these parks.  Efforts to simultaneously be 

international, distinctively Chinese, and rooted in local identity produced the design approach referred to 

here as “hybrid modernity.” Hybrid modernity is not a unified design style, it’s more nearly a set of 

approaches to design that share common aesthetics and objectives.  This can be seen in a number of parks 

built in China during the last two decades.  The three case studies described briefly below illustrate some 

of the different aspects of hybrid modernity in China.   

Selected Case Studies 

Living Water Garden (LWG), Chengdu, Sichuan c 1996-1998   

Betsy Damon, environmental artist, was approached by the Mayor of Chengdu to design a public park 

that commemorated a large-scale infrastructure project that involved cleaning the Fu-Nan rivers and 

modernizing the city.  Damon teamed up with American landscape architect Margie Ruddick and Huang 
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Shi Da, a local wetlands designer, to design a park that demonstrates cleaning polluted water. Native 

materials were employed throughout the project, including plants and stone and Damon used sculptural 

forms (FIG. 1) for aerating the water.  A series of water treatment areas (anaerobic, aerobic, constructed 

wetlands, ponds) are utilized as the organizing feature for this urban park that acts as a place for both 

leisure and environmental education.  Unlike similar projects in the west that are located away from the 

urban area, like Lorna Jordan’s Waterworks Garden in Renton, Washington, LWG is centrally located in 

the city and highly utilized.  LWG is one of the first modern Chinese parks that brings environmental 

education, ecological awareness, and a high standard of design to an urban park that serves the daily 

needs of the local population.(Amidon 2001; Padua 2004) 

Jinji Lake, New Suzhou circa 1998-2001  

The design by EDAW involves the master plan and implementation of public open space around 

a twenty square kilometer lake in a new community east of historic Suzhou where several Scholar gardens 

have received UNESCO heritage designation. The design team reinterpreted elements of the Scholar 

garden and integrated them with western design concepts in the park.  Modern Suzhou is a rapidly-

growing industrial city with a population of more than four million.  EDAW responded to this duality by 

creating a park that offers symbolic deference to the Scholar garden while incorporating design features 

and concepts that are found in well-known developments in the United States.  The design includes both 

traditional elements such as the lang or covered walkway (FIG. 2 ) found in nearby historic Scholar 

gardens and features like large expanses of lawn inspired by the Marina Green, a prominent green space 

in a long established San Francisco residential district with dramatic vistas of the bay and Golden Gate 

bridge.  (FIG. 3)   

Zhongshan Shipyard Park circa 2001 

This breakthrough project by Kongjian Yu and his firm Turenscape is located on the site of an old 

state-owned shipyard in Zhongshan, a city along the western edge of the Pearl River Delta.  “Zhongshan” 

is the  Putonghua (China’s official national language) translation for Sun Yatsen (Cantonese 

transliteration, a Southern Chinese dialect), one of China’s most revered national heroes and a native son 

of the city. The design was inspired by the site’s industrial history as a shipyard, state-owned enterprise, 

factory and commune.   Zhongshan’s mayor wanted to regenerate the central part of the city and decided 

that building a park as a landmark would help market the city for foreign investment and attract regional 

tourists.  He commissioned Turenscape to design the project and their approach involved an in-depth 

investigation of the site’s history. The park’s design narrative celebrates the site’s industrial and 

community heritage and the area’s fifty year history that began with Mao’s economic initiatives. The 

designers re-used the steel sheds, water towers, and preserved existing plant materials wherever possible, 

made the water’s edge accessible to the public and utilized native plant materials throughout the project 
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(FIG. 4).   The significant breakthrough in the park design is its public acknowledgement of the Cultural 

Revolution (CR), largely taboo as a subject for a local population that has this fearful era imbedded in 

their memory. Its commemoration in Zhongshan Shipyard Park is the first known public memorial to that 

era.  A twelve foot high painted red steel box open to the sky is employed as the CR’s symbol and it’s 

located  at a strategic point along major pedestrian pathways. (Fig. 5) 

Summary 

These three projects offer a brief illustration of the types of landmark parks that are emerging as a 

consequence of modernization during in late 20th century China. They illustrate the approaches to open 

space design that I have termed “hybrid modernity.” The Living Water Garden is an intimate scale urban 

park inspired by the local mythology of river worship and an international artist’s personal commitment 

to environmentalism. Its organic, jewel-like environment creates a new form of environmental aesthetic 

and landscape language that is readily accessible to the urban population. Jinji Lake represents a global 

corporate signature for one of the largest recently built planned new communities in the world within 

close proximity to historic Suzhou home to numerous Scholar Gardens of the Literati. Both projects 

derive new open spaces that are simultaneously international in design and function and address local 

culture. Turenscape’s Zhongshan Shipyard Park courageously celebrates the Cultural Revolution, the site 

and nation’s fifty year revolutionary history.  

Hybrid modernity has grown directly out of the social history of China.  The shift in power from 

centralized control to the municipalities empowered local officials to look to the world outside the region 

and nation for new ideas. Municipal officials now often travel outside China, and a growing number of 

professional designers have been educated overseas, primarily in North America and Europe.  Ecological 

concerns also have gained importance as the Chinese people recognize the toll that rapid industrialization 

and explosive urban growth are taking on the environment.  The confluence of these different factors – 

growing local power, increasing global exposure, the internationalization of design, changing attitudes 

toward leisure, and escalating ecological concerns – has helped to spawn this movement toward creating 

new landmark urban parks.  At the same time, the influences of local government and deeply entrenched 

Chinese social and cultural nationalism are helping to make the resulting work a hybrid form of “global 

design with a Chinese face.”  The tensions among these different forces – globalization, nationalism, local 

needs and functions, and changing views of the society and natural environment – are creating a new form 

of modernization in China, called hybrid modernity, exemplified in Chinese park design that is neither 

western nor traditionally Chinese. 
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FIG. 1 Sculptural flow forms were created by Betsy Damon and sculptor, Deng Le, with local 
stone, and designed to allow people to interact with the water. 
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FIG. 2  Design of the covered walkway along the frontage at Jinji Lake, New Suzhou, was inspired by the 
traditional lang, a basic element used in Scholar gardens in nearby historic Suzhou. Photograph by author. 
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FIG. 3 Large area of lawn along the Jinji Lake frontage were modeled on the Marina Green in San 
Francisco; and promotes free and unlimited access for informal recreational purposes, a new concept for 
park design in China.  Photograph by author. 
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FIG. 4  To make the waterfront publicly accessible at Zhongshan Shipyard Park, Turenscape designed a 
system of steps and stone piers along the water’s edge. Photograph by the author. 
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FIG. 5 At Zhongshan Shipyard Park, the Red Box celebrates China’s Cultural Revolution. Photograph by 
the author. 
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made several historic recordings and taught many of the most influential clarinetists in Europe. 

 Cahuzac was, in addition to being a great performer, a fine composer of clarinet music; 

however, many of his compositions are unfamiliar to clarinetists and have only recently been 

published. The style of his works relates directly to simple classical forms, ternary form and 

variation form, with a combination of virtuoso display and lyrical expression.  The objective of this 

study, the examination and performance of selected works by Louis Cahuzac, focuses on the 

following areas: (1) Cahuzac's career as a composer, teacher, conductor and performer; and (2) 

stylistic features along with thematic, harmonic, and melodic examination of selected works for 

clarinet solo & clarinet and piano 
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Proposal: 
 
 
 
 
This research paper presents the impact of interior spaces on early childhood 
education and development.  Research conducted exposes what aspects, if any, of an 
interior design stimulate, enhance, or counteract the mental and/or physical 
development of children aging from infants to elementary ages. 
 
The objective of this research project is to identify aids and hindrances that exist 
inside spaces designated for child development through the examination of 
employed light, color, pattern, and other elements of design.  Research also explores 
various psychological theories on education and infant development as it relates to 
interior design.  Moreover, this study includes observations collected from teachers 
and/or directors of childhood development centers concerning their organization’s 
design choices. 
 
Factors of interior design that affect the progression of early childhood learning 
include color, lighting, seat arrangement, ceiling height and more.  These areas can 
take part in creating a warm, sociable atmosphere, stimulating thoughts, mood 
manipulation, etc. 
 
The research concludes with a series of qualities that designers and clients should 
consider incorporating in spaces intended for the edification of young children. 
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Abstract 

 

This paper engages with Taiwanese/Chinese women’s representation in history by 

offering a reading of Hou Hsiao-hsien’s A City of Sadness (1989), making reference to 

the film’s gender issues in the period 1945 to 1949. In addition, in order to have a clear 

view of Chinese women’s representation in the early twentieth century, Hou’s 

cinematography is detailed with comparison to Chen Kai-ge’s Yellow Earth (1984). 

Hou’s immense contribution to Taiwanese film consists principally in a Taiwanese 

trilogy that traces Taiwan’s history in the 20th century. In The Puppet Master (1993) Hou 

details the era of Japanese colonisation from 1895 to the restoration of Taiwan by the 

Kuomintang in 1945. Later, A City of Sadness focuses on the fate of the Lin family from 

1945 to 1949, which epitomises people’s life in Taiwan during the initial stages of 

Kuomintang domination. Finally, Good Men, Good Women (1995) highlights two 

different eras in Taiwan: the political movement in the 1950s and the pop culture in the 

1990s. The paper uses illustrations from all three films to explore Hou’s gender 

representations.  

This paper evaluates gender issues in A City of Sadness, with reference to Julia Kristeva’s 

notion of “feminine time” and the debate between Emilie Yeh and Mizou concerning 

“whether women can really enter history”. The paper also suggested that Hou allows 

women to enter micro-history, through his use in the film of the diaries and letters of 

Kuan-mei and her narration of circular history (which does not follow the chronological 

timeline). In answering Mizou’s and Emilie Yeh’s debate around the question ‘Can 

women really enter history?’, I argued that in Hou’s films females strive hard for a role in 

macro-history, but unfortunately, Hou allows them to be pivotal only in micro-history. I 

also suggested that Hou’s use of internalised stereotypes of women is not as simple as it 

appears and operates as a metaphor for the broader socio-political situation. Men work 

hard for women, in the same way that the government works hard for the ordinary 

people. Women need to be dependent and submissive in order to receive “benevolence” 

from men, much as ordinary people need to conform to government oppression to be 

protected by them. In evaluating A City of Sadness I argue that Hou Hsiao-hsien’s use of 
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a family’s micro-history to parallel the national macro-history of the February 28th 

Incident opens an important historical window through which the audience may re-

encounter and reflect on Taiwan’s past, and think positively about its future.     
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Can Women Really Enter History? Reading gender 
issues in Hou Hsaio-hsien’s A City of Sadness. 
 

 
Frailty, thy name is woman.                                 

—Hamlet 
In the Meiji period, a young lady committed suicide, such as the cherry blossoms fall 

from the branches on the soil in the beautiful spring. The sparkling youth is gone with the 
wind as well.                   

                                                                                               —A City of Sadness 
There is a siren sitting on the rock by the Rhine, combing her blond hair. The sailors are 

enchanted by her voice. Then, the boat runs into the rocks and capsises all the sailors.                                
                                                                                               —A City of Sadness 

  

This paper’s principal concern is with gender issues in A City of Sadness. Throughout the 

film, men’s and women’s voice-overs are used to represent linear (masculine) time and 

circular (feminine) time. This paper argues that in A City of Sadness, the narration of 

history is achieved by men using mass media, in a presentation of linear, chronological 

history. On the other hand, the women’s version of history is narrated by Kuan-mei, 

through the rhythmic, circular history of life, death and misfortune recorded in her diary. 

This paper also explores the debate over “whether women can really enter history” 

through the ideologies of Mizou and Emilie Yeh. Wen-qing’s representation of history is 

also examined through the perspective of gender. Finally, the vilification of women and 

internalised stereotypes in Hou’s films are discussed.  

1.1 The dialogues of circular (feminine) history and linear 
(masculine) history 

Before discussing how these different dialogues of circular history and linear history 

function in Hou’s films, we should define what circular history and linear history mean. 

We can understand these terms from Julia Kristeva’s theory. In her famous article 

“Feminine Time”, Kristeva says: 

The time of the history as linear time: time as project. It is characterized by an organic 

course organized by the tropes of departure, progression and arrival. Feminine time is 
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characterized as cyclical and monumental time, and associated with repetition, 

reproduction and eternity.1  

From the above definition, we can appreciate that linear history in A City of Sadness, is 

the macro-history. It is the succinct description of chronological history heard over the 

radio in the opening scene, as well as the narration of history by Old Wu and the 

Mandarin teacher in hospital, and the broadcast of the February 28th Incident broadcast in 

hospital over the radio. Hou uses men to delineate linear history. The above ideal is also 

supported by Emilie Yeh, as she draws on Kristeva’s theory to argue in her article 

“Cannot Women Really Enter History? [Nüren Zhen de Wufa Jinru Lishi Ma? Zai Dou 

Beiqing Chengshi]” that: 

in A City of Sadness, male voice is clearly the tool for linear history. It is seen through the 

Emperor’s broadcast, Mandarin teachings in hospital, and Chen Yi’s speech, all filled 

with obvious linear chronology. It represents the Japanese surrender in 1945  KMT 

government’s restoration of Taiwan  February 28th Incident in 1947.2               

As Emilie Yeh suggests, Hou uses men to illustrate official macro-history. Hou uses men 

for this role because he regards men as the dominant power in his film. Throughout the 

film, we feel the symbols of male dominance, as described earlier, from the Japanese 

Emperor first, to the Mandarin teachings in hospital, and Chen Yi later. Further evidence 

of male dominance and power is heard through the soldiers’ voices in jail and in the 

mountains, the discussion of politics on the tatami mats, the intellectual discussion 

between Wen-qing and Kuan-rong in the mountains, the multiple language discussion 

about how to save Wen-liang between Wen-xiong, A-jia, and the Shanghainese 

gangsters, and the discussion of business between A-jia and Monkey outside the brothel. 

Time and time again, male voices are shown to represent male dominance, control, 

manipulative authority and command. Males are the dominant power in A City of Sadness 

and in Hou’s view rightfully deserve to convey macro-history.  
                                                 
1 Julia Kristeva, “Feminine Time”, in The Kristeva Reader, Trans. Toril Moi. New York: Columbia UP, 
1986, pp. 187-213.  
2 Emilie Yeh, ‘Nüren Zhen de Wufa Jinru Lishi Ma? Zai Dou Beiqing Chengshi [Cannot Women Really 
Enter History? Re-reading A City of Sadness]’, in Lin Wen-ji, Shen Xiao-yin, and Li Zhen-ya, Xi Lian Ren 
Sheng: Hou Hsiao-hsien dianying yanjiu [Drama, Love, Life: Hou Hsiao-hsien’s Film Studies], Taipei: 
Rye Field Publishing Company, 2000, p. 199. 
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By contrast, women’s voices are used to represent the circular micro-history in A City of 

Sadness. Hou uses women to narrate the history of life and the hardships of surviving 

through turbulent times. Throughout the opening scene we hear the screaming of Wen-

xiong’s second wife as she gives birth, juxtaposed with the Japanese emperor’s broadcast. 

As described by Emilie Yeh:  

Emperor Hirohito’s voice stands for the male voice-over’s outstanding status, which is 

the leader and main narrator in macro-history; the screaming of Lin Wen-xiong’s second 

wife is the symbol of micro-history, which stands for the interlace of numerous families 

in itself and macro-history.3 

Wen-xiong’s second wife gives birth to Lin Guang-ming, who represents the Taiwanese 

people’s hope for a brighter future. Further evidence of circular history can be seen 

through Kuan-mei’s diary and the knitting scene. Kuan-mei sits knitting with her sisters-

in-law and niece, A-xue, describing the fear of the people following the February 28th 

Incident. Micro-history is once again observed, as we witness the people’s struggles in 

life and their continuance with daily routines. Throughout the film Kuan-mei is writing 

and recording micro-history. She writes to her niece about the February 28th Incident and 

she writes in her diary, recounting the death and misfortunes of the Lin family. In her 

article, “A Deaf-mute Photograper [Jilong Youya de Sheyingshi]”, Liao Ping-hui 

suggests that “Hou has created the character of Kuan-mei, the hospital nurse, to suggest 

that she has the ability to heal. Hence through her documentation she can put the past 

behind her”. 4  Through the use of women, Hou thus portrays circular history. The 

audience is able to visualise life, death, hardships and survival.  

While the male’s voice represents dominance and power, female voices are occasionally 

dominant in Hou’s films. Once again, in the opening scene, the female voice seems to 

overwhelm the male one. In the beginning, we hear the overlapping of the Japanese 

emperor’s murmuring from the radio and Wen-xiong’s second wife’s screaming when 

                                                 
3 Emilie Yeh, ‘Cannot Women Really Enter History? Re-reading A City of Sadness’, in Lin Wen-ji, Shen 
Xiao-yin, and Li Zhen-ya, Xi Lian Ren Sheng: Hou Hsiao-hsien dianying yanjiu [Drama, Love, Life: Hou 
Hsiao-hsien’s Film Studies], Taipei: Rye Field Publishing Company, 2000, p. 193. 
4 Liao Ping-hui, ‘Jilong Youya de Sheyingshi [A Deaf-mute Photographer]’, in Mizou and Liang Xin-hua, 
Death of the New Cinema, Taipei: Tonsan Books, 1991, pp. 134. 
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she is in labour. The female screaming is much louder than the blurry announcement. 

This means that the micro-history (the birth of a new baby) represents the new macro-

history, that of the Japanese surrender. Hou also implies that the female’s voice 

represents defiance and integrity, and perhaps implies that women strive for and play a 

role in history.  

Although the male’s voice is the dominant one used to convey linear history, Hou 

cleverly blurs the dominant voice on occasions to suggest weakness or corruption. As 

described above, the blurry emperor’s voice indicates the end of the Japanese era. Later 

in the film, during Chen Yi’s announcement over the radio, Chen Yi’s voice is 

ingeniously blurred by Hou when he speaks of the offerings of compensation to the 

political victims and their families. The rationale behind blurring Chen Yi’s voice is to 

indicate his dishonesty, and the power of corruption implied by the male’s voice. From 

beginning to end, the power of corruption is continually evident in the film. Honest men 

like Wen-xiong and Wen-qing in the Lin family die, leaving only the grandfather, the 

retarded Wen-liang, and the grandsons. Hou successfully conveys his idea about the 

prevalence of corruption through sound, voice and imagery.  

As shown above, Hou has effectively used male and female voices to convey both linear 

and circular history. Hou conveys his position, that the male is the dominant character in 

history while females continue to live and endure the daily routines of life.  

1.2 Can women really enter history?  Towards a perspective on 
sound and image   

Can women really enter history? In Hou’s film, women are able to participate in micro-

history, but are excluded from macro-history. As described previously, through the use of 

female voices, women communicate micro-history. To further discuss the debate of when 

women can enter history, I begin by evaluating the views of Mizou and Emilie Yeh.  

Mizou feels that women are excluded from history. In his article, “Cannot Women Enter 

History? Discussion of Female Roles in A City of Sadness [Nüren Wufa Jinru Lishi? Tan 

Beiqing Chengshi Zhing de Nüxing Jiaose]”, Mizou states that female roles in A City of 
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Sadness do not have a voice because they choose to endure all the sufferings and be 

silent. If they speak, the contents are about the quotidian or are male-oriented, and thus, 

female friendships rely on sharing male topics. For example, when Wen-xiong shares his 

childhood with his second wife, she is silent. Although Kuan-mei seems to be the main 

narrator in A City of Sadness, what she writes in her diary or letters to her niece is always 

descriptive about the weather and the daily rituals, and she never comments on anything 

more significant. Before marrying Wen-qing, she cares about Wen-qing’s safety. After 

marrying Wen-qing, she feels happy if only Wen-qing and her child are safe and sound. 

When the Japanese woman, Jin-zi, is away, she and Kuan-mei talk about their brothers’ 

male bond. When Kuan-mei has a talk with Wen-sen’s wife, it is about the hope for her 

husband’s return and how smart Wen-qing is. Therefore, Mizou thinks “women only 

enter history as a tool to convey the men’s stories. Thus, they do not enter history but are 

merely vehicles for conveying men’s history”.5  

To support Mizou’s statement, female “noise elimination” can be observed at several 

points in A City of Sadness. When Wen-liang is sent back from the jail, he is seriously 

injured. His wife is terrified and screams hysterically. Wen-xiong is so agitated he 

commands her to “shut up” and call the doctor. Later, when A-xue wants to tell Kuan-

mei what happened in the Incident, she is scolded in the knitting scene. At the end of the 

film, a woman wants to comment on someone’s absence at the table, but she is told to be 

quiet. These representations of women show women’s status at that time: women were 

not allowed to express their feelings freely in public.    

When Emilie Yeh indicates “how Hou uses feminine writing and voice to fight against 

the oppression of external macro-history, she disagrees with Mizou’s claim that female 

voices are eliminated”.6     

                                                 
5 Mizou, ‘Nüren Wufa Jinru Lishi? Tan Beiqing Chengshi Zhing de Nüxing Jiaose [Cannot Women Enter 
History? Discussion of Female Roles in A City of Sadness]’, in Mizou and Liang Xin-hua, Death of the 
New Cinema, Taipei: Tonsan Books, 1991, pp. 137-9. 
6 Lin Wen-ji, Shen Xiao-yin, and Li Zhen-ya, ‘Preface’, in Lin Wen-ji, Shen Xiao-yin, and Li Zhen-ya, Xi 
Lian Ren Sheng: Hou Hsiao-hsien dianying yanjiu [Drama, Love, Life: Hou Hsiao-hsien’s Film Studies], 
Taipei: Rye Field Publishing Company, 2000, pp. 15. 
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Here, Yeh’s viewpoint differs from the negative criticism expressed in the articles of 

“Cannot Women Enter History? Discussion of Female Roles in A City of Sadness” by 

Mizou. Yeh believes that women can still participate in history in Hou Hsiao-hsien’s 

historical films because women’s voice-overs are equivalent to a device to re-interpret 

history. Yeh’s ideology regarding women’s voice-over as an effective medium to include 

women in history has been described above. Kuan-mei effectively transcribes micro-

history through her letters and diary, and her defiance in the end represents women’s 

struggle to be included in history.  

In A City of Sadness, Kuan-mei’s diary constitutes a counter-narration because she is the 

only one who survives, visualises, and describes in words what is going on from 1945 to 

1949. Perhaps what she writes is from her narrow point of view, which is the quotidian. 

What Hou is doing is giving the audience a magnifying glass to meticulously visualise 

the tragedy in Lin’s family throughout this period, and hence he is encouraging them to 

re-evaluate what is real in macro-history. For the victims’ family, this film might have 

healing effects. When Wen-qing uses a magnifying glass to help him to make up the 

photographs he is editing and developing, it parallels Hou’s use of the film to heal the 

forgotten historical wound. Hou reopens and relocates the discussion of the February 28th 

Incident from a personalised history. The film urges audiences to re-write history on the 

basis of their own families’ and relatives’ experiences. Yeh also notes that Hou’s 

audience should keep an eye on the micro-history shown in the film, which is not as 

simple as it appears: 

On the surface, A City of Sadness describes the oppression by different political 

environments in the Lin family. In fact, the accused political oppression is intermittently 

constructed by everybody’s life in the film. Therefore, A City of Sadness, is a film with 

much limitation, and must be analysed through emphasis on the dialectics of image and 

sound, also focusing on those who are excluded in history, those victims who do not have 

a voice (such as female, innocent victims), and the objects carrying historical memory … 

only when you analyse the lead actress, Kuan-mei and the monologue in her diary, the 
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deaf-mute lead actor, Wen-qing and his photograph can you further define the meaning of 

A City of Sadness in Taiwan’s history.7 

Thus, Yeh suggests, to further understand history, it is important to analyse Kuan-mei’s 

entries as well as the silent, innocent victims. Therefore, in Emilie Yeh’s viewpoint, 

women have been included in history.  

Women are the storytellers in A City of Sadness. As seen above, women have a voice in 

history but they are also used by Hou to avoid criticism for his own opinions. We now 

question Hou’s motivation for the use of female narrators. It appears that he uses a female 

narrator to allow for errors in his historical description. By using a simple housewife to 

retell the history, it then becomes allowable to have errors in the translation of history. 

Hou utilises Kuan-mei’s voice as a vehicle for his ideas and has received criticism in 

Death of the New Cinema8 for doing so. As described by Mizou in “Cannot Women 

Enter History?” and Liao Ping-hui in “A Deaf-mute Photographer”, “Kuan-mei’s 

femininity (female quality under patriarchal definition) and the content of the diary, is 

contradictory to the linear track of macro-history”.9 

                                                

Kuan-mei’s diary is not in chronological order; hence, it does not follow the linear track 

of macro-history. Kuan-mei’s account of history is based on retelling the Lin family 

tragedy. For this reason, it does not provide an accurate account of official history but 

represents micro-history which is subject to error and misinterpretation. 

Emilie Yeh argues against Mizou and Liao Ping-hui, asking “why it is necessary to have 

a film providing a ‘no mistake’ macro-historical description”.10 Yeh considers personal 

life a valuable tool in the interpretation of history. She regards history is an “interlace of 

 
7 Emilie Yeh, ‘Cannot Women Really Enter History? Re-reading A City of Sadness’, in Lin Wen-ji, Shen 
Xiao-yin, and Li Zhen-ya, Xi Lian Ren Sheng: Hou Hsiao-hsien dianying yanjiu [Drama, Love, Life: Hou 
Hsiao-hsien’s Film Studies], Rye Field Publishing Company, Taipei, 2000, pp. 191. 
8 Death of the New Cinema is a collection of pieces of criticism on Hou’s A City of Sadness and his support 
for the KMT political TV commercial, All for Tomorrow after he made them. See Mizou and Liang Xin-
hua, Death of the New Cinema, Tonsan Books, Taipei, 1991. 
9 Emilie Yeh, ‘Cannot Women Really Enter History? Re-reading A City of Sadness’, in Lin Wen-ji, Shen 
Xiao-yin, and Li Zhen-ya, Xi Lian Ren Sheng: Hou Hsiao-hsien dianying yanjiu [Drama, Love, Life: Hou 
Hsiao-hsien’s Film Studies], Taipei: Rye Field Publishing Company, 2000ibid, pp. 198. 
10ibid., pp. 200. 
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numerous families” and hence she feels that women have entered history in A City of 

Sadness.  

Further use of women to convey history can be seen in the “national flag joke”, where the 

realist, practical Taiwanese women convert the red flags to underwear. Women are used 

to ridicule the end of Japanese colonisation. To avoid criticism Hou again conveys his 

views through women.  

It is impossible for a film to provide a “no mistake” macro-historical description because 

every director’s/script writer’s subjective ideas will inevitably influence the objective 

facts. Nevertheless, this is the basic responsibility of a media-worker to provide a “less 

mistake” historical film. In addition, since Hou publicised his film under the “political” 

category at the Venice Film Festival in 1989, it would appear ethical to provide a truthful 

and accurate description. Although Hou’s attempt was to portray history accurately, Hou 

has used women to represent history and thus avoid criticism. 

1.2.1 The role of Wen-qing 

Wen-qing is used by Hou to present history throughout the film. As a deaf-mute 

photographer, he does not voice history in the way of a typical male, in the linear macro-

history sense, but he actively conveys history through photography and writing. 

Regarding gender roles, Wen-qing does not represent male dominance observed 

throughout the film; rather, his disability de-masculinises his character and makes it more 

consistent with a gender-neutral unbiased presenter of history. 

Those who are usually excluded from history, such as the female, Kuan-mei and the 

disabled deaf-mute photographer, are used to express Hou’s opinion on the political 

changes in A City of Sadness. As Li Wen-ji says: “The narrators in the film are cleverly 

arranged by two politically-alienated people (a woman and one with deaf-mute 

disability)”.11 Their opinions about the turbulent times are shown in a mild and unique 

way (through the woman’s quotidian talk and the photographer’s family pictures), and 

                                                 
11 Lin Wen-ji, ‘Restoration, Motherland, February 28th Incident’, in Lin Wenji, Shen Xiao-yin, and Li 
Zhen-ya, Xi Lian Ren Sheng: Hou Hsiao-hsien dianying yanjiu [Drama, Love, Life: Hou Hsiao-hsien’s 
Film Studies], Taipei: Rye Field Publishing Company, 2000, pp. 163. 
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provide clearly effective mediums for narration. The presence of both Kuan-mei and 

Wen-qing in the film is meaningful as they help to depoliticise the film and disperse the 

political connotations that this film represents, rendering it less political and more human 

for the audience. 

Wen-qing is seen editing and developing his photographs several times throughout the 

film. As described previously, he is regarded as an unprejudiced observer of history. His 

transcription of history is as clear as his name suggests. Thus, Hou uses Wen-qing to 

convey what is observed by the Taiwanese people. Wen-qing documents what happened 

through photography, not in the form of linear history or circular history.  

1.2.2 The alienation of women on screen 

Women are alienated from history in Chinese culture. This idea is seen in many of Hou’s 

films as well as in those of other directors, such as Zhang Yimou. Women are never 

regarded in history, for their role in the society is dominated by stereotypes of weakness 

and passivity.  

The following is Mizou’s discussions about the problematic female role in A City of 

Sadness. In his chapter “Cannot Women Enter History? Discussion of Female Roles in A 

City of Sadness”, he suggests that:  

a very good example to illustrate the fact that women are alienated … comes from the 

promotion film poster, the lead actor, Tony Liang’s eyes look at the distance, as if 

looking into history, focusing on its development, caring about its end (destination). On 

the contrary, Xin Shufen (The one who plays Kuan-mei) lowers her head, as if being in 

her own world.12 

The promotional film poster elevates Wen-qing to a level of higher social standing, 

giving him more rights to participate in history than a “normal woman”. This image of 

alienation can be paralleled with that of Chen Kai-ge’s Yellow Earth (1984) video cover. 

In 1937, the west of China initiated a socialist revolution. But the other regions were still 

                                                 
12 Mizou, ‘Cannot Women Enter History? Discussion of Female Roles in A City of Sadness’, in Mizou and 
Liang Xin-hua, Death of the New Cinema, Taipei: Tonsan Books, 1991, pp. 138. 
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under the Nationalist control. The lead actress, Cui-qiao, is rebellious in nature and 

refuses her arranged marriage. On the contrary, she falls in love with a soldier in the 

army. In one of the scenes, Cui-qiao’s younger brother, and her beloved soldier, Gu-qing, 

are eating on the mountain. Both men are shot together in one scene, while Cui-qiao is 

shown alienated as she eats alone. This is one of the finest examples of the alienation of 

women on the screen. When Gu-qing wants to leave, Cui-qiao wants to go with him. He 

says he needs his officer’s permission and he promises her that he will come back. Later, 

Cui-qiao marries another man. In the end, Cui-qiao drowns in the Yellow River as a 

result of her devotion to joining the army, signifying that she disappears in the socialist 

revolution.13 The video cover best expresses the alienation of women in history. Cui-qiao 

seems to be self-absorbed. In the background, we can feel Cui-qiao lowering her head 

and begging her beloved soldier to take her to the army. The image implies if a woman 

wants to enter history, she needs a male’s permission and the answer is not always 

positive. 

Further evidence of the alienation of women can be seen in the scene of the final supper 

in A City of Sadness, where the women are busily preparing for dinner but do not eat 

dinner. The two women are arranging dishes with their backs turned towards the camera, 

and then they leave the table. These women are alienated from macro-history. They only 

enter micro-history, playing trivial roles and then leaving. This signifies their exclusion 

from history. Revisiting the question, “Can women enter history in Hou Hsia-hsien’s A 

City of Sadness?”, it seems then, symbolically, that women do “enter” micro-history but 

do not “enter” macro-history.  

This position is further supported when we see Kuan-mei standing and embracing her 

baby while Wen-qing and the others are forced to kneel down in front of the soldiers. 

Kuan-mei is alienated from macro-history, and thus does not suffer the same fate as the 

men. 

                                                 
13 Rey Chow, ‘Part 2-2: Guyuan Wusheng [Silent Is the Ancient Plain]’, in Yuanchu de Jiqing: Shijue, 
Xingyu, Minzuzhi, yu Zhongguo Dangdai Dianying [Primitive Passions: Visuality, Sexuality, Ethnography, 
and Contemporary Chinese Cinema], trans. Sun Shao-yi, New York: Columbia University Press, pp. 137-8. 
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In addition, women’s social position is also judged by the society of men. At the 

beginning of the film, Kuan-mei obtains a position as a nurse in a mineworker hospital, 

thanks to her father’s help. Later, her father is worried about Kuan-mei’s safety, so he 

does not allow her to work there anymore but insists she should “stay at home”. This 

implies that Kuan-mei has no choice to decide her social position in the patriarchal 

society. When Wen-qing shares his childhood story with Kuan-mei, a woman with heavy 

make-up and richly decorated traditional attire is singing Beijing opera on stage. 

Meanwhile, several school children (boys only) attempt to mock her. This shows that 

even when a woman has a public role on stage, she still received criticism from men at 

that time in history.  

It can be seen, then, that women are excluded and alienated from history. Women are 

merely used as mediums to portray Hou’s opinions, enabling him to avoid scrutiny from 

critics. In Chinese culture and cinema, women continue to be alienated from history even 

when they play pivotal roles in Chinese cinema.  

1.3 Multiple meanings of women under Hou’s lens: vilification of 
women and women’s fatal role 

Women are blamed for the misfortunes and destruction of men in Hou’s films. In A City 

of Sadness, from the beginning to end, Hou illustrates examples of the fatal destruction 

that results from women. This is an idea that is repeated throughout his films, as can also 

be seen in The Puppet Master. 

We see these meanings in the brothel scenes. Already vilified through prostitution, A-

chun discloses Monkey’s counterfeit money plans to another Shanghainese gangster, Jin-

quan, leading to his arrest and ultimate death. Women are vilified for their treachery and 

dishonesty. Furthermore, the women are merely prostitutes, existing only to satisfy men. 

As the film progresses, once again it is A-chun who causes the fatal destruction of Wen-

liang. Returning to the brothel, Wen-liang is entangled in an argument with A-chun. 

Wen-liang recognises A-chun and interrogates her about whether she has revealed 

Monkey’s business plan. She is terrified and changes her identity to A-man. Later, her 
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“honourable guest” Jin-quan convincingly says that she is “A-man” and wants to take her 

into a room to avoid the confrontation. That eventually sparks a brawl. This is the event 

which leads to Wen-liang’s insanity. Wen-liang is later arrested by the Nationalists who 

regard him as a Japanese collaborator. The Shanghainese gangsters are not willing to help 

him get released because of their misunderstandings. Once again women cause the fatal 

destruction of men. 

Mizou’s point of view here supports the above scene: “if women are not faithful, 

obedient, or silent in Hou’s film, if in other words they transgress the patriarchal order, 

then they become monstrous, much like the head of the Taiwan’s gangsters, A-jian”.14  

Kuan-mei narrates the siren legend to Wen-qing: “There is a siren sitting on the rock by 

the Rhine, combing her blond hair. The sailors are enchanted by her voice. Then, the boat 

runs into the rocks and capsises all the sailors”. It is clear that the accident occurred 

because of the enchanting temptress. Again, the fatal destruction of men results from 

women. 

Another example is observed when Wen-xiong blames the Lin family’s bad fortune on 

the feng shui of his mother’s grave. The misfortunes of the Lin family are laid on his 

mother’s grave. Even in death, women are vilified and blamed for family misfortune.  

As exemplified, Hou reiterates his idea of the fatal destruction of men through women 

throughout his film. This idea is also apparent in The Puppet Master. Li Tian-lu shares 

his family mystery: everyone who has ever lived with his grandmother dies early because 

she is a malignant influence on the family. In the article, “Hou Hsiao-hsien’s The Puppet 

Master: The Poetics of Landscape [Hou Hsiao-hsien de Jingse Shixue]”, Nick Browne 

mentions that: “in the beginning of the film, no matter if they are mother, step-mother, or 

wife, they are described negatively, or have negative effects on family education or 

individual affection”.15       

                                                 
14 Mizou, ‘Cannot Women Enter History? Discussion of Female Roles in A City of Sadness’, in Mizou and 
Liang Xin-hua, Death of the New Cinema, Taipei: Tonsan Books, 1991, pp. 139. 
15 Nick Browne, ‘Hou Hsiao-hsien de Jingse Shixue [Hou Hsiao-hsien’s The Puppet Master: The Poetics of 
Landscape]’, in Lin Wenji, Shen Xiaoyin, and Li Zhen-ya, Xi Lian Ren Sheng: Hou Hsiao-hsien dianying 
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Thus, women in Hou’s films are vilified. They all have negative impacts on men and 

family. Whether by coincidence or intention, Hou continues this biased theme throughout 

his films.  

1.4 The internalised stereotype of women 

Hou’s stereotype of woman is that she is physically weak, loyal to the family, dependent, 

faithful, and submissive to the husband. This can be seen throughout his trilogy A City of 

Sadness, The Puppet Master, and Good Men, Good Women.  

Women are usually silent in A City of Sadness. This is used to represent the idea that 

women are weak and submissive. Throughout the film, Kuan-mei’s sisters-in-law are 

always silent, Wen-xiong’s second wife is always silent, and even Kuan-mei is usually 

silent as an observer. But being silent does not mean they do not have anything to say. 

Apart from moments where Hou uses the female voice to dictate history, the women are 

usually silent. This silence supports Hou’s ideas. On the other hand, emotional Wen-

xiong swears all the time because he is dominant as the big brother in the family. He also 

represents the stereotypical Taiwanese straightforward character. In addition, because he 

is rich enough to have a new wife and a new family he has the right to dominate 

everything in the Lin family, while no one blames him for his infidelity and rudeness. As 

a result, we see the double standard of male and female values. The female’s value arises 

from being good, submissive, and tolerant. Women can never be a threat to men, or they 

are bad or monstrous, much like A-chun or A-jian in A City of Sadness. On the other 

hand, the male’s value stems from being strong, masculine, and rich. 

In A City of Sadness, women need to remain loyal to their husbands while men can have 

multiple partners. With the death of Wen-xiong, Wen-qing and Wen-sen, their wives do 

not remarry. This is an inherent stereotype in Chinese culture that Hou evokes. He 

continues this idea in Good men, Good Women and The Puppet Master. In Good men, 

Good Women, Liang Jing’s boyfriend, A-wei, has multiple partners. But Liang Jing still 

cannot forget about him after his death. In The Puppet Master, Li Tian-lu has an affair 

                                                                                                                                                 
yanjiu [Drama, Love, Life: Hou Hsiao-hsien’s Film Studies], trans. Tang Wei-min, Taipei: Rye Field 
Publishing Company, 2000, pp. 226. 
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with a prostitute. He is not ashamed to reveal this “scandal” but regards it as a nostalgic 

romance. As Rey Chow suggests in Primitive Passions: “based on Chinese family 

traditions, males can have multiple sexual partners while women must possess sexual 

fidelity and loyalty”.16 This internalised stereotype is preserved by Hou throughout his 

trilogy. 

Hou also suggests that women will assume the stereotypical housewife role of traditional 

Chinese custom. Kuan-mei resigns from her position at the hospital to become a 

housewife. Professor Liao Ping-hui explains the internalised female stereotype in terms 

of the female body and mentality: 

Female body or mentality will easily submerge to stereotype, as a result, to strengthen 

symbolic castration in the audience’s mind, meanwhile, its physical disability and 

descriptive inappropriateness draws the outline that women should recognise the 

internalised emptiness.17 

As seen in the film, the men are always working while the women submerge themselves 

to the stereotype. Hou believes that women are reliant, physically weak, and always think 

about their other half. As a reflection of this, women are represented as submissive and 

passive in A City of Sadness. There are three scenes worthy of discussion. When Wen-

qing visits Kuan-rong in the mountains to talk about their devotion to the Republic of 

China, namely Taiwan, we can see Kuan-rong’s wife standing in the distance. She waits 

silently for them to finish their conversation. Later, Kuan-rong sees her and introduces 

her to Wen-qing. She is still silent and wipes the table for them. This good wife image is 

very obedient and passive. When A-chun reencounters Wen-liang in the brothel in front 

of the sink, she asks if Wen-liang wants to use it first. That shows women’s submission to 

men is internalised in daily life. In the “Little Shanghai” Brothel, the prostitutes are 

                                                 
16 Rey Chow, ‘Part 2-2: Silent Is the Ancient Plain’, in Yuanchu de Jiqing: Shijue, Xingyu, Minzuzhi, yu 
Zhongguo Dangdai Dianying [Primitive Passions: Visuality, Sexuality, Ethnography, and Contemporary 
Chinese Cinema], trans. Sun Shao-yi, New York: Columbia University Press, pp. 137-8. 
17 Liao Ping-hui, ‘Female and Typhoon [Nüxing yu Taifeng]’, in Lin Wenji, Shen Xiao-yin, and Li Zhen-
ya , Xi Lian Ren Sheng: Hou Hsiao-hsien dianying yanjiu [Drama, Love, Life: Hou Hsiao-hsien’s Film 
Studies], Taipei: Rye Field Publishing Company, pp. 152-3. 
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scolded by the Shanghainese because their company interrupts the “business talk”. This 

shows women are excluded from men’s important interactions. 

Liao Ping-hui further says:          

Males have done a lot for females, and the government works hard for people’s brighter 

future; however, this ‘benevolence’ cannot be realised by children or women until one 

day, ‘truth’ is revealed. Maybe this kind of ‘self-reliant’ males are the political 

subconsciousness, which has not been discovered on film and TV?18                                                                    

Men have done a lot for women and government has done a lot for people, therefore 

women and ordinary people need to be obedient. This internalised stereotype is of women 

as dependent, just as people are dependent on the government. This suggests that women 

are submissive because they have no choice under Hou’s lens. This image of “self-

reliant” males shown on screen over and over again in Hou Hsiao-hsien’s films is very 

controversial. In A City of Sadness, Wen-qing works hard for his political ideals and for 

the family, but he sacrifices his life because of his arrest by the government. In The 

Puppet Master, Lin Tian-lu becomes a traitor to the Taiwanese people because he works 

for the Japanese government to improve the financial situation of his family. In A Time to 

Live, A Time to Die, Hou and his siblings do not realise his hard-working distant father 

has done a lot for them until after they read their father’s will. If “sacrifice is another kind 

of requirement”, the males in Hou’s films want good feedback from their spouse or the 

next generation, and this functions as a concealed political subconsciousness in Hou’s 

films. In other words, the government wants its people to realise and cherish its efforts, 

no matter what the situation is.  

Through the narrow slice of history shown in A City of Sadness, we are encouraged to 

feel that although the government is not as good as the people wish, the people still need 

to be obedient. Here, women represent the people while men represent the government. 

The men’s sacrifice for their family is synonymous with the government’s contribution to 

the country.  From Hou’s point of view, people should be submissive and obedient to the 

government because they are reliant on it. This is similar to the concept that women 
                                                 
18ibid. 
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should be submissive to men. This is why Hou portrays this internalised stereotype of 

Chinese women.  

In conclusion, to return to the question “can women really enter history?” we see that in 

Hou’s films, women have a voice in history but that does not mean they say what they 

want to say.  They are used by Hou to avoid criticism for his own opinions, and they are 

used to convey micro-history only.  Men are still observed to be the dominant power in 

Hou’s film since they convey the official macro-history. Furthermore, this is also 

observed through “the alienation of women” and “the vilification of women”. Women are 

alienated from macro-history and are vilified in Hou’s film. I consider, however, that this 

cannot be viewed in a completely negative way, since women are not portrayed as 

possessions of men, nor as decorative objects. What we should be concerned about is the 

danger of Hou’s “internalised stereotype of women” because Chinese people, including 

women, have become accustomed to these values. Hou’s A City of Sadness does turn over 

a new leaf, allowing “women” to speak. Even though this is a small role, with the 

progression of time, hopefully women can express themselves freely and one day play 

pivotal roles in history.    
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Abstract for Using the International Criminal Court as Venue for prosecuting all  

Forms of Discrimination against Women. 

 
In the twentieth century, the corpus of international law expanded unlike any 

other time before.  The creation of the United Nations, all of its treaties, and, the newly 

established International Criminal Court (ICC) are all examples this expansion.  As a 
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result, international law, particularly international criminal law, now plays a greater role 

in the lives of ordinary people.  This is particularly true of the International Criminal 

Court.  For, unlike any permanent international court before, the ICC gives legal standing 

to individuals.  This means, in effect, that individuals now have an international venue for 

redressing grievances against states and other international entities. 

This includes grievances concerning sexual crimes such a rape and female genital 

mutilation and grievances concerning discrimination on the basis of gender. However 

there are a few problems.  First, there is currently no philosophical justification for the 

International Criminal Court. Hence, the court is conceptually speaking, “not grounded”. 

A country could maneuver its way around the ICC by discrediting its verdict from a 

philosophical standpoint; the United States is a prime example.  Secondly the ICC, a 

permanent court, and has yet to be used to prosecute all forms of sexual violence. Rape 

has long been a problem in the world, despite the influential conventions such as the1949 

Geneva Conventions that regard it a crime against humanity. However with the creation 

of the International Criminal Court, rape is finally being prosecuted as a crime against 

humanity, but there is still no penalty for other sexual crimes such as female genital 

mutilation. Also there are many cases in contemporary news that accuse many people of 

power, including United Nations officials of committing sexual crimes. Finally there are 

cases of gender discrimination implicitly in the United States and explicitly in other parts 

of the world that the ICC ought to prosecute.  

In order to address all of these issues in my paper, I will first philosophically 

justify the International Criminal Court. Then the paper will outline some of the legal 

proceedings that have made rape illegal. Next, I will discuss the use of the International 
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Criminal Court as a means to prosecute female genital mutilation as crime against 

humanity. Finally, this paper will examine how discrimination against women can be 

adjudicated by the ICC using crimes that already have legal standing within the court.  
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Abstract 
 
In her 1983 collection of essays, In Search Of Our Mothers’ Gardens: Womanist Prose, Alice Walker identified 
“womanism” as “the black folk expression of mothers to their female children.” Although the term became a poetic 
synonym for black feminism, Walker was unsatisfied with the color distinction. Sharing in the old ethnic-American 
habit of offering society a new word when the old word fails to describe behavior and change, womanism, as Walker 
puts it, gives us a word of our own. Looking at womanist texts by Alice Walker and Zora Neale Hurston, this paper 
challenges the current contributions to womanism by critics like Loverlie King who suggest that sexuality by way of 
wholeness is a destination in the formation of black women’s identity. Also, this paper shows that turning womanism 
into a destination for black women’s identity is contradictory to the definition as well as patriarchal. Instead, I 
demonstrate that womanism is a process of liberation from patriarchy, proclamation of identity, and a balance to make 
liberation and proclamation part of the black female identity. 
Keywords: Womanism, Back Feminism, Patriarchy, Sexuality 
 
1. Introduction: Pre-liberation 
 
My attempt to reclaim black female identity through the literary texts of this essay started with my first African-
American Literature class. Learning the works of black women writers encouraged me to reflect on my identity as a 
black and as a woman. For me, this started with puberty. 

Tightly curled hair cradled between the legs of black women hides more than sensitive skin. These curly swirls of 
existence grow when black girl transforms into black woman. Each DNA-filled leaf is formed as part of the body’s 
coming of age ceremony. Pubic hair is accompanied by the spreading of hips, the awakening of milk pockets, and the 
forming of her stomach around her womb, shaping her body into its own design. 

Like most burgeoning women, when my body shaped itself into an hour glass, I had no idea what it meant. As curly, 
short patches of hair grew on my innocent vagina, I wondered why it came. I noted the tenderness of my breasts, the 
round shape of my hips, and the growing forest on my vagina, thinking nothing of the changes. Before I was able to 
conceptualize these physical changes, I learned that for others it meant I was becoming a woman. Their idea of being a 
woman was limited to their assumptions about the meaning of my physical changes. 

As my mother washed her face in the bathroom where I was taking a bath, she looked at my body and told me that 
“precious, precious, isn’t touched ‘til marriage.” Old enough to understand the metaphor of a “precious” vagina, 
immaturely I thought she was suggesting I not clean myself. After asking her if that is what she meant, she said 
“precious is for your husband.” Literally, according to my mother, this “precious” part of my body is not mine. In fact, 
when I was beginning to notice my vagina it became something other than me. And, since “precious” isn’t touched till 
marriage, it and I belong to my husband. 

Dividing me from my vagina initiated me into a system that determines my identity by dictating my sexuality. 
Intrinsically, I was born to give myself to someone else. Instead of my mother explaining the changes of my body and 
introducing me to my vagina, she cautioned me against ever thinking that my body was mine. This forbidden knowledge 
of se(f thwarts natures beautiful process of becoming a woman. Patriarchal tools of separation and ownership make 
black female sexuality a commodity owned by men, severing black female sexuality from the black female identity. 
Clearly, black female identity becomes the property of men by way of black female sexuality. This problem has plagued 
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and been addressed by many black women scholars; but, as I will show in this essay, we have not yet explored how the 
process of becoming a woman affects the black female identity. The novelists in this essay understand that we have not 
recognized how black female identity is stayed a commodity. And, a closer reading at their womanist characters will 
show that black female identity should be seen as a process and not property. 

Many novels by black women are dedicated to combating this patriarchal separation of sexuality from identity, but 
this aim has been misunderstood. Zora Neale Hurston and Alice Walker are known amongst black women literary 
scholars for criticizing the separation of sexuality from the black female identity. These writers and their critics know 
that when a black girl’s nipples are strong enough to greet the world on their own, her community deems her ready for 
sex and, thus, a new identity is determined. Black girls at the stage of physical transformation become either wife or 
whore. Transforming from black girl to black woman requires the actuality of sex. Her new identity as black woman is 
determined by with whom she has sex. “Woman” becomes a term used to define an adult female who has had sex with 
either her husband and is called wife, or other men, and is called whore. These two paradoxical categories determine 
black girl’s identity and simultaneously prescribe a lifestyle to facilitate that identity. 

What these categories do not allow for is a natural process of identity. A black girl is not allowed to be anything 
other than wife or whore because her natural physiology is interpreted and captured by her community before she is able 
to understand it. Currently, feminist scholarship such as Leslie McCall’s “Does Gender Fit? Bourdieu, Feminism, and 
Conceptions of Social Order” discusses gender stereotypes using the many categories for women including virgin and 
whore. However, I have chosen to use wife instead of “virgin” for this analysis because virginal implies a purity that I 
don’t think black women are allowed to begin with. As I plan to show in this essay, the process of becoming a woman 
begins when black girls are assigned an attachment to an identity. Both wife and whore require the action of sex, 
whereas virginal and whore are the identities that exist with and without sex. For black women, the idea of a virginal or 
non-sexual identity is impossible for two reasons: (1) from the moment of their birth, black women are seen as 
sexualized property intended for ownership; and (2) since slavery, black women have been deemed sexual and 
functional objects. This is to say that unlike white women, black women were mandated sexual roles as their identity 
with no other option. Present day is no different. For the purposes of this essay, becoming a woman for black girls 
requires that we examine what makes the categories of wife and whore for black women. I argue that from the moment 
of sexual awareness black girls are forced into predetermined patriarchal molds of identity that are contingent upon 
attachment to a husband or many men, with sex serving as the action that determines ownership. As stated earlier, a 
black girl is made to become either a wife or whore, “precious, precious” is meant for a husband. 

With the feminist movement reaching its third wave, often we forget that patriarchy is not a figure we are attacking. 
It is a system perpetuated by men and women like my mother and womanist critics of these novels. By analyzing Alice 
Walker’s The Color Purple and Zora Neale Hurston’s Their Eyes Were Watching God, I will show that sexuality is 
intrinsic to womanism, but it isn’t everything. Instead, I offer that womanism is a process of liberation from narrow 
identity binaries and a proclamation of accomplishments and mistakes. Also, the balancing of these two actions with the 
experiences of patriarchy puts womanism back to its intended purpose of fighting patriarchy and establishing a free 
model from black female identity. 

In short, the determining factor of whether or not a black girl is actually having sex and, therefore, needs to be 
identified as a black woman, rests on the opinions of her community. As a married woman, a black girl at the stage of 
physical transformation has the security of knowing she will not be identified as a whore. The fear for a black girl in 
being called a whore lies in being identified as unclean. Unlike the virginal, pure, category allotted to white women, 
black women are either married or unclean. Marriage acts as a purification rite to ensure a black girl being identified as 
a clean, black woman. As this essay argues, from the moment of their births, black girls are destined for sexual property. 
There is no virginal category because black girls are cleansed, purified through marriage. It is as if black girls have no 
identity before they have sex. In fact, they are identified as women, wives, and whores through sex. Ironically, the men 
she could possibly be sleeping with are the ones who will crown her wife or brand her whore. 

Identity as either wife or whore is a destination for black girls becoming black women, showing marriage as an 
achievement and anything else a failure. The idea of a clean, married woman is seen as an accomplishment because it 
signals to the community that black girl has made herself a woman by belonging to someone. Teaching black girls to be 
proud of belonging to men is how the black community manipulates women into the system of patriarchy. Also, it 
teaches black girls that being owned is the purpose of their sexuality and their identity. As the oppressed during slavery, 
the black community has continued this oppression on black women. Marriage as an accomplishment forces black 
female identity into a patriarchal mold as property via their sexuality. If black girls are never married, then their 
sexuality is questioned. Immediately, the possibility of being called a “whore” is paralleled with not being good enough 
to be a wife. Since each of these patriarchal identities―wife, whore, and unworthy―are established when black girls 
are thought to be sexually mature, it is the interpretation of their sexuality that interrupts the natural process of their 
identity. 
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The contribution of black women scholars to dismantling patriarchal acquisition of the black woman’s identity is 
called womanism. In Alice Walker’s 1983 essay collection, In Search Of Our Mother’s Gardens, she identified black 
women’s participation in the system of patriarchy by explaining that “the black folk expression of mothers to their 
female children,[as] ‘You acting womanish,’ i.e. like a woman. Usually referring to outrageous, audacious, courageous 
or willful behavior...” (xi). Showing womanism―a poetic synonym for Black feminist―to have derogatory roots in the 
black community, Walker is showing the system of patriarchy, not men, as the real culprit in dictating black female 
identity. Walker’s definition of womanism reads as follows: 

 
A woman who loves other women, sexually and/or non-sexually. Appreciates and prefers women’s culture, 
women’s emotional flexibility ( values tears as a natural counterbalance of laughter), and women’s strength. 
Sometimes loves men sexually and/or non sexually. Committed to the survival and wholeness of entire people, 
male and female. Not A separatist except periodically, for health. Traditionally universalist... Loves music. 
Loves dance. Loves the moon. Loves the Spirit. Loves love and food and roundness. Loves struggle. Loves the 
Folk. Loves herself. Regardless ( xi-xii). 
 
Womanism, unlike feminism, incorporates the black community’s participation in 

patriarchy while simultaneously excludes color as a necessary component to understanding the feminist goal to end 
patriarchy. This is essential for ail women struggling to establish their own identities within patriarchal communities. 
Instead of allowing “womanish” behavior to determine the definition of “black woman,” Walker adds that she 
“dislike[s] having to add a color in order to become visible... Womanism [instead of black feminist] gives us a word of 
our own” (xi). The “us” Walker mentions is any “feminist of color” or woman who lives in a community that defines 
women by categories according to their sexuality. 

Using “womanism” as a synonym for black feminist creates a tension filled dichotomy between womanism and 
feminism. Although womanism is a way for black women to understand the connection between race and gender in 
patriarchal communities, simultaneously womanism reinforces the problem of division among women. Juxtaposing the 
two movements is the product of patriarchy. Separating womanist from feminist and still from black feminist puts the 
black woman’s identity into an exclusionary category that exists within the system of patriarchy. Walker has chosen to 
broaden the definition of feminism by not accepting limits on black female identity. In contrast, some scholars place 
them in contradiction. Additionally, Walker has taken the cultural definition of “womanish” behavior as well as the 
standard definition of “womanist” as black feminist and created an alternative that defies patriarchal categories. This 
essay identifies the problem with patriarchy through an alternative, womanist lens and shows these problems with black 
female identity to be the binary that is intrinsic to patriarchy. 

The difference between black women and white women in the system of patriarchy is determined by the use of their 
sexuality. When a white woman pulls back the lips of her vagina, exposes her clitoris to the sides of her fingers, she is 
opening her sexuality to stimulation and taboo. When a black woman pulls back the lips of her vagina, exposes her 
clitoris to the sides of her fingers, she is opening her sexuality to perdition. She is tickling her culture’s definition of 
spirituality and sexuality for the sake of her own pleasure. Experiencing such paradise without a husband is 
blasphemous to the black community because it shows that she is defying the patriarchal “god” who says masturbation 
is wrong, knows that her “own” hands can freely touch her body for with pleasure serving as her only purpose, and 
other women can share in this together. This act of cultural defiance is simultaneously an act of liberation. 

Womanism allows women to love without restriction. Adding to Walker’s earlier definition of womanism, a 
womanist “... Loves music. Loves dance. Loves the moon. Loves the Spirit. Loves love and food and roundness. Loves 
struggle. Loves the Folk. Loves herself. Regardless” (Walker). Shug and Celie in Walker’s Color Purple are examples 
of black women liberating each other so that they are able to love without restriction. 

Some of the most important novels by black women deal with the separation of black women from their sexuality; 
but they, too, have been misread in the name of womanism. Janie, in Zora Neale Hurston’s Their Eyes Were Watching 
God, is forced into marriage when her grandmother feels she has become a woman because she kissed a boy. The idea 
that Janie’s sexuality needs to be tamed by marriage, so that she can properly become a woman, is not only for 
characters in this novel. Celie, from Alice Walker’s The Color Purple is sexually abused by her step-father and sold into 
marriage under the belief that she has become a woman because she had sex. The process of becoming a woman in both 
of these novels is set specifically around their sexuality. Each of these novels begs readers to understand that in order to 
become a woman, black girls are forced to equate sexuality with marriage. Their first experiences with their sexuality 
are interrupted and, in Celie’s case, initiated, by outside influences. Automatically, a black girl’s identity becomes a 
category, wife, so that both Janie and Celie can be considered women. 

Critics of these novels suggest that the sexuality of black women is a destination necessary for identity as a woman. 
Unknowingly, they aid patriarchy and deepen the division between black women and their identity by making sexuality 
an identity. For these characters, identity lies in their sexuality being tied to marriage. 
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2. Womanism Was Meant to Eliminate These Limits 
 
Critics of these novels also create “wholeness” as a destination for womanism in determining black female identity. 
This goal orientated achievement process resembles patriarchal rationale because, once again, it confines black female 
identity to what womanist critics define as “whole.” As you will see, “wholeness” is simply the beginning of the 
identity process called womanism. In fact, “wholeness” is really liberation from the tyrannical holds of patriarchy that 
shackled Celie with silence and forced Janie to cover her hair. By recapturing the problems of patriarchy represented in 
these novels we can see how critics have misread their model of completion. If there is a goal at all for these novels, it is 
womanism reuniting black women with what is precious to them by recognizing that identity is a process that changes 
for everyone. 

Making womanism an alternative to feminism is meant to give black women a sense of identity that incorporates 
culture and experience. However, critics of these novels separate sexuality and identity when both are coupled in black 
culture. This is the biggest problem with womanist literary theory not living up to its ideals. Telling black women to 
claim their identity by claiming their sexuality separates the individual from the community. Critics are going against 
these novelists’ intentions. For example, Stacie Hankins, author of “From monotheism to pantheism: Liberation from 
patriarchy in Alice Walker’s The Color Purple,” suggests that Walker’s character Celie is a model for pantheistic 
spirituality because she is connected to other people. However, Hankins doesn’t mention that Celie’s sexuality is what 
has separated and eventually connects her to other people. Unlike what Hankins suggests, that Walker’s novel is 
showing womanist spirituality as pantheist, I hope to show that Walker is displaying the spirituality of womanism as 
part of the black woman’s sexual identity. I plan to demonstrate that division is what these womanist novels work to end 
by demonstrating that identity is not a destination, but an ongoing process that differs for everyone. It is these critics’ 
separation of sexuality from black women that limits black female identity and makes womanism party to patriarchy. 

Liberation, proclamation, and balance aid womanism in working against patriarchy by establishing a progressive 
identity for black women that incorporates culture, community, sexuality, and other women. Liberation from binary 
identities formed during adolescence shows that the effects of patriarchy do not have to hinder a black woman’s 
progress of self-identification. It also shows that patriarchy interrupts the formation of black female identity before 
black girls are able to conceive of their own individual identification. Once that recognition and freedom are 
established, proclaiming acceptance and choices is the next step. I mean this to say that once black women are liberated 
from the restrictions of the black community, telling others about their mistakes and accomplishments helps the 
community of black women to recognize their own individual identity processes. In their novels, Walker and Hurston 
show us that liberation and proclamation are true meanings of womanism; and if their characters are read from this lens, 
they can demonstrate an identity model that will help black women to become unashamed of their patriarchal 
experiences, proud of their sexuality, and free to enjoy their ever changing identities. 
 
3. Liberation from Their Ending 
 
Becoming a woman in Their Eyes Were Watching God and The Color Purple is unfortunately analyzed by critics in 
terms of binary relationships between black women characters. Instead, these novels should be read by looking at the 
progress of the individual women characters. In “African American Womanism: From Zora Neale Hurston to Alice 
Walker,” Lovalerie King writes that “Celie must develop the womanist attitude, which Shug and Sofia already possess 
when she first encounters them, in order to undergo successfully the womanist process of transformation” (King 237). 
At the outset, Shug and Sofia appear to have the womanist strength mentioned in Walker’s definition as King suggests. 
But, like Celie, as their characters progress, both need to be liberated from patriarchy. Walker introduces Sofia as being 
the kind of woman who cannot be physically hurt by anyone, including her husband. Her physical strength is seen as 
power which keeps her fighting against brutality and oppression. Sofia says “all my life I had to fight I never thought 
I’d have to fight in my own home,” then she blackens Harpo’s eyes for trying to beat her. Sophia cares for the children 
and she will “do what she want” disregarding her husband’s orders (63). She is strong enough to fight him and, 
therefore, does not fear him. 

Yet, by the end of the novel, Sofia’s physical strength is her weakness. Sofia becomes the victim to an even strong 
oppressor, white America, and becomes docile and less physical. She is a model for womanism because she, too, is 
forced to become something other than her fiery self in prison. Sofia’s powerful, womanist character is liberated from 
jail, a physical slavery, and returns back to her family without the same strength. Critics don’t carefully look at her 
character’s progression in the novel and, therefore, are not able to see how womanism begins with liberation and not 
power. Looking at her progression in the novel, we see that Sofia is not exempt from patriarchy because she is 
physically strong. Rather, Sofia’s character shows that becoming a woman requires liberation from oppressive violence 
that stems from her husband wanting to be stronger and more powerful. 
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The power of patriarchy is what fuels the very system and keeps these characters, as well as critics of the novel, 
from seeing womanism as a process beginning with liberation. King suggesting that Celie develop Sofia’s womanist 
attitude is partly correct because it suggests that Celie liberate herself from Mr.’s oppression. This tells readers that in 
order for her to be a womanist like Sofia, she needs to be free from thinking that a wife should be obedient. However, it 
neglects that Celie thinks of beatings as a way to get obedience for everyone. Celie tells Harpo to beat Sofia in order to 
make her obedient. Celie regrets telling Harpo to beat Sophia and learns that it is wrong to get hit when Sofia tells her 
that she is not going to fight in her house. However, after telling Harpo to beat her, Celie feels like she sinned against 
Sophia’s spirit ( 39). Celie’s month-long insomnia and sinful feelings show that her character cannot think of beatings 
as punishment for anyone. This is how black women propel the system of patriarchy into the identities of other women. 
Upon her return home, Sophia takes on the caretaker position for Harpo and his family without the constant power 
struggle of their earlier relationship. This role is similar to Celie’s when she was living with Mr., minus the beatings. 
Sophia is taking care of Harpo’s other child just like Celie took care of Harpo. What these two characters do show is 
women’s ability to help and hurt each other. Their relationship shows that womanism is not solely a position of power 
or strength to fight back. It begins with a process of liberation from oppression and power. Being able to fight back isn’t 
what makes you a model for womanism. But, liberating oneself from participating in oppression, like Celie to Sophia, 
shows that womanism in The Color Purple is marked by progress not power. Liberation invokes freedom from 
patriarchal teachings such as power while also signaling a rebirth of an identity that already exists. More specifically, 
Celie is liberated from her participation in power as a tool of patriarchy when she becomes conscious of oppression and 
power in Sophia’s marriage. 

As mentioned earlier, critics use Shug as another of the novels entering womanists. Shug, like Sofia with her 
physical power, enters the novel with another kind of patriarchal power. Shug possesses sexual power, a variation of 
physical strength. Critics misconstrue her sexual power as being the reason Celie needs to “develop Shug’s womanist 
attitude.” Because Shug isn’t beat by Albert, lives everywhere she wants, travels with different men, and is comfortable 
with her body, she is seen as the novels example of womanism. Like Sofia, Shug changes in the novel. She goes from 
free loving and free spirited to dependant upon Celie’s steadfast love. When Shug enters the novel, “she look like she 
ain’t long for this world but dressed well for the next” (45). We can assume that she came to Mr.’s house the way she 
had been living, worn and tired, made weary by giving love and missing receiving love in return. While in Celie’s care, 
she “felt just right” (53). Critics overlook Celie and Shug’s initial interactions when reflecting on their relationship. 
Celie as the central character, and the one most obviously in need, appears to be the only one that needs help. It is when 
she does what she knows best, how to love and not accept anything in return, that she is able to heal the sickened Shug. 
Although Shug initiated Celie’s command of her sexuality, it first took Celie making Shug comfortable for this to 
happen. This shows that Shug did not come to the novel as the complete womanist. Instead, she came to the novel 
broken and missing the ability to “love love.” Critics have focused on Shug as the novel’s womainst when, in fact, both 
of these characters are at liberating themselves from their respective bouts with patriarchy. And, they need each other to 
do it. This shows that The Color Purple has no complete womanist. Shug and Sofia have physical strength; but they, 
like Celie, need other women to progress. Both Shug and Sofia undergo the process of becoming women by first being 
liberated from oppression and allowing themselves to “love love” together. 

Sofia, Shug, and Celie go through individual processes in the book for becoming their own women. Without 
analyzing their processes, we limit becoming a woman to how they entered the novel. In turn, womanism as a model for 
black women’s identity becomes a destination instead of a process. 

This is what King calls transformation as black women elevating themselves from their roles as silent, god-fearing 
wives and becoming sexually confident and independent. King describes this process as being “less a means for judging 
the value of black women’s art than it is a framework for imaging the black female subject in the process of achieving 
wholeness” ( King 233). Womanism as a process of wholeness incorporates Walker’s idea that a womanist is 
“committed to the survival and wholeness of entire people, male and female” (Walker xi). Ellen Barker believes that 
“through her characterization of Celie..., Walker traces the path of wellness cultivating in the “survival whole” of the 
black community.” Celie survives the sexual and physical abuse of her stepfather and husband to live free of male 
domination. Believing that Celie’s wellness journey begins when she is transformed into her unmarried, home-owning 
self, neglects that she was a woman before she took her independence away from Albert. To believe that her life before 
Shug did not matter neglects her letter writing to God as an attempt to have a relationship outside of the one with her 
husband. Celie was taught Christianity by her community, but it was her devotion to being a “good Christian girl” that 
allowed her to heal Shug. The children she had with her stepfather, the ones she spent the rest of her life praying to find, 
were created inside the system of patriarchy. The very purpose for Celie to hold on to her life is so that she can be 
reunited with her family. All three of Celie’s remaining biological family members were a part of her life before what 
critics call her “transformation.” Celie is an example of liberation because she is holding on to the people who her 
patriarchal identity has allowed in her life. With the exception of her sister, Celie’s children come from the forced sex 
acts of her step-father. Since her character considers them part of her identity, regardless of how she got them, critics 
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must recognize the importance in her hope to find her children. I suggest here that liberation is a process which awakens 
an already existing identity that is burdened by patriarchy, as seen with Celie, blessed with children or the hope to have 
some form of an existing identity. 

Critics have measured Celie’s transformation into wholeness by their whole interpretation of Shug. This is 
problematic when Shug is disassembled throughout the novel and Celie is reassembled. King and Ellen’s interpretations 
are representative of the current wholeness definition among womanist scholars. This leads me to believe that Celie’s 
wholeness as a black woman is measured by Shug’s wholeness. First, this creates a disparity between Shug and Celie 
that produces a hierarchy among the women. Hierarchy goes against the “is not a separatist...loves the folk…appreciates 
women’s flexibility” definition of womanism (Walker). Recalling Walker’s definition of a womanist as “committed to 
the survival and wholeness of entire people,” Shug remained committed to her love of self without regard for her 
children, her family, or her community. Without Celie, Shug would have remained like “she ain’t long for this world.” 

Comparing who Celie is as a woman to Shug is an unnecessary division between women who learn to love, love 
together. At first glance, the difference between Celie and Shug looks like one strong liberated woman helping another 
to find her clitoris. Instead, the disparity is caused by critics who draw Shug as a womanist because she has already 
attained sexual freedom. Placing Shug at the apex of this sexual hierarchy is more phallocentric than it is womanist 
because it discounts that the womanism advocated in this novel is about sharing as well as sexual intimacy, “lov[ing] 
women sexually and/or non-sexually.” Celie and Shug both fall into this category when they “run off into the room like 
two prankish little girls” (78). Celie loving Shug for being a woman who listens to no one and Sbug loving Celie for 
“working on her like mamma…or maybe grandma used to do” (83). 

Viewing Shug as Celie’s transformer because she tells her to look at her vagina focuses more on Celie’s individual 
identification of her sexuality than the experiences that kept her from knowing her vagina. This is to say that Celie’s 
process of woman ism didn’t begin with Shug pointing to Celie’s vagina. It began with all the experiences that made 
Celie scared to do anything other than what she was told. Shug told Celie that she was “to scared to look at [her] own 
pussy” (78). Similarly, Mr. told Celie that she was “too scared to open [her]mouth to people” (208). Both of them told 
Celie that she was “too scared” to “open” and to “look” at herself, because she had been taught fear. Her step-father 
raped and gave her away. Mr. beat and raped Celie. All of these actions predate her interactions with Shug and are the 
reasons she is “too scared” to look at her vagina, a trope of her identity. 

Putting herself into motion to leave Mr. and look at her vagina are Celie’s acts of liberation that allow her process of 
womanism to progress. Her self-awareness via her sexuality continues after she sees her vagina which eventually gives 
her the courage to leave Mr. Celie creates her own identity when she liberates herself from believing she is nothing, 
starts living on her own, masturbates and makes love to Shug, and sees herself as her own woman, not Mr.’s or Shug’s. 

When Celie told Shug that her vagina was hers, she took back her sexuality in the presence of another woman. This 
is Walker’s way of showing the womanist commitment to shared experiences, loving women, and women’s culture that 
is evident in liberation as a process of womanism. Sharing in her liberation, Shug is Walker’s way of showing that part 
of loving women’s culture is in connecting with each other even when you are at your most vulnerable. Shug’s 
comment about Celie being too scared to see her own pussy could have sent her running in the opposite direction. After 
all, she did not kindly tell her what was between her legs. She did to her what Mr. did to her and that was to put her 
down before Celie was able to life herself back up. But, we as womanist readers of the novel can interpret that Walker 
purposely wants her shared relationship with Shug to be unrestricted by our unnatural phallocentric tendency to see 
Shug as being the more dominating, more womanist, or more liberated of the two. 

What the critics call wholeness is Celie’s sexual freedom and her rejection of marriage as her only goal in life, a 
goal defined by patriarchy. However, the moment that Celie declares to Shug her clitoris is hers, Walker is showing us 
that she wants Celie to be something more than whole. Shug asked Celie if “[her vagina] is prettier than you thought, 
ain’t it?” She is trying to get Celie to see herself as pretty by seeing her vagina. This limits Celie’s identity to what Shug 
wants it to be just like critics have limited this scene by stopping it at wholeness. When Celie does see her vagina, she 
makes a declaration that “it’s mine” (78). It is in this moment that Celie transcends what critics call wholeness, liberates 
herself from the patriarchal hold that kept her from her sexuality, and begins the next step in the process of womanism, 
proclamation. Wholeness does not mark the conclusion of an identity. It is part of the womanism process. 

Her declaration says to her stepfather, Mr., and Shug that her “pussy” is hers. Shug can tell her where to look. But it 
is what Celie sees herself that is liberating. In seeing “it” herself, and declaring “it” hers, Celie is liberated and able to 
tell Shug and Albert who she is. Walker notes this change in Celie’s identity process by changing her husband’s name. 
Under his rule, she respectfully called him Mr. Once she was liberated and proclaimed her identity through her vagina, 
he became Albert, no longer a superior. This name change signals that Mr. has lost power over Celie. When she calls 
him by his first name she is telling readers that she is proclaiming herself his equal and not a subordinate. In short, 
Walker is showing the process of woman ism through Celie to be ever changing and progressive. 

Contrary to binary identities such as the Shug/Celie or Sofia/Shug relationship, Walker defines womanism as a 
process of bringing women together through a shared camaraderie of love that established when black women are 
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liberated from binaries and ready to proclaim their identity via love, the only necessary component of womanism. As 
seen with the intimacy between Celie and Shug, black women have found solace in the same place where they found 
scrutiny: i.e. each other. 
 
4. Proclamation of Liberty 
 
Janie in Hurston’s Their Eyes Watching God exemplifies how liberation from binary comparisons through love leads to 
proclamation of identity. Proclamation in the process of womanism is told through Janie’s recount of her life story to 
her friend Phoebe. As seen with Janie, sexuality, not love, is equated with marriage in the black community and because 
of this connection, relationships like the one shared between Shug and Celie are treated as unnatural and hedonistic 
instead of holy. Although Christianity teaches against homosexuality, it does not teach against loveless commitments. 
Instead, marriage―an eternal commitment to man―is placed above the experiences of love. This makes the identity of 
wife necessary when the black community feels that black girls are acting “womanish.” 

Proclamation in womanism is the outward pronunciation of the internal liberation from patriarchy that places 
marriage in contrast to black women’s expressions oflove. As seen with Janie, marriage and love exist in a dichotomy 
that conflicts with the formation of black female identity. Hurston’s Janie is forced into marriage because her 
grandmother thinks Janie has become a woman by kissing Johnny Taylor at her gate-post. Hurston says that Janie’s 
“conscious life had commenced at Nanny’s gate” (p.l 0). At Nanny’s gate, Janie becomes a wife while simultaneously 
understands that love has nothing to do with marriage. Nanny makes Janie marry Logan because he has property and 
money enough to take care of her. Marriage for Nanny is about propriety not love. Janie, who is 16-year old, is “waiting 
for the world to be made” (p.ll). Janie is becoming conscious of the world around her and this includes her sexuality. 
She doesn’t want to marry without love, yet she doesn’t know what love or marriage means. However, Janie does know 
that marriage to Logan is going to give her protection not the feeling that she got laying under the pear tree. Before 
Janie was given the chance to form her own identity she made Logan’s wife and unable to spend time exploring herself 
and the world around her. This scene shows Janie’s womanism beginning with the kiss that got interrupted by marriage. 
Hurston is telling readers that identity as wife is necessary for black women because, like Nanny said, it is for their 
protection. Janie is proclaiming her experiences in patriarchy as part of her identity in telling this story to Phoebe. 

In recounting her life to Phoebe, Janie expresses that she does not care about what the townspeople think of her. She 
has not only been liberated from the patriarchy of their Eatonville community, she also has learned that her life is what 
she has made it: 

 
It’s us known fact, Phoebe, you got tuh go there tuh know there. Yo’ papa and yo’ mama and nobody else can’t 
tell yuh and show yuh. Two things everybody’s got tu do fuh theyselves. They got tuh go tuh God, and they got 
tuh find out about livin’ fuh theyselves. (192). 

 
The preceding excerpt shows Janie teaching Phoebe a lesson of liberation by showing that “you got tuh find out about 
livin’ fuh” yourself. Telling Phoebe that no one can teach the lessons Janie has learned also tells Phoebe not to listen to 
what she has been taught. Her “papa and mama and nobody else” can tell her about her own life. In “Mules and 
Women: Sex and Gender,” about Their Eyes Were Watching God, Eva Rosenberg writes that “In her fight against 
sexism Janie is without support from other women. Conversely, we never find Janie siding with another female 
character in her pursuit of a self-determined life” (Rosenberg 61). 

I would argue that we never see Janie siding with another female character because all the others rested in confines 
of marriage allowing patriarchy to dictate their identities. Also, it is difficult to say that Janie fought against sexism 
when she lived continuously with sexist men. Janie did not “fight” at all; she lived according to all the identities 
prescribed to her and allowed life to teach her the lessons she is now teaching Phoebe. In telling Phoebe her life story, 
including her lessons from marriage, Janie is proclaiming herself liberated. 

Telling Phoebe that she has “gon there” and now “knows there” shows that her experiences with sexism, binaries, 
and expectations of marriage as her only identity is enabling her to proclaim her liberation from her prescribed roles. 
Her speech to Phoebe acts as a proclamation of acceptance, accepting that although she has been liberated from her own 
binary identity not all women are. However, sharing her experience with Phoebe allows Janie to become the womanist 
character who gives support to another woman still not liberated from patriarchy. This is where Hurston makes the 
process of womanism necessary for other black women. She uses Janie to show that if there is one woman who liberated 
from patriarchy and proclaims herself her own woman, then she will share her experiences with other women, who like 
Phoebe, will go home and tell their husbands to “tak [them] fishin’” (p.192). 
 
5. Conclusion: Balancing Liberation and Proclamation 
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Each of these novels shows balancing proclamation and liberation as being the ongoing phase for their characters’ 
identities. Celie is reunited with her family and befriends Albert. Janie is without a husband like she began in the novel. 
However, all of the characters have evolved without forming one stagnant identity. This is because womanism as a 
process of becoming a woman cannot stay the same. Liberating oneself from patriarchy, proclaiming that liberation and 
learning to “love love,” is a life long Journey. 

Although these characters have transformed in the novel, it is important to note that they have not done so alone. 
Liberation from marriage, brutality, and fear cannot change a woman’s identity until she proclaims herself free. Once 
her proclamation has been made to other women and her oppressors, she can mold herself into the womanist model she 
chooses. Loving all things including patriarchal experience is how Celie can befriend Albert. Loving love, life, and 
herself is how Janie can teach Phoebe to liberate herself while not caring what other women think of her. 

Womanism through this lens of progress, love, and constant transformation will let black women put down The 
Color Purple and Their Eyes Were Watching God and think back to their gate-post or bathtub, the place where their 
own identity formation was interrupted. Then, they can identify who participated in the taming of their sexuality and 
construction of their identity in order to know what specifically from what they need liberation. Hopefully, this will 
liberate black women who identify themselves within the confines of patriarchy and allow them to proclaim their own 
identities in progress. 
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Pushing the envelope further – putting an advanced Japanese course on-line via 
video-conferencing 
Norio Ota 
York University 
 
This is the report on a pilot project, offering an advanced Japanese language course on-
line for students at St. Mary’s University, Halifax.   
 
Why distance education now? 

 
The general framework for distance education can be found in Open & Distance Learning 
(ODL).  Commonwealth of Learning sums it up as follows. 

 
 Open learning describes policies and practices that permit entry to learning with 

no barriers or minimal barriers of age, gender or time while recognising prior 
learning. Distance education is the delivery of learning or training to learners who 
are separated, mostly by time and space, from those who are teaching and training. 
Conceptually distinct, yet complementary, these two phenomena come together in 
the term open and distance learning (ODL).  
 ODL can be integrated with traditional approaches to education to create flexible 

learning, but can also operate independently. Online learning, eLearning and 
virtual education emerged as new terms in recent years. At first they assumed that 
learners were connected to computers but now they refer more generally to ODL 
that uses various media and information and communications technologies (ICTs). 
 ODL is capable of reaching marginalised and under-represented groups; whether 

their barriers to education are social, political or geographical. ODL can be 
conducted at scale with consistency. It becomes possible to widen access to 
education and raise its quality at the same time. This explains the powerful 
potential of ODL for the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals 
(MDGs) 
 Achieving the MDGs will require a massive expansion of human learning. 

Traditional methods of education and training cannot address the scope and scale 
of the task. Technology has already revolutionised other areas of human life and 
the world must now harness it to learning and teaching. 

 
                      [Commonwealth of Learning http://www.col.org/colweb/site/pid/2904] 

 
In Canada the opportunities of learning Japanese are quite limited geographically in terms 
of accessibility and choice. It is often the case that even in universities where a Japanese 
program is offered, advanced level or higher courses are not available mainly due to lack 
of financial support and a small number of learners. This paper is the first report on an 
on-line advanced level Japanese course via video-conferencing in an attempt to overcome 
geographical and temporal limitations.   
 
Rationale 
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It is possible to summarize the rational for developing distance education courses in the 
following way. 
 

• Boundary between legacy and distance classes is disappearing as TEL becomes 
dominant. 

• Autonomous learner – learner-centred approach in legacy mode is conducive to 
distance learning as well. 

• Videoconferencing makes class interactive and communicative. 
• Distance education mode has its own strengths. 
• Distance education can enhance both instructor and student to sharpen teaching 

and leaning skills and strategies – collaborative and communicative.   
 
Course and Format 
 
The course used for this pilot project is AS/JP3000 6.0 Advanced Modern Standard 
Japanese:  a joint class between students at York University and St. Mary’s University 
via videoconferencing facilities. Due to the one-hour time difference between Toronto 
and Halifax, the class schedule was set as follows.  
 
Tuesday & Thursday:    
  9:30 – 11:30 (York) 
10:30 – 12:30 (St. Mary’s) 
E-Office Hours: T/W 
 
Web: http://kusu.arts.yorku.ca/japanese/jp3000.html 
 
The course format consists of the following.   
 
Distance education  

• video-conferencing [seminar: twice a week, two hours each,  24 sessions] 
• web-based course materials: interactive reading materials and other reference 

materials 
• individualized video-conference sessions, using Polycom video-conferencing 

system with students for consultation during electronic office hours (E-Office 
Hours) 

• Partial on-line testing based on Moodle 
• a part-time assistant to help students with oral/aural activities and testing (at St. 

Mary’s) 
• a part-time administrative and teaching assistant to assist the main instructor 

(Norio Ota) with correspondence, course administration, individualized 
instructions and overall operations (at York). 

• Site visits by the Course Director to St. Mary’s University, and the Professor in 
charge at St. Mary’s to York University in order to enhance hands-on cooperation. 

• chat service  
• listserv 
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Faculty/Staff and Facilities 
 
The original plan for the faculty and staff: 

 
York University 

 Course Director and Project Coordinator 
 VC Consultant 
 A part-time administrative and teaching assistant (not available) 
 On-line testing consultant 

St. Mary’s University 
 Coordinator 
 VC Consultant  
 A part-time teaching assistant 

 
The facilities on both sites: 

 
York University 

 Steadman Lecture Hall 120E (SLH120E) equipped with video-
conferencing and video-streaming facilities 
 Multimedia Language Centre (MLC) for on-line tests 
 Polycom video-conferencing unit (DLLL) for individualized instruction 
 BizTablet with JustWrite for correcting assignments  

 
St. Mary’s University 

 Polycom video-conferencing system, classroom 
 People+Content IP (presentation from a local site) 

 
Servers (York) 

 Kusu web server  
 Tsuge web and mail servers 
 Udo Moodle server 
 MediaSite Live server (video-streaming) 

 
Instructional materials 
 
The on-line interactive instructional materials have been developed for AS/JP3000 6.0, 
which can be utilized for learners at a distant site.   
 

• Interactive and self-study reading materials 
• Content-based texts 
• Grammar and exercises 
• Resource materials from other sources 
• Templates for writing 
• PowerPoint presentations for mini-lectures 
• Interactive manuscript paper 
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Class management 
One of the challenges for both the instructor and the students was limited mobility due to 
the camera settings in a studio environment. The studio setting was modified several 
times to improve this aspect. More camera pre-set spots were added later. Seating was 
changed according to different types of activities. Another challenge was limited 
interactivity among students. More participatory activities such as interviews and debate 
were incorporated. Students were constantly encouraged to express themselves. Cross-
cultural understanding was enhanced among students.  
 
Activities 
 
Both in-class and out-class activities were set as follows. 
  

In-class 
 Text reading and Q & A 
 Discussion 
 Movie viewing and discussion 
 Interview 
 Debate 
 Summarization 
 Web presentation 
 Mini-lectures 
 Weekly quizzes 

 
Out-class 

 Essay assignments 
 Book reading 
 Internet search 
 Movie viewing 
 Preparing for group conversation assignments  
 Extra-curricular activities such as JLPT and speech contest 

 
Video-conferencing with streaming 
 
In order for students to review the class, each class was video-streamed with 
MediaSiteLive.  The use of video-conferencing has strengths and shortcomings. 
 

Pros 
 Real-time 
 Face to face 
 Ease of control 
 Virtual community 
 Supervise distance sites 
 Free and reliable connection 
 Accessibility (from an Internet café in Japan) 
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Cons 
 Artificial environment 
 Hard to have real communication  
 Operational cost 
 Two dimensional  
 Need an operator 
 High cost of equipment  

 
On-line testing with Moodle 
 
Due to the nature of distance education Moodle was chosen to develop on-line tests.   

 
Pros 

 Non-essay types questions work fine 
 Can be administered even overseas 
 Sound and video clips for listening comprehension  
 Can track progress 
 Possible elimination of marking 

 
Cons 

 Limited correcting tools for essay, translation and short answer questions. 
 Unexpected problems  
 Time consuming in marking 
 Limited types of questions 

 
Course assessment 
 

Pros 
 Far-reaching 
 Accessibility 
 Communicative 
 Interactive 
 Virtual community 
 Immediate feedback 
 Reviewable and previewable 
 Self-study 

Cons 
 Costly 
 Lack of mobility 
 Artificial environment 
 Time consuming 
 Lack of communicative activities 
 Not self-manageable  
 Hardware, software and connection problems  

 
Informal feedback from students 
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The students gave the following feedback regarding this course. 
 
 

• Not much different from the legacy class format 
• Technology intimidating  
• Very nervous about on-line environment at the beginning, but got used to very 

quickly 
• Good to be able to access to a higher level course not offered at the home 

institution 
• Encouraging and enjoyable to study with students at another institution 
• Frustrating not to be able to participate in events at the host institution 
• E-office hours helpful 
• The on-site assistant helpful 
• Need more opportunity to practice 
• Level difference between the home institution and host institution 
• Learned a lot and enjoyed the course 
• Somewhat artificial but interesting (students at the host institution) 
• Great accessibility (accessible on-line from an Internet café) 
• On-line tests convenient (tests in Japan with Moodle for exchange students) 

 
Conclusion 
 
To sum up the results of this project: 
 

• A professional and experienced video-conferencing operator is a very important 
factor. 

• A good teaching assistant on the distant sites is very helpful.  
• Strong institutional support is required. 
• On-line tests should not contain essay-type questions. 
• Weekly quizzes are important to keep students alert. 
• On-line assessment of assignments is too time-consuming.  
• Developing various types of classroom activities keeps students’ interest. 
• Incorporating extra-curricular activities stimulates the class. 
• Level difference among institutions is the most serious problem. 
• Finding external funding is required to start up a distance education course. 
• E-office hours for individualized instruction are helpful to get to know students. 
• Two way systems rather than one way – involvement of instructors at distant sites 

should be encouraged. 
• Considering distance education mode in its own right not as the approximation of 

legacy mode 
• Both teachers and students are stimulated by being exposed to courses offered at 

other institutions. 
• Might be able to fill the gap in time and space. 
• Might contribute to standardization of Japanese language education. 
• The model is transportable and customizable. 
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• Instructors must develop both legacy teaching skills and special skills for 
delivering and developing distance education courses.       
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HEAVINESS AND LIGHTNESS IN THE ARCHITECTURE OF 
SANTIAGO CALATRAVA AND OURSELVES 

  
By Dale Laurin, RA 

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Architecture 
CUNY College of Technology 

 

In his historic 15 Questions, "Is Beauty the Making One of Opposites?" published in 

1955, Eli Siegel, founder of the philosophy Aesthetic Realism, asks this about the 

opposites of Heaviness and Lightness:  

Is there in all art, and quite clearly in sculpture, the presence of what 
makes for lightness, release, gaiety?—and is there the presence, too, of 
what makes for stability, solidity, seriousness?—is the state of mind 
making for art both heavier and lighter than that which is customary? 
 

I’ve seen the answer is yes for every successful work of architecture and very much for 

the work of Santiago Calatrava, one of the most innovative and imaginative architects 

working today.  Born in 1952 in Valencia Spain, Calatrava lives and works in Lucerne, 

Switzerland and, since 2004, in New York City where—among other projects—he is 

working on the transportation center for Lower Manhattan as part of the redevelopment 

of the World Trade Center site.   

   
Lef t :Hemisphere,  Valenc ia  Spain/Credi t :Di l i f f ;  Right :WTC Transpor ta t ion Ctr . /Cred i t :NYNJPA 
 

A structural engineer and sculptor as well as an architect, he has been 

called a Renaissance man.  In awarding Calatrava it ’s 2005 Gold Metal 

award, The American Institute of Architects cited his work for expressing 

“the energy of the human spirit, capt ivat ing the imaginat ion and delight ing 

us in the wonders of what sculptural form and dynamic structure can 

accomplish....His vision elevates the human spiri t through the creation of 
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environments in which we l ive, play, and work.” 

 I think the way Calatrava makes heavy concrete and steel soar 

meets a deep hope in every person to put these opposites together—to 

feel unfettered, honestly l ightsome, free, and at the same time serious,  

sensible, grounded.  His daring, often stunningly beautiful structures 

excite people, and the reason, I believe, has centrally to do with a 

quest ion Eli Siegel asked me in an Aesthetic Realism class: "Do you think 

you were taken with architecture because architecture is a oneness of 

heaviness and l ightness, or can be?" 

 I had never thought about this before, but when I heard the quest ion 

I knew: Yes, this was true.  However “oneness” was certainly not how I 

would describe the way heaviness and lightness were in me; rather, these 

opposites were very much awry.  I spend most of my f irst 25 years feeling 

weighed down by concerns that were usually self-created and self-

centered, and I spoke in a weary, dolorous tone.  Needless to say, I  

wasn't much fun to be with!   But I could also be very f l ip—go for 

l ightness by making sarcast ic comments about a classmate or a stranger, 

or mocking them in my mind.   

 I learned through my study of Aesthetic Realism—and very much 

through this class—how art, including the art of architecture I had loved 

since I was a boy, beautifully composed the same opposites that were 

confusedly, often painfully, divided in me, and in a way that could benefit  

my l ife.  “All beauty is a making one of opposites,” Mr. Siegel explained, 

“and the making one of opposites is what we are going after in 

ourselves.”  

 To show in a beginning way how this principle provides a logical 

criterion for that usually subjective concept of beauty and it ’s immediacy 

for our l ives, let us look at one of Calatrava’s inventive bridge designs, 

for which he f irst  became known.  His 1987 Alamil lo Bridge in Sevil le is a 

powerful oneness of heaviness and l ightness—all the more so because of 

its visual simplicity.   
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A lami l lo  Br idge/Credi t :Consorc io  Tur ismo Sevi l la                                   Cred i t :  Andrew Dunn 

 

The thril l ing thing about Alamil lo Bridge is that its l ightsome leap across 

a 650 foot-wide r iver is made possible not by shedding weighty matter but 

depending on it. What keeps this section of suspended roadway—over 

two football f ields in length—from fall ing into the Guadalquivir River is 

that massive 460 foot high mast-l ike tower of steel and concrete—as high 

as a 40-story skyscraper—which he ti lts at a dramatic angle of 32 

degrees from the vert ical.  How can this tower support anything?—one 

may ask.  It looks ready to topple any minute.   

 In fact, the downward pull of the tower is amazingly restrained by 

those 13 delicate looking but ever so strong tension cables that 

simultaneously support the elevated roadway at 13 equal-distant points 

along its length.  Both tower and roadway are in perfect equil ibrium: the 

roadway keeps the tower from fall ing as much as the tower enables the 

roadway to span the river, supported on this one side only.  And visually 

the tower's angularity, along with its gracefully tapering form of white 

steel against the blue Spanish sky, gives it a wonderful sense of l if t  and 

movement. It 's not heavy one minute and l ightsome the next—it's both 

simultaneously.  

 Calatrava's work is a product not only of innovative engineering and 

technology, but also his interest in biology, part icularly the skeletal 

structure of animals and plants—which by their very nature put together 

heaviness and lightness, strength and grace.  We see this in such 

projects as his BPE Place—a shopping mall in Toronto, and the Orient 
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rai lway and bus Station in Lisbon, where he takes the age-old structural 

system of vault ing back to its inspirat ion—the mighty tree, with its many 

spreading branches emanating from a single trunk, which he does here in 

steel instead of wood or stone.    

 Years ago, lying in bed, I often felt there was a heavy, immovable 

lump inside me.  I  later learned that this heavy feeling came because I’d 

put up a wall between myself  and the outside world which I inaccurately 

saw as against me and had contempt for. Calatrava's vaults are so 

satisfying because their sol idity is broken up, made lighter, as they are 

affected by the sun and air and their relat ion to other vaults—-just as I 

was hoping to be affected, enlivened, changed by the world—not turn my 

back on it . 

               

Lef t :Or ient  S tat ion,  L isbon /  Cred i t :  j lgure tzk i .ca;  Right :  Lyon  Termina l  /  Cred i t :  a rcspace.com 
 

 In Calatrava's designs, structural "stabil ity, solidity" is the same as 

architectural " l ightness, release, gaiety." The structure IS the architecture 

–to be highl ighted and celebrated. For instance, the expressive form of 

his Lyon Airport Railway Terminal—that resembles some huge bird or 

insect ready to take f l ight—is derived from two massive concrete arches 

which span 400 feet and support two conical roof sections.  The only 

other elements are the f loor and the full-height expanses of glass—

supported by those wonderful energetic black metal struts.  

 One of the ways I used to try being l ight was to smile broadly, even 

when it was the last thing I felt l ike inside—all for the purpose of being 
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l iked and fooling people.  Observing this during the class I spoke of 

earl ier,  Mr. Siegel asked me: "Do you want people to see what is in your 

soul or to charm them with a smile?"  To have me feel truly l ight, at ease, 

sincere, he was encouraging me to stop the hurtful rif t I was making 

between what I  showed people and what I felt inside.  

 How much people are hoping to put together solidity, seriousness and lightness, 

good humor in themselves is something my colleagues and I—as consultants on the 

Aesthetic Realism faculty—see in the consultations we give in person and by telephone 

internationally.  As consultant Margo Carpenter writes on the Foundation’s website, 

www.AestheticRealism.org: “The education taking place in consultations is new in 

the understanding of people’s lives. It brings comprehensiveness and dignity to the 

issues people are puzzled by, distressed by, and trying to make sense of every day. It 

shows that the questions of people's lives are aesthetic questions, answered in outline 

by the art of the world.” 

 Tom Ryan, for instance, is an industrial engineer who designs heavy machinery 

and who also cares for animals and birds.  Mr. Ryan felt he was too cold, and in his first 

consultation, we saw a determinedly serious young man who spoke slowly and who, on 

those rare occasions when he smiled or laughed, seemed to catch himself, as though 

this wasn’t really him.  Like I did once, he mistakenly associated seriousness with a 

grim world-weariness.   He told us, “It’s been easier dealing with work than it is to deal 

with people.” “Are other people good enough to affect you?” we asked, “How much do 

you want to be impressed by things generally?”   

 We suggested he write about opposites he saw in a piece of machinery and how 

those same opposites were in a co-worker he was angry at; and in another 

consultation, to write about opposites he saw in a work of art and in something that he 

liked that day.  He wrote this about opposites related to heaviness and lightness:  

Today I liked energy and repose in Washington Square Park.  The trees—
mostly still dormant from winter—were, however, just beginning to awaken.  
One had yellow flowers just about to blossom, another had sent out its fluffy 
seed sprays.  The people also--some there to perform or play, others to rest 
or watch the scene—each is an individual yet all are together in the world of 
energy and repose of Washington Square Park this Saturday. 
 

We felt what Mr. Ryan wrote described himself too. Through what he was learning, he 
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was becoming livelier, like that once-dormant tree now sending forth seed sprays and 

yellow flowers even as it was solidly rooted in the earth. 

 However, Mr. Ryan was still troubled about the way he saw Sue Edwards,  a 

woman he dating.  She had criticized him for being gloomy at times and then trying to 

charm her and be ingratiating—clearly a bad relation of heaviness and lightness.  We 

asked him, “Do you want your emotions grounded in substance?  Aesthetic Realism 

says the way we’ll feel honestly lighthearted is to be truly serious.”  We suggested that 

he write ten questions he’d like to ask Sue Edwards and study Eli Siegel’s essay, “A 

Woman is the Oneness of Aesthetic Opposites in relation to the novel Jane Eyre, which 

he did.  Today, he and Sue Edwards are married and are studying Aesthetic Realism—

as my wife Barbara and I do—in professional classes taught by the Class Chairman, 

Ellen Reiss, where we continue to learn how the art and literature of the world are an 

ever-fresh means of knowing and strengthening ourselves and others.    

 A design of Santiago Calatrava that has excited people is his addition to the 

Milwaukee Art Museum.  Built five years ago, on the shore of Lake Michigan, its most 

prominent feature is the towering, wedge-like entrance hall sheathed in pure white 

metal-resembling the many sailboats on the lake when seen from some angles; and 

from others, a huge, tightly closed seed casing. But look at what occurs every morning 

when the museum opens its doors. It looks like a blossoming bulb or an awakening bird 

unfurling its wings!  What seems like a solid shell is actually dozens of individual metal 

tubes of varying lengths that mechanically lift in tandem, functioning as sunscreens that  

shade the extensive glass areas of the hall below. 

        

Milwaukee Art Museum, closed…/ Credit:galinsky.com         …and open! / Credit: Gary Denness 
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         When extended to their full breadth of 217 feet—wider than the wingspan of a 747 

jet—they physically come to rest yet visually they soar like the wings of a great bird.  

“What makes the building fly,” writes critic Blair Kamin, is Calatrava’s singular fusion of 

sculpture and structure…drawing out “the inner potential for poetic expression that 

materials possess.”  Through giving massive steel a graceful form, heaviness has 

become “lightness, release,” exhilaration!  

 “Is great architecture,” Eli Siegel asked, “a mingling of substantiality and a feeling 

of unfettered motion a human being desires ever so much?”  The work of Santiago 

Calatrava says the answer is yes! 

 
 
 

Dale Laurin, RA, who has over 30 years experience as an architectural designer 

and project manager, is  team leader for the NYC Department of Design and Construction. 

In addition to teaching at “City Tech,” he is on the faculty of the not-for-profit Aesthetic Realism 

Foundation in Manhattan, where he has given public seminar papers on the life and work of 

architects from Brunelleschi to Daniel Libeskind, and artists from Bernini to Andy Warhol. He’s 

been a guest speaker at the American Institute of Architects, School of Visual Arts, the 

“Architecture and You” series at several NYC area public libraries, and as a founder of 

Housing: A Basic Human Right, www.HousingaRight.org, has addressed conferences at 

colleges and universities, including Harvard, NYU, and Vassar.  He is grateful to have studied 

Aesthetic Realism in classes with its founder Eli Siegel (1902-1978) and to study now in 

classes taught by the Class Chairman, Ellen Reiss. 
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LE CORBUSIER AND THE FIGHT BETWEEN COLDNESS AND WARMTH 
IN EVERY PERSON 

 
Dale Laurin, RA 

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Architecture 
CUNY College of Technology 

 

Le Corbusier, the Swiss-French architect who lived from 1887 to 1965, is widely regarded 

as one of the greatest architects of the 20th century.  The sculptural power of his buildings 

stirred me from the moment I saw them. They range from individual homes, like the one 

he designed in Paris for Gertrude Stein’s brother in 1908, to the master plan and several 

government buildings he created for the regional capital of Chandigarh, in India.  Le 

Corbusier also wrote over 40 books and was an accomplished painter and furniture 

designer.  Several of his chairs are seen as classics and still popular today.  

 

          

Le Corbusier: Chaise Lounge/Credit: Steelform   La Tourette, near Lyon/Credit: Sam Glynn  

  

 
He designed only one building in the United States—the Carpenter Center for the 

Visual Arts at Harvard in 1964, but his impact on modern architecture here and abroad 

is very large.  Works like his Villa Savoye built near Paris in 1929, with its expansive 

windows and elegant white geometry, have influenced the design of houses and 

skyscrapers alike.  His 1957 French monastery La Tourette was the model for Boston 

City Hall.  The UN Secretariat Building is based on a Corbusier design.  And his 1949 

Unite d’Habitation in Marseilles inspired many apartment building designs. 
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 Le Corbusier’s life and work are valuable in studying the debate that goes on 

consciously and unconsciously in every person between the opposites of coldness and 

warmth—a conflict which poet and philosopher Eli Siegel, founder of the education 

Aesthetic Realism, explains in an early issue of the journal The Right of Aesthetic 

Realism to Be Known:  

We do not see the world as representing ourselves, and so we want to get 
revenge on the world by being cool about it, or having contempt for it. But 
there is that in us which sees caring for the outside world honestly and 
exactly as the deepest expression of ourselves.   
 

1. BEING COOL ABOUT THE WORLD BEGINS EARLY 

Like many children, I used my parent’s royal treatment of me to feel I was special, better 

than other children and people as such.  This is why—even as I joined the youth group 

at church, the Russian club at school, volunteers distributing toys in a poor 

neighborhood—I was rarely moved by anything; my hope to know and be affected by 

people fought with the feeling they should praise me as my parents did.  My largest 

emotions were about buildings, but as an architecture student in college I was asked to 

give my thought and feeling not only to structures but to the people they were designed 

for.  However I didn’t like people very much and my designs were often—and rightly—

criticized for being cold.  Increasingly I felt tired, uninspired, and thought of quitting.   

 I persisted, eventually graduated with honors, and got a job many of my friends 

envied, but I still felt dull inside and worried I was unable to have large feeling about 

anything-—something I asked Mr. Siegel about in an Aesthetic Realism lesson I was 

fortunate to have him in 1978.  Said Mr. Siegel: “I don’t think anybody would stop you 

from having a big emotion. The thing is, do you feel it’s good for you to have a big 

emotion?  When you have a big emotion, you know, you have yourself less.”  Dale 

Laurin: “That’s what I feel.”  “Alright,” said Mr. Siegel, “so you still want to have a big 

emotion? You want to be swept by the external world?”  “Yes I do.” 

 He then showed me the one way I could “be swept by the world” and have myself 

more, not less, was in seeing that the world was not inimical to myself, but like myself.  

Using this Aesthetic Realism principle: “The world, art, and self explain each other: each 

is the aesthetic oneness of opposites,” he showed how I was related to, among other 
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things, two Renaissance painters, Gulliver’s Travels, a woman from Westchester 

County and one from Iran, flowers, music, a Gothic cathedral and a person walking 

through it. The woman from Westchester was Barbara Buehler, who Mr. Siegel knew I 

was beginning to date. He asked me:  

Can you be deeply affected by a person and stronger? Do you think if you 
saw the depths of yourself, you’d be rather close to the depths of a woman? 
Do you think that the depths are so different? As far as I know, when a 
woman is profound, she’s pretty much like a man who’s profound. Do you 
think that there are any profound women?—Miss Buehler for example?   
 

Oh, yes! I said.  As I wanted to know and be affected by Barbara, I was moved to see 

that the more different she was from me, the more related we were as well.  She too 

wanted to put together assertion and yielding, intellect and feeling, seriousness and 

lightheartedness in herself.  Soon I knew I wanted to spend the rest of my life with 

Barbara.  And happily, I am.  This year we celebrated our 27th anniversary, and I love 

her and value her perception, criticism, and encouragement of me more each day.  I’m 

very grateful to Mr. Siegel for enabling this to be.  

 Le Corbusier was also in a steep fight between coolness and warmth, something 

that troubled him throughout his life.  Like every person, Aesthetic Realism explains, his 

deepest desire—-from his earliest days growing up in the Swiss Alps—was to like the 

world.  He was born Charles-Edouard Jeanneret in La Chaux, a town that was famous 

for its watches, and both his parents were watch engravers. His father, an expert 

mountain climber, took him on walks where he loved to draw from nature. “That time,” 

he recalled, was one of insatiable curiosity. I learned about flowers, both inside and out, 

the form and colour of birds….My master [said] Scrutinize in [nature] the cause, the 

form, the vital development and make the synthesis of it in creating [art].”   

Charles-Edouard entered art school at the age of 14 and at 17 executed his first 

house. With the money he earned, he traveled to Eastern Europe and the Mideast, 

filling 70 books with notes, sketches, and measurements of the buildings he saw and 

loved. His largest emotion was for the Parthenon, about which he wrote: “There has 

been nothing like it anywhere or at any period...we are riveted by our senses—we are 

ravished in our minds; we touch the axis of harmony.” 
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 But Le Corbusier also felt early what Mr. Siegel describes, that the world—

especially the world of people—did not represent himself.  Charles Jencks writes in his 

book, Le Corbusier and the Tragic View of Architecture: 

He continually spoke of the persecution of his ancestors, [who were 
Albigensians—a people native to Southern France who had been 
condemned as heretics by the Catholic Church for centuries].…The 
Jeannerets kept alive the tradition of fierce struggle and 
opposition…‘Whatever you do, see that you do it’…[was] the motto of Le 
Corbusier’s mother, which he kept as a maxim for life.  Looking back in the 
1940’s…Le Corbusier said: “All my life people have tried to crush 
me….Luckily I’ve always had an iron will. Though timid as a youth… Je suis 
un type boxeur. [I’m a kind of boxer.] 
 

Little is written about Le Corbusier’s relationship with his parents, except that he was 

devoted to this mother, who encouraged his care for art and music, and—as this 

passage shows—his suspicion of people. I believe young Charles-Edouard did what 

many sons find attractive—use his mother’s bad opinion of the world and approval of 

him to feel he should not learn or be affected by a world of inferior, threatening people. 

“I am self-taught in everything,” he once said, though he studied with two respected 

architects. Later he used losing several competitions to say: “people have tried to crush 

me” and to feel increasingly bitter. Charles Jencks writes that, using a pseudonym, 

Jeanneret wrote scathing attacks on other architects and design movements in the 

1920’s “always changing the criticism to suit his ends.”  “One has to be conceited,” he 

said, “swaggering, and never doubting—or at least not let it show.” 

 Yet with all the praise and awards he eventually received, Le Corbusier never got 

his own self-respect. Jencks writes that he spoke with “lacerating self-hatred [calling 

himself] a rat, a person who had led a dog’s life…a clown.” He could not like himself for 

having contempt, and this stands for the warmest thing in him.  

 
 2. THE FIGHT BETWEEN COLDNESS AND WARMTH IS RESOLVED IN ART 

“The greatest fact about coldness and warmth,” writes Ellen Reiss, the Class Chairman 

of Aesthetic Realism, in “The Right Of" No. 899, [is that] they are aesthetic opposites…. 

The authentic coolness we want, and which Aesthetic Realism enables a 
person to have, is the coolness of art: the coolness that is form, 
composition, order. This coolness does not come from contempt. It comes 
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from seeing an object with such fullness of respect that one’s emotion has, 
inevitably, logic and control. 
 

As I studied Le Corbusier’s work, I was affected to see that these opposites, so painfully 

divided in his life, are central in his architecture. Logic and control are paramount in Villa 

Savoye, where all rooms are enclosed in an almost perfect one-story cube and columns 

are laid out on a regular l5’ x 15’ grid, like a modern office building. Yet the house is 

playful too. The rooms are not formally arranged, but placed functionally around a lovely 

terrace which is carved out of the building cube, yet neatly contained within it.  

 

       

Villa Savoye/Credit: DddecoW                Credit: Liao Yushen 

  

 Corbusier, who like me no doubt felt having large feeling for people was messy, 

could have learned from the way the geometry of his building simultaneously controls 

and yields to the functions it encloses. 

 I think Villa Savoye is one of Corbusier’s most beautiful works. But like nearly 

every building he designed, it suffers from the conflict he felt between true warmth 

toward the world and coolness—not of form, but of alienation, contempt. One of the 

house’s loveliest features is the subtle, dramatic way its strong horizontal lines relate to 

the horizontality of the meadow.  But rather than unite with the earth, the building hovers 

aloofly above it, gingerly touching it with those thin columns or pilotis—something 

Corbusier did frequently, and it’s almost always cold. 
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  3. WHY ARE WE COOL TO THE PERSON WE LOVE? 

At the age of 43 Le Corbusier married fashion model Yvonne Gallis, who one writer 

described as “wonderful and funny. . .the only person who never really took Corbu very 

seriously as a Great Figure.” I think this means she was a lively critic of her husband’s 

self-importance—and he was grateful for it. Jencks describes Corbusier as “devoted” to 

Yvonne, but adds: their marriage “was not idyllic.” I believe these sentences from Eli 

Siegel’s book Self and World explain why: 

[I]t is easier to get to satisfaction of a kind by not seeing the tremendous and 
subtle and wonderful reality outside oneself in its completeness, its 
exactness, its tireless change. So we decide to get soothingness and power 
by not seeing it. And we have done this in love…it has made for perceptible 
and obscure misery. 
 

One way Le Corbusier wasn’t interested in the full reality of Yvonne was feeling he—-

not she—knew what was best for their home. Instead of wanting to know and learn from 

her, he tried to sooth her with a compromise, described by writer Tim Benton: 

[T]he kitchen and bedroom were decidedly seen as Yvonne’s. While Le 
Corbusier seemed to want to make his living-room and dining-room, at 
least, representative of a ‘correct’ modern lifestyle, Yvonne held out for, and 
won, the comfortable sofa of the married couple, for which she made a 
brightly coloured patchwork cover.          [—The Villas of Le Corbusier, 1920-1930] 

 
The Corbusiers didn’t know it, but they were hoping to put opposites together—

hardness and softness, order and freedom, the sameness difference of perception had 

by a woman and a man.  But a compromise isn’t opposites as one, and this compromise 

didn’t make for honest warmth.  Yvonne said the glaring sunlight flooding her kitchen 

through a glass wall her husband designed, was “driving me crazy.” Said Corbusier 

once: “I absolutely fail to understand her.” But did he really hope to?  

I think that like so many other husbands in pre-War France and post-War Kansas, 

Corbusier didn’t feel he had to know a woman he should be able to own and manage.  I 

know it makes for coldness and misery, for I regret this is what I did within months of 

marrying Barbara Buehler. But I had the good fortune to hear criticism from Ellen Reiss 

in an Aesthetic Realism class at a crucial time that had me see what was running me 

and enabled me to change. She asked me: 
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How much do you want to feel about Barbara Buehler? I think you feel 
insulted that you care for her as much as you do and you are not going to 
compound it by being interested in what goes on in her….What is the thing 
you treasure most in yourself? 
 

Dale Laurin: My care for architecture. 

Ellen Reiss: Do you think that would be helped or hurt by coldness to Barbara 
Buehler? …You should ask yourself: Does how I see her have anything to 
do with how I see architecture? The way to have a person change about 
contempt is to see it hurts in the field you care for….You should embrace 
her and say, “I begin now to really try to know you, Barbara!” 

 
As I welcomed learning from and being more affected by Barbara—her seeing as a 

woman and a city planner—my preferences in design and my own work became less 

rigid, more warm and free.   And I’m very grateful that my care for her and for other 

things—the world itself—increases with every year. 

 
4.  BEING COOL CAN MAKE A PERSON CRUEL 

In 1929, Le Corbusier designed a shelter for the Salvation Army in Paris. His study of 

other shelters, desire for plenty of sunlight, and pioneer use of air conditioning, show 

real warmth for people. But when high costs forced the substitution of fans for air 

conditioning, Corbusier ignored building codes and built the shelter as designed: with 

floor-to-ceiling windows—that did not open, for that would compromise the building’s 

appearance. People seeking relief from the streets found stagnant air and—in the 

summer—unbearable heat. But he met criticism of his design with icy contempt, writing:   

We have fifty-one rooms for mothers with babies....Because the old 
ladies…can’t stick their nose out of the window…they pretend they are 
suffocating….As a result, the Salvation Army wanted to…put in some fifty 
windows on my facade, opening onto the outside….They don’t know at all 
what they’re talking about….we have the obligation to ignore this. 
 

In The Right Of, No. 111, Eli Siegel wrote:  
 

When man gives up the right to understand and chooses loftily and secretly 
to sneer, the fascist way is being encouraged. When we use the word 
fascist, what we mean is the unwillingness to understand as power. 
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This explains Corbusier’s utter coldness to the homeless people of Paris and his horrible 

warmth toward fascism ten years later, when Nazis invaded Paris and set up a puppet 

state government headed by Marshal Petain.  Robert Fishman writes in The Open Hand: 

He announced his allegiance to the...regime of Marshal Petain and sought 
to join the government….He spent 18 fruitless, farcical months as a minor 
official at Vichy, the regime’s capital, convinced that he was destined to 
become [Petain’s] advisor and the great dictator of French architecture. 
 
Le Corbusier was a victim of his own coldhearted conceit.  He needed the critical 

understanding of self that people are receiving today in Aesthetic Realism consultations, 

such as those my colleagues and I have been honored to give Stanley Mead—a 36-year 

old architect from Ohio. As consultant Margo Carpenter writes on the Foundation’s 

website, www.AestheticRealism.org:  

The education taking place in…consultations is new in the understanding of 
people’s lives.  It brings comprehensiveness and dignity to the issues 
people are puzzled by, distressed by, and trying to make sense of every 
day.  It shows that the questions of people's lives are aesthetic questions, 
answered in outline by the art of the world. 
 
In his second consultation Mr. Mead said he was troubled by the way he was 

separate from and resentful of people—from his partner to clients, and he often felt 

lethargic and uninspired at work.  We asked him, “The question is how much do you 

want to be deeply affected by things? Do you think the great architects of the past are 

great because they were affected by things—” Stanley Mead: “Absolutely! Consultants: 

“—or because they wanted to put a limit? Is there in you a desire to welcome the world 

and also a desire to limit that?” Mr. Mead said yes.  

Through what he learned in this consultation and others, Stanley Mead feels very 

different today.  He wrote in a document several months later: 

My life has changed from one of scorn and isolation to being more and 

more affected by the world....I think consciously of the opposites now as I 

design, and this is bringing more substance and beauty to my work, thereby 

having a better effect on my clients….I am grateful to Aesthetic Realism for 

teaching me to be true to my deepest desire. 
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5. ART HAS THE HONEST WARMTH WE WANT 

At the age of 63, Le Corbusier surprised many critics by designing a building that 

seemed so expressive, so warm, so different from anything he did before. This is true 

and it is why I feel his pilgrimage chapel Notre Dame du Haut at Ronchamp in the 

French Alps is one of the great buildings of the 20th century.  Here Corbusier 

courageously broke out of his steely armor and was “swept by the external world” of 

mountains, trees, humanity, and God. He commented, “I have not experienced the 

miracle of faith, but I have…known the miracle of ineffable space.” 

 Ronchamp IS an utterly logical miracle of space AND matter, inside and out. This 

building is not aloof from the earth but rises organically from it—its pointed shape 

seeming to form the crest of the hill itself.  We are compelled to walk around this 

structure which seems lovingly sculpted by hand, moved by its swelling, concave forms 

which dip, rise and culminate in that sharp decisive edge of wall that soars heavenward. 

 

      
Notre Dame du Haut/Credit: Liao Yushen                     Credit: Liao Yushen 

 

 Inside, we feel warmly enveloped within its thick walls and darker, swooping 

ceiling.  But a narrow gap around the perimeter suffuses the ceiling with sunlight, 

making heaviness light, even ecstatic.  And most moving of all are the many large and 

small square openings that slice through the thick walls, welcoming in magnificent rays 
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of warm colored light. I see this chapel as the fortress of Corbusier’s heart, which he 

hoped so much to be pierced, illuminated, completed by a world he could truly like. 

 This is what Aesthetic Realism has done for me, making my life increasingly 

happy and proud, with increasing emotions about the world I wouldn’t trade for anything.   

This education is the birthright of every person. 

 

Dale Laurin, RA, who has over 30 years experience as an architectural designer and project 

manager, is a team leader for the NYC Department of Design and Construction. In addition to 

teaching at “City Tech,” he is on the faculty of the not-for-profit Aesthetic Realism Foundation in 

Manhattan, where he has given public seminar papers on the life and work of architects from 

Brunelleschi to Daniel Libeskind, and artists from Bernini to Andy Warhol. He’s been a guest 

speaker at the American Institute of Architects, School of Visual Arts, the “Architecture and You” 

series at several NYC area public libraries, and as a founder of Housing: A Basic Human Right, 

www.HousingaRight.org, has addressed conferences at colleges and universities, including 

Harvard, NYU, and Vassar.  He is grateful to have studied Aesthetic Realism in classes with its 

founder Eli Siegel (1902-1978) and to study now in classes taught by the Class Chairman, Ellen 

Reiss. 
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Making Strides?  Nagashima Yurie and Fukase Masahisa 
Shi-shashin and the Male Gaze in Japanese Photography 

 
As the inheritors of a particular photographic tradition rooted in photojournalism 

and “straight” photography, how do young Japanese women at the end of the century 

compare with their predecessors in previous decades?  Is it possible that these images 

represent distinct gender differences manifested through their respective visual 

productions?  Or can the differences be attributed to a changing institutional or political 

climate in which women have become more visible than their predecessors in previous 

decades?  These questions are central to an understanding of photographic representation 

in late twentieth-century in Japan.  Although photographers such as Ishiuchi Miyako have 

been active since the late seventies, women’s photography does not reach the levels of 

attention in Japan of other photographers such as Moriyama Daido and Hosoe Eiko until 

the late nineties as the emergence of several young women who choose to represent 

themselves and Japanese culture at the close of the 20th century by using their own bodies 

and self-images becomes more prolific.1  This paper will focus on one of these young 

women, Nagashima Yurie, and compare her nude family portrait series, completed in the 

mid-nineties, with a similar series by Fukase Masahisa, done in the early-seventies, in 

order to determine the underlying political and social implications for such a dramatically 

intimate portrait of one’s family.  Moreover, I will show how their respective, gendered 

subject positions play an integral role in the creations of these portrait series. 

My aim is to demonstrate how vision is gendered in both Fukase’s and 

Nagashima’s photography.  In Fukase’s images, the expected, distanced male point of 

                                                 
1 Although it should be noted that Ishiuchi Miyako represented Japan at the Venice Biennale in 2004 and 
Sawada Tomoko has recently been gaining international attention through solo and group gallery shows.  
However, neither has reached the level of fame and attention within Japan that other young women have. 
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view is skewed by the intimacy of his portraits, while Nagashima’s turns the female nude 

around by creating images that are neither sexual nor presented as objects of male 

viewing pleasure.  Through the use of family portraiture, self-portraiture, and the nude, 

both Fukase and Nagashima present distinctly gendered images that deal a blow to 

expectations associated with both. 

Feminist critical theory has often proposed that we exist in two separable, but 

often intertwining spheres.  The simple, and common, distinction is that the public, 

objective sphere is male while the private, personal sphere is feminine.  Although later 

feminists have argued that the personal is public, in the late sixties and early seventies 

such an argument was not yet influential in early to mid-20th century Japanese 

photographic circles.  Indeed, much of Japanese photography from the period seems to 

echo such a paradigmatic split.  Domon Ken and Kimura Ihee, two of the most famous 

and prolific Japanese photographers of the early twentieth-century, focused their lenses 

almost entirely on the objective, public world eschewing a personal view for a more 

objective, reportage, style of photography.  In fact, Domon Ken was the leading voice in 

championing realism as the only meaningful mode of photographic expression.2  In the 

sixties, photographers such as Tomatsu Shomei and Kawada Kikuji again focused their 

gaze on the external, public sphere recording anti-government protests as well as 

critiquing Japan’s earlier military aggression.   

Yet this systematic concentration of the male photographer on an objectively 

viewable external world is noticeably blurred in the early seventies as photographers like 

Araki Nobuyoshi and Fukase Masahisa turned their cameras inwards to create an 

intimate, internal portrait of themselves as revealed by the camera.  Iizawa Kotaro’s book 
                                                 
2 Domon’s columns explaining his position on realism can be found in Camera Magazine 1950-52. 
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Shi-shashin-ron or “A Theory of Self-Photography,” explains how this style is 

exemplified by both men’s work during this period.3  In Araki’s first self-published book, 

Sentimentaru no Tabi (Sentimental Journey), Araki documents, in a simple, snapshot 

style, his honeymoon,4 while Fukase takes a series of portraits of his extended family 

beginning in 1971 and completed over the course of three years while visiting his family 

in Hokkaido during the summer and winter holidays (fig. 1& 2).5  What makes both 

works striking is the emotional intimacy expressed by their subjects’ body language and 

(sometimes) nudity that reveals an intimacy usually reserved for the so-called private 

sphere.  To put it another way, these types of images were, to this point, reserved for 

viewing in the private sphere of the home and not to be presented for public consumption.  

While Araki’s images remind one of a sort of visual diary, Fukase manipulates the 

conventions of family portraiture as a means to reveal his family’s emotional intimacy. 

Along similar lines as Fukase’s images, Nagashima also completed a portrait 

series of her and her family that mirrors some of Fukase’s images in their adherence to a 

set of portraiture customs, but carries his intimacy a step further to include the nudity of 

her entire family (fig. 3).  Several are composed to resemble traditional portraiture, while 

others portray her family going about their daily lives. What makes these images 

particularly impressive is her family’s apparent lack of apprehension at being presented 

nude in the public sphere.  Furthermore, unlike Fukase’s images, Nagashima has chosen 

to represent herself naked along with her family.  Fukase’s images do not often include 

himself with his subjects and when they do, he is clothed.  With this in mind, how do 

                                                 
3 Kotaro Iizawa.  Shi-shashin-ron, Heibonsha: Tokyo, 1996. 
4 Araki Nobuyoshi.  Sentimentaru no Tabi, Self-published: Tokyo, 1971. 
5 Sections of this series first appeared in the October 1971 issue of Camera Mainichi as part of “A Play.”  It 
was later continued in the November 1972 issue of Asahi Camera under the title, “Furusato (Home 
Town).”  
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Nagashima’s nude images, taken by a woman, differ from those taken by Fukase of his 

semi-nude wife and family?  Do Nagashima’s images, in fact, usurp the male gaze in 

order to present a psychologically complex series of nude family portraits, or does she 

portray her family in a way that continues the tradition of nudes as objects of scopophillic 

viewing?  The key, here, is to consider the different subject positions of the 

photographers in terms both temporal and related to gender. 

While both photograph their families from a deeply personal, intimate point of 

view, thus problematizing our expectation that Fukase would present us with objective, 

detached images, Nagashima, as a woman, chooses to present her subjects fully nude thus 

questioning whether she is using a so-called feminine or a male point of view.  By 

presenting herself nude, Nagashima reverses the expectation that male artists present 

female nudes for the pleasure of male viewers.  She does this by removing possible 

sexual or erotic readings from the images by positioning them a setting wherein her 

subjects appear as natural as possible.  Her family’s nudity seems as genuine as their 

closeness with each other.  Yet Fukase’s images of his family and, more specifically, his 

wife Yoko, however intimate their portrayal, still cannot escape the suggestiveness in 

their nudity.  I believe the difference in the two types of images stems from their 

respective, gendered subject positions and the way the gaze is manipulated in both 

instances. 

Where does this desire to reveal the private lives, let alone the nudity, of the 

family stem from?  Previous generations have seemed reticent about baring their personal 

lives within the realm of public photography.  Although we can look to earlier 

generations to determine a photographer’s political views, it is difficult to find examples 
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of photographers prior to the seventies who appear in their own works along with their 

families.  Nakahira Takuma, active primarily during the sixties and seventies was a 

prolific photographer whose work reveals much about his personal, political views, but 

does little to reveal anything about his internal character.6  Additionally, Moriyama 

Daido is also known for a style of photography drawn from his wanderings around the

back alleys of Shinjuku, Zushi and other areas of Japan known for their seedy charac

However, as much as his photography is dependent on his own personal experiences, 

they are also characterized by a cool detachment that prevents the viewer from learning 

anything significant about the artist himself.  Furthermore, neither photographer appears 

in his own work.  At what point does Japanese photography shift from a primarily 

exterior-centered view to an internal, private view? 

 

ter.  

                                                

Photography critic Iizawa Kotaro, in his book, “Shi-shashin-ron” (A theory on 

Self-Photography) writes that shi-shashin is a style of photography patterned after the 

shi-shōsetsu, or “I-novels,” in early 20th century Japanese literature where the 

protagonist/narrator was identified by watashi or “I.”  This type of literature centers on 

the character’s personal experiences and internal conflicts.  Additionally, the external 

world is presented to the reader through the biased experiences of the narrator creating a 

certain amount of slippage between objective reporting and subjective interpretation.  

Iizawa believes that shi-shashin possesses these same traits as it can be seen as a type of 

internal dialogue and exposition of the artist’s personal, private sphere.  In this type of 

photography, the artist juxtaposes the private sphere into the public.  Or, to put it another 

 
6 Iizawa Kotaro includes him as a case study for his book, “Shi-shashin-ron,” arguing that by viewing 
Nakahira’s photographs, one can, indeed, receive a very nuanced, complete picture of his internal character.  
However, I believe that the absence of any type of personal expression in the way of self-exposure puts him 
in a different category than that of Araki, Fukase and Gocho Shigeo.  For further reference, please see 
Iizawa Kotaro. Shi-shashin-ron, Heibonsha: Tokyo, 1995.  
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way, forces his personal life into open viewing.  According to Iizawa, shi-shashin is 

characterized by photography that is more than just self-portraiture.  Rather, examples of 

shi-shashin should reveal the inner workings of the artist’s mind.  We should be able to 

reconstruct a photographer’s political and personal beliefs by viewing his photography 

and thus learning more about his inner self.  This self is determined and exhibited by both 

internal and external visions and constructions of experience.  Whereas shi-shōsetsu uses 

the character “watashi” to provide the reader with a view of the author’s internal dialogue 

and reception of the outside world, shi-shashin uses the camera lens to construct a visual 

dialogue with the viewer.  Although Araki has become most closely associated with this 

style of photography for the documentation of his honeymoon and death of his wife, 

Fukase’s work also provides the viewer with a mode of entrance into his psychology. 

 Fukase was born into a family of photographers in Hokkaido and graduated from 

Japan University’s Photographic arts department where he subsequently began working 

for an advertising firm.  While working for this firm, he continued producing and 

exhibiting his own photography.  Making use of his family’s studio in Hokkaido, Fukase 

shot this series of portraits over the course of several years.7  In each of the images, the 

family is arranged according to the conventions of family portraiture popular in Japan.  

Several generations of the Fukase family are arranged according to their relationship to 

the father, who stands in the middle as head of the family, with Fukase Masahisa missing 

because he is the photographer.  In each of the images, Yoko, Fukase’s wife, is at least 

partially nude.  In a few of the pictures, Masahisa’s father is portrayed wearing a 

fundoshi, and in one of the images, Yoko and Masahisa’s father are shot standing outside 

                                                 
7 This series was later published together with another series of similar portraits done in the late eighties.  
(Fukase Masahisa.  Kazoku (Family), IPC: Tokyo, 1991) 
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the studio with Masahisa’s father wearing a fundoshi and Yoko appearing completely 

nude covered only by the object she holds in front of her (Fig. 4).  

 While none of the images of Yoko in this series can be seen as nudes in the 

traditional, high-art sense of a Weston or a Stieglitz, the presence of a female nude in an 

otherwise traditional family portrait begs the question of why it is present.  In this pair of 

images, the family alternately faces towards and away from the camera (Fig. 5).  In the 

image where Fukase’s family faces the camera, they smile into the lens providing the 

viewer with an image of three generations of the Fukase family with Yoko positioned to 

the left side of the frame, hands held demurely in front of her.  In the second image, the 

family faces away from the camera.  The family maintains their relative composition with 

the exception of some of the smaller children who have to be held by some of the older 

members of the family.  Yoko, however, continues to face the camera and looks directly 

into the camera lens seemingly challenging, or confronting, the anonymity of the viewer.  

Additionally, although Yoko is half-naked, her long hair covers her breasts so that she 

maintains some level of modesty.  Fukase’s motivation in presenting his wife as an object 

of viewing pleasure may be a method of introducing his wife’s character to the public in 

much the same way he had throughout their marriage.  However, although Yoko had 

appeared many times in Fukase’s photography, it does not explain her nudity or its 

relevance in this group of images. 

Fukase’s use of Yoko within these images may be a continuation of the type of 

visual power that men have held within art for generations.  Men have produced the 

majority of nudes completed throughout the history of art.  As Linda Nochlin reminds us 
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in her seminal essay “Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?”8 women were 

not allowed into art academies and training centers because they were not permitted to 

view nude bodies, the basis of all artistic training.  Moreover, as the expected audience of 

these images was thought to be men, these images carry a certain erotic appeal to them as 

well.  These circumstances are repeated in the early days of photography as well.  

Kasahara Michiko, in her book Nudo no Poritikusu: Jyosei-shashin-ka no Shigoto (The 

Politics of the Nude: The Job of Women Photographers), points out that early 

photography was dominated by men who were taking pictures for their expected male 

audience while the role of women was relegated to that of viewed object.9  In other 

words, women were passive objects of an active male gaze.  Visual power, then, lay in 

the hands of men producing images for other men.  This power was expressed, not only 

by controlling women’s access to artistic training and the viewing of nude bodies, but by 

controlling how images were seen as well.  As the objects of the male gaze, women did 

not manage the representation of their bodies or their selves.  Furthermore, male visual 

dominance determined that subject matter and body positioning adhered to visual tropes 

of power and submission.  Additionally, as scholars such as Laura Mulvey have noted, 

photographers, filmmakers and artists during the modernist period have fragmented the 

female body into bit parts suitable for visual consumption.10  The female body is broken 

up into smaller, eroticized fragments for the purposes of male viewing.  Yet how is this 

paradigm shifted or undone when female nudes are seen from a woman’s point of view?  

In other words, how are women’s bodies to be interpreted when the manipulator of visual 

                                                 
8 Nochlin, Linda. Women, Art and Power and Other Essays, New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1988. 
9 Kasahara Michiko. Nudo no Poritikusu: Jyosei-shashin-ka no Shigoto (The Politics of the Nude: The Job 
of Women Photographers), Tokyo: Chikuma Shobō, 1998, p. 12. 
10 Mulvey, Laura. Visual and Other Pleasures. London: Macmillan, 1989.  
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power is a woman?  When Nagashima presents us with nude images of herself along with 

her family, does this undo the idea that men are in control of women’s sexuality?   

 Nagashima first received recognition for her series of family portraits in 1993 by 

winning the Canon New Cosmos of Photography award.  In this series, Nagashima 

appears along with her family in their home in various poses (fig. 6).  These images 

contain a warmth and intimacy not found in Fukase’s studio portraits.  Additionally, not 

just Nagashima, but each member of her family appears fully nude and seems completely 

un-self-conscious about their state of undress.  This series is striking in its public 

exhibition of a Japanese family in an extremely private setting.  Unlike Fukase’s 

portraits, which are rigidly posed, Nagashima’s images are playful and relaxed.  

Nagashima’s images present a family in their natural setting performing daily activities.  

With the exception of their nudity, it is possible to imagine an average Japanese family 

posing and taking pictures similar to these (fig. 7). 

 However, it’s the images’ nudity that makes them so striking and important for 

the viewer.  One could argue that this type of exhibitionist photography merely continues 

and reinforces visual tropes previously discussed and enforced by male artists and 

photographers who depict the female nude.  Indeed, it has been argued that Nagashima 

and her generation of like-minded photographers were merely tapping into an already 

established Japanese market for images of young, female nudity because their 

photography is overwhelming characterized by images of themselves and their young 

friends in various states of undress.  However, an alternate argument can be made as well.  

In much the same way that African Americans have appropriated “nigger,” and 

homosexuals have taken control of “queer” in order to rob them of their power, 
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Nagashima claims that she uses the nude, and by extension a man’s point of view, as a 

way of repositioning and reclaiming women’s sexuality.11  By subjecting herself and her 

family to the so-called “male-gaze,” Nagashima puts herself in the position of male 

viewer while, at the same time, positioning herself and her family as viewed object.  

Subject and object become compressed into one thus robbing the images of their 

oppressive male power.  Nagashima’s bodies are not erotic.  They are not presented to the 

viewer as mechanisms for the pleasure of a male audience.  Whether the image is of 

Nagashima reading magazines with her brother, or sitting with her mother, Nagashima’s 

images do not exhibit the tropes of male viewing power that are present in other images 

of the female nude including Fukase’s.  Not only does this remove male viewing power, 

but it also creates a new level of exposition on the part of Japanese families and young 

women. 

 In the seventies, Fukase Masahisa created a series of portraits of his family that 

included semi-nude images of his wife that he exhibited for public viewing.  In the 

nineties, Nagashima Yurie pushed the project even further by presenting fully nude 

images of her and her family.  Both are examples of shi-shashin, but where Fukase’s 

male vision presents Yoko’s image in a somewhat eroticized, confrontational posture, 

Nagashima’s turn the gaze on itself and removes the sexuality of her family’s nudity.  

The subject position of both photographers, from the way they use their gendered vision 

to their position within a particular historical moment in Japanese photographic history, 

challenges the viewer to reconsider their own idea about Japanese families and the role of 

the nude. 

 
11 Nagashima Yurie.  Interview with the Author, (March, 2005). 
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                                                                      ABSTRACT 

 

While a plan is in place for Sydney’s Olympic Park and progress is slowly being made, post-

Olympic expectations are fading.  The euphoria of hosting what was once described as the “best 

Games ever” has mostly dissipated, as unforeseen debts continue to rise.  Ultimately, however, 

Australia has and will continue to profit through exporting its Olympic expertise.  Conversely, 

Athens will never regain what it lost during its 2004 Olympic experience-- and Beijing 2008 and 

London 2012 are currently facing the multiplicity of problems that now accompany (and linger 

after) the staging of an Olympic Games.  However, the Olympics do bring the host city and 

country some benefits. 
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                      A RETURN TO OZ AND THE 2000 SYDNEY OLYMPIC (WITH    

 POSTSCRIPTS ON MUNICH 1972, ATHENS 2000, BEIJING 2008, AND LONDON 2012) 

 

     On Wednesday, August 9, 2006, I returned to Sydney Olympic Park, scene of the 2000 

Olympic Games.  I had planned to visit the site as part of an investigation of how recent Olympic 

cities had fared in the post-Olympic climate, and my interest had been further peaked by a small 

entry in the weekend edition of The Sydney Morning Herald (July 22-23).   The few lines were 

headed by the portentous banner, “Homebushed:  Not much doing at Olympic Park.”  It read: 

                                                                                                                                                                                    

      Dismayed delegates to the NSW [New South Wales] Farmers Association conference 

      have been wandering over Sydney Olympic Park this week trying to find a cup of tea. 

     Having left behind the limitless horizons of their farms hoping for fun in the city, they 

     have landed in the trackless terracotta-paved desert of the inner west, with nary a fleshpot 

     in sight.  Not even a passing car to offer a neighbourly ride into town.  As thousands of 

     residents of suburbs formerly known as the athletes’ village will attest, the Olympic site 

     is a fine place to live.  But you wouldn’t want to visit there. 

                                                                                                                                                                         

     Clearly, expectations for the former Olympic site lag far behind pre-Olympic hype.  Locals 

have come to call it, “Jurassic Park.”   “Toilets for 50,000, but nowhere to get a cup of coffee,” 

was even the view of one official closely involved in trying to change that situation in 2004 

(“Letter from Australia:  Sydney’s Olympic Sites Beginning to Pay Off,” International Herald 

Tribune, at www.iht.com/aritcles/2004/08/21sydney_ed3_.php).  Actually, there has been a 

McDonalds on site since before the Olympics.  Be that as it may, transportation to and from 
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 3

Olympic Park, which is a good distance from downtown (just 14 kilometers or thirty minutes 

says the brochure; frequent commuter train service says the Herald Tribune article above), is 

probably the best sign of lack of traffic.  One recent article describes the trip as riding a ghost 

train to a ghost town (“London 2012 Must Learn from the £1bn Sydney Hangover,” Daily 

Telegraph, at www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/main.jhtml?xml=/sport/2007/02/08).  While brochures 

boast of the Park’s easy accessibility, in August 2006 there were only four direct trains running 

there from Central Station (downtown Sydney), beginning at a leisurely 9:25 A.M. and ending at 

a very early 12:26 P.M.-- and five returns from Olympic Park between 11:53 A.M. and 4:01 

P.M.   The 2:54 on which I returned was made up of older cars with well worn seats– and there 

were few people on it.  Obviously, this was not a priority line.   

     If one cannot arrive or leave by direct rail line, the visitor is left with the alternative of getting 

off at Lidcombe Station and waiting for the “Olympic Sprint,” which runs to the Park at regular 

intervals of between 20 and 30 minutes (according to the schedule, anyway) throughout the day.  

I waited more than 30 minutes for my train.  Only a handful of people boarded– mostly 

youngsters with various pieces of athletic equipment to use at the Park, which, for example, now 

has a make-shift playing field on the green in front of the former Olympic Stadium (currently an 

advertiser’s monument bearing the name, “Telstra Stadium”).  For those who are interested, a 

brochure also advertises a Walking Tour of the Park, a Stadium Tour, a swim in the Aquatic 

Centre, bike hires, mini-golf, tennis, a flying trapeze experience, archery, bird watching wetland 

walks, and picnicking.   In fact, there are many opportunities for activities, and the days of the 

August calendars posted around the facility were over half-filled with what was happening at the 

Park.  On the date I was there, however, a beautiful warm winter day in the low 70s, which found 

me first stripping off my coat and then rolling up the sleeves of my sweater and shirt, there was 
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minimal traffic, both foot and motor.   Few of the 6.3 million visitors who are said to come there 

each year were present on that day.  Most must come for what the brochure (Sydney Olympic 

Park: Profile) describes as the “nearly 1,800 events” held at the Park each year, “including 

Australia’s biggest event, the annual Sydney Royal Easter Show, which attracts more than one 

million visitors.”   I, however, had the place mostly to myself with the exception of a random 

collection of families picnicking or relaxing; sightseers; a soccer game or two on the green; and 

some delivery trucks and passing cars.   The giant facilities occupying the grounds, which had 

been streaming with countless thousands during the Olympics, while meticulously maintained, 

looked strangely embarrassed.  Perhaps, as the brochure promises, the immediate area will 

continue to grow.  Today, however, Homebush Bay’s entire population is only slightly over 

110,000.   During the Olympics, the main stadium held that many in one seating. 

     Nonetheless, the Sydney Olympic Park Authority, which was chartered by the New South 

Wales Government in 2001 to promote and develop the Park site and its parklands, is now 

doggedly proceeding with its post-Olympic plans, even though few in Sydney seem to notice.  

The ultimate objective at this point for the Park is, in the words of the Authority’s brochure, 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

     [to] take on more and more characteristics of a vibrant and inclusive township.  Its permanent        

     base of workers and residents will grow substantially; more entertainment and retail facilities                  

     will be opened; new education centres will attract students and families; streets will come                   

     alive as people go about their daily work and leisure activities; and a strong sense of 

     community will develop.  (Sydney Olympic Park: Profile)  

                                                                                                                                                             

According to the same brochure, 
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     Sydney Olympic Park is poised to become an internationally recognized example of 

     intelligent place-making– a dynamic and diverse township for living, working, learning 

     and leisure– a place for all people set within a world-class built and natural environment. 

 

      To the Authority’s credit, the facilities at Olympic Park, as I have said, are maintained at the 

height of readiness.  The Olympics could be held there again next week.  Also, the former 

Athletes’ Village has long been transformed into private living quarters.   The “construction of 

new retail, dining, residential and work precincts” is particularly visible with the work that is 

proceeding on multi-storey, multi-functional structures across from the entrance to the Olympic 

Park rail station– but, as one member of the Park’s publicity staff informed me, that same new 

construction is about 3-4 years behind schedule.  He indicated that such a lag was typical of most 

plans for Park development, which, according to the publicity brochure will “experience rapid 

urban change over the next 20 years,” with $A 1 billion investment over the next 10 years.  

Further encouraging rhetoric indicates that the Park will “attract interest and investment around 

the globe for many years to come,” including, apparently, proposals approved in 2003 which 

include $A 470 million of new commercial and residential projects.  There is also to be 20,000 

residents and 15,000 workers (presumably, separate from the residents) by 2025.  In a six year 

period, hotel, restaurants, and retail space will also continue to grow (the brochure states this 

information was correct at the time of printing, which was “March 04").                                  

     Even though hopes are high– and clearly things are progressing– one has to wonder if the 

future does indeed hold everything the brochure promises.  The “build it and they will come” 

mentality which pervades the project may rest more on hope than reality.  Tripping along toward 
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an uncertain future is no way to run a business.  One of the greatest difficulties facing the bold 

enterprise’s fruition is that most of the tremendous costs for Park transformation are being borne 

locally or by the New South Wales government.  This is not unlike the situation of some earlier 

Olympic cities, but the almost city-state like mentality of Australia makes Sydney’s situation 

perhaps somewhat more problematical with “outside” help much more difficult to enlist.   In the 

long run, more pressing needs such as the diminishing water supply, the most threatening problem 

for all of Australia today, are likely to divert funds previously earmarked for the Park (just as it is 

now being criticized for earlier diverting funds from other important projects for its construction).  

Will foreign investors continue to risk multi-million dollar deals for what the Sunday Herald 

describes as a location where even visiting Australians feel “Homebushed?”  The Park, itself, is 

viewed by many Sydney-siders as an island within the greater city-- too far away to visit except, 

of course, for high profile sporting events like the Australian Swimming Championships, National 

Athletics Championships, and rock concerts (perhaps, more appropriately, an upcoming event 

was “Elvis Presley in Concert”).   Optimism prevails that as Sydney continues to grow over the 

decades, which it inevitably will, the Olympic Park will be swallowed up successfully in the 

resultant urban sprawl and the predicted social and economic success of the area will be proved.  

In thirty years, this part of Sydney may well have become a desirable living area of the city, 

overcoming at last the problems long associated with the site— problems clearly indicated by the 

fact that before the Olympic Park was developed at Homebush Bay, the depressed and isolated 

area’s major claim to fame had been its use as the location for “Bartertown,” a post-apocalyptic 

community in a world ravaged by nuclear war in Mel Gibson’s Mad Max: Beyond Thunderdome!    

     While an interested outsider would naturally think that the once proud Sydney 2000 Olympic 
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stadium would have become an icon embraced by all of Australia and be considered the stadium 

in all the land, that, too, is not the case– even in the local mentality.  When my informant at the 

Park was glorifying the same Olympic Stadium, he proudly blurted out, “We have the best 

stadium in all of...Sydney.”  By the way he had begun, I assumed that the next thing he was going 

to say was “...in all Australia.”  But he did not even say the best stadium in New South Wales-- or 

from Sydney to Canberra.  His remark demonstrates just how competitive the drive is for 

spectators and funding among local stadiums and sporting facilities in New South Wales– most of 

them nearer the population centers of Sydney than Olympic Park.   Even if he had said the “best 

in all Australia,” he probably would have been wrong.   The newly-completed Cricket Ground in 

Melbourne, now fully ready to host an Olympics itself, is arguably the best stadium in Australia.  

(Unfortunately, the magnificent facility is built squarely on the site of the old 1956 Olympic 

Stadium, which was completely dismantled as the new structure arose.  One wonders if a city that 

is so cavalier about preserving its own Olympic past and Olympic history [there is only a minor 

remembrance of 1956 at the new stadium’s entrance] is deserving of another opportunity to host 

them.  It is also strictly controlled by the Melbourne Cricket Club.) 

     Consequently, as it stands today, a plan does exist for Olympic Park, and progress is being 

made.  Ultimately, we can only wait and see what efforts bear fruit-- to the extent that the Park is 

self-sustaining and profitable.  The bottom line is that, in the meantime, a very expensive facility 

sits mostly idle far from downtown Sydney.  The rhetoric of the brochures is, unfortunately, 

reminiscent of the pre-selection Olympic hype of the Sydney Bid Commission about how the 

monies spent for Olympic Park could only profit the city and New South Wales for years to come.  

Now, we read instead how the Park will somehow serve the city business-wise, environmental-
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wise, athletic-wise, education-wise, as well as facilitate a healthy lifestyle-- if only enough local 

and foreign financial support (and patience) is in the offing.  Was that not all supposed to have 

been taken care of in Sydney’s original hosting of the Olympics?    In the meantime, the Park is 

costing over $A 30 million a year to maintain, a sum that can only continue to rise.   

 

    Something along the lines of what Sydney hopes to accomplish at Homebush has probably 

already been executed as well as it is ever going to be in Munich, Germany, where the 1972 

Olympic Games were held.  Though on a scale far less grand than Sydney’s Olympic Park and 

before the days of corporate sponsorship, the combination Olympic Park and Village at Munich 

does offer something of a perspective—one from 35 years, of what the future could hold for 

Sydney.   The location of Munich’s Park even shares some similarities with Homebush, since 

before the 1972 Games transformed the place, it was described as a “desolate, flat and barren 

region…away from the city center” (www.olympiapark-muenchen.de/index.php?id=olymp_ 

spiele-1972&L=1).  Once home to Munich’s first passenger airport, the site had become a 

dumping ground for the bombed city’s rubble after WWII.  Now, however, by the Park website’s 

own enthusiastic admission (ibid.), “The Munich Olympic Park has…become the largest event 

and leisure center in Europe….Indeed, in the history of the Olympic Games in modern times 

Munich is the only town that has had positive experience with the continuing use of its Olympic 

facilities.”   

     From my own brief experience, there seems little reason to question the basic validity of the 

assertion.  The beautiful Park has been successfully integrated into its urban setting and actively 

serves a metro population base considerably larger than Sydney’s.  It is a personal, accessible, 
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well-maintained (new construction was going on during my visit), and user friendly place.  The 

amazing architecture of the facilities, especially Olympic Stadium, which is even more impressive 

in person, is reason enough for many to visit-- as well as seeing and experiencing first hand the 

progressive environmental designs of it and the other facilities, revolutionary for the time in 

which they were built.  But even without such unusual features, the Park is a real park, not a 

gigantic open space resembling something of an industrial park, which is more what Sydney is.  

The Swim Stadium is only a few feet from the Olympic Hall.  The Olympic Stadium, whose 

excavated floor allows it to snuggle nicely into the very green, well-landscaped, and lake-covered 

grounds of the Park, is a few minutes walk.  The Olympic Tower is a Munich landmark, visible 

from all over the city and housing a well-known revolving restaurant and observation platform.  

Unlike Sydney’s Park, the boast on the Munich’s Olympic Park website that many visitors are to 

be seen there on any given day, even when no event is scheduled, is no exaggeration.  The day I 

was there was a rainy and cold Tuesday afternoon in September-- but there was no lack of people 

walking through Park, visiting the Stadium, and using the Swim Center.  A couple with a small 

child in a carriage even asked me direction to the Tower entrance, having come specifically to 

lunch at the top.  There are other non-Olympic attractions at the Park, such as the Sea Life Center, 

which are also well attended.  Nearby is BMW Headquarters, the BMW Museum, and a gigantic 

new multi-purpose, ultra modern facility known as “BMW World,” is just on the point of being 

completed and opened.  Such a world class structure, whose functions will bring additional tens-

of-thousands of visitors a year to the Park area, would not have been placed here if this were not a 

prime location.        

     Munich’s Olympic Park, then, has been very successfully incorporated into the life of the city, 
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and even though built before corporate sponsorship, it now has a partnership (“Meeting Point 

Olympic Park”) with leading companies, including Coca-Cola, which helps market and develop it 

(www.olympiapark-muenchen.de/index.php? sponsoren&L=1).  The Park also has its own 

supervisory body, The Olympiapark Munchen GmbH, an investment company owned solely by 

the City, which maintains and runs the grounds and pursues all associated business activities 

(www.olympiapark-muenchen.de/index.php? id+gesellschafter&L=1).  Nonetheless, everything 

changes over time.  Munich’s new Allianz Stadium is already challenging Olympic Stadium as 

the major sports arena for Munich, and certainly there will be other changes which will affect the 

Park.  However, the proximity of a metro population of some six million people, the 

attractiveness of the place, its easy access, its popularity as a tourist destination, nearby 

universities, and a huge new facility like “BMW World,” should make Olympic Park an integral 

part of the Munich scene for the foreseeable future.   

     Conversely, Sydney’s Olympic Park lacks convenient location, a central focus (Sydney’s 

landmark Tower is downtown at Centre Point), an interested population base, and an inviting and 

intimate park-like atmosphere.  It is not especially accessible, lacks the kind of architectural 

uniqueness Munich’s Park has, there are no other major tourist attractions on its grounds, and no 

giant corporation offices like BMW and its magnificent ”BMW World” just across the street (but 

still within the greater boundaries of the Park).  It does have a Sydney Olympic Park Business 

Association, which, in 2004, had some 40 members companies, and there are, to be sure, plenty of 

people who are trying valiantly to transform the place (“Letter from Australia….”, previously 

cited at www.iht.com).  However, people have regularly wanted to visit Munich’s Olympic Park, 

even when there are no planned events; whereas at Sydney that has not been the case.   How much 
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the projected growth of Sydney’s population in 20 years will help integrate Olympic Park into the 

life of the city is something that no one can really predict— but if things are not working now, the 

question must be asked:  will they ever work?  Currently, at $A 33 million a year to maintain (a 

figure that will inevitably rise over the decades), will the Park ever really pay for itself?   After 

three decades, Munich’s Olympic Park is only presently beginning to lose some of its importance 

to new, state-of-the-art facilities (even though an on-going “aging policy” has long been in place 

to keep the Park up to date:  see discussion at previously cited, www.olympiapark-

muenchen.de/index.php?id= olymp_spiele-1972&L=1).  Conversely, Sydney’s Olympic Park was 

behind the proverbial eight ball from the start, facing immediate competition from other stadiums 

and convention and exhibition facilities in the greater urban area.   The Sydney Olympics also 

took place in a more expensive day-- and without the kind of strong financial support Munich’s 

Olympics had from the West German Federal Government in 1972 (ibid).   

     Up to now, then, Munich’s Olympic Park does appear to have enjoyed the kind of success 

Sydney ultimately hopes to accomplish on its turf; but, of course, Sydney wants much more— a 

“living, working, learning, and leisure” complex, the brochures says, replete with hotels, dining, 

and retail space—a “township” in every sense of the word.  In this respect, Munich did not have 

such a grand plan in 1972 for its Olympic Park and Village, and ideas concerning their future 

were much more limited.  In regard to how successful Munich has been in transforming what 

might better be called a “sustainable post-Olympic urban neighborhood” than a “township,” there 

still seems to be on-going problems after 35 years.   The Village’s own website (www.eig-

olympiadorf.de/ html/englisch.html), which is run by the EIG (the Einwohner-Interessen-

Gemeinschaft Olympisches Dorf, or Association for the Residents’ Interests of the Olympic 
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Village), founded in 1973 to oversee the Village and its operation, sounds a familiar refrain about 

unfilled Olympic promises:   

                                                                  

     After the Olympic Games in 1972 it turned out, that the whole idea of a prosperous, happy and 

     caring lifestyle community in the Olympic Village was a wonderful dream, a model on paper,  

      but not reality—not yet.       

 

Ultimately, however, the website’s rhetoric becomes more encouraging about what has been 

accomplished: 

 

      Whenever you come to Munich you should visit the Olympic Park.  And if you can spare   

      some additional time come and have a look to our Olympic Village.  Walk through the idyllic 

      pedestrian streets, see the many playgrounds for the children, the church, the school, the 

      kindergardens, the shopping mall; take part in the life of a very normal village in the  

      middle of a big town.    

 

     I recently accepted the website’s invitation and saw for myself “the residential quarter which 

houses about 10,000 (!) people.”  The web page continues,  

 

     Situated in a pedestrian park-landscape and connected directly to the city’s expansive subway-    

     system, the Olympic Village offers an extremely high standard of living to all its residents, the    

     young and old, the sporty and the lazy, the healthy and disabled.  
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     To be sure, the municipal transportation hub for the Village is as convenient as anyone could 

want, the underground and busses literally stopping at the community’s doorstep (though 

someone should attend the station’s WCs more regularly); but, as one walks up the main 

pedestrian ramp into the Village itself, there are multiple construction projects to dodge, as well 

as students on the move on bicycles and in random groups—and, unfortunately, the most visible 

feature immediately confronting the visitor is a multi-story student residence with signs, flags, 

laundry, and whatever else one might expect in a large dorm hanging from its balconies.  It is not 

an attractive sight.  As one proceeds through the corridors of the complex, shops, groceries, small 

eateries, and restaurants appear—everything that is necessary to serve a small community seems 

to be present and easily accessible.  There are also physician’s offices, and even a Sheraton Four 

Points Hotel, where I asked for information about the location of the infamous terrorist attack on 

the Israeli athletes during the 1972 Olympics.  Directed back the way I had come to an Italian 

restaurant, where I took a right down Connolly Street, I finally found the place where what was 

arguably the world’s first major modern act of terrorism had occurred.  Having watched the 

horrifying event on T.V. thirty-five years before, it was somewhat surrealistic to visit the spot—

now marked with a stone dedication by the building door and some flowers recently placed at its 

base.  A few bicycles were randomly parked nearby.  No one was around.  In front of the building 

is a very well manicured walkway with recently completed work (the general area is shown still 

under construction on the aforementioned EIG website) and, on the other side, are very modern-

looking, well-kept high rises, presumably where the more prosperous residents of the Village live.   

     Upon looking round the side of the former Israeli complex toward Olympic Park, I saw a large 

collection of low lying buildings, which were also a part of the 1972 Village.  Some might 
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describe them as “colorful,” others a “ghetto;” but the structures were hardly representative of “an 

extremely high standard of living.”  They must be where most of the “lazy” the website had 

mentioned live.  The same area included some deserted buildings with only a wall or two 

standing.  Perhaps they are part of the fire damage caused on August 4th (not even two months 

before my visit) when a student party reportedly turned into a riot and 150 police were 

summoned!   It must also be the same student housing that was recently approved for demolition 

because I saw the kind of vehicles that would be involved in such moving among the remaining 

houses.  Ridding a community of eyesores and problem properties is understandable, but one 

might also observe that this is no way to treat structures that have been designated a “historical 

monument.”  Other buildings on the same side of Connolly Street as the former Israeli complex 

could also have been better maintained.   

      In sum, what I observed in my brief stroll through the former Olympic Village looked like all 

the positives and negatives of urban life tossed together into this small neighborhood, and there 

was no getting away from what most would consider undesirable features.  It reminded me of 

something along the lines today of a time-share purchase gone bad.  Of course, I do not live there, 

nor do I know what those who do live there (aside from those who wrote the web page) actually 

think.  They may completely disagree with my casual observations.  The residents’ association is 

obviously very responsible and appears to be on top of everything they can, legal and otherwise.  

The EIG website lists all the significant urban “victories” it has achieved over the years.  Once 

described as a “concrete citadel” and “ghostcity,” much has been done by Villagers to counter 

such remarks; however, in reality, only portions of the place conform to the website’s flowery 

description of the former Village as a “green paradise” or “oasis” “with birds singing in the trees 
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and squirrels romping about balconies.”   Residents of the Village have had to work hard over the 

decades to redress all the promises which did not materialize, as well as deal with the typical 

human problems that affect any community—but in a more concentrated dose.  If the place were 

really a “community” success (and not a social utopia), there would not be so much of it devoted 

to student housing, which necessarily detracts from property values.  For me, the final 

confirmation of success in transforming the former Olympic Village into a viable residential 

community would be answering the question, “Would I want to live there if I had a choice?” 

positively.   From what I saw, my answer would be, “No.”  It appears to be just too much of a 

struggle to live there.  There would, of course, be no Olympic Village in Munich without the 

Olympic Games-- but whether the city is better off today because of it is certainly debatable.  We 

may have to wait another three decades to see if Sydney does any better. 

 

      As for the situation in which Sydney now finds itself, it should not be the case that the city has 

to pay a price which continues to linger and mount for hosting the Olympics and entertaining the 

world for 17 days.  One estimate of the cost of the 2000 Games is $3 billion dollars, but the 

expenses do not stop there.  A recent article in The Sydney Morning Herald (“Rail Must Lean on 

Private Sources, Despite Bruising Airport Link Failure,” at smh.com.au, June 20, 2007) puts the 

loss to State Government at as much as $A 800 million just for the failed airport rail link, which 

collapsed months after it opened for the Olympics and went into receivership, “due to over-

optimistic commitments to the project’s original backers on patronage levels.”  That amount by 

itself exceeds the $610 million revenue which a very positive post-Olympic Pricewaterhouse 

Coopers report on the Business and Economic Benefits of the Sydney 2000 Games 
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(www.gamesinfo.com.au/pi/ ARPICOE.html) claims came from ticket sales alone at the 2000 

Olympics!  And this figure appears inflated (just as the figure of over $680 million 

Pricewaterhouse Coopers gives for final sponsorship revenue seems low) since it would mean that 

each of the 6.7 million tickets stated as sold at Sydney cost almost $100 apiece.  Given the low 

price of so many tickets to Olympic preliminary events, tickets which make up the bulk of the 

sales, the figure of $610 million does not seem possible (and what of the thousands of high priced 

empty seats at Sydney’s Closing Ceremony—plus the countless “freebies” for the International 

Press [20,000 strong is one rough estimate!], which a high-ranking St. Lake City Olympic official 

told me was the bane of all Olympic organizers?).  If we take only the loss of the aforementioned 

rail failure and combine it with the $A 33 million per year upkeep of the Olympic facilities since 

2000 (“Letter from Australia….”, previously cited at www.iht.com), the amount is already over a 

billion Australian dollars!   

     The Daily Telegraph (“London 2012 Must Learn….,” previously cited at www.telegraph. 

co.uk) provides what appears to be an appropriate epitaph for these Olympics:  “But it is talk of 

money which still dominates in Sydney....The motto for the Olympics translates as ‘faster, higher, 

stronger.’  Presumably, the second of those three was not meant to refer to budgets.” 

 

 

     What to make of post-Olympic Athens is not an easy task.  One thing that is clear, however, is 

that a damning article on the Internet by Reuters (and MSNBC.com) from August 12, 2005 

criticizing the Greeks’ upkeep of the Olympic venues (and everything else about post-Olympic 

Athens) a year after the Games was distorted.  I do not know what things looked like in August of 
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2005, but I do know what they looked like in December of that year-- and in May of 2007.  

Unfortunately, I had already done the Greeks a disservice by including Reuters’ negative 

observations in a paper I had earlier submitted for publication in the 2006 Proceedings of this 

Conference (which I later corrected verbally when the paper was delivered in January).  I had 

believed the report, as did others, including Track and Field News (#32, September, 2005).  

Contrary to what the article had said, a personal inspection of the main venues showed them to be 

maintained at the appropriate level—as they continue to be.  The Olympic Stadium is regularly in 

use.  In fact, the UEFA (European soccer’s governing body) held the Champions League Final 

there on May 23, 2007, and Liverpool was complaining that they had only been allotted 17,000 

tickets of the 63,000 available.  Plans for the residential use of the Olympic Village also appear to 

be proceeding.  Nonetheless, there are mixed signals in the Athenian press about what people 

think is going on and what actually is going on in post-Olympic Athens.  A selection of articles 

which appeared in Athens’ English language newspaper, Kathimerini, over a few days in early 

May, 2007, is indicative.  One would think everyone knows that Athens’ debt for the 2004 

Olympics is so astronomical, stated to be in the range of 12 billion dollars, that it will never be 

paid off.  However, in one article, Bob Geldof, apparently believing that the Greeks are 

wallowing in excess cash, criticized them for not contributing enough to his pet world aid 

projects.  About the same time (May 4, 2007), the EU announced it would be releasing Greece 

from its fiscal supervision because Athens had succeeded in bringing its public deficit below the 3 

percent of gross domestic product threshold.  Another article stated that in the two years 

following the Olympics, there has been a rise in Greek tourism and tourist revenue of upwards of 

seven percent.   If one attempts only to digest only this small assortment of information, there is 
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more money is coming into Greece from tourism because of the Olympics, but, in the EU’s view, 

it and other monies are not being managed well by the Greek government-- and Bob Geldof wants 

the latter to give all the money it does not have to the world’s needy!   Conundrum should be a 

Greek word…. 

     Outwardly, at least, the Greeks do not appear to be overly concerned about their large Olympic 

debt.  They go about their daily business as usual-- everyone that is, except for a small group of 

indigenous terrorists who are regularly attacking the Ministry of Economics for not doing its job 

(on two different night in December, 2006, bombs went off in Ministry Offices near Syntagma 

Square just down the block from where I was staying); the banks for not doing their job; and the 

police for not doing their job (which, of course, is also to stop the terrorists!).  The recent 

destructive fires that swept Greece also appear, in part, to have been deliberate attempts by the 

same terrorists to expose the helplessness of the Greek government-- and to bring it down in the 

elections that were upcoming.  All they did was burn much of Greece, cost great loss of life and 

property in a country whose population is generally poor, and needlessly threaten some of 

Greece’s (and the world’s) most precious historical sites, like Olympia.  They also did not 

succeed politically, as the current prime minister retained his hold on the Greek government.  

      The most revealing comment we can make about post-Olympic Athens is an obvious one:  it 

will never profit to the extent that Sydney did (whatever the final result) from the experience.  The 

2004 Games, themselves, were surprisingly successful (due largely to outside help from the 

European Community and the U.S., and IOC pressure and aid), but billions in debt, Athens is still 

reeling from the effects of hosting the mammoth festival.  Nonetheless, Athens is a different, 

more confident city than it was before the Games-- and it will never go back.  The new airport and 
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metro system by themselves are a tremendous leap forward.  On my May, 2007 visit, however, I 

did notice some signs of the old Athens creeping back in again, and the ubiquitous graffiti, 

particularly on Ermou Street, a major shopping thoroughfare, also seemed to be a sign of decline.  

However, a closer inspection reveals that the graffiti is more in the line of political vandalism-- an 

attempt to intimidate shop and home owners and ultimately bring more pressure on the 

government.  There is no point removing the paint because it will reappear the next night.  There 

is also the purposeful scratching of windows on the trains of the new metro system, with the 

exception of the more closely guarded airport trains.  Having recently observed the same kind of 

vandalism on the trains of the Berlin and Munich undergrounds in September, it becomes clear 

that this is not to be regarded as a sign of urban deterioration in Athens—but coordinated and 

politically-inspired destruction.  If Germany cannot stop it, the less prosperous Greeks certainly 

cannot. 

  

     As for the Beijing Olympics, the usual negative stories leading up to a Games do not seem to 

apply.  These include staggering cost overruns, failed time tables, unrealistic promises, host cities 

quickly losing enthusiasm when faced with the actual preparation and staging of an Olympics—

and, even more importantly in recent years, how to continue managing, utilizing, and paying for 

the upkeep of multiple facilities built for a 17 day festival.  In authoritarian China (at least on the 

face of it), things will be done on time; costs do not matter; and the facilities will be used—

especially in a country with over a billion people.  China is for the IOC (which many have 

previously characterized as “fascist”) a dream host.  Its reported 34 billion dollar outlay, more 

than twice the cost of the Athens Olympics, is emphatic indication that everything will go down 
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as planned (although personal experience has revealed that something as simple as posters for the 

Beijing Games were not easily obtainable with only eight months to go).  Also, information about 

these Olympics is not so freely provided to the press by Beijing organizers.  Consequently, the 

Western press, which always manages to squeeze negatives from the Olympics justified or not, 

has jumped ahead to London 2012 (which only received authorization for the construction of the 

main venue complex on October 1, 2007) for their “juicier” Olympic tales of woe.  For Beijing, 

press releases have had to concentrate on more peripheral matters such as possible tainted food 

for athletes and visitors; pollution and traffic congestion in Beijing; the Chinese “cleaning up” 

their English (“Hot Crap” was a misspelling for “carp” on an English menu); the government’s 

efforts to prevent citizens from habitually spitting in the streets or cutting in line; and the 

deporting of undesirables living near Olympic venues.   

     China is also learning quickly, if not already fully aware, that the Olympics have become a 

“catch all” for every trendy movement or cause, be it for children, women, world peace, global 

warming, or whatever.  The Opening Ceremonies of the last Winter Olympics at Torino were 

probably the most focused on political and social issues in recent memory.  Many spectators were 

undoubtedly puzzled by the choice of some leading participants, whose reason for being there or 

relation to the Olympics was at best unclear.  One of the most inconsistent and unintentionally 

humorous parts of the program related to John Lennon’s song, “Imagine.”  After the lyric 

“Imagine there’s no countries” was sung to the approving cheers of a stadium crowd urged on by 

Yoko Ono (whom few in the crowd under 21 would even know), the traditional Olympic “Parade 

of Nations” began.   Dozens of athletes from the same “countries” which everyone had just 

enthusiastically agreed they did not wish to exist began to stream into the stadium-- proudly 
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holding their national flags and dressed in costumes or uniforms representative of their countries, 

as the crowd mindlessly cheered them on.  “And no religion too,” seemed just as hypocritical a 

lyric, as perhaps a billion people watched the oversized illuminated Olympic Rings and Olympic 

Flag being venerated as if sacred relics of a world religion:   So much for John…so much for the 

seriousness of the Torino organizers.   

     Human rights, too, are now part of the contemporary Olympic formula—and comprise the 

main political issue the press is exploiting for the Beijing Games.  What this actually has to do 

with what is supposed to be a world athletic competition begs the question, but because the 

Olympics are placing normally reclusive China squarely on the world stage, they have presented 

its many detractors the opportunity to use the Olympic platform to challenge the repressive state’s 

human rights record.  There have been continual outcries for a boycott of the Games, even in the 

U.S. Congress, and the Heritage Foundation (“Heritage Foundation: Beijing Olympics Boycott: A 

Wake-Up Call,” FOXNews.com, 8.24.2007, at www.foxnews.com) views the Games as an 

opportunity “to compel Beijing to adopt true Olympic values” [whatever they may be….].   

However, these critics, along with Mia Farrow, would probably be better off boycotting Coca-

Cola, McDonald’s, and, especially, NBC, because without big time American sponsors and T.V., 

there would be no Olympics as we now know them— and certainly no meaningful  

Games in Beijing.  The Olympics were already on the point of extinction following the terrorism 

at Munich (1972), the financial fiasco at Montreal (1976), and the boycott at Moscow (1980).  

Even L.A. voters rejected funding for the 1984 Games.   Those Games, the most financially 

successful up to their day (and, adjusting for inflation, probably the most profitable Olympics 

ever) would never have happened if not for Peter Ueberroth’s innovative corporate sponsorship 
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initiatives, now the life-blood of the Games.  (Today, Ueberroth is both President of the U.S. 

Olympic Committee, and, perhaps not insignificant, a director of Coca-Cola).  Nonetheless, 

diplomats and experts say that China is responding to critics by covertly pressuring the Sudanese 

government in Africa about genocide in Darfur (e.g. “Olympics Seen as Leverage for Darfur,” 

USA Today, 9/24/2007; and FOXNews.com above).   China was also called upon during the recent 

troubles in Burma, or Myanmar.  “The Chinese government has been playing a constructive and 

responsible part in the Myanmar (Burma) issue and the constructive role has been recognized by 

all,” states Liu Jingmin, executive vice president of the Beijing Organizing Committee and deputy 

mayor of Beijing.  But he warns that political issues and threats of boycotts are inappropriate and 

unpopular, and concludes, “I believe that the preparations for the Olympics have tremendously 

boosted the development of human rights in China” (“China Warns Against ‘Political’ 

Olympics,” Sydney Morning Herald, October 19, 2007, at smh.com.au).  Thus, the Olympics have 

become another tool though which the international community can exert pressure on what it 

considers a “rogue” host country (although political games can be played by both sides: see the 

same FOXNews.com article previously cited).  Such machinations have actually been going on 

since the inception of the modern Olympics, but they are much more prevalent in today’s ever 

changing global political atmosphere.  In fact, the role of the Olympic movement in world politics 

had already become so prominent by the time of the 1996 Atlanta Olympics that rumors abounded 

about former IOC President Juan de Samaranch’s attempts to secure a Nobel Peace Prize for the 

Committee (or himself) by promoting the Olympics as an instrument of world peace   His efforts 

amounted to nothing.  Perhaps he should have enlisted the aid of Al Gore.  (Any hopes of 

sainthood were also lost at Atlanta, where Samaranch declared that the Olympics, or at least 
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Olympic officials, “are more important than the Catholic church”). 

     The on-going problems with drugs have been especially emphasized during the countdown to 

the Beijing Games.  It is the IOC’s greatest concern-- especially drug use by the Chinese athletes 

themselves.  Drugs are now undeniably a permanent feature of the Olympics, and the last Games 

at Athens were particularly flawed.  Renewed efforts for drug testing began to catch up with new 

products.  The most celebrated Greek sprinters—Costas Kenteris, who literally had come out of 

nowhere (we now know why) to win the 200M at Sydney, and Katerina Thanou, silver-medalist 

in the 100M-- embarrassed their country on the eve of the Opening Ceremonies over questions 

about their drug use.  “IOC Decision to End Thanou-Kenteris Thriller” read the Athens News 

headlines (August 16. 2004), but it did not stop there.  A suspicious motorcycle accident 

involving the two ostensibly prevented them from reporting for their drug test before the Games.  

This began what proved to be the biggest story, or more accurately, scandal, of the early days of 

the Athens Olympics.  Ultimately, Kenteris and Thanou opted to pull out of the Games rather than 

further embarrass the IOC and Greece, earning the contempt of many of their countrymen and 

casting a pall over the legitimacy of the Games:  Then came more bad news for the Greeks.  On 

Sunday, August 22, Leonidas Sabanis, the man who had won silvers at Sydney and Atlanta in the 

62kg men’s weightlifting and was Greece’s first medalist in the Athens Games, was stripped of 

his bronze for failing his post-performance drug test.  Though defenders explained he had been 

“passed a spiked drink at a celebratory event,” he also failed a second test, though swearing to his 

children (a most serious oath for a Greek) that he had not cheated and continuing to maintain his 

innocence to this day (Sabanis had made clear in advance that knee injections might reveal 

positive drug tests during the Games, but the IOC rejected this information as irrelevant).  A 
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digital stamp, already issued by the Greek Post Office to celebrate Sabanis’ bronze medal, had to 

be withdrawn.  It is now a somewhat scarce commodity, selling for about $20.    

     Positive drug testing at Athens became so prevalent it began to appear that the major purpose 

for the Games was to police cheating athletes, rather than to celebrate their performances.  By 

August 24, sixteen competitors had been expelled, including Irina Korzhanenko of Russia, the 

initial women’s shot put gold, and Robert Fazekas of Hungary, who was stripped of his gold in 

the discus.  I was present at the latter’s “victory,” sitting next to a young Lithuanian, who watched 

as his countryman, Virgilijus Alekna, could only manage a silver medal.  Naturally disappointed, 

he got up and left after the competition, observing that at least his man had come in second.  All 

of us went home that night believing the Hungarian had won-- only to find to our surprise the next 

evening the Lithuanian Alekna standing atop the victory stand to receive the gold medal.  Since I 

had not heard about the Hungarian’s disqualification for doping, I was momentarily confused 

until I understood what had happened.  My Lithuanian “friend,” whom I never saw again, was 

undoubtedly overjoyed when he too learned the Hungarian (who was even caught while trying to 

switch his urine sample before the doping test) had been disqualified!   Such antics created an 

atmosphere at the Games that became almost humorous as we waited to see if who we thought 

was the Olympic champion would endure long enough to actually show up for the medal 

ceremony.  It made a mockery of the so-called Olympic ideals, and the Games were taking on the 

aspect of some new NBC game show— like, “Medal, Medal, Who’s Got the Medal?”  The 

“higher” part of the Olympic motto was taking on even more meaning!   

     Marion Jones’ recent doping revelations, not really a surprise to any knowledgeable observer, 

tops it all off and have forever tainted the Sydney Games-- Games, which, interestingly, 
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especially celebrated women.  That Marion was the darling of those Olympics makes her disgrace 

doubly tragic.  Her husband at the time, shot putter C.J. Hunter, had already had his athletic 

credential lifted by the IOC for failing four drug tests for steroid use.  He had previously 

withdrawn from the Sydney Games, anyway, because of knee cartilage surgery, but he had kept 

his credential to coach his wife.  She, of course, swore she knew nothing about his drug usage. 

Many understandably rushed to her defense, even though it was so obvious the household dog (if 

she had one) would have known.  Suspicions have continued to “dog” her for years, and now we 

all know the truth.  The question is why did she come forth at this time?  There can really be only 

one explanation for her coming clean in the months leading up to the Beijing Olympics:  It was 

meant as a potent warning to the Chinese.  The manner in which she “confessed,” an anguished 

private letter to her family somehow “leaked” to the public, her deep remorse, her “voluntary” 

return of the medals she won unfairly, the timeliness for the Beijing Games— all this smacks of a 

“deal” orchestrated by the IOC and everyone else concerned to make her disgrace and exit from 

athletics as graceful as possible in return for her cooperation.  Everything was too simple and 

clean—especially since Marion had previously denied everything.   In the end, it was more like 

vindication than vilification.  There has been little in the way of negative follow up to what was 

one of the most sensational sports stories in recent years.  Adding insult to injury, the second 

place finisher in the 100M at Sydney, the likely recipient of Marion’s gold, is Katerina Thanou, 

the aforementioned Greek sprinter who had bowed out of the Athens Olympics with drug 

allegations swirling about her in mythic proportions!    

     China has already had athletes banned or caught using performance enhancers.  Suspicions 

continue to haunt Chinese athletics, and now, with the Beijing Olympics fast approaching, the 
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Jones’ case has conveniently provided the IOC with a powerful example of what will happen if 

China does not tow the line-- that there will be serious repercussions if China ends up with more 

than its expected share of medals (especially, those earned by Chinese athletes about whom no 

one had previously heard).  The Jones’ revelation in early October did not follow by much World 

Anti-Doping Agency chief Dick Pound’s return to China in mid-August to “go the extra mile” in 

pursuing Chinese Olympic drug users.  Pound warned that China’s showcase for its rising 

political and economic efforts could evaporate with one positive drug test (“WADA Chief Looks 

into China Doping,” Yahoo! News, August 14, 2007, at news.yahoo.com).   Such warnings, 

however, may ultimately prove futile.  The Chinese are well known for their in-depth knowledge 

of herbal “medicines,” some of which may, unknown to the rest of the world, have the capability 

of momentarily increasing athletic performance.  As entirely natural substances, how could such 

“enhancers” even be categorized as drugs?   Consequently, a bundle of unexpected Chinese 

medals may still be in the offing at Beijing! 

      

     The London Olympic bid literature distributed before it was chosen as the site for the 2012 

Games also contains the usual positive rhetoric and emphasis on how much money is to be made 

through staging an Olympics.  In fact, a question stated and answered in one of the brochures 

(London 2012: A Vision for the Olympic Games) is, “Would all the money be going to London?”  

The brochure also reassures its readers that “redevelopment of the Lower Lea Valley has started 

already, and a new Olympic-sized swimming pool is coming whether London’s bid is successful 

or not.  But if we can win the Games for London, the regeneration would be quicker and on a far 

larger scale.” “The Olympic Games…would speed up the rebirth of the Lower Lea Valley by six 
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or seven years,” and “The face of the capital would be changed forever by the Games.”   

Elsewhere, in London’s “Bid Bulletin” (March 2005), it is stated that the Aquatic Centre and the 

Velopark will be built even if London does not receive the bid, and mentions that the Olympic 

Stadium has already received funding “to ensure it is available for international athletics and 

community use after 2012.”  In other words, the redevelopment of the Olympic area in question 

was stated to have already begun, and the Olympics would just quicken the pace.  In fact, all the 

brochures give the indication that winning the Games would be the panacea for just about all of 

London’s ills.  However, now that London has won the Games, reality has quickly set in-- and 

nothing appears as simple as it previously did.   

     There are glowing reports about how London’s Olympic Village would be successfully 

transformed into a wonderful post-Olympic living area, even though this is a time in Olympic 

history when fewer athletes, usually only those from poorer countries, even use the Olympic 

Village.  The trashing of the Village by such athletes after the Sydney Games did not help 

matters.  In 2004, Athens’ Olympic village was only sparsely occupied, largely because more 

visible countries, fearing terrorist attacks similar to what happened at Munich, placed their 

athletes on ships docked at Piraeus Harbor.  There are many wealthy professional athletes who 

now participant in the Olympics and book their own rooms.  The idea of the Olympic Village as a 

center of international athletic fellowship is, arguably, already past.  The lack of interest in the 

Olympic Village by all but the economically depressed is a trend that will only continue, and, for 

future Olympics, host countries may want to decide if it is even worth the expense to build one.   

London officials are already concerned about lessons learned from under-used Olympic villages 

at Barcelona and Sydney, which rather than moving toward their predicted integration into the 
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local community, “can suffer social problems and isolation (“Olympics 2012: What Will Happen 

When the Crowds Leave?” Daily Telegraph at www.telegraph.co.uk, October 19, 2007).  I would 

associate the same problems with the much older Munich Olympic Village, which while certainly 

more successful than most of its counterparts, still looks to have its share of social problems and, 

from a Google Earth satellite peek, appears settled in an area almost entirely surrounded by 

industrial park.  Athens’ Olympic Village is said to be the worst in fulfilling its post-Olympic 

plans, with all the houses supposedly empty twelve months after the Games.  However, my own 

brief look at the Village in December, 2005, showed signs of construction in areas which had 

been dirt lots during the Olympics, as well as occupancy of some of the buildings on the Kifissias 

St. side of the complex.  Whether this “progress” has continued, I do not know.  London officials 

believe that their Olympics will boost the local housing market (which, apparently, has already 

seen prices rise 10% since the winning bid), but Dr. Angus McIntosh, who has studied the 

potential shortcomings of the prospective new market, asks what will happen after the Games, 

“You think of thousands of new homes, the parkland, the schools, the doctors’ surgeries, all the 

bits that make sustainable urban development.  Who is going to manage and maintain it?  Who 

are the asset managers, not in 2012 but 2022?”   

     At least London is asking questions now, five years before the Games take place.  Organizers 

at Athens apparently forgot to ask the same questions until midway through their Games.  Be that 

as it may, perhaps if London had stuck to the strategy initially outlined in the bid material-- that 

everything was going to be built anyway because it was necessary for the city’s future-- it might 

have been better off.  To be fair, however, London was not the favorite to get the bid for 2012.  

Paris was.  Realistically, the London organizers were probably looking to a later date before the 
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Olympics would come their way.  Presuming Paris had received the expected nod, Europe would 

not likely be awarded the Games again for at least another two Olympics (the IOC has a 

geographical agenda).  By that time, London would be ready.  But just as Atlanta was surprised 

by the 1996 vote and was really unprepared to host a Games earlier than 2000, unexpected 

Olympic and world politics (the choice arguably would have been different if Sarkozy had been 

France’s President at the time) made London, not Paris, the 2012 Olympic host.  Any initial 

London long range plan, no matter how judicious in concept, was immediately forgotten, and the 

difficulties and expense of staging a British Olympics in five years are now squarely in the sights 

of a seemingly unsympathetic press—and now many government officials also.   

     The London bid brochures assured everyone that Australia had benefited from “an extra 1.6 

million visitors due to the 2000 Games, with the economy gaining more than £2.5bn between 

1997 and 2001.  The Sydney experience also showed that visitors spent time traveling outside the 

Olympic city.…Business tourism also increased both before and after the Games, and Australia is 

still reaping the benefits.”  In 2001, I recall asking my first “Wally” in Australia, a cab driver in 

Alice Springs, about increased tourism as a result of the Olympics.  “None I can make out, mate,” 

he told me.  “In fact…seems less, now.”  Apparently, Wally was right.  Access Economics, an 

Australian economic forecaster, indicated earlier this year that “New South Wales has actually 

deteriorated in the seven years since…” the Olympics.  “So, rather than New South Wales 

experiencing the long-term Olympic benefits which many, and particularly those running the 

Games, had been predicting, it has floundered” (“London 2012 Must Learn….,” previously cited 

at www.telegraph.co.uk).   An editorial in the Sydney Morning Times described the result of the 

Olympics’ economic impact on the state’s economy as “Flatlining into the future”:  “Since the 
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party ended, gloom has gradually settled over the state’s economy.”  The “feel-good 

psychological blast” has been replaced by reality, and people are irritated, if not angry (ibid.).  All 

of this runs counter to the earlier report by Pricewaterhouse Coopers (previously cited at 

www.gamesinfo.com.au/pi/ARPICOE.html), which had glowingly stated on the first anniversary 

of the Sydney Games:  

 

      Given the broad range of objectives, the Sydney Games were a remarkable success that  

      delivered on the expectations of almost all of their stakeholders, public and private.  Strong 

      partnerships and co-operation among the public and private sector organizations involved 

      were central to the successful implementation of numerous business and tourism programs  

      that have yielded substantial business and economic benefits to NSW [New South Wales] 

      and Australia. 

 

Perhaps the Sydney organizers could have saved some money by not commissioning this report!  

On February 8, 2007, The Sydney Morning Herald (“London 2012 Must Learn….”) summed up 

what many Aussies now think of Pricewaterhouse Cooper’s findings: 

                  

      The price of the best Games ever is becoming clearer by the day….Despite the      

      Government’s claims that the Games were paid for, resources were directed to them at the 

      expense of other investments.  Magnificient stadiums and sporting facilities (which have 

      since struggled to attract users) were built for a fortnight of world’s-best-practice partying, 

      instead of the money being spent on more humdrum things such as railways, roads, ports, 
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      schools and hospitals.”   

 

There is also talk of a recession in New South Wales, many say because of the Games. 

    London’s initial euphoria about securing the 2012 Olympics already appears headed in this 

same direction; but London organizers will be proceeding with “eyes wide open.”  The heat from 

what seems an ever-increasing pool of critics will be with the Committee for the next five years—

and probably longer!  By March, 2007, the price for the regeneration of the London area in which 

Olympic Park is to be situated had risen from the original estimate of £3.375 billion to £9.3 

billion.  Accusations hound the London Olympic bosses that they did not reveal the full extent of 

what the cost would be when the bid for the Games was made.  At current exchange rates 

(October, 2007), the financial outlay already exceeds the Greek debt by about six billion 

American dollars.  By the time 2012 rolls around, what Athens spent will probably seem like 

pocket change.  Beijing is already spending $34 billion.  Interestingly, this is after the Beijing bid 

committee stated that a Chinese Olympics would cost $1.606 billion to stage and would make the 

Chinese $1.625 billion, or a modest $19 million profit (“Business Eyes Olympic Gold in Beijing,” 

CNN.com, July 13, 2001, at cnn.worldnews.com [note:  the figures in the article appear to be 

reversed]).  They are only some $32 billion over the original estimate!  So, too, at London, the 

price for the new Olympic Stadium had by mid-October increased 77% from the original 

projection of £280 million to £496 (?) million.  The price of the Aquatics Centre which the bid 

brochure stated would also be built regardless of the Olympics is believed to have doubled to 

£150 million pounds.  As of October 18, 2007, the Olympic board was also in danger of losing the 

one bidder it had for that contract (“Consultants Bag £60m from London Olympics,” Daily 
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Telegraph at www.telegraph.co.uk, October 18, 2007).  

     None of this really surprises me.  In December, 2006, I visited the secured building at Canary 

Wharf, 1 Churchill Place, which houses the offices of the London Olympic Committee.  I was 

permitted a phone call from the lobby to a single person who was the only one in the office at the 

time.  I introduced myself as an Olympic historian, and asked for any publicity material he could 

provide.  His answer was rather startling.  “You know,” he said, “I guess we’d better start 

working on things like that because we haven’t done much since we won the bid.”  He 

recommended that I check back, “maybe in six months.”  The bid brochures I had obtained the 

previous year from the London Olympic Bid Committee (which had been in an adjacent building, 

1 Canada Square, and well staffed at the time) said there were going to be no “white elephants” 

left from these Olympics; that it was committed to a “green” Games; and there should be plenty 

of “gold” for UK athletes.  White, green, or gold…my December experience only left me 

“colorless.”  I became convinced that I had just experienced another example of “Olympic buzz,” 

that contagion which infects all potential Olympic host cities and guarantees each will somehow 

be miraculously transformed into an individual “OZ” (the Wizard’s place, not Australia, which is 

typically referred to as “Oz”) was once more at work.  The pixy dust had been spread, and the 

IOC’s traveling “medicine show” would make another quadrennial visit, reaping millions for 

itself, its corporate sponsors, and other insiders, while ultimately leaving the host city’s dreams 

mostly unrealized and its pocketbook empty.  It should be clearly understood that the Olympics 

are a business, a world wide enterprise on the largest scale—and, that being said, is it not the way 

with most high profile businesses to look first and foremost to its own interests and those of its 

long term “investors?”  So it is with the Olympics— although most businesses do not have as 
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seductive a sales approach as the Olympics! 

 

 

   There are, to be sure, some positives for the host city from the Olympic experience.  Needed 

upgrades to its infrastructure and transportation system, otherwise put off until later, are 

completed in a hurry.  There is world-wide attention, which has innumerable benefits for the host 

city and country— many of them intangible.  There is the pride that follows the successful 

conclusion of an Olympics which, despite the disappointments that seem to inevitably follow, can 

never be lost.  And there is a renewed sense of nationalism, particularly important in a large 

under-populated and racially-diverse country like Australia.  Already, reports are circulating 

about how Beijing, too, is going to benefit.*   However, if it is financial reward and gain that 

________________________ 

*E.g., in an article entitled, “Signaling Growth: China’s Major Benefit from Staging the Olympics 

in Beijing in 2008,” in the Harvard Asia Pacific Review (www.hcs.harvard.edu/~hapr/winter07-

gov/preuss.pdf), H. Preuss pushes all the right buttons in his analysis of how the Olympics will 

affect Beijing.  But economic models are just that, and the realities of what has been projected for 

an Olympics and what actually results do not necessarily coincide.  It is the kind of “model” 

scenario which convinces ready-to-be seduced cities and countries to host an Olympics.  Athens is  

still shaking from the experience, and London has already started down the same thorny path.  As 

an authoritarian regime, China has more to gain from hosting an Olympics, but the two ways in 

which Preuss does see China benefiting from the Games, expanding positive “location marketing” 

and presenting Beijing and China as “prosperous destinations,” are hardly controversial. 
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is the main purpose of hosting an Olympics, there is little evidence that there is, ultimately, much 

of that.  An increase in tourism appears to fall off sharply; other anticipated business ventures and 

promises for the future of Olympic venues do not fully materialize; and maintenance of said 

venues only increases the debt.  Whatever the supposed profits calculated by reports after the 

Games are supposed to be, there are, as I was told by an Olympic official at St. Lake City, 

“different accounting books for different purposes.”  Aside from the IOC, corporate sponsors, 

NBC, and a few private entrepreneurs (who often have conflicts of interests between their 

Olympic and business interests), there does not appear to be much in way of monetary reward-- 

and the host committee, city, and country are usually stuck with a bill which never seems to end.   

    The world, as famed mythographer Joseph Campbell frequently reminded us, is filled with 

energy—energy that continually needs recharging.  Everything creates energy, even the process of 

spending money (rather than letting it lie dormant in one’s wallet).   In such a view, the surge of 

spending for an Olympics creates an enormous amount of immediate energy—so much, in fact, 

that all but the casual observer (who is usually “energized” him/herself by watching the 

experience) are unprepared to deal the tremendous forces released.  In short, they are 

overwhelmed, and it will take years to sort things out and understand what happened.   Such is the 

job of the historian.  For Sydney, at least, enough time has passed to suggest that the Olympics 

will probably ultimately prove economically positive.  The reason, however, rests mainly in its 

capacity to broker its Olympic “know how” to other hosts cities— which is an ironic sort of role.  

But, as indicated in an October 18, 2007 article in the Daily Telegraph (“Consultants Bag 

£60m…. ” previously cited at www.telegraph.co.uk), consultant fees can be very profitable.  

London Olympics Minister, Tessa Jowell, was slammed for paying out £60m, mostly to five 
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consultancy companies (she was also accused of not knowing what is happening in her own in 

department — reminiscent of my experience at London Olympic Headquarters in December).  

While these companies are not specifically Australian, as a Commonwealth member, we can be 

certain that however Australia can be involved in such consultancy matters, it is…and profiting 

directly or indirectly.  News from the Athens Olympics was certainly good for Australia.  The 

Chief Economist for the Australian Trade Commission stated on August 17, 2004, a few days into 

the Athens Games that, “The early signs show that there have been dividends for Australian 

companies in Athens in 2004 as a direct legacy of the Sydney Olympic Games in 2000” (“It’s All 

Greek to Me?  Australian Business and the Athens Olympics,” August 17, 2004, at 

www.austrade.gov.au).   Austrade in Athens cited $200 million had already been made from 

Athens 2004 contracts for 35 Australian companies.  Whatever Australia’s final tally was from 

Athens, one can only guess.  Indeed, it is clear there is a continuing financial afterglow for a host 

country when it pulls off what appears to have been a successful Olympics.   

     Beijing is yet another opportunity for Australia, which, from the start, has been expecting to 

reap even more profits there:  “We’re gearing up for some major projects in Beijing, from 

infrastructure development, to environmental service—to handle Beijing’s massive logistical 

needs.  There’s also a fair bit of ‘knowledge-tranfser’ on the organizational level from SOCOG to 

BOCOG” (ibid.).  As Kym Hewett, Australian Senior Trade Commissioner in Beijing, summed it 

up, “Australia has become a world class ‘knowledge exporter.’”  Pricewaterhouse Coopers’ 

previously cited Post Games Report adds the St. Lake City Winter Games to Australia’s list of 

business triumphs and “cash cows,” and further confirms at that time the expected profits from 

Athens and Beijing.  A CNN.com story from July 13, 2001, entitled “Business Eyes Olympic 
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Gold in Beijing” (previously cited at cnn.worldnews.com), has a banner reading, “The Beijing 

2008 Olympics will trigger a flood of investment from major international corporations in 

China….”  Elsewhere, it is stated that, “…even before the vote in Moscow on July 13, a number 

of major companies began jostling to win the favor of Beijing city officials by aligning 

themselves with the Beijing 2008 bid.”  Australia was at the forefront of this “gold rush,” its vote 

for the Beijing Olympic bid decided mostly by its hopes to sell its Olympic experience to China—

that and its already sizable business involvement with, and proximity to, China (Sydney Morning 

Herald, June 16, 2001).  The aforementioned mentioned CNN.com article further sums up the 

situation:  “Fresh from the success of staging the Sydney Olympics, Australian companies from 

all industry sectors teamed with the Australian Trade Commission (Austrade) to launch a 

concerted bid for work on the Beijing Games.”   

     One already successful example that can be mentioned here involves Australia’s BHP Billiton, 

a major iron-ore supplier to China.  In August, 2005, BHP “announced an 89% jump in profits for 

the year through June, to $6.4 billion, a record for an Australian company.  12.6% of that revenue 

came from China.  With the price of iron ore skyrocketing and China’s needs likewise increasing, 

it is perhaps no surprise to find that, in 2005, China struck a deal with BHP which included 

naming the latter an Olympic sponsor (a sign, perhaps, that even China’s pockets may not be deep 

enough for an Olympics).  The agreement, it is said, will provide an opportunity for further 

cooperation between Australia and China (International Herald Tribune, “Iron-Ore supplier to 

China named an Olympic sponsor,” 12/8/2005, at www.iht.com/articles/2005/12/08/business/ 

iron.php), but we can be sure that both sides are getting what they want.   On the face of it, 

anyway, for its Olympic sponsorship Billiton will supply cash for the Beijing Olympics and the 
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metal for its medals.   

     When all is said and done, Australia’s Olympic experience should result in profit for the 

country—though that profit is generated from so many sources that little of it will probably 

benefit the Olympic organizers and the mostly idle Olympic facilities at Olympic Park.  But profit 

is profit—direct or indirect, and, ultimately, that is what is important for a nation.  A recent report 

on TravelVideo.TV (February 6, 2007) also indicates that more international visitors are coming 

to Australia and spending more money— but the growth is mostly from India, China, and Korea.   

The U.S. market increased slightly by 2% but remains relatively small.  Few yanks, even if they 

have the cash, are eager to endure the 14 hour flight just from L.A.-- and that is not going to 

change until the advent of supersonic transport.  How much this tourist “good news” can be 

credited to the 2000 Olympics is questionable.  It may have happened anyway.  I will say, 

however, that I first came to Australia because of the Olympics—and I have returned a number of 

times. 

     Perhaps the best way to end this piece is to quote Sally Jenkins, a Washington Post Staff 

writer, who was online, Tuesday, August 17, 2004, to answer questions during the Athens 

Olympics.  One of her answers was a response to a question posed about the future of the 

Olympics: 

 

     …the cities current bidding to host the Olympics, London, Paris, New York, Madrid and   

     Moscow, should think seriously about whether they really do want them.  It’s not at all 

     established that they bring anything to a city but huge construction headaches and debt.   

     The Sydney stadiums are just sitting there; apparently they aren’t being used to the extent 
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     that Australians thought they would be.  Athens may spend a generation paying for these 

     Games.  Also, TV ratings have been consistently spotty the last few years. 

          But the real answer is that the Olympics will have a future as long as Visa, McDonalds 

      and Coca Cola are willing to pay massive sponsorship fees.  The Olympics aren’t really 

      about attendance or viewers.  They are really about a gigantic multinational business deal. 

      NBC will suffer the poor ratings cheerfully because the parent company, General Electric, 

      is going to get a toehold in China with the Olympics going to Beijing. 

          What you and I consider indications of the health of the Olympics, such as TV ratings 

      and ticket sales, actually don’t matter.  What matters is the sponsors and their determination 

      that the Olympics is a great tool with which to pitch products and make inroads into foreign 

      markets. 

 

     So, get ready London.  In many respects, the 2012 Olympics are already shaping up as the next 

Millennium Dome fiasco.  Interestingly, the Dome has already been incorporated into the plans 

for 2012.   Let us hope, when all is said and done, that London does not end up with two “white 

elephants....” 
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 Through the use of photography and, within that medium, self-portraiture 

Morimura Yasumasa and Mori Mariko investigate their respective roles within a 

constructed Japanese cultural system.  Both make use of masquerade and computer-aided 

imaging to explore gendered stereotypes surrounding the Asian subject and his/her role 

within those stereotypes’ larger structure.  Each artist exists within the cultural milieu of 

contemporary Japan and is critically engaged with their surrounding climate of 

national/cultural identity and what their place is within the larger structure of a 

globalized, artistic identity.  Morimura is, perhaps, most well known for his series of 

images where he manipulated iconic images from Western art history by altering the 

central figures of the composition.  By substituting his body for that of the original 

protagonist, he critiques the dominance of Western images in the larger lexicon of what 

forms and informs modern and contemporary art (fig. 1).  Mori’s images, on the other 

hand, find their inspiration in the various realms of Japanese popular culture such as 

anime and manga.  Simultaneously, they confront traditional, idealized stereotypes of 

women in an increasingly depersonalized and technologized society.  Both artists’ work 

explore subjects such as what it means to be a Japanese artist in a globalized art world as 

well as how one negotiates that identity within a climate that seems to celebrate the 

individual while at the same time erasing difference.  Both artists manipulate their 

identity through the use of different “uniforms.”  But, while Morimura’s images strike at 

the nature of the sexualized stereotypes commonly held for Asian men, Mori’s images 

deconstruct the role of Japanese women within popular culture. 

In his series titled, The Sickness Unto Beauty – Self-Portrait as Actress (1996), 

Morimura uses costume to metamorphose into some of Hollywood’s most famously 
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sexualized and glamorous cinematic actresses from the sixties and seventies.1  His 

portraits range from such actresses as Sylvia Kristel (fig. 2), Catherine Deneuve (fig. 3) 

and Elizabeth Taylor (fig. 4), which provide him avenues, through his transformations, to 

confront the preconception of a sexualized Asian other.  This confrontation arises from 

his Asian male body taking the place of the Caucasian women in his photographs. This 

replacement, however, raises a number of questions surrounding Morimura’s project.  

What does it mean for an Asian male to project himself into roles of hypersexualized 

Hollywood starlets?  What is the significance of the Japanese setting for some of his 

Western actress’ portraits and how does that insertion relate to the idea of a sexualized 

other?  How does Morimura’s transformation into these female cinematic roles signify 

his subversion of the West’s sexualization of the East and the performativity of identity? 

 Similarly, Mori Mariko’s self-portraits are concerned with her roles as both 

Japanese and female operating within a larger, globalized contemporary art scene.  As 

with Morimura, Mori employs costume in order to transform her identity into 

manifestations of a possible future of advanced technology wherein female cyborgs 

occupy the landscape as perfect, docile hosts.  In works such as Subway (1994) (fig. 5), 

Tea Ceremony III (1995) (fig. 6), Play with Me (1994) (fig. 7) and Birth of a Star (1995) 

(fig. 8), Mori explores the Japanese fascination with technology as well as its 

encroachment on traditional institutions like the tea ceremony.  Mori’s photographs call 

into question ideas of physical beauty, pop stardom, female servitude and imagined 

technologized futures.  However, it could be argued that in attempting to subvert 

representations of women within Japan Mori actually relies on these portrayals for her 

fame.  As a former fashion model, Mori’s physical appearance and her willingness to use 

                                                           
1 Although it should be noted that three young Japanese actresses appear as well. 
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that beauty within the confines of the subservient, sexualized Asian female role raises 

questions about her confrontations with these conventions.  In other words, does Mori 

manipulate the idealizations, or do they, in fact, manipulate her? 

 Each artist relies on performative aspects of identity to succeed in their projects.  

Specifically, both Mori and Morimura depend on the nature of fashion and costume to 

signify such identity structures as gender and race.  As markers of gender, race, class and 

sex, clothing can be maneuvered to transform the wearer’s identity and, thus, highlight 

that identity’s constructs.  Clothing attaches meaning to the body by adding layers of 

cultural significance mistaken as natural.2  Items such as skirts and blouses are sexualized 

as feminine, while kimonos, kilts and leather jackets absorb an additional layer of cultural 

signification.  In the absence of the body, these garments function on their own as 

signifiers of identity.  The clothes one wears suggest a compromise between social 

demands of conformity and one’s own desire to assert individuality.  If gender is a 

construct, fashion provides the most tangible, physical manifestation of its construction to 

the viewer.  Problems arise, therefore, when subjects stage-manage the cultural and 

sexual signifiers of clothing to manipulate their own identities. 

 For example, people who cross-dress subvert culturally determined standards that 

dictate and determine their gender within a given context (fig 9).  They challenge the very 

terms ‘masculinity’ and ‘femininity’ through their appropriation of the other sex’s 

“uniform” and expose the arbitrary nature of such conventions.  Although the practice is, 

in some cases, associated with gay subculture, the practice reaches out to all levels of 

society and can be seen in the performances of such pop cultural icons as Madonna, 

                                                           
2 Entwistle, Joanne.  The Fashioned Body: Fashion, Dress and Modern Social Theory.  Malden: Blackwell 
Publishers, Inc., 2000, p. 141. 
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David Bowie, Dame Edna and Miwa Akihiro.  The larger question at work is whether or 

not labels such as “masculine” and “feminine” are appropriate and how such practices as 

cross-dressing undoes the associations between clothing and the culturally held 

associations with them.  As Joanne Entwistle states, “Cross-dressing reveals the 

arbitrariness or masquerade of gender: if femininity can be put on at will by men, and 

masculinity worn in the style of ‘butch,’ or by ‘drag kings,’ then gender is stripped of its 

naturalness and shown to be a set of culturally regulated styles.”3  Thus, through the 

appropriation of the opposite sex’s clothing, gender becomes disassociated from the body 

and performed through fashion.  This performance reveals the lack of natural connections 

between sex and gender and further reveals the culturally constructed relationship 

between one’s sex and one’s gender.  Referring, specifically, to the cultural history of 

Japan, realms such as Kabuki’s onnagata and Noh Theater provide outlets for socially 

acceptable models of cross-dressing.  Therefore, while these instances are not without 

their own complex histories,4 and it could be argued that Morimura’s transformations fall 

in line with these previously established traditions, further complications arise from his 

collapse of the boundaries between male and female, East and West, fact and fiction. 

 Morimura’s transformations into sexy, Hollywood starlets engage in a direct 

confrontation with Western culture’s overt sexualization of Asian bodies and the de-

masculinization of Asian males.  As a male artist, positioning his identity within these 

actresses causes slippage between the stereotype of the feminized Asian self and the 

hyper-sexualization of the actresses he portrays.  Each portrait I discuss is characterized 

                                                           
3 Entwistle, p. 178. 
4 Originally, women played female roles in Kabuki.  However there arose a problem with prostitution and 
violence between samurai regarding the possession of their affections.  Men were then placed in the female 
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by an identity as sex symbol (Brigitte Bardot) (fig. 10) or prostitute (Jodi Foster) (fig. 11) 

both sexually charged roles commonly associated with Asian women.  In fact, as if in 

illustration of these stereotypes, Mimi Nguyen, in an article titled, “Tales of an Asiatic 

Geek Girl: Slant from Paper to Pixels,” discusses her vain attempt to discover Internet 

sites for Asian and Asian American women support groups only to find something 

entirely different.  Using the terms “Asian” and “women” as her search fields, she was 

bombarded with images of naked Asian women offering various sexual services with the 

use of a valid credit card number.5  Thus, in adopting Foster and Bardot’s identities as 

prostitute and sex symbol, respectively, Morimura absorbs their sexuality into his own 

identity, and falls in line with Orientalist expectations of the Asian body.  However, this 

association foregrounds these oppressive qualities in a way that forces viewers to 

question their own way of seeing the “Orient.”  In this way he challenges the position of 

Asian bodies within Western visual culture. 

A compression of identities results from the replacement of his identity with those 

of the various female characters in his series and their subsequent re-installation within a 

Japanese landscape.  In the words of Paul B. Franklin, “Morimura toys with the arbitrary 

social markers of race, equating them with shades of theatrical make-up and hair dye.”6  

The majority of the actresses portrayed within this series are either European or 

American.  Thus Morimura’s transformation equally challenges constructions of race as 

well as gender, both of which are socially constructed and coded systems.  Through the 

                                                                                                                                                                             
roles in order to curb the prostitution, but, soon after, male prostitution became a problem.  The 
sexualization of the Kabuki soon led to its dismantling. 
5 Nguyen, Mimi.  “Tales of an Asiatic Geek Girl: Slant from Paper to Pixels.”  Technicolor.  Ed. Nelson, et 
al.  New York: New York University Press, 2001, p. 182. 
6 Franklin, Paul B.  “Orienting the Asian Male Body in the Photography of Yasumasa Morimura,” The 
Passionate Camera Photography and Bodies of Desire.  Deborah Bright, ed.  New York: Routledge, 1998, 
p. 236. 
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use of make-up and costume, Morimura embodies, physically, the structures forced on 

him through a network of perceived difference and otherness inserted into Asian culture. 

Otherness is constructed, in this case, sexually as well as culturally.7   As a result, 

Morimura, through clothing himself in the identities of these women, foregrounds 

Orientalist characterizations of Asian males as feminized subjects.   

For example, in David Henry Hwang’s play, M. Butterfly, a Chinese man, Song, 

is able to fool a French diplomat, Gallimard, by playing up to his expectations of 

“Oriental” women based on his overly romanticized view of Asia and Asian women as 

sexually submissive, docile and obedient.8  In this play, based on a true story, the 

masquerade functions so smoothly because Gallimard views Asian men as feminized.  At 

one point in the play, when asked if he thinks the Vietnamese will stand up to the 

American military, he replies, “Orientals will always submit to a greater force.”9  Further, 

in the final act of the play, when Song is on trial for espionage, he relates how he was so 

effectively able to manipulate Gallimard to believe he was a woman; 

Song: Rule Two; As soon as a Western man comes into contact with the East 
he’s already confused.  The West has sort of an international rape mentality 
towards the East.  Do you know rape mentality? 
 
Judge: Give us your definition, please. 
 
Song: Basically, “Her mouth says no, but her eyes say yes.”  The West thinks 
of itself as masculine—big guns, big industry, big money—so the East is  
feminine—weak, delicate, poor…but good at art, and full of inscrutable  
wisdom—the feminine mystique. 
 Her mouth says no, but her eyes say yes.  The West believes the East, 
deep down wants to be dominated—because a woman can’t think for herself. 
 
Judge: What does this have to do with my question? 

                                                           
7 Yegenoglu, Meyda.  Colonial Fantasies: Towards a Feminist Reading of Orientalism.  Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1998, p. 2. 
8 Hwang, David Henry.  M. Butterfly. New York: Penguin Books USA, Inc., 1988. 
9 Hwang, p. 46. 
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Song: You expect Oriental countries to submit to your guns, and you expect 
Oriental women to be submissive to your men.  That’s why you say they make 
the best wives. 
 
Judge: But why would that make it possible for you to fool Monsieur Gallimard? 
Please get to the point. 
 
Song: One because when he finally met his fantasy woman, he wanted more than 
anything to believe that she was, in fact, a woman.  And second, I am an Oriental. 
And being an Oriental, I could never be completely a man.10 
 

Although the quote is long, it is illustrative and useful for the current discussion.  Song 

seems to be describing the process Morimura has undertaken to foreground the same 

sorts of Orientalist stereotypes aimed at Asian men and women.  As an Asian man taking 

on the appearance of Western women, the appropriation of these identities allows him to 

confront structures of power directly.  Structures of power like the ones outlined in M. 

Butterfly that highlight Western assumptions of its own masculinity contrasted with that 

of the feminine “Orient.”  Metaphorically speaking, Morimura plays with the middle 

ground dictated for Asian men between masculinity and femininity that such a 

restructuring of identity allows. 

Morimura’s re-enactment of Jodi Foster’s portrait from Taxi Driver in Self-

Portrait (Actress) Jodi Foster 2 (1996), transforms the artist into Jodi Foster as the 

fourteen-year-old prostitute, Iris.  However, rather than positioning himself in the original 

New York setting of the film, Morimura relocates the portrait to his hometown of Osaka, 

Japan.  This spatial shift reflects the transformation undergone by the artist’s identity 

within his subjectivity as Jodi Foster in the role of Iris.  This substitution of place, from 

New York to Osaka, reflects the collapse of identity within the portrait through 

Morimura’s assumption of Foster’s characterization as well as its re-situation within the 
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Japanese landscape.  In preparing for this photograph, Morimura went to great lengths to 

faithfully reproduce Jodi Foster’s character Iris from Taxi Driver.  The costume 

Morimura wears in Self-Portrait (Actress) Jodi Foster 2 is identical to the one her 

character Iris wore in the movie.  Additionally, he studied her body language from the 

film in order to get her posture and physical expressions correct.  What occurs, therefore, 

is a triple layering of subjective identity.  Morimura does not simply replace his identity 

with that of Jodi Foster.  More importantly, he assumes her role as Iris.  In this way he 

simulates the characteristics of Iris, the prostitute, more than as Jodi Foster, the famous 

American actress.  As with all of Morimura’s portraits, one must consider Morimura’s 

selections of characters portrayed by his method of appropriation and reinscription of 

identity that takes place within his portraiture.  

A simple viewing of Morimura’s portraiture is not possible due to his own 

relationship with the images as both artist and subject.  That these images are self-

portraits is indicated both by the titles and Morimura’s position as the central figure 

within the representation.  Morimura’s body occupies the central focus of the image 

despite his accumulation of the signifiers of female identity.  The signs we rely on to 

determine his identity as Morimura Yasumasa, artist, has been cleverly masked through 

his manipulation of the signifiers of clothing, hair and make-up.  Through the assumption 

of the actress’ identities, Morimura foregrounds Orientalist expectations of how Asian 

men are perceived as well as implicitly critiquing such representations.  However, these 

photos also function as portraits of the actresses and the significance of each actress is 

relevant to the levels of critique that occurs within Morimura’s portrait series.   

                                                                                                                                                                             
10 Ibid, p. 82-3. 
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Portraiture operates by forming a relationship between the image and a human 

original.11  Thus, Morimura calls attention to the originals represented through his 

portraiture.  Each of his portraits refers back to Morimura himself, as well as the 

constructed identity of the actress’ characters.  In the character of Iris, Foster portrayed a 

fourteen-year-old prostitute who became the obsession of two men, one real, one 

fictional, for whom Iris represented an ideal of innocence and in need of saving.  

Controversial at the time of its release, her character then became the object of John 

Hinckley Jr.’s obsession leading him to attempt the assassination of then-president 

Ronald Reagan.  Further, Iris became the object of Travis Bickle’s obsession within the 

movie leading him on a murderous rampage to free her from her pimp.  Iris’ position of 

sexualized innocence attracts both men to her and allows both men to view themselves as 

fulfilling the role of the masculine, dominant savior.  Therefore, this identity, when 

embodied by Morimura, becomes his costume to represent Orientalist fantasies of 

innocent, yet sexualized, Asian bodies.   

In her home sphere of French New Wave cinema, Brigitte Bardot embodies the 

potent sex symbol.  Representations usually project her as intensely sexualized, wearing 

little or no clothing and performing roles that provide her with significant sexual power.  

Morimura’s portrait, Self-Portrait (Actress) Brigitte Bardot 2 (1996), shows Morimura as 

the French sex symbol in thigh-high leather boots and hot pants straddling a Harley-

Davidson motorcycle.  Morimura’s clothing reflects the signifiers of late sixties sex 

symbols and, like the Jodi Foster portrait, compresses his identity into that of Bardot and 

the various roles she played throughout her career.  This image, iconic in its 

representation of such characters, creates further tension through its transplantation into 

                                                           
11 Brilliant, Richard.  Portraiture. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1991, p. 7. 
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the Osaka cityscape.  Rather than photograph Bardot in her original setting he removes 

her from her natural landscape and inserts her, as he does with Jodi Foster and many 

others, into a Japanese setting.  In explaining this shift, Morimura claims that Osaka 

represents to him what Paris represents to Bardot.12  In other words, Morimura’s shift of 

location signifies his subject position in relation to the location.  As Osaka is more 

familiar to him than Paris is, he has chosen to situate his portrait there.  Also, Paris 

represents the ideological construct of Bardot’s identity, while Osaka represents 

Morimura’s.  Thus, further conflict arises through Morimura’s subject position as a 

Japanese male inhabiting the identity of a French woman.  This fluctuation between 

Japanese and French national constructions cause Morimura to foreground the tensions 

within Japanese views of femininity and provokes one to confront one’s own 

expectations of where one positions Asian men within the East/West discourse. 

This discourse involves the de-masculinization of Asian male identities as well as 

overt feminizations including the perceived submissivity of Asian women.  Western 

perceptions of Japan include such varied cultural moments as Madame Butterfly where a 

Japanese woman endures a degrading relationship with an American sailor to the forced 

opening of Japan’s trading ports by American gunships and their treatment in the 

Unequal Trades Treaties.  Japan as feminized recipient of America’s colonizing impulses, 

Japanese men as passive subjects of sexualized, colonizing desire.  Morimura’s cross-

dressing, then, allows him to fill the female roles so well because Western cultural 

imagery aligns Asia and female into positions of powerlessness.  Characterizations of 

Asian women fall in line with their positions as either demure lotus blossoms or 

                                                           
12 Morimura, Yasumasa.  Quoted in Amano, Taro.  “Can Yasumasa Morimura Save Humanity?”  The 
Sickness Unto Beauty—Self-Portrait as Actress.  Yokohama: Yokohama Museum of Art, 1996, p. 148. 
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aggressive dragon ladies.  In either case, regardless, they are well versed in pleasing men.  

Therefore, Morimura’s photographs clothe him, not only in the garb of Western sex 

symbols, but also signify his position within the larger structures of Orientalist 

expectations of Asian femininity. 

Who, then, might be the intended audience for such a project?  Clearly, in 

Morimura’s Art History series, the assumed viewer was a subject fluent in the 

idealization of European art history and the marginalization of Asian art histories.  Such a 

viewer would, necessarily, be aware of the primacy given to European masters of art 

history to whom we, as art historians, look to as the progenitors of modern art.  In images 

such as Portrait Twin (fig. 11), where Morimura foregrounds the sexualization of Asian 

bodies by inserting himself into the role of Manet’s Olympia, he critiques the 

representation of Japanese bodies as inherently sexualized.  Additionally, Morimura’s 

replacement of Olympia’s servant highlights the racial distinctions between Olympia, 

Morimura and the black servant.  Such an audience would be confronted with its 

expectations of the bodies in Manet’s Olympia to be filled by that of the French prostitute 

and the black servant being filled by the Asian body of Morimura.  The façade works to 

subject the viewers to a critique of their own notions of art, race and history.  In much the 

same way, Morimura’s Self-Portrait (Actress) series foregrounds the assumptions of a 

Western viewer whose expectations of a white, female body in the film stills are 

supplanted by Morimura’s presence.  Further, Morimura’s critique seems aimed at 

Orientalist viewers who see Asian culture as feminized and therefore weak.  Through 

cloaking himself in the racial cloak of whiteness, Morimura’s visual rhetoric suggests 

that the “skin” of racial identity is as much a social construction as gender is.  
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Morimura’s highlighting of gender, sex and racial differences foregrounds a structural 

imbalance within art history that relegates Asian art to the periphery while privileging 

white, male artists.  Thus, the dual process of concealing himself as a white woman 

further challenges a Western viewer’s expectations of what constitutes Asian men. 

If the reaction of Western viewers might be one of contemplation and reflection 

on their own practices of Orientalism and art historical practices, how might such images 

be received within the cultural sphere of Japan?  In a cultural environment within which 

young girls bleach their hair and undergo cosmetic surgery to appear more “white,” how 

does Morimura’s critique of Orientalist audiences become reconfigured within this arena?  

These bodies are manipulated in much the same fashion that Morimura undertakes and, 

quite possible are the individuals of Morimura’s critiques.  Within Japan, these images 

also serve to highlight Japan’s fascination with American and European culture to the 

extent that young people alter their bodies to resemble them.  Another possible response 

on the part of a Japanese viewer may entail a reconsideration of the boundaries of gender 

and how such roles are culturally determined.  By representing himself within 

constructed Western ideals of sexuality and femininity, Morimura underlines the 

construction of Japanese ideals of femininity as well.  Thus, in bringing gender 

constructions to the fore, Morimura identifies the tensions within Japanese culture 

concerning their own views of women within the society. 

Mariko Mori’s photography also foregrounds the tensions present in constructions 

of Japanese feminine identities.  While not inserting herself into identities foreign to her 

own body and self, a la Morimura, she does, however, position herself within commonly 

held stereotypes of Japanese women within Japan as well as Western viewers’ 
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assumptions of a hyper-technologized society.  Through such confrontations, Mori 

employs the ideal of the cyborg as the manifestation of the anxieties present within 

Japanese culture concerning the presence of women within society and the prevalence of 

technology within Japan.  Indeed, although she appears in her photographs as the 

embodiment of expected sexual submissiveness, oftentimes she is ignored during her 

performances.  Here, I refer to Mori’s photographs as performances due to the interactive 

nature of their staging.  The photographs capture a moment in time created by her 

performing an identity in a public place, thus leading me to call her presence in these 

sites performances. 

In her essay titled “A Cyborg Manifesto,”13 Donna J. Haraway claims that the 

cyborg is a newly created creature of a post-gender world. The implication of this is that, 

for her, cyborgs can transcend the current, culturally determined meanings of gender.14  

Yet, the cyborgs manifested by Mariko Mori’s techno-pop transformations reveal that, in 

her world, the cyborg maintains its gendered nature.  In her works from the mid-nineties, 

Mori translates the Japanese fetishization of technology into a tangible reality.  Her 

portraits, Subway (1994), Play With Me (1994), Birth of a Star (1995) and Tea Ceremony 

III (1995) portray Mori alternatively as a visitor from an alternate, hyper-technologized 

future, and as cyborg.  Each of these cyborg portraits reveal themselves in positions of 

pre-packaged feminine servitude calling into question a woman’s space within modern 

Japanese society, while the figure in Subway appears on a Tokyo subway line seemingly 

                                                           
13 Haraway, Donna J.  “A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late 
Twentieth Century,” Simians, Cyborgs and Women: The Reinvention of Nature.  New York:  Routledge, 
1991, p 149-182. 
14 Haraway, p. 150. 
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out of place amongst the commuters as she radios in her observations of our “primitive” 

society. 15 

 In recent years an attempt has been made to identify the cyborg as an entity that 

embodies the possibilities of moving away from a gendered existence.  One of the most 

influential among these cultural theorists is Donna J. Haraway.  Haraway defines the 

cyborg as a “cybernetic organism, a hybrid of machine and organism, a creature of social 

reality as well as a creature of fiction.”16  What Haraway means by this is that the cyborg 

occupies a codified position within our own social reality as well as in fiction.  It is a 

product of fiction and lived experience, changing the meaningfulness of women’s 

experience in the late twentieth century.  The hybridity of the cyborg allows it to inhabit 

both our own realm of social discourse as well as the fictionalized experiences and 

expectations that create a fictional world within which it lives.  The position of the 

cyborg within such fictions corresponds to the position of women within our social 

reality.  These cyborgs are born out of the contradiction between women’s actual life 

experience and their fictionalized images.  Science, politics and historical inscription all 

serve as both fictionalizing and encapsulating Haraway’s cyborgs.  Haraway suggests that 

the cyborg might be the ideal manifestation of a genderless body wherein one can assume 

the identity of either sex through the use of interchangeable bodies and programming.  In 

contrast to this definition, however, Mori’s cyborgs seem intensely gendered.  Despite 

Haraway’s call for the cyborg to be a vehicle for transcending gender, Mori utilizes the 

cyborg identity as a way for highlighting gender distinctions within Japan.  Therefore, 

                                                           
15 It has been suggested that this photograph takes place on the Yamanote-sen. 
16 Haraway, p. 149. 
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rather than representing an ideal of the post-human cyborg in the tradition of Haraway, 

Mori’s cyborgs are born out of otaku culture.17   

 In each of the following images, Mori adopts the identity of the cyborg in order to 

highlight gender relationships within Japan.  Mori assumes the image of the cyborg and 

transforms it into a representation of idealized female beauty.  Each of the 

women/cyborgs within the images are characterized by their physical beauty, a la Mori, 

and therefore, should be the object of the men’s attention and desire.  Yet, one cannot 

deny the fact that the men in each of the images ignore Mori’s existence.  How does one 

account for this?  Following along with my assignation of these images as records of 

performances, one could assume that the men in the images are simply trying to avoid 

another otaku engaging in cos-play in public.18  The public nature of the images causes 

one to account for the presence of the men within the images as non-performers and thus 

trying to avoid the activity surrounding Mori.  I would argue, then that these 

performances create aversion on the parts of the men in the background due to their 

desire to avoid becoming a spectacle.  However, these works are meant to function on a 

more conceptual level.  Meaning that, in adopting the characteristics of the hyper-

sexualized female cyborg, being ignored by the men highlights the contested nature of 

gender relationships within Japan.  As I will attempt to show in the following pages, 

although the men in the images ignore Mori, her project works, conceptually, because of 

this.   

                                                           
17 Otaku is a slang term used to identify a group of (mostly) males who collect manga, anime and computer 
games with a seeming disregard for actual human contact.  Typically, the otaku would rather spend time 
with a computerized female icon than risk rejection from a living woman. 
18 Cos-play is a recent phenomenon among the otaku community wherein fans of various anime and manga 
assume the identities, through masquerade, of the characters within the media.  These manifestations 
represent a blurring of the boundaries between reality and fantasy as the performers completely engulf 
themselves within the identity of the characters they perform. 
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Standing in front of an electronic media store, the cyborg in Play With Me 

patiently, and expectantly, waits to have her desires fulfilled by one of the many 

customers of the electronics shop.  Additionally, Mori passively stands in anticipation 

rather than actively seeking out a partner to fulfill her own desires.  Further, Mori’s 

appearance within the image reflects culturally held stereotypes and expectations of the 

passive, female anime heroine.  Dressed in the accoutrements of said character (long, 

white hair, silver skirt and gloves, armored boots and breastplate over a black bodysuit), 

Mori positions herself at the consumption gateway of otaku culture.  However, the shop’s 

customers seem oblivious to her existence and, indeed, are more interested in entering the 

store to purchase, perhaps, the latest manga or anime video.  While the title of the piece, 

Play With Me, suggests the cyborg/Mori’s desire to interact with the patrons, she is, in 

fact, alone in the picture.  Despite her apparent willingness and readiness to “play” with 

the customer, she stands, patiently, awaiting activation.  Perhaps, in her seductive allure, 

the cyborg/Mori causes anxiety on the part of the otaku due to her all-too-realness.  This 

anxiety is caused by her mere physical presence as a tangible manifestation of their 

desires.  Rather than a fictionalized, computer image, or drawn character in an anime, 

Mori exists in real-space, in a position to fulfill a desire, yet, at the same time, 

foregrounding fears of rejection the otaku have.  Although she represents their ideal sex 

object, the “boys” ignore her rather than risk the conflict of their desires with the 

woman’s.  In other words, although female representations within anime, manga and 

video games occasionally project a feminine identity of strength and transgression, more 

often they project women as subjective recipients of male sexual aggression.  To push 

this a bit further, otaku may be more interested in submissive, two-dimensional female 
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representations as they are more willing to engage in certain sexual activities within the 

otaku’s imagination. 

 Cyborg sex objects can always be switched on and off at will.  These objects 

perpetually appear happy and expectant because they are cyborgs and not women.19  In 

fact, Mori herself says, “The women appear to be happy because they’re cyborgs, not real 

women.”20  As such, cyborgs embody the male expectations of the perfect woman.  In the 

case of Mori’s cyborgs, through their embrace of such a position within a male-

dominated society, they serve to call into question and criticize such expectations. Mori 

claims she “created the cyborg after the type of characters that exist in computer game 

fantasies.”21  Choosing to manifest her cyborg outside a video arcade, Play With Me 

collapses the distance between synthetic, technologically created desires and reality.  

Otaku culture manifests itself in cyberspace and, in some extreme cases, supplants lived 

experience.  That the men in the photograph completely ignore Mori’s cyborg speaks to 

their obsession with synthetic embodiments of their desires and their full compliance with 

their wishes.  Although Mori’s cyborg reflects the desires of the men in physical form, 

they ignore her because she exists within their social realm of reality rather than a 

cybernetic data stream.  Thus, her metaphoric confrontation with their expectations 

receives no attention due to her already submissive stature.  The slippage between reality 

and fiction becomes too much for the otaku to comprehend resulting in their denial of her 

existence. 

                                                           
19 Cohen, Michael.  “Mariko Mori: Plastic Dreams in the Reality Bubble,” Flash Art International Edition 
194 (May/June 1997): 94-7. 
20 Mori, Mariko.  Interview.  “We’ve Got Twenty-Five Years,” <http://www.thing.net/~lilyvac/mori.html>. 
21 Mori.  <http://www.thing.net/~lilyvac/mori.html>. 
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Another of Mori’s cyborgs seemingly ignored in her submissive servitude is her 

cyborg in Tea Ceremony III.  In Tea Ceremony III, Mori, dressed as a cybernetic hostess, 

offers tea to passing businessmen.  Here, Mori positions her cyborg within the shifting 

flux between tradition and Japan’s hyper-technological society.  By titling this piece Tea 

Ceremony, Mori alludes to the traditional performance of serving tea and its function as 

part of Japanese history and ritual.  Further, by choosing a modern, industrialized space 

as her backdrop, Mori self-consciously confronts a Japanese society with one foot in the 

past and the other in the future while, at the same time, existing in the present.  By 

donning the costume of an android tea servant, she positions herself between both aspects 

of Japanese culture.  However, the image of Mori serving tea in the corporate plaza 

adjusts the concept of cha-no-yuu from its context of Zen-laden contemplative experience 

to one of service and women’s apparent invisibility within the larger sphere of Japanese 

society.  While women were mostly absent from the practice of the tea ceremony in 

Tokugawa Japan, they are conspicuously absent from any sort of meaningful presence 

within the office space as well.  

When asked to explain her confrontation with her existence as a woman in the 

context of contemporary Japan, her reply was, “My identity cannot be separated from my 

social existence.  But neither does that mean I’m bound to it…”22 Meaning that, as a 

Japanese, she carries with her into the global context a set of expectations of her 

Japanese-ness.  These expectations based on an Orientalist conception of a so-called 

“traditional” Japanese identity as well as Japan as hyper-technologized society.  Also, as 

a woman in Japanese society, there is another layer of expectations regarding her proper 

position within society and the roles she is allowed to play.  Roles such as housewife, 
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office lady, elevator girl and geisha are conventional identities for women carrying 

expectations of submissiveness and sexual attractiveness as well as the subjective 

recipient of the male gaze.  Despite modern feminist movements within Japan who have 

been making some advances towards woman’s equality, such newly defined roles are few 

and far between.  Therefore, although her identity has been constructed for her as a 

Japanese woman, laden with expectations of her role within Japanese society, Mori does 

not allow herself to be trapped by those structures.  In this way, Mori questions and 

subverts Japanese culture’s authority in maintaining its position of flux between tradition 

and contemporary culture. 

 This futuristic adaptation of a traditional ritual does not deter the two businessmen 

from walking past Mori in seeming disregard of her presence.  As in Play With Me, 

Mori’s cyborg inhabits the space of the subservient cyborg happily serving tea to 

passersby.  Dressed in conservative office clothes and futuristic spandex (giving her the 

appearance of a cyborg) Mori offers tea served from what appears to be a traditional 

serving tray and cups.  As Peter Weiermair writes, within Mori’s photography, there 

is”interplay of extreme oppositions in a post-modern dialogue between an ancient, 

Buddhist-influenced culture, with its archaic aesthetic and philosophical dictates and a 

progressive civilization shaped by advanced technology.”23  The tea ceremony, as part of 

Japan’s cultural history carries with it many layers of meaning primarily acquired during 

the pre-modern era.  Mori’s insertion into this sphere probes the position of such a 

traditional ritual and its relationship with contemporary society.  In other words, Mori’s 

setting calls into question male expectations that women in the office are there as 

                                                                                                                                                                             
22 Mariko Mori: Dream Temple.  Fondazzione Prada. 
23 Weiermair, Peter.  “Desire and Void,” Japanese Photography: Desire and Void p. 11. 
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servants.  While the position of women within the office space increasingly changes from 

one of office lady (OL) where one is little more than a glorified servant to higher levels 

within the office space, this piece calls attention to the unspoken belief that, despite their 

advances, women are still expected to serve their male counterparts. 

 Like the cyborg in Play With Me, Mori’s cyborg in Tea Ceremony III awaits a 

customer to serve.  Both cyborgs appear to be ignored by the passersby.  At the same 

time, they fail to interact directly with the men in the background.  Both cyborgs exhibit 

qualities of beauty and smiling submission that mark them as desirable objects of the 

male fantasy.  Signifiers of clothing and body language mark these two women as 

cybernetic servants within a male-centered culture.  However, despite their attributes of 

sexual desirability and submissive postures, why do the men in the photos continue to 

ignore their presence?  Despite their positions as sexually desirable women, these women 

suggest their relative obscurity within Japanese society.  In other words, their physical 

beauty marks them as objects of desire, in addition to there remaining silent and passive 

vis-à-vis their cultural position.  Mori’s cyborg in Play With Me embodies the physical 

manifestation of the otaku culture’s desires, while Tea Ceremony III places her in the role 

of the beautiful, but silent OL.  By foregrounding obscurity through the men’s eyes, Mori 

criticizes their expectations of women as objects of the gaze rather than a physical being 

to be interacted with.  Each cyborg’s clothing and body language marks their function as 

sexually submissive females, objects of desire waiting to be fulfilled while, at the same 

time, foregrounding their respective social condition as objects.  Therein lies the fiction 

of their expectations and the social reality of their position as ignored women.  It is a 

position Mori investigates further in Birth of a Star. 
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Clothing and body language mark Mori’s cyborg in Birth of a Star as a future-pop 

techno-star.  Mori’s pop star appears created for the sole purpose of entertaining the 

masses.  Dressed in the appropriate attire for an early nineties pop singer (colored hair, 

plaid mini-skirt, white ankle boots, oversize headphones, handheld microphone), Mori’s 

cyborg appears to us as a cybernetic diva prepared to entice the masses with her angelic 

vocals and kawaii-chan24 antics.  Existing in a space filled with colorful spheres hovering 

around her, Mori’s pop star prefigures the wholly computer generated pop star, Kyoko 

Date (fig. 7).  Kyoko Date was a completely computer generated pop star utilizing then-

current technology to create an interactive pop singer who would perform for users when 

they logged into the site.25  In much the same way, Mori’s pop star appears to exist 

within a cyber-space prepared to accommodate the user’s needs.  Again, it is significant 

that the pop star is a technologized woman.  Her identity as cyborg, similar to that

Ceremony III, embodies Japanese society’s technological progress in contrast to the 

relatively subservient social status of women.  In the three portraits thus far, Mori 

positions her cyborgs in roles commonly seen as existing for the purpose of pleasing 

men.  Although pop icons, like that represented by Birth of a Star, are usually idolized 

and emulated by young girls, they oftentimes play into objectifications/fetishizations of 

young, schoolgirls known as roricon (Lolita-complex) thus turning them into objects of 

the male gaze.   

 of Tea 

                                                           
24 Kawaii-chan, or kawaiiko-chan, meaning cute girl, is a phenomenon in Japan where girls have become 
the number one target of marketing schemes.  The obsessive attention given to cute girl bands and cute girl 
products dominates the Japanese consumer world. 
25 A similar, fictional, storyline is the central focus of an anime series titled Macross Plus.  Here, a 
computer generated singer achieves sentience and threatens to destroy the central defenses of the New 
Earth Defense Force.  Here, like Mori’s Pop-star, technology takes over from humanity and foregrounds 
humanity’s anxiety over the possible subversion of power relationships.  (See also Idoru by William 
Gibson who deals with similar themes) 
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However, unlike the previous cyborgs, Mori’s cyborg in Subway gives us a 

technologized visitor from the future who arrives in the form of a beautiful woman 

apparently unseen by the commuters on the train.26  Here, a woman stands alone in 

futuristic attire pressing buttons on her keypad/wristband observing those around her.  

Photographed with a fish-eye lens, this image creates visual slippage between the 

viewer’s expectations of the image and the possibility that this image is seen through the 

viewpoint of another of her companions.  Perhaps, in her own way, Mori offers hope for 

the women of the future.  The images I have discussed thus far have pictured female roles 

as cyborgs within a gendered universe existing to serve the men of society.  The earlier 

cyborgs appear poised to receive the gaze, unquestioningly submissive to the power 

differentials between men and women within Japanese society.  Further, the Subway 

cyborg does not appear to be waiting for anyone.   

It is important to note that Mori’s explorer is female rather than male.  What is 

particularly interesting about this image, when place in context with the previous three is 

the seriousness of Mori’s expression.  In the previous three images, Mori’s cyborgs are 

smiling and passively awaiting male activation or validation.  Here, the explorer, 

although extremely feminized, occupies the traditionally male role of explorer.  In fact, 

she neither requires nor receives the male gaze in order to accomplish her mission.  

Where each of the three previous cyborgs appear lifeless and frozen in anticipation, 

waiting to be activated, the explorer is free to conduct her observations without the 

direction and validation of male experience.  Unlike Play With Me, and Tea Ceremony 

                                                           
26 Again, we are faced with the conundrum of Mori’s obvious physical beauty being ignored by the men on 
the train.  Should we buy in to the fantasy, perhaps she has engaged a cloaking device to maintain her 
invisibility (notice the use of a fish-eye lens to indicate an alternate way of looking).  However, should we 
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III, the cyborg/explorer in Subway does not appear to be waiting for anyone or anything 

and, as such, is imbued with a level of autonomy not found in the other three portraits.  

Additionally, Subway’s cyborg appears more directed and motivated than Birth of a Star, 

whose imagery appears posed for stardom in a pre-packaged, commodified way.  Mori’s 

portrait attempts to illustrate the possibility of the future and the continuing progress that 

women are making in society through her illustration of an independent and motivated 

woman who is not created to serve. 

Aside from Birth of a Star, each of Mori’s photographs use Tokyo as their 

backdrop.  Mori, through her selection of Japan, rather than another cosmopolitan 

environment for her compositions creates another level of dialogue between her cyborgs 

and the viewer’s expectations of Japan.  The question, then, is what kind of viewer does 

Mori have in mind when she creates these images?  Could it be an assumed Western 

viewer who might be familiar with the images of Japan through anime films like Akira, or 

the site Godzilla’s rampage, or even the Japan of the present transmitted to us through 

American movies such as Black Rain or novels of the future like William Gibson’s 

Neuromancer?  Or, perhaps, does Mori assume a viewer native to Japan and familiar with 

the indigenous cyborg traditions found in Tetsu Atomu, Doraemon, and Tetsuo: The Iron 

Man?  Depending on the viewer’s expectations, then, placing these images in Japan 

contributes to another level of critique inherent within the images.  A certain level of 

knowledge of Japan is necessary regardless to whether or not Mori directs her images at a 

Western audience or at a native Japanese audience.  I would suggest that one would need 

to be familiar with both points of view in order to fully comprehend the levels of meaning 

                                                                                                                                                                             
remain cynical to Mori’s project such ignorance could simply be an aversion to her strange appearance, i.e. 
the assumption that she is a maladjusted otaku engaged in cos-play. 
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and critique that function within Mori’s images.  While on the one hand, these images 

may be playing with images of Japan that are held by those outside of Japan, they are 

simultaneously negotiating the anxieties manifested within Japanese culture regarding 

female roles within society and the treatment of technology within popular culture.  

Additionally, the images provide moments of compression between the past and the 

future as moments in time as well as moments in space.  This compression results from 

the appearance of these cyborgs from the future in settings of the present such that both 

sites are present within the same image. 

Time and place are compressed together in these three photographs connecting 

both the future and the past together within Tokyo.  Although backgrounds in 

photographs like Subway appear to be manifestations from the future, these subway cars 

exist within our own time.  Additionally, the existence of Mori’s cyber-punk, techno pop 

star is prefigured in such realms as the computer generated pop-star Kyoko Date, anime 

and game shows.27  Therefore, Mori’s selection comments on the system of signs that 

create Tokyo’s image as a hyper-technologized place existing on the frontiers of the 

future.  Mori’s images reassert such stereotypes while, at the same time, her use of such 

settings allows her to investigate women’s position within the same setting.  Since the 

settings are shot in the present and the subjects are, apparently, from the future, this 

slippage highlights women’s roles and communicates the conflict between them through 

their embodiment of similar motifs of women’s subservient relationship with the men in 

the images. 

                                                           
27 Mori named this image after a Japanese television program where people appear, sing songs and are 
chosen to become pop stars.  These singers, like the singer in Mori’s image are completely manufactured 
(see PopStars an American show of a similar nature). 
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 Through these four images Mori explores various female roles within modern 

Japan.  From the cyber-sex-servant to the techno-pop star to the futuristic space explorer, 

Mori’s women manipulate various female stereotypes.  Alternately critical and hopeful, 

these portraits affect a commentary and serve to call into question the conventional 

representations of women and their implicit meanings.  Although Mori’s critics point to 

her previous experience as a fashion model as a possible dismissal of her critiques, I 

would argue that, in fact, it is these qualities that allow her to confront them head on.  As 

a fashion model, Mori was required to don various costumes and idealized roles given to 

her by the photographers.  In this way, Mori was confronted with these idealizations and 

stereotypes through these roles.  Rather than allowing herself to be co-opted by these 

expectations, she attaches herself to them in order to shine light on them.  In her attempts 

at social critique, Mori uses the image of the cyborg to fill roles occupied within fantasy.  

In this way she allows herself to confront these fantasies and expectations head on. 

 Within the larger structures of Japanese identity, both Mori and Morimura 

deconstruct their respective roles within Japan as well as contextualize themselves within 

a globalized culture.  Through such deconstructions they are able to reinhabit those roles 

from positions of their choosing.  Rather than be passive recipients of identity 

conventions, both question those structures traditionally enforced both by Japanese 

society and Western cultural assumptions.  In redefining their own subjectivity, they 

empower themselves through inscriptions of femininity and technology.  With regards to 

their Japanese cultural identities, both question what Meyda Yegenoglu calls “latent 

Orientalism.”  “Latent Orientalism,” according to Yegenoglu, “is the site where 

unconscious desires and fantasies of the ‘other’ and ‘otherness’ appear as powerful 
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constituents of the so-called autonomous and rational Western subject and expose this 

position as structurally male.”28  By utilizing the visual language of the various fantasies 

surrounding the constructions of “otherness,” Mori and Morimura collapse the structure 

of the male-dominated gaze.  Through Morimura’s appropriation of the visual tropes of 

the Hollywood starlets and Mori’s use of technologized fantasies, both empower 

themselves through their transformations into these stereotypes. 

  

 

 
28 Yegenoglu, p. 11. 
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Contemporary History and the Short Story: 
Writing in Historical Time & New Vietnamese Post-War Fiction 

 
My research and pedagogical paper presents a model for getting undergraduates 

to go beyond their own college experience and get them thinking about something other 
than “what happened to me & some friends at a wild party last weekend.”  What I do in 
this assignment is give students a story by North Vietnamese master, Le Minh Khue, and 
talk about what Flannery O’Connor and others have called having a social as well as a 
personal awareness of temporal reality.  In her remarkable short story, "Tony D," Le 
Minh Khue depicts the post-war life of a once vigorous, now vulnerable, former he-man 
named Thien whose robbing and scheming son sells some African-American M.I.A 
soldier's bones for profit in super-capitalistic post-war Saigon.   

All of the international trademark traits of the genre—established by Poe, 
Maupassant, Chekhov—are resplendently here:  poetic compaction, sentences of steely, 
tensile strength, simultaneous subtlety and intensity of thematic focus---but most of all 
that formal density and Hemingway "iceberg" quality which permits re-readability and 
lushness of meaning.  

From its shrewd title to its dénouement, Le Minh Khue's story depicts the squalid 
and morally corrupt life of Old Thien, who has chosen a particular tack in the Hobbesian 
dollar-and-dong obsessed wake of the American War.  Living in a housing project and 
hoarding anything of value, Old Thien once worked as a security guard but continues to 
bully and berate.  In a shrewd dismantling of the international problem of swaggering 
machismo, Khue makes sure we know that her protagonist is somewhat of an anomaly 
among the smaller statured Vietnamese:  "He was big as a bear and clunky as an old 
tractor drained of its oil and abandoned to the dogs.  People said he was a ghost from hell 
come to wreak havoc on this terrestrial world.  None of his neighbors wanted to come 
near him."  When he was younger, Old Thien was stronger and tougher than most 
anyone; however, to paraphrase one of the lessons of the war, determination and dogged 
persistence may historically win out—eventually there is always a bigger or a more 
vicious bear.  Various tropes of “invincibility” energize this text.  Khue ludically deploys 
many of the stereotypes of the Vietnamese which preceded the war, such as when the 
protagonist cows before the very idea of his smaller son's capacity to survive, to take and 
dispense pain & suffering:  "Old Thien knew that even though his son was stunted as a 
mouse, he was one of those people who wouldn't die even if struck in the head by 
lightning.” 
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The Songs of Viktor Ullman (1898-1944): 
music and words can diminish evil 

 
a lecture recital by Dr. Michelle Latour  

Assistant Professor of Music  
 

Bluffton University ●1 University Drive ● Bluffton, OH 45817 ● latourm@bluffton.edu 
 
 
 

     This lecture-recital features the works of musician Viktor Ullman (1898-1944), a 

Jewish composer killed in Auschwitz during the Holocaust. Little is known about this 

composer in the United States, despite the fact that he is well-known in Europe and wrote 

over 50 songs for voice and piano. Prior to perishing at Auschwitz, Ullman was deported 

to Terezín, a concentration camp in Prague where he stayed for several years. Within this 

camp were numerous artists, musicians, and writers. Viktor Ullman was instrumental in 

keeping the artistic life active in Terezín, organizing concerts, composing, writing music 

criticism, teaching other aspiring composers, and reworking many of his previous 

compositions.  

     This presentation will discuss Viktor Ullman’s life, compositional style, musical 

output, and contribution to artistic culture in the Terezín ghetto. Discussion of specific 

works will also be included, specifically, the pieces to be performed. Viktor Ullman’s 

compositions are rich in harmonies and are highly sophisticated yet at the same time 

accessible to a wide audience. He adeptly composed in German, English and French, and 

all three languages will be presented during the course of the lecture recital. Ullman’s 

works deserve to be heard more often so that others can learn about this phenomenal 

composer, while learning about the history of the Czech Republic and the amazing ability 

of the Terezín ghetto inhabitants to keep their hope alive through artistic endeavors.  
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Program 
 
 
Geistliche Lieder, op. 20  (1940)       Viktor Ullman 
 Um Mitternacht, im Schlafe schon (1898-1944) 
 Die arme Seele 
 Marienlied 
 Christmas Morning in Dornach 
 
 
Sechs Lieder nach Gedichten von Albert Steffen, op. 17 (1937) 
 An Himmelfahrt 
 Drei Blumen 
 Dreierlei Schutzgester 
 Aus dem Häuchen in den Garten 
 
 
Six Sonnets de Louïze Labé, op. 34 (1941) 
 Claire Vénus 
 Je vis, je meurs 
 Luth, compagnon 
 
 
Hölderlin-Lieder (1943) 
 Sonnenuntergang 
 Der Frühling 
 
 
Drei Sonette aus dem Portugiesischen, op. 29 (1940) 
 Sein erster Kuss 
 
 

Michelle Latour, soprano 
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Translations 
 
Geistliche Lieder, op. 20   (Sacred Songs) 
       
Um Mitternacht, im Schlafe schon (At midnight, already asleep) Albert Steffen, poet 
 
At midnight, already asleep, I am roused by a soft note. 
I open the window-shutters and gaze at the procession of stars. 
The moon goes down in the wooded hills; the notes twinkle on the page of heaven. 
Was that the sound? Is that whence the melody came? My eyes grow tired again. 
From a corner of the pane I see only a trace of silver disappear- an angel, 
who passed by; and as I slept there was singing again. 
 
  
Die arme Seele (The poor soul) from a Swiss folksong 
 
In heaven there are so many joys; there the angels sing, they enjoy themselves. 
Behind there, at the heavenly door, stands a poor soul, looking out sadly. 
“Why do you grieve, poor soul, before God?” 
“I have transgressed against the Ten Commandments.” 
My poor soul, come to me in Paradise, then will your clothing all be snow-white. 
 
 
Marienlied (Hymn to Mary) Novalis, poet 
 
I see thee lovingly portrayed, Mary, in a thousand pictures, 
but none of them can depict thee as my soul perceives thee. 
I know only that the world’s turmoil has since drifted to me like a dream, 
and an inexpressibly sweet heaven stays forever in my heart. 
 
 
Christmas Morning in Dornach  Percy MacKaye, poet 
 
I met God walking leisurely. So calm the time, so keen the air. 
It seemed a simple thing to see Him walking there. 
His little son was at his side. They held each other by the hand. 
Under a shining cloud they eyed the shadowy land. 
The Cloud, the Father, and his Son, all moved with such melodious pace 
it was as if they went in one encircling grace. 
My heart, that beat so quick and wild, right then I felt its fears allay. 
“Grüss Gott!” I said. They all Three smiled: “Grüss Gott!” said They. 
 
 
Sechs Lieder nach Gedichten von Albert Steffen, op. 17 (Six Songs) 
 
An Himmelfahrt (At Ascension) 
 
At Ascension, in the birds-nest the azure blue of the delicate eggs. 
At Whitsun, already fledged for flight. O the chirping! O summer happiness! 
The robin redbreast soars from the nest. Its little soul sings a crimson celebration. 
O Holy Spirit in Nature! Christ, all creation, praises thee! 
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Drei Blumen (Three flowers) 
 
Autumn crocus blooms in autumn, timeless for the dead. 
Fruit in spring brings unconcealed suffering, filling the soul with shame. 
Alas, disappear, snow, cover it over. 
Iris has escaped from the moon and flown down to the world on a rainbow. 
Its almost blanched colors, sevenfold in their blue apparel, point to its homeland. 
Iris’ tears, blue flower, known in Egypt, verbena on German soil, so called after Mary, 
eye bright of the Holy Virgin, a glimpse of heaven on earthly pastures. 
 
 
Dreierlei Schutzgester (Three sorts of guardian spirits) 
 
Pilinko, Tilinko, merry flautists, clever gnomes, every gay, outwit giants. 
May Usake, Busake, pair of barking poodles, protect you  
and drive away the horde of evil demons. 
Aumru and Kaumru, ministering angels, despite all our faults give us peace in dream. 
 
 
Aus dem Häuchen in den Garten (From the little house into the garden) 
 
From the little house into the garden as far as the apple tree-  
for you know the good kinds, red with purple bloom- 
wasps will pursue you to the brook; do not bite into it; 
only in the shade of these aspens will they leave us alone.  
See that black crow there on the tree top nest. 
Quickly, give it the rest of the peel so that it does not revile us, 
and entice the little fish in the water with the core. 
O sunny trout, who gladly take it! 
 
 
Six Sonnets de Louïze Labé, op. 34 (Six Sonnets of Louïze Labé) 
 
Claire Vénus (Bright Venus) 
 
Bright Venus, who wander through the heavens, hear my voice as it sings aloud 
of its long travail and burdensome cares for as long as your face shines in the sky above. 
My waking eyes will be all the more affected  
and pour out all the more grief for seeing you.  
My soft bed will be more bathed in tears for watching you witness their torment. 
Thus does the weary spirit of man long for gentle rest and sleep.  
As long as the sun shines, my heart is afflicted; 
and when I am all but spent and have lain down, worn out, 
I must bemoan my sorrow throughout the night. 
 
 
Je vis, je meurs (I live, I die) 
 
I live, I die; I burn, I drown. 
I endure icy cold but extreme heat; life is but too soft and too hard. 
I am full of sorrow mingled with joy. 
I laugh and cry at the same time, and in my delight bear many a bitter torment; 
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my heart’s ease departs and lasts for ever; I whither and bloom in the same moment. 
Thus is Love my inconstant guide; and when my grief seems to be returning, 
without knowing why, I find myself free of care. 
And when I think my joy certain and my longed for happiness complete, 
I am cast back into despair. 
 
 
Luth, compagnon (Lute, companion) 
 
Lute, companion of my misfortunes, faultless witness of my sighs, 
you who truly observe my torment, you have often grieved with me. 
My tears have offended you so much that when beginning some delightful strain 
you turned it suddenly to lamentation, pretending to sing instead of my voice. 
And if I want to force the contrary, you resist and make me fall silent; 
but when you see me sighing tenderly you fall in with my sad, sad lament: 
Thus I am forced to be content with sorrow, and from gentle grief hope for gentle solace. 
 
 
Hölderlin-Lieder  Friedrich Hölderlin, poet 
 
Sonnenuntergang (Sunset) 
 
Where are you? My intoxicated soul is dulled by all your glory! 
For even now I listened as the youthful sun god, 
mesmerizing in his golden strain, played his evening hymn upon a celestial lyre 
to the re-echoing forests and hills.  
Yet he has moved on afar, on to pious nations who still revere him. 
 
 
Der Frühling (Spring) 
 
When new delight bursts forth over the fields and the view grows lovelier again 
and on the hilltops, where trees turn green, gentler breezes and clouds appear. 
Oh, what joy men possess! They walk alone but content along the river banks, 
Please, pleasure and healthy joys abound,  
and the laughter of friendship is never far away. 
 
 
Drei Sonette aus dem Portugiesischen, op. 29 (Three Sonnets from the Portuguese) 
 
Sein erster Kuss (First kiss)  Elizabeth Barrett-Browning, poet 
 
First time he kissed me, he but only kissed the fingers of this hand wherewith I write; 
and ever since, it grew more clean and white,  
slow to world greetings, quick with its “Oh, list.” 
When the angels speak, a ring of amethyst I could not wear here, 
plainer to my sight, than that first kiss. The second passed in height the first, 
and sought the forehead, and half missed, half falling on the hair. 
O beyond need! That was the chrism of love, which love’s own crown, 
with sanctifying sweetness, did precede. 
The third upon my lips was folded down in perfect, purple state; 
since when, indeed, I have been proud and said, “My love, my own.” 
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JANE JACOBS AND THE FIGHT IN EVERY PERSON BETWEEN KNOWING AND 
MANAGING 

 
By Barbara Buehler 

 

In 1961, Jane Jacobs, a young woman from Scranton, PA, wrote a 

book, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, and with it, 

transformed the profession of urban planning and the way cities 

themselves were seen.  I believe the reason she’s had such a big 

good effect is explained in essence in these sentences by Eli 

Siegel, critic, educator, and founder of Aesthetic Realism, in 

The Right of Aesthetic Realism to Be Known: 

It is…easy pompously to impose what we think is their 
desire on other people…. To be kind, we must have the 

imagination arising from the knowledge of feelings had by 
others. This knowledge comes from the seeing of ourselves 
as like other people, while humbly recognizing that there 

is otherness, too.      
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Jane Jacobs’ desire to understand what people in neighborhoods 

throughout New York City felt enabled her to write a book that 

criticized the biggest planning policy of the 1950s and 60s, 

“slum clearance and urban renewal,” and effectively end it. 

      

Entire city blocks, with walk-ups, brownstones and 

apartment buildings, seen by officials and planners as old and 

derelict, were bulldozed and rebuilt with new “improved” modern 

high rise residential buildings, with large areas of open and 

protected green space.  But the people living in these 

neighborhoods were never asked if this is what they wanted. 
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She saw and documented in her book that the very projects 

that were meant to revitalize the city took the life out of that 

neighborhood, made it dull and lifeless.   

The large enclosed play areas were almost always empty.  

People who had lived on those blocks and were promised new 

apartments often could not afford to move back.  People who did 

move in felt cut off from all they had known, isolated in tall, 

sterile buildings lacking the sense of community they had known 

before.   

  

She quotes a resident of a new East Harlem development 

telling her: 

Nobody cared what we wanted when they built this place. 
They threw our houses down and pushed us here and pushed 

our friends somewhere else.  We don’t have a place around 
here to go get a cup of coffee or a newspaper even or 
borrow fifty cents.  Nobody cared what we needed.  But the 

big men come and look at that grass and say, ‘Isn’t it 
wonderful.  Now the poor have everything.’ 
 

As a new city planner in 1974, I saw this managing, self-

satisfying complacency and also had it. I felt superior and 

aloof from the very people I wanted to be useful to.  Even as I 

had looked forward to the job, I became tired and bored at what 
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I saw as endless community board meetings where I had to listen 

to people opposing the very plans we were saying they should 

have.   Hadn’t we in the central office already decided what 

this community needed?   

1.  I LEARN WHERE THE FIGHT BETWEEN RUNNING AND UNDERSTANDING 

BEGIN 

 

Aesthetic Realism teaches that a way of seeing the whole world 

starts with the way we see the first representatives of it we 

meet. 

My parents, especially my father, could make a great deal 

of me, and then seem to dismiss me.  I would get furious when he 

would say jokingly, ‘You’re my favorite daughter…because you’re 

my only daughter!’  When my brother was born, I felt my father 

preferred him to me. Many years later, Mr. Siegel would kindly, 

humorously say to me, “Well, if your father didn’t see his good 

fortune in having a daughter like you, can you put it down as 

his misfortune?  Can you do that?” 

But I had not forgiven him and I retaliated, hurtfully to 

my own life and to his.  It simply never occurred to me to want 

to understand my father.  He was punctual, and I tormented him 

by being late for everything I could; coming to dinner, doing my 

weekend chores, leaving on a vacation trip.  He’d begin by 

asking me to hurry up, and ended yelling.  From my room, I could 

hear him in the driveway, and when the car door slammed, and the 
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front door opened and slammed shut, I knew I’d had my victory.  

Yet I felt awful and said I would never do it again, but I did. 

Years, later, in an Aesthetic Realism lesson I was 

fortunate to have with him, Mr. Siegel asked me questions 

enabling me to end this contemptuous desire to run my father: 

Do you think [he] was afraid of your sense of 
satire?...[Did] you enjoy making him look ridiculous [in 
your mind]? 

Barbara Buehler: Yes, I did. 
Eli Siegel: Now, if you were your father, what 

would you do if you had a daughter that 

enjoyed making you look ridiculous?   
Barbara Buehler: I’d want to stay away from her. 
Eli Siegel:  Which is exactly what he did? 
Barbara Buehler: Yes, he did. 

 

This was the beginning of a change in my life and I thank Mr. 

Siegel for it.  I became a much kinder daughter, more interested 

in knowing my parents than in running them.  And this made it 

possible for me to have a real desire to understand people and 

what they’re hoping for, including in New York City. 

Now at public hearings, I have been moved to tears as I’ve 

heard small homeowners and apartment dwellers fight for their 

communities, against an Ikea, a new sports stadium, a shopping 

mall.  In an Aesthetic Realism class, Ellen Reiss, the Class 

Chairman asked me: 

Do you think your work represents something deep in the 
self of every person, to put together past and present, new 
and old?...And do you want to have as much feeling about 

the earth as you can? 
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Yes, I do! 

And I feel passionately that housing is a basic right of every 

person.  I’m proud that I have been able to present papers with 

my colleagues at colleges from Harvard to New York University to 

the University of Maryland, showing how “Aesthetic Realism 

Explains the Cause of America’s Housing Crisis and its 

Solution!”   

When Jane Jacobs’ book was published, it was an immediate 

success.  I think people felt at last they were represented; 

they had a voice, someone wanted to understand how they felt.  

It also met virulent criticism because a great deal of money for 

developers and builders was at stake.  Her critics said she was 

confining people to live in rundown buildings and relegating 

children to play in the streets.  And she wasn’t even a planner!  

She didn’t have her degrees!  How dare she criticize us!  Who 

was this woman? 

2.  “AN INSTRUMENT OF WHAT THE NEIGHBORHOOD WANTED TO DO” 

Jane Butzner Jacobs was born May 4, 1916 in Scranton, PA.  Her 

father was a general practitioner and her mother a teacher and 

later a nurse.  After high school, she attended business school 

and became a stenographer.  Within two years, in the midst of 

the Depression, she came to New York City to “seek her fortune.”  

She writes in The Worlds of Jane Jacobs, Ideas That Matter, “And 

I was unemployed a great deal too.  I did a lot of wandering 
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about the city in the course of job hunting.”  During this time 

she wrote four articles for Vogue on New York’s fur, diamond, 

flower and leather districts, and “about manhole covers and what 

they told you about what was running underneath.” 

In 1944 she met and married Robert Jacobs, an architect, 

who she said taught her how to read drawings, which would be 

invaluable in her work.  They settled on Hudson Street in the 

West Village in Manhattan.  In the early ‘50s she got a job 

writing for the magazine Architectural Forum and was assigned 

stories on city planning and rebuilding.  As she went to these 

new developments, she felt there was something very wrong with 

this “renewal.”  Where was the life?, where were the people?  In 

the late ‘50s she began to write a series of articles, which 

culminated in her book published in 1961.   

She wrote in the chapter “The uses of sidewalks: 

assimilating children” why the green grass-enclosed play areas 

were almost universally empty:  because from her observation 

they were not interesting enough to children.   
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She writes: 

…children have, and use, all manner of ways to exercise and 
amuse themselves.  They slop in puddles, write with chalk, 

jump rope, roller skate, shoot marbles, trot out their 
possessions, converse, trade cards, play stoop ball, walk 
stilts, decorate soap-box scooters, dismember old baby 

carriages, climb on railings, run up and down….It is not in 
the nature of things to go somewhere formally to do them by 
plan, officially. Part of their charm is the accompanying 
sense of freedom to roam up and down the sidewalks. 

 

A year after her book was published, city officials declared the 

West Village, her neighborhood, a slum, eligible for urban 

renewal.  They picked the wrong neighborhood.  Here is how the 

opposition to this plan was reported. 

On October 18, 1961, when the [New York] City Planning 

Commission held a hearing at City Hall to announce that 
Mrs. Jacobs’ neighborhood had been designated a “blighted” 
area, she and her fellow Villagers rose from the audience 

in such a manifestation of community wrath that police had 
to be called to clear the room. 
 

She was labeled by city planners “as a sort of Madame Defarge 

leading an aroused populace to the barricades.”  There seems to 

be a notion that I run these people,” she said.  “But I wouldn’t 

have dreamed of telling them how to behave.  I was an instrument 

of what the neighborhood wanted to do.” 

Under her leadership, the community rallied day and night 

for over a year, finally defeating the 14-block urban renewal 

plan which ran from 14th Street to Houston Street, 7th Avenue to 

West Street, in 1969.  The West Village was preserved. 
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By 1970, wholesale government clearance of “poor” urban 

neighborhoods had been completely discredited in every major 

city in the country.  Historic preservation and respect for 

neighborhood scale and character, short blocks, mixed use 

neighborhoods, all things she fought for, are today mandated 

practice, encouraged, protected and enforced by zoning. 

3.  KNOWLEDGE TRIUMPHS OVER THE DESIRE TO RUN THINGS 

Mr. Siegel wrote in The Right Of: 

If we are not interested in the feelings of others, in the 
feelings walking about as people walk, sitting as people 
sit, lying down as people lie down—we may either be 
deceived by them or be cruel to them. 

 
At a pivotal time, Jane Jacobs wanted to be kind to people; she 

wanted to be interested in the feelings of others.  It mattered 

to her that people lived in New York City, loved it, called it 

home. 

      

 

In 1968, city officials announced they would resurrect a 

30-year old plan, first proposed by the New York “masterbuilder” 

Robert Moses, to construct an 8 to 10-lane superhighway across 
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Broome Street, connecting the Manhattan and Williamsburg Bridges 

to the Holland Tunnel.  Renderings were used to try and sell 

this expressway to the public by lining it on the north with 

sleek glass commercial and residential buildings. Requiring a 

250 to 300 foot right-of-way, (which is almost the length of a 

football field), it would have destroyed the neighborhoods of 

Soho, Little Italy, Chinatown, and Tribeca as we know them, 

wiping out 800 businesses and the homes of almost 2000 families.  

And it would have demolished some of the most beautiful examples 

of 19th century cast iron architecture.   

       

A crucial hearing was called by the State Department of 

Transportation to inform residents of the plan and distribute a 

pamphlet outlining its virtues.  Jane Jacobs wrote later: “…The 

pamphlet, insofar as it touches upon the problems at all 

dismisses them as not existing.” 

State and city officials were intent on ramroding this 

project through.  She described how, as the hearing proceeded, 

questions from the audience were not being answered and tempers 
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flared.  Then a cry rose from the audience, “We want Jane!  We 

want Jane!” and she proceeded to the microphone.  “If the 

expressway is put through,” she said, “there will be anarchy.” 

 A call went up for a march right then and there.  Leticia 

Kent in a Village Voice article describes what then took place: 

elderly couples marched.  Catholics and Jews.  Italians and 
Russians.  Businessmen and artists.  They marched down the 
center aisle and onto the stage.  The stenotypist grabbed 

her machine and the tape spilled out on the floor.  Other 
marchers festooned the platform with tape and tore it into 
little pieces.  “With no official record, there is no 

record,” Jane said.  “There is no hearing.  We are through 
with phony …hearings.”  ‘Arrest that woman,” State 
Transportation Commissioner Toth ordered…”arrest that 
woman.”  “I couldn’t be arrested in a better cause,” Jane 

said at the Clinton Street police station that night. 
 

In 1969, New York City’s Mayor John Lindsay, seeing what he was 

up against, ended this plan for good. 

The victory of understanding over the desire to run, 

manage, have contempt for other human beings and nations is 

urgent for our country now.  Aesthetic Realism makes it possible 

for every person and it’s the victory America deserves.  

_______________________________________________________________ 

Barbara Buehler is an associate city planner with the New York City 

Department of Planning.  From 1976 to 1978, she had the honor to study in 

classes taught by Eli Siegel (1902-1978), the founder of the education 

Aesthetic Realism, www.AestheticRealism.org.  She continues her professional 

study in classes taught by Ellen Reiss, the Class Chairman of Aesthetic 

Realism. 
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"Monet's La Grenouillere; or, Can We Be  

Serious and Lighthearted at Once?"  

 

by Barbara Buehler 

 

 
 

When I first saw "La Grenouillere" or "The Frog Pond," of 

1869, by Claude Monet at New York’s Metropolitan Museum, I loved 

it.  This scene, of dappled water, and a sunlit shore lined with 

trees, of people gathered on a small island or 'Camembert' in the 

midst of the Seine, has a carefree lightheartedness at one with a 

depth, thoughtfulness and seriousness.  These two things--

lightness at one with seriousness--I once despaired of ever 

having in my life.  I thought liveliness was not logical, did not 

have the facts present, and therefore you would never find me 

doing something frivolous like enjoying an afternoon at the beach 

or a picnic with friends.   
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 2 
Many people feel, as I did, that to be serious is the same 

as being grim, humorless; and feel that depth and lightheart-

edness have to fight.  I was a student of political science, and 

later a city planner.  I also studied dance, but I had no idea 

these two aspects of myself could go together!  Then, at the age 

of 27, when I had come to feel so stuck in myself and ill at ease 

with people, I met and began to study Aesthetic Realism, the 

philosophy founded by the eminent poet and critic Eli Siegel.   

I learned, and it set me free, that my deepest desire was to 

like the world, to see it as an aesthetic oneness of opposites.  

"All beauty is a making one of opposites," Mr. Siegel stated, 

"and the making one of opposites is what we are going after in 

ourselves."  As I studied Monet's painting I saw that in the 

artist's technique is the answer to that big question in people's 

lives--how to be serious, solidly grounded, yet light-hearted and 

at ease in this world. 

1.  There Are Grace & Seriousness; Playfulness & Solidity 

The composition of this work, showing a lively, carefree French 

outing is anchored in the strictest geometry.  The island is 

right in the center of the canvas.  And look at the vertical line 

formed by that tree that goes right up to, and beyond, the top of 

the canvas, and continues below with the reflection of that same 

tree shimmering in the water, creating an intersection with the 

horizontal plane of the island in the middle.  That intersection 

joins rippling water, the excited shapes of people, and a firm, 

glowing horizon.  Looking at it, I felt it was grounded and 
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shimmering at once, and I thought: This is how I want to be! 

In his great 1955 broadside "Is Beauty the Making One of 

Opposites?" Mr. Siegel writes about Grace and Seriousness: 

Is there what is playful, valuably mischievous, unreined and 
sportive in a work of art?--and is there also what is 
serious, sincere, thoroughly meaningful, solidly valuable?--
and do grace and sportiveness, seriousness and meaningful-
ness interplay and meet everywhere in the lines, shapes, 
figures, relations, and final import of a painting? 

 
Yes!  See how the horizontal of the island is extended by 

bold strokes of dark paint depicting gangplanks or walkways on 

either side of the island.  These vertical and horizontal lines 

divide the entire painting into four almost equal quadrants!  But 

these quadrants are not rigidly stuck as I once was: the vertical 

of the central tree veers playfully off to the side; the 

gangplank on the left is an energetic diagonal; the tree gets 

into motion as it's reflected in the water below; and the 

horizontal gangplank on the right is given a precariousness by 

the position of the man crossing over to the island--who, 

surprisingly, wears a dignified top hat, and tilts like the tree. 

  See, too, how every figure on the island is both dark and 

light, serious and playful.  Take the seated man at the base of 

the tree; Monet has made him, in his jacket--blue like the water, 

and his hat, the yellow-green of the trees--the most colorful of 

the figures.  But he is, in his thoughtful repose, the most 

serious.  The black triangular figure of the woman standing to 

our right in the painting is given playfulness through two orange 
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dabs--are they her gloves?--at her very center.  And her head, 

like those of all the standing figures on the island, has almost 

become, through the painter's thoughtful mischief, part of the 

landscape at the bright horizon. 

Once, I would have thought this scene would be much improved 

if the people were not in the picture.  I learned from Aesthetic 

Realism that my contempt, my desire to feel superior to the world 

and to other people, was the greatest interference to my life.  

How lonely that island would be, how dull the composition, 

without that relation of people, trees, sky, and structures!  

Every figure is needed, adds to, and is added to, by every other. 

 It is thrilling to see that this painting of an island is 

against the separation from the world I once felt, and that makes 

people so miserably lonely. 

2.  Is This Energetic or Reposeful--or Both

One of the things I love most about "La Grenouillere" is the 

gorgeously energetic way Monet paints that water--it ripples and 

flashes and reverberates with motion, even as it is painted with 

broad, solid brushstrokes.  These horizontal brushstrokes of 

white, blue, ochre, and black are painted swiftly, yet 

distinctly, one above the other, in short strokes near the island 

that lengthen as they radiate outward and toward us in a lovely, 

ever-widening V.  Those excited brushstrokes put everything in 

the painting into motion.  The tree on the island starts to 

wiggle, the walkway on the left is no longer so sober; the two-
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tiered reflection of the boat in the lower left, the reflection 

of the boat in the lower center, which almost seems to be under 

water, those great red, black, deep green zigzagging brushstrokes 

of the boat on the right, and that wonderful, rich, depth-giving 

reflection of the large party boat on the right--all are given 

the gaiety of motion as they are seen reflected in the water.   

This is such a criticism of the way I thought I would be 

deep.  To be deep meant to be somber and stern.  NO laughter 

allowed; laughing was for lightweights.  In an Aesthetic Realism 

lesson I was privileged to have, Mr. Siegel asked me: "Do you 

prefer the world as fading rather than the world as expanding, 

and do you prefer the world as somnolent and dim?" "Yes," I said, 

that is just what I felt.  Hiding what I felt to myself behind a 

grim, sleepy expression even when I liked something, I felt any 

show of exuberance was vulgar--and this did not make me too much 

fun to be with. 

I believe the beauty of this painting arises from the fact 

that Monet shows the world that is somnolent, dim, dark is at one 

with the world as lively, vibrant, warm, going out.  See how the 

artist captures the way the sun can shine through the leaves of 

trees and shimmer and glimmer on the water's surface.  Monet 

places a white brushstroke right next to a dark green one, then a 

light blue one; they are so close they seem to vibrate, and you 

feel the depth and the lightness of this water at once.  I 

learned that this choice to put these brushstrokes distinctly one 
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above the other rather than blending them was new.  And while 

later the Impressionists never used black, here Monet uses it 

boldly, weaving it in and out, above and below brushstrokes of 

blue, ocher, white.  The black, seen as such a somber color-- 

which, before I met Aesthetic Realism I wore almost every day-- 

has become so lively, it almost seems to dance.  We don't feel 

this world is somnolent and dim for a minute.  In that sunlit 

opposite bank and those light green trees, Monet shows the 

greater you go into depth, the greater is the light at the same 

time--and the surfaces of things are not used to hide the depths 

but to show them.   

    Through of my study of Aesthetic Realism, which continues in 

classes taught by Class Chairman Ellen Reiss, I am no longer that 

distant, aloof person I once was.  I’m more truly serious and 

happy than I ever thought I could be, and I’m grateful to learn 

from this beautiful painting by Claude Monet.  

________________________________________________________________ 

Barbara Buehler is an associate city planner with the New York 
City Department of Planning.  From 1976 to 1978, she had the 
honor to study in classes taught by Eli Siegel (1902-1978), the 
founder of the education Aesthetic Realism, 
www.AestheticRealism.org.  She continues her professional study 
in classes taught by Ellen Reiss, the Class Chairman of Aesthetic 
Realism.  She is one of the speakers in the groundbreaking 
presentation, "Housing: A Basic Need, an Urgent Need, a National 
Priority: Aesthetic Realism Explains the Cause of America's 
Housing Crisis-and the Solution!" which has been given at 
numerous conferences, including at NYU, Vassar, Harvard, and the 
national convention of the American Institute of Architects.  She 
has also presented papers on works of art-from a painting by 
Rembrandt to an illustrated Persian manuscript, at the Aesthetic 
Realism Foundation's Terrain Gallery in NYC.   
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ABSTRACT 
Was Cab Calloway the First Rock and Roll Star? 

The Influence of Swing on Rock and Roll 
Author- Randy Albright, Lecturer 

 Indiana University School Of Music at IUPUI 
 
Was Cab Calloway the First Rock and Roll Star?  In his Hepster’s Dictionary, published in 1944, he listed 
terms like “In the groove” and “Rock me”, defined as “send me, kill me, move me with rhythm.” Swing music 
emphasized the Big Beat twenty years before the Rock and Roll era.  

 
 
 

• Jimmy Lunceford’s Swing Orchestra performed Rhythm Is Our Business in 1933. Rockin’ Is Our 
Business was an adaptation performed by The Treniers in the movie, The Girl Can’t Help It in 1956. 

 
• Louis Armstrong and Cab Calloway paved the way for Rock pioneers Fats Domino, Little Richard, 

Chuck Berry, and even Elvis Presley.  
 

• Through the 30s and 40s, the words "rock," "roll," and even "rock and roll" appeared in songs.  
 
• Blues and Country Music, while both essential ingredients in Rock and Roll, did not emphasize the 

strong dance beat. 
 

• The Swing Era’s contribution to Rock and Roll was not only the Big Beat, certainly an essential 
ingredient, but much of the style and sly humor. 
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“JUST LIKE THE NEWSCASTERS”: NETWORK DIALECT AND DIALECT 
MYTHOLOGY: 
 
 
If one elicits the linguistic attitudes of speakers from Michigan and Northern Ohio about 
their own speech, one will frequently receive the response that they speak Standard 
English like that of the news anchors on the main national television networks (Preston 
1986, 1989, 1998), and that their variety of English is something that everyone aspires to, 
containing no features that could be construed as localized.  It is well known that one of 
the most influential pronunciation guides for early radio broadcasters was composed in 
the 1930’s by John S. Kenyon, editor of Merriam-Webster’s International Dictionary of 
the English Language, who hailed from Northeastern Ohio, that he used his own cultured 
Great Lakes pronunciation as his model, and that subsequent guides have largely 
followed Kenyon’s lead. But how does the speech of national newscasters compare to 
Great Lakes speech today?  Is the pronunciation model used reflective of this specific 
area, or, rather, of a mixture of forms known to be most widespread within the United 
States as a whole, a Network koine? Or has the model shifted to reflect another area’s 
speech, say, that of Southern California or the “middle of the country” in the Central 
Plains? 
 
The difference here would be in the fine phonetic details, particularly of vowels known to 
be undergoing change at the moment.  Contrary to what most native speakers think, the 
Great Lakes area does have distinctive characteristics connected with a series of changes 
entitled the Northern Cities Vowel Shift (Labov 1992, 1994, 2006) in which (1) the 
vowel in TRAP is diphthongizing and raising in all stressed positions, not just before 
certain consonants such as nasals; (2) the vowel in LOT is fronting to a spot near where 
TRAP used to be, and words like on, unrounded to begin with, shift along with other 
LOT words; (3) the vowel in CAUGHT is lowering and unrounding to replace LOT, 
generally without merging with it; (4) the vowel in DRESS, at least in some 
environments, is centralizing and/or lowering.  Except in the Upper Midwest, the 
LOT/CAUGHT merger so widespread in the West, Central Midwest, and Pittsburgh area 
is lacking, and the fronting of the first elements of the diphthongs in COAT and BOOT, 
though widespread in the South, parts of the Northeast, and Southern California, has not 
made much headway in the Great Lakes either. 
 
I will examine two programs’ worth of the speech of ten national network newscasters, 
six current ones and four from earlier periods of broadcasting (active in the 1960’s and 
1980’s), together with three local news broadcasters on WWMT-TV in Kalamazoo, 
Michigan as a control group of native Great Lakes speakers, for their pronunciation of the 
abovementioned variables.  Any observation of consistent, even mildly NCVS-shifted 
patterns among non-natives will indicate that a Great Lakes model is still important in 
shaping “Network Dialect”, and the Michiganders’/Ohioans’ perceptions are correct.  
However, frequent occurrences of LOT/CAUGHT merger, COAT/BOOT fronting, or 
low-mid realizations of the on subclass of LOT would indicate one of the following: (1) 
the newscasters are using a model of another specific area; (2) they are using a model of 
the “most widespread” forms; (3) they are still primarily using forms from their regions 
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of origin; or (4) a combination of the above.  The combination of the various distribution 
patterns of the vocalic variables, together with the similarities and differences between 
broadcasters should reveal which explanation is the best, while the comparison of former 
and current broadcasters should show if there has been any recent change of model. 
 
My initial impression is that a combination of scenarios (2) and (3) is probably the most 
likely outcome, and that NCVS shifting is to be expected only among those newscasters 
native to the Great Lakes area, and, in so far as any spreading has taken place of specific 
parts of the shift, adjacent areas of the Midwest. 
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Poster Session: Interdisciplinary Cultural Studies 
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EJ Herczyk 
 
Department: Design & Media (Kradel-Weitzel) 
Engineering and Textiles (Herczyk) 
 
School House Lane & Henry Ave 
Philadelphia, PA 19144 
Email: herczyke@philau.edu 
 
 
Abstract: Interdisciplinary Cultural Studies 
 
For several years, Philadelphia University has offered a two-week study abroad course 
in the Dominican Republic to students from diverse design disciplines. These disciplines 
include graphic, industrial, fashion and textile design. Altos de Chavon School of Design, 
commonly known as the most prominent design school in the Caribbean and affiliated 
with Parsons, serves as home base to this endeavor.  
 
While abroad, students gain cultural knowledge through various planned excursions and 
invited guest lectures. They return home with a broad understanding of the Dominican 
Republic’s history and present condition, contemporary triumphs and concerns. By the 
end of the trip, the students have also developed a project concept inspired by their new 
cultural knowledge base. The idea is then fully formulated and made tangible upon 
return to the US.  
 
End results typically divide into either a task/need oriented product or an informational 
product. Task oriented projects seek to aid the user in performing a job, such as 
transporting something more easily, or obtaining a basic need. Informational products 
seek to inform human action by increasing the availability of a specific knowledge set.   
 
The project allows students to gain experience with the commonly expected goals of an 
interdisciplinary project such as fluid group function, division of labor, time management 
and improved comprehension of the knowledge base held by members of other design 
disciplines. However, there are several goals beyond that. Primarily, this includes 
stressing the power of the designer as a full author and generator of ideas. Students 
respond to a rather open project description in very surprising and innovative ways that 
empower them as leaders and prove that their individual experience is a valid foundation 
for creation. Additionally, there is a focus on creating respect for design as a positive 
social force that aids cross-cultural human understanding and improves the human 
condition.  
 
 
For more information: 
 
http://www.philau.edu/textiledesign/studyabroad_DR.htm 
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This proposal is to present a study of design trends in different countries and what 
influences those trends within different regions and eras.  
 
With the world rapidly becoming one, it is often thought that there is one 
dominating style.  However, this is not accurate. There are several factors that keep 
a single trend from becoming the global trend.  One major factor that is prominent 
is cultural background – thus the traditions of a region. Some cultures are more 
flexible to adapt to new things. In addition to a culture’s influence on trends, many 
psychological and economical factors are responsible for influencing a favorable 
reception or rejection of that specific trend. With these complicated factors, certain 
regions are more acceptable to the influx of modernism as the global design trend 
opposed to the traditional style.     
[0]  
 
It is the object of this study to investigate factors and their various affects on the 
countries and the regions within. 
 
The research includes examples of design trends which are supported by the 
economical, social and psychological backgrounds within the regions of the United 
States, Europe, and Asia.   
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Christine W. Vance, Ph. D. 
Department of Language and Culture Studies 

University of North Carolina at Charlotte 
Charlotte NC 28223 

Telephone: (704) 892-7522 
FAX: (704) 687-3496 

 

2nd Annual Hawaii Conference on Arts and Humanities 

Jan. 11-14, 2008 

PROPOSAL: 

TITLE: "Mediterranean Magic" 

I am in the process of translating from German into French and English 

Hans Körner's novel entitled: Flucht Nach Mallorca (Norderstedt, Germany, 

2001) ["Escape to Mallorca" / "Evasion à Majorque"]. 

I propose to present this novel, its contents, structure, and style, with 

emphasis on the Mediterranean themes, and the specificity of Insular living.  
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Something there is  
That's magic on an isle. 

 
The Balearic archipelago lies in the western Mediterranean halfway between 

Algeria and Spain. The main island, Mallorca has long attracted celebrities. Chopin and 

George Sand spent there, in Valdemosa, the winter 1889. The Austrian archduke Luis 

Salvador resided at Son Marroig from 1873 to 1913. Formentor welcomed Winston 

Churchill and Grace Kelly. Painter Juan Miró, and English novelist Robert Graves lived 

in Deía.  

Mass tourism has now invaded a good part of the island. Between February and 

November excellent and inexpensive air travel allows Northern Europeans to reach 

guaranteed warmth and sunshine within a couple of hours. They flock together in 

English-, Swedish-, Dutch-, or German-speaking "colonies". 

In several places Germans, for instance, can consult their own German lawyers, 

doctors, dentists, real estate agents, and find the "Gemütlichkeit" of a "kleine Knappe", 

drink beer, eat pretzels, Wiener schnitzel, and bratwurst. They have their own radio 

stations, newspapers, and television programs -- via satellite. 

Forty years ago Cala D'Or on the Southeastern coast was a delightful spot with a 

few modest cottages nestled among the pine trees bordering the crystal clear turquoise 

sea. It is now crowded with hotels, buses, and tourist shops. Some resorts however are 

more secluded and provide restful and enjoyable stays. Such is Parque Mar, between Cala 

Egos and Cala D'Or. Several families have their own dwellings there, overseen by a very 

good German Swiss organization. 
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Hans Körner is one of the faithful. From Bamberg, Southern Germany, he and his 

wife, Roesel, come and stay at Parque Mar three weeks to two months at a time. Born in 

1921, he fought in Hitler's army, was a POW in England. After his liberation, he came 

back to Bamberg, got married, and started a family. He worked as a Custom officer. He is 

now retired. A very slim and tall gentleman, well tanned, with silvery white hair; he has 

been jogging for decades and still runs marathons. He writes delicate poems on 

meditation and nature; his wife decorates them with fine and skilful hand cut "rosettes". 

His first novel, Flucht nach Mallorca (Escape to Mallorca) appeared in 1999. Last year he 

published a second one: Am Rubikon. 

Every May for the last fifteen years my family have spent a few weeks at Parque 

Mar. Others from Germany, German and French Switzerland, and England come back 

every year around the same time; the newcomers join us and soon feel very close to our 

small vacation community Two years ago German speakers were delighted to discover 

Hans Körner's Flucht nach Mallorca. With the enthusiastic permission of the author I 

decided to translate the book into French and English, for those who could not read the 

German edition. 

A teacher of languages I realized that the novel could be an excellent reader in an 

elementary German course for reading comprehension and conversation. 

In July 2003, upon my return from Spain, I received the 2004 Hawaii 

International Conference on Arts and Humanities Call for Papers and decided to propose 

a "work in progress report": it would present the novel and suggest some possible use in 

the class room. 

 

Kajo Forster, a young teacher of English and Sports in Bamberg, Southern 

Germany, is the hero of Flucht nach Mallorca (Escape to Mallorca). His love story 

intermingles with the enigmatic and charismatic career of Bastian Wölfel. The tale is told 

from Parque Mar -- depicted as an oasis of peace and beauty. Kajo mentions the various 

activities and animation at the resort; with him we visit Mallorca, as he rides a motorbike, 

or a bike, or jogs along countryside paths known to a happy few only. And we follow his 

quest for the values that should direct his daily life -- and ours. 
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The young man is undergoing a psychological and moral crisis indeed. A couple 

of hours before his wedding ceremony, he has fled to Mallorca. His father, who died in a 

car accident a few months earlier, had written a collection of notes that Kajo has carried 

in his luggage. He reads them in his bedroom or on his balcony at Parque Mar: in the 

novel they are printed in italics and alternate with Kajo's own comments on his father's 

writings and his report on life at the resort.  

The notes often refer to Kajo's own life in the last two years. They are entitled 

"Bastian Wölfel's mysterious death" (16) and start with the report of puzzling circumstances 

analog to a detective story set up. 

In Forcheim, near Bamberg, one early morning, on his way to school, Kajo was 

involved in an accident. An old man lost his balance and fell off the kerb, flat in front of 

Kajo's car; he died instantly, the victim of a heart attack. He looked like a hobo (25) and 

carried no identity paper or money. 

Pushed by his very inquisitive wife, Elisabeth, Kajo's father "had to"(33: Elisabeth, der ich 

von meiner Unterredung mit Kajo ausführlich berichten müsste") contact the Forcheim police station. He 

learned that an old woman, Margarete Buchmueller (34) had reported her "friend", Franziskus, as 

missing; At the morgue, she identififed the man who had died in front of Kajo's car. as 

Bastian Wölfel, alias Franziskus. 

Adding to the mystery is Kajo's reluctance to explain his presence in Forcheim 

that morning, and asking his father to call the school for him and apologize for his 

lateness. In fact we learn that Kajo feels extremely guilty because he has had an affair 

with a married woman, something inadmissible in the context of his very conservative 

Catholic upbringing. The "accident" happened on his way back from a rendezvous; 

consequently Kajo feels partially responsible for the death (48 "für dessen Tod ich mir heute noch 

mitverantwortlich fühle"). 

According to the local newspaper Bastian Wölfel was the husband of Irene 

Huebschmann, the very notable owner and manager of the Bamberg Mercedes 

dealership. Kajo's first girl friend had been Karin, their daughter. Karin and Kajo saw 

each other again after the funeral, they fell in love again, and got engaged to marry. 
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A few hours before the wedding Kajo's "escapes to Mallorca. As the book starts 

Kajo is at the Nürnberg airport, trying to overcome his fear of flying and anxiously 

waiting for his flight  

The unusual and eventful tale presents a challenge for students of German and 

constitute a mine for questions and answers involving such topics as accident reports, 

death announcements, family ties, love relationships, sports, air travel. The first person 

narratives, the good proportion of dialogue and quotations from official documents 

provide valuable reference to authentic formulas like airport and flight information1, 

police reports, and business transactions and excellent models for conversation classes  

Students interested in Business German will find good material in Kajo's father's 

notes on his visits with Irene Hübschman. She tells the story of her marriage to Bastian 

Wölfel and how he changed from the model WWII Wehrmacht officer into the 

unconditional follower of Jesus Christ, refusing to conduct business in a worldly way and 

taking the Mercedes dealership to the edge of bankruptcy2 As the story unfurls, Bastian's 

ghost, accompanies the young man in search of himself and guidelines for his future3 

Bastian, "the man who shook the pine trees to free them of their heavy snow mantels", lived unconditionally 

according to his convictions: "In seiner schon kindlichen Sorge um das Wohl der schneebeladenen Baüme, 

ofenbart sich seine ganze Liebe zur Natur und seine Verantwortung für die Schöpfung"(118). Kajo marvels a t 

his father's art to vividly render emotional situations. He also is surprised and impressed  

as he discovers his father's interest in the world's current issues like world hunger, nuclear 

warfare, overpopulation, pollution4. All these and more can be themes for students 

reports and discussions. 

 

Kajo's psychological growth would certainly trigger the students' attention. At the 

beginning he behaves like the typical youth, giving little credit to his parents' concerns 

and advice. He is extremely impatient -- and rightly so--- when confronted with his 
                                                 
1 Nürnberg Flughafen -- Wartehalle, Ausgang 12. 
"An die Passagiere des Fluges HF 2089 nach Palma de Mallorca: Der Abflug wird sich wegen eines kleinen Teknischen Defekts um 
eine halbe Stunde verzögern! Wir bitten um ihre Verständniss." (11) 
2 Du nimmst Geld vom Betrieb, das dir nicht gehört, noch dazu in unantwortlicher Hohe und und 
Haüfigkeit! Du willst uns vernichten?(95) 
3 "Bastian seems to stand in front of me like a ghost" (95) 
4 "Nach der Schilderung der privaten Vorfällen bei der Familie Hübschmann, wechselt er sachlich ins Allgemeine und zeigt eine 
Sensibilität in Bezug auf Weltprobleme, die ich eigentlich nicht vermütet hatte.(96)"[…] Interessant für mich ist der neugewonnene 
Einblick in ie Denkstrukturen meines Vaters, der für mich früher eher der spiessige, brave Beamte war. (97) 
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mother's rigid principles and refusal to listen to her child's views. He is prompt to 

denounce the generation gap as the cause of all minor and major clashes, and apt to 

underestimate the extent and depth of his parents' opinions. All these attitudes can be 

commented upon and illustrated by our students' personal experiences. 

Kajo's change is exemplified by his progressive acceptance and appreciation of 

Parque Mar's scenery, residents, vacationers, and occupations.5 Klaus, one of Parque 

Mar's guests, an elderly gentleman, slender, tanned, with silvery white hair, becomes his 

friend, guide, and mentor. Kajo is able to confide in Klaus: " I feel exhausted, but also relieved and 

happy with the practically wordless understanding Klaus has given me. Anyway he has not aggravated me with the 

unavoidable pieces of advice and moral aphorisms that I am used to get from my parents. There was no lecturing, not 

even a reproach; on the contrary. I was accepted as I am. This is probably why I feel liberated, born again, like on 

Easter Sunday. (160) 

At Easter time Kajo has received a phone call from Karin assuring him of her love 

and hope he would soon come home (144): "How have I deserved this? After the offense done to her and 

her family? Unconditionally forgiven!"  He is now ready to return to Bamberg, assume his 

responsibilities, start a family with his beloved Karin. The epilog shows them and their 

three-year-old son on the plane flying them back from Mallorca to Nürnberg after a 

wonderful stay at Parque Mar. 

 

The 180-page-book's division into 19 chapters whose titles show the variety of 

context, subject, and tone, facilitates the assignment scheduling. Apart from an amusing 

section in Frankish dialect (Margarete Buchmueller, 35-39), the novel is written in the very 

precise, careful, grammatically correct, elegant German we wish our students would 

master and use when expressing themselves. As mentioned earlier, the dialogues and 

their variety of tones, moods, and subjects are excellent models. The narrators and 

characters are German; their points of view and tales reflect the multi-faceted German 

way of life and its historical and cultural background. The enthusiastic depiction of 

Mallorca and Parque Mar adds exoticism and poetry to the whole. Our wish is that a 

scholastic press be willing to publish Flucht nach Mallorca as a Reader for Advanced 

Elementary German courses. 

                                                 
5 Jedoch - in anderer Weise scheint sich in mir eine Wandlung zu vollziehen - zumindest beaüge ich 
diesmal Inhalt und Ausführung der Morgengymnastik weniger kritisch als zuletz, (106) 
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C. Vance, 8 

Besides, our project to translate the novel into French and English comes from the 

desire to explore the text in depth and enjoy the special communicative relationship 

between translator and author, solely allowed by the translating process. We are also 

looking forward to giving English and French visitors of Mallorca and Parque Mar the 

delight to revisit places they have loved and meet again in the book, slightly disguised 

under the veil of fiction, the resort manager (32) and some picky customers, the people in 

charge of animation ("Kati", the energetic Spaniard [69], "Bettina", the soft spoken sweetly smiling yoga leader 

[61-70, 86-87]), and Hans Körner himself, as "Klaus", the silvery white haired old man 

participating in almost all the physical activities (swimming, gymnastics, aerobics, yoga, 

volley-ball…), and becoming your true friend once you have had a chance to spend some 

time with him. 
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Abstract 
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 The differences in the treatment and in the focus of "cowboy" art and "cowgirl"/ 

Western women's art, the Western Movement's "hisland" absent of "herland," and 

Western "history" excluding "herstory," are the roots to the chasm, to the divide, to the 

absence of the recognition of women of the Western Movement, or, more precisely, a 

major contributing factor to the absence of the recognition of women in the history of the 

West as well as other phases of history. It is this politics of recognition, in particular the 

politics of difference, which is responsible for maintaining the patriarchy, denying 

women their identity and their self-respect.  The story of the West for men is "a heroic 

tale, an epic quest for freedom filled with action, adventure, individualism, and violence" 

(Bush). For women of the Westward Movement, "the story is one of an allegory, a tale of 

passivity, dependence, gentility, and frequently, victimization" (Bush). These popular 

myths tend to be the "stories" performed by many of the Wild West shows of the same 
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era as well.  "Regardless of artist or era, cowboy art tells the same story of independent 

men and dependent women" (Bush). 

 
 The focus of this research will center around two major questions: 

 *  In looking back to this era (1848 - 1920), is the lack of difference of  
 recognition or lack of recognition of women, and in part, of women's  
 lack of self-respect reasons for exclusion, denial, and unequal treatment  
 of women who were prominent in the Westward movement?   
 
 *  Does this denial of women's contributions, lack of recognition of their 
 uniqueness/difference, lack of their dignity, and on a larger scale, the lack  
 of recognition, of support, of value placed on their work during the Western 
 movement, instead warrant a power held directly or indirectly to control  
 women, and to gain the recognition of men?   
 
 This study will examine Western art, more specifically, cowboy and cowgirl/ 

Western women's art images from approximately the 1840s to the 1920s, to determine 

any evidence of identity politics in used the artists' work. An analysis of the artists' views 

evident in their paintings, through their images and techniques, will thereby demonstrate 

the importance of remarkably different positions of men and women in the Western 

cultural movement of this era.  It should be said that the old adage, "A picture is worth a 

thousand words," describes the myths that are created visually when one examines 

paintings of this time, more than the writings of these years.  By recognizing these myths 

through the identity politics embodied in these paintings as one form of cultural 

representation, one can begin to counter the assumptions shared by our culture 

perpetuating these myths and stereotypes. Instead, it should challenge us to learn the truth 

about women of the West, their tests of bravery, their accomplishments, their identities, 

and their contributions.  
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ABSTRACT:  Despite the tendency of the Japanese to resist capture, and the 
reluctance of submarines to pick up survivors, small numbers of prisoners were taken 
by Allied submarines. At times these prisoners became the objects of ill-treatment, but 
the evidence suggests that in most cases there was accommodation on both sides. 
Proximity and familiarity frequently served to change the attitudes of Allied sailors 
toward individual Japanese, if not the Japanese generally. 
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Japanese Prisoners on Allied Submarines during the Second World War 

 

As the surfaced American submarine Copperfin moved through the Aleutian Islands 

in the northern Pacific, it was attacked by Japanese Zeros. Despite one of the gun 

crew being severely injured, they managed to shoot down the attacking planes.  One 

of the Japanese pilots bailed out from his burning aircraft and parachuted into the 

frigid seas.  The submarine’s captain, wanting to interrogate the pilot, instructed the 

crew to pick him up. As one of the Copperfin sailors assisted the man on board, 

though, the pilot stabbed him to death. In response, the pilot was promptly machine 

gunned.1 

 The scenario is from the Hollywood submarine movie Destination Tokyo, 

released shortly before Christmas in 1943. Cary Grant starred as the Copperfin’s 

skipper, carrying out a mission of reconnaissance for the Doolittle bombing raid on 

Tokyo. Although fictional, the film reflected, and perhaps to some extent shaped, a 

common conception of the Japanese being fought during World War II. For both 

civilians and those in the military, the enemy were fanatics who preferred death to 

surrender. 

                                                 
1 Destination Tokyo, Warner Brothers, 1943. See also Lawrence H. Suid, Guts and Glory: The Making 
of the American Military Image in Film (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 2002), pp. 80, 82; 
Robert Fyne, The Hollywood Propaganda of World War II (London: Scarecrow Press, 1997), pp. 70, 
179. 
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 Although a stereotype, it is a view certainly not without basis. The Japanese 

Field Service Code issued in 1941 bluntly declared: “Do not be taken prisoner alive.”2 

The Japanese refused to ratify the Geneva Convention of 1929 on the treatment of 

prisoners of war, in part believing such provisions would be entirely one sided. 

Japan’s vice-minister of the navy declared his men had no concept of being taken 

prisoner.3 For reasons discussed below, Allied submarines were generally reluctant to 

take on prisoners, but when they did, coaxing Japanese on board could be extremely 

difficult. At the same time, the experience of Allied crewmen and Japanese prisoners 

on submarines suggests considerable diversity, and at times humanity, on both sides. 

 

The priority of most Allied submarines during the Pacific war was sinking Japanese 

shipping. Whether survivors were military or non-combatants, there was generally 

little interest in helping them. Occasionally survivors would even be shot in the water, 

but most often they were simply left to their fate. As with any other surface operation, 

the act of picking up men from the water was in itself hazardous, since it exposed the 

submarine to marauding aircraft and patrol ships. While commanding U.S. 

submarines at Brisbane, Captain Ralph Christie issued explicit orders that Japanese 

prisoners were not to be picked up, and that even survivors from friendly vessels 

should not be rescued unless it could be done without risk.4 

In the cramped quarters of a submarine there was little room for the crew, let 

alone additional passengers. Allied skippers acknowledged the special difficulties a 

submarine presented for picking up survivors. American commander Lawson “Red” 

                                                 
2 Quoted in Saburo Ienaga, Japan’s Last War: World War II and the Japanese, 1931-1945  (Canberra: 
Australian National University Press, 1979), p. 49. 
3 Nicholas Tarling, A Sudden Rampage: The Japanese Occupation of Southeast Asia 1941-1945 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2001), p. 253. 
4 David Jones and Peter Nunan, U.S. Subs Down Under: Brisbane, 1942-1945 (Annapolis: Naval 
Institute Press, 2005), p. 36. 
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Ramage states: “Actually we had no place to keep them [prisoners] under surveillance 

in a submarine during the patrol, it would have been a difficult problem.”5 Similarly, 

British commander Edward Young notes keeping a prisoner on a submarine was a 

“tricky business.”6  Indeed, a prisoner with some knowledge of how submarines 

worked could potentially prove disastrous.  

Like others, Allied submariners tended to assume the Japanese preferred death 

to capture.  Admiral Chester Nimitz, commander-in-chief of the Pacific Fleet, 

attributed the reluctance of U.S. submarines to take survivors not only to the lack of 

passenger facilities, but to “the known desperate and suicidal character of the 

enemy.”7 Admiral Charles Lockwood, commander of Pacific submarines, claimed 

that the Japanese “fought so long as they had a weapon and, even when found helpless 

in the water, refused to be rescued.”8  

There was a certain amount of duplicity in such characterizations. In the 

Atlantic theatre, there were also ample cases of German naval men who deliberately 

chose death rather than being rescued by Allied vessels.9 As Robert M. Hutchins 

pointed out at a University of Chicago lecture in June 1945, “We call Japanese 

soldiers fanatics when they die rather than surrender, whereas American soldiers who 

do the same thing are heroes.”10  When the USS Sculpin was attacked in November 

1943, for example, wolf-pack commander John P. Cromwell and eleven other 

crewmen elected to go down with the boat rather than abandoning the submarine. 

                                                 
5 Quoted in Len Deighton, Blood, Tears and Folly: An Objective Look at WWII (Edison, NJ: Castle 
Books, 1993), pp. 566-67. 
6 Edward Young, One of Our Submarines (Hertfordshire: Wordsworth Editions, 1997), p. 92. 
7 Quoted in W. T. Mallison Jr., Studies in the Law of Naval Warfare: Submarines in General and 
Limited Wars (Washington: United States Government Printing Office, 1968, p. 136. 
8 Charles Lockwood, Sink ‘Em All: Submarine Warfare in the Pacific (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1951), 
p. 65. 
9 See for example Clay Blair Jr., Hitler’s U-Boat War: The Hunters, 1939-1942 (New York: Modern 
Library, 2000), p. 414; Young, One of Our Submarines, p. 91. 
10 Quoted in Justin Wintle, The Dictionary of War Quotations (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1989), 
p. 348. 
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Cromwell would be posthumously awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor, 

America’s highest combat award.11 Whereas such voluntary sacrifice tended to be 

extraordinary in the Allied forces, however, the Japanese increasingly adopted suicide 

as a strategy.12 

The reluctance of Japanese survivors to be taken on board a submarine 

occurred again and again, but a couple of examples will suffice to illustrate the point. 

Having sunk an unidentified ship on the night of 21 September 1944, the USS Haddo 

approached the debris left on the surface with the idea of taking some prisoners. The 

submarine was commanded by Chester Nimitz Jr., son of the American fleet 

commander Admiral Chester Nimitz. The American crew found about forty men left 

in the water, but not one was willing to come on board. On two occasions the 

submarine’s spotlight focused on survivors within six feet of the hull, but the men 

sank down and deliberately drowned themselves. The war patrol report noted, “Got so 

disgusted we depth-charged one of them with a hand grenade as he went deep.”13 

 Getting a prisoner on board a submarine often depended on force. On the USS 

Gudgeon’s tenth war patrol, the skipper, William S. Post, determined to pick up a 

Japanese soldier for “intelligence purposes” after sinking a ship. The task proved 

difficult. Although submarine crew were prohibited from keeping diaries, Albert 

Strow secretly recorded his role in capturing one of the Japanese survivors. Anytime 

the submarine got close enough to pick up a man the prospective prisoners would go 

under.  “Finally we flooded down to where the deck was just awash and with two 

                                                 
11 Harry Holmes, The Last Patrol, Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1994, p. 82. 
12 See Yuki Tanaka, Hidden Horrors: Japanese War Crimes in World War II, Boulder: Westview 
Press, 1996, p. 198. 
13 USS Haddo Seventh War Patrol Report, 21 September 1944. 
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sailors hanging on to my feet I was able to grab on to him and the 2 of us were 

dragged on board.”14 

 Such reluctance to be taken prisoner was not simply the result of 

indoctrination or a sense of duty.  Many Japanese believed that capture would 

inevitably result in torture and death. Stories of alleged Allied atrocities circulated 

widely among the Japanese.15 At least some Allied submariners suspected that 

resistance to rescue was more a matter of fear than fanaticism. John W. Clary, who 

kept a secret diary of his time on the USS Wahoo, recorded: “It strikes me that the 

Japs are taught we will torture them so they prefer death instead.”16 In another 

instance, after sinking the Japanese fishing vessel Nanko Maru on 19 September 

1944, the crew of the USS Redfin were only able to drag a prisoner on board by 

tangling his feet in a line. The patrol report noted, though, that once the man realized 

he wasn’t going to be killed, he settled down and tried to answer the questions put to 

him.17 

 There were, nevertheless, Japanese survivors who came willingly on board 

Allied submarines.  Having sunk the Japanese submarine I-351, the USS Bluefish 

experienced no difficulty persuading three survivors on board. On the Bluefish the 

prisoners were not allowed to communicate with one another, but were given regular 

meals and a few cigarettes each day.18  Cruising in the Bonin Islands, the USS 

Archerfish came across a Japanese pilot in the water who had been shot down near 

Iwo Jima. Unlike the fictional pilot in Destination Tokyo, this one offered no 
                                                 
14 Quoted in Mike Ostlund, Find “Em, Chase ‘Em, Sink ‘E: The Mysterious Loss of the WWII 
Subamrine USS Gudgeon (Guildford, CT: Lyons Press, 2006), p. 300. 
15 Beatrice Trefalt, “Fanaticism, Japanese Soldiers and the Pacific War, 1937-45,” in Matthew Hughes 
and Gaynor Johnson (eds), Fanaticism and Conflict in the Modern Age (London: Frank Cass, 2005), 
pp. 43-44. 
16 Reprinted in Legends of the Deep, http://www.warfish.com  
17 USS Redfin Fourth War Patrol Report, 19 September 1944. 
18 USS Bluefish Ninth War Patrol Report, 15 July 1945; Samuel Eliot Morison, History of United 
States Naval Operations in World War II, Vol XIII The Liberation of the Philippines 1944-1945 
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1959), p. 288. 
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resistance. Even so, he spent the journey to Midway manacled to a bunk in the 

torpedo room and guarded by the submarine’s electricians.19 

 Understandably, those on board a vessel attacked by a submarine might react 

in a range of ways. When the USS Barb made a gun attack on a wooden diesel trawler 

on 23 June 1945, igniting the craft on fire, some of the crew were prepared to burn 

rather than abandon ship. One of the men, according to the Barb’s report, “committed 

Hari-Kari by slitting his throat.”  Another five, though, volunteered to be taken on 

board. The Barb selected only one prisoner, and when the submarine returned to the 

site a couple of hours later reported that the rest had “joined their ancestors” in the icy 

waters.20 

 The first Japanese prisoners of the war captured by an American submarine 

were taken by the USS Trout following the Battle of Midway in June 1942. The two 

survivors were found floating on a wooden hatch after their cruiser, the Mikuma, was 

sunk.21 A year later the USS Trout attempted to stop a vessel described as a “small 

cargo-fisherman.”  When the craft tried to evade the Trout, the submarine opened up 

with its deck guns. Some of the crew subsequently boarded the vessel, finding one 

man dead, and removing another five before blowing it up with demolition charges. 

Of the five Japanese taken off the vessel, three were set adrift in a dinghy while two 

were retained on the submarine “for possible intelligence value.” One of these men, 

identified as S. Itshakawa, would later die on board. According to the Trout’s patrol 

report, after they made a torpedo attack on a Japanese submarine, the “prisoner 

became morbid and sullen and refused all food.” He died two weeks later. One may 

                                                 
19 Ken Henry and Don Keith, Gallant Lady: A Biography of the USS Archerfish (New York: Tom 
Doherty Associates, 2004), p. 52. 
20 USS Barb Twelfth War Patrol Report, 23 June 1945. 
21 USS Trout Fourth War Patrol Report, 9 June 1942; Thomas Parrish, The Submarine: A History 
(London: Viking Penguin, 2004),  p. 376. 
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suspect there was perhaps more to at than this, since the patrol report also notes that 

the prisoner had once “attacked his guard with disastrous results to himself.”22 

 

Some prisoners became more or less integrated, if not quite accepted as part of 

submarine crews. The man wrestled on board the USS Gudgeon during its tenth war 

patrol was initially given the unimaginative nickname of “Tojo” by the crew. He was 

kept under twenty-four hour guard and chained to a skid in the forward torpedo room. 

In response to such constraints, the prisoner went on a hunger strike. This seems to 

have worked, because he was later assigned to kitchen duties. With his new position 

came a new nickname, “Jamoke,” slang for coffee. At least some of the crew seem to 

have adopted a protective attitude toward him, defending him from drunken Marines 

when they stopped at Midway. When the Gudgeon arrived back at Pearl Harbor on 11 

December 1943, some of the crew got a dressing down for allowing the prisoner to 

emerge without a bag over his head. In fact some of the crew openly wept as their 

new acquaintance was led off by Marines.23 

 Such forged relationships appear far from rare. On the fourth of July, 1944, the 

USS Tang dragged a survivor aboard after sinking the 7000-ton freighter Yamaoka 

Maru in the Yellow Sea.  To commemorate American Independence Day, the prisoner 

was nicknamed “Firecracker.” When the Tang went into attack mode during the 

patrol, the man was kept handcuffed to a bunk, but otherwise he often seemed to be 

treated as a guest. On one occasion when the Tang’s skipper, Richard O’Kane, found 

the boat’s cook busy in the galley, he told O’Kane he was trying to prepare 

Firecracker’s rice the way he liked it. The crew also took him along to movies when 

they were screened in the forward torpedo room. Eventually they would discover that 

                                                 
22 USS Trout Tenth War Patrol Report, 25 August, 22 September 1943. 
23 Ostund, Find ‘Em, Chase ‘Em, Sink ‘Em, pp. 302-3; 310-11. 
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the man’s name was Mishuitunni Ka and that he was originally from Kyoto. 

Apparently before his capture he had been led to believe that the Japanese had 

conquered the Hawaiian Islands as well as much of Australia. When eventually turned 

over to Marines, blindfolded and in handcuffs, one of the Tang crew demanded a 

receipt that Mishuitunni Ka was delivered in good health.24 

 Not surprisingly, close proximity could change perceptions of the enemy. In 

one of the most infamous actions of the submarine war, in January 1943 the USS 

Wahoo under Dudley “Mush” Morton had turned its deck guns on hundreds of 

survivors after sinking a Japanese troop transport. A little over six months later, the 

Wahoo took on board six Japanese fishermen after sinking their vessel on 20 August 

1943. They were apparently treated humanely: given clean clothes, a bath, and a 

round of whiskey for warmth. The patrol reported noted, “Prisoners seem to be 

grateful for being picked up.”25 Indeed, one of the survivors was described as no more 

than about ten years old. The prisoners mainly lived on mats in the after torpedo 

room, but were also put to work on routine cleaning duties. They apparently picked up 

some English quickly and afforded the crew a degree of entertainment for the rest of 

the patrol. One of the Wahoo crew, Forest Sterling, would conclude, “It’s hard to 

believe those stories about the butchery of the soldiers after seeing these guys.” In 

fact, Sterling professed, “We became so attached to our prisoners that we began to 

feel they were part of the crew.” At least some of the Wahoo’s crew pitied the men as 

armed Marines at Pearl Harbor put sacks over their heads and led them off.26 

                                                 
24 William Tuohy, The Bravest Man: Richard O’Kane and the Amazing Submarine Adventures of the 
USS Tang (New York: Ballantine Books, 2006), pp. 258-60, 263-65. 
25 USS Wahoo Sixth War Patrol Report, 20 August 1943. See also James F. DeRose, Unrestricted 
Warfare: How a New Breed of Officers Led the Submarine Force to Victory in World War II (New 
York: John Wiley and Sons, 2000), p. 128. 
26 Forest J. Sterling, Wake of the Wahoo (Philadelphia: Chilton Company, 1960),  pp. 196-97, 199-200. 
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 The British submarine HMS Storm picked up a Japanese prisoner after sinking 

a small coastal vessel in the Malacca Strait during July 1944. In fact the prisoner 

would be the first Japanese brought back to the British base at Trincomalee, Ceylon, 

arousing “tremendous curiosity” there.27 Kept under close guard on the submarine, 

the prisoner gave no trouble, although the skipper, Edward Young, found his habit

hissing whenever he approached unnerving. Eventually Young sorted out that this 

indrawn breath was intended as a sign of respect. To some extent the respect was 

reciprocated. Put to work scrubbing the Storm’s decks every morning, Young allowed 

that the prisoner did a better job than his own crew.

 of 

                                                

28 

Familiarity, of course, had its limits. On the Tang, Mishuitunni Ka is described 

as becoming a “mascot.”29 Slade Cutter, skipper of the Seahorse, regularly picked up 

small numbers of survivors. During attacks they would be handcuffed to a bunk, but 

otherwise seem to have had a certain amount of autonomy. Cutter noted that usually 

the crew “sort of made pets out of them.”30 While perceived as less than fully human, 

the presence of prisoners on submarines often broke down some of the hatred 

manifested toward the Japanese and evoked a measure of humanity. 

 

Little is known about the ultimate fate of prisoners once they left the submarines. Let 

me conclude with the hope that some of you may have suggestions on how to find 

out. What happened to those prisoners once they arrived at Pearl Harbor, or in some 

cases Fremantle, Western Australia? Did all survive the war?  Were they repatriated?  

Did some remain in Hawaii?  It is claimed that many Japanese preferred for their 

 
27 Edward Young, One of Our Submarines (Hertfordshire: Wordsworth Edtions, 1997), pp. 276-78, 
282, 291. 
28 Young, One of Our Submarines, pp. 289-90. 
29 Tuohy, The Bravest Man,  p. 259. 
30 Slade Cutter, Reminiscences of  Captain Slade D. Cutter (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1985), 
pp. 75-76. 
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families to believe that they were dead rather than face the disgrace of having 

surrendered.31 Did any of these men fall into this category? 

 
31 Trefalt, “Fanaticism,” pp. 43-44. 
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Abstract: 
 
In tension with pop culture’s notions about surfing, there is a long and rich history of 

women surfing, which dates back at least 2,000 years in Polynesia. Women have long 

played a central role in surfing; they really are not late to the sport. The Hawaiian myths 

about female surfers focused on women’s social and physical power, in contrast to the 

popular culture version of the surfer-girl stereotype. Pele, the renowned volcano Goddess 

was known as a surfer of big waves. As the sport of surfing exploded into a global 

industry, the socio-cultural and socio-historical genesis of the sport was lost. The 

egalitarian gender tradition in the sport was replaced with stereotyping, which served 

marketing interests. For the majority of the history of the sport, women have been seen as 

equals, with an emphasis on their athletic abilities and deep understanding of the ocean. 

During the time of the monarchy in Hawaii, men and women surfed together and shared 

waves. Chiefesses, princesses, and queens were recognized as formidable surfers. The 

most famous surfer of this period was Ka’ahumanu, the wife of King Kamehameha 

(1736–1819). She is known to have been an expert surfer and a very influential woman. 

Native Hawaiian female surfers were seen as spiritually, as well as physically, powerful 

and commanding great respect. Contemporary Native Hawaiian women aim to take their 

rightful place in the history of the sport and challenge the commodified “surfer girl.”  
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Abstract: When describing pieces of music we use emotion terms like sad, happy, jolly, 
soft, tense, romantic, gloomy or melancholic.  The general agreement as to which piece 
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         IS THE SECOND MOVEMENT OF THE EROICA REALLY SAD? 

 

Music expresses that which cannot be said and on which it is impossible to be silent.   

 Victor Hugo  

 

I.  Introduction 

 

When describing works of art, especially pieces of music, we use emotion terms 

like sad, happy, jolly, tense, romantic, gloomy or melancholic.  Many music lovers and 

critics agree that the Moonlight Sonata Beethoven wrote for and dedicated to his pupil 
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Countess Giulietta Guicciardi is romantic, the second movement of the Third Symphony, 

the Eroica, is sad and the final movement of he Ninth Symphony is powerful and 

dramatic.  Although disagreements may arise there is a general agreement as to which 

piece of music expresses which emotion.  I do not think any critic would claim that 

Rimsky-Korsakov’s Flight of the Bumblebee is tranquil or Mahler’s Das Lied von der 

Erde and Górecki’s Symphony of Sorrowful Songs are jolly.  Similarly, there is a general 

agreement that the pieces written in the minor key are sad.   

This agreement can be explained by the perceivable expressive properties of 

pieces of music.  There is, however, disagreement among philosophers of music as to the 

nature of these properties.  Some philosophers of music, Hanslick for one, claim that 

these are primary properties—properties independent of perception.1 Accordingly, the 

composer composes the music in a certain form to arouse a particular emotion.  The 

pieces of music carry expressive properties due to their formal structure and technical 

properties independent of the past experiences of the composer or the listener, their 

personal associations, or the mood they are in when they are listening to it or playing it.   

For instance, the funeral march in the Eroica is sad due of its slow rhythm and C minor 

tonality.  Hence, according to this view, even if all the perceivers are wiped out off the 

face of the earth the Moonlight Sonata will remain to be romantic due to its formal 

structure.   

On the other hand cognitivists like Peter Kivy and Elsie Payne hold that the 

sadness or joy we feel while listening to pieces of music have their cause not in the music 

but in us.  According to them, these are not intrinsic properties of the pieces.  We 

perceive some pieces as jolly some others as sad solely because of our personal 
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associations, our memories.  Peter Kivy refers to these personal associations as ‘our song 

phenomenon’.2  

 In this paper I will argue both against the objectivist and cognitivist accounts and 

claim that the expressive properties in pieces of music are akin to what Locke calls 

secondary properties, i.e., dispositional properties like colour, smell and taste, capacities 

of music to arouse a particular emotion in us. 

My main contention will be to try and show, by drawing several analogies, that 

the two are of the same nature, that neither can exist independent of the perceivers.  After 

discussing the nature of expressive properties I will try to offer an explanation for cultural 

variations.   

 

II. Are Expressive Properties Secondary? 

In this section, I will consider and discuss the analogy between expressive and 

secondary properties—especially colour.  I will try to show that, just like secondary 

properties, they are powers which can affect the human mind, that they can be perceived 

only under proper circumstances and that they are dependent on the psychophysical states 

of the perceiver and the context.   

 

Objectivity 

According to Locke, properties like solidity, mass and motion are primary.  In 

other words, they are the properties the object has independent of perception and of the 

circumstances.  You can measure the true mass of a ball.  However, it is not possible 

                                                                                                                                                 
1 Hanslick 1986: 31. 
2 Kivy 1980: 30. 
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invent a device which can measure the “true colour” of it.  The colour of the ball will 

chance according to the colour of light which falls on it and the subjective conditions of 

the perceiver, i.e., whether he is colour blind or not.  Objects do not have a colour, taste 

or smell independent of the perceiver.  “What we call colour is the way in which light 

effects our brain.  In the outside word, there are only light waves in different lengths and 

surfaces which are able or unable to emit them.”3  The different coloured light falling on 

a surface is absorbed or reflected completely or partially.  An object appears white to us 

if it reflects all the light falling on its surface.  On the other hand, if it absorbs all the light 

it appears black.  If the light is partially absorbed the object appears violet, red, blue, 

green or yellow depending on the wave length of the light.   

The light reflected from a particular surface reaches our eye and forms an image 

on our retina which is dense with photoreceptor cells.  Then the impulse is transferred to 

the brain through the optic nerves.  The brain interprets it as an image and hence we see 

objects in colour.  That is why Hardin states that we cannot have a purpose-free, context-

free, individual free method of deciding the colours of objects which will be consistent 

and continuous with common sense and common language, that we are not entitled to say 

“a determinably green physical object is determinably green”.4    

This becomes more evident when we consider other perceivers.  It has been found 

out that a horseshoe crab, Limilus, does not possess any colour vision.5  Dogs cannot see 

all the colours we see.  On the other hand, their night vision is better than ours.  

Dichromates cannot see some colours and monochromats have no colour vision.   

                                                 
3 Denkel 1984: 50. 
4 See Hardin 1988: 90-91. 
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However the fact that colours do not exist in the external world does not mean 

that colour perception is wholly dependent on individuals, that it is relative to the  

individual.  The cause of secondary properties is objective.  Hence among trichromats, 

those with normal vision, there is a general, wide-spread agreement that pumpkins are 

orange, lemons are yellow, tomatoes are red and cucumbers are green.6 That is why, it is 

hard to claim that colour perception is all relative.    

Now let us compare expressive properties of music to secondary properties in 

terms of objectivity.  Like secondary properties they are grounded not only in the 

properties of the object, in this particular case of a piece of music, but on the particular 

biological, psychophysical and cultural state of the perceiver as well as on the context.   

They are dispositional properties of music to arouse in the listeners the appropriate 

emotion under the appropriate circumstances.  That is why they change according to the 

physical and psychological circumstances of the perceiver and the culture he was raised 

in.  Before going into a discussion of the conditions of perception, however, I wish to 

explain why expressive properties cannot be all relative.   

 Peter Kivy claims that music arouses emotions in us only be due to private, 

idiosyncratic associations, due to what he calls ‘our song phenomenon’.   

Mahler’s Knapen Wunderhorn never fails to make me feel a bit off colour 
 when I hear it nowadays, even the ‘happy parts’, because it is associated with  
a particularly unhappy period of my life which it invariably calls to mind.7   
 

                                                                                                                                                 
5 For more on the studies on Limilus see Bonyton 1997, see also Nelkin 1986: 329 where he talks about a 

freshwater fish which makes all colour discriminations we make.   
6 See Bonyton 1997: 141 where he gives the results of an experiment on colour perception.  All subjects, 

according to the study, were able to identify eight basic colours. 
7 Kivy 1980: 30.  See also 1984: 132 where he talks about music’s arousing nonmusical emotions due to 

personal associations.   
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If his claim were true, that is, if arousal of emotions were only due to private 

associations, we would not be able to talk about real, dispositional expressive properties 

in music.  However this does not seem to be the case.  Private and idiosyncratic 

associations cannot explain the non-collusive general agreement as to what pieces of 

music express.  There must be a real property in the music to account for the arousal of a 

particular emotion.   

Another line of attack against expressive properties’ being secondary is thus: 

Expressive properties cannot be secondary because, unlike other secondary properties, 

they vary between cultures.  I disagree with this claim, because colours, too, exhibit a 

degree of cultural relativity.  Yet they do qualify as secondary properties.  Studies show 

that our encoding of visual experience is culture and language bound.8   

For instance, Dani people in New Guinea have no words for chromatic (coloured) 

colours, they only have words for ‘light’ and ‘dark’9, and some languages like Hanuoo do 

not even have  the concept ‘colour’10.  Davies points out that the Welsh language has 

only four colour terms, whereas Eskimos have several words for different shades of 

white.11 Similarly, the dialect of Turkish which is spoken along the Black Sea coast, 

where many people live on fishing and sea transport, has words for several shades of 

blue.  The fact that the Eskimos can distinguish between several hues of white and Black 

Sea people can distinguish between those of blue, whereas we cannot shows that 

secondary properties exhibit some degree of cultural variation.   

                                                 
8 See Lucy 1997: 341. 
9 See  Hardin 1988: 41-42 for the experiments on the structure of hues with Dani people. 
10 For studies on Hanuoo see Lucy 1997: 332-330.   
11 See Davies 1994: 186. 
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Scruton denies that emotion terms we attribute to pieces of music are secondary 

on the grounds that if they were “any creature with sensory powers could discern 

them.”12 This depends on what we mean by ‘sensory powers.’ If we mean only a basic 

visual apparatus, as I have tried to show above, this claim is wrong.  Being a trichromat13 

with a normal functioning visual apparatus is not sufficient for discerning between 

various different shades of white.  .    

There are other necessary conditions for perceiving the particular shades of a 

colour or particular tastes, and for perceiving a piece of music as sad.  In the following 

sections I will present and discuss factors which are necessary for, or may hinder our 

perceiving the expressive properties in a piece of music, comparing them to the 

analogous factors which can hinder our perceiving other secondary qualities.   

       

The Importance of Context 

Certain passages of music arouse different emotions in different contexts, that is, 

within different pieces of music.  A very good example of this can be found in Handel’s 

Messiah.  Handel re-worked thematic material from his secular Italian duets for his well-

known oratorio, Messiah.  For instance ‘O Death, where is thy sting’ was derived from 

‘Se tu non lasci amore’ (c.1722), HMV 193, first movement, ‘His yoke is easy’ from 

‘Quel fior che all’alba ride’, HMV 192, first movement, ‘And we shall purify’ from 

‘Quel fior che all’alba ride’, last movement and the chorus, ‘For unto us a child is born’ 

                                                 
12 See Scruton 1997: 160.   
13 A normal visual perceiver who has response to all three systems-black-white, red-green, and  

yellow-blue.  Dichromats do not respond to one of the latter two.     
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from ‘No, di voi non vo’ fidarmi’, HMV 189, first movement.14 Now let us look at the 

lyrics of ‘No, di voi non vo’ fidarmi’: 

No, di voi non vo’ fidarmi, 
Cieco Amor, crudel belta! 

 Troppo siete menzognere,     
 Lusinghiere Deita! 
 (No, I will not trust you, blind love, cruel beauty! You are goddesses who lie 
 and flatter too much) 
 

And of ‘For unto us a child is born’ from Messiah: 

For unto us a Child is born, 
 Unto us a Son is given  

Unto us a Son is given, 
 For unto us a Child is born. 
             

Although the duets were recently composed, and fresh in the memories Handel’s 

listeners, they received a fairly different reaction when they provided the leading themes 

for Messiah movements.  Renown composer and historian of music Charles Burney says 

“During the performance of Messiah, I made three several pencil marks, expressive of the 

degrees of comparative good with which my ears are affected, by particular movements.  

I found the sign of superlative excellence stamped on this chorus (For unto us a Child is 

born).”15 This indicates that the same passage can arouse in the listener very different 

emotions in different contexts, e.g., in the context of a chamber duet and in the context of 

one of the most powerful movements in the Messiah.   

Analogous conditions may affect our colour, or taste perceptions.  If, for instance, 

we eat a strawberry after a very sweet desert like baklava the strawberry may taste sour.  

What is referred to as afterimaging (successive contrast) demonstrates how a patch of 

                                                 
14 For more on ‘For unto us a child is born’ see Burrows 1991: 62, Luckett 1992: 93, for Handel’s re-

working of the themes made see Shaw 1965: 163.  See also Kivy 1980: 108.   
15 Luckett 1992: 93. 
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colour may look very different depending on the context it is perceived.  After looking at 

a yellow patch for thirty seconds, if we move our eyes towards a white patch we see 

yellow afterimages on the completely uncoloured patch.  Simultaneous contrast, too, 

distorts our colour perception.  A grey patch with a green surround looks reddish.16    

Since secondary qualities are dependent on context there is no simple formula to 

determine either the colour of an object or the expressive property of a piece of music.   

Colour scientists usually emphasise the importance of the nature of the object, limitations 

of the observer, viewing angle and psychological factors like the purposes of 

observation17 and work with ‘standard observers’ under ‘standard conditions’.   

Similarly, several factors interfere with the arousal of the appropriate emotion.  

Although expressive properties are context dependent predominantly on the 

psychological level whereas colour is context depended more on the physiological level 

there are some psychological factors which may change both experiences.  The next 

section will be devoted to the discussion such properties.    

 

Conditioning and Expectations 

Under some exceptional cases the emotion a piece of music arouses in us may 

change. We may become conditioned against it and may start to perceive the same piece 

of music differently.  A striking example of this can be seen in Antony Burgess’ 

Clockwork Orange.  Alex de Large, who has a passion for crime and Beethoven—

                                                 
16 For successive and simultaneous contrast see Clark 1985: 387 and Hardin 1988: 49-52 where he points 

out how nineteenth century painters made use of simultaneous contrast in their paintings.  See also Harman 

1990: 40. 
17 See Hardin 1988: 67-76 for standard conditions for colour perception and 76-82 for the qualities required 

of the observer.   
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especially of his Ninth Symphony—is betrayed by his friends and ends up in jail.  Eager 

to get out he accepts to take part in an experimental treatment which aims to rehabilitate 

criminals.  During aversion therapy he is forced to watch movies with his eyelids 

clamped open.  Scenes of violence are followed by the crimes he himself had committed.  

As he is watching these movies he feels a convulsive nausea caused by injections.  

Unfortunately at the background of one of them, accompanying Nazi atrocities is 

Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony.  Though Alex protests to it shouting it is unfair to use his 

favourite music, he is “inadvertently conditioned” against Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, 

fourth movement.  The music that used to arouse in him ecstasy, and joy from then on 

will cause sickness and pain.18 

What I want to underline in this example is the fact that what changes after the 

treatment is not only the associations but also the way the observer subsequently 

perceives the piece of music.  To make my point clear I want to compare Alex’s 

conditioning to use and effects of sirens during the World War II.  Throughout the war 

sirens were followed by bombs.  After some time people became conditioned against the 

sirens.  They starred feeling terror on hearing the sirens, before the bombs were dropped.  

As a result of this, the people who survived the war perceive the sirens very differently 

then they used to before the war, because they expect bombs following them.   

I also want to give an example from Turkish history.  During the military coup of 

1960 as the tanks were entering the cities, jolly, triumphant marches were broadcasted.  

When in 1971, just before the second coup, people turned on their radio and head the 

                                                 
18 This is how Alex describes the emotions Ninth Symphony arouses in him after the conditioning.  “When 

I hear Ninth, I get this funny feeling and then, all I can think about is like trying to sniff it…death.  I mean I 

just want to die peacefully, like with no pain.”  
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same military songs they were terrified.  That is because they knew what they should 

expect.  By 1981, when they heard the songs for the third time, they were all conditioned 

against them.  They were hearing these jolly military songs as some morbid pieces of 

music.  The third conjunction of the two, i.e., coup succeeding the songs, strengthened 

this conditioning.  Now the people who experienced the three coups do not perceive these 

songs as jolly pieces.   

Similarly, conditioning, expectations, i.e., what we expect to see, taste can change 

our perception of secondary properties.  The experiment Beck relates illustrates how our 

colour perception changes with expectations:  

“The experimenter cut characteristically red figures (an apple, a heart, and a lobster) and 
figures which had no characteristic colour (an oval, a triangle, and a letter V).  The 
figures were placed in front of a red background, whose degree of redness varied.  The 
observer’s task was to report, as the colour of the background was varied from red to 
orange, when the figure was no longer visible.  The experimenter found that figures 
having no characteristic colour required less red in the background before they became 
indistinguishable from the background than figures having a characteristic red colour 
required.”19  
 

Expectations and conditioning can also change our experiences of taste.  If after a 

certain stimuli or under the certain circumstances we are always given cherries, the 

cherry-looking grapes which are given exactly under the same conditions may taste like 

cherries.     

   

Chemicals and Hallucinations 

I wish to draw a final analogy between expressive and secondary properties. 

When arguing against the existence of expressive properties some philosophers have 

come up with arguments along these lines: A drug can arouse emotions pieces of music 
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arouse like joy, sadness, melancholy.  Therefore is a mistake to attribute the property of 

expressiveness to the music.  If this sceptical argument is sound we should also doubt 

whether we can attribute colour, smell even primary properties like solidity and number 

to objects.  Applying pressure on the eyeballs or stimulating the cortex can cause colour 

sensation.  Under the influence of drugs we can perceive the colours, tastes even the 

numbers and shapes of objects differently.  We can even see, smell, feel and hear objects 

that are not there.  However, we cannot infer that apples do not have a colour from the 

fact that marihuana can cause visual hallucinations.  Similarly, that fact that a drug can 

make us feel melancholic does not indicate that Das Lied von der Erde or Death and the 

Maiden are not sad.   

In this section I have examined the nature of expressive properties.  By pointing 

out at the various similarities between the two, I have offered reasons for regarding 

expressive properties as secondary properties.  In the next section I will try to account for 

cultural variations by referring to their particular nature.     

 

III. Cultural Variations  

Being dispositional, expressive properties of music are to a certain extend culture-

bound.  In a small society which is not in contact with other cultures, where people 

express their grief  through loud wails and moans sad Norwegian folk songs my not 

arouse the appropriate emotion.20  For a member of a closed society where mourners slap 

their breasts and heads and cry loudly, i.e., show their pain in a ‘very expressive’ way, 

                                                                                                                                                 
19 Hardin 1988: 106, quoted from Beck, J., 1972, Surface Colour Perception, Ithaca: Cornell University 

Press: 147-48.  See also Hardin 1985, 491-3.    
20 See Wollheim 1974: 90 where he discusses the cultural relativity of expression. 
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the subtle expression of agony in these songs may not sound sad.  On the other hand, 

members of a culture in contact with others, including considerably remote ones, would 

probably recognise more expressive properties.   

To draw an analogy I wish to consider the results of a survey on the importance of 

culture in the evolution of colour categories.  The study shows that as cultures evolve 

they encode more basic colour categories: “Small-scale societies with minimum social 

and technical complexity generally have only two, three or four basic colour categories21, 

whereas industrialised societies encode all eleven colours.”22 

Another anthropological study shows that “the colour shift from brightness to hue 

in the evolution of basic colour terms can be seen as a response increasingly complex 

colour world in the Middle English Period.”23 This shows that as societies become more 

complex, hence ‘need’ new colours, they gradually to begin differentiate between more 

colours and hues.        

Returning to expressive properties, I think one can justifiably argue that there 

being cultural variations does not commit one to accepting some form of complete  

cultural-relativity.  A farmer living in a small agricultural society in the South America 

would not probably be able to distinguish between sadness in a Norwegian folk song and 

an Indian folk song.  He may also find Górecki’s third symphony slow and boring.   

                                                 
21 It has been recorded that all languages with two colour terms have terms for black and white, if the 

language contains three terms, then it contains a term for red.  If it contains four terms, then it contains a 

term for either green or yellow.  See Hardin 1988: 165-166 quoted from Berlin, B., and Kay, P.  1969, 

Basic Colour Terms, Berkeley: University of California Press. 

  
22 Casson 1997: 237. 
23 Ibid., 238.   
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 However he would not describe them as jolly pieces.  If he perceives them as jolly songs 

to dance to we can claim that he may be hearing them incorrectly.24  Similarly, assuming 

that it never snows at where he lives, he probably would not be able to distinguish 

between a blue-white and a grey-white but would not describe either of the two as a hue 

of red.  If he actually calls it red we can correct him. 

 

IV. Conclusion  

This concludes my discussion on the nature of expressive properties.  I have tried 

to show that we can explain the general agreement as to which piece of music expresses 

which emotion appealing to the expressive properties in these pieces.  However, these 

properties are not primary properties, properties the piece has independent of perception.  

Since they depend on the particular biological, psychophysical and cultural state of the 

perceiver as well as on the context, the second movement of the Eroica will not be sad if 

all the perceivers are wiped out off the face of the earth.  That is why we may not be able 

to claim that it is really sad.  However, as I have tried to show, expressive properties bear 

similarities to what Locke calls secondary properties.   They are dispositions to arouse a 

certain emotion in the listener.  Hence, we can argue that they are as universal and 

objective as other secondary properties like sweet, red or soft.   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
24For more on normative fit see Boghossian 2002: 51. 
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MISTAKEN SELF-IDENTITY ANDTHE PROCESSES OF IMPLICATURE AS          
MAENING  MAKING IN OLA ROTIMI’S THE GODS ARE NOT TO BLAME 
 
Abstract 
 
This paper examines and analyses the meaning façade in Rotimi’s The gods are not to 
Blame (gods) (1971). In the main, to do this, I focus on the processes of conversational 
implicature. Conversational implicature (CI) Grice (1975) is an offspring of  Speech Act 
Theory (SAT), and as a sub-theory of pragmatics, it concerns itself with How to Do 
Things with Words  J.L. Austin (1962). I contend that CI is contingent on the factors of 
mistaken self-identity, uncontrolled temper and passion for responsibility. The main issue 
in this drama is speech act functions and how meaning is implicated within the variables 
of its pragmatic and literary designs. I analyse the production of language events and the 
occasion and dynamics of its implicatures as  a product of ideational factors identified in 
the drama. Thus, the issues being raised are: (1) Being an internally organized dramatic 
creative dialogue/conversation, what are its conversational motivations, sequences and 
consequences for its metaphorical immediate situation and characters, and its real world 
readers? (2) How is meaning implicated and understood, in view of the ideational factors 
identified, within the stylo-pragmatic norm of the play, vis-à-vis our real world 
experience? By the time answers are provided to these questions, the play would have 
been analyzed as a conversational interaction whose implicature is engendered by the 
socio-cultural milieu of its wider context, a phenomena which propels and determines its 
patterns of  speech acts within the Cooperative Principle constraining communication in 
the play. By the same token, the pragmatic functions underlying the performatives in the 
play would have been identified for meaning explication. 
 
 
 
        
        
       . 
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Proposal: 
 
 
 
 
This proposal is to share the study of color trends, the reoccurring pallets and the 
influences which inspire these patterns. 
 
The objective of this color project is the trend study of design through analyzing the 
economic and social impact on colors in the consumer market.  This would include 
the exploration of previous color pallets, current color trends and color forecasting. 
 
The research would show the different ways color reflects the consumer and world 
relations in its particular era.   It would also include the comparison study of the 
socio-economic impact influencing color trends in American and global cultures 
including China, Japan and Australia.  
 
The end result would be a color forecast based on the prospected financial and 
communal standing of these societies. 
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Abstract 

The author reports on the findings to date regarding  urban design and dimensions of 
urban livability in the town of Amherst, Massachusetts, a small western New England 
town, located in the fertile agricultural Pioneer Valley micro-region, at the northern edge 
of a larger region commonly referred to as the “New England Knowledge Corridor.”  
This paper based on both documentary research and fieldwork was guided by two 
research questions:  Does Amherst deliver a good urban life to its dwellers?  Which urban 
indicators and urban design elements could indicate levels of urban livability and why?  
The author assessed urban design elements in the town center and aimed to explain the 
town’s performance in delivering a “good livable urban life” by 1) conducting field 
observations; 2) collecting and analyzing urban livability data including population, land 
use, housing, transportation, and economic data, and 3) linking the findings with the 
literature and theoretical framework centered on urban design and livability.  Preliminary 
results of this study point to the fact that while Amherst displays several notable urban 
design and livability dimensions highly appreciated by its urban dwellers and sought after 
by prospective residents, it also shows signs of super-inflated housing prices which in 
turn limit access to a “good urban life.”    

Keywords: urban design, urban livability, Amherst, Massachusetts  
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PAPER PROPOSAL/ABSTRACT 
 
 

Title: Discipline and Department Revisited: Toward a Sociological Theory 
of English as Human Science. 
 
 
Precis: What I wish to investigate is the logic of disciplinary development in the modern 
Anglo-European university.  My focus is the history of English Studies in the context of 
the artes humaniores after 1870, when the field, as a field, began to take its curricular 
place in western (and later eastern) higher education.  Many of us are familiar with the 
narrative accounts of English’s academic rise that followed Gerald Graff’s seminal 
Professing Literature in 1987.  Others will know the theoretically oriented work of 
Eagleton, Derrida, and Lyotard on what is sometimes termed, from the title of Bill 
Readings’ posthumous work, “the university in ruins.” Still others, trained in education 
and sociology faculties, will be aware of the burgeoning archive of higher education 
research in the sociology of science and higher education policy over the last hundred 
years.  For the most part, however, historians in English Studies have tended to keep their 
distance from philosophers and theoreticians opining on the “university question,” while 
humanities faculty have often found themselves reading very different things, and 
drawing very different conclusions from their reading, vis-à-vis their peers in the social 
sciences and education. 
 A key aim of this paper is to sketch relevant connections between these often self-
reflexive fields.  To do so, I propose to take a look at the interaction between departments 
as administrative arms of institutional work in the humanities, and disciplines as the 
structure of scientific development within the operative unit of the academic.  This 
relationship has been analyzed before: arguably already by Weber and Mannheim, and 
more deliberately and systematically in the work of Robert K. Merton, Niklas Luhmann, 
and Andrew Abbott.  In no case, however, has an attempt been made to understand the 
history of English as a teaching subject and research field within the discipline-
department rubric.  Doing so would not only give us a more sophisticated understanding 
of how research and teaching paradigms have evolved in English and modern language 
departments in the 20th century, but map out the altered public function of humanities 
education in recent decades.  In an era of increased corporate governance of educational 
prerogatives, we stand in clear need of knowing what sort of future the humanities can 
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Hawaii Humanities Conference, 2008 2

viably project for itself and how this future will support or compromise the research 
agendas that have traditionally fueled its disciplinary growth. 
 I think that these reflections, in touching upon a number of issues of current and 
sustained interest in the humanities, would make a stimulating contribution to your 5th 
Annual Conference on the Humanities in Hilo, Hawaii, in January, 2008.  The proposed 
paper, though written specifically for this presentation, will draw on my previously 
presented and published work in the field.  
 
 
        JE Elliott                     
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Remapping the Korean Theatre Tradition: 

A Case Study of Kwalhee, an Unprivileged Theatre of the Privileged 
 

Jungman Park 
(Sungkyunkwan University) 

 

 

Korean theatre historians almost unanimously agree that traditional Korean theatricality 

are rooted deep in the collectivity of the minjung and, therefore, are essentially minjung theatres. 

The Korean word minjung literally means ‘people,’ but historically it referred principally to the 

poor and the socially and politically deprived at least until the breakdown of the Chosun dynasty 

(1392-1910), a hierarchically stratified society. For instance, mask dance(talchum), the 

representative theatre of the Chosun, has been regarded as a minjung theatre since it was 

performed and received by the commoners. Through this form, they expressed their collective 

emotions as either performers or spectators, or as both. Such collectivity of this underprivileged 

group was represented in such specific expressive styles as ‘bottom-up’ satire and mockery of 

the privileged such as the nobility and the Buddhist clergy. Thus, when many Korean theatre 

scholars call talchum a minjung theatre, it refers to a theatre of the underprivileged. And when 

they regard traditional Korean theatricalities as essentially minjung theatres, it implies that there 

is no room for the collective representation of the privileged in this tradition. Likewise, 

theatricality of the privileged has been ignored by Korean theatre scholars. The reason is two-
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fold. First, there is a dearth of such material as pictures, documents and reviews to evidence the 

existence and practice of the theatre of the privileged. Secondly, possibly as a result of the first, 

Korean scholars so far have placed emphasis exclusively on what is thought to be minjung  

theatre genres such as mask dance, epic song, shadow theatre, and puppet theatre, assuming that 

these are the sum total of traditional Korean theatricality. This assumption, however, raises a 

series of questions. Did the privileged truly have no theatrical medium to express their collective 

experience and emotions? If so, is it admissible to generalize the theatre of the underprivileged as 

encompassing all of the traditional Korean theatricality? If so, is it safe to say that traditional 

Korean theatricality fundamentally lacks the contribution of the privileged?  

In answering these questions, the proposed research suggests the possibility that the 

privileged also had their own theatre form to represent class. Accordingly, this paper finds 

evidence in a little-known theatre called kwalhee which was performed by the Confucian 

students of the Chosun Dynasty’s Sungkyunkwan, the national university. The existence and 

practice of this theatre were recorded in the collection of essays entitled Yongjechonghwa (1525). 

This paper examines how kwalhee, as the privileged group’s counterpart to the underprivileged’s 

theatre form, shared the common characteristics of traditional Korean theatricality. In addition, 

this paper argues that a comparatively recent elite spirit, which was integrated into the theatre 

movement led by college students in the 1980s, was not an entirely original medium as is 

commonly thought, but rather a reflection or revival of the earlier tradition of kwalhee. As a 

conclusion, this paper claims that the privileged class’ collectivity and their theatre form, which 

have been obscured and even brought to naught, should be considered to be part of Korean 

theatre tradition. 
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Abstract 
 
 

In Australia the doctors who tend to see patients, are the hospital registrars, under 

the supervision of senior consultants. These hospital registrars are training to 

become consultants in a variety of medical fields. They work long hours in the 

hospital, and are also expected to study about 20 to 22 hours a week in order to 

pass their final examinations. The training is arduous and a 50% failure rate when 

first sitting these written and oral examinations is common. Sport psychologists 

can enhance doctors’ performance in the medical examinations if they realize that 

medicine has many similarities with sport and the performing arts. For instance, 

the athlete, the dancer, and the doctor all have a total commitment to the pursuit of 

excellence, they all have a need for emotional control under pressure, and need to 

deal with distractions, overtraining, burnout, and lack of motivation. 

Psychological pre-performance routines, including arousal regulation, imagery, 

focusing and re-focusing, and attention control, are seldom utilized systematically 

by doctors but, if incorporated consistently into the hospital and study 

environment, can enhance the quality and therefore their ultimate success in 

examinations. Some of these strategies are described in detail, and the integration 

of mental skills used by athletes and dancers, into the practice and performance in 

medicine is discussed.  
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“One Less” (Woman Who Will Experience Cervical 
Cancer);    An Applied Communication Study of the 
Campaign to Immunize Girls and Young Women against 
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St. Paul, MN   55105 

dlpetersen@stthomas.edu 

 

a)  Research Objectives: 

My work-in-progress is an applied communication study that 

focuses on three communication issues:  1.  the channels of 

communication used by practitioners and lay people who are 

promoting the immunization of girls and young women against 

the human papillomavirus (HPV), including proposals for 

mandatory vaccination of  pre-adolescent girls;  2.  the 

types of messages used to distribute education about the 

virus-cancer link and the HPV vaccine to audiences such as 

medical professionals, parents, and, girls and young women;  

and,  3.  the analysis and evaluation of the on-going 

communication campaigns to encourage and reject voluntary 

and mandatory vaccinations.  
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This applied research focuses on a complex and 

controversial health care campaign that is particularly 

salient because it has the potential to save women’s lives.  

From a communication perspective, the HPV debate is an 

important and fascinating case study on the diffusion of 

information, the ways in which communication plays a vital 

role in decision-making on an interpersonal and familial 

level, and, the role of formal and informal networks in 

communication campaigns.  My review of the literature 

indicates that research analyzing the impact of the 

attitudes of health care professionals and parents toward 

the vaccine has been published in scientific and medical 

disciplines, while no studies of the communication 

strategies, outcomes and/or variables of the multiple HPV 

campaigns have been published in the communication 

discipline, thus my research would serve a significant gap 

in the current literature. I am also committed to providing 

insight to stakeholders such as practitioners, parents and 

guardians, and the girls and young women directly involved.    

b)   Basic Description: 

Those who support vaccination, and in some instances, 

mandatory vaccination, face many communication challenges, 

beginning with the challenge of making clear the virus-
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cancer connection because few Americans are aware of this 

connection. According to the Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention web site, approximately 20 million people in 

the United States are infected with HPV, and approximately 

80 percent of females will have acquired HPV by age 50.  

For most people, HPV goes away on its own;  however, if 

unrecognized and untreated, certain forms of HPV can lead 

to cervical cancer, which is the second leading cause of 

cancer death in women worldwide. In addition, certain types 

of HPV cause genital warts and can lead to abnormal Pap 

test results.  Merck became the first pharmaceutical 

company to get a vaccine to market, producing Gardasil, 

which targets four cancer-causing HPV types and genital 

warts.  GlaxoSmithKline is scheduled to launch its vaccine 

Cevarix in late 2007, which will target two cancer-causing 

HPV types but not genital warts.  Immunization is primarily 

recommended for females who are not yet sexually active, 

which is another significant communication challenge 

because many parents and guardians are wary of making 

decisions about their daughters’ future sexual behavior.   

Only states can mandate immunizations and over twenty 

states are currently considering laws to make the HPV 

vaccination mandatory for 11 and 12 year-old girls. This 
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potential mandate has ignited fierce debate, cutting across 

religious and political lines. Those supporting 

immunization argue that mandates will protect women who do 

not have access to preventive Pap screening. Some opponents 

oppose all immunization, others oppose vaccinating girls 

for a sexually transmitted disease, and, yet others argue 

that this is yet another example of females being held 

responsible for sexual health while males are not.  The 

concerns of some pro-abstinence groups have been assuaged, 

while others remain concerned that immunization will 

encourage girls’ promiscuity.   

From a communication perspective, the HPV debate is an 

important and fascinating case study on many levels. Prior 

to the FDA’s approval, Merck could not legally promote 

Gardasil so it ran a "Tell Someone" television and magazine 

ad campaign featuring celebrities who urged viewers and 

readers to tell others about the virus-cancer connection.  

Now that Merck has received FDA approval, the message of 

its ad campaign, “One Less,” is that a young woman who is 

vaccinated can be “one less woman who will experience 

cervical cancer.”  

I will identify, analyze and evaluate these communication 

campaigns and their impact on various audiences using 
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Diffusion of Innovation Theory (DIT).  As described by 

Cragan and Shields, “DIT is a general communication theory 

that allows you to trace and manage the flow of information 

about new ideas through a collectivity of people” by 

analyzing the communication flow through mass media and 

interpersonal channels of communication (Understanding 

Communication Theory, 176).  I will use DIT’s related 

qualitative methodology, Innovation Diffusion Analysis 

(IDA), to analyze this communication flow, using 

questionnaires, interviews and focus groups to determine 

the beginnings of awareness and opinion about the HPV 

immunization among health care professionals, parents and 

guardians, and, to identify the impact of mass media in the 

development of opinion within these groups.  I will conduct 

frequency counts and content analyses of the types of 

information that change agents such as Merck are using in 

direct mail and television and Internet ads.  Research 

indicates that the more controversial the nature of the 

innovation, the greater the need for interpersonal advocacy 

talk for the innovation to be adopted (Understanding 

Communication Theory, 183), thus I will use interviews, 

questionnaires and focus groups to investigate the 

interpersonal “awareness talk” that is used to disseminate 

information about the virus-cancer link and the vaccination 
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campaigns via interpersonal communication channels.    

Throughout my research, I will take into account the co-

cultural variables of gender, race, and class in the 

diffusion of information about the HPV immunization and in 

the decisions of individuals and groups to reject or accept 

it. For instance, health care decisions in collectivist 

cultures (where they place more importance on the 

individual in relation to groups versus on the individuals 

themselves) tend to be made by families versus individuals.  
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Telling the Story: Connecting the Designer to the Client 
Randall N. Bartlett 
Associate Professor 
207 Wallace Center 
Department of Industrial Design  
Auburn University, AL 36849 
bartlrn@auburn.edu 
  
  
  
Introduction 
The magic of storytelling occurs when participants tell and listen to each other's stories, 
engaging the hearts and minds of their colleagues. It is a great way to begin a business 
gathering, involving everyone in the room. Ideas cross-pollinate, and rapport increases. 
The entire meeting comes to life in a way that naturally and predictably focuses the 
audience's collective enthusiasm on the business at hand through the participant’s 
sharing their personal stories. Thus storytelling establishes links between participants, 
and sets the stage for high performance. 
  
Understanding the Client’s Story 
The ability to understand the client’s story and the purpose is critical in developing a 
successful design for the client.  Getting to the bottom line, the reason for the design 
project is the first step in the design process.  This sets the tone for the theme and 
ultimately the design direction.  There is value in storytelling as it relates to the design 
process. 
  
The first step in the design process is to make sure you understand the reason for the 
project. What are client’s main goals?  Why are they doing this? You may have to help 
them discover why they are doing it.  There are obvious reasons, such as: to increase 
business, to increase awareness, more exposure, maintain existing business, and many 
others.  There’s nothing wrong with these, but part of telling the story is the reaction to 
the listeners. In other words, how do you know if the story told was received or even 
comprehended? 
  
Can you take the client’s description of what they want at face value? What they often 
want is something new and fresh, but it’s up to you to determine what is new and fresh. 
Do the client’s words match what they are visually seeking? At times, the client finds it 
difficult to say what they want to see. They overlook details about the personality of their 
company even though they live it every day. Clients can be the biggest barriers of all. 
Use your instinct, that’s why they hired you. Go with your feelings and convince the 
client that you want to understand their story. 
  
Knowing the Purpose   
Knowing the purpose of the project is important, maybe critical, in developing a 
successful design. The more you know about the story and purpose  of the project the 
better the development will be.  The development needs to be shared with the client.  
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Too often, designers keep the development ideas, in what ever form they may be, to 
themselves.  Share your ideas – even the ones you think are bad. 
  
Stories can be like a treasure chest whose full value is only revealed when we open the 
chest and look inside.  What are the themes and patterns common to our stories?  What 
characters and events move us most and why?  What might our stories reveal about our 
hidden capacities and strengths as an organization, and how we can better leverage 
those capacities in the future?  Through storytelling you will discover how the deeper 
exploration of the story restores a critical “missing link” in how groups of people 
successfully learn and make decisions together in organizations.  
  
Getting to the Bottom of the Story 
Tell and listen to each other's stories, engaging the hearts and minds of their 
colleagues.  Look for visual clues about the client by using a concept called “Seek and 
Show.”  Visit the client’s office and look around the room for visual clues such as 
advertising and marketing materials.  They reveal style, personality, and other brand 
attributes. A site visit can give you an inside look at the corporate culture – be it casual, 
organized, intense or frantic.  Another concept that is effective and similar to “Seek and 
Show” is “Show, Tell and Watch.”  Show the client something visual; show style boards 
with images, colors, textures, and materials that represent specific attributes and 
attitudes to get feedback from and about the client.  Throw out ideas and images to get 
the client talking.  Watch the client’s response for insight into how they really feel. Are 
they enthusiastic?  Ask the client parallel questions; if you were a car, what type of car 
would you be and why?  Parallel questions can assist in identifying the client and the 
organization.   
 
Telling the Story 
Presenting yourself and your company to investors, corporate partners, customers, and 
employees is the single most critical doorway to business success.  But do you know 
how to present yourself or company in a way that makes you or your company come 
alive so that people want to invest in you? Do you captivate people’s attention when you 
speak? 
  
Many designers want to believe that their skills and experience speak for themselves 
such that the potential should be obvious to clients. However, you are all that is visible 
to the client at that moment. Because of the way human nature works, when you stand 
up in front of the room and start talking, the client will be assessing you more than the 
details of the business.  
  
How clients perceive you will heavily influence their decision to move forward with you 
to the next stage or to say goodbye. If you don't inspire clients to want to know more, 
you may never get the chance to show off your great design skills and what you can do 
for them. 
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The Future Story 
Storytelling is a powerful way to build trust, transmit ideas, and energize a group. 
Mediocre presenters drain energy from an audience.  In contrast, storytellers engage 
and energize a room.  You must think of yourself as “sharing a story with people” rather 
than “giving a presentation.”  A presentation is a one-way lecture as opposed to an 
interactive, fun experience that people will remember.  It is also helpful if you view the 
audience as people you like and whom you want to help.  Unfortunately, most 
presenters feel distant from the audience and see the situation as “them versus us.” 
  
Have you ever told a bedtime story to a child? You spoke in a way, and even acted it 
out, such that the child felt like part of the story. To keep the child's interest and to make 
it fun, you wove fact with fantasy and asked questions. You also expressed a variety of 
emotions and varied the volume and inflection of your voice. And you showed passion 
and probably even had fun. In storytelling, you are involved in weaving a story together 
and enjoying it. More importantly, so is your child (the listener). In the same way, your 
objective is to engage them so they mentally and emotionally participate in the story. If 
you create intrigue, it will draw people in so that they want to hear more.  
 
So you have to decide: Is the audience part of your story?  Or are they passive 
bystanders whom you hope will keep quite so you can convince them how great you 
are?  If you choose this approach, the bystander approach, don’t expect people to buy 
into you or your vision, or want to work with you. 
 
Conclusion 
The ultimate storyteller is one who can not only connect with the audience through their 
heads (knowledge), but also who can inspire people through passion, fun and vision. 
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Bridging the Foreign Language Gap.  African- Americans and Language Literacy. 
 
Beatrice N Russell, Ph. D. 
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bkelley@csus.edu 
 
 

 

There are few African-Americans who major or minor in foreign languages.  Why 

is there so little interest? Biographic backgrounds such as race (cultural identity), socio-

economic status, educational background, subject matter interests and career focus have 

an effect on motivation and preparedness for (second) language classrooms and beyond. 

 

African- Americans are the only immigrants in the history of the US who 

experienced involuntary migration.  During slavery  in  the United States, slave owners 

made great efforts to eliminate African languages and cultures, Africans were beaten if 

they were caught speaking  their own native languages.   Therefore, they weren’t able to 

effectively pass their languages and cultures on to their children.   Africans were stripped 

of  their languages and  identity and were taught to envision themselves  and their African 

heritage as inferior and barbaric. Myers-Scotton (2006) observes that ethnocentrism is the 

view that one’s primary identity group is the center of everything, and other groups are 

rated in reference to how they stack up in relation to one’s group.  In the context of 

blacks and whites relations, the presumption was that black culture was inferior to white 

culture. 

 

The American Revolution (1775–83) and Civil war (1861- 65) gave slaves  

opportunities to point to the injustice of the system.   In many states it was illegal to teach 

slaves to read or write.  Following the Civil War the Freedmen's Bureau (1865-1872) 

provided assistance to tens of thousands of former slaves making the transition from 

slavery to freedom.  The bureau issued food and clothing, operated hospitals, helped with 
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resettlement and established schools.  By 1870 there were more than 1,000 schools for 

freedmen in the South, several black colleges such as Fisk University (Nashville, 

Tennessee), Hampton Institute (Virginia) and teacher-training institutions were created.   

Two graduates from the first generation of students to attend these new black 

institutions of higher learning came to the forefront in the early twentieth century. 

Booker T. Washington ( 1856-1915), a freed slave from Virginia attended the Hampton 

Normal and Agricultural Institute.  Washington studied academic subjects as well as the 

industrial trades such as blacksmithing, carpentry, bricklaying, and agriculture.  In 1881 

he established a new school in Alabama-the famed Tuskegee Institute. The curriculum 

that Washington developed at Tuskegee was structured according to the pragmatic 

philosophy that he received at Hampton Institute  

(Anderson  1988).  Academic classes were coordinated closely with occupational 

training, industrial education courses were offered including such trades as foundry, 

printing, shoemaking, and sawmilling.  Washington’s view on black education 

(vocational training) was based on immediate needs of black in the post-slavery period.  

 

W.E.B. DuBois ( 1868-1963)  took a very different view  of how blacks ought to 

function in society.  Historian, sociologist, writer, and civil rights activist, Du Bois was 

the foremost African-American intellectual of the twentieth century. A Scholar of 

German philosophy and politics, he was an advocate for foreign languages literacy in 

education and was fluent in German.  He was opposed to Washington’s educational 

philosophy and noted in The Souls of Black Folk. (1903)  that “the picture of a lone black 

boy poring over a French grammar amid the weeds and dirt of a neglected home  seemed 

to him [Washington]  the acme of absurdities”..    

 

DuBois believed that equality and a sense of purpose would only come if talented 

blacks were allowed to study the arts and sciences,  they could become leaders and 

teachers for the next generation.    
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True racial equality would require additional generations of struggle, educational 

attainment of blacks did not equal integration.  Especially in the South, Blacks would feel 

the effects of segregation. 

Jim Crow laws (1880- 1964) enacted in the Southern and border states required racial 

segregation, especially of African-Americans in all public facilities.  The most important 

laws required that public schools have separate facilities for whites and blacks.  

Racial disparities in students’ expenditure remain wide in Southern states.  As of 1914, 

Southern states spend less than 38 cents in educating a Black child for every dollar they 

spend educating a White child.  (Southerneducation.org.) 

In 1931, South Carolina leads the South and nation for gross disparity in per child school 

expenditures, for every dollar the state spends on a White child's education it spends less 

than a dime educating a Black child.  (Southerneducation.org.) 

Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka (1954) is a landmark decision of the United 

States Supreme Court which explicitly outlawed racial segregation of public education 

facilities.  Although public schools are no longer segregated today, a gap between Black 

and Whites children in educational attainment exists.  This research paper focuses 

particularly on foreign languages education of African- Americans.   

 

Traditionally, American students have not embarked on foreign-language 

instruction unless they were college-bound, and then only during their secondary school 

years. Studies in second language acquisition have indicated that young children learn 

foreign languages more quickly than do older learners (Krashen, Long, & Scarcella   

1979) .  The “No Child Left Behind Act” brings attention to the importance of foreign-

language instruction by inclusion of the Foreign Language Assistance Act of 2001, which 

offers public elementary schools grants to provide foreign-language instruction.  Of 

particular interest in the act is the “Foreign Language Incentive Program, which offers 

public elementary schools grants to provide foreign-language instruction to children 

throughout the school year.” ( www.oaesa.org/k-8/library/NCLBPrincipalsGuide.pdf) 

 

The reality is that Black children are being left behind in droves, The National 

Center for Education Statistics (NCES) estimates that the percentage of students taking 
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language courses in grades 9-12 nearly doubled during a 50-year period beginning in 

1948—from 21 percent to 41 percent.  And while language instruction has traditionally 

taken place at the secondary level, recent years have seen an increase in instruction for 

both elementary and middle grades. The Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL) reported 

from a 1997 survey of schools an increase of 10 percent over a ten-year period in 

language instruction at the elementary level. The most popular language courses by far 

are Spanish and French, usually followed by German.    
http://www.nasba.org/Educational_issues/Policy_Updates/11_9.html   
Foreign Language Education 

 

The question this research addresses is: Do black children have opportunity to learn 

foreign languages in public schools?  Research need to be done about what schools 

districts are teaching foreign languages at the elementary level.  Although, public schools 

are no longer segregated a gap in educational attainment exists between Blacks and 

Whites. Two major programs operate in most US elementary Schools: Special Education 

and Gifted/Talented Education (GATE). In his study,   Harry, B. (1994) noted a 

disproportionate representation of minority students in Special Education, whereas The 

Gate Program is comprised primarily of Asian and White students. 

The U.S. Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP) and the U.S. Office for 

Civil Rights (OCR) have three concerns about disproportionate representation:  

1. Students may be underserved or receive services that do not meet their needs.  

2. Students may be misclassified or inappropriately labeled.  

3. Placement in special education classes may be a form of discrimination. 

 

The disproportionate representation of minorities in special education is not only 

a form of tracking students but also limits curricular choices which in turn affect 

students’ self-esteem (African- American students in particular).   

 

The first recorded example of tracking was the William T. Harris plan introduced 

in St Louis in 1867.  Historically tracking was promoted by industrial capitalists and their 

supporter. In 1920s and 1930s a time when large numbers of foreign immigrants needed 

to be incorporated into the labor forces tracking greatly increased.  Then it fell into disuse 
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until the late 1950s when it was revived , in response  to  the Russian launching of 

Sputnik  and American competitive concern with identifying  and educating the “gifted”.    

That period was also marked by the increasing migration of rural Southern blacks to 

Northern cities and by an influx of Puerto Ricans and Mexican- American migrants.  

Caroline Persell  (1979) notes that  “the practice of tracking  seems to be correlated with 

the ethnic composition of urban schools.  In terms of its historical emergence and where 

it occurs tracking appear to be related to the structure of dominance.  Those in dominant 

position are more likely to favor the practice, and those in subordinate positions are more 

likely to experience it negatively.   Position in the structure of dominance is related to 

placement.” 

 

Schafer and Olexa  (1971) observed that placement in the non-college track was 

highly related to both race and class.  Tracking systems also affect the choice of courses 

available to students and the quality of teaching.  More study is needed regarding the 

types of courses Black students have access to in elementary and grades 9-12.  But one 

thing is clear African- Americans are still not as likely as their freshmen peers to meet or 

exceed foreign language course requirements, indicating distinctions remain in curricular 

track and the quality of schools Black students attend as the following table show:  
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Table 1 

Percentage distribution of 2000 high school graduates according to the highest level of 

foreign language completed, by student and school characteristics: 1999–2000 

 
1.  These figures include only students who studied French, German, Latin, or Spanish because these are the 

only foreign languages commonly offered in high schools for 4 years or more. Some students in each category 

also studied more than one foreign language. Only data on the foreign language they studied most are 

presented. 
2.  American Indian includes Alaska Native, Black includes African American, Pacific Islander includes Native 

Hawaiian, and Hispanic includes Latino. Race categories exclude Hispanic origin unless specified. 
3.  To meet the requirements of the Core curriculum, students must complete at least 4 years of English and 3 

years each of mathematics, science, and social studies. 

NOTE: The distribution of graduates among the various levels of foreign language courses was determined by 

the level of the most academically advanced course they had completed. Graduates who had completed courses 

in different languages were counted according to the highest level course completed. Graduates may have 

completed advanced levels of courses without having taken courses at lower levels.  

 

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, NCES, National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 2000 

High School Transcript Study (HSTS). 
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The above mentioned Table shows that the percentages of black  high school 

graduates who had completed advanced academic levels of foreign language studying  is 

significantly lower than that of Whites, Hispanics and Asians/Pacific Islanders.  The 

unequal access to foreign languages courses is  the result of tracking and lack of funding 

in  poor rural and inner cities schools.   

It is the author’s belief that tracking is an insidious form of segregation which assures the 

continuing relegation of most children of color and poverty to an inferior, separate and 

unequal education.  

  

In their study on Public high school graduation and college readiness rates in the 

Unites States, Green and Forster (2003) point out the following: 

1. Only 70% of all students in public high schools graduate, and only 32% of all students 

leave high school qualified to attend four-year colleges.  

2. Only 51% of all black students and 52% of all Hispanic students graduate from high 

school, and only 20% of all black students and 16% of all Hispanic students leave high 

school college-ready.  

3. The graduation rate for white students was 72%; for Asian students, 79%; and for 

American Indian students; 54%.  

4. The college readiness rate for white students was 37%; for Asian students, 38%; for 

American Indian students; 14%.  

 

College readiness determines the type of college African- American students 

attend: a two- or four –year college.  As an example, the California State University 

(CSU) and the University of California (UC) have established a minimum set of courses 

required for freshman admission, respectively one year  in same language required ( two 

years recommended) and  two years in same language required ( three years 

recommended).   

At the University of California, Davis  (UC Davis) for example, students 

generally must perform well above these minimums in order to gain admission, since the 
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number of eligible applicants exceeds the number of students the university can admit.  

UC Davis gives priority to students on the basis of highest academic achievements and 

test scores.  Due to their lower college readiness rates, black and Hispanic students are 

seriously underrepresented in the pool of qualified college applicants. This suggests that 

the main reason these groups (African Americans and Hispanics) are underrepresented in 

college admissions is that they are not acquiring college-ready skills in the K-12 system 

(Greene, Jay, & Greg Forster  2003). 

 

Tracking in elementary and secondary education limits the students curricular 

choices and motivation. (i.e. taking foreign languages would be irrelevant for a student in 

a non-college track). It is also a covert form of racial discrimination  

(Schafer and Olexa  1971).  Formal education is designed to transmit more than basic 

skills like numeracy and literacy; it should also transmit key social and cultural values.  

The sheer amount of time students devote to textbooks underscores their importance.   

Apple (1991)  noted that U.S. secondary-school teachers devote three-quarters of their 

classroom time to textbooks.  Textbooks also account for 90 percent of homework time . 

 

According to Van Dijk (2004) and Russell (2002), present-day forms of racism which 

support stereotypes  in textbooks have become more subtle and implicit.  In his research  

on racism and stereotypes in the coverage of immigration in Spanish textbooks Van Dijk 

(2004) found the following  characteristics: 

1.  Exclusion: immigrants and minorities seldom appear as groups represented     

in textbooks  

2.  Immigrants, minorities and in general non-dominant peoples tend to be 

described in a stereotypical manner. Common stereotypical traits or behaviors 

associated with non- dominant groups are poverty , lacking modernity,  

backwardness, violent, criminal, illegal, fundamentalist, extremist, undemocratic, 

passive, lazy or lacking intelligence.  
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3. The white dominant groups in various textbooks are ascribed with many 

positive characteristics: technologically advanced, democratic, well-organized  

knowledgeable and generous. 

 

4. The history of colonialism, aggression or racism tends to be overlooked or 

lessened.  

 

Similarly, Russell (2002) noted the same negative stereotypes in French language 

textbooks  used in  US academic institutions  (for examples Motifs an Introduction to 

French, 2005,  Vis-à-vis  Beginning French 1999  and  Rendez- vous  An Introduction to 

French 1999).   Diversity is not celebrated as a positive value, Africans are described as  

poor, dirty, cold, unaffectionate,  backward and lacking modernity.  

 

In French language textbooks, Africans professionals  are represented either in 

music or sport, for the most part whereas the white (French) dominant groups in various 

textbooks are ascribed with many positive characteristics: culturally and intellectually 

superior to any social group represented in the textbooks, technologically advanced and 

generous (giving financial or professional aid to  francophone countries in Africa).  

The history of French colonialism and slavery tends to be overlooked or lessened.  

 These above mentioned  characteristics not only are exhibited in texts, but also in 

images.  

“Negative” stereotypes hinder African- American students’ self- esteem and 

success and desire to learn a foreign language. In her study on Latinos and Afro- Latinos 

representations in Spanish textbooks, Eisenberg (1983) and Rodriguez et al. (2005) noted 

an unrealistic and superficial representation of the “Hispanic” culture.  Latino natives and 

Latin-American blacks rarely appear and sociopolitical problems (classicism and ethno-

racism) are overlooked or ignored altogether. 

 

Research in foreign languages textbooks supports the use of images in a variety of 

ways. For example, visual aids have been found effective as advance organizers because 

they help to build background knowledge pertinent to the target text and facilitate the 
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contextualization of what is being read (Omaggio, 1979).  Pictorial cues can also increase 

comprehension of a reading passage, in particular with low proficiency readers. Cultural 

images can function to enrich a text, they can be used by instructors to “catch students’ 

attention, capitalize on natural curiosity and encourage student prediction by asking how 

the illustrations might relate to the text" (Barnett, 1989). Furthermore, the use of visual 

imagery aids allows for providing concrete images of unfamiliar words. Such 

instructional practices not only support the learning process of new vocabulary but also 

enhance incidental learning of vocabulary (Chun & Plass, 1996). 

 

The presence of even a small amount of biased images in reading material can be 

a problem since images and reading material can contribute to the development of 

stereotypical negative attitudes, especially when those  images confirms unjustified 

perceptions held by others.  Vincent Greaney (2006) ,Catherine Wallace ( 2003 )  and  

Kelley( 2002) observed that language textbooks  have helped promote highly idealized 

views of one nation or group of people. At the same time, they have helped promote 

incorrect and inappropriate (racist) images about others, both of which may be 

detrimental to establishing social cohesion, respect for diversity and tolerance. 

 

 Byrnes, D. A. & Cortez, D. (1992) urge language educators and scholars to 

acknowledge the sociopolitical and ideological nature of language acquisition.  The lack 

of political awareness in (second or Foreign language) teaching not only fails “the goals 

of multilingualism, multiculturalism among minority students but it harms the Foreign 

language professions.” 

 

African Americans’ internalizations of textbook stereotyping may lead them to develop a 

pattern of disliking school and non-academic achievements. The online  Journal of blacks 

in higher Education (2006)  and the Department of Education reported that the 

percentage of bachelor's degrees awarded to blacks in fields such as  mathematics  and 

foreign languages was well below the national average of 9.4 percent.  From these 

statistics, we infer that African- Americans received inadequate   K-12 education and are 

unable to pursue advanced studies in foreign languages or math at college level.  In trying 
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to encourage African- American students to pursue foreign language studies as an 

academic major or a future career goal, the importance of role models cannot be 

overlooked.  Shropshire (1999) noted that the problems become circular as the lack of 

foreign language majors produces a small number of foreign language teachers.  The 

small number of teachers provide few African – American role models for black students.   

 

In her article Bridging the foreign-language gap(2006), Senator Pam  Roach 

noted that most American public schools do not adequately equip students with the 

knowledge and skills to succeed in an increasingly competitive and demanding world.  

They need to place greater emphasis on foreign-language instruction starting at the 

elementary level.  According to Roach, learning Foreign languages should be as high a 

priority as reading, math and science.  In an increasing global economy, American 

students won't be competing just against each other for future jobs; they will compete 

against others from around the world.  Anyone in the work force who wants to be 

competitive in the future will have an edge by speaking a second language and African- 

Americans for the most part will be left behind.  

 

Conclusion: 

This study examines foreign language study and literacy from the perspective of 

African- American students in K-12 education and beyond.  Tracking operates to place 

white children in “higher” tracks (“gifted” programs) while providing Blacks  and 

Latinos  inadequate education.  Moreover, minority students are reminded daily of their 

supposed inferiority by being placed respectively in Special Education or  non-college 

track programs.    

Studies indicate that the great majority of students were not and are not tracked 

based upon ability, but upon teachers' and counselors' subjective perceptions of ability 

influenced by hidden assumptions of race and class.  Tracking, since it is based upon and 

implements prejudice, has no positive correlation with learning, for anyone.   

Persell (1979) pointed out that even when prior school achievement and IQ were 

controlled, 40 percent of working class students and 60 percent of Blacks with high IQ 

and high achievement were placed in the non-college preparatory curriculum, while 60 
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percent of the white middle class students with low IQ and achievement were put in the 

academic track .    

 

Reducing overrepresentation is a matter of creating a successful school 

environment for all students and accurately distinguishing disabilities from cultural 

differences.  Classroom and school variables can and do contribute to academic 

underachievement.  Stereotypes of minorities in textbooks and in Foreign languages 

textbooks in particular (i.e. Spanish and French ) are  psychologically traumatizing to 

black children and may hinder students’ success and desire to learn  languages from an 

early age.  In order to foster a healthy learning environment for all children in foreign 

language instruction, public school administrators and teachers should revise the content 

and characters (images) represented in language textbooks.  Teachers should be aware 

that textbooks which filter or slant facts, be it negatively or positively can be damaging in 

terms of what students actually are learning about minority or dominant groups.   
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Abstract for the Workshop: 
 

The Critics:  Stories from the Inside Pages 
 

Applying the work of professional critics to teaching critical thinking in writing 
 
 

I. Proposal:   The idea is to show the film, or a portion of the film, and use it 
for a discussion on the value of professional critics to academe.   

This 75-minute, educational documentary, features interviews with 21 of the United States’ top 
film critics, music critics, TV critics and book critics.  Three of the critics are winners of the 
annual Pulitzer Prize for criticism.   

The film is written, reported and produced by Dwight DeWerth-Pallmeyer, Ph.D., Associate 
Professor and Director of Communication Studies at Widener University. Two Communication 
Studies undergraduates worked on the film and served as co-producers, Rachel Chizmadia of 
Northborough, MA, and Lindsay Brady of Norristown, PA.   

 The film focuses on developing an understanding of the nature of the work and the role of media 
arts critics employed by newspapers, television stations, web sites, and radio networks.  The film 
illustrates how the best critical writing implicitly demonstrates the skills of “critical thinking.” 

The documentary team traveled to Los Angeles, New York, Nashville, Baltimore, Washington 
D.C. and Philadelphia in filming and researching the topic. 

Along with the interviews, the film also features contemporary media samples that accompany 
the critics’ commentary and illustrate the points they make. 

The film is divided into the following chapters:   

1) Opening Montage 
2) Opening Title 
3) Criticism as Art Form 
4) Value of Critics 
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5) Reasons for Criticism 
6) How Critics Got Started 
7) Passion for the Media 
8) Critic vs. Reporter 
9) Objectivity vs. Subjectivity 
10) Critic vs. Artist 
11) Criticism vs. Reviewing 
12) Nature of Superior Criticism 
13) Criticism as Persuasion 
14) Criticism as Critical Thinking 
15) Criticism as Good Writing 
16) Writing for an Audience 
17) Process of Writing Criticism 
18) Choosing the Material 
19) Making Connections 
20) Limitations on Good Criticism 
21) Differences Between Media 
22) Future of Criticism 
23) Learning the Craft 
24) Looking at the Big Picture 
25) Credits 

 
 
II. Nature of the Film:  The basic notion is detailed on these two websites: 
 

a. http://www.films.com/id/13147/The_Critics_Stories_from_the_Inside_Pages.
htm 

 
b. http://www.hushvideos.com/v2/education/detail.asp?catalogueNo=2709 

 
 
 

 
III. Value of the film for arts and humanities educators:   
 
 
The film can testify to the inherent value of the skills we teach and show how they can be 
applied to “real world” careers and “real world” media texts.   The film also illustrates 
how the best media criticism utilizes the basic components of critical thinking in making 
a persuasive argument. 
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IV.  Critics Interviewed 

 
 
    Television 
 
Howard Rosenberg 
   Formerly, Los Angeles Times 
      Pulitzer Prize for Criticism 1985 
 
Aaron Barnhart 
     Kansas City Star 
 
Rick Kushman 
      Sacramento Bee 
 
Melanie McFarland 
      Seattle Post-Intelligencer 
 
Roger Catlin 
     Hartford Courant 
 
Neal Justin 
     Minneapolis Star Tribune 
 
 
    Music 
 
Tom Moon 
    Formerly, Philadelphia Inquirer 
 
Mike Mansfield 
     USA Today 
 
Robert K. Oermann 
     Music Row magazine 
 
Bill Friskic-Warren 
     Nashville Scene  
 
    Film 
 
David Sterritt 
    Formerly, Christian Science Monitor 
 
Stephen Hunter 
     Washington Post 
        Pulitzer Prize for Criticism 2003 
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Joey Berlin 
      Broadcast Film Critics Association 
 
Jimmy Carter 
      WSMV-TV, Nashville 
 
Joel Siegel 
     Good Morning America, ABC-TV 
 
Richard Schickel 
      TIME magazine 
 
Wade Major 
      Boxoffice magazine 
 
 
     Books 
 
Michael Dirda 
     Washington Post 
            Pulitzer Prize for Criticism 1993 
 
Bill Grimes 
      New York Times 
 
Maureen Corrigan 
     Fresh Air, National Public Radio 
 
Laura Miller 
      Salon.com 
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(Dwight DeWerth-Pallmeyer will present the paper at the Conference) 
 

Abstract for the Paper: 
Abstract 

 

 The beliefs and assumptions that people have about different careers influence their 

career related decisions.  If those beliefs and assumptions are valid, the career choice 

usually works out for the individual.  Unfortunately, these beliefs and assumptions are 

frequently invalid.  It is the contention of this article that one of the major influences in 

the distortion and invalidity of these beliefs and assumptions are the TV shows and of 

mediated transmitters of popular culture.  

     In the process of entertaining us, TV shapes our beliefs and assumptions about 

potential careers. TV may be one of the most pronounced influences on career beliefs and 

assumptions. Students are often uncertain and at times misinformed about the careers they 

are pursuing.  So they often make poor career decisions that they ultimately regret.  

      One explanation for how this misinformation is created derives from Whetmore’s 

(1995) “cone effect.”  This is a representation of the interrelationship between TV’s 
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constructed mediated reality (CMR) and the individual’s perceived mediated reality 

(PMR). TV’s constructed world changes the viewer’s perceptions of how the world 

works. That applies to a whole host of assumptions, including those pertaining to careers.   

      What is created for television has it’s genesis in people’s experiences, but in order to 

appeal to the largest potential audience, TV is altered to become an exaggeration or 

embellishment of real-life.  It presents a world (constructed mediated reality)  that is 

“..funnier, sexier, bolder, more violent, and more intense than our own.”  The result is a 

distortion of reality.  This distorted reality then contributes to the faulty or invalid 

assumptions that many students have concerning potential careers (perceived mediated 

reality).  These erroneous assumptions can lead to poor career decisions and subsequent 

undesirable career outcomes of poor performance, turnover, low job and life satisfaction, 

and reduced earnings.  

     One possible solution to this problem is the “career wheel” exercise—a mechanism 

designed to provide students with realistic and valid expectations about the job and 

career they are pursuing (Laker, 2002).  This exercise can help individuals be better 

informed and thus make more realistic career-related decisions.   Through this exercise, 

students validate or invalidate their beliefs and assumptions about the careers they are 

actively pursuing or contemplating. Thus, they are able to make a more informed career 

and job choice, based on a more accurate view of the career. 

 

Research Objectives:   

Argue that career choice is often predicated on faulty information offered by television 

depictions of jobs.     
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Argue that television depictions are by design, not “real.” 

Detail the vicarious/symbolic learning process by which students “learn” about careers. 

Demonstrate a way to counter the faulty learning, i.e. “The Career Wheel.” 

 

Proposed Methodology:   

This is a “think piece” and therefore relies on anecdotal evidence and theoretical 

reasoning.    

 

Expected Outcomes: 

Outline the argument and offer ways in which the notions can be tested. 

Set an agenda for future research. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Both Shakespeare’s Coriolanus and Okada’s No-No Boy explore the concerns of 
masculine identity within the contours of the good life. Despite their temporally and culturally 
disparate situations, the title characters of the two works, Coriolanus and Ichiro, each exhibit—
within their respective ancient Roman and Japanese American cultures similarly grounded on 
honor and its opposite, shame—excesses of filial and civic piety against the virtuous mean in 
their particular dilemmas between opposing allegiances. In each case, the overwrought 
conscience, or what I call perverse piety, stemming originally from an exacting martial ethos, 
drives the protagonist ambivalently to enact but also to defy filial and civic piety. The failure of 
both characters to achieve the virtuous mean towards the fullest realization of one’s potential 
involves the absence of a public policy of inclusive excellence. By way of vivid literary 
illustrations, both works show students why and how we should actively persist in our goals of 
inclusive excellence in academia and in society at large. 

 
 

Towards Inclusive Excellence: Modulating the Excesses of Filial and Civic Piety in 
Shakespeare’s Coriolanus and Okada’s No-No Boy 

 
Aristotle, in Nicomachean Ethics, defines moderation as a disposition to choose the just 

mean between excess and deficiency in emotion and action as a response to varying 
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circumstances and relative to each particular person.1 As a situational ethic, moderation can only 
be limned “in outline and not precisely” (Aristotle, II.2.1104a1-8), but that didn’t stop the golden 
mean from serving as a powerful cultural ideal since its inception down to the current age in 
which it still powerfully inform action in the various—personal and public—spheres of twenty-
first century life. Moderation, contrary to common misconstrual, engages a situational ethic 
concerning virtue, or best action, stemming from the ancient Greek tradition, as “involving more 
and less, as an art does” rather than entailing an arithmetic mean or a precise prescription of right 
actions. Aristotelian moderation is, in value, a virtuous extreme and, in practice, an instrumental 
mean that involves an appropriate range of extraordinary and moderate passion and action as the 
situation warrants2: an excellence of disciplined passion rather than simply the restraint of 
passion as early moderns and moderns have conceived it. As “a position between extremes, not a 
misplaced quantitative notion, nor a demand for moderation,” the mean presents itself as “a 
general way of describing character, and an entrée to a mode of reflecting on the best in human 
action.”3 Aristotle’s moral psychology provides insights into human action, imbricating with 
other critical methods for interpreting literature—historicist, materialist, and psychoanalytic. 
This transhistorical approach provides the interpretive foundation to be enriched by other useful 
critical methods.  

Such a cross-cultural interpretive method particularly lends itself to a fruitful comparison 
of literary works that are distant from each other historically and spatially and yet have much 
with each other thematically: both Shakespeare’s Coriolanus and Okada’s No-No Boy, examined 
here, explore the concerns of masculine identity within the contours of the good life. Despite 
their temporally and culturally disparate situations, the title characters of the two works, 
Coriolanus and Ichiro, each exhibit—within their respective ancient Roman and Japanese 
American cultures similarly grounded on honor and its opposite, shame—excesses of filial and 
civic piety against the virtuous mean in their particular dilemmas between opposing allegiances.4 
In each case, the overwrought conscience, or what I call perverse piety, stemming originally 
from an exacting martial ethos,5 drives the protagonist ambivalently to enact but also to defy 
filial and civic piety. While the well-proven martial hero, Coriolanus, exhibits difficulties in 
complying with civic procedures of rational discussion and collective decision-making to 
become head of the Roman state, the Japanese American Ichiro, remorse-stricken by his failure 
to join the American military effort against Japanese imperialist aggressions, becomes paralyzed 
in his efforts to resume civic life after imprisonment for non-compliance. In both situations, the 
mother, also representing the mother state—Volumnia and Mrs. Yamada, respectively—figures 
as a dominating influence in the protagonist’s actions.6 While Volumnia, through her dreams of 
realizing her social ambitions vicariously via Coriolanus, ultimately drives her son to side with 
the Volscian enemy against the Roman people, Mrs. Yamada, initially persuading Ichiro to 
maintain Japanese allegiance, also ultimately drives her son away towards an achingly elusive 
American identity.  

The epistemological instability of who is kin and who is foe in both works manifests 
itself in the “slippery turns” (4.4.12)7 of language in Coriolanus and in Ichiro’s exasperated 
reflection about inside and outside, about the racism which keeps ethnic minority groups from 
becoming full-fledged Americans: “Maybe … there is no in. Maybe the whole damned country 
is pushing and shoving and screaming to get into someplace that doesn’t exist, because they 
don’t know that the outside could be the inside if only they would stop all this pushing and 
shoving and screaming, and they haven’t got enough sense to realize that” (160).8 When cast 
along the lines of class rather than ethnicity, this realization is also the root of Coriolanus’s 
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failure in the emergent republic of Rome. Despite his incomparable and unwavering devotion to 
excellence in the form of virtue, Coriolanus proves inimical to the nascent republic because his 
misappraisal of the common people as fundamentally incompetent, cowardly, and fickle when 
such defects are more indicative of social and political disadvantages than inherent inability. 
Ready to eradicate the “subhuman” plebeians as traitors to an idealized Rome, Coriolanus 
demonstrates the best and the worst extremes of elitism—class difference expanding into ethnic 
and even species differentiation.  

The warfare travels inward in post-War War II U. S. as Ichiro’s overwrought sense of 
honor forces him into an anguish of submissive shame toward an America, who initiated the 
wrongdoing. Inherent in the dynamics of bicultural conflict when “one’s parents are Japanese of 
the country Japan which attacked America” (54) is the difficulty during that era of marshalling a 
virtuous middle path affirming both cultures. The best one can do in the anomalous situation 
when the nations constituting one’s identity are hostile enemies is to hold a neutral stance: hence, 
Ichiro’s “no-no” refusal to renounce Japanese allegiance and to join the U. S. Army, resulting in 
his imprisonment.9 But in the post-war aftermath as the Japanese American veterans, gradually 
realizing that their patriotism doesn’t amount to “a pot of beans” (163) in a still racist America, 
take out their anger on the no-no boys, Ichiro enfolds this frustration doubly into himself by 
envying their loyal service and penitently accepting the role of scapegoat. Within the Japanese 
American community, the veterans and the no-no boys are futilely engaged in a feud over the 
“touchy” (56) matter of “who fought or not” because in the eyes of the larger society, they were, 
by the sole virtue of their alien Asian face, all “a bunch of Japs” (163). The war that had cost the 
veteran Kenji, along with others, life and limb hadn’t done “anything about his face to make him 
look more American” (159, my italics). Hence, the pathetic need for a “young Japanese 
[waiter]… to wear a discharge button on his shirt to prove to everyone who came in that he was a 
top-flight American” (158). During an era when the notion of a “real” American (Ling 46)10 
does not admit ethic diversity, Ichiro is forced into an ad hoc strategy of damage control, 
defending whichever happens to be the more vulnerable side of his bicultural self. In this “no-
no” situation, reinforcing symbolically the extent to which the affirmation of dual identity is 
prohibited, Ichiro passes from bitterness at America’s injustice towards Japanese Americans to 
shame at his refusal to “pack a rifle” (163), what he now regards as a de 11reliction of duty.   

Whereas Coriolanus, Rome’s first citizen on the battlefield proves to be a terrible citizen 
within her nascent republic through his excessive and exclusive virtue, Ichiro, in a different kind 
of perverse piety peculiar to the bicultural conflict, enacts the forbearance of the model minority. 
The failure of both characters to achieve the virtuous mean towards the fullest realization of 
one’s potential involves the absence of a public policy of inclusive excellence. Ichiro’s exacting 
sense of duty likens him to the honor-bound Coriolanus, but in America of the late ’40s, his 
intelligence and sense of integrity are not enough to overleap the status of a second-rate citizen. 
Even death-risking actions to prove that one is a “top-flight” citizen cannot erase the prima facie 
evidence of an Asian face with its threatening associations of an alien culture. Like Coriolanus’s 
hypervirtue, which, springing from his mother’s stern martial upbringing, breaks out on its own 
in inflexible, intolerant excesses, Ichiro’s perverse piety, a plausible reaction to the restrictive 
climate of a racist society, is abetted by his obstinate will to wallow in self-reproach.  

The endings of both works exhibit, however, glimpses of integration. In yielding himself 
as sacrificial tender to the Volsces, Coriolanus, in a brief moment of death, achieves the rare 
integration of hero and citizen. Through the deaths of close ones who, in representing the various 
parts of his fractured self, seem to release him from his internal conflict, Ichiro begins to see an 
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exit from his living death. Healing the wounds caused by intra-Japanese conflicts suggests a 
chastening return to the pre-war status quo, a tight-knit Japanese community still insulated from 
and disparaged by the mainstream American society. As many have suggested, however, the 
glimmer of hope is reinforced through a historical perspective that views Okada’s 1957 novel 
probing the Japanese American experience of bicultural tension in the same narrative that leads 
to the African-American civil rights movement of the ’60s.  

This temporally palimpsested examination induces us finally to reflect on how these two 
works can help to continue promoting inclusive excellence in our own era. These works, 
presenting admittedly feeble models of inclusive excellence, nonetheless, provide evocative 
countermodels to avoid and powerful commentaries on social injustices through class and ethnic 
disparities. Shakespeare’s Coriolanus and Okada’s No-No Boy, by way of vivid literary 
illustrations, show students why and how we should actively persist in our goals of inclusive 
excellence in academia and in society at large. 

 
 
 

  
                                                 
1 Aristotle, NE, Introduction to Aristotle, ed. Richard McKeon (New York: The Modern Library, 1947), 
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America and faithfully defend the United States from any or all attack by foreign or domestic forces, and foreswear 
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THE MUSIC OF KANT’S CRITIQUE OF PURE REASON 

 

Matthew Greenbaum 

 

 

The notion that the Critique of Pure Reason is an aesthetic production akin to a work of art 

will seem paradoxical to many who have tried to read it.  Yet in certain aspects of its 

structure and, more importantly, in its dependence on an evidentiary quality in 

sensibility, it is analogous to an eighteenth century musical composition. Indeed, Kant 

himself argued that its conceptual edifice rests on an aesthetic basis: the Critique’s 

architectonic design.   

 

The relationship of The Critique of Pure Reason to music depends on an adequate definition 

of “aesthetic.” There are two meanings of the term in Kant’s Critiques:  the 

"Transcendental Aesthetic" in first section of the Critique of Pure Reason and the aesthetic 

‘judgment of taste” in The Critique of Judgment.1 For the purposes of this study I shall add a 

third: ‘aesthetic’ data as the evidence of subjective experience, i.e., as in the “thought 

experiments” discussed below.  

 

The Critique of Pure Reason defines the "aesthetic" as "the sensuous faculty," and sensibility 

as "the receptivity of the mind for impressions,"2 disassociating the term from the ‘taste 

criticism’ discovered in The Critique of Judgment. In the “Transcendental Aesthetic” [22] 

Kant points out that German alone uses "aesthetic" to indicate taste criticism: "At the 

foundation of this term [Ësthetik] lies the disappointed hope, which the eminent analyst 

Baumgarten conceived, of subjecting the criticism of the beautiful to principles of reason, 

and so of elevating its rules into a science," asserting his own purely theoretical use of the 

term. Kant then defines “sensibility” as ‘the capacity for receiving sense impressions of 

objects:’ the understanding thinks them, and thus arise “conceptions.” But all thought 

must relate directly or indirectly to intuitions, and thus, to sensibility.   
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 2 

I. Aesthetic Evidence in the Critique of Pure Reason 

 

Readers of the Critique of Pure Reason are often struck by what appears to be a near total 

absence of empirical evidence. Though The Critique is a monument of logical explanation, 

its lack of factual support seems to betray its central dictum: “Thoughts without content 

are empty, intuitions without concepts are blind.” Nevertheless, such evidence is at hand: 

at the outset of the Critique Kant presents a series of what may be called thought 

experiments that serve to confirm his claims that space and time are the two 

fundamentals of consciousness. These experiments cluster in the first part, in the 

Transcendental Aesthetic. Since Kant’s theories of space and time underpin the entire 

work, these proofs are of the utmost importance. 

 

It is Kant’s readers who perform these experiments and who will themselves produce the 

proof that Kant requires. Furthermore, these experiments ipso facto verify the reader’s 

consciousness and self-consciousness. And whether or not the experiments turn out as 

Kant predicts, they demonstrate the ‘transcendental unity” of self-consciousness he later 

describes in “Of the Originally Synthetical Unity of Apperception” [76]. Lastly, the 

"sensibility" required for the experiments is the basis of all aesthetic perception; the 

domain of a sensible subject whose unique perceptions (i.e., qualia) cannot be adequately 

transmitted through language or reason. This latter idea is developed at length in The 

Critique of Judgment in its discussion of the perception of ‘the beautiful’ in a work of art.3 

 

Hence, the mind of the reader serves as the laboratory for the verification of Kant’s 

demonstrations; only the reader’s self-perception and sensations can produce the 

necessary—subjective--data. The subject who follows Kant’s instructions—for example, 

who imagines a three-dimensional object and then eradicates it step by step--has 

demonstrated a distinction between an aesthetic level of consciousness that presents sense 

data to the mind and a conceptual level that evaluates and rationalizes it.   

 

It is frankly irrelevant whether the reader can in fact eradicate the imagined object.  

Success and failure both verify the architectonic mentality whose articulation is the 
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 3 

subject of Kant’s work.  As opposed to evaluating a demonstration of fact in the world 

available through secondhand report (e.g., atomic weight), Kant’s reader must experience 

the evidence firsthand. It is purposeless to read about another’s success or failure. What 

can it possibly mean to learn that someone else possesses "consciousness" if you are 

incognizant of your own?   

 

As The Critique of Judgment argues, it is precisely the singular subjectivity of the listener (or 

spectator, etc.) to which an artwork is addressed. Both domains—the philosophical inner 

laboratory and the concert hall—deal with the qualia of unique aesthetic/psychological 

experience.  

 

According to the premise of The Critique of Pure Reason, space and time are schemata of 

mental a priori functions that determine the reception and comprehension of sense 

impressions:  "space is a pure intuition," [24] and time is "a pure form of the sensuous 

intuition." [28] Kant undertakes to strip away all aspects of sensibility to get at the a 

priori forms themselves.  But in doing so, he must work through evidence of the senses, 

i.e., "sensibility."  

 

The first experiment occurs in the Introduction, just before the section "Of Space" and 

forms the ground of the subsequent discussion. It runs thus: 

 

Take away from your "experience-idea" of an object all that is empirical 
[empirisch] bit by bit; color, hardness or softness, even impenetrability; yet the 
space that it occupies remains even though [the object] has completely 
disappeared; and this you cannot take away. KRV43/CPR 4   

 

Kant then describes how his undertaking shall proceed: 

 

In the transcendental aesthetic we shall first isolate sensibility, in order to 
disassociate everything that understanding thinks by means of its concepts 
so that nothing remains but empirical intuition. Secondly, we shall take 
away from this all that indeed belongs to sensation, so that nothing is left 
but pure intuition, whose peculiarity [Einziges] is that there are two pure 
forms a priori, namely space and time, the consideration of which we shall 
now occupy ourselves. KRV62/CPR22] 
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 4 

 

 

The reductive operation described above is that of scientific research; Kant sets up an 

experiment to determine the particular mental qualities of space and time; the evidence is 

produced by a forensic elimination of contingent data. It is upon this basis that logical 

assertions are adduced.  For example, such claims as the following, which succeed these 

demonstrations, would perfectly illustrate his dictum "thoughts without content are 

empty" had the content not been previously supplied by the reader’s self-reflection: 

 

- "Time is the formal condition a priori of all phenomena whatsoever.   

- Space, as the pure form of external intuition, is limited as a condition a priori to 

external phenomena alone." [30] 

 

The second experiment concerns time. It stands at the head of Section II ("Of Time") 

and establishes the basis of further discussion. Its performative aspect is implicit: 

 

Time is 1) not an empirical conception [Begriff], which can be stripped 
away from any experience; because simultaneity [Zugleichzein] or 
succession [Aufeinanderfolgen] would not even come to be noticed if the 
idea of time did have an a priori ground. Only under this condition 
can one represent to oneself that many things [einige] are at one and 
the same time (simultaneous) or at different times (successive). 
 
2) Time is a necessary representation that lies at the basis of all 
appearances. One cannot cancel [aufheben] time in regard to 
phenomena, although one can in fact completely take away 
phenomena from time. Time is thus given a priori. In it alone is the 
reality of all phenomena possible. These may be totally eliminated, 
but it itself--the general condition of their possibility--cannot be 
cancelled. KRV 67-8/CPR 28 

 

 

In the above, the reader is 1) called upon to imagine a world without simultaneity or 

succession to demonstrate the necessity of the "representation" of time and 2) challenged 

to "cancel" (i.e., obliterate) time from phenomena to demonstrate that time perception is 

a basic condition of perception.4  
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 5 

 

In each of these cases, Kant undertakes to show that space and time are primitives of our 

mental structure out of which our perceptual world is built. Incidentally, it is not 

necessary to Kant’s arguments that we completely succeed in these experiments.  After 

all, some of us may have much greater or much lesser imaginative faculties than the rest.  

 

These proofs are completely dependent on the reader’s "sensibility," which mediates 

between conceptions and a priori forms.  And one must distinguish in one’s own 

mentality between the conceptions and qualia generated by the above experiments. This 

cannot be an operation of logic; it is completely internal: it would be absurd to claim that 

the reader can grasp the reality of "sensibility" merely by reading Kant, any more than 

one could comprehend self-consciousness without being self-conscious. In Kant’s analysis 

of the beautiful referred to above, he shows that art operates under the same constraint: a 

verbal or written description of, for example, Beethoven’s Pastoral symphony would be 

equally fruitless. 

 

Thus, Kant assumes a reader in possession of an ego capable of self-scrutiny, or else there 

would be no purpose in the gedankenexperimente.  But this tactic--assuming consciousness in 

order to demonstrate it—is circular: it would be a fatal flaw in a work that claims to 

establish a science of pure reason. Happily, its circularity is broken open when Kant goes 

on to develop an architectonic of consciousness that results in a scrutinizing ego. He 

explains in the Transcendental Analytic that-- 

 

The ‘I think’ must accompany all my representations; otherwise 
something would be represented in me that could not be thought; 
which is as much to say that the representation would either be 
impossible, or at least be nothing for me. This representation, which 
can be given prior to all thought, is called intuition. Thus the entire 
manifold of intuition has a necessary relation to the ‘I think’ in the 
same subject in which this manifold is encountered. [Of the Original-
Synthetical Union of Apperception] KRV 111/CPR 76.  

 

--which is as much to say that without self consciousness the registration of perceptions 

would never rise to the level of consciousness, but merely flow through one’s nervous 
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 6 

system as they perhaps do in an insect.  Indeed, the reader is again invited to think about 

one’s own thinking.  What would a reader without self-consciousness—a patient of Dr. 

Oliver Sachs, perhaps--make of the above passage? 

 

Our "inner sense" is ordered according to its constraining intuitions of space and time: 

 

…, the determinations of the inner sense must be ordered in time 
exactly [gerade] in the same manner as we order those of the outer 
sense in space. Consequently, if we admit the latter--that through [the 
outer sense] we know objects only so far as we are externally affected -
-we must also aver [zustehen] that we view ourselves only as we are 
internally affected; that is, what the inner view [Anschauung] concerns: 
we know our own subject only as appearance; not at all according to 
that which it is in itself. KRV123 /CPR 41 

 

 

It follows from this extraordinarily provocative passage that intuition of self is given a 

posteriori; there is no "category" for self-awareness, so we must be aware of ourselves 

merely through sense data. From this perspective we are no closer to knowing ourselves 

than we are to knowing an external object in itself.  Apparently, we each contain an 

inaccessible noumenon.  

 

Here is a provocative link with the ontology of music. We derive sense data from a 

musical work specific to that work and that work alone, received in one’s mind and 

incommunicable in that specific reception. Without entering into Hegel’s claims about 

the relationship of music to consciousness of time, we shall ask whether another, similar 

kind of mirroring takes place in the relationship between listener and work.5  Music 

presents a hierarchically organized body of sense stimuli to the listener. It resonates with 

our sensory apparatus. And since music exists solely as a network of receptions in the 

mind of the listener (not as a score, which is merely paper, or as a recording, which is just 

another object)-- it would be absurd to say that atmospheric vibrations recorded on an 

oscilloscope constitute the Pastoral symphony.  
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Now, it is a commonplace to speak about music’s "content." But where does this 

"content" reside? --nowhere, in fact.  Music creates the illusion of content.  The content of 

music is something greater than its sense data. Yet it lacks a phenomenal existence; it 

convinces us that it constitutes the ground of the work even though it is mere 

epiphenomenon.  The content of music is an image of the noumenal; a transcendental 

pantomime that mirrors the relation between the phenomenal and noumenal existences 

that The Critique of Pure Reason is concerned with explaining. 

 

It is instructive to compare what may be called Kant’s "aesthetic of mind" with Descartes’ 

account of consciousness to see whether they concur in their acknowledgement of 

sensibility, or whether this is an original contribution of Kant’s. Since, as we will see 

below in the discussion of the theorist Johann Mattheson, Descartes was regarded as 

having “done much in music,” it is a point worth considering.  

 

The Cartesian argument at first   seems to leave sensibility out of ontology altogether. It 

would appear that the Cartesian proof is solely a matter of "thinking about thinking:" 

 

At present I am not admitting anything except what is necessarily 
true. I am, then, win the strict sense only a thing that thinks; that is, I 
am a mind, or intelligence, or intellect, or reason – words whose 
meaning I have been ignorant of until no; but for all that I am as 
thing which is real and which truly exists.  But what kind of a thing? 
As I have just said – a thinking thing.6  

 

But he continues: 

 

But what then am I? A thing that thinks.  What is that? A thing that 
doubts, understands, affirms, denies, is willing is unwilling, and also 
imagines and has sensory perceptions [my italics].   

 

Thus, both Kant and Descartes regard the aesthetic as a part of consciousness; to be 

conscious is to be more than a self-reflecting mind.  What is also necessary is self-

consciousness whose qualia are particular to it alone. 
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******************************************************************************** 

 

II. The Architectonic Constitution Of The Critique of Pure Reason and its Kinship with the 

Eighteenth Century Musical Work 

 

A number of commentators have related The Critique of Judgment to music. For example, 

Arden Reed imagines—alarmingly--a unity of Kant and Wagner: 

 

It follows that … Kant should explicitly connect the universality of 
music with the universality of the claims made by judgments of taste, 
because music constitutes precisely the transcendental language to 
which Kant aspired. Kant’s (German) text is forever fated to lag 
behind the communicability of the music that it both deploys and 
denigrates, and were Kant’s own language ever to match the 
universality of his categories, he would have had to become a Wagner 
and turn his Critiques into a cycle of operas. 7 

 

It would probably not have been an entirely good thing if Kant had “become a Wagner.”  

Luckily, he did not have to: there are a number of significant features of the Critique of Pure 

Reason that mirror musical practice and that both Kantians and even Wagnerians can 

admire. 

 

Aesthetic Purpose 

According to Kant, the purpose of a musical work is to produce aesthetic pleasure; while 

the purpose of the Critique of Pure Reason is to produce philosophical and scientific 

knowledge; sensibility is a means to its end.  

 

In the Critique of Judgment, the perception of the beautiful in the reception of a work of art 

requires a "disinterested pleasure" (another instantiation of the synthetic a priori). What is 

essential in experiencing a work of art is not merely "reason" but the "aesthetic judgment" 

that Kant describes as "a component of all judgment."  But the combination of reason 

and subjectivity that Kant sees as requisite for aesthetic experience is also required for a 

reading of the Critique of Pure Reason, as demonstrated by the thought experiments above. 
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It is from this point of view that the Critique appears to bear a familial relation to the 

Kantian definition of work of art. 

 

Of course, the primary purpose of the Critique of Pure Reason is didactic; and this would 

appear to be completely at odds with the purpose of a musical work. Yet eighteenth 

century music was preoccupied with the inculcation of ‘virtue.’ The purpose of music was 

to serve a moral lesson, as the composer and theorist Johan Mattheson (1681-1765) 

suggests: 

 

This part [of the treatise] examines the effects of well-disposed sounds 
on the emotions and the soul. This, as is readily seen, is material that is 
as far-reaching as it is useful. To the musical practitioner it is of more 
importance than to the theoretician, despite its primary concern with 
[theoretical] observation. Of much assistance here is the doctrine of 
the temperaments and emotions, concerning which Descartes is 
particularly worthy of study, since he has done much in music. This 
doctrine teaches us to make a distinction between the minds of the 
listeners and the sounding forces that have an effect on them. What the 
passions are, how many there are, how they may be moved, whether 
they should be eliminated or admitted and cultivated, appear to be 
questions belonging to the field of the philosopher rather than the 
musician. The latter must know, however, that the sentiments are the 
true material of virtue, and that virtue is nought but a well-ordered 
and wisely moderate sentiment. Where there is no passion or affect, 
there is no virtue. When our passions are ill they must be healed, not 
murdered.8  

 

 

For Mattheson, the aesthetic content of music is a vehicle for the delivery of virtue by 

mimesis.  Judging by his frequent citations of philosophers (Descartes, Aristotle, etc.) it is 

clear that for Mattheson, music is the inculcation of philosophical virtue by other means. 

 

Architectonic 

Beyond the fact that the aesthetic sense is a fundament of The Critique of Pure Reason, the 

structure of the work is closely related to the architectonic of tonal music. Architectonic, 

according to Kant, is the system of his philosophical undertaking: "Human reason is by 

nature architectonic. That is to say, it regards all cognitions as parts of a possible system, 
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and hence accepts only such principles, as at least do not incapacitate a cognition to 

which we may have attained from being placed along with others in a general system." 

[269].  As he explains in the chapter "The Architectonic of Pure Reason:" 

 

I understand “Architectonic” as “the art of the system.”  Because a 
systematic unity is before all else that which makes common 
knowledge into a science--that is, makes a system out of a naked 
aggregate--Architectonic is the doctrine of the scientific in our 
cognition, and belongs necessarily to Methodology.  
 
Under the regulation of reason, our cognitions are permitted no 
rhapsody, but they must compose a system in which they alone 
support and advance essential aims.  However, I understand by a 
system a unity of the manifold cognitions under an idea. This is the 
idea of reason via the form of a totality, so far through the 
aforesaid the compass of the manifold will be determined a priori 
as well as the place of the part under one another. 
 
The scientific idea of reason thus contains the aim and the form 
[Zweck] of the totality that is congruent to that design.  The unity 
of the form, wherein all parts are related to the idea as well as to 
each other effects that [even] a single part element will be missed 
given knowledge of the whole; and no arbitrary addition [zufällig 
Hinzusetzung] can occur that do not have their a priori 
determined boundaries.  The Totality is thus articulated (articulatio) 
and amassed [gehäuft] (coacervatio); it can indeed grow inwardly (per 
intus susceptionem) but not outwardly (per appositionem), like an animal 
body whose growth adds no limb, but without change of 
proportion makes each stronger and fitter for its purpose. KRV 
482/CPR 467 

 

Much of the above can serve as a description of musical structure, which is universally 

acknowledged to be architectonic.9 One can find no better description of the eighteenth 

century’s employment of the musical motive than Kant’s “system of a unity of the 

manifold cognitions under an idea,” that determines "not only the limits of its content, 

but the place which each of its parts is to occupy."  This idea also determines its unity, 

where all parts "have a relationship to each other;" and, echoing the Aristotelian 

definition of aesthetic form, determines "all contingent or arbitrary additions."  
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The most persuasive architectonic theory of tonal music is that of Heinrich Schenker 

(1868-1935). Schenker’s theory was primarily directed at masterworks of music of the 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries: Bach, Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven; many of 

them Kant’s contemporaries.   

 

 Schenker (who, as the reader will see, was not a modest man) writes: 

 

All forms appear in the ultimate foreground; but all of them have 
their origin in, and derive from, the background.  This is the 
innovational aspect of my explanation of forms … I have repeatedly 
referred to form as the ultimate manifestation of that structural 
coherence which grows out of background, middleground and 
foreground … but I here reiterate in order to stress the difference 
between this new theory and all previous theories of form.10  
 

Among Schenker’s most important contributions was the recognition that motivic unity 

spanned every level of musical composition. Schenker “ expanded the issue of motivic 

relations into another dimension,” so that the surface motives, heretofore considered in 

many quarters the sum total of analysis, acturally reflected “other relationships, involving 

different motives, on another level.11 

 

In the broadest sense, The Critique of Pure Reason is also an organic development of a 

germinal motive, the synthetic a priori; “a system a unity of the manifold cognitions 

under an idea …the idea of reason via the form of a totality;” and as motive, conforms to 

musical practice. Every argument ultimately hinges on the synthetic a priori; just as the 

“argument” of an eighteenth century musical composition drew upon motive on every 

level. As is proper with a motif, the synthetic a priori informs the superstructure of the 

work as well as its details. 

 

Schenker’s achievement was to describe the organic unity of musical architectonic in 

which motivic development played out over all levels. Organicism greatly informed 

Schenker’s structural thinking.  For Schenker, 
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Wholeness stems from a central generative force to which everything 
else is subordinate.  It is at this juncture that the reliance of 
Schenker’s holistic aesthetic upon traditional concepts of Organicism 
is most clear; the generative force which brings forth the 
composition—an entelechy or élan vital … is music’s origin in nature, 
in the major triad or Naturklang as found in the overtone series.12  
 
 

Most telling in the passage from the Critique quoted above is Kant’s invocation of 

organicism as a determinant of philosophical structure. In the manner of Goethe he 

argues that the philosophical work " grow inwardly like "an animal body;" and, like a 

sonata movement, develops proportionately.  

 

Since the truth value of a musical work is equivalent to its esthetic value, musical meaning 

and the Kantian proof provoke the same process of discernment. The sense content of 

music and of the Critique of Pure Reason are akin; both possess analogous structures.  

 

Rhetoric 

Eighteenth century music was a rhetorical art that depended on the same structural and 

rhetorical topics as works of literature;13 and here comparison with the Critique would 

seem to falter, since even Kant himself acknowledged its hasty composition, apologizing 

for a necessary absence of rhetorical polish.14 Yet the Critique of Pure Reason is indeed a 

literary work, one that depends on the same rhetorical techniques typical eighteenth-

century literary and musical practice.  

 

It is unexceptional that the polemical aspect of the work is built upon a pattern of 

defense, attack and rebuttal on the Aristotelian model, in which contradictory notions are 

vanquished; after all, this was common practice.15  More surprising are Kant’s 

demonstrations of skill in wielding the arms of forensic rhetoric. 

 

"The Discipline of Pure Reason in Polemics" is a set piece; a most eloquent defense of 

freedom of philosophical thought. Its title is self-reflective: it itself is a polemic. Following 

the Aristotelian convention, it is based on enthymeme rather than syllogism, unlike the 

preponderance of the Critique:16 a studied exercise in rhetorical figures based on the 
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opposition “reason/criticism:” "Reason must be subject in all its operations, to criticism," 

so this topos runs [415].  The connection between its “argument from contrast” and 

classical models is made manifest when Kant states: 

 

If dogmatical assertions are advanced on the negative side, in 
opposition to those made by reason on the positive side, its 
justification κατ’ ανθρωπον [by means of the individual, i.e., ad 
hominem] is complete, although the proof of its proposition is 
παταληθεαν [by means of truth] unsatisfactory. 

 

In a clever rhetorical display, Kant advances a "polemic of pure reason."  This of course 

is an oxymoron: "pure reason" and "polemic" are opposing modes of argument, again 

corresponding to syllogism and enthymeme. But the figure "polemic/pure reason" is 

developed through the section until it takes on substantive philosophical weight. 

 

Kant describes the uncritical application of reason as akin to a Hobbesean state of nature 

that requires a legal process to tame: 

 

Without the control of criticism reason is, as it were, in a 
state of nature, and can only establish its claims and 
assertions by war.  Criticism, on the contrary, deciding all 
questions according to the fundamental laws of its own 
institution, secures to us the peace of law and order, and 
enables us to discuss all differences in the more tranquil 
manner of a legal process. In the former case, disputes are 
ended by victory, which both sides may claim, and which is 
followed by a hollow armistice; in the latter, by a sentence, 
which, as it strikes at the root of all speculative differences, 
insures to all concerned a lasting peace. The endless disputes 
of a dogmatizing reason compel us to look for some mode of 
arriving at a settled decision by a critical investigation of 
reason itself … [415] 

 

The simile introduced in the above—"unrestrained philosophical thought" is to "control 

of criticism" as "state of nature" is to "rule of law"—is developed over the course of the 

section. The legal process needed to tame the philosophical state of nature is to be found 

precisely in the Aristotelian forensic techniques that serve as Kant’s rhetorical strategy.  
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This is identical to the forensic of musical logic described by Mattheson, where 

contradiction is "expressed by … the citation and refutation of apparently foreign 

passages.  …  Everything that goes against the proposition is [to be] resolved and settled." 

 

The appearance of common rhetorical devices in both music and philosophical writing is 

not in itself surprising. The Critique of Pure Reason mirrors the music of its time not only in 

its dependence on the same tropes, but also in the appearance rhetorical figures in both 

structure and surface detail. Both domains are architectonic; and both serve didactic 

purposes  

 

To whatever degree Kant was cognizant of these correspondences (and the expressive 

means of an epoch are so common that they are often overlooked by even in their use) it 

is clear that he spoke about structure and rhetoric in the common language of his time. 

And although the primary purpose of this study is the common aesthetic ground of 

Kant’s work and the music of his time, it is also very worthy of consideration that there 

are moments of great beauty and eloquence in the Critique of Pure Reason. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
NOTES 

 
1 See “1. The Judgment of Taste is ‘Aesthetical” in The Critique of Judgment trans. J.H. 

Bernard (London: Hafner Press, 1951) 37-8.  

 
2Critique of Pure Reason, trans. J. M. D. Meiklejohn (Buffalo, Prometheus Books, 1990) 44. 

Where my own translations appear, page numbers KRV refer to the Kritik der Reinen 

Vernunft and CPR to the Meiklejohn translation for comparison. Page numbers in the 

Meiklejohn will hereafter be indicated in brackets. 
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3 Ibid. "There can be no objective rule of taste which shall determine by means of 

concepts what is beautiful. "For every judgment of this sort is aesthetical, i.e., the feeling 

of this subject, and not the concept of the object, is its determining ground." 62. 

 
4 Another line of reasoning concerns geometry and mathematics. A mental 

demonstration of these theories is as follows:  We cannot think a line without drawing it 

in thought, or think a circle without inscribing [beschreiben] it; and we can hardly 

represent the three dimensions of space without setting up three perpendicular lines on 

each other from the same point; and [we cannot] even [think] time in drawing a straight 

line (which would be the outer figurative representation of time) without paying attention 

to the synthetic action [Handlung der Synthesis] of the manifold through which we 

sequentially determine [our] inner sense and also the succession of this determination 

itself. KRV 122/CPR 89 CF 9-11. 

 
5 Hegel develops this link in the Ësthetik, where he notes "the connection between (a) 

subjective feeling and (b) time as such which is the universal element in music." Hegel's 

Aesthetics Vol. II, trans. Knox (Clarendon: Oxford, 1975) 905. 

 
6 "The Meditations on First Philosophy" in Descartes: Selected Philosophical Writings, trans. 

John Cottingham, Robert Stoothoff and Dugald Murdoch (Cambridge: Cambridge U 

Press, 1988) 82.  “The Meditations on First Philosophy” present a different aesthetic 

problem since it is a bildungsroman as well as a philosophical tract. The Meditations 

begins thusly: "Some years ago I was struck by the large number of falsehoods that I had 

accepted as true in my childhood, and by the highly doubtful edifice that I had 

subsequently built on them." And later: "How often, asleep at night, am I convinced of 

just such familiar events – that I am here in my dressing-gown, sitting by the fire – when 

in fact I am lying undressed in bed!" Descartes has created a character—"Descartes"--

and tells of his self-experimentation; which we, as good readers, replicate in ourselves. 

Both the Meditations and Proust’s A la recherche de Temps Perdue begin with a meditative 
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"author" character in bed, reflecting (although in the case of the recherche, the hero is 

also masturbating.) 

 
7 "The Debt of Disinterest: Kant’s Critique of Music." MLN, Vol. 95 #3, German Issue, 

563-584 (April 1980) 571. See also, “The Kantian Synthesis and Sonata Form,”  The 

Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, Vol. 37 #4 455-465 (Summer 1979). 

 
8 Johann Mattheson 1681-1764): Der Vollkommene Capellmeister in Hans Lenneberg, 

"Johann Mattheson on Affect and Rhetoric" Journal of Music Theory (1958) 195 

 
9For example, in his "Elements of a Musical Logic" the musicologist Charles Seeger 

(1886-1979) identifies four elements of musical construction: a) melodic; b) contrapuntal 

or harmonic; c) gross-formal and d) architectonic (the combination of all three preceding 

types).  Bulletin of the American Musicological Society 51-53 (1948) 53. 

 
10 Free Composition (Der Freie Satz): Volume III of New Musical Theories and Practices, trans. and 

ed. Ernst Oster (New York:  Longman 130) quoted in Jonathan Dunsby and Arnold 

Whittall, Music Analysis in Theory and Practice (New Haven: Yale U Press, 1988) 36. 

 
11 Allen Cadwallader; William Pastille; Schenker, “Schenker’s High-Level Motives.”  

Journal of Music Theory Vol. 36 #1 119-148 (Spring 1992)123. 

 
12 Ruth Solie, "The Living Work: Organicism and Musical Analysis," Nineteenth Century 

Music, Vol. 4 #2 1-11 (Autumn 1980) 6. 

 
13See Mattheson ibid.: 

 

Concerning the Disposition, Elaboration and Decoration of 
Melodies (excerpts):  Even in common conversation nature teaches 
us to use certain tropes, certain suggested meanings of words, 
certain arguments or reasons, and to keep them in some order even 
though the speaker may never have heard of rhetorical rules of 
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figures. This very natural mental instinct, which causes us to 
present everything in good order and form, has given certain clever 
heads the basis for their rules. Up to now the outlook in this respect 
has been dark in the field of music. We hope that it will gradually 
grow lighter and we shall try to make a contribution toward this 
goal. 
 

Mattheson goes on to explain the musical representation of the classical tropes: 

Exordium, Narratio, Propositio, Confutatio, etc. 

 
14Kant wrote to Moses Mendelssohn: “Though the Critique [is] the outcome of reflection 

which had occupied me for a period of at least twelve years, I brought it to completion in 

the greatest haste within some four to five months, giving the closest attention to the 

content, but with little thought of the exposition or of rendering it easy of comprehension 

by the reader.” Norman Kemp Smith “Kant’s Method of Composing the Critique of 

Pure Reason.” The Philosophical Review, Vol. 24 #5 526-532 (Sept 1915)  536. 

 
15 See, for example the rebuttal of Lock [7]. Also see the concluding chapter, "The 

History of Pure Reason," which briefly summarizes subsumes other views and ends by 

affirming Kant’s. 

 
16  "Just as in logic we have induction and the real and apparent syllogism, so it is with 

rhetoric, where example is induction and enthymeme syllogism." Aristotle, The Art of 

Rhetoric. Hugh Lawson-Tancred, trans. (London: Penguin Books, 1991) 75. 
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Based on a day workshop in First Year BA Architecture, University of 
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Author:   
Adam Cowley BA (Hons) MA 
Architect, Lecturer and BA Programme Manager for Architecture, Faculty of Arts, School of 
Architecture and Design, University of Plymouth, Drakes Circus, Plymouth, United Kingdom. 
 
Abstract 
 
Architectural representation has a long history of both discussion within the design studio and 
published texts. Studio based design teaching and learning is often characterized by 
approaches that promote risk taking and experimentation- in terms of ideas and architectural 
proposals. 
 
However, whilst the idea and realization may be experimental, many students of architecture 
are encouraged to make orthographic drawings and models and remain within the realms of 
convention during the process of representing their design projects.  
 
This paper describes a one day workshop that took place during week 6 of a 12 week first 
semester, with year one architecture students at University of Sheffield, UK. It explores the 
ideas of interpretation and representation with respect to the physical outcomes of the day’s 
workshop (made models), and using this evidence celebrates an approach to representation 
and evaluation of architectural space that is not possible within the realms of the 
conventional. 
 
Opportunities relating to students spatial and experiential awareness and understanding are 
highlighted by the inclusion of student responses to the workshop. 
 

 
’sound space’ model, made by a team of 4 students during  the workshop. 
 
Keywords: 
 
Architectural Representation 
Spatial Rhythm 
Spatial Awareness 
Sound and Sonic Architecture 
Design Studio Teaching 
Music Awareness 
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Abstract 
The paper will outline and describe a two-year evidence-based project that targets 
indigenous (Māori) student and minority (Pasifika) student success in degree-level 
tertiary education. The focus is on increasing rates of success by investigating the 
ways in which non-lecture teaching and learning helps or hinders student success in 
preparing for or completing degree-level studies. Good practice will be identified. The 
collaborative research is undertaken by a multiethnic team comprising Māori, Pasifika 
and Pakeha/European researchers and includes three Faculties and one Service 
department. This paper will focus on one Faculty, the National Institute of Creative 
Arts and Industries, which is made up of the Departments of Music, Dance, Fine Arts, 
Architecture and Planning. The learning environment explored in this Faculty is 
studio-based learning. The paper will define and contextualise this non-lecture based 
learning and describe the collection and analysis of student narratives. The focus of 
research in 2008 will be the design and implementation of professional development 
intervention based on the student narratives. Also discussed in this paper is the 
integration of indigenous (Kaupapa Māori Research) and minority (Pasifika Research) 
methodologies and methods which contest and expand mainstream approaches to 
research in Higher Education. 

 
Methodology and Research Tools used 
 
The project uses the The Critical Incident Technique an established form of narrative 
inquiry which was used to reveal and chronicle the lived experience of (in this 
project) Māori and Pasifika students preparing for or completing degree-level studies. 
Students from each of the ‘initiatives’ were asked to describe times when teaching 
and learning practices in non-lecture settings have helped (or hindered) their success 
in degree-level studies. In line with the Critical Incident Technique, the resultant 
student ‘stories’ were collaboratively grouped into categories which will be used in 
Phase 2 to guide the co-construction of a professional development intervention to 
improve teaching and learning practices.  
 
‘Kaupapa Māori Research’ (KMR) is now a well established academic discipline and 
research methodology (Smith 1999, IRI 2000).  KMR in this study will locate Māori 
at the centre of enquiry; it has of necessity an understanding of the social and 
economic and political influences on Māori outcomes and is able to use a wide variety 
of research methods as tools.  It is about understanding those power dynamics that 
create and maintain the unequal position of Māori in New Zealand society including 
the role that the education system plays in expanding or limiting Māori student 
success. 
 
‘Pasifika research’ is an evolving construct concerned with the empowerment of 
Pasifika peoples, and national well-being. This project increases understanding of 
principles and practices in collaborative Pasifika research undertaken by diverse 
researchers. The term `Pasifika peoples' contains considerable cultural and historical 
diversity which needs to be addressed in appropriate ways by the researchers. 
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Expected Outcomes 
 
 What teaching practices in non-lecture contexts help or hinder indigenous 

(Māori) & minority (Pasifika) success in degree-level study. 

 What ‘success’ means in pre-degree and degree-level study – from 
mainstream, Māori, and Pasifika perspectives 

 What capabilities educators and educator-researchers in non-lecture 
progammes need to sustain constant improvement strategies that support 
Māori student and Pasifika student success. 

 How the findings of research into non-lecture teaching and learning Māori and 
Pasifika degree-level students can be best communicated to a wider audience 
of relevant professionals, academics and officials, and communities. 

 How diverse research approaches (Kaupapa Māori Research and Pasifika 
Research) to methodologies and methods expand understandings of quality 
research approaches. 
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Proceedings for submissions 
 
Title of the submission: Discussion and Performance of Visions Fugitives Op. 22 (1915-
1917) by Sergei Prokofiev (1891-1953) 
 
Name of the author: Ji-Young Jeoung 
 
Affilation of the author: Director of Piano Studies at Grace College, Winona Lake, IN. 
 
Address of the author: 1006 N. Shellbark Rd. Muncie, IN. 47304 
 
E-mail address of the author: jjeoung2@bsu.edu 
 
Program 
 
Part I: Lecture 
 
Part II: Performance 
 

Visions Fugitives Op.22 by Sergei Prokofiev 
 
 

1.  Lentamente 

2.  Andante 

3.  Allegretto 

4.  Animato 

5.  Molto giocoso 

6.  Con eleganza 

7.  Pittoresco (Harp) 

8.  Commodo 

9.  Allegro tranquillo 

10. Ricidolosamente 

11. Convivacita 

12. Assai moderato 

13. Allegretto 

14.  Feroce 
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15.  Inquieto 

16. Dolente 

17. Poetico 

18. Con una dolce lentezza 

19. Presto agitatissimo e molto accentuate 

20.  Lento irrealmente 

 

                 

Sergei Prokofiev is recognized as one of the most significant Russian musical 

figures of the twentieth century. Besides his important contributions as a composer, he 

was also a successful pianist and conductor. 

Scholars usually divide Prokofiev’s creative output into three periods; the Russian 

period (1891-1917), the foreign period (1918-1935), and the Soviet period (1936-1953) 

(Fiess, 7) Sergei Prokofiev was born in Sontsovka, Ukraine of the former Russian Empire 

on April 23, 1891. His musical studies began with his mother, an accomplished amateur 

pianist. He wrote many piano pieces and two operas before the age of ten. Prokofiev 

attended the St. Petersburg Conservatory from 1904 to 1914, where he studied harmony 

and counterpoint with Anatol Liadov (1844-1908), orchestration with Rimsky-Korsakov, 

conducting with Nikolai Tcherepnin (1873-1945), and piano with Alexander Winkler and 

Annette Essipova.  

In 1908, Prokofiev gave his debut as pianist-composer in the recitals of the 

Evenings of Contemporary Music, held in St. Petersburg.  When Prokofiev graduated 

from the conservatory, he won the Rubinstein prize with highest honor for best pianist. At 

the end of the Revolution, in 1918, Prokofiev left Russia for a tour of the United States.  
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He performed his solo debut recital in New York in 1918. Between 1918 and 

1922, Prokofiev concertized in the United States and then he moved to Paris, where he 

presented recitals and composed from 1922 to 1936.  

Although many artists who left Russia did not come back to the USSR, Prokofiev 

permanently returned to the Soviet Union in 1936. For the rest of his life, he was a 

member of the Union of Soviet Composers and the Party Central Committee. Therefore, 

he had an obligation to promote their official doctrines through his art and music. This 

meant that Prokofiev, at times, wrote in a more simplified and popular music style. He 

died on March, 5, 1953 in Moscow.  

Prokofiev wrote several large-scale works including seven symphonies, one 

hundred and thirty operas, nine ballets, eight film scores, and seven concertos (five for 

piano and two for violin). He did not write many chamber music works. But they include 

two string quartets, one quintet, and the overture on Hebrew Themes Op.34 for clarinet, 

piano, and string quartet.  

As a composer for the piano, Prokofiev wrote nine sonatas (plus an unfinished 

tenth and eleventh), four etudes, three sonatinas, a toccata, and seventy-two shorter pieces 

including “Visions fugitives.” Moreover, he composed forty-six transcriptions based on 

orchestral works and excerpts from his opera, ballet, and film scores, such as “The love 

for Three Oranges, Op.33, Romeo and Juliet Op.75, and Cinderella Op. 102.” 

Visions Fugitives is a set of twenty short pieces for piano, one or two pages in 

length; the shortest is about twenty seconds, the longest is about two minutes. The title, 

“Visions Fugitives” literally means fleeting visions, mental images flying past. This 
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inspiration came from a poem, titled “I do not know wisdom” by the Russian poet, 

Konstantin Balmont:  Here is the poem. 

 
In every fugitive vision 
I see whole worlds: 
They change endlessly, 
Flashing in playful rainbow colors. 
 

The poem suggests rapid and continual change. Thus, these piano miniatures 

reflect brief, colorful, and often harmonically inconclusive pieces.  

“Visions Fugitives” was written between 1915 and 1917. Irwin Freundlich who 

edited this work, said, and I quote, “The Visions Fugitives are the preludes of 

Prokofiev—those pieces in which he projected the concentrated musical images whose 

counterpart in the graphic arts is the casual line drawing or the quick sketch in charcoal. 

It often happens that in a few uncomplicated gestures an artist is able to create vivid 

impressions perhaps lacking in works of more extended proportions.”1 Unquote. 

 

His musical characteristics 

Prokofiev’s eldest son, Sviatoslav said, and I quote “My father writes music like 

other people’s, and then Prokofievizes it” (Fiess, 6). Unquote. Prokofiev synthesized 

diverse techniques and musical ideas in his compositions. From his desire to create his 

own personal musical language, Prokofiev achieved a contemporary style of piano music 

which combines eighteenth and nineteenth century traditions with a modern harmonic 

language.  

                                                 
1 Sergei Prokofiev, Visions Fugitives OP.22 (edited with annoataions by Irwin Freundlich. Melville, New 
York: MCA Music, 1968). 
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In his autobiography, published in 1941, he discussed five predominant 

characteristics in his music. 1) Classicism 2) Modernism 3) Toccata or motor elements 4) 

Lyrical elements, and 5) Grotesque, jesting or mocking qualities associated with scherzo. 

All five of these elements are present in his “Visions Fugitives, Op.22.” 

 

 

 

 

Classicism (Forms) 

According to Prokofiev, the first characteristic, classicism was influenced by 

hearing Beethoven Sonatas played by his mother while he was a child2. This element is 

manifested in many of Prokofiev’s works, most noticeably in his Classical Symphony 

(1917)3.   

Prokofiev respected many great composers of the Western European musical 

tradition. He often used traditional elements including classical forms, clear-cut melodies, 

and clarity of balanced phrasing and texture.  

Prokofiev uses classical forms in “Visions Fugitives, Op.22.” The form of these 

pieces is simple due to their short durations. The vast majority of forms are in three-part 

form (ABA), sometimes with a brief coda.  

Prokofiev uses other forms including a binary form (AB) in No.5, repeated binary 

form (ABAB) in No.1, ABAB’A in No.4, and five-part song form (ABABA) in No.8, 9. 

                                                 
2 Sergei Prokofiev, Prokofiev by Prokofiev; A Composer’s Memoir (Edited by Daniel H. Appel. Translated 
from the Russian by Guy Daniels. Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1970), p.13. 
3 William Austin, Music in the Twentieth Century (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., Inc., 1966), p.451. 
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Prokofiev wrote two pieces (No.15, No.17) as through-composed. Example 1 

demonstrates balanced four-bar phrases and eight-bar periods in classical forms. 

Example 1: Op.22 No.11 mm.1-84 

 

Modernism (Harmonic language) 

The second characteristic, modernism, is reflected in Prokofiev’s original 

harmonic language. It shows “new departures in melody, orchestration, and drama.”5 

Later on, Prokofiev tended to present it as a “search for a language in which to express 

powerful emotions.”  

Prokofiev typically created his harmony within traditional tonality. His harmonic 

style is tertian-based with key centers and for the most part is recognizable. However, 

Prokofiev expanded functional progressions and cadences to create unusual harmonic 

combinations and his own sonority.   

First, Prokofiev used a harmonic side-slipping device. Prokofiev used sudden 

movement to a new tonal area without the use of common chords, secondary dominants 

or secondary sevenths. This device is considered as “unprepared tonal displacement” by 

music theorist, Malcom Brown6, or “Jolt function” by music theorist, Patricia Ashley7. 

When the new key is presented suddenly, it often moves up or down a half-step. 

Prokofiev was able to create fresh and unusual modulations which previous composers 

                                                 
4 References to the measure numbers are included; However, the actual musical examples are omitted due 
to copyright districtions. 
5 Peter Yates, Twentieth-Century Music (New York: Random House, Inc., 1967), p.135. 
6 Malcom Brown, The symphonies of Sergei Prokofiev (Ph.D. dissertation, Florida State University, 1967), 
p.486. 
7 Patricia Ashley, Prokofiev’s Piano Music: Line, Chord, Key (Ph.D. dissertation, Eastman School of 
Music, University of Rochester, 1963), p.17. 
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did not use in a functional harmony system. Example 2 shows the key of d minor shifting 

to D flat Major and then back to d minor.  

Example 2: Op.22, No.3, mm.24-28  

 

Israel Nestyev8, Prokofiev’s official biographer, says about these sudden shifts, 

and I quote, “They sharpen and add color to the tonality without robbing it of its 

character,” unquote. This device is one of the most interesting and original compositional 

techniques used by Prokofiev.  

 Secondly, Prokofiev created new chords by chromatic motion of one or more 

lines against a pedal point. Example 3 contains strong dissonances supported by the pedal 

point. Prokofiev used this device to add intensity and color to the sonority.  

Example 3: Op.22, No.16, mm.1-8  

 

Prokofiev experimented with parallel intervals, chords and planed triads in both 

the first and ninth pieces of “Visions Fugitives, Op.22.” Example 4 shows parallel writing 

in measures 9-13, 22-25. This parallelism hints at impressionism. In a review of the 

“Visions Fugitives, Op.22,” Alfred Frankenstein says, and I quote “Prokofiev is scarcely 

an impressionistic composer, but he approaches the impressionistic in the general idea 

behind these twenty miniatures”9 unquote. 

Example 4: Op.22, No.1, mm.9-12, 22-25 

 

                                                 
8 Israel Nestyev, Prokofiev, (Translated from the Russian by Florence Jonas. Stanford, California: Stanford 
University Press, 1960), p.480. 
9 Alfred Frankenstein, Prokofiev on Microgroove  (High Fidelity, Vol. VI, No.3, March, 1956), p.95. 
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Prokofiev used modal scales throughout “Visions Fugitives.” Example 5 is a 

particularly striking example. In these thirteen measures, there are three different modal 

scales; Phrygian (mm. 1-4), Dorian (mm. 5-8), and Lydian mode (mm.9-13).  

Example 5: Op.22, No.1, mm.1-13  

 

 
Prokofiev often adds major or minor seconds to tertian chords. This device creates 

a biting dissonance, often adding wit or irony to the music character.  

Example 6. Op.22 No.14, mm.1-6  

 

Prokofiev added tones to traditional chords to create many nuances of color. 

Example 7 shows altered notes on a seventh chord with an added augmented second (A#) 

and augmented fourth (C#) in measure 43. As a result, this piece presents a kind of 

fireworks cadence in C using altered notes, accents, melodic leaps and harsh dissonances. 

Example 7. Op.22, No.14, mm.40-43  

 

Prokofiev used many polychords, especially in his humorous pieces. Example 8 

contains a jumping G-flat major chord in the left hand while the right hand plays an F 

broken octave in measures 3-10. The D major harmony inserted on the last beat of 

measure 16 produces a polychordal effect with the G-flat major chord. 

Example 8: Op.22 No.10, mm. 3-10, m.16  
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Example 9 shows a G-flat major chord in the left hand, sometimes spelled 

enharmonically, while the right hand plays F major and G major chord patterns 

alternately in measures 12-18.  

Example 9. Op.22, No.5 mm. 12-18 

 

 

 

Toccata or motor elements (Rhythm) 

Schuman’s piano toccata, Op.7 influenced the use of toccata or motor elements, 

the third characteristic, in Prokofiev’s youth.10 Perpetual motion, one of the trademarks 

of Beethoven’s second style-period, is also often found in Prokofiev’s early piano 

writings.  Prokofiev’s rhythms often have strong accents and sforzandi and sometim

utilize syncopated accents or offbeat rhythms. These rhythmic patterns follow the 

example of Beethoven. Many preludes of Chopin and Bach and several etudes of Chopin

and Liszt also influenced Prokofiev’s motoric rhythms (Fi

es 

 

ess, 36). 

                                                

The mechanistic style, an element used in the toccata style, focused on the 

percussive qualities of the piano. Repeated figures help to visualize the movement of 

pistons, clockwork mechanisms, and other mechanical actions (Fiess, 4).The mechanistic 

style is present in several early works of Prokofiev; the Etudes op.2, the Toccata, op.11, 

the Sonata, Op.14, the scherzo of the second concerto, and the Toccata in the fifth 

concerto. Example 10 shows the toccata element with a constant ostinato pattern 

throughout this piece.  

 
10 Sergei Prokofiev, Prokofiev by Prokofiev; A Composer’s Memoir , p.299. 
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Example 10: Op.22, No.15 mm.1-4  
 

 

Lyrical element (Melody) 

Prokofiev said about the lyrical element, the fourth characteristic in his 

autobiography, and I quote “The line was not noticed until much later. For a long time, I 

was given no credit for any lyrical gift whatever, and for want of encouragement it 

developed slowly. But as time went on I gave more attention to this aspect of my work” 

unquote. 

Prokofiev often wrote sentimental, profound Romantic melodies. From broad-

flowing melody to a shorter and simpler lyrical type, Prokofiev created beautiful 

melodies supported by untraditional harmonies. According to Nicholas Slonimsky,11 and 

I quote “Prokofiev’s melodic lyricism is touched with irony” unquote. Also, Richard 

Anthony Leonard12 said, and I quote “graceful but wholly unsentimental melody 

supported by bittersweet harmonies” unquote. Eventually, Prokofiev regarded melody as 

the most important element in music. Melody was central to his musical thought and the 

core of his composing process.  

Frequently, Prokofiev’s melodies are far-reaching using the very high or very low 

registers of the keyboard.  His melody often has wide intervals and unexpected harmonic 

turns (Example 11). 

Example 11: Op.22 No.20 mm. 1-4  

 

                                                 
11 Nicholas Slonimsky, The Changing Style of Soviet Music (Journal of the American Musicological 
Society, Vol. III, No.3, March, 1950), p.241.  
12 Richard Anthony Leonard, The stream of Music (London: Hitchinson & Co., 1967), p.414. 
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Sometimes, Prokofiev’s melody is very clear with balanced symmetrical phrases 

and simple triadic patterns. Example 12 demonstrates sensitivity to lyrical melody and a 

balance between melody and accompaniment figures.  

Example 12: Op.22 No.8 mm. 1-4  

 

There are two other types of melody in Visions Fugitives: Erratic, as well as 

Angular and chromatic melody. Example 13 presents the erratic or unexpected melody. 

The melody incorporates many dissonances, syncopation and wild skips.  

Example 13: Op.22 No.14 mm.2-4  

 

Angular and chromatic melodies are often mixed together. Frequently, these 

melodies are very lyrical.  Example 14 contains the combination of angular and 

chromatic melody. 

Example 14: Op.22 No.6 mm.1-4 

 

Grotesque, jesting or mocking qualities associated with scherzo 

Discussing Prokofiev’s last musical characteristic, Prokofiev said in his 

autobiography, and I quote “I would prefer my music to be described as “Scherzo-ish in 

quality, or else by three words describing the various degrees of the Scherzo—

whimsically, laughter, and mockery” unquote. 

These expressions range from simple humor to biting mockery. The noted author, 

David Ewen13 says, and I quote “……..with Prokofiev, satire and wit have achieved their 

most felicitous and needle-pointed expression” unquote. Prokofiev often enjoyed musical 
                                                 
13 David Ewen, Twentieth Century Composers (New York: Thomas Y Crowell Co., 1937), p.117.  
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irony such as parodies of dances and marches, unexpected twists in melody and harmony, 

grotesque use of the low register of the piano, and ridiculous elements (Fiess, 5). 

Examples 15 and 16 show this jesting or mockery element.  

Example 15: Op.22 No.5 mm.1-5 

 

Example 16: Op.22 No.10 mm.1-8  

Performance Issues 
 
General view 

In order to establish an overall conception in the performance of these twenty 

miniatures, pianists should think of expressing these fleeting moments in the form of 

sketches or epigrams using a sparkling sonority of the musical language, “playful 

rainbow colors.”  

The secret of these short pieces is communication of the specific images between 

performer and listener. Depending on the imagination and receptivity of the listeners, 

music will be portrayed differently. Susanne Baker14 states, and I quote “Prokofiev’s 

music produces works of descriptive or graphic quality” unquote. 

The “Visions Fugitives, Op.22” are in the category of descriptive music. For 

example, Prokofiev explained that the nineteenth piece of the set reflects the excitement 

of Russian crowds during the February Revolution. This piece has angular melodies, 

syncopations, surging crescendos and diminuendos, and a vehement and forceful climax, 

creating an atmosphere of tension (Example 17) 

Example 17: Op.22 No.19 mm.1-8  

 
                                                 
14Quoted in Baker, Prokofiev’s Visions Fugitives, Op.22 ,p.106. 
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According to Oscar Thompson,15 American critic and writer on music, and I 

quote “The secret and charm of ‘Visions Fugitives,’ most of them very brief, consis

Prokofiev’s unfailing ability to invoke a mood, comical, mock-sentimental, or moving 

lyrical, as the case may be” unquote. 

ts in 

 

 
Performance markings 

Prokofiev indicated three different kinds of performance markings in “Visions 

Fugitives Op.22.” Sometimes he indicated just the tempo, other times simply a mood, 

occasionally both. Prokofiev often used unusual words that were rather unique to him. 

These include Ridicolosamente (which means ridiculous), Pittoresco (which means 

picturesque), Poetico (which means poetic) and Irrealmente (which means actually). 

Prokofiev as a pianist 

The famous Russian pianist and pedagogue, Heinrich Neuhaus described 

Prokofiev’s playing this way. I quote “Energy, confidence, indomitable will, steel rhythm, 

powerful tone, a peculiar, ‘epic quality’ that scrupulously avoids any suggestion of over 

refinement or intimacy… the principal traits of his pianism”16 unquote. David Oistrakh, 

the finest Russian violinist after Heifetz, says that Prokofiev played the lyrical pieces of 

the set with a warm and tender manner.17 

 
In conclusion, Sergei Prokofiev is one of the most successful composers of piano 

music in the twentieth century. The “Visions Fugitives,” which some consider to be 

                                                 
15 Oscar Thompson, Great Modern Composers (New York: Dodd, Mead &Co., 1941), p.214.  
16 S, I. Shlifstein  S. Prokofiev: Autobiography, Articles, Reminiscences. (Translated from the Russian by 
Rose Prokofieva. Moscow: Foreign Language Publishing House, n.d.).p.233.  
17 Quoted in Baker, Prokofiev’s Visions Fugitives, Op.22, p.113. 
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Prokofiev’s “Preludes,” are snapshots of his moods; grotesque, incantatory, mystical, 

poetic, assertive, and they are balanced in such a way in order to give the performer and 

the listener freedom to appreciate these moods. I will now perform “Visions Fugitives, 

Op.22.”  
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ABSTRACT   
 
                                 Regionalism and the Ideology of Violence in  
                                   PLAN B by Chester Himes 
 
     In his nine novels featuring Grave Digger Jones and Coffin Ed Johnson, Chester 
Himes not only gave American literature its first duo of Afro-American detectives but 
also impressively imposed upon it a unique and memorable image of the social, cultural, 
racial, political and economic dynamics of Harlem and the life of its inhabitants at 
midpoint of the twentieth-century. In a style which reveals an ever-increasing control of 
generic conventions (ending at the threshold of parody), Himes’s work gradually evolves 
away from the tradition of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler to constitute a 
trenchant, tragic-comic, interrelated, multi-volumed commentary on the nature of 
American society as viewed through the joys and fears, neuroses and apprehensions, 
embodied in the folkloric and cultural perceptions of black Americans. Mixing grotesque 
violence, comic exaggeration, and—what he later chose to identify as the quintessential 
element of American life—absurdity, in a fast-paced, highly cinematographic narrative, 
Himes created a brand of regionalism in the detective genre that is distinctive and 
original. However, it is in the final, incomplete and posthumously published work, PLAN 
B, that Chester Himes’s Harlem Series reaches a formal apotheosis of ideological intent.  
 
     Inspired by two detectives Himes met in Los Angeles in the 1940’s, Grave Digger 
Jones and Coffin Ed Johnson are serious and, as their nicknames imply, deadly enforcers 
of social order and justice. Maintaining balance through a carefully organized network of 
spies—junkies, drunks, and even men dressed as nuns, soliciting alms for the poor at the 
most unusual times and places—Grave Digger and Coffin Ed are aggressive, fearless, and 
genuinely concerned with the community’s welfare and improvement. They wage a 
relentless, unorthodox, and often personal battle against Harlem’s criminal elements. 
Fiercely loyal to each other, they are forced to be “tough” and mutually protective: they 
operate in an arena where most people consider policemen as “public enemies.” Honest, 
dedicated to their profession, and motivated largely by a moral conscience—tinged, 
albeit, with a certain amount of cynicism—they possess a code of ethics comparable 
(although not identical) to the Hammett/Chandler heroes. They are often brutal in their 
search for the guilty; this aspect of their characters, however, is directly related to the 
principal issues of the series and to Himes’s vision of the essence of American life—
violence.  
 
     More than one critic has attacked Himes’s novels on the basis of gratuitous physical 
violence. When practiced by Grave Digger and Coffin Ed, however, brutal outbursts are, 
more often than not, justifiable: caught between the dangers inherent in their quest for a 
better community and the log arm of the white institution which supposedly protects 
them, Grave Digger and Coffin Ed Johnson are forced to be coldly effective through the 
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only means at their disposal. On another level, however, the excessive presence of 
physical violence in Himes’s novels is related to another aspect of the author’s artistic 
and ideological perspectives—namely, the concern for place, real and imaginary. Harlem 
represents the center and circumference of the Afro-American experience: it is the 
symbolic microcosm and the historical matrix of Himes’s America. Isolated, besieged by 
the outside world and turning inward upon itself, Harlem is, on the one hand, symbol of 
disorder, chaos, confusion and self-perpetuating pain and, on the other, emblem of 
cultural and historical achievement. The duality and contradiction of its identity is the 
source of the tension which animated Himes’s plots and propels them toward their often 
incredible resolutions. At the core of Harlem’s reality, moreover, is violence—physical 
and psychological.  
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Abstract 
 

 In this paper I review and assess several main lines of argument against trade in 
antiquities and culturally significant works of art.  I look particularly at claims from 
several prominent archaeologists who argue that trade in antiquities has significantly 
destroyed cultural understanding and should be severely restricted if not prohibited 
altogether.  I also consider some more political arguments suggesting that art should 
remain in the country of origin as a source of ethnic pride and national identity.  In 
contrast to such positions, I try to describe and defend a role for public art museums and 
even private art collections which requires international trade in art and which 
emphasizes aesthetic values and the perhaps more elusive idea of intrinsic value in art 
which transcends nationalism and archaeological investigation.  While not wishing to 
support theft or looting, I argue that recent trends at national and international levels of 
government have not well served the cause of art appreciation.  I try to defend a place for 
art as intrinsically important and valuable in ways not limited to archaeological or 
national context. 
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Narcissistic Identification and Melancholia in “Lilacs” 

 

Jeong U Jang 

 

 

   Under the title “President Lincoln’s Burial Hymn” (which was changed into “Memories 

of President Lincoln” in 1881) in the 1871 and 1876 “Passage to India” annex, four poems 

were grouped together: “When Lilacs in the Dooryard Bloom'd (1865-66)” “O Captain! My 

Captain! (1865-66),” “Hush’d Be the Camps To-day (1865),” and “This Dust Was Once the 

Man” (1871). “When Lilacs in the Dooryard Bloom'd” was composed in weeks following 

Abraham Lincoln’s assassination on April 14, 1865. There is a general sense that “Lilacs,” 

the longest one of the four poems, is an elegy for Lincoln. The poem, however, least 

mentions Lincoln and his achievements. Why does the poem avoid mentioning the 

president’s name and his achievements? What precisely makes the poem differ from 

traditional elegy? Is this poem really an elegy for the president? What message did 

Whitman intend to carry in the poem? This paper will seek to answer the questions by 

approaching the poem with the aid of Sigmund Freud’s essay, the 1917 “Mourning and 

Melancholia.”1 

   According to Freud, mourning is defined as “the reaction to the loss of a loved person, to 

                                                      
1 Sigmund Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia,” The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological 
Works of Sigmund, trans. James Strachey (London: Hogarth Press, 1955), XIV.  
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the loss of some abstraction which has taken the place of one, such as one's country, liberty, 

an ideal, and so on” (XIV 243). Generally a mourner clings to the lost object by continually 

investing psychic energy in the dead. The bereaved lose interest in the outside world, 

focusing only upon the lost object and associated memories. On the other hand, 

melancholia shares the same features with mourning, except that “the disturbance of self-

regard” is absent in it. 

   This paper will examine why Whitman suppresses Lincoln’s name and achievements in 

“Lilacs,” explain what effect the silence about the president has on the characterization of 

the poet, and show that Whitman consciously or unconsciously undermines traditional 

elegy and creates a new form of elegy adjusted to his contemporary political situations. 
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Ibsen’s Hedda Gabler on the Tradition of “Child-Killing Mothers” 
       

            Kim, Hae Yeon 

 

This paper explores Ibsen’s Hedda Gabler’s psychology based on the traditional theme of 

“Child-Killing Mothers,” which is typically represented both in Greek mythologies on Medea 

and Procne. Until lately, scholars have analyzed the difficult character, Hedda Gabler, either as 

an oppressed woman in the patriarchal social context, or as a sickly or abnormal woman in the 

psychological context. Despite numerous trials to make clear Hedda Gabler’s character, she still 

remains as one of the knottiest women in the 19th century. This paper suggests that Medea and 

Procne’s tragedies offer significant clues that will help to untangle such complex psychology of 

Hedda Gabler. Both of Hedda’s incomprehensible mad acts can be regarded as child-killing 

behaviors: Burning Loevbor’s manuscript and committing suicide. Based on the tragic cases of 

the two Greek heroines, this paper attempts to discover why Hedda Gabler kills both her 

symbolic child (the Loevborg’s manuscript) and her real child (the unborn baby by her husband) 

by killing herself.                
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Unrepresented in the United States’ Declaration of Independence 
 

        Rhee, Suk-Koo 
 
 
This study focuses on the issue of representation in the United States’ Declaration of 
Independence.  As well known, there exist three versions of the Declaration of Independence.  
By comparing the first draft written by Thomas Jefferson and the final version approved by the 
2nd Continental Congress, this study will examine the political implications of the omission and 
abridgement of certain clauses.  This study intends to interpret the issue of the blacks and the 
Indian question within the political and interracial context of the late eighteenth century of the 
U.S.  The blacks and the Indians suffer different treatments in both first and third version of the 
Declaration.  This paper argues that both the invisibility of the blacks and the visibility of the 
Indians in the Declaration of Independence are intended to cover up the self-contradiction 
besetting the national document registering the birth of a new nation, which ironically leads to 
its own indictment. 
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The Sustenance of Entertainment TV Program:  
The Interrelational Constituent Factors of Britain’s got talent 

 
         Park, Anna 
 
 

This paper explores the intended goal of the British TV talent scouting program Britain’s got 
talent and how its economical strategies have been worked out to achieve the goal efficiently. 
This paper discovers the commercial relation between the program and its winner Paul Potts, 
and considers its consequences; the reactions of the viewers admiring Paul Potts, and how the 
winning prizes that the producing executives of the program pledged, positioned both Paul Potts 
and the program as such dominant figures on the top of the mass culture world widely today. 
Thus this paper attempts to identify the sustenance of a entertainment TV program and the 

tendency of the global mass culture these days by having a close look at Adorno’s assertion, ㅡ

made in The culture industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception, that the culture industry 
uniforms coercively all the arts in one work, deceives the public with sensuous elements, and 
conforms to the tenets of dreaming idealism under the power of invested capital. Also a survey 
on the video clips of Paul Potts in British got talent is referentially included and discussed.  
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Albee’s The Zoo Story: A Case of Generic Hybridity 
 

 
 

Moon, Jeong-ah 

 

 

It has been 40years that The Zoo Story was viewed as American theatre of Absurd since 
the work was categorized by the absurd drama in late 50’s.  In a sense, it is true that 
Albee touched on the main themes of the absurd drama, such as self-alienated character 
and the meaninglessness of life.  However, this paper intends to reveal and examine 
the postmodern aspects in Albee’s The Zoo Story against the general critical assessment.  
Despite the remnants of high modernism in it, Albee’s work, this paper argues, plays up 
postmodern sensibilities, relativity, and hybridity.  A tentative conclusion of this paper 
is that Albee’s play is characterized by the generic hybridity born of high modernism 
and postmodernism.  
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Pierce Hackett:  Confederate Soldier and Immigrant Defender of Slavery 
 
 
 

“Brother against brother” is a phrase commonly used to describe the situation 

during the Civil War in the United States.  Personal accounts and diaries from the period 

of the U.S. Civil War have been preserved for study and many depict the reality of family 

members fighting one another in battles and participating in atrocities against one another 

over the course of the war.  The story of the Hackett family, while in most ways quite 

unique, is an example of the social, political, and family situation of those living on the 

Missouri and Kansas border.  This geographic area had its own set of unique problems 

and influencing factors that were different than those in the rest of the country.  These 

factors included immigration from foreign countries, the expansion of slavery, and 

migration from within the nation.1 

The unique family whose story well illustrates those living on the Missouri and 

Kansas border consisted of Pierce Peter Hackett, his wife Mary Elizabeth (Edwards) 

Hackett and their ten sons (John, James, Thomas, Timothy, Pierce Jr., Samuel, George, 

Richard, William, and Christopher).  The twelve members of the Hackett family came to 

the U.S. in 1850 and 1851.  We can find evidence that the account of their immigration is 

truthful in the few records that survive.  According to Pierce Hackett, Junior’s obituary,  

“. . . it was determined that certain of the sons should come first and the rest of the family 

would follow.  The youthful Pierce, fired by the lure of adventure was eager to come 

among the first, and obtained permission when he promised his mother that he would not 

be a burden upon his older brothers.”2  Four of the older boys, James, Thomas, Timothy, 

and young Pierce left Liverpool, England, for New Orleans, Louisiana, on July 28, 1850, 
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and according to one source, they landed in America on September 28, 1850.3  We can 

validate part of this story by checking the 1851 Census that was conducted in England.  

The family members who remained in Liverpool were enumerated on this census (Pierce 

Sr., Mary, Samuel, George, Richard, William, Christopher, and the oldest son, John, and 

his new wife Anne).4  Unfortunately, we cannot document the family’s arrival into New 

Orleans due to missing and incomplete ships passenger records for that time period.5  

Additionally, the 1850 U.S. Federal Census was conducted just a few months too early to 

document the newly immigrated young men residing in Louisiana. 

The Hackett boys were all literate and had learned trades during their late 

boyhood and early manhood.6  Their reading knowledge and their skills in trades gave 

them important advantages in their new country.  Blacksmithing, wagon making, 

carpentry, tailoring, and farming were all skills that could immediately be put to use upon 

their arrival so that they could earn an income and prepare the way for the rest of the 

family to immigrate should they choose to do so.  They came to improve their lives and 

quickly sent word back home that the rest of the family should come as soon as possible.  

The remainder of the family either started or ended their immigration journey on October 

11, 1851.7 

The family, once reunited, chose to settle in Missouri along the banks of Mound 

Creek in Bates County, in 1852.  The older sons scattered around the area leading their 

own lives, while their parents and younger brothers farmed.8  In 1858, Pierce their father, 

died and while tragically leaving a widow and ten sons, the older boys took care of their 

mother and their younger brothers.9  However, the Missouri and Kansas border troubles 

were just beginning and Bates County, Missouri, along with Cass, Benton, and Vernon 
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Counties which were located along the border, would take the brunt of the pillaging, 

burning, and looting in the name of the war.  The bloodshed and atrocities were nearly an 

everyday event before and during the war from about the time of 1858 to 1865.10 

James and Timothy Hackett had settled on the Kansas side of the border in 1856 

and 1857 in the area of Fulton (known as Osaga at that time), in Bourbon County.  

Timothy recollected that his home burned down in 1859 at which point he moved in with 

his brother James, whose home also burned down a short time later along with all of the 

items they owned.11  While sources do not specifically state that these burned homes 

were the result of the border situation, it is highly likely that the political views of these 

men were known and that retribution and retaliation had come from across the border.  

Even if they did not make their stance on the situation known, simply living in Kansas 

along the Missouri border was enough to have their farmsteads burned down.12 

In 1861, eight of the ten Hackett brothers were old enough to serve in the Civil 

War.  The Hackett brothers are of special interest because none of the eight who served 

were mortally wounded, which probably greatly relieved their widowed mother.13  This 

family’s story is one that allows us to look at the microcosm of history in a time that 

America was in turmoil and in an area of the country with it’s own unique problems. 

Although relatively new to the area, the Hackett brothers apparently had no 

trouble choosing the side on which they would fight and true to the “brother against 

brother” descriptions of the American Civil War, four of the brothers chose to affiliate 

themselves with the northern cause and four chose to affiliate themselves with the 

southern cause.14  Some of the brothers served only days or weeks at a time with 

Missouri or Kansas militia units, while others served for years.  Although none of the 
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brothers were killed in any skirmishes, there were wounds and close calls.  George 

reported on the 1890 U.S. Federal Census that he had been wounded by a saber cut to the 

hand.15 

What made these new immigrants chose sides so easily?  Historical records that 

have survived only indicate that one of the brothers, Timothy, sought to naturalize in his 

new country and even then he did not complete the process until 1868.16  The brothers 

were establishing businesses and trades, uniting in marriage, and beginning new families, 

but also felt the need to become involved in the conflict that was all around them.  What 

influenced their decisions to defend different sides?  In 1860, Pierce Jr., still lived in 

Bates County, Missouri, where he owned slaves and affiliated himself with the 

southerners and their cause.  James and Timothy lived across the border in Bourbon 

County, Kansas,17 a free state, and enrolled in the Kansas State Militia,18 perhaps 

motivated by the burning of their homes in the pre-war border conflict.19 

In 1863, the Hacketts were directly impacted by the events of the border-war 

regardless of any intentions to stay clear of trouble.  The swift and severe reaction to 

guerrilla William Quantrill’s massacre of about 150 men in Lawrence, Kansas, was 

General Ewing’s General Order No. 11.20  This order stated, “All persons living in 

Jackson, Cass, and Bates counties, Missouri, and in that part of Vernon included in this 

district, except those living within one mile of the limits of Independence, Hickman's 

Mills, Pleasant Hill, and Harrisonville, and except those in that part of Kaw Township, 

Jackson County, north of Brush Creek and west of Big Blue, are hereby ordered to 

remove from their present places of residence within fifteen days from the date hereof.”  

It also commanded that, “All grain and hay in the field or under shelter, in the district 
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from which inhabitants are required to remove, within reach of military stations after the 

9th day of September next, will be taken to such stations and turned over to the proper 

officers there and report of the amount so turned over made to district headquarters, 

specifying the names of all loyal owners and amount of such product taken from them. 

All grain and hay found in such district after the 9th day of September next, not 

convenient to such stations, will be destroyed.”21  This military control of the civilian’s 

lives most certainly had a direct impact on the Hacketts who lived in Bates, Vernon, and 

Jackson counties, which became known as “the burnt district.”22 

The story of Pierce Hackett, Junior, is the most intriguing of the eight brothers 

because he did enlist in two Confederate units and served the cause that he supported for 

more than three years.  The Confederate units participated in numerous battles in 

Missouri and Arkansas, but whether Pierce was present at all these is unknown.23  

Pierce’s choice to serve the Confederacy can be explained by the fact that he was the only 

one of the brothers who owned slaves, which seems to be the influence of the family he 

married into rather than the influence of his upbringing.  His parents did not own slaves, 

even after they settled in Missouri, and he had not grown up with slavery in his native 

Liverpool, England.  Around the time of Pierce’s birth, slavery had been abolished across 

the British Empire and had already been outlawed in England.  Therefore, it is a likely 

explanation that since the widow woman he married, Martha Jane Cary, and her first 

husband Alfred Cary’s family owned slaves that Pierce saw some benefit in the practice 

of owning humans to work as farm labor and domestics.24 

Additional evidence of the Cary family’s ownership of slaves can be found 

through Alfred Cary’s brother, James W. Cary’s last will and testament of 1859, which 
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was witnessed by Pierce Hackett, Junior.25  James and Mary F. Cary lived in the 

immediate neighborhood of Pierce and Martha Cary Hackett.  James Cary names “my 

negro girl Susan and her two youngest children Rose and Betty” and also names “two 

other negro children Mary Ann and Washington.”26  When we consult the slave 

schedules of the 1860 census, James’ widow, Mary Cary was enumerated as a slave 

owner living near a Pricilla Hackett, but most assuredly by studying the neighborhood, 

we know that “Pricilla” was Pierce for there were no other Hacketts in this area dur

this time period.

ing 

 

 

 

elihood. 

27  A couple of different interpretations can be made on this gross 

misspelling of Pierce’s name.  First, all enumerations are flawed, and clearly Pierce, who

was literate, did not personally report his slave holdings.  By any interpretation, the fact

that Pierce owned slaves made him almost assuredly pro-slavery and pro-confederate and

he served the cause in which he believed and that in which supported his liv

An interesting biography of Jerry Jackson appeared in a history of Linn County, 

Kansas, in 1928.  The piece depicts Jackson as a slaveholding store owner who lived 

along on Mulberry Creek, in Bates County, Missouri, which was also Pierce’s 

neighborhood.  The biography states that Jackson, “was on very friendly terms with the 

free-state settlers in Kansas and showed them kindness . . .”  The narrative continues and 

mentions that Hackett’s “experience shows that many innocent slaveholders suffered 

when the infuriated Kansas free-state men practiced retaliation.”28  No further 

explanation is given as to what retaliation or retribution was inflicted on Pierce and his 

neighbors, however, this could be a general reference to Ewing’s General Order Number 

11, which resulted in the burning of these men’s farms in Bates County, Missouri. 
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Even though Pierce is depicted as being innocent, his soldiering experiences 

during the Civil War came through serving in a unit commanded by J. O. Shelby, who 

was known for his numerous atrocities and ruthless battle tactics.29  Pierce first served in 

a Missouri State Guard (MSG) unit, Sevier’s Company of the 14th Missouri State Guard 

Cavalry.30  After the battle at Wilson’s Creek, the Missouri State Guard ceased to exist 

except on paper and the men were encouraged to join regular Confederate units.  By 

studying the company rolls, it seems that at this time Pierce enlisted with the 5th 

Regiment of the Missouri Cavalry.  He served in Gordon’s Regiment with a rank of 2nd 

Sergeant.31 

Pierce’s unit participated in General Sterling Price’s invasion of Missouri from 

August to October of 1864 and eventually surrendered in Shreveport, Louisiana, in 1865.  

Confederate service records offer limited information, but we do know that Pierce was a 

prisoner of war, which would seem to indicate that he was with the unit for General 

Price’s invasion.32  Pierce’s limited service record states that he was taken prisoner by 

Company C, 76th Regiment of the Missouri Infantry, USA, in May 1865. 

After the war, Pierce returned home to Bates County, Missouri, where most of the 

residents on the Kansas and Missouri border were more interested in rebuilding their 

lives, moving ahead, and putting the past behind them.33  The case of the Hackett 

brothers certainly seems to prove that this was the general sentiment even within a famil

where their loyalties were divided.  Although they only gathered together as a complete 

group once more in 1876, the brothers did care for one another’s families when it was 

necessary

y 

 to do so. 
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The institution of slavery was well established before the arrival of the Hacketts 

in the United States.  Pierce is the only brother whose choice to defend slavery and fight 

with the Confederacy can be explained by his social and marital ties.  The choices of 

three other brothers, Thomas, George, and Samuel, to serve with the Confederacy cannot 

be so easily explained, but living and settling on the Missouri-Kansas line certainly had a 

strong influence in these decisions and how they would participate in their new nation’s 

Civil War that had been brewing stronger since about the time they arrived in New 

Orleans, Louisiana.  Likewise, the decisions of the other four brothers who would serve 

for the Union cannot be easily explained, but again the area in which they chose to settle 

influenced their participation in the war as soldiers. 

The lack of historical record makes it difficult to further analyze what Pierce’s 

direct participation or impact was during his military service in the Missouri State Guard 

and the Confederate Army.  We do not know if he killed men, harassed slaves, or burned 

out other farms in Missouri, Kansas, and Arkansas.  However, using Pierce’s life as a 

tightly focused lens to examine how individual lives impacted the development of 

America, we can deduce that he was strongly influenced by his wife’s slaveholding 

family and that this led to his decision to serve and uphold the Confederacy in an attempt 

to preserve the institution and practice of slavery. 
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Abstract 
 
 
This research assesses the potential of the agdal (a Berber system of agro-sylvo-pastoral resource management 
based on communal property) in the art of landscape gardening and ecosystem sustainability, mainly through 
the case study of the Yagour territory in the High Moroccan Atlas (70 km² between 1.900 and 3.600 masl 
concerning around 25.000 people of the Mesioua tribe). 
 
Field work was conducted from 2003 to 2006, adding up to one whole year of cohabitation with the Mesioui 
through all agropastoral seasons. Field methods used included garden fieldwork, interviews, systematic 
inquiries and participatory observation. The agropastoral productivity analysis is based on systematic inquiry in 
the little village of Warzazt immersed in the Yagour territory.  
 
As results I found that the agdal system is a deeply Moroccan gardening because it is a system fully charged of 
esthetical concepts that shape landscapes and nature since hundreds of years ago. Survival of the past but still 
adaptable to climatic variations and social changes, the gardening of the agdal continues to resituate and 
determine nature at present time. In fact, the city where the art of the arabo-berber gardens was born, 
Marrakech, is half descendant of the Almohade Berbers coming from the High Atlas.  
 
 

 
Sheep grazing on the agdal of Yagour 
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The populations in theses mountainous zones of the Magreb know evolutions that place their natural and 
cultural patrimony at the heart of environmental and developmental preoccupations (ecotourism, protected 
areas, etc.). Under the impulsion of international organisations, it’s appeared important to put forward the 
knowledge and practices of local populations, their organisational capacities, etc. In this context, the agdal1 
systems merit to be taken in account, as much from the life sciences as from the social sciences. 
 
Only 50 Kilometres away from Marrakech on straight line, but still very hard of access, the Yagour is a pastoral 
territory of more than 70 Km², belonging to the Mesioua tribe. It’s situated from 1.900 masl up to the peak of 
the sacralized mountain of Meltsene reaching almost 3.600 masl. The Yagour is particularly used as a summer 
pastoral land, receiving every year more than 7.000 people in provenance from almost 50 villages and hamlets 
nearby (maximum 10 Km away...). 
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Geographic situation of the studied area 
 
 
The agdal of Yagour may be above all, a space characterized by a green prairie, the idea of abundance of water 
and the profusion of life. The cultural representations which are associated to it by herders, make often 
reference to a mystic space. In the Yagour, the rites of fecundity are probably already present in the paleoberber 
herding societies of the bronze age (2500 to 4000 BP), as could give evidence the profusion of graved symbols 
on the red sandstone of these pastoral Olympus (AUCLAIR L. 2004).  
 
 

 
Humid prairies having also the status of village agdal at the inside of the bigger agdal of Yagour  
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1 Communitarian traditional systems of natural resource control of the Berber societies of the High Atlas. Strictly in agronomic terms, it is the seasonal 
prohibition of a space or a resource, in order to assure a minimal rest to vegetation and allow the reconstitution of the vegetal species reserves in the most 
sensible period of growth, generally spring (BOURBOUZE A., 2003).  
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 Cultural representations of the agdal of Yagour 
 
 The term agdal (plural : igoudlane) has complexes etymologies 
and significations. The word agdal comes from a living word 
root in Morocco and in the Tuaregs of the Aïr (Lefébure, 
1979), that we can also find in Tunisia, pointing out a probably 
large repartition of theses natural resource managements in the 
past. Even if the most common signification is the temporary 
prohibition to accede to a given space or resource after 
agreement of the jma’at (tribal assemblees) (Auclair, 2003), E. 
Laoust (1983) talks of the verb agdal which would mean "make 
the animals herd in a prairie". In other places of Morocco, the 
word agdal means seed tank, or it makes reference to a great 
container of water. Around the Yagour, the agdal means mainly 
three things: 1- a pastoral territory of several squared 
Kilometers appropriated by all the tribe, 2- the rich prairies of 
some hectares communally owned by a single village and 3- 
the small private parcels having thick grasses due to constant 
artificial irrigation.. 
 
 
 
 

Rock carving in the Yagour with, may be, the Meltsene mountain and a river in the middle 
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 As professor Mohamed El Faïz states 
(2002), the agdal has also arrived very far in 
the non berber societies. "During the 9 
centuries of its history, the city of 
Marrakech has accumulated an impressive 
green patrimony. It's in this city where the 
art of gardens was born in the XIIth 
century [...] a new style, that of the 
"almohade garden" (the Agdal of 
Marrakech) […], with huge horticulture, 
big basins, its monuments to water, its 
pavilions... […] because its creators were 
not just servile imitators of the oriental 
model […] The Berbers coming from the 
High Atlas have seen in these growing 
gardens, the familiar enclosure of their 
mountains [...] They have called it agdal to 
conserve this evocation to their green 
pastures and the souvenir of their alpages 

[...] Once the immense enclosure of the 
Agdal of Marrakech finished, the 
Almohades have exported it as far as they 
could. The same model was undertaken in 
Rabat, Gibraltar and Seville".» 

Private Agdal next surrounding the river shore 
 

 
In summary, the agdal of Yagour means at the same time the space-resource and the institution of prohibiting 
access (AUCLAIR L. 2004). The people talk about the agdal n’Yagour or simply about the agdal to refer 
themselves to pastoral prohibition but also to the high lands of pasture, or even to refer to the azib (the 
enclosure to keep the animals) and its surrounding grasslands. The azibs are the focal points of occupation of 
the pastoral territories. To have and/or use an azib means to control the space around...  
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Azibs on the Yagour during the agdal period  
 
 
Besides the magnificent landscapes that sculpts and entertain the agdal institution, the legends that accompany 
it are numerous in these mountains. On the Yagour you can often hear stories of a man dressed in white, riding a 
white horse, that apears every year with the herding prohibition on the Yagour in order to save the agdal from non honest stealers, 
punishing them in several ways. Or that of the 360 saints that turn around together tu assure the vigilance of the Yagour with 
their horses and dromedaries, symbols of long caravans, long voyages and testimonies of allegiance and respect. 
Around the Yagour we can find also many spaces situated near saints graves or cemeteries, that are called tagdalt 
(little agdal) and are suited with an abundant vegetation, protected permanently from cattle's teeth and from any 
human extraction. And this is achieved mainly through the force of the believes and taboos that are present 
around theses sacred places.  
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Tagdalt (little agdal) of a Berber cemetery with an evident ecological result (pool of biodiversity and point of 
seed diffusion) 
 
 
The agdal as a protected area? 
 
The system of the agdal is a kind of deeply Moroccan gardening, we could may be even say of the whole 
Magreb. Proved to resist through centuries the climate variations and social changes, the agdal has survived and 
continues to order the territory, the natural resources and the landscapes of the High Atlas. In fact, the agdal 
favours a high biodiversity through its specialized land use and the vegetal cover is also higher in the agdal 
managed spaces than surrounding areas (spaces are ungrazed from spring to summer, forests are only cut in 
winter, etc.). At the same time, the agdal of Yagour contributes to local economy, mainly in three ways. First, the 
agdal managed territory brings in about 20% of the annual fodder for cattle. But more important still, the 
contribution of the agdal in terms of fodder arrives in the middle of the summer, when other pastures have 
nothing more to offer. In second place, the agdal gives fundamental manure to enrich agricultural sectors, 
making these much more productive. And in last place, the agdal brings in increasing income through the 
emerging ecotourism that has the discovery of the natural and cultural heritage of the agdal as a main objective 
in the region. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The system of communal management of the agdal must be promoted as an economically sustainable and 
ecologically enriching land use. In fact, the system of the agdal could be even taken as a tool for development, 
specially through its new potential with locally based ecotourism. The agdal of Yagour is an example of 
"conservationism" that puts forward the role of human agro-pastoral activities in the entertainment and 
conservation of the environment against the "preservationists-sanctuarists" who would exclude humans and 
their different activities from environmental conservation. In this sense the agdal could become a fundamental 
tool of extensive gardening and landscape management that shouldn't be neglected. Even more if we take in 
account that we are talking of an institution with a very strong local legitimacy and supported by real 
competences in matters of renewable resource management. 
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French, German or Somewhere in-between? Marylène Holl-Friz, an Alsatian Author, in 
Search of Her Identity. 

 
 

 Marylène Holl-Friz is an author from Alsace, France. She was born a French citizen, had 
to become German during World War Two due to the Occupation of her region by the Wehrmart, 
while she was only a young woman in her twenties, and finally became French again at the end 
of the war when Alsace was liberated. Alsace has a very complicated history of territorial fighting 
between France and Germany, and although this province has been part of France for several 
decades, its inhabitants retain a certain pride in having their own identity, defined by history, but 
mostly by the people who have fought for their individuality and freedom numerous times. This 
identity is the Alsatian identity: a distinctive individuality that transgresses time, wars or the mould 
prepared by its different occupants for the Alsatians to follow. 
 Marylène Holl-Friz, in her literature, makes several references to Alsace and its history, 
but also to the specific part of Alsace in which she was raised: the Ried. Her work reflects a will to 
depict an area of France that is not very well perceived by the rest of France, that is somewhat 
geographically isolated by the Vosges Mountains to the West and the Rhine River to the East, 
and has a great place in the making of her own identity. 
 Her work consists of three novels, Rouge comme neige, Soleil blanc and Le Secret de 
fleur, a collection of poems Instants de femme, and a collection of tales about her childhood, Mon 
Enfance côté coeur, côté jardin. Many times throughout her writing, one notices the allusion to an 
ambiguous relationship of the author with France and with Germany, as well as a will to define 
herself as an independent woman. Interestingly, while most Alsatian authors choose to write in 
the local dialect (Alsatian- a Germanic dialect) to mark their uniqueness as Alsatian authors, Holl-
Friz decided to write in French, thus making a first statement about her attachment to the 
language she learned at school, and not the one she spoke at home with her parents and sisters, 
and neither the one that she speaks fluently and was the language in which she taught during the 
Occupation: German. The language issue is not the only one that surfaces in what seems to be 
an internal fight in the search for the author’s own identity. Could it be that the trauma Holl-Friz’s 
region suffered many times that altered its identity geographically at first, has an on-going impact 
on the identity of its inhabitants as well? Not only in the geography of the region, but the culture, 
the language, the food, the relationship with France and Germany, as well as the relationship with 
and perception Alsatians have of themselves? 
 By studying the authors’ five volumes and the references to the ambiguity of being 
Alsatian, as well as analyzing what a supposedly “Alsatian Identity” is by using the many works 
that have been written about what the Alsatian identity is, such as Thiebold Véronique, La 
reconnaissance de l'identité alsacienne à travers sa culture (1994) or Finck Adrien, La Stratégie 
du lierre, essai sur l'identité alsacienne (1994), I intend to verify the idea that Holl-Friz’s identity, 
not only as a person from Alsace, but also as a woman living in Alsace, is torn in between two 
ideologies, two countries, and two identities, but is also very defined in its own particularities, very 
distinct from anything French or anything German, and yet has integrated elements from both in 
order to form her own personal identity. 
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A Supersized Art: The Results of Ambitious Repertoire Selections 

Abstract         
 

After a long day of hiking you find yourself in the middle of a forest wishing you had 
purchased a better fitting pair of boots!  Many singers, similarly, come to a point in their careers 
where technical and musical problems arise as a result of performing repertoire that did not fit 
their instrument. 

There are many explanations that suggest why unsuitable repertoire is performed by 
developing voices.  Most commonly, one finds a singer who chooses repertoire for a larger fach 
than their own because they believe singing this repertoire will facilitate and quicken a career in 
the competitive field of opera.  Lynn Eustis, in her book “The Singer’s Ego,” writes about the 
psychological attraction of larger repertoire for both the student and teacher.   

The results of performing unsuitable repertoire are extensive; technical problems such as 
jaw tension and psychological problems such as performance anxiety are among the many 
problems that occur.  Moreover, the singer who is not vocally able to sing music free of tension 
and major technical deficiencies will reduce their musical and interpretative growth.   

If repertoire is properly selected according to one’s fach and the principals of “flow” as 
outlined by Mihalyi Csikszentmihalyi, a singer will have a healthy opportunity to develop 
confidence, better technique and, most importantly, better musicianship. 
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The solo voice: The Mind, Body and Spiritual Connection of 
Unaccompanied Singing 
 
By Jessica McCormack 
 
While many singers (amateurs and professionals alike) often perform with accompaniment, the 
unaccompanied solo voice can be enjoyed anytime and anywhere.  Singing enhances your self-
esteem, memory function, diction, breathing and even aligns your posture.  Singing teaches you 
very important self-disciplines and it is also a fun and gratifying skill that you can acquire for 
yourself!  For these reasons, singing has enriched the lives of labor workers throughout the 
centuries and is used to uplift spirits during religious and secular ceremonies. Unaccompanied 
singing is uninhibited and does not need to conform to another source.  The solo singer is able to 
express their current state of mind freely and without worry of distracting other members of an 
ensemble. 
Singing a familiar melody during a time of anxiety can bring calm.  A mother’s lullaby has the 
ability to comfort a weary child. Even the professional singer can make an exciting change from 
their usual programming by offering something daring and different in choosing to perform an 
unaccompanied vocal work. 
This interactive presentation will discuss the benefits and challenges of performing a cappella 
and will include samples of traditional and contemporary unaccompanied vocal works for the 
amateur and professional alike. 
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Abstract: 
Many university students are inhibited by Music Performance Anxiety (MPA) and often use 
drugs such as beta blockers to overcome MPA.  Most students who take beta blockers have little 
or no awareness of the effect beta blockers have on their body and their ability to perform; they 
are essentially trading one inhibition for another.  Students and teachers need to become aware of 
the causes of performance anxiety, its effect on the mind and body, and lastly the practical 
methods a student can use to overcome MPA.  Obtaining what Csikszentmihalyi calls “flow” 
during performances is feasible though it may require selecting appropriate repertoire or 
spending two hours learning heart rate variability techniques.  Knowing a few solutions for MPA 
can drastically improve a music student’s education and career. 
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Paper: 

The practice of borrowing music had long been established by the end of the 

eighteenth century.  Hummel’s Concerto for Trumpet, composed in 1803, is a fine 

example of musical pastiche.  In 1992, Ian Pearson wrote an article regarding Hummel’s 

quote of Cherubini’s Les Deux Journées that appears in the third movement of this 

concerto.  This article brought forth more interest in the compositional background of 

Hummel’s concerto and John Rice later contributed his article, “The Musical Bee: 

References to Mozart and Cherubini in Hummel’s ‘New Year’ Concerto.”  Rice’s article 

illuminates specific musical references to instrumental works by Mozart to account for all 

the musical borrowings found in the first two movements.1  Even with Rice’s examples 

in mind, the listener might well expect to discover additional borrowings from Mozart’

operas since this was so much the case with many of Hummel’s other works.

s 

                                                

2  The 

concerto’s lyrical and dramatically spontaneous moments are likely places to discover 

such borrowings.  

Rather than searching for additional musical quotes from Mozart’s music, a more 

fruitful endeavor is analyzing the stylistic similarities between Hummel’s concerto and 

 
1 The Haffner Symphony and the Piano Concerto in C K. 467 are the two works that Rice argues are 
borrowed by Hummel in his concerto.  
2 John Rice, “The Musical Bee: References to Mozart and Cherubini in Hummel’s ‘New Year’ Concerto.”  
Music and letters 77 (August 1996): 401-10. 
Rice notes that Hummel’s Opp. 63 and 66  use music from Le nozze de Figaro, Don Giovanni and Die 
Zauberflöte. 
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Mozart’s music.  Hummel’s Concerto for Trumpet shares much in common with the 

musical gestures and rhetorical characteristic of Mozart’s late works, especially his opera 

Don Giovanni.   Hummel lived and studied with Mozart at the time Don Giovanni was 

composed and subsequently conducted the opera over fifty times.3  Moreover, Don 

Giovanni is regarded as the peak of Mozart’s mature classical style.  Leonard Ratner 

writes: “With his capacity to coordinate many diverse elements, it was inevitable that 

opera would offer the richest field for his genius.  Among his operas, Don Giovanni, 

1787, represents the greatest synthesis of all.”4  By exploring the use of musical topics, 

gesture, rhythmical stress, and periodicity, it is possible to achieve a deeper 

understanding of the stylistic similarities shared between Hummel’s trumpet concerto and 

Mozart’s opera. 

An analysis of rhetoric becomes difficult after the Baroque era when rhetoric 

underwent many changes in the way it was taught and conceptualized.  Moreover, current 

conventions of musical analysis that are often applied to eighteenth and nineteenth 

century music fail to address matters of rhetoric, gesture and style.  A notable exception 

to these conventions is the innovative work done by Leonard Ratner and his student Wye 

J. Allanbrook.  Their methodology is based on eighteenth century sources and concepts; 

it provides a window through which to view the performance practice of both Mozart’s 

opera and Hummel’s concerto.5  It is the analytical method of these two scholars that will 

                                                 
3 Mark Kroll, “ La Belle Execution’: Johann Nepomuk Hummel’s Treatise and the Art of Playing the 
Pianoforte,” in Historical Musicology: Sources, Methods and Interperations, ed. Stephen Crist and Roberta 
Marvin (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2004), 236. 
4 Leonard Ratner, Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style (New York: Schirmer, 1980), p. 397. 
5 Wye J. Allanbrook, “Dance as Expression in Mozart Opera,” Ph.D. diss., Stanford University, 1974. 
Allanbrook lists several lexicons, manuals and treatises in a footnote that are used throughout her 
dissertation.  The authors of these works include Gervasoni, Koch, and Sulzer. 
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be used to examine the characteristics of Mozart’s Don Giovanni and Hummel’s 

Concerto for Trumpet.   

In his book, Classical Music: Expression Form and Style, Ratner discusses 

several perspectives from which to view Classical music.  The first perspective to be 

introduced is “musical topics”.  Dance forms, marches, hunting style, singing style, and 

brilliant style, are among the many topics listed.  Under rhetoric, Ratner discusses the 

various tools of rhetoric such as periodicity, harmony, rhythm, melody, and texture.   

Biedermeier music, a classification of some nineteenth century Viennese music, 

can be better understood from Ratner’s perspectives on analyzing music.  Kenneth 

DeLong describes Biedermeier music as follows: First, it is music that uses thematic 

ideas that are drawn upon musical topics.  Secondly, this music has regularly shaped, 

attractive melodies adorned with classical ornaments.  Delong writes, “The graceful 

arabesques and ornaments commonly found in much Biedermeier music retain much of 

the shape and expressive gestures of their Mozartean antecedents and are more the result 

of a concern for an attractive melodic surface than an indication of strong personal 

feeling.”6  Lastly, Delong notes that Biedermeier music is inspired by the chromatic 

passages found in Mozart’s late style.7  This description could not better suit Hummel’s 

Concerto for Trumpet; a concerto that is an early example of nineteenth century, 

Biedermeier music and, therefore, aspires to follow the compositional practices of 

Mozart. 

                                                 
6 Kenneth DeLong, “The Conventions of Musical Biedermeier,”  in Convention In Eighteenth- and 
Nineteenth-Century Music, ed. Wye J. Allanbrook, Janet M. Levy, and William P. Mahrt (Stuyvesant: 
Pendragon Press, 1992), 204. 
7 Ibid., p. 204. 
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The use of dance in Hummel’s concerto is perhaps the most significant link to 

Mozart.  In the third movement, Hummel uses three types of dance; the contredanse, 

gavotte and march.  The first theme of this third movement rondo is a frolicking 

contredanse.  The theme, a sixteen measure period, is divided into four-measure phrases 

that end with a brief rest.  This rest, however, does not interrupt the molto perpetuo 

character of the theme.  A similar contredanse appears in Don Giovanni’s first aria,8 the 

“Champagne” aria, where eight measure phrases are separated by brief rests and the 

music thrusts forward in the same molto perpetuo fashion as Hummel’s theme.   

The contredanse, unlike other social dances of the aristocracy, was new to the 

eighteenth century and was adapted from the country dance.9  The affect associated with 

this dance is one of anarchy or as Allanbrook writes, “the true dance of No-Man.”10  

Given Don Giovanni’s character, it is clear why Mozart chose such a dance.  In 

Hummel’s case he, very likely, wanted to elicit the technical demands of the movement.  

In both instances, however, the contredanse is used to create a sense of fervor; technical 

fanaticism in the case of Hummel’s theme and lascivious zeal in Mozart’s aria.  

The B section of this rondo is a gavotte with misplaced bar lines.  In his 

description of this dance, Ratner writes, “The principal charm of this dance lay in the 

retention of this rhythmic pattern, which accommodated a melody of elegance, poise, and 

self-containment.11  Hummel, therefore, could not offer a better contrast to his opening 

contredanse.  Such a contrast also occurs after the “Champagne” aria when a gavotte 

                                                 
8 Wye J. Allanbrook, Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart: Le Nozze di Figaro and Don  Giovanni, (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1983) 220. 
9 Ibid., 62. 
10 Ibid., p.220. 
11 Leonard Ratner, Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style (New York: Schirmer, 1980) 51. 
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appears in Zerlina’s aria “Batti, batti, o bel Masetto.”12 The succession of dance types is 

striking and hints at an effort, on Hummel’s part, to emulate Mozart’s use of contrasting 

topics. 

 The C section of Hummel’s rondo begins and ends as a march.13 In the middle of 

this section, however, the march becomes a bourrée.14  Though the march and bourrée are 

musical topics that Mozart frequently referenced in Don Giovanni, it is the transition of 

the march that is the most interesting rhetorical similarity.  In the opening of the opera, 

Leporello sings “Notte e giorno faticar” which begins as a march.  By measure 32, when 

Leporello begins thinking of Giovanni’s present escapade, the music transitions into a 

gavotte.  Hummel also converts his march; in this case he transforms it into a bourrée to 

accommodate the faster tempo of the movement.   In both cases, when the transition 

appears the soloist begins an interaction with the orchestra.  Leporello is answered by a 

two-measure ritornello that appears in measures 32-33 and 36-37 and the trumpet enters 

into a dialogue with the orchestra between measures 122 and 131.  That Hummel has 

used a musical topic from Mozart’s opera may be enough for the listener to recall Mozart, 

who so often wrote dances; but to also use the same rhetoric of transition and dialogue 

makes an even more tangible reference to this opening aria.   

The second movement of the concerto is an aria for the soloist.  Measures one 

through thirteen serve as an introduction as the music modulates from A minor to C 

major.  Once in C major the first phrase begins with an arpeggio that leads to the 

                                                 
12 Wye J. Allanbrook, Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart: Le Nozze di Figaro and Don Giovanni, (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1983) 269.  
13 According to the hypothesis that Hummel used both the musical topics and the order of these topics, one 
would expect the finale of act one to begin with a march, which it does.   
This section of the last movement is followed by the quote from Cherubini’s Les Deux Journees instead of 
the expected return of the A theme. 
14 The bourrée begins at m. 122. 
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dominant in measure 15.  At the end of this section, and the two that follow, Hummel 

uses a parlando rhythm of two, quarter notes.  The next melodic fragment uses an F 

minor scale to arrive back in C major where the two parlando notes now appear one step 

higher.  Similar phrases appear in the opening of Donna Anna’s aria “Or sai chi l’onore,”  

and Donna Elvira’s aria, “Mi tradi quell’alma ingrate.”  In both examples, two short 

phrases, both ending with two note parlando gestures, combine to form a period that 

begins and ends in the tonic key. 

While the antecedent phrase in the slow movement is a model of simplistic 

expression, the consequent phrase is not as compact.  This phrase (mm. 18 to 28) is made 

of “filling,” a word used by Charles Rosen to describe the insertion of conventional 

material into a phrase to elongate the cadence.15  The first “filling” used is a sequence of 

arpeggios and, even though this does lead to a cadence in C major, Hummel continues for 

another four measures.  In the last four measures of this section, Hummel’s melody has 

an improvised character created by the few conventional gestures interjected into the line.  

This extension of the consequent phrase to emphasize the cadence also appears in 

Donna Elvira’s aria as she sings about the grief Giovanni caused her.  In place of a 

technical passage Mozart fleshes out the phrase to heighten the drama with leaps to a 

syncopated A-flat.  Donna Anna’s aria follows the same form but her consequent phrase 

has material that is both dramatic and technical.  Much like Hummel’s phrase Donna 

Anna’s aria reaches a climatic note, an A5, which is then followed by a section of 

conventional gestures to arrive at the tonic. 

                                                 
15Charles Rosen, The Classical Style: Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,  (New York: Norton, 1998) 71. 
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Throughout this movement, Hummel draws on a familiar repertoire of ornamental 

gestures for which he was renowned as an improviser.  Often these gestures are “filler” 

material used in the capacity that Rosen describes but they also appear as brief 

decorations of a melody.  The turns, appoggiaturas, and trills are easily identified but 

more striking are the ornaments that are similar to sixteenth-century Italian divisions.  

The figures in measures 25, 45, 60 and 61 are typical of the examples found in the 

ornamentation treatises of Diego Ortiz (1553) and Giovanni Luca Conforti (1593).  The 

melodic ornamentation of the second movement recalls DeLong’s observation: “The 

graceful arabesques and ornaments commonly found in much Biedermeier music retain 

much of the shape and expressive gestures of their Mozartean antecedents.”16   

Italian ornamentation, or passaggi, appears excessively in the music sung by Don 

Ottavio.  Throughout his arias, “Dalla sua pace”, and “Il mio tesoro intanto,” a simple 

melody is decorated with Italianate divisions.  These passages that avoid sequences and 

quickly alternate between rising and falling scale-like figures are again much like the 

ornamentation found in sixteenth century Italy.17  Ratner comments on “Il mio tesoro 

intanto” as, “one of the opera’s most glowing moments, containing some of Mozart’s 

most exquisite music.”18  The second movement of Hummel’s concerto is, similarly, the 

most enthralling and radiant part of the entire work.     

Whereas the second and third movements of Hummel’s concerto relied on a few 

rhetorical devices, the first movement offers an assortment of classical rhetoric.  In the 

                                                 
16 Kenneth DeLong, “The Conventions of Musical Biedermeier,”  in Convention In Eighteenth- and 
Nineteenth-Century Music, ed. Wye J. Allanbrook, Janet M. Levy, and William P. Mahrt (Stuyvesant: 
Pendragon Press, 1992), 204. 
17 Ottavio sings avendicario set to a gesture in measure 32 of “Il mio tesoro intanto” that is found in m. 26 
of the second movement.   
18 Leonard Ratner, Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style (New York: Schirmer, 1980) 409. 
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first theme alone, two musical topics are used; First, the military style and, secondly, the 

singing style.  The opening fanfare marks the military style and the consequent phrase is 

in singing style.  Ratner describes the singing style as, “music in a lyric vein, with a 

moderate tempo and a melodic line featuring relatively slow note values and a rather 

narrow range.”19  Hummel also combines the singing style with rhythmic gestures of a 

gavotte.  Both topics contrast sharply with the military style in the same way the gavotte 

heightens the contrast of the contredanse in the third movement.  Rosen writes, 

“Contrasting themes are, however, an inevitable, if not an invariable, part of the classical 

style.  Perhaps even more significant are the themes of internal contrast, both rhythmic 

and dynamic.”20   The first theme of Hummel’s concerto presents the listener with a 

series of contrasting gestures--military style, singing style and, a gavotte—much in the 

custom of Mozart.  

On a grand scale, Mozart’s opera Don Giovanni is not unlike this first theme of 

Hummel’s; like the concerto, it makes extensive use of contrasting topics identified with 

buffa and seria characters to advance the musical narrative.  Regarding such diversity of 

expression, Ratner writes:  “Don Giovanni, like many other works of Mozart, gathers as 

many diverse elements as possible into a coordinated structure.  In drama, Shakespeare is 

the epitome of this approach; for classic music, Mozart’s Don Giovanni achieves this 

goal.”21 

  It is this use of musical topics, the transition between topics, the periodicity and 

gestures that remind the listener of Mozart and, more specifically perhaps, his drama 

giocoso Don Giovanni.  On the first of January 1804, the nobility of the imperial court in 

                                                 
19 Ibid., 19. 
20 Charles Rosen, The Classical Style: Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,  (New York: Norton, 1998) 82. 
21 Leonard Ratner, Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style (New York: Schirmer, 1980) 411 
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Vienna celebrated the New Year by traditional festivities accompanied by Tafelmusik.  At 

this particular banquet, the musical offerings included symphonies, arias and the premiere 

of Hummel’s Concerto for Trumpet.  Perhaps a few of those in attendance might have 

expected a concerto similar to Haydn’s trumpet concerto that was composed only seven 

years earlier; a rather succinct work in quintessential classical style.  Instead, they were 

entertained by an instrumental work that stylistically recalled the gestures and rhetoric of 

Mozartean opera.  Little would the listeners have known that Hummel’s concerto was a 

harbinger of future Viennese music, music that would become known as Biedermeier 

music.  The Biedermeier composers were “the followers of Mozart who, enchanted by his 

noble simplicity, tried new formulations of Classic aesthetic ideas in a modified 

language.”22  It is more likely that, given DeLong’s descriptions that apply to Hummel 

and his music, the nobility at this banquet simply enjoyed a new work that brought to 

mind familiar musical topics and gestures heard a generation earlier in the music of 

Mozart’s Don Giovanni. 

 
 

 
22 Kenneth DeLong,  “The Conventions of Musical Biedermeier,” in Convention In Eighteenth- and 
Nineteenth-Century Music, ed.Wye J. Allanbrook, JanetM. Levy, and William P. Mahrt, (Stuyvesant: 
Pendragon Press, 1992) 203.  
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Cracked Voices: Eavan Boland’s In Her Own Image 
 

Choi, Hyonbin 
 

The Irish poetry had a long tradition of identifying Ireland as a woman, which 
simplified and symbolized women as a mythic maid or mother, thus diminishing the 
real voice and lives of Irish women.  Eavan Boland tries to displace this male-oriented 
tradition, and the volume In Her Own Image (1980) shows interesting strategies at work.  
Instead of following the tradition of European or American feminist writings that 
outwardly express anger or hatred toward the patriarchal power, Boland’s women 
narrators direct the hatred and violence upon themselves.  The women narrators in the 
volume express anger toward other women or even murder another (“Tirade for the 
Mimic Muse,” “In Her Own Image”), the female body is distorted or under pain with a 
submissive mentality (“In His Own Image,” “Anorexic”), and even when women are 
aware of the oppressive power, they choose to be self-destructive rather than confront 
the repression (“Exhibitionist,” “Mastectomy”).  Eavan Boland uses the form of 
dramatic monologues, distancing herself from these characters, and the women narrators 
self-inflict violence in an ironic manner.  The voices of the women characters are 
distorted, but these cracked voices successfully show how violent and destructive the 
male tradition has been upon the repressed.  

 

The poetic tradition of Ireland had been much influenced by the tumultuous 

political history with civil wars and the colonial oppression of Britain, and it had been 

almost impossible for poets to write outside the sociopolitical context. Some of the Irish 

poetry had been used as a propaganda promoting nationalism or patriotism, while other 

poems were written to criticize the violent acts often committed by both the British and 

Irish. Whether criticizing or promoting, however, it was not easy for Irish poets to be 

free of this tradition. Nationalism tightly bonded with the Catholic, the Irish society 

tended to be male-oriented, where the women’s voice could hardly be heard. Eavan 
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Boland claims that “Irish poems simplified women most at the intersection between 

womanhood and Irishness” (Boland 1995: 136). Patriotic poems identify the nation and 

the woman, and even poets who were more critical towards the political and violent 

nationalism could not go much further from objectifying woman as nation. The 

women’s body and experience become abstract and unreal within the male dominated 

tradition of Irish poetry. Boland claims that although she knows “the women of Irish 

past were defeated,” she does not want “Irish poetry [to] defeat them twice” (Boland 

1995: 137). In Her Own Image, the breaking point of Boland from her cultural heritage 

of male poets, is an effort to depict the physical voice and material body of women. 

Boland, however, does not glorify the women’s body or try to grant a subject voice to 

women. The women of In Her Own Image are often violent to other women or their 

own selves, and even when anger is directed upon men, the outcome of the anger, the 

actual violence is still inflicted upon women.  

Despite this inward, self-inflicting violence, the title In Her Own Image 

explicitly exposes Boland’s intended stance on this collection of poems with its biblical 

allusion. According to the Genesis, man had been “created in his own image, in the 

image of God,” (Genesis 1.27 my italics) which secures the patriarchal society and its 

religion. Calling attention to the patriarchal origin of man, Boland strives to acquire 
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“her own image” outside the patriarchal society and its religion. The strategy Boland 

chooses, however, is different from European or American feminist writings, using the 

style of dramatic monologues and impersonating characters who oppress and distort 

their own bodies. The narrator/characters are those who are repressed and forced to 

endure it by the patriarchal society without awakening, and Boland often uses an ironic 

tone, distancing herself from the narrator/characters. Anger, hatred, and sufferings mark 

the language of In Her Own Image, but the anger and hatred of the poems are ironically 

directed upon women, not on the patriarchy or the oppressive society.  

Poems such as the “Tirade for the Mimic Muse” or “In Her Own Image” depict 

narrator/characters who express hatred or intense emotions towards other women. 

“Tirade for the Mimic Muse,” the first poem of the volume, well expresses the rage 

against the traditional Muse of Irish poetry. The Muse is invoked not with soft wooing 

language, but with a vicious statement, “I’ve caught you out. You slut. You fat trout” 

(Boland 1997: 91). The Muse is no longer a fair, ideal woman, but a “slut,” “fat trout,” 

and a “ruthless bitch,” who stands for “Mimic Art” (Boland 1997: 91). By claiming that 

the national Muse is a “Mimic Muse,” the poem also expresses that the politicized Irish 

poetry had also been largely mimic art. The Muse representing Irish poetry is stripped 

out of the superficial make-up such as “[e]ye shadow, swivel brushes, blushers, / [h]ot 
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pinks, rouge pots, sticks […]” which had beautified the traditional Muse. “Tirade” thus 

slanders the Muse who had been the mediator of Irish poetic tradition repressive to 

women, but despite the rightful anger, the Muse is also a product of male imagination, 

possibly another victim of the poetic tradition. The Muse is thoroughly disembodied by 

the narrator/character, and Boland shows the irony of the woman narrator/character 

abusing the Muse when both the narrator/character and the Muse are in fact, equal 

victims of male tradition.  

The poem, “In Her Own Image,” depicts a scene of infanticide where a mother 

murders her child, but written as if almost adorning her daughter.  

 

I will not disfigure 

her pretty face. 

Let her wear amethyst thumbprints, 

a family heirloom, 

a sort of burial necklace (Boland 1997: 93) 

 

The fingerprints left in the daughter’s neck are described as “amethyst thumbprints” 

which would be a “burial necklace.” The narrator does not explain why she must kill her 
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child, but instead compares the irises of her child with her wedding ring. Both are 

“round and round,” and it could be suggested that the narrator does not want her 

daughter to go through the same sufferings and endurances the wedding ring symbolizes. 

Later in the poem, the mother identifies herself with her child, and this identification 

indicates that the murder could be seen as a suicide from the mother’s point of view, but 

the poem does not present the voice of the murdered child. The repressed mother in turn 

represses her own child, not out of outright anger or fear, but caressingly and lovingly, 

in twisted irony.  

Similar violence appears addressing the female body: the narrators of “In His 

Own Image” and “Anorexic” are destructive of their own body, or accepts violence 

inflicted upon them. “In His Own Image” is another twist on the biblical creation of 

humankind, depicting a woman being re-created by the violence of a man.  

 

He splits my lip with his fist,  

shadows my eye with a blow,  

knuckles my neck to its proper angle.  

What a perfectionist! (Boland 1997: 94) 
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The woman embraces the violence inflicted upon her, exposing the distorted mind of 

women who accept violence and disfiguring as their ideal given state. The 

narrator/character ironically describes the violence that disfigures her to be “art,” and 

calls the man “a sculptor” creating her into a “new woman” (Boland 1997: 95). This 

violence alludes to the implicit violence underlying the male tradition creating Muses, 

woman as nation or ideal.  

“Anorexic,” the best-known poem of Boland, delves into the controversial voice 

of a woman yearning to go back to the time when she was Adam’s rib. The 

narrator/character expresses hatred towards her own body and flesh, saying that her 

“[f]lesh is heretic” and “[her] body is a witch” that must be burnt. Her body becomes an 

object separated from the self, and the narrator addresses her own body as another 

woman.  

 

Yes I am torching 

Her curves and paps and wiles.  

They scorch in my self-denials. (Boland 1997: 96) 

 

The narrator’s body is no longer recognized as “my” body or “my” curves but “her 
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curves and paps and wiles” (my italics) which should be punished. The body is 

alienated from the narrator’s self, associated with words such as “curves and paps and 

wiles,” or “hips and breast / and lips and heat / and sweat and fat and greed,” with 

sensual and sexual connotations as Pamela S. Hill remarks. Boland constructs the 

female body with its most sexual and gender-specific parts, and then rids the 

narrator/character of her feminine characteristics, annihilating the female body by 

rejecting food and thus diminishing flesh.  

The narrator/character’s self purges herself by renouncing “milk and honey” and 

vomits “her hunger,” making her body “starved and curveless […] skin and bone,” now 

very far from the ideal fertile woman. The narrator/character, however, deems her 

reduced state as an ideal, craving to be completely rid of flesh, “[t]hin as a rib,” alluding 

to the biblical origin of woman. She dreams of “a claustrophobia,” to be trapped inside 

the man’s body described as “warm” and “wide.” With the narrator/character’s flesh has 

all gone, she will become more and more “sinless,” able to “slip / back into him again.”  

The narrator/characters of “In His Own Image” and “Anorexic” are also depicted as 

women with an intensely submissive state of mind. This obedience is, however, far 

from the ideal image of “good” women. The women in “In His Own Image” is beaten 

and fractured, already not the beautiful and fair image of women. The narrator/character 
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of “Anorexic” destroys her own body in order to fashion her self to be a part of man. 

The body of the anorexic is deprived of flesh, reduced to “skin and bone,” also deprived 

of the beauty or idealness Irish poetry had bestowed upon women. The barren body 

becomes central in the poem, firstly demystifying the myth of ideal woman, woman as 

nation. The disembodied women are now able to reveal the material body that had been 

abstracted and ignored for such a long time. The destructive submissiveness of the 

women displayed in the poems also show how violent and damaging this mystifying has 

been upon women.  

Women in “Exhibitionist” and “Mastectomy” show yet another kind of limited 

or distorted self in that although they are knowledgeable of the oppressive force, they 

are still unable to break away from the patriarchal system. The narrator/character of 

“Exhibitionist” states that she is “subvert[ing] […] the old mode,” the male tradition of 

Irish poetry, but her method is to strip herself, bare of clothes and bare of bestowed self. 

The body parts are displayed, and similar to “Anorexic,” the exposed body parts tend to 

be sensuous, gender-specific with a list of words such as “a hip,” “a breast,” or “thigh.” 

The narrator/character also expresses anger towards men, desiring to “teach them” who 

are ignorant to the real women hidden behind the traditional male art, but the narrator 

cannot do much more than violently stripping her self. She is aware of “the hate / and 
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discipline” that lurks behind the patriarchal system, but her feminine body again 

becomes the only space she can wreck. This brutally exposed body and riotous display 

are the results of twisted anger toward the sociopolitical contexts that have oppressed 

women into silence.  

“Mastectomy” also expresses hatred towards the patriarchal order after the 

narrator/character goes through a surgery removing her breasts. The narrator associates 

the results of war, brutal scenes of blood and dismembered body parts with the surgery 

she must undergo. The blood, blades, and mutilations of a war and a surgical removal 

might be similar, but another interesting simile is places on top of this. The war forces 

towns to submit “prone / to blades men // as women” (Boland 1997: 98). The town’s 

weak submission, women before men, and the narrator before the surgeon are paralleled, 

also drawing another line between the repressed town/women and Irish poetry. The 

narrator/character voices her anger and hatred to the patriarchal order, but her hatred is 

till limited in that she can only express her enmity through the surgery inflicted upon 

her. She accuses men to be responsible for her mutilated body, understanding her body 

to be a battlefield forced to surrender, and the surgeon takes her breasts as his booty.  

In Her Own Image tends to display problematic women and women narrators, 

often wrought with self-hatred, keen to be submissive, or with painful bodily 
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experiences. In an attempt to address the male tradition with its “whole weight of 

authority” (Villar 56) in a female voice, she first had to break through with fragmented 

and fractured pieces, indicating how the male tradition had dismembered the women 

voice. Boland places the marginal voices that had been shunted to the middle, allowing 

the revealed voices to show how the “myths” of the center have wounded the marginal, 

resulting in self-distortions. Her ten dramatic monologues of In Her Own Image is 

indeed the result of these constant conflicts harrowing the center time after time until 

the center is decentered. In Her Own Image does not usurp the male tradition that 

represses and physically assaults women, but the cracked voices of the oppressed none 

too quietly expose the wounds and pain women were forced to endure.  
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       Using Art for Comprehension 2 

Abstract 

 

The public school system is experiencing a pitfall in comprehension levels, and the depth 

of knowledge retained by students due to the lack of activities that concentrate on the 

artistic creativity of the students. I feel that lessons using art projects regularly in a core 

curriculum class will raise comprehension levels of students more than those lessons 

taught in a lecture and Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS) test format. 

Research was acquired at a school in a suburban area of Texas in grades Kindergarten 

through sixth grade through use of a written survey of teachers.  
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Statement of Problem 

 The teaching styles of public school core curriculum teachers are causing a gap in 

their students’ comprehension and retention levels by excluding any art expression in 

contextual based learning. Students are expected by teachers in the classroom to learn 

from lecture, taking notes, reading text, and then taking a written test instead of using art 

projects and expression to portray or demonstrate the concept through a “hands on” 

experience. Teachers of core curriculum classes seem to be concerned with time 

management and being accountable for their test scores on the TAKS test instead of what 

the students are really learning, according to interviews with them. By solely teaching to 

the test, students are being taught to basically memorize anything that is on the test 

instead of learning concepts that will help their success rate in their educational career 

and beyond. The missing link between the learning material and the rote memorization of 

test material has become noticeably large to teachers, parents, and students alike and 

needs to be addressed as soon as possible. Although it is known to many that all students 

learn in different manners, the fact seems to get swept under the rug when testing is the 

deciding factor of comprehension levels. Many students need activities to help them 

comprehend what is being taught. Activities that include art projects and ways to 

creatively use the concepts that have been covered give these students a connection to the 

material that helps them build on that knowledge in order to understand new concepts and 

information that may be presented to them later in life. This connection is what bridges  
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the gap between learning the material presented in class and actually putting it to use in a 

hands-on way in order to retain the knowledge.  
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Hypothesis 

 I feel, as an art educator and researcher, that lessons using art projects regularly in 

a core curriculum class will raise comprehension levels of students more than those 

lessons taught in a lecture based and TAKS testing format. Students should be able to 

actively learn through the use of their senses and cognitive problem solving skills by 

using art projects as well as manipulative and building skills to reinforce ideas and 

concepts learned through classroom instruction. The student’s comprehension level of the 

material covered is greatly increased by making a connection between the introductions 

of new material and using that acquired knowledge to physically create something. 

Projects of this manner connect the previous acquired knowledge to skills and expression 

that internalize the material and help the student problem solve and learn new material 

more effectively.  The findings of this research will help teachers of core curriculum and 

art classes to achieve higher test scores and comprehension levels of their students. This 

research will be conducted through a written survey of the teachers at a school in a 

suburban area of Texas, in grades Kindergarten through sixth grade. Classrooms that do 

not use art projects in their curriculum will be compared to classrooms that do and a 

conclusion will be drawn from the grades of students on specific concepts in question. A 

null hypothesis stated that there is no significant difference between the comprehension 

levels of students using lessons with art connections and the students not using lessons 

with art connections. 
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Definition of Terms 

Comprehension level: The level of fully understanding a subject on an advanced level 

Core-Curriculum Classroom: Course offered in a school that is not electives 

Curriculum: Subject matter covered in a school format 

Elective: Courses that are “chosen” by the student  

Hands-On: Activity that is only achieved by using ones hands and individual creativity 

Interdisciplinary: teaching concepts that are naturally and logically connected at 

congruent times (Snowman, 2006). 

IMPACT: Interdisciplinary Model Program in the Arts for Children and Teachers 

 Howard Gardner’s Seven Intelligences: Theory of Multiple Intelligences: logical-

mathematical, linguistic, musical, spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal, intrapersonal, 

and naturalist (Snowman, 2006). 

Lecture-Based Classroom: Classroom instruction is delivered primarily verbally from the 

teacher to an audience of students taking notes on the subject matter. 

Jean Piaget’s Theory of Cognitive Development:  Believed that human beings went 

through stages of cognitive development: Sensorimotor Stage, Preoperational Stage, 

Concrete Operational Stage, and Formal Operational Stage (Snowman, 2006, p.33). 

 Dr. Maria Montessori: Developed the Montessori method with a focus on the 

individuality of each child in respect of their needs or talents, as opposed to the needs of 

the class as a whole. (Snowman, 2006). 

TAKS test: Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills test. 
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Assumptions 

For purposes of this study, the researcher assumed that teachers responded to 

survey questions accurately and honestly. A reminder was sent out to teachers who  

had not returned their survey within a week’s time. An assumption was also made that 

there was a correlation between classroom test scores of the students and their actual 

comprehension level of the material. 

Limitations 

Factors that could have placed restrictions on this study include illness of 

students, family problems of students and teachers, learning disabilities of students, and 

the amount of change among instruction of teachers and of long-term substitute teachers. 

Delimitations 

   The research was limited to the teachers at a suburban school in Texas, grades 

Kindergarten through sixth grade. The findings of this study focus on how students 

performed comprehensively when art projects were introduced to regular core curriculum 

lessons. Comprehension levels of student were obtained through context based tests given 

by the teachers. 
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Chapter II 

Review of Literature 

In the public schools of today, it is my opinion that most teachers feel 

overwhelmed by the responsibilities placed upon them. In the search for answers to the 

problems that education faces today, the arts are frequently bypassed. Many teachers 

interviewed would like to use more art in their classrooms, but who has the time? During 

interviews, some teachers felt excluded from the world of art because they can’t create 

any themselves, and others confessed to knowing nothing about art except what they like. 

Perhaps, they hope, future leisure will permit indulgence in art’s diversions (Cohen, 

1995). When in reality, art is not a diversion from the business of learning at all. Studies 

of children’s development indicate that art activities provide direction, clarification, and 

reinforcement of new concepts. Art learning activities are sought out with excitement and 

diligence by curious youngsters (Snowman 2006). 

Ironically, the very fact of children’s enthusiasm for art has contributed to the 

denial of it as a legitimate study according to the interview data collected. “If it is so 

much fun, it can’t possibly be educational”, is the implicit attitudes in many schools and 

homes regarding the use of art in the classroom. Explicit comments may acknowledge 

that art is creative play but then complain that it is messy, expensive, and time 

consuming. Elevating the role of art in schools need not increase the work of teachers. 

The pleasures of the arts can alleviate the pressures of daily routines even as they 

advance educational objectives in the classroom. While the practice of art is not an  
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answer to every educational dilemma, it does provide a channel for learning that can 

easily be navigated. 

In an article written in January of 1990 entitled Art Education: A Crisis in 

Priorities, the author Ronald J. Topping states: 

 The United States is currently in a mood of depression regarding the state of 

American public education. Concern grows that without dramatic educational reform to 

improve our workers’ basic skills, we may not be able to continue our international 

economic leadership. The response by various State Departments of Education has been 

to increase standardized testing in the academics, which would appear more reactive to 

the symptom than to its solution. A conservative trend that emphasizes the “academics” 

and down-plays the creative aspects of the arts threatens the existence of art education as 

we know it today. (Topping, 1990, p.20). 

According to Piaget and other theorist of child psychology and education 

(Snowman, 2006), the acquisition of cognitive skills relies on the nonverbal operations of 

manipulating, sorting, constructing, interpreting shapes and symbols, and appreciating 

different points of view. The essential component of cognition is action on the part of the 

child. Children must learn by physically manipulating materials and having concrete 

experiences so that they form their own examples of concepts – they can’t just absorb 

someone else’s ideas. No matter how well a teacher has organized those ideas, they 

remain remote – the work of someone else. Young children must organize their own  
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ideas because it is the practice of organizing that teaches them how to think. Retention of 

specific facts is not a gauge learning. Understanding may still be lacking. Instead, it is the 

ways in which children order, evaluate, or put together stimuli before them that reveal 

and promote their mental development. Dewey called this “learning by doing.” 

Montessori called it “auto-instruction.” Piaget calls it “play-learning” (Cohen, 1995 

pp91). Whatever it is called, it is the method of art activities  

Accountability 

 If students’ scores on the TAKS are not high enough, then the teacher’s job may 

be in jeopardy or their school may not receive the funding needed to advance their 

classroom environments. Therefore, it seems that the teachers spend more time “teaching 

to the test” than teaching to the students needs through outside methods such as art 

activities. When in all actuality, the teachers are approaching this problem of raising test 

scores backwards. Teachers are avoiding a very useful comprehension tool that students 

can use in order to achieve higher scores on the test. By taking the time to use an art 

project or a hands-on project to connect newly acquired knowledge to a child’s prior 

knowledge is when real learning occurs according to many education theorists (Snowman 

2006).  

In a study done by a fifth grade history teacher on the comparison of lessons with 

art and lessons without, she states “When comparing data across lessons, it was evident 

that the students remembered more information when there was an art project involved. 

The art helped them to remember what they had learned about, and more importantly, 

gave them a reason to remember it”(Kalgren, 2005, p.19). Teachers who have used this 
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method of teaching in their classrooms have reaped the benefits from the response that 

their students have shown. When art is included in the classroom instruction, test material 

is no longer something on paper that is to be read and retained. It becomes something 

much more tactile and easier to retain based on an experience rather than a lecture.

 In the text Renaissance in the Classroom written in 2001, authors G. Burnaford, 

A. Aprill & C. Weiss state the benefits of incorporating the arts into students’ learning 

experiences. They believe that children learn more if they are engaged in some 

purposeful activity, rather than just completing tasks for the teacher to view and assess. 

Students need purpose that is real and useful in the world in order to learn and think, 

according to the authors. In addition, the authors speak of the role of art in the multiple 

intelligences theory. They believe that teachers should be able to expand their repertoire 

of teaching practices to include more attention to Gardner’s seven intelligences so that 

they may reach more children on several different levels. Incorporating the arts could 

further build on the students’ strengths, particularly if their dominant strength is in the 

arts, and could equip them to learn more fully. The processes of the arts can help to create 

the environment needed for learning to occur and for the brain to be engaged in a 

complex way (Burnaford, Aprill & Weiss 2001). 

Significance of Art in the Classroom 

 In my opinion, there is not enough importance and significance placed on art 

neither as a subject nor as a tool for comprehension in the classroom. Some teachers 

might feel that art is to be taught and used only in the art classroom and has no other 

purpose other than for “arts and crafts.” This view has been taken by many in my  
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experience as an art educator and research has been conducted and books written that 

have shown a contrasting view. In the book titled Art: Another Language for Learning, 

Third Edition, written in 1995, the authors, Elaine Pear Cohen and Ruth Straus Gainer, 

state that, “Instruction in an interdisciplinary setting is much more meaningful than 

discrete presentations in separate subject areas. Relating subject matter can also remedy 

the disjointed quality of daily schedules”(Cohen, 1995, p.4). The term “interdisciplinary” 

simply means teaching concepts that are generally and logically connected at congruent 

times. For instance, the study of symmetry can take place in art, math, and science for 

mutual benefit. The study of physical and chemical changes should be coordinated with 

ceramics. Any study of ancient civilizations should include the art history of the area. The 

numerous examples of the interdisciplinary approach will demonstrate that art is not 

sacrificed in favor if other subject areas, but that each subject is comprehended more 

fully as the relationships between them are perceived (Cohen, 1995). 

 Also in an article entitled Improving Reading Skills Through Elementary Art 

Experiences, written by Becky Van Buren in 1986, the author states: 

“Children absorbed in an art activity are continuously gathering ideas and bits of 

information. They listen to signals from within, feel interactions between themselves and 

their environment, and the work of art evolves. These abstract, intellectual processes are 

characteristic of flexible, creative human beings. What a sharp contrast to the child who 

is locked into memorizing facts, unable to apply what he or she is learning, and lack 

opportunities or encouragement to utilize inner resources” (Van Buren, 1986, p56). 
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The author contrasts the classrooms of TAKS based learning in which the students are 

“locked into memorizing facts” with the art based classroom in which the students are 

encouraged to be” flexible, creative human beings”. Which of these environments do we 

want the youth of tomorrow learning in? 

Time Management 

 Teachers today are always looking for ways to squeeze more time into their day to 

teach their students. Unfortunately, time is not bountiful when it comes to education. One 

of the common myths in the core-curriculum classroom is that there isn’t enough time in 

the daily schedule of lesson to include an art project. Actually, less time using the paper 

and pencil method, leaves plenty of time to use the creative method. When educational 

time is devoted to the proper pathways of acquiring knowledge through creative 

endeavors, there could be infinite opportunities to learn in a creative way. 

 A study conducted by Pennsylvania State University, called IMPACT 

(Interdisciplinary Model Program in the Arts for Children and Teachers),was 

implemented at five sites in Ohio, Oregon, California, Pennsylvania, and Alabama and 

concluded that education is made more effective for both teacher and learner when the 

arts are utilized frequently(Cohen,1995). The study was not focused solely on the 

discovery of this conclusion, but was reached by analysis of the data collected. The 

research on using art in the classroom seems to be getting ignored and overlooked. 

Otherwise, the teachers and school systems would not see using art as a threat to their 

job, environment, or curriculum. 
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 In the article mentioned earlier on using art to improve reading comprehension of 

students, the author Becky Van Buren states: 

“I believe that art classes should be part of the regular curriculum for all elementary 

school children. I am concerned with the eighties’ back-to-basics movement and the 

resulting pressures that threaten art classes with possible elimination. Often people 

believe that arts are irrelevant, costly “frills”. I hope to demonstrate that art is an essential 

part of education. Art experiences can help children learn to explore their inner selves as 

well as how to discover and develop ideas both in art and reading”  

(Van Buren, 1986, p56). 

 Using art in the regular education classroom could be the key to raising 

comprehension levels of all students, no matter what subject matter is being covered, the 

time constraints of class time, or the accountability that comes with along with 

standardized testing such as the TAKS test. 
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Chapter III 

Methods and Procedures 

 The method of my research is based on a qualitative approach to the levels of 

information retention and comprehension achieved by students by combining art projects 

with core curriculum content. A survey was submitted to teachers of different grade 

levels and subject areas. The data was being collected to determine whether using art in 

the regular core curriculum classroom would raise student comprehension levels as 

measured by classroom tests. Teachers voluntarily filled out surveys consisting of six 

questions and returned them within a week.  

Subjects 

The subjects of my research were teachers of all subjects and grades at a suburban 

K-6 school in East Texas. I surveyed a total of 50 teachers and 42 surveys were returned. 

Procedures 

In order to receive an honest and non-bias response from the teachers, the survey 

was given to all teachers and names and grade levels were omitted from the survey. The 

survey consisted of 10 questions that the teachers were asked to answer relating to their 

personal experience with using art within their lessons in their classroom.  
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Chapter IV 

Data Analysis 

 . Although the teachers interviewed confess to not fully understanding art and its 

use, they feel as if it is an important and crucial ingredient in raising the comprehension 

and information levels of students of all ages. Through responses gathered from the 

teachers, I found that the leading reason that art projects are not being included in their 

classroom environment is because there is simply not enough time for them to prepare 

and execute them. When the teachers were asked “What are some of the reasons that you 

wouldn’t use an art activity in your daily classroom routine?,” thirty five percent of the 

teachers checked the box next to “not enough time” (Figure 1). This was a response that I 

was prepared to receive. As an educator myself, time constraints seem to be the leading 

reason why most “great ideas” and concepts aren’t carried out. In my opinion,  if the 

teacher’s efforts are geared toward the most beneficial and productive methods of 

teaching, the goal of raising the students learning capabilities can be achieved in the same 

amount of time that could be dedicated to rote memorization of test materials. 

 The second highest reason that art was not being used in the classroom was 

TAKS test accountability (Figure 1). Teachers that I have interviewed in the past fear that 

any time taken away from teaching the material that is on the TAKS test will be 

hindering their students’ abilities. So much importance has been placed on the TAKS test 

by government and school systems, that teachers are afraid of losing their jobs over the 

importance of their students’ learning. This kind of fear is the thing that is “hindering” 

the students’ abilities, not time devoted to art. If a teacher can no longer think outside of  
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the “TAKS testing box”, how is education going to advance? When do teachers really get 

to teach if they are only “reading from a script” prescribed by the TAKS test? The 

attention being paid to this “almighty” test has truly grown out of proportion. Student 

learning has now taken a back burner to student test achievement. 

I also found through my interviews that the teachers don’t feel that art is very 

important to have in their classroom (Table 1). Over 50% of the teachers ranked art as a 

seven or below on an importance scale of one to ten, ten being the highest of importance. 

Some of the teachers felt that all children should have art, but that it should be in the art 

room with an art teacher. Others felt that since they themselves were not artists, that they 

could not teach a quality art lesson to their classes.  The conclusion that I drew from the 

data in response to this question was that a lack of education of and exposure to art 

education and its purpose could be the reason for the feelings expressed by these 

teachers. If the teachers have had little, bad, or no experiences with art education, there 

could be a fear of the unknown and ignorance of the subject matter all together. I feel that 

once the teachers were educated on art education and how it can be implemented in the 

classroom, other than the art classroom, there would be a greater positive response.  

When the teachers were asked “How effective have art projects been in relation to 

comprehension levels of the content related?”, eighty-eight percent of the teachers 

responded  that the lessons using art had been more effective than those without. (Table 

2).The teachers responded to this question in the comment section: 

“Fairly effective. It was easier for the students to make more connections and remember 
more information.”         
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Reasons Teachers are Not Using 
Art in Daily Classroom Activities

Not Enough
Time
TAKS
Accountability
Too Messy

Teacher Art
Ability
Hard to Grade

Loss of
Control

 
Figure 1. Responses from teachers when asked “What are some of the reasons you 
wouldn’t use an art activity in your daily classroom?” 
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Importance Placed on the Inclusion of Art in the Core 

Curriculum Classroom 
 

Rank on A 
Scale of 

Ten to One 
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 

Percentage 
of Teachers 24% 2% 14% 14% 14% 17% 12% 

 
* Plus or Minus .5% 

 
 Table 1.  Teacher responses to the question, “On a scale of one to ten, how important do 
you feel it is that art be included in the regular classroom learning environment?” 
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“There is a direct correlation between art projects and student achievement in science 

and social studies.” 

“The strong feelings expressed through their art help the teachers evaluate their 

comprehension.” 

“Students remember when they get to create!” 

“Very Effective! Make it, Handle it, Learn it!” 

“Students seem to learn from what other students are doing or making.” 

”It’s a great way to represent knowledge in a concrete way!” 

So why, then, are these lessons using art not being utilized more often. If there is 

a general consensus among these teachers that the art lessons are more effective than their 

other lessons, what reasons are keeping them from using art more often? I feel that the  

understanding of what art education is and why it is used is not evenly distributed among 

these teachers. I think further education and professional development of art education 

skills would greatly benefit them and their classrooms. 

 At the bottom of my survey, I asked a few questions in which I allowed teachers 

to put their own personal comments in their own words. To the question “What benefit do 

you think art projects have to the content in your classroom?” some of the responses were 

as follows: 

“They solidify otherwise abstract concepts into “workable knowledge”. 

“Art gives students a hands-on experience in their learning, giving them better 

opportunities to absorb the content studied.” 
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 “Art projects attach a positive effect to a subject or topic. They are memorable and 

students like them.” 

Again, the responses to this question intrigue me. If the teachers know how much 

the students enjoy and attach themselves to these art projects, then they should be utilized 

more often and in more classrooms. The teachers seem to “talk the talk” but not “walk 

the walk”, so to speak, when it comes to utilizing all the tools available to them in the 

classroom to help their students learn. 
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Effectiveness of Using Art as a Tool for Comprehension 
 

 

Do Lessons 
Using Art 

Raise 
Comprehension 

Levels 
Compared to 

Those 
Without? 

Yes A Little No 

Teacher 
Responses 88% 10% 2% 

 
 
Table 2. Teacher responses to the question, ”How effective have art projects been in 
relation to the comprehension of the content related?” 
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Chapter V 

Conclusion 

Through my research, I have concluded that art is indeed an essential tool for 

raising comprehension levels of students. I have discovered that even though there are 

creative resources for teachers to use, the teachers are overwhelmed by standardized 

testing stress and tend to overlook what is outside of the ““TAKS” testing box”. 

Therefore, I feel the responses of the teachers and literature I have researched support my 

original hypothesis. Although my research was limited to an elementary/middle school in 

a suburban area of Texas, I feel that the importance of my research is being felt 

nationwide through the depravation of students being taught directly to the test without 

creative learning processes. 

 During my research process, new questions for further research arose from the 

data. I found a reoccurring implication that art is primarily focused on in elementary 

grades and is rapidly being phased out of secondary schools. I wonder why there are 

some who think that learning creatively stops as soon as you set foot in a junior high or 

high school setting. I also found that teachers who had a bad experience or no experience 

with art as a child were more inclined to shy away from using art in their classroom. I 

think that research of this phenomenon would be beneficial to understanding the absence 

of art in the classroom. 
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I feel that as the “bridge” is built from the art classroom to the core curriculum 

classroom, the impact of art and its purpose will be further understood and utilized. I 

intend to share my research with the teachers at my school and other schools. I will be  

diligently researching and finding “bricks” to help build the bridge that will change the 

core curriculum classroom environment and the use of art as a comprehension tool for 

classroom teachers and students. 
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Appendix 

1. HYPERT certificate 

2. Permission letter from Conroe Independent School District 

3. Permission letter from Valerie Vogt, principal at Coulson Tough School 

4. Example of Teacher Cover Letter 

5. Example of Teacher Survey 
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First Borrowed, then Adopted, and now Accepted: Adaptation and Syncretism of 

the Foreign Musical Culture in the Malay Society 

By 

Dr. Mohd Hassan Abdullah 
Faculty of Art and Music 

Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris 
mohd@upsi.edu.my 

Abstract 

Traditional Musical ensembles have been performed through out Malaysia by the 
Malay people for various traditional functions. The association of the traditional musical 
ensembles with the Malay culture and religious functions has been very significant. Apart 
from entertainment, they also have been traditionally performed to celebrate a wedding 
ceremony, child birth, circumcision, as well as for various religious and social functions.  
Some of the ensembles still retain their traditional style of performing as well as their 
roles in Malay society in Malaysia.  However, the acculturation process that has been 
taking place in Malay society since the colonization by Western powers especially during 
the British period (1824-1957) has changed the musical preference among some of the 
Malay people. The longstanding interaction of the Malay people with foreign cultures has 
produced a complex cultural transformation and a unique Malay tradition. The spread of 
Western culture through colonization as well as modern technology into the Malay World 
has influenced some of the culture practices in Malay society.  Thus, the adaptation and 
syncretism of the foreign culture with the indigenous culture have occurred inevitably. 
The most noticeable impact of Western civilization on the Malay people is not only seen 
on the musical practice but also in how the Malay people perceive their traditional 
culture. Some traditional music ensembles such as the kompang (frame drum) ensemble, 
being described as belonging to Malay traditional music, has been manipulated by some 
contemporary composers and performers in their recent works to suit the taste of their 
audience. With that, this paper, based on my own research, will discuss the adaptation 
and syncretism values which have resulted from western influence and which have 
played a role in the changing perception of traditional music among the modernist group 
in Malaysia. 

 

The Background 

It is apparent that the longstanding interaction of the Malay people with foreign 

culture has produced a complex cultural transformation and a unique Malay tradition. 

Historically, it has been possible to show that the Malay people have consecutively 
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encountered three main foreign cultures over the past centuries – Hindu from the Indian 

continent, Islam from Arab World and later culture from the Western World. The arrival 

of the Indian people not only brought Hinduism but also introduced the Hindu culture to 

the local people. The influence of Hindu culture in Malay tradition was very great. Some 

of the elements from Hindu culture can be clearly seen to have survived in the life of the 

Malay people today.  A good example for this is observed in the traditional Malay 

wedding ceremony. Some of the rituals such as applying henna to the bride’s fingers and 

bersanding1 obviously follow the Hindu’s tradition.  Apart from some mantras and 

incantations of which some elements were adopted from Hindu culture, in music, one can 

easily observe the Indian musical instruments performed on by Malay people such as the 

tabla, serunai and gendang.  Undoubtedly, the influence on the Malay musical culture 

especially of the shadow plays of the two great Hindu epics – Mahabharata and 

Ramayana has been very great (see Matusky, 1980).   

The coming of Islam into the Malay world, starting from the 13th Century, has 

undoubtedly changed some of the cultural practices in Malay society.  Islam that was 

peacefully brought by the Arab and Indian merchants into the Malay world is now being 

practiced by most of the Malay people.  Religious devotion continued to be important to 

the Islamization of the Malay.  As Islam also came through the Indian continent, before 

arriving in the Malay world, the Islam of the Arab World had become mixed with Indian 

culture. This reduced religious conflict when Islam was introduced to the Malay people 

after the 13th century.  Islam also approved some forms of music to be used in devotion to 

Allah S.W.A. The close relationship between the Malay people and the “lawful” music of 

Islam led to the development of new musical ideas and exchanges of musical repertoire 

between these two bodies of musical culture. Consequently, many elements from Islam 

and Arab culture have been adopted by the Malay people.  This phenomenon is not only 

seen in religious practices but can also be seen in musical activities.  For example, many 

musical forms from Islamic culture such as singing in praise of the prophet and Allah as 

well as performing on the drums – such as the kompang (frame drum) ensemble - have 

been adopted by the Malay people. 

                                                 
1 The bride and the groom are seated side by side on a decorated dais.  
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 However, the spread of Western culture through colonization as well as modern 

technology into the Malay World has influenced some of the cultural practices in Malay 

society.  The intrusion of the Western people and Western culture into the life of the 

Malay people has interfered with the elements of the already mixed culture previously 

possessed by the Malay people.  Unlike the expansion of Hinduism and Islam, which was 

basically the expansion of religious systems, Western religions did not have a strong 

impact on the Malay culture, but the influence of Western civilization was important in 

the intellectual and technological development of Malaysia.  The most noticeable impact 

of Western civilization on the Malay people is not only seen on the musical practice but 

also in how the Malay people perceive their traditional culture.  In music, Western people 

introduced their musical forms as well as instruments into Malay culture.  As a result, 

many Western musical instruments such as the violin, trumpet and piano have been 

performed on by Malay people. Some of the musical instruments are not only used in the 

original forms of performance as in western culture but have also been absorbed into the 

local musical forms such as in keroncong, bangsawan and joget.  (Which are also types 

of idiosyncratic music). 

CLASHING CULTURES 

Clashing cultures and changing of social values among the Malay people derived 

from the acculturation process which is largely influenced by Western culture has 

changed the Malay’s perspective toward Malay traditional music. This has split the 

Malay attitude toward local music into two different perspectives.  One is associated with 

a traditionalist group who place a high regard on the traditional music and the other with 

a modernist group who place western influenced musical genres at the top of their 

musical preference list.  Though, it is not possible to divide precisely the Malay people 

into traditionalist or modernist groups because some of them lie on the continuum line 

between these two groups. Traditionalist group can be described as people who still 

strongly hold and practice their tradition and culture in everyday life.  Generally, the 

Malay people who lie in this group live in the village or outside of the urban area.  

Meanwhile the modernist group is mainly the people who live in town areas. They openly 

accept and adopt western culture in their life. The reason for this is because the intrusion 
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of western culture in Malaysia especially through mass media is largely happen in urban 

area. This phenomenon has encouraged the Malay people to accept and practice western 

way of life.  Unconsciously, this has slackened the Malay soul to their culture and 

tradition. Gradually, western culture blends with local tradition and becomes widely 

practiced by the Malay people. Contrarily, even though people who live in rural areas 

have also access to mass media, the impact of the western influence on the Malay people 

is considerably smaller than in urban area.  Because of that, some people still hold and 

proudly practice their tradition in everyday life.   

The clashing culture between these two groups is observable. To show the case, I 

observed a group of children from a village in Kelantan cheerfully hanging around a hall 

waiting for their instructor for a Dikir Barat practice session.  On the other hand, at 

different place, another group of youngsters proudly strummed their guitars (even if not 

properly tuned) or another group in front of a shopping complex at KB Mall at Kota 

Bharu “hanging” with MP3 player earphones  plugged into their ears enjoying western 

style music.  These two different phenomena provide strong evidence for the clash of 

social values in contemporary Malay society.   On the one hand, traditional music is 

regarded as important music in society while on the other hand it is treated as second 

class music. 

ADAPTATION AND SYNCRETISM 

Contemporarily, many traditional musical instruments are used by many people 

including dancers, performers, players, and composers in many ways and for various 

purposes.  The instrument either still retains its traditional style of playing or has been 

modified to suit the need of contemporary users.  In Malay dance, it is very common to 

see the dancers appear in performances with hand-held props such as scarf, tudung saji2, 

candle, saucers, umbrella, paper-flip fan, coconut shell or hand-held musical instruments 

such as tambourine and kompang.  In cultural shows, sometimes the dancers use a 

kompang as a prop in their choreographic movement instead of playing them in the 

                                                 
2 The tudung saji is literally a food cover made from screw pine leaves and woven into attractive patterns. 
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traditional way.  The dancers might beat the instrument a few times while gracefully 

dancing with the instruments.  In this case, the instrument is no longer functioning in its 

traditional role but as a tool or prop in the dance.  Often, this type of dance is performed 

in cultural events and five-star hotels for tourism purposes.  

Over recent years, many contemporary composers and musicians have been 

eagerly seeking a new identity for their music to win fans. Consequently, this has lead to 

the establishment of a new genre in the music industry in Malaysia, which has been 

called Irama Malaysia (Malaysian Rhythm).  Originally, this term was derived from a 

musical genre known as the Balada Nusantara (the Malay Archipelago Ballad) 

introduced in 1988 by a very well-known contemporary composer – Manan Ngah.  The 

Balada Nusantara is a contemporary music genre that is based on Malay musical 

elements with the addition of foreign elements namely, Portuguese, Spanish, Indian, 

Chinese and Arab-Persian that can be adapted to Malay music.   Over the years, a number 

of terms such as Muzik Etno (Ethno-music), Etnik Kreatif (Ethnic Creative), and Irama 

Malaysia have been used by different people to describe similar genres.  This genre has 

also contributed to the extension of the use of traditional elements including the use of 

traditional musical instruments in contemporary music.  Many new albums have been 

published based on the concepts of Irama Melaysia.  The term Irama Malaysia as 

determined by the Juara Lagu TV33 as the sound of traditional musical elements and 

instruments in Malaysia, is quite unclear because the word Malaysian should include the 

musical elements of Chinese, Indian, Iban, Kadazan and the other ethnic groups of 

Malaysia.  However, in reality, the focus of the music is more on the Irama Melayu 

(Malay Rhythm), which is based on five different types of beat; asli, zapin, inang, masri 

and joget.  Traditionally, the rhythms of Irama Melayu are played by percussion 

instruments such as rebana, kompang, gendang and gong. 

 Many popular artists were born into Irama Malaysia. Among them are Sheqal, 

Hasnol, Noraniza Idris, Nurhaida, Tok Ki and Siti Nurhaliza.  Some are also popular in 

                                                 
3 Juara Lagu is a prestige yearly award presented to the winners (composers and performers) in various 
categories such as Pop Rock, Ballad and Irama Malaysia organized by TV3, a leading commercial TV 
channel in Malaysia. 
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others genres such as pop-rock and ballad. There are a few composers who successfully 

work within so-called Irama Malaysia such as Manan Ngah, M.Nasir and Suhaimi Mohd 

Zain.  Manan Ngah was the first composer, who formally established this genre with the 

Malaysian audience through an album entitled Balada Nusantara sung by Sheqal in 

1988.  This was the first album in Malaysian contemporary music recognized as the 

Irama Malaysian-like genre established in the country. In this album, Manan Ngah used 

many elements from indigenous and foreign influences blended together into a single 

concept of music which he called Balada Nusantara, the same term that he used to name 

the album.  Following Manan Ngah’s successful work Balada Nusantara, many other 

composers started to blend western and traditional elements in their work hoping to 

achieve recognition from their fans.  This has meant that traditional musical instruments 

have been manipulated in their works. 

Most of the traditional musical instruments are not an “elite” instrument in Malay 

contemporary music, but are just as additional instrument which widely accepted by 

many composers.  In other words, until now, the traditional musical instruments have not 

been a major or main instrument in contemporary music works but, rather, it is an 

alternative instrument or additional instrument used in the contemporary music.  

Moreover, some of the instruments such as rebana and gendang are also seen as a non-

controversial instrument especially when used in lagu dakwah (religious songs) because 

it is said to have religious connotations.  The rhythms of the traditional music need to be 

altered in order to suit new compositions. This is because most of the traditional beats 

used to accompany traditional melodies are different from the contemporary melodies 

that are much influenced by Western musical elements. 

 Living in a multicultural country, it is inevitable that the Malay people have been 

exposed to various cultural elements from outside of their own culture. Thus, the 

adaptation and syncretism of the foreign culture with the indigenous culture have 

occurred incautiously. This phenomenon has led to the establishment of many new forms 

of musical activities.  Ghazal ensemble is one of the results of the adaptation and 

syncretism of the foreign culture by the Malay people. Because of the different ways of 

receiving the musical elements by different groups of people in different places, some of 
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the musical practices were performed differently by different groups of people.  For 

example, the way the kompang ensembles perform is slightly different from one place to 

another.  Even if the roles of kompang playing in Malay society remain the same – 

providing religious devotion as well as enjoyment, the type of rhythms performed on the 

instrument are distinct. Moreover, the types of song in the repertoires are also different.   

To the extent that Malay culture has long been exposed to foreign culture, the 

cultural transformation and development has been a complicated process. The Malay 

cultural possibilities are and always have been subject to change.  Thus, the ways the 

Malay perceives elements in the cultural transformation are differ from one to another. 

For example the modernist group perceives the roles of traditional music differently from 

the traditionalist group. The contradictions between the traditionalist and modernist 

groups in their views on traditional music in the society are very clear.  In general, the 

modernist group is more open and willing to accept changes in the traditional music 

performance while the traditionalist group trying to protect the “authentic-ness” of their 

heritage.  As the tradition is never been legally protected, it is always up to the 

practitioners to maintain and modify, to accept change or to reject it.  As a result, in 

traditional music performance, many players have been trying to establish new ways of 

performing as well as adding new roles to ensemble.  As previously discussed some 

changes in the traditional music may be accepted by some people but may be rejected by 

other people.  This contradiction is unlikely to come to an end while the Malay people 

possess a dynamic culture.  

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 

It appears that, as discussed earlier, the increasing of intercultural connections, the 

migration of people, and the establishing of borderless media flows also offer new roles 

and meaning to the traditional music.  Consequently, contemporary musicians tend to 

construct new identities as they progress in their careers, in gaining an audience, 

exploiting the traditional elements and giving new meaning to music.  Traditional music 

and the issues related to this topic are changing along with the changes in cultural 

practices.  Some of them, which were first ‘borrowed”, then “adopted” and are now 
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universally accepted and are described as Malay traditional music, are still looking 

toward what will happen in the next generation.  There is a question that arises from this 

phenomenon, just like bangsawan and zapin which were transformed from popular 

cosmopolitan musical genres into “traditional Malay performing arts”, will other 

traditional music retain its traditional values and be permanently placed in the category of 

“the Malay traditional music” or on the contrary, will it transform into a popular 

cosmopolitan musical genre in the future?  It will difficult to answer this question 

precisely unless further study of this issue is carried out in the future. 

Some traditional musical instruments, from day to day, are embedding deeper and 

deeper into the Malay soul as they are gaining popularity, either as a “traditional” 

instrument used in traditional functions or as a “symbolic” instrument used in 

contemporary functions for the sake of “traditionalizing” or “Malayizing” the western 

influence on functions.  With the spirit of nationalism and the recent awareness of a need 

to preserve the local traditions carried by the Malay people, traditional music is one of the 

“national heritages” that has been conspicuously pointed out by various parties such as 

government bodies, cultural activists, learning institutions, contemporary musicians and 

tourism boards.  Ironically, the effort to use the traditional musical elements to 

“naturalize” the westernized functions that have encroached into the Malay culture lately 

is seen as jeopardizing the traditional values of the heritage. Even though it might 

become more popular in term of usage that does not guarantee that it will keep its original 

roles in Malay society. 

Based on the current situation, I can predict that most of the traditional musical 

ensemble will change in the future.  There are sufficient evidences to show that the 

changes will occur not only in the performing techniques of the ensemble but also in 

traditional roles of the ensemble. Based on the current interest among the contemporary 

users in using the traditional musical instruments in contemporary music, it will not be 

surprised if the new materials such as the use of plastic or fibreglass technology will 

replace the tropical wood as the frame while the plastic diaphragm will be used to replace 

the animal skin as the skinhead.  The new construction techniques of the instrument 

possibly will change parallel to the development of new technology in material making.  
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Furthermore, as I observed in many places, many younger players are very keen to 

compose new rhythms based on traditional musical elements to accompany many new 

contemporary songs that most preferred by them.  By the time, I believe, many new 

rhythms will be composed and accepted by the traditional music players and will become 

part of their repertoire.  More than that, with the eagerness to blend the traditional 

elements in the new composition in order to “traditionalize” the Western music, it is not 

surprise if the traditional music will become an important element included in this type of 

composition. After all, all these changes, either it will be accepted or not, the Malay 

people have to face this reality of life. With the dynamic culture that the Malay people 

now possess, I wonder how my grandchildren will perceive our traditional music twenty 

years from now.   
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New Roman Archaeological Treasury Site within Diocletian’s Palace 
 
 
Abstract 

 
 This research deals with new Roman archaelogical treasury site within 

Diocletian’s Palace and its significance. Diocletian’s rich contributions as emperor will 

also be presented as part of this work. Diocletian constructed in an ancient Greek 

settlement Aspalathos his residential luxurious palace, where he was buried after his 

death. Special attention should be paid to the new archaeological and historical site in 

Split, the cultural centre of Dalmatia.  

 
 

History is a chronological narration of significant events primarily marked by 

remarkable historical figures and prominent monuments. A narrative of humanity’s past, 

it is never a story of random and impertinent concepts, but rather a historical account of 

particular and meaningful moments, individuals, and architectural masterpieces. Thus 

when the emphasis is placed on a specific emperor and a specific palace, it is an apparent 

and logical assumption that both hold great relevance. However, this article is an attempt 

to go beyond the mere immediacy of appearances. It is the profound exploration of the 

Roman Emperor Diocletian and of Diocletian’s Palace, a discovery that becomes a dive 

into the depths of their meaning and understanding. This is an article that unravels the 
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importance of these two protagonists, transcending surfaces and entering the realm of 

significance and comprehension.    

 

Based on the mere appearance of reality, Diocletian could initially be branded as 

insignificant. Originally named Diocles, his name was the first apparent verification of 

his unexceptional background. It was not elaborate in nature, reflecting high 

sophistication and illustriousness, but rather a modest name that confirmed rightfully his 

simplicity and his humble birth.  On the immediate surface, Diocles was not the Roman 

crème de la crème, but rather a man whose Dalmatian origins and circumstances were 

quite modest. He was a man marred by detriments and weaknesses, ones that the 

traditional Roman elite would even unanimously deem insuperable, considering the fact 

that he neither possessed a higher education, senatorial status, or extensive military 

training. Despite the aforementioned flaws and shortcomings, Diocles soon proved that 

there was much more to him than what was simply apparent to the eye, shattering the 

façades as he transformed himself from a plain military commander into a historical 

figure of true relevance. (4) 

 

While Diocles initially appeared to be an imperfect and powerless individual, he 

rapidly proved that he was capable of grandeur, a possibility that was unjustly blurred by 

these superficial qualities or rather so-called defects of his. Although his inadequate 

background was practically equated to that of a handicap, Diocles surmounted it by his 

prudent and methodical mind, by his forceful and energetic personality, and by his 

determination in ameliorating the condition of his Orbis Romanus. He demonstrated that 
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he was not simply a military officer, but rather a shrewd, competent, and ambitious man 

who would eventually achieve both victory and glory. While his humble birth and modest 

background did portray him as a commoner and weakling, Diocles soon proved that he 

would rise to greatness, an ascendancy that was marked by his accession on the 20th of 

November 284 when he was proclaimed Augustus. Nevertheless, he shattered the ignoble 

and feeble façade when he defeated the ferocious Emperor Carinus and when he further 

consolidated his power due to the oath of allegiance sworn to him by the remaining army 

of Carinus. Yet not only was his puissance confirmed by the aforementioned facts, he 

also had the personal support and loyalty of his fellow soldier and friend, Marcus 

Aurelius Maximianus, whom he appointed as his Caesar. With that, the transcendence of 

Diocles from irrelevance to significance had begun. (1)         

 

Diocles’ metamorphosis from the superficial state of insignificance to the 

profound realm of relevance was captured by three pertinent facts. While his original 

name Diocles was the first apparent verification of his unprepossessing background, his 

new and improved nomenclature was the first obvious proof of his transformation in 

becoming an important individual within the Orbis Romanus. He was no longer identified 

as Diocles. He was now Emperor Gaius Aurelius Valerius Diocletianus, a name so 

elaborate and sophisticated that it clearly rendered him an elite and relevant figure, 

raising him far beyond the lows of his initial humility to the heights of true grandness. 

Secondly, Diocletian’s metamorphosis was marked when he became emperor, as 

indicated clearly above by his new name and title, since this attainment elevated him 

beyond ordinary mortals. He was no longer a man solely responsible for himself and his 
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family; he was now the Emperor and thus responsible for the welfare of the whole 

population of the Orbis Romanus, having the burden and benefits of rule bestowed and 

resting only upon his shoulders. Lastly, Diocletian’s transformation was captured as he 

became elevated from the mortal realm to the divine due to the Roman practice of the 

deification of emperors. This fact was demonstrated by Diocletian’s epithet Jovius, or 

Jupiter-like, since it confirmed his prominence characterizing him not only as the 

Augustus chief ruler yet equating him also to the supreme Roman god. His divine status 

was further reflected in the practice of adoratio, a custom that required anyone who was 

in the Emperor’s presence to fall to his knees in a manner customary in prayer and 

supplication, reinforcing the notion of Diocletian’s deification and his relevance.     

 

Diocletian’s significance was immediately made evident by the fact that he 

established the system called the Tetrarchy. Although it appeared on the surface to be a 

simple “rule by four” as the literal meaning of the word implied, Diocletian soon 

demonstrated that it was much more than a mere a division of the Orbis Romanus 

between two senior Augusti and two Caesars. It was rather a new organization that 

proved to be efficacious as it empowered him and his co-rulers to tackle the extensive 

dangers that faced the Roman Empire. The reason is that while the Orbis Romanus was 

extremely large and complex to be ruled by one emperor alone, this innovative 

restructuring enabled an imperial presence to exist throughout it making capable the 

resolution of widespread threats. The smoothness and effectiveness of this system 

established in 293 was initially confirmed when Diocletian managed to quash the troubles 

that surfaced in Egypt in 298, and when he not only regained previous Roman territory 
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but also managed to secure much more in Mesopotamia. However, in subsequent years of 

his twenty-one year rule alongside the Tetrarchs, Diocletian revealed how influential was 

he and his Tetrarchy (2).  

 

Diocletian’s influence was exhibited when he successfully managed to re-

establish the requisite law and order despite the perplexed condition of his Orbis 

Romanus. With great immediacy he enforced stern administrative and military reforms, 

bringing as desired the insurgent and barbaric Roman armies once again under firm 

control while restoring the frontiers of the Empire and ensuring security from invasion. 

With great determination and dedication, he undertook harsh and creative measures to 

restore effective government and economic prosperity, taking a very conscientious view 

of his legal and financial responsibilities. Diocletian alongside the Tetrarchs established 

an Edict on Maximum Prices with the intent to curb inflation and established a rather 

complex bureaucracy that reorganized successfully administration and finances while 

reviving the mutinous army’s loyalty and effectiveness. Lastly, he attempted to enforce 

this order by using state religion as a unifying element, turning to more traditional 

polytheism and articulating the belief that the maintenance of Rome’s rule rested on 

respect for religion and tradition. Thus Diocletian’s importance was revealed, 

highlighting the reality that it was him and his reforms that were influential and 

responsible for the preservation of the Orbis Romanus. (3)     

 

Diocletian’s Palace was also essential in the preservation of the Orbis Romanus, 

being an exquisite architectural structure that Diocletian built near his birthplace of 
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Salona, now modern Split, Croatia. Rising majestically above the sea, it was sturdy in 

nature thanks to its fixed powerful and wide walls. Each side of this tetragon except the 

south one had in the middle a large door, while the small door had steps leading directly 

to the sea. The main entrance to the palace used to be the northern one, today Porta 

Aurea, while two streets divided the palace in four sections. One street ran north-south 

from Porta Aurea to Porta Aenea, while the other ran east-west from Porta Ferrea to Porta 

Argentea respectively. The point of intersection was Peristil where breathtaking columns 

stood high, columns whose beauty was created due to the combination of red Egyptian 

granite, white marble, and Corinthian details. From the left side of Peristil rose an 

octagon-like prominent building with two Egyptian sphinxes decorating its entrance, 

while on the right was Jupiter’s shrine. The imperial residence extended from Peristil and 

even further on, reflecting brilliant architectural artistry and extravagance as it was 

constructed with the use of very expensive and refined stone and material. However, the 

true meaning of Diocletian’s Palace was revealed when surpassing this surface of 

apparent beauty and entering the realm of its true significance.  (6)   

 

Considering the fact that Diocletian’s Palace was such an exquisite architectural 

structure, it was a solid and powerful reflection of Diocletian’s own greatness. A 

synthesis of richness and luxury of that time, it was the verification of Diocletian’s 

strength and importance considering the fact that it was not a residence that could be built 

or owned by a simple and unremarkable man. Being an extraordinary palace that was 

built mindfully during Roman times with Roman style, it also became the representation 

and preservation of the Orbis Romanus, combining the notion of a Roman house with a 
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Roman castrum. However, the importance of this monument is not embodied solely in 

the Palace itself. It is demonstrated in the Palace being an entire remarkable development 

of what is today deemed the inner city. (7) This inner city is the heart of Spalatum, 

modern Split, being a hub and synthesis of medieval and Romanesque buildings and 

works of art. Thus Diocletian’s Palace became truly one of the most famous and integral 

architectural and cultural constructs on the Croatian Adriatic coast, being the location 

where all the most important historical buildings and art can be found, reinforcing once 

again its relevance. 

Changes and reconstruction of the historical nucleus of the city of Split brought 

into light new evidence of the archaelogical site having been under the Adriatic sea. 

Archaeologists and antiquarians are actively engaged in study and research of the newest 

reconstruction of the Riva. Conservator Josko Belamaric reported that the existence of 

Dicoletian’s thermal baths in the basement of hotel “Slavija” and few precious 

underground findings show that there was healing through the usage of thermal baths. 

Diocletian sufferred of chronic rheumatism and these baths were ideal for his recovery. 

New findings offer abundant material for research of the cultural, economic, and political 

life during Diocletian’s time. (5) 

This article was a profound discovery of the Roman Emperor Diocletian and his 

Palace. An exploration beyond mere surfaces, it unraveled the importance of both 

protagonists, revealing them as historical and cultural entities essential in the 

representation and preservation of the Orbis Romanus. Integral figures of humanity’s 

history, Diocletian and his Palace have transcended local Roman significance as they 

both hold an outstanding place in the Mediterranean, European world heritage.  
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Abstract 
The topic area for this paper can be situated within the context of Second Language Studies and Canadian 
immigration. It is related to second language proficiency assessment and setting communication standards for the 
professional accreditation of immigrants.  
 
The goals of the current research study were to identify the most common and potentially predictable communication 
tasks in the engineering profession, to implement an accountable process for establishing the threshold for 
professional language proficiency (PLP), and to determine the PLP threshold needed by international engineering 
graduates (IEG) in order to obtain licensure and practice as Professional Engineers (P. Eng.) in Canada. 

 
In order to accomplish these goals, we reviewed the existing literature related to PLP in engineering, directly involved 
the professional association, obtained a purposive sample of engineering companies to ensure accountable 
representation of the profession, administered questionnaires, job shadowed 69 engineers to collect authentic 
language samples, conducted English proficiency assessments, organized focus groups, created an assessment 
group consisting of engineering assessors, and  designed a generalizability framework in order to demonstrate the 
reliability of the decision making process for future application. 
 
Based on the results of our generalizability analysis an accountable threshold can be established. The research 
demonstrates a 95% confidence interval and a high generalizability coefficient (Ep2 = .97) supporting the established 
threshold of Canadian Language Benchmark (CLB) 8 in writing and similarly CLB 8 in oral communication. 
 
Setting the language proficiency threshold for entry into a profession is one of the most critical and essential tasks 
facing any nation that relies on immigration for its future well being.  
 
Background 
The Importance of Immigrant Integration 
In the last two decades, Canada’s Immigration policy has been tailored to attract young skilled immigrants from a 
variety of professions, based on the premise that immigration is a key strategy for ensuring economic growth in 
Canada. The federal government predicted that by 2010, 100% of the growth in the Canadian workforce will be made 
possible through immigration, as the number of domestically educated professionals and skilled workers will be 
sufficient only to replace the retiring workforce (Alboim, 2002). However, the predicted economic growth is possible 
only if skilled immigrants are integrated into the Canadian workforce and fully contributing to the economy according 
to their education and skills. Statistics Canada’s (2003) Second Wave of the Longitudinal Survey of Immigrants to 
Canada found that out of the principal applicants in the skilled worker category, between the ages of 25 and 44, only 
48% found a job in their intended occupation. Moreover, nearly a fifth of recent immigrants are in chronic low income, 
where chronic was defined as being in low income at least four of the first five years in Canada. In 2004, low-income 
rates among immigrants during their first full year in Canada were 3.2 times higher than those of Canadian-born 
people. The economic situation of new immigrants to Canada has shown no improvement in the last ten years 
despite the fact that many of them have much higher levels of than a decade earlier. Insufficient language proficiency 
and difficulty in accessing their professional fields are the two most common barriers to integration that immigrants 
face in Canada. 
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Language Knowledge, General Language Proficiency, and Professional Language 
Proficiency 
In order to benchmark the English language proficiency needed for licensure in any professional field, the first 
distinction that needs to be made is between language knowledge and language proficiency. Language knowledge 
consists of knowledge of vocabulary, morphology, syntax, and phonology or the rules that form the code of a 
language. Language knowledge does not necessarily guarantee language proficiency, which represents the ability to 
successfully use the language to accomplish various communication tasks. 
 
The second distinction that is necessary for the scope of the current project is the one between general language 
proficiency (GLP) and professional language proficiency (PLP). GLP is the ability to successfully use the language to 
communicate in every day generic situations. PLP is the ability to successfully accomplish communication tasks that 
are expected in the profession and to fulfill certain professional roles and responsibilities, according to the norms and 
standards of the profession.  
 
Most existing large scale tests are not designed to measure PLP. They are designed for GLP such as the numerous 
national language assessment instruments aimed at immigrant newcomers; or they are designed for academic 
language proficiency (ALP) such as the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), which predicts a person’s 
capacity to engage in academic study in English. Presently, professional fields are moving away from the use of GLP 
or ALP tests in favor of establishing more predictable PLP measures. The accountable professional integration of 
skilled immigrants into their respective fields can be adversely affected by using measures that do not accurately 
reflect the kind of language used in the field and the expected standards for its use. Setting the language proficiency 
bar for entry into a profession is one of the most critical tasks facing any nation that relies on immigration for its future 
well being.  
 
Authentic Assessment of Professional Language Proficiency 
In the last decade, there has been a movement toward authentic assessment of professional language proficiency 
and away from more psychometric, discrete-point approaches such as multiple-choice, true or false, or fill-in-the 
blanks. Authentic assessment of professional language proficiency involves the candidate in interactive 
communication situations similar to those specific to a profession. According to Douglas (2000, p. 90), in these types 
of assessments, “test content and methods are derived from an analysis of a specific purpose target language 
situation, so that test tasks allow for an interaction between the test taker’s language ability and the specific content 
knowledge, on one hand, and the test tasks on the other.” 
 
An authentic assessment tool of English for Professional Engineers would simulate communicative situations and 
tasks common to the practice of Engineering. In order to successfully design authentic assessment for professional 
purposes, it is necessary to enter into direct negotiation with the professional associations and licensing bodies 
around the following basic steps: 
 

1. Identify a range of oral and written tasks that are common to the practice of a specific profession. 
2. Identify a spread of language proficiency in actual practice related to the tasks. 
3. Select the most representative and predictive tasks as a sub-sample. 
4. Collaboratively design a means of establishing the threshold of performance that is acceptable to the field.  
5. Create a task-based profession specific assessment instrument capable of measuring language 

performances on either side of the threshold. 
 

Research Goals 
The goal of the current research study was to benchmark the threshold for English language proficiency needed by 
entry-level, internationally-educated Professional Engineers to practice in Canada. The orienting questions that 
guided the research process were: 
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• What are the most common and potentially predictable communication tasks in the engineering profession? 
• What is the most accountable process for establishing the threshold for professional language proficiency 

(PLP)? 
• What is the threshold for professional language proficiency (PLP) needed by international engineering 

graduates (IEG) in order to obtain licensure and practice as Professional Engineers (P. Eng.) in Canada? 
 

In order to accomplish these goals, we: 
• Reviewed the existing literature related to PLP in engineering in order to formalize a research approach. 
• Directly involved the professional association.  
• Obtained a purposive sample of engineering companies to ensure accountable representation of the 

profession. 
 
Related Literature 
There is an existing national body of work that has been used to inform the design and approach of this research 
project. Based on findings from the following research initiatives: From Consideration to Integration, (Canadian 
Council of Professional Engineers, 2005); Essential Skills Research Project (Human Resources and Skills 
Development Canada, 2004); Relating Canadian Language Benchmarks to Essential Skills: A Comparative 
Framework (Centre for Canadian Language Benchmarks, 2005); Essential Skills Communication Assessment Tool 
(SAIT, 2006); Job Activity Language Analyses (JALAS): A Collection of Language Samples from Engineering and 
Technology (Vancouver Community College, 2006); Benchmarking the English Language Demands of the Nursing 
Profession across Canada (Centre for Canadian Language Benchmarks, 2002); Language Communication 
Assessment Project (L-CAP) (Watt, Lake, & Crutcher, 2006),  the following guiding principles emerged: 

• Communication tasks and language requirements are specific to each profession. 
• The job shadowing of professionals and the collection of authentic language samples (both oral and written) 

are necessary steps both for establishing the language proficiency threshold for the engineering profession 
and for developing an accountable language assessment tool for the profession.  

• The English language proficiency level needed for professional licensure can be accurately and accountably 
benchmarked. 

• It is essential to involve the profession directly in the process of setting the professional language 
proficiency (PLP) threshold. 

• Benchmarking the English language proficiency level needed for professional licensure advances the 
integration of professional immigrants. 

• Point of licensure is the most viable place to establish a threshold for private sector professions such as 
engineering. 

• The development of an assessment tool for PLP should be based on authentic language tasks. 
• Predictability of PLP is a combination of task complexity and language proficiency. 
• The threshold should be set prior to the development of the assessment tool. 

 
Participants 
Purposive Sampling 
The participant sample was purposefully created to reflect four basic categories of participant. Participants were 
selected to represent both Professional Engineer (P.Eng.) and non-Professional Engineer (non-P.Eng.) status in 
order to identify individuals on both sides of the licensure line, since an underlying premise of the assessment 
process was that the final tool may be used to determine licensure readiness. Also, the sample purposefully selected 
both Canadian engineering graduates (CEG) and international engineering graduates (IEG) in order to insure that the 
professional tasks performed by the two groups were similar and that the standards for their performance were 
comparable. Since the study was primarily aimed at a refined understanding of the professional language threshold 
as it relates to multilingual IEGs, the IEG category was over-sampled to guarantee a more representative sample of 
the profession.  
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Lastly, the engineering field represents a broad array of specific engineering sub-disciplines such as: civil, chemical, 
electrical, petroleum, mechanical etc. In order to approximate a representative sample for the provincial jurisdiction in 
which the engineers would be licensing, we requested that the professional association provide us with a list of 
representative companies from a range of sub-disciplines who were willing to participate in the benchmarking 
process.  
 
In sum, 11 engineering companies and 69 individual participants volunteered to participate in this study. The sample 
included 17 engineering specialties (table 1), 21 first languages (table 2) spoken by the international engineering 
graduates (IEGs), and 19 countries of origin. The average IEGs’ length of residence in Canada was 7.7 years and 
the average number of years of licensure as a P. Eng. in Canada was 8 years.   
 
 
                               Table 1: Engineering Specialties 
                          
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                 
 
                                
 
 

Engineering 
Specialty 

Number of 
Participants 

Application 1 
Chemical 1 

Civil/structural 15 
Control 4 

Electrical 12 
Environmental 3 

Geologist 1 
Geotechnical 2 

Instrumentation 2 
Materials 3 

Mechanical 12 
Piping 3 

Process 3 
Project 3 

  Table 2: IEGs’ First Languages (L1) 
First Language Number of IEGs 
 Bengali 2 
Czech 1 
Chinese 5 
Farsi 1 
Gujarati 3 
Hindi 1 
Kanada 1 
Malayan 1 
Mandarin 3 
Marathi 3 
Portuguese 1 
Punjabi 2 
Russian 1 
Romanian 2 
Serbian 4 
Sindhi 1 
Slovak 1 
Spanish 5 
Telugu 1 
Urdu 5 
Yoruba 1 

 
  

Methodology 
The research methodology resonates with the principles of context-based research, a term coined by Douglas and 
Selinker (1994) to encompass the study of second language acquisition assessment in real-life contexts.  
 
The first major step of the data collection process was to gather authentic oral and written language samples and 
information on the types of communication tasks that engineers perform in a variety of specialties and roles. The 
second step was to involve the engineering profession in determining the English proficiency threshold needed to 
obtain licensure as a P. Eng. The sections below describe in detail the methodological steps followed in this research 
project. 
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Step 1  
In order to obtain authentic oral and written language samples and information on the types of engineering 
communication tasks, four data collection strategies were used: 

 
1. Background Form & Questionnaire 

As part of completing the Background Form & Questionnaire, participants were asked to rate the oral and written 
communication tasks they perform on a three-point scale (1- most frequently, 2-occasionally, and 3-rarely), based on 
the frequency level. The examples of tasks included in the questionnaires are the result of a cross-analysis of several 
taxonomies existing in the literature on general professional communication or engineering-specific standards. At the 
end of the each of the categories (written and oral), informants were asked to add any type of communication task 
that they perform on the job and that was not included in the initial list.  
 

2. Job Shadowing 
In order to accurately determine and describe the types of communication tasks and requirements in the engineering 
field, all 68 participants were job shadowed by a research team member for 2-3 hours. Participants were asked to 
carry out their regular work activities, disregarding the researcher’s presence. After obtaining informed consent, 
samples of authentic oral communication tasks such as interaction between co-workers, meetings, phone 
conversations with customers, peers and supervisors were audio-recorded. At the same time, the researcher filled 
out a job observation record in order to gather information such as type of communication tasks, snippets of the 
language used to accomplish tasks, the length of each task, researcher’s comments, and information about the task 
context.  
 

3. English Language Proficiency Assessments 
The international engineering graduates’ level of general English proficiency was assessed using The Enhanced 
Language Training Placement Assessment (ELTPA 6-10). Unlike the Canadian Language Benchmark Assessment 
(CLBA) that can assess language proficiency up to Canadian Language Benchmark (CLB) 8,  the ELTPA 6-10 can 
go up to CLB 10+ (the midpoint of advanced proficiency).  An overview of Canadian Language Benchmark (CLB) 
Global Performance Descriptors is provided in Appendix A. 
 
The ELTPA 6-10 assesses the communicative competence or the ability to use the language to accomplish 
communicative tasks, in four language skill areas: speaking, listening, reading, and writing.  
 
As part of this project, three researchers obtained national certification as ELTPA 6-10 assessors and conducted 
English proficiency assessments for the IEGs who participated in this study. The assessment took place in the 
participants’ workplace, during or after work hours, based on their preferences and availability.  
 
The listening and speaking assessments were audio recorded. In order to ensure greater inter-rater reliability, each 
speaking and writing sample was assessed by 2-3 certified ELTPA 6-10 assessors. 
 

4. Focus Groups 
After all the English assessments and job shadowing activities were completed at an engineering company, the 
researchers invited all the participants (both CEGs and IEGs) to a focus group. In sum, five focus groups were 
organized. The purpose of the focus groups was to gather information about Professional Engineers’ experiences 
with the professional licensure process, the benefits of being licensed, the importance of communication skills to 
success at work, the most challenging communication tasks, the difference in communication tasks that P.Eng. do 
versus non-P.Eng., the communication tasks considered the most valuable to include in the development of a 
language assessment tool, and the estimated percentage of  non-P.Eng. IEGs at work perceived to have language 
and communication difficulties. 
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Step 2 
In order to determine the PLP threshold for licensure in a fair and accountable manner, it is members of the 
profession and not language assessors who must ultimately decided how much oral and written PLP is expected of 
entry-level Professional Engineers.   
 
In order to facilitate this goal, the following procedures were used: 

1. Illustrative task samples of written and oral language were constructed to represent the full range of 
language proficiencies with multiple samples of each benchmark level. 

2. A team of ten engineering assessors responsible for the assessment of the academic and the professional 
engineering status of P. Eng. applicants was created for the purpose of assessing the oral and written 
samples following a specific protocol.  

3. A generalizability framework was designed in order to demonstrate the reliability of the decision making 
process for future application. 

 
Packages of Authentic Oral and Written Language Samples 
We created packages of oral and written language samples selected from those collected in various engineering 
companies where job shadowing sessions and language proficiency assessments were conducted.   
 
The writing assessment package consisted of 20 language samples, covering the range of English language 
proficiency from CLB 6 to CLB 10, in a random order. Ten language samples were professional memos and ten were 
letters to a supervisor.  
 
The speaking assessment package consisted of 16 language samples, covering the range of English language 
proficiency from CLB 6 to CLB 10. Eight were audio recordings of short impromptu presentations on a given topic 
and eight were recordings of IEGs narrating a sequence of professional tasks or events.  
 
Procedures for Determining the ELP Threshold for Written Communication 
A 3-hour morning session was dedicated to establish the ELP threshold for writing.  The session began with an 
overview of the project given by the principal investigator. The 11 assessors were divided into 3 groups and 
explained the steps to be followed. Each group was given the first writing assessment package consisting of 10 
writing samples of different English proficiency levels, in mixed order, and a Writing Assessment Sheet. Each group 
was asked to carefully read all the writing samples in the package and put them in order, from the lowest to the 
highest one, based on English proficiency level.  Each sample was identifiable by a number written on the first page. 
All three groups divided the samples into 3 piles: high, medium, and low and the ranking produced by each group 
was written on the white board. The principal investigator acted as a moderator and guided the groups toward 
reaching a ranking consensus, by inviting them to revisit their initial ranking and switch the order of adjacent samples, 
wherever it was possible.  
 
Group members made comments on the reasons on which they based their ranking. The most common ranking 
criteria were: clarity of problem description, grammatical accuracy, and readability ease. 
 
In the end, the three groups arrived at complete agreement on which samples belonged to each category (high, 
medium, low), but the order of the samples within each group was slightly different.  All three groups identified the 
same two samples as being high, the same four samples as being medium, and the same four as being low. 
 
Then, each group was asked to draw the line right below the writing sample that they considered to represent the 
threshold of English proficiency expected of entry-level Professional Engineers. Finally, each group completed the 
Writing Assessment Sheet. On the sheet, they ranked each sample as being below, on, or above the threshold, 
indicated the reasons for ranking, and made comments on each sample.   
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The same ranking protocol was repeated for the second set of writing samples on a different task, a professional 
letter.  
 
Procedures for Determining ELP Threshold for Oral Communication 
A 3-hour afternoon session was dedicated to establish the ELP threshold for oral communication. Each assessor was 
asked to evaluate each speaking sample and complete a Speaking Assessment Sheet. The assessors listened to 2 
sets of 8 speaking samples of 2-3 minutes each.  The speaking samples in each set varied in terms of English 
proficiency level and were played in mixed order.  Some recordings were played twice, at the assessors’ request. 
After listening to each sample, the assessors were asked to score it on a scale from 6 to 10, write down some 
relevant quotes, personal comments, benchmark descriptors, and rank the sample as being below, on, or above the 
threshold. To calibrate the assessment process, the researchers disclosed the real CLB assigned to the first 
speaking sample. All the completed Speaking Assessment Sheets were collected for data analysis.  
 
Post hoc analyses of the discrete decision criteria used by the assessors’ group suggest that they favor confidence, 
fluency, comprehensibility, and accent over other possible features (e.g. grammaticality, context, vocabulary, etc.). 
Nonetheless, there is a strong agreement at the holistic level between the assessment instrument outcomes and the 
evaluations of the assessors’ group. 
 
Analysis of Results 
Summary of Communication Tasks  
Based on 65 questionnaire responses, the 5 most common writing communication tasks in the engineering 
profession were identified to be: 

• E-mail messages to co-workers or managers 
• Brief comments on reports, work orders, or technical studies 
• Memos to co-workers or managers 
• Notes giving instructions or set of steps to follow to co-workers 
• Short reports to present information, describe a process, or make recommendations 

 
Based on 64 questionnaire responses, the 5 most common oral communication tasks in the engineering profession 
are: 

• Leave and receive short routine recorded messages 
• Interact with co-workers when coordinating tasks or discussing procedures and activities. Inform co-workers 

of progress or unexpected conditions 
• Listen to voicemail, taking note of complaints and requests to which you must respond. 
• Attend routine meetings 
• Communicate with employees at all levels of the company to discuss work processes and quality problems. 

 
For a complete summary of communication tasks, see Appendix B. The above list should provide the baseline for the 
future development of a professional language proficiency (PLP) assessment tool for entry-level Professional 
Engineers. The test should consist of test tasks that are among the most common ones, as identified by this survey 
of a cross-section of the engineering field. 
 
Benchmarking Summary  
In sum, the English language proficiency (ELP) of 42 IEGs was assessed using the ELTPA 6-10. A summary of the 
number of assessments conducted per each language skill and the distribution of the CLBs assigned is presented in 
Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Benchmarking Summary 
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Number of Participants Assessed at Each CLB  
Canadian Language 
Benchmark (CLB) 

Speaking Listening Reading Writing 

CLB 6 1 0 0 1 
CLB 7 4 0 0 2 
CLB 8 9  0 1 7 
CLB 9 7 17 9 12 

CLB 10 21 23 20 17 
 

*42 speaking assessments, 40 listening assessments, 30 reading assessments, and 39 writing assessments 
 
Threshold Calculation: Generalizability Analyses and Setting Cut-Scores 
Generalizability theory (G Theory) provides a framework for conceptualizing, investigating, and designing reliable 
observations. G theory acknowledges that the reliability of an observation depends on the universe about which the 
investigator wants to draw inferences. Because a particular measure may conceivably be generalized to many 
different universes, a measure may vary in how reliably it permits inferences about these universes and, therefore, be 
associated with different reliability coefficients.  
 
The Decision Maker 
Measurements are designed with applications in mind, and their quality has to be examined in the context of their 
application. This context is symbolized by the "decision maker" who is interested in measuring a particular construct 
in a particular population of persons, under a particular universe of conditions, and with particular types of decisions 
in mind.  In the present research, for example, the constructs are speaking and writing language proficiency with ESL 
engineers, for professional practice to determine if they meet particular benchmarks of proficiency.   
 
Types of Decisions 
The types of decisions for which a measurement instrument is to be used have to be known before an instrument that 
yields dependable observations can be designed. Two major types of decisions have to be distinguished. The first 
concerns decisions that rely on the relative ranking of individuals. Accepting the three top-scoring applicants for a 
position is an example of a decision relying on the relative interpretation of scores. Measurements that emphasize 
the interpretation of the relative differences between scores are the domain of classical test theory with its traditional 
focus on inter-individual differences. 
 
The second major type of decision is based on the interpretation of the absolute level of scores. Mastery tests in 
education provide an example of a decision based on the absolute interpretation of a score. Similarly, pre-established 
standards for language proficiency (e.g., minimum CLB) represent a fixed level of score.  
 
The Universe and Its Facets 
Universes can be simple or complex, homogenous or heterogeneous, and small or large depending on the construct 
of interest and the decision maker’s interest in investigating different aspects or facets of generalizability. The terms 
"facets" and "conditions" are analogous to "factors" and "levels" in the literature on experimental design. A universe 
of observations is said to consist of one facet if the generalizability of observations regarding one source of variation 
in the universe, say speaking samples of varying difficulty, is at stake.   
 
Generalizability Studies 
Generalizability studies (G studies) are conducted to investigate the relationship between an observed score and a 
universe score. They are designed to provide information regarding the sources of variability (i.e., facets of the 
universe) that influence the generalizability of observations. Because the dependability of a measure rests on its 
purpose (and thus the universe of admissible observations it is meant to represent), different G studies may be 
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needed depending on the proposed application of the measure. Alternatively, a single G study has to anticipate the 
multiple uses of a measurement to provide as much information as possible about potentially important sources of 
variation.  
 
Spoken or written samples and different assessors scoring these are obvious facets to be examined in a G study.  
Having defined such a multi-faceted universe, a G study has to be designed to investigate the contributions of these 
facets and their interactions to the overall variance in observations.  
 
Decision Studies  
G studies are designed to assess the dependability of a particular measurement technique. In contrast, decision 
studies (D studies) are designed to gather data based on which decisions about individuals are made.  D studies rely 
on the evidence generated by G studies to design dependable measures for a particular decision and a particular set 
of facets about which a decision maker would like to generalize. The goal is to design a measure that samples 
sufficient numbers of instances from different facets of a universe of observations to yield a sufficiently dependable 
estimate of the universe score which the measure is meant to represent. 
 
Generalizability Design 
For illustration, the statistical models and analyses for a one-facet generalizability study will be presented. This most 
simple generalizability design requires making observations (Xpi) on individual subjects (1, 2, …, p,…, np) under 
different conditions of a facet (1, 2, …, i, …, ni), where subjects and conditions represent random samples from their 
respective universes.  In a one-facet design, the universe of admissible observations consists of observations that 
differ with respect to one characteristic, say difficulty. The generalizability question is: How dependable are 
observations made under different conditions to draw inferences about the universe consisting of all conditions? This 
can be computed directly in a G study by deriving the Generalizability coefficient, Ep2. 
 
G Study for Speaking  
In the Speaking task, 16 samples of two types of audio tasks (presentation and professional discourse) were 
assessed by 10 assessors.  A G Study question, then, is what is the Ep2 for 10 assessors across the 8 samples in 
each of the two audio tasks? The variance component due to assessor (n=10) in task 1 was 81.33 and the error 
component was 1.76 resulting in an Ep2 = .97, a very high dependability for of the scores for 10 assessors.  For task 
2, the variance component due to assessor (n=10) was 61.91 and the error component was 1.30 resulting in Ep2 = 
.98, also a very high dependability for of the scores for 10 assessors.     
  
D Study for Speaking 
Ten assessors, however, is an inordinate number though this results is a very high Ep2, it also may result in 
inefficiency if high Ep2 can be achieved with fewer assessors.  Table 4 below contains a summary of the error 
variance component1 as a function of the number of assessors as well as the Ep2.  This relationship is graphically 
represented in Figure 1.   
 
  

                                                            
1 Data from task 1 and 2 were combined for this analysis as an ANOVA indicate no significant differences between 
the two; p < .37. 
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Table 4:  Generalizability Analyses for the Speaking Task 
 Number of Assessors Error Variance 

Component 
Ep2  

1 17.60 .82 
2 8.80 .90 
3 5.87 .93 
4 4.40 .95 
5 3.52 .96 
6 2.93 .97 
7 2.51 .97 
8 2.20 .97 
9 1.96 .98 
10 1.76 .98 

 
 
Figure 1:  Ep2 Value as a Function of the Number of Assessors 
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From the data in Table 4 and the function in Figure 1, it is evident that there is a rapid increase in dependability of the 
data as the number of examiners increases to 3 (Ep2 = .93) but very little increase by including more assessors.  
Three assessors are adequate for the Speaking task to achieve high dependability. 
 
Setting the Cut-Score for the Speaking Task 
The benchmark analyses for the speaking tasks are summarized in Table 5.  A close inspection of this table reveals 
that the mean benchmark is 7.9 (SD = 1.20) and a standard error of 0.10.  The 95% confidence intervals results in a 
range of 7.67 to 8.04.  These data together with the Ep2 analyses suggests that the cut-off for speaking proficiency 
should be set at 8.0. 
 
Table 5:  Mean and Distributional Statistics for the Speaking Task 

Task N Mean 
Benchmark 

SDa SEb 95% Confidence Interval for 
Mean 

Min Max 

         Lower Bound Upper Bound     

1 80 7.8 1.30 .15 7.55 8.13 6 10 
2 80 7.9 1.10 .12 7.63 8.12 6 10 
Total 160 7.9 1.20 .10 7.67 8.04 6 10 
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a=Standard deviation; b = Standard error 
  
G Study for Writing  
In the Writing task, 20 samples of two types of written tasks (memos and letters) were assessed by 3 groups of 
assessors.  A G Study question, then, is what is the Ep2 for 3 assessors across the 10 samples in each of the two 
audio tasks? The variance component due to assessor (n=3) in task 1 was 67.11 and the error component was 1.30 
resulting in an Ep2 = .97, a very high dependability for of the scores for 10 assessors.  For task 2, the variance 
component due to assessor (n=10) was 67.17 and the error component was 1.73 resulting in Ep2 = .97, also a very 
high dependability for of the scores for 3 assessors.     
 
D Study for Writing 
What is the optimum number of group assessors for a dependable Ep2, for the written tasks?  Table 6 below contains 
a summary of the error variance component2 as a function of the number of assessors as well as the Ep2.  This 
relationship is graphically represented in Figure 2.   
 
Table 6:  Generalizability Analyses for the Writing Task 
 Number of Groups Error Variance 

Component 
Ep2  

1 5.24 .93 
2 2.62 .96 
3 1.73 .97 
4 1.33 .98 
5 1.04 .98 
6 .87 .99 

 
Figure 2:  Ep2 Value as a Function of the Number of Groups 
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From the data in Table 6 and the function in Figure 2, it is evident that there is a rapid increase in dependability of the 
data as the number of groups increases to 3 (Ep2 = .97) but very little increase by including more groups.  One group 
of assessors are adequate for the Writing task to achieve high dependability (Ep2 = .93). 
 

                                                            
2 Data from task 1 and 2 were combined for this analysis as an ANOVA indicate no significant differences between 
the two;  p < .90. 
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Setting the Cut-Score for the Writing Task 
The benchmark analyses for the writing task are summarized in Table 7.  A close inspection of this table reveals that 
the mean benchmark is 8.2 (SD = 1.18) and a standard error of 0.15.  The 95% confidence intervals results in a 
range of 7.90 to 8.50.  These data together with the Ep2 analyses suggests that the cut-off for writing proficiency 
should be set at 8.0. 
 
Table 7:  Mean and Distributional Statistics for the Writing Task 

 

Group N Mean 
Benchmark 

SDa SEb 95% Confidence Interval for 
Mean 

Min Max 

         Lower Bound Upper Bound     

1 20 8.20 1.19 .27 7.64 8.76 6 10 
2 20 8.20 1.20 .27 7.64 8.76 6 10 
3 20 8.20 1.19 .27 7.64 8.76 6 10 
Total 60 8.20 1.18 .15 7.90 8.50 6 10 

a=Standard deviation; b = Standard error 
 
Based on the above generalizability analyses, the threshold for professional language proficiency (PLP) needed by 
international engineering graduates (IEG) in order to obtain licensure and practice as Professional Engineers (P. 
Eng.) should be set CLB 8 for both oral and written communication. 
 
Discussion 
PLP for Professional Licensure 
A clear distinction needs to be made between the professional language proficiency (PLP) needed for securing 
employment in the engineering field and the PLP for licensure as a P.Eng.  The PLP for obtaining employment in a 
private field like engineering is market-driven. Unlike other professional fields such a medicine or nursing, where 
licensure is a pre-requisite for practicing in the field, international engineering graduates (IEGs) can get a job in the 
engineering field without licensure and work as specialists, under the supervision of a P.Eng. Engineering companies 
set their own standards for the hiring of IEGs and some may opt to hire IEGs with relatively lower language skills and 
accommodate them by providing support training on the job. 

 
The scope of this project was not to benchmark the professional language proficiency (PLP) threshold needed to 
access the engineering field, since employment demands are volatile and dictated by employers, but to establish an 
accountable and constant threshold for obtaining licensure as a P. Eng..  
 
Professional Engineers are expected to be able to work with minimum supervision, have enough English skills to 
function independently, and assume full responsibility for the projects they stamp. The English language standards 
for professional licensure need to be stable, accountable, established by the profession, and unaffected by economic 
trends and market forces. 

 
By following involving the profession in the process, the current research project has identified the ELP threshold for 
oral and written communication needed to obtain licensure as an entry-level professional engineer. 
  
Characteristics of a PLP Assessment Tool for Entry-level Professional Engineers 
An assessment tool geared to assess the PLP needed to obtain licensure as an entry-level professional engineer in 
Canada will need to be referenced to the Canadian Language Benchmarks and be sensitive enough to clearly 
capture the threshold for oral and written communication established by the current study.  
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The tool will be designed to assess generic engineering language proficiency rather than specific field engineering 
language proficiency. The test should be relevant for all engineering disciplines (i.e. chemical, structural, electrical, 
instrumentation, etc.) and assess whether candidates have enough English skills to function effectively and safely in 
any engineering workplace.  

 
The assessment tool should be task-based and authentic. The current study has collected a whole array of authentic 
language samples from a variety of engineering disciplines and has provided a list of the most common and 
representative tasks that professional engineers complete. The language samples and the list of tasks resulting from 
this research study should inform the design and development of the assessment tool in the next research phase. 
Test developers should analyze the authentic language tasks collected in the workplace and design test items that 
measure a candidate’s ability to complete those tasks.   
 
The Steps for Engaging the Profession in the Process of Professional Language 
Assessment 
There is good evidence from a variety of countries that underscore the dangers of attempting to establish 
professional language proficiency thresholds without first gaining the involvement of the profession in the process. 
Typically, professions will start by resisting the engagement using the argument that they are not the experts in this 
area. However, ultimately, members of the profession make decisions about the language proficiency of their 
colleagues. By garnering the support of the profession in the process, a sense of ownership over the outcomes is 
achieved and there is far more likelihood that the profession will accept and support the development of the 
assessment process. The process of establishing ownership and the ongoing commitment to the maintenance and 
use of an assessment tool is part of the politics of successful language assessment. There are a number of essential 
steps in developing the collaborative process between language assessors and members of a specific profession: 

1. Create a national advisory board. 
a. Takes time to develop stakeholder involvement. 

2. Educate them provide them with background info on assessment internationally. 
a. Members of the profession are keen to know what else is being done and where. 

3. Engage them in the process of deciding what will be measured and how.  
a. Often stakeholders privilege certain types of measurement over others. 

4. Allow them to refine certain steps as part of establishing ownership. 
a. Typically stakeholders demonstrate their level of involvement by initiating modifications that 

address specific constraints in their profession. 
5. Require their support in establishing a sample population. 

a. It is essential to be sure that the stakeholders perceive the work as undeniably relevant to their 
general population. 

6. Involve them in the explanation and dialogue with companies. 
a. Companies act as the corporate citizens of many professions and their support particularly in 

private sector professions is essential to the ownership process. 
7. Provide ethical clearance. 

a. Most companies are positively motivated by evidence that privacy and confidentiality measures are 
in place, to guarantee that internal information and the reputation of the company are protected. 

8. Interim Reports. 
a. Ongoing feedback that shows their contribution to the advance of ideas is essential. 

9. Regular meetings. 
a. Too obvious. 

10. The assessment team. 
a. The professional representation in the decision making process has to be able to withstand later 

scrutiny by the profession at large. They will warrant the professions acceptance. 
11. Understand what counts as evidence – G theory. 
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a. Each profession privileges certain approaches to establishing the validity and reliability or truth and 
trustworthiness of a process. 

12. Establish recommendations that match their future goals and capacities. 
a. The future application of professional language assessment is often associated with its availability, 

its external administration and its maintenance. Few professions are prepared to undertake such a 
task and provisions for the work needs to be put in place. 
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APPENDIX A: Canadian Language Benchmark (CLB) Global Performance 
Descriptors 
 
Speaking Descriptors 
CLB. 6: Learner can communicate with some confidence in casual social conversations and in some less routine 
situations on familiar topics of personal relevance. Can communicate facts and ideas in some detail: can describe, 
report, and provide a simple narration. Can use a variety of structures with some omission/reduction of elements 
(e.g., articles, past tense morphemes). Grammar and pronunciation errors are frequent and may sometimes impede 
communication. Demonstrates a range of everyday vocabulary, some common phrases and idioms. Demonstrates 
discourse that is reasonably fluent, with frequent normal hesitations. Can use the phone to communicate on familiar 
matters, but phone exchanges with strangers are stressful. 
 
CLB. 7: Learner can communicate comfortably in most common daily situations. Can participate in formal and 
informal conversations, involving problem solving and decision-making. Can speak on familiar concrete topics at a 
descriptive level (5 to 10 min.); can present a detailed analysis or comparison. Can use a variety of sentence 
structures (including compound and complex sentences) and an expanded inventory of concrete and common 
idiomatic language. Grammar and pronunciation errors are still frequent, but rarely impede communication. 
Discourse is reasonably fluent, with frequent self-corrections and/or rephrasing. Uses phone for familiar and routine 
matters; clarifying unknown details may still present communication problems. 
 
CLB. 8: Learner can communicate effectively in most daily practical and social situations, and in familiar routine work 
situations. Can participate in conversations with confidence. Can speak on familiar topics at both concrete and 
abstract levels (10 to 15 min.). Can provide descriptions, opinions, and explanations; can synthesize abstract 
complex ideas; can hypothesize. In social interaction, learner demonstrates an increased ability to respond 
appropriately to the formality level of the situation. Can use a variety of sentence structures, including 
embedded/report structures, and an expanded inventory of concrete, idiomatic, and conceptual language. Grammar 
and pronunciation errors rarely impede communication. Discourse is reasonably fluent. Uses phone on less familiar 
and some non-routine matters. 
 
CLB. 9: Learner can independently, through oral discourse, obtain, provide, and exchange key information for 
important tasks (work, academic, personal) in complex routine and a few non-routine situations in some demanding 
contexts of language use. Can actively and effectively participate in 30-minute formal exchanges about complex, 
abstract, conceptual, and detailed information and ideas to analyze, to problem-solve, and to make decisions. Can 
make 15- to 30-minute prepared formal presentations. Can interact to coordinate tasks with others, to advise or 
persuade (e.g., to sell or recommend a product or service), to reassure others, and to deal with complaints in one-on-
one situations. Grammar, vocabulary, or pronunciation errors very rarely impede communication. Prepared discourse 
is mostly accurate in form, but may often be rigid in its structure / organization and delivery style. 
 
CLB. 10: Learner can, through oral discourse, obtain, exchange, and present information, ideas, and opinions for 
important tasks (work, academic, personal) in complex routine and some non-routine situations in many demanding 
contexts of language use. Can actively participate in formal meetings, interviews, or seminars about complex, 
abstract, conceptual, and detailed topics. Can lead routine meetings and manage interaction in a small, familiar, 
cooperating group. Can make 20-to 40-minute prepared formal presentations. Can communicate to present and 
analyze information and ideas, to argue a point, to problem-solve, to make decisions, to advise /inform or persuade, 
to give complex directions/instructions, and to socialize/entertain in a formal one-on-one business situation. 
Grammar, vocabulary, or pronunciation errors very rarely impede communication. Prepared discourse is almost 
always grammatically accurate and may be syntactically complex, but may lack flexibility in the structure of 
information, organization, and style of delivery in view of purpose and audience. 
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Listening Descriptors 
CLB. 6: Learner can follow the gist (main ideas) and identify key words and important details in oral discourse in 
moderately demanding contexts of language use (face-to-face formal and informal conversations, audio tapes and 
radio broadcasts) on everyday topics and at a slower rate of speech. Can understand a range of common vocabulary 
and a limited number of idioms. Can follow contextualized discourse related to common experience and general 
knowledge. Can understand contextualized, short sets of instructions and directions. May still frequently request 
repetition. Can follow simple, short, predictable phone messages. 
 
CLB. 7: Learner can comprehend main points and most important details in oral discourse in moderately demanding 
contexts of language use. Can follow most formal and informal conversations on familiar topics at a descriptive level, 
at a normal rate of speech, especially as a participant. Can understand an expanded inventory of concrete and 
idiomatic language. Can understand more complex indirect questions about personal experience, familiar topics, and 
general knowledge. Sometimes requires slower speech, repetitions, and re-wording. Can understand routine work-
related conversation. Can follow short, predictable phone messages on familiar matters; has problems following 
unknown details on unfamiliar matters. Has difficulty following a faster conversation between native speakers. 
 
CLB. 8: Learner can comprehend main points, details, speaker's purpose, attitudes, levels of formality, and styles in 
oral discourse in moderately demanding contexts of language use. Can follow most formal and informal general 
conversations, and some technical, work-related discourse in own field at an average rate of speech. Can follow 
discourse about abstract and complex ideas on a familiar topic. Can comprehend an expanded range of concrete, 
abstract, and conceptual language. Can determine mood, attitudes, and feelings. Can understand sufficient 
vocabulary, idioms, and colloquial expressions to follow detailed stories of general popular interest. Can follow clear 
and coherent extended instructional texts and directions. Can follow clear and coherent phone messages on 
unfamiliar and non-routine matters. Often has difficulty following rapid, colloquial/idiomatic, or regionally accented 
speech between native speakers. 
 
CLB. 9: Learner can obtain key information for important tasks (work, academic, personal) by listening to 15- to 30 
minute complex authentic exchanges and presentations in some demanding contexts of language use. Can follow a 
broad variety of general interest and technical topics in own field, including unfamiliar topics on abstract conceptual 
or technical matters, when discourse has clear organizational structure and clear discourse transition signals, and is 
delivered in a familiar accent. Sufficiently grasps the meaning to paraphrase or summarize key points and important 
details. Sometimes may miss some details or transition signals and becomes temporarily lost. Often has difficulty 
with interpreting verbal humor, low-frequency idioms, and cultural references. Can infer speaker's bias and purpose, 
and some other attitudinal and socio-cultural information. 
 
CLB. 10: Learner can obtain complex detailed information, ideas, and opinions needed for important tasks (work, 
academic, personal) from multiple sources by listening to 30- to 60-minute complex authentic exchanges and 
presentations in demanding contexts of language use. Can follow formal and informal discourse on most general 
interest and technical topics in own field, delivered at various rates of speech. Only occasionally misses a topic shift 
or another transition. Can understand a broad range of factual, persuasive, and expressive oral language in various 
contexts. Sometimes has difficulty with interpreting culturally-embedded verbal humor, especially when spoken at a 
rapid rate or with unfamiliar accent. Can infer much unspoken attitudinal and socio-cultural information and can 
critically evaluate selected aspects of oral discourse. 
 
Reading Descriptors 
CLB. 6: Learner can follow main ideas, key words and important details in a one-page (3 to 5 paragraphs) plain 
language authentic prose and non-prose (formatted) text in moderately demanding contexts of language use. Can 
locate 2 to 3 pieces of specific, detailed information in prose passages, charts, and schedules for analysis, 
comparison, and contrast. Can read printed or legible handwritten notes, memos, letters, schedules, and itineraries. 
Can get new information about familiar topics from reading mostly factual texts with clear organization, and within 
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familiar background knowledge and experience. Language of the text is mostly concrete and factual, with some 
abstract, conceptual, and technical vocabulary items, and may require low-level inference to comprehend it (e.g., 
learner may guess some new words by recognition of prefixes and suffixes). Uses a concise unilingual ESL/EFL 
learner dictionary regularly. 
 
CLB.7: Learner can follow main ideas, key words, and important details in an authentic 1- to 2-page text on a familiar 
topic within a predictable, practical, and relevant context. Can locate and integrate, or compare/contrast 2 to 3 
specific pieces of information in visually complex texts (tables, calendars, course schedules, phone directories, 
almanacs, cookbooks) or across paragraphs or sections of text. Language is both concrete and abstract, conceptual 
and technical. Text contains facts and opinion; some information is explicit, and some is implied. Low-level inference 
is required in comprehending the text. Linguistic and stylistic means of expression in some texts can be complex in 
range and demanding to follow. Learner uses a unilingual dictionary when reading for confirmation/precision in 
interpretation. Reads in English for information, to learn the language, and to develop reading skills, but also begins 
to read easy fiction (short popular novels, stories) for pleasure. 
 
CLB.8: Learner can follow main ideas, key words, and important details in an authentic 2- to 3-page text on a familiar 
topic, but within an only partially predictable context. May read popular newspaper and magazine articles and popular 
easy fiction, as well as academic and business materials. Can extract relevant points, but often requires clarification 
of idioms and of various cultural references. Can locate and integrate several specific pieces of information in visually 
complex texts (tables, directories) or across paragraphs or sections of text. Text can be on abstract, conceptual, or 
technical topics, containing facts, attitudes, and opinions. Inference may be required to identify the writer's bias and 
the purpose/function of the text. Learner reads in English for information, to learn the language, to develop reading 
skills. Uses a unilingual dictionary when reading for precision vocabulary building. 
 
CLB.9: Learner can read authentic multi-purpose texts: daily newspaper items, short stories, and popular novels; 
academic materials, sections of textbooks, manuals; routine business bulletins, letters, and documents. Reads in 
English for ideas and opinions, to find general information and specific details, to learn content areas, to learn the 
language, to develop reading skills, and for pleasure. Texts are 3 to 5 pages long, propositionally and linguistically 
complex, but with clear underlying structure, on abstract, conceptual, or technical topics. Some topics may be only 
partially familiar, or unfamiliar, but are relevant for the learner. In processing text, learner follows a range of cohesion 
clues across sentences and paragraphs. Can identify writer's bias and the purpose/function of text. Can use 
inference to locate and integrate several specific pieces of abstract information across paragraphs or sections of 
visually complex or dense text. Can sufficiently grasp the meaning of text to paraphrase or summarize key points. 
Often has difficulty with low-frequency idioms and cultural references.  
 
CLB.10: Learner can read authentic multi-purpose texts, including complex charts, tables, forms, articles, 
fiction, letters, research papers, and manuals. Reads mostly to obtain general and specific information, 
ideas and opinions, and to learn content areas for work and study tasks. Texts are dense (packed with 
information), 5 to 10 pages long, on abstract, conceptual, technical, or literary topics, and may be 
complex (visually, propositionally/cognitively, and linguistically; sentence and discourse structures; 
thematic structure of information; style). Topics may be new and unfamiliar for the learner. Learner can 
search through complex displays of information and can use high-level inference to locate and integrate 
several specific pieces of abstract information (explicit and implied) from various parts of text. Can 
paraphrase or summarize key points and draw conclusions. Sometimes encounters difficulty interpreting 
low-frequency idioms and cultural references. 
 
Writing Descriptors 
CLB. 6: Learner demonstrates developing ability in performing moderately complex writing tasks. Can effectively 
convey familiar information in familiar standard formats. Can write 1- to 2-paragraph letters and compositions. Can fill 
out detailed job application forms with short comments on previous experience, abilities, and strengths, and form 
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reports. Can reproduce information received orally or visually, and can take simple notes from short oral 
presentations or from reference materials. Can convey information from a table, graph, or chart in a coherent 
paragraph. Can write down everyday phone messages. Demonstrates good control over simple structures, but has 
difficulty with some complex structures and produces some awkward sounding phrases (word combinations). 
 
CLB .7: Learner demonstrates adequate ability in performing moderately complex writing tasks. Can write personal 
letters and simple routine business letters. Can construct coherent paragraphs on familiar concrete topics, with clear 
main ideas and some supporting details, and with a developing sense of audience. Can join two or three paragraphs 
into a larger text. Demonstrates mostly satisfactory control over complex structures, spelling, and mechanics. Text 
structure beyond a paragraph may sometimes seem foreign to an English-speaking reader: learner often produces 
written discourse patterns typical for his/her first language. Can take notes from clear pre-recorded phone messages 
and oral presentations. A more personal, creative expression in writing may reveal the use of "over-elaboration", 
literal translation, false cognates, circumlocution - strategies to express oneself more fully in view of still limited 
language skills. 
 
CLB. 8: Learner demonstrates fluent ability in performing moderately complex writing tasks. Can link sentences and 
paragraphs (3 to 4) to form coherent texts to express ideas on familiar abstract topics, with some support for main 
ideas, and with an appropriate sense of audience. Can write routine business letters (e.g., letters of inquiry, cover 
letters for application) and personal and formal social messages. Can write down a set of simple instructions, based 
on clear oral communication or simple, written, procedural text of greater length. Can fill out complex formatted 
documents. Can extract key information and relevant detail from a one-page text, and write an outline or a one-
paragraph summary. Demonstrates good control over common sentence patterns, coordination, subordination, 
spelling, and mechanics. Has an occasional difficulty with complex structures (e.g., those reflecting cause and 
reason, purpose, comment), with naturalness of phrases and expressions, with organization, and with style. 
 
CLB. 9:  Learner can write formal and informal texts needed for complex routine tasks in some demanding contexts 
of language use (business/work, academic, or social). Writes to offer and request information, clarification, 
confirmation, agreement/commitment, and to express feelings, opinions, and ideas to mostly familiar and sometimes 
unfamiliar readers. Can reproduce complex ideas from multiple sources (e.g., from written texts, routine meetings, 
lectures) as functional notes, outlines, or summaries. Can write faxes, memos, e-mails, formal letters, and informal 
reports. Can write a coherent essay, paper or report (5 double-spaced typed pages; descriptive, narrative, expository, 
argumentative/persuasive) in order to present information and state a position on a previously researched topic. 
Demonstrates good control of complex structures (e.g., those reflecting logical relations of consequence) and 
adequate organization, but flexibility of tone and style is limited. Grammatical errors (e.g., in article use) and errors in 
word combinations (phrases, collocations, and idioms) still occur. Can effectively proofread and revise own text with 
occasional input from others. 
 
CLB. 10:  Learner can write formal texts needed for complex routine tasks in many demanding contexts of language 
use (business/work, academic, social). Writes to inform, express opinions and ideas, communicate solutions and 
decisions, present and debate an argument, or persuade familiar and unfamiliar audience. Can reproduce complex 
extensive information and ideas from multiple sources as an accurate outline and a summary/abstract of a desired 
length and detail level for other people or own use. Can take notes and write minutes/records of complex meetings 
(at work, at conferences or symposia). Can write technical, commercial, organizational, or academic messages as 
letters, faxes, memos, e-mails, and short formal reports. Can fill out and construct complex forms and other formatted 
documents. Can write an effective, stylistically complex, and interesting essay, story, paper, or report (10 double-
spaced typed pages) about a previously researched topic. Demonstrates good control of grammar, vocabulary, and 
general organization, but flexibility in tone and style is still limited. Occasional grammatical errors (e.g., in article use) 
and some errors in phrases, collocations, and idioms still occur. Proofreads and revises own and others' texts, with 
occasional input from others. 
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APPENDIX B: Summary of Communication Tasks 
Rating Scale: 
1 = Most frequently (Daily to weekly)    
2 = Occasionally (Weekly to monthly)   
3 = Rarely (Quarterly to Annually) 
 
WRITING TASKS (number of respondents=65)  1 2 3 n/a 
Memos to co-workers or managers 29 16 15 5 
Brief comments on reports, work orders, or technical studies 35 20 9 3 
Letters to clients or contractors 17 26 16 6 
E-mail messages to co-workers or managers 63 2   
Notes giving instructions or set of steps to follow to co-workers 28 24 10 3 
Writing technical specifications 11 24 23 7 
Technical proposals for clients or managers 6 29 24 5 
Progress reports summarizing results or current progress on a project 22 28 10 5 
Comprehensive entries in technical log books 13 15 27 10 
Short reports to present information, describe a process, or make 
recommendations 

24 29 8 4 

Long reports on projects with detailed explanations or analysis, interpretations of 
graphs or charts 

5 18 35 7 

Other: 
- Prepare presentation slides 
- Prepare course material 
- Teleconference meeting notes 
- Manuals 
- Project execution plans 

    
1 
1 
1 
13 
1 

ORAL COMMUNICATION TASKS (number of respondents=63)  1 2 3 n/a 
Leaves and receive short routine recorded messages 53 7 2 2 
Listens to voicemail, taking note of complaints and requests to which you must 
respond. 

51 8 4 1 

Listens to two-way radios to receive messages, addresses and directions from 
dispatchers and supervisors 

2 5 45 13 

Has telephone conversations with customers to clarify specifications or discuss 
production time, etc 

30 18 11 5 

Interacts with co-workers when coordinating tasks or discussing procedures and 
activities. Informs co-workers of progress or unexpected conditions 

53 10  1 

Communicates with employees at all levels of the company to discuss work 
processes and quality problems. 

  39 12 10 3 

Trains and gives direction and instruction to new employees or informs less 
experienced co-workers of their duties 

18 31 11 4 

Attends routine meetings 49 11 1 2 
Provides presentations updating others on the progress of a specific project 17 26 17 5 
Makes presentations to managers to influence group thinking or to convince others 
on a course of action 

6 32 19 7 

Listens during staff meetings to learn about new equipment, procedures, or 
developments, to evaluate the process, or to make suggestions. 

25 32 6 1 

Assists in setting up new machines, systems, etc. and advises workers on safe 
operation and maintenance. 

5 10 35 14 

Deals with situations that can be stressful for the customer who is losing money 4 16 32 12 
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while equipment is down and faces repair costs. Describes what is being done to 
diagnose and define a problem. Describes repair before starting work. 
Talks with customers by telephone, listening as the customer describes a problem, 
interpreting, questioning, advising, describing (talking through) a procedure to 
repair/replace a part. 

15 19 18 12 

Describes a problem, some possible courses of action, and the advantages of 
each to a customer or supervisor, making sure the customer or supervisor has 
enough information to make a reasonable decision. 

19 31 10 4 

Mediates disputes 5 15 32 12 
Other: 

- Conducts educational & informational sessions for the general public on 
future planning procedures and policies 

- Telephone conference 

   
1 
 
1 
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This paper synthesizes and critiques small group communication research published during the 
1990s. Whereas at the conclusion of the 1980s Cragan and Wright (1990) predicted that four 
trends (i.e., [1] competing theoretical explanations of small group communication, [2] multiple 
models for describing and researching the communication process of decision-making groups, 
[3] competing definitions of small groups, and [4] the study of small group communication in 
applied settings) would “direct and control” small group communication inquiry in the 1990s, 
this analysis finds that small group communication research does not reflect these trends. In 
contrast, this inquiry finds that small group communication articles published in the 1990s 
instead reflect these six lines of research: (1) Groups in the information age, (2) group outcomes, 
(3) group composition, (4) group processes, (5) learning groups, and (6) group leadership. This 
article considers why Cragan and Wright’s predications did not come to fruition and what trends 
are likely as small group researchers near the end of the first decade of the new century. 
 

KEY WORDS: small group communication, group outcomes, group composition, 
learning groups, group leadership 

Since the 1940s, small group communication research has consistently plotted its 
scientific development through successive decade-ending literature reviews designed to 
summarize the domain's research and make recommendations for its future. Dickens and 
Heffernan (1949) reviewed small group communication literature in the 1940s, Keltner 
(1961) in the 1950s, Larson (1971) in the 1960s, and Cragan and Wright in both the 
1970s and 1980s (Cragan & Wright, 1980; 1990). In this tradition, the following paper 
reviews small group communication articles published during the 1990s. 
 Cragan and Wright's (1990) synthesis and critique of small group communication 
research from 1980 to 1989 represents the latest installment in this long line of 
assessments. In it they advance that "four new trends in small group communication 
research would direct and control” group communication thinking during the 1990s 
(Cragan & Wright, 1996, p. 42). These trends include: 
 

(1) competing theoretical explanations of small group communication, (2) multiple 
models for describing and researching the communication process of decision-making 
groups, (3) competing definitions of small groups, and (4) the study of small group 
communication in applied settings (Cragan & Wright, 1996, p. 42-43). 

 
The lead author, Philip Jerold Aust (Ph. D., University of Oklahoma, 2000), is an Assistant 
Professor in the Department of Communication at Kennesaw State University. The author’s 
research focuses on leadership communication, organizational communication assessment, and 
training and development. Correspondence concerning this paper should be addressed to the 
author at the Department of Communication, #5088, Kennesaw State University, 1000 Chastain 
Road, Kennesaw, GA 30144, email: paust@kennesaw.edu 
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In light of these predictions, this paper synthesizes and critiques small group 
communication literature published from 1990 to 1999. It then considers if Cragan and 
Wright's predictions for small group communication research in the 1990s came to 
fruition. Finally, it considers trends are likely for small group researchers published between 
2000 and 2009. 
 

Methods. Whereas past small group communication decade-ending reviews have 
restricted small group communication research to articles published exclusively in speech 
communication journals (see Cragan & Wright, 1980; 1990), a preliminary appraisal of 
small group communication research published between 1990 and 1999 using a variety of 
social science databases indicates that small group communication phenomena has been 
increasingly addressed in related disciplines. Moreover, since 1990 a number of 
Communication databases have been refined and expanded that provide researchers, from 
a variety of disciplines, a systematic means for conducting a thorough search of small 
group communication literature. Based on a comparison of these databases, 
Communication Abstracts was distinguished as the most effective way to identify small 
group communication articles published in the 1990s. Three reasons justified this 
decision: One, Communication Abstracts currently exists as the most “comprehensive 
source of information about communication-related publications worldwide” 
(Sagepub.com). Two, Communication abstracts does not limit its database to 
communication research published exclusively in communication journals. And three, 
Communication Abstracts has made advances in organizing communication research in 
to specific subfields. Subsequently, Communication Abstractions not only provides a 
thorough search of small group communication literature in Communication journals, it 
further provides a current, detailed summary of small group literature based on the 
bibliographic details of the researcher. 

As a result, Communication Abstracts was used to obtain any group 
communication research published during the 1990s based on these key words and 
Communication Abstract’s recommended synonyms: small groups, group 
communication, group processes, group research, group behavior, group membership, 
group dynamics, groupthink, groups, group training, group relations, and group conflict. 
While small group literature was found in articles and books, in the tradition of past small 
group communication decade-ending reviews (e.g., Cragan & Wright, 1980; 1990; 
Heffernan, 1949; Keltner, 1961; Larson, 1971) this analysis included only small group 
articles published in scientific journals. 

In lieu of these literature review criteria, Communication Abstracts produced 126 
items distinguished as small group communication research. After a preliminary review 
of all 126 items, 24 sources were eliminated because they did not address small group 
communication research directly or they were published as book chapter (in some 
instances as reprints of journal articles). The researchers then reviewed the remaining 102 
articles. This review entailed reading and categorizing each article based on its area of 
focus. Any discrepancies researchers found in categorizing an article were discussed until 
researchers reached 100% agreement. Based on this review, the 102 articles were found 
to reflect six lines of research: (1) Groups in the information age, (2) group outcomes, (3) 
group composition, (4) group processes, (5) learning groups, and (6) group leadership. A 
summary of each line of research clarifies what each category entails. 
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Table 1 
Lines of Small Group Communication Research in the 1990's 

============================================================================ 
I. Groups in the Information Age 
 
  Computer-Mediated-Communication 
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    Adrianson & Hjelmquist, BIT, (1991), 10: 281-296 
    Cerulo, Ruane, & Chayko, CR, (1992), 19: 109-129 
    Hollingshead, McGrath, & O'Conner, SGR, (1993), 24: 307-333  
   Walther & Burgoon, HCR, (1992), 19: 50-88 
    Smeltzer, JBC, (1992), 29: 161-175 
    Valacich, Paranka, George, & Nunamaker Jr., CR, (1993), 20: 249-276 
    Fulk, AMJ, (1993), 36: 921-950 
    Orlikowski & Yates, ASQ, (1994), 39: 541-574 
    Valacich, George, Nunamaker Jr, & Vogel, SGR, (1994), 25: 83-104 
    Radford, Morganstern, McMickle, & Lehr, TI, (1994), 11: 97-109 
    Williams, BIT, (1994), 13: 268-276 
    Adkins & Brashers, MCQ, (1995), 8: 289-322 
    Olaniran, BIT, (1996), 15: 24-36 
    Straus, SGR, (1996), 27: 115-142 
    Olaniran, Savage, & Sorenson, CE, (1996), 45: 244-258 
   Bordia & Rosnow, HCR, (1998), 25: 163-179 
 
  GDSS 
    Buckley & Yen, IS, (1990), 7: 109-123 
    Mockler & Dologite, LRP, (1991), 24: 44-57 
    Poole & DeSanctis, HCR, (1992), 19: 5-49 
    Contractor & Seibold, HCR, (1996), 19: 528-563 
    Poole, Holmes, Watson, & DeSanctis, CR, (1993), 20: 176-213 
    Slater & Anderson, TI, (1994), 11: 111-125 
    Contractor, Seibold, & Heller, HCR, (1996), 22: 451-481 
    Gopal, Miranda, Robixhaux, & Bostrom, SGR, (1997), 28: 29-71 
    Aiken, Sloan, & Martin, BIT, (1998), 17: 141-144   
    Wulf, Stiemerling, & Pfeifer, BIT, (1999), 18: 199-212 
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II. Group Outcomes 
 
  Decision-Making  
    Cline, CQ, (1990), 38: 112-126 
    Firestien, SGR, (1990), 21: 507-521 
    Pettus, CQ, (1990), 38: 83-97 
    Ward & Reingen, JCR, (1990), 17: 245-261 
    Meyers, Seibold, & Brashers, WJSC, (1991), 55: 47-68 
    Diliberto, SGR, (1992), 23: 379-407 
    Hirokawa & Rost, MCQ, (1992), 5: 267-288 
    Hoffman & Kleinman, HCR, (1994), 21: 36-59 
    Salazar, Hirokawa, Propp, Julian, & Leatham, HCR, (1994), 20: 529-559 
    Propp & Julian, CR, (1994), 7: 145-152 
    Gebhardt & Meyers, SGR, (1995), 26: 147-168 
    Propp, SGR, (1995), 26: 451-474 
    Salazar, SGR, (1995), 26: 169-199 
    Hollingshead, HCR, (1996), 23: 193-219 
    Salazar, HCR, (1996), 23: 155-192 
    Borden, CM, (1996), 64: 65-81 
    Larson, SGR, (1997), 28: 454-479 
    Graham, Papa, & McPherson, SCJ, (1997) , 269-279 
    Seibold & Seibold, CM, (1998), 65: 282-306 
    Sunwolf & Seibold, CM, (1998), 65: 282-306 
    Weitzel & Geist, CM, (1998), 65: 244-257 
    Oetzel, HCR, (1998), 25: 202-224 
    
  Group Cohesion/Consensus 
    Hogg & Hardie, PSPB, (1991), 17: 175-180 
    Mullen, Anthony, Salas, & Driskell, SGR, (1994), 25: 189-204 
    Munroe, Tootell, & Kuhn, SGR, (1995), 26: 427-441 
 
III. Group Composition 
 
  Group Membership 
    Eckert, DP, (1990), 12: 91-122 
    Samter & Burleson, CS, (1990), 41: 311-325 
   Storey, CR, (1991), 18: 199-221 
    Hawkins & Stewart, SCJ, (1991), 57: 1-10 
    McGarty, Haslam. Hutchinson, & Turner, SGR, (1994), 25: 267-293 
    Lovaglia, SGR, (1995), 26: 400-426 
    Schneider & Cook, SGR, (1995), 26: 372-399 
    Wagner, SGR, (1995), 26: 353-371 
    Orbe, MCQ, (1998), 12: 230-279 
   
Group Roles 
    Hartman & Johnson, SN, (1990), 12: 127-151 
    Rose, SGR, (1994), 25: 411-432 
    Kuypers & Alers, SGR, (1996), 27: 3-32 
 
Bona-Fide Groups 
    Putman & Stohl, CS, (1990), 41: 248-265 
    Lammers & Krikorian, JACR, (1997), 25: 17-38 
   
  Group/Team Identification 
    Goodwin, DP, (1990),13: 33-71 
    Barker & Tompkins, HCR, (1994), 21: 223-240 
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    Kerr & Kaufman-Gilliland, JPSP, (1994), 66: 513-529 
    Fisher & Wakefield, PM, (1998), 15: 23-40 
 
IV. Group Processes 
 
 Group Performance 
    Gully, Devine, & Whitney, SGR, (1995), 26: 497-520 
    Schutz, Ketrow, & Urban, SGR, (1995), 26: 521-541 
    Oetzel & Bolton-Oetzel, MCQ, (1997), 10: 289-315 
    Mayer, Sonoda, & Gudykunst, SCJ, (1997), 62: 280-292 
    Shaw & Barrett-Power, HR, (1998), 51: 1307-1325 
 
 Group Conflict 
   Bonacich, ASR, (1990), 55: 448-459 
    Garlick & Mongeau, WJC, (1993), 57: 289-308 
    Pavitt, CR, (1994), 21: 625-642 
    Franz & Jin, JACR, (1995), 23: 108-127 
   Meyers & Brashers, CM, (1998), 65: 261-281 
 
 Group Behavior/Discussion 
    MacNair, Elliot, & Yoder, SGR, (1991), 22: 301-319 
    Pavitt & Johnson, CR, (1999), 26: 303-321 
 
 Information Sharing 

Gallois, JP, (1994), 22: 301-324 
   Cooper, JACR, (1994), 22: 338-347 
   Cruz, Boster, & Rodriguez, CR, (1997), 24: 291-313 
 
 Group Processes 
   Thameling & Andrews, SGR, (1992), 23: 475-502 
   Aquino & Reed II, GOM, (1998), 23: 390-413 
 
V. Learning Groups 
 
  Instructional Communication 
    Reil & Levin, IS, (1990), 19: 145-169 
    Carroll, JBTC, (1991), 5: 285-299 
    Stymne, SGR, (1991), 22: 421-442  
    Rosenfeld, Grant III, & McCroskey, CE, (1995), 44: 79-86 
    Garside, CE, (1996), 45: 212-226 
    Brunson & Vogt, CE, (1996), 45: 73-83 
    King & Morrison, JMCE, (1998), ??: 28-36 
    
Group Training 

Coleman & Van Aken, ERT, (1991), ??: 343-352 
    Cooley, SGR, (1994), 25: 5-25 
 
Theoretical Pieces 

Cragan & Wright, CS, (1990), 41: 212-236 
   Poole, CS, (1990), 41: 237-247 
   Sykes, CS, (1990), 41: 200-211 
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Teresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictée: Reading the Images  
 

Minjin Lee 
 

Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictée (1982) remained unnoticed until some 
critics including Elaine H. Kim brought the book into the academic field in Asian 
American Literature Conference in 1991. After the conference presentations were 
published as Writing Self, Writing Nation in 1994, Dictée drew attention to its 
fragmented writing style influenced by French Feminists and also to its 1.5 generation’s 
immigration memory. Various interpretive attempts have been made concerning the 
book in the post-colonial, feminist, or linguistic field. Many critics have been concerned 
with the exceptional narrational style, most of whom focused on the issue of Cha’s use 
of language, such as “the interrelationship between a few languages present in the text” 
and the author’s “examining the limitation and potentiality of language.” However, this 
study is premised on the idea that images in Cha’s narrative are as important as the 
written language. Given the author’s interest in media art and movies, it is important to 
understand the role of pictures, calligraphies, and plates in Dictée. This study intends to 
bring to light the meaning and function of images in Cha’s work and, in so doing, how 
the use of image is related to the author’s creation of what Elaine Kim calls “third 
space.” 
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The Problem of Poverty in The Taming of the Shrew 
 

Jin-ah Kim 

 (Ewha womans University) 

 
Daehen-dong 11-1,  

Sedaemoon-gu, Ewha Womans University  
Department of English Language and Literature  

Seoul, Korea 
joyfullife@ewhain.net 

 
 
This paper argues that The Taming of the Shrew represents the problem of poverty 

and the anxiety disorders that appeared in the latter-half of the 16th century expressed 
through Sly on the “Induction” scene and Petruchio in the main plot. Social mobility to 
the lower class and conflicts related with financial problems in early modern England is 
traced. Analyzing contemporary social works in Elizabethan England allows Sly and 
Petruchio to be interpreted as characters struggling in their impoverished situations. 
Petruchio’s desire to secure a rich wife indicates his economic crisis as an impoverished 
gentleman. Sly’s beggar-like clothes and shoes represent the reality of the poor lower 
class. The setting of the induction was described as England, turning Sly into a clear 
representation of the real poor regarded as vagabonds in the area of “Stratford.” The 
problem of poverty that resulted from inflation, geometric population growth and the 
great famine was the crucial issue in question in the later Elizabethan age. Even 
gentlemen and yeoman could be ruined and become rogues and vagabonds due to 
bankruptcy. Vagrant beggars were treated as part of the unsolved social problem, and 
therefore, should be tamed by the social order of England, as exemplified in the taming 
of Sly. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this research is to investigate 
self-perception of Taiwanese English teachers of 
central Taiwan. This study will offer an overall 
understanding of on-the-job training, applying 
English in the class, proficiency of English 
teachers, professional skills, teaching beliefs, and 
teaching skills that a Taiwanese English teacher 
could require to be a successful English educator. 

In this research, the participants were 138 
Taiwanese K-9 English teachers randomly 
selected from Taichung County in central Taiwan. 
Among the participants, 34 (24.6%) teachers 
studied abroad and 104 (75.4%) studied in Taiwan.  
To investigate the participants’ self-perception of 
their professionalism, a modified questionnaire on 
the basis of Huang’s research (2005) was used as 
the instrument in this study. SPSS was used to 
analyze the data and calculate the descriptive 
statistics such as the Mean and Percentage of each 
item. 

Introduction 
Due to the rapid development of 

globalization, the importance of English 
education has become more noticeable among 
educators and policy makers. According to a 
recent report from British Council, in addition to 
2 billion people already studying English, there 
will be an additional 3 billion people; that means 
half of the world would be speaking English 
(Power, 2005). Many East Asian countries such as 
China and Japan, have introduced a number of 
substantial changes in their English language 
education policies. These countries have 
introduced English language instruction at the 
elementary school. (Butler, 2004) 

It is important to explore the 
self-development of Taiwanese English teachers 
about their teaching philosophy and 
professionalism. Since, it is not possible for 
everyone who would be a future English teacher 
to study abroad; therefore, understanding how 
those successful teachers develop themselves 
without leaving Taiwan to get advanced study is a 
crucial issue for them. 

The purpose of this research is to investigate 
the differences between the professional 
Taiwanese English teachers who have never left 
Taiwan to study overseas and those who have got 
their diplomas abroad. The participants of this 

study were teachers in elementary and secondary 
schools in Taichung County. The results of this 
research will help prospective Taiwanese teachers 
and employers to have a better understanding of 
the criteria for hiring and improving children’s 
English education in Taiwan. 

Literature Review 
English teachers living in non-native English 

speaking countries may not be keen to discover 
and accept the subtle changes about English in 
their daily life. However, to acquire up-to-date 
English knowledge is really important for English 
teachers. Many people may think that if they want 
to learn English as well as those native English 
speakers, then it seems that the only way to reach 
their goal is to go study abroad in an English 
speaking country in order to get closer to those 
foreigners to learn English.  

“Teacher development is the process of 
becoming the best teacher you can be.” It means 
becoming a student of learning, and continuously 
improving their teaching proficiency (Scrivener, 
1994). Teachers who have studied abroad got lots 
of benefits from studying abroad, such as learning 
the logical thinking from native English speakers, 
the syntax, culture and daily life in English. 
Consequently, teachers need to make themselves 
learn English by conscious and unconscious ways 
so that they can reach the goal they are pursuing. 
According to Alan Maley’s article in Practical 
English Teaching “The Teacher Development 
movement is a relatively recent phenomenon” 
Through self-improvement, teachers can eliminate 
their feeling that training courses cannot alone 
satisfy all trainees’ needs, professionalize their 
English ability, and follow the step of the wider 
life-long education movement (Spratt, 1994). 

To be effective English teachers, NNESTs 
need to continuously develop themselves in the 
four basic language skills (listening, speaking, 
writing, and reading skills) (Al-Seghayer, 2003). 
Individual English teachers should take advantage 
of their own self-learning situations and language 
abilities to get advanced for them. In that way, it 
can help them to take the right remedial steps to 
better their shortcomings. They can base on their 
own ages, aptitudes, cognitive styles, motivations, 
and personalities to choose appropriate methods 
for them to ameliorate their English ability (Ellis, 
1985). They could make themselves get involved 
in the whole English speaking environment and 
get accustomed to using English as much as they 
can. There are many ways to get improvements. 
For instance, talking to English native speakers as 
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much as they can, joining some teachers’ study 
groups, participating in teaching conferences, 
seminars and so on are some of the way to 
improve. By self-improvement, teachers can 
achieve better personal and professional growth 
when they take on personal responsibility for their 
own development (Spratt, 1994). 

Methodology 
This section details methodology and 

procedures employed in this study. More 
specifically, it provides complete information 
about the participants, the instruments used in this 
study, data collection procedures and data analysis 
of this study. 
Participants 

In this research, the participants were 138 
non-native English speaking teachers who were 
randomly selected from Taiwanese K-9 English 
teachers in Taichung city and Taichung County in 
central Taiwan. Among the participants, 34 
(24.6%) teachers studied abroad and 104 (75.4%) 
did not go abroad to study. 
Instruments 

A questionnaire was used as the instrument 
in this study. To investigate the self-perceptions of 
elementary and junior high schools NNESTs’ 
professionalism, a questionnaire was modified on 
the basis of the questionnaire in Huang’s research 
(2005). The participants were given the same 
questionnaires and data were analyzed based on 
the information collected by this instrument. The 
questionnaire consisted of 15 questions (see 
Appendix of questionnaire), which were grouped 
into 4 categories: 

1. the basic information of the participants 
(demographic information); 

2. participants’ experiences of on-the-job 
training; 

3. participants’ perceived standards for 
professional English teachers; 

4. self-perceived English proficiency of the 
participants. 
Data Collection Procedure and Analysis 

In this study, totally, 200 Taiwanese English 
teachers in Taichung County were randomly 
selected, and then the researchers distributed the 
questionnaires to the teachers. After receiving the 
returned questionnaires, the researchers reviewed 
the returned copies of the questionnaire. In total, 
150 copies of the Taiwanese English teachers’ 
questionnaires were returned. Among the 150 
questionnaires, 138 were valid and 12 were 
invalid. In data analysis, the researchers keyed in 
all the data in the computer. Then, SPSS 
(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, 
version 11.5) was used to analyze the NNESTs’ 
self-perceptions of their professionalism. In the 
statistics, the Mean and Percentage of each item 
were calculated. The results are shown in the next 
chapter of this study. 

Results and Analysis 
Based on the questionnaire used in this study, 

data on Taiwanese English teachers who had 
studied abroad or not were collected. 
Demographic information of data was analyzed 
first in this chapter. The condition of on-the-job 
training and the differences of self-perceptions of 
professionalism between Taiwanese English 
teachers who had studied abroad or not were 
presented next. 

The Condition of On-the-job Training 
It was shown that in response to the question: 

“An average time to participate in English 
teaching related seminars/conferences a year.” 
Among the teachers who had studied abroad, 
55.9% teachers attended the English teaching 
conferences one to three times a year; 

On the other hand, among the teachers who 
had not studied abroad, 40.4% of them went to the 
related seminars/conferences for one to three 
times a year. 

However, most of two groups’ teachers all 
attended English teaching for one to three times a 
year. 

On the other question “Are you taking any 
English teaching on-job course at the present 
time?” among the teachers who had studied 
abroad, most of them did not take any English 
teaching on-job course at the present time. 

As for those teachers who had studied abroad, 
69 (66.3%) of them did not take any English 
teaching on-job courses. 
The condition of NNESTs Applying English in 
the Class 

Addressing to the question “Generally, how 
much do you apply English in the class?” among 
the teachers who had been to abroad to study, 
about 41.2% of teachers speak 20% to 50% 
English in a course to teach student. 

For the other group, teachers who had not 
studied abroad, the percentage number 37.5 
showed that teachers speak 20% to 50% English 
in a course in their teaching. 
The Passion for English Teaching  

In reply to this question, among the teachers 
who had ever studied abroad, up to 70.6% 
enjoyed in this job. 

On the other hand, for the teachers who had 
not been to oversee to study, 60.6% enjoyed 
teaching English. 
The qualities that Professional English Teacher 
should have 

In reply to the question “What professional 
skills do you think a professional English teacher 
should have” the statistics showed that both 
teachers who had studied abroad and who had not 
most emphasized on the item of clear concepts on 
grammar. 

In respond to the question “What teaching 
skills do you think a professional English teacher 
should have?” for those teachers who had studied 
broad put more stress on having a good 
interaction with students. On the other hand, 
teachers who had not studied abroad thought that 
the most important ability of teaching skills was 
in understanding students’ learning development 
and difficulties. 

Addressing to the question “What teaching 
beliefs do you think a professional English 
teacher should have?” according to the results, the 
mean scores of teaching belief were quite similar 
between the teachers who had and who had not 
studied overseas. Those teachers thought that a 
great enthusiasm about English teaching was the 
most important teaching belief among those 
options. 
NNESTs’ English ability 

In respond to the question “How do you 
evaluate your own English ability?” the statistical 
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results indicated that both groups had the same 
perspective on pronunciation which was 
considered as the best ability among those 
language skills. 

The biggest mean value in those teachers 
who had studied abroad was also considered as 
the best English ability in pronunciation. 

In respond to the question “How does your 
English proficiency help your teaching?” for the 
teachers who had ever studied abroad and who 
had been studied abroad were considered, 
pronunciation was the most useful skill to help 
their teaching. 

In reply to the question “How do you 
evaluate your English pronunciation ability?” 
38.2% thought their pronunciation to be good. 

In reply to the question “How do you 
evaluate your English listening ability?” both 
groups considered their listening skill to be good 
enough. 

 
The “Professional Skills” that NNESTs think 
Professional English Teachers should have 

According to the results, both groups agreed 
that professional English teachers should have 
fluent oral skill.  

In the accurate pronunciation skill, most of 
the teachers who had studied abroad agreed this 
skill as an important ability to be a professional 
English teacher. 

In the skill “Clear concepts on grammar”, 
both groups of teachers extremely agreed on this 
skill. 
The “Teaching Skills” that NNESTs think 
Professional English Teachers should have 

Based on the answers of the question about 
understanding students’ learning development and 
difficulties, most of teachers from two groups 
were extremely agreed and realized of the 
importance of this point.  

The response to the question “What qualities 
do you think a professional English teacher 
should have?” among two groups of teachers 
extremely agreed of familiarity with teaching 
theories and methods. 

The point of this was about “the application 
of different teaching strategies” and both groups 
of teachers almost had the same point of view in 
this aspect, they all extremely agreed that 
applying different teaching strategies was one of 
the most important teaching skills. 
The “Teaching Beliefs” that NNESTs think 
Professional English Teachers should have 

Most of the teachers from two groups agreed 
continuing to attend on-job courses to familiarize 
with the new trend of teaching and about 79.4% 
of teachers regarded it as extremely agree. 

In the question that great enthusiasm about 
English teaching, 88.2% of teachers who had been 
studied abroad and who hadn’t been studied 
overseas chosen the item of extremely agreed. 
The NNESTs’ English proficiency help their 
English teaching 

In reply to the question “How my proficient 
English pronunciation ability helps my teaching?” 
among the teachers who had studied abroad, 
about 47% of them thought their pronunciation 
skill to be useful in their teaching. About 53% 
perceived to be very useful. 

About 47% of teachers who had studied 

abroad considered their conversation ability to be 
useful in their teaching. On the other side, for the 
teachers who had not studied abroad, almost 
every teacher considered their conversation ability 
to be as useful and very useful in their teaching. 

 
Discussion and Conclusion 

In this chapter, based on the data collected, 
the researchers are talking over the results which 
were analyzed in the previous chapter. It will be 
discussed in four parts including: a) the 
characteristics of successful English teachers, b) 
the self-evaluations of the subjects’ language 
abilities, c) the influences in the subjects’ 
language teaching, and d) the suggestions and 
conclusions about this study and 
recommendations for further research. 
Comparisons and the Characteristics of 
Successful English Teachers 

This section will be divided into three parts: 
a) English teachers’ professional skills, b) 
teaching skills, and c) teaching beliefs. 
Professional skills 

Based on the results discussed in the 
previous chapter, there was an agreement between 
those teachers who had studied abroad and those 
who did not, when it came to the questions of: 
“Clear concepts on grammar”. Both groups agree 
that it was the most important skill in the 
expertise field. The second vital element for those 
who studied abroad was “Having fluent oral skill”, 
while those who had not studied abroad thought 
the second important element was “Accurate 
pronunciation”. 
Teaching skills 

Among those teaching skills which provided 
in the questionnaire, teachers from both sides 
almost had the same point of view regarding 
teaching skills. According to the statistics in this 
study, “Have a good interaction with students” is 
the top one among other skills. The following 
essential element is “understand students’ learning 
development and difficulties”. 
Teaching beliefs 

In this section, among the successful English 
teachers’ characteristics could be concluded that 
both of the groups were in agreement. They 
thought that the most important factor for 
professional English teachers in their teaching 
beliefs was “Great enthusiasm about English 
teaching”. As to the least important factors, was 
“Integrating parents’ and communities’ 
resources”.  
Self-evaluation of Participants’ Language 
Ability 

In this section, through the statistics, the 
researchers found out the differences of 
self-evaluation in English competence between 
the teachers who had studied abroad and who had 
not. According to the statistics of question 11 
“How do you evaluate your own English ability?” 
the results showed that for those teachers who had 
studied abroad, the mean score of the item 
“pronunciation” was the highest the next 
important competence was “reading ability”. 
English Ability and Language Teaching 

In this section, the further analyzing focused 
on comparing and ascertains that the differences 
between the two groups of teachers on how they 
viewed their English abilities influencing their 
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teaching in English classes. Based on question 12 
“How does your English proficiency help your 
teaching?” the result showed that for those 
teachers who had studied abroad, they thought 
their “pronunciation” competence helped their 
teaching the most. “Conversation” ability was 
considered as the second important competence 
for successful English teachers. 

 
Suggestions and Recommendations  

 
Suggestions for General English Teachers 

Here, the researchers provide some 
suggestions to those teachers who had not study 
abroad. First, they could attend English teaching 
related seminars or conferences to share their 
teaching experiences. Second, they also could 
take some English teaching on-job courses to 
attain more professional skills. Third, Ministry of 
Education could apply more credit certifications 
of English teaching on-job courses in the 
domestic schools. 

Suggestions and Recommendations 
The researchers would like to conclude this 

study with some suggestions. First, the number of 
subjects between those two groups is not identical 
due to the limited area in Taichung; therefore, our 
quantity is limited. Therefore, further studies with 
larger population are needed to verify the results. 
Second, with more participants in the study, more 
statistical analysis could be done regarding age 
difference, years of experience, and self 
perception. Finally, it is possible that a more 
detailed questionnaire could lead to more specific 
results.  
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What Do the World and People Deserve? 
The Photographs and Writing of Jacob Riis 

by Len Bernstein 

One of the most useful men ever, and an inspiration to photographers is Jacob Riis, the social 

reformer, news reporter, and photographer who lived from 1849 to 1914, and whose work 

brought greater justice to the lives of so many people living in New York City and elsewhere. 

His passionate belief in their dignity and what was due them as human beings is embodied in his 

writings and photographs which show the struggle to survive under a brutal economic system:  

whole families laboring for pennies a day in tenement sweatshops… 
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men and women seeking to dull their pain in saloons… 

 

the lowliness and savoir faire of gangs in their hideouts… 
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children forced to live in the streets… 

 

Jacob Riis knew the injustice he saw was perpetuated by his own peers who worked for the 

press, and he despised their brutal coldness. He wrote: 

Every once in a while I am asked why I became a newspaper man. 
For one thing, because there were writers of such trash, who, 
themselves comfortably lodged, have not red blood enough in their 
veins to feel for those to whom everything is denied.1 

The work of Riis had power to encourage new laws for basic human needs because he had a 

large desire to be affected by the feelings of people. A colleague of his gave this description of 

“Jake” Riis at work reporting on a disaster on a New York City street: 

I looked up the block and saw Jake standing on a doorstep—just 
standing. He was listening to the moans of the crowd as the sounds 
moved up and down the street. The moans of those poor people 
made his story.2 
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I came to see how the writings of Jacob Riis, his photographs, and the choices he made in his 

life, could be of deep use to me and every person today, through my study of this Aesthetic 

Realism principle, stated by its founder Eli Siegel:  “The world, art, and self explain each other: 

each is the aesthetic oneness of opposites.”3  In this principle he shows that the meaning of art for 

our lives is grander, more practical than any other critic ever imagined; and because it provides 

the basis for seeing what every person has in common, it is the means of giving humanity the 

justice it deserves. 

Mr. Siegel also made clear for the first time that “the greatest danger or temptation of man”4 is 

contempt, described by him as the “disposition in every person to think he will be for himself by 

making less of the outside world.”5 Contempt is the cause of all cruelty from a sarcastic remark, 

to a racial epithet, to the economic slavery that Riis despised and tried to end through his 

courageous work. It is the difference between what a person or thing deserves, and what we 

choose to give it, and can take many forms. How many persons, like myself, have arrogantly felt 

that whatever thought we bestow on others is more than sufficient?  This is the ugly state of mind 

that made me cold and lonely, ashamed because I knew I was mean to people. Aesthetic Realism 

taught me to be a proud critic of my own contempt—making me a kinder person, better able to 

do justice to the art I care for so much, photography. 

I. We fight either in behalf of the world or against it: Riis’ early years 

Jacob Riis was born in Ribe, Denmark to Niels and Carolina Riis and, early, he met the world as 

both kind and harsh. Jacob loved to read—Charles Dickens and James Fenimore Cooper were 

among his favorite authors. And he liked playing with his friends and his dog, Othello. But there 

was also tragedy in his home. When Jacob was 11, his younger brother drowned and Jacob never 
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forgot the vivid memory of his mother, at dinner time, gazing with tears in her eyes at her child’s 

empty chair. It was hard for the family to make ends meet and his father held two jobs, as a 

schoolmaster and editor of the town newspaper, yet no stranger ever went hungry from their 

door. 

Young Jacob had a sense that one’s own hardship should be used to be kind. At age 12, receiving 

a Christmas gift of money—so precious and scant—he gave it to a poor family living in a 

tenement in Ribe. He also began what he described as an “unending warfare”6 with the nests of 

rats in the open sewer under his home. When we do battle, it is either in behalf of justice, or 

against a world we see as an opponent we have to conquer and withdraw from. Jacob wanted to 

fight to make the world more beautiful. But he also had another purpose in fighting that troubled 

him. His father could be overly stern and, like most children, Jacob did not know how to give 

form to criticisms he had of his parents and an often puzzling world. He himself had a quick 

temper and took pride in disrupting the school where his father taught. Years after he said: “I 

don’t know what a devil was in me that I could not do my father the joy to be diligent.”7 

I remember how, as a boy, when I would sulk and my father tried to cheer me up, I struggled to 

keep a grim face—and when, despite myself, he made me laugh, I was furious. The reason for 

this became clear through questions I was asked in Aesthetic Realism consultations by The 

Kindest Art, and I quote now from one in which my father was a guest: 

Every father and son have been against each other and for each 
other. A beginning is to see where father and son have the same 
questions. (To Milton Bernstein) What would you say was your 
biggest mistake? 

Milton Bernstein: I refused to listen; if nobody agreed with me, they were wrong. 
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Consultants: Do you think that your son has any qualities like that? 

Milton Bernstein: Yes, he wouldn’t listen. 

And they asked: “Do you think we can use another person’s being against us, or thinking they 

are against us, against the whole world?” “Yes, I do,” my father answered. And they explained: 

“That is the chief thing we have tried to change in your son’s mind—not to use you against the 

whole world.” As my father listened to these questions and spoke thoughtfully about himself, I 

felt a care and respect for him that was new. This consultation marked a turning point in both our 

lives. We were learning how we were the same and different, for and against each other, and this 

was in behalf of seeing all people with greater fairness. 

II. All art is against injustice 

From the age of 16, Jacob Riis was deeply affected by Elisabeth Gortz, a young girl from a 

wealthy family in his hometown. Her parents disapproved of Jacob and when he asked to marry 

her, Elisabeth, herself uncertain, declined. Determined to win her hand, Riis, at age 21, came to 

America with the hope of making his fortune. But he was not prepared for what he met when he 

arrived in New York City. It was 1870, America was in the grip of a depression, and thousands 

were homeless and without jobs. For three years he suffered poverty, and was many times near 

starvation. One cold, stormy night, in desperation, as he sat by a river’s edge, he thought of 

taking his life. It was at that moment, he writes in his autobiography, The Making of An 

American, that a stray dog that had befriended him “crept upon my knees and licked my 

face...and the love of the faithful little beast thawed the icicles in my heart.”8 Jacob Riis was to 

use this dog, who had him want to live, to have a beautiful anger with injustice. 
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Later that same night Riis took refuge in the only shelter available to him, one of the infamous 

police lodging houses where crime and vice flourished. Years later in an article for the New 

York Tribune, he gave this heart-rending third-person account of how, as he slept on a bare plank 

of wood, he was robbed of a 

little gold locket he wore around his neck, the last link with better 
days....He went up and complained to the sergeant at the desk and 
the sergeant ordered him to be kicked out in the street as a liar, if 
not a thief. How should a tramp boy have come honestly by a gold 
locket? The doorman put him out as he was bidden, and when the 
little dog showed his teeth a policeman seized it and clubbed it to 
death there on the step.9 

Riis felt driven to get revenge, and when, years later, he became a reporter with influence and 

power, he said the “biggest fight”10 of his life was whether or not he should learn the identity of 

this sergeant and destroy his career. But Jacob Riis felt his anger with the cruelty he endured was 

too personal and it made him dislike himself. He wrote: “Speak not to me of the sweetness of 

revenge! Of all unhappy mortals the vengeful man must be the most wretched.”11 He made a 

choice he was proud of, and for which history admires him. He chose not to learn the sergeant’s 

name, declaring “I would kill the abuse, not the man who was but the instrument and the victim 

of it.”12 Inspired by Riis, Theodore Roosevelt, then president of New York City’s police board, 

closed down the police lodging houses in 1896, paving the way for more humane shelters. Riis 

often concluded the lectures for social reform he gave throughout the country, with the grateful, 

triumphant statement: “My dog did not die unavenged!”13 

It was in 1878 that Riis began working for the Tribune as a police reporter. His beat was Police 

Headquarters, Mulberry Street, infamous for New York City’s worst slums and tenement 

buildings. For the next decade the written word was his weapon against injustice, until one 
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morning in 1887, reading his newspaper at the breakfast table he came upon a brief mention of 

the German invention of magnesium flash. He realized he now had a powerful new ally in his 

fight to shed light on the suffering of Americans, that “the darkest corner might be photographed 

that way.”14 The photographs he made were printed as half-tones or used as the basis for 

engravings, to illustrate his newspaper articles and books. In 1890 his landmark work, How The 

Other Half Lives, was published; it was then that Theodore Roosevelt, moved by Riis’ passion 

for justice, sought him out, and they became fast friends. 

With the aid of Roosevelt, who became Governor of New York, and others, Riis fought for 

housing laws that literally saved thousands of lives. In New York City tenements in the 1880s, 

people died from disease because contractors, hungry for profit, refused to install sanitation 

pipes. In the sweltering heat of summer, babies died because there was no fresh air in the 

windowless inner apartments. Building codes were ignored and landlords built stairs of wood, 

turning these structures into fire traps. It was, Jacob Riis wrote, “premeditated murder as large-

scale economic speculation.”15 

Eli Siegel saw it is contempt that makes for the profit system with its disregard for human life. 

He also explained that all art is against injustice because its purpose is to show the full meaning 

and value of a person or thing. He writes in his essay, “Art As Ethics”: 

The artist...abandons his acquisitive, protective, grudging self to 
see reality more courageously, generously, fully than usual. Art is 
an original way of doing justice to things. The artist then wants to 
see sincerely, as something deserves.16 
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The “acquisitive, protective, grudging self” which is the cold heart of profit economics, is 

powerfully criticized in Jacob Riis’ photograph “Dens of Death” (ca. 1898) taken on Baxter 

Street in the lower East Side of Manhattan. 

 

Riis shows these buildings heavy with weariness with their sloping, sagging lines. Perhaps he 

thought, “These buildings, like the people living in them, have endured something awful.” The 

buildings tightly pressed together, and the disorder of the foreground, give a sense of stultifying 

congestion. Yet in the background is a more orderly tenement with even rows of windows and 

bright clotheslines and, above, the open sky and air that was denied to people. The contrast 

between foreground and background makes for a fierce indictment of these inhuman conditions. 

Photographs, such as this one, might be lost to us today if not for Alexander Alland, a 

photographer who embarked on a five-year search for the missing original glass plate negatives 

of Riis after reading his autobiography. Thankfully, Alland’s quest ended with their discovery in 

1946 in the attic of the old family house in Brooklyn, which had been sold and was about to be 

torn down. They are now in the safekeeping of the Museum of the City of New York. 
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III. Giving the world what it deserves makes us courageous 

Among the 30,000 books in the Eli Siegel Collection in New York City, there is a copy of Jacob 

Riis’ autobiography. In it, Mr. Siegel wrote these two notes: “1. Things to fight. 2. How 

everything is fighting.” I believe that in these two phrases, Eli Siegel is pointing to a central 

question in the life of Jacob Riis, useful to every person: As we see conflict in the world, are we 

going to fight to make things more beautiful or have contempt for them? 

Like many people, the crime and misfortune I heard and read about met a hope in me to be 

disgusted and have contempt. I wanted to feel that others were beneath me, lacked my 

“sensitivity,” my “depth.” When I was 19, I felt the only way to be safe would be to build a cabin 

in the woods and have nothing to do with people. Aesthetic Realism explained that my snobbish 

superiority was the cause of my growing fearfulness and nervousness. And it presented an 

alternative that looked beautiful to me: wanting to know the world and be just to it. 

Every day, for almost 40 years, Jacob Riis saw the deprivation wreaked upon the men, women 

and children, the little babies of this city. The brutality he witnessed would have called to the 

desire in any person to harden himself to the feelings of others, and where he gave in to this 

contempt it made him unjust, and hurt his work. In his well known picture “Five Cents a Spot” 

(ca. 1889) we see some composition in this painfully overcrowded scene, but missing is the 

compassionate way of seeing people conveyed with the technical beauty that so often 

distinguishes Riis’ work. 
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People sit or lie with their eyes closed, or squinting; faces are distorted and shown from 

disrespectful angles. They are placed leadenly within congested surroundings and do not look 

like thinking, feeling people. Jacob Riis could use flash powder to light scenes masterfully, but 

here the tones are both washed out and harsh. 

This next photograph, however, is courageous and grandly successful. 
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“Bandits’ Roost” (1888) at 59 1/2 Mulberry Street, was a refuge for criminals and considered the 

most dangerous place in New York City. The language of contempt says “These people are 

different from me and what is different is unfriendly, inferior, without value!” But Jacob Riis, the 

artist, shows they have in them the structure of all reality—a oneness of opposites. Just as we can 

be suspicious and welcoming, so can the people in this photograph. For example, three women 

lean with varying degrees of assertion from the windows on the right; directly below them are 

two men partially facing us, giving us appraising looks from under their hat brims. On the two 

porches, men and women stand formally or lounge at their ease. And if you look into the depth 

of the alley, you will see others standing casually, kneeling, or peeking out through the slats of 

the porch on the right. The perspective lines of this picture create an X that joins the foreground 

and background, expanding and contracting, the way the self does. There is a transcendent, 

almost religious quality as the luminous alley floor merges with the hazy brightness of the 

laundry above. We see light and dark, high and low, hope and despair—opposites in us all, made 

one. 

IV. Ownership in economics and in love 

Jacob Riis, at 25, proposed marriage in a letter to Elisabeth Gortz in Denmark. I was moved to 

learn that in her reply accepting, she wrote, “We will strive together for all that is noble and 

good”17 and she did encourage her husband in his work. Elisabeth brought repose to Jacob’s 

turbulent nature and for their 25 years of marriage, until her death, she was known to him as 

“Lammet,” the Danish word for lamb. But the man who fiercely opposed owning and cruelly 

managing the lives of people in economics, needed to understand this desire in himself as a 

husband. In “Elisabeth Tells Her Story,” a chapter from The Making of An American, his wife 
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writes courageously about herself until, after several pages, Riis squashes her expression, 

writing: 

I cut the rest of it off, because I am the editor and want to begin 
again here myself, and what is the use of being an editor unless 
you can cut “copy”? Also, it is not good for woman to allow her to 
say too much.18 

The desire to praise a woman while not wanting to know her depths is common, and I had it. I 

mentioned this in an Aesthetic Realism class, and Ellen Reiss, the Class Chairman, asked me 

questions in behalf of my marriage and self-respect. I was troubled—and my wife Harriet was 

too—by the way I would so often call her “honey,” sometimes three or four times in a single 

minute. And a surprising thing was that it very often happened when I wasn’t feeling just 

affectionate, but was annoyed and even angry. Miss Reiss asked: “Why do you think it is wise, 

as Hamlet said to Ophelia, to ‘nickname God’s creatures’?”19 “It shows warmth,” I answered, 

and then added, “Well, it is a little gushy. I guess it’s not respectful.” 

Ellen Reiss: That’s the main thing—is it respectful? We’re talking about something that 

goes on in thousands of homes. One can [respectfully] use terminology that’s tender and 

playful. But two people can despise each other even as they call each other “snooks”. Do 

you think these names are a substitute for love? You make a lot of a person while really 

saying that person belongs only to you. 

The education I am getting has made me kinder, and able to have true passion and greater respect 

for my dear wife of 33 years. Harriet strengthens me, including with her criticism, which is deep 

and sometimes very funny. Once, when I wasn’t listening to what she was saying, she pointed to 

one of my ears and said sweetly, “You know, this isn’t a decoration; it’s an instrument.” Harriet 
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has made my perception deeper about everything—from an ordinary conversation, to the lives of 

people in history, and I love her for this. 

Every art form can teach us to see others rightly—those close to us and also distant. In his 1970 

lecture “What Has the Past Gone For?” Mr. Siegel explains: 

Literature has constantly gone for giving a self to people who 
weren’t usually seen as having one. The whole history of literature 
is about man’s wanting to be seen fairly by others and to see others 
with the fulness of meaning they may have.20 

I have read many of the short stories of Jacob Riis which, based closely on his newspaper 

articles, show the feelings of people deeply. One of these stories is titled “The Kid.” The Kid is 

tough. He has just been arrested for beating two policemen with their own clubs. Accompanying 

the police as they march this young man to jail, Jacob Riis sees the Kid is not only hardened, but 

brave and tender as well, when he risks his life to save a little child. He writes movingly: 

It all happened so quickly....A sudden start, a leap...and the Kid had 
wrenched himself loose...and then I saw—the whole street saw—a 
child, a toddling baby, in the middle of the railroad track, right in 
front of the coming car....A scream rose wild and piercing above the 
tumult; men struggled with a frantic woman on the curb, and turned 
their heads away— 

And then there stood the Kid, with the child in his arms, unhurt. I 
see him now, as he set it down, gently as any woman, trying with 
lingering touch to unclasp the grip of the baby hand upon his rough 
finger. I see the hard look coming back into his face as the 
policeman...twisted the nipper on his wrist, with a half-uncertain 
aside to me, “Them toughs there ain’t no depending on, nohow.” 
Sullen, defiant, planning vengeance, I see him led away to jail. 
Ruffian and thief! The police blotter said so.21 
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V. Does the world deserve to be gone toward or away from? 

“There is,” Mr. Siegel explains, “a deep and ‘dialectic’ duality facing every human being, which 

can be put this way: How is he to be entirely himself, and yet be fair to that world which he does 

not see as himself?”22  There was a warfare in Jacob Riis between feeling the way “to be entirely 

himself” was to know and be useful to people, and feeling he had to withdraw from a world he 

saw as senseless and ugly. He wrote of the home he built for his own family in the peaceful 

suburbs of Long Island: “The very lights of the city were shut out. So was the slum, and I could 

sleep.”23 I believe these two directions in him, of advance and retreat, came to a frightening 

impasse one day in 1890 when he found himself standing on a friend’s doorstep, unable to 

remember his own name until he looked in his wallet and found his calling card. “After that,” he 

wrote, “I was haunted by a feeling that I would lose myself altogether.”24 In his autobiography 

Riis attributes this occurrence to fatigue but I believe he was unconsciously criticizing himself, 

saying, “Jacob Riis, if you try to lessen the very thing that makes you who you are—your 

relation to the world—you won’t recognize yourself!” 

In his photograph “Minding the Baby” (ca. 1898), I think Jacob Riis was dealing with this human 

debate: “Should I hate the world or care for it, go toward it or away from it?” 
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The older girl’s eyes look critically out as her cheek rests tenderly against the baby’s round head. 

The angle of the molding to the right of the girl’s face adds force to her piercing look, while the 

baby appears dazed and withdrawn. The barrel to the left has roundness like the baby, and the 

metal straps encircling it are like the arms of the older girl encircling the infant. Is reality, 

through Jacob Riis, telling us: “If you can clasp your arms around a dear, rotund being and see 

that what you are hugging is related to what is distant from you, can it make things more 

bearable: does it show the world has a structure that is kind?” 

For centuries, people have been forced to live in darkness without the knowledge their minds 

need; to endure profit-based economics which deny them food and shelter, the very quality of 

life every human being deserves. We all have a right to lives with dignity and self-respect—and 

to understand the forces that hinder that. Through the Aesthetic Realism of Eli Siegel this, at last, 

is possible! 
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Biography 

Len Bernstein is an American photographer who has studied the history of the medium for over 
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Photography, Life, and the Opposites: 

How Our Personal Questions Are Answered in the Technique of Art 

a workshop conducted by Len Bernstein 

Whether it’s a candid or a formal portrait, on the cover of a national magazine or in a 
family album—learn what every good photograph has in common! The basis of this 
workshop is the Aesthetic Realism principle stated by Eli Siegel, “All beauty is a making 
one of opposites, and the making one of opposites is what we are going after in 
ourselves.”  

Through discussing some of the landmark images in the history of photography we’ll see 
how a photograph, in its technique, and in the emotion it evokes, puts opposites 
together—like the momentary and the permanent, feeling and logic, freedom and 
structure—and that is what we want to do in our own lives. 

We will also explore this ethical question, articulated by Aesthetic Realism, and central 
in candid photography and daily life: “As I look at a person, do I hope to find meaning in 
them, or to make them look foolish and weak?” 

Some of the images and topics to be covered are: 

•  “Clearing, Winter Storm” by Ansel Adams and what it can teach us about the 
relation of intensity and calm, freedom and order, in the world and in ourselves. 

• “Falling Soldier” by Robert Capa and what it means to see meaning in a world 
that has the terror of war. 

• The landmark advertising image by Bert Stern, which shows the great pyramid of 
Giza reflected within a martini glass, and how—through selective focus, and 
arrangement of foreground and background—it makes a one of heaviness and 
lightness, large and small, vagueness and precision.  

• Portraiture and the oneness of surface and depth, including Julia Margaret 
Cameron’s portrait of the English mathematician and astronomer, Sir John 
Herschel. This will be related to her statement: “When I have such men before my 
camera, my whole soul has endeavored to do its duty in recording faithfully the 
greatness of the inner as well as the features of the outer man.” 

• “The Steerage” by Alfred Stieglitz, and how a photographer put together high and 
low, pride and humility, in a great photograph. 
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The Fight About Justice and Pleasure in Women 

by Harriet Bernstein 

Aesthetic Realism, the philosophy founded by the American poet and critic, Eli Siegel, explains 

with logic and beauty that justice and pleasure do not have to fight – we can feel an integrity in 

pursuing both.  This is what I am glad to speak about today through what I have learned in my 

own life, and aspects of the life and work of photographer Tina Modotti.  

I learned this crucial fact: there are two kinds of pleasure. One, the pleasure of contempt– 

“the addition to self through the lessening of something else” – makes us ashamed and cruel. The 

other, the pleasure of respect for the world, makes us proud and satisfied to our depths. Had I not 

learned this, I would have been plagued my whole life, feeling I was cold, incapable of caring for 

anyone or any thing, and unable to express what I felt. 

1.  Two Kinds of Pleasure in a Girl from Brooklyn 

From an early age, one way I had pleasure that made me proud was through reading books; and 

it gave me great satisfaction to learn the spelling, pronunciation, and meaning of words. But I 

also got pleasure from feeling I was more refined than what I saw as the insensitive, unfriendly 

world around me, that my thoughts were too precious to be known by people I saw as crude and 

insincere. “She’s such a good girl,” my relatives would say. “So quiet and well-behaved.” But I 

thought they were ridiculous because they had no idea what I felt to myself.  Meanwhile, I could 

abruptly change from feeling serene to being agitated and angry, and this troubled me very 

much. In Self and World, Mr. Siegel explains: 

If one doesn’t please oneself deeply and comprehensively, one is not 
“unselfish,” well behaved, adjusted; one is unethical….To be ethical is to 
give oneself what is coming to one by giving what is coming to other 
things. To give oneself what is coming to one, is to enable oneself to 
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grow, to meet objects accurately, to blend with externals fortunately, to 
meet the world felicitously; that is, to be happy….If one is not happy, 
one cannot be just to other things. 

 

From the time I was very young, strangers actually came up to me on the street and 

asked, “Why do you look so sad?” “I’m not sad. My face just looks this way,” I would answer 

triumphantly, but I also had a feeling of shame. 

The two hopes—to care truly for the world and to look down on it—continued as I grew 

older.  Sometimes I wanted nothing to do with people—but if there was a party, I was there! I 

loved dancing wildly, introducing myself to new people, talking for hours. But I knew that at the 

end of the evening I could go home and forget everything. 

As a teenager I began to cultivate an appearance and lifestyle I considered more “honest.” 

I decided fashion and make-up were insincere, and later lived in a sparsely furnished apartment, 

sleeping on a mattress on the floor. When I married Len Bernstein, I insisted that our furniture be 

“serviceable.” Our coffee table was the stump of a tree we brought back from a camping trip. 

While I cared for the beauty of rich fabrics and ornate patterns, I did not want to affirm my like 

of them in a world I saw as not good enough to affect me. I didn’t, as Mr. Siegel writes, “blend 

with externals” felicitously. 

A woman whose life was very different from mine is the photographer Tina Modotti, 

admirable in having justice come to the people of Mexico in the 1920s, and fighting fascism with 

great courage in Europe and Spain during the 1930s. Yet, as biographer Margaret Hooks writes: 

“Tina agonized over the conflict she experienced between life and art, between the purity of 

inspired creation and…social injustice.” What Tina Modotti was hoping for in her life, as 

woman, artist, and fighter for justice, is explained by Aesthetic Realism in this unifying principle 

- 2 - 
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stated by Eli Siegel: “The world, art, and self explain each other: each is the aesthetic oneness of 

opposites.” 

2.  Justice to Others Is Justice to Ourselves 

Born Assunta Adelaide Luigia on August 16, 1896 in Udine, Italy, Tina was the second of six 

children to Assunta and Giuseppe Modotti. Amidst great economic hardship, the Modotti 

children were encouraged to care for music, opera and photography, often visiting their Uncle 

Pietro’s photography studio. Giuseppe Modotti, struggling to provide for his own family, was 

passionate about what others deserved and was an outspoken proponent of unions. As a girl, Tina 

proudly accompanied her father to May Day parades, hearing songs and speeches about workers’ 

rights.  

When her father and eldest sister went to America, planning to bring the family there for 

a better life, Tina, the eldest wage earner at 11, left school to work in a silk factory. But the 

family fell into even greater poverty. One winter evening, the children hungry and hugging each 

other for warmth, Tina returned from work with bread, cheese and salami, explaining she sold 

the shawl she had gotten as a gift. Her younger sister Yolanda recalled: 

Tina, her knees knocking from the cold, insisted that she had not cared 
for the shawl.…She had shouted with joy when they had given it to her 
and it was really the only [decent] garment of her scant winter wardrobe. 
When I began to understand how gallant [Tina] had been…I was 
overcome with a great admiration and respect for her. 

 

At 16, Tina joined her father and sister in America, living in a close-knit Italian 

community in San Francisco.  She immediately began working long hours as a seamstress in a 

factory where her lovely face and figure got her a part-time modeling job, earning extra money.  

- 3 - 
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She also auditioned for the local theatre company and was accepted, soon gaining acclaim for her 

acting.  At an international art exposition in San Francisco in 1915, she met Roubaix de l’Abrie 

Richey, a handsome young writer and artist, known as Robo. They married two years later, often 

working together in the studio they shared. 
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3.  A Husband and Contempt 

I believe these sentences by Eli Siegel should be read at every marriage ceremony, in every 

language: 

As soon as we give a person the right to affect us, we have to have 
respect. The tendency to say there was no good result at all or to hope 
for a bad result is very strong, and woman is a terrific battlefield 
between the pleasure of contempt and the pleasure of respect. 

 

When I met Len Bernstein, I was attracted by his warm manner and his excitement about 

art, particularly photography, and we were married on January 11, 1975.  But I had a sense that 

in caring for another person I was betraying myself.  I punished my husband with sour looks that 

said “You’ll never please me,” and used going without him to dinner with friends, including 

male friends, to show him he didn’t wholly have me. This clearly pained him, but when Len 

spoke to me about it, I accused him of being unreasonable. 

I believe Tina Modotti made the mistake I and many wives have made—feeling that after 

marrying a man, we have him and do not need to know him. With whatever criticism may be of 

her husband Robo, his disappointment and pain were real—and vivid in the illustrations he 

made, including a drawing described by one biographer as of a woman resembling Tina “looking 

with contempt at the man she has just stabbed; the victim looks strikingly like Robo himself.” 

The pictures, while dramatic, stand for criticism men have of their wives—the deep hurt couples 

feel every day—“You’re taking the life out of me!” 

When Robo learned about the cultural and social revolution taking place in Mexico, he 

accepted an invitation from his friend, the Director of Fine Arts of the Public Education Ministry 

of Mexico, to go there in December 1921.  In fervent letters, he wrote home: “There is little that 

is devoid of beauty,” and “Can you imagine an art school where everything is free to everyone—
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Mexicans and foreigners alike….After ten years of war and unrest it is wonderful to see what is 

being done here.” But Tina, at this time, made a choice that hurt her life very much. When the 

American photographer Edward Weston, known for his powerful landscape photographs, asked 

her to model for him, Tina was flattered. Instead of joining her husband in Mexico, she began an 

affair with Weston, becoming the subject of what she uncritically called his great photographs, 

many of which I feel are not successful. Under the guise of romance, Tina used a man to glorify 

herself and contemptuously put the whole world aside in a vague mist, with herself at the center. 

For example, while she was receiving ardent letters from her husband about the cultural 

revolution in Mexico, Tina wrote in a letter to Weston: 

[W]ith tenderness I repeat your name over and over to myself in a way 
that brings you nearer to me tonight as I sit here alone remembering…. 
Last night–at this hour you were reading to me from an exquisite volume 
– or were we sipping wine and smoking? – or had darkness enveloped 
us.…Oh Edward – how much beauty you have added to my life! 

 

The “beauty” here is really self-love and vanity which weakens and disintegrates a woman’s 

mind, painfully evident as Tina, professing love, cannot recall the details of the evening she 

spent with a man just hours ago! 

Women have gotten pleasure using a man’s adoration to dim the meaning of everything 

else.  And that’s what I had done with my husband. Once, I wrote him a “love letter” describing 

how during the day, as the man I worked for was speaking to me, his voice got faint and his face 

seemed to dissolve, as I thought of how Len and I had been close the night before. Meanwhile, I 

didn’t know the reason I also felt a sense of shame about this was because I was using my 

husband and sex to put aside contemptuously the world and the feelings of people. Then in an 

Aesthetic Realism consultation in 1976, I was asked: “Do you think that when we’re being close 

to a person, ordinary reality vanishes?” Yes,” I answered. With logic and humor, my consultants 
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continued: “Everything in the room vanishes, and everything outside of the apartment vanishes?” 

I was learning that this way of seeing, and the accompanying shame, are not inevitable—and my 

gratitude for this is very large—we can have a purpose that strengthens us and is kind. “As 

you’re close to another person,” my consultants said, “could there be a feeling that it is consistent 

with being close to reality in a large sense?...You could hug a person and it could be for their 

relation to everything.”  I was so happy to learn what I didn’t even consider a possibility: the 

ecstasy people are truly looking for, including through having their bodies close to another, is the 

pleasure of respecting reality. 

One month after Tina Modotti wrote her “love letter” to Weston, she went to join her 

husband in Mexico.  On her way there, she received the tragic news that Robo contracted 

smallpox and had died. Tina must have been agonized with guilt, but rather than be critical of 

where she had a weakening effect, she preferred to see Robo as hurt by the world.  In what was 

considered a tribute, she wrote: “Death came, swift and inexorable, and he vanished…from a 

world in which he did not belong.” This has in it the cold, unjust way wives dismiss their 

husbands – an annihilating contempt that, on an international scale, is the cause of fascism. 

4.  Art Is a Oneness of Pleasure and Justice 

Art is the beautiful opposition to contempt because, I learned, it is the same as justice—a person 

trying to be fair to what is not herself.  Tina was deeply stirred by what she had seen during her 

brief stay in Mexico, and on her return to California, she began to study photography with 

Edward Weston.  In July 1923, they traveled together to Mexico. Tina was affected by the land 

and people and their struggle to be free, and sought to express this in her photographs… 
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Very soon she came to be esteemed by the Mexican people as a woman passionate about 

justice—a person making beautiful photographs who was, herself, beautiful.  

In this photograph of a Workers’ Parade, Tina Modotti looked down and slightly tilted 

her camera up so that we have a sense of rising, something hopeful. 

 

The sun brightly and democratically reflects in the broad brimmed hats, while at the same 

time showing the individuality of each. Looking down is often accompanied by contempt, 

massing people together. But Tina’s artistic choice is also ethical because she heightens the 

feeling of sameness and difference, each individual is distinct but also stands for something 

large—the hope to be seen fairly. Here is the aesthetics that a just economy must have—

sameness and difference, personal and impersonal, simultaneous fairness to one and many. 
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Tina Modotti came to feel there was something more important to her than narrow 

adoration from a man.  When Weston made it clear that, unlike her, he wanted no part of 

working for social justice, they parted ways. Tina’s photography, which she called her “precious 

work”, continued, as did her passion for justice. Following the U.S. occupation of Nicaragua in 

1927, she participated in the “Hands Off Nicaragua Committee” campaign. She helped found the 

first anti-Fascist Italian committee. And working with the “United Front for Sacco and Vanzetti”, 

she organized protests of the unjust execution of two Italian immigrants by the U.S. government.  

I believe what she was hoping for in making this powerful photograph of two children… 

 

who stood for thousands suffering in poverty because of an economic system based on contempt, 

is explained by Eli Siegel in these mighty sentences from his Afternoon Regard for Photography: 

The purpose of art is to make the world seem to have sense. When the 
world really makes sense, not because it is fortunate for us or goes our 
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way, we have a big emotion. But we have to have it not by leaving out 
anything. The purpose of art then is to show, through an object and the 
way an object is seen, that the world in all its horror, does make a little 
sense. 

 
Tina Modotti looked head on and close up at the suffering of these two children. Their 

meaning is large as they fill the frame. Their young limbs covered with clay dust, they seem to 

almost rise out of the earth itself. Their expressions are different. The young boy looks both 

angry and bewildered but shows tenderness as his arm is around the little girl’s shoulder, her soft 

cheek meeting his hand. He is distressed, one hand touching his stomach, perhaps hungry, yet he 

shows concern for another. His eyes look out and his mouth is open, almost as if to say “Why is 

this happening?” And his young face looks aged. The girl’s cherubic face has an expression of 

dullness, looking dazed.  And within the pain there is the orderliness of patterns behind them. 

The photograph gave form that was kind to the suffering Tina saw, suffering she fought to end. 

But her ability to affect men came easily, and she had many conquests.  It was a pleasure 

that had her feel against herself and warred with her resolve to have justice come to people. As 

time passed, this fight debilitated her, made her want to recede from life. She wrote to a friend, “I 

feel defeated for having nothing else to offer and for having no more energy for affection.” Her 

torment could have been alleviated by the knowledge that the purpose she had as an artist, she 

needed to have in her relation with men—to want to know them. 

Tina Modotti endured a great deal, more than I can say here, including imprisonment by a 

reactionary government that eventually exiled her from Mexico. But she never stopped fighting 

the brutality of fascism. Traveling with forged documents, she went on dangerous missions into 

fascist Europe. From the first day to the last, Tina was in Spain during the Spanish Civil War, 

distributing arms to the volunteer troops, and responsible for channeling food, cash, medical 
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equipment, and clothing destined as aid for the troops. She risked her life time and again, 

traveling through enemy waters at night to help evacuate refugees, carrying children to safety 

under a hail of bullets. 

In this stirring photograph of a woman holding a flag at a parade…  

 

there is determination and ease in the woman’s expression and her posture.  The sense of pride 

and humility in her is echoed in the flag of plain dark cloth that swells out. The diagonal line of 

both the flag and the forward angle of the woman’s body shows beautiful and subtle energy. 

Advance and retreat are one, as Tina Modotti was so much hoping they would be in herself. 

A 1938 French publication paid homage to “Maria,” the assumed name she used to 

protect herself, making a reference to her “ailing heart.” As 1942 approached, things looked 

more promising and the U.S. had just entered World War II.  But Tina could not reconcile her 
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despair and her great hope for the world. Tragically, on January 5, 1942, she suffered a heart 

attack and died, hundreds of people mourning at her funeral. Her life shows how much people 

everywhere are looking for the explanation by Aesthetic Realism (www.AestheticRealism.org) 

that art and the happy pursuit of justice stands for the greatest pleasure every person hopes to 

have. 
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Energy and Femininity — How Can They Make Sense in a Woman’s Life? 

By Harriet Bernstein 

In his Definitions, and Comment, Eli Siegel, the American scholar and founder of Aesthetic 

Realism, defines energy as “power thought of as showing itself.” The power of women is 

showing itself more than ever — in industry, sports, government. Yet women can still feel that 

our dynamism is separate from our femininity, that in asserting ourselves we are somehow less 

attractive or graceful, and that our mental power has to be disguised or put aside when it comes 

to men and love. 

As a woman who once saw no way to reconcile these two things, I am indebted to 

Aesthetic Realism for teaching that energy and femininity are qualities every woman can learn to 

put together. They are related to opposites in the world itself — such as force and gentleness in 

the weather, intensity and subtlety in a sunset, waves crashing into and being received by the 

shore. A woman can begin to feel they make sense in her life when she learns what her largest 

purpose is.  Ellen Reiss, Class Chairman of Aesthetic Realism, writes: 

A woman should have all the true power she can. And ... she will feel 
good about that power if she is sure her purpose is to like the world: to 
value what is not herself and have people and things stronger. The 
authentic purpose to like the world...makes self-assertion and yielding 
one; because we all want deeply to yield for that purpose too: to feel we 
can be stirringly affected by true meaning anywhere. 

The personal, tormenting conflict women feel cursed by, has a beautiful resolution—we 

can feel integrated in every aspect of our lives, having one purpose:  to honestly like the world.  I 

will give evidence for this using aspects of my own life, and the life of photographer Mirella 

Ricciardi, whose work in her homeland of Africa spans half a century.  Of European descent and 

living a privileged life… 
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she was to become a critic of racism, including of where it was in her.  Strikingly beautiful 

herself… 

 

she was proud of her purpose to show “the sheer unadulterated beauty of  [Africa’s] people.” 
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Mirella Ricciardi also shows the confusion that can be in a woman between assertion and 

yielding, energetic self-expression and femininity.  In her book African Visions, she writes: 

The conflict in my creative and family life had provoked horrible torment 
and turmoil within me….[Women] asked me how I had managed to lead  
the life I did and also have a family. The fact is, I didn’t.  [Trying] to juggle 
everything on my own, I failed on all counts.  I was a bad mother, a 
discontented wife and a frustrated photographer.  It exhausted me both 
physically and emotionally. That was the price I paid for the life I have led. 

Mirella felt this rift in her life was inevitable.  What she, as woman and artist, and what 

women everywhere are yearning to know is in this landmark principle stated by Eli Siegel:  “The 

resolution of conflict in self is like the making one of opposites in art.” 
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1.   A Mix-Up Early  

As a girl, I had a fount of energy—first in line to run the hundred-yard dash and daring to climb 

tall trees in my Brooklyn neighborhood.  My skinned knees and elbows were badges of honor to 

me. Meanwhile, I was considered a mature, soft-spoken young lady by adults, and got the 

impression it wasn’t proper to be rough or loud—that a girl should be gentle, have grace. I was 

fascinated watching my sister, seven years older, put on makeup and style her hair, and listened 

to her talk excitedly with friends about boys. But such things, which I saw as representing 

femininity, I chose to associate with a woman’s being clever, using her charm to fool people, 

particularly men. 

Yet, in fifth grade, when Howie Skolnick invited me to a party, I was thrilled.  I wanted 

him to like me and thought if I acted demure and flattered him, he would. When he asked me to 

dance and later that night gave me my first kiss, I felt I was on top of the world. But I had 

misgivings even then, and wasn’t sure it was myself or a picture I arranged that affected him. 

Over the years, being strategically compliant to get a man’s approval became a pattern 

with me—an approach I didn’t respect myself for and thought I could change by being more 

assertive. I rebelled against what I saw as conventional. I wore my hair long and wild, dressed in 

oversized clothes, and scorned makeup. I decided I would set conditions with men and go out 

with the same man no more than twice. But instead of feeling free and celebrating the life of an 

independent woman, I felt empty, sometimes thinking it best just to be alone. Ellen Reiss 

explains: 

Women have been submissive, yielding, passive with the purpose of 
contempt — to manage surreptitiously the person they are “yielding” to, 
and to have the victory of feeling they are sensitive creatures in a world 
that wants to push them around. And women (often the same women) 
will assert themselves, give orders, run other people and things also for 
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the purpose of contempt — to feel they are superior to a stupid world, 
which should bend to their wishes. It is contempt that has a woman feel 
empty, self-loathing, and sometimes agonizingly discomposed. 

I learned that it’s not a matter of a woman’s being compliant or assertive.  It’s having a purpose 

that is fair to the world—a world we hope to know and be affected by—that will have a woman 

feel truly expressed and proud. 

I was 20 when I met Len Bernstein, and as we spoke there was no doubt in my mind I 

liked him: how he looked and his energetic interest in things, including photography. He seemed 

genuinely interested when I spoke about myself, including my care for dance.  Len had studied 

karate for many years and I remember him showing me a kata he liked—a series of techniques 

having a dance-like form—and I was so moved by the grace and precision a man could have. I 

found that despite my policy of a two-date maximum with men, I wanted to spend more time 

with Len, and felt so hopeful that I could be close to another person that within six months we 

were married. 

It was soon after that I would suddenly be sarcastic with him, and I felt very bad. There 

were also times I became so withdrawn that Len couldn’t pry a word out of me, and this worried 

us both very much. But then we met Aesthetic Realism! 

2.   The Comprehension I Hoped For 

“Can a woman be determined to be disappointed in a man?” my Aesthetic Realism consultants, 

There Are Wives, asked me. “Yes, that’s how I’ve been,” I said. “Do you think there is a motive 

in that?” they asked. I answered “Yes,” and they continued: “Are you deep enough about Mr. 

Bernstein?  Do you sometimes think about him a little and then rest up?...We have to say you 

have an insufficient desire to know your husband.”  They were right. 
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Like many women, I saw a man’s job as catering to a woman’s happiness without her 

having any obligation to know him. In fact, I smugly thought I already knew Len sufficiently; 

and this contempt was draining the life from our marriage. Now Aesthetic Realism was teaching 

me to use my energy in behalf of respect — to want to know the depths of another person — and 

as I did, our marriage blossomed! 

As my desire to sum him up was criticized, Len became more interesting and lovable to 

me. And he was having consultations too. Today, after 33 years of marriage, it is thrilling to 

study with my husband in professional classes taught by Ellen Reiss. I admire her for teaching, 

and for showing herself, that there is a beautiful relation of assertion and yielding in knowing a 

person deeply. And I am thankful my education continues. 

3.   Energy and Femininity Make Sense When We Are Fair to the World 

On a 5,000 acre farm in Kenya on July 14, 1931, Mirella Ricciardi was born to Giselle and 

Mario Rocco in a mud thatched house which was gradually replaced by a grand home with a 

mixture of rough artifacts and exquisite furniture.  Mirella learned to speak Swahili, French, 

Italian, and German, and the little girl’s playmates included baby zebra and chimps.  Along with 

learning to hunt on foot with Masaai warriors, she received a rigorous conventional schooling 

conducted in the outdoor African terrain. 

Aesthetic Realism teaches that every person has a debate between seeing the world as 

friendly, as something to go towards—or as inimical, something to retreat from.  This was what 

Mirella Rocco was in the midst of, describing her early years as: 

a quintessentially physical existence…that sharpened my senses and 
heightened my awareness of all things beautiful and ugly; attracted by 
the first, I shrank from the other.  Exposure to the extremes of Africa 
made me more of an observer than a participant. 
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Like many children, she used the contrarieties of the world – what she saw as beautiful 

and ugly – to feel the world was senseless, and that she was wise to distance herself from it.  

Meanwhile, she was in the thick of something truly ugly and did participate in as she grew up: 

the European Colonial control of Africa. It appealed to the worst thing in her – the contemptuous 

desire to see other human beings as existing to serve us. Within this lively narrative is a blithe 

acceptance of the cause of one of humanity’s greatest cruelties – apartheid.  She writes: 

I grew up with my brother and sister on Lake Naivasha.  We were part of 
it, we shared it with the animals and the birds….Our friends were black, 
our toys were made from bits of stick and string.  We played with live 
animals instead of dolls and were cared for by a bevy of laughing black 
servants who were always there to amuse us, tell us stories, play with us 
and clean up after us. 

Yet, as we will see, Mirella was to become very critical of this contemptuous way of seeing 

people. 

A pivotal time in her life was when Mirella, at age 8, witnessed her father, an Italian 

citizen, being roughly removed from their home to be interned for four years as an enemy by the 

British at the outbreak of World War II.  The young girl’s reaction was naturally fear and then 

changed to rage.  She became, she writes, an “intensely physical adolescent, a bit like a young 

wild horse snorting and kicking at the bridle.”  In the hopes of curbing her rebellious energy, at 

19 she was sent to finishing school in England. But Mirella felt painfully homesick and ran away 

from school to relatives to Paris, feeling aimless and resigned.  Worried about her daughter, 

Giselle, herself a serious sculptor, suggested Mirella learn photography and arranged for her to 

meet Harry Meerson, the photographer who worked for Giselle’s family-owned magazine 

Vogue.  The young woman who was accustomed to being served by others, came to have a 

passion for something not herself, and her life took a new direction.  Mirella recalls: 
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I worked for [Harry Meerson] as an unpaid impassioned apprentice for 
two years.  He taught me the rudiments of photography and lighting, but 
above all he taught me to see.  He awoke in me an aptitude to recognize 
an image, a fleeting expression…. 

In the comment to his definition of Energy, Eli Siegel writes: “The accurate use of energy 

by a self makes for pleasure.”  I believe that in photography Mirella found a way to give form to 

her energy in a way she could respect herself for.  She felt expressed through trying to be exact 

about what she saw through the viewfinder of her camera.  It was what had her later take 

important, moving photographs of the people in Africa – using her energy to be fair to them and 

to be a critic of herself.  “Until then,” she wrote, 

I had always been a white African, a product of the colonial system I had 
been raised in.  I considered the Africans as my servants, not human 
beings like myself….I began to use my own head and stopped living 
according to the dictates of my parents, my colonial friends and the 
rarified environment of my status as a white woman in African country. 

In this beautiful photograph, Mirella has composed qualities that are in every person…  
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and shows our deep relation to one another, and to the structure of the world.  The young girl on 

the left is a relation of hidden and shown, welcoming and retiring, in brightness and shadow at 

once.  Her gaze is direct and also has a critical questioning.  The children outside in the sunlight 

appear curious and are partly hidden.  The door jamb divides and joins inside and outside – its 

straight line adorned by a curving design.  The qualities of energy and femininity have their 

counterparts in the technique of photography and in this image: there is the sharp and the 

suggestive, hardness and softness, intensity and subtlety. 

4.  Is the Purpose of Love to Have Bad Power or Be Fair to the World? 

A notion had by many women, and I had it, is that all woes are somehow caused by men 

and a hostile world.  This was the very foundation of Giselle Rocco’s life, which her daughter 

Mirella praised and adopted for herself.  She writes: 

Proud of the wealth and achievements of her family, [my mother] 
nevertheless grew contemptuous…of a world in which a woman’s mind 
was shaped to the acceptance of selfish masculine indulgence.  [H]er 
attitude towards men…remained one of open scorn, and she later made 
sure that her own daughters would never be thus conditioned….[She] gave 
me the perspective by which I later chose to lead my own life – never to 
depend on anyone for my deliverance, for dependency implied loss of 
freedom.  It became my credo and in turn I passed it on to my own girls. 

While men, being human, can be criticized, I learned that the large reason women suffer 

is not because we fall prey to the selfishness of men.  It is our own desire for contempt – to see 

men as foolish and weak. 

It was after seeing her work that filmmaker and adventurer Lorenzo Ricciardi sought 

Mirella out as photographer, interpreter and guide for his project in Uganda.  Upon meeting her, 

Mirella’s beauty, vivacity, and knowledge inspired him to propose marriage just three days later.  

She refused the proposal but accepted the job and, as they worked together, he spoke of his life, 
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his travels, his hopes.  “The more Lorenzo talked,” she wrote, “the deeper I fell in love with 

him,” and two months later, on March 2, 1957, they married. 

But basing her life on the idea that independence meant not needing anything, Mirella 

diminished Lorenzo’s meaning for her, and they began having frequent, bitter arguments.  Of the 

man who documented on film the culture of different lands, who piloted a ship through a 

hurricane in the Indian Ocean and reached his destination unscathed, Mirella wrote: 

Lorenzo was a gypsy, a vagabond, a man without purpose or direction. 
…He was a dreamer who lived in a fantasy world far removed from the 
harsh realities of life…propelled by his charm and wit. 

In this photograph men are not summed up. We see a subtle, stirring relation of sameness 

 

and difference in the long graceful line of fishermen, meditatively walking.  With posture proud 

and modest, they are strong, bold in outline against the sky, yet retiring in silhouette.  The cone 

shaped baskets are sturdy and airy, their wide open mouths radiate out to the sky. 

After six years of marriage and the birth of their two daughters, Mirella and Lorenzo 

Ricciardi began having periods of separation, each having to do romantically with other people.  

But along with the pain this caused, they still felt a deep need for one another, and today live and 

work together in their homes in England and Italy. 
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Mirella Ricciardi took as a given that her self as a force and also feminine had to battle.  

One example is seeing her photographing in Africa as at odds with domestic life.  She writes: 

When I returned home from my forays…to rest and repair, I indulged in 
the softer, more poetic side of my life, that of my home and my family.  
These were moments of grace and reflection….After the harsh realities of 
the Sudan, Eritrea and Zaire, I focused my camera on my own children…, 
who, like I had done, were growing up in wilderness freedom… 

But using the hearth as a haven from the world, I learned in my own life, is contempt.  It 

has a woman despise herself and feel ill-at-ease, wherever she is.  And Mrs. Ricciardi suffered 

from bouts of weariness.  She had a sense something was wrong and could be scathingly self-

critical, including of herself as mother, as in what I quoted earlier.  Aesthetic Realism can teach 

her feel more of an integrity by seeing her children with the same desire to be precise as when 

she looks at people and things as photographer. 

5.   Art Shows the Purpose of Energy and Femininity Is to Like the World 

At 36, Mirella Ricciardi was excited about her first major book project titled Vanishing 

Africa – photographing the tribal life and customs of the people of Africa before they changed… 
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and were lost forever. Being profoundly affected by what she saw, gave her new life.  She writes: 

In the two years I spent on my eight different safaris…collecting my 
photographs, I traveled 20,000 miles….From the dusty semi-desert in 
the north, I descended to the lush tropical environment of the coast…. 
My energy could have driven a steam engine uphill….I had never felt 
better in my life….Each time I picked up my camera, I became aware 
of how much I had, until then, taken Africa’s beauty and grandeur for 
granted. 

The woman who described using “the extremes of Africa” to be more of an observer than 

a participant,” writes of this photograph… 
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“It was in moments like these that I became aware of how much I was part of Africa.”  The small 

figure in the landscape takes on meaning and grandeur through relation.  The shimmering heat 

gives a tremulous quality to that colossal tree which bows over and shelters the person.  The 

tree’s massive roots have risen above the ground and seem to be in motion, almost as if they 

were going to walk along with the person. There is a oneness of individual and earth.  This way 

of seeing is completely opposed to the contempt at the basis of apartheid and colonialism. The 

opposites of assertion and yielding, pride and humility, made one in this photograph, is what 

Mirella Ricciardi was looking to do in her life.  Aesthetic Realism (www.AestheticRealism.org) 

teaches the way of seeing the world that can have women everywhere proudly feel energy and 

femininity can make sense in their lives! 

- 13 - 
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Abstract 
 
‘The Theory of the Theatrical Performance ’,by the philosopher sociologist 

Georg Simmel the focus of this paper, is linked to a longer term project that 

seeks to further knowledge as to whys of human play.  Simmels proposal is 

that the player as actor and artist in theatrical performance is the conveyor of 

a higher art form.  The artist as actor, as player, is in fact according to 

Simmels theory, engaged in creating very distinct sets of complexes of 

meanings. For example the artist’s interpretation of the work of art of the 

playwright is existent at least three distinct yet near simultaneous levels; first 

the noumenal or interior level where the artist inculcates the characters’ 

poesis creatively - in effect, the artist  plays with states of meaningful beings 

the theatrical artist is in effect engaged in creation of traits, demeanours 

nuances the construct of characterizations that is to come into eventual 

existence.  A second stage, the actual practised interpretation moves from the 

initial state of creative being into the second liminal stage. This liminal 

construction in its play meaning has many or all the emergent manifestations 

of the interpreted new form is then transformed to the third stage of the 

performance, the actor conveying into displayed forms or creative liminalized  

representations of meaningful beings, this third the phenomenal and most 

visible sphere the visible forms of doing.  

 In other words Simmel argues that the theatrical performer must construct, 

from an already existing work of art another work of art, into another totally 

new artistic construction.  The theatrical performance though at times 

chimerical is noumenal an interiorly a playful meaningful creative poesis, 

helped onto a liminal interpretation, that is finally in a third stage a displayed 

artistic phenomenal representation.  

Our window to better comprehension of this theoretical tripartite process is it  

argued, imbued and entwined in the very deep and general motives of human 

play, furthermore we suggest this process is best apprehended in a methectic 

or ‘helping out’ theory of human play.      
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Meaning and Form Simmels Primary Social Dialectic 

 

Sociologically speaking ‘The Theory of the Theatrical Performance’, the 

interpretation of the artist, entails the construction of meaningful complexes -

meaningful value systems that are representations of something.  Our 

perspective in this paper is not then to do with social norms, social statuses 

social roles or social grouping patterns of our social institutions.  Instead our 

perspective is focused upon human play and its interactions with the 

remaining complex the value structures of our human institutions.   

 

Simmels sociological theory of human interaction involves very complex play 

oriented value centered and meaningful ways of being. The constructions of 

meaningful acts that are then displayed, or in our specific instance, interpreted 

into a range of forms. The artist as actor lifts out, ‘from the flux of the everyday 

constructs of the play, via the playwright’s art, a range of meaningful value 

constructs’.  This dialectic tension between meaning and form, this dual  

tension between the playful state of being and the displayed states of doing is 

not only an immediate and existent  tension but on a broader more general 

sociological plane an example of the continual complex of human tensions 

that operate on many levels in the overall construction of human culture.   

 

Using Simmels view of this tension between meaning and form it is suggested 

in this paper that a methectic or ‘helping out’ theory of Play will assist us to 

develop ontology of play as Concept Play.  Now to sociologically clarify our 

position on this immediate point we wish to emphasize though the hows of 

human play are helpful in illustrating our system - an ontological construction 

of play, our ontology is not interested in the displays, in the normative 

behavioural structures, in the forms of play in human societies.  We are in this 

context not interested in the how of the theatrical performance; by contrast 

this essay in studying the theory of the actor’s performance is keen to focus 

on the whys of the act on the meaningful the value structures the meaningful 

content  that the actor brings to the act. In other words this ontological 

construction seeks to explore not the norms or normative structure of human 
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play but in contrast seeks to shed light on the meaningful value system or the 

value structures the actor brings to bear upon the construction of the 

performance. This focus then has two immediate perceptible products first in 

distinguishing human Play as a totality in its own right and second to illustrate 

that human play helps out the value oriented acts by suggesting that it has 

three phases or systemic stages. 

 

Now as we see it, Simmels essay suggests that the artful construction of the 

actor is in itself contrary to general perception of the actor as player.  The 

theatrical performance is a special manifestation, more particularly, the interior 

construction of this manifestation in and before it passes through to the 

manifestation of display has its own series of complex interactions.   Simmel 

initially illustrates this view by explaining to us that the actor does in fact 

consciously interprets, brings meaning to, interiorly constructs as it were, a 

superstructure surrounding an already existing work of art.  By so doing 

Simmel believes this construction lifts itself out of the flux of the everyday 

milieu of social life to create a performance of meaning imbued with value or 

in fact a sets of values to create his created persona, to create a special value 

laden role whose proof of existence is a role that translates or is 

transmissible….a value constructed role that requires total construction on a 

different plane of reality. 

In other words in a sociological frame of reference the actor must, as we see 

it, in fact compose this interpretation, this set of meanings from a number of 

value rational perspectives and, in the process, create the form, the 

constructed displayed reality of the character.  This is the art he is attempting 

both to create and interpret.  It is this methectic ‘helping out’ this actualising, 

this working out of a value oriented set of processes, this interpretation of by 

the actor as artist of another’s work that is our focus of attention.   

It is the process of the composition of meaning the bringing together to a 

liminal stage, a range of values to then in another staged manner display to 

the constructed form that is our ontology, the visible formative construct that is 

of interest for us.  Imbued with value, laden with meaning is what is at the 

centre of what we wish to discourse upon.  In the construction of the actor’s 

interpretation of another’s work of art, the actor invokes a number of separate 
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but yet unified actions that enhance the actor’s artistic endeavour. The 

construction of a meaningful if only imaginary person who has passions 

weaknesses who is guided and guides actions by others in acting out the 

particular tragedy the particular role is the methectic action of helping out 

other actions.  Created constructed value laden actions that help out other 

actions into the eventual displayed tertiary stage forms.   

 

Simmel and Theory 
 Georg Simmel lived and wrote in the milieu of the late 19th and early 20th 

century Europe.  Philosopher, political economist and one of the 

acknowledged founders of Sociology Simmel wrote with great insight on the 

‘micro’ sociology of human interaction, collective behaviour, sociability, gender 

sociology and importantly the sociology of the secret to name only a few.  It is 

in this light, in seeking better insight into our humanity that Simmel writes 

about the theory of the actor. ’ We will demonstrate that human play and the 

motives of the actor may be better understood in dramatic theatrical cinematic 

action - through value spheres, value constellations of human culture. (Heller 

’78, Simmel’50)   Our reiterated interest then is centered in the material 

content of human play, its meanings, and its representations in human culture. 

(Huizinga ’55:13, 15, Simmel ’50:40) In other words our essay is concerned 

with what Weber terms the wert rational value rationalities of human culture. 

(Weber’78:24)   

Now, in attempting to bring to light these value centered meaningful contents 
 
 we take Huizinga’s position that the 
 
 ‘…the earliest phases of culture have the play character.  Social life is 
endued with supra-biological forms in the shape of play, which enhance which 
help out its social value.  It is through this ‘playing’ that society expresses its 
interpretation of life and the world. ‘.. In the twin union of play and culture, play 
is primary. Human play is an objectively recognizable, a concretely definable 
thing, whereas culture is only the term our historical judgement attaches to a 
particular instance.’ (Huzinga’55:46)   
 

 We re-emphasise at this point, this is not an essay on how people play, 

though to be sure, the forms of how people play will bring into relief and will 

enhance our effort, the hows of play are but forms, outward manifestations, 
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mere phenomenal by-products in front of the more primary, seminal, 

noumenal spheres of interiorities of value. (Simmel’05:2, Huizinga’55:46)  Our 

interest goes then, much deeper, into the whys of human play and it is the 

actor, the interpreter of human culture that is best positioned as we have 

alluded above, to give insight into this truly human universal complex of 

human play 

. 

The Theory of the Theatrical Performance 
 From another perspective into another context but still on this same 

subject we see in play and its paradoxical nature, the helping out methectic 

actions of play in another light. There is not again space in this short paper to 

properly introduce Simmels view on play as vital phenomena in human society 

but ‘On the theory of Theatrical Performance’ Simmel proposes to us that we 

consider the actor as performer but at the same time consider the actor as an 

active interpreter of meaning in fact an active interpreter of multiple meanings 

that eventually find their way through a liminal stage into the display of 

everyday reality.  Simmel states ’ Whereas other artists convert a play like 

vision into a plastic fact, the actor must in fact do the reverse - take the plastic 

commodity and turn it into a work of art – chimerical, illusory as this 

performance may be, it is a work of art like no other’.(Simmel’73:304)  Acting 

then  is a distinctly different, Simmel argues,  artistic form,  The forms that, 

say a writer or author of a travel novel  whose affected and mimetic actions of 

travel and adventure are meaningless unless translated (in the form of a 

written book) - into an objective construct.  In contrast then to such affective 

action Simmel illustrates that the actor in the theatre must do just the opposite 

of what a writer does,  that is take an already existing art form in the context of 

a written play and help out, enhance this work of art, in fact, transform it from 

the objectified state back into a subjective reality. (Simmel 1973:304)  Simmel 

says the actor’s performance can have, as a creative act - no end other than 

the performance in itself.  

 "The art of the actor exists autonomously, neither eliciting reality from 
drama or achieving some kind of 'synthesis'.  One does not imagine a painting 
as a kind of substitute for reality, as if a picture were only a kind of medium for 
producing fantasy...; a picture has its own end and purpose, which to some 
extent involves reality but is not in turn itself involved in reality. ...a 
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performance of Hamlet ...is not a medium for rendering visible some fantasy 
of the real or of the literary. The actor’s performance is, in terms of art, itself 
the end point, not a bridge one has to cross in order to reach some more 
distant goal. (Simmel 1973:307)   

 
In analysing this theory, Simmel perceives this situation of the actor on 

another or a different plane of consciousness than that of the spectator, a 

consciousness different than that of the creator of the work of art.  The actor 

is or seeks as such to establish another reality whose dialectic of tension 

whose superstructural noumenal interior contents, are in Simmels view, 

building from content to content - or a transfer of meaning to meaning. The 

actor both interprets and imparts material content both interprets and imparts 

meaning to the art, secondarily. Through aural and visual gestures the actor 

both creates meaning and constructs meaning we are speaking then of an 

exchange of meaning, or in fact the exchange of a multiplicity of meanings 

revealing the value structure of the noumenal interiority - the created illudere 

the shared multiple meanings of the art form.  It is only after this exchange 

only after this play oriented creation of meanings the actor can become into 

the next level of liminality moving from the interior to exterior this movement 

being a second stage of the total act.  At this point the actor has been we 

have tried to imply in no small measure playing with the words from the 

playwright committing then to memory through repetition, creating character 

nuances and traits that he anticipates will eventuate into a value laden whole.   

Here we may apply Huizinga’s a few established parameters or rules of 

play. The act or in learning the lines of the play is doing something 

autonomous, if the play is not in the first instance interiorly absorbed  into 

itself this Simmel has outlined above in terms of the art form being 

autonomous in and for itself he has no audience.  Second the artist, no 

different from his collective social example given above moves into a different 

type of time, he is play acting in a methectic helping out manner, thirdly yet 

co-existentially he is pretending, using and interpreting an already existing art 

work, an existing plastic object, the material content of another’s and 

transforming it, into becoming something else, his task being to ‘materialize 

this completely ideal spiritual entity of the play, to transform it into something 
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that will look realistic. Does the actor take this transformation and raise it to 

art of a higher power? Or if this does not make sense, does he, by virtue of 

his living corporeal appearance, reinvest it with a realism which carries 

conviction? (Simmel’73:304)   

Again another parameter of Huizinga’s rules applied to the actor is a 

different form of space.  The actor is in fact creating a new space both 

cognitively and physically.  The creation of the character not only must be 

done rehearsed acted out in a preliminary  yet different space but then be 

brought out into the liminal threshold to be again acted out into collective 

space inhabited by the audience.  Separate yet inextricably related to this 

notion of separate space is also a separate time. The actor creates a living 

work of art that has no definite sequential time frame, the actor both carries 

the character and eventually the audience, they together if the artist is 

successful in his construction are transported into a different time. 

In conventional theatre this move to this other time and space is most 

often indicated by the drop in the lights or the creation of another type of light 

for the performance.  It is the actor who creates with his skill this alternative 

time and space with his audience making this interaction very complex but for 

the present moments very real.  Simmel makes the point that it this creative 

act of the actor is a derivative creation that is it is derived from other spaces 

and times therefore giving emphasis and understanding that everyday reality 

is not only altered into another but showing too how everyday reality is in fact 

derived as well derived from the complex of senses and interactions with a 

range of meanings.  

 Still as Huizinga’s  rubric is understood, the actor must methectically 

create must methectically help himself into a different form of space. He must  

consciously operate in the performance, in a distinct and other reality 

separate from the everyday yet from his interior content of the everyday too. 

In so doing we see  that as the actors solidifies the role the meaningful 

content  there is a heightened visible order to his actions, a heightened and 

visible repetition of each and every one of his acts; and more - that almost all 

else becomes  autonomous, the actor is not doing but in fact being in and for 

himself;  there is no outward goal no external motivation - the  multiplicity of 
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sub acts that are required in the character composition acts are autonomous 

they are done for themselves they have no external expectation to meet. 

 Equally and inevitably the transformation from the meaningful art to the 

displayed representative form is at least in method, surrounded to some 

degree by secrecy. ‘How is it done?  How is this art learned and mastered?  

The performance again has boundaries and of course has an absorbing 

intensity.  Simmel states  ‘Acting becomes art in that it is abstracted from real 

life and is separated out from the everyday form as the means by which life is 

lived, and fashioned into an autonomous form of life transcending reality…   

This cannot be described in terms of a historical or conscious process, but 

only in terms of the turning point, when the art of the stage actor detaches 

itself or more pointedly himself  from the roles  implication in everyday life and 

is visible in fully independent and multiple forms.’(Simmel’73:309) 

So we see then that the actor ‘helps out’ methectically an already 

existing art form and by his own artistic endeavour, transforms both his art 

and the art of the play into a play,  a process of transformation, of meaningful 

material content which takes on different forms of reality.  ‘This transformation 

process, being in fact no different for example from the art of poetry which 

takes the spoken or written word, stylizes it, transforms it out of the real 

everyday life into images divorced of real everyday content.’ (Simmel’73:309)  

‘Being of a practical focus we easily see the ‘poet, painter or artist in all of us 

also can play the actor, i.e. culture endows every aspect of life with this 

characteristic.  Without in any sense being false or hypocritical, we are 

harnessed into this paradox at all times.’  And ‘…this constitutes the 

prototypical form of theatricality.  This particular function becomes an art 

when it exists for its own sake instead of being part and parcel of the 

manifestations of ordinary life.’(Simmel’73:310) The actor plays, helps himself 

out, and the art he is interpreting, the meaning he is transforming helps him 

and the audience into the transformation of another form.   

More precisely  Simmel demonstrates to us the same dialectic of 

meaning and form from another perspective that is the play oriented  

meaningful  situations helped out  as acts of material content, as acts of value 

and then both on an individual and collective level become imbued with 
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meaning;  principally these wert rational or value centered  acts. These 

autonomous acts are in themselves not a contest for something but are in our 

examples representations of something.  For the Wyandotte as we have 

demonstrated in another paper,  their cult participation though ‘supra 

biological’ is still meaningfully representative of something whether it be to 

seek alternative status’ or to transcend class distinctions or as we see it  

interplay charismatically with powerful others, the contents of the play are the 

same.  

The theatrical performer using his art his art helps himself out, his art 

helps him methectically to arrive to a different status from the everyday, his 

performance disengages both himself and his audience however temporarily, 

from his proximity to the forces of production and consumption and without 

doubt enhances his art with a form of power, power in a charismatic if only 

temporary meaningful material content.  Again, however chimerical human 

play may be part of the play concept, part of its totality using these ideal and 

typical points of reference, draws the circle around the material contents, the 

secret natures, the play value spheres.  Such a distinction leads us towards 

selected further investigation of other value constellations within the concept 

and the whys of play.(Huizinga’55:26, Simmel’50:307-75) 

Furthermore, that the actor can disengage both himself and his audience 

that for a distinct of time in a distinct and particularly different space  the actor 

creates a disengagement from the everyday reality.  The artist as actor then 

in effect transports both himself and his audience into another time and 

space.  The actor in playing, lifts the individual and the collective out of the 

flux of our existent reality and as Simmel says that the German philosopher 

Schiller stated the matter correctly when he, in describing all artists, indicated 

that they have an essential two fold character in that they raise themselves 

above the world of realities yet stay within the world of perception. 

(Simmel:73:305)  From a mysterious consolidation of impressions the reality 

the actor creates is only a derivation of the appearance of things which in turn 

is only again a derivation of the appearance of life.  Simmel points out to us 

then this continual dialectic tension of abstract meaning and conversion of it 

into some realistic form is separate form the everyday but equally imbued with 
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the everyday suggesting that even everyday reality is in itself a metaphysical 

construction.(Simmel ’73:305) 

We will now return as a way to go forward in developing our leitmotiv, 

our ontological investigation of the Concept Play.  Taking our central dialectic 

the tension between meaning and form or between if we wish, content and 

form we hold as it were, the Concept Play in our hand in order that we may 

see more of it’s existence more of it’s externality and physically move it on its 

axis.*  In so doing and in such a movement we wish to remain consistent in 

our philosophical and sociological base and we take another work from 

Simmels contribution to the knowledge of social life.  Simmel delineates the 

meaningful or metacommunicative structure of play in a number of other 

essays.  One of the most interesting of these for our purpose is Simmels little 

examined ‘The Sociology of the Secret  and the Secret Society.’ (Simmel 

’50:307-355)  This work is particularly conducive to our ontological analysis as 

it has a measured, systematic presentation, to assist in outlining initially, the 

major characteristics of the secret and its societal consociations. Before the 

short outlining a proposed chart as it may be termed, and in fact where we 

intend to examine further our Concept Play it must be remarked that at times 

the reading of Simmel is difficult particularly in the use of some of his 

terminology. Still, the best example in this regard is what Simmel termed 

‘Formal’ Sociology of which our writings are within. A deeper and more 

complete reading of Simmel realizes that his term Formal sociology is in fact  

a sociology of forms  an micro sociological study of extraneous observable 

existential and often displayed actions.  

In our more immediate context Simmel commences his discourse from 

the point of Knowledge developing the position of Knowledge Truth and 

Falsehood as interrelated in the social structure.  These three key pillars as it 

were crucially interplay with one another.  This interplay again is balanced 

with Simmels consistent dialectic of meaning and form with in this instance the 

focus being instead of upon the actor and the theatrical performance the 

analysis is upon the interplay and the role of the secret in social life.   

The fascination for secrecy more intriguingly the social interplay in 

fascination for betrayal and the interplay of secrecy in individualization which 
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then culminates in secrecy and the interplay of adornment in social life.  In the 

next section Simmel moves to the role of the secret and it interplay in 

collective life.  Here Simmel again illustrates his brilliance and verified place 

as one of the founders of Sociology. His elaboration being a study of the 

interplay of the individual and collective in terms of protection and confidence, 

the interplay and the importance of silence, written communication and the 

interplay of secrecy and sociations.  This latter pairing, of the interplay 

between  secrecy and sociations reveals for us some potential inner 

dimensions of the Concept Play.  That secrecy and attendant interplay sees 

the  participants the players in this external, existential manifestative form 

create hierarchies, rituals and a perceived freedom from the everyday world.  

Further Simmel continues to develop another eleven ‘Quantitative 

Modifications of General Group Features.’ These points or outline is meant to 

lead us onto the next stage of our analysis but before concluding I would like 

to share with the reader one final quote from Simmel that has bearing on the 

focus of this particular paper it is form his important essay ‘On the Sociology 

of Sociability’ 

Play actions in material content account for the redeeming and relieving 
 effect that some of the realms, constructed of mere forms, of life have 
 on us:… although in them  we are unburdened of life, we nevertheless 
 have it (play). Thus, the view of the sea frees us internally, not in spite, 
 but because of the fact that the swelling an ebbing and the play and 
 counter play of the waves stylize life into the simplest expression of its 
 dynamics.  This expression is quite free from all the experience-able 
 (sic) reality and from all the gravity of individual fate, whose ultimate 
 significance seems yet to flow into this picture of the sea.  Art, similarly 
 seems to reveal the mystery of life, the fact, that is, that we cannot be 
 relieved of life by merely looking away from it, but only by shaping and 
 experiencing the sense and forces of it’s deepest reality in the unreal 
 and seemingly autonomous play of its forms.’(Simmel’49:)  

  

Conclusion 
The paper has sought through the example of Simmels Theory of The 

Theatrical Performance to gain a better insight onto the whys of human play 

and further from this insight suggest that human play can at least from one 

perspective be viewed as methectic that is as an action that helps out another 

action and further that this action in terms of a possible ontology may have 
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three phases or distinct dialectical patterns. The first an interior noumenal 

construction of the role to be adopted, second a transitional or liminal stage 

where the newly constructed role is rehearsed refined and brought out to the 

displayed phenomenal external form. It is at this third stage where the 

individual creator and the collective then engage in a further transportation of 

the displayed act, the product as it were, of the creative and liminal stage. In 

essence the process is highly value and meaning oriented laden play which 

transforms into a threshold liminal stage and in turn moves into representative 

forms the central dialectic of meaning to representation or the content of the 

act to the ‘realistic’ form of the act. The Concept Play as the mainspring, as 

the meaningful motive acts, in this context, to methectically help out other 

acts.  Concept Play encourages, helps out or methectically the meaningful 

noumenally created value laden acts into their phenomenal displayed forms.             
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Abstract: 

Current societal discourse around interpersonal violence is evident in popular culture, regular 
media/news coverage, as well as formal and informal learning arenas.  There are many structured 
attempts to address the meaning of violent behaviors, and ways to prevent such acts, including multi‐
disciplinary approaches to domestic violence, child abuse, elder abuse, animal maltreatment, as well as 
criminal activity in general.  At institutes of higher learning, as well as within community‐based 
programs, examination of the perceived “rise of violence” has become a dire focus with many voices 
reflecting many ideas for solutions. 

The purpose of this discussion is to examine the way that culturally we have compartmentalized 
discussion of violence in many different ways.  The terms that are used typically categorize violence by a 
measure of the degree of violence based on an observer, for example publicized violence or 
“unexplained” violence receiving the highest degree of public outcry and demand for explanation.  
Violence is simultaneously categorized by the perceived victim, whether it be adult, male, female, child, 
or animal.  Thus far, very few categories focus on the variable most useful in seeking effective 
prevention – the perpetrator of violence.  As a society, we do not discuss violence in terms of meaning 
to the perpetrator, nor do we seek a thorough understanding of motivations, instead focusing on 
precipitating events which may or may not reflect an accurate view or correlation, much less causality.  
Furthermore there has been even less attention paid to such an investigation of meaning or motivations 
in terms of violence prevention. 
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My proposal is that such a fragmented approach to violence stems from the common terms and 
catchphrases used to describe violent behaviors that limit alternative explanations or understanding of 
violent behaviors in a holistic manner.  Furthermore compartmentalizing violence and defining it in 
terms of who is affected directly, rather how society as a whole is affected minimizes the reality that has 
been created by the existence of an fear‐based culture that accepts the expectation of violence, and 
only seems to take issue with certain types of violence that can be separated from the mainstream 
culture by false linguistic separations and a hierarchy of violence based on gender, race, socio‐economic 
status, or species of the direct victim. 

Methodology of this work‐in‐progress will be a literature review that will span disciplines, as 
well as community‐based surveys.  The purpose of the literature review will be to examine and 
deconstruct mainstream discourse surrounding violence as well as identify unique voices advocating for 
a new approach to the discussion.  The purpose of community‐based surveys will be to examine the 
effects of linguistic framing, and commonly‐accepted terms in how the general public reacts to violence, 
and their impressions of violent behaviors and violence prevention. 
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Abstract: 

This research proposal focuses on a specific example of human rights violation, in an attempt to 
generalize the impact of the power of images and personal stories in bringing public awareness to issues 
that remain hidden within various –isms present in society. 

The violence against women or “femicide” that has taken place along the Mexico‐Texas border has 
received some political and even some informational news attention in the past years.  Still, the violence 
has largely gone unanswered, despite the efforts of advocacy groups both in the United States, Mexico 
and elsewhere.  What is even more alarming is that the general public does not have an awareness of 
the issues that, regardless of reported severity, does have some undisputed truth to the facts that 
women are being killed.  This atrocity is repeated in communities, states, and countries throughout the 
world.  Whether those harmed are women, men, children, animals, or the environment, senseless acts 
of violence and obliteration are taking place, and often these actions are largely ignored by a large 
segment of society. 

I propose a manner of study of these specific and unique instances that will highlight the human and 
holistic impact of the atrocity by encouraging direct observers to tell their stories through the power of 
their own words, and by participant‐directed photography.  Such a project will involve a naturalistic 
approach to investigating communities where actions of interest are occurring or have occurred, and 
will involve the researcher as a participant‐observer, or one who is interested in the stories because of 
what it means to the observer, rather than being interested in the research for research’s sake.  
Photographs of personally meaningful and emotionally impactful scenes will accompany the personal 
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stories of the survivors of the violence.  Such an approach will also necessitate an advocacy approach in 
which information gathered will be protected for confidentiality’s sake, but will be ultimately shared in a 
manner acceptable to the subjects with the purpose of positively enacting change for the community 
itself. 

My community of focus will be Cuidad Juarez, Mexico.  In my presentation I will give information on 
the scope of the problem, including timelines, prevalence, and effect‐size within the community, as well 
as throughout the world.  Key things to address prior to enactment of such research will be 
methodology, budget concerns, and ultimate distribution of the verbal and visual findings.  Such a 
project will be exploratory and descriptive in nature, and will initially refrain from generating hypotheses 
or causal inferences.  The research focus will align with the broader focus of generating awareness and 
information, and will only move towards policy or procedural advocacy as part of a more focused study.  
Still, typical ethical considerations will be respected, and in addition to those, support will be provided 
to individuals and communities impacted by the study in terms of resources and advocacy, although 
neither will be initiated by the researcher herself.   

This project will also address similar existing and hypothetical instances in which such an integrative 
approach to research would be recommended.  Such instances include natural disasters, human‐made 
disasters, and systematic oppression against humans, animals or the environment, focusing specifically 
on populations or communities that are typically purposefully or unintentionally hidden from public 
discourse, respecting the rights of the community to choose what if any information to share. 
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ABSTRACT 

With the ever increasing availability Globally of Computer Aided Design and Computer 

Aided Manufacture (CAD, CAM and CADCAM), together with Rapid Prototyping (RP) and 

stereo lithography (SL), all are able of contributing to the development of ‘native craft 

emulating skills’ and ‘one-offs’, designed anywhere in the world with a particular culture, 

manufactured in yet another culture, and erected in the appropriate culture. Globalisation 

facilitating specific regional culture could harmonise disparate cultures, yet retain a myriad 

of ‘consistent cultural impulses’  

Architecture is the culminating manifestation of any culture. This paper initially describes two 

distinct and recurrent approaches to construction science in the process of amalgamation 

with design (culture). One imbued with comprehensive integrity, where each aspect of 

design maintains it’s own clarity while respecting and harmonizing neighbouring elements; a 

principle source of this tradition, in the scientific sense, originated in the use of masonry 

construction, where gravity exerts substantial influence over constructional techniques and 

where a need is perceived for consciously displayed awareness of the properties embedded 

in materials. This approach is commonplace in Eurasia and especially high-density first 
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world countries. In the second tradition there is a particular concern for skin, or surface. 

Here the historic reference is traced through the deployment of timber frame construction, 

where the forces of gravity exert little substantial influence on ultimate form. As a 

consequence, the resolution of structural and other sciences are allocated to a level of banal 

significance in a domain where surface reigns. This fragmented approach is typified by the 

architecture of North America, and is a strong indicator for the future of architecture. 

 

Psychological analysis in the development of both approaches are contained in the works of 

eminent psychoanalyst and psychiatrist D.W. Winnicott and in particular his papers ‘Playing 

and Reality’ and ‘Transitional Objects and Transitional Phenomena’ where he discusses an 

intermediate area between ‘internal and external reality’. This ‘potential space’ is where 

Winnicott perceived the creation of ‘transitional object,’ where creativity first takes place. 

The paper will also interrogate characteristics of the two distinct approaches to construction 

science with reference to works of art historian and psychologist Wilhelm Worringer and 

Psychoanalyst Carl Jung.  

 

In reference to construction technology construction this paper reflects on works of eminent 

paediatrician, child psychoanalyst and psychiatrist Dr. D.W. Winnicott (1896-1971) and in 

particular his paper ‘Transitional Objects and Transitional Phenomenal’ where he discusses 

an intermediate area between internal and external reality in a Mother/Child relationship. 

This potential space is where Winnicott perceived the creation of transitional objects, where 

creativity first takes place. Additional material refers to Winnicott’s ‘Playing and Reality’ and 

‘Playing: its theoretical status in the clinical situation’.  

 

With Winnicott’s work applied to architecture, the proposal is to open to a discourse on ‘why’ 

particular and appropriate technology is deployed in the realisation of thematic initiatives, 

with the content weight later shifting to ‘how’ technology is deployed. Importantly, emphasis 

is place on ‘when’ technology is deployed and proposes a pre architecture engagement with 

technology through materiality. Case study models explore diverse need for personal 

engagement with technology by students at the earliest possible moment in the design 

process. The works of psychologist Dr. Carl Jung and art historian Professor Wilhelm 

Worringer are used to support this discourse. 

 

Keywords: Materiality, Synergy, Fragmentation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Architects in practice initiate the design processes equipped with an array of constructional 

technological techniques at their fingertips and the support of a team of specialist 

consultants, while the architectural student has little, or none of any. Consequently, the 

‘paper architecture’ produced has little or no technological construction substance 

synthesised in the work and yet is then asked to ‘apply’ these technologies subsequent to 

the design. 

 

A primary analyst in understanding the process involved in the development of creativity is 

D.W. Winnicott; and in particular his works ‘Playing and Reality’ and ‘Transitional Objects 

and Transitional Phenomena’ where he discusses an intermediate area between internal 

and external reality. This area, named ‘potential space’ is where Winnicott perceived the 

creation of ‘transitional objects’, where creativity first takes place, and in this paper with 

particular regard to architecture. The paper will also interrogate characteristics of the two 

distinct approaches to construction technology with reference to works of art historian and 

psychologist Wilhelm Worringer. This paper would not have been possible to write without 

the reading of the works of Carl Jung. 

 

A process where it is possible to engage with technology at a pre-conceptual design stage 

and reasons that early engagement is more likely to integrate cultural and technological 

principles sympathetic to and supportive of thematic concerns, as opposed to either the 

‘shoehorning’ of convenient technologies into a predetermined design outcome or the 

application of ‘cultural style veneers’ to inappropriate technologies. 

 

Dr. Winnicott had a special interest in the development of creativity in children or toddlers in 

the mother/child relationship and in particular, the ‘good-enough mother’ who allows herself 

to be used by the infant in the process of detachment by the child. His theories 

conceptualised the psychic space between the mother and infant, part physical, part 

psychological, which he called a ‘holding environment’ where the child's transition from 

oneness with the mother to detachment can be more autonomous. This concept of a holding 

environment led Winnicott to his theories relating to the ‘transitional object’. The transitional 

object, in ‘potential space’, or the intermediate space between internal and external reality, 

is where creative experimentation can take place, safely and without fear. 
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In ‘Playing and Reality’ Dr. Winnicott developed ideas discussed in ‘Transitional Objects and 

Transitional Phenomena’. Referring to the intermediate area between internal and external 

reality, he postulates that if people can utilize this realm to initiate their relationship with the 

world [in this case, architecture], first through transitional objects, and especially through 

individual play and shared playing, then [in particular] cultural life and heritage becomes 

freely available to them. The process of playing, but not playing games [competitive] 

becomes a valuable activity in personal creativity, an unconscious pre form engagement 

with cultural themes in architecture. A further source is Winnicott’s publication, "Playing: Its 

Theoretical Status in the Clinical Situation" 

 

“The place where cultural experience is located is in the potential space between the 

individual and the environment (originally the object). The same can be said of playing. 

Cultural experience begins with creative living first manifested as play”. (from "Playing: Its 

Theoretical Status in the Clinical Situation," 1968) 

 

The creation of transitional objects, where creativity first takes place, was a technique that 

Winnicott frequently also used in his treatment of adult patients. It is during this stage of 

creative and therefore life development that regional culture comes into play, whether that 

be in the form of a synergetic or fragmentary approach. 

 

Professor Carl Jung regarded the conscious mind as a skin covering the unconscious 

(Analytical Psychology – it’s Theory and Practice) and further proposed that in the earlier 

years of life a person communicates directly with the unconscious without ego or conscious 

skin. Later in life he postulates that intuition also bypasses these two filters, or barriers, as 

the case may be (Memories, Dreams, Reflections) and allows the unconscious and 

collective unconscious to bypass the ego and conscious mind to express unfettered 

creativity. 

 

In ‘Abstraction and Empathy’, Professor Wilhelm Worringer postulates two categories of 

creativity, where ‘Abstraction’ arises out of a condition where the creator is detached or 

remote from ‘Nature’, resulting in pure geometric forms (Gothic architecture, for example), 

while ‘Empathy’ on the other hand is organic by definition (Greek architecture, for example), 

since the creator is ‘at one with the world and nature. In either condition, both have 
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contained within them the terms, which in this paper on architectural education I refer to as 

‘Synergy’ and ‘Fragmentation’. 

 

SYNERGY 

Oxford English Dictionary Definition: 1957 R. B. CATTELL Personality & Motivation xvii. 791 

Immediate synergy through group membership. expresses the energy going into the group 

life as a result of satisfaction with fellow members. 1960 R. W. MARKS Dymaxion World of 

Buckminster Fuller 8/1 Fuller refers to the integrated behaviour patterns as synergy. 1965 H. 

I. ANSOFF Corporate Strategy v. 75 We begin to explore synergy... It is frequently 

described as the ‘2 + 2 = 5’ effect to denote the fact that the firm seeks a product-market 

posture with a combined performance that is greater than the sum of its parts. 1974 M. B. 

BROWN Economics of Imperialism ix. 228 The world-wide ‘synergy’ of the trans-national 

company is..the logical conclusion of a long historical process of capital accumulation and 

territorial assimilation. 1981 Economist 28 Nov. 19/2 Others, through mergers (eg, research 

houses into retail brokerage houses), have demonstrated that there is something to be said 

for synergy. Copyright © Oxford University Press 2007 

 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT IN THE ARCHITECTURE OF EUROPE 
The architecture of Europe, is imbued with a ‘comprehensive integrity’, where each aspect 

of design technology maintains it’s own clarity while respecting and harmonizing 

neighbouring elements. A principle source of this tradition, in the technological sense, 

originating in the use of masonry construction, where gravity exerts substantial symbiotic 

influence over design and technology (cohesive consistent cultural expression) through 

constructional techniques and where a need is perceived for consciously displayed 

awareness of the properties embedded in materiality. During the thirteenth century in 

Europe Gothic architecture developed the flying buttress, where the wall became liberated 

from load bearing requirements by the introduction these buttresses, a clear statement on 

enclosure and structure became apparent. This clarified and articulated the functions of 

different elements, where the flying buttress becomes the structural frame supporting roofs 

and the wall, with little load bearing requirement, and therefore mass, was presented the 

opportunity to incorporate greater areas of glazing in stained glass for story telling in an age 

when books were not readily available.  
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The architecture of Europe, is imbued with a ‘comprehensive integrity’, where each aspect 

of design technology maintains it’s own clarity while respecting and harmonizing 

neighbouring elements; a principle source of this tradition, in the technological sense, 

originating in the use of masonry construction, where gravity exerts substantial symbiotic 

influence over design and technology (cohesive consistent cultural expression) through 

constructional techniques and where a need is perceived for consciously displayed 

awareness of the properties embedded in materiality. During the thirteenth century in 

Europe Gothic architecture developed the flying buttress, where the wall became liberated 

from load bearing requirements by the introduction these buttresses, a clear statement on 

enclosure and structure became apparent. This clarified and articulated the functions of 

different elements, where the flying buttress becomes the structural frame supporting roofs 

and the wall, with little load bearing requirement, and therefore mass, was presented the 

opportunity to incorporate greater areas of glazing in stained glass for story telling in an age 

when books were not readily available.  

 

Art historian and psychologist Wilhelm Worringer wrote in ‘Form in Gothic’ (1927):  

 

“Architecture begins to be an art from the moment that it ceases to be satisfied with 

employing stone as merely the material for some practical aim or another, and with treating 

it according to the strict nature of the material, but seeks to wrest from the lifeless nature of 

the material an expression corresponding to a certain ‘a priori’ artistic will” 

 

During Victorian times in England arose the Arts and Crafts movement, as a reaction to 

mass production and industrialisation. The Arts and Crafts Movement evolved in England in 

the 1860’s with primary propounders William Morris (1834-1896) and John Ruskin (1819-

1900). Morris believed the machine dehumanised the worker and led to a loss of dignity 

because it removed him from the artistic process. As Ruskin stated, "all cast from the 

machine is bad, as work it is dishonest." 

 

While Ruskin was the founder of the Movement, William Morris became its leader. Morris 

took Ruskin's ideas and translated them into a unified theory of design. By doing so, Morris 

successfully unified aesthetics and social reform into the Arts and Crafts Movement. Morris, 

like Ruskin, much admired the works produced during the Middle Ages, especially the 

medieval idea of craftsmen’s' guilds. But in all of his works, Morris believed that the Arts and 
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Crafts Movement was more than just a design theory. If the quality of design was improved, 

the character of the individual producing that design would be improved, and hence society 

would be improved. Morris sought to reunite "head and hand” in a synergetic union offering 

the basis for the development of a “culture”. 

 

CONTEMPORARY REGIONAL ARCHITECTURE OF EUROPE 
In a contemporary European environment, Michael Hopkins, Richard Rogers and Renzo 

Piano, for example, synergise the comprehensive integrity, which exemplified much of 

Gothic architecture. ‘Portcullis House’, London, by Michael Hopkins and Partners (adjacent 

to the Houses of Parliament) deploys natural ventilation techniques to economise on 

running costs by the use of stack effect, clearly expressed on the facade (reminiscent of the 

chimneys to old English housing), yet affecting the deepest parts of the building, while 

drawing aesthetic reference to the adjacent Parliamentary Buildings. Thus, once again, 

each element of the building as a totality is clearly articulated while remaining unified with a 

resultant synergy. In the case of Richard Rogers, his articulate layering of the different 

elements of a building gave both eminence to clarity and diversity to the architecture, where 

each element was placed without compromise according to need and value, yet contributing 

to a synergy of the whole as greater than the sum of the parts, just as had been the case 

with Gothic architecture. The need for comprehensive integrity throughout the building was 

of primal importance to Rogers. This clarity of purpose, a layering and filtering of the façade 

with elements serving internal spaces throughout the building may in part derive from the 

dyslexia that Rogers has endured through his life, making simple and clear statements with 

a consequent complexity. 
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 Traditional Indigenous Architecture New 
 

For Italian architect, Renzo Piano, Synergetic regionalism of a contemporary interpretation 

has been achieved in the former French colony, New Caledonia in the Pacific, at Noumea. 

Here, Piano draws on traditional indigenous forms. For example, the forms created whistle 

in the wind by design through computer analysis and wind tunnel testing whereas 

traditionally this had been achieved through empirical experimentation. Piano here is looking 

to the past to achieve an outstanding contemporary piece of regional architecture using 

state of the art steel and timber technologies.  

 

FRAGMENTATION 

Oxford English Dictionary Definition: 1. A breaking or separation into fragments; spec. in 

Biol. separation into parts which form new individuals.1881 Times 24 Dec., Fragmentation of 

work, not attacking too many points at once. Copyright © Oxford University Press 2007 

 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT IN THE ARCHITECTURE OF NORTH AMERICA 
The second tradition is manifest in the architecture of postcolonial North America, where 

there is a preoccupation and particular concern for skin, or surface, alone. Here the historic 

reference is traced through the deployment of timber frame construction, where the forces of 

gravity exert little or no substantial influence on ultimate form. As a consequence, the 

resolution of structural and other constructional technologies are often disregarded as useful 

to design in a domain where surface reigns. As a consequence each element is dealt with 

separately in fragments. This fragmentation extended to timber framing techniques 

developed into ‘Balloon Frames’, where the envelope was entirely detached from the interior 

where internal levels are placed on ledges of the ‘Balloon’. Ironically, it was this type of 
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Disney Building, Los Angeles under 
construction revealing a smooth skin over 
a chaotic structure 2002. Frank O Gehry 
and Partners 

 

 
Michael Graves and Partners. 

Portland, Oregon USA. Offices  1979-

82. Post Modern Façade wallpaper 

over early modern interior. 

 

construction (in steel and concrete) that formed the structural concept for the World Trade 

Centre (Twin Towers) of New York, which so easily collapsed under terrorist attack in 2001. 

 

CONTEMPORARY FRAGMENTARY ARCHITECTURE OF NORTH AMERICA 

 
Frank O Gehry exemplifies this preoccupation with skin 

or wallpaper and it’s dislocation from other elements, 

particularly structural. The architecture becomes skin 

deep. Gehry is on record as saying his architecture 

reflects his perception of Los Angeles, a city of fantasy 

and façade. This Western Seaboard American 

preoccupation with skin (or the conscious mind as Carl 

Jung would suggest) extends throughout their lives, 

including the literal skin where cosmetic surgery is 

deployed to gratify a perceived need for permanent 

youth, and the unusual proportion of people referred to 

psychoanalysts and psychotherapists. 

 

Another example by Michael Graves and Partners is his 

office building in Portland Oregon, USA, where a skin 

deep decorative façade conceals a typical office design 

concept used for the previous 100 years. This is another 

example of skin-deep culture, or façadism. 

 

There would seem to be a resistance on the part of Post 

Colonial North Americans to acknowledge the 

unconscious mind from which springs the individual and 

consequent consistent cultural impulse. In his earlier 

writings, Jung called this aspect of the psyche the unconscious mind or collective 

unconscious, which he later changed the term to objective psyche. The objective psyche 

may be considered objective for two reasons: it is common to everyone; and has the only 

sense of the self's ideal; rather than that which the ego or conscious self imagines. It thus 

directs the self, via archetypes, dreams, and intuition, and drives the person to make 

mistakes on purpose. In this way, it moves the psyche toward individuation, or self-
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actualization, where a myriad of cultures may develop and flourish. This denial of the 

unconscious has undoubtedly led so many Americans to psychoanalysis or psychotherapy. 

 
FRAGMENATION AND SYNGERY –OPPOSING CULTURES 

 

A summarisation of the opposing philosophies between Europe and North America can be 

characterised by the auto motive industries of both countries. While in Europe the 1960’s 

design of the European car known as the ‘Mini’ came out of close harmonization of design 

concept and appropriate technology, for example with no chassis the Mini utilised two sub 

frames linked and strengthened by the bodywork all working in harmony, producing a 

synergy between design and construction technology. Meanwhile, in North America ‘styled 

skins’ were applied to the chassis and technology, thereby dislocating design from 

technology. For Americans, more power equalled bigger engines, while in Europe it was 

found through greater efficiency. Yet, car designers now (for the future) are working on  

chassis only supported cars while bodywork styles can be changed on one’s car from 

saloon to sports car to truck – truly a developing fragmented approach for the future. 

 

DISLOCATION IN THE ARCHITECTURE OF NEW ZEALAND 
Post colonial architecture of New Zealand substantially emphasized the use of repetitive 

small member size [timber] framed construction systems, yet while pursuing the rigor of 

comprehensive integrity as practiced in Europe out of the traditions of masonry construction 

in the early colonial days, in the latter part of the 1990’s some contemporary environment 

architecture moved closer to the North American of a preoccupation with skin or surface. 

However, in the background and more so recently, the predilection is moving toward either 

Modernism or a fragmentary approach. 
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Mediterranean housing                            Auckland Style 
 

Mediterranean housing                                                France 
 

 

 

 

CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE OF NEW ZEALAND  

Much of the commercial architecture constructed in the Auckland CBD during the economic 

boom times of the 1980’s maximised net (lettable): gross (constructed) area calculations 

often consequent to developer client requirements for greater financial return. To that end, 

external wall constructions were often minimised to literally one skin of low performance 

glass. In the meantime in Europe subsequent façade engineering technology in the 

commercial architecture of Europe has developed from the single skin barrier to responsive 

double or triple+ filtering facades and while in New Zealand there are legislative, 

environmental and economic reasons why this technology has not been utilised, it remains 

the case that the external skin (seen by some as the architecture) frequently pays little 

homage to nor offers any connectivity with the technology within.  The engagement by 

architects and designers of New Zealand in thin barrier skin architecture (known as ‘10mm 

architecture’) has continued to recent times and contributed particularly in the early part of 

the twenty first century to wide ranging and serious problems relating to water penetration 

into buildings, particularly in the residential sector. The causes of these failures are 

identified in the publication “Report of the Overview Group on the Weathertightness of 

Buildings” of the New Zealand Building Industry Authority (BIA). This report condemns types 

of thin barrier (sic) external skin construction and in particular ‘monolithic cladding’. The BIA 

website refers; http://www.dbh.govt.nz/whrs-media-20020520-1 

 

Much of the work of the BIA is now being absorbed into legislation with the notable 

requirement that with ‘monolithic cladding’ there can be no presumption that the barrier will 

succeed in practice and that a secondary waterproofing layer and cavity must be 

incorporated in all new construction – indicating the external wall is be a ‘filter and not a 
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Heke St House, Auckland, New Zealand. 1991 
Mitchell and Stout 
 

 

Traditional Villa, New Zealand.             19th Century  
 

 

barrier’. More importantly here, the report identifies weatherproofing vulnerability as a 

consequence of the application of thin veneered ‘style replication’ to traditional New Zealand 

timber frame practice, a technology developed out of frequently disparate cultural 

aspirations which can only result in a dislocation between the forces of design and 

technology - a cultural malaise, so to speak. This paper argues that for architecture to 

succeed in practice, there should be a synergy between the two forces of culturally driven 

design and technology for the regional architecture to succeed. (white New Zealanders still 

largely regard themselves as being of the Western world. 

     

 

The design of the traditional 19th century villa found in New Zealand developed a series of 

layers or filters between the outside in inside world. At the footpath location is placed a 

picket fence, which while defining a boundary, functions also as a filter rather than barrier, 

for it is semi transparent and low in height, permitting visibility of the private/public zone of 

the garden. Layered behind the garden is a veranda, which is neither outside the house nor 

inside. Raised above garden level at the internal floor level it is roofed over and utilises a 

filtering handrail, all this before entry to the house - a series of layers and filters not 

dissimilar to the Lloyds building of London by Richard Rogers.  

 

A contemporary example of this layering and filtering is the House in Auckland, New 

Zealand by Mitchell and Stout, where the filtering from outside to inside is taken a step 

further toward the dissolving of the material forms into space. The application of an 

architectural ‘style’ from an alien culture can only result in a dislocation between the forces 

of design and technology - a cultural malaise, so to speak, and absence of synergy. For 

architecture to succeed in practice, there should be a synergy in design which cannot be 

detached from technology any more than it can be removed from any consistent cultural 

impulse, whatever that might be at any place in the world.  
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FRAGMENATION AND SYNGERY  
Architecture is most frequently delivered in specialist fragments according to the interests of 

individual educators, usually adopting sequentially related topics, history, theory, concept, 

outline design, detail design and documentation etc - replicating ‘text book’ and ‘fee 

payment’ codes of practice, but not the thinking process of the practicing of architect. The 

experienced practitioner comes to the conceptual stage of design equipped with an 

understanding of available technologies and may blend concept and detail at the earliest 

stages, and frequently works in a non sequential way. Where architectural students are 

required to engage with construction technology, which for many is a daunting and even 

esoteric topic, usually subsequent to the design process, they will search out specialist 

opinions of an often disparate group of academics and practitioners, while the practitioner 

will seek to gain specialist advice from like-minded people. Students frequently engage with 

or apply technology to earlier thematic interests as a separate and detached academic 

exercise sometimes perceived as fruitless since they deal only with ‘paper architecture’. 

However, it is possible to engage with technology at a pre-conceptual design stage and this 

paper reasons that early engagement is more likely to integrate technology sympathetic to 

and supportive of regional thematic concerns, as opposed to either the ‘shoehorning’ of a 

convenient technology into a predetermined design outcome or the application of ‘style 

veneers’ to inappropriate technologies. 

 

Referring back to D. W. Winnicott (1896-1971), for this paper I have referred to two of his 

works, “Transitional Objects and Transitional Phenomenon” and “Playing and Reality” In the 

former publication he says; 

 

“When symbolism is employed the infant [student] is already clearly distinguishing between 

fantasy and fact, between inner objects and external objects, between primary creativity and 

perception." (from "Transitional Objects and Transitional Phenomenon," 1951) 

 

“It is in the space between inner and outer world, which is also the space between people--

the transitional space--that intimate relationships and creativity occur. (from "Transitional 

Objects and Transitional Phenomena," 1951) 
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Winnicott had a special interest in the mother/child relationship and in particular, the ‘good-

enough mother’ who allows herself to be used by the infant in the process of detachment by 

the child. His theories conceptualized the psychic space between the mother and infant, part 

physical, part psychological, which he called a ‘holding environment’ where the child's 

transition to detachment can be more autonomous. This concept of a ‘holding environment’ 

led Winnicott to his theories relating to the ‘transitional object’. The transitional object, in 

‘potential space’, or the intermediate space between internal and external reality, is where 

creative experimentation can take place, safely and without fear. 

 

 In a subsequent publication ‘Playing and Reality’ Dr. Winnicott develops ideas discussed in 

‘Transitional Objects and Transitional Phenomena’. Referring to the intermediate area 

between internal and external reality, he postulates that if children [students] can utilize this 

realm to initiate their relationship with the world [architecture], first through transitional 

objects, and especially through individual play and shared playing, then cultural life and 

heritage becomes freely available to them. The process of playing, but not playing games 

(competitive) becomes a valuable activity in personal creativity, a pre form engagement with 

cultural themes in architecture. A further source is Winnicott’s publication, "Playing: Its 

Theoretical Status in the Clinical Situation."  

 

The place where cultural experience is located is in the potential space between the 

individual and the environment (originally the object). The same can be said of playing. 

Cultural experience begins with creative living first manifested as play. (from "Playing: Its 

Theoretical Status in the Clinical Situation," 1968) 
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REGIONAL SYNTHESIS THROUGH GLOBAL FRAGMENTATION 
In opposition to mass production, digital technologies of the information era accommodate 

customisation. Underlying this proposition is the argument that the use of Computer Aided 

Design and (CADCAM) facilitates not only the procurement of architectural projects. In a 

contemporary environment,  CADCAM forms a connection between craft, design and 

management. In practice, architects such as Renzo Piano and Frank Gehry have used the 

system for their built works, with Renzo Piano focusing on indigenous architecture through 

CADCAM rather than the empirical traditional methods and development. For his work, 

Frank Gehry uses the French aerospace software which was used in the design of the 

Mirage jet fighter as well as medical sorftware to scan physical models as 3D digital models.  

 

In a contemporary world, globalisation does have distinct and useful advantages. For 

example, regional identity in architecture is possible through global digital developments, 

where a particular regional craft culture may be designed appropriately at any place in the 

world and made anywhere in the world, while being integrated into architecture of the 

appropriate region. With the ever-increasing availability of computer technology, Computer 

Aided Design and Computer Aided Manufacture (CAD, CAM and CADCAM), together with 

Rapid Prototyping (RP) and stereo lithography (SL) all facilitate a contribution to the 

development of native craft emulating skills and ‘one-offs’ as well as facilitating the 

rationalisation of complex geometries, in place of hand made “crafting”. For example, an 

Islamic architect working in North America can design with a Building Information Model 

(BIM) on computer an Islamic cultural element such as elaborate tracery with a regional 

context, have it manufactured in China, and integrated into the architecture of the Middle 

East, for example. 

 

However, Carl Jung reminds us that science is no less empirical than culture. Where the 

skin of as building may be analogous to the skin of a person, then interior is analogous to 

the unconscious (culture, or regionalism) and only through the concept of wholeness can 

Regionalism survive, for we must look back to look forward. Of America, Jung has this to 

say in ‘Memories, Dreams, Reflections’ (1909): 
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 “As far as technological culture is concerned, we lag miles behind America. But all that is 

frightfully costly and already carries the germ of the end in itself” 

 

Having said that, Jung reminds us in “Analytical Psychology – it’s Theory and Practice” 

(1935): 

 

“Consciousness is like a surface or a skin upon a vast unconscious area of unknown extent. 

We simply know nothing of it. You cannot say anything about a thing of which you know 

nothing. When we say ‘the unconscious’ we often mean to convey something by the term, 

but as a matter of fact we simply convey that we do not know what the unconscious is. We 

have only indirect proofs that there is a mental sphere, which is subliminal. We have some 

scientific justification for our conclusion that it exists. But we must be careful not to be too 

anthropomorphic in our conclusions, because things might in reality be very different from 

what our consciousness makes them.” 

 

Nevertheless, whatever culture we embrace, it will always be necessary to look back into 

history in order to give substance to future activity and this is best done through the 

unconscious mind. The global gloss of the architectural façade may be facile, but it is after 

all, just skin deep. Global sharing of technology is useful, but any cultural fullness in 

Architecture can only be sustained by the synergetic relationship of the conscious 

(Construction Technology) and unconscious (Design through thematic intuitive feeling 

/thought, as a future development and extension of history, whatever or wherever that may 

be, but in the meantime we can develop architecture through global digital support and 

participation in the realisation and development of a myriad of Regional Architectures 

appropriate to Regional cultures. 
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SOUTH AFRICA: THE CONSTITUTION, EDUCATION, HISTORY 
AND TRANSFORMATION: Shaping the future? 
 
In 1994, South Africa underwent one of the most significant changes in its 
history. The South African Constitution (Act 108/1996) ushered in a period, 
which was diametrically different from the past –a past marked by 
traditionalism, colonialism, imperialism and apartheid herrenvolkism. The 
world hailed the country as a beacon of the most progressive constitution 
that had ever been seen. However, the reality was that the theory still needed 
to be put in practice – how was this going to be done? 
 
The South African Schools Act (1996) set out to provide a kind of education 
that would be both out-comes based and transformational. Education had to 
be anchored in the values embodied in the Constitution. These values are 
democracy, human rights, social justice, non-sexism, multiculturalism, 
nation building, reconciliation, and an open society. This has necessitated 
that the nation’s past should tendentiously handle questions of memory and 
human progress. 
 
The Preamble to the SA Constitution is very declaratory about the past and 
the future. Thus education in general, and history, in particular, has the 
responsibility of inculcating and actively participating in the struggle for a 
democratic society. South Africa has then declared that history (and History) 
must be an instrument of change. There can no longer be any neutrality 
about the kind of future envisioned and educators do not have the freedom to 
advocate a kind of future that is at variance with the Constitution. It is this 
challenge that faces educators, the people of South Africa, and indeed the 
international community. Should history be used for indoctrination? Perhaps 
it should - for human progress depends on positive options and choices. In 
the understanding of history as marked by historical factors like conflict, 
change and continuity, it becomes necessary to accept that these factors 
impinge upon historical forces like democracy, freedom, franchise, land, 
religion, ethnicity, nationality, race, gender, to name but a few.  
 
History should be subversive of reactionary traditionalism, stereotypes, and 
the `received wisdom’ that negates the values of liberty, equality and 
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humaneness. History can no longer be taught `wie es eigentlich gewesen'(as 
it actually was). Denunciation of all forms of external and internal 
oppression, subordination and exploitation constitutes the truth, which has 
been subversive of all historical social formations. South Africa therefore 
stands on the side of history as the past, present and the future. Educators 
need to be positively and progressively propagandistic.  This position also 
raises serious questions about the nature and limits of subjectivity. 
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Abstract 
Romanticism was able to feel and to embody the impression of evil, gloom, chaos not at 

a level of theological understanding, but through art images, quite sensually, tangibly, 
through a prism of a romantic aesthetics, so through ironical outlook. The aspiration to 
penetrate into psychology of human acts more deeply is peculiar for Romantics. Not only he-
roic and creative characters interested them, but also activity directed on destruction of hu-
man fates and world around. The Romantics rejected the mechanistic explanation of nature 
and human essence. They more often and more precisely than anyone earlier, represented 
and analyzed intense, dramatic situations and those heroes who were adequate to these situa-
tions. There was no place for weak-willed characters in Romanticism. Exactly it is in behav-
ior of the strong-willed, exclusive, searching persons that conventional moral criteria and 
values consecrated by long cultural development could lose the definiteness and stability. At 
the same time with "embodying" of devil in Romanticism we can see his transformation from 
a comic and knavish personage (though he wasn't deprived awfulness), in the subject of 
laughter, in "the malicious genius". His sarcastic laughter at a man, as if it was heard from 
the hell, quite often was combined with inescapable melancholy on beauty and love, but even 
more often it expressed ambivalent nature of a man and dualism of the romantic outlook. 
Thus, it isn’t carnival derision, but sarcastic, malicious and severe sneer, intellectual irony. 
The language, which the demonic heroes use speaking about their attitude to the world, is 
sneer, and their speech is their laughter's continuation. 
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THE DEMONIC LAUGHTER IN THE ROMANTIC LITERATURE 
In the recent years "demonism" as a phenomenon of literature and culture on the whole 

has caused steadfast interest of specialists in the history of literature and culture. The works 
of general character, and those considering some issues of demonism are devoted to this sub-
ject. L. Romanchuk's monograph "Godwin's writings in the context of the romantic demon-
ism" (Dnepropetrovsk, 2000), for example, contains a review of the literature on this prob-
lem. As this author assumes, the romantic diablerie's roots can be found in the Early Middle 
Ages, but a demonic hero as a symbol of metaphysical revolt is a phenomenon of Romantic 
epoch [Romanchuk, s. 16], that combined in this image inward duality and loneliness and 
wandering, mask and at the same time spiritual emptiness. Romanchuk took attention to such 
important feature of the Romantic devil, as his irony, but this thesis wasn't developed in the 
book. "The irony over the world is a devil's prerogative, as for such irony other nature is nec-
essary, than human one" [s. 24]. However a demonic hero of Romanticism not simply sneers, 
but mocks and laughs at the people. We shall try to consider the nature of both this irony and 
this laughter and their object. 

It has been marked repeatedly that in the medieval folk culture image of devil is am-
bivalent. Laughter at him is capriciously combined with fear before alien evil forces, just as 
birth and life are the back side of the death. In Romanticism "reviving, updating function, 
possessed by devil in the culture of laughter of Revival, has appeared to be practically lost. 
Devil henceforth is a destroyer mainly (like as Goethe's Mephistopheles)" [Milchina, s. 33]. 
And though his acts sometimes resulted finally in good deeds or sanctified by a certain halo 
of nobleness, devil himself usually clearly realizes his definitely malicious nature, intention 
to evil, impossibility to change the destiny and he doesn't feel any illusions about this matter. 
He has only become even more embittered, having rejected the people and the God. 

We can't quite agree with Romanchuk that in the beginning of the bourgeois epoch "the 
Satan as the person dissolved in a heap of horrors and crimes", and evil revealed its imper-
sonal character (Romanchuk, s. 29). Though Romanchuk further asserts that "in place of reli-
gious abstraction of the Good and the Evil mysterious, complex, poetic and fantastic world of 
supernatural creatures came" (s. 30). In demonic images of the gothic prose and in the roman-
tic literature on the whole just personification of demonic forces have occurred. This was 
"embodying" of the evil in the image of a demonic hero or suffering villain, whose appear-
ance in Romanticism had been prepared by the pre-romantic literature, especially the gothic 
novel. In this image the evil was concentrated not in the outward world but in the inward one. 
The demonic hero bears in himself "a spiritual burden of absolute freedom and loneliness" (s. 
17). In some degree this is an anticipation of a Nietzschean type. The attractiveness of the 
demonic characters in pre-Romanticism and Romanticism is strengthened also by the fact that 
something is acceptable for them but closed before usual rational mind. In this they are simi-
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lar to the God who possesses all possible knowledge, but they are antipodes of the God, who 
is opposite and hostile to a man in flesh and blood. The main threads of the whole intrigue 
often are in the hands of one personage in a gothic novel there, and in "the novel of horror" 
such a hero is a "romantic villain", as a rule. Source of his constant irony and sarcasm, source 
of secret power is in this possession by a secret knowledge. Other characters are frequently 
only toys in such demonic hero's hands. 

The romantic aesthetics was inevitably reflected in the gothic prose, as well as in all 
preromantic and Romantic literature. The theory of romantic irony, original understanding of 
the comic in the literature were its essential part. For the European Romantics of the first half 
of the 19th cent. the comic was an important aesthetic category. The complete theory of the 
comic, including humor, satire and wit, was developed by Jean Paul in his "Vorschule der 
Aesthetik" [Preparatory school of aesthetics] (1804). It is remarkable that according to him, 
"there is both greatness, and pain" [Jean Paul, s. 116] in romantic laughter. This tie can be re-
vealed most naturally and fully in the grotesque method, and, for example, G. Forster as well 
as V. Hugo especially stressed its special meaning. Not accidentally Hoffmann emphasized 
Jeak Callot's passion for grotesque and buffoonery. His first collection of the stories was writ-
ten in this manner. In the dialogue "Der Dichter und der Komponist" [The Poet and the Com-
poser] from the collection "Die Serapions-Bru ̈der" [The Serapion Brotherhood] (1819-1821) 
Hoffmann put such words into Poet’s mouth: "Only in the true Romanticism the comic can 
be so closely tied with tragic, that both make the integral and uniform impression" [Hoff-
mann, Die Serapions-Bru ̈der, s. 88]. Character of buffoonery changed, and caricature and 
parody were replaced by grotesque and tragicomedy. Irony became the basic aesthetic cate-
gory of Romanticism. Adjoining with tragic, it expresses "hopeless despair of the artist who 
is in dissonance with the world. Therefore, it is shown not only in humor, joke, but also in 
sarcasm, grotesque, severe grimace of tragic laughter" [Vanslov, s. 338]. Irony is also a way 
of masking, concealment from extraneous eyes all depth of the personal suffering, dissatisfac-
tion and disappointment. In the foreword to his "Fantasiestücke in Callots Manier" [Fantastic 
Pieces in the Manner of Callot, 2 volumes, 1814-1815] Hoffmann reproduced his impression 
from Callot's pictures and declared his own aesthetic program at the same time. Even he said 
that the romantic originality was directly connected with inclination to an ironical outlook, 
pushing together, on Hoffmann's words, "human with an animal and so subjecting all the in-
significance of human vanity to laughter" [Hoffmann, ein Capriccio nach Jakob Callot, s. 4]. 
The sarcastic and malicious irony, in Hoffmann's opinion, is caused by consciousness of dis-
crepancy between internal spirit and its external, terrestrial environment. Laughter is only a 
cry of pain, feeling homesick, that lives in the soul. Hoffmann's writings were interpreted in 
this way. G. Heine in his "Letters from Berlin" (1822) wrote that the forward background of 
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Hoffmann's novels was usually cheerful and flowering, but suddenly from this fascinating 
chaos ugly old lady's mug disgustingly showed teeth. 

In Romanticism on the whole the evil's condemnation was more and more relative, and 
simple moral appreciation was hardly possible in process of evil's approach to its highest em-
bodiment. Various characters of a demonic type become the carriers of the ironic attitude to 
the world and the man in the European culture, but the eminence of these characters in the 
gothic literature occurred nevertheless in the greater degree not above themselves, but above 
the world, imperfect people, pretended religiosity, delusions and errors. The demonic charac-
ter appears before us being already practically disabused and disappointed in people and the 
world and reserving only the right for irony over this world. The reason of romantic laughter 
is not in the object, but in the subject. Though it is clearly that the evil is in a man, he bal-
ances between reality and nightmare, rational mind and madness. Product of this tension is 
embodiment of human soul's other, vicious side in the separate person. In Shestakova's opin-
ion, "the semantic space of the double is connected with paradigm of incomprehensibility, 
horror, fear, miracle, certain punishment, secret, anomaly" [Romantism u kulrurnij genezi, s. 
250]. "Faustianstvo", aspiration to true and validity, on the one hand, and Mephistopheles' 
demonism with its malicious irony and skepticism, on the other, are two equivalent compo-
nents of romantic consciousness. Themes of Faustianstvo and demonism in the romantic lit-
erature and music are connected, in turn, with double world, duality and breaking of human 
soul, with spiritual and emotional complexity of a man. His ambivalence also can be ex-
pressed in the gothic, as well as in the Romantic literature, in the motive of portrait or shadow 
which came to independent life and even menace to their "original", personifying his worse 
bents. Automatic devices and mechanical dolls at the romantic prose are materialization of 
the outside world, its heartless and alienation to all the poetic and to the person in general. 
The border between a man and the machine, a man and the doll has became more and more 
dim. The protest against this world is natural and noble, even from the person who is consid-
ered by society as a criminal, and even the demonic hero. "Be my own true love, and rule 
with me over the trivial world of puppets which gyrates around us" [Hoffmann, The Devil’s 
elixir, p. 69], Euphemia says to Medardus. Such perception of the world in Romanticism is 
caused by rejection of the external reality and wreck of illusions, that is often the basic reason 
why the hero follows the way of the evil. In Romanticism "the conflict of the hero and soci-
ety usually acquires a tragic solution... it is very characteristic, for example, that Faust in Le-
nau's poem, contrary to Goethe's Faust, who had been disappointed in strivings and had not 
found sense of life, finished by suicide, and cynic and sarcastic laughter of  Mephistopheles 
concluded the poem" [Vanslov, s. 103]. V. Vanslov differed conservative and progressive 
Romanticism, but nevertheless he recognized, that "the representation about the world as 
about triumphing evil is typical for any Romanticism" [s. 193]. The often occurrence of an 
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image of night in writings of the European romantics is connected with this idea. It is possi-
ble to notice, that in gothic stories this image plays an important role. Just at night the forces 
of the evil show themselves fully, in the night awful atmosphere the most gloomy and myste-
rious episodes connected with demonic characters quite often occur, awful crimes are com-
mitted and extraordinary secrets are opened. The night is that atmosphere, in which the inter-
nal loneliness of these characters is felt sharper, and their laughter is especially terrible. 

In Hoffmann's story "Nachricht von den neuesten Schicksalen des Hundes Berganza" 
[An Account of the Latest Fortunes of the Dog Berganza] (1814) the world of darkness and 
evil is embodied in a huge toad, "with her mug, which, bearing in herself something human, 
scoffed over all human"; black cat, "the lizards with the silly laughing human faces" [Hoff-
mann, Fantasiestu ̈cke in Callot's Manier, s. 159], who are making witches' ritual over dog 
Berganza. Ugly animals copying human persons, are the height of horror, embodiment of the 
evil in the most repellent form. The grotesque impression from this scene is even more 
strengthened by mentioning Montiela's eye becoming glassy and laughing. She is descending 
from above on an owl while Berganza is fighting with witches. It is original carnival with 
imperceptibly varying features of the wrinkled faces of the old witches, with transformations 
and balance on the verge of reality and fantasy. 

In the medieval culture devil was one of the carnival’s participants. In the Early Modern 
Ages demonic images related to lower culture, saved their carnival nature, and, in particular, 
Hoffmann used them in this meaning. Devil himself stand out the rest of infernal creatures 
and played independent role. At the same time "embodying", personification of evil occurred 
in images, which symbolize devil's transformation from partly comic figure in the subject of 
laughter and mockery. Laughter and sneer at the world and a man become characteristic fea-
tures, manifestation of the ironical outlook of Romanticism and almost necessary attribute of 
the demonic character. The hero of Hoffmann's story "Der Magnetiseur" [The Hypnotist] 
(1813) Alban belongs to such type. He is distinguished by a strange, awful and even diaboli-
cal smile, and humiliating irony. It was revealed that Alban had been baron's malicious de-
mon. Thirst for power, penetrating glance, ability to control other people are characteristic for 
the similar characters in European pre-Romantic and Romantic literature. Alban proved to be 
the connoisseur of the ancient myths and legends; at the same time he is mysterious magnet-
izer, who has possessed hypnotic methods, mesmerism, this new phenomenon in the Euro-
pean culture. In Alban we can see the new artistic type which developed further in the litera-
ture. Alban calls for mastering internal human biological and mental abilities, and so joining 
to the divine nature and overcoming deity. This is the way to overcoming limits that the God 
established for a man, and to unlimited domination over the spiritual elements of life. When 
Maria saw Alban at the moment of his mysterious and frightening manipulations, she imag-
ined his face, deformed by awful grimace, as monstrous mask created by her fantasy. Alban 
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is kind of the energy vampire. This "the Evil One" finally destroyed Maria and the people, 
who were close to her. Naturally, skeptic Bickert after painful internal struggle began to see 
in Alban the malicious demon and created allegorical gothic ornaments, in which the ugly 
fiend's figure repeated very frequently. 

In a romantic fairy tale "Der goldne Topf" [The Golden Pot] (1814) some hostile image 
appeared before Veronica, who was dreaming about the status of a court counselor, and mali-
ciously laughed. The stranger said that Anselmus who he had been chosen by Veronica for 
realization of her wishes wouldn't be her husband. Thus "a stream of ice water flowed 
through Veronica’s heart … from behind every cup, from behind the coffee-pot that she took 
from the cupboard, that figure sprang forth like a mandrake, laughing scornfully" [Hoffmann, 
The Golden Pot, p. 29]. In description of the old woman-fortune-teller, to whom Veronica is 
going, Hoffmann concentrates reader’s attention especially on her face, stressing her long 
pointed chin shook, cat-like eyes, toothless mouth, overshadowed by the bony aquiline nose, 
“contorted into a grin” [p. 32]. The old woman's room is inhabited by various living beings, 
"here all was moving and shuffling, squeaking, mewing and cackling" [p. 32]. As it seemed, 
laughing human faces of the bats, filled Veronica with fear and horror. 

The archivist Lindhorst is the old woman's antipode and opponent in this story. At his 
home student Anselmus met an atmosphere both similar and opposite to above-described one 
at the same time: "Strange voices murmured and whistled amid the forest of wondrous plants, 
and glorious perfumes rose and descended… Then a giggling and tittering was heard from all 
sides, and small, clear voice began teasing and mocking him" [p. 37]. The witch's poor, pale 
blue fire of a fireplace snatched these images out of darkness, in which the room was shipped, 
and then a lit candle became the only light source illuminating poor furniture of the room, but 
here Anselmus gets in a magnificent conservatory with flowers and trees of a surprising form 
and wonderful beauty. Marble pools are splashing crystal beams and everywhere wonderful 
aromas are streaming. When Anselmus sprinkled in market-woman's mug, whose form the 
bronze door hammer near the door of the Archivist's house had accepted, he definitely over-
came the inward barrier in himself and gave a sign to forces of the Good, that he was ready to 
dialogue with them. As result Lindhorst's world revealed before him all its beauty. So the 
human soul should desire to the highest world of a romantic dream, and then this world will 
become closer to us. Other time Anselmus saw the image of the spiteful old woman in an old 
coffee-pot, from which she "was showing her teeth to him" and was laughing. After 
Anselmus' reproof the witch again roared, and even at the moment of her defeat "the old 
woman's black hair rose like bristles, her red burning eyes gleamed with hell-fire, and, 
clenching the pointed teeth in her wide jaws, she hissed: "We’ll show you! We’ll seize our 
prey!", with a jeering, mocking laugh like the bleat of a gloat. Clutching the golden pot 
tightly, she took from it fistfuls of shining earth; touched his dressing-grown it turned into 
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flowers which fell to the ground" [p. 71]. Nevertheless, we can see final victory of the Good 
in Hoffmann's stories no often, as even his positive personages are naive in their dreams, and 
their ideal, being embodied in life, is quite often turned into a usual comfort. But there are 
both types of romantic tragedy in Hoffmann's writings, as they are determined by Vanslov, 
"tragedy of wreck of an ideal" and "tragedy of dissonance with the world (and, in particular, 
with oneself)" [Vanslov, s. 336]. Laughter in the novel "Die Elixiere des Teufels" [The 
Devil's Elixir] (1816) became just a sign of internal dissonance. Medardus's internal nature is 
dual, it contains completely different motives and desires, and when demonic element wins in 
him, it attracts Medardus to the commitment of new and new crimes. Externally it is ex-
pressed also through a spiteful laughter: he “was seized with profound contempt for her piti-
ful boasting, and in bitter mockery … laughed shrilly” (Hoffmann, The Devil’s elixir, p. 76); 
at once after murder of Hermogenes and Euphemia he “uttered a raucous laugh which re-
sounded through the corridors” [p. 79]. The spiteful irony was storming in Medardus's soul, 
when he was seizing by a desire for Aurelia; the diabolical sneer suppressed in him the 
slightest remorse. Medardus saw the Devil himself, an Enemy in a foreign painter. His in-
ward laughter in time of playful conversation turned into "a mocking laugh which rang 
through the room" [p. 102], when the painter had thrown Medardus to the ground in parox-
ysm of rage and despair. At his moment mask seemed to be take off Medardus before the ex-
hibition's visitors and this event even more exposed and intensified the conflict in Medardus's 
consciousness. As if reflection of Medardus' nervous, intense condition, a vision of the monk 
appeared. He intruded in searches of bottle with mysterious vine in the gamekeeper's house, 
where Medardus had to stay for the night. Then despair gave him courage, and he exclaimed, 
“You are not me, you are the Devil – and clawed at the face of the menacing spectre. But my 
fingers went through his eyes as if they were empty cavities, and the figure burst into strident 
laughter” [p. 111]. The dream turned into reality, but the monk – ghost again bursts out 
laughing loudly. Medardus is pursued by the same strange, disgusting, mocking, spiteful, 
shrill laughter both in the chamber, and in the apartment already after discharge. Appearing 
before Medardus in prison as a product of imagination or as a man from flesh and blood, he 
stared at him "like a gruesome spectre, leering and cackling like a madman" [p. 187]. Every 
time, appearing before Medardus, his illusive double begins to giggle, to roar, to groan. In the 
descriptions of monk’s misadventures the dream is constantly transformed into the reality, 
but for the reader this transition isn’t complet and final, so it doesn't convince events' reality, 
as at once Medardus returns in the state of dream or drowsiness, or Hoffmann in a different 
way saves possibility of some reticence and mystery. 

By Medardus' words, that mysterious power, “which entices us, like a mirage, into a re-
gion where it can seize us mockingly and crush us” [p. 140]. The various characters of this 
Hoffmann's novel burst out in a loud laughter, when something awful, threatening, alarming 
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appears in their look and behavior (the artist on the eve of marriage between the Duke and 
Italian Princess). The contemptuous and malicious laughter was heard from Medardus; the 
spiteful smile appears on his face every time, when the dark forces, shameful memoirs pos-
sess his soul, even slightly touch it. The laughter, from which "everyone shuddered and felt 
their hair stand on end", causes idea that Medardus was embraced by madness or “the Devil 
leered out of his face” [p. 169]. Hoffmann keeps the balance between these two forces, mad-
ness and diabolic, till the last pages of the novel. Really, Medardus himself confesses that 
“clowing is a protection against madness” [p. 237]. He can be marked as madman by the rou-
tine consciousness that is totally rationalistic and closed for all, that exceeds limits of the or-
dinary, normal, habitual life. In some individuals a fatal heredity, keen susceptibility, special 
circumstances of life and education stipulate the desires which truly many people have in po-
tential. 

The conflict of the contradictory impulses in Medardus' consciousness in the culmina-
tion moment of inward struggle turns into diabolical hay, in which human, animal, demonic 
are mixed up. The people with ugly mags, strange birds, Belcampo “with the ugly face of a 
lizard”, ant “dancing with human feet to the elongated skeleton of a horse with glittering 
eyes” and other dreadful images pursue Medardus. Laughter that shooks him in his breast, 
makes the sufferings more smart, and even vision of Avrelia and her attempt to rescue the be-
loved only promoted awakening of villain in Medardus and next victory of dark forces above 
his ill-fated soul, “there was a burning pain against his breast”, and “Satan screeched with de-
light” [p. 246]. 

Medardus’ laughter corresponds to above-mentioned concept of the Romantic laughter 
that is missed with pain and suffering: “my laughter sent an even fiercer pain through my 
body and my wounds bled the more profusely” [p. 246]. 

Just the theme of internal dissonance, tragic duality of the person became central in "the 
novels of horror" of the English Romanticism. So odd product of romantic imagination, as 
the monster created by Frankenstein's scientific genius from the same novel M. Shelly (1818) 
is marked by deep despair. He suffers despite of all evil, done by him, despite of the fact that 
the monster compares himself with the Satan, for he was equally "wretched, helpless and 
alone" [Shelley, p. 175]. The monster worshiped Beauty and Good, but he turns into devil 
incarnate: "the fallen angel becomes a malignant devil" [p. 263]. The evil is in the basis of his 
axiology: "evil thenceforth (i.e. after the murder of Frankenstein's friend, Anri Kerval – A.G.) 
became my good" [p. 262]. Frankenstein directly calls his creature "fiend" [p. 210, 241, 246], 
"scoffing devil" [p. 248]. Frankenstein's damnation "was answered through of night by a loud 
and fiendish laugh. It rang in my ears long and heavily; the mountains re-echoed it, and I felt 
as if  all hell surrounded me with mockery and laughter, so the author describes this laughter" 
[p. 246]. "A ghastly grin wrinkled his lips" [p. 211], when he peeped in at the window of 
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laboratory, where Frankenstein was engaged in the work on creation of mate for his torturer. 
After Frankenstein's bride's murder a grin was on the face of the monster in the hotel's win-
dow, "he seemed to jeer" [p. 240]. Some times Frankenstein called his creation as "daemon". 
The daemon is something more concrete, definite and related to the person than simply a 
fiend, devil or even Satan. Frankenstein himself understood that his creature was, probably, 
his own vampire, his own spirit [p. 124]. 

If Frankenstein feels the part of his own Ego in an alien body created by him, in the 
central character of Ch. R. Maturin's novel "Melmoth the Wanderer" (1820) evil isn't only the 
dark side of Melmoth's soul, but it completely posses him. The Evil One doesn't only show 
his different faces in the novel, but he is also invisibly present at the heroes' consciousness 
and in the outward world. It seemes to Stanton that even mysterious sounds, which he heard 
in the theatre, "aimed in our preparation for transition to other world, and announcement of 
existence of the fiend in flesh, who mocked the pious people, inspired by "airs from heaven", 
and was going to pour "blasts from hell" out them [Maturin, p. 43]. The smile of an ancestor, 
who had been depicted on the mysterious portrait at the uncle's house, caused in Jon Melmoth 
" indescribable horror" [p. 56]. The stranger, whom Stanton met in Spain, at the sight of the 
bodies of lovers, killed by a lightning, suddenly "burst into a laugh, so loud, wild, and pro-
tracted, that the peasants, starting with as much horror at the sound as at that of the storm, 
hurried away, bearing the corpses with them..." [p. 30]. Thus the appearance of the stranger 
himself caused in Stanton, apparently, feeling of horror, as it followed from the unscathed 
fragments of the manuscript. A bit lately the author marked the laugh, that had struck 
Stanton, as "demoniac" [p. 39]. The same satanic rage sounded later in the triumphing laugh-
ter of stranger when he excited by distress and terror around him and viewed mangled and 
lifeless bodies, that had been thrown out on a coast from the sunk vessel. The laughter, that 
drives in horror, has become the first sign of the intense internal struggle and victory of pride, 
despair and rage against kinship ties, feelings and pangs of conscience [p. 92]. The laughter, 
that makes blood cold, accompanied by angry charges of young Alonso de Monsada, causes 
in his father cry: "Demon!" [p. 126]. Later De Monsada, having been drived to despair be-
cause of physical and moral tortures of his brothers Jesuits, feels that in such moments "we 
turn demons against ourselves, and laugh at what we are writhing under" [p. 157]. Wild, fe-
rocious laughter of parricide, Monsada's companion in the attempt of escape, "seemed to is-
sue from the lungs of a demon" [p. 209]. The monk makes a speech, which, obviously, could 
belong to any Byronic hero: "... I laugh at all mankind and at the imposition they dare to 
practise when they talk of hearts. I laugh at human passions and human cares, – vice and vir-
tue, religion and impiety; they are all the result of petty localities, and artifical situation" [p. 
213]. Melmoth responds about legal proceedings, war and religion with the acrid and searing 
irony. There is the satanic playful smile on the stranger's lips, when he is destroying the belief 
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of beautful Immali, only inhabitant of the perfect island, in the one deity. He says there is 
common point in all religions of the world: "the religion of some prompting them [the people 
– A.G.] to torture themselves, and the religion of some prompting them to torture others" [p. 
290]. This man, as well as many other romantic characters, is driving at the same time by ab-
solutely different motives, and there is a hint of sincere pain and torment in his struggle with 
God. Maturin says "this union of inward despair and outward levity is not unnatural. Smiles 
are the legitimate offspring of happiness, but laughter is often the misbegotten vhild of mad-
ness, that mocks its parent to her face" [p. 309]. The understanding of own destiny causes in 
the stranger only new outbursts of sharp, wild, unnatural, convulsive laughter in reply to Im-
mali's offer to stay with her. The diabolical sneer accompanies his next appearance before 
Immali on the moonlight alley. Outbursts of Melmoth's "wild laughter" "seemed rather like 
the convulsion of a demoniac, than the mirth, however frantic, of a human being" [p. 443]. 
This strange, bitter laughter of the Wanderer is as if inverted on himself. He laughed "with 
that horrible convulsion that mingles the expression of levity with that of despair, and leaves 
the listener no doubt whether there is more despire in laughter, or more laughter in despair". 
In reply to Immali's request to stop his fearful laughter, Melmoth answers: "I cannot weep" 
[p. 347]. But his laughter is so convulsed and derisive and his mirth is "the mask which hides 
the convulsed and distorted features of agony – and laughter, which never yet was the expres-
sion of rapture, has often been the only intelligible language of madness and misery. Extacy 
only smiles, – despair laughs" [p. 352]. Thus the Wanderer denies the human right on the 
laughter, smile and joy distract a man from his main destiny that is suffering. In despite of the 
frank hostility to the God, that distinguishes demonic images of the English Romanticism, 
and awful episodes in the Catholic monastery cells and dungeons in the novels by Maturin, 
Lewis and Melmoth, last reproduces just a traditional position of Christian church, that "all 
that ever have dared to laugh on earth – the singers, the dancers, the gay, the voluptuous, the 
brilliant, the beloved – all who have ever dared to mistake their destiny, so far as to imagine 
that enjoyment was not a crime, or that a smile was not an infrigement of their duty" [p. 351] 
are expected to have the most terrible tortures where laughter "is mad" (Ecclesiastes, 2.2). 

So, Romantics were able to feel and transfer their impression of evil, gloom, chaos not 
on the level of theological reflection, but rather by means of artistic images, in other words, 
sensually, tangibly, through a prism of the romantic aesthetics and ironical outlook. For Ro-
manticism deep penetration into psychology of human acts is principal task, and not only he-
roic, creative ones, but also directed on destruction of the human fates and world around. Re-
jecting the mechanic explanation of the nature and the human character, romantics more often 
and more precisely, than anybody earlier, represented and analyzed intense, dramatic situa-
tions and those heroes, who were adequate to these situations. There was no place for weak-
willed natures here. In behavior of the persons who are strong-willed, exceptional and 
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thirsted for sense, purposes and destiny, conventional and sanctified by long cultural devel-
opment moral criteria and values can lose their clearness and stability. At the same time with 
"embodying" of devil in the Romanticism we can see his transformation from a buffoon fig-
ure, though not deprived infernality, into the subject of laughter, in "the malicious genius", 
whose sarcastic laughter at a man, as if heard from the hell, quite often is combined with in-
escapable melancholy on beauty and love, but even more often it expresses a dual nature of a 
man as well as romantic outlook. Thus it isn't carnival derision, but sarcastic, malicious and 
severe sneer, intellectual irony. Language, which the demonic heroes use speaking about their 
attitude to the world, is sneer, and their speech is the continuation of laughter. 
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ABSTRACT 
Mobility, fluidity, interactivity are words that sum up the global world of today. As 
students, artists and educators we are part of this new condition of practice 
whereby we can move easily from place to place, idea to idea, product to 
product, language to language, work to work, practice to practice. To succeed in 
this global world we need a “passport” that allows us to interface, learn and work 
in different countries and communicate with people from different cultures. This 
“global passport” is gained through an education that is attuned to the needs of a 
contemporary global world.  
 
This paper engages with such concepts and conditions while acknowledging that 
globalization is a space of contested ideologies. It locates the theme of artist as a 
global cosmopolitan working with interactive languages of mobility, and explores 
the concept of a global passport in context of the conditions of globalization. The 
paper cites examples of work of artists in Hong Kong and China as it engages 
critically and philosophically with the idea of an ethics of difference and the 
search for an ethics of practice. It is ultimately making a plea for a sustainable 
ethics of practice in our work – and in the work of art – as we move from idea to 
idea, place to place, people to people, interfacing through new practices and 
opening the borders of the unknown as we work in new ways with difference in 
the contested spaces of globalization. 
 
Globalization and the law of the border 
Globalization can be positioned as “one of the lynch terms of the current age … 
the discourse of our times … a new world order … a transformation of our times, 
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which demands theorization” (Albrow, 1999). Following this logic, my research 
engages such theorizing in order to promote awareness of political frames within 
which art as a site of knowledge may be situated in these conditions. The 
conditionality of both globalization and art brings them into close proximity as we 
excavate profoundly complex genealogies. 
 
It could be said that putting the law of the border to the test is a condition of 
globalization – and I have written about this elsewhere (Grierson, 2005). In this 
globalized time nothing is as simple as it seems and indeed it may be said that 
globalization is a crisis of meaning, a condition whereby meaning is constantly in 
flux, and that this crisis marks our contemporary global way of living in the world. 
According to standard lexicon, global is “of or relating to the whole world; 
worldwide”, from globus a spherical object; with globe derived from Latin globus 
(Pearsall, 1998: 780). So globalization suggests a spherical “whole”. This might 
certainly be a “whole condition” but does it mean that we are wholly the Same 
within that conditional state? 
 
What might it mean to be “the Same” or “different”? Descriptors of economic, 
political, educational, cultural, and social conditions of our times have become 
familiar in the lexicon of popular discourses; i.e. global networks, global capital, 
global economy, globalized world order, global knowledge, global media 
communications and technologies, global citizen, global culture, global 
neighbourhood and village, global peace, global violence, global poverty, global 
responsibility, global sustainability, global academy, global music, global art and 
global age – and more recently global terror and global sustainability have taken 
over when all else fails to capture the imagination of the thinking global populace. 
All these terms are signifying a commonality of affect, some hoped-for sharing, a 
sameness of shared responses and responsibility. Yet in the aftermath of 9/11, 
the evidence speaks otherwise. 
 
Within these conditions, according to Tomlinson (2000: 184-207) the 
cosmopolitan is revisited as “enforced proximity” (181) is thrust upon us. “This 
has mixed implications,” says Tomlinson. “On the one hand, there is the promise 
of a world of expanded horizons, of the possibility of increasing political 
understanding and co-operation and of enriched and diversified cosmopolitan 
cultural experience.” He speaks of “shared environments” and as proximity 
renders inequalities more visible “common global risks and threats” are more 
focused. Such a proposition, establishes “an agenda of global responsibility and 
common interests”. “But on the other hand,” says Tomlinson, “it is a characteristic 
of neighbours that we don’t choose them, but have to live alongside them.” And 
as the Commission on Global Governance (1995: 44, cited in Tomlinson, 182) 
states, “When the neighbourhood is the planet, moving to get away from bad 
neighbours is not an option.”  
 
Hence the violent clashes of ideologies and the “othering of aliens” has become 
a familiar political characteristic of our times with nationalist and fundamentalist 
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antagonisms seriously on the increase. Here we confront nationalist refusals to 
exercise an ethics of difference (as in Derridean and Levinasean ethics) in the 
politicized desire for ideological control via a “return to the Same”. The applied 
practices of facing Other as oneself has been driven out of political agendas as 
evidenced by global terrorism. How far such practices are from the applied ethics 
of facing the Self as seen through Other’s eyes, always knowing the impossibility 
of returning to the Same.  
 
My argument is that art as a field of knowledge and communication has the 
capacity to interface across borders of belief, ideology and political and personal 
practice through its refusal of oppositional antagonism. Art may language 
positionality, while at the same time refusing positionality. In that double-crossing 
of proximity and distance art crosses the imagined borders between Self and 
Other. Thus we must ask, as we Interface face to face through art, where lie the 
limits of the border? 
 
Siting the ‘local’ 
In the space of ‘the global’ the site of ‘the local’ changes. In global spaces our 
concepts of temporality change. In spaces of globality subjectivity is put to the 
test. The world becomes more immediately accessible through fast exchange of 
capital and new-media information and communications whereby our knowledge 
and living spaces are occupied as never before. Distance is de-territorialised as 
the fifth dimension of space-time correlation shifts the axes of our perceptions.  
 
It may be so that political concepts and conditions impinging on traditionally held 
notions of sovereignty and nationalism change their emphases as local politics 
struggle to come to terms with new economic and knowledge conditions. 
Empowerment and disenfranchisement go hand in hand. In Wan Chai, Hong 
Kong, governmental planning for redevelopment draws protest from artists in 
streets and in condemned architectural spaces. From cement to rice,i the 
national subject is reconstituted as a global market subject. Enter the artist as 
cosmopolitan with new and pressing concerns for global social justice and 
human rights that somehow transcend the borders of the nation state. 
 
In this global space of borderless propositions, relations of power are mobile; it 
becomes hard to take a fix on sources of power when the centre and periphery 
are interchanging states. We can read in Nairn and James (2005) that 
“globalization is always structured as relations of power, and these relations of 
power – both structural and ideological – need to be analyzed…” (James, 2005: 
29). This thought is not new. We only need to go back to Michel Foucault’s 1981 
thesis on power/knowledge to find the workings of power defined as a productive 
site through which knowledge is enacted; and it is in the archaeologies of micro-
politics of power that interruption, subversion and change are occurring. So we 
could propose that it is through Michel Foucault’s (1981) thesis on 
power/knowledge that such analysis can productively take place. 
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However what does such analysis achieve? Ideas, social relations and global 
market economies are premised on, and sometimes expose, these relations of 
power. But the interests of normativity will prevail to ensure that neo-liberal 
economic propositions prevail without question as the fundamental bedrock of 
our new conditions of democratic and social practice. These are seen to be 
transformative, progressive, for the better, leading to improved social conditions. 
Other factors suggest otherwise. From a range of locations ‘the local’ cries out for 
speaking space and cultural reclamation with artists giving language to these 
cries. Within the new market ”freedoms”, nationalist, literalist and fundamentalist 
resurgence marks the entrenchment of identities, with the removal of “freedom” 
in the name of a range of figures of God, as ‘the alien’ is reconstituted as a global 
phenomenon. A paradoxical terrain emerges – and this is just the start. 
 
Artist as global cosmopolitan   
Knowledge itself has been folded into the global economy and as art is in the 
business of knowledge formation, then art too is drawn into, and fixed in the 
frame. So, what then is the artists’ business and how might art be discussed and 
positioned in the increasingly rationalised frameworks of the global knowledge 
economy? How can the artist avoid being yet another economic cog of 
consumption in a world of marketable images, representations and products?  
 
Of political interest today are the practical considerations of artist as contributor 
to the gross national product, formulating the conditions of cultural or creative 
industries in national and global economies. Taking this scenario as a given, it 
may be the business of the artist to put meaning to the test through the work of 
art as the work of questioning and a way of thinking, as well as a way of 
producing as has been shown by the work of Chinese artist Xu Bing.  
 
At the Hong Kong Museum of Art in 2005, an installation by Xu Bing, A Book 
from the Sky (1987-1991) revealed language as cultural practice crossing time 
and technology. Philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein said that language is the limit 
of our being. What language do we speak when we are strangers in the 
passages of time, global time? Xu Bing as a figure of invention speaks of books 
and languages with over 4000 imaginary Chinese characters designed and 
printed via traditional wooden movable blocks onto Chinese papers installed in 
stitch-bound book format and vertical scrolls. Here is a meeting of Classical 
Chinese practices of printing and calligraphy and Western conventions of display. 
Culture and language are taken very seriously here while at the same time they 
are intervened through the signs of language and meaning that are not-yet and 
may never have been. The artist invents new calligraphic marks via old 
technological practices and in so doing reinvests cultural genealogies with new 
ways of seeing, remembering and revealing – rather than merely representing 
the known. 
 
Here is the artist as global cosmopolitan navigating a way from knowledge to 
knowledge, location to location, tracing ideas through time and across space 
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through art as the language of the border-crossing. Art is the passage that leaves 
the traces as it smudges the surfaces of reciprocity and necessity, poetics and 
pragmatics. In Xu Bing’s work the interruption of ‘truth’ in calligraphic marks are 
authentic to the eye, yet not one of those calligraphic marks has any known 
meaning other than the conceptual terrain they suggest. In the conceptual 
crossings, thresholds of knowledge are identified by both artist and viewer and 
via those different interfacing modes of interpretation, fragmented meanings may 
break through the silences. 
 
In this work the figure of invention is crossing borders of time and being. What is 
at stake here is a process of interfacing and recognising differences in what 
Derrida calls, acts of hospitality. An act of hospitality can only be poetic. Xu Bing 
deals with those acts of hospitality poetically, of being Chinese in a world of 
political borders, of questioning knowledge and culture while also asserting that 
culture is something to be seriously engaged.ii  
 
Here is the artist in the business of crossing borderless worlds of knowledge, 
materialising questions while engaging, intervening and inventing – manifesting 
the myriad issues of survival that globalisation invokes. This is the business of 
border-crossing, the “global mobility passport” I spoke of earlier.  
 
Perhaps the constant need for re-invention places the artist increasingly as agent 
of, and product of meaning-making, meaning-testing and meaning-formation, but 
working always in mobile spaces of possible meanings, the relations of this idea 
and that other reference. Perhaps the artist languages a mode of survival 
through art as a passage to some sort of revealing of new and possible 
meanings in the reverberating relations of “being-in-time” in a contemporary 
world. 
 
If this be so, and if the process of art has the capacity to materialize ideas and 
references across the double axes of time and space, then the process of being 
an artist may be likened to one of cosmopolitanism – the person whose life is 
lived with the “global passport” as a way of being in the global condition: Not only 
work ready for the global workforce, but more significantly ideologically and 
ethically prepared to engage the contested spaces of globalization, the porous 
borders and close encounters with the ‘alien’, the new, the risky, and the not-yet-
met conditions of our times.  
 
Conditions of global mobility or cosmopolitanism are discussed in the 
globalization literature (see for example Tomlinson, 2000). However this 
proposition of the artist as global cosmopolitan positions the cosmopolitan as a 
cultural figure if you like; one who negotiates ideas and materiality across time 
and space; one who wanders about in the neighbourhood of the question, as 
Derrida puts it (1993: 3). And tracing through the questions and conceptions of 
Derrida we hear Heidegger’s thesis, “Questioning builds a way. We would be 
advised, therefore, above all to pay heed to the way, and not to fix our attention 
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on isolated sentences and topics. The way is a way of thinking” (Heidegger 1977: 
3). 
 
We can witness Heidegger putting his thinking methodology to work in his 
questioning of art in The Origin of the Work of Art (1999). There we discover the 
complex skein of existence that is art: the art object or artwork, the artist who 
creates (creare to make), the audience whose task is to preserve, and the work, 
or effect, of art. Techne and poiësis are thus revealed. Given that these 
interfacing processes reveal new possibilities for meaning-making, how can the 
work of art, artist, audiences and affects reveal new understandings of the global 
world? The concept of revealing is used here in the Heideggerian sense as a 
process of opening to the world and bringing the world into the site of vision, 
dwelling or encounter. Here is a doubling of proximity and distance; the work of 
art un-concealing as it conceals in its revealing process. “Thinking through” is 
crucial to the task here, as discussed in Duxbury and Grierson (2007: 6-16). 
 
Cosmopolitan as figure of invention 
When the artist is seen as a mobile knowledge-worker, interfacing between ideas 
and ideations, cultivating the virtues and submitting to the dilemmas of identity 
and identification on the two axes or horizons of time and space, then the artist 
may be envisaged as a cosmopolitan, a ‘global traveller’. The term cosmopolitan 
is often used to define the global worker who moves from place to place, has a 
home in one country and works in another, forms fleeting relationships as global 
communication takes precedence. It comes from Kosmos, world (Greek), and 
polis, city – a world city, or citizen in a world space. My proposition here is that 
the artist, in the act of seeking-meaning, making-meaning, testing-meaning, 
interfacing with meaning, takes the Kantian notion of cosmopolis away from a 
“whole” worldview or abstract notion of universal agreement, to that double 
crossing of which Derrida speaks. The artist works within that moment of 
oscillation and deferral where traces of Other are always visible in Self, and one 
sees Self in the Other’s eyes. Both artist and art thus oscillate in a field of 
relations between here and there, near and far, one and other, local and global. 
Their habitus is the border world of proximity and distance. 
 
This double crossing could be applied to processes of interaction and 
interrelations of political and personal, and cross-cultural exchange as much as 
to processes of art making itself. Take the example of Hong Kong, at the 
crossroads of these conditions, where classical Chinese thinking and modernist 
Western attitudes conflate in a new contemporary global zone; Shanghai 
another. As East interfaces with West, through art we may see a mix of the 
contemplative Confucian-heritage of the Ch’i with meditative mind and tempered 
harmony of thought and practice positioned in a double-crossing with the 
Western thrust of individualized autonomy and rationalized modernity. As these 
different historical perspectives oscillate in the aporia of the cosmopolis the artist 
gives voice to these tensions, these different economies of knowing and being. 
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Languaging the states in-between could be identified as the “global passport” in 
action. 
 
Australian artist Terry Batt, leader of the RMIT postgraduate art programmes in 
Hong Kong, explores such cultural crossings through his work exhibited in Hong 
Kong in 2005. Wanderlust (John Batten Gallery, June, 2005) was described in 
terms of “an elegant tension between the familiar and uncanny references …” 
(Norman Jackson Ford, Review, June 26, 2005). Uncanny, yes, these works play 
across space and time as they reference the world of the global cosmopolis – but 
as quickly as they suggest a reading they belie the seemingly direct narrative to 
take the audience somewhere else: Egypt here, Zane Grey there, in proximity 
and distance, the idiosyncratic and the literary oscillate in a double-crossing of 
the near and far in some civic and personal space of memory. The artist works 
as a global traveller, mobile in the realm of ideas and remembrance, collector of 
past and present citations. Where does meaning lie? Complex references 
emerge in these spaces that are not yet and may never have been, and viewers 
are left swarming at the frontiers of past thoughts and future possibilities. 
 
In this utilitarian age with its means-end demands that are linking education to 
industry as a primary virtue and function, the work of art and the artist may have 
a crucial role to play in the stakes of knowledge and its transfer. Within the 
concept of artist as global cosmopolitan, the artists’ work puts the questions not 
only of art, but also of globalization, culture, economy, identity, meaning, history 
and subjectvitiy to work as a way of thinking and being in and of the world. 
 
Concluding thoughts 
Taking heed of Heidegger’s words, we might set ourselves to work in the 
neighbourhood of these questions and propositions. Such a neighbourhood 
might expose the limits of globalization and “in the sense of poiësis, lets what 
presences come forth into appearance” (1977: 27).  
 
Interfacing through art has, therefore, more than a mere aesthetic responsibility. 
As revealed through this discussion: 

[A]rtists are essentially globally mobile in the way they work, communicate, 
research, and create; and the art they create has its own way of moving 
across boundaries and interfacing with others to stimulate new thought and 
action. Artists respond and relate to a wide range of stimuli in the world of 
today as they bring the world of yesterday and tomorrow into their line of 
sight – with art as the language whereby these forms of knowledge become 
manifest. (Grierson, 2007: 3-4)  

 
I have stated elsewhere in Mastermind 2007, that gaining an education in art at 
postgraduate level is about achieving mastery; and, “Such mastery is manifold in 
its implications as it includes mastery of skills and techniques, of materials and 
practices, of ideas and their communication, of knowledge and its effects, and 
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most importantly of oneself in relation to others in this shared planet, our home” 
(Grierson, 2007: 3-4).  
 
Perhaps our real responsibility as artists and educators is to ensure that this 
quest for mastery begins at the elementary level with the instilling of a creative, 
responsive and ethical disposition in our young – who are, after all, the inheritors 
of the global world we have created.  
 
I leave you with this thought: 

With a creative education opening the possibilities of knowledge to new 
ideas and practices we become more confident in our daily work. We 
become more alert to the needs of others, more attuned to the environment 
and the exponential growth of our urban centres, more courageous in 
economic problem solving, more analytical of information and its sources, 
more responsive to the world of ideas, and more responsible to the world at 
large. (Grierson, 2007: 3-4) 

 
What I am suggesting here is that art as a profession, a habit, a way of living and 
being, demands a profound ethics of practice. Such an ethics is not just about 
‘the test of the good’ as the traditions of Western analytic philosophy might have 
it; but it is about a profoundly humanist attitude, an ethics of living and working 
together on a daily basis; it is an ethics of Self and Other; it is about an ethics of 
being human in the world today as we shape a sustainable world of a possible 
tomorrow.  
 
 
 
© Elizabeth M. Grierson 2008 
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Pacific Learners in New Zealand tertiary environment face many issues and challenges that result 
in poor success and retention. Academic and support staff can help Pacific students to succeed by 
better understanding their backgrounds and the factors that influence their success. This paper 
will draw on literature in this area and on our experiences working with Pacific students, as a 
discipline specific lecturer and a learning development lecturer, as Pacific Liaison to secondary 
schools and community and also as Pacific mentors for Pacific specific projects. 
 
This paper will examine the many issues and challenges that confront Pacific learners by:   
 

• Firstly, exploring what a “Pacific Culture of Learning” is. 
• Secondly, looking closely at today’s Pacific students, their diverse backgrounds and how 

it relates to this “Pacific Culture of Learning”. 
• Finally, identifying ways to incorporate and facilitate for a Pacific Culture of Learning.  
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Women and Identity in Iran: Revolutionary Setbacks  

The year 1979, played an important role in the lives of women from Iran.  It 

marked the beginning of the Revolution in Iran.  For women in Iran, the 1979 Revolution 

brought with it change in the way in which women would perceive themselves, as well as 

the way they would be perceived by men.  In order to understand how such a change 

could occur, it is pertinent to examine the lives of women before the 1979 Revolution.  

Events which were important to the change in the status of women leading up to the 1979 

Revolution included the traditional status of women in Iran, the Civil War in 1906, the 

Women’s Rights Movement/Feminist Movement, the role of Reza Shah, and finally the 

role of Muhammad Reza Shah in Iran.  Each event played a part in the change of the 

status of women in Iran and helped to create a new identity for women after the 1979 

Revolution.  

 Pre-Revolutionary Iran for women varied from the Iran that women lived in after 

the 1979 Revolution.  For women in Iran previous to the 1979 Revolution, life was the 

result of laws created and enforced by men.  Men determined the standards of propriety 

for almost all aspects of the lives of women in Iran; from their behavior, to their role in 

society, to the kind of punishment women were to endure if they did not abide by the 

social norms set for them by men.  The key to such control over women in Iran was 

seclusion.  Veiling is a prime example of seclusion outside of the home as well as male 

dominance over the lives of women.1 

 Although Iran was a patriarchy previous to the 1979 Revolution, the way in which 

women were treated in their society differed.  Factors that played a part in the treatment 

of women in Iran included social class, locale, and geographic conditions.  Although 
                                                 
1 Guity Nashat, Women in Pre-Revoultionary Iran, (Boulder: Westview Press, 1983), 1-2.   
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most women were similar in appearance, the life styles of urban, rural, and tribal women 

all differed.  For example, women in urban areas observed the veil as a method of 

seclusion to a higher degree then that of women from rural or tribal areas.  Such practices 

were the result of social and economic conditions of Iran that were based on the social 

conventions of the Sasanian and Byzantine Empires.2      

 It is a misconception, that the veiling practice was a result of the Islamic religion.  

Veiling was a convention of the Sasanian and Byzantine Empires which later adopted the 

Islamic religion and influenced its followers.  Both Empires set the standards for women 

in the Islamic culture.  Islam was not necessarily the oppressor of women in society.  The 

teachings of Islam were actually meant to improve the status of women in society; 

women had economic, religious, and some civil rights.  Although women had some say 

in society however, by the time the 1979 Revolution occurred the status of women had 

greatly declined in Iran. 3    

Having little or no control over their own lives, women in pre-Revolutionary Iran 

were forced by societal norms, to maintain complete obedience to their husbands and to 

live a life of devotion to raising their children.  Women’s subservient role in Iranian 

society was challenged however, by Iran’s growing involvement with the west.  The west 

brought education ideals to Iran.  Men in Iran became advocates of education in their 

country for both their daughters and their sons.  Girls however, were to be educated in 

their homes.  Education allowed for women in Iran to recognize that they were being 

                                                 
2 Nashat, 2-3. 
3 Ibid, 2-3. 
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treated less than equal to men.  Having been educated as a result of western influence, 

women in the twentieth century Iran began to participate in society. 4 

Women in Iran participated in the Civil War which broke out in Iran in 1906.  

Due to the Russian involvement in the ratification of the 1906 constitution, which would 

have prevented the constitution from going into effect, women in Iran formed secret 

societies in support of the constitution.  Such societies included the Women’s Freedom 

Movement and the National Ladies Society.  The National Ladies Society was 

responsible for a public meeting held outside parliament in opposition to the Russian 

involvement in the Iranian government, specifically the constitution.  Although their 

efforts did not prevent the Iranian government from complying with Russian 

involvement, it did heighten the awareness of the constitutional supporters that women in 

Iran should be educated.  The Iranian ideal was that educated mothers would produce 

well educated male children. 5    

Education played a role in the status of women previous to, as well as after the 

1979 Revolution in Iran.  Previous to the Revolution and post the Civil War in 1906, 

educated Iranian women embraced ideas such a democracy, secularism, and modernism.  

Educated women also became aware of their current situation in Iran.  As a result they 

began to advocate for governmental reforms which would improve the status of women 

in Iranian society.  What began as a constitutional movement, transitioned into the early 

beginnings of a Women’s Rights Movement in Iran.6 

                                                 
4Camron Michael Amin, The Making of the Modern Woman: Gender, State Policy, and Popular Culture, 
1865-1946, (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2002), 246.  
5 Nashat, 22-24. 
6 Eliz Sanasarian, The Women’s Rights Movement: Mutiny, Appeasement, and Repression from 1900 to 
Khomeini, (NY: Praeger Publishing, 1982), 2.  
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The main purpose of the Women’s Rights Movement/Feminist Movement in Iran 

during the 1920s and 1930s was to change the social status of Iranian women.  Feminists 

of the Women’s Rights Movement in Iran found that the key to changing the status of 

women in Iran was education; therefore they were advocates of improving female literacy 

in Iran.7  According to Iranian feminists “education would redeem a woman from 

superstitious beliefs and would give her the power to reject social dictates of 

inferiority.”8  Although it was important, education was not the only concern of Iranian 

feminist.  Other issues addressed by Iranian feminists consisted of marriage and divorce 

laws as well as personal hygiene of mothers and children in Iran.  Feminists rejected 

ideas including forced marriages and unequal divorce laws.  Feminists also concerned 

themselves with the health of women and children due to the lack of doctors, the 

sanitary conditions, superstitious practices of childcare, and communicable diseases 

as syphilis. 

lack of 

such 

9  

                                                

Although the Women’s Rights Movement/Feminist Movement existed in Iran, its 

decline began in the 1932, and it was considered almost non-existent by 1952.  A main 

cause of the decline of the Women’s Rights Movement in Iran was the lack of an 

extensive communication network among women’s organizations worldwide, which is 

necessary for a movement of the sort to make a lasting impression.  One of the main 

factors preventing the women’s rights movement in Iran from expanding was the lack of 

organization in the movement itself.  Although many leaders existed in the movement, 

the leaders lacked the organizational skills necessary to organize rallies, organize 

demonstrations, as well as to collect written petitions.  All were essential to the 

 
7Sanasarian , 40-44. 
8 Ibid, 45. 
9 Ibid, 46.  
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development of the Women’s Rights Movement in Iran.  Lacking both an extensive 

communication network as well as substantial organizers, the Women’s Rights 

Movement/Feminist Movement in Iran failed in its attempt to improve the position of 

women in Iran. 10 

Although the Women’s Rights Movement/Feminist Movement in Iran was almost 

non-existent by 1952, there were some governmental actions taken on behalf of women 

in Iran under Reza Shah during the time period between 1926 and 1940.  Reforms under 

Reza Shah included changes in marriage laws, changes in divorce laws, and educational 

opportunities for women.  On the subject of marriage, polygamy was not abolished but 

religious courts were replaced by civil courts.  Included in the marriage reforms, marriage 

contracts were also required by law to be registered with the Ministry of Justice.  Both 

parties could include any conditions they deemed necessary; which meant that the female 

could include within her portion of the contact a clause which stated that if her husband 

were to take another wife, the first wife would have the ability to repudiate herself on 

behalf of her husband.  Another reform enforced concerning marriage was an age law.  A 

marriage could not occur unless both parties had reach puberty. 11 

Other reforms under Reza Shah include educational reforms for women.  In order 

to increase the amount of female teachers, Majlis laws were passed to increase the 

amount of teacher’s training colleges.  In 1936, the University of Tehran was opened and 

women attended the University along with men.  The number of private and public 

school also increased in Iran which allowed for the enrollment of women.  The number of 

girl’s schools in Iran went from 41 in 1910, to 870 in 1933.  The enrollment of women 

                                                 
10 Sanasarian, 4.  
11Ibid, 61.  
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increased from 2,167 in 1910 to 50,000 on 1933.  Although such an increase occurred in 

Iran, boy’s schools were more important to society and taken more seriously then schools 

for girls. 12 

Along with reforms in schools in Iran, the government in Iran was also 

responsible for the outlawing of veiling in 1936.  The government outlawed both the 

wearing of the veil as well as the chador.  The law was actually enforced in Iran for 

several years.  Law enforcement officers would tear a veil or chador from a woman’s 

body if she were seen in public wearing such garments. Not all women in Iran however, 

agreed with the new law.  Opinions on veiling in Iran varied.  Some women and men in 

Iran saw the outlawing of veiling as an imitation of the west and its culture.  For some 

imitating the west was a positive step toward improving the Iranian society and the 

position that Iranian women held in that society.  For other sects of society however, the 

veiling law was a way for the Iranian monarchy to exploit the poor city women who were 

the largest group of women embracing the practice of veiling in the 1930s.  By 1936, 

women from the elite classes were already unveiled and women from rural areas did not 

wear the veil because they participated in field labor. 13 

Overall, the feminists in Iran embraced the unveiling of Iranian women.  They 

believed that the veil was a symbol of the low status of women in Iran.  Previous to the 

law in 1936, women made several attempts to unveil themselves.  While attending 

mosque several groups of women unveiled themselves in protest, however there attempts 

made little or no impact.  In an attempt to protest the traditional veiling, women in Iran 

began wearing chadors made of extreme colors such as pink and purple.  Such 

                                                 
12Mahnaz Afkhami and Erika Friedl, In the Eye of the Storm: Women in Post-revolutionary Iran, 
(Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1994), 62.  
13Ibid, 63.  
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demonstrations resulted in chaos in the streets as well as injuries of both men in women 

from the mobs of veil and chador supporters. 14   

After Reza Shah left Iran in 1941, Iran society once again embraced the idea of 

veiling.  Women were pressured by society to resume the veiling practice, and if they 

refused to wear the veil they were harassed.  Female professors for example, were 

harassed if they refused to wear the veil during lectures.  Female students in colleges 

were harassed as well.  The Unveiling Law in 1936 was no longer enforced in Iran; and 

because it took away the woman’s right to chose and provided no education on the 

unveiling law, many women simply wore their veils again without protest. 15 

Just as Reza Shah’s unveiling law failed to improve the condition of women in 

Iran, so did most of his other activities regarding women in Iran. Reza Shah supported the 

women’s rights cause in Iran, but he did not support the independent activities which 

would allow for the Women’s Rights Movement to expand and progress.  He felt that 

governmental action was the only way to achieve change for women.  The key to change 

rested in the hands of the women’s rights groups, and by preventing their expansion Reza 

Shah prevented great improvement of the women’s condition in Iran.  Reza Shah’s role in 

Iran ended in 1941, when his son took over Iran at the age of 22. 16  

It was during WWII that Muhammad Reza assumed control of Iran in 1941, and 

his position in power had an impact on the status of women in Iran just as his fathers did.   

Muhammad Reza Shah spent a total of 38 years in office and his reign was broken down 

into two time periods; the first was considered the years 1941-1953, and the second was 

considered the years 1953-1979.  His first 12 years as the ruler of Iran were called, the 

                                                 
14 Sanasarian, 63.  
15Ibid, 63.  
16 A. Fathi. Women and the Family in Iran, (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1985), 110.  
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years of his reign, and the last 26 years, were called the period of his absolute rule.  

During his first 12 years as ruler of Iran, Muhammad Reza did little as the leader of the 

Iranian government.  Muhammad Reza was helpless and unprepared for his position of 

power.  He played a rather indecisive role in the government.  As a result of Muhammad 

Reza’s inabilities to rule Iran, free political activity and free political expression 

flourished.  Foreign troops remained in Iran until 1946, and Majlis deputies were elected 

as representatives of the people in Iran.  Iran was also having internal domestic problems.  

Inflation was extremely high and the presence of Allied troops caused food shortages.  

The inability of Muhammad Reza to lead his country lead to the growth of at least 12 

political parties which included one labeled The Masses and the other called The 

National Will. 17   

The political party which called itself The Masses supported women’s suffrage in 

Iran.  The growth of women’s newspapers increased with the help of The Masses 

political party.  It also attracted many intellectuals in Iran because of its stance on equal 

and free education, as well as equal employment opportunities for both men and women 

in Iran.  Unlike Reza Shah, The Masses political party did not call for reform from sheer 

force but rather emphasized reform through its publication and doctrine.  Publication in 

newspapers was important to the party’s reform movement.  Between the years of 1941-

1963, more newspapers and journals were published for women, by women, than before 

and after Muhammad Reza Shah’s weak period. During the role of Reza Shah only ten 

newspapers were published for women, and by the twelfth year of Muhammad Reza 

Shah’s role there were 23 newspapers and journals published    It was because of the 

weak rule of Muhammad Reza Shah that such a political party could exist; and while in 
                                                 
17 Fathi, 110-111.  
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existence, work for the rights of women in Iran.  Unfortunately, it was not until 1963, that 

any significant changes did actually occur for women in Iran. 18 

The year 1963, was significant to women in Iran because it marked the beginning 

of Muhammad Reza’s absolute rule in Iran.  It was that year that Muhammad Reza took 

the intuitive to rule Iran.  In January of 1963, Muhammad Reza introduced his Six Point 

Plan to Iran.  It outlined his ideas for reform in the country and 99 percent of the country 

voted in favor of the Six Point Plan.  The six different points focused on land reform, 

nationalization of forests, sale of shares of government-owned industries in order to 

finance land reforms, profit sharing with workers in order to prevent the exploitation of 

labor, the formation of the Literacy Corps, and an amendment to election laws 

guaranteeing voting rights to women. 19    

Muhammad Shah’s six points of reform were popular and well received by the 

Iranian society; however there were sectors in Iran which did not approve of Muhammad 

Reza’s intuitive to take action. Such sectors in Iran were made up of religious groups 

which believed that Muhammad Reza Shah was pro-American therefore any action done 

by Muhammad Reza Shah was colored by the United States.  Muhammad Reza Shah’s 

Six Point Plan was regarded as the act of a self-serving pro-American hypocrite by some 

groups in Iran; therefore any action taken by Muhammad Reza Shah would result in the 

loss of Iranian independence.  According to the opposing religious sect, the White 

Revolution was nothing more than an American ploy of American Vice-President 

Johnson in 1961.  As a result of the claims the religious sects brought against the Shah, 
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Muhammad Reza Shah, had the leaders of the religious groups shot and the opposition 

was silenced. 20  

With his opposition silenced, Muhammad Reza Shah was free to put into action 

his Six Point Plan which would have a great impact on the lives of women in Iran.  

Women in Iran saw immediate effects on their position in society from the Six Point 

Plan.  Six women were elected to join the Majlis and two women were elected into the 

Senate.  By the year 1968, the first woman was elected to the Iranian cabinet.  Women 

could finally participate in public elections; however their participation did not go with 

out scrutinizing.  The Shah’s secret police played a part in the ballot rigging in Iran after 

1968.  Election and voluntary participation were low, especially participation of women 

due to scrutiny they had to face if they participated. 21    

Muhammad Reza Shah’s reign in Iran did have positive effects on the lives of 

women in Iran.  It was during Muhammad Reza Shah’s reign that the Family Protection 

Law was passed in Iran.  Passed in 1967, The Family Protection Law went beyond the 

stipulations contained in marriage contracts; which allowed the wife to divorce her 

husband if he failed to comply with the marriage contract that each party agreed to.  The 

Family Protection Law prevented the husband from having the ability to divorce his wife 

readily or in absentia; and a husband also could not take on a second wife without 

seeking approval from the court.  In order for a divorce to occur both parties had to file 

for a certificate of non-reconciliation from the court.  The most important clause dealing 

with the Family Protection Law was that the wife could file for divorce if a breach was 

made in the marriage contract, such as the husband practicing polygamy.  If the first wife 
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chose not to divorce her husband, the law would only allow for polygamy to be practiced 

if the husband had the ability to support all wives equally.22  

The Family Protection Law was a step forward for women under Muhammad 

Reza Shah reign.  It not only protected women against polygamy to some extent, but it 

also allowed women to have the right to take on employment without the consent of her 

husband.  In Iran previous to the Family Protection Law men had the ability to deny 

employment to their wife if the men did not approve.  Finally, the law stated that if a 

divorce was requested, arrangements must be made previous to the courts granting the 

divorce, for the care of the children.  Such an article within the Family Protection Law, 

although not greatly significant to the decrease of discrimination of women in Iran, did 

address that the issue of discrimination was present in Iran.  The law itself recognized 

that inequality existed in the family laws in Iran.  The law was a step forward for 

reducing discrimination in Iran concerning women and divorce, polygamy, and child 

custody.  Unfortunately, the Family Protection Law did little for rural and tribal women 

in Iran.  For lower-class women in Iran, the Family Protection Law had barely any effect 

as well.  The lack of education prevented them from exposure to the law and knowledge 

of their own rights as women in Iran. 23   

Although the government made no great contributions for women’s rights in Iran 

during the Muhammad Reza Shah Reign but the Family Protection Laws, Muhammad 

Reza Shah’s reign allowed women to form and reform women’s organizations. 

“Muhammad Reza Shah’s regime pursued a policy of gradual co-optation of women’s 
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sporadic activities.” 24 The number of women’s organizations began grow in Iran because 

of the development of welfare and professional organizations for women.  The Women’s 

League and the Women’s Party also resurfaced during the mid 1950’s.  The Women’s 

League and the Women’s Party changed their names and made their cause, the fight for 

human rights.25   

The development and resurfacing of women’s rights groups helped to centralize 

women’s groups in Iran, and the government was aware that there were an increasing 

number of women’s groups in Iran.  In an attempt to control the activities of the women’s 

groups in Iran, the government urged for a mass meeting of women in 1956.  The purpose 

of the meeting was to publicize the women’s rights cause and to condemn social 

segregation. 26  As a result of the meeting, in 1961, the High Council of Iranian Women 

was formed.  The government required all women’s groups to be part of the Council, and 

as a whole the Council did very little for women’s rights except establish classes to teach 

women reading and writing skills.  Muhammad Reza Shah considered the High Council 

of Iranian Women to be co-optation.  Although Muhammad Reza did not use brute force 

as his father did to control women’s organizations, Muhammad Reza did use political 

means to control the women’s groups in Iran. 27 

The High Council of Iranian Women was eventually replaced by the Women’s 

Organization of Iran which was responsible for the creation of Family Welfare Centers in 

Iran in 1967.  Such centers provided women with day care centers, education, health care, 
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and counseling.  The centers also offered classes for women; both vocational classes 

which taught sewing, carpet weaving, typing, and hairdressing, as well as literacy classes.  

The centers also provided health care information, family planning information, and 

contraceptives to women who received routine checkups.  Overall, the centers helped to 

improve the literacy rate among women and they provided basic vocational skills to 

women in Iran. 28 

The Women’s Organization in Iran did not take an active stance on women’s 

rights in Iran because it worked as a co-opted organ for the government.  Many of its 

organizers and leaders did not consider themselves feminists however; the WOI did work 

for the betterment of women in Iranian society.  The WOI created the Welfare Centers in 

Iran.  The organization as a whole remained under the control of the Shah and therefore it 

had to reflect the concerns and attitudes of the government of the time. 29  The specific 

attitude of Muhammad Reza Shah toward women in society of the time was not that of 

equality.  In his own book, Mission for My Country, Muhammad Reza Shah outlined his 

beliefs on women and women’s rights.  In his book Muhammad Reza Shah looks at 

marriage and claims that it is the man’s place to be at the head of household; and that 

emancipation and equality can harm women’s own cause.30   

Muhammad Reza Shah had views on both feminism and women’s equality that 

did not support the idea that women should have equality to men.  Muhammad Reza Shah 

looked at freedom for women as freedom not to marry, freedom not to have children, and 

freedom for women not to devote themselves to both the raising of their children and 
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their civic duties.  For Muhammad Reza Shah, if women were to have freedom, it would 

not be a positive attribute to Iranian society.  The Shah did believe that women, both 

wives and mistresses throughout the world, should be granted financial security by the 

government.  Even mistresses in the United States should reap the benefits of their 

lover’s financial security.  In his book Muhammad Reza Shah also outline the three major 

characteristic all women should have.  All women should be good wives, they should 

provide proper training to their children, and they should participate in the modernization 

of their country by being active in their civic responsibilities. 31 

Muhammad Reza Shah’s attitude toward women was not the reason that the 

downfall of the Pahlavi regime occurred, but it was a factor which influenced the grand 

theme surrounding women and women’s rights in Iran.  Women in Iran were oppressed 

by both the government as well as by society as whole.  Improvement in the status of 

women was an unattainable goal if the Shah himself was against women and women’s 

rights in Iran.  It was therefore no surprise that women in Iran participated in the 1979 

Revolution.   

The downfall of the Phalavi regime was the result of many political, social and 

economic problems which were due to the isolationism of the monarchy from society, the 

participation of the middle class (especially women) in the political system, and finally 

the monarchy’s disregard of the traditional value system of the nation.  The summer of 

1978, also helped to quicken the downfall of the regime because the press was given the 

freedom to write whatever they deemed necessary at the time; which meant they wrote 
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negatively about the current monarchy.  All factors combined lead to the 1979 Revolution 

in Iran.32 

The 1979 Revolution, which is also known as the Antishah Revolution in Iran, 

was considered to be the first step toward liberation by religious and secular women in 

Iran.  The Revolution in Iran was considered mainly an urban revolution; however 

women’s participation in the revolution came from different social classes which had 

different levels of religious observance.  Women played a small role in the revolution 

itself.   They did participate in the simplest of demonstrations which included wearing a 

black chador.33   Both religious and secular women took part in marches as well.  Women 

from the political left and the political right joined together to march in demonstrations in 

1978.  Women who did not actively participate in the marches gathered on the streets in 

support of the women’s protest.  Women were also active participants in strikes, work 

stoppages, protest meetings, and strike committees.34 

Women did not play a huge role in the events leading up to or during the 1979 

Revolution; however they were directly affected by the establishment of Ayatollah 

Khomeini as the leader of Iran as an Islamic Republic.  Within weeks of taking control of 

the new Islamic Republic created after the downfall of the monarchy in Iran, Khomeini 

abolished every clause within the Family Protection Act which contradicted Islam.  The 

veil was also made a mandatory part of the female dress code in Iran.  Under the new 

government early marriage was also encouraged.  Age was no longer a determinant for 
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marriage; therefore a girl could be married off at any age her family saw fit.  Under the 

new government in Iran, abortion laws changed.  Previous to the revolution, abortions 

were permitted in Iran through a female’s first trimester.  The Islamic Republic outlawed 

abortion completely.  All family planning centers were closed by the government as 

well.35               

Due to the Family Protection Law being abolished, courts no longer needed to 

sanction divorce, and polygamy rates rose along with birth rates.  In order to maintain the 

traditional status and role of women, the Islamic Republic supported the segregation of 

men and women in all aspects of life.  Schools were segregated on the basis of sex 

immediately following the revolution.  The Ministry of Education in Iran also reviewed 

the text books used within the segregated school to assure the texts promoted the 

traditional roles of men and women.  The ministry also frowned upon the use of 

cosmetics by females, and promoted girls wearing drab-colored dress which covered the 

body almost entirely.36   

 The new government in Iran also sought to strengthen the traditional role of 

women by lowering their status.  According to Islam, women are more emotional then 

men; therefore their judgment is influenced by emotion.  As a result women were banned 

from holding the position of a judge under the Islamic Republic.  Women were not 

permitted to hold any form of high government offices.  All female government 

employees had to resume covering their heads as well.  Veiling was no longer an option 

for women in Iran; it was once again part of the law for women to wear veils.  The 
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traditional form of dress, which included the black chador, was recommended by the new 

government as a means to protect a woman’s modesty.37    

 As a whole the Islamic Republic of Iran did not have a positive effect on women 

in Iran.  The leader of the Islamic Republic, Ayatollah Khomeini was by no means a 

feminist, and he played a part in the oppression of women after the 1979 Revolution.  

According to an interview Khomeini had in 1979, he viewed women objects of pleasure.  

To Khomeini, the purpose of any woman was to serve her husband and bear children.  He 

also found women to be intellectually inferior to men.  Khomeini’s view of women was a 

result of the traditional view portrayed by the Koran.  Khomeini claimed that according 

to the Koran women are evil and they are a source for disorder in the world.  Khomeini 

said that women should cover themselves, and they should allow themselves to be 

governed by the rules of Islam which are enforced by men.38   

 The traditional role of women expressed by Ayatollah Khomeini became the 

accepted view of women in Iran after the Revolution of 1979.  Within three years after 

the Revolution thousands of women lost their jobs.  Unemployment began with 

professional women and eventually women working in industry were fired as well.  The 

government also encouraged women to leave the workplace and go back to their homes.  

The government even closed the day-care centers in Iran.  Aside from the interference of 

the government in the lives of women, women in Iran had to face pressure from society 

to embrace the traditional role of women set forth by the Koran.  Women were not just 

harassed by the government, but by society as well.  For example, women would have 
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been refused service by their local shopkeeper if they do not wear the veil.39  In 1980, 

five girls were stabbed to death because they refused to wear the hijab in public.40 

For women in Iran, rejecting the laws of the Islamic Republic could mean death.   

The traditional role of women promoted by the Islamic Republic was a major 

setback for Iranian women.  Having been supporters of the 1979 Revolution in Iran, 

women in Iran played an active role in their own oppression.  After the Revolution in 

Iran, the woman’s status was lower then the status they maintained under both Reza and 

Muhammad Reza Shah.  During the Civil War in 1906, women began to play a role in 

society aside from being the property of men.  They took a stand in favor of the 

constitution in order to better their own status in society.  As a result, women were 

allowed and encouraged to be educated.  With education came an understanding of their 

position in society.41 

 Having been educated, women were able to form groups such as the Women’s 

Freedom Movement; and under Reza Shah there was government intervention in the 

improvement of women’s status.  Although government intervention did not prove to 

have a lasting effect on the status of women, veiling did become an option, and the 

government was working to help improve the lives of women.  Different from Reza 

Shah’s approaches to improving women’s status in Iran, Muhammad Reza Shah also 

played a role in the lives of women in Iran.  His first 12 years in office allowed for free 

political activity and there was activity by women’s groups to help improve the status of 

women in Iran.42 
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 During Muhammad Reza Shah’s absolute role, he made his Six Point Plan part of 

the governmental reforms in Iran.  Under the plan, women were granted the right to vote.  

Women were also allowed to hold public office.  The Family Protection Law went into 

effect, giving women the right to divorce their husbands.  Under Muhammad Reza Shah, 

day-care centers were established and family planning options were available to women.  

Unfortunately, when the Phalavi regime fell from power, women lost all of the 

advancements they had gained over the last sixty years in Iran.43  With Ayatollah 

Khomeini came traditional values and oppression for women.  Women played a role in 

the creation of the Islamic Republic of Iran; therefore they played a part in their own 

oppression under Khomeini.  In conclusion, the 1979 Revolution played an important role 

in the lives of women because it caused a major setback in the advancement of the 

women’s fight for equality in Iran.   
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Abstract 
(A) The Issue 
Paul had no contact with the Jesus of history. He never met him and never heard him preach. 
Moreover, Paul stresses he had minimal contact with Jesus’ successors – the Jesus Movement 
in Jerusalem. From Paul’s letters we know he was shadowed throughout his missionary 
journeys by emissaries from Jerusalem who were convinced that Paul was spreading a deviant 
message. In addition, Paul rarely quotes or refers to Jesus’ teachings when formulating or 
defending his own point of view against adversaries. In light of these considerations the 
question is posed: if we only had Paul, what would we know of Jesus? More broadly, what is the 
connection between Paul’s religion and that of Jesus? 
 
(B) The Approach 
Four contexts are examined. 
 
1. References to Jesus’ life in the writings of Paul. Five are found. Jesus was a Jewish 
male, human and a descendant of King David who was crucified and died. No mention is made 
of Jesus’ birth, upbringing, extended family or movements in the Galilee and Judea including 
Jerusalem. No mention is made of the circumstances leading to his crucifixion.. 
 
2. Direct references to Jesus’ teachings. Six passages are examined. We find that there is 
only one direct reference to a known saying of Jesus; two to unknown sayings; one to a 
disputed saying; one to an unlikely teaching and one that contradicts what the gospels indicate 
Jesus said. There are no references to Jesus’ apocalyptic orientation, his parables, miracles, 
teachings in the Sermon on the Mount, or Lord’s Prayer. 
 
3. Allusions to Jesus’ teachings in Paul. Four passages are examined. Two are found to be 
likely allusions; one to allude to a common source behind Paul and Jesus’ teachings; and one 
represents an unlikely allusion. 
 
4. Passages where Paul could have referred to Jesus’ teachings when making his own 
pronouncements on topics Jesus himself had addressed. Two passages are examined. In 
both instances, Paul is silent. He does not use the teachings of Jesus to bolster his own position 
or to refute his opponents even when under attack. 
 
(C) The Conclusion 
It is concluded that there is only a slim connection between the teachings of Paul and those of 
the Jesus of history. Either the life and teachings and teachings of the historical Jesus were not 
of interest to Paul or else they were simply not known. His focus is on the Christ figure, the post-
death and post-resurrected Jesus, who communicates directly with him and through him. This 
reinforces the view that Paul was the founder of a separate religion, one about the Christ, not 
one centered upon the teachings and mission of Jesus. 
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1. The Question 
 
If we only had Paul, what would we know of Jesus? 
 
This is not an unreasonable question in light of what we know of the connections 
between Paul and Jesus.  
 
For one thing, there was no contact between Paul and Jesus. Paul never met Jesus, the 
historical Jesus of Nazareth who taught in the Galilee, came to Jerusalem around 30 
CE and who met his death there.  Paul never heard Jesus teach and was not present at 
his crucifixion. 
 
Secondly, after his remarkable experience near Damascus, Paul stresses that he had 
minimal contact with Jesus’ successors, the Jesus Movement in Jerusalem. This 
movement included James (the brother of Jesus) as well as his family members and 
disciples. These were the people who knew Jesus best. They had been with him 
throughout his ministry, heard him speak and were present at his death. They knew his 
character, values, teachings and practices. Yet, according to Paul himself, years went 
by before he conferred with them, and then only briefly.1 This represents exceptionally 
strange behavior for someone who was supposed to be a recent convert. That alone 
should give us pause and prompt us to wonder if there was more to the Paul-Jesus 
connection than that of faithful disciple to the master.  
 
The Jesus Movement constantly shadowed Paul in his journeys throughout the 
Diaspora – modern Turkey, Greece and Italy. Paul refers to them as “rival teachers” or 
as “super apostles,” people who held quite different views on the correct teachings and 
practices of the new movement and who regarded Paul’s message as deviant.  Many of 
Paul’s letters refer to this opposition.2  In particular, Paul deviated from the members of 
the Jesus Movement in his failure to observe Torah, the Jewish law. The leaders in 
Jerusalem worshipped in the Temple, kept the Sabbath, observed the dietary laws and 
practiced circumcision. So, too, did Jesus. Paul, on the other hand, advocated 
abandoning Torah observance, for Jews as well as for Gentiles.3 
 
Finally – and this is most remarkable – Paul says very little about the historical Jesus. 
He rarely quotes or refers to Jesus at all in the formulation of his own position and 
pronouncements. Even when advancing positions on topics Jesus had addressed, Paul 
is silent. This silence is hardly the practice one would expect of a devoted student of a 
rabbi. 
 
In light of these considerations, we ask, if we only had Paul, what would we know about 
Jesus? The answer to this question should shed light on the broader question, what 
was the linkage between Paul’s movement and Jesus’? 
 
We have seven genuine letters of Paul. Six others in the New Testament that are 
attributed to Paul are most likely pseudonymous, that is, falsely attributed to Paul.4 
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Letters of Paul 

 
Letters of Paul 

undisputed Pauline 
Epistles 

Deutero-Pauline  
(possibly pseudonymous) 

Pastoral Epistles 
(probably pseudonymous) 

Romans 
1 Corinthians 
2 Corinthians 
Galatians 
Philippians 
1 Thessalonians 
Philemon 

Ephesians 
Colossians 
2 Thessalonians 

1 Timothy 
2 Timothy 
Titus 

[source: Bart D. Ehrman, The New Testament (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), p. 287] 
 
 
This paper will examine four questions: 

1. Does Paul refer to Jesus’ life?  
2. Does Paul refer to Jesus’ teachings directly?5  
3. Does Paul allude to Jesus’ teachings?  
4. Does Paul refer to Jesus’ teachings when making his own pronouncements on 

topics Jesus himself had addressed? 
In all instances we will confine our analysis to the undisputed Pauline epistles. 
 
Note that we cannot uncritically assume that everyone in Paul’s time knew what we 
know of Jesus from the Gospels. We might get this impression from the way the New 
Testament is organized: first the four canonical gospels, then the Book of Acts, and then 
the letters of Paul. This structure is not accidental. It is strategic. It nestles Paul well 
within the cradle of the Gospels and that is what we are supposed to think. But 
historically this was not the case. Paul came first; then the Gospels.  They were written 
well after the death of Paul in the mid 60’s. Scholars typically date Mark to around 70; 
Matthew to the 80’s; John to the 90’s and Luke anywhere from the 90’s to the 120’s CE. 
So we cannot assume that what we know of the life and teachings of Jesus corresponds 
to what Paul or his congregants knew of Jesus.6 
 
The paper will argue that if we only had Paul, we would know very little of the teachings 
or practices of the Jesus of history. Paul’s focus was not on the life and teachings of 
Jesus but, as we will discover, his interests lay elsewhere. These findings underscore 
the importance of viewing Paul’s Christ cult as a separate religion from that of Jesus 
and his followers, the Jesus Movement under James in Jerusalem. 
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2. Does Paul refer to Jesus’ Life?  
 
Paul provides us with only five pieces of information about the historical Jesus. 
 

Information from Paul about Jesus’ Life 
 

1. he was “born of a woman” (Galatians 4:4) 
2. he was Jewish, “born under the law” (Galatians 4:4) 
3. a biological descendant of David (Romans 1:3) 
4. he had brothers (1 Corinthians 9:5) 
5. he was crucified (1 Corinthians 1:22) and he died (1 Corinthians 15:3) 

 
First of all, he mentions that Jesus was “born of a woman.”  That’s hardly startling! 
Secondly, he tells us that Jesus was Jewish and, as such, was subject to the Torah. 
Thirdly, that he was a biological descendant of David. Fourthly, we are told that he had 
brothers. James is mentioned on occasion as, indeed, are “the brothers of the Lord.” 
The latter appear to be active in the Diaspora and are accompanied, unlike Paul, with 
their wives (1 Corinthians 9:5). Fifthly, he also tells us that Jesus was crucified and he 
died. 
 
That’s all we are told. So, for Paul, Jesus is a Jewish male, human and a descendant of 
King David.  His writings, however, fail to tell us anything about other aspects of Jesus’ 
life. For example, no mention is made of his mysterious or virgin birth, his upbringing or 
the geographical location of Jesus’ ministry. Paul makes no mention of Jesus’ extended 
family other than his brothers – his parents, sisters, cousin or close associates such as 
Mary Magdalene. Nor does he trace Jesus’ movements from the Galilee to Jerusalem, 
the events of the dramatic last week in Jerusalem or the circumstances surrounding his 
death. 

 
What Paul does not tell us about Jesus’ Life 

 
 mysterious or virgin birth 
 the geographical location of Jesus’ ministry 
 other family members – parents, sisters, cousin (John the Baptist), close 

associates such as Mary Magdalene 
 his movement from Galilee to Jerusalem 
 his last week in Jerusalem 
 circumstances surrounding his death 

 
Clearly Paul is not interested in what the Jesus of history did or went. 
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3. Does Paul refer to Jesus’ Teachings Directly?7 
 
It would be natural for us to expect that Paul would refer to the teachings of Jesus in 
promoting his new religion. Contemporary Christian preachers do that all the time. They 
refer to the words of Jesus to bolster their positions on current matters pertaining to 
Christian ethics or to establish a connection between their ideas and those of the 
founder. Even more importantly, since Paul’s credibility and message was constantly in 
question, we would expect him to authenticate his teachings by reference to the words 
of Jesus. Paul, however, does not typically do this. 
 
There are six possible direct references to the teachings of Jesus – instances, that is, 
where Paul explicitly invokes Jesus in presenting his views.  Not all of these correspond 
to what we know from other sources Jesus said.  
 
(a) Sexual Morality 
The first one concerns sexual morality. 

[S1] “For you know what instructions we gave you through the Lord 
Jesus. For this is the will of God, your sanctification: that you abstain 
from unchastity; that each one of you know how to take a wife for 
himself in holiness and honor, not in the passion of lust like heathen 
who do not know God; that no man transgress, and wrong his brother 
in this matter, because the Lord is an avenger in all these things.” (1 
Thessalonians 4:2-6)8 

The passage is attributed to “the Lord Jesus.” It expresses the view that people abstain 
from unchastity and that they take a wife, honoring that commitment. Unchastity or 
porneia  (πορνεία) refers to a wide range of illicit sexual activities including fornication 
(casual sex) and adultery. Paul’s view appears to be that marriage is preferable to 
unchaste behavior. 
 
This passage, however, does not correspond easily to any known teaching of Jesus. 
Presumably Jesus would share the view that people should avoid unchaste behavior 
but there is no direct parallel for Paul’s motive for marriage in the teachings of Jesus in 
the gospels. Jesus does mention unchastity, however, but in the context of divorce. 
 

Paul Jesus 
[S1] “For you know what instructions we gave 
you through the Lord Jesus. For this is the will 
of God, your sanctification: that you abstain 
from unchastity (πορνεία); that each one of 
you know how to take a wife for himself in 
holiness and honor, not in the passion of lust 
like heathen who do not know God; that no 
man transgress, and wrong his brother in this 
matter, because the Lord is an avenger in all 
these things.” (1 Thessalonians 4:2-6) 
 

“And I say to you: whoever divorces his 
wife, except for unchastity (πορνεία), and 
marries another, commits adultery.” 
(Matthew 19:9) 
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According to this passage, Jesus permits the divorce of a wife by a husband 
in one instance only, namely that of a wife who engages in unchaste 
behavior.9 But the context differs from that of Paul – divorce rather than the 
motive or rationale for marriage. 
 
The verdict? This does not correspond to any known teaching of the historical Jesus as 
reported in the gospels but it is likely Jesus would have agreed with Paul’s position that 
unchaste behavior is wrong. 
 
(b) Divorce and Remarriage 
Another issue concerns divorce and remarriage. Paul advises married couples as 
follows: “to the married I give charge, not I but the Lord, that the wife should not 
separate from her husband (but if she does, let her remain single or else be reconciled 
to her husband) – and that the husband should not divorce his wife.” (1 Corinthians 
7:10, 11).   
 
Paul appeals explicitly to “the Lord” and advocates no divorce. In the case of a 
separation of the wife from her husband, she should either remain single or be 
reconciled to her husband. 
 
This is not what Jesus said, at least as presented in the later Gospel of Matthew: ”But I 
say to you that everyone who divorces his wife, except on the ground of unchastity, 
makes her an adulteress; and whoever marries a divorced woman commits adultery” 
(Matthew 5:32). Here divorce is permitted on the grounds of female unchastity. 
Moreover, a man who marries a divorced woman commits adultery.  
 

Paul Matthew 
[S2] “to the married I give charge, not I but 
the Lord, that the wife should not separate 
from her husband (but if she does, let her 
remain single or else be reconciled to her 
husband) – and that the husband should 
not divorce his wife.” (1 Corinthians 
7:10,11). 

”But I say to you that everyone who 
divorces his wife, except on the ground of 
unchastity, makes her an adulteress; and 
whoever marries a divorced woman 
commits adultery” (Matthew 5:32). 

 

* no divorce 
 
* if wife separates, she should remain 
single or else reconcile with her husband 

* divorce permitted on the ground of 
unchastity 
* a man who marries a divorced woman 
commits adultery. 
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(c) The Fate of the Deceased 
A pressing problem within the early Pauline community had to do with the fate of 
members who have died. Paul addresses this important concern by prefacing it with “for 
this we declare to you by the word of the Lord.”10  Then he goes on to discuss what 
happens when the Lord reappears (1 Thessalonians 4:15-17). When this event occurs, 
those who are alive at that time will be transformed; those who are dead will rise.  
 
This teaching is attributed to “the word of the Lord.” It is not evident, however, in any of 
the canonical gospels.   
 

Paul Canonical Gospels 
[S3] ‘For this we declare to you by the 
word of the Lord, that we who are alive, 
who are left until the coming of the Lord, 
shall not precede those who have fallen 
asleep. For the Lord himself will descend 
from heaven with a cry of command, with 
the archangel’s call, and with the sound of 
the trumpet of God. And the dead in Christ 
will rise first; then we who are alive, who 
are left, shall be caught up together with 
them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the 
air; and so we shall always be with the 
Lord.” (1 Thessalonians 4:15-17) 

--- 

 
The death of members of the movement prior to the coming of the Kingdom was not an 
issue for Jesus. And for good reason. For Jesus, the Kingdom of God was so near that 
he is reported to have said, “there are some standing here who will not taste death 
before they see that the kingdom of God has come with power” (Mark 9:1). He fully 
expected that God’s Kingdom would arrive within his lifetime and that of his audience 
and that, as God’s messiah, he would have a hand in bringing it about.  For Paul, 
however, writing some fifteen or twenty years after the death of Jesus and faced with 
congregants dying, this was an important problem that he had to address. 
 
Verdict: this saying [S3] does not correspond to any known saying of Jesus. 
 
(d) Validity of Kashrut 
A fourth matter concerns the observance of Jewish dietary laws (Kashrut). Paul 
addresses this in his Letter to the Romans and introduces his point of view as follows: “I 
know and am persuaded in the Lord Jesus that nothing is unclean in itself.” (Romans 
14:14). The attribution here is to “the Lord Jesus,” but the phraseology is significant – he 
knows “in the Lord Jesus,” not “from” Jesus. This represents terminology Paul typically 
uses for his mystical experience of the Christ.   
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Paul cautions members of the new movement not to offend those who wish to abide by 
the ancient dietary laws. His point, however, is pastoral, that is, not to give offense to 
people holding a different view. It is not as if that the laws of kashrut still apply. For Paul, 
they don’t.  As he made clear in his letter to the Galatians, Torah, including the dietary 
laws, is no longer valid. In this Paul’s views parallel those of the later gospel of Mark 
(Mark 7: 18, 19) which portrays Jesus as declaring all things clean.  
 
Matthew, however, using Mark as a base for his writing, treats Mark’s explanatory 
comment differently.  For Matthew, Jesus did not abolish any aspect of Torah, dietary 
laws included (Matthew 15:16- 18). Thus he omits Mark’s interpretive comment about 
Jesus abolishing the dietary laws.  
 

Paul Mark Matthew 
[S4] “I know and am 
persuaded in the Lord 
Jesus that nothing is 
unclean in itself” 
(Romans 14:14) 

“And he said to them [his 
disciples], ‘Then are you also 
without understanding? Do you 
not see that whatever goes into 
a man from outside cannot 
defile him, since it enters, not 
his heart but his stomach, and 
so passes on?’  (Thus he 
declared all foods clean).  
(Mark 7:18, 19) 

“And he said, ‘Are you also still without 
understanding? Do you not see that 
whatever goes into the mouth passes into the 
stomach, and so passes on? But what comes 
out of the mouth proceeds from the heart, 
and this defiles a man.”  
(Matthew 15:16-18) 
 

  Note also: “Think not that I have come to 
abolish the law and the prophets; I have 
come not to abolish them but to fulfill them. 
For truly, I say to you, till heaven and earth 
pass away, not an iota, not a dot, will pass 
from the law until all is accomplished.” 
(Matthew 5:17, 18) 

 
Like Matthew, members of the Jesus Movement under James in Jerusalem upheld 
Torah observance as did Paul’s rival teachers in the Diaspora.  
 
So we have a dispute in our sources: Mark has Jesus deny the dietary laws; Paul says 
he is “persuaded in the Lord Jesus” that they are null and void. However, Matthew, 
James (Jesus’ brother), the Jesus Movement generally and Paul’s rival teachers uphold 
them.11 
 
(e) Remuneration for Preaching 
A fifth matter concerns the right of a teacher to receive payment. Paul cites the example 
of the Temple priests who share in the offerings made by people to God. Thus they gain 
sustenance from Temple service. “In the same way,” Paul goes on to add, “the Lord 
commanded that those who proclaim the gospel should get their living by the gospel” (1 
Corinthians 9:14).  
 
So Paul attributes this saying directly to the “Lord.”  It parallels a saying of Jesus 
preserved in the gospel of Luke that “the worker deserves his wages” (Luke 10:7) This 
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was uttered in the context of Jesus sending forth seventy followers as an advance 
guard, into towns and villages he intended to visit. He encouraged them not to take 
provisions with them, but to accept food and drink from people they would encounter 
along the way. 
 

Paul Luke 
[S5] “In the same way the Lord 
commanded that those who proclaim the 
gospel should get their living by the 
gospel” (1 Corinthians 9:14) 

“the worker deserves his wages” (Luke 
10:7) 

 
Verdict: selection S5 corresponds to a known saying of Jesus. 
 
 
(f) The Eucharist 
Paul prefaces the following teaching by saying that this is what he had received “from 
the Lord” and had passed on to them.   
 
“…that the Lord Jesus on the night when he was betrayed took bread, and when he had 
given thanks, he broke it, and said, ‘This is my body which is for you. Do this in 
remembrance of me.’ In the same way also the cup, after supper, saying ‘This cup is the 
new covenant in my blood. Do this, as often as you drink it, in remembrance of me.’ For 
as often as you eat this bread and drink the cup, you proclaim the Lord’s death until he 
comes. Whoever, therefore, eats the bread and drinks the cup of the Lord in an 
unworthy manner will be guilty of profaning the body and blood of the Lord.” (1 
Corinthians 11:23-27)  Here Paul equates ‘bread’ with ‘body of the Lord’ and ‘wine’ with 
the ‘blood of the Lord.’  
 
The canonical gospels, written after Paul and probably with his views of the Eucharist in 
mind, support this contention. Matthew, for instance, equates the cup of wine with 
Jesus’ blood: “this is my blood of the covenant which is poured out for many for the 
forgiveness of sins” (Matthew 26:28). The Gospel of John also equates wine with blood 
– “he who eats my flesh and drinks my blood abides in me, and I in him” (John 6:56). 
 
It is highly unlikely that the Jesus of history said anything of the sort, however, 
especially equating the cup of wine with his blood and encouraging his followers to drink 
blood.12 Jewish prohibitions against the drinking of blood were strict and clear.  “If 
anyone of the house of Israel or of the aliens who reside among them eats any blood, I 
will set my face against that person who eats blood, and will cut that person off from the 
people…Therefore I have said to the people of Israel: No person among you shall eat 
blood, nor shall any alien who resides among you eat blood.” (Leviticus 17:10-12). If 
Jesus had said anything of the sort, so clearly contrary to a biblical injunction, it would 
have sparked furious outrage. So what Paul attributes to Jesus is not likely to have 
been made by any Jewish teacher.  
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We have, in fact, an alternate account of the communal meal of the new movement and 
it is significantly different from the ritual that Paul describes. The Didache, a late 1st 
century work, preserves an account of the early Christian thanksgiving meal, one that 
corresponds to Jewish Sabbath evening prayers.  
 
There are two significant differences. First of all, this meal begins with a blessing over 
wine and then over bread, unlike Paul’s account which has the reverse order. Secondly, 
it does not equate the wine with blood or the bread with body. The cup of wine is 
blessed as follows – “We give thanks to thee, our Father, for the holy Vine of thy servant 
David, which thou has made known to us through thy servant Jesus.”13 The wine is the 
Vine of David, the new community.   Then the bread is blessed – “We give thanks to 
thee, our Father, for the life and knowledge that thou has made known to us through thy 
servant, Jesus.”14 The bread symbolizes life. Both prayers build upon traditional Jewish 
models.  
 

Paul the Didache 
[S6] “…that the Lord Jesus on the night when 
he was betrayed took bread, and when he 
had given thanks, he broke it, and said, ‘This 
is my body which is for you. Do this in 
remembrance of me.’ In the same way also 
the cup, after supper, saying ‘This cup is the 
new covenant in my blood. Do this, as often 
as you drink it, in remembrance of me.’ For as 
often as you eat this bread and drink the cup, 
you proclaim the Lord’s death until he comes. 
Whoever, therefore, eats the bread and drinks 
the cup of the Lord in an unworthy manner will 
be guilty of profaning the body and blood of 
the Lord.” (1 Corinthians 11:23-27) 

 Bread = body of Jesus 
 Wine = blood of Jesus 

 

“We give thanks to thee, our Father, for 
the holy Vine of thy servant David, 
which thou has made known to us 
through thy servant Jesus.” 

 Wine = the Vine of David, the 
new community. 

 
“We give thanks to thee, our Father, for 
the life and knowledge that thou has 
made known to us through thy servant, 
Jesus.” 

 Bread = life. 
 

 
 
Verdict: Paul’s view of the Eucharist is unlikely to have been uttered by the Jesus of 
history. Shared by members of the Jesus Movement, the version of the communal meal 
preserved in The Didache more likely reflects the tradition of Jesus than does Paul’s. 
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Summary: Direct References by Paul to Teachings of Jesus 
As the following chart indicates, we have direct references to one teaching for which we 
have parallels; two unknown teachings, one disputed one; one unlikely saying and one 
contradicted saying. 

 
Direct References to Sayings attributed to Jesus 

 
known sayings • remuneration for preaching [S5] 
Unknown sayings • sexual morality [S1] 

• fate of the deceased [S3] 
Disputed sayings • Validity of Kashrut [S4] 
unlikely sayings • Eucharist [S6] 
Contradicted sayings • Divorce [S2] 

 
 
 
3. Does Paul Allude to Jesus’ Teachings? 
 
There are three possible allusions to the teachings of Jesus, although Paul does not 
attribute these positions directly to him. In fact, he may be quoting others or drawing on 
the same reservoir of biblical images that Jesus himself used.  These allusions group as 
follows: 
 
(a) Attitudes towards persecutors 
Two passages in Paul’s Letter to the Romans illustrate attitudes towards persecutors. In 
one, Paul says [S7], “Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse them” 
(Romans 12:14). This corresponds to a saying attributed to Jesus, “But I say to you, 
Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you” (Matthew 5:44).  
 
Another passage says, [S8] “if your enemy is hungry, feed him; if he is thirsty, give him 
drink” (Romans 12:20).  In his depiction of the Great Judgment Jesus said, “Then the 
righteous will answer him, ‘Lord, when did we see thee hungry and feed thee, or thirsty 
and give thee drink’” (Matthew 25:37).  Paul may not be making a direct allusion to this 
saying of Jesus: Proverbs 25:21, 22 could have provided a common source for both 
Paul and Jesus’ teachings. 
 
(b) The Torah and love 
Jewish law identifies 613 commandments. Jesus summarized these as two 
commandments. Paul reduces them to one and mentions it in two of his letters. 

[S9] “For the whole law is fulfilled in one word, “You shall love your 
neighbor as yourself” (Galatians 5:14) 
[S10] “…for he who loves his neighbor has fulfilled the law. The 
commandments, ‘You shall not commit adultery,’ ‘you shall not kill,’ 
‘you shall not steal,’ ‘you shall not covet,’ and any other 
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commandment, are summed up in this sentence, ‘You shall love your 
neighbor as yourself.’ Love does no wrong to a neighbor; therefore 
love is the fulfilling of the law” (Romans 13:9-10). 

The passage – “love your neighbor as yourself” -- is from Leviticus 19:18. The Jewish 
sage, Hillel, slightly before Jesus, had summarized Judaism succinctly.  Hillel said, 
“That which is hateful to you, do not do to your neighbor. That is the whole Torah; the 
rest commentary. Go and study it.” (Shab. 31a). Paul’s version is similar to this one, 
only expressed positively. 
 
Jesus’ summary of the law is more complex, and more traditional, however, than either 
Hillel’s or Paul’s. For Jesus, the summary rests upon two principles. As Mark puts it, a 
scribe asks Jesus what he would identify as the most important commandment. Jesus 
replies with the traditional Hebrew prayer, the Shema: “Hear, O Israel, the Lord our 
God, the Lord is one; and you shall love the Lord your with all your heart; and with all 
your soul, and with all your mind, and with all your strength.” Then he adds a second 
commandment, “You shall love your neighbor as yourself.” (Mark 12:30,31). Here Jesus 
is quoting from two passages from the Torah, Deuteronomy 6:4 and Leviticus 19:18.15 
 
For Jesus, the most important commandment has to do with obligations towards God, 
the second, with obligations towards fellow human beings. The two most important laws 
reflect the structure of the Ten Commandments: the first four expressing obligations 
towards God; the last six, obligations directed towards other human beings. 
  
Paul is probably referring to the tradition of Hillel rather than the teachings of Jesus. If 
he had known that Jesus had said there were two main commandments, he would likely 
not have changed the numbering. 
 
(c) Kingdom of God teachings 
Paul says that the Kingdom of, [S11] “For you yourselves know well that the day of the 
Lord will come like a thief in the night.” (1 Thessalonians 5:2).   
 
This phrase is repeated in other canonical writings, in 2 Peter and the Book of 
Revelation.16 But Jesus had also said that the transformation will occur soon, within the 
lifetime of the generation to whom he is speaking – “Truly I say to you, this generation 
will not pass away till all these things take place” (Matthew 24:34).17 He cautions them, 
however, to be ready and to focus on this rather than the specific timetable – since no 
one knows when the day when the Lord will come, comparing it to the sudden 
appearance of a thief in the night (Matthew 24:43, 44). 
 
Verdict: a likely allusion or, possibly, a stock answer. 
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Summary: Possible Allusions to Teachings of Jesus 
As the following chart indicates, we have two likely allusions to the teachings of Jesus. 
 

Possible Allusions to Teachings attributed to Jesus 
 

Likely Allusions • blessing persecutors [S7] 
• time of the end unpredictable [S11] 

Common source • kindness towards all, including 
enemies [S8] 

Unlikely Allusions • Love Your Neighbor as Summary 
of Torah [S9, S10] 

 
If we only had Paul, we would not know anything about the following teachings of Jesus. 
For one thing we would not know of his apocalyptic orientation, that is, his emphasis on 
the imminence of God’s rule over the whole world (the Kingdom of God message) which 
he expected to occur within his lifetime. There is no mention of Jesus’ parables or his 
miracles. Nothing from the Sermon on the Mount including the beatitudes and the 
challenge to Higher Righteous. Nothing on prayer – not even the Lord’s Prayer. 

 
What Paul does not tell us about Jesus’ Teachings 

 
 his apocalyptic orientation, that is, his emphasis on the imminence of God’s rule 

over the whole world (the Kingdom of God message) 
 parables 
 miracles 
 Sermon on the Mount teachings 
 prayer, e.g. Lord’s Prayer 

 
 
 

4. Does Paul refer to Jesus’ teachings when making his own 
pronouncements on topics Jesus himself had addressed? 

 
Paul occasionally tackles issues Jesus had addressed. Surprisingly, in these contexts, 
he typically makes pronouncements of his own without any reference to the position of 
Jesus on the matter. 
 
(a) Torah observance 
One of the most important issues within 1st century CE Judaism concerned how to 
interpret and follow Torah correctly. The Dead Sea Scroll community had separated 
from mainstream Judaism over this very issue. Following the lead of their inspired 
Teacher of Righteousness, they contended that they, and they alone, possessed the 
keys to correct Torah interpretation. Pharisees also debated the interpretation of the law 
as controversies between the Schools of Hillel and Shammai and with Jesus attest. 
Sadducees and Zealots had their own views as well. John the Baptist had appeared, 
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urging people to return to Torah, to honoring their obligations towards God and towards 
humanity, symbolized by a water ritual. So knowing one’s stance on Torah was a 
defining characteristic of every branch of Judaism, the new Christian movement 
included. 
 
The Jesus Movement under James, Jesus’ brother, in Jerusalem was Torah-observant 
including Temple and Sabbath observances, circumcision and the dietary laws. The 
Gospel of Matthew reflects this stance in his gospel Jesus is depicted as saying, “Think 
not that I have come to abolish the law and the prophets; I have come not to abolish 
them but to fulfill them. For truly, I say to you, till heaven and earth pass away, not an 
iota, not a dot, will pass from the law until all is accomplished” (Matthew 5:17, 18). 
Indications from this gospel as well as the practices of his brother argue that Jesus 
himself was Torah observant and did not see himself abolishing these laws. Indeed, 
Matthew portrays Jesus as teaching “a Higher Righteousness,” that is, one that extends 
actions to underlying attitudes. This has the effect of making Torah observance much 
more difficult. Jesus himself recognized this and indicated that his followers needed to 
exceed the righteousness of the Pharisees. 
 
Paul, however, departs from this position. In his Letter to the Galatians he denies the 
legitimacy of Torah observance. This is a strong claim, for Paul is not just saying that 
parts of the Torah should be abandoned or that Torah needs to be reinterpreted. His 
point is that members of his Christ Movement should completely disregard all of 
Torah.18 
 
For Paul, the time of Torah has ended. Its legitimacy extended only from the period of 
Moses to Christ. It no longer pertains.19 The radical nature of Paul’s arguments is often 
not appreciated, as extending not just to Gentiles but to Jews as well. Paul was widely 
recognized at the time for teaching precisely this radical view.20  In addition, Paul does 
not consider himself to be subject to the Torah (1 Corinthians 9:20), describes his 
former life in Judaism as “refuse” or “rubbish” (Philippians 3:8) and dismisses the 
practice of circumcision as counting for nothing (1 Corinthians 7:19) Clearly by the end 
of his life, Paul had left Judaism for something else. 
 
It is exceptionally strange that nowhere in this vitally important discussion does Paul 
inject any word of Jesus to bolster his abolition of Torah. 
 
(b) Dietary Matters 
Paul tells his followers to shun the worship idols. He also adds, however, that it is 
permissible to “eat whatever is sold in the meat market” (1 Corinthians 10:25), even 
though the animal may have been butchered in honor of some deity.  No where in this 
discussion does he inject the perspective of Jesus or that of his followers, especially 
James. It is unlikely that either Jesus or James would have agreed with Paul in this 
regard. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
We have established that there are minimal references to the contours of Jesus’ life in 
Paul. In terms of Jesus’ teachings, Paul makes only one reference to a known saying of 
Jesus and two possible allusions. In terms of putting forward his own positions on topics 
that Jesus himself addressed, we find Paul silent. He does not refer to Jesus’ teachings 
to back up contentious points even when his credibility is under attack. 
 
This indicates an exceptionally slim connection between the teachings of Paul and 
those of the Jesus of history.  
 
Either the life and teachings of the historical Jesus were not of interest to Paul or else 
they were simply not known. His focus is on the Christ figure, the post-death and post-
resurrected Jesus, who communicates directly with him and through him. This 
reinforces the view that Paul was the founder of a separate religion, one about the 
Christ, not one centered upon the teachings and mission of Jesus. 
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APPENDIX: PAUL’S REAL FOCUS 
 
Paul’s focus was clearly not only the historical Jesus but rather on who he was and 
what his death represented. As he interprets the death of Jesus, Paul tells us the 
following.  First of all, for Paul, Jesus was God’s Son. He was resurrected from death.  
 
Paul maintains, moreover, that Jesus died for our sins and that the whole purpose of his 
mission was “…to redeem those who were under the law so that we might receive 
adoption as sons” (Galatians 4:5,6) The “we” in “we might receive adoption as sons” 
refers to those who are not Jewish. So the purpose of Jesus’ coming is to incorporate all 
humanity as children of the one God.  Whether Jesus saw his ministry in the terms that 
Paul describes is highly questionable. In one passage where Jesus hesitated to assist a 
Canaanite woman from the district of Tyre and Sidon, he indicates that he has come to 
“the lost sheep of the house of Israel” (Matthew 15:24). 
 

The Significance of Jesus for Paul 
 
1. Jesus was God’s Son (1 Thessalonians 1:10) 
2. Jesus was resurrected by God (1 Thessalonians 1:10) 
3. Jesus died for our sins (1 Corinthians 15:3) 
4. The purpose of Jesus’ ministry was “to redeem those who were under the law” so 

that all people, including Gentiles, might receive adoption as sons (Galatians 4:5) 
 
For Paul, Jesus or what he calls the Christ or Christ Jesus was a pre-existing being. 
That is one natural interpretation of a key passage in Philippians. There he describes 
Christ Jesus being “in the form of God,” not counting equality with God as something to 
be grasped, but “emptied himself…being born in the likeness of men” (Philippians 2:6, 
7). Here Paul seems to be describing Christ Jesus as initially having a divine form which 
assumed a human shape, having been “sent” by God to accomplish a specific task. 
That mission, Paul says, had to do with redemption. On this view, Christ is a cosmic 
redeemer, sent to rescue humanity from the clutches of sin and evil. While the Greek 
Christos  (Χριστός) translates the Hebrew Mashiach (ַחיִׁשָמ) there is nothing in this 
view that approximates the Jewish view of the task of a messiah. A messiah is a 
political agent who would assist God with world transformation, resulting in the 
exaltation of the Jewish state, universal peace and the establishment of the Kingdom of 
God on earth.21 
 
Paul’s focus is emphatically not on the Jesus of history. He is not concerned with the 
contours of his life, the details of his mission, the involvement of his extended family, his 
political aims or their relationship to Jewish messianic expectations. His focus is solely 
on a “post-death Jesus” whom he typically calls “Christ” or “Christ Jesus.”  
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Paul’s Main Focus 

 
the historical Jesus the “post-death” Jesus the returning Jesus 

approx. 6,5 BCE – 30 CE the Christ  
not of interest to Paul This is Paul’s main focus also a focus for Paul 

 
He makes his main focus abundantly clear in many of his short creedal-like statements 
in his letters. For example, in 1 Corinthians he maintains that “We preach Christ 
crucified” (1 Corinthians 1:23). Similarly “I decided to know nothing among you except 
Jesus Christ and him crucified” (1 Corinthians 2:2). And again, he says, that he faithfully 
transmitted to the Corinthians that which he himself had received, the view that Christ 
died for our sins; was buried; raised on the third day; and appeared to Cephas and then 
to the twelve (1 Corinthians 15:5).22 His hope is to identify with Christ “that I may know 
him and the power of his resurrection, and may share his sufferings, becoming like him 
in his death, that if possible I may attain the resurrection from the dead.” (Philippians 
3:10, 11) 
 
Indeed, his gospel is that of the post-death Christ Jesus. He makes this clear in 
Romans, saying that he serves “the gospel of his Son” (Romans 1:9). Since, according 
to Paul, Jesus had become God’s Son only at or by virtue of his resurrection, it is the 
post-death resurrected Jesus that Paul shows any interest in. That Jesus he refers to as 
“Christ,” and claims to have a unique relationship with Christ, a privileged pipeline that 
no other early Christian teacher claimed to have had. He receives information no one 
else at the time ever received.  
 
To some degree, Paul is also interested in the returning Jesus who will come “like a 
thief in the night.” (1 Thessalonians 5:2) 
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ENDNOTES 
 
1 According to Paul, after his remarkable experience near Damascus, he immediately 
went away “into Arabia,” returning after a while to Damascus. Then three years later he 
goes to Jerusalem, staying with Cephas (Peter) and visiting with James for a total of 
fifteen days. Then some fourteen years later he returns to Jerusalem along with 
Barnabas and Titus. (Galatians 1:16 – 2:1) 
 
2 A study of Paul’s opponents represents the focus of a separate paper. We can now 
reconstruct the views of his “rival teachers” or “super apostles” from what Paul says 
about them and we can rightfully ask, who best represents the teachings and practices 
of Jesus? Paul or emissaries from those in the Jesus Movement in Jerusalem who 
knew the Jesus of history?  
 
3 For a discussion of Paul’s rejection of Torah in Galatians, see my paper “Taking Paul 
at His Word” accessible at my website, www.barriewilson.com. This article was 
originally presented at the American Academy of Religion meetings, Eastern Division, 
May 2006, Quebec City, Canada. 
 
4 The seven genuine letters of Paul are: Romans, 1 Corinthians, 2 Corinthians, 
Galatians, Philippians, 1 Thessalonians and Philemon. Those that are probably 
pseudonymous include 1 Timothy, 2 Timothy and Titus. Those that are possibly 
pseudonymous are: Ephesians, Colossians and 2 Thessalonians. See list and 
discussion in Bart D. Ehrman, The New Testament, 3rd edition, p. 287. In addition, there 
are letters now lost including at least one to the Corinthians and one to the Laodiceans. 
Paul’s letters to Seneca are considered forgeries. 
 
5 The translation of Paul’s letters that I use is from Steve Mason and Tom Robinson, An 
Early Christian Reader (Toronto: Canadian Scholars’ Press Inc., 1990). 
 
6 Nor can we rule out the possibility that the gospels themselves were either written or 
edited after being written to reflect the growing acceptance of Paul’s views over his 
rivals.  
 
7 There are some methodological issues here relating to the problem of the historical 
Jesus. That problem raises the question, how can we now know what Jesus said when 
(a) he wrote nothing, (b) the sources are many decades later and (c) the writings 
themselves disagree on key points? There is, unfortunately, no way of getting behind 
these texts, other than perhaps using the principle “as James, so Jesus.” That is, if we 
can extrapolate from James’ teachings and practices back into Jesus, then perhaps we 
have a basis for adjudicating what Jesus himself may have held and done, James being 
Jesus’ brother who was with him throughout his life and who led the early Jesus 
Movement in Jerusalem. We do not have to solve this problem here in this paper, 
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however. We will simply compare sayings and teachings of Paul in his genuine letters to 
sayings and teachings attributed to Jesus in the four canonical gospels. 
 
8 Mason and Robinson note that the passage can also be translated as 

“For you know what instructions we gave you through the Lord Jesus. 
For this is the will of God, your sanctification: that you abstain from 
unchastity, that each of you know how to gain control of (or procure) 
his own vessel in sanctification and honor, not in the passion of lust 
like the heathen who do not know God; that no man transgress and 
defraud his brother in business.” 

On this translation, the view is that men abstain from unchastity, that is, that 
they should practice penis-management, controlling their sexual urges and 
practices. This sexual injunction is curiously combined with the command 
not to defraud others in business.  
 
9 Nothing is said, however, about a wife divorcing a husband because of his unchaste 
behavior. 
 
11 Note that the differences between Mark and the later gospel, Matthew, could be 
accounted for by supposing that Mark reflects Pauline views in a way that Matthew does 
not. 
 
12 See Hyman Maccoby, The Myth-maker: Paul and the Invention of Christianity, 
chapter 11. 
 
13 Mason & Robinson, op.cit., p. 549. 
 
14 Ibid. 
 
15 Note that Jesus is singling out the two most important commandments, not the only 
commandments. Torah still applies. 

16 2 Peter 3:10 (“But the day of the Lord will come like a thief…”); Revelation 3:3 (“I will 
come like a thief”); Revelation 16:15 (“Lo, I am coming like a thief”). Revised Standard 
Version translation.  

17 If this passage reflects what the historical Jesus said, in the 20’s, then the lifetime of a 
generation alive at that time would stretch only to 90 CE (20 CE plus average 
generation life span of 70 years). Matthew’s original readers may have read this 
differently, thinking that it pertains to their generation (80 CE plus average generation 
life span of 70 years). In either instance, world transformation was expected to have 
occurred either by 90 or 150 CE. 
 
18 In particular, the practice of circumcision bothered Paul and he rails against it. 
Although the bible traces the Jewish origins of circumcision to Abraham and describes it 
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as a practice in perpetuity, Paul contends that “neither circumcision counts for anything 
nor uncircumcision, but keeping the commandments of God” (1 Corinthians 7:19). 
Clearly Paul neglects to note that this was one of the commandments of God and that 
Jesus himself had been circumcised. In Galatians Paul says that “if you receive 
circumcision, Christ will be of no advantage to you,” pointing out that “every man who 
receives circumcision… is bound to keep the whole law” (Galatians 5:2,3).  
 
19 See my forthcoming book, How Jesus Became Christian [ Publishers: USA– St. 
Martin’s Press; Canada – Random House; UK – Weidenfeld & Nicholson]  for an 
examination of Paul’s arguments in rejection of Torah observance. 
 
20 Opposition to Paul, mentioned in most of his letters and also in the Book of Acts, 
tends to focus mostly on his rejection of Torah. 
 
21 For Jewish expectations of the task of a messiah as well as Paul’s contrasting view, 
see Barrie Wilson, “What’s a Messiah to do?” For a copy of this paper, see 
www.barriewilson.com, under Publications. 
 
22 The reference to “Cephas and then to the twelve” appears to be shorthand, for 
Cephas (Peter) was one of the twelve and Judas Iscariot had already betrayed Jesus. 
This reference also omits reference to Mary Magdalene who according to Matthew 28:1, 
was also a witness to the resurrection. 
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Abstract: 
 
In the mid-twentieth century, a number of scholars, such as Edward Conze, Etienne 
Lamotte, Nalinaksha Dutt and Akira Hirakawa, associated the origins of Mahāyāna 
Buddhism with lay Buddhist concerns and aspirations.  More recent scholarship has 
moved away from associating the Mahāyāna with lay concerns.  In fact, scholars such as 
Gregory Schopen, Paul Harrison, Jonathan Silk, Ulrich Pagel and Jan Nattier, have 
noticed strong monastic, ascetic and conservative tendencies in the Mahāyāna sources 
they have studied. How do we account for such different interpretations?  The crucial 
difficulty for understanding early Mahāyāna has always been one of dating.  
Contemporary scholars tend to stratify Mahāyāna Buddhist texts according to a relative 
chronology that is based largely on two factors: the dates of Chinese translations and 
doctrinal developments.  But exactly how trustworthy is our evidence for establishing 
relative chronology?  The dates of Chinese translations only indicate when a particular 
translator or team happened to translate a certain text.  They tell us nothing of the actual 
historical origins of texts in relation to each other.  Therefore, to claim that a Mahāyāna 
sūtra is older than another one because the Chinese translated it before the other, is not 
justifiable. What of doctrinal considerations? Unfortunately, religious doctrines do not 
develop over time in anything like a smooth linear fashion, but occur in relation to any 
number of social, political, geographic and historical reasons.  In this paper, I will argue 
that the methodology employed by contemporary scholars to investigate “early 
Mahāyāna” is fundamentally flawed. Thus conclusions about “early Mahāyāna” are 
merely academic constructions, or “modern myths,” bearing no relation to historical facts. 
As an alternative, I propose a rethinking of research on Indian Mahāyāna Buddhism, 
which focuses not on unanswerable historical issues but on the Mahāyāna sūtras as 
literature.  
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David Rosenthal is one of the most prominent advocates of the higher‐order thought (HOT) 

theory of consciousness. Central to his support of HOT theory is his discrediting of an 

alternative account of state consciousness which he calls the “perceptual model.” According 

to the perceptual model, we are transitively aware of our mental states by perceiving them 

through introspection. Rosenthal rejects this view because he claims that an “inner‐sense” 

model of HOT theory would generate an additional level of phenomenal properties, which 

is highly problematic. I argue that Rosenthal’s reasons for rejecting the perceptual model 

are at best unmotivated and at worst, inconsistent with his own views.
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 1   

Rosenthal on the Perceptual Model of Consciousness 

Theories of consciousness are currently all the rage in the philosophy of mind, but 

few have commanded as much attention as David Rosenthal’s version of higher‐

order thought (HOT) theory. According to HOT theory, our mental states are 

conscious when we have appropriate thoughts about them.i Central to Rosenthal’s 

support of HOT theory is his rejection of an alternative “perceptual” or inner‐sense 

model” of consciousness, according to which our mental states are conscious when 

we perceive them through introspection. According to Rosenthal, the central 

problem with the perceptual model is that it would generate an additional level of 

phenomenal properties because our higher‐order perceptions would have qualia of 

their own. Since we are unaware of any such higher‐level phenomenal properties, 

and since there are no satisfactory candidates to play the role of such properties, the 

perceptual model is highly implausible. In that case we should look to higher‐order 

thoughts (HOTs) rather than higher‐order perceptions (HOPs) to account for state 

consciousness. Rosenthal relies heavily on this argument, using it on at least four 

occasions (1990; 2002; 2004; 2005). Unfortunately, he cannot reject the perceptual 

model for the reasons he identifies, for they are either unmotivated or inconsistent 

with the account of consciousness he himself endorses. 

My discussion of this issue is divided into three sections. In section I, I sketch 

out Rosenthal’s argument against the perceptual model and the role this rejection 

plays in his support of HOT theory. In section II, I outline Rosenthal’s treatment of 

phenomenal properties in sensory state consciousness. In section III, I reveal how 
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the perceptual model shares Rosenthal’s account of phenomenal properties and I 

expose the problems in his argument against the perceptual model. 

I 

Rosenthal’s central goal in developing a theory of consciousness is to account for 

what he calls “state consciousness.” State consciousness differentiates the conscious 

states of an organism from those that are unconscious. Whatever else state 

consciousness involves, Rosenthal claims it requires awareness, for “if one is totally 

unaware of some mental state, that state is not a conscious state” (2002, p. 407). 

Rosenthal proposes that there are two ways one can be aware of something: by 

perceiving it or by having a thought about it. For instance, I can be aware of the cat 

by having a visual perception of it, or I can be aware of the cat by having a thought 

about it, such as the thought that it is an ugly cat. In Rosenthal’s view, one of these 

kinds of relations must account for state consciousness. So what makes a mental 

state conscious is our being aware of that state via either a perception or a thought 

about it. Since the relevant perception or thought is directed at another mental 

state, R e as higherosenthal characterises thes order thoughts and perceptions. 

To claim that higher‐order perceptions (HOPs) make first‐order perceptions 

conscious is to advocate higher‐order perception (HOP) theory—what Rosenthal 

variously calls the “perceptual” or “inner‐sense model.” According to this view, my 

visual perception of a cat (a first‐order perception) is a conscious state only if I 

perceive that perception through the process of introspection. To claim that higher‐

order thoughts (HOTs) make our mental states conscious is to advocate HOT theory. 

According to this approach, my visual perception of a cat is a conscious state only if I 
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have a thought about that perception (such as the thought that I perceive a cat). To 

support HOT theory Rosenthal needs to undermine the perceptual model or HOP 

theory. In his view, once we reject the perceptual model “the only alternative is that 

we are conscious of our conscious states by virtue of having thoughts about them” 

(Ibid., p. 409). 

  Rosenthal offers a fairly condensed argument against the perceptual model 

that would benefit from some unpacking. The main thrust of the criticism is that if 

HOP theory were true, there would be another level of phenomenal properties 

associated with HOPs that require explanation, and in Rosenthal’s view this is 

extremely problematic. For instance, if I have a conscious perception of a ripe 

tomato, my experience involves phenomenal redness as well as a host of other 

sensory qualities. The trouble for the perceptual model of consciousness is that the 

HOP (the perception of my experience of the tomato) ought to have its own set of 

phenomenal properties. So although having a HOP directed at a first‐order 

perception might explain the phenomenal qualities associated with the lower‐order 

perception, this generates a problem about the sensory qualities associated with the 

HOP itself.  

Rosenthal offers two related lines of argument about the significance of these 

higher‐order phenomenal properties. First, he claims that an explanation of the 

qualitative dimension of sensory consciousness in terms of HOPs “would at best just 

put off the problem, since the qualitative aspect of this higher‐order perceiving 

would itself need to be explained in turn” (Ibid.). Presumably, the problem is that if 

the goal is to explain the phenomenal properties associated with sensory 
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consciousness, HOP theory is unsuccessful because it explains the sensory qualities 

of the first‐order perception but leaves unexplained the higher‐order sensory 

qualities attached to the second‐order perception. In order to explain the sensory 

qualities of the second‐order perception, one would need to appeal to a third‐order 

perception, which necessitates the need for an account of the qualities associated 

with the third‐order perception, and so on. Since this iteration is potentially without 

end, the account of phenomenal consciousness can never be complete, so HOP 

theory  s, fails to explain what it was introduced to explain. In Rosenthal’s own word

…if a state’s being conscious consists in its being sensed, the higher‐order 

qualities would be conscious only if there were, in turn, third‐order 

sensations that sensed those second‐order sensations. The threat of regress 

looms (2004, p. 19). 

The second thread of Rosenthal’s argument is to show that there is no 

satisfactory account to be had of the higher‐order phenomenal properties 

introduced by HOP theory, in which case the theory should be rejected. According to 

Rosenthal, there are three possible accounts of these higher‐order sensory qualities. 

(1) they are indistinguishable from the phenomenal properties associated with first‐

order perceptions; (2) they are distinct from the phenomenal properties of first‐

order perceptions; (3) there are no phenomenal properties associated with higher‐

order perceptions. Although the first option would explain why we seem to have no 

awareness of a distinct order of phenomenal properties when we have sensory state 

consciousness, in Rosenthal’s view this option is extremely unattractive. First, it 

would be nothing short of miraculous that phenomenal properties at different levels 
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of perception should coincide in this way. Furthermore, “when we perceive 

something, the quality of our perceptual state is distinct from any property of the 

object we perceive” (2002, p. 409). So if my first‐order perception has the property 

of phenomenal redness, my HOP should not also have the property of phenomenal 

redness, but should have its own unique set of phenomenal properties. This forces 

HOP theory to adopt the second option. Unfortunately, the second option is no more 

attractive than the first, for then it would be a “mystery what those higher‐order 

qualities could be” (Ibid.). Presumably this is because we are unaware of any 

sensory qualities aside from those associated with the lower‐order perception. As 

Rosenthal says, “What mental qualities are there in our mental lives other than 

those which characterize our first‐order sensory states?” (Ibid.). Rosenthal also uses 

this argument elsewhere, claiming that 

… when a qualitative state is conscious, only one qualitative character seems 

to occur, that of the state’s being conscious. There doesn’t, in addition, seem 

to be a second qualitative property that belongs to some higher‐order 

sensation. But qualitative character is distinctive of sensations. So, if there’s 

no higher‐order qualitative character, there’s also no higher‐order sensation. 

As inviting as the inner‐sense model may initially seem, it cannot be 

sustained (2005, p. 124). 

Having ruled out the first two options, this leaves only the third alternative, that 

there are no phenomenal properties associated with higher‐order perceptions. 

Rosenthal claims the third alternative is unhelpful to HOP theory because it tends to 

suggest that the higher‐order state is not a perceptual state after all. In his view, it is 
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more likely that this state is a thought since propositional attitudes, unlike 

perceptual states, lack qualitative properties.  

And if the higher‐order qualities are neither the same as nor distinct from 

our first‐order qualities, the higher‐order states in virtue of which we are 

conscious of our conscious states cannot have qualities at all. But if those 

higher‐order states have no qualitative properties, they can only be higher‐

order intentional states of some sort (2002, p. 409). 

In the light of these problems for the perceptual model, Rosenthal claims we should 

abandon it and adopt the view that mental states are conscious when we have 

thoughts about them. 

II 

Having ruled out the perceptual model of consciousness, Rosenthal proceeds to 

articulate the main tenets of HOT theory and the points in its favour. I am not 

concerned with these details here. What is of interest, however, is Rosenthal’s 

account of phenomenal properties in sensory consciousness. Sensory consciousness 

is a variety of state consciousness which occurs when a sensory state, such as a 

visual perception, is conscious. Thus, my conscious perception of a tomato is an 

example of sensory state consciousness. According to HOT theory, this state is 

rendered conscious by my having an appropriate thought about it, such as the belief 

that I am seeing a tomato. But how does the phenomenal redness of the experience 

it in tof  HOT theory? 

  The traditional view of phenomenal qualities is that they are intrinsically 

conscious. That is, there are no phenomenal properties that are unconscious 
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because phenomenal properties are the atomic elements of consciousness. 

Rosenthal boldly denies this claim. In his view phenomenal properties are often 

unconscious and are brought to the light of consciousness only when we have 

thoughts about the sensations those properties accompany. For example, Rosenthal 

claims that it is common to have a headache for several hours and yet not be 

conscious of the pain for stretches of time during that period. Thus, one’s pain can 

lack state consciousness, in which case one is unaware of its phenomenal qualities. 

  Rosenthal supports these claims by reflecting on how our concepts can affect 

the phenomenal properties we enjoy. For instance, learning about tannins, acids and 

glycol in wine not only gives rise to the ability to think new thoughts (and hence, to 

have new HOTs), it can also lead one to have more penetrating taste perceptions of 

wine. That is, learning about the elements that affect the taste of wine leads to more 

complex qualia than one was aware of before. Similarly, learning how chords are 

created in music can lead to a difference in one’s auditory qualia. While one might 

have heard a chord as an undifferentiated sound before, a musical education can 

teach one to hear a chord as a complex of simpler musical elements and relations. 

According to Rosenthal, “being able to form intentional states about certain sensory 

qualities must somehow result in our ability to experience those qualities 

consciously” (2002, p. 413).  

Rosenthal proposes that there are two ways to account for this kind of 

interaction between qualia and concepts. Either the possession of new concepts 

generates novel qualia, or else the concepts make us aware of qualities that were 

already there, but of which we were not previously conscious. Rosenthal dismisses 
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the first possibility on the grounds that it is unclear how the ability to think new 

thoughts could itself generate new phenomenal properties. After all, there is no 

phenomenal quality associated with having a thought or any other propositional 

attitude. Thus, we are left with the option that sensory qualities can be unconscious 

and are made conscious when we have thoughts about them. 

We are not usually aware of the role that concepts play in consciousness, but 

there is an excellent reason for this. According to HOT theory, the HOTs that render 

sensory qualities conscious are themselves rarely conscious states. In order for a 

HOT to be conscious one must have an even higher‐order thought—a third‐order 

thought—that is about the HOT in question, and this is a very unusual occurrence. 

Since our HOTs are rarely conscious we tend not to notice the role that our concepts 

play in shaping the character of our senso  states. ry

III 

In order to bring the problems with Rosenthal’s argument against the perceptual 

model into sharp relief, we need to consider the structure of HOP theory in slightly 

more detail. I will outline the theory in a way that is analogous to Rosenthal’s HOT 

theory. This is appropriate since the perceptual model is a version of HO theory, 

with hi ghts. gher‐order perceptions doing the work of Rosenthal’s higher‐order thou

According to the perceptual model, a first‐order perception, such as my 

perception of a tomato, is a conscious state when I have a higher‐order perception 

that is directed at my first‐order perception. Thus, like one of Rosenthal’s HOTs, the 

higher‐order perception (HOP) renders the lower‐order state consciousness. Since 

it is this relation that accounts for state consciousness, it should be clear that HOPs 
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are not themselves conscious states. That is, like HOTs, HOPs have state 

consciousness only if there are higher‐order (i.e., third‐order) perceptions of them, 

which (as with HOTs) is a very rare occurrence. In fact, in the case of HOP theory 

there is good reason to suppose that third‐order perceptions are impossible. If we 

take introspection to be the faculty of perceiving our perceptions, it is unclear what 

faculty could play the role of perceiving our introspections. The fact we are not 

conscious of second‐order phenomenal properties can also serve as evidence for 

this claim. For if HOPs could themselves be conscious then we should be aware, at 

least sometimes, of higher‐order qualities. Since we lack such an awareness, and 

since Rosenthal is correct that it is implausible to suppose that higher‐order 

qualities are indistinguishable from lower‐order qualities, the claim that HOPs are 

never themselves conscious is a very plausible thesis. In this case, the lack of an 

awareness of a distinct set of sensory qualities does not support the claim that the 

higher‐order state must be a thought, as Rosenthal surmises, but is evidence in 

favour of the claim that HOPs are never conscious. In that case it seems natural for 

HOP theory to deny that there are any perceptions of a higher‐order than 

introspection and that any phenomenal properties associated with HOPs are, and 

will necessarily remain, unconscious. 

  These observations have significant implications for Rosenthal’s arguments 

against the perceptual model. In the light of the fact that we cannot be conscious of 

second‐order phenomenal qualities, Rosenthal’s first criticism of HOP theory is 

misguided. HOP theory does not introduce a potentially unending series of sensory 

qualities that require explanation in order to have an adequate account of the 
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qualitative dimension of sensory state consciousness. On the contrary, only those 

qualities at the bottom level are implicated in the “what it is like” of sensory 

consciousness, and those are explained by the relation between the first‐order 

perception and the HOP. Thus, HOP theory does not endlessly “put off” an account of 

the qualitative dimension of consciousness as Rosenthal claims. 

Rosenthal’s second line of argument is also unconvincing when we have a 

greater appreciation for the details of HOP theory. As we saw, HOT theory claims 

that until state consciousness is conferred on a sensory state by an appropriate 

HOT, the subject will not be conscious of any phenomenal properties, and the same 

is true of HOP theory. The difference is that although it is possible (though rare) to 

have third or even fourth‐order thoughts, HOP theory does not leave room for 

anything higher than a second‐order perception, in which case we can only be 

conscious of first‐order phenomenal properties. Rosenthal’s second line of criticism 

involved the claim that HOP theory owes us an account of these second‐order 

qualities, but that none of the alternatives is satisfactory. While HOP theory cannot 

adopt either the first or third option Rosenthal identifies, it is unclear what grounds 

there are to reject the second option: that it is a mystery what such properties are 

like. That it is a mystery what the second‐order phenomenal properties of any given 

perception are like is clear from the fact that we are never aware of any such 

properties. 

Rosenthal’s reasons for rejecting this option either stem from confusion 

about what HOP theory is committed to, or are inconsistent with his own views. To 

insist that HOP theory owes us an account of the sensory qualities associated with 
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HOPs, as we have seen, is unreasonable since such qualities are never conscious. 

Rosenthal’s insistence seems to stem from a mistaken belief that HOPs must be 

conscious, at least sometimes. When he says that “higher‐order sensing would have 

to exhibit characteristic mental qualities” (Ibid.), the modal claim betrays a mistaken 

understanding of HOP theory if by “exhibit” Rosenthal means that the subject is 

aware of such qualities. 

Of course, Rosenthal might mean only that such qualities exist—and can exist 

undetected. In this case the objection must amount to the claim that such qualities 

are a mystery and we shouldn’t countenance mysteries. This is a very odd position 

for Rosenthal to take, for such an attitude also undermines HOT theory because it 

countenances mysteries of the same kind. First, since Rosenthal accepts that 

phenomenal qualities can be unconscious and are revealed only when the subject of 

such qualities has appropriate HOTs with the requisite conceptual content, it is 

possible to have phenomenal properties of which one never becomes aware. In that 

case, it is just as much a mystery what such properties are like as the HOP theorist’s 

second‐order phenomenal qualities. Second, since any conscious state requires a 

limiting HOT (i.e., the highest‐order thought the subject has at that time) which is 

itself unconscious, it is just as mysterious to the subject what that thought is as the 

sensory qualities associated with HOPs. Since Rosenthal’s version of HOT theory 

advocates mysteries about both phenomenal properties and intentional states, he 

cannot undermine HOP theory on the grounds that it countenances mysteries, for to 

do so would undermine his own theory. HOP theory is no more mysterious than 

Rosenthal’s HOT theory. 
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  We have seen then, that there is a tension between Rosenthal’s reasons for 

rejecting the perceptual model of consciousness and his own views. This means that 

Rosenthal cannot reject the perceptual model on the grounds he offers in several of 

his articles, at least not if he wants to support his own brand of HOT theory. 

Furthermore, we have seen that Rosenthal’s other criticisms of HOP theory are 

unmotivated and result from a misconception about HOP theory. But this discussion 

is not just about Rosenthal’s treatment of HOP theory. Rosenthal’s arguments 

against the perceptual model play a crucial role in his defence of HOT theory. Since 

these arguments are unconvincing HOT theory is left without compelling support. 

This is surprising given how careful Rosenthal is in the rest of his work, but the 

above conclusions are inescapable given the structure of his arguments and the 

commitments of his own theory. To avoid these difficulties Rosenthal would need 

either to identify additional reasons for rejecting the perceptual model that are not 

in tension with HOT theory, or else develop arguments in favour of HOT theory that 

do not depend on undermining HOP theory.ii 
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i I leave it an open question about what it is for a HOT to be an “appropriate” thought. Rosenthal seems to 

suggest that this means the thought is caused in part by the state it is about. For an excellent critical 

discussion of this point, see Chapter 3 of William Seager (1999). 
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Riitta Parvia, ID 210 
 
Therapeutic dance education, a field of its own between dance 
education and dance therapy  
 
Abstract: Therapeutic dance education is defined as an independent educational 
field between dance therapy and dance education. 
 
Dance therapy is defined as a form of psychotherapy with its own standards, rules 
and ethics. Dance education is commonly defined in relation to the education of 
performers. However, many dance practitioners, whom I taught in Finland, had no 
interest in entering therapy or learning performing skills. Their desire to dance was 
based on their varying personal needs and social interests. The commonly 
available dance education with its instrumental dance teaching methods did not 
meet their needs of dance learning. 
 
Based on these dance practitioners’ dissatisfaction, the concept of dance education 
was widened, new types of dance courses were created for dance interested adults, 
elderly and children, and new dance educational methods were developed. The 
concept of the therapeutic dance education is the result of this educational process. 
 
Therapeutic dance education was launched in a Finnish article in 1995. Initially 
the concept referred to new dance educational methods that were created. 
However, only recently have the fuller implications of this concept become clear 
to me. The concept draws its theories from fields of learning, psychology, 
psychiatry, anthropology and communication. It has its background philosophy, 
and it has formed its own professional identity, basic attitudes and intentions. This 
paper is about the concept of the therapeutic dance education, how it initially, 
inspired by aspects of dance therapy, became a base of dance therapy education. 
 
The idea of therapeutic dance education 
The idea of therapeutic dance education grew out of the dissatisfaction many 
dance practitioners felt when instructed through the commonly practitzed 
instrumental dance training methods and commercialized routines in Finland. The 
often stated idea that dancing is pleasurable did not make much sense to them.  
 
Finnish dance, its genres and styles are loans from other countries’ dance 
traditions. Dance concepts, teaching methods and theories applied to dance are 
also loans. Instrumental dance teaching methods are practized in the education of 
dance students and amateurs alike. The methods of instruction are not defined; 
they seem implicit in the dance genre taught, such as classical ballet, modern 
dance, jazz, African dance, belly dance and alike. The goal of dance education is 
the acquisition of performing skills. This applies even to children’s dance; small 
children, initially taught through play activites, are gradually directed towards 
learning technical performing skills. The dance techniques are essential to the 
discipline of dance as a performing art form, but they have little relevance outside 
the discipline, be that amateur dance, the community, or society as a whole. 
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Another frustration was felt by a few dance teachers, who argued that the dance 
teacher’s task to teach performing skills is too narrow a scope for dance education. 
They felt it meaningless to teach performing skills to amateur dancers who had no 
interest in performing. My concern was to develop new dance educational 
methods and to improve the learning of my dance students in order to try to meet 
their various unmet needs. I wanted to show that dance education has aims beyond 
teaching performing skills. This ment it was necessary to widen the narrowly 
defined concept of dance and dance education (Parvia 2005), and to get dance 
education appreciated on its own premises. Dance education needed its own, 
independent professional identity.  
 
Based on this need to widen the concept of dance the First Internordic Dance 
Seminar, Dance in the Nordic Society, was held in Finland, in November 1977. 
The idea to widen and deepen the perspectives of dance was presented in one of 
the main lectures, How dance may promote personality development (Parvia 
1977). The lecture was received enthusiastically by the audience and media 
(Räsänen 1977, Vienola-Lindfors 1977), but was considered all too political by 
some of the arrangers; as a consequence it was not translated into Swedish, the 
other language of the seminar, and it was left out from the seminar compendium. 
The omission may be seen as a political act.  
 
The work to widen and deepen the prevailing narrow concept of dance education 
has not changed the subordinate position of dance education in relation to dance as 
a performance form. The concept of the therapeutic dance education is therefore 
defined as an educational field of its own. 
 
How the concept of therapeutic dance education evolved 
The cultural climate in Finland favours dance, both as an art form and as an 
amateur activity. The country’s dance is institutionalized and supported by the 
government. My educational dance work was mainly organized by non-profit 
cultural and educational organizations. Within the liberal educational ideology of 
these organizations and the open-mindedness of the organizers the innovative 
dance course work was made possible. Many people who were interested in 
learning something new in dancing were drawn into the dance courses and dance 
activities that were arranged (Parvia 2005b). 
 
The different type of dance courses spread out all over the country. People from 
all walks of life and of all ages got to their feet and danced, the youngest ones 
were five years old and the oldest one was 93. On some occasions whole villages 
danced in collective dance events. The dance courses, initially aimed at amateur 
dancers, started to attract various professional groups. Such were, among many, a 
daycare centre personnel, with a need to learn how to avoid stress and strain, and 
how to manage their resources in their daily work situations. A group of physical 
therapy teachers wanted to get new ideas to make their teaching more interesting 
for their students. The personnel of an old people’s hospital wanted to learn dance 
therapy group work, to include the old patients into the course and to combine it 
all with their Christmas celebration. A mixed choir wished to get their singing 
animated, not through a coreography, but to get the choir to pulse together. A 
group of business leaders wanted to explore and experience creative and 
therapeutic dance processes for the sake of their personality development. A group 
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of anthropology students wanted to learn more about non-linguistic communica-
tion for their future field work in foreign places. Child dance pedagogues were 
interested in learning basic dance therapy group work. The process ended with 
dance therapy credit courses in higher health education and in dance therapy 
education. Finally the work demanded that sense was made of it in writing. 
 
The new types of dance courses required new educational methods to be created, 
based on the participants’ needs and desires to learn aspects of dancing other than 
performing skills. New dance concepts were needed based on the participants’ 
conceptions on dancing. The process of interaction with my students made me 
aware of how they structured their thoughts about the world including their 
dancing. The surprise was to discover that the thousands of year old linguistic and 
musicological structures of the Finno-Ugrian languages and music seemed to 
apply to people’s dancing as well, despite the fact that the original music is extinct 
and so is the dance, if there ever was any. The metaphysical base of the culture 
started to reveal itself.  
 
The educational processes demanded that the educator/therapist adjusted herself to 
ever-changing work situations. She used herself as her work tool and created 
interactions with the participants through which to work. She used herself 
creatively regardless of the creativity of the participants or the lack of it. 
 
The work was based on participant-centred approaches, processual perspectives 
and egalitarian attitudes. Egalitarian attitudes between like-minded are cultural 
values that characterize the educational culture here. The therapeutic attitude, and 
the openness and sensitivity of the therapist/educator were the base of the inter-
relations created between her and the students. The quality of the interrelations 
reinforced people’s cultural ideas about meaningful human relations. Through the 
educational interactions the work evolved and found its form. Many participants 
expressed satisfaction with the educator/therapist’s non-authoritarian and non-
threatening attitude, and also with her appearance: “Not too young or too perfect, 
you are more like us.” Some students said: “Conceptualized this way dance, for 
the first time, makes sense to us; dance is made comprehensible to us.” A student 
named the work “Insight-oriented dance education.” Two young men said:”We 
have been wondering, what is this method really? It could be Zen in movement, 
but Zen has no movement form.” “There is no method” I said, “It is a no-method.” 
 
The term therapeutic refers here to the therapeutic attitude of the 
educator/therapist, and to the therapeutic effects of the educational work. 
 
How can educational means affect therapeutic changes in the learner? 
Therapeutic dance education is seen here as a form of learning. The learning 
differs from the commonly practised forms of dance instruction and goal-oriented 
approaches. The context of the learning is the educational relationship between the 
learner and the educator/therapist. The qualitative relationship is fundamental to 
learning, which is more than just accumulation of facts; “it interpenetrates the 
learner’s existence” (Rogers 1959).  
 
Different educational means resulted in different learning outcomes. For example 
the task to correct the students’ movement problems requires educational means 
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that aim at therapeutic changes. I will try to illustrate this with an example. My 
work with professional dance students showed a need for the students to get more 
individual guidance in their dance education than what seemed provided by the 
dance education they received. There were misalignements of their bodies and 
dysfunctional movement habits to correct, work with their breathing, or with the 
musicality of their movements. Dysfunctional movement habits are often learned 
behaviour. In order to correct them they have to be unlearned before any learning 
or relearning can take place. This learning process seems to include roughly the 
three stages described by George Devereux in psychoanalytic therapy (Devereux 
1956). 
 
The process of unlearning is the first stage of the learning process here. 
Unlearning commonly causes insecurity in the learner. It also causes dependency 
on the educator/therapist who imposed the change. It is experienced like a vacuum 
where the learner has lost the grasp of a part of him/herself. This inevitable 
insecurity connotes the second stage, and it lasts until new learning takes place. 
The third stage is related to the learning or relearning of functional movement 
patterns and to geting these established.  
 
The work to affect therapeutic changes often requires indirect means. To treat a 
symptom alone hardly brings about change. The symptom is not necessarily 
identical with the problem. To grasp the nature of the problem demands an eye 
that can see the interrelations of the student’s movement pattern, and to see where 
the whole of the pattern halts. The movement work focuses on dysfunctional parts 
in relation to the whole of the student’s movement pattern or mover personality, 
and in relation to his/her resources. Gradually the student gets insights into his/her 
own ways of moving, as the whole of his/her aesthetic movement structure 
emerges and becomes established. 
 
Implications for dance therapy 
In the educational process the student learns about his/her resources and how to 
mobilize and utilize them. S/he may also learn the educational methods that were 
used. S/he gains the ability to see analogies between dissimilar but related work 
situations and to use his/her learning in these. This means that the student’s 
learning extends beyond the three stages of the psychoanalytic therapy into what is 
called learning to learn and more advanced forms of learning (Block 1994). The 
student’s ability to tolerate insecurity and to cope with it may equally extend to 
situations other than his/her therapeutic unlearning situation.  
 
The learning and insights attained through therapeutic dance education form an 
indispensable base of the student’s dance therapy education. Thus the concept of 
therapeutic dance education is here suggested as such an educational base. 
 
 
To sum up 
The development of the concept of the therapeutic dance education was initially 
triggered by the need to widen the narrowly-defined, conservative and formalistic 
concept of dance, and the need to replace the imported dance concepts by 
culturally based ones. New dance educational methods were needed for dance 
practitioners who were dissatisfied with the existing dance teaching practises. 
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Aspects of dance therapy influenced the idea of a new type of dance education to 
be developed.  
 
New dance educational methods were based on educational interactions with 
dance students and amateurs, and on their ways of structuring dancing and on their 
conceptions on dancing. The new dance concepts formed became culturally 
meaningful for those who contributed to their formation. New dance educational 
methods were created to affect therapeutic changes in the learner. The concept of 
therapeutic dance education is the result of this educational process. 
 
The concept of therapeutic dance education is an interdisciplinary concept that 
draws its theories from fields of learning, psychiatry, psychology, anthropology 
and communication. The concept has defined its own field and formed its own 
professional identity, background philosophy, basic attitudes, ideas and intentions. 
Culturally specific as the concept is, it is hoped that it will contribute to the culture 
and society of its formation, and that it may inspire others by its example, so that 
others may form their culturally viable forms of therapeutic dance education, and 
contribute to dance therapy education where it may find its form. 
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Abstract 

This paper investigates the way women’s active groups describe and initiate networking. It 

looks at how networking is perceived and done by the women’s active groups in Turkey and 

in Greece. It explains how the networks with other NGOs, with the press and the media as 

well as with the national governments, MPs, and the EU are formed. In doing so a framework 

called “the single target” approach is introduced.  
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The information presented in this paper was gathered through interviews conducted with 

representatives of women’s active groups in Turkey and Greece, during fieldwork conducted 

over a one year period. Turkey and Greece was chosen as case studies in order to study the 

impact of the EU on women’s active groups, and in particular on their networking strategies.  

There are several reasons for this choice of case studies. Turkey is a country that is 

struggling to become a member state but which faces a number of obstacles. In order to 

promote “Europeanization” it has adopted several reforms and policies to enhance its 

accession possibilities. Being from Turkey and observing ongoing changes, I attempted to 

investigate and understand how disadvantaged groups (such as women) use this new context 

to foster social, political and cultural change beneficial to women. The comparison with 

Greece, a member of the EU, allows for studying the impact of the EU membership on 

women’s active groups and on their activism, in this context their networking activities. 

Women’s active groups in Turkey and Greece have an ongoing relationship through 

frequent communication and programmatic links. I was intrigued by these connections and 

wanted to investigate them thoroughly. The women I interviewed and the organizations I 

chose in Turkey are very similar to the ones with whom I had contact in Greece. They had 

similar overarching goals, for instance, like increasing the percentage of women in political 

life, informing women of their rights to equal representation by organizing educational 

programs in each country. They for instance worked together both with other women’s active 

groups within their country as well as with their Turkish and Greek counterparts to campaign 

and lobby in order to achieve this goal. These groups also worked to mobilize women to 

become party members and to encourage women candidates by supporting them during 

election campaigns through research, advocacy and lobbying. In many instances women’s 

active groups  aspired for gender sensitive laws and worked to introduce the gender 

mainstreaming approach in policy making. In this paper I will explain how women’s groups 
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network with other NGOs, with the press and the media as well as with the national 

governments, MPs, and the EU. In doing so I aim to explain how anticipated membership to 

the EU impacts Turkish women’s active groups ’ ability to influence policy making when 

compared to a member state Greece.  

 

The study: 

The study is based on in-depth interviews in Turkey and in Greece with women journalists 

and lawyers that work for women’s rights and who are activists or worked in a semi-

governmental body. Respondents in Turkey included employees of the Directorate General on 

the Status and the Problems of Women (KSGM)2, and activists from various women’s NGOs 

such as the Association for Supporting Women Candidates3 (KA-DER), the Union of Turkish 

Women4 (Türk Kadınlar Birliği) and Flying Broom5 (Uçan Süpürge). Similar to Turkey, in 

Greece, those interviewed ranged from the International and European Relations Department 

of Research Center for Gender Equality (KETHI)6, to activists from various women’s NGOs 

such as the Women’s Political Association, the Center for Research and Action on Peace 

                                                 
2 KSGM (Kadının Statüsü Genel Müdürlüğü), is the state organization in Turkey that assists the government in 
developing equality policies.   
 
3 KA-DER is an association established in order to promote the equal representation of women in all decision-
making areas and in politics.  KA-DER aims to support women who want to participate in politics and become 
candidates in elections. 
 
4 The Union of Turkish Women (Türk Kadınlar Birliği) existed since 1924 and is seen as the continuation of 
Ottoman women’s movement.  The Union of Turkish Women aims to strengthen the Turkish women’s 
movement by creating centers for women and families. 
 
5 Flying Broom is a networking group established in 1996 with the aim to establish a network between women’s 
NGOs and to function as information and documentation center. 
 
6 KETHI (Κέντρο Ερευνών για Θέματα Ισότητας, Κ.Ε.Θ.Ι.) is the state level organization in Greece that assists 
the government in developing equality policies. It is a semi-governmental body. 
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(KEDE)7, and the Marangopoulos Foundation for Human Rights8. All interviews focused on 

perceptions’ of women’s activism specifically in the context of EU relations.   

 

The concept of networking:  

The concept of network according to Sperling and Bretherton (1996)9 implies co-operative 

relationships based on a mutual, informal and non-hierarchical dependence (especially when 

compared to traditional organizational structures). The interviews revealed that women’s 

active groups’ both in Turkey and in Greece were attracted to networking based on two 

primary characteristics: the effective and efficient coordination of dispersed resources such as 

time, information, finances and expertise as well as the fact that networks can work as an 

antidote to the patriarchal nature of male-dominated hierarchies. When how women’s active 

groups network with other NGOs, press and media, governmental agents, MEPs, and the EU 

was analyzed a different approach for each target groups was found.  

When the reasons behind women’s networking with other NGOs was questioned the 

women’s active groups were found to choose to cooperate and network with other NGOs to 

improve the capacity, knowledge, experience and the understanding of the situation. They felt 

that it is important for the women’s active groups to share their successes and their failures.  

They pointed to the power of coming together and collaborating with other NGOs during this 

process. In order to achieve this, the importance of networking with other women’s active 

groups and attracting the attention of sisterhood of women was emphasized. They believed 

that it was impossible to work alone. 
                                                 
7 KEDE is a women’s organization that has the goal of promoting peace culture and peaceful resolution of 
conflict, the protection of human rights in general and women’s rights in particular.  
 
8 Marangopoulos Foundation for Human Rights is an NGO that aims to research, study, defend, protect and 
promote the generally recognized fundamental human rights and freedoms in Greece.   
 
9 Sperling, L. and Bretherton, C.  (1996). European politics and public policy: Women’s etworks and the 
European Union. Retrieved from: http://www.psa.ac.uk/cps/1995%5Csper.pdf.   
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When women’s active groups’ networking tendencies with the press and mass media 

was analyzed, mass media was found to be an avenue for NGOs to ‘control’ the media to 

report on their activities. The respondents, both from Turkey and Greece suggested that the 

press and media was a powerful influence on public opinion and that NGOs can work with 

both to promote social change and maximize their goals. Women’s active groups in both 

Turkey and in Greece were able to publicize their concerns and activities by networking with 

the mass media.  Also by organizing seminars and campaigns together with the press they 

were able to transmit their views to state officials. Though both Turkish and Greek NGOs 

worked with the press, Turkish women were more active on this front while Greek women’s 

active groups had less incidents of networking with the media to report. 

All the women’s active groups interviewed said that in addition to the media and 

press, they also sought to lobby members of political parties and party leaders as well as 

municipal authorities. However the stability and duration of the network established with the 

national government and MPs was different in Turkey and in Greece.  For instance, according 

to the Turkish women’s active groups this collaboration was perceived to be ‘not so good,’ 

while Greek respondents seemed positive collaboration with their national government and 

MPs.  

Respondents from both countries stated that if they were unable to work or network 

with the governmental units or the MEPs then they lobbied to them until these actors changed 

their view. In such cases networking was possible only after lobbying10 was done and change 

realized. This process is representative of the single target approach developed by the author 

and presented in Figure 6.1. For instance, one of the respondents from Turkey asserted the 

importance of lobbying to them and to change their view, otherwise they argued that there 

existed no way to communicate or work with them. A similar point was made by one of the 

                                                 
10 “Trying to influence public policy” was presented by all the Turkish and Greek respondents interviewed, as a 
general definition of lobbying.   
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activist from Greece. She described a situation where they were invited to a meeting to talk 

about women’s political representation (for networking) but they later ended up lobbying to 

them. Then as presented in Figure 6.1 there exists a sequence of first approaching 

governmental units and MPs in a spirit of collaboration for the purpose of forming a network 

and then, if the demands of the women’s active groups are not met, lobbying to these 

institutions and individuals took place. 

 

 

Figure 1 The single target approach 
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Another respondent stated that they presented the government their demands and if 

these demands were not met then they lobbied. All of the interviews described the sequence 

as one of first approaching MPs or other governmental institutions for the purpose of creating 

a network and then, if their demands were not met, by lobbying the same targets. 

The form of networks established with the EU and with its members states reflect 

some differences in Turkey and in Greece due to, I believe, their different relations to the EU.  

As a member state, Greek civil society receives less protection and support from the EU than 

does Turkey. In Turkey, the state is monitored by the EU for the benefit of the civil society 

and will continue to do so until it is ‘released’ from this burden through accession (Özgüneş 

2004)11. Much gender reform is being undertaken in Turkey today, as was the case in Greece 

during the early years of its membership to the Union. This state of affairs was noted by 

respondents from both Turkey and Greece.   

However Turkish respondents saw the current situation of Greek women’s active 

groups as being quite different from the current Turkish women’s groups’ position.  They 

believed that Greek women’s active groups could achieve more from networking with the EU 

since they are already a member state. The Turkish respondents argued that when a member 

state compares itself with another member state and points out gender differences their 

networking with the EU will be more effective. They also emphasized the importance of 

sending MEPs to the EU Parliament and how this affected the quality of their networking. 

When asked what the benefits of cooperating with the EU were, funding was mentioned as the 

first and most important thing by both the Turkish and Greek respondents.  As both Turkish 

and Greek respondents noted the EU as a necessity for funding, a perfect tool for lobbying for 

funding. As with the national governments, the EU also was seen as a networking partner that 
                                                 
11 Özgüneş, M.  (2004).  EU policy and NGOs and its reflection in Greece and Turkey.  Retrieved from: 
www.euborderconf.bham.ac.uk/ case/GreeceTurkey/GrTOzgunes.pdf 
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“broadens” women’s organizations’ thoughts and provides funding for lobbying.  It was stated 

by a Greek respondent that the organization’s written documents, resolutions and decisions 

were used as a point of reference in lobbying. 

 

Conclusion: 

Women’s active groups both in Turkey and in Greece placed a great importance on having 

gender mainstreaming integrated into the agenda of policy makers, and for achieving gender 

equality at all levels. To achieve this both Turkish and the Greek women’s active groups 

formed networks at the national as well as international levels. As presented in this paper, 

women’s active groups networked with other NGOs, the press and media, as well as national 

governments, MPs and the EU. Turkish and Greek women networked to improve their 

knowledge and capacity. They networked to share their experiences (their success and failure 

stories) and to grasp a better understanding of the situation in which they find themselves in. 

In all the interviews the power of coming together was mentioned. In almost all the interviews 

conducted in Turkey and in Greece women’s active groups were found to network mostly 

with other women’s active groups, and national governments and the EU. Notably networking 

to the latter two groups --national governments and the EU-- in most cases resulted in a 

lobbying action. This then again, shows not only the interconnection between lobbying and 

networking but at the same time the ability of women’s active groups to switch their tactic in 

achieving their goal.  
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  Antonio Buero Vallejo, indisputably the foremost author of Spanish 

theater during the second half of the twentieth century, has incorporated the theme 

of silence into a number of his works with progressively increased complexity. 

 In Hoy es fiesta of 1956, Buero creates the character Pilar, a woman who has gone 

deaf due to a traumatic experience and, thus, cannot hear, although she does speak.  In 

the following year, 1957, Las cartas boca abajo presents Anita, a hearing character 

whose refusal to speak serves as a moral commentary.  Finally, in 1970, Buero’s 

multimedia masterpiece, El sueño de la razón, dramatizes the later life of the great 

painter Francisco Goya who speaks, but has been deaf for thirty years and in whose 

world of silence the audience is immersed. 

  The use of silence in theater is especially paradoxical since dialogue is  

traditionally the dominant element in drama and conveys the content, including the 

motivation of the characters, the antecedents of the plot and the thematic concerns of 

the playwright.  The multidimensional nonverbal expression of silence has become a 
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powerful substitute for the word to express unthinkable events that defy verbal 

expression and exceed the boundaries of language.  As Leslie Kane puts it in The 

Silence of Language, “speech, the characterizing signature of humanity, has been 

superseded by silence to communicate unspoken experience beyond the limitations of 

human consciousness, such as fear, longing and death, as well as unspeakable 

experience beyond the comprehension of humanity, such as the dehumanizing or 

beastial” (13).  It is ironic that theater, which has been considered the most social and 

communal of the arts, demonstrates the increasing tendency to incorporate silence as 

an integral component and finds words as insufficient to express the profundities of 

the human experience.  

  Language has typically been used to define and attempt to control reality, 

whereas silence is ambiguous, implicit and suggestive.  Silence is used, as Kane states, 

not “to clarify phenomenal experience, but rather to dramatize the unintelligibility of 

that experience” (23).  Silence is multifaceted, rich in its diversity and can include 

such nuances as the dull silence of indifference, the somber silence of sadness, the 

engaged silence of perception, the uncomfortable silence of impasse, the controlled 

silence of outrage, the condemning silence of disapproval and, inevitably, the final, 

irreversible silence of death. 

  In Hoy es fiesta, Pilar, the protagonist’s wife, became deaf as a result of 

the traumas of war, including a violent rape which left her with an illegitimate child.  

When Silverio married Pilar, he was never able to accept the child fully and saw in her 

a reminder of the atrocities that Pilar had suffered.  He carries with him a terrible guilt 

for the child’s death, which though seeming to be accidental, probably could have 
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been prevented had he been more attentive.  He longs to confess the truth to Pilar and 

seek forgiveness, but ironically his words fall on deaf ears.  By the end of the play, he 

has decided to communicate by writing his message to her, but she dies tragically 

before he can unburden himself.  The words of a fortune teller - “Hay que esperar.  

Esperar siempre.  La esperanza nunca termina.  La esperanza es infinita.” – underscore 

the open nature of the conclusion, which is so characteristic of Buero’s dramaturgy. 

  Pilar’s deafness and subsequent death emphasize Silverio’s predicament as 

he deals with his personal responsibility and quest for redemption.  Since he will never 

hear words of forgiveness from Pilar, he must carry on and seek atonement through 

efforts to reach out and assist others.  There is an interesting moment in the play that 

seems to anticipate the participation in the silent world of the deaf that characterizes El 

sueño de la razón.  At one point, Pilar presses her hands tightly against Silverio’s ears 

to simulate deafness as she confesses to him her previously unspoken yet constant 

thoughts of her child. 

  Anita of Las cartas boca abajo is a link in a chain of mute characters that 

traces back to classical times with figures of powerful nonverbal presence such as 

Aeschylus’s Cassandra.  These taciturn observers serve as bystanders or outsiders who 

have withdrawn through silence from their surrounding reality and whose muteness 

highlights the injustice of the issues they refuse to acknowledge verbally.  Their 

silence becomes an eloquent statement and the action of not speaking speaks louder 

than words.  As Wittgenstein succinctly writes at the end of his Tractatus, “Whereof 

one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent.”  He describes a dual or twofold 

responsibility.  First, one must reach the limits of the sayable and acknowledge the 
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existence of unsayable things.  Secondly, by means of a language somehow formed on 

being silent, one must articulate that which cannot be grasped.  In Las cartas boca 

abajo, Buero achieves this duality by means of the linguistically withdrawn Anita. 

  Although Anita both hears and has the capacity for speech, she remains 

silent throughout the play and her presence creates a powerful counterpoint to the 

bitter verbal exchanges in which the other characters frequently engage.  Anita’s 

silence stems back to a betrayal she suffered at the hands of her sister Adela.  Years 

earlier Anita was courted by Ferrer, a charming intellectual who was enticed away 

from her by Adela.  When his relationship with Adela ran its course, Ferrer went on 

his way and Adela subsequently married Juan, whom she considers a failure and 

secretly compares to Ferrer, allowing her dissatisfaction to poison their marriage.  

Anita never married and lives with Adela, Juan and Juanito, their son. 

  As in Hoy es fiesta, at the end of the play Adela attempts to seek 

forgiveness from Anita, who, in a sense, represents her own conscience.  She admits 

her actions were reprehensible and takes full responsibility for the moral misery in 

which they live.  In spite of her desperate plea, Anita remains silent.  Once again, the 

conclusion is characterized by its open quality and intensified by the sound of the 

chirping of birds at dusk, ambiguously signifying either optimism or terror.  In the 

article “Under the Sign of Loss” that discusses voiceless and voiced agonies as equally 

resounding and forming a complex undecidability, the critic Rimmon-Kenan calls 

these two variations “a reflexion of the intertwining of misery and hope in human life” 

(258).  This perception can well apply to the unresolved nature so typical of many of 

Buero’s conclusions. 
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  Just as Pilar in Hoy es fiesta clasps her hands to Silverio’s ears, in El 

sueño de la razón, Buero figuratively clasps his hands over the ears of the audience.  

In every scene that includes Goys, we experience as intensely as possible the deaf 

world in which the protagonist lives.  This is achieved by having the other characters 

in Goya’s presence mouth their words voicelessly and by eliminating all other sounds 

as well.  We do hear Goya’s words, the strange thoughts he imagines and the pounding 

of his heartbeat that increases at times to dramatize his fear of violence and repression 

at the hands of the despot Fernando VII, king of Spain.   This specially controlled 

aural reality is accompanied by the visual presentation at different moments of Goya’s 

grotesque Black Paintings, revealing, as Michel Foucault puts it in Madness and 

Civilization, “man cast into darkness . . . Far beyond dreams, beyond the nightmare of 

beastiality, the last recourse: the end and the beginning of everything” (280-81). 

  In the book Language and Silence, George Steiner sees a crucial 

relationship between political inhumanity and language.  He sums up this connection 

in the following quote: 

 

  We come after, and that is the nerve of our condition.  After the  
  unprecedented ruin of humane values and hopes by the political 
  beastiality of our age. . . . What man has inflicted on man, in very recent  
  time, has affected the writer’s primary material – the sum and potential  
  of human behavior – and it presses on the brain with a new darkness. 

 

Through the total theater techniques that are employed to simulate Goya’s tormented 

reality, this play, as Marion Peter Holt explains in his introduction, deals 

“compellingly with the effects of terror and intimidation on the creative mind in a 
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repressive society.”  Batson and Bergman in their anthology Angels and Outcasts 

point out that deaf characters in nineteenth-century literature tend to be victims of 

suppression, but at the same time, morally superior to their hearing counterparts since 

they are outsiders and therefore not corrupted by society.  In the twentieth century, 

deaf characters serve more to transmit a sense of the modern condition, “its absurdity, 

its alienating pressures, its destruction of the individual, its smothering of the voice of 

one against many” (137).  This is certainly the case in Buero’s depiction of Goya and 

his silent world that borders on insanity in his struggle to cope with the repressive 

forces of the Spanish monarchy. 

  These three plays, beginning with the deaf Pilar in Hoy es fiesta, the mute 

Adela in Las cartas boca abajo and finally the total immersion into Goya’s tortured 

reality in El sueño de la razón, demonstrate not only Buero’s development regarding 

technical effects, but above all his need to express the unexpressible via the medium of 

silence.  Pilar’s words of forgiveness that would vindicate Silverio are never heard, 

leaving him to live between perpetual hope and agonizing doubt.  Here the unspoken 

reinforces our desperate need for affirmation and also our ultimate responsibility for 

our actions.  The denial of spoken forgiveness plays a similar role in Las cartas boca 

abajo where Adela must accept the blame for the unhappy situation in which she and 

her family are ensnared.  Her betrayal of her sister and her lack of love for her 

husband create a suffocating atmosphere intensified by Anita’s silence. 

  El sueño de la razón not only raises the issue of personal responsibility for 

one’s acts, but confronts the effect of political terror and repression on both the 

individual and artistic expression.  As we witness Goya’s fear as a reaction to the 
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despotic reign of Fernando VII and the persecution of the liberals, we also see the 

grotesquely distorted art that is a product of its creator’s agony and defiance.  Goya’s 

deafness magnifies his role as an outsider, an alien in his own country and our 

participation in his soundless world has tremendous impact as both a technical device 

and a revelation of our isolation from one another.  Buero’s portrayal of Goya captures 

this state of isolation, not only sharpening our awareness of it, but actually enabling us 

to experience it in a new way.  We, like Goya, are deaf in the sense of being ignored 

and lost in a world we cannot understand – outsiders struggling to connect with one 

another, both hopeful and hopeless in our shared human condition.  
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Constructing A Future World in Political Discourse 

 
Maria M. Manoliu 
University of California, Davis, USA 
e-mail:Mimanoliu@ucdavis.edu 
 
A basic characteristic of political discourse consists in the fact that often it does not re-create 

linguistically the world one talks about but creates a world, because it is mainly a compound 

of two categories of speech acts: directives (e.g. requesting) and commissives (e.g. 

promising). 1  

When relating the propositional content of the utterances to the state of affairs, their 

illocutionary point has the world-to-words direction of fit, which means that the world has to 

fit the words: in the case of directives, S(peaker) attempts to get H(earer) to create a world 

first presented in the words; in the case of commissives, the speaker makes a promise, in other 

words,  S undertakes to create a world first presented in the words (see Arendt 1972, Searle 

1979, Thom 1987, Vanderweken 1990, Schiffrin, 1994, Le Bart 1998).2 In this “creation of a 

world”, grammatical tenses and temporal expressions play a major role. In what follows we 

shall analyze the way in which political speeches use the present and future tenses when 

speaking about the creation of a better standard of life.3  

 

                                                 
1 For purposes of clarity we recall here the most widely accepted concepts of the theory of Speech Acts that will 
be used in characterizing persuasive discourse. According to Searle (1979), there are five classes of speech acts: 
representatives (e.g. ‘asserting’), directives (e.g. ‘requesting’), commissives (e.g. ‘promising’), declaratives (e.g. 
baptizing a ship), and expressives (e.g. ‘thanking’). Each speech act has a component that is defined as an 
illocutionary act. Illocutionary acts are defined by their illocutionary force (F) applied to their propositional 
content (P): F(P). The six components of an illocutionary force are: an illocutionary point, a mode of 
achievement of an illocutionary point, propositional content, preparatory conditions, sincerity conditions, and a 
degree of strength (see Vanderweken, 1990:103).  
 
2 The illocutionary point has a direction of fit, i.e., either the world has to be created in order to fit the words 
(world-to-words direction of fit) or the words have to fit the pre-existent world (words-to-world direction of fit). 
According to the type of illocutionary force there are five illocutionary points. The assertive point 
(characterizing the representative force of a speech act) consists in expressing as actual a state of affairs. The 
commissive point consists in committing the speaker to a future course of action.  The directive point consists in 
making an attempt to get the hearer to do something. The declarative point consists in performing an action that 
brings into the existence a state of affairs by representing oneself as performing that action. Last but not least, 
the expressive point consists in expressing propositional attitudes of the speaker about a state of affairs (see 
Searle, 1975; Vanderweken, 1990: 105). 
 
3 The data are taken from four speeches: (a) the speeches of two American presidents: (i) Franklin D. Roosevelt 
(1933), as a typical example of an American democratic leader, and (ii) GW Bush (2001 and, 2005), 
supplemented by quotations from Rueter, 2004; and (b) the speeches of two Romanian political leaders: (i) 
Nicolae Ceauşescu (1987) and (ii) Adrian Năstase, Prime Minister of Romania (2004). 
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Introduction: Theoretical outline. 

According to widespread definitions, the present tense is a sign of the coincidence (or 

“simultaneity”) between the time of enunciation and the time of the narrated event (see 

Benveniste 1966, Martin 1980, and Ricoeur 1983). Paul Ricoeur synthesizes this view as 

follows: 

Pour avoir un présent, comme nous l’avons aussi appris chez Benveniste, il faut que 
quelqu’un parle; le présent est alors signalé par la coïncidence entre un événement et le 
discours qui l’annonce; pour rejoindre le temps vécu à partir du temps chronique, il faut 
donc passer par le temps linguistique, référé au discours; c’est pourquoi telle date, complète 
et explicite, ne peut être dite ni futur ni pasée si on ignore la date de l’énonciation qui le 
prononce. (Ricoeur, 1983.3: 197). 
“In order to have a present, as Benveniste has already taught us, there must be somebody who 
speaks; the present (tense) is then signaled by the coincidence between an event and the 
speech that announces it (our emphasis); in order to join the lived time starting with the 
chronical time, one has to pass through the linguistic time, referred to the discourse; it is for 
this reason that a certain date, complete and explicit, can not be said as [being] neither future 
or past if one ignores the date of the enunciation which utters is”. 
 

 This is the case when the present tense functions as an indexical, a sign of deixis ad oculos; 

that is, when the time of the event has its point of reference (its origo) in the time of 

enunciation. But even then the time of enunciation may be only included in and not co-

extensive with the time of the linguistically codified event. A classic example of the fact that 

present tense expresses a relation of inclusion and not of simultaneity may be found in (1), an 

utterance performed by somebody looking out of the window: 

(1) Aujourd’hui il fait si  beau…   
 “Today it is so beautiful”, 
 
where it is clear that the time of enunciation is much shorter than the time of the state of 

affairs.4 

 Moreover, as Bühler (1982) points out, besides the deixis ad oculos there is also a 

deixis ad phantasma, when the origo is situated within the time created by the narrated event, 

by the text, with no reference to the moment of enunciation. In order to capture the function 

of the present tense as a sign of deixis ad phantasma, the canonical definition of the present 

tense that relates it to the moment of enunciation is inappropriate.  

                                                 
4 As Janssen (1999) points out, the grammatical tenses have nothing to do with the objective time, i.e. the 
referential time” but with the sequencing of events. Walker (2001:10) also mentions that “contexts in which the 
simple present refers to the actual moment of speaking are relatively restricted”. In brief, present tense and 
present time are not ‘isomporphic’. According to Lubbers-Quesada (2004) in Spanish (Mexican) narratives, the 
present tense is frequently used for describing past events : imperfective events – true before, during, up to the 
time of the narrated event, and after; imperfective events – true since the time of the narrated event; habitual 
events; and, much less frequently, successive events. 
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Our analysis is based on the hypothesis that the specific feature of the Romance present is 

to be defined by the relation between two possible times (see Figure 1):  

(i) story (or textual) time, the time of the narrated events as perceived by the speaker. 

(ii) cognitive or imagination time, defined by the position in time chosen by the 

speaker when reconstructing mentally the event (the events will be integrated into 

a plot so they would be reconstructed as the story world). The imagination time 

can either coincide with the enunciation time or not.5  

As will be demonstrated below, the invariant feature of the Romance present tense consists in 

the fact that the cognitive time is included in the story time, in most of the cases, and is, very 

rarely, co-extensive with the time of the event. The enunciation time is included in (and not 

coextensive with) the textual time only in the case of the default value of the present tense 

(see Figures II and III). In brief, it is not the present tense which is chameleonic, but “our 

imagination/ alias our mind”, which triggers linguistic choices (see Sten 1952; Wilmet 1997: 

341) 

When the origo is situated in the story-world, the position of the event on the axis of 

story-world as related to the time of enunciation may be explicitly specified by other 

linguistic means, such as temporal adverbial phrases (see demain ‘tomorrow’ in example (2)).  

(2) Fr. Demain  trois  extraterrestres  arrivent  sur  terre. 
 Tomorrow  three  ET's   arrive:PRES  on  earth 
 ‘Tomorrow three ET's (will) arrive on earth’. 
 
In an utterance such as (2) Fr. demain locates the time-origo (the cognitive time) at the 

moment of enunciation (“aujourd’hui”), hence the story-time is presented in prospect. But the 

present tense of the verb (arrivent) signals that the cognitive time is included in the story-

time, but not in the enunciation-time. Its goal is to visualize the story, to bring the 

interlocutor’s mental representation face-to-face with the universe of the linguistically 

encoded event. In English, aspectual features quantifying the event also accompany this value 

of inclusion. This is the case with the progressive present (we are making progress, Bush, 

2001) or the present perfect, which includes the final point of the event time in the cognitive 

and often enunciation time (we have increased funding, Bush, 2001). 

                                                 
5 According to Paul Ricœur (1983), in the process of constructing a story there are three stages he calls mimesis 
(the act of imitating and representing the events). The first stage (mimesis I) consists in comprehending “ce qu’il 
en est de l’agir humain: de sa sémantique, de sa symbolique, de sa temporalité. C’est sur cette pré-
compréhension, commune au poète et à son lecteur, que s’enlève la mise en intrigue et, avec elle, la mimétique 
textuelle et littéraire” (Ricœur, 1983. 1: 125). Mimesis II consists in the construction of the plot (viz. “la mise en 
intrigue’) (pp.125-135). Last but not least mimesis III takes place in the act of reading, when the reader 
reconstructs the events. (see pp. 136-144) 
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This Tense model combined with Speech Acts Theory can explain, on the one hand, 

the fact that, in political discourse, the historic present, and the factual present (which 

reconstruct linguistically preexisting events) have a very limited use. As mentioned before, in 

political discourse, the words create a world. On the other hand, in order to convince the 

addressee to accept the proposed measures for improving the standards of living, it is much 

more important to justify them at the moment of uttering. Consequently the use of the present 

tense as a sign of inclusion of the cognitive time (of the imagining speaker/addressee) in the 

story-time becomes an appropriate means of persuasion. 6 

 The analysis of the speeches referred to above reveals the following uses of present 

tense:  

(i) gnomic (universal) present used for constructing arguments rooted in commonly shared 

beliefs and/or political models;  

(ii) present of modal verbs of necessity, characterizing any directives and commissives;  

(iii) present of verbs of saying as means of hedging, for the purpose of evading responsibility 

for the proposed policies and their effects on society;  

 (iv) and, much less often, the so-called factual present that describes the state of affairs at 

the time of enunciation (indexical use). 

 

1. Present of “necessity”. 

1.1. Universal present of common beliefs. 

In the process of persuading the addressee that the proposed policies will create a better 

standard of living in agreement with a certain ideology, the speakers have two choices: (a) to 

propose an ideology that could fit the majority’s common beliefs or (b) to envisage a world 

based on a particular utopia (as in the case of representatives of dictatorial regimes). 

  Both Roosevelt and Bush advance arguments that are often constructed on the basis of 

well-known common beliefs: 

(3) When there is no vision the people perish (FDR: 229, 5) 
Happiness lies not in the mere possession of money; it lies in the joy of achievement, in the 
thrill of creative effort (FDR: 229, 7) 

                                                 
6 According to Robert Martin ‘s hypothesis (1980) the present tense signals that the utterance is true at the 
moment of reconstructing the event linguistically. For example, a TV reporter (CNN) uses the present tense 
(tells) to introduce the story of the journalist who was imprisoned when he tried to interview the Taliban’s 
soldiers, although the journalist in question is not present: 
 The journalist tells us that he succeeded in getting out of the prison where the Taliban fighters were 

held, before the riot. (CNN: Amanpour, 11/12/2001). 
If the reporter had used the past (The journalist told us) she would have presented the story as a fact of memory, 
which would have been less convincing 
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 Small wonder that the confidence languishes, for it thrives only on honesty, on honor, on the 

sacredness of obligations, on faithful protection, on unselfish performance; without them it 
cannot live (FDR: 229,8) 

 
 Too much government crowds out initiative and hard work… (GWB, 2001 :) 

And we leave in a country where the biggest dreams are born (GWB, 2005: Closing) 
 

Some of these premises are just mere banalities: 

(4) Reading is the foundation for all learning (GWB, 2001: 2) 
  

 A budget’s impact is counted in dollars (passive) (GWB, 2001: 1) 
See also: 
(5) tot ceea ce trebuie sa realizăm presupune oameni (NC: 2) 
 ‘everything we have to achieve presupposes people’ 
  

As already mentioned above, in dictatorial discourse the arguments are usually 

constructed on the basis of fabricated equivalences resting on ideological models rather than 

on common beliefs shared by the members of the given society.  

(6) Rom.  Ştiinţa însăşi înseamnă a gândi revoluţionar (NC: 3) 
   ‘Science itself means to think in a revolutionary way’. 
 
 Nu poţi fi om de ştiinţă dacă nu eşti un bun revoluţionar (NC: 3) 
 ‘One cannot be a scholar if one is not a good revolutionary’. 
 

1.2. Modal verbs of necessity. 

Modal verbs of necessity or imperative formulae are commonly used in persuasive discourse 

in order to create an authoritative mood among the audience. The use of the inclusive first 

person plural, i.e. ‘we’, including the addressees, is more suitable for the purpose of getting 

the audience’s support (Government, various governmental committees, Parliament, Marea 

Adunare Naţională  “The Great National Assembly”, etc.): 

(7) We may now restore that temple of ancient truth of our civilization (FDR, 229. 6) 
 
 Hand in hand with this we must frankly recognize the overbalance of population in our 

industrial centers… (FDR, 229:11). 
 
(8) We must tie funding to higher standards…(GWB, 2001: 2) 

 Now we must free small businesses from needles regulations (GWB, 2005: Ec.) 
 
The imperative (or subjunctive in Romanian) is also a signal of “necessity”: 

(9) Over the next several months, on issue after issue, let us do what Americans have always 
done, and build a better world for our children and grandchildren (GWB, 2005: 
Introduction); 

 
(10) să facem totul pentru dezvoltarea continuă 

‘we must do everything for continuous development… (AN, 2004: 3) 
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The Romanian periphrasis a avea + supine (corresponding to Engl. “to have +INF”) is a 

means of expressing the imminent future: 

(11) ce avem de făcut în continuare  (AN, 2004: 2) 
‘what we have to continue to do’. 

Another way to talk about a shared responsibility is combining YOU and I as 

subjects: 

(12) You and I share a responsibility. We must pass reforms that solve the financial problems of 
Social Security (GWB, 2005: Social Security). 

 
Roosevelt diminishes the strength of the illocutionary force of the directive by 

impersonal formulae such as “It is to be hoped” (13) or “it can be helped” (14): 

(13) It is to be hoped that the normal balance of Executive and legislative authority may be wholly 
adequate (FDR: 231, 20); 

 
(14) It can be helped by preventing realistically the tragedy of the growing loss through 

foreclosure of our small homes and farms (FDR: 230, 11) 
 

Negative nominal formulae are also a means of diminishing the strength of an imperative 

tone:  

(15) Nor need we shrink from honestly facing conditions in our country today (FDR: 228, 1). 
 

Roosevelt insists on urgent need for action by referring to the nation: 

(16) This Nation asks for action, and action now (FDR: 229, 9) 

or to the inner workings of social change: 

(17) Restoration calls, however, not for changes in ethics alone (FDR: 229,9) 

In his recent address, Bush also uses the collective nouns: America, United States, our 
generation: 
 
(18) To make our economy stronger and more competitive, America must reward, not punish the 

efforts and dreams of entrepreneurs (GWB, 2005: Economy) 
 
Năstase shifts the responsibility on to the audience: 
 
(19) este responsabilitatea parlamentului României de a adopta o lege clară în aceste domenii 

(respectând, fără îndoială, convenţiile internaţionale şi ţinând seama de interesele copiilor 
din România) (AN, 2004: 4) 

 ‘It is the Romanian parliament’s responsibility to adopt a clear law in this area (observing, of 
course, international conventions and taking into account the interests of children in 
Romania)’. 

 
The first person singular of modal verbs expressing personal convictions rather than objective 

necessity is rarely used in any persuasive discourse: 
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(20) I am convinced that you will again give that support to leadership in these    critical days 
(FDR, 228: 1) 

 
 I am certain that my fellow Americans expect that on my induction into the Presidency I will 

address them with candor and decision… (FDR: 228,1). 
 

 Even a verb of feeling will convey the same idea that the speaker believes that the 

audience is willing to act accordingly: 

(21) mă bucur să constat că […] (AN, 2004:1) 
‘I am pleased to note that […]’ 

 
The most frequent present in dictatorial discourse is the expression of “necessity” as 

an objective social imperative, because the “reality” conceived in the mind of the leaders 

has to be justified by objective economic and social laws which must dictate the construction 

of reality (see (22)-(23) below from Ceauşescu, 1987: 2 in Manoliu, 1989: 66):7 

(22)  toate acestea impun ca o necesitate (NC: 2)  
 ‘all these impose as a necessity’    
 
As shown by (22), accumulations of signs of ‘necessity’ are not unusual. The passive 

reflexive (with an undetermined agent) is a most appropriate formula for expressing 

“objective necessity”: 

 
(23) se  impun    măsuri   ferme în vederea… (NC: 2)   
 REFL imposed: PRES/3PL measures firm  in view of… 
 ‘firm measures are to be taken in view of…’.   . 
 
 se impune ca o necesitate(NC: 2) 
 ‘it is imposed as a necessity’ 

 

2. Hedging means 

 

The term hedging is used in discourse analysis for the purpose of defining the means by 

which the speakers diminish the strength of the illocutionary force because they do not want 

to take full responsibility for the truth-value of their utterances.  In the framework of Speech 

Acts Theory, hedging is a way of floating the Maxim of Quality (or the Sincerity Condition).8 

In Grice’s words, the Maxim of Quality is defined as follows: 

                                                 
7 It is no secret that communist dictators consider that, unlike in any previous type of society in which the inner 
workings of objective laws produce the necessary changes, the communist society  “has to be built”, it is the 
result of transforming into reality the party’s decisions based on the communist ideology (for example, 
Ceauşescu often talks about “transpunerea in viaţă a hotărârilor partidului” ‘the transformation into reality of the 
party’s decisions”). 
8. A more formalized version of the Sincerity condition may be found in Vanderveken, 1990: 117. For a detailed 
discussion of Grice’s Maxims see the volume edited by Markkanen, Raija and Hartmut Schröder, 1997. 
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 “Try to make your contribution one that is true, specifically: 
 (a) do not say what you believe to be false; 
 (b) do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence.” 

An interesting example of difference in assertive strength due to difference in language may 

be found in the heated exchange between Senator John Kerry and President George Bush 

concerning the reasons for declaring war on Iraq. On the one hand, Kerry insists on the fact 

that Bush asserted that Saddam Hussein has got chemical weapons (strong representative 

statement), whereas Bush claims that his decision was based on the fact that Sadam Hussein 

had the ability to make weapons (hedged assertion due to the expression of probability) (see 

(24)): 

(24) “This morning on ‘Meet the Press’, President Bush said that his decision to go to war with 
Iraq when he did was because Saddam Hussein had, quote, ‘the ability to make chemical 
weapons’,” Kerry told reporters at the news conference.  

 “This is a far cry from what the president and his administration told the American people 
throughout 2002. Back then, President Bush repeatedly told the American people that Saddam 
Hussein, quote, ‘has got chemical weapons’.”  

(RICHMOND, Virginia (CNN, 2003): Democratic presidential front-runner Sen. John Kerry accused 
President Bush on Sunday of changing his story on U.S. intelligence about Iraq during an interview 
on NBC's “Meet The Press”.)  

In his 2001 Report, President Bush also presents the facts as an intent, as a  possibility: 

(25) Our nation also needs a clear strategy to confront the threats of the 21st century, threats that 
are more widespread and less certain. They range from terrorists who threaten with bombs to 
tyrants and rogue nations’ intent on developing weapons of mass destruction. (GWB, 2001: 
5) 

2.1. Verbs of saying. 

Both Bush and, more frequently, Ceauşescu and Năstase use verbs of saying in order to 

hedge their proposals. When speaking in the first person singular, both the Romanian Prime 

Minister and Ceauşescu use verbs of saying modified by modal expressions of volition 

(optative mood): 

(26) Aş vrea să vă spun.. (AN, 2004:1)  Vreau să mă refer (AN, 2004: 2). 
 ‘I would like to tell you’    ‘I want to refer to’  
 
 aş dori să mă refer (NC, 1987: 4) ‘I would like to refer to’ 
 
In Ceauşescu’s speeches the strength of the illocutionary force is often upgraded by the 

addition of adverbial phrases of manner: 

(27) trebuie să spunem cu deplină satisfacţie că…(NC, 1987: 2) 
 ‘we have to say with entire satisfaction that…’ 
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Even when the impersonal reflexive is present: 
 
(28) se poate afirma cu deplin temei că dezbaterile au constituit o puternică manifestare a 

hotărârii comuniştilor […] de a face totul pentru a înfăptui neabătut politica internă şi 
externă a partidului (NC, 1987: 1) 

 ‘one can say with good reason that the debates have constituted a strong manifestation of the 
determination of communists’ […] to do everything in order to carry out, firmly, the domestic 
and foreign policies of the party’ . 

 

Interestingly enough, as an intensive form of assertion, even negative forms of verbs of 

saying may be used: 

(29) nu se poate vorbi de […] fără… (NC, 1987: 3) 
 ‘one cannot talk about […] without…’ 
  
 

2.2. Verbs of knowing. 

Both Bush and the Romanian Prime Minister frequently use the first person plural with verbs 

of knowing for the purpose of including the addressee in the class of responsible participants 

in the policies proposed.  

(30) We know a good education starts with a good teacher (GWB, 2001: 2) 
 

The road of Providence is uneven and unpredictable – yet we know where it leads: it leads to 
freedom (GWB, 2005: Closing) 
 

(31) trebuie să  fim   conştienţi  cu  toţii (AN, 2004:3) 
must that be:SUBJ. 1st PL  aware: PL with all 
“we all must be aware of…” 
 

In (32), the possessive of the first person plural refers in fact only to the speaker. For added 

persuasiveness, an expression of knowing (vision) is combined with a verb of saying. 

(32) our new governing vision says (GWB, 2001: 1) 
 
Similarly, in (33) AN uses a “modesty we” rather than an inclusive one: 
 
(33) înţelegem să acţionăm în perioada următoare pentru a răspunde acestor preocupări  (AN, 

2004: 2) 
‘we understand [that it is necessary] to take action in the following period in order to fulfill 
these tasks’.  

  

In (34) the impersonal reflexive is aimed at diminishing the strength of the directive, despite 

the clear addressee-centered orientation of the utterance: 

 (34) Aş vrea  să  se  înţeleagă  foarte bine  că…(AN, 2004: 3) 
 Want:OPT that REFL understand very well that 
 ‘I would like it to be very well understood that…’ 
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In Năstase’s speeches, the use of the second person plural is a means of signaling that 

the addressee is directly implicated in the achievement of the proposed measures (see (35)): 

(35) Ştiţi importanţa deosebită a respectării calendarului de aderare  (AN,2004:1) 
‘You know the outstanding importance of respecting the calendar for adhesion [to the EC]’. 
 

 Cunoaşteţi, desigur, obiectivele noastre pentru acest an şi pentru anii următori (AN, 2004:1) 
 ‘You know, of course, our objectives for this year and for the following ones’. 
 
 ştiţi să folosiţi, să traduceţi în limba de la Bruxelles evoluţiile interne, eventualele progrese, 

pentru că, în mod inevitabil, cunoaşteţi ceea ce e sensibil sau semnitifcativ. Cunoaşteţi felul 
în care dinamica procesului poate fi prezentată, ca un aspect pozitiv… (AN, 2004:1) 

 ‘You know how to translate into the language of Brussels (EC) our internal developments, 
the progress we may make, because, inevitably, you know what is delicate and significant. 
You know the way in which the dynamics of the process should be presented, as a positive 
aspect…’ 

 
(36) You’re free. And freedom is beautiful. And, you know, it’ll take time to restore chaos 

and order, order out of chaos. But we will (GWB in Rueter, 2004: 62). 
 
But see also (37) where the verb of knowing has a subject represented by the collective 

plural, Americans: 

(37) Americans recognize that spirit of liberty because we share it (GWB, 2005: Iraq) 
 
All these verbs of knowing in the second person plural signal the fact that  the responsibility 

falls mainly on the addressee’s shoulders. 

Bush’s speeches are characterized by the frequent use of the first person singular with 

verbs of knowing: 

 (38) I am mindful of the difference between the executive branch and the legislative branch. I 
assured all four of these leaders that I know the difference, and the difference is they pass the 
law and I execute them. (GWB, one month before his presidential inauguration, in Rueter, 
2004:54) 

 
I recognize that 2018 and 2042 may seem like a long way off (GWB, 2005: Social Security) 

 
 I know that none of these reforms would be easy (GWB, 2005: Social Security). 
 

 

3. Indexical present. 

3.1. Present Tense and the State of affairs. 

As expected, in political discourse the present tense very rarely refers to the actual state of 

affairs, because, in its indexical use, it is essentially appropriate in representative speech acts. 

Representatives are characterized by a point of direction that consists in representing a state 

of affairs as actually existing.  In brief, it has a words-to-world direction of fit. Verbs 
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expressing “insist”, “state”, “boast”, and “conclude”, for example, are all based upon the way 

words are fitted to a pre-existent world (in the sense that it is not created by those words).  

Roosevelt’s address is a relevant example of the fulfillment of the sincerity condition 

when he describes the state of affairs in both its positive and negative aspects by combining 

the present perfect with the present of continuity (serial or not).  

(39) In such a spirit on my part and yours we face our common difficulties. They concern, thank 
God, only material things. Values have shrunken to fantastic levels; taxes have risen; our 
ability to pay has fallen; government of all kinds is faced by serious curtailment of income; 
the means of exchange are frozen in the currents of trade; the withered leaves of industrial 
enterprise lie on every side; farmers find no markets for their produce; […]. More important, 
a host of unemployed citizens face the grim problem of existence, and equally great number 
toil with little return. […] (FDR: 228, 3-4). 

 
The positive sides are also described as a continuum by combining the present perfect with 

the durative present: 

(40) Nature still offers her bounty and human efforts have multiplied it. Plenty is at our doorsteps, 
but the generous use of it languishes in the very sight of the supply (FDR: 229,4) 

 Our Constitution is so simple and practical (FDR: 231,19). 

Bush also use the present perfect for expressing the continuity of the events: 

(41) We have known times of sorrow, and hours of uncertainty, and days of victory. In all this 
history, even when we disagreed, we have seen threads of purpose that unite us (GWB, 2005: 
Closing) 

  
Adrian Năstase uses the factual present either by referring either to the audience (42) or to 

opposite attitudes (often co-occurring with a modalized expression of probability) (43): 

(42) Sunteţi aici, dumneavoastră, cei care reprezentaţi consilierii de pre-aderare pe lângă 
instituţiile româneşti şi avem, în sfârşit, ocazia de a ne adresa direct dumneavoastră (AN, 
2004: 1). 

 “You are here, you, who represent the counsellors of pre-adhesion in the Romanian 
institutions and we [i.e. I] have, at last, the opportunity to address you directly.” 

 

(43) Sunt probabil în continuare anumite presiuni din partea unor organizaţii neguvernamentale 
pentru o linie sau alta (AN: 2004: 4). 

 “It is very likely that there still are certain pressures on behalf of non-governmental 
organizations for one line (of action) or another.” 

 
 

3.2. Creating a Continuous Perspective. 

In English the continuity between present (even past) and future can be expressed by the 

progressive present (to be+ gerundive-ing): 

(44) Together, we are changing the tone of our Nation’s capital (GWB, 2001: 1) 

See also (45), where the inclusive subject extends to the whole country, America: 

(45) I hope America is noticing…( GWB, 2001: 1) 
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  In Romanian (as in many other Romance languages) the perspective of continuity is 

expressed by verbal forms whose semantic features activate “the orientation toward the 

future”: e.g. a aştepta ‘to wait’, a se asigura/ a se crea condiţii pentru…’to ensure/ to create 

the conditions for’: 

 (46) delegaţii aşteaptă ca marele forum să dea o nouă perspectivă (NC: 1) 
 ‘the delegates […] are waiting for the great forum to give a new perspective’ . 
 
Notice the combination of ‘waiting’ with ‘a new perspective’. 

Nominalized verbal forms such as : trecerea la ‘the passage to’ (cf. verb a trece ‘to 

pass’), creşterea (continuă) ‘the (continuous) growth’ (cf. the verb a creşte‘ to grow’), 

dezvoltarea ‘the development’, etc. , also open the orientation toward the future. 

Another way of introducing a ‘continuous perspective’ consists in the coordination of 

an expression of the present with one referring to the future (47) or even to the past (48): 

(47) considerăm că pentru această etapă şi cea viitoare (NC: 3) 
 ‘we consider that for this stage and the next (lit. future) one…’ 
 
(48) am acţionat şi acţionăm (NC: 4) 
 ‘we have acted and we are acting’. 
 

4. Future tenses: do they create a future? 

Given the fact that we are dealing with directives and commissives, future tenses scarcely 

ever occur in any political discourse. When they do occur, this is often a signal of ‘optimism’, 

but more often it activates its modal value of ‘uncertainty’. The subjects may be in the first, 

second or third person plural: 

-- 1st person plural: 

(49) I will continue to meet with you because in the end we will be judged (GWB, 2001)   
[we should not ]and we will not run our public schools from Washington (GWB, 2001: 1) 
 
To promote peace and stability in the broader Middle East, the United States we will 
work with our friends in the region to fight the common threat of terror, while we 
encourage a higher standard of freedom (Bush, 2005: Iraq) 

 
-- 2nd person plural 
(50) by supporting this budget, you will make it yours (= the congress) as well (GWB, 2001: 2) 
 
 -- 3rd person pl: 
(51) some of these resources will come from government (GWB, 2001: 1) 
 

An utterance such as (52) excels in the modal value of uncertainty by combining the present 

perfect with three redundant expressions of ‘beginning’: begun, new, and effort. 
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(52) Laura has begun a new effort to recruit Americans to the profession that will shape our 
future. Laura will travel across America, to promote sound teaching practices… (GWB, 
2001: 2). 

 
Ceauşescu offers a pathetic example of diluting the responsibility for the truth-value of the 

assertion regarding the building of the multilaterally developed socialist society.  

(53) Numai odată cu înfăptuirea Programului Partidului – deci în jurul anilor 2000 – într’o 
perioadă de 50 de ani, vom putea spune că am realizat societatea socialistă multilateral 
dezvoltată (NC: 2) 

 ‘Only when the party program is fulfilled (lit. will be…) – therefore, by the years 2000 – 
within a period of 50 years, shall we be able to say that we have created the multilaterally 
developed society’. 

 
In this way the future tense undergoes a metamorphosis, which makes its use possible 

without any danger that the state of affairs may contradict it. Such impossibility of 

constructing the socialist society in the time envisaged is already suggested by the following 

assessment: 

(54) Trebuie să spunem însă deschis că realizările din primii doi ani ai cincinalului nu sunt la 
nivelul prevederilor planului şi al posibilităţilor reale ale economiei româneşti (NC: 2) 
‘However, we have to say openly that the achievements of the first two years of the five-year 
plan are not up to the level of the stipulations of the plan and of the real possibilities of the 
Romanian economy’. 

  
Another way of emptying the future of its truth-value is to combine it with lexical items that 

announce a diluted certainty (e.g. aşteptări ‘expectations’, să dezvolte ‘to develop’, să ridice 

‘to come up’, înaintarea fermă ‘firm advance’) and with comparatives of superiority (with no 

point of comparison: e.g. şi mai înalt nivel ‘even higher level’, tot mai puternic ‘even more 

strongly’) or lexical expressions of superlatives (e.g. spre înaltele piscuri ‘towards the highest 

peaks’). 6 A relevant example may be found in (52). 

 

(55)  Vom face astfel încât dezbaterile şi hotărârile Conferinţei naţionale să răspundă pe deplin 
aşteptărilor lor, să ridice la un nivel şi mai înalt […], să dezvolte tot mai puternic spiritul 
revoluţionar, să asigure înaintarea fermă […] pe calea socialismului, spre înaltele piscuri 
ale civilizaţiei comuniste.. (NC: 1). 

 “We shall act in such a way that the debates and the decisions of the National Convention 
may fully come up to their expectations, may reach an even higher level […], may develop 
even more strongly the revolutionary spirit, may ensure the firm advance […] on the way 
toward socialism, toward the highest peaks of communist civilization”. 

 

 The Romanian Prime-Minister uses the future mainly in speech acts of promises:  

(56)  Vreau deasemena să ştiţi că veţi avea o linie directă cu cabinetul meu, cu colegii mei… (AN, 
2004: 1) 
“I would also like you to know that you will have a direct [open] line with my cabinet, with 
my colleagues…” 
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But most of the time the future describes the actions he intends to take in order to ensure the 

success of his policies. Consequently he uses a variety of verbs that share the idea of closely 

monitoring every step: e.g. va fi urmărită cu stricteţe “it will be strictly monitored”, vom 

urmări ca “we shall make sure that”, ne vom concentra foarte mult “we shall concentrate 

very much”, ne vom axa “to center [his attention]”, etc. A relevant example may be found in 

(57): 

 
(57) Vom urmări, deasemenea, ca procesul de legiferare sa fie susţinut (AN, 2004: 2) 

“We shall also make sure that the process of legislation is permanent…” 
 
Very rarely, the future is used for the purpose of inviting promises of collaboration: 
 
(58) Sprijinul şi expertiza dumneavoastră vor fi esenţiale pentru a realiza obiectivele noastre 

(AN, 2004:1) 
 “Your help and your expertise will be essential for the realization of our objectives”. 
 
Roosevelt uses the future rather frequently, but nuances it by alternating the person referred 

to by the subject (the Nation, the Congress; I, we, you,): 

(59) This great Nation will endure as it has endured, will revive and will prosper (FDR: 228,1) 

But in the event that the Congress shall fail to take one of these two courses… (FDR: 231,22) 

I am convinced that you will again give that support to leadership (FDR: 228,1). 

In (60), the certainty of this future is reinforced by the temporal adverb presently and the 

attribute immediate: 

(61) I shall presently urge upon a new Congress […] and I shall seek the immediate assistance of 
the several States (FDR: 230,13). 

 

Conclusions. 

The uses of tenses for constructing the future in the analyzed speeches reveal an interesting 

image of the political figures under discussion. In lieu of other conclusions, it is more 

interesting to briefly review their most striking characteristics.  

Since political discourse has its illocutionary point oriented from world-to-words, it is 

expected that everybody would quite frequently use the present of modal verbs of necessity 

(constructing directives). The means of varying the degrees of strength of their illocutionary 

force is mainly achieved in the following ways: (i) by alternating verbs with slightly different 

persuasive power (must, should, it is hoped, etc.); and (ii) by changing the person of the 

subject referring to the responsible factors, which can insure either the success or the failure 

of the policies in question: we, you, they, the nation, the government, etc.  
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Roosevelt’s speech alternates the degrees of strengths of the illocutionary force of 

modal verbs of necessity in a way none of the other does. Adrian Năstase often uses verbs of 

knowing in the second person plural to shift responsibility from his own shoulders on to those 

of the audience (the Government). George Bush often constructs his arguments for the 

necessity of his proposed measures by invoking common shared beliefs (and even banal and 

pleonastic statements) and does not shrink from using the first person singular with verbs of 

knowledge in order to show that he is aware of his responsibilities as a the President of the 

Unite States. Nicolae Ceauşescu’s proposed measures and his evaluations of the possibilities 

of realizing the envisaged social changes rest heavily on his communist ideological model 

rather than on shared beliefs. His present tense is always the symbol of “objective necessity”. 

As predicted by the predominant types of speech acts involved, in political discourse 

the factual present occurs only very rarely (usually with verbs of feelings or knowing) and the 

historical present is entirely missing. 
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Issues of Gender and Sexuality in The Five Hundred Kingdom Series 

 

Mercedes Lackey is one of the most prolific and talented writers now publishing in the 

field of fantasy. The novels she has published number somewhere in the 60-70 range and cover 

topics as diverse as the imaginary land of Valdemar, the psychic detective Diane Tregard, the 

bards of the fantasy worlds, Elves in contemporary society, and elemental masters—those 

magicians who control earth, air, fire, and water and the creatures peculiar to each element. Not 

only has she published such a profusion of novels by herself, she has collaborated with some of 

the biggest names in the fantasy field, Marion Zimmer Bradley and Andre Norton to name just a 

couple. While all the fantasy novels reflect Ms. Lackey’s interest in the occult and mystical, 

none, it seems to me, is  so closely tied to fairy tales as her series on the five hundred kingdoms. 

This observation, in turn, leads to the questions that drive the present paper: Why has Lackey 

chosen to tie herself to such a recognizable vehicle as well-known fairy tales? What does she 

gain by modeling her novels on these stories? What modifications does she make to the structure 

and apparatus involved in these fairy tales? Finally, how are the themes, motifs, symbols and 

social strata she provides in her series advanced by incorporating fairy tales? 

 Lackey’s series on the five hundred kingdoms is only one of numerous adaptations of the 

Fairy Tale in contemporary fiction, but many of the tales have become the subject of fierce social 

debate. The controversy surrounds the fact that “each of the heroines exhibits varying degrees of 

passivity and must ultimately be rescued by a male and fulfilled by marriage” (Hallet, 51). 

Folklore is a potent contributor to cultural stability, exerting tremendous pressure to conform to 

romanticized roles found in fairy tales. As Karen Rowe has noted in Feminism and Fairy Tales, 

“Few women expect a literally ‘royal’ marriage with Prince Charming; but, subconsciously at 
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least, female readers assimilate more subtle cultural imperatives. They transfer from fairy tales 

into real life those fantasies which exalt acquiescence to male power and make marriage not 

simply one ideal, but the only estate toward which women should aspire….But recent studies, 

such as Beauvoir’s The Second Sex, Greer’s The Female Eunuch, and Friedan’s The Feminine 

Mystique, to mention only the forerunners, have exposed the historical conditions which 

subordinate women in all areas from the procreative to the political.  With progressive suffrage 

and liberation movements of the twentieth century and radical redefinitions of sexual and social 

roles, women are challenging both previous mores and those fairy tales which inculcate romantic 

ideals.”   

 Even though the controversy over the socializing role of fairy tales in regard to 

contemporary young women is indeed fierce, contemporary writers continue to make use of the 

fairy tale, using it as a vehicle to entertain, teach, and even titillate. Some writers, in fact, seem to 

be using the form not only simply to entertain, but as an opportunity to provide strong assertive 

heroines that are goal driven but nevertheless participate in the romance that society demands 

from fairy tales. Mercedes Lackey seems to be one such writer that not only works within 

archetypal forms such as fairy tales but modifies them so that they can encompass the 

sensibilities of modern women who have to balance home and career. This paper, then, will 

focus on how the concept of “tradition” is tied to gender and sexuality in one novel from the five 

hundred kingdome series: The Fairy Godmother. 

 The Cinderella story is well known, indeed too well known to need any kind of extensive 

review.  The hateful stepmother and obnoxious stepsisters tyrannize the beautiful, kind and 

wholesome Cinderella.  Cinderella’s traits are traditional “female” traits, traits that belong to the 

nurturer, the homemaker, the supporter for males in the society. Cinderella is rescued by the 
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handsome prince and removed from a life of drudgery and oppression to a magical life of luxury. 

Herein reside the problems that fuel most of the opposition to the traditional Cinderella story.  

Fairy Tales and myths provide a strong sociopolitical backdrop that influence the beliefs and 

expectations of young women and in the process serve to reinforce the idea that young women 

should abdicate their own power, forego their own interests and talents to serve as an accessory 

or attachment for the male within the tradition of marriage.  It seems that most of the latest 

generation of feminists would agree that being sweet and feminine with a goal of marriage is fine 

as a woman’s true goal and desire, but girls shouldn’t be preconditioned to this as an ideal or 

made to feel that something is wrong if they don’t want this (see the Blog Adventures in Lame). 

The problem is to find or create a Cinderella story that responds to the social anxiety over the 

necessity for balance and the freedom of choice for young women.  There are currently a number 

of children’s books, novels, and movies that present a strong female and her male partner in a 

changing Cinderella complex: Ever After, Just Ella, and the Fairy Godmother (Also see Jack 

Zipes, Don’t Bet on the Prince: Contemporary Feminist Fairy Tales in North America and 

England). The characters in each of these provide a balance of both feminine and masculine 

traits.  Not one of these female characters expects a male to solve her problems because the 

females are the problem solvers. In particular, Elena, from the Fairy Godmother, will serve as 

heroine of interest for the remainder of this paper as it examines how Mercedes Lackey has 

recast the Cinderella Story and works within the fairy tale tradition to enlarge and invigorate the 

fairy tale for contemporary readers, both male and female. 

 Lackey has made use of a frame device in the Fairy Godmother to allow her heroine, 

Elena Klovis, freedom to grow into the self-assured, interesting, and dynamic person that she 

becomes as she assumes the mantle of Fairy Godmother. The Cinderella story itself is the frame 
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for this novel as Lackey modifies the story line from the familiar Cinderella gets the Prince and 

lives happily ever after to there is no Prince to rescue Elena.  In order to escape her bondage to 

Madame Klovis and her daughters, Elena accepts (gladly, I might add) an apprenticeship with 

the Fairy Godmother inherent in the Cinderella story in order to become a Fairy Godmother 

herself. The bulk of the story and the real interest then is in how Elena learns to cope with and 

change her environment and, by the end of the novel, find happiness and true love on her own 

terms. 

 Lackey has chosen to address the shaping and limiting aspects our society under the 

notion of Tradition. So the construct Tradition in the Fairy Godmother is a magical, ambient, and 

self aware presence that forces people into the familiar kinds of tales and myths that permeate 

society and subtly, or even not so subtly, pressures people into becoming players in roles society 

chooses, but not necessarily in roles that are in the best interests of the people chosen by the 

Tradition. Obviously, what Lackey is including under the umbrella of Tradition are the shaping 

factors of society coming from education, church, family, and patriarchal mores handed down as 

truth. But what she does very cleverly in the novel is to let Tradition be a magical construct that 

doggedly tries to force people down paths that are clearly delineated, whether they are benign or 

deleterious, rather than put the onus on those institutions and forces that we are reluctant to 

accuse or change. So Cinderella in itself is a path within the Tradition, and the Tradition tries to 

force Elena into the usual role of abused daughter who is to be rescued by the Prince. 

Unfortunately for the Tradition, but fortunately for Elena, there is no suitable Prince for Elena to 

wed when she reaches the appropriate age range—16 to 18. The Tradition is frustrated and 

continues to try to force Elena into some other path where she will meet and be swept away by 

some Prince. But Madame Bela, Elena’s Fairy Godmother, shows up to provide a rescue by 
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offering Elena an apprenticeship so that she can be of service to various kingdoms by learning to 

work within the Tradition and also by learning to alter the Tradition where it would prove to be 

dangerous or destructive if left unchecked. The Tradition itself becomes the opposing force that 

Elena must master to be successful. The various episodes within the novel are all precipitated by 

the Tradition and to manipulate the myths and fairy tales that abound in the novel, Elena has to 

force the Tradition to deal with her on her own terms, under the conditions that she sets. Only by 

refusing to let the Tradition set the conditions that affect her life can she find love and 

fulfillment. 

 Elena is brought to the magical cottage of Madame Bela and over the course of many 

months is instructed in those things that a Fairy Godmother is expected to master and is 

introduced to the people, both magical and non-magical, that she will one day serve in her 

capacity as a Fairy Godmother. She is also instructed in things magical and her magical potential 

is fully realized in the course of her instruction. It is during the course of her apprenticeship that 

she begins to fully realize that her true adversary is really the Tradition itself. During the course 

of assisting Madame Bela help a young wife deal with her pregnancy, Elena learns the real 

nature of the Tradition as she realizes that the Tradition is in the process of forcing the young 

woman down a traditional path that would ultimately be destructive to both the young wife and 

her unborn child. As Elena found as she worked with the young woman, “The Tradition wanted 

this young woman for something. It bent its power towards making her into that something. It 

was like an enormous, blind, insensate beast, pushing her towards that end, and it did not want to 

let her go down some other path.” (FG, 161)  It turns out that the Tradition had earlier tried to 

make the young woman into a Fair Rosalinda, a desperately unhappy path in that she would be 

seduced by a king, kidnapped and put into a tower, and ultimately killed by a jealous queen. But 
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the young woman married early and escaped that path. The tradition, however, still wanted her 

and intended to turn her unborn female child into a Ladderlocks (Rapunzel). But as Madame 

Bela noted, “A ladderlocks is nothing more than bait for a deathtrap, and I won’t have one of 

those in my kingdoms, either!” (FG, 165) Elena was put in charge of frustrating the intentions of 

the Tradition and in the process achieved Fairy Godmother status. Shortly after that, Madame 

Bela retired and left Elena in charge of the various kingdoms that had previously been the 

responsibility of Madame Bela.  

 While the individual episodes are interesting on their own merit, the intent of the paper is 

to understand how Lackey adapts the fairy tale vehicle to produce a heroine that can serve as a 

more acceptable role model for contemporary readers. Since folklorists argue rather convincingly 

that folktales, myths and fairy tales have always ben one of culture’s primary mechanisms for 

inculcating roles and behaviors, it is useful to see how Lackey has modified the fairy tale vehicle 

to produce a form that can lead to balance and choice as principles to be emulated and practiced 

as romantic ideals.  With that in mind, the paper will examine one episode in particular that 

introduces the prince who eventually becomes Elena’s male partner. The episode exemplifies the 

balance in Elena between those characteristics usually thought to be feminine and those 

characteristics usually regarded as masculine. Additionally, the burgeoning relationship between 

the prince and Elena, brings about the confrontation between the Tradition and Elena that causes 

her to issue what contemporary female readers of the novel might well regard as a feminist 

manifesto. 

 Among the multitude of fairy tales that the novel incorporates, the motif of the quest is 

one that stands out inasmuch as it introduces Prince Alexander into the story line. A neighboring 

kingdom announces a quest to be attempted by anyone who would aspire to wed the king’s only 
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daughter and inherit his kingdom in the process. Since the king has only the one child and deeply 

desires her happiness as well as the continued well being of his kingdom, he plans a quest that 

will determine which suitor is truly qualified. The trial is designed by a friendly sorcerer allied 

with the king. Ordinarily, a local white witch would design the tests each questor would need to 

pass in order to ascend the mountain and claim the princesses hand. However, the white witch is 

off on other business at the time and requests that Godmother Elena test the questors that will 

appear in her part of the forest. Elena agrees and her job becomes testing three brothers, royal 

princes from a neighboring kingdom, as to their suitability to proceed with the quest. Elena 

appears at a crossroads in the forest, disguised as a helpless and needy old crone, so that she can 

appeal for aid and sustenance to each of the princes in turn. The princes have been magically 

separated and left to wander aimlessly until such time as the Godmother can intercept each one 

individually for testing. Only the youngest prince, Prince Julian, is found worthy of the 

Godmother’s help and direction in the quest. He is sent on to face the tests while his two brothers 

face an entirely different sort of scenario. The oldest of the three princes, Prince Octavian, fails 

to heed the entreaties of the old crone at all and simply tries to pass her by without even 

acknowledging her entreaties for help. While he wasn’t overtly cruel to her, he failed miserably 

in his knightly duties to aid the poor and the downtrodden. Elena sends him to wander aimlessly 

in the woods until such time as he realizes his failures. Additionally, he has to spend an 

indeterminant amount of time in the lowest forms of manual labor to realize the worth of all 

people, not just the nobility. The second son, Prince Alexander, not only fails the tests of 

courtesy and compassion but he acts like an ass and actually tries to run the old crone down as 

she steps in his path to entreat him for help. The old crone, Godmother Elena, is naturally 

incensed and devises a rather more stringent punishment for him than for his brother. Since he 
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acts like an ass, she turns him into an ass and then takes him back to her cottage to live and work 

as an ass until such time as he not only sees the error of his ways, but can also reform his 

behavior and act in a manner befitting a knightly prince.    

 As noted earlier in the paper, Fairy Tales have always been one of culture’s primary 

mechanisms for inculcating roles and behaviors. These tales glorify passivity, dependency, and 

self sacrifice as a heroine’s cardinal virtues. As Karen Rowe has noted, the fairy tale romance 

“glosses over the heroine’s impotence: she is unable to act independently or self-assertively; she 

relies on external agents for rescue; she binds herself first to the father and then the prince; she 

restricts her ambitions to hearth and nursery.”(Rowe, 2) Lackey, however, builds a much 

different heroine and as a concomitant condition manages to build a male partner much more 

aligned to the balanced and sharing relationships which contemporary culture demands.  The 

episode that takes place when Godmother Elena decides to “instruct” Prince Alexander amply 

illustrates the appropriate behavior for a modern Heroine both in her personal relations and her 

professional life as well. In due course, Prince Alexander learns to value a woman for her brains 

and ability, not just her beauty. At such time, he becomes an appropriate companion for a Fairy 

Godmother. But the education is a painful one at best. 

 Prince Alexander has been transformed into an ass for his actions toward the Godmother. 

She takes him to her cottage, as mentioned, and proceeds to begin to teach him what it means to 

be a real human rather than a pampered prince. Elena realizes that bringing Alexander to her 

home poses a real risk in that she must restore him to human status one day in seven or he will 

slowly become the ass whose shape he bears and lose all humanity. Not only does this mean that 

the prince will do his best to either escape or take advantage of Elena if he can, but also that the 

Tradition will attempt to force Elena and Alexander down one of the usual Tradition paths. Since 
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Elena had been destined to wed a prince in her capacity as a Cinderella, she is particularly 

susceptible to the presence of an eligible prince in her vicinity. The paths open to the prince in 

this situation are the ones all too familiar to readers of myth and fairy tale: the seducer, the 

betrayer, and the rapist. None of these, of course, are appropriate for Elena, and one of the tasks 

she is faced with because of her disciplining the prince is to avoid the traditional paths which the 

Tradition tries to force upon her. Another, and much larger task, is to force the Tradition to 

regard her as a person it cannot coerce or force and therefore to allow her to create a totally new 

path, i.e., a new tradition. 

 Elena has four companions who live at the cottage and assist her in her duties as a 

Godmother. They are brownies, lesser fae who, while magical, are not capable of the great feats 

of magic of either the Greater Fae (the elves) or the Godmother herself. But they love her and 

assist her as well as teach her about the ways of Godmothers since they have been assisting 

godmothers for centuries. These are the beings she enlists to instruct Alexander in the lessons 

necessary to become a caring, compassionate person, one who is capable of putting another’s 

welfare above his own. The brownies force Alexander to work for his living. As they put it, no 

work no food. Even as an ass, it doesn’t take the Prince very long to realize this equation. So 

working from dawn to dusk pulling plows and packing huge loads begins. When Alexander is 

released from his enchantment once in every seven days, he still must work from dawn to dusk, 

chopping wood for the fireplace, engaging in farm work or whatever else is necessary. His initial 

reaction to his treatment is complete and utter rage. He cannot see that there is any justice in his 

treatment since he is a prince and above any judgment by people such as Godmother Elena. 

Although she is beautiful and obviously powerful, she is common, not royalty, and therefore not 

capable of really judging him fairly. Consequently, he plots to escape his bondage and punish the 
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godmother in the process. He is foiled at every turn and made to realize that his salvation will be 

his own responsibility and will only occur when he incorporates the very traits that he despises 

into his own personality, the traits ordinarily considered to be feminine and therefore beneath 

him: compassion, nurturing, gentleness, and regard for others. Elena, of course, has all of these 

traits, but in addition she also has the traits ordinarily considered to be masculine in greater 

degree than Alexander has: bravery, intelligence, drive, and knowledge. The only masculine trait 

Elena has in lesser degree than Alexander is physical strength and she balances that with great 

magical power. 

 The reforming of Alexander takes place in three stages: stage 1 is the period where he 

resists everything until he is forced to accept that he is not in control and has no chance to be in 

control until he changes his behavior. As an ass he learns to be compliant and work till he is 

ready to drop. In his human shape, he still must work extremely hard and in addition must 

continue to stay in his stall that he occupies as an ass. He is not admitted to the Godmother’s 

cottage nor allowed to participate in group meals, discussions, or any social activities. Gradually, 

he begins to notice that everyone, including the Godmother, works very hard and productively. 

When he takes note of this, his attitude begins to change and the transformation of Alexander is 

underway. But the transformation needed a real jump start to be really underway. The jump start 

was accomplished when he decided that if he wanted to be free, he must seduce her when he was 

in his man shape. After all, he concluded, she would be no trouble for someone like him: 

  A woman like that, still a virgin—she’d probably been mewed up here with some 

 old stick teaching her magic, never seeing a proper man alone.  A waste, that was, a 

 damned waste. She’d be easy, so long as he could corner her somewhere without a 

 Unicorn or one of those Brownies about to interfere. He was angry now, and it made him 
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 want to humiliate her, bring her to heel, show her who was the rightful master here. 

 Master! That’s what she needed, all right, a master! And women needed that, needed to 

 be shown their place. Whether or not they realized it, they wanted it, too. Especially a 

 base-born peasant.  Wooing was too subtle for them.  A woman like that wanted to be 

 conquered, wanted to be overwhelmed. That’s all these peasants knew, really, they were 

 like rutting animals, no subtlety to their lovemaking.  Once she had an idea of what a real 

 man could do, she’d quit this nonsense about “teaching him lessons” and come to heel 

 like a proper wench. (FG, 298-99) 

Alexander did try to put his plan into effect, by stepping into her path as she was walking by him 

outside the barn and away from the sight of everyone else.  

  “Shouldn’t you be doing something?” she asked, irritably. 

  “”Yes,” he replied, and seizing her, crushing his mouth down on hers, ruthlessly,  

 left hand around her waist, right hand thrust into the top of her bodice.  

 For one glorious moment he felt her warm breast under his hand, …tasted the faint, sweet 

 taste of her mouth as he thrust his tongue past unresisting lips. 

  There was a flash of light, and a sound like a churchbell booming right in his ear. 

  Then nothing. 

  And he woke up, flat on his back, in the straw in his stall, his head aching as if 

 from a dozen blows. And when he tried to move, realized that every headache he’d 

 ever had, including the other one her magic had left him with, was nothing compared to 

 this one. (FG, 298-99) 

While this has been a real lesson for Alexander and begins to really push him down the road to 

change, it has not been without its lessons to Elena as well. For one moment, she realized, she 
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had wanted to participate in what Alexander attempted. It was at that moment that she realized 

that the Tradition was trying to force her down one of the usual paths, into the arms of the 

seducer and betrayer. She was exceedingly angry and addressed the Tradition as if it were 

intelligent and could understand her. Amazingly, it was and it could. The set of conditions she 

presents to the Tradition represents what was earlier referred to as a “manifesto.” It is of interest 

since it represents Lackey’s understanding of a heroine in a modern fairy tale. Reacting to the 

continued pressure by the Tradition to accept a traditional path with the prince, Elena rages at the 

Tradition: 

  STOP THAT! 

  Furious all over again, she stood up out of her chair and gazed up at the ceiling, 

 without really thinking about it she gathered her powers around her, like storm clouds 

 filled with the lightning of her anger.  And she confronted The Tradition in her mind as if 

 she was a Sorceress facing off against a Great Enemy of her own.  “ Now you can just 

 listen to me right now,” she told The Tradition—and Anything or Anyone else that 

 might overhear. “I will not go play the green-sick goose-girl to suit your tales and your 

 plans! You cannot seduce me with a pretty face. I am Godmother Elena, by all that’s 

 holy, and I was Elena Klovis before that, me, myself, and no puppet to be danced about 

 on a path you choose! I did not lie down for my stepmother to be Ella Cinders, and I will 

 not lie down for a Prince with a handsome face! I refuse to be any man’s doxy, to be 

 flung aside and forgotten! I will be me, on my own terms, by my own rules, with my own 

 plans and my own decisions!” 
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  Everything went very still, then. Very, very still. Once again, Elena had the 

 feeling of great power looming over her—but this time, it was waiting.  Waiting 

 for something.  Some direction, perhaps? 

   Whatever it was—it was certainly listening to her now. 

  Not even a breath of breeze stirred in the room.  She realized that she 

could not hear anything outside the room—not the cackling of the chickens in the 

garden, not the House-Elves working inside or outside, not the birds in the sky nor 

the wind in the birches. The skin on the back of her neck prickled.  Her back was 

to the window, but she wondered—if she dared to turn around and look, would 

she see the world going on as usual out there? Or would she see nothing at all? 

  Something very odd, perhaps even unprecedented, was happening here.  

Godmother Bella had never, ever told her about anything like this— 

  She needed to say something. She knew that, as certain as the blood 

flowed in her veins.  She felt it in her bones, something wanted—shaping. 

  Words are power in a magician’s mouth.  Choose them carefully. 

                                   And yet—she always got her best results when she wasn’t too specific, 

                        when she let the power choose its own shape. 

                                      She took a deep breath.  One by one, the words fell, carefully, from her 

lips.  “A playfellow I’ll be, but no man’s toy. A partner, helper, but no one’s 

servant nor slave.  I will be captain of my fate, and commander of my destiny, 

though the path I may share and the course I chart be followed by others.  What I 

have, I’ll share, but I’ll not give it over.  What I am, I am, and I’ll not change it.  
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What I will be, I will be, by my own will and no other! Now. Take that and make 

something of it!” 

  There was something like a great intaking of breath.  Something like a 

sigh. 

                                     Then the world gave a shake, like a dog, and dropped back to normal. 

 She wondered what she had bound—or what she had unleashed. (FG, 304-

05) 

 Once Elena has faced the Tradition and forced it to acknowledge her as a person in her own right 

who will dictate her own terms, the rest of the tale is fairly well ordained. Elena and Alexander 

slowly realize that they do care for each other and become a couple in fact. They have shared 

dreams at night that have slowly led them to not only an understanding of one another, but also 

to realize that they are indeed perfect for each other. Once Elena realizes that Alexander must 

have a function in his own right other than house husband, she helps him to become a Knight 

Champion, a knight with magical power himself, who will act as a protector for the oppressed 

and mistreated. Since Alexander has learned his lessons and fits comfortably into the magic 

household of the Fairy Godmother, he and Elena are free to wed. While there is in fact another 

episode in the book, it doesn’t shed new light on the realization of the new fairy tale heroine 

Mercedes Lackey has created even though it does reinforce it. The latter stages that have not 

been addressed here will be the subject of a later paper and will include the intrusion of a foreign 

Tradition as well. Balance and choice are indeed the underpinnings of Lackey’s new heroine in 

all stages of the novel. 

 

, 
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Abstract 

This paper discusses an overlooked minority in our society – those labeled as “gifted.” Attempts 

at definitions of gifted and difficulties assessing the gifted are summarized. The characteristics of 

gifted people are listed along with a discussion of their identity formation and correlations with 

ADHD. A quick review of the history of research on this topic is given followed by 

contemporary issues regarding education, career counseling, and general counseling for the 

gifted. Finally conclusions about the state of knowledge in this field and suggestions for further 

research are given.  . 
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 The Gifted – the Invisible Minority 

 This paper discusses an overlooked minority in our society – those labeled as “gifted.” 

Attempts at definitions of “gifted” and difficulties assessing the gifted are summarized. The 

characteristics of gifted people are listed along with a discussion of their identity formation and 

correlations with ADHD. A quick review of the history of research on this topic is given 

followed by contemporary issues regarding education, career counseling, and general counseling 

for the gifted. Finally conclusions about the state of knowledge in this field and suggestions for 

further research are given.   

 In recent years, society has become increasingly aware of the harsh conditions many 

underprivileged minorities deal with as a way of life – economic hardship, prejudice, lack of 

opportunity, and lack of role models, to name a few such conditions. There has been much 

research and much social attention paid to ameliorating the conditions of minorities marked out 

by racial or ethnic differences.  In addition, the role of women has received much attention and 

legislation. This interest in helping the underprivileged has spread to an understanding that lower 

socio-economic conditions are a major stressor in the lives of people of all genders, races, 

ethnicities, and ages, increasing the rate in the lower socio-economic strata of some of society’s 

most pressing problems such as crime, addictions, and abuse. With all this emphasis on the 

“underprivileged,” there is a minority which receives very little attention or support – the gifted 

person, especially the gifted child. When the gifts of such children are not recognized, supported, 

or valued, or are actively discouraged, the emotional damage to the child can be substantial, 

resulting both in low self-esteem and inability to fit into society.  Not only does society lose the 

potential contributions of such people but these people may become part of society’s problems. 

As Louttit (1948) said many years ago, “the superior children of a nation are perhaps its most 

valuable resource.” Ten years ago Sternberg (1996) discussed the fact that the United States was 
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ignoring its gifted with inequalities in funding for superior students versus low-end students, 

involving indifference to the gifted both in society and in the field of psychology. Peterson and 

Gonzalez (2005) pointed out that there is a societal assumption that the gifted do not need special 

consideration because of their abilities, yet current research has shown that some gifted students 

may be at-risk for a variety of emotional, social, educational, and vocational difficulties unless 

specific interventions are directed towards them.  

 One of the first complications in dealing with the gifted is how to define them and then 

how to assess and find them. Renzulli (1998) argued that giftedness came from a combination of 

above average ability, creativity, and motivation, but most other definitions focus on a qualitative 

difference between those labeled gifted and those not so labeled. Peterson and Gonzalez (2005) 

defined the gifted as those whose intellectual functioning was two or more standard deviations 

above the norm. However, they went on to say, “the emotional, social, aesthetic, and intellectual 

inner life of the gifted individual is substantially and qualitatively much different from his/her 

more average peers.” (p. 360) Sigelman and Rider (2006) reported that giftedness used to be 

determined by an IQ above 130 but that there was an increased understanding that some people 

are gifted due to special abilities, for instance in music or art, without an IQ over 130. Greenspon 

(1998) saw giftedness as an advanced ability to think abstractly, to respond emotionally to 

abstract concepts, and to construct meaning out of experience – a gift that ran through the 

intellectual, emotional, and social realms. Winner (2000) proposed a partly biological definition 

related to increased right hemisphere development of the brains of the gifted. There is currently 

no consensus in the field on a definition of giftedness, on whether it is based on intellectual 

abilities as determined by IQ-type assessments, or on whether it implies global or domain-

specific superiority. In the author’s experience of gifted people, it is their different way of 
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thinking that seems to define them as a separate group – a differentness that is both a gift and a 

potential problem in fitting into society. 

Gifted people have many different types of outcomes in society as delineated in Peterson 

and Gonzalez’s (2005) six categories of the gifted: successful, challenging, underground, 

dropouts, double-labeled (i.e. both gifted and with emotional or learning problems), and 

autonomous gifted. Considering both the different ways of being gifted and the different 

outcomes gifted people experience, the task of identifying who is gifted is daunting, and again 

there is no consensus in the literature on good ways to identify the gifted. According to Sigelman 

and Rider (2006), children as young as eighteen months can be identified as gifted from the 

Characteristics of Giftedness Scale. Such children “can be distinguished from average children in 

terms of: rapid learning, extensive vocabulary, good memory, long attention span, perfectionism, 

preference for older companions, excellent sense of humor, early interest in reading, strong 

ability with puzzles and mazes, maturity, and perseverance.” (p. 248) Peterson and Gonzalez 

pointed out that standard intelligence tests such as the WISC and Stanford-Binet have ceiling 

effects for the gifted; a child scoring above the 99th percentile needs supplemental testing to 

establish a valid IQ. VanTassel-Baska (2000b) pointed out that gifted students may vary from 

other gifted students by as much as three standard deviations as well as by different domains of 

giftedness and that non-intellectual factors such as motivation and personality must be taken into 

account. She discussed non-traditional assessment methods that focus more on fluid intelligence 

through dynamic assessment than on crystallized intelligence. The Hollingworth Center for 

Highly Gifted Children also pointed out the difficulties in discovering gifted people with the 

following facts: 

(1) Einstein could not speak until four years old nor read until seven years old. 
(2) Isaac Newton was a poor student in school. 
(3) Thomas Edison’s teachers told him he was too stupid to learn anything. 
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(4) Woolworth was told he didn’t have enough sense to wait on a customer.  
(5) Walt Disney was fired for having no good ideas. 
(6) Caruso’s music teacher told him he couldn’t sing. 
(7) Tolstoy flunked out of college. 
(8) Werner Von Braun flunked algebra. 

 
 The Hollingworth Center (2007) went on to list several pages of characteristics of the 

gifted. A similar list came from the Roeper Consultation Service and is an attachment to this 

paper. Peterson and Gonzalez (2005) listed these characteristics of the gifted: asynchronous 

development; multipotentiality; introversion; sensory, imaginational, emotional and psychomotor 

intensity; being stereotyped by others; intense perfectionism and relentless self-criticism; over-

excitabilities; sensitivity; and a feeling of alienation by the larger society. VanTassel-Baska 

(2004) discussed the correlation between giftedness and creativity. Although there is a 

correlation, not all gifted are creative and not all creative people are labeled gifted. Certain 

factors seem to increase the odds for becoming an especially creative person: an emotionally 

detached homelife as a child, a certain amount of adversity in life, being part of a culturally 

marginalized group, and having sufficient but not too much education, as too much education 

stifles creativity. Winner (2000) pointed out the difficulty of moving from being a gifted person 

who has mastered a field to a creative person who questions, revolutionizes, and is usually not 

accepted by the field (s)he had formerly been a star in. “Individuals who are creative……..have a 

personality structure different from that of the typical gifted (and nongifted) child: They are 

rebellious, they have a desire to alter the status quo, and they have often suffered childhoods of 

stress and trauma.” (p.39)  

Burruss and Kaenzig (1999) stressed that the majority of the gifted population is 

introverted, while the majority of the nongifted population is extroverted. They argued that 

introversion is not a pathological condition but is a character trait found in a percentage of the 

population. However, the extroverted population does not understand the introvert and puts 
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pressure on the introvert to act in a more extroverted manner in school, work, and social 

situations. Such pressure can add to the feeling of differentness experienced by the gifted and 

may be one of many factors leading to low self-esteem among the gifted as they internalize this 

pressure to be an extrovert. In particular, they pointed out that instruction in school needed to be 

different for introverts than for extroverts, one more reason the gifted need schooling geared to 

their particular needs.  

 Von Karolyi (2006) discussed the controversy over whether gifted children show an 

earlier awareness of social issues and ethics than do their nongifted peers. After analyzing the 

literature and the arguments used pro and con, as well as his/her own study on the subject, (s)he 

concluded resoundingly that gifted children have an unusual and early awareness of complex 

social issues and ethics. Harrison (2004) took this trait of the gifted a step further and explored 

the nature of the gifted child’s thinking and how it does indeed differ from the nongifted. His/her 

own study of this topic added to the list of traits of the gifted curiosity, intrinsic motivation, and 

independent investigation – a thirst for knowledge for its own sake, and well-developed memory. 

His/her conclusion was that gifted children seek from very early infancy to go beyond concrete 

understandings and experiences. (S)he claimed they search for complexity and abstraction, use 

divergent thinking, generate complex hypotheses and attempt to test them.  (S)he concluded that 

the gifted search for complexity and connection and that their upbringing and education need to 

be geared to this level of complexity. 

 Mahoney (1998)’s work with gifted children and their traits led to his development of a 

gifted identity model, plotted as a grid of four constructs and twelve domains in which the 

experience of the gifted person must be evaluated: self, family, family of origin, cultural, 

vocational, environmental, educational, social, psychological, political, organic-physiological, 

and developmental. He believed that four constructs operate in various of these domains in a 
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natural manner, but that this cycle can be facilitated when necessary by informed counseling. 

The first construct is validation – acknowledgment by self and others that a person is gifted. 

Without such validation, the gifted person may suffer from low self-esteem and/or depression. 

The second construct of affirmation is a continual reinforcement of this validation (from self and 

others) by life experiences. Negative affirmation can lead to identity crises for the gifted. The 

third construct is affiliation – the need to associate with others beyond the family who have the 

same abilities, interests, passions, and ways of seeing things. Such affiliation values the gifted 

person for who they are and is necessary for integration of the self. The final construct of affinity 

involves the connection of the self to the world and to the mystery of life. It involves purpose, 

meaning, and a sense of calling. It can relieve the existential angst of being gifted. It involves an 

acknowledgement of the gift and of the difficulties of being a member of this type of person.  

 One of the most debated characteristic of the gifted is the degree to which they are more 

or less well adjusted than the nongifted person. G.S. Hall (1903) began the modern child study 

movement, but it was Lewis Terman’s (1925) longitudinal study of over 1500 gifted California 

students, begun in 1921, that first concluded that the gifted were above average in every area of 

life – health, happiness, longevity, and achievement – i.e. that overall they were very well 

adjusted. In contrast, Leta Hollingworth (1926, 1942), working with gifted children in New York 

City, found that gifted children needed specialized guidance and counseling, especially if their 

IQ’s were over 150. She found that these gifted children were often bored in class, were shunned 

by their same-age peers, and had difficulty finding their place in the world. However, Terman’s 

view on the gifted has stayed the accepted view until fairly recently. Researchers have now 

challenged his findings, claiming they were based on a biased sample of upper-middle class 

white students chosen by their teachers to be part of the study. Winner (2000) concluded that 

Terman had confounded giftedness with social class. Myers and Pace’s (1986) discussion of the 
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history of research into the gifted claimed that the 1950’s saw the development of programs for 

the gifted such as the Guidance Institute for Talented Students (GIFTS) in Wisconsin, but that 

society turned away from the gifted in the 1960s and 1970s to focus on the underprivileged 

minorities and on women’s rights. It was not until 1981 with the suicide of a highly gifted 17 

year old that attention was again directed towards the gifted and their needs. There are now 

several locations concerned with the gifted, such as Barbara Kerr’s Guidance Laboratory for the 

Gifted and Talented at the University of Nebraska, the gifted programs at the University of 

Connecticut and at Duke, and Miraca Gross’s work in Australia. However, overall there is very 

little attention given to the experiences and problems of the gifted.  

Myers and Pace list some of the problems that research has now shown to occur for the 

gifted student: underachievement, perfectionism and overachievement, depression, suicide, 

delinquency, school dropout, career problems, and social isolation. As Greenspon (1998) pointed 

out, the differences between the gifted and the nongifted may appear subtle but lead to 

behavioral and emotional issues: the gifted see things more deeply, have a different 

understanding of irony, and find many things easy that are difficult to others. Neihart (1999) 

compared the evidence for the two points of view – that the gifted are better adjusted than the 

nongifted and that the gifted are at risk -- and found that the evidence supported both 

conclusions. Giftedness can both enhance resilience and enhance vulnerability. It involves being 

more sensitive than others, being different from others and being aware of that differences, as 

well as an increased capacity for finding solutions to this dilemma. His overall conclusion was 

the common sense one that the gifted are a diverse group, as are all groups. Overall, research has 

not supported the idea that the gifted have higher rates of depression, anxiety, or suicide, but 

those who are creative (gifted or nongifted) do have higher rates of these characteristics as well 

as of other psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. Extremely gifted 
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students did appear to have more social problems than the nongifted. Overall, how well adjusted 

and emotionally healthy a gifted person is depends on many factors: their personal psychological 

traits, their degree of giftedness, and the goodness of fit between their gifts/needs and 

experiences, especially their educational and home experiences.  

 One area in particular that has been drawing recent attention is the similarity between the 

behaviors of students labeled ADHD and the behaviors of those labeled gifted. The Hollingworth 

Center (2007) reported that there was a higher than average incidence of ADHD-like behaviors 

among the gifted. Whereas some authors claimed it was easy to distinguish between ADHD and 

giftedness, Goerss, Amend, Webb, Webb, and Beljan (2006) pointed out that understanding of 

both ADHD and giftedness is in its infancy. They also pointed out that ADHD is required by the 

DSM-IV-TR to be a diagnosis of exclusion, in that many other possible disorders must be ruled 

out, yet the usual questionnaire or fifteen minutes with a physician to diagnose ADHD do not 

allow for such exclusions. They cautioned about the effects of drugs on children who may or 

may not actually have ADHD. Flint (2001) outlined the difficulties of helping those children 

who are labeled both ADHD and gifted. She pointed out that the differences between the two 

disorders can be subtle. For instance, a child with ADHD can’t stop moving whereas some gifted 

children simply love to move; a child with ADHD can’t focus, whereas gifted children can focus 

when they are stimulated by what they are doing but seem unable to focus when disinterested. 

She also pointed out that gifted children who act like children with ADHD are usually excluded 

from programs for the gifted. Leroux and Levitt-Perlman (2000) cited the void of research that 

exists for children who are both gifted and ADHD. They suggested applying Gardner’s theory of 

multiple intelligences to accurately assess the strength and weaknesses of each such child. They 

also suggested developing individualized educational plans that focus on the child’s strengths 

rather than on repairing deficits, as is often the practice in working with ADHD behavior.  
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 There are many problems in creating educational curricula for the gifted. Colangelo 

(2004) noted that the No Child Left Behind Legislation has focused federal funds for remedial 

needs and away from the gifted. He pointed out that IQ is currently used to identify the remedial 

student but not the gifted and that there is a tension between excellence and equity in the 

educational system. To Greenspon (1998), educational equity would be providing every child an 

education suited to his/her needs, which would include programs for the gifted. Both Borland 

(1997) and VanTassel-Baska (2000a) called for higher standards in pull-out programs for the 

gifted. With no real money or interest behind them, they often lose all content and purpose. 

There is also a controversy over whether to leave the gifted in regular classrooms with 

enrichment programs available or to put them in separate classrooms geared to their abilities. 

Sigelman and Rider (2006) reported on the “big fish in a little pond effect” and claimed that 

gifted students will suffer a loss in self-esteem if they are moved into separated classes. The 

Hollingworth Center (2007) argued that academically talented children need a differentiated 

curriculum and maybe a different environment. They pointed out that gifted children may need 

to interact socially with other children their age but they do not need to learn with them. Indeed, 

studies have shown that gifted children have more advanced notions of friendship than their 

nongifted peers and may need to play with those of their own mental age rather than 

chronological age.  (Henshon, 2007) Miraca Gross, director of the Gifted Education, Research, 

Resource and Information Center (GERRIC) at the University of New South Wales in Sydney 

Australia strongly advocated for pull-out programs for gifted students, especially highly gifted 

students (Baska, 2003).  She reported that a more detailed analysis of the Terman longitudinal 

study showed that a third of them had skipped grades and that this third was the most well-

adjusted population in his studies. She is also conducting her own more than twenty-year long 

longitudinal study on the highly gifted and has found that they do better in every respect when 
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they are with those of the same mental age and abilities rather than with their chronological 

peers. Her study showed that when the gifted are moved into classes with people of their own 

ability, regardless of age, they suffered a temporary drop in self-esteem but soon recovered. She 

also pointed out the value of having them be able to assess their abilities accurately rather than 

get an inflated sense of self by comparing themselves only with the nongifted. Klausmeier 

(1964) also reported that accelerating the gifted led to no unfavorable results academically, 

emotionally, or socially, but this point of view has not been generally accepted in educational 

circles.  

 Peterson and Colangelo (1993) did a study on the differences between gifted achievers 

and underachievers in school. They found that achievers often became underachievers when they 

reached adolescence in order to try to fit into their peer groups. The junior high/middle school 

years were the critical time when such a switch happened most frequently. Once a student 

became an underachiever in those years, they usually did not reverse that status and again 

became achievers. Although such students were “underachievers” from the point of view of not 

doing as well as their ability would have allowed them to, their grades were often acceptable 

enough so they were not identified as an at-risk student and thus received no special services. 

Seeley (2004) argued that such students needed to be identified as at-risk students in order to 

receive help. He pointed out that gifted students with disabilities or from low income or cultural 

minority groups were most likely to become such at-risk underachievers. He identified specific 

objectives to be worked towards in five domains: peer/social relationships, home and family, 

minority status, teacher issues, and school environment issues. The related issue of gender and 

giftedness was discussed by Kerr (2000). She pointed out that the Terman study had substituted 

the stereotype of the healthy, athletic gifted boy for the previously held stereotype of the sickly, 

effeminate gifted boy and that gifted boys often felt they had to be athletic in order for their 
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giftedness to be accepted. Those who were not athletic were labeled “nerds.” The Terman study 

also presented gifted girls as androgynous rather than feminine, continuing the stereotype that 

giftedness and femininity could not co-exist. Although there has been some progress in reducing 

such stereotypes, Kerr did not believe the process was as complete as some have claimed. 

 In addition to the difficulties in setting up curricula for the gifted, such students often 

have a difficult time with career choice. Peterson and Gonzalez (2005) pointed out that the 

assumption has been that such gifted students would naturally flow into high-prestige, high pay 

jobs, yet that is often not the case. And when they do gravitate into such jobs, there is often 

significant career dissatisfaction. Peterson and Gonzalez list twenty two separate characteristics 

of the gifted that can make such high-prestige jobs a poor fit for them, including independent 

thinking, problems with authority figures, knowing more than their supervisors, being holistic 

thinkers, strong moral/ethical codes, strong need for accuracy and thoroughness, perfectionist 

behavior, inability to do boring and repetitive tasks, and a high need for novelty and intellectual 

challenge. In addition, the gifted face the “problem” of multipotentiality – that is, they can excel 

and succeed in a variety of careers and are often interested in so many areas they can’t choose or 

focus on one in particular. They are often pressured by their families and society to become 

“successes” in these high-profile careers even when their interests and sense of social 

responsibility lead them elsewhere. With all these pressures on them, Peterson and Gonzalez 

argued that they need very specialized career counseling services.  

 As this paper reflects, most of the interest in the gifted focuses on gifted children and 

students in terms of educational needs and vocational guidance. Gifted children also need 

counselors trained to understand how such children are different and the particular challenges 

they are likely to face. Gifted adults also need counselors trained to understand their needs, 

especially since many gifted adults have never understand how or why they are different from 
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other people. Greenspon (1998) used a combination of psychodynamics, object relations, and 

identity formation to create a model of counseling based on changing the self-identity of the 

gifted person to a positive self-identity. For gifted of any age, the dilemma of being themselves 

versus hiding their talents to fit in needs to be squarely addressed. In addition, the group a gifted 

person associates will form part of his/her identity. Greenspon believes a trusted other, whether 

counselor, family, or friend, may be necessary to help the gifted person change his/her self-view 

to a positive one. She believed that gifted people are at risk for fragmentation of the self from 

living in a society where giftedness is not appreciated.  

 Mahoney (2001) developed a model of counseling the gifted based on the Awareness 

model created by Dr. Vince Sweeney from his work in family therapy and transpersonal 

psychology. This is a cyclic process from awareness to acknowledgment to appreciation to 

acceptance. Awareness implies that the gifted person feels no denial of giftedness, no need to 

conform, and no pressure to deny the pain coming from being different. Acknowledgment 

answers the “why” and starts to provide meaning. At this stage, coping can start. Appreciation is 

transcendence, an ability to share one’s gifts with the world in an unselfish way. It is a resting 

point in which to gather energy, a state beyond coping. Acceptance means fully embracing the 

uniqueness of being gifted; such acceptance opens the door to further awareness and a deeper 

level of the cycle. This cycle may occur naturally but can be facilitated by friends, family, or 

counseling. Moon and Thomas (2003) advocated for family therapy for the gifted. They stressed 

that the degree of functionality in the family strongly predicts positive and negative 

developmental outcomes for the gifted person. They stated it was important to determine if the 

presenting problem was a developmental or a dysfunctional problem. They also were concerned 

that there was no training for family therapists specific to families with gifted members. Bordeau 

and Volker (2003) advocated for a postmodern orientation to counseling for gifted families, 
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focusing on non-pathologizing giftedness and seeking a systemic resource-based approach. 

However, Kerr’s (1991) handbook on counseling the gifted remains a standard, covering all the 

aspects this paper has discussed: the  need to support the gifted, the problems in identifying the 

gifted, the history of the field, educational considerations, underachieving, college and 

vocational planning, gender issues, psychological adjustment of the gifted, and a summary of 

techniques for counseling the gifted and talented, including the following points: 

(1) Counseling the gifted child should be child-centered. 
(2) Both intellectual abilities and personality traits need to be considered. 
(3) The counselor needs to have a positive, constructive, and comfortable attitude towards 
the gifted child. 
(4) It’s better to show curiosity rather than ignorance or indifference. 
(5) There may need to be changes not only in the student but in the family, school, and 
society.  

 
 In conclusion, the research cited in this paper shows that the gifted are a distinct minority 

in our population who not only have special abilities but who think differently and perceive the 

world differently. They have specialized needs which are severely underserved. This neglect has 

come in part from Terman’s study, which created the (now proven false) stereotype of the gifted 

as being better adjusted and thus needing less help than the nongifted; in part this has come from 

having only limited funding that has been focused on the underprivileged, whether due to low 

ability, low socio-economic status, or racial/ethnic discrimination. Myers and Pace (1986) also 

pointed out that the domination of the field by humanistic theorists has assumed that those of 

greater ability will be self-actualizing while those of lesser ability or underprivileged 

circumstances needed extra support. It is also the belief of this author that the fear of those who 

are different is a factor, especially the fear of elitism or of those who might be considered 

superior. It is well known that in collectivist societies those who stand out are pressured to fit in 

with the norm, but it has been this author’s observation that this happens in many domains in a 

democracy as well. This author also wonders at the development of gifted individuals in 
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collectivist societies -- a subject worthy of more research. Another topic needing research is the 

nature of this “qualitative” difference in thinking between the gifted and the nongifted. (1) Is this 

yet another stage that could be added to Piaget’s stages of cognitive development? (2) Is this the 

post-formal thinking mentioned in Sigelman and Rider (2006) or is it a stage beyond post-

formal? Yet another topic to research is the correlation between high IQ and other types of 

giftedness: (1) Is there a cut-off point in the IQ scale where this different kind of thinking 

appears? (2) Does giftedness in nonintellectual fields also entail thinking differently from the 

norm? Although there is some research on giftedness in other minorities, which was not included 

in this paper in order to focus only on giftedness itself, there is a need for more research in this 

arena as well.  

There is a small group of researchers, counselors, and educators working on issues 

relating to giftedness, but at the moment, they seem quite segregated from main-stream 

education, counseling, or psychology. There are a few discrete centers serving the gifted 

scattered around the United States and the world, and there are quite a few specialized journals 

and newsletters available. However, as the reference list shows and according to Winner (2000), 

most of the current research is being published only in these specialized places and not in the 

mainstream journals of psychology, education, or counseling. It is the hope of this author that 

intellectual giftedness will come to be appreciated by society in much the same way athletic or 

artistic giftedness is now appreciated – as a wonderful facet of a person that contributes greatly 

to society, but which is not the whole person and does not define them as being “better” than 

others. When society reaches this conclusion, funding to assist the gifted could be seen as a 

worthwhile investment for society that will allow gifted people not only to have easier lives but 

to contribute more fully to society. 
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Attachment 
Observable Characteristics of Gifted children based on the underlying structure of the Self 

(collected from many resources) 
Retrieved April, 2007 from http://www.roeperconsultation.com/characteristics.htm 

 
• Sensitivity 

• Remembering insults forever 

• Doing three things at once 

• Doing the outwardly foolish thing, taking up lost causes 

• Psychic 

• Interest in death and life 

• Driven to understand, complexity of understanding 

• Wanting to know the reasons for things, origin of things 

• Asks, “Why am I here?”, “What am I to do?” 

• Naïve 

• Recognition of falsity, no “trophy friends” 

• Complexifying solutions 

• Finding non-conventional solutions/originality 

• Not motivated by extrinsic awards, discomfort with praise 

• Passionate 

• Undeterred by conventional expectations 

• Self taught, non-sequential learning 

• Need for precision 

• Recognition of unfairness even to other, strong sense of justice 

• Making intuitional leaps, making logical projections 
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Attachment, cont’d: Observable Characteristics of Gifted children 

• Noticing what no one else does 

• Manipulation and bargaining 

• Make and follow their own plans, less teachable 

• Devise practical experiments to see “What if?” 

• Saying, “Actually” 

• Large vocabulary, love of big words 

• Delayed in toilet training, difficulty in separating from mom 

• Early sense of responsibility 

• Not wanting to grow up and face the world 

• Less physical risk-taking 

• Zipping through Piagetian stages 

• Friends of both genders, later sexual interests 

• Abstract thinkers before having the emotional ability to handle it 

• symbolic thinkers 

• Can animate their fears, powerful emotional imagination 
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Figurations of the Female Body as Gothic Techniques : Race Relations 

and Gender Conventions in Sally Hemings 

 

Yoriko Ishida 

(Associate Professor of English at Oshima National College, Japan) 

A shocking matter may have been proved to be fact in the American history through a DNA testing in 

1998, conducted by Dr. Eugene A. Foster. The alleged affair between Thomas Jefferson, the third President, 

and his slave, Sally Hemings, may prove to be not just a story but a historical fact. This news is so mediagenic 

that many newspapers, such as the New York Times and the Washington Post, took up the news of the DNA 

results, and spoke of this as confirming that Jefferson and Hemings had at least one child together.  

Before and after the DNA results, the Jefferson-Hemings scandal was fiddled, rebuked, and disregarded 

among traditional historians. The Jefferson historians were enraged by the scandal as sullying the honor and 

achievement of the national figure. So there were no rigorous and fair considerations of the 

Jefferson-Hemings affair by scholars because of a mighty blending of persistence to white supremacy, racial 

prejudice, and hero worship. Traditional Jefferson scholars were with malicious intent to see the dignity of 

blacks as not being equivalent to that of the Jeffersons. Although Madison Hemings, one of Sally Hemings’s 

sons, testified in his memoir that sustained the liaison, it was not treated as a serious historical document. He 

was “often presented as mental cripples telling childish tall tales” (Lewis & Onuf 237) by reasons of his color 

of skin and social status. And in addition, Colonel Thomas Jefferson Randolph, the oldest son of Martha 

Jefferson Randolph, Jefferson’s daughter, denied the affair, persisting that Hemings’s children were probably 
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fathered by the Carr brothers. In considering this matter, we are obliged to recall the intrigue to protect the 

honor of Jefferson and those members of his family who evaded pursuits of the paternity of Hemings’s 

children. The honor of Jefferson and the Randolphs were so irreplaceable that they must clear up every doubt, 

no matter how unreasonable. At the same moment, they deprived Madison Hemings and his family of their 

dignities and identities. 

 This being the case before the DNA results, it is noteworthy that in the 1970s a fair-minded female 

historian and an African American female novelist supported the relationship between Jefferson and Hemings. 

Fawn Brodie was the first scholar who distinctly inscribed in a biographical description of Thomas Jefferson 

that Hemings became his mistress shortly after she accompanied his youngest daughter to Paris to join him, 

then who was 43-year-old widower. Her biography of Jefferson, Thomas Jefferson: An Intimate History, 

published in 1974, was the revolutionary investigation of the Jefferson-Hemings affair. She “brought together 

disparate pieces of information that she believed to support the conclusion that Thomas Jefferson and Sally 

Hemings had a thirty-eight-year relationship that produced six children”(Gordon-Reed 4). Sally Hemings 

was placed at a very important position in the life of Thomas Jefferson by Brodie. Thinking that Hemings 

became pregnant before she left Paris, and each of her six subsequent pregnancies followed one of Jefferson’s 

retreats to Monticello, it is not improbable that Hemings and Jefferson shared the long-running relationship 

that lasted for 38 yearsuntil he died. Five years later since the publication of Brodie’s volume, in a field of 

literary fiction, Barbara Chase-Riboud paid attention to the Jefferson-Hemings affair, moved Sally Hemings 

from the darkened parts of history to the bright lights at the central stage. Chase-Riboud decided to breathe 

life into Sally Hemings with power of literary arts after reading Brodie’s biography. In imagining the romantic 
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coupling of black and white historical figures, one famous and the other, obscure, Barbara Chase-Riboud 

provided us with a dynamic meditation on history, and through her project of historical reclamation, she 

forced the readers to revise history. In 1853, William Wells Brown became the first African American novelist 

by publishing Clotel; or the President’s Daughter, which was loosely based on the gossip about Sally 

Hemings, but it is no exaggeration to say that it was these two volumes, Thomas Jefferson: An Intimate 

History by Fawn Brodie and Sally Hemings(1979) by Barbara Chase-Riboud, that first and foremost 

highlighted the existence of Sally Hemings in the American history and got enough publicity. It can be said 

that their productions were denunciations to historians who refused to discuss the Jefferson-Hemings affair or 

denied that the liaison actually occurred. Chase-Riboud constructed Sally Hemings by drawing on extensive 

research, as well as on the findings of historian Fawn Brodie, and in her imaginative evocation of that 

panorama of private and public events, Chase-Riboud lends plausibility to the story of the liaison between 

probably the most respected and loved personage and the shadowy figure of the slave woman, Sally 

Hemings.  

Arising of Sally Hemings has backgrounds as above. Barbara Chase-Riboud, who is considered as a 

feminist writer, had her allure for the Jefferson-Hemings story, as she herself stated, on the first purpose to 

highlight “the very complicated and convoluted relationship between those two families, the ‘black’ 

Hemingses and the ‘white’ Jeffersons”(McHenry 37), and propound the issue of miscegenation pullulated by 

slavery. And to be still more important, I believe that the issue of gender conventions, male/female, coexists 

with the theme of race relations, black/white, in Sally Hemings. Therefore, this paper examines that how the 

concepts of race relations and gender conventions are delineated in the novel. For that purpose I attach weight 
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to the phrase by Barbara Chase-Riboud herself. The first edition of Sally Hemings was published in 1979, and 

in 1994 when she issued The President’s Daughter, it was republished through Ballantine Books. Only in this 

text, we can read “Afterword,” which was not in the first edition, and Barbara Chase-Riboud stated in it as 

below: 

 

I had wanted to illuminate our overwhelming and irrational obsession with race and color in this country. I would do it 

through the man who almost single-handedly invented our national identity – and through the woman who was the emblematic 

incarnation of the forbidden, the outcast; who was the rejection of that identity. I would use the form of the nineteenth-century 

American Gothic novel, whose very essence is embedded in the American psyche. (345)  

* I paid attention to the underlined part for myself. 

 

It is apparent from this quotation that Chase-Riboud intended to adopt “the gothic form,” when creating Sally 

Hemings. Then, why was she persistent in it? Now I daresay my conclusion that it was indispensability for 

her to elicit “the gothic form” on foregrounding the issues of miscegenation and gender conventions within 

the setting of society of white supremacy, the Antebellum South, which will be ascertained by analyzing the 

female body represented in the novel. In Sally Hemings, there is no room for doubt that Hemings is the object 

of repression, but in the light of the patriarchal culture’s supporting the institution of slavery, the target of 

oppression does not apply only to Sally Hemings. In other words, Sally Hemings connotes the issue of gender 

constructions by patriarchy as well as of race relations by slavery, whereby Sally Hemings represented ‘the 

double-slavery”: one literally “the institution of slavery,” the other “gender slavery.” In Reconstructing 
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Womanhood Hazel Carby argued significant differences between the ways black women’s and white 

women’s bodies were co-opted and their sexuality institutionalized under southern slavery. She pointed out 

the black woman’s “reproductive destiny was bound to capital accumulation; black women gave birth to 

property and, directly, to capital itself in the form of slaves, and all slaves inherited their status from their 

mother” (24-25). Differently from black women, white women were delivered of those who succeeded to 

their properties. As feminists have believed, women, both black and white, have become prey to the dominant 

ideologies of slavery and patriarchy by being coerced to play two inhuman roles. It could be said “the 

enslavement of Africans made it profitable for white men to divide their conflicting notions of women into 

stereotypes of good angels and evil black beasts” (Winter 57), and this systematic constitution is realistically 

portrayed in Sally Hemings through the female body of protagonist and white women around her. Barbara 

Chase-Riboud presented the institution of slavery as the central paradigms of women’s predicaments in the 

patriarchal culture, both black and white, and resurrected the rhetoric of misogynist comparing women to 

slaves in the ideologies of the dominant culture. Women’s predicaments and terrors of being exacted 

obedience, inhumane roles, as Carby stated, are conspicuously figured through the female body in the novel.  

     In this paper, first of all, I investigate the gothic elements caused by the American racial regulation by 

diagnosing figurations of the hybrid protagonist’s body in the novel, which has relevance to the issue of 

miscegenation, taken particular notice of by Barbara Chase-Riboud. Then, considering the rhetoric of 

patriarchy, I examine that the suppressions under patriarchy is to white women what them under slavery is to 

black women, by observing representations of the white women’s bodies, and substantiate that one can 

perceive “another gothic elements” in the novel. The female body, both black and white, represented in Sally 
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Hemings exhibits the terrifying injustices of the Antebellum southern social order, being completely infected 

the poison of racism, patriarchy, and classism discourse, from which “terror” necessary for the gothic 

literature emerges in Sally Hemings.  
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ABSTRACT 

 Fanny Cäcilie Mendelssohn Hensel is a prominent, but seldom remembered, 

female composer from the Romantic period.  Over 200 of her compositions are available 

to the public; however few of these are known or recognized. While numerous studies of 

her brother Felix Mendelssohn have been written and much of his work analyzed; there is 

little pedagogical analysis of her Lieder works and only a few comprehensive 

biographies. 

Six of Hensel’s Lieder will be discussed in this paper: Der Abendstern (1823), 

Italien (1827), Warum sind denn du Rosen so blaß (1837), Schwanenlied (1838), 

Nachtwanderer (1846), and Beharre (1846); two Lieder have been chosen from each of 

her musical periods. This paper will include:  

1) history of Fanny Hensel placing her Lieder in the context of her life, work, 

and early nineteenth century song literature  

2) analysis of selected Lieder, with the goal of recommending student levels 

A source, such as this, containing information concerning Hensel’s background, 

compositional style, and a pedagogical insight to some of her Lieder will be a valuable 

resource to teachers and students of voice. Not only will this allow them to introduce 

lesser known repertoire, it will also provide them with a historical and pedagogical 

reference. This paper will also serve as documentation for a lecture recital. 
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Historically speaking, literary criticism has tended to perceive two of the greatest and oft-cited 

writers of the Russian nineteenth century, Tolstoy and Dostoyevsky, as radically demarcated poles of an 

essentially bifurcated cannon.  As Caryl Emerson suggests, the schism and “juxtaposition of Tolstoy and 

Dostoyevsky is one of the most familiar and time-honored practices”(Emerson 68) of a critical tradition 

which stretches back to the time of the writers themselves, beginning with the literary commentary of 

their day, and culminating in the work of the great Russian Formalist Mikhail Bakhtin—in many ways 

the most stupendous proponent of this division.  Indeed, as Emerson believes, “the Tolstoy-versus-

Dostoyevsky opposition was exceptionally congenial to Bakhtin”(68), as the dichotomy formed the very 

heart of his overriding division of literature into two stark camps: the “monologic”(69) and 

“dialogic”(68).  However, within the Bakhtinian tradition this distinction goes beyond mere 

classification alone.  Providing more than a descriptive assessment of these two writer’s approaches, 

Bakhtin, and the literary following which has trailed in his wake, have tended to express a normative 

preference for the dialogic as an intrinsically preferential mode of expression.  Bakhtin’s assertion is 

thus not simply a matter of the mere classification of dialogic versus monologic literature, but an 

assertion appertaining to the aesthetic pursuit of literature itself—a question of what constitutes good 

literature, true novels, and appropriate art.  Yet such a division, so strongly articulated, and so forcefully 

maintained must no doubt be questioned.  Does the dialogic lead to a greater work of art than the 

monologic?  Through what lens is Bakhtin viewing the work to generate such a conclusion?  What are 

the dialogic and monologic indicative of both within the work and beyond?  Does the schism in Russian 

literature hold any value? 

Within the Bakhtinian tradition, the dialogic alone is conceived as commensurate with an 

intrinsically greater, and more uniquely novelistic potential which the monlogic can never achieve.  The 

dialogic’s ability to exist as a multi-voiced, discordant, dissonant mosaic of expression as opposed to the 

smoothed, conformist, voice of the monologic, is articulated not only as the dividing line between one 

genre and another, but further, between an entirely distinct higher and lower stratum of artistic 
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 2
expression.  As such, the distinction—though grounded in the literature—moves importantly beyond 

the confines of the texts themselves, towards the larger expression of his belief in a particular 

philosophic and ontological outlook which strives towards complication in favour of clarification, 

discord in favour of didacticism, and turbulence in favour of unyielding truth.  Indeed, for Bakhtin, the 

presence of the Dostoyevskian “crisis”(Emerson 68), expresses far more than an artistic tact more 

aesthetically appealing than “Tolstoyan force”(68); it “celebrat[es] the trap of human consciousness”(68) 

in a way which Tolstoy can never achieve, operating in a manner which comprehends ideas themselves 

not within the utterance of one’s viewpoint, but within the interaction between two competing 

viewpoints—that is within the dialogic vacancy created through the disparity of conflicting opinions.  

Thus, at the root of Bakhtinian criticism rests a distinct preference for an essentially dialogical 

ontology—one based on the negation of transcendent meaning in favour of the polyphonic dissonance 

seen in Dostoyevsky.  Yet if dialogism is the literary expression of this preference, what is the larger 

implication of such belief?  What is the ontology? 

Following on the work of several critics in the field, as well as Bakhtin’s own assessment of 

Tolstoy and Dostyevsky, I suggest that the division between dialogic and monologic literature signals a 

rupture in the ontology of these writers which directly parallels the division between essentialism and 

existentialism within the philosophic tradition.  Bakhtin’s approval of the dialogic’s ability to create 

dissonant voids of meaning, resulting from a multi-voiced, pluralism of disparate halves, renders an 

ontological outlook remarkably similar to that espoused by existential writers such as Jean-Paul Sartre.  

Sartre’s famous inversion of the essentialist argument, placing existence for the first time prior to 

essence (Sartre 2), establishes an ontology where all meaning is seen to exist a posteriori—in opposition 

rather than tandem, much like Bakhtin.  Conversely, Tolstoy’s continual emphasis on the didactic 

assertion of unyielding and a priori “eternal Truth”(“Absolute” 670) stands firmly within the essentialist 

tradition, which seeks meaning within unity rather than dissention.  Indeed, this is highlighted in the 

language of Tolstoy’s own literary tract “What is Art?” which continually emphasizes the “original 
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 3
meaning”(“Art” 689) of words as signifiers “accessible to everyone” (689), meant to elicit a “universal 

art”(689).  Thus to understand these writers and critics properly, we must endeavor to understand not 

only their preferences for literary expression—whether monologic or dialogic—but also the rooted 

beliefs resting behind such preferences so as to understand the novels’ larger impact.  While Emerson 

suggests some reasons behind Bakhtin’s preference for the dialogic, he leaves aside the issue of the 

belief systems which underpin such criticism—belief systems which preference difference, division, and 

individualization as an essentially higher order of understanding, more indicative of the perceived 

indifference and chaos of the world.  While explication of Bakhtin’s preference has therefore been 

conducted to some extent, the ontological underpinnings which underline such an assertion have 

remained somewhat neglected.   

To address this issue, we must first elucidate the two theorists in question, whose understandings 

of reality—though remarkably similar—require a large degree of sensitivity to the individual nuances of 

their expression.  Having joined the two, we may then move towards a discussion of the texts 

themselves, using the Bakhtin-Sartre model as a lens through which to view the issues of difference and 

similarity, existentialism and essentialism, and divergence and convergence more clearly.  Only then, 

will we be able to better understand the historical dichotomy which has divided Russian literature so 

starkly, not only as divisive figures in an aesthetic cannon, but also as figures imbued within the a larger 

context of belief, and larger debate reaching into notions of ontology.   

Briefly stated, Mikhail Bakhtin’s theory of dialogization posits a view of literary texts not as 

entirely self-reflexive, single-themed, monological entities, but as paradoxical, multi-voiced, dialogical 

expressions of pluralistic and competing themes which exist in mutual tension and interaction within the 

same work.  Here, Bakhtin actively challenges the notion of overarching textual authority by disrupting 

the previously predominant view of the text as a cohesive unit.  Indeed, for Bakhtin, discourse itself is 

not truly possible without the vacancy created between the interaction of differing layers of meaning, 

which jar and complicate one another through their mutual juxtapositions and interactions.  As he 
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suggests, the “semantic structure of an internally persuasive discourse is not finite, it is open; in each of 

the new contexts that dialogize it, this discourse is able to reveal ever newer ways to mean”(“Novel” 

534).  Here, Bakhtin’s emphasis rests not simply in the belief that dialogical speech utterances are 

superior to monologic ones, though the latter are nonetheless seen as “more reified, [and] more 

concrete”(534); rather, true expression for Bakhtin does not even occur without the interaction of multi-

voiced styles, each working in paradoxical, ironic, and confused combinations.  For Bakhtin, literary 

meaning (indeed as we shall see, all meaning itself) is held in the interaction between discursive genres 

of speech—“between one’s own and another’s discourse; between one’s own and another’s 

thought[s]”(534).  It is only through this form of discordant interaction, which presents multiple and 

competing views alongside one another in an unbiased, and mutually-emphasized discourse, that one is 

able to comprehend the true plurality and paradox of life.   

 Thus, in opposition to the artificiality of “authoritarian enforced discourse”(“Novel” 534), 

“internally persuasive discourse”(534) creates a beneficial type of “semantic openness”(535), which 

leads to the text’s lasting power and “inexhaustibility”(535).  The dialogical text’s tendency to leave 

multiple threads—that is multiple discursive voices—“intentionally...incomplete and unresolved”(536), 

leads to a “vari-directional”(“Poetics” 540), “interrelationship of voices”(540) which recognizes the 

necessary diversity and “heteroglossia”(“Novel” 539) one requires to comprehend the inherent “double-

voicedness”(539), which Bakhtin suggests as primary to all linguistic meaning.  As he argues, 

“authoritative discourses permit no play with the context framing it, no play with its borders, no gradual 

and flexible transitions, no spontaneously creative stylizing variants on it”(533).  Here his almost 

Derridian emphasis on the benefits of an openness and self-consciously paradoxical play of linguistic 

signifiers, highlights his overall belief in a stylistics of diversity and pluralism which he sees as better 

articulating the paradoxical irreducibility of both “everyday life”(530), and common speech (530).  By 

touting a linguistics of dialogism, Bakhtin thus highlights a hermeneutics of interaction and process, 

which he sees as avoiding the alternative of authoritative discourse.  In this way, he hopes to avoid the 
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reified destruction of meaning - “the dead, thing-like shell of [a] word”(539)—by engaging language 

on the level of life.  In place of the reductive, hollowed, empty style inherent in monologism, dialogism 

is seen as innately human in its acceptance of dichotomy.  Polarity is not only desirable, it is here 

necessary, as the only vehicle of expression reflective of the dichotomous and polarized nature of human 

life.   

As such, Bakhtin continually argues against a literature which allows one half of the 

dichotomous, dialogical whole to predominate unnecessarily over the other, instead favouring the 

natural, multi-voiced qualities of dialogism.  It is a view which effectively re-constructs the notion of 

conflict, inconsistency, and discrepancy within a text—shifting it away from a view of discrepancy as a 

form of misdirection, towards a belief which sees “abrupt dialogic turnaround”(“Poetics” 540) as the 

highest and most desirable actualization possible.  Here, art is seen to imitate life, in so much as life 

itself is perceived to be dialogical; the dialogic text is thus a realist text as it reflects this important 

distinction – the most realistic depiction to which linguistics can aspire.  For Bakhtin then, the dialogical 

is not simply a higher and more successful form of art; it is more adept precisely because it recognizes 

an innate human drive towards dichotomy and paradox which is utterly ignored in traditional, 

monological forms.  Here, paradox is more than simply a rhetorical strategy, it is reality expressed in 

print.  The resulting view of Bakhtin’s world is one where the overlapping irrationalities of life are 

precisely the most natural—the most human.  

As the critic Mandelker points out, Bakhtin’s appreciation of the dialogical stems from his belief 

in diverse linguist speech acts which represent language as a “living”(Mandelker 386) reminder of the 

“mental representation”(386) of “inner speech”(386).  Highlighting his “almost Husserlian 

subjectivity”(388), Mandelker goes on to suggest that Bakhtin’s preference represents a decided shift 

which reaches beyond mere aesthetics towards a larger ontological view of life.  Here, reality itself is 

seen as an indefinite, conflicted, and disparate conjunction of various speech-genres, utterances, and 

discourses, which each vie for control of the overall discourse, yet never reach any overarching 
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authority, hegemony, or conformity.  As Mandelker argues, such a preference establishes the dialogic 

as a “microcosmic model for [the] larger events in [the] life and in the universe of meaning”(388).  Here, 

Bakhtin does not simply posit a belief in the resounding dissonance of the successful literary text; the 

text’s success is actually contingent on its openness—on its lack of resolution, and the degree to which 

the dialogical structure remains in play.  As Mandelker writes, “Bakhtin avoids the teleological”(388), 

instead continually tending towards an ever-deferred, irresolvable, conflicted view of reality which 

admits no finality. 

A somewhat similar conception of meaning is found in Jean-Paul Sartre’s existential writing.  In 

his essay, “Existentialism is a Humanism”, Sartre outlines his belief in a philosophy which overturns the 

notion of a priori, transcendent meaning in favour of a meaning which must be eked out by each 

individual in his or her own, unique, existential position.  Much like Bakhtin’s general skepticism 

regarding monologic discourse, which he views as a form of containment and constraint, Sartre suggests 

a humanity innately subject-centered—indeed an ontology which “begin[s] from the subjective”(Sartre 

2) for the first time.  Whereas essence had formerly always been highlighted as a priori to one’s 

existence within the world, Sartre and other existentialists invert the equation by suggesting “existence 

comes before essence”(2).  This shift effectively places the subject’s worldly, tangible, concrete relations 

in the world as the determinant factor in his or her creation of selfhood.  It is a view which finds 

meaning, not in any preexistent assertion of one’s identity, but rather in the vacancy of meaning 

altogether—the gap found in the void left by the realization that all transcendent, a priori essence is, by 

nature, illusory and fabricated. 

Though Sartre does not deny the difficulty of such a belief system—which leaves the subject 

voided save for the meaning he or she applied directly to his or her own life—the resulting panic which 

inevitably arises is seen as a form of beneficial “anguish”(Sartre 3) which “confronts man with a 

possibility of choice”(1) for the first time.  In a world in which, “man is nothing else but that which he 

makes of himself”(2), one is simultaneously struck by the profound responsibility incumbent on the 
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individual to actively create meaning through one’s own actions, and filled with agency and free will.  

Here, anguish and enlightenment run hand in hand.  Sartre thus does not discount the possibility of 

existential crisis, but rather envisions it as the pivotal turning point in the subject’s beneficial transition 

out of the illusory world of predefined essences, and into the concrete, realistic world of existence 

occurring for its own sake, on its own terms.  Crisis, discord, and conflagration, is thus seen as a type of 

misery pregnant with purpose—imbued with potential.  Within the existential model, it is only through 

the conscious shift from a life of a priori suppositions, to one of a posteriori existence that the 

presumptions imposed upon life can be removed and “determinism”(4) extinguished.  Though this 

“freedom”(4) occurs at the expense of transcendental signifiers such as “God”(4), Sartre sees the 

removal of such signifiers as nothing more than the destruction of remnants of old belief which need no 

longer hold weight.  For him, much like Bakhtin on the subject of monologism, the resounding authority 

of such unyielding belief systems is itself seen as detrimental for the constraint it places on the subject’s 

otherwise emancipated conception of reality.  Though “abandonment” into the existentialist vision is 

necessarily accompanies with “anguish”(5), this is ultimately preferable to Sartre, as it allows for 

openness and fluidity to prevail—for the subject to engage actively within the self-determination of his 

own being, which may indeed be discordant and dichotomous at times, but is always innately real, and 

innately truthful in its closely-indexed relation between the subject and his or her reality.  By taking 

existence as the “departure”(7) of the individual, the existentialist sees life itself as a starting point.  As 

Sartre writes, “reality alone is reliable”(6). 

Importantly, it is only by realizing the anguish and abandonment of the existential position—by 

removing oneself from the quietude of a priori belief, and engaging in responsibility for one’s own 

existence, that one is able to reach an understanding of both the self and other which avoids the 

disastrous hierarchy of the subject-object dichotomy.  In traditional, transcendent ontology, the subject, 

holding accord with the perceived precepts and axioms of the time, is accorded the right of subject while 

those who do not ascribe become objectified—abject figures operating outside of the framework of 
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perceived reality, and thus outside this favoured role.  By placing humanity’s subjectivity first, Sartre 

sees existentialism as the only ontology “which does not make man into an object”(7).  Instead, those 

reaching past the anguish of existential crisis are envisioned as escaping the subject-object dichotomy 

altogether—destroying the hierarchy of belief by adopting a belief which views not only oneself, but all 

others as subjects imbedded within a latticework of “inter-subjectivity”(7).  Here, what would ostensibly 

seem to constitute nihilism is instead seen to emancipate the subject’s self-determination in a way which 

places the subject alone as sole arbiter of his ontology.   

This concept follows closely on Bakhtin’s notion of the dialogic.  In the inter-subjective 

understanding, each subject’s actions help to form the world around them, both for themselves and 

others.  Since existence determines one’s essence, and since that existence is altered by the actions of all 

subjects around oneself, the result is a world in which every individual affects every other individual in a 

busy and frantic interplay of subjective identities which vie, clash, conform, disrupt and otherwise 

impact each other continuously.  Here, the world is envisioned as an arena of discourse, where one’s 

own identity is necessarily contingent on all others around you, as they are understood to necessarily 

form the existential experience from which your essence is derived.  In this world, subjectivity is thus 

skewed—deflected away from the individual subject, towards the collective whole of all subjects, and 

more properly to those other subject’s interactions with oneself and one another.  As Sartre suggests, 

“there is a human universality, but it is not something given; it is being perpetually made”(7); “I cannot 

not will the freedom of others”(9).   

Much like Bakhtin’s notion of the dialogic’s interplay of multi-voiced, dichotomous, and 

paradoxical discourse, Sartre reconstitutes meaning as an effect resultant from the void, rather than from 

reality itself.  Bakhtin’s “heteroglossia”(“Novel” 539), directly parallels Sartre’s “inter-

subjectivity”(Sartre 7), both of which highlight meaning through interplay, disjunction, dichotomy, and 

discrepancy rather than conformity and similarity.  The drive towards the dialogic is thus in many ways 

analogous to the larger drive towards a view of reality which favours difference and tension as the true 
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 9
nature of the world—a view which necessarily sees absolutist, transcendental notions (such as the 

monologic) as contortions, at once both ridiculous and artificial. 

Thus much like Sartre’s preference for existence over essence, Bakhtin’s conception of the 

dialogic favours a reality in dissonance, something he believes is epitomized in Dostoyevsky’s work, 

writing which he argues exemplifies the need of the other as a necessary counter-point to the self.  

Indeed, such an assertion is a common reading among critics who have followed Bakhtin’s tradition.  As 

Emerson writes, “in Dostoyevsky, the need for the other is absolute”(74), something directly paralleled 

when Sartre suggests, “I cannot obtain any truth whatsoever about myself, except through the meditation 

of another.  The other is indispensable to my existence, and equally so to any knowledge I can have of 

myself”(Sartre 7).  Both theorists posit a view of self which places the subject in a contingent web of 

relations, defined and bracketed by the existence of other selves—other subjects—and meaningful only 

through those relations.  Dostoyevsky’s characters engage in a form of self-definition continually 

gleaned from the world around them, influenced and often confounded by the others which both haunt 

and define their reality.  Thus at the root of the Bakhtin-Sartre paradigm’s preference for otherness—the 

paratactic juxtapositions of competing, though equally viable voices—rests a belief in the necessary 

interconnection of the individual within the larger whole.  The drive towards difference is thus not 

simply an aesthetic assertion, which posits a belief in a multitudinous art form’s elevation over a similar 

art form of singular expression; rather, it signals a vast shift in ontology which pairs the Bakhtinian 

notion of the dialogic with the Sartrean notion of existential crisis.  In both cases, the presence of 

disruption is seen not to negate meaning, but rather to open the potentiality for its creation through an 

acceptance of dissonance—in each instance highlighting a radical preference for disruption as a pregnant 

void from which self-creation is possible.   

Taking this distinction into consideration, we can now compare Tolstoy and Dostoyevsky on 

grounds of essentialism and existentialism so as to elucidate the common dichotomy drawn between the 

two authors.  Following on the work of several critics, I suggest that the two writers have legitimately 
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 10
been separated as polar oppositions within Russian literature.  Indeed, looking to Leo Tolstoy’s “How 

Much Land Does a Man Need?” we see in many ways the exact appeal to transcendent, a priori 

valuation that we find critiqued in both Bakhtin and Sartre.  Though the novel ostensibly elicits 

discourse between its characters, such discourse is often only partially present—each level of the tale 

serving to reify and reinforce the overall monologic didacticism Tolstoy wishes to impart.  Such 

centrality continually occurs at the expense of diversity, which hegemonizes and conforms the discourse, 

rather than risk evoking dissonance which could leave meaning itself in question as we might see with 

Dostoyevsky.  While the question of the aesthetic merit of one approach remains uncertain, this stark 

divergence traces a distinctly transcendent world view, which continually favours the eternal, 

authoritative, and monologic—all representative of a larger belief in an ontology of essentialism.   

Indeed, we see this effect even on the first page.  Here discourse is ostensibly found—that is 

characters do engage in dialogue—yet the effect of that discourse is continually muted in favour of the 

overarching intent of the work as a whole.  Here, Tolstoy portrays a parable depicting an unremitting 

condemnation of the dangers of bourgeois social-climbing, greed, avarice, and corruption.  Each of these 

themes works together, forming different branches in a fundamentally unified, commensurate whole 

which admits little deviation.  It is an essentially deterministic, potently transcendent world where 

characters continually act towards the greater narrative whole—the overriding authorial intent—which 

posits the same message time and again through different approaches, and different scenarios always 

with the same base message.  Narrative context here functions as a way to diversify the expression of a 

central theme which remains essentially unwavering.  Towards this end, Tolstoy constructs his 

characters so as to operate as narrative functions, that is, elements within the larger whole of the tale’s 

expression as opposed to divergent, independent characters in their own right.  As such, their 

interactions together help to form the collective whole of the essentially essayistic message he wishes to 

impart, all the while remaining firmly within the circuit of the tale’s defined range, which is both 

deductively defined, and rigidly imposed.  Here difference is present, but it is stripped of its true ability 
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to enact dissent.  Contrast and disparity exist here not for the narrative value of the dialogue it 

produces, but for the performative value obtained.  Characters argue amongst themselves but remain 

essentially tethered, so as not to tread too far from the central message and overall thrust of the work 

which remains Tolstoy’s indelible concern. 

An example of a typically Tostoyan monologic exchange is useful to illustrate the effect, as the 

technique employs distinct rhetorical approaches which allow difference to appear, but disappear just as 

quickly. In one early instance between the younger and older sisters at the beginning of the tale, what 

appears as an equal debate takes place.  Here, the younger sister expresses the central critique which will 

form the kernel of the novel, the older sister expressing the opposite view.  Tolstoy’s use of language 

here is precise, and distinct.  He writes, 

I would not change my way of life for yours…we may live roughly, but at least we are free from 
anxiety.  You live in better style than we do, but though you often earn more than you need, you 
are very likely to lose all you have.  You know the proverb, ‘Loss and gain are brothers twain.’ 
[…] 
Enough?  Yes, if you like to share with the pigs and calves!  What do you know of elegance or 
manners!  However much your Goodman may slave, you will die as you are living—on a dung 
heap—and your children the same. 
[…] 
Well, what of that?  Of course our work is rough and course.  But on the other hand, it is sure, 
and we need now bow to anyone.  But you, in your towns are surrounded by temptations; to-day 
all may be right, but to-morrow the Evil One may tempt your husband with cards, wine, or 
women, and all will go to ruin.  Don’t such things happen often enough?(“Land” 1).   

 

Though these characters are ostensibly arguing equally valid positions, with reasonably similar backing, 

the reader is continually aware of the narrative’s weight of one side in favour of the other.  Here, the 

younger sister’s words are far more successfully articulated, a quality arising both from the length of the 

passages she is granted within the text, which are larger, and the quality of the argument she makes.  

While the younger sister suggests positively that country life is preferable for the beneficial effects it 

produces—namely reduced anxiety, less potential to fall as one is already lowly, greater security, less 

oscillation, and simpler joys—the older sister resorts to accusation and negativity.  She does not actually 

suggest that a wealthier lifestyle will not result in the positive benefits the younger cites, but rather strays 
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into slander, insinuating the younger sister’s affiliation with “pigs”, “calves”, “slaves”, “children”, and 

“dung heap[s]”.  This has a twofold effect.  Since the older sister did not even respond to the younger 

sister’s logic, such avoidance implicitly vindicates the younger.  If one does not properly respond to an 

argument, but instead attacks the first speaker on issues outside the debate at hand, the rhetorical effect 

serves to strengthen the first speaker’s argument.  At the same time, the disjunction of negative and 

positive wording, implicitly pairs the younger with positive, beneficial discussion and the older the 

negative, derogatory accusation.  Words such as “safe”, “better”, “free”, and “enough” all implicitly 

signal the positive attributes of this first speaker’s argument.  In opposition, the older sister is left only 

with the negative, spiteful, unpleasant words cited above. 

The result of the disparity between argumentative and rhetorical styles seen with these two 

sisters, creates a hierarchy within their verbal exchange—one which continually touts the younger 

sister’s view as superior to the older. Whether we are explicitly aware of this effect or not, the iterative 

failures of one view, contrasted with the iterative successes of the other lead to a buildup of sympathy 

for one side at the expense of the other.  Tolstoy’s method here, effectively establishes a mock debate—

one which appears ostensibly legitimate, balanced, and unweighted but which continually presents the 

same pole as superior time and again.   

This effect is continued near the end of this first passage, where “the Devil himself”(“Land” 2) is 

seen to tempt Pahom.  By invoking the undeniably transcendental signifier of the Devil, and linking him 

to Pahom’s affirmation of the older sister’s words, Tolstoy furthers his didactic, monologic rhetoric by 

presenting this man’s choice as a priori negative.  As readers, we cannot help by be swayed by the 

Devil’s prophesy, that “we will have a tussle.  I’ll give you land enough; and by means of that land I will 

get you into my power”(2).  Such an assertion effectively brackets the entire narrative to come, within a 

transcendently negative, essentially monologic locus of control which allows for choices to be made, but 

only within the circle of meaning inscribed by the axiomatic precepts Tolstoy writes into the tale at its 

inception.  This emphasis on centrality, homogeneity, and reflexivity creates a uniquely convergent 
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narrative which admits not deviance.  Indeed, Tolstoy’s technique leads to a type of narrative 

determinism which predefines and predisposes the direction of the tale in an extremely explicit, 

unyielding manner—what Gary Saul Morson calls Tosltoy’s “absolutism”(Morson 667).  With such 

bold, predictive statements uttered so early on, the reader is handed the essence of the tale, not through 

personal experimentation, but through authoritative affirmation, which defines the tale’s outcome before 

it has even truly begun.  This deductive, top-down approach to writing cues the reader to engage with the 

tale as he would an a priori piece of transcendent knowledge, to be picked up and learned, but not to 

truly be argued against.  The text here is constituted not as a trial, but as a proof—one which sets about 

to demonstrate and reaffirm hypotheses, but not to challenge them.  Though tensions do exist, as with 

the older sister, they are continuously muted, restrained and effete in their impact—not truly legitimized 

agents within the framework established and controlled by Tolstoy’s unyielding authorial intent, and 

hegemonizing monologism.   

As the tale proceeds, we see continuous reminders of this phenomenon.  Pahom, the a priori 

corruptible individual, is continually represented negatively, at times “grumble[ing]”(2), “going home in 

a temper”(2), or being “rough with his family”(2).  As time proceeds, these instances increase, 

something again directly in line with his characterization of one undergoing degeneration into the ills of 

greed, avarice, and foolishness that the text seeks so strongly to critique.  Indeed, such instances are not 

simply numerous, but indeed ubiquitous throughout the narrative, as they represent the reiteration and 

reaffirmation of Tolstoy’s transcendent approach.  At each instance, the reader gains a monologic, 

authorial assurance that his or her presuppositions—as established early in the tale—are correct.  We are 

presented with a world in which one’s suppositions upon entering a text, are continually and 

subsequently affirmed at every turn.  Greed would be thought to lead to downfall, as the younger sister’s 

proverb implies, and indeed that is precisely what we find.  It is a world where the transcendent is not 

believed, but reaffirmed through Pahom’s every action, and every movement which each work towards 

the transparent consistency of the piece. 
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Thought his does not discount the tale as a legitimate form of literature, as the Bakhtin-Sartre 

paradigm would suggest—it does signal a vastly different purpose for its creation.  Tolstoy is writing 

here not out of a desire to depict a conflicted, dichotomous, or paradoxical reality; indeed, the text 

suggests that no such reality is even possible.  Instead, the text gestures towards a world where the evils 

of land ownership are absolute, where no matter one’s intentions power is seen to corrupt necessarily, 

and where the temptation to gain more land than one can legitimately lay claim to is and always has 

caused degeneration and misery.  If we as readers share this predisposition, this essentialism which is 

propounded time and again, we will come to agree; if we share other axiomatic precepts, we will tend to 

disagree.  The deterministic outlook of the tale admits no variance, allowing divergence and dissent only 

so far as it reaffirms and strengthens the original, transcendent position through negative exemplification 

of what one ought not to do.  In this story therefore, Pahom’s capacity for free choice is entirely muted 

by a view of reality which is, in essence, transcendent in its thematic depiction of good and evil, and 

moreover clearly communicable from the standpoint of Tolstoy’s vantage as author-creator of the 

transcendental, monologic voice.   

Throughout the tale, the narrative continually appears to enter junctures, where the character’s 

actions seem indeterminate, though all the while the spectacle of greed remains unquestionably absolute.  

In one instance of this, Pahom rationalizes to himself his decision to purchase land from the Bashkirs, 

stating, “with my own thousand rubles, why should I get only thirteen hundred acres and saddle myself 

with a debt besides?  If I take it out there, I can get more than ten times as much for the money”(“Land” 

7).  Though this statement seems to depict his character’s naively rational decision to choose an 

eventually disastrous acquisition, the expansive, transcendent view of events which we have been 

encouraged to take up admits no variance of belief.  No reader is surprised by this decision by Pahom, 

just as no reader is surprised by his predictable need to gain more and more land in his walk around the 

territory.  Though he suggests that his actions are chosen, uttering statements such as, “I will go on for 

another three mile…and then turn to the left.  This spot is so fine, that it would be a pity to lose it.  The 
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 15
further one goes, the better the land seems”(12), the fact that this assertion only reaffirms the reader’s 

a priori belief in the evils of greed, established in the first passage with the Devil, effectively negates 

any suggestion of free will, struggle, or conflict within his character.  Thus the way in which the 

narrative is poised, as a monologic, authoritative discourse, effectively nullifies the individual in favour 

of the overarching message being purported.  As Gary Saul Morson suggests, Tolstoy’s approach often 

constructs sentences which “seem both to belong and to lie outside of the fiction”(“Absolute” 673).  

Though Pahom’s beliefs seem to indicate a choice, no actual choice exists; though the guise of free will 

seems present, the characters are utterly unable to stray outside of the transcendental, monologic 

determinism of Tolstoy’s authorship.  Morson continues, pointing out that though, “it is probable that all 

novels are framed by an implicit ‘for instance.’  What is characteristic of Tolstoy is that the ‘for instance 

is so often close to explicit”(674).  With Tolstoy we are never led into a situation where alternatives bear 

any real truth—any legitimate opposition to the belief being touted.  As quickly as they surface, they are 

wrenched back in line, to service the resounding homogeneity of his narrative. 

Once again, this signals not simply a divergence of stylistic form, but a distinct posture in 

ontological outlook, both within the narrative and beyond.  While Bakhtin would tend to see Tolstoy’s 

efforts as “completely unnovelistic…nonfictive and undialogized”(“Absolute” 675) such normative 

condemnation is ultimately contingent on Bakhtin’s own placement within the larger umbrella of his 

own preferences and beliefs.  While his critique of Tolstoy’s essentialism is apt, he does not himself 

escape the canonization of his own beliefs, which place him as firmly within a structure of understanding 

as Tolstoy, simply an opposite understanding.  While Tolstoy may tend continually towards the 

monologic, Bakhtin, Dostoyevsky, and Sartre all present the counter point through their participation 

within the existential paradigm which seeks, as its raison d’etre, to turn the Tolstoyan model on its head.  

Thus, it is entirely unsurprising that Bakhtin, and others who follow his model, should criticize Tolstoy’s 

efforts as unrepresentative of the novel, as they posit the novel as an aesthetic form directly reflective of 

reality, and thus contradictory to such assertions.  While Tolstoy then propounds one view of reality, 
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 16
based exclusively on unyielding beliefs, the counter-model’s criticism exists across a truly 

irreconcilable divide—one springing from an ontology so disparate as to necessarily see Tolstoy’s 

efforts as fictive guise, espoused by a transcendentalist in denial regarding the conflicted nature of 

reality as they see it.  As such, the disjunction between the Tolstoyan and Dostoyevskyan poles, so 

common to the history of Russian literary criticism, is seen to rest not only on an aesthetic disagreement 

of novelistic styles, but more importantly on entirely divergent notions of humanity, ontology, and 

reality.   

Indeed, it is quite the opposite scenario that we find in Dostoyevsky’s own writing.  In Notes 

from the Underground, the Underground Man serves as an exemplar for the confliction, and tension so 

paramount to the Bakhtin-Sartre model.  As Bakhtin points out, this character exists not as a singular 

entity at all, but rather as a plurality of disparate voices, each operating in tension, and hinging around a 

series of distinct ruptures within the narrative which shift the discourse from one epoch to the next—

what Bakhtin terms Dostoyevsky’s “abrupt dialogic turnaround”(“Poetics” 540).  Doubtless, this is true.  

Even in the first page of the novella, the Underground Man’s turmoil and conflict is evident.  “I am a 

sick man…I am a spiteful man”(Dostoyevsky 1), he begins.  While the first statement elicits sympathy 

for an individual seemingly suffering, the second abruptly jars the reader through the juxtaposition of 

passive and active sentiments in extremely close proximity to one another.  How can the man be both 

sick, and spiteful—that is both empathetic, and detestable.  While being sickly is unquestionably not a 

state of his own making, spite holds precisely the opposite connotation.  The two statements seem 

innately at odds with one another, astounding and confusing our presuppositions—something Bakhtin 

would attribute to the reader’s familiarity with each statement’s usual placement within disparate and 

conflicting “speech-genres”(“Genres” 60).  In his view, the conflict arises, from the unusual 

conjunctions Dostoyevsky’s text provides, which draws together traditionally disparate statements and 

juxtaposes theme in a paratactic union.  As Bakhtin argues, directly in line with his existential 

compatriots, this union leads to the formation of meaning which is unique, discrete, and thus truly 
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representative of the reality in which we find ourselves.  Just as Sartre would see the breakup of a 

priori belief as leading to existential crisis, Bakhtin’s analysis demonstrates a preference for the crisis of 

meaning induced through the union of disparate halves within the same whole—the presentation of a 

plurality which both would see as uniquely representative of reality.   

This trend is furthered with nearly every statement the Underground man utters.  He continues,  

I am an unattractive man.  I believe my liver is diseased.  However, I know nothing at all about 
my disease, and do not know for certain what ails me.  I don’t consult a doctor for it, and never 
have, though I have a respect for medicine and doctors.  Besides, I am extremely superstitious, 
sufficiently so to respect medicine, anyway (I am well-educated enough not to be superstitious, 
but I am superstitious).  No, I refuse to consult a doctor from spite.  That you probably will not 
understand.  Well, I understand it, though (Dostoyevsky 1).   
 

With each successive statement, new and conflicting meanings are brought into contrast with one 

another.  The reader is left to wonder how such vastly disjunctive clauses can each represent the same 

personality—the same characterization.  In stark distinction to the Tolstoyan desire for hegemony and 

consistency, Dostoyevsky ruptures conformity at every turn.  How is it that one may have respect for 

medicine, but be too superstitious to seek a doctor?  How can one state that one’s liver is diseased if one 

“know[s] nothing at all about [one’s] disease”(1)?  How can such statements make sense to the speaker, 

when they are admittedly disharmonious to the reader?  At ever turn Dostoyevsky seems to present the 

reader with a paradoxical rendering of a character who operates in continuous flux—arguing one 

position, only to present the opposite, conflicting position moments later.   

Yet where Bakhtin would simply suggest that such a view hints at the dialogical qualities of the 

text, I suggest Dostoyevsky’s depiction of the dialogical goes far beyond that—gesturing instead 

towards a belief in the dialogical nature of a reality which cannot be easily reduced, enclosed, or 

streamlined.  The Underground Man not only complicates and conflicts all meaning, meaning itself is 

found within that conflict.  Within the dissonant world this character occupies, assertions are present 

only for a short period before they are corrected by their antithesis.  The result creates an undulating 

wave of meaning, which tosses the reader to and fro, from one thesis to the next, without end.  Here, all 

transcendence is lost to an environment of equal and mutual negation—where the Underground Man’s 
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desires and compulsions exist solely within temporary and discrete epochs of belief, which are 

continually reversed ad infinitum.  As he suggests, it is a “peculiar sort of enjoyment—the enjoyment, of 

course, of despair”(Dostoyevsky 5).  Yet like Sartre, Dostoyevsky’s depiction of despair does not 

suggest a departure from reality, but rather a more accurate affirmation of it.  Though the Underground 

Man does represent a somewhat lamentable contortion of the ”direct person…the real normal man”(6), 

his “strange enjoyment”(8) of the conflicted underground which serves as his life, signals his alignment 

with an ontology of self-creation.  In this world where “even in toothache there is enjoyment”(9), the 

Underground Man experiments radically with the emancipation of his selfhood, detached from the 

traditional, transcendental signifiers which he evokes so often, but continuously overturns just as 

quickly.  If nothing else, his is a world beyond the universal—one of particularization, where the 

transcendental is only achieved in a temporary, localized manner through effort and self-assertion.  As 

he states, “I tried hard to be in love.  I suffered, too gentlemen, I assure you.  In the depth of my heart 

there was no faith in my suffering, only a faint stir of mockery”(11).  Indeed, the Underground Man 

must assert every desire he pursues within his life, as no external, a priori signification is possible.  Love 

is not possible in the Tolstoyan sense, since love as a transcendent signifier is meaningless in the void of 

potentiality which he occupies.  Instead, he must “try” for it, if he is to have it at all.   

Here, the Underground Man continually reels from exactly the type of existential crisis that 

Sartre describes, a sense of anguish upon realizing that there is nothing innate, and nothing preexistent 

regarding his character.  As he states once,  

Oh, if I had done nothing simply from laziness!  Heavens, how I could have respected myself, 
then.  I should have respected myself because I should at least have been capable of being lazy; 
there would at least have been one quality, as it were, positive in me, in which I could have 
believed myself.  Question: What is he?  Answer: A sluggard; how very pleasant it would be to 
hear that for oneself!  It would meant that I was positively defined, it would mean that there was 
something to say about me (Dostoyevsky 13).   
 

Here, the crisis the Underground Man feels regarding the absence of transcendental signification is 

clearly expressed.  He would be pleased if he were definite enough to be called a sluggard, but such 

definition is not the world in which he lives.  It does not describe the dialogical manner in which he 
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expresses his thoughts, nor the existential manner in which he approaches his life as an inarticulate 

void into which meaning must be frantically hurled if one is to gain meaning at all.  While at certain 

moments he nostalgically recollects the days of solidity before his exodus into the underground—into 

existential crisis—he remains ultimately critical of all fixed belief.   

Indeed, his inability to positively identify with any of “the most civilized gentlemen” 

(Dostoyevsky 16), stands as the root cause behind the overridingly dialogic tone of the work.  No sooner 

is a transcendental belief brought into the discourse, than it is discredited and reviled as essentially false, 

foolishly naïve, and implicitly barbaric (16).  Positivism, Romanticism, Scientific reductionism, 

Sentimentalism, etc. are all elicited only to be overturned in favour of a discourse “a propos of 

nothing”(17).  It is precisely this propensity for nothingness, through disparity dichotomy and dialogism 

which so clearly aligns Dostoyevsky’s writing with the existential pole of ontology.  The Underground 

Man’s predilection for the void is not simply a destruction of meaning within the world; rather it is a 

reflection of it.  His is a world of otherness and contingency, where “nothing” is not the end but the 

beginning and the center of all meaning—a space of open creation and unpretentious reality, around 

which his consciousness continuously swirls, dipping downward to create temporary, particular, 

conflicted, and dissonant meanings which flash upwards, burst, then fade away.   

In such an environment, it is no coincidence that “independent choice”(Dostoyevsky 18) and free 

will are continuously touted as reflective markers of man’s innate desire for self-critical epochs of 

expression which ensure he is never presented with an impenetrable “wall”(8).  Indeed, the Underground 

Man himself critiques the monologic determinism Bakhtin and Sartre would both suggest, when he 

extols the terrors of a world with “nothing left for us to do”(19).  As he suggests, such a world reduces 

reality to an equation, and humanity to “animaux domestiques”, endlessly doomed to pound out the 

equation of their lives as two plus two equals four.  But as he suggests, the “reactionary”(24) element of 

humanity both ensures and necessitates our desire to act with individual will.  Man, that “frivolous and 

incongruous creature…loves the process of the game, not the end of it”(23)—not the enactment of the 
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deterministic equation, the resounding homogeneity of the monologic voice, nor the incontestability 

of the transcendental signifier.  Rather, man is a creature which desires choice, and which is willing to 

tear down all finalized constructions to achieve it—to ensure that for once “twice two makes five is…a 

very charming thing too”(23).  Such “caprice”(23), recognizes the truth of reality as Dostoyevsky 

envisions it—that whether for good or bad it is “sometimes very pleasant…to smash things”(23).  While 

the character speaks of disrupting the transcendent beliefs of his world in this manner, Dostoyevsky’s 

own narrative reflects this world view, overturning all assertions and leaving only the dialogic 

dissonance in which Bakhtin so delighted, and Sartre suggested we all must live.  It is a world of 

unending critique—of discrete meanings with temporary horizons—where multiple voices do not 

operate in concert with one another, but instead in dissonance.   

Within this paradigm of dissonance, we are not left with true nothingness, but rather the 

emancipatory nihilism of Sartre’s void.  It is a place where meaning is derived from lack, and where the 

cracks in the foundation of transcendent belief become the basis for positive assertions of selfhood.  As 

the Underground Man believes, we must live in a world where discrepancy forms the basis of self, where 

the subject in his individuality and self-creation stands against “a place of crystal that can never be 

destroyed—a palace of which one will not be able to put out one’s tongue or make a long nose on the 

sly”(24).  Our very ability to act “on the sly”(24), that is out of concert with our constructed notions of 

purpose, ensures we act instead as beings within the world—being defined a posteriori not a priori.  

Here, it is truly “better to do nothing”(Dostoyevsky 25), than to participate in a world whose 

transcendence is so clearly artificial.  Dostoyevsky, Bakhtin, and Sartre all express an ontology which 

favours the void as a staging ground towards localized meaning, from which the subject can begin a 

course of self-assertion which is fraught with anguish, and is devoid of transcendent meaning, but which 

is nonetheless more reflective of reality for doing so.   

Thus we see how the dichotomy so often held in traditional Russian literary criticism is correct, 

but for reasons which reach importantly beyond merely aesthetic questions of literary expression.  The 
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drive in Dostoyevsky towards the dialogical signals an entire shift in ontological outlook which 

comprehends the dissonant, divergent, and voided as the true location of meaning.  Though Bakhtin 

would see dialogism as creating an aesthetic interplay of various speech genres and utterances in a form 

which better expresses the novelistic style so typical of Dostoyevsky, his overall support of this tendency 

hints at a larger shift towards existentialism over essentialism that permeates the works of both he and 

Dostoyevsky alike.  The divide in Russian literature is thus not simply a matter of two divergent halves 

of a major world literature—though that would be enough to warrant our attention all the same—instead 

it signals the larger debate still ongoing between transcendental and existential conceptions of human 

ontology.  Is human life defined through the repetition of absolute truth, as Tolstoy would hold, or is it 

contained through the incessant interplay of dissonant signifiers which engage in mutual critique but 

offer no ultimate solutions, as the Bakhtin-Dostoyevsky-Sartre model would suggest?  Are we defined 

through our actions, and through the world, or through something prior, something a priori?  Though 

there are no simplistic answers to such questions, the ways in which we study these two authors, benefits 

from their acknowledged placement within the larger systems of their belief we have outlined here.  

Only by understanding these writers, not simply as opposite poles of a specific literary tradition, but as 

exemplars of two starkly different world views, are we able to read the texts as both aesthetic and 

philosophic objects which at once appeal to our sensibilities as art forms, and our curiosity as inquiring 

individuals.  By doing so, we are able to further contextualize, absorb, and relate these works towards 

the larger issues of our time, and the indeed of all time itself.  While such a contextualization does not 

deplete the works value as art, it does imbed the author’s ideas within a larger framework, thus 

expanding and enriching the value of the texts by drawing new lines, and discovering old ones that had 

nearly been forgotten.   
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The  Three  Musketeers:  Too  “Inauthentic”  for  a  Real  Reconstruction? 
Thoughts on the Compositional Material

Raphael D. Thöne, Ph.D. (University of Music and Performing Arts Vienna, Austria)

Within music-scientific and music-theoretical circles, a process that seems a paradigm change has recently been 
observed. Subjects  of research topics,  as well  as personalities  who for a long time have been considered purely 
pejoratively and were not in the analytical focus, are now taken up and investigated systematically and aesthetically.

The British composer and Oscar winner Sir Malcolm Arnold (1921-2006) is such a case. He has composed, on 
one hand, symphonic concercante music,  and his ouevre consists not only of nine symphonies,  five ballets  and 
numerous instrumental concertos, and on the other hand, he also composed more than 130 movie soundtracks. His 
large symphonic opus, though, has often been negated by the music-theoretical circle, and has not been discussed 
within the German-speaking musicological community, or in Great Britain. He was, so-to-speak, an "unobserved" 
subject of research. 

As interest in his work has increased, compositions that have been unknown up to now are performed widely - an 
action which, at first, needs no critical remark. However, one tendency becomes obvious: instead of accompanying 
these premieres from an edition-critical view ("Urtext"), new paths are preferred, sometimes even leading to market-
appropriate solutions that neglect the composer's original intent, and therefore are aesthetically questionable.

In 1975 Malcolm Arnold sketched out detailed ideas for a new ballet based upon Alexandre Dumas' novel "The 
Three Musketeers." Because of personal circumstances he never completed this idea, and only two sets of sketches 
(one known and a new, recently discovered set, found by the author while working on his Ph.D. on Sir Malcolm's 
symphonic music) remained. In 2006, though, the public was suddenly confronted with the announcement of a 
"new" Arnold ballet, which actually is only a composite score of his famous orchestral compositions, using only a 
little tiny piece of the original sketches' music.

By referring to and analysing the "real" original sources, this paper illustrates  what a huge amount of musical 
ideas and compositional identity still exist, and how they could be used for an aesthetically real, albeit fragmentary, 
construction of Arnold's  real  intentions and insights.  It  critically compares compare today's  production form to 
Arnold's highly advanced structures. 

"The  Three  Musketeers,"  in  its  current,  distorted  form,  caters  only  to  the  audience's  perceived  desires. 
Reconstruction, as it comparably happened with Mahler's Tenth Symphony by Deryck Cook, may help us to trace 
Arnold's true intentions.

It  has  unfortunately  not  been granted  to Sir  Malcolm Arnold to experience  an audience’s 
enthusiasm for his reconstructed ballet,  The Three Musketeers. He was secluded in Attleborough, 
Norfolk, with his mobility greatly limited by illness and was unable to attend the production. He 
passed away on the day of the premiere, which took place in Bradford at the Alhambra Theatre 
on 23 September 2006.

However, "reconstruction" is actually an inexact term for the opus that was created  and is now 
available to the general  public.  While the idea of writing a new ballet  for the Theatre Royal, 
Covent Garden, harkens back to a creative meeting in 1975 between the composer and two 
British ballet choreographers and designers, David Drew and Terry Emery, the scenario sketched 
out at that time has not been realised, especially not in the production’s current form. 

Malcolm Arnold,  known  to  the  British  public  as  an  experienced,  productive,  and  elegant 
creator of orchestral compositions, immediately fell in love with this project and enthusiastically 
sketched out drafts for this ballet1 in the form of piano short scores.2 The sketches consist of 13 
fully completed short pieces of composition, usually limited in length to one page and named 
1 Regarding the genesis of this project,  cf. David Drew’s statements in the programme book for the ballet production (NIXON 
2006:7) as well as Anthony Meredith’s comments (NIXON 2006:8). A detailed description of why the production was not realised 
in 1975 and how the misunderstanding between Malcolm Arnold and the management of the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden, 
occurred is found in Harris and Meredith’s book (HARRIS/MEREDITH 2004:329-332). 
2 The sketches can be viewed by the public at the Sir Malcolm Arnold Manuscript Collection in the library of the 
Royal College of Music, London, registration “Miscellaneous MSS, No. 19”.
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with  programmatic  titles  taken  from Alexandre  Dumas's  original  novel.  There  is  no  further 
information  available  about  how  Arnold  planned  to  elaborate  on  these  sketches.  From  a 
superficial perspective, the pieces could be described as piano pieces of a moderate degree of 
difficulty, often evoking an impromptu character. Arnold’s compositional approach can easily be 
seen by  analysing  the  pieces’  harmony,  the  development  of  their  subjects,  and  their  voicing 
structure (compositional layout/setting). 

 There may have been an economic as well as a technical explanation for why protagonists and 
promoters of the new stage version preferred to present a conglomerate, consisting of Arnold’s 
famous orchestral works (with the exception of a single original composition entitled Constance’s  
Sad Dance), rather than using the original material to produce a reconstruction.  

Perhaps the reasons were less complicated. It is likely that they were not aware of generally 
unknown drafts of The Three Musketeers, in contrast to the sketches available in the Royal College 
of Music collection.3 On the one hand, these drafts underscore that Malcolm Arnold did prepare 
sketches in a way that corresponded to the typical and more realistic image of a composer: a 
composer working on his musical ideas, polishing motifs, carefully considering his inventions, 
and,  as  a  final  step,  arranging  his  first  drafts  by  rewriting  a  piano  short  score  for  the  later 
orchestration process.

On the other hand, in spite of their brevity the sketches reveal that Arnold’s inventions would 
easily  have provided a suitable  basis  for further  elaboration.  The first  step of his  procedure, 
creating piano short scores for ballet compositions, is not out of character and can be established 
by referring to the other autographic piano short scores of  Electra and  Sweeney Todd.4 Arnold 
himself said he had used this procedure in the case of his earlier ballet, Homage to the Queen. In a 
letter  addressed  to  David  Webster,  the  general  administrator  of  the  Theatre  Royal,  Covent 
Garden, he points out:

"...Please forgive me for troubling you but I have been working on a ballet for the last eight 
weeks which is now complete and only remains to be orchestrated...As it will take all of my time 
for the next six weeks to orchestrate this ballet. I would be most grateful to receive a letter setting 
out the customary terms of agreement over a work like this...” (HARRIS/MEREDITH 2004:133).5

To return to the question of the ballet performance that actually too place: visitors to the 
premiere were confronted with an arrangement that fulfilled the “requirements of the market” 
rather than the fragmented but original musical text. The arrangement was put together in a suite-
like form and was advertised as an original ballet by Arnold.6 The latter point should at least be 
discussed with regard to aesthetic considerations; the author is of the opinion that this procedure 
is reminiscent of the traumas suffered by many contemporary composers of the twentieth and 
twenty-first centuries. It has been a common procedure that compositional inventions, at first 

3 The  author  was  allowed  to  view  these  sketches  while  visiting  Sir  Malcolm  Arnold  and  Anthony  Day  in 
Attleborough. Extracts from the sketches are supplied here for the general public. The manuscripts now belong to 
the Arnold Estate.
4 Both piano short scores can be found in the Royal College of Music Manuscript Collection, registration number A, 
bound volumes, numbers 11 and 26.
5 Harris/Meredith  quoted  from  a  letter  found  in  the  archives  of  the  Royal  Opera  House,  Covent  Garden. 
Unfortunately,  they  missed  the  enormous  importance  of  this  rather  short  note  regarding  Malcolm  Arnold’s 
composition process. 
6 Even Anthony Meredith, co-author of the biography Malcolm Arnold: Rogue Genius: The Life and Music of Britain's Most 
Misunderstood Composer and therefore very well acquainted with the original genesis of the ballet, has no scruples and 
describes the process as follows: "Arnold loves the dance world and wrote five ballets…The Three Musketeers, however, is his first  
full-length piece. The score, especially created for David Nixon's NBT production, comes from a wide range of his work, some of it  
written for films, the rest for the concert hall. It has been an organic process, almost having a life of its own…" (NIXON 2006:8).
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purely  designed  for  the  concert  hall,  were  suddenly  used  in  media  exploitations  (e.g.,  film 
soundtracks, advertising music).7

The argument in defense of the current production, that a large part of Arnold’s symphonic 
works were narrative  in nature  and therefore using a  composite  score  of famous works  was 
preferable to using the original sketches of the intended ballet, does not stand up over time. To 
further  argue  that  the  short  length  of  the  sketches  made  them  inappropriate  for  a  proper 
reconstruction or revision in the form of a new orchestration by a competent composer is also 
questionable. The existing original piano short scores (particells) of Arnold’s earlier ballets could 
have assisted a composer  in drawing conclusions about how Arnold sketched basic thematic 
ideas for a ballet and how he later processed them into a full orchestral score. 

Therefore,  the  author  is  of  the  opinion  that  the  sketches  for  Arnold’s  ballet  The  Three  
Musketeers can be viewed as complete in a thematic and compositional sense. Therefore, nothing 
would  have  prevented  a  later  elaboration  by  Arnold.  No  ostensible  "inautheticy”  or  “poor 
quality" of the material prevented Arnold from writing this ballet or from beginning the actual 
orchestration process.  In this case,  Arnold simply decided not to start because no immediate 
market-demand, economic need or  contractual necessity existed. He had not received a formal 
request; in fact, the project had in a way been thwarted by Arnold’s own clumsy intervention. In 
addition,  his  health  became  increasingly  worse  during  1975  (HARRIS/MEREDITH 2004:  333  et 
seqq.).

In the following paragraphs, the author will introduce the first drafts (Ur sketch). Attention 
will be paid to information from what were, until now, considered “original” sketches. These 
sketches will be called, for simplicity’s sake, the RCM (Royal College of Music) sketches. Well-
chosen  compositions  will  be  examined  in  terms  of  form,  motif  motivical  development, 
harmonics,  and their  Gestalt,  and possibilities  for  further  compositional  development  will  be 
outlined.8 By comparing the musical Ur-substance to another Arnold ballet, in this case Homage to  
the Queen, it shall be demonstrated that the thematic sketches of  The Three Musketeers go entirely 
against prevailing opinion and perceptions of which normative formulae Arnold follows in both 
compositions. In conclusion, requirements for a possible reconstruction of the Ur setting will be 
described. However, whether or not a purely piano performance or a new orchestrated setting in 
keeping with Arnold’s style should take place is a question of high aesthetic value but one that 
cannot be answered with any finality in this paper.

The  Ur-sketch,  in  comparison  to  the  RCM  sketch,  reveals  a  substantially  briefer  initial 
approach. Arnold often uses repeat signs (Faulenzer, repeat slashes), mostly in order to avoid having 
to write out harmonic ostinato patterns. A few scribbles and corrections can be found; however, 
they are very minimal, as Arnold tends to notate musical ideas in a very fluid way. Only when he 
is absolutely sure that he is pleased with an idea does he write it out. Except for a single piece in 
which scribbles and corrections can be found,9 he composed 15 pieces named in the Ur sketch as 
follows:  1.  Milady 2.  Buckingham 3.  Musketeer’s  Dance 4.  Porthos 5.  Athos 6.  Rochefort (a  melody 
fragment that will be separately discussed) 7.  D'Artagnan?10 8.  Aramis 9.  King 10.  N.N., Moderato 
11. Constance's Sad Dance 12. M. Bonacieux 13. One for All 14. D'Artagnan 15. Cardinal Richelieux (also 
titled as Cardinal, Buckingham, Pas de deux).

7 The example of Ligeti can be used in this context: the non-intended use of parts from Atmosphères, Lux Aeterna, and 
Aventures in Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey, vehemently negatively evaluated by Ligeti himself,  cf. Troop in 
1999 (TROOP 1999:138 et seqq.).
8 The issue should be discussed in its academic sense, although the task would also attract the author himself. Before 
one can think of  the realisation of such an issue,  copyright  clearance needs  to be undertaken.  However,  some 
successful  historical  examples  of  reconstructed  large  symphonic  works,  for  example  Mahler’s  10 th Symphony 
completed by Deryck Cooke, could be a stimulus for the idea. 
9 He has rejected it completely; it does not appear in the RCM sketch.
10 This “?” is Arnold’s own notation. Because of the later appearance of another D'Artagnan piece (see No. 14), this 
piece should be regarded as a rejected piece in spite of its completeness.
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Before  we discuss  individual  musical  phenomena,  we shall  focus  on a  formal  comparison 
between the Ur sketch and the later, probably cleanly copied, RCM sketch. The sketches do not 
contain the same pieces; the Ur sketch consists of 15 pieces (16 if we count one crossed-out 
piece) and the RCM sketch of only 13.11 Arnold has cleanly copied the following pieces from the 
Ur sketch, leaving them untouched: One for All (later entitled Academy Theme), D'Artagnan, Aramis, 
Porthos, The King, M. Bonacieux, The Cardinal, Milady, Buckingham, Constance's Sad Dance, and Athos.

The pieces in the RCM sketch that Arnold did not continue to work are therefore No. 3, the 
Musketeer's Dance, showing a complete waltz in ¾, mutating to a 2/4 in its middle section and later 
returning back to the original ¾; No. 6, the Rochefort melody fragment consisting of 12 bars and 
using alphabet-based notes on the chromatic rising scale12 (beginning with the letter A, equated to 
middle  C);  No.  7,  the  D'Artagnan?  piece  that  shown  nothing  in  common  with  the  later 
D'Artagnan in  the RCM sketch;  and three single-melody fragments  formed out of  the words 
"Milady", "Richelieu", and "De Winter”. Interestingly, Arnold uses the "Milady” subject almost as 
a twelve-tone row for the melody voice of a piece with the same title (an issue the author will 
focus on later); and finally No. 10, N.N., Moderato.

The fact that the D'Artagnan subject is later used as a counterpoint to the One for All subject is 
not evident from the Ur sketch, although a later handwritten note, "Musketeers 3 on [illegible]”, 
could potentially be interpreted from that point of view. However, this is speculation.

In the RCM sketch, a short passacaglia-like piece is found on page 3, clearly composed as a 
saraband and referring in its musical style to the baroque, offering an almost pastiche impression. 
It is entitled La Folia (18th century), Dance of Intrigue?, and is not outlined in the Ur sketch. The fact 
that  it  should  be  of  central  meaning  within  the  ballet  can  be  established  based  on  Drew’s 
statements; he also points out that Arnold improvised this piece (HARRIS/MEREDITH 2004:331).

The Musketeer’s Dance reveals a very clear physical image of an archetypal Malcolm Arnold piece; 
its clean typeface makes it easy to be transcribed and reconstructed. At the beginning of the ¾ 
waltz, Arnold confronts us with an easy diatonic melody, supporting  das Primat der Melodie (thethe   
primacy of melody)primacy of melody)13 and creating a joyful and humorous impression with its dotted rhythms. At bar 
6, Arnold adds a new component in the form of seventh chords accompanying the melody. At 
bar 14, he changes into a 2/4, creating the notion of a foxhunt or an English horse running 
through his use of a roguish melody in the lower voice combined with quiet,  typical Arnold 
rhythms in the higher voice. In addition, the parallel motion of seventh chords is also a special 
stylistic means that Arnold uses in almost every one of his orchestral compositions.14

11 The counting of 13 pieces is taken from Harris/Meredith (HARRIS/MEREDITH 2004:330). Indeed, it is arguable in 
itself, because the D'Artagnan subject on the second score page of the RCM sketch was written down twice: as a 
single piece and as a combined contrapuntal setting combined with the Academy Theme [One for All].
12 The same procedure has been applied by Arnold in his 7th Symphony, opus 113 (1973) as well as in his Fantasy on 
a Theme of John Field for Piano and Orchestra, opus 116 (1975). Harris/Meredith and Jackson both refer to the strong 
personal dedication Arnold gave his children in his 7th Symphony: he uses the names of his children (Katherine, 
Robert, and Edward) in order to set them into “music” by the use of the letter notes alphabet (HARRIS/MEREDITH 
2004:317-322; JACKSON 2003:154-162). 
13 Ünlü has recently coined the very useful term „Primat der Melodie“  [primacy of melody][primacy of melody] in his study of Mahler’s 
orchestration (ÜNLÜ 2007:22-25).  The term is also very  helpful  and completely  appropriate  here.  Arnold always 
emphasises  the  importance  and  audibility  of  solo  voices  through  special  instrumentation  procedures.  In  this 
approach,  he  is  very  similar  to  Mahler  –  and  it  is  also  striking  how  much  devotion  he  pays  to  Mahler  in 
compositional  aspects:  "...In  some works  of  Mahler  one  can  find  every  kind  of  technical  connection  between 
statements by looking at the score, and yet in performance the unity and form of the music is often difficult to grasp. 
This slight obstacle which I have to surmount to enjoy some of Mahler's original and beautiful music is thus small as 
to detract from it as a whole. Since Mahler's death very few composers have used the wonderfully clear and clean 
sounds which he used to perfection…” (Arnold’s statements in "I think in terms of sound", Musicians 1957, reprinted 
in Burton-Page’s Philharmonic Concerto) (ARNOLD 1956:168).
14 Apparently,  Arnold does  not think about  hidden fifth and octave  parallels.  Maybe he  even applies  them on 
purpose...
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The reason that Malcolm Arnold did not include this piece in the RCM sketch is not at all 
evident and must relate to his personal preference. In terms of its form and structure, applying 
simple antecedent and consequent patterns, there is no difference between The Musketeer’s Dance 
and other pieces in the RCM sketch.

Figure 1 Transcription, based on the Ur sketch15

Reproduced by kind permission of the Arnold Estate.

Arnold’s  idea  for  a  thematic  piece  for  the  character  of  Rochefort  has  remained  only  a 
fragment; nevertheless, he sketched out his inspiration for a complete single melody composition 
in ¾, which is of enormous informative value, giving us an understanding of his composition 
process. He generated a tone row of the name R O C H E F O R T, using his chromatic letter 
notes alphabet16 (cf. illustration and the Rochefort tone row, consisting of eight notes).

15 Transcribed by the author.
16 Nevertheless, Arnold’s procedure cannot be called revolutionary – he did not invent the letter notes alphabet, and 
there have been several famous attempts to convert the letters of the alphabet into music, e.g., the famous B A C H 
motif, Shostakovitch’s use of his own name, or compositions by the Austrian composer and Hauer pupil Gerhard 
Rühm (born in 1930). Nevertheless, it is interesting that Arnold, considering his demand "to write a good tune" as 
essential,  does generally apply such a deterministic procedure,  found in his preceding works,  opus 113 and 116! 
Although Jackson extensively and accurately analyses both works in relation to the letter notes alphabet (JACKSON 
2003:154ff; 164 et seqq.), his conclusions seem a little far-fetched, as he wants to call Arnold a “serial composer”: 
"At this stage in his career Arnold was seen as some sort of musical dinosaur...Magic squares and other process 
generators had long been used by both the serial and chance schools of composition and here Arnold shows that he, 
far from being isolationist, is fully aware of these tools...“ (JACKSON 2003:161-162). The author believes that Jackson 
overemphasises the role of the letter notes alphabet, which Arnold only applies for material considerations. Arnold’s 
basic application can probably be led back to his special situation in the seventies. A speculation: maybe he, struck by 
depression  and  manic-depressive  attacks,  needed  a  sort  of  tool  to  compose  melodies.  It  is  interesting  that  he 
completely stopped writing in 1978, having composed his 8th Symphony. He went back to composing in 1982 by 
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Nevertheless, he has not become a slave to his own system. While generating the letters "R" 
and "O" from the letter notes alphabet, the next letters, "C" and "H", have been equated with the 
notes from the normative tone scale. He completely renounces the “E” (French language, muted 
“e”). The letters "F", "O", "R", and "T" are again generated from the letter notes alphabet. In 
order to musically round out the subject,  which has so far been marked by its frequent tone 
repetitions,  he  complements  new material,  notating  this  a  system lower  than  the  Rochefort 
subject. This is not not based on the letter notes alphabet at all. Rather, Arnold complements the 
Rochefort melody with the still-missing notes from the chromatic scale, creating a counterpole 
between the two materials.  The concurrent side  effect  becomes more visible.  He stacks two 
different diatonic structures on top of each other: if the Rochefort melody is taken from the C-
major Ionic scale, the second part represents the B-major scale starting on its second scale note 
(therefore, one could describe it as “B Dorian”). It becomes obvious that Arnold has pre-posed 
this contrasting effect within the subject material by using these two scales, narrowly crossed (by 
only a semitone) with each other. He has therefore predetermined a compositional status of high 
meaning from the very beginning.

Figure 2 Page 4 of the Ur sketch, Rochefort subject
Reproduced by kind permission of the Arnold Estate.

In the piece  Milady,  the compositional  material  can also be traced back to the letter notes 
alphabet.17 However,  the  system  by  no  means  overpowers  Arnold.  The  first  letter  "M" 
corresponds to the expected note C, but already the letter "I" (which would have meant G sharp) 
is substituted with G, the latter more supportive of the tonality Arnold wishes to express. The 
next two notes, B and A, can be equated with the letter "L" (letter notes alphabet) and the letter 
"A" (onomatopoeic A=A); for the letter "D", he notates the two possibilities in his sketch: D 

writing the Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra, opus 125 (1982). 
17 The material is found in the Ur sketch, page 6.
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(onomatopoeic)  or D sharp (letter  notes  alphabet);  the  final  tone,  B flat,  stands for  "Y" (cf. 
illustration).

Now Arnold proceeds comparably to the Rochefort subject. He complements the material by 
using the full chromatic scale and composes, now in command of a twelve-tone row, a waltz in 
his own voice. Above all, the contrast between the melody voice and the accompanying chords is 
very interesting. He opposes the first five notes, virtually settled on white keys, with a highly 
chromatic and dissonant chord setting in the form of an ostinato, lasting two bars (bars 1-4). The 
moment the tonal material of the melody line strongly approaches the black keys, Arnold changes 
the tonal character of the accompanying chords. He then prefers substantially consonant sounds 
(for example, the C-minor seventh-ninth chord in bar 8). 

Nevertheless, the switch between black and white keys – between upper and lower voice – 
occurs in an overlapping way; it does not start at the first initial black note, E flat, in bar 5. This 
may point back to bar 6: the two-bar ostinato has not yet been completed.

The idea that this black-and-white  painting is a compositional  coincidence seems doubtful. 
Although intuition might have played a role, Arnold always tends to create a balance between the 
diatonic and the chromatic. Arnold reveals his aesthetic view in his conversation with Murray 
Schafer in 1963. Acknowledging his preference for the diatonic system and seeing a danger of 
arbitrariness  within  the  chromaticism  of  contemporary  music,  he  tries  to  explain  his  own 
standpoint. Arnold’s inclination to integrate both elements, the diatonic and the chromatic, into 
his own approach of writing tunes now seems explicable. To create a balance within the logic of 
the melody, it needs both elements:

“…A r n o l d: A melody must have both strength and weakness if it is to be expressive. To my 
ear, the diatonic system affords the best opportunity for creating melodic ideas that possess both 
these features to a maximum degree. The further a melody moves away from its tonic, the weaker 
it becomes, and the more it needs the tonic to complement this weakness. This is what I have 
against atonal music: it leads to a state of musical meandering. This is of course personal to my 
ear, and is in no way a criticism of anyone who writes that way…” (SCHAFER 1963:153).

The arrangement of the actual melody (cf. illustration) is reminiscent of the use of freedom of 
another "Arnold": Arnold Schönberg.18 Indeed, an application of the twelve-tone technique (cf. 
illustration)  cannot  be  further  worked  out  because  the  subject  itself  immediately  leads  to  a 
transitional episode in which Arnold focuses on the harmonic progression of chords. The fact 
that  Arnold  may  possibly  have  used  retrograde  forms  or  other  row  variations,  or  even 
transpositions of the tone row, is  rather  unlikely – Schönberg’s  techniques are  not found in 
Arnold’s whole oeuvre.

18 I.e., in spite of the twelve-tone row, single tones of the row may be repeated several times, or two successive tones 
can be used as quasi-trills or tremolos.
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Figure 3 Page 9, excerpt from Milady, RCM sketch. (The numbering of the notes is added by the author.) 
Reproduced by kind permission of the Arnold Estate.

Figure 4 Milady tone row, excerpt from the Ur sketch (see “M.”)
Reproduced by kind permission of the Arnold Estate.

Let’s  examine  more closely  the  question of  the  basic  shortness  of  all  Arnold’s  introduced 
thematic ideas.

The presented sketches can, in this respect, only be called principal theme overviews. Arnold 
does not outline any  thematic structures or contrapuntal additions, but it is very likely that he 
would have added them in the final process of orchestration. By following a "mind game”, this 
point can be underscored further: if one compares his ballet  Homage to the Queen, composed in 
1953  for  the  coronation  of  Queen  Elizabeth  II  and  consisting  of  similar  short  pieces  with 
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thematic as well as functional titles (Earth, Water, but also simply Pas de deux),19 to the sketches for 
The Three Musketeers, Arnold’s composition procedure becomes obvious. It is very easy to reduce 
the pieces from  Homage to the Queen to their monothematic or dualistic main structures. If one 
uses this method, the fact that the sketches for The Three Musketeers seem pure or naïve no longer 
seems at all surprising. 

But why shall we compare only these two pieces? There are several reasons. The quoted letter, 
already mentioned, shows that Arnold did write piano short scores. The fact that, in the case of 
Homage to the Queen,20 the short scores no longer exist does not prohibit use of a methodical, 
comparative  approach,  but  rather  supports  it.  Further,  the  formal  construction,  the  applied 
harmony, and the compositional core elements are, in many places, the same.

Both works have an introduction in which a fanfare-like melody is used, creating a majestic 
opening frame. While in Homage to the Queen the long E-flat pedal note evokes vague associations 
with Mahler's 1st Symphony, in The King Arnold uses pedal triads in the form of a tonic upper-
fifth octavo setting (from bar 1 on‚ B flat, from bar 3 on, C) very effectively as accentuations. 
Possible  support  by  the  full  orchestra  apparatus  is  also  indicated  by  the  descant  voice  (see 
illustration). It does not require a lot of imagination to see the possible bombastic orchestration 
Arnold could have easily applied to this.

The first eight bars (see transcription) are followed by a short transitional episode: interplay 
between the woodwinds and the brass. The woodwinds answer the brass section’s fanfares in the 
same phraseology and in its reverse. From letter A on, Arnold shows off: other wind fanfares are 
supported by accented quick figurative runs in the strings – nevertheless, they serve no thematic 
function and lead only to the march, beginning in letter B and marked marziale.

19 However, Arnold’s ballet Electra, composed in 1963 as a ballet in one act, shows a continuous structure. It is a full 
symphonic tone poem, without general separated single pieces.
20 Two Arnold ballets, Electra and Sweeney Todd, were first composed as piano short scores; see the Royal College of 
Music Manuscript loan collection.
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    Figure 5 Transcription of Homage to the Queen, initial fanfare (excerpt) and the marziale theme21

Homage to the Queen, op. 42
Music by Malcolm Arnold
© Copyright 1953 Paterson’s Publication Limited.
All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured. 
Reproduced by permission.

Both marches show very similar characteristics and both have a fundamental bass, moving in a 
stepwise motion in minims, later in pulsating crotchets when a two-bar sequence motif, based 
upon a  simple  descending  major  scale,  follows.  The  single  sequence  steps  are  chromatically 
descending in form, in bar 12 on F, in bar 14 on E, and in bar 16 on E flat. The subjects of both 
marches are based on diatonic triad notes of the respective beat harmony.  Rhythmically,  the 
Homage to the Queen march may be more inventive because of its extremely dotted notes in the 
beginning – later they appear in a quaver movement and even in a triplet movement at the end. 
However,  in the  Homage to the  Queen march,  one cannot find such an interesting syncopation 
effect as in The King march (cf. b. 18-19). 

Arnold further tends, in Homage to the Queen, to combine harmonic chord progressions by the 
use of leading tones, e.g.,  the G-sharp-minor seventh chord will  lead into a C seventh-ninth 
chord (leading tone procedure).  In bar 5 and thereafter  we can find the same procedure; he 
applies  either  a  leading  tone  continuation  or  a  chromatic  modulation  (the  D-flat  chord  is 
approached by the preceding C-major chord with its added major seventh). In The King march, it 
is interesting to note how Arnold “dyes” the diatonic chord setting of the first part, sometimes 
enriched by seventh suspensions (bars 6-11), into a substantially more dissonant chord setting in 
the second part of the march. While the bass follows a sequence model (as already described), the 

21 Piano transcription by the author.
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melody and the rhythmic structure – consisting of mainly dotted notes in the first part of the 
march – is then developed by Arnold. 

The dissonance relations, appearing in harmonic regard (cf. bar 15: the major seventh between 
A and G sharp; see also bar 19), do correspond well to the melody, which is more and more 
aggressively sharpened and focused by the use of semiquavers. 

If we now look at the analysis of sections D and E of the Homage to the Queen march, the reason 
is  simple.  The  counter-subject,  appearing  mainly  in  quaver  triplets,  can  be  compared  in  its 
function to the second part of the  King march. The purpose of this analysis is to point out the 
common characteristics in the compositional annex of both ballets – consequently underscoring 
their compositional equivalence. It is therefore difficult to understand the reasons that almost no 
original material from The Three Musketeers was used in the current production.

Figure 6 The King, RCM sketch. (The structural elements are similar to the opening scenes from Homage to 
the Queen.)

Reproduced by kind permission of the Arnold Estate.

Although not all pieces of the various sketches can be discussed in depth within the scope of 
this  study,  we  can  identify  a  basic  trend.  Malcolm  Arnold’s  original  compositional  material, 
composed in a highly creative moment full of passion, could definitely serve as a basis for further 
elaboration leading to a full ballet composition. In some places, he could have renounced the 
usual stereotypical patterns, for example in formal, rhythmic, or harmonic regards (cf. the much 
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too frequent use of da capo al coda/al segno). Arnold did not work on details; however, this is not 
surprising, since he was working on sketches. 

Considering the fact that similar sketch material – in particular concerning Arnold’s use of the 
letter notes alphabet – is available and that Arnold, for instance, composed a full-length, three 
movement-long  7th Symphony  by  writing  only  five  sketch  pages, it  is  again  even  more 
incomprehensible  that the protagonists  of the  Three  Musketeers production did not think of a 
careful reconstruction of the original material. 

The presented solution of creating a composite score of his most famous works suitable for 
the audience and taking up the original 1975 idea but neglecting the original material is rather 
reminiscent of the beginnings of the century of silent movies, in which pianists used to play from 
composition compendia like Ernö Rappée’s22 encyclopaedia, which consisted of suitable pieces 
for any emotional situation on screen – even sorted alphabetically. The author tends to believe 
that  a  real  creative  pianist  completely  renounced  this  collection  and  improvised,  acting  as  a 
composer himself.

To return to Arnold:  the  conclusion is  that  the  available  sketch material  should either  be 
academically discussed or be used by experienced composers to reconstruct the meaning of the 
original ballet. Indeed, one would have to renounce another of Arnold’s “full-length” works. As a 
result, with a reconstructed but fragmentary ballet, one would receive a true insight into Arnold’s 
thoughts, hopes, and longings.

The Three Mustketeers, in its current, distorted form caters only to the perceived desires of the 
audience.  Reconstruction  or  supplementation  techniques may  help us  to  trace  Arnold's  true 
intentions.

(Raphael D. Thöne, Ph.D.)
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Citation and Plagiarism 
Emmett Lombard 
Gannon University 
109 University Square; Erie, Pennsylvania  16541 
lombard002@gannon.edu 
 

Lack of citation instruction could contribute to student plagiarism.  Citation should be taught as a 
process rather than simply assigned as an assignment, and why to cite should be emphasized as much as 
how.  That citing is about "avoiding getting caught cheating," should be replaced with more collegial ideas. 
 Citation serves two purposes -- authorial acknowledgment and navigation -- and includes two 
components -- in-text and works cited.  Frustrating to students is the plethora of different citation styles.  
Which to use should be based on one, or a combination, of the following: subject of paper, author/audience 
preference, external force (e.g. publisher, classroom requirements). 
 The citing process resembles composition in that there exist many different styles (one not better 
than another, but some more effective depending on subject or goal).  Citation handbooks offer guidelines 
rather than rules, and none account for all scenarios.  Therefore, students must understand that, based upon 
available guidelines, they might have to interpret how to cite particular documents.  The notion that it is "all 
in the book" is inaccurate and can lead to problems. 
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Money makes the mare to go or Money makes the mare go:  
The verb to make and its causative constructions  

in Caxton’s English 
 

Yoko Iyeiri 
 
Although causative make in Present-day English is followed by bare infinitives in the 
active voice, this has not always been the case in the history of English. In Caxton’s 
English, for instance, one finds both bare infinitives and to-infinitives in the active voice, 
as in: (1) …for I made her leepe in a grenne wher she was al to beten (Reynard the Fox, 
25/26-27); and (2) … in whiche I made ysegrym to crepe (Reynard the Fox, 26/13). This 
historical tradition has been inherited by the proverbial expression money makes the 
mare (to) go in Present-day English. The present paper discusses the co-occurrences of 
bare infinitives and to-infinitives after causative make in Caxton from the historical 
perspective. It will also deal with the employment of that-clauses after make, which is 
also attested in the history of English. See, for instance: I wolde yet this nyght make that 
ye shuld be ful of myes (Reynard the Fox, 21/14). 
 By investigating the three different type of causative constructions with make, 
the present paper confirms that the situation of this particular linguistic aspect in Caxton 
is fairly conservative, at least in comparison to that in Shakespeare, indicating that the 
dramatic decline of the older constructions most probably took place after the Middle 
English period. Shakespeare’s English is known to provide over 240 examples of bare 
infinitives as against only 12 instances of to-infinitives in the active voice (see Fanego 
1994: 196-97), while in Caxton’s English, the use of to-infinitives in the same linguistic 
context is still predominant. Furthermore, the occurrence of that-clauses in Caxton’s 
English is another feature to reveal its conservatism.  
 At the same time, however, one can observe the gradual shift from older 
constructions to the new one taking place in Caxton. We suppose that the shift from 
various constructions to bare infinitives is a process of grammaticalization. Once the 
verb make reaches the stage where it is constantly followed by bare infinitives, it 
functions almost like an auxiliary verb. Caxton’s English still provides examples of 
that-clauses, but there is a clear shift of emphasis upon the use of infinitives. Among 
infinitive constructions, the one which employs to-infinitives are dominant indeed, but 
the older type is increasingly confined to some specific circumstances, quite 
representatively in contexts where Rohdenburg’s Complexity Principle (1996) applies. 
Under circumstances, where the cognitive process is fairly straightforward, the 
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proportions of to-infinitives are smaller. 
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Abstract for the Hawaii International Conference on Arts & Humanities (Honolulu, Jan. 
11-14, 2008):  Poster Session 
 
 

 
The Arts & Humanities and Study Abroad “Mini-Courses” 

 
The educational value of a study abroad experience is well established in the Arts & 
Humanities.  This Poster will focus on the effectiveness of short-term “mini-courses,” 
taught by humanities faculty, in introducing students to the Arts & Humanities in 
interesting and meaningful ways. The Poster will look specifically at the McDaniel 
College January Term program, in which typically a dozen faculty members—the 
majority of them in the humanities—develop and lead three-week study abroad programs 
for academic credit.  In 2008, for instance, humanities faculty will lead students on 
programs to Poland, Israel, and Jordan; Central Europe; Cameroon; Southern Italy; 
Mexico; Guatemala; London, Stratford and Dublin.  The Poster will focus on three areas: 
(1) the content of such courses, (2) the pedagogy involved, and (3) statements and other 
evidence from students about the value of these experiences. These study tours not only 
enhance the curriculum at our small liberal arts college but they are a particularly 
rewarding experience for faculty to stretch the boundaries of their disciplines, and for 
students to engage in a period of concentrated study beyond the conventional classroom 
and in a different cultural context. 
 
 
 
Rose Falkner 
Director of International & Off-Campus Study 
International Programs Office 
McDaniel College 
2 College Hill 
Westminster, MD 21157 
rfalkner@mcdaniel.edu  
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The question of citizenship is itself the question of a role, our role as we navigate our interactions 

within the world.  As such, it is an issue hardly detachable from the world itself—from both our social 

linkages to one another, and our placement under certain philosophical precepts.  Collectively, these two 

forces—the sociological and the philosophical—bind us as subjects sharing a common, human experience 

within this particular period in history; and though the practice and history of citizenship has not always 

born this linkage in mind, I suggest this is less a symptom of citizenship’s failure per se, than it is a failure 

to properly engage with citizenship in the first place.  Indeed, I argue we might view the very actions 

conducted today under the ostensive rubric of citizenship, not as an indication of its success, but rather as 

the root cause of its failure—an innately ironic failure, and the true symptom of a citizenship which has 

become increasingly a symbolic and reified “simulacrum” (Baudrillard, 169), as opposed to a substantive 

and lived reality.  The result of such citizenship is manifest both as a sociological “malaise” (Taylor 1), 

and a philosophical propensity for nihilism—an effect achieved not through the vacuity, relativism, or 

nullity of belief all together (as we might be led to believe at first) but rather through the emergence of 

belief structures and social practices innately detrimental, and profoundly reifying to the practice of human 

interaction.  It is this interaction which has been most ignored; this is not a question of citizenship’s failure 

in terms of politics, but rather of its failure in terms of humanity—in terms of  our ability to operate in 

concert with one another rather than opposition. 

Indeed, citizenship qua citizenship is not even properly a political matter at all, but rather a human 

one; this is to say, it cannot be considered simply a matter of policy and governance regarding subjects’ 

adherence within a politically constructed body, but must instead be considered in terms of the need and 

difficulty of achieving greater human “inter-subjective” (Sartre 7) involvement.  Charles Taylor’s critique 

of the “atomi[zed]” (Taylor 9) state of modernity, which he argues sees subjects placed in a posture of 

retreat as a result of the isolating social forces of modernity, seems in many ways apt.  However, I would 

further suggest a necessary extension linking atomization to the problem of philosophic nihilism.  For as 

the theorist Nishitani Keiji states, “nihilism is a sign of the collapse of the social order externally and of 
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spiritual decay internally—and as such signifies a time of great upheaval” (Nishitani 3).  That the issue of 

citizenship has often been addressed with neither the crisis of atomization, nor the philosophic concept of 

nihilism in mind, epitomizes the difficulty which rests at the heart of the debate as whole.  While, this 

difficulty does not suggest any necessary, a priori failure of human nature, it does gesture strongly 

towards a systematic and damaging approach towards subject’s interactions within our modern world.  We 

are not, I argue, in a state of human deficiency, as much as a deficiency of humanity.  Though citizenship 

is certainly in crisis, this crisis cannot simply be relegated to the political; instead, it must be viewed as a 

problem comprising the entire quandary of modernity in general, and the problem of the nihilistic effects 

of reification, encapsulation, and disenchantment of the human profound in particular.   

Such issues rest at the very heart of citizenship amid modernity, and it is towards modernity—with 

all of its tensions, disjunctions, and difficulties—which we must turn to answer the question of humanity’s 

role today.  I therefore suggest that if any progress is to be made, we must reach to the core of the matter in 

an attempt to characterize and comprehend the present and potential state of ontology amid modernity 

itself—charting a path towards a modernity which, unlike its present state, does not exclude the subject 

from human interaction, but instead includes he or she within a world of interdependency and 

interconnection.  Such a shift would seek to form an ontology derived not from a priori deduction, but 

rather a posteriori induction.  It is then not citizenship in the narrow sense which I wish to propound, but 

citizenship in the broad—a citizenship as citizenship in the form of a lived ontology which is itself ideal, 

in stark opposition to the merely deductive ideals seen presently.  Such hegemonic axioms today operate 

as governing and ordering principles for human interaction, even as the interactions they generate hardly 

connote the original intent resting behind the ideal—casting instead a dim shadow much removed from the 

originary thrust of the “ism” involved.  I suggest then, that the crisis of modernity, and that of citizenship 

of citizenship are unique interlinked, resting in our ability to generate ontology which is not degraded in its 

application and practice.  This is the meaning of citizenship as citizenship: a form of being which fulfills 

its own idealism.  If this is possible, and if the ontology of nihilism might be upset in favour of an 
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 3
ontology of citizenship, we must ask: first, what is the source of that malfunction at present; and second, 

what can be done to rectify it?   

Following on the work of Charles Taylor, and others, I would begin by postulating a direct relation 

between the sociological state of our world—a world described by many under the somewhat over-arching 

term of modernity—and the philosophic status of subjects existing in that world.  This is to say, the 

sociological space inhabited by the subject both constructs and is constructed by his or her ontological, and 

philosophical standing in the world as embodied in ambient theoretical axioms which underpin modernity 

as a whole.  While sociological structures often encourage hegemony, such authority is not conceivable 

simply as a social problem, but importantly as a philosophical one as well; what begins as a sociological 

by-product comes eventually to shape the very way we view the world, both in terms of ourselves as 

individuals, and ourselves as communal entities—citizens.  Sociological “malaise” (Taylor 1) amongst the 

citizens of modernity is then a social problem on one hand, and a philosophical problem on the other.  We 

may have arrived here through social practice, but that practice has and continues still to influence an 

ontology which threatens to become self-perpetuating—an ontology of nihilism.  Here, the sociological 

feeds the ontological, which in turn re-influences the sociological.  The result is a systematization of 

belief, and rigidity surrounding the lived space we might call modernity. 

The relation between the social and ontological must therefore be taken as one of mutual, complex, 

and symbiotic interaction—simultaneously the present effect and residual cause of the modern human 

experience.  As Nishitani suggests, “what we call nihilism today is an historical concept referring to a 

particular phenomenon…the spiritual situation of the modern era” (Nishitani 3).  If we find ourselves 

operating in a world where citizenship seems in crisis—where individuals appear to drift listlessly in upon 

themselves in what Taylor quite accurately critiques as modernity’s “narcissism” (Taylor 4)—it is a crisis 

not resultant from any weakness of human nature through a priori failure, but rather a failure of human 

construction and artificial deduction to properly address our needs in a pluralistic, and diverse manner.  If 

the “simulacrum” (Baudrillard 169) in which we live is displeasing—if we find citizenship today a kind of 
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 4
“enfram[ing]” (Taylor 101), performative simulation which posits a “flatter” (107) model of humanity 

than we would like—we might benefit far more from placing blame upon our practices than upon 

ourselves.  Rather than deride the human condition as innately flawed, we might rather look towards the 

processes of reification and “instrumental reason” (Mill 107) which have become so engrained within the 

quotidian norms of modernity, as to be applied to all experience, all objects, and all humans alike.  Such 

flatness is itself not a product of citizenship acting as citizenship, but rather of citizenship performing as 

dogmatism— as a form of ideological essentialism which is innately monolgical in its orchestration, and 

not properly speaking citizenship at all.  This fundamentally reductive outlook stands quite out of step with 

the tension, dichotomy, and paradox which best embodies the human condition, and which all aesthetic 

activity has sought to reproduce.   

Indeed, in an attempt to comprehend citizenship qua citizenship, we must inevitably look to art and 

the arts themselves as forms which actively avoid and critique otherwise dogmatic, reifying practices now 

in place.  It is thus towards these forms of expression—which retain dichotomy as dichotomy—that we 

must look towards in an attempt to answer the citizenship question.  As the theorist Mikhail Bakhtin 

suggests regarding human experience and art, only the dialogical, with its a “vari-directional” 

(“Dostoyevsky” 540), “interrelationship of voices” (540), recognizes the necessary diversity, 

“heteroglossia” (“Novel” 539), and dialogism that accurately describes human interaction without 

suffering alteration or reduction.  As such, the artistic and dialogical alone can hope to reflect the innate 

paradox of the human condition, as a reflection unable to be reified in response to a reality which is itself 

irreducibly complex.  Indeed, Bakhtin sees the literary arts in particular as embodying precisely the notion 

of human reality that citizenship wishes to address—a reality where tensions do exist, but where those 

tensions lead to a greater benefit of the whole, through the juxtaposition and paratactic union of opposites 

which is itself valuable in its difference.  Art, for Bakhtin, is thus a reflection of an innately existential 

ontology—one which takes existence a posteriori from the world around it, not a priori before it.  The 

dialogical is here a collection of irreducibilities, interlaced against the reifying hegemony of authoritarian, 
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 5
deductive assessments of the human subject.  As he argues, “authoritative discourses permit no play with 

the context framing it, no play with its borders, no gradual and flexible transitions, no spontaneously 

creative stylizing variants on it” (533).  Here his almost Derridian emphasis on the benefits of an openness 

and self-consciously paradoxical play of linguistic signifiers, highlights his overall belief in a stylistics of 

diversity and pluralism which he sees as better articulating the paradoxical irreducibility of “everyday life” 

(530) and common speech (530).  By touting a linguistics of dialogism, Bakhtin thus highlights a belief in 

the positive benefits of linguistic interaction through the arts, which he sees as a direct alternative to 

authoritative discourse.  Such discourse is ultimately unfulfilling, leading only to a reified destruction of 

meaning - “the dead, thing-like shell of [a] word” (539).  In place of this reified, hollowed monologism, 

dialogism is seen as innately human in its acceptance of dichotomy, and polarity as necessary and 

desirable elements of expression reflective of the dichotomous and polarized nature of human life itself.   

As such, Bakhtin continually argues against a literature which allows one half of the dichotomous, 

dialogical whole to predominate unnecessarily over the other, instead favouring the natural, multi-voiced 

qualities of dialogism.  It is a view which effectively re-constructs the notion of conflict, inconsistency, 

and discrepancy.  Shifting from a view which comprehends such discrepancy as a negative misdirection, 

Bakhtin suggests an alternative conception which views “abrupt dialogic turnaround” (“Dostoyevsky” 

540) as the highest and most desirable actualization possible—the highest form of art, and the most 

realistic depiction to which linguistics can aspire.  Though this theory begins here as a form of literary 

criticism, it reaches importantly beyond, positing a belief in the assertion and recognition of the varying 

polarities, inconsistencies, and paradoxes of life itself.  Thus for Bakhtin, the dialogical is not simply a 

higher and more successful form of art; it is more adept precisely because it recognizes an innate human 

drive towards dichotomy and paradox which is utterly ignored in traditional, monological forms of 

deductive, hegemonic discourse.  Here, paradox is more than simply a rhetorical strategy, and dialogism 

more than simply “good art”; rather, it is realism expressed in print.  The resulting view of Bakhtin’s 

world is one where the overlapping irrationalities of life are precisely the most natural—the most human. 
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Citizenship as citizenship stands as a dialogical entity based on the inclusion of many voices, 

many individuals, and many others within a discursive union.  Such relations are innately multi-voiced in 

their pluralism, and cannot be expressed but through the reproduction of the experience itself, without 

loosing the essence of the act entirely.  In comprehending citizenship then, the dialogic must be 

continually kept in mind, as a form of human interaction which (properly understood) retains each of its 

elements in their original form, without alteration and reduction.  That this is not the case today, and that 

instead a kind of monologism of human interaction abounds, can be found both in the failure and 

reification of citizenship today, and in Taylor’s characterization of modernity as “malaise” (Taylor 1).  

Here, Citizenship is in a state of malaise not because it has failed to live up to the ideals surrounding it, but 

because those ideals do not speak to the totality of the human experience.  The apathy and disenchantment 

of the modern subject surrounding such varied ideologies as Nationalism, Capitalism, or Communism 

stems not from these ideals themselves, but through their status as monologic expressions imposed upon a 

dialogic reality.  Humanity itself is then not properly being engaged at all, its various aspects and nuances 

barely being understood by a citizenry who are encouraged—indeed taught—to fall inwards upon 

themselves, rather than outwards towards others.   

Indeed, it was the sociologist Max Weber who suggested early in twentieth the century, that 

modernity might be characterized primarily by an incorrigibly restless malaise—a phenomenon he deemed 

“disenchantment” (Weber 139) for the vague distemper and ennui.  The term hints primarily at the apathy 

resultant from the dismantling of all formerly-axiomatic principles underpinning the status of meaning-

governing narratives.  Though these older deductive regimes, such as theological belief, have entered some 

degree of disfavour, new “metanarratives” (Lyotard xxiv) of belief founded on newly-emergent 

approaches to epistemology arising out of scientific discourse and praxis have been ultimately 

unsatisfying.  Such activity, far from drawing individual subjects into tighter, more beneficial social 

arrangements based on inclusion, discourse, and understanding have rather, induced a larger quandary and 

blockage in thinking—one which affected not only the ostensibly socio-political realm of citizenship, but 
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also the larger ontological standing of subjects within the modern world we inhabit.  While Weber 

lamented the loss of older, more enchanted forms of belief, he ultimately saw the principles then 

governing the modern world as innately encumbered by a hegemonic dogmatism surrounding scientific 

reductionism and “instrumental reason” (Mill 107).   

In many ways, Weber’s critique was accurate for his modernity, and I suggest is useful in 

describing the monologic effects of citizenship today as a form of “disenchantment”.  Much as Weber 

suggested, modernity continues to abound in processes of reification, as well as the production of symbolic 

reality to replace human profundity. Only by overcoming this blockage can we come to view citizenship 

as citizenship—not simply as a socially constructed label, but as the lived interaction of selves amid other 

selves within the world.  To speak of this form of citizenship is not simply to engage in philosophic 

obscurantism, nor to posit the endpoint of a debate through the originary term itself; rather it is to attempt 

an ontology which is not simply a projection of an ideal, but rather the ideal itself operating within the 

world in its original form—a kind of human citizenship on human grounds, and a derivative of the 

Heideggerian conception of “being-in-the-world” (BT 83).   

Yet how has this world come about?  If citizenship is today marred by its status as pure ideological 

construction—as simulated, reductive and withered shell—in what way does this process function and in 

what ways may it be curtailed?  The answer lies in an ontological process at work within modernity at 

large which seeks to continually strip profound experience of its otherwise enchanted underpinnings, 

leaving it nearly lifeless.  This inter-personal form of reification, which I term encapsulation, is at once 

reductive in its assessment of the human subject, and nihilistic in its propensity to strip meaning even as it 

strive towards the ostensible pursuit of knowledge.  Like Sysiphus rolling his rock up in eternal striving, 

the process of encapsulation and reductionism, seeks happiness in the finitude of its reification, but finds 

only a dissatisfying, minute symbol which hardly describes the original experience at all.  We are thus led 

to dissatisfaction, through the very processes we have sought to institutionalize as moderns.  Nihilism is 
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 8
not found then in the literal belief in the nothingness of the world, but in our own reduction of the world 

to state which dissatisfies even ourselves.   

The simulacrum of Baudrillard’s writing, where the real exists “without origin or reality: [as] a 

hyperreal” (Baudrillard 169), has ironically arisen out of the very drive towards hegemonic knowledge 

applied to the arena of human interaction.  Though dogmatic, ideological, and essentializing practices 

would seem to aid the subject by providing a clearly-defined assessment of the normatively of one’s social 

relations, they in fact produce the very opposite effect.  It is here that the rigid containment of ideas within 

seemingly incontestable axioms, works to damage the very foundation of human, subjective involvement.   

Yet to understand the ways in which reification functions today, we must understand its originary 

foundations; we must come to see how symbols have usurped objects, and ideas humanity.  We will thus 

chart the progression of this phenomenon through the sociological roots of its origins in Modernization 

and the rise of technological ideology, through its institutionalization both socially and ontologically 

within Modernity in the form of a rupture in the relation between the signifier and signified of humanity, 

finally addressing ways in which it may perhaps be curtailed by aesthetic Modernism, Art, and the 

Humanities themselves.  The issue of citizenship is then to be addressed not simply within the socio-

political boundaries in which it currently exists, but as a philosophical question of inter-subjective human 

involvement—as a question of our existential role in a world of selves and others which we would like to 

engage with more fully.   

First then, we must begin with the origins of modernization through the rise of the technological 

world, and the industrial revolution.  The portrait Marx paints—of a stark, isolating, reifying modern 

world – is important to bear in mind.  In his view, the reductive effects of modernized technology tend 

always towards dehumanization—a conversion of world-view from an enchanted, pluralistic one to a 

disenchanted, singular desire for the accumulation of wealth within the capitalistic paradigm.  By 

“continuously revolutionizing the instruments of production, and thereby the relation of production and 

with them, the whole relation of society” (Manifesto 38), Marx sees the bourgeoisie as systematically 
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wresting control from all other classes, most notably the proletariat.  Though the exploitation of this class 

occurs primarily within the rubric of the capitalistic wealth-poverty binary, all wealth, including the 

nonmaterial becomes similarly disrupted—drawn into a paradigm which occludes all other systems of 

valuation.  In this new epoch, wealth becomes a universal signifier under which all humanity may reduce 

its differences to a quantitative, calculable binary: an item is more or less valuable, or more or less 

worthless.  The drive towards the simulacrum of Baudrillard and the nihilism of reification in many ways 

begins here, with the eclipse of varied and diverse forms of investiture and activity in favour one unified, 

symbolic system of exchange.  That this new, capitalistic mode of economic demarcation is at once 

deductive and artificial, is seen in Marx’s insistence that it rests on a principle of arbitrary “exchange-

value” (Capital 304), starkly disproportionate from that of the natural “use-value” (317) of the item in 

question.  While the true utility of the item is negated, its symbolic “exchange-value” comes readily to 

take hold within a system of valuation which quickly forgets its own artificiality.  All items gain the 

importance assigned them, not through their own inductively-assessed utility in the world, but rather 

through their constructed value as items of sociologic “fetishism” (321).   

As Theodore Adorno would later suggest, this rise in commodification is innately damaging for the 

utilitarian and objectified view which it projects—a view which begins in the realm of economic 

production, but extends dangerously outwards, becoming a systematized, institutionalized, and hegemonic 

mode employed in viewing the entire world.  As Marx writes, “the bourgeoisie [has] stripped of its halo 

every occupation hitherto honoured and looked up to with reverent awe.  It has converted the physician, 

the lawyer, the priest, the poet, the man of science, into its paid wage labourers” (Manifesto 38).  All are 

reduced to the role of paid labourors, stripped of the honour—the recognition of “inter-subjective” (Sartre 

7) human relations—once afforded such professions.  It is then only through this shift, which sees the 

conversion of all human experiences forced within the reified construct of “callous ‘cash payment’” (37), 

that Marx sees the bourgeoisie as triumphing at all.  Human relations themselves are dispersed, reduced, 

and contorted until there is “left remaining no other nexus between man and man than naked self-interest” 
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(37).  What begins then as an economic imperative, ends as an ontological belief so strong as to verge 

on a kind of theism—a theism of capitalistic accumulation of wealth.  As Adorno states adeptly, “before 

the theological caprices of commodities, the consumers become temple slaves” (Adorno 39), forced to 

adhere to an economic system which is innately reifying, else risk starvation and death through 

denunciation of the system altogether.  Here, the rise of commodification and reification within the context 

of Marxist theory does not simply assert the implementation of a system of wealth and poverty damaging 

for its members; it also suggests an entire system of belief which tends towards religiosity, even as that 

religiosity tends towards a nihilistic denunciation of pluralistic, dialogical “collectivity” (60), in favour of 

the reified, hegemonizing, and monologic hermeneutic of exchange-value.   

Indeed, for Marx such self-interest represents a marked reduction of the natural, “sentimental” (38) 

bonds present between human beings—bonds which we may see as the originary form of “inter-

subjectivity” (Sartre 7) as inter-subjectivity, humanity as humanity, or citizenship as citizenship.  Here, 

modernization as social hegemony restricts the totality of human experience within the simplicity of a 

“money relation” (38) by decreasing the emphasis on human-human relations as such, and placing an 

imperative on the reified sign used to connote capitalistic value.  In place of the once-indescribable 

complexity of human interaction, subjects now view each other as mere “instruments of labour, more or 

less expensive to use” (44).  Though the bourgeoisie has “burst asunder” (39) all previous “fetters” (39) in 

an attempt to liberate human potential, he has set in motion mechanisms of production which increasingly 

rule over the very humans they ought to benefit.  What began then as a search for progress has ended in 

the wide-scale alienation of the human from the world he inhabits.   

Modernization’s continual emphasis on the efficiency of machines has thus brought to modernity a 

cultural imperative of efficiency now enacted within all facets of life.  Modernity, informed by these 

tendencies towards modernization—that is by the increasingly technical, reified, efficient view of 

humanity as mechanism, instrument, and tool—is thus led towards the adoption of a sociological system 

which is not strictly-speaking sociological at all, but ontological.  Though the commodification principle 
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begins in the realm of the pure-objects, it extends as a mode of thinking to the contemplation and 

interaction of all objects, all activities, and all individuals.  In Marx’s view, it is this shift in belief – from a 

humanistic, pluralistic, and dialogical view to a mechanistic, singular, and monological one – that has most 

characterized modernization’s effect on modernity.  The influence of mechanistic modes of thought upon 

the world, has then led humanity to see itself not as itself at all, but as a collection of mechanistically, 

materially, and reductively productive forces acting towards the reifying and hegemonic ideal of 

efficiency.  Such efficiency, here ceases to benefit the humans involved, instead operating as a deductive 

axiom of ontological existence—a system of valuation for judging all life by the singular merits of one and 

only one system: the capitalist system. 

As Jean Baudrillard argues repeatedly, the world we live in today—a world etched out in the 

historical precedent set down during the industrial revolution of Marx’s time—has devolved into a system 

where all transparency between signifier and signified, or alternately between use and exchange values, 

has become mired in a kind of perpetual illusion and simulation—the “simulacrum” (Baudrillard 169).  In 

this view, the signification and valuation of all items in the world, operates increasingly on a symbolic 

level, not simply for brevity or succinctness, but as the true endpoint of signification itself.  Today, items 

are not simply represented by their symbols as signs, nor people as labels; they literally are the labels—

entities moved from the actuality of the real, to the virtuality of the “hyperreal” (170).  This hyperreality 

takes the form of reality itself, though its presence in the world is purely semiotic, and symbolic.  Much as 

exchange-value represented the signifier, reductively applied to a diverse and pluralistic signified, the 

hyperreal functions as an ontology of signs which is wholly self-perpetuating, hegemonizing, and 

reductive.  All objects, subjects, and experiences in the world are quickly subsumed within a process of 

labeling which codifies reality within a kind of semiotic reductionism.   

The development of this phenomenon is both reifying in the way it purports to replace reality with 

reductive signs, and ontologically self-perpetuating in the way those signs become completely severed 

from the signifieds they once connoted.  This process of encapsulation therefore reduces profound and 
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diverse experience to the level of a semiotic sign, only to then detach that sign from reality itself, 

masquerading the newly-created capsule of meaning—the signifier sans signified—as the total event. The 

hyperral in its artificiality represents the ultimate conclusion of deductive reasoning: a world where reality 

is not simply reduced within a priori precepts; it represents rather an entirely new drive towards a semiotic 

ontology which outstrips and replaces the original.  The monolgical is here elevated to the status of a 

philosophic paradigm, overshadowing and degrading the dialogical which preceded it.  He writes, “it no 

longer has to be rational, since it is no longer measured against some ideal or negative instance.  It is 

nothing more than operational.  In fact, since it is no longer enveloped by an imaginary, it is no longer real 

at all.  It is a hyperreal: the product of an irradiating synthesis of combinatory models in a hyperspace 

without atmosphere” (170).  Here, the absurdist drive towards reductionism’s final conclusion, has left the 

subject in a world with many images, but little substance—a world where images themselves now operate 

as inflated representatives for a reality which is quickly slipping from us.  As Baudrillard notes, this 

extension of the reification principle marks a “decisive turning point” (173) towards a system of self-

perpetuating illusion, masquerading as valuation—a process which begins with commodities, but 

ultimately reaches towards all areas of human relation, establishing itself on the level of a lived ontology 

acted out by all members, and all citizens of its society.  Citizenship here becomes a membership within a 

system of infinitely-regressive dissimulation—a world of play and self-referential signification bearing no 

solidified foundations but those etched out by the axioms of reification themselves.   

Importantly, Baudrillard notes that the drive towards reductionism and reification does not 

knowingly cause the breakup of meaning it imparts.  Though the two trends effectively encapsulate the 

subject within a world of localized meaning, reductionism is itself thought to be a viable pathway for 

discovering meaning—often meaning validated by the traditionally-uncritiqued paradigm of science.  In 

vain then, we seek increased human connectivity through the very conduits which ensure its failure—

through the strengthening of our hegemonic beliefs regarding reductivity as a viable pathway to human 

happiness, human meaning, and human citizenship.  Baudrillard writes, 
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What society seeks through production and overproduction, is the restoration of the real which 
escapes it.  That is why contemporary ‘material’ production is itself hyperreal.  It retains all the 
features, the whole discourse of traditional production, but it is nothing more than its scaled-down 
refraction (thus the hyperrealists fasten in a striking resemblance a real from which has fled all 
meaning and charm, all the profundity and energy of representation) (Baudrillard 183). 

 
The labels connoting value, which Marx first postulated as artificial and arbitrary are here seen to have run 

amuck through the ontological framework of modernity.  The real has not simply been covered over 

through modernization’s hermeneutic of empiricism and semiotic detachment, it has literally been replaced 

by a hegemonic system of reduction and monolgism which itself poses as a new and exclusionary form of 

reality—the hyperreal.  Baudrillard continues,  

Unreality no longer resides in the dream or fantasy, or in the beyond, but in the real’s hallucinatory 
resemblance to itself.  To escape the crisis of representation, reality loops around itself in pure 
repetition…to enclose the real in a vacuum, to extirpate all psychology and subjectivity in order to 
render pristine objectivity.  In fact, this objectivity was only that of the pure gaze—an objectivity at 
last liberated from the object, which is no more the blind relay of the look that scans it” (148). 

 
Though reductionism seeks pure objectivity through its scientific, quanitified approach, the result is in 

effect a kind of purely virtual signification.  To render the concept in Marxist terms, it is a type of self-

perpetuating exchange-value applied to reality at large.  Such artificiality is no longer properly tied to the 

object at all, but instead floats freely, operating of its own accord with no firm or fixed relation to the 

signified which it connotes.  Baudrillard cautions repeatedly that this “hyperlectic” (192) symbolism can 

lead to a correspondingly perpetual form of commodity fetishism based on “delusion” (203), and 

construction around the reductionism which first initiated the problem.  Here, the “spectacle” (205) takes 

the form of the true event, the consumer item that of the experience, and the object that of the subject.  In 

this environment of hyper-reductionism a kind of “excess of finality” (207) characterizes the ultimate 

reduction of reality to the level of symbols par excellence.  It is a world where reification functions so well 

as to completely erase the real from existence, positing instead a simplified, symbolic real—the very 

process of nihilistic encapsulation suggested earlier.   

It is precisely this form of “rationalization and intellectualization” (Weber 155) of the human 

condition—by disallowing all inductive semiotic signs in favour of the solely deductive simulacrum—
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which first led Max Weber to posit his notion of “disenchantment” (137).  Where Marx describes the 

adoption of reductive, nihilistic encapsulation from an economic standpoint, and Baudrillard its 

continuation and self-perpetuation semiotically, Weber provides a sociological account which describes 

the detrimental malaise this approach has enacted upon modernity.  Closely aligned with the other thinkers 

discussed, Weber argues that the modern world has engaged in a series of changes which have disrupted 

all former belief systems in favour of a rational, scientific episteme believed to be the solution to the 

problem of human relations, though in fact the root of its malfunction.  Though scientific thinking was 

sufficient to dismantle old belief systems, by largely destroying what Lyotard would later term 

“metanarratives” (Lyotard xxiv), Weber emphasizes how readily the scientific “metanarrative” has largely 

moved to replace it with even more dissatisfying solutions than the older, theological conceptions.  

Modernity he then argues, has replaced unfounded faith in religion, with equally unfounded faith in 

science—both of which are ultimately unsuccessful in answering the necessary and desired question of 

how humanity is to carry itself within the world.   

While the once-steadfast theological underpinnings of society have been irrevocably 

“disenchanted” (Weber 139) by the hegemonic Rationalism of the scientific discourse, science has in 

many ways functioned as a new theology—one based far more on objects than subjects, and far more on 

reifying encapsulation than lived humanistic experience.  Because of this, “precisely the ultimate and most 

sublime values have retreated from public life” (155), leaving only a reifying ontology in their place—the 

ontology of nihilism.  While this approach is appropriate in scientific discourse, it is ultimately misapplied 

elsewhere.  In Science as a Vocation, Weber cautions that while such reification explains much of how the 

world is, the question of whether such an approach “could teach us anything about the meaning of the 

world” (142) is ultimately left uncritiqued, and undebated; though science functions well as an explanative 

model to describe reality, it leaves aside almost entirely our role within this reality.  We are thus left to 

contemplate the world as experimenters falsely external to an experiment involving our own existence—a 

situation which he believes does not and has never occurred.  As he writes,  
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Today the routines of everyday life challenge religion.  Many old gods ascend from their graves; 
they are disenchanted and hence take the form of impersonal forces.  They strive to gain power 
over our lives and again they resume their eternal struggle with one another (Weber 149). 

 
While the old religions and power structures can “ascend from their graves”, their effect is now negligible.  

Through the reductionism, and reifying aesthetic of scientific discourse they have been stripped of their 

once-hegemonic power and return to us only as phantoms of past beliefs—replaced by a new systematized 

episteme which fails to take up the same questions as the beliefs which have been felled.  In the wake of 

their removal, the scientific impetus to “master life technically” (144), so central to that discipline, has 

subsumed dominance over all areas of human activity—the primary rubric under which modernity labours.   

However, like Baudrillard and Marx, Weber suggests that the increased circulation of reductive 

thought tends not towards the open critique of all belief in light of truth, but rather the establishment of an 

ideology so technically-grounded and so obscurantist in its discourse as to be nearly uncritiquable.  While 

Science purports many claims, such assertions are rarely evaluated in light of the axiomatic 

presuppositions used to deduce them.  Though “natural science gives us an answer to the question of what 

we must do if we wish to master life technically.  It leaves quite aside, or assumes for its purposes, 

whether we should and do wish to master life technically and whether it ultimately makes sense to do so” 

(144).  Though its characteristic reductionism functions perfectly well in scientific inquiry, it does not 

provide “any meanings that go beyond the purely practical and technical” (139), and indeed functions far 

less as a form of inductive observation than a trial of deductive belief—one operating under certain 

ideological precepts as any other.  Though science operates within a decided set of axioms, it does not 

have the necessary tools to question these axioms—to question the use and appropriateness of the very 

reductionism it employs.  Weber sees the social sciences as exemplifying this trend towards reductivity, 

and thus as leading the charge in a discipline ostensibly involved in the accumulation of knowledge, but 

realistically involved in the solidification of a particularized solution which avoids certain, necessary 

questions of human reality altogether.  As he states,  

They teach us how to understand and interpret political, artistic, literary, and social phenomena in 
terms of their origins.  But they give us no answer to the question, whether the existence of these 
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cultural phenomena have been and are worth while.  And they do not answer the further 
question, whether it is worth the effort required to know them. They presuppose that there is an 
interest in partaking, through this procedure, of the community of ‘civilized men.’  But they cannot 
prove ‘scientifically’ that this is the case; and that they presuppose this interest by no means proves 
that it goes without saying.  In fact it is not at all self-evident” (145). 

 
Thus while the sciences and the appropriation of its methodology into the social sciences provides insight 

into how a phenomenon functions, it remains unable to question the appropriate use of the phenomenon 

itself.  Though science models and predicts trends, it is ultimately unable to answer the larger, human 

impact that those trends entail.  As Weber states, such efforts represent an attempt to enclose life within 

meaning by wrapping them within a reductive hermeneutic which understands life as a “calculation 

involving only the cool intellect and not one’s ‘heart and soul’” (144).   

In place of the theological God figure which has functioned as a Derridian “center” (Derrida 878), 

organizing all aspects of life under a specific and detailed rubric and telos, modernity has tended to avoid 

all axiomatic forms of belief in favour of the presumed empiricism of scientific reductionism.  While 

belief as belief has in many ways become discarded, Weber adeptly points out that scientific discourse 

itself has become the new and predomanent mode of operation, encouraging citizens of modernity to tend 

towards the Baurdillardian simulacrum by adopting an increasingly reified, sociological standard now 

been elevated to the level of a lived ontology.  Thus while Derreida’s conception of “play” (879) would 

argue for a beneficial, relativism based on the “de-centering” (881), unplanned, and inductive “bricolage” 

(883) of human experience, Weber would argue that no such openness yet exists.  While both would 

concur that the hegemony of old, “disenchanged” (Weber 139) beliefs has been irrevocably disrupted, true 

openness has yet to arrive.  Though some de-centering has occurred, the reign of scientific reductionism 

creates many of the same restrictions as previous “metanarratives” (Lyotard xxiv).  Indeed, in Weber’s 

view such belief is in fact worse.  Unlike previous systems of ontological or theological governance, the 

subject’s pertinent and natural questions regarding the profundity of the human condition remain 

unanswered.  Thus, while the rigid and hegemonizeing beliefs have been swept away, the resultant space is 

neither as open nor as liberating as Derrida would suggest. 
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With this in mind, we might see the sociological phenomenon Marx, Baudrillard and Weber 

each indicate as the basis for our formation of a theory regarding modernity as a whole—a theory that for 

our purposes here will be directed towards citizenship, but which remains by and large an explanation of 

the ontological foundations of our world today.  As stated before, the problem surrounding citizenship is 

not properly one of the individual’s movement away from the ideal, but rather his or her movement 

towards an ideal which is in its very application ineffective and nihilistic.  The practice of human 

interaction, by which we might judge citizenship’s success, today exists not as a lived experience, but as a 

monologic ideal—not as citizenship qua citizenship, but as the reified encapsulation of citizenship 

transposed deductively upon modernity.   

What then might we ascertain regarding this pertinent problem of nihilism, reification, and 

semiotic encapsulation?  If citizenship is marred by a destructive ontology based more on deductive 

capsules of meaning than meaning itself, how might citizenship be effectively rescued from the 

reductionism under which it labours?  How might the narrow citizenships in play at present be replaced by 

a broader, human citizenship worthy of its own title?  One thing is certain: any solution would necessitate 

the direct empowerment of the subject in opposition the reifying ideology of encapsulation, atomism, and 

devaluation.  The guiding principle behind citizenship cannot simply be replaced by an equally reifying 

label.  As Weber points out, it is not sufficient to merely exchange one form of encapsulation for another; 

instead we must reach towards a form of citizenship—of human interaction—which avoids the semiotic 

traps modernity has strewn ahead of it, as it has ahead of all ideologies.  As Taylor states, “what should 

have died along with communism is the belief that modern societies can be run on a single principle, 

whether that of planning under the general will or that of free-market allocations” (Taylor 110).  Whether 

it be Nationalism, Capitalism, or Marxism, the precepts in play matter far less than the fact that they 

employ precepts at all—deductive axioms which themselves construct the capsule of meaning which we 

have so critiqued.  It is thus the “ism” of these beliefs which is to be critiqued, a notion which goes back to 

Derrida’s concept of “de-centering” (Derrida 881).  One center cannot simply be replaced by another, 
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equally-reifying hegemony.  If we wish to enter a citizenship which is truly lived, rather than 

constructed, it seems inconceivable to envision this without the increased primacy of the subjects who are 

themselves involved.   

I suggest that some answer can be found in the ontological work of the two existential philosophers 

Jean-Paul Sartre, and Martin Heidegger, and the adaptation of their thought towards the construction of a 

citizenship qua citizenship based on their conception of phenomenological inter-subjectivity, leading 

towards a kind of awareness regarding the world which cannot be constructed as easily as citizenships of 

the past.  This is thus a movement away from the reifying deduction of ideology, towards a 

phenomeonology of pure being, which takes its cue from the world itself, rather than our preconceptions 

regarding it.   

In his essay, “Existentialism is a Humanism”, Sartre outlines his belief in a philosophy which 

overturns the notion of a priori, transcendent meaning in favour of a meaning which must be eked out by 

each individual in his or her own, unique, existential position.  Much like Bakhtin’s general skepticism 

regarding monologic discourse, which he views as a form of containment and constraint, Sartre suggests a 

humanity innately subject-centered—indeed an ontology which “begin[s] from the subjective” (Sartre 2) 

for the first time.  Whereas essence had formerly always been highlighted as a priori to one’s existence 

within the world, Sartre and other existentialists invert the equation by suggesting “existence comes before 

essence” (2).  This shift effectively places the subject’s worldly, tangible, concrete relations in the world as 

the determinant factor in his or her creation of selfhood.  It is a view which finds meaning, not in any 

preexistent, deductive assertion of one’s state in the world, but rather in the vacancy and openness of 

meaning—the gap found in the void left by the realization that all transcendent, a priori essence is, by 

nature, illusory, and fabricated. 

Though Sartre does not deny the difficulty of such a belief system—which leaves the subject 

voided save for the meaning he or she applied directly to his or her own life—the resulting panic which 

inevitably arises is seen as a form of beneficial “anguish” (Sartre 3) which “confronts man with a 
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possibility of choice” (1) for the first time.  In a world in which, “man is nothing else but that which he 

makes of himself” (2), one is simultaneously struck by the profound responsibility incumbent on the 

individual to actively create meaning through one’s own actions, and filled with agency and free will for 

the first time.  Here, anguish and enlightenment run hand in hand.  Sartre thus does not discount the 

possibility of existential crisis, but rather envisions it as the pivotal turning point in the subject’s beneficial 

transition out of the illusory world of predefined essences, and into the concrete, realistic world of 

existence occurring for its own sake, on its own terms—being qua being.  Crisis, discord, and 

conflagration, is here seen as a type of misery pregnant with purpose, and imbued with potential.  Within 

the existential model, it is only through the conscious shift from a life of a priori suppositions, to one of a 

posteriori existence that the normal presumptions imposed upon life can be removed and “determinism” 

(4) extinguished in favour of an ontology which exists as its own lived experience within the world—

unmediated, and non-reifying in its practice.   

Though this “freedom” (4) occurs at the expense of transcendental signifiers such as “God” (4), 

Sartre sees the removal of such signifiers as nothing more than the destruction of remnants of old belief 

which need no longer hold weight.  Indeed, if we take Weber’s assessment with any seriousness, we must 

see such concepts already as “disenchanted” (Weber 139)—swept away by the encapsulation imposed by 

reification and semiotic nihilism.  Still, for Sartre much like Bakhtin on the subject of monologism, the 

resounding authority of such unyielding belief systems is itself detrimental for the constraint it places on 

the subject’s otherwise emancipated conception of reality.  Though “abandonment” (5) into the 

existentialist vision is necessarily accompanied with “anguish” (5), this is ultimately preferable for Sartre, 

as it allows for openness and fluidity to prevail—for the subject to engage actively within the self-

determination of his own being, which may indeed be discordant and dichotomous at times, but is always 

innately real, and innately truthful in its closely-indexed relation between the subject and his or her reality.  

By taking existence as the “departure” (7) of the individual, Sartre then sees life itself as a starting point, 

an ontology not simply founded as the deductive imposition of a hegemonic monologism, but as the 
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inductive invocation of a dialogical form of human relations which retains its status as human relations, 

through its innately anti-reifying sentiment.  As Sartre writes, “reality alone is reliable” (6). 

Importantly, it is only by realizing the anguish and abandonment of the existential position—by 

removing oneself from the quietude of a priori belief, and engaging in responsibility for one’s own 

existence, that one is able to reach an understanding of both the self and other which avoids the disastrous 

hierarchy of the subject-object dichotomy.  In traditional transcendent ontology, the subject, holding 

accord with the perceived precepts and axioms of the time, is accorded the right of subject while those 

who do not ascribe become objectified—abject figures operating outside of the framework of perceived 

reality, and thus outside this favoured role.  By placing humanity’s subjectivity first, Sartre sees 

existentialism as the only ontology “which does not make man into an object” (7).  Instead, those reaching 

past the anguish of existential crisis are envisioned as escaping the subject-object dichotomy altogether—

destroying the detrimental hierarchy by adopting a belief which views not only oneself, but all others as 

subjects imbedded within a latticework of “inter-subjectivity” (7).  Here, what would ostensibly seem to 

constitute nihilism in the sense of vacuity, is instead seen to emancipate the subject’s self-determination in 

a way which places the subject alone as sole arbiter of his ontology.  As we have seen before, true nihilism 

rests not in our failure to adhere to the ideologies we ourselves have created, but the failure of those 

ideologies to effectively garner an ontology which reflects life in the first place.   

This concept follows closely on Bakhtin’s notion of the dialogic.  In the inter-subjective 

understanding, each subject’s actions help to form the world around them, both for themselves and others.  

Since existence determines one’s essence, and since that existence is altered by the actions of all subjects 

around oneself, the result is a world in which every individual affects every other individual in a busy and 

frantic interplay of subjective identities which vie, clash, conform, disrupt and otherwise impact each other 

continuously.  Here, the world is envisioned as an arena of discourse, where one’s own identity is 

necessarily contingent on all others around you, as they are understood to necessarily form the existential 

experience from which your essence is derived.  In this world, subjectivity is thus skewed—deflected 
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away from the individual subject, towards the collective whole of all subjects, and more properly to 

those other subject’s interactions with oneself and one another.  As Sartre suggests, “there is a human 

universality, but it is not something given; it is being perpetually made” (7); “I cannot not will the freedom 

of others” (9). 

Here, for the first time, we see a definition of community which befits our conception of 

citizenship as citizenship.  As ontology, Sartre posits a belief which does not restrict human relations to 

simplified binaries, but instead sees value within the disjunction and dichotomy inherent in human 

relations itself.  Bakhtin’s “heteroglossia” (“Novel” 539), directly parallels Sartre’s “inter-subjectivity” 

(Sartre 7), both of which highlight meaning through interplay, disjunction, dichotomy, and discrepancy 

rather than conformity and similarity.  The drive towards the dialogic is thus in many ways analogous to 

the larger drive towards a view of reality which favours difference and tension as the true nature of the 

world—a view which necessarily sees absolutist, transcendental notions (such as the monologic) as 

contortions, at once both ridiculous and artificial.  Sartre urges us to escape the confines of philosophic 

essentialism—a call tantamount to the denunciation of the very kind of reifying ontology we have now 

come to see as endemic within modernity.   

Heidegger’s emphasis on a philosophy of pure being, that is being as being, or alternately “being-

in-the-world” (BT 84), also provides the necessary inversion of the reification principle—presenting a 

possibility for de-capsulation not through the adoption of any newly deductive system of belief, but 

instead through a return to the origins of our interaction with the world itself.  Though highly complex in 

its imagery, Heidegger’s philosophy might be primarily characterized by one over-arching emphasis: time 

and again, he urges us as ontolgic subjects to envision our role as subjects—figures of a kind of pure 

being, which he terms “Dasein” (34).  The characterizations and nuances of Dasein—though many—

center around Dasein’s presence as a fully-immersed being, who engages this role through its participation 

within its natural state of “being-in-the-world” (84).  This is to say, Dasein is not simply a reification, 

alteration, or reduction of some particular ideological precept; instead, Dasein by definition is the 
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ontological state which retains its precepts amid its interaction in the world—a lived onotology of 

authenticity and pure being which literally is itself, unmediated, and uncontained.  The self reflexivity of 

such a notion is not mere philosophic illusion on Heidegger’s part, but rather, an attempt to describe a state 

of being which is not secondary, to the world, but fully commensurate with it.  As he suggests, Dasein is at 

best described as a kind of “’being alongside’ the world in the sense of being absorbed in the world” (80).   

Here, Dasein stands as the authentic articulation of a state of human presence which remains a pure 

de-capsulation—a kind of being as being which fully realizes its own potential in the world through being 

“delivered over” (67) into itself.  This concept of a kind of self-reflexive autonomy, is essential to 

Heidegger’s placement of Dasein as a “being-in-the-world” (84), which comes into its own, as it were, 

through retaining its essential nature as itself even as it encounters other beings.  Described continually, as 

a type of “being-in-itself” (106), Dasein is in essence the state of being which we have sought—an ideal 

state which retains its idealism in practice, not through its detachment or reification of the world, but 

through its inclusion alongside it.  A such, Dasein is neither object nor subject, but something more prior; 

Dasein is potentiality itself—interaction unmediated through actualization, and instead fed back upon itself 

as pure interaction with the world around it.  He writes, “in every case something which we encounter 

within-the-world…may have either readiness-to-hand, presence-at-hand, or Dasein-with as its kind of 

Being” (179).  This is to say, the pure being of Dasein is neither an object resting its potential, nor an 

object actualized in its use; indeed, it cannot be contained within such boundaries as, by definition, it is 

that state of human interaction which retains its linkages to the world.  Instead, Dasein exists in a fully 

commensurate relation with the world, as an ontic-ontological mixture of doing and being which 

simultaneously demonstrates and fulfills its own existence as a “thrown project” (Writings 197).  This 

“thrown project” defines the bounds of its existence, and participates in that existence co-temporaneously.  

That is, it creates and actualizes its own possibilities as a human being in a relationship which is fully self-

articulated, and fully-imbedded within the world of which it is part.  Dasein is thus not a property within 

the world, but rather, a being fully alongside the world taking part in a kind of “co-disclosedness” (145), 
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reaching not towards some form of teleological finitude, bur rather a kind of all-inclusive presence 

which fulfills its own role at every point along its trajectory of interactions.  As he writes, “Dasein brings 

its ‘there’ along with it” (171), as a kind of “Being-in” (171) which is at every point not only actualized 

but fully within its own disclosure; “Dasein is its disclosedness” (171), just as it is its own properties—a 

being as Being, and a type of being “in which it is its possibilities as possibilities” (185).   

With this concept of pure being in mind, I wish to postulate a kind of citizenship qua citizenship 

built upon the back of Dasein as a form of being qua Being—that is a citizenship which is not in 

opposition to the world, but rather in concert with it.  This Dasein of Citizenship would then take its cue 

from the distinction which differentiates Dasein from other forms of being: its innate rebuke of all forms 

of reduction, in favour of a lived ontology which holds the others of its world in a fully commensurate 

relation of co-disclosure.  Dasein’s appeal in terms of the citizenship debate, rests in this rebuff of the 

encapsulation problem—a quality which it obtains through its unmediated, and resistant form of self-

autonomy.  Such autonomy should not be confused with alienation or retreat, since Dasein is by definition 

a “being-in-the-world” (BT 83)—a figure who is in essence a perpetual state of engagement and even 

“care” (65) for the world around it.  Dasein is then a figure who epitomizes the inter-subjectivity and 

involvement which we have sought—a state of being which conceives of itself not as a remote enclosure 

barricaded against a wall of others, but rather, as a fully-connected latticework Being, which cannot be 

meaningfully subdivided.  Here, the world is literally inconceivable but through the gaze of Dasein; and 

similarly, Dasein is inconceivable but for that world.   

Yet how are we to comprehend this ontological shift practically?  Against the increasing hegemony 

of encapsulation stands artistic expression, and the resultant discourse which surrounds it—a discourse 

which unlike any other, engages humanity as humanity, that is as an irreducible, pluralistic, and dialogical 

collection of tensions which must be approached not through deductive models, but rather through 

realizing one’s own existence amid others.  Art, and properly “the arts” in general, continuously engage in 

a sort of de-encapsulation which shatters all reifying, compartmentalized forms of knowledge, by engaging 
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in a continuous, avant-garde critique—a critique which in every way approximates and encourages the 

Heideggerian conception of Dasein’s pure Being.  Art then, at its very core imparts an awareness—a type 

of beneficial tension, which shatters the solidifying, deadlock of understanding, normatively applied by 

modernity’s typical hermeneutic approach to the world.  Its project is one of reorder, rediscovery, re-

questioning, and reawakening—elements which feed in upon themselves, but which rarely reduce to a 

single axiomatic precept.  In a world where encapsulation threatens to enact an unyielding unity of 

conception, art represents a continuous rupture—a critique par excellence which constantly rents and tears 

at the institution and simulacrum of modernity by de-capsulating the rigid constructions of meaning, and 

encouraging discourse and human interaction in its stead.  By questioning the basis on which all belief-

systems stand, art takes the role of opposition, both in a political and a philosophic sense – standing as the 

openness of “poesis” (Writings 317) as opposed to the constraint of “techne” (318).  Art is both political in 

its critique of ambient power structures, and their encapsulating, hegemonic, and monotonal approach to 

life within “this” or “that” nation; and art is philosophic in its ability to de-capsulate the otherwise reified 

expressions of everyday experience.  As such, it operates both as a critique both of hegemonic notions of 

power, and hegemonic ontology at large.  Here, art occupies a unique role as criticism, standing against the 

ambient belief systems which so prevail. 

Heidegger’s conception of art is extremely useful in understanding its role as uncontained 

experience—as antidote to the nihilism of encapsulation.  Here, art represents the epitome of the drive 

towards pure being, for its innate irreducibilities.  At an elementary level, Heidegger sees art as “truth 

setting itself into work” (Writings 165)—a conduit towards realizing the unmediated world of 

interconnections Dasein represents, by disrupting our tendency towards reifying, encapsulated views of the 

world.  Out of the totality of Being, many different truths can be “revealed” (165) or “concealed” (165) in 

the world—being brought out of the potentiality of Being “ready-to-hand” (BT 98) towards the actuality of 

being “present-at-hand” (68).  Art is seen as a rupture in the otherwise hegemonic containment of the 
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human condition, and as such, engagement with art and “the arts” encourages one to comprehend Being 

in its dialogical, irreducible form.   

While the realization achieved in this process is different for the endpoint it produces in each 

individual subject, the resultant collapse of reifying ontology is similarly valuable.  The beings which Art 

reveals only exist out of concealment for a brief time, until they once again recede inward towards 

concealment.  Here, revealing and concealing is understood in a phenomenological sense; the being’s 

essential nature is defined not by any a priori essence, but strictly through the manner in which it is 

revealed—that is by its use (Writings 217).  Out of the non-changing totality of Being, artwork “reveals” 

truth by unveiling itself out of concealment and obscurity and into the “world” (170).  “World” here refers 

to our subjective interface with the world—the forefront of our involvement with reality, or alternately, the 

reality which is “present-at-hand” (BT 68), not simply “ready-to-hand” (98).  In a basic sense, artwork is 

conceived here as the concealing of the old, and the revealing of the new, in an ever-changing process of 

upheaval continually upsetting stagnancy and rigidity by literally positing new worlds, less reductive and 

more dialogical than that of older epochs.  Already, the metaphoric language of renewal and critique 

seems apt, but it becomes still more so. 

The process of art’s creation is described as a clearing away of past values to create a valuable 

openness; it is this openness where the truth of Being is revealed as itself, that is as the form of pure being 

unmediated and unrefracted through reductionism.  Heidegger writes, “the establishing of truth in the work 

is the bringing forth of a being such as has never before and never will come to be again” (Writings 187).  

Here, art is seen as an essentially unique process, one which “clears the openness of the open region into 

which it comes forth” (187); truth conceals what existed previously, and reveals what is to come next.  

This is to say, art demolishes or clears the previous truth present in the world, and posits something new—

something innately pluralistic and dense in its representation of truth as truth.  Art is thus a reshaping of 

the old, but one which reaches more towards the essential truth of the world than was present before that 

art’s creation, or the subject’s interaction with it.   
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In Heidegger’s view, much like with Sartre, this does not occur without some amount of 

struggle, tension, and paradox—all qualities present in the world at large, and reflected through the 

essential truth of the work as it becomes set into the world.  In the process of clearing, truth creates a kind 

of “strife between clearing an concealing” (187).  This strife is the necessary action of creation, something 

Heidegger describes as the “thrust” (190) of “createdness” (191), and a concept which places a beneficial 

interpretation on the dialogical tensions induced in art’s contemplation, much as we have seen with 

Bakhtin and Sartre.  We may further envision this as the act of tearing open the capsules of meaning 

posited by the reifying hermeneutics of modernity.  Here, art is formed in an act of creation, which 

reorders old forms of truth, by establishing a denser, more pluralistic form of truth which avoids 

reductionism; this form restructures and rearranges the meanings which would otherwise become stagnant 

though reaffirming a reality which escapes encapsulation.  The truth that the art reveals is “transported into 

the openness of beings [and]…transform[s] our accustomed ties to the world” (191).  Here, art is a vehicle 

for truth, though not in any traditionally essentialist, or monologic sense.  Truth is not a singular entity, but 

rather, the paradox of dialogical tension; it is that which causes (indeed is) the revealing and concealing of 

Being occurring in the world.  Crucial to this description of art, is the notion that it provides a clearing 

away of old truth, in the positing of this newer, denser form.  Rather than enclosing and encapsulating, art 

bursts old bonds, replacing reified simulation with a glimpse at the irreducibility of being qua being.   

This description directly counteracts the process of nihilism within moderntiy as we have described 

it, and as such moves towards the type of citizenship qua citizenship by encouraging an ontology of 

dialogic interaction as opposed to reified monologism.  Whereas nihilism involves both encapsulation and 

disenchantment—each acts of enclosure and reduction—art involves both revealing and truth in the 

dialogic sense—at once a type of unfolding and expanding.  In some sense, art may be seen as growth, 

whereas nihilism may be seen as decay.  The continuously unfolding nature of its critique places it as the 

perfect counter-point to the continuously reductive tendencies of encapsulation.  Art is truth, but for 

Heidegger, that truth rests in the realiziation of one’s being-in-the-world—something necessarily revealed 
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on a momentary, incomplete basis rather than a transcendent, reducitive one.  As such, art is also 

change—change which remains indexed to the world in which it occurs, and continually renews the efforts 

of humanity by allowing it to view itself as itself.  In this sense, art’s existence precedes its essence; its 

ability to critique encapsulation stems from this close, kinship relation with the world itself.   

Heidegger characterizes this distinction in terms of techne and poesis.  Unlike techne which is 

envisioned as a type of “enframing” (Writings 325) – a mere “means to an end” (312) – art as a type of 

poesis is envisioned as a “bringing-forth” (317).  Whereas the first sought to maintain rigid control over 

meaning by drawing models reductively, the latter describes the actualization of something which is 

already present but concealed.  Moreover, it is something far more changeable, and far less reified.  

Modernity’s drive to encapsulate can be seen as a form of techne, as its modus operandi is derived directly 

from technological, monologic outlooks as we have seen.  In counterpoint, the poesis of art represents a 

continually, inductive critique which takes reality itself as its point of departure—unmediated, and 

uncontained.  Therefore, where one view takes the world only within its own deductive model, the other is 

fully-representative and commensurate with the world, entering it on its own grounds.   

Dasein’s connection to the world, highlights Heidegger’s basic premise that beings are all 

interrelated, alterable aspects of the greater, unchanging Being.  Here, the world exists as a place where 

truth is revealed, but also as a place which transcends the category of subject and object altogether.  As 

such, any attempt to discern the properties of the world a priori must necessarily fail.  Heidegger’s critique 

of reification is held in this assertion.  Since beings are by their very nature changeable – inseparable from 

the world, which is itself indefinable – the attempt to enclose meaningful, explanative capsules around 

beings is necessarily futile.  The world, by definition, is a place where all notions of objectivity and 

containment are meaningless.  Because of that, any attempt to place a transcendent meaning – a capsule of 

reification – upon beings, represents a similarly meaningless, even nihilistic pursuit.  Encapsulation seeks 

to label and explain experience in the same way that objectification defines items in the world, as objects 

with certain definable properties.  Yet for Heidegger, the world transcends the subject-object opposition 
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as—as the “the ever-nonobjective to which we are subject” (170)—and thus simply exists; it is neither 

subject nor object but something more primary 

Any attempt to describe this world in reductive, reified manner is doomed to failure and to the 

unending change that the strife of revealing and concealing necessitates.  In this ontology, the world 

cannot be described by reification, since there is nothing a priori to reify; the capsule may latch on to one 

being which is revealed in a particular way, but that state is not necessary but contingent on the way in 

which that being is being revealed at a particular time.  Again, the world is simply the horizon of our 

interactions with those beings which contact us directly—the beings which in turn make up the “being-in” 

(BT 138) of Dasein’s worldly relations.  Capsules of meaning cannot be transcendental in their 

significance due to the continuously unfolding nature of the phenomenal world.  The world simply will not 

allow such a restricted view, since it is by definition neither subject nor object.  As such, the drive to 

encapsulate pluralistic experience, results in the deliberate pairing-down of beings for no sake other than 

hermeneutic fulfillment.  This drive must once again be seen as nihilistic, as it attempts to entrap the world 

in a way which is negated by the very definition of the world itself.  The influence of art leaves open this 

realization to the subject himself, who is left to contemplate the dialogic nature of reality in its status as 

reality.  Art thus acts as an impetus for realizing human relations more fully, and accordingly, for 

undergoing the ontological shift from reductionism to pure being. 

Thus we have seen how the citizenship debate is marred by the very ontology present within 

modernity today.  Citizenship cannot function as citizenship, so long as it remains an adjunct of any 

number of reifying, deductive, monologic systems of belief which codify the world within a framework of 

semiotic encapsulation.  The problem of citizenship, though manifest within modernity sociologically, is 

properly speaking a socio-ontological problem, which must be addressed as such.  Though our present 

practices degrade our ability to interact with other human beings, and thus deter our ability to engage with 

citizenship as we might desire, those practices are themselves an intermixture of the ontological and 

axiomatic beliefs underpinning our society at present.  Any desire to engage with a greater form of 
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citizenship today must then be taken not simply as a matter of policy, but as a matter of humanity—not 

as a debate in the politics of action within this system, but as a debate on the legitimacy and efficacy of 

systematization itself.  In seeking a citizenship which is thus a reflection of the true human involvement it 

ought to connote, we must distance ourselves from the presently monologic processes present in modernity 

which continually ensure the disenchantment, and reification of life processes within a system of 

encapsulation which is itself damaging. 

Instead, we must reach towards citizenship as citizenship: a form of being fully actualized and self-

articulated, not from a standpoint of deductive ideology, but a standpoint of subjective involvement—the 

stance of the citizens themselves.  Any outlook which takes citizenship as an a priori debate regardless of 

the individuals involved, must inevitably suffer the reduction and reification we have noted so thoroughly 

throughout.  Citizens cannot be created through deductive precepts; citizens cannot be created at all.  

Instead, they must create themselves though the adoption of an ontologic shift.  Though doubtless difficult 

to effect, this transition stands as the measure of our ability to interact with other beings in the world, as 

humans alongside each other.  The present state of reductionism, whether economic, sociologic, 

ontological, or semiotic, results in nothing but the “malaise” Taylor and others have critiqued since the 

time of Marx, on through Weber, continuing with Baudrillard.  Opportunities must then exist which 

encourage one to engage with citizenship, not as a prescribed activity, but as a natural extension of human 

interaction in its fully dialogical, irreducible, unmediated form.  Humanity must not be contained within 

the reifying hermeneutic present today, but must be instead understood as itself—a self fraught with 

dialogic tensions and inconsistencies, but nonetheless the essence of the human condition to which we all 

bear some common linkage.   

Art and “the arts” embody the best attempt today at realizing this ontological shift, as the study, 

discourse, and contemplation of such aesthetic acts remains one of the few arenas of pluralistic expression 

which escapes modernity today.  In contemplating art, the subject is left to contemplate the world itself not 

as a signifier of conscripted, reductive meaning, but as a vast plethora of dichotomous and seemingly-
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incomprehensible interactions.  Art embodies the reality which reductionism usurps, and the 

contemplation of it allows for the subject’s engagement with an ontology which, unlike most others today, 

is not readily-consumable, monologically-defined, or deductively-imposed within a simplistic reduction.   

I began by stating that citizenship itself was the question of a role, our role, and I will end in turn.  

As we look around modernity, with all of its tensions, alienation, and apathy, we stand at a juncture.  We 

may choose to continue a deductive and proscriptive approach to citizenship and humanity, by positing 

ideals to which the subject must aspire, or we may actively encourage the subject’s own efforts to live 

within his or her own sense of selfhood.  We may then continue in a role of performativity and emulation, 

or truly take up citizenship as citizenship, through the encouragement of an ontology which places the 

subject themselves as the seat of human relations.  The question of reified ideologues, versus, self-

autonomous inter-subjects is thus one of choice.  It remains before us whether we prefer to encourage our 

encounter with, subjects as subjects, citizenship as citizenship, or humanity as humanity, or remain 

relegated to a world where such ideals are preformed but never met.  This choice is ours, and as simple as 

the recognition of our own place within a world which does not end beyond our own subjective realities, 

but extends outwards into all worldly relations.  We may then take citizenship either in its reductive 

sense—as being the member of some arbitrary union—or citizenship in its broader, worldly sense, as the 

realization of our place among other beings.   
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ABSTRACT 
 

Sesotho is one of the African Languages, where sentence negation is expressed by means of 
bound negative morphemes. It has only three negative morphemes which are spread across the 
Sesotho matrix and subordinate clauses. They are the negative morphemes /ha/, /sa/ and 
/se/.These morphemes are bound verbal morphemes that negate various predicate forms and only 
appear in restricted sentence types.  The central aim of this paper is to examine sentence 
constructions that realize negation by means of negative morphemes /se/  and its syntactic 
distribution within copulative verbs, non – copulative verbs, deficient verbs and aspect morphemes 
over a full range of inflectional categories such as tense, aspect and mood. This morpheme will be 
examined within the general framework of the Minimalist Program, which holds that inflectional 
categories occur as heads of phrasal categories. This paper will further illustrate the morphological 
representations of these morphemes within Beard (1995)’s Lexeme-Morpheme Base Morphology. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In African languages, negation as a grammatical phenomenon has not been widely investigated 
within the Generative Approaches. It has been dealt with in relation to positive sentences, where it 
is usually indicated that negative sentences correspond to positive sentences.  
 
Within the structural approach, Doke and Mofokeng (1985:196) recognized the negative prefix /sa/ 
as a negative form that corresponds to definite and indefinite present positive tenses and appears 
in all tenses of the participial mood. They distinguished negative conjugation of Sesotho into six 
types, of which three of these types has the negative prefix /se/ as a negative marker. The negative 
marker /se/ appears in the subjunctive mood, with the aspect morpheme /no/ and with the hortative 
prefix /ha/.  Guma (1971:166) identified the negative morpheme /se/ as a conjugational morpheme, 
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the negative of the copulative /le/ and the subjunctive negative morpheme. Negation according to 
Zanuttini (1997) is a syntactic process whereby a language employs negative markers to negate a 
clause. She categorizes negative markers into pre-verbal negative markers and post-verbal 
negative markers. Pre-verbal negative markers that can negate a clause on their own, head a 
negative phrase. They have strong features which need to be checked and structurally they 
precede all the clitics. Klima (1964), stipulates that sentence negation is realized when negative 
pre-verbal particles are present in the sentence. Haegeman’s (1995) analysis of   sentence 
negation is based on Negative-Criterion, the well-formedness condition that determines the 
distribution and interpretation of the negative element. It requires the spec – head relation between 
the negative operator and the negative head in terms of X-bar scheme. In his comparative analysis 
of the negative, Guldemann (1999) maintains that Bantu Languages express negation by way of 
periphrastic construction, by giving a distinction between bound and unbound negative markers 
and by ordering morphemes into pre-initial affixes or post-initial affixes. He goes on to say that with 
pre-initial negation, the predicate can be analyzed as a binary structure wherein a negative nucleus 
bears the illocutionary force and a finite satellite conveys the prepositional information of the 
predicate. 
This paper will examine the distribution and morphology of the negative morpheme /se/ within non-
copulative verbs, copulative verbs, deficient verbs and aspect morphemes. It will also be 
demonstrated that the negative morpheme /se/ is a bound verbal morpheme, a functional category 
that heads the negative phrase.  

 
2.    THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 
The morphology of the negative morpheme /se/ is examined within the Lexeme-Morpheme base 
Morphology of Beard (1995), which distinguishes lexemes from bound grammatical morphemes. 
Lexemes are signs which appear in open classes as direct specified sequence of phonemes with 
grammatical and semantic intensions. They are the only minimal grammatical elements in the 
language and each lexeme has a set of three representations, viz. phonological, grammatical and 
semantic representations. Morphemes, according to Blake and Moorhead (1993: 5), are the 
smallest units of language that have independent meaning. Beard (1995) distinguishes between 
bound grammatical morpheme, which are morphological spelling operations that mark 
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modifications in inflectional categories, and free morphemes which mark closed grammatical 
categories such as articles, prepositions and pronouns. 
 
In terms of bound morphology, derivation on lexemes is referred to as lexical derivation, where 
morphological spelling operations changes categorical status of lexemes. In Sesotho for instance, 
the verb [sebets-] will change its verbal status to that of nominal status as [mo-sebets-i]. On the 
other hand, derivation on morphemes is referred to as inflectional derivation, where morphological 
spelling operations do not change the categorical status of lexemes. Inflectional derivation is 
further divided into nominal inflectional derivation and verbal inflectional derivation. Nominal 
inflectional derivation is concerned with nominal categories such as case, gender and number 
while verbal inflectional derivation is concerned with grammatical features such as tense, mood, 
agreement, aspect and negative. In Sesotho, if the verb /tsamay-/ is inflected by categories with 
features such as [subjunctive], [plural] and [negative], the phonological spelling of the lexeme 
/tsamaya-/  will read as illustrated the sentence in (1) and the diagram (1) below: 
 

(1)      Ke – rata hore [ba – se – tsamay- e ] 
                    [I want that they should not go ] 

             Diagram 1:  Morphological structure of the negative [sa]  

                        V 
                    AF                V            
                    Agr      AF                V 
                              se      V               AF                           
                                      tsamay-        e    
 
According to the structure in (1) above, the negative morpheme /sa/ is a bound morpheme that is 
inflected to the lexeme /ken/. It precedes the verb and therefore a pre-verbal negative morpheme. 
According to Haegeman (1995) bound morphemes have strong morphological features and 
following Zanuttini’s (1997) view, pre-verbal negative markers should head negative phrases. 
 
The syntax of the negative morpheme /se/ will be examined within the Minimalist Program. It 
maintains that the properties and distribution of clauses is determined by the nature of verb 
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inflection. Inflectional features are separated and turned into fully phrasal categories, with their 
morphemes becoming heads of such phrases.  Tense, mood, agreement, aspect and negative will 
be turned into TP, MP, AGRSP, AGROP, ASPP and NEGP. According to Thraisson (1996), the 
order and nature of these inflectional categories is determined by the Mirror Principle, which 
stipulates that morphemes furthest from the verb occupy higher structural positions in the 
functional layer of the clause. Haegeman (1997), states that strong morphological features of 
functional categories are phonologically visible, and bound morphemes have strong features that 
will cause the verb to move and check its inflected features. Negative sentences are therefore 
constructions, which minimally have negative features associated with a functional head of the 
extended projection of the verb. This implies that the negative elements are identified as negative 
phrases headed by a negative head, where the head is in geometrical position with its specifier. 
Zanuttini (1997), also maintains that pre-verbal negative markers have strong features and head a 
negative phrase.  Following Haegeman’s (1997) and Zanuttini’s (1997) views, the negative 
morpheme /se/ in Sesotho will head a negative phrase as illustrated in  (2) below: 
Diagram 2.  NegP with the negative morpheme [se] as head 
                                 NegP 
                        Spec             Neg’ 
                                    Neg                 VP 
                                     se                                          
Having discussed the theoretical background, this paper shall now look into the morphology and 
distribution of the negative morpheme /se/. 
3. THE SYNTAX AND MORPHOLOGY OF THE   NEGATIVE MORPHEME   /SE/ 
The third negative morpheme in Sesotho is the negative [se].  It occupies the fifth position in the 
linear order of the verbal prefixes of Sesotho.  The negative morpheme [se] appears in a wide 
variety of moods, which are normally not distinguishable into tenses.  Its distribution will be 
investigated within the following moods:  subjunctive, consecutive, hortative, potential, habitual, 
and the imperative.  The distribution of this negative morpheme will also be investigated within the 
non-copulative verbs, the copulative verbs, deficient verbs and aspect morphemes.  This 
morpheme frequently appears as a circumfix with the negative suffix [- e]. 
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3. 1 The Negative morpheme [se] with Non-copulative verbs 
With non-copulative verbs, the negative morpheme [se] can appear in the subjunctive mood with 
the negative suffix [- e] which is a different morpheme from the positive morpheme of the 
subjunctive.  The sentence in (2) with the morphological structure of the subjunctive complement 
illustrates: 

 
(2) Ke  - batla hore [le – se – rek – e] 

         [I want that you don’t buy] 
(3)                                            V 

 

 

                                     AF                  V 

 

 

                                  AGR       AF       V 

 

                           se                     V         AF                                         

                                                                                                                                                                                                       

 

                                           rek -     e 

 

The negative morpheme [se] may also appear in the consecutive mood with the negative suffix [- e] 
as shown in the sentence in (3) and the morphological structure in (85): 

 
(3) Ke – lemme [ka – se – jal – e] 

        [I ploughed and did not plant] 
                V 

(4) 

                           AF                                                V 

 

                          AGR        AF                 V 

 

                            CONS                     AF                        V 

     [- a -] 

 

                                     se                                  V                AF 

 

     

                                    jal -                                              e 
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In this structure in (4) above, the consecutive morpheme [- a -] which always coalesces with the 
subject agreement (AGRS) is retained.  The coalescing process is illustrated in (4) below: 

 
(4) [Ke + a – [se – jal – e]  

Ka – se – jale 
[I did not plant] 
 

The morpheme [se] may also appear in the hortative mood with the negative suffix [- e] as 
illustrated in the sentence in (5) with the morphological structure in (5): 

 
(5) Ha – re – se – tsamay – e 

[Let us not go] 
 

                V 
(5) 
                      AF                       V 

 
                   Ha          AF                     V 
 
                   AGR           AF                              V 
      
 
                          se                       V          AF 
 
     
                        t  samay -                   e 
 

The negative morpheme [se] may appear in the potential mood with the negative suffix [-e] as 
illustrated by the sentence in (6) with its morphological structure in (6): 
 

(6) N – ka – se – tsamay - e 
         [I cannot go] 
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                 V 
(6) 
                       AF                         V 

 
                  AGR         AF                      V 
 
                   Ka               AF                  V 
      
 
                           se        V           AF 
 
     
                      tsamay -                     e 
 

The negative morpheme [se] may also appear in the habitual mood with the negative suffix [- e].  
The sentences in (7) with their morphological structure in (7) illustrate: 

(7)              a.   O – ye [a – se – pheh – e] 
                 [ He / She usually doesn’t cook] 

b. O – hle [a – se – pheh – e] 
[ He/She usually doesn’t cook] 

 
(7)                              V  
 
 
                         AF            V 
 
 
                       AGR     AF       V 
 
                        se               V        AF 
 
                            pheh -     e 
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As indicated in (7) above, the habitual meaning has to be indicated by a deficient verb such as [ye] 
or [hle] and the complement clause of these deficient verbs may then appear in the negative with 
the morpheme [se]. 
The negative morpheme [se] may appear in the imperative mood with the negative suffix [- e] as 
illustrated by the sentence in (8) and the morphological structure in (8) below: 

 
(8)  Se – bu – e ! 

[Don’t speak!] 
 

(8)  
                            V 
 
 
                        AF            V 
 
 
                       se       V       AF 
 
                         bu                     e 

It should be noted that the plural of the imperative mood is formed by the suffix [- ng].  This is 
illustrated by the sentence in (9) with the morphological structure in (9) below: 

(9) Se – bu – e – ng ! 
[Don’t speak!] 

                             V 
 
                     AF           V 

(9) 
                          se      V                       AF 
 
                        V                          AF                
 
 
                      bu  -               e -      ng 
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Finally, the negative morpheme [se] can also appear in the infinitive with the negative suffix [- e] as 
shown in (10) and (10) below: 

(10)       Ho – se – rek – e 
[Not to buy] 

(10)                               V 
 
 
                          AF          V 
 
 
                       Ho      AF       V 
 
                            se  V        AF 
 
                              rek -     e 
 

As observed in all the sentences above,  the negative morpheme [se] obligatorily appears with the 
negative suffix [- e] in all the moods in which it appears.  It is also observed that in the subjunctive, 
consecutive, potential and habitual moods, the subject agreement precedes the morpheme [se], 
and where there are other intervening morphemes such as the potential [ka] and the hortative [ha], 
the negative morpheme [se] is still preceded by these morphemes.  It is however only in the 
hortative mood that the AGRS is preceded by the hortative mood [ha]. 

 
2.4.2 Copulative verbs 
The negative morpheme [se] can appear with copulative verbs.  It appears with the copulative verb 
[na] and  [ba] as a morpheme.  In the case of the copulative [na], the negative morpheme [se] 
appears in the participial mood as indicated in the sentence in (11) with the morphological structure 
in (11): 

 
(11) Ha [ba –se – na] tjhelete, ba utswa 

[If  they have no money, they steal] 
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(11)                               V 
 
 
                           AF          V 
 
 
                        AGR      AF       V 
 
                         se                   na 
 

In the case of the copulative verb [ba] the negative morpheme [se] appears in the subjunctive 
mood with the negative suffix [- e] as illustrated by the sentence in (12) and the morphological 
structure in (12) below: 

 
(12)   Ke – batla hore [a – se – b – e teng] 

 [I want him not to be here] 
 
(12)                               V 
 
 
                       AF                            V 
 
 
                        AGR     AF       V 
 
                        se             V        AF 
 
                               b -     e 

In all other cases, the negative morpheme [se] functions as the copulative verb where it replaces 
the copulative verb [ke] in the negative.  It appears with [ha] in [ha – se]. 

(13) a. Positive:  Thabo ke morena 
                  [Thabo is the chief] 
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b. Negative:   Thabo ha – se morena 
                   [Thabo is not the chief] 

 
It also functions as the copulative verb where it replaces the copulative verb [le] in the negative.  In 
this case, the negative [se] appears with various syntactic categories such as NP, AP, NP Rel, 
NPLoc and PP.  It normally appears with these categories in the participial mood as the sentences 
in (14) will indicate: 

 
(14)              a.  Ha Motlengoa [e – se [morena] … 
               If Motlengoa is not the chief] 
 

b. Ha ngwana [a – se [motle] … 
[If the child is not beautiful] 

 
c. Ha ngwana [a – se [botswa] … 

[If the child is not lazy] 
 

d. Ha mosuwe [a – se [sekolong] … 
[If the teacher is not at school] 

 
e. Ha bana [ba – se  [ka tlung] … 

[If children are not in the house] 
 

All the sentences in (14) will have the same morphological structure illustrated in (13) below: 
 
 

                                          V 
     
(13) 
                       AF                          V 
 
 
                       AGR          Se 
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As observed from above, the negative morpheme [se] only appears with two copulative verbs, 
namely: [na] and [ba].  In other instances it appears as the negative copulative verb.  
2.4.3 Deficient verbs 
With the deficient verbs, the negative morpheme [se] only appears with the deficient verb [ka] in 
the subjunctive, imperative and consecutive moods.  In the subjunctive mood, the negative 
morpheme [se] appears with the negative suffix   [- e] changing [ka] into [ke].  The subjunctive will 
then be followed by consecutive complement as the sentence in (15) with the morphological 
structure in (14) illustrate: 

 
(15)  [O – se – k – e [wa – dula] 

[ You don’t have to stay] 
 
(14)                              V 
 
 
                        AF           V 
 
 
                       AGR       AF       V 
 
                        se               V        AF 
 
                               k -     e 
 

In the consecutive mood, the deficient verb [ka] appears in the negative of the consecutive clause 
where its suffix changes into the negative suffix [- e], and this suffix appears as a circumfix with the 
morpheme [se].  The consecutive clause is followed by another consecutive clause: 

(16 ) [Ka – se – k – e [ka – dula] 
      [I did not stay] 

The morphological structure of the consecutive clause in (16) will be as in (15) above.  In the 
imperative mood, the negative morpheme [se] also appears with the deficient verb [ka], where its 
suffix changes into the negative suffix [- e].  The deficient verb will then be followed by the 
consecutive complement as illustrated in (17): 
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(17)  [O – se – k – e [wa – kena] 
      [Don’t come in] 

 
In plural form, the deficient verb [ke] will appear with the suffix [- ng] as shown in (18): 

 
(18) [Le – se – k – e – ng [la – kena] 

      [Don’t come in] 
 

As observed from above, the negative morpheme [se] appears as a circumfix with the negative 
suffix [- e].  It only appears with the deficient verb [ka] in the case of deficient verbs.  The subject 
agreement always precedes the negative morpheme [se]. 
2.4.4 Aspect morphemes 
With the aspect morphemes, the negative morpheme [se] appears only with the necessity aspect 
morpheme [no].  In this case, the negative morpheme [se] is also preceded by the subject 
agreement but it precedes the morpheme [no] and the suffix of the verb is retained.  The sentence 
in (19) with the morphological structure in (15) will illustrate: 

(19)  Bana ba – se – no – bu – a 
[Children should not speak] 

 
                 V 
(15) 
                     AF                         V 

 
                  AGR        AF                      V 
 
                    se               AF                 V 
      
 
                          no                     V          AF 
 
     
                           bu -                         a 
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However, the necessity morpheme [no] may also precede the negative morpheme [se].  In that 
case, the negative morpheme [se] will appear as a circumfix with the suffix [- e] as indicated in (20) 
and (16) below: 

 
(20) O – no – se – bu –e 

[You should not speak] 
 

                  V 
(16) 
                      AF                         V 

 
                AGR        AF                 V 
 
                     no              AF                  V 
      
 
                          se                      V            AF 
 
     
                           bu -                          e 
 

As observed from above, the negative morpheme [se] appears with the negative suffix [- e] in 
sentence constructions with the necessity morpheme [no].  Where the [se] precedes the morpheme 
[no], the verb retains its suffix [- a ] as in (15) above, and where [ no ] precedes the morpheme [se], 
the verb appears with the negative suffix [- e] as in (16) above.  In both cases, the subject 
agreement dominates. 

 
2.5 SUMMARY 

 
In this paper, the distribution of Sesotho negative morpheme /se/ was investigated within non-
copulative verbs, copulate verbs, deficient verbs and aspect morphemes. It is observed from the 
above investigations that the negative morpheme /se/ in Sesotho is unevenly distributed within 
various sentence types and moods. This morpheme appears in non-tensed sentence constructions 
of non-copulative verbs.  It appears within the remaining moods such as the imperative, hortative, 
potential, subjunctive and the consecutive mood. It  appears only with the copulative verbs [ba] and 
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[na] as a morpheme, but with the other copulative verbs such as [ke] and [le], it becomes a 
negative copulative verb. 
The negative morpheme [se ] appears as a circumfix with the negative suffix [- e]: 

(21)                    Agrs ka – se – V – e 
Ba – ka – se – bu e 
[They can’t speak] 

It is also observed that the deficient verb [ka] has an influence on the negative morphemes in 
Sesotho.  With regard to the negative morpheme [se], the deficient verb [ka] appears in the 
negative of the subjunctive, consecutive and imperative moods with the negative suffix [- e]  as 
[ke]: 
(22 )  a. SUBJUNCTIVE:  Agrs - se -ke [wa dula] 
               b. CONSECUTIVE: Agrs - se -ke [ka dula] 
               c. IMPERATIVE:  Agrs - se - ke [wa tsamaya] 
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The Effect of Concert Program Notes on the Aesthetic Experience of the Listener 

 

Abstract 

 What is the effect of reading program notes before listening to a piece of music? 

Do program notes contribute or detract from the listener’s possibility for an aesthetic 

experience? There is little research about the effect of program notes on the experience of 

the listener. This paper attempts to answer some of the related questions by exploring 

research in the areas of music aesthetics, understanding music, listening to music, 

teaching philosophies, imagination, and music’s relationship to the audience. From the 

research in those areas, implications are made for music educators, directors, and 

audience members. The effect of program notes can be either positive or negative 

depending on the listener’s views and philosophies about what it means to experience 

music.  

 

Introduction 

 The Effect of Concert Program Notes on the Aesthetic Experience of the 

Listener 

 

Introduction 

 Concert programs often come complete with program notes that describe various 

musical and historical aspects to be heard in the program. It is a common scene in concert 

halls to see members of the audience diligently reading the program notes prior to the 

concert. Program notes contain various facts about the composition in addition to 
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interpretations about the piece’s worth and musicality. The audience members who desire 

to read the program notes may then experience the concert selections from a different 

point of view; they have more information and are already knowledgeable about a certain 

interpretation or of the composer’s intention when writing the piece. Does this help the 

listening experience? Does reading program notes give the listener needed insight? How 

is the musical experience altered for the listener who reads the notes versus the listener 

who only experiences the music as music, not as music supplemented with information? 

In this paper, I am seeking to explore the effect of program notes on the listener’s 

experience of music through the evaluation of various philosophies of what constitutes a 

meaningful musical experience. 

When discussing art forms, such as music, it is important to try to define what an 

aesthetic experience is. While the answer to this concept varies widely among 

philosophers, it will be of use in this paper to define what constitutes an aesthetic 

experience. Aesthetic experience can occur from many different vantage points, for 

example the performer, the listener, or the composer. The scope of this paper will explore 

the aesthetic effects from the viewpoint of the listener. I will define an aesthetic 

experience in music as an experience which moves the listener emotionally or 

intellectually, where the meaning and value of music transcend the present environment 

and take the listener away mentally. Aesthetic experiences are positive and cannot be 

prompted; they just happen when the beauty of the moment seizes the listener.  

 Through research and observations I plan to explore answers to the various 

questions posed above regarding the use of program notes. The use of program notes and 

their effect on interpretation, focus, and musical experience of the listener has long since 
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fascinated me. I often find myself reading program notes at concerts and watch others do 

the same. It was not until I consciously started to evaluate my own philosophies of music 

and aesthetics that I began to question this seemingly benign habit. I started to doubt my 

own abilities to interpret music “properly,” as if there is a definite right and wrong way to 

see a piece of music. I started questioning my desire to read the notes before the 

performance and not after. I started to evaluate my own thoughts on what makes a piece 

of music interesting and why. I came up with many answers to the above questions, and 

centered around two modes of thought: 1) I enjoy a piece more and appreciate its 

musicality when I am familiar with the piece and have learned about it in some capacity; 

and 2) I value the ability to interpret music as it relates to the listener’s personal life, 

emotions, and past experiences. These two points can sometimes contrast with one 

another; familiarity and knowledge with a piece is not the same as individual relevance, 

especially when that knowledge comes from a source other than the listener. Sometimes I 

truly enjoy the musical experience when I have learned much about the pieces presented. 

Other times, I connect with the music on a much deeper level when the music has spoken 

to my emotions through the music, not written on a piece of paper; when I make the 

music real and relevant for myself, I can be most gratified. It is this dichotomy that 

sparked my interest in the effect program notes have on the listener and to see if I could 

find the answers to my questions.  

 Music is an art form unlike any other. Music relies primarily on what is heard; it 

is this aural element that truly sets music part from other art forms. Some have claimed 

that music also has a visual element when one takes into consideration the motions of the 

performers and the effect of the written music (Lippman, 1999). However, it is the aural 
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element that is of importance to most music lovers. The listeners in the audience at a 

concert and the patrons of music albums recognize music as an art form that must be 

heard. However, what does it take to make that which is heard meaningful? Do program 

notes assist this? At what point do words go too far, though? If the music speaks for 

itself, do we do away with titles and numbers of movements in programs? And if music 

can transcend above the present environment for the listener, can we ever escape the 

reality of sitting among people if worldly words and papers interact with the experience? 

This could possibly hinder the engagement of imagination, mind, and emotions with the 

music.  

 Composers when writing a piece of music try to present something to the 

audience. This could be the portrayal or communication of an idea, emotion, or story. 

Since the composer chose the medium of music to portray his/her intentions, should not 

the music alone be the sole experience for the listener? However, if the audience knows 

the composer’s intent and story behind the piece of music, does the audience truly 

understand the work better? These questions address the concept of what it means to 

understand a piece of music.  

 

Understanding music and aesthetics of music 

 The first step in the process of evaluating the use of program notes is to explore 

what it means to understand music. What is it about music that is important? Where is the 

value in a musical performance? What is the nature and meaning of music? These 

questions address music aesthetics and understanding.  
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 There are at least four types of music philosophers, and each type of philosopher 

would probably have a different view of this entire concept of program notes’ 

relationship with and implications for the audience. Absolutionists find meaning in the 

piece of music itself. Formalists find meaning in the intellectual structure of the music 

and the understanding of the relationships present in the music. Expressionists feel that 

music can bring about emotions and feelings in the listener. Referentialists find meaning 

music through its extra-musical references. Understanding that there are four (or more) 

types of philosophers should alert the reader to the possibility that there are no right or 

wrong answers in the concept of music understanding and aesthetics. However, the field 

of philosophy is interested in discussing ideas and trying to find truths in that which is 

perpetually unknown. This section will uncover some of the research in this area that 

might be pertinent to finding the connection between the use of program notes and the 

experience for the listener. 

There are no right answers when trying to answer the questions of value and 

meaning in music. Leonard Meyer (1956), in his book Emotion and Meaning in Music, 

discusses the differences in opinion on what constitutes meaning in music. The 

differences include those who “insist that music meaning lies exclusively within the 

context of the work itself, in the perception of the relationships set forth within the music 

work of art, and those who contend that, in addition these abstract, intellectual meanings, 

music also communicates meaning which in some way refer to the extra-musical world of 

concepts, actions, emotional states, and character” (p. 1). Meyer (1957), in a later article, 

discusses meaning in music and concludes that music not only evokes associations and 

emotions with the outside world, but it also may be meaningful in the sense that hearing 
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passages or tones leads the knowledgeable listener to expect something in the music. 

“Meaning arises when an individual becomes aware, either affectively or intellectually, 

of the implications of a stimulus in a particular context” (p. 415). This could imply that 

regardless of the derivation of the listener’s knowledge, either through listening, 

experience, or program notes, he or she is capable of understanding the meaning of 

music.  

Some music philosophers or aestheticians believe that meaning can be taught to 

the listener, resulting in a more positive musical experience. Calvin Brainerd Cady was 

an influential music educator in the late 19th century through the early 20th century who 

pioneered practice and research in teaching students thought and feeling in music with an 

emphasis on conceptualization. In a research paper by Shiraishi (1999), he found that 

Cady believed that music education’s primary goal should be for students to “conceive 

and express musical ideas and should ultimately develop general thinking ability” (p. 

152). He continues by summarizing Cady’s teaching technique; Cady would guide the 

students to discover how certain musical elements brought about aesthetic and emotional 

responses while listening and that it was only through this interpretative study, students 

could relate the music with their feelings. Reese (1983) believes that the value of music 

“rests largely on its strong appeal to the life of feeling and its affect on sentient life,” and 

feels that music education needs to focus on the aesthetic qualities of music, for those are 

the most important (p. 36). Campbell (1967) agrees with the notion that appreciation and 

aesthetic experiences are gained from technical-formal knowledge of the music being 

heard.  
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Some philosophers believe that meaning is independent from any outside sources, 

including knowledge that could be gained from reading program notes; they believe 

musical meaning is dependent on the individual’s emotions and background. According 

to a 2001 study conducted by Woody and Burns, appreciation for classical music is 

dependent on past emotional experiences with classical music. Pratt (1941), in an article 

about Schopenhauer’s theories of music, found that he believes music speaks directly to a 

person’s will and emotions. “Music sounds the way emotion feels” (Pratt, 1941, p. 9). 

Scruton, in his book, The Aesthetics of Music, speaks about music as being self-sufficient 

and needing no explanation; “Of these activities, we do not ask what they are for, they are 

sufficient in themselves” (p. 457). He believes that meaning in music is subjective and 

lies in its intrinsic value.  

Knowledge of the composer’s intentions for writing a piece of music can aid the 

listener in his or her understanding of the music. Lippman (1999) feels that most music 

describes a concrete experience, implying a complementary emotional response. 

Lippman writes, “Emotional experience is most often embedded in some actual situation. 

But it may be our declared intention to represent the physical world, and we may then 

choose to do so indirectly by seeking to duplicate the emotions it arouses” (p. 15). 

Listening to and understanding music involves a high level of cognition, which can be 

conscious or subconscious. According to Meyer (1956), listener satisfaction comes as he 

or she follows closely the composer’s intentions through the music and compares 

predictions about how the composer actually manipulates the sounds (p. 30). Bennett 

Reimer compares various philosophical views about art in his book, A Philosophy of 

Music Education, and notes that referentialism, as it applies to music education, is the 
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philosophy that music is best understood when the listener knows about the story. This 

includes the program, subject matter, history, or composer’s intent. 

On the contrary, some even believe that meaning is lost when it is learned 

academically. Stravinsky (1947) mentions in his book, Poetics of Music, with reference 

to Russian music, that one loses the sense of the music after learning about it 

academically. In his book, The Musical Experience of Composer, Performer, Listener, 

Roger Sessions (1950) writes about listeners, “What the layman needs is not to acquire 

facts, but to cultivate senses. . . . I feel most strongly that the music is most readily 

understood if the technique is forgotten” (quoted on p. 361 of R.C. (1952)). 

 With so many different views on the meaning of music, it becomes difficult to 

make generalizations about what it means to understand a piece of music. To some, 

knowledge of the formal-technical aspects is needed for understanding; for others, it is 

knowledge of the composer’s intent or the story that is told through the music; and to 

others, meaning arises when music speaks directly to a person’s emotions and is 

dependent on the life experiences of the listener. Since the field of philosophy attempts to 

answer unanswerable questions, there can be no single right answer. Depending on the 

viewpoint of each listener, the use and effectiveness of program notes varies. Those who 

understand music best when they have knowledge of the formal-technical aspects would 

benefit from reading information about those structures prior to listening to the piece of 

music. A listener who finds the emotional impact as it relates to personal experiences 

would not find program notes beneficial. Those who desire to know the composer’s 

intentions would benefit from reading about the piece prior to listening, whereas those 
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who believe that the music should speak for itself would find program notes detrimental 

to the understanding process.   

 

How to listen to music  

Research has also been conducted in the concept of music listening. It is assumed 

that most people who attend concerts or those who try to find meaning in music actually 

listen to the music. Is there a right or wrong way to listen to music? The question of the 

meaning and value of music contained no single right answers, so does the question of 

listening yield similar discrepancies? This section will explore the research in the area of 

music listening. 

There are many ideas on what it takes to be a proficient music listener. Aaron 

Copland (1970) contemplates that there are two requirements for a talented listener; he 

defines a talented listener as one who can go beyond describing a piece as happy or sad 

but can go into more depth and the degrees of various emotions. The requirements for a 

talented listener are the ability to open oneself up to the music and then to critically 

evaluate that experience. Tischler (1959) defines music appreciation from the listener as: 

“(1) enjoyment; (2) some perception of the ingenuity that has gone into the composition 

of the music, that is, of the technical and structural elements of music and their various 

employment; and (3) some grasp of the social functions and historical roots of music” (p. 

169). But when defining music for listening sake (versus the concept of appreciation), the 

emphasis should be on listening to the music alone without the secondary experiences, 

such as biographies, descriptions, and explanations.  
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 If listening to music can be taught and improved upon for the listener, the listener 

might need to be supplemented with other forms of information. Implying that listening is 

a skill that can be taught and improved, Birge (1924) believes a major goal of music 

education should be to teach all students how to listen to music with understanding and 

intelligence. Author and philosopher Wayne Bowman believes that conceptualizing is 

worth more that merely listening. Supported by Hanslick, Meyer, and Weitz’ theories, 

Bowman describes mindful listening as attending, contemplating, and anticipating the 

“composer’s design” (p. 147). Andrews (1962) in her experiment found that interactive 

listening contributed to a more positive attitude but did increase student learning about 

listening selections. Geringer, Cassidy, and Byo (1997) conducted a study on comparing 

the effects on music cognition and feelings when the music was presented aurally, 

presented aurally and visually through a video of a conductor and orchestra, and present 

aurally and visually through animation to set to the music. Their study concluded that 

with animation, music cognition scores were significantly lower than the others and that 

when watching the orchestra, the cognition scores were significantly the highest. 

Although, they found that presentation mode did not significantly affect the likeability of 

the pieces of music. Also finding that extra information yields more meaningful listening, 

Standifer (1970) wrote about the essential technique for teachers to constantly engage the 

listener’s mind while listening with such things as: charts, pictures, descriptions, key 

vocabulary, and written information prior or during listening. However, Leonhard (1968) 

warns against “Emphasizing the academic aspects of music to the detriment of its 

expressive aspects, or aesthetic aspects.”  
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 Music listening also involves and evokes responses to music. Applying 

psychological research to the field of music education, Lewis and Schmidt (1991) found 

that personality types are correlated with the response to music and aural discrimination 

and hypothesized that “encouraging students to respond to music in their preferred way 

would result in greater enjoyment . . . and enhance students’ intrinsic motivation toward 

music listening” (p. 312). In their discussion section, they warn about only teaching about 

structure and style, for that yields little musical appreciation; Lewis and Schmidt also 

warn that such practices “may result in an aversion to listening to some types of music, . . 

. counter to the primary goal of musical appreciation” (p. 318). Their conclusion includes 

that an overemphasis on “intellectualization may make music listening a clinical rather 

than aesthetic experience” (p.318).  

 Whether listening needs to be taught through other means than music or whether 

listening needs to be independent of academics and intellectualization, listening is major 

factor when attending a musical performance. Program notes offer that intellectualization 

aspect. However, as some view it, if knowledge of the academics is a detriment to 

listening and understanding, the program notes are a hindrance to the experience. 

  

Writing about music 

Music is an aural art; some would also argue that seeing a performance constitutes 

it as a visual art and an aural art. However, the music (the sounds, the tones, harmonies, 

etc.) can only be heard; music cannot be smelled, touched, seen, or tasted. Listeners rely 

on their ears to experience music. (I will note that hearing impaired individuals can feel 

the music through vibrations.) To move from the world of listening to the world of 
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writing is quite a large leap. Writing and listening to music are such different entities. 

Wayne Bowman, in his Philosophical Perspectives on Music, explores numerous ideas in 

the philosophy of music. He pontificates answers to the questions about the value and 

nature of music. In his book, he discusses Henrey Olov and warns that just because music 

can be described in semiotic terms or as symbols “does not necessarily mean that the 

terminology and theory of semiotics will help us understand music better” (p. 238). This 

section will explore the research conducted in writing about music and the effects of 

written descriptions of music. 

Being able to read about a piece of music gives listeners insight and clarity about 

the piece that cannot be obtained merely by listening, thus enhancing the listener’s 

experience. Scruton, on the value of writing about music, notes that using terms, such as 

good, great, beautiful, triumphant, etc., gives the listener enough to clarify judgment and 

respect the piece greater. Scruton also finds gratification in a piece when information is 

known about it; “I now listen with new ears” (p. 218). He then describes his progression 

of listening when given prior information: “I began by listening to the sound for the sake 

of information; I then listened to the sound for its own sake; finally I began to summon 

information for the sake of the sound” (p. 218). 

Written descriptions and knowledge of musical vocabulary offer listeners, 

musicians, and nonmusicians an accessible way to understand music more effectively 

than listening alone. Flowers (1983) researched the effect of vocabulary instruction on 

the perception of music among college students to determine changes that occur when 

students are taught technical terms about music. She found that the ability to describe 

music had risen significantly after vocabulary and listening instruction over just listening 
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instruction. After learning musical terminology, the students were much more able to use 

it accurately to describe music. Listening to music was not effective at increasing a 

person’s ability to describe music, but vocabulary instruction was effective. Flowers 

(1985) found that writing using unique figurative language when describing music 

allowed students to remember orchestral excerpts better. Flowers (2000) conducted a 

different study that revealed that college students (both music and non-music majors) 

could accurately write descriptions about musical selections in such a way that it could be 

matched by a separate person with the piece of music even after random ordering. This 

supports the notion that accurate writing about music is possible and pieces of music can 

be recognized when only presented with the writing about that work. 

 Writing about music is necessary to some philosophers and researchers for 

listeners to understand music. Understanding music, according to Kaduri (2006), is 

brought about by expanding the listener’s knowledge of the piece. He suggests musical 

explanations for the listener using both musical and nonmusical terms. Music should be 

explained through nonmusical terms because music “goes beyond itself in musical 

practice, which involves understanding music through explanations and descriptions of 

music using various kinds of terms and images” (p. 1). Arnold (1991) explicitly states 

that “music with a title or text can, without doubt, express a specific meaning” (p. 20). 

Descriptors immediately place the listener in a different mindset and open the listener up 

to the realm of the composer’s intent for the piece of work. Arnold acknowledges that the 

music must then live up to the description through purely musical elements. Arnold 

compares music to poems and literature, where a knowledgeable reader or listener has a 

more enlightened experience than the non-educated one. “Without understanding the 
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musical symbols and metaphors, the listener cannot fully appreciate the work, . . . without 

the necessary background and knowledge” (p. 28). To understand describing music, 

Robinson (2005) writes about emotions in music; she claims that expressing an emotion 

is not the same as describing it. In order to understand the work, the audience must be 

able to recreate for themselves what the artist has expressed in the work (p. 237). 

Others doubt the possibility of ever truly knowing the meaning of music through 

written notes and question whether people should try to put music or music descriptions 

into words. Scruton, in his book The Aesthetics of Music, works through the issue of 

authenticity in a musical performance, meaning what the composer had in mind for a 

realization of the score. Scruton questions whether performers or listeners can ever truly 

know a composer’s intentions. He also argues that this statement should not prevent 

people from trying to find out intentions and theorize what elements yield authenticity. 

Reimer (1989) describes music as a creative art and contrasts music creation with 

communication. Music is not communicative in the sense that language is, so he 

questions the use of language to explain music. Osborn (1967), in his book, Aesthetics 

and Criticism, tries to convince the reader that language will never be able to adequately 

express all of the nuances, emotions, and varieties of meaning found in music. 

 Even though music can be written about, it is difficult to evaluate whether it is 

necessary to read written works in order to gain a deeper understanding or appreciation of 

the piece. There is also a philosophical argument about whether music should be written 

about at all; music is not a language and therefore, should not be reduced to language. 

This leads into the exploration of the ways people learn and experience things. 
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Best ways to learn and experience 

From research presented thus far, there are disagreements among philosophers 

about the value of writing about music, reading about music, defining the value of music, 

and how to understand music. Differing viewpoints are reflected in all aspects of music 

philosophy, for it is through the act of disagreeing, discussing, and defending, that one 

starts to develop a sense of what he or she believes. Likewise, there are discrepancies in 

the viewpoints of the field of education as well; the question of how do people best learn 

is a popular topic in the field of education, including music education. In this section, 

classroom research and educational practices are presented to start the discussion about 

how to best learn about a piece of music, with or without the aid of program notes.  

Some research shows that listening is unaffected when listening for enjoyment 

versus listening for something directed. Sims (2005) compared listening time and 

responses for directed listening activities and form-free listening among preschoolers. No 

generalizations could be found, for the groups did not significantly differ. These same 

results were validated and found true with kindergarteners in another study (Sims & 

Nolker, 2002). Sinatra (1990) tested the convergence of reading and listening and found 

that “listening and reading processing converge, and that words processed aurally and 

visually share the same lexicon” (p. 115). Whether or not this process can occur in music 

is dependent upon whether one believes that music is a type of vocabulary that can be 

read and then listened to with similar neural networks. 

Instruction about the form, composer, story, and technical aspects can improve 

listening comprehension and enjoyment, implying that program notes enhance the 

listening experience. Music teachers need to adequately prepare their students before 
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attending a performance, so that they can listen intelligently (Birge, 1924). Richards 

(1983) suggests that listening comprehension can be improved with appropriate pre- and 

post-listening activities. Zalanowski (1986) conducted a study testing the effects of 

listening instructions on music enjoyment, attention, and understanding of college 

students for a programmatic musical work; the instruction methods included pay 

attention, mental images, or following a story program. She found that students who 

created mental images had the greatest enjoyment, and the story program subjects 

understood the music more that the others; however, following a program story did not 

lead to any improvement in appreciation of the piece. Comparing the student response to 

environments of direct instruction, coordination of listening and instruction, and listening 

alone, Elliff (1957) found that listening comprehension can be taught and improved 

through direct instruction. Elliff also describes in her study that a good listener prepares 

to listen by learning about the subject in advance. Rossi (1963) agrees with others that 

music responses are both emotional and intellectual. Intellectual responses require 

knowledge of the form and structure. This should be done through discovery in listening 

to the music. Rossi recommends that teachers know the program notes of the pieces to be 

presented in class, fit the music to a story, and then direct students to discover these for 

themselves.  

There is also research that suggests that program notes are not a needed or 

effective way at teaching pertinent information. Shor, a critical teaching specialist, notes 

that the “pouring in” method of instruction, describing the object or concept is not an 

effective way to learn and retain any information (p. 33). He cites and agrees with the 

work of John Dewey and Piaget, finding that the process of learning, with active inquiry, 
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is superior in education. Haskell (2000), in his book Transfer of Learning, calls the 

“displacement or creative transfer” the highest in his learning taxonomy and represents 

the ability to transfer knowledge from personal life to a similarity of something new (p. 

30). The main idea, however, is that the transfer must take place for the individual and 

cannot by imparted to someone. Campbell (1967) writes his thoughts about teaching 

music meaning, “if meaning of any work of art could be expressed in words, there would 

be no reason for the art to exist at all” (p. 79). In a 1968 article, edited by Dunham, the 

way that program notes are written is questioned. According to him, the audience either 

cannot understand the musical jargon in most program notes, does not have the time to 

remember what was read, and/or soon forgets or jumbles the information present within 

the program notes. He cites an experiment at the Worchester Art Museum during 1967-

68, which explored audience reaction to different types of program notes, such as visual 

representations and art work that is to be followed concurrently while the music is being 

heard. Apparently, there was much approval and excitement from the audience towards 

this new type of program notes. The downsides cited in the article include that it removes 

the element of surprise for the audience when they can see what is coming up in the 

music. Using artwork to portray the moods in the music was considered beneficial so that 

the audience could combine visual and aural arts into one idea.  

The presented articles and books about the best ways to learn music contrast with 

each other. Some believe that people learn by doing and experiencing for oneself; the 

more a person can discover about the music and integrate it with their personal 

experiences and emotions, the better and more rewarding the experience. Others believe 

that direct instruction, such as program notes enhance the intellectual aspects of music 
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understanding. Then there are more researchers who see no differences in the responses 

between those who have direction and instructions versus those that are engaged in free 

listening. 

 

Imagination  

Even though there is contrasting research and articles about the best way to learn 

about a piece of music, all would probably agree that music should be understood in 

some capacity and that music that is understood is appreciated and enjoyed more by the 

listener. Zorn (1980) writes, “Audiences want to understand the music they hear . . . 

making the concert a more rewarding experience for all its participants,” yet he ends his 

article with writing, “We are limited only by our imaginations” (pp.38, 40). Do program 

notes eliminate or enhance the imaginative qualities of music listening?  

Imagination could have the ability to link the composer to the listener without the 

use of aids, such as program notes. Reichling (1990) writes about how teachers and 

performers agree that imagination “allows for the performer to grasp the composer’s 

original musical idea” (p. 283). However, if imagination allows for the comprehension of 

the musical idea and if the performer also has that ability to be the messenger, then 

program notes would seem unneeded for the imaginative. She goes on to quote Croce 

(1922/1965) who “considered intuitive knowledge obtained through imagination to be 

one of the primary forms of knowledge and the ‘intellectual institution of art’” (p. 284). 

Copland (1970) considers the emotions and imagination of the listener, and calls music 

unique in its ability for the composer and performers to move the audience. Jenefer 

Robinson (2005) describes Kendall Walton’s theory, who believes that music invites us 
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use imagination through listening (p. 359). If music invites the listeners to use their 

imaginations, program notes and instruction would need to be created in such a way to 

leave room for that imagination. 

Music needs personal interpretations and imagination to be of worth. Botstein 

(1995) researched the audience and its relation to live music versus recordings. Based on 

his studies of Daniel Gregory Mason, son of Lowell Mason, Botstein writes that the 

“standardization of a piece of music in the mind of the listener destroys incentive for 

interpretation and serious listening” (p. 586). Botstein’s research goes into the ideas that 

even programmatic music ruined the internal visualization of 19th century listeners 

according to Schenker, Wagner, and Liszt. Botstein writes, “Only if the listener – on the 

basis of musical phenomena – could individualize his or her experience while listening to 

music could music really have a profound impact. That individualization meant the 

ability to respond to musical events . . . in which each individual made his or her own 

visual and emotional associations” (p. 587-588).  

Freedom to imagine is a special way to perceive music and combine the 

experiences with the imagined concepts. Warnock (1976) writes, “Without imagination, 

there would have been just sound; imagination makes the sound, as it were, presentable, 

and in so doing experiences the feeling of satisfaction in the discovery of order and 

chaos” (p. 50). Imagination is one element that sets humans apart from other creatures, 

according to Scruton. Scruton (1997) believes that imagination and the “transferred usage 

[to the event] defines the intentional object of my perception, as nothing else can define 

it” (p. 92). Similarly, Miller (1994) explored T.S. Eliot’s view on music listening and 

poetry; he discusses and quotes Eliot: “part of the experience and pleasure of poetry is the 
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appeal of its ‘music’ to the ‘auditory imagination . . . far below the conscious levels of 

thought and feeling’” (p. 220-221). 

Do program notes help or hinder the ability for an audience to use appropriate 

imagination? Understanding the music can rely in part on the ability for the listener to use 

imagination to aid in comprehension. Imagination is considered by some researchers and 

philosophers to be purely individualistic, implying that the use of program notes would 

not help the listener but might actually stifle the imaginative process. On the contrary, 

there is the perspective that if prompted by the correct visuals or descriptors, the music 

becomes more easily graspable and can aid in the intended visualizations for engaged 

listening and/or more accurate comprehension of the piece of music. Since there is no 

definite answer or consensus regarding the use of program notes, it will once again 

depend on the specific philosophical perspective of the individual listener and the 

performer. 

 

 

 

Music’s relationship with the audience 

 When attending a concert, the music has a relationship to the audience member in 

some capacity. Trying to define that relationship has been an area of research and 

discussion among philosophers. Philosophers vary in opinion as to the scope of the 

relationship between the performer and the relationship with the composer of the piece 

being performed. Some think that the audience should be an afterthought and of no 

importance in the music making process. Others feel that music and audience should be 
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linked and every effort should be made to communicate the music effectively with the 

audience. When considering the effect of program notes on these different philosophical 

takes on the relationship with the audience, the use of program notes is contingent upon 

the philosophical perspective of the performer and the audience member.   

It is a safe assumption that music has an impact on the audience to some degree. 

Part of the greatness of attending concerts is the spirit of discovery in the music for the 

audience and listener (Gracyk, 1999). Levinson (1987) found that many concepts 

contribute to an evaluation of a musical performance. These include the audience type, 

performer mind-set, historical timeframe. He suggests that performers bring out the 

aesthetic qualities in a work to make it more truthful to the audience. Aesthetic 

experiences for the listener can also be aided by engagement or interaction with the 

performer. He questions if there is one set of guidelines that can define what makes a 

piece of music good. Sutherland (1995) in an article about audience manipulation in a 

poetry reading found that the relationship between the performer and the audience has a 

large impact on the perception and emotional response of the audience.  

Music and composers must be aware of and communicate with the audience. The 

composer has to compose in such a way that it communicates with the audience in a 

coherent way. Barron (1955) wrote that music is a “combined interpretive 

communication between the listener and the performer. . . . [T]he understanding of this 

interpretation is the language of the listening audience” (p. 328). Copland writes that 

composers and interpreters should be aware of the audience and the communication 

between the piece and the audience, and it is up to the performer to be the “midwife” 

between the composer and the audience (p. 42). The composer is thus responsible for 
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conveying his or her message through the music. “The composer is in a position of a man 

who has lost his power of speech and consigns his thoughts by letter to an audience that 

cannot read words. Consequently, they both have need of a middleman, a “talented reader 

who can arouse response in an audience by the public reading of the composer’s 

message” (Copland, 1970, p. 47). Copland is talking about the performance and how it 

should be so well executed that the audience can interpret the composer’s meaning 

through the performer. According to Copland, the composer must utilize whatever 

techniques are necessary for communicating the intentions accurately or in the manner 

desired. Levinson (1987), when researching what goes into evaluating musical 

performances, noted that there is not just one type of audience member; there is the “first-

time listener, the one-time listener, the practiced listener, and the jaded listener” (p. 77). 

Each type of listener is taken into consideration by the performers with regards to tempo, 

dynamics, and phrasing. Roth (1987) also offers alternatives to audience accommodations 

in the realm of writing and advises writers to meld their work to the intended audience. 

Robinson (2005), in her book Deeper than Reason, writes about the expression of 

emotion in instrumental music. In this section, she researched the theories of Edward T. 

Cone, who suggested that “all music, like all literature, is dramatic; that every 

composition is an utterance depending on an act of impersonation which is the duty of the 

performer or performers to make clear” (p. 322). Taruskin (1982) believes that the 

performers are almost in the way of the direct communication with the audience. 

Music performances and compositions might be appropriately devoid of all 

audience interaction and relationships. Some believe that the audience should have no 

role in the music. Summarizing Schoenberg’s conception of the audience’s role in music, 
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Scruton writes, “He was writing as though the audience had no legitimate part to play in 

creation and understanding of music, and as though it entered the equation only by 

overhearing a dialogue between the composer and his inner voice” (p. 450). Composers 

who write with the audience in mind are merely entertainers and not real and passionate 

composers. In a research study of the history of the audience, Botstein (1999) quotes Ezra 

Pound in 1918, “Music in a concert-hall must rely on itself and the perfection of its 

execution; . . . the music must . . . have its own separate existence apart from the 

audience; how utterly useless it is to try to mix up audience and performance” (p. 479). 

However, one of his conclusions is that “new modes and opportunities for response have 

to be imagined and accommodated” because the only way a listener will truly be 

emotionally influenced by the music is if there a change from the silent, distant audience 

of most concert halls (p. 486). Philosopher Nick Zangwill (1999) states “art has nothing 

essential to do with an audience,” and that unless it is specifically the artist’s or 

composer’s intent, art should not be manipulated to interact or have a relationship with 

the audience (p. 315). 

Philosophers and researchers have different viewpoint about whether or not there 

should be a relationship between the performance and the audience, and if so, to what 

extent. The audience is the focus of program notes, and the relationship between the 

music and the audience could be set with program notes. However, relationships with the 

audience can occur without the aid of program notes as well, and some philosophers 

prefer that the music speak directly to the listener. There are also, however, some that 

believe that music was composed without the listener or audience in mind; therefore, 

there should be even no consideration of the audience with regard to musical experiences. 
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Implications and Conclusion 

 Two major trends emerged from the research, articles, and books about music 

understanding: 1) Music understanding is to be done on a personal level, for it is an 

emotional experience that is intertwined with personal experience and individuals’ 

emotions; 2) Music understanding comes from intellectual knowledge of the structural 

aspects of music and the composer’s intent for the piece of music. Depending on what the 

listener believes, program notes can either help or hinder the understanding process.  

 The composer chose to tell his or her “story” through music, not through writing. 

If this was the medium that the composer chose, it should not be augmented with written 

words. They are unneeded, for the composer wanted to communicate through music, not 

words. However, without the knowledge of composer intent and with the historical 

divisions that might be present between the composition date and the current 

performance, the listener might not be receptive to the full power (emotional and 

intellectual) of the music. 

 There is little research in this field and future research could include a study on 

the effects of program notes on members of the audience at concerts. The research could 

include the audience’s perception of the music with and without reading the program 

notes. The participants could be surveyed about prior musical training or education about 

the pieces and case studies could reveal the impact of the music for those who read and 

those who did not read the program notes. Research could also be done about the most 

effective elements that should be included in program notes to maximize a positive 

listener experience. 
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 With a myriad of opinions about the topic of music understanding and experience, 

there could not be a definitive answer to the question of the value of program notes. What 

can be gained from this paper is the awareness to write program notes in such a way that 

the listener is presented with pertinent background knowledge and questions that can only 

be answered through listening. To appease most listeners, program notes (if used) should 

include thoughtful entries about the music that still allows for personal interpretations. 

And if some listeners believe that music is personal and communicates from the 

performer to the listener through the music alone, then they can choose to not open up the 

program notes prior to the concert.  
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This paper highlights key differences between suburbanization in developed and 

developed countries, a topic that has remained largely unexplored. It uses 

fieldwork data from sample villages in Kumasi and from Ghanaian expatriates in 

Chicago to explore the key forces that have interacted to disperse housing and 

population in an unplanned and uncoordinated manner around Kumasi. The 

research found that the standard factors used in explaining urban dispersal (such as 

improved transportation and communication infrastructure, neighborhood 

amenities, aesthetic qualities, socio-economic homogeneity and differentiation) 

are not critical in shaping urban dispersal around Kumasi. Rather, the forces that 

have had greater impact include the new perspectives on housing demand (in terms 

of location and style), the general uncertainties associated with land ownership, 

the piecemeal construction practices, the politically fragmented metropolitan 

landscape and the complex and ineffective regulatory controls for physical 

development. Understanding these perspectives is crucial in policy formulation to 

ameliorate the negative physical and socio-economic outcomes. 
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Abstract 
The argument concerning the description of science is as old as 
science itself. This debate intensifies when scientists are accused of 
the value-ladeness of their theories. Making a claim such as this 
invokes controversy, as science is typified by objective methods and 
aims. Thus, to claim that science is value-laden is to reduce it to a 
subjective enterprise, like religion or philosophy. Hilary Putnam 
argues that science is in the same boat as ethics when it comes to 
objectivity. In this essay, I refute his claim by showing that 
historically, scientific objectivity has increasingly influenced 
religious value—not the adverse. (This paper contains 2,889 words.) 

 
 
1     Introduction 
 
As an adherent of keeping the fact/value dichotomy, I argue against Putnam's claim 

that the dichotomy ought to collapse.  More specifically, I will demonstrate that his 

argument "that science itself presupposes values—that epistemic values are values, 

too, and in the same boat as ethical values with respect to objectivity,"1 is mistaken.  I 

grant, in accord with Putnam, that values presuppose objectivity, but deny his claim 

that objectivity presupposes values in science. Second, I argue against Putnam's 

proposal that asks us to discontinue equating objectivity with correspondence, on 

grounds that it is sometimes not viable to do so.  To defend both of my objections to 

Putnam, I maintain that objectivity in science guides and influences values in religion.  

                                                 
1 Putnam, Hilary, The Collapse of the Fact/Value Dichotomy and Other Essays. Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 2002, p. 4. 
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Darwin's Theory of Evolution and Galileo's adoption of Copernicus' heliocentric 

model correspond to reality objectively and this scientific objectivity, in turn, has 

influenced religious values—not vice versa.  Let us begin with an examination of 

Putnam's argument. 

 
2     Putnam's Argument on the Entanglement of Fact and Value 
 
 
Putnam argues that there is an entanglement of fact and value in science, such that 

"not everything scientifically significant is a statement of fact."2  Physical science 

presupposes judgments of coherence, simplicity, naturalness, beauty, etc...  He 

emphasizes that judgments of simplicity and coherence are values that we presuppose 

in science, yet we refer to scientific theories as wholly "objective."  In other words, 

Putnam claims that epistemic values are values, too, even though we continue to shut 

our eyes and look over this fact.  His concern is connected with the values that guide 

us in choosing between hypotheses. Our concern to find the right description of the 

world has become synonymous with our interest to find objectivity. 

 Similar to Quine, Putnam believes the hypothesis or theory we choose to hold as 

"objective," is value-laden from indefinite parts of the 'web of beliefs.'  For instance, if 

I choose to believe Copernicus' heliocentric model of the Universe, I am 

unsuspectingly being guided by the values Copernicus had at the time he hypothesized 

this model.  What happens, then, is that we "see through the lenses" of the epistemic 

values that we presuppose. The reason these values go unnoticed and science 

continues to be perceived as an objective field is because we mistakenly equate 

                                                 
2 Putnam, p.29. 
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objectivity with correspondence, according to Putnam. For instance, if Newton's 

theory of gravitation is true, the world should correspond to it, such that if I were to 

drop an apple from an apple tree, it ought to fall due to gravitational pull.  If it does 

fall, it corresponds to Newton's theory and is branded "scientific fact."  Because we 

confuse objectivity with correspondence, Putnam asks that we stop connecting the 

two.  By doing so, we will see the entanglement of fact and value in science.     

 Despite Putnam's attempt to collapse the fact/value dichotomy, logical 

positivists have fought to keep the dichotomy until this very day. Of the logical 

positivists, Putnam mentions that Bernard Williams puts forth an original argument, 

claiming that "the world, as it is in itself, independent of all observers, can be 

described using only such scientific terms."3  As such, ethical statements are either 

true or false as deemed by an observer, whereas scientific statements are either true or 

false regardless of the observer—non-perspectively. Thus, ethical statements are 

considered to be true relatively but can never be unequivocally true like scientific 

statements.  Science, then, is absolutely true and ethical statements are somewhat true 

and depend entirely on the observer's perspective. Williams presents a difficult 

argument to refute when preserving the dichotomy, but Putnam disputes the argument 

nonetheless on the sole ground that he finds it "metaphysical" in nature.  

 In the concluding section of his argument, he examines why we are tempted to 

preserve the fact/value dichotomy.  Putnam suggests, as does Michele Moody, that we 

tend to want to save the dichotomy because if we were to "give up on the very idea of 

a rationally irresolvable ethical dispute, we are committing ourselves to the idea that 

                                                 
3 Putnam, p.40. 
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there is always the possibility of further discussion and further examination."4  The 

worst part about holding the dichotomy, according to Putnam, is that it stops further 

inquiry from taking place.  In order to exemplify how Putnam's argument is untenable, 

let us now turn to Galileo and Darwin to defend my position. 

 
2.1     Galileo's Scientific Influence  
 

Galileo Galilei is a benchmark example of how scientific fact influences value, as he 

"contributed to the rejection of blind allegiance to authority (like the Church) or other 

thinkers (such as Aristotle) in matters of science to the separation from philosophy or 

religion."5  Let us now examine his contributions to physics and astronomy and 

consequently unravel how he became the pioneer of the fact/value dichotomy.   

 Galileo, while working on the discovery of Nature's true laws of motion to 

supplant Aristotle's fallible hypothesis, was informed of a new invention—the 

spyglass.  He obtained one, fascinated by the idea of being able to see objects that are 

at a distance appear closer than they actually are.  Noticing that the instrument was in 

its nascent stages of development, he decided to augment its power by calculating the 

"ideal shape and placement of the glass," grinding and polishing "the crucial lenses 

himself, and traveled to nearby Venice to show the doge, along with the entire 

Venetian senate, what his contrivance could do."6  Everyone was said to be quite 

amazed with the much improved contraption.  This invention was later renamed the 

                                                 
4 Putnam, p.44. 
5 Sobel, Dava. Galileo's Daughter: A Historical Memoir of Science, Faith and Love. Walker and Co., 1999, 
p. 4. 
6 Sobel, p. 31. 
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"telescope" and was used to look for ships that were otherwise incapable of being seen 

with the naked eye. 

 Anxious to further enhance the power of the telescope, Galileo took his 

telescope and pointed it to the Heavens.  What he saw amazed him—jagged features 

that appeared to be craters and mountains on the face of the Moon.  Fascinated by his 

discovery, he spent a significant amount of time grinding and improving lenses to 

revolutionize the study of astronomy.  In addition, he longed to disprove Aristotle's 

theory that all celestial bodies are immutable, perfect circles.  Soon thereafter, he 

constructed a lens which was twenty times as powerful as the one he had presented to 

the doge.  With his improved telescope, he spent much time drawing different phases 

of the moon and noting that the moon "is like the face of the Earth itself, which is 

marked here and there with chains of mountains and depths of valleys."7   

 Galileo then turned his telescope to observe the "fixed" stars as well as the 

"wandering" stars, or planets, and in 1609 became the first scientist to discover 

Jupiter's four moons.  Thereafter, he published his discovery in a book he entitled The 

Starry Messenger.  Subsequently, Galileo was appointed "Chief Mathematician of the 

University of Pisa and Philosopher and Mathematician to the Grand Duke."  Galileo 

had added "Philosopher" to attach prestige to his title, however, he insisted on the title 

of Mathematician to demonstrate how important mathematics is in science.   

 Mathematics, after all, helped Galileo later discover that the geocentric model of 

the Universe that Ptolemy and Aristotle maintained were inaccurate.  Ptolemy claimed 

that the Earth was an immobile planet that was surrounded by the Sun, the Moon, and 

the five planets.  This model was likened to a "heavenly machinery," and "like the gear 
                                                 
7 Sobel, p.31. 
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work of a great clock, turned day to night and back to day again."8  Copernicus, the 

founder of the heliocentric model, created an alternate view of the Universe.  What his 

revolutionary hypothesis lacked was evidential support.  However, with Galileo's 

invent of the powerful telescope, his theory was finally to be supported by evidence.  

For this very belief in the heliocentric model, Galileo was to be accused of heresy. 

 The very idea of the reorganization of the Heavens was found appalling and 

contradictory to the words of the Holy Scripture.  Though, Galileo realized that "the 

Bible was a book about how one goes to Heaven—not how Heaven goes."9  In fact, in 

a letter he wrote to the Cardinal, he stated that "if the intention of the sacred scribes 

had been to teach people astronomy, they would not have passed over the subject so 

completely."10 In that statement alone, Galileo illustrated his understanding of the 

separation of facts from values.  Clearly, the Holy Scriptures are to be used to guide 

one's values in life, as distinct from science's role, which is to give people knowledge 

of the way Nature works.  Unfortunately, despite Galileo's attempts to keep science 

and religion distinct, he was called to trial by the Inquisition on charges of heresy and 

despite his explanation, "the medieval churchmen refused to peer into a telescope to 

'see for themselves' because doing so meant defeat for their current religious 

dogma."11 

 "There was only one trial of Galileo, and yet it seems there were a thousand—

the suppression of science by religion, the defense on individualism... the struggle 

                                                 
8 Sobel, p.49. 
9 Sobel, p.65. 
10 Sobel, p.65. 
11 Cohen, Bernard. The Birth of a New Physics; Norton, 1985, pg. 1. 
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against intolerance for freedom of thought and freedom of speech."12  Most 

importantly, however, was the trial of fact and value.  Despite the fact that Galileo was 

asked to abandon his belief in the heliocentric model, he held onto it, going against the 

dogmatic Word of the Bible.  Though he was convicted of heresy by the Inquisition, 

his Dialogue "grew in esteem among Galileo's cohorts, and it also gained new 

converts."13  After Galileo's sentencing and his death, his book was finally made 

available to the public. On the whole, the Words of the Scripture did not influence his 

discovery of astronomical facts.  However, the facts that Galileo presented to the 

world certainly influenced values as the Bible is now interpreted by many in light of 

Galileo's contributions to Copernicus' heliocentric model of the Universe.  Despite 

Putnam's claim that objectivity ought not to be equal to correspondence, it was 

correspondence that confirmed Copernicus' theory—the correspondence made 

possible for confirmation of his hypothesis with Galileo's telescope.  Galileo's account 

is one that effectively illustrates that values presuppose facts and that objectivity in 

science does not presuppose values.    

 
2.2     Darwin's Scientific Influence 
 
Now that we have seen how Galileo's contributions to science have influenced 

religion, let us turn to Darwin to further illustrate that fact has proven to influence 

value. In analyzing Darwin's Theory of Evolution, we will experience that 

correspondence is imperative in proving his theory, as was the case with Galileo. 

                                                 
12 Sobel, p.232. 
13 Sobel, p.280. 
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 Darwin has contributed a revolutionary theory to science.  His Theory of 

Evolution states that in the process of evolution, there "is change in the heritable traits 

of a population over successive generations."14  He discovered that all organisms on 

Earth have a common descent which occurred through evolutionary change and 

speciation over the course of billions of years.  Genetic drift and natural selection are 

responsible for evolutionary change.  According to natural selection, these organisms 

that have traits that are favorable to their survival are not only more likely to survive, 

but are also more likely to reproduce.  As such, these organisms that survive, "given 

enough time," go through a passive process that "can result in varied adaptations to 

changing environmental conditions."15   

 Soon after publishing his polemical book On the Origin of Species by Means of 

Natural Selection, disagreement with the text began both in the social and scientific 

world.  Darwin's explanation of natural selection was the target of debate, as he had 

not yet explained how "variation" changes over time.  Despite the fact that "there is 

overwhelming consensus supporting the validity of evolution, it has been the center of 

many social and religious controversies since its inception because of its implications 

for the origins of humankind."16 As we will encounter, there is a definite contradiction 

between Darwin's explanation of the origin of organisms and that of the Bible—as was 

the case with Galileo.  The amount of evidence that corresponds with both scientists' 

theories is overwhelmingly powerful. Examining the evidence Darwin's theory 

displays is crucial in understanding that his theory is objective and factual.  

                                                 
14 Wikipedia Contributors. Charles Darwin.  Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Charles_Darwin&oldid=94774250], December 2006, pg. 1. 
 
15 Wikipedia Contributors, pg. 2. 
16 Wikipedia Contributors, pg. 2. 
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 Of the numerous forms of verification that support Evolutionary Theory, fossils 

account for the anatomical and morphological record.  Fossils are used to compare 

species over time in order to trace the changes in organisms.  Secondly, molecular 

genetics (such as DNA sequencing) support the theory as it allows for scientists to 

trace organisms' genetic structures and thereby compare and contrast them.  It is "from 

DNA sequence comparisons that figures such as 95% genotype similarity between 

humans and chimpanzees are obtained."17 There is additional evidence for the theory 

such as the opposable thumb, which explains the evolution of mankind through 

adaptive developments in varying environments. Evidence of the theory includes 

paleoclimatology, anatomy, geography (continental drift), genetics, and paleontology 

amongst continuing sources of substantiation. 

 Now that I have illustrated that strong evidence lies behind the Theory of 

Evolution, I will now examine how the theory, despite its evident correspondence to 

the world, is debated until this very day.  It is important to note that it is not the 

science of evolution that is debated, but rather the implications the theory poses on a 

religious interpretation of the origin of the world.  Darwin has shown that all 

organisms came into being naturally, which negates the religious need for a 

supernatural being.  No miracles are used to explain evolution—only facts that 

correspond to substantial scientific evidence.  Thus, with "no need for supernatural 

intervention," the theory "poses difficulties for the belief in purpose inherent in most 

religious faiths."18  As a consequence, people have tried to reconcile evolution with 

their religion. This attempt to intertwine evolution and religion has been categorized as 

                                                 
17 Wikipedia Contributors, pg. 6. 
18 Wikipedia Contributors, pg. 26. 
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"creation-science."  Despite attempts to use objective scientific fact to influence and 

preserve religious value, I concede that mixing fact with value is akin to mixing oil 

with water.  Evolution is both a fact and a theory as it corresponds and adheres to the 

world's data.  Just as Galileo's scientific contributions have influenced religion, so too 

have Darwin's.  Thus, it is logical to deduce from both of these cases that fact 

influences value. 

3     Objection/Defense: 
 
How can you demonstrate that changes in value and scientific procedure don't go 
hand in hand? 
 
Defense: 
 
I have already shown that advances in science result in a change of values.  I agree 

that history has demonstrated that this wasn't always the case.  When Aristotle and 

Ptolemy were engaging in scientific activity, religion greatly influenced their 

hypotheses. Ptolemy and Aristotle maintained that the geocentric model of the 

Universe was true and that celestial bodies are perfect, fixed spheres not because it 

was scientifically precise, but because it corresponded with the Scriptures.  

Accordingly, I contend that values used to influence science, but I hold that the more 

empirical scientific procedure becomes sophisticated, the less value-laden it is. 

 Empirical science has come a long way since Ptolemy's time.  The scientific 

enterprise now has superior instrumentation, which results in more accurate empirical 

proof by means of correspondence. As we experienced in Darwin's case, DNA 

sequencing, which is a very sophisticated advance in science, supported his theory by 

confirming that the DNA sequence of the chimpanzee is markedly similar to that of 

humans.  All the same, when Galileo took the spyglass and turned it into a powerful 
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scientific tool, the telescope, he was able to demonstrate that the heliocentric model is 

scientific fact. The more advanced the instrumentation, the more we can show theories 

correspond to the world, objectively.  Precision in empirical method leaves little room 

for value.  Thus, even though values make up part of empirical science, I contend that 

the amount values make up in scientific procedure is rather miniscule and doesn't 

change the fact that scientific theories are objective.   

 
4     Conclusion: 
 
I have argued against Putnam's suggestion for the collapse of the fact/value dichotomy 

by demonstrating that his argument "that science itself presupposes values—that 

epistemic values are values, too, and in the same boat as ethical values with respect to 

objectivity,"19 is mistaken. In accord with Putnam, I agreed that values presuppose 

objectivity, but denied his claim that objectivity presupposes values in science. 

Following, I argued against Putnam's proposal that asked us to stop equating 

objectivity with correspondence.  To defend both of my objections to Putnam, I 

illustrated that objectivity in science guides and influences values in religion by using  

Darwin's Theory of Evolution and Galileo's adoption of Copernicus' heliocentric 

model as examples of how theories in science correspond to reality objectively and 

this scientific objectivity, in turn, has influenced religious values—not vice versa.  

 If we were to grant Putnam's request and place scientific objectivity on the same 

boat as ethical values, dire consequences would result.  I maintain that if fact and 

value intertwine in science, science would cease to progress and yield new, advanced 

theories.  Scientific hypotheses and theories, like ethical issues, would be available for 

                                                 
19 Putnam, pg. 4. 
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relentless debate by scientists and laymen alike which would detract scientists from 

their field's research.  Without the necessary devotion of time to research, we would 

essentially regress back into a time like Galileo's where religion attempted to influence 

and even replace the need for science.  Putnam is clearly mistaken in assuming that 

"objective" is synonymous with "unchangeable." In fact, many theories like Ptolemy's, 

were once viewed as objective but were eventually replaced by more advanced 

theories.  Putnam is additionally wrong in claiming that keeping the dichotomy would 

stop further inquiry from taking place, for if that were really the case, science would 

not have progressed at all. It is important to remember that "science is a phenomenon 

that has developed through the ages—dragging itself apart from religion, philosophy, 

superstition, and other bodies of human opinion and belief."20  So we see that 

scientific progress is due, in major part, to the fact/value dichotomy and this is why it 

is imperative that we sustain it.   
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Topic:  Architecture 
Presentation Format:  Report of Work in Progress 
 

Structural Bamboo – The New Steel? 
Sustainable Design for the Built Environment 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
This report of work in progress demonstrates the viability of particular 
bamboo species for use as structural members and concrete reinforcement in 
building construction, and is part of a larger effort to demonstrate bamboo’s 
suitability for engineered building products that are cultivated, processed, and 
utilized in continental USA climates.      
 
The report presents data, discussion, and references in designer friendly 
language regarding: 
 
. bamboos suitable for construction, cultivation and processing in 
  continental USA climates 
 
. bamboo reinforced concrete construction methods 
 
 . construction principles for bamboo reinforcement 
 . bamboo preparation for construction 
 . bamboo design principles for beams, columns,  ground supported 
            slabs, and walls   

 
. bamboo/concrete bonding 
 
. performance comparison of steel, wood, and bamboo structural members  
 
. engineered bamboo structural panels 
 
. meeting building codes and testing standards (IBC, IRC, ASTM, AWPA,   
  NFPA) 
 
. the ecological and economic benefits of bamboo enriched sustainable  
  Environments primarily in economically deprived rural areas with under- 
  utilized land and/or poor quality soils.  
 
                    2 
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Topic:  Architecture            PAPER 
Presentation Format:  Report of Work in Progress 
 

 
Structural Bamboo – The New Steel? 

Sustainable Design for the Built Environment 
 

This paper is a report of work in progress on a larger and longer term effort 
to demonstrate bamboo’s suitability for engineered building products made 
from bamboos that are cultivated, processed, and utilized in continental USA 
climates.  This report focuses on the viability of particular bamboo species for 
use as structural members and concrete reinforcement in building 
construction. 
 
A. Continental USA Climates: 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
          USDA Hardiness Zone Map                      USA Temperate & Tropical Bamboos 

                                                                                     American Bamboo Society 
    
              Change in Annual Average Surface Air Temperature  
                                                         From 1960-1990 to 2070-2100 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                          Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction & Research                                         3 
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B. Primary Species Suitable for Building Construction, Cultivation and 
Processing in Continental USA Climates:   
 
Beams/Joists/Rafters/Columns -  Bambusa balcooa, B. bambos, B. blumeana, 
B. burmanica, B. dolichoclada, B. lako, B. membranacea, B. stenostachya, B. 
tulda, B.t. f. striata, B. tuldoides, Dendrocalamus asper, D. giganteus, D. 
jianshuiensis, D. latiflorus, D. sikkimensis, D. strictus, D. yunnanicus, 
Elytrostachys typica, Gigantochloa apus, G. atroviolacea, G. atter, G. pseudo-
arundinacea, G. robusta, Guadua amplexifolia, G. angustifolia, G. chacoensis, 
G. macrostachya, G. sarcocarpa, G. superba, G. trinii, G. velutina, Melocanna 
baccifera, Otatea spp., Phyllostachys bambusoides, P. edulis(Moso). 
 
Engineered/Dimensional Materials (laminated “I” beams and boards, 
flooring, paneling) – Bambusa vulgaris, Dendrocalamus giganteus, D. 
hamiltonii, D. strictus, Guadua angustifolia, Guadua chacoensis, 
Phyllostachys edulis, P. nigra. 
 
Concrete Reinforcement - Bambusa textilis, Dendrocalamus asper, 
Gigantochloa apus, Guadua angustifolia, Phyllostachys angustifolia, 
Pseudosasa amabilis (Tonkin). 
 
Seismic Resistance - Bambusa spp., Dendrocalamus spp., Gigantochloa spp., 
Chusquea spp., Guadua spp., Otatea spp., Phyllostachys spp. 
 
References for B:   
www.american bamboo.org – American Bamboo Society 
www.bamboocentral.org - Environmental Bamboo Foundation 
www.forests.org - Forest Conservation Database 
www.ibiblio.org  - Plants for a Future Data Base 
www.inbar.int  International Network on Bamboo & Rattan – established by 
treaty 1997 – international standards for bamboo structural performance  
 
C. Bamboo Reinforced Concrete Construction Methods: 
 
Construction principles for bamboo reinforcement – Principles and methods 
typically do not vary from traditional steel reinforced concrete principles.  
Same mix proportions can be used with bamboo reinforcement as 3%-4% of 
the concrete area.  Concrete slump should be as low as possible.  Bamboo 
reinforcement should not be less than 1 ½” from concrete face.  Spacing 
between boo rods/splints should not be less than the maximum size of the 
                    4   
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aggregate plus ¼”.  Boo reinforcement should be fixed at regular intervals of     
3’-4’ to prevent floatation.  Diagonal tension stirrups should be used near the 
supports and spacing should be no greater than 6”.  Wall and column 
reinforcement by dowels in footings should have dowels imbedded at a depth 
approximately 10 X’s the diameter of the boo rods or 25 X’s the thickness of 
¾” wide splints, or for shallower footings, the dowels will need to be “L” 
shaped.  Splicing reinforcement in vertical or horizontal members should be 
overlapped 25” or more; should not occur in highly stressed areas; and should 
not account for more than 30% of the reinforcement.  
 
Bamboo preparation for construction – Harvest bamboos 3-7 years old,  
depending on species, to assure maturity and greatest strength.  Harvest the 
longest and greatest diameter culms.  Do not use bamboo harvested in 
spring/early summer due to high moisture content causing a reduction in 
strength.  Bamboo should season and dry 3 -4 weeks before using.  Splints 
(split culms) approximately ¾” wide are typically better for reinforcement 
than whole culms.  However, whole culms less than ¾” diameter can be used.  
Deformation of bamboo by heat with pressure may be used to permanently 
form “c” or “u” shaped stirrups for increased shear strength and hooks for 
anchorage.  While it is recommended that a thin waterproof coating be 
applied to reduce swelling from moisture absorption that may provoke 
cracking and damage to the structural member, tension testing of bamboo 
reinforcement without waterproofing agents has demonstrated that bamboo 
reinforcement can satisfactorily be substituted for steel reinforcement.  Thick 
coatings will lubricate the surface and weaken the bamboo/concrete bond. 
Suitable coatings include asphalt emulsion, coal tar, dilute varnish, latex, 
paint, and sodium silicate. 
 
Bamboo design principles for beams, columns, ground-supported slabs, and 
walls – similar to steel reinforcing design.  However, bamboo has a low 
modulus of elasticity and will typically develop some inconsequential cracking 
under normal service loads.  If this is not acceptable, designs based on steel 
reinforcement or unreinforced sections may be used.  Beams - Longitudinal 
reinforcement with bamboo rods should be 3%-4% of the concrete cross 
section. A minimum number of rods should be used to provide adequate 
space.  The top two rows of rods should randomly be bent upward in the outer 
1/3 section of the beam to improve the resisting diagonal tension of the vertical 
stirrups. The bamboo stirrup area should be about 4 X’s a steel stirrup area.  
Typically, two additional stirrups are added past the point where diagonal 
tension reinforcement is not needed.  Beams reinforced with bamboo can be  
                    5 
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designed using conversion tables from steel reinforced beams and the number 
and size of bamboo reinforcing rods can be determined using other conversion 
tables.  Columns – Bamboo vertical reinforcement with ¾” thick splints 
should be 4% of the concrete area with spacing evenly placed around the 
perimeter and allowing for 1 ½” of concrete cover.  Lateral ties should be 
arranged to provide each vertical splint with a 90o corner.  The face dimension 
of a bamboo reinforced column should be increased by 50% over a steel 
reinforced column.  Ground supported slabs - No change in thickness is 
required for either bamboo or steel reinforcement.  Reinforcement spacing 
should not be greater than slab thickness, but the volume of bamboo matting 
reinforcement should be 4 X’s the amount used for steel matting 
reinforcement.  Walls – Non-load-bearing, bamboo reinforced concrete walls 
should have a thickness not less than 5” and/or not less than 1/30 of the 
distance between supporting or enclosing members. At least ¾” diameter 
culms on 6” centers both vertically and horizontally should be used as 
reinforcement.  This makes a mat placed in the middle of the wall.  Openings 
should be reinforced at the sides and top with two culms of at least ½” 
diameter and with two diagonally placed ¾” culms across the corners.   
 
References for C: 
Brink, F. and Rush P. Bamboo Reinforced Concrete Construction. U.S.  Civil 

Engineering Laboratory. 2000, 1966. 
http://www.romanconcrete.com/docs/bamboo 

Ghavami, K. Bamboo as reinforcement in structural concrete elements. 
Cement and Concrete Composites Volume 27, Issue 6, July 2005, Pages 
637-649. http://www.scirus.com/srsapp/Ghavami 

Khare, L. Performance evaluation of bamboo reinforced concrete beams. 
Master’s thesis, University of Texas at Arlington. 
http://hdl.handle.net/10106/86. 

Lima, J. Humberto C., et al. Concrete beams reinforced with bamboo 
(Dendrocalamus giganteus). I: experimental analysis. Rev. bras. Eng. 
Agric. Ambient., Oct./Dec. 2005, vol.9, no.4, p.642-651. 
http://www.scielo.br/scielo.php?pid=S1415-43662005000 400031&script 
=sci_abstract 

 
D. Bamboo/Concrete Bonding:  
 
Integrity of the bonding between bamboo reinforcements and concrete is an 
issue to be considered in the design of bamboo reinforced concrete structural 
elements due primarily to bamboo’s absorption of water from the concrete.   
                    6 
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As noted above, a thin coat of a waterproofing agent on culms or splints will 
increase bonding between the concrete and bamboo, but a thick coat of the 
same will lubricate the surface and decrease the bonding.  Using bamboo 
splints as opposed to culms also increases bonding.  When whole bamboo 
culms are used, the tops and bottoms of the culms should be alternated in each 
row and the nodes (collars between culm sections) should be staggered.  The 
wedging effect created at each node will be rather uniformly dispersed 
throughout and will, therefore, greatly increase the bond between bamboo 
and concrete.  Additionally, the use of bamboo and artificial pins as studding 
in the bamboo splints increased the transfer stress capacity between the 
bamboo and concrete, thereby increasing the bonding capacity. 
 
References for D: 
 
Brink, F. and Rush P. Bamboo Reinforced Concrete Construction. U.S. Civil  

Engineering  Laboratory. 2000, 1966.  http://www.romanconcrete.com/ 
docs/bamboo 

Janseen, J. Designing and Building with Bamboo. International Network for 
Bamboo and Rattan, 2000.  http://www.inbar.int/publication/pubdetail. 
asp?publicid=58     

Mesquita, L. Czarnieski, C, et al.Determination of the bamboo-concrete bond 
stress. Rev. bras. Eng. Agric. Ambient. Apr./June 2006, vol.10, no.2, 
p.505-516. 

 
E. Performance Comparison of Steel, Wood, and Bamboo Structural 
Members: 
 
A variety of bamboo species e.g., Bambusa stenostachya, Dendrocalamus 
asper, Dendrocalamus giganteus, Gigantochola atter, Guadua angustifolia, 
Phyllostachys bambusoides, Phyllostachys edulis, Pseudosasa amabilis, among 
others have been comparison tested by various research institutions and 
organizations such as University of Hawaii, Washington State University, 
Universidad Nacional de Colombia in Manizales, Universidad Tecnologica de 
Pereira, Pontificia Universidade Catolica Brazil, University of Texas at 
Arlington, Santa Clara University, International Standard Organization, 
International Network for Bamboo and Rattan, Conbam Advanced 
Applications, and many more.  
 
Some of the tests and comparative analyses include:  economic 
competitiveness, efficiency of energy input to capacity comparisons, seismic  
                    7 
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behavior, bending modulus of elasticity, bending strength, tensile strength, 
shear strength, shrinkage, insect resistance, fire flow and smoke development, 
among others.  Synopsis highlights from some of the performance 
comparisons will be made at the conference presentation. 
 
F. Engineered Bamboo Structural Panels: 
 
Various studies have been conducted evaluating the structural performance of 
bamboo-based composite panels.  Bamboo/eucalyptus/rice straw 
particleboard panels, tested for modulus of rupture, modulus of elasticity, 
internal bond strength, thickness swelling, water absorption, density, and 
surface roughness, meet JIS (Japanese Industrial Standards) for Mechanical 
Engineering and Civil Engineering & Architecture.  They demonstrate that a 
50:50 bamboo:eucalyptus ratio has the highest mechanical properties followed 
by 100% bamboo.  Small amounts of rice straw can be added to enhance 
surface texture, but rice straw degrades the structural properties of the 
panels.  Specification and manufacture of such panels can utilize low-quality 
eucalyptus with bamboo (Dendrocalamus asper – very plentiful).   
 
Engineered panels can be made of a bamboo top layer glued to a variety of 
substrate materials.  Typically, rectangular strips are cut from the bamboo 
and then boiled to remove sugars.  After 15 days of treatments and drying, a 
final moisture content of 6%-8% is achieved to ensure optimum stability.  
Compression and laminating techniques using E1 level adhesives are applied.  
The bamboo surface layer can be oriented horizontally (showing 
characteristic nodes) or vertically (showing edge grain with stripes lined up on 
edge giving a more uniform appearance).  
 
Substrate material for bamboo laminates can be rubberwood from the Para 
rubber tree.  It is valued for its structural stability, dense grain, durability, 
minimal shrinkage, and eco-friendliness in that it is not harvested for 
manufacturing purposes until after its economic life (26-30 years) as a rubber 
tree producing latex is completed.  
 
Bamboo has a light natural color but can be darkened (carbonized) by a heat 
process that caramelizes the sugars in the fibers rendering a darker color.  
However, carbonizing/caramelizing softens bamboo fibers which is typically 
not an asset for bamboo structural panels.  For example, red oak (the baseline 
standard) has a Janka hardness score of 1360 newtons; carbonized bamboo 
scores 1470; and natural bamboo scores 1850 newtons.   
                    8 
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Strand engineered panels are made by separating the bamboo into individual 
fibers and binding them under heat and pressure with a phenol-formaldehyde 
resin.  Strand panels are much harder than bamboo strips laminated to a 
substrate and are twice as hard as red oak.     
 
Hardness of the bamboo fibers, whether used as strips or fibers, is a key 
characteristic of the viability of engineered bamboo structural panels.  Degree 
of hardness is a factor of particular species characteristics and optimum age 
of the culm for strength.  Given a species noted for its strength and hardness 
e.g., Guadua angustifolia or Phyllostachys edulis (Moso), Moso, for example, 
will spend 3-6 years hardening and thickening its capillaries within its original 
culm diameter (approx. 6”) rather than expanding in diameter.  What began 
as almost all sugar and water solidifies into hard cellulose.  By three years of 
age, harvesting can begin, but many species require six years of growth to 
reach optimum fiber length and strength for stability, structural integrity, 
and keeping the resource healthy.           
 
Bamboo has very little naturally occurring formaldehyde, particularly as 
compared to hardwoods.  Binding agents become an important issue in the 
discussion of engineered bamboo structural panels.  A brief presentation of 
binding agent characteristics and adhesive and finishing standards can be 
made at the conference presentation.    
 
References for F: 
Bai, X. Experimental and numerical evaluations of structural bamboo-based 

composite material. Ph.D. dissertation. Clemson University, 1996. 
Conbam Advanced Applications, Construction with Bamboo. 

http://www.conbam.info 
Jarusombuti, S. Properties of bamboo-rice straw-eucalyptus composite  
 panels. Forest Products Journal, December 1, 2005. 
Malin, N. and Boehland, J. Bamboo in construction: Is the grass always  
 greener? Environmental Building News. March, 2006.  http:// 

www.buildinggreen.com 
Turcke, D., and Dagilis, T. A study of bamboo composite panels 

manufactured using temperate and tropical bamboos. Civil-Comp 
Press. Papers presented at The Mouchel Centenary Conference on 
Innovation in Civil and Structural Engineering, August 1997,  
Cambridge, England. http://www.civil-comp.com/pubs/ catalog.htm  
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G. Meeting Building Codes and Testing Standards (IBC, IRC, ASTM, AWPA, 
NFPA, etc.): 
 
The various bamboo species used in construction must be tested individually 
because of inherently different physical characteristics among the species.  
Additionally, the various construction assembly methods using bamboo must 
be tested individually until a set of standards is developed for the use of 
bamboo in construction in the United States.  This effort should be made in 
correspondence with international standards and testing.  An important step 
toward standardization was made in 2000 when the International Conference 
of Building Officials (now ICC – International Code Council) passed the 
Acceptance Criteria for Structural Bamboo.”   This document (AC162) 
provides equations and testing criteria for engineers with established design 
values for strength, elasticity, insect resistance, fire flow and smoke 
development within a domain.  In the US, structural designs require material 
testing or certification of species and engineer’s design and analysis. 
 
Thus far, particular bamboo species have passed testing and standards 
criteria as required by: 
 
ICC – International Code Council 
IBC - International Building Code ‘03 
IRC - International Residential Code  ‘03 
UBC - Uniform Building Code  ‘97 
NFPA -National Fire Protection Association 
ISO - International Organization for Standardization  Geneva Switzerland 
JIS - Japanese Industrial Standards for Mechanical Engineering and for Civil 
Engineering and Architecture 
Chinese National Standards for Testing of Sound Insulation, Testing of 
Thermal Transmission, Testing of Fire Resistance 
ASTM 3345-74: Standard Method of Laboratory Evaluation of Wood and 
Other Cellulosic Materials for Resistance to Termites  
AWPA E1-97: Standard Method for Laboratory Evaluation to Determine 
Resistance to Subterranean Termites 
Janka Wood Hardness Rating 
among others 
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H. Ecological and Economic Benefits of Bamboo Enriched Sustainable 
Environments primarily in economically deprived rural areas with under-
utilized land and/or poor quality soils:  
 
. many bamboo species are well suited for cultivation and processing in 
  continental USA 
. 3 – 5 year return on new bamboo plantations 
. grows more densely = greater yield/acre 
. produces 30% more O2 than trees 
. sequesters CO2 from atmosphere = 
. reducing greenhouse gases 
. takes out 17 X’s more CO2  than trees 
. 1/3 of greenhouse gases are attributed to buildings, therefore, 
. bamboo is a building material reducing global warming 
. provides an effective watershed along river banks, deforested areas, strip- 
  mined areas, and other degraded lands 
. stalks are cut leaving roots intact 
. dense roots serve as bio-filter for H2O runoff 
. prevents soil erosion 
. re-greens degraded lands 
. tolerates precipitation extremes – 30” – 250”/year  
. reproduces quickly with very little human intervention required 
. minor energy investment to grow and harvest – especially compared to 
  wood, concrete, and steel, but has enormous mechanical properties 
. good replacement for some energy wasting steel in construction 
. exceeds IRC seismic and hurricane requirements 
. better than wood for seismic resistance 
. bamboo structures have survived 7.4 earthquakes 
. no other resource has more elasticity, hardness, and strength 
. at least 2 X’s stronger than lumber 
. 2 X’s compressive strength of concrete 
. approx. same strength-to-weight ratio of steel in tension 
. its hollow tube gives strength factor of 1.9 over equivalent solids  
. better in shear than structural woods 
. fastest growing plant on earth 
. can grow 4’/day 
. giant timber bamboos can grow to 120’x13” dia. in 3 years 
. matures in 3-6 years (strength decreases after that) 
. spruce, pine, fir (fastest growing lumbers) need 25-35 years for maturity 
. bamboo plants last about 75 years 
            11 
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Sustaining the Earth as Well as Ourselves 

  

                                                

Animating Interior Spaces Using Naturally Generated Movement in Light, Air 
and Water 
 
Dr. Kevin Nute, Professor of Architecture, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97405, 
USA.  knute@uoregon.edu 
 

There is growing acknowledgement today, among both building 
scientists and design professionals, that in our pursuit of optimal 
interior living conditions we may have gone too far in excluding 
natural environmental variations from our buildings. As the 
environmental psychologist Judith Heerwagen has observed:  "Access 
to sensory diversity—change, ... is a basic characteristic of the 
natural world.…. Our indoor environments are largely devoid of 
sensory change, and deliberately so. Buildings are kept at constant 
temperatures and ventilation rates, the light from overhead 
fluorescent lights is the same day in and day out .... Although many 
designers and researchers are beginning to express serious doubts 
about this state of affairs … there have been relatively few 
attempts to provide indoor environments that deliberately mimic 
sensory change as it exists in the natural world."1  
 
The research presented is aimed at remedying this situation. Rather 
than attempting to recreate natural environmental change 
artificially, however, it illustrates how, by rethinking the design 
of external openings in buildings, the natural elements themselves 
can be used to help alleviate this problem. 
 
Having evolved in a constantly changing natural world, we depend on 
sensory variation in our surroundings in fundamental ways: 
 
Increasing Alertness  Sensing changing stimuli helps to keep the 
brain aroused, which directly affects how awake we feel. In 
contrast, if a sensory stimulus remains constant, our response to it 
becomes progressively weaker. Most organisms eventually stop 
responding at all, and many, including most people, actively avoid 
such monotonous conditions.  
 
Reducing Stress Remaining in an under-stimulating environment 
requires deliberate effort to inhibit our natural impulse to remove 
ourselves from such situations, and this eventually leads to stress, 
as our finite capacity for such inhibitory effort gradually becomes 
depleted.  
 
Sustaining Attention  Without some kind of perceptible variation in 
our environment, it is difficult to maintain our attention for long 
periods, even on the most interesting of tasks. As the psychologist 
M.D. Vernon confirms, "When there is no change,…the capacity… to 
concentrate deteriorates, attention fluctuates and lapses ....''2 
 
There are a number of significant advantages in using natural rather 
than artificially-generated change to address the problem of 
insufficient sensory variation in buildings. Apart from the fact 

 
1 Judith Heerwagen, 'The Psychological Aspects of Windows and Window Design,’ Proceedings of 
the Twenty-First Annual Conference of the Environmental Design Research Association, (EDRA 21) 
Champaign-Urbana, IL , April 1990, p. 270 
2 M. D. Vernon, The Psychology of Perception (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1962), p. 180. 
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that the natural elements are free, and available almost everywhere, 
contact with nature has been shown to reduce human stress,3 and 
natural change in particular seems to be able to renew our capacity 
for concentration without being consciously distracting, with 
potentially important benefits to health, mood, and performance.4  
The work presented illustrates practical ways of remedying the 
problem of insufficient sensory variation inside buildings by 
arranging for naturally occuring movement of light, air and water in 
the world outside to be visually transmitted to the surfaces of 
interior spaces. Based on analyses of the relative effectiveness and 
practicality of a range of possible transmission methods, and in 
particular their potential for reducing energy consumption at the 
same time as immediately benefiting building occupants, a series of 
simple natural change-transmitting devices is proposed. 

 
3 Roger Ulrich's work on recuperating hospital patients found a significant correlation between 
a view to nature and human well-being. Subsequent work by Ulrich and others linked natural 
views to relief of stress, boredom, and anxiety, as well as with improved productivity.  See 
for example Roger S. Ulrich, et al, 'Stress Recovery During Exposure to Natural and Urban 
Environments.' Journal of Environmental Psychology, Vol. 11 (1991): pp. 201-230. 
4 The attention-restoring capacity of natural phenomenal change was first highlighted by 
Stephen and Rachel Kaplan, see ‘The Restorative Environment' in The Experience of Nature: A 
Psychological Perspective  (Cambridge, CUP, 1989). 
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Design Interventions in the Built Environment  

that Enhance Early Childhood Learning 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

RESEARCH QUESTION:  Can specific design interventions in the built environment 
enhance early childhood learning?  The researchers hypothesize that they can and are 
studying the effects of specific environmental interventions designed to enhance early 
childhood learning in a newly constructed Pre-K Learning Center.  The interventions are 
intended to allow the environment to become a second teacher and to exploit beauty of the 
environment in the classroom. 
 
The specific interventions are designed to develop:  1) creativity – innovation, elaboration, 
flexibility, fluency; 2) aesthetic awareness for composition, scale, proportion, rhythm, color, 
shape, form, texture; and 3) empathetic sensibilities to the natural environment.  The 
interventions include manipulation of ambient light, introduction of light boxes, overhead 
projectors, shadow screens, life-size images of nature patterns, mirrored wall surfaces, 
theatrical set with stage lighting, luminescent outer-space environment, magnification 
lamp, cozy reading corner, and live foliage.     
 
METHODOLOGY:  The state’s governor and legislature have recently funded a long-term  
Preschool for All Initiative.  A newly constructed Pre-K Learning Center with two “same 
as” classrooms, has presented the opportunity to track activities, behaviors, and markers of 
creativity, aesthetic awareness, and empathetic sensibilities to the natural environment by 
means of discrete video recordings of classroom activities, student/parent/teacher 
interviews, parent/teacher questionnaires, and analysis of student work by a panel of early 
childhood education experts.  Tracking during the course of the school year will take place 
for periods of time with the interventions in place and without the interventions in place.  
Any correspondence between parent/teacher assessments and assessments by the outside 
panel of experts will be discovered by the researchers in their analysis of the findings.  All 
research methods for the study have been approved by the university’s Human Subjects 
Committee.       
 
OUTCOMES:  Findings of the study will 1) contribute to the body of knowledge for 
designers of early childhood education and special population facilities, and may impact 
the design of such environments; and will 2) contribute to the body of knowledge for 
educators of early childhood children  with possible implementation of such interventions 
on a much broader scale.   Additionally, it is anticipated that funding will be sought to 
produce a mini documentary of the “kids and interventions in action” incorporating 
classroom video, photos, on-camera interviews with the children/ parents/teachers, student 
work examples, and historical background gathered for this study.  

                      2 
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Topic Area:  Architecture           
Presentation Format:  Report of Work in Progress 

 

PAPER 

Design Interventions in the Built Environment  
that Enhance Early Childhood Learning 

RESEARCH QUESTION 
 
Can specific design interventions in the built environment enhance early childhood 
learning?  The researchers hypothesize that they can and are studying the effects of specific 
environmental interventions designed to enhance early childhood learning in a newly 
constructed Pre-K Learning Center.  The interventions are intended to allow the 
environment to become a second teacher and to exploit beauty of the environment in the 
classroom. 
 

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 

Today’s general view on young children’s learning environments are catalog look-alike 
supplies in primary colors, plastic, and prefabricated games and materials.  In the past few 
decades there have been many pioneers for changing this thought on the games and 
materials that are used in play during childhood development (Curtis, 2003 and Carter and 
Curtis, 1998).  Just recently has the idea of the design of the learning spaces been a subject 
of debate.  Anita Rui Olds was one of the leaders of design interventions of the built 
environment for children.  As a social psychologist and a self-taught architect and interior 
designer, she urged the child education profession to reconsider certain design elements as 
a necessity not a luxury.  She believed that children are miracles and that we can choose to 
change the design thinking for learning spaces and build them for miracles, not minimums 
(Olds, 2001).   
  
In the 1980s Elizabeth Prescott and Elizabeth Jones pioneered the early thinking of the 
design environment for full-time child care programs.  They began observing children at 
play and outlined critical components that seemed to enhance it (Hauser, 2006 and Blow, 
2004).  Since the studies of Prescott and Jones, the goal for early childhood programs is to 
become a home away from home for children, but today’s lack of development to enhance 
the built learning environment has made these areas seem more like classrooms or other 
standard institutions (Curtis, 2003).  Enhancing design of environmental surrounds of 
children has been said to promote cultural learning and cognitive development.  Children 
learn best when surrounded with interesting materials, ample time, and opportunity to 
investigate, transform, and invent (Kopacz, 2003 and Cadwell, 1997).  The environment 
becomes a significant educator and is in need of attention, not being overlooked as just a 
place.  Childhood is a time of developing dream, imagination, personality, culture and  
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community.  Adding certain parts of these aspects to their environment can be a major            
addition to their learning and exploration (Seefeldt, 2002; Vecchi, 2002 and Edwards, 
1998).   
                        

METHODOLOGY 
 
The state’s governor and legislature have recently funded a long-term  Preschool for All 
Initiative.  A newly constructed Pre-K Learning Center with two “same as” classrooms, has 
presented the opportunity to track activities, behaviors, and markers of creativity, aesthetic 
awareness, and empathetic sensibilities to the natural environment by means of discrete 
video recordings of classroom activities, student/parent/teacher interviews, parent/teacher 
questionnaires, and analysis of student work by a panel of early childhood education 
experts.  Tracking during the course of the school year will take place for periods of time 
with the interventions in place and without the interventions in place.  Tracking without 
the interventions in place has begun.  Any correspondence between parent/teacher 
assessments and assessments by the outside panel of experts will be discovered by the 
researchers in their analysis of the findings.  All research methods for the study have been 
approved by the university’s Human Subjects Committee.    
 
  The specific interventions are designed to develop:  1) creativity – innovation, elaboration, 
flexibility, fluency; 2) aesthetic awareness for composition, scale, proportion, rhythm, color, 
shape, form, texture; and 3) empathetic sensibilities to the natural environment.  The 
interventions include manipulation of ambient light, introduction of light boxes, overhead 
projectors, shadow screens, life-size images of nature patterns, mirrored wall surfaces, 
theatrical set with stage lighting, luminescent outer-space environment, magnification 
lamp, cozy reading corner, and live foliage.    
 
 Application was  made to SIUC’s Human Subjects Committee for methodology approval – 
the questionnaires, teacher and parent consent and authorization forms, and videotaping of 
participating children.  Children of parents choosing not to have their child appear in video 
can be edited or photoshopped out of video content.   Early Summer ’07 – Purchases for 
intervention materials/equipment/supplies were made.  September ’07 through December 
’07 - a twelve week baseline study of students without the interventions in place was made 
by video recordings of classroom activities with approval of the Human Subjects 
Committee at Southern Illinois University and with signed parental consent and 
authorization.  At the beginning of January ’08 interventions were applied and will 
continue in place for twelve weeks.  The interventions will be removed after the first week 
in April so that classroom activities can continue to be tracked without the interventions in 
place until the school year ends.  This ABA cycle should precipitate inquiries into duration 
of effects, if any.   
 
Still photos of classroom interactions will periodically be made; videotaped interviews with 
the children, parents and teachers will periodically be made; documentation will include 
actual student work; and parents and teachers will respond to a final questionnaire  
                     4  
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developed for the study.  Questionnaire will determine parents/teachers estimation of the    
effects of the interventions on enhancing creativity, aesthetic awareness, and empathetic 
and harmonious sensibilities to the natural environment as described.  In addition (and 
unknown to the parents and teachers), a panel of early childhood education experts will 
make an assessment of any enhancement to the above by reviewing videotapes, photos, 
interviews, and student work documentation, but excluding the final teacher/parent 
questionnaires.  Any correspondence between teacher/parent assessment and assessment by 
the outside panel ofo experts will be discovered in analysis of the findings.  Late May ’08 - 
Analysis of the findings will be made and prepared for dissemination.        
               
 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPACT 

If the findings indicate that the interventions designed for this study do enhance creativity, 
aesthetic awareness, and empathetic and harmonious sensibilities as described above, then 
communities at large, but particularly those with poorly funded educational systems in 
economically deprived areas, will have an accessible, affordable, do-able means of self-help 
that can enrich the learning experiences of their early childhood children.  With this 
knowledge, parents and teachers, themselves, can create special learning environments for 
the making of miracles. 
 

OUTCOMES 
 
Findings of the study will 1) contribute to the body of knowledge for designers of early 
childhood education and special population facilities, and may impact the design of such 
environments; and will 2) contribute to the body of knowledge for educators of early 
childhood children  with possible implementation of such interventions on a much broader 
scale.   Additionally, it is anticipated that funding will be sought to produce a mini 
documentary of the “kids and interventions in action” incorporating classroom video, 
photos, on-camera interviews with the children/parents/teachers, student work examples, 
and historical background gathered for this study. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

This is a U.S.-based study that explores and explains how performance art interventions can 

complement traditional and transformative interventions in the field of conflict resolution through the 

creation of an “alternative reality” among audience members, and through the utilization of multiple 

narratives and different perceptions of those narratives. Quantitative and qualitative research 

collected and analyzed for this study indicates and suggests how performance art, as a dialogically 

based intervention, can influence an individual’s attitude, perception, or position about issues that 

are relevant to the field of conflict resolution.  
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There is insufficient information on how performance art interventions can support 

existing traditional forms of conflict resolution. The questions I address in my research 

include: Can performance art, as a dialogically1 based intervention, shift an individual’s 

attitude, perception, or position about issues relevant to the field of conflict resolution? 

And if so, is this done through aspects of dialogical communication within the altered 

reality that performance can create? 

What is meant by the term “altered” or “alternative” reality is that for the process 

of creating to be effective, both the performer and the viewer must step outside of what 

he or she understands as lived reality and except the reshaped or reconsidered reality that 

the performance creates. In this transformed reality there is a conscious psychological 

altering of place, in which the individual agrees that the events and situations he or she 

sees have a creative or make-believe reality. By observing imaginary scenarios, the 

viewer can take in multiple perspectives of a conflict, and difficult issues can be 

discussed more freely.   Storytelling used in performance art interventions utilizes 

dialogical communication within an imaginary environment between performer and 

audience. It is important not to discount this make-believe place as a useless fantasy. On 

the contrary, performance art can take us outside ourselves and bring us back to our real 

lives transformed (Jackson 2002, p. 138). 

 Art in general is a potent tool for communication across psychological, emotional, 

and physical boundaries, and artists often play the role of emancipators of conventional 

                                                 
1 Dialogical communication refers to a mode of meaning construction that centers around circumstance and what the 
people involved in a dialogue bring to the encounter, as well as what is informed within the encounter. In dialogue, 
meaning is produced, altered, and reshaped through the interaction of language. 
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thinking (Finkelpearl 2001, p. xi). The artist is always a part of the social dimension, and 

to some degree, as the artist creates, he or she is projecting social, political, and 

ideological influences that reflect social conditions (Finkelpearl 2001, p. 287). 

Performance art in particular has helped provide a public presence for the artist. 

Depending on the nature of the performance, this presence can be ceremonial, 

provocative, instructive, entertaining, or healing. Moreover, the medium has the potential 

to raise the general public’s awareness of the complexity surrounding conflictual events 

and situations within communities and within nations as a whole (Goldberg 1996, p. 

184).  

 During the twentieth century, performance art exhibited an openness and 

experimental quality, bringing art directly to the people. Performance art, by its very 

nature, defies an easy description. It tends to utilize a great number of disciplines and 

media such as poetry, literature, music, theater, dance, painting, video, and architecture, 

and it uses them in any combination (Goldberg 1996, p. 184). With a willingness to 

navigate across the borders with traditional and familiar methods and techniques of art 

making, many performance artists have a keen understanding of and passion for 

improvisation and an ability to break down and reconstruct social structures and systems 

within their work (Birringer 2000, p. 7).  

 Throughout this article I will stress the centrality of the performance arts as 

storytelling. Visual storytelling has a unique and captivating influence over each of us 

and our imaginations. Narratives grab and manipulate the imagination and determine the 

way in which we view the world around us and outside us. New stories, if they alter us, 

can change the way we view and understand a person, group, culture, event, or 
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phenomenon. In this way, performance art and its use of narrative and storytelling talks to 

us about natural and social phenomena and gives us a way to grasp and control it. 

 Moreover, performance art uses linear or nonlinear stories that can open up 

multiple versions of “truth.” Versions of truth can be explored and expanded. Victims 

and perpetrators can be humanized. The world can be seen in many perspectives and re-

imagined on many levels, while those who share in the story can be reunited. Narratives 

and storytelling can both explore the past and release us from the grip of the past as we 

rewrite and re-envision our history (Jackson 2002, p. 186):  

 Art can influence the way people interpret, perceive, and ultimately act in their 

communities. The empirical research for this study measured the impact that a specific 

kind of creative experience had on an audience in terms of its potential to shift attitudes. 

The study explores the issue of intentionality and how the artist’s intention can influence 

the attitudes and perceptions of the viewer and change the way individual members of an 

audience perceive a group, situation, or event.  It explains how creative methods can 

improve awareness of the importance of good communication, tolerance, and empathy2 

and can potentially decrease violence through individuals’ acknowledgement of the 

different narratives and multiple perspectives of a given situation. Within the realm of 

conflict issues, changes in attitudes, perceptions, and positions can promote 

understanding and empathy in the service of accepting difference and with the hope of 

transforming relationships between those engaged in conflict. The analysis of research 

data collected indicates that shifts in attitudes and perceptions of racial and ethnic groups 

represented in the two performance art interventions used in this study did occur. 
                                                 

2 Empathy refers to identification with or vicarious experiencing of the feelings and thoughts of another. 
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Moreover, the research results show significant evidence of increased tolerance and 

empathy toward these groups as a result of experiencing these performances.  

 

The Performance Art Interventions of Suzanne Lacy and James Luna 

In performance art, the artist makes decisions on the content of the performance without 

knowing what the interpretation or responses of the audience will be. The viewers’ 

responses to performance art interventions illustrate how the meaning attributed to a 

situation can change. Artist intentionality and audience interpretation will be analyzed in 

a performance of James Luna and a performance of Suzanne Lacy, in collaboration with 

Julio Morales and Unique Holland.  

 James Luna is a Luiseño Indian who lives on the La Jolla Reservation in San 

Diego County, California. Luna uses performance art to reveal the perverse projection of 

admiration that whites, dissatisfied with their own historic roots and lack of culture, 

impose upon Native Americans. On the reservation, he has witnessed the differences 

between real, daily experiences of his tribal neighbors and the idealization of a culture 

that some consider to be “exotic,” “ancient,” and “indigenous.” Luna’s performance art is 

about his experience of American Indian life at the end of the twentieth century and is 

presented in an unsentimental and often disarming manner (Weintraub 1996, p. 98). 

 In other performances, Luna uses interactive techniques to draw attention to the 

notion of “being” an Indian versus “playing” or pretending to be an Indian. Luna invites 

audience members up on stage with him, along with a photographer for a picture with “a 

real, live Indian.” Luna offers a variety of outfits they can wear—clothing such as 
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breechcloths and feather headdresses that further stereotypes American Indian life. These 

narrative and interactive experiences are also intended to confront Native American and 

other non-white audience members with accounts of suffering and grief associated with 

assimilation. Much of Luna’s performance work brings up the ironic relationship between 

white people and Native Americans from mutually unsatisfying cultures and desiring to 

be each other (Weintraub 1996, pp. 98-99).  

 Suzanne Lacy is creatively driven by the aesthetic and political aspects of 

experience. She has taken her performances to public places, such as the steps of Los 

Angeles’s City Hall, where she performed her collaborative work In Mourning and in 

Rage in 1977. This performance confronts the viewer with the subject of violence against 

women, prompted in part by the murders of the Los Angeles Hillside Strangler. The 

performers, draped in black and red, stand ominously motionless and silent on the steps 

of City Hall, posing as witnesses to crimes against the strangler’s victims.  Lacy’s 1987 

public performance project entitled The Crystal Quilt involved four hundred and thirty 

aging women who came together to talk about their triumphs and disappointments in life, 

and their experiences with and fears of aging. The women sat in groups of four, dressed 

in black in an orchestrated performance. Seventy-two of the women prerecorded a 

soundtrack reflecting on their life experiences and wisdom gained, and these narratives 

were played at a volume that the audience could hear. Lacy conceived this project as an 

example of the healing power of relationship and empathetic listening. (Gablik 1995, pp. 

81-82) 

 Forms of artistic expression have the ability to promote visions of an alternative 

reality. An individual’s imaginative visioning and response is to look at the world and 
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express what is happening within it. The process of imaginative visioning allows each of 

us to wonder about what we would be like given the life of someone else—a process that 

can potentially promote empathy and compassion. Empathy and compassion are 

important emotional responses that have the power to connect us intimately to another 

individual or group, often during what we perceive as a crisis event or situation. 

 Performance artists, like peace builders, can create a context that will assist 

disputing parties in seeing themselves, their beliefs about their adversaries, and their 

conflictual actions from a new perspective.  Performance art, like ritual, could be viewed 

as a valuable technique that complements other modes of conflict resolution (Schirch 

2005, p. 42). Taken a step further, performance art interventions can become a peace-

building effort. 

 The performance work of both James Luna and Suzanne Lacy has engaged the 

viewer in critical discourse within areas of identity politics, looking at a variety of issues 

including how stereotyping, class, ethnicity, race, authority, and violence can all be 

deconstructed through time, space, and environment. In his performance Petroglyphs in 

Motion, 2005, James Luna reflects on everyday realities of life on the American Indian 

reservation and the stereotypes he experiences as a Native American man outside the 

reservation. The characters portrayed in this nonlinear allegory begin with Prehistoric 

Man and move on to include Shaman, Busker, Drunk, Disabled Chief, Rockabilly, 

Dominator, Deal Maker, Coyote-Trickster—each moving, running, and turning along a 

narrow length of space that metaphorically connotes the enduring and timeless terrain of 

generations of ancestors and their evolution from “ancient” to “modern” times (Swanson 

2005). 
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 Luna’s work critically examines notions of what an “authentic,” “real,” or “live” 

American Indian looks, acts, and lives like and how those notions are commodified 

within American culture. Beyond the idealized American myths of Indian life, Luna’s 

performance offers the viewer disturbing, proud, magical, seedy, and sometimes 

humorous perspectives of a Native American’s life.  

 In much of his work, Luna uses humor to draw the audience into an otherwise 

uncomfortable discussion of the painful history of exploitation and identity projection 

that has been imposed upon Native Americans by white European culture. Luna’s work 

de-romanticizes the stories of Native American nations. With touches of comedic 

rendering, he offers a more realistic and sobering picture of colonized life on the 

reservation. 

 Through performance art, Luna uses personal narrative to reconstruct a different 

version of social history that expands our understanding of who an American is and what 

Native American culture is like, beyond a myriad of myths and clichés on this topic. By 

playing with dominant stories about Native cultural life being purer and more spiritual 

than European American culture, he explores modern Native American identity through 

the lens of the past, using “strategies both for getting some memories forgotten and others 

restored” (Blocker 2001, p. 19). 

 The collaborative performance by Suzanne Lacy, Julio Morales, and Unique 

Holland entitled Code 33: Emergency, Clear the Air, 1998–99, is a performance art 

project and documentary that is meant to show the dangers that youth and police face, 

and to open up possibilities for safer and more appropriate interactions between young 

people and police officers. Parts of the project include police and youth addressing 
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hostility toward each other as a means of reaching a deeper understanding of youth needs 

in the communities of Oakland, California.  Code 33 serves as an example for how far 

artists can go within the civic structures of institutions (Lacy 2006). Intended to engage 

public debate between youth, police, the Oakland community, and communities in the 

United States at large, this public multimedia performance art project took almost two 

years to organize and implement. The project included workshops, public forums, and 

media appearances involving one hundred and fifty teenagers living in Oakland and one 

hundred local police officers. The final performance took place on October 7, 1999, 

lasted three hours, and was staged on the roof and inside of a parking garage in Oakland. 

The public at large was invited to attend. The collaborative performance had components 

of art, advocacy, and education. It involved institutions that significantly influence the 

lives of Oakland youths, including police authority and the media. Lacy, who has been 

practicing and writing about public art since the 1970s, is well known for her community-

based performance work and its impact on the way people think about and experience 

their communities. 

 Many facilitated workshops between Oakland youths and police officers took 

place prior to the October 7 finale of the performance. In one meeting, students and 

officers wrote down questions they wanted to ask each other. These questions preceded 

youth/police dialogues that took place during the three-hour finale. Here, youths spoke 

candidly about their personal experiences with police officers. Police officers answered 

their questions, concerns, and frustrations with authority. Some conversations seemed 

confrontational and tense, but there was an overall sense that all parties wanted to talk 

through their differences and gain a greater understanding of each other. In addition to 
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small group discussions between youths and police officers sitting in chairs between car 

headlights, there were eight videotapes made by youths that described neighborhoods in 

Oakland and that played on thirty monitors spread around the roof of the parking garage 

where the performance took place.  

 Overall, Lacy’s performance art projects speak to the potential of artistic 

expression to bring about social change. The Code 33 performance operates to 

deconstruct stereotypes of young people that are further perpetuated by the media, and 

work to place youth in destructive situations. Excerpts from the performance were edited 

and made into a documentary video that was used for research in this study. As a whole, 

the documentary depicts the challenges and dangers that both police and youth face, 

exploring possibilities for more constructive relationships. 

 

Research Analysis of Two Performances  

Research for this study explores the contribution of performance art interventions in the 

field of conflict resolution and transformation at an individual level. Thirty-five 

respondents participated in a pilot study from June through July, 2006 and one hundred 

and sixty respondents (seventy-nine men and eighty- one women) participated in an 

experiment from November through December, 2006. All of the respondents who 

participated in the pilot study and the experiment were George Mason University 

students, and the studies were conducted on the George Mason University campus in 

Fairfax, Virginia.  
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 The experiment took place in two stages. During the first stage there was semi-

random assignment of respondents into three groups.  A total of one hundred and eight 

respondents were in the two experimental conditions:  Fifty-two respondents saw a VHS 

video tape of the performance entitled Code 33: Emergency Clear the Air (53-minute 

duration), fifty-six respondents saw a DVD of the performance entitled Petroglyphs in 

Motion (35-minute duration). Fifty-two respondents were in the control condition and 

saw a DVD of a science documentary (45-minute duration). 

The two experimental conditions addressed one issue in common—that of 

stereotyping of certain ethnic groups. The control condition did not address any of the 

issues of the two experimental conditions and hence was useful to establish baselines to 

assess the impact of the other two conditions. Code 33: Emergency Clear the Air was a 

collaborative performance and was shot in multiple locations in and around Oakland, 

California, without a formal audience. Petroglyphs in Motion was a solo performance 

staged in an intimate location (Site Santa Fe gallery, Santa Fe, New Mexico) with a 

seated audience. The performer did not use verbal communication and acted out different 

characters with costumes and gestures.  

In the first stage of the experiment respondents saw one of three videos/DVDs 

and immediately filled out a questionnaire of closed and open-ended questions. In the 

second stage of the experiment, 70 percent of the respondents came back to take a second 

questionnaire of close and open-ended questions twelve to thirty days later. Closed-ended 

questions were the same on both the first and second questionnaires and were measured 

on a 7-point Likert scale. 
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 Quantitative analysis from this research showed compelling evidence that 

performative methods of communication offer a safe venue for emotional expression 

within the altered reality that performance can create. This empirical finding also 

suggested that within this perceptually altered reality, the viewer tends to be receptive to 

new perceptions and unfamiliar narratives. In addition, quantitative results show a cluster 

of respondents who saw the Code 33: Emergency Clear the Air performance whose 

perceptions about the peacefulness and likeability of certain ethnic groups increased as 

compared to respondents who were in the control condition. Responses from this same 

cluster also suggested increased awareness of sources of conflict, as was indicated by the 

young people in the Code 33 performance. 

 Qualitative analysis explored artists’ intentions in developing performance art 

interventions and the influence these intentions have on the viewer’s interpretation. The 

analysis unveiled a certain kind of intentionality, one that centers on the artist’s aspiration 

to redress a social or political injustice and to undermine preconceived notions about 

certain ethnic groups. A qualitative report was developed from responses to the open-

ended questions on the first and second questionnaires. The qualitative report showed 

persistent themes in responses from respondents who saw the Code 33: Emergency Clear 

the Air performance and respondents who saw the Petroglyphs in Motion performance. 

The mixed methods research indicated that through the intentions of artists 

developing and implementing performance art interventions, the viewer’s perceptions and 

attitudes can and do change. As discussed earlier, performance art is a dialogically based 

intervention, meaning that between the intentions of words spoken or gestures acted out 

by the performer and the interpretation of those words or gestures by the viewer, meaning 
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is produced, altered, and reshaped through the interaction of language. This mode of 

meaning construction involves three aspects:  

1. The intentions of people involved in a verbal or non-verbal dialogue. 

This includes the artist’s aspirations for viewer self-reflection, and the 

possibility of transforming viewers’ thinking concerning social and 

political concerns (for example, in The Code 33: Emergency Clear the 

Air performance, transforming stereotyped perceptions of inner-city 

youths and police officers)   

2. The information that is actually interpreted by the viewer  

3. The circumstances and environment of the encounter and how these 

conditions influence messages conveyed by the performer and 

interpreted by the viewer 

 

The issue of intentionality speaks to the first and second aspects of how 

dialogically based interventions operate. As reflected in the responses of respondents who 

saw the Code 33: Emergency Clear the Air performance, there was a clear connection 

between the narratives and messages the performance artists intended to produce (an 

awareness of stereotyping of certain groups, the importance of communication between 

groups, empathy for inner-city youths, and so on) and the narratives and messages that 

individual viewers interpreted. Qualitative analysis of data from respondents who saw the 

Code 33 performance suggested that the viewers interpreted most of the messages the 

artists intended to convey, indicating that viewers understood and accepted many of the 

narratives projected during the performance art intervention. 
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The data from the Petroglyphs in Motion performance indicated that the artist 

focused more on the formal aspects of art-making than on transforming the viewers’ 

thoughts about social issues. Beyond his intention to raise the issue of the stereotyping of 

Native peoples, James Luna stated in a phone interview in September, 2006 that his 

performance was scripted purely for artistic reasons, without intention to raise other 

issues or to change viewers’ perceptions and attitudes.  

 Responses to the open-ended questions by respondents who saw Petroglyphs in 

Motion can be broken down into themes of confusion, stereotyping, and enacting 

different roles and identities. To understand why only six out of fifty-six respondents 

interpreted the performance to be about issues of stereotyping, one must look at Luna’s 

intended audience. With no intention to develop his work for a non–Native American 

audience, he developed messages that he thought a Native American audience would 

understand. The ethnic background of respondents who saw the Luna performance was 

98 percent non-Indian. Without intentional narratives or messages targeted for a non-

Indian audience, the most common interpretive response from the largely non-Indian 

audience was a lack of understanding of what Luna’s performance was about. 

The third aspect concerns how performative interventions that center on 

circumstances and environment will affect how meaning is produced. Stated earlier was 

an underpinning hypothesis of this study (Hypothesis 3) that explained how, within the 

perceived altered reality that performance art can create, viewers will hear and consider 

expressions or outbursts of negative emotions differently and in a less defensive way. 

Additionally, the performer can effectively communicate perceptions and opinions that 

are different from or opposed to those of the viewer, and the viewer can more effectively 
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absorb and process these perceptions than would be the case outside of the perceived 

altered reality of performance. 

The quantitative data collected to prove Hypothesis 3 was from responses to 

question 16 and question 17:  

 

16) I feel uncomfortable when a person I don’t know expresses strongly negative emotions. 

17) When watching a performance, I feel uncomfortable if an actor expresses strongly negative emotions. 

 

Across all three conditions, the mean scores of all one hundred and sixty 

respondents were higher on question 16 than on question 17, providing significant 

evidence to support Hypothesis 3. This hypothesis argues that expressions of negative 

emotions can be communicated through performative methods of dialogue and heard by 

viewers in ways that allow for perceptual and relational changes3.   

Respondents overwhelmingly scored higher on question 16, indicating that they 

more strongly agreed with feeling uncomfortable in dialogical communication with a 

stranger expressing negative emotions. But in question 17, respondents more strongly 

disagreed with feeling discomfort in dialogical communication with an actor expressing 

negative emotions. This data strongly suggests that performative methods of dialogue can 

create a place where people feel safe to discuss uncomfortable, traumatic, or emotionally 

charged issues. This finding was unaffected by conditions. 

                                                 
3 Allowing for the expression of emotions significantly factors into this study of intervention methods, because 
emotions contribute to strategic positioning. Emotions are persuasive, and the admittance of strong emotions into an 
intervention could persuade respondents or audience members to make shifts in attitudes, perceptions, or positions 
regarding a conflict issue (Harre and Moghaddam 2003, p. 32).  
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 Moreover, qualitative research showed how creative methods, such as some types 

of performance art interventions, can improve awareness of the importance of good 

communication, increased tolerance, and empathy. Many respondents who saw the Code 

33: Emergency Clear the Air performance claimed to have gained a better understanding 

of differences in worldviews between police and inner-city youths, as well as differing 

views of various ethnic groups. In the second questionnaire, some respondents indicated 

experiencing a personal transformation twelve to thirty days after seeing the Code 33 

performance. These respondents recounted occasions of self-reflection, in which they 

questioned why they had answered survey questions in certain ways during the first 

questionnaire and questioned their own beliefs concerning issues of prejudice and 

stereotyping. Other respondents expressed feelings of gratitude and support for those who 

developed and created the performance documentary and were optimistic about the 

filmmakers’ efforts to improve relationships and interactions between young people and 

police officers. 

Through the results of this study one can only speculate on the impact the live and 

videotaped youth–police workshops had on those who participated in them and those who 

witnessed them secondhand through the Code 33: Emergency Clear the Air performance. 

A variety of media outlets in northern California aired parts of the Code 33 performance 

documentary, significantly broadening the audience from hundreds to thousands of 

people.  The empirical research conducted in this study indicates that many of the 

intentional messages developed by the collaborating artists were similarly interpreted by 

the viewers. The collaborating artist’s strategies of message distribution through live 

public performance and televised news may have impacted the Oakland community at 
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large by promoting greater tolerance, understanding, and empathy toward young people 

and greater concern about how youth and police in Oakland interact with each other, but 

this cannot be verified through this study. As mentioned earlier, the Code 33 performance 

finale was in 1999 with subsequent television airings, and statistics show a significant 

decrease in youth violence in Oakland from 2000 to 2006 (Males 2002).  

The empirical results of this study suggest that first questionnaire respondents 

who saw the Code 33 performance had increased perceptions of peacefulness among 

certain ethnic groups. In addition, there was a nearly significant trend of these same 

respondents who found certain groups more likeable after seeing the Code 33 

performance. The findings also suggest that after seeing the Code 33 performance, a 

cluster of viewers responded empathically to the sources of conflict as conveyed by the 

young people in the film4. For example, approximately twenty percent of the youths who 

were shown in the documentary as participants in the police-youth workshops recounted 

the stress of living in a broken family that was intensified by serious financial hardship. 

They explained how such hardship influenced their life choices as they had to choose 

between earning money for the family and attending school, and to justify attending 

classes while their families were burdened with great financial hardship.  This data 

                                                 
4 The physical, social, and psychological conditions that young people in Code 33 describe speak to conditions and 
outcomes explained by Relative Deprivation Theory (RDT). RDT is both a macro- and a micro-level theory, and both a 
social and a psychological theory about individual and group conceptions of social realities. The theory cites 
perceptions of in-group and out-group as significantly contributing to conflict and addresses sources of conflict as 
perceptions of inequity that can lead to violent action. A person or group does not perceive a situation in terms of an 
absolute level of deprivation but rather in terms of deprivation or lack of achievement relative to some standard. From 
this perspective, deprivation arises from a subjective feeling of discontent based on the belief that one is getting less 
than one is entitled to. RDT is a helpful theory in the analysis of situations of perceived injustice and inequality. When 
there is a gap between what people think they deserve and what they actually have, conditions can be ripe for conflict 
and rebellion (Gurr 1970, pp. 24-37). 
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provides more evidence that certain types of performance art interventions could be 

useful in the field of conflict resolution. 

To again summarize the results of the analysis of the mixed methods research 

used in this study: both quantitative and qualitative data analysis indicated that the 

intentions of artists developing and implementing performance art interventions can 

change a viewer’s perceptions and attitudes. Quantitative results indicated increased 

sympathy among respondents who saw the Code 33 performance and a heightened 

positive feeling toward inner-city youths among these respondents. Quantitative analysis 

also showed compelling evidence that performative methods of communication offer a 

safe venue for emotional expression within the altered reality that performance can 

create, and within this alternative reality, the viewer tends to be receptive to new 

perceptions and unfamiliar narratives. This data strongly suggests that performative 

methods of dialogue can create a place where people feel safe to discuss uncomfortable, 

traumatic, or emotionally charged issues. This finding was unaffected by conditions. 

 Analysis of data from respondents who saw the Code 33 performance suggested 

that the viewers interpreted most of the messages the artists intended to convey, 

indicating that viewers understood and accepted many of the narratives projected during 

the performance art intervention. Quantitatively, there was no residual effect, but to some 

degree this condition did hold up qualitatively over time.  

It is important to also mention a limitation of this study being that all 160 people 

who participated in the experiment were George Mason University students.  It could be 

argued that university students have a propensity to more open to or to provide more 
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socially acceptable responses to performance art interventions than non-students or 

people who have not pursued higher education. 

 

The Role of Art and the Place of the Artist 

During our interview, Suzanne Lacy discussed the Oakland Projects, including Code 33, 

as an exercise to show how the capacity and limits of art projects can effect changes in 

civic institutions. She said:  “It’s the way in which I think art can play a significant role in 

social justice work, to provide a total project for young people, one [in which] they can 

learn specific skills while creating . . . something that is big, positive, and recognized by 

their community.” (Lacy 2006) 

Collaborating artist Julio Morales spoke of art as a catalyst for social change 

when it is utilized as a tool and a resource for the development of public dialogue. He 

explained his work on the Code 33 performance as “a process of developing 

relationships, nurturing relationships, and creating art or utilizing art as a medium toward 

a different purpose. That maybe at the end it’s not art, but sort of a social movement.” 

(Morales 2006) 

Tom Finkelpearl speaks about artists as creators of images that have public value 

in their ability to generate questions and inspire dialogue (Finkelpearl 2001, p. 287). 

Paolo Freire views the artist as inescapably working within the public domain.  An artist 

is always part of the social dimension seeking to project his or her work into the social, 

political, and ideological framework (Freire 2001, p. 287). Freire understood that one of 

the many contributions artists make to their communities is the act of questioning. 

Questions help us discover and create stories that can lead to positive change. 
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 Historically and politically, artists have been concerned with the ways in which 

dominant narratives embed themselves in other narratives, interweaving private lives 

with public events and global phenomena, and the process by which these stories can be 

rewritten. Stories are everywhere, and our world is made up of the stories that we digest 

and live by. (King 2003, p. 287) 

 The artist’s role of questioner, challenger, and creator of narratives is of great 

importance for conflict resolution and transformation. Storytelling mediates our 

relationship to and understanding of the world on a personal, social, and global level. 

Author Michael Jackson describes performance and storytelling as “how the line between 

categorically opposed domains may be understood, managed and mediated” (Jackson 

2002, p. 23). 

Certain types of performance art interventions have the potential to create social 

change through stimulating public dialogue about a dominant social, political, and 

ideological framework. The finale performance of Code 33: Emergency Clear the Air  

brought together hundreds of young people, police officers, community members, 

members of the media, and interested spectators from outside the city of Oakland. As 

participants told their stories, monitors played youth-made videos that captured stories 

about youths’ perceptions of their neighborhood. Interviewers sat down with people who 

volunteered to be interviewed to tell their stories. Through this diverse process, everyone 

had a chance to create stories that seemed to reinforce existing boundaries and stories that 

seemed to abolish boundaries (Jackson 2002, p. 25). Some participants and viewers 

indicated their journey allowed them to come back with a transformed understanding and 

hope for improved relationships.  
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Introduction 
 
This is an exploratory research paper focused on the language policies in 
the Basque country of Spain, particularly in the three provinces that 
comprise the Basque Autonomous Community (BAC).  Both a brief profile 
of the Basque region and a review of the linguistic policies of the entire 
country of Spain act as precursors to understanding the motives for the 
Basque Region’s own unique principles and practices.  Special focus will 
be given to the techniques used in forming bilingual education options in 
the BAC’s educational systems.  Textbooks, as well as papers, literary 
critiques, history narratives, and personal accounts, provide the basis for 
the analysis.  The aim of the paper is to study the amount of language 
loyalty felt by Basque citizens to their own language, Euskera, as 
compared to traditional Castilian.   
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The Basque Country: Overview and Profile 
 
“A Basque is neither a Spaniard nor a Frenchman.  He is a Basque.” 
-Victor Hugo- 
 
Location 

The Basque Country is a collection of seven provinces that lie on the 
boundary between the northern edge of Spain and the southern edge of 
France, “bordering the Pyrenees and the Bay of Biscay” (Lasagabaster: 
2001).  The three northern provinces are located in France—Basse-
Navarre, Labourd, and Soule; the four southern Spanish provinces consist 
of the autonomous community of Navarre and three smaller provinces 
that make up the Basque Autonomous Community, or BAC:  Araba, 
Bizkaia, and Gipuzkoa. 

The Basque Country occupies an area of 7,722 square miles, home 
to an estimated 2.5 to 3 million people.  These figures equate to the 
following:  In Spain, the Basque Country takes up 3.5% of the land and 
7.5% of the population.  In France, 0.5% of the land and 0.4% of the 
population are Basque (Astrain: 1997).   

Because each of the three main divisions (French, Navarre, BAC) 
has its own political strata, laws, and educational/linguistic standards, the 
focus of the paper will be regarding the practices found in the BAC.  This 
decision comes as no surprise, considering the BAC is the area of the 
Basque Community with the highest concentration and the most 
consistent numbers of people who actively speak Euskera.   

 
Fig. 1: Provinces in the Basque Region.  Names are given in Basque. 

 
Source:  www.google.com 
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Language 
The Basque Language, Euskera, is famously known as a Pre-Indo-

European language isolate.  The Basque people, along with their 
language, are famed to be the oldest people (with the oldest language) 
in Europe.  Having no known concrete linguistic relations to any other 
languages, Euskera (Basque for “language”) is seen as unique.  It is 
thought that “the Basque language is autochthonous to the territory in 
which it is spoken today” (Astrain: 1997).   
 
“The Basque Identity” 
 Characteristics of the Basque people include a love of sports 
(especially pelota and jai-alai), dance, customs, festivals, and food.  They 
are a religious people with adherence to national narratives and myths, 
and they love to sing (Kurlansky: 2001).  Kurlansky also notes that 
participating in the Basque culture is a “political act [and a] 
demonstration of national identity.”  A traditional Basque man is very 
often “burly” with “a long straight nose, thick eyebrows, strong chin, and 
long earlobes.”  But what makes the Basque identity truly unique has to do 
with language.   

The Basque people have a peculiar, inherent attachment to their 
own very distinct language.  Astrain (1997) asserts that Euskera is at the 
heart, the “essence” of the Basque identity.  Kurlansky agrees, noting that 
all seven Basque “provinces are defined by language.”  The native term 
for Basque Country is Euskal Herria, literally “Basque-speaking nation.” In 
addition, there is no word in Euskera that translates to “Basque.”  It is as 
though ethnicity and language are the same entity.  To many natives, 
“Basqueness” equates to being able to speak the Basque language.  
Although the reality in numbers, which will be discussed later, contradicts 
this belief, it must be noted that Euskera is very often contained in the 
marrow of the Basque people.  As Collins (1990) declares in his book The 
Basques, “language [is] the sole satisfactory tool with which it is possible to 
approach the questions of Basque identity.”   
 
Linguistic Policies: Spain 
 
Brief History: The New Constitution (1978) 
 To avoid pages and pages of history deemed relevant for the entire 
history of Spain but superfluous for this paper’s purposes, a concise multi-
paragraph summary will be sufficient.  The time from the post-Franco 
period to the present is all that concerns the most significant linguistic 
policies.  Spain’s transition to democracy after Franco’s death in 1975 was 
brought to fruition with the 1978 Spanish Constitution, a document that 
solidified political reform and also, in addition to many other items, 
language.   
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 The 1978 Constitution established parameters defining Spain as a 
nation, but also granted rights to the autonomous communities—one of 
which is the Basque Country.  The Constitución española (1978) upholds 
“the indivisible unity of the Spanish Nation, common and indivisible 
fatherland of all Spaniards,” while still recognizing “the right to autonomy 
of the nationalities and regions which form it and the solidarity among 
them.”  However, it can be noted that the autonomous communities “are 
never explicitly mentioned in the Constitution, thereby leaving open the 
criterion to be applied by each region in its bid for autonomy” (Conversi: 
2002).   
 Spain’s autonomous communities were further recognized in the 
Constitution in the form of addressing “linguistic pluralism” (Conversi: 
2002).  The Constitution states: 

The law shall regulate the organization and parliamentary control 
of the means of social communication […] respecting the 
pluralism of society and the various languages of Spain.  
(Constitución española: 1978) 

The Constitution sets Castilian as the official language of Spain, but also 
gives co-official status to the languages of the autonomous communities 
including the Basque Country.  A website entitled Country Studies put out 
by the US Library of Congress (2005) asserts that “one of the clearest 
indicators of Spain’s cultural diversity is language.”  Therefore, 1978 was a 
big year for the linguistic policies of Spain, thanks to the new Spanish 
Constitution.   
 
Linguistic Policies: Basque Region 
 
Brief History 

Remember that the portion of the Basque country mentioned from 
here on out will refer to the four Spanish provinces, and, when mentioned, 
more specifically to the BAC.  In the past native speakers of Euskera 
dwindled due to the migration of non-Euskera speakers to the Basque 
regions of Spain.  However, a new threat reared its ugly head in the 20th 
century to challenge once again the fate of Euskera—the regime of 
Francisco Franco.  

Franco’s vision for Spain included one and only one ethnic identity: 
Spanish.  That left no room for anything Basque—culture, music, and 
definitely language.  There was a ubiquitous “suppression of all non-
Spanish diversity and […] the unification, integration, and homogenization 
of the country” (US Library of Congress: 2005).  Euskera was discouraged in 
schools.  “The Spanish State prohibited all public signs in Basque, as well as 
the civil registration of children with Basque names” (Astrain: 1999).  
Basque people were stigmatized, threatened, punished for speaking 
Euskera.  The Franco regime (1939-1975) was a bleak time for the Basque 
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language.  As  Lasagabaster (2001) writes, “the figures speak for 
themselves: at the beginning of the 20th century 83% of the population in 
the BAC could speak Basque, whereas after the important migratory 
movements towards this community and Franco’s regime, this 
percentage had plunged to 24%.”  There was a desperate need for 
changes in linguistic policy. 
  
Revitalization of Euskera 
 “The people of the Basque Country have always been ahead of 
the authorities in their zeal for the support of the language of their 
forefathers” (Astrain: 1997).  Attempts were made even before Franco’s 
death to reestablish Euskera’s place in the Basque culture and identity. 
Ikastolas, “clandestine” private schools that taught Basque to children, 
and gau-eskolas, night schools for the teaching of adults, were founded in 
the 1960’s.  There was overwhelming covert support for the schools from 
the Basque people, who held (and continue to hold) town festivals to 
raise money for such purposes.   

But underground movements by the people could only go so far.  A 
new direction was needed at the governmental level for serious changes 
to take place.  The 1978 Constitution was the part of the Basques’ answer.  
“Only after restoration of democracy in Spain in 1978 and the creation of 
autonomous political institutions, were governmental language planning 
and policy on behalf of Basque implemented” (Amorrortu: 2002).  And 
inside the BAC itself, the Basque parliament declared Euskera the official 
language in the 1979 Statute of Autonomy, stating, “The Basque 
language […] shall, together with Spanish, be recognized as an official 
language in the Basque Country, and all the inhabitants of the Basque 
Country will have the right to know and use both languages.”  The legal 
documentation was in place; the new task was implementation. 

Consequently, there were many measures to take to level out the 
inequality of Spanish and Basque.  A widely held belief was that both 
languages should be “obligatory and official,” not allowing Basque to be 
spoken only in an “optional” context.  Both Spanish and Basque 
languages needed to be utilized in important domains such as legal 
documents and other government business.   Astrain (1997) states that 
there needed to be serious work done in language revival, particularly 
concerning the “cooperation between Government and Non-
Government bodies,” to ensure that Euskera was not discriminated in the 
Basque Country itself.   Accordingly, enthusiasm started to be revealed in 
the form of public demonstrations, various Basque-support associations, 
and (fortuitously) in the form of financial support.  The cooperation of the 
Spanish government to permit the BAC’s efforts to revitalize Euskera 
allowed for those regions to “now have their own parliament, school 
system, television channels, and social welfare” (Conversi: 2002). 
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Euskera has always been revered by the Basque people, and now it 
finally had its support from the government.  It received co-official status in 
Spain, and was the official language in the Spanish provinces of the 
Basque Country.  The corpus planning of Euskera, however, would be a 
much more difficult task.  Probably the biggest hurdle was how to ensure 
that more Basque people would be learning, internalizing, and ultimately 
using Euskera.  The most logical direction to take was to implement 
language policy into the educational systems of the Basque region.   
 
Language Learning Policy Focus: Education in the Basque Region 
 
Where to start? 
 Recent attention has been focused on the subject of language 
recovery through multilingualism in the Basque classroom in the form of 
investigative papers and scholarly research essays.  I will report from three 
such essays—two written by Estabiliz Amorrortu (also known as Estabiliz 
Amorrortu Gómez) of the University of Deusto, Bilbao; and one written by 
David Lasagabaster of the University of the Basque Country.  For this 
specific situation, researchers have appropriately entitled corpus planning 
as “acquisition planning” (Amorrortu: 2002).  Amorrortu makes a 
convincing point that “[Euskera’s] future depends largely on the success 
of teaching it, both as a first and, especially, as a second language.”  
Similarly, Lasagabaster (2001) remarks that the “reverse language shift” to 
Euskera “is fundamentally based on the school.”   
 At the onset of acquisition planning, the first obstacle was to obtain 
qualified teachers.  In the school year before the new Constitution, 1976-
77, statistics from the Basque Government reported that a slight 4.6% of 
teachers held “their Basque language credentials” (Amorrortu: 2002).   
Lasagabaster (2001) agrees that “the shortage of qualified teachers [was] 
the first and biggest hurdle that Basque medium education had to 
overcome.”  In response, the Basque Government instituted IRALE, a 
teacher-training program in order for teachers to obtain the necessary 
“required level of Basque.”  (See Lasagabaster, 2001, for more specific 
details.”  The IRALE programs were successful; by the 1997-98 school year, 
“public school teachers qualified to teach Basque or in Basque were 
almost 70%” (Amorrortu: 2002).   
 
Other Legislation, etc. 

In 1982, an essential piece of legislation was passed in the BAC 
entitled the Act of Normalization.  The act “officially established the use of 
Basque [Euskera] in primary education in the BAC” (Amorrortu: 2002).  In 
that same year, the Basque Government implemented another program 
identified as EIMA.  It “comprises not only the publication of textbooks, but 
also audio-visual resources, software, and the formation of working groups 
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dedicated to the design of new materials” (Lasagabaster: 2001).  Luckily, 
the “Basque Government’s support is indispensable, essential, and 
fundamental” (Lasagabaster: 2001).   

Thanks to the Basque Country’s efforts to create standardization 
and modernization of textbooks and other teaching/literacy materials, the 
codification of a standard variety of Euskera for use in documents, and 
the “[elaboration] of a technical lexicon” for use in the workplace, the 
Basque Country was now better equipped to begin a concrete program 
of teaching Euskera in schools.   
 
The (Four) Linguistic Models and their Implications 
 Amorrortu and Lasagabaster make note of four linguistic models 
proposed for the educational systems in the BAC.   Please note that when 
the term “Basque” is used it refers to Euskera, the Basque language.   
 
Table 1:  Four linguistic models proposed for the BAC 

LINGUISTIC MODELS 
 
MODEL A:  Spanish is the language of instruction, Basque is just a subject 
MODEL B:  Both Basque and Spanish are used as the medium of instruction 
MODEL D:  Basque is the language of instruction, Spanish is just a subject 
MODEL X:    Everything is done in Spanish, Basque is not studied at all 
 

Source:  Amorrortu, 2002 
   
 Model A would include education in Spanish, with Basque 4-5 hours 
per week for a foreign language class.  Model B is a bilingual program 
with equal distribution of both languages.  Model D would include 
education in Basque, with Spanish 4-5 hours per week in a Spanish 
Language and Literature class.  In Model X the Basque language is not 
regarded at all.  Both Amorrortu and Lasagabaster discount Model X as it 
is an irrelevant choice; “less than 1% of children study in this program in 
the BAC” (Amorrortu: 2002).   
 Parents were given a choice as to which model of education would 
be the best for their child(ren).  Since the models’ creation and realization 
in the early 1980’s, research statistics have shown that there has been a 
definite motivation for parents to choose education with more of a 
Basque emphasis.  The progress statistics are shown in the table below. 

 
Table 2: Percentage distribution in each linguistic model of students aged 3-14 

 1983-84 1986-87 1990-91 1996-97 1998-99 
Model A 72.87% 64.11% 50.64% 31.54% 26% 
Model B 10.54% 15.92% 24.91% 27.73% 28% 
Model D 16.59% 19.97% 24.45% 40.71% 45% 

Source: Lasagabaster, 2001 
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 As one can clearly observe from a quantitative standpoint, 
percentages have gone steadily down in Model A, and have gone 
steadily up in both Model B and Model D.  It is also notable that as of the 
1998-99 school year, the percentage of students in some form of Model D 
education (full immersion in the Basque language) is close to twice as 
much as its counterparts.  The simple explanation for these trends is that 
parents see the benefit of a full-immersion education in Basque if the goal 
is, in fact, to acquire Euskera as a second language.  Countless studies 
have shown the effectiveness of an immersion program.  Model D is 
gaining popularity in the formative years of Basque children’s education.   

Lasagabaster reports that this trend does slow down at the 
secondary education level, mostly because students are afraid that the 
cognitive difficulty of classes paired with learning in their less-proficient 
second language will create too difficult a learning environment for 
success in the classroom.  Yet it is nonetheless impressive that Model D has 
been gaining ground, and still continues to do so today.  Trends are 
moving, and they are moving toward a more Basque direction.   
  
What’s ahead? 
 The revitalization of Euskera ultimately means language recovery in 
the Basque Country.  A more focused approach to revitalization via the 
educational system in the BAC has helped to create a more “Basque” 
environment for everyone in the region.  Only time will tell if the acquisition 
planning efforts made by the Basque Parliament are successful. But if the 
current figures are any indication, it is correctly stated that “it is the use of 
a language in society which really shows its vitality” (Lasagabaster: 2001).   
 
Affecting Language Loyalty 
 
The Castilian Advantage 

The important link between Euskera and the Basque Identity has 
already been established, yet it cannot be stressed enough.  Before the 
1978 Constitution, before the Act of Normalization, before any of the 
Models for education in the BAC, the Basques had a fundamental 
attachment to their language.  Their loyalty has always been to Euskera; 
however, existing as a Basque-speaking autonomous community in 
Castilian-speaking Spain gave their language a distinct disadvantage.   

Many domains had neither the place nor the tolerance for Euskera.  
As stated earlier, Euskera had no contemporary jargon for new 
technological, scientific, or medical advances. The Country Studies 
website reports that Euskera “was used primarily for informal 
communication, and Castilian continued to dominate in most formal 
settings” (US Library of Congress: 2005).  In fact, even into the 1990’s, only 
53% of families that could speak Euskera did so at home; this number 
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slumped to 44% when speaking with friends, and fell to a slight 37% at the 
workplace (Astrain: 1997).  Astrain also reports from a statistic in Jakin 
magazine (1993) that about 50% of Basques preferred speaking in Basque; 
the other half chose to speak in Castilian (or French, in the French 
provinces).  In all seven provinces in 1991, just 23.7% of the Basque 
population was able to speak Euskera.  Simply put, the Basque language 
had a lot of catching up to do.   
 
Revitalization:  Euskera on the Upswing 
 The growing numbers of school children obtaining their education in 
Euskera has grown since the implementation of the linguistic models.  It 
can be assumed that this number will continue to grow.  In less-
quantifiable terms, the “recovery” of the Basque language can also be 
noted through its wider use in newspapers and on the radio and TV 
(Astrain: 1999).  Government business in the Basque Country is done in 
Euskera; law is practiced more in the Basque language than ever before.  
The inherent language loyalty of the Basques is now being supported by 
the government… the only place to go now, it seems, is up.   
 Facts and figures from books, essays, and the like can only account 
for so much.  It takes a personal perspective to solidify that Basque 
language loyalty has been affected positively in their favor since the 
late1970’s.  The final section of this paper explores just that.  
 
Personal Accounts: Online Basque Survey 
 
Explanation and Methodology 
 A longtime friend of the author, Uxue Altube, was born in the BAC 
and resides in Elorrio, a mountain town in Biskaia, Euskal Herria.  During 
recent travels to the Basque region of Spain, I stayed with Uxue and her 
family for a week, immersed in all that the Basque culture had to offer.  
During that week I also met many of Uxue’s friends, most of whom were 
also born in the BAC.  It is with her help and coordination that I was able 
to obtain opinions and information directly from speakers of Euskera. 

 Ten questions were generated to explore many facets of Basque 
language loyalty.  The questions ranged from the most objective and 
impersonal to much more investigative and personal.  Via e-mail 
correspondence, Uxue was able to send the questions to many of her 
friends from the Basque Country.  There was an overwhelming amount of 
support for my inquiry; twenty young men and women (in college or just 
graduated from college) were enormously delighted to answer the 
questions and to provide their beliefs and attitudes. 

Now for a few notes and caveats.  Instead of listing all ten questions in 
a row, each one will be listed singly as an individual subheading followed 
by its results and analysis.  Any quotes from the Basque men and women 
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will be cited with their initials.  Please see the Works Cited for more 
information.  Also, I took the liberty of cleaning up the grammar, spelling, 
and punctuation of the responses, as all respondents answered in English 
(their third—or fourth—language) and mistakes did tend to occur.  And 
finally, the Basques surveyed for this paper represent a very small portion 
of the BAC and the Basque Country as a whole.  It is important to 
remember that the answers that follow may differ from the opinions of 
someone in another the province, city, town, family, age group, etc.  
 
1:  What was your first language? 
 Eighteen of the twenty respondents learned Basque (Euskera) as a 
first language.  Many of their parents were also fluent in Euskera as a first 
language, although all experienced the stigmatization of Euskera during 
the Franco period.  One respondent, M.E., has parents that do not know 
Euskera because it was outlawed when they were in the language 
acquisition phase of childhood.  Another male wrote that neither one of 
his parents is particularly eloquent in Euskera, yet he did learn it as a first 
language. 
 Two answered that their first language was Spanish.  One remarked 
that his father was Spanish and his mother was Basque, yet he learned 
both languages simultaneously when growing up.  The other had a similar 
situation, most likely because his parents were warned against the use of 
Euskera during the time Franco was in power.  But the overwhelming 
majority of the men and women who wrote back are first-language 
Euskera speakers.   
 
2:  Your second language? 
 Uxue sent me a one response where the respondent’s second 
language was French.  The two who learned Spanish first learned Euskera 
second.  In all cases, the Basques are referring to Castilian, of course, 
when Spanish is mentioned.   
 
3:  Where did you learn your second language? 
 “At school” was the most common answer for this question.  Spanish 
was learned in special Spanish Grammar classes.  A few of the 
respondents took Spanish as a foreign language class 3-5 hours every 
week, just as we would learn Spanish in the United States.   

However, there were other outlets in which Spanish was heard, 
observed, used, and ultimately internalized.  Two reported learning 
Spanish at home.  Their second language was also witnessed on television 
and radio programs.  Perhaps the most interesting answer (and seven 
reported the same) was that they learned Spanish “on the streets.”  I took 
that as meaning Spanish is acquired as a second language through 
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activities and experiences in everyday, daily life.  As one young man 
eloquently put it: “Spanish is all around us” (U.B.).   
 
4:  In school, were you taught in Basque, in Spanish, or in both languages?  
 The majority of answers to this question cited an education in almost 
all Euskera, with Spanish (and English, when available) as foreign 
language classes.  Those who decided to elaborate gave more specific 
explanations.  A.B. and K.B. had total Euskera immersion as children in 
primary schools, and then Spanish was introduced once they were 
teenagers in a secondary school setting.   
 It is apparent that most (if not all) men and women surveyed were 
educated in Model D, where Euskera is the medium of instruction and 
Spanish is taken as a subject, much like math or science.   
As they progressed through school, these Basque speakers branched off 
to different universities and colleges, and not all of those schools were 
located in the BAC.  A.B. estimated that 60% of her college education 
was in Euskera and 40% was in Spanish.  I.U. approximated her education 
at her university to be 80% Euskera and 20% Spanish.  Many of the 
respondents attended universities and colleges that were not in the 
Basque Country, so that information is irrelevant to this paper.  However, 
Uxue has said that as long as there is another speaker of Euskera in the 
room, she will be right next to them and they will be speaking together all 
the time, regardless of her location.  
 
5:  What percentage of the time do you speak Basque in these situations? 
(Possible answers included at home, at school, with friends, at the store, at 
work, and other.) 
 An overwhelming percentage of the men and women reported 
speaking Basque (Euskera) 90-100% at home.  This information comes as 
no surprise considering all respondents learned Euskera as a first 
language.  Their parents played a huge role in governing the answers to 
this section of question five.  School, specifically primary and secondary 
education, provided environments that were mostly 90-100% Euskera-
speaking.  This particular answer coincides with the data from question 
four.  To reiterate, the men and women were products of Model D.   
 With friends, most of the men and women reported speaking 95-
100% of the time in their mother tongue.  But some conveyed figures as 
low as 60%.  The numbers are similar when speaking in stores or at work.  
(The results ranged from 30-100% and 50-100%, respectively.)  Of course, 
situations such as making friends through travels or at universities, jobs, or 
venues where non-Euskera speakers were present, it was deemed 
necessary to make the switch to Castilian.  Many respondents wrote that 
one always has to figure out whether the person they address in Euskera 
will understand them, whether the circumstance occurs on the street, at 
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the grocery store, or in the office.  The fact that not every inhabitant of 
the BAC speaks Euskera fluently generates the need to speak another 
language besides the Basque language in certain situations, particularly 
with friends, at the store, and at work.  Respondent U.B. also commented 
that his use of Euskera “depends on whether [he] is in a capital city or a 
smaller town.”   
 The “other” choice provided a few interesting comments.  The 
young man J.G. remarked that “there are some technical words that 
older people don’t know in Basque so [he] has to speak in Spanish.”  (Now 
we can see evidence of the modernization of Euskera firsthand.  He also 
wrote that “there are also some Spanish idioms [slang, etc.] young people 
like us are used to using” that find their way into Basque language.  Other 
situations reported were speaking Euskera to people they did not know, or 
in government administration or when asking for official papers from the 
Basque government.   
 
6:  Which do you agree with the most? 

a. I am completely Spanish. 
b. I am more Spanish than Basque. 
c. I am both Spanish and Basque equally. 
d. I am more Basque than Spanish. 
e. I am completely Basque. 

100% of the men and women surveyed chose answer E.  “I am 
completely Basque” rang true and vibrant throughout their entire ten 
question assessment.  In my opinion this is the most revealing and 
important question, yet it does need some more comprehensive analysis.  
The last four questions reveal more insight into why all twenty Euskera-
speakers would have chosen answer E.  I chose to list the most interesting 
reactions from questions 7-9 in bullet form, with explanations below. 

 
7:  Do you feel a loyalty to the Basque language?  Please explain. 

• “Yes, of course. I’d like to be able to speak Basque 
everywhere I go […] but sometimes it’s impossible.  I hope it 
will be different some years later.”  (I.O.) 

• “I feel Basque, that’s why I have to speak Basque.  I believe 
that the only way to be Basque is to speak the Basque 
language.”  (A.G.) 

• “Yes… it is our language and our culture.  It’s the oldest 
language in Europe.”  (I.M.) 

• “We must keep it and respect it.”  (I.U.) 
• “As it is a minority language, and as it is spoken by few 

people, I feel that I have to give Euskera all my support.” (A.P) 
• We are very few people [in number] so we have to keep our 

culture and language; they are a part of our identity.” (I.L.) 
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• “Yes, I do. […] It is a minority language and I think it needs our 
help.  So what can we do?  Talk in Basque!” (U.A.) 

• “Keeping and taking care of Basque means also keeping the 
memory of our country, and keeping alive our identity.” (L.S.) 

 
It’s obvious that language loyalty of these Euskera speakers of the 

Basque country feel an immense language loyalty toward their mother 
tongue.  There is a sense of nostalgia associated with Euskera—a loyalty to 
their distant ancestors and not-so-distant grandparents, and feelings of 
pride at having the oldest language in Europe.  As emphasized at the 
beginning of this paper, the Basque language is inextricable from the 
Basque identity. 
 
8:  If you have children, will they speak Basque as a first language?  Why 
or why not? 

• “Of course!  We have to make an effort to maintain [Euskera] 
and pass it to the next generations.”  (I.L.) 

• “Yes, because it is the language in which I can express myself 
the best.”  (J.G.) 

• “If someone wants to live in the Basque country it is necessary 
to learn the language of the place.”  (A.G.) 

• “I will do my best to teach [my children] Basque because it’s 
a big treasure and if you speak it, it helps to understand other 
profound feelings.”  (O.E.) 

• “If we don’t speak the Basque, who will do it? We can’t let a 
language disappear that has survived so many centuries and 
difficulties.” (N.U.) 

• “Yes.  But they will be taught Spanish also.  We shouldn’t 
forget that out of the Basque Country, we can’t survive only 
with the Basque Language!”  (I.U.) 

 
Unless these men and women were to marry a non-Euskera speaker 

and/or move out of the Basque Country, there is no reason why Euskera 
would not be taught to their (possible) children.  In retrospect this question 
seems a bit extraneous; then again, the respondents’ explanations of their 
decisions are important for the sake of the paper.  It is my understanding 
that the pride felt in knowing Euskera is so great that it would be logical to 
pass those feelings onto one’s offspring.  Some noted the ability to express 
more profound emotions using Euskera as opposed to Castilian.  The 
desire to convey this ability to one’s children is a valid one.   

On the other hand, I was impressed to find that more than one of 
the Basque speakers recognized the imperative acquisition of Castilian in 
addition to Euskera.  This realization by the men and women illustrated a 
greater appreciation for bilingualism—even if the language of choice for 
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a mother tongue was not Castilian.  In the United States we suffer from 
monolingualism far too often, and we do not see the benefit of being bi- 
or tri-lingual.  It is not a necessity for Americans… yet.  But those who 
acknowledge the importance of multilingualism will be better off in the 
long run.   
 
9:  What makes you proud of speaking the Basque language? 

• “The Basque language makes us different and special from 
the rest of the world.”  (A.G.) 

• “[Euskera] is part of our identity.  In other parts of the world 
people don’t feel that their language is part of their identity, 
so this is another aspect to be proud of.”  (I.L.) 

• “We are Euskaldunes [Basque-speakers] and we speak our 
own language.  I don’t feel Spanish; I’m not Spanish, so why 
do I need to speak Spanish?”  (K.B.) 

• “I think that it is the oldest language and it is very strange.  But 
on the other hand it is very beautiful.”  (O.O.) 

• “It is a part of my personality, my identity. It is a tongue that 
belongs to a tradition to a different culture.” (A.P.) 

• “[Speaking the Basque language] makes you feel that you 
have a big family and a real home.”  (O.E.) 

• “[Basqueness] is a feeling.  It is mine.  Perhaps it is a patriotic 
feeling, because we have never had independence and we 
are always ‘fighting’ for it.  A different language and a 
different culture are [characteristics of] what a country does.”  
(U.B.) 

 
I enjoyed reading these responses the most, particularly because I 

could see the Basque dignity shining through every single person’s words.  
Their exuberance and enthusiasm for their language parallels their 
exuberance and enthusiasm for all aspects of life.  I experienced this 
ebullience directly when I visited the Basque Country.  Vivacity infuses 
itself into each aspect of the Basque culture, particularly when their 
language is concerned.  It is what makes a Basque, a Basque.   
 
10:  What makes you not proud of speaking the Basque language? 
 Almost all of the responses were simply “Nothing.”  Since 100% of 
the men and women surveyed feel “completely Basque,” there obviously 
was little to nothing to be ashamed of regarding Euskera and its use.  The 
only variants to this response expressed negative feelings toward other 
issues besides the Basque language itself.  A.G. commented that she 
often feels disappointed because Euskera “is not considered an official 
language in our country.”  And I.O. mentioned that he is not proud of 
“people that live in the Basque Country for many years and don’t try to 
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learn [Euskera].”  Finally, U.A. observed that “The only thing [he doesn’t] 
like is the people who mix the language with politics.”  My take on the 
answers from question ten was two-fold:  either the men and women 
surveyed are really quite partial to Euskera, or they could have answered 
how they thought I wanted them to answer.  I would like to think my first 
assumption is true.   
 
Conclusions 

A Basque attaches such importance to his language that he 
defines himself by his ability to speak it.  He does not refer to 
himself in terms of race or tribe, or religion, or geographical 
locality, but exclusively in relationship to his language.                               

(Astrain: 1997) 
 

Through research and analysis of Spain’s linguistic history and 
language policies combined with the Basque Country’s history and recent 
educational endeavors, a clear picture has been painted as to where the 
Basque speaker’s language loyalty lies.  As compared to Castilian, 
Basques overwhelmingly favor their mother tongue, Euskera.  The Basque 
language is deeply engrained in the marrow of the Basque identity.  
Astrain (1997) concludes that “language provides the Basques with their 
main feeling of collective identity.”  Numerous attempts were made in the 
past to bring Euskera to the forefront of Basque language policy.  The 1978 
Spanish Constitution combined with various programs, acts, and 
legislature from the Basque Parliament acted as a springboard for 
“acquisition planning” to begin.  New developments in the field of 
education further solidified Euskera in schools.  Basque people are able to 
speak in their own mother tongue, a language that is strange yet 
beautiful, and one that is unique and swelling with genuine pride.  
Although they do not yet live in their own country, the Basques’ language 
is very much alive.  The way things are going, it seems, Euskera will thrive 
for generations to come.   
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Our lives are ceaselessly intertwined with narrative, with the stories that 
we tell and hear told, those we dream or imagine or would like to tell, all 
of which are reworked in that story of our own lives that we narrate to 
ourselves in an episodic, sometimes semiconscious, but virtually 
uninterrupted monologue.  

~Peter Brooks, Reading for the Plot 
 

The study and analysis of narrative are not new concepts.  However, one can 

utilize what is already known about the issue of narrative to make new and important 

discoveries about issues not as widely scrutinized—for example, the matter of how 

narrative is used uniquely in the United States.   

This paper seeks to synthesize the many descriptions of what narratives entail, 

paying particular attention to Labov’s basic framework then moving on to others’ 

developments and more extended definitions.  An association to anthropology is then 

established, finally connecting the acknowledged information to a study by Polanyi 

which explores how aforementioned classifications of narrative correlate with what she 

describes as the essential “American story.”  Finally, an analysis will be given of a 

particular organization, Storycorps®, which seeks to record the verbal history of 

America; the findings will be compared to previous knowledge of narrative to see how 

effective the organization is at achieving its goals.  Before analysis can begin, however, a 

bit of background information is necessary.   

Labov: the Basics 

 William Labov and Joshua Waletzky’s 1967 study of ‘Narrative Analysis’ gives 

the archetypal definition of narrative: “one method of recapitulating past experience by 

matching a verbal sequence of clauses to the sequence of events which […] actually 

occurred” (p.225).  In other words, a narrative achieves the following two goals: one, it 
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orders past events in a temporal (chronological) fashion; and two, these past events are 

broken down into their smallest possible units which Labov calls narrative clauses 

(p.226).  These clauses are typical for any narrative.  He also notes that there is a 

characteristic structure of narrative that may be altered or made more complex, but the 

basic framework is listed below (p.227): 

1. Abstract. 
2. Orientation. 
3. Complicating action. 
4. Evaluation. 
5. Result or Resolution. 
6. Coda. 
 
The abstract is a sentence or two that function as a primary summarization of the 

entire story that is about to ensue.  It works to “encapsulate the point of the story” (Labov 

& Waletzky, p.228).  They note that the abstract does not take the place of the entire 

narrative; rather, it sets up the hearer with a base on which the remainder of the narrative 

will be built upon.   

The next logical step in Labov’s narrative framework is the orientation.  This is 

the section in which “it is necessary to identify in some way the time, place, person, and 

their activity or the situation” (Labov & Waletzky, p.229).  The orientation sets the hearer 

up with the who, what, where, when, and/or why in brief but essential detail.  Labov 

stresses that often the orientation occurs solely at the inception of the narrative; however, 

often key details are made privy at specific, deliberate points in the story for effect.  

Often key points are revealed during the complicating action, where the problem or 

challenge of the story is presented. 

The last sections of the narrative framework are, in Labov and Waletzky’s 

opinion, the most significant and valuable.  The first of  these is the evaluation of the 
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narrative—which they describe as “the means used by the narrator to indicate the point of 

the narrative […] why it was told, and what the narrator is getting at” (p.231).  An 

effective narrative will conclude without the hearer asking the question, “So what?”.  

That is, an successful narrative (and in particular, a successful evaluation) will let the 

hearer realize on his/her own what the purpose of the story is without confusion.  This 

purpose is what Labov and Waletzky (1967) call the result or resolution.   

Finally, once the story has been told in its entirety, the speaker must let the hearer 

know in some way that the narrative has finished.  This signals that both speaker and 

hearer are about to exit the story world and re-enter the (quote-unquote) “real world.”  

Labov and Waletzky give this phenomenon the title coda (p.229).  They provide a few 

helpful characterizations of this final step.  It may “contain general observations or show 

the effects of events [and] have the property of bridging the gap between the moment of 

time at the end of the narrative proper and the present.  [A coda brings] the narrator and 

the listener back to the point at which they entered the narrative” (p.229-230).   

Labov and Waletzky (1967) provide a generic yet indispensable framework for a 

narrative.  They state that “a complete narrative begins with an orientation, proceeds to 

the completing action, is suspended at the focus of evaluation before the resolution, 

concludes with the resolution, and returns the listener to the present time with the coda” 

(p.234, my emphasis in italics).  Also, the following questions can be answered in each of 

the listed pieces of narrative (p.234): 

a. Abstract:  what was this about? 
b. Orientation:  who, when, what, where? 
c. Complicating action:  then what happened? 
d. Evaluation:  so what? 
e. Result:  what finally happened? 
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The purpose of narrative is to relay a past experience in story form, the 

information consisting of a string of clauses in chronological sequence.  Although it can 

be inferred that not every narrative follows Labov and Waletzky’s framework precisely, 

the pair provides us with a general path to follow in all future analyses of narrative.  

Using Labov and Waletzky’s framework helps to guide the reader through the rest of this 

paper.  Suffice it to note that all other research alluded to in the paper both mentions and 

utilizes Labov and Waletzky’s work.  The next section will examine various others’ 

definitions and explications of narrative.   

Other Definitions of Narrative 

Cortazzi:  Narrative as a Dynamic Performance 

 Martin Cortazzi (1993) recognizes the production of narrative as a particularly 

social construct.  He asks the question, “What social knowledge do people need to tell a 

narrative in conversation?” (p.25).  He states that speakers are cognizant of the certain 

rules that govern the way in which a conversation proceeds.  The narrative is no different.  

Cortazzi sees narrative as “a dynamic production, jointly created by both teller and 

audience” (p.26). A narrative is described as having fewer interruptions than a 

conversation, with longer turns and a more extended time holding the floor (p.28).   

 There is also a list of “structural positions” (p.29) in a typical narrative that reflect 

Labov and Waletzky’s (1967) framework.  These include a proposal, acceptance, the 

narrative itself, the receipt, and a second narrative for clarification1.  Between each 

position a transition relevance point such as a pause occurs, signaling a move to the next 

logical position in the telling of the narrative.   

                                                 
1 Please see Cortazzi (1993) p.29-32 for complete definitions. 
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 The most interesting and valuable part of Cortazzi’s findings channels Irving 

Goffman’s model of Frame Analysis (1975), wherein self is seen as “a socialized entity, 

created in and through social interaction” (p.37).  It is important to view the self in a 

social aspect when dealing with narrative because the telling of a story is, in fact, a social 

enterprise.  Narrative is defined further by being an interactive “process of exchange of 

impressions or self-presentations between ritually enacted selves, where each participant 

relies on others to complete his picture of his own self” (p.37-8).  Narrative is, in this 

definition as well, a vicarious and dynamic process for both the speaker and the hearer.  

A longer turn of speech provides the speaker with more opportunity to maintain suspense 

and capture the hearer’s interest.  It is the unique and animated interplay between the 

storyteller and his/her audience that distinguishes narrative from other aspects of 

discourse.  As Cortazzi (1993) states: “narration is all about performance” (p.40).   

Linde:  Narratives as “Life Stories” 

 Now that narrative has been illustrated, it is important now to explain why the 

discourse of narrative is as effective as it is.  Charlotte Linde’s book Life Stories (1993) 

seeks to clarify just that.  She, like Cortazzi (1993) views narrative as a socially-

constructed and socially-operational endeavor.  “In order to exist in a social world with a 

comfortable sense of being a good, socially proper, and stable person, an individual needs 

to have a coherent, acceptable, and constantly revised life story” (p.3).  Although the 

specific “life story” Linde describes is too large a topic to relate to this paper, the 

qualities it maintains are alike to all other narratives or stories2.  They “serve as a model 

[…] for the construction of narratives” (p.3).    

                                                 
2 Please see Linde (1993) for a full representation. 
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Typically, Linde (1993) reports that the narratives with the most useful 

information start to be generated in adolescence.  Teenagers are often preoccupied with 

maintaining positive face already; “effective presentation of self is crucial issue for them” 

(p.24).  Humans at adolescence and into adulthood have also had more experiences in 

life.  This is an obvious benefit, as more experiences often generate a wider 

understanding and outlook on life.  Moreover, it is typical for people’s narratives to be 

about those more significant “landmark events” (p.23).  These are episodes or incidents 

that are poignant to the storyteller, either in his or her own life or in the lives of the 

subject of the narrative.  “Landmark events” are often more memorable; it makes sense 

that they would be more remembered and thus more readily available to be retold.   

In previous sections we have defined the structure of narrative; a life story does 

require a specific sequence to be effective.  “…An account must have an order that both 

the speaker and the [hearer] take as significant” (p.13).  But Linde asserts that while 

structure is important, the way people use narrative to accomplish a coherent portrayal of 

self is just as fundamental—approximating Cortazzi.  This portrayal is, of course, 

dependent upon certain social constraints, such as degree of intimacy with the audience 

(p.7).  But the ultimate goal of telling a life story, Linde maintains, is to coordinate and 

assess “our understanding of our past life, our current situation, and our imagined future” 

(p.11).   

Lieblich et al.:  Using Life Stories for Studies 

 Narratives are not just important for purely linguistic discourse studies or for 

simply telling a good story; they are also “a significant part of the repertoire of the social 

sciences” (Lieblich et al. 1998, p.1).  They describe certain characteristics of narrative 
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parallel to Cortazzi’s (1993) view of narrative as a dynamic construct, stating that a 

narrative approach promotes “pluralism, relativism, and subjectivity” (p.2).  The 

Webster’s definition of narrative is also given: narrative is “discourse, or an example of 

it, designed to represent a connected succession of happenings” (p.2).  Lieblich et al. take 

this definition and use it to discover the effectiveness of using narratives in studies. 

 “People are storytellers by nature” (p.7); hence, it makes sense that a narrative 

would be a reliable and profound aspect of discourse to apply in studies.  Our narrative 

stories, as Lieblich et al. put it, “provide coherence and continuity to one’s experience 

and have a central role in our communication with others” (p.7).  Within narratives, we 

have a chance to view the speaker’s history, identity, and personality.  Narrative also 

gives insight to the speaker’s view and definition of reality.  “Stories imitate life and 

present an inner reality to the outside world” (p.7).   

 Why use narrative methodology?  Lieblich et al. (1998) state that the use of such 

techniques “results in unique and rich data that cannot be obtained from experiments, 

questionnaires, or observations” (p.9).  Although the amount of people studied tends to be 

smaller, the depth and quantity of information collected and analyzed are vast.  Also 

distinctive in narrative study is the diversity of stories that can potentially occur.  “No 

two interviews are alike, and the uniqueness of narratives is manifested in extremely rich 

data” (p.9).  Narrative research does not require replicability; rather, one must “rely on 

the personal wisdom, skills, and integrity of the researcher” (p.10).  Lieblich et al. (1998) 

stress that this does not imply a free-for-all on the part of the researcher.  Instead, it 

denotes that the researcher must be prepared to provide thorough explanations for his/her 

findings, and often.   
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Stories such as narratives possess unique characteristics that make them great 

tools for aiding in studies—particularly those in fields such as psychology, education, 

medicine, sociology, and especially anthropology.  The next section emphasizes the 

employment of narrative in anthropological studies.  Unearthing the importance of using 

narratives to study anthropology (specifically, culture) will then direct us toward the 

discovery of the definition of what creates the essential American narrative.   

Narrative and Anthropology 

Hill:  How Narratives Organize Our World 

 Jane H. Hill (2005) is one researcher who links narratives and studies thereof to 

certain aspects of anthropology—expressly, culture and the humanistic tendency to use 

narrative to define and arrange reality.  As she states, “narratives are not merely overtly 

‘about’ some ‘content,’ such as what happened when, where, and to whom, but […] they 

somehow make public the covert underlying presuppositions that organize the worlds in 

which the speakers live” (p.157).  In other words, “the study of narratives provides a 

particularly favorable site for what has been called a ‘discourse-centered’ study of 

culture” (p.159).   

 Hill gives three main reasons why narratives are both successful and interesting in 

studying culture: 

1. [Speakers] assume that they share, cross-culturally, certain universal 
structural properties. 

2. Narratives are extremely common… they occur with very high 
frequency…ephemeral and “retellable.” 

3. They have diverse functions, and often seem to be producing many 
simultaneous cultural results.   

(Hill 2005, p.159-160) 
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Thus, the narrative provides a high-quality, operational setting for interpreting studies 

of anthropology and culture.  Hill then goes on to look at three specific narratives; 

however, her introductory information is what is most pertinent to this paper.   

Kerby: Linking Self-Understanding with Narrative 

 Kerby (1991) asserts that humans “are finite historical beings whose 

understanding is mediated by and made possible through our history” (p.31).  What better 

way to document and reinforce the continuation of memory than to tell (and re-tell) our 

history through narrative?  It is, in fact, “the narrated past that best generates our sense of 

personal identity […] Narration gives both a structure and a degree of understanding to 

the ongoing content of our lives” (p.33).  That said, it is easy to recognize that people can 

use narrative structure to seek out both the meaning of their own lives and also a better 

understanding of self.   

 The definition of narrative that Kerby (1991) gives embodies and fuses all 

previous classifications: 

…the telling of a series of temporal events so that a meaningful sequence 

is portrayed… [Narratives] synthesize events into a meaningful temporal 

whole.  To narrate, then, is to tell the story or history of something or 

someone and usually involves humans […] whose lives are in some 

respect exhibited. (p.39) 

Other facets include that all narratives ultimately contain creativity on the part of the 

speaker, and that they are “unavoidably selective” (p.47); i.e.- the speaker unconsciously 

decides which information is pertinent enough to tell and which information should be 

omitted.    
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 Why, then, is it important for human experience to be narrated?  Kerby allocates 

three reasons.  First, there is an innate “need” for human experiences to be narrated and 

remembered.  In storytelling we justify our existence.  Second, humans desire not to be 

forgotten; “narratives also reveal aspects [of human life] that would otherwise remain 

obscure” (p.53).  The final reason Kerby (1991) gives happens to be a very concise one: 

“human lives are quite simply intrinsically interesting” (p.54).  It is no wonder that 

narrative is such a useful vehicle for the understanding of human emotions, values, 

culture, and identity. 

 Kerby (1991) alludes to Paul Ricoeur’s stance on narrative, and how the speaker 

is inextricably bound to his or her own significant story: 

Our own existence cannot be separated from the account we can give of 

ourselves.  It is in telling our own stories that we give ourselves an 

identity.  We recognize ourselves in the stories that we tell about 

ourselves. (1985, p.40)3 

Accordingly, a human’s cultural definition of self happens instinctively and automatically 

in the telling of a narrative.  The next segment focuses on one culture in particular—the 

American culture—and seeks to define what the quintessential “American Story” entails. 

“The American Story” (Polanyi) 

Introduction to Her Study 

 Polanyi (1989) researched and analyzed narratives of Americans to “provide 

material from which cultural primitives of a more general American Cultural Story are 

derived” (p.1).  In her book The American Story, she discovers through the collection, 

study, and paraphrasing (or what she terms distillation) of narrative transcripts the notion 
                                                 
3 Ricoeur, Paul.  “History as Narrative and Practice” (Philosophy Today, Fall 1985), p.214. 
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of what the “basic values and beliefs” of Americans necessitate (p.2).  At the end of 

Polanyi’s book she creates a generic American Story from her results “consisting of 

‘Basic Truths’ about the nature of the world and the proper conduct of human 

relationships” (p.3).   

Polanyi (1989) identifies her study of the American Story a “generative cultural 

exegesis;” rather, she accomplishes through critical explanation and interpretation of a 

text (i.e. narrative) the typical rules and expectations a specific culture (i.e. American) 

places on their linguistic standards and processes.  She admits that as an American 

herself, her inherent knowledge of typical American cultural truths makes her findings 

more comprehensible to herself and to other Americans.  However, in her final 

explanation, Polanyi (1989) aims to portray a degree of “scientific impersonality,” (p.4) 

to be as generic as possible when describing her final observation of and rationalization 

for the American Story. 

 In The American Story Polanyi seeks to answer many questions that other 

experts before her have pondered.  The questions most applicable for this paper include 

the following three (p.8): 

 What do Americans think the world is like? 
 What is important (in a narrative)? 
 How is the world organized? 
 
It must be emphasized that Polanyi recognizes these three questions as essentially 

objective, and she wishes to lack objectivity in her study.  Rather, she explores the less 

scientific but more culturally salient explanations of narrative to delve into “the network 

of beliefs, attitudes, and commonly held understandings which constitute American life” 

(p9).   
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 Americans hold common beliefs, wants, and needs, such as the basic ability to 

distinguish true from false or the need to know the truth or validity of a statement (p.10-

11).  Many of the differences between Americans lie in social strata such as race, gender, 

socioeconomic standing, religion, orientation, etc.  However, the whole of Americans 

believe in the same basic principles: fairness, justice, opportunity, equality, and freedom 

(p.13).  Polanyi recognizes these and explains that the rationale for her pursuit of the 

essential American Story is to “get beneath the surface” of American culture to 

“understand more about reality than appears on the surface” (p.11).   

Polanyi’s structure and qualities of narrative 

 Polanyi uses her definition of narrative to shape her study.  “The talk then moves 

out of the here and now of the conversation into a storyworld: another time, often another 

location, populated by other participants” (p.15).  A new world is created with fabricated 

events and activities; the hearer suspends reality in the real-time world to plunge into a 

brand new one.  Polanyi refers to Labov and Waletzky’s study of the framework of 

narrative, then provides her own definition: “Narrative discourse models the passage of 

time in some world by building up a time line […] in recounting a story, a teller describes 

events […] to make some sort of point about the world which the teller and story 

recipients share” (italics are Polanyi’s; p.16).  Polanyi agrees with Labov and Waletzky’s 

framework of narrative; “The linguistic structure of the text itself reveals what is most 

relevant to the teller in a specific setting” (p.26).   

A narrative is a story formed upon a main time line, each of Labov’s clauses being 

referred to as individual or groups of events along that time line.  Every event or series of 

events in a narrative is unique to both the real-time world and the story world (p.17).  
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Moreover, “narrative discourses never include more than one distinct event;” this 

parallel’s Linde’s landmark events (p.18).  Also, as in Labov and Waletzky (1967), an 

effective narrative will not leave the hearer asking, “So what?”.  Polanyi’s idea of 

effective narrative accomplishes the same goal.  Speakers “evaluate key events most 

highly in order to distinguish them from other less important” events, simultaneously 

indicating to the hearer the rationale for telling the story (p.21). In all cases, speakers tend 

to adhere to the same basic structure of narrative, despite each story being unique to the 

speaker and hearer.   

Narrators do experience some difficulties in telling their stories.  It is up to the 

speaker to assign relevance and importance to his or her story.  Sometimes this is 

positive—a speaker can skew his or her story to achieve a specific outcome.  However, 

this can also be negative—choosing what information to leave in and what information to 

leave out can be stressful on the storyteller.  “Every world is composed of innumerable 

states of affairs, and a storyworld is no different” (p.22).  It is up to the speaker to 

distinguish which pieces of the narrative are the most meaningful for the hearers.  Put 

simply, “the narrator has two tasks:”  

1.  to give enough detail so that the interlocutors (hearers) understand the nature of 
the change brought about 

2. to differentiate among the various events and states which are used to tell the 
story so that it is clear to the listeners precisely which complex of circumstances 
and events should be used to infer the point being made. (p.22) 

 
The Human Element in the “American Story” 

 Polanyi (1989) did her study concentrating on the “linguistic and cultural aspects 

of story structure” (p.44).  There are specific, formal parameters and guidelines that 

storytellers follow when conveying a narrative; they “adhere very consistently to the 
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narrative conventions […] there is nothing structurally ‘casual’ about an everyday story” 

(p.19).  She emphasizes that for a narrative to be effective, there must be an apparent 

point to the story.  The speaker must convey this point efficiently, and getting to the point 

of the narrative is constrained by three restrictions: “the story must illustrate the point; the 

point must be of a narratable sort; and the point must be of interest to the members of the 

[listening] community who generate and receive it” (p.107).  This stress parallels Labov 

and Waletzky’s idea of evaluation, or being able to answer the “So  what?” question.  

 To make judgments on what produces the true “American Story,” Polanyi not 

only focuses on the form of the narrative—she also turns her attention toward the 

storytellers themselves, particularly the way they feel about the “system of notions, ideas, 

concepts, and values which taken together form our common world view” (p.109).  In her 

study, she records narratives in which people are talking about significant events in their 

lives; events that have some special meaning or convey a specific interest of the 

storyteller.  Polanyi refrains from making any of her own comments during the recording 

of the narrative; it is her belief that the less she puts her own thoughts and opinions into 

the storyteller’s mind, the more pure the sample of American narrative will be.  Lastly, it 

is central to note that Polanyi also avoids requesting stories that require the narrator to 

venture out of his or her comfort zone; “the more conventional and stereotypic the 

attitude expressed, the more it reflects commonly held attitudes” (p.110).   

 Polanyi states that these distinct American “attitudes” include the desire to be 

successful, stable, and knowledgeable— the characteristic American “is in charge of his 

life, successfully married, and a winner who knows how to be angry, have friends, be free 

of poisonous personal relationships, and is himself” (p.111).  This is not saying that a 
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divorced American or one with less than savory friends is deficient in his (or her) 

“Americanism.”  Polanyi simply defines the quintessential American as one that every 

man (or woman) strives to be.  She describes the presuppositions the American human 

being includes in one’s own definition of self, and self-worth.   

 In studying narrative, Polanyi comes to the realization that “stories are about 

deviations from the expected norms, although they often function as well to confirm the 

correctness of preconceived ideas about the way the world is” (p.112).  The way 

Americans tell stories coincides with their definitions of self and also for their need to 

feel coherence and consistency in the world.  She states that “Without the ability to model 

the interests and world-knowledge of others, human beings would have no idea of what 

to tell a story about” (p.112).  The next few paragraphs will be devoted to Polanyi’s 

ultimate definitions of the “American Story.”   

Polanyi’s discoveries 

In her study, Polanyi (1989) takes authentic narratives from Americans and 

paraphrases them, finally reaching the ability to generate an outline of what makes the 

quintessential American story.  She uses that outline to make a generic American 

narrative, capitalizing all important terms from the outline.  In this outline, she makes it 

clear that “each sentence should be read as a compressed form of a myriad of ‘real’ 

stories of the sort looked at earlier and the whole text composed of these sentences results 

in this most general level of Story: the generic American Story” (p.180).  The entire 

generic story persists for nearly twelve pages4; it will suffice for this paper to list the 

most noteworthy facts below.  Capitalization and phrasing has been changed to suit the 

parameters of the list (p.189-194).   
                                                 
4 Please see Polanyi (1989) chapters 8-9, pages 189-194, for the complete generic narrative. 
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Americans: 

• …are individual people who know how to do what they must do; can do 
what they must do; and do it. 

• …have the right to choose what and how they should live their lives, 
manage their affairs, and satisfy their needs. 

• …want to be adults, to be independent. […] The truth of the world is that 
each individual is alone […they] can hope that another will always help. 

• …must solve problems.  Thinking, speaking, acting, planning—the 
individual uses what he knows to satisfy his own needs and the needs and 
wants of others.   

• …are proper people if they have what people want to have: money, 
family, friends, a good job, power, respect.   

• …know how to decide and how to choose. 
• …are equal to all other people insofar as they are proper people. 
 

In conclusion, Polanyi asks a question, and then answers it.  “Exactly which individual 

people are entitled to live life freely pursuing happiness as equals of men?  The history of 

America is the story of exactly who has the right to decide exactly who has the right to 

decide” what is important in American life (p.193-194).  Polanyi makes this discovery 

through her narrative analysis.   

Explanation of and rationale for analysis 

 Polanyi’s work on the American Story divulges certain truths about the way 

Americans view reality.  The society Americans grow up in prompts them to believe their 

American beliefs, act in distinctly American ways, and ultimately tell stories that have a 

conspicuous American feel to them.  She asserts, “There is only one world […] but a 

thousand views of it” (p.197).  Polanyi concludes that a specific American Story is 

obviously and distinctly told through the eyes of a human being holding American views.   

 The American Story is told by a person who wants to portray a successful, 

thoughtful, intelligent, free-thinking, compassionate depiction of self—a person who can 

empathize with others, feel deep emotion, portray a sense of humor if needed, and 
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succeed in holding an audience’s attention with just the words he or she speaks.  Through 

a narrative, the hearer will learn about not only the storyteller’s specific experience.  The 

hearer will also be reminded of storyteller’s view of the world and his/her judgments 

according to that view.  It is typically American to expect to both provide and gain so 

much from telling a story.  “Americans really locate their terms of reference inside 

themselves as individuals more than many other peoples do” (p.201).   

 Polanyi’s work in Telling the American Story is used in this paper to compare and 

assess another specific collection of American narratives.  The narratives are accumulated 

in an organization called StoryCorps® which will be defined and its functions explicated 

in the next section.  Subsequently, both the collection of definitions of narrative and the 

conclusions of Polanyi’s “American Story” will be evaluated alongside a few of the 

narratives from StoryCorps® to determine whether (or not) the organization is effective 

at portraying its own collection of “American Stories.”   

StoryCorps® 

An Overview 

 As it says on their website, “StoryCorps® is a national project to instruct and 

inspire people to record one another’s stories in sound” (StoryCorps.net).  This is a non-

profit organization whose aim is to chronicle the recorded history of America, one story 

at a time.  Anyone can record his or her (or anyone else’s) story—“anyone whose story 

you want to hear and preserve” (StoryCorps.net).  All the interviews and narratives 

collected in any of StoryCorps®’ recording booths are kept at the StoryCorps Archive in 

the American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C.   
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 The vision of StoryCorps® is modeled after the Works Progress Administration 

(WPA) of the 1930’s.  Through the WPA “oral history interviews with everyday 

Americans across the country were recorded” (StoryCorps.net).  This is the largest 

collection of American voices ever collected in the United States.  StoryCorps® and its 

supporters hope to “build and expand” on the work of the WPA, making it an up-to-date 

compilation of American narratives for the 21st century.  The goal of StoryCorps® is to 

celebrate a “shared humanity and collective identity.  It captures and defines the stories 

that bond us” (StoryCorps.net). 

 There are three ways to participate in StoryCorps®: StoryBooths, MobileBooths, 

and Outposts.  The first of these three are StoryBooths.  These are permanent booths that 

are set up in major cities.  There is one at Grand Central Terminal and one at Ground 

Zero, both in New York City.  The second are MobileBooths.  These are two oversized 

trailers that are currently crisscrossing around the United States and plan on touring for 

several years.  They stop in larger cities, and “plan to stop in each of the lower 48 states 

at least once” (StoryCorps.net).    The MobileBooths partner with a public radio station, 

and they stay in a city for a week or two at a time before moving on.  Finally, there are 

Outposts.  These are “housed in a local cultural institution in a designated quiet room 

outfitted with recording equipment” and are staffed by two trained StoryCorps® 

members (StoryCorps.net).   

 The interviews and narratives are guided by a set of ten or so questions the 

interviewer prepares for the interviewee ahead of time.  There are suggestions on the 

website to help point the interviewers in the right direction.  The stories that are told vary 

from one end of the spectrum to the other.  The narratives can be light-hearted to solemn, 
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happy-go-lucky to poignant.  Every person who wishes to contribute to StoryCorps® is 

encouraged to make a slight $10 donation, as the organization is non-profit.  However, 

there have been storytellers that have been so impressed by StoryCorps® that donations 

upwards of $250 have been given.  There is also “support from foundations, corporations, 

and individual donors” that helps keep the dream of StoryCorps® alive (StoryCorps.net).   

The StoryCorps® Narratives 

 For my paper, I looked at eight different transcripts excerpted from the 

StoryCorps® collection.  I acquired the audio recordings and the transcripts fortuitously 

on the National Public Radio website www.npr.org.  The narratives vary from serious to 

silly, and the narrators differ in age, gender, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, etc.  Each 

transcript will be described in greater detail as they are needed in the analysis.  The  

assorted interviews from www.npr.org  last from two to four and a half minutes, although 

the actual StoryCorps® interviews are much longer.  Although the entire interview is not 

presented, the transcripts for this paper give a shorter, continuous portion of the narration.  

The next segment will look at the transcripts and analyze them as compared to the 

definitions of narrative discussed previously in the paper.  These analyses will work to 

investigate and attempt to answer the following question:  Is StoryCorps® is a valid 

source of “American Stories”?   

Analyses 

 The format of the analyses will be as follows: the topic to be discussed will be 

presented, followed by examples from any of the eight transcripts, depending on their 

validity to the topic.  Had I examined each one of the eight transcripts individually and 

then tried to synthesize their valid points, there would be far too many connections to 
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make on the part of the reader.  So I will sacrifice the continuity of each individual 

transcript to better emphasize the points made by Polanyi and the other authors 

previously alluded to in the paper.  It is not my aim to lessen the importance of the 

narrators’ stories; all of their narratives were exceptionally moving and poignant—even 

to the point of tears on my part.  The analyses simply call for a closer inspection of 

distinct snippets of the narrative, and not the narrative as a whole (until the end of my 

analysis).  The full transcripts obtained from www.npr.org can be found attached at the 

end of this paper behind the Reference List. 

StoryCorps® and Definitions of Narrative 

 It occurred to me that in reading the transcripts provided by StoryCorps®, there 

were a great many characteristics of these narratives that coincided with the 

characteristics presented previously—by each of the researchers in turn.  The first 

comparison to make is with Labov and Waletzky.  The transcripts do employ the use of 

both narrative clauses and the basic narrative framework5, although there are a few minor 

adjustments that need to be made.  Each of the eight transcripts from StoryCorps® lacks 

an abstract.  This is because before the actual narrative/interview starts, a host of the 

StoryCorps® show on NPR provides an introduction to the story, followed by a 

prefabricated abstract.  For example, in the NPR story “A Dad Reflects on His Best 

Work: Four Daughters,” the NPR host, Linda Wertheimer, gives the abstract.  

LINDA WERTHEIMER, host: Each Friday we bring you StoryCorps. 
This traveling oral history project turns the microphone over to everyday 
people and listens to what they have to say.  
(Soundbite of music)  
WERTHEIMER: Today, a daughter's intimate interview with her father. 
George Caywood has four daughters. All are grown now. Raising them 

                                                 
5 Please refer back to page 2 of the paper for the complete list by Labov and Waletzky.   
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was marked by his struggle with intense depression. Here, his eldest, Gina, 
talks with him about that struggle and how their young family got through.  
 
The storytellers themselves continue onto their story, supplying the orientation, 

complicating action, evaluation, result/resolution, and coda.  The narratives found in 

StoryCorps® are particularly adept in emphasizing what Labov and Waletzky call the 

evaluation, or indicating the point of why the narrative is told.  For example, Grete and 

Heath Meerholtz speak of the trauma they encountered on September 11th.  They tell their 

personal experience and end with a blurb that definitely answers the question “So what?”.   

Ms. MEERHOLZ: I do know that every time I get mad at you or we have 
an argument, I can think back to September 11th and I can kind of forgive 
you for anything. And I love you, because you make me laugh even 
though I always say I'm funnier.  
Mr. MEERHOLZ: No way. I'm definitely funnier. 
Ms. MEERHOLZ: And you're my best friend.  
Mr. MEERHOLZ: Yeah.  

 
 The StoryCorps® interviews can also be linked to others’ definitions of narrative.  

We’ll begin with Cortazzi’s view of narrative as a dynamic performance.  Remember that 

a narrative according to Cortazzi is unique to the forms of discourse because there needs 

to be a dynamic element to the story—the speaker wishes to convey information that he 

or she deems as important and interesting to the hearer.  That mentality is what started 

StoryCorps® in the first place.  There was a hunger for the American Story to be 

recorded and immortalized, and StoryCorps® was an outlet for that inherent need.  All of 

the narrators in the transcripts are telling their stories because they find their personal 

contributions to StoryCorps® both personally important and interesting to others.  And 

what’s more, their involvement in adding their narratives to the compilation furthers 

StoryCorps®’ goal.   

 Charlotte Linde’s lengthier Life Stories are different from the brief narratives in 

StoryCorps®.  But there are some parts that occur in each.  The eight transcripts from 

StoryCorps® qualify as one episode in Linde’s life story.  Of course, producing an entire 

life story in a recording booth would take far too long, and the sheer magnitude of time 

does not fulfill the requirements that StoryCorps® needs.  Thus, providing just one 
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personal episode will suffice.  Also, it is clear that the storytellers in StoryCorps® choose 

what Linde calls “landmark events” or experiences in their lives with more significance 

than other mundane activities.  Two such examples are the narratives reflecting on two 

major catastrophes on American history: September 11th and Hurricane Katrina.  One 

narrative involves Melissa Eugene and David Duplantier, two survivors of Hurricane 

Katrina.   

Ms. EUGENE: Are you glad that we decided to stay in New Orleans?  
Mr. DUPLANTIER: Yeah, this is home. And until it completely falls 
apart, if that ever happens, then we'll be here. Are you glad to be here?  
Ms. EUGENE: I'm very glad to be here. You can't replace this place. It's 
just - it's a part of who we are.  
Mr. DUPLANTIER: Yeah. I'm sorry for not talking about this with you 
before. It's weird because I find myself sitting down and I hear a song or I 
watch something on TV and I feel myself becoming full. And I think I'm 
just trying to put a lot of stuff in the back of my mind and try and forget 
about it. So when you ask I don't mean to be vague, it's just hard.  
Ms. EUGENE: I know. 
 
Linde asserts that people use narrative to help convey a little bit of themselves 

through the stories they tell.  The above example not only illustrates the story of survival 

from Hurricane Katrina but also portrays Ms. Eugene and Mr. Duplantier’s need to show 

their courage and strength.  It is as Lieblich, et al (1998) state: “People are storytellers by 

nature” (p.7).    

StoryCorps® and Anthropology 

 As maintained by Kerby (1991), humans “are finite historical beings whose 

understanding is mediated by and made possible through our history” (p.31).  The 

memories of human’s history are remembered through the telling and re-telling of 

narrative.  StoryCorps® allows people to create and solidify the existence (and 

perpetuity) of their personal stories while concurrently accumulating the narratives 

together as a whole to create a recorded history of America.  People use narrative 

structure through StoryCorps® to discover the meaning of their own lives and also to 
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gain a better understanding of why humans do the things they do.  The speakers in the 

transcripts unconsciously decide what information in their narratives is pertinent enough.  

It is as Kerby said: humans use narrative as a tool in both justifying their existence and 

ensure that their stories are not forgotten.   

The narrative between May Herlands and Sheila Lepelstat discussing the 

importance of their friendship of almost sixty years provides a good example of narrative 

as a justification of existence.   

Ms. LEPELSTAT: Well, that was a very funny time in our lives.  
Ms. HERLANDS: And we've had many funny times as adults.  
Ms. LEPELSTAT: I don't think we've ever really spoken about how much 
our friendship means to each other, but each of us has no sisters, so in that 
respect we are family.  
Ms. HERLANDS: We can talk five times a day and always have 
something to say.  
Ms. LEPELSTAT: And we know that we're there for each other when 
there's nobody else.  
Ms. HERLANDS: Agreed.  
Ms. LEPELSTAT: Agreed. 
  

Their long friendship has brought them through both good times and bad.  Through the 

StoryCorps® narrative, Ms. Herlands and Ms. Lepelstat grant each other the explanation 

of and justification for their long and unmitigated friendship.  All of the eight narratives 

work to justify the existence of the storyteller. 

StoryCorps® and Polanyi’s “American Story” 

 We are led finally to Polanyi’s work on the American Story.  Does StoryCorps® 

provide substantial evidence that it portrays examples of narratives that demonstrate 

“basic [American] values and beliefs”?  Using examples from the transcripts, Polanyi’s 

three questions in determining the American Story are answered below.   
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 Her first question was “What do Americans think the world is like?”.  For one of 

the storytellers, Sean Plasse, the world was an unforgiving place that had no tolerance for 

his disability.  He has dyslexia, and his narrative tells of his struggles in school and how 

he finally came to terms with his disability.   

Mr. PLASSE: I can remember playing Trivial Pursuit with a girlfriend and 
her friends, and being so terrified to read the questions off the Trivial 
Pursuit card in front of other people because I thought I'd make a mistake 
or say the wrong word.  
Ms. PODHAJSKI: And yet you graduated valedictorian of your high 
school class.  
Mr. PLASSE: I developed a lot of coping skills in high school. If it was 
my time to read out loud in class, I might pretend I didn't feel well. 
 
Polanyi concludes that one of the biggest preoccupations of Americans is that 

they strive for success.  Obviously, with a learning disability such as dyslexia, Mr. Plasse 

was lacking in this glaringly essential quality.  His narrative accurately portrays the 

shame and guilt he felt about his disability.  He hid his dyslexia for so long because his 

initial view of Americans is that they are unforgiving and intolerant of those who do not 

know how to solve their own problems.  Polanyi states, “The truth of the world is that 

each individual is alone.”  But there is the possibility for success, she says, because every 

American has the “hope that another will always help.”  As an adult, Mr. Plasse 

ultimately received the testing and help he needed to overcome his dyslexia.  His 

gratitude is expressed below. 

Mr. PLASSE:  I looked up learning disorders in the phone book. And I 
went in for this full day of evaluation. At the end of the day, the evaluators 
came in and they said we want you to know before you left today that your 
IQ is in the 99th percentile, but your ability to read and decode words is in 
the 14th percentile. It's the first time my entire life had even been 
explained in that way. I got on my pickup truck and cried all the way 
home. It was just a - it was a changing point in my life, a turning point.  
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 This leads to Polanyi’s second question: “What is important [to Americans in a 

narrative]?”.  Of course, being a competent, successful, intelligent, and free-thinking 

individual is exceedingly central—and portraying oneself as such is central to the main 

thrust of a narrative.  In all of the transcripts from StoryCorps® referenced in this paper, 

two distinct points are made.  The first is very general— that the narrator tells the 

individual event of what happened in his/her life.  But the second point is more profound.  

The narrative seeks to convey a way of life, a method of thinking, or a portrayal of 

humanity that is larger than simply telling the audience about the storyteller’s specific 

memory.   

 One such example that demonstrates what is important to the storyteller is told by 

Virginia Fairbrother.  The narrative is about her father and an experience he had during 

the great depression.  The longer excerpt is printed below.   

Ms. VIRGINIA FAIRBROTHER: This old car drove up in front of the 
house, and a man got out and called dad by name, and he said, `My 
family's hungry. Someone in town told me that you might feed my family.' 
He was a young fellow who had just graduated from the University of 
Minnesota, and if he could get to Ft. Pick by the next day, he would have a 
job. Dad told him to go down to the store. He said, `I'll be down in a few 
minutes.' Dad walked down there, gave this fellow some food that wasn't 
perishable, and $5, and he had a friend of his fill the car with gas, and they 
put a new spare tire in the car. And this young man had insisted on giving 
dad a watch that he had gotten from his father for graduation.  

Twenty-five years later, my brother, who was a pharmacist also, 
was in the drugstore, and he called and said somebody had just come in 
there and asked to talk to Mr. Hill, and so he had sent him up to our house. 
I opened the door and he had two tall young men with him, and he said to 
dad, `You don't know me, do you, Mr. Hill? I'm the fellow that had to get 
to get to Ft. Pick.' And dad looked at my mother and he said, `Florence, 
the watch.' And my mother went and got it and he gave it back to this 
fellow, and he said, `You were supposed to use this.' And Dad said, `I did. 
Every Sunday, I wound it.' This young man never expected to see it again, 
but he wanted his kids to see this man, and that was my dad.  
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Certainly Ms. Fairbrother wished to tell the story to immortalize those specific 

incidents in the StoryCorps® bank.  But the ulterior motive is to explain her father’s 

integrity, generosity, and kindness.  She portrays him as a true American, one who “has 

what people want to have: money, family, friends, a good job, power, respect.”  He was 

able to solve problems and used “what he knows to satisfy […] the needs and wants of 

others.”  Ms. Fairbrother renders her father a prime example of Polanyi’s quintessential 

American.  In her book The American Story Polanyi answers her own question.  

American stories are ones that are “about deviations from the expected norms, although 

they often function as well to conform to the correctness of preconceived ideas about the 

way the world is” (p.112).    Ms. Fairbrother’s portrayal of her father is testimony to that 

sentiment. 

 Finally, Polanyi asks her third question: “How is the world organized?”.  Each 

and every one of the eight narratives from StoryCorps® explained an individual’s (or a 

pair’s) version of reality, yet they all adhere to Polanyi’s statement that “Americans really 

locate their terms of reference inside themselves as individuals more than many other 

peoples do” (p.201).  As Americans, we organize our world according to the ways we 

experience it.  It is typical, then, that Americans’ perception of the world is seen through 

the eyes of an individual who can empathize, solve problems, be aware of what needs to 

be done in a situation, make a joke, and ultimately succeed in telling his or her story.  

They “are individual people who know how to do what they must do; can do what they 

must do, and do it” (Polanyi 1989).  All of the StoryCorps® narratives accomplish this 

goal to answer the way in which Americans organize the world. 
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Summary 

 Overall, the national project StoryCorps® succeeds in fulfilling Polanyi’s 

definition of what makes the quintessential “American Story.”  The narratives included in 

the StoryCorps® archive at the Library of Congress follow the generic structure of 

narrative (even if the presented stories lack an abstract and even though the questions 

asked to the storytellers are fabricated in advance).  The narrators tell stories that are 

significant to them.  They portray a poignant point in their lives or the lives of their loved 

ones and demonstrate to the world the everyday courage and compassion that are 

embodied in so many individuals across America.   

 The beauty of StoryCorps® is that each story is wildly different, and yet each 

narrative is as vital to America’s recorded history as the one before it.  It is the 

uniqueness and individuality of every single American that StoryCorps® strives to 

chronicle.  Polanyi says that although Americans have the same basic wants, needs, and 

views about constructing reality, it is individuality that makes each one of us truly 

“American.”  Perhaps that is why we—as Americans, as human beings—tell stories in 

the first place.  We view the world through eyes that perceive it vastly differently than 

any other person on Earth.  Through storytelling, we convey what our eyes see to the rest 

of the world, hoping that our own depiction of reality influences and inspires those 

around us.  Through narrative we get to re-live events that have affected us and shaped us 

into who we are today-- and we get to make sense of our world at the same time. 
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StoryCorps® Narratives  
From www.npr.org 
Accessed March 19 2007 
 

A Dad Reflects on His Best Work: Four Daughters  
June 16, 2006 from Morning Edition  
 
LINDA WERTHEIMER, host: Each Friday we bring you StoryCorps. This traveling oral 
history project turns the microphone over to everyday people and listens to what they 
have to say.  
(Soundbite of music)  
WERTHEIMER: Today, a daughter's intimate interview with her father. George 
Caywood has four daughters. All are grown now. Raising them was marked by his 
struggle with intense depression. Here, his eldest, Gina, talks with him about that struggle 
and how their young family got through.  
Ms. GINA CAYWOOD: Dad, one of the most difficult times in my childhood, I think, 
was one of your most difficult times in your life, and that is when you went through a 
major depression. Can you tell me about what that was like?  
Mr. GEORGE CAYWOOD: Well, if you've ever been walking down the street, maybe at 
night, and a huge dog charges you, growling and barking, you know, that moment of utter 
panic and fear; it was like that 24 hours a day.  
Ms. CAYWOOD: Our bedrooms shared a common wall and I could hear at, you know, 
five in the morning, you crying, just terrified to go to work and to take on another day.  
Mr. CAYWOOD: Do you remember the poem you wrote me?  
Ms. CAYWOOD: I do.  
Mr. CAYWOOD: Yes, that will my dad ever stop crying.  
Ms. CAYWOOD: Right, yeah, like, can I have my dad back.  
Mr. CAYWOOD: Oh, gosh.  
Ms. CAYWOOD: Yeah.  
Mr. CAYWOOD: When I was going through it, I knew that there was this darkness that I 
had been chasing off all my life, that I knew if I was going to be genuinely happy, which 
I wanted to be, I was going to have to face all that darkness.  
Ms. CAYWOOD: And yet, it was amazing, you were such a wonderful, loving father to 
us.  
Mr. CAYWOOD: Certainly, it's the thing I worked at hardest in my life. Even though I 
made a lot of mistakes with you and your three sisters, you have not breathed a breath, 
Gina, you and your sisters, when you weren't the most important thing in my life.  
I remember when you were born, looking at you, saying, I have no idea how to be your 
father. So, my goal was, I wanted to be positive with you. I knew I was going to have to 
say no sometimes, but I wanted that to be against thousands of yeses, in the hopes that 
you would grow up as positive as you actually are.  
Ms. CAYWOOD: Sometimes when you did say no, I could bat my eyelashes at you and 
get you to change your mind...  
Mr. CAYWOOD: It still works  
(Soundbite of laughter)  
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Mr. CAYWOOD: Each of the four girls had their own technique. You know, yours was 
those brown eyes.  
Ms. CAYWOOD: Please, Dad...  
Mr. CAYWOOD: Well, see, I'm melting on the spot. And, you know, Jill was just so 
everlastingly on my side that she was hard to resist; and Janelle, who turned out to be a 
very capable attorney, remembered everything I ever said.  
(Soundbite of laughter)  
Mr. CAYWOOD: She would say, now, Dad, four years ago on this date, you said this, 
and now you're saying this. Don't you think you're being inconsistent?  
(Soundbite of laughter)  
Mr. CAYWOOD: And then JoAnna, she would grab my face between her hands and turn 
me to look at her because she sort of said my dad is an understanding person; he's 
reasonably bright. If I can just get him to see the truth, he'll surely let me do what I want.  
(Soundbite of laughter)  
Mr. CAYWOOD: And the four of you together, you know, I knew I was whipped.  
Ms. CAYWOOD: You know, I think one of the things that my sisters and I have always 
felt is that you are a great, great man and I hope that somehow this interview today brings 
you the honor that I think you deserve.  
Mr. CAYWOOD: I wouldn't trade this for every accolade in the whole world, you know. 
I love you, honey.  
Ms. CAYWOOD: I love you, too.  
(Soundbite of music)  
WERTHEIMER: Gina Caywood with her father, George Caywood, from a StoryCorps 
booth in Los Angeles.  
StoryCorps interviews are archived at the American Folklife Center at the Library of 
Congress. Previous conversations are also archived at npr.org.  
 
 
Overcoming Dyslexia, and Turning a Corner in Life  
November 3, 2006 from Morning Edition  
 
STEVE INSKEEP, host: It's Friday morning, which means it is time for us to bring you 
another installment of the oral history project StoryCorps.  
(Soundbite of music)  
INSKEEP: For as long as he can remember, 31-year-old Sean Plasse has struggled to 
keep a secret. Here he tells his friend Blanche Podhajski about the learning disability that 
he has spent his life trying to hide.  
Mr. SEAN PLASSE: I can remember playing Trivial Pursuit with a girlfriend and her 
friends, and being so terrified to read the questions off the Trivial Pursuit card in front of 
other people because I thought I'd make a mistake or say the wrong word.  
Ms. BLANCHE PODHAJSKI: And yet you graduated valedictorian of your high school 
class.  
Mr. PLASSE: I developed a lot of coping skills in high school. If it was my time to read 
out loud in class, I might pretend I didn't feel well. I'd also find the smartest kid in a class 
and ask him to explain the novel to me so I'd understand what was going on.  
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Even in college, I continued to struggle. I really hit a wall with the amount of reading 
involved. They used to convert words into pictures. For example, imagine a parrot flies 
along, the parrot lands on a car, the car explodes, and the smoking feathers rise in a figure 
eight. That represents a word for me, and that word is polycarbonate.  
Poly is a parrot, the car is the car, and the explosives like a bon, and the eight is an eight. 
I used to convert about 10,000 words into these pictures every semester. So I always live 
in fear my whole life that's somebody would discover that I couldn't keep up with the 
pace of work in school.  
I ran into the same challenge as I worked in marketing and advertising. I'd be there late at 
night or I come in on Sundays and print out the emails so I could underline and circle 
words as I read them.  
I had trouble remembering the names of people I worked with and how to spell their 
names. So I used to keep the business cards of the owners of the companies in the drawer 
of my desk and I'd pull it out and figure out how to spell their name. This is even after a 
year of working with the people. And I got laid off because they said I couldn't keep up.  
So I became a carpenter, which is a visual field. But I was still struggling as a carpenter. I 
can remember I was just very down on myself and I didn't know what to change.  
But I came across an article in Fortune magazine, which said the dyslexic CEO. It talked 
about this very intelligent, successful CEOs who'd made it in life with severe learning 
disorders.  
I looked up learning disorders in the phone book. And I went in for this full day of 
evaluation. At the end of the day, the evaluators came in and they said we want you to 
know before you left today that your IQ is in the 99th percentile, but your ability to read 
and decode words is in the 14th percentile.  
It's the first time my entire life had even been explained in that way. I got on my pickup 
truck and cried all the way home. It was just a - it was a changing point in my life, a 
turning point.  
(Soundbite of music)  
INSKEEP: Sean Plasse and Blanche Podhajski at StoryCorps. Plasse is now a general 
contractor in Burlington, Vermont. StoryCorps interviews are housed at the American 
Folklife Center at the Library of Congress. And to learn how you can participate, just 
visit npr.org.  
 
 
Survivors' Stories: Living Through Katrina  
August 25, 2006 from Morning Edition  
 
RENEE MONTAGNE, host: Time now for StoryCorps. This oral history project is 
recording the stories of everyday Americans across the nation. The past year, StoryCorps 
stopped along the Gulf Coast. Today we bring you two stories from those visits. Each is 
about loss, survival and Hurricane Katrina, which, one year later, still haunts those who 
lived through it.  
Mr. DOUGLAS PAUL DESILVEY (Hurricane Katrina Survivor): My name is Douglas 
Paul deSilvey. I'm a native of the Gulf Coast. The story I want to tell today is about my 
family.  
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MONTAGNE: Douglas P. deSilvey tells us this first story from Gulfport, Mississippi 
about his wife their daughter and his mother-in-law, Nadine.  
Mr. DESILVEY: The three women in my family have steered my life for the past 59 
years to the man that I am today, and I hope and think that I am a pretty good fellow.  
Every time we had a hurricane we would all go over to Nadine's home. We considered 
this just another storm. Since '77 when she built this house, we been through every storm 
in it.  
Not knowing what we were in for, we were sitting on the bed and I could hear glass 
breaking. And I walked to the back of her bedroom, which was facing the Bay just to 
measure the water to see how high up it was. And in the back, the water just came up so 
fast it was unbelievable.  
As I turned and told them to hold hands, that we was going to have to get into the water, 
the roof came down on all of us and my lungs started filling up with water. And I just 
kept asking Jesus not to let me go like this. I had to get my family out.  
I got out and they didn't. I'm a big guy. I'm 268 pounds and I exercise and stay healthy 
and I just - I could not do a thing. It was just their time to go is the only way I can 
understand this.  
Losing a family is - I don't think there's any words for it. It kind of makes you wonder 
what life's all about. Many, many questions I have not received answers for yet. I just 
don't know what I feel these days. I wake up and go to my office and do my job and I 
come home. I've got the house full of their belongings and that I don't know what to do 
about.  
You know, when - as a father and a dad and a husband and everything, you always plan 
for the future of everybody, and it's just the opposite now. I have nobody to plan for or 
work on retirement for or save for buying a house or - it's just me.  
MONTAGNE: Douglas P. deSilvey of Gulfport, Mississippi.  
STEVE INSKEEP, host:  
Our next story takes us to New Orleans where David Duplantier can't forget what 
happened after the storm. The city police officer was separated from his wife, Melissa 
Eugene, who had evacuated. This morning they tell their stories together in a StoryCorps 
booth.  
On the night Katrina hit, David Duplantier was working at the Superdome.  
Mr. DAVID DUPLANTIER (Hurricane Katrina Survivor): As the night progressed, we 
started seeing a hole starting to form in the roof of the dome. And then this roof literally 
looked like an eggshell; it started to peel. And at that point was when everybody knew, 
okay, it's here. It's hitting us now.  
It wasn't a place, really, where people could find refuge. I mean, as the days went on, the 
water continued to rise, so you couldn't go back out. And the people never stopped 
coming in.  
There was a point where we were trying to get the evacuation going. And the one image 
that haunts me to this day, there was a woman that broke through the crowd and she had a 
little boy in her arms and he was convulsing. And she was screaming that he was sick and 
I kept asking her, do you need water? And she was trying to tell me what was wrong with 
him. And she kept looking at me to do something. And she kept asking me, well, where 
are the doctors? And I told her they were gone.  
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Ms. MELISSA EUGENE (Wife of David Duplantier; Hurricane Katrina Survivor): Do 
you know what happened to her?  
Mr. DUPLANTIER: No, I don't know what happened.  
Ms. EUGENE: What were you thinking all those days being apart and not knowing?  
Mr. DUPLANTIER: All I wanted to do was let you know that I wasn't dead; I was alive. 
I never slept. In eight days I don't know how many hours I may have gotten, and at night 
that's all I thought about was you. I just wanted to get back to you - go back to life again. 
The whole thing felt like a really bad dream.  
I remembered it was very early on a Sunday morning and they told us that we could go 
and check on our loved ones, and I remember just feeling like I just escaped. I just 
wanted to get away and get to you. And I remember your smell when I first saw you. 
Man, I got drunk off your smell.  
Ms. EUGENE: That was the happiest day of my life.  
Mr. DUPLANTIER: Me, too.  
Ms. EUGENE: Are you glad that we decided to stay in New Orleans?  
Mr. DUPLANTIER: Yeah, this is home. And until it completely falls apart, if that ever 
happens, then we'll be here. Are you glad to be here?  
Ms. EUGENE: I'm very glad to be here. You can't replace this place. It's just - it's a part 
of who we are.  
Mr. DUPLANTIER: Yeah. I'm sorry for not talking about this with you before. It's weird 
because I find myself sitting down and I hear a song or I watch something on TV and I 
feel myself becoming full. And I think I'm just trying to put a lot of stuff in the back of 
my mind and try and forget about it. So when you ask I don't mean to be vague, it's just 
hard.  
Ms. EUGENE: I know.  
INSKEEP: That's David Duplantier with his wife Melissa Eugene at StoryCorps in New 
Orleans. These two stories and others from Katrina survivors are at npr.org. And, of 
course, all StoryCorps interviews are archived at the Library of Congress.  
 
 
A Fit of Laughter That Lasts Today  
February 3, 2006 from Morning Edition  
 
LINDA WERTHEIMER, host: StoryCorps is traveling the country recording interviews 
between friends and family members. The conversations are archived at the Library of 
Congress and each Friday, Morning Edition brings you one of those stories. Recently 
StoryCorps visited Missoula, Montana. There, volunteer Cherie Newman recorded an 
interview with a woman who was about to say goodbye to her mother for the last time. 
Sixty year old Kristi Hager went to the StoryCorps booth as she was preparing the eulogy 
for her mom Norine who died at the age of 87.  
Ms. KRISTI HAGER (Resident, Missoula, Montana): I remember when my mother and I 
shared this completely blissful laughing fit. It was the kind of laughing fit where 
something gets you going and you start laughing and then you know you're just laughing 
because you're laughing. I was about nine years old. She was taking lifesaving so she 
could be our lifeguard then we had a swimming pond built. She had to take a written 
exam and I would be reading the questions at the back of the chapter and she had it 
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memorized, you know, she had it down by rote and so... The question I asked her was 
what do you do when you're swimming in a pond and underwater weeds start to pull you 
under?  
She just answered, boom: Extricate yourself with slow undulating motions. I didn't even 
really know what it meant. I just knew it was the funniest thing I'd ever heard and I found 
that when I got into that state with my mother, that was when we weren't mother and 
daughter anymore. Those roles just sort of fell by the wayside and in that moment, we 
were just two people laughing.  
Ms. CHERIE NEWMAN (StoryCorps Volunteer): I know she's only been gone a short 
time but what do you miss most about your mom?  
Ms. HAGER: She would sit while she watched us swimming in the pond with her knees 
in front of her and her arms resting on her knees and her back was so tan. She had this 
kind of Mediterranean skin that would go that bronze, rich color and I just want to put my 
cheek next to it. It's a very animal type of longing but... One of the last things she said to 
me, I was leaving and as every time I left in the last year or two I would always say, well, 
Mom, I don't know how we'll, we're not sure we'll get to see each other again and so I 
was, you know, I was ready to walk out and catch my shuttle to the airport and she said, 
Well, Kristi, it's been really nice knowing you, and it was so sweet (crying). It was just 
the sweetest thing.  
(Soundbite of music)  
WERTHEIMER: Kristi Hager remembering her mother, Norine Hager. That was 
recorded in Missoula, Montana. To learn when StoryCorps will be coming to you, or to 
visit StoryCorps in New York City, go to NPR.org.  
 
 
Fast Friends Recall the Summer of '47  
June 23, 2006 from Morning Edition  
 
STEVE INSKEEP host: On Fridays we listen to StoryCorps. This project brings friends 
and families together to record interviews with each other. They sit in a specially 
designed booth and once the door closes, many people have no trouble getting started.  
Ms. MAY HERLANDS: My first memory of you was at camp when we were 12-years-
old. I think you were wearing white shorts.  
INSKEEP: That's May Herlands, she's sitting across the table from Sheila Lepelstat.  
Ms. SHEILA LEPELSTAT: I don't know what color shorts you were wearing, but I do 
remember that even though you were completely different from me, we hit it off 
immediately.  
INSKEEP: Lepelstat and Herlands grew up near each other in the Bronx. They're now in 
their 70's and they spoke about a friendship that began nearly 60 summers ago.  
Ms. LEPELSTAT: What was your best memory of childhood?  
Ms. HERLANDS: My best memory of childhood was not within my home. It was being 
in your house with a family. Things that I just never had. I don't really have pleasant 
memories of my childhood.  
Ms. LEPELSTAT: You were a child of divorced parents and in the '40s and '50s that was 
pretty much a scandal to have a mother who was divorced.  
Ms. HERLANDS: Yeah.  
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Ms. LEPELSTAT: At first you were embarrassed by it and then you hid it. You said your 
father was a traveling salesman.  
Ms. HERLANDS: Probably that's why I have such good memories with you, Sheila, and 
my other friends.  
Ms. LEPESTAT: What did you do for fun?  
Ms. HERLANDS: Oh, what did I do for fun? I taught you how to smoke. Forced you to 
smoke.  
Ms. LEPESTAT: My memory of that was that you went out to California to see your 
father and you came back home with flaming red hair at 15 and smoking, and I thought 
this was the best thing that ever happened to anybody.  
Ms. HERLANDS: Well, this is what I did. I took you and a few other girls to my house. I 
bought a pack of every brand possible and everybody was sick and they were choking 
and I said you're going to learn and you're going to do it right. And they all came out 
unfortunately and smoked.  
Thank goodness most of them stopped, and I have a little emphysema. But other than that 
I'm fine.  
Ms. LEPELSTAT: Well, that was a very funny time in our lives.  
Ms. HERLANDS: And we've had many funny times as adults.  
Ms. LEPELSTAT: I don't think we've ever really spoken about how much our friendship 
means to each other, but each of us has no sisters, so in that respect we are family.  
Ms. HERLANDS: We can talk five times a day and always have something to say.  
Ms. LEPELSTAT: And we know that we're there for each other when there's nobody 
else.  
Ms. HERLANDS: Agreed. Agreed.  
(Soundbite of music)  
INSKEEP: May Herlands and her friend Sheila Lepelstat at the StoryCorps booth in New 
York City. All of the StoryCorps interviews are archived at the Library of Congress and 
you can learn how to record your StoryCorps interview by going to our Web site, npr.org.  
 
 
Profile: Saddest moment of Sam Harmon's life  
May 27, 2005 from Morning Edition  
 
RENEE MONTAGNE, host: A sad experience at a movie theater is the subject of today's 
excerpt from the StoryCorps oral history project.  
(Soundbite of music)  
MONTAGNE: Last week, Ezra Awumey, who's 12, interviewed his grandfather, Sam 
Harmon, in a StoryCorps booth in Washington, DC.  
EZRA AWUMEY: What was the saddest moment of your life?  
Mr. SAM HARMON: Early in the Navy, I was stationed in Norfolk, Virginia. One day, 
my shipmates and I decided to come to Washington to visit the capital. While they were 
at the bars, I decided to sight-see. I walked around the monuments all day and was just 
tired out and decided that I would go to a movie. It was right here on Pennsylvania 
Avenue. There was a movie house there. And I went up to buy a ticket. There was a glass 
there, a ticket seller behind it, and off of the glass reflected the Capitol dome.  
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And I just thought to myself, `What a great way to end the day,' drinking in all of this 
democracy. I call for the ticket. She was reading. She punched the machine, I reached my 
hand to get the ticket and lay down the money, and she pulled it back and said, `You can't 
come in here.' She saw my black hand, and refused to sell me a ticket. The Capitol dome 
was superimposed on her angry face, anger that I would have the temerity to ask to buy a 
ticket. And I just walked the streets crying all night. That's the saddest, without any 
exception. It's the most painful recollection of anything that's ever happened to me that I 
have.  
MONTAGNE: Seventy-five-year-old Sam Harmon speaking to his grandson last week 
here in Washington, DC. To find out when a StoryCorps mobile recording booth is 
coming to your town, visit npr.org.  
This is MORNING EDITION from NPR News. I'm Renee Montagne.  
 
 
Profile: Recalling September 11, two stories  
September 9, 2005 from Morning Edition  
 
RENEE MONTAGNE, host: Eight weeks ago, the oral history project StoryCorps 
opened a booth at the site of the World Trade Center. The booth records the stories of 
anyone who wants to share them. And special slots are reserved for survivors, rescue 
workers and families remembering loved one lost on September 11th. Sunday marks the 
fourth anniversary of the destruction of the twin towers, where nearly 3,000 lives were 
lost. This morning we hear two excerpts of World Trade Center stories. In our first, 
Richard Pecorella remembers his fiancee, Karen Juday. She worked as a secretary at 
Cantor Fitzgerald on the 101st floor of the North Tower.  
Mr. RICHARD PECORELLA: A friend of mine gave me tickets to a car race. He says, 
`Why don't you go to an Indy car race?' He says, `Get out of New York for a while. Just 
go and have a good time. You'll enjoy the race.' I went to the race and, you know, sat 
down. And I'm looking around, and all of a sudden Karen comes in, blond curly hair, big 
smile on and sits down next to me and she says, `Hello.' I said, `How you doing? First car 
race.' `First car race? You never been to one?' I said, `No.' `I'll tell you all about it.' I 
knew as soon as I looked at her that she was the one. It was magical. I can't describe it. I 
couldn't tell her that, but I was like a 15-year-old again. I got a little google-eyed and 
didn't know what to do or say and stumbling; wasn't like me at all. I wasn't a typical 
macho Italian guy from Brooklyn. I says, `Maybe you'd like to go to dinner after the 
race.' She looks at me and she goes, `You know what? Maybe I will.'  
When I met Karen, somehow she relaxed me, and she showed me how to live in a city of 
stress without the stress. And she just taught me patience. I had very little patience. 
Basically I was, you know, one of those guys that rolled down the window and screamed 
at the drivers when they weren't driving the way I thought they should be. And she toned 
me down. She showed me to be nicer to people, give it a second thought before you start 
yelling. And I've carried that with me.  
Anytime we did a driving trip, it was always an adventure, even a short trip. We would 
go to her brother's house quite often and it became a joke later on. We would get frisky in 
the car and decide to stop at a motel along with way, and her brother'd be waiting for us 
to get there in two hours, and we wouldn't get there for five hours. But our best trips were 
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to Las Vegas. We just--she loved it there, and I loved it there. We just got back from 
there two days before she was killed, and we were going to get married there the 
following June.  
I miss her eyes. Her eyes sparkled to me. One day they were blue. The next day they 
were green, depending on how the light hit them. Karen, I'll always be in love with you, 
and I will see you again. I will do enough good to make it up there.  
MONTAGNE: Richard Pecorella remembering Karen Juday, who died at the age of 52 
on September 11th, 2001.  
There are also stories of life, of survival from that day. Heath Meerholz was an insurance 
broker for Marsh & McLennan. He managed to make his way out of the North Tower 
before it fell. He and his wife Grete came to StoryCorps to remember.  
Ms. GRETE MEERHOLZ (Wife): Someone came in and said that the tower had fallen, 
and then--and I thought that was it.  
Mr. HEATH MEERHOLZ (World Trade Center Survivor): Fortunately, I didn't wait too 
long to call her. I mean, I...  
Ms. MEERHOLZ: Shortly after, he called, and I picked up the phone and he just said, 
`Grete, I'm alive!' And I started screaming so that everybody in the house would know.  
Mr. MEERHOLZ: I don't even remember what I said to you.  
Ms. MEERHOLZ: I do. You said, `I made it out, and I have some burns, but I'm going to 
get away.' And I just remember screaming, `Just get away! Get away! Get away!' And he 
did make it.  
Mr. MEERHOLZ: Yeah. How do you think you've changed?  
Ms. MEERHOLZ: How do I think I've changed?  
Mr. MEERHOLZ: Yeah.  
Ms. MEERHOLZ: I guess I'm not really sure. I do know that every time I get mad at you 
or we have an argument, I can think back to September 11th and I can kind of forgive 
you for anything. And I love you, because you make me laugh even though I always say 
I'm funnier.  
Mr. MEERHOLZ: No way. I'm definitely funny.  
Ms. MEERHOLZ: And you're my best friend.  
Mr. MEERHOLZ: Yeah.  
MONTAGNE: Grete Meerholz with her husband Heath, a September 11th survivor. This 
Sunday across the country, Americans will mark the fourth anniversary of the 9/11 
attacks.  
To learn more about the StoryCorps World Trade Center booth, visit npr.org.  
You're listening to MORNING EDITION from NPR News.  
 
 
Profile: Keeping time across the ages  
November 25, 2005 from Morning Edition  
 
RENEE MONTAGNE, host: Each Friday, we hear moments from StoryCorps. That's the 
oral history project that gives families and friends a chance to interview each other about 
their lives. Today a story from North Dakota. Virginia Fairbrother grew up in Towner, 
North Dakota, during the Depression. She's 81 now. Her father, Homer Hill, owned a 
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drugstore in town, and here, she tells her daughter, Laurel Kaee, the story of a stranger 
who asked her father for a favor.  
Ms. VIRGINIA FAIRBROTHER: This old car drove up in front of the house, and a man 
got out and called dad by name, and he said, `My family's hungry. Someone in town told 
me that you might feed my family.' He was a young fellow who had just graduated from 
the University of Minnesota, and if he could get to Ft. Pick(ph) by the next day, he would 
have a job. Dad told him to go down to the store. He said, `I'll be down in a few minutes.' 
Dad walked down there, gave this fellow some food that wasn't perishable, and $5, and 
he had a friend of his fill the car with gas, and they put a new spare tire in the car. And 
this young man had insisted on giving dad a watch that he had gotten from his father for 
graduation.  
Twenty-five years later, my brother, who was a pharmacist also, was in the drugstore, and 
he called and said somebody had just come in there and asked to talk to Mr. Hill, and so 
he had sent him up to our house. I opened the door and he had two tall young men with 
him, and he said to dad, `You don't know me, do you, Mr. Hill? I'm the fellow that had to 
get to get to Ft. Pick.' And dad looked at my mother and he said, `Florence, the watch.' 
And my mother went and got it and he gave it back to this fellow, and he said, `You were 
supposed to use this.' And Dad said, `I did. Every Sunday, I wound it.' This young man 
never expected to see it again, but he wanted his kids to see this man, and that was my 
dad.  
MONTAGNE: Virginia Fairbrother with her daughter Laurel Kaee at a mobile 
StoryCorps booth in Bismarck, North Dakota. To participate in StoryCorps and become 
part of an archive at the Library of Congress, visit npr.org.  
This is NPR News.  

Copyright ©1990-2005 National Public Radio®. All rights reserved. No quotes from the 
materials contained herein may be used in any media without attribution to National Public 
Radio. This transcript may not be reproduced in whole or in part without prior written permission. 
For further information, please contact NPR's Rights and Reuse Associate at (202) 513-2030. 
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Abstract Presentation for Writer Fight: Bridging Recitation and Slam Poetry to Get 
Students Reading. 
 
Presenters: 
Samantha Simpson  
Lecturer 
Department of English 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
Moore and Moore Humanities and Research Administration Building 
Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 
snovellasimpson@yahoo.com 
 
Kirsten Ogden 
Associate Professor of English, 
Director, Writing Program 
Department of Modern Languages 
University of La Verne 
1950 3rd Street 
La Verne, CA 91750 
Email: kogden@ulv.edu 
 
Presenter Bios: 
 
Samantha Simpson is the creator of Writer Fight Club. She graduated with highest 
honors from Kenyon College and earned her MFA in Creative Writing at the University 
of North Carolina at Greensboro. Her work has been published in the Kenyon Review, 
and she is an instructor for the Kenyon Review Young Writers Program each summer in 
Gambier, Ohio. She currently teaches in the English department at the University of 
North Carolina at Greensboro.  
 
Kirsten Ogden directs the writing program at the University of La Verne in California. 
She is a Los Angeles Area Coordinator for the California Poets in the Schools program, 
an alumni of the Teach for America Program, and a writing instructor in the Kenyon 
Review Young Writers Program each summer in Gambier, Ohio.  Her work has been 
published in Radical Teacher, Teaching Tolerance Magazine, and English Journal. She 
received her MFA in Creative Writing from the University of Alaska, Fairbanks.  
 
ABSTRACT: WRITER FIGHT: BRIDGING RECITATION AND SLAM 
POETRY TO GET STUDENTS READING 
 

This presentation will focus on a literacy practice employed in our classrooms: 

"Writer Fight Club." The activity has had resounding success the past three years at the 

Kenyon Review Young Writers Workshops, a two-week summer writing program for 

high school students at Kenyon College in Gambier, Ohio, and has been successfully 
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transplanted to individual college classrooms in composition and in literature. This 

literacy activity helps students experience the power and passion of literature through a 

special type of recitation, prepped with journal writing activities and classroom 

discussion, and then followed with essay assignments.  

Writer Fight Club sprouted from Samantha Simpson's reading of Fight Club by 

Chuck Palahniuk. His book is about men who strain against verbalization and instead use 

physical fighting as a means for self-expression. His characters employ the spirit of 

combat as a way to realize a perverse world change, beginning with the individual man. 

Samantha began working out the idea for Writer Fight Club after discussing with her 

colleagues the ways in which reading and writing are also a means for world change. 

Reading a book is not a passive act, but rather, can be a violent, passionate, and 

invigorating experience for our students. The goal for the first Writer Fight Club, then, 

was to get students connected to texts in a way that transcended critique, analysis, or 

regurgitation. This paper presentation will explore the need for increasing desire for 

reading in the lives of our students, and will share the classroom lesson strategy for 

Writer Fight Club, along with a brief DVD clip of a recent Writer Fight Club Champion 

bout. 
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Title:   

 

Public Participation in the Design and Planning As A Tool to 

Achieve Sustainable Community: With Special Reference to the 

Use of the ‘Planning For Real’® Method 

 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
 

Public participation now seems imperative and secure as a key principle of 

neighbourhood renewal. The current Head of City Council in Malaysia as known as 

City Hall of Kuala Lumpur (CHKL) have made commitment towards Agenda 21, as a 

comprehensive plan of action to be taken globally especially concerning public 

participation in redesign of neighbourhood parks in Kuala Lumpur. CHKL had tried 

to implement public participation in several cases of upgrading and redesigning 

neighbourhood parks. However, this level of public participation only involves one-

way communication. CHKL is optimising to improve and enhance the effectiveness 

of public participation by seeking deciding together with community and to empower 

their interest. Consequently, the research has been begun in searching the appropriate 

method of public participation that achieved the level of consultation and partnership 

could be adapted and adopted to Kuala Lumpur. This paper will, in particular discuss 

about the possibility of using “Planning For Real” as one of the prominent method of 

public participation in which related to parks in Britain into Malaysia context. 

“Planning For Real” has been exercised in Kuala Lumpur last year. The author has 

recently investigated that “Planning for Real” method has a lot of advantages that 

appropriate to be adapted into Kuala Lumpur. Neighbourhood Initiatives Foundation, 

(1995) stated that “Planning For Real” has been used since the late 1970s as a means 

for giving local people a ‘voice’ and professionals a clear idea of local people’s needs 

in order to bring about an improvement to their own neighbourhood or community. 

Whilst its origin is in Britain, it has become increasingly widespread throughout the 

world. In recent years the “Planning for Real” kit has become popular in some 

developing countries and a modified version is under development. The research has 

been carried out through qualitative method where semi-structured interview and 
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direct observation has been used to gain the data. In the end, this study unveils 

whether Planning for Real technique could be incorporate in the design and planning 

process landscape development in relation to achieve sustainable community and 

development. 

 
 
 
First Name: MOHD YAZID 
 
Surname: MOHD YUNOS 
 
Department: School OF Architecture, Planning and Landscape, Newcastle 
University 
 
Affiliation: PhD Student, Landscape Architect 
 
Email Address: yazidarch@yahoo.co.uk 
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The InTegraTed LIghTweIghT dIsasTer sheLTer (ILds)

The proposed sheLTer Is a Temporary, LIghTweIghT, 
and energy/waTer auTonomous sTrucTure wITh a hIgh 
degree of fLexIbILITy. ITs susTaInabLe Low energy de-
sIgn aLLows for a fIne-Tuned response To The LocaL 
neIghborhood condITIon. IT can be quIckLy depLoyed 
To areas sTruck by dIsasTers and Is meanT as a fIrsT 
anchor poInT In The same LocaLs and poTenTIaLLy on 
The same sITes whIch orIgInaLLy were used by famILIes 
for TheIr housIng, noT as a moduLe of vasT, IsoLaTed 
refugee camps. The sheLTer Is The Temporary base 
from whIch famILIes wILL be abLe To rebuILd TheIr LIves 

PIP 2232

and consTrucT more permanenT housIng, yeT The sup-
pLIed InfrasTrucTure of The sheLTer (phoTovoLTaIc 
sheeTs, waTer suppLy, sTrucTuraL eLemenTs) may very 
weLL be Transferred InTo The reconsTrucTed perma-
nenT dweLLIngs

1
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ILDS -  ReSponSe to the Context anD  the envIRonment
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tRanSpoRt to SIte

quICk «tooL-LeSS» aSSembLy

ISO 12.20 meter container

No tools2

ISO 12.20 meter container

No tools2

ISO 12.20 meter container

No tools2
the InDIvIDuaL moDuLe 
Can be tRanSpoRteD 
anD eReCteD by two 
peopLe wIthout the 
uSe of tooLS

the moSt effeCtIve moDe of RapID DepLoyment of a LaRge num-
beR of moDuLeS IS by eRICkSon SIkoRSky SkyCRane heLICop-
teR S-64

otheR moDeS of tRanSpoRt, SuCh aS by tRaIn oR fLatbeD tRuCk 
aRe poSSIbLe —anD at SmaLLeR oR LaRgeR quantItIeS—, avaILa-
bILIty of LoCaL InfRaStRuCtuRe peRmIttIng.

tempeRatuReS Range fRom 10°–38°C anD 
CamboDIa expeRIenCeS tRopICaL monSoonS. 
SouthweSt monSoonS bLow InLanD bRIn-
gIng moIStuRe-LaDen wInDS fRom the guLf of 
thaILanD anD InDIan oCean fRom may to oCto-
beR, anD the CountRy expeRIenCeS the heavIeSt 
pReCIpItatIon fRom SeptembeR to oCtobeR. the 
noRtheaSt monSoon uSheRS In the DRy SeaSon, 
whICh LaStS fRom novembeR to maRCh, wIth 
the DRIeSt peRIoD fRom JanuaRy to febRuaRy. 
CamboDIa haS two DIStInCt SeaSonS, the RaI-
ny SeaSon whICh RunS fRom may to oCtobeR 
(tempeRatuReS up to 40°C wIth aCCompanyIng 
hIgh humIDIty), anD the DRy SeaSon fRom no-
vembeR to apRIL (tempeRatuReS DRop to 25°C 
to 35°C). tempeRatuReS Can ReaCh 40°C by 
Late apRIL. 

CommunIty, ReSponSe to LoCaL CuLtuRaL DweLLIng foRmS

fIRSt-aID-SheLteR, meetIng, SChooL unItS

muLtIpLe SheLteRS CombInDeD

• bI-aRtICuLatIon fLexIbLe gRoupIng, (fLexIbLe JoIntS, anD aCCoRDeon LInk): 

SInguLaR moDuLeS Can be eItheR StanD-aLone StRuCtuReS, oR JoIneD togetheR to foRm LaRgeR, ContInuouS bI-
aRtICuLateD DweLLIng unItS oR SheLteRS foR SpeCIaL uSe, SuCh aS fIRSt aID, eDuCatIon, oR CommunIty funCtIonS. 
wIth the heLp of a fLexIbLe InteRmeDIate ConneCtoR eLement (aCCoRDIon JoInt, bI-aRtICuLatIon), theSe Sequen-
CeS of SheLteR moDuLeS aRe abLe to ReSponD to LoCaL ConDItIonS of the SIte, SuCh aS tReeS, RoCkS, anD otheR 
obStRuCtIonS. the fLexIbLe ConneCtoR eLement aLLowS fuRtheRmoRe foR the aRRangement of the SheLteR 
moDuLeS to foRm CIRCuLaR aRRangementS, CouRtyaRDS, anD otheR CuStomaRy DweLLIng patteRnS, aS waRRanteD 
by the LoCaL CuLtuRaL tRaDItIon.

CommunIty

the SeLeCteD LoCatIon foR the pRopoSaL foR 
aReS DeSIgn CompetItIon IS kampong Saom (SI-
hanoukvILLe), pRâteh kampuChea, CamboDIa. the 
LoCatIon IS paRt of the hot-humID CLImate RegIon of 
South-eaSt aSIa.

the SIzIng of the SheLteR kIt, ContaInIng the tRImoDaL tubuLaR 
SuppoRt StRuCtuRe anD the InfLatabLe Roof anD SIDe paneLS 
IS CompLIant wIth ISo ContaIneR DImenSIonS anD payLoaDS. 
thRee SheLteR kItS In LIne, eaCh 4.00 meteRS In Length, fIt the 
moSt Common StanDaRD InteRnatIonaL ContaIneR wIth a Length 
of 12.20 m, equaL to two (2) twenty-foot-equIvaLent unItS 
(teu), oR 12.20 m x 2.44 m x 2.59 m, 60 CompLete SheLteR 
kItS fIt Into one ContaIneR

2
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ILDS  - PLanS & SectIonS
INTEGRATED LIGHTWEIGHT DISASTER SHELTER (ILDS)

THIN-FILM PHOTOVOLTAIC FOIL, FOLDED UP

THIN-FILM PHOTOVOLTAIC FOIL
FOLDED DOWN

FRONT ENLOSURE
OF SHELTER

HAND-OPERATED PUMP
SINK
FED FRONT FLOOR BLADDER TANKS

UNDERFLOOR BLADDER TANKS

NATURAL VENTILATION

FRONT SUPPORT TUBE REAR SUPPORT TUBE

CAR BATTERY
PV STORAGE

PNEUMATIC DOUBLE-CHAMBER
ROOF STRUCTURE

RAINWATER TO
UNDERFLOOR

BLADDER TANKS

FIRST-FLUSH/
CERAMIC FILTER ELEMENT

SIDE ELEVATION/CROSS SECTION

MIRRORED GROUP ARRANGEMENT
FIRST AID STATIONS, SCHOOLS

FRONT ELEVATION

THIN-FILM PHOTOVOLTAIC FOIL
FOLDED DOWN
FRONT ENLOSURE
OF SHELTER

ENTRANCE AND
WINDOW

THIN-FILM PHOTOVOLTAIC FOIL
FOLDED DOWN
FRONT ENLOSURE
OF SHELTER

THIN-FILM PHOTOVOLTAIC FOIL
FOLDED DOWN
FRONT ENLOSURE
OF SHELTER

PNEUMATIC DOUBLE-CHAMBER ROOF STRUCTURE

FRONT SUPPORT TUBE
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INTEGRATED LIGHTWEIGHT DISASTER SHELTER (ILDS)
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FRONT ENLOSURE
OF SHELTER
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FOLDED DOWN
FRONT ENLOSURE
OF SHELTER

PNEUMATIC DOUBLE-CHAMBER ROOF STRUCTURE

FRONT SUPPORT TUBE

SIDe eLevatIon

LongItuDInaL SectIon 1/25e 1/25e

1/25e

1/25e

1/40e

Bed
Storage

3

BeD

taBLe

BeD

accorDIon BuS LInk 
Between SheLterS

Battery

Storage

Storage

LeDtaBLe

hanD-oPerateD PumP 
mounteD onto the 
InternaL SInk
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ILDS - CompoSItIon of the SheLter

420.35

276.00 147.56

45.24

147.56111.02

834.21

573.82

436.00

INTEGRATED LIGHTWEIGHT DISASTER SHELTER

COMPLETE PACKAGE: FIBERGLASS SUPPORT TUBE BUNDLES (1, 2), TENT ENCLOSURE (3)
ASSEMBLY WITHOUT TOOLS, WEIGHT CAN BE CARRIED BY TWO PEOPLE

INDIVIDUAL FIBERGLASS SUPPORT BUNDLE LENGTH: 2.00 M

DISASSEMBLED SUPPORT BUNDLE: TOP SUPPORT FRAME (1), REAR SUPPORT FRAME (2),
ROOF STRUCTURE FIBERGLASS RODS (3), LEGS (4)

1 2

3 3

A

B

C

MOVES UP

1 2

3

3

4

StepS of ereCtIon

ACCeSSorIeS

the pACkAge
expLoDeD vIew of the SheLter SyStem

LoCAL mAterIALS

PIP 2232

the ILDS DeSIgn prInCIpLe IS bASeD on moDu-
LArIty. one InDIvIDuAL moDuLe provIDeS rApID 
SheLter for four (4) peopLe for Short term or 
SemI-permAnent uSe. the unItS CAn be ArrAn-
geD In fLexIbLe SetupS to SAtISfy LArger SpACe 
DemAnDS, to reSponD to LoCAL ConDItIonS or to 
refLeCt LoCAL CuLturAL hAbItS.

the ILDS IS A LIght-weIght AnD CompACt SheL-
ter SyStem kIt. the mAterIALS AnD ShApe of 
the SheLter Are CApAbLe of effeCtIveLy hAr-
veStIng rAInwAter for further purIfICAtIon 
AnD ConSumptIon. the generAtIon of eLeCtrI-
CAL energy for LIghtIng purpoSeS IS provIDeD 
through the uSe of An IntegrAteD photovoL-
tAIC pAneL. the SheLter ALLowS for CLImAtICALLy 
reSponSIve nAturAL CroSS-ventILAtIon wIthout 
meChAnICAL meAnS. A unIque feAture of ILDS IS 
the eLevAteD DweLLIng pLAtform whICh IS rAISeD 
off the grounD to further fACILItAte unDer-
fLoor nAturAL ventILAtIon, proteCtIon AgAInSt 
AnImALS AnD ADverSe SoIL ConDItIonS AnD fLoo-
DIng.

bunDLe tubeS + AIr CuShIon 
+ InfLAtAbLe bLADDer tAnk 
AS prImAry eLementS.

SeConDAry StruCture whICh 
CAn be eASILy repLACeD by 
LoCAL mAterIALS.

eLement fAmILIeS:

three eLement fAmILIeS from 
the SheLter:

A: A prImAry StruCturAL, tu-
buLAr bASe frAme mADe of LI-
ghtweIght, yet hIgh-Strength 
fIbergLASS tubIng, reSIn reIn-
forCeD At mAjor beArIng Inter-
SeCtIonS.
fIbergLASS tubIng wAS SeLeCteD, 
SInCe It IS ApproxImAteLy 3 tImeS 
greAter In Strength, At hALf of 
the weIght of ALumInum. the tu-
beS Are formeD In StAnDArDIzeD 
moLDS. other thAn ALumInum, In 
CASe of DAmAge they CAn be re-
pAIreD.

b: A SeConDAry SyStem of fLexI-
bLe, hoLLow fIbergLASS poLeS 
AnD roDS, formIng the LAttICe 
work of the roof CAnopy frA-
me. the hoLLow roDS ContAIn A 
StAInLeSS SteeL wIre LeADer for 
eASy ASSembLy.

C:  the pneumAtIC roof CuShIon 
fAbrIC wIth pvC CoAtIng (Spe-
CIfIC weIght 0.2÷1.0 kg\m2) IS 
uSeD AS StruCture Cover AnD AS 
A SyStem for wAter CoLLeCtIon 
Into the reAr-mounteD wAter 
StorAge tAnk(S) mADe of pvC.

bAmboo StICkS

InfLAtAbLe roof StruCture

wAter bLADDer tAnk 

StAIrS

CerAmIC fILter mAIn StruCture :  
fIbergLASS tubeS 

thIn-fILm 
photovoLtAIC 
eLement 

front wALL 

roof CAnopy frAme

(hoLLow fIbergLASS roDS)

SIDe wALL (pvC)

fLoor (heAvy Duty pvC CoAteD nyLon)

bAttery

hAnD-operAteD pump

SuSpenSIon hookS

2. reAr Support 3. feet 4. CAnopy StruCture

5. wAter fILtrAtIon & StorAge 6. fLoor 7. ACCeSSorIeS 7. SIDe & front wALL

9. InfLAtAbLe AIr CuShIon 10. thIn-fILm photovoLtAIC 11. CompLete

mAnuAL AIr pump bAg 

4 
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ILDS - Autonomy of the SheLter

eLetrIcIty SuppLy & LIghtIng

WAter SuppLy

PIP 2232

In hot-humID cLImAteS the SheLter unItS Are AutonomouS WhAt theIr WAter SuppLy IS 
concerneD. rAInWAter IS coLLecteD on the InfLAtAbLe roof Structure, pASSeD through 
A cerAmIc fILter, AnD coLLecteD In A fLexIbLe, uV InhIbIteD VInyL bLADDer tAnk.

PASSIVE BIO-CLIMATIC STRATEGY: VENTILATION

NIGHT
SHELTER ENCLOSED FOR PRIVACY

THIN-FILM PHOTOVOLTAIC PANEL
SERVES AS FRONT
ENCLOSURE

DAY
SHELTER OPEN
FOR ELECTRICITY
GENERATION

THIN-FILM PHOTOVOLTAIC
PANEL SERVES AS ROOF

PASSIVE BIO-CLIMATIC STRATEGY: AUTONOMOUS ENERGY GENERATION

CROSS VENTILATION AND THERMAL BUOYANCY KEEP INTERIOR COOL =
PRINCIPLE OF LOCAL DWELLING FORMS OF SOUTH EAST ASIA

THERMAL MASS OF COOL WATER STORAGE

WARM AIR EXHAUST

COOL, DENSER AIR
FROM SHADED AREA

10.87RAISED PLATFORM

PASSIVE BIO-CLIMATIC STRATEGY: VENTILATION
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ENCLOSURE
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SHELTER OPEN
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GENERATION

THIN-FILM PHOTOVOLTAIC
PANEL SERVES AS ROOF

PASSIVE BIO-CLIMATIC STRATEGY: AUTONOMOUS ENERGY GENERATION

CROSS VENTILATION AND THERMAL BUOYANCY KEEP INTERIOR COOL =
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pASSIVe bIo-cLImAtIc StrAtegy : VentILAtIon

DoubLe-SkIn, InfLAtAbLe neoprene-coA-
teD nyLon, Dupont™teDLAr® ArchI-
tecturAL coLoreD fILm, fLAme retAr-
DAnt.

nAturAL VentILAtIon:
to proVIDe comfortAbLe 
conDItIonS InSIDe of the 
SheLterS In the hot-hu-
mID cLImAte of cAmboDIA, 
the SheLter IS equIppeD 
WIth ADjuStAbLe VentILA-
tIon pAneLS At the LoWer 
bottom of the reAr InfLA-
tAbLe roof SectIon for 
cooLer (DenSer, heAVIer) 
AIr SuppLy, AnD At the up-
per front encLoSure for 
exhAuSt of WArmer (LeSS 
DenSe, LIghter) AIr. the 
concept of oppoSeD AIr 
SuppLy AnD exhAuSt pA-
neLS proVIDeS for effec-
tIVe croSS-VentILAtIon, 
eVen When the SheLter 
encLoSureS Are cLoSeD.

5

1. rAInWAter IS coLLec-
teD on the InfLAtAbLe 
roof Structure

2. A fIrSt fLuSh DeVIce (VALVe) 
enSureS thAt runoff from the 
fIrSt SpeLL of rAIn IS fLuSheD 
out AnD DoeS not enter the 
SyStem

4. the WAter IS coLLecteD 
In A fLexIbLe, uV InhIbIteD 
VInyL bLADDer tAnk

3. the WAter IS purIfIeD by 
ActIVAteD cArbon cArtrIDgeS 
ALong WIth uLtrA membrAne 
fILtrAtIon or mIcro-membrA-
ne fILtrAtIon moDuLeS Incor-
porAteD In the bLADDer tAnk 
ASSembLy

5. from the bLADDer tAnk, 
the WAter IS pumpeD to 
the InSIDe of the SheLter 
WIth the heLp of A  

21 3 4 5

one cAr bAttery per SheLter 
WIth the StorAge cApAcIty of 
13.5 kWh IS mounteD At the 
reAr of the Support pLAtform 
AnD StoreS energy for eVenIng 
cookIng AnD nIght tIme ILLumInA-
tIon

the LIghtIng for the SheLter 
unItS IS IntegrAteD Into the 
fIbergLASS Support tubIng. It 
conSIStS of A SerIeS of Shock 
AnD VIbrAtIon reSIStAnt hIgh-
brIghtneSS LIght emIttIng 
DIoDeS (LeD), InSerteD Into 
uV reSIStAnt poLycArbonAte 
houSIng WhIch eLImInAte DuSt 
AnD DIrt buILDup.

the eLectrIcAL SuppLy for 
eLectrIcAL LIghtIng (LeD) IS 
proVIDeD by An ArrAy of fLexI-
bLe thIn-fILm photoVoLtAIc mo-
DuLeS
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INTERNATIONAL ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION
RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES AND BIO-CLIMATIC ARCHITECTURE FOR SHELLS TO SHELTER 
PEOPLE AFFECTED BY NATURAL DISASTERS (ARES)

PIP2232

DESIGN DESCRIPTION
INTEGRATED LIGHT-WEIGHT DISASTER SHELTER 

(ILDS)
• Design  Concept 

• Structural and Materials Concept
• Settlements Units Planning Concept  

• Site/Environmental Analysis 
• Water Supply

• Tank Capacity, Electrical Energy
• Available Solar Radiation  and Resulting Photovoltaic Capacity 

• Passive Bio-Climatic Startegy
• Details of Shelter Kit

APPENDIX
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• Design Concept 

The proposed architectural and engineering response 
to the design challenge of a structure to house peo-
ple affected by natural disasters is called the “Inte-
grated Lightweight Disaster Shelter” (ILDS.)

It is based on modularity, ease of transportation and 
assembly, the complete autonomous generation and 
supply of electric energy, and the harvesting of wa-
ter.

It is conceived as temporary housing in the direct 
vicinity of homes affected by a disaster, and not 
as a shelter system for large, remote camp sites. In 
order to be assembled and put in place as close as 
possible to peoples familiar living quarters, social 
settings and infrastructure, the proposed shelter is 
designed as a highly fl exible, multi-purpose system 
with simple handling characteristics.

The module consists of a structural fi berglass tube 
bundle with integrated steel-cable-reinforced fram-
ing support elements, wall and roof enclosure ma-
terials, bladder water tank for rainwater harvesting, 
water purifi cation, and a thin-fi lm photovoltaic ele-
ment for off-grid power generation. It is designed 
to be transported in required quantities to areas af-
fected by disasters. 

Upon deployment to the particular sites, the indi-
vidual module can be transported and erected by 
two people without the use of tools. It is designed 
as an autonomous system which provides electrical 
energy for lighting of the unit and water for human 
consumption in areas which have lost the ability to 
provide power and water by means of a utility grid. 

The ILDS proposal provides a design for short-term 
or semi-permanent shelter, with a focus on utiliza-
tion in hot-humid climates of Southeast Asia which 
are prone to natural disasters such as fl ooding by 
Tsunami events. 

The shelter design respects to the following design 
principles:

Fig. 1 Principle of shelter module and fl exible grouping pos-
sibilities

•  INTEGRATED: It consists of a compact, 
easily transportable fi berglass tube bundle, which 
provides the structural framework, integrated sys-
tems of autonomous water supply, photovoltaic en-
ergy generation, and storage for all necessary ele-
ments of its canopy structure. 

•  NO-TOOL, RAPID ASSEMBLY: Once 
transported to the site it can be unfolded and put into 
use without heavy equipment or tools. The tent-like 
structure can be transported, unfolded, erected, and 
joint together by no more than two persons.

•  BI-ARTICULATION FLEXIBLE GROUP-
ING, (FLEXIBLE JOINTS, and ACCORDEON 
LINK): Singular modules can be either stand-alone 
structures, or joined together to form larger, con-
tinuous bi-articulated dwelling units or shelters for 
special use, such as fi rst aid, education, or commu-
nity functions. With the help of a fl exible intermedi-

1
INTERNATIONAL ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION
RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES AND BIO-CLIMATIC ARCHITECTURE FOR SHELLS TO SHELTER 
PEOPLE AFFECTED BY NATURAL DISASTERS (ARES)
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ate connector element (accordion joint, bi-articula-
tion), these sequences of shelter modules are able to 
respond to local conditions of the site, such as trees, 
rocks, and other obstructions. The fl exible connector 
element allows furthermore for the arrangement of 
the shelter modules to form circular arrangements, 
courtyards, and other customary dwelling patterns, 
as warranted by the local cultural tradition.

• PROTECTION OF DWELLERS: Due to 
their design as elevated platforms, the units refl ect 
various global dwelling customs. They provide safe 
areas of inhabitation, raised from the ground, pro-
tected against moisture, fl ooding, uneven ground 
conditions, and animals.

• LOCAL MATERIALS: Besides the main 
tube bundle, the secondary structural elements of 
the shelter can be replaced by local materials, such 
as bamboo, or wood.

• ENERGY-SAVING, DOUBLE-SKIN: The 
shelters roof and walls consist of a double-skin, 
infl atable double-chamber cushions, which reduce 
solar energy heat gain, and prevent energy loss. The 
infl atable roof funnels collected rainwater into a 
shelter-integrated water storage tank (bladder tank), 
mounted at the rear.

• STABILITY BY ANCHORING: Since 
lightness and transportability is one of the primary 
design prerogatives, the shelters need to be secured 
and tied down by retrievable, reusable earth an-
chors. The necessary steel driving rod for the place-
ment of the anchors is integrated into the fi berglass 
support structure.

The ILDS consists of the following main elements 
of structure and enclosure:

• A primary structural, tubular base frame 
made of lightweight, yet high-strength fi berglass 
tubing, resin reinforced at major bearing intersec-
tions.
Fiberglass tubing was selected, since it is greater in 

strength than aluminum, which is commonly used 
for such shelters, and has a less weight. The tubes 
are formed in standardized molds. Other than alu-
minum, in case of damage they can be repaired.

• A secondary system of fl exible, hollow fi -
berglass poles and rods, forming the lattice work of 
the roof canopy frame. The hollow rods contain a 
stainless steel wire leader for easy assembly.

• The pneumatic roof cushion fabric with 
PVC coating (specifi c weight 0.2÷1.0 kg\m2) is 
used as structure cover and as a system for wa-
ter collection into the rear-mounted water storage 
tank(s) made of a PVC bladder tank.

MATERIALS: 

The materials used for the ILDS are:
Reinforced, hollow structural fi berglass tubes, hol-
low fi berglass poles with integrated stainless steel 
leader wire, infl atable UV-resistant nylon roof and 
side wall cushions cushion.

• Frame: 
Main support carrier frame: Tri-modular group of 
fi berglass tubes for front support beam, rear support 
beam, and vertical photovoltaic mast. The fi ber-
glass tubes form a space-saving tube bundle during 
transport.

• Floor:  
Heavy duty PVC coated nylon, infl atable, fl ame re-
tardant, supported by fi berglass fl oor rods.

• Canopy:  
Double-skin, infl atable neoprene-coated nylon, 
DuPont™Tedlar® Architectural Colored Film , 
fl ame retardant.

• Double-chamber safety construction, to 
provide safe roof structure in the event of one infl at-
able chamber failure. Pressure compensating units 
fi tted on roof cushion . Safety valves prevent over 
infl ation, maximum pressure 3 psi (0.2 bar) 
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• Structural and Material Concept

• Removable doors. Adjustable zipped or but-
toned entrances in front. Adjustable zipped or but-
toned openings on both sides, if shelters are com-
bined to multiple units (First-Aid-Shelter, meeting, 
school units)

• Adjustable ventilation panels at lower rear 
for air supply, and upper front for air exhaust, pro-
viding necessary cross ventilation in hot-humid cli-
mates.

• Accessories as part of the shelter pack  
age consist of:

 Guy lines with adjusters 
 Rain water collector system
 Rain water collector tank as bladder   
 tank with integrated carbon fi lter purifi   
 cation
 Manual infl ation pump, integrated into   
 rear support frame.

Fig 2:
Manual pump for infl atable roof canopy, during transport stor-
aged in front support frame. Ground anchors. Tool. 
The pump serves also as a manual water pump for the water 
tank.

The size of the ILDS is:

Shelter width:  3.30 meters
Shelter length:  not limited; 
  one shelter unit: 4.00 meters
Useful height of interior space: 2.75 meters; 

Fig 3:
DuPont™ Architectural fi lm as roof material for infl atable wa-
ter harvesting roof structure, Double-skin type of construction 
for insulation

Surface-To-Volume Ratio: 

The shelters are compact to minimize heat loss at 
lower ambient air temperatures at night and/or gain 
during the day. The design achieves an optimized 
Surface-to-volume ratio of 1.2. 
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The arrangement of the units in groups either in 
straight lines or semi-circular, or circular arrange-
ments is dependent on local, cultural habits.
Alternatively, the units can be grouped or connected 
with an accordion type bi-articulation element, simi-
lar to the connection between multi-car city busses. 
The connector element is contained in each of the 
shelter module kits.

• Settlements Units Planning Concept 

As the site of the deployment of the shelter units the 
city of Sihanoukville, also known as Kampong Som, 
or Kampong Som, a port city in southern Cambodia 
on the Gulf of Thailand, was selected. The city was 
founded in 1964 to be the only deep water port in 
Cambodia. It is assumed that the shelter units arrive 
in packages inside of standard 12.20 meter contain-
ers on board of ships operated by emergency relief 
agencies after a tsunami destroyed most dwellings 
and infrastructure. 

Sihanoukville is a low lying town with beaches and 
tropical islands off its south and west coast. The lo-
cation of the shelter unit village is Koh Rong, situ-
ated west of the Sihanoukville coast. Obstructions, 
ruins, debris are a result of the disaster and need to 
be considered in the placement of the shelter units. 
Its formerly bustling fi shing community on the 
southeast coast was entirely destroyed by the tsu-
nami event, yet some basic supplies including fresh 
water, fi sh and crab are still available.

The shelter modules can either be arranged as stand-
alone units, each with a maximum occupancy of 
four adults, or a typical family with two adults and 
three to four children.

Singular Module

Straight and Grouped

Wave, two communities

Semi-circle, one community

1

2

Unregulated, fl exible response to local 
site conditions, i.e. ruins, debris, trees

Fig. 5 Arrangement schemes respond to cultural, 
social and site conditions

1
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• Site/Environmental Analysis

The site for the proposed shelter grouping is located 
in Sihanoukville (Kampong Soam), Cambodia, Me-
teoNorm 5.1 Code: 489850, with the location data 
of LAT 10,3702, LONG 104,1302.

The site for the shown group of shelters is in down-
town Kampong Soam, near the city center, on a vast 
empty lot north of Omui Street and north of the for-
mer market Psar Leu (Upper Market) which was 
destroyed by the storm. The neighboring hotel Srey 
Leak was equally heavily damaged. It is connected 
to Sihaoukville’s main thoroughfare Ekareach Street 
which connects Weather Station Hill with the Sokha 
and Otres Beach areas. Existing landscape features 
such as tall palm trees (date, palmyra, and coconut 
palm) will have to be accommodated bt the Master 
Plan for the disaster relief camp.Topographically 
the site is fl at.

Already prior to the tsunami, medical facilities in 
Sihanouk Ville were extremely limited and emer-
gency care amounts to little more than fi rst aid. Ma-
jor medical treatment has to be done in the capital 
Phnom Penh or by helicopter airlift evacuation. The 
Sihanoukville Referral Hospital which is located 
some 500 meters at the top of the hill between the 
town and Golden Lions Traffi c Circle, just off Eka-
reach Street offers very basic facilities. It is directly 
linked by a small road to the new camp.

The climate of Sihanoukville is tropical, hot-hu-
mid. High temperatures and high humidity prevail 
throughout the year, with very high humidities and 
large amounts of rainfall during the monsoon sea-
son. The analysis of the diagrams in Figs. 6, 7, and 8 
suggests that the harvesting of rain water for human 
consumption is clear opportunity and will be devel-
oped into an important component of the proposed 
design.
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• Water Supply

During monsoon season, the shelter units are auton-
omous what their water supply is concerned. Rain-
water is collected on the infl atable roof structure, 
and passed through a ceramic fi lter, The rainwater 
from the curved roof surface will be collected in a 
fl exible, UV inhibited vinyl bladder tank. During 
periods of rain the bladder tank uncoils automati-
cally due to the water pressure forces of the runoff 
to a length of 0.60 meters, which is identical to the 
height of the raised dwelling platform and is subse-
quently fi lled with water. 

A fi rst fl ush device (valve) ensures that runoff from 
the fi rst spell of rain is fl ushed out and does not en-
ter the system. This needs to be done since the fi rst 
spell of rain carries a relatively larger amount of 
pollutants from the air and roof surface.

The water is purifi ed by activated carbon cartridges 
along with ultra membrane fi ltration or micro-mem-
brane fi ltration modules incorporated in the blad-
der tank assembly. It has the capacity to deal with 
E-coli and the potential of meeting World Health 
Organizations (WHO) water regulation standards. 

Other methods of simple purifi cation, i.e. by add-
ing chlorine tablets, can be used if warranted by lo-
cal conditions. From the bladder tank, the water is 
pumped to the inside of the shelter with the help 
of a hand-operated pump mounted onto the internal 
sink. The conduit is fl exible PVC tubing.

During dry periods, the bladder tank recoils back by 
the use of integrated stainless steel coils. It is stored 
automatically beneath the shelter fl oor structure and 
is so protected against damage and soiling.

Necessary Purefi ed Water Tank Capacity per 
Shelter Module:

The necessary tank volume as a function of daily/
monthly rain water availability at the site and the 
water consumption of 4 persons per shelter is cal-
culated as follows:

Fig. 9. Yearly precipitation and water consumption per 4 
people shelter unit
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Fig. 10, 11. Underfl oor bladder tank, fi lled (top), unfolded be-
fore installation (below), selected capacity 4000 liters/shelter 
in 8 x 500 liter compartments.
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• Tank Capacity, Electrical Energy

Water usage as shown in the diagrams on Pages 5-7 
is calculated as follows:

1 shelter = 4 person/10 liter/Person/Day
Shelter catch surface area: 3 x 4 m=12 m2
Min. Rain (January/February) 0.025m3/m2 surface
= 25 liter/m2 x 12 m2= 300 liter/month
4 persons x 10 liter/day x31 days =1240 liter/
month

Electrical Energy Supply:

The electrical supply for electrical lighting (LED) 
is provided by an array of fl exible photovoltaic 
modules in thin-fi lm technology. The modules with 
a size of 1429.39mm x 424.40mm are rated for a 
power of 32 watts; their operating voltage is 16.5 
volts. At night the plastic photovoltaic fi lm serves 
as the front enclosure of the shelter and provides 
privacy for the dwellers. The generation of electri-
cal energy begins at the beginning of the day when 
the front shelter enclosure is opened to a vertical 
canopy and supported by fi berglass rods or local 
materials, such as bamboo sticks.

During the day-time the photovoltaic plastic sheet 
also may serve as a canopy against rain, and as a 
semi-private, intermediate space between two shel-
ter modules facing each other. In this space, school 
can be held, community meetings fi nd a protect-
ed space and supplies for fi rst aid shelters can be 
stored.

Since the fl exible patterns of shelter module layout 
(in semi-circles, circles etc.) change the exposure of 
the shelter walls in regards to the cardinal directions 
and therefore the sun, photovoltaic panels should be 
only oriented as a horizontal roof surface facing the 
zenith. The location of the shelter in this proposal 
near the equator in Cambodia supports such a fl at 
horizonatl arrangement of the photovoltaic panels 
since solar altitude angles are great as shown in the 
sun path diagram on Page 8. 

To embed the thin-fi lm photovoltaic panel in the 
canopy structure, it is oriented independently of 
the orientation of the individual articulated shelter 
unit(s). 
The maintenance-free clean energy of the photo-
voltaic panel is delivered as Direct Current power 
(DC). It is assumed that the dwellers in the shelter 
units use electricity for cooking for a period of 2 
hours/day. A storage battery (car battery) of 13.5 
kWh is therefore neccessary, especially for overcast 
and night time conditions.
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Fig. 12. Determination of required bladder tank volume as a function of 
the critical, low-precipitation months

Fig. 13. Bladder tank as water and thermal storage for cooling. 
Integrated into shelter module fl oor, ceramic fi lter element
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• Available Solar Radiation and
Resulting Photovoltaic Capacity

Cambodia experiences tropical monsoons. South-
west monsoons blow inland bringing moisture-
laden winds from the Gulf of Thailand and Indian 
Ocean from May to October, and the country expe-
riences the heaviest precipitation from September 
to October. The northeast monsoon ushers in the dry 
season, which lasts from November to March, with 
the driest period from January to February. Cambo-
dia has two distinct seasons, the rainy season which 
runs from May to October (temperatures up to 40°C 
with accompanying high humidity), and the dry 
season from November to April (temperatures drop 
to 25°C to 35°C). Temperatures can reach 40°C by 
late April. 
The electrical power supply provided by the thin-
fi lm photovoltaic sheet (entrance enclosure of the 
shelter) needs to be suffi cient to serve 1 Light/shel-
ter x 7 h/day=700 Wh/day and one cooker/boiler of 
1000Wx2 h/Day=2000 Wh/day, a total of 1,100 W
The monthly power usage is tehrefore 2700 Wh/
Day x 31 Days=83.7 kWh/month. During the month 
of September the solar radiation is lowest with 100 
kWh/m2. The calculation (see: Appendix) results in 
an PV array of min. & m2 at an effi ciency of 12%.
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Fig. 11. Monthly duration of sunshine in hours [h]
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Fig. 13. Cumulative solar radiation, Sihanoukville determines 
useable electrical power and power usage/shelter
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• Passive Bio-Climatic Strategy:
Natural Ventilation, LED-Lighting

(cont.)

During the critical low radiation month of Septem-
ber the following calculation shows the amount of 
electricity which can be harvested:

100 kW/h/month:31 days=3,22 kWh/day which is 
equal to 3220Wh/Day. A minimum storage capacity 
of a larger car battery of 2700-3000 Wh is recom-
mended. 
If cloudy conditions during the monsoon season 
should prevail over 3-5 days:
5 x 3220 Wh=16.100 Wh=16.1 kWh, and a usage 
interval of 6 hrs./Day results in an average 2683 
Wh.
Using electrical power generated by the photovol-
taic panel over 5 days: 5 x 2700 W= 13500 Wh, 
results in a PV net area of 13500:2683 = 5.1 m2 
cells.

Natural Ventilation:

To provide comfortable conditions inside of the 
shelters in the hot-humid climate of Cambodia, the 
shelter is equipped with adjustable ventilation pan-
els at the lower bottom of the rear infl atable roof 
section for cooler (denser, heavier) air supply, and 
at the upper front enclosure for exhaust of warmer 
(less dense, lighter) air. The concept of opposed air 
supply and exhaust panels provides for effective 
cross-ventilation, even when the shelter enclosures 
are closed.

Similar to vernacular structures of Cambodiamade 
of bamboo and wood which provide a great degree 
of cross-ventilation due to their loose wall and fl oor 
construction, the shelter can be opened with zipped 
and buttoned down panels at the lower back and full 
front of the shelter to allow for cross-ventilation.

These apertures consist of a double-layer construc-
tion: The outer layer provides water-tightness and 
full enclosure during times of rain, the inner plastic 
screen allows for ventilation yet protects against in-
sects.

Fig. 14. Effective natural ventilation concept in hot-hunid climates, based 
on vernacular local examples. Below: Raised platform of Cambodian hut.
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• Details of Shelter Kit

The shelter kits will be transported in standard inter-
national containers with a length of 12.20 m, equal 
to two (2) Twenty-Foot-Equivalent Units (TEU), or 
12.20 m x 2.44 m x 2.59 m, 60 complete shelter kits 
fi t into one container. It is assumed that the port of 
Sihanoukville is still operational, yet the containers 
need to be transported to the site by Sikorsky Sky-
crane helicopter. One fl ight carries one container 
with 60 complete kits. Upon arrival at the site ap-
proximately 9 kilometers from the port facility, the 
kits (A) are being unloaded, the two support trusses 
made of lightweight fi berglass are assemeld to the 
full shelter length of 4.00 meters, the secundary fi -
berglass rods for the infl atable roof structure which 
are contained in the hollow support frames are as-
sembled and the two upper and rear support frames 
are put together (C). water storage tanks, roof cush-
ion and side and PV  panels are installed in a last 
step.

Fig. 15. Shelter details: 

A:  Cross-section through complete bundle kit package.
B:  Main front fi berglass support frame with space-saving inserted  
 rear and upper support frames
C: Front support frame unfolds support legs, and rear and upper   
 frame rods are detached
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Fig. 16. Sihanoukville port, container shipment

Fig. 17. Container delivery to site by SIKORSKY Air
Crane helicopter, S-64 or S-65 Sea Stallion
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Abstract 
Following a decades-old dream of computer scientists, technology can now capture, store, and 
retrieve vast amounts of information about personal experience, yielding a capability that has 
been called “digital memory”. When such memory is externalized in technology and potentially 
made available to others, it presents questions about what such a system means and what it 
reveals about structures of personal identity. I explore these questions using a psychoanalytic 
framework based on the work of Lacan. In this model, such technology appears more likely to 
involve issues of personal identity rather than memory. I argue that the results of such 
theoretical investigation have direct implications for digital memory technologies and suggest 
hypotheses for digital memory technology that may be investigated empirically. 
 
Introduction: The Problem of Digital Memory 

 Advances in computer technology present us with vast amounts of textual and 

multimedia information about the world and our lives. It is rapidly becoming feasible to record 

and store every conversation, every document, every phone call, and even all the sights and 

sounds that confront us in day to day life. Such an information store could be used, among 

other purposes, to locate and remind oneself of prior experiences and information that are 

otherwise lost to memory.  

The concept of mechanical memory extension was first proposed during World War II by 

Vannevar Bush (1945) as the “Memex” concept.  Today, Gordon Bell and Jim Gemmell of 

Microsoft Research have begun to develop a digital system in which all kinds of digital 

information – ranging from documents to continual sound and audio – can be represented in a 

single massive database of one’s life (Gemmell and Bell, 2007; Gemmell, Bell, and Lueder, 2006). 

This system, dubbed MyLifeBits, allows both replay of the information and associational linking 

of contents, such as document similarity. The use of metadata such as time, date, and location 

from GPS sensors can allow further association among contents using both representational 
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and machine learning techniques (Gemmell and Bell, 2007; Ringel et al, 2003). The content may 

also be shared with other people, such as friends, family, or the world at large on the Internet. 

The contents of such a project, such as individual documents or photographs, are called 

“digital memories,” and the combination of a single person’s database with a retrieval interface 

is “digital memory.” More generally, “digital memory” can refer to any such attempt to 

augment human memory with digital contents. To date, discussion of digital memory has 

largely emphasized technical considerations, such as the architecture, algorithms, and 

interfaces comprised by such a system.  This is often supplemented by general discussion of 

potential social issues such as privacy concerns.  

One of the factors that has largely been taken for granted is the concept of “memory” 

itself. In a digital memory system, memory is conceived as a fallible store of specific information, 

whose ideal function is the precise recall of content: 

Human memory can be maddeningly elusive. We stumble upon its limitations 
every day, when we forget a friend's telephone number, the name of a business 
contact or the title of a favorite book. People have developed a variety of 
strategies for combating forgetfulness – messages scribbled on Post-it notes, for 
example, or electronic address books carried in handheld devices – but 
important information continues to slip through the cracks. (Gemmell & Bell, 
2007, p. 58) 

In such a conception, memory is about retrieval of exact information. To the extent that digital 

memory is associational, it relies upon associations among specific data, such as links between 

items in time or the textual content of documents. 

 This poses the question: is such a digital system really “memory” at all? How does it 

relate to human memory? This in turn poses a more fundamental question: how does such 

memory relate to the individual, to one’s own subjective being? Can one draw implications 

about how people may relate to such a system? These questions cannot be exhausted in a short 

paper. Instead, I propose here to begin exploration of the issues in a relatively narrow domain, 

considering one aspect of the technology – continual photographic contents – from one 

theoretical perspective, Lacanian theory of the structure of the subject.  

The technology I consider is an automatic digital camera research project known as 

SenseCam (Hodges et al, 2006; Williams, 2004). SenseCam is designed to be worn on the 
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human body and to take photographs automatically, using a variety of environmental sensors 

such as light, temperature, motion, and warm-body (infrared) detection to determine when to 

take photographs. The resulting set of images can be viewed as a rapid sequence similar to 

stop-action photography, and provides both a visual record and metadata on concomitant 

environmental conditions.1 

 In this work, I examine the significance of this technology for issues of personal identity 

using a psychoanalytic framework based on the work of Jacques Lacan. Despite Lacan’s famous 

impenetrability, Lacanian theory is useful here for two reasons.  First, Lacan’s theory of psychic 

structure focuses specifically on issues of external images and the resulting problems of 

identification and memory related to the division between oneself and the world represented 

in images. This makes it especially relevant for the present problems. Second, as a clinically 

trained psychologist, I appreciate Freud’s observation that normal psychology and extreme 

manifestations in clinical work may operate with similar mechanisms, sometimes differing in 

degree more than kind (Freud, 1901, p. 278). Lacan’s system suggests ways that one may use 

clinical models to make inferences about non-clinical behavior.2 On this basis, I draw several 

hypotheses about interaction with a digital memory system, which suggest areas for further 

research and potential technological implications. 

 

Photography as Narrative and Identity Construction 

 We may start our consideration of digital memory and SenseCam by considering the 

most similar existing technology: photography, especially digital photography. It has long been 

recognized that photography may serve both to document an event and to distort it. Barthes 

notes that a photograph is “outside of meaning,” thus allowing multiple potential roles as 

signifier in various narratives (1980, pp. 34ff). Sontag notes that photography serves in social 

rites of group identification and preservation, through such artifacts as family and wedding 

photographs (1977, p. 8), and that interpretation of its meaning requires narrative: “one never 

                                                           
1
 This paper will be supplemented by a live demonstration of a SenseCam recording. 

2
 Taking up Bruce Fink’s challenge (1995, p. 152), I try to avoid the commonplace path of explicating Lacan 

according to a textual approach of commentary upon commentary. Although I do not comment on clinical work as 
such, I hope to establish a link between Lacan’s clinical structures and live behavior as exhibited through 
technology, and to suggest testable implications for people’s interaction with a real technology object. 
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understands anything from a photograph … Only that which narrates can make us understand” 

(p. 23). 

 Van Dijck (2005) examines the ways in which computer technology serves not merely as 

a passive tool for recollection of information but may actively structure our processes of 

memory. She argues that technology must pay attention to how memory and social constructs 

built from shared memories may be shaped by processes of recall: “the ultimate goal of 

memory is not to end up as a PowerPoint presentation on your grandchild’s desktop; the 

ultimate goal of memory (and memory machines) is to make sense of our lives, to create our 

own meanings of living.” (van Dijck, 2005, p. 329) With digital photography and technologies 

such as photography sharing sites, cellular telephone messaging, and blogs, people are 

increasingly using photographs as momentary messages in social exchange, where the function 

of the photograph is not primarily to trigger recollection but to establish facts about oneself 

that constructs and manages one’s identity in a social context (van Dijck, 2007, Chap. 5). 

Photography thus serves increasingly as a tool of identity construction rather than memory. 

 Although these accounts of identity construction through photography are persuasive, 

they lack an explanation of exactly how it is that such construction takes place, i.e., what the 

operative psychological conditions and structures may be. Without such an explanation, these 

accounts are largely descriptive of current behavior and thus may be limited in implication for 

future technology. If we link these accounts to more fundamental psychological structures, 

then we may be able better to derive specific hypotheses about new technologies such as 

SenseCam. 

 

The Structure of Identity 

There are many psychological theories that might be used to construct a model of 

identity. As I noted above, I adopt a Lacanian model here because Lacan’s work clearly 

discusses issues of imagery and personal identity. For our purposes, Lacan – which is to say, my 

necessarily interpretive reading of Lacan – presents a model of the psyche that is structured by 

three essential factors: the difference between the real and the imaginary, the symbolic 
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structuring of reality through the Other, and the idea of the unconscious as a chain of 

signifiers.3 

The first important aspect of Lacan’s theory concerns the difference between the real 

and the imaginary. For Lacan, the “real” includes fundamental drives of the individual, such as 

needs for food, warmth, love, sex, and so forth. These are incapable of being immediately met 

because of social and environmental constraints, and in any case are inexhaustible and 

insatiable. This sets up a condition of privation where one’s needs are split from the external 

world, which is knowable only through representations or images (and is thus “imaginary”). The 

individual identifies with these images as both representations of oneself (e.g., in the “mirror 

stage”) and of what one wants as embodied by the images of others. This forms the Lacanian 

“ego”, which is the imaginary self as represented through the imagined views of others (cf. 

Lacan, 1975, pp. 169-171). For Lacan, unlike traditional ego psychology, the ego cannot be 

regarded as the real actor or self; the agent who acts at any time is fleeting and perhaps unclear, 

but is retroactively identified with the imagined ego through the operation of imaginary and 

grammatical (and other symbolic) identification. 

 A second structural factor arises through the operation of language. To interact with the 

social world, the individual must adopt language. However, language is always imprecise and 

structurally presupposes conditions that are alien to unmediated experience. Language is 

independent of any person and poses universal structures that can be non-personal or trans-

personal (such as passive sentences). Thus, language poses a structural “Other” that is the 

universal condition of symbolic discourse and forms the conditions for our understanding of the 

symbolic world of social existence (“reality”). It is in this space that the “subject” arises, the 

unconscious actor who appears momentarily in linguistic acts but cannot be identified with the 

real body, drives, consciousness, or the imaginary ego (Lacan, 1966, pp. 346-348; Fink, 1995, 

Chap. 4). 

                                                           
3
 Lacan’s various models include many more elements than these, but I take these three elements as among the 

most important and most relevant for the current discussion. My condensed and abbreviated description of 
Lacan’s concepts of the subject and ego is indebted to, although not identical with, two remarkably lucid 
expositions: Fink’s The Lacanian Subject (1995), and Dor’s Introduction to the Reading of Lacan (1998).  
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 The third factor concerns the nature of unconscious chains of linguistic signifiers, which 

emerge ineluctably as the residua of symbolic language. Language is composed of elements 

that are reused and have multiple associations. For instance, words may have multiple 

meanings, there can be many homonyms, and at the most basic level phonetic elements and 

written symbols are shared among words and phrases. This means that any linguistic expression 

not only has consciously intended and interpreted meanings, but also potentially triggers a 

chain of associations that emerge from the relationships of its linguistic elements to other 

signifiers. One’s experiences lead to an embodiment of such a chain of signifiers, which are then 

able to operate unbidden in one’s linguistic/symbolic interactions, yielding parapraxes and 

other distortions of speech, memory, desire, and action. Lacan refers to this as the 

“unconscious”. This splits the individual between one’s own intentional linguistic acts and the 

unconscious operation of associations that been assimilated from outside (Lacan, 1966, pp. 35-

39; Fink, 1995, Chap. 2 and 179-182). In this model, the unconscious is very much an “it” 

operates quite independently of one’s own self and desires, forming automatic associations 

among linguistic elements. 

 These three operations project the presumed self out into the world. Somewhat similar 

to Kleinian projective identification (Klein, 1946) and Sartrean phenomenological theory of the 

ego (Sartre, 1937, 1943) – although certainly different from them in both structure and 

implication4 – the Lacanian ego is constituted from symbols acquired from others and 

observation of others. Such incorporation of viewing others leads to the reflexive position of 

adopting viewing from their standpoint (cf. Lacan, 1973, pp.  80-84).  

Thus we have a structural condition that presents two facets: being viewed by other 

people, and the incorporation of such viewing into one’s own self-image. When that structure is 

combined with the reality of desire, it produces the possibility of wanting to be seen by others 

in a certain way. In Freud’s Dora case (1905), this structure is exemplifies when Dora wants to 

                                                           
4
 Klein’s theory concerns the symbolic projection onto others of a part of one’s own psyche, not the Lacanian 

introjection and interpretation of oneself in accordance to imaginary views of others. For Sartre, the ego is 
associated with the unifying activity of conscious reflection in relation to interaction with the world, and thus is 
quite different in construction from Lacan’s imaginary ego, which is not identified with consciousness. 
Nevertheless, both Klein and Sartre present accounts of the ego that are closely related to the engagement of 
oneself with the outside world, rather than a presumed “real self” substance that exists independently of and prior 
to one’s involvement with the world, and thus share some structural similarity with Lacan’s conception. 
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be an object of desire just as was Frau K, her father’s mistress (Lacan, 1975, pp. 184-5). The link 

between seeing and desire is represented symbolically in Dora’s attachment to a visual cue, 

Frau K’s “adorable white body” (Freud, 1905, p. 61; cf. Quinet, p. 144). 

 When we put these various elements together, we see that identity is fragmented. 

There are real drives that are separate from the world outside and are unknowable in symbolic 

thought; there is the ego, constituted in interpersonal space by images and symbols drawn 

from others; there is a disappearing subject of the linguistic unconscious; there is the 

superficially presumed but unreal grammatical subject of language; and there is an 

associational unconscious that produces automatic associations that may subvert behavior. 

Personal identity rests to some extent in all of these – which is to say largely in none of them. 

Identity is dynamic and fleeting, appearing at one time as the implied subject of speech, at 

another as the imagined person seen by others, at another as the reflexive self-interpretation 

of images as one is believed to be seen.5 

Can there be a stable, permanent identity? The unconscious chain of signifiers is 

persistent, as are some of the identifications and presentations of the ego with others. But each 

of those constitutes the self only as what it is not, as what is outside it. The primary function 

that appears as stable, positively present, and interior is memory; insofar as there is a stable, 

self-present identity, it is constructed through the symbolic operation of memory. Memory 

exhibits a quasi-linguistic structure: its meaning is formed post-hoc by the remembering 

individual, just as the meaning of speech is determined post-hoc (at the completion of each 

utterance) by the hearer (cf. Sayer, 2004, p. 85).6 

 

                                                           
5
 A complete discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of the present work, but it is important to note that such 

an account by no means denies the importance of our perceptions of ourselves nor our action and experience as 
agents. Rather, it implies that the ordinary perceptions we have of being unified consciousnesses, independent 
actors, essential thinking substances, and so forth, are incomplete and misleading. Indeed, it would make little 
sense if clinical psychoanalysis were strictly to resist and deny the individual. For Lacan, the approach instead is to 
expose the kinds of mental links, symbolic structures, and other sorts of unconscious detritus that interfere with 
the enjoyment of individuality. In other words, the goal is to recognize psychic reality, including its important 
unconscious aspects of desire and enjoyment, and to free it from unnecessary interference and distortion. 

6
 Note that memory and the unconscious are entirely separate systems. The unconscious operates in the order of 

the real, linking signifiers without regard to the symbolic realities that they signify, and is not available to the 
person. Memory operates in the symbolic order and is available (albeit partially and fallibly) to consciousness. (cf. 
Lacan 1966, p. 31). 
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Memory, Identity, and SenseCam 

 When this exposition of memory and identity is compared to digital memories taken by 

SenseCam, we immediately see a fundamental difference: SenseCam memory is externalized. 

Because it is captured by a device, not by oneself, it is the product of an “other”. Because the 

contents exist independently of oneself, they are, in principle, available to other people just as 

they are to us. There is no privileged access, no essential link that makes the memories belong 

to oneself rather than others. There are merely contingent links fostered by the technology, 

such as passwords and possession of the device and storage media. 

 Formally, then, SenseCam digital memories are not memories at all, in the Lacanian 

structure. They are better regarded as a kind of documentary about one’s experience, a simple 

recording taken alongside oneself. Despite that, we can see that such contents present enough 

structural similarity to memory that they may be confused with it. When I wear SenseCam, 

images are taken from my own viewpoint and thus appear to be mine. When reviewing them, I 

have a collection that is unified both temporally over time and in terms of subject matter (what 

I’ve seen). Thus, they structurally satisfy some of the conditions of the symbolic identity unified 

in memory. 

 From a psychoanalytic perspective, these similarities and differences between digital 

memory and real memory establish a series of splits – or, to borrow an ego psychology term, 

conflicts. The unified record of one’s activity pulls one to identify with it, but at the same time it 

demonstrates concretely the essential lack within the subject – the record with which one 

identifies is possible only because it is taken with a device, and thus is exactly not one’s own.  

In this sense, we may view photography of all sorts as a kind of surrealism, as Sontag 

noted (1977, p. 48); photography captures some aspects of reality but distorts and re-presents 

it. Unlike still photography, the moving images of SenseCam include a time dimension, yet they 

also distort that time: the moment to moment intervals between images are compressed and 

distorted and whole sequences may be rearranged through simple editing. 
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The Link to Clinical Structures 

 We have seen various splits between the subject and other, between one’s own 

subjectivity and the symbolic order, one’s own agency vs. the unconscious, and now one’s own 

memory and identity vs. an externalization of memory. In the Lacanian system, these splits 

pose structural questions within being, which lead directly to various clinical manifestations (cf. 

Lacan, 1966, pp. 376, 432; Lacan, 1981, Chap. 12; Fink, 1997, Chap. 8). The core question for 

split being is “What am I?” but it manifests differently in different neurotic orientations. 

 Because identity is partially inside, partially outside, it poses the question “Am I alive or 

am I dead?” This form of question is the essential issue for obsessional neurosis (Fink, 1997, p. 

122). With digital memories, this question becomes even more pronounced. If my memory and 

identity live outside myself in SenseCam sequences, will they not persist death? If so, am I not 

as good as dead already? Am I the same as this dead object that captures experience? 

 Likewise, because ego is constituted through the symbolic order and identification with 

the other, it poses the questions, “What kind of being am I,” or more specifically, “Am I a man 

or am I a woman?” (Lacan 1981, p. 171) and “Am I desirable to others?” (for various 

formulations see Lacan, 1981, Chaps. 12 & 13; Soler, 1996b, pp. 262, 272, 276; Fink, 1997, p. 

122). This is the essential issue displayed in hysterical neurosis, which survives in Lacan as a 

generalized, more abstract concept than in traditional psychoanalysis. Again, this question is 

raised quite obviously in SenseCam sequences: am I the same as these images of me? What do 

the images say about me?7 

 These structural questions are quite different than one might imagine simply on the 

basis of considering digital contents to be memories. In the case of memory, one might suppose 

that the fundamental questions would be about the content – the technological data – and its 

veracity and meaning. For instance, “What did I see?”, “When did I see it?”, “What else 

                                                           
7
 For purposes here, I leave aside other clinical structures, such as perversion (fixation on a narrow slice of the 

imaginary) and psychosis (failure to establish a place in the symbolic order), although both are clearly also relevant 
to SenseCam. In psychotic organization, for instance, one could expect issues such as direct conflation of oneself 
with the device (“it is linked into my brain”) or of the device with others (“they are using it to watch me”). With 
perversion, it could of course serve a fetishistic or voyeuristic purpose, as do other photographic devices (cf. 
Sontag, Chap. 1). 
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happened that I did not see?”, “What have I forgotten?”, and so forth. We may ask: which of 

these sets of questions is substantiated by experience? 

 Another important consideration, which is not strictly a clinical structure but a psychic 

structure in general, is the question of time. Sontag argued that the absence of a time 

dimension helps to make still photographs more “memorable” than moving images (1977, p. 

17), by which she seemed to mean “compelling.” This concept of the memorable raises issues 

about the extent to which memory should be considered as the operation of recalling data, as 

in the model presumed by advocates of digital memory, or whether it is better conceived as the 

residue or recall of more emotional states. 

In the Lacanian model, the question of time is closely linked to the operation of the 

symbolic realm through which we experience and interpret the world. Soler notes that: 

The temporality of the subject is neither clock time, nor the temporality of living beings; 

it is the temporality of the signifier … a time shared between the anticipation, while you 

are speaking, of the moment of conclusion (the moment at which you can grasp what 

you meant), and retroaction, for when you arrive at the anticipated end point, all 

previous speech takes on new meaning, that is to say, new meaning emerges 

retroactively. (1996a, p. 64). 

With regards to SenseCam sequences, this observation has two implications. First, the meaning 

of the sequence can only be established retroactively, whether that is through the addition of 

other signifiers, or on the most basic level, through the simple conclusion of the recording and 

then conceiving it as a single complete record.  Second, the expression of time as shown in an 

externally captured sequence will differ fundamentally from our experience of time; it may 

seem faster or shorter or otherwise different in subjective time intervals from moment to 

moment, exactly because viewing of the sequence later will link it to a quite different chain of 

signifiers than those present at the time of recording. 

 

Hypotheses, Implications, and Directions for Future Research 

 With this theory we may now form hypotheses that address the structural questions of 

identity in order to assess observed behavior with digital memory systems such as the 
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SenseCam. One possibility is that the account of memory as data recall will be dominant and 

persuasive in accounting for people’s behavior with such a system; an alternative is that real 

behavior will agree more with implications of the structural identity model. To empirically 

assess the structural account vis-à-vis the memory/data alternative, one might pose hypotheses 

such as the following. 

 Hypothesis 1: People will be more intrigued to see SenseCam sequences that show 

themselves than to see images that face outward and only show external people and 

things.  

o Rationale: This is because people will be more interested in neurotic questions 

(“Who am I? Am I alive?”) than content questions (“What did I see?”). 

 Hypothesis 2: Others who view these sequences will likewise be more interested to see 

the person in question rather than his or her putative experience.  

o Rationale: This is because people will be more engaged by fundamental 

questions that respond to the split in being (between the real and the symbolic) 

than by questions about content within the symbolic realm alone (i.e., 

memories).  For instance, “What is the experience of the other (e.g., what does it 

mean to be alive)?” and “Is that person desirable?” 

 Hypothesis 3: The meaning of SenseCam sequences will not be determined by the 

contents themselves (i.e., the data) but rather by post-hoc structuring that fixes the 

meaning through addition of other signifiers.  

o Rationale: For instance, adding a music track to a sequence would 

simultaneously alter its meaning and make it more interesting than the content 

alone. 

 Hypothesis 4: Manipulation of the time dimension will affect the meaning of SenseCam 

sequences and the level of interest that people have in them. 

o Rationale: One set of signifiers that is available to fix the meaning of a sequence 

post hoc involves time; one could speed up or slow down the sequence or parts 

of it to convey time analogies that suggest meaning (such as anxiety, activity, 

lethargy, boredom, etc.). We can predict that such manipulation might be 
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viewed as being more interesting, and thus more memorable (in Sontag’s sense) 

than a pure representation that attempted to be maximally congruent to the 

presumed clock time of a digital memory model. 

These hypotheses should be amenable to straightforward research and assessment once 

SenseCam has been made available to a substantial number of people who collect, share, and 

reflect on their sequences. 

The two possibilities of addressing the structure of identity vs. collecting memory-like 

data are not exclusive; both can operate, but one of the forms of activity may pose more 

striking, intriguing, engaging, and interesting results than the other.8 Likewise, empirical 

assessment of such behavior and its consequences does not preclude the opportunity for 

investigation through other methods such as ethnographic or psychoanalytic techniques (e.g., 

to explore how elements such as unconscious signifiers manifest in overt SenseCam behavior). 

 Evaluation of the above hypotheses would not be intended to substantiate claims about 

validity or invalidity of Lacanian theory; rather, it would merely evaluate the usefulness of 

implications I have derived from Lacanian theory. In that sense, we may use Lacan 

opportunistically because of the apparent utility of his framework for the problems at hand; 

there is no necessity here to posit an absolute “truth” of the psychoanalytic framework (cf. Fink, 

1995, Chap. 10). 

 Implications for the technology follow directly from the acceptance or rejection of these 

hypotheses. If digital memory truly is about content, then the crucial technological implications 

are to make it maximally trustworthy, to capture as much information as possible, to mimic the 

viewpoint of an individual, and to make the contents readily accessible for recall. Alternatively, 

if people respond to digital memories more in terms of the structural questions, then the 

implication will be to make such technologies amenable to adding symbolic content such as 

music or narration, to embrace viewpoints other than those that mimic a person’s view, and to 

                                                           
8
 As with all psychoanalytic mechanisms, it is possible that the operation of structural splitting could be 

demonstrated not through positive appreciation of specific results but rather through negative response yielded by 
repression or censorship. However, framing the requisite bivalent hypotheses and defending the resulting 
experimental model are beyond our scope here. In any case, such investigation could logically follow an initial 
examination of the univalent hypotheses as given. 
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create results that have value quite apart from putative correspondence to an individual’s 

experience.9 

 In the longer term, the answers to these questions can be expected to have 

ramifications for the social experience of these technologies. I have argued previously that 

information technology developers create – perhaps unknowingly – ethical structures that 

mediate interpersonal activity, and digital memory presents many possibilities for such 

mediation (Chapman, 2005). 

Consider the case of a distributed system in which people are able to share their digital 

memories and link them to those of others on the basis of location and time, thus sharing 

digital memories of the same event. If the system is structured by models of memory, then the 

fundamental interpersonal and ethical questions that arise could be expected to include issues 

such as whether the information is public or private, whether it is complete or not, and to what 

extent different people’s “memories” agree or reflect different concurrent experiences of an 

event. However, if the system is structured by models of personal identity, then we can expect 

these issues to involve questions such as whether people are properly portrayed (i.e., signified 

and associated with meaning), whether their interpretation of the experience is unique, and 

whether it can be linked to other expressions of their identity.  

To take a concrete example, if a person captures digital memories at a popular concert, 

some of the ethical questions would involve ownership of the content and rights of 

reproduction such as posting it online. If the system is about memory, then capture and 

reproduction may be unnecessary; the person could always buy an album, video, or other 

compilation and have a similar “memory” of the event. If, however, it is about identity 

construction, then the loss of one’s own specific experience together with post hoc assignment 

of meaning could be felt more strongly. Losing the ability to assign meaning to that experience 

                                                           
9
 The structures outlined here also have implications for other areas of technology that involve digital content and 

personal experience. One such area would be the phenomena of social networking and related forms of online 
sharing and communication. We can apply the structural concepts to those areas and pose similar questions about 
people’s experiences. If social networking is driven by a need to address structurally neurotic questions, then we 
might expect it to lead to patterns of behavior that display obsessive and hysteric qualities. For instance, such 
behavior could tend towards an insatiable urge to demonstrate what one has done (answering the obsessional 
neurotic question) or towards exhibitionism of oneself (answering the hysterical question). However, I shall defer 
investigation of those structures for future research. 
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might be a significant loss. Depending on which of these views an engineering team adopts, 

there will be varying implications for the technology system they develop and people’s 

consequent experiences. 

 

Conclusion 

Digital memory systems do not appear to be memory at all but instead are 

documentaries about oneself and others. On the basis of psychoanalytic theory, it appears that 

these systems may be more closely tied to the construction of identity and the operation of 

psychic identity structures, rather than to the operation of specific information recall. This has 

wide-ranging implications for the future development of technology because identity 

construction can benefit from technology features, models, and systems structures that differ 

from those needed for information memory. Future research is needed not only to identify 

whether this thesis is correct, but if so, to explore the issues that are likely to arise in such 

technology systems and how the systems may be optimized for enjoyment, ethics, and 

interpersonal interaction. 
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Abstract: 
     The most challenging concept expressed by John Keats is his "Negative 
Capability." One of William Blake's most challenging concepts is 
"Self-Annihilation." These two phrases, both focused on the very 
nature of the poet's self, can be better understood with some help 
from Buddhist thinking on the illusion of the selfish ego. I shall 
explore not only the philosophical meanings of these phrases but also 
their direct poetic expression in Keats's sonnets and odes and in 
Blake's epics. 
     In a letter of October 1818, Keats, often considered the most 
impressive of the Romantic poets, declares that the poet has "no 
self." The "poetical Character" has "no identity" because it can 
imaginatively enter into all extremes, including "light and shade, 
high and low." In other letters, Keats testifies to his ability fully 
to feel the existence of a sparrow picking in gravel or a billiard 
ball rolling in delight.  The best poet, Keats implies, imaginatively 
enters fully into the existence of another, much as does the best 
actor. This definition of the selfless poet, so contrary to our 
commonly accepted view of the egotistical Romantic writer who 
expresses his "true self," echoes vividly beside Keats's earlier 
definition of Negative Capability (27 December 1817): "capable of 
being in mysteries, doubts, uncertainties, without any irritable 
reaching after fact and reason." Keats here expresses a concept that 
is best explained by similar concepts from Buddhism. 
     Blake, often considered the most extreme of the Romantic poets, also 
makes surprising statements against the self. One of his extreme 
phrases, occurring several times in his epics Milton and Jerusalem, is 
"Self-Annihilation." This passage near the symphonic conclusion of 
Jerusalem provides a resoundingly Blakean setting for the phrase: 
      Driving outward the Body of Death in an Eternal Death & Resurrection 
      Awaking it to Life among the Flowers of Beulah rejoicing in Unity 
      In the Four Senses in the Outline the Circumference & Form, for ever 
      In Forgiveness of Sins which is Self Annihilation. it is the Covenant of Jehovah 
                                                           (J 98: 20-23; E527) 
Although Blake's language is very Christian, his Christianity is so 
different from any main line that the context of Buddhist thought is 
our greatest aid to understanding. 
     Fundamental to the Buddhist world-view is the dissolution of the 
Self, or more exactly the recognition that the self does not exist: 
the individual ego is a destructive illusion that falsely encourages 
us to cling to what is impermanent and thereby to cause ourselves 
suffering. In Blake's and Keats's radical definitions of creativity, 
the egotistical self similarly inhibits the fullest expression of the 
Imagination. A Buddhist psychoanalyst's formulation of the dynamics of 
the false self provides some terminology that can shed light on Keats 
and Blake: "what we take to be so real, our selves, is constructed out 
of a reaction against just what we do not wish to acknowledge. We 
tense up around that which we are denying, and we experience ourselves 
through our tensions" (Mark Epstein, Thoughts without a Thinker 19). 
Both Blake and Keats find ways to break through this self-sabotage, 
Blake by expanding the circumference of human possibilities, Keats by 
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refusing to calm his tensions through reassuring reasons. 
     I do not intend to steer this paper toward Buddhist philosophy, 
but rather to use elements of Buddhist philosophy as helpful analogues 
to steer us toward how Keats and Blake exemplify their paradoxical 
definitions in their poetry. I am not asserting that either Blake or 
Keats is Buddhist or even knew anything about Buddhism, only that 
certain Buddhist ideas fit well with and shed light on some of the 
ideas of these two leaders of the Romantic Imagination. Blake 
obviously extends ideas from Christianity, as in the above quotation 
where he equates forgiveness of sins with self-annihilation; Keats 
derives his concepts from other arts, primarily painting and 
Shakespeare's theater. 
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Abstract: In his book Reason and Morality, Alan Gewirth gives a 
detailed argument for human rights. He bases his argument on the 
fact that human beings are agents, rational beings capable of 
voluntary and purposive action. Although Gewirth holds that 
some non-human animals are not agents, he argues that they have 
a right to immunity from wanton infliction of pain. In this essay I 
examine his argument to determine whether his extension of this 
right to non-human animals is justifiable. During the course of my 
analysis I discuss and analyze his view of rights with respect to 
marginal agents: children, fetuses, mentally handicapped persons, 
and comatose persons. I conclude by pointing out there is a 
serious problem in Gewirth’s argument and I present a modified 
view on animal rights that is consistent with his principles and 
reasoning. 
 
 
In Reason and Morality, Alan Gewirth puts forth a fairly 
comprehensive system of morality that answers three of the 
most important questions in ethics: (1) Why should one be 
moral?, (2) Whose interests other than the agent’s own, 
should the agent consider in action?, and (3) Of which 
interests should favorable account be taken? His system is 
based on the Principle of Generic Consistency, which he 
considers to be the supreme principle of morality. He 
derives this principle from a rational analysis of voluntary 
and purposive action. The generic rights he defends are 
rights to freedom and well-being, which he holds are the 
necessary conditions of action and thus are required by all 
agents. Accordingly, Gewirth answers the second question 
above, by holding that only the interests of other 
prospective purposive agents should be considered. 
Although he appears to classify some non-human animals 
as non-agents, he argues that they have a right “to 
immunity from wanton infliction of pain.”1 My primary 
task in this essay is to determine whether Gewirth’s 
extension of this right to animals is justifiable within the 
moral system of Reason and Morality.  
 
 
I. The Foundation of Rights 

 
To accomplish the task above, we must examine the 
foundation of rights in Gewirth’s moral system in 
significant detail. This is necessary because I shall argue 
that his argument for animal rights is both invalid and 

inconsistent with some of his prior arguments concerning 
rights. Nevertheless, my reconstruction will still fall short 
of a complete reconstruction, which would require much 
more space than I have available to me here.2 

 
 
A. The Derivation of the PGC 
 
In order to understand the origin of rights in Gewirth’s 
system, we need to study his argument for the supreme 
moral principle: the Principle of Generic Consistency 
(PGC). I present this argument (A1) below: 
 
(A1) (1) “I do X for purpose E” entails 

(2) “E is good,” which entails 
(3) “My freedom and my purposiveness with its 

three dimensions are necessary goods,” which 
is equivalent to 

(4) “My freedom and well-being are necessary 
goods,” which entails 

(5) “I have rights to freedom and well-being,” 
which entails both (6) and (7) 

(6) “All other persons ought to respect my 
freedom and well-being.”   

(7) “All prospective purposive agents have rights 
to freedom and well-being,” which entails 

(8) “I ought to respect the freedom and well-being 
of any (and every) prospective purposive 
agent,” which entails the PGC: 

(9) “Act in accord with the generic rights of your 
recipients as well as of yourself.”3 

 
To understand this argument (A1), a few terms need to be 
clarified (e.g., action, agency, good, purposiveness, 
freedom, etc.). The following passage more or less 
elucidates these key terms: 
 

The word ‘action’ is used in many different 
senses, but the sense relevant here is that which 
is the common object of all moral precepts as 
well as many other practical precepts that set 
requirements for action. Amid the immense 
variety of such precepts, they have in common 
that the intention of the persons who set them 
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forth is to guide, advise, or urge the persons to 
whom they are directed so that these latter 
persons will more or less reflectively fashion 
their behavior along the lines indicated in the 
precepts. Hence it is assumed that the hearers 
can control their behavior through their 
unforced choice so as to try to achieve the 
prescribed ends or contents, although they may 
also intentionally refrain from complying with 
the precepts. From this it follows that action, in 
the strict sense that is relevant to moral and 
other practical precepts, has two interrelated 
generic features: voluntariness or freedom and 
purposiveness or intentionality. By an action’s 
being voluntary or free I mean that its 
performance is under the agent’s control in that 
he unforcedly chooses to act as he does, 
knowing the relevant proximate circumstances 
of his action. By an action’s being purposive or 
intentional I mean that the agent acts for some 
end or purpose that constitutes his reason for 
acting; this purpose may consist in the action 
itself or in something to be achieved by the 
action. Voluntariness and purposiveness hence 
comprise what I referred to above as the generic 
features of action, since they are the most 
general features distinctively characteristic of 
the whole genus of action, where ‘action’ 
consists in all the possible objects of moral and 
other practical precepts in the respects just 
indicated. And it is these generic features that 
constitute the logical justificatory basis of the 
supreme principle of morality [i.e., the PGC].4         

 
Action includes two generic features: (1) voluntariness 

(or freedom) and (2) purposiveness (acting for some end or 
purpose). To be an actual agent, also known as a 
prospective purposive agent, one must meet several 
conditions.5 Specifically, the person must: (1) be able to 
control his or her behavior by unforced choice, (2) have 
relevant circumstantial knowledge beyond what is present 
to immediate awareness, and (3) have the ability to reflect 
rationally on his or her purposes.6 Having clarified the 
terminology, we can briefly trace the reasoning of the 
argument (A1), and discuss the basis of rights and right-
claims. 

By reflecting upon proposition (1), “I do X for 
purpose E,” the agent realizes that E is good because it is a 
goal worth aiming at. If E were not so, the agent would not 
freely choose to pursue E at all (i.e., the agent would not 
unforcedly leave his or her current state of being to pursue 
E). Because the agent does decide to obtain E, E is good in 
the sense that E is valued.7  This is an attributive sense of 
good, in that the agent regards E as good even though it 
may not be the case that E is actually good.8   

From proposition (2), “E is good” the agent realizes 
that he must regard his freedom and purposiveness with its 
three dimensions (i.e., basic, nonsubtractive and additive 
goods) as necessary goods. That is, the agent realizes that 
if he did not possess freedom, he would not be able to 
engage in purposive action and obtain other goods such as 
E. Similarly, the agent realizes that without basic goods 
(e.g., food, clothing, shelter), or nonsubtractive goods (i.e., 
the retention of whatever the agent has that the agent 
regards as good), or additive goods (i.e., that which enables 
any agent to increase his or her capabilities for purpose-
fulfilling action and to achieve specific goals) the agent 
will either not be able to engage in purposive action, and/or 
be unable to increase his or her level of purpose-
fulfillment. Since “well-being” refers to the three types of 
goods mentioned, proposition (3) can be expressed by 
proposition (4), “My freedom and well-being are necessary 
goods.” Freedom and well-being constitute necessary 
goods because they are the general capabilities necessary 
for purposive action.9 

The move from proposition (4) to proposition (5), “I 
have rights to freedom and well-being,” is controversial.10 
However, I will accept it for sake of argument, since I am 
only interested in determining whether Gewirth is justified 
in using A1 and other arguments to extend certain rights to 
animals. With respect to the move from proposition (4) to 
proposition (5), Gewirth argues that the agent makes a 
right-claim because he holds that freedom and well-being 
are necessary conditions for the very possibility of his 
agency; he must hold that all agents ought to at least refrain 
from interfering with these necessary conditions of 
agency.11 As Gewirth puts it, “Since this ‘ought’ entails 
correlative rights insofar as it signifies what the agent 
regards as his due, the latter question may also be put in the 
following equivalent form: Must not the agent hold that he 
has rights to these necessary conditions of his agency?”12 
In short, the justifying reason for generic rights (i.e., the 
rights to freedom and well-being), as viewed by the agent, 
is their necessity for purpose-fulfilling actions.  

Once it is granted that proposition (5) follows from 
(4), two other propositions immediately follow: (6) “All 
other persons [agents] ought to respect my freedom and 
well-being,” and (7) “All prospective purposive agents 
have rights to freedom and well-being.”  Proposition (6) 
reflects proposition (5) via a prudential ‘ought-judgment,’ 
from the perspective of the agent stating it, and as a moral 
judgment from the vantage point of other persons.13 
Proposition (7) follows from proposition (5) because of the 
principle of universalizability.14 Since the justifying 
condition for having rights to freedom and well-being 
stems from the necessity of freedom and well-being for 
agency, to deny proposition (7) is to deny proposition (5). 
Thus, an agent cannot hold one without the other unless he 
ceases to be rational and contradicts himself.15  
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Proposition (8), “I ought to respect the freedom and 
well-being of any (and every) prospective purposive 
agent,” is a moral judgment that follows from proposition 
(7). Finally, proposition (8) entails proposition (9), the 
supreme moral principle: “Act in accord with the generic 
rights of your recipients as well as of yourself.” 
 
 
B. Rights and Right-Claims 
 
As the above makes clear, the foundation of rights in 
Gewirth’s moral system comes from a right-claim made by 
an agent (proposition 5), justified by the necessity of 
freedom and well-being to prospective purposive agency 
(proposition 4).16 This is more complicated than it might 
appear, and it is important to be absolutely clear about the 
ground for rights in Gewirth’s system. For example, if a 
prospective purposive agent claimed that, as an agent, his 
physical strength justified his right to freedom and well-
being, he would ultimately contradict himself. If this 
person were questioned as to whether he would still have 
rights to freedom and well-being, as an agent, even if he 
did not possess physical strength and he answered “yes”, 
he would contradict his initial claim. If this person 
answered “no,” he would contradict proposition (5) of A1 
because any agent who has purposes he wants to fulfill is 
logically committed, by the reasoning of A1, to claim 
rights to freedom and well-being. Furthermore, even if he 
answered “no” and continued by stating that “he has no 
purposes which he wants to fulfill,” he would thereby 
cease to be an agent and would contradict our query’s 
initial assumption.17  

The only means of avoiding contradiction, in such a 
case, is for him to claim that even without physical 
strength he has rights to freedom and well-being. By doing 
so, he admits that the sufficient reason for his rights-claim 
is precisely because he is a prospective agent who has 
purposes he desires to accomplish. Gewirth calls this the 
Argument from the Sufficiency of Agency (ASA), “since it 
says that the fact of being a prospective agent who has 
purposes he wants to fulfill provides for any agent a 
sufficient (as well as necessary) justificatory reason for his 
implicit claim to have the generic rights.”18  Thus although 
voluntariness, relevant knowledge, and rational reflection 
are necessary for agency, once it is given that X is an 
agent, it is purposiveness that is the sufficient justificatory 
condition for claiming the generic rights. Stated another 
way, one component of being an agent justifies the claim to 
have generic rights, and this is the desire to fulfill one’s 
purposes.19 

These generic rights (i.e., freedom and well-being) that 
the agent claims in proposition (5) logically extend to other 
agents (proposition 7) because freedom and well-being are 
necessary for their agency as well. “What for any agent are 
the necessary goods of action, namely, freedom and well-

being, are equally necessary goods to his recipients, and he 
logically must admit that they have as much right to these 
goods as he does, since the ground or reason for which he 
rationally claims them for himself also pertains to his 
recipients.”20 It would seem, then, that ‘recipients’ in the 
PGC refers only to other prospective purposive agents. 
This is of strict necessity because the justification for the 
right-claims to freedom and well being is grounded in their 
collective necessity for prospective purposive agency (as 
the ASA demonstrates). Where this collective necessity is 
not present, however, the right cannot be claimed. Thus a 
human agent cannot make a right-claim such as “All 
persons ought to give me their expensive jewelry,” because 
expensive jewelry is not necessary for prospective 
purposive agency (in addition, such a command would 
violate other agent’s freedom to enjoy their 
possessions/nonsubtractive goods). Similarly, rocks are not 
our recipients because they are not agents and therefore do 
not need freedom or well-being for their agency.21 By 
hammering a rock into rubble, we do not violate the PGC. 
If this is the case, then, what becomes of the rights 
normally attributed to children and mentally handicapped 
persons? 
 
 
II. The Rights of Marginal Agents 
 
We must examine what rights, if any, the PGC allows for 
those beings that approach being agents but are not actual 
agents. We shall call such beings marginal agents, and 
consider four kinds: children, fetuses, mentally 
handicapped persons, and comatose persons. 
 
 
A. Children 

 
Children free from physiological, psychological and 
environmental impairments will, if given the proper 
nurturing, become full-fledged agents. In time they will be 
able to meet all the criteria for such agency: (1) the ability 
to control their behavior by unforced choice, (2) the ability 
to gather and use relevant circumstantial knowledge, and 
(3) the capacity to reflect rationally on their purposes. But 
certainly it is not justifiable that children approaching 
prospective purposive agency have the same rights as those 
who are already full-fledged agents. Yet it seems natural 
that the closer children approach such agency the more we 
tend to treat them as adult citizens. How can this be 
justified? Gewirth accomplishes this by way of the 
principle of proportionality: 
 

When some quality Q justifies having certain 
rights R, and the possession of Q varies in 
degree in the respect that is relevant to Q’s 
justifying the having of R, the degree to which 
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R is had is proportional to or varies with the 
degree to which Q is had. I shall call this the 
Principle of Proportionality (PP). Thus, if x 
units of Q justify that one have x units of R, then 
y units of Q justify that one have y units of R. 
Such proportionality is a pervasive feature of 
traditional doctrines of distributive justice.22 

 
Thus when an agent restricts the freedom of a marginal 
agent, the agent can only do so proportionate to the 
marginal agent’s distance from full-fledged agency.23 For 
example, a parent is justified in limiting the freedom of a 
teenager, but not if such limitation is too severe in 
proportion to his or her development towards agency. 
Thus, it is justifiable for a parent to not allow a fourteen 
year-old boy to drink hard liquor, but it is not justifiable to 
lock such a boy in his room for weeks. 

Against this, James Hill has argued that the “ASA and 
PP are conflicting moral principles in the search for 
necessary and sufficient conditions of justifying ground for 
right-claims.”24  As such, Hill claims that the PP only 
allows marginal agents to approach in varying degrees 
having the generic rights, not that the marginal agent has 
the generic rights in varying degrees.25  Hill’s reasoning is 
due to the fact he holds that (1) the ASA stipulates that only 
a prospective purposive agent can claim rights to freedom 
and well-being and (2) being a prospective purposive agent 
is an absolute, noncomparative property.26 Given these two 
positions, Hill claims it follows that only a prospective 
purposive agent can claim generic rights and those persons 
approaching prospective purposive agency only approach 
having the rights. As a result, Hill charges Gewirth with 
committing the fallacy of disparateness: 
 

First, there is the problem of comparing 
prospective agents with marginal agents. The 
problem is one of comparing individuals who 
possess an absolute, noncomparative property, 
one which does not vary in degree, with 
individuals who possess a relative, comparative 
property, one which does vary in degree. Since 
there is a disparity between the two types of 
individuals, we must be careful not to commit 
the fallacy of disparateness, the fallacy of 
comparing one type of individual with a 
logically different type of individual … This 
disparity, I shall argue below, is real and is the 
source of much trouble in Gewirth’s argument 
for the rights of marginal agents.27 

 
Gewirth’s response to Hill appeared as follows: 
 

Hill is right in holding that there is a difference 
of meaning between saying that X has 
something in varying degrees and that X 

approaches in varying degrees the having of 
something. But I don’t think this makes any 
difference with regard to my thesis about the 
rights of marginal agents. All prospective 
purposive agents have the generic rights in 
full—call this 100 percent. Now suppose we say 
that children have, for example, 50 percent of 
these rights. We may also say that children 
approach having the rights to 50 percent of the 
extent to which full-fledged prospective 
purposive agents have the rights. Here, the later 
expression “have the rights” would mean having 
the rights in full, i.e. 100 percent. Hence, the 
expressions “having 50 percent of the rights” 
and “approaching having the rights to 50 percent 
of their full extent” would come to the same 
thing … The main point, in any case, is that 
varying degrees of having the abilities of agency 
justify varying degrees of having the rights, 
because of the way in which the having of the 
abilities bears on individuals’ inherent capacity 
for exercising the rights without harm to 
themselves or others. In comparing in this way 
the practical abilities of full prospective agents 
and of marginal agents, I do not commit the 
“fallacy of disparateness.”  For, as I have 
emphasized [in Reason and Morality] (122-24), 
being a prospective agent is not an absolute, 
noncomparative property in itself but, rather, 
with respect to the aspect of such agency that is 
relevant to the claiming of rights.28      

 
Therefore children have rights to freedom and well-being 
proportionate to their distance from full-fledged agency. 
There is, however, one other group of rights children 
possess, namely, preparatory rights. That is, the PGC 
demands that children be given an upbringing that will 
facilitate the attainment of agency.29 The above discussion 
covers children from newborn infants to children just prior 
to the attainment of full-fledged agency. Gewirth, however, 
treats a human fetus somewhat differently, as we shall now 
explore. 
 
 
B. Human Fetuses 
 
According to Gewirth, a human fetus does not possess the 
generic abilities necessary for acting with a view for 
purpose fulfillment, except in a remotely potential form.30 
As a result, the generic rights of the fetus are minimal, 
though not non-existent. For example, if the pregnancy 
were a threat to the mother’s life Gewirth says that 
abortion would be justified, otherwise the mother, 
possessing the generic rights in full, would be subordinated 
to a minimal possessor of such rights. In the case of “no 
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conflict of rights, then the fetus, because of its human 
potentialities, has such right to well-being as is required for 
developing its potentialities for growth toward purpose-
fulfillment.”31 Thus, although an eight week old fetus 
“lacks the [generic] abilities … [and] also lacks any 
purposes,” it still has rights to well-being, although not to 
freedom, justified by its potentiality for prospective 
purposive agency.32 In other words, the fetus, although not 
an agent at all, still has some rights because it is a potential 
agent. These rights can be regarded as a species of 
preparatory rights.   
 
 
C. Mentally Handicapped Persons 
 
Concerning mentally handicapped persons, the situation is 
slightly more complicated. Mentally deficient persons, 
because they possess the general abilities necessary for 
agency in varying degrees, do have a claim to the generic 
rights, albeit a lesser claim owing to the principle of 
proportionality. But do such persons, while children, have 
preparatory rights? In most cases these children will only 
be able to attain the general abilities in part—even with the 
best care and treatment. This means that such children are 
not potentially full-fledged agents (as non-mentally 
deficient children are), but rather only potential partial 
agents. This, however, is enough of a potentiality to secure 
them partial preparatory rights, as Gewirth seems to 
indicate: “But to the extent to which mentally deficient 
persons have human potentialities [potentiality for partial 
agency], the PGC requires both that these be protected and 
that efforts be made to effect whatever improvements may 
be possible in the direction of normal agency.”33 
 
 
D. Comatose Persons 
 
Many factors affect the status of a comatose person’s 
rights. We need to distinguish between two different cases 
of being comatose. Suppose both David and Michelle were 
involved in a severe car accident. As a result, both are 
completely unconscious, and lie as if asleep upon their 
hospital beds. What rights do such persons have, if any?  
The PGC stipulates “Act in accord with the generic rights 
of your recipients as well as yourselves.”  The ASA implies 
that prospective purposive agents are our recipients. The 
PP implies that persons approaching prospective purposive 
agency are also our recipients, although they have a claim 
to the generic rights only in proportion to their distance 
from full-fledged agency. But David and Michelle do not 
have the general abilities even in the smallest degree for 
the PP to secure them rights. To argue along the lines 
Gewirth has in his response to Hill, David and Michelle 
have 0% of the general abilities (in all of its areas: 
voluntariness, relevant circumstantial knowledge and 

rational reflection), and thus they have 0% of the generic 
rights.  

The next question that arises is the following: Do 
David and Michelle have preparatory rights in any degree 
whatsoever? The answer to this depends upon their 
individual prognoses. For example, if Michelle suffered 
mild brain damage in the crash and the doctors, based on 
past experience with similar comatose cases, were 90% 
sure that she would return to normal agency, assuming the 
proper care and treatment were given to her, then she 
would have the preparatory rights, similar to those that 
healthy children possess. Perhaps she would have only 
90% of such rights, but nonetheless such rights would be 
justified solely because of her potentiality for agency. 
Needless to say, if the doctors felt that she had only a 50% 
chance of returning to 80% of full agency, she would have 
partial preparatory rights or, roughly, 40% of the full 
preparatory rights justified by her potentiality for partial 
agency. But let us assume David is not so lucky. Let us 
assume that his brain damage is so severe that there is no 
chance of him ever returning to even partial agency. In 
such a case he would have no rights whatsoever. Even 
partial preparatory rights could not be justified in this case 
as he is not even potentially a partial agent of any sort. Let 
us, then, call Michelle’s condition a recoverable coma, and 
David’s condition an irreparable coma. 

Given this distinction, it seems that only irreparably 
comatose persons are not our recipients.34 In fact, in 
Gewirth’s terminology, any dealings that an agent would 
have with an irreparably comatose person would be: (1) 
non-transactional, (2) outside the realm of morality, and (3) 
an example of an actor involving himself with a comatose 
person rather than an agent involving himself with a 
comatose person.35 
 
 
III. Animal Rights            
   
Before we can determine whether Gewirth’s extension of 
some rights to animals is justifiable within his moral 
system, we must try to reconstruct, from various passages, 
his argument for animal rights. This will allow us to clarify 
exactly what rights he grants to animals and it will help us 
determine if his reasoning is consistent with A1. Below is 
my reconstruction of his argument for animal rights (A2): 
 
(A2) (1)   “Animals other than humans lack for the 
most  

part the ability to control their behavior by 
their unforced choice, to have knowledge of 
relevant circumstances beyond what is 
present to immediate awareness, and 
especially to reflect rationally on their 
purposes … they lack the potentialities for 
[full-fledged] agency …” 36 
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(2) “These [generic] abilities are … largely 
lacking among animals [i.e., most animals 
do not possess them in any degree], although 
some animals may have some of them in 
rudimentary forms [i.e., in the earliest stages 
of development].”  

(3)  “Animals … [are] excluded from the class of 
prospective agents,” which is entailed by (1) 
and (2), and which entails 

(4) “Animals are not included among the 
recipients whose generic rights must be fully 
protected even in a preparatory way.”  

(5)  But “[Animals] have feelings parallel [i.e., 
feelings that accompany and affect a being’s 
pursuits] to those that enter into the generic 
features and abilities of action … [and which 
make] those pursuits possible.”  

(6) “The suffering of pain is a debilitating 
experience, and the PGC prohibits its 
wanton infliction on others as violating the 
rights both of freedom and well-being.” 

(7) “Since all animals that have pain-receptors are 
similar in respect of such debilitation, the 
PGC’s prohibition applies to all of them,” 
which is entailed by (5) and (6), and which in 
light of the PP, in its limited case, can be 
restated as:    

(8) “[T]o the extent to which animals have in a 
similar way the quality or property of being 
debilitated by pain, they have in a similar way 
the right justified by this quality, the right to 
immunity from wanton infliction of pain.”37 

 
I shall argue that this argument (A2) is invalid because 
propositions (7) and (8) do not follow from premises 1-6. 
In addition, I shall argue that some of the premises of A2 
are inconsistent with premises of A1. Afterwards, I will 
present what I believe to be the only tenable position on 
animal rights consistent with Gewirth’s principles and 
reasoning. 
 
 
A. An Untenable Position on Animals Rights 
 
In proposition (1), Gewirth informs us that animals, for the 
most part, lack the three necessary conditions for agency. 
He also says that “[Animals] lack the potentialities for 
agency,” and this can have two meanings. It can mean that 
animals are not potentially prospective purposive agents 
(i.e., full-fledged agents), but are potentially partial agents 
(similar to certain mentally handicapped persons). It can 
also mean that animals are not potentially partial agents of 
any sort. Let us consider the consequences of these two 
interpretations.  

If the latter of these two meanings is taken for 
proposition (1), and animals are not potentially partial 
agents of any sort, then animals would have no claim to 
rights, would not be our recipients in any way, and Gewirth 
would contradict his own reasoning in A1 (i.e., the ASA 
and PP stipulate that such animals would have no rights, 
but Gewirth has stated in A2, proposition 8, that animals 
have rights to freedom from wanton infliction of pain). 
Given this meaning, animals, like plants, would be 
completely outside of the domain of prospective purposive 
agents and outside of the domain of beings that approach 
approaching prospective purposive agency.  

If the former meaning is taken, and animals are only 
potentially partial agents, then they should have partial 
rights, similar to mentally handicapped persons. This 
seems to be the meaning that Gewirth intends as he states 
that “Animals other than humans lack for the most part 
[i.e., partially lack—not completely lack] the [general 
abilities].” Moreover, if we wish to defend Gewirth’s 
argument (A2) we must adopt this meaning. However, if 
animals are potentially partial agents then they should 
have more than just a right to “immunity from wanton 
infliction of pain.”  That is, similar to mentally 
handicapped adults, they should have proportionate rights 
to (1) basic goods (which includes freedom from basic 
harms such as deprivation of food and murder), (2) 
nonsubtractive goods (which includes freedom from 
specific harms such as the burning down of their habitat 
and the theft of their possessions), and (3) proportionate 
rights to additive goods.38  Because these rights are not 
contained in proposition (8) of A2, Gewirth contradicts his 
reasoning concerning direct applications of the PGC.39 
Thus it does not matter which of the two meanings we use 
for proposition (1)—either one leads Gewirth to a 
contradiction, making his position on animal rights 
untenable. 

In Gewirth’s defense, one might argue that his 
omission of partial rights in proposition (8) does not mean 
that animals lack partial rights. Consider two things.  First, 
he puts a limitation on the killing of animals when he states 
that “to the extent to which the eating of animal flesh is 
needed [i.e., necessary] for the physical well-being of 
humans, the killing of animals is also justified on this 
ground.”40 Second, as he explains in a later chapter, life is a 
basic good.41 Thus it seems he holds that animals have 
proportional rights to this basic good based upon the 
limitation he imposed on killing animals. However animals 
do not possess these rights in full, as they are subordinated 
to agents possessing the right to life in full or to a larger 
degree.  

There are two remaining difficulties, however, with 
Gewirth’s position, which must be explored: (1) do all 
animals possess the right (in some degree) to freedom from 
wanton infliction of pain and (2) is the right to freedom 
from wanton infliction of pain properly justified in A2? 
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Proposition (2) seems to imply that some animals lack 
completely one or more of the three necessary conditions 
(i.e., the generic abilities) for agency:  “These [generic] 
abilities are … largely lacking among animals [i.e., that 
most animals do not possess them in any degree], although 
some animals may have some of them in rudimentary 
forms [i.e., in the earliest stages of development].”  If only 
some animals may have some of the generic abilities in 
rudimentary forms [i.e., in the earliest stages of 
development] then some animals must lack completely one 
or more of the necessary conditions of agency (otherwise 
Gewirth would have said all animals have the general 
abilities at least in rudimentary form).42 If any animal lacks 
completely one or more of the necessary conditions of 
agency, then such an animal, I would argue, in no way 
approaches agency. Perhaps Gewirth thinks that an animal 
can possess two of the necessary conditions of agency and 
lack the third completely and still approach being a full-
fledged agent, but I think such reasoning is flawed. To 
illustrate this we must explore what it means to approach 
agency. 
 
 
B. What It Means to Approach Agency 
 
Consider the following two cases. First, if a cat could 
control 25% of its behavior by unforced choice, had 10% 
of its relevant knowledge above immediate awareness, and 
was able to direct 10% of its mental activity towards 
reflection on purposes, this cat would approach prospective 
purposive agency. As such, this cat would be covered 
under the PP and have the generic rights in a small degree 
(roughly 15% of the generic rights lets say). But take, in a 
second case, a rat that could control 0% of its behavior, 
had 10% of relevant knowledge, and 0% rational 
reflection. Would such an entity approach being a 
prospective purposive agent?  I would argue “no,” and 
claim that such a being does not even approach partial 
agency.  

Consider the following analogy. How does a person 
approach gem-cutting competency?  Let us say that gem-
cutting competency includes the ability to cut gem stones 
into various geometrical shapes by hand with the use of 
proper tools. Two necessary conditions of such 
competency are: (1) good motor control (i.e., hand-eye 
coordination) and, (2) the ability to have and apply 
knowledge about the structure of gem-stones (i.e., where 
the weak points of crystalline structures are and what types 
of cuts will crack stones—as well as what kinds of 
structures are impossible to make). If the person in 
question lacked one or more of these abilities completely, 
the person would not approach gem-cutting competency in 
any way. For example, consider a person who is 
completely paralyzed from head to toe. Such a person 

would not approach (in any degree) gem-cutting 
competency. 

Similarly a rat which had 0% unforced behavior would 
not approach agency or even partial agency. Such a rat 
would not be a marginal agent, but rather a non-agent. As 
such the ASA and PP would be non-applicable to it. In 
addition, this particular rat would not, strictly speaking, 
have any purposes of its own, and would lack “the desire 
to fulfill one’s purposes…”43 which Gewirth has identified 
as the aspect of agency that justifies the claim for generic 
rights. Desire presupposes some ability for unforced 
choice—desire is not innate uncontrollable instinct. 

One may object, however, that intuitively, at least, it 
seems as if the rat in question would approach being an 
agent—especially if compared to an even lower life form. 
There is some truth to this, but this sense of approach is 
different than the sense necessary for the generic rights and 
we must be wary of equivocation. We are not concerned 
with an entity’s place in the ontological hierarchy of beings 
(or how close it is to beings which are agents of some 
sort—e.g., ants are closer than rocks to agents). We are 
rather concerned with if a particular entity’s actions 
approach in some degree the actions of a full-fledged 
agent, because “varying degrees of having the abilities of 
agency justify varying degrees of having the rights, 
because of the way in which the having of the abilities 
bears on individual’s inherent capacity for exercising the 
rights without harm to themselves or others.”44   

An action, in order to approach a proper action of an 
agent, must differ only in degree—not kind.45 Certainly, 
the act of physical growth does not approach the proper act 
of an agent (i.e., doing X for E). Thus if action A lacks one 
or more of the conditions necessary to make it a proper act 
of an agent (partial or otherwise) it would not approach 
action B (which is a proper act of an agent). By lacking 
one of the necessary conditions, action A is a different kind 
of action than action B. Furthermore, if action A is a 
different kind of action than B it does not approach B in 
any fashion whatsoever. Thus although the actions of a 
being that lacks completely one or more of the necessary 
requirements of prospective purposive agency may be said 
to approach partial agents in an ontological-hierarchical 
way, its actions would not approach the proper actions of 
an agent (i.e., a partial agent or a full-fledged agent) at all. 
Moreover, since it is the latter sense of approach (an 
essentialist sense of approach) which justifies having the 
rights in varying degrees, an animal lacking completely 
one or more of the necessary conditions of agency has 0% 
of the generic rights.46 

Given this understanding of proposition (2), what it 
does imply is this: (1) for higher animals, those which can 
attain each of the necessary criteria for agency in some 
degree, partial preparatory rights and proportionate rights 
to freedom and well-being are owed to them and justified 
by the ASA and the PP, and (2) for lower animals, those 
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which lack completely one or more of the necessary 
criteria for agency, would not have any rights whatsoever 
(just as a plant has no rights). Proposition (2) of A2 and the 
PP do not allow proposition (7) of A2 to follow because 
proposition (7) grants “immunity from wanton infliction of 
pain” to all animals (both higher and lower) while 
proposition (2) only justifies such rights for higher animals 
(for there is no proportion between a non-agent and a 
partial or full-fledged agent). Because neither proposition 
(7) nor the conclusion (proposition 8, which is a 
restatement of proposition 7) follows from the premises 1-
6, argument A2 is invalid.47 I do admit that there may be 
some epistemological difficulties determining which 
animals lack completely one or more of the general 
abilities, but this doesn’t change our hypothetical 
conclusions with which Gewirth’s position is in conflict. 
 
 
C. Are the Rights Properly Justified? 
 
In premises 5-8 of A2 Gewirth states that the parallel 
feelings that enter into the generic features and abilities of 
action, and which make pursuits possible, justify the right 
of animals not to be inflicted with pain (because such 
feelings are necessary for action): 
 

But … [animals] have feelings parallel to those 
that enter into the generic features and abilities 
of action. Every rational agent, being also an 
animal, has various feelings, and these affect his 
pursuits of his purposes and the physical 
background that makes those pursuits possible. 
The suffering of pain is a debilitating 
experience, and the PGC prohibits its wanton 
infliction on others as violating the rights both 
of freedom and of well-being. Since all animals 
that have pain-receptors are similar in respect of 
such debilitation, the PGC’s prohibition applies 
to all of them. In Bentham’s famous statement, 
“the question is not, Can they reason? nor, Can 
they talk? but, Can they suffer?” This point is an 
application of the Principle of Proportionality in 
its limiting case: to the extent to which animals 
have in a similar way the quality or property of 
being debilitated by pain, they have in a similar 
way the right justified by this quality, the right 
to immunity from wanton infliction of pain.48 

 
If animals possessed all three generic abilities in part 

and desired to fulfill purposes these four necessary and 
sufficient conditions alone would justify the right to 
freedom from wanton infliction of pain (among other 
rights). In such an instance mentioning any parallel 
feelings that animals share with human agents would be 
irrelevant in regards to the justification of rights. But the 

fact that such feelings are discussed and seem to serve as 
the justificatory criteria for the right to freedom from 
wanton infliction of pain suggests that not all of the three 
generic abilities and the desire to fulfill purposes are 
present in some degree in animals. This is also supported 
by the fact that Gewirth speaks of the rights as a result of 
the principle of proportionality in its limiting case. If 
animals possessed all of the necessary conditions for 
agency in part, the principle of proportionality could be 
applied in the exact fashion it is applied to mentally 
handicapped children. That is, it would unnecessary to say 
that it is being applied in its limited case.  

Thus Gewirth contradicts his reasoning by treating 
animals and mentally handicapped children differently, 
when some animals should be treated the same as mentally 
handicapped children (i.e., those animals possessing all the 
necessary conditions for agency in part). Moreover, the 
PGC does not prohibit freedom from wanton infliction of 
pain for non-agents. Yet Gewirth grants this right to all 
animals even though, as I have demonstrated, some 
animals might be non-agents. He cannot justify this 
because they have pain receptors.  

Finally, it must also be noted, in light of our new 
understanding of proposition (2), that the principle of 
proportionality would apply only for higher animals. There 
is simply no proportion between a non-agent (i.e., a lower 
animal) and a partial or full-fledged agent. Moreover, as 
we have discussed, being a potential partial agent justifies 
a claim to partial preparatory rights and proportionate 
rights to freedom and well-being. As such, Gewirth is 
wrong to say that proposition (8) of A2 is “an application 
of the Principle of Proportionality in its limiting case.”49  
 
 
IV. Conclusion 
 
In sum, Gewirth’s argument (A2) for animal rights is 
invalid. In addition, several of the premises of A2 are 
inconsistent with premises in A1. Moreover, Gewirth fails 
to define precisely what it means to approach prospective 
purposive agency. An entity that lacks completely one or 
more of the necessary requirements for prospective 
purposive agency in no way approaches such agency 
during its existence. Gewirth makes the error of assigning 
the right to “immunity from wanton infliction of pain” to  
all animals that have pain-receptors even though some of 
these, as I have explained, might not approach (in any way) 
even partial agency. Such rights cannot be justified for 
such animals based upon his reasoning in A1. Thus by not 
making a distinction between higher and lower animals, 
Gewirth commits the fallacy of disparateness—or the 
fallacy of treating two logically different types of animals 
as if they were the same. 

Finally, we have discussed a position on animal rights 
consistent with Gewirth’s principles and reasoning. In this 
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schema higher animals (e.g., chimpanzees), would have 
both partial preparatory rights, and proportionate rights to 
freedom and well-being. Lower animals that do not in any 
way approach even partial agency (perhaps a rat is an 
example), would have no rights whatsoever since both the 
PP and the ASA would not apply to them. Regardless of 
any epistemological difficulties concerning the generic 
abilities of animals, we have argued that these are the 
legitimate conclusions of Gewirth’s moral system. 
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24 James F. Hill, “Are Marginal Agents ‘Our Recipients’?,” in 
Gewirth’s Ethical Rationalism: Critical Essays with a Reply by 
Alan Gewirth, ed. by Edward Regis, Jr. (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1984), p. 191; hereafter cited as MA.  
25 Ibid., p. 186. 
26 Ibid., p. 184. Gewirth says, “It must be emphasized that the 
acceptance of such proportionality [i.e., the PP] is not antithetical 
to my previous insistence that in respect of having the generic 
rights, agency is an absolute or noncomparative condition.” RM, 
p. 141; cf. p. 122. 
27 MA, pp. 184-185. 
28 Alan Gewirth, “Replies to My Critics,” in Gewirth’s Ethical 
Rationalism: Critical Essays with a Reply by Alan Gewirth, ed. by 
Edward Regis, Jr. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984), 
p. 226; hereafter cited as RC. 
29 “In keeping with these preparatory rights, the PGC requires 
that children be given a kind of upbringing that will enable them 
to become both agents who can make their behavior conform to 
the PGC and prospective agents whose generic rights must be 
respected by agents. The preparatory rights include as much 
respect for freedom and well-being as is consistent with this goal 
of agency.”  RM, p. 141.  
30 RM, p. 142. 
31 Ibid., pp. 143-144; my emphasis. 
32 Ibid., p. 142. 
33 Ibid., p. 142. 
34 Gewirth seems to make a similar distinction: “The absoluteness 
in having the generic rights applies even to a certain degree of 
human brain damage, so long as there remains the possibility of 
recovery and hence of resuming the general practical abilities …”  
Ibid., p. 145. 
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35 “Morality, however, is primarily concerned with interpersonal 
actions, that is, with actions that affect persons other than their 
agents (1,1). I shall refer to such actions as transactions, and to 
the persons affected by them as recipients … At some points 
when a person performs an action that does not affect other 
persons, I shall refer to him as an actor rather than as an agent in 
order to confine the latter term to the transactional relation where 
he has a recipient.”  Ibid., p. 129.  
36 I argue later on that this must be the correct understanding of 
this statement, otherwise Gewirth’s argument (A2) contradicts his 
own reasoning in A1.  
37 Step (1) of this argument can be found in RM, p. 120; step (2) 
p. 122; step (3) p. 120; steps (4) through (8) p. 144; my emphasis 
in step (7).  
38 Cf. RM, chapter 4, pp. 199-271. 
39 See Ibid. for the section of RM that concerns direct applications 
of the PGC.  
40 RM, pp. 144-145. 
41 Ibid., pp. 211-212. 
42 This must be the correct understanding of this statement, 
because if “These [generic] abilities are largely lacking among 
animals …” meant that all animals largely (or mostly) lack the 
three generic abilities (but possess each of the three abilities in 
part), then the following clause would be irrelevant: “… although 
some animals may have some of them in rudimentary forms.”  
Thus for the previous clause to make sense, we must interpret the 
entire statement as follows: “These [generic] abilities are … 
largely lacking among animals [i.e., most animals do not possess 
them in any degree], although some [but not all] animals may 
have some [and perhaps all] of them [i.e., the generic abilities] in 
rudimentary forms [i.e., in the earliest stages of development].”  
The second use of ‘some’ in the statement above cannot be in the 
exclusive sense otherwise no animal could possess all three 
generic abilities in part. If this was the case, it would seem that no 
animal could have any rights whatsoever due to the fact that no 
animal would approach agency in any way. Of course one might 
hold that an animal lacking completely one or more of the 
necessary conditions of agency still approaches agency—but I 
refute this later on.    
43 Ibid., p. 123; my emphasis. 
44 RC, p. 141; my emphasis. 
45 I make a distinction between the proper actions of an agent and 
acts of the agent. The former constitute actions where the three 
necessary conditions of agency influence the action (i.e., 

voluntariness, purposiveness, and relevant circumstantial 
knowledge above immediate awareness). The latter comprise acts 
which lack one or more of these necessary conditions as interior 
causes of the act (e.g., urination, digestion, growth, etc.). Thus an 
agent performs a proper action when she chooses to build a 
clock, but not when she is growing (as during adolescence). 
Proper actions are signs that the entity in question is an agent (of 
some degree), whereas acts of the agent are signs of what the 
agent shares with other life forms (in the case of human beings it 
is the animal nature).  
46 I am drawing on the tradition in Western philosophy to 
distinguish between essential properties and accidental 
properties. Essential properties are what make a thing or action 
the type of thing or action that it is, whereas accidental properties 
do not affect what kind of thing or action it is. That the individual 
agent, Peter, is in France is an accidental property—it does not 
affect his agency or the quality of his actions, but that Peter lacks 
completely rational reflection on purposes (because he had a full 
frontal lobotomy) does affect his status as an agent and the 
quality of his actions—if he acts at all (for rational reflection is a 
necessary or essential property of agency). 
47 Proposition (7) of A2 says that the PGC prohibits the infliction 
of wanton pain to all animals because all animals have pain-
receptors similar in respect of such debilitation. However, the 
PGC states “Act in accordance with the generic rights of your 
recipients as well as of yourself.”  ‘Recipients’ refers to full-
fledged agents and to a lesser degree (owing to the principle of 
proportionality) to partial-agents—it does not refer to non-agents. 
As Proposition (2), I have argued, allows for animals to be either 
partial-agents or non-agents, the PGC cannot prohibit the 
infliction of wanton pain to non-agents. Gewirth doesn’t make a 
distinction between two logically different types of animals and 
thus proposition (7) does not follow from the PGC, the ASA, the 
PP, and proposition 2 of A2. Proposition (8) is a restating of 
proposition (7) in light of the principle of proportionality in its 
limiting case, and as it also does not make a distinction between 
two logically different types of animals it too does not follow 
from the PGC, the ASA, the PP, and the premise-set. Thus 
argument A2 is invalid. 
48 RM, p. 144. 
49 RM, p. 144; my emphasis. 
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The Heritage Room: “Angry Black Male” Myths and the Realities of 
Humor 
 
 
This Interdisciplinary presentation will include a reading of my creative 
nonfiction essay, “The Heritage Room,” which addresses how the 
centuries-old “angry black male” stereotype continues to shape how black 
males often view themselves and, regardless of their social status, how 
they are often viewed. “The Heritage Room” is from Dragon Slayers, a 
collection of essays that falls into the tradition of highly provocative works 
of individualistic black thought like John McWhorter’s best-selling Losing 
the Race, and Shelby Steele’s classic The Content of our Character.  While both 
men are academics and much of their works relate to their profession, their 
books appeal to broad audiences because the writers jump headfirst into 
the centuries-old debate about how to be an American if your skin 
happens to be black. The national fury created by Bill Cosby’s recent 
criticism of impoverished African Americans is indicative of how blacks 
and whites’ interest in this topic is no less intense now than when Booker 
T. Washington advised Negroes to, “Cast down your bucket where you 
are.”  In addition to hailing black leaders like Booker T. Washington and 
Bill Cosby for criticizing members of the black community for conduct that 
feeds negative stereotypes, this reading and discussion will address how 
humor has always served as a shield to deflect the sting of racial 
stereotypes, as well as a weapon to attack their credibility. 
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Chairperson 
Art Department 
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Bridgewater, MA 02325 
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“A Woman in the Field: Gender and Ethnographic Research” 
 
While the process of conducting ethnographic research in a culture other than 
one’s own presents a host of well‐documented challenges, those challenges are 
multiplied when the researchers are women and the societies have ultra‐
conservative ideas about the roles women should play – being a PhD candidate 
usually not being one of them. And yet as female graduate students prepare to 
conduct ethnographic field research in highly patriarchal cultures, there is much 
evidence to suggest that many have not been prepared for the difficulties their 
gender will pose. “A Woman in the Field: Gender and Ethnographic Research” 
addresses these difficulties, emphasizing how gender interjects itself into the 
process and accuracy of data collection.  This presentation will highlight the 
pitfalls of my personal experiences as an art history doctoral candidate working 
in rural and urban Zimbabwe, providing relevant historical, political and social 
context.  It will also provide strategies for how women can excel under what are 
often trying, and sometimes physically threatening, circumstances.     
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Shrimp Aquaculture And Panama: A Lasting Partnership. 
Sylvia Michelle Bolanos 
University of Miami 
2351 SW 37 Ave. Ph-6 
Miami, Florida 33145 
smbolanos@hotmail.com 
 

Abstract: 

Aquaculture is the farming of ocean and freshwater plants and animals for human 

consumption (“Aquaculture”). 

Why Aquaculture? It is well documented that the current population will increase 

1.14% annually with a doubling time of 61 years and will outpace the viable production 

of fish supply. It is one of the fastest growing food-producing sectors, Aquaculture is 

perceived as having the greatest potential to meet the growing demand for aquatic food, 

and Aquaculture is a reliable supply source. World population will continue to increase 

and create demands for fish products that are already exceeding the open seas catches. 

There is also the problem of abusive and unregulated fishing practices that are rapidly 

extinguishing many of the most common fish species and the ability for them to naturally 

recover; therefore requiring an alternative. The Aquaculture industry has experienced 

tremendous growth in the last 50 years with an average annual growth rate of 8.8% from 

1950 to 2004.1 The highest average annual growth rates are in Latin America and the 

Caribbean at 21.3%.2  Aquaculture is the only alternative for seafood, to supply an 

increasing demand of nutritional foods low in fat.  

Most importantly, seafood is an excellent food choice according to nutritionists. It 

is one of the most balanced and healthy foods available. The protein derived from 

seafood is highly digestible, easily absorbed, very low in fat, and contains all nine 
                                                 
1 FAO. 2006. State of World Aquaculture: 2006. pp 5-6. 
2 Ibid. 
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essential amino acids. Numerous island and coastal communities rely on fish as their sole 

source of protein with no other alternatives for their diets. These communities are located 

in developing nations with limited resources and diminishing fish catches off their coasts. 

Aquaculture has the potential to provide for these communities food security and income. 

Panama has three distinct sectors which produce shrimp; industrial and local 

fisheries along with Aquaculture. The local and industrial fisheries target white shrimp 

(Litopenaeus sp.) resulting from their large size and value. The Aquaculture sector 

specializes in rearing Litopenaeus vannamei and L. stylirostris. Adults may reach more 

than 20 cm with a lifespan of one to two years. Due to their size these shrimp receive a 

higher market value. 

Ninety-five percent of these fishing activities occur on the Pacific coast.  Eighty 

percent of the population lives on this same coast. These two factors place great strains 

on the local environment, particularly on the local fisheries. The sustainability of the 

local fisheries stands in question as a result of illegal fishing methods, large industrial 

trawlers, and weak enforcement measures by the Panamanian government. Panama is 

unable to protect its extensive shoreline from international fishing vessels, resulting from 

lack of financial resources and personnel. These trawlers use illegal nets, which 

indiscriminately catch all types of fishes affecting both the coastal and deep water fishing 

of the local fisherman. Fishing quotas are being ignored at both the national and 

international levels thus placing greater strains on the sustainability of the industry. 

Panama, due to its lack of financial resources and enforcement personnel is unable to 

protect its extensive shoreline from international fishing vessels. 
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The local fishermen are also contributing to the diminishment of fish stocks by 

using smaller sized fishing nets and capturing younger fishes which have not reached 

sexual maturity, impairing their ability to reproduce. Over-harvesting affects the 

replenishment of future generations. The Panamanian government has placed restrictions 

on the local and the industrial fishermen; however enforcement continues to be 

inadequate. Boats that are smaller than 10 GRT (Gross Registered Tons) must compete 

with the industrial trawlers that are coming in closer to the shoreline as a result of 

diminishing catches and current monitoring practices are not effective. The going concern 

nature of the fishing industry is in question unless a viable solution can be found to the 

current industry practices. 

 Shrimp Aquaculture has a long history in Panama. It was one of the first countries 

in Latin America to establish a viable commercial shrimp farming industry, resulting 

from a relatively stable tropical climate and the support of the government. This support 

was initiated by President Omar Torrijos, in the 1970s. The industry is concentrated 

within three areas of Panama’s Pacific coast: Bay of Chame, Bay of Panama, and the Bay 

of Parita. Most farms produce two crops per year using semi-intensive techniques and 

harvesting an average of 1,106.9 pounds per hectare in 2003.   

 A field survey was conducted in the city of Aguadulce, Panama. This town is 

located in the Coclé Province on the Pacific coast. It is known as the land of salt and 

sugar. The town is located 157 miles from Panama City near the Pan-American Highway. 

This survey was designed with the intention of documenting the true socio-economic 

conditions of the local fishermen, along with identifying the true economic impact of the 
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Aquaculture industry in this town. The shrimp Aquaculture industry is one of the major 

employers for the area along with the sugar and salt industry. 

 This field paper was written with the intention of providing the reader: (1) general 

information about the history of Panama, (2) current statistics and background 

information about the country, (3) evolution of the shrimp Aquaculture industry in 

Panama, and (4) results of field survey conducted in Aguadulce.  
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THE GREENING OF AN ARCHITECTURAL CURRICULUM 
(ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION & CURRICULAR TRANSFORMATION) 

Curtis J. Sartor, PhD, NOMA, Assoc, AIA, ALA 
Judson College, Elgin, IL. USA 

 

Abstract 

In the twenty-first century with the acknowledgement, importance and implementation of 
“Green technologies” and “Sustainability Strategies” in the built environment, potential design 
professionals need to be re-educated in interdisciplinary knowledge domains that affect 
architecture. As a result of these changes, Architecture education at our Universities and 
Colleges is in a transitory stage.  What will the architecture curriculum of today look like in the 
future? The National Architecture Accreditation Board (NAAB), the American Institute of 
Architects (AIA), and the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture (ACSA) have also 
acknowledged these educational changes. For example, NAAB has reorganized and rewritten the 
student performance criterion, which is the basis for architectural programs receiving and 
maintaining their accreditation, to respond to current trends in the built environment that affect 
architectural practice such as globalization, outsourcing, project delivery, expanding practice 
setting and diversity. The AIA has also acknowledged the importance of “Sustainability” in the 
built environment by organizing a conference on Sustainability in Architecture and Higher 
Education. The conference’s main purpose is to advance the breadth and depth of sustainability 
in architectural education and ultimately the practice of architecture.  

This paper focuses on the emerging environmental curricula in an architectural program at an 
Evangelical University that has embraced environmental stewardship as a vision and mission 
emphasis. We will be discussing the architecture curriculum at this University as a chronological 
case study for the development of a model program curriculum for other interested ACSA 
programs. We will be analyzing how this new knowledge of sustainability gets implemented and 
taught in architectural education and show sample curricula and student performance matrices.  

Our system of inquiry in studying this phenomenon will be from a qualitative research 
methodology using an interpretive / heurtics strategy. Data will be collected from interviews, 
observations and archival documents. An example follows of a student performance matrix that 
will be discussed. 
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 2

Primary Coverage of NAAB Student Performance Criteria 
BA in Architectural Studies / Master of Architecture Curriculum 

 NAAB Criteria Required Coursework Studio Components 

1 Speaking & Writing Skills  Arc 331, 656  Arc 652, 682  

2 Critical Thinking Skills  Arc 331, 656  Arc 652, 682 

3 Graphics Skills  Des 231/Arc 310  Des 121, 122, Arc 251 

4 Research Skills  Arc 321, 421  Arc 681 

5 Formal Ordering Systems  Art 111, 211  Des 121, 122 

6 Fund. Design Skills  Art 111, 211  Des 121, 122 

7 Collaborative Skills  Arc 321  Arc 351, 352 

8 Western Traditions  Arc 232, 331  Arc 451, 452 

9 Non-Western Traditions  Arc 231, 332  Arc 451, 452 

10 Nat. and Reg. Traditions  Arc 332  Arc 352 

11 Use of Precedents  Arc 231  Arc 251 

12 Human Behavior  Arc 332  Arc 352 

13 Human Diversity  Arc 332  Arc 352 

14 Accessibility  Arc 375/575  Arc 452 

15 Sustainable Design   Arc 375/575  Arc 452 

16 Program Preparation  Arc 580  Arc 452, 681 

17 Site Conditions  Arc 421  Arc 351, 451 

18 Structural System  Arc 342, 343  Arc 351, 352 

19 Environmental Systems  Arc 421, 422  Arc 452 

20 Life Safety  Arc 322  Arc 452 

21 Building Env. System  Arc 421  Arc 452 

22 Building Service System  Arc 422  Arc 452 

23 Building Systems Into  Arc 321  Arc 452 

24 Building Mat. & Assemblies  Arc 222,322  Arc 452 

25 Construction Cost Control  Arc 580  Arc 452 

26 Technical Documentation  Arc 322, 656  Arc 452 

27 Client Role in Architecture  Arc 656  Arc 451 

28 Comprehensive Design  ----------  Arc 452 

29 Architect’s Admin. Roles  Arc 656 

30 Architectural Practice  Arc 556, 656 

31 Professional Development  Arc 580 

32 Leadership  Arc 556, 656   

33 Legal Responsibilities  Arc 556, 656  Arc 651. 652 

34 Ethics & Prof. Judgment  Arc 556, 656  Arc 651, 652, 681, 682 
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Keywords: Green technologies, sustainability, environmental stewardship, educational 
curriculum, and higher education 

 
Introduction 

 
    Environmental and ecological design education is still a relatively new knowledge domain for 
the architecture profession and the architectural academy. The graduating architecture students 
have become aware of the shift in concern and knowledge necessary to be a relevant “green” 
architect; but, our architectural school’s curriculums reflect are yet to reflect this change. 
    In discussing “The Greening of an Architectural Curriculum”, we must establish a descriptive 
definition of sustainability, environmental stewardship and ecological literacy.  
 
Sustainability  
    Sarah Hammond Creighton, director of campus sustainability at Tufts University, has written 
that sustainability is the link between problems that leads us to the classic definition of meeting 
the needs of present generations without compromising the needs of the future generations. 
Thomas Fisher, Dean of the College of Design at the University of Minnesota - Twin Cities says 
it is about the survivability of our civilization and possibly our species. 
    If one consults the American Institute of Architects (AIA) website, the AIA committee on the 
Environment defines sustainable design as: 
 
  A collaborative process that involves thinking ecologically,  

(studying systems, relationships and interactions), in order 
 to design in ways that remove rather than contribute  
stress from systems. The sustainable design process  
holistically and creatively connects land use and design  
at the regional level and addresses community design and  
mobility; site ecology and water use; place - based energy  
based generation, performance and security; materials  
and construction; light and air; bioclimatic design; and issues  
of long life and lose fit. True sustainable design is beautiful,  
humane, socially appropriate, and restorative. 
 

Mike Elliott, the current AIA Northeast Illinois President, stated that after reading this definition 
it gave him a more holistic picture of sustainability. Sustainability also involves economic and social 
factors. He further stated that if we as architects could make this statement our goal for each project, 
we would truly be making an impact on the built - environments. For the purpose of this paper we 
will use this definition in discussing sustainable design. 
 
Environmental stewardship 

The architecture program at Judson University is used as our case study subject, an Evangelical 
University located in Elgin, IL. It is presently the only accredited architecture Evangelical University 
in the US or Canada. 

Environmental stewardship is the responsibility to manage the life of the environment with 
proper regard to the rights of others. It involves the duties of a steward, as defined by Webster’s New 
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Collegiate dictionary first printed in 1898. Dr Ben Ilozor of Eastern Michigan University has stated: 
“Environmental stewardship is doing no harm or as least as little as possible to the environment.” He 
teaches environmental and building construction systems technology at Eastern Michigan University 
in Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

At Judson University, Environmental Stewardship is defined as what God expressed in Genesis 
1:26 – 28, then God said, Let us make man in our image, in our likeness, and let them have dominion 
over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air, over the livestock, over all the earth, and over all the 
creatures that move on the ground.” Cornelius Plantinga, Jr. in his book, Engaging God’s World 
states: “Dominion in this context involves care and responsibility.  
 
Ecological literacy  

The ecological concept involves the general public’s education of the relationship of the 
geographical environment to complex living organisms. Ecological literacy is important in 
understanding, because it impacts the value and influence of Architectural education in the built  and 
Natural environment. Most architectural programs do not consider the knowledge of ecology in an 
architectural education. Knowledge of the habitat’s of living organism become important in 
developing an architecture curriculum that embraces green technologies. Ken Yeang calls this 
“Ecodesign”. 1 

To further support the need for an educational transformation in architecture education that 
addresses green technologies, in 2006 Design Intelligence conducted a survey of recent architectural 
graduates about their preparedness for sustainability. The following is a pie chart that shows this 
deficiency in our architecture schools.2 

 
Sustainability Preparedness - Architecture 

 
 

 
 
 

Are students graduating with an 
adequate understanding of 

building, facility, and 
equipment life cycles? 

Is your firm benefiting from an 
infusion of new ideas about 
sustainability from recent- 

graduate new hires? 

Are your recent-graduate new 
hires prepared for the LEED 

certification process? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Very Adequate 
 7% 

 

 
 
In 2002, Metropolis Magazine conducted a survey involving design professionals. The results of 

the survey were that 75% of the surveyed professionals said that their clients are interested in 
sustainable design; but unfortunately, 62% of the design professionals learned about sustainability 

                                                           
1 Yeang, Ken. Ecodesign, A Manual for Ecological Design”, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.,London, UK, 2006, PP. 6 – 10. 
2 Cramer, James (Editor), 2007 Eighth Annual DesignIntelligence Survey of Deans 2007, Greenway Communications LLC, 
page 29. 

46% 
Adequate 46% 54% 

47% 
Very Little 

Yes o 

30% 
Yes 
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No 
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outside of their academic preparation. The survey also found that 92% and 86% of surveyed 
educators and students expressed an interest in sustainable design. Most educators (86%) suggested 
that sustainable design courses should be integrated into existing design courses. However, faculty 
stated that there are several barriers to making this happen in their curriculum. Primary reasons were 
their own lack of education in “green technologies” and lack of support from their department head 
or college administrator.  

Let’s now investigate the phenomenon of sustainability, and green technologies because as 
Albert Einstein stated:  
 

“The world will not evolve past its current state of crisis 
By using the same thinking that created the situation” 
    - Albert Einstein 

 
 

New Knowledge 
 
     There is an abundance of information available about sustainability today. Books, magazines, 
papers, and websites have been developed that address sustainable design.  Magazines such as 
GreenSource, published by the McGraw - Hill companies, are dedicated to sustainable design. 
Organizations, such as the American Institute of Architects have long supported sustainable 
design in architecture schools, specifically the AIA Committee on the Environment (COTE). In 
2006 COTE published a report and proposal entitled, “Ecological Literacy in Architecture 
Education” which investigated sustainability and ecological literacy, sustainability and 
architecture education and teaching and learning.  
     The Ecological literacy report provided a view of the degree to which ecological literacy and 
sustainability are playing a role in American architectural education. The report: surveyed recent 
efforts to bring environmental awareness into architecture education across the board and issues 
of sustainability into architecture education; surveyed US architecture school web sites and 
course offerings; provided examples of US architecture programs where ecological literacy has 
had an impact and developed a proposal for the establishment of a national center for Ecological 
Design which would focus on architecture education and investigate the activities of such a 
center. 
     University programs are also taking initiatives to address sustainability. Schools and 
departments of architecture at National Architecture Accreditation Board (NAAB) programs 
realize they are in the midst of educational change and are taking strategic steps to embrace 
sustainability such as: 

• Expanding coursework in sustainability 
• Participating in off - campus initiatives 
• Adding additional degree options and concentrations 
• Supporting guest lecturers 
• Community and campus collaborations 
• Encouraging LEED certification and 
• Hiring LEED certified faculty3 

 
 In a recent study, the AIA Committee found that all 115 schools with NAAB - accredited 

programs include one or more courses about sustainable design. However, the majority of these 
 

3 2006 Ecological Literacy in Architecture Education, The AIA Committee on the Environment, Gould, Kira and Hosey, 
Lance. 
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courses and programs relate to Energy systems. More courses and design studios are needed in 
architecture education.  

Sustainability should be woven throughout the curriculum. This should start with the first 
year classes and then have sustainability topics integrated into the studio and lecture courses. 
Sustainability should also be thought of as an ethical issue. Ecological literacy is an issue that 
today’s architecture students should understand. 

 
Thomas Fisher, Assoc. AIA, Professor and Dean at the University of Minnesota College 

of Architecture and Landscape Architecture wrote,  
 
“Ecology is becoming the way to understand the world.  
This is something that we are all going to have to learn  
how to do. Organizations and professions are set up in a  
mechanistic way and that will have to evolve…. 
it will be redesigned…. And this applies to the ways of  
teaching and learning.” 

 
    College students entering architectural programs already have a sense of the importance of 
sustainability. They want to learn more about how to design buildings that not only make a 
positive aesthetic and cultural statement on the landscape; but, provide healthy environments and 
integrate sustainable design features. According to the 2006 EDES Report, 77% of students in a 
recent survey said their interest in eco-design is a high priority. 
    Christian Colleges see the recent educational initiatives of sustainability at architecture 
programs as part of a green revolution that relates back to “creation care principles”. Integrating 
creation care with academics is a growing emphasis on Christian campus in the US and Canada. 
According to Paul Corts, president for the Council of Christian Colleges and Universities 
(CCCU), about 40 of the 105 North American member schools have adopted significant green 
initiatives. These initiatives vary from multimillion dollar housing projects and student volunteer 
educational programs to majors in environmental studies and recycling cans. Many students at 
CCCU’s come to college believing that environmentalism and sustainable design has little to do 
with their faith. Of course, College is often the first place students are challegened to think 
differently.4  
    At Judson University in Elgin Illinois which has the only accredited architecture program at a 
CCCU, its emphasis is on environmental stewardship and creation care. This mission is 
something that has evolved over the last ten years within the architecture program. In the fall 
semester of 2007, the architecture program started occupying a new $28 million, 88,000 square 
foot facility called the Harm A. Weber Academic Center. It is designed to be a model for 
environmental stewardship and a teaching tool. By making use of natural ventilation during half 
the year, the building is projected to use 47% less energy than a comparable building, as noted 
by Dr. David Ogoli, the first Kern Fellow at Judson University. 

 

 
4 2007, May edition of Christianity Today Magazine, Cindy Crosby 
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    Exhibit One, West Elevation    Exhibit Two, Northwest Elevation 
 
 

 
       Exhibit Three, South Elevation 
 

We will now discuss the emerging environmental curricula at Judson University and analyze 
how this new knowledge of sustainability gets implemented and taught. 
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 Case Study  
 

 

   
Exhibit Four, Entry Sign to Campus                                         Exhibit Five, New LEED Building 
 
 

“Christus Lux Mundi” (Christ the Light of the World) 
        Motto of Judson University 
 

 
    For our case study we are discussing the architecture program at Judson University. Judson is 
located in the western suburbs of Chicago in northern Illinois, and was founded in 1963 as an 
Evangelical College. Judson University is located in Elgin, a city of about 100,000 in the Fox 
River Valley of Illinois.  It is 40 miles northwest of Chicago just off the Northwest Tollway 
(Interstate 90) on State Route 31.  To the east is the Chicago metropolitan area; to the west, a 
broad expanse of farmland.  Therefore, it is possible to enjoy the cultural and recreational 
advantages of metropolitan Chicago plus the openness of the Illinois countryside. 
    Judson is an American Baptist - affiliated, evangelical Christian University of the liberal arts, 
sciences and professions. It is coeducational and offers Bachelor of Arts degrees and three 
Masters’ degrees in architecture, education, and business. The University is accredited by the 
North Central Association of Colleges and Schools. The six - year Master of Architecture degree 
is also fully accredited by the National Architectural Accreditation Board (NAAB).  All three 
masters’ programs, the Master of Education, the Master of Architecture, and the Master of 
Organizational Leadership are accredited by the Higher Learning Commission of the North 
Central Association of Colleges and Schools.  
    In our case study we are looking at the transition of a traditional curriculum of an Architecture 
program into a curriculum sensitive to sustainable design and creation care; but, first, let’s 
understand the mission and vision of Judson University. 
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Mission and Vision Statement 
 

    The architecture department is in the process of clarifying its mission and vision for the 
program based on a combination of new factors affecting the growth of the department. Chief 
among them has been its position as the only Evangelical college that offers an accredited 
architecture degree. Other factors contributing to a clarification of its mission and vision being 
revised are NAAB criteria, the current faculty mix, new leadership and sustainability. The 
mission and vision statements below are derived from a series of strategic planning meetings 
held in the 06/07 academic year. 
 
Vision Statement: 
    The architecture program aspires to be a global leader in architecture education and Christian 
service. 
Mission Statement: 

We provide Judson students with a Christ-centered comprehensive, professional education 
that is delivered by a committed Christian faculty. The program focuses on: 

• Inspiring students to demonstrate their commitment to our natural environment, 
sustainability and the development of a quality built environment, 

• Encouraging students to excellence in academics and community through an 
interdisciplinary approach that prepares leaders and tempers professionals 

• Nurturing students in the exploration of architecture and its divergent approaches, their 
creativity in design, and their expressions of personal beliefs in their personal and 
professional activities lived out, 

• Demonstrating through our program, teaching and lives a strong faith worldview,   
• Continuously exploring and defining the intersection between Christianity, Architecture 

education and service. 
 Prepare students to positively contribute to the church, profession and community 

through leadership and service by maximizing their talents for the betterment of our 
world 

    provide a balanced and integrative curriculum in a rigorous but supportive   
  environment 

 graduate competent designers who are critical thinkers, caring individuals, sensitive to 
physical and cultural contexts and committed to ethical practice and the stewardship of 
the planet 

 
    During the Strategic planning meetings with internal and external stakeholder’s earth 
stewardship and creation care became important issues in educating the next generation of 
Architects. Presently we are in the midst of continued strategic planning meetings to identify 
strategies and tactics for implementing this clarified direction. The concept of sustainability fits 
well with Judson University’s mission and vision statement. 

 
Survey Data 

    To gather some of the data for this paper a questionnaire was used. The questionnaire was sent 
to one hundred individuals at different NAAB programs in the United States and Canada. The 
individuals surveyed were administrators, professors, alumni and current students. The results of 
the survey are still on going and the findings are not yet available for this document and 
presentation. Questions that were asked concerned possible educational transformation and 
curriculum revisions taking place at the respondent’s University.  
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NAAB Criteria 
 

The National Architectural Accreditation Board (NAAB) establishes performance criteria to help 
accredited degree programs prepare students for the profession while encouraging educational 
practices suited to the individual degree program. In addition to assessing whether student 
performance meets the professional criteria, the visiting team assesses performance in relation to the 
school’s stated curricular goals and content. While the NAAB stipulates the student performance 
criteria that must be met, it specifies neither the educational format nor the form of student work that 
may serve as evidence of having met these criteria. Programs are encouraged to develop unique 
learning and teaching strategies, methods, and materials to satisfy these criteria. The NAAB will 
consider innovative methods for satisfying the criteria, provided the school has a formal evaluation 
process for assessing student achievement of these criteria and documents the results. 

For the purpose of accreditation, graduating students must demonstrate understanding or ability 
in the following thirty four areas: 
 
1. Speaking and Writing Skills 
2. Critical Thinking Skills 
3. Graphics Skills 
4. Research Skills 
5. Formal Ordering Systems 
6. Fundamental Design Skills 
7. Collaborative Skills 
8. Western Traditions 
9. Non-Western Traditions 
10. National and Regional Traditions 
11. Use of Precedents 
12. Human Behavior 
13. Human Diversity 
14. Accessibility 
15. Sustainable Design 
16. Program Preparation 
17. Site Conditions 

18. Structural Systems 
19. Environmental Systems 
20. Life Safety 
21. Building Envelope Systems 
22. Building Service Systems 
23. Building Systems Integration 
24. Building Materials and Assemblies 
25. Construction Cost Control 
26. Technical Documentation 
27. Client Role in Architecture 
28. Comprehensive Design 
29. Architect’s Administrative Roles 
30. Architectural Practice 
31. Professional Development 
32. Leadership 
33. Legal Responsibilities 
34. Ethics and Professional Judgment 

 
With these student performance criteria in place for architectural programs, do the criteria 

significantly respond to sustainable design, green technologies, ecological literacy, and 
creation care? Do these NAAB criteria respond to what is missing in teaching architectural 
education to our students today?  

Fourteen of these student performance criteria directly respond to sustainable issues and 
possible green technologies. Within the department of architecture at Judson University we 
are moving towards a curriculum that includes these criteria in an integrated approach in our 
design studios. Criterions 6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21, 23, 24, and 28 have direct 
implication on the architectural curriculum. To further elaborate specifically on these criteria, 
graduating students in the future at Judson University could demonstrate an understanding or 
ability in following areas that relate to sustainability, ecological literacy and environmental 
stewardship.  
1. the use of basic architectural and ecological principles in the design of buildings, 

interior spaces, and sites.  
2. recognition of the much varied talent found in interdisciplinary design teams, 

particularly disciplines outside of architecture.  
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3. the value of working with other students, clients and professionals from varied 

cultural and ethnic backgrounds.  
4. parallel and divergent canons and traditions of architecture, landscape and urban 

design in the non-western world in terms of their climatic, ecological, technological, 
socioeconomic, health, and other cultural factors that have sustained them in the 
context of their natural resourse base. 

5. the fundamentals of visual perception and the principles and systems of ecology and 
natural systems order that inform two and three dimensional design, architectural 
composition, and urban design. 

6. vernacular and indigenous traditions in architecture in the US and abroad. 
7. the diverse needs, values, behavioral norms, physical ability and social and spatial 

patterns that characterize different cultures and individuals and the implications of 
this diversity 

8. theories and methods of inquiry that seek to clarify the relationship between human 
behavior and the physical environment, particularly in regards to climate response, 
human health, and comfort. 

9. the principles of ecology and conservation 
10. the principles of green architecture, sustainability, carbon-neutrality, and 

regenerative design in making architecture and urban design decisions that 
conserve natural and built resources, including culturally important buildings and 
sites and in the creation of healthful buildings and communities. 

11. optimizing building form and orientation for solar access and protection in climate 
responsive design 

12. issues of solar and wind orientation 
13. the selection, configuration and deployment of appropriate systems in response to 

specific climate, site and occupancy criteria, as well as the ability to evaluate these 
systems in the context of energy, lighting, acoustical, and sustainable design criteria. 

14. the application of appropriate passive design strategies specific to the climate to 
reduce or eliminate the use of fossil fuels 

15. how to design and select building envelope materials and assemblies that can be 
reused, recycled, salvaged or use rapidly renewable materials for building 
components and 

16. global and local ethical issues involved in environmental stewardship. 
 

Please note that these enumerated learning criteria have not been added to the present 
architectural curriculum at Judson University. This is part of the transformation that needs to 
take place. 
    NAAB does have an Accreditation Review Conference (ARC) in 2008 which allows the 
opportunity to regularly review the Student Performance Criteria along with the Conditions 
and Procedures of Accreditation. This is a unique opportunity for the profession to inform the 
next generation of the changing conditions of practice. The ARC is particularly vital to the 
future of sustainability in architecture education. Hopefully, sustainability will be a major 
focus of the ARC. The conference is significant in that it is held every five years and changes 
may be made in the accreditation documents. Changes made to these documents will affect 
architectural education for the next generation of graduating architects. 

David Orr, the Paul Sears distinguished professor of environmental studies and chair of 
the Environmental Studies program at Oberlin College stated,  
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“Overall architectural education is changing,…… Until recently, however,  
the great majority of architectural schools taught form-making rather than  
place-making. The first rules of place making are to not wreck other places  
and to design buildings and landscapes so artfully as to cause no loss of  
human dignity or ecological integrity, at any time or place. Form-making  
and place making are two faces of the same coin. One side is the aesthetic  
of buildings and the other side is the wider impact of buildings. Together  
they imply a radically different curriculum, yet one with roots going as far  
back as Vitruvius.” 
 

At Judson University because of the design and constructing of a new gold-leed certified 
building, we are experiencing a high interest in architecture and sustainable design from our 
university and local community. As energy and environmental issues become bigger in the 
public’s consciousness we are attracting more students interested in environmental issues. In 
the Architecture department, we are increasingly attempting to integrate environmental 
principles and techniques into the architecture curriculum from new urbanism principles to 
day lighting strategies. This integration is taking place in our required and elective courses 
and on an interdisciplinary level. For example, we are introducing an introductory 
interdisciplinary course titled, “Environmental Design and Earth Stewardship” This course is 
an exploration of the relationship between the environmental design disciplines and earth 
stewardship. The lecture course surveys principles and professions that govern and stimulate 
changes in the built environment from a Christian worldview. Professions and disciplines 
discussed are art, interior design, architecture, landscape architecture, urban design and urban 
planning. Students become sensitized to “Christian environmental stewardship” and how 
environmental design changes create good or bad consequences. Students learn about the 
importance of the disciplines relating to the built environment and ecological concerns 
relating to the profession. We are also in the process of developing a degree concentration in 
Sustainable design which would involve  

• Ecological Design 
• Materials & Assemblies 
• Climate and Energy / Zero Energy Design 
• Daylighting and Acoustics 
• MEP Systems & Systems Integration 
• Passive Solar Design 
• Life Cycle Costs 
• Recycling Buildings 
• History of Sustainable Architecture 
• New Urbanism & Sustainable Communities 
• Zero Energy Design 
• Environmental Design & Earth Stewardship 
• Social Justice & Ethical Issues in Earth Stewardship 

. 
 

The Current Curriculum Design 
Curriculum Overview 
The undergraduate program at Judson University is composed of a first year focused in art 

and design while years two through four are the core of the undergraduate program.  The fifth 
year is a one-year internship that requires the student to fulfill the IDP guidelines defined by the 
NCARB.  Six hours of distance learning also occurs during this fifth year.  The sixth year is a 
graduate year focused on cumulative design projects or may include a thesis project. 
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The Architecture core curriculum parallels the College’s general education curriculum over 

the first two years; this allows for basic material in the liberal arts and in professional education 
to be introduced in a cohesive, coordinated manner. The Architecture core curriculum begins by 
introducing the discipline of architecture through drawing and design classes, which exposes the 
students to skills development and basic design fundamentals. All students complete shared 
introductory courses of art, design and architecture. 

The following chart shows the percentage of credits for each of the three curricular 
components of the Program: general education, the professional architectural program and 
electives. 
        
 
Credit Hours   

       
Component           Undergrad    Graduate         Total               Total % 

  
General                              55                       0                       55        30% 
Education 

 
Architecture –                    79                     27                     106                     60%                   
Professional Program 
(Includes Sustainable Education, 35%) 
 
Electives                     6                      15                       21             10% 

 
Totals                              140                     42          182                   100% 
 
 
Below are courses that are related to embedded sustainable design concepts and principles in the 
current curriculum at the undergraduate level.   
 

Sustainable Education Course Requirements 
                          hours 
1st year   General Studies 101 – Faith and Learning   3 
  (Earth Stewardship & Environmental Design) 
 
2nd year  Construction Technology I     3 
    
 
3rd year  Environmental Technology I     3 

Construction Technology II     3 
  Architectural Design III & IV               10 
 
4th year  Environmental Technology III & IV     6 
  Architectural Design IV & V               10 
  
                    Total:  38 
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Current Four Year Plan (Undergraduate Program) 2005 - 2008 
 

JUDSON UNIVERSITY                                                                   FOUR YEAR PLAN 
Note: The Academic Planning Sheet is designed as a guide for students planning their course selections. The information on this page 
provides only a suggested schedule. Actual course selections should be made with the advice and consent of an academic advisor. While 
accurately portraying the information contained in the college catalog, this form is not considered a legal substitute for that document. 
Students should become familiar with the catalog in effect at the time at which they entered the institution.  Academic planning is the students 
responsibility. 

Bachelor of Arts in Architectural Studies 
Fall 2007 Spring 2008 

ART 111 Drawing I  3 ART 211 Drawing II  3 
DES 121 Design I  3 DES 122 Design II  3 
ARC 101 Tools & Media w/lab  1 SPC 120 Foundations of Speech  3 
MAT 211 Functions and Calculus I  5 BST 101 Intro to Old Testament  3 
GEN 101 Faith & Learning  3 ENG 101 Expository Writing  3 
    Total 15     Total 15 

Fall 2008 Spring 2009 
HIS 261 History of Civ. I  3 BST 102 Intro to New Testament  3 
ARC 231  Arch. History / Theory I  3 ARC 232 Arch. History/Theory II  3 
ARC 251 Architectural Design I  4 ARC 252 Architectural Design II  4 
ARC 222 Construction Technology I  3 HIS 262 History of Civilization II  3 
PHY 237 General Physics I w/lab  4 ENG 102 Critical Thinking & Writing  3 
     ESS  Elective  1 
    Total 17     Total 17 

Fall 2009 Spring 2010 
ARC 341 Architectural Structures I  3 ARC 342 Architectural Structures II  3 
ARC 351 Architectural Design III  5 ARC 352 Architectural Design IV  5 
ARC 321 Environmental Technology I  3 PHL 261 History of Philosophy  3 
ARC 331 Arch. History/Theory III  3 ARC 322 Construction Technology II  3 
DES 231 Digital Tools I  3 ARC 332 Architectural History IV  3 
    Total 17     Total 17 

Summer 2010   
ARC 381 Architectural Study Tour  5       
ENG  Upper Division Literature   3       
    Total 8        

Fall 2010 Spring 2011 
ARC 343 Architectural Structures III  3 ARC 422 Environmental Technology III  3 
ARC 421 Environmental Tech. II  3 ARC 452 Architectural Design VI  5 
ARC 451 Architectural Design V  5 BST  Biblical Studies Elective  3 
SOC PSY SOC151 or PSY111 Intro.  3 CRP 481 Faith and Life Issues  3 

ELECTIVE 
Any Elective 300 Level or 
Higher  3 ELECTIVE 

Any Elective 300 Level or 
Higher  3 

      Total 17       Total 17 
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Current Two Year Plan (Graduate Program) 2005 - 2008 

JUDSON UNIVERSITY                                                                       TWO YEAR PLAN 

Note: The Academic Planning Sheet is designed as a guide for students planning their course selections. The information on this page provides 
only a suggested schedule. Actual course selections should be made with the advice and consent of an academic advisor. While accurately 
portraying the information contained in the college catalog, this form is not considered a legal substitute for that document. Students should 
become familiar with the catalog in effect at the time at which they entered the institution.  Academic planning is the student’s responsibility. 

Master of Architecture 
Fall 2011 Spring 2012 

ARC 561 Preceptorship I  0 ARC 562 Preceptorship II    
    Total 0     Total 0 

Summer 2012   
ARC 556 Professional Practice I  3       
ARC 575 Community Outreach  4       
ARC 580 Professional Development  3       
    Total 10       

Fall 2012 Spring 2013 
ARC 651 Cumulative Design I - OR  7 ARC 652 Cumulative Design II - OR  7 
ARC 681 Architectural Thesis Project I   ARC 682 Arch. Thesis Project II    
ARC 656 Professional Practice II  3 ARC 691 Christian World View & Arch  3 

ARC  
(2) ARC Elective 500 Level or 
Higher  6 ARC  

(2) ARC Elective 500 Level or 
Higher  6 

      Total 16       Total 16 
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Proposed Four Year Plan (B.A.) 
Following is a tentative transformation proposal for a sustainable design education in architecture. 
 

JUDSON UNIVERSITY                                                                   FOUR YEAR PLAN 
Note: The Academic Planning Sheet is designed as a guide for students planning their course selections. The information on this page 
provides only a suggested schedule. Actual course selections should be made with the advice and consent of an academic advisor. While 
accurately portraying the information contained in the college catalog, this form is not considered a legal substitute for that document. 
Students should become familiar with the catalog in effect at the time at which they entered the institution.  Academic planning is the 
students’ responsibility. 

Bachelor of Arts in Architectural Studies 
Fall 2005 Spring 2006 

ART 111 Drawing I  3 ART 211 Drawing II  3 
DES 121 Design I  3 DES 122 Design II  3 
ARC 101 Tools & Media w/lab  1 SPC 120 Foundations of Speech  3 
MAT 211 Functions and Calculus I  5 BST 101 Intro to Old Testament  3 
GEN 101 Faith,  & Learning   3 ENG 101 Expository Writing  3 

ESS  Elective  1 DES 100 
Environmental Design & 
Earth Stewardship II  1 

    Total 16     Total 16 
Fall 2006 Spring 2007 

HIS 261 History of Civ. I  3 BST 102 Intro to New Testament  3 
ARC 231  Arch. History / Theory I  3 ARC 232 Arch. History/Theory II  3 
ARC 251 Architectural Design I  4 ARC 252 Architectural Design II  4 
ARC 222 Construction Technology I  3 HIS 262 History of Civilization II  3 
PHY 237 General Physics I w/lab  4 ENG 102 Critical Thinking & Writing  3 
     DES 200 Ecological Design   1 
    Total 17     Total 17 

Fall 2007 Spring 2008 
ARC 341 Architectural Structures I  3 ARC 342 Architectural Structures II  3 
ARC 351 Architectural Design III  5 ARC 352 Architectural Design IV  5 
ARC 321 Environmental Technology I  3 PHL 261 History of Philosophy  3 
ARC 331 Arch. History/Theory III  3 ARC 322 Construction Technology II  3 
DES 231 Digital Tools I  3 ARC 332 Architectural History IV  3 
    Total 17     Total 17 

Summer 2008   
ARC 381 Architectural Study Tour  5       

DES 300 
Sustainable Design & 
Development   3       

    Total 8        
Fall 2008 Spring 2009 

ARC 343 Architectural Structures III  3 ARC 422 Environmental Technology III  3 
ARC 421 Environmental Tech. II  3 ARC 452 Architectural Design VI  5 
ARC 451 Architectural Design V  5 BST  Biblical Studies Elective  3 
DES 400 Environmental Psychology  3 CRP 481 Faith and Life Issues  3 

ELECTIVE 
Any Elective 300 Level or 
Higher  3 ELECTIVE 

Any Elective 300 Level or 
Higher  3 

      Total 17       Total 17 
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Proposed Two Year Plan (M. Arch.) 
 

JUDSON UNIVERSITY                                                                       TWO YEAR PLAN 

Note: The Academic Planning Sheet is designed as a guide for students planning their course selections. The information on this page provides 
only a suggested schedule. Actual course selections should be made with the advice and consent of an academic advisor. While accurately 
portraying the information contained in the college catalog, this form is not considered a legal substitute for that document. Students should 
become familiar with the catalog in effect at the time at which they entered the institution.  Academic planning is the student’s responsibility. 

Master of Architecture 
Fall 2009 Spring 2010 

ARC 561 Preceptorship I  0 ARC 562 Preceptorship II    
    Total 0     Total 0 

Summer 2010   
ARC 556 Professional Practice I  3       

ARC 575 

Sustainable Community 
Design, An Outreach 
Initiative  4       

ARC 580 Professional Development  3       
    Total 10       

Fall 2010 Spring 2011 
ARC 651 Cumulative Design I - OR  7 ARC 652 Cumulative Design II - OR  7 
ARC 681 Architectural Thesis Project I   ARC 682 Arch. Thesis Project II    
ARC 656 Professional Practice II  3 ARC 691 Christian World View & Arch  3 

ARC  

(2) ARC Elective 500 Level or 
Higher, includes sustainable  
design electives  6 ARC  

(2) ARC Elective 500 Level or 
Higher includes sustainable 
design electives  6 

      Total 16       Total 16 

The proposed design courses introduced consist of a series of 3 studios and 4 required courses where the 
principles of sustainable design, ecological literacy and environmental stewardship is central, along with 
2 – 3 departmental electives in the area of sustainability. The new electives courses introduced could be 
in the areas of Environmental Foundations, Biophilia, Biomimicry, Sustainable Materials and Methods 
of Construction, the History of Sustainable Architecture, LEED and Green building design, Zero Energy 
Design, New Urbanism and Ethical Issues in Environmental Stewardship. 
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Proposed Primary Coverage of NAAB Student Performance Criteria 

BA in Architectural Studies / Master of Architecture Curriculum 
 NAAB Criteria Required Coursework Studio Components 

1 Speaking & Writing Skills  Arc 331, 656  Arc 652, 682  

2 Critical Thinking Skills  Arc 331, 656  Arc 652, 682 

3 Graphics Skills  Des 231/Arc 310  Des 121, 122, Arc 251 

4 Research Skills  Arc 321, 421  Arc 681 

5 Formal Ordering Systems  Art 111, 211  Des 121, 122 

6 Fund. Design Skills  Art 111, 211  Des 121, 122 

7 Collaborative Skills  Arc 321  Arc 351, 352 

8 Western Traditions  Arc 232, 331  Arc 451, 452 

9 Non-Western Traditions  Arc 231, 332  Arc 451, 452 

10 Nat. and Reg. Traditions  Arc 332  Arc 352 

11 Use of Precedents  Arc 231  Arc 251 

12 Human Behavior  Arc 332  Arc 352 

13 Human Diversity  Arc 332  Arc 352 

14 Accessibility  Arc 375/575  Arc 452 

*15 Sustainable Design   Des 100, Des 200, Des 300,      
Des 400,  

 Arc 452, Arc 575 

16 Program Preparation  Arc 580  Arc 452, 681 

17 Site Conditions  Arc 421  Arc 351, 451 

18 Structural System  Arc 342, 343  Arc 351, 352 

*19 Environmental Systems  Arc 421, 422  Arc 452 

20 Life Safety  Arc 322  Arc 452 

21 Building Env. System  Arc 421  Arc 452 

22 Building Service System  Arc 422  Arc 452 

23 Building Systems Into  Arc 321  Arc 452 

*24 Building Mat. & Assemblies  Arc 222,322  Arc 452 

25 Construction Cost Control  Arc 580  Arc 452 

26 Technical Documentation  Arc 322, 656  Arc 452 

27 Client Role in Architecture  Arc 656  Arc 451 

28 Comprehensive Design  ----------  Arc 452 

29 Architect’s Admin. Roles  Arc 656 

30 Architectural Practice  Arc 556, 656 

31 Professional Development  Arc 580 

32 Leadership  Arc 556, 656   

33 Legal Responsibilities  Arc 556, 656  Arc 651. 652 

34 Ethics & Prof. Judgment  Arc 556, 656  Arc 651, 652, 681, 682 
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*These courses also fulfill the requirements of a Sustainable design concentration. 
 

Conclusion 
 

Douglass Kelbaugh at the University of Michigan stated “This …. is our second chance to get it 
right….in general. We’re lucky to have a reprieve, as we didn’t do as well as we could have….a 
generation ago, after some key books and the oil embargo brought us to our senses. This time the 
stakes are higher, the odds worse, and the situation graver. But we’re smarter scientifically, more 
sophisticated technologically and perhaps more politically savvy.” 
 

     This proposal for the Greening of an Architectural Curriculum is a work in progress and requires the 
support of the architecture faculty, staff and administration. It is an emerging curriculum with its own 
emerging process. At Judson University in the architecture department, we have embraced an ideology of 
“environmental stewardship” and are committed to a Christian worldview where we view the architecture 
curriculum as an outgrowth of a Godly mandate given to humankind in the book of Genesis. Green 
technologies, energy conservation, social justice and sustainable design strategies encompasses the 
ideology of environmental stewardship at Judson University.  
    Architecture programs can and should serve as a catalyst for sustainable exploration, experimentation, 
and celebration. Architecture programs can do a better job at integrating the understanding and discipline 
of the science of ecology into the process of designing the built environment. We need to teach students 
and ourselves how to design a more resilient sustainable built environment. Sustainability must be 
embedded in the core curriculum, beginning in the first year, in both lecture and studio courses and 
reinforced throughout the core courses. Students can be exposed to working in teams with associated and 
allied disciplines such as landscaping, planning and engineering to bring forth the most current thinking 
in related fields in a collaborative process. The time is now for the profession and the academy to renew 
and implement their focus on the teaching of sustainable design. The basis for a sustainable 
environmental design curriculum incorporates many pedagogical models. It involves place-based, 
problem-orientated study that is site specific and contextual. Sustainability should not be taught as a 
separate elective or studio course for students in architectural studies. Sustainability should be woven 
throughout the design criteria. Other NAAB and ACSA programs can duplicate this possible 
transformation at Judson University in their schools by engaging in a series of strategic planning 
meetings between internal and external community members to clarify their mission and vision in regards 
to sustainability issues. They can also educate themselves through the knowledge available from the AIA, 
NAAB, NCARB and ASCA. The process for this education should begin with the administration, then 
the faculty members and finally with the students. 

 
 

“The reality of our time was captured long ago 
By H.G. Wells observation that we are in a race  
Between Education and Catastrophe.” 
   -Alex Wilson 
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Abstract:  This paper presents findings on the causes of, and responses to, domestic 

violence in Grand Forks County, North Dakota, and discusses the creation and 

implementation of an anthropologically informed innovative survivor-driven social 

action empowerment program.  Focus group data were collaboratively collected by the 

Department of Anthropology and the Community Violence Intervention Center (CVIC) 

from domestic violence survivors and key stakeholders in Grand Forks County. This 

paper presents the following data: evidence of increased stakeholder responses to 

domestic violence, demonstration of the continued rise of domestic violence in Grand 

Forks County, and an explication of the systemic cultural paradigms that encourage 

violence against women.  Based on our research, we argue for, and present, a new 

program model of community activism. Our program is designed to be survivor-informed 

in order to alter the life circumstances of participating domestic violence survivors, while 

infusing the local community and key stakeholders with survivor-driven action initiatives 

that address cultural norms which perpetuate gendered violence 

 

DV Overview 

 

 The “place” of women in American society, both in the public and the private 

spheres continues to be polemical in the 21
st
 century.  In 1848, the Seneca Falls Women’s 

Rights Convention proposed the right to vote for women; it took seventy-two years and a 

constitutional amendment before women were allowed to vote in 1920, and another forty 

years before the women’s movement exploded in American society, where the first 

shelters for battered women were opened (Wallace 2005).  By the end of the 1970s, 

statistics gathered from mounting research by social scientists demonstrated that domestic 

violence (DV) was a national problem, further propelling the bettered women’s 

movement into a broader one that addressed gendered social justice with shelters and 

hotlines springing up around the country.  The need for more shelters spurred media 

coverage about DV and violence against women, bringing gendered violence into the 
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political arena, while at the same time revealing the gendered biases and inequities within 

law enforcement and criminal justice systems.  Women commonly experienced 

indifference, mislabeled domestic disturbances, judges who ruled in favor of perpetrators, 

and health care providers who mishandled violence-related injuries (Straus & Gelles 

1990). 

 Traditionally, such shelters rely on grants from local, state, or federal sources, and 

on community contributions.  Funds for maintaining and developing programs that 

provide assistance, counseling, and support for women and children, as well as DV 

offender treatment programs, have always been precarious, depending on persuasions 

regarding gender equity.   

 In the early 1980s, the discourses developed by radical feminists on violence 

against women were transformed by federal and state governments into “law and order” 

forms of governance, placing an emphasis on programs that increased arrest rates, but did 

little to address and mitigate cultural and social causes of gendered violence (McMohon 

& Pence 2003).  Such a shift moved feminist advocacy away from demands for gender 

equality to a focus on criminal justice reform, and a continued construction of women as 

passive victims of male aggression in need of state assistance and support.   By 

degendering gendered violence, advocates and activists found that their political agency 

was stringently curtailed (Gotell 1998).   

 In the 1990s, the politics of diversity and difference emerged as a theme in the 

women’s antiviolence movement, with a particular interest in immigrant women, women 

with disabilities, Native American women, and women of color (Pence 2001).  In 

addition, the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) was passed in 1994, providing 
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more than one-billion dollars to assist shelters, to train law enforcement personnel and 

judges, and to support crime-prevention efforts addressing violence against women (US 

Department of Justice 1998).   A growing movement of Family Peace and Justice Centers 

began at the end of the 1990s, culminating in a series of highly efficient “one-stop-

shopping” all-service DV centers, designed to lessen the physical and emotional burdens 

of victims seeking assistance from the complicated maze of social and legal service 

providers.  The best known of these is the San Diego Family Justice Center.  Other 

models include integrated approaches that develop strong partnerships among victim 

service providers, criminal justice and emergency response personnel, allied 

professionals, and community leaders (US Department of Justice 1998).  While such 

models have lessened the strain of receiving assistance for survivors of DV, the continued 

challenge of educating key stakeholders and communities about gendered violence tends 

to remain in the background.  Some social scientists have suggested that while federal 

initiatives such as VAWA have increased funding for DV, they have also increased their 

management of DV centers, thereby mitigating the impact the battered women’s 

movement has on the federal and state level (Pence 2001). 

 While federal and state awareness about DV has grown, the pervasive cultural 

acceptance of violence against women in the United States continues unabated.  A 1996 

public opinion survey found that almost one-half of all Americans (47%) believed that 

“…men sometimes physically abuse women because they are stressed out or drunk, not 

because they intend to hurt them” (Ghez & Marin 2007:2). 
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2000 – Survivor as Active Social Agent 

 Within the social sciences, new directions in DV prevention employ community 

action models that focus on social action research with the aim to produce social and 

cultural changes within local communities.  Social action research is viewed as a 

reflective process that encourages inquiry and discussion among and between 

researchers, DV survivors, service providers, and community members (Ferrance 2000).  

Our goal is to look for ways to improve community life by drawing upon the collective 

experience and wisdom of DV survivors and the community at large.  In social action 

research, both are viewed as invested stakeholders seeking to develop pathways for 

peaceful communities. 

 The University of North Dakota (UND) Department of Anthropology, 

participating UND faculty, the Community Violence Intervention Center (CVIC), and the 

Coordinated Community Response Project (CCR) view the process of social action 

research and social change as a platform for the creation of new forms of communication 

and collegiality between all key stakeholders. Our common goal is to draw from, and 

expand upon, the existing body of knowledge about DV and its prevention.  

 A brief overview of the UND Seed Grant’s assessment of the efficacy of key 

stakeholders and providers working with DV in Grand Forks, North Dakota, presents the 

research site and discusses some of the key findings.   This article then concludes with a 

new model, designed in collaboration with DV survivors, advocates, and community 

providers.  This model infuses the community with innovative social action educational 

programs that address DV, while encouraging and supporting survivors while they 

develop new life skills and abilities. 
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UND Seed Grant – Assessment of DV in Grand Forks, ND 

 A University of North Dakota Seed Grant was received in 2004 (in the amount of 

$35,000) to assess the continued efficacy of community response to DV.  The population 

of Grand Forks in 2004 was 49,321. 

(http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/38/3832060.html).  This grant had five central 

objectives: 

1. Listening to and collecting the experiences and needs of DV victims and survivors 

2. Listening to and collecting the experiences of key stakeholders working with DV 

in Grand Forks 

3. Closing the gaps within the current DV community response stakeholders as 

identified in the 2001 CCR Assessment Report on Safety 

4. Assessment of current programs and development of additional survivor 

community social action programs through grant applications and funding 

5. Collecting information for the potential need for the creation of a family peace 

and justice center in Grand Forks 

 

Aims, Background, & Significance:  Identifying Current Problems 

 The North Dakota Century Code defines DV in the following way:  “DV” 

includes physical harm, bodily injury, sexual activity compelled by physical force, 

assault, or the infliction of fear of imminent physical harm, bodily injury, sexual activity 

compelled by physical force, or assault, not committed in self-defense, on the 

complaining family or household members” (North Dakota Century Code § 14-07.01). 

 In 2001, North Dakota Attorney General Wayne Stenehjem released the 2001 DV 

statistics for North Dakota, which reported that DV incidents (those cases reported to 

police) increased by 7% between 2000-2001.  As a result of the 1,835 incidents reported 

to law enforcement in 2001, there were 2,167 victims, of which 396 (18 percent) were 

juveniles (80 percent of these juvenile victims were white, 70 percent were female, and a 

staggering 59 percent of all victims were between the ages of 12 to 17).  While the state 

statistics reported in the North Dakota Attorney General’s (NDAG) report are significant, 
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advocates and other stakeholders working within the DV system suspect that the 

instances of DV are grossly under-reported.  For example, the NDAG report is based on 

data gathered from North Dakota Law Enforcement Agencies who report DV under 

several criminal categories other than DV.  All DV instances reported as assaults, 

burglaries, and misdemeanors are not captured in the NDAG report. 

 Grand Forks has achieved some successes in bringing local agencies together 

through their Coordinated Community Response Project (CCR):  key agencies are 

collaborating daily on multi-levels and strong relationships have been established among 

partners (CCR Project, 2001).  However, a 2004 United Way Community Assessment is 

evidence of heightened concern over this issue, indicating that respondents consisting 

mostly of area professionals ranked DV as the No. 2 community issue.  Batterers referred 

or court-ordered into CVIC’s offender treatment program have more than doubled in the 

past five years.  The first major Domestic Abuse Information Network (DAIN) analysis 

compiled in September 2003 revealed system gaps that must be addressed if DV and its 

destructive impact on families and children is to be mitigated.  The research findings 

presented here address some of the systems gaps discussed in the December, 2001 

Coordinated Community Response (CCR) report on safety and accountability, and the 

DAIN 2003 information network analysis. 

Community Violence Intervention Center DV Statistics 

 Based on data from the Community Violence Intervention Center (CVIC), the 

following incidence of violence against women and children occurred in 2005 in Grand 

Forks County: 

• Abuse and Rape Crisis Program reported the following numbers for DV:   

� 5,062 reported incidents of DV 
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� 1,153 crisis line calls 

� 89 protection orders were obtained   

� In addition 893 children were reported as living in abusive homes.   

• Crime Victim Witness Program served: 

� 585 new clients 

• Light of Hope Shelter served: 

� 196 new homeless individuals 

� provided 1,915 nights in the Light of Hope Shelter 

� Wishing Well Child Visitation Program served: 

� 291 new individuals, from 86 families 

� 486 visitations 

� 261 exchanges   

� The DV Offender Treatment Program provided treatment for: 

� 88 new male DV offenders 

� Prevention and Education Program provided the community with: 

� 232 public education presentations reached 7,298 persons 

 

Focus-Group Research 

 Eight focus groups were held with key stakeholders working with DV within the 

community of Grand Forks, and included:  investigators with the Grand Forks Country 

Sheriff’s Office and Grand Forks Police Department who represented both city and rural 

communities, criminal justice system, health and human services, advocates, and three 

separate focus groups with DV survivors, that included Native American women 

survivors.  The assessment we conducted sought to discuss problems and gaps within law 

enforcement, judicial, health and human services, and advocacy systems in Grand Forks 

related to DV.  In addition, focus group questions explored the term “DV” itself and 

sought to shed light on the causes and types of DV experienced by its victims.  Most 

importantly, many of the key informants/stakeholders in this research are the victims and 

survivors of DV.  It is their insights, questions, poignant stories, and real-life experiences 

that provide the key to understanding how DV functions, as well as much needed 

information on how to improve the current systems response.  The following six focus 

group topic areas were identified: 
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• Standard Protocols 

• Education, Training, and Effectiveness-of-Services 

• Under-served Populations: Rural and Ethnic Groups 

• Impact of DV on Community 

• Treatment 

• Wish-List:  Family Peace and Justice Center 

 

 While there have been significant strides made in bringing DV into the open, 

current service providers are still unable to keep pace with the growing needs of battered 

DV victims.  Hence, service providers continue their quest to improve services to victims, 

train law enforcement officers and judges, and provide legal advocacy while attempting 

to ensure the legal accountability of the criminal justice system.  The prevention of DV 

continues to remain in the background.   

Methods 

 All focus groups were tape recorded, and due to IRB requirements, identities were 

protected providing each participant a number for transcription identification.  Working 

with student research assistants, all transcribed tapes were cleaned for missing words, 

terms, and for place name removals.  Cleaned tapes were formatted and entered into 

Atlas.Ti, a computer data analysis program for qualitative data analysis.   

 Each focus group was coded twice, once for primary coding and again for 

secondary coding, generating broad thematic categories for analysis.  The research team 

generated eighty-eight codes from key themes discussed by focus group participants.   Of 

these codes, the following, themes will be discussed:  causes of DV, accountability, 

counseling community, DV relationship continuum, and public education; finally, a 

discussion of the Pathways to Peace social action program concludes this article. 
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Findings 

Causes of DV 

 Most stakeholders, with the exception of DV survivors and advocates, tended to 

believe that drugs and alcohol are major causes of DV.  Hence, they also tended to mis-

identify DV for substance abuse.  In addition, the criminal justice system, through 

prosecution and sentencing, reflected the belief that drugs and alcohol are major causes of 

DV by addressing substance abuse and frequently overlooking the crime of DV.  Native 

American Survivors also identified alcohol and drug abuse as a cause of DV.   

 North Dakota is home to several Native American tribes:  Chippewa, Mandan, 

Hidatsa and Arikara Nations, Spirit Lake Nation, and Standing Rock Sioux Tribes.  

Native American women were key stakeholders in our research.  Substance abuse and 

poverty were linked with a category identified as historical grief, a factor that informants 

felt was linked to the diagnosis of post-traumatic stress syndrome among Native 

Americans in general.  Additionally, informants stated that traditional ways of life, now 

lost on many reservations, would increase a sense of self-esteem and pride in their 

cultural heritage.  Informants stated that trained cultural advisors would greatly assist 

Native American women living with DV as they contact local service providers for 

assistance.  Participants felt that a general lack of cultural awareness about Native 

Americans existed in North Dakota, and provided numerous incidents of poor treatment 

by service providers. 

 Interestingly, only the criminal justice system identified childhood exposure to 

family violence as a cause of DV.  In addition, judges commonly sent offenders to 

Alcohol Anonymous programs for treatment in DV cases, based on their assumptions that 
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alcohol was a cause of DV.  One informant in the criminal justice system focus group 

stated: 

 “We find it, you know, linked with alcohol, whether it be average drinking or just, 

 ah, drinking to excess, and then the wife says something that pisses you off, so 

 you slap her.” 

 

Another focus group participant, from local law enforcement, identified problems within 

the University of North Dakota’s policy of an alcohol-free campus, and the high 

incidence of binge drinking among university students and the possible connections to 

intimate partner violence: 

 “…To me, the university gives two different faces to the alcohol issue.  On the 

 one hand they say that it’s a dry campus, and I just laugh and snort and chortle 

 because I see the dumpsters behind the fraternity houses and all that, and I see the 

 parking lots on the weekends…on the other hand they have accepted the fact that 

 at the local hockey arena where the University of North Dakota hockey team 

 plays, that not only will we accept the consumption of alcohol, but we will use the 

 sale of alcohol to fund different programs and keep the building running.” 

 

 An important finding of this research is that DV survivors did not see substance 

abuse as a cause of DV, indicating that as survivors, they have completed DV counseling 

and are cognizant of the distinction between substance abuse and DV abuse.  Finally, a 

participant in the survivor focus group stated the following, underpinning the prevalence 

of misunderstanding and consequent misdiagnosis of alcoholism as a cause of DV, this 

time within the counseling community: 

 “…One counselor that he (the DV offender) went to (he had 6 DUI’s), so he went 

 to a lot of them; one counselor was a woman and she was very demeaning toward 

 me…this is a disease and you need to understand and you need to help him 

 through this, and all this …” 

 

 Most stakeholders, except Native American survivors and DV survivors identified 

interpersonal problems and a lack of interpersonal skills as a causal factor of DV.  

Interpersonal problems refer to the verbal and physical abuse of a partner, while 
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interpersonal skills refer to those learned behaviors that promote healthy behaviors in 

inter-personal relationships.  In this sense then, informants stated that family violence is 

inter-generational and learned.  Other identified causes of DV included lack of financial 

resources, military deployment and military culture, gender-based religious beliefs that 

disempower women, victimization and denigration of women in the media, the “culture 

of violence” within the United States, learned bullying and behaviors of dominance by 

males, lack of community education and response to DV, and the culture of North Dakota 

– “what happens in the home, stays in the home.” 

Accountability 

 All stakeholder focus groups called for increased accountability and tougher 

sentencing of offenders.  Informants stated that inter-agency accountability and 

communication needed to improve in order to more effectively hold offenders 

accountable and increase victim safely.  For example, informants stated the following:  

the criminal justice system needs to sentence offenders to longer jail terms and more 

consistently order them to the DV offender treatment program; law enforcement needs to 

improve consistency and completeness of DV reports, and need increased training on 

gender sensitivity and cultural diversity, rural law enforcement agencies need to increase 

consistency in tracking and reporting of DV.  A commonly stated theme among 

informants was, “North Dakota doesn’t have a culture of offender accountability.”   One 

key element frequently identified by all service providers was the need for a statewide 

computer database for tracking and surveillance of DV offences, providing valuable 

feedback for all stakeholders. 
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Counseling Community 

 A disturbing theme in our focus group data, particularly from the health and 

human services, advocate, and survivor focus groups, addressed the lack of up-to-date 

information within the community of counselors in Grand Forks.  Frequently, participants 

stated that counseling professionals lacked knowledge about what DV is, and frequently 

misdiagnosed and re-victimized survivors by encouraging them to “be more patient” and 

“stick-it-out” with their abuser.  Also, informants stated that counselors suggested anger 

management or Alcohol Anonymous for DV offenders.  The following quote from an 

advocate illustrates this point: 

 “I would say that -- providing appropriate treatment for the offenders is especially 

 important -- we’ve talked with a lot of victims that have gone to marriage 

 counseling and how damaging and disastrous that was for them, and then when 

 their partner finally gets into group in Offender Treatment, how different of an 

 experience that is for the victim and -- for the men that it impacts.  It makes a 

 measurable change --  whereas marriage counseling made things worse.” 

 

 An additional important finding in our research is the high incidents of marital 

rape reported by DV survivor focus group participants.  Survivors identified two 

prominent experiences when attempting to discuss their marital rape with local 

counselors:  they weren’t believed, and they felt high levels of shame.  Survivors called 

for increased training for the counseling community on DV, and stated that they felt a 

lack of support and confidence in some professional counselors when attempting to deal 

with the complexities of the syndromes created by DV. 

DV Relationship Continuum 

 

 Analysis of the theme “causes of DV” led to the development of a DV 

relationship continuum diagram, which illustrates how service providers, law 

enforcement, the criminal justice system, and the community at large operate on parallel 
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dimensions.  The table below was developed based on our evidence of the cultural and 

social causes of DV, and the culture of denial found within the criminal justice and law 

enforcement community in Grand Forks.  While federal and state laws have strengthened 

our ability to respond to DV cases, attitudes that favor or condone battering persist.  The 

common cultural attitude in North Dakota that spousal abuse is a “private matter” exists 

within families and local courts of law. 

“Don’t Talk About DV Culture of Denial

Community Home is Private Domain” Stereotypes (V &O)

Civil Issues

LE Responds

Limited Ability

CJS/LE

Arrest

CJS Reacts

Relationship

Mutual Respect
Verbal 

Emotional Abuse

Threats Physical Violence Death

Stability

Freedom of Choice

Education - Intervention

Begin with Community Engagement & Education – Begin YOUNG!

DV Relationship Continuum

Criminal Justice

Outrage!

 

 Three continuums are illustrated:  the community (green), the criminal justice 

system (blue), and the interpersonal relationship (orange).  Following the community 

continuum, focus group informants stated that individuals (both males and females) do 

not talk about DV in public or private domains, and further stated that such beliefs were 

strongly embedded within North Dakota Culture.  Finally, the community continuum 

ends with public outrage at newspaper or media accounts of DV, which is usually 

successfully hidden and underreported.  Participants (all stakeholders) identified a series 

of constructed stereotypes that define victims and perpetrators of DV.  Victims tended to 

be described as weak, fearful, hysterical and annoying, to make “bad” choices, are 

undecided and/or unable to make choices, and have low self-esteem.  Offenders are 
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frequently stereotyped as aggressive, rough, disagreeable individuals whose behaviors are 

obvious and apparent to anyone with common sense, or are conversely viewed as low 

powered, economically poor, disenfranchised and frustrated individuals. 

 The criminal justice continuum describes the moment at which law enforcement 

responses to DV usually occur, frequently corresponding to threats of violence and/or 

actual attacks of physical violence.  Unfortunately, (and all too frequently) law 

enforcement is called when a victim is seriously injured or dies at the hands of their 

offender. 

 In the relationship continuum, couples usually begin a relationship based on the 

assumption of mutual respect or supportive treatment, and eventually experience verbal 

and/or physic abuse.  Victims frequently do not seek intervention from law enforcement 

and/or the criminal justice system until they feel threatened or have experienced physical 

violence.  Those who call 911 to report a verbal abuse are frequently unable to prove 

abuse. 

 In our DV relationship continuum table, we argue for a parallel form of 

intervention, one that begins within the community at large, is consistent and intensive, 

and is informed and driven by survivor initiatives based on experience and wisdom (blue 

line at bottom with arrow).  Our model requires intervention in schools, businesses, clubs, 

churches, workplaces, universities, community colleges, and all other public venues, 

including local public service media outlets.  Current DV intervention models rely 

heavily on the key stakeholders traditionally involved in mitigating violence against 

women.  While these agencies are critical to the intervention and protection of women 

experiencing DV, and work to provide more effective ways to prosecute offenders, our 
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research indicates that they are not the most effective agents for social change at the 

community level. 

Public Education 

 Informants stated that community involvement is necessary in order to reduce the 

incidents of DV, and called for public school programs on healthy relationships, dating, 

and inter-gender respect.  School teachers in public and private schools need training on 

the dynamics of bullying, gender stereotypes, healthy relationships, self-esteem building, 

and good boundary setting in dating, and programs need to address the signs of abusive 

behaviors, providing children and youth with preventive tools to avoid intimate partner 

abuse in the future.  Advocates called for building alliances with school teachers, and 

including them in the planning, development, implementation of healthy relationship 

courses within schools in Grand Forks.  School and university athletic teams, coaches, 

fraternities and sororities were identified as key targets for disseminating educational 

information about the dynamics of intimate partner abuse and the role that gender 

stereotypes plays in violence against women.  The development of brochures and 

pamphlets discussing topics of date rape, intimate partner violence, marital rape, and DV 

need to be developed and disseminated at high-schools, colleges and universities in North 

Dakota.  Finally, intensive lobbying at the state legislature for increased funding of DV 

centers and shelters is recommended.  Such lobbying efforts can also serve as educational 

forums for the states political leaders. 

New Vision – Integrated Model 

 In developing our DV social action program Pathways to Peace, we drew from 

our DV relationship continuum in order to design and implement innovative programs for 
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community education that address the identified areas discussed above.  Our program is 

based on a survivor education program that is collaboratively developed by DV 

survivors, the CVIC advocates and staff, and the University of North Dakota Department 

of Anthropology.  The program has four basic goals:  1) empowerment of DV survivors 

and the community of DV stakeholders, 2) collaboration through participation and 

increased communication between key stakeholders and the community, 3)  acquisition 

of knowledge for social change, and 4) social change through identified and selected 

survivor driven initiatives.  The following diagram illustrates the potential impact on the 

community of the Pathways to Peace DV survivor social action program. 
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The yellow circle represents a group of between eight to ten screened and selected 

survivors who apply for acceptance into the Pathways to Peace program.  The green 

circle represents the community of Grand Forks, including the University of North 
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Dakota, and the blue circle includes the Community Coordinated Response Project 

(CCR) comprised of key stakeholders and providers. 

 Our program is structured around DV survivors, the UND curriculum, survivor 

groups, advocates, counselors, and UND professors from a variety of disciplines.  While 

university professors will offer courses that enhance the life possibilities of participating 

survivors, course topics are developed based on identified needs of survivors and engages 

survivors and professors in the development of course topics, materials, goals, and 

objectives.  Courses include some of the following:  theater, creative writing, journalism, 

social action and effective lobbying, leadership courses, computer web-based design, and 

North Dakota DV laws and legal codes.  Once survivors have completed a series of self-

selected courses, they are partnered with mentors within the community.  Mentors 

include judges, district attorneys, law enforcement officers, business owners and leaders, 

political leaders, city council members, school district officials, teachers, sports team 

directors, legislators, and more.  A team of leadership advocates assist survivors to 

successfully complete their course work, and identify, screen, and brief selected 

community mentors.  A survivor leadership group in collaboration with UND professors, 

community activists, leadership advocates, trained DV counselors, and researchers will 

develop educational programs about gendered violence, DV, and healthy relationships to 

be initiated within the community in public schools, businesses, university programs, and 

public educational campaigns. 

 Our research will use both qualitative and nominal quantitative evidence to 

identify trends and themes:  entrance, mid-way, exit interviews; self-assessments 

(survivors); course evaluations (qualitative/quantitative); mentor evaluations of survivors; 
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survivor evaluations of mentors; focus groups with stakeholders; and course products.  

Our data will be arranged according to the following categories for both qualitative and 

quantitative data:  survivor data, advocate data, professor data, and mentor data.   

 We assume that our data, based on analyzing major themes about the efficacy of 

the survivor curriculum will inform us about the increase or decrease of survivor self-

esteem, survivor life changes, the effectiveness of advocates and counselors in supporting 

participating survivors, the effectiveness of professors and their course materials, and 

self-administered Likert Scale questionnaire data will allow us to measure the actual 

skills learned and applied by survivors.  The second phase of our research will gather 

quantifiable data on the implemented community action initiatives, while tracking the 

types of information disseminated and the numbers of people impacted. 

Conclusions 

 The Pathways to Peace survivor social action program seeks to move away from a 

“law and order” form of governance that places an emphasis on the criminal justice 

response to DV to a model that addresses the cultural and social causes of gendered 

violence.  We argue that such an approach will provide us with a more informed and 

nuanced understanding of the cultural causes of intimate partner violence, and inform us, 

based on the actual lived experiences of DV survivors, about new and innovative ways to 

lead our community on a path toward interpersonal peace and justice.   
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Assessing Playfulness in Autistic Children  
 

Robyn M. Holmes and Jill K. Procaccino 
 
 

 Playfulness is a dimension of personality that refers to individual differences in 
the disposition to play. The present study assessed playfulness in autistic children using 
the Children’s Playfulness Scale (CPS). The CPS is a 23 item scale that evaluates a 
child’s propensity toward playfulness in his or her environment. It reveals subscale scores 
for physical, social and cognitive spontaneity, manifest joy, and sense of humor as well 
as a total score. This is a valid and reliable measure with which to measure playfulness in 
normally developing children (Porter & Bundy, 2001; Trevlas, Grammatikopoulos & 
Tsigilis, 2003) and children with special needs (Harkness & Bundy, 2001; Skaines, 
Rodger, & Bundy, 2006; Muys, Rodger, & Bundy, 2006). The participants were six 
European American children (5 boys, 1 girl) enrolled in a school for children with special 
needs located in the northeastern United States. They were all classmates. Ages ranged 
from 6 to 7 years with a mean age of 79.33 months (SD=4.41 months). All of the children 
had difficulties communicating verbally and used alternative means of communication 
such as American Sign Language or a Picture Exchange System (PECS). The children’s 
teacher rated their playfulness using the CPS twice during the school year three months 
apart in February and May. As expected, findings revealed individual differences and  
each child’s total score and subscale scores were lower than those typically observed in 
normally developing children. However, some of the children received high ratings on 
items related to physical activity since their developmental limitations were primarily 
social, emotional, and cognitive. Teacher comments suggested that some of the children 
would have received higher ratings if the CPS statements included whether prompts were 
provided for the children. Future research should pursue the assessment of playfulness in 
special needs children by employing multiple observational scales such as the Test of 
Playfulness (ToP). We suggest that certain items of the CPS for children with 
communication disabilities and disorders be modified to include the use of prompts or 
omitted entirely. 
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Workshop: 
The Praxis of Vaslav Nijinsky in L’Apres-midi d’un Faune 

Revisited: 
The Bodied Spaces of Viewer and Dancer 

 
Co-Presenters: 
Yoav Kaddar 

Doctoral Candidate/Assistant Professor: Department of Theatre Arts,  
State University of New York New Paltz 
90 Orchard Drive Gardiner NY 12525 

kaddary@newpaltz.edu 
 
  

Cheryldee Huddleston 
Doctoral Candidate/Adjunct Professor: Department of Theatre and Film Studies, 

University of Georgia 
537 Oglethorpe Avenue, Apartment 4 Athens GA 30606 

cheryld@uga.edu 
 
 
 

Workshop Abstract 
The ballet, L’Apres-midi d’un Faune (Afternoon of a Faun) (Faune) is one of the most 

historically significant works in dance history. Approximately ten-and-a-half-minutes in length 
and first performed in 1912, Faune is also considered a pivotal work of twentieth century 
modernism. Vaslav Nijinsky, arguably the most famous male ballet dancer who ever lived, acted 
as the ballet’s creator within imbricating roles of theorist, choreographer, dancer, and notator of 
the ballet’s score within his invention of an original dance notation system in 1915.  For nearly 
three-quarters of a century, Nijinsky’s extraordinary example of praxis went unacknowledged as 
his score of Faune was considered an indecipherable oddity, a product of the insane dancer’s 
obsession with geometric figures. Additionally, there is no film footage of Nijinsky dancing in 
any of his famous roles; the only material evidence of his performance and choreography in 
Faune are photographs, including the famous Adolph De Meyer session taking place in the 
summer of 1912.  In 1989, however, Ann Hutchinson Guest and Claudia Jeschke “broke” the 
code of Nijinsky’s notation system, and in December of that year, an historic performance of 
Faune took place at New York City’s Juilliard School, with student dancer Yoav Kaddar 
performing Nijinsky’s role of the Faun for the first time in seventy-five years exactly as 
described and performed by Nijinsky, its choreographer and star.   

Doctoral candidates Cheryldee Huddleston and Yoav Kaddar revisit the extraordinary 
narrative of Vaslav Nijinsky’s praxis in Faune – and its long-delayed continuation in the 1989 
Juilliard Dance Ensemble performance – as background to an exploration of both the real and 
virtual experience of the co-presenters within the phenomenological impact of that historic 
performance – Cheryldee Huddleston as Viewer, and Yoav Kaddar as Dancer.  

Ms. Huddleston will present an historical narrative of L’Apres-midi d’un Faune,  
exploration of her own viewing of Yoav Kaddar’s videotaped 1989 performance of the Faun, as 
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well as an overview of the scholarship that supports the availability of “performative traces” of 
Nijinsky imbricated within the Kaddar performance.  

Two viewings will follow: 1) the historic 1912 De Meyer photographs of Nijinsky and 
cast in L’Apres-midi d’un Faune as they performed the ballet in his London studio, June 1912. 
Photographs will be shown in performance sequence accompanied by Debussy’s musical score, 
and 2) the December 1989 videotaped performance of Juilliard Dance Ensemble’s production of 
L’Apres-midi d’un Faune, from a translation of Nijinsky’s original score, featuring Yoav Kaddar 
as the Faun. 

Mr. Kaddar’s presentation will bring back to life the creative and constructive process of 
becoming Nijinsky’s Faun.  Through his personal experience, references to the two audio-visual 
presentations, and his own live demonstration, Mr. Kaddar will take the workshop audience 
through the “behind the scenes” process of restaging and performing this seminal work, 
including his work with Ann Hutchinson Guest and Claudia Jeschke.  

In conclusion, Ms. Huddleston will contextualize her and Mr. Kaddar’s experience within 
a phenomenological framework, drawing upon Merleau-Ponty’s foundational concept of 
embodied consciousness, as well as Phillip B. Zarrilli and Jose Gil’s explorations of the inner 
and external, bodied space of the dancer/performer. A discussion will follow. 
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PANEL SESSION TITLE:  “ART & SOCIAL CHANGE” 
 
CHAIR OF PANEL: 
 
Aileen F. Lucero, Ph.D. 
Metropolitan State College of Denver 
Department of Sociology, Anthropology, and Behavioral Science 
P.O. Box 173362 
Campus Box 28 
Denver, CO. 80217-3362 
luceroa@mscd.edu 
 
PANEL ABSTRACT: 
  
All of the presenters are practicing artists who have exhibited their artwork in 
international museums and galleries.  Each artist will present a PowerPoint 
presentation of their own art addressing issues of social change in their respective 
countries or areas where they have conducted research.  Their presentations 
address conflict in the Middle East, ecological issues in the Amazon, and Mexican 
immigration to the United States. 
 
 
AUTHORS: 
 
“ART AND PHOTOGRAPHS BY PALESTINIAN CHILDREN IN REFUGEE CAMPS” 
George Rivera, Ph.D. 
Department of Art & Art History 
University of Colorado at Boulder 
Sibell-Wolle Fine Arts Building N196A 
Campus Box UCB 318 
Boulder, Colorado 80309-0318 
george.rivera@colorado.edu 
 
 
ABSTRACT:  This presentation consists of art and photographs taken by children in 
Palestinian Refugee Camps in Bethlehem, Palestine.  Children were given art 
supplies and instructed to create art about their experiences in the Camp.  
Thereafter, they were given disposable cameras and told to take photographs of 
whatever they wished.  The results tell a visual story of life in a Palestinian Refugee 
Camp from the viewpoint of children.  
 
 
 
“ART AND ECOLOGY IN THE AMAZON”  
Federico Londono 
Federico Londoño González 
Profesor Titular 
Universidad Nacional de Colombia 
Sede Medellin 
Facultad de Arquitectura 
Escuela de Artes 
Medellin, Colombia 
flondono@unalmed.edu.co 
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ABSTRACT:  Violence and war have been such an important part of Colombia that 
Colombians finally got used to it. Using colors and images, my art represents this 
violence, this chaos, this conflict we have to deal with all the time. The real image, 
the jungle we once had, is being destroyed and changed for coca fields and we can 
not visit it again because it has been planted with land mines by guerrillas or 
paramilitary groups. My artwork is generally classified by curators and critics as 
ecological, which in truth partially. I think it creates a sense of appropriation of 
certain values, to create symbols of our own, so as to create parameters of 
comparison. 
 
 
“ART AND MEXICAN IMMIGRATION” 
Tony Ortega 
Assistant Professor 
Fine Arts 
Regis University |  
3333 Regis Boulevard  
Denver, Colorado 80221-1099 
aortega@regis.edu 
 
ABSTRACT:  Immigration of Mexican citizens into the United States has become a 
central issue in American politics and the social landscape.  My presentation 
consists of art depicting the everyday life of Mexican immigrants in cities 
throughout the United States.  It addresses their dreams and hard work in seeking 
a better life for them, their families and children, and their future.  
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Shifting Cultural Mindsets: developing a professional social work identity for 
Whānau. 

 
Abstract 

 
Shifting cultural mindsets involves a decolonising process.  Once an indigenous race 
is colonised the struggle to recapture an identity that is indigenous is constantly at 
conflict with the values imposed by the coloniser.  Searching for an authentic 
indigenous culture maybe over presumptuous, but never unattainable.  Survival for 
many colonised indigenous communities has required them to assimilate and modify 
their traditional cultures.  The indigenous race of Aotearoa/New Zealand, Māori, has 
made similar assimilations and changes to their traditions of social development and 
constantly draws on the Whānau1 to retain the culture.                                                    
 
Voluntary social work exercised by Whānau continues to be an important pathway to 
develop communities in Aotearoa/New Zealand society.  This work has been closely 
associated in literature to be unpaid work.  More importantly the notion of voluntary 
social work versus the notion of social and cultural responsibility for Māori is debated 
by largely non-Māori that claim these notions can be mutually exclusive whereas 
Māori are less like to draw that distinction.  However, once the distinction is made 
and professional is placed before social work followed by a list of formal processes 
social work in this form is perceived to be an activity that is different from the 
voluntary social work exercised by Whānau.  Taking this form of perception further 
professional social work is then received in Māori communities to be the work that is 
less attached to the Whānau.  Instead voluntary social work is seen to have a 
stronger relationship to social and cultural responsibilities and the realm for Whānau 
to develop.  Therefore this perception is shaped to form a reality that professional 
social work is less likely to be a role in communities Whānau strive for because it is 
inherent in the culture and a social and cultural responsibility that is mainly performed 
voluntary or unpaid.  A sharper perception can find understanding in the reason for 
Whānau encouraging members to become professional in areas such as law, 
medicine, and business than endeavour to pursue a career in social work.  This 
article explores these distinctions using case studies of renown Māori organisations 
the Māori Women Welfare League and Māori Warden to identify the relationship 
between voluntary social work and professional social work and ways to encourage 
Whānau to become professional social workers.           
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Whānau were similar to the European interpretation of families. 
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Shifting Cultural Mindsets: developing a professional social work identity for 
whānau. 

  
Introduction  
 
From the notions of identity and postcolonialism emerged discourse from Māori 
writers in the middle to late 1980s onwards about the Aotearoa/New Zealand 
indigenous experience.  The discourse was similar to that of Said (1978) whose 
discussions presented the perception Westerners held that the West was superior in 
race and knowledge than the East.  Since the West held such convictions Said stated 
that their values were based on the notion of superiority that prevented them from 
providing a true reflection of the East.  The position Said (1978) posed was retold in a 
different fashion from later writings of indigenous authors like Bishop (1999) and 
Smith (1999).  Instead of the East and West these writers presented the Pacific and 
the West with recounts of European and British exerting superiority over Māori 
through legislation, colonisation, literature, and force.  Culture and identity in 
Aotearoa/New Zealand discussed in indigenous writings for Māori people derives 
from the Whānau.  Theories on Whānau development are recent and gathering a 
broader understanding on Whānau development is achieved by exploring the notions 
of indigenous development. 
 
Indigenous development draws on a variety of development theories.  These range 
from assimilist example of XYZ to more radical examples being driven by indigenous 
people. (Aikman, 1997; Plant, 1998).  At the assimilist end of the spectrum the 
development literature has added in a cultural dimension that is a more radical end of 
‘development’ driven from a cultural foundation, ‘development with identity’. (Tomei, 
2005; Lucero, 2007).  This dimension is separated into different facets of culture such 
as culture and economy, culture and social services, culture and policy, and 
interculturality. The dimension of culture and social services suggests that indigenous 
communities cannot develop culturally unless they participate in or control the 
development and management of resources and knowledge.  In other words, the 
State will struggle to develop the social services of an indigenous community if those 
involved are not at the decision level.  Expanding from the statements made by  
Said’s (1978) an argument could be posed that the State is unable to understand 
indigenous communities because they already have a coded discourse and consider 
themselves to be superior.     
 
In Aotearoa/New Zealand the Māori people struggled to retain their culture when 
colonised by Britain.  The early 1900’s saw the depopulation of the Māori people, the 
diminution of tribal estates, and thoughts of growing positively as a community out of 
their reach.   
 

Yet despite the threats, the despondency, and the possibility of extinction, or 
complete assimilation, two Māori plans for development emerged.  One 
approach advocated the adaptation to western society, and to the law, as well 
as the retention of a strong Māori cultural identity.  The other approach also 
supported the acquisition of western knowledge and skills but placed greater 
emphasis on Māori control and autonomy with less dependence on 
government goodwill.  (Durie, 2003, 88). 

 
This article addresses the notion that in Aotearoa/New Zealand a strong contribution 
to the social services delivered by the Māori people continues to originate from the 
community in a voluntary capacity.  At times it discusses the Crown or government 
that are different names for the State.  It explains a relationship between voluntary 
social work and professional social work and explores the identity Māori create from 
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this relationship.  It argues that surviving colonisation required the utilisation of 
indigenous associations to arrest the poor social conditions that occurred after 
traditional Māori communities were dismantled and new identities were formed that 
enabled Māori to continue applying cultural methods to provide social services that 
was captured by the State.  This approach by Māori has embedded within Whānau 
some core values that have become cultural mindsets that can hinder indigenous 
development in this area.   Given the research will be completed in January 2008 it 
provides a pre-emptive document for discussion about the emerging themes and is a 
position paper.  A brief overview is given about Aotearoa/New Zealand followed by 
the research conducted and the themes produced.   
 
Summarising Aotearoa/New Zealand History 
 
Before Aotearoa/New Zealand was colonised Māori society operated holistically and 
did not differentiate between social, cultural, and economic areas (Durie, 1998, 90) 
that rested with Whānau.  In 1820 little change occurred in Māori society as the 
population of British people increased because land continued to be owned and 
parcelled out by different levels of hierarchy in a sub-tribe termed Hapū2.  These sub-
tribes were communities made up of Whānau that were responsibility for tending to, 
working with, and developing the land.  The land for each Whānau was identified 
using landmarks such as rocks, rivers, and mountains as boundary lines.  “Each 
Hapū of the tribe controlled a defined stretch of the tribal territory, which it guarded 
jealously.  Trespassers and poachers were punished severely and persistent border 
violations led to fighting” (McHugh, 1983, 39).  For Whānau guarding the tribal 
territory was essential to protect the economic resources and caring for the social 
needs of the community. 
 
Firth (1959), Henare (1991), and Durie (1998) described the strong bonds Whānau 
had to land.  A view shared by Durie (1998) that land was “necessary for spiritual 
growth and economic survival” (p. 115). The maintenance of power and control over 
communities was strengthened by the ability of Whānau to provide effective services 
that tended to the social issues of the people, retain their spiritual belief, own the land, 
and retain a large population in Aotearoa/New Zealand.  But the Treaty of Waitangi3 
and increasing population of immigrants changed the social, political, and economic 
position of Māori and challenged the formation of existing communal associations. 
 
The 1840 Treaty of Waitangi was signed between the Crown representing Queen 
Victoria and many Rangatira4 (Māori chief).  A treaty Māori believed retained their 
ownership and control over resources like land, homes, sea-beds, rivers, animals, 
fish, mountains, lakes, language, customs and resources that sustained the culture.  
The Crown perceived the treaty as preventing other countries such as America, 
France, and Spain making agreements with them, and saw it as an opportunity to 
usurp the resources, ownership, and control from Māori for Queen Victoria and 
civilise Māori people to British customs and beliefs.  The Crown’s intention was to 
colonise Māori people, break-down community structures utilised by Whānau and 
seize resources.  They did.       
 
From 1840s to 1900s, Māori people were conscious that Europeans wanted land and 
resources to build their own communities.  In an attempt to prevent loosing their 
                                                 
2 Hapū were clusters of families that formed tribal groupings similar to sub-tribes. 
3 Treaty of Waitangi is a treaty signed between Queen Victoria representing Britain 
and Māori chiefs representing tribes mainly in the North Island.  The majority of 
chiefs were men but not all chiefs in Aotearoa/New Zealand signed the treaty. 
4 Rangatira means chief of a tribe.  
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ownership and control over land and resources Māori resisted handing over large 
tracts of land to the settlers.  This resistance resulted in land wars and political 
resistances.  The political organisations such as Kingitanga5 and Kotahitanga6 were 
attempts by Māori people to gather tribes together and collectively stand against 
European taking the economic resources.  These political associations were signals 
of changes to the Māori communal structures.  Instead of tending to land and caring 
for resources for a Whānau tribal responsibilities were becoming extended to cover 
other tribes when bonds with other communities were established. 
 
Without the land, Māori knew their Whānau would disintegrate.  Māori communities 
faced problems when the introduction of foreign diseases increased was coupled by 
land wars that left the people at the edge of distinction.  Māori leaders began to 
modify the communities so that they could adjust to the negative impact colonisation 
brought to them by creating bodies that could operate effectively in Māori and non-
Māori environments.  Some of the organisations were subsidiaries of Christian or 
religious groups, others were community action groups fashioned by settler leaders, 
and from this type of development grew one of the prominent Māori voluntary 
organisations: the Māori Wardens.  Throughout 1860 to 1894 King Tawhiao7 created 
wardens so that “the safety and well being of his people was taken care of at 
gatherings in the Tainui area. This saw the adoption of Pirihimana (Maori Wardens) 
as persons charged with looking after the people and ensuring their safety”.  (Walden, 
2006, 1).  The services of Māori Wardens mirrored those delivered by social 
agencies and churches.  In addition Māori Wardens were directed to “stamp out 
mischief and adopt a preventative role in manākitanga 8  (compassion with care) 
among” (Walden, 2006, 1) the people under King Tawhiao in a manner that was 
peaceful. This type of organisation was crucial to the survival of tribal communities 
because as the 20th Century approached Māori people, the ownership to resources, 
and culture was disappearing. 
 

During the early years of the 20th century, Māori society and culture reached 
its lowest ebb. Introduced diseases had helped reduce the estimated 
numbers of Māori to under 50,000 – the lowest ever – in a total population of 
over 800,000. With a smaller population and dwindling resources, Māori 
influence upon the affairs of the nation was drastically reduced.  (Royal, 2007, 
1). 

 
The establishment of Pirihimana Māori, the Māori Warden, by King Tawhiao was a 
shift in development.  This shift transformed the responsibility of the communities 
from being at a community level to a national level, from a Whānau responsibility to a 
Hapū or iwi 9  responsibility.  In lay terms the shift was a movement from Māori 
                                                 
5 Kingitanga is an organisation formed by tribes in 1858 and refers to a collation of 
tribes formed under a king.  The first king to rule this organisation from 1858 to 1860 
was Potatau Te Wherowhero who came from the Waikato area.   
6 Kotahitanga is from the Te Runanga o te Kotahitanga that was established in 1892 
and formed a Māori parliament.  It is political organisations that consist of tribes 
mainly in the northern area. 
7 Matutaera Tawhiao is the second Māori king that ruled from 1860 to 1894.  He ruled 
throught the Waikato District in Aotearoa/New Zealand. 
8 Manākitanga has a broad definition.  It means to provide homage to a person for 
their deeds, to bless people, provide hospitality to people, and to take care of 
someone or something. 
9 Iwi is the name for a tribe, folk or nation.  It comes from the Māori word kōiwi that 
means bones.  In pre-European times Māori were recognised by their hapū than iwi.  
Iwi is a term that evolved from colonisation. 
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Warden being solely responsible for policing families to being responsible for sub-
tribes and tribes.  A reason for the shift was to prevent the decline of the Māori 
population by extending powers to cover a greater group of people would be more 
effective for the survival of the race.  Also a new identity was formed; the delivery of 
social services in a voluntary capacity similar to Western associations but in a 
cultural fashion was born.    
 
Surviving the colonial onslaught after being dispossessed of resources such as land 
and lakes required a development approach that could be driven from the bottom-up, 
within their existing cultural structures, and a strong economic base.  At this stage of 
development external structures like the Crown and governing bodies in settlements 
were cleansing Aotearoa/New Zealand society of traditional Māori practices and 
customs replacing them with British.  Realistically, Māori people could not look to 
Britain for assistance in developing indigenously.  Although the population of Māori 
had declined drastically, the people became a great resource.  Charismatic leaders 
like Sir Apirana Ngata10, Sir Maui Pomare11, and Sir Peter Buck12 stepped forward to 
push indigenous development to the fore, regenerate the culture, retain the 
remaining land in Māori ownership, and fight the battles for their people in parliament, 
legislation, and in the communities.  These leaders also promoted biculturalism and 
saw indigenous development as adorning European and Māori values.  Another new 
identity was fashioned; the adorning of Western and Pacific values became 
intertwined under the name of Biculturalism, promoted by Māori leaders and 
implemented in Māori communities. 
 
In Durie’s (2003) analysis of contemporary Māori development four periods of 
development are discussed to describe a century of Māori development.  It is ‘Period 
Two – Tūpunga Ahuwhenua: Rural Development 1925 – 1950’ and ‘Period Three – 
Te Hekenga-mai-kāinga: Urbanisation 1950 – 1975’ that is significant to the growth of 
formal recognition of volunteerism for Māori people.  During this stage of 
development Māori structures had changed and voluntary organisations took centre 
stage to assist in rebuilding the communities because families were living in poverty, 
disposed of land and resources in unhealthy conditions.    
 
War and legislation played an important part in changing Māori society.  The military 
accounts of the late 1800’s records various Māori voluntary associations forming to 
support militia (voluntary settler armed forces) in times of wars.  The 1900s showed 
war and voluntary associations growing across Aotearoa/New Zealand and extended 
overseas because as the local wars ceased Māori became enlisted as volunteers in 
the New Zealand Armed Forces in World War I and World War II Māori that gave 
birth to the famous Māori battalion.  In the wake of World War II, according to Durie 
(1994), tribal committees were formed to continue community work and address 
issues arising from wide-scale urbanisation.  Another prominent Māori organisation 

                                                 
10 Sir Apirana Ngata (1874-1950) was the first Māori to graduate with a degree.  He 
was a pioneer of indigenous development and biculturalism.  His life evolved around 
developing Māori communities positively across Aotearoa/New Zealand. 
11 Sir Maui Pomare (1876-1930), the first Maori medical doctor. He graduated from 
the Adventist Medical College of Chicago in 1899 and another development 
practitioner.  He worked alongside Sir Apirana Ngata to uplift the ill-health and 
poverty of the Māori people. 
12 Sir Peter Buck (1880 or 1887-1951), also known was Te Rangihiroa, was an 
internationally renown anthropologist.  He graduated with a degree in medicine and 
like Ngata and Pomare worked with them to enhance Māori communities.  Later in 
his life he worked overseas and died in Honolulu. 
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was formed.  The Māori Women’s Welfare League.  At the same time, the state was 
monitoring Māori community organisations and a national: 
 

independent Māori voice was developing at a time when urbanization was 
reaching its peak.  However, although the Māori Women’s Welfare League 
was born out of Māori enthusiasm and initiative, it was often perceived as a 
vehicle for aims of the Māori Social and Economic Advancement Act 1945 
and too closely linked to the Department of Mäori Affairs.  The Department 
had certainly taken a leading role in the formative years and continued to 
maintain a watchful eye over its progress (p. 50). 

 
From the 1940s to the 1960s two prominent voluntary organisations were formally 
constituted: The Māori Warden’s and the Māori Women’s Welfare League under the 
State.  They were the products of assimilation into the Western culture.  Under State 
legislation performing voluntary social services to Māori people they brought in the 
Pacific culture in an indigenous way by providing a service that followed a tikanga13 
process.   
 
Formal Māori Associations  
 
The Māori Warden’s and Māori Women’s Welfare League are voluntary 
organisations governed by legislation.  This was a major shift from being voluntary 
associations to being officials working unpaid for the State and a product of 
colonisation and assimilation.  It showed a movement from voluntary organisations 
being controlled by tribal leaders under indigenous management and control to social 
service workers for the State under legislation such as the 1945 Māori Social and 
Economic Advancement Act.  This shift is discussed in the following case studies and 
an example of indigenous development occurring as a matter of survival and 
existence.   
 
New Zealand Māori Warden’s 
 
The New Zealand Māori Warden Association is a voluntary organisation.  During the 
early years of its existence Māori Warden Associations operated from the marae14 or 
pah 15 .  Tribes and their leaders fostered the growth of the Māori Wardens by 
establishing these organisations in their communities and empowering them with 
certain roles and responsibilities and ensured tribal members obeyed them.  For 
example in the 1920s’ the Māori prophet and leader Wiremu Ratana16of the Ratana 
Church Movement in Whanganui “adopted the same stance with the formation of 
Katipa Wardens. Katipa Wardens are very active today and work solely within the 
Ratana Church environment” (Walden, 2006, 1).  As Māori society changed from 
living in rural communities to urban communities the voluntary associations were 
transported into the new communities taking along with them the values of ‘aroha-ki-
te-tangata’17 that refers to love and care for the people in a peaceful manner.  The 
role of a Māori Warden developed from ensuring tribes gathered at a meeting was 
safe to helping families in urban areas.  The nature of the type of services Māori 
Warden delivered to the community was broadened to reflect the nature of the 

                                                 
13 Tikanga is the custom, meaning, obligations, and conditions. 
14 Marae is a “meeting area of Whānau  or Iwi, focal point of settlement, central area 
of village and its buildings, courtyard.” (Ryan, 2004, p. 148). 
15 Pah refers to a stockaded village.  (Ryan, 2004, p. 184). 
16 Wiremu Ratana was a spiritual leader and founder of the Ratana faith. 
17 Aroha-ki-te-tangata is the motto and philosophy practiced by the Māori Wardens 
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community.  As the 1940s progressed and Māori worked in urban areas social 
problems had risen and in: 
 

1945 there was an escalation of Māori from their rural Pah and Marae 
homelands. For many of the men it was to work on Major Hydroelectric Dam 
contracts in the middle of the North Island. For the Rangatahi Wahine (Young 
Women) it was to reside in Hostels in the major cities working in Telephone 
exchanges and in the Postal Service. Only the Kaumatua/Kuia (Elderly) 
remained behind in the rural Pah and Marae areas. …. Alcohol abuse by 
Māori was becoming alarming. Māori were not allowed to drink in many 
licensed premises instead they were directed to a shed out the back. To 
control this type of behaviour a Pilot scheme was established in Rotorua in 
1942 where four Māori Wardens were to visit local hotels and control the 
alcohol behaviour.  (Walden, 2006, 2). 

 
The successful work in Māori communities was a valuable service to Aotearoa/New 
Zealand society that saw “Maori Wardens enshrined in Legislation under the Social 
and Economic Advancement Act 1945” (p. 2).  Subsequently successive legislation 
saw this Act replaced with the Māori Community Development Act 1969.  Also, the 
appointment of Māori Wardens changed from being the role of tribal leaders to the 
Minister of Māori Affairs.  A State appointment.  The duties of the Māori Warden 
became fixed in legislation and focussed on disorderly behaviour caused by alcohol 
such as the prevention of riotous behaviour; prevention of drunkenness; dealing with 
Māori and ordering them to leave a Hotel; disorderly behaviour at Maori gatherings; 
dealing with prohibition orders; and dealing with retention of car keys. (p. 3).   

 
The legislation was limited and failed to reflect the wider social issues the Māori 
Wardens encountered.  Recognising the limitations legislation placed on this 
organisation Māori Wardens in 1968 formed an Incorporated Society called the ‘New 
Zealand Māori Wardens Association Incorporated’.  Under this formation the Māori 
Wardens trained and educated their members to prepare them for the social 
problems that arose in communities.  Walden (2006) comments that the “evolving 
environment has placed the Māori Warden in a precarious position, in that they are 
now viewed as Social Workers, Policemen, Traffic Control, Counsellors Budgeting 
Advisors, Security for School fairs, Christmas Parades and more” (p. 3).  The 
changes in the environment increased the role and responsibilities the Māori Warden 
provided to the community because the demands from the society for their services 
were broad and increased simultaneously with social problems. 
 
In a century Māori Wardens evolved from caretakers and police in Māori 
communities to unpaid social workers in all types of communities across 
Aotearoa/New Zealand society.  They are usually located in areas where a social 
problem has arisen that require their assistance.  Some of the places Māori Wardens 
are visible are in hospitals, hotels, Red-Light Districts at night, keeping the peace on 
trains and buses, district courts, working in youth projects, where Rangatahi18are, 
attending hui19 at local and national level, in Malls and various other public dwellings.  
They are unpaid social workers working in a formal capacity as professionals for the 
communities and government they serve.  Māori Wardens (male or female) are no 
longer limited to caring for Māori people, rather, for all nationalities. 
 
Māori Women Welfare League 

                                                 
18 Rangatahi is the contemporary term for youth usually from 12 to 24 years of age. 
19 Hui is a gathering of people. 
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Walker (1990) contends that in the post-war era Māori women led a struggle against 
the hegemony produced by Pakeha domination.  The hegemony being that without 
land and resources Māori people were condemned and had to concede leadership to 
non-Māori.  He identified Princess Te Puea Herangi as a woman who encouraged 
Māori to move from the trauma of colonisation and develop ways to assist their 
people, therefore: 

 
Te Puea’s leadership grew out of the tribal struggle of the Waikato people to 
recover their mana from the trauma of colonisation.  She was followed by a 
new wave of Māori women, who, in 1951 established the first national Māori 
organisation, the Māori Women’s Welfare League.  … With its foundation 
established, the league then undertook a survey of Māori housing needs in 
Auckland.  The league’s report of overcrowding, and insanitary slum 
conditions in which migrants were living, put pressure on the Māori Affairs 
Department to step up its housing programme.  (Walker, 1990, 201). 

 
In 1951, “the Māori Women’s Welfare League which was formed by the Department 
of Māori Affairs” (Cheyne, C., O'Brien M., & Belgrave M, 2000, p. 83).  Princess Te 
Puea Herangi was a descendent of King Tawhiao (leader who established the Māori 
Warden) and formidable in establishing the Māori Women Welfare League.  The 
deeds of King Tawhiao and Princess Te Puea showed an example of Māori leaders 
retaining voluntary organisations to provide social services to the tribe to ensure the 
survival of their people. 
 
James (1977) argued that the Māori  Women’s Welfare League developed as a result 
of the success from the Māori War Effort in World War II.  From the Māori War Effort 
came legal recognition by government in 1942 for Māori contribution towards 
voluntary activity.  This legal recognition spirited Māori people to organise voluntary 
committees which kept the Māori people developing skills to contribute to the 
ongoing war and assist Māori people in need.  Māori people adopted the 
philanthropic philosophies that incorporated voluntary activity and the Māori 
Women’s Welfare League was a Māori organisation that initiated these social 
activities in Māori communities.  The Māori women were: 

 
interested in educating mothers in health matters and mothercraft through a 
voluntary organisation based on ‘self help’ principles, did not envisage these 
activities being achieved through Pakeha20 voluntary associations such as 
Church and women’s groups. Although it may be argued that such groups 
were sufficiently interested in Māori social and economic advancement (in 
European terms), these associations were part of the Pakeha institutional 
framework and could not hope to appeal to most Māori women. (James, 1997, 
19). 

 
In Dyson’s (2002) speech to the Māori Women Welfare League Voluntary/community 
work she contended that over 60 percent of Maori women are in the paid workforce, 
but they also spend more time than any other group helping and caring for people 
outside their own home – in Whānau, Hapū, and Iwi as well as the wider community.  
Dyson states: 
 

in the past, the government hasn’t valued this work enough. That’s why, when 
the Labour-led government came to power in 1999, we set up a working party 
to consider the relationship between the government and Māori, Iwi, 

                                                 
20 Pakeha is a term to describe a non-Māori, European, or Caucasian. 
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community and voluntary organisations. … The setting up of Tu Tangata21, 
Kohanga Reo 22 , Kura Kaupapa 23  and Matua Whangai 24  programmes in 
the1980s are further triumphs for which the League deserves credit. There is 
no doubt that Māori language and culture are going through a huge 
renaissance, and that is in no small part due to your efforts and vision. (Dyson, 
2002, 2). 

 
The Māori Warden’s and the Māori Women Welfare League had taken on a social 
responsibility to change the poor social conditions of their people. They became 
formal voluntary social work agencies and created a new identity for Māori and 
Whānau.  This identity was born from the realisation that colonisation had stripped 
Māori of land and resources leaving the development of the voluntary capacity of 
human capital as a practical way forward to uplift the social well-being of Māori 
communities.  Hence the relationship between voluntary social work and professional 
social work became in force and the belief that as volunteers the State would have 
little interference in the cultural processes they implement in their social services and 
professionalism was a Western concept that was position on the periphery of these 
organisations. 
 
Research Methods 
 
Researching Māori organisations requires a methodology that is cultural in process 
and validated by the academic community.  Cunningham and Durie (1998) provided 
frameworks to initiate such a research that met cultural processes and academic 
validity for researchers conducting or intending to conduct research in Māori 
communities.  In their discussions they separate different types of research with 
Māori communities: Research Involving Māori, Māori Centred Research, and 
Kaupapa Māori Research.  Research involving Māori was research “where Māori are 
involved as participants or subjects, or possibly as junior members of a research 
team; Research where Māori data is sought and analysed; Research where Māori 
may be trained in contemporary research methods and mainstream analysis” (p. 4). 
This research applied Māori Centred Research to which “Māori are significant 
participants, and are typically senior members of research teams; Research where a 
Māori analysis is undertaken and which produces Māori knowledge, albeit measured 
against mainstream standards for research” (p. 4). These controls are the equivalent 
of mainstream controls and should not be seen as additional.  
 
This type of research would find favour in the writings of Said (1978) because it 
places the power of knowledge in the control of the indigenous people and the view 
of the Pacific as superior.  In addition research that detracts from pursuing this type 
of process in the academic community, especially Aoteroa/New Zealand currently is 
frowned upon because without support from the community or absence of a cultural 
process to take cultural knowledge renders the research and researcher in a 
questionable position.   More or less the research is considered to be less in value, 
lacking in cultural validity and a perpetuation of Western domination through literature.    

                                                 
21 Tu Tangata is a community based program to strengthen children and families.  
22 Kohanga Reo is similar to a kindergarten however the language and culture 
practiced is Māori.  
23 Kura Kaupapa Māori are like Primary and Secondary School and like the Kohanga 
Reo language and Culture is taught in Māori. 
24 Matua Whangai was a program to nurture children and families before they come 
into the care of the State. 
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Case Study 
 
From August to December 2007 ten key people were interviewed.  Five represented 
the New Zealand Māori Wardens and five from the Māori Women Welfare League.  
The focus of interviews was to gather knowledge of ways to encourage Whānau to 
perceive voluntary social work as a viable professional career.  In addition identifying 
processes that changed the mindset of Whānau to view social work as they would 
professions like law, medical, business, and accountancy.  Since these people were 
busy and at this time the Māori Women Welfare League was preparing for their 
Annual Conference 2007 securing interviews met with difficulties.  Identifying key 
people usually led to arranging a meeting with the organisation from which people 
were highlighted as possible participants to interview.  The overall process to arrange 
a one-on-one meeting for an in-depth interview usually occurred after subsequent 
meetings with groups.  This process is similar to the ‘snow ball’ technique (Seidman, 
1998), whereby the groups or individuals were asked to participate or provide names 
of those they considered knowledgeable about the history of their organisation and 
the various types of social services they delivered. This whole process for some 
individuals resulted in a month of meeting different individuals before the actual 
interview took place.       
 
Ethical Approach 
 
An application for a low risk research project was submitted to the Massey University 
Ethics Administrator preceding the commencement of the research.  This research 
was ” one in which the nature of the harm is minimal and no more than is normally 
encountered in daily life.  Research considered low risk does not receive approval 
from a Campus Human Ethics Committee.” (Massey University, 2007, p. 1).   Instead 
the “Low Risk Notification is used to record the research on the Low Risk Database 
which is reported in the Massey University Human Ethics Committee Annual Report” 
(p. 1).   The researcher informed participants of the ethical procedures in the 
research.   
 
Content Analysis 
 
Content Analysis was applied in this research.  It consisted of coding and tabulating 
the occurrences of certain forms of content that were being communicated and a 
common procedure (Rubin & Babbie, 1997, p. 421). For this research the repetition 
of comments from in-depth interviews were coded. According to Miles and 
Hubberman (1994) the coding used is a main analysis tool to “review a set of field 
notes, transcribed or synthesized, and to dissect them meaningfully, while keeping 
the relations between the parts intact, is the stuff of analysis” (p. 56).  It involves 
differentiating and combining the data that is retrieved and in terms of the research 
allows time to reflect on the information.  Coding Data can be at different levels of 
analysis to which Miles and Hubberman suggests “ranging from the descriptive to the 
inferential” (p. 58).  Information that became a common response from participants 
were highlighted and developed into the main findings. 
 
Current Results 
 
The results refer to 80% of the research that was completed.  Outstanding interviews 
will be conducted after the submission of this paper.  The themes discussed in this 
section are based on the results already collated and analysed.  Three main themes 
are discussed: Community Perceptions, Cultural Mindsets, and Breaking Tradition.   
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Community Perceptions 
 
Social work and social services was perceived in the community to be an unsafe 
environment.  Participants in the research were less likely to encourage Whānau to 
take social work as a career pathway because at times the work was dangerous.  
Also being under State legislation meant they were restricted from being paid for their 
professional services.  Participants felt it was essential to compensate voluntary 
social workers for work done and making the social work industry attractive was 
indicated as a way forward to encouraging more Māori to become professionals.  
Both organisations discussed the benefits of their services such as helping young 
mother’s with children or seeing the positive outcomes of youth offenders from their 
intervention.  These stories were seldom heard at a national level or amidst 
communities nationwide.  Finding a positive social work identity for Whānau was the 
key to encouraging more Māori to become professional social workers.  Transferring 
this positive identity to the community was considered a method to change the minds 
and negative perceptions in the community.     
 
Cultural Mindsets 
 
In Whānau a belief continues to exist that the best people to provide a social service 
to Māori is Māori.  With this belief comes the knowledge that the State will not fund 
Māori organisations adequately to provide this service.  The participants were aware 
that in reality the State failed to resource their organisations properly and reverted to 
voluntary efforts to deliver a service.  Also, the institutions that provided degrees so 
voluntary social workers could become professional are seen to be for those with 
high academic achievements.  For some participants they felt that because they did 
not posses a higher education attainment that they would be unable to attain a 
professional degree.  Rather their knowledge and experience of practice in the social 
work field was sufficient for the role they provided. It became evident from the 
research that these responses were set in and embedded as a cultural mindset for 
providing voluntary services.    
 
 
Breaking Tradition 
 
A tradition has emerged from colonisation for Māori voluntary organisations that 
provided social services to work with minimal resources and little professional 
qualifications.  Both the Māori Women Welfare League and Māori Warden were 
taking small steps to change the situation.  Requesting compensation for out-of-
pocket expenses and enrolling members on certified courses was being pursued.  
According to participants this request continued to be met with resistance because 
there was a value the organisations believed that asking for compensation for a 
service performed to enhance the lives of people was uncustomary.  Most of the 
participants felt that professionalism was not for them, rather for the next generation.  
Even though they felt this way there was still resistance to encourage Whānau to 
continue in this pathway because in the minds of the participants they saw little 
benefits.    
 
Concluding Comments 
 
Developing a professional social work identity for Whānau is a struggle.  
Communities perceived the social work industry as harmful and unbeneficial in the 
long term.  Until the State and communities promote the benefits of being a social 
worker the enrolments of Whānau to degree programs will continue to be low.  
Shifting the cultural mindsets of communities to move from providing social services 
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in a voluntary capacity to a professional and paid capacity requires great effort from 
the State and communities.  Since the State can save financially and rely on the 
good-will of Māori voluntary organisations operating unpaid and retain them under 
legislation there is little incentive from the State to change the status-quo. Also, a 
decolonising process has to take place to change the minds of Māori so that they see 
the voluntary service they provide as a professional service and promote the benefits 
the social work industry has to offer. 
 
If change is to occur it would require acceptance from the Whānau.  A way forward is 
to break the traditional mindsets and belief that institutions are for the Westerners 
and unpaid voluntary work is for the indigenous people.  This belief has evolved from 
colonisation.  In reality these organisations are called upon countless times from 
professionals to perform professional social work services.  This article provides 
some recommendations for Whānau to become professional social workers.  
However, it realises that the task to shift cultural mindsets does not rest in Māori 
communities but spreads throughout Aotearoa/New Zealand society. Developing a 
professional social work identity for Whānau is much about altering the mindset of 
Māori communities as it is challenging the State to shift the status quo.  The article 
concludes by referencing a Māori whakatauki25         
 

He manga wai koia kia kore e whitikia. 
It is a big river indeed that cannot be crossed, 

Make light of difficulties and they will disappear.

                                                 
25 Whakatauki is a Māori proverb. 
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SELJUK ARCHITECTURE IN IRAN; 
CHARACTERISTICS AND ACHIEVEMENTS 
 

1. Introduction 

 
In the beginning, we need to discuss the differences among a range of interpretations of 

the term “achievement” in light of history of architecture.  It should be clarified whether 

this term refers to the technological innovations in architectural design and construction 

or its success in meeting social and cultural needs.  This question could be even 

challenged with this statement that in most periods of architecture, more or less, 

architects have attempted to take advantage of their precedents’ experiences.  An 

example of this trend is Safavid architecture, which tried to gather the beauties of art and 

architecture produced in all preceding ages.  At the same time, the same phenomenon is 

not visible in some periods mainly because of the lack of material, technological 

facilities, creative designers, expert craftsmen, or just as the result of economical 

weaknesses.  An instance of such discontinuity in architecture is the Qajar period, when 

the quality of architecture and ornamentation, undoubtedly, seems weaker than its 

precedents in Persian architecture.  Thus, the rejection of the recent hypothesis leads us to 

a broader analysis of architecture which emphasizes the role of socio-political context 

behind the creation of architecture.   

 

According to this new interpretation, the architecture is considered as the product of a 

wide range of political and cultural changes within the society.  This definition 

automatically comprises patronage, and consequently, the administrative policies, as key 

factors in the development of architecture in each period.  Such explanation necessitates 

judging the achievements of architecture in each period based on their cultural and social 

context.  In other words, any comparison between the architecture of different periods is 

possible only if we consider the cultural and sociopolitical changes in each period.  Based 

on this criterion, the author considers the architecture of Seljuk period as the most fruitful 

age of Persian architecture in the Islamic age because of its progresses in constructional 

and decorative methods and its vital role as a social institution.  To clarify the reasons 
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behind this selection, I need to begin with a brief introduction to the position of the 

Seljuk period in history of Iran.    

 

2. The Seljuk Period 

Seljuk period was the first powerful government 

in Persia in the Islamic period.  As the result of 

Seljuks’ political and economical power, the 

traditional centers of Islamic power, Damascus 

and Baghdad, were replaced by Seljuk capitals, 

Merv, Nishapur, Rayy, and Isfahan.  Although 

Seljuk kings were originally Turks, they were 

highly influenced by Iranian culture and even 

selected Persian as the official language within their territory.  Their interest in Persian 

culture gave Persians opportunities to play a more active role in improving cultural 

conditions of their country.  When Seljuks arrived Persia they inherited a rich 

architectural heritage remained from regional governments such as Samanids (819-1005), 

Buyids (932-1062), Ghaznavids (977-1186),  Qarakhanids (992–1211); and Ghurids 

(1030-1206), and Khwarazmshahs (1077–1231).1   These earlier dynasties were played 

an important role as the tutors of the Seljuks in art and architectural terms.  Moreover, 

Seljuks’ central government shaped an established tradition of patronage; royal or un-

royal.  Malikshah’s vizir, Nezam Al-Mulk, is the best example of an official patron who 

initiated and supported many architectural projects in the whole country.   

3. Social aspects of architecture 

 

A. Revival of national identity 

The Seljuk era was the revival of Persian creativity in architectural concepts, forms, and 

techniques in Islamic Iran after three centuries of decline, also called “the period of 
                                                 
1 S. Blair, J.M. Bloom, “Islamic Art: Architecture (900-1050),” Grove Art Online, Oxford University Press, 
December 2006, http://www.groveart.com/  
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silence in Iranian society”.2   To understand the achievements of the Seljuk period (in 

terms of culture and more specifically architecture), it is necessary to analyze these three 

centuries.  During this time, Persians who were under the rule of Arab empires 

continuously tried to obtain independence.  Histories written in the early Islamic 

centuries (e.g. Tabari) prove that Persians considered Arabs’ rule over Iran as an 

ignorance of their national pride and their rich cultural heritage. The fact that Persians 

didn’t feel comfortable with this fact that strangers were ruling their country, caused 

several conflicts in that region and motivated people to support rebellions in order to 

regain their independence.  These regional 

revolutions resulted in some regional victories and 

their rule in some parts of their split country.  Abu-

Moslem’s rebellion in Khurasan, which ended the 

Umayyad rule and began the Abbasids rule, was just 

an example of these anti-Arab movements.  Another 

example of these movements was revolutions in Fars 

which resulted in Buyids’ power in this region. 

Considering all these struggles in Iran after Arabs’ 

invasion, we can realize how valuable was for 

Persians to see the power outside the hands of Arabs 

after Seljuk dynasty, even if Turkish nomads.3   

 

 

B.  Patronage 

 

                                                 
2 A. Zarrinkoub, (1978). Two Centuries of Silence, Tehran, p.3.  
3 The ethnic diversity in Seljuk Persia leads to the division of artistic and architectural trends into three 
categories: international, local, and national.  It means that all architectural achievements in this period 
could somewhat be the outcome of larger trends (in a larger area; from nowadays Turkey to Central Asia) 
or just a result of local and regional innovations or as the result of a return to “Iranian” or “Persian” pre-
Islamic architectural concepts and ideas.  Separating these trends seems practically impossible, however in 
some cases; we can talk about the locality or internationality of movements with more certainty.  For 
example, the tradition of erecting tomb-towers (even though it might have roots in Persian pre-Islamic 
architecture) was more a common tendency in a geographically wider area.   
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As stated, the economic power of the central governments and the passion of Seljuk 

kings, such as Malikshah and Sanjar, and their courtiers for architecture was a great 

support for architects and artists who didn’t have that great opportunity for about three 

centuries.  Taking advantage of this opportunity, they began erecting public buildings in a 

large scale in terms of quantity.  In that sense, the Seljuk period was a revolutionary 

period, when Persian craftsmen, artists, and architects found their freedom to create.  In 

addition, the government’s support for constructing religious and secular buildings 

played an important role.  If we can consider the erection of mosques and madrasas  as 

the main sources of support from the government, the erection of mausoleums, shrines, 

and tomb towers,4 minarets,5and vernacular buildings (such as cisterns) was more based 

on local trends.  In addition, although the Sunnis controlled Seljuk court, the Shi’ism as a 

movement anti-Arab rule continued during this age. (e. g. the Ismailid rebellions in 

Alamut and their strong resistance to this Sunni government.)  Such conflicts acceletaretd 

the development of Sufism in Iran, which created a new patronage resulting in the 

erection of many shrines and tomb towers.6   

 

C.  The Relationship between Architecture and its Urban Context 

Another characteristic of Seljuk architecture that I think is important was its integration 

with city.  Compared to their precedents in the Sassanid period and even their follower 

Ilkhanids, who were more interested in creating monumental buildings, it appears that 

Seljuk architects had more urban concerns in terms of urban design.  For these architects 

and their patrons, designing public spaces within the city as a tool to serve people was a 

significant issue.  Although it cannot be generalized to all buildings created in this period, 

even buildings which had monumental nature such as mausoleums and tomb towers were 

more mixed with the rest of buildings in urban fabric.  A successful example is the design 

of civic center in relation to the market in Isfahan.   

                                                 
4 R. Hillenbrand (1999). “Mausoleums,” in Iranian Architecture in Islamic Period, edited by M.Y. Kiani, 
Tehran: Samt Publications, p. 75.   
5 O’Kane in his study on Seljuk minarets mentions that there are still about more than 60 minarets still 
surviving in Iran and central Asia.  (B. O’kane, (1995). Studies in Persian Art and Architecture, Cairo: The 
American University in Cairo Press, p. IX 86.) 
6 While this trend cannot be called just a Shiite tradition, Shiite tendencies to celebrate their religious 
figures, especially relatives of Imam Ali, cannot be ignored.   
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4.  Architectural Design, Construction, and 

Ornamentation 

Another significant feature of the Seljuk architecture is the 

large degrees of innovations in architectural construction and 

ornamentation in this period, which created strong 

foundations for the later architectural periods; Ilkhanids, 

Timurids, and Safavids.  The progresses in this period, could 

be called a renaissance, was so strong that architects in the 

later periods could rarely come up with any revolutionary 

ideas different from standards established by their Seljuk precedents.  I believe Seljuks’ 

three most important contribution to architecture was the development of four-iwan 

plans, the construction of dome, and using brick as a decoration element.    

Courtyard, Friday mosque at Ardistan 

A. Architectural Design:  Four-iwan plan 

 

After centuries of using modified versions of hypostyle plans in the design of mosques, 

Seljuk architects not only revived iwan in Persian architecture, but also made it a 

standard feature for the later periods.7  Iwan, originally a Parthian feature,8 was used in 

Sassanid age in palaces such as Taq-I Kasra and Sarvistan.  It was apparently a forgotten 

tradition until Seljuks widely used it not only as a formal element, but also a spatial 

component of their architectural design.  In other words, iwan was a device for the 

architects to create an architecture of show, while stressing on the interior of the building.   

There is a possibility that using iwan was a tool for Persians to distinguish themselves 

from Arabs who preferred to use hypostyle plan in mosques.  The fact that four-iwan 

mosques were rapidly generated in Persia could support such hypothesis.9  This four-

                                                 
7 O. Grabar, S. Blair, (1993). “Islamic Pre-Safavid architecture.” in Encyclopedia Iranica, edited by Ehsan 
Yarshater, New York: Mazda Publications, p. 339.   
8 R. Ghirshman, (1962). Persian Art (The Parthian and Sassanid Dynasties), New York: Golden Press, p. 
32. 
9 Such hypotheses could be supported by studying the evolution of the plan of the Friday mosque in Isfahan 
in the ninth century when the Abbasid hypostyle plan was replaced by a four-iwan mosque. (M. K. Pirnia, 
(2002). Styles of Persian Architecture, Tehran: Mimar Publication, p. 178.) 
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iwan plan was the result of the successful synthesis of four basic elements which were 

already used singly or in partial combination but never all together: covered areas with 

regular supports, domes, iwans, and courtyards.   

 

The earliest evidence of a four-iwan plan as the major layout of the building belongs to 

the Friday mosque at Zavareh.10  This plan was widely used in other Friday mosques 

especially in the eastern regions of Iran, especially when architects started in adding 

iwans into hypostyle mosques.  Some examples of this model are Friday mosques in 

Qazvin (1113-15), Ardistan (1180), Zavareh (1153), Golpayegan (1120-35).  It should be 

noted that in many cases, except the one in Zavareh, the four iwan was later added to the 

plan of the existing building.  The qualities of iwans such as their depth, height, their 

physical and visual connection to other spaces such as dome chambers were subjects of 

experimentation in Persian architecture for several centuries.   

                Four-iwan Plan, Friday mosque at Zavareh 

 

 

B. Constructional Elements: Dome  
                                                 
10 O. Graber, (1998). ibid. p. 632. 
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Seljuks in Iran revived pre-Islamic construction methods and developed them in a way 

that they were widely used in later ages.  I think one of their most important contributions 

was the development of dome through the progress of squinch and muqarnas.  The 

construction of domes, having roots in pre-Islamic period, apparently was not only an 

interesting element of architecture, but also, in some cases, symbols of power of their 

royal patrons.  As the result of such attention, architects designed delicate and articulated 

domes in different areas.  Moreover, despite using heavy material like brick, they 

attempted to lighten the domical mass both physically and visually (e.g. the double dome 

at the tomb towers at Kharraqan).   

 

Working on brick arches and domes, architects soon 

began to manipulate the transitional areas with 

muqarnas, squinches, cornices, and semi-domes.  

Different kinds of Muqarnas (made by brick or tile) 

not only as a structural element but also as a tool to 

provide a visual transition.  At the same time, like 

their precedents in the Sassanid period, brick was 

used to make squinches as transitions between 

square plans and domes.11  The earliest squinches in 

the Islam period were most probably constructed in 

the tomb of Amir Ismail Samanid.12  Another instance of using squinch was in the north 

dome at the Friday mosque in Isfahan, which was an addition to this building in 1088–9.   

The construction of dome through using squinch was the subject of experimentation 

especially in the construction of Friday mosques at Ardistan, Qazvin, Borujird (1140), the 

tomb at Sang Bast, caravanserai of Ribat-i Sharaf, and Dayakhatyn.  

Northwest squinch of north dome, Friday 

mosque at Isfahan 

C. Architectural Ornamentation: Brickwork  

                                                 
11 This concept, which was initially used in Ardashir’s palace at Firuz Abad, was highly developed by 
architects in the Seljuk period. 
12 A. U. Pope, ibid.  
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One of the most important characteristics of the 

Seljuk architecture, which was a great shift in 

history of Persian architecture, was the 

integration among structural and decorative 

features.  It means that Seljuk architects, in 

contrast to their precedents, did not consider 

ornamentation just as a cover for structure.  A 

good example is Amir Ismail’s Mausoleum (which was called an Samanid building) in 

which brick was used as a structural and decorative element.  Other examples are Ribat-I 

Sharaf, where the brickwork was used in construction to create ornamental patterns, and 

Sangbast Mausoleum, where the stucco used in the interior 

surfaces painted in a way to imitate brick bonding patterns.   

   Brickwork, Mausoleum of Amir Ismail 

For Seljuks, naked brick was a tool to make the pure form of the 

structure visible.  In that sense, not only brick as the main 

material but also other decorative elements create an honest 

structure (in Modern terms!) in which there is not a clear barrier 

between construction and ornamentation.  On the other hand, 

using material in this special way helped architects to define the 

hierarchy of surfaces and to increase the vertical dimension of 

space.  At the same time, using brick in its dominant form gave 

the decorations very geometric patterns.  Although architects cut 

and polished brick in order to increase their possibilities in 

creating new forms, only when they added moulded and carved 

stucco they could move into a wider range of floral and vegetal 

motifs.  The combination of stucco and brickwork on the portal façade of Jujir Mosque at 

Isfahan is a good instance of such attempt.   

 

       Minaret at Sin 

 

5. Conclusion 
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Seljuks as the first powerful dynasty in Islamic Persia erected many secular and religious 

buildings.  Planners in this age carefully worked on urban design and designed public 

spaces which met the socioeconomic needs of citizens.  In smaller scale, they developed 

the layout and construction of buildings with using pre-Islamic ideas such as iwan and 

methods such as squinch.  In contrast to their contemporaries in Syria and Egypt, they 

used four-iwan plans in the design of mosques, madrasas, and etc.  Using this plan was a 

tool for these architects to define new relationship among spaces in buildings.  At the 

same time, to improve that relationship they developed the design of dome chambers.  

Such decision led to several experimentations with dome and consequently the invention 

of various types of squinch, cornice, and muqarnas.  Considering ornamentation not as an 

isolated layer, but as a member of construction, led to a special use of brick and stucco in 

Seljuk architecture.  In sum, I believe that Seljuk was the most productive age of 

architecture in Persia not only because of the great achievements in architectural design, 

construction, and ornamentation, which made strong foundations for their coming 

generations, but also creating an architecture which could reflect the revival of the 

national pride of people who experienced three centuries of decline, defeat, and 

weakness.       
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The Depiction of Public Relations in Film and Television 
 
Tricia M. Farwell, Ph.D. 
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ABSTRACT: 
This paper will update and expand upon Karen Miller’s 1999 study that examined the 
depiction of public relations and public relations practitioners in American film and 
fiction from 1930 to 1995 by looking at depictions that are more recent.  Since her study, 
several television shows (for example Spin City, and Sex in the City) and movies (for 
example Thank You for Smoking) have had public relations and public relations 
practitioners as central to their plot.  The researchers will conduct an analysis of the 
character demographics, duties, and the overall depiction of the public relations 
profession in the work.  Because Miller’s study revealed that there were misconceptions 
and stereotypes in the movies examined, it will be interesting to see what, if anything, has 
changed in the portrayals.  
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Grammar, Vocabulary and L1 Usage 

Heather Olney 
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Abstract: 

 

How does the use of the native language (L1) in a foreign language classroom affect students? Through 
classroom observation, this paper details the teaching styles of three experienced language teachers, 
discusses the students’ success in subsequent language classes, and explains how beginner language 
students can learn without using their L1. 
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The Human Non‐Interaction 

Heather Olney 

University of Pennsylvania 

717 E. High St. Pottstown, PA 19464 

holney@thehill.org 

 

The use of cell phones has become increasingly significant in American society. The main premise of a 
cell phone is to keep people connected. However, cell phones have done just the opposite. Face to face 
interaction among human beings are become more infrequent everyday. Behavior that was once taboo 
is now socially accepted, thanks to the cell phone. During a twelve week observation at a busy courtyard 
on a college campus, the power of the cell phone and its impact on human behavior became all too 
clear.  
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Techniques, Tools, and Toys: Effective (and fun) Strategies for the Basic Course 

By Lori Norin, 
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University of Arkansas – Fort Smith 
5210 Grand Ave. 
Fort Smith, AR 72913 
lnorin@uafortsmith.edu 
(479) 788‐7260          
 

(Panel Session) 

Having worked with college freshmen in a general education course for nearly two decades, I have 
found one thing is abundantly clear.  Success is often directly connected to the number (and variety) of 
techniques, tools, and toys I am able to introduce effectively at any given moment during the course. 
These strategies can be used to illustrate a point, accelerate learning, or simply to maintain the focus of 
the student. Since I teach the basic speech course [or as some of my students would refer to it, “yuck!”], 
my students enter the door on the first day with high anxiety and minimal enthusiasm about the course 
content. Over the years, I have developed a collection of effective strategies for dealing with these 
students, strategies that could easily be adapted to a variety of other disciplines.  

 

Techniques 

Twenty‐minute lecture ‐ In my lecture sessions I use two specific strategies that I have found 
tremendously successful. The first is a self‐imposed twenty‐minute lecture rule. I attempt never to 
lecture more than twenty consecutive minutes (in the 50 class session). The remaining class time is used 
for some type of active learning, group work, or student presentations.  This strategy works well for a 
variety of reasons:  

• Students anticipate the shorter lecture and so, are more inclined to maintain focus 

• Students understand that if they are 15 minutes late to class they will have missed most 
of the lecture, and so, tardiness has decreased 

• Students are more engaged in lectures because they know there will be some type of 
activity to follow 

 

Recapping‐ Another strategy I use, this one at the end of the lectures as a means of maintaining focus 
for my students, is “recapping”.  I ask for a volunteer (every student must volunteer one time per 
semester for extra credit) to briefly highlight the lecture.  The recapping students may use their notes 
but they need to try to summarize the material instead of just reading it. Classmates are allowed to ask 
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questions. Students in the role of listener are told they have an obligation to correct the recapper 
and/or assist the recapper if he or she asks for assistance during the recap. After the peer interaction, 
the professor can then clarify or add any information. On some occasions the recap leads to further 
discussion on the content; this can turn into a teachable moment for the professor. This exchange tends 
to lead to group discussion and questions rather than the silence that often ensues when the instructor 
finishes a lecture and simply asks, ‘Are there any questions?’” The whole process usually takes no more 
than three to four minutes. 

 

This activity will encourage introductory students to: 

• maintain their focus  

• have a “second chance” in note‐taking 

• participate in peer interaction  

• improve their listening skills  

• practice impromptu speaking (in a less‐threatening environment) 

• practice and improve their auditory skills, especially for the non‐auditory learner 

• demonstrate their critical thinking skills when recalling materials from the lecture 
 

This activity also allows the professor an opportunity to: 

• reinforce and assess the attention needs of students 

• allow for immediate student feedback  

• provide an opportunity to “re‐teach” 

• reinforce and assess impromptu speaking skills  

• reinforce and assess listening skills 

• reinforce and assess critical thinking skills 
 

Students in the introductory course often lack the attentive skills to focus through a lecture, the critical 
thinking skills to identify the main points, and/or the listening skills to identify and recall the main points 
or thesis. As a result, they often harbor a high communication anxiety in relation to public speaking. 
Placing these students in a less threatening activity allows them to practice these targeted skills while 
fostering tangible benefits. This “recap” activity provides just that – practice at the variety of skills 
without the students initially recognizing it as anything more than “getting notes we missed.” 

 

Tools 

Behavior Contract – Ever had a student show up for class 10 minutes late, barge through the door, pizza 
in one hand, cell phone to the ear carrying on a lively conversation with her boyfriend? As she fumbles 
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to her seat, she mouths the, “Oh, sorry!” to you. Or perhaps, you have had the student who shows the 
inappropriate power point slide in class and doesn’t see anything wrong with it? After years of these and 
several other similar incidents, I decided one day I had had enough! After some discussion with my 
colleague, the speech department behavior contract was developed. (Teaching Professor, Oct. 2007) 

Our initial document contained 10 items that we had identified as consistently occurring in our sections. 
Those initial items included performance‐based issues such as: reading the syllabus, signing the 
attendance sheet, taking the pre‐tests and pre‐assessments, meeting deadlines, etc., and understanding 
the consequences of making excuses for missing speeches. Each semester students are presented with 
the contract during the first week and asked to sign the contract, returning it to the professor to remain 
on file for the semester. 

Almost immediately after initiating the contracts and beginning to see changes in student behavior, we 
received positive feedback from our dean who acknowledged that she was seeing fewer students 
complaining to her about classroom conflicts.  The dean commented, “I really appreciate the clear 
expectations that the speech faculty’s behavior contract identifies. It allows me to more easily play a 
role in helping support their course management.”  

We have since revised the document several times and it now contains 18 items including such items as: 
reading the electronic communication policy, text‐messaging during class, respect in the classroom, and 
agreeing to discuss all concerns with the professor first, before meeting with the department chair. As 
word of our contract spread across campus, we received numerous requests from professors in other 
disciplines including art, music, and science seeking copies of the document and advice on how 
successful the contract approach has worked.  

Personally, I have found that the contract has eliminated many problems and minimized several others. 
And, should a problem arise, simply pulling out the contract will usually resolve the issue immediately. In 
addition, my department chair is aware of the contract and frequently reminds students of the contract 
should they arrive in her office with a complaint. 

 

E‐mail ‐ I require that all my students have a campus e‐mail address and that they check their e‐mail 
daily.  My reasoning is quite simple. I use e‐mail as a tool to reduce the initial high anxiety of my 
students.  Also, according to Dr. Claire B. Jones, lecturer at the Nashville Children and Adults with 
Attention Deficit Disorder Conference stated, often students with attention needs will not ask questions 
in the classroom. Therefore, I encourage them to ask those questions via e‐mail.  To further that cause, I 
send frequent e‐mails to my students.  Students quickly become accustomed to receiving these emails, 
and it does not take long before they begin to respond.  To my surprise, the quiet, shy student who 
never speaks in class will correspond via e‐mail.   

One of my students commented, “Having the ability to correspond directly to the professor is 
convenient and likely a more reliable source than (by experience) making plans to meet with the 
professor and never getting around to actually doing it.”   
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Toys  

Name That Blooper ‐ It seems that no matter how many times I lecture over the “common” delivery 
errors, or what approach I use in presenting this material with my students, they continue to repeat the 
same errors over‐and‐over again. Frustrated by this scenario, I opted for a humorous, competitive, and 
engaging activity that would encourage students to remember these common mistakes, in hopes that 
they would not repeat them in their presentations. Previous experience in the classroom has taught me 
that if I can actively engage the students in a humorous activity, student have a better chance for 
retention of the material. By making the activity competitive between teams it enhanced the whole 
process and thus, their level of retention. 

About a week before the planned activity, I selected a small group of students (4 to 6) to serve on the 
demonstration team. After briefly explaining the goal, I allowed the team to identify which common 
delivery errors they wanted to demonstrate for the class. The team then worked together to gather 
props and develop their range of errors.  On the day of the activity, the class is divided into four equal 
teams, and each selects a team captain. Each team is given a team name based on the giant foam 
fingers (commonly sold at college bookstores prior to football games) given to the team captains. (The 
Razorbacks will be a team, the Lions will be team, the Cowboys, etc…)  A score‐keeper is also identified.  

Rules of the game are fairly simple. Each member of the demonstration team approaches the podium to 
demonstrate one or more errors. As the team identifies the errors, the team captain must raise the 
foam finger to be called upon. (Team members can collaborate on their answer, but only the captain can 
raise the foam finger and officially respond). If the response is correct, one point is awarded to that 
team.  

As the process continues, the demonstration team members rotate at the podium and the team captain 
position rotates so as to engage everyone. This process continues until the demonstration team runs out 
of errors, or time becomes an issue. The score‐keeper identifies the winning team. 

There is no doubt this activity creates a heightened interest in learning. The demonstration team gains 
some practice in public speaking experience, and the audience members get to “see” what not to do in a 
speech. By demonstrating these errors through a game atmosphere the students remember the errors 
and decrease the number of those errors in their own presentations. The benefit gained through this 
activity far out‐weights the same benefit gained through a straight lecture. 

I have to admit I was surprised at the overwhelming success of this activity. The students were engaged 
and competitive in their debate over the errors. Even the shy, reserved students were drawn into the 
activity before the class session was over. The teams were quick to spot the errors and remember them 
if the same error was repeated later. 
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Perception Teasers ‐ Engaging the typical introductory speech communication students in a meaningful 
discussion on global and cultural perspectives can be a challenging task, especially if the students have 
little or no experience outside their own cultural backgrounds.  For those students who come from rural 
areas or small cities, their minimal personal experiences with other cultures make it difficult for them to 
relate to the material other than at some vague conceptual level.  Meeting the students at this starting 
point requires an activity that provides a means of connecting students with cultural perspectives 
outside the traditional textbook readings. (Spectra, September 2007) 

The majority of our students fall into the previously described category. They are in need of a stepping‐
stone activity to bridge the gap between their personal experiences and their abilities to immerse 
themselves fully into an understanding of cultural perspectives.  I decided to use visual clues in the form 
of “perception teasers” to create these stepping‐stones.  

I selected the Pearson, Nelson, Titsworth and Harter’s Human Communication, 2nd edition text as the 
basis for my “teasers.”  This text addresses such perceptual organization methods as figure and ground, 
closure, and proximity. At the beginning of each class session for a week, I present my students with a 
large poster that portrayed one of these organizational methods.  The students were instructed to 
record (without any discussion) what they saw and then to keep their papers as we would be adding to 
them. The teasers clearly intensified their interest as demonstrated by their inquiries. Attendance was 
up, and they were asking questions as soon as they walked in the door. 

After a week of teasers, I set up ten poster stations around the classroom before class one day. As they 
entered class, students were handed a “What do you see?” handout so they could record their 
responses and as they traveled from station to station. The students were eager to see additional figures 
and anticipated the much awaited explanation/discussion.  After all students recorded their responses, 
students were asked to share their impressions. A lively discussion ensued. Students were fully engaged 
in the learning process. 

The visual stimuli allowed the students to experience what their classmates “saw” and sparked a 
discussion of how physiological factors, past experiences and present conditions play a role in our 
perception.  Shifting the discussion to inform them how they organize stimuli into a meaningful “whole” 
was a natural progression that the students had no trouble understanding.  

The next step is to help understand how they assign meaning to stimuli.  At this point I remind them 
that, “The more ambiguous the stimuli, the more room for interpretation” (Pearson, et. al. 38). Referring 
back to the poster teasers, this is an easy connection for the students to comprehend.  

This is the optimal time to begin a discussion on cultural perceptions. I find my students are better 
equipped to tackle the ensuing discussions having completed the introductory assignment.  

These are but a few of a many strategies that I use in the classroom and have found to be effective in 
creating and maintaining an atmosphere optimal for learning to occur. Finding creative, innovative, and 
sometimes just fun, ways to present content not only assists the learning process for the students, but 
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helps me as a professor avoid burn‐out. Look for your own ways to adapt these ideas, or, create your 
own – techniques, tools and toys.  
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ABSTRACT 

Addressing the Transition from Advanced to Superior  

in the Foreign Language Curriculum 

 

How do you get students who are able to handle with relative ease concrete discussions 

of descriptive and narrative nature to carry that fluency and accuracy into abstract 

discussions?  When it comes to supporting opinion and hypothesizing, or dealing with 

unfamiliar topics—the hallmarks of Superior-level proficiency--Advanced-level speakers 

start falling apart.  Short of living in the target culture for extended periods of time, what 

can advanced students do to progress beyond their plateau of terminal comfort?  This 

session will report on an experimental course designed to do just that, and the 

extraordinary success of that course where linguistic and cognitive “stretching” was the 

goal. Participants will come away with a new way of looking at language learning in 

upper-division courses. 

 

Chantal P. Thompson 

Brigham Young University 
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 “CURRY POWDER: EATING INDIAN(S)” 

In the seventeenth century and throughout the eighteenth, spices transformed 

British cooking; Britons were integrating the exotic flavors of nutmeg, coriander, clove, 

mace, coriander, ginger, cinnamon, and aniseed into their recipe books.  Truly, the worlds 

of “home” and “abroad” converged in the kitchen as British cooks experimented with the 

flavors of far away. During this time there was also an explosion of cookbooks directed at 

family cooks, housewives, servants, and “proper ladies.” Spices like turmeric, cayenne 

pepper, and Jamaican pepper (allspice) came into general use in England through the 

increasing use of cookbooks. For cooks in the eighteenth century, preparing a recipe 

became an act of globalization – replete with the unpleasantries of British exploitation 

and colonialism. This paper is concerned with British and Indian colonial identities, 

particularly of the British colonizer; strategies of imperialist domination, particularly 

dissolution and incorporation of the colonized “exotic” culture; and the material and 

symbolic function of curry powder within colonial discourse.  

By looking closely at recipes for curry in eighteenth century British cookbooks, I 

will discuss the materiality of the recipes and the colonizing tendency within them that 

renders and marks Indians as both “exotic” and “other.” Tracking the historical 

development of “curry” in Anglo-Indian culture during the latter part of the eighteenth 

century is an important way of understanding British colonialism within the frame of 

“food imperialism.” Like Uma Narayan in her essay “Eating Cultures: Incorporation, 
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Identity and Indian Food,” I hope to provide not only “ruminations on a variety of 

relationships between food and cultural identity” (63), but also to explore curry and curry 

powder as vehicles for British incorporation of Indian identities – identities inextricably 

bound to food, eating, and bodies.  

In certain historical situations and alongside other theories, the theory of 

incorporation offers a new way of understanding the relationship of colonizer and 

colonized. This paper attempts to conjoin the theories of incorporation and colonial 

discourse – theories that share characteristics and often coincide – within a discussion of 

curry. Through a literal and symbolic incorporation, Anglo-Indian British colonial 

administrators in the eighteenth century took Indian identity “into” their bodies by way of 

curry.  Through a method of incorporation and appropriation, Britons in England ate the 

dissolved identity of the “Indian Other” in the form of curry powder.  

This paper will focus on a method of imperialistic domination – the reduction of 

diversity and dissolution of difference in an attempt to naturalize “the exotic” – to address 

the way that curry functions for Anglo-Indians (the East India Company officials living 

in India), and examine curry powder as a form of material culture that embodies Britain’s 

(the British living in England) need to consume and incorporate the products and people 

of India.  
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A Quest for Identity and an Epiphany about Love:  

About Daddy, a Partition Novel 

  
“I’m nothing. I’m not American, I’m not Hispanic, I’m not from Pakistan, I’m not 

Indian. What am I?” This is the question that Simran, an Indian American protagonist 
in About Daddy asks her parents after she is called an enemy by Farzana, her 
schoolmate who had just migrated from Pakistan. Farzana’s hostility causes Simran’s 
identity crisis.  Simran is forced to look into Farzana’s image of the other, much as 
Calcutta is an “inverted image of the other”, Dhaka, locked into an irreversible 
symmetry by the line”, the “looking-glass border” in Amitav Ghosh’s The Shadow Lines 
(233). 

Meena Arora Nayak’s About Daddy (2000) is a story of Simran’s quest for her 
identity, which is chained to the history of the Partition because of her love for her 
father, again in a way similar to the unnamed narrator in The Shadow Lines (1988) 
whose quest for identity is connected to modern Indian history through his father’s 
cousin, Tridib, his “alter ego” (Urbashi Barat 130; A. N. Kaul 302).  Simran internalizes 
his father’s guilt about India and is led to discover the suppressed story of his desire for 
his lost homeland, much as the narrator of The Shadow Lines imagines Tridib’s life in 
London during World War II and death in Dhaka in the riots of 1964 through his 
memories and those of people around him.  Simran’s father’s guilt leaves his story 
untold, and this silenced story of guilt and love for his homeland crucially influences his 
daughter’s identity formation.  It causes her not only to be burdened with his guilt but 
also to relive the memories of his life in his homeland.  Both Simran and the narrator 
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of The Shadow Line try to discover the silenced stories of their beloved, however, unlike 
the imaginative narrator of The Shadow Line,  Simran not only imagines her father’s 
story, she is also doomed to experience her own guilt when he asks her to sprinkle his 
ashes on the border. 

The story begins with Simran standing on the Indian side of the border to fulfill her 
father’s dying wish. She remembers he told her, “Don’t cremate me in India.” (1). He 
desires his soul to “feel the wound” he “helped inflict as long as it bleeds” (1). His words 
of guilt toward his homeland are repeated again and again in Simran’s mind. 

How are her father’s “bottomless…silent chasms” made visible, and how is his 
silenced story of guilt revealed to his daughter, causing her identity crisis?  She is 
shocked when Farzana, a new girl from Pakistan calls her “enemy, with the contempt of 
a racial slur” (11).  Simran retaliates, but Farzana insists, “Indians are our enemies” 
(11). She answers back “I’m not Indian, I’m American.” But Farzana says, “No, you’re 
not. You’re Indian….” (11). Back at home Simran ignores her mother’s call, goes up to 
her room and puts “all the sheets and blankets and everything into trash bags to be 
given to the people in Bangladesh”(11).  Her mother tries to pacify her and asks what 
happened to her.  Simran answers, “I hate it [the rain]. It’s hurting all those people in 
the new country India made.  I hate it.  I hate you.  I want to be Indian.  Why don’t 
you ever tell me I’m Indian?  You’re Indian, Daddy’s Indian, then how I’m not?” (12)  
Her parents are speechless, but Simran continues:  
 

‘I hate it. I’m nothing. I’m not American, I’m not Hispanic, I’m not from 
Pakistan, I’m not Indian. What am I?’ ‘Sure You’re Indian.’ My mother reached 
to touch my hair again. ‘No, I’m not.’ I jerked my head away. ‘If I am, then 
howcome you never talk to me about India, how come we never go there to visit, 
how come we don’t speak the language of wear the clothes or talk about it? How 
come you never talk to me about India?....’ (12) 

 
She knows she is Indian, but only because her parents are Indians. She has never 
considered being Indian as her own identity, because of her parents’ silence, which is  
broken by her desperate appeal to them. Farzana’s taunt locks her in a space of mirrors 
set facing each other, where she can neither deny being an Indian nor accept it.  
   Her father finally confesses what happened to him and what he did to his people in 
India, ignoring Simran’s mother’s appeal to stop: 
  

‘Because I love India here,’ he touched two fingers to his head, ‘and here.’ He 
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touched the same fingers to his heart. ‘But I hurt her. I hurt India. I hurt her 
very badly.’ …. 

 ‘Because some Hindus and Muslims who didn’t want to live together any 
more started killing each other, and the British, who ruled India at that time, 
divided her into two parts….So the people who lived on the wrong side had to 
leave their homes and go to the side they belonged to. But there were some bad 
people who couldn’t wait for them to leave. They began killing them all’ …. 

 ‘Did the Muslims hurt you, Daddy?’ I touched his head.  
‘Yes. They killed my father, too.’…’Then Gajji [a gym teacher] was killed,’ he 

said almost in whisper….A terrible fear rose up my spine. ‘What did you do, 
Daddy?’ I asked….’I killed a lot of people.’ His voice was cold and faraway as if 
he had entered the realm of the moon. ‘I took Gajji’s sword and hurt the 
Muslims in my neighbourhood.’ …. 

‘No, don’t.’ My mother had moved to stand between Daddy and me as though 
by doing so she would prevent his words from reaching me. ..’ I stood in the 
middle of the marketplace one day and hacked off innocent people who were 
only out to shop. I killed…’ ‘Enough!’ My mother reached to cover his mouth 
with her hand as if to push the words back in. ‘She’s too young.’ ‘I hurt India,’ 
Daddy continued, his voice muffled behind Mummy’s hand. ‘I killed people who 
loved me. I killed the trust between Hindus and Muslims so that they would 
never be able to live together in peace again. I helped divide them forever. I 
helped divide India. I tore her apart. And I left her bleeding and ran away and I 
can never go back.’  (13-14) 

 
After hearing this story, Simran feels bound to his lost homeland. She is burdened with 
his traumatic past. She has not yet internalized his guilt but considers herself as one 
who has to protect him from invisible “relentless pursuers, from India whom he had 
hurt so much” (15).  India appears before her as “relentless pursuers” and “a nemesis” 
as well as “a victim” (15).  She understands her father is both a victim and an aggressor, 
but the crimes he committed are a terrible secret that should be locked away in her 
heart for ever.  She is no longer watching a horror film, she is in it as a fighter to 
protect both him and herself. Thus Simran is bound to India because of her love for her 
father.  

India has often been represented as a female body, the “birth-sister” of Salim Sinai, 
or “Mother India, Bharat Mata” (The Midnight Children 404), but in this text India 
appears not only as a divided nation but also “a nemesis” before a daughter of the 
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Indian diaspora, a new image which undergoes further transformations as the story 
unfolds. 

Interestingly, we see in this text an idea of cause and effect. Daddy as a little boy 
suffers from a near-fatal fever, and according to a holy man it is the effect of his 
mother’s crime in a previous life, when she killed a beggar woman’s little son.  Simran 
sees a vision in which her father covers a crying little girl with “a ragged old quilt,” 
saying, “This is a magic quilt. It makes pain disappear” (23).  This vision comes to her 
when she is in custody in India on charges of spying. Three officials try to extract a 
confession from her by incessant torture and Simran loses consciousness. The magic 
quilt she sees in her dream is the very thing her father’s mother sewed and lay on her 
apparently dying son’s form, chanting to a beggar “Leave him be. He doesn’t belong to 
me. He is a beggar just like you. He has no one to feed him or love him….” (25).  This 
quilt, it seems, saved his life, and his mother makes her words come true, telling him to 
beg for his food for a year, wearing the quilt.  

This episode strengthens the impression that penance for her father’s crimes is 
Simran’s fate, and the fatality unites the two.  Simran replays the interrogation in her 
mind over and over in prison, and in the process her father’s guilt and her innocence 
“become one”(31). And strangely enough, the crisis which started with Farzana’s taunt 
in her sophomore year at high school seems to end while she is in custody. Nobody is 
chasing her father now because she (a surrogate for Daddy) is taken captive and 
interrogated in his homeland. She sympathized with his pain and guilt, and has been 
scared that invisible pursuers would take him from her.  She was watches over her 
father from outside, but now his crimes are fused with her innocence, and she sees them 
from within as her own guilt. 

Now let us look more closely at how this relentless chase began. One day she went 
to Farzana’s house to pick up some books and met her grandmother who had just come 
from Lahore. She saw the right sleeve of her shirt was empty. ‘What happened to your 
grandmother’s arm?’ she asked Farzana. ‘Someone cut it off a long time ago during the 
Partition riots back home,’ she said.  Simran panicked and rushed to her bathroom to 
vomit.  All she could remember was seeing “Daddy standing in a street hacking at 
people with a sword over and over again, slicing off heads and arms….”(35).  She does 
all she can to protect her father from Farzana’s grandmother’s supposed vengeful 
pursuit. She even makes up a story of horror to tell a psychiatrist and leads him to 
suggest a transfer to another school, which guarantees that her father’s identity will be 
safeguarded.  Thus she eludes Farzana, but the “nightmare of her grandmother 
hounding Daddy”(37)  “lay dormant in some fear-ridden space” in her mind” (37). 
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Later, in Daddy’s homeland, Simran learns about how he was loved and accepted  
not only by his family but also by Amjad’s (his schoolmate’s) Muslim family, who 
fostered him after his mother’s death and his father’s disappearance. The discovery of 
this story of his childhood and the days before the Indian Partition runs parallel with 
her mingling with the other women convicts while she is in custody.  Sultana, a Muslim 
student who has been labeled as a terrorist because she killed some Hindu students, is 
one of them.  Simran is deeply involved in her family’s tragedy. 

 
I write about Daddy and Sultana, youth lost in blind rage and revenge. I 

write about India, the country my father lamented in his dreams and loved in 
his death. I write about myself, an unwilling participant forced into the midst 
of it all and now hopelessly involved. That night, lying under the blanket, I see 
Daddy’s horrifying image replaced by Sultana’s. (112) 

 
Innocent though Simran is, her father’s guilt becomes her own through her days of 
imprisonment. How do her friendship with Sultana and Simran’s sense of guilt lead her 
into the depth of Indian Muslims’ lives? Simran makes a life-risking search for 
Sultana’s brother and decides to stay with his family in Karim Gali, Muslim resident 
quarters which were attacked and set on fire by a Hindu group.  

Why does Simran feel she should stay “amidst the terrorism and danger (166)”?  
She says: 

 
‘Daddy,’ I whisper, ‘I know your guilt now.’ I know that I cannot leave this 

country till I have delivered his ashes to the penance he craved. I also know I 
cannot abandon him to an eternity of that penance. I know I cannot leave now, 
because I am my father’s daughter. (163) 

 
The phrase “I am my father’s daughter,” which is repeated over again after this, is the 
crucial step to regain her lost identity as an Indian.  She identifies herself in this way 
for the first time when she visits Karim Gali and sees the victims of communal violence.  
Suddenly, she sees them as “inheritors of Daddy’s legacy” (160): 
 

These could have been the very same people in Lahore, the people Daddy 
massacred in his mindless rage. There are so many apologies I want to offer 
them, so many amends I want to make. How can I leave now? (160) 
How does one apologize for the murder of loved ones, for the betrayal of one’s 
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own, for being the daughter of a man who poisoned the very soil meant to 
nurture? (162) 

 
She also says, “…because that’s what Daddy created I want to help undo some of what 
he started. I want to stay here and renew the bonds he broke…. I want Daddy to stop 
weeping inside me….I want to help him find peace” (166).  Though India is still “a 
country that is foreign” (171) to her, because Sultana and other convicts are kind to her, 
she sees the continuance of a spiritual bondfrom the days when her father lived in 
India. 

“I am my father’s daughter” (172). When does this refrain end? Does Simran 
remain bound in this way? Let us look at a crucial scene during Shvrati, a Hindu 
festival in which Simran sees Kalida die trying to keep some sadhus from advancing to 
the road leading to the masjid.  Kalida, a leader of CCPH (a peace organization) 
says, ’If any Hindu crosses over to this road, he will have to cross over my body 
first—my body, a brahmin’s body’ (289)  And indeed they step on Kalida’s body.  
Simran sees “Muslim youth pour out of the masjit waving staffs and swords….”(289). 
And then, an explosion occurs. Simran sees grey smoke rise from the masjit and 
crumbling bricks. She feels pain in her fingers, tries to move her arm, and finds it sticky 
with blood.  The bag which contains her father’s ashes is torn open.  “In a frenzy I 
begin to scoop Daddy’s ashes from the ground into my lap—the ashes and the soil and 
the debris and bits of bone and flesh” (290).  

Simran attends the last rites for Kalida and sees Kalida’s face “glows as if a sun is 
growing within him” (291).  “It is like the afterglow of an ecstasy, or a sudden flowering 
of an epiphany.  In that instant, I am filled with such envy for Kalida, I lay my head on 
his chest and breathe in his death smell” (291). 

What is revealed to Simran by Kalida’s death? Let us look at the ending. Simran 
comes back to her home, and happens to watch the evening news, which shows “a clip of 
the masjid” like “an ancient ruin” (292) on the screen. And Simran’s monologue-like 
narrative follows: 

 
One time I remember I asked Daddy if he missed India.  ‘Like a lover,’ he 

said, holding a hand over his heart as if to contain the broken pieces within. 
I remember the radiance on Kalida’s face.  How blind I have been.  I saw 
Daddy suffer all his life and assumed it was his guilt that consumed him.  
When all along, what he was really suffering from was the epiphany of love…. 
Perhaps in such a love affair, there is only a continuum—from Daddy’s 
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heartbreak to Kalida’s consummation. That is why Daddy didn’t let me 
annihilate his pain in the obliterating waters of the Ganga, but chose instead, 
to mingle with the soil of India, bloodied though it might be.         

Realizing at last that I have delivered his soul not to peace, not to penance, 
but to ecstasy, I pull out my right hand from within the blanket. (292-93)   

 
In this epiphany, India is not only a victim and a nemesis but also the loved one to him. 
Now his desire is realized.  What does his desire signify?  Is it an ultimate hymn to 
India?  How is the ecstasy of death in love related to Simran’s subject formation?  How 
does her identification as her father’s daughter end? 
    Here let us examine how Simran experienced her father’s death: 
 

I didn’t shed a single tear when he passed away.  His pain and the promise I 
made him to alleviate it, weighed too heavily in my heart.  My father may 
be dead to the world, but for me he still thrashes in the throes of death, my 
bereavement still awaits (78). 
 

  Simran can share his pain and guilt with him, but when she discovers his love 
affair with his homeland, she finds she can not follow him.  At this moment her 
identification as her father’s daughter seems to end.  She could deliver his soul to 
ecstasy, which stopped the crying in her heart, to which she was bound at all times.  
Kalida is a key figure, who mediates Simran’s awakening to her father’s true story, that 
he was suffering not from his guilt but from the epiphany of his love for India.  Simran 
sees on Kalida face a jouissance of death in love, which seems to project her father’s own 
ecstasy. This is the sub-textual structure of desire in this text, desire for a lost object, 
the mother’s body signified by Mother India.  

This desire for the mother’s body lurks underneath the surface narratives of many 
texts. In E. M. Forster’s A Passage to India (1924) it lurks under the surface narrative of 
cross-cultural friendship.  In The Longest Journey (1907) the mother figure is split 
between the two Mrs Elliotts: Agnes (Mrs Elliot as Rickie’s wife), a fallen woman figure; 
and Mrs Elliott (Rickie’s mother) a good mother figure, an ever-lasting earth figure with 
whom Ricki’s dead body is to be fused. In A Passage to India the desire for the maternal 
body lurks underneath the narrative of triadic relationships among Mrs Moore, Aziz 
and Adela. Mrs Moore becomes the core of absence which signifies an original lost object, 
the mother’s body as the object of not only Aziz’s explicit desire—seen in his way of 
looking at her as the sacred—but also Adela’s implicit desire for Mrs Moore—seen in her 
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absolute reliance on Mrs Moore’s power, her goodness and wisdom.  
 Githa Harihran’s short story “The Remains of the Feast” (1992) deals with the 

theme of female subject formation in the context of mother-and-daughter fiction 
through the representation of a 90-year-old Brahmin woman (Rukmini) who violates a 
food taboo.  We also find a desire for the mother’s body in the representation of the 
blood which defiles Dracula’s victims (Dracula 1897).  It occurs, too, in the violation of 
incest taboo and the high caste widow’s forbidden love affair with the untouchable youth 
in The God of Small Things (1997).  Hariharan’s The Thousand Faces of Night (1992) is 
also full of blood, its forbidden love affairs and polluting objects flowing out of bodies 
which blur “the boundary of the self ’s clean and proper body” (Kristeva, Powers of 
Horror 75).  The desire for the maternal body is signified as a desire for the violation of 
a boundary which the maternal body does not respect. In About Daddy,  we also find 
such polluting objects which threaten identity: in Daddy’s ashes and Simran’s blood 
mingled with the Indian soil, which is itself already long bloodied, and in Kalida’s dead 
body and “his death smell” which Simran breathes.  

 About Daddy is, as the narrator says, about Daddy and about the India he 
“lamented in his dreams and loved in his death” (112), but it is also about Simran and  
Sultana, who replaces Daddy because she has also lost her youth in “blind rage and 
revenge”.  Everything that happens to Simran and everyone she meets lead her to 
realize her father’s epiphany of love for India ultimately, which enables her to accept his 
death in love, break the spell of her guilt-ridden identification with him, and release her 
from the role of caring wife-mother.  

 Simran and her father are bound as accomplices in his crimes like Siamese twins. 
At the moment Simran opens a Pandora’s box, asking Daddy to tell his untold story, she 
is possessed by his fate and internalizes his “weeping,” much like Adela in A Passage to 
India  is possessed by her “echo” after Marabar. 

Bapsi Sidhwa’s Ice-Candy-Man (1988) delineates how the titular figure, an 
aggressor, feels, but just a few Partition novels have dealt with the theme of betrayal 
and guilt.  Simran’s obsessive guilt reminds us of Adela’s own.  Adela’s trifling action 
of striking the wall to start an echo in the Marabar cave is represented as a fatal deed, 
equivalent to Eve’s rebellion against God, through Adela’s paranoiac sense of guilt.  
After Marabar, Adela is obsessed with a sense of primary sin and degradation 
equivalent to Eve’s.  She is annoyed by the “echo” which she started in the cave. It 
chases her incessantly like a “ghost”.  Adela’s desire to go back into the primeval desert 
represents both her sense of degradation and that of the whole human race. 

  Simran similarly feels she should stay in the midst of terrorism and danger, help 
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Sultana’s family, and renew the bonds Daddy broke, but Arun, a journalist insists the 
misguided people during the Partition should not be blamed for today’s problems and  
maintains that Simran’s guilt is “self-imposed” (212) and self-destructive.  Maybe he is 
right, her sacrificial deeds are too absurd, but this text represents memorably how one 
can be spell-bound by an absurd sense of guilt, though the representation guilt as an 
“echo” in A Passage to India is much more impressive and subtly delineated.   
     In About Daddy, the combination of a daughter’s quest for identity and a diaspora 
father’s desire for his lost homeland, the main narrative a Siamese twin-like, almost 
incestuous father-and–daughter relationship, is uniquely structured among Partition 
novels.  However, the questions of Muslim minorities in modern India and violence as a 
means to peace are raised are abandoned halfway, making it a lesser work than 
Forster’s masterpiece.     
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The study intends to investigate whether the developed poststructural feminist 

pedagogical model can bring positive effects on students’ English learning 

achievement in terms of listening, vocabulary, grammar, and reading. A 

quasi-experimental design is used in the study. The English achievement test is the 

quantitative instrument employed in this study, and the semi-structured interviews are 

designed to collect the possible difficulties and advantages experienced in the 

poststructural feminist classroom. Based on the findings derived from this study, it is 

found that the students instructed in the poststructural feminist English classroom 

display significantly better English learning achievement than those exposed to the 

traditional instruction. The results from the research are supposed to provide English 

teachers a chance to be acquainted with the poststructural feminist pedagogical model 

and to offer teachers a chance to empower students to facilitate class instruction. 

   

Keywords: Banking education, poststructural feminist pedagogy, English learning 

achievement, empowerment 
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Abstract:  

The purpose of this study is to investigate whether the students under the portfolio 

assessment have greater satisfaction on the writing class than those under the 

traditional test assessments. Viewing that traditional product-oriented assessments 

cannot give a complete picture of the students’ growth and cannot validly evaluate 

their performance, the researchers develop a writing portfolio assessment framework, 

an instructional procedure, and a writing scoring rubric for the writing class to reflect 

students’ progress with their writing. A student satisfaction questionnaire and 

interviews are used to elicit whether the portfolio assessment can offer an effective 

and continuous measure of students’ learning outcome and progress in the writing 

course. The results show that the students under the portfolio assessment have greater 

satisfaction on the writing class than those under the traditional test assessment in 

terms of instructional objective, instructional material/method, teacher’s qualities, 

class climate/environment, assessment, and overall satisfaction. The results reveal that 

compared to the traditional assessments, the portfolio assessment is more 

individualized and holistic. In addition, being active participants in their learning 

process, students are offered a chance to reflect upon their development, growth, and 

progress over time.  

Key Words: Portfolio assessment, student satisfaction, scoring rubric  
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Asian Written Characters and the Avant-garde 
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« Il faut que notre intelligence s'habitue à comprendre synthético-
idéographiquement au lieu d'analytico-discursivement. » (Guillaume 
Apollinaire.) [Our minds must get used to thinking synthetico-ideographicly, 
instead of analytico-discursively.] 
 
In the quotation above, poet Guillaume Apollinaire expresses the essential concept 
not only of the 20th century avant-garde, but also of computers, the internet, nuclear 

fission. This movement toward the 
ideogrammatic is one of the central elements of 
the 20th century avant-garde. It represents a 
vision that characterizes the approach of 
Futurism, Dada, and Surrealism. In the second 
half of the 20th century Lettrism has been the 
leading avant-garde movement in Europe, and it 
has continued to emulate Apollinaire’s dictum.  
 

pollinaire started this with his own 

ombines 

 in the 

e 

 

 

 

A
“Calligrammes,” where he wrote 
poems in shapes that imitate the 
theme of the text; the word 
“calligrammes” obviously c
calligraphy and ideagrams. He 
sometimes used handwriting, as
example of the woman in a hat, and 
other times has lines of type that hav
been curved or scattered depending 
on the theme, as in the dove hovering
above a sonnet shaped as a fountain 
in “La Colombe poignardée et le jet 
d’eau.” The idea of shaped verse was
not new in Western literature; there 
are examples as far back as the Greek
Anthology in 5th century BCE Greece, and throughout the ages poets have 
occasionally chosen to create poems in the shapes of bottles, crosses, musical 
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instruments. What became revolutionary in the 20th century was the ideogrammatic 
use of text on the page, sacrificing literal reading for the visual impact.  

he 

 
In Futurism the “Parole in libertà” invented by Marinetti became ideogrammatic 
compositions, such as in this page from “Zang Tumb Tuuum.” 

 
In Dada we find similar texts, which 
are even more graphic and less 
readable. This cover by Francis 
Picabia gives an indication.  

 
The Surrealists moved even farther 
away from the readable text, 

composing  ideogrammatic images such as this portrait of Eluard by Salvador Dali. In 
this composition the recognizable face is enhanced with other iconic and suggestive 

images to make up the complete ideogram. This 
same approach is doubtless part of what made t
collage so popular among the Surrealists. 
 
Less well known is the Lettrist movement, which 
is the successor to this ideogrammatic tradition, 
in particular as the logical progression after 
Dada. While the movement began as essentially 
auditory, it soon moved to visual texts composed 
of letters and signs from all languages. These 
evolved into compositions in books, painting, 
photography, sculpture, film and architecture 
with a strong ideogrammatic impulse. 
Eventually, all the Lettrists developed their own 
style with characteristic signs and ideograms. 
François Poyet, who has an interest in Asia, 
creates images that suggest Chinese characters; 
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Gérard-Philippe Broutin has always admired 
the Egyptians, and uses hieroglyphics signs. 
Alain Satié does not connect to any particular 
writing tradition, but has elegant 
ideogrammatic signs and signatures in 
cartouches. The following example is an 
iconic representation of Satié’s work in black 
and white; this is a low relief wooden form 
used as a wall hanging. The Broutin 
photograph illustrates his continued use of 
the hierglyphic sign.   

 
 
 
 
The development of Chinese characters for writing, known as kanji in Japanese, has 
an interesting genesis in the second millennium BC, starting with pictograms that are 
based on nature. The systematic written language led to an early flourishing of 
Chinese culture, and calligraphy is still revered today. There are still lots of clearly 

se characters. The character for forest, for instance, 
looks very much like a multiplicity of trees. In The 
Nature of the Chinese Character, Barbara Aria 
discusses the further development of the languag
When new characters were added, they had to go 
beyond the simply pictorial. One method of creatin
new words was through metaphorical joining of 

characters; hence a commonly cited example is the combination of mother and child 
to form “love.” Another clear example is. a field, plus strength, yields “man,” as seen 
in the character below.  

graphic representations in Chine

e: 

g 

 
Another method, more prevalent, is the composite 
character. They use the pictorial as a “radical” for the 
meaning and then additional signs add phonetic 
references.  
 
Today about ninety percent of Chinese characters are 

“pictophonetic,” according to the author of Things Chinese. This means that phonetic 
markers such as the sound “ba” may be combined with a meaning such as “fu” for 
father (the crossed strokes on top) to create the character for father, usually presented 
as a double sound: 
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Attraction to the way Chinese characters are 
designed and used was recognized by Ernest 
Fenollosa: His essay, The Chinese Written 
Character as a Medium for Poetry was edited 
by Ezra Pound and published in 1936. 
Fenollosa knew how Chinese was formed, and 
felt that it gave Chinese poetry an advantage, i
that it “has the unique advantage of combining both elements. It speaks at once wit
the vividness of painting and the mobility of sounds.” 

n 
h 

 
An example which Fenollosa highlights to show the visual enhancement of poetry 
when written in Chinese characters is the prose sentence, “man sees horse.” When he 
writes out these words across the page, he observes that all the characters have legs, 
and the movement of the concept of seeing is remarkable. “Legs belong to all three 
characters: they are alive. The group holds something of the quality of a continuous 
moving picture.”  
 

 
 
Fenollosa’s enthusiasm correlates to an interest expressed by 
Japanese poets in the curious appearance of the Roman 
alphabet, as Karl Young reports in his introduction to the work 
of Kitasono Katue, Oceans beyond monotonous space. 
Meanwhile, an interaction between the Asian avant-garde and 
the Western European avant-garde has continued to percolate. 
As recounted by Young, this relationship was never an equal 
exchange, but it still enabled both traditions to develop and 
expand. In Katue’s “plastic poetry,” the poet sometimes tore or 
crumpled pieces of Western newspapers to form a collage that 
he would photograph.  
 
For decades I have been exploring and writing about the visual and ideogrammatic 
elements in poetry. This path has led me to investigations and even involvement with 
the current intermedia avant-garde in Europe and America; I have been especially 
close to the Lettrists in France, and to a lesser degree, the Inists in Italy. The result has 
been a reinforcement of my awareness of the ideogrammatic drive. Thus it was with 
great anticipation that I accepted a position that allowed me to live in China, home of 
the ideogram, for half a year. The rest of this paper deals with the observations I have 
made over the past months, with images and ideas I have collected in various 
locations in China.  
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This research is therefore a work in progress; I have 
been looking at the use of Chinese characters in 
situations that relate to the avant-garde: in combination 
with Western writing, in enhanced forms (such as for 
advertising) or even in experimental works. The 
following are some of the examples I have collected, 
followed by some tentative conclusions.  
 
An exhibition of contemporary art from Hubei 
Province, shown at the Fine Arts Literature Arts Center 
in Wuhan, included several works by Zhang Quan, who 
states in his wall notes that he is “trying to show the 

tension of the inseparable bond with traditional culture.” He thus mixes traditional 
ground ink with advertising black ink and writes on rice paper with minute strokes to 
form his images. One of these is a very large panel with the characters for “Flying 
Dragon,” shown here in its museum setting. This is not a new idea, but rather a 
painterly adaptation of what is still practiced by expert calligraphers to exploit the 
medium. For instance, on a street in Xi’An, the ancient western city at the start of the 
old Silk Road, there are artisans and craftsmen who offer a variety of traditional arts. 
This includes carving characters onto stones for ink seals, personalized musical 
instruments (with on the spot lessons), painting and calligraphy. This photo shows the 
work of one calligrapher, preparing a scroll for sale. 
 

 
 
Such work is of course in the mainstream, and I was looking for expansion of the 
concept of calligraphy and ideograms. For instance, back in the Shu dynasty of the 
Three Kingdoms era (third century CE), the brother of Emperor Liu Bei was 
imprisoned and wanted to express his devotion, so he wrote a poem where the 
characters were hidden in a drawing of bamboo leaves. This was at some point incised 
into a stele that is now in Baidi City, the burial spot of Liu Bei. Even today 
unexpecting Chinese fail to see the characters in the bamboo until it is pointed out to 
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them. At Baidi City rubbings of t
stele are sold, so here is an imag
it. There is a similar sort of work in
the “Stele Forest” museum of 
Xi’An, with the title, “The God of
Literature.” It has a more 
expressive extension of the 
characters into a human figure. 

his 
e of 

 

 

 
Just as in the Western tradition this 
sort of creativity was seen as 
unimportant, these works appear to 
be treated more as curiosities to show tourists (including Chinese 
tourists), and not so much as expressions of the artistic 
possibilities of writing. Thus it has been somewhat disappointing 

to explore Chinese advertising calligraphy. There are displays in neon lights, but they 
do not expand on the basic shape of the calligraphic style. The night time display is 
exciting to the Western eye, but probably normal to Chinese viewers. This image 
shows a street corner in Wuhan with a 24 hour ATM and a Brazilian Barbecue 
restaurant. Beside it is a display ad on a city bus. The most interesting from a display 
standpoint is an image from a Chinese McDonald’s placemat: the character says 
“Food,” which can also be read as “Eat!” 
 

       
 
This sign on a bar in the Hou Hai district of Beijing has combined the English word 
“sexy” with red lips to reinforce the idea. The bar’s wordplay name is “The Ultimate 
Lovely Bar, Yeah?” The lips thus become ideogrammatic for the kiss. 
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I have only found a limited number of graffiti in China. There seems to be a general 
respect for public property that restrains the graffiti impulse, so there is a rather 
refreshing absence of tags defacing the walls and the subway. However, it is 
impossible to hold back lovers, so occasional stories and declarations appear on trees, 
bamboo and rocks. These make use of additional icons and signs, especially the heart, 
which may become a new Chinese (and universal) character. The lovers’ tree below 
has classic examples, even using the English “I” with the heart; the lovers nearby 
were not disturbed by my camera when I recorded it. 
 

 
 
The most extravagant exploration of the Asian character that I have encountered is the 
work of Chinese artist Xue Bing. The best way to enjoy his work is through a web site 
that has an interactive performance of one of his sculptural pieces; the URL is 
http://www.asia.si.edu/exhibitions/online/xubing/default.html.  This particular 
example is a morphing of the earliest o
a drawing of a bird, then continuing o
deconstruct it into the English word “
These few slides can suggest what happ
in the interactive site:  
 
 

racle bone scratchings into Chinese writing and 
n to 
Bird.” 

ens 
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This example at the high tech end complements the low level end of technical input 
seen in the scratchings on bamboo and drawing on trees. The Avant-garde must 
approach technology only in order to stay competitive with other artistic tendencies.  
 
My conclusions cannot be final. They are only suppositions based on the information 
I have been able to gather. First, it seems clear that the ideogram is a powerful image 
that is going to be used by any group seeking distinction. The stronger the icon, the 
greater the advantage.  
 
It is interesting that the ideogram is so central to the Chinese writing system, yet has 
not been de-contextualized sufficiently to make it an object of artistic expression 
separate from its meaning. By contrast, Western writing has become far enough 
removed from the pictorial origins of the alphabet that artists seem to be working 
back to the ideogrammatic design. This is especially true in the avant-garde, where 
the ideogram is a challenge to standard writing and linear thought.  
 
The Asian ideogram is a strong icon of a culture, and each character has a different 
meaning that can be adapted to multiple uses. This means that the Asian ideogram 
remains a powerful tool for the visual poetry avant-garde. It has not been fully 
exploited, but it may come into its own in a near future that is infused with the 
principles and opportunities of both language forms.  
 
 
 
 
Bibliographic Notes. 
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Revising the Myth of Motherhood: Buchi Emecheta’s 

The Joys of Motherhood 

With the emergence of female writers like Flora Nwapa, Grace Ogot, Bessie 

Head, and Mariama Bâ, the world of African fiction, which used to a domain of male 

writers, faces an enormous challenge to its authority. In their attempts to distinguish 

their works from those of their male counterparts, these women writers reject the 

traditional male point view and exploration of male experience. By focusing their 

novels on female characters and their experience, they have rescued women from 

their marginal positions in African literature (either as female characters or as women 

writers) and led the reading public to see the African world from a different angel. 

Because the events in their novels are viewed and interpreted from the perspectives of 

their heroines, this practice of female novelists has undoubtedly posed a threat to the 

male literary tradition. Among all the African female novelists, the Nigerian Buchi 

Emecheta remains the most prolific and the one who has received the most critical 

acclaim. Apart from her continuous challenge to “traditional male attitudes to gender 

roles” (Petersen 283), her castigation of the injustices done to women by patriarchal 

institutions has won her the place of being the most important and probably the most 

feminist African woman writer. With her unrivaled gift for creating convincing female 

characters, Emecheta in her novels presents every stage of the African woman’s life 

and the various forces that shape her life. Her first two novels, In the Ditch and 

Second Class Citizen, are autobiographical works which recount her own struggles in 

London as a triply oppressed black woman.1 The next three novels she 

published—The Bride Price, The Slave Girl, and The Joys of Motherhood—are set in 

her hometown Nigeria and recount the life stories of Igbo women living in different 

periods (precolonial, colonial, and postcolonial). The Joys of Motherhood, the fifth 
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novel by Emecheta, is generally considered her best novel not only because it covers 

the entire life of an African woman but also because of the heavy irony that lies in the 

book. As one of the recurrent themes in African literature, motherhood is traditionally 

represented by male writers such as Chinua Achebe as a symbol for “maternal love, 

protection and comfort” (Umeh 39) and is usually delineated as the only route to a 

woman’s self-fulfillment. In their eyes, “the only good woman is the woman who 

slaves for her children, no matter what the cost” (qtd. in Nfah-Abbenyi 46). While the 

majority of male writers tend to idealize the image of the African mother, many 

women writers seek to deconstruct the stereotypical depiction of women and 

challenge the happy endings for mothers prevalent in male writings. Building her 

story on the widespread assumption that children bring joys to their mothers, 

Emecheta nevertheless prepares a poignant scene for her readers at the very end of the 

novel—the heroine Nnu Ego’s lonely death at a roadside despite her being a prolific 

mother. “The joys of motherhood [thus] turn out to be the sorrows of motherhood” 

(Nnoromele 188), for what Nnu Ego has experienced in her lifetime is obviously 

nothing but endless enslavement. This treatment of the self-sacrificing African mother, 

coupled with the novel’s heavily ironic title, clearly highlights the writer’s intention to 

subvert and rewrite the myth of motherhood.  

The Joys of Motherhood, in Nancy Topping Bazin’s words, “explores the evils 

not of motherhood but of what Adrienne Rich calls ‘the institution of 

motherhood’2—that is, the way in which a woman’s role as mother is used to render 

her an inferior, second-class citizen” (37). While motherhood is an experience 

exclusively for women, the institution of motherhood is controlled by males, who 

assign meanings to this female experience. In other words, it is men that interpret 

what it means to be a mother for women “through male authorities and structures, 
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through religion, myth, science, politics, economics” (Christian 212). To speak out 

their objections against the patriarchal institution of motherhood, female writers break 

themselves from the traditional male stance and turn to relate their experience of 

motherhood and thereby interpret the value of motherhood for themselves. This is 

exactly what Emecheta has in mind in narrating how Nnu Ego’s identity and destiny 

are conditioned by the notion of motherhood. Showing that a woman’s life can be a 

real tragedy if her existence “remains circumscribed by motherhood alone” (qtd. in 

Nfah-Abbenyi 41), she calls into question the value placed on motherhood by male 

writers. In additional to the ideology of motherhood, other patriarchal institutions 

such as the bride price and polygamy are also what the novelist intends to criticize for 

their contribution to women’s inferiority in societies. 

In her discussion of the connection between motherhood and the construction of 

an African woman’s identity and subjectivity, Juliana Makuchi Nfah-Abbenyi aptly 

states that the possible reason for male and female writers’ preoccupation with the 

theme of motherhood is that “[it] is so closely linked to understanding African 

women’s lives and identities within their sociocultural contexts” (35). In traditional 

African societies, a woman’s capacity to bear children, especially male ones, 

determines her status in her husband’s household and her reputation in her community. 

Of course, such a phenomenon is not uniquely African but can be found in most 

traditional cultures in which the role of mother is imposed upon women as their sole 

identity. Motherhood and son preference are of so much importance that “[t]he 

‘barren’ African woman is seen as an incomplete woman” (Christian 216), and a 

woman who bears only girls for her husband is deemed as inferior in a polygamous 

marriage. This accounts for Nnu Ego’s attempt at suicide after her loss of “the child 

that told the world that she is not barren” (62) and Adaku’s being reminded of her 
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being a nobody in the Owulum family in that she is only a mother of daughters. The 

fact that such beliefs concerning motherhood are firmly held by both men and women 

is also reflected by the response of the crowd who try to stop Nnu Ego from drowning 

herself. At first they cannot understand why a woman with a family would ever think 

of killing herself. After being informed of the reason for her irrational behavior, 

however, they come to regard her reaction as completely understandable and 

acceptable, for “they all [agree] that a woman without a child [is] a failed woman” 

(62). Traditionally, it is also a woman’s ability to procreate that makes her a real 

woman. “[Having] been brought up to believe that children [make] a woman” (219), 

Nnu Ego considers the existence of her son the only proof of her womanhood. 

According to this logic, when she loses her son, she not only loses her identity but 

also her womanhood. Under the influence of these traditional notions, Nnu Ego utters 

an outcry on the bridge which best illustrates her internalization of the equation 

between motherhood and womanhood: “I am not a woman any more! I am not a 

mother any more!” (62). All her life she has always wanted to be a woman and a 

mother, and she is so obsessed with the idea of becoming a mother that “[she doesn’t] 

know how to be anything else but a mother” (222). When she is suddenly deprived of 

the child who gives meaning to her life, she feels that it is better to die than to live as 

a childless woman. Such madness, when juxtaposed with the title of the novel, 

inevitably raises a question—where are the so-called joys of motherhood, then? 

Beginning the novel with a chapter describing a mother’s madness rather than the joys 

that a mother is supposed to feel, Emecheta conveys her message—there can be no 

joys at all when one’s faith in motherhood is carried to extremes—both clearly and 

effectively.   

 Aside from their endorsement of the centrality of motherhood to a woman’s 
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identity, the onlookers who stop Nnu Ego make it clear that women do not live for 

themselves. The purpose of their existence is to serve those around them, especially 

the male ones—their fathers, husbands, and their sons. In their eyes, Nnu Ego does 

not have the right to end her life simply because she has a husband and a newborn at 

home to take care of. Instead of showing any concern for her or enquiring her of the 

motive behind her behavior, Nwakusor, a fellow Ibuza man, accuses her of failing in 

her duties to her husband and her son by trying to kill herself: “What are trying to do 

to your husband, your father, your people and your son who is only a few weeks old? 

You want to kill yourself, eh? Who is going to look after your baby for you? You are 

shaming your womanhood, shaming your motherhood” (61). Later a woman in the 

crowd even goes so far as to slap Nnu Ego on the face and rebukes her for “disgracing 

the man who paid for [her]” (62). This statement seems to indicate that Nnu Ego has 

no right to her life, and that it is owned by her husband since the moment he paid her 

bride price. As soon as the onlookers are told of Nnu Ego’s plight, however, consoling 

words from these people start to pour on her. Even the woman who has just slapped 

her tries to comfort her with her personal experience: she embraces life despite the 

fact that out of her six babies only two have survived. Unfortunately, their good will 

and kind words fail to work on Nnu Ego. For the following few months, she continues 

to mourn for her lost son until her childhood friend Ato comes to visit her. Her 

difficulty in getting over the loss of her son demonstrates the detrimental effects that 

overemphasis on motherhood can have on women.        

Although the story of Nnu Ego’s first marriage takes up only a few pages, there 

is no denying that it is meant as a critique of Igbo patriarchy. In her first marriage, 

Nnu Ego’s misery is caused by the low status of barren women in rural Ibuza. A few 

months after the marriage, due to her inability to conceive, injustices are done to her 
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by her husband Amatokwu: she is first replaced by a new wife and is soon reduced to 

a farm help to harvest yams. In response to her plea for sympathy, Amatokwu 

callously tells her that he is too busy to “waste [his] precious male seed” (32) on an 

infertile woman. With her husband focusing all his attention on his new wife, Nnu 

Ego grows more and more attached to the new wife’s son, whom she helps to look 

after and breastfeeds secretly. In the end, her yearning for a child of her own becomes 

so desperate that at one time the idea of running away with the younger woman’s 

child does flash into her mind. At the same time, she cries day and night to her chi,3 

asking her to have mercy on a childless woman. Even if her husband continues to 

ignore her, she never gives up the hope of having her own child and makes up her 

mind that she will never leave his house unless she is ordered to leave: “I’ll stay with 

Amatokwu and hope one day to have a child of my own” (33). Her insistence on 

staying with Amatokwu and becoming a mother, later in the same chapter, are echoed 

by her father’s view on her character: she “[has] a singleness of purpose, wanting one 

thing at a time, and wanting it badly” (36). Unlike her mother Ona, an arrogant and 

uncontrolled woman who never stoops to any man, Nnu Ego is a submissive woman 

who accepts Ibuza traditions as she is told to. While her mother dares to defy a 

respectable and powerful man like Agbadi by refusing to be his wife or live with him, 

she resigns herself to all the sufferings inflicted on her by her husband. Strictly 

speaking, her resignation is partly due to her being a motherless child. Without the 

guidance of her mother, she has neither a role model nor the chance to become a 

rebellious woman like Ona. Because she is left to the care of her father, it is entirely 

comprehensible that she grows up to identify more with her father and allows herself 

to believe that a wife and a mother are all she wants to be. Despite her efforts to be a 

good wife, her once happy marriage with Amatokwu ends abruptly with her husband’s 
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discovery of her breastfeeding the young wife’s child.  

The breakdown of her first marriage, nevertheless, does not change Nnu Ego’s 

attitudes toward marriage and motherhood. Instead, she continues to regard them as 

unrivaled routes to female self-actualization, for that is what she has been taught to 

believe. Soon after she recovers some of her beauty and vitality in her father’s 

compound, she is asked by her father if she still wants a husband and a family of her 

own, the eagerness in her voice is unmistakable: “Oh, very much, Father” (38). 

Reading this passage, one cannot help wondering how she manages to pluck up 

enough courage to welcome another marriage in such a short time. When she 

expresses her unshakable faith in the traditional belief that one needs the care of his 

children when one grows old, she does not know that she has sealed her own fate as a 

disillusioned mother by pinning all her hopes on the happiness and comfort that she 

thinks her children (which actually means her sons) are going to bring her. This time 

she has to leave her father and Ibuza to marry a man in Lagos, but she obeys her 

father’s wish as readily as ever. Uneasy as she is about her second marriage, she tries 

to comfort herself with the probability of becoming a prolific mother in the near 

future: “[m]aybe the next time I come back, I shall come back with a string of 

children” (39). Even if her father has asked for her opinion before making the 

decision, it never occurs to Nnu Ego that there can be alternative ways of life to 

marriage and motherhood.  

The Joys of Motherhood, as Nfah-Abbenyi has pointed out, is more about a 

woman’s desire to have many children, a wish that is eventually granted, than about 

her earlier experience of being childless (37). Instead of ending Nnu Ego’s story at the 

point of her life when she bears the stigma of barrenness, Emecheta makes her female 

protagonist suffer from another extremity—having too many children—for the rest of 
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her life. With an irresponsible husband like Nnaife, the “economic precariousness” 

(Christian 241) of their family is certainly a contributing factor to Nun Ego’s unhappy 

motherhood. Unlike men in Ibuza, who are self-sufficient with their farms, men in 

Lagos have to work for the white man and support their family with their meager 

income. During the days when Nnaife becomes jobless with the departure of his white 

master and has no intention of finding a new job, Nnu Ego has to play the role of the 

sole provider and feeds the whole family with the little profit she makes from her 

petty trading. At such a hard time, she finds that she is pregnant with another child, 

and Nnaife’s response shows that this child is not very welcome: “What type of chi 

have you got, eh? When you were desperate for children she would not give you any; 

now that you cannot afford them, she gives them to you” (91). Ironically, in this case 

“Nnu Ego is blamed for becoming pregnant, just as she had been blamed for not 

becoming pregnant” (Christian 241) in her first marriage. In Nnaife’s eyes, what used 

to be the proof of his manhood now becomes only a burden, an excuse used by Nnu 

Ego to push a lazy man like him into action. For all the economic hardships she has to 

suffer in raising her children, Nnu Ego keeps on giving birth to more babies. On the 

one hand, it is because the idea of birth control never occurs to a traditional African 

woman like Nnu Ego. On the other hand, she does so because children are 

traditionally regarded as a woman’s best investments. Whenever she feels depressed, 

she always tells herself that everything will be fine when the boys grow up: “Nnu Ego 

takes her lot, taking comfort in the fact that one day her boys would be men” (161).   

Another important reason for Nnu Ego’s tragedy is her inability to adapt to urban 

life. Living with her husband in Lagos, a city which undergoes rapid transformation 

as a result of colonialism, she finds it hard to accept the changes brought by 

imperialism. For example, she keeps comparing men in Ibuza with men in Lagos. To 
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be more specific, she often finds herself comparing Nnaife with her first husband 

Amatokwu. She despises Nnaife at the first sight of him and cannot believe that he is 

the man she is going to marry. He is a short and fat man “with a belly like a pregnant 

cow” (42), looking totally different from tall and wiry farmers in Ibuza. What is more 

unbearable to her are his job as a washerman of a white woman’s clothes and the fact 

that he takes pride in this humiliating job. In her eyes, these feminized men in Lagos 

who work as the white man’s servants and laborers are by no means the sort of men to 

respect. Worst of all, they have been robbed of their manhood without knowing it and 

behave just like slaves. However, she fails to recognize the contradictions in her 

thoughts. First of all, what is the use of thinking about a man who has abandoned her 

because of her barrenness? Her contempt for her husband only leads to the 

deterioration of their relationship, and her nostalgia for her first marriage simply helps 

to infuriate Nnaife, who threatens to give her a good beating if she dares to mention 

Amatokwu’s name in his house again. Secondly, she tends to forget that she now lives 

in Lagos and that the shift in location surely means different values and lifestyles. 

Whereas Ibuza is a village which remains unaffected by colonialism as yet and is thus 

able to preserve its traditional ways of life, Lagos is a city where people can no longer 

maintain their dignity when their livelihood depends entirely on the white man. 

Frustrated by her marriage with Nnaife and unable to return to her father, Nnu Ego 

adheres to motherhood as the only way to help her out, and above all, her sole source 

of happiness. With the birth of her first son Ngozi, she begins to accept Nnaife as her 

husband since he is the one who has made her a real woman and a mother. For a time, 

she feels that she has achieved her dream of being a mother and secured a happy old 

age for herself until the sudden death of her son puts an end to her happiness. In order 

not to lose her child again, throughout the term of her second pregnancy she gives up 
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her trading and stays at home all day. Holding her second son Oshia in her arms, she 

tells herself that this time she is not going to repeat the mistake of being too occupied 

with her other role as trader. The death of Ngozi leads her to conclude that “[i]t was 

because she wanted to be a woman of Ibuza in a town like Lagos that she lost her 

child” (81). In Ibuza, women make contributions to supplement their husbands’ 

income, but in Lagos she has no elderly family member around to leave her child with 

when she goes out to trade in matches and cigarettes. Unable to strike a balance 

between what is traditionally expected of a woman in Ibuza and the demand of the 

realities in Lagos, she decides to become a full-time mother in order to survive in the 

new environment. In making such a decision, however, she only reduces herself to a 

life prisoner of motherhood.  

Even though Nnu Ego is undoubtedly a victim of patriarchy and colonialism, she 

is in many ways “an active determinant of her own destiny” (Nnoromele 182). By 

arranging her heroine’s lonely death as a friendless woman, Emecheta underscores a 

grave mistake Nnu Ego has made—her being oblivious to “the dire importance of 

female friendship to an individual woman’s survival” (Dubek 202). With a supportive 

female community around her, Nnu Ego could have established lasting friendships 

with some women and thus prevented her lonely death, but she prefers to devote 

herself entirely to her children until it is too late to regret: “Nnu Ego told herself that 

she would have been better off had she had the time to cultivate those women who 

had offered her hands of friendship” (219). As one can easily see, throughout her 

lifetime many women have kindly offered her their help and tried to make life easier 

for her. For instance, during her early days in Lagos, she used to attend the monthly 

gatherings of Ibuza wives, from which she benefits financially. She is taught to start 

her own business with the money she has borrowed from the women’s fund, which 
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enables her to improve the living conditions of her family. In delivering her son Ngozi, 

she receives assistance from her next-door friend Cordelia, who points to the 

necessity of sisterhood for all women: “We are like sisters on a pilgrimage. Why 

should we not help one another?” (53). Following her failed attempt at suicide, a 

woman offers her comfort by reminding her that “infant mortality was an ever-present 

reality of life for Nigerian women” (Nnoromele 183). Hearing of her excessive 

indulgence in self-pity, her friend Ato also tries to help by warning her that “the 

dividing line between sanity and madness [is] a very thin one” (74). After all, losing 

one’s infants is a commonplace that every African woman should learn to come to 

terms with. Ato then moves on to chide her friend for stopping going to the monthly 

meetings and alert her to the dangerous consequence of her isolation from the other 

Ibuza emigrants: “God forbid anything should happen to you here, but if it did, who 

would look after you if not your people, and yet you don’t attend the meetings?” (74). 

Living in a small room with her sons while Nnaife is away in Ferdinand Po., she is 

also assisted by her neighbors Mamy Abby and Iyawo in looking after her eldest son 

Oshia, who almost dies of malnutrition. Surrounded by so many friendly women, Nnu 

Ego either passively accepts their help or ignores their sensible advice on her behavior. 

As more and more babies are born to her family, she gradually withdraws from all 

social gatherings partly because she has no time for anything other than childcare and 

partly because she cannot afford to buy another outfit for those gatherings. She cannot 

go anywhere whenever she washes her only outfit, for she has to stay indoors and wait 

for it to dry. Nor does she visit people frequently, for she does not want others to pity 

her. Under such circumstances, she deliberately distances herself from other women 

and never makes efforts to cultivate her friendships with them. In the end, she 

becomes alienated from society, with nothing but her motherhood to take pride in. 
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Being a mother of five children, Emecheta sees that there is nothing wrong with a 

woman who has deep love for her children, but if a woman confines herself to the role 

of mother and ignores her own need for friendship, then motherhood may not seem 

such a blessed state.  

Nnu Ego’s adherence to Ibuza values in a rapidly changing world, moreover, 

adds to her misery. Sticking to the traditional belief that male children are a mother’s 

best investments, she works her fingers to the bone to get the school fees of her sons 

paid. An uneducated woman, she knows perfectly well the importance of western 

education in modern-day Nigeria, but it never occurs to her that education is also what 

is going to lead her sons to repudiate the traditions of their fathers. Oshia, earlier in 

his talk with his younger brother Adim, has expressed his desire to lead a life totally 

different from that of his parents. Unaware of Oshia’s intention to receive higher 

education overseas, Nnu Ego continues to hope that everything will be fine as soon as 

her son starts making money and providing for his family. As for Nnaife, all he 

expects from his children, either male or female, is money. He almost runs out of 

patience in waiting for Oshia to graduate from college, and he is anxious to marry his 

grownup daughters Kehinde and Taiwo to some rich young men and be extravagant 

with the bride prices paid to him. Contrary to his expectations, Oshia abandons his 

family to achieve his ambition in the United States, and Kehinde refuses to marry the 

Ibuza man he has chosen for her and elopes with a Yoruba man. Not until their 

children violate the traditions they are supposed to cherish do Nnaife and Nnu Ego 

come to the realization that things have changed dramatically with time—a lesson 

they eventually learn at heavy costs: Nnaife is imprisoned for injuring a family 

member of Kehinde’s lover, and Nnu Ego is completely forgotten by her 

well-educated sons. As a mother of two clever sons, one in America and the other in 
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Canada, Nnu Ego has never reaped the rewards of motherhood when she is alive. 

“[B]ecause her society is changing rapidly, she receives none of the rewards 

conventionally conferred on a fertile woman” (Stratton 114). For her educated sons, 

the values held by their parents are simply things of the past. During her last days in 

Ibuza, she has never heard from her sons. Only in death is she rewarded with the 

greatest funeral Ibuza has ever seen, and a shrine is built in commemoration of her 

being a prolific mother. In contrast to her belief in the primacy of motherhood, all she 

has experienced as a mother is nothing but “dire poverty, endless toil, and miserable 

death” (Stratton 116). By accentuating the discrepancy between ideal and reality, 

Emecheta dismisses the patriarchal glorification of motherhood as romantic and 

anachronistic.  

Either in her writings or interviews, Emecheta has repeated that sometimes it is 

women themselves who have to be responsible for their low status in society. Some 

women, especially uneducated ones, actually allow themselves to be enslaved by their 

patriarchal societies and traditions. These patriarchal women, in Emecheta’s opinion, 

must share the blame for women’s oppression. The Joys of Motherhood, therefore, is 

also meant as a critique of women who slave themselves for their husbands and 

children. In the later part of the novel, it is apparent that Nnu Ego is not completely 

unaware of the inappropriateness of her behavior, but she would rather resign to her 

fate by following the traditions than take actions and free herself of the bonds of 

patriarchal norms. After she gives birth to another set of twin daughters, an outcome 

that does not in the least please Nnaife, Nnu Ego begins to realize that motherhood 

means only endless slavery and that a mother is not such an enviable position: “I am a 

prisoner of my own flesh and blood. Is it such an enviable position?” (187). For the 

first time, she refers to patriarchy as the driving force behind her obsession with 
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motherhood and her attempt at suicide on losing her first child: “The men make as if 

we must aspire for children or die. That’s why when I lost my first son I wanted to die, 

because I failed to live up to the standard expected of me by the males in my life” 

(186). She then utters a feminist statement which seems to announce her decision to 

reject the tradition of son preference by placing a high value on her daughters: “But 

who made the law that we should not hope in our daughters? We women subscribe to 

that law more than anyone. Until we change all this, it is still a man’s world, which 

women will always help to build” (187). Despite her awareness of the necessity to 

change the status quo, for the rest of her life she remains as traditional as ever and 

even helps to perpetuate women’s inferiority as well as the sexual roles prescribed for 

them. Whereas her sons continue with their education, her daughters have stopped 

attending schools long ago. She claims that education is not so important for girls 

because finding good husbands is all that matters to them. When she says these words, 

she does not notice that what she has done with her daughters contradicts another idea 

she has expressed just a moment ago—“I am beginning to think that there may be a 

future for educated women” (189). While she is perfectly aware that many young 

women have received college education and work as teachers in Lagos today, she 

never plans to educate any of her daughters in the same way. Instead of giving them a 

better start in life, she brings up her daughters in the same way as she has been 

brought up, teaching them to believe that they are born to “put [their brothers] in a 

good position in life” (176) either with their labor or with their bride prices. What is 

worse, she tries to instill the supremacy of marriage in her daughters even if she has 

experienced two unhappy marriages. Making her daughters secondary to their 

brothers and preaching the centrality of marriage to a woman’s fulfillment, Nnu Ego 

seems to forget about her prayer to God in desperation: “God, when will you create a 
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woman who will be fulfilled in herself, a full human being, not anybody’s 

appendage?” (186). At the very end of the novel, Nnu Ego still clings to the 

patriarchal belief that a woman is part of her husband’s property, which is obviously 

an outmoded notion in a modern society: “[Nnaife] owns me, just like God in the sky 

owns us” (217). Without her knowing it, this anachronistic statement makes her a 

laughing stock in the eyes of others. As a patriarchal woman who helps to consolidate 

patriarchal institutions and lets herself be enslaved by them, Nnu Ego surely is not an 

completely innocent victim “on which society heaps its ‘unfair’ practices and 

demands” (Nnoromele 182) but an “active agent of [her] tragedy” (Nfah-Abbenyi 48).      

In highlighting the inadequacy of Nnu Ego’s traditionalism, Emecheta adopts 

“the convention of the paired women” (Stratton 117) and creates Adaku, Nnu Ego’s 

co-wife, as an antithesis of the heroine. After her husband dies, Adaku makes sure that 

she is inherited by her husband’s younger brother Nnaife and comes to Lagos with her 

daughter to join his family. Unlike the passive and submissive Nnu Ego, she is 

characterized as an ambitious woman who is capable of making important decisions 

for herself. To protest against Nnaife’s not giving his wives enough housekeeping 

money, she suggests to Nnu Ego that they stop cooking for their husband until he 

agrees to give them more money. As soon as she learns of Nnu Ego’s shutting her 

cousin outside the door when the latter comes to their house for a visit, she 

immediately summons Nwakusor and Ubani, Nnaife friends, and complains about her 

senior wife’s rudeness to her visitor. To Adaku’s surprise, these two men accuse her of 

“committing an unforgivable sin” instead of “laying the whole blame on Nnu Ego” 

(166). In their eyes, Adaku has failed to bear sons to immortalize her husband and 

therefore has no right to complain about Nnu Ego, the woman who is immortalizing 

her husband with her sons. Nwakusor even tells her to stop wasting her time 
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quarrelling about the visitor, for what she should do is go and ask her chi why she has 

been denied male offspring. Compared with Nnu Ego, a mother of three sons, a 

successful trader like Adaku has no standing in Nnaife’s household as long as she has 

no sons. Far from resigning to her fate and accepting her status as a nonentity, Adaku 

makes decisions that shock both Nnu Ego and the conservative Ibuza community. To 

“give new direction and meaning to her own life” (Nfah-abbenyi 45), she announces 

that she is going to leave the stuffy room they have all shared and that she is going to 

send her daughters to school. Since “[m]any rich Yoruba families send their daughters 

to school these days” (168), she sees no reason for not doing the same with her 

daughters. Determined to give her daughters a better start in life, she distinguishes 

herself from Nnu Ego by putting into practice what exists only in the heroine’s 

imagination—challenging the traditional notion that one’s main hope rests on one’s 

sons. After that, Adaku begins to damn her chi, whom she is supposed to worship 

according to Ibuza customs, and declares that she is going to be a prostitute, an 

decision that further “revolts against the standards of Ibuza patriarchy” (Stratton 116). 

It is obvious that Nnu Ego and Adaku, when confronted with similar problems, make 

strikingly different choices. Faced with the ever-present threat of impoverishment, 

Nnu Ego chooses to stay with her inept husband and suffers starvation in order to 

provide for her children. Although in the later part of the novel she begins to question 

the value of motherhood, she continues to behave like a good woman and do whatever 

that is expected from her. Born in the same patriarchy society as Nnu Ego, Adaku 

nevertheless has the courage to reject the patriarchal idea that a woman is defined 

solely by her ability to bear sons: “I am not prepared to stay here and be turned into a 

mad woman, just because I have no son” (169). Unlike Nnu Ego, who remains loyal 

to her marriage with Nnaife, Adaku chooses to free herself of the shackles of marriage 
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and enjoys the liberation of her sexuality just as many modern women would do: “I 

want to be a dignified single woman. I shall work to educate my daughters, though I 

shall not do so without male companionship. They do have their uses” (171). While 

Nnu Ego, a stereotypical good woman, has to groan in poverty and grapple with 

hunger, Adaku is granted with financial independence as well as “a separate room of 

her own” (171) as her business prospers. By “punish[ing] her conservative heroine 

and reward[ing] Adaku for her radical action” (Stratton 117), Emecheta not only 

challenges the male representations of women but also makes it clear that she 

identifies more with a woman like Adaku, who is eventually fulfilled in herself, 

though she does show much sympathy for a helplessly traditional woman like Nnu 

Ego. In her characterization of Adaku, Emecheta also endows her with flexibility—an 

important quality that one needs in order to survive in a changing African society. It is 

this ability to adapt to the changes brought by colonialism that differentiates Adaku 

from Nnu Ego, who remains static and thus unable to fit into the modern world of 

Lagos.    

 After Nnu Ego’s death, many women appeal to her to make them fertile. 

However, she never answers these women’s prayers for children. Her consistent 

refusal to grant their wishes, of course, is a decision based on her own experience of 

motherhood. Knowing that motherhood does not always bring happiness, Nnu Ego 

encourages women to reject the role definitions given to them by their patriarchal 

society and seek alternative ways of life. Like Adaku, every modern-day African 

woman has the right to be the master of her own destiny. With the story of a joyless 

mother, Emecheta surely has succeeded in warning her female readers about the dire 

consequences of being a patriarchal woman.  
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Notes  

1 Being female and black, the African woman is known as doubly oppressed, both by 

patriarchy and by colonialism. However, as a woman who tries to scrape a living in 

London, Adah in Second Class Citizen is triply oppressed as a foreigner, a woman 

and a black.  

2 In her book Of Woman Born, Adrienne Rich elaborates on both motherhood and the 

institution of motherhood.  

3 In Igbo language, chi means one’s personal god.  
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Abstract  
 
During the past ten years we have offered a Digital Arts and Multimedia Design (DArt) 
major where artistic and design principles are realized as technological solutions.  In this 
paper we present our history.  We will describe the objectives that motivated us back 
when the Internet was exploding into all areas of business and industry in the late 1990s.  
We will explain how we incorporated faculty and courses from multiple departments, 
Communication, Mathematics and Computer Science, Education, English, Marketing, 
Fine Arts, and Psychology, to service the needs of this new cross-disciplinary major.  The 
DArt program has, since its inception, been housed in the Department of Mathematics & 
Computer Science.  As such, we have been offering a blend of design along with the 
technology to support its dissemination.  We will present our curriculum as it evolved as 
the result of a series of outcomes assessments that were conducted.  Finally we will offer 
suggestions for future growth and enhancement 

Motivation 
 
In the mid-1990s the Internet posed a major change in communication within society.  
The Internet was rapidly moving beyond being just a quick method to communicate via 
email.  For example, news organizations [1] experimented with digital delivery of stories 
across the globe almost at the instant of occurrence.  A commingling of technology with 
the written press began to blossom.  Passive consumption of information was quickly 
becoming passé; the audience expecting a robust, multimedia format.   
 
Business looked to the Internet as the tool to use.  They explored how to create an 
Internet storefront for product databases and transaction histories, their goal being 
expansion into the global marketplace.   They also looked to expand into a global 
workforce where everyone with an Internet connection could meet, regardless of their 
location. 
 
Visionary academicians early on realized the need to introduce collaboration among 
technology, communication, business, and other areas which, in the past, seemed very 
disjointed.  A 1989 panel discussion about the integration of computer science and 
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graphics applications resulted in a program spanning computer science and fine arts [2].  
Research had established that people differ widely in their communication preferences 
[3] and that students benefit from communicating about their knowledge in a manner that 
supports their particular preferences [4]. The 1996 Review of the MIT Media Lab [5] 
points to the need for integrated studies in overlapping areas. 
 
The landscape was changing from traditional to collaborative and the Digital Arts and 
Multimedia Design (DArt) major was created in response.  This paper will describe how 
several traditional disciplines collaborated to implement the first curriculum, to assess the 
curriculum success, to restructure the courses and to plan the future changes.  

Beginnings 
 
The emergence of the Internet coupled with expanding services available for 
communication ignited the development of digital arts and multimedia programs at many 
universities.  There was an opportunity to capture a new student population, one 
interested in both art and technology.  Initially these programs were confined to specific 
elective courses in the departments involved in Computer Science, Studio Art, 
Communication, English Writing or Marketing.  During the mid-1990’s multimedia 
education was by-and-large accomplished by having students take elective courses in 
different departments to fulfill university credit requirements.  An interested student 
could acquire understanding of fundamental elements in multimedia design and 
development.  There was no correlation between courses and content because there was 
no single “home” department to provide proper advisement, without which students 
would miss out on the growing stream that ran through the courses. 
 
To address this need, we identified existing courses as suitable to digital arts and 
multimedia 
 

• Audio/Video Production (offered in Communication) 
• Creating Multimedia (offered in Mathematics & Computer Science) 
• Computers, Ethics & Social Values (offered in Mathematics & Computer Science) 
• Digital Arts Studio (offered in Mathematics & Computer Science) 
• Instructional Media & Technology (offered in Education) 
• Editing & Publishing (offered in English) 
• Principles of Marketing (offered in Marketing) 
• Electronic Music (offered in Fine Arts) 
• Persuasion (offered in Psychology) 

 
 
We decided to bring together faculty and courses from the seven departments mentioned 
above into a new cross-disciplinary major.  We also decided that the DArt program 
would be housed in the Department of Mathematics & Computer Science.  This latter 
decision distinguished our program from others then, and continues to uniquely position 
it today. 
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The participating faculty negotiated until a major evolved that consisted of a core and a 
series of concentration blocks that spanned the seven supporting disciplines.  Each 
student was required to complete a total of sixteen courses for the program.  There would 
twelve core courses and a set of three courses from one concentration block based on the 
student’s choice, and one additional course from a different block. Overall, the major 
required 48 credits involving 16 courses. Of these courses, the internship and senior 
seminar were designed specifically to integrate the elements learned in the individual 
courses. 
  
Qualifying students, with sufficiently high GPAs, were strongly encouraged to include 
the Internship course.  Here the integration of concepts would occur in the workplace. 
The alternative to an internship was to take an additional elective course from a 
concentration block.  In the senior seminar, we developed the use of portfolios for 
assessment. Students were required to include a series of works that demonstrated 
mastery of core competencies. Additionally, students selected one work to demonstrate 
advanced proficiency in their chosen concentration.   
 

Original DArt Curriculum  
 
Course Department offering course
DArt 101 Introduction to Digital Arts DArt 
ART 102 Digital Arts Studio Fine Arts 
ART 220 Electronic Visual Communication  Fine Arts\ 
CSD 210 Creating Multimedia  Math/CSC\ 
COM 203 Communication Technologies  Communication 
ENG 218 Advanced Composition English 
ENG 330 Web Design English 
CSIT 362 Communication Networks Cooperative Processing Math/CSC 
CSD 340 Web Scripting  Math/CSC 
DArt 430 Advanced Authoring  DArt 
DArt 480 Senior Seminar  DArt 
DArt 461 Internship  DArt 
 
Seven Concentration Blocks  
Students choose one elective block and select three courses from that block.  Students 
must also select a different block and select one course from that block.  
(Total: 4 Courses, 12 Credits) 
 
Fine Arts Block 
ART 212 History and Theory of Digital Arts 
ART 263 Drawing  
MUS 218 Electronic Music I 
MUS 320 Electronic Music II 
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English Block 
ENG 310 Editing and Publishing 
ENG 409 Technical Publishing 
ENG 410 Electronic Authoring 
 
Computer Science Block 
CSC 157 Computing and Problem Solving  
CSC 264 Database Management Systems 
CSC 265 PC Applications 
CSC 352 Computers, Ethics and Social Values  
CSC 372 Database Applications  

Information Technology Block 
CSC 352 Computers, Ethics and Social Values  
CSIT 365 Client Support Systems  
CSIT 382 LANs and Network Administration 
CSC 392 E-Collaboration  

Marketing Block 
MKT 201 Principles of Marketing 
MKT 302 Advertising and Promotion 
MKT 370 Internet Marketing 
MKT 371 Consumer Behavior 
 
Psychology and Human Computer Interaction Block 
PSY 415 Cognitive Psychology 
SLH 100 Introduction to Language and Communication 
COM 318 Communication and Group Processes 

Mass Media Block 
COM 201 Introduction to Mass Media or COM 204 Film as Art 
COM 304 Audio Production 
COM 305 Video Production 
 
In fall of 1999, at the height of the Internet explosion , the Digital Arts and Multimedia 
Design (DArt) program was launched.   

Outcome Assessments  
DArt Program Graduates—2000-2002 
The first three graduating classes consisted of students, who, for the most part, had been 
Computer Science or Communication majors.  These students enrolled in the DArt 
program after completing the 12 core courses as “electives.”  For the most part, the first 
three years produced students who did not feel confident in their study, and who were 
uncomfortable with the initial curriculum.  These students were challenged with breaking 
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through interdisciplinary walls in the courses that were still essentially department 
specific.  Like others [6] [7], we recognized the need to further merge the technology and 
art components—to create the correct balance for our program.   

DArt Program Graduates—2003-2004 
The majority of graduates from the classes of 2003 and 2004 completed the original 
curriculum as a four-year continuum. Surveys completed by this group provided a 
“student” assessment of the initial curriculum success.  These graduates felt they 
possessed a number of core competencies including basic design elements and principles, 
technical development approaches and strategies, multimedia production and 
fundamentals of marketing, with some refinement of specific skills.  However they felt 
they lacked depth in any single area.   
 
Anecdotal evidence suggested that these graduates and their employers were frequently 
frustrated. Our students were prepared to be liaisons between the users and developers, 
and they understood the design needs and the technical vocabulary, but they could not 
adequately practice either.   
 
The 2003-04 graduates identified the need for more technical development.  At the same 
time, students currently enrolled in the program were begging for more design courses; 
they seemed to favor design over technology.  Again much of this information was 
anecdotal.  We decided to conduct a more formal assessment. 

Original Curriculum Assessment 
 
The Director of Institutional Research surveyed current students, alumni, graduates and 
employers of our alumni and interns.  The result indicated deficiencies in technical and 
business skills.  We convened a panel of industry professionals involved in new media 
development to discuss our curriculum.  The suggestions from the survey and the panel 
pointed out the need for two courses: 
 

• an overview of business practices course to help solve problems; 
• a database development course. 

 
Analysis of program alumni elective choices suggested elimination of psychology, 
communication and marketing.  Very few graduates had selected options in psychology.  
Those who selected communication and marketing electives had completed dual majors 
in those areas.  The dual major and/or minor options provided the depth needed for 
careers choices in these areas.   
 

Revised DArt Curriculum  
Ongoing discussion and review of our original curriculum led to changes in the mix of 
aesthetic, technical and design components in our program.  The revised curriculum 
includes a set of core courses which include foundation principles related to business 
practices, design theory, advanced writing, database and application development and 
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program management.  Students also select a series of electives to develop their expertise 
from three tracks:  creative and multimedia design, professional electronic publishing or 
digital technology development.  The areas emphasize aesthetic composition, writing and 
content management, and technical development.   
 
DArt Core:  Ten core courses from supporting disciplines in Fine Arts, English, and 
Computer Science are required by all students 

Required 
BUS 100 Business Perspectives 
ART 102 Digital Art Studio 
CSC 240 Database Management Systems 
CSD 210 Creating Multimedia 
ENG 218 Advanced English Composition 
DArt 230 Web Development 
CSD 340 Web Scripting 
DArt 430  Advanced Authoring 
DArt 480 Senior Seminar (2 credits)  
DArt 481 Senior Portfolio (1 credit) 
 
DArt Electives: Each student chooses one track to concentrate his/her studies. Students 
take seven courses from the track. 

Track 1 -- Multimedia and Creative Design (7 courses total:  4 required and 3 
electives) 

 Required 
ART 215 Color Theory 
ART 220 Electronic Visual Communication 
MUS 220 Introduction to Digital Audio 
CSD 310 Advanced Animation 

Electives (Choose 3) 
DArt 461 Internship 
ART 263 Drawing 
MUS 320 Computer Music Composition  
Special Topics including Typography, 3D Modeling & Rendering 
 

Track 2 -- Professional Electronic Publishing (7 courses total: 3 required and 4 
electives) 

Required 
ENG 310 Editing and Publishing 
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ENG 409 Technical Publishing 
ENG 410 Electronic Authoring 

Electives (Choose 4) 
DArt 461 Internship 
ENG 303 Writing for Business and Industry 
ENG 308 Topics in Creative and Professional Writing I 
ENG/COM 402 Topics in Creative and Professional Writing II 
COM 302 Broadcast News writing  
COM 303 Scriptwriting 
COM 337 Advertising Copywriting 
COM 357 Public Relations Writing 
Special Topics including courses in English Creative Writing Track 

 

Track 3 – Digital Technology Development (7 courses total:  4 required and 3 
electives) 

Required 
CSD 342 Server Side Scripting 
CSIT 220 Communication Networks and Cooperative Processing 
CSC 230 PC Applications 
CSC 340 Database Applications 

Electives (Choose 3) 
DArt 461 Internship 
CSC 280 Computing and Problem Solving 
CSIT 320 LANs and Network Administration 
CSIT 321 Client Support Systems 
CSIT 322 E-Collaboration 
Special Topics in CSC/IT 
 
This revised curriculum, which rolled out in fall, 2005, was designed to address the 
apparent needs of the program and to focus its scope.  This proved to be helpful for 
advisement, recruiting, and course scheduling. Students now received an overview of all 
supporting disciplines during their first two years.  At that point, they were better 
equipped to decide on a concentration track that would be emphasized in their junior and 
senior years. They are able to consider many dual major and minor options to strengthen 
and enlighten their future career plans. 

Current Status  
Like many others [8][9][10] who are working to find the right mix of courses, we 
continually study our mix of technology and design by asking questions such as 
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• What are the different markets?   
• How much do market changes and business needs influence our curriculum?  
• Are students prepared with a basic set of learning goals that will allow them to 

adapt to life changes?   
• Will the curriculum allow students to embark on graduate studies? 
• Digital media is a changing technology.  What needs to change in the curriculum 

to keep pace with these changes?   
• What keeps this curriculum viable enough to remain current and still be 

considered a “university” discipline?   
 
We have recently re-established an advisory board that includes representatives from 
digital media design, digital media technical development and electronic publishing.  The 
board will help us answer some of our questions.  DArt alumni are entering graduate 
programs focused on digital design [12], publication design [13], e-commerce [14] and 
technology leadership [15].  We are investigating the prerequisites for student success in 
these programs.  What is the best mix for our graduates who intend to pursue an 
advanced degree? 
 
We are seeing more integration between digital media development and communication 
and marketing disciplines.  Students are expressing interest in film and game 
development as well as applications of these threads in business environments.  
 
Ongoing questions are:  

• What is to be the center of the curriculum: the changes in the technology, the needs 
of the market, or the interest of the students?  

• How do we reconcile all three components into a viable program?   

Future Growth  
As it has been since its inception, DArt continues to be a major in the Mathematics & 
Computer Science Department.  There it will likely evolve to become a more integrated 
Digital Technology-Digital Media connection servicing not just departmental programs, 
but the University as a whole.  Some members of the original faculty have returned to 
their home programs.  The lessons they learned from developing this program are 
informing changes and additions back in the home disciplines.   
 
As we have been since inception, the DArt program is challenged to continue to 
investigate growth. This program which, by its nature, explores chances to merge 
concepts, is on a solid foundation, and is well positioned to meet the challenges the future 
may bring to it. 
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Ecology Art as a genre addresses sensitivity to our natural world and the 
interdependence of living things, Over the past several decades artists have 
developed a distinguished tradition including a variety of international projects. In 
recent times, artists are also exploring new media. This presentation is intended 
to provide an overview of ecology art and artists and to encourage discussion on 
its possible integration in the curriculum. 
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PROCEEDINGS PAPER 

 
 
Greening the Classroom 
 
As art students, we learn that by mixing all of the colored pigments on the 
color wheel we can, theoretically, make gray. We learn, too, that the color 
that results from combining all of the colored light in the visible spectrum is 
white. Now, as art educators, we can join together in our collective work for 
ecological awareness, to create a lovely shade of metaphorical green. 
 
As a result of the recent report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change, environmental sensitivity has reemerged as a topic of public 
awareness and debate in diverse arenas from Washington to Hollywood. 
UNESCO has designated 2008 as the International Year of Planet Earth. 
How might teachers of the visual arts in higher education join in the 
conversation and increase understandings of this topic? 
 
In my graduate research class, when my pre-service art education students 
were asked to write down all of artists that they knew who were working on 
ecology themes, the results were surprising. A few had mentioned Christo 
and Georgia O'Keeffe, only one or two students had listed Ansel Adams and 
Andy Goldsworthy, and most had left their pages blank. 
 
As an impromptu assignment, students were asked to research one ecology 
artist, to give a Power Point presentation of the images to the class, and to 
post a report on Sakai, our online learning system. The objective was to 
provide an opportunity for students to explore traditions and trends in 
ecology art, and as a byproduct of their research, to increase their awareness 
of the emerging and perennial ecology issues embodied in the works viewed. 
The artists selected by the students included Othello Anderson and Fern 
Shaffer, Keith Barrett, Mark Fischer, Andy Goldsworthy, Lynne Hull, Mary 
Ellen Long, Gordon Matta-Clark, David Nash, Cary Peppermint, Martin 
Prothero, Nico Van Hoorn, and Phoebe Washburn. The students found many 
of the artists on the Green Museum web site. 
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We discussed how in this art genre, environmental, earth, land, nature and 
ecology art may have very different perspectives. Many well-known  
environmental artists, for example, can be insensitive to the impact of their 
works on the natural surroundings in which they are placed, as well as to 
their use of materials.  Ecology artists, in contrast, exemplify the 
understanding of the basic definition of ecology as the study of the 
interrelationship of organisms within a shared habitat.  In their reports, 
students critiqued the artists listed, on the ecological intent of their works.  
 
After their assignment, students were introduced to the work of early 
ecology artists including Alan Sonfist, Newton and Helen Mayer Harrison, 
Nancy Holt, Agnes Denes, Mierle Ukeles, Dominique Mazeaud and others. 
As a summative assessment at the end of the semester, students will be 
asked to write down a list of the ecology artists that they know and what 
they have learned from their research. 
 
In the official syllabus, our course is described as a graduate education 
seminar focusing on the principal types of research, methodologies and 
recent studies in art and museum education.  Although not included in the 
specific course content, ecology art was incorporated into the class by 
providing students with practice in research and presentation skills. 
Additionally, all of the images and reports will be combined on a CD that 
will be distributed to each of the students for them to use as a teaching 
resource in K-12 art instruction. 
 
Integrating ecology issues into an existing curriculum can be seamless and 
can be effective in extending student learning. Although green is a 
secondary color on the Color Wheel, it signifies an awareness that is of 
primary importance. 
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State of Emergency: Japan’s Cultural Crisis and Kairo 
 

 Assuming that films of a particular country offer a glimpse into their culture, a 

limited and subjective vision at least, Japanese horror films of the past 10 years are strong 

evidence for such.  The national and cultural context of Japan not only informs these 

films but is reflected in them and, as this paper will show, the reflection is not pretty.  

Despite the fact that Japan is one of the most technologically advanced and economically 

fortified countries, it is simultaneously experiencing a nation-wide cultural crisis.  

Currently, Japan has one of the highest suicide rates of any country; most of the 

population has grown increasingly lax in its practice and belief in Shinto, once the 

national religion; consumer technologies such as cell phones and the Internet, devices 

intended to enhance communication, have done more towards isolating the population.  

Perhaps the most alarming phenomenon is the increasing number of hikikomori (reclusive 

youth): teenagers who, for any number of reasons, have isolated themselves within their 

bedrooms.  The horror film has often used a “monster” to represent a specific fear or 

social problem, albeit concentrated and exaggerated.  The “monster” is a metaphor for 

the real problems seen by the filmmakers, but what happens when reality itself becomes 

horrible enough that an exaggerated metaphor no longer becomes necessary?  

Circumstances as they are in Japan, Kiyoshi Kurosawa’s Kairo (2001) neglects 

metaphors in favor of reality-based horrors in an apocalyptic prophesy. 

 The first half the paper will give a general overview of the social and cultural 

circumstances of Japan, providing the background for the film Kairo which uses very 

specific elements of the “cultural crisis” as material for its narrative.  The second half of 

the paper concerns itself with positioning the film Kairo in the horror film canon as a 
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“pseudo-slasher”.  Using theoretical models provided by Robin Wood, Adam Lowenstein 

and Carol J. Clover, I have argued that while the definition, function and familiarity of 

Kairo is closely related to the modern American horror film, the specific horrors of the 

film are directly related to the current cultural climate in Japan.   

 Following the defeat in WWII, Japan dedicated itself to modernization.  For over 

forty years, Japan literally re-built itself from the ground up, creating a dominant 

economic and political presence in Asia and abroad.  During this period, the country 

made one of the most rapid and successful economic recoveries in history, turning it into 

the second largest economy in the world.  As the economy boomed, Japan’s citizens were 

introduced into a system of competitive capitalism very similar to our own here in 

America.  The problems with this new system did not aversely affect the population until 

the end of the 1980s when the economy finally peaked and dropped significantly.  The 

recession that followed was wide spread, turning competitive capitalism into a “do or 

die” situation, and its effects are still felt today.  “When the pursuit of material 

extravagance delivers emptiness rather than inner contentment, a people are forced to 

confront deeper, more existential questions about meaning, value, self-affirmation, and 

moral purpose that classroom training alone cannot teach.”1  Adults who were fully 

engaged with the system scrambled to adjust to the new market and young people face a 

seemingly impossible future.   

Shintoist teachings are based on a reverence for tradition and family in addition to 

a harmonious existence with nature.  Like other religions, the spirit world plays a large 

part in Shinto; when family members pass away, their spirits are believed to join the 

kami, or gods, that are worshipped.  After the Meiji Restoration in the 1860s, Shinto was 
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named the official religion of Japan.  This was done in an effort to unite the country 

under a single ideology centered on the Emperor, who, in Shinto beliefs, was considered 

to be a direct descendant of Amaterasu, the sun goddess.  This system lasted until Japan’s 

defeat in WWII when, under pressure from the Allied Occupation forces, Emperor Showa 

“publicly renounced the idea that he was a living god.”2  Not only was Shinto removed as 

the national religion, “a new Constitution was enacted that ensured freedom of religion 

and the separation of church and state.”3  Subsequently, other religions including 

Christianity and sects of Shintoism were introduced, further separating the population 

from within and weakening their ties with tradition.  Today, most Shinto practices 

involve attending Shrine festivals where “young people…are more interested in fun than 

religion,”4 and visiting the major shrines during the first three days of the New Year. 

 Within Kairo, there are very little, if any, explicit references to Shinto.  However, 

the idea of spirits populating the afterlife is a major theme.  The title card on the 

mysterious website reads “Would you like to meet a ghost?”5 and is followed by what 

looks like web-cam footage of other severely depressed isolates, wandering aimlessly 

within their rooms or simply staring blankly back at the screen.  The term “ghost” is used 

here not as a reference to a spirit once attached to a living body, but a living body who 

has lost their spirit.  The images we are shown, of these desperate individuals, are 

considered ghosts because not only have they lost the essence that makes life worthwhile, 

they have also “disappeared” from society, left alone to haunt their bedrooms.  This 

“disappearing act” is further emphasized during the film when characters “die”; they 

simply fade away, leaving a dark, dirty stain on the wall reminiscent of a chalk outline at 

a crime scene. 
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 The presence of these characters, the ghostly, apathetic isolates, is not an example 

of exaggeration or artistic license enacted by the director.  In Japan today, there are 

estimated to be over one million hikikomori (reclusive youth) who refuse to leave their 

bedrooms.  These individuals, mostly young males, have simply decided not to 

participate in society or have developed such an intense fear of failure in the system that 

they remove themselves from the world, preemptively avoiding the struggles they will 

inevitably face.  In his book Shutting Out The Sun: How Japan Created Its Own Lost 

Generation, Michael Zielenziger investigates this phenomenon and discovers that there is 

more to the logic of hikikomori than simply depression.  He describes it as an “utterly 

rational indictment of postindustrial monoculture”6 as they “seem to perceive the nature 

of Japan’s economic and spiritual crisis far more acutely than do the hundreds of 

bureaucrats and politicians I have met over the years.”7  The failure of the system has 

created such an anxiety for its population that some, over a million, have retreated to the 

only space they can control: their bedrooms.  Young women have also joined this silent 

protest as many refuse to leave the home, get married and/or have children.  These 

individuals have been dubbed “parasite singles” as the daunting situation of individual 

adulthood combined with the comfort and ease of simply living at home has created a 

situation that de-emphasizes the nuclear family.  It is not that “parasite singles” and 

hikikomori have lost an interest in living; they have simply decided that they do not want 

to live with other people.  This is not to say that suicide is forgone completely as, in fact, 

suicide is yet another one of Japans cultural crises.   

 Japan has the highest suicide rate of any industrialized country, averaging 30,000 

people per year over the past 6 years.  In April of 2003, there was an average of 100 
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people committing suicide every day.  The demographics of this crisis is focused on 

middle-aged men who claim that the pressures placed upon them by Japan’s social and 

economic structure was simply too much for them handle.  Culturally, Japan has been 

known to have a different moral view on suicide.  In feudal Japan, samurai were known 

to commit seppuku, a form of ritualized suicide involving disembowelment, to avoid 

being captured by the enemy or in response to a loss of honor or respect.  During WWII 

kamikaze pilots sacrificed themselves for the war effort by flying their planes directly 

into U.S. Navy ships, often carrying extra bombs for maximum effect.  These forms of 

suicide were considered honorable and were remembered as acts of courage rather than 

cowardly resignation.  Today, with the proliferation of suicides, the honor once 

associated with the act has been replaced with shame and desperation.  Middle-aged men, 

unable to compete with their peers in the business world, are so overcome with disgrace 

and embarrassment, they feel they would better serve their family by committing suicide 

as many hope their life insurance policies will help support the family in their absence. 

 With the introduction of the internet, suicide in Japan has adopted a new form: 

internet suicide pacts.  The anonymity of the internet allows suicidal individuals to 

connect with each other, share their feelings of isolation and desperation, and make plans 

to end their lives simultaneously.  These are often complete strangers who combine their 

efforts for a single purpose: they will find solace in their last moments knowing they are 

not completely alone.  This recent phenomenon is more explicitly dealt with in 2002’s 

Suicide Club whereas Kairo uses the internet in a much less accusatory way.  In the film, 

the internet is not seen as the reason for the wave of suicides and societal malaise but it is 

definitely implicated in the plight of the people.  Kawashima becomes a tragic character 
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as our introduction to him is a scene when he is first installing an internet browser 

program onto his computer and unwittingly becoming exposed to the “virus” (read excess 

apathy); his reasons for getting into the internet are innocent: “everyone else is into it.”8  

Harue, the computer science student who befriends Kawashima, referencing the internet 

claims, “People don’t really connect, you know…We all live totally separately.”9  In the 

computer lab, Kawashima finds a monitor with tiny white dots floating back and forth.  

Harue explains: “If two dots [read people] get too close, they die.  But if they get too far 

apart, they’re drawn closer.  A miniature model of our world.”10  Perhaps this claim 

(connection = death) functions as a mantra for hikikomori, idealizing individuality, 

without complete isolation, over assimilation into the system.  

Older generations of Japanese associate many “youth problems” with these new 

consumer technologies such as the internet and the cell phone.  In her treatise on keitai 

(cell phone) culture, Misa Matsuda divides this “moral panic”11 into two main points of 

contention; “One is concern with youth’s tendency to avoid relationships with others.  

The other is discomfort with young people’s forming ‘relationships with anonymous 

others.’  At the root of both of these concerns is the anxiety that traditional human 

relationships are being lost as a result of new media.”12  The concern is that the function 

of these devices supplants an essential human quality involved in connecting with 

people.13  The protagonists in Kairo are all under 25 years old but as the narrative 

progresses we discover that no one is safe from the soul-draining “virus” as the entire 

population of Japan is assumed to have been wiped out.  In fact, at the end of the film, it 

is implied that the “virus” has become a global crisis as the ship captain tells Michi, 

“We’ll head for Latin America.  We’re still getting signals there.”14 
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 Keeping these facts about Japan’s current crisis in mind, it is no wonder why or 

how a horror film could be made using nothing more “reality” as its source of horror.  

According to theorists like Robin Wood, the “monster” in a horror film is typically an 

embodiment of some species of repression and/or anxiety that takes the form of 

Frankenstein’s monster or the Wolf Man.  Whereas those classic Hollywood monsters 

evoke certain horrors of their own, they are essentially metaphors for what is really 

terrifying: that which we repress and that which is oppressed.  Kairo is devoid of these 

metaphors because, unfortunately, their services are simply not needed.  The horrors of 

Kairo can be found on the streets of Tokyo and in the homes of its citizens.  In his book 

Shocking Representation, Adam Lowenstein discusses what he has termed “the 

Allegorical Moment”, or that moment in time when the cinema of a specific nation uses 

allegory to confront and potentially reconcile a historical trauma.  “To speak of history’s 

horrors, or historical trauma, is to recognize events as wounds.”15  Lowenstein uses 

traumatic events such as the Holocaust, the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the 

Vietnam War as moments in history that national cinemas have been using and re-using 

in an attempt to make sense of them and to make peace with them.  Certainly, Kairo 

would be considered one of these “historical trauma texts” but the difference between it 

and a film like Onibaba (1964), which uses a medieval Japan as the setting for a narrative 

that is essentially concerned with post-Hiroshima anxieties, is two-fold: Kairo unfolds its 

narrative during the trauma and the “allegorical moment” is much less allegorical. 

 In applying the generic formula and codes of Robin Wood’s “Introduction to the 

American Horror Film”, we yield very interesting results.  Admittedly, Wood’s work was 

meant specifically for American films and how they affect American audiences but there 
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are two reasons why it can apply to Japan: first, the political, social and economic 

circumstances in Japan are strikingly similar to America’s and, second, the cross-

pollination of American-Japanese culture (specifically cinema) is substantial.  While 

most of Wood’s argument could apply to Kairo, I will only focus on the role of the 

patriarchal nuclear family, or lack thereof, and the representation of the “monster” and its 

relationship to “normality”. 

 According to Robin Wood, one of the defining features of the modern horror film 

is the representation of the family.  As the horror film transcended from its classic period 

into its current modern phase, the family became the locus of all things horrible.  The 

family is typically the group attempting to survive the “monster” or, as in The Texas 

Chainsaw Massacre (1973), they are the monsters.  Applying this idea to Kairo, there is 

somewhat of a paradox: there is no “monster” except the overwhelming apathy (“virus”) 

consuming the population.  In this way, the struggle to survive becomes completely 

internal as the individuals and the “monster” combine.  Traditional nuclear family 

structures are completely absent from Kairo, the closest representation being Michi’s 

relationship with her mother: a single scene of the mother cleaning up Michi’s apartment 

just before leaving again.  Michi’s mother asks her to call her father: “It’s awkward for 

me to see him, but you should.”16  Michi replies that she will be alright; “I’ve got my 

friends.”17  The social disintegration seems to be affecting not only individuals from each 

other but within the family itself.  In the absence of a nuclear family, the protagonists 

make an attempt to join together, creating a surrogate, but this is done in vain as it is not 

enough to sustain the spiritual attack they are experiencing. 
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 Wood’s basic formula for the horror film, “normality is threatened by the 

Monster,”18 can apply to most, if not all, horror films; Kairo is no exception.  Wood 

posits that while the definition of “normality” is “in general boringly constant,”19 the 

same cannot be said about the Monster.  “The Monster is, of course, much more protean, 

changing from period to period as society’s basic fears clothe themselves in fashionable 

or immediately accessible garments”20.  In Kurosawa’s Kairo, the “Monster” is difficult 

to locate, much less define.  One could argue that the spirits who infiltrate the human 

world are the collective “Monster” and while that seems to be the obvious choice, I 

would argue that the spirits are simply a product of the actual “Monster”: the failed 

economic and social system of Japan.  If this failed system is the “Monster”, what then 

would be considered the “normality” it is threatening?  In this case, “normality” is 

considered to be “the past”, the more tradition-based, pre-capitalism era.  Japan’s 

modernization has created the “monster” who is not longer threatening normality; 

normality is the “monster”.  This is why a film like Kairo is able to skip the middleman 

in the form of a “metaphorical monster” by simply presenting the circumstances as they 

are without sacrificing the horror.  Based on Wood’s definition of the modern horror film, 

it is clear that Kairo would qualify as such but there is also the question of “what kind of 

horror film is it?”  To answer this question, the work Carol Clover has done on the 

slasher film will be of particular use. 

 In the seminal work Men, Women and Chainsaws, Clover dissects the tropes and 

generic codes of the slasher film with her focus being “Gender in the Modern Horror 

Film”.  While Kairo’s focus does not include sexual politics and gender, the part of 

Clover’s work that it does exhibit is a species of “The Final Girl”.  Clover defines the 
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heroine of the slasher film as “the one who encounters the mutilated bodies of her friends 

and perceives the full extent of the preceding horror and of her own peril.”21  Clover 

continues, “If her friends knew they were about to die only seconds before the event, the 

Final Girl lives with the knowledge for long minutes or hours.”22  Kairo’s Final Girl is 

Michi and unlike the American films Clover is describing, Michi’s Final Girl status is not 

identified until the end of the film whereas, by default, she is the only survivor of the 

“virus”.  In the beginning of the film, we see the back of a girl’s head as she begins her 

narration about how “it all began one day”, promising us a survivor but her exact identity 

is not given, leaving the audience in suspense for the duration of the film.  Much like the 

exemplary slasher films, Kairo puts a group of young people (post-teenagers, pre-adults) 

through a disastrous ordeal, dispatching them in a constant and inevitable fashion.  

Michi’s status as Final Girl is withheld as long as possible because as soon as one locates 

and identifies with the heroine, a certain amount of hope is immediately attached.  To 

accent this disconnection between audience and heroine, the point of view remains 

objectively with the group of teenagers and avoids any favoritism towards Michi and her 

specific ordeal.  The hope in question consists not only of the hope for survival but the 

hope in a future for the heroine after the events of the film conclude.  Arguably, Kairo is 

a “hopeless” film and rather then fool the audience into investing in any one character 

(giving them hope), the film keeps the hopelessness consistent.   

“[The Final Girl] alone looks death in the face, but she also finds the strength 

either to stay the killer long enough to be rescued (ending A) or kill him herself (ending 

B).  Michi’s struggle against the “virus” is quite passive and her victory (defined as 

“ending A”) is bittersweet as we hear through her ending narration that she too 
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considered giving in.  “Death comes to us all…If so, maybe we would have been happier 

if we had gone with the rest.  But we chose to keep going…into the future…”23  In this 

way, survival for the Final Girl becomes a question, a question that never seems to enter 

the minds of the typical Final Girl who is usually willing to fight tooth and nail against 

impending death.  Michi furthers this question when she asks the Ship Captain, “Have I 

done the right thing?”24  Michi’s concern that her survival may have been the wrong 

choice may very well be the beginning of a sea change for the horror film where 

protagonists would almost voluntarily feed themselves to the “monster” to alleviate the 

suffering of “real life”.  Kairo’s Final Girl takes the word “final” to an extreme level of 

literality, a title/position that Michi is understandably hesitant to accept. 

As Jonathan Lake Crane notes, “[l]iving amid these cruel signs that herald our 

extinction has had a corrosive effect on our ability to imagine tomorrow as a better time 

and tomorrow’s world a safer place.”25  Echoing this sentiment, in one of the last scenes 

of Kairo, is a spirit who confronts Kawashima, claiming, “Forever…Death was…Eternal 

loneliness.”26  The most illuminating part of this proclamation is the word “was”.  When, 

between living and dying, death becomes not only the lesser of two evils but ideal, the 

impetus behind the entire horror genre shifts.  Traditionally, horror films have offered its 

audiences an embodiment of evil whose sole purpose is to be vanquished, restoring order, 

reaffirming that life is worth living and fortifying traditional values.  When those values 

change, when life becomes a veritable nightmare, horror films act more as documentary 

than fiction.  Such is the case with Japan and Kairo: a window into the soul of Japan seen 

clearly without the filter of metaphor.  As for the future of Japan, the final image in Kairo 

is especially telling: an extreme bird’s eye view of the ship surrounded by miles of ocean, 
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representing the island of Japan itself: a forgotten, floating life raft drifting alone on the 

ocean with nothing on the horizon.  The isolation of the country as an island and the 

isolation dividing its inhabitants are transforming the collective psyche, transforming 

people into islands. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
 
 
This paper is about traditionalism, modernity and politics based on a case study of Melanau in 

Sarawak. The study shows that even though Melanau is one of the backward comunity in 

Sarawak and retained many features of traditionalism in their social structure, customs and 

values system,   they adapted well to the modern political system.  The finding of this study 

indicates that the tradition is not timeless, unchanging past and the evil twin of modernity but it 

can be transformed and adjusted according to the changing realities. For the last five years, the 

comunity has tremendously experienced the economic and infrastructure developments 

especially in the town areas such as Mukah, Dalat, Daro and Balingian.  The developments in the 

areas   enhanced the traditional features of the community by making them as images and 

symbols which are widely used during the election campaigns such as in the last State Election 

2006.  

 
 

Introduction 

The term Melanau is referred to the people who living along the coastal areas 

between Rejang in the south and Bintulu in the north of Sarawak. The major part 

of the areas now are under the Mukah Division, and the town of Mukah is an 

administrative centre for the division.  Besides Mukah, there are several small 

towns doted along the coast such as Tatau, Balingian, Oya, Matu and Daro. The 

term Melanau in this paper is applied loosely as suggested by Morris (1953). 

According to Morris, it is legitimate to categorize the people as a tribe, i.e. 
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Melanau since they share the same culture and social organization even though 

they are not homogenous linguistically.   

Visiting Melanau villages will immediately remind someone of the 

surrounding of Kelantan and Terangganu villages during 1960s. Most of the 

villages are located near rivers or on coastal areas. Rivers and sea are still 

important for their transportation and economic activities. Tarred road could be 

said as something new for the villagers. Most of the villagers, including those  

living around Mukah town are still using their boats and prahus as means of 

transportation. The only trunk road which connects Balingian-Mukah was 

completed in 2001, the year of the 8th Sarawak State Election when Chief 

Minister contested in Balingian constituency.  

Unlike the Kelantanese in the 1960s as described by Manning Nash 

(1974), The Melanau gives solid support to the government and believes that the 

government could bring  development to their areas.  Before the election in 2001, 

the Melanau area including Mukah could be considered as the backyard of 

Sarawak. There were very few development projects implemented.   Well before 

the election date was announced, there were rumors that the Chief Minister, 

Abdul Taib Mahmud (Tan Sri) would leave the constituency of Asa Jaya for a 

safer place. The people of Balingian had invited him to be their constituency 

representative and he accepted the invitation. The people know very well that the 

‘wakil rakyat’ (representative) could bring the development projects into their 

area. The traditional elements of the Melanau society are not hindering the 

implementation of the development projects like what Nash found out about the 
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Kelantanese. The Kelantanese, according to the American Anthropologist have a 

perception that the modernization could jeopardize their traditional way of life. 

Thus, more often than not, the Kelantanese vote for the opposition party in every 

election. In another word, the study shows that traditionalism and modernity is 

incompatible.  

 

Traditionalism and Modernity  

The incompatibility between traditionalism and modernity is not a universal 

phenomenon and is not true in the case of Melanau society1. Tradition is not a 

timeless, unchanging past and an evil twin of modernity.  Tradition has a dynamic 

aspect and it is not ‘a prisoner of the past’ (Balandier 1972, 172). Even though 

the notion of traditionalism is related to the continuity of the past, but it is 

periodically adjusted to keep pace with the changing realities as argued by 

Hobsbawn and Ranger (1993) and Rudolph and Rudolph (1967). Tradition, then, 

consists both fixed precedents and principles and fluid processes of adaptation. 

Tradition also constitutes a discourse by which people could easily assert 

present interests and realities in term of the past. Thus, beside modernization, 

the concept of tradition or traditionalism remains critically important in 

understanding the present situation and realities. 

                                                           

1 In the earlier studies of modernization, there was a tendency to classify traditionalism and 
modernity as two different realities and incompatibility to each other. The recent studies show that 
these two realities are quite dynamic and sometimes complimentary. This confrontation of 
modern versus traditional society in the history of social analysis initially took the form of depicting 
both as more or less completely ‘closed’ dichotomous realities. These realities were described in 
various ways and among the famous are folk-urban societies introduced by Redfield (Eisenstadt 
1973, 3).  
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 This paper deals with political reality of Melanau, i.e. their participation in 

the electoral politics. As apart of modernizing the state of Sarawak, the British 

introduced electoral politics in order to allow the people to participate in the 

governing of their new independent state2. Thus, it is inaccurate to say that the 

modernization3 of the Sarawak started with the introduction of the democracy 

system. Sarawak’s history as a modern state began about one hundred years 

earlier when the colonial government gained control of the state (Kedit 1980, 48). 

The modernization process under the ‘White Raja’ did not bring many changes to 

the people of Sarawak. Like every colonized people, the colonial administration 

more or less left the natives out in their traditional areas and most of the changes 

and developments took place in the urban centers which resulted in the native 

being marginalized.  

The native’s marginalization during the colonial era means that their 

traditional social structure, customs and values systems remain intact vis-à-vis 

the economic and infrastructure projects are implemented in the urban areas. 

They were deprived from the modern economic developments and the social 

amenities infrastructures.  Thus, their traditional way of life and surrounding had 

been untouched by the modern developments in the state. Their involvement in 

the modernization process began only when the electoral politics was practiced 

in the state,  resulting in the formation of political parties along the ethnic/cultural 

line.   In other words, introduction of the modern politics to the Melanau occurred 

                                                           
2 According to Lerner (1956), the participation of the peoples in electoral politics is one of the 
important elements of modernity.   
3 The term of modernization in this paper is referred to a process - movement from traditional to 
modernity or from underdeveloped to development (also sees, Dube1988). 
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long before the improvement of their economy and standard of living. According 

to Balandier (1972, 171-172), when the people’s economy and standard of living 

are backward and weak, their traditional social structure and roles could be easily 

transferred to the modern political systems because the state political apparatus 

may  use it to enhance their position and power.  

Further more, the electoral systems which is practiced in Malaysia is 

based on majoritarian model4. In this model, every constituency will be 

represented by one representative that who get the highest votes during the 

election time. This model offers a clear choice between contestants and political 

parties. Those who get more votes will represent their constituency and the party 

who has more representatives will govern the state. The modern political 

structure seems quite similar with the Malay traditional political system where 

every district (daerah) is headed by a chief and the state governed by a Raja. In 

modern political system, the district chief is replaced by a constituency 

representative and the Raja, by the Chief Minister. The difference is that the 

district chief in the traditional political system is appointed by the Raja but not by 

the people like in the democracy system and the Raja is a hereditary position and 

has sovereign power.  

As conclusion, we can say that the practicing of the electoral political 

system does not reduce the significance of traditional social structure, customs 

and values system of the Melanau.  The social structure, customs and values 

                                                           
4 The electoral system  consist three parts, the ballot, the constituency and the electoral formula, 
the latter has given name to the different electoral system, whether majoritarian or proportionality 
systems or its variant.  The name reflects how the votes translated into seats which representing 
the constituencies (Johannson 2002, 111). 
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system are easily adapted to the modern political system. This is what Balandier 

meant by the dynamic of traditionalism and modernity in traditional society.  The 

traditional society is not condemned to being a mere prisoner of its past 

(Balandier 1972, 172). It moves forward and adjusts to the new situation and 

surrounding, and takes new functions and symbols.  

 

The Traditionalism of the  Melanau 

The main features of traditionalism of the Melanau which suited to or even could 

be manipulated in the electoral politics are the socio-economic backwardness, 

social stratification and norms. 

The Melanau in the traditional term refer to them as ‘a-likou’, meaning the 

people of river. They live by the rivers and their villages are  doted along the 

banks of the rivers. As the rivers traversed through  the swampy plain of the 

coastal areas, the Melanau could not improve their peasant economy sufficiently. 

They lack  everything from the poor soil to the modern technology, and from the 

archaic transportation to the educational institutions. Thus, what the Chief 

Minister defined as the politics of development is much fitted to the plight of the 

people like the Melanau. The concept of the politics of development means the 

government would bring the economy and infrastructure developments to the 

people. In every state election, since 25 years ago, the candidates from the BN 

(Barisan Nasional), the party that control the state government since than, have 

been telling the people to vote for them because they are bringing in the 

development projects. Even though the  Melanau areas were under developed 
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before but since then, the areas has been progressing tremendously under the 

new representative i.e. the Chief Minister.    

On one hand, telling about new things like  developments and progress to 

the backward villagers is enough to light up their life, just like telling  folktales 

stories in their pastimes. On the other, the socio-economic backwardness is an 

opportunity for the ruling party to convince the people that by voting their 

candidates the government would bring in development  and progress to the 

areas.  The important thing to do during the elections time is to make the people 

feel good with their future even though the future remains to be seen. This is 

what the Chief Minister says when he talks about the 2006 state election: 

 

What is more important is how the people feel generally. That is important.  
There is a feeling among the people that things are much better. And I think I 
have talked quite a lot to  a wide  cross section of the people that first of all the 
development is reaching all sections of the community, all the races  and it is 
evenly distributed in as far as possible throughout Sarawak. I am very happy 
because key to my approach to the Politics of Development  was to make sure  
that in the process  of implementing development  I also can build and improve 
the feeling of unity among all races in Sarawak and  a feeling that  no one section 
has been neglected (Taib Mahmud, Eastern Times 13 May 2006).  

 

 

The Melanau society is very stratified and they observed quite strictly the 

stratification in their daily life. Since the Melanau had been under the jurisdiction 

of the Sultan of Brunei for at least four centuries before James Brooke conquest 

the areas, their social stratification is not only structured according the Malay 

(Brunei) social stratification but also having the same norms and esteem.   The 

aristocrat class in the Melanau society is the descendants of Brunei families who 

were placed by the Sultan of Brunei as the district chiefs at the mouth of the 
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rivers like Mukah, Oya, Igan and Rejang. The upper class in the local term is 

referred as ‘basa pangeran’ or ‘emas lima’.  The term ‘pangeran, is a much 

respected title in the Melanau society. During the state election 2001, the Chief 

Minister carried the title of ‘Pangeran’, instead of ‘Tan Sri’. The ‘Pangeran’ title is 

more meaningful in Sarawak than ‘Datuk’ or ‘Tan Sri’. In the state 2006 election, 

he added the title  ‘Pehin Sri’ which is higher than the ‘Pangeran’. 

The titles do not only indicate the social strata  but  they also indicate the 

cultural norms and meaning. In the traditional era, the district chiefs ruled their 

districts with  minimum supervision from the Raja or Sultan.  Thus, they were 

very powerful and are the most respected people. In other words, they were the 

‘Raja in their own districts’.   A ‘Raja’ could  mean everything for the people. He 

could bring ‘the rain and sunshine’. Those who disobey the Raja’s orders or rules 

will be punished severely not only by the Raja himself but also by the God. The 

norm is clearly stated by the proverb, ‘kerja raja dijunjung, kerja sendiri dikelek’. 

The norms and esteem are quite strong in the Melanau society until today. For 

instance, marriages between the social classes are discourage and forbidden.  

The norms and esteem could enhance the relationship between the people and 

their representatives which the representatives (wakil rakyat) are the chief and 

the people are commoners. And what more if the representatives carried the 

aristocrat blood.  

The highest norms in the traditional political culture of the Malays are 

loyalty and gratitude. The people must  be loyal and submissive to their chief or 
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ruler at all time and situation5. It seems that the Melanau hold the norm 

steadfastly in their daily life as De Crespigny (Roth 1968, 91) describes as 

follows:  

 
They are mild peaceful, being quiet and gentle in disposition; … They are 
submissive to the authority of their superiors, and crime is of rare occurrence 
amongst them.  

 

The norms are exhaustedly exploited by the ruling party candidates in the 

election campaigns. The message of the campaigns is that the people have to 

vote the candidates from the ruling party as a gesture of loyalty and gratitude for 

the bringing of development projects such as tarred roads, medical facilities and 

schools to their areas. At the same time, the candidates warn the people that the 

development project or help from the government will be revoked if they vote the 

opposition candidates. The terms loyalty and gratitude are widely used in the 

campaign. For instance, during his speech in Gedung, Simunjan,  Adenan 

Satem, Senior Vice President of PBB said that the opposition parties are not 

thankful  to the government who provide them  the facilities like road, electricity 

and pipe water (Utusan Sarawak, 19 May 2006). 

 The Melanau who had been living under the Brunei Sultanate knew very 

well the meaning of loyalty and disloyalty (durhaka). It seems that the norm is 

very compatible with the majoritarian model of the electoral politics because it is 

based on the logic of ‘the winner takes all’ as the zero sums are the rule of the 

game. 

                                                           
5 The character of Hang Tuah in the epic of Hikayat Hang Tuah is the  symbol of the norm.  
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Before 2001, the Melanau areas are one of the less-developed part of 

Sarawak. The mega economic and infrastructure development projects have only 

started in the town centers like Mukah when the Chief Minister represented the 

Balingian (read, Mukah) constituency. The development projects are trunk road, 

bridge, office tower, boulevard, shop houses, resort and shopping malls. Some of 

the projects have been completed. These development projects indicate that the 

Chief Minister and all the PBB’s representatives are able to bring the changes 

and progress to the people. It is stated that the developments are an integral part 

of an ever-expanding and well-planned urban centre and symbolize the 

aspirations of the people (The Borneo Post, 13 May 2006).   

It is interesting to look at the so-called scenario of the politics of 

development in the context of the Melanau society and culture The development 

projects does not only symbolize the aspirations of the people but also the 

domination of the ruling class. Most of the projects especially around Mukah 

explicitly advertise and propagate the norm of loyalty since most of the projects 

have been named after the Setia Raja like Menara Setia Raja, Jalan Setia Raja, 

Masjid Setia Raja, Boulevard Setia Raja and so forth. The words ‘setia raja’ 

denotes the unquestioning loyalty. Implicitly, the development projects remind the 

people that in order to have the progress they must submit their solid loyalty to 

the government. Thus, the politics of development is not only about the growth in 

economic aspects and betterment in social amenities but also about the 

perpetuation of the ideological domination or the hegemony of the ruling class. 

As such, the ruling class, especially the political elites in PBB is very powerful in 
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Sarawak. The President of PBB is the only Chief Minister in Malaysia who has 

remained in power for last 25 years and is surely to remain there for a few years 

more6.  

The majority of the Melanau in Mukah were not happy when Ibrahim 

Bayau, an outsider from PKR (Parti Keadilan Rakyat) contested against the Chief 

Minister in the Balingian constituency in the 2006 state election. The act of 

Ibrahim Bayau,  and his proposer and seconder, the local residents of Mukah is 

considered  as an act of the ‘traitors’ and this action cannot be forgiven  - ‘tidak 

dapat dimaafkan’. Some quarters in Mukah proposed that the government should 

take action against the village chief from which the proposer and seconder of 

Ibrahim Bayau came from because he failed to dissuade them from supporting 

the opposition candidate.  These norms were also expressed by Aidan Wing, a 

PBB’s candidate who contested in Kemena constituency by saying that he was 

‘very sad, frustrated and a shame’ because certain people are not thankful to the 

Chief Minister (Utusan Sarawak, 13 May 2006).   

Without the ambiance of traditionalism, such feeling of loyalty could not be 

sustainable. The quotation below also gives a similar picture: 

Sarawak Chief Minster Pehin Sri Haji Abdul Taib has always  been  man who 
puts himself in the place of his people, the people of Sarawak,  the people whose 
interest have always been deep in his heart. This is passion for Taib. He 
responds to them and he wants them to be a better people, a better place, a 
better lifestyle and a better Sarawak. Infact, he is in the right position to change 
the destiny and future of his people (Siva Kumar, 2006, 2) 

 

                                                           
6 Some one had said that if there are grandmasters of politics, Pehin Sri Abdul Taib Mahmud is 
certainly one of them (The Star, 9 May 2006). The other writer considers him as ‘a new Raja’ 
(Raja Petra Kamarudin 2006). 
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The last sentence of the quotation is quite similar with the statement in Malay 

hikayat that the Raja determines the fate of the commoners and the message is 

also contained in the slogan of Barisan Nasional that ‘only BN can guarantee a 

peaceful, progressive and prosperous Sarawak’.   

 

The State Election 2006 

In the state election 2006, following the last delineation exercise, the 

Melanau swampy plain were divided into eight constituencies with more than 

50% of the voters are the Melanau. The details about the name of constituencies 

and candidates, the political parties and voter’s ethnic percentage are presented 

in  Table 1. In term of the total Sarawak population, the Melanau are only five 

percent and as  voters they are only about 120,000 voters7. The  

 

 
 

Table 1: State Constituencies in Melanau Areas 
 

 
Constituency & Total 
of Voters 

 
Candidate and Party 

 
Ethnic (Percentage) 

Belawai (N35) -8,004 Hamden Ahmad (PBB) 
Abang Sardini Abg. Ojek (PKR) 

Malay/Melanau 68.10 
Chinese3.61,Iban 28.29 

Semop (Serdeng) (N36) 
– 9,162 

Mohamad Asfa Awg Nasar 
(PBB) 
Dr. Noh Saabi (PKR) 

Malay/Melanau 73.88 
Chinese6.28,Iban 19.84 

 
Daro (N37) – 7,411/baru 

Murni Suhaili (PBB) 
(uncontested) 

Malay/Melanau 63.74 
Chinese 3.12, Iban 33.07, 
Bidayuh 0.07 

                                                           
7 The 1960 survey shows  that the total population of the Melanau is 43,661 persons with 10,841  
believe in animism, 2,050 Christian and the rest are Muslim (Lee Yong Peng 1970,70). The 1990 
survey only shows the total population of the Melanau is 937,000 persons without classification of 
the religion (Jabatan Perangkaan Malaysia 1995, 41). 
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Jemoreng (Matu-Daro) 
(N38) – 8,545 

Gani@Abu Seman Jahwie 
(PBB) 
(Wahab Dollah 2001) 
Nasaruddin Abdullah (Bebas) 

Malay/Melanau 92.55 
Chinese 3.19, Iban 3.55 

 
Nangka (N49) – 12,973 

Awg. Bemee Awg Ali Basah 
(PBB) 
Abg Ariffin Abg Sebli (PKR) 

Malay/Melanau 53.42 
Chinese 27.12, Iban 18.79 
Bidayuh 0.22, Orang Ulu 
0.19, others l. 27. 

 
Dalat (N50) – 11,423 

Fatimah Abdullah (PBB) 
(uncontested) 

Malay/Melanau 74.37 
Chinese 7.34, Iban 
18.26,Orang Ulu 0.01, 
others 0.02 

 
Balingian (N51) – 11,326 

Abdul Taib Mahmud (PBB) 
Ibrahim Bayau (PKR) 

Melayu/Melanau 69.89 
Chinese13.18, Iban 16.88 

 
Jepak (N58) – 12,049 

Talip Zulpilip (PBB) 
Wan Saimi Wan Dahlan (DAP) 

Malay/Melanau 57.21 
Chinese 6.73, Iban 35.94 
Orang Ulu 0.12 

 

 
 

 

roles of the Melanau in the electoral politics are quite significant.  Firstly, the  

leaders like Abdul Rahman Talib (Tun) and Abdul Taib Mahmud, the longest 

serving Chief Minister are from the Melanau comunity. Secondly, they give an 

unquestioning and solid support to PBB.  

The Sarawak state election is always a non-event occasion. Infact, 

Sarawak itself could be called the ‘land of Barisan Nasional’ instead of the ‘Land 

of the Hornbill’. For instance, in the 2001 state election, the only constituency 

which lost out to the opposition was Kedurong, the Chinese dominated area. In 

the 2006 state election Barisan Nasional expected to win all the 71 

constituencies but when the ballot boxes were opened, Barisan Nasional lost 

nine constituencies to the opposition parties. The constituencies are from 

Chinese and Iban majority areas.  In the Malay-Melanau dominated 

constituencies, Barisan Nasional won all the seats. It is not exaggerating to say 
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that the safest constituencies for the ruling party candidates are the Melanau 

areas. For instance, in the 2006 state election, the PBB candidates won two 

seats, Dalat and Daro unopposed.   

 

Conclusion 

Traditionalism and modernity among the Melanau are like the two sides of a coin. 

At one side, it shows that they still observe their customs and norms. On the 

other side, they are receptive to the modern development projects even though 

most the projects are centered in the town areas. Since five years ago, Mukah 

has been transformed into a very modern urban centre. Among the mega 

projects that have been completed include office tower, bridge, new township, 

bus terminal, extension of airport runway and beach resort. The development 

projects at one hand are the indicator of the modernity and on the other hand 

they reinforced the ideology of traditionalism. The people must submit their 

loyalty to the government to ensure continued political stability and smooth 

implementation of development projects. Modernity and traditionalism in the 

Melanau society are like two difference set of goods which are traded during the 

election time. In other word, the articulation of traditionalism and modernity of the 

Melanau society is taking place in the electoral politics. 
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Moral Journeys: Exploring Philip Pullman’s His Dark Materials through the Lens of 

Lawrence Kohlberg’s Cognitive Theory of Moral Development 

By Sara A. Dailey 

Taking note of Philip Pullman’s attention to issues of religion in His Dark 

Materials caused numerous scholars to debate what Pullman’s purpose in examining 

these issues might have been. For many, Pullman attempts a complete destruction of the 

Christian religion and a rejection of the “Christian worldview as essentially life denying” 

(Hatlen 76). Anne-Marie Bird states that “His Dark Materials envisages a world in which 

God is thought to be redundant” (188) while Bernard Schweizer believes Pullman’s work 

“chips away at the very basis of Christian doctrine” (160). Pat Pinsent sees Pullman as 

subjecting “the Christian Church…to a savage attack for its sterile adherence to a code of 

rules, its proffering of the hope of an illusory heaven, and indeed, its cruelty and 

unscrupulousness” (205). Commentary like this begs the question of what Pullman offers 

in place of what he sees as the dangers of Christianity. As Millicent Lenz notes “if the 

Authority is dead, where does humankind find an alternative theological vision, a basis 

for defining the meaning of human life?” (155).  

Some critics argue Pullman offers no alternative to Christianity, leaving his 

readers adrift with nothing as a foundation to help them answer moral questions of right 

and wrong. Hugh Rayment-Pickard argues while “Pullman confirms to his readers old 

and young that there is something basically unhealthy about Christianity” (32) he “does 

not explore the dangers of non-religion” (35). Tony Watkins finds while Pullman 

“believes there are genuine moral principles…in a world without God it seems to be 
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extremely difficult to find any objective basis for these principles” (162). These scholars 

argue that Pullman has created a moral vacuum where religion once resided. Pinsent also 

wishes Pullman “could be brought to realize that the debunking of religion he has 

undertaken should ideally be part of a positive process,” either to rehabilitate religion or 

provide another alternative (209).  

Further examination of critical sources finds scholars who view Pullman as 

placing the task of moral behavior on individuals who are viewed as completely 

autonomous without elucidating what this system of individual morality might entail or 

how it might be structured. Lenz states Pullman “consistently places responsibility for 

betterment of the human condition with human beings themselves, for just as there is no 

‘elsewhere,’ there are no legitimate ‘authorities’ to do the ‘saving’ for us” (11-12). 

Burton Hatlen argues Pullman uses the terms good and evil to “describe certain potentials 

mixed together in every human being” but in doing so he “rejects Tolkien’s metaphysical 

dualism” of either absolute good or absolute evil, so we find that “every time we imagine 

that we’ve sorted out the good guys and the bad guys, Pullman pulls the rug out from 

under us” (79-80). These scholars and others see Pullman as placing emphasis on 

individual experience. As neither Lenz nor Hatlen fully explore how this individual 

experience contains elements of morality or what this idea of individual responsibility 

consists of, further critical discussion is needed that will do so.  

Spreading the critical net still wider brings forth scholars who argue Pullman 

attempts to destroy the institution of religion while still retaining some of its framework, 

tenets, and ideals. Andrew Leet argues, “although Pullman may be critical of hierarchical 

religious organizations, this does not mean that religious values…are absent from his 
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trilogy” (176). Leet states that a world without a conception of sin “may be an appealing 

one, but as Pullman realizes and reaffirms throughout his trilogy, such a world would be 

both unnatural and ultimately disastrous…we would have nothing to strive for—ours 

would be an empty existence” (180). Carole Scott also argues that “Pullman continues to 

employ Christianity’s humanist ethics, traditions, and values” (96). Rayment-Pickard 

finds that Pullman “denies the reality of God at the same time as validating the 

‘theological’ quest to resolve questions of ‘ultimate concern’…what is more, everything 

in Pullman’s counter-Christian myth has been framed by the Christian paradigm” (87-

88). For these scholars Pullman still demonstrates Christian answers to moral questions 

of what is right and what is wrong.  

This review of criticism surrounding His Dark Materials suggests that there are 

still many questions raised by Pullman’s attention to issues of religion and morality that 

have yet to be fully answered. This essay explores Pullman’s construction of an 

alternative vision of morality and a framework for moral behavior. Pullman’s moral 

framework is not based on theology but instead arises logically from an individual’s 

awareness of self as an autonomous maker of moral judgments. Using Lawrence 

Kohlberg’s cognitive developmental theory of moralization1 to help us grasp the 

mechanics of Pullman’s framework, this analysis demonstrates that Pullman does not 

create a moral vacuum as he dismantles the system of organized Christianity nor does he 

merely reiterate Christian morality. Instead, Pullman’s trilogy demonstrates morality as a 

universal process of ethical development operating in all societies, Christian or otherwise. 

Kohlberg’s theory focuses most of its attention on the development of moral judgment in 

                                                 
1 Most scholars refer to Kohlberg’s theory as the “cognitive theory of moral development” and I will refer 
to it as such throughout the remainder of the paper. 
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adolescents. Kohlberg’s theory is appropriate as a tool to explore Pullman’s trilogy since 

Pullman’s trilogy features adolescents as its primary characters. The fate of all the worlds 

in Pullman’s trilogy hangs on children, thus an exploration of how these children make 

their decisions seems appropriate. Moral decisions made by these children are not 

infrequent. As the exercise of moral judgment is a continual process “not confined to a 

few rare moments in life… [but] integral to the thinking process use[d] to make sense out 

of the moral conflicts that arise in everyday life,” exploring how Pullman’s characters 

make moral judgments is not only important, it can be life altering (Hersh, Paolitto, and 

Reimer 48). 

 

Kohlberg, a Review of the Theory 

Kohlberg’s cognitive theory of moral development can be said to be “a 

description of the development of moral judgment” (Hersh, Paolitto, and Reimer 45). The 

theory developed out of Kohlberg’s study of Jean Piaget’s work in logical reasoning 

development in youth. Joseph Reimer writes that “what Kohlberg means by ‘moral 

judgments’ is how a person decides which values to act on and whose claims to respect in 

a situation of moral conflict” (61). Through his research Kohlberg has come to 

understand that there are multiple stages a person goes through in this process. Each stage 

(Kohlberg posits six total) is characterized by a particular way of approaching a problem; 

each stage has its own unique features. These stages also often correspond with age and 

there is “no stage skipping. The individual must pass through each stage in order to reach 

the next stage in the sequence,” although this stage process may terminate at any point 

(Kohlberg and Colby 4). Kohlberg states that “the stages may be seen as representing 
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increasingly adequate conceptions of justice and as reflecting an expanding capacity for 

empathy, for taking the role of the other” (Kohlberg and Hersh 56). Stage progression 

starts with an egocentric view point, moves to one shared by a group or society as a 

whole, and then finally moves to a universal principled ideal. 

 In stage 1 of Kohlberg’s cognitive theory of moral development, moral thinking is 

from an egocentric, hedonistic point of view and is characterized by the avoidance of 

discomfort and an unquestioning obedience to fixed rules and authority figures. The 

points of view of others are not considered, and the individual is seemingly unaware that 

others may have different points of view.  In this stage, decisions are based on avoidance 

of punishment—more specifically, rules are followed when they are backed by a 

punishment of a physical nature—and on obedience for its own sake; individuals do 

something because they are told to. Avoiding the discomfort of physical pain determines 

right and wrong, not a sense of respect for the idea of a moral order.  

Referred to by Kohlberg as the concrete individualistic perspective, stage 2’s 

point of view remains selfish and egocentric, but contains a developing awareness of 

multiple other “right” views held by people with different interests. These other interests 

can and occasionally do come into conflict with an individual’s own interests. “Right” is 

seen as relative; what is right for her, what is right for him, etc. “Right” in this stage is 

following rules when it is to your own immediate interests and action is based on meeting 

your own interests and needs and letting other people do the same. The concept of equal 

exchange begins to take a central role, as in the “I’ll do something for you and you’ll do 

something for me” mentality. Sharing or being “fair” is done as a means of achieving 

individual interests as the idea of reciprocity begins to be understood. 
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Mutual interpersonal relationships and expectations begin to take priority in stage 

3 as individuals begin to move to a point of view shared by a group or society. This stage 

can also be referred to as the “good girl” or “good boy” stage. This stage is peer-driven as 

individuals test what is acceptable in the confines of the group. What is “right” is living 

up to the expectations of those who are close to you or demonstrating the stereotypical 

good behavior “others expect of you as a member of their group or society” (Hersh, 

Paolitto, and Reimer 73). Being good is important, but it is no longer obedience for 

obedience’s sake; rather, making other people happy by obeying them is important. As 

this stage focuses on intentions, it is important to have good motives and show concern 

for others as well as keep interpersonal relationships going strong by demonstrating traits 

like loyalty, trust, respect, and gratitude. Rules and/or authority which support 

stereotypically good behavior are followed and the act of role taking also occurs in this 

stage. 

 While stage 3 is more peer-driven, Kohlberg sees the focus of stage 4’s “law and 

order” orientation as systems driven, based on a desire to maintain the social order by 

following society’s rules. This stage becomes not just about putting yourself in the other 

person’s shoes, but rather about putting yourself in the place of the actual system that 

defines roles and expectations. The consideration of interpersonal or individual relations 

then takes place in terms of their function within the system as a whole. “Right” is 

keeping the institution going as a whole and avoiding the breakdown of the system. 

People in this stage might say things like “if everyone did it…” or speak of their 

conscience. Motivations behind actions in this stage may frequently be confused with 

stage 3’s belief in rules or authority, but here the emphasis is less on being a “good girl” 
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or “good boy” and more on contributing to society, the group, or an institution. In this 

stage it is important to fulfill the actual duties to which you have agreed and to keep your 

promises. Laws, as a function of the system, “emerge…as a central value” and are always 

to be upheld in order to avoid system breakdown, except in very extreme cases in which 

they may conflict with other fixed social duties, such as one’s duty as a son, spouse, etc 

(Hersh, Paolitto, and Reimer 75).  

Emphasizing individual rights that are sanctioned by a social system or society by 

consensus, stage 5 sees the emergence of an individual self who (still ultimately 

accountable to the system) begins to move from a point of view shared by a system to a 

universal viewpoint. This stage “incorporates the relativist’s perspective that values are 

relative to one’s group but seeks a principle that will bridge these differences,” 

recognizing that they conflict occasionally and that it is frequently difficult to integrate 

these opposing points of view into one harmonious viewpoint (Hersh, Paolitto, and 

Reimer 78). Dialogue is stressed as a key feature in this stage, the “willingness to come to 

agreement or consensus with other human beings in general about what is right” 

(Kohlberg, Levine, and Hewer 22). In this stage an individual must be aware that people 

have different opinions and values. While these values or rules may be relative to your 

group they should be upheld because they are in the social contract and because it is in 

the interest of impartiality. The values of life and liberty are not viewed as relative and 

must be upheld in any society regardless of other conflicting rules, values, or ideas. This 

stage is in line with Immanuel Kant’s idea of the Categorical Imperative, “the greatest 

good for the greatest number.” The motivation for doing right is based on a sense of 

obligation to create and follow laws that are intended for the protection of all people’s 
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rights and welfare. Most laws or social contract agreements are obeyed and considered 

valid because they are supposedly based on these principles.  

Noting stage 6’s abstract nature, Bill Puka states “while stage 6 is the only stage 

of moral reasoning that is truly adequate and principled, that does justice to justice, it is 

also the only stage that really does not exist,” as Kohlberg can name so few people that 

reach this stage (185). This is the stage Kohlberg describes as having a moral point of 

view from which social arrangements should or do derive. In this stage right is no longer 

defined externally but rather becomes a product of individual conscience. An individual 

follows self chosen ethical principles and recognizes their role as an autonomous maker 

of moral judgment. These principles are seen as universal and based on concepts of 

justice with respect to the equality of human rights and respect for human dignity and are 

principles regardless of what culture or social background (or, in the case of Pullman’s 

trilogy, what world) an individual is from2. There is a strong sense of personal 

commitment to these universal moral principles. Stage 6’s focus on empathy is based on 

seeing all beings as individual persons, as extensions of self deserving the same treatment 

as self (golden rule). If laws violate the principles the law must be (not should be) 

disobeyed and the principles followed instead as “there are exceptions to rules, then, but 

no exceptions to principles” (Kohlberg 11).  

 Understanding the basic foundations of Kohlberg’s cognitive theory of moral 

development becomes important as this essay explores how Pullman’s characters grow 

morally throughout the trilogy. Utilizing Kohlberg’s theory in the remainder of this essay 

helps explore how Pullman’s articulation of a moral framework is not dependent on 

                                                 
2 While Kohlberg views these principles as universal, not all scholars agree. Some argue that they are 
primarily western values that perhaps cannot be applied to all societies. 
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Christianity. Using Kohlberg’s theory will show how the growth of individual characters 

is based on personal choices underpinned by characters’ growing understanding of their 

own autonomous natures. 

 

Lyra and Will’s Journey 

His Dark Materials leads to the consideration of essential questions regarding the 

role of personal choice in the determination of valid sources of authority if a Christian 

apparatus is no longer the framework of morality. In these books nothing less than the 

fate of all of Pullman’s worlds are at stake as a result of characters judging rightly and 

learning to take “responsibility for [their] actions and destinies;” thus, it is necessary to 

explore how Pullman’s characters work through this process of making judgments, 

evaluating sources of potential authority, and choosing to obey or to disobey (Watkins 

59). If traditional Christian answers are not available to Pullman’s characters then what 

moral framework does Kohlberg’s theory make available to them? 

As Kohlberg and other scholars indicate, “values are not distinctively Christian” 

(Watkins 160). Examination of His Dark Materials finds the novels are based on a 

personal morality that takes precedence over Christian ideology. Though Pullman does 

not appear to have a specific moral framework in mind, Kohlberg can be used to clarify 

the fact that the development of personal morality explored by Pullman is not based on 

Christianity. Pullman’s His Dark Materials does not indicate that his 2 main characters, 

Lyra and Will, embark on their journey of moral growth guided by a conception of 

Christian tenets. While Lyra has grown up around religious individuals she mostly 

manages to either confound them or ignore them. There is also no indication from Will’s 
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history that he has been the product of any kind of religious education. Lyra and Will do 

not frame their decision making around a conception of God; indeed, it rarely seems to 

enter into their consideration at all. On the global level, as angel battles against angel and 

Lord Asriel attempts to defeat the Authority, issues of religion come into play; in Lyra 

and Will’s personal decision making process on the local level, issues of religion usually 

do not. 

 Lyra’s journey of moral development begins in The Golden Compass, which 

opens as she and her daemon Pantalaimon are sneaking into the Retiring Room, an utterly 

off limits room in Jordan College where Lyra lives. The doubly forbidden nature of this 

room is shown as Pullman writes “only Scholars and their guests were allowed in here, 

and never females” (TGC 4). Lyra as neither a Scholar nor a man is aware that this room 

has been forbidden. Motivated by curiosity, she decides to enter anyway. Lyra faces 

strong punishment if she is caught. She is “afraid of the Steward, who had twice beaten 

her” and who will again if he finds her (TGC 7). She is also worried about the visitor who 

will shortly be arriving in the Retiring Room, her uncle, the Lord Asriel. He “was fierce; 

if he caught her in here she’d be severely punished” (TGC 6). But Lyra is convinced she 

“could put up with” any punishment from Lord Asriel and seems more afraid of the 

Steward who would physically punish her (TGC 6). Lyra’s environment here is 

structured around Kohlberg’s definition of stage 1. The attempt to control the 

environment is accomplished through the threat of punishment with physical 

consequences. As Kohlberg asserts that the bulk of moral development comes through 

conflict with one’s environment, Lyra’s rejection of this control in favor of satisfying her 

own curiosity demonstrates her rejection of stage 1 ideas in favor of Kohlberg’s stage 2 
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desire to satisfy one’s own wants. Ignoring her daemon Pantalaimon’s urgings and 

motivated by her own wants, Lyra decides to sneak in anyway. She does not consider 

anyone beside herself and her own sense of curiosity. 

 Sneaking into the Retiring Room to hide, Lyra ends up seeing the Master of 

Jordan College drugging Lord Asriel’s Tokay. When Lyra witnesses this her egocentric 

point of view becomes conflicted. She becomes “confused, and that made her hesitate” 

(TGC 7). Suddenly neither her curiosity nor her attempt to avoid physical punishment by 

hiding appears to be her biggest concern. At this point Pan is still more firmly egocentric 

than Lyra, for even though he knows that it is probably poison that the Master has just 

dropped into Lord Asriel’s drink he insists that “it’s nothing to do with us” (TGC 8). He 

believes they shouldn’t interfere and urges Lyra to look the other way. Pan doesn’t want 

to get involved because he fears punishment, regardless of the consequences for Lord 

Asriel or anyone else. To do something about the poison in the glass would risk exposure. 

As an extension of Lyra herself, Pan argues against it, finding risking exposure to be 

contradictory to their interests. 

 Lyra is not so sure though; she has “a mixture of thoughts contending in her 

head… [the] main thought was anxiety, and it wasn’t for herself” (TGC 9). This 

confusion is what prompts the beginning of Lyra’s movement to a higher stage in the 

moral development process. Kohlberg defines this stage move as occurring when the 

beliefs and reasons behind a person’s current moral stage come into conflict with the 

situation presented to them. Kohlberg calls this “cognitive conflict, the sense of 

uncertainty which arises when one’s easy judgments lead to contradiction or uncertainty 

when facing difficult decisions” (9). At this point Lyra finds her current stage of moral 
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development inadequate and must move to a higher stage in the moral development 

process in order to deal with the problem. What Lyra witnesses cannot be resolved in her 

mind from a merely egocentric point of view. She becomes aware of other people’s 

interests besides her own such as Lord Asriel’s likely desire to preserve his life.  

 Developing awareness of different points of view helps Lyra begin to “anticipate 

how others will react to [her] actions and plan [her] actions accordingly” (Hersh, Paolitto, 

and Reimer 71). A constant liar, Lyra has developed this skill as part of her attempt to 

plan her actions accordingly. For Lyra, lying is a means to an end motivated by a desire 

to fulfill her interests. She alters her story for her audience by designing it to fit her 

desired outcome: amazement, pity, or forgiveness of wrongs. In this early stage of moral 

development Lyra’s lying is quite effective; however, it will eventually fail her as she 

continues to grow morally. Lyra has also begun to be less afraid of breaking rules and has 

learned more about the arbitrary nature of many of them. While before she crept as 

carefully as she could into the Retiring Room to avoid getting caught, we later find her 

brazenly breaking rules. When children start to go missing because of a mysterious group 

of people known as the “Gobblers,” Lyra and her friends make a game out of searching 

for the missing children. Learning that another child named Jessie Reynolds has also 

gone missing, Lyra decides to leave Jordan College to go find out more information. The 

Porter tries to stop her by telling her that she is “not to go out again this evening, 

Master’s orders” (TGC 58). Lyra runs past him not even attempting to be secretive. Lyra 

is breaking the rule out of self interest; while she is partially concerned about the missing 

children, her curiosity is still the main motivating factor. Although she does now 
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recognize that her interests and the interests of others such as the Porter may conflict, 

Lyra does not follow the rules because they are not to her immediate interest. 

 By contrast, her motives in the episode immediately following this one are quite 

different. When Lyra gets back once again to Jordan College she realizes that she hasn’t 

seen her best friend Roger, the kitchen boy, all day. A search shows that Roger is among 

the missing children and Lyra becomes frantic. She tells Pantalaimon that they “better 

rescue him” (TGC 62). Representative of Kohlberg’s stage 3, this decision is motivated 

by a concern for others based on her connection with Roger as his friend. Roger is 

important to her personally. Although she knows at least one of the other missing 

children as well, it is only Roger that motivates her to attempt a rescue, so her desire to 

rescue him is not based on a concern for others because all people deserve to be rescued. 

Lyra does not decide to rescue him based on a concern for human rights that might be 

violated; rather, her desire to rescue him is exclusively based on friendship. Roger’s 

personal worth to her individually motivates this—she expects that Roger would also do 

the same for her if the positions were reversed. Their mutual interpersonal relationship 

and her loyalty to him is what makes this the right thing to do. This incident shifts her 

point of view from one that is purely egocentric to one that begins to be based on a 

viewpoint shared by a group (in this case, a group of friends) as she begins to internalize 

Kohlberg’s stage 3 thinking. 

The Golden Compass ends as it opened, finding Lyra and Pantalaimon once again 

confused and hesitant. Discussing the idea of Dust with Lyra shortly before they make 

the decision to cross the bridge Lord Asriel has created into the new world, Pantalaimon 

tells her “we believed them, even though we could see that what they were doing was 
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wicked and evil and wrong…We thought that Dust must be bad too, because they were 

grown up and they said so” (TGC 398). Pantalaimon’s comments reflect a developing 

awareness that orders cannot be obeyed blindly as they are in the very first stage of moral 

development. This also suggests to the reader that if Pantalaimon and Lyra are to become 

truly autonomous individuals, they must learn to question what they are being told and 

determine the “rightness” or the “wrongness” of statements for themselves. But Lyra and 

Pantalaimon’s anguish here is mostly a commentary on trying to do right based on the 

notion of being a “good girl” or “good boy” or that of living up to stereotypical role 

expectations discussed in stage 3 of Kohlberg’s theory of moral development. As 

adolescents, their role as “child” meant that grown ups must be listened to. Lyra and 

Pantalaimon now find that the events that they’ve seen and experienced have shown them 

that this stage 3 reasoning may be insufficient as they find it conflicting with what they 

know to be true. So if grown ups (who are now determined to be invalid sources of 

authority) want to destroy Dust, Lyra and Pantalaimon have become determined to 

protect it. Although a deepening awareness of the complexities of moral decision making 

begins to occur for Lyra and Pan, they have not yet discovered what the next step in the 

moral development process is.  

 The Subtle Knife introduces Will Parry, who will become as instrumental in the 

trilogy as Lyra. Right away readers learn that Will is at a higher stage of moral 

development than Lyra was when we first met her by witnessing how “he loved [his 

mother] so much he would have died to protect her” (TSK 9). The willingness to sacrifice 

himself for his mother is based on Will’s concern for his mother and his sense of loyalty 

to her. Will is fiercely loyal to those he cares about. His loyalties are much more 
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hardened than Lyra’s and he also demonstrates a strong belief in laws and the 

maintenance of the social order. Will demands to be treated like an adult. Unlike Lyra, he 

is less inclined to follow the advice of others and more adept at making his own 

decisions. Lyra’s demonstrations of stage 3 thinking and her use of elements from “the 

stage adjacent to [her] dominant stage” (stage 2) are most noticeable during her first 

interactions with Will, as her thinking clashes constantly with his use of elements from 

both Kohlberg’s stage 3 and 4 (Kohlberg and Colby 4). 

While cognitive conflict may prompt movement through moral development 

stages for a number of individuals, Kohlberg believes that cognitive conflict is not the 

only way an individual can possibly move to a higher stage. Movement to another stage 

can also be prompted by witnessing an individual reasoning through moral problems and 

issues with a higher stage than an individual’s own, for “although the notion of autonomy 

presupposes that selves make choices that do not depend on the will of others, this does 

not imply that selves make these choices in isolation from others” (Power, Higgins, and 

Kohlberg 28). Only a stage one level higher than an individual’s own will seem 

reasonable. This idea is at work in interactions between Lyra and Will. When Will first 

finds his way into the other world and the city of Cittagazze where he meets Lyra we see 

him demonstrating an example of stage 4 social system adherence to laws as “he took a 

bottle of lemonade from the cooler behind the bar and then thought for a moment before 

dropping a pound coin in the till” (TSK 16). Even though there is no one there to witness 

it or reward him for his behavior, Will still pays for what he takes from the café because 

he considers that the right thing to do. After he meets Lyra, Will tries to teach her to 

emulate this behavior. After he makes her an omelet he tells her to wash the dishes he 
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used. She thinks this is ridiculous; why wash them when “there’s millions of clean ones 

lying about” (TSK 26)? But Will insists that “We’ve got to eat, so we’ll eat what’s here, 

but we’ll tidy up afterward and keep the place clean, because we ought to” (TSK 26). He 

feels justified in taking food because of a belief that the right to life triumphs over the 

property rights of the café owner who left the items behind. But the dishes must be 

washed because it is part of the social system to do so, and since this part of the social 

system is not conflicting with a higher value like an individual’s right to life, it should be 

upheld. The following exchange illustrates this belief in another instance: 

‘What are you doing?’ she said. 

‘Paying. You have to pay for things. Don’t they pay for things in your 

world?’ 

  ‘They don’t in this one. I bet those other kids en’t paying for a thing.’ 

  ‘They might not, but I do.’       (TSK 63) 

Lyra questions the validity of this the first time Will leaves money but as he 

explains to her why they must she begins to see the rightness in his stage of thinking. As 

Will’s behavior is based on thinking from a stage only one level higher than her own, 

Lyra can comprehend the reasoning behind it; it makes sense to her. Lyra takes Will’s 

instruction about the importance of paying for what you take very seriously.  She starts to 

emulate the behavior, leaving money for things even when no one is there to witness it. 

Later she even instructs someone else on why it is the right thing to do in the trilogy’s 

concluding volume, The Amber Spyglass. 

However, exposure to Will’s higher stage of moral development does not 

necessarily guarantee that this higher stage will become Lyra’s new dominant stage of 
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moral thinking in regards to other issues beyond paying for items taken. While Lyra may 

now be using elements from a stage adjacent to her own dominant stage 3 thinking, she 

has not fully moved into stage 4. Kohlberg reminds us that “children often generate their 

own moral values and maintain them in the face of cultural training” (6). Although Will 

may provide examples of higher stage reasoning, we still find Lyra ignoring the advice of 

Will and others in many instances, especially in regards to Lyra’s truth-telling device, the 

alethiometer.  

Lyra uses the alethiometer to find out information about people, events, and to get 

advice about what she should do. Rayment-Pickard argues that because Lyra has the 

alethiometer “she never has to make proper ethical choices…her moral universe never 

requires her to live with uncertainty” (72). He states “because Lyra is always directed 

towards the right choice she never has a proper moral ‘experience,’ which would involve 

[m]aking an important ethical decision with imperfect information, and reconciling 

conflicting beneficial ends and contradictory moral principles” (Rayment-Pickard 74). 

But the sense of conflict Lyra demonstrates regarding the use of the alethiometer suggests 

otherwise. Her most important decisions are made either by disobeying the alethiometer’s 

advice or by never asking it in the first place. This runs counter to Rayment-Pickard’s 

suggestion that because of it she never makes a proper ethical choice. When Lyra and 

Will decide to go to the world of the dead in The Amber Spyglass, it is only after they 

have already made that decision that Lyra asks the alethiometer if it was the right thing to 

do. Additionally, the important decisions Lyra and Will make at the end of the trilogy 

only occur after Lyra has lost the ability to read the alethiometer at all. 
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Upon first meeting Will, Lyra uses the alethiometer to find out whether or not she 

can trust him. He responds by angrily telling her “you’ve got no right to look into my life 

like that” (TSK 104-105). Lyra counters by appealing to stage 3 thinking as she tells Will 

she will be loyal to him and keep the secrets discovered through the alethiometer’s use. 

But fifty pages later, she accidentally does give him away. Given specific advice from the 

alethiometer that her task is to help Will, Lyra instead chooses to visit a scholar regarding 

her own interests.  

Disastrous as it may be to lose Will’s trust and not live up to the role expectations 

discussed in Kohlberg’s stage 3, Lyra’s decision regarding her own interests leads to the 

theft of the alethiometer. When she has to confess to Will how this happened she tells 

him, “I done something very bad. Because the alethiometer told me I had to stop looking 

for Dust- at least I thought that’s what it said – and I had to help you…But I wouldn’t 

listen. I just done what I wanted to do, and I shouldn’t…” (TSK 157). After having come 

to the point of view shared by a group, Lyra makes a decision based on the use of a 

purely egocentric point of view, which for her is no longer a valid moral stage. She 

served her own interests even though she knew that they conflicted with Will’s. Her 

apology means little to Will, who tells her, “What’s the use of that? I don’t care if you’re 

sorry or not. You did it.” (TSK 157). As her decision was made by backsliding in the 

moral process, it could not be anything but wrong.  The fact that Lyra indicates to Will 

that she has done something wrong shows how she failed to act upon what she knew to 

be right. Lyra’s decision here demonstrates Kohlberg’s belief that moral thought does not 

guarantee moral action.  
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This belief of Kohlberg’s becomes even clearer in a discussion between Lyra and 

Will regarding the nature of children and their propensity for either right or wrong moral 

judgments. Lyra had been under the assumption “that whatever grown ups did, however 

bad it was, kids were different. They wouldn’t do cruel things like that. But I en’t so sure 

now” (TSK 261). Lyra saw children as somehow more innocent and capable of good than 

adults were, but her experiences are beginning to show her otherwise. Will learned that 

children are capable of right and wrong moral judgments much earlier as a group of 

children tormented his mother. He tells Lyra “after that I never trusted children any more 

than grown ups. They’re just as keen to do bad things” (TSK 262). Kohlberg emphasizes 

that adolescents are autonomous individuals who are capable of making moral judgments. 

If they are capable of making judgments, they are also capable of choosing the wrong 

action to perform; they “display the capacity for both good and evil acts” (Hunt and Lenz 

34). Dr. Paul Jewell writes “one can know (or feel) what is the right thing to do, yet act 

wrongly and immorally” (6). While one might assume that grown ups have a higher stage 

level of moral development, they are just as capable of right or wrong action as a child is. 

Higher stage level thinking may mean a person is more likely to act upon his or her 

thinking, but it does not guarantee this action. Lyra’s action of seeking out her scholar 

instead of helping Will is proof of that. Although she has come to a point of view that is 

shared by a group, she still chooses to base her actions upon a desire to meet her own 

individual wants. Recognition of Will’s point of view does not preclude this action. 

From the moment Lyra and Will steal the alethiometer back, Lyra promises Will 

“I’ll do nothing now except help you find your father, I promise” (TSK 206). Firmly 

rejecting an egocentric point of view, Lyra has become determined to no longer try to use 
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the alethiometer or her own judgment to figure out what is right. Lyra wants to base her 

decisions on a shared point of view from now on, like that in Kohlberg’s stage 3. Lyra 

desires Will’s approval and is fully committed to making decisions in such a way as to 

uphold the bond they have formed and gain that approval.  

To achieve this end, Lyra decides to consult Will before making any decisions in 

the future. After Will and Lyra meet up with Serafina Pekkala and her sister witches, the 

question of whether or not to use the alethiometer without asking Will beforehand arises. 

Pantalaimon, as he is trying to convince Lyra that they should use it, reminds her “we 

never promised not to. And we could find out all kinds of things for him. We’d be doing 

it for him, not for us” (TSK 259). Pan suggests here that the use of the alethiometer 

would be morally right because it would be based on a concern for others. He reminds 

her that they never made a promise so the desire to keep one’s promise would not apply. 

He tries to justify the alethiometer’s use for reasons other than selfish urges. Lyra 

disagrees with Pan. She argues that they shouldn’t use it because “it would be us we’d be 

doing it for ‘cause he’d never ask” (TSK 259). Lyra has made a promise to Will—she 

promised to help him—and she believes that using the alethiometer now would be based 

not on the spirit of that promise but on a selfish concern for one’s own wants. Even if 

Will did not know of her use of the alethiometer, Lyra still feels it would be wrong to use 

it. She desires to live up to the duties she has actually agreed to do, representative of 

Kohlberg’s stage 4 thinking. Now that she has understood and internalized a higher stage 

of moral thinking she has trouble accepting Pan’s rationalization.  She reflects on how “I 

might have done once…but I’m changing, I think” (TSK 259). This reflection shows 

Lyra’s developing awareness of her own movement through the stages of moral 
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development. As she becomes concerned with keeping her promises and following her 

conscience (discussed in Kohlberg’s stage 4), she is aware that her old ways of thinking 

and judging have become outdated. Pan hasn’t changed as much as Lyra has, but both 

seem to be sad about passing beyond the initial stages of moral development and moral 

thinking. Right and wrong were easier to determine and actions were easier to decide 

upon back then. Questions of right and wrong have begun to plague them more 

frequently as they are progressing through the stages seen by Kohlberg as part of the 

process of moral development. 

 Lyra and Will’s movement towards a universal point of view such as is discussed 

in Kohlberg’s stage 5 begins to occur through the use of the subtle knife and the mending 

of it after it has broken. While Will frequently seems more developed both morally and 

mentally than Lyra, he nevertheless finds himself resorting to violence to solve problems 

more often than she does. Before he first meets Lyra he has already killed one person in 

defending his mother; he will kill several more before the trilogy ends. Will is 

uncomfortable with this violence—at one point he wanders aimlessly around a museum 

“because pressing at him was the knowledge that he’d killed someone, that he was a 

murderer. He’d kept it at bay till now, but it was closing in. He’d taken away the man’s 

life” (TSK 99). Will finds his need to defend his mother conflicting with his belief in a 

person’s right to life. Will finds it difficult to integrate these mutually disagreeing ideals 

as both values are important to him, so he “wrestled with the horror of what he’d done… 

[until] gradually he grew calmer. He’d been defending his mother” (TSK 100). Will’s 

duty to protect his mother wins out over the rights of the unknown man he kills. While 
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life is valued by Will, as in Kohlberg’s stage 4, this value could not be upheld because it 

conflicted with Will’s other fixed social duties such as his duty as a son.   

 Will’s initial use of violence is controlled by his interpersonal relationship with 

his mother; later he uses violence to defend his own life against Tullio in a fight for the 

subtle knife.  Will eventually triumphs over Tullio and becomes the bearer of the knife 

but is unhappy about it. He tells the previous bearer that he doesn’t want this 

responsibility, to which Giacomo Paradisi responds “you have no choice” (TSK 182). 

Paradisi then teaches Will how to use the knife properly, and as Will learns how to use it, 

Lyra sees “an authority descend over [him], calming and relaxing and clarifying” (TSK 

183). The responsibility of being the knife bearer forces Will to grow as an individual. He 

tries to reject the violence that has always been a part of him, but accepting the subtle 

knife means accepting a weapon as well as accepting that part of him that is capable of 

violence, regardless of what other things he might be capable of as well.  

 The idea of serving the greater good, as discussed in Kohlberg’s stage 5, means 

that harm is often unavoidable and perhaps even inevitable. The implication behind the 

idea of the greater good is that making a decision that will do the greatest good for the 

greatest number of people will not necessarily be good for all people. No decision pleases 

everybody; serving the greater good means attempting to find the decision that will be the 

most beneficial overall, even if it involves harming someone to do so. Thus, Kohlberg’s 

stage 5 recognizes harm or violence as sometimes necessary, as means to an end, as a 

potential always contained in any major decision. 

 Accepting his potential to both help and harm is something Will does not appear 

to internalize fully until the knife is broken and he needs Iorek Byrnison to fix it. Lyra, 
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Will, and Iorek debate the rightness of mending the knife, as Iorek is not sure the knife 

should be remade—in fact, he is not sure it should have ever been made in the first place. 

He tells Will “your intentions may be good. The knife has intentions too” (TAS 181). The 

focus for Iorek here is on intentions, as Kohlberg argues “an action by itself is neither 

moral nor immoral. The moral element enters when a person explains why he is acting as 

he is” (Hersh, Paolitto, Reimer 90). However, for Iorek, intentions mark action. Will 

agrees that although he does not know the knife’s intentions nor know everything it is 

capable of, he still “must use it, and do what I can to help good things come about. If I 

did nothing, I’d be worse than useless. I’d be guilty” (TAS 181). His sense of ethics 

demands action based on the greater good mentality discussed in Kohlberg’s stage 5. 

Although Will knows the knife may be capable of harm (it is, after all, a weapon), and 

that he himself may be capable of harm, he still believes that both he and the knife are 

capable of doing greater good. While Will wants to make sure that he judges right, he has 

fully begun to realize how the idea of acting in the interest of the greater good means that 

there is also the possibility of causing harm. This knife is an extension of Will himself; 

his recognition that he himself is capable of doing both harm and good marks the 

beginning of his recognition of himself as a truly autonomous moral agent. Iorek 

reluctantly agrees to mend the knife.  

 Through the process of mending the knife, Lyra also starts moving to behavior 

and thought guided by the concept of the greater good found in Kohlberg’s stage 5 as 

well as the process of truly recognizing herself as an individual autonomous maker of 

moral judgment. When Lyra and Will decide to use the newly mended knife to seek out 

the world of the dead so that Lyra may keep a promise she has made to Roger, Iorek tries 
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to convince her that this is the wrong thing to do. Lyra is very firm about her desire to 

keep her promises. Even if keeping her promise is difficult, Lyra still views it as the right 

thing to do, as her current mentality falls into Kohlberg’s stage 4. This is illustrated as 

Pullman writes “‘No, Iorek,’ she said gently, ‘our business is to keep promises, no matter 

how difficult they are’”   (TAS 195). 

Lyra may be motivated here by a desire to keep her promise, representative of 

Kohlberg’s stage 4 moral thinking, but her motives swiftly move past this as she journeys 

to the world of the dead. When Lyra, Will, and the two spies Tialys and Salmakia climb 

aboard the boat to the city of the dead, the boatman tells Lyra she’ll have to leave 

Pantalaimon behind. He informs her “it’s not a rule you can break. It’s a law” (TAS 283). 

Lyra must choose between upholding her promise to Roger while following her 

conscience in keeping her commitments to Pantalaimon. As a result she finds herself 

“doing the cruelest thing she had ever done, hating herself, hating the deed, suffering for 

Pan and with Pan and because of Pan” (TAS 283). By this act Lyra has moved beyond 

merely a desire to keep one’s promise to another stage of moral thinking. As Pan is in 

many ways an extension of herself, Lyra’s act of leaving him is both extremely difficult 

and incredibly painful, both physically and emotionally. She still chooses to leave him 

because of her belief that it is the right thing to do and that the greater good will be 

served by doing so. No longer focusing just on keeping her promise; Lyra is now 

focusing on the idea that everybody deserves to be rescued and that no one deserves to be 

kept in the gray prison that the world of the dead is.  

Lyra’s shift in focus becomes based on valuing liberty. Discussed in Kohlberg’s 

stage 5, the right to liberty is seen as a value that takes precedence over other obligations 
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such as obeying laws or keeping promises. Even though leaving Pantalaimon behind is 

the right thing to do, not everyone’s wants and desires could be integrated into one 

overall decision here. Making a decision based on a belief that it will produce greater 

good means both Pan and Lyra are emotionally hurt when Lyra leaves him behind in 

order to get on the boat. As with Will’s acceptance of the subtle knife, the potential for 

harm is inherent in Lyra’s decision to serve the greater good by leaving Pan behind. 

 The journey to a more fully realized conception of morality like that seen in 

Kohlberg’s stage 5 and the starting journey to the moral action representative of 

Kohlberg’s stage 6 continues to develop as Lyra and Will journey further into the world 

of the dead. Coming across a toad that appears to have been injured, Lyra, Will, and the 

two spies debate the right to life. The following discussion takes place: 

  ‘It would be merciful to kill it,’ said Tialys. 

‘How do you know?’ said Lyra. ‘It might still like being alive in spite of 

everything.’ 

‘If it could tell us, we’d know. But since it can’t, I’m not going to kill it. 

That would be considering our feelings rather than the toad’s’ [said Will] 

(TAS 279). 

 Different points of view are at work here. Tialys sees it as mercy to put something 

out of its suffering—Will and Lyra believe more strongly in the right to life, regardless of 

the quality of that life. Since the toad can’t speak for itself, Will argues that it would be 

selfish to kill it. Since they don’t know what the toad wants, killing it would really mainly 

be done to alleviate Tialys’ discomfort with watching the toad. No one will be harmed if 

the toad is not killed; no other rules will be broken. This desire to leave the toad alive is 
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not based on an appeal to the concept of greater good; no greater good will be served if 

the toad is killed, no greater good will be served if it is not. Will and Lyra are choosing to 

respect the sanctity of life in any and all forms.  

In addition to focusing on life as a value, this conversation’s demonstration of 

dialogue as important to decision making further indicates how this is representative of 

Kohlberg’s stage 5. Lyra and Will do not make this decision independently; dialogue is a 

necessary part of the decision reached regarding the life of the toad. Through dialogue 

Tialys comes to understand their point of view and accept their decision regarding letting 

the toad live. Lyra and Will become increasingly committed to this principle of life as 

sacred as their journey continues; this belief in the sacredness of life is internalized and 

later by extension becomes a motivation for their final decisions regarding their own 

lives. 

It is not just the concept of life as sacred that starts to become a universal 

principle for Lyra and Will through their journey through the world of the dead—the 

concept of freedom for all individuals (also discussed in stage 5) and a respect for 

individual dignity becomes important. While in the world of the dead, Lyra tells Roger, 

“What my destiny is, is I got to help all the ghosts out of the land of the dead forever. Me 

and Will—we got to rescue you all” (TAS 309). There is certainly the sense here, and in 

an earlier discussion Lyra has with Will in The Amber Spyglass (pg. 303), that this task 

becomes more important than preserving their own lives, helping Lord Asriel, or meeting 

their daemons again. They feel that what has happened to the souls of the dead is utterly 

wrong, that no one living or dead should be trapped in a gray prison without hope of ever 

being set free. This desire to free the dead souls becomes more important to Lyra than her 
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promise to Roger; it becomes more important to Will than his quest to converse with his 

father one last time; it becomes more important than any laws or role expectations.   

Will and Lyra eventually succeed in freeing the souls from the grey prison they 

inhabited in the world of the dead by cutting a doorway open to another world. Lyra and 

Will watch as the atoms of the dead break apart as they exit, dispersing to become part of 

the entire universe. They then exit to find themselves in the world of the mulefa. 

Witnessing this process of individual beings becoming part of the whole furthers Lyra 

and Will’s internalizing of a universal viewpoint, just as later conversation with Mary 

Malone further reiterates for Lyra and Will the idea that the more adequate or better 

stages of moral development are the higher ones. Mary relates to Lyra and Will how 

living up to one’s own standards of morality, representative of Kohlberg’s stage 6, is the 

“right” thing to do. As she is telling Lyra and Will about her past and the choices she has 

made in her own life, Mary reflects how she “stopped believing there was a power of 

good and a power of evil that were outside us. And I came to believe that good and evil 

are names for what people do, not for what they are…People are too complicated to have 

simple labels” (TAS 447). Mary suggests here a sense of morality that becomes internally 

based like that explored in Kohlberg’s stage 6. Through the process of listening to Mary 

relate her journey of moral growth, Lyra and Will truly internalize a realization of their 

status as autonomous individuals, their own roles as creators of morals, as determiners of 

right and wrong. What Mary says resonates with Lyra and Will’s own experiences; they 

recognize what she is saying as something they’ve also come to believe. Recognition of 

their own natures is an essential part of moral growth—an individual cannot become truly 

autonomous until this occurs.  
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 Mere realization of their own natures is not all that occurs for Lyra and Will in the 

world of the mulefa; they are called upon to make several incredibly difficult decisions as 

well. A few pages after the children’s conversation with Mary we find Serafina 

admonishing the two children’s daemons, Pantalaimon and Kirjava, who are punishing 

Will and Lyra for leaving them behind as they journeyed through the world of the dead, 

though it was the right thing to do in terms of the greater good. Serafina warns the 

daemons that there will be yet another hard decision for their children and them to make. 

She tells them “I know you will make the best choice. But it is yours to make and no one 

else’s,” acknowledging that as they are truly autonomous individuals now, they must trust 

their own ability to make moral judgments. Nobody else can make these decisions, only 

Lyra and Will have become authorized moral agents because they’ve worked through the 

moral development process (TAS 475).  

 Will and Lyra’s decision to choose separate lives in separate worlds even though 

it will be incredibly hard as they are in love with one another. They can only live out their 

full lives and full potentials in their own separate worlds, for they will sicken in any other 

world and die prematurely. Will knows that they shouldn’t waste their lives; they should 

be “good, long, busy lives, and if we can’t spend them together, we…we’ll have to spend 

them apart” (TAS 488). They cannot be selfish here and serve their own immediate 

interests as in Kohlberg’s stage 2, not without it killing one or the other of them. There is 

no one to approve them as good or bad here, so a decision cannot be based on the desire 

for approval as in Kohlberg’s stage 3. No laws or social systems are at work either as in 

Kohlberg’s stage 4; rather the belief in the sanctity of life, seen in Kohlberg’s stage 5, 

places an emphasis on their own lives as well.  Preserving life—not a half life but a long 
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full one—dictates this decision; it is becomes about what they must do, not what they 

should do, as their current moral view demands action based on their principles. As Lyra 

and Will are the only ones capable of making this decision about the doorways, this 

episode falls into Kohlberg’s stage 6. Lyra has come to see Will as an extension of 

herself, just as Will has come to see Lyra as an extension of himself; they both want the 

other to have a full life, just as they desire a full life for themselves. 

 The grief Lyra and Will feel at learning that only one door between the worlds 

can be left open compounds the grief caused by knowing they must live separate lives in 

order to have full lives. Lyra and Will both quickly realize that if they leave a door open 

between their 2 worlds so that they can visit each other, the door leading out of the world 

of the dead would have to be closed. Their own desires and wants must be sacrificed for 

the greater good, so that the door leading out of the world of the dead can remain open. 

There will be no passageway between their two worlds at all. The belief in freedom based 

on stage 5 reasoning wins out over any other concerns. As it is again only Lyra and 

Will’s decision to make, it becomes a further example of stage 6 reasoning. Lyra and 

Will, witnessing how the atoms of the dead split apart, began to see those individuals as 

extensions of self; the souls’ journeys became journeys Lyra and Will must eventually 

embark on. This decision is motivated by a desire to give those souls of the dead the 

opportunity to become part of everything that Will and Lyra will eventually desire for 

themselves. Thus empathy rules in decision making and Lyra and Will are now shown as 

truly inhabiting Kohlberg’s stage 6 of moral reasoning. 

 Lyra and Will make the decision on their own that they must live life apart, each 

in their own worlds, and that the only doorway to be left open is the one out of the world 
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of the dead. This decision is made without asking others and without the use of the 

alethiometer. After this Xaphania tries to reassure them that they will have work to do in 

their own separate worlds anyway. Will at first wants to know what this work is, but 

swiftly changes his mind, saying “No, on second thought, don’t tell me. I shall decide 

what I do…whatever I do, I will choose it, no one else” (TAS 496). He has fully realized 

his own role as an autonomous individual responsible for his own moral growth, 

decisions, judgments, and actions. Xaphania remarks that this is “the first steps towards 

wisdom” (TAS 496). Without one’s full awareness of one’s self as determiner of moral 

values, as maker of moral judgments, one cannot hope to approach the place of moral 

action and of true empathy seen in Kohlberg’s stage 6.  

 But this role as truly autonomous moral agents that Lyra and Will have attained is 

not as hopeful as readers might like. Kohlberg reminds us that “even attainment of 

awareness of universal principles of justice…does not remove the possibility of despair,” 

and at the end of the trilogy Lyra and Will have barely begun the process of realizing 

what it will entail to live life in Kohlberg’s stage 6 (14). Lyra remarks to Pan how 

difficult it will be. Decisions will have to be made while considering all other individuals 

as extensions of self, using empathy and self-chosen moral principles to guide action as 

they cannot “put themselves first” (TAS 518). Life as an autonomous moral agent is 

challenging; the evolution to this universal viewpoint is difficult for both Lyra and Will, 

and remaining there will require effort and more challenges. 
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Journey’s End 

 This essay has explored how Pullman’s construction of an alternative vision of 

morality is not based on theology but instead arises logically from an individual’s 

awareness of self as autonomous. Use of Lawrence Kohlberg’s cognitive theory of moral 

development has demonstrated that Pullman does not create a moral vacuum in his 

trilogy nor does he merely reiterate Christian morality. Instead, Pullman’s trilogy 

demonstrates morality as a universal process of ethical development that is constantly 

taking place. 

 Lyra and Will’s journey, on which the fate of all of the worlds appears to hang in 

the balance, is made up of a series of choices—it isn’t just about doing something right 

once, but choosing right again and again. This process of making decisions, as Kohlberg 

seems to indicate in his studies, often becomes more important than the specific decision 

made. Lyra’s decision to sneak into the Retiring Room was just as important as the 

decision to go to the world of the dead and just as important as other later choices Will 

and Lyra make in the trilogy. After all, if she’d never sneaked into the Retiring Room, the 

rest of her journey might not have taken place. The same pattern holds true for Will as 

well—if he had not followed the cat through the doorway into Cittagazze he would have 

never met Lyra, never gained possession of the subtle knife, and never been given the 

opportunity to make those important, world-altering decisions he and Lyra make in the 

world of the mulefa. Thus the process of moral reasoning is always taking place. Making 

sense out of conflict in everyday life and deciding who has authority or what action is the 

right one to make is a constant process, even for individuals who do not grow as much as 

Lyra and Will do. 
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 By showing examples such as these, Pullman’s trilogy argues the moral 

development process is a complicated one. Only by working through the process fully 

can an individual truly begin to come to a conception of right or wrong and become an 

authorized moral agent like Lyra or Will. Pullman’s characters are shown as not 

operating in a moral vacuum; there is such a thing as right or wrong. Although what this 

is may vary somewhat from one stage to another, right and wrong do exist. The stages 

Lyra and Will have gone through reflect an increasing capacity for empathy and an 

increasing regard for the values of life, liberty, justice, and human dignity. The right 

choices then, are the ones that uphold these values and demonstrate this increase in 

empathy. 

 Pullman’s characters show how this development is an individual process. 

Through examining Will and Lyra’s journey, we see how in this process an individual 

starts from an egocentric viewpoint, concerned only with individual interests, then moves 

to a shared viewpoint, in which an individual becomes concerned with shared group 

interests or the interests of the system. The end of the journey comes when an individual 

finally gains a universal viewpoint, concerned with what is in the best interest of 

everyone, seeing individuals as extensions of self, and becoming determined to act on 

those principles. In creating a framework for morality constructed on individual journeys 

to become principled moral agents, Pullman’s trilogy also constructs a vision of morality 

not based on Christian theology. There is no appeal to a higher power; rather, it is each 

individual’s responsibility to progress through the moral development stages 

independently. Only when an individual begins to truly internalize a sense of themselves 

as autonomous individual makers of moral judgments can characters in Pullman’s trilogy 
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can get to the place Lyra and Will do at the end; reflecting true moral agency, authorized 

to make potentially world altering decisions because of their ability to follow self-chosen 

ethical principles and empathetically view other individuals as extensions of self. 

 Pullman demonstrates, as Kohlberg suggests, that conflict with one’s environment 

can further this process of moral growth. Lyra and Will must be tested on their journey 

by the events they experience or by witnessing higher stage thinking in order to be 

prompted to grow into the next stage. While many people never reach stage 6 of 

Kohlberg’s cognitive theory of moral development, perhaps it is a testament to what Will 

and Lyra have gone through that they are able to do so by the end of the trilogy. They are 

now able to effectively, in a way, chart their own futures. Further testament to the fact 

that they are now truly autonomous is the fact that Pullman actually physically separates 

them into different worlds at the end of the trilogy. While neither Lyra nor Will seem to 

know what the future will hold and are saddened by their separation forced through a 

desire to uphold moral principles, the trilogy still ends on a somewhat hopeful note. Both 

characters seem confident that they have now attained the moral decision making skills 

needed to approach anything life has to offer them, and to face them with courage, 

compassion, and certainty. 
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Biographical Fact or Fiction?   
William Faulkner, Estelle Oldham Franklin, and Abortion 

 
Robert W. Hamblin 

Southeast Missouri State University 
 
Jay Parini’s recent biography of Faulkner, One Matchless Time: A Life of William 

Faulkner, includes the following statement regarding Faulkner’s relationship with Estelle 
Oldham Franklin:  “Faulkner and Estelle were . . . entangled in deep ways.  Indeed, 
Estelle told Joseph Blotner [Faulkner’s first biographer] that she had an abortion at about 
this time [1928-29], assisted by Faulkner, who may have been the father” (138).  Parini’s 
note regarding evidence for this claim states:  “This conversation was recorded in notes 
kept in the Louis Daniel Brodsky Collection in the Kent Library of Southeast Missouri 
State University” (442). 

However, Parini never visited or contacted Southeast Missouri State University to 
verify the accuracy of the information contained in his note; instead, he seems to have 
relied entirely on statements made by a previous biographer, Joel Williamson, whose 
William Faulkner and Southern History contains this observation concerning Faulkner’s 
courtship of Estelle Oldham Franklin:   

 
. . . there might have occurred a serious complication in the affair between Bill 
and Estelle.  Later, there was a rumor that Faulkner had caused a woman in 
Oxford to become pregnant, and the couple sought out a person who could 
procure an abortion for them.  Awareness of the pregnancy, the ensuing anxiety, 
and effecting termination came at the very time that Faulkner was shutting 
himself up in his tower room and pouring his life into the story that was becoming 
The Sound and the Fury.  Thirty years later Faulkner told Joseph Blotner that he 
had got Estelle pregnant before she was divorced from Cornell [Franklin].  He 
procured an abortion for her, he explained, and felt he had to marry her. But, of 
course, all of this might have been the Faulkner imagination running wild again.  
(220-221) 

 
It is crucial to note here that while Williamson presents as factual Faulkner’s telling 
Blotner the story, he allows that the content of the story may have been invented or 
exaggerated by Faulkner.  By contrast, Parini’s version posits both the telling (though the 
teller in his account is Estelle, not William) and the content as factual.  

Unlike Parini, Williamson did personally conduct research in the Brodsky 
Collection at Southeast Missouri State University (during two consecutive summers, in 
fact), and as evidence for the details included in the above paragraph, he cites two 
documents that he examined in the Blotner Papers.  However, as I shall demonstrate, he 
misread the documents in question and thus, like Parini, arrived at erroneous conclusions. 

In discussing this matter, I propose to display copies of the two crucial documents 
and offer an additional statement by Joseph Blotner, the author of the documents, in order 
to clarify and correct the misstatements by both Parini and Williamson.  This issue is 
important not only because of a concern for accuracy in biographical writing but also 
because the climactic scene in William Faulkner’s novel The Wild Palms  (1939) 
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involves a botched abortion, causing a character’s death.  Since so much of Faulkner’s 
fiction is based on personal experience, many readers wonder if there is any basis in 
Faulkner’s own experience for this fictional episode.  My presentation will explore that 
question in some detail. 
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Executive Summary: 
 
Fairytales are not just childhood lullabies; they are the essences of nation/citizenry’s 

historical development, barbaric fears, religious beliefs, sets of values, collections of ethic rules 
and viewpoints. The study of national fairytales’ imagery and retelling logics and traditions at 
school gives children deeper insight into a different culture, a multidimensional cultural 
experience, foundations for developing oral and written speech skills, creative analytical 
mindset, tolerance/respect to and interest in cultures different from their own, etc. 

Presented research seeks to demonstrate that it is possible to incorporate multicultural 
education into the curriculum without performing a dramatic transformation, which would 
require administrative approval and a serious effort from the side of the teacher. It also means to 
show that it is possible to use preexisting students’ knowledge and already existing culturally 
sensitive material not only to teach something new but also to involve students in performing 
research and making discoveries on their own because of their genuine interest and in a pursuit 
of their personal enjoyment.  

The mentioned cultural studies effort can be integrated into English, Literature, History, 
Social Studies, or Liberal Arts classes. The program allows children to try on a variety of roles – 
a story-teller, an illustrator, an actor/actress, a researcher, a writer, etc. - within a fairytale 
framework and have a lot of fun exchanging ideas and educational materials between each other 
and with the teacher.  

The topic would benefit the most elementary and middle school educators who recognize 
the necessity of multicultural education and might have some theoretical knowledge on the 
positive outcomes of early introduction of students into a multidimensional world of different 
cultures. However, these educators still seek for real world practical tools to use in their 
classrooms on a daily basis: the tools that would not overcomplicate teaching, would not shift the 
focus from acquiring subject-specific knowledge to something else, but rather would naturally 
integrate multicultural experience in their students’ everyday learning routine to enrich and 
brighten it.  

The main objective of the research is to introduce the participants to a new instrument of 
multicultural education, show them how to use it, and stimulate their own creativity in improving 
and implementing this instrument. 
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The Concept of “Difference,” “Interdependence,” and “Identity” in a Hybrid 

Nation: The Role of Testimonio as A Hybrid Narrative  

According to John Beverly’s article “‘Through All Things Modern’: Second 

Thoughts on Testimonio,” testimonio has become an important form of literary narrative 

in Latin America (126). He defines this form of writing as “a novel- or novella-length 

narrative told in the first person by a narrator who is also the real-life protagonist or 

witness of the events he or she recounts” (125-6). Furthermore, testimonio is based on the 

collective experience of subaltern populations. In order for their voice to be heard it is 

necessary to have an educated person of the upper class to publish and edit their story. 

Thus, in this form of literary narrative there is a collaboration between two socially, 

economically, and politically different classes. According to Gustavo V. García, “el 

resultado de [las] intervenciones autoriales [en el testimonio] es un producto híbrido 

donde ‘posiciones’ socialmente diversas se funden en una sola” (53).   

Furthermore, according to Gustavo V. García “aquí no se tienen dos posiciones 

del sujeto, ni voces construidas con “arte,” sino dos sujetos dialógicos y socialmente 

diferenciados aunque compartan una misma conciencia de clase, para el uno natural 

(testigo) y para el otro adquirida (gestor)” (54). The fact that the two components of what 

makes the narrative a testimonio share the same awareness and denounce a common 

system of oppression, unites the two socially distinct personalities into one, thus making 

the text inevitably hybrid. 

There are two types of testimonio: testimonio and testimonial novel. They are 

both mediated narratives, in other words, oral narratives told by a speaker from a 

subaltern social class or group to an interlocutor who is an intellectual or a professional 
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writer from middle or upper class and a different ethno-linguistic position (128). One 

best-known example of a testimonio is I, Rigoberta Menchú, which is the story of a 

young Indian woman in Guatemala whose narration is intended to be a collective 

experience (126). An example of a testimonial novel is Here’s to you, Jesusa! by Elena 

Poniatowska where Jesusa Palancares, a very poor woman who had an active role in the 

Mexican Revolution in 1910, tells her story in the form of a long monologue (García 

249). According to Kay S. García, Elena Poniatowska’s writing combines “methods of 

oral testimony with elements of history, fiction writing, and new journalism” (242). Thus, 

this sort of narrative is considered to be a testimonial novel1 that combines the definition 

of what is categorized as a novel and what is categorized as research (650).   

Even though the two narratives are very different from one another their purpose and 

their goal is the same. The two forms allow the growth of subaltern, female, indigenous, 

proletarian, and “oral identities” (Beverly 144). Their aim is also to communicate and 

somehow create a union2, but not an assimilation3, between two different worlds, or 

better yet, two different nations. The union mentioned above does not imply a loss of 

ones own identity and culture. Both Rigoberta Menchú and Jesusa Palancares adopt a 

method of expression and a language that is not part of their culture to get their point 

across. However, by doing so, they do not loose their own cultural identity. It is a way to 

let the world know that these two opposite nations exist within one nation. Furthermore, 

                                                 
1 According to Barnet’s description of a testimonial novel included in Gustavo V. García’s La literatura 
testimonial latinoamericana, the style in a testimonio is always a contribution provided by the editor (56). 
The simplistic and flat characteristic of a transcription would make the text unacceptable (56).    
2 Union is seen as solidarity and fellowship between classes. It is a way to recognize there are two nations 
within one. Furthermore, this union also creates an awareness of the existence of a nation everyone tends to 
deny.  
3 An assimilation in this case would imply a loss of ones own culture. As a matter of fact, to assimilate 
means to bring into conformity, to adapt or adjust (“assimilate” def. 3). The lack of assimilation of the 
Other within the Self is what makes this nation hybrid. 
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it is also a way to recognize “the other” as a social force and not a social problem (Emery 

15).  

It is important to state that Latin America has always been characterized by 

“difference.” As a matter of fact, in Amaryll Chanady’s article “Latin American 

Imagined Communities and the Postmodern Challenge,” the author states that Latin 

American culture is heterogeneous, hybrid, constantly changing, disseminated in space, 

and very difficult to define (xxi). She elaborates on the concept of hibridity and states that 

difference is part of Latin America and has been symbolized, thematized, and seen as the 

foundations of an “authentic” Latin American identity (xxi). She also demonstrates the 

existence of “difference” by focusing on the colonized Other and how the “Other” has 

been portrayed in literature throughout history, she portrays the colonizer as the Other, 

and she defines Latin American identity as hybrid (xxv-xxxvi). All the concepts included 

in her article are fundamental to the understanding of testimonio as a representative genre 

of the hybrid nature of the continent.  

According to Amy Fass Emery, the distance among elite and popular classes in 

Latin America has frequently been characterized by cultural hibridity (18). As a matter of 

fact, the Other coexists with the Self, thus making Latin America a hybrid nation. This 

characteristic is also represented by the testimonio itself, where two people who come 

from different backgrounds are working together to create a text that focuses on a reality 

of their nation. In fact, within the testimonio the Self and the Other also coexist and 

together they collaborate and depend on each other to reach certain objectives. The 

relationship established between the witness and the interlocutor is the one described by 

John Beverly as oppressor/oppressed, master/slave, literature/oral narrative, 
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metropolitan/national, European/indigenous or mestizo, elite/popular, urban/rural, and 

intellectual/manual work (Through All Things 145). SHOW TRANSPARENCY 1. 

Therefore, the testimonio is “not a dichotomy between oral popular culture of resistance 

and a colonial and/or neocolonial written high culture but a hybrid combination of elite 

and subaltern forms” (145). The hibridity of the text is therefore expressed through the 

combination of oral and written forms, the function of the author and the witness, the 

relationship between the two, and their way of identifying with the text (Gustavo V. 

García 14). 

Furthermore, as stated in Edward Said’s work Culture and Imperialism, “no 

identity can ever exist by itself and without an array of opposites, negatives, [and] 

oppositions […]” (52). As a matter of fact, in both narratives, i.e. I, Rigoberta Menchú 

and Here’s to You, Jesusa!, both witnesses depend on their interlocutors just as their 

interlocutors depend on their witnesses. This interdependence between Rigoberta Menchú 

and Elizabeth Burgos as well as between Jesusa Palancares and Elena Poniatowska 

emphasizes Edward Said’s concept that no identity can ever exist by itself (52). There is a 

fusion between the Self and the Other. Nevertheless, not only does the Other express 

itself through the Self but it is also the Self that expresses itself through the Other. In the 

testimonio the way the Other expresses itself through the Self is evident and a part of the 

definition of the genre. Nevertheless, how does the Self express itself through the Other 

in I, Rigoberta Menchú and Here’s to You, Jesusa!? 

 In I, Rigoberta Menchú, Elizabeth Burgos expresses herself by what she includes 

and excludes from the text. As a matter of fact, Elizabeth Burgos rearranges the order and 
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excludes certain information based on what she believes to be most important or easy to 

follow: 

Para efectuar el paso de la forma oral a la escrita, procedí de la siguiente 

manera: […] A lo largo de una segunda lectura, establecí un fichero por 

temas: primero apunté los principales (padre, madre, educación e infancia); y 

después los que se repetían más a menudo (trabajo, relaciones con los ladinos 

y problemas de orden lingüístico). Todo ello con la intención de separarlos 

más tarde en capítulos. […] Por otro lado seguí el hilo conductor original, que 

era cronológico (aunque no siempre lo habíamos seguido durante las 

grabaciones), con la intención de hacer el manuscrito más asequible a la 

lectura. (17-18)  

The fact that she organized everything in chapters based on what she thought was the 

most important subject and rearranged the order to make it easier to read are both ways to 

express her experience as a writer and highlight the fact that the testimonio is a mediated 

narrative (Beverly 128).  

According to Doris Sommer’s article “Rigoberta’s Secrets:” 

From the introduction to Me llamo Rigoberta Menchú (1983), we know 

that the testimonial is being mediated at several levels by Burgos, who 

records, edits and arranges the information, so that the knowledge in this 

text announces its partiality. The book in other words, does not presume 

any immediacy between the narrating “I” and the readerly “you.” (32)  

This statement reflects John Beverly’s definition of testimonio where an intellectual or a 

professional writer from middle or upper class and different ethno-linguistic position 
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edits the text and makes it available to a similarly positioned reading public (128). As a 

matter of fact, according to Mary Jane Treacy, “the intellectual, who does not speak in 

the testimonial text itself, really stands behind the scene asking questions, ordering the 

narration, and giving the tone or political direction that best suits her or his interests” 

(212).  

Through Rigoberta’s account, Elizabeth Burgos is capable of expressing herself 

as a writer also by including epigraphs at the beginning of every chapter. She chooses to 

include excerpts from books she believes reflect what Rigoberta has experienced. Some 

of the epigraphs included are taken from the Popol Vuh4, Miguel Ángel Asturias’ 

Hombres de maíz5, and Rigoberta Menchú herself. (For example, in the chapter where she 

discusses the fact that children are taught at an early age to keep some of the secrets in their community to 

protect their culture, Elizabeth Burgos includes these quotes from the Popol Vuh as an epigraph: “A 

quienes os pregunten donde estamos, decidles lo que conocéis de nuestra presencia y no más” and 

“Aprended a cuidaros, guardando nuestro secreto” (27).) The quotes, strategically chosen by 

Elizabeth Burgos, summarize what will later be discussed in the chapter. These are 

therefore some of the ways the Self is expressed through the Other. The purpose of this 

technique may be a way to ask First World readers and Third World elites to consider 

how we look at subaltern populations and how we represent the Other in our thinking, 

literature, and art (Treacy 212).  

                                                 
4 The Popol Vuh is a book categorized as Mayan literature and it is considered the most representative text 
in prehispanic literature (Garganigo et al. 26). The text was transcribed after the great killing that was 
ordered by the conquistador Pedro de Alvarado in a region of Guatemala (26). The Popol Vuh is divided in 
three parts. The first part is the narration based on the earth’s creation and the various ways the gods tried 
to create Men (26). The second part gives an account of the war between the real gods and the fake gods 
(26). The third part includes the various peregrinations and genealogies of the quiché community (26).   
5 Miguel Ángel Asturias (1899-1974) is a writer from Guatemala who won the Nobel Prize for literature in 
1967 (Garganigo et al. 27). He published Hombres de Maíz in 1949 (493). This novel is based on a 
historical fact: the Mayan indigenous tribe’s struggle against the ladino invaders (493). Nevertheless, the 
historical fact is transformed by the author into a complex treaty on the myth that seems to have preceded 
the discoveries of the anthropological structuralism (493).  
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In Here’s to You, Jesusa!, Elena Poniatowska chooses to express herself simply 

by adding fiction. In other words, the very fact that this narrative is considered a 

testimonial novel already implies there is an expression of the Self through the Other. 

Through the incorporation of fiction, she is transmitting her imagination and her quality 

as a professional writer to the reader. Her ability as a writer is also emphasized by the fact 

she is structuring something that was orally conveyed. Thus, this brings us back to the 

text’s hibridity where different elements, in this case the oral and the written form, come 

together in one.  

Another characteristic that underlines the hibridity of the narrative is the way the 

witness and the interlocutor identify themselves with the text. Since the narrative is based 

on the witness’ experience we have a pretty good idea on how she or he identifies with 

the text. Nevertheless, the question is how does the interlocutor identify with the 

narrative? In the case of Elena Poniatowska, Kay S. García states that the reason why 

Elena writes is in order to belong (237). She continues by stating that the author “belongs 

to Mexico, to women, to the poor, to the oppressed, to the people of the world” (237). 

Thus, by being interested in the experiences of the poor and the oppressed, the author 

inevitably identifies herself with the text. The author’s purpose is also to give the people 

of Mexico information about their country and their government (250). As a result, her 

purpose describes a characteristic of the testimonio genre itself, which is “a way of 

putting on the agenda, within a given country, problems of poverty and oppression, for 

example, in rural areas that are not normally visible in the dominant forms of 

representation” (The Margin at the Center 37). There seems to be a sense of solidarity 
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between the Self and the Other, who fight against a common system of oppression. This 

solidarity might be what Kimberly E. Nance refers to as fraternal or sororal complicity 

(60).  

Thus, the relationship between Jesusa Palancares and Elena Poniatowska is not only 

professional but also based on fellowship and sororal complicity. Being a woman herself, 

Elena Poniatowska denounces violence and gives voice to all those silent abuses that 

constantly happen in Mexican society. She does this by choosing a woman who doesn’t 

have the typical self-sacrificing or submissive feminine characteristics (Kay S. García 

250). Through the Other6, Elena Poniatowska expresses part of her-Self.  

 Up until now we have discussed how the Other expresses itself through the Self 

and vice-versa. This interdependence among the two has led us to conclude that a 

testimonio is characterized by the union between two socially different personalities that 

come together to collaborate and reach their objective. Nevertheless, there is always a 

certain amount of distance maintained among the two. This distance is kept in order to 

maintain ones own identity, especially the one that is being threatened. Furthermore, this 

distance is also what makes the text hybrid and not just something completely adjusted or 

adapted to Western principles. In the two testimonios discussed above, the identity that is 

threatened is obviously the one of the Other, i.e. Jesusa Palancares and Rigoberta 

Menchú. However, the important question is, how do these witnesses go about 

establishing and maintaining this distance? 

 Starting with I, Rigoberta Menchú the best example of the distance achieved is 

through her secrets. Even though the purpose of the narrative is to break the silence and 

                                                 
6 The Other meaning a person who is triply marginalized due to the fact that she/he is a central American, 
an Indian, and a woman (Treacy 213).  
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inform, as well as guide, the reader’s interpretation of contemporary Guatemalan social 

conditions (Treacy 215), silence also becomes a tool to create distance and thus keep 

ones own identity intact. In Rigoberta’s community, when a child is forty days old the 

parents have to promise they will teach him or her to learn to “guardar todos los secretos, 

que nadie pueda acabar con nuestra cultura, con nuestras costumbres” (33). Thus, the 

importance of secrets highlights the fact that Rigoberta is striving to keep her own 

identity and protect the beliefs and traditions of her community.  According to Doris 

Sommer, these undisclosed truths “are largely ‘public’ secrets, known to the Quiche’s 

and kept from us in a gesture of self-preservation” (33). Rigoberta Menchú is sharing 

information and knowledge with the elite, but always maintaining a distance. 

   Furthermore, by keeping information from the interlocutor, Rigoberta Menchú 

also creates a distance between reader and writer, or in this case witness. As a matter of 

fact, it has been said by many critics that one of the reasons she creates this distance is to 

avoid a false identification between the writer and the reader. As stated by Doris Sommer 

in “No Secrets for Rigoberta:” 

The testimonial “I” in these books doesn’t invite us to identify with it. We 

are too foreign, and there is no pretense here of the universal or the 

essential human experience. That is why, at the end of a long narrative in 

which Rigoberta has told us so much, she reminds us that respectful limits 

still hold. They bind her too, as she takes care not to conflate her 

community with herself. Personal identity depends on, doesn’t replace, the 

collective. The singular represents the plural as a distinguishable part of 

the whole, not a synecdochal stand-in. Metonymy describes Rigoberta’s 
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relationship; it is a lateral identification which acknowledges the possible 

difference among “us” as components of a centerless whole. (129) 

As readers, we are invited to be with others but we cannot consider ourselves the other 

(129), thus highlighting the distance. Doris Sommer illustrates this concept better by 

stating that “in Spanish this is to be with the speaker (estar), rather than to be her (ser)” 

(129). In other words, “the intellectual or professional […] is interpelled as being part of, 

and dependent on, the ‘people’ without at the same time loosing his or her identity as an 

intellectual” (Beverly 36). Therefore, this distancing allows both Rigoberta and the reader 

to keep their own identity.  

Nevertheless, even if a certain distance is established, the witness and the reader 

are bound together by a force of complicity and solidarity that creates an appropriate 

ethical and political response (36). As a matter of fact, according to John Beverly’s The 

Margin at the Center: 

The complicity a testimonio establishes with its readers involves their 

identification-by engaging their sense of ethics and justice-with a popular 

cause normally distant, not to say alien, from their immediate experience. 

Testimonio in this sense has been important in maintaining and developing 

the practice of international human rights and solidarity movements. (37)   

This contradictory nature of “distance” and “closeness” is what adds hybridity to the text. 

In fact, in Rigoberta’s testimonio, two “elements” of different or incongruous kinds come 

together in one (“hybrid” def. 3), nevertheless never loosing their own identity.   

 Up until now we have discussed how Rigoberta Menchú creates distance through 

her secrets. At this point it is important to include Jesusa Palancares’ way of achieving 
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this distance. The very fact that Jesusa is not the typical character usually portrayed in the 

literature of the time already distances her from personalities that are normally considered 

part of the culture. Elena Poniatowska chooses a different way of portraying the Other, 

thus presenting the other side of Mexico. Therefore, it is mostly Jesusa’s personality and 

behavior that creates this distance. An example of a personality trait that distances her 

from what is typically considered part of the Latin American culture is the fact of not 

being an affectionate person. Her voluntary isolation, rudeness, and lack of intimacy 

creates a distance in the relationship between the narrator (in this case the witness) and 

the reader. Just as Rigoberta Menchú avoids disclosing certain information about her 

community, Jesusa avoids opening up and creates a barrier, a defense mechanism, to 

maintain and protect her own identity. She pushes us, the readers, away but yet we are 

intrigued by her stories. This is another way to avoid false identification between the 

reader and the writer. 

 Nevertheless, it is her so-called hermetism that attracts the interlocutor and 

consequently the reader. As stated by Doris Sommer in “Hot Pursuit and Cold Rewards 

of Mexicanness:” 

Poniatowska herself characterized the reluctant informant as “hermetic,” 

as if that were a grudging signature of Mexican authenticity. Jesusa’s early 

refusal to talk is precisely what makes her interrogator desire the story. 

Like the consumers of literature she writes for, Poniatowska expected 

reticence and worked to overcome it. She may not have realized that her 

effort threatened its object, that is, Jesusa’s identity. (140) 
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This statement proves the fact that Jesusa’s isolation is a way to keep a distance and thus 

protect her own identity. Just as Rigoberta’s secrets are a way to silence some 

information, even though the purpose and achievement of the testimonio is to give voice 

to that silence, Jesusa’s hermetic personality obtains the same objective: provide ones 

own personal experience to create awareness as well as denounce a common system of 

oppression but maintain a defense mechanism in order to protect ones own identity. It is 

important to keep in mind that both personality traits, hermetism and secrecy, are what 

attract the interlocutor, and consequently the reader, to the witness.  

In conclusion, this essay has portrayed Latin American testimonio as a hybrid 

genre that reflects the hibridity of the nation (TRANSPARENCY 1). The Self and the 

Other coexist within one nation just as they do in a testimonio. The union and 

interdependence that arises from the process of writing a testimonio could be seen as a 

symbolic mestisaje. This figurative mestisaje represents a mixture of different cultures 

that create a new one (“mestisaje” def. 3). Latin American identity is an “example of 

mestizo culture, in which several ethnic groups and cultures are intermingled” (Chanady 

xix). Just as the mixture of various ethnicities create a new way of life within a nation, in 

the testimonio the blending of two forms of expression create a new form of narrative, a 

“crossbreed” genre (TRANSPARENCIES 2 & 3).  
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CHART 1. 

 

 

LATIN AMERICA                                                TESTIMONIO        

              Other  /  Self                                                             Other  /  Self 
       Oppressed / Oppressor                                               Oppressed / Oppressor 
          Popular  /  Elite                                  →                   Popular  /  Elite 
      National  /  Metropolitan                                                  Oral Narrative  / Literature 
         Rural  /  Urban                                                          Distance  / Closeness                                                 
     Manual  / Intellectual work                                                  Manual   / Intellectual work 
Indigenous or Mestizo culture/Western Culture                    Indigenous or Mestizo culture/WesternCulture                                  
                                                                                           Subaltern  /  Intellectual 
                                                                                 Rigoberta Menchú /Elizabeth Burgos 
                                                                                 Jesusa Palancares/Elena Poniatowska 
 
 
         HYBRID NATION                                                  HYBRID GENRE                                                   
 

 

N.B. The “/” (slash) does not separate into a dichotomy but unites in coexistence and 
interdependence. Nevertheless, each aspect maintains its own identity.  
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CHART 2.A:                ↔ Arrows designate union, communication,  
                                                             and interdependence 
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CHART 2.B:                 ↔ Arrows designate union, communication,  
                                                             and interdependence  
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 To encourage faculty in Humanities and other disciplines to incorporate service 
learning projects in all classes 

 
 To encourage those faculty whose students already participate in service learning 

to move beyond basic volunteerism toward creating projects that will provide in-
depth learning for students and long-term positive impact for the community 

 
 To encourage faculty to expand the network of involvement by inviting other 

faculty and staff to mentor students as the project evolves 
 

 To provide “hands-on” practice in choosing projects, establishing mentoring 
opportunities for colleagues, developing community support, and structuring 
activities to provide students with a range of in-depth learning opportunities  
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Abstract 
 
In this workshop, participants will be given a variety of strategies for developing service 

learning projects that can provide students with significant learning experiences and 

promote long-term impact for the students, their mentors, and the community.  Three 

humanities-based service learning projects—The Peace Garden, The Revive Project, and 

an ongoing travel/study partnership with Ambassadors for Children— will be used to 

demonstrate the strategies.  Then, participants will be guided through the process of 

creating a workable project for their own classes, including how to develop community 

partnerships and find funding.  
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Shaping the World, One Class at a Time—How to Develop a Humanities  

Service Learning Project to Promote Long-term Impact 

 The benefits of service learning for students in terms of academic and 

interpersonal development have been extensively researched and documented.  Following 

early studies by Astin and Sax (1998) that indicated undergraduate participation 

“substantially enhances the student’s academic development, life skill development, and 

sense of civic responsibility” (p. 262), most college programs have made service learning 

an integral focus, and faculty are increasingly encouraged to create course activities that 

include service learning components.  While it is likely that any service activity requiring 

students to provide others some benefit outside the classroom, to practice interpersonal 

skills as part of a group and with populations other than peers, and to apply course 

concepts in real-world tasks would improve student development, it is also likely that 

participation in a project focused on long-term legacy would not only emphasize these 

positive traits but would also increase students’ engagement in and acceptance for 

responsibility in the community because of the sense of ownership a long-term legacy 

project can create.  Fostering this sense of responsibility in students is an inherent goal of 

humanities instruction, and this workshop has been designed to offer faculty interested in 

shaping the world in positive ways guidance and encouragement to promote the inclusion 

of service projects with long-term legacy.  

Background—Three Projects at Indiana University Kokomo 
 

 The School of Arts and Sciences at Indiana University Kokomo has a long history 

of encouraging faculty to develop their own unique service learning projects, and with 

this encouragement comes a significant amount of support in terms of administrators’ 
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willingness to participate as liaisons with local governing boards and as leaders in 

fundraising endeavors.  From this supportive environment have come three service 

projects with long-term legacy:  The Peace Garden, The Revive Project, and partnerships 

in Guatemala and Malawi with the not-for-profit organization Ambassadors for Children. 

The Peace Garden 

  The Peace Garden initiative started as a class assignment (Figure 1) for Indiana 

University Kokomo’s F200 Foreign Study in Asian Culture (Summer 2006) and provides 

a contemplation garden for the overall benefit of the general public.  Its purpose is to 

emphasize and promote the concept of peace as a teachable idea.  The means of achieving 

this purpose includes telling the stories of and honoring the sacrifices made by those at 

Pearl Harbor, by the members of the 100th Battalion (the most decorated World War II 

battalion, composed of Americans of Japanese ancestry who served with distinction 

despite suffering terrible discrimination), and by those who were interned during World 

War II because of their ethnicity.  All of these populations know too well the costs of 

war.  Rather than serving as a war memorial, The Peace Garden focuses on the goal of 

these war-time sacrifices—peace—and it urges visitors to honor that perspective in a 

calming environment. 

 The students traveled to Oahu in June 2006, visiting the Zen garden at the East-

West Center, the Byodo-In Temple, the U.S.S. Arizona Memorial, the Japanese Cultural 

Center, Punchbowl Cemetery, the 100th Clubhouse, and several other related sites to gain 

insights for their tribute designs.  Students also met with and interviewed two Pearl 

Harbor survivors, some internment victims, and more than ten men from the 100th  

Battalion.   The students returned home eager to design a fitting tribute.   
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 With the assistance of faculty and staff mentors to provide them information 

regarding funding, university policies, artistic elements, and horticultural choices, three 

teams of students created three separate designs as part of their final.  Each design had to 

incorporate cultural elements that were viewed or experienced while in Hawaii, and each 

had to pay homage to the three designated populations.  Once the three designs were 

submitted, they were shared with all of the students.  The students were asked to vote on 

their preferred design, with the option to move elements they liked from one design to 

another.   

 In a relatively short time, the students had created the final design (Figure 2).  The 

Peace Garden includes sitting areas, perennial plants and trees, a water feature, a bell 

made from a mortar shell casing, two “peace poles” inscribed with the word “peace” in 

several languages, and ten “pillars of virtue”—each pillar inscribed with a single virtue 

such as “honor,” “faith,” or “compassion.”  The Peace Garden is enclosed by a bamboo 

fence to provide a quiet space.  Outside the space is a flagpole for a flag that was flown 

over the U.S.S. Arizona Memorial at Pearl Harbor. 

 An additional benefit of The Peace Garden is the partnership with a Kokomo 

elementary school, Darrough Chapel School, which is located adjacent to The Peace 

Garden’s site.  Students from a current IU Kokomo learning community course are 

responsible for creating and sharing educational materials regarding the populations 

honored by The Peace Garden, and they are also responsible for mentoring the 

elementary students.  The Darrough Chapel students, directed by Ms. Virginia Anglin, 

will perform community service by helping to maintain The Peace Garden.   The project 

is designed as an ongoing collaboration between the campus and the local school. 
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The Revive Project 

  The word “revive” became the springboard for a group project in a Freshman 

Learning Community course at Indiana University Kokomo in the spring semester of 

2006. In this year-long course, titled Perspectives and Observations in Nature, the 

students studied environmental science through the perspectives of several disciplines 

(including art, film, and literature) and in multiple ways.  For their service project, the 

students were given the challenging task of trying to create ways art could heal an 

abandoned plot of land in the city limits of Kokomo, Indiana.  

 The abandoned land is at the Continental Steel site, a factory founded in 1896 as 

the Kokomo Fence Machine Company. The company produced nails, wire, and fence. It 

existed under many names and became Continental Steel in 1982. The company filed for 

Chapter 11 in 1985 and closed in 1986. After the closure, the Environmental Protection 

Agency and the Indiana Department of Environmental Management found contaminated 

soil sediments, surface water, and ground water. Though Continental Steel was obeying 

the environment laws of the time and was not found in violation of improper waste 

management, in 1989 the site was placed on the Superfund list by the EPA. The site 

clean-up is complex and includes site-wide groundwater treatment as well as remediation 

of an acid lagoon area, nearby areas of the Kokomo and Wildcat Creeks, a quarry, the 

main plant, and the slag processing area. The estimated cost of the clean-up is $80 

million. After clean-up, the site is expected to be redesigned and used as a public park.  

The service project has involved the students in several aspects of the land 

redesign for public use of the Continental Steel site.  The students were divided into 

groups based on an initial interest survey, knowing each group would be involved in one 
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aspect of the large project. Some of the group options included designing a public 

sculpture, designing artistic benches, designing creative gardens, designing signage for 

the site, and researching the history of the site.  Depending on their group, students were 

asked to create a variety of materials including letters, summaries, PowerPoints, models, 

and sketches. The students were asked to choose two of five possible design packages 

(concepts) as guides for their projects. The class voted to use the industrial and rustic 

packages. The industrial design package suggested hard edges, geometric shapes, and 

metallic surfaces, while the rustic package suggested earth tones, natural materials, tactile 

surfaces, and organic shapes. 

 The signage group designed four types of signs for each design package. Ideas for 

a main park sign, directional signs, title signs, and fact signs were created. The signs for 

the industrial sign package alluded to the appearance of the Continental Steel building, 

and the shapes used throughout this group represented scraps of metal. The signs for the 

rustic package mimicked trees and rounded forms, as well as scraps of metal.  The group 

also made suggestions for the facts they would include on the fact signs by working in 

partnership with the research group. The suggested facts covered the history of the 

Continental Steel plant and its connection to the Kokomo community and the reclamation 

process of the land for a city park. 

 After researching concept garden books, the garden group came up with the 

theme Nature Taking Over and designed two gardens to fit the theme. One garden they 

called the Industry Garden was based around the local industry. It suggested including a 

building replica of Continental Steel, industrial pieces from local businesses, sculptures, 
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and a sundial integrated with various plants and trees. This rectangular garden used 

squares throughout the design. 

 Their second design focused on the human senses of sight, sound, touch, smell, 

and taste. Their Senses Garden was a circle format with five areas—each area devoted to 

a sense. The wind chimes in the sound section and the fragrant flowers in the smell 

section are great examples of this unique appeal. 

 The benches group designed five backless benches with etched seats. Each bench 

used one of the inspiration words provided in the assignment—“revive,” “replenish,” 

“recycle,” “reuse,” “renew”—and benches were each divided into 3 sections. Each design 

contained a symbolic picture of the word in the center, a definition of the word on the 

left, and an inspirational quote on the right. They found a way to incorporate the 

inspiration word within the center picture, and they chose a font style to complement the 

idea. The “revive” bench used the image of the eye, the state of Indiana, and the earth to 

show the responsibility of caring for the environment. The steel worker was used on the 

“reuse” bench in honor of the employees of the steel company. Possibly most striking 

was the “renew” bench with its human hand trying to renew the dead plants with water. 

 The sculpture group created design sketches and a scale model for a public 

sculpture for the site. The mainframe of the design was a large circle set stop four legs. 

The center of the circle contained a sphere which would hold an artifact from the 

Continental Steel plant. The sphere grew into a flower, sprouted out the top, and held a 

butterfly in flower petals. The overall design demonstrated the relationship between the 

industrial history and transformation of the site. The finished sculpture was designed to 

stand 12 feet high.  
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Near the end of the semester, the students presented their projects to the class, and 

the best projects were selected and presented to city and park officials at city hall in 

Kokomo, Indiana.  Despite the fact that the students were college freshman without 

experience in graphic or landscape design, the results were very strong. The creative 

concepts and underlying themes were excellent. At times, the students had difficulty in 

the execution of the drawings and models. However, in the end, the strong creative ideas 

made a lasting impression on the faculty, students, and city officials. 

After hearing the presentations at city hall, the city engineer and park officials 

each stood up and made comments about the students’ ideas. They complimented the 

students on their creative visions and inspirational ideas. The city engineer remarked how 

he was always focused on the functionality of the spaces (roads, accessibility, etc.), and 

the presentations—including a computerized image of the final design, created by an 

intern in the city offices—helped him see how the whole space could function 

aesthetically as well (Figure 3). The park officials stated that they could see partnerships 

created for this park as well as other parks in the city of Kokomo. The students’ work had 

a significant impact on the way the local government saw the relationship of art and city 

planning, and the project is now waiting for funding in the city planning and parks 

departments.  

Ambassadors for Children 

 An international travel/study program uniquely suited to the population at Indiana 

University Kokomo has been in place since 2003.  This population is 100% commuter, 

mostly first-generation, and about 55% traditional-aged students at a regional campus; 

semester-long travel/study commitments are not feasible choices for most of the 
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population, especially the non-traditional-aged students who have families and work 

responsibilities.  The Humanities Department and the Nursing Department have 

developed programs that take students abroad for a short period of time (one to three 

weeks).  The Humanities trips have been brief cultural introductions as part of literature, 

foreign studies, art, and communications courses.  Prior to the partnership with 

Ambassadors for Children, only the Nursing Department had an ongoing international 

partnership, sending students to South Korea and hosting exchange students each year. 

 Members of the Spanish faculty were seeking travel/study opportunities that 

extend beyond cultural visits.  Ambassadors for Children, a not-for-profit organization 

based in Indianapolis that provides service travel (“voluntourism”) and ongoing service 

opportunities around the world, has provided an excellent match with many options 

(www.ambassadorsforchildren.org).  Students can choose to participate as part of a 

school group or as individuals, selecting destinations and service opportunities that 

appeal to them.  Currently, two trips to Guatemala (one in partnership with the Nursing 

Department) and a trip to Malawi are planned, but students have also expressed interest 

in trips to El Salvador, Colombia, Uganda, and Peru.    

 One aspect of support within the AFC framework is the establishment of local 

chapters of the organization.  Students in Spanish, in nursing, and in other humanities 

areas have formed a local chapter, Abriendo Puertas (Opening Doors), that has become 

active in fundraising and in the collection of donations for ongoing literacy and health 

projects in Guatemala and Malawi 

(http://ambassadorsforchildren.org/www2/?action=chapters/details.php&chapter_id=65). 
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Students are also contributing 10% of funds to local charities.  Many of these students 

will travel abroad to provide service during Spring Break and Summer I session in 2008.  

The students involved in this organization do not yet have a guarantee that they will 

receive academic credit for their work; however, they continue to increase their efforts to 

raise funds for the service projects, and they continue to promote the concept of assisting 

children around the world (as evidenced by the chapter-sponsored showing of Invisible 

Children, a film about the lives of Ugandan children fleeing from abduction by guerilla 

army factions).  While the partnership with AFC has met the initial goal of providing 

travel opportunities for Spanish students, it has grown into a service mission that will 

certainly have long-term impact on the students and on the children they serve all around 

the world (Figure 4). 
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Looking to the Future—Choosing an Appropriate Service Project 

 The development of an appropriate service project to build a long-term legacy 

requires extensive planning and willingness to go beyond simply getting students out into 

the community to do good works.  It requires awareness of 

• local needs and interests (of students, organizations, and community) 

• time available to fulfill the initial aspects of the project (permissions, course 

incorporation, fundraising, creation/building, etc.) 

• suitability for course inclusion 

• sources of funding (and how the funding processes work) 

• skills of personnel involved (or whether experts will have to be called in) 

• and what happens when the initial project is completed (maintenance issues, 

ownership issues, student/organization/community expectations). 

To begin the process, two basic “narrowing” approaches can be used:  development of a 

project based on interest and need (such as the students’ interest in supporting the needs 

of children through AFC), or development of interest and need based on a project (such 

as the creation of The Peace Garden and The Revive Project).  No matter the approach, 

without the requisite interest in the project from participants, those who might fund it, 

and those who will benefit from it, the project will not last. 

 Also important to consider in this development phase is the “long-range look” at 

the entire project.  Simons and Cleary (2006) contended that  

  faculty should select short-term rather than long-term projects because  

  students will be able to view their impact on community recipients.  It  
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  appears that when students are able to view their accomplishments, they  

  gain greater levels of satisfaction with the service experiences. (p. 317) 

That point is well taken.  If future students are going to be involved, what will they be 

able to do to feel the same level of ownership as the initial group?  The answer is to 

organize the project as “parts of the whole”—with each component of significant worth 

and capability for completion to ensure other students’ interest in building on to the initial 

phase of the project.  

Making It Relevant 

 Logically, the more connected the project is to course objectives and goals—the 

more it is an extension of the classroom focus rather a mere add-on class activity—the 

more likelihood it will be significant enough to last because students and others will see 

relevance in the project and in the work or funds they are providing.  To ensure this 

relevance, the project should be the focal point of the course, embedded in some way into 

each aspect.  Again, two approaches can be used, to build a project around a course (such 

as The Peace Garden and The Revive Project) or to build a course around a project (such 

as the Hispanic Culture and Nursing course being developed around the Spring Break 

2008 trip to Guatemala).   

 Factors to consider as the course development begins are 

• legitimacy of course objectives in terms of the project and vice versa 

(actual fit vs. desire for fit) 

• best methods of meeting course and project objectives (whether this 

project is actually one of those best methods) 
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• levels of administrative/departmental support (the “best-laid plans oft go 

awry” without institutional assistance and input) 

• capability of sustaining a high degree of relevancy (whether components 

or ideology of the project will become outmoded or obsolete) 

• methods of assessment for project’s value within the course (whether its 

usefulness in improving learning can be measured) 

• overall educational value (a grand project that furthers students’ learning 

in both discipline-specific and intangible concepts is the better choice). 

Creating Investment 

 A service project with long-term legacy cannot rely on a handful of individuals to 

sustain it, nor can it be “personality specific,” relying on the popularity of a particular 

individual (such as a faculty member) to continue it.  It cannot be one person’s bailiwick, 

or it will end when that person leaves it.  Success in building “the project that never ends” 

requires drawing others into it and creating ways for their investment to increase over 

time.  The goal is to turn a class project into a campus-wide, community-wide endeavor 

that provides several ways for individuals of varying skills, levels of interest, and project 

awareness to contribute.   

 Creating investment starts with creating interest.  Providing an open view of the 

project’s intent, scope, and funding/skill requirements that can be shared with several 

campus and community groups is an excellent place to begin.  Steps to fostering the 

building of outside investment include  

• educating the unaware (on campus and in the community) regarding the 

project’s nature and the need for its existence 
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• emphasizing the payback (beyond feeling good about helping, people 

need to know what’s in it for them—as individuals and as a community) 

• empowering the converted (once people agree to help, they need to have 

work to do that they can control) 

• engaging the unconverted (finding ways for those who initially choose 

not to participate to participate). 

 There are countless ways to fulfill these requirements.  For example, The Peace 

Garden assignment paired students with campus mentors who went beyond their original 

tasks by choosing to solicit support and funding for the project.  The Peace Garden and 

The Revive Project required the assistance and ongoing attention of several city 

departments, opening multiple opportunities for individuals in those departments to 

solicit free assistance from companies that construct public projects.  Funding for both 

projects must come from outside the university, so local grants commissions and 

philanthropic organizations have been invited into the process.  Students in subsequent 

courses who were not part of the original planning have been given important auxiliary 

tasks to continue the projects, which continue to grow in scope.  

 Perhaps the easiest and best place to start is to solicit input on the project from 

campus administrators, colleagues, students not involved in the course, city officials, 

local business groups, and civic organizations that may eventually be asked for funding 

or expertise.  These ideas can expand the project’s focus in ways that were not originally 

envisioned—perhaps more beneficial, practical, and acceptable ways that transform the 

project into its own separate and ongoing entity, which is the point of trying to establish a 

long-term legacy in the first place. The keys to success in the creation of investment are 
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inclusion and the elimination of the mindset that the project “belongs” to one class or one 

group or even one institution.                  

Seeking Alternatives 

 Ironically, despite the fact that the service will occur away from the campus and 

will require the investment of outside sources, choosing a project that originates outside 

the academic institution is often not a consideration for service learning activities.  

Perhaps there is the perception of inherent difficulty in trying to build a suitable project 

out of someone else’s framework, and certainly there are legitimate concerns about 

turning the project over to the control of outside sources.  However, it is possible that the 

best alternative to suit a particular course should come from a source removed from the 

academic institution.  

 In the case of the partnership with Ambassadors for Children, students are 

afforded more opportunities with fewer restrictions than the academic institution’s 

policies offer.  The development of travel/study courses can be arduous, time-consuming, 

and fairly inflexible.  For example, an extensive proposal that requires approval by the 

Overseas Study Office and an inter-campus committee must be submitted for each 

travel/study course—a process that can take several months.  Additionally, for faculty to 

be involved in a teaching role and to receive funding for travel, there must be adequate 

minimum enrollment (usually ten students), a determination that can not always be made 

within the time frame required by travel companies.  So, a good and thorough process 

designed to protect the students, the faculty, and the institution can get in the way of 

service opportunities.  Students who choose to travel with AFC, however, are not bound 

by those same requirements because the university itself is not sponsoring the travel.  
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Students can choose any of the AFC trips—including those to destinations in addition to 

the partnerships in Guatemala and Malawi—to participate in service.  The ongoing 

service project is sustained, students choose service in places that interest them, and the 

process does not impede the opportunities. 

 To avoid “re-inventing the wheel” and getting tangled in a morass of paperwork, 

choosing a project that can administered by an outside source may be the best answer.  

Some items to consider in choosing such a project include 

• how well course goals and the source’s goals coincide, especially in terms of how 

reputable and trustworthy the outside source is 

• how the project will be handled if the outside source goes away 

• how concerns such as liability, student safety, funding, and college credit will be 

addressed 

• how the project can be sustained if individuals rather than groups are 

participating 

• how the project can eventually become ingrained within the institution, especially 

in terms of adding other courses from other departments that connect to the 

outside source. 

By using an outside source in this manner, the long-term legacy does not have to come 

out of one particular project but can be part of several related and significant projects 

within a larger framework—with the administrative work handled elsewhere. 

Jumping through the Hoops and Avoiding the Pitfalls 

 Bureaucracy and its ensuing headaches are part of curriculum development.  

Having some awareness of the potential difficulties ahead can help immensely in the 
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course/project development phase.  Soliciting input from a variety of knowledgeable 

individuals is a good way to begin, but extensive research and lateral thinking about the 

project are required to avoid its failure (and moments of public embarrassment during 

presentations about the project).  Questions to begin the research process include 

• What are the legal requirements involving this project and participant safety? 

• What are the legal requirements involving construction of this project (such as 

permits, easements, union rules)?  

• What preparations are participants required to make beforehand (such as 

obtaining passports, having inoculations, undergoing background checks)? 

• How must requests for funding (including grants, solicitation campaigns for in-

kind donations, and fundraisers) and funding itself be handled and by whom? 

• How are monies disbursed and to whom? 

• What are the politics surrounding the project (departmental, campus, community, 

other)? 

• Who is most likely to provide support and with what expectations? 

• How will the project be maintained and by whom? 

• How will the project be funded in subsequent years? 

• What will happen to the project if key supporters leave? 

• Who can and should address the bureaucratic issues involving the project? 

• How will damage (by vandalism, natural disasters, fire, etc.) be repaired, and who 

will pay? 

• What are appropriate and persuasive responses to those who disagree with the 

project? 
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• What is a feasible time frame for completion of the project phases, and who could 

help oversee each phase? 

• Who has licensing rights to aspects of the project? 

• If the project generates money, who receives that? 

• What costs (such as insurance for construction or replacement of objects) have not 

been included in the original budget?  How will these costs be covered? 

 As with many complex endeavors, what should have been foreseen to avoid 

difficulty will be the one item that was disregarded or simply forgotten.  One of the best 

ways to circumvent problems is to keep written records and separate copies of every 

transaction, meeting, discussion, email, and idea.  Maintaining a thorough paper trail and 

sharing its contents frequently with all involved parties is perhaps the best means of 

handling the difficulties that are certain to occur. 

 

 

Building the Vision 

 Though the process of making the project vision a reality could take several 

months or several years, the time to implement the project will eventually occur.  Putting 

the plan into action could require personnel, equipment, a venue, supervision, publicity, 

and follow-up or assessment.  Factors to consider include 

• Number of participants needed, skill requirements, available qualifications, and 

sources from which additional personnel can be drawn 
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• Types of equipment needed and sources for obtaining, costs, safety issues 

involved, how long equipment can be kept, liability for broken equipment or 

damage to site/participants 

• Venues for projects that are not site-specific, venue capabilities (such as 

electricity, water, computer or broadcast set-ups), costs, policies, time limits, 

liability, permits 

• Supervision on and off site, chain of command if supervisor is not present, 

liability, emergency contacts 

• Publicity to generate interest and fundraising, publicity to encourage participation, 

publicity to remind community to continue support 

• Follow-ups/assessments for grants, as part of course or campus requirements, how 

involved students can and should be in this process, what kinds of measures 

should be employed to gauge the ongoing usefulness of and need for the project. 

 Integral to the actual implementation of a project are the deadlines, which should 

be clearly indicated before implementation begins.  The timetable should be padded with 

extra days to allow for unforeseen difficulties (such as bad weather) and emergencies.  To 

ensure that the implementation goes as smoothly as possible, all parties involved should 

be aware of their responsibilities and their deadlines.              

Continuing the Legacy—Now What? 

 Obviously, the ultimate goal of a long-term legacy project is to sustain its benefits 

as long as possible, adding on to it and enhancing it ad infinitum.  That success is  

dependent on wise planning and innovation—finding new ways to create interest and 

draw in new participants.  The Peace Garden project has already evolved beyond design 
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to focus on the educational partnership with a local elementary school; in addition to 

honoring the original three populations, the focus will expand to include developing 

strategies for conflict resolution for those elementary students.  Other possibilities are the 

inclusion of local veterans’ groups in commemoration ceremonies, the encouragement of 

the Garden’s use as a place of remembrance for survivors whose loved ones died in 

battle, and the use of the Garden as part of the county’s Historical Society annual tours.  

The Revive Project will evolve as the city’s other segments of the site begin to take 

shape; perhaps it will become an educational center that focuses on history and 

environmental awareness.  The AFC partnership will also evolve as students outside of 

Spanish and nursing courses become aware of the possibilities for international travel to 

locales not typically visited by tourists; given the initial success experienced with the 

local chapter’s first two fundraising events, Abriendo Puertas is destined to evolve into a 

significant fundraising and local service organization as well.    

 To ensure that a project has a legacy, several questions should be considered:  

• What will be the status of the project five years from now?  Ten 

years from now? 

• What will the students and others be doing related to this project 

five years from now?  Ten years from now? 

• How can donors and other interested parties continue to contribute 

in ways that don’t necessarily involve money? 

• Why will people continue to care about this project, and how can it 

be left so that their caring can be put to use? 

The kind of service project that addresses current and future needs—a project that lasts— 
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requires substantially more personal investment in terms of time and effort than simply 

sending students out to do good works.  However, the benefits to the instructor, the 

students, the campus, and the community are fulfilling beyond measure.  The investment 

is most certainly a worthy one.  
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Shaping the World 2 

Figure 1.  The Peace Garden Assignment Sheet. 
 

F200 Asian Culture Summer 2006 
Peace Garden Assignment 

(part of your take-home final) 
25 points possible 

 
The purpose: To give you the opportunity to contribute your creativity and 
knowledge of Asian culture toward a lasting memorial that will commemorate 
individuals who served at Pearl Harbor, Asian Americans who served during World 
War II, and Japanese Americans who were interned during the war. 
 
The assignment:  With your team members, you will develop a specific and original 
plan for designing your topic area’s part of the Peace Garden (each team will turn 
in one plan).  As part of this process, your team will need to  
 

• research at least two other similar sites and provide pictures of those 
elements relevant to your team’s topic (administrative and funding teams 
should include pictures of what they want our Peace Garden to include); at 
least one of these sites should be in Hawaii 

• provide specifics about the items you plan to use 
• provide a budget that specifies the costs of materials and any special 

considerations (for example, costs of site preparation, shipping of items, etc.) 
• include detailed drawings (or detailed tables/charts, in the case of the 

funding and administrative teams) of your group’s design (or plan of 
tasks/procedures) 

• provide your choice for the most appropriate campus site for this Peace 
Garden and why you selected that area 

 
Please put all items in a folder. 
 
BEFORE WE DEPART FOR HAWAII, please contact your faculty/staff team 
members by email to give them some idea of what you are planning.  Before you 
turn in your final design/plan, be sure you have consulted your faculty/staff team 
members for their suggestions and ideas.  
 
The goal is to provide a place of quiet and contemplation on our campus that will 
honor our designated groups/individuals.  Its focus should be peace and should 
reflect several of the cultural ideas we have studied.  It should encourage others to 
think about the concepts while providing them a sense of calm.  It should include 
seating, water, art, plantings, and the oral histories we will collect.   
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Figure 2.  The Peace Garden Final Design. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

    The Peace Garden Model 
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Figure 3.  The Revive Project Computer Image. 
 

 
 
 

The Revive Project Onsite 
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Figure 4.  Pictures from Malawi Trip, Summer 2007 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Professor J.R. Pico tutoring children in Malawi 
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Abstract 
 
Drawing from conversations with a range of Zamboni’s Bakery constituents, this 
paper is an ethnographic description of this fifth-generation Italian bakery.  It 
describes the culture of Zamboni’s Bakery, including its products, staff, managing 
owners, and store, as well as patrons’ rituals and experiences associated with 
buying and consuming bread.  The findings are supported by verbatim quotes by 
the informants. 
 
Distinct characteristics of Zamboni’s Bakery identified by this research include its 
authentic character, product quality, staunch sticking to tradition (recipes, 
processes, baking equipment, location, pricing, scale of business), 
craftsmanship, strong work ethic, prevalence of values, humbleness and 
kindness of the owners, and the bakery’s importance to the neighborhood.  For 
many patrons, the shopping and consumption experience is associated with 
rituals and traditions.  Among them are long customer lines in front of Zamboni’s, 
eating warm bread right after the purchase on the way home, and buying 
Zamboni’s bread on certain days of the week or holidays. 

                                                 
1 The names of businesses, individuals, and places have been disguised. 
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Zamboni’s Bakery 

Zamboni’s Bakery was founded in 1918 and is located in an Italian neighborhood, 

originally a settlement of Italian immigrants.  Zamboni’s is a single-store operation, 

managed by Marco, the forth-generation descendent of company founder Luigi 

Zamboni. 

OK, as far back as I can remember, my great-grandfather Luigi, who was the 
founder of our business, in the early 1900s, he came over from Italy, from Foggia 
with his family.  And we’ve been running at the same address since 1918 under 
Zamboni’s Bakery.  It was L. Zamboni & Son. (Marco Zamboni) 

 
Zamboni’s clientele comprises both private customers and food service companies, 

from the immediate neighborhood and the greater metropolitan area.  No distance 

seems to be too far to buy Zamboni’s bread. 

(…) people come from all over and get their bread there, yeah. (Cecilie) 
 
But I know people that will drive down here, you know, from half hour, an hour 
away ‘cos they cook. Yeah, people I know that like to cook and that like to have 
certain things a certain way they’ll drive down there.   (John) 
 
Like the people that are in line, you know, at least back then—I got the idea for the 
most part were from the South City, real Italian.  You know especially from the 
lines on the big holidays.  That they were the type of people who cooked big family 
feasts on holidays, you know of which good bread would be a part.  (Lena) 
 
I guess the difference that we have seen over the years is that it used to be strictly 
neighborhood.  (…) Well, I’m gonna say, maybe fifteen years ago.  You would see 
people that you didn’t know from the neighborhood, they would start coming.  I 
would say the past ten years there are people who come from everywhere.  I mean 
they just come from everywhere—and they leave with bags full… (laughs) 
(Joanne) 

 
Even previous South City residents come back regularly to shop at Zamboni’s or get 

hoagies at their favorite neighborhood deli. 

They come back.  Like people that grew up here, whatever, wherever they grew 
up.  They move up and they move out.  But they still like the taste down here, so 
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they’ll come back.  You know, like for Easter or whatever holiday it may be.  They 
buy the bread, ‘cos you know, it reminds them of—it is good bread.  (John) 
 
I just think people just like it, you know.  Like, you’re not kind of travel back here for 
something even though you like the neighborhood, maybe the deli stinks and I 
can’t eat there.  I think it’s got to do with the taste.  Yeah, a lot of people come 
back for [the bread].  (John) 
 

Many customers have a long history with Zamboni’s.  Its products have 

accompanied their upbringing and other phases of their lives: 

Zamboni’s has always been a part of my life, for many, many years.  I remember 
going there a long time ago, and I remember how wonderful the bread was, 
specifically the long loaves, the seeded loaves.  They are, were and always will be 
probably my favorite.  (Terry, who used to live a few blocks from Zamboni’s) 

 

Quotidian and Folk Character 

Many of Zamboni’s customers buy Zamboni’s bread on a daily basis—and some 

have for decades.  An important characteristic of the Zamboni experience and 

culture is that it has everyday, ordinary, folk character.  Marco Zamboni and one 

customer allude to the quotidian: 

[…] there is one woman, she’s been coming here for forty-five years.  I don’t think 
she’s ever missed a day, she said.2   (Marco Zamboni) 
 
Tomorrow you’ll be back.  You know—you get it fresh every day, you gonna come 
every day and spend $1.35 every day.  (Marco Zamboni) 

 
I mean it’s kind of that European shopping model of where you go each day to the 
little stores, the butcher, you know, which I kind of like but our American society 
unfortunately is not geared too much in that way.  (Lena) 

 
Noyes (1989, 13) as well as Kirshenblatt-Gimblett (1996, 548-550) emphasize that 

culture is made less by “great” men and women than by “ordinary” people.  It is the 

product of the everyday community life, where people work out ways of satisfying 

                                                 
2  Zamboni’s web site features customer testimonials (Zamboni’s Bakery 2006).  One woman has 

been a regular Zamboni’s customer since the 1920s, shortly after the bakery was founded. 
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their needs and dealing with each other.  “Folk” can refer to any socio-economic 

demographic.  The simplicity of the product combined with the affordable price level 

makes for the folk and quotidian character—affordable treats for everyone.   

And [Zamboni’s] wouldn’t make a fuzz out of it. (…) Zamboni’s is like a bakery for 
people who, you know, eat bread on a daily basis and appreciate bread not like I 
said, you know, as an upscale product or something to brag.  The way we eat it 
basically.  (Teresa) 
 

Zamboni’s actual positioning as “for the people” and simple is reflected by Zamboni’s 

modest prices and its not overly commercial, low-scale approach (also see section 

below “Continuity and Maintaining Moderate Scale”). 

And it was ridiculously cheap.  I think it was like $1.25 a loaf or something.  Very 
cheap.  Yeah, ‘cos I mean even if you get some kind of baguette in the grocery 
store it’s usually $2.99 or $1.99 or something like that.  And this is way better 
because it’s so fresh.  $1.25 for the most delicious, freshly baked loaf of bread is 
pretty good.  (Lena) 
 
Another thing is that the price is really, really reasonable compared to these like 
Metro Bakery or Hansman’s which has a nice bread selection.  You can go to 
Hansman’s and get something that is really good but it might be $4-5 worth a loaf.  
Whereas you can get three loaves at Zamboni’s for that same price, and to me 
there’s no question that Zamboni’s is much better.  (Teresa) 
 
The prices are OK, considering other places, you know.  In fact, his prices are 
pretty good.  You mentioned Metro.  I think a loaf of bread at Metro might cost you 
two or three dollars, and here it is a dollar and a quarter.  (Cecilie) 
 
I like when I go some place and they say a loaf is $4.65 and the loaf is about this 
big.  (Points out a small loaf of bread with her hands and laughs).   (Joanne) 

 
 
Zamboni’s Rise to Upscale Food 

Ironically, in contrast to Zamboni’s self-positioning as down to earth and simple 

Zamboni’s bread has been elevated to upscale circles by higher-end restaurants and 

retailers.   Among others, Maggio’s and two produce/convenience markets around 
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the City Square carry Zamboni’s bread.  This might also be due to consumers’ 

higher demands regarding bread in recent years. 

There’s an Italian restaurant that’s sort of, kind of upscale, right on 13th and Bridge.  
I forgot the name of it.  They use Zamboni’s. (…) they give you the olive oil and the 
bread on the side so you can dip it until your food comes out.  The higher—well, 
people that have menus that cost they usually have Zamboni’s.  That’s what I’ve 
found.  (Firefighter 1 from Engine 11) 
 
Well, most of those sandwich places, all the good shops use Zamboni’s bread.  
(Firefighter 2 from Engine 11) 
 
I think bread, people—nowadays people are more sophisticated, you know.  They 
experience, they expect a higher quality, artisan bread.  You know, nobody is 
eating Freihofer any more, you know.  (…) You know, [Zamboni’s] is a 
recognizable, standard quality product, it’s a brand name.  (Steve ) 
 
But, there’s businesses out there that’ve built businesses off of my bread—The 
Sandwich Company.  They started out with one store—maybe seven, eight years 
ago.  They have twenty-some stores now, and the main reason they are what they 
are today is probably because of Zamboni’s bread.  (…)  And the only franchises 
that really do any good are the ones that advertise “We serve Zamboni’s bread”.  
(Marco Zamboni) 
 

The juxtaposition of this yuppie approval with bread’s character as quotidian and 

with Marco Zamboni’s description of his business as making “stinking bread” is 

notable.  

I’m a baker.  I make stinking bread.  I see people wait in line for hours for a stinking 
loaf of bread that I would never wait for.  (Marco Zamboni) 
 

 
Distinct Shopping Experience: Early-Morning Line and “Sold Out” Sign 
 
Zamboni’s Bakery is a central institution in the South City.  The early-morning line of 

patrons especially on weekends and around holidays seems to be a widely-held 

association with Zamboni’s.  The line reflects Zamboni’s popularity.  The risk of not 
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getting the desired items before Zamboni’s sells out makes customers shop early in 

the day.  

If you go there at six in the morning on like Sunday or Saturday—I’m sorry, on 
Saturday—the line will be out the door at six, seven o’ clock in the morning.  (…)  
probably a couple, a couple—about twenty feet down the sidewalk. (John) 
 
When you try to get there in the morning at 7.30 there is always a line out there.  
They are closed on Monday.  On the weekends, on Saturday and Sunday, you 
can’t even get in the door.  So the bread must be good.  (Harry) 
 
It’s terrible, on a Saturday morning and Sunday morning you gotta wait in line.  (…)  
Oh yeah, Friday, Saturday and Sunday—oh boy, you can’t get near there.  
(Cecilie) 
 
You should come here—or maybe you have—Christmas Eve, in the morning.  The 
line is around the corner of Marcus Street.  And this is at 6.30 in the morning, six o’ 
clock in the morning.  So people just line up and wait.  (…)  I wanna say that, I 
would say that 90-95% of it are the customers that are very loyal and this is what 
they need to have for their holiday.  And maybe the other 5% I would say are 
people that have heard about it and say, you know, “I have to try that“.  (Joanne) 
 

“The line” seems to be part of the shopping experience—for some even an 

appreciated one. 

And the crowd is kind of jovial—maybe not jovial but they were kind of nice when 
you were waiting in line, you go there with the doors open and the line winding.  
But everyone waits there entirely patiently on Saturday mornings.  (Terry) 

 
And the experience was cool, too.  There was always a line out the door because it 
wasn’t very big inside.  (…) but it was a fast-moving line.  Like, I think pretty much 
any holidays like Christmas or Thanksgiving, then there would really be a line, 
much larger than the normal line which could kind of stretch all the way out the 
door and down the street.  (…) I remember thinking it was odd that someone on 
Thanksgiving or maybe even Christmas would go and wait in line for an hour to get 
a—(laughs)—to get a loaf of bread.  (Lena) 
 

A distinct object of the store is the “Sold Out” sign which is put in the window when 

the merchandise has run out for the day.  

 (…) and when they’re sold out, the “Sold Out” sign goes up.  (Joanne) 
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I would go to Zamboni’s first.  Because—here is the other thing, you have to go in 
as early as possible.  Otherwise they will run out of bread.  (…) So I would go first 
there and then walk down to the market and get stuff.  (Teresa) 
 
But when they run out of bread sometimes you’re just left with getting the rolls 
which are OK but I mean they are not the same thing, right?  (Terry) 
 

 
Store: Abundance and Authenticity 

While the interior of the store has a sparse and minimalist appearance, before the 

peak time the shelves seem to overflow with bread loaves, and the piles of cookies 

and bread sticks in the counter and the sheet pizza on top of it suggest plenty.  This 

abundance is only a temporary state and its eventual disappearance is indicated by 

the “Sold Out” sign.  Consistent with Zamboni’s unpretentious character, the store 

seems to have more of a functional than representative purpose.  Its appearance is 

authentic and genuine, not made up, which includes traces of the work process. 

I remember that there was usually flour—there seemed to be flour all over the 
place or people would come from the back, kind of covered in flour.  (Lena) 

 

Staff and Zamboni Family Integral to Shopping Experience  

The owner family and staff add a personal flavor to the Zamboni shopping 

experience.  Clients, some of them neighbors and friends, enjoy talking with the staff 

and Zamboni family members.  They chat in the store, on the steps of neighboring 

homes or in the side room adjacent to the store and bakery, which also serves as 

space for pick-up orders and is accessible from the sidewalk.     

It was mostly women behind the counter as I recall.  And they were always the 
most friendly.  (Lena) 
 
And it’s always—whether it is younger or older women working there.  I remember 
in particular, there was a younger woman.  She is probably like 50 now.  She is 
always well done and everything.  And so it’s like, “How many you need, hon’?  
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How many you need, hon’”?  And the older women were the same way.  It’s very 
South City, and I love it.  But those people have never changed.  Don’t they say, 
“How are you’s doing?”  (laughs)  (Terry) 
 
 [The staff] are nice.  (…)  They’re pretty cool.  I like them.  (Firefighter 1 from 
Engine 11) 
 
Everybody loves it.  How about the owner?  I like the people who work there.  You 
can always go in there… (Terry) 
 
Yeah. “Hey, hon!” (laughs) (Teresa , supporting her husband’s statement) 
 
So [Zamboni’s] does have a kind of oldy-worldy nice kind of atmosphere.  (…) It’s 
near the Mercado which is historically Italian.  And it definitely has that Italian feel.  
And they definitely, you know, fit the old immigrant, South City where they just say 
“you know” like five times.  (laughs)  They—it definitely lends itself to that type of 
flavor.  (Lena) 
 
But they are a very kind family.  They really are.  They are exceptional and kind. 
(…)  You know, my husband, he knew—we call him big Marco and little Marco—
but Marco’s father, Marco—you know, Tom knew his father.  And so, you know, 
you just know them from most of your life.   (Joanne) 

 
Customers also seem to appreciate the staff’s expertise regarding bread to 

maximize the product quality and enjoyment.   

And another thing that I like about that is if the bread is too fresh when you get 
there, they’ll even say, “We’re selling this to you.  Do not eat it right now.  Let it 
cure a little bit, let it set a little bit, let some of the steam come out of it.”  You know 
what I’m saying?  If it’s too hot it’s almost like, not soggy but it needs—the steam 
needs to come out for the crust to set.  But who else would tell you that?  (Terry) 

 
 
Shopping and Consumption Traditions  

Many Zamboni’s patrons shop regularly at Zamboni’s.  Some have a certain routine.  

I used to love getting [bread] on the weekends in the morning.  So I would walk 
over there on a Saturday because I always worked on Sundays.  (…) I loved that 
the bread was warm when you got it, fresh out of the oven. (Lena)  
 
Friday is pizza day. (Cecilie) 
 
Somebody’s gotta go there I know for sure at least once a week.  Sometimes four.  
Yeah.  They’re off on Mondays.  (Firefighter from Engine 11) 
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When I was living with Teresa and before that, too, years and years before that I 
had been going there.  (…) when I was younger, I used to like the pepperoni bread 
but I don’t buy that much any more because it is a little too strong for me. (Terry) 

 
For some customers, the shopping and consumption seem like a ritual and a kind of 

treat that is associated with certain times of the week or day or with occasions: 

weekend mornings, holidays, Italian meals, waiters’ morning shifts (‘on-the-go 

breakfast’), and hobbies.  The reports of the interviewed people about their 

Zamboni’s shopping and consumption habits were full of emotion and appreciation. 

F1: First of all, I love to go there. 
F2: It’s like a treat meal for us. (…) the first loaf is for breaking.  You either break it 
or cut it and put some olive oil on it.  (Firefighters from Engine 11) 
 
And so I would walk back to my house and eat it with eggs with the yolk running 
and butter on the bread and dip it in the eggs.  And with the warm bread the butter 
melts a little bit, and it’s crusty on the outside.  (Lena) 
 
You know, bread is a really important part of an Italian meal.  And people come 
here just for the bread.  You know, the staff comes here for the bread.  They can’t, 
no one can wait ‘til the bread gets delivered.  Like the whole staff will wait to eat 
breakfast.  And so the bread is delivered, and then they eat bread, you know.  
(Steve) 
 
Because, you know, as a waiter, you take a bite of something and you run out and 
you do ten things, you come back to your plate ten minutes or half an hour later.  
But they put everything on their bread—cream cheese and bacon and stuff—, they 
dip it in bread sauce, you know, they put a salad on it.  Like, I’m a vegetarian so I 
always take the end of the bread, hollow it out and put like sautéed mushrooms, 
capers, tomatoes and stuff and make a little sandwich.  (Steve) 
 
And you just eat it like this.  And then, when lunch is gone, so when it runs out, 
everybody wants to take another run—but you have just enough for lunch.  So 
when lunch is ready, you cut it open and then you make your sandwich.  
(Firefighter 2 from Engine 11) 
 
You know what, to be honest with you, before I went fishing, it was always my 
tradition when they opened that deli to get hoagies from [Zamboni’s Deli] because 
they are really delicious to bring for fishing.  But I like—my favorite thing is to use 
the bread and make my own sandwiches and put whatever on it.  (Terry) 
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Zamboni’s Deli, I remember we used to go fishing and get them from there. You 
couldn’t beat them.  (Teresa) 

 
Zamboni’s bread, especially when it is still warm, seems to be irresistible which is 

why it often doesn’t last until the shoppers arrive at home but is eaten on the way.  

The ‘one-loaf-for-the-way stories’ were a combination of a confession about 

indulging and true appreciation of the product. 

Actually firemen always buy extra loafs for on the way back.  For tasting and 
breaking it off.  (Firefighter 1 from Engine 11) 
 
It’s like a treat meal for us. (…) the first loaf is for breaking.  (Firefighters) 
 
Sometimes we eat it straight out of the oven.  And you squeeze it, and it stays that 
way.  It’s so fresh—oh my God.  The smell is always, it’s always in your nose.  You 
gotta break off a piece and eat it.  (Firefighters from Engine 11) 
 
F2: I’m telling you, as soon as we get it… 
F1: The smell is always, it’s always in your nose.  You gotta break off a piece and 
eat it.  (Firefighters from Engine 11) 
 
And I always—I told you before (laughs)—that Teresa and I when we went there 
and even before when I went by myself, we would always end up eating a half a 
loaf or a loaf on the way home.  (Terry) 
 
And I would always eat a whole loaf—not a half—a whole loaf.  (…) you know, by 
the time I got home I ate myself a whole loaf of bread.  Every Saturday.  (Teresa) 
 
Denise: And then I told [Marco], for example, friends of mine that used to live on 
Pine Street, they came here every Saturday to pick up bread, and they always 
finished the first loaf…  
Joanne : (Laughs)…before they got home… 
Denise: … on the way home.  
Joanne : (laughs) Oh, people do that all the time… 
 

 

Tradition and Authenticity  

One aspect that stands out in the informants’ accounts is Zamboni’s staunch holding 

on to traditions—the brick ovens, recipes, ingredient brands, dough preparation, and 
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baking process.  Tradition is deeply valued in the Italian community.  It is culture 

carried from one generation to the next—the part of the past that is valued in the 

present, providing order to people’s lives and helping them remember their origin 

(Noyes 1989, 12-13).  For Zamboni’s, tradition is paramount.  Authenticity and doing 

things “the old way” have become a value in itself (Noyes 1989, 16), establishing a 

belief that staunchly holding on to tradition helps maintain the quality.  

But the key, like I said, I stress, you gotta keep things the same. You can’t 
change anything, you can’t.  My grandfather’s favorite line was, “don’t put too 
much food in your mouth that you can’t chew”. (Marco Zamboni) 
  
If you don’t listen to the generation before you—recipes and procedures and the 
way of doing things the way of my great-grandfather—it’s lost in translation if you 
don’t pay attention.  (…)  You have to pay attention and do what the ancestor 
before you has taught you. (Marco Zamboni) 
 
Trying to change the recipe, to make it low fat, make it low this, low that—I just 
kept it the same.  Just carry it on.  And it works.  (Marco Zamboni) 
 
You lose something.  You lose tradition.  Most of our customers are generational 
customers.  They’ve gotten our bread through their father and their grandfather—
same way I’ve made our bread.  So they’re born and raised on knowing that 
Zamboni’s bread is a quality loaf bread, so they keep buying there. We have 
pictures hanging up there in my store that are babies that are just coming on—
new Zamboni customers.  Babies with a little roll in their hand.  And they will 
grow up knowing that Zamboni’s makes the best bread.  (Marco Zamboni) 
 
We’ve used the same ingredients for as long as I’ve been here, for as long as 
we’ve been here.  Same Pillsbury flour, all we’ve used is Pillsbury flour.  We have 
the same brick ovens (…).  (Marco Zamboni) 
 
I’d like to capture with a story like that, for the generations after me, to realize 
what I’m about.  So people that are around when I’m not—my grandkids, my 
grand-grandkids—if they build the business still, they’ll know what I did to keep 
that.  Have the tradition of my family, and hopefully they’ll just keep going. (Marco 
Zamboni) 
 

Folklore traditions are particularly important to immigrant communities because it 

provides them with the identity of an ethnic group (Dundes 1989, 9) and order in a 
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time of change and insecurity (Noyes 1989, 13).  To immigrants, it provides a sense 

of independence in a new, unfamiliar city (Noyes 1989, 53). 

Marco Zamboni is proud of the family’s tradition and products: 

I stand behind our family’s products.  There’s enough customers out there that 
like our product just the way it is.  And have for 89 years. (Marco Zamboni) 
 

 
Artistry, Craftsmanship, and Experience 

One connotation of artistry is mastery.  It stems from the old—and in Italian still 

primary—meaning of the word ‘art’ as the knowledge, acquired through experience, 

of how to do something well (Noyes 1989, 44-45).  Practice is essential. Zamboni’s 

customers acknowledge the importance of Zamboni’s expertise, experience, and 

devotion: 

The quality of the ingredients, then the experience and the dedication of the 
family, the Zamboni family. They’ve been doing it for a long time.  It’s, you know, 
bread is a living thing.  It expresses your energy and your hands, your feel, and—
you know. And their product is really consistent.  And that is something that has 
to come from the people that make it.  You know, they have to be dedicated and 
they have to know how it feels.  And you know, it’s not something that you do just 
measuring ingredients.  (Steve) 

Artistry gives the individual power which is important especially to people that lack 

power in other spheres, such as new immigrants (Noyes 1989, 53).   

Marco Zamboni is an acknowledged baking expert.  His vast expertise and intimate 

knowledge of bread reflect in how he talks about bread baking:  

(…) the process that we use for our dough is such a process that it draws all the 
flavor from the brick.  It’s very little in yeast, no chemicals.  Your malt for your 
color and your crust, your salt for your flavor, and your yeast to make it raise.  
That‘s it.  And your water to mix it together.  We use no preservatives to keep the 
loaf soft.  A good Italian loaf of bread, if it’s not stale ten hours after you bought it, 
or getting stale, it’s not a good loaf of bread.  It has got something in it to make it 
last longer.  And you don’t need that.  Good Italian bread or good Jewish bread 
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or good Polish bread or German bread is made to be eaten that day.  (Marco 
Zamboni) 

Little flaws can become a point of pride since it attests to the genuineness of the 

workmanship and the manual process (Noyes 1989, 32): 

Yeah, it’s like making homemade bread in the home.  It may not look exactly the 
same every time it comes out of the oven but the taste is there.  It’s got a lot of 
love involved in making the product. (Marco Zamboni) 

 

Teaching: Passing on the Tradition 

It is remarkable that the recipes, a core asset of the company, exist only in the heads 

of people and are passed on by teaching.  In contrast to the ‘great traditions,’ folk 

traditions are passed on in settings more intimate than schools or churches.  The 

transfer of knowledge is from parent to child or from master to apprentice.  

Apprentices often start at the bottom and work their way up.  To this day, 

observation and imitation are the primary way to pass on Italian tradition (Noyes 

1989, 16).  Marco Zamboni considers teaching his coworkers and son a chief 

responsibility, passing on to the next generation what he was taught from his father 

and grandfather. 

No, it was just given to me by teaching. (Marco Zamboni) 
 
(…) it’s like playing “whisper down the lane”.  If you don’t listen to the generation 
before you—recipes and procedures and the way of doing things the way of my 
great-grandfather—it’s lost in translation.  You have to pay attention and do what 
the ancestor before you has taught you.  (Marco Zamboni) 
 
I like to hire young people ‘cause I think I’m a teacher in what I do.  And I like to 
see people’s minds grow, feel good about themselves because they know how to 
do what I do.  So I enjoy that part about my job.  (Marco Zamboni) 
 
I have Italian descendents, I’ve had Jewish bakers here, I’ve had Mexicans in 
here, I’ve had African Americans—I’ve had a little bit of everything.  Whoever 
wants to learn, I’m here to teach them.  (Marco Zamboni) 
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Quality of Products 

Zamboni’s top priority is quality, without compromise, which partly reflects the 

sticking to tradition.  The striving for quality might also be due to the ethnic heritage 

since doing things well is an important value for Italians (Noyes 1989, 44).  

Customers point out the bread’s crustiness and texture. 

It has the best combination of crustiness and texture.  It’s the perfect bread. 
(Steve)  
 
The texture, the taste, it’s just—you know, the freshness. (Firefighter)  
 
I love it, I love the bread.  It’s not too dense, it’s not too light, it’s just perfect. 
(Terry) 
 

For patrons, Zamboni’s products are a treat, an indulgence.  Their eating the freshly 

bought, warm items on their way home is a testament to that (see quotes above 

about eating the fresh bread on the way home). 

 
Marco Zamboni’s primary consideration is quality.  Therefore, he operationally and 

strategically ensures that the quality is preserved. 

I walk around the shop all day long, making sure everybody is doing what I 
showed them to do.  I guess you could say I’m a quality controller.  I make sure 
the quality is there in every aspect of the job—from the dough mixer to the 
person selling it.  (Marco Zamboni) 
 
And I can only make so much bread.  Like I said, if I try to make any more, 
something will change, something won’t be right. (Marco Zamboni) 
 

Customers are full of praise about the quality and consistency of Zamboni’s 

products: 

You know, [Zamboni’s] is a recognizable, standard quality product, it’s a brand 
name.  (Steve ) 
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No, because it’s great bread.  There’s lots of other bakeries in the neighborhood.  
But we buy it because it’s the best bread.  It’s really well known.  And you know, 
it has the best combination of crustiness and texture—the light, texture of the 
interior.  And it’s chewy and it’s just perfect, goes with salad and makes a great 
sandwich.  It’s the perfect bread.  (Steve) 
 
We get their steak rolls and their Kaiser rolls which are the best Kaiser rolls 
anywhere.  (Steve) 
 
You know, bread is a really important part of an Italian meal.  And people come 
here just for the bread.  […] And you know, it comes hot every day, it’s like you 
know, it’s really crispy.  It’s a great product.  (Steve) 
 
It’s just the bread.  Once they’ve gone there, it’s hard not to go back. (Laughs) 
It’s not like, you know, oh today you have a good loaf of bread but maybe 
tomorrow you won’t.  It’s always the same.   (Joanne) 
 
(Laughs) Yes!  As is, we need to bring it to my son, my friends, our family. It’s 
truly because they think it’s better than any bread they ever ate.  It is, and it’s not 
because they are neighbors.  It’s really better than anything.  (…) you know we 
go other places, but there is nothing quite like their bread.   (Joanne) 
 
To the Jewish clientele for breakfast we sell a lot of smoked fish and that kind of 
stuff, and they traditionally go with bagels.  Not for the staff.  The staff wants 
Zamboni’s. And it’s just, you know, everybody is excited when their bread comes 
in.  (Steve) 
 
You know, the staff comes here for the bread.  They can’t, no one can wait ‘til the 
bread gets delivered.  Like the whole staff will wait to eat breakfast.  Whatever 
they eat, they put eggs on the bread, they have bacon, cream cheese on the 
bread, on the Zamboni’s bread—it’s, it’s just the greatest bread.  (Steve) 

 
Continuity and Maintaining Moderate Scale 

Zamboni’s is neither aggressive in marketing or pricing nor in expanding the scale 

and scope of the operation.  Rather, it serves a niche market and limits its scale 

deliberately to not compromise the quality.  The Zamboni family deliberately keeps 

the operation modest to control the quality and steers clear of prominently 

sponsoring big local events.   

Marco Zamboni: Most people try to turn a little—like turn me into a huge Home 
Depot—like your father did, into a commercial bakery shop.  I don’t want to. 
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Denise: So it’s a conscious choice to stay small.  And is that because you want to 
control the quality? 
Marco Zamboni: Absolutely.  You lose something.  You lose tradition.   
 
And I can only make so much bread.  Like I said, if I try to make any more, 
something will change, something won’t be right. (Marco Zamboni) 
 
And as far as doing the Big Parade, stuff like that—no, that’s, that’s commercial.  
I’m from the heart.  That stuff sounds commercial.  That’s something big, billboard 
big.  (Marco Zamboni) 
 
And he’s not trying to commercialize and open franchises like Metro Bakery, you 
know.  (Terry) 
 

 
Zamboni’s patrons appreciate the authentic, non-commercial character and Marco 

Zamboni’s modesty and price fairness.   (To not reiterate quotes, please also refer to 

the section “Quotidian and Folk Character” above.) 

He could even raise the price of the bread, just become like Bon Pain, a small, 
local bakery with an upscale brand, and an upscale crowd, just like Metro Bakery 
does.  You know in a legitimate way.  And he doesn’t even do that.  (Teresa) 
 

The honoring of tradition also shows in the fact that Marco Zamboni, the current-

generation company manager, has been very careful about making changes to the 

marketing:  

Branding and promotion:  
I’m the one who gave us a web site, I’m the one that gave us a logo.  You know, 
stuff like that.  They’re the only changes that I’ve really made.  (…) our logo is 
black and white.  My truck is black and white.  Everything is classy.  Like a 
tuxedo.  That’s how I look at it.  Classy.  (Marco Zamboni) 
 
Pricing:  
My oil bills have almost more than doubled in the last year or two.  My paper 
products—everything is really high.  So my profits have shrunk a lot.  (Pauses) 
Why don’t I change things?  I know, I hear that a lot.  “Oh my God, a dollar thirty-
five for a seeded loaf?” You go to the supermarket and it’s three something.  You 
know—you get it fresh every day, you gonna come every day and spend $1.35 
every day.  There’s not a day that I lose money.  So be happy.  I don’t have to 
raise my prices more than every four, five years. (Marco Zamboni) 
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Opening hours:  
It’s only eleven years now—this August it will be eleven years—that we started 
closing on Mondays.  We were open seven days a week.  (Marco Zamboni) 
 

Evidently, maximizing profit is not Marco Zamboni’s goal.  Money is important only to 

an extent. 

It’s—money’s not everything.  It really isn’t.  If you have enough money to get an 
education, a roof over your house, and raise your family to eat.  That’s fine, that’s 
all we needed.  I guess we’re different people, I guess we’re not, we’re not—
(pauses)—stingy, I guess.  (Marco Zamboni) 

Money is more a means for survival, a notion consistent with an account of Italian 

immigrants in the 20th century that used their artisan skills and Italian traditions in 

various fields as a way of economic survival (Noyes 1989, 14 and 26). 

 
Personality, Work Ethic, and Values   
 
Consistent with Noyes’ (1989, 44) observation about craftspeople that the love of the 

work is the only compensation for long hours, low pay and low prestige, Marco 

Zamboni seems to derive satisfaction, pride and enjoyment from patrons’ 

appreciation of Zamboni’s quality work.  Responding to the account by the couple 

that always finishes the first loaf before they reached their house, he said: 

See, I love hearing stories like that. See, I love—I live for that.  I live for that—that 
story. Now—oh, well, I live for stories like that. (Marco Zamboni) 

Quality work is a source of individual pleasure and pride (Noyes 1989, 14), and 

devotion to customers and work well done provides fulfillment to the creator (Noyes 

1989, 10 and 38).   One can perceive a sense of pride in Marco’s words when he 

talks about his accomplishments regarding the business: 

I think—I never went to college but I graduated high school.  But as far as 
marketing, I caught on to it.  (Marco Zamboni) 
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Judging from my conversations and from the informant accounts, Marco Zamboni is 

authentic, humble, and unpretentious.  His self-perception is that of a hard-working 

baker and craftsman rather than an artist, consistent with Noyes’ (1989, 44) 

descriptions of Italian artisans. 

So, I think the feedback that I get—people say, “Oh my God—Zamboni’s, they are 
famous”.  But I don’t look at myself that way.  I can’t understand that.  I’m a baker.  
I make stinking bread.  I see people wait in line for hours for a stinking loaf of bread 
that I would never wait for.  So—I , I don’t know.  I hope that people look at me just 
as a hard-working guy.  That’s all I care.  That I’m a respectable, hard-working 
man.  That’s really—come on, I’m a baker.  (…) You know what I mean?  I didn’t 
discover anything, I didn’t invent anything.  (Marco Zamboni) 
 
 ‘Cause I look at myself as a blue-collar worker that shows up for work every day, 
not even realizing that this is mine.  (Marco Zamboni) 
 
He is just totally unassuming, he is never Mr. Zamboni, never.  I mean, like I said, 
we still call him little Marco—because his father is big Marco.  (Joanne) 
 
And you know what, [Marco Zamboni Jr.] really and truly is that way.  It’s not that 
he—I mean he is totally unassuming.  And, we’ll sit out there sometime when we’re 
out there together, on that little ledge, or he’ll sit on our step, and we’ll just talk.  
And, I mean that’s really him.  He was not putting on for you or anything.  He is just 
like—oh, yeah, you know, and we’ll chat, and this and that and the other thing, you 
know.  That’s just the way they are.  (Joanne) 
 
 

Marco Zamboni has strong values—respect for others, doing good, generosity, 

working hard, family—which he holds up staunchly.  He employs and teaches young 

people and treats his employees fairly.  Marco Zamboni is a role model, not only to 

the associates that he teaches.  He lives his values. 

I treat my employees as if they were family because they are getting up at one o’ 
clock in the morning for me.  I wouldn’t ask any of my employees to do 
something that I wouldn’t do myself.  So I’m trying to do what I can for them, let 
them know that if they need something I’m there for them. (Marco Zamboni) 
 
I like to hire young people ‘cause I think I’m a teacher in what I do.  (…)  And I like 
to see people’s minds grow, feel good about themselves because they know how 
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to do what I do. (…) There’s all—no, there’s people from all origins of life working 
in this place.  Whoever wants to learn, I’m here to teach them.  (Marco Zamboni) 
 

The neighborhood knows Marco and his family as generous and kind to others: 
But as I said, the one thing that I mentioned is their incredible kindness to people 
in need.  And I don’t know how many people actually know about that.  (Joanne) 
 
I mean, I’m always doing—I always do like I have to give back and do for people.  
I try to help people that are unfortunate.  And as far as doing the Big Parade, 
stuff like that—no, that’s, that’s commercial.  I’m from the heart.  That stuff 
sounds commercial.  That’s something big, billboard big.  I rather help the little 
guy out.  (Marco Zamboni) 
 

 
Marco Zamboni’s work ethic is remarkable.  It seems to be a core value of the family 

that has been passed on from generation to generation. 

I’m pretty much all work.  You’re looking at a man that pretty much works every 
day.  That doesn’t really relax much.  I really don’t.  I don’t know how to relax.   
[…] I find myself coming here on Mondays, the day we’re closed.  ‘Cause I feel I 
belong in this building.  (Marco Zamboni) 

So from that I closed one week in the summer, usually the first week in August 
every year.  Before that when I was growing up, my mother, my father and my 
sister we never had a vacation together.  We were always working.  We could 
never all be together at once.  (Marco Zamboni) 
 
No, not an old Italian family.  And one of us is always here.  My grandfather 
never let my father take time off.  My father—not that he never wanted me to take 
time off—I just couldn’t do it, I had to be here to help him.  And that’s just the way 
I was raised, to help my family.  You have to work, no one’s gonna hand you 
nothing.  (Marco Zamboni) 
 

 

Adding to the Neighborhood and Community 

Zamboni Bakery’s significance for the neighborhood goes beyond culinary and 

logistical benefits for patrons.  

I think without them—(contemplates)—the neighborhood would really be different. I 
mean they are busier but it’s still like going to the neighborhood bakery.  (Joanne) 
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So [Zamboni’s] does have a kind of oldy-worldy nice kind of atmosphere.  (…) And 
it definitely has that Italian feel.  (Lena) 
 

Zamboni’s Bakery has created an emotional attachment by the neighborhood 

residents as well as visitors, giving it meaning.  Kirshenblatt-Gimblett (1996, 551) 

puts it this way: “to transform space into place, to invest a location with meaning.” 

I think without them—(contemplates)—the neighborhood would really be 
different.  I really, really do.  And that’s, like I said, not because they’re friends, 
not because they’re neighbors, but I think it would be an entirely different 
atmosphere if we didn’t have them. (Joanne) 
 
And I have to say, in my heart, I would go there before I’d go somewhere where 
it’s all about what we do—you know, that kind of a thing.  (Joanne) 
 

To some, Zamboni’s is closely associated with the neighborhood: 

My sign—most people recognize my sign out of anything.  They’ll be walking 
outside, they’ll see that sign and they’ll know what neighborhood they’re in. 
(Marco Zamboni) 
 

In old and tightly-knit communities—like the South City was especially during the 

peak of Italian immigration—tradition tends to be strong.  The domains of life often 

overlap and people have multiple roles.  They are neighbors, relatives, co-workers, 

co-worshippers, and friends at the same time (Noyes 1989, 13).  

And he [Tom, Joanne’s husband] said he can remember when he was a kid and 
he worked in there. His job was to grease the pans and then count the rolls.  You 
know everybody has a little story about Zamboni’s.  Everybody in some way or 
another was involved with something.  (Joanne) 
 

Zamboni’s has contributed to the community through kindness, compassion, and 

generosity—generally and particularly in emergencies and to support local events. 

I don’t turn down when people call on the phone and say—you know, like ad 
books.  I don’t know—I can’t tell you how many a year I do.  Or donations.  We 
donate whatever they ask for.  Firemen—they don’t pay for nothin’.  They come in 
no matter what they get—I just give it to them.    (Marco Zamboni) 
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I was gonna tell you that I guess—whenever that huge snowstorm that we had 
was, we had about 36 inches, and Marco actually made his way in here.  But, he 
baked enough bread for the neighbors, you know, because we couldn’t get the 
cars out.  And we just never got over that.  (Joanne) 
 
(…) someone passed away in their family.  And he was telling Marco about it, 
and they gave them all the bread for after the funeral and what not.  And I know 
that they’ve done this many, many, many times.  So, you know, when I talk about 
them being kind, that really is true.   (Joanne) 
 
But as I said, the one thing that I mentioned is their incredible kindness to people 
in need.  And I don’t know how many people actually know about that. But they 
really, really are.  You know, they’ll bend over backwards to please you.  They 
really will.  If you need something—Marco will anyway.  (Joanne) 
 
Marco has made a sincere effort to bring [the Italian Festival] further down this 
way.  And he really did, I mean.  He, whereas other people are kind of 
disinterested, he has really put himself out.  He pays for the entertainment that 
they have in front of the bakery.  Just a testament to his character.  He just says, 
“Well, it’s just a thank you to our customers”, he says. (Laughs).   (Joanne) 
 

Zamboni’s seems to play an important role for the community and for individual 

people—socially and professionally.  Patrons and community members have fond 

memories of and associations with the owners and staff.  Noyes (1989, 38) points 

out that the relation between a patron and business owner often evolves into 

friendship over time.   

And [my husband Tom] said he can remember when he was a kid and he worked 
in there. They used to make hot dog and hamburger rolls.  His job was to grease 
the pans and then count the rolls.  You know everybody has a little story about 
Zamboni’s.  Everybody in some way or another was involved with something.  And 
he says the same thing, you know.  They were always very kind.  (Joanne) 
 
And I have to say, in my heart, I would go there before I’d go somewhere where it’s 
all about what we do—you know, that kind of a thing.  Because he really is, he is 
just totally unassuming, he is never Mr. Zamboni, never.  I mean, like I said, we still 
call him little Marco—because his father is big Marco.  It’s just… (laughs)…you 
know.  And we’ll tease his dad, you know.  ‘Cause I’ll go in there and I’ll say, “Hey, 
big Marco, you Italian baker.”  You know… (laughs)… and they’ll compare ages 
because he is a little bit older than Tom, you know.  They put barbs back and forth.  
But that’s really the way they are.  It really is.  (Joanne) 
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I would think, my personal opinion, for the outsiders I think it’s the bread.  For the 
neighborhood people it’s the fact that you can still go in there and you know the 
people that work there.  You see Marco all the time, and his dad is still there.  
You know, I think it still has that same atmosphere.  They really haven’t changed 
that very much, I have to say, which is nice.  But they are a very kind family.  
They really are.  They are exceptional and kind.   (Joanne) 
 

The environment that Zamboni’s is located in is conducive to closer social 

relationships.  The neighborhood, which houses the Mercado, reveals a strong 

coherency and social fabric.  Neighbors and business owners support one another 

and have social bonds.   

I mean, it’s a very still close, tight-knit neighborhood.  And, I think people really 
appreciate that you support people in the neighborhood.  They have connections 
through the neighborhood.  It’s, it’s very important.  The owner buys everything in 
the Mercado. Todd buys all meats from the local guys, produce from the local 
guys, spices from the local guys.  He pays more for them.  He could go to the 
wholesaler and buy, you know—they sell their spices for, you know, ten percent of 
what he pays for them.  Salt and cinnamon and brown sugar and everything at the 
spice market.  But, they support each other, all the businesses support each other.  
(Steve) 
 

As part of the small-business retail environment, Zamboni’s Bakery contributes to 

the neighborhood’s stability and safety.  It generates foot, bike, and car traffic by 

attracting shoppers to the store, which supports crime prevention. 

So I think—it makes the streets a lot livelier to have that kind of, those little retail 
places mixed in amongst houses. (Lena) 

The lively streets and outgoing residents of South City constitute a natural 

neighborhood watch system: 

I mean in the place that I lived on Ellsworth over there, you know, there was a big 
fat Italian guy sitting out on his folding chair in front of the pizza parlor 24 hours a 
day.  So it was kind of like a watch dog.  I mean no one is gonna break into your 
front window with a big fat Italian guy outside.  (smiles) So I think [Zamboni’s does] 
contribute to that sort of street life type of thing.  (Lena) 
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As for crime, when Zamboni’s was the victim of arson in 2001 the local firemen, loyal 

Zamboni’s patrons as revealed by the quotes above, were proud that they put out 

the fire and saved their favorite bakery from burning down. 

And, I think actually, while I was living there, it was firebombed or something.  
(Lena) 
 
Did you know that they had a fire in there? (…) Yeah, yeah, that was terrible.  (…) 
And people were just beside themselves that that happened.  (Joanne) 

 
D: They also had a fire a few years ago.   
F2: Yeah, we were working that night.  (…) Oh, I was right on.  (…) Yes, we were 
pretty quick, you know.  I was driving so we got there pretty quick, yeah.  I had 
water on it when the other companies got there.   
D: And so you were happy to save that bakery?  (laughs)   
F2: (with big smile on his face) Oh yeah.  (Firefighter from Engine 11) 
 

 
 
Conclusions 
 
This research exemplifies that culture and meaning don’t depend on extravagance but 

often develop in everyday settings.  It is more tradition and values that makes 

something as ordinary and simple as bread important for individuals and for a 

neighborhood.    

It is remarkable how passionate people can be about bread and the rituals of buying 

and consuming it.  A key to the loyal following of Zamboni’s Bakery is its staunch 

holding on to tradition regarding the ingredients, manufacturing, pricing, and the scale 

and scope of the business.  Additionally, the Zamboni family’s values, its respect and 

fair treatment of staff, its forsaking of commercialization, and its contribution to the 

community (through food donations, support of local events, and social bonds with 

neighbors) have built Zamboni’s reputation and created meaning for its constituents.
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Appendix 
 
Overview of Interviews 
 
1. Marco Zamboni, operations manager Zamboni’s Bakery and great-grandson of 

founder Luigi Zamboni 
 
2. Joanne, long-time neighbor of Zamboni’s Bakery 
 
3. Steve, chef and substitute operations manager, Corner Café 
 
4. Lena, (former) resident of Zamboni’s neighborhood and Zamboni’s patron 
 
5. John, police officer in Zamboni’s district and Zamboni’s patron 
 
6. Adrian, baker with The Sandwich Company 
 
7. Audrey, associate at The Sandwich Company, and daughter of the chain’s 

owner 
 
8. Harry & Cecilie, Zamboni’s customers of 80+ years 
 
9. Three firefighters from the local fire department’s Engine 11, based a few blocks 

from Zamboni’s, and “Robert Redford,” a former cap driver and baker (preferred 
to not give their names) 

 
10. Teresa & Terry, previously living in adjacent neighborhood and Zamboni’s 

customers of several years  
 
 
Brief conversations (not taped): 

◊ Margaret, Zamboni’s patron, previous owner of food service company that 
bought bread from competing bakery 

◊ The Sandwich Company customer who said “Zamboni’s is the best bread” 
◊ Various other people who said that Zamboni’s Bakery is an institution and that 

its products are outstanding 
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Abstract 
 

Depicting a New Land: Australia 
 

Gay Sweely, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor, Art History 

Eastern Kentucky University 
 

At the beginning of the 17th century, the map of the world contained no known 
bodies of land in Oceania; however, by the end of the century, that map was rapidly 
changing. The 18th century is broadly known in the west as “The Age of Enlightenment.” 
At this time, it was felt that this was the dawn of a modern age that was rapidly emerging 
from uncivilized centuries of “darkness” and “ignorance.” This period represented a time 
of enlightened reasoning, made possible by scientific discoveries, exploration, invention, 
and a noble reverence for reason. 
 

During the later part of the 18th century and the beginning of the 19th century, 
explorers and seafarers ventured into the Southern Hemisphere, and scientific artists 
were generally commissioned to accompany these voyages. Thus, the earliest artists in 
these virgin southern lands made numerous studied sketches of the wondrous new flora 
and fauna that they encountered. Enlightened citizens of Great Britain and continental 
Europe eagerly awaited these detailed visual accounts of the unique landscape from 
commissioned scientific artists. Images of exotic flora from the southern lands rapidly 
gained attention in Europe, especially in England. 
 

Additional images of the new Southern Lands were demanded by scientists, 
various government agencies, and the emerging middle class, as well as the elite. They 
required news and images of the terrain and inhabitants of the region. Images of 
Australian flora and fauna were also demanded in Europe. Depictions of new mammals 
were of much scientific interest, and some of Australia's known fauna were often 
misrepresented, such as an early drawing of a huge, pear-shaped kangaroo with 
protruding stunted arms. Images of the new terrain also suffered artistic 
misinterpretation; Australian trees soon came to resemble those varieties common in 
Europe. A new art form developed out of deception: this was an art form created by 
scientific artists, cartographers, whalers, and also by convicts. Thus, early 19th-century-
images and advertising “brochures” were created to attract pioneers to the new South 
Lands. Unfortunately, many of these artistic images were often false representations. 
This paper traces the early depictions of Terra Australis Incognita until the time when 
artists began to create more truthful representations of the landscape and its original 
inhabitants. 
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Depicting a New Land: 
Australia 

  
Gay Sweely, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor, Art History 
Department of Art & Design 
Eastern Kentucky University 

 
The late 18th century is broadly known in the history of the Western world 

as “The Age of Enlightenment.” At this time, it was felt that this was the dawn of a 
modern age that was rapidly emerging from uncivilized centuries of "darkness" 
and "ignorance.” This century represented a time of enlightened reasoning, made 
possible by scientific discoveries, exploration, invention, and a noble reverence 
for humanity. The pre-eminent philosophical vanguards of this era were 
Descartes, Spinoza, and Locke, later empowered by the scientific theories of Sir 
Isaac Newton. Many creative thinkers during this period believed that a careful 
observance of nature and an employment of methods of correct thought would 
obtain “truth.” Thus, scientific experimentation, writing, and scientific arts were 
fashionable and flourished during the Age of Enlightenment, ushering in an era of 
great progress, numerous social changes, the Industrial Revolution, scientific 
advancements, and massive global exploration. Most importantly, one of the 
greatest arts also flourished at this time – cartography (mapmaking) – followed 
by the art of scientific illustration in the Antipodes. 

 
Early European exploration of the Southern Hemisphere was forged by 

both Spain and Portugal in the 15th century. This effort was initially recorded by 
Balboa, the first historic European to explore the Pacific Ocean from the Northern 
Hemisphere. Magellan circumnavigated the globe (1519-22) through the “Strait of 
Magellan,” as presented on a map by Jodocus Hondius in 1608. The travels of 
Vasco de Gama were to map and find a route to India around Africa around the 
same time. The British were latecomers to the scientific exploration in the late 
18th century, including their obsessions for scientific illustration and cartography 
of geographical explorations at this time. Nevertheless, the British left a more 
than memorable mark on the history of exploration in science and the arts in this 
period. The British Empire entered scientific exploration with Sir Francis Drake in 
1577. At that time, Drake searched for a subcontinent in the South Pacific region 
on behalf of the Virgin Queen, Elizabeth I. Drake and his queen both wanted to 
challenge and beat Portugal and Spain to these unknown and unreported lands 
in the South Pacific – imagined as Australis Incognita – a land down under with 
no people and no habitants – a land that should be there to logically support the 
global mass in the northern hemisphere: a concept held since the 4th century 
BCE. 

 
The first true artists in Australia were its native inhabitants (the aboriginal 

peoples), and they lived at one with this ancient land for thousands of years. 
There is no reference for the term “art” in any of the aboriginal dialects, because 
art is a basic part of the spiritual aboriginal culture of Dreaming: the sum of the 
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experiences of the people in their past memories, their ancestors, their collective 
history, and their land (including their own flora and fauna as part of their 
historical existence). In aboriginal terms, everyone is an artist, and art is 
everywhere.1 Art cannot be separated into painting and design, as would be the 
case with the arts of the western tradition. Around Australia, aboriginal clans 
used different symbols, styles, methods, and materials for their creations, such 
as bark painting, body dots, and rock art designs. These aboriginals, of course, 
were the first artists on the southern island-continent, and their art may date 
anywhere back 40,000 to 50,000 years, or perhaps even further to 100,000 years 
before the present era.2 
 

Turning our attention toward western art, cartographers were some of the 
earliest European artists to the Southern Hemisphere, and their early maps may 
be considered true art forms. In Medieval times, mappa mundi were not meant to 
serve as navigational tools, and they carried no true representations of the lands 
in the Southern Hemisphere. This region was then either represented as blank 
open seas or “decorated” (like marginalia of manuscripts from the Medieval era) 
with fantastic beasts and other mythological creatures. By the beginning of the 
Renaissance, the map of the world was definitely lopsided, but there was a clear 
technical interest in representing an accurate picture of coastlines, with a 
renewed interest in classical geography. One of the most intriguing of these early 
representations of the geography of the southern region was the Map of Java la 
Grande (1542), representing a great southern continent as an extension of the 
lesser island of Java.3 By the end of the 16th century, there still was no clear 
representation of an austral land; some maps even showed an imagined land 
with the representation that a magnificent southern continent would still be 
necessary in order to balance the northern continents. By 1594, one global map 
represented a massive land at the bottom of the world, which would now seem to 
us as a massive imagined outline of Antarctica.4 That same year, a Dutch map 
did carry a land called Terra Australis, but its shape was yet another imaginative 
artistic creation – without any scientific basis or the result of any coastal 
exploration.5 Four years later, Flemish cartographer Cornelius Wytfliet wrote:  
 

The Australis Terra is the most southern of all lands, and is separated from New 
Guinea by a narrow strait. Its shores are hitherto but little known, since after one 
voyage and another that route has been deserted, and seldom is the country 
visited, unless when sailors are driven there by storms. The Australis Terra 
begins at one or two degrees from the equator, and is ascertained by some to be 
of so great an extent, that if it were thoroughly explored it would be regarded as a 
fifth part of the world.6 

 
It was not until the late-17th and 18th centuries that we have recognizable mapped 
mini-portions of the Great South Land (Australis), with notable explorations by 
the Spanish, Portuguese, and the Dutch from this period of exploration and 
expansion (fig. 1).7 
 

During the later part of the 18th century, European explorers and 
seafarers (whalers) ventured into the vast area of the Southern Hemisphere, and 
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scientific artists (natural history draftsmen) were often commissioned to 
accompany the funded scientific voyages – politically encumbered to allow exotic 
goods an easy transport from the Northern Hemisphere eastern lands to the 
west, such as silks and various spices.8  

 

 
 
Figure 1. After the map by Jacques Bellin Carte réduite des terres australes from A. F. 
Prévost: Histoire générale des voyages, vol. 11. Paris: Didot, 1753 Mm.49.15, Cambridge 
University Library, Cambridge, UK. Image drawn by Jonathan Rollins, Eastern Kentucky 
University, October 2007. 
 
Thus, some of earliest artists to these virgin southern lands made 

numerous studied sketches of the wondrous new flora and fauna that they 
encountered. Enlightened citizens of late-18th-century Britain and continental 
Europe eagerly awaited these detailed visual accounts of the unique landscape 
from commissioned scientific artists.9 Images of exotic and extraordinary flora 
and fauna from the great southern lands rapidly gained attention in the Old 
World. Even to this day, those intrepid European scientists and their 
counterparts, the natural history draftsmen, are depicted and acknowledged on 
Australian currency; conversely, America honors its presidents on its own 
currency. Thus, Australia recognizes scientific and artistic efforts, not artistically 
recognizing its historical political consequence. 
  

When explorer Captain James Cook made the first of his three voyages of 
discovery to the South Seas in the late 18th century (leaving in 1768 to observe 
and record the transit of Venus in order to measure the distance from the earth to 
the sun in order to provide better navigation), he was also accompanied by 
Joseph Banks, an English naturalist and botanist and member of The Royal 
Society (The Royal Society of London for the Improvement of Natural Science). 
Banks formerly compiled detailed studies of a large collection of biological 
specimens, previously unclassified by Carl Linnaeus (the Father of Taxonomy) – 
in his Philosophia Botanica in 1751. Linnaeus’ seminal work established the 
system of botanical classification and, incidentally, had a direct impact on art, 
with wild flowers appearing on porcelain and in still-life paintings – whereas 
earlier only the cultivated varieties had been favored.10 On Cook’s Endeavour 
voyage, Banks employed two botanists in his entourage, the Swedish botanist, 
Daniel Solander, and the Finnish botanist, Dr. Herman Spöring. Sydney 
Parkinson, a Quaker and a quasi-botanical illustrator and natural history artist, 
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was also enlisted for the voyage by Banks, having served previously in Banks’ 
library as a botanical draftsman.11 Banks had recommended that an official 
scientific artist accompany his retinue, but he was only allowed the services of 
Parkinson. Thus, Parkinson was the first European “artist” to set foot on 
Australian soil (see table 1.). A second artist, Alexander Buchan was enlisted 
also to record the natural landscape.12 

 
Cartographers [map makers] were, as previously mentioned, Australia's 

first true artists, placing the unsurveyed southern lands in an unspecified mass at 
the bottom of the then-globe in the 17th century, inaccurately depicting all 
unchartered coastlines. Following the cartographers and early explorers to the 
region, the first true artistic creators emerged: the naturalist artists-draftsmen – 
skilled in the minutiae of scientific detail. English artist Conrad Marten's served 
on the science-gathering ship, the HMAS Beagle, sailing with scientific observant 
Charles Darwin’s in 1831. The popular English landscape artist, Copley Fielding, 
had trained Martens. Thus, the earliest "Australian" drawings meticulously 
depicted the wildlife of the area – the Australasian mammals. One fine example 
of this scientific artwork was John Lewin's drawing of a possum in 1807 (fig. 2). 
Lewin (the first official artist of the colony of New South Wales, arriving in 1800) 
was Australia's first "free" artist to settle permanently in the new colony. His 
drawings were unceremoniously dispatched to England for printing and eagerly 
awaited by patrons of Britain's scientific community as he illustrated the first 
official scientific natural artworks of the new massive island-continent.13 

 

 
 
Figure 2. After J.M. Lewin’s scientific drawing of a possum in Australia, 1807, from Mary 
Eagle and John Jones, A Story of Australian Painting. Sydney: Macmillan, 1994, p. 3. 
Image drawn by Jonathan Rollins, Eastern Kentucky University, October 2007. 

  
During the early days of the 19th century, when Australia was considered 

chiefly as a convict depository for criminals or (in a few areas, as a ripe religious 
settlement), additional images of the new southern lands were again demanded 
by scientists, various government agencies, and the emerging middle class in 
Europe, as well as the continental elite. Images of the new southern landmasses 
were also sought out by early 19th-century “travel consultants,” eager to interest 
and inform unsuspecting pioneering families about the great opportunities and 
wealth that they could experience in the newly researched and depicted lands of 
the Southern Hemisphere. Australia (and New Zealand) was a new open land, 
unoccupied by any inhabitants (Terra Australis Incognita – no human occupies 
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this great south land), and European immigrants could easily claim these vast 
land expanses for their new homes, estates, and runs – with copious grazing or 
agricultural lands abounding. The early 19th-century European community 
clamored for news and images of the Southern Hemisphere terrain and the 
supposed “wild” inhabitants of the region. Images of extremely unfamiliar 
Australian vegetation and mammals were of great scientific and social interest in 
Europe in the first half of the 19th century, and some of Australia's best-known 
flora and fauna were often slightly misrepresented, as depicted in an early 19th-
century drawing of a huge, pear-shaped kangaroo with protruding stunted arms 
(fig. 3). 

 

 
 

Figure 3. After an early scientific drawing of the fauna (a kangaroo) in the Great 
Southlands, from the Voyage of Governor Phillip to Botany Bay (1789) from Richard 
White, Inventing Australia: Images and Identity, 1688-1980. Sydney: George Allen & 
Unwin, 1981, p. 7. Image drawn by Jonathan Rollins, Eastern Kentucky University, 
October 2007. 

  
The artists that followed those early European scientific artists were an 

uneducated lot: they were among the masses of sorry convict artists. These were 
people (convicts) transported to the Southern Hemisphere without any prior 
formal artistic training, and many of these transportees only wished to artistically 
record the sights and pass the time during their criminal sentences. Conversely, 
convict forgers were extremely insightful artists, especially regarding their new 
environment. The main themes for their artistic endeavors no longer were the 
scientific representations of the local flora and fauna – but the momentary record 
of the people they encountered and the impressions of their new alien terrain. 
 

The images many of these early colonial artists, most of them lacking any 
formal training, registered crude and unimaginative images and drawings. When 
recording the aboriginal natives that they encountered, these quasi-artists were 
specific in detailing the body paint, adornments, and weapons, but their art was 
inaccurate in chronicling the physical representations of the newly encountered 
humans resident in the countryside. A good example of the representations of 
the native inhabitants is Richard Browne's drawing of the aboriginal named 
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Begun in 1814 (fig. 4). In comparison, it is important to note that early 
Australian/colonial British portraiture from this same period shows great skill and 
detail with regard to depictions of Caucasian colonists during the same period. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. After Richard Browne, drawing of the aboriginal Begun (1814), representing the 
new humans encountered in the Great Southlands, from Mary Eagle and John Jones, A 
Story of Australian Painting. Sydney: Macmillan, 1994, p. 7. Image drawn by Jonathan 
Rollins, Eastern Kentucky University, October 2007. 
 
Likewise, when representing the new Southern Lands, these early artists 

imposed their European sensibilities on their art in order to represent an 
unfamiliar landscape. Thus, European-trained artists, for over 50 years (until the 
1870's and 1880's), had great difficulty representing the large masses of terrain, 
scrub-bushland areas, rounded ancient mountains and hillsides, devoid 
beachscapes, sparse scrublands, and unique Australian native trees, plants, and 
flowers. In short, those early artists, illustrators, and natural scientists (depicting 
the new southern terrain) were unfamiliar with capturing the images of the scrub 
landscape and trees, bush, and plants that could be “seen through” – without the 
imperative necessity of drawing or painting the scenery beyond the trees and 
additional foliage – as was necessary to depict the austral landscape. 
  

The ancient eucalypt trees seemed to be the greatest stumbling block for 
the newly arrived European artists. When drawing foliage, these early artists 
drew big bushes of leaves clumped together – not realizing that Australian bush 
areas are low and sometimes isolated. When drawing Australian native trees, 
these artists fantasized European trees, with soaring mountains in the distance, 
all neatly packaged in a picturesque composition (fig. 5). Picturesque art was 
then in vogue all over Europe, as represented by the Picturesque Movement, a 
sub-division of what we now regard as early Neo-Classicism. Thus, the first 
images sent back to Europe were landscapes resplendent with quasi-European 
models of symmetrical treed landscapes or foliage resembling modern cotton 
swabs – darting upwards, as if to grab any last vestige of water or moisture. 

 
The Australian color palette also proved weighty for artists: no longer 

could European artists survive on “Kelly” or “Forrest” greens, or varying blacks 
for shadowy areas. Now, these artists had to adopt silvery shades of olives and 
turquoise greens, dashed with lemon yellows. Most definitely, as reported in 
poetic literature of the time, this was definitely the palette of a "sunburnt 
country.”14 However, none of these artists, during this period, could manage the 
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massive influx of light present on the island-continent.15 Subsequently, the next 
generation of artists would fare no better. Australian gum trees still looked like 
deciduous maples, oaks, and elms. These early artists had great difficulty 
comprehending the fact that Australasian trees were not drawn as a solid mass 
and that branches poked out to-and-fro, sometimes without any foliage at all. 
When foliage appeared on isolated austral trees, it was drawn or painted in huge 
clumps or bunches. Not until the late 1870's and 1880's did Australian-born 
artists, such as Haughton Forrest or Louis ("Swiss") Buvelot depict native trees 
more correctly – with downward leaves in clumps, boasting outwardly solitary 
branches and leafy bunches sometimes darting upwards – in order to catch any 
moisture available. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. After Joseph Lycett, The Sugarloaf Mountain near Newcastle (1822), from Mary 
Eagle and John Jones, A Story of Australian Painting. Sydney: Macmillan, 1994, p. 9. 
Image drawn by Jonathan Rollins, Eastern Kentucky University, October 2007. 

  
In addition to many false and unfamiliar images arriving in Britain and 

continental Europe in the mid-19th century, early colonial Australian landscape art 
received a final blow from the publishing engravers, even from Australian artist 
Joseph Lycett. Lycett "believed in the artlessness of the virgin Australian 
landscape" in "a country without geography, and a race of men without a 
history.”16 He was reported to have copied the landscape as he saw it in his 
insightful sketches – in situ – in Australia (fig. 6). These sketches were further 
refined and modified in the engravings he later crafted in London. By the time 
that Lycett's initial engravings were readied for print, the engravings underwent 
additional printmaking changes to make the artistic views more palatable and 
acceptable to the European readership and patrons for his Views of Australia, 
published in 1824 (fig. 7). At the same time, Lycett, aware of his astute marketing 
opportunities, also posed his artwork//engravings for consumers in the colonies 
of New South Wales and Van Diemen's Land (Tasmania), with "tours" and maps 
of various areas relating to the artwork, with the view of promoting new 
settlement in those areas.17 

 
Engravers' works (for books and posters) were generally copied from 

original sketches and drawings, and then these early engravings were refined for 
printing, according to the engravers' individual tastes. Therefore, any original 
drawings from the various Southern Hemisphere artists (table 1) – depicting the  
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Figure 7. After Joseph Lycett, in situ 
drawing of an Australian landscape, from 
Bernard Smith, Taste and Vision. Sydney: 
Oxford Press, 1989, p. 239. Image drawn 
by Jonathan Rollins, Eastern Kentucky 
University, October 2007. 

Figure 8. After Joseph Lycett, reworked 
engraving from his drawing of an Australian 
landscape, from Bernard Smith, Taste and 
Vision. Sydney: Oxford Press, 1989, p. 239. 
Image drawn by Jonathan Rollins, Eastern 
Kentucky University, October 2007. 

  
newly explored southern lands – would have been further modified to appease 
the tastes and "precepts of picturesque composition" of those patrons and 
interested parties in Britain and continental Europe.18 For nearly 100 years after 
Captain James Cook's three voyages, images received of the new southlands 
were totally incorrect and misleading. On-site graphic depictions of the new 
southern lands were embellished to satisfy the governmental authorities and 
those contemplating immigration. 

 
Table 1. Artists, Draftsmen, and Scientific Illustrators (and 

Natural Scientists) in Australia after 1770* 
 
Angas, George French Lycett, J. 
Atkinson, L.A. Meredith, L.A. 
Baines, Thomas Muller, Ferdinand von 
Bevalet, Antoine-Germain Oudart, P. 
Bierly, O. Owen, Richard 
Browne, T.R. Parkinson, Sidney (1st painter) 
Daintree, Richard (photo) Perry, George 
Elizabeth and John Gould Petit, Nicholas Martin 
Forde, Helena Scott Roughsey, D. 
Franklin, Lady Jane Rowan, E. 
Freycinet, L. de  Scott, Harriet 
Gill, S.T. Selleny, Joseph 
Huxley, T.H. Stanley, O. 
Krefft, J.L. (Louis) Gerard Stuart, James, Dr. 
Lesuer, Charles Alexander Watling, Thomas (convict) 
Lewin, John Westall, W. 
__________ 
 
* Source: Ann Moyal, A Bright & Savage Land: The Science of a 

New Continent – Australia – Where All Things Were “Queer and 
Opposite.” Ringwood, Vic.: Penguin Books, Australia Ltd., 1993, 
pp. 4-7. 

 
A few additional images need to be addressed at this point. We now have 

an insight into the first artistic images depicting the landscape of the new Great 
Southern Land, but we also have another memorable image of the non-convict, 
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free settlers, leaving the “Mother Country” of Great Britain and continental 
Europe for a new life in the Southern Hemisphere. The 19th-century Pre-
Raphaelite artist, Ford Maddox Brown, has given us a lasting image of what it 
was like to leave home (generally Great Britain) for the great unknown in his 
painting The Last of England. Here, we do not have an image of what it was to 
be in the new southlands, but we have a visual awareness of what it was like to 
leave ones homeland and sail southwards toward an unknown region – 
Australasia (Australia and New Zealand) in order to found a new homeland 
during the 19th century.19 
  

Following the period of exploration and settlement, the early members of 
the new landed gentry in the Great Southlands did not wish to court or act as 
patrons for the early artists in this new country. Instead, their homes and 
mansions, such as Werribee Park (1877), Victoria, owned by the pioneering 
Chirnside family, displayed numerous suitable paintings (and reminders) of the 
Motherland, such as Jacob van Ruysdael's Landscape with Bandits Attacking a 
Wagon in a Wood. These paintings were reminders of the landscapes that they 
had left behind in the Northern Hemisphere; these were not the images or lush 
landscapes that they could experience outside their new mansions or stately 
homes in the “sunburnt” or scorched lands of Australia. 
  

The first "honest" images of the true Australian landscape did not appear 
until the mid- to late-19th century. Many of these artists were actually born in 
Australia; they had apprenticed in Australia; and they depicted what they 
observed as images of their own country in a pre-nationalistic sensibility (since 
Australia did not become a federated nation until 1901). As such, these were 
artists nearly 50 years ahead of their time in the case of nationhood, such as 
Tudor St. George Tucker’s Ti Trees Near Sandringham (fig. 8). These artworks 
were the true images of the natural Australian landscape (dotted trees, open 
landscapes with bits of bushlands, and sparse barren spaces). These new 
artworks of the great southlands and the massive austral island-content of 
Australis were completed by Australian-born artists who represented their own 
homeland in a patriotic sense.  

 

 
 
Figure 8. After Tudor St. George Tucker, Ti Trees Near Sandringham, from Mary Eagle 
and John Jones, A Story of Australian Painting. Sydney: Macmillan, 1994, p. 95. Image 
drawn by Jonathan Rollins, Eastern Kentucky University, October 2007. 
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Most notably, these austral artists grew out of the burgeoning Victorian 
Heidelberg School of landscape artists – a new breed of native-born and 
Australian-educated visionaries. These artists were loosely allied with the 
movement toward Australian nationalism (looking toward nationhood in 1901), 
growing and surviving in the colonies of Australia during the late 1880's and 
1990's, including the “boomtime” and the Land Crash of the 1880’s and severe 
economic depression of the mid-1890’s, followed by the catastrophic land 
drought across the country.20 At that time, Australian landscape painting truly 
found its niche – in the struggle for nationhood and Australian cultural identity by 
the turn of the century. By then, the so-called "Age of Enlightenment" had passed 
into an era of reality, and this realism still consumes the Australian passions and 
appetite for landscapes of this awe-inspiring sun-drenched country. The 
breathtaking beauty of the Australian landscape is a treasured image that is 
presented to the world today in the artistic form of maps, early drawings 
(scientific studies and convict representations), and landscapes "as part of the 
Australian nationality."21  

 
In 2000, Australians approached the second millennium with Sydney's 

Olympic celebrations, followed the next year (2001) with the much-anticipated 
observance of the Centenary of Australian Federation. Australia has recognized 
its centenary of nationhood as a country, and it has also reveled in the diversity 
of images recording its unique heritage – depicting this new land in the Southern 
Hemisphere. Terra Australis Incognita – a land sought after for so many 
centuries by so many countries – has become Australia – the island-continent in 
the Southern Hemisphere: a dominant force in Oceania and the Pacific-Rim 
global policies and politics. Finding this island-continent was just a matter of time; 
depicting this continent – its coastline, inhabitants, flora, and fauna – was a 
record of scientific and art historical discovery and illustration, reflecting the 
intense efforts of its explorers, cartographers, scientific illustrators, convict artists, 
and the growing number of fulltime artists (from overseas or native born) who 
were destined to capture Australia’s true antipodal essence. 
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Abstract: A Notary Public seal is not usually something that is considered on a conversational 
level, but a stylistic analysis can prove otherwise. The first level one can consider the notary seal 
operating on is that of speech acts. Several hypothetical questions are consistently posed during a 
notarial transaction and the notary seal can be seen as following certain speech acts. In addition, 
at the conversational level, one can consider H.P. Grice’s Cooperative Principle of Conversation 
and see that the notary public seal adheres to all four maxims. The notary seal truly does “speak” 
on its own. (Note: This analysis was completed on a California Notary Public seal. Other states 
in the U.S. have different requirements on their seals, if required, which this paper does not 
consider.) 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The seal of a California notary public is often overlooked as, at best, an insignificant part of a 
document’s text. A requirement for notary publics to use while performing notarizations in 
California, the seal does more than just sit quietly at the bottom of the page – it says a lot about 
the notary public. In fact, the text on the seal is part of a conversation, as it “speaks” for the 
notary. The small amount of text on this 1” x 2 ½” inch rectangular seal is much more important 
than one might think. It not only gives authority to the notary to perform official notarial acts, 
but it also confirms this authority to those viewing the seal. 
 
Before analyzing the seal itself, it is important to define both a notary public and a notarization. 
It should be noted that this analysis is specific only to the notary seal of a California Notary 
Public, as other states have their own rules/regulations for notary seals. A notary public in 
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California, also known as a notary, is considered a public servant who is commissioned by the 
California Secretary of State. According to the National Notary Association, the primary role of 
a notary public is to “witness the signing of important documents and administer oaths” (“What 
is a Notary?”). To become a notary, a person must apply and go through a lengthy approval 
process consisting of: California residency, live-scan fingerprinting and background check, 
mandatory training, passage of an exam, filing a $15,000 surety bond, and taking the oath of 
office at the county clerk’s office (the county of the notary’s choosing – usually his or her county 
of residence or employment).  
 
To understand how a notary seal speaks one also needs to know what occurs during the act of 
notarization. The signer (one or more people may sign, but for convenience I will use the 
singular term) brings a document to a notary for which he or she needs a notarization. The details 
and differences between the many types of notarizations are not important here, but what is 
important is knowing the procedure that must occur in all notarizations: the signer is required to 
appear in person before the notary, provide the notary with photo identification, and sign the 
document or acknowledge his/her signature already on the document, and/or swear that what he 
or she is signing is true (these details depend on the type of notarization). The notary’s role is to 
make sure the signature is appropriate (matches the ID), confirm the document has been 
completed, and make a few other checks of the document that depend on the type of document 
and the type of notarization. The notary then fills out the necessary information in his/her notary 
journal. The notary journal contains details about the signing such as the date and time, location, 
details about the signer such as the information on his/her ID, and details about the document 
such as the type of document, number of pages, and type of notarization. The final step is for the 
notary to fill out the notary wording on the document, sign the document, and affix the notary 
seal. Every document that the notary notarizes must include this seal. Similarly, the notary is 
never allowed to use the seal for any purpose other than a notarization. In fact, I am prohibited 
by law from even adhering my seal  
 
The purpose of utilizing a notary public is that, “Documents are notarized to deter fraud and to 
ensure they are properly executed. An impartial witness (the Notary) identifies signers to screen 
out impostors and to make sure they have entered into agreements knowingly and willingly” 
(“What is a Notary?”). The process of becoming a notary public, in addition to being a notary, is 
highly regulated. The notary is expected to comply with the laws of the state of California not 
only to maintain consistency from one notarization to the next, but because of the consequences 
of not complying. To begin with, all California notaries are required to get bonded for $15,000 
and file this bond in their county. This is to protect the public in the event of notary error. If a 
notary makes an error, such as mis-dating, mis-signing, forgetting to affix the notary seal, or 
using the incorrect notarial wording, the notary would be liable for any damages. Just to give an 
idea of how “strict” the rules are for a notary public, the Notary Public Handbook is published by 
the California Secretary of State. This book is forty-two pages of detailed notarial information 
and the related government code that the notary is expected to know. Another handbook that the 
state publishes is the Notary Public Disciplinary Guidelines. This book is forty-one pages, just 
one page less than the informational handbook. Clearly the California Secretary of State is 
concerned about compliance with the law and the disciplining of the notary if he or she fails to 
comply. Depending on the error or misconduct on the notary’s part, the notary could possibly 
lose his or her commission, pay monetary fines, or even serve jail time. Additionally, there are 
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protections for notaries also. For example, someone who is convicted of impersonating a notary 
would be guilty of a felony. 
  
Notarization as Conversation 
 
The whole process of the notarial act is an interpersonal conversation. The signer brings the 
document to the notary and opens the exchange with an inquiry. The notary then supports the 
previous exchange if the notarization is completed, or challenges it if he or she refuses to 
notarize the document. In the process of notarizing a document, the notary is saying, “I hereby 
notarize/confirm/witness, etc. the signing of this document,” making a declarative speech act. 
What gives the notary the ability or the authority to perform that declarative speech act is not 
only the force of law behind the notarial handbook but also the use of the notary seal itself – yet 
another speech act. The text in the stamp can be analyzed as being a representative speech act. 
The text on the stamp is stating and claiming who the notary is and why he/she is qualified to 
perform the act of the notarization. These are the facts or the “proofs” that the identified person 
is in fact a true notary. 
 
Now we can look at the seal in detail and examine the actual text on the seal (Figure 1). 
 

Figure 1 

 
First, we’ll look at the largest portion of the stamp, the five lines of text. For a more specific 
example, I will use the information that is printed on my actual, current notary seal (see Figure 
2).  

Figure 2 
1 
2 
3 
 4 
 5 

 

ANGELINA GONZALES 
Commission # 1764342 
Notary Public – California 
Los Angeles County  
My Comm. Expires Aug 28, 2011 
 

 
The first words listed at the top of the section of text and in all capital letters are the notary 
public’s first and last name. These are the only words with all-capitalization, which draws extra 
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attention to them. This is important – this is the name of the notary, about whom all of the 
following text will relate. The notary’s name is the entity and everything else that follows are 
post-modifiers. More interestingly, if we consider John Haynes’ description of narration in 
Introducing Stylistics as “a single turn […] with a single topic, and a succession of self-
supporting moves” (141), then the notary seal is also speaking in a single turn, with a single topic 
(the notary name) and several self-supporting moves. The conversation is between the speaker 
(the seal) and the hearer (whoever may be viewing the seal), though we are only able to see the 
seal’s side, or turn, of the conversation. Analyzing the stamp in this manner – as a single turn 
talking about the notary – leaves out what the seal is responding to. Perhaps it might be more 
interesting to see the seal as responding to an outside text. One might assume that the seal is 
responding to a question such as “Who is performing the notarization?” or even more 
specifically, “Are you a notary public? Please provide proof.”  
 
Let us now work through the other lines of text on the seal. Besides announcing the notary’s 
name, one must consider everything else the stamp is saying. Line 2 is the notary’s commission 
number, line 3 is the title (Notary Public – California), and line 4 is the notary’s county. Each of 
these pieces of information reveals something important about the notary. The seal is saying, 
This is how the notary public is qualified to notarize this document. These words are the notary’s 
proof. Anyone can take this information, such as the commission number, to the Los Angeles 
County Clerk and confirm the validity of it.  
 
However, when we come to line five, we experience a different voice. In line five we find the 
only usage of a pronoun in this text, the first-person pronoun my. It is no longer the seal speaking 
for the notary, but the notary speaking for herself. With this, we might consider the previous four 
lines of text in a different light. Lines one through four are very short two- to three-word lexical 
items. It is as if they are brief answers that might be asked directly to the notary public. The 
notary would perform similar notarial acts repeatedly and always with the same methods. All 
notarized documents, as required by law, contain the same notarial information each and every 
time. Accordingly, it makes sense that the notary be given a seal which handily contains all of 
the information. The notary, as well as the state lawmakers, knows what this information is, and 
they can anticipate the needs of the document and the document recorders. Therefore, we can 
imagine the hypothetical questions that would be asked of the notary, along with the notary’s 
“answers” (see Figure 3). This is another way to look at the seal as being in conversation with 
the reader (signer). The hypothetical questions are opening moves performing the act of inquiry. 
The notary’s responses via the seal would be the text on the seal – each line being a supporting 
reply to the hypothetical questions. 

 
Figure 3 

 Hypothetical Questions Answers /Text on the seal* 

1 What is your name? (My name is) ANGELINA GONZALES  
2 What is your ID or registration number? (My) commission # (is)1764342 
3 What is your title? (I am a) Notary Public – (in) California 
4 Where did you become a notary? -or- 

In what county is your commission recorded?  
(In) Los Angeles County 

5 Is your commission current? My Comm.(ission) Expires Aug 28, 2011. 
* I use the actual text from my own personal notary public seal as an example. 
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Not only does line 5 reveal the personal nature of the text, but it also conveys particular 
significance in this final line. This line is foregrounded against the previous four lines of text due 
to it being a clause, as well the appearance of the personal pronoun. Considering the text on the 
seal from a textual point of view, one can say that this final clause comes at the end of the prior 
word groups because it is the new information. The notary’s name, as well as the fact that she is 
a notary, and possibly the fact that she is commissioned in such and such county, could all 
possibly be considered given information. What is not given information (in many cases even to 
the notary him/herself) is the exact date of the notary’s commission expiration. While at first this 
might seem an insignificant point, the commission expiration is actually one of the most 
important pieces of the text. If for some reason the notary has performed the notarization after 
the date of commission expiration, it is not only illegal on the notary’s part, but it invalidates the 
whole notarization. So in essence, the commission expiration date on the notary seal is among 
the most important pieces of information for the document signer. Therefore, it should be fair to 
say that the extra wordage and space devoted to the fifth line is understandable. Rather than just 
a brief statement, such as “Exp. 08/28/2011,” a complete sentence was used in order to avoid any 
confusion about what is a very important piece of information. 
 
Although the fifth line is one of the most important parts of the notary seal, we cannot ignore the 
fact that the first line, the notary’s name, is written in all capital letters. This obvious attention-
getting device cannot be dismissed. Being the first words in this brief text, it can be labeled as 
the theme. Haynes explains the purpose of the theme as “an announcing force which means this 
is what the rest of the clause is going to fill you in about” (66). So although the notary’s name 
might already be known by the signers of the document, the seal is making it very clear that the 
information about the notary is about this specific notary only by the use of all-capital letters to 
draw attention to the notary’s name.  
 
Something else to keep in mind about the words on the notary seal is how cohesive they are. 
They are not random bits of information haphazardly affixed to a seal (as the hypothetical 
questions also illustrate), but each line connects to another in a lexically cohesive manner.  For 
one, the California state seal on the left side of the notary seal should be shared information for 
all of the parties involved. They would all know they are in California and that the notary is a 
California notary (for California notaries can only perform notarization in California). The 
notary’s name is also implied or shared knowledge that the document signers would know or at 
some point learn before the actual notarization is complete. Repetition is also used to increase the 
cohesiveness in the seal. Commission in line two is repeated, though abbreviated as Comm., in 
line five. Referential cohesion is used with the pronoun my in line five referring back to the 
notary public’s name in line one. This seal definitely conforms to Haynes’ explanation of the 
theme announcing itself as the entity about which the following words will fill in further 
information. The notary’s name is prominently announced, and the following text supports the 
notary’s authority and ability to perform the notarization. 
 
When examining the notarization act as a conversation, California state laws determine how the 
conversational acts are supposed to go. The signer signs the document and then the notary 
notarizes the signature by filling out the mandated notarial wording. The conversational 
sequence really begins when the seal is applied to “prove” that the notary is authorized to 
complete the notarization. It is as if the notary is saying, through the seal, “This is why I am 
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allowed to notarize…” and the text on the seal is the answer. Within this function, we can look at 
how the seal adheres to H.P. Grice’s Cooperative Principle of Conversation. The four maxims: 
quantity, quality, relevance, and manner are all properly fulfilled by the seal when considering 
the entire notarization act. Let us briefly look at the four maxims and how the seals fulfills each: 

 
The Maxim of Quantity: all of the information that is needed (as required by state law) 
is given, and nothing more. These requirements are: the seal manufacturer’s ID code 
(within the seal’s border), the CA state seal, the notary’s name, the notary’s commission 
number, the title “Notary Public,” the state “California,” the county in which the notary’s 
commission is filed, and the notary’s commission expiration.  
 
The Maxim of Quality: everything shown on the seal is accurate. This is ensured by the 
notary only using an approved vendor, and the vendor ensuring that the notary provides 
the appropriate commission materials. Additionally, the California State seal is 
prominently displayed on the notary’s seal which lends support to the authenticity of the 
seal. Further background “proof” of the quality of the information on the notary seal can 
be seen on a document called “Certificate of Authorization to Manufacture Notary Public 
Seals.” This document is issued by the California Secretary of State to new or renewing 
notaries. A notary cannot order a seal without first obtaining this certificate of 
authorization. Accordingly, a seal manufacturer is prohibited by law from making a seal 
for a notary who does not provide this original certificate to them. The seal manufacturer 
is also required to imprint their identification number (assigned only to authorized seal 
manufacturers by the California Secretary of State) on the border of the notary’s seal. 
This also helps ensure the quality of the seal, for anyone can track where the seal was 
manufactured just by using the identification code imprinted on the seal border. 
 
The Maxim of Relevance: everything that is included on the seal is related to the notary 
public. It is all of the notary’s information plus the California-required state seal and the 
seal manufacturer’s ID number. These are not only relevant, but their presence is part of 
the quality maxim. There is no doubt that when one sees the notary’s wording and 
signature, followed by the notary seal, that the document has been officially notarized. 
This maxim would be violated, however, if the seal was affixed to a document that had 
not been notarized or if it did not require notarization. 
 
The Maxim of Manner: the expression is not obscure. As long as the seal is properly 
affixed, so that the impression is clear and readable, it is not obscure. It is not ambiguous 
(as it adheres to the above 3 maxims), it is brief (only 5 lines of text and the California 
state seal on a 1” x 2 ½” seal), and it is organized in an orderly manner. This maxim isn’t 
just part of the Principle of Cooperation, but it is also required by California state law. 
 
The only “implicatures” that could occur with the seal when used in a notarization is if it 
was out of ink or applied over other text in such a manner that the seal was not properly 
visible; or, if the seal was counterfeit. Any of those instances would violate the quality or 
manner maxims.  
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Another area to consider when analyzing the notary seal as a part of a conversation is the context 
of situation. Like any conversational situation, there are considerations of the field, tenor, and 
mode. What is different and of more importance when considering the seal as a significant entity 
is that these considerations are consistent. Like the consistency of the notary seal, the field, tenor, 
and mode of a notarization will always be the same. I will briefly describe the situation of the 
notary’s seal usage below: 

 
Field: the setting will always be on a document, following the signature of the signer, the 
notary’s wording, and the notary’s signature. There are no other legally accepted 
occasions where one would affix a seal to a document. 
 
Tenor: like a conversation, there are at least two people involved in the situation. One is 
signing the document and the other is notarizing the signer’s signature. Outside of the 
tenor of the two (or more) people, the seal is indifferent and unaffected. The seal will 
never “change” and it will always appear with the notary’s signature on a notarized 
document. Additionally, even though the seal’s text can be seen as part of a conversation, 
the response by the seal will always be the same. In other words, the seal is consistent. 
 
Mode: Again, only in consideration of a physical/tangible signed document (not 
considering electronic signatures/notarizations), the mode always consists of a physical 
inked seal mark on paper. 

 
 
The California State Seal on the California Notary Public Seal 
 

Figure 4 

 
 
More must be said about the California state seal (Figure 4) within the left corner of the notary 
seal. Although the lines of text on the seal speak to the notary’s qualifications, the true grantor of 
the notary’s power is the California Secretary of State. We are reminded of this by the California 
state seal. Although there is not nearly enough room in this paper to allow for an analysis of both 
seals, it is important to at least briefly look at the California state seal as it is a major part of the 
notary seal. The California seal, formally referred to as “The Great Seal of the State of 
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California” takes up nearly one-third of the space on the notary seal. Around the border of the 
California seal reads the major text, “THE GREAT SEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA” 
and below that reads the single word, “EUREKA.” This is all of the text that is displayed on the 
California state seal, and each word is in all-capitals which draw attention to their importance. 
The minor text, “EUREKA” is a Greek word meaning, “I have found it.” This is in reference to 
gold, which is supported by the visual of a miner with a pick, as well as a pan and rocker nearby. 
The miner and the tools are all in reference to the mining of gold, a major motif of California, 
especially at the time of the design and adoption of the California state seal in 1849. Another 
important figure on the California seal is that of Minerva, the Roman goddess of wisdom. As the 
largest figure on the seal, the image of Minerva portrays how much wisdom is an essential value 
of the state. It is this wisdom, which is carried through the state seal that bears great importance 
to the notary seal. This isn’t a homemade or recreational seal, it carries much more importance 
and significance than that. The fact that the notary seal carries the California state seal within it 
shows that it is a valid instrument to be used for official business by someone who has authority 
vested in him or her by the State of California. 

 
Conclusion 
 
The seal of a notary public is a very important piece of the notary’s notarization tools. California 
state laws not only dictate how and when to use the notary seal but also set guidelines regarding 
how the notary is required to keep the seal in a secure or locked location at all times. As 
“powerful” as a notary public may be when it comes to performing notarizations, the notary’s 
power is dependent on the notary seal. As we have seen, these aren’t random pieces of 
information of text on the seal, but they have a pattern and cohesion, and they behave very much 
like a conversation. As an extension of the notary, the notary seal is in conversation with any 
readers of the notarized document. However, if the seal is lost, broken, or out of ink, the 
notarization cannot be completed. Therefore, stamp is not only the giver of power but is also the 
container of the power. Proof of the notary’s authorization to perform notarizations is spelled out 
in the text of the seal. And the Great Seal of the State of California, as a major portion of the 
notary seal, is the ultimate proof should anyone question the authenticity or the abilities of the 
notary. 
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Abstract: First-year writing courses assume that students will be able to use the learned writing 
skills in future settings outside of the university. This transferability of academic writing skills to 
the real world is important because of the assumption that the university is a place where 
students go to prepare for success in their careers and lives. The author spent the last two 
semesters working on informal research projects with which she examined the ability of her own 
first-year composition students to write in “real world genres” (specifically, letters and 
memorandum) in addition to academic genres. Early findings were not particularly strong so she 
has developed a more thorough and extensive research project as part of her Masters in English 
thesis. Outlining her methods and goals, in addition to reviewing the previous projects, and the 
relevant literature, the tentative conclusion is that this upcoming project will yield stronger 
results, showing a clear connection between the students’ abilities to transfer writing skills 
learned in the classroom to writing tasks they will encounter outside of the classroom. 
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The Transferability of Academic Writing to Real World Writing 
(Work in Progress) 

 
 
Introduction 

First-year writing courses in universities have multiple goals. Students are taught skills to 
enable them to write in an academic setting, in the English classroom as well as in other courses. 
Moreover, it is implicitly assumed that students will be able to use those skills in future settings 
outside of the university. This transferability of academic writing skills to the real world is 
important because of the assumption that the university is a place where students go to prepare 
for success in their careers and lives. Much of the research on the topic of transferability focuses 
on workplace writing in the classroom by upper division or graduate students. In “Real World 
Writing and the English Curriculum,” Margaret Mansfield explains that reproductions of real 
world writing in the classroom seem “intrinsically doomed” because the artificial setting creates 
a situation, unlike the real world, where the student only succeeds according to a teacher’s grade. 
Nevertheless, Mansfield agrees that professional writing can be successfully introduced in the 
classroom, but only with more experienced writers, such as the graduate students in her Writing 
for the Public course (Mansfield 70). Amy Devitt addresses first-year writing courses in 
particular, but points out their “potential lack of transferability of the general writing skills 
learned in composition courses to the particular writing tasks students will later confront” (Devitt 
202). Charles Hill and Lauren Resnick also believe that current college writing classes cannot 
adequately teach students the rhetorical tasks they will face on the job (Hill & Resnick 145). 
They argue that writing instruction, particularly general writing skills instruction that takes place 
only within the university “can do little to prepare students for writing within the various 
professional contexts they will be entering after graduation” (Hill & Resnick 146). To enter and 
challenge this conversation, I worked on an informal research project in each of the past two 
semesters to address the essence of whether and to what extent the writing skills learned in the 
freshman composition classroom transfer to real world writing tasks. The following is a 
reflection of those projects so that I can propose a new and more thorough project. 

Using my freshman composition students in both fall 2006 and spring 2007, I assigned 
two memos, in addition to their three required academic essays. I used a variety of explicit and 
implicit teaching skills to introduce each writing task, while using four broad steps in the 
scaffolding of the assignment. To explain briefly, step one was a discussion about the genre of 
memoranda. Step two was exposure to samples/models of the genre. This step also included 
readings, questions, discussions, and in-class writing practice. The third step was the assignment 
prompt. This step included many explicit directions. I provided this document and read it out 
loud with the class, followed by discussion and answering questions before the final step. Step 
four was the actual writing task of the new genre. Before going into the results of my spring 
2007 research project, I must provide some background context. Knowledge of my first project 
(fall 2006) is essential in understanding how I am structuring my future project (spring 2008). 
 
Fall 2006 Project 
 

I spent fall 2006 conducting a research project similar to the one described above. Over 
the course of a fifteen-week semester, I compared academic essays with real world writing (two 
letters and two memos) written by my class of 23 freshman composition students. I tracked their 
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progress with each piece of writing to see if they were able to learn real world writing. Although 
the results from that short study with its small sampling cannot be considered definitive, the 
results were interesting, though not encouraging. The grades on the real world writing tasks were 
much lower than the academic essays. The most important conclusion I came to was consistent 
with the claims of many scholars in the field – that most students cannot learn “real world” 
writing in an academic setting. In other words, my preliminary findings agreed with Margaret 
Mansfield’s suggestion that my project was “intrinsically doomed.” 

However, after further reading and research on the subject, I do not think that my project 
was intrinsically doomed because students cannot learn real world writing. I think that my 
students did not learn real world writing because of two factors. One, the problem in attempting 
to teach the novice writers about professional or real world writing relates to Devitt’s notion of 
the antecedent genre. My freshman composition students were fresh out of high school, where 
the five-paragraph essay was still strong in their minds. As a result, the first few weeks of the 
semester was spent assuring them that five paragraphs is no longer the standard. I was engraining 
a new academic essay into their minds. At the same time, I was also introducing the letter and 
memo writing tasks. Devitt tells us that “when people write, they draw on the genres they know, 
their own context of genres, to help construct their rhetorical action. If they encounter a situation 
new to them, it is the genres they have acquired in the past that they can use to shape the new 
action” (203). It was because the academic essay was so strongly engrained into the students that 
when they were assigned the letters and memos to write, some often inappropriately used the 
essay as their antecedent genre. Often, I received mini essays that were only labeled as letters 
and memos. 

The second flaw in last semester’s project has to do with the students receiving vague and 
rarely-explicit instructions for the real world writing assignments. The fact that I was a novice 
teacher while trying to conduct this research project at the same time only further served to make 
the project unsuccessful. Knowing this information and reflecting on these problems gives me 
insight on what more I need to do in future projects. First, I wanted to make sure the students 
understand the differences between genres so they don’t have the same antecedent genre issues 
as last semester. Most importantly, the students need to learn about genre awareness while 
understanding the rhetorical situation.  

Charles Hill and Lauren Resnick explain rhetorical knowledge as “the specific 
knowledge about the workings of the community that will enable the writer to function 
effectively within it” (150). Hill and Resnick believe that this rhetorical knowledge can only be 
learned in context – in the actual community with which the writing task takes place. In other 
words, “local knowledge cannot be learned in a writing course…[and] without the opportunity to 
bring such knowledge to bear, students may end up with an impoverished concept of the nature 
of rhetorical situations” (148). This is particularly illustrated in last semester’s students’ attempts 
to write letters and memos. Most were trying to copy the samples they were given, but not 
understanding the rhetorical situation. They were still writing essays, but in the form of a letter or 
memo.  
 
Spring 2007 Project 
 

Findings from my spring 2007 research, while not showing outstanding real world 
writing ability, suggest something more important. Overall, my students achieved comparable 
scores in their academic and real world writing. In other words, this semester’s research suggests 
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that how well a student writes an academic essay is similar to how well they write a real world 
writing assignment. First, I assigned only memorandum to be graded as the real world writing 
assignments. Due to time constraints, I wanted to be able to focus on this genre more thoroughly 
than I was able to in the previous semester (when I was looking at three genres). The students 
still wrote letters, but I did not use them for this analysis. 

Although there are a few errant results (two students wrote C-quality essays but A-quality 
memos, and two C-essay students wrote two F-quality memos), the grades for the most part are 
consistent. Looking at the overall results, one can see that the grade breakdowns for the essays 
are very similar to the grade breakdowns for the memos (Figure 1). The percentage of students in 
each grade category (A, B, C, or F) for both the memos and essays are within 5-10 percentage 
points. 

 
 A-quality B-quality C-quality F-quality 

Memos 
(Memos 1 & 2 

averaged) 

10% 24% 58% 8% 

Essays  
(All 3 essays 

averaged) 

5% 33% 48% 3% 

Figure 1 
 

More specifically, the number of students writing A, B, C, and failing essays is nearly the same 
as the number of students writing A, B, C, and failing memos. It is possible to look at these 
results in a positive way. The students’ abilities, at least according to the grading scale, seem to 
be similar when writing essays and writing memos. One might then draw the conclusion that 
students can learn to write real world writing in the classroom. However, making that statement 
might be a little premature without looking at the results more closely. First, I will explain in 
detail what the memo writing assignments entailed and how they were graded, and this should 
help explain the results. 
 
The Memo 
 
 I began talking to the class about the purpose of writing in the memo genre. In addition to 
essays, the students had already written in other genres in the class, such as freewriting, 
journaling, emails, and letters. I was introducing the concepts of rhetorical situation as well as 
genre awareness. I wanted them to understand why people write in certain genres. I asked them 
questions about when they have seen or read memos, and whether or not they have ever written 
memos themselves. Then we talked about differences and similarities between the memo and 
other genres such as essays and letters. We had this discussion before I handed out a sample 
memo and gave them their writing assignments. I learned from last semester that even if a 
student can follow a list of step-by-step instructions, their writing might look like the appropriate 
genre but it will not sound like the appropriate genre. The students needed to learn more than just 
the genre’s formal features. I was hopeful that this semester’s discussion of rhetorical situations 
would enable their real world writing to be more effective. 
 Hill and Resnick specifically address the hypothetical rhetorical situations that instructors 
develop in the classroom and point out an additional problem, that the students doing these 
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writing assignments are required to respond within specific guidelines, such as “write a memo to 
your professor.” Their problem with this is that “the instructor has already decided for the writer 
the mode of communication and the audience to whom it will be addressed. In actual rhetorical 
situations, however, the form of the response is usually not arbitrarily determined beforehand. In 
fact, the individual may decide…” (148). Avivia Freedman and Peter Medway go further by 
saying that giving the structure provides a framework and a set of constraints, but to get an 
effective text involves local decisions that you cannot get from decontextualized formal rules 
given in advance provide no real guidance (11). That is exactly how I am introducing my real 
world writing assignments, yet because I am attempting to teach a particular genre (in this case, a 
memo), I think I have to decide the mode they are writing in. I also believe that genres used are 
quite often predetermined, especially in the workplace. I work in a corporate environment and I 
have never been giving a task of “writing something...” My boss tells me to “write an email...” or 
“prepare a letter...” To some extent, I must disagree with Hill and Resnick. My assigning a 
specific genre is not something unexpected in the workplace. 
 
Memo 1 Assignment  
 

After these discussions in the classroom about memos, I handed out a memo to be used as 
both a model and a practice assignment1.  The memo was addressed to “All Students in English 
155 – Ticket #16692” from me. I asked the students to write a memo to me in which they address 
the following three areas about their previously assigned peer reviews: 

1. Whether or not your peers’ reviews were helpful to you in revising your essays. 
2. The major benefits and/or criticisms of receiving peer reviews. 
3. Any difference(s) between the take-home and in-class peer reviews, and state your 

preference. 
The memo also reminded them “to use the memo you are currently reading as a model as you 
format your memo.” A student read the entire memo out loud to the class and I answered any 
questions they had about it. I then gave them half an hour to compose the assigned memo. I 
collected the memos and had them get into groups to discuss some of the readings they had 
assigned for the week. I used those few minutes of time to skim through the memos to see if 
there were any major problem areas to address before handing out a take-home memo writing 
assignment. I found that several students used the model memo too closely, and that they copied 
information without thinking about the situation at all. For example, many addressed their 
memos to “All Students in English 155 – Ticket #16692” and from “Professor Angelina 
Gonzales,” just as I had written it on the memo I gave them. They disregarded the fact that they 
were the ones writing a memo to me. Instead, they copied the model memo without thinking of 
who the audience really was. After bringing my observation to the students, most sighed and said 
“ohhhhh no, I knew that!” as though they recognized the fact they were just copying the model I 
had given them. I tried to remind them, yet again, to always keep their audience in mind 
whenever they write.  

At the end of class, I handed out their take-home memo assignment, Memo 12. They 
were given two days to complete this assignment at home. This memo entailed having the 
students write a memo to Dr. Irene Clark (the Director of Composition), giving their feedback
two areas of English 15

 on 
5:  

                                                 
1 See Appendix A for the assignment in its entirety. 
2 See Appendix B for the assignment in its entirety. 
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1.  To what extent has this course helped you to achieve the Student Learning Objectives 
(as stated on your syllabus for English 155)? 

2.  What are some areas that you can suggest changes for future English 155 classes? 
Feel free to offer critiques of the course as reasons for your suggested changes.  

 
I had another student read the assignment out loud so everyone could hear it and then I offered to 
answer questions. Figure 2 shows the breakdown of the grades given on the memos handed in for 
this assignment. 
 

MEMO 1 A-quality B-quality C-quality F-quality 
Number of 

students 
2 4 10 3 

Percentage of 
students 

10% 21% 53% 16% 

Figure 2 
 
Memo 2 Assignment 
 
 I handed out the assignment prompt for Memo 23 one week after Memo 1 was returned to 
me. I wanted to look at the areas the students had the most problems with in Memo 1 in order to 
discuss those areas before asking them to write another memo. The problem areas in Memo 1 
were minor issues in formatting and major issues in the content requirements, such as not 
responding to the assignment, not setting the context, and using language and tone 
inappropriately. Memo 2 actually allowed them more flexibility in the language and tone 
requirements as their audience was not someone so high above them. Instead, their audience was 
incoming freshman students – their peers. So although I reminded them, yet again, about using 
language and tone appropriate to the person they are talking to, this memo allowed them to be 
less formal than they were in Memo 1. I also reminded them to use the assignment prompt as a 
sample template of a memo. They had received a total of three memo assignments, each written 
as slightly differently formatted memos, so they had three “sample styles” from which to work.  I 
again had a student read this memo assignment out loud, focusing on the three tasks they had to 
do: 

1. “Welcome” or “warn” incoming freshman to this course (your choice which to use, 
but you should have support for your choice). 

2. Offer explicit tips, hints, and suggestions for survival in this class. You can make the 
suggestions general to any English 155 class or specific to this course being taught 
by me. 

3. Close with some last words of wisdom. 
 
The students seemed to be a little more interested in this assignment. They asked me if I was 
really going to show them to my next semester’s students and when I said “yes,” they responded 
positively. I reiterated how the assignment prompt suggests they think of it in this way: what 
would you have liked to have known in advance about this course? Although this was another 
take-home assignment, many of the students started discussing it and throwing out ideas such as 

                                                 
3 See Appendix C for the assignment in its entirety. 
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“that there would be a lot of writing” and “there’s a lot of reading too!” I gave them the last few 
minutes of class to bounce around these ideas and start to think about the assignment. I was 
hopeful that being interested in this topic would give me better results. 
 The memos were due at the next class, five days later. The same number of memos was 
written so it was easy to compare the results to Memo 1. I was pleased to find that my 
assumption was correct; the results of Memo 2 were more successful (Figure 3). Although I had 
the same number of A-quality written memos, I had more Bs and Cs. More importantly, no 
memos were F-quality.  

 
MEMO 2 A-quality B-quality C-quality F-quality 

Number of 
students 

2 5 12 0 

Percentage of 
students 

10% 26% 63% 0% 

MEMO 1 A-quality B-quality C-quality F-quality 
Number of 

students 
2 4 10 3 

Figure 3 
 

As stated previously, it is possible that Memo 2 was more successful because the students 
were more interested this topic. They seemed to feel more comfortable giving advice to their 
peers, as they felt knowledgeable about the advice they were giving. In contrast, Memo 1 asked 
the students to give feedback, and possible criticism, to someone with a higher “status.” 
Although the recognition of the higher-status audience was not enough to encourage the students 
to use the appropriate tone, they did express some nervous body language to me when given the 
assignment. Unlike Memo 2, where the students were excited when they learned that the 
intended audience would actually read their memos, I did not get that same response when I told 
them that Professor Clark would be reading Memo 1.  
 
Memo Grade Analysis 
 

The results will be easier to interpret after looking at how the essays were graded. The 
following lists are the requirements I looked at when grading the memos. I have them divided by 
formal features and by content features (Figure 4). 

 
Formal Features  

• Typed  
• Addressed properly 
• No academic headers or styling  
• Standard “look” of memo (memo-style headers, 

“memo” or “memorandum,” line, etc.) 

Content 
• Responds to the assignment prompt 
• Lets reader know purpose of the memo (sets the 

context) 
• Addresses the audience using the appropriate tone and 

word choice 
• Uses key words (as related to subject of the memo or 

assignment prompt) 
• Grammatically correct/edited 

Figure 4 
 

The grades were determined according to how many of the above requirements were 
fulfilled. The A-quality memos for both Memo 1 and Memo 2 fulfilled all of the above 
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requirements. The B-quality memos for both Memo 1 and Memo 2 fulfilled all of the formal 
features but missed one or two of the content requirements. The C-quality memos for both Memo 
1 and Memo 2 missed one or two formal features: generally inappropriate addressing (incorrect 
styling or spelling of the name) and not using the standard “memo” or “memorandum” heading 
and/or a line separating the body from the addressing information. I placed these in the C-quality 
group because, though not completely correct, they still resembled a memo to a reader, even if 
not a correctly formatted memo. Memo 1 resulted in three F-quality memos, whereas Memo 2 
had none. The F-quality memos lacked several of the formal features; some were handwritten, 
inappropriately addressed, or did not resemble a memo. The most severe problems of the F-
quality memos related to the content features. One of the F-quality memos addressed the reader 
using the appropriate tone, yet did not fulfill any of the other content requirements. Another 
memo used proper language, yet did not fulfill any other content requirements. The third memo 
did not fulfill any of the content requirements. 

 
Conclusions from Previous Research Projects 
 
 One way to consider the results of the spring 2007 research is to compare it to the results 
from fall 2006 (Figure 5). In evaluating the grades for the two memo assignments, one can see 
the increase in the grades for this semester. Most notably, there were no A-quality memos 
written in fall 2006, and there were had significantly more F-quality memos in fall 2006. 
  

Spring 2007 A-quality B-quality C-quality F-quality 
Memos 1 & 2 

averaged 
(38 total) 

4 
10% 

9 
24% 

22 
58% 

3 
8% 

 

Fall 2006 A-quality B-quality C-quality F-quality 

Memos 1 & 2 
averaged 
(38 total) 

n/a 9 
24% 

21 
55% 

8 
21% 

Figure 5 
 

Of course, a possible reason for this discrepancy could be the previously mentioned reasons why 
my project from the fall 2006 semester was “intrinsically doomed.” The students were not as 
well prepared and instructed on the new genre, and they were not introduced to the tools of genre 
awareness and rhetorical situations. The flaws in the fall 2006 project actually help to 
demonstrate the strengths in the spring 2007 project. By introducing genre awareness and 
rhetorical situations while having extensive discussions about the genre being introduced, 
including some explicit instructions, I was able to demonstrate that most of the students could 
write the real world genre, even if only at the minimal (C-quality) level. The number of A-
quality written memos was sparse, but the numbers of A-quality essays I received were equally 
sparse. The majority of my students were writing essays only in the C-range, so the majority of 
the students writing the real world genre in the C-range is consistent with their overall writing 
abilities. 
 My early findings are that the students are able to learn real world writing in the 
classroom that could be transferable to writing outside of the university. I must qualify that by 
saying that they seem to be able to write the real world genres only as well as they write their 
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academic genres, for it seems that their abilities are consistent, no matter what the genre. Of 
course, I would have liked to see a larger number of students write A-quality memos, but I would 
also like to have seen more students write A-quality essays. There is a definite need to expand on 
research to not only include ways teach real world writing in the classroom, but also the ways to 
increase the students’ abilities in both the real world and academic genres. Accordingly, my 
upcoming Masters in English thesis project will involve a more extensive version of these 
previous research projects.  
 
Upcoming Project (Spring 2008) 
 

To assess the transferability of my current students’ writing skills, the 48 combined 
students in my two Freshman Composition courses will be part of an experiment where they are 
taught academic genres (argumentative essays) along with real world genres (letters and 
memoranda). These are the students in my fall 2007 course. There will be an emphasis on 
developing rhetorical awareness, enabling students to focus on the rhetorical situation, audience, 
support, tone, generic conventions, as well as other aspects of task fulfillment. The quality of the 
essay writing will be compared with the quality of the letters and memoranda produced, in order 
to see if the writing skills learned in the classroom are transferable to the real world genres. That 
is, are students who can write high-quality essays also able to write well-constructed letters and 
memoranda? 

As before, genre awareness will precede all assigned writing tasks because it is important 
for the students to understand the differences between genres beyond their physical conventions. 
While most students can understand that an essay and a letter differ in their physical construct of 
components, they need to understand their other differences – such as the difference in audience, 
function, and situation. One goal is for the students to understand why one genre is used instead 
of another genre for certain situations. This understanding is most important in learning to write 
real world genres properly, because so often in the real world, the expected genre is not specified 
explicitly. Students’ knowledge of what genres are appropriate for certain situations, as well as 
their ability to write effectively in the appropriate genres, then, are expected outcomes of this 
project. 

As in my original (fall 2006) project, two memos and two letters will be assigned, in 
addition to three argumentative essays spaced throughout a fifteen-week semester. Again, both 
explicit and implicit teaching skills will introduce each writing task. The scaffolded assignments 
will follow the same four broad steps as before: (i) discussion about the genre; (ii) exposure to 
samples/models of the genre; (iii) handing out the actual assignment prompt; and (iv) the act of 
writing and completing the assigned genre. 

Each writing assignment will be graded or scored according to a rubric that looks at the 
quality of the writing according to how well it fulfills the requirement of the assignment and how 
well it adheres to the conventions of its genre. This time to ensure there is no researcher bias in 
the comparison of the grades between the academic genres and the real world genres, all of the 
real world genres will be graded by other composition instructors. Each instructor will be 
provided with the assignment sheet and a grading rubric for each assignment, after a brief 
norming session. None of the instructors will be provided with any details of this research 
project, such as the purpose or expected findings, nor will they have access to any of the 
students’ academic genre writings, grades, or other materials.  
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The real world genre assignments will be assigned individually at the 6th, 10th, 11th, and 
15th weeks of the 15-week semester. The academic genre assignments will be assigned at the 4th, 
9th, and 12th weeks (with earlier drafts in the preceding week). For the students’ grading 
purposes, I will grade the academic and real world genres as they are handed in by the students, 
so I can return them immediately. For the purposes of this research project, I will record the 
grades I have given to the academic genres, but not to the real world genres. The real world 
genres will be graded by the other instructors. Using the provided rubric, each grader will grade 
on a scale of 1 to 4. The three grades will be totaled for the final score (with 12 as the highest 
possible score).  

The data will be analyzed after the semester has ended. The analysis will focus on the 
consistency or inconsistency of grades that each student receives for the seven total writing 
assignments. My expectations are that the grades for the academic genres will be similar to the 
grades for the real world genres, and that both will either maintain or increase slightly as the 
semester, and the student’s learning, progresses. However, one can expect that not all students 
will progress or learn at the same level. If the majority of the students score equally with the 
academic and the real world genres, then it should be considered a positive sign that the students 
are able to transfer academic writing skills to real world writing. 

 
Hopeful Conclusions 
 

Although literature on the transferability of academic writing skills in the first-year 
composition classroom to the real world is sparse, much has been written to support the goals of 
this project. Anne Beaufort in Writing in the Real World promotes an apprentice-like learning 
community in the classroom to “make curriculum/writing assignments rich in social meaning for 
students, or […] make the communicative work on the writing project of greater importance to 
students than grades” (194). One aspect of the real world genre assignments given to my fall 
2007 students is the ability to communicate with future freshman composition students in order 
to give them advice about this course (Memo 34). Although they don’t personally know the 
audience they are addressing, they can relate to the audience because they were once the very 
same audience. At the beginning of the semester, these students read memos from my spring 
2007 students. My previous students gave advice to my current students in these memos; advice 
that my previous students felt confident in giving, and that my current students felt grateful to 
receive. The cycle continues when my current students have the opportunity to pass on their 
advice and newfound knowledge to future students. They know the audience and the purpose of 
this assignment is real, for they were previous recipients of the same assignment. 

The previous exposure to the memo genre will help the students in the above example. 
However, “exposure to written discourse is a necessary but not a sufficient condition” (Freedman 
1993, 238). Aviva Freedman, who is not a proponent of explicit teaching, explains that exposure 
to the discourse is not the most significant aspect of learning to write. Instead she believes that 
“most significant is the role of intention – that is, having something to say, which itself implies 
exigence and context” (238). The students in this research will have such an exigence. In the 
above memo assignment the students will be able to offer advice, much like the advice they were 
previously offered. Although many writing assignments “assigned in high school and university 
courses can be hackneyed and artificial […] where students are asked to write for writing’s sake” 

                                                 
4 See Appendix C for the assignment in its entirety. 
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(Freedman & Pringle 314), my intention is to provide such real world writing assignments where 
the students have an actual goal and purpose for writing. 

Through the research projects in my previous classes, there is evidence that some level of 
proficiency in real world writing genres is attainable in the classroom.  I am hopeful that this 
thesis project will even further suggest that students can transfer the writing skills learned in the 
composition classroom to real world writing tasks. 
 
 
 
(Note to readers and conference attendees: This is a work in progress. The materials collected 
are from my fall 2007 students, but the analysis portion of this project will be completed in the 
spring 2008 semester. Feedback and advice on this project is desired and encouraged.) 
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 Appendix A Gonzales 13 

Practice Memo (In-Class Writing Exercise ) 
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Memo 1 
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Memo 2 
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Collaborative Mural Art:  Experiential Learning that Benefits Communities 
 
Co-Author, Meghan Medina (mmedina@rollins.edu) 
7748 Wicklow Circle Orlando FL 32817 
 
Co-Author, Associate Professor of Art Rachel Simmons (rsimmons@rollins.edu)  
7324 Fulcrum Ave. Orlando, FL 32812 
 
Project websites: 
http://web.mac.com/rsimmons4/iWeb/Community Mural Project/Welcome.html 
http://www.rollins.edu/YSC/ 
 
A collaborative report co-authored by Meghan Medina, undergraduate studio art major class of ’08 and 
Associate Professor Rachel Simmons, Chair, Department of Art and Art History, Rollins College, Winter 
Park, FL. 
 
Abstract 

This report on teaching and experiential learning will be part of a larger panel discussion with 
several other collaborative faculty-student research teams from the Young Scholars Collective program at 
Rollins College. 

In this report, we will discuss our shared experiences in doing collaborative community mural art 
since 2005. Our observations will focus on two major areas of benefit that result from these specialized 
student-faculty projects; first, as a positive learning experience for the both student and faculty artists 
involved and secondly, as a benefit to the communities we serve whose collective sense of identity and 
purpose is strengthened by the message communicated by the murals. In order to create a foundation for 
our own observations, we will provide evidence from recent studies in student engagement and learning 
outcomes that support our claim that college students learn better through experiential pedagogy. In 
addition, we spend some time discussing the positive effects collaborative art-making has on the individual 
artistic process both from a faculty and student perspective.  

Secondly, we will use responses from our community partners to support our claim that 
communities benefit from such projects. Our goal will be to explore the collaborative process from the 
communities’ perspectives, as well as the positive benefits the murals themselves have had on these 
organizations, those they serve and the physical space they occupy.  

From both a student and faculty perspective, collaborative art heightens an artist’s awareness of 
her own unique individual creative process which results in this process becoming more purposeful, 
transparent and habitual in future endeavors. An artist’s ability to create successful artworks depends on her 
ability to communicate her ideas both visually and verbally to others. Throughout the mural projects, the 
student artists practiced and strengthened their communication skills as they worked to get their ideas 
across to a diverse spectrum of viewer/clients that included children, teachers, teenagers and program 
directors. In addition, their knowledge of materials and techniques also expanded, giving them a new 
confidence in making creative decisions, which later translated into improved individual performance in 
their regular studio art coursework. 

Each of our community partners participated as co-collaborators in the development of the overall 
message of each mural and in some cases, in the design and creation of various visual elements within the 
murals. As a result, our partners felt pride in the completion of the project, which along the way, had helped 
to bring a broader dialogue of their mission and identity into play. The mural artists also invited 
populations who are served by these organizations into the process, by asking them to serve as models for 
actual elements in the murals or by inviting them to contribute imagery. Being involved helped these 
groups feel ownership of the completed murals and improved their ties with the organization by enhancing 
their sense of belonging to it.  

We feel strongly that the evidence is overwhelmingly positive in relation both to student learning 
outcomes and how the community benefits from these kinds of collaborative projects and as a result, the 
college will continue to support this work in years to come.  Rollins’ mission to transform students into 
global citizens and responsible leaders is at the heart of this project and the entire YSC program.  
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We show Shakespeare speaking to his Hollywood agent. 
 
Goldfarb sitting at a table/desk looking at assorted 
papers. 
 
Secretary enters. 
 
Secretary 
 
Mr. Goldfarb? William Shakespeare on line two. 
 
Goldfarb 
 
Crap. What does he want?? 
 
Secretary 
 
He says he has some new story ideas to pitch to you. 
The ones you asked him to do. 
 
Goldfarb 
 
Does he sound drunk? 
 
Secretary 
 
Not really. At least not like the last time. 
 
 
Goldfarb 
 
 
Oh alright. 
 
Picks up phone. 
 
Will, how are you? How’s my favorite Bard? And I still 
don’t know what that word means. 
 
I heard you have some new story ideas for me. Okay. 
 
What have you got? 
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Okay….uh huh……….a love story? Two teenagers? Romeo and 
Wanda? I think you should work on that name. Maybe Romeo 
and Tammy or Steve and Tiffany. Anyway….What happens?? 
Rival wealthy families who hate each other. I like it. Kind 
of Dawson’s Creek meets The OC. Go on. 
 
Uh huh…… I see. A modern version of West Side Story but 
without the Puerto Ricans. 
 
Will…what did I tell you? They did NOT steal your idea, let 
it go. Besides you will never get anywhere suing Jerome 
Robbins.  
Jerome Robbins…he’s a…….Never mind. Then what happens? 
 
Romeo and his posse. A bunch of sexually ambiguous pasty 
white boys running around disrupting life in the town and 
being generally annoying. I see, kind of like The 
Backstreet Boys. 
 
Okay…. a fight………he stabs who?  Oh Will…….I don’t think so. 
The Mayor is trying to curb gang violence so that isn’t 
going to fly. 
 
What else have you got? 
 
Mid Summer Nights Dream. Uhhhhhh…..it isn’t a drug film is 
it? I see. creatures of the night. Hookers and pimps? 
Oh…other worldly beings that sleep all day and only come to 
life at night. Like Kevin Federline? 
 
A King and Queen huh? And their court.  
 
What happens then?  Uh huh…..she falls in love with a 
Democrat? Oh a Donkey. And a narrator. What’s his name?  
Excuse me?? Say again.  Once more time.. Oh PUCK..with a 
“P”. Uh huh….he’s a what?? I believe they prefer the word 
“gay” these days. I mean I would have the Gay, Lesbian, Bi 
sexual and Transgender organizations all over my ass. 
Wait..maybe that is a rather unfortunate choice of words. I 
mean they would be on my…..uh……….in my….they just wouldn’t 
like it. Huh?  
Oh.Oh  I see now…when you say Fairy you mean like 
Tinkerbelle.. why didn’t you say so? 
 
They put on a play. I see. Who’s in it? Uh huh……uh 
huh….yes…yes…..Nick Bottom?? Bottom. 
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You know Will, I gotta tell you I see this as a kind of 
movie only for a special kind audience because it won’t 
play in Peoria. I don’t know what type of person who would 
produce it. Yes, well maybe David Geffen. 
 
Moving on. How about a story about a family? Alright? 
Twelfth Night. 
Brother and sister? Good…. good. Orphans? In a shipwreck? 
Are we talking Blue Lagoon or Cast Away here? Oh, they wash 
ashore in a strange town. They are separated and get 
jobs…still looking for each other…she dresses like a boy to 
get a better job. A go-between for her boss and a young 
lady. A matchmaker? Good. The lady falls in love with 
him….her. Very Boys Don’t Cry.  The boss..what’s his name? 
Duke. Alright  falls in love with her thinking she is a 
young boy.  
 
You know Will, I think you have been in Hollywood too long. 
You have got to get a girlfriend. 
 
Give something I can work with Will! 
 
Measure for Measure. Nah…it Sounds too much like gay porn. 
 
Much Ado About Nothing? Seinfeld already did it. 
 
Merchant of Venice? Pound of flesh. Like Silence of the 
Lambs? 
Okay..what’s his name? Shylock. He’s a Jew? 
Noooooooooooooooooooooo..Will we are in  
H O L L Y W O O D…who do you think runs this town? The 
Jewish Mafia that’s who !! Will, my real name is  
Tommy O’Brien. I had to change it to Nathan Goldfarb so 
people would return my phone calls. 
Take it from me Will… BURN that one !! 
 
Mac who? Nah…Mel Gibson ruined it for the Scots..all blue 
faces, short skirts and no underwear. 
 
King Lear………. a Royal peeping Tom. NEXT! 
 
Othello.  Nubian King? Ohhhhh…a good part for Denzel.  
Blackface??? Are you kidding me? If Al Sharpton heard about 
this he would be condemning us all over CNN quicker than 
you could say Free Buffet.  
 
No we can’t make a movie just for Don Imus. 
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Anthony and Cleopatra…I’m seeing it..I’m seeing it. 
Leonardo de Caprio and Scarlett Johansson. Jack Nicholson 
as Julius Caesar. Can you rewrite the ending and make them 
pirates? Or set it in the Caribbean? 
 
 
Well, work on that. 
 
PA Enters (stage whisper to Agent) 
 
Secretary 
 
Mr. Goldfarb. Christopher Marlowe on line One. He says he 
wants you to read his new manuscript. 
 
Goldfarb 
 
Will baby, I gotta go. I have a meeting with Spielberg. 
 
(pause) 
 
What the hell is a sonnet?  Well, why didn’t you just say 
it was a Poem?? 
 
Will NO ONE buys poetry these days. Call me back when you 
got something I can sell ! 
 
Chris baby ! How’s my favorite client? And I do know what 
that word means. Oh nothing, just an inside joke. Chris, 
your Faust went direct to video, but it is selling overseas 
and to those college types like crazy ! 
 
So, what is your next project called? 
 
The Jew of Malta. 
 
Oh Lord. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    FIN 
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 2 

 

“Certain objects can trigger a memory or give a sense of dejavu. 

 

When I saw a rug of crocheted squares that my mother was sewing together, I felt an instant 

recognition.  I had not made the squares and yet it felt as if I had. 

 

I recognized all the different types of wool.  They were leftovers from jumpers and cardigans that 

been knitted for us by our maiden aunt, when we were kids.  (We were still supposed to feel 

grateful.)  My sister had made the squares many years before and my mother was stitching them 

together to make the rug for her. 

 

I had trouble accepting that they were my sister’s and not mine.  I just knew them so well.  

Perhaps a blending of us as sisters; our shared traits; attitudes; the childhood we had in common.  

The echo of our past. 

 

I thought of the crocheted squares I had made early in my marriage many years before.  I had 

chosen the bright new wool carefully for just the right contrast and combination.  The squares 

were all edged in black.  I’ve never sewn them together, even though they would make a beautiful 

rug.  They are empty and without the ripple of memory that exists in the rug made of oddments.  

They are merely a simulation of a family heirloom. 

 

I am still drawn to my sister’s rug made of childhood scraps.  I covet it. 

 

My mother gave my sister the finished rug at a family get-together and I spoke out of turn.  I told 

her that it was really important that she look after it.  That it wasn’t for her kids to be dragging 

through the house.  I didn’t want to see it on the floor or out in the yard.  There was a real risk 

that this is what will happen to it, but my sister registered an instant of offence.  The importance of 

what this rug signified for me overtook any consideration of her feelings.. 

 

My other sister has little recollection of these physical remnants of our childhood.  She doesn’t 

remember much at all.  Some of the good and certainly none of the bad.  Keepsakes and 

mementoes do not interest her. 

 

Yet, the echo of the past still resonates within her.  She suffers from chronic rheumatoid arthritis 

and has done so since the age of 23.  That is where she stores her memories – in her swollen 

joints”
1
.   

                                                 
1
 Patricia Casey, "Personal Journal Entry Winter 2003."  
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My birth family exhibits the symptoms of a form of emotional echolalia.  Echolalia is an 

involuntary reflex that involves the repetition or echoing of an utterance from another 

person.
2
  It is generally associated with autistic savants (historically called idiot savants) 

or with people diagnosed with neurological disorders like, Tourettes syndrome, or with 

certain brain injuries or impairments.  Sometimes, the repetition is only a phrase, or a few 

words, but autistic savants can often repeat whole tracts of conversation or dialogues 

from a film or play.  In the case of our family, we repeat stories that contain the same 

themes of familial addiction, narcissism, deceit, betrayal and disappointment combined 

with a fierce kind of loving.  Like the squares of my sister’s rug, these are stories 

repeated from our shared history. 

 

Echolalia is also how we learn to speak, most children use echolalia to learn language.  A 

baby’s babbling is the rhythmic mimicking of the cadence and flow of his or her parent’s 

speech.  As they mature they copy sounds, words and phrases, until they are uttering 

sentences.  It is only when there is some kind of underlying problem that the child does 

not move on from echolalia.  The child will continue to repeat words or sentences with 

little understanding of their meaning.  My family and I do not seem to have progressed 

from our involuntary need to repeat our stories, over and over. Our stories are not always 

repeated for pleasure. Quite often we do not realize we are in the grip of this reflex until 

one of us stumbles over a particularly painful recount and we become aware of the echo.   

 

Echolalia is a simulacrum of speech.  Or, in my form of echolalia, a simulacrum of our 

relationships, our shared history.  Simulacra are flawed copies of an original, a shadowy 

repetition, a doppelganger, an homunculus.  Or are they copies of something that really 

does not really exist? A combination of various elements to make something quite 

different.  Looking back over my life I am caught in a cycle of questioning what was real 

and what was a simulation of the ideal family life.  How do you determine whether an 

object or event is what it seems rather than an allegory for something else? 

 

                                                 
2
 Gary J Heffner, "Echolalia and Autism,"  (2000). 

http://groups.msn.com/TheAutismHomePage/echolaliafacts.msnw 
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I never met my maternal grandmother. She died at 57 of cancer, before my parents had 

even met, but my mother has led us to know her through the stories that have been told 

all our lives.  My grandmother had been a widow for a few years and her death was 

especially painful as my mother’s youngest sister, my Aunty Betty, was only twelve 

years old at the time.  My mother tells the story of her mother, nearing the last stages of 

her disease gathering up all her strength to shop for a wicker dolls pram for Betty.  This 

was to be both plaything and keepsake.  Like my sister’s rug, it was a signifier of 

memory, an echo of my grandmother’s love for her youngest daughter.  Throughout 

Betty’s adolescence and early adulthood when she no longer played with dolls, the pram 

remained in safekeeping and on the arrival of her children the pram was presented to her 

again.  A few years later while attending a Christmas get-together, my mother found the 

wicker pram in the backyard at Aunty Betty’s home.  It had been left out in the elements 

for some time and the cane was split, fraying and damaged beyond repair.  Perhaps my 

fears for the safe custody of my sister’s rug are an echo of the story of the wicker doll’s 

pram? 

 

The link between the past and present is important in family life.  Photography is a tool 

used in remembering.  Our photographs of family, birthdays, holidays and even 

documentary images are an aid to our memory.  We look to them to prove that something 

really took place, for example, that we really were happy on our wedding day or to help 

us remember the face of a deceased loved one.  However, the reliability of photography 

as a record of what took place is questionable.  Don’t we all change our posture and smile 

for the camera?  What was happening just outside the frame and what happened just prior 

to or just after the shutter closed? 

 

The portrait-photograph is a closed field of forces.  Four image-repertoires 

intersect here, oppose and distort each other.  In front of the lens, I am at the 

same time: the one I think I am, the one I want others to think I am, the one the 

photographer thinks I am, and the one he makes use of to exhibit his art.   In other 

words, a strange action:  I do not stop imitating myself, and because of this each 

time I am (or let myself be) photographed, I invariably suffer from a sensation of  
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inauthenticity, sometimes of imposture (comparable to certain nightmares).  In 

terms of image-repertoire, the Photograph (the one I intend) represents that very 

subtle moment when, to tell the truth, I am neither subject nor object but a subject 

who feels he is becoming an object:  I then experience a micro-version of death 

(of parenthesis)  I am truly becoming a specter.
3
 

 

Memory is such a slippery construct.  Our stories all vary according to the roles we play 

and the baggage we carry into the moment.  Memory and perspective, and particularly 

individual and family histories, have been areas that have engaged me deeply in my 

research and studio practice - the creation of the myth, the varying concepts of the real 

and the unreal, the truth and individual perspective. 

 

This paper will explore echolalia in connection with the visual arts (in particular 

photography and installation art) as a simulacrum of memory.  I am also interested in the 

way memory is influenced by individual perspective and the “echo” of memory is also of 

interest.  The power of family stories, myths and legends will also be investigated, both in 

a universal context and in the terms of my own specific echolalia.  To support this 

investigation I will also refer to other artists who are relevant to my research, including 

American, Bill Viola, British artist Henry Peach Robinson, and Australian artists, Pat 

Brassington and Tracey Moffat.  The works of these artists are also concerned with 

photography as a simulation of memory and also contain strong “echoes” that resonate 

with the viewer.  I will also discuss Jean Baudrillard’s
4
 theories of the simulacra and 

simulation and Roland Barthes’
5
 philosophy of photography; Merleau-Ponty’s

6
 writing 

on the phenomenology of art will support this study. 

 

 

 

                                                 
3
 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida (Reflections on Photography), trans. Richard Howard (London: Vintage, 

2000).  Page 13-14 
4
Jean Baudrillard, "Simulacra and Simulations,"  (1988). 

www.standford.edu/dept/GPS/Baudrillard/Baudrillard_Simulacra  
5
 Barthes, Camera Lucida (Reflections on Photography). 

6
 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Signs, ed. Richard C. McCleary (Northwestern University Press, 1964). 
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When the real is no longer what it was, nostalgia assumes its full meaning.  There 

is a plethora of truth, of secondary objectivity, and authenticity.  Escalation of the 

true, of lived experience, resurrection of the figurative where the object and 

substance have disappeared.  Panic-stricken production of the real and of the 

referential, parallel to and greater than the panic of material production:  this is 

how simulation appears in the phase that concerns us …
7
 

 

Baudrillard states that there is no original, no real truth, merely simulations and 

resemblances
8
.  Other influences affect us all, reality is affected by our perceptions, there 

is no direct access to the real.  Are photographs doppelgangers?  It can be argued that 

photographs, in the context of Baudrillard’s theories of the simulacra, are a copy of 

something that does not actually exist, or they are a flawed or shadowy copy of an 

original.  When viewing a photograph we have no idea what exists outside of the frame; 

what took place prior to or after the shutter closed; or how the negative has been treated 

in the development process. The photograph provides us with some evidence but not a 

complete truth.  There is a conflict between presence and absence.  We are reminded of 

what is not shown. 

 

After the fantasy of seeing oneself (the mirror, the photograph) comes that of 

being able to circle around oneself, finally and especially of traversing oneself, of 

passing through one’s one spectral body – and any holographed object is initially 

the luminous ectoplasm of your own body.  But this is in some sense the end of the 

aesthetic and the triumph of the medium, exactly as in stereophonia, which, at its 

most sophisticated limits, neatly puts an end to the charm and the intelligence of 

music.
9
 

 

                                                 
7
 Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, trans. Sheila Faria Glaser (Ann Arbor: University of 

Michigan Press, 1994). Pages 6-7 
8
 Ibid 

9
 Ibid Page 106 
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Henry Peach Robinson
10

 was an English, pictorialist artist who worked with photographs 

to illustrate a concept or idea.  The pictorialist movement believed that works of artistic 

merit could be rendered through the mechanical process of producing a photograph, 

rather than photography being used merely as a documentary tool.  Many of the 

photographs he made were of places, and people that either did not exist (or at least did 

not exist as shown in his pictures) or events that had never taken place.   

 

Robinson also used double printing and multiple negatives to produce a single  image.  

Photographs, such as Bringing Home the May (see below) are carefully composed from 

seven negatives and put together in the darkroom in a process of careful masking and 

skilled multiple exposures.  The scene itself is a fabrication, in other words it is an 

artificial representation of an event – it is the idea of the event.  His images, like my 

sister’s rug, that hold within them both history and memory.  Many of Robinson’s 

photographs were carefully composed to reflect the metaphysical as referred to by 

Merleau-Ponty
11

 as a carnal recognition of a lived body experience.  This establishes a 

strong link between my own art practice and this body of historical work.  Like 

Robinson, I do not make photographs to document an event.  I make work to convey a 

concept, a feeling, a metaphysical concern and in particular the manifestation of the echo. 

                                                 
10

 Margaret F. Harker, Henry Peach Robinson:  Master of Photographic Art, 1930-1901 (Oxford: Basil 

Blackwell Ltd., 1988). 
11

 Merleau-Ponty, Signs. 
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Bringing Home the May (1862) Henry Peach Robinson
12

 

 

 

Detail, Bringing Home the May (1862) Henry Peach Robinson
13

 

 

During 1857-9 Robinson took photographs to illustrate a range of emotions, which he 

called “passions”, some of which were based on literary characters.  There is an element 

of performance and theatre in the making of these images.  He concentrated on pose and 

facial expressions, in which he carefully instructed his models before taking the 

photograph and used gaze and gesture to portray an emotion or to tell a story (see 

Mariana below).   He did not believe it was photography’s role to be absolutely truthful 

                                                 
12

 Harker, Henry Peach Robinson:  Master of Photographic Art, 1930-1901. 
13

 Ibid. 
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so, although the emotions are simulated, not real, they still create an echo of very real 

emotions within the viewer. 

 

 
Mariana Henry (1857-8) Peach Robinson

14
 

 

Merleau-Ponty believed that the invisible, such as ideas concepts and emotions are most 

successfully conveyed to an audience as a physical or carnal experience.  The artist is 

able to lead the viewer through the artwork to a sensual awareness that calls upon and 

engages both the mind and body of the viewer.  The embodiment of the metaphysical in a 

concrete or material form, such as an artwork, has within it layers of meaning, just like a 

story.  In making the artwork the artist is also not working in isolation.  Artists have 

within them experiences, sensory perceptions and knowledge that are applied to the art 

making process. All artworks, including photographs, have elements of the perceptual 

world such as the artist’s personal history, their preferences and cultural influences etc.  

The interior and the exterior of the body do not operate independently.  The artist is not 

an empty vessel or a physical shell making items that are merely objects, rather there is a 

sequence of echoes that ripple between the artwork, the artist and the viewer. 

 

                                                 
14

 Ibid. 
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The lived body is in the world as the heart is in the organism: it keeps the visible 

spectacle constantly alive, it breathes life into it and sustains it inwardly and with 

it forms a system.
15

 

 

It is this primordial openness that is the basis for Merleau-Ponty’s theories on perception 

and allows the artist to engage in this perceptual overlap. In viewing an artwork the 

audience also carries with them their own personal baggage and the artist calls upon this 

lived body experience to create a dialogue between the artist, the artwork and the viewer.  

There is a field of intersubjectivity between the artist and the viewer and also between the 

artwork and the artist.  The reactions and possible feelings of other people are entwined 

with the lived body experience of the artist making perception an overlapping experience 

not a singular one.  The fluidity between the visible and the invisible worlds lends itself 

to enhancing the interrelationship between signs and meanings.   A third eye, or ear, picks 

up the symbols and messages embedded in the artwork through the echo from the 

viewer’s own lived body experience.  

 

By considering visuality neither in terms of sight nor signs, but rather as an 

ontological category – encompassing perception and reflection, silence and 

speech, the individual and social, and the psychological and cultural aspects of 

Being – Merleau-Ponty’s philosophy of art brings back into discussion the issues 

of aesthetic experience, content, expression and affectivity.
16

 

 

This is evident in my photographic series Home Alone (2006). Home Alone is a series of 

closely-cropped self portraits.   Eyes, mouth, torso, hands, legs and feet are juxtaposed 

with photographs of objects and environments close to my home.  Found photographs of 

myself as a child interplay with self portraits of present and future selves.  I have 

combined childhood photographs with current self portraits and others in which I appear 

much older (simulating the future), e.g. The Regression Theory (See below). The images 

                                                 
15

Merleau-Ponty quote Vesela  Sretenovic, "Maurice Merleau-Ponty's Ontology of Vision in Relation to 

Contemporary Installation Art. Ph.D. Diss., Syracuse University.,"  (2004). Page 23 
16

 Ibid. Page 218 
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are hand coloured and drawn upon, then rephotographed.  Printed as large-format digital 

prints on rag paper, they are a simulation – a flawed copy of a flawed copy.  There is a 

tension between the photographic image and the hand-drawn mark.  I have matched and 

mismatched the image of myself and the allegorical objects to create a simulation of my 

own history.  I am continually asking the question, what was real, what was pretend and 

what is projected?  In this body of work I have explored the reliability of the echo of 

memory by replaying family stories visually.   

 

Over time however, the meaning of a photograph and a memory can change and I have 

explored the concepts of memory, perspective and the power of hindsight in order to 

understand this transformation of meaning.  I revisit my own individual stories and also 

those of my family.  In this series, I question my ability to access the truth by exploring 

the creation of the myth, the concepts of the real and the unreal, and reality and individual 

perspectives. 

 

“The whole thing’s in pieces, like a dream.  The story goes this way and that way.  It’s going 

nowhere.  I have memories of something.  But are the memories for real? Or are they something I 

made up later to fit?”  
17

 

 

Bluebird of Happiness (2006) Patricia Casey
18

 

 

Each image is a fragment or time capsule.  There is an elasticity that exists between them, 

moving backwards and forwards.  One event assumes significance, while another fades.  

                                                 
17

 Haruki Murakami, Dance Dance Dance (London: Vintage, Random House, 2003, p. 353 
18

 Exhibited at A-Space on Cleveland (Sydney) in November 2006 and also NG Art (Sydney) September 

2007 
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In these recollections there are different truths for all the people in the story and even 

layers of meaning inside each version of the truth.  When I look at my childhood self in 

The Regression Theory below, I remember the red and black paisley dress I was wearing.  

It had a keyhole feature at the front that my mother covered with a piece of lace for the 

sake of my modesty.  I wore this dress to church many times and would continually play 

with the lace, lifting it up to expose my skin through the keyhole.  I also had a red 

cardigan and when I look at this photograph and wonder if I wore the cardigan while 

traveling to have this photograph taken?  I wonder if some of the scraps of wool from that 

cardigan form part of my sister’s rug. 

 

 

                   The Regression Theory (2006) Patricia Casey 
19

 

 

The new information that hindsight brings can give new and different meanings to a 

photograph and even a family story and this is capable of disrupting and reordering our 

memory of an event.  Roland Barthes’ work, Camera Lucida
20

 is a meditation on the 

reliability of photography to “save a face from death”,
21

 to capture our memories and 

preserve them.  Barthes looks at the symbolism of the photograph and its relationship 

with the viewer and his or her perceptions.  Camera Lucida comments on the changing 

state of our lives and the fluidity of meaning that a photographic image contains.
22

   

 

                                                 
19

 Ibid 
20

 Barthes, Camera Lucida (Reflections on Photography). 
21

Ibid 
22

 Barthes discusses viewing a photograph of his mother as a young girl in the Wintergarden shortly after 

his mother had died.  The meaning of this photograph was changed by the death of his mother, Barthes’ 

grief at her death and his knowledge of her life after that photograph was taken. 
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With My Little Eye (2007) Patricia Casey
23

 

 

Barthes is also concerned with the concept of a significant defining moment that is 

captured in a photograph, an instant that he calls punctum
24

.   This concept is most 

relevant to the echo of the family story.  Australian artist, Tracey Moffat in her series 

Scarred for Life
25

 is concerned with puncta.  Her photographic images are offset prints 

that are accompanied by text that outlines the story of the event.  They are reconstructed 

situations and settings, simulations that mimic the documentary images of Life, the 

American photojournalist magazine of the 1950s and ‘60s.  In fact, the viewer could at 

first think that they were posters for a community announcement.  The subjects and 

settings imply that they are of the suburban past and are evocative of childhood memories 

and the family snapshot, however there is not much smiling in these images.  Each 

photograph and accompanying text is of a defining moment and it is the text that gives 

the viewer an entree into the anguish that informs them.  These works provoke a 

retrospective assessment of both the individual and also of society as ideas and values 

have changed since the times that appear to have been depicted. 

 

                                                 
23

 Exhibited at A-Space on Cleveland (Sydney) in November 2006 and also NG Art (Sydney) September 

2007 
24

 Punctum is the keypoint or detail of a photograph that forms a link or relationship between the viewer 

and the object. 
25

 Michael Snelling, ed., Tracey Moffatt, 1 ed. (Brisbane: An IMA/Asialink Project (Brisbane:  Institute of 

Modern Art), 1999). 
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Birth Certificate, 1962 (1994)                   Charm Alone, 1965 (1994)  

Tracey Moffat
26

                                         Tracey Moffat
27

 

 

 

Birth Certificate, 1962  During the fight her mother threw her birth certificate at  

  her.  This is how she found out her real father’s name.
28

 

 

Charm Alone, 1965  His brother said, ‘crooked nose and no chin – you’ll have to  

                                 survive on charm alone’.
29

 

 

There are strong echoes in these works.  We all have our own “scarred for life” moments 

that surface throughout life.  Moffat’s stories are not difficult to identify with, either 

because the viewer has had something similar happen to them or they know someone else 

who has lived through it or through the power of imagination.  Merleau Ponty’s theory on 

the lived body experience comes into play when viewing these works.  My family’s own 

                                                 
26

 Ibid. 
27

 Ibid. 
28

 Ibid (Text of artwork) Tracey Moffat 
29

 Ibid (Text of artwork) Tracey Moffat 
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echolalic stories reverberate. I think of the wicker pram left out in the rain and of my 

sister’s rug - both signifiers of events from my family’s past.   

 

The installation works of American artist, Bill Viola, are large screen-based film works 

titled the Passions
30

.  Viola has used sharp focused images.  The faces are larger than 

reality and every detail on the subjects faces is visible.  Freckles, stubbles, pores and 

moles denote that the subjects are ordinary people, enabling the viewer to identify more 

readily with them.   

 

Dolorosa date, Bill Viola
31

 

 

In Dolorosa
32

 two hinged LCD panels are displayed like a devotional book, perhaps a 

Bible.  A beautiful young woman her head haloed with red curls is juxtaposed with a 

dark-skinned man.  Are we being asked to think of these people as Mary and Jesus?  

Viola makes spiritual works that reference religious imagery, yet the spirituality is in the 

humanity of the subjects.  He pays homage to the “God” that he obviously believes exists 

                                                 
30

 John Walsh, Bill Viola - the Passions, ed. John Walsh, 1 ed. (Los Angeles: Getty Publications, 2003). 
31

 Ibid. 
32

 Ibid. 
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within people rather than as an external and separate deity.  The man and woman are 

silently weeping, yet this is not ugly weeping with snotty nose, swollen eyes and choking 

sounds.  The man and the woman look beautiful and soulful, suggesting that this is 

indeed a simulation.  Viola does in fact employ actors who have been carefully chosen 

and dressed to portray a character or archetype. 

 

However, there is still a strong echo in these works.  The viewer cannot remain unmoved 

or untouched.  I remember times when I have experienced similar emotions and these 

memories are evoked when engaging with Viola’s work.  Yet, there is no pretense that 

these are real emotions being felt by the subjects of his films.  Viola does not conceal that 

these films are simulations.  They are carefully composed, lit and executed.  There is a 

sound track – real people do not cry to a sound track.  These films are not documentary in 

intention or in presentation within the installation.  They are a simulacrum, a shadowy 

copy.  Viola relies on the phenomology of art
33

 to elicit a response from his audience.  He 

has presented us with the invisible, being the emotions of grief or sadness in the concrete, 

visible form of this installation.  We, as the audience, have an instant response, as most 

people will have the lived body experience of these emotions.  The punctum
34

 of this 

work also establishes the link between the viewer and the film, the audience therefore 

thinks of occasions that have caused these emotions in their own lives – to remember 

snapshots and family portraits that are loaded with “life baggage” - to think about the 

story or the echo of the myth that is attached to these events. 

 

Australian artist, Pat Brassington exploits phenomenology to stimulate the viewer to 

question the meaning of her images.  Brassington photographs her own body and uses 

unidentified appropriated images to create compilations of previous lives.  She is a 

collector of images and film stills that she uses in ways that dislocate their original 

meaning. Her work is evocative of memory and her digitally-manipulated glycee prints 

are lush and often pink in tone, giving a first, false impression of sweetness and 

femininity.  Beautifully executed and printed, there is instant recognition, yet once the 

                                                 
33

 James M. Edie, ed., The Primacy of Perception, Studies in Phenomenology and Existential Philosophy 

(Northwestern University Press, 1964). 
34

 Barthes, Camera Lucida (Reflections on Photography). 
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viewer looks beyond the surface treatment and initial response to the imagery, 

Brassington is dealing with very serious, often frightening or threatening subject matter.  

She uses familiar objects in unfamiliar ways which is specifically intended to evoke 

certain feelings and memories like horror movies or bad dreams.  Brassington’s images 

are simulacra – she is in fact simulating the subconscious.   

 

 

M, (1997) Pat Brassington, pigment print
 35

 

 

In her series You’re So Vein and In the Same Vein, bodies are cropped and distorted, 

household objects and settings take on diabolical overtones.  Fragments of her memory 

                                                 
35

 Anne Marsh, Pat Brassington - This Is Not a Photograph, 1st ed. (Hobart: Quintus Publishing, 2006). 
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from childhood and homely domestic settings are metaphysically transformed and 

contain layers of meaning that shift each time you view the images.  In her work M 

(1997) we see a pink pillow propped up on a table.  My first reaction is that M must stand 

for mother. The pillow is an old fashioned one - perhaps it belonged to her mother.  

Maybe her mother died while resting on this pillow?  Is this pillow an allegory for the 

mother? Soft and comforting, yet at the same time it could be used to suffocate or 

smother.  Why is the pillow standing upright and not placed down as if on a bed?  

Brassington never answers these questions and the viewer is left with several variations 

or stories about what the work may be about. 

 

In her work Brassington uses items that we recognize as everyday. A child’s legs in 

white, lace, knee-high socks, become mysterious and unfamiliar when presented as if 

floating in some unidentified space.  As evidenced in Small Thing (1998).   We are 

uncertain what the metal object is between the legs.  Is it a strange golf club or an 

elongated spoon?  Perhaps a surgical implement? 

 

Small Thing (1998) Pat Brassington
36

 

                                                 
36

 Art Gallery of NSW, World without End. Photography and the 20th Century (Sydney: Art Gallery of 

NSW 2000). 
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When engaging with this work, the viewer has what Merleau-Ponty refers to as an instant 

lived body experience. In Small Thing, Brassington has used pale, washed out colours, 

evoking the distance of an event, of something faded, like a childhood memory. The 

viewer may too have worn knee-high socks just like these as a child, and so will have a 

moment of recognition, but yet there is the question of why the feet appear to be hovering 

above the ground or why this hard-to-identify, metal object between the legs is 

significant?  Brassington is challenging the viewer to work it out.  The legs are still and 

hang limply, so their owner is submissive, perhaps to an older authority figure.  This may 

be a reference to a time when children were seen and not heard.  The work’s title, Small 

Things also calls the audience to question the meaning.  Is the child the “small thing”, or 

is she being punished for some small thing with the implement that hovers between her 

legs?  The fact that the object is placed between the legs is challenging.  Is there a sexual 

threat? 

 

The more one examines the layers of possible meaning and sees through the charm of the 

child’s pretty socks, the more one becomes certain that this is a dangerous image.  Her 

work relies on the viewer’s recognition of body parts and domestic objects, which at first 

seem charming and sentimental and then disturbs their initial reading through the use of 

colour, scale and composition.  It would appear that Brassington has utilized images that 

evoke childhood to create a circular discourse between herself as artist, the viewer and 

the artwork itself.  The implied threat and underlying violence of these images lead the 

viewer to imagine gothic horror stories, tales of lost children, scary late night movies  and 

dysfunctional families. 

 

Like these artists, my current work, A Spoonful of Sugar, a mixed media installation, also 

exploits the phenomenology of art to evoke a lived body experience for the viewer.  The 

work deals with the echolalic quality of the family story.  Engraved medicine bottles are 

combined with black and white photographs and silver teaspoons installed on a sloping 

floor of brushed aluminum.  The bottles are engraved with a morsel from a family story 

that has become embedded within me, either as a personal experience or because it is 
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someone else’s story that has been recounted to me.  Like my sister’s woollen rug and my 

aunt’s wicker doll’s pram, they are fragments of a family narrative that echo through 

generations.  Some of the stories are stereotypical of family life, others are painful, and 

some favourite cherished remembrances.  The bottles are empty and yet at the same time 

full, loaded with puncta
37

.   

 

In Camera Lucida, Barthes discusses the potential power of expansion within a punctum 

and also the ability of a detail to fill the whole picture: 

 

Duane Michals has photographed Andy Warhol: a provocative portrait, since 

Warhol hides his face behind both hands.  I have no desire to comment 

intellectually on this game of hide-and-seek (which belongs to the Studium); since 

for me, Warhol hides nothing; he offers his hands to read, quite openly; and the 

punctum is not in the gesture but the slightly repellent substance of those 

spatulate nails, at once soft and hard-edged.
38

 

 

                                                 
37

 Barthes, Camera Lucida (Reflections on Photography). 
38

 Ibid. Page 45 
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 A Spoonful of Sugar (2007) Patricia Casey mixed media installation 

 

While the stories are embedded within my memory, the question remains – how accurate 

is my recollection?  Would other family members in the story have a different view of 

what took place?  To this end, one must consider Baudrillard’s
39

 theories on accessing the 

real.  There is no direct access to the truth, only different versions and layers of meaning. 

 

In any case, there is no escape from this race to the real and to realistic 

hallucination since, when an object is exactly like another, it is not exactly like it, 

it is a bit more exact.  There is never similitude, any more than there is exactitude.  

What is exact is already too exact, what is exact is only what approaches the truth 

without trying.  It is somewhat of the same paradoxical order as the formula that 

                                                 
39

 Baudrillard, "Simulacra and Simulations." 
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says that as soon as two billiard balls roll toward each other, the first touches the 

other before the second , or rather, one touches the other before being touched.
40

 

 

There is a metaphysical link between the individual squares that make up my sister’s rug 

and the stories engraved on each bottle. 

 

When he told me the news I felt my body go cold.  The ice ran down my arms and 

legs.
41

 

 

Pat soothed my forehead until I fell asleep.  When I woke up the pain was gone.  

Her hands were always so soft and cool when you were sick.
42

 

 

Dad would sometimes be so drunk that he would ring the front doorbell and 

forget to take his finger off the button.  We would all be sitting at the table having 

dinner and no one wanted to get up and let him in.
43

 

 

I first met your mother in a disco.  She was wearing a leopard skin leotard.
44

 

 

The photographs featured in this installation contain a haloed, spectral figure moving in 

and out of the darkness - perhaps the inner child.  The faceless figure in each image is 

gesturing, calling the viewer to come closer and look.  There is a sense of altered states or 

disrupted reality as the figure attracts our attention with gestures that have a semaphoric 

quality.  The small, black and white photographs have a quasi-religious feel and en masse 

evoke votive religious imagery.  There are more than 50 small images
45

 that appear to be 

multiples but are in fact, not-quite-exact copies. They form a cohort, a collective moving 

towards the viewer.  The audience must relate to the work both on a spatial and sensual 

level by negotiating its perimeters, shifting the body into different positions to perceive 

                                                 
40

 Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation. Page 107 
41

 Extract of text that appears in A Spoonful of Sugar Patricia Casey mixed media installation 
42

 Ibid 
43

 Ibid 
44

 Ibid 
45
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all its elements.  Both the mind and the body must engage with experiencing this 

installation. 

 

We don’t just take up space, we inhabit it, we relate to it like a hand to an 

instrument.
46

 

 

   

Detail A Spoonful of Sugar (2007) Patricia Casey 

 

The title, A Spoonful of Sugar, is a reference to the maxim that a spoon of sugar helps the 

medicine go down.  These stories need something sweet to help the viewer swallow them.  

The spoons are mismatched, old and soiled teaspoons that in themselves are stained with 

history.  Where have they come from?  Who has used them in the past and for what?   

Absence and presence compete. 

 

As an installation, all the elements relate to one another in terms of scale and 

composition.  The bottles are the same size as the figure and the spoon.  The negative 

spaces of this work are of crucial importance and in themselves form the echo of 

possibilities.  The figure moving in and out of dark space within the images is surrounded 

by an aura of light and becomes a simulation of the child within us all.  The bottles are 

physically empty, but because of the engraved text on the outside surface are filled with 

                                                 
46

 Merleau Ponty quote, Sretenovic, "Maurice Merleau-Ponty's Ontology of Vision in Relation to 

Contemporary Installation Art. Ph.D. Diss., Syracuse University.." Page 22 
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the echo of the family stories.  Likewise the spoons are also empty except for the traces 

of the past.  Also the various elements both reflect light and cast shadows on the 

aluminum floor on which they are installed adding to the echolalic quality of the 

installation. 

 

Detail, A Spoonful of Sugar ( 2007) Patricia Casey
47

 

 

Family stories or past personal experiences form a great well of inspiration for artists and 

philosophers.  Echolalia: Family Stories, Myths and Legends is an ongoing investigation.   

The echo of the past continues to reverberate. It is what makes us human.  I am still 

drawn to my sister’s homemade rug of childhood scraps.  That day I saw my mother 

making it has been transformed into yet another story with echolalic qualities. 

 

                                                 
47

 Detail, A Spoonful of Sugar, 2007, Patricia Casey mixed media installation 
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I was visiting my sister, Helen’s, home and saw the rug thrown over the back of 

the lounge.  Her children had obviously been using it while watching television.  I 

didn’t say a word, but I saw my sister watching me looking at the rug and my 

mother observing us both.  I knew, in that instant, that we were all thinking of our 

version of the story of the day the rug was made.  We were experiencing the 

echo.
48

 

 

                                                 
48

 Patricia Casey, "Personal Journal Entry Winter 2003." 
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Abstract: 
This paper intervenes in the discussion of “nostalgia” and homesickness as the disease 
has been characterized beginning in the 17th century and on into the Victorian era.  
Textually, my project begins as a discussion of homecoming, longing, desire for the past, 
and dying as Elizabeth Gaskell comments on them in her novel Mary Barton.  Starting 
broadly from a discussion of the effects of “nostalgia,” a disease originally diagnosed in 
Swiss soldiers fighting away from their native soil, I extend this somewhat narrow 
conversation to include feelings of desire for the past, longing for family unity, and even 
moral regret.  In different ways, Linda Austin, Jean Starobinski, and Michael Roth 
analyze the changing notions of “nostalgia” and contribute to a more broad definition of 
this disease.  Considering these writings, I examine Elizabeth Gaskell’s work as a 
potential response to the accepted notions of “nostalgia” and argue that she, in many 
ways, overturns and subverts them. 
 
 
 

 
Nostalgia in Gaskell’s Mary Barton: 

Homesickness, Sentimentality, and Death 
 

 A novel of industrial revolution, working class struggle, and domestic affections, 

Elizabeth Gaskell’s Mary Barton is also a novel of homecomings.  Through the narrative 

homecomings of her characters, Gaskell contributes to the discussion of “nostalgia” as a 

psychological and physical disease that afflicts the victim with an intense desire to return 

“home.”  Gaskell’s characters—namely Alice, Esther, Mary, and John Barton—

experience many different types of homecomings which reflect each characters’ idea of 

home and the importance of the past to personal development and identity.  In Amnesiac 

Selves, Nicholas Dames suggests that “acts of memory in the Victorian novel must be 

necessary—must signify—and must signify by standing in a direct causal relation, or an 

obviously symbolic relation to the present, to the moment of narrating and beyond” (6).  

Dames discussion of “nostalgia” in the Victorian novel departs from 17th and 18th century 

characterizations of the disease, and proposes Victorian “nostalgia” as an act not of 

remembering, but of forgetting.  Dames declares that in the Victorian novel, the death of 
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memory “promotes a certain kind of life—a life no longer burdened by the past, a life 

lived as a coherent tale, summarizable, pointed, and finally moralizable” (7).  I would like 

to argue, however, that Gaskell maintains the “nostalgia” of remembering that Dames 

sees as extinct in the Victorian novel.  Gaskell’s characters do cling to the past in order to 

achieve a sense of identity and in some cases to be reminded of more pleasurable times. 

 Through the experiences of her characters, Gaskell comments on homecoming, 

longing, desire for the past, and dying as they each connect to “nostalgia.”  In fact, 

Gaskell’s characterization of “nostalgia” extends beyond the accepted notions of the 

disease and complicates the accepted diagnoses by including feelings of desire for the 

past, longing for family unity, and even moral regret.  Gaskell’s subversion and 

complication of the common understanding of “nostalgia” is important to the study of 

Victorian literature and especially to a discussion of Mary Barton in that it reflects the 

many ways in which “home” is characterized and how the idea of “home” comes to bear 

on an individual’s mentality.  Gaskell’s characterization of Alice suggests that memory 

and “nostalgia” are alive and active in Victorian literature, and that homecoming remains 

a driving desire for the people of 19th century Manchester.  Alice’s struggle to return 

home suggests that the memory of the past may act as an escape from present conditions, 

and that a mental return home can be just as soothing as a physical homecoming. 

Gaskell’s characterization of “nostalgia” intervenes also in the discussion of different 

types of memory and their uses.  Dames ultimately concludes that “pure memory, the 

bursting of unassimilated and still-powerful past into the present, is forgotten in Victorian 

novels” (6).  Alice’s place in Mary Barton contradicts this sweeping statement and 

suggests that rather than “sealing off the past” in order to halt its “contamination of the 
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present,” Victorian fiction may also introduce the past as a way to purify the present and 

make it more endurable. 

 The psychological and scientific discourse on “nostalgia” began in the early 17th 

century and changed dramatically over the next two hundred years.  It is important to 

examine the discussion of “nostalgia” as it existed when Gaskell was writing Mary 

Barton so that we may better understand her contribution to this discussion.  According 

to Jean Starobinski in “The Idea of Nostalgia,” the phenomenon of exiles languishing and 

wasting away when far from their native land was recognized much earlier than the 17th 

century.  This concept was transformed into a medical phenomenon with Johannes 

Hofer’s dissertation on “nostalgia” in 1688.  Hofer in fact made up the term “nostalgia” 

by merging two Greek words—that for sorrow and that for return.  The victims of 

“nostalgia” were primarily young men who were forced to leave their native land for 

military service—Hofer’s example is a group of Swiss soldiers overtaken by the disease 

upon hearing the music of the alpenhorn.  But as Linda Austin notes in “Emily Brontë’s 

Homesickness,” Hofer’s description also suggested that “associations could 

recur…without external stimuli; thus the mental pathogenesis of nostalgia illustrated the 

associationists’ rendering of memory” (575).  In his characterization of the psychological 

aspects of this disease, Hofer concluded that in a “normal state, the soul can become 

equally interested in all objects” while in “nostalgia its attention is diminished; it feels the 

attraction of very few objects” (87).  The association of obsessive thought patterns to 

“nostalgia” is an important one, as it suggests that “nostalgia” is not merely a pleasurable 

passing memory but rather a sustained meditation that takes over an individual and 

prevents him from focusing on the present.  In “Returning to Nostalgia,” Michael Roth 
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supports this conclusion by highlighting the “desire to experience again the affections of 

home” as an overpowering factor in “preventing the nostalgic person from living in the 

present” (28).  Roth declares also that the specificity of the object upon which the 

nostalgic person focuses differentiates the disease of “nostalgia” from general 

melancholy.  In 1702, Jean-Jacques Scheuchzer took the discussion of this disease in a 

different direction, concluding that in the case of Swiss soldiers, “nostalgia was a 

question of atmospheric pressure” (88), as the Swiss live in the highest mountains and 

breathe the lightest air.  Scheuchzer’s physical explanation of the disease also accounted 

for the physical ailments that afflict the individual.  As Roth points out, “nostalgia” was 

thought to have a “rapid pathogenesis:  if left untreated the disease would soon affect 

major bodily organs and be fatal” (29).  From these scientific observations came the 

medical determination that a cure could be enacted only by returning the so-called victim 

to his native land. 

 In the late 18th century, the discourse on “nostalgia” took a decisive turn toward 

analyzing the mental and emotional causes of this so-called desire for “home.”  The quite 

simple solution of returning the victim to his native land was complicated by Kant’s 

Anthropologie which argues that “what a person wishes to recover is not so much the 

actual place where he passed his childhood but his youth itself” (Starobinski, 94).  This 

move away from the particular soil and toward a general feeling or state of mind opened 

up many possible interpretations of “nostalgia” not formerly considered.  In 1873, August 

Haspel intervened in the discussion with his finding that “nostalgia is a vicious 

manifestation of a disturbed existence, which is under the influence of an attack by the 

emotional and ethical part of the individual.”  These disturbances, therefore, begin with a 
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meditation upon “the unhappy state of the soul” (Starobinski, 99).  Finally, in a 

contemporary contribution to the discourse of “nostalgia,” Austin suggests that the poetry 

of Emily Brontë charts a “nostalgia” that is willed rather than involuntary.  Austin argues 

that Brontë exerts control over the “number, content, and frequency of her thoughts” and 

therefore turns “nostalgia” into a “pleasurable, less explicit, and voluntary longing for 

home.”  This transformation in the aesthetic and medical understanding of “nostalgia” 

complicates previously accepted theories in that it suggests that a meditation upon a 

series of culturally familiar objects and situations may be enacted by the individual to 

produce a relaxing and delightful effect.  In this final turn, the idea of “nostalgia” as an 

involuntary medical affliction merges with current conceptions of “nostalgia” as a 

sentimental remembrance of the past.  Though Alice’s remembering at the end of Mary 

Barton seems to be the result of a medical affliction—namely, her stroke—Gaskell’s 

characterization of Alice’s “nostalgia” fuses many of these previously accepted theories 

and suggests a return to the past, a return “home,” as a willed escape from the present. 

 Throughout Mary Barton, Alice is a character defined by the act of remembering.  

Her first appearance in the novel is at the “Manchester Tea-Party” at Mary and John 

Barton’s house.  Breaking the silence of the party, Alice proposes a toast to “absent 

friends” (18).  In his notes, Macdonald Daly points out that this phrase alludes to 

Shakespeare’s All’s Well that Ends Well in which “the feast is postponed while the 

‘absent friends’ are awaited” (398).  Alice’s toast suggests, then, that the party is 

incomplete because there are people missing—for Mrs. Barton, the absent person is 

Esther.  Alice’s realization upon finishing her toast that it was “an unlucky…sentiment” 

and her mortified feeling that she could have “bitten her tongue out” (18) seem to support 
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Dames theory that in Victorian fiction forgetting is the best way of remembering.  Alice’s 

reaction is, however, influenced by Mrs. Barton’s fast flowing tears.  Alice is overcome 

by the fear that she has ruined the party and in some way offended Mrs. Barton.  Mrs. 

Barton’s subsequent assertion that “this work about Esther…lies so heavy on my heart” 

suggests that Mrs. Barton is just as unwilling to forget those who are absent.  Like Alice, 

Mrs. Barton perpetually feels Esther’s absence and deteriorates physically, according to 

John Barton, as a result of this void.  While the other characters remain silent in this 

moment, it is Alice who evokes the memory of Esther and who feels the effects of 

bringing her absence to bear on the present. 

 Gaskell further highlights Alice’s dependence on memory through the narrating of 

“Old Alice’s History.”  In this chapter, Alice’s history is given not as straight narration, 

but rather as a sequence of memories detailed by Alice herself.  It is important to note this 

narrative move, as it allows the reader to experience Alice’s emotions about the past and 

also sets up her eventual return to those memories before her death.  In his discussion of 

the “nostalgia” of forgetting in Victorian fiction, Dames makes a distinction between 

“pure, desultory” memory which is diffused into many specific objects or events, and 

consolidated memory which eradicates the “enormous field of vanished detail” (4).  

According to Dames, “Proustian analepses…are the fictional equivalents to these vast, 

almost undifferentiated storehouses of memory” from which Victorian fiction departs.  

These pure memories, he notes, are often known “by the singular detail that underwrites 

them,” giving Proust’s madeleine as an example.  It is quite interesting to observe, then, 

that the telling of Alice’s history is sparked by her meditation, so to speak, upon the clap-

bread she serves Mary and Margaret.  Upon watching the girls eating the clap-bread, 
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Alice is thrown into a remembrance of her childhood, exclaiming that her mother used to 

send her clap-bread knowing “how good such things taste when far away from home” 

(31).  It seems that in the character of Alice, “pure, desultory” memory still contributes 

very much to the individual’s sense of family, “home,” and identity.  Following this 

moment, Alice declares that when she was “young and thoughtless,” she thought “it was 

a fine thing to go so far from home” (31).  This reflection upon her younger days signals 

feelings of regret that still linger about her abandonment of “home” and family.  The 

concentration upon her mother also brings up interesting questions about how and where 

Alice locates “home.”  Referring to Hofer’s dissertation, Starobinski comments that 

“nostalgia” often afflicts those leaving home for the first time, as it “is hard for them to 

forget the loving care with which their mothers surrounded them” (87).  In The Themes of 

Elizabeth Gaskell, Enid Duthie observes that Gaskell’s conception of “home” is defined 

by “family” which in turn signifies “stability and peace.”  Duthie goes on to suggest that 

“more than the physical or social environments, it is the home in which [the characters] 

live, or perhaps which they only remember, which helps to make them what they are.”  

Alice’s discussion of “home” combines both the physical elements of the land itself and 

her memory of the nurturing care of her mother.  The focus on Alice’s relationship with 

her mother suggests that perhaps Gaskell is leaning toward an idea of “home” that is 

familial and communal rather than spatial.  Alice’s failed attempts to return home to visit 

her mother enforce this connection between family and “home” and also attest to the fact 

that Alice’s memory of “home” has remained prevalent throughout her adult life. 

 Despite Alice’s longing to return home, she never physically gets there.  As 

readers we are left to wonder why Alice, the most virtuous character of the novel, is 
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denied the physical homecoming that the other characters experience.  After her stroke, 

however, Alice does return home mentally.  At this point in the novel, her existence as an 

active character in the present time is replaced by an intense mental experience of the 

past.  Alice’s “homecoming” is arguably a “homecoming” of a more fulfilling kind than 

that of the other characters.  In denying her physical journey home, Gaskell saves Alice’s 

memories from the inevitable contamination of change.  Starobinski notes that when the 

nostalgic person is back in his native land, “he is still unhappy, for he finds the people 

and things no longer conform to his idea of what they used to be.  His childhood is not 

given back to him” (95).  Perhaps as a reward for her patience and humility, Alice’s 

childhood is given back to her through the workings of her memory.  The narrator 

comments that Alice “saw [the scenes of her childhood] without a change to dim the old 

radiant hues” (339).  In not confronting either her own present situation or the present 

condition of her “home,” Alice is able to enact the kind of willed remembrance that 

brings her peace and comfort.  Gaskell complicates this notion of peaceful remembrance, 

however, as it comes at the time of death.  Like many characters in the novel, Alice 

returns home—albeit mentally—to die rather than to be rejuvenated.  Through this trope, 

Gaskell suggests that in many cases, the only way to find peace is to immerse oneself in 

pleasurable memories of the past; the memory of “home” stands in when the conditions of 

the present are unfulfilling. 

 Through the character of Alice, Gaskell defines “nostalgia” as an intense longing 

for home that incorporates a desire for family unity, consumes the mind, and provides a 

peaceful resolution to an individual’s suffering.  Alice’s reference to her “home” as “the 

golden hills of heaven” recalls Hofer’s initial diagnosis of the Swiss soldiers who longed 
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for a return to their native soil of the Alps.  Gaskell’s examination of Alice’s mental and 

emotional connection to her family adds to this diagnosis, however, suggesting along 

with later theorists that “nostalgia” is linked to a desire to return to one’s youth and one’s 

nurturing community.  Though Gaskell’s portrayal is in line with Dames argument that 

Victorian narrative “remembers only what is pleasant,” Mary Barton challenges his belief 

that the memory of specific events or objects is eradicated.  Gaskell’s most important 

comment upon this discussion of memory and “nostalgia” is perhaps the transformation 

of memory from a traumatic fixation which leads to chaos, to a willed submission which 

leads to tranquility and a peaceful death. 
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 Contemporary discussions in philosophy of religion have been dominated by the 

logical problem of evil.  Mackie’s succinct statement of the problem charges that 

classical theism is irrational because it is committed to a contradiction.1  (1990.)  To 

generate this contradiction, he starts with the traditional theistic view: God exists and is 

omnipotent, omniscient, and wholly good.2  But, he continues, a good being eliminates 

all of the evil it can.  Now since God is omnipotent and omniscient, He could eliminate 

all of the evil in the world.  Since God is wholly good, He would eliminate all of the evil

that He could.  Thus, God eliminates evil completely.  Since evil plainly exists, classi

theism, according to Mackie, is committed to the contradiction that evil both exists and 

does not exist.  Mackie therefore takes it that the initial theistic premise in the problem 

must be rejected in order to reject the contradiction. 

 

cal 

                                                

 Theists have offered a variety of solutions to this problem to refute the charge of 

irrationality.  However, there has been comparatively little study done to determine 

whether classical pantheism can offer an adequate solution.  On the one hand, this would 

not be surprising, given that there would appear to be far fewer classical pantheists than 

classical theists.3  On the other hand, it may seem a bit odd; in the history of western 

 
1 This is the logical problem of evil because a logical contradiction is implied by its three premises.  There 
are other problems of evil, such as whether the existence of God is consistent with the amount of evil in the 
world or whether the existence of evil constitutes evidence against the existence of God. 
2 In the exposition here I have added the predicate omniscience to Mackie’s list. 
3 By ‘classical pantheist’ I mean one who accepts that God is the greatest possible being, and that God is 
identical to the world.  By ‘classical theist’ I mean one who accepts that God is the greatest possible being, 
and that the world depends on and is distinct from God.  For a good discussion of the many versions of 
pantheism see Sprigge 1997.  The Stoics are certainly pantheists in Baltzly’s 2003 sense (4), but are 
specifically classical pantheists. 
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philosophy the logical problem of evil was first raised as an objection to Stoicism, and it 

is fair to say that the ones raising it as an objection viewed it as a problem more or less 

specific to Stoic theology.  The Stoic Chrysippus at once maintained two solutions to the 

problem.4  Since both of his solutions are rooted in Stoic pantheism, an evaluation of 

them can be profitable for two reasons.  First, it can help us to see how a classical 

pantheist’s approach to the logical problem of evil will differ from a classical theist’s.  

Second, it can help us to determine whether classical pantheism can adequately solve the 

problem of evil.  I will argue that despite the merits a classical pantheist’s approach may 

possess, the logical problem of evil cannot be solved without rejecting certain central 

elements of classical pantheism.  Furthermore, I will argue that a contemporary version 

of pantheism, which avoids some of the pitfalls of classical pantheism, is likewise 

inadequate.  But to begin we will need to see why the problem arose for Chrysippus in 

the first place. 

 Diogenes Laertius reports, “The world is directed by intelligence and providence, 

as Chrysippus says in his On providence book 5 and Posidonius in his On gods book 3, 

since intelligence pervades every part of it, just like the soul in us.”  (VII.138, trans. Long 

and Sedley.)  The content of this thesis can be made clearer by examining how it is rooted 

in the Stoic account of the active and passive principles.  The Stoics posited two 

fundamental principles of physical explanations: the active principle [tÕ poioàn], reason, 

and the passive principle [tÕ p£scon], matter.  (See D.L. VII.134.)  Both matter and 

reason are bodies that are blended with one another, and whose interaction produces 

qualified objects.  Matter is intrinsically inert and unqualified; it is incapable of acting 

                                                 
4 I will deal specifically with Chrysippus; the solutions I review are not necessarily maintained by other 
Stoics (Cleanthes and Seneca, e.g., offer different solutions to the problem). 
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upon anything, though it is capable of being acted upon.5  Reason acts upon matter so as 

to shape, structure, and qualify it.  (See Alex. Mixt. 224.32-225.3, and 225.18-26.)  

Reason and matter are thus the fundamental constituents of all things, and the basic 

principles that explain the unity and qualities of objects.  Furthermore, reason is a divine 

principle–everlasting, animate, rational, blessed, and benevolent–and so god, or Zeus, as 

the active principle, is an all-determining providential entity.  (See the whole of chapter 

34 in Plut. Stoic. rep.) 

Now the active principle is conceived of as a sustaining cause, and is 

distinguished from preliminary causes.  Clement explains the distinction: 

When ‘preliminary’ causes are removed the effect remains, whereas a 
‘sustaining’ cause is one during whose presence the effect remains and on 
whose removal the effect is removed.  The sustaining cause is called 
synonymously the ‘complete’ cause, since it is self-sufficiently productive 
of the effect.  (SVF II.351, trans. Long and Sedley.) 
 

The active principle is the sustaining cause of every object in the world–it forms and 

qualifies each object, accounts for its unity and nature, and so altogether is the cause of 

its existence.  For any effect that happens to an object, or for any activity that it engages 

in, the active principle is the sustaining cause of it.  But this does not mean that the active 

principle directly brings about every change or state in an object.  Preliminary causes are 

needed as well.  (See S.E. M. IX.211.)  Chrysippus used the analogy of a cylinder to 

explain this point.  If a cylinder is pushed, it will roll.  A cylinder rolls when it is pushed 

because that is its nature.  But it will not roll unless it is pushed in some way.  The push, 

the preliminary cause, is necessary for the rolling to occur.  The shape of the cylinder is 

the sustaining cause of the event.  (See Cic. Fat. 42-43.)  Now the Stoics famously 

                                                 
5 The Stoics were likely influenced by Plato’s Timaeus on this point.  The intrinsically unqualified 
receptacle of becoming was posited in the Timaeus as what underlies elemental change, the account of 
which the Stoics accept.  See Pl. Tim. 49b-c and 50d-51a, as well as D.L. VII.142. 
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maintained that every effect is brought about by preliminary causes, and identified the 

whole nexus of preliminary causes in the world as fate; thus, all things are brought about 

by fate.6  Fate–the web of preliminary causes–acts upon objects, initiating changes that 

are sustained by the active principle, manifested as the nature of the object.  Since the 

preliminary causes acting on an object are themselves qualified objects, the changes 

initiated by fate are ultimately caused by the active principle, and fate is likewise 

conceived of as a divine principle.  Thus, although it is the operation of preliminary and 

sustaining causes which together determine an effect, the ultimate causal explanation is in 

terms of the active principle.  Since the active principle is a divine principle that pervades 

the whole world, Chrysippus combines determinism with pantheism: the world is a god, 

with every part of itself under its uninhibited control.  (See D.L. VII.147.) 

 Now Chrysippus maintains that this deity, Zeus, benevolently designs the world 

in all of its details.  We have a natural conception of god as benevolent, according to 

Chrysippus; this is to say that a god is essentially, or necessarily, benevolent.  (See, e.g., 

Plut. Stoic. rep. chap. 38; also see Goggins 2007.)  As a sign of Zeus’s benevolence, 

Chrysippus points to the fact that the needs of all plant and animal species are provided 

for within those species’ natural environments, and that humans, in particular, have been 

given the gift of reason.  (See Cic. Nat. deor. II.120-121, 147.)  Further, the benevolence 

Zeus exercises in designing the world extends not only to species at a general level, but to 

every individual human being.  (See Cic. Nat. deor. II.164ff.) 

                                                 
6 See Plut. Stoic. rep. 1056B, but cf. Bobzien 1998, 324-329.  Also see Long 1970 and Frede 1980, and cf. 
Bobzien 1998, 301-310.  Although I do accept what Bobzien has labeled the “Identity View” (301), the 
differences between this view and her “Non-identity View” are unimportant to the discussion here–there is 
theological determinism either way.  The differences are also unimportant for my discussion of Chrysippus’ 
second solution to the problem of evil, since there the issue is simply whether Zeus, in any causal role, is 
morally blameworthy for moral evil in the world. 
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 The final point that generated the logical problem of evil for Chrysippus was the 

acknowledgement of evil in the world, although there are important distinctions to take 

account of here.  The scope of what Chrysippus considered truly evil is narrower than 

what is typically appealed to in contemporary discussions.  Marilyn McCord Adams and 

Robert Merrihew Adams explain the scope of evil in contemporary discussions in their 

introduction to The Problem of Evil: 

Ordinary English reserves the term ‘evil’ for what is morally sinister, but 
philosophers and theologians have for centuries lumped all of life’s 
‘minuses’ together under that rubric, giving ‘evil’ a very wide 
signification.  They have distinguished ‘moral evils’, such as wars and 
crimes and self-destructive vices and the damage they cause in human life, 
from ‘natural evils’, such as diseases and the destructive effects of 
earthquakes and tornadoes.  (1) 
 

But what is of central concern for Chrysippus is moral evil.  Chrysippus classified all of 

the many things that can happen to a person as indifferent, i.e., as neither good nor bad.  

(See D.L. VII.101-107 for this and the following.)  The acquisition of things like wealth 

and good reputation, or things like poverty and disgrace, are indifferent because they are 

all compatible with a person fulfilling her end, and with a person failing to fulfill her end.  

The only thing that is truly good is virtue, and the only thing that is truly bad is vice, 

because these are the only things by which we fulfill or fail to fulfill our end.  Of course, 

this does not mean that all indifferents are equally of no regard; some indifferents, such 

as health and wealth, are preferred, while others, such as disease and poverty, are 

dispreferred.  So Chrysippus places all of the things that human beings suffer into the 

category of dispreferred indifferent, and all of the immorality that human beings engage 
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in into the category of bad.7  This does not imply that Chrysippus denied the reality of 

human suffering, but rather that human suffering did not pose a logical problem for his 

theology; the problem for Chrysippus centered on the reality of moral evil. 

 The logical problem of evil was generated for Chrysippus in much the same way 

it is today.  Zeus is a benevolent divine principle that controls every part of the world 

such that nothing occurs that is not willed to occur by Zeus, and everything Zeus wills to 

occur does so.  But a benevolent being, Chrysippus’ opponents argued, would not be a 

cause of moral evil–this would rather seem to be characteristic of a malevolent being.  

Chrysippus was therefore challenged to explain how the existence of moral evil is 

compatible with the existence of Zeus.  He maintained two solutions to this problem.  On 

the one hand, he denies that Zeus is a cause of moral evil in a way that would be morally 

blameworthy.  On the other hand, he maintains an explanation of why moral evil (and 

everything else) occurs, and so he offers a theodicy as part of his broader physical theory.  

For our purposes, it will be more profitable to begin with the theodicy. 

 On the surface, Chrysippus’ theodicy looks very much like certain solutions that 

are offered to the logical problem of evil today: 

Now the government of the world contains nothing that could possibly be 
censured; given the existing elements, the best that could be produced 
from them has been produced.  Let someone then prove that it could have 
been better.  But no one will ever prove this, and anyone who essays to 
improve some detail will either make it worse or will be demanding an 
improvement impossible in the nature of things.  (See Cic. Nat. deor. 
II.86-87, trans. Walsh.) 
 

Chrysippus draws an unsurprising analogy for this idea: 

                                                 
7 Note that if Jones murders Smith, it is bad for Jones and dispreffered for Smith; it is a moral evil, not a 
natural evil in the Adams’ sense, that the one perpetrates and the other suffers, though it only poses a 
problem on the side of being perpetrated. 
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“For just as comedies,” he says, “contain funny lines which, while vulgar 
in themselves, add a certain charm to the piece as a whole, so vice all by 
itself you could censure, but for the universe as a whole it is not useless.”  
(Plut. Comm. not. 1065D, trans. Cherniss.) 
 

Chrysippus maintains that this world–the actual world–is the best possible world.  Moral 

evil is therefore constitutive of the best world possible; Zeus’s absolute elimination of 

moral evil would result in a world that is worse than this one, not better.  Just as a vulgar 

line in a comedy contributes to the overall quality of the play, such that the play would 

have been worse off without it, moral evil contributes to the overall value of the world. 

But it is in examining how moral evil contributes to the overall value of the world 

that we see how different this view is from ones with which we are more familiar.  This is 

not the best possible world in any aesthetic or absolute sense, and it is certainly not the 

best possible world for us.  Rather, this is the best possible world for Zeus.  According to 

Chrysippus, Zeus has three objectives in designing the world: 

…its chief provision and preoccupation is to ensure first, that the universe 
is most suitably ordered for survival; secondly, that it is deficient in no 
respect; and above all, that its beauty is outstanding in its universal 
adornment.  (Cic. Nat. deor. II.58.) 
 

Zeus designs the world to be eternal, beautiful, and complete.  Philo reinforces the notion 

that Zeus designs the world for the sake of its eternity: “Nature in each case strives to 

maintain and conserve the thing of which it is the nature and if it were possible to render 

it immortal;” since the world’s nature, the active principle, is all-embracing, “The nature 

of the world then must necessarily desire the conservation of the whole.” (Aet. mundi 35, 

37, trans. Colson.)  Zeus, then, designs the world to secure its continued existence.  

Plutarch also reports Chrysippus’ view that Zeus aims at designing the world to be as 
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beautiful and diverse as possible.  (See Stoic. rep. 1044C.)  Altogether, everything that 

occurs is willed to occur by Zeus ultimately for one or another of Zeus’s three objectives. 

 These three objectives are ones that Zeus must will.  Since Zeus is rational, he 

must aim at being the best possible being.  Since Zeus is the world, whether or not Zeus 

is the best possible being depends on whether or not the world is the best possible being.  

Finally, whether or not the world is the best possible being depends on whether or not it 

is eternal, complete, and as beautiful as possible.  Thus, Zeus must will that these three 

objectives be fulfilled, and they must be fulfilled given Zeus’ uninhibited will. 

 Within this framework, it may seem odd to say that Zeus is benevolent to living 

things and to humans in particular.  After all, what Zeus wills for humans is willed 

ultimately for the sake of Zeus’s immortality or beauty or such.8  But Chrysippus implies 

that Zeus’s benevolence is compatible with his designing the world ultimately for his 

own sake.  Zeus’s central benevolent activity is to provide each species of plant and 

animal with what it needs to fulfill its end.  With few exceptions, the ends of plants and 

non-human animals pertain to humans–most plants and animals exist to provide for some 

human need: 

Chrysippus puts it neatly when he says that just as the cover is made for a 
shield, and the sheath for a sword, so all else with the exception of the 
universe has been created for other things.  So cereals and fruits of the 
earth grow for the benefit of living creatures, and animals exist to meet 
men’s needs–the horse as mount, the ox for ploughing, the dog for hunting 
and guard-duty.  (Cic. Nat. deor. II.37.) 
 

                                                 
8 Stoic teleology is not “breath-takingly anthropocentric”, as Baltzly 2003 (15) interprets it.  Zeller (1870) 
writes, “Hence divine providence does not extend to individuals taken by themselves, but only in as far as 
they form part of the universe.  Since, however, everything in every position is determined by its 
connection with the universe, and is subject to the general order of the world, it follows that we may say 
that God cares not only for the universe, but for each individual thing in it.”  (167, trans. Reichel.)  See 
Dragona-Monachou 1976, 156-159, for some of the difficulties surrounding the objectives Zeus has in 
designing the world.  Also see Frede’s (2002) discussion of the tension between Zeus’ governance of the 
world as a whole and his care for individuals. 
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Humans occupy a place near the top of this teleological hierarchy–many of the parts of 

the world have been designed for humans.9  But similar to plants and other animals, 

humans have also been designed for something else–“for the contemplation and imitation 

of the universe,” or, “to live in agreement with nature.”10  (Cic. Nat. deor. II.37 and D.L. 

II.87.)  Zeus is benevolent to humans in that he provides humans with what they need to 

fulfill their end.  This sense of benevolence is compatible with Zeus designing humans 

and providing for them so that he can secure his three objectives.  Humans, after all, are 

not designed for themselves.11 

 It is to this theodicy’s credit that it is, in essence, an application of Chrysippus’ 

more general physical view.  Everything that occurs contributes to the fulfillment of 

Zeus’s objectives; so, all of the moral evil that occurs contributes to the fulfillment of 

Zeus’s objectives.  Since the fulfillment of these objectives is what makes this the best 

possible world, moral evil is constitutive of the best possible world.  If a particular 

instance of moral evil that had occurred had not occurred, then one of Zeus’s objectives 

would not be fulfilled and this would not be the best world possible–an impossibility 

given Zeus’s identity to the world and his rational and uninhibited will to be the best 

possible being.  No objection could be raised that this is simply an ad hoc solution to the 

problem, since the thesis that this is the best possible world is the teleological basis of 

                                                 
9 Part of what is beautiful about the world, on Arnold’s (1911) interpretation, is its usefulness to 
humankind, though still “only a small part is adapted for him to dwell in.”  (205.)  Thus, according to 
Arnold, although humans are not ‘ends-in-themselves’ in the Stoic teleology, they are still of central 
concern to Zeus since he aims at promoting the world’s beauty. 
10 Zeller comments on the first of these statements: “man has only importance as being a part of a whole; 
the universe itself is alone perfect and an end-in-itself.”  (177.) 
11 Compare this with Pl. Leg. 903b-d, where the Athenian imagines himself speaking to the young atheist: 
“The supervisor of the universe has arranged everything with an eye to its preservation and excellence…  
You forget that creation is not for your benefit: you exist for the sake of the universe.”  (trans. Saunders.) 
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Chrysippus’ broader physical view, and not some notion that is introduced merely to 

solve this problem and never made use of elsewhere. 

 Furthermore, Chrysippus’ solution here is a genuine theodicy–it purports to 

specify the true and justifying reason that a benevolent god has for designing a world that 

includes moral evil.  Chrysippus does not merely assert that it is possible that this is 

Zeus’ good reason for designing a world that includes moral evil, but that this truly is 

Zeus’ good reason.  On the one hand, this means that Chrysippus is maintaining more 

than he needs to solve the logical problem of evil, since all that is required as a solution 

to that problem is a good reason that is possible.12  On the other hand, since his solution 

proceeds from a more general physical view, it is one that he must maintain is true (we 

expect physical views to be true, and not merely possible).  Chrysippus is committed to 

its truth for this reason, but for another as well.  He maintains that Zeus is the best 

possible being and that Zeus is identical to the world.  These two points imply that this 

world is the best possible world.  Any classical pantheist is thus committed to 

maintaining that it is true, and not merely possible, that this is the best possible world. 

This does, of course, present Chrysippus with an additional burden.  Although we 

do not normally think that much in the way of evidence is required to believe that 

something is possible, many do think a bit of evidence is in order to believe that 

something is true.  “Wherefore I should like to inquire,” Plutarch opens chapter 15 of 

Comm. not., “what it is for which vice has proved to be useful to the universe as a 

whole.”  Plutarch continues chapter 15 by raising the obvious objections, such as the lack 

                                                 
12 Plantinga’s strategy in solving the logical problem of evil (outlined, e.g., in 1974, 24-29) is to present 
some proposition, whose conjunction with the proposition that God exists and is omnipotent, omniscient, 
and wholly good is consistent, and whose conjunction with that proposition implies that evil exists.  Thus, 
the proposition used by anyone who adopts this strategy need only be possible, not true. 
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of evidence for believing that if there were no moral evil then “the sun would not be 

following his appointed course,” (1066B) or that anything else of consequence to Zeus’ 

objectives would occur.  The Stoics are optimistic, however, that where the specific way 

in which something contributes to Zeus’ objectives is unknown, it can be discovered 

through inquiry, “just as numerous things unknown in earlier centuries have been 

discovered by necessity and use.”  (Lactantius, SVF 2.1172, trans. Long and Sedley.)  

Chrysippus at least rules out any grounds for pessimism with his second solution to the 

logical problem of evil. 

 Chrysippus’ second reply is recorded by Plutarch: 

And yet Chrysippus himself states in his work On decision and again in 
the second book On the gods that for the divinity to become an accessory 
to shameful things is not reasonable [oÙk eÜlogÒn], for just as law could 
not become accessory to illegality or the gods to ungodliness so it is 
reasonable for them not to be accessories to anything shameful either.  
(Stoic. rep. 1049D-E, trans. Cherniss.) 

 
Chrysippus here asserts that Zeus is not a cause of moral evil in a way that is morally 

blameworthy.13  Now Zeus is a cause of moral evil in two ways.  As fate, Zeus is a 

preliminary cause of moral evil, so Chrysippus must deny that preliminary causes of 

moral evil are necessarily blameworthy for the moral evil they cause.  Chrysippus can 

reasonably deny this.  Preliminary causes do not determine their effects–an effect is 

determined by the conjunction of its preliminary and sustaining causes, and Plutarch later 

in his work records Chrysippus’ view that fate is not a sufficient cause of its effects.  

(Stoic. rep. 1056B.)  This implies that a preliminary cause of moral evil is not necessarily 
                                                 
13 Zeller noticed this point–“They were prevented by their theory of necessity from removing the 
responsibility of moral evil from nature or God, and laying it on man; but, nevertheless, they did not 
altogether neglect this course, inasmuch as they refused to allow to God any participation in evil.”  (179-
180.)  However, his account of why Zeus, although a cause of moral evil, does not ‘participate’ in moral 
evil is very different from the account I present in the following pages.  I do not believe Zeus’ power, on 
Chrysippus’ view, is as limited as Zeller thinks, nor do I see how Zeller’s points about the limitations on 
Zeus’ power entail that Zeus is not a para…tion to moral evil. 
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blameworthy for that moral evil.  Certainly in a great many cases it would be absurd to 

hold a preliminary cause of moral evil blameworthy for it.  A stack of cookies can be a 

preliminary cause of someone’s viciously overeating, but it would be absurd to say that 

the cookies are blameworthy for this.  The person is responsible; the cookies did not 

determine him to overeat. 

Zeus, as a preliminary cause of moral evil, is not morally responsible for moral 

evil.  People are responsible for moral evil.  But Zeus is also a sustaining cause, both of 

vicious people and, by extension, of their vicious actions.  The fact that a preliminary 

cause of moral evil is not necessarily responsible for that evil does not imply that a 

sustaining cause of that evil is not necessarily so responsible.  After all, the vicious 

person is also the sustaining cause of his vicious action, and he is responsible.  But 

Chrysippus must deny that Zeus, as the sustaining cause of the world, is responsible for 

the moral evil that the world contains.  Plutarch offers no guidance on how Chrysippus 

made this denial plausible, and there is no hint of how he did so in other sources either.  

However, I do think that the plausibility of his denial can be shown by turning to a 

contemporary philosopher who has argued for this exact point. 

 James Ross’s approach to the logical problem of evil in his work, Philosophical 

Theology, is to show that the existence of evil is not grounds for denying that God is 

good.  He argues that, because the world is metaphysically dependent on God, there is no 

principle that can be used to infer that God is morally defective from the fact that evil 

exists in the world.14  The notion of metaphysical dependence is central to Ross’ 

                                                 
14 Ross sees his approach as complementing the approach laid out by Plantinga (see n. 12), though he does 
not accept Plantinga’s free will defense because he does not accept libertarianism.  Ross’s approach is a 
necessary complement, however, as there is a basic problem with the Plantinga approach.  Let’s say that 
Billy is an atheist who believes that he knows that the propositions “God exists, and is omnipotent, 
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argument.  He writes, “We should give the name metaphysical dependence to the relation 

a thing of lower level of reality has to the particular thing of higher level which produced 

it, conserved it, and determined its properties,” and he explains his distinction between 

‘different levels of reality’ thus, 

b is of a lower level of reality than a, if and only if b belongs by essence to 
a class of things B such that no member of that class could exist unless: 
(1) some member (or members) a of the class A exists; (2) produces the 
existing members b of class B; (3) maintains a conserving relation to those 
members (b) throughout their existence; and (4) no member of class B has 
any property whatever that is not bestowed upon it by a or by some 
member of A or some member of some class of things to which the 
members of A stand in relations (1), (2), and (3).  (254.) 
 

Ross contends that the relation of metaphysical dependence obtains between dreamers 

and their dreams, and between authors and the fictional characters in their stories.  It is 

also, according to classical theism, the relation that obtains between God and the world.  

Thus, for any effect in the world, there is both a natural and a metaphysical cause of that 

effect.  Take a human action as an example–John’s walking.  According to Ross’ 

construal of classical theism, God is the necessary and sufficient cause of John’s walking.  

This does not preclude, however, that John is also the necessary and sufficient cause of 

his walking.  Rather, there are two chains of causation at work in the event.  (See 253.)  

God is the metaphysical necessary and sufficient cause of John’s walking, while John is 

the natural necessary and sufficient cause of his walking.  Although John is 

metaphysically dependent on God, this does not preclude his being the sufficient cause of 

his actions. 
                                                                                                                                                 
omniscient, and wholly good” (p) and “evil exists” (q) are inconsistent.  Now if we propose some r, whose 
conjunction with p we believe to be consistent, and which, which p, implies q, Billy will be unconvinced 
that p has been proven consistent with q.  He believes that he knows that p and q are inconsistent, so he will 
believe that p and r are inconsistent.  (249.)  It will of course do no good to repeat the same strategy for p 
and r.  Rather, Billy must be shown that he does not know that p and q are inconsistent; he must be shown 
that he has no r available to conjoin with q to conclude not-p.  Ross’s purpose is to show that Billy has no 
such r; his primary target is Mackie’s premise that a good being eliminates all of the evil it can.  (251-252.) 
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 But take a different example of a human action–Jones murders Smith.  Now Jones 

is the sufficient cause of Smith’s murder, and he perpetrates a moral evil in murdering 

Smith–he is blameworthy for it.  According to Ross, both Jones and Smith are 

metaphysically dependent on God, and so God is also the sufficient cause of Smith’s 

murder.  God cannot, however, be morally blameworthy for Smith’s murder.  Why not?  

Although it is a necessary condition on A’s being morally blameworthy for x that A be a 

sufficient cause of x, this is not a sufficient condition.  It is also a necessary condition on 

A’s being morally blameworthy for x that A perform x, so that if A does not perform x, A 

is not morally blameworthy for x.  Now while it is true that God is a sufficient cause of 

Smith’s murder, it is false that God performs Smith’s murder, and so God is not morally 

blameworthy for the murder.  In order to assert that God is morally blameworthy for the 

murder, one would need to assert that any sufficient cause of x performs x and is 

blameworthy for it (where x is some condemnable action).  But this assertion is false, and 

its falsity can be seen if we turn to a parallel, though not analogous, case.15 

In Crime and Punishment, Raskolnikov murders the money-lender.  Now 

Raskolnikov and the money-lender are both metaphysically dependent on Dostoevsky, 

and so Dostoevsky is a sufficient cause of the money-lender’s murder.  But if we 

maintained that any sufficient cause of x performs x and is blameworthy for it (where x is 

some condemnable action), we would be committed to the obviously false view that 

Dostoevsky performed the murder of the money-lender and is blameworthy for it.  

Dostoevsky is the metaphysical sufficient cause of Raskolnikov’s moral evil, and it is 

                                                 
15 Fulmer (1977) objects to Ross’s argument on the grounds that the cases he considers are not analogous, 
but they do not need to be analogous in order for Ross’s argument to work. 
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because of this that there is no adequate description of ‘performs a murder’ to which 

Dostoevsky could conform in causing Raskolnikov to murder the money-lender. 

Of course the case of Dostoevsky and Raskolnikov is not analogous to the case of 

God and Jones; but the cases are parallel in the following way: any general principle that 

one might try to use to show that God is morally blameworthy for Jones’s moral evil will 

at the same time show that Dostoevsky is morally blameworthy for Raskolnikov’s moral 

evil.  This implication in the parallel case is false, and it is the relation of metaphysical 

dependence that makes it false.  Likewise we can say that it is because the world is 

metaphysically dependent on God that God cannot be held morally blameworthy for the 

moral evils in the world.  Any restriction of a principle intended to show God’s moral 

defectiveness to real beings, and so to the exclusion of fictional characters, is likewise 

unsuccessful.  (See 269-272.)  If we revise the principle at work in the above cases to 

‘any metaphysical sufficient cause of the moral evil of a real being is morally 

blameworthy for it,’ we simply beg the question–there is exactly one case of a 

metaphysical sufficient cause of the moral evil of real beings, viz. God, and that is the 

exact case in question in the logical problem of evil. 

 An important objection to Ross’s solution, from Oakes (1974) and Griffith 

(1973), is that if God is the metaphysical sufficient cause of an event, then nothing else 

could be the sufficient cause of the event.  This objection is raised in two forms.  First, if 

the world is metaphysically dependent on God, then no being other than God could have 

any power at all.  Returning to our example, if God’s power is such that He can will that 

Jones murder Smith and it will be so, or will that Jones refrain from murdering Smith and 

it will be so, then there is no sense in which Jones has the capacity to murder or refrain 
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from murdering Smith.  If a being is metaphysically dependent on God, then that being 

does not have the capacity to do anything; it is only God who has the power to cause 

things to be done.  Second, if a being is metaphysically dependent on God, then that 

being could not be free in any sense crucial for moral responsibility.  If God wills that 

Jones murder Smith, then Jones could not do other than murder Smith–it is a logical 

impossibility.  In either form, whether Jones does not have the capacity to murder or 

refrain from murdering Smith, or whether Jones could not have done other than murder 

Smith, the objection asserts that Jones’s natural sufficiency is precluded by God’s 

metaphysical sufficiency.  Since Ross’s solution relies on both God and Jones being, in 

different ways, the sufficient cause of Smith’s murder, Ross’s solution is committed to an 

inconsistency. 

 But the first form of the objection could not be raised against Chrysippus.  The 

objection assumes–rightly, as it is raised against a classical theist–that there is a 

distinction between God’s power to will that Jones murder Smith and Jones’s capacity to 

murder Smith.  This assumption is made because in classical theism God is thought to be 

distinct from the world.  But Chrysippus maintains that Zeus is the world; each part of the 

world is a part of Zeus.  Zeus’s power to cause Jones to murder Smith just is Jones’s 

capacity to murder Smith; for a classical pantheist, there is no distinction between the 

two.  Thus, the objection does not present any grounds for thinking that if Zeus is the 

sustaining cause of Jones and his act of murder, Jones could not also be the sustaining 

cause of his act of murder, so long as a classical pantheist view is maintained. 

 The problem presented by the second form of the objection is more complex.  

Griffith raises the objection because he maintains a libertarian view: “If a real being acts 
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freely, then its action is not totally determined by something else.”  (177.)  Ross certainly 

disagrees, but he also denies that if God wills that Jones murder Smith, then Jones must 

murder Smith.  Even though it is logically impossible both for God to will that Jones 

murder Smith and for Jones to refrain from murdering Smith, it is logically possible for 

Jones to refrain from murdering Smith.  Ross maintains that if Jones is responsible for 

Smith’s murder, it must have been logically possible for Jones to refrain from murdering 

Smith.  (1980, 615-619.)  Chrysippus also accepts this notion, that in order for a person to 

be morally responsible for some action he or she performed, it must have been logically 

possible for the person to have done otherwise.  (Cic. Fat. 12-14; also see Bobzein, 1998, 

97-119.)  Thus, if Jones is morally responsible for murdering Smith, it must have been 

logically possible for him not to have done so.16 

 Zeus is a cause of moral evil, but is not, on Chrysippus’ view, blameworthy for 

causing it.  A preliminary cause of moral evil is not blameworthy just for being a 

preliminary cause.  Furthermore, although Zeus is a sustaining cause of moral evil, he 

does not perform any moral evil.  Thus, neither as fate nor as a sustaining cause is Zeus 

blameworthy for the moral evil that exists in the world.  It cannot be objected that Zeus’ 

power, in his role as a sustaining cause, would preclude any other being’s possessing 

some capacity, since, on Chrysippus’ pantheistic view, Zeus’ power is identical to the 

capacities that beings in the world possess.  Nor could it be objected that the sufficiency 

of Zeus’ will, in his role as a sustaining cause, precludes the moral responsibility of any 

beings in the world.  Although it is impossible for Zeus to will that, e.g., Jones murder 

                                                 
16 In Bobzein’s terminology, an event that is possible but that does not occur is a ‘counterfactual 
possibility.’  (106.)  Thus, if Jones murders Smith, and his refraining from doing so is not a counterfactual 
possibility, then he is not responsible for doing so.  In what follows, I argue that Chrysippus’ theodicy 
implies that it is not a counterfactual possibility for Jones to refrain from murdering Smith. 
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Smith and for Jones to refrain from murdering Smith, this alone does not imply that it is 

logically impossible for Jones to refrain from murdering Smith. 

 But here we encounter a problem.  Since Zeus is essentially rational and must aim 

at being the best possible being, whatever it is that he wills, he must will.  Further, it is 

impossible, for any state of affairs X, that Zeus wills that X is so and X is not so, or that x 

is so without Zeus willing it so.  This entails that for any actual state of affairs, that state 

of affairs must have been so.  Applying this to the example of Jones and Smith, we have 

two statements that are necessary: 

1. Zeus wills that Jones murder Smith (in order for this to be the best possible 
world). 

2. If Zeus wills that X is so, X is so. 
 

But these imply that it is logically impossible for Jones to refrain from murdering Smith.  

Hence, Jones could not be morally responsible for murdering Smith.  Now all on its own 

this is an unfortunate enough consequence, but it is also inconsistent with the defense of 

Chrysippus’ second solution to the logical problem of evil.  Although the assertion that it 

is impossible for Zeus to will that Jones murder Smith and for Jones to refrain from 

murdering Smith does not, on its own, imply that Jones must murder Smith, its 

conjunction with the assertion that Zeus must will that Jones murder Smith does imply 

that Jones must murder Smith.  This means that Chrysippus’ first solution to the logical 

problem of evil and his second solution to that problem together imply necessitarianism, 

an implication that is in itself unacceptable, but also one which, in Chrysippus’ own 

view, is incompatible with our being morally responsible for what we do.17 

 This problem is one that is inherent to classical pantheism.  A classical pantheist 

agrees with a classical theist that God is the greatest possible being.  But if we add to this 
                                                 
17 I take necessitarianism to be the view that the actual world is the only logically possible world. 
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that God is the world, the necessitarian implications are unavoidable.  This is not just a 

problem for moral responsibility; we set out to determine a classical pantheist’s prospects 

for solving the logical problem of evil.  As it was raised against Chrysippus, this was the 

problem of reconciling the existence of Zeus with the existence of moral evil.  But if we 

take necessitarianism to be incompatible with moral responsibility, and hence to preclude 

the existence of moral evil, then a classical pantheist can solve the logical problem of evil 

only by implying that there is no moral evil. 

 Some central element of classical pantheism must be rejected in order to solve the 

logical problem of evil without implying that there is no such thing as moral evil.  On the 

one hand, the conception of God as the greatest possible being combined with the 

identification of God with the world may be seen as the source of necessitarianism, which 

is itself counter-intuitive independently of any other considerations.  A classical pantheist 

could here reject this conception of God, and with it would also likely go the first premise 

Mackie uses to generate the logical problem of evil: God exists and is omnipotent, 

omniscient, and wholly good.  This resolves the logical problem of evil and avoids 

necessitarianism (and with it the implication that there is no moral evil), but at some cost.  

It is not clear what a pantheist could replace this conception of God with, but, in addition, 

one of the facts that has made classical pantheism interesting is that both classical theists 

and classical pantheists agree on this starting-point: God is the greatest possible being.18  

                                                 
18 Levine (1994), for example, defends a type of pantheism that is not a version of theism.  He maintains 
that there is a divine being, but rejects the conception of God as the best possible being.  His view is that 
there is an all-inclusive divine unity, but that this unity is neither omnipotent, nor omniscient, nor wholly 
good.  Since he does not maintain that this unity is the best possible being, he is not committed to 
necessitarianism in any way.  In addition, since his view does not have any necessitarian implications, it 
does not imply that there is no such thing as moral evil.  Moral evil exists, and its existence would be 
consistent with the existence of the all-inclusive unity. 
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Although giving this conception up is an option for a pantheist, it is perhaps not a very 

useful one within a larger context. 

 On the other hand, the conception of God as the greatest possible being and the 

identification of God with the world could perhaps be maintained if it were also 

maintained that there are other logically possible worlds that are of equal value to this 

one.  Chrysippus would not have taken this route.  Everything that occurs in the world 

contributes to at least one of Zeus’s three objectives, which must be accomplished for this 

to be the best possible world.  But if a classical pantheist rejects the view that God needs 

to accomplish such objectives, then there is room to argue that the world could have been 

otherwise and yet also have been equally as good.  But here again there is a difficulty.  

We typically think that if a state of affairs can be consistently described, then it is 

logically possible.  But if there are as many logically possible worlds as there must be to 

satisfy our intuitions, i.e., if we are to count as logically possible all of those states of 

affairs that can be consistently described, and they are all of equal value, what could it 

mean for God to be the greatest possible being?  God would here be identical to the 

world, and the greatest possible being, but the world would not be the greatest possible 

world.  This is not a contradiction, but it is a difficulty.19 

 Thus, a classical pantheist must either reject the conception of God as the greatest 

possible being, or provide some account of what this means that does not imply that the 

                                                 
19 In addition, we typically think that there are logically possible worlds in which evil does not exist.  If 
these worlds are of equal value to the ones in which evil does exist, then it seems that necessitarianism has 
here been avoided only by rejecting the traditional pantheist theodicy. 
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actual world is the greatest possible world.  It may very well be preferable to simply 

reject the identification of God with the world.20 
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Introduction  
 
The purpose of our study was two-fold.  On the one hand, we aimed to assess the effectiveness of 
a new technology in Japanese language learning and teaching, and to examine how the system 
can best be incorporated in the language program at a postsecondary institution.  On the other 
hand, we were interested in the role of any novelty effect in the assessment of technology (Clark, 
1983).  By comparing survey data collected over the course of two semesters, we examined how 
the initial perception of a novel technology might change over time and whether teachers and 
students would react to the effectiveness of the system differently between the first, second or 
third time of its use and between semesters.  If so, how would their perception change?  A 
number of studies dealing with the evaluation of TEL (technology enhanced learning) and CALL 
(Computer Assisted Language Learning) materials are concerned only with the teachers’ and/or 
students’ perception at one point of time, and usually during the early part of their use, and fail to 
see whether similar results could be obtained if evaluated at a later time (Ayres, 2002).  By 
determining the role of a ‘novelty effect’, this study helps us further re-direct the way technology 
may be incorporated in classroom teaching most effectively.   

This study has evolved out of several studies we have conducted in the last few years. The 
increased use of technology in language teaching and learning, both in the classroom and as self-
study materials, seems to have resulted in preconceived notions about the reasons for the use of 
instructional technology on the part of instructors and students alike (c.f., Felix 2005; Allum 
2002).  And yet, we have observed that their attitudes are not always in alignment and therefore 
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there are gaps in understanding on both sides as to what the instructors’ goals are for using 
certain technologies and how students value the use of technologies in language learning.  Since 
2002, we have conducted a series of studies of 600 students and 24 instructors in 12 different 
language programs using surveys, focus groups, interviews, usage pattern tracking and instructor 
logs to examine students’ and instructors’ attitudes towards TEL use (Kabata, Wiebe, & Chao, 
2005; Wiebe & Law, 2005; Wiebe, Kabata, & Kim, 2006, 2007).  The results of these studies 
indicated discrepancies between a) instructors’ goals for technology use and students’ perception 
of instructors’ goals for technology use; b) students’ TEL usage patterns and instructors’ 
perception of students’ TEL use; and c) the type of technologies students and instructors thought 
were useful for student success.   

It was also observed that the perceived effectiveness of some TEL programs, like Wimba, a 
voice discussion board, somewhat decreased from the time of its initial implementation in 2002 
to the most recent survey in 2006.  In the survey we conducted in 2002, 78% of the students 
found Wimba useful, and reported that Wimba “not only helps improve their pronunciation, but 
also enhances the use of class time by allowing them to work on the oral-reading assignments 
online” (Kabata, Wiebe, and Chao 2005: 242).  However, in the survey conducted in 2006, only 
67% of the students found it important to practice Japanese on Wimba.  We speculate this is 
related to what Clark (1983) called a novelty effect, whereby students pay increased attention to a 
novel media leading to increased effort and persistence, which, in turn, yields achievement goals. 
In other words, gains deriving from a novelty effect “tend to diminish as students become more 
familiar with the new medium” (Clark 1983: 450).  This is corroborated in one student’s 
comment that Wimba was somewhat dated. In a longitudinal study conducted by Krendl and 
Broihier (1992), students’ assessments of computer preference were found to decline over time, 
and so did their ratings of learning with the computer.    

As an extension of these studies, the present paper examines data from a series of survey 
studies which investigated how instructors and students perceive a new TEL system, namely the 
Sanako system. This paper will outline the results of this ongoing line of research and describe 
the outcome of student and instructor surveys.  Our discussion of the results will focus on 
whether there is a change in attitudes towards the new technology once the initial novelty effect 
wears off and whether instructors’ and students’ perceptions of the use of technology in language 
teaching and learning are in alignment. This research will also help us understand whether 
student knowledge of instructor reasons for using technology changes student behavior and 
attitudes.   
 
Present Study  
 
A series of surveys was conducted in order to investigate how instructors and students of a 
university Japanese language class perceive the Sanako system, a multimedia technology 
developed for on-line language learning in a classroom setting.  Sanako has been developed to 
serve as a typical language lab system that allows for an array of on-line activities for pairs and 
groups of various sizes.  As this system was new to the instructors and to the University of 
Alberta at the time of the study, the instructors involved in this study selected to introduce only a 
few of the many possibilities for classroom instruction available.  Since the courses were run 
during the Spring and Summer sessions, there was less time for out-of-class activities again 
making such a system as Sanako suitable for these courses.  This was compatible with our study 
as we were then able to compare one of the activities, simulated telephone conversations, over 
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the course of two semesters.  During the simulated telephone conversations, the instructors were 
able to listen in to the paired conversations, make comments, and review the captured recordings 
after class. For the other activities we studied, students were asked to create subtitles for videos 
and to provide translations and subtitles for songs during class time.   
 
Methodology 
  
During the Spring and Summer session of 2007, five surveys were given to students and 
instructors after the classroom activities using the Sanako system were conducted.  There were 
14 students in the Spring Session and 10 in the Summer Session who took part in the survey.  
There were also two instructors involved, one for each semester.  The students were all under 25, 
most were female (70%), almost all were full-time students (90%), 60% were 2nd year students, 
and most used technology for language courses, linguistics and cultural studies courses.  Since 
only eight students were involved in both semesters, all the data were pooled and subject to 
further analysis because of the small sample size.  

One of the two activities chosen for the survey was a simulated telephone conversation, 
where students were paired and instructed to have a conversation in the target language, 
Japanese, on a given topic using the Sanako system.  After each selected telephone conversation 
activity a survey was given, once in the Spring session and twice during the Summer session.  
The other activities that were surveyed involved subtitling using the synchronization function of 
Sanako. In the first one, Spring session students watched a Japanese video clip, translated the 
words into English and provided English subtitles.   In the second one, Summer students listened 
to a Japanese music clip, dictated its lyrics, translated it into English and provided English 
subtitles.  Although the classes engaged in activities using the Sanako system during several 
classroom sessions, students were only surveyed after a select number of the sessions.  For 
example, in the Summer Session, the class used the song translating and subtitling activity, two 
times. However, we only surveyed them after the second time. Similarly, they had two phone 
conversations and two movie-clip subtitling activities, but were only surveyed after the second 
one, to avoid survey fatigue.  The instructors were also given instructor surveys each time. 

In the surveys, four general questions were asked: two about the overall usefulness of the 
Sanako system and the specific function they used, and the other two about the usefulness of the 
system and function for each of the specific language skills (reading, listening, speaking and 
writing).  Students were asked to rate the questions on a 5-point scale, with 5 being “very useful” 
and 1 meaning “not useful at all”. They were also asked to comment on how the use of the 
Sanako system might be improved. The fifth and final survey included an additional two 
questions on the reasons for using the system and whether the instructor explained her reasons 
for using it.  These will be discussed in detail in the results section below.    
 
Results  
 
The overall potential effectiveness of the Sanako system was rated high, at an average of 4.1 on a 
5-point scale, although the scores went down slightly from the initial survey at 4.8 to the final 
survey at 4.0.  Among the four language skills, the Sanako system was perceived as being most 
effective for listening, and speaking (both scored at 4.4 and 4.5 at the final survey), but not very 
effective for reading or writing, with the average score at 2.9 and 3.3.  The scores for the 
effectiveness for listening and speaking did not change from the initial survey (4.6 for both) to 
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the final survey (4.4 and 4.5), whereas the scores for the effectiveness for reading and writing 
went up from 2.0 to 2.9 and 3.3 respectively.  This was rather interesting since the system was 
not compatible with the Japanese fonts at the time of the study yet students seem to find it 
potentially useful for reading and writing.   

In assessing the change in the perceived effectiveness of each function of the Sanako 
system, we focused on its telephone simulation function, which was used for three sessions 
during the course of the study.  The students’ overall rating of the function’s usefulness went 
down from an initial score of 4.5 to a final score of 3.6.  Similarly, the rating of its effectiveness  
for listening went down from the initial 4.4 to the final 3.4, although its effectiveness for 
speaking stayed high at 4.3, up from the initial 4.2.  A closer examination of the data revealed 
that only two students gave the same score or higher in the final survey than in the initial survey 
for the function’s listening effectiveness, while the rest of the class found the function less 
effective for listening compared to their initial impression.  On the other hand, the function was 
found equally or more effective for speaking by six students.  Thus, the ratings by students 
indicate the same degree of a novelty effect as one might expect from the previous literature.   

 Written comments provided by the students indicated that they are aware of the importance 
of the fit between the program and the goal of the activity.  One student commented in the initial 
survey that “I think the Sanako system might improve listening and speaking skills very well, but 
I am not sure if it can improve reading and writing skills of language learning.” Another student 
wrote in the final survey that “conversation simulation is useful.  Other exercises (video dub, 
music video translation) are not so useful, but very fun….”  Interestingly, students seemed rather 
dismissive of the technical glitches that they had to deal with.  While many students gave 
stability and enhancement of the interface, such as compatibility of the Japanese fonts, as areas 
where the system can improve, their comments did not seem to affect the overall rating of the 
effectiveness of the system.   

However, they were a few students who exhibited a critical view of the system, stating 
“there is really nothing on Sanako that cannot be reproduced in the classroom or in a regular 
language lab.  Flashy but lucking [sic] in pragmatic value.”  It was reported in the data that the 
instructors explained to the students that they would use the Sanako system to improve their 
listening and speaking skills.  However, the data also indicated that even if students were aware 
of such explanation, it did not affect the students’ perception of its effectiveness.  We speculate 
that students do not appreciate the computer system unless they understand the activities for 
which it is most effective and the reason it is being used for their class.   
 
Conclusion 

 
The data from the present study did not indicate a novelty effect, at least to the same degree as 
might be expected from the previous literature.  Rather, students are critical of the fit between the 
activities they participated in and the goal of the activities.  They highly appreciated the system 
as far as they agree with the purpose of the technology use, and are even dismissive of the 
technical glitches they have to deal with.  Otherwise, they would lose interest and/or become 
negative about the use of the technology in the class. As students are exposed to more and more 
varieties of technology and choices to use or not to use technology, they are perceptive of the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the class activities.  Our findings here underscore the importance 
of instructors’ clear vision and understanding of the pedagogical goals in using technology in a 
successful implementation.  We also found that instructors should make every effort to provide 
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clear explanations as to why they use a particular system and what they aim to achieve by using 
it.  

However, our findings are only preliminary, due to the limitation in the length of the study 
and the class sizes. We are currently collecting data from larger classes that are going to last for 
eight months.  This next data set will help us evaluate the findings we have reported here.  
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Abstract 
 
Many foreign language educators and researchers support the view that a gap between 
teacher and student perceptions regarding the effectiveness of instructional practices can 
contribute to unsatisfactory learning outcomes to learning (e.g., Green & Oxford, 1995; 
Horwitz, 1988; Nunan; 1987; Schulz, 2001). Accordingly, it is useful for teachers to 
understand their students’ preferences in pedagogical practices. The literature on 
students’ perceptions of oral error correction is limited in foreign and second language 
research. In particular, very little research has examined cross-cultural differences and 
similarities in the perceptions. The data used for comparison in this paper came from the 
author’s previous questionnaire studies: a study (Katayama, in press) of 558 students 
studying English as a foreign language at six private and public universities in Japan; and 
another (Katayama, 2007) with 249 students of Japanese at a large public university in 
the U.S. The questionnaire, utilizing 5-point Likert-scales, investigated: (1) students’ 
attitudes toward correction of oral errors in the classroom; (2) their preferences for 
correction of different types of oral errors (e.g., pronunciation and grammar); and (3) 
their preferences for particular correction methods. Frequency distributions were used to 
analyze the Likert-scale responses. The results of comparisons of the two groups show 
that both American (93%) and Japanese students (78%) had strongly positive attitudes 
toward teacher correction of errors and American students favored peer correction more 
than Japanese students. More strikingly, the majorities of the both groups favored the 
same four out of ten correction methods. Furthermore, 93% of the American and 89 % of 
the Japanese students disliked the technique in which the teacher ignores students’ errors. 
Other striking findings concerned attitudinal differences between the two groups. For 
example, the majority of the American students wanted to have their grammatical and 
vocabulary errors always corrected, while Japanese wanted their errors in pragmatics 
always corrected.  
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Abstract: 
This paper examines Yeats’ use of Christian rhetoric, Biblical allusion, and Catholic imagery to 
overcome sectarianism in his creation of an “authentic” Irish people.  The central focus of this 
paper is my reading of Cathleen Ni Houlihan, a play in which, I argue, Yeats brings together 
Ireland’s Gaelic past and its Catholic devotional practices only to transform them both into a 
rebellious nationalism that transcends pagan ritual and adherence to Catholicism.  Cathleen Ni 
Houlihan exemplifies Yeats’ struggle to unite an Ireland divided by economic and religious 
concerns.  His desire to overcome these differences and unite an Irish nation that is culturally and 
politically superior to its British invaders betrays, I argue, his need to define an Irish people for 
whom he can speak.  Yeats’ position outside the dominant Catholic Irish middle class creates a 
focus in his early writings on the wandering poet figure who epitomizes Irish spirituality but is 
continually rejected by the community.  This paper discusses Yeats’ negotiation of a divided 
Ireland and reliance upon a cultural nationalism that is, at its core, a defense of Irish spirituality. 
   
 

Cathleen Ni Houlihan: 
Primitive Spirituality and the  
Transformation of Christianity  
 

 
 W.B. Yeats declares that the mission of the Irish Literary Theatre is “to spiritualize the 

patriotism and the drama” of Ireland (qtd. in Foster 211).  “An Irish National Theatre” must “be 

like the spirit and like the wind that blows where it listeth; it must claim the right to pierce 

through every crevice of human nature, and to describe the relation of the soul and the heart to 

the facts of life” (390).  These proclamations reflect Yeats’ desire to create a drama for the Irish 

people that not only shows them to themselves but also discovers their spiritual core which 

persists throughout history and defines them as a nation.  Yeats’ emphasis on spirituality and the 

moral sense of the Irish people develops from his own spiritual quest for a “Unity of Being” 

which transcends what he calls “Historic Christianity” and seeks a moral ecstasy unbound by 

traditional religious doctrine.  In Autobiographies, Yeats speaks of “an infallible Church of 

poetic tradition” created to inspire and sustain his “very religious” nature.  The tradition he 

espouses, one composed of “a fardel of stories, and of personages, and of emotions…passed on 

from generation to generation by poets and painters,” highlights the central role of the artist in 
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Yeats’ spirituality and foregrounds the spiritual transcendence that is divorced from the 

organized religions that thrived in Ireland in the early twentieth century (115).  As a young man, 

Yeats embarks on a personal quest for this spiritual perfection, moving from Christianity through 

Buddhism, the occult, mysticism, magic, and eventually back again.  As he encounters different 

faiths and practices by way of Catholicism, Theosophy, Symbolism, and the Golden Dawn 

society, Yeats experiences a blending of belief systems that inevitably falls back upon the 

Christianity he seemingly rejects. 

 Yeats’ explorations into the occult and Eastern religion reflect not his rejection of 

Christianity but rather his frustration with the dogmas of “Historic Christianity” and organized 

religion in general.  Yeats’ scorn for “councils” and “dogmas” is clearly expressed in his 

discussions of Johnson’s, O’Leary’s, and Beardsley’s struggles through the organization of 

Catholicism.  His belief that “historical Christianity had dwindled to a box of toys” suggests his 

distaste of the perversion of Christian imagery and spirituality (Autobiographies 256).  The 

“tragic generation” of which he is part consists, Yeats believes, of “strange souls…with hearts 

that Christianity, as shaped by history, cannot satisfy” (243).  From this realization comes Yeats’ 

desire to find other forms of spiritual exercise and his ultimate desire to transform Christianity by 

exposing its modern distortions.  His interest in Theosophy begins what Foster calls a “long 

career…of interrogating a widely assorted range of spiritual disciplines” in an attempt, 

essentially, to find his spiritual fit (46).  This wandering seems connected as well to Yeats’ own 

feelings of displacement within an Irish Catholic community.  Foster suggests that the occult 

provides for Yeats a possibility of “psychic control” necessary to the Irish Protestant who, 

toward the end of the nineteenth century, suffered a “loss of social and psychological control” 

(50).  Yeats is also looking for his artistic vision which is bound always to the spirit and its 
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manifestations.  As he moves through many secret societies and spiritual connections, however, 

Yeats confronts everywhere specific understandings of religion that he cannot fully accept.  

Attracted to Madame Blavatsky as “a sort of old Irish peasant woman” who is “communing with 

God only,” Yeats is ultimately confused by her, or her Masters’, insistence upon the doctrine of 

the Society.  He turns away upon realizing that “influx [of doctrine]… there must always be” 

(Autobiographies 159).  Conversely, he abruptly departs his Sunday Morris circle meetings upon 

hearing his fellow socialists “attack religion.”  Though he admits some doubt of his own 

impulses, Yeats tells them that “there must be a change of heart” to create change of life, and 

“only religion could make it” happen (136).  Though he is unsure how this transformation takes 

place, it is clear that Yeats hopes to find it within spirituality and without “an abstract and 

dogmatic religiosity” (Foster 103).  As he develops spiritually and begins crafting the Irish 

nation, Yeats encounters this dogmatic pressure above all in the difficulty of bringing together an 

Irish divided immensely by sectarian conflict.  In combining symbolism, paganism, and 

Christianity, Yeats attempts to bridge this gap by creating his own criteria for spiritual 

perfection.  This, he will call “Irish.”         

 Like his proposed audience, Yeats finds himself mired in the symbols and rituals of 

Christianity which always pervade the experience of being Irish.  Though he seeks transcendence 

through Gaelic legend and a pagan past, Yeats ultimately defines an Irish national spirit which is 

incomplete without a legacy of Christianity.  In his vision, then, Yeats imagines an Irish audience 

and Irish land that is infused with both its Gaelic (pagan) past and its Christian present (divided 

as it is between Protestants and Catholics).  In his early works, Yeats realizes this vision by 

elevating Christianity through its conflation with other forms of spirituality.  In the process, 

Yeats creates an Irish nation that is defined by its moral superiority (to the English and other 
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modern cultures) and a spiritual transcendence which is bound to both Christianity and Gaelic 

imagination.  Yeats’ desire to harness this spiritual energy—in some cases to extricate it from the 

core of the native Irish people and at times, it seems, to diffuse it into that community—is 

burdened by the reality of Christian devotion and sectarian conflict within the very spiritual 

nation he seeks to elevate and redeem.  Though he would, in later years, abandon his quest for 

cultural unity across class and sectarian lines, in his early works Yeats betrays a complicated 

relationship to Christianity, most apparent in his attempt to nationalize a Catholic middle class of 

which he is not part.  Before his art can speak for the nation, Yeats must first create and, in a 

sense, sell to his audience the vision of an Irish nation that is superior in its transcendent 

spirituality, noble in its weathering of English oppression, and possessed of passion and emotion 

which embraces all things natural and spiritual rather than succumbing to the modernization and 

corruption of society.  In his revivalist works, Yeats attempts to build this nation through a 

recovery of a pagan past which exemplifies the kind of ancient connection to nature and 

spirituality that squares with his definition of cultural chosenness and supremacy. 

 The captivation of his audience and their desire to uplift him as their voice is dependent, 

however, upon his ability to combine this poetic and natural “religion” with the devout Catholic 

spirituality that defines for much of Ireland their identity as a community and their position as 

spiritually superior to an English nation that is both oppressive and Protestant.  Yet catering to 

the Catholic base of the Irish people itself produces problematic results for Yeats and for the idea 

of a nation that is distinctively Irish, rather than one which becomes distinctively Catholic.  

Ireland’s very specific cultural make-up and the seeming inability to name an original, native 

Irish—an authentic national community—demands that Yeats negotiate Protestant and Catholic 

beliefs, pagan spirituality, and multiple claims to authenticity that exclude certain communities 
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of Irish people and thus lessen their ability to act as a forceful nation (and his ability to be a 

national poet who can speak for a singular Irish essence).  As Yeats envisions an Irish Ireland, he 

encounters a splintered audience composed of high class Anglo-Irish Protestants, middle class 

Catholics, and rural peasants who each encapsulate potentially useful qualities in creating a 

cohesive nation to oppose English values and political power.  His task, then, is to build a nation 

upon spiritual beliefs that can subsume religious difference in service to a common cultural and 

political end.  In his early work, this desire for inclusion and the creation, or re-creation, of a 

unified national spirit leads to a body of work that often conflates many types of spirituality and 

redirects religious devotion into a passion for cultural superiority and power. 

 The profound spirituality which Yeats professes appears, as the nineteenth century comes 

to a close, through a concentration upon characters who are “authentically” Irish in both their 

connection to Irish soil and their role as repositories of an Irish cultural past rooted in pagan 

beliefs and Gaelic mythic tradition.  These “characters”—obviously pointing to Yeats’ own role 

as poet and visionary—are set against a backdrop of Christian spirituality and modern, material 

concerns.  In the Red Hanrahan stories, Yeats presents a noble, heroic figure who is both 

embraced by the people he encounters and ultimately turned away by them for fear of his intense 

passion and connection to an “other” world of supernatural power.  Through his hero’s struggles, 

then, Yeats portrays both the desire of the Irish people to embrace their pagan origins and the 

fear that accompanies this desire.  The peasants in these stories believe in the power of the 

faeries which shows them, in Yeats’ construction of Irishness, to possess the very imaginative 

power which elevates the Irish people.  Their inability to fully accept Hanrahan betrays, 

however, a lack of understanding in the peasant class that separates them from the poet and 

places them in need of the transformation he can bring.  As Yeats then privileges the spiritual 
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beliefs of the so-called native Irish peasants, he also expresses the need for a poetic tradition that 

can, essentially, translate the imaginative power of the people into a viable representation of 

cultural power.  His use of Biblical allusion and Christian rhetoric in Stories of Red Hanrahan 

and The Crucifixion of the Outcast reminds us that Yeats is creating an Irish nation from and for 

the peasants but for the middle class as well.  His support for a distinctively Irish spirituality 

rooted in pagan culture must be countered by an understanding of its seeming incompatibility 

with Christian devotion.  In a sense, Christianity in these works is elevated though transformed 

in service to an Irishness that is more primitive, more authentic, and thus more pure than an 

Irishness that rests solely on the history of Ireland as an essentially Catholic nation.  Apparent in 

the Hanrahan stories and continuing more blatantly in the Wanderings of Oisin, a battle of two 

civilizations—one pagan and one Christian—is constantly being invoked by Yeats and 

experienced in his own spiritual quest.  His negotiation of this tension results in a call to the Irish 

people to embrace their religious sensibility as a sign of a deeper imaginative and spiritual 

power.  This repeated conflict between an authentic Irish wanderer and a very rooted Christian 

sensibility finds its way ultimately into Cathleen Ni Houlihan, Yeats’ notoriously nationalist and 

political drama that defines the Irish national mission, all the while continuing to redefine 

spirituality and redirect religious devotion into a political nationalism.  In Cathleen Ni Houlihan, 

we see the realization of his vision at work.  Having been advised by O’Leary that “in this 

country…a man must have upon his side the Church or the Fenians,” Yeats successfully 

combines Catholic imagery and Fenian revolt in Cathleen Ni Houlihan to stir Irish nationalism 

and reflect the purity of an Irish spirituality returned to its roots.  Informed by Fenianism and set 

amidst the backdrop of revolt, Cathleen Ni Houlihan presents the revival of Gaelic tradition 

realized through Christian symbols and the privileging of sacramental devotion.      
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 Irish identification with Catholicism is a barrier to Yeats’ own inclusion in this spiritual 

elite and as well, he believes, a blockade for the true spiritual transcendence the Irish people can 

experience.  The labeling of Catholics as “other” by both the English and the Anglo-Irish 

Protestants presents yet another tension in the unification of an Irish civilization.  In Cathleen Ni 

Houlihan, Yeats skillfully eclipses this devotion by presenting a national drama that shifts 

spiritual chosenness from universal Catholic religious practice to the specifically Irish “worship” 

of the “immortal model” Cathleen.  Yeats’ myth of election for the Irish people relies upon this 

core spirituality that can be found not in universalizing, modern principles, but rather in a return 

to the specifically local.  Yeats suggests in Autobiographies that “all races had their first unity 

from a mythology that marries them to rock and hill” (167).  The worship of nature that 

characterizes primitive spirituality demands a connection to the land that Yeats sees in the Irish 

peasants and the Gaelic legends.  “The sanctity has dwindled from [man’s] own hills and 

valleys,” Yeats asserts, because “Christianity [has turned] men’s minds to Judea and 

“learning…to Greece and Rome” (Literary Movement 99).  Ancient men, he says, “had 

imaginative passions because they did not live within our own strait limits, and were nearer to 

ancient chaos…and had immortal models about them” (Celtic 178).  These immortal models 

have also been expelled from modern society, and Yeats’ early work proposes to reinsert these 

models into Irish culture in order to overcome the universalizing, modernizing, and ultimately 

spiritually deadening effects of narrow adherence to Christianity, and especially Catholicism, as 

the definitive Irish spirituality.   

 Succumbing to a definition of “Irish as Catholic”—in addition to excluding Yeats from 

an authentic Irish ethnicity—also enters the Irish into a power play with the Protestant English 

who believe that the embracing of the idolatrous and superstitious Catholic faith only further 
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evidences the Irish need for domination.  As Cairn and Richards note, the Irish refusal to convert 

to Protestantism only confirmed the English belief that the Irish were not elect and unable to be 

saved.  In this realization, “the barriers separating the Irish and English on the cultural plane 

were mirrored on the theological” (6).  The reflective nature of this identification supports the 

notion that the more the Irish clung to Catholicism, the more they would maintain their position 

as culturally inferior to the English.  In attempting to burst sectarian boundaries, then, Yeats is 

essentially avoiding a characterization of the Irish that plays into English stereotype and presents 

Irishness as having, at its core, a characteristic as arbitrary and attainable as conversion to 

Catholicism.  Yeats’ intention is to present Irishness as something so primitive and innate that it 

belongs only to a specific group of the spiritual elite.  In his revivalist works, he must also then 

redefine spirituality and chosenness. 

 In Ulysses, Stephen Dedalus exclaims that he cannot be free, because he is “a servant of 

two masters…an English and an Italian” (17).  This notorious summation of the Irish Catholic 

experience reflects Yeats’ argument that a true identification with the primitive spirituality of 

Ireland cannot be achieved amidst a narrowly construed devotion to Christianity and a demanded 

inferiority to Roman ecclesiastical decree.  In his early works, Yeats recognizes and uses Irish 

Catholic devotion in order to redirect its passions toward his primitive Irish sensibility.  In 

Cathleen Ni Houlihan, we see Yeats’ characters unknowingly grappling with two major 

Christian tenets.  The battles being waged here are those between material gain and spiritual 

immortality; between the material world and the “other” world.  Both are battles Yeats has 

confronted before in his study of Theosophy.  Through Samkara philosophy, Yeats “preached the 

necessity to realize one’s individual soul by contemplation and the illusory nature of the material 

world” (Foster 48).  In both struggles on the stage, Yeats inserts Cathleen—the figure of ancient 
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Ireland’s connection to the land, its immortality, and its passionate emotion—as a figure of the 

true “Church” of Ireland.  The immortality she presents to the Gillanes is a spiritual 

transcendence over the material world which is offered through love of that land (and “Church”). 

 The opening of Cathleen Ni Houlihan is consumed by a discussion of monetary gain and, 

perhaps more importantly, social (by way of economic) progress.  Peter and Bridget Gillane 

await with excitement the marriage of their son in order to obtain the dowry given by Delia 

Cahel’s family.  The Gillanes are coming into money, and as such their vision is clouded 

throughout the play.  As Patrick eagerly discusses the upheaval outside, Bridget’s attention is on 

“Michael’s wedding clothes,” material possessions that Peter proclaims are “grand clothes 

indeed.”  Bridget’s comments that Peter “hadn’t clothes like that” when they were married, nor 

more of a coat to wear than “any other day,” suggests both upward mobility and that their 

marriage wasn’t quite as ceremonious or focused on outward appearance.  The spiritual and 

sacramental union of marriage, Yeats suggests, is being distorted and transcended by the dowry 

system and material concerns.  Peter’s admission that they “never thought a son of [their] own 

would be wearing a suit of that sort” or “have so good a place” to bring his wife further 

emphasizes their pride in their new social and economic situation.  The talk of “Delia’s fortune” 

and Peter’s hope that he will get his hands on it continues amidst repeated references by Patrick 

to the commotion outside and his worry that “war or trouble” is coming.  Peter is especially 

obsessed by the “fortune,” fondling it, counting it, and hiding it when the “stranger,” Cathleen, 

arrives at the house.  Never does the intended bridegroom, Michael, speak of money, and he is 

thus set apart from the characterization of the Irish peasant as seeking only wealth and possessed 

by a need for material gain.  Michael arrives late because he has been visiting the priest, and his 

elation at the priest’s approval is ignored by his father who asks only about the dowry.  Echoing 
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Yeats’ emphasis on the primacy of the spirit, Michael asserts that “the fortune only lasts for a 

while, but the woman,” the marriage, “will be there always” (5).  His comment looks forward to 

the arrival of Cathleen who is a woman perpetually present as the spirit of Ireland.  In following 

her, Michael will find a woman who is and has always been there.  As Peter and Bridget remain 

focused on the bag of money, they are unable to recognize Cathleen’s call to a superior vocation 

of sorts.  In fact, Peter fears her as a “stranger” in the house, the very same word Cathleen uses to 

describe the invaders who have taken her land away.  Though Peter and Bridget eventually offer 

Cathleen part of their wealth, it is out of superstition not charity—“Give her the shilling…or our 

luck will go from us” (8).  In the opposing reactions of Michael and his parents, Yeats begins his 

construction of true Irish spirituality.  Building on the Christian declaration that “No one can 

serve two masters…you cannot serve God and wealth,” Yeats champions Michael as the peasant 

encapsulation of Irish nobility and declares that you cannot serve Ireland and wealth either 

(Matthew 6:24).  Rather, one must abandon class concerns and material gain in order to find 

freedom and immortality.  Those who fight for Cathleen will be immortal, “they shall be 

remembered for ever” (10). 

 On a literal and historical level, Cathleen Ni Houlihan unambiguously advocates blood 

sacrifice in service to Ireland, referring specifically to the 1798 rising.  As Chadwick notes in 

National Allegory in Yeats’s Plays, “the play appeals not to negotiation or even covert 

subversion as means of attaining definite political goals, but rather to violent rebellion in the 

service of a transcendent spiritual ideal of nationality” (157).  Chadwick’s juxtaposition of 

spirituality and nationality reflects Yeats’ desire to treat political action as almost in service to 

Irish identification and a morality that transcends political gain.  Michael’s decision to go with 

Cathleen, and to fight in the Rising, displays this quite well—it is important that he goes, not that 
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the Irish are successful in their fight.  Cathleen’s admission that “many a man has died for love 

of me” (8) tells Michael and reminds us that it is a noble though often a failed fight.  Cathleen 

tells Michael that even if “they are put down to-day,” those who fight for her “will get the upper 

hand to-morrow” (9).  Again, through the legendary figure of Cathleen, Yeats presents his 

audience with a revolutionary rhetoric not at all unfamiliar in light of Christian devotion to 

spiritual redemption before material gain.  Peter’s and Bridget’s attempts to stop Michael and 

their inability to understand Cathleen’s spirituality create a tension in the play.  Michael’s 

parents don’t want him to go; they will lose their money if he doesn’t marry Delia.  The 

separation of the family enacted in the play again references a Christian declaration that would 

have sounded quite familiar to Irish Catholics.  The immortal Savior has come “not to bring 

peace, but a sword.”  Christianity will “set a man against his father…Whoever loves 

father…more than [Christ] is not worthy” of salvation (Matthew 10:34).  Yeats’ use of this 

notoriously difficult Christian command in the context of the love of Ireland both raises the 

stakes of political rebellion and effectively elevates the cause to a higher spiritual plane.  Again 

Yeats’ substitution of Ireland for the Christ figure (and eternal life) plays upon the intense 

religious fervor of the Irish Catholics and suggests an alternative, perhaps superior “object” for 

their adoration.  The call to abandon father and mother for Christ’s sake reflects belief in 

salvation as the essence of one’s soul.  In Cathleen Ni Houlihan, one is, essentially, nothing if 

not a loving servant of Ireland who is willing to lose everything but that core belief. 

 As he goes off to fight, Michael also recalls the image of Michael the Archangel who, in 

Revelation, fights against the dragon and defeats the demons so that “there [is] no longer any 

place for them in heaven” (12:7).  As the Archangel expels the demons from hell, so too does 

Michael at least symbolically take up the role of defender of the “sacred” land of Ireland.  He 
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follows Cathleen to comfort her and to expel the English demons from the spiritual sanctuary of 

Ireland.  In referencing these Christian values and redirecting them toward the nationalist cause, 

Yeats at once gains familiarity with this “sect” of his Irish audience and begins to overcome a 

sectarian division in Ireland.  The 1798 Rising itself supports this transcendence of difference, as 

Wolfe Tone and the Presbyterians enlisted the support of Catholics in fighting the greater 

(British) evils.  British encouragement of warring religious factions attests to the potential 

strength of the Ireland Yeats was hoping to build.  Like those who fought in the Rising, the Irish 

people must recognize that their passionate spirituality and devotion to their nation can overcome 

their economic and religious difference.  As Michael becomes entranced by Cathleen, forgetting 

what wedding and what clothes his parents refer to, he enters into a sacred union with Cathleen 

that is privileged over the marriage he is about to enter when the play begins.  His sacramental 

marriage to Delia has been compromised by the dowry system; his ultimate union with Cathleen 

is pure as is she and the Gaelic past she represents.  Just before Michael leaves, Delia asks why 

he looks at her “like a stranger” (11).  Delia and Cathleen have effectively changed roles; Delia 

is the stranger, Cathleen the bride.  In this moment, though Cathleen has been figured as the 

Immortal Savior of the people, she now stands in for “the Church” that is the bride of Michael, 

the new Christ figure and bridegroom who gives his life for her.  In conflating the roles of 

nationalist hero and spiritual martyr, Yeats transforms Michael into a spiritual model whose 

spirituality reflects Christian devotion and shows love of Cathleen, of Ireland, as its greatest 

manifestation. 

 Cathleen as the hope and savior of the Irish people is also invoked in “Red Hanrahan’s 

Song about Ireland.”  Perhaps building on Mangan’s “Kathaleen Ny-Houlahan,” Yeats again 

places Gaelic legend, through Cathleen, at the heart of Irish spirituality and as co-existing with 
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Christian, specifically Catholic, doctrine and ritual.  In Mangan’s poem, the Irish people are 

“Feastless, houseless, altarless” and bearing “the exile’s brand.”  They place their hope in the 

“coming-to of Kathaleen” (279).  This saving moment is enacted, however, by a supreme God 

who “casts a look of pity on her.”  Mangan’s Kathaleen will be saved by “He, who over sands 

and waves led Israel along— / He, who fed, with heavenly bread, that chosen tribe and throng” 

(279).  Mangan’s poem obviously springs from Judeo-Christian roots which are left relatively 

unaltered by Kathaleen’s saving power.  In “Red Hanrahan’s Song about Ireland,” Yeats 

continues the legend of Cathleen as savior but attests that she is “purer than a tall candle before 

the Holy Rood.”  The Irish will be saved as they have “all bent low and low and kissed [her] 

quiet feet” as the Catholics would the altar or the feet of Mary.  In Yeats’ rewriting of Cathleen, 

she becomes herself the requisite model and relic of Irish spirituality, superceding modern 

Christian devotions which lead to sectarian conflict and privilege religion over spirituality.   

 The Gaelic roots of the Irish people, represented here by Cathleen, are present throughout 

Yeats’ early works most often in the form of the wanderer who is also the poet.  The “poet,” as 

Yeats himself does, acts as the bearer of Gaelic legend and thus the true spirit of the Irish people.  

As the Gillanes invite Cathleen into their house at the beginning of the play, so too are Yeats’ 

other wanderers first embraced by their countrymen and then ultimately dismissed.  Hanrahan is 

especially susceptible to this treatment as he wanders the country singing songs of the ancient 

times and gathering together the community.  In The Twisting of the Rope, the man of the house 

gladly accepts Hanrahan, saying that he will “never turn away Hanrahan of the poets from [his] 

door” (148).  By the end of the story, however, Hanrahan is duped into leaving because he has 

captured the attention of Oona and the others are threatened by his speech.  He tells Oona of a 

land “where love’s to give and to spare” and “Queens…are dancing in the crowd” (150).  His 
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invocation of a fairy-like land away from her community frightens the women (as his 

monopolization of Oona’s time angers the men), and an old woman encourages the others to 

“bring her away from the poet’s talk” (150).  Hanrahan’s assumed connection to a supernatural 

world and his talk of non-material concerns threatens his hosts because they do not understand it.  

Hanrahan’s expulsion from the house figures him as an outcast, like Cathleen, whose beauty and 

mystery is not recognized by his supposedly Irish fellows who have been pulled away from the 

“ancient religion” Hanrahan represents.  In The Crucifixion of the Outcast, another poet awaits 

the same fate of expulsion and an even worse fate of crucifixion.  Like Hanrahan, Cumhal is a 

wanderer and he is “of the blood of the Ernaans,” a ‘native’ Irish (99).  He is welcomed into the 

Abbey, and eventually killed by the monks because they fear he will “teach his curses to the 

children in the street” and infect the monastery with his rhymes.  He rails at the monks, calling 

them “persecutors of the bard and the gleeman, haters of life and joy” (100).  He attempts to stall 

his crucifixion by singing songs to the monks, but they “[grow] angry, and beat him for waking 

forgotten longings in their hearts” (103).  The poet’s passion overwhelms and ridicules the 

monks, who ultimately crucify him.  Quite obviously, the poet here replaces the Christ figure, 

persecuted, instead, for his singing of ancient legends while hearing “in [his] heart the rustling of 

the rose-bordered dress” (104).  Writing against the backdrop of a Christian community, Yeats 

exposes the poet as the savior of the nation who is, ironically, being outcast because his power is 

misunderstood and threatening to the Christian order.  He is of spiritual perfection, but it remains 

unnoticed by the monks who cannot see beyond Catholic doctrine. 

 As Yeats writes these early works and creates his audience, he is faced constantly with 

the challenge of weaving together a Catholic and Protestant population while reviving their core 

Gaelic roots and urging their spiritual devotion to the Irish cause.  In “Ireland and the Arts,” 
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Yeats very appropriately brings together all these elements of the people he is rousing to the 

challenge of Irish revival.  In Ireland, he says, “when the arts have grown humble, they will find 

two passions ready to their hands, love of the Unseen Life and love of country” (204 emphasis 

added).  The twin passions of spirituality and nationalism combine in Yeats’ works to overcome 

sectarian division and espouse a view of the Irish people as the ethnic elect who supercede the 

English in morality and character if not political power.  Yeats’ emphasis on a general 

spirituality—the Unseen Life—includes as well specific references to Catholicism and Christian 

imagery.  In discusing the people’s passionate response to the Holy Family and Bearer of the 

Cross, Yeats performs the ultimate conflation of the universal, spiritual, specifically Christian, 

and locally Irish—“for [the painter] will show his Holy Family winding among hills like those in 

Ireland, and his Bearer of the Cross among faces copied from the faces of his own town” (205).  

The knowledge that art can best produce intense passion and spirituality re-inscribes Yeats as a 

national savior as it transcends the specific concerns of the Irish individual.  As Yeats advocates 

Christian devotion as a vehicle for passionate art and spiritual transcendence, he demands that 

Irish art speak of Irish legends and upon the Irish countryside.  In bringing together these two 

tropes, Yeats effectively paints the Irish as a chosen people, taking care always to move through 

religious devotion to a love of the ancient world and the Irish land that defines the Irish as an 

ethnic and spiritual, rather than religious, elect. 

 In using Biblical allusion in his early works, Yeats taps into the devotional nature of the 

Irish people in an attempt to, in a sense, channel it toward his vision of the Irish as a spiritual 

community whose ancient roots confirm its place as a culturally superior nation.  As he 

foregrounds the Irish love of country, he simultaneously constructs an Irish nation that can be 

unified by spirituality despite sectarian difference.  United by their Catholicism, the Irish middle 
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class risks clinging to an identity that is both more universal than it is local, more general than 

distinctively Irish, and more a confirmation of England’s characterization of them than a fight 

against it.  By reviving the primitive spirituality of the people, Yeats frees them from slavery to 

many masters that prevent them from cultivating their own civilization.  As we see in Yeats’ 

works, however, there is a certain reluctance among the people to embrace what he presents as 

“their” past and to commit their faith to a spirituality not defined solely by a very familiar and 

secure Christian/Catholic doctrine.  The casting out of the visionary in Yeats’ works betrays the 

unreadiness of the Irish to accept their new (old) culture and embrace it as that which defines 

them.  Yeats’ own spiritual and artistic vision is to create an Irish literature for “Irishmen” and 

“turn our places of beauty or legendary association into holy symbols.”  This philosophy would 

not, he says, “be altogether pagan, for it [is] plain that its symbols must be selected from all those 

things that had moved men most during many, mainly Christian, centuries” (Autobiographies 

205).  As expressed in his early revivalist works, Yeats’ own quest for Unity of Being and 

transcendence of religious doctrine mirrors his vision of the Irish as free in their moral 

superiority and ethnically elect by their connection through Ireland to ancient religion unbound 

by history and modernization.  Only through their consent to a cultural and religious nationalism 

that is as much pagan as Christian can the Irish grasp their position as the elect Yeats envisions.  

His idea of the elect thus migrates, ultimately, toward a group of people who will let the poet in 

and recognize his transcendent spirituality. 

 
___ 
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Investigating Intentions: A Philosophical Assessment of 
Wegner’s Work on Mental Causation 

 
 
Abstract: Recently, the psychologist Daniel Wegner purported to 

undermine the putative role that conscious intentions play in 

bringing about intentional actions. His main thesis is that while it 

seems as if intentions are causally efficacious because we feel that 

they are, such feelings are illusory and such intentions are actually 

by-products of physical processes that we have no control over. I 

argue that intentions are not amenable to direct scientific study, but 

assuming their efficacy provides a robust scientific category, 

capable of helping to explain a significant amount of animal 

behavior (for both humans and non-humans). Wegner fails to show 

that positing efficacious intentions is scientifically untenable in any 

but the most extreme cases and, thus, their efficacy is by and large 

supported by the experimental data he cites. 
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In an 1811 letter to Francis Hodgson detailing his travels throughout eastern 

Europe, Lord Byron casually remarked: “I am still in Athens making little tours to 

Marathon, Sunium,…[and, lastly,] Constantinople & I shall not (I think) go further 

Eastward, but I am sure of nothing so little as my own intentions.”1 The Harvard 

psychologist Daniel Wegner would find Byron’s remark aptly prophetic, in the sense that 

studies now suggest we all misunderstand our own intentions; more specifically, it seems 

that the feeling of our intentions being efficient causes is illusory. This claim is 

philosophically problematic since (1) it has drastic implications on how we are to 

understand intentional behavior and (2) it contravenes the Cartesian (and arguably 

commonsensical) supposition that intentions and our conscious perceptions of them are 

modalities of thought which are as clearly and distinctly perceived as anything can be. 

The goal of this paper is to evaluate the tenability of Wegner’s position from a 

philosophical perspective. 

 Inspired by numerous examples of the alleged independence between conscious 

intention and action initiation, Wegner developed an entire theory of apparent mental 

causation.2 The two most salient, and contentious, upshots of the theory are that (1) there 

is no reason to suppose that the conscious feeling of causally producing our own actions 

is veridical and (2) there are compelling reasons to suppose that such feelings do not 

accurately represent the production of the action. The first point is a result of his 

Humean-like views of will and causation. Hume and Wegner both take “will” and 

“intention” to be synonymous with the conscious feeling of acting (indeed, to make this 

                                                 
1 Lord Byron: Selected Letters and Journals, ed. Marchand (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 1982), 45. 
2 See Daniel Wegner, The Illusion of Conscious Will (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2002) and “Précis to 
The Illusion of Conscious Will,” Behavioral and Brain Sciences (2004) 27, 649-659. 
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connection manifest, Wegner often prefers to prefix both terms with “conscious”). Since 

all we experience of the conscious will3 is its prior occurrence to our actions, we cannot 

infer that it is the cause of such actions. Hume famously argued that belief in material 

causation is the result of an empirically derived inferential leap from similar causes to 

similar effects (e.g., every time we have noticed one billiard ball hit another, the second 

has moved and, given our propensity to believe that a causal relation obtains in these 

cases, we believe the trend will continue in the future). Moreover, as Hume noted and 

Wegner reiterated, our understanding of mental causation is similarly restricted to the 

observation of “constant conjunctions” between conscious intentions and the intended 

actions. Thus, even if there is a scientifically substantiatiable causal relation between the 

(empirical) will and actions, it would be presumptuous to count the phenomenological 

experience of that connection as support in its favor; more concisely, Wegner maintains 

that the phenomenal will is not evidence for the empirical will.4 

For his second contention, Wegner scoured the psychological literature and found 

admittedly atypical cases where people were either aware of doing some act that, in fact, 

they were not, or not aware of doing some act that they were. Thus, there are two cases 

when conscious intentions are clearly not involved in the production of an action. First, 

when we have an experience of conscious will, but do not in fact do an action, then we 

                                                 
3 Some philosophers have pointed out that if “experience of the conscious will” is interpreted literally, the 
experience is of a second-order (i.e., it is the experience of an experience). However, I assume that Wegner 
uses this phrase to express the first-order experience (i.e., the conscious will itself) because the phrase 
sounds like a natural construction in the English language and its use avoids the unnecessary awkwardness 
of relying on “the conscious will” exclusively. For criticisms of the ambiguity inherent in this use, 
however, see Timothy Bayne’s “Phenomenology and the Feeling of Doing: Wegner on the Conscious 
Will,” in S. Pockett, W. Banks, and S. Gallagher, eds., Does Consciousness Cause Behavior? 
An Investigation of the Nature of Volition (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2006) 169-85 (esp. 170-172). 
4 The Illusion of Conscious Will, 13-15, 66. 
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display an “illusion of control.” Wegner suggests that non-pathological5 people encounter 

this when they are unsure or hopeful that their conscious will is an accurate feeling (e.g., 

when I wrongly think that a computer has accepted the double-click of my mouse, I will 

wait a few seconds, suspecting that it is just taking longer than normal to respond). 

Second, if a person lacks the experience of conscious will, but is nevertheless the source 

of an action, then he or she betrays automatism. Anecdotes of Ouija board spelling and 

“table-turning” provide examples of this scenario. In spite of these incongruities, many 

people still suppose that the experience of conscious will accurately depicts the causal 

force of our intentions. Wegner contends that one reason for this mistaken belief is that 

such an assumption is instrumental for those who hold that most human beings are causal 

agents whose behavior is typically “understood” in terms of conscious reasons, rather 

than efficient causes. In fact, Wegner suggests that folk assumptions about the conscious 

will “signal personal authorship of action to the individual and so influences both the 

sense of achievement and the acceptance of moral responsibility” and also supplies “the 

building blocks of human psychology and social life.”6 Thus, the efficacy of what we 

consciously experience as intentions is inconspicuously (and erroneously) embedded in 

our very philosophical, scientific, and social concepts. 

Making manifest the fallacious jump from phenomenology to ontology is the crux 

of Wegner’s theory of apparent mental causation: “people experience conscious will 

when they [falsely] interpret their own thought as the cause of their action.”7 He goes on 

                                                 
5 Wegner notes that there are many “clinical disorders such as alien hand syndrome, dissociative identity 
disorder, and schizophrenic auditory hallucinations…[that plainly exhibit] anomalies of will.” (“Précis,” 
649) 
6 The Illusion of Conscious Will, 317, 342. 
7 The Illusion of Conscious Will, 64, citing Wegner and Wheatley, “Apparent mental causation: Sources of 
the experience of will,” American Psychologist (1999) 54, 480-491. 
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to explicate the three most important conditions for such an interpretation to occur: the 

feeling must be before the action (since an ex post facto feeling would be a mere 

memory), the feeling must be intuitively connected with the action (for we would not 

consider an irrelevant relation between intention and action to be causally significant), 

and, finally, the feeling must appear to be the only, or most salient, component needed for 

the action to have occurred (since if some other event were more important to the 

production of the action, we would not consider ourselves to be the primary author of it). 

When these provisions are satisfied, people are reliably prescient, in the sense that their 

conscious wills provide an accurate preview of the action to come. Such previews, he 

argues, are not causally efficacious, but are byproducts of the true source of our actions—

unconscious mental processes. 

 The key to Wegner’s aggrandizement of the unconscious is an invocation of the 

law of excluded middle. While Wegner relegates the conscious will to the realm of 

epiphenomena, he still stresses that, “it must be the case that something in our minds 

plays a causal role in making our actions occur.”8 Since the source of mental causality 

can only be conscious thoughts or unconscious processes (i.e., pre-theoretically, there is 

not a third option), and since he has already argued that they cannot be of the conscious 

variety, he can clearly conclude that they must be unconscious, by a simple disjunctive 

syllogism. One potential rejoinder to this response would be to suggest that nothing 

mental plays a causal role or there is a third potentially efficacious mental candidate, 

since then Wegner would have to provide a positive argument in favor of unconscious 

efficacy. These are not, however, arguments that I develop here. 

                                                 
8 The Illusion of Conscious Will, 96. 
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 Instead, I favor an approach that relies on the theoretical basis for the belief that 

we do sometimes act from efficacious intentions. Besides providing the practical 

foundation for folk morality, here is what Wegner says about why we have that belief: 

The mind creates this continuous illusion; it really doesn’t 

know what causes its own actions. Whatever empirical will 

there is rumbling along in the engine room—an actual 

relation between thought and action—might in fact be 

totally inscrutable to the driver of the machine (the mind). 

The mind has a self-explanation mechanism that produces a 

roughly continuous sense that what is in consciousness is 

the cause of action—the phenomenal will—whereas in fact 

the mind can’t ever know itself well enough to be able to 

say what the causes of its actions are.9 
 

So sometimes I have the feeling that what I think is causing my actions is what I 

consciously experience; that is, I observe myself doing actions that I also feel are the 

result of intending to do them (whereby “intending” signifies the folk conception). If I 

never had the experience of doing things as the result of intending to do them, I would 

not have any empirical evidence to support the claim that I even have efficacious 

intentions. Yet, if I were an automaton, incapable of experiencing my will 

phenomenologically, I could still have an empirical will, but I could not believe that it 

was efficacious—if it was, it would be inexplicably so. In other words, the very 

phenomenon that Wegner focuses on—the experience of causing actions—is what 

grounds my belief that I sometimes do cause actions; contrary to what Wegner thinks, the 

phenomenal will serves as the very evidence for my having an efficacious empirical will. 

                                                 
9 The Illusion of Conscious Will, 28. 
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 To further motivate this point, consider the following example, inspired by Alfred 

Mele’s discussion of acquiring intentions without decisions:10 in ten minutes, I will 

unlock my car door, just as I have un-problematically done so many times over the course 

of the past year.11 When that happens, there is an empirical will that initiates the 

unlocking, but, unless something strange occurs (e.g., the lock is frozen), I will neither 

consciously think about my intention to unlock it, nor even about the act of unlocking 

itself; I will simply do it and may, indeed, have something else “on my mind” (i.e., 

present in consciousness). If, after the fact, a person asked me to remember when I was 

first aware of my intention to unlock the car, I would not be able to identify such a 

moment since, by stipulation, I was never aware of it,12 but if someone warned me in 

advance that I would be asked the question, then I would not have a problem responding. 

In that case, the situation is no longer like the many times when I perfunctorily unlocked 

the door in the past, because someone is drawing my attention to my intention. While we 

always intend to do intentional actions, we do not always experience our intentions to act, 

but can be brought to do so if our attention is drawn to the fact. The crucial points here 

are that (1) I do not need to recognize that I am or am not acting intentionally to do or not 

do so, but (2) I sometimes do recognize that I act intentionally and sometimes recognize 

that I do not act intentionally. Wegner’s unusual examples are simply those times when 

we are wrong about the reasons for which we acted (or did not act); this, however, does 

                                                 
10 See Alfred Mele, “The Illusion of Conscious Will and the Causation of Intentional Actions,” 
Philosophical Topics (2004) 32, 193-213. 
11 This is not to say that I have a distal intention to open the car in ten minutes, but rather, in ten minutes 
I will have a proximal intention to do so. See Alfred Mele, Springs of Action: Understanding Intentional 
Behavior (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 143-44, 158. 
12 Although, see Richard Nisbett and Lee Ross, Human Inference: Strategies and Shortcomings of Social 
Judgment (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1980). Nisbett and Ross suggest that people are capable 
of unknowingly fabricating reasons in hindsight. 
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not show that we are always wrong about our intentions, but simply illustrates that 

humans are fallible.13 

Let us take a step back from humans and consider non-human animals. 

Philosophers have long been impressed by the fact that we talk as if animals have 

intentions,14 but it was not until our own era that this fact was given due importance. In 

the first major work on intentions, G.E.M. Anscombe wrote, 

We certainly ascribe intention to animals. The reason is 

precisely that we describe what they do in a manner 

perfectly characteristic of the use of intention concepts: we 

describe what further they are doing in doing something 

(the latter description being more immediate, nearer to the 

merely physical): the cat is stalking a bird in crouching and 

slinking along with its eye fixed on the bird and its 

whiskers twitching…Just as we naturally say ‘The cat 

thinks there is a mouse coming,’ so we also naturally ask: 

Why is the cat crouching and slinking like that? And give 

the answer: It’s stalking that bird; see, its eye is fixed on it. 

We do this, though the cat can utter no thoughts, and 

cannot give expression to any knowledge of its own action, 

or to any intentions either.15 
 

Tacitly agreeing with Anscombe, contemporary scientists have taken the cat’s whisker 

twitching and related matters of common observation as the foundation of the discipline 

                                                 
13 A similar point has been made in Elisabeth Pacherie’s “Toward a Dynamic Theory of Intentions,” in 
S. Pockett, W. Banks, and S. Gallagher, eds., Does Consciousness Cause Behavior? An Investigation of the 
Nature of Volition (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2006) 145-167 (relevant passage from 163-165). 
14 See, e.g., Aristotle, History of Animals, c. 340 B.C.E., Bk. VIII, Ch. 1, 588b1; St. Augustine, 
On Christian Doctrine, 397 C.E., Ch. 2. 
15 G.E.M. Anscombe, Intention (Oxford: Blackwell, 1957), Sec. 47. 
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of cognitive ethology (i.e., the study of animal cognition).16 From directly observable 

animal behavior, unobservable animal cognition is inferred on the pragmatic grounds that 

postulating cognitive categories like intentions allows ethologists to easily describe and 

correctly predict behavior. For example, while it is always possible to describe a raven’s 

motion in purely mechanical terms (e.g., flapping its wings at a frequency of X and 

squawking with a pitch of Y), if soon after the motion, the raven evaded a predator or 

effortlessly gained food, it is natural to hypothesize that the raven did the motion for that 

very purpose. Now, observing one such instance is weak support for ascribing intentions 

to ravens in general, but scientists do find such repetitive instances of ostensibly 

intentional behavior across many animal species. Some might object that ethologists are 

merely anthropomorphizing since animals lack the cognitive complexity necessary for 

intentions. Consider the raven that feigns injury only to fly away when the hawk arrives. 

Presumably, the raven is not even capable of thinking about the intention to trick the 

hawk, so when cognitive ethologists credit the raven with the intention, they seem to be 

illicitly projecting their intentions. Recall from the car key example, however, that 

intentions do not need to be experienced for an action to be intentional. Thus, the fact that 

animals probably lack a phenomenal will does not undermine the possibility of their 

having an efficacious empirical will. 

The study of human intentions does have a methodological advantage over that of 

non-humans, as one of the distinctive similarities humans have with each other is our 

ability to monitor and report our own intentions; but this does not give psychologists 

access to any qualitatively distinct raw data above and beyond what ethologists have, 

                                                 
16 For an outstanding philosophical survey of the cognitive ethology literature, see Hilary Kornblith, 
Knowledge and Its Place in Nature (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2002), Ch. 2. 
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since human testimony is still behavior. Thus, researchers can only ever study intentions 

indirectly and infer their causal role based on the best available theory—that is, they 

observe behavior and postulate intentions, if doing so helps explain their observations. 

Compare this to the astrophysicists’ theory of “dark matter”—when astronomers look out 

into space, they observe certain celestial motions that can best be explained by 

postulating some unobserved, but gravitationally efficacious, dark matter. Similarly, 

when we observe animal behavior, we are unable to directly observe any efficacious 

intentions, but their supposition aids us in explaining current behavior and predicting 

future behavior. Clearly Wegner cannot argue that the ethologists are wrong to ascribe 

efficacious intentions to animals by using the same rationale as he did in the human 

case—namely, by showing discrepancies between a phenomenal and empirical will—

since even if animals have a phenomenal will, they cannot express the fact, as Ancsombe 

pointed out. But this goes to show that his arguments are just as ineffective in the human 

case, since the very reason we postulate efficacious human intentions is based on the 

same rationale that ethologists use to ascribe efficacious intentions to non-humans. We 

suppose animals’ non-coerced actions are caused by their intentions because two 

sufficient conditions for ascribing efficacious intentions are satisfied: (1) I believe my 

actions are caused by my intentions, since that best explains why I act certain ways after 

experiencing my conscious will (in normal circumstances), and (2) I observe animals 

acting enough like me to ascribe an efficacious will to them (in normal circumstances), 

with a high degree of probability. Since we don’t directly observe other humans’ mental 

states, ascribing efficacious intentions to them similarly results from an argument by 

analogy—the “problem of other minds” is solved by anthropomorphizing our fellow man. 
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Could psychologists undermine either of the criteria for ascription of intentions? 

Wegner would not be able to eschew the first condition since our belief that humans have 

efficacious intentions due to the experience of their phenomenal will is the very basis of 

his results. Moreover, it seems unlikely that any psychologist could show that we do not 

believe we cause our actions because we experience the feeling of causing such actions.17 

The more tractable rebuttal seems to revolve around showing that others do not act 

sufficiently like me to warrant ascriptions of intentions to them. For example, if every 

time I perform an intentional action, my brain exhibits a unique pattern of electrical 

signals (a la Benjamin Libet’s famous “readiness potential”18), that would support the 

skeptical conclusion that I am the only one who has intentions like mine. However, this 

conclusion neither aids the argument that my intentions are impotent, nor does it appear 

to be supported by the actual empirical data. Thus, since at the very least my belief in my 

intentional efficacy normally seems justified, the feasibility of rejecting the efficacy of 

consciously experienced intentions is not promising, in general. 

While Wegner has brought attention to cases when people experience themselves 

as the source of their actions, he has not shown that in those cases, the experience is 

unreliable. He was correct that the hypothesis of efficacious intentions underlies our 

scientific and philosophical concepts, but he was wrong to claim that this hypothesis does 

not have the right to do so, on empirical grounds. On the contrary, since the phenomenal 

will is what is taken to be our most basic scientific evidence in favor of the hypothesis 

                                                 
17 What could such a refutation even look like: would we not actually believe what we think we believe? It 
seems they would need to address the contentious question of whether introspection is incorrigible. 
18 See, e.g., B. Libet, E. Wright, C. Gleason, “Readiness potentials preceding unrestricted spontaneous pre-
planned voluntary acts,’ Electroenceph. & Clin. Neurophysiology 54 (1982): 322-5; B. Libet, C. Gleason, 
E. Wright, and D. Pearl, “Time of Unconscious Intention to Act in Relation to Onset of Cerebral Activity 
(Readiness-Potential),” Brain 106 (1983): 623-42; B. Libet, “Unconscious Cerebral Initiative and the Role 
of Conscious Will in Voluntary Action,” Behav. & Brain Sciences 8 (1985), 529-66. 
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that we have efficacious intentions, Wegner has pointed out that we have an abundance 

of such evidence. Indeed, he has delineated the very conditions when the evidence is 

especially forceful—i.e., when the feeling of will occurred before the action, is intuitively 

connected with the action, and appeared to be the only, or most salient, component 

needed for the action to have occurred. Such feelings do not set up occasions for us to be 

deceived about our intentions, as Wegner thinks, but point out when the experience of our 

intentions is most reliable. 

In conclusion, let me repeat a sentiment that Ayer gave when discussing free will: 

even if people are sometimes mistaken in believing that they act as a result of their 

intentions, it does not follow that they are always so mistaken.19 Wegner has shown that 

humans are capable of experiencing intentions without doing or doing without 

experiencing intentions, but those are admittedly unusual circumstances. It is by 

extrapolating from normal circumstances that we ascribe intentions to others who appear 

to be acting similarly under those circumstances. Since this amounts to a first-person 

argument by analogy, whether it is sound depends on each individual’s beliefs that they 

occasionally cause their own actions and that others are sufficiently like them, neither of 

which seems amenable to empirical refutation.20 

 

                                                 
19 Cf. A.J. Ayer, Philosophical Essays (London: Macmillan, 1954), “Freedom and Necessity.” 
20 I would like to thank Al Mele for his insightful comments on earlier drafts of this paper. 
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Abstract 

This study examines the personal narratives of adult Japanese-as-a-foreign-language 
(JFL) learners in order to track some specific characteristics of the development of 
narrative skills as well as to determine ways in which learners become able to utilize 
narrative devices effectively. JFL learners were asked to talk about (1) an injury-related 
experience and (2) an early childhood memory. To begin with, the results obtained 
revealed that the given topic did not influence either the length of the narrative or the 
variety of the vocabulary employed, those characteristics being rather a reflection of the 
overall level of proficiency in the language. The analysis of the narratives by intermediate 
and advanced learners revealed that higher-level JFL learners tended to construct longer 
narratives providing more information by using more words in greater variety regardless 
of the topic. A comparison of the narratives told by the two different levels of JFL 
learners also revealed that the narratives of those learners with more highly developed L2 
language skills used more sophisticated rhetorical skills appropriate to the given topics. 
For example, advanced JFL learners provided more background information (e.g., the 
setting or context of a narrative) when narrating early childhood memories than they did 
when narrating injury-related stories. Furthermore, compared to intermediate JFL 
learners, advanced JFL learners used reported speech as a rhetorical device more 
frequently and effectively when narrating injury-related experiences. The results of the 
study, which suggest that advanced L2 learners are more flexible in relating events in 
narrative, imply the importance of topic selection in assigning narrative tasks to L2 
learners. That is, although advanced learners are able to deal with various topics 
effectively, intermediate learners should be given varying topics in order to help them 
acquire the necessary flexibility and to enable the teacher to judge their overall progress 
accurately. 
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The Influence of Topic Choice on the Development of Target Language Narration 
by Learners of Japanese as a Foreign Language 

 Language is at the center of our life. In everyday life, all of us commonly engage 
in narrative activities. We tell stories to one another in order to accomplish some purpose 
— to complain, to disagree, to boast, to inform, to warn, to tease, to clarify, to apologize, 
or to defend, among others. Our stories can be about trivial events that happened only 
yesterday or about significant events that happened a long time ago. Ordinary 
storytelling, which is a frequently used and universal form of social interaction, is of 
undiminished importance whether we narrate in our mother tongue or in a second or 
foreign language (L2). Conveying messages effectively, however, is sometimes difficult 
even in the first language (L1), and of course this difficulty increases when we attempt to 
communicate in an L2. While acquiring the ability to use language at the level of native 
speakers is the ultimate goal for L2 learners, en route to that goal we face various 
difficulties because we do not possess the ability or knowledge of the skills in that 
language necessary for completing a narration task effectively. Highly advanced L2 
learners may be capable of constructing grammatically correct utterances, but there often 
still exist significant differences between the language used by L2 learners and that of 
native speakers. For L2 learners, communicating even simple thoughts successfully is a 
challenging task, and telling personal narratives that involve a higher level of complexity 
is an even more formidable task. So we face the question of how L2 learners eventually 
acquire the necessary communication skills and become able to narrate their experiences 
effectively. 
 This paper examines aspects of two disciplines: (1) second language acquisition 
and (2) narrative discourse. First, implementation of newer theories of L2 acquisition has 
helped language instructors develop more effective teaching methods than the explicit 
grammar and vocabulary approach used in traditional foreign-language classrooms. 
Grammar-translation teaching that stresses explanations of grammatical rules or points 
derives, at least in part, from the idea that L2 learning involves the conscious acquisition 
of a catalogue of knowledge. Language learners’ difficulties in conveying their messages 
in the target language, however, seem in fact to relate to a lack of interactional 
competence. Such competence is achieved through repetitive interactions with peers and 
teachers within the classroom setting. Unfortunately, the importance of such pragmatic 
interactive practice is often not emphasized in traditional classrooms. 
 Second, narrative, the verbal means for recapitulating experience, composed of 
units that reflect the temporal sequence of that experience, is used across all languages 
and cultures. The construction of narrative involves not only attribution of meaning to 
otherwise disconnected events, but also includes highly subjective uses of language that 
provide context to the narrated events, so that the narrator can foster a complex discursive 
relationship with the listener. 
 In this sense, as William Labov (1972), the sociolinguist who pioneered eliciting 
oral personal narratives, emphasized, the narrator relies on affective expression as a 
primary means of conveying the relational significance of narrative events. As a matter of 
fact, Labov (1972) succeeded in shifting a linguistic paradigm from isolated linguistic 
forms (i.e., syntax or the grammatical sentences of a language) to linguistic form in 
human context, and analyzed the sequential use of language (i.e., discourse). Labov 
(1972) specifically studied the structure of narratives told in African American 
Vernacular English (AAVE). Labov used a unique approach to demonstrate that 
nonstandard dialects are highly structured systems. In interviewing inner-city youths he 
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used so-called “danger-of-death” prompts, such as, “Were you ever in a situation where 
you were in serious danger of being killed?” (1972, p. 363) to elicit narratives. And he 
described how narrators incorporated life-threatening events into their personal histories. 
Labov described fundamental properties in narrative structure and the linguistic 
realizations of those structural categories. One of his major contributions (1972) was that 
he identified a universal set of ordered structural categories through a systematic analysis 
of everyday oral narratives. An especially important element of Labov’s contribution lies 
in his claim that analyzing single sentences is inadequate for a complete explanation of 
the wide variety of linguistic skills across a range of ages, social classes, and ethnicities. 
 Yet a structural description of narratives derived from a single speech community 
(in this case a community of AAVE speakers) is too limited for any assumption of 
universality. Labov’s putative universal made it possible to open up new inquiries in 
narrative analysis to be applied widely to narratives from diverse groups by providing a 
basis for cross-cultural (e.g., Kang, 2003) and developmental comparisons (Peterson & 
McCabe, 1983). In fact, a great number of narrative studies derive from Labov’s 1972 
work, in which he defined a narrative text as “a sequence of two clauses which are 
temporally ordered” (p. 360), and he analyzed stories in terms of textual composition. 
Labov claimed that a narrative consists of two essential functions: referential and 
evaluative. According to Labov, one referential component is “complicating actions,” 
Labov’s term for the sequence of specific, chronologically ordered events comprising the 
experience. Another important referential component is orientation, in which the narrator 
digresses from the events of a narrative in order to provide the listener with context 
embedded in the narrative, such as the setting (including features of environment), 
participants, time, conditions, and ongoing behavior (a description of an ongoing action 
that provides additional orientation). Without feelings and attitudes, narrated events 
would be mere representations of the facts in our lives. Evaluative elements give 
additional meaning to narrated events. The evaluative function informs the listener of the 
narrator’s attitude toward the events of the narrative or the event’s significance to the 
narrator. 
 In any case, telling a story involves many complicated factors, among which we 
may include whether the story is told in the narrator’s L1 or in an L2. Unfortunately, far 
less work using Labov’s technique has been conducted on L2 learners. Designed to 
address some of these gaps in the literature, this study analyzes oral personal narratives 
told by adult learners of Japanese as a foreign language (JFL). For instance, by applying 
narrative analysis to L2 learning, we would seek to uncover techniques needed for L2 
learners to acquire the means by which to encode their own perspectives and emotions in 
the target language in ways appropriate to that language. Using a combination of the 
above two disciplines — narrative studies and second-language studies —, this study 
compares the deployment of narrative discourse devices by advanced and intermediate 
JFL learners. 
 As explained above, using the Labovian content-focus approach (Labov, 1972), 
this study analyzes personal narratives told in Japanese by Japanese-language learners. 
The study specifically examines the following key questions: Absent specific instruction 
in narrative techniques, (1) do the structures of narratives told by JFL learners change as 
their Japanese skills develop? (2) do the structures of narratives told by JFL learners 
differ depending on the narrative topic? Answering these questions holds critical meaning 
because, since foreign language teaching is often limited to grammar and vocabulary and 
does not include lessons and practice in verbal communication, when telling stories, L2 
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learners may employ communicative styles appropriate to their L1 and thus have 
significant difficulties in conveying their intended messages in the target language. There 
is good reason for emphasizing grammatical competence in classrooms, but discourse-
level problems seem too often to go unnoticed in the course of language instruction. The 
fact that L2 learning grows out of communication is important. Social interaction is 
regarded as the means by which knowledge of the target language is shaped; language 
learners acquire grammatical patterns during the course of face-to-face discursive 
interaction. Including this important method of language acquisition will assist learners in 
effective L2 communication. 
 

Method 
Participants 
 Thirty-two English-speaking adults (twenty-one males and eleven females 
participated in this study. English is the mother tongue of all the subjects. All the 
participants had studied Japanese as a second or foreign language through classroom 
instruction. The average length of time studying Japanese (which included individual 
tutoring and/or independent or self study) was 3 years and 3 months. We elicited natural, 
unmonitored, informal speech by using the so-called danger-of-death or scary event story 
that was originally developed in Labov’s sociolinguistic research (Labov, 1972). JFL 
learners were asked to talk about (1) an injury-related experience and (2) an early 
childhood memory. 
 
Task, Procedure, and Materials 
 Evaluation of oral personal narratives produced by JFL learners. The JFL 
learners were categorized into two different proficiency levels (intermediate and 
advanced) by four native Japanese speakers who participated in this project as raters of 
the learners’ level of proficiency in Japanese. Each of the four raters independently 
listened to the tape-recorded narratives told by each of the JFL learners. The narratives 
had been edited onto a single audiotape in random order so as to preserve the anonymity 
of the speakers. The raters indicated how advanced each JFL learner was in each of the 
following three categories: (1) grammatical aspects (whether or not the subject made 
frequent grammatical errors), (2) oral fluency (pronunciation, accent, and speed), and (3) 
story content (whether the story was easy to follow, clearly understandable, and 
interesting). The raters were asked to score each narrative with a level from 1 (lowest) to 
10 (highest) in each category. A perfect score was 120 (level 10 in each of the three 
categories by four raters). To help ensure fair results, the examiners were allowed to 
listen to the narratives only once (repeated listening might cause the raters to develop 
biased images about the narrator). 
 Transcription and coding categories. The narrative data collected were 
transcribed verbatim by native Japanese speakers who were trained for the task. 
Transcripts were then formatted following the guidelines of “Codes for the Human 
Analysis of Transcripts” (CHAT), so that they were readable by the computer program 
“Computerized Language Analysis” (CLAN) (MacWhinney, 1995; MacWhinney & 
Snow, 1985, 1990). All the narrative data were transcribed in accordance with the coding 
rules previously developed for Japanese data (Minami, 2002). A coding scheme has been 
developed using Labovian methodology (Labov, 1972) to interpret the data focusing on 
the content of each clause in monologic narrative from the standpoint of high point 
analysis (i.e., the narrative event is considered to culminate in a high point of some kind), 
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a term used by Peterson and McCabe (1983) because of the central importance of 
ascertaining the emotional climax — high point — of the narrative in the Labovian 
methodology. 
 Coding reliability. Nine full transcripts were coded independently by two 
individuals. Cohen’s kappa is an estimate of reliability that corrects for chance rates of 
agreement. As for the categories of narrative components of the JFL learners’ narratives 
(which include orientation, complicating actions, and evaluation, and these will be 
explained in detail in the results section), Cohen’s kappa statistics were .89 for the injury-
related experience and .91 for the early childhood memory, respectively. If the degree, or 
relative strength, of agreement as measured with kappa statistics is between .61 and .80, it 
is labeled “substantial” agreement; further, if the range of kappa is over .81, it is 
considered to represent “almost perfect” agreement (Bakeman & Gottman, 1986; Landis 
& Koch, 1977). In this case, the estimates of reliability for each story fall into the range 
of “almost perfect” agreement. Additionally, the coders negotiated a resolution of all 
disagreements. 
 

Results 
Native Japanese Speakers’ Ratings 
 The ratings of the narratives by native Japanese speakers were then analyzed. The 
overall distributions and frequencies of the results ranged from 35 to 106 (M = 72.97, SD 
= 22.15). As can be seen in Figure 1 below, which illustrates a bimodal distribution of the 
results, the JFL learners could be rationally divided into two groups at around the score of 
75. Those who obtained a score of 75 or higher were considered to be in the advanced 
group, whereas those who obtained a score lower than 75 were categorized into the 
intermediate group. 
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Figure 1. Distribution of Evaluations of JFL Learners by Native Japanese Speakers 

 
Oral Personal Narratives 
 Labov (1972) proposes a six-part structure of fully formed oral narrative: abstract, 
orientation, complication (complicating action), evaluation, resolution, and coda. A 
typical narrative starts with an abstract (“What, in a nutshell, is this story about?”). The 
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narrative then proceeds to the orientation section (information about “who, when, where, 
and what?”). The function of the orientation segment is to orient the listener at the outset 
to “person, place, time, and behavioral situation.” The narrative then proceeds to the apex 
— high point — including any complicating actions (“Then what happened?”). 
Frequently, but not always, the evaluation (“So what, how is this interesting?”) suspends 
the action, and the resolution (“What finally happened”) comes followed by the coda 
(“That’s it,” which signals the ‘sealing off’ of the narrative), which is represented by a 
comment that returns the listener(s) to the situation prevailing when the narrative was 
initiated. Labov’s analytical framework has provided a sound basis for descriptive and 
comparative research on narrative structure. The components that he identified have 
weathered extensive use for a great number of researchers for their various purposes in a 
wide variety of disciplines, including child language research (e.g., Peterson & McCabe, 
1983). 
 Some modifications are indicated, however. For example, orientation clauses that 
acquaint the listener with who and what was involved in the event do not contain any 
temporal component, and can therefore range freely through the narrative sequence. 
Because the orientation segment constitutes a group of free narrative clauses (as opposed 
to restricted narrative clauses, which are represented by complicating actions that 
recapitulate a single event that took place at some discrete or restricted point in time), 
contrary to Labov and Waletzky’s (1967) claim, the orientation segment does not 
necessarily precede the first narrative clause. Accordingly, as explained below, the 
present study, while retaining the Labovian methodology overall, applied minor 
modifications. 
 As the data collection method followed the Labovian technique, the coding 
scheme employed for this analysis also followed the Labovian methodology (Labov, 
1972), in that it focused on the content of each clause in the personal narrative. Although 
other analytic units had been proposed by different scholars in the past, Labov and 
Waletzky (1967) also adopted the clause for their analyses. According to Labov (1972), a 
narrative consists of two important elements: referential and affective (or evaluative). The 
referential elements, which convey information about events and characters, are further 
categorized into two components: (complicating) action and orientation. Action depicts 
the sequence of specific, chronologically ordered events comprising the experience, 
whereas orientation, unlike specific action, provides descriptive non-sequential 
information, setting the stage for the narrated events, such as information about people, 
place(s), time(s), and situation(s). In other words, action gives plot-advancing foreground 
information, whereas orientation provides contextualizing background information of the 
story (Hopper & Thompson, 1980). Evaluative elements, which also provide background 
information, convey the narrator’s attitudes toward events and his or her interpretations 
of the protagonists’ motives and reactions to events. Without evaluation, a story told by 
the narrator would have an empty feel.  
 Reported speech (statements that generally reproduce the speech of a character) 
was added to the analysis. Reported speech is an important category because it is 
considered a linguistically marked recounting of a past speech event (Ely & McCabe, 
1993). Labov’s (1972) six-fold characterization of overall narrative is nothing but the 
cognitive representation of reality imposed by narrative structure on our experience of the 
world and on how we evaluate that experience. Recall that Bruner’s (1986) view of 
narrative structure as analogous to landscape painting consisting of two major 
landscapes: the landscape of action and the landscape of consciousness. The narrator 
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“paints” the latter to show “how the world is perceived or felt by various members of the 
cast of characters, each from their own perspective” (Feldman, Bruner, Renderer, & 
Spitzer 1990, p. 2). Reported speech sets us thinking about narrative not simply as a form 
of text, but as a mode of thought. As will be seen later in the examples of reported 
speech, the persons quoted by the narrators probably spoke English and not Japanese, but 
narrators perforce reported their statements in Japanese. Narratives may contain 
numerous references to past speech, but such references are ‘selected’ by the narrator and 
thus reflect the narrator’s intent. Furthermore, what is reported in narratives may not 
accurately convey past speech. The narrator’s decision to use reported speech and the 
words actually used to simulate that speech portray the narrator’s concept of him or her 
as a certain type of individual. As Tannen (1989) notes, “the reported speech and the 
reporting context are dynamically interrelated” and “uttering dialogue in conversation is 
as much a creative act as is the creation of dialogue in fiction and drama” (p. 101). 
Remembering, after all, is a subjective event, and even reported speech, which often 
seems to lend objectivity to narration, characterizes this fact. 
 In this study the Labovian category of resolution is not included. As repeatedly 
emphasized, the Labovian interpretation of narrative centers around the critical 
importance of ascertaining the emotional climax — the high point — for evaluating the 
narrative as a whole (Peterson & McCabe, 1983). Because resolution is nothing but 
another complicating action or evaluation or combination of both that comes after the 
climax, it is not included in the coding categories in this study. 
 
 Qualitative Analysis 
 To track the way in which learners’ narrative abilities develop as well as to 
determine whether they become able to utilize narrative devices effectively, both 
qualitative and quantitative analyses were performed. The following is an outline of the 
principle elements of simple narratives that perform both referential and evaluation 
functions: 
 Narrative is typically considered a text in which the narrator relates a series of 
events — real or fictive — in the order in which they happened. Narratives include both 
foreground and background information as categorized by Hopper (1979). Foreground 
information refers to the parts of the narrative that relate a sequence of events with 
respect to a timeline and thus define the skeletal structure of the narrative. In contrast, 
background information refers to supportive narrative, including orientation statements, 
which present static descriptions of the scene, and evaluation statements, which describe 
the agent’s motives. Recall the criteria for evaluating JFL learners used by native 
Japanese speakers. The second category, which includes “the flow of the story,” relates to 
plot-advancing, sequential “foreground” information, whereas “clarity in terms of 
introducing characters and settings” in the third category relates to the plot-motivating, 
contextualizing, nonsequential “background” information of the story. Furthermore, 
foreground information (Hopper, 1979; Hopper & Thompson, 1980; Reinhart, 1984), 
which corresponds to (complicating) actions in the Labovian categorization (Labov, 
1972), refers to the parts of the narrative that relate a sequence of events with respect to a 
timeline and thus constitutes the “narrative skeleton” of restricted narrative clauses. On 
the other hand, background information basically corresponds to what Labov (1972) 
termed free narrative clauses that include orientation and evaluation. 
 Examples of the important narrative components (which were elicited in both 
injury-related experiences and early childhood memories told by JFL learners and coded 
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according to the earlier described coding categories) are as follows: 
 
Example 1: Narrative Components 
(1)  Abstracts (summaries given at the beginning of the narrative) 

kekkoo hidoi kega attan desu ga . . . 
‘(I) got injured pretty badly . . .’ 
tsuikanban herunia o shitan desu kedo . . . 
‘(I) had a slipped disk . . .’ 
kaji datta. 
‘(My) house was on fire.’ 
min’na ni Hawai ryokoo kureta toki no omoide. 
‘The memory when (they) gave all of us a trip to Hawaii.’ 

(2) Orientations (statements that provide the setting or context of a narrative) 
kodomo no toki ni . . . 
‘When (I) was a child . . .’ 
Baakuree ni ita toki desu keredomo . . . 
‘When (I) was in Berkeley . . .’ 
hassai no toki . . . 
‘When I was eight years old . . .’ 

(3) (Complicating) Actions (specific events that advance the plot of a narrative) 
sono torakutaa no hoo e chikazuite itte . . . 
‘(I) went closer to that tractor . . .’ 
de, okaasan ni denwa shitan desu yo. 
‘Then, (I) called my mom, you know.’ 
ie ni haitte, sore zenbu akete . . . 
‘(I) went into the house, and opened all of them . . .’ 
[Note that this final example includes two actions, which are coded separately.] 

(4) Evaluations (statements that tell the listener what to think about a person, place, 
thing, event, or [more globally] the entire experience described in a narrative). As 
can be seen below, evaluations include high degrees of stress and emphasis (e.g., 
serious, very) and onomatopoeia (e.g., bang). 

kedo, itakatta. 
‘But, (it) hurt.’ 
taishita koto ja nakatta keredomo . . . 
‘(It) was nothing serious but . . .’ 
battaan to kao ni atatte . . . 
‘(It) hit me in the face, bang!’ 
kizu ga sugoi fukai deshita. 
‘The wound was very deep.’ 
totemo tanoshikatta desu. 
‘(I) enjoyed (it) a lot.’ 
ii toki datta. 
‘(Those) were good days.’ 

(5) Reported Speech (references to past speech) 
watashi no giri no chichi ga desu ne, “aa, sore wa chotto ne byooin ni iku hoo ga 
ii kamo ne” to itte. 
‘My father-in-law said, “Oh, that (injury), maybe you had better go to a 
hospital.”’ 
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“watashi-tachi mo yasumi o toru yotei ga arimasu yo” to okaasan ga ittara . . . 
‘When my mom said, “We are also planning to take a vacation, you know” . . .’ 
“shujutsu shinai to hyaku paasento naosenai” to iimashita kara . . . 
‘Because (the doctor) said, “Unless you have an operation, the injury won’t be 
cured completely” . . .’ 
isha ga ‘chotto X-ray ton’nakya ikenai” tte. 
‘The doctor said, “You have to have an X-ray.”’ 
boku to o-nii-chan wa nanka “hebi da yo” nante itte . . . 
‘Me and my older brother said things like “There’s a snake.” .  .’ 
nanode, otoosan ga “hai, yoroshii” to iimashita. 
‘So, my father said, “Yes, (you) have my permission.’ 

(6)  Codas (formalized endings of a narrative) 
ja, sore dake desu. 
‘Well, that’s it.’ 
ano, ma, sore kurai kana. 
‘Well, (I) guess that’s all.’ 
hai, ijoo. 
‘Yeah, that’s all.’ 

 
 The following two stories were told by the same narrator, who was categorized as 
an advanced JFL leaner. His injury-related story develops through temporal juncture 
(thus focusing on foreground information). His early childhood memory (only the 
beginning part is shown below, though, due to the fairly long length), in contrast, focuses 
on background information. In other words, his injury-related story tended to be action 
focused, whereas his early childhood memory is fairly static. 
 
Example 2a: An Injury-related Story Told by an Advanced JFL Learner 

nihon ni mo kega ga arimashita. 
‘(I) got injured in Japan as well.’ 
tookyoo deshita. 
‘That was in Tokyo.’ 
boku wa, ame ga futteiru hi ni, michi o hashitte ikimashita. 
‘I was running along the street on a day when it was raining.’ 
resutoran made. 
‘Toward a restaurant.’ 
demoo, kasa o motte imasen deshita. 
‘But, I did not have an umbrella.’ 
betsu no hito wa, kasa o motte. 
‘other people were carrying umbrellas.’ 
mochiron, boku wa me o mamoru tame ni, ude de me o mamotte imashita. 
‘Of course, I was protecting my eyes with my arm.’ 
demo, hashitte, 
‘But I was running.’ 
totsuzen mise no kokuban, atama de butsukatte. 
‘All of a sudden, I bumped my head on a shop’s blackboard.’ 
konoo hada o kirimashita. 
‘It cut the skin.’ 
chi ga detekimashita. 
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‘It started to bleed.’ 
resutoran ni haitte. 
‘(I) entered the restaurant.’ 
ueitoresu ga konakatta. 
‘But the waitress did not come.’ 
“dooshite” to jibun wa kikimashita keredomo, 
‘“Why” I asked to myself,’ 
tabun boku ga gaikokujin desu kara, 
‘Perhaps because I am a foreigner,’ 
dono mono ga tabetai ka, shiranakakattara. 
‘(I) did not know what (I) wanted to eat.’ 
dakara boku wa shoowin’doo ni itte. 
‘Therefore, I went to the show-window.’ 
mokei o mite, 
‘(I) looked at the samples,’ 
sashitakatta. 
‘and (I) wanted to point (at the one that I wanted to eat).’ 
keredomo, boku no kao no han’ei o mite, 
 ‘However, (I) saw the reflection of myself (in the show-window glass),’ 
chi to mizu ga mazete ne, 
‘Blood and water mixed, you know,’ 
kao hidoku, hon’toni minikui. 
‘My face was terrible, really ugly.’ 
dakara, otearai ni itte, 
‘Therefore, (I) went to the restroom,’ 
kao o aratte, 
‘(I) washed my face,’ 
dete, 
‘and (I) went out (the rest room).’ 
ueitoresu ga min’na hohoen’de mashita. 
‘The waitresses were all smiling.’ 
ijoo desu. 
“That’s it.’ 

 
Example 2b: A Childhood Memory Told by the Same Advanced JFL Learner 

boku wa Kariforunia no Baakuree umare. 
‘I was born in Berkeley, California.’ 
soko ni nijuu-i-ssai made sun’de imashita. 
‘(I) lived there until (I) was twenty-one years old.’ 
sono toki, boku wa daigaku no chikaku ni sun’de imasen deshita. 
‘I did not live in the neighborhood of the university then.’ 
boku-tachi no ie wa chiisai Itaria machi to yuu tokoro ni sun’de imashita. 
‘Our house was in a place called Little Italy, and (we) lived there.’ 

--------------------------(omit segment)--------------------- 
sofubo to issho ni sun’da kara. 
‘because (I) lived with my grandparents.’ 
kare-ra wa eego ga dekinakatta kara. 
‘Because they did not speak English,’ 
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sabetsu ga arimashita. 
‘(they) experienced discrimination.’ 
ato wa, gakkoo tanoshikatta koto toka Kurisumasu no omoide toka, kazoku no 
omoide toka. 
‘Other (early childhood) memories are my happy school days, Christmas 
memories, and memories of my family.’ 

 
Quantitative Analysis 
 Narrative Structure: Length and Vocabulary 
 As described earlier, the CLAN program (MacWhinney, 1995; MacWhinney & 
Snow, 1985, 1990) was used to calculate narrative lengths (including the total number of 
words, the total number of different words, and the total number of clauses) and narrative 
components (i.e., appendage, orientation, action, evaluation, and reported speech). First, 
correlational analyses were used for analyzing the relationships between the two topics 
— an injury-related experience and an early childhood memory — in terms of the total 
number of words, the total number of different words, and the total number of clauses. As 
can be seen in Table 1 below, those JFL learners who constructed long narratives, using a 
great amount of words and a great variety of words for one story tended to do so for the 
other story. Conversely, those JFL learners who constructed short narratives, using few 
words and a small variety of words for one story tended to do so for the other story as 
well. The positive associations between the two topics, therefore, revealed that the given 
topic did not influence the narrative length or vocabulary. 
 
Table 1 
Inter-Topic Correlations: Correlations between Total Number of Words (TNW), Total 
Number of Different Words (TNDW), and Total Number of Clauses (TNC) across the 
Two Topics 

Injury-Related Stories 
 TNW TNDW TNC 
Early Childhood Memories    
TNW .74**** .77**** .82**** 
TNDW .75**** .80**** .82**** 
TNC .62*** .67**** .72**** 
***p < .001.  ****p < .0001. 
 
 Injury-related stories. The above relationships illustrate the overall tendency of 
both groups together. Further analysis was conducted to show differences between the 
two groups. Table 2 presents a summary of the means and standard deviations of the total 
number of words, the total number of different words, the total number of clauses, and 
the type-token ratio (which is a measure of lexical diversity computed by dividing the 
number of different words used by the total number of words used in the narrative — 
Templin, 1957) obtained from the injury-related stories told by the two different levels of 
JFL learners. A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted for these 
narrative-length related variables. There was a significant multivariate effect of the 
group, Wilks’ lambda = .41, approximate F(4, 27) = 9.91, p < .0001. A subsequent series 
of analyses of variance (ANOVA) was also conducted. The effect of the group was 
largely attributable to significant univariate effects on the total number of words, F(1, 30) 
= 5.35, p < .03, the total number of different words, F(1, 30) = 8.68, p < .01, and the total 
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number of clauses, F(1, 30) = 7.57, p < .01. However, there was no significant statistical 
difference between the two groups in terms of the type-token ratio. 
 
Table 2 
Injury-Related Stories: Means and Standard Deviations of Total Number of Words 
(TNW), Total Number of Different Words (TNDW), Type-Token Ratio (TTR), and Total 
Number of Clauses (TNC) in Narrative Production 
 Intermediate Learners Advanced Learners  
 (n = 18) (n = 14)  
 M SD M SD           Fa values 
TNW 162.22 110.47 392.29 404.63           5.35* 
TNDW 74.39 38.25 164.36 122.62           8.68** 
TTR 0.53 0.14 0.48 0.09           1.54 
TNC 25.17 18.72 62.43 53.60           7.57** 
*p < .03.  **p < .01. 
a Degrees of Freedom = 1, 30 
 
 Early childhood memories. Table 3 shows the means and standard deviations of 
the total number of words, the total number of different words, the total number of 
clauses, and the type-token ratio obtained from the early childhood memories told by the 
two different levels of JFL learners. A MANOVA was conducted for these narrative-
length related variables. There was a significant multivariate effect of the group, Wilks’ 
lambda = .52, approximate F(4, 27) = 6.19, p < .002. A subsequent series of ANOVAs 
was also conducted. The effect of the group was largely attributable to significant 
univariate effects on the total number of words, F(1, 30) = 4.25, p < .05, and the total 
number of different words, F(1, 30) = 8.01, p < .01, and a marginal effect on the total 
number of clauses, F(1, 30) = 3.25, p < .09. Like in the injury-related story, however, 
there was no significant statistical difference between the two groups in terms of the type-
token ratio.  
 
Table 3 
Early Childhood Memories: Means and Standard Deviations of Total Number of Words 
(TNW), Total Number of Different Words (TNDW), Type-Token Ratio (TTR), and Total 
Number of Clauses (TNC) in Narrative Production 
 Intermediate Learners Advanced Learners  
 (n = 18) (n = 14)  
 M SD M SD              Fa values 
TNW 152.22 138.13 282.43 218.12               4.25* 
TNDW 70.61 42.38 130.36 75.82               8.01** 
TTR 0.56 0.15 0.52 0.10               0.63 
TNC 26.72 22.29 43.57 30.67               3.24† 
†p < .09.  *p < .05.  **p < .01. 
a Degrees of Freedom = 1, 30 
 
 Proficiency level differences in the two different topics (the type-token ratio). 
Overall, the results obtained suggest that, irrespective of the narrative topic, vocabulary 
size was found to be one of the important factors distinguishing second-language (L2) 
narrative proficiency levels. Regardless of the topic, compared to the intermediate JFL 
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group, the advanced JFL learners constructed the longer narratives, using more words and 
a greater variety of words. However, the difference in the type-token ratios did not reach 
statistical significance between advanced learners and intermediate learners. As a matter 
of fact, as can be seen in Figure 2 below, although there was no significant statistical 
difference, regardless of the topic, the intermediate group’s type-token ratio was higher 
than that of the advanced group. Presumably, therefore, as their L2 skills advanced, JFL 
learners employed such strategies as repeating the same vocabulary and lengthening the 
narrative. Despite certain limitations in vocabulary, advanced learners have acquired the 
skill of lengthening their narratives. 
 

 
 Figure 2. Proficiency Level Differences in the Two Different Topics: 

Type-Token Ratio 
 
 Proficiency level differences in the two different topics (the total number of 
clauses). It is interesting that the ratio of the lengths of stories on the two topics was quite 
different for the two groups of JFL learners. Although the advanced JFL group produced 
43.57 (SD = 30.67) clauses on average when narrating early childhood memories, they 
produced far longer narratives on the injury-related topic, 62.43 (SD = 53.60) clauses on 
average. On the other hand, the intermediate learners produced narratives of almost 
identical length; they created 26.72 (SD = 22.29) clauses on average for early childhood 
memories and 25.17 (SD = 18.72) clauses on average for injury-related stories. In terms 
of the topic differences, while the overall multivariate test did not approach statistical 
significance, a subsequent series of ANOVA tests revealed that there was a significant 
univariate effect of the group on the total number of clauses, F(1, 30) = 4.26, p < .05. 
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Figure 3. Proficiency Level Differences in the Two Different Topics: 

Total Number of Clauses 
 
 The following explanation will serve to link the results above to the subsequent 
narrative analysis. As can be seen in the two contrasting narrative examples in the 
qualitative analysis section, reporting temporally related events (foreground information) 
is of prime importance in injury-related stories. In early childhood memories, on the other 
hand, because increased importance is placed on background information (e.g., 
orientation) rather than on foreground information, the stories tended to become shorter. 
This explanation holds for advanced JFL learners, but not for intermediate learners. For 
intermediate learners, narrative length did not seem to be related to the topic. Presumably, 
intermediate learners were not so capable of changing the narrative focus (placing 
emphasis on either foreground information or background information) depending on the 
topic. The next section will further examine this assumption. 
 
 Narrative Structure: Story Components 
 An analysis was conducted to identify structural differences between the two 
topics and between the two levels of JFL learners. First, correlational analyses were used 
for analyzing the relationships between the two topics in terms of narrative components. 
Note that, of the earlier-described six components, abstracts (summaries of the whole 
narrative that appear at its outset) and codas (endings of a narrative) were put together as 
appendages primarily because their frequencies were low and because, as Peterson and 
McCabe (1983) explain, they can be included in the composite category. As seen in Table 
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4, except for appendages, statistically significant relationships were identified in the 
corresponding components. For instance, those JFL learners who tended to provide 
complicating actions (i.e., foreground information) in one topic also tended to provide 
complicating actions in the other topic, r(30) = .73, p < .0001. In like manner, those who 
tended to include orientation statements and evaluative comments (both background 
information) in one topic tended to narrate stories about the other topic using a greater 
number of orientation statements, r(30) = .63, p < .0001, and evaluative comments, r(30) 
= .58, p < .0001, as well. 
 
Table 4 
Inter-topic Correlations: Correlations between the Two Topics in Narrative Components 
— Appendage (APP), Orientation (ORT), Action (ACT), Evaluation (EVL), and Reported 
Speech (RSP)     

Injury-Related Stories 

 APP ORT ACT EVL RSP 

Early Childhood Memories 
 

APP -.04 .09 .34 .24 .38* 

ORT .34† .63**** .81**** .76**** .54** 

ACT .21 -.55*** .73**** .71**** .61*** 

EVL .26 .48** .61*** .58*** .48** 

RSP .02 -.04 .08 .09 .34† 
†p < .06.  *p < .05.  **p < .01.  ***p < .001.  ****p < .0001. 
 
 Injury-related stories. The above table shows the overall tendency of both groups 
of JFL learners. Further analysis was conducted in order to compare the results for each 
group by individual narrative component. As seen in Table 5 below, MANOVAs were 
conducted for the five coding categories: (1) appendages, (2) orientation statements, (3) 
actions, (4) evaluation statements, and (5) reported speech. With regard to raw 
frequencies, there was a marginal multivariate effect of the group, Wilks’ lambda = .68, 
approximate F(5, 26) = 2.49, p < .06. A subsequent series of ANOVAs revealed that the 
above-stated effect was largely attributable to significant effects on orientations, F(1, 30) 
= 4.51, p < .05, evaluation statements, F(1, 30) = 7.57, p < .01, and reported speech, F(1, 
30) = 7.85, p < .01, and a marginal effect on actions, F(1, 30) = 3.59, p < .07. The 
advanced JFL learners provided more of each of these narrative components than did the 
intermediate learners (except for appendages). 
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Table 5 
Injury-Related Stories: Mean Frequencies and Percentages (Standard Deviations) of 
Narrative Components 
  Intermediate Learners Advanced Learners  
  (n = 18) (n = 14)  
  M SD M SD Fa values 
Appendages       
 Frequencies 1.22 1.67 1.64 1.60 0.52 
 Percentages 5.81% 7.49 3.12% 2.86 1.61 
Orientations       
 Frequencies 5.89 3.63 14.00 15.75 4.51* 
 Percentages 24.42% 10.41 21.80% 8.29 0.60 
Actions       
 Frequencies  6.89 6.83 15.79 18.44 3.59† 
 Percentages 26.35% 10.21 23.92% 7.64 0.55 
Evaluations       
 Frequencies 11.06 7.87 29.86 27.71 7.57*** 
 Percentages 41.52% 14.39 45.66% 7.93 0.93 
Reported 
Speech 

      

 Frequencies 0.83 1.69 3.36 3.32 7.85*** 
 Percentages 1.90% 3.66 5.51% 4.90 5.67** 
†p < .07.  *p < .05.  **p < .03.  ***p < .01. 
a Degrees of Freedom = 1, 30 
 
 Not only were raw frequencies counted, but the proportional frequency was also 
calculated by dividing each narrative category by the total number of incidences. 
Proportions were used because they correct for differences in the number of occurrences 
and allow us to see the relative emphasis on each component of narration. Interestingly, 
analyzing the data using proportional frequencies revealed that, except for reported 
speech, no statistically significant differences between advanced and intermediate JFL 
learners in any narrative component. In terms of proportions, while the overall 
multivariate test did not approach statistical significance, a subsequent series of 
ANOVAs revealed that there was a significant univariate effect of the group on reported 
speech, F(1, 30) = 5.67, p < .03. Advanced JFL learners used reported speech more 
frequently than did intermediate learners. 
 Early childhood memories. The other topic (early childhood memories) was 
analyzed in the same manner. As seen in Table 6 below, MANOVAs were conducted for 
the five dependent variables of early childhood memories, (1) appendages, (2) orientation 
statements, (3) actions, (4) evaluation statements, and (5) reported speech. With regard to 
raw frequencies, there was a marginal multivariate effect of the group, Wilks’ lambda = 
.70, approximate F(5, 26) = 2.49, p < .09. A subsequent series of ANOVAs revealed that 
the above-stated effect was largely attributable to significant effects on orientations, F(1, 
30) = 8.63, p < .01, and actions, F(1, 30) = 6.91, p < .02. The advanced JFL learners 
provided more orientation statements and complicating actions than did the intermediate 
learners. 
 Analyzing the data using proportional frequencies, however, revealed that, except 
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for orientation statements, no statistically significant differences between advanced and 
intermediate JFL learners in any narrative component. In terms of proportions, while the 
overall multivariate test did not approach statistical significance, a subsequent series of 
ANOVAs revealed that there was a significant univariate effect of the group on 
orientation statements, F(1, 30) = 4.36, p < .05. When it comes to narrating early 
childhood memories, therefore, advanced JFL learners used more orientation statements 
than did intermediate learners. 
 
Table 6 
Early Childhood Memories: Mean Frequencies and Percentages (Standard Deviations) 
of Narrative Components  
  Intermediate Learners Advanced Learners  
  (n = 18) (n = 14)  
  M SD M SD Fa values 
Appendages       
 Frequencies 1.33 1.88 1.86 2.85 0.39 
 Percentages 7.32% 11.30 3.34% 3.33 1.62 
Orientations       
 Frequencies 8.06 6.27 19.14 14.40 8.63*** 
 Percentages 33.38% 11.77 41.29% 8.91 4.36* 
Actions       
 Frequencies 4.61  4.31 10.00 7.21 6.91** 
 Percentages 18.77% 10.64 21.41% 6.27 0.67 
Evaluations       
 Frequencies 10.28 9.36 15.36 10.16 2.16 
 Percentages 36.90% 13.00 32.71% 8.24 1.11 
Reported 
Speech 

      

 Frequencies 1.83 5.07 0.79 1.37 0.56 
 Percentages 3.63% 6.92 1.27% 2.00 1.52 
*p < .05.  **p < .02.  ***p < .01. 
a Degrees of Freedom = 1, 30 
 
 Proficiency level differences in the two different topics (raw frequencies). Similar 
statistical procedures (i.e., MANOVAs) were taken to analyze the effect of differences in 
topic between the two proficiency level groups. With regard to raw frequencies, there 
was a significant multivariate effect of group, Wilks’ lambda = .61, approximate F(5, 26) 
= 3.31, p < .02. The effect of group was largely attributable to significant univariate 
effects on evaluative statements, F(1,30) = 5.71, p < .03, and reported speech, F(1, 30) = 
7.90, p < .01. As can be seen below in Figure 4, intermediate JFL learners provided 
similar numbers of evaluative comments for the both topics [M = 11.06 (SD = 7.87) for 
the injury-related story and M = 10.28 (SD = 9.36) for the early childhood memory]. On 
the other hand, advanced JFL learners provided greater numbers of evaluative comments 
(M = 29.86, SD = 27.71) when telling injury-related stories than when recounting early 
childhood memories (M = 15.36, SD = 10.16), whereas they provided fewer amounts of 
evaluation statements (M = 15.36, SD = 10.16) when telling early childhood memories. 
As for reported speech, as can be seen in Figure 5, intermediate JFL learners used 
reported speech more frequently when telling their early childhood memories (M = 1.83, 
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SD = 5.07) than they did when narrating injury-related stories (M = 0.83, SD = 1.69). 
This tendency was reversed in the case of advanced JFL learners, who used more 
reported speech when telling injury-related stories (M = 3.36, SD = 3.32) than they did 
when narrating their early childhood memories (M = 0.79, SD = 1.37). 
 

 
Figure 4. Proficiency Level Differences in the Two Different Topics: 

Evaluations (Narrative Component) 
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Figure 5. Proficiency Level Differences in the Two Different Topics: 

Reported Speech (Narrative Component) 
  
 Proficiency level differences in the two different topics (proportional frequencies). 
With regard to proportional frequencies, there was a significant multivariate effect of 
group, Wilks’ lambda = .61, approximate F(5, 26) = 3.36, p < .02. The effect of group 
was largely attributable to significant univariate effects on orientation comments, F(1,30) 
= 6.12, p < .02, and reported speech, F(1, 30) = 11.83, p < .002. As can be seen below in 
Figure 6, in intermediate JFL learners’ injury-related narratives, orientation comments 
occupied 24.42% (SD = 10.41) whereas in their early childhood memories, orientation 
comments occupied 33.38% (SD = 11.77) on average; thus, there was a 9% difference. 
Compared to intermediate JFL learners, on the other hand, advanced JFL learners 
provided much greater numbers of orientation comments when telling early childhood 
memories (41.29% of the narrative on average, SD = 8.91) whereas they provided fewer 
amounts of orientation comments when telling injury-related stories (21.80% of the 
narrative on average, SD = 8.29).  
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Figure 6. Proficiency Level Differences in the Two Different Topics: 

Orientation (Narrative Component) 
 

It is clear, then, that when controlling for the narrative length, the difference in 
evaluation statements disappears and, instead, the difference in orientation statements 
appears. When controlling for narrative length, it is found that advanced JFL learners 
used far more orientations when telling their early childhood memories than they did 
when narrating injury-related stories. In their injury-related stories orientation statements 
comprised a little more than 20% of the entire narrative on average. In their early 
childhood memories, on the other hand, orientation statements increased dramatically and 
comprised more than 40% of the entire narrative on average. In contrast, in intermediate 
JFL learners’ injury-related stories orientation statements comprised a little less than 25% 
on average. While orientation statements increased when telling early childhood 
memories, the increase was not so dramatic as that of advanced JFL learners; in 
intermediate JFL learners’ early childhood memories orientation statements comprised a 
little more than 33% of the entire narrative on average. 

Finally, as for reported speech, as can be seen in Figure 7, intermediate JFL 
learners used reported speech more frequently when telling their early childhood 
memories (3.63% of the narrative on average, SD = 6.92) than they did when narrating 
injury-related stories (1.90% of the narrative on average, SD = 3.66). This tendency was 
reversed when it comes to advanced learners, who used more reported speech when 
telling injury-related stories (5.51% of the narrative on average, SD = 4.90) than they did 
when narrating their early childhood memories (1.27% of the narrative on average, SD = 
2.00). 
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Figure 7. Proficiency Level Differences in the Two Different Topics: 

Reported Speech (Narrative Component) 
  

Discussion 
 Labovian analysis (Labov, 1972) introduced the definition of narrative as a 
technique of reporting past events through temporal juncture and established a basis for 
the understanding of the temporal organization and evaluation of narrative. Using the 
Labovian analytical framework, this paper explored the structure of L2 learners’ 
narratives. Both qualitative and quantitative analyses were conducted, and, observed 
general tendencies such as frequent use of foreground information (namely, complicating 
actions) for injury-related stories and background information (namely, orientation 
statements) for early childhood memories. The observations were supported by 
qualitative analysis. In what follows, the results obtained in this study are summarized 
and discussed. 
 The narrative components (i.e., complicating actions, orientation statements, 
evaluation statements, appendages, and reported speech) used by the two different levels 
of JFL learners on the two different narrative topics were compared by counting both raw 
and proportional frequencies. Comparisons of raw frequencies revealed that advanced 
JFL learners provided more foreground information (i.e., complicating actions) and 
background information (i.e., both orientation and evaluation statements for injury-
related stories, and orientation statements for early childhood memories) [and, 
additionally, reported speech for injury-related stories] than did intermediate learners. 
Interestingly, however, when it comes to proportional frequencies, except for reported 
speech for injury-related stories and orientation statements for early childhood memories, 
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there were no significant differences observed in any narrative component between 
advanced JFL learners and intermediate JFL learners. In other words, although the 
narratives produced by intermediate JFL learners contained less reported speech for 
injury-related stories and orientation statements for early childhood memories than those 
produced by advanced JFL learners, and, in addition, were shorter and used a smaller 
vocabulary, the narrative components (and thus the overall narrative structure) did not 
differ greatly from those used by advanced JFL learners. 
 What seems different between advanced and intermediate learners, however, 
seems to lie in cognitive flexibility or the flexible use of L2 skills depending on the topic. 
As their language skills advance, JFL learners tend to produce longer narratives using 
more words in greater variety, and are inclined to use more reported speech for action-
oriented injury-related stories in order to describe complicating actions (i.e., foreground 
information) more vividly and tend to provide more orientation statements (i.e., 
background information) for static early childhood memories. Compared to advanced 
JFL learners, intermediate JFL learners do not seem able to employ the same flexibility in 
varying their narratives depending on the topic. 
 To conclude, narratives use language to fuse together culture, cognition, and 
personal attitude. Whether we use our L1 or an L2, we tell stories to perform such 
important functions as mediating interpersonal relationships, introducing ourselves, and 
making sense of experiences. In recent times, narrative tasks are increasingly employed 
in L2 classrooms (Banno, Ohno, Sakane, & Shinagawa, 1999), but the tasks may not 
work effectively. The effectiveness of the specific tasks is dependent on several factors. 
Language instructors who plan to use narration activities will benefit by understanding 
not only what using these activities implies in the light of L2 learning and processing but 
also what narrative topics are most appropriate for what levels of L2 learners. The 
realization, confirmed in this study, that advanced L2 learners are more flexible in 
relating events in narrative implies the importance of topic selection in assigning 
narrative tasks to L2 learners. I hope that the research presented in this paper provides an 
introduction to the place and nature of producing narratives within L2 learning and 
development. 
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Abstract 

This study examines the characteristics of stories that native speakers of given languages 
consider to be good. Forty English-Japanese bilingual children ages 6 to 12 were asked to 
narrate a picture storybook (“Frog, where are you?”) in both English and Japanese. Also 
involved in the study were sixteen adult native Japanese speakers and sixteen adult native 
English speakers who evaluated the stories produced by the bilingual children. An 
analysis of the stories given high ratings by the evaluators shows that both in English and 
Japanese, good stories should be lengthy stories with a large and varied vocabulary, and 
should be told in the past tense. In addition to those similarities in effective stories told in 
the two languages, we also found dissimilarities between “good” stories in English and 
“good” stories in Japanese. English evaluators felt that relating a series of events in 
chronological order is only one part of a good story. Providing evaluative comments (i.e., 
statements or words that tell the listener/reader what the narrator thinks about a person, 
place, thing, event) is an indispensable part of telling good stories. So, in stories in 
English, aside from the standard expectation of a sequential series of events, providing 
the listener with emotional information is considered equally important. On the other 
hand, Japanese speakers accepted stories that emphasize a temporal sequence of action 
with less emphasis on nonsequential information, especially evaluative descriptions, and 
which effectively use passive forms and subject-referencing markers into order to relate a 
clear chronological sequence of events. Because the standards of what makes a good 
story may differ in the home and school languages/cultures, and because of the complex 
nature of such differences as shown in this study, it seems advisable that schools 
intervene and support the development of bilingual children’s skills in the use of the 
mainstream culture’s standards. 
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How to Tell a Good Story: A Study of Bilingual Children’s Styles of Storytelling 
with Implications for Language Sciences and Children’s Education 

 
 There are many ways to tell a story, but whether a story is good or bad depends on 
whether the listener/reader can comprehend all that the speaker/writer wants to convey. 
Imagine a seven-year-old Japanese-American boy who sounds like a native speaker of 
English but was, in reality, raised in a Japanese-speaking family and whose first language 
is, in fact, Japanese. Asked by his monocultural American teacher whether he has hurt 
himself, the boy might answer, “Yes, I have.” The teacher takes pains to ask him to 
continue his injury story; the boy finally says, “I was playing on the monkey bars. And I 
got a splinter. And I had it pulled out.” Because empathic consideration for others is 
highly valued in Japanese culture (Doi, 1973), even though the seven-year-old does not 
give any evaluative comments about his injury story, the Japanese listener in his family 
or neighborhood will empathize with the boy’s unverbalized feelings. Conversely, 
because he expects the listener to empathize with his feelings, the boy tells his story 
without verbalizing his emotions. Perhaps, however, the American teacher, applying the 
values of the dominant/mainstream culture, does not understand the boy’s background 
culture and its preference for communicative compression (i.e., omitting emotion), and 
misinterpreting the boy’s compressed story as lacking in imagination and creativeness, 
judges the boy to have difficulty in verbalizing his feelings, and finally concludes that he 
should be placed in a different type of program at school. 
 Cross-cultural miscommunications or misunderstandings between individuals are 
not uncommon and can lead to confusion and even tragedy. One of the most prominent 
examples of this in contemporary popular culture can be found in the musical Miss 
Saigon, an adaptation of Puccini’s Madame Butterfly (the theme of this epic love story is 
about the relationship between a man and a woman from different cultures and the human 
tragedy resulting in great part from those differences). However, events such as the 
misunderstanding described in the anecdote of the boy and his teacher can be viewed in 
the light of a narrative schema, a configuration of semantic memory that specifies the 
expected ordering or permissible flow of information. Studies of narrative schemata, in 
fact, are not new; Bartlett’s (1932) work on recall of stories from unfamiliar cultures is 
considered the first of such studies. Among more recent examples, Kintsch and Greene 
(1978) contend that narrative schemata are culturally specific and contain elements that 
facilitate the comprehension of, and the remembering and retelling of stories. These 
researchers found that Americans of linguistically mainstream backgrounds had some 
difficulty in comprehending and reconstructing a Native American story that did not 
conform to their norm of a good story. Dube (1977) also confirmed the tendency that 
people more easily forget elements in stories taken from cultures that are dissimilar to 
their own than elements in stories from cultures similar to theirs. Furthermore, as was the 
case in the original Bartlett study (Bartlett, 1932), Harris, Lee, Hensley, and Schoen 
(1988) found that foreign stories read to Americans were likely to be “misremembered” 
to have been more like American stories. We can therefore infer that, because of culture-
specific schemata, different cultures have different ideas of what makes a good story. 
 As adults, we usually do not consciously think about our communicative 
techniques. As we grow and develop language skills, we gradually add various levels of 
language-specific rules of, for example, phonology, syntax, as well as pragmatics, the last 
of which is particularly relevant to this paper. Communication can be described as a 
process of encoding and decoding (Matsumoto & Juang, 2004). Encoding is the process 
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of turning a message into linguistic forms, such as word(s), phrase(s), or sentence(s). The 
individual who constructs and sends messages and meanings is an encoder. Decoding, on 
the other hand, refers to the process of understanding the meaning of word(s), phrase(s), 
or sentence(s) sent by the encoder. The individual who interprets the messages and 
meanings sent by the encoder is the decoder. As can be easily inferred, culture has a 
pervasive and profound effect on both the encoding and decoding processes. Because 
culture-specific practices or rules are transmitted and reinforced by enculturation agents 
(e.g., mothers, caregivers, teachers), they become habitual as we grow and over time we 
become able to use them without any conscious effort. As a result, as adults we are well 
versed in using methods of communication specific to our culture. Viewing the 
communicative interaction process in this way, it is clear that we share a certain set of 
encoding and decoding rules with other individuals in our culture and in our language 
community. In other words, we develop a certain set of expectations about 
communication. The expectations are related to the notion of schema as explained earlier. 
 An issue more relevant to the present paper is how the storyteller changes position 
in relation to the listener and to the narrative topic. When a storyteller who has access to a 
certain distant topic tells a story about that topic, a triangular relationship emerges: the 
storyteller, the narrative topic, and the listener (Toolan, 1988). As storytellers become 
increasingly engrossed in the topic, they distance themselves from the listener; that is, a 
shift occurs from narrative external (i.e., a closer relation between the narrator and the 
listener than between the narrator and the topic) to narrative internal (i.e., a closer relation 
between the narrator and the topic than between the narrator and the listener). An 
important issue examined in this study is the use of culturally specific tools with which 
the storyteller, while being absorbed in relating events, maintains the relationship with 
the listener so that the listener finds the story understandable or even good. 
 This study seeks to address the question of “What makes a good story?” 
Analyzing stories told by English-Japanese bilingual children illustrates not only shared 
(and perhaps universal) but also language-specific features of “good stories.” The focus 
of this study is not bilingual children’s language development per se. Rather, the study 
assesses the structure and content of stories told by the children in Japanese and English. 
The assessments are made by native speakers of the language in which the story is told. 
The overarching goal of the paper is the examination of the nature of multi-faceted 
language development and language skills development such as narrative discourse and 
literacy. The study tries to answer the following overall research questions: 
(1) What are the cross-linguistically common (or universal) features of good stories? 
(2) What are the language-specific or culture-specific features of good stories? 
(3) If cross-linguistic or cross-cultural differences are identified, what implications do 

they bear in relation to the education of bilingual children in U.S. school settings? 
To answer these questions, this study examines and evaluates children’s stories from a 
discourse perspective as they become increasingly similar to adult narratives — 
specifically, as the stories demonstrate increased setting of the story scene, more 
problem-resolution sequences, and more complex and frequent narrator’s comments on 
the action. Likewise, in terms of the development of discourse markers, this paper 
examines and evaluates bilingual children’s stories as they show increasingly coherent 
time referencing, smoother event sequencing, more adequate/explicit anaphoric reference 
in each language or, conversely, less ambiguous anaphoric reference. In this regard 
Berman and Slobin (1994) have the advantage of having adults producing the same text, 
which, as Scott (1988) explained, has rarely been done by other researchers. This study 
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assumes that adult narratives are considered the culturally appropriate, full-fledged or (to 
borrow Berman and Slobin’s expression), “endstate” model (1994, p. 75). Adults tend to 
tell narratives that include a beginning, a middle, and also include an initial motivation 
for the event, the unfolding of the event and a resolution to the event. This study looks 
into how, through the task of narrating simple stories, bilingual children’s cognitive 
abilities expand and develop through the school years, and how their stories are perceived 
by adults. We feel the results of the study hold important meaning in the pluralistic and 
multicultural United States, where the education of the increasingly large number of 
bilingual children from diverse backgrounds can have such an important impact on the 
future. 
 

Method 
Participants 
 The participants were forty Japanese-speaking school-age children residing in the 
multilingual San Francisco area. [Also included in the study were adults participating as 
raters, but their function will be described below in the Measures section.] There were 
seventeen boys and twenty-three girls, ages six to twelve. Specific information regarding 
the forty participating children and their families is as follows: (1) The participating 
children, whose mothers are all Japanese originally from Japan, were either enrolled in 
English/Japanese bilingual programs in public elementary schools or were taking 
Japanese language classes on weekends in addition to attending public schools. (2) 
Twenty-five children were from families in which both parents were native Japanese 
speakers; the remaining fifteen children were from families in which only the mother was 
a native Japanese speaker. (3) Nineteen children were born in Japan; the remaining 
twenty-one children were born in the United States. Finally, because all the mothers are 
native speakers of Japanese and used that language exclusively with them initially, the 
children’s first language is considered to be Japanese, regardless of their fluency or level 
of competency in that language at the time of the study. This age group was selected 
because (1) the process of children’s language development, in many important ways, 
continues actively into the elementary school years, and (2) the elementary school years 
are a period of extremely rapid development in the acquisition of literacy-related skills. 
 
Procedure 
 The children were asked to tell the same story in English and in Japanese. The 
story is shown in pictures only in the children’s book, Frog, where are you? (Mayer, 
1969). The book consists of a sequence of 24 illustrations depicting a long and 
complicated chain of events involving a boy and his dog in search of their runaway frog. 
This book was selected because the structure of the illustrated story was controlled, 
ensuring a high degree of comparability not only across narrators but also across the two 
languages. 

Because the same children narrated the same story in both English and Japanese, 
counter-balancing was critical in this bilingual research. One half of the children who 
participated in this project were asked to narrate the entire story in English first and then 
in Japanese, whereas the other half narrated the entire story in Japanese first and then in 
English. This counter-balancing was supposed to cancel out the effect of order of 
presentation to some extent. The children’s stories were tape-recorded and transcribed 
using the Codes for the Human Analysis of Transcripts (CHAT) transcription system, 
available through the Child Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES: MacWhinney, 
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1995; MacWhinney & Snow, 1985, 1990). 
 
Measures 
 Evaluations of children’s stories by native speakers. Sixteen adult native Japanese 
speakers and sixteen adult native English speakers participated in this study as raters to 
evaluate the stories told by the bilingual children. Four randomly assigned native 
Japanese speakers independently evaluated each Japanese story and four randomly 
assigned native English speakers independently evaluated each English story. The raters 
evaluated six elements in each story, all of which are considered indispensable: (1) 
coherence, (2) flow, (3) clear introductions of characters and settings, (4) clear 
presentation of the main characters’ actions, (5) clear presentation of peripheral 
characters’ actions, and (6) appropriateness of sentence length (see Stein & Albro, 1997, 
for a review). Note that “the flow of the story” in the second category above relates to 
plot-advancing, sequential “foreground” information, whereas “clarity in terms of 
introducing characters and settings” in the third category relates to plot-motivating, 
contextualizing, nonsequential “background” information of the story, as explained 
below (Hopper, 1979; Hopper & Thompson, 1980; Reinhart, 1984). Note also that the 
fourth and fifth categories both relate to clear presentation of the actions in the story. 
 The raters were not informed that the stories were told by bilingual children. 
Instead, before they read the transcripts, they were simply instructed that the frog stories 
were told by a select group of children. The raters were asked to score each story with a 
level from 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest) in each category. A perfect score was 240 (level 10 
in each of six categories by four raters). We assumed that the adults’ ratings reflect 
socially accepted “good stories” in the raters’ native culture. 
 
 Story length, word-tokens, and word-types. Because story length is considered a 
basic index of discourse competency, the stories were coded for length as measured by 
the number of clauses. The Computerized Language Analysis (CLAN) program FREQ 
(MacWhinney, 1995) was used to compute the total number of clauses, the total number 
of words (i.e., word-tokens), and the total number of different words (i.e., word-types). 
 
 Age/Grade. Under usual circumstances, chronological age generally corresponds 
to the grade in school. In the present study, however, some second graders were seven 
years old, some others were eight, and others were even nine years old. Furthermore, 
whereas “age” relates to maturation (i.e., unfolding of a biologically determined sequence 
of behavior patterns programmed by the genes, such as the readiness to master more 
advanced storytelling abilities), “grade” includes the effect of schooling on bilingual 
children’s literacy skills. For caution’s sake, therefore, both physical age and grade were 
included in the study. 
 
 The use of sophisticated words (English stories only). The total number of words 
and the total number of different words more or less relate to lexical quantity. For 
evaluating lexical sophistication (i.e., quality), another measure is necessary. For 
analyzing stories told in English, the updated version of the Dale-Chall word list (Chall & 
Dale, 1995), which comprises the 3,000 words American teachers judge as known to 
most fourth graders, was used as the basis for selecting and identifying the common, or 
high-frequency, words in each child’s English-language story (in English). The expanded 
version of the Dale-Chall list, which adds all linguistic forms of the base words (e.g., 
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derivationally inflected forms such as ’s, s, es, ies, d, ed, ied, ing), was used for ease in 
automatic searching. In a subsequent step, we removed words of the following types from 
consideration: (1) proper nouns (e.g., Alf, Burk, Phillip), (2) family member designations 
(e.g., Mommy), (3) colloquial forms (e.g., doggie, froggie, wanna, gonna), and (4) 
incorrect forms (e.g., broked, catched, creeped, heared, shooked, waked, woked, 
stucking). In this paper, following Weizman and Snow (2001), the term sophisticated 
words is used to refer to words that fall outside the 3,000 most common words of English 
and their various inflected forms. Note that because no equivalent word list is available in 
Japanese, this measure was used only in the analysis of the English stories. 
 
 Content-focus coding (both English and Japanese stories). As a first step, the 
cross-linguistic coding methodology of content-focus analysis, which is closely 
associated with the work of Labov (1972), was used to examine the relationships between 
specific story components and the ratings of the children’s frog stories by native 
speakers. An important feature of the Labovian methodology is the distinction between 
two types of statements, both of which are indispensable for an ideal story: (1) referential 
statements and (2) evaluative (or affective) statements. Referential statements convey 
information about the characters and events in the story, whereas evaluative statements 
convey the narrator’s attitudes toward events and his or her interpretations of the 
characters’ motives and reactions to events. Referential statements are further categorized 
into orientation and actions (or “complicating actions” to follow Labov’s terminology). 
Orientation consists of statements in which the narrator provides the listener with the 
embedded context of the story, such as the setting, character referents, time, 
environmental features, conditions, and ongoing behavior in the story. On the other hand, 
actions are specific actions/events or processes that take place. In other words, action 
statements move the plotline forward and thus serve as sequential “foreground” 
information, whereas orientation statements provide the contextualizing, or nonsequential 
“background” information in the story. Note that orientation and evaluative statements 
both convey background information (Hopper, 1979; Hopper & Thompson, 1980; 
Reinhart, 1984). 
 
 Form/functions relations coding (both English and Japanese stories). The 
form/function approach to narrative structure examines which linguistic forms the 
children used to deal with such narrative functions as encoding temporal and causal 
relationships between events, and creating contextual cohesiveness (Berman, 1995). 
Accordingly, a set of cross-linguistic coding devices was used for analyzing the 
relationship between the use of various tense forms in the narratives and the ratings of the 
children’s frog stories. In addition to the content-focus coding described above, all 
transcripts were coded using form/function relations (Berman & Slobin, 1994). This 
coding scheme addresses detailed forms, including nonpast tenses (i.e., present and future 
tenses), simple past tense, progressive and perfective aspects, as well as the passive 
voice. 
 
 Subject-referencing coding (both English and Japanese stories). Narrative 
coherence is one of the important requirements for telling good stories (Stein & Albro, 
1997). The bilingual children’s stories were analyzed in terms of how the narrators made 
referential choices (i.e., how protagonists are referred to in various situations through the 
use of full noun phrases, reduced-noun/pronoun phrases, or ellipsis). This coding system 
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used focuses on the domain of reference (i.e., how the storyteller introduces a new 
referent while maintaining the connection to a current referent, or how the storyteller 
shifts from one referent to another). By examining tracking techniques through the 
formation and maintenance of story referents, we can see how, in both English and 
Japanese, the quality of construction and organization of the stories is dependent on the 
ability of the children to avoid ambiguities in referential management. This involves, for 
example, the use of a full noun phrase to mark a switch to another character in the story. 

The introduction of a new topic into a discourse requires the maximum 
information for processing by the listener. In contrast, a reference to the current topic 
requires the least information. This can be in the form of ellipsis (zero anaphora) or 
unstressed pronouns (Chaudron & Parker, 1990). In English, for instance, the 
introduction of a new referent (the “least continuous topic”) is normally signaled with an 
indefinite article. After the introduction of a given referent, further uninterrupted 
mentions of the same referent (this now being the “most continuous topic”) are encoded 
with a pronoun, whereas an already introduced but not the current topic of discourse 
(medium continuity) is signaled with a definite article. In Japanese, the postpositional 
particle ga is used to signal new referents, and the postpositional particle wa is used to 
signal known referents. When referring to the most continuous topic, ellipsis (zero 
anaphora) is used (Hinds, 1983). 

Though here somewhat oversimplified for the sake of brevity, the fundamental 
rule in Japanese is that whereas ga signals new information, wa signals old information. 
In terms of the referential function, the use of ga generally corresponds to the use of 
indefinite articles (a/an) in English, whereas the use of the topic marker wa generally 
corresponds to the use of the definite article (the) in English. Neither definite nor 
indefinite articles exist in Japanese. The function of pronominal forms in English is 
generally replaced by ellipsis in Japanese. [Note, however, that, in Japanese, nouns may 
also sometimes be used where pronouns are used in English (Clancy, 1980).] 
 The specific items examined in the English stories are summarized as follows: 
(1) Whether the referent (the character in the subject position of the sentence) is 

represented by “an indefinite article (a/an) + a full noun phrase (FNP)” when 
introduced in the story for the first time (first mention). 

(2) Whether the referent is represented by “the definite article + an FNP” when 
mentioned immediately after the first mention (second mention). 

(3) Whether the referent is represented by a pronoun or reduced noun in third and 
subsequent mentions, or whether the referent is represented by a pronoun when the 
same referent remains the current topic after re-introduction (continuous mention). 

 The equivalent items examined in Japanese stories are summarized as follows: 
(1) Whether the referent is represented by “an FNP + the subject marker (ga)” on first 

mention. 
(2) Whether the referent is represented by “an FNP + the topic marker (wa)” on second 

mention. 
(3) Whether the referent is represented by zero anaphora in third and subsequent 

mentions or whether the referent is represented by zero anaphora when the same 
referent remains the current topic after re-introduction.  

 
Results 

  The overall distributions and frequencies of the ratings of the English stories 
ranged from 74 to 218 (M = 135.18, SD = 31.18). The overall distributions and 
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frequencies of the ratings of the Japanese stories ranged from 43 to 195 (M = 111.4, SD = 
36.51). Comparisons of mean scores by t-tests showed that adult English raters evaluated 
children’s stories in English more positively than adult Japanese evaluators did for their 
ratings of children’s stories in Japanese, t(39) = 3.75, p < .001. One possible explanation 
of an overall rating difference is that the language competence in English and Japanese is 
unequal. However, as reported elsewhere (Minami, 2003), these children were found to 
be balanced in English and Japanese, so it is likely that the difference in overall ratings 
was due to a degree of leniency of the English raters over the Japanese raters. 
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Figure 1. Distribution of Ratings of English Stories by Native English Speakers 
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Figure 2. Distribution of Ratings of Japanese Stories by Native Japanese Speakers 

  
In what follows, the relationships between the ratings of the narratives against 

various social, cognitive, and linguistic measures are analyzed: 
 
Story Length, Word-Tokens, and Word-Types 
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 English-Japanese bilingual children produced rich and lengthy oral narratives. 
The mean number of words (i.e., tokens) in English was 251.45 (SD = 111.21; range = 
132 to 812), whereas the mean number of tokens in Japanese was 216.93 (SD = 110.91; 
range = 86 to 804). The mean number of different words (i.e., types) in English was 89.4 
(SD = 25.07; range = 51 to 208), whereas the mean number of types in Japanese was 
85.85 (SD = 32.09; range = 50 to 257). The mean number of lengths in English was 39.68 
(SD = 14.69; range = 20 to 113), whereas the mean number of lengths in Japanese was 
40.00 (SD = 17.24; range = 22 to 128). The mean number of English ratings was 135.18 
(SD = 31.18; range = 74 to 218), whereas the mean number of Japanese ratings was 
111.39 (SD = 36.51; range = 43 to 195). 
 English stories. As was to be expected, the measure of story length, the number of 
different words (i.e., types), and the total number of words (i.e., tokens) were important 
predictors for evaluating stories. The longer frog stories, which used more words and a 
greater variety of words, received correspondingly higher ratings. The raters rewarded 
extensive stories with higher marks than the shorter stories. These results seem 
reasonable because the extended length generally denotes a fully developed story that 
includes a great number, and often a great variety, of words. 
 
Table 1A Correlations Between Ratings, Word-Tokens, Word-Types, and Story 
Length (English) 
 Ratings Word-Tokens Word-Types 
Word-Tokens .33*   
Word-Types .30† .95****  
Story Length .36* .96**** .93**** 
†p < .06.  *p < .05.  **p < .01.  ***p < .001.  ****p < .0001. 

 
 Japanese stories. Predictably, length and the number of word-tokens and word-
types were important predictors for the ratings of stories. The longer story using not only 
a larger number of words but also a greater variety of words, the more positively the story 
would be evaluated. Like a good English story, a good Japanese story should be an 
extensive one with a great number and variety of words. 
 
Table 1B Correlations Between Ratings, Word-Tokens, Word-Types, and Story 
Length (Japanese) 
 Ratings Word-Tokens Word-Types 
Word-Tokens .32*   
Word-Types .31† .96****  
Story Length .31† .95**** .94**** 
†p < .06.  *p < .05.  **p < .01.  ***p < .001.  ****p < .0001. 

 
 Overall, the results show clearly that extended length, use of a large number of 
words, and a wide variety of words were the principal factors in high ratings of the 
children’s stories in this study. It is likely that these factors would be highly regarded in 
the stories told in most, if not all, cultures. 
 
Age/Grade and the use in English stories only of “sophisticated” words 
 English stories. Both age and grade level were strong predictors for high story 
ratings. The older the child, the higher the ratings his or her story received. Similarly, the 
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more advanced the child’s grade level, the higher the rating the child’s story received. So 
both physical maturation and the effect of schooling (on children’s literacy skills) were 
identified as crucial factors in the development of more advanced storytelling skills. 
 As explained above, although the “sophisticated words” variable is available only 
in English for the analysis of English stories, it was clearly an important predictor for the 
ratings of stories. The more sophisticated the vocabulary the child used in constructing a 
story, the higher the story’s ratings. A good English story should include not only 
quantity (a large number and variety of words), but also quality (sophisticated words). 
[Note that the “variety” reported earlier does not equate to “sophistication.”] Among the 
forty participants, Kazuo (boy; 12 years, 1 month) produced the longest and most detailed 
stories in English (and Japanese as well). The total number of clauses in his English story 
was 113, which is almost three times as long as the average (M = 39.68, SD = 14.69). 
Furthermore, although the majority of the children’s vocabulary performance consisted of 
the 3,000 most frequent words, Kazuo included a number of “sophisticated” words 
(falling outside the 3,000 most common English words). These included nouns 
(antelopes, beehive, exam, windowsill), adjectives (friendly, perfect, similar) and adverbs 
(accidentally, nicely, quietly, softly, suddenly). Kazuo received the highest score of 218 
points (out of a possible 240) for his English story. [He also received the third highest 
score of 178 points for his Japanese story. For more information on his Japanese story, 
see Figures 1 and 2.] The previously mentioned Dale-Chall word list (Chall & Dale, 
1995) is based on whether the child possesses Grade 4-level vocabulary. Because Kazuo 
was in Grade 6 at the time of data collection, his superior performance may not be as 
surprising as it seems at first. However, in Kazuo’s home environment, except for 
occasional conversations in English among Kazuo and his siblings, Kazuo’s family 
mainly speaks Japanese. So his vocabulary usage is quite impressive. Representative 
examples of how Kazuo used sophisticated words when telling the frog story are as 
follows: 
 
Example 1 Kazuo [boy; 12 years, 1 month] 
And he had a very friendly dog. (Picture 1) 
He was sleeping so quietly and softly on his soft bed. (Picture 2) 
He was sleeping very nicely and quietly, so he didn’t know what happened during that 
night. (Picture 3) 
Suddenly, his dog fell down from the windowsill. (Picture 6) 
But his dog accidentally broke a beehive, which was hanging on the tree. (Picture 11) 
He didn’t know there was an antelope since it looked very similar to a piece of wood. 
(Picture 15) 
 
Table 2A Correlations Between Ratings, Grade, Age, and Sophisticated Words 
(English) 
 Ratings Grade Age 
Grade .54***   
Age .45** .97****  
Sophisticated Words .44** .37* .36* 
*p < .05.  **p < .01.  ***p < .001.  ****p < .0001. 

 
 Japanese stories. Both age (maturity) and grade (the effect of schooling on 
children’s literacy skills) were good predictors for the rating scores. The older the child 
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and the higher the grade, the higher the ratings were. 
 
Table 2B Correlations Between Ratings, Grade, and Age (Japanese) 
 Ratings Grade 
Grade .43**  
Age .45** .97**** 
*p < .05.  **p < .01.  ***p < .001.  ****p < .0001. 

 
 Overall, predictably, irrespective of the language — English or Japanese — the 
child’s age and grade were strong predictors for story ratings. Physical age is important, 
but the effect of schooling (grade) is equally important in the growth of children’s 
storytelling abilities. More generally, both factors are essential components of the 
acceleration of children’s literacy skills development. As they grow and as they advance 
in grade, bilingual children’s stories regularly improve in both languages. 
 
Content-Focus Analysis 
 In content-focus analysis associated with the work of Labov (1972), action 
statements, which convey information about story characters and events, serve to move 
the plotline forward, whereas evaluative statements convey storytellers’ attitudes about 
events as well as their interpretations of the protagonists’ motives and reactions to events. 
Note that in this paper “ratings” and “evaluations” are sometimes used interchangeably 
when referring to the assessments of the bilingual children’s stories. In this section, 
however, in order to avoid unnecessary confusion between the coding category of 
“evaluative statements” in content-focus analysis (Labov, 1972) and the adult native 
speakers’ “evaluations” of stories, whenever referring to the adult native speakers’ 
assessments of the stories, the word “ratings” will be used. 
 English stories. A positive, albeit marginal, association was observed between the 
number of action statements (ACT) and readers’ ratings of the story. A more striking 
positive association was observed, however, in the relationship between the number of 
evaluative statements (EVL) and readers’ ratings of the story. The more evaluative 
comments the child included in the story, the higher the rating the story received. 
 
Table 3A Correlations Between Ratings and Labovian Categories — Complicating 
Action [ACT], Orientation [ORT], and Evaluation [EVL] (English) 
 Ratings ACT ORT 
ACT .30†   
ORT .10 .09  
EVL .35* .44** .46** 
†p < .06.  *p < .05.  **p < .01.  ***p < .001.  ****p < .0001. 
 
 Japanese stories. A positive association was observed between the number of 
action statements (ACT) and readers’ ratings of the story. However, no association was 
observed in the relationship between evaluative statements and readers’ ratings of the 
story. The more action statements (i.e., plot-advancing, sequential foreground 
information) the child provided when telling the story, the higher the rating the story 
received. Foreground information (Hopper, 1979; Hopper & Thompson, 1980; Reinhart, 
1984), which corresponds to (complicating) actions in the Labovian categorization 
(Labov, 1972), refers to the parts of the narrative that relate a sequence of events with 
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respect to a timeline and thus constitutes the “narrative skeleton.” Native Japanese 
speakers seemed to judge that relating a series of events in chronological order would be 
sufficient for a narration by an elementary school child to be considered a good story. In 
other words, telling a story that contains only action statements is acceptable to Japanese 
ears. In the anecdote cited at the beginning of this paper, the Japanese-American boy’s 
action-statement narrative, acceptable in the Japanese-speaking community, was lacking 
in the evaluative comments expected in his English-language school community. 
However, when looking at the overall ratings of the children’s Japanese stories, a 
cautious interpretation may be necessary when considering the fact that the adult 
Japanese raters in general gave lower ratings to the children’s stories than did the adult 
English speakers. Perhaps Japanese raters were more conservative in their ratings, or, 
perhaps Japanese raters judged that the children’s stories had not reached an age 
appropriate level. Still, the narrative components that are considered important seem at 
least to some extent to be culturally specific. 
 
Table 3B Correlations Between Ratings and Labovian Categories — Complicating 
Action [ACT], Orientation [ORT], and Evaluation [EVL] (Japanese) 
 Ratings ACT ORT 
ACT .53***   
ORT .11 .35*  
EVL .18 .59**** .35** 
*p < .05.  **p < .01.  ***p < .001.  ****p < .0001. 
  
 Overall, regardless of the language, the ability to relate a sequence of events is a 
basic and critically important skill. Particularly in Japanese, those children’s stories that 
emphasize actions (i.e., plot-advancing, sequential foreground information) are likely to 
be rated highly. English-language stories emphasizing actions are also likely to be highly 
rated. This cross-linguistic similarity illustrates the fundamental importance of temporal 
sequencing in stories. However, in the case of the children’s English stories, although 
relating a series of events (providing foreground information) is one important aspect, 
telling the listener what the narrator thinks about a person, place, thing, or event 
(background information) is equally or even more important in defining what is a good 
story. It is certainly possible that providing only action statements is not characteristic of 
all good Japanese stories, but Japanese children’s stories not including background 
information may be also considered good stories. In both languages, ratings tend to get 
higher as children provide the smooth event sequencing expected in stories by adults, but 
“good” stories in English are expected to have more complex and frequent background 
comments by the narrator on the action. 

However, an alternative interpretation is certainly possible. Bilingual children 
might have tended to provide more referential details (i.e., specific events) in English 
whereas, in Japanese, the same narrators might have tended to emphasize evaluative 
descriptions (i.e., statements that tell the listener what to think about a person, place, 
thing, event, or more globally, the entire experience described in the narrative). The 
results obtained in this study may suggest the following: (1) The English evaluators 
might have felt the child narrators’ need to give more evaluative descriptions (although 
they judged that those child narrators had given relatively sufficient referential details). 
(2) Likewise, the Japanese evaluators might have felt the child narrators’ need to give 
more referential details (they judged that although those narrators had given relatively 
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sufficient evaluative descriptions). Following this interpretation, therefore, the 
evaluations of children’s stories indicate what is adequately stated and what is not in 
children’s narratives. 

As another interpretation, whether evaluations are considered adequate or not 
depends on the types of evaluations the child narrator provides, namely, (1) external 
evaluations (i.e., the narrator’s interpretations of the protagonists’ motives and reactions 
to events), (2) evaluation embedded as a comment made from the viewpoint of 
protagonists or other story characters, or (3) narrative-clause-internal evaluation, such as 
intensifiers and explicatives (Labov, 1972; Toolan, 1988). While this needs further 
investigation, it is true that evaluation clauses contribute to the establishment of a story’s 
tellability. 
 
Form/Functions Relations (Temporal and Causal Relations Between Events) 
 English stories. The examination of the relationships between verbal forms and 
the ratings of the narratives tells us a simple fact. Those stories told in the past tense 
tended to be evaluated more positively than those in the present tense. This result reminds 
us of Labov’s (1972) definition of a minimal narrative text as “a sequence of two clauses 
which are temporally ordered” (p. 360). The use of the present tense in these stories 
tended to be associated with simple picture descriptions. On the other hand, using the past 
tense as a temporal anchor was seen as an ability of the child to construct a coherent 
‘searching for a frog’ story. Stories using the past tense, therefore, gave the impression to 
the reader of more sophistication in the showing of temporal and causal relations between 
events. 
 
Table 4A Correlations Between Ratings and Various Verbal Forms (English) 
 Ratings Nonpast Progressive Perfect Passive 
Nonpast  .17     
Progressive -.09  .23    
Perfect  .26 -.19 -.11   
Passive  .01 -.07  .12 .35*  
Simple Past  .31† -.26  .07 .28 .11 
†p < .06.  *p < .05.  **p < .01.  ***p < .001.  ****p < .0001. 

 
 Japanese stories. In the Japanese stories, just as in the English versions, past-
tense dominant stories tended to be highly rated. The Japanese readers judged that those 
child narrators who primarily used the past tense as a temporal anchor constructed more 
coherent stories. On the other hand, stories in which the child used the present tense were 
rated less highly, being seen as less sophisticated and as lacking in sequential coherence. 
 
Table 4B  Correlations Between Ratings and Various Verbal Forms (Japanese) 
 Ratings Nonpast Progressive Perfect Passive 
Nonpast  .03     
Progressive  .07  .54***    
Perfect -.20  .41**  .36*   
Passive  .37* -.05  .16 -.02  
Simple Past  .53***  .15  .37* -.10 .05 
*p < .05.  **p < .01.  ***p < .001.  ****p < .0001. 
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 Those stories told in Japanese in which passive verb forms were used tended to be 
more positively evaluated, whereas no such a relationship was observed in the case of 
English. In his English narrative, for instance, Kenji (boy; 12 years, 6 months) held the 
voice constant (the active voice throughout) by changing the subject. In his Japanese 
narrative, in contrast, Kenji held the subject constant by switching from the active voice 
to the passive voice. As seen below in Example 2a, the meanings of the two constructions 
of the event, “The deer threw him into a river” in English versus “(He) was dropped into 
the pond” in Japanese, are different not only in terms of what he used in the subject (i.e., 
the actor) and direct object positions, but also in terms of what is emphasized in the event 
or action (the deer’s action is the focus in the former whereas what happened to the boy is 
emphasized in the latter). Thus, whereas relating events with a certain tense-marking 
system is related to temporal relations, relating events by changing voice is related to the 
narrator’s perspective taking on events (Bamberg, 1997a, 1997b). Kenji received the 
second highest score of 185 points (out of a possible 240) for his Japanese story (but a 
mediocre score of 137 points for his English story). 
 
Example 2a Kenji [boy; 12 years, 6 months] (Picture 17) 
English: So deer raised him up, and throw him into a river, I mean, a 
 creek. 
Japanese: aa, sono ue ni nokkerarete, ike ni otosaremashita. 
 ‘Uh, he was carried on its back, and was dropped into the pond.’ 
 
Example 2b Asuka [girl; age 11 years, 1 month] (Pictures 14, 15, 16 and 17) 
English: And then they met a deer, and then the deer carry them, and 
 dump them into the creek. 
Japanese: de, tochuu de shika ni atte, shika no tsuno ni hasamarete, ike ni 

hoorikomarete. 
 ‘And, they met a deer on their way, and they were grabbed by the deer’s 

horns, and were thrown into a pond.’ 
 
 Overall, telling stories using the past tense seems important. The ability to convey 
increasingly coherent time referencing in the stories in either language through the use of 
the past tense elicited higher ratings. However, in the English stories, the presence or 
absence of passive verb forms did not affect ratings, whereas the ability to use passive 
forms was considered important in Japanese. The difference seems attributable to various 
functions of passive structures in Japanese that are not present in the English passive 
(Makino & Tsutsui, 1986; Maynard, 1990). In the English narrative in general, the 
storyteller holds the voice constant (the active voice throughout) by changing the subject. 
In Japanese, on the other hand, the storyteller holds the subject constant by switching 
from the active voice to the passive voice. Because of the common practice of subject 
ellipsis in Japanese, holding the subject constant makes it easier for the listener/reader to 
keep the subject in mind even if it is not explicitly referred to. One Japanese storytelling 
technique is the use of passive form, which effectively makes a good or even 
sophisticated impression on the listener/reader. This characteristic also relates to subject 
referencing discussed below. 
 
Subject Referencing Strategies 
 Japanese structure is “postpositional” in contrast to the English language’s 
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characteristic “prepositional” structure. For example, whereas in English a preposition 
begins the phrase (e.g., “in 2007,” “to America”), an equivalent particle (relational) ends 
the phrase in Japanese (e.g., “2007 nen ni,” “Amerika e”). Of particular interest in the 
present study are the two postpositional particles ga, which marks the subject of a 
sentence, and wa, which marks what is called the “topic” of the sentence. In other words, 
ga marks the part of a sentence that contributes new information in the process of 
communication whereas wa phrases add relatively little or no extra meaning to what has 
already been communicated. When referring to the most continuous topic, a wa phrase 
may be replaced by ellipsis (zero anaphora) (Clancy, 1980, 1992; Hinds, 1983, 1984). In 
terms of functions, for the first mention of a referent in a narrative, “an indefinite article + 
a noun phrase” in English generally corresponds to the use of “a noun phrase + the 
subject marker ga” in Japanese. For the second mention of the referent, “a definite article 
+ a noun phrase” in English roughly corresponds to the use of “a noun phrase + the topic 
marker wa” in Japanese. Moreover, for subsequent mentions of the referent, the use of 
pronominal forms (pronouns) in English corresponds to the use of zero anaphoras in 
Japanese (Hinds, 1983, 1984; Nakahama, 2004; Nakamura, 1993). 
 English stories. A positive association was observed between the ratings and the 
overall length of the English stories. The ratings were not affected by whether articles 
were used properly or not. With regard to the use of zero anaphoras, in English, in 
contrast to Japanese, ellipsis of the subject can occur only when two or more clauses 
(sentences) with the same subject are connected with conjunctions. The participating 
children did sometimes use such ellipsis when conjoining ideas. As discussed earlier, the 
more clauses (sentences) the child constructed, the more positive ratings their stories 
received. 
 
Table 5A      Correlations Between Ratings and Subject Referencing Strategies (English) 
 Ratings Indef. Article + 

FNP for 1st Mention 
Def. Article + FNP 
for 2nd Mention 

Pronoun for 
Continual Mention 

Indef. Article + 
FNP for 1st Mention 

 .03    

     
Def. Article + FNP 
for 2nd Mention 

-.12 .23   

     
Pronoun for 
Continual Mention 

 .03 .60**** .18  

     
Ellipsis for 
Continual Mention 

 .35* .05 .16 -.06 

*p < .05.  **p < .01.  ***p < .001.  ****p < .0001. 
Note: FNP = full noun phrase 
 
 Japanese stories. The present study focused on the function of the Japanese 
postpositional particle ga and wa to highlight themes/topics (Kuno, 1973). When the 
subject is introduced into a story for the first time, the referent is marked by ga as the 
subject of the sentence. On the second mention, the story participant is referred to with a 
noun phrase marked as the topic by wa. Continuous subsequent use of the same referent 
as subject or topic is usually marked by ellipsis (Hinds, 1983; Nakahama, 2004; 
Nakamura, 1993). 
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 Positive associations were observed between the native speakers’ ratings and the 
following items: 
(1) the use of “a full noun phrase (FNP) + the subject marker ga” for the first mention of 

referents, 
(2) zero anaphora (ellipsis) for continuous mention of referents. 
 
Table 5B Correlations Between Ratings and Subject Referencing Strategies 
(Japanese) 
 Ratings FNP + ga for 1st 

Mention 
FNP + wa for 2nd 
Mention 

FNP + ga for 1st 
Mention  .34*   

    
FNP + wa for 2nd 
Mention -.14 .18  

    
Ellipsis for 
Continual Mention  .36* .68**** .16 
*p < .05.  **p < .01.  ***p < .001.  ****p < .0001. 

 
 Overall, the use of proper subject-referencing strategies affected ratings in the 
Japanese stories, but corresponding strategies were not found to be critical in the English 
stories. This difference seems, at least in part, to be attributable to the intricate rules for 
referential management in Japanese. As stated previously, Japanese stories that provide a 
clear sequence of events (i.e., plot-advancing foreground information) are evaluated 
highly. In order to provide a clear sequence, keeping the subject constantly in focus by 
switching voices between active and passive is a viable strategy. Because of the frequent 
use of ellipsis in Japanese, it is important to keep the subject constant in order to prevent 
confusion. In the case of the English stories, however, the proper usage of articles was 
not critical to understanding the narrative content and did not appear to affect the ratings. 
 

Discussion 
 Storytelling offers an appropriate lens through which to study bilingual children’s 
language skills development. The process of narrative discourse skills development is 
especially complicated by the process of acquiring two different linguistic systems. 
Because becoming able to tell a story in a particular language is a fairly arduous task 
even for monolingual children, researchers in various fields, such as developmental 
psychology and psycholinguistics, have conducted narrative analysis on monolingual 
children’s storytelling from various perspectives. Given the complexity of the task for 
children — young children in particular, it is particularly admirable that bilingual 
children become able to narrate stories competently and authentically in more than one 
language. 
 The current study examined numerous factors of “what makes a good story.” The 
study identified cross-linguistically common — possibly universal or quasi-universal — 
features and linguistically or culturally specific features of good stories. It has been 
shown that in both English and Japanese, good stories are expected to be told in the past 
tense, and should be extensive and use a large number and variety of words. As regards 
cultural or linguistic differences, English speakers felt that relating a series of events in 
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chronological order is only part of what makes a good story. Providing evaluative 
comments (i.e., statements or words that tell the listener/reader what the narrator thinks 
about a person, place, thing, event) is an indispensable part of telling good stories. Also, 
providing the listener with emotional information is considered more critical (although 
providing a story sequence is important as well but it is taken for granted). On the other 
hand, Japanese speakers accepted stories that emphasize a temporal sequence of action 
with less emphasis on nonsequential information, especially evaluative descriptions, and 
which effectively use passive forms and subject-referencing markers to enable a clear 
chronological sequence of events. This study demonstrates beyond any doubt that 
different concepts of literacy exist in different societies, and that literacy has different 
social and psychological implications in different social and cultural contexts. 
 The above findings further point out consistency in social development in general 
and language development in particular. According to Minami (2002), English-speaking 
North American mothers allow their young children to take long monologic turns, ask 
their children many questions about the content of the monologue, and offer positive 
evaluation of the narrative. Japanese mothers, on the other hand, indicate their interest in 
their children’s narratives by frequently providing brief verbal signs of encouragement. 
Furthermore, Japanese mothers facilitate frequent turn exchanges while offering few 
evaluative comments. Japanese mothers thus differ from North-American mothers not 
only in the number of vocal exchanges but also on the type of interaction with their 
children. These differences mirror differences in cultural belief. From early childhood on, 
children in any society become accustomed to culturally valued narrative discourse skills 
through interactions mainly with their mothers. If we assume that the adult native 
speakers who participated in the current project have acquired total familiarity with the 
narrative characteristics and expectations of their own culture, the findings in this study 
are not surprising at all. This finding further corresponds to other previous research 
findings. Kuntay and Nakamura (1993) report that Japanese and Turkish speakers avoid 
making explicit evaluative comments when telling stories, whereas, according to 
Bamberg and Damrad-Frye (1991) and Berman and Slobin (1994), English- and Hebrew-
speaking children frequently add evaluative comments in their oral narratives. Those who 
were raised in a culture where including evaluative comments in narratives is important, 
when they become adults, end up regarding stories with evaluative comments as good. 
Those who were raised in a culture where the listener is expected to provide empathic 
consideration, when they become adults, end up providing such consideration in stories 
told by others. Members of a social/linguistic group are expected to understand and 
utilize the implicit socioculturally embedded characteristics of their own language. 
 A more critical issue implied in the above hypothesized developmental continuum 
points to the possibility that oral language skills acquired at home are necessarily a 
precursor to later literacy skills acquired in an educational context. Michaels (1991), for 
example, reports that African American children who are accustomed to disambiguating 
pronouns in oral narrative discourse by means of prosody (largely depending on 
intonation contours such as vowel elongation) are predicted by teachers to produce 
ambiguous, poorly written narratives. Further examining the same data Michaels used, 
Gee (1991) illustrates differences in narratives between an African American girl and a 
European American girl; he categorizes the former as an oral-strategy (or poetic) 
narrative and the latter as a literate-strategy (or prosaic) narrative. Thus, it is critical to 
consider cultural differences in the ways in which children structure their oral personal 
narratives. Philips (1982) describes how, because of differences in unconscious 
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interactional norms, the verbal as well as nonverbal communicative style of Native 
American students causes conflicts and misunderstandings in interactions with European-
American teachers. Scollon and Scollon (1981) likewise observed that their two-year-old 
daughter Rachel, who could not read or write, was on her way to the literacy skills 
needed later in a Western school setting. In contrast, the way a ten-year-old Athabaskan 
girl in Alaska talked or wrote, despite being grammatical, was regarded as oral and 
nonliterate; her style, which was ambiguous, was considered to be inappropriate 
according to the Western concept of literacy. 

In any society, becoming an effective communicator is undeniably an important 
goal of language development. In many societies, however, social class differences in 
speech patterns are profound (e.g., Heath, 1983; Michaels, 1991). Typically, children 
who produce ambiguous oral discourse are from lower socioeconomic backgrounds in the 
United States and have difficulty in acquiring literacy (Michaels, 1981, 1991; Michaels & 
Collins, 1984). While lexical input at home (mainly maternal input) contributes to 
children’s vocabulary success at school, working-class children have been shown to have 
smaller and less diverse vocabularies than middle-class children (Jordan, Snow, & 
Porche, 2000; Weizman & Snow, 2001). Such assumptions about social-class differences 
can lead to the following conclusion: In any given language, if the speaker’s manner of 
presentation and discourse interaction style are different from what the listener is 
accustomed to, communication may be hampered. In educational contexts, if 
conversational interactions at home do not parallel those at school, a child’s academic 
success may be jeopardized. 
 In cross-linguistic or cross-cultural contexts, the above conclusion can be 
extrapolated to the following: If the speaker is learning more than one language, 
communication problems are virtually certain to be uneven in the two languages. The 
sequence of vocabulary acquisition provides a good example. A considerable amount of 
vocabulary is acquired with the primary language in the preliterate stage. In the current 
study, because the participating children’s mothers are Japanese and almost exclusively 
use that language with their children, their contribution to their children’s vocabulary 
development in English at home is very much limited. We cannot expect that those 
mothers from Japan will fully expose their children to the general society’s language in 
contextually supportive settings such as book reading at home. If support by the mother 
in the home environment is limited in this way, then the gap must be filled in the school 
setting. 
 We do not assert that unfairness is embedded in the social norms of 
communicative interaction of the dominant/mainstream group. Deplorably, however, as 
can be inferred from the anecdote at the beginning of this paper, previous research (e.g., 
Minami, 2002; Scollon & Scollon, 1981) has found that American teachers from 
mainstream backgrounds may unconsciously serve as blocks to language acculturation 
despite the fact that schools have the social mission to prepare students to be able to 
function in society. It is essential that schools take effective measures to overcome the 
educational disadvantages resulting from the home-school language mismatch. 
 This study of narrative skills development in bilingual children suggests the need 
for schools to learn to support more effectively the English language development of 
bilingual children. This is especially important in U.S. educational settings, where 
because of rapid social diversification, understanding other cultures is playing an 
increasingly important role. The mismatch between the discourse practices of the home 
and those of the school tends to limit language-minority students’ access to and 
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participation in higher educational and occupational opportunities. We can learn much 
about the match/mismatch issues from the analysis of how stories are told by bilingual 
children. Children from minority backgrounds are more likely to be disadvantaged or 
even marginalized in school settings because they tend to lack socially 
appropriate/expected literacy skills in general, and the knowledge of “what makes a good 
story” in particular. As a possible, practical, and ostensibly simple solution, teachers can 
provide all students with the explicit and implicit rules of “what makes a good story” by 
teaching children to include in their stories evaluative comments that provide the 
listener/reader with emotional information about the story. Doing this may be a very 
small step but will be a great first one toward a more equitable education, with positive 
implications for the society in general. 
 To conclude, we have shown in this study of bilingual children’s stories that 
narrative characteristics vary by language and culture and that children’s narratives 
reflect accurately the culture learned at home often even when they are using the 
mainstream language. Keeping in mind that immigration is a fact of life in the U.S. as it 
is elsewhere, and that bilingualism is a natural consequence of immigration, it behooves 
us to learn as much as possible about the assimilation of bilingual children into our 
educational system and culture in general. The unfortunate idea that bilingual children 
from many language backgrounds have been mistakenly thought to be deficient 
academically and intellectually has been widespread through much of our history. In the 
new millennium we find ourselves in an increasingly global and ethnically diverse 
society, and it is essential that we understand that bilingual children entering the 
educational system are not necessarily hampered by the extra cognitive/linguistic burden 
imposed by multiple language learning. Rather, we should appreciate the advantages of 
having a competent multi-lingual population and understand that improvement in 
educational practices will play a great role in alleviating the problems and pains resulting 
from the home-school language mismatch prevalent in any bilingual/multilingual society. 
It may be the school’s responsibility to teach the child the general culture’s standards and 
expectations, but at the same time the school should encourage the child not to lose the 
home culture’s standards and exceptions. In order to accomplish this, teachers must be 
sensitive enough to teach the differences without in any way denigrating the child’s home 
standards as wrong or inferior. A deeper understanding of cultural differences by teachers 
will help accomplish these goals. 
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Renegotiating The Truce: From Francesco Rosi's La tregua to Davide 
Ferrario's La strada di Levi 
 
 
Abstract:   

This paper examines two film adaptations of Primo Levi's seminal 
novel, The Truce, which is an autobiographical account of the author’s 
nine month journey back home to Italy from Auschwitz in 1945.  While 
Rosi's 1997 film is a 'faithful' adaptation of Levi's novel, it 
received scathing reviews, including one attack suggesting that certain 
literary works should never be adapted to the screen. This attack 
raises important issues regarding adaptation itself and the distinction 
between adaptation and recontextualization, as Rosi attempts to keep 
Levi's story alive for a generation far removed from the historical 
events the film represents.  Ferrario's work on the other hand is a 
deliberate departure from Levi's text.  A documentary that retraces 
Primo Levi's geographical journey across a contemporary Europe, it 
bears witness to the historical and political changes (such as the fall 
of Soviet communism),and disasters (such as Chernobyl) that have 
transformed Europe since Levi's time.  Using Levi's journey and words 
as a guiding force for his own journey, Ferrario re-examines the people 
and the reconfigured boundaries of Europe, drawing parallels between 
the struggles of the past and the present 

Both films re-interpret Levi's conclusion that war along with its 
horrors such as Auschwitz were something that would forever repeat 
themselves in history marked by brief periods of 'truce', be it the 
initial journey home for Levi, or the period between the end of the War 
and the Cold War, or as for Ferrario, the period between the fall of 
the Berlin Wall and September 11, 2001.  In addition, both works make 
us rethink theoriesof adaptation: Ferrario's documentary suggests that 
're-creation' lends itself to a different way of decoding the 
adaptation process so that it positions each text, original and 
adaptation, in relation to its social and political contexts.  Finally, 
one needs to think in ideological terms and considers Levi's lifelong 
obsession with communication. By the time he wrote The Truce, he had 
stopped visiting schools to talk to children about his experiences, so 
that they would not be forgotten, in the hope that they might not be 
repeated.  He was beginning to question the effectiveness of that form 
of communication.  Perhaps that is why years later he was happy to hear 
of Rosi's intention to make a film that might continue to communicate 
his ideas via a different, more popular medium.  Ultimately, Ferrario 
carries the gauntlet for the new generation in his creation of a 
documentary for his times, which borrows Levi's words and ideas to 
speak to the future while retaining the power of the past.  While  
Rosi's work turns "The Truce" into a sentimental television-style 
drama, (with an appeal and audience of its own) Ferrario's documentary 
addresses a new generation, and reminds them that unfortunately their 
problems are not unique, but part of a long standing legacy of a world 
that can at best offer us periods of 'truce.' 
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Abstract 

 

In the use of their second language, i.e. English, tertiary students in Hong Kong 

have often failed to communicate their message effectively to the receptors. This is 

because they usually translate the Chinese words used to formulate their message into 

English at the word level, providing corresponding lexical items between their first and 

second languages. They are not aware of the fact that messages encoded in their second 

language using such lexical conversion are different from those conveyed in the first 

language. In other words, they underestimate the importance of the communicative 

dimension in the use of their second language. A language degree program of The Hong 

Kong Polytechnic University has incorporated translation training into the language 

teaching curriculum, which proves to be an effective means to enhance students’ 

awareness of the communicative dimension. In the research paper, detailed analysis of 

two types of texts will show that, in doing translation work, to convey effectively the 

message of the source text to the readers of the target text, the linguistic features of the 

source text have to be, in many cases, compromised. The target text could be distinctly 

different from the source text semantically, stylistically and syntactically. This would 

demonstrate forcefully to students that due to the differences in the communication 

values between China and the West, it takes much more than matching equivalent words 

and phrases between their first and second languages to achieve effective communication. 
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Introduction 

In Hong Kong, the issue of the English proficiency of tertiary students has 

constituted the focus of attention over the years. Employers of graduates have often 

complained in the media of the ungrammatical or ludicrous English of these graduates 

and called on language teachers to take measures to enhance the language ability of 

tertiary students. One of the weaknesses of tertiary students, as identified by language 

teachers, is that their use of English is severely interfered by their native language, 

namely Chinese. This can be easily understood, since they are learning English as a 

second language at school in the classroom environment, whereas in their daily life, they 

communicate with their family members and peers in Chinese. To convey a message in 

English, many of them simply translate the Chinese words used to formulate their 

message into English at the word level, providing corresponding lexical items between 

their first and second languages. The product of such lexical conversion, referred to as 

‘Chinglish’ which is an unnatural hybrid of the Chinese and English languages, of course 

cannot accurately and idiomatically convey their message. But they are not aware of the 

fact that messages encoded in their second language in this manner are different from 

those conveyed in the first language. In other words, they do not realize that there are 

socio-cultural factors which govern the choice of lexical items in each language and 

words should be decoded according to their cultural and situational context. 

 

Well recognizing the need to bring home to students the communicative 

dimension of the English and Chinese languages, the BA (Hons) in Language Studies for 

the Professions, an undergraduate degree program conducted in The Hong Kong 

Polytechnic University, is aimed at producing graduates who do not only have a high 

level of competence in English and Chinese, but also have an understanding of 

intercultural communication in multilingual settings that will enhance their global 

outlook and cultural appreciation. To fulfill this aim, the curriculum has been designed in 

such a way that students are required to study the subject of “Bilingual Proficiency 

through Translation”, in addition to taking other compulsory subjects on the structure of 

the English and Chinese languages in areas such as grammar, lexis and phonology, as 

early as in the first year of their three-year study. The rationale behind is that through the 
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study and production of translated texts, students will develop an awareness of the nature 

and function of both the English and Chinese languages, as well as acquiring the skills to 

communicate effectively with cultural sensitivity.  

 

In this paper, detailed analysis of bilingual samples of two types of texts, namely 

speeches and advertisements, which serve as useful teaching materials, will show that in 

doing translation work from Chinese into English, to convey the message of the source 

text to the readers of the target text, the semantic, syntactic and stylistic features of the 

source text have to be, in many cases, compromised. This can demonstrate forcefully to 

students that due to the differences in the communicative approaches between Chinese 

and English, it takes much more than matching equivalent words and phrases between the 

Chinese and English languages to achieve effective communication. 

 

Translation of speeches 

 There are two characteristic features of Chinese speeches which can best testify to 

students how awkward the English texts will be if they provide lexical correspondence 

for the Chinese words used, that is, a literal translation. These are the use of polite and 

self-depreciatory expressions, and four-character words (四字詞). Examples quoted in 

this section are drawn from the speeches made by the former Chief Executive of the 

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, China, Mr Tung Chee Hwa, during his term 

of office (1997-2005)1. 

 

 Witness the following extract from the bilingual versions of a speech delivered at 

the dinner hosted for the President of the French Republic on 12 October 2004: 

 
個人來說，去年十一月在巴黎總統府承蒙盛情款待，謹再致謝。這次
閣下蒞臨香港，我們無任歡迎，並感謝你出席香港的「法國在華文化
年」開幕禮。貴國把藝術瑰寶畢加索帷幕慷慨借予香港展出，我們深
感榮幸，並熱切期待未來一年各項精采節目。 
 
And on a personal note, I want to thank you again for your hospitality at 
the presidential palace last November.  Now I am pleased to welcome you 
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to our city, and to extend our gratitude for your presence at the ceremony 
to mark the official beginning in Hong Kong of the “Year of France in 
China”.  We feel privileged to have the marvellous Picasso stage curtain 
on display in the Special Administrative Region, and we look forward to 
an enlightening year ahead. 

 

 

Short though the extract is, the Chinese text is peppered with polite and self-depreciatory 

expressions. To address the President, Mr Tung employed the expression “閣下”, which 

means “you” and is used specifically to show deference. When he referred to the French 

Republic which lent the Picasso stage curtain, a gem of French art, to Hong Kong for 

display, he used the expression “貴國”, literally meaning “esteemed country”. As he 

thanked the President for entertaining him during his previous visit to Paris, this was 

done in an ornate manner. The Chinese sentences “  去年十一月在巴黎總統府承蒙盛情

款待，謹再致謝”, literally meaning “I was indebted to you for your lavish hospitality at 

the presidential palace in Paris last November and I now sincerely express my gratitude 

to you again”,  signify courteousness as well as humility. 

 

 Such expressions of politeness and modesty are not only used in Chinese speeches 

delivered on formal occasions, say, in the presence of foreign dignitaries, but also in 

other types of practical Chinese writing2  or even in the daily life of the Chinese. For 

example, in their daily conversation the Chinese  refer to the home of  other people as “府

上”, literally meaning “official residence” and that of their own as “舍下”, literally 

meaning “hut”. This kind of language use is in fact inextricably linked to Chinese culture 

and hence merits attention. Having for centuries regarded themselves as an etiquette-

conscious nation, the Chinese have adhered to the principle of achieving harmony in all 

aspects of their life (“ 萬事以和為貴 ”). Without exception, this applies to the 

establishment of interpersonal relationships. To better relate to other people, one of the 

ways and means is to be courteous and humble. To that same end, the Chinese always 
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elevate others to a superior position and downgrade themselves to an inferior position. 

This is reflected in the use of their language. 

 

 Similar observations are made by G.P. Ferraro who propounds that in eastern 

cultures, the purpose of communication is to promote harmony and social integration. 

Ferraro further elaborates that in western cultures, the articulation of words can help to 

enhance one’s individuality (1998: 52-3). In the belief that all men are equal, westerners 

by no means use any self-depreciatory expressions. This difference in communicative 

approach between the Chinese and westerners should be highlighted to students. The 

English version of Mr Tung’s speech throws light on how the sense of politeness and 

humility as embodied in the Chinese expressions is dismissed. The President was 

addressed as “you” without any polite overtones. The polite expression of “貴國” 

(“esteemed country”) does not even find a counterpart in the English text, as the meaning 

of the Chinese sentence is re-expressed as “We feel privileged to have the marvellous 

Picasso stage curtain on display in the Special Administrative Region “, which means the 

feature of courteousness as found in the Chinese text is deemed as insignificant. Mr 

Tung’s verbosity in thanking the President for his hospitability in the Chinese text is 

reduced to a sentence which is simple in structure and neutral in tone in English: “I want 

to thank you again for your hospitality at the presidential palace last November”. The 

sense of modesty, as manifest in the expressions of “I was indebted to you” and “I now 

sincerely express my gratitude”, is conspicuously absent in the English text. In short, 

these bilingual versions are solid evidence that there are certain features of Chinese 

culture which are not present in western cultures. To translate literally the Chinese lexical 

items indicative of these features into English will only perplex many an English reader. 

 

 Another salient feature of Chinese speeches pertinent to discussions here is four-

character words, a Chinese linguistic structure which is also used in other text types. As 

Chinese is a monosyllabic language, that is, one Chinese character has only one syllable, 

the frequent use of these four-syllable words gives a kind of rhythm to the text and adds 

force to the message conveyed. Here is an extract from Mr Tung’s speech which was 

made at the opening ceremony of the 26th Asia Pacific Dental Congress on 29 May 2004: 
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學院的教學科研項目廣泛全面，教職人員竭力盡心，培育出仁心仁
術、屢獲殊榮的畢業生，成為香港牙科專業的中流砥柱。 
 
Through the comprehensive programmes in the spectrum of disciplines 
encompassing almost all fields of dentistry, their team of dedicated staff 
has produced a new type of skilled, compassionate and award-winning 
graduates, who form the linchpin of the dental profession in Hong Kong. 

 

It can be detected that several four-character words are used within these few Chinese 

sentences. Concise though their structure is, they are rich in meaning. Students are often 

at a loss as to how these can be expressed in English. For fear that they may omit 

anything, they are tempted to go into the detailed meaning of every character and 

translate all these literally. In doing so, this will produce a jarring effect in the English 

text. For example, “竭力盡心” will be translated as “do something with all one’s might 

and heart”; “仁心仁術” will be rendered as “benevolent heart and skills”; “屢獲殊榮” 

will be replaced by “winning distinguished awards time and again”; “中流砥柱” will be 

re-phrased as “the Dizhu Rock in the midstream”. 

 

 The literal translation of these four-character words can attest to students that it is 

not at all necessary to retain the meaning of each and every Chinese character, otherwise 

the translated text will be permeated by a sense of “foreignness”. What should be 

translated or retained in the English text is the overall meaning of the four-character word. 

Consequently, the meaning of “竭力盡心” rightly finds expression in “dedicated”, “仁心

仁術” in “skilled, compassionate”, “屢獲殊榮” in “award-winning” in the English 

version of the speech.  What deserves to be considered at some length is the four-

character word of “中流砥柱”.  

 

 Many four-character words are idioms which are particularly pregnant with 

meaning. They may derive their origin from a historical story or a fable. They may also 
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embody an allusion. It is virtually impossible to retain the complex meaning of these 

culture-bound elements in the English translation. “中流砥柱” is a case in point. 

Translated literally, it reads as “the Dizhu Rock in the midstream” which for sure will be 

incomprehensible to English readers. This idiom derives its origin from the Dizhu Rock 

which has been located in the midst of rapid waters of the Yellow River in the vicinity of 

the Henan (河南) Province in China and withstood weathering of all kinds throughout the 

ages but still stayed solid and firm in the River. Used metaphorically, it refers to people 

who have persevered and faced up to setbacks, hence playing a pivotal role in society, as 

re-phrased as “the linchpin” in the English version of the speech. This is one of the many 

instances whereby the allusion as embodied in the four-character word is so culture-

specific that literal translation of any kind will defy understanding. This affords a good 

opportunity to caution students that if they are to express the meaning of this kind of 

idioms in English, the metaphorical sense should take precedence over the literal one. 

 

 On some occasions, Chinese proverbs are quoted in speeches to add a sense of 

authority to the point made by the speaker. They often take the form of two four-

character words, as seen in the following extract drawn from Mr Tung’s Chinese New 

Year Message delivered on 31 January 2003: 

 
我們過去幾年為扭轉經濟局面的努力已取得一定的成效，而且為未來
的發展打下了良好的基礎。一分耕耘，一分收穫。 
 
Our efforts over the past few years to revive our economy are beginning to 
bear fruit and have laid a solid foundation for future development.  Hard 
work never fails to pay off. 

 

The proverb “一分耕耘，一分收穫”, literally meaning “Ten per cent ploughing; ten per 

cent harvest”, is ascribed with a melodious quality which is an important attribute of 

proverbs as it contributes to their rhythmic impact. There is a kind of neatness created by 

the pair of four-character parallel structures, which is in fact a commonly-used language 

pattern in Chinese. While the first two characters of both structures are the same, a 
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repetitive effect is moreover achieved. At a cursory glance, it seems that the neatness in 

structure and repetitive force can be kept in the literal translation of this proverb: “Ten 

per cent ploughing; ten per cent harvest”. Yet indisputably the originally intended 

message can hardly be deciphered by English readers. In the English version of the 

speech, the sentence “Hard work never fails to pay off” is a correct representation of the 

message of the Chinese proverb, although in the form of explicit prose, it admittedly 

pales in comparison with the Chinese proverb in terms of style and rhythm. This aptly 

proves to students that in dealing with this type of Chinese communicative pattern, it is 

allowable to make structural and stylistic adjustments, that is, to condense two sentences 

into one and omit the repetitive pattern, which are distinct departures from what they can 

do with literal translation. 

 

 An in-depth study of the translation of two characteristic features of Chinese 

speeches has pointed to the inadequacy or even unacceptability of the English versions, if 

the Chinese words or expressions are slavishly imitated. To formulate the message 

encoded in the Chinese version with lucidity, its semantic, syntactic and stylistic features 

have to be modified. 

 

Translation of advertisements 

 The aim of advertising is to deliver a persuasive message to targeted receptors in 

order that they will be favourably disposed to the product or services advertised. The 

message conveyed is deeply embedded in a given situation in a culture so advertising is 

deemed as a form of cultural and social communication. An investigation of two 

authentic examples of advertisements found in Hong Kong will illuminate to students 

how the messages of culture-specific Chinese advertising texts are formulated in English, 

and hence enlighten them on the communicative dimension of languages they have to pay 

heed to when re-phrasing the messages of culture-specific Chinese expressions in English. 

An advertisement usually consists of a headline, a body copy, a close and at times a 

slogan. As the purpose of a headline is to capture the interest of the receptors so that they 

will go on to read the rest of the advertisement, the role it plays is most crucial. Viewed 

in this light, discussions here will focus on the bilingual headlines. 
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 The first advertisement by the Liver Foundation of Hong Kong underscores the 

importance of our taking good care of the liver3. The headlines of its Chinese and English 

versions are as follows: 

 

愛健康   齊護肝 

Healthy Liver   Healthy Life 

The Chinese text, literally meaning “Love our health; protect our liver together”, is 

composed of two sentences each with three characters. As mentioned in the previous 

section, this kind of parallel structures with the same number of characters in each 

sentence is a language pattern widely used in Chinese. In the literary arena, classical 

Chinese poetry often take the form of pentasyllabic or heptasyllabic lines, that is with 

five characters or seven characters in each line respectively. For mass consumption, 

notices posted in public places also adopt this form. The Chinese headline under 

discussion further employs the poetic device of end rhyme to add a musical quality to the 

sentences. It can be noted that the last word of the first sentence “康” rhymes with that of 

the second one “肝”. All these accumulate to create a headline whose language pattern 

and composition evoke a feeling of familiarity to Chinese receptors. Such neatness in 

structures and melodious effect are re-created in the English text, but obviously in a 

different manner, with the former re-created in two two-word sentences and the latter by 

the repetition of the word “Healthy” and the use of the same initial “l” consonant in the 

second word of the two sentences, namely “Liver” and “Life”. Hence different language 

patterns and rhythmic devices are used in the two versions to achieve the same effect. 

 

 Nevertheless, there is a marked difference between the Chinese and English texts 

in that a sense of togetherness comes through in the former, literally meaning “Love our 

health; protect our liver together”. This lends support to the view of K. T. Frith & M. 

Frith. With regard to the eastern and western communication and decision-behavior 

values, they maintain that one of the eastern values is “a sense of ‘we’ or belongingness 

to a group” (1990: 69-70). In portraying this sense of togetherness, it may be easier for 
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the Chinese headline to appeal to the receptors who upon reading an advertisement that 

reflects their cultural value will readily empathize with it and be persuaded. Conversely, 

as westerners place emphasis on individualism and self-reliance (70), the sense of 

togetherness is not present in the English text. 

 

 In this advertisement, the bilingual versions of the slogan of the Liver Foundation 

are worth analyzing too since they evince another striking difference in communicative 

approach between Chinese and English: 

 

積福行善   捐肝救人 

Liver Donation Saves Lives 

It is apparent that the two Chinese sentences are reduced to one in English. To be more 

exact, only the meaning of the second Chinese sentence is retained in the English 

sentence, whereas that of the first, literally meaning “accumulate blessings; practise 

virtuous deeds” is missing. This bears testimony to how the bilingual versions of the 

slogans which convey the same message are constructed to appeal to receptors from 

different cultural contexts in their own way. The first Chinese sentence transmits a 

cultural value embraced by the Chinese for long. The idea of doing good so as to 

accumulate blessings is rooted in the Buddhist term of karma, the belief that your actions 

in this life will affect all your subsequent lives. So the Chinese have been encouraged to 

perform virtuous deeds in their present life in order to amass blessings which suffice to 

enable them to live in peace and prosperity in their subsequent lives. Needless to say, this 

Buddhist belief is not duplicated in the English text, otherwise it will constitute a culture 

shock to receptors. 

 

 Another difference between the eastern and western communication values is also 

exemplified by the bilingual versions. The direct way the English slogan “Liver Donation 

Saves Lives” spells out its appeal to the English receptors corroborates another view of K. 

T. Frith & M. Frith who argue that westerners use direct discourse and get to the point 

without mincing words. On the other hand, easterners use indirect discourse and consider 

it impolite to come to the point too quickly (69-70). This is perhaps another reason why 
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the Chinese version of the slogan consists of two sentences rather than one, with the first 

explaining why one should donate one’s liver before coming to the main point of 

appealing for liver donation in the second. 

 

 The following pair of headlines of an advertisement promoting products which 

can protect computers from viruses and hackers and fix problems exhibits the different 

stylistic devices used in the Chinese and English versions:4 

  
 祝電腦歲歲健康, 再祝財運源源不絕 
Give your computer good health and get some wealth. 

 

The Chinese text, literally meaning “Wishing the computer health year after year; 

wishing you continuous luck in making a fortune too”, is imbued with Chinese 

characteristics. It is customary for the Chinese to verbally extend auspicious wishes to 

one another at the time of the Chinese New Year, among which are wishes for good 

health, good luck in making a fortune or job promotion. This advertisement published 

shortly before the Chinese New Year capitalizes on the timing and adopts the language of 

the well-wishers. Being personified, the computer will enjoy good health; in other words, 

it will function well, if the receptors buy the advertised products. The receptors will also 

be entitled to getting some money, that is, a cash rebate, ranging from HK$8 to HK$888, 

upon their purchase of these products, as stated in the body copy of the advertisement.  

However, for westerners, they may wish others good health or good luck, so in all 

probability they may not find the first wish odd. But to wish others continuous luck in 

making a fortune is perhaps something unheard of. For this reason, the English text 

distinctly deviates from the Chinese in style in that the imperative structure of “Give … 

and get…” is used instead of the Chinese communicative pattern of extending wishes, 

“Wishing the computer…; wishing you continuous luck…”. Yet the expression of “get 

some wealth” has a ring of unnaturalness and it is in fact a typical example of 

interference of the Chinese lexical item.  

 

 By means of analyzing these headlines, students can be acquainted with the fact 

that advertising texts are embedded in a complex cultural and linguistic context and 
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conform to specific conventions of their own culture. To create an effective version of the 

headlines in another language, both cultural and textual adjustments have to be made. 

Thus the use of bilingual advertisements as teaching materials can no doubt foreground to 

students the importance of cross-cultural awareness.  

 

Conclusion 

 Foregoing discussions have dwelt on how literal translation will produce texts that 

are faulty or communicatively unacceptable to English readers. No matter how 

linguistically correct the translation is, it may sound outlandish. It is neither here nor 

there, but somewhere between the source language and target language. As aptly 

described by A. Duff as ‘‘the third language”, it is created by the translator who imposes 

the concepts of one language on to another and is not moving freely from one world to 

another but creating a third world (1981: 10). 

  

Such creation of the third language is not only confined to translators or students 

of translation. In Hong Kong, among tertiary students who are not studying the subject of 

translation, many of them are producing this kind of third language when they 

communicate in English. They mentally translate the Chinese words used to formulate 

their message into English and assume that nothing in Chinese could be omitted. They 

are too concerned with words, but not what the words mean in a particular cultural or 

situational context. To reinforce the students’ understanding of the importance of the 

cultural dimension of languages, that is, how languages are intimately linked to the 

cultures in which they are used, the BA (Hons) in Language Studies for the Professions of 

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University has incorporated translation as a compulsory 

subject into the curriculum. Having been well informed that they have to implement 

linguistic compromises in translating various culture-specific text types, students are in a 

better position to make judgment as to when and how they can free themselves from the 

shackles of the Chinese words at the time they express themselves in English. This 

alternative approach has served as an effective means for language enhancement. 
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Notes 
1   See http://www.gov.hk. 
2   With regard to the use of polite and self-depreciatory expressions in Chinese letters, 
see Kong, Wai-ping, “Translation as an Effective Means for Communication: Changing 
Trend in the Translation of Official Documents in Hong Kong” in Luo Xuanmin, ed. 
Translation Studies: An Interdisciplinary Approach, Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 
2006, 129-146. 
3   See http://www.liverfound.org.hk. This advertisement was provided by a student of BA 
(Hons) in Bilingual Studies, another undergraduate degree program of The Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University, in April 2007. 
4   The Chinese version of the advertisement was published in the Apple Daily on 13 
January 2003 while the English version was published in the South China Morning Post 
on 22 January 2003. 
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DEFINING THE MOVEMENT IMPRINT: 
 IMPRINTING THE MOVEMENT DEFINITION 

Howard Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligences has stated that human characteristics can be 

categorized by ways in which a person learns.   Multiple intelligences – seven -possibly nine - 

are exhibited through learning behaviors. These seven include the logical-mathematical and lin-

guistic forms of intelligence, and less conventional forms such as musical, spatial, bodily kines-

thetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal intelligences. Although those seven are distinct, Gardner 

later added an eighth `naturalist' form of intelligence in 1995, and the consideration of a ninth 

form of `existential' intelligence. Gardner’s theory encompasses a wide range of curriculums in-

cluding the arts; however, research in physical communities is limited - non-existent.  My re-

search will analyze and classify physical characteristics and propensities that are identifiers of 

multiple intelligences in order to know how and where the nature of these intelligences are mani-

fested. Is there learning imprinted in the musculoskeletal structure of the body?

Gardner’s theory permeates many educational systems.  A number of investigators have ex-

plored, established and contributed to detailed understandings of human cognitive development 

and the processes of learning in the arts and other disciplines.  When examined as a whole, this 

scholarship produces a biased view of learning behaviors in relation to the entire human being.  

Why only cognitive and the tactile aspect of kinesthetic?  What about the body?  As a movement 

educator, I believe that by comparison there are physical characteristics related to a specific intel-

ligence and/or intelligences that represent a persons’ ability to learn movement or specific con-

ceptual ideas, that needs serious consideration.  Some extensive works have focused on postural 

alignment and movement predisposition, resulting in incomplete studies, which ‘disembody’ the 

individual subjects.
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I have seen through my ongoing research that the body reveals the most recognizable physical 

characteristic related to eye movement:  a visual learner will look upwards as if to grab an image 

out of thin air to assist understanding; a kinesthetic learner will look down to their body to derive 

information and an auditory learner will keep the eyes straight ahead, head erect, ears level as if 

to pick up sonar activity.

In its basic forms and premises dance technique has changed little over time, the scope of the vo-

cabulary, however, as well as its level of difficulty has been greatly increased.  The ultimate goal 

is to use the body as an expressive instrument of imprinting movement definition.  To learn, the 

dancer must master a movement vocabulary as expressively articulate as that of any verbal lan-

guage. 

I have already made some determinations: The physical alignment of an auditory learner is a 

body stacked well, the body landmarks, ears, shoulders, rib, waist, hip, outer knee and outer an-

kle, are all balanced and horizontally aligned.  The kinesthetic learner often has a forward tilt of 

the head, looks down constantly and has sloping shoulders.   The visual learner gazes high above 

eye level and often has rib displacement due to the upward head placement and rib maladaptive 

alignment.  I have also found that there are specific injury indicators related to each of these pos-

tural specimens.

In a traditional dance program, the student acquires an understanding of the mechanics and capa-

bilities of his or her own body in relation to alignment, energy and movement in order to enhance 

those capabilities without incurring injury.   While looking through research programs studying 

multiple intelligences there are none that seek to explore the language of the body and how these 

multiple intelligences may have a muscular and alignment codification already imprinted.   I be-

lieve the body is a receptor not only intellectually but also physically.  The visual, auditory and 

kinesthetic information we receive sculpt the body into the physical specimen we reveal.
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In a movement class participants bring with them a physical body of knowledge.  It is a well-

known fact in dance and athletics that individuals have muscular problems related to overuse.   

Such overuse can become problematic if muscular re-education and re-patterning are not intro-

duced, the end result, injury.  While injury is the result of defining the movement imprint or 

overuse, would addressing intelligence behaviors revealed be successful in imprinting movement 

definition? To go deeper into the physical signs to determine if the body reveals a more pro-

nounced propensity to these multiple intelligences would not only aid in teaching movement but 

shed light on learning behaviors for all educational systems, not just in dance.

In conclusion, Gardner states, “…We are all so different largely because we all have different 

combinations of intelligences. If we recognize this, I think we will have at least a better chance 

of dealing appropriately with many problems.”  The newness of my research targets aspects of 

all of the intelligences, whereas findings related to the kinesthetic domain as described by Gard-

ner are grounded in the principles of tactile information only and do not address the deeper mus-

culoskeletal structure of the body.  The connection of alternative movement systems, physical 

alignment, injury prevention, and the teacher/learner relationship warrants investigation that will 

build on Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligences and further illuminate the multi-faceted po-

tential of the kinesthetic domain.
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Fundamentals of concept formation in design 
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Abstract: Presented is an example of how a design concept can be converted into a system of production rules to 
generate designs. The rules are expressed by the means of shape grammar formalism. The presented 
example demonstrates how the design concept of porosity was implemented by architect Holl and his 
team in designing the 350-unit student residence Simmons Hall at MIT. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem 

Computation influences contemporary design theory and practice. But even though CAD 
systems are used in the representation and execution of designs their contribution in the creative 
practices of the studio remains poor. Beginning from this problem, the paper indicates that a key 
issue in the development of design solutions in the architectural studio is the introduction of 
design concepts. Why are design concepts introduced? How are they put into use in the 
production of novel design solutions? 

1.2 Proposal 

Even though the process of production of designs is not distinguished from the process of their 
interpretation, an “intended” interpretation usually guides the actions of the designers in the 
studio. Verbal descriptions, keywords and conceptual schemes set forth at the initial stages of the 
process frame a particular design approach. Design concepts are introduced contextually and 
jointly with a course of productive action.  
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1.3 Method 

Presented is an example of how a design concept can be converted into a system of production 
rules to generate designs. It is proposed that formal–generative means can enhance the 
contribution of design concepts in three ways: First, by describing them in an explicit way; 
second, by leading to the implementation of computational devices with strong productive 
capacity; and third, by making them available for future reference. The descriptive task involves 
the mapping of the actions introduced by a design concept, with the aid of parametric rule 
schemata and rules. The productive task involves their implementation in shape grammars and/or 
computer programs. The reference task involves the retrospective assemblage of data structures 
for each concept. 

2. BACKGROUND 

The origins of the conversation regarding the role of concepts and hypotheses in science can 
be found in Woodger 1952, and Hempel 1952. The paper uses some of the formal ideas defined 
in Stiny and Gipps 1972, and further developed in Stiny 1980, 1991, 2001. Analogous views 
regarding the properties of symbolic languages can be found in Carnap 1937, in Church 1956 
and in Chomsky 1957. Stiny and Gipps introduce the possibility of constructing formal 
languages out of points, lines, planes and solids, which are organized in algebras, and composed 
with production rules. Retrospectively, the rules are used in the construction of formal – spatial 
systems with productive and explanatory capacity. A relevant discussion regarding the 
production of novel designs with the aid of formal rules exists in Knight 1981b, and Flemming 
1990. 

 
2.1 Concepts 

As a mere sequencing of mathematical operations cannot lead to a new mathematical theorem 
or a scientific discovery, the mechanical application of design rules and techniques cannot lead to 
a design. A mathematician, or a scientist, and a designer convert tentative–hypothetical 
constructions into pragmatic ones, and from there into realized facts. The role of language is 
crucial in this effort. Woodger (1952) notes: “Language is not only used for the purpose of 
communication, for recording of observations and for formulating hypotheses. It is also used for 
calculation. It should be such as to facilitate the working out of the consequences of our 
hypotheses so that we may test them”. In design, the initial, exploratory stage is characterized by 
generality. Verbal descriptions, keywords or conceptual schemes introduced at this stage obtain 
special character. They are used to frame a particular approach.  
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2.2 Production Rules 

 Designers make their way towards case-specific results by adapting their general schemes to 
the given design contexts. Within a formal system, this progression is analogous to moving from 
general axiom schemata to rules. When the rules of a system are potentially infinite they are 
indicated by one or more statements in the syntax of the language. Such statements may be seen 
as rules with an empty class of premises that introduce a class of rules. A rule schema represents 
indefinite number of rules (or axioms) by means of an expression containing syntactical variables 
x, y and some predicate g that indicates the attributes of x, y. The formula,  

g(x) → g(y)  

is used to denote a rule schema of the form 

(∀x) (∀y) g(x )→ g(y)  

 Rule schemata apply to the members of a general class to produce the members of another 
class. Rule schemata determine rules each time the variables x, y are substituted by specific 
instances. A rule is a rule schema that contains no free variables. The predicate g is the statement 
used to specify the attributes of the elements x, y in a general manner. For example, in the case 
of a rule schema referring to spatial forms the predicate g may specify a class of shapes, i.e. g: 
“x, y are rectangles  ∧  x, y are squares”.  

 

Figure 1. Example of a rule 

As defined in Stiny 2000, a shape rule schema applies on some instance C of a spatial element 
in two steps: First, the transformation t matches some part of C geometrically similar to the shape 
g(x), which appears on the left side of the rule. Second, the same transformation t is used to 
subtract g(x) from C and to add g(y), which appears on the right side of the rule in its place.  

C' = [C – t(g(x))] + t(g(y)) 

 The next Figure 2 presents a possible sequence of shapes produced by the application of the 
previous rule. 
 

                                                       

⇒ ⇒ ⇒ ⇒ 

 
Figure 2. A possible derivation 
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3. CONCEPT FORMATION IN DESIGN 

3.1 Concept Definition 

A concept is used to single out a certain property, a relation, or a function by setting out a 
name, or a schema. For example, the conceptual schema (left) was employed by Le Corbusier for 
the plan of the church at Firminy (right). The particular conceptual schema was used to indicate 
some of the general organizing principles that guided the production of the ground plan.                                    

                             

 Figure 2. Conceptual schema and plan (Church at Firminy, Le Corbusier, 1961)  

 Hempel (1952) distinguishes two basic kinds of concept definition, nominal and real. Nominal 
definition aims at introducing a new concept by stipulation. It obtains the form:   

_____  = Df  _____  

where the notation = Df can be read “is” or “equal by definition”. The void on the left is occupied 
by some newly introduced term and the one on the right by an expression the meaning of which 
is already known. For example: 

Pore  = Df  minute opening 

 In scientific and in design practice nominal definition plays the most important role in the 
formation of new approaches. It is used to indicate a property, a relationship, or a function we 
intuitively understand. Or, it aims at lifting the limitations of the ordinary use of a term by 
promoting its re-interpretation. Further, definition is often introduced contextually, not by 
defining a concept itself but by providing synonyms that explain it. It takes the form of a 
proposal, or an explanation, which cannot be identified as true or false. More importantly, it 
becomes a matter of synthesis, rather than analysis. It is not a simple combination of the 
commonly accepted meanings but it involves interpretation, and it may introduce new meanings. 
 In general, design concepts are defined contextually and jointly with a course of productive 
action that is set in terms of them. Interpreting the output of the action confers meaning on the 
concepts. In this sense, the design concepts remain open to evolve in parallel to design 
production.    
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3.2 Example: Simmons Hall student residence  

 The next example comes from design practice. It shows how architect Holl and his team used 
the concept of porosity in designing Simmons Hall student residence at MIT. The Simmons Hall 
dormitory is 350 bed residence 10 stories high, 382 feet long, providing amenities to students 
such as a 125-seat theater a night café and a restaurant. The material for the example emerged out 
of two meetings with the architect Steven Holl, and three interviews with the project architect 
Timothy Bade.  The architects offered access to the original design material that was produced in 
the studio. The illustrations of the paper include original sketches, working drawings and models 
from all the stages of the design process of Simmons Hall. The approach of the paper follows the 
design developments in the drawings and the models. The presentation includes a retrospective 
analysis of how the concept of porosity was redefined from medicine, biology and organic 
chemistry, in a new tectonic and urban context. Porosity was introduced as a basis for the 
introduction of design operations able to produce compositions with specific properties. In the 
example, parametric rule schemata are used to capture the evolution of the design concept of 
porosity and not the actual steps of the design process.  

         

Figure 3. Simmons Hall undergraduate residence at MIT: Illustrations by Steven Holl Architects NY. 

As a general methodology Holl prefers to develop open-ended conceptual frames rather than 
referring to the existing building morphologies, or typologies.  Holl (2000) explains: ‘An 
absolute exists in the specific. Site, geometry, program, circumstance, and materials are forged 
into spaces by an idea. A unique site and circumstance requires a specific idea, a “limited 
concept”. More than just a verbally expressed idea, a limited concept sets a manifold relation. It 
refers to a non-hegemonic local stability. It is semi-hierarchical. A limited concept states an 
ideal. An ideal aspiration in architecture is not eclectic. In the mind, an ideal is seen; it is a kind 
of perfection. It is closer to classical than eclecticism.  However, a limited concept thrives on 
going forward into the unknown, embracing doubt’.  The notion of a “limited concept” suggested 
by Holl coincides to that of a “design concept”. Both notions involve imagination and aim to 
introduce a course of productive action. In both cases, a “concept” is the result of synthesis, not 
analysis, of the provided information: site, program, circumstance etc. Further, a concept is 
introduced within a wider hypothesis that establishes novel relationships among the given facts. 
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 The word pore (from Greek πόρος) means “a minute opening”. Porosity or “the state of 
being porous” in the context of organic chemistry, medicine and the study of plants or animals 
indicates the existence of small openings. In biology and in chemistry, porosity is defined as: 
‘The attribute of an organic body to have a large number of small openings and passages that 
allow matter to pass through’ (Encyclopedia Brittanica). The forms, the sizes, and the 
distribution of pores are arbitrary. The functionality of a pore is always associated with 
circulation and filtration with respect to some “external” environment.  

The features of pores and porous materials were approached by Holl as tectonic possibilities. 
Holl (2000) introducing porosity in this new context notes: ‘What if one aspect of a site – 
porosity – becomes a [design] concept? Porosity can be a new type of being. Its potentiality of 
consciousness indicates an opening where the horizon is included within it. We hope to develop 
the possibility of a collection of things held together in a new way where the “horizon” is open 
and merges with both exterior and interior’. The synonyms used by Holl’s architectural team, in 
the contextual definition of porosity appear in Table 1.  

Table 1. Contextual definition of porosity was used as a basis for the development of a design hypothesis. Table by 
Steven Holl Architects, NY 
 

 
p o r o s i t y 

 
porous, permeable honeycomb 
screen, net riddle, sponge 
pore opening, hole 
aperture, passageway cribiformity 
sieve-like, sieve pervious 
unrestricted  

 
The tectonic version of porosity was introduced within the hypothesis that porosity would 

have positive effects both at a building and urban scale. The air and light circulation and the 
communication of interior and exterior were the main accomplishments of porosity for Simmons 
Hall. Porosity was defined jointly with a course of productive design operations, and it was 
accompanied by sketches and physical models. 

      
 
Figure 4. The design concept of porosity was used to define a new type of tectonic order. Illustrations by Steven Holl 
Architects NY. 
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In practice, porosity was implemented by bringing in contact as much of the building interior 
with the exterior as possible. The general set of design actions proposed and tested by Holl and 
his team in the effort to implement the concept of porosity, include, roughly, the organization of 
a main solid building body and the invention of operations that generate pores: openings that 
open the building interior towards the exterior, internal channels and cavities that allow the 
circulation of air and light.  

This was accomplished in four ways: First, by creating large-scale recesses in the overall 
building mass; Second, by creating protrusions of building mass; Third, by distributing multiple 
windows of various shape and size in the elevations; And fourth, by distributing a number of 
free-form vertical openings (or cavities) penetrating the building from top to bottom. The four 
simple operations can be described by four parametric rule schemata: A) large-scale prismatic 
voids are created on the building through subtraction, Β) protrusions are created by translating 
half of the building along the long axis, Γ) sieve-like windows are applied on the building 
facades, ∆) vertical sponge-like openings are generated and embedded within the orthogonal 
building grid. The four general rule schemata appear in the next Table 2. 

Table 2. Contextual definition of porosity was used as a basis for the development of a design hypothesis. Table by 
Steven Holl Architects, NY 
 

porosity 

rule schema A rule schema B 

 
 

                

 
 

                  
 

 
rule schema Γ rule schema ∆ 
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3.2.1.1 Rule schema Α  

The first operation allows the creation of prismatic recesses, in the building. This exposes 
additional surfaces towards the exterior and creates outdoor terraces. The desired result can be 
achieved by a rule schema that subtracts solids from the overall building solid. All the 
participating solids in this case are parametric oblongs and prisms. Rule schema A affects both 
the form and the area of the building.  

3.2.1.2 Rule schema Β  
The second operation allows the translation of one of the two building halves along the long 

axis of the building. This transformation is named by the architectural team “diagonal porosity”. 
The corresponding rule schema divides a parametric solid into two parametric solids and 
translates one along the long axis. In this way more of the interior is exposed towards the 
exterior. Rule schema B affects the building form without altering the area.    

3.2.1.3 Rule schema Γ  
A third operation is introduced for the treatment of the elevations. Sieve-like windows of 

various shapes are applied on all the building facades. The corresponding parametric rule schema 
applies on a parametric solid, to produce several parametric voids through subtraction. The initial 
parametric solid represents a concrete prefabricated panel. The voids are organized in a 3xn 
orthogonal greed. Rule schema Γ affects only the building facades.    

3.2.1.4 Rule schema ∆  
A fourth operation is introduced by Holl as “vertical porosity”. It involves the creation of 

vertical sponge-like openings penetrating the building from top to bottom allowing the vertical 
circulation of air, light and people. Vertical porosity is achieved through a parametric rule 
schema that generates sponge-like holes and free form surfaces. The vertical cavities correspond 
roughly to the three fraternity houses that occupy Simmons Hall student residence. Rule schema 
∆ affects the area but also the interior form.   

3.2.1.5 Implementation results 
 A possible derivation involving rule schemata A and B appears in Table 3. The derivation is 
presented in three parallel columns including six consecutive steps. The main derivation appears 
on the left column. It is a series of subtractions among solids. Accordingly the subtractions are 
performed in the shape algebra U33, which contains solids manipulated in 3-d space. At the top of 
the left column, initial shape is a parametric solid, representing the overall building mass. For 
brevity, the rule schema A is applied twice at the first three steps of the derivation. At each step of the 
derivation, the left column shows the produced shape, namely: C' = [C – t (A)] + t(B). The center 
column presents the subtracted solids t(A). The outline of the building is also presented with 
lines, for visual reference to the overall initial building shape. The description happens in the 
product algebra U13U33, which contains lines and solids manipulated in 3-d space. Finally, the 
right column presents the total sum of the subtracted solids at each step Σ [t (A)], also in the 
algebra U13U33. 
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Table 3. Possible derivation of “porosity”, after rule schemata A and B. 

[C – t (A)] + t(B) t(A) Σ [t (A)] 

 

                 ⇓  A, A 

 

                   ⇓   A, A  

 

                   ⇓  A, A 

 

                ⇓  A 

 

               ⇓  B 
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Evidence of the application of the four basic operations is found in the sketches, drawings and 
physical models produced during the design process. A possible design, emerging from the 
application of the porosity operations appears in Figure 3. Two building systems coexist, the 
Cartesian greed of the windows and the floors, and the vertical free from cavities.  
 

       
 

Figure 5. Two building systems coexist, the vertical free form cavities are embedded within the Cartesian window-
grid (after rule schemata Γ, ∆) 

Nevertheless, some of the earlier produced results were partially reversed or entirely 
eliminated in the later stages of the process. This became necessary due to programmatic, 
functional, or other reasons. For example, many of the recesses created by rule schema A were 
partially reversed. The results of the application of rule schema B (diagonal porosity), were 
entirely eliminated in the final implementation.  
 

   
  
Figure 7. Simmons Hall (left), and early sketches by Holl (right). The implementation of the building differs but it 
remains within the general conceptual framework. Illustrations by Steven Holl Architects, NY

Many of the sieve-like windows created on the building facades by rule schema Γ, were 
ultimately blocked by concrete due to construction requirements. For the same reason, the variety 
of window-shapes on the facades was restricted. Finally, the indented creation of several sponge-
like cavities (vertical porosity) was hindered: Only three vertical cavities were distributed in 
correspondence to the three student houses. Due to fire-safety regulations the vertical cavities 
were not allowed to penetrate the building from top to bottom, thus failing to fulfil their original 
functional purpose. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

Although in practice design-production is not strictly distinguished from design-interpretation, 
an “intended” interpretation usually guides the actions of the designers in the studio. At the 
initial stage of the design process, verbal descriptions, keywords, conceptual schemes are used to 
frame a particular approach. It is by means of these that designers organize existing, trivial 
information in novel ways. The formation of a design concept involves a synthesis of factors. 
Designers approach the provided design information on the basis of their previous experience. 
By accepting a minimum number of attitudes and assuming certain parameters they limit the 
search space in some way. The function of a design concept is to link the otherwise independent 
nodes of the search by providing a central design vision. It brings them in a particular 
interrelationship, organizes priorities, and reveals possible conflicts. Design concepts are not 
defined by explicit logical (real) definition. They are introduced contextually and jointly with a 
course of productive action organized in terms of them. Interpreting the output of the implied 
action confers meaning on the concepts. In this sense, the exact definition of design concepts 
remains free to evolve throughout the design process.   

Many of the conceptual decisions of the studio require revision during the actual 
implementation of a design. This is commonly the fate of many creative ideas, when they come 
to the point of their actual realization. A conceptual framework inevitably causes conflicts with 
the empirical facts and standards, but also allows the necessary revisions to happen within a 
frame of general principles. The comparison between what is intended and what is finally 
implemented opens the ground for broader discussion and criticism of great educational value. 
The contribution of formal-generative descriptions in this discussion can be highly explanatory 
and productive. Rule schemata and diagrams become efficient devices expressing the intentions 
of a designer and depicting the course of revisions that a design concept undergoes in the process 
of its implementation. 

 Finally, formal–generative means can enhance the explanatory and productive power of 
design concepts in three ways: First, by describing them in an explicit way; second, by leading to 
the implementation of computational devices with strong productive capacity; and third, by 
making them available for future reference. The descriptive task involves the mapping of the 
actions introduced by a design concept, with the aid of parametric rule schemata and rules. The 
productive task involves their implementation in shape grammars and/or computer programs. 
The reference task involves the retrospective assemblage of data structures for each concept. 
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In Swann’s Way by Marcel Proust, the writer, Legrandin, Swann and the Narrator offer us 
three different perspectives on the church of Balbec.  The information provided by 
Legrandin and Swann awakens in the Narrator’s mind the vision of a spiritual Balbec 
very strongly typified: “I had preserved the name of Balbec which Legrandin had cited to 
us, as that of a sea-side place… in a shroud of fog and flying foam from the waves”.2 
 

As for Balbec, it was one of those names in which, as on an old piece of Norman 
pottery that still keeps the color of the earth from which it was fashioned, one sees 
depicted still the representation of some long abolished custom, of some feudal 
right, of the former condition of some place, of an obsolete way of pronouncing 
the language, which had shaped and wedded its incongruous syllables and which 
I never doubted that I should find there spoken at once, even by the inn-keeper 
who would pour me out coffee and milk on my arrival, taking me down to watch 
the turbulent sea unchained before the church; to whom I lent the aspect, 
disputatious, solemn and medieval of some character in one of the old romances 
(I, 297).  
 

The picture that Legrandin presents and which attracts the Narrator is the picture of a 
church in the midst of a coast famed for the number of its wrecks, the best point for 
seeing the most violent storms; but the Narrator will eventually find fault in him for 
speaking a little too well, a little too much like a book.  He will come to realize that 
Legrandin, while professing a passion for art and always launching furious invectives at 
the snobbishness of fashionable life, was actually consumed by worldly ambitions 
himself. 
 
One day, at Combray, Swann, the art collector and family friend, mentions another 
unique aspect of Balbec: 
 

I should think I know Balbec!  The church at Balbec built in the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries, and still half Romanesque, is perhaps the most curious 
example to be found of our Norman gothic, and so exceptional that one is tempted 
to describe it as Persian in its inspiration (I, 294). 

 
The region of Balbec, which until now had seemed to the Narrator nothing else than a 
part of eternal nature suddenly took its place in the order of the centuries, with a stored 
consciousness of the Romanesque epoch.  From now on, the name of Balbec blends in 
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the Narrator the desire for gothic architecture with that of savage cliffs and a tempestuous 
sea. 
 
However, this belief of a close correspondence between the word and the thing, the 
signifier and the signified will prove deceptive.  Swann, indeed, confuses art and reality, 
or more precisely, reduces the emotion provoked by a work of art to erudition.  He 
sometimes sees people as paintings.  For example, he doesn’t really love Odette but her 
resemblance to a painting of Botticelli.  Similarly, we learn from the Duchess of 
Guermantes that he recognized in a mermaid sculpted on the side of a bed the painting of 
Young Man and Death by Gustave Moreau.  Culture has cut him from any direct contact 
with reality.  Nevertheless, Swann’s influence on the Narrator’s quest and his destiny will 
be critical. 
 
This idealized picture of Balbec, however, will be replaced by prosaic reality.  The 
Narrator’s visit to Balbec ends in disappointment.  The train comes to a stop.  Balbec 
appears.  It is incarnation, but also destruction because the Balbec the Narrator imagined 
with the rugged church in a Persian manner on a precipitous cliff with waves dashing in 
from all sides, upon the wildest of coasts, is quite different from the real Balbec.  The 
name Balbec had absorbed the image that the Narrator had formed of this town, 
transformed it, made it more beautiful and prepared the disenchantment that was in store 
for him when he set out upon his travel.  The steeple that the Narrator had always 
pictured to himself as “receiving at its base the last drying foam of the uplifted waves” (I, 
500) stood in a square from which two lines of tramway diverged, opposite a café which 
bore, written in letters of gold, the word “Billiards”.  But this unavoidable distance 
between the imagined church and the real church, between the word and the thing, this 
disenchantment, is necessary for a more mature understanding and the Narrator’s destiny 
just like the painter’s, Elstir’s follows an ascending path.  Elstir is the artist who had the 
most profound influence on the Narrator and furnished him with a confirmation and 
translation of his own esthetic ideas.  Proust strongly criticized literature whose only aim 
is to describe reality.  The painter, through pictorial impressionistic and cubist 
techniques, recreates reality.  While other artists in Remembrance of Things Past are 
sometimes associated with doubt or disillusion, Elstir becomes the model who guides the 
literary endeavor of the Narrator.  Ultimately, Elstir’s paintings and the proustian text 
recreate reality. 
 
Proust comments on the importance of Ruskin3 and Elstir on his work.  In this paper, we 
are going to examine closely the description the painter gives us of the church of Balbec.  
Although Proust was no longer under the influence of La Bible d’Amiens of Ruskin when 
this text was written, we still find in these pages the ruskinian notion of the difference 
between perception and sensation.  What Proust finds in Ruskin is an accusation of the 
cultural as a category 4 and the importance of sensibility, especially in the act of 
perception: the intensity of life points to an interaction, the total dependence of each part 
to the whole.  
 
Although Ruskin represents for Proust the discovery of a thought opposed to hierarchy 
and centralization, he is not the only influence one can identify in Elstir’s description of 
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the church.  Major parts of his speech (the description of the Holy Virgin, the 
Announciation are directly borrowed from the work of Emile Mâle, Religious Art in the 
XIIIth Century).  Describing the Resurrection of the Virgin and her crowning at Notre 
Dame de Paris, Mâle writes: “Two angels carry her away in a long veil because they dare 
not touch her holy body” (p. 327).  Similarly, describing the Announciation, he writes 
“Elizabeth softly touches the Holy Virgin’s womb and marvels to feel that it is great with 
child” (p. 300).  Proust uses almost exactly the same words.  As for the birth of Jesus 
Christ, Mâle adds that one can find different representations in different cathedrals.  The 
belt that Mary gives to St. Thomas, the veil she tears to cover the naked body of her 
child, the symbolic representation of the Church and the Synagogue at the porch of the 
church are also directly borrowed from the text of Mâle.  A rose window at the Cathedral 
of Bourges describes the defeat of the Synagogue and the victory of the Church.  Emile 
Mâle writes: 
 

The Church stands at the right of Jesus Christ crucified and the Synagogue at his 
left.  On one side, the Church gathers the blood and the water oozing from the 
Christ’s wound.  On the other, the Synagogue, its eyes bandaged, holds a half 
broken scepter and lets fall, with the crown that is slipping from its head, the 
tables of the old law (248, 249).  
  

Here again, Proust uses exactly the same terms. It is interesting to note that the Church of 
Balbec seems a composite creation.  Details from several churches have been used to 
create a single church.  We find the same idea in The Past Recaptured: 
 

In a book, individual characters, whether human or of some other kind, are made 
up of numerous impressions derived from young many girls, many churches, 
many sonatas, and combined to make up in a single sonata, a single church, a 
single young girl (II, 1114).   

 
The true essence of the object can only be achieved through the association of its 
different images.  Thus, the simple act of looking takes on religious connotations, as we 
can see in the description of the hawthorns: 
 

The hedge resembled a series of chapels, whose walls were no longer visible 
under the mountains of flowers that were heaped upon their altars; while 
underneath, the sun cast a square of light upon the ground as though it had shone 
in them through a window; the scent that swept out over me from them was as 
rich, and as circumscribed in its range, as though I had been standing before the 
Lady-altar, and the flowers, themselves adorned also, held out each little bunch of 
glittering stamens with an air of inattention, fine, radiating ‘nerves’ in the 
flamboyant style of architecture, like those which, in church, framed the stair to 
the rood-loft or closed the perpendicular tracery of the windows, but here spread 
out into pools of fleshy white, like strawberry beds in spring (I, 106).   

 
or in the description of the water lilies in the Vivonne: 
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…pressed close together in a floating garden-bed as though pansies had flown out 
of a garden like butterflies and were hovering with blue and burnished wings over 
the transparent shadowiness of this watery border; this skiey border also, for it 
set beneath the flowers a soil of a color more precious, more moving than their 
own; and both in the afternoon, when it sparkled beneath the lilies in a 
kaleidoscope of a happiness silent, restless, and alert and toward evening , when 
it was filled like a distant heaven with the roseate dreams of the setting sun, 
incessantly changing and ever remaining in harmony, about the more permanent 
colors of the flowers themselves, with the utmost profundity, evanescence and 
mystery, with a quiet suggestion of infinity; afternoon or evening it seemed to 
have set them flowering in the heart of the sky (I, 130).   

 
The hawthorns and water lilies are depicted as constantly changing, fluctuating.  In this 
ondulation, this succession of different facets, appears, however, their true essence.  We 
find the same techniques of pointillism and juxtaposition in Elstir’s description of 
Balbec’s church and his paintings. 
 
The apparition of the various artists in Remembrance of Things Past denotes the 
importance of the role they will play in the central quest.  Proust introduces the Narrator 
to Elstir’s work at Balbec when the Narrator has lost faith in his ability to become a 
writer, and at the dinner at the Guermantes in Paris.  One should note also that the 
description of the Carquethuit Harbor and the very subtle scene of the portrait of Miss. 
Sacripant precede Elstir’s comments on the Church of Balbec.  It is more interesting 
however to compare this description with the jokes of Mr. Biche in the salon of the 
Verdurin.  (Mr. Biche is the nickname given to the painter by the Verdurin clan.)  
Apparently there is nothing in common and we could think it is just an attempt by Mr. 
Biche to shock this superficial society of mondains.  But, if we look more closely, we 
find a striking resemblance between the “boutades” (i.e. jokes) of Mr. Biche at the dinner 
at the Verdurin’s and the description of the church: 
 
 

• Repetition of similar terms 
 
I, 197      I, 632, 634 
* “It’s a miracle”    “It’s divine” 
*  “I’ll take you to see the show”  “I could show you what I mean if we went  
      there together” 
*  “No, really, I am not joking”  “ Indeed no, it’s perfectly true.” 
 
 
 

• Repetition of the adjectives and the pronoun “tout”: 
 
I, 197      I, 633 
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* “It’s all there, I’ll take my oath”  “…for it is all the circles of heavens, a  
      whole gigantic poem full of theology and  
      symbolism that you have before you there.” 
 
Repetition of the negative expressions--“and yet” and “no”--expresses an art that this 
society of snobs cannot understand.  Mrs. Verdurin speaks of the boring works of Elstir.  
The Guermantes will exchange several of his paintings, and Mrs. Cottard declares that 
such an expensive portrait as the one of Ms. Sacripant should at least bear a resemblance 
to the model.  More importantly, one should note in the two passages considered the use 
of the anaphore.  The sentences, with the repetition of the pronoun “this” seem to proceed 
by juxtaposition: 
 

• It seems all right, it makes your head go round; it catches your breath… it’s a 
conjuring-trick, it’s a miracle…. It’s dishonest! (I, 197) 

 
• It’s fantastic, it’s mad, it’s divine, it’s a thousand times better than what you will 

see in Italy … (I, 633) 
 

Such a construction tends to obliterate the distinctive qualities of things and create an 
ambiguity: “Impossible to say whether it was done with glue, with soap, with sealing-
wax, with sunshine, with leaven, with excre…” (I, 195).  We find the same technique in 
the watercolor of Ms. Sacripant, striking in its originality.  Elstir, by disorganizing the 
portrait, by introducing elements of ambiguity in the composition, allows a new truth to 
surface.  The painting recreates itself in a different way. 

 
The glass of the vase… seemed to be holding the water in which the stems of the 
carnations were dipped in something as limpid, almost as liquid as itself; the 
woman’s dress encompassed her in a manner that had an independent, a 
brotherly charm […] The whiteness of the shirtfront, fine as driven rain, with its 
gay pleats gathered into little bells like lilies of the valley, was starred with bright 
gleams of light from the room, as sharply edged and as finely shaded as though 
they had been [bouquets] of flowers stitched in the woven fabric.  And the velvet 
of the coat, brilliant with an oily sheen, had here and there a roughness, a 
scorning, a shagginess on its surface which made one think of the crumpled 
brightness of the carnations in the vase (I, 638). 
 

In this painting, harmony is created by the reflection of contiguous elements associated 
with transparency.  Similarly, there is a particular effect of light that Elstir especially 
likes to paint, reflection which creates ambiguity and transforms everything.  In the 
painting of The Carquethuit Harbor, “the men who were pushing down their boats into 
the sea were running as much through the waves as along the sand, which being wet, 
reflected their hulls as if they were already in the water” (I, 629). 
 
One of the metaphors that occurs most commonly in Elstir’s seascapes is precisely that 
which comparing land and sea suppresses every line of demarcation between them: 
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… boats that lay motionless, enjoying sunshine and breeze, in parts where the sea 
was so calm that its reflections had almost more solidarity and reality than the 
floating hulls, vaporized by an effect of the sunlight, parts which the perspective 
of the picture dovetailed in among others.  Or rather, you would not have called 
them other parts of the sea.  For, between those parts there was as much 
difference as there was between one of them and the church rising from the water, 
or the ships behind the tower (I, 630). 

 
In his creations, Elstir does not only see differently, he sees different things.  Elstir’s 
studio appears to the Narrator as the laboratory of a a new creation of the world.  The 
attraction of each of his paintings lay in a sort of metamorphosis of the things represented 
in it, similar to the metaphors in poetry: “If God the Father had created things by naming 
them, it was by taking away their names or giving them other names that Elstir created 
them anew” (I, 628). 
 
By using only marine terms to describe the little town of Balbec, and only urban terms 
for the sea, Elstir puts the spectator in a world that is constantly in motion, where the 
oppositions between elements are not static but constantly changing.  This confusion, 
however, untiringly repeated in all his canvasses, gives his work its powerful unity and 
allows us to truly see nature with poetic vision.  Elstir strives to reproduce things not as 
we know them or see them, but according to different perspectives or eclipse of 
perspectives, optical illusions.  At one time his paintings almost seemed like “mirages” (I, 
631).  We find the same optical illusions in the Narrator’s description of the churches of 
Criquebec: 
 

… which, in the far distance, surrounded by water on every side because you saw 
them without seeing the town, in a powdery haze of sunlight and crumbling 
waves, seemed to be emerging from the water, blown in alabaster or in sea-foam, 
and, enclosed in the band of a particoloured rainbow, to form an unreal, a 
mystical picture (I, 629). 

 
and in the similarly impressionistic description of the sea at Balbec: 
 

I had more pleasure on evenings when a ship absorbed and liquefied by the 
horizon so much the same in color as herself (and Impressionist exhibition this 
time) that it seemed to be also of the same matter, appeared as if someone had 
simply cut out with a pair of scissors her bows and the rigging in which she 
tapered into a slender filigree from the vaporous blue of the sky (I, 607). 

 
Elstir’s description of the church of Balbec reveals the erudition of the painter, but one 
notes toward the end the use of more familiar expressions.  In this sense, Mr. Biche 
prefigures Elstir.  More interesting, however, is the construction of the sentences which 
seem to proceed by coordination of various elements: 
 

And the bandaged arm of the midwife… and the linen cloth thrown by the Virgin 
to Saint Thomas,… and the husband, who, on the day of the Judgment ….and the 
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angel who is taking away the sun and the moon, henceforth useless…. And the one 
who is dipping his hand in the water… and the one emerging from the clouds… 
and all the angels who are leaning from the vault of heaven … (I, 632, 633) 

 
The sentence, just like the painter’s pictorial metaphors, seems to pulverize reality, but 
from one fragment to another, a multiform and powerful unity, a new world is created.  
For us to have access to this world, reality must first be disintegrated, dislocated, 
dissolved: 
 

A river running beneath the bridges of a town was caught from a certain point of 
view so that it appeared entirely dislocated, now broadened into a lake, now 
narrowed into a riverlet, broken elsewhere by the interruption of a hill crowned 
with trees among which the burgers would repair at evening to taste the 
refreshing breeze (I, 631). 

 
In the Guermantes’ Way, we learn that in his effort to paint the impression, the painter 
dissolves objects, characters in a haze of light which makes them homogeneous.  In other 
words, uncertainty creates certainty.  We find in Elstir’s sentence structure the same 
fragmentation-reunion, the same juxtaposition of successive elements, the same thematic 
unity in the midst of disparity.  The cathedral is described from an impressionistic point 
of view and seems to be unfolding in front of our eyes. These numerous sentences define 
the object, but without closing it, without limiting it.  It is interesting to note that we find 
a similar sentence structure in the famous description of the “little madeleine”. 
 

And once I had recognized the taste of the little madeleine soaked in her 
concoction of [linden ] flowers which my aunt used to give me … immediately the 
old grey house upon the street, where her room was, rose up like the scenery of a 
theater to attach itself to the little pavilion, opening on to the garden… and with 
the house the town, from morning to night and in all weathers, the square where I 
was sent before luncheon, the streets along which I used to run errands, the 
country roads we took when it was fine.  And just as the Japanese amuse 
themselves by filing a porcelain bowl with water and steeping into it little crumbs 
of paper which until then, are without character or form but, the moment the 
become wet, stretch… they become wet, stretch themselves and bend, take on 
color and distinctive shapes, become flowers or houses or people, permanent and 
recognizable, so in that moment all the flowers in our garden and in Mr. Swann’s 
park and the water-lilies in the Vivonne and the good folk of the village and their 
little dwellings and the parish church and the whole of Combray and of its 
surroundings, taking their proper shapes and growing solid, sprang into being, 
towns and gardens alike, from my cup of tea (I, 36). 

 
Ultimately, however, unity emerges from this fragmentation.   
 
Similarly, Remembrance of Things Past presents itself as a juxtaposition of scenes, 
variations around a theme, composition which, according to Proust is the most 
meaningful.  In a letter to Jean de Gaigneron,5 he mentions that he would have liked to 
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construct his book like a cathedral, giving each part of the book titles like “The Porch”, 
“The Nave”, “the Rose Window” to answer critics who have reproached him with the 
lack of unity in his book. 
  
Through the porch of the cathedral we enter a new life—and all the elements in Elstir’s 
description of the church of Balbec converge around the scene of the nativity.  It would 
be interesting to analyze more in detail Elstir’s vocabulary which functions like a 
metaphor for his own art, especially the theme of light associated with the notion of 
death/rebirth.  Proust goes as far as to say that Balbec’s light had “destroyed reality”.    
When the Narrator pays a visit to Elstir in his studio, the shutters are closed, and the artist 
is putting the last brushstrokes on a painting of a sunset.  As Elstir has found, you can 
make a new version of what you love only by first renouncing it.  Art alone operates this 
transmutation, this dissolution/reconstruction of things by the artist’s subjectivity.  In The 
Past Recaptured  we read: “Art is the only reality and the true Last Judgment.” 
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Decomposability and conceptual metaphor in L2 idiom comprehension 
 

Myoungjin Kim 
Ewha Womans University 

1. Introduction 

Idioms are one of the greatest obstacles that L2 learners confront. The reason of 

difficulty may be due to the fact that the meaning of an idiom cannot be predicted only 

with a combination of each word’s literal meaning. That is, idioms are not 

compositional. Because of this difficulty, learners are likely to avoid using idioms (Ijuro 

1993, Laufer 2000). Also native English speakers do not use idioms when they have a 

conversation with L2 learners (Henzl 1973, Kellerman 1977).  

In the course of language learning, idioms might not be treated as a priority 

because there are literal counterparts which can be replaced for idioms. Indeed, those 

literal counterparts are easier to use and to be understood. However, despite the 

difficulty, learning idioms is a useful strategy to achieve more native-like command of 

language. Therefore, it is important to figure out what factors influence on learning 

idioms and how to facilitate the learners’ ability of idiom comprehension. In this respect, 

the present study will focus on verifying what kinds of factors are crucially related to 

idiom comprehension. 

 

1.1 Comprehension Mechanism of Idioms: Idiom Decomposition Hypothesis 

There have been numerous approaches which try to examine the comprehension 

mechanism of idiomatic expressions. Most research was concerned with the relationship 

between their literal meaning and figurative meaning. They tried to figure out how 

people can understand the meaning of idioms despite the fact that noncompositionality 
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is a main semantic feature of idioms.  

Based on the cognitive perspective, the contribution of “analyzability of 

idioms” has been drawn attention to the researchers. People have wanted to verify 

whether at least some parts of idiom can affect the meaning although idioms are 

noncompositional. One of the most dominating theories is called “Idiom Decomposition 

Hypothesis” (Gibbs and Nayak 1989) which states that decomposability contributes to 

an idiom’s figurative meaning considerably. When the part of an expression can be used 

literally, it is called a decomposable idiom. On the contrary, when the idiomatic 

meaning cannot be derived from the words it contains, it is called nondecomposable 

idioms.1 The advocates of this hypothesis believe that idiomatic expressions are not 

stored in the lexicon as a separated group, but are actually related with the parts which 

constitute the idioms. They argue that a part of meaning which constitutes an idiom is 

associated with the entire meaning. It is well known that some idioms are syntactically 

productive and others are not. Related to this, some idioms are activated more directly 

while others are not. If all idioms are equally noncompositional, it is hard to explain 

those phenomena. Therefore, it is plausible that there is a degree of decomposability and 

some idioms are decomposable whereas others are not. With regard to this hypothesis, 

various theories tried to demonstrate which type of idioms—among nondecomposable 

idioms and decomposable idioms—is activated more quickly (Kintsch 1998, Titone and 

Coninne 1999, Cailles and Butcher 2007).  

 

1.2 Difficulty of Idiom Comprehension by L2 Learners 

                                                      
1 Gibbs and Nayak (1989) divided idioms into three groups, which are normally decomposable, 
abnormally decomposable, and nondecomposable. However, in this paper, only decomposable and 
nondecomposable idioms are considered. 
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Idiom is one of the most common problems that L2 learners encounter because idioms 

usually cannot be predicted only with a combination of each word’s literal meaning.  

Ijuro (1986) found that the advanced English learners avoided using idioms. 

She also found that if L2 idioms are identical to L1 idioms, they are semantically 

transparent, so learners used that type of idioms more often.  

 Researchers do not share the reasons of avoidance. There are researchers who 

insist L1-L2 identity is a main factor of avoidance (Hulstjin and Marchena 1989), but 

there are also opponents of this view who argue that L1-L2 difference is a main factor 

of avoidance (Schachter 1974, Kleinmann 1977, Dagut and Laufer 1985, Laufer and 

Eliason 1993). Both views were supported by experimental studies and it seems that 

both can explicate the avoidance phenomenon. In this paper, the similarity between L1 

and L2 is considered as important. 

 

1.3 Conceptual Metaphors and Idioms 

In general, research on L1 idiom comprehension has focused on the lexical 

representation which is a linguistic aspect, and this also applies to L2 acquisition studies. 

Most L2 acquisition studies focused only on lexical aspect as well. It is a well-known 

fact that there is no direct analogy between lexical aspect and conceptual aspect and 

they are known to exist in a separated system. However, the conceptual aspect, which is 

a nonlinguistic aspect, is also expected to play an important role in L2 acquisition of 

idioms. Specifically, the role of conceptual metaphor (Lakoff and Johnson 1980) will be 

dealt with in this study.  

 There have been numerous research which establishes the relationship between 

conceptual metaphors and idioms. Low (1988) argued that metaphor should be given a 
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more important place in language teaching. Ijuro (1993) noted that teaching students 

strategies for dealing with figurative language will help them to take advantage of the 

semantic transparency of some idioms. If they can figure out the meaning of an idiom 

by themselves, they will have a link from the idiomatic to the literal words, which will 

help them learn the idiom. 

Kövecses (2002) proposed that the term “semantic transparency” is related to 

conceptual metaphor. He argued that providing the learners of foreign languages with 

cognitive motivation for idioms, learners should be able to learn the idioms faster and 

retain them longer in memory. He conducted an experimental study in which one group 

learned idioms merely through memorization and another through conceptual metaphors. 

The result showed that learners who learned idioms through conceptual metaphors 

performed approximately 25 percent better. Like these, the research showed that 

conceptual metaphors enhance idiom comprehension. However, none of these studies 

tried to combine these two aspects: lexical and conceptual aspect. 

Of the processing studies of idioms, Cieślicka (2006) argued that in the course 

of processing idioms, L2 learners obligatorily activate literal meaning of the idioms 

even though the idioms are embedded in the figurative context. This result is contrary to 

the result of L1, which clearly proved that some idioms do not need to be activated by 

literal meaning depending on the context. It seems that the comprehension mechanism 

of L1 and L2 are quite different. This finding may prove that decomposability, which is 

regarded as a key factor to distinguish types of idioms in L2, cannot be the only factor 

which influences the comprehension of idioms. Rather, the conceptual factor (i.e. 

conceptual metaphors) might play a greater role in L2. Since L2 learners rely on literal 

meaning of the idioms, if the literal meaning contains same conceptual metaphors that 
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their own L1 also has, it is expected that learners are more easily motivated by the 

meaning of idioms. 

 

1.4 Cross-linguistic Variation of Conceptual Metaphor 

Some conceptual metaphors are language universal, but there are also language–specific 

metaphors. Matsuki (1995) argued that a large number of metaphors for “anger” in 

English can also be found in Japanese. For example, there are many expressions which 

contain the conceptual metaphor ANGER IS FIRE, ANGER IS HEAT or ANGER IS A STORM. 

Hence, this metaphor is shared by English and Japanese. However, there is a large 

number of anger-related expressions that contain metaphors which exist only in 

Japanese. For example, in Japanese there are many anger-related expressions that 

contain source domain hara which means belly. ‘ANGER IS HARA’ is only limited to 

Japanese, so this conceptual metaphor is language-specific.  

Yu (1995) also observed that Chinese shares with English most conceptual 

metaphor source for happiness such as UP, LIGHT and FLUID IN A CONTAINER. However, 

the source domain FLOWERS IN THE HEART is only limited to Chinese. The conceptual 

metaphor (HAPPINESS IS FLOWERS IN THE HEART) reflects the character of Chinese people 

(they are more introverted).  

 

2. Hypotheses 

In spite of the meaningful approaches and psycholinguistic research which verified the 

basic mechanism of idiom comprehension, previous research focused only on L1 

acquisition and did not explain how those results are related to L2 acquisition. To 

narrow this research gap, this study will try to explain how those theories influence 
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idiom comprehension of L2 learners. That is, the role of ‘decomposability’ in the 

domain of L2 acquisition will be studied. This study will also verify the importance of 

conceptual aspect in L2 acquisition. 

The present study aims to figure out the crucial factor which influences learning 

idioms. Based on the previous research, it is plausible to expect that decomposability of 

idioms might also play a key role in understanding idioms in L2. Meanwhile, since the 

result of the experimental study of decomposability hypothesis merely related with L1 

language processing theory, it is also expected that a cognitive factor, such as 

conceptual metaphors, would play a more important role. The research questions of this 

study are the following: 

 

(1) Does ‘decomposability’ also play a role in L2 idiom comprehension? Compared 

to L1 idiom comprehension, what are the different or similar aspects? 

(2) Which aspect more strongly influences L2 idiom comprehension: lexical aspect 

(decomposability) or conceptual aspect (conceptual metaphor)? 

 

In this study, I assume that idioms can be categorized according to the features, [±DEC] 

and [±CON] and I will examine how these features interact with one another to 

comprehend idioms.  

 

3. Experimental Design 

20 subjects who are high school students attending foreign language high schools in 

Seoul, Korea participated in this study. The proficiency levels of participants were all 
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deemed as an advanced level considering their TOEFL scores. (CBT score above 270) 

Four of the participants have lived in English-speaking countries, but their length of 

stay was no more than a month. They mostly have learned English through classroom 

instruction.  

25 English sentences are included in the test material. There are four types of 

idioms and each type has five tokens. The remaining five sentences are fillers which 

have only a literal meaning. The types of idioms are divided by [±DEC] and [±CON] 

features. [+DEC] represents decomposable idioms and [–DEC] represents 

nondecomposable idioms. [+CON] represents idioms which can be motivated by 

conceptual metaphors. That is, in the case of [+CON]types, a conceptual metaphor in 

this type of idioms exists in Korean. In other words, the conceptual metaphor is shared 

between English and Korean. On the other hand, [–CON] represents the idioms which 

cannot be motivated by conceptual metaphors. That is either a conceptual metaphor is 

absent in Korean or the idioms do not even have English-specific concept metaphors. 

The first type of idioms has [+DEC] and [+CON] features. For instance, the idiom lose 

one’s grip (‘lose one’s ability to control’) is a decomposable idiom. The act of ‘losing’ is 

semantically related with ‘inability’, so it is associated with the meaning. This idiom 

can also be motivated by a conceptual metaphor CONTROL IS POSSESSION OF SOME 

OBJECT, which also exists in Korean expression. For example, ku-ka motun 

senthaykkwen-ul cwi-ko iss-ta (‘He grips all the right of choice’). The second type of 

idioms is [+DEC, –CON]. For instance, call the shots is a decomposable idiom where 

call and shots partly constitute the meaning of the whole idiom. The command of 

shooting the gun is a kind of act of making the decision. However, there is no 

conceptual metaphor in this idiom, so it cannot be conceptually motivated. The third 
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type, which is [–DEC, +CON], is nondecomposable, but does have a conceptual 

metaphor which is shared with Korean. For example, get the sack is [–DEC, +CON] 

type. Even though it is a nondecomposable idiom, it contains the metaphor PACKING A 

SACK IS LEAVING A JOB. This conceptual metaphor can be found in Korean as in Il haki 

sil-humyen tangcang cimssa-la (‘If you do not want to work, pack your bags right now’). 

It has been reported that nondecomposable idioms are less semantically transparent, so 

that they are harder to process than decomposable idioms. However, the reason why I 

use this taxonomy is to verify the fact that a conceptual aspect of idioms is as important 

as (or even more important than) lexical aspects. In this respect, [+DEC, +CON] type is 

expected to be understood better because it has both features. I further assume that if 

there is a conceptual facilitator such as metaphors, even though the idiom is 

nondecomposable, it might be easier to be comprehended.  

 Participants were told that they would complete the task involving their 

English-to-Korean translation ability. They were not allowed to look up a dictionary, but 

all the vocabulary that constitutes idioms are considered easy. Therefore, if learners 

cannot translate the idioms properly, this is not because their vocabulary knowledge is 

poor, but because they cannot be motivated to comprehend nonliteral meaning of the 

idioms.  

 

4. Results and Discussion 

The result reveals the hierarchy of four types: [+DEC, +CON]  >  [–DEC, +CON]  >  

[+DEC, –CON]  >  [–DEC, – CON] 

Subjects got the highest score for [+DEC, +CON] type of idiom, a mean score 

of 3.9. This was consistent with the expectation because both a conceptual and a lexical 
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feature can be observed in this type of idioms. The most significant point to be dealt 

with is whether the conceptual aspect plays a more important role than the lexical aspect. 

Therefore, the result of [+DEC, –CON] and that of [–DEC, +CON] should be compared. 

The result shows that the score of [–DEC, +CON] type, mean score of 2.4, was higher 

than [+DEC, –CON], mean score of 1.6. Even though the number of correct answers for 

[–DEC, +CON] type was lower than [+DEC, +CON] type, it clearly shows that not only 

decomposability plays a role to understand idioms, but also a conceptual aspect shows 

significant relationship with understanding idioms.  

The hierarchy between [+DEC –CON] and [–DEC –CON] also suggests that 

decomposability indeed facilitates idiom comprehension ability. Both types of idioms, 

which obviously do not have conceptual metaphors, were much less likely to be 

understood by L2 learners. This means that conceptual aspect is obviously related with 

idiom comprehension. 

Mean Score
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- CON
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Mean Score

 

Type Mean Score 

[+DEC, + CON] 3.9/5 

[+DEC, – CON] 1.6/5 

[–DEC, + CON] 2.4/5 

[–DEC, – CON] 0.4/5 

fillers 3.1/5 

Table 1. Mean Score                                           Figure 1. Mean Score 

In this paper, the first hypothesis was whether a lexical aspect exhibits the same result in 

L2 as in L1. It was expected that if an idiom has a [+DEC] feature, it might be easier to 

be understood. The result of this experiment shows that [+DEC, +CON] type is the most 
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likely to be understood by L2 learners, so it seems that hypothesis (1) has been proved.  

Another issue was whether the role of a conceptual metaphor is significant or 

not. Comparing the results of [+DEC, –CON] and [–DEC, +CON] type shows that a 

conceptual aspect is a crucial factor in idiom comprehension. Even though the idioms 

are nondecomposable, if it contains a conceptual metaphor which is also used in L2, it is 

more likely to be understood easily. Therefore, to understand idioms, a conceptual 

aspect affects more than a lexical aspect does, and it should not be overlooked. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The result of this study brings a pedagogical implication. Learners tend to shrink when 

they confront idioms. Because of the nonliterality of idioms, learners try to memorize 

them as one lexicon. With this way of learning idioms, there is a certain limit due to 

capacity of memory. According to this study, it seems that both factors, lexical and 

conceptual aspects, play a role in understanding idioms. To put it differently, learners 

may get benefit from those factors and do not always have to memorize the whole idiom 

meaninglessly. Hence, rote learning can be altered by learning with conceptual 

metaphors. More specifically, conceptual aspects would strongly influence idiom 

comprehension ability. If idioms are taught with conceptual metaphors they contain, 

learners can be motivated to comprehend the meaning of idioms. For example, instead 

of teaching idioms in an alphabetical order, teachers can categorize the idioms 

according to the conceptual metaphors, and it might be helpful for learners to 

understand, retain and activate those idioms. 

To confirm the result of this study, a follow-up research is needed. If conceptual 

aspect indeed affect L2 idiom comprehension, it should be verified whether the teaching 
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which employed conceptual metaphors really lead to better performance. This research 

only backs up theoretical implication for cognitive perspective, and therefore, practical 

implication should be observed in the future. 
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The legend of Orpheus and his descent to Hell to rescue his wife Eurydice from the claws of 
Cerberus has not ceased to be interpreted, transformed, and then widespread for centuries. The 
story of the king of poets, the most gifted musician of Greek Antiquity, has also charmed one of 
the most atypical and polymorphous French artists: Jean Cocteau. Man of theatre and cinema, as 
well as sculptor, painter, writer and, above all absolute poet, he adapts the myth of Orpheus for the 
stage in 1926. Written little after L’Ange Heurtebise, it offers a very simple story of Love and 
Death in a universe where time is abolished and horses make poetry. With this first step, a truthful 
obsession for the condition and the role of the poet within the community appears. This inner 
passion leads Cocteau to adopt an Orphic vision in his creations. His committed poetry deals with 
the inner personality of the poet and his relentless inclination to be fascinated by Death and to 
actually prefer her than living people surrounding him. Cocteau focuses especially on the 
metaphoric descent in Hell of Orpheus who thinks that Glory makes him immortal and that his 
supremacy over simple writers and men in general is undisputable. The play is then carried to the 
screen in 1950; the main characters return, but are differently represented; with internal psyche 
treated more in-depth. The film sums up the essential events of its predecessor but deepens the 
poet’s crisis and opens the door to a world unknown to the mortals, where abnormal loves and 
desires between the protagonists of these two communicating worlds develop. A new perspective 
of the concept of poet as an immortal myth and his relationship to Death as a real muse is born. 

The purpose of my discussion is subsequently to show how the two variations of the 
representation of Orpheus are actually only one poetic form of work, thanks to a brilliant mise en 
scene based on an innovation in language leading to new time/space references, and then to 
concentrate on the reasons and effects of the inexorable merging of the worlds of Man and Poet.  
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Abstract 
 
Using weekly observations of Modern Lounge guests dining at the restaurant’s 
outside tables, this paper describes the patterns of people’s body language, 
communication, and social behavior.  It uses analogies to the performing arts 
(movie, theatre, dance) to illustrate the findings. 
 
The research shows that gestures and expressions are powerful means of non-
verbal communication, conveying people’s emotions, personality traits, social 
roles, and preferences.   
    

   
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Name is a pseudonym. 
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 “All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women merely players.” 

William Shakespeare 

Study 

The objective of this study is to identify patterns in the behavior, social interactions, and 

body language of patrons of the Modern Lounge restaurant and bar.  A popular lunch, 

dinner, and going-out destination for any day of the week, it lends itself to studying human 

behavior.  The Modern Lounge is frequented by a range of patrons, including office 

people, couples of any age, groups of friends, families, and people on dates.2 

 
The study is based on nine observations which focused on the sidewalk space of the 

Modern Lounge.  All observations took place at night between 8pm and 11.30pm—four 

on Saturdays, four on Tuesdays (one on the eve of July 4), and one on a Friday.  Each 

observation was about 25 minutes long.   

Findings 

This paper describes the findings of the observations, supported by field notes.  

Extending the theatre imagery of Goffman’s The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life 

(1959), the findings are presented using analogies to the performing arts (movie, theatre, 

dance performance).  In the closing section of the paper, findings are related to selected 

literature that was assigned for the course that this research was produced for.  

 

1. Modern Lounge Visits: Like Short Films 
 

The appearances of groups, couples, and individuals at the Modern Lounge, from their 

                                                 
2 The Modern Lounge has received numerous awards since its opening a decade ago. 
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entrance to their exit, can be considered a series of scenes which could be part of a play 

or movie.  Examples include the brief interactions between the wait staff and guests; 

couples and groups spending a dinner-long period ‘on stage,’ i.e. at the table, each taking 

on a self-chosen role; bachelorette parties celebrating the bride-to-be as the central 

character; stretch limos dropping off ‘the cast’ of nightly documentaries; and brief 

episodes of people talking on their cell phones.  Couples, newly dating and established, 

display different levels of emotions in terms of passion, familiarity with each other, and 

comfort.  Here is a selection of scripts of the short films: 

Waitress picks up empty beer bottle while passing by the table.  Brief exchange of comments; 
younger woman says something.  Waitress smiles and leaves. 
 
A stretch limousine stops in front of the Modern Lounge (on the West side) and discharges ten 
guys in their mid 20s.  The driver talks with a couple of the guys, looks at his watch during this 
brief conversation, nods and waves good-bye with right hand, then goes back into the car.   
 
He leans against wall and pulls her by her waist toward him.  Then he touches her face; she looks up to 
him.  Both smile, seem to have a good time, move around, dynamic, change positions and postures 
frequently.  She strikes her long blond hair, throws it to her other shoulder. 

 
The cast, both guests and wait staff, wears costumes for their front-stage performance 

(see also section “Costumes: Consistent Look” below):   

Hostess wears very short black shorts and white, revealing top (deep v-neck, spaghetti straps); 
has her hair propped up on head, wears make-up.   
 
 
 

2. Dinner Experience in Acts 
 
The dining experience is split up into sections, or acts: waiting for a table, choosing items 

to order, ordering, waiting for items to be delivered, eating, and a post-consumption 

phase consisting of socializing, paying the bill, and leaving.  Each phase can have sub-

phases, e.g., the eating phase typically consists of active and restful periods. 

The guy’s eating process seems to be broken down into ‘acts,’ i.e. he has phases when he eats 
and when he leans back in his chair and talks or listens.  
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Her activities are split into phases: either she eats continuously without interrupting her 
movements or she takes breaks, leaning back in her chair.  Every time she initiates food phases 
her demeanor changes: her face lights up, she becomes more energetic and more talkative, 
participates in the table conversation which she almost completely withdraws from during her 
‘food breaks.’  She always starts food phases by distributing food onto everybody’s plate.   
 
 
 

3. Stage Setup: Tables and Chairs  
 
The stage setup, i.e. the shape of the tables and arrangement of the chairs, has an 

important impact on the interaction of the ‘actors.’  People facing the street, especially 

those with nobody at the table facing them, are inherently distracted by the activities 

around them merely by the chairs’ outward-facing arrangement.  This causes significantly 

less talking and eye contact with table companions, especially when there is no engaging 

conversation going on.  Instead, the ‘actors’ at the table become the audience of the 

surrounding commotion.  The effect of the busy, attention-grabbing environment becomes 

obvious when comparing guests who face the street to those who have their back turned 

toward the street. 

Both face the street, sit side by side; chairs are one chair width apart. (…) The two are not that 
involved with each other.  Man focuses more on what is going on in the street (…).  
 
Woman 2 [who has the street in her back and is facing people at table] focuses her views on the people 
at her table; she doesn’t look around that much.  In contrast, woman 1 [who is facing the West side] 
looks around a lot (…).  The guy [who is facing West side] also looks around (…). 
 
Interestingly, they sit on the chairs that face the restaurant unlike everybody else in all of my 
observations (unless it’s a group of more than two) who use the chairs facing the street.  This 
seems to help focus the two more on one another. 
 
 
   

4. The Cast and Director: Actors, Roles in Groups, Conductors 
 

In every scene, one can recognize the role of each individual in their group.  The role 

most easily distinguishable is that of the group leader, i.e. the director or conductor.  The 

person that orchestrates a group either is the social leader acknowledged by the group or 

the leadership role is based on celebrating a special occasion (e.g., bride-to-be in 
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bachelorette party).  ‘Conductors’ at the Modern Lounge dinner tables led the 

conversation of their groups or took the initiative to distribute food from the shared plates. 

The guy in the middle, the ‘top macho,’ leads conversation.  Talks loudly, gesticulates a lot.  (…) 
Sits up straight.  [Looks like he is puffing up like a peacock.]  
 
It is mostly the younger woman who makes conversation, brings the most energy into group. (…) 
Most activity in the corner where younger woman and man sit.   
 
Woman 1 takes charge of the food distribution.  It is her exclusively that puts food on everybody’s 
plates.  
 

In bachelorette parties, the bride-to-be is made the formal, not necessarily the actual, 

social leader which is typically made explicit by her distinct outfit.   

Bachelorette party exiting Modern Lounge; six girls, mid twenties.  (…)  Bride-to-be wears silver 
crown and light-colored dress with spaghetti-strap top, fitted waist.  (…)  Is center of attention, 
stands out, not because she pushes herself to be that but because her friends celebrate her. 
 
Another bachelorette party walks by the West side of the Modern Lounge.  Seven women, all 
dressed in blue jeans and black tank top.  Bride-to-be wears white thong over jeans as 
distinguishing feature.  She is (…) clearly standing out because of her outfit. 
 

Besides the role of leader, there are other roles that group members choose to adopt.  

The roles can directly and visibly complement one another, e.g., a talker and a listener or 

two good conversationalists, which enables social interactions. 

Woman on the right (the dressier one) has the majority of airtime and talks vividly and 
expressively.  (…) Her gestures seem strong, make her seem confident, persuasive.  Other 
woman (the less talkative one) listens; leans forward often, sometimes sits back in chair (…). 

 
They have a lively conversation.  He has a little more airtime.  (…) She listens intently.   
 
 
 

5. Costumes: Consistent Look 
 

A striking phenomenon of social interaction is that people are synchronized, intuitively 

and unconsciously although the majority of people may not even realize it.  Syncing can 

relate to the way of dressing and talking as well as to gestures and expressions. 

At the Modern Lounge, the wait staff wears outfits that match in color (often black, 

sometimes green).  Members of a bachelorette party also usually coordinate their outfits. 
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Wait staff for outside is dressed in black (not uniform outfit/clothing items, just color is uniformly 
black).  (…) Most waitresses wear dresses.   

 
Another bachelorette party walks by (…).  Seven women, all dressed in blue jeans and black tank top.   
 

Besides this deliberate coordination, the outfits, styling, and appearance of people that go 

out together, even across genders, is remarkably often matching—in style, color, pattern, 

cut, and sometimes even the body shape is similar.  

Three women, lower 20s, look alike; all brownish/darkish hair, having their sunglasses tucked on 
their heads, wearing skirts, shorts, and sandals.   

 
Group of six women, mid 20s, (…) are uniformly dressed: wearing blue jeans, strapless tops that 
become wider toward hips, color of tops: orange-red, rose dominant; sandals, flip-flops; all have long 
hair, some hair use clips to vary their hair style, some have ponytail.   
 
Four men of darker complexion (…) well dressed in solid darker-color polo shirts and khakis.  All 
same height; normal height, not very tall. 
 
 

There is also intrapersonal syncing, e.g. people match accessories in color and style as 

well as with their clothes. 

 
 
6. Acting in Sync 
 
Apart from the outfit, it is even more stunning how the behavior, gestures, and 

expressions of people in the same group are frequently synced.  Evidently, people— 

unconsciously—mimic the people around them.  The field notes contain plenty of 

observations of syncing. 

As [two guys in their 30s who were dressed alike] were waiting at the red traffic light, each of 
them was rubbing the palms of their hands against each other in circles, and they looked into the 
same direction.  As soon as the light turned green they stopped rubbing their hands and started 
walking—also in sync—across the sidewalk. 
 
Other syncing that I noticed repeatedly was groups walking (people’s steps in sync in terms of 
rhythm, length of steps, and pace) and people eating ice-cream while walking (spooning ice-
cream; movement and pace).  Walking and eating were also in sync in terms of rhythm. 
 
They eat in sync, i.e. have same rhythm when they pick food from plate (…) and chew.  
  
(…) movements associated with eating—including chewing, picking food from the plate with 
hands or silverware, distributing and cutting food—seem to be coordinated within each person 
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and the food-related activities at each table looked compatible/harmonious.  (…) there were 
couples whose movements, posture, energy, and rhythm were matching. 
 

As for intrapersonal syncing, activities, movements, gestures, and expressions are 

coordinated. 

She is wearing a white puffy skirt, light colored top, jacket, and flip-flops, and carries light-colored purse 
with handle in left hand.   
 
Woman 1 changes her posture regularly.  Her changes of posture are accompanied by changes 
in demeanor and facial expressions.  The changes seem to correlate with her food phases (…).   
 

Displaying extensive in-group syncing, the following observation of a group of two women 

and three men appeared like a mini-movie when it unfolded on a late Friday night.  It was 

remarkable how people seemed to imitate the gestures and behavior of others in the 

group that they admired or were attracted to.   

[Macho and both women touch their heads]  
‘Macho’ touches his head more and more.  Lifts his cap frequently, puts it on head again.  
Woman in that row strikes her hair a lot.  Throws it from one side to the other.  Holds it tied up on 
her head.  (…) Second woman with back toward me (…) also strikes her hair a few times, slowly.   
 
[Woman imitates ‘macho’ extensively: smokes, talks and laughs loudly, ‘makes herself bigger’] 
[He] talks loudly, gesticulates a lot.  Takes deep inhales as he smokes; puffs smoke out 
dramatically—leans head back and exhales slowly.  Laughs a lot and loudly.  (…) His sips are 
dramatic.  (…) Eventually, the ‘macho’ points toward [other woman] (‘baton style’) (…). 
[Woman] smokes dramatically, too.  Looks like she is imitating ‘macho’ to her right.  Laughs and 
talks loudly, too.  Takes sips from her glass. (…) The woman next to the ‘macho’ talks loudly 
toward the ethnic guy on the right of the table. 
 

The most noteworthy scene was when the woman, who obviously admired the ‘macho’, 

joined his public flirt with a group of dressed-up women that passed by. 

[Woman and other guy imitate macho] 
Macho commences clapping and cheering [when group of women in their 20s, all dressed up in 
strapless stylish dresses and high heels, walks by].  Woman next to him and other guy in the row 
join his clapping.  (...)  He yells out: “Babe, you’re hot.”  Woman next to him claps and laughs.   
 
The other guy in the row seems to try to imitate the ‘macho.’  Also smokes dramatically (…).   
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7. In Concert: Harmony and Flow  
 
When people are in sync they appear as if on the same wavelength and with an intuitive 

understanding of the situation and of people.  The following observations of conversations 

displayed harmony and flow, even from a distance—like gentle sea waves or a pendulum 

swinging consistently.  The interactions appeared to work like magically coordinated 

machines.  The relaxed, flowing mood and people’s enjoyment was recognizable from the 

observation spot across the street.    

They have a lively and continuous conversation going on.  They both smile and laugh while 
talking and have a lot of eye contact.  (…) Overall, it seems like a harmonious dinner.  
 
They are having a continuous conversation while they are eating dinner.  (…) They have a lot of 
eye contact, look each other in the eyes, and turn upper body toward each other throughout 
conversation.  (…) They both seem relaxed and genuine and enjoy each other’s company.    
 
[The two women] have a lively conversation, laugh, turn their heads to each other and to the 
street.  Seem relaxed, genuinely having a good time. (…) Food doesn’t dominate interaction but 
is equally important as talking.  (…)  After they have finished desert they light up another cigarette 
and continue mix of conversation and looking around. 
 

 
 
 
8. Let’s Dance: Movement, Energy, and Rhythm 

 
The interactions and activities at the tables had features of dances.  One could recognize 

analogies between dancing and activities at the tables which included waiting, 

conversing, debating, toasting, laughing, flirting, eating and drinking.  There are single, 

couple and group dances, and dances with a lead dancer.  Dances can be slower or 

faster-paced, passionate, happy, rhythmic, continuously flowing, etc.   

Harmonious dances require syncing, intrapersonal and interpersonal, which the 

observations revealed.  Following are descriptions of scenes at the Modern Lounge that 

can be interpreted as dances and dance styles. 
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Rhythmic dance; conversation—like music for dancing—is background support 
They eat in sync, i.e. have same rhythm when they pick food from plate and chew.  It’s notable 
that there is a rhythm to the way they eat. (…) Matches the energy and dynamic of conversation. 
 
(…) seem to ‘dig into’ their dishes in a repetitive, rhythmic movement.   
 

Swing dance, tango 
He leans against wall and pulls her by her waist toward him.  Then he touches her face; she looks 
up to him.  Both smile, seem to have a good time, move around, dynamic, change positions and 
postures frequently.  She strikes her long blond hair, throws it to her other shoulder.  Eventually, 
couple is leaning against wall side by side.  
 

Slow, intimate dance  
Their demeanor suggests calmness, inner balance, and focus on the moment.  Indicators include 
their smooth, even-paced, and slower movements, persistently relaxed facial expression (ranges 
from relaxed positive outlook to smiling) (…).  They talk longer than a typical guest with the wait 
staff (…). They take their time to start [eating] and eat slowly.   
 

Continuous, even-paced dance 
She eats in a continuous way, she doesn’t stop, seems like flowing movements.   
 
The food on the table keeps the guys busy; they are in constant motion: grabbing food (fries at 
first), chewing, wiping hands/mouth.   
 
[Other woman on cell phone] moves a lot, albeit not abruptly but constantly.  Walks around, back 
and forth; in circles, with brief pauses.  (…)  Looks down a lot while she is listening.  (…)  Feet 
shoulder-width apart, toes pointing outward.  Holds left arm, in 90-degree angle, behind back.  
(…)Toes pointing outward; rest position; stands still for a moment. 
 

Dance with symmetric, dynamic moves (cha-cha) 
They have a ‘ping-pong’ conversation; no intermission but back-and-forth dialogue.   
 
Not much pause between bites, permanent food-related activities (grabbing fries, chewing, …).   
 

The phenomenon of syncing—including the way of dressing as well as gestures and 

expressions—and of rhythm and movement was the most striking finding of this research.  

 
 
 

9. Performance Technique: Gestures and Expressions 
 
Gestures and expressions are the means to communicate emotions to the audience, 

including other Modern Lounge guests and the wait staff.  It is remarkable how powerful 

the non-verbal cues can be.  They actually revealed that the man acting as the host, who 

actually is the bouncer, didn’t fit his role.  His movements and body language seemed to 
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not be consistent with his role.  The following selection shows the range of emotions and 

non-verbal cues observed at the Modern Lounge.  

Waiting for table 
(…) waits in front of Modern Lounge, hands in his pockets, walks around both sides of the outside 
space; seems to look for somebody.  Stands in front of entrance, turning to all directions, moves a 
lot.  Checks his watch.  Eventually makes phone call (…) but doesn’t talk.  Leaves. 
 
Seem undecided as to what to do (look around, short movements with feet). 
 

The host who is really the bouncer 
Host (not waiter) (…) is not very outgoing but friendly, seems like he doesn’t move smoothly, a bit 
stiff.  Is more reactive to people approaching him than proactively approaching arriving people. 
Sometimes turns his back to entrance rather than showing his front to arriving patrons.   
 

Passionate about topic of conversation 
Uses gestures and mimics extensively: points with her index finger, sometimes toward the other 
woman (…) (“baton style”). Uses facial expressions a lot, raises eyebrows, widens eyes. (…) Her 
gestures seem strong, make her seem confident, persuasive (…). 

 
Ready to leave 

She seems ready to leave (purse on her lab, almost no participation in conversation).  (…) 
Becomes more lively as they approach departure.  
 

Self-touches and hugs (for comfort) 
[Cell-phone woman] holds her right shoulder with left hand. [like slight self-hug]  Touches her face 
with left hand.  (…) Strikes her right arm with left hand, holds upper right arm, strikes her hair on 
left side.  In general, touches herself a lot.  Mood seems serious, melancholic. (…) Holds nose, 
covers nose and mouth, planting middle fingers from bridge between eyes. 
 

 
 
10.  Romeo and Juliet: Young Courtship to Golden Wedding Anniversary 
 
A popular going-out destination, the Modern Lounge is the place of many dinner dates by 

couples at various stages in their relationship.  Below are observations of dating behavior 

at various stages. 

 Courting phase 
The fun/flirty table.  4 guys and 2 women.  Looks like she is imitating ‘macho’ to her right.  Laughs 
and talks loudly, too.  Takes sips from her glass. (…) She seems to like the ‘macho’.     
 

First date—unsuccessful 
[Man] sits away from the woman (…).  Seems a little aloof toward woman.  (…) Woman sits more 
straight, more ‘formal,’ turns more toward man.  She initiates conversation more, attempts to 
establish comfortable/friendly atmosphere. (…) [Man] doesn’t smile much, “cool” expression. (…) 
The two are not that involved with each other.  Man focuses more on what is going on in the 
street and on food and drinks.  
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First date—two thumbs up 
Couple on one of their first dates together.  (…) She looks more formal than he. (…) He is very 
attentive.  Looks her into eyes when they talk.  No body contact; a bit distanced.  She seems 
closed up (legs crossed; left arm crossed to right).  When the champagne arrives (…) they toast 
to each other.  After a little while, smile more; he seems to relax a bit. (…) Eventually, her back 
doesn’t touch backrest any more, leans a little toward him.  (…) He smiles (smile phases get 
longer).  Seems to become more comfortable. (…) his movements become more natural, not as 
stiff and tense any more.  (…) Legs/feet touch.  (…) She uncrosses legs and sits up straight.   

 
Young love 

He leans against wall and pulls her by her waist toward him.  Then he touches her face; she looks 
up to him.  Both smile, seem to have a good time, move around, dynamic (…).   
 

Established couples 
They seem familiar and comfortable with each other, for example they seemed to be comfortable 
with silence/talking breaks.  (…) also due to their harmonious movements and postures. 
 
Woman in her 30s and man in his upper 30s are having drinks.  Both seem relaxed and very 
familiar with each other.  She has legs stretched on a chair at the table, is leaning back in chair.   
 
 
 

11.  Theatre Snacks: Energizing but Distracting  
 
The field observations showed that food and drinks generate activity, energy and positive 

emotions at dinner tables.  Some of the motions are of a logistical nature (finding space at 

the table for dishes, passing around food, distributing it on plates) and others are related 

to consuming food (change posture to sit up straight, use silverware, chew, etc.). 

The arrival of the first dishes created a lot of movement.  People also moved in their chairs 
changing positions.  
  
Both guys grab silverware and ‘work’ on their plates.  The verb ‘work’ is suitable since the guys 
are so focused on preparing the food for chewing, using silverware.  Looks like a task.   
 
The food on the table keeps the guys busy; they are in constant motion: grabbing food (fries at 
first), chewing, wiping hands/mouth.   
 

Importantly, food creates positive excitement and energy.   
  

Two plates (one with high-piled French fries) arrive.  (…) Excitement develops at table.   
 
Waitress brings food.  (…) Couple gives each other short, genuine, happy kiss.   
 
(…) delivers drinks (…).  Younger woman’s face lights up (smiles, becomes more animated, sits 
up more straight, looks like getting ready to do something).  Group cheers to each other.   
 
Food arrives . Guy sits up straight, big smile. Waitress brings another plate. His response: big 
smile.   
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When appetizers (…) are served, the woman (…) smiles, and gives the man a kiss on the cheek.   
 

On the downside, food is distracting and can divert people’s attention from their table 

company. 

The conversation slowed down considerably when the group started eating.  People leaned over 
their plates and focused more on the food.  There was a lot of energy at the table, which had 
shifted from the conversations to consuming the food.   
 
When food arrives the attention of both women is captured by the food.  It becomes the center of 
attention at the table albeit the conversation continues.  Eye contact drops immediately.   
 
The amount of eye contact is significantly decreased during the eating phase.  At times, she 
focuses entirely on her plate, picking salad while talking and laughing.  (…) After both have 
finished the food they have more eye contact again.   

 

 

Connection to Selected Course Literature 

Like Goffman’s (1959) book The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, this paper uses 

analogies to the performing arts to describe social behavior.  As explained, the 

observations of individual tables appear like scenes of a play.  Goffman’s distinction of 

two spaces, namely front stage and backstage, parallels the wait staff interacting ‘on 

stage’ with guests and backstage in out-of-character mode with their colleagues.  People 

dressing up for dinner, especially for dates and bachelorette parties, is an illustration of 

Goffman’s notion of impression management.  The dress is their costume.  Other means 

for impression management include the use of props (e.g., stretch limo), as well as 

exaggerated gestures and speaking in a loud voice, which give it the appearance of a 

performance rather than genuine behavior.  A scene from the field observations is the 

‘macho’ posturing in front of the woman that seems to be interested in him and a guy 

friend that seems to want to imitate him.  In Goffman’s sense, the macho’s self-

presentation achieved the desired response by the audience.  
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A particularly useful reading to support the findings of this research, Hall’s (1976) book 

chapter Rhythm and Body Movement illuminates the concepts of syncing, movement, 

rhythm, and orchestrators who instigate others’ behavior.  As described above, there are 

plenty of instances that exemplify these concepts.    

Hall’s description of the playground where one child orchestrates the entire group of 

children is analogous to Modern Lounge guests leading the conversation at their tables or 

distributing food.  As with Hall’s playground scene, the rhythmic picking of food could be 

overlaid with music to depict the kinesics pattern. 

Hall (1976, 74) explains syncing with the bond between humans resulting from 

participating in the same social system.  Hall (1976, 79) suggests that moving to the ‘local 

beat’ can be interpreted as the need to adopt to one’s environment (e.g., pace of 

conversation, other people eating) in order to fit in.  The description of Spanish Americans 

whose continuous conversation maintained their productivity on a construction project is 

analogous to Modern Lounge guests’ conversations driving the eating rhythm: “Whether 

adobe bricks were being laid, plaster was being applied to walls, or cement was being 

smoothed, the whole operation was like a ballet, with the rhythm of the conversation 

providing the unconscious score that strengthened the group bond and kept them from 

interfering with each other.” (Hall 1976, 78). 

Hall’s (1976, 80) explanation that certain music is liked differently by different people 

because of different “internal sound systems” can be related to the flow and harmonious 

movements described in the findings.  When flow occurs, people may be on the same 

wavelength, i.e. their internal systems seem to detect vibes similarly.  
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Consistent with Hall’s identification of movement and rhythm without verbal exchange, 

Birdwhistell (1970) suggests that many patterns in posture, gesture, and movement can 

be identified by simply observing human interaction.  His research on kinesics, the 

interpretation of body language related to movement, found that there is a structure to 

body language just as in spoken language.  Birdwhistell (1970, 103) defined two kinds of 

kinesic descriptors: kinesic markers and kinesic stress.  People changing their posture to 

sitting up straight in their chairs is a kinesic marker of getting ready to eat while the 

expressive woman’s pointing at her friend during her emotional monologue represents a 

kinesic stress (“baton gesture”).  Birdwhistell’s (1970, 107-108) concept of multi-channel 

redundancy is exemplified by people concurrently sitting turned away from their dining 

partner, looking around as opposed to paying attention to their partner at the table, and 

not conversing.  Each of these behaviors reflects a lack of interest in the other person, if 

only temporary.  Using multiple channels is a means of reinforcement and also allows for 

individual communication styles. 

 

Conclusions 

It is remarkable how patterns of human behavior can be detected more clearly from an 

outside—as opposed to participant—perspective of a social scene.  Gestures and 

expressions are effective means of non-verbal communication.  They are powerful in 

conveying emotions, personality traits, social roles, as well as people’s preferences and 

desires.  The most striking finding of the research was the syncing of people in various 

respects. 
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To solidify the findings of this research, it would be insightful to supplement the field 

observations with ex post interviews of the observed people about their behavior, 

motives, emotions, and perception of the scene they participated in.  The current findings 

would further benefit from research addressing human behavior from various disciplines 

such as sociology, anthropology, psychology, and communication. 
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Gertrude:  A Real Tragedy of Shakespearean Criticism 

 

One of the most misunderstood and maligned characters in all of Shakespeare’s 

plays is Hamlet’s mother, Queen Gertrude.  She is often cast, if not as an accomplice and 

a villain, though she has been cast that way, then as a woman solely driven by sexual 

desires unbefitting a grieving widow, mother and queen.  This is certainly her son’s view 

and unfortunately, the one most often adopted by readers, teachers, literary critics, actors 

and directors.  This interpretation of her character, however, relies on accepting that 

Hamlet, for whom the play is named, is the de facto narrator of the play, and is both 

rational and reliable. But Hamlet is not the narrator of this play; if anyone is, it is 

Shakespeare.  Moreover, if we look carefully at the textual evidence, there is no reason to 

accept Hamlet’s view of his mother, and good reasons why not to.  When we do not 

accept her son’s view of her, a very different picture of Gertrude emerges.  Ultimately, 

she is being condemned for her pragmatic idealism and the intentional exploitation of her 

sexuality, neither of which are correctly understood by Hamlet or by most of 

Shakespeare’s readers. 

In the history of literary criticism, most readers and critics share A. C. Bradley’s 

view that Hamlet is justified in “his loathing of his mother’s sexuality [and] his 

astonishment and horror at her shallowness” (76).  T. S. Eliot describes her as “negative 

and insignificant”(57).  Even in the contemporary psychoanalytic criticism in Janet 

Adelman’s essay, “’Man and Wife is One Flesh’: Hamlet and the Confrontation with the 

Maternal Body,” Gertrude is described as “more muddled than actively wicked” (259), 

words less harsh perhaps, but no less damning.  In a refreshing response, critic Carolyn 

Heilbrun comes to Gertrude’s defense in her essay, “The Character of Hamlet’s Mother,” 

yet still maintains that Gertrude is a woman driven by lust, just as her son claims, and 
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only briefly alludes to the underlying problem that has caused the misreading of 

Gertrude’s character to begin with. If anything, Heilbrun is perpetuating the myth of 

Hamlet’s narrative superiority by referring to Gertrude in the title of her essay, not as 

Gertrude, but as “Hamlet’s Mother.”  The problem remains that readers of Hamlet, 

perhaps because of its definitive and imposing title, tend to see Hamlet not only as the 

central character in the play, but as the undisputed narrator as well.  There are some 

critics who propose that this was, in fact, Shakespeare’s intention.  Professor Dover 

Wilson describes Hamlet as “a study of genius,” and the Prince as “the most adorable of 

heroes.”  He goes on to suggest that “Shakespeare asks every spectator to sympathize 

[italics his] with his hero, to feel with him, to place himself in his shoes,” (qtd. in Knights 

77).  To sympathize maybe; to empathize, no, as adorable never [italics mine]. 

Furthermore, it is a mistake to accept Hamlet’s interpretation of his mother’s 

behavior as accurate.  According to T.S. Eliot, “the Hamlet of Laforgue is an adolescent; 

the Hamlet of Shakespeare is not, he has not that explanation and excuse” (49).  I 

disagree.  Hamlet may not have been an adolescent, but that does not mean he did not 

think and act like one, particularly toward his mother.  Knights observes, “If, by any 

standards of maturity at all adequate to [Shakespeare’s] later plays, Hamlet appears as 

fundamentally immature” (80).  For instance, when Gertrude tries to comfort her son by 

saying, “Thou know’st ‘tis common; all that lives must die,” (I.II.72.) she believes he is 

grieving over the loss of his father.  But, in his childish anger and self-righteous 

indignation, he responds to her by using the word “common” in the vulgar sense 

insinuating that is mother is a whore: “Ay, madam, it is common” (I.ii.74).  Gertrude 

dismisses his insult and refocuses the subject on what she sees as his real problem: “If it 

be, /Why seems it so particular with thee?” (I.ii.75). His grief has turned to anger against 

her, not for the death of his father, as much as for the death of his family. His mother has 

remarried his uncle, a man he has always detested, and aside from the belief that she has 

committed adultery, she has also made him Claudius’ son:  “A little more than kin, and 

less than kind!” (I.ii.62-63). He feels betrayed, and once again he uses his mother’s words 

against her in an attempt to change the subject and justify his anger: “Seems, madam? 

Nay it is. I know not ‘seems’” (I.ii.76).  He blames her for being insincere in her grief for 

his murdered father, while claiming that his own grief is genuine.  However, Gertrude is 
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not pretending to mourn the loss of her husband, but because she is “Th’ imperial 

jointress to this warlike state,” [italics mine], she knows she cannot let her grief get in the 

way of her responsibility to her people who are being threatened by war. 

Like Hamlet, what most readers and critics ignore is the political situation that 

Denmark is in after King Hamlet’s death.  Hamlet ignores it in favor of his grief and 

anger and so Claudius reminds him of the impending danger: 

 

 Now follows that you know young Fortinbras, 

 Holding a weak supposal of our worth, 

 or by thinking by our late dear brother’s death 

 Our state to be disjoint and out of frame,  

 Colleagued with this dream of his advantage, 

 He hath not failed to pester us with messages,  

 Importing surrender of those lands 

 Lost by his father . . . 

 To our most valiant brother. . . . (I.ii.15-22) 

 

Gertrude’s response to Denmark’s political situation is telling.  She is well aware of the 

precarious situation her country is in and clearly demonstrates the political acumen that 

her son lacks.  She implores Hamlet to “look like a friend on Denmark” (I.II.69), not 

because she wants him to like Claudius, i.e. “Denmark,” but because the country is being 

threatened with invasion. Like Claudius, she knows that when the royal family is not 

united, the country is at its most vulnerable, and the enemy is more likely to attack.  

Therefore, if there is no king, the royal family is weakened, and the country is more liable 

to invasion.  In an earlier version of this story by Francis de Belleforest, Gertrude 

(Geruth) is the daughter of the king of Denmark (Rodericke); therefore, whomever she 

marries, or is married off to, will become the next king.  In this version, the king chose 

Horvendile (Hamlet), over his brother, Fengon (Claudius), to marry Geruth because he 

was the better pirate. This caused a rivalry between the brothers, not only for the throne, 

but also for Geruth. It stands to reason then that after the death of her husband, King 

Hamlet, Gertrude would marry Claudius not because she loves him, or even likes him, 
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but because her country is in peril; her people need a king.  If Shakespeare wanted us to 

believe that Gertrude loved Claudius, he would have made it clear just as he did in the 

case of Claudius’ love for Gertrude: “and for myself--/My virtue or my plague, . . . She is 

so conjunctive to my life and soul, /That as the star moves not but in his sphere, / I could 

not but by her” (IV.vii.12-16).  However, her love for Claudius is never stated, or even 

suggested in the text, except by Hamlet, who cannot understand that she may have 

another, unselfish motive for marrying his uncle.  

Shakespeare is true to the rivalry between the brothers, and Gertrude uses it to her 

country’s advantage by marrying Claudius, in spite of harsh judgment from her son, 

because her love and concern for her family and her people overrides social, political and 

religious convention.  Laertes warns Ophelia, “[Hamlet’s] greatness weighed, his will is 

not his own. /For he himself is subject to his birth” (I.iii15, 16).  In contrast, at Ophelia’s 

funeral Gertrude laments, “I hoped thou shouldst have been my Hamlet’s wife” (V.i.246).  

She clearly favors love over political alliance, and at this point, who would know this 

better than she?  Furthermore, when Ophelia commits suicide, Claudius rightly sees that 

she was “divided from herself and her fair judgment.” But it is Gertrude, intelligent and 

compassionate, who uses this truth to see that Ophelia has a Catholic burial in spite of the 

Church’s edict that suicide is a mortal sin, and therefore, her body cannot be layed in 

hallowed ground. Gertrude reminds us, in loving detail, of the “real” Ophelia, the woman 

she was before she went mad, the innocent woman who deserves a Catholic burial. 

“Therewith fantastic garlands she did make/ Of crowflowers, nettles, daisies and long 

purples, . . .Her clothes spread wide,/ . . . Which time she chanted snatches of old 

lauds,/As one incapable of her own distress” (IV.vii.166). Through Gertrude’s 

intercession, Ophelia’s soul, as well as her reputation, has been saved. 

As for her son, Gertrude’s concern remains constant in spite of, or because of, his 

erratic behavior.  Polonius accounts for Hamlet’s madness because he believes that in his 

duty to the king, he commanded his daughter not to entertain Hamlet’s affections: “Lord 

Hamlet is a prince, out of thy star. /This [relationship between you] must not be,” and 

thus Hamlet “Fell into a sadness, . . . and by this declension, / Into a madness wherein 

now he raves” (II.ii.147-150). Gertrude grows impatient with the ramblings of Polonius 

and admonishes him straightway: “More matter, with less art” (II.ii.95). The Queen has 
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already identified the true cause of Hamlet’s “wildness.”  As she previously explained to 

Claudius, “I doubt it is no other but the main, /His father’s death and our o’er hasty 

marriage” (II.ii.56-57). She is not, however, suggesting that the “hasty marriage” was 

unwarranted, only that it has upset her son. Despite Gertrude’s recognition that Polonius’ 

assessment of Hamlet’s mental state is much too simple, she sees in his words a way to 

help her son. Acknowledging the love between Hamlet and Ophelia, Gertrude tells 

Ophelia, “I do wish/That your beauties be the happy cause/Of Hamlet’s wildness.  So 

shall I hope your virtues/ Will bring him to his wonted way again, / To both your honors” 

(II.ii.56-57).  The phrase “to both your honors” emphasizes Gertrude’s belief in the 

integrity and power of their love, which is more important to her than adhering to 

political or social conventions.    

Many literary critics point to the scene in which Hamlet confronts his mother with 

the truth of his father’s murder as a scene in which Gertrude reveals her culpability, if not 

for the murder itself, then for marrying the murderer, his uncle, and thus committing 

adultery. After Hamlet kills Polonius, he uses the occasion to turn the situation around, 

and accuses his mother of being a party to his father’s death: “A bloody deed—almost as 

bad, good Mother,/ As kill a king, and marry with his brother.”  Her astonishment at her 

son’s accusation is genuine: “As kill a king?”(III.iv.29-31. she responds.  When he 

continues to blame her, she asks him directly, “What have I done that thou dar’st wag 

they tongue/In noise so rude against me?”(III.iv.39-41). Clearly she did not know that 

Claudius killed her husband, King Hamlet. And when she realizes that she has married 

her husband’s murderer she says, “O Hamlet, speak no more, /Thou turn’st mine eyes 

into my very soul, /And there I see such black and grained spots/ As will not leave their 

tinct” (III.iv.89-92).  She is not admitting to being an accomplice to her husband’s 

murder, or even to being an adulteress; she is only admitting to being blinded by 

Claudius’ treachery. She would not have married Claudius if she had known. Condoning 

the murder of the king could in no way benefit her people. And even after her son talks to 

an apparition she cannot see and tells her, “That I essentially am not in madness, /But 

mad in craft” she puts aside her doubts about his sanity, in spite of all that she has 

witnessed, and swears allegiance to him: “Be thou assured, if words be made of breath, / 

And breath of life, I have no life to breathe/What thou hast said to me” (III.iv.198-200).   
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Gertrude’s love for her son and her loyalty to him is confirmed in the final scene 

of the play.  She does not know that the duel between Laertes and her son is a trap to 

make Hamlet’s death seem accidental.  As is the custom, Gertrude wants to toast to her 

son’s success: “The Queen carouses to thy fortune, Hamlet.” When Claudius says, 

“Gertrude, do not drink,” his command seems unwarranted and she defies him: “I will, 

my lord; I pray you pardon me” (V.ii.290, 293).  After she drinks from the goblet 

intended not for her, but for her son, she realizes that the drink is poisoned and with her 

last breath, warns him: “The drink, the drink! I am poisoned.”  It is too late for her, but 

she dies trying to save her son; she does not know that it is already too late for him 

having been wounded by a poisoned sword. Gertrude leaves behind a legacy of 

selflessness, love, and compassion, which her son finally demonstrates at the last minute 

when he forgives Laertes for his death: “Heaven make thee free of it!”(V.ii.333). 

Unfortunately, her political sagacity having been ignored, Gertrude was unable to save 

her kingdom from invasion. “For me, with sorrow I embrace my fortune,” Fortinbras says 

when he sees that Hamlet has been killed, “Which now to claim my vantage doth invite 

me” (V.ii.389, 391).   

  Hamlet’s political ignorance blinds him to his mother’s true and unselfish 

concern for her family and her kingdom. But as an objective audience, it should not blind 

us. His view of his mother is exactly that, his view, and the astute reader knows that it is 

skewed by his grief and his misplaced anger toward her.  In order to understand Gertrude 

as Shakespeare, not Hamlet, has presented her, it is necessary to contextualize Hamlet’s 

reaction to her, and see her not as the petty, selfish and adulterous woman he claims she 

is, but rather as the intelligent, loving and compassionate woman she really is. 
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This abstract delineates the motif of the quest for the true self in Renaissance 

tragedies and modern Absurd dramas. It also evaluates Domestic dramas as a link. 

The study is based on a philosophical-critical approach to the quest for ideal identity 

sought by the tragic characters across these periods. The focal point is two-

dimensional. First, it presents the different pattern each era takes whilst preserving 

the same theme and then it evaluates the success of each model as measured by the 

degree to which the characters achieve their ideal self. The study attempts  to 

demonstrate three various models of the search for the genuine self that are 

influenced by the dominant philosophical, psychological, and sociological 

understanding of each period. The developing process that is actually a seemingly 

regressive progress starts from the active-intellectual shape of the struggle found in 

the Renaissance quest and the tense, strict patterning that the tragic characters 

demonstrate in their ascent towards a higher self. The full involvement of tragic 

characters of this period with wisdom, order, pattern and action leads them to face an 

ironic result where the intellectual, active attempt is deemed to be only ‘mad 

wisdom’ or destructive construction. A dramatic rise is followed by a dramatic fall. 

The next stage deals with the appearance of’ the spirit of liberty which leads 

to a different pattern in the characters’ quest to capture their true, lost selves. Unlike 

the dramatic rise and fall pattern of the quest in Renaissance tragedies, Domestic 
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tragedies follow a linear model of a free imaginative search that implies the 

characters’ intense spiritual obsession with an ideal essence. While the Renaissance 

quest pattern can be categorized as ‘mad wisdom’, this link period can be classified 

as ‘imaginative wisdom’. The characters of Domestic dramas depart from the 

pragmatic, material world of the action suspending their false identities through 

imaginative world of dreams and fantasy, intoxicating world of drinking or madness, 

and in a more mature option through complete dissolution of their phenomenal 

selves into the existence of their loved ones. The final end of the plays of this era is 

by no means catastrophic as the case with Renaissance tragedies. As far as the fact 

that the final departure of any kind is hopeful, at least there is no mentioning of any 

catastrophic end and the model of the search seems to be relatively more fruitful in 

helping the characters reach some sort of authenticity.  

‘Wise madness’ is the spiral pattern of the search for the individual’s buried 

essence that can be seen in the Absurd tragedies of the Modern period. Study of the 

Absurd tragedies reveals a kind of immobile mobility that is manifest in sets of 

invisible actions like annihilation, self-mortification and recurrent invocations which 

mean the complete ignorance of the outside world and a relentless penetration into 

the inward territory of the self. The characters of the absurd tragedies try to descend 

to the subconscious realm and in doing so reject all the confines of the familiar. The 

tendency is not expansive, but a contraction and protection.  This step represents the 

characters’ insistence on continuing the process of excavation lest they might 

encounter a hollow end. Moreover, as they are afraid of being contaminated with the 

deviating nature of the outside world, they are busily confining themselves their 

atrophying exercises. The fact that nothing happens seems quite deliberate, which is 

symbolic of the continuous silent, meditative and Gnostic approach toward the ideal 

self that is minimal but continuous and therefore avoids a catastrophic end. A 

comparison is made here with the successful part of Renaissance characters’ search 

when they are seen as mad like Hamlet, naked Edgar and Lear in their moments of 

recognition. The self -atrophying attempt of these characters is understood to be the 

same as the self-mortification which mystics undertake in order to let a second birth 

emerge. This fact reveals a new pattern of action that is silent and less visible than 
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previously accepted tragic quests.  The quest for the authentic essence in Absurd 

drama illustrates a positive negation and reminds the self-negating policy of the 

Gnostics who demolish the superficial self to witness the sudden illumination of 

their essence. The symbolic features of the Absurd dramas like the emphatic 

applications of darkness and black, raged costumes of the characters, in addition to 

the repetitious words and phrases uttered by them seem to be the same as the world-

denying actions which the Gnostics take shelter in. 

The study would suggest that the motif of the quest remains unchanged, 

that is, the struggle to capture the buried essence continues but the method of the 

search, or the means by which the ideal self might be achieved, changes. It will also 

suggest that the general critical understanding of the non-action or the negative 

negation model of Absurd tragedies might better be understood as a positive 

negation, the phenomenon which exists in eastern Gnosticism and can be claimed as 

the source of influence on Modern western writers. Further, the study claims that 

this ‘ positive negation’ is the end-result of a development from what I have termed , 

a ‘ mad rise of wisdom’, through the linear fantasizing of the imagination, ending  in 

the spiral ‘ wise madness’. 
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in Madras, India), and the Society for Psychical Research.  The divergence between 
psychical research and Theosophy is usually attributed to a supposedly clear difference in 
the scientific methodologies that they employed.  I argue that in fact their tensions 
expressed imperialist attitudes and racial prejudices, as well as the deep British contempt 
towards the ‘Indian mind’.  Therefore, psychical research did not express the typically 
'modernist' separation between religion and science, where science disinterestedly 
appraised competing metaphysical tenets.  Furthermore, the assumption of the 
fragmentation of science, politics, and religion in the 'age of modernity' is untenable for 
the Victorian religious alternatives that I analyze.   
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Magic, Hallucinations, and Telepathy in Colonial India (1880-1890) 

 

My paper analyzes two of the most influential Victorian responses to the issue of 

hallucinations and show why they diverged.  The first account was articulated by the 

Theosophical Society, which came into being in 1875 in New York and soon opened one 

of its branches in England.  The second explanation was espoused by the Society for 

Psychical Research, founded in London in 1882.  The divergence between psychical 

research and Theosophy is usually attributed to the fact that the former constituted a 

rigorous scientific study of hallucinations, while the latter merely propagated the 

nonsense of the East.  

Some historians of parapsychology have attributed the split between Theosophy 

and psychical research to the asymmetry between their scientific methodology.  For 

instance, Janet Oppenheim1 claims that 'despite the harshness of the final Report of 1885, 

the SPR inquiry into Theosophy began with no preconceived critical opinions.'  I argue 

that the suspicions and the eventual rejection of Theosophy by the most influential 

leaders of the Society of Psychical Research in London are results and reflections of the 

pervasive and growing fear of the 'Other' among the British and the Anglo-Indian society.   

I. Introduction.   

From their inception, Theosophy and psychical research shared a number of 

fundamental metaphysical assumptions that distinguished them from both mainstream 

scientific psychology and the contemporary spiritualist movement.   

The physiological psychology espoused by the 'scientific establishment' explained 

hallucinations through the hypothesis of 'unconscious cerebration,' namely, by a 

submerged stream of memory that could resurface when the conscious part would be 
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inhibited under certain conditions (such as hypnosis, for example).2  On the other hand, 

spiritualism stressed the reality of the 'spirit possession' (namely, the action of the spirits 

of the deceased) in order to account for the phenomena of 'inner vision.' 

Theosophy and psychical research desired to distance themselves from both 

contemporary 'materialistic' science and 'plebeian' spiritualism.  The materialistic 

sciences of the mind were considered as bolstering the contemporary ethical and spiritual 

vacuum.  Spiritualism, on the other hand, was considered as obsolete and reflecting too 

much the waning Evangelical spirit.   

The theosophical account of hallucinations was that they were 'objective,' and not 

merely emerging from the depths of the human mind.  The ultimate essence of reality was 

an eternal, all-pervading ether, the undifferentiated ground of both matter and spirit3.  

This formless ether was similar to the Hindu akâs, central for the ontology of the 

Upanishads.  From the akâs, various realms of reality would come into being, according 

to the vibratory state of the specific 'etheric' layer.  The higher vibratory state would 

engender the pure spiritual realm, while the lower ethereal oscillations would bring into 

being the grossest material manifestations.  The main point of the theosophical 

explanation for the phenomenon of 'visions' was that the perfect, purified mind of a 

'spiritual' adept, by attuning her vibrations to the higher ethereal levels, could 'materialize' 

forms and apparently solid objects from the akâs, or could transmit thoughts (which were 

as ‘substantial’ as solid objects) to other minds4.  

Theosophy merely drew on old mystical tenets upheld, for example, by Agrippa, 

Paracelsus, Boehme, or Swedenborg, and blended them with Indian doctrines.  The 

London psychical researchers were initially allured by the theosophical explanation, 
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which allowed them to take a safe distance from both Spiritualism and the scientific 

psychology of the time.  The Spiritualist explanation stressed passivity, which was 

congruent with the praised Evangelical meekness, and claimed that the subject merely 

received, by opening her ‘inner senses,’ images or other communications from the world 

of the ‘departed spirits.’  The leaders of London psychical research were initially 

attracted by the theosophical emphasis on magic and on the individual powers of the will.  

Moreover, the psychical researchers’ worldview expressed the modernist, late Victorian 

reluctance to consider the problem of human immortality in terms of the survival of the 

‘terrestrial’ personality.  The idea of the unity and indestructibility of the personality was 

central to the Western understanding of human ‘spirit’ and its fate in the afterlife.  This 

image gave way more and more substituted in the 1870s to a depiction of the universal 

ego seen as an illusion, a mere evanescent fragment of a universal self.   

Despite their initial attraction to the theosophical explanation of hallucinations, 

the London psychical researchers came to doubt and eventually to reject it in the mid-

1880s.  In December 1885 an extremely critical and unfavorable Report concerning the 

Theosophical Society was published in London by the Society for Psychical Research.5  

The Report resulted from Richard Hodgson's investigations undertaken in Madras in 

1884-5.  Hodgson, an Australian with a doctorate in law from Melbourne University and 

a Cambridge scholar, 'a gentleman admirably qualified for the difficult task,'6 had been 

paid by Henry Sidgwick to conduct research on the theosophical activities.  After the 

formal dismissal of Theosophy, psychical researchers devised two interrelated theories to 

account for hallucinations: either they were produced by the action of other minds 

(namely, through telepathy), or they were eruptions of submerged strata of the 
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unconscious.  At any rate, psychical research claimed that hallucinations were purely 

subjective, arising merely on the 'inner screen' of the subject.7   

My analysis offers a perspective on the relationship between the English 

nineteenth-century psychical research and Theosophy that is different than the one 

routinely portrayed in the current historiography.  A significant number of historians of 

parapsychology have ignored the larger social context in which the nineteenth-century 

study of paranormal phenomena emerged.  These are the cases of Alan Gauld8, Adam 

Crabtree9, and Henri Ellenberger10, who have presented parapsychological theories as 

developing gradually and naturally from earlier ancestors, especially from mesmerism 

and animal magnetism.  In this teleological framework, Theosophy is completely 

neglected, as being irrelevant for the nineteenth-century sciences of the mind, and 

psychical research is portrayed as the scientific culmination of a century-long process of 

inquiry and empirical research, leading to the formulation of the overarching concept of 

the 'unconscious.'  In fact, the nineteenth-century English psychical research was 

undeniably influenced by theosophical ideas.  For example, the dismissal of the 'spirit 

possession' explanation for hallucinations, the emphasis on the individual powers of the 

mind, as well as the new concept of the unconscious upheld by the psychical researchers, 

were deeply informed by Theosophy.   

II. Political and cultural background: the creation of 'difference' and the Indian 

appeal to Theosophy  

The founders of the Theosophical Society moved its headquarters to Adyar, 

Madras, India, in 1879, at a time of profound political crisis of the British Raj.  In the 

second half of the nineteenth century order and stability in colonial India were challenged 
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by everything that represented the 'Other.'11  The spectrum of alterity, either in its Indian 

or in its Russian form, became more and more threatening as the unfolding of the external 

affairs of the British Empire started to show disconcerting developments.  The 

Theosophical Society united what were allegedly the most threatening enemies of the 

British Empire in the late 1870s: the emancipated middle-class Indian and the 'Russian 

spy' (the latter being embodied by the influent theosophical leader, Madame Blavatsky).   

During the decade 1870-1880 Theosophy was instrumental in building a rationale 

for political independence and emancipation of the Indian subjects of the Raj12.  The 

debates over the value and legitimacy of Theosophy touched many times racial issues 

involving the pre-eminence of the Western mind over the Indian one, about spirituality 

and the foundations of morality.  Both the doctrines and the social sympathies of the 

members of the Theosophical Society of Madras represented disquieting challenges for 

the Christian missionaries there, who were the most vocal enemies of the allegedly anti-

Christian cult.  The campaign of discrediting the Theosophical Society was initiated in 

Madras at the Christian College headquarters.  In fact, during his investigations on 

Theosophy, conducted in India in 1884-5, Richard Hodgson collected testimonies 

exclusively from Anglo-Indians grouped around the Christian College.  Moreover, the 

Theosophical Society was understood by the British public opinion and by the Anglo-

Indian community as a camouflaged way to advance the Russian interests in India. 

British policies in India during the eighteenth century were dominated by the 

belief that the government's duty was to preserve and respect the age-old traditions of a 

society utterly alien and different13.  This conservative stand, emphasizing the enduring 

difference of the Indian 'Other,' began to be challenged in 1813 by a set of concurrent but 
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interrelated developments: first, the fresh evangelical spirit that started to animate the 

Church of England and generally the religious life of the British Isles; second, the 

utilitarian 'ideology of improvement' that went hand in hand with evangelical impulses; 

and third, the Charter of India of 181314.  The spirit of the age, as Boyd Hilton has 

shown15, was represented by two apparently opposed trends, which were in fact but two 

sides of the same coin: the Utilitarian belief in reason and progress was mirrored in the 

fervor of the Evangelical movement.  Utilitarians and Evangelicals alike held that the 

same principles led to material progress and moral improvement and were applicable 

everywhere16.  

Between 1813 and early 1870s Christianity came to represent a pivotal element in 

the justification of the British Empire17.  India had to be saved from the Hindu 

aberrations and idolatry through evangelization.  The most intense missionary work in 

Madras in the decades after the Charter Act of 1813 was carried on by the Church of 

Scotland.  The Presbyterian minister John Anderson, the first missionary of the Church 

Scotland to Madras, strove to promote Christian education, and to shatter the 'Hindu 

apathy.'  His efforts were echoed by a group of Evangelical officials, civil and military 

alike, who had come to dominate the political life of Madras b

of 

y the 1850s.   

The Christian College of Madras was considered the most prominent Christian 

school at the time on the Indian subcontinent.  It grew out of the Institution originally 

established in 1837 by the Rev. John Anderson.  The College Department was opened in 

1865, as a result of the new grant-in-aid system in education initiated in 1854, out of a 

concern of promoting Christian education among the natives of Southern India.  Its 

founders claimed to represent 'the interests not only of one denomination but of all the 
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Churches of the Reformation,' and to develop the intellectual as well as the moral and 

spiritual nature of its native Indian students18. 

The Mutiny of 1857 represented a tragic rupture in the mutual perception of 

native Indians and Anglo-Indians.  After the Mutiny, the prevalent British perception of 

the Indian was centered on a presumption of a fundamental difference19.  This fact is 

clearly illustrated, for example, in the missionary policies: after the early 1860s, 

missionary records became scarcer and scarcer and there is little emphasis on conversions 

in the late 1870s and 1880s20.  Both the utilitarian efforts and the evangelization impulses 

in India were on the wane by the late 1870s, as a consequence of the Indian Mutiny and 

of a general discontent with liberalism in England, which brought the eclipse of the 

triumphalist faith in progress.  A number of authors have argued that by the early 1870s 

the disillusionment with liberalism in England determined a significant shift in political 

theories21.  Liberalism changed to the prudent semi-reformism of Bagehot, reflecting a 

more authoritarian strand, which was endorsed by the intellectual elite who became more 

and more apprehensive about social unrest and mass rule22.  Events such as the Indian 

Mutiny, the Jamaican uprising at Morant Bay (1865), and the dangers posed by extending 

of the franchise reform (1867) determined the revival of the Tories, who came to power 

in 1874.  These disturbing developments also created the insidious 'fear of the Other,' 

which constituted the late Victorian emotional and intellectual response to the crisis of 

liberalism, along with the distrust of individualism and materialistic values23.  Both 

liberalism and conservatism began to be infused by racial and imperialistic ideologies, 

which constituted the mark of the late Victorian political thinking24. 
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The late 1870s and the beginning of the 1880s also represented the advent of the 

organized national Indian movement.  The crystallization of the movement for political 

emancipation went hand in hand with a revival of the interest in age-old Hindu traditions 

and beliefs.  The first of a series of Indian religious reforming movements was initiated 

by Ram Mohan Roy who founded in 1828 in Calcutta the Brahmo Samaj, a society which 

attempted to revive the Hindu tradition by going back to the Upanishads and adopting the 

principles of reason and sublimated intellectual theism. The monistic doctrines of the 

Upanishads were reinterpreted according to Unitarian principles and doctrines.  The 

Hindu tradition had to be purged by external and contingent accretions and additions that 

perverted its purity and discredited its value, such as idolatry, polygamy, suttee, and 

infanticide.  The Brahmo Samaj was followed soon by the Arya Samaj, founded by 

Swami Dayananda (1824-1883), who went back for inspiration to the four Vedas.  In 

1869, Mahadev Govind Ranade, one of the foremost intellectuals involved in the 

formation of the Indian National Congress in 1885, founded the Prarthana Samaj in 

Bombay on the lines initiated by Ram Mohan Roy.  In short, the main response of 

educated Indians to the threat of acculturation was to assert their difference and cultural 

superiority by reevaluating ancient spiritual traditions within the modernist framework of 

reason and intellectual speculation25. 

When Theosophy came to India in the late 1870s, its syncretism appealed to the 

native Indian élite, who sought to find reassurance in the old Hindu spiritual traditions, 

and to confront the Western cultural and religious framework in its own modernist terms.  

Shortly before the Theosophical Society moved its headquarters to Adyar, the first 

nationalist political organization, the Indian Association, had been founded in Bombay 
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(1876) by Surendranath Banerjea.  It is no coincidence that Theosophy came to be 

popular and to be embraced by the educated Indian middle class at exactly the time when 

the Indian national movement achieved clear contours: the first meeting of the Indian 

National Congress was held in Bombay in December 1885.  A number of Anglo-Indian 

Theosophists, such as A. O. Hume, (political radical, mystical thinker, and close friend of 

Ripon), enthusiastically supported the movement26.  

Theosophy represented a way of asserting the value, and even the superiority, of 

age-old Indian metaphysical, ethical, and psychological tenets.  Moreover, it claimed that 

the true wisdom 'was from the East,' and many of its late nineteenth-century Western 

proponents held that the Indian mind was in significant ways more open and permeable to 

eternal metaphysical truths.  From the part of the relatively newly formed Indian middle-

class and intellectual elite, Theosophy pointed to a modality of contesting the British 

cultural authority in its own 'modernist' terms, namely, through the means of reason and 

scientific investigation27.   

Already by the 1850s the British missionaries in India had become well aware of 

the dangers posed by the spread of theism among the Indian middle class.  The 

evangelical journals of the mid-century abound in attempts to discredit and to dismiss 

theistic doctrines that would represent an alternative to both Christianity and the ossified 

and dry old-age Indian beliefs28. The missionaries warned that 'the educated classes who 

have found their old faith to be untenable, are unhappily exposed to much temptation to 

accept, in its place, the dreary principles of Rationalism and Deism, and are not at 

presently sufficiently helped to see and receive the truth of God.'29 
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III. The fear of the 'Russian spy' 

The concern about Russian spying was a theme that informed British foreign 

policies all throughout the second half of the nineteenth century.  It had a firm grip on the 

public imagination, as Kipling's novels show30, and between the 1870s and the late 1890s 

the theme of the 'Great Game' and the fear of the Russian spy became almost a phobia. 

The return of the Conservatives to power in 1874 marked a clear shift from the 

previous Gladstonian policies towards the Afghanistan question31. In 1875 uprisings 

broke out in the Balkans, in Bosnia and Herzegovina and in Bulgaria, against the Turkish 

occupation.  Soon after that, Russia offered her support to the rebellious Balkan states.  

These developments eventually led to the Russo-Turkish war of 1877 and the peace of 

1878, after which Russian supremacy in the Balkans became indisputable.  At the same 

time, rumors about a Russian invasion in Afghanistan and about the infiltration of her 

spies into Indian native states abound in the early 1870s and 1880s.  The Russian phobia 

contributed to the mounting fear of the 'creeping bear' among the Anglo-Indian 

community, and at the same time echoed and bolstered the British policies in Afghanistan 

in the late 1870s and 1880s. 

The Anglo-Indian community of Madras joined in the fear of the Russian spy and 

of the undeniable threat posed by her in Afghanistan, and, consequently, for India.  We 

can find ample commentaries on the justification of the second Afghan war in Madras 

Mail of 1879.  Anglo-Indian public opinion held that it was 'essential not only that British 

influence shall be supreme in Afghanistan, but that all foreign influence shall be excluded 

from it, that a Russian envoy shall no more be received at Kabul than at the court of 

Holkar or Scindia.'  But 'this cannot be ensured by treaty with Russia.  Russian promises 
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are valueless, and the security we require must be attained either by acquiring an 

ascendancy at Kabul, as assured as that we have over the protected princes of India, or 

else by annexation'32. 

The Russian phobia accentuated even more in the aftermath of the Afghan war.  

The Madras Mail of 25 July 1883 published a report of the alleged will which Peter the 

Great had left, urging his successors to take up India in order to defeat 'the gold of 

England' and to hasten its decay.  The British are mistakenly neglectful of the threat 

posed by Russia, whose 'movements may be compared to clock-work in their regularity 

and smoothness.'  The author of the article concludes by warning that history shows how 

the Russians have gradually accomplishing, by a slow and steady policy, the plan 

outlined by Peter the Great33. 

A plan for the invasion of India was published in the Madras Mail of 24 January 

1884, as it was disclosed by the Berlin correspondent of the Times.  The plan was 

supposedly found among the papers of the General Skobeleff and professedly reveals the 

Russian hate and determination to bring the very downfall of England.  In order to 

achieve this, a mere military defeat of England would not have been enough.  The 

cooperation of Indian natives was necessary, and it seems that the Anglo-Indian fear 

regarding new Indian uprisings, instigated by Russian spies, was mounting again34: 

  We find in the pages of the Madras Mail of 1884 warnings about the 

Russian machinations both in the northeast and northwest of Afghanistan, and 

about the seriousness of which the English Ministry should be made aware.  

Reports of the threat of nihilism and of the spread of the Russian revolutionary 

movement, especially in the army, seem also to represent a constant theme in the 
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Madras Mail of 1884-535.  And the fear of the Russian spy acquired in those years 

the proportions of a real phobia, as the trial of the Hungarian priest Geza of 

Kanovics at Cochin, near Madras, illustrates.  The Anglo-Indian authorities 

decided that Kanovics, known by his priest name as Father Victor of the Mother 

of God, was in fact a Russian spy, and that he entered the Russian secret services 

while he was in his hometown in Budapest.  Even if Kanovics assured them of the 

impossibility 'of a Hungarian gentleman stooping to perform the offices of a spy 

for the Russian nation,' he was not trusted by the Court.  Although the High Court 

of Cochin did not find enough evidence to convict Kanovics as a spy, he was 

sentenced to six months in prison, and the main accusation seemed to be that 'he 

was of a suspicious character.'36   

IV.  Theosophical Society and the SPR 

This, then, is the context in which Hodgson investigated the Theosophists.  

Madame Blavatsky (1831-1891) and Henry Olcott (1832-1907) had co-founded the 

Theosophical Society in 1875 in New York.  Madame Blavatsky and Olcott left the U. S. 

A. for India in 1878.  They then transferred the headquarters of the Theosophical Society 

to Bombay, and finally, in 1882, to Adyar, a suburb of Madras. 

From 1882 to 1884 the Christian missionaries in Madras, and especially those 

related to the Christian College, exerted themselves in discrediting, devaluing and 

ridiculing the Theosophical movement.  In September and October 1884 The Christian 

College Magazine published the Coulomb letters37, accusing Madame Blavatsky and her 

close associates of plain and deliberate fraud in producing the miracles attested by the 

members of the Theosophical Society.  After approximately a year, in December 1885, 
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the SPR published its famous Report, discarding the whole evidence of occult 

phenomena claimed by theosophists.  As I have already emphasized, historians of science 

such as Janet Oppenheim regard the final SPR Report as a piece of unbiased and 

carefully conducted scientific analysis.  Yet the leading members of the Society for 

Psychical Research had already made up their minds in regards to the final verdict much 

before Hodgson came back with the results of his investigations and even before he 

actually left to India.  Letters of the psychical researchers involved in the examination of 

the theosophical phenomena, as well as the unpublished Report of the SPR, reveal the 

presuppositions that lay behind their assumedly objective verdict.   

The Theosophical Society irritated the Anglo-Indian community of Madras.  The 

new movement transplanted in India found resonance among the educated native Indians, 

such as Damodar, Mohini Chatterji, and the Vedantin philosopher Subba Row, who 

became members of the Theosophical Society and ardent supporters of Madame 

Blavatsky.  The pro-Indian character of the movement was indeed a reality.  In a letter of 

Madame Blavatsky to Chintamon, marked 'private and confidential,' she claims that she 

wants 'to place our Arya Somaj and its venerated founder on an eminence that would 

force the Europeans to crawl on their knees to get at one of them.'38  She acknowledges 

that 'I have the power in me to psychologize whole crowds, and make them do as I wish, 

the Theosophical Society is a good proof.  I do not boast when I say that I never found 

my Master yet, among the Europeans or Americans, and I have never failed in what I 

have once seriously undertaken.'39 

 Among the missionary circles of Madras Theosophy was regarded as the main 

enemy of Christianity in India.  Especially the professors and the staff of the Christian 
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College of Madras, people such as Rev. George Patterson, Rev. A. Alexander, Mr. 

Padfield,and Mr. J. D. B. Gribble (a retired judge and Christian laymen) joined their 

voices in protest against what they perceived as the foe of all previous Christian efforts in 

India40.  They were also troubled by the connection of Theosophy with native societies 

dedicated to religious renewal, such as Brahmo Somaj.41 

 The Coulomb letters were published in September-October 1884 by the editor of 

the Christian College Magazine, the Rev. George Patterson.  They were followed by the 

article 'The Collapse of Koot Homi,' through which its authors intended to dismiss 

theosophy by proving that it was a mere fraud.  The authors of the letters were Emma 

Coulomb and her French husband, who managed the household at the Theosophical 

headquarters in Madras, and who joined the Society in the late 1870s.  The Coulombs 

were stating that Madame Blavatsky had asked them to participate in the execution of 

fraudulent 'occult' phenomena, such as the 'materialization' of letters and the production 

of 'astral' sounds.  Moreover, the famous shrine of Adyar, through which letters allegedly 

sent by the Mahatmas were materialized, was no more than a delusion.  The Coulombs 

claimed that the shrine, a black lacquered wooden closet hanging from the ceiling and 

fastened by an apparently solid wall, was in fact provided with hidden sliding panels at 

the back.  The panels, constituting the secret channel of insertion for fraudulent letters 

and other supposedly 'materialized' objects, opened in fact in Madame Blavatsky's 

apartment, and were executed by Mr. Coulomb at her request42. 

Even before the revealing of Coulomb's letters the Christian Anglo-Indian 

community in Madras generally wrote in derogatory terms about the movement.  

Theosophy was perceived as a threat not only to Christianity, but also to political 
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stability, as it offered to the natives a justification of their demands for emancipation.  

The adherence that the new movement had among the natives was a source of discontent 

for the Anglo-Indians.  The Indian sympathies of the Theosophists were much too clear 

and professedly asserted by them.  The Hindus were showing their appreciation to Olcott 

by 'flocking to the standard he set up among them'43 and hailing him as their deliverer.  

Clearly the new cult threatened the idea of western intellectual, moral, and spiritual 

superiority: 'Hitherto all the efforts of people who believe in the superiority of western 

over eastern science and civilization have been in vain to check the rising tide of 

Theosophy,'44 which had become a real peril, although, it was supposed, rather 

minimized by the Anglo-Indians.  In an article published in the Madras Mail of 1884, the 

author deplored the lack of vigilance in regards to the hidden dangers of the Indian mind, 

from the part of Anglo-Indians.  Anglo-Indians were only dimly aware 'that something 

exciting is to the front, but they pay little attention to it.'  Europeans, continued the 

author, 'generally are so completely ignorant of what is going on in the dusky world 

around them that they seldom realize the significance of purely native movements till 

they have become matter of history.'  Consequently, the Anglo-Indian naïveté had 

incorrectly assumed that Colonel Olcott would be 'merely another meteor-blaze across 

the Indian sky, dazzling and alarming the weak-minded, but destined to sink below the 

horizon when his day was done, leaving not a trace behind'45.  Theosophy was not a mere 

temporary craze, an inoffensive pastime, such as the vogue of the spiritualist séances.  

The author of the article noticed that 'we find Colonel Olcott everywhere, lecturing, 

establishing branches of his society'46, and collecting 'crowds of admiring natives.'47  

Moreover, he posed before thousands of natives 'as an enemy of Christianity,'48 and the 
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theosophists advertised themselves 'as the agency for the sale of "unanswerable anti-

Christian publications".'49  The organization threatened to become something permanent, 

and this fact troubled the mind of the Madras Anglo-Indian: 'It is perfectly possible that 

the Theosophical Society and its branches may be one of the many strange items which 

must, in future, be taken into account by those who have to deal with Hindu society.'50  

The Anglo-Indian community had to understand 'the fact that the Theosophical Society 'is 

a power, and at present a growing power in Southern India.'51  How to understand 'such 

enthusiasm, such wide-spread ramifications, and such an evident power of self-

propagation?'52  How to account for the puzzling 'power of Colonel Olcott over the native 

mind?'53 The secret of the success of Theosophy in Southern India, it was believed, did 

not rely in Madame Blavatsky's or Olcott's charismas, but in the way in which the new 

movement fitted pre-existent native propensities to contest the cultural dominance of the 

British:  'part of the answer at least is to be found in the undoubted fact that of late years 

there has been a decided revival of national Indian feeling.'  Indians have realized that 

they should be one, and they have started to assert the Eastern spiritual superiority against 

the West in terms of their ancient religious heritage.  Anglo-Indians resented the new 

Indian ' tone of self-assertion' which replaced 'their old apologetic tone.'  The old school 

Hindu 'considered his duty to take meekly the rebukes of Europeans, and even to esteem 

them as precious oil.  The new school has no such amiable weakness.'   The Hindu came 

to 'boast himself not only as the equal, but as the superior of the European.'54  Something 

new and threatening was happening in the British Raj, and Theosophy was at once a 

cause, a reflection, and a celebration of the changing Indian mindset. 
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Madame Blavatsky was called the prophetess of 'a new feminine religion,' 

namely, the 'Buddhism in the boudoir,'55 and her occult abilities were ridiculed 

extensively in the pages of the Madras Mail of 1883-4.  Her alleged inspiration received 

from Koot Hoomi Lai Sing of Tibet was regarded as a mere fraud: Madame Blavatsky 

and Colonel Olcott  'converted Mr. Hume, then Mr. Sinnett, and the four of them then 

created Koot Hoomi, who of course is a myth.'56  Moreover, the founders of the 

Theosophical Society were very likely to be Russian spies:  'Madame and the Colonel are 

looked upon by the political department of the Government of India as something else 

than mere exponents of a new creed, and, during our difficulties in Afghanistan, and the 

period when our relations were very strained with Russia, were subjected to a degree of 

surveillance which became so irksome to them that they complained of it bitterly and 

retired into private life for a short time.'57 

The main phenomena investigated by both Theosophy and psychical research 

were the astral projections of the human body and the precipitation of letters and other 

'material' forms through mental energy. One of the most pressing issues at that time was 

if the phantasms, visions, and materializations at the spiritualist séances were due to the 

spirits of the deceased or not.  Theosophists rejected the idea that the departed spirits 

have any share in the production of the phenomena.  However, they were objective, 

according to them, and determined by the power of the human mind58.  In order to 

awaken these latent potentialities, the individual had to undertake the task of purifying 

himself and raising the powers of his mind to exalted levels.  The founders of modern 

Theosophy insisted on the idea of Adeptship rather than on Mediumship.   Moreover, the 

theosophists claimed that they received inspiration from their enlightened spiritual leader, 
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Koot Homi from Tibet, under the form of letters or telegrams materialized through the 

precipitation of mental energy from the ether.  The whole idea of the Oneness of being, 

and of the unity of matter and spirit, which would be only aspects of the undifferentiated 

ground of the pure cosmic consciousness, was a widespread belief among the SPR 

leaders, and one of the reasons why they were attracted initially by Theosophy.  

Moreover, the theosophical emphasis on the powers of the mind appealed to an 

intellectual elite who was trying to secure firm foundations for religious faith beyond the 

Christian dogma and the supposedly obsolete spiritualist beliefs in the action of the 

'departed souls.'  Already by 1884 the London psychical researchers had become 

convinced that the explanation for the Spiritualist phenomena ought to be formulated in 

terms of telepathy, or, in other words, in terms of the abilities of the human mind.  It is 

relevant to see how, notwithstanding the similarity of their views with the basic 

theosophical tenets, the SPR leaders strove to reject the credibility of the new 'Eastern 

cult.'  Although both SPR and Theosophy advocated monism and a kind of 'spiritual 

materialism,' the psychical researchers accused Theosophy of being utterly materialistic.  

Despite their belief in the individual's powers of the mind, the SPR elite insisted that the 

Theosophical phenomena could not have been produced through the 'concentration of 

mental energy.'  This assumption would have lead to the conclusion that the Indian mind 

was superior to the Western one. 

 The interest in Theosophy of the leading figures of the SPR began before they 

actually met Madame Blavatsky and even before the publication of her famous Isis 

Unveiled (1877).  The letters of Charles C. Massey and Frederic Myers attest their 
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fascination with the new cult.  Clearly, their attraction to Theosophy was actuated by its 

emphasis on the power of the will, which was the locus and the instrument of magic.   

Charles Charleton Massey (1838-1905), one of the SPR founders, had been active 

in the founding of the Theosophical Society in New York in 1875.  In 1882 Massey was 

one of the first members of the SPR, where he represented a more mystical and 

speculative line than the one pursued by empirically oriented members, such as Henry 

and Eleanor Sidgwick59.  Massey was intensely fascinated with Theosophy and with the 

figure of Madame Blavatsky in the late 1870s. Already in 1882 Massey had become 

dissatisfied with the Theosophical Society, and the reason for his change in attitude is the 

theosophist claim regarding the superiority of the Indians above the Europeans.   

In an address delivered to the British Theosophical Society in October 1882, 

Massey complains about the 'contempt for the European mind' expressed by the 

'mysterious Adepts of the East,' namely, by theosophists.  Their distrust concerning the 

abilities of the European mind to grasp the 'occult truths' seems, according to Massey, to 

imply that there is no hope for 'persons of our race and education.'  Therefore, concludes 

Massey, 'it is not surprising that an impression gained ground among us that we had been 

misled.'60   

Frederic William Henry Myers (1843-1901), one of the most ardent and active 

members of the SPR from its inception in 1882, was deeply involved with Theosophy, 

which shaped to a great extent the psychological theories that he put forward in the late 

1880s in order to explain phenomena such as automatic drawing, writing, and 

hallucinations.  Myers became acquainted with the leading theosophical members in 

1883.  He met A. P. Sinnett on May 16 at a dinner organized by Massey, and he became 
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member of the Theosophical Society on June 3, 188361.  Myers's immersion in the study 

of Eastern philosophies had begun in his early years spent at Cambridge.62  In the late 

1870s his desire to assert the abilities and the powers of the human mind to transcend the 

empirical world and to apprehend an unseen reality, found stimulating inspiration in 

those theosophical tenets that located the source of all occult phenomena in the 

unfathomable depths of the psyche. 

In the mid1880s Myers' attraction to Eastern philosophies began to be tempered 

by a kind of aloofness in regards to alien spiritual universes.  For example, he was 

fascinated with Buddhism, as the embodiment of 'unbounded self-sacrifice and tenderest 

companion for mankind.'63  On the other hand, Myers notes in his diary his disgust 

towards a 'fat Buddha' who does not match the Western ideals of spiritual asceticism: 'I 

do see certain beauty in the grave immobile Buddha of Bodh Gaya.  But I cannot quite go 

over his fat!'64 Myers is repelled by 'the soft curves of fat' round Buddha's neck, which 

show the lack of the Western discipline of regular physical exercise65.  Also, Myers 

ponders the 'squalor of India,' with her 'swarming population, so far from me,'66 and, as a 

true friend, reader, and admirer of Kipling, he regards with alarmed concern the Indian 

strive for political emancipation and the threat posed by it to the Anglo-Indian 

community67. 

 The opportunity to meet the Theosophical leading figures came in 1884.  

Madame Blavatsky and Olcott sailed to Europe from Bombay on 20 February 1884.  At 

the end of June they arrived in London, being lodged at Francesca Arundale's house at 

the Elgin Crescent.  The Society for Psychical Research had already appointed on 20 

May 1884 a Committee for the examination of the occult phenomena attested by 
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theosophists, such as the famous 'astral bell,' (produced in the presence of Madame 

Blavatsky), all sorts of materializations and precipitations of solid forms allegedly 

through the powers of the mind, and the projection of the 'astral double.'68   The 

appointed Committee was formed by Frederic Myers, Herbert Stack, Frank Podmore, and 

Edmund Gurney.  Between June and July 1884 Olcott, Mohini Chatterji, and Sinnett met 

the Committee, answered their questions, and submitted themselves to the inquiries. 

Podmore, Myers, and Gurney were convinced by the genuineness of the 

manifestations produced in Madame Blavatsky's presence.  After a series of visits to her 

residence in London, they came 'under the spell of Madame Blavatsky,' as Herbert Stack 

complained later to Sidgwick69.  Furthermore, after the Theosophical leaders left London 

on 21 July 1884 to Germany, as guests of the Consul Gebhard there, Myers follows them 

in order to conduct more investigations and to have further discussions with Madame 

Blavatsky.  The pages of Myers' diary from the fall of 1884 reveal his conviction in the 

genuineness of Madame Blavatsky's occult abilities70.  However, after months of    

investigations started in the spring and carried out through October 1884, the SPR leaders 

decided that further research had to be conducted in Madras.  On December 1884 

Sidgwick appointed Hodgson, a Cambridge scholar, to carry on the task.   

Hodgson arrived in Madras in December 1884.  But also in December the Anglo-

Indian community witnessed the return from Europe of Madame Blavatsky and Colonel 

Olcott and the triumphal welcome speeches and parties organized for them by the native 

élite of Madras.  We can infer that these events, after the publication of Coulomb's letters 

a couple of months earlier, contributed even more to the mounting aversion of the Anglo-

Indians of Madras towards Theosophy.  The Madras Mail of 23 December1884 reports71 
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that, after an absence of over ten months in Europe, Madame Blavatsky, accompanied by 

Dr. F. Hartmann, Mrs. Cooper Oakley, Rev. Mr. Leadbeater, and three delegates from 

Ceylon, reached Madras on December 21 in the afternoon.  'A band of Tanjore minstrels 

welcomed on the pier, commenced to play, and there was a round of applause.'72  A large 

crowd of 'gentlemen and student' met Madame Blavatsky with ovations.  Students from 

all the colleges of Madras, and particularly from the Christian College, were present on 

the pier.  A. G. Krishnasawmy Iyer, a student from the Christian College, read an address 

in which he stressed 'the "debt immense of endless gratitude" which Indian lies under' to 

Madame Blavatsky, who dedicated her life to the disinterested services of disseminating 

the truths of Eastern philosophies, and in this way 'vivifying on the altars of Aryavarta 

the dying flames of religion and spirituality.'73  Madame Blavatsky introduced 'the torch 

of Eastern wisdom' in London, to the very 'pick and flower of English society,' who was 

compelled to recognize that 'the philosophy they were content to look upon as the crown 

and the consummation of grandeur, should "hide its diminished head" in view of that of 

another hemisphere.'74  

The Indian students of the Madras Christian College did not join in the 

discrediting campaign initiated and pursued by their Anglo-Indian professors, and 

assured Madame Blavatsky and Colonel Olcott that they would remain the grateful and 

'affectionate servants' of the Thesophical leaders.  The author of the Madras Mail article 

gives an account of Madame Blavatsky's answer to Krishnasawmy Iyer's address: 

She did not care much for the opinions of Europeans or Anglo-Indians; what she 
really cared for was the good opinion of her Hindu brothers.  And what was the 
greatest crime that she had committed to merit all that persecution? It was her caring 
more for Indian than for any other country in the world, and more earnestly for 
Heathendom than for the so-called Christendom.  In conclusion, she hoped to spend 
every moment of her life for the benefit of India, and to deserve the confidence which 
they so generously reposed in her.  She had not done anything against India of which 
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she should be ashamed, and she was determined to work for India while there was 
health in her.  (loud applause)75 

 

 It appears that Hodgson arrived in Madras at a moment when the relations 

between natives and the Anglo-Indian community were strained at the maximum, at least 

in regards to theosophical issues.  His examination and conclusions were from the start 

informed by considerations situated outside the emphatically proclaimed scientific and 

juridical objectivity.  He spent the first months of 1885 until March in Bombay, visiting 

the Coulombs, the missionaries, and other members of the Anglo-Indian community 

hostile to the Theosophical Society.  Hodgson did not even consider the personal motives 

that could have prompted the Coulombs to take revenge on Madame Blavatsky, as the 

couple was dismissed in the spring of 1884, reportedly due to their misconduct in 

managing the Theosophical headquarters household in Adyar.  Hodgson had already 

come to India being prepared to believe that the Coulombs' statements were honest.  He 

returned to Madras from Bombay in March 1885, and then left for England at the end of 

that month.  In the final SPR Report, published in December 1885, Hodgson, beside 

stating his 'Russian spy' theory, claims that: 1) the Mahatmas letters are indeed forgeries, 

being written by Madame Blavatsky; 2) the shrine at Adyar was a fraud, being 

elaborately arranged with slide panels for the secret insertion of letters76.    

It is very likely that Hodgson’s investigations in Madras were biased by his 

distaste of her supposedly subversive political activities.  In the final Report he explicitly 

accuses Madame Blavatsky of being a 'Russian spy.'77  Furthermore, in a never published 

draft for the Contemporary Review of 1885, Hodgson makes clear his convictions that 

Madame Blavatsky was a Russian agent.  Hodgson's 'objective' inquiries in Madras were 

in fact already pre-determined by his political persuasions.  He asks about Madame 
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Blavatsky's reasons of starting a very controversial Society in Egypt, and about the 

meaning of her mysterious eight months in India, before she founded the Theosophical 

Society in America.  Hodgson ponders the political significance of all of Madame 

Blavatsky's further movements: 'why did she stay long enough in America to become a 

naturalized American citizen, and why, so soon after, and not before, were measures 

taken to transfer the headquarters of the Theosophical Society from New York to 

Bombay? Why did she manifest such "obtrusive sympathy" with the natives on her first 

arrival?'78  Hodgson unstated, but obvious assumption, was that Madame Blavatsky, as a 

spy, could not be a morally reliable person, and therefore her testimony regarding the 

reported occult phenomena would be inherently false and valueless. 

Despite their initial faith and even fascination with Madame Blavatsky, SPR 

members such as Myers and Gurney eventually endorsed the final Report of December 

1885.  The reason is to be found in the authority of figures such as Sidgwick and Stack 

who exerted themselves in discrediting the Theosophical movement.  It is likely that the 

exoticism of the movement located it at the fringes of what a Cambridge educated élite 

could consider respectability and reliability: the Theosophical Society embodied and 

celebrated the spiritual powers of the 'Other,' in its doubly threatening Indian and Russian 

hypostasis.   

The SPR Report published in December 1885 stating that the occult phenomena 

allegedly produced by and in the presence of Madame Blavatsky were in fact due to fraud 

and that the SPR reached its conclusions after rigorous scientific inquiries.  However, a 

preliminary Report was prepared by the SPR Committee before Hodgson's departure in 

the fall of 1884.  In October 1884 they were preparing a draft of the preliminary Report, 
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and from the letters of J. H. Stack to Henry Sidgwick we can see that the leading figures 

of the SPR were not at all unbiased.  On 17 October1884, Stack wrote to Sidgwick, trying 

to persuade them to modify the draft of the report, and enclosing for this purpose thirteen 

pages of suggestions79.  Stack believed that all the Indian testimonies were unreliable, as 

'there is no country in the world where confederates and witnesses could be purchased so 

cheaply as in India and where false testimony is so common.'80  Another ground of 

suspicion about the genuineness of the reported theosophical phenomena was that 

'Theosophy has made very few converts among Englishmen in India.'81  The reason for 

this 'slow progress of the cause amongst Anglo-Indians' is that 'many of them are highly 

educated.'82  At the same time, 'its rapid progress amongst uneducated superstitious and 

credulous natives is prima facie against it.'83  The only testimony that Stack could fathom 

for 'these Oriental phenomena' was 'the collective depositions more or less trustworthy -- 

the immense mass, Indian testimony.'84 

Stack also considered inopportune the publication of the Report at that time 

(namely, in October 1884), as 'India is ringing with the Coulomb scandal.  Suddenly the 

theosophists can point to a Society with some of the highest name in English literature 

and science coming forward to gravely repeat their theories and gravely reprint their 

wildest legends.  We may serve the theosophists and in doing so injure ourselves.'85  He 

was urging Sidgwick to postpone the results of the investigations after Hodgson's return, 

in order to give more credibility and weight to their Report.  Sidgwick annotations to the 

letter show that he considered Stack's point 'a good argument for making neutrality 

clearer.'86  One can see, however, that the neutrality and objectivity (words so much 

cherished by the SPR élite) were in fact staged, and that the conclusions of the final 
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Report had been already decided months before Hodgson concluded his investigations in 

India. 

The First Report of the Committee of the Society for Psychical Research 

(Appointed to Investigate the Evidence for Marvellous Phenomena)87 has never been 

published.  However, it throws light about the major assumptions that were behind the 

supposedly objective character of both the preliminary and final Report.  It seems clear 

that the SPR Committee members were disturbed by the theosophists' interpretation 

offered to the reported occult phenomena.  In order to dismiss their interpretation as 

unwarranted, the SPR investigators denied the genuineness of the evidence claimed by 

theosophists:  reliable evidence can be offered only by morally respectable and neutral 

witnesses, free from any 'vulgar interests.'88  Moreover, the SPR leading members strove 

to distinguish their method of investigating 'occult' phenomena from the Theosophical 

modes of inquiry: 'the difference between the Theosophical Society and the SPR is 

almost diametrical.  The SPR exists merely as a machinery for investigation, every step 

of which is open to the public.'89  By contrast, the Theosophical Society had the main 

purpose to promulgate metaphysical doctrines already formulated.  The evidence offered 

by Theosophists could not be trusted, as they were not morally reliable.  Furthermore, by 

failing to follow the acceptable standards of sound scientific investigation, namely, the 

empirical method, Theosophy could not make itself credible, as the evidence offered was 

unavoidably tainted with 'moral components.'90 

The idea that the Indian mind might be superior in the ability to concentrate and 

to grasp metaphysical truths was utterly displeasing for the English intellectual élite 

involved in the SPR.  This would have meant that the Eastern mind was much more 
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prepared to magically exercise its will and receive ‘ancient sacred teachings.’  If that 

were true, 'a great change would be induced in human thought in every department. To 

take one point only, the spiritual and intellectual relationship of East to West would be 

for the time in great measure reversed.  "Ex Oriente Lux" would be more than a metaphor 

and a memory; it would be the expression of actual contemporary fact.'91 

 The fact that the SPR Committee members were prejudiced in their supposedly 

impartial and scientific research by political considerations is quite plain, even if they 

candidly state the contrary.  The SPR members claim that they have discarded as 

groundless the suspicions that the Anglo-Indian community 'entertained as to the political 

objects of the Theosophical Society.'92  Nevertheless, two lines after this statement, the 

Report suggests that the 'unpatriotic nature' of theosophists' activities effectually 'spoil 

theosophic evidence for the purposes of occidental science.'93  In short, the allegedly 

suspicious political nature of the Theosophical Society would offer sufficient grounds in 

order to suppose that the attested marvels of its members were in fact due to deliberately 

deceiving schemes.   

The Committee stated that the most important theosophical phenomena under 

scrutiny were those implying the exercise of occult physical powers at will94.  Although 

the SPR standard opinion on the so-called spiritualist visions and hallucinations was that 

in fact they were due to telepathy, i.e., to powers latent in the human mind, they did not 

cherish the idea that the magic abilities of the theosophists were more prevalent among 

Indian subjects.  The SPR leaders were troubled by the theosophists' claim that those 

magic powers were better developed in the Indian mind than in the Western (and 

especially the English) one.  While acknowledging the difference between the Eastern 
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and the Western mind, the authors of the Report claimed that this difference implied in 

fact the contrary of the theosophical assumptions.  It was very probable indeed 'that any 

psychical powers which may actually exist in man will be found operating with greater 

intensity in India than in England,'95 but actually evidence showed, according to the SPR 

Committee, that the Indian mind, rather than being 'superior,' was more passive and more 

amenable to be hypnotized and to escape the control of will than the English mind96.  It 

was not at University College, London, under Dr. Elliotson, but at the Calcutta Hospital, 

under Mr. Eisdale, that the anaesthesia was produced by mesmeric passes on Indian 

subjects97.  The SPR efforts to induce the same kind of 'hypnotic fixation' in England had 

been hindered by the nature of the British mind, which by definition is more awake and 

alert98.  The SPR Committee members acknowledged the fundamental peculiarity of the 

Indian mind, which prompted them to claim that in psychical research, always 

'experiment on Orientals.'99  Their declared with amazing candor that  'we have always 

desired -- we still desire -- to establish a psychical laboratory at Calcutta or Madras.  The 

great difficulty of such a step, it is needless to say, would consist in our own remoteness 

from the Hindu mind, -- in the reserve or reluctance which would prevent suitable 

subjects from offering themselves to our observation.'100 

V.  Conclusions 

The religious alternatives offered by Victorian Theosophy and psychical research 

were not diluted forms of the relationship with the sacred, pale surrogates and signs of 

secularization and of a tensioned rapport between science and religion.  The idea of a 

rupture between science and religion is engendered by the 'modernist' fallacy of 

identifying religion with a 'true,' orthodox, and standard Western Christianity.  Some 
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historians have argued that 'cultic' religious beliefs and practices reflect purely 

individualistic, typically modern attitudes, and not a genuine religiosity101.  It is obvious 

that 'genuine' religiosity means, in the 'modernist' framework, the belief in a concrete 'one 

God,' and any other substitutes are just expressions of the modern process of 

secularization entailed by rationalization and 'individuation.'102  Various alternative 

religious beliefs, such as those implying a diffusing or immaterial cosmic consciousness 

as a substitute for a 'monolithic' God, would be merely secularized surrogates.   

Moreover, the modernist approach has engendered the idea that religion in the 

'age of modernity' would be disconnected from the political sphere.  Various nineteenth-

century alternative 'cultic' forms, such as psychical research and Theosophy, would be 

typically 'disenchanted,' purely individualistic forms of religiosity, entirely separated 

from the political realm103. 

I have argued that Theosophy and psychical research did not express the typically 

'modernist' separation between religion and science, where science disinterestedly 

appraised competing metaphysical tenets.  They were not expressions of the much-

celebrated nineteenth-century secularization process.  Furthermore, the assumption of the 

fragmentation of science, politics, and religion in the 'age of modernity' is untenable for 

the Victorian religious alternatives that I have analyzed.  Modernization and 

secularization are not in fact inseparable. The modernist set of binary oppositions 

religion-science, and 'religious undifferentiation-modern individuation'104, are 

methodologically inadequate in dealing with alternative, 'unorthodox' forms of religiosity. 
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Philosophy of (Liberal) Education 
 

By 
 

Willard F. Enteman, Professor of Philosophy Emeritus 
Rhode Island College 

Providence, Rhode Island 
 

Abstract 
 

Liberal education, which is closely associated with the arts and humanities, has 

been in decline for the past few decades. What was once the raison d’être of 

undergraduate education has been largely displaced by pre-professional programs 

designed to prepare students for entry-level employment. This condition has many causes 

over which we have at most marginal control. However, one cause over which we have 

considerable control lies in our failure to articulate clearly the meaning and purpose of 

liberal education. This paper seeks to rectify that defect by providing a contemporary 

philosophy of liberal education.  

The paper draws a distinction between training and education and in that context 

develops a generic purpose for training which is that it seeks to constrain the behavior of 

professionals in accordance with the standards of a particular profession. We find that, 

whereas professional accreditation associations and professional faculty members are 

clear about the purpose of their programs, we have been unclear and imprecise with 

regard to fundamental purposes of liberal education. 

The paper examines some historical efforts to establish the meaning and purpose 

of liberal education and finds them deficient. It then attempts to develop a historically 

responsible philosophy of liberal education which can serve as a practical guide. The 

paper argues that, following Plato, the purpose of liberal education is to free students as 
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prospective rulers. It also recognizes that in a democracy all citizens are rulers. Thus, all 

our students should be liberally educated. They cannot be taught only to accommodate 

themselves to standards because, as prospective rulers, they will be responsible for 

standards.  In the process of developing this philosophy of education, we find that liberal 

education is education. There is no such thing as illiberal education. The proper contrast 

is not between liberal education and professional education, but between education and 

training. 

Liberal education in college is the culmination of an education process that should 

have begun in primary school and continued through secondary school. The complexities 

of modern society have placed greater demands on education and, far from compromising 

it, we should be insisting that it be given its important place. 

The paper concludes by arguing that in some cases, education and training may 

take place within the constraints of an undergraduate program, but in other cases, the 

legitimate demands of professional training are too great to allow the student to be 

liberally educated. In such cases, the first professional degree should be a graduate 

degree. If we weaken liberal education in order to accommodate professional training, we 

stand the danger of weakening our democracy.   
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Philosophy of (Liberal) Education 
 
 
Introduction 

Since this Conference is for professionals in the Arts and Humanities, I assume I 

do not need to spend much time addressing the parlous state in which we find ourselves. I 

am old enough to have been part of the late 1960s call for courses and curricula that 

would be, as was said, “relevant.” The relevance that came along is the not the relevance 

that was intended. It is vocational relevance, not intellectual, aesthetic or moral relevance.  

In a recent volume, Derek Bok has cited Sandy Astin and his colleagues noting a 

dramatic change. In the earlier era, the preponderance of entering students said 

developing a meaningful philosophy of life was of the highest importance to them and 

achieving wealth was of lowest importance. However, at the present time, that ratio has 

been reversed. (Bok, 26 and 350) Looking more directly at curriculum, perhaps one of 

the most telling points comes from the historian Roger Geiger who, says, “Bachelor’s 

degrees in arts and sciences plummeted to just over one quarter of the total, barely more 

than the number awarded in business alone.” (Geiger, 65) 

Unlike Geiger, my primary concern here is with liberal education, not the liberal 

arts. The two should not be conflated even though Nannerl Keohane surprisingly, has 

done just that recently. (Keohane, 181) It is, after all, possible to teach courses in the 

traditional liberal arts disciplines in ways that do not advance liberal education, and it is 

possible to teach courses in professional fields in ways that do advance liberal education. 

However, the destiny of the liberal arts and liberal education are intertwined and the 

decline of one may be associated with the decline of the other. 
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 We have a tendency to blame outside forces over which we have at most 

marginal control for this situation, and there is plenty of opportunity to indulge ourselves. 

However, in this paper I will concentrate on our own responsibility for this situation. We 

have not been at all clear about first principles in regard to liberal education. The 

temptation to confuse it with the liberal arts is a symptom of that confusion. We may 

exhibit the failure also when we discuss curricular matters with our colleagues in pre-

professional programs. On some occasions, they may ask us, “Just what is liberal 

education and how does it differ from what we teach?” As proponents of liberal 

education, we are reluctant to follow Bloom’s earlier lead by suggesting it is a kind of 

ornamentation designed for the children of the privileged before they take their roles in 

mundane careers. (Bloom, 22, 49, 96, 244, 336, 341, and 370) However, we have no 

widely accepted substitute, and we tend to mumble some unsatisfactory response in the 

hope our colleague will turn to another topic and not ask a follow-up question such as, 

“What is the purpose of liberal education?” Since we do not have solid answers to 

provide, we cannot legitimately criticize our colleagues for asking such embarrassing 

questions. In this paper, I will suggest answers to the questions. In other words, I will 

attempt to provide a philosophy of liberal education. 

My interests in returning to basics are both philosophical and practical. We have 

good reason to believe that if we fail to articulate clearly the meaning and purpose of 

liberal education, the erosion mentioned at the outset will continue. Some of that reason 

may be derived from the history of secondary education. A curmudgeonly Dean of a 

School of Education once told me that the trouble with many discussions of higher 

education is they do not pay attention to the history of elementary and secondary 
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education. He said to me something like, “If you want to know what is going to happen in 

higher education, look at secondary education and add a few decades.” If we look in the 

history of secondary education, we will see that at one time it provided nearly universally 

and exclusively what we might call a liberal education. As the high school diploma 

became more important for lucrative careers, educators developed a tracking scheme that 

divided an “academic track” from a “vocational track.” Here we are a few decades later 

and, as the Dean warned, higher education is in the process of creating a two-track 

schema: a liberal arts track and a pre-professional track. The predictable result is also 

parallel. With some exceptions, whether in a public or a private setting, the academic 

track is populated by the privileged and the vocational track is populated by the 

underprivileged. 

At one time, collegiate level liberal education was presumed to take four years. 

Approximately half that time was to be devoted to general education which contained the 

common requirements for all undergraduates. Along with that, approximately one-quarter 

of the time was taken up by the major or concentration. The final one-quarter was for 

electives. Given subsequent events, it is important to emphasize the last quarter. It was 

the place in which undergraduates could exercise their new intellectual freedom. They 

could continue the study of subjects that interested them for no reason other than their 

own fascination. In accordance with the point made at the outset of this paper, we should 

recognize that such students provided the demand for intermediate level humanities and 

art courses at that might otherwise have been cancelled because of insufficient 

enrollment. As the pre-professional tracks achieved preeminence, first the major was 

taken over. Second, the required hours for the major were extended. Next electives were 
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nearly eliminated. Finally, the general education program was steadily reduced in terms 

of the required hours. Currently, in many circumstances, general education, which is all a 

student receives of liberal education, now constitutes one-quarter of the total. Even in 

those cases, erosions have been continued further by what is called “double-counting.” 

(For example, an introductory accounting course may fulfill not only a business or 

accounting requirement but also the general education mathematics requirement.) A 

trend-line seems to have been established: over the last half of the twentieth century, 

liberal education was effectively reduced from the entire four year program of 

undergraduates to one-quarter of their time. In the next phase, it may be reduced to one 

eighth and, finally, it may become a voluntary extra-credit addition to the student’s basic 

pre-professional program. 

Far too often, we hear our colleagues responsible for liberal education decrying 

the condition I have outlined by saying it is the combination of the professional 

accreditation associations and the professional faculty that have forced us into short-

changing undergraduates’ liberal education. As with so many campus myths, that one is 

sustained because it is partially true. However, it is also partially false. We should 

recognize first that free standing pre-professional programs, such as those in business, 

nursing, teacher education, engineering, etc. are in decline. Professional accreditation 

associations and professional faculty want their programs to be lodged in broader-based 

four year colleges because they want their graduates to have a liberal education. At this 

point, the issue of the fundamental meaning and purpose of liberal education comes into 

bold relief by way of contrast with pre-professional education. Professional accreditation 

associations have a reasonably clear idea of the knowledge and skills graduates need in 
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order to practice the profession in question. In the interest of having liberally educated 

professionals, they are willing to make some accommodations. However, they find 

nothing like the same focus of meaning and purpose when they ask the embarrassing 

questions I discussed earlier. From their justifiable perspective, the liberal education 

demands appear to be derived largely from political forces among the arts and sciences 

departments. 

 

Training Programs 

Before turning to liberal education, I suggest that, since the pre-professional 

programs are by contrast clearer in definition and purpose, we develop a generic sense of 

their foundations. In order to simplify our discourse, it will be helpful to make a semantic 

shift. Some people refer to the programs we will consider here as “vocational” programs. 

Others like to call them “pre-professional” and still others use the term “professional.” In 

some cases those differences reflect different schooling levels and in some cases they 

carry different connotations. However, there is very little consistency in the choice of one 

label rather than another. In order to develop a common understanding, in this paper, I 

will use the generic term, “training.” I recognize there are some issues in regard to that 

term, too, but this seems as neutral as possible while still rendering some meaning for 

what we are considering.  

While I am making semantic specifications, there is one more in reference to the 

term “profession” and its derivatives that will prove to be helpful. Sometimes we speak 

of professions in a very limited sense. In that context, law and medicine are paradigm 

professions and set the example others emulate. At other times – most of the time in my 
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estimation – we speak of professional activities as a way of distinguishing them from 

amateur activities. For example, while in the restricted sense, we would not normally 

speak of professional carpenters, in the more generous sense, we would distinguish them 

from the do-it-yourself amateur who does his own carpentry. I will be using the term 

“profession” in that more generous sense. There are many training programs designed to 

prepare students for employment in areas that would not qualify as professions in the 

restricted sense, but do qualify in the more generous sense. For example, in a university it 

is not uncommon to include business schools among the so-called professional schools. 

However, business careers are not professional careers in the restricted sense of the term.  

Employing our more well-defined terms, then, let us turn to the concept of 

training. All training programs have a generic characteristic in common: they attempt to 

insure that when students become practicing professionals, they make their behavior 

conform to the formal and informal standards, rules and expectations of the profession in 

question. It is important to note here that we speak of behaviors, not attitudes or beliefs. 

For example, whether or not a nurse or physician as a citizen believes in medically-

assisted suicide is irrelevant. With few exceptions, the standards of their professions 

require them not to engage in such activity. 

Before moving on to liberal education, we should note another aspect of training 

programs: debating the appropriateness or moral legitimacy of the underlying profession 

is beyond the purview of the training program itself. For example, while most business 

economists assume the purpose of business is to maximize profits, the question of 

whether our society should value the maximization of profits does not belong to business 

training programs. As we will see, it belongs, rather, to liberal education. Similar 
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comments may be made about particular standards and rules. For example, the so-called 

Tarasoff decision has led to a modification of professional standards with regard to 

confidentiality in counseling settings. Training programs in counseling ethics must 

conclude by insuring students know the limitations of their ability qua counselors to keep 

confidences and must insure they know what to tell clients. By contrast, a liberal 

education course in, for example “Professional Ethics” that considers in part the question 

of counseling confidentiality need not attempt to influence students’ future behavior. A 

rhetorical strength of training programs is that they take as given much material that is 

appropriately open for question in liberal education. 

 

The “Educated Person” Argument 

We should now consider some of the historical defenses of liberal education. A 

thesis of this paper is that the defenses have been weak. The last solid effort produced 

with faculty support was encased in the so-called “Yale Reports” of 1828. (Yale, passim) 

In that case, the Connecticut legislature was threatening to force Yale to give up its Greek 

and Latin requirements largely because the children of constituents complained bitterly. 

While often treated as a single report, these are actually three different reports. The third 

report is basically the transmittal report to the Connecticut Legislature. The first report 

was prepared by Jeremiah Day who was Yale’s President and a mathematician. In it, he 

argued for the basic principles of liberal education. We will return to consideration of it 

later. The second report was prepared by Professor Kingsley, who taught Greek. The 

basic thrust of his argument was that a liberal education is designed to make the student 

become an educated man. He argued that neither Yale nor Connecticut should want to 
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fear embarrassment when a graduate goes abroad and demonstrates he does not know 

Greek well. Kingsley leads us to conclude that all educated men can read Plato in the 

original, so it is Yale’s obligation to prepare their students in that regard. Similar 

comments were implied about Latin requirements. Actually, Kingsley advances an 

additional rather ingenious argument that is usually ignored by the historians. He forms 

an analogy between the Ancient Languages and mathematics. All are difficult and require 

considerable discipline. Also, all have limited practical application. Ignorance of 

mathematics is considered a sign of an uneducated man. Mathematics is required. Thus, 

the Ancient Languages requirement should be retained. It was. 

This “educated man” argument has been updated recently by referring to the 

objective as an educated person. For example, the American Council of Trustees and 

Alumni has used the argument to advance its recommendation that all undergraduates 

should be required to complete a core curriculum. (Leef, passim)  More specifically, the 

Council suggests some variation on the core curriculum recommended by Lynne Cheney 

when she was at the Humanities Foundation. At first blush, this is very attractive 

especially for those of us professionally trained in the arts and humanities. It is quite 

tempting to follow Kingsley’s logic and declare that anyone who is ignorant of the arts 

and humanities is not an educated person. That is first blush. Too much liberal education 

makes the second blush less hopeful. The problems are at least two-fold.  

First, the seduction of the phraseology is such that the important issue is what the 

phrase means specifically. Unfortunately, there is no consensus on that score. I suspect 

the Council would have us look back over history to establish a stable meaning for 

“educated person.” That would lead us back to the Yale Reports. If we take them 
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seriously, we should be prepared once again to require that all graduates be proficient in 

the Ancient Languages. However, the Council’s core recommendations do not even 

mention Greek or Latin. The Council does say all educated people will have read the 

Iliad, but it does not say they will be required to do so in the original. On the one hand, 

we are given no reason for this lacuna. On the other hand, the Council is insistent that all 

students should be proficient in a modern foreign language. They fail to defend that 

conclusion, also. There was some logic to the Yale requirement. Latin and Classical 

Greek cannot be learned by traveling to a foreign land. They have to be taught. In 

addition, those languages are what might be called foundational in ways no individual 

modern language is. We have seen, then, that the Council’s recommended requirements 

are deficient given the perspective of history. 

Second, we can also see that they may be deficient from a contemporary 

perspective. Without taking the time to construct an argument here, I conclude that an 

“educated person” of the twenty-first century should know about management. I am not 

speaking of teaching students how to manage. We have already established that is the job 

of a training program. I am speaking of teaching students about management, its nature, 

its history, its influence, its standards, and so forth. Management is such an important 

development of the Twentieth Century that it would seem no one who is ignorant of it as 

a phenomenon can be called an educated person in the Twenty-first Century. 

Nevertheless, the Council’s Report does not even mention management as part of the 

core learning of an educated person of the twenty-first century.  
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In sum, the basic problem here is not with the particulars of the Council’s 

recommended core; it is with the concept of an educated person. It has a great deal of 

connotative meaning, but is deficient when it comes to denotative meaning. 

 

The “Education for Its Own Sake” Argument 

The most systematic defense of this view was articulated by John Henry Cardinal 

Newman in his magisterial The Idea of a University which first appeared about twenty-

five years after the Yale Reports. (Newman passim. See especially Discourse V, 

“Knowledge Its Own End.”) In it, Newman takes up the phrase “liberal education” and, 

as suggested in this paper, distinguishes it from practical education. The latter, says 

Newman, has a purpose; the former has no purpose beyond itself. Thus, we have a 

variation on the theme of “art for art’s sake,” but there are two difficulties.  

First, since the position is declared rather than reasoned, there is no serious logic 

to it. It stands as neither inductive nor deductive, but as at most seductive. It is finally 

convincing only to the converted. As faculty members and scholars, we probably find 

such an approach attractive. If our purpose were to decide on admission for Ph.D. 

students, we might conclude that such an attitude (if we could test for it) should be an 

important condition. However, in this paper we are attempting to address the question of 

the purpose of liberal education for undergraduates in general, not for the rare few who 

may wish to become advanced scholars. Second, the expression fails because, like 

tautologies, it does not get us anyplace. It does nothing toward helping us decide what 

should or should not be included in the curriculum. Actually, Newman’s underlying 
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thesis was not so much to define education as it was to distinguish it from vocational 

training and to argue that the latter had no place in universities. 

At this point, we should be careful not to overstate Newman’s view. One might do 

so by referring to an allied thesis occasionally expressed in defense of liberal education: it 

is good preparation for all careers and is so valued by, for example, businesses. College 

presidents and others can be heard saying that CEOs of major corporations declare their 

companies are looking for entry-level employees with a broad, well-rounded liberal 

education. When CEOs speak that way, they are usually addressing audiences that do not 

include the recruiters for their companies. Recruiters are typically sent out by hiring 

officers to find candidates with specific skills and specific knowledge. It may be 

reassuring to us to think that our students who have concentrated in, for example, literary 

theory will be viable candidates for entry-level positions, but it a false reassurance. 

Suppose, for example, the marketing department of a corporation is looking to hire 

someone for its market research staff. The recruiter is expected to find candidates who 

are trained in marketing in general and market research in particular. Even if our 

concentrator in literary theory were put on the list of prospective candidates by the 

recruiter, the marketing department person responsible for hiring is likely to set aside her 

résumé without granting an interview. (In addition, the hiring officer may question the 

recruiter’s competence.) Newman was not opposed to recognizing that the pursuit of 

education for its own sake might have beneficial practical consequences. However, he 

was insistent that we keep purposes and unintended consequences distinct. In an earlier 

era, before the surge in students with bachelor’s degrees in business, graduates of liberal 

arts programs may have been sought by corporations. However, today our hapless 
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concentrator in literary theory will be in competition with others who have the specific 

skills and knowledge sought. (We should restrain any tendency to be critical of business 

here. We exercise quite similar interests in specific skills and knowledge when we hire 

people in academe.) Newman’s position would be that these changed times give no 

reason to change the liberal education curriculum. He believed liberal education was 

never meant to prepare students for employment, and it still should not be meant to do so. 

Newman was right. Once the liberal education curriculum is promoted on the basis of its 

ability to prepare students for careers, there is no realistic limit to the proportion of 

courses giving students marketable skills that may be used to displace what they and their 

advisers consider useless courses. That is where we are today. We have allowed liberal 

education to become a pale version of what it was. However, even after correcting for 

these possible misimpressions, Newman’s proposed purpose for liberal education remains 

deficient, so we should continue our search. 

 

The “Preparation of Leaders” Argument 

We should examine the popular thesis that liberal education is for future leaders 

of our society. Since this approach is rooted in Plato’s Republic, which is one of the most 

important documents in the philosophy of education, we should give it serious attention. 

Furthermore, the argument has considerable contemporary relevance having been 

advanced by Allen Bloom in the late 1980s (Bloom, 22, 189 and 341) and most recently 

by Keohane. (Keohane, 182, 186, 189 and 192) Since Bloom gave us one of the most 

valuable translations of Plato’s Republic, it is not surprising he would follow Plato’s lead 

in this regard. Bloom tells us directly that in his book, he has no interest in discussing the 
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large majority of students who are forced to take into account their employment after 

graduation. He says he is addressing only that small portion of students who have the 

luxury of four years in which others (presumably their parents) pay their expenses and in 

which they can be free from the tedium of the world of employment. (Bloom, 22, 59, 244 

and 341) Bloom was apparently too interested in his role as a cultural warrior to provide 

any solid reasoning for such restrictions. Part of the subtitle of Bloom’s book reads: 

“How Higher Education Failed Democracy . . . .” However, Bloom had no interest in 

democracy as Plato understood it or as it has been understood since Plato’s time. 

Keohane’s article is so brief that she does not have room to defend her restrictions to 

students of the so-called “elite” colleges either. As jurists would say, their views are 

presented ipse dixit rather than argued. 

Plato’s analysis was more solid than that of either Bloom or Keohane. In Plato’s 

plan, the educational process would last over some decades at the end of which rulers 

would be selected. His approach was an entirely meritocratic one. Plato even advanced 

the heretical-for-the-time thesis that women as well as men should be allowed to compete 

for positions as rulers and selection should be on the basis of demonstrated abilities. 

Those who were not composed of gold, to use Plato’s metaphor, would take other roles. 

At that time, most training was in the form of what became known as apprenticeships. To 

return to our understanding of the generic nature of such training: the purpose would be 

to cause apprentices to accommodate their behavior to the rules, standards and 

expectations of the field. However, since rulers are the ultimate source of rules, they 

cannot be trained. They authorize the rules others must follow. (It is instructive to note 

that Plato argued that while the subjects must always tell the truth to the rulers, the rulers 
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were under no obligation to tell the truth to the subjects.) In Plato’s terms, rulers must be 

educated rather than trained.  

I say Plato had the more solid case not only because he gives a purpose for 

education, but also because his sorting process to find the best is more realistic. Bloom 

and Keohane must presume that admissions offices of the elite colleges can discern 

which adolescents are destined for future leadership. Let us acknowledge there is a bit of 

self-confirming predicting going on here since the privileged students who attend the elite 

colleges are probably going to retain the advantages of privilege when they start their 

careers after college. However, the demonstrable fact is that admissions officers are 

unable to predict a student’s behavior over four undergraduate years let alone over the 

decades after graduation. That would be especially true if the predictions were controlled 

for the advantages of early privilege. Under Plato’s plan, there would be no children 

identifiable as privileged, so there would be no advantage to be associated with parental 

status. In addition, Plato observations would not be confined to adolescent years. People 

would advance or drop out as their abilities determined in the course of their multi-

decade education. 

For Plato, the purpose of education, then, is to prepare rulers, and it is only 

education that can do that. It will not be sufficient to train them; it will be necessary to 

educate them. Plato, Bloom and Keohane agree that at the end of this process, there will 

be only a small minority of the population able to be rulers. However, there is further 

disagreement even there. Keohane especially speaks of leadership and repeats the 

periodic marketing cant of the elite colleges that they are preparing students to be the 

leaders of the future. By “leaders” she means to include “. . . clerics, warriors, barons, 
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artists, senators, doctors, lawyers, corporate CEOs . . . .” (Keohane, 189) Plato did not 

mean that. He meant to educate specifically the set of people who would be the rulers. 

The others Keohane mentions could be trained for their occupations. They might gain 

power. They might be leaders in their own narrow domains. None of that makes them 

rulers. Well-educated rulers will be influenced by truth, not power. Consequently, rather 

using the euphemism “leaders,” I will continue with Plato’s reference to rulers as the 

focus of education  

 

The Meaning and Purpose of Liberal Education 

At this point, I should draw attention to another semantic shift. As the discussion 

turned to Plato, I have used the word “education” instead of the phrase “liberal 

education.” That was not accidental. Plato spoke of education. It was only later that we 

added the adjective “liberal.” That was an appropriate addition, but it has led to 

misunderstanding resulting from confusion about the function of adjectives. Sometimes 

adjectives serve to delimit the use of the associated noun. When we speak, for example, 

of a red car or an elite college, we are intending to distinguish that car or college from 

others, such as green cars or inauspicious colleges. At other times, adjectives serve to 

enhance or reinforce a characteristic already in the noun. When we speak, for example, of 

a beautiful rainbow or a mass exodus, we do not mean to imply that there could be a 

rainbow that is not a beautiful one or an exodus that is not a mass one. We mean, rather, 

to draw the listeners’ attention to those particular features of a rainbow or an exodus. The 

phrase “professional education” was developed to retain some of the supposed patina of 

the word “education” while making specific reference to preparation for a profession. 
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The phrase “liberal education” then had to be employed to contrast it with professional 

education as if there are two kinds of education, professional and liberal. If we follow 

Plato, there are not two different kinds of education. On the one hand, there is education 

for prospective rulers and on the other hand, there is training for careers. 

While etymology is never decisive, it is occasionally instructive. If we consider 

the term “liberal” in its etymological meaning, we may be able to see how it enhances 

“education” without implying there is such a thing as illiberal education. The English 

word “liberal” is taken from the Latin “liberalis” which emphasized freedom. In that 

sense, the Latin “artes liberales” (that is, liberal arts) suggested the purpose of making 

people free from practical demands. That is the common heritage of liberal education and 

liberal arts. However, as suggested earlier, “The Liberal Arts” has come to denote a set of 

disciplines, and it is possible to teach subject matter in those disciplines in ways 

inconsistent with liberal education. Liberal education, like education, aims to free the 

student. The adjective emphasizes that aim; it does not imply a contrary illiberal 

education.  

Thus, people were not wrong in using the phrase “liberal education” since the 

“liberal” merely enhances the freedom already encased in “education.” Since all 

education seeks to prepare the ultimate rulers, it must be liberal education. It must free 

students to rule without prior constraints. Let us follow Isaiah Berlin’s taxonomy and 

distinguish two kinds of freedom: what he called “freedom from” and what he called 

“freedom to.” On the one hand, in education, we seek to free students from superstition, 

from dogma, from ignorance. All of these threaten their education, their growth and their 

ability to develop rational rules so they can be effective rulers. On the other hand, in 
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education we seek to free students to be careful, to be critical and to be constructive. All 

these are needed for effective rulers. The purpose of education and liberal education is 

the same. 

Efforts to train students are efforts to constrain their behavior. Efforts to educate 

students are efforts to free them as persons. In this paper, at least, I suggest the phrase 

“illiberal education” is an oxymoron. If what is taught is professional preparation, it is 

training. If what is taught is designed to free students so they can be better rulers in our 

modern complex society, we are attempting to educate them, not train them. At times, it 

may still be useful to accept the redundancy of the expression “liberal education,” so I 

will use it on occasion. However, we should be clear that is done out of convenience.  

 

A Philosophy for Democratic (Liberal) Education 

Now that we have a meaning and purpose for education, we may turn to the 

discussion of all education rather than just the education of a select few. In order to do so, 

let us return to three important nineteenth century figures in education: Horace Mann, 

Henry Barnard and the already-mentioned Jeremiah Day. The first two laid the 

groundwork for universal primary school education that in the twentieth century was 

essentially extended to secondary education. They openly declared the need to educate 

the democratic citizenry for the success of the country. Too often, we forget that theirs 

was not always a popular decision. We take elementary and secondary education as so 

much a given, that we argue only about the details of it. However, Mann and Barnard had 

to fight hard for its acceptance. It is interesting and perhaps instructive to note that Henry 
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Barnard was a student at Yale when the Reports were written because it was there that 

Day argued that liberal education was necessary at the collegiate level.  

I have already referred to the portion of the Yale Reports written by Professor 

Kingsley. It defended the so-called classical curriculum most pointedly retaining the 

requirements for Greek and Latin as necessary for an educated man. Kingsley’s report 

was preceded by Day’s, and as the two reports note in an aside, they are not well 

coordinated. Instead of concentrating on defending the classical curriculum, Day’s report 

advocates liberal education along the lines set out by Plato. However, here we must make 

a distinction. Day declares that such a curriculum was important for the young republic of 

the United States, which was also the objective sought by Mann and Barnard with regard 

to elementary education. We need not delay to make distinctions between a republic and 

a democracy. Whether we refer to the Latin res publica or the Greek demos kratos is not 

at stake here, and since people seem to like to refer to our political structure as a 

democracy, I will use that term in this paper.  

Even though we applauded Plato previously, we should now recognize that he 

opposed democracy. His position had two bases. First, he believed it was an Athenian 

democracy that was responsible for the death of Socrates. That irrational act was enough 

for Plato to reject democracy. Second, he argued that such irrationality was an inherent 

part of democracy. He developed a three step argument as follows: 1. Democracy means 

rule by the people at large. 2. The people at large are incompetent. 3. Thus, democracy’s 

rules will be incompetent. This little argument held sway with Aristotle, and has haunted 

political theory since that time. It helps us understand Bloom’s claim that he was 

interested in democracy when, actually he was only interested in the small portion of the 
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public that is privileged enough to attend the elite colleges. Bloom’s democracy would be 

responsive only to the interests of that subset. We may see a contemporary operation of 

the argument in a recent book published in the past months: The Myth of the Rational 

Voter: Why Democracies Choose Bad Policies. (Caplan, passim) While the author’s 

assumptions are unexamined and would be refuted if examined, his central idea that 

voters at large cast their votes irrationally is solidly in the Plato-Bloom-Keohane 

tradition. By contrast, Day, Mann and Barnard knew that the future of the fledgling 

democracy would depend upon a well educated citizenry.  

We may now conclude that we do have a purpose for liberal education – for 

education – at the collegiate level. It is to provide the future rulers, that is, all citizens 

with the education they need to rule. With regard to education, at the collegiate level, 

liberal education should complete what was started at the primary and secondary levels. It 

may be the case that at one time in history, an elementary education was sufficient. 

Perhaps in much of the twentieth century, only an elementary and secondary education 

would be needed. However, at the start of the twenty-first century with all its 

complexities, there is a reasonable need for a tertiary level education. Such a liberal 

education will be the terminal education in preparing all students to be the rulers of our 

democratic society.  

It is important to note that nothing said here specifies the details of what should 

be provided at the primary, secondary and tertiary levels of education. Once we have the 

philosophy established, there is still room for considerable conversation about specifics. 

Knowing the purpose should help guide that conversation and should help resist any 
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temptation to mitigate the education of students. We now have a comprehensible way to 

answer the embarrassing questions posed earlier.  

 

Education and Training 

A final comment is in order to allay misguided criticism. Given my limitations, I 

will confine my comments to the collegiate level. There is nothing said here that warrants 

an a priori implication that students should not be allowed to pursue education and 

training in their undergraduate programs. What is said is that the education portion should 

not be so weakened to make room for the training portion that the liberal education 

curriculum cannot accomplish its purpose. We will need different strategies for different 

professional fields. Those decisions can be made only on an a posteriori basis. As matters 

stand now, students who wish to be lawyers, physicians or advanced scholars must 

complete an undergraduate program before attending the appropriate graduate 

professional school. Just to exemplify my point here that we should consider these 

questions on an a posteriori basis, I will make a few comments about other programs 

about which I have some specific knowledge.  

In the case of management, I believe that within the 120 credit hours of a standard 

undergraduate curriculum a good program training students for entry-level positions in 

management can be combined with a solid (liberal) education program. I would make 

similar comments about training for careers in communication.  

By way of contrast, after some years of experience with engineering programs 

and the requirements of ABET (formerly the Accreditation Board for Engineering and 

Technology), I think it is not possible to develop a curriculum that provides 
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undergraduates with an adequate education and with adequate professional training in 

engineering. I would make similar comments with regard to nursing. The basic problems 

are two-fold: once adequate time is set aside to address legitimate professional training 

needs, there simply is not enough time within a 120 credit hours to provide an adequate 

education. Even under current conditions, either the general education component is 

inadequate or there is not enough room for enough electives (or both). As I understand 

the situation currently, professional engineers have decided the first professional degree 

in engineering should be at the Master’s Degree level, and it would make sense to me to 

make a similar decision in regard to nursing.  

In this context, I will make a final comment that applies to the training of 

elementary and secondary teachers. The standards of NCATE (National Council for 

Accreditation of Teacher Education) are such that undergraduates being trained to be 

teachers face similar circumstances to those of engineers and nurses. Some people have 

argued with some persuasiveness that currently the material taught to undergraduates 

who are prospective teachers is not as rigorous as, for example, that of engineering or 

nursing. They then suggest a solution might be to make the teacher preparation courses 

more demanding while reducing the number required thereby freeing time to fulfill the 

needs of a liberal education. However, I think that if prospective teachers were taught the 

important skills and knowledge for their profession, the resulting program would be just 

as extensive and intensive as the programs for engineers or nurses (or lawyers, for that 

matter). In addition, it is difficult to think of any profession whose practitioners should 

have an uncompromised liberal education more than future teachers. After all, they will 

be charged with advancing the purpose of education with their pupils. I believe an 
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adequate (liberal) education and a rigorous teacher training program cannot be concluded 

within 120 credit hours. Let us tell prospective teachers that they should first finish an 

excellent (liberal) education and then present themselves for a Master’s level professional 

program designed to train future teachers. At that level, the teacher preparation faculty 

may assume all their students have completed their education and may then give them a 

rigorous and demanding training program preparing them to assume the awesome 

responsibilities that accompany educating the next generation.  

We could still have undergraduate programs for studying education. However, the 

purpose of those programs would be consonant with (liberal) education. It would not be 

the preparation of teachers; it would be to teach students about education, its history, its 

purpose, its standards, its role in society, its distinction from training, and so forth. The 

first professional degree in teacher education would then be the Master’s degree. 

We have a purpose for (liberal) education and have suggested that in some 

circumstances an undergraduate program could include pre-professional training. 

Answering the question of whether students can receive an adequate (liberal) education 

while being prepared for a career must be left to a posteriori considerations of the 

specifics of what is required in the specific career in question. Where training can take 

place without compromising education, it may be accepted. When training for a specific 

profession cannot take place without compromising education, it should give way to 

education and wait for another level. Undergraduate education is the culmination of 

students’ education for becoming rulers in our democratic society. It should not be 

compromised or, as Plato feared, we doom our society to incompetent rulers and 

incompetent rules. 
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ABSTRACT: 
 
Most architecture and interior design projects are now conceived and 
executed almost entirely using various drawing and modeling software. 
Yet there is often little thought given to how these tools work together, or 
how the ebb and flow of the design process has changed because of 
their use. Students (as well as practitioners) are expected to be fluent in 
these software families, each of which is configured to address discreet 
tasks within the design process.  
 
These new tools of the trade have somewhat different constraints and 
opportunities when compared with the manual design techniques, 
especially when used together on more complex projects. If certain 
general strategies are followed, however, the huge advantages of an 
electronic work flow can be realized. From the instructor’s point of view, a 
successful design studio requires a solid understanding of the strengths 
and weaknesses of electronic visualization, and reasonable expectations 
regarding work flow and productivity. 
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ELECTRONIC WORKFLOW IN THE DESIGN STUDIO 
 
 
Overview Of The Design Process 
 
Contemporary students and practitioners are expected to be fluent in 
several different types of software packages just to remain competitive 
and up to date. To anyone born before, say, 1965, learning four or five 
different, highly complex pieces of software might seem like a tall order. 
Today’s students, however, have been giving PowerPoint presentations 
since fourth grade, and some have been navigating through the virtual 
online world of ‘Toon Town since they could hold a mouse. The programs 
we use are all starting to look quite similar, so moving fluidly from one to 
the other is neither intimidating nor particularly unexpected. The hardest 
task may be for the instructor to keep ahead of the students, whose easy 
fluency makes them hungry but impatient learners. 
 
Teaching good work habits and integrating technical skills with the design 
process are the keys to producing good designers. These new tools of the 
trade have somewhat different constraints and opportunities when 
compared with the manual design techniques of the past. If certain 
general strategies are followed, however, the huge advantages of an 
electronic work flow can be realized. These strengths include easy 
changes to highly complex designs, an ability to scale output to multiple 
presentation sizes and formats, and archival security. Instructors need to 
be well versed in these software families, to match our traditionally 
incremental design process with the unique characteristics of electronic 
work flow.  
 
Embracing the speed and power of electronic visualization tools requires 
greater discipline and planning when compared with manual techniques, 
but the end result is better communication and thus better designs. 
Contemporary students (and clients, for that matter) are used to 
sophisticated three-dimensional visualizations of virtual environments. After 
all, you can walk into Home Depot and get half-way decent perspectives 
of your kitchen with different cabinet options in just an hour or two. Of 
course those designs are not particularly sophisticated, but if that’s the 
lowest level of clients’ expectation about our ability to communicate our 
thoughts, we as design professionals are under tremendous pressure 
produce more than a few enigmatic sketches on paper napkins.  
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General Strategies 
 
From the start of the design process, it cannot be emphasized enough 
that the student (and practitioner) must be organized and consistent in 
their file organization. Saving interstitial versions of designs is particularly 
important. It's akin to that thick wad of tracing paper that we old-timers 
kept pinned above our work stations – just in case some notion from 2 am 
a week ago turns out to be the key to the whole design. These steps are 
so much more critical with electronic media because the number of files 
can be huge, and search tool somewhat more obscure than rifling 
through a (physical) filing cabinet.  
 
Here are what I consider to be the main rules of good work habits: 
 

1. Set up a logical filing system using folders and sub-folders 
2. Save AND back up work frequently while working 
3. Look at the scale and scope of the project to determine the most 

efficient process for each step 
4. Create interstitial editions of the project, for easy backwards work-

flow 
5. Keep sights on the design themes and concept - avoid hyper-

detailing or designing low priority project elements 
6. Don’t work too fast – evaluate each step in the design carefully 

before adding additional layers of complexity 
7. Leave time for composition and printing – drawings straight out of 

the computer are cold and lifeless 
8. Avoid too many steps outside of the electronic work flow (hand 

rendering on printed drawings, for example), as they must be re-
created electronically to allow continued project development 

9. Electronic documentation of the physical parts of a design (models, 
hand sketches, &c.) equal in graphic resolution and quality to other 
parts of the project 

 
This is by no means a comprehensive list, but it constitutes the worst sins. 
Many students will still feel more comfortable making initial conceptual 
sketches in hand drawn or modeled form – there is something very 
immediate about the physical interaction that makes these abstracted 
ruminations more accessible. Students must not, however, expect to 
exactly replicate these sketches in their computers – through modeling 
either from scratch or from some form of three-dimensional scan. Once a 
conceptual model has been created, it’s much easier to evaluate it 
within that medium, developing and communicating the project fully 
within that virtual realm. 
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Designs are never completely done, of course. A huge problem with 
electronic visualization is that the potential level of detail which can be 
studied is infinite. Great discipline is needed from all parties to design only 
what is appropriate for the particular stage of design at hand. Especially 
during schematics, I tell students not to bother fixing a problem in a model 
if you don’t see it in any of views of an upcoming presentation. It’s akin to 
telling a singer to ignore one or two wrong notes – it’s the continuity of the 
song which matters. 
 
 
Software Families 
 
The five basic types of architectural visualization software as they exist 
today have fairly well defined capabilities and limitations. It is my 
contention that, as of this writing, four of these are critical to producing a 
rich and successful design project. This is based both on my professional 
experience as an architect, and living vicariously through my students 
during and after their design education. At the Interior Design program at 
Endicott College, we’ve chosen software based mainly on reasonable 
cost (to us and the students) and interoperability. It makes teaching much 
easier when the software uses similar strategies for organization, drawing 
composition, physical output, and even rendering settings. Thus media 
lessons can be applied across the software spectrum, emphasizing the 
design process over the specific requirements of one program on another.  
Here are the main types of software: 
 
Office management software: This is a suite of programs for word 
processing, spreadsheets, data management, and presentations. Clearly 
Microsoft Office dominates the playing field, even on the MAC platform, 
and it’s what we use. Advantages are excellent integration of all 
programs within the entire suite, which means both ease of learning and 
use, and good interoperability. This suite also graphically looks much like 
the PC-embedded file management program, Windows Explorer (Mac’s 
have an entirely different looking interface). Disadvantages include 
supporting the evil empire and selling out. Fortunately, other alternatives 
(like Open Office) use the same file formats and standards. 
 
Drafting: Two dimensional drawing using lines, arcs, and the like, which 
have scaled geometric properties. AutoCAD is the big player, and we still 
teach it, although only for survival at internships. The advantage is mainly 
market saturation (although it’s been losing ground steadily) and a vast, 
well trained work force. Recent integration of parametric objects and an 
improved 3D interface helps out, but it’s a bit of a dinosaur. The .DWG file 
format is very common among most modeling programs, PhotoShop CS 
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and PowerPoint can import it.  Downsides are that it’s much slower to 
build a whole project in three dimensions, and integrates poorly within the 
overall design process. 
 
Sketch modeling: Typically either solid or face-based three-dimensional 
models, which are to scale and visually representative of materials. We 
use SketchUp, which is the main player, because it’s cheap, fast, and has 
plug-ins for rendering that use the same engine as Revit. This software is 
very quick and intuitive to learn, and generates fairly convincing but 
simple models. It handles materials very well (with a paint bucket) and has 
the capability for text, dimensions, scaled orthographic drawings, day-
lighting, and very nice perspective composition controls and view saving. 
The downsides are lack of the ability to model wall thicknesses easily, 
which makes anything beyond one or two rooms quite unpleasant; and 
difficulty handling reflected ceiling plan views and detail drawings. 
 
Building Information Modeling (BIM): Software employs dimensionally 
precise materials-based parametric objects (doors, walls, floors, etc) to 
model the architecture. Using this type of software is more like defining a 
building through menus and settings than it is actually drawing one. We 
use Revit, which, again, is a main player – thanks mainly to backing from 
its parent company, AutoDesk. Advantages include excellent integration 
across the phases of design; photo-realistic renderings using the same 
engine as the SketchUp plug-in; electric and day-lighting calculations; 
and direct import of SketchUp models. Disadvantages are the complexity 
of the model, which slows down the modeling process significantly; 3D 
view controls are unwieldy at best; and materials are handled in a very 
complex and unintuitive manner. Finally, the library of native components 
is tiny when compared to SketchUp. 
 
Photo-manipulation: Raster-based image processing – no three-
dimensional geometry is used. Photoshop is the clear leader here, and we 
use the pared-down version called Elements - partly for cost, and partly to 
avoid unnecessary complexity. It handles all image formats extremely 
well; uses tools and a layer strategy familiar from the other programs; and 
it allows very high quality renderings to be produced with precise output 
control in both physical and electronic formats. The downside is that it’s 
one way: materials and lighting drawn in Photoshop Elements can’t be 
imported back to other programs – they must be re-created. 
 
Some programs are clearly stronger in one or another area. SketchUp, in 
particular, is very good for quick interior studies with ready made furniture 
and less distorted interior views. Also, now that Google has bought it and 
made a free version available, the free library of available components 
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has mushroomed. Layouts can be imported back into a Revit-based 
architectural model successfully, or views exported in raster format for 
manipulation in Photoshop Elements. Revit can also render materials, but 
they can become quite distorted in some views, so repair in Photoshop 
Elements is needed. BIM dominates the European market, and has been 
steadily gaining ground in the US, so students thinking of working overseas 
need to consider this. 
 
 
The Design Process 
 
The education of architects and interior designers has traditionally 
followed incremental phases of development. This process is more or less 
matched by the contractual phases of a real construction project. 
Projects start with research, then development of concepts, graphic 
program analysis, and eventually those ideas and notion are transformed 
into a three-dimensional visualization. Finally, construction documents are 
prepared to communicate the design to the professional who will build it. 
One everything is completed, designs (real or not) are placed in a 
portfolio of work. 
 
Each phase has specific step which are documented and presented. 
Most of the individual steps are meant to develop the project carefully, 
avoiding mistakes or oversights that would be more difficult to change as 
the project grows in complexity and detail. 
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Figure 1.1: Typical design tasks by phase 
 
Many of these tasks haven’t changed since the heyday of the École des 
Beaux Arts. The most important feature to consider is that, irregardless of 
the media used to produce the project, a slow and deliberate progress 
usually makes for the richest and most well-developed designs. Electronic 
media can make certain steps much easier and quicker (e.g., generating 
a perspective), while others (such as sketching alternatives for a floor 
plan) can be more complex. 
 
Instructors laying out a design project must still emphasize steady concept 
development and refinement. Assignments must compensate, however, 
for the need to produce certain types of output using complex steps and 
multiple pieces of software. Also, some of these programs allow non-
traditional forms of presentation, such as animated walk-throughs, sound, 
remote (and automatic) delivery, or even viewer interactivity in a three-
dimensional environment.  In an academic setting, I prefer to be flexible 
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about presentations, encouraging students to push the limits of their 
imaginations for presentations. Consideration must be given, however, to 
which programs are best suited for which types of production. 

 
Figure 1.2: Software capabilities organized by task 
 
Since there is overlap in the capabilities of the main software packages, 
students must choose based either on comfort level within one or another 
modeling environment, or some larger sense what the next step in the 
project might be. For example, presentation drawings can be laid out 
using any of the different software families.  
 
Students should also be encouraged to make last-minute physical touch-
ups to printed presentation drawings. This encourages them to check their 
work, which can be a great habit to get into. Also, certain details are lost 
in the printing process, or are just plain hard to re-create through 
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modeling and manipulation. Knowing that, students won’t waste time on 
the computer, but instead take ten minutes with a white pencil creating 
shiny highlights and reflections before hanging a printed board. 
 
 
Electronic Work Flow 
 
There’s something of a spectrum of project sizes and scopes. In an 
educational setting, projects rarely get beyond the design development 
phase, and students don’t benefit from repeated instances of the same 
project from which to copy filing schemes, project templates and 
components. That said, they will hopefully get exposure at least once to 
different sizes of projects. In a general sense, the more complex the 
project, the more jumping around from one program to another. The 
diagram below shows major steps involved in producing projects with 
different scales and scopes, broken apart when a change is software 
program typically occurs. 
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Figure 1.3: Diagrammatic workflow across phases of design for different size projects 
 
Even small projects require many steps and the use of several programs to 
analyze, model, present, and archive. More complex projects have more 
jumping around, but the process must still be consistent and deliberate. 
Just as we tell our children that their game isn’t over until it’s placed back 
on the shelf, a design project isn’t complete until it’s been documented, 
backed up, and included in the portfolio. 
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The simplest projects have programs like designing a piece of furniture or 
casework, a kiosk or single room study. These are clearly meant for 
modeling in a 3D sketching program.  

 
Figure 1.4: Work flow for a small sketch project 
 
Note that even a small project is likely to use multiple pieces of software – 
depending on how much research is involved and what sort of 
presentation is made. Students can display work entirely on the computer, 
or entirely with a physical model, but either way, some accommodation 
must be made for inclusion in the portfolio. 
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A medium sized project would have more than one room, and perhaps 
some complex furnishing or other consideration. Examples might be a 
small restaurant or retail renovation, an office layout, or even an 
auditorium or lobby.  

 
Figure 1.5: Work flow for a medium sized projects with narrow and wide scopes 
 
In this case, the software chosen may depend on the overall scope of the 
project: if the project stops at schematics, it can be completed entirely in 
SketchUp. If construction documents are needed, however, Revit is 
probably the best choice. 
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A large project would have multiple stories, with significant interior 
development throughout. This would, of course, need the most powerful 
tool: Revit.  

 
Figure 1.6: Work flow for a large project with complete professional scope 
 
Of course even a large project might call for quick, simple studies of 
various elements, or the design of custom elements like furniture or 
skylights. The main model would be best to produce in Revit, but the 
studies done more comfortably when exported to SketchUp. Elements 
could be re-imported to Revit for incorporation into the main project. This 
size project often requires a powerful computer, especially for rendering 
operations. Students at Endicott have gotten in the habit of camping out 
in the labs – rendering overnight on one machine and working on other 
parts of their projects on their personal computers. 
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Teaching Effectiveness 
 
The trick for teaching electronic media is two-fold: find the most efficient 
order in which to introduce concepts; and to emphasize the process 
rather than the specific tool at hand. Yes, of course students will need 
hand holding for the first few complex elements that they have to model. 
But a strong understanding of how these virtual projects are structured will 
allow them to figure out how to make different objects or elements in the 
future. Most programs use standard organizational schemes (and even 
similar graphic icons) – so these elements do not have to be re-introduced 
from program to program. Teaching the students how to learn these 
programs is the most valuable long-term lesson: five years after 
graduation, software options will certainly be different than the one 
currently out there.  
 
Students should learn to be designers, not drafting monkeys. Thus 
technical skills should generally be introduced within the context of a 
design problem rather than in rote, repeat-after-me fashion. The emphasis 
should be more on how a project is developed, and less on the minutia of 
creating it. Instructors need to understand how their students are 
producing projects to avoid being trapped by unrealistic expectations, or 
worse, the possibility of losing the chance for more thorough and dynamic 
designs because of technical or time constraints. 
 
Another consideration is that the nature of the design studio dynamic is 
somewhat different now than electronic visualization is dominant. The 
experience of giving a desk critique on someone’s laptop is entirely 
different than looking at stacks of tracing paper. Instructors whose career 
paths have kept them away from this area of production would do well to 
try it on their own, so they can better relate to the reality their students will 
face on the ground. Students should be required to print the salient 
elements of their projects for periodic critiques, however.  This helps to 
give a more holistic perspective on their work, which is difficult on a tiny 
screen. But, in between those major stages, the onus is on the instructor to 
find a way to understand and critique work in progress in the medium 
where it’s being developed. 
 
Older faculty may still feel reticence to entirely abandon the physical tools 
they struggled with early in their education and careers, and those 
techniques need not be entirely abandoned. Contemporary students, 
however, are always pushing to develop their projects faster, since our 
tools can produce a convincing simulacrum so easily. Instructors must 
harness this impatience, allowing students to visualize concepts 
electronically in greater detail. We must pull in the reins periodically, 
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however, and give student tools to evaluate their designs before allowing 
them to rush to a finished scheme. This judgment, after all, is what 
differentiates a mediocre designer from a good one.  
 
 
Summary 
 
The vast array of computer programs which have one by one come to 
supplant most traditional manual production skills have given us the ability 
to visualize and communicate our designs with tremendous realism and 
detail. Design education, however, still treats these software packages as 
separate entities – individual skills that have little effect on the traditional 
process of design. These additions to our required skill sets have their own 
set of unique requirements and possibilities, and so the ebb and flow of 
the design process needs to be re-examined and adapted. The specific 
commands and processes of the individual programs are less important 
than giving students a sense of where these tools fit into the design 
process.  
 
The ultimate goal of any designer should be to produce interesting, 
sophisticated and compelling designs, and to clearly communicate those 
designs to our instructors, clients, collaborators and contractors.  Just as 
the techniques of using a paint brush should not prove an impediment to 
a painter (and in fact can be a source of inspiration), so the use of 
software to explore and develop our designs can lead to an ever richer 
and more exciting built environment. Students must learn how to learn to 
use computers. The goal, after all, is not be become a computer operator 
with a narrow set of skills. The goal is to be a good designer. 
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Addendum: Examples 
 
 

Diagrams generated within a Building Information Model (Revit is shown 
above) can be used to generate block diagrams, which in turn can be 
used to directly create the building model. So long as the student or 
practitioner saves editions of their file at these different stage, they can 
return to these previous states. This integrated work flow makes project 
development much more efficient. 
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Precedent studies using electronic media can often produce a highly 
sophisticated understanding of the design elements of a given project. 
Color, structure, and texture can be extracted and simplified into 
diagrammatic form more simply that by hand. 
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Photorealistic images have a 
certain appeal to those of use 
brought up on CGI movies and 
morphing as vision of reality. 
They can be quite cold, 
however. 
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Simple photo-manipulation can 
soften computer-generated images 
and make up for possible 
deficiencies in lighting or 
composition. Hand tough-ups with 
a white or silver pencil can create 
highlights that are often lost or hard 
to create electronically 
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Infusing Cross-Cultural Aspects into a Professional Curriculum 

Elaine L. Pedersen and Kathy K. Mullet, Department of Design and Human Environment, 

Oregon State University 

 

As the world becomes more and more global the need to promote cross-cultural 

knowledge in the curriculum becomes increasingly important. Once it was thought that 

learning a specific language or taking one or more courses in anthropology or other 

liberal arts subjects with a focus on culture was sufficient for a well rounded education. 

Today, it is recognized that “our graduates will work in a global setting. . . professional 

people will have to be prepared to practice their professions in any country of the world” 

(Mestenhauser & Ellingboe, 1998, p. xxvii). It is important for universities to consider 

how to internationalize across the disciplines, and university units need to consider how 

to internationalize their curriculum. This is particularly true of professionally oriented 

disciplines. 

One professionally oriented discipline in which cross-cultural understanding is 

critical is the field of textiles and apparel.  The textiles and apparel industry has been 

greatly impacted by globalization and not all professionals in the industry or all academic 

faculty have an understanding of cultural and international differences.  

Ten years ago the textile and apparel faculty in the Department of Design and 

Human Environment at Oregon State University realized there was a need to help 

students understand the increasingly global world and with this intent in mind developed 

two courses: Cross Cultural Aspects of the Near Environment1 and Global Production 

                                                 
1  The near environment is that part of the environment that is closest to the individual. Specifically, in the 
Department of Design and Human Environment, the near environment focus is dress, housing, interiors, 
and textiles. 
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and Trade in Textiles and Apparel. More recently, it has become apparent that while 

these two courses are important they may not be sufficient in helping students to 

understand our global society. With that in mind, when an opportunity to spend a month 

in India to learn about Indian culture, society, and textile and apparel production via a 

Fulbright-Hays Group Project Abroad presented itself, the authors applied and were 

selected for the project. In January 2007, twenty-one high-school and university faculty 

members traveled to India.2 The authors’ goal for the project was to develop knowledge 

of India and gather information that we could utilize in a curriculum infusion process. All 

team members were given an extensive reading list prior to the trip. The team met for one 

and a half days two months before leaving for India for a series of intensive seminars on 

an overview of Indian history and politics, the diversity of world views and religious 

thought in India, caste and gender differences, educational systems in India, a history of 

trade and business in India, an overview of the modern Indian textile and apparel 

industry, and an overview of artisan enterprises and fair trade practices. The trip was 

comprised of continuing to learn about the above aspects of Indian culture. This included 

some lectures and visits to Buddhist, Hindu, Islam, Jain, Parsi, and Sikh historical sites, 

temples or institutes, restaurants, and businesses. Several schools were visited. 

Participants had the opportunity to both observe traditional production of textile and 

apparel and more modernized apparel production. The wide variety of retailing outlets 

from on the street vendors to modern “American-style” retailers were observed and 

visited. Team members met with upper level managers of one Indian retail chain of store. 

A number of NGOs related to textile and apparel production were visited as well. The 

                                                 
2 The group was made up of teams of three, two university faculty members and one faculty member from 
K-12. There were six teams and the three group organizers and leaders, making a group of 21 faculty. 
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purpose of this paper is to discuss how we are infusing information about India and 

adding cross cultural components across our textile and apparel curriculum. 

In developing curriculum, faculty have the option of developing new courses. The 

authors could have chosen to develop a course on the influence India has had on Euro-

American culture for hundreds, if not thousands, of years. Such a course would culminate 

in India’s influence today and into the future. However, it has been noted that students 

tend to place information from individual courses into “boxes” and to consider that 

course and its content closed. It is only infrequently that they transfer information from 

one course to the next unless they are able to immediately perceive the need to do so. We 

felt that students would not perceive the need to apply knowledge of India to their other 

courses or to their professional lives from a taking specialized course on Indian textiles. 

Using the process of infusing this information across a number of courses appeared to be 

a more profitable means for them to understand India; Indian textile and textile products 

design, production, and distribution3; and the role India will probably play in the global 

textile and apparel market. We also felt, that although our focus would be on India, an 

infusion of information about the Indian textile and apparel pipeline across the 

curriculum offered a better opportunity for students to begin to think about global textile 

and apparel production.  

In the initial stages of our project we met and discussed which courses were 

logical for this type of infusion and what types of learning assignments would be logical 

outcomes in each course. We selected one 200 level core course on basic design 

                                                 
3 The process of going from the design of textiles and apparel through the production steps of fiber, yarn, 
textile, and apparel production is known as the textile and apparel pipeline. 
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principles: Survey of Design in the Near Environment,4 two 300 level courses –the Cross 

Cultural Aspects of the Near Environment course and Technical Drawing, Illustration, 

and Fashion Design, and five 400 level courses – two apparel design courses: Draping 

and Advanced Apparel Design, two history courses: History of the Near Environment I 

and II, and the Global Production and Trade in Textiles and Apparel course. 

In each of these courses information was prepared by the authors to be shared 

with students. A design inspiration lecture and discussion were part of the infusion into 

the various design courses. Additionally, a display case featuring Indian textiles and 

apparel (items purchased by the authors and artifacts from the Department’s textile and 

apparel collection) and a Web site featuring pictures of India were shared with the 

students. Students also learned how traditional Indian women’s garments were designed 

and worn. Student projects included the design of an item influenced by Indian design 

and the designing of a contemporary apparel line using Indian textiles and apparel as 

inspiration. In the history courses students were taught about trade contacts between India 

and Europe (and eventually North America) that have occurred over hundreds of years. 

They learned that “industrial” competition among nations and trade tariffs and quotas 

were not a 20th and 21st century phenomenon but are also hundreds of years old. They 

also learned that equipment that is considered quite old in Euro-American textile 

production is still being used in India. 

 Currently, one or more Indian international students visit the Cross Cultural 

Aspects of the Near Environment course. These students are briefed by the course 

instructor, and they share information about Indian culture and its textiles and apparel 

                                                 
4  This course has subsequently been divided into two courses: Survey of Design in the Near Environment 
and Applications of Design Theory. 
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that complements the course’s framework. In this next year the Indian information 

gathered for the course will be developed to blend into pre-existing lectures by using 

Indian textiles as examples. Thus, examples of religious, political, economic, 

stratification, aesthetic, and other socio-cultural influences on the Indian near 

environment will be used in class discussions.  

A case study was developed for the Global Production and Trade in Textiles and 

Apparel course. Students taking this course are required to develop a case study focusing 

on how to conduct business in another country other than the United States. The students 

are asked to focus on the sourcing of apparel in that country. The case study of India was 

developed using the guidelines and instructions shared with the students but is different 

from their course projects by having more information about the country coming from the 

authors’ experiences and knowledge gained from the in-depth reading and seminars.5 

Future steps are designed to go beyond the infusion of information about Indian 

culture and textiles into the curriculum. The authors intend to develop assessment 

strategies that can determine the success of this infusion project. Additionally, current 

and future work is aimed at infusing information about other cultures into the curriculum. 

The cultures of focus will be those perceived as important to the textile and apparel 

industry, particularly Eastern Asian countries such as Korea, Taiwan, and mainland 

China.  One of the authors is currently working with a visiting professor from Korea; they 

are working on designs that blend traditional Korean apparel design with U.S. sportswear 

design. This design work and inspiration will be shared with the students. In the coming 

                                                 
5  Typically, the students rely heavily on the World Wide Web for their resources. These resources will also 
be used but will be in addition to those already mentioned. 
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year, Korea will also be the source of inspiration for students in the selected apparel 

design classes. In future years, other cultures/nations will be selected for infusion.   

Infusing cross cultural aspects into the professionally oriented program has 

enabled the students and faculty to understand the importance of studying all aspects of a 

culture.  As the field of textiles and apparel continues to become more global, 

professionals will continue to need to understand how different cultures influence the 

industry.   
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Abstract 
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evident in Michel Gondry’s Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind (2004).  Freud himself has 
discussed this link through his theory that both dreams and jokes use the same unconscious 
processes of condensation, displacement and indirect representation.  In particular reference to 
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the use of psychoanalysis, both Freudian and Lacanian has shifted onto interpretations of gender 
representations and spectatorship.   
 
Surrealist film theory has investigated Freud’s concept of the unconscious and the dream through 
critical analysis of filmmakers such as Luis Brunel, Jean Cocteau and Salvadore Dali in the 1960s and 
1970s.  The work produced by surrealist filmmakers is placed in the world of the early avant‐garde or 
experimental cinema, which has left room for contemporary filmmakers, such as Gondry, to formally 
incorporate the surrealist aesthetic into his films with a more conventional narrative structure.  This 
has produced visually intriguing and humorous films in the realms of Hollywood independent 
features.  This paper analyses how these concepts of the Freudian unconscious, psychoanalytic film 
theory and elements of surrealist film theory have informed and influenced the work done by 
Gondry through an investigation of his film Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind. 
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The aim of this study is to determine the factors important in studying English and to 

seek clues to effective ways of teaching English to Japanese university students.  The study 

compares the English test results of individual university students taken five times in a span of 

two years.  The English test used in this study is the Test of English for International 

Communication, or TOEIC®, which is very popular in Japan.  The test is used by many 

companies in Japan as a part of the evaluation for promotion of their employees.  Many  

university students take the test, since it is advantageous for them to obtain a certain score by 

the time they start job hunting.  Muromatsu (2007) compared the English test performance of 

students in relation to the various majors, class forms, and textbooks used.  The present 

study focuses on law students and compares scores obtained by individual students, thus 

emphasizing individual rather than class performance.  In this manner the factors important 

in studying English and clues to effective ways of teaching English to Japanese university 

students will be elucidated.  
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Young Adult Fiction is a genre of literature written especially for readers in the 

teen years (give or take a year or two) to engage them with the pleasures and challenges 

of the literary experience.  As those attending this conference well understand, twenty-

first century adolescents are offered myriad distractions that can prevent them from 

connecting with the joys of reading and the particular aesthetic and intellectual benefits 

associated with the imaginative literary enterprise.  Wishing to make literature explicitly 

relevant to the particular needs and interests of teen readers, there are a number of 

talented Young Adult authors now garnering growing young adult readerships.  One of 

the most interesting of these is the novelist Alex Sanchez, a new voice who has carved 

out a special niche for himself.  In this paper I will discuss the five novels that Sanchez 

has published in the last seven years and offer some prefatory observations about their 

importance to the world in which we live.  

“When I was growing up I had no images of people like me.  You see, I am an 

immigrant, born in Mexico.  When I was five, my family immigrated to Texas. . . . When 

I started school I did not know a word of English,” Sanchez has written (2004b, p. 56). 

 How inspiring these words are for so many students today, and what an 

outstanding role model their author, award winning young adult author Alex Sanchez, 

can be for these students.   

 For Sanchez, “people like me” also includes this: gay.  Realizing at the age of 

thirteen that he was gay, Sanchez felt such self-hatred as he sat alone in the school 

cafeteria that he started skipping lunch and retreated to the school library.  “I estimate our 

school library had several thousand books.  How many of those books told me it was 

okay to have the feelings I experienced?  That I wasn’t sick for wanting to love and be 
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loved by another boy like me?  None” (Sanchez, 2004b, p. 57).   Writing in the English 

Journal recently, Sanchez (2005) observes, “Gay boys and girls, like any others, need 

positive images and affirming stories to help guide them through the often painful and 

confusing terrain of childhood and adolescence, to glimpse a world in which they’re not 

bad or shameful but in which they’re part of the good world.  Books can provide a moral 

compass, a system of values, a way to understand feelings” (p. 47). 

The Societal and Educational Context 

 There are many important reasons why stories of significance to gay and lesbian 

young adult readers need are important.  One such reason is inclusiveness, establishing a 

safe and supportive environment in which all individuals, regardless of ethnicity, race, 

gender, disability, cultural background and sexual orientation, can achieve their fullest 

potential.   “The core of safe schools work,” Perrotti and Westheimer (2001) assert, “is 

cultivating empathy and compassion” (p. 5), and we at this conference know well the 

potential of the arts and humanities to cultivate these traits. 

Another reason relates to the benefits for both gay and straight students alike.  As 

Norton and Vare (2004) comment, “While literature may not alleviate homophobia nor 

alleviate the risks stemming from it, well-written books may help subvert the culture of 

silence still current in many school environments and offer a supportive framework for 

self-understanding by gay and lesbian teens.  Moreover, books . . . may help heterosexual 

students who are homophobic question their traditional assumptions in order to lead lives 

not bound and threatened by prejudices and fears”  (p. 69). 

Still another reason relates to recognizing that the profound loneliness and 

isolation which gay and lesbian youth often experience can lead to grave consequences: 
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depression, low self esteem, anxiety—the “psychological crippling and loss of potential 

endured by so many gay and lesbian young people,” as Besner and Spungin (1995, p. xv) 

summarize—school failure, alcohol and chemical abuse, truancy, running away, physical 

and verbal abuse, sexually transmitted disease, and suicide, now the leading cause of 

death among gay and lesbian teens.  The Center for Disease Control estimates that in our 

country gay, lesbian, and bisexual youth commit suicide at an average of one every six 

hours, and eight times that many attempt it (Sanchez, 2005).  The “soul numbing 

persecution” experienced in school by many gay and lesbian students may also lead, as 

Rofes (2005, p. 7) notes, not just to violence against self but to school violence against 

classmates and educators.  Empirical research reports that gay and lesbian youth 

“experience intolerance and harassment more often than any other group of youth” 

(Campos, 2003, p. 4).    

The Novels of Alex Sanchez 

 Alex Sanchez’s web site, www.alexsanchez.com, provides excellent information 

about the author and his writing, but it is my pleasure now to tell you a little about each 

of his five novels. 

Getting It.  
 

“Fifteen and still a virgin, Carlos Amoroso wanted more than anything to get a 

girlfriend—and hopefully get laid.”  So opens Getting It, the most recent of the young 

adult novels written by Alex Sanchez.  The object of Carlos’s desire is fellow Lone Star 

High student foxy Roxy Rodriguez, an Aztec princess of a cheerleader.  In his dreams, 

Roxy swarms all over him; in his waking life, she does not see him. 
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Carlos is one a quartet of boys who have been friends since second grade: Pulga, 

his wisecracking jokester of a friend; Toro, the muscular wrestler; and Playboy, the 

lady’s man of the four and the most sexually experienced.  Into this mix is introduced Sal 

Encarnación, a willowy classmate with spiky brown hair and shiny small hoop earrings 

whom everyone thinks is gay, correctly so.  Channel surfing, Carlos comes across Queer 

Eye for the Straight Guy, and to change his status as invisible man with Roxy (aka screen 

name Glittergirl), he decides to ask Sal to help him with a makeover. Sal agrees to help 

him if Carlos, as part of his remuneration for his consultant services, will help him start a 

chapter of the Gay-Straight Alliance at school.  Sal wants Carlos to join the handful of 

students meeting with Mr. Harris, Lone Star’s principal who opposes forming a GSA, to 

represent the perspective of a heterosexual male with the message that homophobia hurts 

everyone, gay and straight alike. 

As the book unfolds, transformation is what transpires.  Sal and Carlos overcome 

their mutual suspicion of each other and bond as true friends.  Under Sal’s tutelage, 

Carlos becomes a confident, well dressed, coolly coifed, well mannered water-drinking, 

vitamin-taking, healthy eating young man.  Roxy takes an interest in Carlos to the point 

of inviting over when she is home alone for some sexual activity, which is seconds away 

from happening when it is nixed by the unexpected arrival of her mother.  Despite her 

physical attractiveness, the interior Roxy turns out to be selfish and shallow and 

interested not in having Carlos as a boyfriend, which is what he wants, but only in 

hooking up with multiple partners. Carlos’s three best friends also change as a result of 

their awareness of his changes and his friendship with Sal: Pulga becomes more sensitive 

and accepting, Toro gains self-confidence and self respect and comes out of the closet, 
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and Playboy rejects him, trapped in his old ways of thinking.  When Principal Harris 

denies the application for the GSA, it is the newly conscious Carlos who provides 

evidence that reverses his decision, citing the Supreme Court’s Federal Equal Access Act 

which requires the school to allow such a student club. 

Carlos’s parents have been divorced for three years and he lives with his mother, 

and in the course of the novel his relationships with both parents undergo important 

changes. Though there is some initial serious alienation from his father because of the un-

macho changes Carlos makes resulting from his friendship with Sal,  there is a 

reconciliation at the end, when Carlos opens up to his father and tells him he would like 

the two of them to spend time together, without his second wife and infant son.  His 

relationship with his mother also  becomes closer because he learns to speak truthfully 

and from the heart with her, thanks chiefly to Sal’s counsel.   When Carlos tells Sal that 

he can hear his mother and her boyfriend (who is her fiancé by the end of the novel) 

having sex through the wall in his bedroom and that he hates that but has never told her, 

Sal tells him that he has to tell her.  “Dude . . . If you want people to change, you’ve got 

to change first.  It’s like that Gandhi quote in the library: ‘Be the change you wish to see 

in the world.’  If you keep bottling up stuff inside, one of these days you’re going to 

explode.” (p. 103)  This is the it Carlos gets by the conclusion of the novel. 

True to the ethnicity of its main characters, some Spanish is included in Getting 

It:  “Pendejo” is the boys’ favorite put-down of one another, and Carlos’s parents refer to 

him as “mi’jo.”  There is also great recognition of the role computers and cell phones 

play in teens’ lives, with much IMing, personals web sites, and speed dialing.  The 

differences between hookups and dating, between immediate gratification and long term 
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fulfillment, between commitment and irresponsible behavior, between friendship and 

apathy, and ultimately between acceptance and intolerance are what Sanchez interrogates 

in this fine work. 

Rainbow Boys 

Rainbow Boys, Alex Sanchez’s first novel and the first in the Rainbow trilogy, 

was selected by the American Library Association as a “Best Book for Young Adults” 

and by the International Reading Association as a “Young Adult’s Choice.”  Three Walt 

Whitman High School seniors who are at different stages of personal awareness and 

acceptance of their sexual orientations are its protagonists.  Nelson Glassman, who is out 

as gay to the entire world, has an activist mother who belongs to PFLAG (Parents and 

Friends of Lesbians and Gays) and a father who is basically absent from his life as a 

result of divorce.  Kyle Meeks accepts his sexual orientation, but for him it is a deeply 

private matter and at the beginning of the novel he is secretive about it with everyone but 

Nelson, his best friend (who has romantic feelings for Kyle which Kyle does not 

reciprocate).   Both of these young men are virgins.  Jason Carrillo is the star of the 

school basketball team and has a girlfriend with whom he has sex, but he is aware of a 

gnawing attraction to males and fantasizes about them sexually; unbeknownst to him, 

Jason is the young man on whom Kyle has a crush.  The three protagonists’ parents cover 

a wide range of responses to gays, from the totally accepting, to the trying hard to be 

accepting but not quite there yet, to the confused, the indifferent, and the hostile and 

abusive.  Antagonists include gay bashing classmates whose intolerance goes unpunished 

and a principal seemingly more committed to the reputation of his school than to the 

learning of his students. 
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The partially omniscient narration unfolds with an alternating focus on one of 

these three protagonists in each chapter.  In Chapter One we are introduced to high school 

jock Jason Carrillo as he nervously makes his way one Saturday to a Washington, D.C. 

area brownstone where he has read in his school newspaper that a Gay Youth meeting is 

taking place.   He has lied to his parents, saying he is going to the park to shoot some 

baskets.  Jason is scared and very confused: he has a steady girlfriend, but he is also 

troubled by performance anxiety with her and by dreams of naked men and the memory 

of intimately touching another boy seven years earlier.  Once at the meeting Jason is 

embarrassed and uncomfortable, all the more so because two of the people present in this 

wide cross section of young people are fellow Whitman High seniors Kyle Meeks and 

Nelson Glassman, and he is panicked that they will tell others that they saw him there.   

In Chapter Two, the focus shifts to Kyle Meeks.  Kyle sensed from childhood that 

he was different, though he did not initially know why.  Despite Kyle’s physical fitness 

as a member of the school swim team, “[b]etween braces and glasses, he felt like the 

ugliest, most lonely boy in the universe” (p. 13).  Kyle comes from a very solid home 

environment with two loving professional parents, but they are in the dark about his 

sexual orientation.  The future he hopes for is one of monogamous domesticity with Mr. 

Right.  As it turns out, he thinks Jason is the man of his dreams. 

In Chapter Three, the narration switches to Nelson Glassman, whose effeminacy 

has made him the “school fag” during his twelve years of school, years that have included  

physical and mental torment because he is gay. As his last name suggests, Nelson is both 

transparent and fragile, but he is also strong, using the shards of his campy wit for self 
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defense.  While Nelson is proudly and in-your-face out, he is also troubled by self esteem 

and body image issues that cause him to have an eating disorder.  

In Chapter Four the narrative focus returns to Jason, in Five to Kyle, and in Six it 

is back to Nelson; the novel’s alternating focus provides an easy to follow yet complex 

tripartite narrative, concluding in its twenty-second chapter as it started—on Jason.  In 

some ways, Rainbow Boys is Jason Carrillo’s novel, since it is he who goes through the 

profoundest changes in understanding himself, his place in his family, on his basketball 

team, in school, and in the world.  All three of the protagonists undergo great changes as 

a result of the decisions they make, and this novel could be especially important reading 

for any young adult questing for clearer understanding of his or her identity and making 

any important decision and trying to anticipate its consequences—and what young adult 

does not fall into that category? 

Rainbow Boys is instructive for the numerous issues relevant to many teens that it 

raises, such as bullying, peer pressure, low self esteem, online dating, unprotected sex, 

and alcohol abuse.  While the novel is not didactic in tone, it does offer many lessons.  It 

also offers practical information inasmuch as its final pages include contact information 

for organizations supporting gay and lesbian teens.  Ultimately it is a story about love in 

many forms (and its difficulties), particularly love between teenage friends and between 

teenagers and their parents, and especially self love.  Rainbow Boys provides a satisfying 

literary experience by itself, but it ends with unfinished business, laying the groundwork 

for the sequel.  Dedicated “To the courage of youth—present and past,” it offers a 

heartening message about being true to oneself, about being courageous, and also about 

the struggles that are sometimes necessary to endure in choosing to be either, or both.  
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Rainbow High 

 Published two years later and a Lambda Literary Award Finalist as well as one of 

the “Books for the Teen Age” recognized by the New York Public Library, Rainbow 

High retains the setting, characters, and narrative structure of Rainbow Boys.   The 

novel’s first words are “Words have power,” spoken by the faculty advisor of Whitman 

High's Gay-Straight Alliance, of which the three protagonists are members, and those 

three words constitute one of the most powerful themes of this novel.  Thanks to an 

opening chapter in which the three young men write essays on the topic of “Describe 

what is going on for you in school, your family.  Write about your hopes and dreams—

whatever is most important to you,” readers who have not read Rainbow Boys are given a 

crash course on who Jason, Kyle, and Nelson are. 

 The novel chronicles the final months before graduation, a period when the 

protagonists intensify their journeys of awareness and experience and are challenged by 

critical and difficult decisions.  Jason, feeling that he will explode or implode if he 

remains closeted, must decide whether he wants to publicly announce that he is gay 

(having come out to his family toward the end of Rainbow Boys) and risk losing the 

athletic scholarship he has to college next year.  He does, receives a lot of media 

coverage, and the scholarship offer is rescinded.  Kyle must decide whether to accept 

Princeton University’s offer of admission or to stay closer to home to be with Jason (with 

whom he is now in a relationship).  He opts for Princeton but still hopes for domestic 

bliss with Jason as his committed life partner in years to come.  Nelson has a health scare 

and is tested for HIV; he is negative, but a young man who is positive emerges as a 

potential love interest and Nelson must make some key decisions about his personal and 
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professional future.  While the novel ends on a happy note—a festive prom night, Kyle 

and Jason each other’s dates and Nelson’s HIV+ young man his—the future is still rather 

uncertain.   

In Rainbow High Sanchez offers young adults important opportunities to reflect 

on critical decisions of all sorts which they are in the process of (or soon will be) making.  

The book is appropriately dedicated “To integrity—and our imperfect strivings to attain 

it.”  Within the Nelson narrative Sanchez also smoothly incorporates some potentially life 

saving HIV-AIDS information for teen readers, and like its predecessor, Rainbow High 

ends with a “For More Information” section with contact information for organizations 

supporting gay and lesbian teens.  

Rainbow Road 

 Rainbow Road. published in 2005, concludes the Rainbow trilogy.  In Rainbow 

Road, which has the same narrative structure and point of view of the two other novels, 

Jason, Kyle, and Nelson have graduated from Whitman High and take an August road 

trip across the country.  This, as you may imagine, is a journey of continued self 

discovery.   The premise of the trip is that Jason, as a result of the media coverage of his 

coming out, has been invited to speak at the opening of a high school for gay and lesbian 

teens in Los Angeles, and the three young men travel in the old Taurus that Nelson’s 

mother has given him, from suburban Washington, D.C. to L.A., camping out (not to be 

confused with camping it up, though there is also a little of that) along the way.  The car 

has a rainbow flag bumper sticker on it, rainbow beads hanging from the rear-view 

mirror, a hula girl bobbing atop the dashboard, and a bumper sticker above the radio that 
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reads, “I Can’t Even Drive Straight,” so they are indeed visibly out in the world, though 

the only one who is really comfortable about that is Nelson, who has dyed his hair pink.   

The road trip structure allows Sanchez to create an episodic plot structure with 

various slices of life, often related to gay life.  The diversity of both the American 

landscape and the gay experience is a strong message here, and there are a number of 

interesting stops along the way.   Among the kaleidoscope of experiences the protagonists 

have are these: 

Staying overnight in Tennessee at the Radical Faerie sanctuary for gays and lesbians, 

where they meet the likes of Goat Guy and Bug Dude, Goat Guy wearing horns on his 

head and a pelt skirt, leather sandals, and a panpipe dangling from his neck, Bug Dude 

wearing wire antennas with Styrofoam balls at the ends on his head, black polka-dot 

boxers with combat boots, and a T-shirt that reads “Queen of the Universe.”  Nelson 

loves the eccentricity of the sanctuary and feels totally at home joining them in their 

ritual frenzied bare-chested drum-beat dance around the campfire.   Kyle is intrigued, but 

Jason finds it too weird.   

They stop in Nashville and have their pictures taken at the Grand Ole Opry, dressed 

up as country music stars.  They take time in Memphis to visit Graceland and the Martin 

Luther King Civil Rights Museum. 

At a gas station on the way to New Orleans they meet BJ.  BJ looks just like Britney 

Spears—sexy brown eyes, silky blond hair, luscious lips—but BJ is a male, and this is 

their first acquaintance with a transgendered teen.   Once they get to New Orleans they go 

to a Britney Spears lookalike contest at a gay bar, the gay bar is also a first for them. 

Nelson even competes, and though he does not win, he loves the attention.  
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In Austin they go to a mixed dance club on Sixth Street,  and in a small diner in the 

small town of Ozona, Texas, they meet a gay couple celebrating their twentieth 

anniversary.  At a campground at Carlsbad Caverns, New Mexico they befriend an 

effeminate 6-year-old boy who loves Nelson’s pink hair and they confront the boy’s 

homophobic bully of a father.  Elsewhere in New Mexico they have a high-speed car 

chase with homophobes who try to run them off the mountain roads, and in Arizona they 

see the sun rise and set at the Grand Canyon.  Once they get to L. A., they arrive at the 

school and are taken to their hotel by a young man who works at the school, Manny, who 

like Nelson, has pink hair.  Jason gives his speech, introduces Kyle as his boyfriend and 

Nelson as his best friend, and all three receive an emotional standing ovation. 

Manny and Nelson sense something very special between them and Manny invites 

Nelson to stay in LA with him.  He does, and Kyle and Jason drive the car back East.  

Kyle is headed to Princeton in a few days, and Jason will attend the local community 

college in Virginia, where his high school basketball coach has arranged for him to play 

on their basketball team and get a scholarship.  All ends optimistically in the Rainbow 

trilogy, each protagonist confidently out in the world and if not actually wearing it, at 

least metaphorically donning that t-shirt mentioned by Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick in 

Epistemology of the Closet, the one that reads, “I am out, therefore I am.” 

So Hard To Say 

 Like the Rainbow novels, So Hard to Say is also an award winner, for it has 

received the Lambda Literary Award and was honored as a Borders Bookstores “Original 

Voices: New And Emerging Writers” Selection.  So Hard to Say is set in San Cayetano 

Middle School in sunny California, and its two protagonists are smart, good-hearted 
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eighth graders trying to navigate the whitewater rapids of those early teen years.  Maria 

Xiomara Iris Juarez Hidalgo, a.k.a. “Xio” (pronounced C.O.), is a feisty Leo and native 

Californian who loves her Mami (a single mom), her six-year-old brother, her cell phone, 

chocolate, and her best friends (who, like her, are all children of immigrants).  Frederick, 

a sensitive, neat freak Cancer, is the new boy in school, a Wisconsin transplant who feels 

a bit culture shocked and out of place until he is befriended by Xio, who is irresistibly 

attracted to his blue eyed, blond spiky haired self on the day when he is assigned to sit 

next to her and tells his teacher when she introduces him to the class as “Fred” that his 

name is Frederick. 

In the course of the novel their friendship grows: the novel is filled with Internet 

instant messaging, telephone calls, cafeteria scenes, group dates, hand holding, and 

parties (things many teen readers could relate to), but when Xio thinks of Frederick as her 

boyfriend, Frederick is uncertain about his feelings for her.  He knows that he likes her as 

a friend, but he cannot tell if he feels that way about her.   Indeed, he is more than a little 

confused that he is so attracted, both physically and emotionally, to his soccer teammate 

Victor (the boyfriend of one of Xio’s best friends, Carmen).   That attraction is 

complicated by Frederick’s dawning awareness that this might mean that he is gay, 

something he fears, especially since he has seen his classmate Iggy taunted and roughed 

up because he is gay.  The novel has the immediacy and power of a diary as it is entirely 

first person narration, one chapter from Xio’s point of view, the next from Frederick’s.   

So Hard to Say is filled with a diversity of friendships: between Xio and her circle 

friends; between Xio and her mother; between Frederick and his friends; between 

Frederick and his mother and father, who says, when Frederick asks him what he thinks 
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of gay people, “I guess gay people aren’t any different than the rest of us.  Except they’re 

gay.”  (p. 92); between Frederick and Victor, who is macho but who stands up for him as 

a loyal friend when Frederick speaks out against Iggy’s persecution; and between 

Frederick and Iggy, whom Frederick initially ignores, then befriends, then shuns, and 

finally once again befriends—with a kiss, no less.  This novel answers the question, “Can 

a straight Mexican-American California Catholic chica and a gay Anglo Protestant boy 

from America’s Heartland find happiness together?” with humor, insight, and heart, and 

that answer is: Yes, as great friends who are honest with one another.  An upbeat 

exploration of truth telling and respecting individual differences, So Hard to Say is a 

wonderful story of courage and acceptance worthy of its dedication, “To friendship—in 

all its wondrous forms.”  It is also multicultural in its characters as well as its style, as 

Spanish words and phrases are used throughout, always with sufficient context clues to 

make them easily understood by readers who do not know the language. 

Conclusion 

The young adult novels of Alex Sanchez constitute a unique contribution to arts 

and humanities.  Thank you for your interest in them and their potential to make the 

world, including the world of arts and humanities, a better place. 
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Abstract 

 

Many of today’s traditions are rooted in ancient folklore. Such is the case with pulling 

pranks on April Fool’s Day and the concept of “trick or treat” on Halloween. Both of 

these holiday traditions are brilliantly displayed in the long-lasting and highly popular 

animated sitcom The Simpsons. A few select Simpsons’ episodes will serve as the 

backdrop in this paper’s analysis of the folklore-referenced explanation of April Fool’s 

Day and Halloween. For example, Homer Simpson ponders in the “So It’s Come to This: 

A Simpsons Clip Show” episode, “Ah, what noble visionary thought up April Fool’s 

Day?” His daughter Lisa responds, “Like Halloween…April Fool’s Day traces its origins 

to pagan rituals.” This paper will bring to life aspects of popular folklore.  
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The Use of Folklore in The Simpsons: 

The Origins of April Fool’s Day Pranks and Halloween’s Tricks and Treats 

 

The long running and highly popular television show The Simpsons has touched 

upon a wide variety of topics over the past two decades. Incorporating elements of 

folklore into plot lines is one example. Fans of The Simpsons look forward to the annual 

Halloween special and have also been treated to a wide assortment of pranks; including 

April Fool’s Day shenanigans. The folklore, as presented by the writers of The Simpsons, 

associated with April Fool’s Day and Halloween are discussed in this paper.  

 

Folklore 

 

 The word “folklore” was coined in 1846 by William John Thomas (Dorson, 

1971). Folk culture is often used to characterize a past primitive tradition utilized by 

regional groups that represent a communal way of learning and doing things (Bronner, 

1986). As Bronner (1986) explains, “folklore arose to describe the traditional artistic 

expressions of tales, songs, and crafts held onto by common people” (p. xi). Folklorists—

people who collect and explain the lore of the past—attempt to chronicle legends 

(exaggerated and colorful accounts of an event), traditions, and oral narratives regarded 

as true by its teller and other members of society. “The folklorist recognizes these 

elements as part of the great floating stock of themes and motifs in constant circulation 

among the peoples of the world” (Dorson, 1972: 159).  
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 In some ways, folk culture is similar to popular culture because of the mass 

participation involved with both. Folk culture, however, represents the “traditional” way 

of doing things; consequently, it is much more static than popular culture and is not as 

amendable to change. Folk culture represents a simpler life-style that is generally 

conservative, largely self-sufficient, cohesive, and often characteristic of rural life. 

Individualism is generally discouraged. Group members are expected to conform to 

traditional modes of behavior adopted by the greater community. Folk culture is local in 

orientation and noncommercial. Because of this, popular culture often represents an 

intrusion and challenge to the tradition of folk culture. Conversely, folk culture rarely 

intrudes upon popular culture. There are times, however when certain elements of folk 

culture (e.g., celebrating holidays such as April Fool’s Day and Halloween) find their 

way into the world of popular culture. Generally, when the folk culture items that were 

appropriated by the popular culture become marketed, the original folk culture item(s) 

gradually disappears from its original form. In short, folk culture is looking for stability 

for its societal members; whereas the popular culture is generally looking for something 

new or fresh. As demonstrated by The Simpsons the folklore that surrounds the origins of 

April Fool’s Day and Halloween have spread to the contemporary, popular culture.  

  

April Fool’s Day 

 

For centuries, people have celebrated April 1st as a day dedicated to practical 

joking. The word “joking” comes from the Latin words “jovial” and “Jove” the name of 

“the king of the gods (Jupiter) who enjoyed playing jokes on his fellow deities” (Krythe, 
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1962: 65). The practice of celebrating April Fool’s Day, a sort of unofficial holiday, is 

not confined to any specific people or period of time. Rather, it quite pervasive in many 

societies; including the United States. Although the exact origins are in dispute, a number 

of plausible explanations stemming from folklore have narrowed it to the vernal equinox 

celebration and formation of the Gregorian calendar. As demonstrated in the “So It’s 

Come to This: A Simpsons Clip Show” episode (#77), The Simpsons echo these two 

popular explanations.  

 In this episode, Homer Simpson finds great joy in pulling pranks on his son, Bart. 

Homer’s practical jokes begin early in the morning on April 1st with Bart waking up in 

terror. Bart screams, “Oh no, I can’t see! I’m blind!” Bart has not suddenly gone blind; 

instead, there is a piece of duct tape covering his eyes. Homer walks into his son’s room 

and, while yanking the tape from Bart’s eyes, proudly proclaims, “Ha-ha! April Fool’s!” 

A few moments later, Bart opens the refrigerator door and retrieves a carton of milk for 

his breakfast. Unbeknownst to Bart, his father has replaced the fresh milk with sour milk. 

Bart drinks from the carton and immediately spits out the nasty-tasting beverage. Again, 

Homer appears and mocks Bart: “Ha-ha! April Fool’s! I’ve been keeping that carton of 

milk next to the furnace for six weeks. Sucker!” Bart threatens to get even with Homer by 

fooling him later in the day (Delaney, 2008). Homer ups the ante by taunting his son, 

“You couldn’t fool your mother on the foolingest day of your life if you had an electrified 

fooling machine.”  

A few minutes later and the whole Simpson family gathers at the breakfast table. 

Still basking from his glorious successful pranking of Bart, Homer ponders the origin of 

April Fool’s Day, “Ah, what noble visionary thought up April Fool’s Day?” Lisa, the 
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overly intelligent eldest daughter of Homer and Marge Simpson, quickly offers an 

explanation.  

   

Lisa: Like Halloween and Christmas, April Fool’s Day traces its origins to pagan rituals. 

Homer: God bless those pagans.  

Lisa: April 1st used to be the pagan New Year. 

 

 As the episode continues, the scene shifts back in time to April 1, 1022 where a 

pagan Simpson family chants, “Blood for Ba‘al!” as they dance around a pagan god. 

Standing nearby watching this pagan ritual is a 1022 version of the religious, Christian 

Flanders family (the next door neighbors of the Simpsons). The pagan Simpsons offer a 

“New Year’s” greeting to the Flanders. As Lisa narrates her story to present-day Homer, 

she points out that the Christians had just changed their calendars, making January 1 the 

start of the new year. Meanwhile, back in 1022, Ned Flanders mocks pagan Homer by 

saying New Year’s Day was three months prior. Even so, Ned offers the pagan Simpsons 

a gift. Rod Flanders, Ned’s youngest son, states, “Its ram’s blood for your God-less 

ceremony.” Homer eagerly opens the jar anticipating it to be ceremonial blood. Instead, 

the gift jar is filled with rubber snakes that fling into the air, scaring the unsuspecting 

Simpsons. A laughing Ned Flanders says, “April Fool’s!” (Delaney, 2008).   

 Lisa’s claim that April Fool’s Day has its roots with the pagan ritualistic 

celebration of the vernal equinox as the beginning of the New Year is supported by many 

folklorists (although, not dating back to 1022). The vernal equinox—generally occurring 

on March 21—represented the beginning of a new year for many cultures. Gift giving 
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was common during this celebration. This pagan celebration remained popular even as 

Christianity spread throughout Europe during the Middle Ages. Christian leaders were 

able to successfully force their dogma upon the various cultures of Europe but the pagans 

were reluctant to give up their festivals. Faced with this impasse, the Church 

superimposed Christian meaning onto the old festivals. For example, the actual birth date 

of Jesus is unknown but for ceremonial purposes December 25th was used in order to 

replace such festivals as the Teutonic Yuletide and the Roman Saturnalia and Kalends 

(Smith, 1972).  

 Christian intrusion is also evident with April Fool’s Day celebrations as many 

ancient cultures recognized April 1, or days near the vernal equinox (March 20th or 

March 21st), as the first day of the new year. The Romans held end of the winter 

celebrations (Hilaria celebration) typically around late-March or early April and viewed 

spring as the start of the new year. In medieval Europe, March 25, the Feast of the 

Annunciation, marked the beginning of the new year. However, because the last week of 

March was “Holy Week” the new year was not celebrated until April 1st. Considering the 

fact that most people associate spring with rebirth, or new birth, it seems more logical to 

consider the first day of the new year around April 1st  (Delaney, 2008). In 1582, Pope 

Gregory XIII ordered a new calendar, the Gregorian Calendar, to replace the old Julian 

Calendar. The new calendar decreed that New Year’s Day was to be celebrated on 

January 1st. Folklorists generally acknowledge that the Gregorian Calendar was 

immediately accepted France. 

Eventually, the new calendar format was accepted by a growing number of 

cultures. However, a number of people either refused to accept the new date or simply 
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never heard about the new calendar and continued to celebrate New Year’s Day on April 

1st. Those who forgot to acknowledge the change and attempted to celebrate New Year’s 

Day on the previously celebrated first day of the year (April 1st) were teased as “April 

Fools.”  Those who accepted the new calendar were known to mock the traditionalists. 

The French, for example, would send mock presents to relatives and friends on April 1 

and this evolved into a joke. Eventually, all sorts of fooling became customary in France 

on the first of April. 

 Although the change in calendar is a plausible explanation as to why people pull 

pranks and tricks on each other on April 1st, this account is not complete. People from 

many cultures have celebrated April 1st as a day of foolishness long before they were 

introduced to the Gregorian Calendar. England, for example, did not adopt the Gregorian 

calendar until 1752, but April Fools’ Day was already established there (Christianson, 

2000). The Scots were known to pull April 1st jokes known as “hunting the gowk 

(cuckoo)” and those fooled on this day were termed an April gowk (Krythe, 1962).  

Another theory about April fools is tied to the idea that people simply act a little 

giddier at the start of spring because they are happy that winter is finally over. This 

“spring fever” has undoubtedly affected people for centuries. Furthermore, ancient 

holidays such as the Roman Hilaria celebration, the Indian (Hindu) Holi festival of color 

(people celebrate in the streets by throwing different tints of powder on each other until 

eventually everyone is covered in different colors), and the Northern Europeans festival 

to honor Lud, a Celtic god of humor could have all served as forerunners to celebrating 

April Fool’s Day (McEntire, 2003). We may never know the true history of April Fool’s 

Day because much of this tradition is rooted to folk culture, rather than elite culture, and 
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ancient folk culture is seldom documented. Regardless of its origin, April Fool’s Day is a 

day often full of pranks and tricks being played among friends and family.  

Homer and Bart certainly enjoy April Fool’s Day high jinks. Turning our 

attention back to the “So It’s Come to This…” episode, Bart has vowed revenge against 

his father. Bart searches for ideas about the perfect prank when an idea is handed to him 

by his intended victim. Bart watches as Homer reaches for a Duff Beer out of the 

refrigerator. Homer drops the can, picks it up and opens it. As a result of its being shaken 

a small amount of the beer spills on Homer. Homer says aloud, “It’s a good thing that 

beer wasn’t shaken up any more, or I’d have looked quite the fool.” While Homer is not 

looking, Bart sneaks a can of beer out of the refrigerator and takes it to the Springfield 

Hardware store to shake the can up in a paint shaker.  

The contents are so explosive that Bart is barely able to return the can of beer to 

the fridge. When Homer goes to the fridge for his next beer he opens the can that Bart has 

modified. At the same time Homer opens the beer Bart emerges to yell, “April F--!” But 

before he can finish his statement the combustible can of beer explodes, ripping the roof 

of the house! Homer is rushed to Springfield General Hospital. His concerned family 

waits for a prognosis. Dr. Hilbert solemnly informs Mage, “Mrs. Simpson, I’m afraid 

your husband is dead. Ha-ha! April Fool’s! He’s not dead!”   

Dr. Hilbert’s very unprofessional behavior is only one reason why some people 

dread this day of foolery. For as much fun as April Fool’s jokes can be, there are many 

people who do not care to be victimized by a practical joke. On the other hand, April 

Fool’s Day, is a prankster’s delight (Delaney, 2008).  
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Halloween  

 

Like April Fool’s Day, Halloween (October 31) also has its origins with early 

pagan rituals and festivals. In brief, the Celts who occupied northern and Western Europe 

(France and British Isles) during the 5th century B.C., practiced Druidism as their 

religion. November 1 marked the new year and consequently, October 31 represented 

their New Year’s Eve. Druid priests were nature worshippers and performed mystic 

ceremonies in such places as Stonehenge to honor the sun god. The Druids were also 

trying to placate the Lord of Death, which they believed allowed the spirits of those who 

had died during the past twelve months an opportunity to warm themselves in the homes 

of the living. The Celts would light huge bomb fires on hilltops every Halloween to 

frighten away evil spirits that were already released on that evening. The Celts would 

dance around the fire and sing songs in an attempt to scare away the evil spirits. The 

Celts also believed that some women sold themselves to the Devil and transformed into 

witches. On Halloween, these witches flew through the skies on their broomsticks. 

Ghosts and witches that were thwarted by the Druid celebrations were said to pull tricks 

on people. The Celts would attempt to build huge fires in attempt to keep these evil 

spirits at bay. They would also wear costumes such as wearing the head of a dead animal 

to trick the spirits into thinking they were spirits as well. (This tradition is directly tied to 

why Americans dress up in costume on Halloween.) Throughout the evening people 

would report hearing mysterious sounds. Over the years, these tales became the 

forerunner of telling “ghost stories” on Halloween (Krythe, 1962).  
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As Christianity spread, the Church chose not to attempt to eliminate this pagan 

celebration, but instead, transform it. (The same course of action that Church took with 

April Fool’s Day.) Around the seventh or eighth century All Saints’ Day was created and 

established as November 1. October 31, or Halloween, meaning “holy or hallowed 

evening” was meant to be associated with the eve before the celebration of All Hallows, 

or All Saints’ Day (Krythe, 1962).  

Today, Halloween represents many things to many people. For children, it is a 

night to dress in costumes (e.g., a superhero character, a ghost, a princess, etc.) and go 

door-to-door soliciting treats. This ritualistic behavior involves children knocking on a 

door (or ringing a doorbell) and saying, “Trick or Treat” when someone opens the door. 

The children, or trick or treaters as they are known, expect to be handed some sort of 

treat, preferably candy. People are expected to provide treats much in the same way as 

the Celts attempted to appease the evil spirits. People who do not provide treats may 

expect to be victimized by some sort of prank such as having their door and/or windows 

pelted by eggs, or their house “Tee-Peed”—rolls of toilet paper thrown on the trees in the 

yard or around the house itself.  

 

The Simpsons Treehouse of Horror Episodes 

 Telling ghosts stories is among the favorite traditions associated with Halloween. 

To this end, The Simpsons annually air their “Treehouse of Horror” episodes. These 

episodes generally involve three separate stories within one episode. In the introduction 

to the first “Treehouse of Horror” episode (#16), Marge Simpson provides a lengthy 

warning to viewers: 
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Hello, everyone. You know, Halloween is a very strange holiday. Personally, I 

don’t understand it. Kids worshipping ghosts, pretending to be devils…things on 

TV that are completely inappropriate for younger viewers. Things like the 

following half-hour. Nothing seems to bother my kids, but tonight’s show—which 

I totally wash my hands of—is really scary. So, if you have sensitive children, 

maybe you should tuck them into bed early tonight instead of writing us angry 

letters tomorrow. Thanks for your attention. 

 

Despite this warning, some viewers were not prepared for this Halloween special. 

A number of people did write angry letters in protest of the scary content. In spite of this, 

for most viewers, the Halloween episodes represent an ultimate treat from The Simpsons. 

 In the “Treehouse of Horror II” episode (#42), Marge offers another warning at 

the start. (Note: The warnings would only continue for a few more years.) Marge reminds 

viewers that she warned people not to let their children watch last year’s show and yet 

children watched it anyway. Marge adds, “Well, this year’s episode is even worse; it’s 

scarier and more violent and I think they snuck in some bad language, too.”  

This episode begins with Homer answering the door to find two older kids, Dolph 

and Kearney, “trick or treating” at the Simpson home. They are not wearing costumes. 

 

Dolph and Kearney (simultaneously): Trick or treat, man. 

Homer: Hey aren’t you a little old for this? You’re not even wearing costumes. 

Dolph: Hand over the candy, old dude, or we’ll egg your house back to the Stone Age. 
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Homer (emptying his bowl of candy into their bags):  Here you go, kids. 

 

 As previously mentioned, there are consequences for not cooperating with kids 

expecting candy on Halloween. Egging the house of a non-compliant is the standard way 

of dealing with someone who refuses to hand out treats. Homer does not want to clean 

the house of eggs so he willingly gives in to the demands of Kearney and Dolph. 

Unfortunately for Homer, even after meeting with their demands, Kearney and Dolph egg 

his front door.  

 Marge and the kids return home. Homer inquires about their haul. Bart proudly 

dumps a huge bag of candy on the floor. Homer says he is proud of him. Marge tells the 

kids they can have one piece of candy, but she wants them to save the rest. She is too late, 

as Homer and the kids are munching away on one piece of candy after another. She 

warns them, “If you eat too much, you’ll have nightmares.” Sure enough, Homer, Lisa, 

and Bart all have nightmares. And thus, the three storylines for this “Treehouse of 

Horror” episode are set.  

 “Lisa’s Nightmare” involves the Simpson family on vacation in Marrakech, 

Morocco. The family walks through an open market. Homer is tempted to purchase a 

magic monkey’s paw. The monkey paw grants four wishes. However, the seller of the 

monkey’s paw warns Homer that grave misfortune accompanies each wish made. 

Naturally, Homer buys the monkey paw anyway. Homer brings the paw back to 

Springfield before making any wishes. Maggie grabs the monkey paw while no one is 

looking and apparently makes a wish. Shortly afterwards, a new pacifier is delivered to 

the front door for Maggie. Bart makes a wish for the Simpsons to be rich and famous. 
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Shortly afterwards, their living room is filled with money. A number of townspeople 

discuss how sick and tired they are with the Simpsons (the first sign of the curse).  

Lisa, meanwhile, makes a wish for world peace. The scene shifts to the United 

Nations where England apologizes to Argentina for the Falkland’s War.  

 

British Ambassador: Eh, sorry about the Falklands, old boy. 

Argentina Ambassador: Oh, forget it. We kind of knew they were yours. 

(Note: The Falklands War first started in 1982 after Argentina took control of the South 

Georgia Island. The British government was completely caught off guard by this and 

retaliated with military force, driving the Argentines off the island.) 

 

 Lisa’s wish does come true, as peace is declared around the world. Without the 

threat of war, all the weapons on the planet Earth are destroyed. People everywhere 

rejoice. Americans join hands (similar to the popular “Hands Across of America” that 

occurred in 1986) and make a giant peace sign. The space aliens Kang and Kodos see this 

peace sign and realize that the Earth is easy prey for a hostile takeover. They enslave all 

the Earthlings and humanity appears doomed. Lisa’s wish surely did have negative 

consequences. Once again, the townspeople blame the Simpsons. 

 But there is still one wish remaining on the monkey’s paw. Unfortunately, Homer 

wastes it by wishing for a turkey sandwich. Homer’s simple wish backfires as he 

complains that the turkey is a “little dry.” Just as Homer is about to throw the monkey’s 

paw in the trash, Ned Flanders walks by. He takes the monkey’s paw and wishes that the 
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space aliens will leave Earth. Ned’s wish comes true and he is treated as a hero (Delaney, 

2008).  

 The Halloween symbols of witchcraft and black cats come to the forefront in the 

“Treehouse of Horror VIII” episode (#182). As previously stated, witches have been 

associated with Halloween since the time of the ancient Celts. Although historians report 

that witches can be both male and female, it is female witches that dominant Halloween 

folklore. A witch is generally regarded has possessing extraordinary powers capable of 

harming others as the result of a pact, or agreement, with the Devil (Kors and Peters, 

2001).  During the Puritan age of colonial America, witches were sometimes burned at 

the stake by religious zealots who feared their presumed supernatural power. People have 

feared witches because they believe that witches can conjure spells to make them do 

things against their will. The stereotypical description of a witch is reflected in John 

Widdowson’s (1973) description, “Witches [are] grotesque old ladies with long stringy 

white hair, warts on their faces, no teeth and long crooked noses, who wear high pointed 

hats, black dresses and went around on brooms with black cats on them” (p. 213).  

 As stated by Widdowson (1973), black cats are often associated with witches. 

They have played a major role for centuries in folklore, superstition, and mythology. 

Black cats are believed by some to be witches incarnate. As a result, superstitious people 

may fear black cats. This is especially true at Halloween. The primary reason that black 

cats and not some other color of cat are associated with witches is because the color black 

is often associated with the color or night and of “evil.” Add to this, the color black is 

generally worn at funerals and thus becomes associated with sorrow or mourning.  
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 The “Easy Bake Coven” story of the “Treehouse of Horror VIII” episode 

highlights many of the myths associated with witchcraft and black cats at Halloween. 

This story takes place in 1649 with Springfield as a puritanical society. The townspeople 

are burning women at the stake who are suspected of being witches. The 1649 Mayor, 

who resembles present-day Springfield Mayor Quimby states, “You are hereby found 

guilty with the crime of witchcraft. I sentence you hags to be burned to the stake until you 

are deemed fit to re-enter society!” Clearly, once a woman is burned to death at the stake, 

she will not be able to re-enter society. And such was the illogic of burning witches at the 

stake. The 1649 Lisa Simpson points out the flawing of accusing a woman to be witch. 

 

Lisa: If they’re really witches, why don’t they use their powers to escape? 

Homer: That sounds like witch-talk to me, Lisa. 

Lisa: Never mind. 

Flanders: That’s 75 witches we’ve processed. That oughtta show God whose side we’re 

on, eh, Pastor? 

Rev. Lovejoy: Yes, Nedwin (Flanders), but we have many more strumpets to incinerate. 

 

 Rev. Lovejoy proclaims that there is still one other witch among them. The 

townspeople turn to Marge and accuse her of being a witch. Marge denies being a witch 

but everyone yells out, “Burn her!” Chief Wiggum places Marge on a broom (an 

instrument associated with witches) and shoves her off a cliff. Wiggum reinforces the 

illogic associated with sacrificing women accused of being witches by saying, “If you’re 

innocent, you will fall to an honorable Christian death. If you are, however, the bride of 
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Satan, you will surely fly your broom to safety. At that point you will report back here for 

torture and beheading.” The rest of the townspeople go along with this line of thinking. 

Women are especially reluctant to complain because they realize they run the risk of 

being accused as a witch. In actuality, the real reason women were burned at the stake in 

the 1600s was because of the patriarchical nature of society. The men of power feared 

any woman who displayed any form of independent thinking. They were especially 

troubled by a woman who was willing to live a life without a man. Surely, they thought, 

such a woman must be a witch (Delaney, 2008).   

 The 1649 Marge is thrown from the cliff. However, as she falls, she suddenly 

turns into a witch and flies to safety. Upon seeing such a sight Bart proclaims, “Well, I’ll 

be a son of a witch!” Marge flies over the townspeople and admits to be a witch. “That’s 

right. I’m a witch! And I’m the one who withered your livestock, soured your sheep’s 

milk, and made your shirts itchy.” In an act of revenge, Marge turns Eddie and Lou into 

snowmen. She then commands a swarm of bats to attack the remaining townspeople. 

Marge flies away and joins her sisters Patty and Selma, who are in a cave cooking over a 

cauldron. Upon seeing Marge flying to their cave, Selma states, “Well, look who it is! If I 

knew you were coming, I’d have baked a cat!” Marge explains to her sisters that the 

townsfolk found out she was witch and that she was forced to leave her family (Delaney, 

2008).  

 The townspeople worry that the three witches will seek revenge. A worried 

Maude tells Ned that she has heard tales of witches coming to normal folks’ homes and 

eating their children. In a desperate attempt to protect their children, the Flanders offer 

the witches freshly baked gingerbread children instead. Ned points out the advantage of 
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gingerbread children—they are boneless! The witches are pleased with the treats offered 

to them by the Flanders and other townspeople and fly back to their hide-away (Delaney, 

2008). Selma states, “Scaring people into giving us treats is fun. We should do this every 

year!”  And with Selma’s profound statement comes the realization that many of today’s 

behaviors associated with Halloween are linked to pagan beliefs and rituals of the past.  

In sum, The Simpsons illustrate the connection of present day April Fool’s and 

Halloween celebrations to folklore of days long gone. The pagan celebrations of the past 

have become popularized in the present and are mostly devoid of pagan religious 

meaning. Once again, popular culture triumphs over folk culture.  
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Shifting Images of Freshman Composition: A Question of Literacy and 
Competency 

 
 

Between my co-presenter and me, we have some 70 years of classroom experience, the 

entire lifetime promised to man.  All of our instruction has been in departments of 

English, both on the mainland and abroad, most within composition classes at the post-

secondary level.  As Writing Program Administrators, we have fashioned and assessed 

programs as well as taught writing classes from the developmental to graduate levels.  

We have seen delivery modes progress from traditional classrooms furnished with 

individual desks and a chalkboard, to computer supplemented hybrid classes 

intermingling face-to-face and virtual classes, to distance programs where instructor and 

student recognize each other only through their texts.  We have seen the flux of 

composition’s focus range from Cognitive Theory to Expressivist, to Social Construction, 

to Post Modern and the debate about the type and need for formal grammar instruction in 

a writing class move from prescriptive to descriptive to benign neglect. 

 

Despite the many changes, the bottom line has remained constant: design a composition 

curriculum that prepares students to function competently in a literate society.  This 
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charge, of course, comes with two caveats: (1) identifying the literacy level that students 

are expected to achieve, and (2) determining the competency level necessary to 

demonstrate achievement of the identified literacy. 

 

For more than 2,500 years Aristotle’s notion of literacy—based on Quintilian’s definition 

of effectiveness as a “good man speaking well”--has influenced our composition 

pedagogy.  Aristotle’s insistence on attention to logos, pathos, and ethos has shaped both 

our understanding of the individual, his perception of truth, and his relationship to his 

audience.  Although he considered truth less absolute than his teacher Plato had, Aristotle 

nevertheless insisted on precision in logical deduction. 

 

The Classical influence on speaking well, however, waned throughout the centuries, 

falling out of favor as political freedoms shifted.  At times rhetorical teaching focused on 

areas as narrow as developing preaching manuals or preparing actors for the stage.  As 

late as the early 20th century, rhetorical theory consisted primarily of a Formalist-like 

analysis of literary models and then asking students to prepare a composition related to a 

literary theme.  Only in the mid-twentieth century, with the advent of Janet Emig’s 

groundbreaking work, did rhetoricians once again focus on the processes involved in 

writing.  Her work culminated in Cognitive Theory, a movement whose precepts still 

influence a number of current composition programs.  Attention to the Writing Process, 

audience analysis, methods of development, ethical authorship, patterns of organization, 

and standard grammatical usages, and the notion of retrievable truth still resonate in 

many writing classrooms. 
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With the social chaos in the United States prevalent in the Sixties, focus on the individual 

predominated in writing classrooms.  Led by men such as Peter Elbow and Donald 

Murray, the movement, which came to be known as Expressivism, contended that the 

purpose of writing was to lead the individual to his personal revelation of universal truth. 

 

A mere decade later, James Berlin and others, rebelled against the subjectivity of the 

Expressivist approach by insisting that truth was socially constructed rather than 

personally retrievable.  The Social Constructivists, however, valued some of the practices 

of the Cognitivists, particularly the use of the Writing Process. 

 

Toward the end of the Twentieth Century, many who had been trained as Construtivists, 

began to question certain views such as the reliance on the Writing Process.  Identifying 

themselves as Post Modernists or Post Structuralists, they considered the Writing Process 

both unnecessarily restrictive and not applicable to all writers.  Additionally, they 

privileged the notion of context and exigency, considering both essential to authentic 

writing.  

 

With the paradigm shifts in writing instruction, a similar evolution was occurring in the 

definition of literacy.  Literacy, originally defined by Walter Ong only as the ability to 

compose and decipher texts, came to be understood in a culturally relevant manner.  That 

is, the types and levels of skills that defined one as literate depended solely on context.  

For example, during the Cognitivists’ era, literacy levels relied primarily on the ability to 
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read text critically and to write factually in standardized patterns. By the time of the 

Social Constructivists, however, literacy’s definition had expanded to require the use of 

computers and may refer to the National Institute of Literacy’s definition: "an individual's 

ability to read, write, speak in English, compute and solve problems at levels of 

proficiency necessary to function on the job, in the family of the individual and in 

society" (np).  The Post-Modernists, on the other hand, may well refer to the Digital Age 

Literacy list of eight types: Basic, Scientific, Economic, Technological, Visual, 

Information, Multicultural, and Global Awareness (21st Century Skills). Just as writing 

instruction has changed throughout this century, so has the definition of literacy, and 

necessarily, the methods of assessing both. 

 

Competence should not be confused with excellence.  Competence, as defined by the 

New World Dictionary, indicates a sufficient or adequate understanding or demonstration 

of a skill (289) while excellence connotes superiority, merit, and virtue (487).  Nor 

should competence be confused with literacy which is generally understood to mean 

demonstration of cultural and context specific skills.  If we accept Wikipedia’s view, 

“literacy [is the] ability to understand and use the practical and conceptual tools of 

current information technology relevant to education and the areas of work and 

professional life that the individual expects to inhabit” (np). Thus, the type of literacy a 

Bedouin needs to travel the land in search for survival is quite different from the sort of 

literacy needed for an individual to survive in New York City.  Confusion of these 

quantitative and qualitative measures, coupled with a vague understanding of the terms 

themselves, leads to needless frustration for both faculty and students.  
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The subject becomes even more muddled at my school where the Administration has 

issued a white paper titled “Degrees of Excellence” that reveals a Strategic Plan to ensure 

that each graduate meets four identified competencies in order to reach the school’s 

stated Mission “to be a research university and academic health center that discovers, 

teaches and applies knowledge for the intellectual, cultural, social and economic benefit of 

Birmingham, the state and beyond” (Mission Statement): 

• Effective communication skills 

• Depth and breadth of knowledge 

• Experience with problem-solving 

• The ability to make informed, ethical decisions and be prepared for responsible 

citizenship in the community, nation, and world (Degrees of Excellence 1) 

 

These four broad competencies are further parsed into a checklist of twenty-two 

individual skills, also labeled competencies, which are to be included—at least in some 

identifiable manner—in each core course.  These range from using library sources to 

considering career choices to managing time effectively to maintaining a healthy 

lifestyle.  Finally, the institution’s Quality Enhance Plan further identifies three non-

negotiable competencies that must be addressed in each core course: 

• Competence in written and oral communication 

• Quantitative literacy 

• Ethical and Responsible citizenship (QEP) 
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Depending on whose counting, each core course is mandated to include twenty-seven or 

twenty-nine competencies in addition to its discipline specific knowledge.  The 

administrative micro-management of courses, complicated by the use of interchangeable 

and/or unspecified terms and sheer redundancy of presentation—all followed by 

seemingly endless assessment-- has resulted in varied levels of faculty rebellion. 

  

 Nevertheless, three years into this initiative, some progress can be seen.  Using the first 

QEP competency—written and oral communication--as a case study can help simplify 

the matter.  Since the tri-partite QEP competencies are considered university rather than 

departmental matters, literacy—using the traditional definition of deciphering and 

creating text--is no longer solely the purview of the English department.  Writing 

instruction is now included in each academic discipline, both in the core courses and 

culminating with a senior capstone project.   

 

Initially, determining how to teach and assess the quality of student writing threatened to 

become a bewildering maze. Faculty accustomed to extracting quadratic equations or 

designing research protocols or analyzing load specifications for overpass flybys find this 

task daunting. Their reading and writing skills are largely limited to preparing proposals 

and summary responses for granting institutions or submitting and deciphering research 

findings for professional journals.  Departments approached these writing requirements in 

various ways: some used in-house faculty to self-design the assignments while others 

brought in consultants to recommend writing tasks appropriate for their disciplines.  For 

example, Art History and Music require that students prepare research papers about 
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various periods or types of their arts.  Physics and Biology ask for written reports of 

research protocols and lab reports, while Engineering and Math require technical 

explanations of their graphics.  History and Business have both developed a series of 

assignments called “writing for the major” that focus on the types of articles that would 

appear in their professional journals or workplaces.   

The English department more easily accommodated the QEP’s literacy requirement 

although it did raise an eyebrow at the mandated “timed writing” assignments intended to 

prepare students to write exams in other courses.  The greatest difficulty we encountered, 

other than chafing at the loss of academic freedom at the imposition of a standardized 

syllabus, was the required unit and program assessments.  The department was 

responsible for designing, implementing, and evaluating the unit assessment that 

measured writing improvement over a two-course sequence.  Essentially, we had 

incoming freshmen respond to a common prompt during their third class period and had 

second-level writing students respond to a similar prompt during the final class period.  

Test conditions were kept as controlled as possible for each administration.  A 10% 

random sample of these responses was rated by a group of faculty readers using a 

combined holistic/analytical approach.  Ratings were analytical as the prompts were 

scored on the basis of five pre-selected objectives that covered both levels of the writing 

sequence.  The ratings were holistic in that each objective received a score of 1-6 without 

individual comments.  The program assessment was designed and completed by a 

university statistician assigned to the QEP project.  In addition to compiling data about 

gross improvement of identified course objectives, he assessed statistical significance of 

gains, value increased levels, inter-reader reliability, as well as broader university 
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concerns such as retention, grade point average, and progress toward graduation.  

Although our program has completed only one assessment cycle, the results did indicate 

gains in all considered areas. 

 

The primary resistance the English department had with the assessment returns to the 

initial questions concerning competence and literacy.  As a profession at mid-century we 

widely embraced Cognitive Theory that assumed truth is both knowable and transferable 

and as such can be responded to in logically measured ways.  Similarly, Cognitivists also 

identified literacy as conformity to standardized language control and defined by its 

process.  Two decades later, however, Expressivists considered truth as universal but 

only individually accessible.  Proponents such as Peter Elbow became facilitators who 

helped students understand how to recognize the error of their perceptions.  Toward the 

close of the century, Social-Constructionists, in reaction to the “touchy-feely” 

Expressivist, insisted that truth was not only relative, but also composed only through 

group participation.  Shortly afterwards, Post-Modernists, concurring with the 

Constructionists about the nature of truth, further posited that the notion of the writing 

process was both unfounded and restrictive. Rather, each piece of effective writing 

resulted as a response to an exigency within a specific context.  Each changing views of 

writing brought its own method of assessment, each ignored by the QEP, which appeared 

to return full circle to the Cognitivists’ practices. Without contextual reference, the 

question of literacy becomes little more than a measure of conformity to standard 

grammar and usage or to some formulaic notion of a familiar pattern such as a five-

paragraph theme.  Similarly, without nuance the level of competence becomes 
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meaningless.  For example, what is one to make of the QEP explicitly stated goal of 90% 

competence in writing skills?  Unless one equates writing with editing, this renders the 

qualitative measures of writing such as style, development, audience analysis, exigency, 

and originality unimportant. 

 

No doubt post-secondary institutions sincerely want to provide instruction that leads to 

competent, literate students whose individual successes reflect positively on their schools.  

This sentiment also resonates in each faculty member who stands in front of a class full 

of students.  What this means, however, and how it can be achieved much less measured, 

is a different matter altogether. 
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MUSIC AND FILM: Korngold and Corigliano – TWO panel discussions 
 
Music plays a vital and critical role in setting the mood, creating the story and enlivening 
the characters and scenes in film. These discussions will explore the film scores of two of 
Hollywood’s most influential composers spanning the 20th century: Erich Wolfgang 
Korngold and John Corigliano.  
 
Discussion One includes a discussion of the biographical information and pertinent 
musical background of each composer, followed by excerpts from their films. Scenes 
from Korngold’s Sea Hawk, Robin Hood, and Deception, as well as Corigliano’s 
Revolution and The Red Violin will be shown and discussed.  
 
Discussion Two will continue with an examination of their concert works. Comparisons 
will be drawn between the two composer’s styles, approach and influence. 
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My understanding was infamous and my spirit corrupt, so also my mind was 
defiled by a liking for unworthy things, my mouth by words of murder, lewdness 
and other bad acts, my tongue by self-praise, my throat and chest by pride and 
arrogance, my hands by indecent contacts, by theft and assassination, my inner 
urge by shamelessness, debauchery and drinking, my belly by grave offences of 
the flesh and a readiness to commit all sorts of evil ….1 (Ivan IV, 1572) 

 
This quote sums up the evil that many think of when we think of Ivan IV, tsar of Russia, 

also known as Ivan the Terrible (1530-1584). Even the tsar himself knew of his disturbing 

legacy. One of those inspired by his legacy was Josef Stalin, who ruled the Soviet Union from 

1929 to 1953. The mostly uneducated people of Stalin’s USSR2 probably knew little about Ivan 

except for the torture he inflicted upon his people. Ivan’s oprichniki3 murdered thousands at the 

tsar’s demand, including family members.4 However, this is not the entire truth. Ivan’s name in 

Russian is Иван Грозныи and “грозныи” actually means more “awesome” than “terrible.” This 

is how Stalin saw Ivan, whom he considered a hero. Stalin aimed to change that—to make sure 

that the good parts of Ivan’s reign were included in Russia’s ‘official’ history. He had the power 

to write Ivan into the history books in a way that made him look like a very successful ruler, and 

that did not dwell on the negative parts, such as the great number of deaths at his hands. These 

 
1 Matthew Cullerne Bown, Sociailst Realist Painting (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998) 
156. 
 
2 The Soviets did become very literate later during Stalin’s rule, because of the widespread 
propaganda press, eventually become one of the world’s most literate nations. Jeffrey Brooks, 
Thank You, Comrade Stalin!: Soviet Public Culture from Revolution to Cold War (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2000). 
 
3 The oprichniki were the secret police of Ivan IV. They were similar to Stalin’s NKVD. 
 
4 Andrei Pavlov and Maureen Perrie, Ivan the Terrible (Harlow: Pearson Education Limited, 
2003) 4. 
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were not mentioned at all or given a spin so that the victim died for the good of the state 

somehow.5 

 Making Ivan the Terrible not so terrible, in turn, made Stalin look good. His rule (1929-

1953) was similar to Ivan’s. They both had complete control over their people, with millions’ 

fates in their hands. By portraying Ivan as a successful ruler, Stalin was able to legitimize to his 

own people that a strong ruler was beneficial for them. It was a way to make them understand 

and respect his policies.  

 One way that Stalin glorified Ivan the Terrible was through the use of art. Soviet art, at 

this time, was called Socialist Realism, and Stalin controlled every aspect of it.6 He easily 

censored what he did not consider to be appropriate to the building of a strong state.7 This is 

where Stalin portrayed Ivan as the strong ruler who should be admired, as Stalin wanted his 

people to do to him. 

 This paper analyzes Stalin’s use of the arts to glorify his role model, Ivan the Terrible. It 

concentrates on four pieces, representing various media of Socialist Realist art. The first is a 

painting by Pavel Sokolov-Skalya, entitled Ivan at Livonia (The Capture of the Livonian 

Fortress at Kokkengauzen by Ivan the Terrible) (Figure 1). The second is the famous film by 

Sergei Eisenstein, Ivan the Terrible. Next is the bust of Ivan, by Mikhail Gerasimov, 

commissioned by the USSR’s Ministry of Culture and placed at Ivan’s grave at the Cathedral of 

                                                 
5 The second part of Eisenstein’s film shows his boyars’ murder to protect the tsar, at the 
peoples’ request. Sergei Eisenstein, Ivan the Terrible, Classic Film Scripts (New York: Simon 
and Schuster, 1970) 17. 
 
6 “O perestroika literaturno-khudozhestvennikh organizatsii,” Pravda, No. 114 (24 April 1932). 
This article mentions the creation of the Union of Soviet Writers (the official organization for 
literature and art), as well as mentioning the term “socialist realism” for the first time in print. 
 
7 Much of Socialist Realist art depicts the proletariat (workers) enjoying their menial jobs, 
thankful for and loyal to their leader for such success. 
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St. Michael the Archangel, in Moscow. The last piece to be analyzed is Sergei Prokofiev’s ballet, 

also called Ivan the Terrible.  

  This first work is representative of history painting, an important subgenre of Socialist 

Realist painting.8 Although Stalin was an advocate of revolutionary change, he respected 

Russia’s history. Stalin himself was not Russian; he was born in Georgia. Connecting himself to 

the Russian people was very important, and glorifying Russia’s past was a way to appease them, 

including those who still supported the tsarist regime. This included glorifying Ivan the Terrible.  

 Ivan’s forces ultimately lost the Livonian War, which was an attempt to gain trade on the 

Baltic Sea9 but Sokolov-Skalya chose to glorify the battles that Ivan’s forces won, including 

Kokkengauzen. Kurbskii’s letters ultimately prove that Ivan was present when the fortress was 

taken.10 

 Creating a victory for Ivan during a difficult time made him appear to be a strong leader 

in a time of conflict. The painting dates from 1941, the beginning of World War II, which 

became known as the “Great Patriotic War” in the Soviet Union.11 It was extremely successful 

for them, but things did not look good for Russia in the early years of the war. Russia was 

militarily unprepared, but later was able to mobilize better and beat the Germans. Years after it 

was painted, in 1948, Sokolov-Skalya’s work was praised by Stalin for its “new portrayal of Ivan 

                                                 
8Bown, 156. 
 
9 The Livonian War (1558-1582) was a long conflict over the seaport territories of Latvia and 
Estonia, where Russia fought Denmark, Sweden, Lithuania and Poland. 
 
10 A.M. Kurbskii., Prince A.M. Kurbsky’s History of Ivan IV, trans. and annotated by J.L.I. 
Fennell (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1965) 119.  
 
11 Robert Service, Stalin: A Biography (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University 
Press, 2005) 479. 
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the Terrible as a progressive statesman, the outstanding military leader of his time.”12 Sokolov-

Skalya knew that this work would find favor with Stalin, who liked it very much. The artist 

painted more Ivan-related works that Stalin liked.13  

 Like all Socialist Realist art, film had to reflect Stalin’s ideas. Ivan is known for the terror 

which he caused the people of sixteenth-century Russia, but Stalin wanted to point out the 

quality which he admired in Ivan, as the leader of a strong state. Ivan the Terrible, by Sergei 

Eisenstein, has two parts14: the first part was released in 1944 and the second, subtitled The 

Boyars’ Plot, not until 1958, years after Stalin’s death, because of Stalin’s disapproval of the 

film and requests to change it.15 The film released in 1958 is as Eisenstein intended it to be.16 

 Eisenstein (1898-1948) was a famous filmmaker/director in early Soviet Russia, who 

started directing in the Moscow Proletkult Theatre.17 His films were a series of images put 

together to evoke a cumulative emotional effect. Given his background, which included other 

historical films like Alexander Nevsky (1938), some of which won Stalin Prizes, it is little 

surprise that Stalin wanted Eisenstein to produce this film. Similarly, Nikolai Chersakov (1903-

1966) played Ivan. Chersakov starred in Eisenstein’s other historical films. He was made 

                                                 
12 Iskusstvo, No. 1 (1948) 44. 
 
13 Bown, 156. 
 
14 There was supposed to be a third part, which was never completed. 
 
15 “Privetstvie TsK VKP(b) rabotkikam sovetskoi kinematografii,” Pravda, No. 11 (11 January 
1935). The film did not fit the standards set by the All-Union Creative Conference of Workers in 
Soviet Cinema, which were reiterated by Stalin and printed here on the organization’s fifteenth 
anniversary. 
 
16 Eisenstein, 12. 
 
17 Proletkult: an early art movement. Matthew Cullerne Bown,  Art in Stalin’s Russia (Oxford: 
Phaidon Press, 1991). 
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People’s Artist of the USSR by Stalin and was also named to the Order of Lenin, both high 

honors in Soviet Russia.  

 There are four scenes in the film artistically portray Ivan as an all-powerful leader, which 

was important during this time to Stalin, during World War II. 

 First is the scene of Ivan on his throne telling his son that neither of their lives is as 

important as a strong Russia.18 This dramatic scene echoes what Stalin’s actions proved time and 

time again in the 1930s, during the purges and the famine. Stalin’s biographers vary on the 

number of victims of Stalin’s violence. According to Robert Conquest, a noted biographer of 

Stalin, 14.2 million people were either murdered under Stalin’s orders or starved because of his 

grain requisitioning policy,19 which officially said that everyone would get a portion of the grain 

that they were forced to give to the state. However, it was sold to the West for profit.  Like 

Ivan’s Oprichnina, Stalin’s NKVD did the dirty work of extermination. Stalin, like Ivan in the 

film, stated that the state was more important than the people in it. 

 Another scene, where Ivan is discussing the Livonian conflict, has a very strong split-

second image of two shadows: Ivan’s head and a globe (Figure 2). The two are side by side. This 

again reinforces the theme of just how strong Ivan wanted Russia to become, as well as how 

important he thought that he was. Stalin felt the same. 

 A third example comes at the end of the first part of Ivan the Terrible. It is an extreme 

close-up shot of Ivan’s head against the backdrop of a long line of his people, who are noticeably 

smaller, (Figure 3) who had come to beg him to return to Moscow. This was the intended result 

                                                 
18 Ruslan G. Skrynnikov, Ivan the Terrible, ed. and trans. by Hugh F. Graham (Gulf Breeze, FL: 
Academic International Press, 1981) 117. 
 
19 Service, 3. 
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of Ivan’s planned abdication of his throne and departure from Moscow altogether in 1564.20 As 

Ivan planned, Moscow fell into turmoil without his leadership, and its citizens asked him to 

return about a month later.21 He came back, only after being given complete power and the right 

to punish anyone he wanted by any means he saw fit.22 This pitiless vengeance can be compared 

to the purges and show trials in Stalin’s USSR in the 1930s. Several thousands of people, who 

Stalin saw as unfit or as some kind of threat, were exiled and/or eliminated. 

 There is also a “furnace play” in the second part of the film (Figure 4). This device was 

used by Eisenstein in both Ivan the Terrible and Alexander Nevsky. It alludes to a story of three 

children thrown into a fiery furnace and saved by a saint. As Ivan recalls his childhood to 

Kolychev, he is seen as one of the children being thrown into the furnace, but who is later saved. 

This also happens to his son, Dmitri, who is also saved. One of Ivan’s boyars, Aleksandr 

Staritskii, is not so lucky; the former friend of the tsar is murdered.23 Eisenstein’s use of this 

allusion to a religious children’s tale makes Ivan out to be a martyr. This would have definitely 

improved Stalin’s image.24 This would have more useful, if Stalin had lived to see it, to 

understanding the USSR’s involvement in World War II. Hitler broke the Non-Agression Pact, 

which he had signed with Stalin in 1939. He turned on the Soviet Union two years later, bringing 

it into the war, which at first, it seemed Hitler was likely to win. It can be seen that if Hitler 

                                                 
20 Skrynnikov, 77. 
 
21 Ibid. 
 
22 David MacKenzie and Michael W. Curran, A History of Russia and the USSR, 6th ed. 
(Wadsworth Publishing Company, 2001). 
23 Eisenstein, 214. 
 
24 Yuri Klitsenko, “’Furnace Play’ in the films Alexander Nevsky and Ivan the Terrible,” Pravda 
(23 July 2003) www.english.pravda.ru/society/showbiz/3382-crusader-0  
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would have kept his end of the deal, Stalin would never have had to subject his country to that 

war. Therefore, Stalin can be seen as a martyr who had to make a sacrifice to save the state. 

 The Ministry of Culture in the USSR ordered that the body of Ivan the Terrible be 

exhumed, on 23 April 1953,25 as the last of several historic personages whom Stalin admired and 

ordered to be exhumed and recreated.26 Mikhail Gerasimov was a Soviet anthropologist, famous 

for using the scientific method to reconstruct historic figures, e.g. Tamerlane, from their bones. 

He was chosen by the Ministry to create a realistic portrait of the tsar (Figure 5). So respected 

was Gerasimov by Stalin himself that he was honored at a dinner held to laud one-thousand of 

the Soviet Union’s top scientists; in attendance were prominent Soviet leaders, such as Molotov, 

Voroshilov and Zhdanov, as well as Stalin himself.27 As one of Stalin’s personal favorites, 

Gerasimov was even given an extra month’s pay for this project.28 

 Gerasimov’s autobiography, The Face Finder, describes his use of the scientific method 

to accurately reconstruct the tsar. He said that he had to disregard the traditional views of Ivan, 

both artistic and psychological, in order to be accurate.29 From the skeleton, the representation 

that Gerasimov created was not a pleasant one, but ended up agreeing with what many of Ivan’s 

contemporaries thought of him. 

                                                 
25 M.M. Gerasimov, The Face Finder. Translated by Alan Houghton Brodrick (Philadelphia and 
New York: J.B. Lippincott Company, 1971). 
 
26 Ibid. 
 
27 Henry Field, “Anthropology in the Soviet Union, 1945,” American Anthropologist, 48:3 (July-
September 1946) 375-396. 
 
28 Eve Conant, “Man of 1,000 Faces: The Forensic Genius of Mikhail Gerasimov,” Archaeology, 
56:4 (July/August 2003) 48. 
 
29 Gerasimov, 160. 
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The complete reconstitution – a drooping nose and a projecting lower lip. The 
Tsar’s expression was harsh, commanding and cruel. The mouth’s contemptuous 
drawn-down corners expressed disgust and abhorrence; in all its details the face 
corresponded to what Ivan’s contemporaries related of him.30 

 
Gerasimov clothed his depiction of Ivan based on fragments of cloth found still on the body, as 

well as that of his sons, whose tombs were also exhumed at that time.  

 From Gerasimov’s description of Ivan, we see what traits of the tsar probably interested 

Stalin the most. Ivan seems undoubtedly to be the powerful dictator that he is remembered as. At 

the same time, the clothing, that of a monk, represents piety. Stalin, of course, was not the 

devoted Christian that Ivan claimed to be, but he wanted to show his people that all of his work 

and all the decisions that he made, no matter how drastic, were for their benefit. All of the 

cruelty that Stalin inflicted can be considered here; no specific incident is necessary to mention. 

Stalin’s purpose for this bust was to state that cruelty was necessary for both Ivan and himself, in 

order to keep a strong state running smoothly. Gerasimov neither sugarcoated nor played up 

anything about Ivan the Terrible, which is what pleased Stalin. Both of them were to be 

remembered as honest men who wanted only what was best for Russia. 

 The ballet, Ivan the Terrible, does not come from Stalin’s time, but is from a source that 

Stalin had approved: Sergei Prokofiev’s film score for Eisenstein’s movie. The music from the 

film, including a bit that never got used, inspired choreographer Iurii Grigorovich to create this 

ballet. This was unusual, as Grigorovich stated himself that Russian history was not often the 

inspiration for a ballet at the Bolshoi. After listening to Prokofiev’s score, he began to study Ivan 

IV’s place in Russia’s history. It is significant to remember that this was taking place when the 

Soviet Union was ruled by Leonid Brezhnev, one of the country’s least memorable leaders. 

Tensions were still high with the United States, stemming from the start of the Space Race less 

                                                 
30 Ibid.  
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than a decade earlier. Therefore, Grigorovich found it appropriate to depict Ivan IV as one who 

“expressed the Russian national spirit.”31 Stalin would have agreed with the choreographer’s 

portrayal of Ivan the Terrible as the one who “laid the foundation of Russian statehood.”32 As 

Ivan was trying to create a new Russian state, so was Stalin. 

 The ballet, instead of telling a story from start to finish, is an ensemble of scenes that 

represent parts of Ivan’s life. Linking these scenes together was one specific scene repeated over 

and over: a chorus of bell ringers. This had nothing to do with the story itself, but was an homage 

to the Church, which was an important part of Ivan’s life.33 This approach is similar to the way 

in which Eisenstein’s film is a montage of Ivan’s life. However it is less fluid than the film. 

There are few unnecessary elements in the staging of Ivan the Terrible, which again would

pleased Stalin. Stalin’s goal was to show Ivan the Terrible in a certain light, not to tell his whole 

story. 

 have 

                                                

 There are the same key scenes from Ivan’s life that are told in Grigorovich’s story, that 

are common to other depictions of Ivan the Terrible in Socialist Realist art. If any cruelty by Ivan 

is depicted, it is shown with a justifiable reason behind it.  

 The ballet starts with Ivan’s coronation and his selection of a bride. In this scene, 

Grigorovich introduces Ivan’s cousin, Prince Kurbskii as a despondent knight, jealous of Ivan’s 

gaining control of Russia. Kurbskii has a solo dance part at the end of this opening scene, where 

he curses Ivan and his reign. Although this is also depicted in the movie, Kurbskii’s strong 

feelings toward Ivan are more significantly shown in the dancer’s monologue. He appears not 

 
31 Grigorovich, Iurii and Alexander Demidov, The Authorized Bolshoi Ballet Book of Ivan the 
Terrible (Neptune, NJ: T.F.H. Publication, 1988) 24. 
 
32 Ibid. 
 
33 Ibid. 
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just to dislike Ivan, as the published correspondence between the two men indicates, but seems to 

want what Ivan has--power. Stalin wanted the autocratic power that Lenin had before him. In a 

way, we can see Kurbskii as Stalin, before he took over the Soviet Union in 1929. It is agreed by 

historians that Lenin was Stalin’s mentor, and they were friends up until a certain point in time, 

when they had a major disagreement over whether or not to include non-Russian lands into the 

Soviet Union.34 Stalin, born a Georgian, had a personal interest in this matter and this soured 

their friendship. Stalin, as Lenin grew weaker, saw the opportunity to gain power. He did not 

rebel against Lenin, as Kurbskii openly criticized Ivan in his letters, but kept quiet and agreeable 

to Lenin until he inherited power over the USSR, which became official five years after Lenin’s 

death.  

 Both the beginning and final scenes of the ballet represent a theme of national unity.35 In 

both of these, Ivan is very animated and passionate, surrounded by the items that represent his 

reign: his throne and sceptre. (Figure 6)36 In the end, Ivan again appears as a martyr. The bell 

ringers, intended primarily for continuity, suddenly set the scene for a dramatic end. Ivan, raised 

on a platform, gathers all of the ropes and holds them together, to symbolize his strong state, but 

the ballet ends with the bell ringers pulling away from Ivan, to symbolize Ivan losing ground.37 

The ultimate fate is unknown, but the uncertainty caused by those who plotted against Ivan has 

taken its toll on the leader. Like Ivan, Stalin was aware of and affected by those who he 

suspected were against him. To maintain the state, Stalin increased his terror. More purges 

                                                 
34 Service, 180. 
 
35 Grigorovich, 45 
 
36 Ibid. 
 
37 Grigorovich, 47 
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followed the earlier ones. Until Stalin’s death in 1953, the constant elevation and replacing of 

high-ranking officials never stopped either. Stalin was never satisfied that his state was strong 

enough, and only gave up control of it when, ultimately, he no longer had a say in the matter. 

 Portraits of Ivan IV done during Stalin’s time had an agenda. It was not just to remember 

a significant figure of early Russian history. It was to show a strong leader of a strong state. 

Details were important; those left out were just as significant as those included. The 

postmodernist theory of ‘creating’ an image38 explains producing art for a specific reason, rather 

than simply recreating what one sees or for pleasure. In this case, the reason was that Stalin 

wanted to recreate Ivan the Terrible into a leader to be admired, as Stalin himself wanted to be. 

The question here is “do these images reflect history as it really was?” and the answer is “no.”  

Asking why is futile; Stalin was in charge, just as Ivan was. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
38 Steven Best and Douglas Kellner, The Postmodern Turn (New York and London: The 
Guilford Press, 1997) 129. 
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Figure 1: P.P. Sokolov-Skalya (1879 – 1961). Ivan the Terrible in Livonia (The Capture of the 
Livonian Fortress of Kokkengauzen by Ivan the Terrible). 1937-41/3. Oil on canvas. 297 x 445 
cm. (117 x 175 in.). Russian Museum, St. Petersburg. Source: Bown, 156.  
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Figure 2: Ivan and the world. From Ivan the Terrible by Sergei  
Eisenstein. Source: KristinThompson, Eisenstein’s Ivan the Terrible:  
A Neoformalist Analysis (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1981.  
Illustration appendix. 
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Figure 3: Ivan and his people. From Ivan the Terrible by 
Sergei Eisenstein. Source: Ibid. 
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                              Figure 4: The “furnace play.” From Sergei Eisenstein’s Ivan 
        the Terrible. Source: Ibid. 
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                               Figure 5: Bust of Ivan IV by M.M. Gerasimov. 1953.  

       St. Michael the Archangel, Moscow. Source:                                              
http://web.ku.edu/~3yrruss/reading/vasilevich/ivan_groznyi_bust20th.jpg 
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             Figure 6: Ivan at his throne. From Grigorovich’s Ivan the  

Terrible. Source: Grigorovich, 47. 
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Inspired by the memory of her grandmother, the author searches to find authentic 

representations of ranch women (or cowgirls)  in Western novels. The author describes her 

dissatisfaction with portrayals of women in novels such as The Virginian, Radigan, and Riders of 

the Purple Sage.  In these novels, she discovers a phenomenon she calls “the broodmare 

metaphor,” a comparison between women and animals based on their breeding/mothering 

abilities, and their status as commodities. Upon a cursory glance, this treatment of women seems 

to continue in modern cowboy literature such as All the Pretty Horses  and Lonesome Dove. 

However, upon further examination, while authors McCarthy and McMurtry seem to recreate 

some of these archetypes, they do so in order to showcase the limitations of these 

representations. Just as they use other classic cowboy motifs in order to deconstruct the myth of 

the West, they portray their female characters in classic roles to deconstruct the myth of women 

in the west. They expose and expand the confines of the broodmare metaphor.  
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A Woman’s Place in the West: 

 
Exposing the Broodmare Metaphor 

 
This project begins with my grandmother and my own recognition of the dissonance 

between the ranch women I’ve known and the representations of women in literature of the 

American cowboy West. My maternal grandmother, Lucille Leatham Rudd, was a mother, a 

nurse, and a ranch woman. She and my grandfather operated a farm in Parker, Idaho where they 

raised champion Quarter horses and ran a Hereford cattle operation. She was the smartest, 

strongest, and toughest woman I have ever known. To me, she represents the real Western 

woman: a woman with a strong voice, a strong hand, and a way with words.   Inspired by her 

life, I began examining the representations of female characters in literature of the American 

West.  In the pages of Western novels, I searched for a woman like Lucille, someone who was 

integral in both the breeding and birthing of animals, who fixed tears in barbed wire fences and 

tears in cowhide, who did everything to earn the title of  “cowboy” but was denied that title 

because of her gender: a strong, vocal, active, capable, horse-riding woman.   

What I discovered was that the representations of women in classic cowboy literature 

have been narrow, limiting, and untrue to real women. Based on Victorian notions prescribed for 

womanhood, women in the Cowboy West seem little more than plot device.  In The Virginian 

the lead female character is subservient to the plot and hastily sketched into the background.  In 

Riders of the Purple Sage, the heroine is not only subservient to the plot, she is subservient to the 

hero. In its pages, she metaphorically becomes an animal, a phenomenon I have identified as the 

broodmare metaphor: a passive, voiceless, domesticated animal that exists only to submit to men 

and to create children.   Upon a cursory glance, this treatment of women seems to continue in 

modern cowboy literature. Elements of the broodmare metaphor can be seen in modern cowboy 
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novels such as All the Pretty Horses  and Lonesome Dove. However, upon further examination, 

while McCarthy and McMurtry seem to recreate some of these archetypes, they do so in order to 

showcase the limitations of these representations. Just as they use other classic cowboy motifs in 

order to deconstruct the myth of the West, they portray their female characters in classic roles to 

deconstruct the myth of women in the west. They expose and expand the confines of the 

broodmare metaphor.  

   In my search, I discovered that I was not the only Western woman searching for a 

realistically drawn ranch woman, a woman based on real women.  Teresa Jordan, Western 

feminist scholar, begins her collection Cowgirls with the same impetus that began my own 

research. She writes: 

I grew up surrounded by women and girls who worked the range, right beside 

their husbands and brothers.  Then, at college, I focused on History of the 

American West. I studied women on the overland trails, prairie mothers and 

desperadas, women in politics and on the mining frontier, women schoolteachers 

and even rural doctors, but few cowgirls. What about these women I grew up 

with? . . . Did the women I grew up with have an unusual sense of personal value 

and self-fulfillment, or was that perception a product of my own nostalgia? (xxx) 

Thelma Poirer, editor of Cowgirls: 100 Years of Writing the Range, echoes Jordan’s query when 

she asks, “Where are the writings of ranch women? As I matured, I began to want books and 

stories to authenticate my own experience” (17).  Like Jordan and Poirer, I was dealing with the 

same question.  I also felt that ranch women like my grandmother had been overlooked in the 

larger story of the West.  
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Frankly, I was disappointed. I searched the classics of the genre, including Owen 

Wister’s The Virginian,  and Zane Grey’s Riders of the Purple Sage among others.  What I found 

were images of women that were not true to what my grandmother represented. In these novels, 

women were seldom cast as main characters. More often, they were sketched hastily into the 

background, with the cactus and sagebrush. Other Western feminist scholars also noticed this 

marginalization.  In The Women’s West, scholars Susan Armitage and Elizabeth Jameson note, 

“The gender bias underlying the Western story has led us to believe that the West was built by 

stalwart men and incidental, unimportant women. The men are so dominant that the women have 

been all but crowded off stage” (7). The gender bias that Armitage and Jameson speak of was 

rooted in the prescriptive roles for American womanhood in the nineteenth century. During this 

time, the “cult of true womanhood” (as defined by popular magazines and religious literature) 

admonished women to embody four cardinal virtues: piety, purity, submissiveness, and 

domesticity. The last virtue, domesticity, was one of the most prized. Barbara Welter concludes 

that the cult of womanhood, with its emphasis on domesticity, made women hostages in their 

own homes (151).  

The  world of the unsettled West had few domestic spaces.  Instead, the West was defined 

by rugged landscapes and unbound skies. By its very definition as an outdoor space, it was 

considered man’s domain. Welter states, “The true woman’s place was unquestionably by her 

own fireside” (162).  The West however, had far more wildfires and campfires than firesides. For 

a time, adherents to true womanhood couldn’t conceive of a place for women in the West. But 

women came West nonetheless. Scholar Julie Roy Jeffrey notes that many pioneer women 

migrated West with a strong commitment to domesticity (10). This commitment translated into a 

Western model of true womanhood: the Prairie Madonna. Jordan states,  
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The Prairie Madonna fit within the context of frontier domesticity. . . .We sense 

that she provided a warm and welcoming home for her man. And if she had to 

help herd the oxen, milk the cows, or plow the field until the family became 

established, she turned her energies to the more refined tasks of culture, religion, 

and education as soon as she was able.  But some women found that they liked to 

herd the oxen, milk the cows, and plow the field. . . . They, and their daughters 

and granddaughters, I have defined as cowgirls. (Cowgirls 278) 

The women who dared to step outside, both literally and metaphorically, violated the laws of true 

womanhood.  Because of this transgression, they were excluded from the larger story of the 

West. Roach states, “Cowgirls have been neglected, generally lumped with the pioneer women 

and thus too narrowly hemmed in. If noticed, they are disparaged.” (xvii). This disparagement 

was the price these women paid for stepping outside the prairie madonna stereotype, for enjoying 

and preferring animals and landscape (the male world) to sewing and ironing (the traditional 

female world).   

The few women who dotted the horizons of Western novels were certainly not vocal and 

active ranch women, like my grandmother. In both The Virginian and Riders of the Purple Sage, 

the female characters seemed bound by the prescriptions of the cult of true womanhood.  They 

had little individuality and no opportunity to tell their own stories. Armitage and Jameson state: 

“If women entered this landscape at all . . . they were hazy supporting figures far in the 

background, stoically oppressed or angelically supportive, and certainly voiceless and passive” 

(Writing the Range 3).  

For example, in The Virginian, which became the Western prototype,  Wister himself 

noted that his characterization of Molly Wood, the schoolmarm that captures the heart of the 
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titular character, was a failure. In a letter to his mother, Wister writes that “she seems to me 

without personality” (qtd. in Wister, Owen Wister Out West 18). Scholar Richard Etulain notes 

that she exists merely as plot device. He states,  

Molly Wood lacks depth because her individual identity is sacrificed to the 

author’s plot demands. . . . Molly serves in an important but subservient position, 

furnishing the love interest for the dashing hero and representing an eastern 

genteel culture, but she does not exist as a strong, individualistic figure in her own 

right. (76) 

Even the author acknowledges his failure to imagine a believable female character. He too, is 

aware of Molly’s flaws. 

Even more disturbing that the portrayal of women as scenery or props is the portrayal of 

women as animals found in the novels of Western mythmakers such as  Louis L’Amour and 

Zane Grey. Beneath the surface of both of these Western stories, there is a quiet comparison 

between women and animals. This comparison is decidedly negative, focusing on the weakness 

and subservience of both women and animals to men. I dubbed this phenomenon the broodmare 

metaphor. Broodmares are female horses bought exclusively for breeding purposes. Seldom 

ridden or even trained, they are expected to be passive, voiceless, mothering creatures. The 

broodmare metaphor equates women with female animals: their worth based on their 

reproductive and mothering abilities and their ability to be passive and silent.  There are two 

main components within the broodmare metaphor.  From brood, we see the concepts of female 

sexuality (including labor, birth, and child-care) and female passivity. In mare, we see the image 

of woman as animal, a commodity to be bought and sold. The broodmare metaphor negatively 
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connects women to animals in order to degrade and insult them, questioning their intelligence 

and reminding them that like animals, they have been, or must be, tamed and subdued by men.   

In L’Amour’s 1958 novel Radigan, the lead female character is reduced to  a mere animal 

in game of predator and prey with the villain.  

She had been taught all her life the way a lady should live, and how a lady should 

act, and it was all good and right and true . . . but out here on the mesa top with a 

man hunting her to put her back on the grass it was no longer the same. . . .There 

are times in life when the fancy words and pretty actions don’t count for much, 

when it’s blood and death and a cold wind blowing and a gun in the hand and you 

know suddenly you’re just an animal with guts and blood that wants to live, love 

and mate, and die in your own good time. (144-145)    

In this example,  woman literally becomes another animal, hunted by man. Her humanity falls 

away, and she is reminded of her own defenselessness. The woman/animal connection serves to 

reduce and subdue the woman, reminding her that she is merely a female animal that wants to 

“love and mate.” In her fear, she becomes the broodmare.  

In Grey’s 1912 novel Riders of the Purple Sage, the author draws the broodmare 

metaphor more explicitly.  He consistently characterizes the heroine, Jane Withersteen, as a blind 

but rebellious horse who needs to be tamed.   She is dependent upon the hero, Lassiter, a 

gunslinger who saves  her from marrying a Mormon elder against her will. Grey uses metaphor 

to compare Withersteen to Lassiter’s blind horse who had been abused by evil men who “once 

roped an’ tied him, an’ then held white-iron close to his eyes” (12). Withersteen herself is 

described throughout the novel as blind (12, 100, 124, 230) and silent (25). The narrator informs 

us that she is so silent that “a red-hot running-iron couldn’t burn that name out of her” (25), 
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another parallel to Lassiter’s horse.  Through Grey’s comparison,  she becomes the blind horse 

who evil men want to subdue. 

 The horse parallels continue throughout the novel. One of her hired men tells her, “There 

never was any other rich Mormon woman here on the border, let alone one that’s taken the bit 

between her teeth” (49).  Withersteen, like a runaway horse, has taken the bit between her teeth 

and is running blindly.  And it’s clear that the evil men in this book intend to “break” Jane 

Withersteen, just like a strong-willed steed: “Her head to be brought low and her spirit broken”  

(51). She says herself, “I might be led; I won’t be driven” (57) echoing the old adage, “you can 

lead a horse to water.” 

   Lassiter himself  refers to “This breakin’ of Miss Withersteen” (119) and finally explodes 

saying “You are a woman, fine an’ big an’ strong, an’ your heart matches your size. But in 

you’re mind you’re a child. . . . You’re to be broken. Your body’s to be held, given to some man, 

made if possible, to bring children into the world” (125). In this speech, Lassiter traces the 

outline of the broodmare metaphor: women connected  with animals in order to subdue them and 

capitalize on their breeding capabilities. However, while Lassiter recognizes the evil plot that the 

blind Jane does not, he doesn’t free her from the confines of the broodmare image. Indeed, Jane 

is still the blind horse who must be broken, either by the evil men or by Lassiter himself, who 

finally convinces her of her blindness. But as Withersteen says herself, she, like a horse must be 

led.  After the death of Lassiter’s blind horse, Withersteen exclaims, “Lassiter, will you be my 

rider?” (60).  Although denotatively Withersteen is hiring Lassiter to be a wrangler, the 

connotations of the language that Grey uses are clear: Lassiter literally becomes Withersteen’s 

rider. She is the blind horse who must be broken by either the Mormons or by Lassiter, and, in 

the end, Lassiter tames her and she exclaims to him, “No woman can love like a broken woman” 
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(202). While he may have saved her from the evil Mormons, it is clear that she is still a horse 

that must be tamed and subdued by men.  

While evidence of this metaphor disturbed me in pulp novels such as Riders of the Purple 

Sage, I was more disturbed when I found evidence of the broodmare metaphor in two modern 

cowboy classics: Cormac McCarthy’s 1992 novel All the Pretty Horses and Larry McMurtry’s 

1985 epic Lonesome Dove. These novels transcend the bounds of ordinary Westerns read only by 

die-hard fans. All the Pretty Horses, a national bestseller, won both the National Book Award 

and the National Books Critics Circle Award. Lonesome Dove, also a bestseller, won the Pulitzer 

Prize and was made into an Emmy winning miniseries. Quite frankly, these beautifully written 

novels will be and are now regarded as literature, in the classic sense. They will be studied by 

future generations, and the everyday reader, curious about the West, will read these two books. 

USA Today proclaims “If you read only one Western novel in your life, read Lonesome Dove” 

(qtd. in Lonesome Dove iv). Publisher’s Weekly calls McMurtry “the man who, excepting 

perhaps Cormac McCarthy, is our most talented and important chronicler of the West” (Rotella 

62).  These two books are the most important novels to be written about the American West in 

the past twenty years. And in their pages, there is evidence of the broodmare metaphor 

embedded within the portrayals of the female characters: Alejandra, Lorena, and Clara.  

In his novel, All the Pretty Horses, McCarthy portrays Alejandra, the rich rancher’s 

daughter, as a broodmare. She literally becomes one of the titular pretty horses. In a conversation 

seemingly about horse breeding, the rancher, Don Hector, tells John Grady Cole that he can 

never have Alejandra. It’s all a matter of breeding. Don Hector asks, “How much importance do 

you give to the mare?” Cole answers that he places the same amount of importance on the mare 

as he does on the sire, flying in the face of conventional horse breeding wisdom for the time. 
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Don Hector smiles, “I happen to agree with you” (115).  In this brief exchange, Don Hector has 

objected to the coupling of John Grady Cole and his daughter based on breeding lines. The 

subtext draws an analogy between the coupling of mares and stallions and the coupling of 

Alejandra and John Grady Cole.  Alejandra becomes the mare of which Don Hector speaks, who 

shouldn’t couple with an inferior stallion.  

Later in the novel, there are more parallels between Alejandra’s relationship with Cole 

and horse breeding. Cole acts as overseer in a breeding program established by Don Hector. 

Cole’s job is to evaluate the mares and decide which ones are worthy to breed to the expensive 

American stallion. This event occurs directly after Cole attends a dance that Alejandra also 

attends. These two events, occurring in such close textual proximity, seem to echo one another. 

Both events consist of John Grady Cole evaluating females based on their breeding potential. 

Both events act as formalized mating rituals. At the dance, Cole chooses Alejandra. Later, he 

walks with her father and chooses mares for the great stallion: “He and John Grady would walk 

among the mares and John Grady would argue their points and the hacendado would muse and 

walk away a fixed distance . . . and then look up to see the mare anew, willing to see a new mare 

should one present itself” (127).   

Prior to his sexual encounter with Alejandra, Cole begins to ride the stallion bareback 

after each session of breeding: “Kicking off his boots and swinging up while Antonio still stood 

holding the trembling mare by the twitch, the mare standing with her legs spread and her head 

down and the breath rifling in and out of her” (129).  Cole would then ride the stallion, “leaning 

low along the horse’s neck talking to him softly and obscenely” (129) saying, “Soy comandante 

de las yeguas . . . yo y yo solo” (128). Riding the stallion in this way, Cole meets Alejandra, and 

shortly after, they consummate their relationship.   
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In this description of horse breeding,  the mare is passive. She is held still with a twitch, a 

device that attaches to her ear, causing her enough pain that she cannot move. Cole’s comments 

to the horse bring the parallel between horse breeding and human intercourse into even sharper 

focus. He whispers to the horse, “I command the mares . . . I and I alone.” In this scenario, the 

interaction between the stallion and the mare becomes a symbol for the relationship between 

Cole and Alejandra.   

In Lonesome Dove, it must be noted that  McMurtry’s portrayals of female are much 

more realistically drawn than those portrayed by other Western authors, such as Grey.  However, 

it is clear that McMurtry has drawn parallels between women and animals. The book includes a 

nearly unrideable female horse dubbed “The Hell Bitch” and prostitute known only as “The 

Buffalo Heifer.”  More importantly, the two main female characters, Lorena and Clara, are 

described in terms of their breeding/mothering abilities and compared with animals.  

The first female character we meet in Lonesome Dove is Lorena, a beautiful but sullen 

young prostitute who has lived a life of abuse and neglect. In her sexual experiences, she is 

completely silent and passive: “Her silence soon came to be widely commented on. . . . Silent 

happened to be how she felt when men were with her” (35).  Not only is Lorena portrayed as 

sexually passive and silent, she is also portrayed as an animal. Even references to her history 

before she came to Lonesome Dove confirm that she has been regarded as no more than animal, 

a commodity for breeding purposes, for most of her life. In fact, the man who launches her life as 

a prostitute, Mosby, treats his animals better than her: “The only creatures that ever saw any 

kindness around that house were Mosby’s hounds” (32). The next man that Lorena becomes 

involved with, Tinkersley, sees her only as a commodity: “He made it clear that she meant about 

as much to him as a good saddle” (33). This reference, while not an animal reference in the purist 
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sense, still retains both animal and commodity connotations.  And after she has been stolen by a 

group of evil renegades who repeatedly rape her, the ringleader refers to her as livestock. He 

says, “I’ve bought and sold better animals than her many times” (479).  

McMurtry’s most three-dimensional female character in the book is Clara Allen, a 

woman who left Texas with her horse-breeder husband to homestead in Nebraska. While not 

necessarily passive in her everyday life, she is defined by her mothering abilities and her 

connection to animals. Clara is introduced to us as a surrogate broodmare who, when we first 

meet her, is milking a mare, striving to save a foal that its mother is ignoring (647). Clara thus 

becomes the mother mare for the foal. She not only mothers animals, she is also the mother of 

five children: three sons who died in childhood and two lively daughters. In addition she nurses 

her bed-ridden husband. However, her failure to raise her sons to adulthood haunts her, causing 

her to feel as if she is a failure as a mother and therefore as a woman: “Though she had borne 

five children, she sometimes felt barren,” McMurtry says (655). It is only when she is given the 

opportunity to raise a baby boy that has been abandoned at her home that she redeems herself. 

She cradles the child and exclaims, “I stole you . . . I got you and I didn’t even have to go 

through the pain”(670). In this statement, she has claimed both the child and the role of mother 

for herself. This baby boy provides her the opportunity to succeed at motherhood and hence 

womanhood, redeeming her from the abyss of her losses. Clara’s role as surrogate mother to both 

horses and people becomes her defining characteristic. She tells July Johnson, “I like young 

things . . . Babies and young horses. I get attached real quick. They don’t have to be mine”(710). 

Clara’s experience as a mother is tied inextricably to her desire to become a writer. She is 

portrayed as a voracious reader who longs to become a writer herself, but never realizes her 

dream because her motherly duties occupy her time.  
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Reading stories by all the women, not only George Eliot, but Mrs. Gore and Mrs. 

Gaskell and Charlotte Yange, she sometimes had a longing to do what those 

women did—write stories. . . . Once she had even ordered some big writing 

tablets, thinking she might try it anyway, even if she didn’t know how, but that 

was in the hopeful years before her boys died. With all the work that had to be 

done she never actually sat down and tried to write anything—and then the boys 

died and her feelings changed. Once the sight of the writing tablets had made her 

hopeful but after those deaths it ceased to matter. The tablets were just another 

reproach to her, something willful she had wanted. She burned the tablets one 

day, trembling with anger and pain, as if the paper and not the weather had been 

somehow responsible for the deaths of her boys. (658) 

Inspired by examples of great female writers, Clara longs to write too, but finds her role as 

mother in direct conflict with her desire to be an author. What is implied in this passage is that 

Clara’s desire to write is the cause of her son’s deaths, causing her to fail at motherhood, and 

hence as a woman. She feels that her desire to become a writer, or even to experiment with 

writing, is in direct conflict with her role as a mother.   

 The next obvious question is why? Why would McCarthy and McMurtry, two 

postmodern thinkers, choose to represent their female characters in this way? Are these 

portrayals evidence of the author’s beliefs about women’s roles? Do they agree with the myth or 

not? In answering these questions, we must examine more evidence from the novels themselves, 

and the entire myth of the West.   I propose that these two authors  used these stereotypes for a 

very specific reason: to showcase how narrow, limiting, and ultimately inaccurate these 

prescriptions were for women. Alejandra, Lorena, and Clara all have to grapple with the 
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broodmare metaphor, fighting against this mindset in the men they meet. While the metaphor 

itself is present in the traditional West, it is clear that these female characters don’t fit within its 

boundaries. They each make individual choices that rip at the fabric of the metaphor, exposing 

the gaps and holes.  In their characterizations, McMurtry and McCarthy expose the stereotype 

and create real, believable female characters in the process.  

In many ways, these two authors were grappling with the same problem that I was: 

namely that the West that inhabits Western fiction is not the real West.  All the Pretty Horses, for 

instance, is easily one of McCarthy’s least violent and disturbing books. When McCarthy 

published All the Pretty Horses, some critics believed that he “had abandoned his dark vision for 

the idyllic and more traditional Western romance” (Priola 169). However, it was clear from 

McCarthy’s comments that the critics’ diagnosis was premature. All the Pretty Horses, McCarthy 

reminded them, was the first book in the Border Trilogy. “You haven’t come to the end yet,” he 

stated, “This may be nothing but a snare and a delusion to draw you in thinking that all will be 

well” (169). Thus, for McCarthy, the image that most people have of  the West is nothing more 

than a shared delusion.   

Like McCarthy, McMurtry was also struggling to rewrite the typical Western story.  

Lonesome Dove was the culmination of his efforts. Mark Busby notes, “McMurtry did not 

simply offer up a nostalgic formula Western.  Rather . . . he persisted in his antimythic ways” 

(189). As evidence, Busby observes that the main characters, McCrae and Call, have certain 

traits that are definitely not heroic, such as laziness and unscrupulousness. But some readers 

failed to recognize McMurtry’s deconstructionist slant in the novel. Busby explains, “While he 

had set out to debunk the myth, he discovered instead that many readers filtered out the 

antimythic material and understood only the powerful romance of the Western legends” (193). 
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By gathering the anti-mythic elements together, it is clear that these two authors are 

dismantling the entire image of the traditional West: the landscape, the boundaries, the codes, 

and the characters. They were recasting male characters, not as heroes, but average men who 

made mistakes and sometimes behaved brutally. The classic example of this is the character of 

Jake Spoon, a former Texas ranger and companion to the main characters, McCrae and Call.  

Spoon falls from grace by joining a band of murders. While he doesn’t commit any murders, he 

also does nothing to stop them. And finally, he swings at the end of the noose made by his old 

friends, McCrae and Call.   

Within the sweeping scope of the entire American West, McCarthy and McMurtry were 

also recasting the role of women in the West, exposing and expanding the negative broodmare 

metaphor, although it must be noted that this was not their primary focus. The next question we 

must is answer is this: why must the myth of the traditional West be recast at all? 

For many people in the mid-nineteenth century, the West represented hope and new 

opportunity. Even before the settling of the West was complete, stories filtered back to the 

civilized East about the new opportunities a man could find in the undefined and unmapped 

West. To some, the West meant easy fortune through the California Gold Rush of 1849, or free 

land through the Homestead Act of 1863 (White 185).  It was a place without laws and without 

clear boundaries. Many erroneously thought that the West was an empty space, a blank sheet 

made for a man to write his own story. Jordan states, “From the first, the West was viewed as a 

particularly male domain. ‘Go West, young man’ ran the popular wisdom, for it was men who 

would break the trails and quiet the natives. The women came later as an afterthought, a support 

crew and no one paid them much mind” (279-80).  The women, confined to domestic affairs by 

the cult of true womanhood, were out of their ‘proper sphere’ on Western trails. Men however 
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were duty bound to conquer the land and the natives, making the West safe for the women and 

children to follow them. Their role as conquerors was celebrated in story and song. Indeed, the 

women, the Native Americans, and even the animals seemed to serve a supporting role in a story 

that centered on male experience.  

Thus the West became the setting for stories that focused on white man’s triumph over 

hostile land, hostile weather conditions, hostile animals, and even hostile people. As early as the 

1860’s, dime novels featured storylines in which a lone white man would rescue a stolen white 

woman from hostile Natives in a bloody battle (Etulain 17).The woman’s role in these stories 

was to wait, silently and passively, for her hero to appear.  However, the seeds of this plot were 

planted much earlier, in captivity narratives from Colonial America. In The Land Before Her, 

Annette Kolodny explores the effects of this motif on Western women.  The earliest recorded 

account is the 1682 publication of Mary Rowlandson’s narrative A True History of the Captivity 

and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson (17). Kolodny surmises that Rowlandson wrote the 

account “no doubt . . . with her minister husband looking over shoulder (17). Indeed, Puritan 

ministers especially capitalized on the stories of white women abducted by Indians. One such 

minister, Cotton Mather, appropriated the story of Hannah Dustin (21). Such stories highlighted 

the vulnerability and passivity of the captives, even when, as Kolodny states, “the applicability 

of the story to his intended purpose was, at best, imperfect” (21). Dustin hacked her Indian 

captors to death. However, her story, under Mather’s appropriation, takes on a decidedly more 

passive tone.  Mather, according to Kolodny, “underscores Dustin’s feminine vulnerability by 

stressing her convalescence from the recent childbirth” (23).  Kolodny concludes that “The 

legacy of these interpretive strategies . . . initiated the familiar image of a meek and frightened 

white woman suffering in the wilderness” (27). This particular myth is recycled again in 
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Lonesome Dove through the abduction of Lorena by Blue Duck and her subsequent recovery by 

Augustus.  

This version of the frontier myth gave birth to the tradition of Wild West stories that fed 

the public’s imagination for years: a rugged white hero, rough countryside, a strain of romance, 

belligerent natives, and romantic descriptions of life on the range.  Etulain concludes that this 

Western plot was heavily influenced by writers such as James Fenimore Cooper, Owen Wister, 

the dime novelists, and even Buffalo Bill Cody.  This group, he notes, “pictured the West as a 

wild, untrammeled place, hosting free, adventuresome, and courageous men competing with 

Natives and awesome landscapes” (29).  The attributes embodied by these characters, such as 

individualism and toughness, were championed as Western traits. White notes, “So powerful is 

the influence of this imagined West that its fictional creations and personas become symbols of 

the West, and real westerners model themselves after fictional characters” (614). In this way, the 

myths began to feed the reality, especially for female characters. As Corlann Gee Bush states, 

“For women, the Western story is not an epic but an allegory, a tale of passivity, dependence, 

gentility, and frequently victimization” (29). 

It was this mythic tradition of Western storytelling that McCarthy and McMurtry were 

deconstructing. McCarthy himself has stated, “There isn’t a place in the world you can go where 

they don’t know about cowboys and Indians and the myth of the West” (qtd. in Owens 65). In All 

the Pretty Horses and Lonesome Dove, these two authors use the elements of the traditional 

Western to raise questions about that story. Barcley Owens notes, “Like Larry McMurtry, 

McCarthy pursues a very Anglo-male trail, playing to the common ethos of a cowboy-loving 

crowd. Without altering basic mythic types or classic plots, he plays with poetic language and 

thematic motifs” (66). 
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At the beginning of All the Pretty Horses, the main character,  John Grady Cole is 

suffering from a broken link in the chain of his heritage. His grandfather is dead, and his actress 

mother, from whom he is estranged, opts to sell the family ranch. These broken lines of 

genealogical descent serve to exacerbate Cole’s search for his own identity. A cowboy without 

land, Cole embarks on a journey to Mexico, seeking to reclaim the life his mother has sold.  Cole 

is imbued with all the classic Western hero traits, such as horsemanship, physical stamina, and 

kinship with the land (Morrison 178). But unlike other similarly endowed Western heroes, these 

traits don’t guarantee his success. Gail Moore Morison notes, “At the novel’s end, after his 

Mexican odyssey; he has not won Alejandra and in fact appears to have seriously compromised 

her by alienating her from her father” (178).  McCarthy uses Cole to demonstrate that the dime-

store Western myth takes a toll on those who choose to live by it.  Not only does Cole fail to “get 

the girl,” he leaves Mexico as a broken man, ashamed of the brutalities he has watched himself 

commit.  The Western code of conduct that Cole has tried to live by hasn’t saved him from 

perpetrating terrible transgressions, like murder, that haunt him. He retraces his steps toward 

Texas as a different man, a man desperate to repent of his sins and to make restitution for his 

crimes.  

In the end, Cole comes before a judge, a judge that he wishes were endowed with 

heavenly power. After his trial is dismissed, Cole comes to the judge’s home and tells him “I 

don’t feel justified” (290). Cole then recounts each crime: how he continued his secret affair with 

Alejandra despite her father’s objections, how he murdered a boy in prison, and finally how he 

failed to save Blevins, sitting by passively while he was marched into the desert and shot (290-

93).  The judge tries to give him solace, but finally states, “I guess that’s something between you 

and the good Lord” (293). The judge cannot absolve him of his sins and Cole is left to wander 
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again, trying to return Blevins’ horse in an act of restitution.  At the novel’s end, Cole is 

definitely not the cowboy-god riding triumphantly into the sunset. Lost, broken, and alone, Cole 

represents the costs of trying to live by the Western myth.  

McCarthy’s portrayal of Alejandra was part of his larger effort to deconstruct the old 

Western story. Like his portrayal of the hero, McCarthy sets up Alejandra to look similar to other 

Western heroines like Jane Withersteen: she is beautiful, silent, and compared with animals. 

Initially Alejandra fits the broodmare metaphor. McCarthy makes this characterization explicit 

through the horse breeding comparison .Other scholars have also commented on the breeding 

comparison between horses and humans. Morrison notes, “Senor Rocha is not interested in a 

similar experiment in crossbreeding between his daughter Alejandra and the Texas Import. Like 

the native mares, Alejandra is described as being small and slight” (189).  

But the comparison doesn’t hold up under closer scrutiny. Unlike the mares and unlike 

other Western heroines, Alejandra is clearly not submissive and passive in her encounters with 

Cole. She initiates their sexual relationship, asking Cole “Me quieres?” (141). In addition, she 

also refuses to obey Cole when he pleads with her to leave her father and marry him. She holds 

the power in their relationship; she is the one who ends it. “She is more overtly the aggressor in 

the consummation of their romance and, in the end, she is its most insistent destroyer” (Morrison 

181). In the end, it is clear that Alejandra is not like the other Western heroines who fit the 

broodmare metaphor. Instead McCarthy builds her character along traditional dime-novel lines 

so that he can expose the flaws. She is not subservient, and ultimately does not obey Cole. The 

broodmare metaphor doesn’t fit Alejandra. She expands and redefines the archetype of a ranch 

woman. 
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Like McCarthy, McMurtry is also reworking elements of the classic Western. Etulain 

explains, “Although McMurtry employs familiar ingredients of the western story—cowboys, a 

cattle drive, and the frontier—he undercuts and remythologizes these subjects to create a new 

gray West” (148). One element that McMurtry explores is the notion of women in the West. 

Many critics agree that Lonesome Dove is a man’s book, yet McMurtry creates two prominent 

female characters that play vital roles (144).   

Through the character of Lorena, he reveals the presence of the broodmare metaphor in Western 

men’s mindset. While it’s true that Lorena is constantly spoken of as an animal, the credibility of 

the speakers must be taken into account.  In nearly every scenario, the speaker is the worst kind 

of man that McMurtry is capable of creating. The men who think of Lorena as an animal are 

described as animals themselves: violent, selfish, narrow-minded, brutal villains like Blue Duck 

and Monkey John.  Thus McMurtry shows that the mistreatment Lorena suffers is a consequence 

of the broodmare metaphor embedded in the minds of men.  When a society (and the individuals 

within that society) equate women as animals, commodities valued for their breeding potential, 

the end result is violence and ugliness.  McMurtry unmasks the romanticism of such a portrayal 

and exposes it for the cruelty that it really is.   

Eventually, Lorena escapes from the confines of the broodmare metaphor.  With the 

kindness of Gus and Clara, she no longer thinks of herself as an animal. In fact, in Streets of 

Laredo, the sequel to Lonesome Dove, Lorena is the central character and wields the most power. 

The entire novel can be read as the ascendancy of Lorena.  Lorena forms the center of a new 

community, around which the other characters revolve. She ends up extending her family to 

include the dispossessed, just as Clara did in Lonesome Dove, offering up her home as a refuge. 

Busby notes that the novel ends with Pea-Eye following Lorena back into the house. He 
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concludes, “Marriage, family, stability, and home—these are the forces for facing the newly 

arriving century” (195).  

The contrast to Lorena is of course, Clara Allen. McMurtry’s portrayal of Clara is, in 

many ways, a triumph. Clara is witty, capable, strong, and determined.  She is easily the best 

drawn female character in the novel. In comparison with Lorena, Etulain notes “Clara Allen is 

the more remarkable figure. Memorable married women in Western stories are as unusual as 

creditable ministers, making Allen as the more noteworthy” (145). While it is clear that there are 

parallels that connect Clara both to mothering and to animals, defining Clara as a mere 

broodmare fails to take into account her choices and her own individuality. McMurtry expands 

the narrow borders of the broodmare metaphor. It is clear from McMurtry’s representation that 

Clara has arrived at this place, time, and role through her own powerful individual choices.  And 

she tells us herself that  there is nowhere she would rather be: “She mostly did what she pleased, 

and what she pleased usually had to do with horses” (819).    

Unlike Jane Withersteen, Clara’s association with horses is positive and empowering. 

Instead of turning toward the genteel and civilized East after her husband’s injury, she chooses to 

step outside the boundaries of domesticity and run the ranch. In this role, she takes on her 

husband’s job, both caring for, training, and selling the horses. And it must be noted that she is 

better at the job than her husband ever was. Clara states,  “He wouldn’t let me work with the 

horses, although I’m better with them than he ever was. But he didn’t think it fitting . . . But I’d 

rather be down with the horses, and now there’s nothing to stop me” (821).  

When Clara steps outside her prescribed role, it is clearly empowering.  Captain Call 

glimpses this empowerment when he negotiates with her to buy horses. “Clara set such a stiff 

price for her horses that Call was tempted to balk. He felt sure that he would have done better 
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with her husband. . . . There was something uncompromising in Clara’s look when she named 

the prices. It was as if she dared him to bargain” (764). Clara challenges the Captain’s authority 

with her own skill and knowledge. In addition, her aptitude with horses enables her to support 

herself and her family. 

Clara’s role as a surrogate mother to both animals and people is not negative and limiting 

to her. Although McMurtry places an emphasis on Clara’s role as a mother, she was not,  as 

Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar have stated, “buried in (and by) patriarchal definitions of [her] 

sexuality” (94), constantly mothering others at the expense of her own desires. The only 

exception is her renouncement of her desire to write, which I still see as a major flaw in this 

character.   She never speaks of her role as a mother as limiting.  Instead she embraces that role,  

voluntarily assuming the role of mother to the orphaned child: 

She had already grown attached to the baby. She liked to lie in bed with him and 

watch him try and work his tiny hands. He would peer at her for long stretches, 

frowning, as if trying to figure life out. But when Clara laughed at him and gave 

him her finger to hold he would stop frowning and gurgle happily. . . . She did 

like babies. Few things were as likely to cheer her up. (684) 

Clara Allen was indeed the best example of a successful ranch woman that I had found in any 

Western novel, more like my grandmother than any other character I found. Ernestine Sewell 

claims, “She plays out the maternal role expected of a woman and at the same time exercises the 

masculine traits she has assimilated in her adopted role of ranch woman—cowgirl may be a 

better term” (223). Clara Allen has found the balance, and the ability to pivot between domestic 

spaces and untamed land. Through her choices, she finally finds a place for ranch women in the 

American West.  
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 In the end,  I realized that Clara Allen was as close as I would come to finding my 

grandmother in the pages of someone else’s book.  Like Clara, my grandmother Lucille  was a 

vocal and active participant in the ranching operation. Like Clara, she too had to navigate a 

minefield of prescriptions placed upon women by men, by society, by representations of women 

in classic cowboy literature, and finally, it seems, by the mythic West itself. During my search, 

one of the most dangerous prescriptions I found was the broodmare metaphor, a connection that 

inextricably and negatively links women to animals.  The evidence of this subversive metaphor 

can be found in the genesis of Western myth, in stories from the colonial frontier and 

foundational cowboy classics.  It can also be detected in current cowboy literature, such as All 

the Pretty Horses and Lonesome Dove.  However, the difference between the portrayals of 

Wister and Zane’s female characters and McCarthy and McMurtry’s female characters is 

striking. Wister and Zane endorse the metaphor, while McCarthy and McMurtry seek to expose 

it, along with other elements of romantic Westerns.  While Jane Withersteen is defined by the 

metaphor, Alejandra, Lorena, and most of all Clara, fight against it, refusing to be defined by it. 

Through these characters, the authors expose and expand the definitions and prescriptions for 

women in the West.  These portrayals begin to unravel the fabric that binds representations of 

women in the West.  And yet there is still a long way to go. In the end, McMurtry trips at the 

finish line.  He doesn’t allow Clara to write her own story. By choosing not to pursue or explore 

Clara’s writing talents, he leaves us with a picture of silent subversion rather than outright 

rebellion. This fabric must not only be unraveled, it must be rent, in order to destroy the 

dissonance between the reality and the romance of the Western story.  
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Abstract 
 
“Expression of Identity: Māori Ta Moko and the Utilization of the Internet”, examines 

Ta Moko (the tattoo) of Māori, the indigenous peoples of Aotearoa/New Zealand 

within the Māori Renaissance Movement. Ta Moko is discussed as an expression of 

identity (cultural, heritage/family, spiritual, and personal) and as art intersecting the 

public realm (the body in space). A close examination of how Māori communicate 

identity through the utilization of the socially constructed public realm of the Internet 

will also be discussed (Castells, 2004, p. 54). Kaupapa Māori Theory (contemporary 

term for ancient Māori theorizing and documenting Māori experience by Māori) will 

be imperative to the discussion of Ta Moko. This research will provide insight, 

broadening the discourse of public art. 
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The Young Man and the Sea:  

 The Influence of Tragic Shipwrecks upon the Poetry of Walt Whitman  

In “Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking,” Walt Whitman tells us that the secret word 

that the sea lisped to him in his boyhood was “death, / and again death, death, death, death” 

(Leaves of Grass 393). It seems that in several of his sea poems, especially poems that reminisce 

about his youth,  Whitman connects the ocean with death. Why?  

One possible reason: Long Island, or Paumanok, where young Walt spent much of his 

time, was home of the famous wreck valley, site of numerous disastrous shipwrecks. According 

to www.longislandgeneaology.com, “Hundreds of charted wrecks can be found in the waters off 

Long Island.  And there are hundreds, maybe even thousands of wrecks that are yet to be 

discovered or have not been charted”( “Long Island Shipwrecks”). In fact, in “As I Ebb’d with 

the Ocean of Life,” Whitman refers to his island’s tragic history when he identifies himself with 

Paumanok, saying, “ I too Paumanok, / I too have bubbled up, floated the measureless float, and / 

been wash’d on your shores, / I too am but a trail of drift and debris, / I too leave little wrecks 

upon you, you fish-shaped island” (395).   

Several of these wrecks had a profound effect upon Whitman, especially in his childhood 

and youth. In Specimen Days and Collect, Whitman recounts his experience with these 
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shipwrecks: “A long history of wrecks tragedies, some even of late years. As a youngster, I was 

in the atmosphere and tradition of many of these wrecks—of one or two almost an observer. Off 

Hempstead beach, for example, was the loss of the ship “Mexico” in 1840 (alluded to in “The 

Sleepers” in L. of G.)  And at Hampton, some years later, the destruction of the brig “Elizabeth,” 

a fearful affair, in one of the worst winter gales, where Margaret Fuller went down, with her 

husband and child” (13). 

As Whitman says, it was the wreck of the Mexico, when he was seventeen that haunted 

him and later inspired a section in “The Sleepers.” The wreck occurred on Jan. 2, 1837 (not in 

1840 as Whitman states), a mere six weeks after the wreck of the ship “Bristol” on Nov. 21, 

1836. Both wrecks occurred in nearly the same location, and had terrible death tolls. Only 32 

souls out of 116 survived the “Bristol” wreck while a mere 8 people out of 128 walked away 

from the “Mexico” (“Rock Raynor Smith Hero Life Saver of the Wreck Mexico”). 

Why was passage near Paumanok such a treacherous journey for those traveling the seas? 

Van Field, expert on wrecks in Long Island, explains the geography of the tragedies, saying,  

The chances of ships running aground is illustrated by examining the approaches to the 

nineteenth century port of New York, at the time the fastest growing city on the eastern 

seaboard. A sailing ship had to make a long funnel-like approach to the busy port, with 

the coast of New Jersey on the one side and the coast of Long Island, New York, on the 

other. During a strong noreaster, a sailing craft could be driven upon New Jersey’s lee 

shore. Both coasts contained sandbars located between 300 to 800 yards offshore. In a 

storm, any ship stranded on the sandbars usually went to pieces within a few hours. Few 

people could survive a 300 yard swim in 40 degree storm-tossed surf. Even if a few 

sailors managed somehow to reach the beach in winter, they stood a good chance of 
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perishing from exposure on the largely uninhabited shore. On January 2, 1837 for 

example, the American bark Mexico wrecked on the Long Island coast (Long Beach) and 

all 112 emigrant passengers on board were lost. (“The United States Life Saving 

Service”). 

The wrecks of the Bristol and the Mexico were a horrendous spectacle for the inhabitants 

of Long Island. In both cases, they could see the floundering ships, a mere 300 yards in the 

distance, but could do nothing. The Hempstead Inquirer of Hempstead Long Island published an 

account of the wreck of the Bristol on November 30, 1836. It states, “The shore, which was 

about a quarter of a mile from the wreck, was crowded with persons, looking on, but unable to 

afford any assistance as the surf ran so high. The ill-fated persons aboard the doomed vessel saw 

those who would, but could not assist them” (“The Wreck of the Bristol”). Indeed, Whitman’s 

poetic description of the event in “The Sleepers” seems to coincide with geographical and 

historical accounts of these two wrecks. As a witness to the wreck, Whitman writes, “I cannot 

aid with my wringing fingers; / I can but rush to the surf and let it drench me and freeze upon 

me” (111).  Whitman, like the other onlookers and like those trapped on board, is impotent 

against the fury of the sea. Helplessly, the onlookers and victims watch each other across a 

distance neither can cross.  

Accounts of the wreck of the “Mexico” align even more closely with Whitman’s poetic 

imagery in “The Sleepers.” He writes, “The beach is cut by the razory ice-wind . . . . the wreck- / 

guns sound, / The tempest lulls and the moon comes floundering through / the drifts. // I look 

where the ship helplessly heads end on . . . . I hear / the burst as she strikes . . I hear howls of 

dismay / . . . . they grow fainter and fainter” (111). In this stanza, Whitman records the sounds of 

the wreck.  His audio description matches recorded accounts of the experience, hinting that he 
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may have been there himself to hear the wreck guns, the burst of the hull, and the howls of 

dismay from the terrified victims as the icy sea lashes at them, and finally engulfs them in its 

depths. One account of the wreck echoes Whitman’s sounds, recording these same moments as 

follows:   

A blinding blizzard and zero degree weather caused the “Mexico” to drift off 

course and run aground off Hempstead South. . . . At impact, her rudder was 

broken off,  Her main mizzen mast snapped, and her hold ripped open causing 

water to rush in. The passengers were forced to the main deck with scarcey (sic) 

enough clothing to keep warm, let alone withstand the freezing water of ocean 

spray. . . . The temperature was below zero, and the waves were said to be as high 

as a house.  Once the water hit the ship, it would instantly freeze.  The spray 

coming over the top of the deck, soaking the now huddled together passengers, 

would freeze the instant it came in contact with their bodies.  The women and 

children were crying in pain from the icy fate that awaited them.  The oldest 

passenger was 52, and the youngest being less than two years old. (Raynor Rock 

Smith Hero Life Saver of the Wreck "Mexico”) 

In addition, Whitman’s account of stacking the victims in a barn is not merely grisly 

imagery but based on historical fact. In both wrecks, the job of cataloguing and interning the 

dead fell to the Long Islanders. This event was documented and recorded in Long Island history. 

In “The Sleepers” Whitman writes, “I search with the crowd . . . . not one of the company is / 

washed to us alive; / In the morning I help pick up the dead and lay them in / rows in a barn” 

(111).  
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On the Long Island Genealogy site, one eyewitness recalls, “About sixty of the dead from 

the “Mexico,” all stiffly frozen, were brought from the beach, piled crosswise on wooden sleds, 

and placed in the barn of John Lott, at Hicks Neck until a plot in Old Sand Hill Cemetery at 

Pearsall’s (Lynbrook), donated for the purpose by Peter T. Hewlett of East Rockaway, could be 

made ready for the burials” (Raynor Rock Smith Hero Life Saver of the Wreck "Mexico”). 

Later, the account continues, “Entire families were frozen together in a final icy embrace. One 

sailor died with his hands clasped in prayer. The dead---77 of the 116 who  perished were 

recovered---were laid out in a farmer's barn in Hicks Neck, now Baldwin, for the identification 

of friends and relatives. The gruesome sight drew thousands of onlookers.” Perhaps Whitman 

himself, if not a participant in the recovery effort, as “The Sleepers” suggests, was one of these 

onlookers.  

As Whitman states, he came of age in the “atmosphere and tradition” of Long Island 

shipwrecks (Specimen Days 13). The Winter of 1836-37 and the wrecks of the “Bristol” and the 

“Mexico” must have haunted his thoughts, resurfacing in his poetry, especially in the “The 

Sleepers.” At  a young age,  Whitman may have witnessed first-hand how the sea can whisper 

death to those upon the shore. This early lesson from his Paumanok childhood would come back 

to him again, and again, as waves breaking against the shore, and would even wash over his 

robust optimism, ever lisping “the word final, superior to all,” (393) the secret of the sea: “death, 

/ and again death, death, death, death” (393). 
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WORKSHOP ABSTRACT 
 

DRAMATURG AS EDUCATOR < = > EDUCATOR AS DRAMATURG: 
AN INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP EXPLORING THE EXPANDED ROLE OF THE 

DRAMATURG, AS MODELLED BY THE ARTS INTEGRATION INSTITUTE 
 
 

GOAL:   To open participants’ awareness of how the dramaturg’s journey from 

inspiration, through exploration to creation can be the model for arts-integrated 

teaching in the K-12 classroom. 

 

OBJECTIVES:   

Through demonstration and interactive exercises, participants will:  

• experience engagement and participate in the process of artistic and 

instructional creation  

• explore the interplay of language, music, visual art, and movement with 

core curriculum 

• understand and utilize the dramaturgical model of synthesizing research 

with arts process and production to enhance classroom teaching and 

learning  

 
NARRATIVE: 
 
If we can accept that: 

A. Dramaturgs, as part of their job description, have always had to teach 

(i.e., communicate to others new information in a meaningful context 

in order to stimulate creative performance); and that 
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B. Theatre is a multidisciplinary art form, incorporating the disciplines of 

movement, music, visual arts, as well as other core subjects taught in 

schools (e.g;, math, science, history, language arts);  

then it follows that there must exist striking similarities between the skill sets of 

dramaturgs and teachers.  They are both charged with engaging audiences in 

complex intellectual and emotional experiences.  They are both responsible for 

provoking and promoting greater understanding in others.  Curiosity, proficiency 

in researching, connecting seemingly unrelated topics, articulating and 

communicating information to others in an appealing manner, are among their 

skills.  The dramaturg, however, may in many cases have an advantage over the 

teacher:  an awareness of and experience in the arts that so many of today’s 

teachers lack.  Therefore, why not advocate for the theatre dramaturg, a person 

trained to find and forge critical links that create context for facilitating one’s 

understanding of a multitude of subjects, as one proponent for educational 

reform in the United States?  

 

The Arts Integration Institute at Towson University offers such an opportunity 

through its mission to train in-service teachers in arts-in-education methods and 

strategies.  By using the arts to re-form the standard approach to curriculum, it is 

a laboratory that models a collaborative approach to making connections and 

providing context for learning – as stated, one of the most prevalent traits of the 

dramaturg.  This arts-infused programming is setting a standard for creating  
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DRAMATURG AS EDUCATOR < = > EDUCATOR AS DRAMATURG:   
 AN INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP  
 

 

4

system-wide arts-integrated schools in Maryland, with hopes for creating a model 

for the nation’s educational system. 

 

My experience as Director of the Arts Integration Institute over the past eight 

years, and my training in dramaturgy, illustrate how dramaturgical techniques 

may be used by teachers to enhance active classroom learning.  Approaching 

the classroom through the phenomenology of the theatre, and illustrating with 

real-world examples, my presentation suggests ways in which teachers today 

may be trained through dramaturgy, and may use dramaturgy in their own 

classrooms. 

During this interactive workshop, and using as example the Russian folk-tale, 

The Firebird, participants will have the opportunity to explore how the skills of 

the dramaturg may be replicated as good teaching models for the classroom; 

i.e., how the effective dramaturg’s contribution to mounting plays, engaging 

audiences, and making clear points to an audience through a collaborative 

effort with director, designers, and actors translates directly as “best practice” 

for teachers.  A brief retelling of the folk tale, along with directed art, music, 

movement, and theatre activities, will engage participants in collaborative 

artistic processes and demonstrate how these can be linked to a K-12 

curriculum.  
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Grammatical alternation in adult SLA: The case of English present 

perfect construction 
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1. Introduction 

In the field of English Education, grammar plays an important role in second 

language (L2) learning. Among the grammar, the tense and aspect of the verb is a 

central part of learning English. Especially, the distinction between present perfect and 

simple past is one of the essential factors in language use. Since the present perfect 

aspect shares the territory with the simple past tense, it confuses many L2 learners of 

English. One of the most demanding grammatical areas for Korean learners is the usage 

of present perfect. The reason of difficulty is that not only the aspect shares the territory 

with the tense intrinsically but also the Korean language has no clear concept of present 

perfect. The Korean past tense morpheme –ess/-ass is known to have a secondary 

function of ‘perfect’ (Sohn 1995, Lim 2003).  

Current curriculum in English education in Korea focuses on differences between 

present perfect and simple past by showing the cases that only either present perfect or 

simple past is possible. Thus, when L2 learners see many occasions that both present 

perfect and simple past are possible in English colloquial expressions, they get confused. 

For this reason, Korean learners hardly recognize when both English present perfect and 

simple past are possible with little difference of meaning. 
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In this respect, this study classifies English present perfect construction into four 

categories depending on whether they can alternate with the corresponding simple past 

constructions, and investigates whether nonalternants are acquired more easily by 

second language learners than alternants. 

 

2. Theoretical Background 

Most current studies of grammatical alternations-variant ways of expressing the 

same proposition- focus on why an L1 user is choosing one instead of the other (e.g. 

Rosenbach 2005, Bresnan et al. 2006, Snider & Zaenen 2006). There has been, however, 

little discussion on L2 learners’ difficulty regarding construction choice. Even though 

there are two constructions, present perfect and simple past, which may overlap 

semantically, but each also has its own unique semantics, there has been mainly 

focusing on their differences which indicate that either one of constructions is possible. 

Thus, when L2 learners encounter the cases that present perfect can alternate with the 

corresponding simple past, they could be confused. Therefore, the present study aims to 

investigate Korean L2 learners’ difficulty of choosing present perfect construction 

which has a corresponding counterpart, simple past, in usage. 

 

2.1 Four Types of Present Perfect 

This study classifies English present perfect construction into four categories 

depending on whether they can alternate with the corresponding simple past 

construction. Each type is suggested to predict the different levels of difficulty.  

 

2.1.1   Type 1 
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The difference between the present perfect and the simple past is not always very 

clear-cut. It often depends on our ‘focus’: are we thinking mostly about the present 

relevance of a past event, or about the past details? In some cases both present perfect 

and past are possible with little difference of meaning (Swan 2005: 445). 

 

(1) a. We have heard that you have rooms to let. 

      b. We heard that you have rooms to let. 

(Swan 2005: 445) 

(2) a. Good-bye, it has been a pleasure to meet you. 

      b. Good-bye, it was a pleasure to meet you. 

(Huddleston 1984: 161) 

(3) a. Has Marked phoned? 

   b. Did Mark phone? 

(Swan 2005: 445) 

2.1.2 Type 2 

In an informal style, simple past tenses are sometimes possible with always, ever 

and never when they refer to ‘time up to now’ (Swan 2005: 443; cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 

185). 

 

(4) a. Have you ever seen such a beauty? 

      b. Did you ever see such a beauty? 

(Declerck 1991: 106) 

  (5) a. I’ve always know I could trust you. 

     b. I always knew I could trust you. 
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(Swan 2005: 443) 

(6) a. I’ve never met anyone with that name. 

   b. I never met anyone with that name. 

 

2.1.3 Type 3 

Present perfect expresses a situation that began in the past and continues to the 

present. It is the case when only present perfect is licensed and its meaning can not be 

expressed by simple past.  

     

(7) a. I’ve used my left hand for a month now. 

   b.* I used my left hand for a month now. 

(Thomson and Martinet 1986: 17) 

(8) a. So far the new teacher hasn’t given us any homework. 

   b. * So far the new teacher didn’t give us any homework. 

(cf. Yule 2006: 22) 

(9) a. At present, I have written three chapters. 

   b. * At present, I wrote three chapters. 

(Huddleston 1984: 159) 

 

2.1.4 Type 4 

The present perfect is fixed as an idiomatic expression. For example, have been to 

has the sense of ‘visit a place and come back’ (Alexander 1994: 192). The ‘Have+-ed’ 

form as an idiomatic expression can’t alternate with simple past.  
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(10) a. I’ve been to London. 

    b. * I was to London. 

(Palmer 1965: 53) 

(11) a. This is all she has got to do. 

    b. * This is all she got to do. 

 

To sum up, the four types of present perfect suggested in this study are presented as 

follows: 

 

�Present perfect can alternate with simple past (alternants). 

 

Type 1. The difference between the present perfect and the simple past is not always 

very clear-cut. […] In some cases both present perfect and past are possible with little 

difference of meaning (Swan 2005: 445). 

 

Type 2. In an informal style, simple past tenses are sometimes possible with always, 

ever and never when they refer to ‘time up to now’ (Swan 2005: 443; cf. Quirk et al. 

1985: 185). 

 

�Only present perfect is licensed (nonalternants). 

 

Type 3. Present perfect expresses a situation that began in the past and continues 

to the present. 
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Type 4. The present perfect is fixed as an idiomatic expression. For example, 

have been to has the sense of ‘visit a place and come back’ (Alexander 1994: 

192). 

 

2.2 Hypothesis 

The present study investigates the acquisition of present perfect in English by 

Korean L2 learners and what aspect of present perfect gives the learners difficulties 

most. Therefore, this study hypothesizes that the cases where two expressions, present 

perfect and simple past, serving as alternatives (TYPE 1 and TYPE 2) are more difficult 

for L2 learners to acquire than those where there are no variants(TYPE 3 and TYPE 4). 

  

3. Experimental Design (Pilot Study) 

8 Korean learners of English and 2 Native speakers are participated in this pilot 

study. 8 subjects of Korean L2 learners were grouped into an intermediate level (4 

students) and an advanced level (4 students) considering their TOEFL scores. The 

TOEFL scores (PBT) of an intermediate group were between 500 and 600 and an 

advanced group’s TOEFL scores were over 600. 2 Native speakers are participated as a 

control group. 

A grammaticality judgment task is designed to measure the grammatical alternation 

in present perfect construction. This task includes 15 sentences which consist of 12 

target sentences (4 types x 3 tokens) and 3 fillers. In each fillers, simple past with time 

expressions for a period that ended earlier (last night, yesterday) is used. (Yule 2006: 

22) 

The subjects were given no time limit to perform this task but asked to work through 

the questionnaire as quickly as possible. Prior to taking tasks, all the directions were 
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given in Korean. The subjects were asked to do their task depending only on their 

intuition and try to go with your initial reaction for each question.  

 

4. Result 

The result of pilot study shows that present perfect which can alternate with simple 

past (TYPE 1 and TYPE 2) are more difficult for Korean L2 learners to acquire than 

those where there are no variants (TYPE 3 and TYPE 4) : Nonalternants (TYPE 3 and 

TYPE 4) > Alternants (TYPE 1 and TYPE 2). 

In the intermediate group, subjects got the same highest mean score for TYPE 4 and 

TYPE 3 (M=1.75). The mean scores of the subjects’ judgment on TYPE 1 (M=0.50) and 

2 (M=0.25) were much lower than the other two types.  

The result of mean scores in the advanced group shows the hierarchy of four types: 

TYPE 4 (M=3) > TYPE 3 (M=2) > TYPE 2 (M=1.75) > TYPE 1 (M=0.50). This was 

consistent with the expectation because the mean score of present perfect which cannot 

alternate with simple past is higher than that of alternants can be observed in this result.  

The control group of native speakers got a perfect score in each type. It shows that 

unlike L2 learners, native speakers can understand alternation of present perfect and 

simple past. And also every subject got a perfect score in fillers which are designed to 

measure the learners’ ability of using simple past. Thus, the result shows that the 

subjects in this study fully understand the usage of simple past comparing to present 

perfect.   

The results of mean scores in each group and comparison of mean scores in each 
type are graphically displayed as follows: 
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Table 1. Mean Scores of Each Group 

Type 
Intermediate Group

Mean Score 
Advanced Group 

Mean Score 
Control Group 
 Mean Score 

Type 1 0.50/3 0.50/3 3.00/3 

Type 2 0.25/3 1.75/3 3.00/3 

Type 3 1.75/3 2.00/3 3.00/3 

Type 4 1.75/3 3.00/3 3.00/3 

Fillers 3.00/3 3.00/3 3.00/3 

 

Figure 1.  Comparison of Mean Scores in Each Type 
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The another significant point to be dealt with is that in Figure 2, comparison of 

mean scores in each group, as the proficiency level of English goes up, L2 learners’ 

ability of using present perfect construction are improved. It suggests that the effective 

learning strategies focusing on alternation of present perfect and simple should be 

employed. 

 

Figure 2. Comparison of Mean Scores in Each Group 
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5. Conclusion 

The present study showed that learners performed better with nonalternants (TYPE 

3 and TYPE 4) than alternants (TYPE 1 and TYPE 2). It assumes that the four types of 

present perfect indicate the different levels of difficulty of using present perfect. As a 

result, present perfect which can be alternate with simple past causes Korean L2 

learners many difficulties. 

School grammar in English has focused on differences between present perfect and 

simple past in order to give a clear concept of the present perfect of English. However, 

it also needs explanation when present perfect can alternate with simple past. Therefore, 

the present study can provide some pedagogical implications. That is, the traditional 

grammar instruction should be reconsidered. The problem of the traditional approach is 

that it couldn’t explain when alternation of present perfect and simple past is possible. 

In addition, a various learning strategies should be employed to focus on similarities as 

well as differences between present perfect and simple past.  

Korean L2 learners need to notice the similarities as well as differences between 

present perfect and simple past and it enables them to use of present perfect with its 
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meaning association. 

The present study reveals some limitations. The result of this study is mainly 

based on the pilot study. The number of participants is insufficient to generalize the 

result and the limited target sentences are used in the task. In a future study, adequate 

subjects should be participated to get a reliable result and the task should consist of 

enough target sentences and proper level of sentences seems to be required. Another 

limitation is that type 4, the idiomatic expression, includes restricted representative 

cases. It is tricky to decide whether this expression is idiomatic or not. To confirm the 

result of this study, a follow-up research is needed.  
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Andrew Morgan 
Abstract 

Brahms and the Narrative of the Sublime 
 

 This paper examines a narrative archetype in three works of Johannes Brahms.  Analysis 

of expressive states, form, harmony, and musical topos reveals a theme of loss and acceptance in 

Nänie, Op. 82, Intermezzo in A, Op. 118 No. 2, and Romance in F, Op. 118 No. 5.     

 The ternary form common to these three pieces establishes a narrative in which a musical 

persona abandons an initial affective state and subsequently revisits that state with a sense of 

acceptance.  Opening material in each of the works presents a character of regret and loss, while 

harmonic analysis shows multiple attempts to modulate away from the tonic, as if to escape the 

undesirable circumstance.  But tonal motion to the dominant fails to materialize, and a 

contrasting section begins in a marked tonal relationship to the tonic.  Metric shifts accompany 

the tonal change, along with renewed liveliness and aspiration.  However, the middle section 

contains some fatal flaw, preventing the new expressive realm from reaching a conclusive end.  

As the opening material returns, it is modified to prevent any gesture toward modulation, lending 

the closing section an aura of repose. 

 That A should return without its previous signs of tonal denial points towards a newly 

achieved expressive state: the sublime, a union of pleasure and anguish.  Analysis of Schiller’s 

text in Nänie is consistent with this final narrative stage.  The narrative of the sublime relies 

heavily on memory as a path towards immortality, hoping to avoid loss or death via a bridge to 

the past.   Brahms acknowledges the futility of escaping the present condition, but ameliorates 

feelings of regret with dignity and calm.   
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 1
THE PRAGMATIC POWER OF INTERPRETERS IN      

COURTROOM TESTIMONY 

 

Introduction 

       In an American courtroom trial, where the witness is a non-native speaker of English, the 

use of an interpreter significantly affects the dynamics of the lawyer-witness colloquy. 

Functioning as the voice of the non-native speaker, the interpreter has the powerful ability to 

alter the pragmatic meaning of an utterance; that is, how the speaker intends to convey the 

message. For example, the coerciveness of an attorney's question may influence the manner in 

which the witness responds; in turn, the extent to which a witness hesitates in answering may 

lead the jury to an unwarranted conclusion.    

        According to Fraser (1996), utterances contain both a basic message as well as pragmatic 

features, words or phrases that signal how the speaker intends the message to be taken. Thus, in 

the utterance “I think I meant to kill him", I think is a pragmatic marker that modifies the basic 

message "I meant to kill him.” 

Excerpted from a larger study, this paper looks at interpreter alterations to several 

pragmatic markers in trials involving English-speaking lawyers and Spanish-speaking witnesses. 

The study examines whether the markers were added or deleted in the interpreted version, and 

describes the impact of alterations to both lawyer questions and witness answers, Finally, the 

research proposes that failure to conserve these markers can potentially distort both the lawyer 

question and the witness response, effecting the credibility of the witness.  

The data is taken from audio and videotaped court recordings of 6 trials that occurred in 

large urban cities in New Jersey, Massachusetts, and California. The trials involved 8 Spanish-

speaking witnesses, 13 English-speaking lawyers, and 9 interpreters.  Of the six trials, one was a 

municipal court criminal trial, four were superior court civil trials, and one was a high-profile 

superior court criminal trial. 

Why Interpreters Add andDelete Markers 

The literature on court interpreting offers several explanations for why interpreters add 

and delete pragmatic markers.  In their discussion of why interpreters omit markers, Gonsalez et 

al. (1991), Edwards (1995), de Jongh (1992), and Berk-Seligson (1990) claim that hesitations 

such as uh and umm are deleted from witness answers in order to sanitize them and make them 

more comprehensible to the jury.  

 In addition, Berk-Seligson (1990) and Edwards (1992) argue that interpreters delete 
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 2
hesitations as well as signals of belief such as I think and I guess because they are not essential 

to lexical meaning.  According to Edwards (1995), the elaborate rhetorical phrasing of lawyer 

questions is yet another factor that motivates interpreter deletions.  Rigney (1997/1999) 

considers why interpreters delete tag questions (e.g. didn't you?, did you?) from lawyer 

discourse.  She claims that English tag questions often have no grammatical or pragmatic 

equivalent in Spanish. For example, the formal structure of Spanish tags differs from English 

tags, where affirmation or negation lies in the declarative portion of the question, rather than in 

the tag (1999). Thus the lack of equivalency between Spanish and English tags may explain their 

omission from the Spanish version of the lawyer question.  

  Discussing why interpreters add pragmatic markers, Gonsalez et al. (1991: 479) claim 

that interpreters often use uh in English and este in Spanish to maintain language flow when 

interpreting from one language to another. Similarly, Berk-Seligson states that these hesitation 

forms may function as "a cognitive mechanism to gain time to process the rest of the 

interpretation" (1990: 136). 

 Other researchers have focused on the effect of using hesitation markers, claiming that 

they indicate uncertainty on the part of the speaker.  James (1973: 108) claims that uh " is very 

commonly used when the speaker has any uncertainty about what he is saying, or even about 

how his addressees are reacting to him."  Brennan and Williams' (1995) experimental study, 

which evaluates the role of hesitation in influencing listeners' perception of speaker answers, 

reveals that listeners are less likely to judge answers containing uh and umm as correct.  

 In the literature on courtroom language, O'Barr (1982) examines the effect of hesitation 

phenomenon in English-speaking witness answers. He identifies uh and umm as one feature of 

powerless testimony, a speech style based on R. Lakoff's (1975) description of women's 

language. The results of his experimental study revealed that mock jurors found witness answers 

less credible when they included features characteristic of powerless language.    

 Similarly, Berk-Seligson (1990) claims that, in interpreted witness answers, the addition 

of both hedges (e.g. “probably”) and hesitation forms, as features of powerless speech, changes 

the force of the witness answer in English, making it " weaker in the strength of its affirmation 

than ...in Spanish"(p.131).   

 While explanations for why interpreters add and delete pragmatic markers underscore the 

complexity of courtroom interpreting, it is unlikely that the jury is aware of these reasons. Judges 

in bilingual cases offer little insight into the interpreting process, requiring only that jurors attend 

to the testimony exactly as it is presented by the interpreter (Hewitt 1995). Thus the effect of 
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 3
alterations to witness testimony remains potentially critical. 

Findings 

This section offers an analysis of interpreter alterations to three pragmatic markers in the 

lawyer/witness exchange: uncertainty markers, evidential markers, and assessment markers.  

The analysis discusses whether the markers were added or deleted in the interpreted version, 

occurred in lawyer questions or witness answers, and considers whether they were found in 

direct examination or cross-examination. Finally, the analysis considers the potential impact of 

these alterations in influencing a jury's assessment of the witness’ credibility.  

Addition of Uncertainty Markers to Witness Answers 

(1)  Witness: un sueter negro 
  Gloss: a black sweater 
  Interpreter: the uh guy there in the black. 
  
 Example 1, taken from the direct examination of a witness, illustrates the addition of 

uncertainty markers, which signal the speaker’s uncertainty about the basic message of the 

utterance.  In this example, the interpreted answer, unlike the original utterance, contains the 

marker uh.  As this example illustrates, even in the establishment of routine information during 

direct examination, such as the witness acknowledging the defendant's presence in court, the 

addition of an uncertainty marker can suggest doubt. 

  Here, the interpreter recasts the original response, a clear and unambiguous description 

of what the defendant was wearing (a black sweater), to a vague answer in which the defendant 

is offhandedly referred to as a guy.  Thus, the addition of the uncertainty marker uh, along with 

the lack of specificity of the answer, diminishes the credibility of the witness's identification of 

the defendant.  

Example 2 is taken from the cross examination of a witness. In this example, the 

interpreter has once again added uncertainty markers. Under the glare of interrogation in cross 

examination, witnesses are particularly vulnerable, and any suggestion of uncertainty could 

discredit them. In this case the stakes are particularly high, since the witness, also the defendant, 

describes an event critical to his version of the events.  

(2)  Witness: y ahi todos le gritaban que no le matara que no fuera  
  cochino que no fuera asi. 
  Gloss: and everybody was yelling at him not to kill him,    
 not to be disgusting not to be like that. 
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 4
Interpreter: everybody was uh crying uh not to kill him uh uh not to be 
disgusting not to be like that not to kill him. 

 
Although the defendant's original response contains no uncertainty markers, the 

interpreted version adds four, in the form of uh. These additions have the effect of making the 

witness appear uncertain, potentially undermining his answer. This example illustrates how 

interpreter alterations can adversely affect the defendant's version of the facts, thus weakening 

the defense's case. As a result the prosecution may gain the advantage.  

In Example 3, taken from direct examination, the witness, who is also the defendant, 

describes an event critical to establishing his testimony. 

(3) Witness: le saco un punal 
Gloss: produced a knife 

  Interpreter:  umm umm produced a a a knife 
 
 While the witness's original answer shows no hesitation, the interpreted version includes 

two uncertainty markers (umm umm).  In addition, the article "a" is repeated three times. In this 

very short answer, the occurrence of both the uncertainty marker and the repetition of a lexical 

item, separated by only one word, significantly alters the degree of certainty with which the 

witness actually responded. According to London's (1973) study of juror perceptions, "... 

repetitions in a person's speech are associated with a lack of persuasiveness" (cited in Berk-

Seligson 1990: 136). Thus the addition of two uncertainty markers, along with the use of 

repetition, creates an answer lacking conviction. Interpreter alterations such as this one diminish 

the force of the answer the jury hears.  

Addition of Evidential Markers to Witness Answers 

(4)  Witness: yo no puedo decir ni que si que no. 
  Gloss: I can't say either yes or no. 
  Interpreter: I can't tell you yes or no I don't know. 
 
 In Example 4, taken from cross-examination, the interpreter adds the evidential marker I 

don't know to the witness response. Evidential markers (Fraser 1996) indicate the degree of the 

speaker's belief in the basic message of the utterance (e.g. I guess, I think, and I don't know).  The 

fact that the witness, in Example 3, is once again the defendant, heightens the significance of his 

answer.   

 In this example, the defendant's original response is non-committal and neutral (I can't 

say either yes or no). However, the addition of  I don't know to the interpreted version suggests 
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 5
uncertainty, erroneously suggesting that the reason the defendant didn't say yes or no is that he 

didn’t know the answer. Thus the addition of the evidential marker makes the witness appear 

evasive, potentially damaging his testimony. 

The next two examples are taken from the testimony of Rosa Lopez, a Spanish-speaking 

witness in the O.J. Simpson murder trial. Lopez, the live-in maid for the family who lived next 

door to the Simpsons, claimed to have seen Simpson drive off in his car with another man the 

night of the murders. In addition, she stated that, shortly after, she heard a prowler outside the 

Simpson residence. If she had proved a credible witness, she could have provided Simpson with 

an alibi that he was not home when the murders occurred. Although her testimony was 

videotaped out of turn with only the judge present, it was originally intended to be presented to 

the jury during the defense's case. However, due to many inconsistencies in the testimony, the 

tape was not shown to the jury.    

According to legal experts interviewed by the media during the videotaped coverage of 

the trial, memory and time were pivotal issues in the Lopez testimony, since her significance as a 

witness centered around her recollection of events the night of June 12 when the murders 

occurred (O.J. Simpson Videotape). Thus, legal experts claim, the strategy of the defense was to 

try to establish Rosa Lopez's ability to accurately recall time and dates, while the prosecution 

would attempt to show her lack of competence in measuring time (O.J. Simpson Videotape).   

 Examples 5 and 6, taken from Johnny Cochran’s direct examination of Rosa Lopez, 

illustrate what happens when interpreters omit evidential markers from witness testimony. 

(5)   Witness: No me recuerdo especificament no me recuerdo   
 exactamente. Creo que fue en el 88. No estoy muy 
  seguro creo que fue en el 89. 

Gloss: I don't remember specifically. I don't remember exactly. I believe it was 'in 
88. I am not sure I believe it was in '89. 
Interpreter:  I don't remember specifically but I think it was '88 or '89. 

 In Example 5, taken from direct examination, Rosa Lopez responds to a question, posed 

by Johnny Cochran, asking her to confirm when she had applied for status as a resident alien.  In 

this question, the defense asks Ms. Lopez to remember a pivotal event in an attempt to 

demonstrate her ability to recall dates and thus establish her as a credible witness. However, the 

presence in her answer of 3 evidential markers (I believe, I am not sure, and I believe), casts 

doubt on her ability to accurately remember the date of this event. 
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 In contrast, the interpreter's version sanitizes the response, deleting two of the three 

evidential markers, and rendering the marker "creo" as "I think" which, in English, arguably 

conveys more certainty than "I believe."  
 Moreover, while the original answer contains two separate and contradictory messages (I 

believe it was in '88 and I believe it was in '89), the interpreter compresses these messages into 

one. As a result, the utterance becomes plausible, rather than contradictory (I think it was '88 or 

'89).   By deleting evidential markers, as well as compressing information, the interpreted 

version is now more coherent than the actual response, making the witness appear considerably 

more confident. Thus the defense's attempt to establish Ms. Lopez as a credible witness is 

unwarrantedly achieved through the interpreter's unfaithful rendition of the original answer. 

(6) Witness: como alrededor de las -uh uh nueve - un  poquito como a las neuve, vi 
a Mr. Simpson que se fue en el carro negro, que iba con otro pasajero yo no se 
quien es, que que  
Gloss: Like around -uh uh nine - a little bit like at 9:00, I saw Mr.Simpson who 
left in the black car, who was with another passenger I don't know who it was, 
who who 
Interpreter: A little around 9:00, a little after 9:00, I saw Mr. Simpson who left in 
the black car with another passenger. I don't know who. 
 

 In Example 6, Mr. Cochran, again questioning Ms. Lopez during direct examination, 

attempts to elicit an answer crucial to the defense's case: mainly, that Ms. Lopez had seen O.J. 

Simpson leave his house the night of the murders. Ms. Lopez’s original response is punctuated 

by the reiterative use of the uncertainty markers uh and like, as she attempts to recall the hour she 

saw Mr. Simpson drive off (like around -uh-uh nine...like around nine). Here, the presence of uh 

and like not only cast doubt on her ability to remember the time Mr. Simpson left but, by 

inference, on the truth of her claim that she saw him leave. Thus the use of uncertainty markers, 

in this critical response, has the potential to dramatically diminish the credibility of the Ms. 

Lopez’ version of the facts.         

 In contrast, the interpreted version sanitizes the answer, omitting disfluencies such as que 

que along with the uncertainty markers uh and like, which are replaced by the more semantically 

robust item "a little,” making the witness appear more certain. Thus we see how omitting 

pragmatic markers which suggest uncertainty may unwarrantedly aid the opposition’s case. 

Omission of Assessment Markers from Lawyer Questions 

 Interpreter omissions from lawyer questions can also be problematic, potentially 

disrupting an attorney's carefully crafted strategies. As Berk-Seligson states: "...the interpreter 

removes some of the controlling power that is normally held by the examining attorney" 
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 7
(1990:145). While the data indicates that interpreters add as well as deleted markers in lawyer 

discourse, the findings reveal that deletions are much more prevalent. 

 Examples 7 and 8 illustrate what can happen when assessment markers, which signal the 

speaker's assessment of the message encoded in the utterance, are omitted from lawyer questions. 

In courtroom discourse, assessment markers occur most frequently as tags at the end of lawyer 

questions (e.g. didn’t you?), allowing the lawyer to suggest his version of the facts (Berk-

Seligson 1999, Rigney 1999). In cross examination, tag questions are commonly referred to as 

leading questions because they attempt to lead or compel the witness to produce a response the 

lawyer desires (Berk-Seligson 1999).  When these markers are omitted from lawyer questions, 

they alter their force.  

 In the following examples, the use of a period indicates that both the original and 

interpreted utterances were spoken as declaratives, with falling intonation, rather than as 

interrogatives, with rising intonation, thus affecting their interpretation as questions. 

(7) Lawyer:  and you never got a good look at any of the  
(8) people who actually attacked you outside, did you ? Interpreter: nunca pudiste ver 

bien a los que estaban afuera y lo atacaron a usted. 
Gloss: you never saw clearly the people who were outside and who attacked you. 
 

This example illustrates how omitting the assessment marker did you diminishes the 

lawyer's ability to coerce the witness to produce a negative answer and admit that he was unable 

to identify his assailants. Without the tag, the interpreted question not only loses its coercive 

force but, with no rising intonation, is transformed into a declarative statement seeking 

confirmation. As Laster and Taylor (1994) state, failure to conserve the linguistic strategies of an 

attorney's question may diminish its coerciveness. The witness, no longer constrained by the 

demand to answer no, has greater latitude to answer as he/she chooses. Thus omitting the 

assessment marker has, in effect, shifted the control of the testimony from the lawyer to the 

witness.   

 Example 8 is taken from the cross examination of Rosa Lopez. Here Chris Darden asks 

Rosa Lopez to confirm how long she had spoken to a reporter from the television station KMEX.     

(8)  Lawyer:  You spoke to her for two hours, didn't     
 you ? 
  Gloss: Hablo usted con ella durante dos horas.  
  Interpreter:   You talked with her for two hours.  
 

In Darden's original question, the use of the tag "didn't you" allows him to imply that the 

basic message of the utterance, "you spoke to her for two hours" is true, and so warrants a "yes" 
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 8
response.   

 However, the interpreted version here omits the tag. With no rising intonation, the 

utterance, similar to Example 7, is transformed from a leading question into a statement that 

seeks confirmation:  "you talked to her for two hours." Thus omitting the tag diminishes Darden's 

ability to control Rosa Lopez's response. Having greater latitude now to answer as she chooses, 

Rosa Lopez in fact counters his question with the reply "not two hours." As a result, omitting the 

assessment marker once again subtly shifts the balance of power from lawyer to witness. 

Conclusion and Implications 

What patterns emerge from these examples?  First, the addition of uncertainty markers 

and evidential markers to witness answers makes the witness appear less confident of the 

testimony. When the witness is the defendant or the plaintiff, the situation becomes potentially 

more critical as to how the jury perceives the testimony.  

 In contrast, deleting these same markers from an utterance removes uncertainty, making 

the witness appear more confident of his/her testimony. Hence, the jury may perceive the witness 

in a more favorable light.  

 It has also been demonstrated that deleting assessment markers from lawyer questions 

can alter an attorney's strategy, diminishing the lawyer’s ability to control the testimony. Finally, 

interpreter alterations can give an advantage to the opposing lawyer's case, interfering, as Hale 

(1997:208) says, "with the delicate balance of the adversarial system." 

 These findings point to the very real need, as other researchers have mentioned (Berk-

Seligson 1990/1999, Gonsalez et al. 1991, Hale 1996 a/b, Hale 1997a/b, and Edwards 1992) for 

interpreter training and certification programs to address the importance of conserving pragmatic 

features. Results of the present study suggest that training objectives should be developed which 

focus specifically on conserving pragmatic markers. Such training goals would demonstrate to 

interpreters how adding and deleting these seemingly unimportant features have the power to 

alter what both the lawyer and witness intend to say.  

 While it may not be possible for interpreters to capture every pragmatic marker exactly 

where it occurs in the original utterance, it is the claim of this paper that these features should be 

reproduced in the target language version. Thus, for example, if a witness answer contains four 

uncertainty markers in the form of uh, these can be inserted into the utterance at any point. 

Whether two, three, or four markers are rendered, it is their presence in the interpreted response 

that allows the uncertainty of the original utterance to be captured.  

 In addition, the findings of the study suggest that lawyers need to be educated about the 
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 9
way interpreters alter the dynamics of the adversarial process. It is important, through outreach 

to local and national trial lawyer associations, to make attorneys aware of how interpreter 

alterations can affect their ability to control witness testimony. Attorneys would then have the 

opportunity to develop strategies (such as simplifying the length and complexity of their 

questions) which could help insure an accurate interpretation. Both lawyers and interpreters need 

to understand how pragmatic alterations to the lawyer/witness exchange can distort the original 

testimony, inadvertently tampering with the spoken evidence and potentially affecting the 

credibility of the witness in the eyes of the jury.      
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Abstract: 

Postcartographia Mapwork: The Postcard as C(art)ographic Text 
 

This presentation will highlight work that is being completed for a nationally 

funded atlas project. Current poststructural research and writing in the fields of 

geography, cartography, and visual arts will be discussed in relation to the notion of 

postcartographia. The author will share excerpts from an atlas of mapwork that aims to 

disrupt standard expectations of cartography, and that interrupts notions of what an atlas 

“should” look like. 

Postcartographia is a term used by the author to signal a poststructural 

interruption of what has been taken for granted as normal or expected in terms of how we 

map the world through cartography. Within poststructural thought, it is acknowledged 

that “post” is not necessarily a term used to signal time passing (as in “pre” and “post”), 

and that it can often refer to “posting” the attributes or structures of a movement or 

tradition. For example, the term poststructural itself does not imply that we now live in a 

world that no longer has structures (that is, “after the time of structures”), rather, it refers 

to an intent to acknowledge or call up what is structural about a system or tradition. It is a 

recognition of the structural and in the same moment a deconstruction of the structural 

components of a phenomena. In the same vein, postcartographia does not imply that we 
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live in a world that no longer pays attention to cartography. Rather, the term is used to 

signal the tradition of cartography and the structures that make up this tradition, and in 

the same moment, to imagine further possibilities for cartography, possibilities that work 

outside of the accepted norms or structures of the tradition. 

David Harley (2001), a critical geographer, urges us to “escape from the 

normative models of cartography, and to “allow new ideas to come in” and states that 

“we still accept uncritically the broad consensus, with relatively few dissenting voices, of 

what cartographers tell us maps are supposed to be” (p. 151). From a deconstructive, 

poststructural position, he further encourages us to “search for the social forces that have 

structured cartography” (p. 152) – not in order to destroy cartography as we know it, but 

in order to imagine further possibilities for the science and art of cartography. 

Postcards have long been a form of popularist cartography. We send them to show 

the recipient where we are and what we have discovered about the location. One side of 

the postcard displays the very public location, and in some cases maps or map images are 

employed. The other side displays the very personal experiences of someone in that 

location, not unlike the cartographic tradition of including a key or legend with a map.  

In this presentation, the author will draw parallels between the postcard and the 

map, and exhibit excerpts from an atlas of mapwork that explores possibilities for 

mapping the world through the form of the postcard and through an attention to the visual 

and poetic in our c(art)ographic endeavours. 

 
 
References: 

Harley, J.B. (2001). The new nature of maps: Essays in the history of 
cartography. Baltimore, MD: John Hopkins University Press. 
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The Returned Sojourner and Development: A Case Study∗ 
 
 

 
 
In Timor, some people walk fifteen kilometers to get 
water but I can make life easier for them because 
here I work building water tanks and septic tanks. 
I’ve learnt something in Australia that I’d never have 
learnt in Timor. 
 

       Florentino (1997) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Steven M. Sigler MA, MS٭ 

     Institute for Sustainability and  
Technology Policy 

     Murdoch University 

                                                 
∗ A longer version of this case study is included in my Ph.D. thesis entitled “Renewing Societies: 
Interculturalism and the Creative Sojourner” which is presently under submission at Murdoch University, 
Perth, Western Australia. 
 E-mail: ssigler@hawaii.edu ٭
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Abstract 
 

This paper recounts an exploratory case study that examines the role of the 
returned sojourner in the development of the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste.  
Timor-Leste was selected for this case study because it is a nation in transition with 
extraordinary potential to develop successfully over the mid-term and with 
international assistance quite a few individuals have had the opportunity to live and 
study abroad in the past seven years.  Findings are presented in regards to what 
classes returned sojourners typically come from, the value of an overseas experience, 
and the importance of habits, attitudes, and behaviors in the development process.  
Furthermore, insights are shared concerning the strategies returned sojourners use to 
retain and even diffuse altered attitudes and behaviors after they return home and the 
barriers they encounter in doing so.  Finally, consideration is given to the role of the 
returned sojourner in development and how it can go beyond an individual’s 
communication network and begin to renew a community.  It is intended these 
findings contribute to understanding the “micro-macro bridge” Granovetter (1973) 
speaks of which allows “small-scale interaction [to become] translated into large-
scale patterns [that] in turn, feed back into small groups” (p. 1360) and suggest how 
that bridge can be employed by the international community to promote social and 
economic development in poor communities. 
 
 
Introduction 
 

Returned sojourners are potential messengers of social and economic 
development because they have spent significant time abroad and returned home not only 
with enhanced knowledge and skills, but also personal and direct experiences of 
alternative modes of doing and being obtained while successfully completing tasks in a 
foreign environment.  This, of course, is not a new premise.  Indeed, as Usher (2005) 
points out, migrants “have always played a major role in terms of knowledge and 
technology transfer between countries of origin and destination” (Usher, 2005, p. 26), and 
scholars and professionals have been traveling abroad to further their educations since the 
time of the ancient Greeks and the founding of Plato’s Academy (Rao, 1979).  In more 
recent history, colonial governments sent local students and administrators to home 
countries in order to gain professional skills, and after WWII former colonies and other 
developing countries sent their young scholars and professionals overseas “particularly 
for training in practical skills that would increase domestic output and efficiency” 
(Goodwin, 1993, p. 1), often with the financial assistance of the more developed 
countries that acted as their hosts.  By the early 1960s study abroad programs at the 
university level were regarded as an “integral part of the strategy of the advanced 
countries in extending help to the newly developing countries for the growth of their 
human resources” (OECD in Myers, 1972, p. 5). 

In order to examine how the international community is presently taking 
advantage of returned sojourners in its development activities as well as consider how it 
can do so more effectively, the following exploratory case study looks to returned 
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sojourners in the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste.1  Initially background 
information is related to provide the context in which the case study was pursued.  Then 
the study’s purpose, methodology, participants, and limitations are presented and th
findings dis

e 
cussed. 

                                                

The discussion itself strives to gain an awareness of how the returned sojourners’ 
experiences, world views, and actions influence their individual communication networks 
(ICNs) and reflects on their role in development.  In addition, it considers under what 
conditions this role goes beyond the individual and begins to renew a community.  
Finally, it suggests what might be required for the international community to more 
effectively utilize the returned sojourner as a messenger of development in poor 
communities. 
 
Background 
 

International efforts to reconstruct Timor-Leste began in September 1999 after 
400 years of colonial rule by Portugal,2 24 years of occupation by Indonesia,3 and the 
virtual destruction of the country following a referendum on autonomy within 
Indonesia that was rejected by 78.5% of the population and in effect declared the 
province’s independence.4  In response to the violence brought on by the referendum, 
the international community authorized and deployed the International Force in East 
Timor (InterFET)5 to restore order and prepare the ground for the United Nations 
Transitional Authority (UNTAET).  UNTAET administered the country as the 
effective government with a mandate to establish peace, reconstruct infrastructure, 
and establish the “political, economic, and social underpinnings for a new nation” 
(Fox, 2002, p. 40).  On May 20, 2002 the first government of the Democratic 
Republic of Timor-Leste was established.6 

Timor-Leste is now a free, independent state and the 191st member of the 
United Nations.  The country consists of the eastern half of Timor, the enclave of 
Oecussi, the islands of Atauro in the north and Jaco in the east and has a population of 
924,642 (ABS, 2005).  75% of the population lives in rural areas of which 80% 

 
1 Timor-Leste is now the official name of the country, but it is also referred to as Timor Lorosae in the 
indigenous language of Tetum.  Prior to independence in 2002 it was known as East Timor. 
2 For an account of the history of Timor-Leste prior to colonialism and during Portuguese rule see Molnar 
(2005). 
3 For accounts of this dramatic and tragic period of East Timor’s history see Dunn (2003), Jolliffe (1978), 
Nicol (2002), and Molnar (2005).  For concise accounts see Steele (2002) and UN (2000). 
4 For descriptions of this destruction see Costa & Soesastro (2002), Hill & Saldanha (2001), Subianto 
(2002), Traub (2000), UNDP (2002a), and World Bank (2005). Also see Dunn (2003) and Hainsworth 
(2000) for accounts of the events and circumstances leading up to the referendum on autonomy for East 
Timor and its aftermath. 
5 Twenty countries contributed to InterFET which was led by Australia and consisted of 11,000 
peacekeepers.  For more concerning the creation, deployment, and performance of InterFET see 
Commonwealth (2001) and Dunn (2003). 
6 For accounts of the transition between UNTAET and the national government of the Democratic Republic 
of Timor-Leste see Babo-Soares (2002) and Dunn (2003).  After independence the United Nations presence 
in Timor-Leste was continued in the form of the United Nations Mission in East Timor (UNMISET) (May 
2002 – May 2005) and United Nations Office in Timor Leste (UNOTIL) (from May 2005 to the present as 
of this writing). 
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engage in subsistence agriculture for a livelihood (USAID, 2004a).  In 2002, 48% of 
the population was under 17 years of age (UNDP, 2002a), and 90% professed the 
Catholic faith (Molnar, 2005).  Life expectancy is 55.5 years, the infant mortality rate 
is 87 per 1,000 live births, and the maternal mortality ratio is 660 per 100,000 births 
(UN, 2005).7 

These statistics reflect that Timor-Leste is a poor country.  It ranks 140 on the 
Human Development Index and is “among the 20 poorest countries in the world” 
(UNDP, 2005a, para. 21; UNSC, 2005).  The GDP per capita is $US 370 (UNDP, 
2005b) and “39.7% of the population is under the chronic poverty level” (USAID, 
2004b, para. 2) which is set at $0.55 per person per day (Planning Commission, 2002).  
Yet Timor-Leste has great promise, for this poverty exists in a land with a temperate 
climate,8 a diverse ecology consisting of six ecosystem types,9 significant tourism, 
mining, and agricultural potential, small industry, natural gas and oil reserves, and a 
clear “commitment to development” (MOFA, 2005, p. 12). 

Although spending indicates that infrastructure and government are the 
country’s development priorities,10 it has been suggested that a major limiting factor 
in the development of Timor-Leste is inadequate human resources and capacity 
across all sectors.  Indeed, “the capabilities and capacities of people”, which the 
UNDP (2002a) referred to as one of the “main means to development ends” (p. 9), is 
described as lacking or limited in every sector (World Bank, 2005).11 
 
Purpose and Methodology 
  

The approach of this case study takes its start from symbolic interactionism, 
functionalism, and phronesis.12  Consequently, the investigation must necessarily be 
from the point of view of its participants (Stryker, 1966) and ultimately communicate 
in a non-critical manner the participants’ perceptions of the development process in 

                                                 
7 The East Timor Human Development Report 2002 listed life expectancy at 57.4 years and the infant 
mortality rate at 80.1 per 1000 live births (UNDP, 2002b).  The deterioration reflected in these numbers 
after 3 years of internationally sponsored development is not explained. 
8 Temperature during the dry season (May – October) averages 18˚ C on the coast and during the monsoon 
season (November – April) 25˚ C.  The northern coast experiences 500 – 1,000 millimeters of rain per year 
and one harvest while the southern coast can see 2,000 millimeters of rain per year and two harvests 
(UNDP, 2002b).   
9 These consist of a “Marine and coastal zone, Arid lowland areas (the northern coast), Moist lowland areas 
(the southern coast), Mountainous areas, Highland plains, and Urban areas” (EU, 2004). 
10 Between 2000 and 2005 a total of $483.3 million was expended on infrastructure and government as 
opposed to $222.6 million on education and training (goTL, 2006). 
11 This limitation continues to exist with the Timor-Leste Human Development Report 2006 
reiterating the need for skilled people asserting that, “One of Timor-Leste’s most urgent priorities 
therefore must be to raise the country’s levels of education, skill, and capacity – whether in the public 
service, in NGOs and civil society, or in the private sector – through a dynamic process of 
development that responds to emerging needs” (UNDP, 2006, p. 46).  Also see Anderson & Deutsch 
(2001), EU (2001), EU (2004), Hill & Saldanha (2001), Planning Commission (2002), UNDP (2002a), 
and USAID (2004a).   
12 Following Aristotle, phronetic research starts from the premise that phronesis, that is “prudence or 
practical wisdom”, is the “necessary basis for social and political inquiry” (Flyvbjerg, 2001, pp. 2 & 4).  
See Flyvbjerg (2001) for a discussion of phronetic research and its methodological guidelines. 
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which they are involved and their respective and potential roles within it.13  
Accordingly, personal reflections were sought from individuals in Timor-Leste who 
had living and working experiences abroad in semi-structured interviews using open 
ended questions. 

The purpose of the interviews was exploratory.  They set out to clarify from 
which socioeconomic classes returned sojourners predominately came and their role 
in development activities.  The interviews also attempted to collect narratives that 
illustrated the challenges participants went through living abroad and returning home, 
what they felt they learned and retained in their day to day attitudes and behaviors by 
experiencing those challenges, and how these altered attitudes and behaviors 
influenced their families, friends, and colleagues.14  Finally, the participants’ 
perceptions concerning how the international community could more effectively 
support the role of the returned sojourner in social and economic development were 
solicited. 
 
Participants 
 

For this exploratory case study, a total of 27 interviews were conducted with 
participants consisting of: 
 

1. Nine internationals, that is non-Timorese, working in development programs 
and projects sponsored by established development agencies, NGOs, or private 
businesses. 
2. Eight returned Timorese sojourners who were involved with government or 
internationally sponsored development projects and programs. 
3. Ten returned Timorese sojourners who were working with local businesses, 
institutes, and organizations. 

 
Of the nine internationals, three worked for separate government ministries, three 

were engaged with international organizations, two were involved in private enterprise, 
and one was a contract tradesman.  As for the returned sojourners, all but one had two or 
more years experience overseas in western countries and/or Indonesia.  The exception 
took part in a one year training program that included a short training course overseas.  

                                                 
13 The methodological principles upon which this approach is based are well described by Wolters 
(2002) as 1) “only individuals can make decisions and undertake actions”, they have “several interests, 
strategies, and roles”, and they “operate in several arenas at the same time”; thus, these different arenas 
must be taken into account, 2) “social phenomena should be approached on two levels”, at the 
individual level and at the wider “actor-in-context” level.  That is to say, the socio-cultural factors 
surrounding an individual’s actions must be included in any analysis, 3) “social science explanation 
should follow the steps of a macro-micro-macro schedule” in which macro opportunities and 
constraints are identified, individual “actions and strategies” are studied, and how “numerous 
individual actions aggregate into macro outcomes” is established, and 4) “developments have to be 
explained with help of mechanisms, linking individual actions to macro outcomes” (pp. 142 – 143). 
14 Law points out that “stories are often more than stories; they are clues to patterns that may be imputed to 
the recursive sociotechnical networks” which can “connect together local outcomes” (in Kendall & 
Wickham, 2001, p. 42).  Also see Newman (1997) who argues for using stories of “local people” as an 
“approach to policy-making” (p. 140). 
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Of the eight returned sojourners who were employed by the government or international 
organizations, five were involved with international organizations and three were 
employed by separate government ministries.  Of the ten returned sojourners who were 
engaged outside the government and international organizations, three were tradesmen 
who worked intermittently or were unemployed, two worked in the field of medicine, two 
were educators, and one each was engaged in journalism, the tourist industry, and private 
business.  Of the eighteen returned sojourners interviewed, fourteen had been overseas to 
obtain undergraduate, graduate, or postgraduate degrees, three were overseas for training 
in trades (one in a western country and two in Indonesia), and one received a high school 
education in a western country. 
 
Limitations 
 

As indicated above this case study, for all intents and purposes, is an exploratory 
one designed to gather information that could help define the role of the returned 
sojourner in development.  As such it is encumbered with a number of limitations that 
affect its internal and external validity, its reliability, and even its objectivity.  These 
limitations arise because the actions of the study’s participants both at home and abroad 
are, as Habermas (1979) points out, dependent on their “definition of the situation” and a 
result of “the sociocultural matrix in which individuals find themselves” (p. xi).  How 
appropriate and productive those actions and definitions are and their generalizability to 
other individuals and communities is restricted due to the personal nature of the data. 

In this study, returned sojourners were asked to relate their experiences and 
dispositions in regards to their time abroad and upon their return home.  Caution in 
analysis must be exercised in such a situation because “what people say they do 
commonly differs from what they really do” (Booth, 1993, p. 64) and their accuracy in 
reporting their past and present experiences can not be confirmed.  Nonetheless, what is 
being investigated in this study is not truth in practice, but rather commonalities between 
outlooks and dispositions across of range of individuals who engaged in intercultural 
encounters over a significant amount of time. 

Other limitations to the study’s external validity and reliability include its “small 
sample size [and] geographical specificity”; limitations that are unavoidable in most case-
studies (Stewart, 1997, p. 13).  Furthermore, there is the problem presented by the bias of 
the researcher himself.  As Valsiner (2000) points out, “researchers are active thinkers 
who create their own methods in accordance with their general assumptions, intuitions, 
about the phenomena, theoretical constructions and focused interests” (p. 81).  That being 
the case, every effort has been made to ensure that the study’s findings and the following 
discussion emerge directly from the study participants’ words, stories, and expressed 
beliefs. 
 
Findings 
 

The findings of the case study are presented here not in a typology reflecting 
importance or relevance, but rather in the order that they are introduced during the 
following discussion. 
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• Returned sojourners directly involved in internationally sponsored development 
activities are typically from the elite classes, college educated, and professionals. 

 
• Most overseas training provided by the internationally community is at the 

university level.  Some development projects include short overseas training 
courses that range from one week to one month for organization staff, civil 
servants, and those judged to be community opinion leaders. 

 
• The value of overseas training comes not only from the enhancement of new 

skills and techniques, but even more so from the chance to compare the ‘how’ and 
‘why’ of attitudes, behaviors, practices, and outcomes. 

 
• Individual habits, attitudes, and behaviors are extremely significant, even critical, 

for social and economic development. 
 
• Those who spend an extended period of time in a foreign culture bring home with 

them not only enhanced knowledge and skills and altered attitudes and behaviors, 
but also the personal experience of a different way of life and an idea of what is 
required to be successful in it at an individual level. 

 
• Returned sojourners use two strategies to overcome the mismatch between their 

altered attitudes and behaviors and their home culture’s norms, values, and beliefs.  
They separate the two depending on who they are interacting with or push them 
together by insisting their altered attitudes and behaviors are respected by 
colleagues, friends, and family members, including their new understandings in 
on-the-job instruction of employees, and teaching through example. 

 
• Barriers to the transference of altered attitudes and behaviors or new 

understandings are often generational and primarily consist of a difference in 
experience or are personal and involve degrees of familiarity and jealousy. 

 
• Channeled through single returned sojourners, social and economic development 

occurs but it is slow, limited, and confined to a handful of people in the work 
place, neighborhood, and home. 

 
• Returned sojourners can act as messengers of development because they are 

mindful of the cultural context and realities of both the developed and developing 
worlds.  Their role in development is not only that of introducing and 
disseminating new technologies, attitudes, or behaviors, but also, and more 
importantly, integrating them with the old; fundamentally joining the foreign with 
the local. 

 
• For the returned sojourner’s experiences to go beyond individual change and 

begin to renew a community, networks of individuals with new and similar 
experiences and world views are required.  These networks are needed to provide 
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support for individuals as they pursue their ambitions and dreams in the context of 
their new understandings and world views. 

 
Discussion15 
 
On the Returned Sojourner 
 

The majority of the returned sojourners interviewed for this case study was 
derived from the elite of Timorese society.  They were college educated and employed in 
professional positions such as civil servant, project administrator, health professional, 
educator, and entrepreneur.  Many of them went overseas specifically to study their 
profession at the university level with the support of international organizations.  The 
exceptions to this pattern were high school educated individuals who studied at 
vocational training centers in-country before going overseas to pursue additional 
theoretical training in their trade.  

While participants indicated that most overseas education programs target 
university studies and very few skills training programs incorporated an overseas 
component, some “training the trainer” programs did include short periods of overseas 
training.  In addition, there were community and rural development programs that sent 
selected participants overseas for short periods of training.  For example, one rural 
development program sent thirteen members of the program’s staff, five government 
officials, and two community members who were regarded as opinion leaders overseas 
for three weeks of exposure to the new concepts and techniques that they had been 
learning in-country. 
 
On the Value of the Overseas Experience 
 

As indicated above, the use of returned sojourners in development activities 
sponsored by international organizations in Timor-Leste is limited and predominately 
focused on future professionals, their national staff, and civil servants.  However, 
most of the case study participants believed a period of overseas training would be 
worthwhile for the intended beneficiaries of development projects (tradesmen, 
agriculturalists, and small entrepreneurs).  This value not only came from the 
enhancement of new skills and techniques, but even more so from experiencing 
different attitudes and behaviors and comparing home country practices and outcomes 
to host country practices and outcomes.  A number of the study participants viewed 
this as critical because the opportunity to experience what the rest of the world is 
doing helps in understanding concepts and techniques and how and why they are 
operationalized.  This observation reflects not only a communication or training 
problem, but even more so, a problem of practical experience. 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
15 Note that in transcript extracts any information that might identify the participant has been deleted or has 
been replaced with a general phrase in brackets, i.e. (host country), etc. 
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On Experience, Attitudes, and Behaviors 
 

Experience engenders attitudes and behaviors which become actualized in 
habit.  Attitudes, behaviors, and habits are acquired at a very early age, consistently 
and patiently reinforced over a period of years, or obtained in a different 
socioeconomic environment where they are conducive to one’s survival and 
success.16  This last possibility is reflected in a returned sojourner’s observation that 
Timor-Leste “could benefit a lot by sending Timorese abroad to mix and see how in a 
different world.”  This benefit, according to the study participant, comes from the 
returned sojourner bringing home “a different mentality.”  Moreover, s/he brings 
home the personal experience of an alternative socioeconomic environment, what it 
consists of, and an idea of what is required to be successful in it at an individual level. 

The returned sojourners who participated in this case study indicated that 
those who have the opportunity to live in a foreign culture bring home with them not 
only the experience of a different way of life, but also knowledge, skills, attitudes, 
and behaviors enhanced or acquired in order to be successful overseas.  The first of 
these was foreign language proficiency followed closely by such things as research 
and reading skills, knowledge and uses of information technologies, and theories and 
practical skills related to their areas of study, be it a profession or a trade. 

Interestingly, however, many of the experiences the returned sojourners had 
that were perceived as most valuable involved different ways of doing and being.  
Each of the returned sojourners interviewed related different experiences that 
remained with them after they had returned home and within each of those 
experiences were insights that moved them to view their own world differently and 
allowed them to approach it in another way.   

For instance, a number of the returned sojourners related how their perception 
of time management had been altered by their sojourn.  One returned sojourner 
reflected this by stating, 

 
The thing I’m taking seriously in my life at the moment is whenever you say 
yes or you, I mean to be on time or in time in terms of making an appointment.  
If you decide to meet someone at this time or that time be sure that you are 
there.  That’s the most valuable thing that I got out of (host country). 
 

Another participant, a tradesman, also indicated his perception of time management 
had changed overseas by simply saying “time is money.”  A third perceived life in her 
host country as “really manageable, really disciplined,” because “you know exactly 
how to divide your time for productive activities and social and relaxing activities.” 
  When asked what in their experience overseas was useful, other returned 
sojourners focused on ways of doing.  For example, one returned sojourner cited the 
rational of a bus system that “allows you to get easy access to bus and around every 
100 meters you get one bus stop so its easy, and you think it also easy for bus drivers 

                                                 
16 The challenge of attitudes, behaviors, and habits in international development is not confined to the 
recipients of international aid but also applies to the donors of that aid.  See Chambers (2005, pp. 165 - 167) 
for how this challenge applies to development practitioners and how sojourning can be used to meet it.  
Also see Judson (2007) for a discussion concerning a biological basis for this challenge.   
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in each bus to stop at each stop and not just whenever you want or when the 
passengers want” (as is the practice in Timor-Leste).  Another returned sojourner 
talked of his experience with renting a house describing it as, 
 

a good experience because they give you a list of things you have to check 
make sure everything is in good condition.  And the same thing you have to 
do when you decide to leave the house, make sure everything is working and 
if its not working you have to pay for that, but everything on the list you have 
to do. 

 
He went on to compare this system of written contracts with his own culture’s oral 
tradition and concluded written contracts were “a good thing from there, to learn from 
(host country)” because they prevented “things” from “changing all the time.” 

What these comments suggest is an experience with a different kind of 
security; one that comes from the rule-of-law as opposed to personal relations.  Yet, 
the experience of personal relations in their host countries was troubling for many of 
the returned sojourners.  For example, one returned sojourner related his shock when 
he saw his next door neighbor with a new baby and he wasn’t even aware she was 
pregnant, and another one disclosed that, 

 
One thing that was a bit disturbing for me as well is that you don’t get to 
know your neighbors very well.  Say, in my last year there I lived in an 
apartment and we lived there for eight months and we didn’t even know the 
lady who was living right next to us, we didn’t even know what her name and 
for me that was completely different.  Back here if you live in the village by 
the end of the second month you would probably know the whole village.  
You meet people everyday, all the time, sometimes you even invite people to 
come to your house to have lunch or dinner, to get two or three families 
together.  Whereas, there’s that very individualistic sort of society in (host 
country) but I suppose that is because of the economic system. 
 

Disconcerting as the lack of neighborliness in their host countries was for some of the 
returned sojourners, a number of them found this experience liberating in the sense 
that it altered the degree of importance they put on maintaining personal relationships.  
For instance, after returning to Timor-Leste one participant found herself following 
her host country’s practice of not greeting everyone one knows all the time with a 
handshake or a kiss.  Another stated that she didn’t “pay much attention to what 
people say anymore” explaining that “being in East Timor everything that you do and 
everything that you say, people will know it, people will say it” but after returning 
from abroad she didn’t really “care anymore.” 

It appears that for these returned sojourners maintaining personal relationships 
was no longer as important as it might have been prior to their sojourn overseas.  
While overseas they had experienced new attitudes and behaviors in regards to 
relating with others and that experience had altered their perception of being in 
society.  This was especially evident in the women interviewed in the study.  They 
expressed their surprise and interest in seeing women in their host countries having a 
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“voice” and receiving respect for “their ideas and opinions.”  As one returned 
sojourner put it, “I’ve seen so many women, most of my colleagues, in their 20’s, and 
they are very independent, they have their own place, they have their own job, and 
I’m a woman, I can do that, why not?” 

This sentiment was not confined to the women interviewed for this study.  
Many of the returned sojourners indicated that their time overseas altered their 
understanding of the individual’s place in society.  One returned sojourner described 
this understanding as, “You have to feel free to do some things, but again you respect 
people’s freedom as well so that you don’t harm people’s freedom.  So I found I’ve 
changed in so many ways.”  This belief in individual freedom accompanied by 
respect for other people’s rights expressed by a number of the returned sojourners 
contrasted sharply with the norms they grew up with.  As a returned sojourner 
explained, 

 
I grow up in the setting of we accepting, I mean, everything is about accepting.  
I don’t make my own decisions.  I depend on my parents and I don’t have 
right to speak out what I feel because in Asia we have certain rules we have to 
follow in family setting. 
 

However, while overseas she experienced a situation, albeit in an academic setting, 
where “everybody can ask questions, everybody can speak, everybody can say what 
they think about the subject . . . and your teacher or colleague is going to challenge 
you, but this is right.”  Her experience overseas had led her to believe that “you just 
have to tell the people without any fear that you are going to harm the people or make 
the person feel bad.  But still in the setting of respecting the person you are talking 
to.” 

The primacy of the rule-of-law which allows for and encourages this 
individualism and critical thinking also promotes a working culture that puts the 
burden for production on the individual.  That is to say, as one returned sojourner 
expressed it, “To get things done (in her host country), you have to do it yourself,” 
and you find yourself working “on your own very, very hard.”  For some of the 
returned sojourners the imposed need for self-reliance experienced in their host 
countries redefined how they perceived their salaried jobs.  For one participant her 
job became an avenue for self-improvement where she “found” that you had to 
“challenge yourself every single day” because “you learn by doing your job.”  
Another returned sojourner stated that the “one thing I learned being in (host country) 
is just do your job, whatever you are doing, just do your best.”  A third reflected an 
altered view of work when he described a new attitude towards customer service by 
saying, “The customer can, like I need you always.  So if there another job, they will 
call you again.”  This participant, a tradesman who relied on patronage for work in 
the past (and to a large extent, still did), said he not only retained this attitude, but 
also tried to pass it on to his employees. 

The interesting aspect of these statements is not necessarily that attitudes and 
behaviors were changed profoundly by an overseas experience.  Although that may 
have occurred, as indicated above, what people say the do and what they actually do 
are often not the same.  Does the returned sojourner who said she didn’t care what 
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others thought really not care?  Does one of the return sojourners really believe one 
must say what one thinks without worrying about making others feel bad?  Does the 
tradesman really believe “time is money” or always put an emphasis on customer 
service?  Are adopted ways of time management consistently practiced and sustained 
where they are at odds with the prevailing norms? 

These questions, for the most part, are unanswerable without more extensive 
and intrusive research.  Yet what the above statements do reveal, if not concrete 
attitudinal and behavioral change, is how the experience of other ways of doing and 
being can generate critical thought.  That is to say, the importance of the returned 
sojourners’ reflections does not lie in the actual practice per se but rather is found in 
the ability to express the idea; for it is the idea that will influence a world view and, in 
doing so, create potential for an objective, a goal, or an ideal that in turn can lead to 
action.  The ideas expressed above by the returned sojourners were placed in their 
minds by their overseas experiences, and they are irrevocably there to be pursued as 
appropriate, abandoned as impractical or harmful, or adapted and diffused as useful in 
the environment. 
 
On Diffusion of Altered Attitudes and Behaviors 
 

Pursuing, abandoning, or adapting ideas gained from overseas experiences in 
one’s own society and culture is a choice that must be made by the sojourner upon her 
or his return home.  Conceivable that choice will be based on the returned sojourner’s 
assessment of what s/he feels is useful from the experience abroad in both the 
physical and emotional sense as an individual embedded in a community.  In the case 
of the returned sojourners interviewed for this study many of the attitudes and 
behaviors they encountered and practiced overseas were retained and utilized upon 
their return to Timor-Leste. 

There are perhaps a number of reasons for this.  First and foremost, all of the 
case study participants were working in the capital of Dili where a budding modern 
economy exists and salaried employment opportunities are available.  Second, many 
of those employment opportunities were with the government or international 
organizations where the returnees’ overseas experiences and accomplishments were 
instrumental, if not a prerequisite, in obtaining the employment.  Third, the returnees 
felt the attitudes and behaviors they experienced overseas were helpful for them as 
individuals not only in their professional lives, but also in their personal lives. 

Yet, they still had to live in a socioeconomic environment in which these 
attitudes and behaviors were for the most part alien.  One way the study participants 
dealt with this disparity was to keep the two worlds separate.  For instance, one study 
participant explained, 

  
It depends on the context.  I think I see the people I am talking to and then I 
change the way of communication.  If it’s in an academic setting I would use 
the English way to communicate, because most of the professors or graduate 
students are exposed to foreign culture and they know that way of 
communication.  But if I talk to my grandfather I use the (home culture) way. 
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Another said, 
 

Ahh (long pause) some of them are completely separate.  Sometimes I do find 
some of my behaviors are completely, are absolutely (host country) and I sort 
of find two different persons inside myself.  There’s that East Timorese (name) 
and then there’s that (host country) (name) and sometimes they can become 
completely different persons, so and I still find that sometimes, many times I 
have to force myself to mix them to get things done. 

 
When this returned sojourner mixes his two world views together, he may be 
discovering new ways of getting things done, but it is not an easy process.  Indeed, an 
international characterized this process when he described the interaction between 
teachers who had been overseas for training and those who had not as “this quite 
conflict going on”.  This quite conflict plays out across practical, cultural, and 
personal backgrounds and is ever present in the lives of the returned sojourners.  
Practically it is a matter of survival.  As one returned sojourner explained, in a 
subsistence society “you find it very hard to be by yourself.”  The necessities of life 
require you to maintain your role and responsibilities within a larger, kin based group. 

The importance of family relations in a society such as is found in Timor-
Leste cannot be over emphasized.  It is, as one returned sojourner described it, a 
hierarchical society where “an older person speaks, you listen to it, whether right or 
wrong, you still got to listen to them.”  This reality is reflected in a reluctance to ask 
questions of people in authority and has been a problem for this participant since he 
returned home.  One example of this he gave concerned a difference he had with his 
father.  His father and him, 

 
had an argument, he talks about generators . . . because he is so used to a 
generator pulling, what do you call it, the lever to kick start the generator and 
I say you know one day, when we have enough money, let’s invest in an 
automatic switchover so when the power goes off within five seconds it kicks 
into the generator, and he’s arguing with me and says there’s no such thing as 
that!  And these are the, and my father is (unclear) in that sense but because he 
is not exposed to that technology or that kind of a system he is so visually 
thinking this is the only way, there is no other way to do it because he is so 
use to pulling the generator, when the power is down, he is pulling the 
generator. 
 

This story harks back to the idea that human beings have little faith in what they have 
never experienced, but even more so it points to the problems people who have 
experienced different attitudes and behaviors will encounter in converting their 
experiences overseas into practice at home.  Or as another returned sojourner 
explained, “sometimes it is very hard because they weren’t there, they didn’t go 
overseas, and so it’s about how to put those things into actions.  To tell people do is 
very, very hard thing.” 

Furthermore, this barrier is not only encountered within cultural defined 
relations between younger and older generations, but also within personal relations 
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with colleagues and friends.  One returned sojourner described this barrier by saying 
that with her colleagues and even her close friends she “found that it is very hard . . . 
because some of them think, ‘Oh yeah, you go to (host country) and you got this 
experience and you are trying to show off this experience you get from (host country).  
You think we don’t know these things.’”  She went on to say that her colleagues and 
friends seemed to think that she was being “smart” and sometimes felt that “people 
(didn’t) really accept” her.  Another returned sojourner explained that he experienced 
the same difficulty and that it arose because he knew “most of these people” before 
going to his host country.   

This familiarity seems to act as a barrier to accepting the returnee’s new 
understandings and even promoted a sense of jealousy.  Consequently, it is ultimately 
very distressing for returned sojourners.  It is so distressing in fact that it is not 
uncommon, as an international observed, for returned sojourners who are “very well 
educated, master degrees” to “kind of lapse . . . return to their modes of being because 
there is so much pressure.”  This pressure seemed to be acutely felt at times and 
especially when participants interact with old friends.  Two of the returned sojourners 
made it clear that when they were with old friends they tended to revert to past 
communication and behavior styles because, as one said, “they are my friends and 
just because I went to (host country) doesn’t mean I am different from them.” 

Other returned sojourners also indicated that they were comfortable displaying 
their altered attitudes and behaviors in their circles of work, in interaction with 
neighbors, and with members of their family, but were hesitant to do so with friends.  
It can be surmised that this is because the friendships were important to them, but due 
to their nature could be easily lost.  That is to say, unlike working relations, 
geographical relations, and blood relations, relations of friendship are founded on 
similarity more than anything else.  When that similarity disappears it is not unusual 
for the friendship to weaken and in many cases come to an end. 

Yet in the strong and weak ties found in family, neighborhood, and work, 
returned sojourners showed more willingness to be different.  As one returned 
sojourner described it, when co-workers tell her “that’s not how we do it here,” she 
replies, “I know, but this is a new thing, I would like this to be done here” and, like 
the interviewee described above who mixes his two world views together to get 
things done, she “sometimes” pushes her “way into it.”  This “pushing” was managed 
in three different ways by the returned sojourners in their professional and personal 
lives. 

The strategies the returned sojourners used to retain and perhaps diffuse their 
altered attitudes and behaviors included forcing the issues, teaching, and leading by 
example.  For instance, in the area of self-expression some participants claimed that 
they often defied social conventions to say what they thought should be said.  As one 
returned sojourner put it, “if I wanted to say something openly here, say things that 
people sometimes shouldn’t say, I’ll say it here and then people will be like, ‘Why the 
hell did you do it?’”  Another reveals, “When I feel like I don’t like what you are 
doing or what you are saying, I’ll tell you.”  Interestingly, in private her co-workers 
would tell her, “that’s a good way,” and she found that, after a time, a few people in 
her office would “speak out” at office meetings; something that she said was unusual 
in the past. 
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Another returned sojourner whose time management had been altered by his 
overseas experience noticed that when dealing with him his colleagues began to “say 
they were sorry” when they were late or if they couldn’t make a meeting would 
inform him in advance “because that’s not right for me . . . and they were respecting 
that.”  This participant also said he now refused “visitors at time of working or to talk 
about family business at the office or have visit us when we think it is time to have a 
rest after working.”  These attitudes and behaviors caused friction between him and 
his extended family, but the returnee felt that they were “right” and that family 
business was best dealt with on “Saturday and Sunday.” 

Other participants didn’t lay down rules for those they worked with, but rather 
tried to teach their altered attitudes to their co-workers and employees.  The ideas 
concerning customer service and “time is money”, related above, found acceptance 
from those who had never been overseas because they were perceived to have led to 
more customers and continued employment.  In addition, professional standards for 
work based on codified regulations also were taught by some of the study participants 
and gradually accepted when they were consistently reinforced. 

The third strategy used by the returned sojourners to promote different 
attitudes and behaviors was through example.  When asked what strategies or 
techniques she used to pass her knowledge and skill to others in her office, one 
returned sojourner said, 

  
The strategy is I don’t talk, I don’t normally talk.  I do it and talk at the same 
time so they can see it.  It’s not easy for me to tell them to do this, but I tell 
and I do, I do it myself so that they will see and they do it sometimes. 
 

And another said, 
 

Obviously I bring all the knowledge and working culture and other things 
from (host country) and I realized in the beginning there was kind of 
resistance, but if you are consistently trying to do what you think is the best 
and by providing examples.  You know, if you ask people to be here at eight, 
then you have to be here at eight and then finish late.  And then eventually 
people will learn and that kind of thing, norms will transfer. 

 
Again we see that experience is important in the diffusion process, however it takes 
time.  One participant said he did observe changes in the behavior of her colleagues 
but “it took four months, another said “it takes a few months to make the adjustment,” 
and a third, an international, said that they had, 
 

staff who have been with us for six years, and I think they have a slightly 
different attitude.  They are starting to pick up some habits that are, especially 
now that they are in managerial positions, they are starting to expect a little 
more from their colleagues and slowly, slowly I can see it happening.17 

                                                 
17 This statement seemed to apply to the influence his office’s international staff had on national staff that 
had never been overseas.  It is interesting to note that the two returned sojourners quoted above speak in 
terms of months, whereas the international speaks in terms of years.  
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Yes, it happens.  Altered attitudes and behaviors do get transferred by returned 
sojourners to their fellows, but “it’s very difficult” because, as one returned sojourner 
put it, those who have overseas experience possess “a different point of view” from 
the one held by their co-workers who have never been abroad. 

Still, this point of view does seem to transfer more easily to students and to 
some family members than it does to co-workers or friends.  For example, one 
returned sojourner relates that he is sometimes criticized by colleagues for wearing 
informal attire to work and letting his students eat and drink during class if they are 
not disruptive (behaviors he experienced overseas), but his students are not offended 
by this behavior and accept it as natural and even useful, especially when they feel 
hungry or unwell.  In addition although as a returned sojourner said, “sometimes their 
family try to pull them back a little bit,” returned sojourners do seem to have an 
impact and influence in terms of altering attitudes and behaviors of some family 
members. 

Interaction with family members is a very delicate exercise for returned 
sojourners.  When asked if she thought her altered attitudes influenced her family in 
any way, a returned sojourner stated that “some they think it is very useful, they just 
want to know more, but some find it extremely out of their culture.”  The second part 
of this statement reflects the source of the discord described above concerning one 
returned sojourner’s father and the generator, and the first part is echoed by another 
returned sojourner who when asked the same question said, “Well, I suppose one of 
my brothers.  I think he is the one who notices my changes the most and he sort of 
doing that as well which is pretty good.” 

This generational split was also indicated by other returned sojourners.  One 
described the difficulty he has convincing his mother of the usefulness of “saving 
small but regularly in the bank.”  Others mentioned siblings, spouses, and children as 
the ones who most readily accepted and even adopted their altered attitudes and 
behaviors.  For example, one returned sojourner described how her brother now came 
to ask for advice on expressing disagreement with older relatives, and another said 
that getting family members to keep appointments and refer to written contracts 
“worked well” with his fiancé, “but with my mom or my family still something left 
behind.”  A third said he taught his children to stand in line at stores instead of cutting 
in; something he described as “a little bit change . . .  within my family it change.” 

This little bit of change within family attitudes and behaviors instigated by 
individuals who had been abroad was portrayed again and again by returned 
sojourners as “limited change from time to time,” but it has potential to be very far 
reaching.  Its significance is seen in one participant’s story concerning his altered 
behavior’s influence on his sister-in-law.  He related, 

  
So I used to give a shower to my baby.  This is not a role that a man do in 
Timor.  And then my sister-in-law told her husband, ‘You see, your brother is 
well educated and has a good job but he still has time to take care of his son.  
And you have more time to do that but you never do that.’  That type of thing 
for instance.  So that influence within the family. 
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This influence is supported by the primordial and multistranded nature of family ties 
in a way that was well described by one returned sojourner who reasoned, 
 

I know it is difficult for them (her family) to understand, but they are trying, 
and I’m comfortable with them in the sense that, OK, they have a question but 
they don’t like underestimate my opinion or just like “Ah, your opinion is just 
bullshit,” if I can use that word.  Because that is what the sense I got from my 
friends, “Ah, you think that you’re in a foreign country, and you can come and 
just telling me what you think and what you feel, and you don’t respect at all 
the situation here.”  That is the sense I get from my colleagues, friends.  But 
my family is trying to understand in a different way.  I think that my family is 
because in some way they are proud, maybe they’re just like, “Oh, we have 
someone who is living overseas and when she’s coming back maybe she can 
bring us something.  Really, they are just curious to know. 

 
On the Role of the Returned Sojourner in Development 
 

Conceivably, curiosity is a spring of personal, social, and economic 
development.  The rational ability to be curious, to withhold judgment until a new 
phenomenon is understood as positive or negative, allows for measured adaptation 
because it is, more often than not, tempered by the rational ability to be afraid of the 
unknown.  Curiosity and fear, then, are indeed mediums used to promote the survival 
of individuals and their societies and, thus, can be seen as sources of development.  
They are, in essence, human faculties that support both continuity and change for they 
encourage adaptation through negotiation in lieu of revolution through violent means.   

Returned sojourners are potential messengers of development through whom 
this negotiation and adaptation can and does occur.  This potential for success in 
adapting and actualizing altered attitudes and behaviors arises through the returned 
sojourners’ interactions with the members of their ICNs and their ability to, as an 
international observed, “filter that information (foreign norms, values, and beliefs) 
through their (own) cultural context,” and in doing so blend the foreign and the home 
experience.  A returned sojourner described this ability as, 

 
I mix, I mix because I understand the culture.  You cannot just come in and 
change everything you want.  The people have their own culture, so I follow.  
Things I have to do this way (western style) I go slow (and) if you go slowly 
with them they might follow. 

 
If they follow, the role of the returned sojourner in development is then, as an 
international reasoned, one of “a catalyst, as someone that brings new ideas and 
disseminates them through their own group.”  As stated above that dissemination 
appears to be accomplished through insisting, teaching, and example and within all 
three strategies there is a necessary mixing of the new with the old, the foreign with 
the local.  Of course, many of the attitudes and behaviors that returned sojourners 
retain from their experience overseas won’t be able to be exercised in the social 
environment at home.  Yet, some of them will and those things, once adapted and 
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accepted, will alter that environment and eventually individual priorities.  The final 
result of this could be, as a returned sojourner surmised, “in 5 or 10 years you will 
have changed attitudes.” 

However, those attitudes won’t come about outside the elite classes of Timor-
Leste or other developing countries quickly unless the opportunity to train and work 
overseas is given to more poor tradesmen, agriculturalists, and small entrepreneurs 
than a handful of opinion leaders picked by development project administrators.  A 
returned sojourner indicated this when he pointed out, “it is very difficult because just 
one people (gets sent overseas), we got to send a lot of people in each time.”  That is 
to say, networks of individuals who have been exposed to similar experiences and are 
in a position to support each other as they pursue there individual ambitions and 
dreams must be created within specific poor communities. 

This need for support networks to enable returned sojourners to go beyond 
individual change and begin to renew a community was expressed by an international, 
who argued, 

 
Undoubtedly, if you had, let’s say you had an influx of 3000 people who had 
gone overseas and went to Viqueque, or even 1000 people, there would be an 
impact because people would talk and (unclear).  I imagine this is part of it, if 
you can create small networks of people with similar experiences and they can 
kind of support each other, because one person by him or herself in the district 
who had been overseas would have a difficult time. 
  

Without those networks providing support, returned sojourners in Timor-Leste are 
often perceived as “being smart” or “showing off” their overseas experience and 
enhanced knowledge or skills.  This can be very stressful for the returned sojourners 
and many of them either revert to their earlier modes of being or pursue their lives in 
conjunction with other returned sojourners and in international organizations where 
their adapted attitudes and behaviors are seen as normal and beneficial. 

If returned sojourners pursue the latter option, their ICNs become filled with a 
small percentage of people who have similar experiences and world views.  The result 
is that the decentralized and horizontal diffusion of innovation (Rogers, 1995) is 
cornered by elite groups; some get rich, most stay poor, and no real, sustainable 
middle class is created or enlarged.  Networks of people with overseas experiences 
built in the communities that actually experience poverty can help avoid that outcome. 
 
Conclusion 
 

It must be kept in mind that the findings of this exploratory case study are the 
result of a small sample of individuals in a specific location with a wide variety of 
experiences, ambitions, and beliefs.  Thus, their applicability to other geographical areas 
and individuals must necessarily be questioned and more research would be required to 
ascertain the extent of their validity in Timor-Leste and elsewhere.  In addition, such 
research would require further exploration of how multinationals such as the World Bank 
and UNDP, organizations such as USAID and the Peace Corps, volunteer groups such as 
Australian Volunteers International (AVI), and Military/Civil initiatives such as the 
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United States Navy’s Pacific Partnership 200718 are presently engaging returned 
sojourners from both developing and developed countries and how they can do so more 
effectively.  

Still, the commonalties in outlook and disposition discovered in this small group 
of people indicate that a period of time living and working overseas can influence, not 
only an individual’s personal world view and subsequent actions but also those of others 
in that individual’s ICN.  The returned sojourners’ experiences overseas not only 
provided them with enhanced professional and trade knowledge and skill, but also the 
ability to regard their world at home and abroad from an alternative perspective.  That is 
to say, they experienced the ‘how’ and ‘why’ of another culture and through that 
experience obtained the ability to reflect on the attitudes, practices, and outcomes of both 
in a critical and constructive manner.  It is there, in the reflection, that potentiality is 
pursued and something new is germinated.  Thus, the returned sojourner’s role in social 
and economic development can be regarded as that of a potential catalyst that comes to 
integrate foreign and local ways of doing and being based on personal experience and 
analysis of what is appropriate and useful. 

However, in isolation and without support it is evident that returned 
sojourners can and do suppress this potential depending on who they are interacting 
with and any influence they might have as a catalyst of social and economic 
development is often confined to relationships based on mutual assistance (coworkers, 
extended family) or authority (employees, children, younger siblings).  Thus, their 
influence is predominantly felt in their own ICNs and limited to people at work, the 
neighborhood, or the family.  Yet, as indicated by the case study participants, for their 
influence to go beyond individual change and begin to renew a community, networks 
of individuals with new and similar experiences are required in order to provide 
support for individuals as they pursue their ambitions and dreams in the context of 
their altered world views.  These finding have implications for how the international 

                                                 
18 Pacific Partnership 2007 saw the USS Peleiu deployed on a four month “humanitarian assistance and 
civic-action mission” in South East Asia and the Pacific (USN, 2007a).  During the mission the U.S. Navy 
partnered with regional powers and host-nation servicemen, NGOs, and INGOs to bring medical, dental, 
and engineering assistance to the Philippines, Vietnam, Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, and the 
Marshall Islands.  This was an extraordinary military/civil initiative because 1) a warship was refitted to 
provide humanitarian assistance, and 2) the assistance was given in the absence of any natural or man-made 
disaster.  The purpose of the mission according to Admiral Gary Roughead, USN was to “build the 
relationships upon which security and stability in the region depend” (USN, 2007a. para 2), and Captain 
Joseph L. Moore, USN put this objective quite distinctly by saying, “the goal is not to install 100 water 
pumps . . . but to work with host nations (by  asking) what are you doing that we can help?” (personal 
communication, October 10, 2007).  The mission did this through various mechanisms, but of interest to 
this case study are the stated effects of the interpersonal encounters that occurred between regional and 
host-country nationals involved in activities that put “like skill sets together” with a “commonality of 
purpose” (Captain J. L. Moore, USN, personal communication, October 10, 2007).  Two examples 
illustrate the effect of implementing such intercultural activities thus designed.  The first comes from a 
young American sailor  who said the mission gave him an opportunity to learn “something from every 
country about their techniques dealing with construction” (USN, 2007b, para. 8), and the second comes 
from a Filipino graduate nursing student who said the mission gave him an opportunity to “see the 
difference in how the Philippines and U.S. perform patient care” and that it helped him “to further (his) 
career and to also provide proper medical care to (his) patients (USN, 2007c, para. 5 & 6).  These 
bidirectional examples of interculturalism and the sojourner call for more research into how military/civil 
initiatives such as Pacific Partnership 2007 can bridge the gap between assistance and development. 
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community presently cultivates the potential of returned sojourners in social and 
economic development. 

The international community now provides opportunities to gain experience 
overseas predominately through study abroad programs at the university level and short 
overseas training for civil servants and community opinion leaders.  In doing so it 
effectively activates the decentralized and horizontal diffusion of innovation at those elite 
levels, but not necessarily in communities that actually experience poverty.  To achieve 
that, the international community should include in its global development strategies an 
overseas apprenticeship program for the poor, young, and unemployed from within the 
ranks of capable and promising tradesmen, agriculturalists, and small entrepreneurs.  
Indeed although this would be quite challenging, over time such a program would create 
support networks filled with returned sojourners drawn from the non-elite classes of 
developing societies at the most meaningful level of impact – the interpersonal in poor 
communities.19 

                                                 
19 I am grateful to Captain Joseph L. Moore, Pacific Fleet Surgeon, U.S. Navy for helping me to see this.  
While relating the role of interpersonal encounters in the humanitarian assistance missions in South East 
Asia and the Pacific of the USNS Mercy in 2006 and the USS Peleliu in Pacific Partnership 2007, he 
explained that “teaching is a great part of the mission – at a level of meaningful impact” (personal 
communication, October 10, 2007). 
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ABSTRACT 

In the Spring of 2004, the School of Architecture of the University of Colorado at Denver was awarded a contract by the National Park 
Service (NPS) to prepare a restoration plan and related cost estimate for the World War II, Japanese Internment Camp, at Heart 
Mountain, Wyoming.  The project consisted of three parts, historical research report, restoration plans and a detailed renovation cost 
estimate for the four remaining buildings at Heart Mountain, Cody, Wyoming.   

This work was prompted by a requirement for the scheduled transfer of ownership from the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) to the 
non profit Heart Mountain Wyoming Foundation (HMWF). In 2007 the Secretary of Interior designated the Heart Mountain 
Relocation Center as a National Historic Landmark in recognition of the property’s national significance in the history of the United 
States. The HMWF intends to restore the existing buildings and to construct a visitor’s center at Heart Mountain. 

This paper presents a case study of a historic preservation analysis which not only illustrates the procedures involved, but also the 
social/political and historical factors which come into play when historic preservation is considered.  The series of government actions 
taken over the past two decades is chronicled.  The history of the site is detailed.  And, finally, the current project is discussed in 
detail.   
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JAPANESE INTERNMENT CAMPS 

During World War II the U.S. Government forcibly removed over 120,000 Japanese Americans from the Pacific Coast. These 
Japanese Americans, two-thirds of them U.S. citizens, were relocated to ten internment camps built throughout the western interior of 
the United States. The Japanese Americans of Hawaii were not forcibly removed because they were such a large proportion of the 
territory population. Two Supreme Court Decisions upheld this incarceration. Hirabayashi v. United States (1943) upheld the legality 
of using racial criteria in the military's curfew order, and Korematsu v. United States (1943) upheld the constitutionality of the military 
detention process. Finally, in 1944, Ex Parte Endo found that the War Relocation Administration (WRA) could not detain U.S. 
citizens who were shown to be loyal.  This effectively ended the period of incarceration. 

During the years of incarceration, Japanese Americans were housed behind barbed wire and watched over by armed guards in 10 
concentration camps. The camps were run by the WRA in Topaz, UT (9/11/42 - 10/31/45), Poston, AZ (5/8/42 - 11/28/45), Rivers, 
AZ (7/20/42 - 11/10/45), Amache, CO (8/27/42 - 10/15/45), Heart Mountain, WY (8/12/42 - 11/10/45), Denson, AR (10/6/42 - 
6/30/44),  Manzanar, CA (6/1/42 - 11/21/45), Hunt, ID (8/10/42 - 10/28/45), Rohwer, AR (9/18/42 - 11/30/45), and Newell, CA 
(5/27/42 - 3/20/46), see map below.  

 

HEART MOUNTAIN RELOCATION CENTER RESTORATION PLANS AND COST ESTIMATE 
SCOPE OF WORK 

I. SCOPE OF PROJECT 

The restoration plans will include documentation of the existing conditions and detailed drawings showing the restoration proposal for 
each of the four buildings.  The (NPS) supplied individual building information related to each building in the form of a research 
report, documenting the historic appearance of each building during the period of significance.  The third part of the project included a 
cost estimate, detailed enough to include materials and labor take-offs for all building and site features associated with the restoration 
proposal. 

 

II. SCOPE OF PROJECT AND PRODUCTS AND FORMAT 

A.  Restoration Plans 

Existing condition drawings detailing the extant buildings site conditions including a minimum of annotated site plan/floor plan, and 
four elevation drawings or photographs for each building will be required.  Design drawings detailing the proposed restoration of each 
building will include a minimum of annotated site plan/floor plan, and four elevations drawings or photographs. Drawings will include 
final reproducible Mylar’s submitted on NPS drawing sheets.  Also required will be a written statement detailing the restoration 
philosophy for each of the buildings, describing the proposal and decision process for the plan development.  This statement should be 
submitted as a WORD document and if applicable part of the text for the drawings. 

To assist in developing the restoration plans, the NPS will provide a Research Report documenting the historic appearance of both 
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exterior and interior features of the four extant buildings.  The report will include both a written description based on historic 
documents.  The report will also include graphic documentation from historic drawings and photographs.  

B.  Cost Estimate 

A Class “C” Cost estimate (detailed material cost estimate) of the proposed restoration shall be completed for each building. Cost 
estimates will follow NPS Cost Estimating Guidelines. Cost estimates will be completed with technical assistance from the 
maintenance staff at Big Horn Canyon National Recreation Area  

After acknowledgments and introductions to the site Dr. Luis H. Summers (project director) and Mark Sullivan (PhD candidate) 
proceeded to conduct preliminary surveys of the four remaining buildings, a brief description of each is included. 

A brief history of the Japanese Internment Camps and specifics of the Heart Mountain Camp follows. 

 

III.  HISTORY OF JAPANESE INTERNMENT 

The Heart Mountain Relocation Center was one of ten internment camps used to confine Japanese Americans after they were excluded 
and forced to move from the West Coast under the provisions of Executive Order 9066 signed by President Franklin D. Roosevelt 
during World War II. What remains of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center is situated on the high plains of northwestern Wyoming 
about 15 miles north-northeast of Cody (east entrance to Yellowstone National Park), near the junction of U.S. Highway 14A and Park 
County Road 19 (approximately 7 miles southeast of the isolated butte after which it is named). 

The Heart Mountain Relocation Center occupied lands that were originally a key component of the Bureau of Reclamation’s Shoshone 
Irrigation Project. Prior to completion of the Heart Mountain Division, the fourth phase of the Shoshone Irrigation Project, 21,521 
acres (or nearly 33 square miles) of Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) land was transferred to the War Relocation Authority (WRA) for 
use as an internment camp, see site plan below. 

 

Under a directive of the WRA, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers commissioned the Harza Engineering Company of Chicago in the 
summer of 1942 to construct the camp’s buildings. The Heart Mountain Relocation Center opened on August 11, 1942 even though 
construction of the camp was not complete. The camp operated as a community behind barbed wire with a maximum recorded 
population of 10,767 Japanese American internees, making it the largest community in Wyoming at that time. As the Heart Mountain 
Relocation Center gradually came to a close, the resettlement program transitioned internees from internment camps to life outside of 
their barbed wire communities. During the resettlement period, the population at the center gradually declined. The Heart Mountain 
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Relocation Center officially closed on November 10, 1945.   

Following the end of World War II, the center’s land was transferred from the WRA back to the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR). 
Portions of this land were then opened to returning veterans by lottery for farming and homesteading. The homesteaders and others 
were allowed to purchase a minimum of two barracks, each measuring 20 X 120 feet, which were then removed from the site for use 
as farm buildings, storage, or housing; other structures were demolished and the materials salvaged. Many of the barracks remain in 
the area today. Settlers were also issued property from the camp warehouses such as mess hall tables, tools, space heaters, and 
utensils.1 

The BOR resumed full-scale construction of the Shoshone Irrigation Project and established project offices in the military police area 
in 1947. Later that same year, the BOR offices and the Missouri River Basin Design offices were moved to the original camp high 
school building. In July 1949, both moved into the former Heart Mountain Sentinel building in the administration area. At this time, 
the high school buildings were offered to non-profit organizations to be moved. The buildings within the site’s administration and 
hospital areas, which were still equipped with utilities, were used for offices, storage space, and housing for BOR personnel, until the 
late 1950s when it became generally known that plans were to liquidate the camp. At this time, these buildings were transferred to the 
Shoshone-Heart Mountain Irrigation District, which leased and used these facilities from 1960 through 1985. The Shoshone-Heart 
Mountain Irrigation District stored materials and riprap in the hospital complex buildings. The riprap was salvaged from floors of 
washrooms and mess hall facilities in the camp area.  

These chunks of concrete were used to stabilize banks of the canal, laterals, and drains. 

In 1991, the Shoshone-Heart Mountain Irrigation District requested to be absolved from management of the site. As part of their 
agreement with the BOR, they were required to remove any debris and waste from the site. Therefore, the BOR conducted an 
industrial hygiene/hazardous waste survey that discovered asbestos and other hazardous materials in all four extant buildings. The 
Shoshone-Heart Mountain Irrigation District worked in conjunction with the BOR’s Big Horn Basin Office in Cody to remove these 
hazardous materials from the buildings and stabilize the asbestos.2 

As of 2005, the majority of the original Heart Mountain Relocation Center property is privately owned and used for agricultural 
purposes. The Heart Mountain, Wyoming Foundation owns 50 acres of land, which includes the original relocation center military 
police compound, which is now cultivated. The Bureau of Reclamation owns 73.93 acres of the historic site, which includes the 
original hospital and administrative areas of camp. The hospital sector, located in the northeastern section of the camp, contains the 
only surviving historic buildings, which include: a hospital boiler house and associated smokestack, a hospital warehouse, a hospital 
mess hall, and an administrative staff housing unit, all of which remain remarkably intact, despite harsh environmental conditions and 
minimal maintenance.3 

These four extant buildings are historically and architecturally rich in significance. As pieces of American history, they relay to the 
visitor a time and place of unforgettable events in U.S. history. Each building carries with it a sixty-year history of use and 
construction. In order to better understand the current conditions of these four buildings, it is important to first understand how they 
are connected to a larger context of use and design within the construction of Japanese American Relocation Camps during World 
War II.  

Construction of the Japanese American Internment Camps 

On June 8, 1942, the Wartime Civilian Control Administration (WCCA) created “Standards and Details-Construction of Japanese 
Evacuee Reception Centers,” in order to provide "uniformity of construction" and "to obviate the necessity of miscellaneous 
correspondence in connection with construction of Reception Centers in Relocation Areas." The standards were to be followed "in all 
future construction and to the extent possible in current construction of Japanese Evacuee Reception Centers." This document, along 

 

 1Mary Blackburn, “Heart Mountain Irrigation Project”, (Ralston, WY: Unpublished Notes, n.d.), 3. 

 2Information compiled from the following documents: U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Draft National Historic Landmark Nomination 
Form, “Heart Mountain Relocation Center,” prepared by Kara M. Miyagishima, November 2004; Mary Blackburn, Historical Notes on the Heart Mountain Relocation 
Center, (Ralston, WY: Unpublished Notes, 1992), 16; and Dale Austin, “A Summary of Bureau of Reclamation Federal Undertakings, and National Historic 
Preservation Act Consultations Regarding the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, Park County, Wyoming” (Mills, WY: Bureau of Reclamation Wyoming Area Office, 
September 26, 1997), hereafter referred to as Bureau of Reclamation Federal Undertakings. 

 3Extant buildings identified using the following documents: War Relocation Authority, “Heart Mountain 
Relocation Project, Plan of Center Area,” June 15, 1944; and War Relocation Authority, Heart Mountain 
Relocation Center, Heart Mountain, Wyoming, Fixed Asset Inventory, December 1, 1945 (hereafter referred 
to as Fixed Asset Inventory). This is a final inventory of all of the buildings at the Heart Mountain 
Relocation Center conducted by the War Relocation Authority as the camp was decommissioned. 
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with its several supplements, outlined the basic general facilities to be provided by the U.S Army Corps of Engineers.4 

Plans and specifications for the construction of the buildings at the relocation centers were prepared at the District Engineer's office in 
the district in which each center was located. These plans were submitted for approval to the Civil Affairs Division, General Staff 
(thence to WCCA) of the Western Defense Command. After approval, contracts were awarded by the district engineers to private 
construction firms. 

During construction of the relocation centers, considerable difficulty was encountered in obtaining building materials and mechanical 
equipment as well as skilled building-trades craftsmen because of the war. Deliveries were slow, and it was necessary to have 
"expediters working constantly to speed shipments." Spot shortages of various types of lumber occurred frequently, and nails, pipe, 
plumbing fixtures, and pumps for water supply and sewage systems were particularly difficult to secure on schedule. Skilled building-
trades craftsmen were scarce in some localities, particularly the most isolated locations, and in some cases workers had to be 
transported long distances. To keep them on the job it was sometimes necessary for contractors to establish commissaries and 
dormitories near the relocation center sites. 

The War Department's Final Report provides general standard descriptions of the buildings constructed at the ten relocation centers. 
The buildings in each center were separated by intended use and divided into the evacuee residential housing area (which also 
included space for schools, churches, and recreation centers), the administrative and warehouse areas, a military police compound and 
a hospital. 

According to the WRA, "practically all construction and improvement work over and above this subsistence base [as constructed by 
the Corps of Engineers] was carried out by the evacuees themselves after their arrival at the center." The plan "followed was to bring 
into each center first a small contingent [about 200] of evacuee specialists — such as cooks, stewards, doctors, and nurses — in order 
to prepare for the mass arrivals later." As the center began to fill up and the people had a chance to become settled, "improvements on 
individual family quarters and on the community as a whole were undertaken." 

Construction of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers began construction of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center on June 8, 1942 with a crew of 2,000 
workers. Private contractors included the Harza Engineering Company of Chicago and the Hamilton Bridge Company of Kansas City. 
On June 10, 1942 the Army’s chief engineer at the site, Major J.C. Robbers, received orders that the camp was to be completed and 
ready to accommodate 11,000 people in sixty days.5 Newspaper advertisements guaranteeing workers overtime stated, “If you can 
drive a nail, you can qualify as a carpenter.” In almost two months, 456 barracks were constructed, and by August 10, the WRA 
declared the Heart Mountain Relocation Center ready for occupancy. The camp builders bragged that it took them only 58 minutes to 
build one apartment barrack from foundation to roof. Construction ended September 6, 1942, almost a month after the first internees 
arrived. Due to time constraints and the quality of the construction crews, most of the facilities were poorly built and shoddy 
construction was overlooked. The estimated cost of construction of the camp was $5,095,000, see picture of internment camp with 
Heart Mountain in background on page 37. 

 

IV.  THE HEART MOUNTAIN WYOMING FOUNDATION, FUTURE OWNER OF PROJECT 

"A Commitment to Truth, to Remembering for All Time, and to Healing." 

The Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization established to memorialize and educate the public about the 
significance of the historical events surrounding the internment of Japanese Americans during World War II within 
the broader context of American history, but especially relating to the internment of Japanese Americans at the 
Heart Mountain Relocation Center near Powell, Wyoming.  HMWF collects, preserves, exhibits, publishes and 
makes available materials of a historical character and interest.  HMWF collaborates with other groups and 
individuals with similar aims and carries on other activities of a historical and educational nature. 

 

 4The majority of the information pertaining to the construction of the internment camps listed here and 
that 
follows, unless noted otherwise, is taken directly from the U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park 
Service, Historic Resource Study/Special History Study, “The Evacuation and Relocation of Persons of 
Japanese Ancestry During World War II: A Historical Study of the Manzanar War Relocation Center, Vol. 
1,” prepared by Harlan D. Unrau, 1996 (hereafter, referred to as Manzanar Resource Study). Changes and 
additions have been made by present author. 

 5Douglas W. Nelson, Heart Mountain: The History of an American Concentration Camp (Madison: 
University of Wisconsin, 1976), 17. 
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Today, a few haunting remnants of the camp remain 
– a couple of buildings and a towering chimney.  
For many, the site constitutes a kind of American 
sacred ground, a place where stories of government 
injustice and intense human resilience intertwine. 

The Heart Mountain Relocation Center was built to 
the specifications of racial prejudice, wartime 
hysteria, and failed political leadership.  For decades 
before Pearl Harbor, nativist and anti-Asian groups 
along the West Coast had sought to rid the region of 
Japanese immigrants and their American – born 
children.  These racial exclusionists were 
periodically joined by powerful economic interests 
resentful of the agricultural successes of Japanese 
farmers.  The surprise Japanese attack on Pearl 
Harbor on December 7, 1941, gave these groups an 
opportunity to press their claims on a frightened 
public, a credulous press, and a military whose 
leadership believed that there was no such thing as a 
loyal Japanese American. 6 

The Foundation received a $500,000 grant for Fiscal Year 2001 for a Learning Center. Wyoming's Congressional Delegation is 
supportive of their preservation efforts and may author and sponsor legislation to preserve and protect the Heart Mountain Relocation 
Center. 

The Secretary of Interior has designated the Heart Mountain Relocation Center as a National Historic Landmark in recognition of the 
property’s national significance in the history of the United States. Fewer than 4% of the properties listed on the National Register of 
Historic Places are National Historic Landmarks. 

 

Hospital Complex 

Based on the War Department’s standardized camp construction plans, the hospital complex was built as a "space for the principal 
medical activities carried on in any metropolitan community."76 The Heart Mountain hospital complex had 17 wings made up of 
separate barracks buildings connected by a long corridor.8  

Hospital buildings within the hospital complex included: a doctors’ quarters; nurses’ quarters; obstetrical ward; pediatrics ward; 
men’s/women’s surgical ward; men’s medical ward; women’s medical ward; isolation and mental ward; administration office; a ward 
with an x-ray, dentist, pharmacy, and clinic; a ward with emergency room, ambulance office and surgery; a mess hall (with dining 
room and kitchen); two warehouses; a morgue and supply ward; and a laundry facility and boiler house and smokestack.9 

Construction plans for the Heart Mountain Relocation Center hospital complex were adopted from hospital plans used for the 
Minidoka Relocation Center in Jerome County, Idaho.10  Construction materials used for the hospital complex buildings were of a 

 

 6 http://www.heartmountain.us 

 7Unrau, Manzanar Resource Study, 103. 

 8Velma Berryman Kessel, Behind Barbed Wire: Heart Mountain Relocation Center, (Powell, WY: by The 
Author, 1992), 7; and Fixed Asset Inventory, Item No. 103. According to Kessel, who was a registered 
nurse in the Heart Mountain hospital for the duration of the war, the corridor connecting the 17 hospital 
wards was approximately one thousand feet long. In an August 10, 1942 diary entry, Kessel wrote: 
“Windows on both sides of the hall made it furnace hot in the summer and icy cold in winter. The hospital 
was built to army specifications so that each ward could be isolated in case of fire.” Based on the Fixed 
Asset Inventory, the corridor measured 6’ x 1084’. 

 9 Building descriptions identified in both the Fixed Asset Inventory and Kessel, 
Behind Barbed Wire, 10. 

 10 War Department Office of the Area Engineer. Heart Mountain Relocation Center (Job T-1), Under the 
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more substantial type than those used in constructing the other camp buildings. According to the Heart Mountain Relocation Center 
Fixed Asset Inventory (hereafter, referred to as Fixed Asset Inventory) published on December 1, 1945 by the WRA, the buildings at 
the Heart Mountain Relocation Center were built using a T.O. (Theatre of Operations) light frame, temporary type of construction. 
Floors were either concrete or plywood, over which linoleum was laid. Interior walls and partitions were covered with insulation 
board. Exterior walls of the hospital buildings (as well as those in the military police and administrative area) were covered with light 
green composition three-tab shingles, while most of the other camp buildings were sheathed and covered with tarpaper. Roofs were 
covered with asphalt rolled roofing. Windows were wood, double hung, pocket and pulley type. The majority of the buildings were 
heated with space heaters. There were three brick chimneys in each evacuee barrack and brick chimneys or metal flues in the other 
buildings. An automatic sprinkler system was installed to provide fire protection in all of the buildings. The hospital complex 
buildings were all connected by an enclosed and insulated corridor under which ran steam lines from the boiler house. The corridor 
was made of the same construction as the hospital buildings. Measuring 6’ x 1084’, the corridor had a wood floor, interior walls lined 
with 4 feet press-wood wainscot with ½” fiber board above, and ceilings lined with gypsum board. There was also a covered walk 
with no side walls that connected the boiler house and laundry measuring 6’ x 166’ with a 6’ x 98’ wood floor and 6’ x 68’ concrete 
floor.11 The corridor and the covered walk no longer exist. 

Materials used in the construction of the camp’s buildings were often changed as quickly as the buildings went up. For example, 
directives from a June 8, 1942 report to paint hospital building siding with linseed oil, was later amended to use composition shingles 
in place of the wood siding.12 Other changes include using 55 pound roofing felt instead of original plans to use 60 pound roofing on 
some of the hospital building roofs, among several other modifications. Many of these changes may not have been documented as 
engineering and construction personnel made several last minute alterations in the construction of the camp’s buildings due to limited 
materials or budget restraints.  

The hospital complex was located in the northeastern section of the camp. Whereas the primary orientation of the streets and buildings 
(housing units, barracks, schools, etc.) of the majority of the camp was to the cardinal directions, the streets in the hospital area were 
skewed 33 1/3° east, so that the long axes of the buildings in the hospital sector run from approximately west-northwest to east-
southeast. 

As mentioned above, the construction of the hospital complex was of “more substantial construction” than the rest of the camp: most 
of the complex buildings had 2” x 8” joists on 16” centers (where the floor was not concrete), and 1” sub floor sheathing with a layer 
of ½” plywood, covered by linoleum in many cases. Walls were formed by 2” x 6” studs on 24” centers, with interior walls and 
partitions covered by ½” “insulation board” (Celotex). The exterior walls were sheathed with 1” x 6” or 8” planks, and covered by 
three-tab, asphalt strip shingles over 15# felt paper. The roofs were covered with 45# asphalt rolled roofing over 55# roofing felt on 1” 
x 6” or 1” x 8” sheathing.  

Heating for the warehouse and mess hall was provided by steam radiators supplied from underground steam pipes originating at the 
boiler house. All of the hospital buildings were connected by corridors (many enclosed and insulated) under which the steam lines ran. 
The windows were mostly “pocket and pulley” double-hung, wooden sash and all of the buildings associated with the hospital were 
provided with window screens and screen doors. Fire protection was provided by an automatic sprinkler system, components of which 
are still visible in the mess hall. These factors were all in place upon completion of general construction in September 1942, according 
to the Corps of Engineers.13   

The construction materials for the buildings under discussion were, like the rest of the camp, supplied by a specially established 
lumber mill that produced all of the standardized wood parts, including dimensional lumber, doors and windows. Unlike the majority 
of the camp however, the hospital buildings’ exterior walls were finished with asphalt shingles. The predominance of battened 
construction paper and “insulation board” in the rest of the camp led locals at the time to refer to Heart Mountain as “acres and acres 
of Celotex buildings.14 

 
Supervision of the Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army, (Fort Peck District Missouri River Division, September 
22, 1942), 8. This report provides construction specifications for the Heart Mountain Relocation Center and 
general information concerning the camp’s layout and the materials used in the construction of individual 
buildings. 

 11Fixed Asset Inventory, Item No. 103 & 104. 

 12 Harza Engineering Company, “Analysis of Final Design in Relation to Directives, Appendix D-V”, 
July 17, 1942, 118 

 13 Heart Mountain Relocation Center drawings, U.S. Engineer Office, Ft. Peck, Montana (Harza 
Engineering Co., Cody, Wyoming), July 1942. 

 14 Paul Gullixson, Return to Heart Mountain, 1992. 
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Hospital History 

The Heart Mountain hospital complex opened on August 28, 1942. Prior to this, minimal services were provided in a temporary 
hospital and clinic set up in a portion of a recreation hall. A limited supply of medical instruments was supplied by the doctors already 
in camp, but they were sent to a hospital in the nearby town of Powell for sterilization. Potable water was also brought in from outside 
of the camp until a purification system was created for the camp’s water system.  

Located in the northeastern corner of the camp, the hospital was easily identified by the prominent boiler house brick smokestack. 
Serving both internees and military police staff, the hospital could accommodate a total of 150 patients. The hospital treated many 
ailments, and internees stayed in the hospital for even minor illnesses because there were no running water or toilet facilities in the 
residential barracks. The hospital was soon in full operation after adequate supplies and equipment arrived, and army cots were 
replaced by standard army beds, among other necessary changes. Services provided by the hospital included: curative and preventative 
medicine; dentistry, nutrition, pharmacy, optometry, laboratory services, hospital and public health nurses with nurse aides, medical 
social work and health education; disease control measures including communicable disease programs, immunizations, maternal-
infant, preschool and school health programs, nutritional services and sanitation; and operations of the hospital and appropriate 
clinics.15  

Upon completion of the hospital, the camp newspaper, the Heart Mountain Sentinel, wrote: It is now one of the largest and best-
equipped hospitals in the state of Wyoming. Five wards are in use today, and there are three operating rooms for major and minor 
surgeries and emergencies. The hospital is also equipped with two ambulances and the latest model General Electric x-ray machine. 
Specialized clinics are held daily. Diet and formula kitchens are also in operation ... the hospital has its own dining room, laundry and 
boiler room, warehouse and sleeping quarters for doctors and nurses.16  

The October 31 issue of the Heart Mountain Sentinel listed 150 total hospital staff with Dr. Charles E. Irwin presiding as the principal 
medical officer. The hospital was staffed with seven doctors, 28 Caucasian nurses, and four dentists, and could accommodate a total of 
150 patients. By July 21, 1943, 75 aides completed training. This total included 49 nurse aides, the remainder being diet aides and 
milk formula aides. 

Internee doctors and nurses staffed the hospital under the supervision of one Caucasian doctor and seven registered nurses.17 Internee 
physicians were paid $19 per month, compared to the Caucasian nurses who typically earned a beginning salary of $150 per month. 
The extreme disparities in pay caused tension within the hospital staff.18  Conflict also existed between Japanese American nurses and 
physicians who were supervised by Caucasian nurses. In November 1942, Japanese American hospital workers walked out because of 
pay discrimination between Japanese American and Caucasian American workers. Once again, unsatisfactory pay rates and working 
conditions led to a hospital strike on June 24, 1943.19 

As the internee population declined due to the resettlement program, and many hospital aides found work or relocated outside of 
camp, ward buildings were closed and patients were moved into different wards as the hospital condensed its resources. According to 
registered nurse Velma Kessel, Ward 4 (the obstetrical ward) and Ward 5 (th medical ward) were the last two to close.20 The Heart 
Mountain hospital complex closed in November 1945.21  

 

V.   HEART MOUNTAIN RELOCATION CENTER RESTORATION PLANS AND COST ESTIMATE SCOPE OF WORK 

Most of the camp location today is in private ownership.  Approximately 71 acres remained in Federal ownership under the 

 

 15Susan McKay, The Courage Our Stories Tell: The Daily Lives and Maternal Child Health Care of 
Japanese American Women at Heart Mountain, (Powell, WY: Western History Publications, 2002), 106. 

 16 McKay, Courage Our Stories Tell, 106. 

 17McKay, Courage Our Stories Tell, 111. McKay consulted the Japanese Evacuation and Resettlement 
Records, which documented that out of a total of 28 appointed Caucasian nurses who worked for the Heart 
Mountain hospital, only a maximum of seven were on duty at any time. 

 18McKay, Courage Our Stories Tell, 121. 

 19 McKay, Courage Our Stories Tell, 121. 

 20 Kessel, Behind Barbed Wire, 58 

 21 McKay, Courage Our Stories Tell,109 
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jurisdiction of the Bureau of Reclamation.  This parcel contained what was the administrative, hospital, and utilities/maintenance areas 
for the community.  Four of the original buildings-the hospital boiler plant and associated chimney, hospital warehouse (personnel 
housing unit), hospital mess hall (building No. 4) and staff housing (personnel housing or extension club building, building No. 12).  
In 1985, the property was listed in the NRHP as a Historic District and a NHL nomination was prepared in 2005 (NHL designation 
pending). 

 

Heart Mountain Building Treatment Approach 

It is the desire of the Heart Mountain Foundation that in general the buildings be restored as nearly as possible to their 1942 
appearance. In keeping with that directive, this plan incorporates procedures and an overall philosophy that is in accordance with the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties, see Appendix A for a summary of the Secretary of the 
Interior’s standards.. 

 

Applying the Treatment Philosophies 

The primary objective of this plan is to provide guidance that, if followed, will lead to structurally sound and historically accurate 
buildings. The plan also allows for future site development that might provide public access, educational facilities, and necessary 
amenities. Although it is outside the scope of this plan, several of the buildings might be provided with furnishings consistent with the 
historic period, (e.g., trestle tables in the hospital mess hall). 

The work necessary to restore or preserve the buildings to their 1942 - 1945 appearance will include extensive remediation and the 
removal of refuse, organic waste, and hazardous construction materials (remnants of both original fabrication and six decades of 
subsequent repairs, additions, and minor modifications).  

The techniques and materials necessary for preservation or restoration of a building (or a group of buildings) are dependant on a 
number of factors. The most obvious is the initial condition of the structure(s); the next are the availability, dependability and 
appropriateness of the materials necessary to restore the original appearance-- the visual integrity--of a property. 

There are some conflicts between the original intent, materials, and approach for temporary buildings versus the desire to permanently 
preserve the buildings, such as the fact that using rolled roofing as replacement for deteriorated rolled roofing leads to continual, short 
term or yearly maintenance. The inherent reason for this problem is that rolled roofing, good for temporary barracks (what the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers refers to as “Theater of Operations” construction) may not be the ideal long-term roof for a “permanent” 
interpretive building, in a harsh climate like that of northwestern Wyoming. 

Similarly, original inadequate drainage has led to foundation, floor and wall damage. Restoration and preservation in this case might 
include an alteration of original intent and approach. The continuing use of tab type shingles on the exterior wall surfaces would also 
pose a problem given their inherent lack of stability when subjected to harsh winds, a fact attested to by all building insurance 
adjusters in high wind areas of the nation. 

It can be concluded that treating the Heart Mountain buildings by simple cleaning, patching and replacement of materials with 
identical type materials will lead to a continual maintenance process with repeated short-term replacement cycles (e.g., 1 year for 
roofing, 5 years for siding, etc.).  

Since the goal of the treatment is to prepare the buildings for display to the public in a condition that resembles their original 
appearance, it may be prudent to use materials with a longer life cycle. For example, for the roof use a 30-year bonded built-up-
roofing (BUR) that looks like roll roofing, thus preserving the style and the historic look, while also providing for less short-term 
maintenance. Also for exterior wall siding, a fiberglass, bonded shingle replacement that matches the asphalt tab shingle style, look 
and color could duplicate the original in appearance, while providing more protection from the elements and has a 20- or 30-year 
bond, and if placed over a well adhered asphalt wind barrier is capable of providing a good rain shield. A perimeter drainage system 
could be installed that would allow snow melt and rain water to drain effectively away from the building, preventing damage to the 
soil substrata supporting the floor sleepers. 

Some aspects of the treatments proposed for Heart Mountain are straightforward, for example wooden double-hung windows can be 
replicated using the few partial remains as patterns for their manufacture. Other aspects– including the restoration of exterior surfaces 
so that they not only replicate their original appearances, but better serve their functional requirements than did the originals--are more 
problematic. 

Two treatments have been chosen for the buildings at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center Hospital Complex. Restoration will be 
applied to the mess hall, warehouse and boiler house buildings, while preservation will be applied to the staff housing unit. 
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Treatment Plan 

This treatment plan provides procedures for the implementation of the proposed treatments; in general it is designed to restore the 
structure and the appearance of the exterior and interior (except for the boiler house equipment) of three of the extant Heart Mountain 
buildings to their original 1942 appearance, and to preserve the staff housing unit. 

A Class III (field intensive) cultural resources survey of the Bureau of Reclamation administered portions of the Heart Mountain 
Relocation Center (48PA229) was conducted in 1990 by Larson-Tibesar Associates, Inc. (LTA) (Penny, Larson, Miller, and Dueholm 
1990). During the survey, LTA recorded the existence of fragments of bottle and jar glass, sanitary cans, metal strapping, tableware, 
toys, marbles, coins, concrete, bricks, ceramics, tile, dimensional lumber, shingles, and wire and cut nails, among other things. These 
artifacts and materials comprise the historic archaeological component of 48PA229, which was listed on the National Register of 
Historic Places in 1985. Therefore, prior to the initiation of any site work, remediation or construction at 48PA229, National Historic 
Preservation Act, Section 106 consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer, the Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation, and other interested parties will be conducted, and any adverse effects on such archaeological values will be mitigated. 

Although not dealt with explicitly in this plan, overall treatment should include careful consideration of general site work, such as 
landscaping, road construction and maintenance, parking, paths, and plantings. In addition, the factors and procedures outlined below 
will be considered for each of the four buildings. The major categories of treatment construction are: 

• pre-construction demolition cleanup, mitigation, and remediation; each building has its own conditions involving trash, organic 
refuse (feces, etc.), volatile organic compounds, asbestos, and other hazardous or toxic waste; and 

•structural and surface treatments involving: 

• footings, foundations and building pads, 

• frame and truss structure, 

• roofs and exterior walls, 

• floors and interior walls, 

• doors and windows, 

• equipment, built-ins and furnishings, and 

• mechanical, electrical, and plumbing. 

Due to the presence of rodents and birds (both dead and alive), a large quantity of animal guano has accumulated inside the interstices 
of walls, ceiling and other cavities. Given these conditions, there is a possibility of exposure to the Hanta virus and other health risks 
in the Heart Mountain buildings. At a minimum two levels of disinfection should be carried out: one at the onset of the restoration (a 
general sanitizing and removal of refuse), and a second after pre-construction demolition (stripping) of all interior and exterior 
damaged surface materials. 

 

VI.   DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS 

VI.a Mess Hall 

Construction History 

The U.S. War Department’s general construction plans show that the internment camp’s mess halls were 40’ x 100’ structures. 
Approximately one-third of the mess halls' square footage was devoted to kitchen, storeroom, and space for washing dishes, pots and 
pans, and kitchen utensils. Windows and doors were screened against flies, and heat was provided by “cannon stoves or cabinet 
heaters.” Tables, with benches, to seat a total of 300 persons were standard. Each kitchen was to be equipped with three ranges, 60 
cubic feet of electric refrigeration, scullery sinks, a hot water heater and tank, cooks' tables, and a meat block. Shelving was built into 
the storeroom, and serving counters were provided. Concrete floors were standard, although the first four internment camps 
constructed were built using wood floors.22  

According to the WRA’s Fixed Asset Inventory for Heart Mountain, the hospital mess hall (37’ x 144’) had a wood floor measuring 
37’ x 88’. The kitchen measured 37’ x 56’ feet and had a concrete floor. The kitchen contained one storeroom (15’ x 13’) with 

 

 22Unrau, Manzanar Resource Study, 112. Unrau includes general descriptions of the internment camp 
buildings as written in the U.S. War Department’s Final Report: Japanese Evacuation from the West 
Coast, 1942. 
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shelving, one entry room (15’ x 12’) equipped with one 220-gallon hot water generator, a toilet room (4’-6” x 6’) with a toilet and one 
lavatory; a built-in refrigerator with a meat room (9’-6’ x 6”) and a dairy room (9’ x 5’-6”). The kitchen was equipped with two 
vegetable steamers, two steam kettles, two 2-compartment sheet metal sinks with double drain boards, two 1- compartment sheet 
metal sinks, two steam cereal cookers, one steam table, one dishwasher and drain boards.23  

The hospital mess hall was used to prepare meals for hospital employees, patients, and visitors. Former Heart Mountain internee John 
Hayakawa worked for the camp’s fire department and recalled that he and his coworkers were instructed by the Fire Protection Officer 
to eat in the hospital mess hall, much to the dismay of the doctors. Hayakawa explained, “We’d stomp in with our logger boots, 
looking like farmers, and the doctors— they didn’t like that.”24 

The hospital mess hall kitchen aide was responsible for adequately preparing meals for the patients, which were delivered to their 
quarters. The diet kitchen prepared 250 meals three times a day.25 The hospital mess hall was utilized primarily by the internee 
hospital staff ranging from nurse aides and dishwashers, to cooks and waitresses. The administrative Caucasian staff ate at the hospital 
mess hall during their shift. Otherwise, Caucasian nurses ate in the mess hall located in the administrative area.26 

On occasion, the hospital mess hall was used for social events, not unlike the other mess halls in the camp, which were used as 
theaters on the weekends for viewing movies or performances by the internees. The hospital mess hall was occasionally used for 
entertainment purposes, which included talent shows, Halloween and Christmas parties, dances, farewell parties and social gatherings 
for the hospital staff.27 A caption in the Heart Mountain Sentinel, read: “Hospital Ward to Hold Gala Reunion Social Tomorrow 
Night.”28 Hosted by Ward 4, aides and orderlies gave presentations throughout the evening; a celebration whose guests of honor were 
the eight Caucasian nurses and the dietician.29 Others among the gathering were former ward workers, technicians, and other hospital 
personnel. 

The hospital was not immune from acts of resistance present throughout the camp. On January 12, 1943 there was a strike in the 
hospital mess hall caused by a reclassification of workers that advanced waitresses, dishwashers and diet aides to the same position as 
the kitchen cooks, causing discontent among the mess hall employees. That evening, the nurse aides were responsible for getting the 
meal trays since the kitchen help would not deliver them to the wards. The strike ended the next day.30 

Following World War II, the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) recognized that they could use the remaining camp buildings as irrigation 
project offices and storage, therefore, administration and hospital areas were retained as federal property. Some of these structures 
were used by the BOR engineers and draftsmen as offices or living quarters, while other buildings were used as maintenance shops or 
to store materials and equipment.31 Therefore, the hospital mess hall was possibly used by the BOR for office and storage space. Upon 
completion of a transfer beginning in the 1950s the BOR then turned these facilities over to the Shoshone-Heart Mountain Irrigation 
District who used these facilities until 1985.32  

 

 23Fixed Asset Inventory, Entry No. 97. 

 24John Hayakawa, phone interview with Kara Miyagishima, Denver, Colorado, 22 September 2005. 

 25 Kessel, Behind Barbed Wire, 38. 

 26Velma Kessel, “Remembering the Heart Mountain Hospital,” in Remembering Heart Mountain: Essays 
on Japanese American Internment in Wyoming, ed. Mike Mackey (Powell, WY: Western History 
Publications, 1998), 191 

 27Kessel, “Remembering the Heart Mountain Hospital,” 191. 

 28McKay Courage Our Stories Tell, 122. 

 29 Kessel, Behind Barbed Wire, 43. 

 30 Kessel, Behind Barbed Wire, 26. In a diary entry dated 12 January 1943, Kessel writes that upon her 
return to the camp, Dr. Irwin warned her that there was a strike in the hospital mess hall. 

 31Thomas K. Larson, Dori M. Penny, Michael J. Andrews, and James O. Rose. “Cultural Resources 
Investigations at the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, Wyoming,” 1995. Paper presented at the 
Conference on Historical and Underwater Archaeology in Washington, D.C., 5 January 1995, 7. 

 32Dale Austin, Bureau of Reclamation Federal Undertakings, 1. 
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The irrigation district also used the mess hall for storage, and added a sheet metal roof to the building in the 1980s.33  

After the Shoshone - Heart Mountain Irrigation District relinquished management of the site, the Heart Mountain Relocation Center 
property was transferred back to the BOR in 1991.34 In 2000, the BOR leveled and shored the hospital mess floor, installed plywood 
and Lexan polycarbonate) sheets to the building’s doors and windows, and applied rolled roofing to the roof, as part of their 
stabilization plans and to prevent further vandalism.35 

Mess Hall Existing Condition 

General description: 

The hospital mess hall is a one story wood framed building 37’ wide by 144’ long by 18’-6” high with a gabled wood truss roof (with 
a 5:12 slope). This building comprises twelve 36’ x 12’ interior bays arranged in two major rooms: a 36’ x 56’ kitchen on the west and 
a 36’ x 88’ mess hall on the east, plus a 13’ x 15’ storage area with shelving (13’ x 15’) and an “entry” that originally included a 220-
gallon “hot water generator” (12’ x 15’). A toilet room (4’-6” x 6’), a meat room with built-in refrigeration (6’-6” x 9’), and a dairy 
room (5’-6” x 9’) complete the original rooms of the building. A detailed inventory of the state of the building elements, such as 
doors, windows, ceilings, walss, etc. was made, see typical tables below. 

 
 

 

 
 

 33U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Register of Historic Places 
Inventory—Nomination Form, “Heart Mountain Relocation Center,” prepared by Michael 
Gorman, August 1983. 

 34Austin, Bureau of Reclamation Federal Undertakings, 1. 

 35 U.S. Department of the Interior, Report to the President: Japanese-American Internment Sites 
Preservation, January 2001. 
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The present configuration of the interior of the building is substantially different from that represented in the original drawings. 
Determining whether these changes took place before construction (as an adaptation to local conditions or for some other reason), 
after construction but during occupation of the camp, or some time after the camp was decommissioned after the war requires further 
research. Documentary photographs taken during the period of occupation of the camp only suggest that the changes took place 
sometime after initial construction, but whether during or after the war is unclear. The restoration plan for the building is shown in the 
drawing on page 16, and conforms closely to the original plans. Pictures of the existing building conditions are shown below. 
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Mess Hall Treatment 

Recommended Action: 

Restoration of the building should begin with general 
cleaning and removal of refuse from the building and its 
immediate site. This process should continue with 
remediation of hazardous and toxic materials, like those 
containing asbestos. An appropriate structural analysis of the 
roof trusses should be carried out prior to restoration. The 
analysis will need information detailing the structural 
specifications for the trusses. Without that information, one 
of the trusses may have to be shored and dismantled, in order 
to ascertain their construction.  
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Other recommendations for restoration are summarized in the Table below: 
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VI.b HOSPITAL WAREHOUSE 

Construction History 

According to the Fixed Asset Inventory, the Heart Mountain hospital warehouse measured 20 x 120 feet. It had one room measuring 
25x20 feet, one room measuring 67x20 feet and one room measuring 28x20 feet. The warehouse had a concrete floor heated with 
space heaters venting through three brick flues, and interior walls and ceiling lined with ½” fiber board.36 

During World War II, the hospital warehouse was one of two warehouses in the hospital complex. The extant warehouse was most 
likely used for storage of medical equipment and supplies such as canned milk and baby food for the duration of its time as part of the 
Heart Mountain Relocation Center.37 

After a fire destroyed the shop and motor pool located in the warehouse complex on January 16, 1950, the shop and warehousing 
facilities were moved to warehouses in the hospital area where some repair work on equipment was already being done. In the hospital 
complex, the area was fenced and docks were built to aid in the loading and unloading of heavy material.38 

The warehouse has since been vacated and in 2000, the BOR installed plywood and Lexan to the warehouse building’s doors and 
windows 

Hospital Warehouse Existing Condition 

General description: 

This building was apparently designed and used as a storage facility for the hospital complex; it is 120’ x 20’, with its long axis 
parallel to that of the adjacent hospital mess hall. Originally, it was divided into three long rooms, one 25’ x 20’, one 67’ x 20’, and 
one 28’ x 20’. Although historic sources mention three chimneys for venting the stoves used to heat the building, only two are now 
evident. Shelving remnants exist in all of the rooms. Like the mess hall, the warehouse had shingled exterior walls and rolled 
roofing.39 The pictures shown below illustrate the status of the building under discussion. 

 

 

 

 36Fixed Asset Inventory, Item No. 96. 

 37Photograph, “Scene in the Warehouse at the Heart Mountain Hospital,” (No. G-229) taken by Hikaru 
Iwasaki, 18 November 1943, from Japanese-American Evacuation and Resettlement Records, Series 5: 
Heart Mountain Relocation Center, Heart Mountain, Wyoming, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley.  

 38 Blackburn, Historical Notes, 11. 

 39 Heart Mountain Relocation Center Fixed Asset Inventory, War Relocation Authority Real Property. 
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Hospital Warehouse Treatment 

Recommended Action: 

Restoration of the building should begin with general cleaning and removal of refuse from the building and its immediate site. This 
process should continue with remediation of hazardous and toxic materials, like those containing asbestos. Other recommendations for 
restoration are summarized in the Table below: 

 

The restoration plan is shown below. 
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VI.c   Hospital Boiler House 

Construction History 

Based on the Fixed Asset Inventory for Heart Mountain, the hospital boiler house (29’-6” x 72’) with (11’ x 24’) wing and coal 
storage bin (11’ x 59’) was constructed with a concrete floor, unlined interior walls and ceiling, and electric, water and sewer 
connections. The boiler room, with a ceiling height of 16 feet, was built with exterior walls set on a concrete curb 10” thick x 2’-5 1/2” 
high with a concrete sump pump and wing housing boiler breechings. The boiler room had one lavatory and was equipped with three 
Wiel-McLean low-pressure boilers. 

Located outside on the south side of the boiler house building is an attached brick chimney, or smokestack, measuring 75’ tall with an 
8 1/2’ square base.40  

The hospital boiler house and three-story red-brick smokestack were part of an L-shaped plan that also included the hospital’s laundry 
facilities. Located north of all of the other hospital facilities, the hospital boiler house was located nearest to the morgue and the 
isolation and mental ward. 

The hospital boiler house was equipped with a steam radiator system that supplied steam heat to most of the buildings in the hospital 
complex and to operate the sterilization equipment.41 The steam lines were run underneath the 1084’ long corridor, which connected 
all of the hospital complex buildings, to the boiler house.42 This corridor is no longer standing and was torn down sometime after the 
war. 

Following World War II and the transfer of the camp property to the BOR, the boiler house was used to store snow fences and posts, 
which were used in drains and to build dust abatement dikes at the upper end of Buffalo Bill Reservoir to control the dust that blew 
down the North Fork when the reservoir was low in the winter.43 

Local citizens involved in the preservation of the site worked with the Shoshone - Heart Mountain Irrigation District in the 1970s to 
ensure that the boiler house chimney was left as a landmark.44 The hospital smokestack survives today, almost superseding the Heart 
Mountain butte as a landmark for both former internees and nearby towns.45 

An inspection of the site in 1991 found two drums of oil in a side room of the boiler house, which were later removed from the 
building.46 

Boiler House Existing Condition 

General description: 

Called “Building #16” on the original U.S. Army Corps of Engineers plans, the boiler house was built to provide heating steam for the 
other buildings in the hospital complex. It is 40’- 4” x 72’ in overall exterior dimension. Its interior is divided into a large open bay 
(29’-6” x 72’ x 16’) containing a sump pit at its northern end (8’ x 21’-6” x 7’-6 ‘); a wing or bump-out (10’ x 24’) west of the 
chimney that was used for boiler breeching; a coal bin (11’ x 59’ x 5’); a toilet room (4’-6” x 11’) at the north end of the building 
adjacent to the entrance; and a room (6’ x 11’) between the toilet and the coal bin. Five remnant pads (3’ x 8’ each) built into the main 
floor served as pedestals for three boilers and the two boiler feed pumps that provided steam. Pictures of the existing structure are 
shown below. 

 
 

 40Heart Mountain Relocation Center Fixed Asset Inventory, December 1, 1945. 

 41Kessel, Behind Barbed Wire, 10. 

 42War Department, Office of the Area Engineer, Heart Mountain Relocation Center. No physical evidence 
remains of the corridor, however, historic records such as the Fixed Asset Inventory document both its 
location and construction. 

 43Blackburn, Historical Notes, 3. 

 44Blackburn, Historical Notes, 11. Bob Fagerberg, project manager of the Heart Mountain Irrigation 
District, discussed the importance of preserving the hospital smokestack with the homesteaders at the first 
reunion of the homesteaders in 1973. 

 45Blackburn, Historical Notes, 11. 

 46Austin, Bureau of Reclamation Federal Undertakings, 3. 
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Other recommendations for restoration are summarized in the 
Table to the right: 
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Boiler House Treatment 

Recommended Action: 

Restoration of the building should begin with general cleaning and removal of refuse from the building and its immediate site. This 
process should continue with remediation of hazardous and toxic materials, like those containing asbestos. 

Repair or replacement of structural members (trusses, studs, sill plates, etc.), envelope systems (e.g., sheathing, shingles, and roofing 
material), and closure elements (doors, windows and vents) is a matter of straightforward restoration construction however, 
replacement of the three boilers, two boiler feed pumps, and the sump pump would be prohibitively expensive, even if replacements 
could be found or fabricated. Rather than attempting to restore the original, as-built, interior of the boiler house, the more realistic 
course of action might be to restore the structure and exterior features while utilizing the large, open interior as display space. 

The restoration plan is shown below. 

 

VI.d   Staff Housing Unit 

Construction History 

According to the Fixed Asset Inventory for Heart Mountain, apartment buildings for WRA personnel measured 24 x 100 feet. They 
were built with a foundation of hollow tile on 16”16”8” concrete footings and the diagonal sub floor was covered with 15 pound felt 
oak flooring. The exterior walls were covered with 1” mineral surface fiber board (Celo-siding) sheathing.47The  frame-truss roof was 

                                                 

 4749 Celo-siding was a product manufactured by Celotex Corporation of Chicago, IL as an exterior wall 
sheathing material during the early 1940s. It was available in various sizes from 4x4 to 4x12 feet and was 
7/8 inch thick. The 1943 Sweet’s File: Architectural of building products described it as follows: “Celosiding 
consists of Celotex cane fiber board, weather-protected with asphalt on all sides and edges, and 
having a heavy asphalt exterior surface in which mineral granules are embedded. It takes the place of the 
entire outer wall structure including the finish and its cane fiber base acts as excellent insulation. It may be 
nailed directly to the studding and where exposed framing is not objectionable, no additional inside finishing 
material is necessary.” The product was installed by nailing the material directly to the exterior 
wall framing and the seams caulked with most likely asphalt based caulk. 
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covered with 1” deck sheathing and composition roll roofing. The interior walls and ceiling were lined with ½” fiber board, and each 
building had three brick flues. Each building contained 2 two-bedroom apartments and 2 one-bedroom apartments. The two-bedroom 
apartments consisted of a living room (13’8”x13’9”), dining space (7’10”x4’3”), kitchen (7’10”x6’x0”) with one sink and cabinets, 
two bedrooms (11’7”x10’3”), one bathroom (5’6”x7’9”) with one toilet, one lavatory and one shower, one hall (5’6”x6’) with closets, 
and one corridor (11’6”x3’6”) with closets. The one-bedroom apartments had a living room (11’5’x13’9”), dining space (7’10”x8’3”), 
a kitchen (7’10”x6’9”) with one sink and cabinets, one bedroom (11’5”x10’3”), one closet (4’0”x3’6”), one bathroom (7’10”x5’6”) 
with one toilet, one lavatory, and one shower.48 Each building had electricity, water and sewer connections, three brick flues, one 
laundry and heater room with one coal burning hot water heater, one 120-gallon hot water storage tank, and one to two compartment 
laundry trays. 

The staff housing unit was used to house Caucasian administrative personnel. 

On October 30, 1943, the Heart Mountain Sentinel wrote, “…dormitories south of the hospital for family of the administrative staff 
are nearing completion according to Lawrence R. Keiss, construction engineer. Each building will have four apartments, each of 
which will consist of a bedroom, living room, and kitchenette.”49 

All of the ten internment camps were designed so that there was a separation between the administrative areas of the camp, which also 
included staff housing, from the residential areas where internees lived and carried out their daily activities. Generally, housing for 
administrative personnel was designed to be more spacious, and materials used to be of better quality in comparison to those used in 
the construction of housing for internees. 

It is possible that after World War II the staff housing unit was used briefly as housing for BOR employees, especially since the 
interior of the building was still set up as a housing unit. The Heart Mountain Extension Club, a social organization established by 
individuals who homesteaded at Heart Mountain following World War II, leased the extant staff housing unit from the BOR beginning 
in October 1953 for use as their clubhouse and for local community events.50 Initially the group focused on preserving their history of 
homesteading at Heart Mountain, but after meeting former internees visiting the site in 1975, they also became interested in preserving 
the site and its history as one of the nation’s ten internment camps. On July 2, 1978 the homesteaders gathered for their second 
reunion at the Northwest Community College and hosted former internee Bill Hosokawa to speak on the unveiling of the plaque and 
dedication of the Heart Mountain Memorial. A reception was later held at the clubhouse.51 

This administrative staff housing unit, which was destroyed and salvaged for lumber, provides an example of the original construction 
and design of the extant administrative staff housing unit. (Photographs are ca. the 1970s.)  

This administrative staff housing unit no longer survives at Heart Mountain. 

Extant Heart Mountain administrative staff housing unit (half of building no. 20). The Extension Club upgraded the general conditions 
of the building, which included covering the interior walls of the building with 4’x8’ wood sheet paneling.52 Maintained by the Heart 
Mountain Extension Club on a year-to-year lease agreement until the club disbanded on October 15, 1985, the building has since been 
vacant. According to a 1986 Salvage Report, the extant staff housing unit was identified as the south half the original Building #20. 
While only half of its original 120’ length, the building still retains its historic double-hung windows, fir doors, hardwood floors, and 
gable roof.53 However, a condition assessment report completed in 1996, suggested that the extant unit was altered and moved 
following the historic period: “…the condition of the site immediately adjacent to the building and the unusual fenestration suggest 
that this building may have been altered from its original size and configuration and also may have been moved to its present location 

 

 48Identified as buildings 17-26 in the personnel housing area which corresponds with the historic WRA 
map. 

 49“3 Dormitories Nearly Ready,” Heart Mountain Sentinel, 30 October 1943. 

 50Blackburn, Historical Notes, 13. According to correspondence between Edward A. Norlin, Project 
Manager of the Shoshone-Heart Mountain Irrigation District and Billy E. Martin, BOR Regional Director, 
dated December 16, 1953, the Heart Mountain Extension Club leased the staff housing unit beginning in 
October 1953. The lease ended on October 15, 1985. 

 51Blackburn, Historical Notes, 6. 

 52Salvage Report, 5. 

 53George Page, Salvage Report: Salvage Estimates- Two Wood Frame Buildings, Owner: Bureau of 
Reclamation Heart Mountain War Relocation Camp, Ralston, Wyoming, (Billings, MT: Bureau of 
Reclamation, Missouri Basin Region, February 3, 1986) 3. Hereafter, referred to as Salvage Report. 
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from elsewhere in the camp.” The exterior and interior wall coverings of the extant staff housing unit are not original.54 In 2000, the 
BOR installed plywood and Lexan to the staff housing unit’s doors and windows and applied rolled roofing to the roof in order to 
protect the building from further deterioration and vandalism. The exterior asbestos-cement shingle siding was applied over the 
original cello-siding, probably after the war. 

Staff Housing Unit Existing Condition 

General description: 

This building may be the most problematic of the four extant structures from the perspective of treatment. It is the remaining section 
of a larger original structure and is referred to in some documents as “Building 12”. It was formerly the southern half of “Building 
20”, and thus has been altered on a gross level.  

Examination of the site (including a nearby cast-in-place foundation pad) and current location of the building – as well as the original 
site drawings – indicates that the building has been relocated approximately 50’ south of it original location. Its subsequent use as a 
clubhouse for the Heart Mountain Extension Club, from October 1953 until 1985, saw several episodes of further alteration of both its 
interior and exterior (including the addition of asbestos-cement siding). At present it is a 24’ x 50’ structure consisting of a large open 

space and a small partitioned utility room. Pictures of the existing 
structure are shown below: 

 

Staff Housing Unit Treatment 

Given the condition of the staff housing unit, the appropriate treatment is preservation. Preservation as a treatment is defined as the act 
or process of applying measures necessary to sustain the existing form, integrity, and materials of an historic property. Work, 
including preliminary measures to protect and stabilize the property, generally focuses on the ongoing maintenance and repair of 
historic materials and features. The exterior of the building should, however, be returned to its original historic appearance by 
removing the asbestos-cement shingle siding and repairing or replacing the original Celosiding fiberboard. At this time it is unknown 
if the original Celo-siding can be repaired and it is likely that it has been damaged by the attachment of the asbestos-cement shingles. 
If this is the case, then a suitable replacement material that replicates the appearance of the Celo-siding will need to be found or 
developed from combining contemporary building materials. Celo-siding was a product of Celotex Corporation and is no longer 
manufactured. The appearance of the original roofing should be returned by replacing the asphalt shingles with roll roofing. The 
extant interior walls should be returned to their original appearance by removing the wood wall paneling and repairing or replacing the 
original wallboard as necessary. 

Reconstruction of the missing portion of the building is not recommended at this time, nor is it recommended that the missing interior 
partition walls be rebuilt. It is possible that such treatment could be considered after a future use is determined for this building. 

Recommended Action:  

Preservation of the building should begin with general cleaning and removal of refuse from the building and its immediate site. This 
process should continue with remediation of hazardous and toxic materials, like those containing asbestos.  

 

 54James O. Rose, “An Assessment of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center, Park County, Wyoming” 
(Laramie, WY: Larson-Tibesar Associates, Inc., December 1996), 11. This report was prepared for the 
BOR in Mills, Wyoming. 
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Other recommendations for restoration are summarized in the 
Table and the restoration plan shown below.  

 

 

 

 

 

VII. TREATMENT COST ESTIMATE  
A Class C cost estimate is “conceptual, based on square foot costs (or unit costs) of similar construction.”  The following estimates are 
based on several  considerations required by a Class C estimate, a number of assumptions about  the Heart Mountain site and buildings 
(and their likely future uses, as envisioned by the Heart Mountain, Wyoming Foundation), and Standards of the Secretary of  the 
Interior for historic preservation projects.  

The customary considerations for a Class C estimate include the remoteness of the job location, the proximity of material suppliers, 
labor availability and wage rates, season of construction, and geographical area. Allowances were also made for costs of specialty 
construction, such as replication of historic building components, and a design contingency (here figured at 25%). These 
considerations are supported by the following information on square footage and building type, and anticipated site development and 
electrical needs.  

Plans for the future use of the site and buildings include assumptions that public access to the boiler house and the warehouse will 
only be external, that access to the mess hall will be both external and limited internal, and that practical (management or storage) use 
will be found for the rehabilitated staff housing unit.  

In addition to these considerations and assumptions, restoration of the exteriors of the boiler house, warehouse and mess hall is 
predicated by the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Restoration.   

The overriding purpose of these estimates and the treatment plan upon which they are based is to produce an “authenticity” and 
uniformity of appearance (primarily exterior) that existed during the buildings’ period of historic significance. The mess hall can be 
restored (at least partially) on the interior as well as the exterior, offering at least a space reminiscent of its original function and 
gestalt.  Under current plans the interior of the mess hall will be accessible to the public. Restoration of the original boiler house 
interior would be impractical and prohibitively expensive, if not impossible, considering the equipment and machinery with which it 
was originally furnished are now all gone. At this time there is no need to restore the interior of the warehouse, beyond removing a 
spurious partition and replacing ceiling and wall paneling; its interior was undistinguished, except for the suspended chimneys, which 
can still be viewed through the windows, from outside. The staff housing unit exterior can be returned to its original appearance as 
well as the interior walls. It is not recommended that the missing portion of the building be reconstructed however, or the building 
returned to its original location due to the high cost of such work and lack of information about the original floor plan.   

The treatment detailed here is based on the original character of the buildings as demonstrated in historic photographs, text documents, 
drawings and plans, decommissioning inventories, and on-site inspections, as well as on certain necessary pre-design conjectures and 
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project constraints. The initial section of the estimate itself enumerates those activities and materials common to all of the buildings 
(including remediation; mitigation of existing hazards; demolition of added, historically inappropriate features and materials; repair of 
elements of the superstructure, roofing, sheathing and finishes; construction of missing framed partitions and walls; and fabrication of 
missing components, such as windows and doors); but not including estimates for any costs incurred as a result of archaeological 
investigations prior to treatment or site work. Each building is appraised individually considering its particular requirements. This is 
done by presenting a descriptive narrative, cost take-offs and dollar estimates – including the common activities and materials, and 
those that are building-specific to the structure under consideration. Costs for necessary site work are not included in these estimates.  

The following estimates are based on labor and materials availability and cost in northwestern Wyoming in 2005. They are organized 
by American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Uniformat II classifications for building elements (E1557-97) and based on 
Means CostWorks 2005, see details below.  

Windows and Doors  

Although the windows and doors of the four buildings exhibit a wide variety of shapes, configurations and sizes, the majority have 
similar components. Most of the windows, for example, are double-hung and have identical sash, mullion and frame profiles. The cost 
of the custom-made windows used here includes milling, materials, assembly and transportation to the site (it also includes screens 
and frames, where necessary and where they originally existed). The cost of the doors is figured on the same basis. The assumed base 
cost of window construction is $60/SF per unit, with repairs prorated by the amount of damage and salvageable material for any 
particular unit (as determined by on-site inspection and represented by a “condition factor”). The cost of door construction is set at 
$40/SF – as with the windows, this cost includes 
construction and transport, but not installation, 
which is calculated separately.  

The cost of windows and doors is calculated for 
each building below; only the total cost of all 
windows and all doors is shown in the final 
estimates for each building. The detailed material 
itemized estimate for the Hospital Mess Hall, 
shown below, is typical of the ones prepared for 
each building.  
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APPENDIX A 

Secretary of The Interior's Standards 

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards represent the government’s best advice on the protection of a wide range of historic 
properties and structures. They are common sense principles in non-technical language. They were developed to help protect our 
nation’s irreplaceable cultural resources by promoting consistent preservation practices. The Standards may be applied to all types of 
properties: buildings, sites, structures, objects, and districts. The Standards are a series of concepts about maintaining, repairing and 
replacing historic materials, as well as designing new additions or making alterations; as such, they cannot, in and of themselves, be 
used to make essential decisions about which features of a historic property should be saved and which might be changed. But once an 
appropriate treatment is selected, the Standards provide philosophical consistency to the work.  

In 1995 the Standards were codified as 36 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 68 in the Federal Register, Volume 60, Number 133, 
July 12, 1995. These four treatment strategies are: preservation, rehabilitation, restoration and reconstruction. 

• Preservation is the “maintenance and repair of existing historic materials and retention of a property’s form as it has evolved over 
time.” 

• Rehabilitation “acknowledges the need to alter or add to a historic property to meet continuing or changing uses while retaining the 
property’s historic character.” 

• Restoration aims at depicting a property at a particular period in its history. 

This can include removal of evidence from other periods. 

• Reconstruction endeavors to re-create lost portions of a property as an aid to interpretation. 

Guidelines were subsequently published to provide direction for selection and implementation of the four treatment approaches 
developed for the protection of historic buildings. More information about the standards and guidelines may be found at 
www.cr.nps.gov/hps/tps. 

Selecting a Treatment 

Choosing an appropriate treatment is critical. This choice always depends on a variety of factors, including the building’s historical 
significance, physical condition, proposed use, and intended interpretation. 

Preservation may be considered as a treatment: 

• when the property's distinctive materials, features, and spaces are essentially intact and thus convey the historic significance without 
extensive repair or replacement; 

• when depiction at a particular period of time is not appropriate; and 

• when a continuing or new use does not require additions or extensive alterations. 

Rehabilitation may be considered as a treatment: 

• when repair and replacement of deteriorated features are necessary; 

• when alterations or additions to the property are planned for a new or continued use; and 

• when its depiction at a particular period of time is not appropriate. 

Restoration may be considered as a treatment: 

• when the property's design, architectural, or historical significance during a particular period of time outweighs the potential loss of 
extant materials, features, spaces, and finishes that characterize other historical periods;  

• when there is substantial physical and documentary evidence for the work; 

and  

• when contemporary alterations and additions are not planned. 

Reconstruction may be considered as a treatment: 

• when a contemporary depiction is required to understand and interpret a property's historic value (including the re-creation of 
missing components in a historic district or site); 

• when no other property with the same associative value has survived; and 
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• when sufficient historical documentation exists to ensure an accurate reproduction. 

Factors to consider when selecting a treatment: 

• Relative importance in history. The level of significance of the Heart Mountain Relocation Center is a national level of significance, 
and as of spring 2006 it is anticipated that the site will become a National Historic Landmark. Generally, resources at this level of 
significance often warrant Preservation or Restoration. 

• Physical condition. Preservation may be appropriate if distinctive materials, features, and spaces are essentially intact and convey the 
building's historical significance. If the building requires more extensive repair and replacement, or if alterations or additions are 
necessary for a new use, then Rehabilitation is probably the most appropriate treatment. What remains of the Heart Mountain 
Relocation Center — aside from a wealth of archaeological material — are four buildings, constituting a dispersed group in what was 
originally the hospital sector at the northeastern corner of the camp. The four buildings — the hospital boiler house and its 
smokestack, a hospital warehouse, the hospital mess hail, and a portion of one of the staff housing units— are in varying states of 
disrepair. Although in poor condition, the boiler house with smokestack, the warehouse, and the mess hall and are substantially intact. 
However, the staff housing unit appears to consist of only half of the original building, and the interior and exterior were altered after 
the period of significance. 

• Proposed use. An essential, practical question to ask is: Will the building be used as it was historically or will it be given a new use? 
It is obvious that the four hospital complex buildings will not be used as they were historically; that is, they will not be used to care for 
Japanese American internees. However, it is not known at this point exactly how the buildings will be used. While specific uses for 
the buildings have yet to be determined, it is anticipated that the eventual end use of the four buildings and their respective sites will 
be as part of an interpretive center and museum representing their particular historic time, place, and function. In the future the site 
may be managed and operated by the private nonprofit Heart Mountain, Wyoming Foundation, now headquartered in Powell, 
Wyoming.  

In any case, it is likely that the complex will be used in some type of activity that interprets the historic functions and significance of 
the buildings. Thus it is reasonable that the buildings should appear as if they were being used for hospital functions of a relocation 
center. Thus, the short term goal of the treatment is to prepare the buildings for display to the public in a condition that resembles their 
original appearance. 

• Mandated code requirements. Regardless of the treatment, code requirements will need to be taken into consideration. Code-required 
work should be designed to minimize material loss and visual change to a historic building 

Standards for Building Treatments for the Heart Mountain 

Relocation Center Hospital Complex 

After evaluating the buildings' significance, condition and proposed use within the context of the Secretary of the Interior's standards, 
two treatments have been chosen for the buildings at Heart Mountain Relocation Center Hospital Complex.  

Restoration is recommended for the Mess Hall, Warehouse and Boiler House buildings, and preservation is recommended for the 
Staff Housing Unit. 

According to the Standards, restoration is defined as:  

. . . the act or process of accurately depicting the form, features, and character of a property as it appeared at a particular period of time 
by means of the removal of features from other periods in its history and reconstruction of missing features from the restoration 
period. The limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems and other code required work to make 
properties functional is appropriate within a restoration project. 

Restoration can be considered an appropriate treatment for three of the buildings because the property’s design, architectural, or 
historical significance during a particular period of time [1942-1945] outweighs the potential loss of extant materials, features, spaces, 
and finishes that characterize other historical periods, the buildings are substantially intact, and there is substantial physical and 
documentary evidence for the work. 

The Standards for Restoration are: 

1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use which reflects the property’s restoration period.  

2. Materials and features from the restoration period will be retained and preserved. The removal of materials or alteration of features, 
spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize the period will not be undertaken. 

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate and conserve 
materials and features from the restoration period will be physically and visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection, and 
properly documented for future research. 
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4. Materials, features, spaces, and finishes that characterize other historical periods will be documented prior to their alteration or 
removal.  

5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize the restoration 
period will be preserved. 

6. Deteriorated features from the restoration period will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires 
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials. 

7. Replacement of missing features from the restoration period will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence. A false 
sense of history will not be created by adding conjectural features, features from other properties, or by combining features that never 
existed together historically.  

8. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage 
to historic materials will not be used. 

9. Archeological resources affected by a project will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, 
mitigation measures will be undertaken. 

10. Designs that were never executed historically will not be constructed. 

Guidelines for restoration are organized under the following key points: 

a) Choosing restoration as a treatment; 

b) Identify, retain, and preserve materials and features from the restoration period; 

c) Protect and maintain materials and features from the restoration period; 

d) Repair (stabilize, consolidate, and conserve) materials and features from the restoration period; 

e) Replace extensively deteriorated features from the restoration period; 

f) Remove existing features from other historic periods; 

g) Re-Create missing features from the restoration period; and 

h) Energy efficiency/accessibility considerations/health and safety code considerations. 

More information about the guidelines may be found at www.cr.nps.gov/hps/tps. 

According to the Standards, preservation is defined as: 

the act or process of applying measures necessary to sustain the existing form, integrity, and materials of an historic property. Work, 
including preliminary measures to protect and stabilize the property, generally focuses upon the ongoing maintenance and repair of 
historic materials and features rather than extensive replacement and new construction. New exterior additions are not within the 
scope of this treatment; however, the limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems and other code-
required work to make properties functional is appropriate within a preservation project. 

Because of the current state of the staff housing unit and its history of modification and alteration, for it to be “restored” under the 
definitions provided by the Secretary of the Interior’s Restoration Standards (1995) would involve review of the original U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers’ drawings55 in order to reconstruct the missing portion of the building, remove alterations to its interior, 
reconstruct its doors and windows, and possibly relocate it on its original foundation. Restoration as a treatment does not seem 
justifiable for this building considering the extensive changes and since the future use of this building has not yet been decided at this 
time. Preservation treatment may be a more reasonable approach to this structure at this time. The building might function as an office 
space or temporary visitor center for the Heart Mountain site, or be restored in the future. 

The Standards for Preservation are: 

1. A property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new use that maximizes the retention of distinctive materials, features, 
spaces, and spatial relationships.  

Where a treatment and use have not been identified, a property will be protected and, if necessary, stabilized until additional work may 
be undertaken.  

 

 55Heart Mountain Relocation Center drawings, U.S. Engineer Office, Ft. Peck, Montana (Harza 
Engineering Co., Cody, Wyoming), July 1942. 
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2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The replacement of intact or repairable historic materials or 
alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.  

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate, and 
conserve existing historic materials and features will be physically and visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection, and 
properly documented for future research. 

4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and preserved.  

5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property will 
be preserved.  

6. The existing condition of historic features will be evaluated to determine the appropriate level of intervention needed. Where the 
severity of deterioration requires repair or limited replacement of a distinctive feature, the new material will match the old in 
composition, design, color, and texture. 

7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage 
to historic materials will not be used. 

8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be 
undertaken.  

 

Guidelines for preservation are organized under the following key points: 

a) Choosing preservation as a treatment; 

b) Identify, retain, and preserve historic materials and features; 

c) Stabilize deteriorated historic materials and features as a preliminary measure; 

d) Protect and maintain historic materials and features; 

e) Repair (stabilize, consolidate, and conserve) historic materials and features; 

f) Limited replacement in kind of extensively deteriorated portions of historic features; 

e) Energy efficiency/accessibility considerations/health and safety code considerations. 
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Abstract 
 

In a much neglected passage in Laws II (667b-669b), Plato's Athenian Stranger 
delineates and examines several purported criteria for artistic merit, among them: pure 
aesthetic pleasure, adventitious charm (i.e. delight that derives from interest in the 
depiction, meaning or function of the artwork), cultural importance, and technical 
accomplishment. He imagines a whole category of artwork that might be judged only 
by the criterion of pure aesthetic pleasure.  For all other art, however, he argues that 
cultural importance determines the value of pleasure derived; pleasure, even in 
aggregate, does not determine the degree of cultural importance.  The Athenian then 
subsumes the measure of cultural importance under the criterion of technical 
accomplishment, so that the degree to which a culturally important artwork realises 
some intention becomes the final arbiter of its merit. The Athenian's argument may be 
considered unsatisfactory (especially on interpretations of it which construe his view 
of artistic accuracy according to a crude model of reduplication).  Nevertheless, it 
may be developed into a powerful argument against anti-intentionalism and soi-disant 
irrationality. If a revised version of the Athenian's argument is accepted, then any 
serious art invites philosophical criticism, and artists cannot simply create and then 
refuse to engage in an intellectual examination of (or defence of) their works.  
Essentially, an artist can refuse to engage with art criticism only if she admits that her 
art is not serious. She cannot claim both that the only criterion of judgment is pleasure 
and that the artwork is important. This is at least a shrewd criticism of ancient poets, 
who wanted their works judged by popular appeal and at the same time desired all the 
cultural prestige that went along with being an award-winning playwright. 
 
 
1. Introduction and Scope 
 

Art, aesthetics and culture were of central interest to Plato.  Extensive 
discussions of aesthetics and art occur throughout his dialogues, with topics ranging 
from inspiration to pure aesthetics.1 Sustained discussion of the basis for art criticism 
and artistic judgment, which is the subject of this paper, is largely restricted to the 
comprehensive political dialogues, Republic and Laws. The criticism of poetry in 
Books II-III of the Republic continues to receive disproportionate attention.2  My 

                                                
1 Significant discussions of aesthetic themes can be found in Ion (inspiration), Hippias Major (beauty), 

Symposium (poetry, love, beauty), Phaedrus (literature), Sophist (imaging), and Philebus (pure 
aesthetics).  Comment on art and poetry is common elsewhere, as for example in Protagoras (338-
347), Gorgias (484-493), Phaedo (60-61), and Statesman (288).  Though such comment is limited in 
scope and argument, it often underscores central Platonic attitudes to art. 

2 See, for example, Penelope Murray, Plato on Poetry (Cambridge: 1996); Susan B. Levin, The Ancient 
Quarrel Between Philosophy and Poetry Revisited: Plato and the Greek Literary Tradition (Oxford: 
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concern here, however, is with the neglected dialogue, Laws. Even within the Laws 
there are many passages concerned with art, poetry, and literature,3 and the 
application of each passage to its particular context is unique.  This paper examines 
the passage in Book II, 667b-669b, in which the Athenian Stranger4 presents an 
argument claiming to establish a proper basis for art criticism, which is applied to the 
question of judging the value of works of art generally.  Although this argument is 
related to issues discussed elsewhere in the Laws, such as censorship, education and 
moral psychology, I will not deal with those related issues here.  My purpose is only 
to understand the argument in Book II, and its application to some contemporary 
issues in art criticism. 

It will be useful to begin with a presentation of the structure and analysis of the 
argument (§2).  I will then (§3) consider in more detail the application of its main 
claims.  In particular, I will consider how some of these claims might be applied to 
contemporary issues in art criticism.  Finally, I will advert to a few further issues 
raised by the argument in Plato's Laws (§4). 
 
 
2. Structure and Analysis 
 

Book II of the Laws is comprised mainly of a discussion of the arts, particularly 
the poetic arts, including the "three choruses" dedicated to the Muses, Apollo and 
Dionysus, but the whole discussion is grounded in the Athenian's view about 
education. The book opens with the Athenian continuing an idiosyncratic discussion 
of the value of symposia, begun towards the end of the first book.  He had been 
arguing that testing the character of a population through judicious exposure to drink 
provides a better and safer training than warfare. In this context he first defines 
education as "being trained properly" (tethrammenon ... orthôs, 653b8) in pleasures 
and pains,5 and then embarks on a discussion of the arts as the means by which proper 
training is reinforced.  This leads to a question about the "right sense of music" 
(mousikês orthotêta, 655d1)6 and the search for a criterion generally.  After brief 
discussion of pleasure, censorship, justice, and happiness—themes to be developed 
more fully later in the Laws—the Athenian returns to the search for a criterion, and 
here his context is not just music (even with that term widely construed), but 
"everything whatsoever that some charm accompanies" (hapasin hosois sumparepetai 
tis charis, 667b5).   

                                                                                                                                       
2000); Ramona A. Naddaff, Exiling the Poets: The Production of Censorship in Plato's Republic 
(Chicago: 2002).  All of these books discuss the Republic primarily or exclusively, and the Laws not 
at all.  By contrast, recent books on the Laws, e.g. Christopher Bobonich, Plato's Utopia Recast 
(Oxford: 2002) and Samuel Scolnicov and Luc Brisson, eds., Plato's Laws: From Theory into 
Practice (Academia Verlag: 2003), have tended not to focus on the theory of art and art criticism. 

3 Sustained discussions may be found in II.645c-660e, 665b-672d; VI.764c-766c; VII.796e-802e, 810c-
813a, 814d-817e. 

4 I think it is important to distinguish Plato from the characters in his dialogues, although I will not 
hang any weight on the distinction here.  Nevertheless, since there is no reason not to assign the 
argument in the Laws to the Athenian Stranger (who presents it), I will observe proper caution and 
refer to "the Athenian" or "the Stranger", etc., rather than to Plato. 

5 The point must have been emphatic in the Academy, since Aristotle, too, gives it prominence (see 
Nicomachean Ethics I.3.1104b10-12). 

6 As has often been noted, the term mousikê had wider application for the ancient Greeks than 'music' 
does for us.  It includes music, poetry, drama, dance; i.e. the arts in general.   
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It is here that we find the argument I am interested in.  I set out the argument 
starkly below, abstracting it from its literary context to make its structure more 
perspicuous. The passage in which the argument occurs (667b-671a) is at times 
enthymematic and throughout highly rhetorical.  I shall identify some implicit claims 
in my version of the argument.  As for the rhetoric, I shall concentrate only on points 
that are pertinent to a general view about art criticism, and ignore some of the 
troubling disapprobations offered by the Athenian in the passage.7  This is not meant 
to suggest that the selected points are more important to Plato than those not selected.  
I would claim only that the selected points indicate the logical structure of an 
interesting general argument.  The argument proceeds as follows: 
 

[1]  The single most important (spoudaiotaton) thing about everything that some charm 
accompanies (sumparepetai) is either: (a) that very charm (charis), or (b) a certain 
correctness (orthotêta), or (c) its benefit (ôpheleian). (667b5-7) 

[2]  One possible sort of concomitant charm (parepesthai ... charin) is pleasure (hêdonê). 
(667b9) 

[3]  In many activities where the concomitant charm is pleasure, there is also some correctness of 
or benefit to the activity, such as the wholesomeness (hugieinon) provided by food and 
drink, or truth (alêtheian) obtained through learning. (667b8-c7) 

[4]  Likewise in the case of the imitative arts (tei tôn homoiôn ergasiai): when they succeed in 
producing genuine likenesses (eikastikai), there is a concomitant pleasure; but there is also a 
correctness in equality of quantity and quality (isotês ... tou te tosoutou kai tou toioutou). 
(667c9-d7) 

[L1]  Whenever there pertains to some activity, in addition to concomitant pleasure, either some 
benefit or some correctness, then the pleasure is adventitious only, and the single most 
important criterion of value is the correctness or benefit. (Implicit, inferred by induction 
from [2], [3]) 

[5]  Thus, we could correctly judge by pleasure only (monon) that which produces neither benefit 
nor truth nor similarity (mête tina ôphelian mête alêtheian mête homoiotêta), nor yet harm 
(blabên); that is, only in cases where there is no other criterion of value or disvalue except 
harmless pleasure. (667d9-e4) 

[L2]  Therefore, no imitation should be judged by pleasure. (By [4], [5]; 667e11) 

[6]  All music is representational and imitative (eikastikên te ... kai mimêtikên) (668a6) 

[L3]  Therefore, no music is properly judged by pleasure. (By [L2], [6]) Or, if there were any 
music that deserved to be judged only by pleasure, it would not be important (spoudaian), 
(but rather, merely harmless, [5]). (668a9-b2) 

[L4] Therefore, the criterion of 'best' (tên kallistên) in music is correctness, which is to be found 
in reproduction of quantity and quality. (By [4], [L1], [L2], [6]; 668b4-7) 

[7] Anyone who would not go wrong about a poem must recognise (gignoskein) 'what it is' (hoti 
pot’ esti); He must recognise its essence (ousian)—what it wants [to be] and what it is really 
a likeness of (ti pote bouletai kai hotou pot estin eikôn ontôs). (668c4-7) 

[8] Recognising the essence is necessary to determining the work's correctness, which in turn is 
necessary to determining the goodness (to eu) of the accomplished work. (668c7-d2) 

[C] Therefore, the one who would be a sensible critic (emphrona kritên) whether in art, or in 
music, or in anything (kai en graphikêi kai en mousikêi kai pantêi) must have these three 
things: he must recognise first what it is (ho esti) [he is judging], second how correctly (hôs 
orthôs), and third how goodly (hôs eu) [it accomplishes its aim]. (669a8-b1) 

                                                
7 Most of these, e.g. those concerning women and slaves, occur in the section 669b-671a, which might 

be treated as an addendum to the argument, rather than part of the argument itself. 
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A number of concepts in this argument require clarification and analysis. These 
include: (a) the measure of importance, (b) the criteria for evaluation, (c) charm and 
pleasure, (d) imitation and (e) the "what it is".   

 
(a) the measure of importance 

Throughout the argument, the Athenian is concerned with what is "most 
important" (spoudaiotaton), particularly in the context of the imitative arts, where he 
wonders momentarily whether any art could be important (668b1).  Obviously, things 
can be important to people in different ways and for different purposes, so it would be 
a good idea to get clearer about the kind of importance the Athenian has in mind.  In 
this connection we should remind ourselves of the context of education in which our 
argument occurs. In fact, we would do well to note the overall purpose the 
conversation in the Laws. It is a political dialogue, whose aim is to describe the most 
stable, most virtuous, society possible. Everything about the constitution of Magnesia 
(the imaginary city described by the Athenian) is directed towards producing virtue in 
its citizens, and that includes the description of its cultural and educational 
institutions.  Accordingly, it was right of Saunders to describe the discussion of the 
arts in Book II as "in the service of education".8  The importance at issue is cultural 
importance. 

 
(b) the criteria 

There is a significant amount of confusion surrounding the criteria. For one 
thing, in [1] we are given to expect that the criteria for evaluative judgment about 
anything (hapasin, 667b5) will be either charm or correctness or benefit, but in the 
conclusion we find out that the criteria for judging anything (panêi, 669a8, which 
surely echoes hapasin) are the what, the how correctly, and the how well.  This 
confusion can be partially resolved. Charm, or rather its accompaniment, pleasure, is 
the criterion in all merely harmless amusements (see [5]); benefit is the criterion in a 
wide but not fully specified variety of activities, like eating and learning (see [3]); and 
correctness is the criterion in all of the imitative arts (see [L4]). Thus, the conclusion 
of the argument, though it explicitly refers to "art, music and everything," must be 
restricted to imitative contexts, which, after all, are the subject of discussion from 
668a to the conclusion.  But this resolution is still not quite accurate, since it relies on 
the distinction between benefit and correctness, a distinction that the Athenian draws 
but does not really observe.  

Benefit is explicitly introduced as a third criterion (triton, 667b7), but in the 
sequel (see [3]) it is treated along with 'correctness' as a single, fused criterion distinct 
from 'charm'.9 It is easy enough to see how the two criteria get associated in the 
examples of eating and learning.  There is a sense in which we could say that correct 
diet and beneficial diet both focus on health, and a sense in which we could say that 
correct learning and beneficial learning both focus on truth.  Nevertheless, the 
correctness and benefit don't amount to the same thing.  In fact, the Athenian's own 

                                                
8 See Trevor Saunders, Plato: Laws, Penguin: 1970 (reprint 2004), p. 39. 
9 Thus, we find orthotêta te kai ôphelian (667c1), where te kai indicates an especially close association 

and tên orthotêta kai tên ôphelian (667c5), where the parallel construction emphasises uniformity 
over distinctness. 
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remarks suggest that in the case of diet, its being beneficial is what makes it correct, 
while in the case of learning, its being correct is what makes it beneficial. 10 

Perhaps the Athenian just wants to contrast correctness-and-benefit (on the one 
hand) with pleasure (on the other), but blurring the distinction between correctness 
and benefit allows him to push the argument forward before he has sufficient backing.  
For diet and learning can be advanced as important on the grounds of their benefit 
(not on the grounds of correctness), and the Athenian gives no indication of what is 
involved in the benefit provided by the imitative arts, 11 only an indication of what is 
involved in its correctness.  Moreover, the correctness that applies to the arts seems 
different from the correctness that applies to diet.  For diet, orthotêta is used more in 
moral than a logical sense: the 'right' or 'proper' diet for a person is the wholesome 
one.  The Athenian says nothing about the correctness of diet involving the 'correct' 
amount of certain foods, or the 'correct' proportion of kinds of food; the 
wholesomeness of certain foods is what makes them the 'right' ones to eat.  For the 
arts the situation is different.  At 668d5-669a5 the Athenian makes a digression in 
order to explain what he means by correctness more clearly.  He says it is a matter of 
proper dimensions, placements, quantities, arrangements, colours, and shapes.  It is 
not at all clear what sort of benefit is entailed by this.  A reproduction might be ever 
so accurate and do no one any good whatsoever. 

Nevertheless, the Athenian brings back the criterion of benefit late in the 
argument. In 668d1-2, he asks "whether someone who does not know correctness (to 
orthôs) could decide the goodness (to eu) or badness (to kakos)" [of poems; 
poêmatôn, 668c5].  It is not entirely clear whether the goodness described here is an 
aesthetic quality, related entirely to skill of execution, or something more.  In the 
narrow context concerning imitative arts it makes sense to treat is as an aesthetic 
quality: knowing how accurately something is portrayed is pertinent to knowing how 
well (hôs eu), in an aesthetic sense, the artist has represented that thing. But the 
Athenian means more than that. He explicitly associated goodness with benefit in 
667c7, where he said that truth produces "the correctness and benefit and goodness 
and nobility" of learning, and he must be drawing on that connection at the conclusion 
of his argument. The Athenian is implying that understanding correctness is necessary 
for determining benefit (cf. [8] above), not just artistic quality. 

So we might say that in the course of his argument, the Athenian rejects charm 
and pleasure as criteria for art criticism, and clarifies the relation between correctness 
and benefit (with some sleight of hand) to show that benefit derives from correctness 
(both in the order of knowing and in the order of being).  That would seem to clear up 
the issue about the criteria satisfactorily, except for the fact that at the end of the 
argument the Athenian intrudes the criterion of 'what it is' (ti pote esti), which, it 
seems, overtakes all the others as the "single most important thing about everything". 
 
(c) charm and pleasure 

The Athenian employs an obscure distinction between charm (charis) and 
pleasure (hêdonê). He says that food and drink are accompanied by "that charm which 
we would call 'pleasure'" (667b9), and he says something similar about learning 
                                                
10 For diet, it is wholesomeness (a benefit) from which correctness derives (667c1-2); while for 

learning it is truth (a kind of correctness) from which the benefits of goodness (to eu) and nobility (to 
kalôs) derive (667c6-7). 

11 It may be for this reason that he is so reserved about the importance of art (668a). Book II strongly 
suggests that the Athenian does thinks that most current art is unimportant, and that until philosophy 
is given a role in determining the content and production of art it is likely to remain unimportant. 
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(667c5-6). These remarks at first suggest that pleasure is to be understood as a species 
of charm.  But only a little later, the Athenian says that as regards the imitative arts, 
the pleasure that accompanies them should be called 'charm' (667d2-3), which is just 
the reverse of 667b2-3. Thus, the distinction between charm and pleasure is probably 
not one of genus and species. The real distinction appears, though in a garbled form, 
in 667e, where the Athenian says that pleasure is the criterion only in the case of an 
object "created exclusively for the sake of [what is normally]12 that concomitant to the 
others [i.e., correctness and benefit], the charm, but which is best named 'pleasure' 
precisely when it follows from none of them" (monou heneka gignoito tou 
sumparepomenou tois allois, tês charitos, hên dê kallista tis onomasai an hêdonên, 
hotan mêden autêi toutôn epakolouthêi, 667e2-4). 

This suggests the following distinction: 'charm' is the appropriate term for 
adventitious delight. It always accompanies in an incidental way, some other criterion 
of value, such as correctness, or benefit, or goodness, or nobility. Already in the 
premise of his argument ([1]), the Athenian spoke about charm as a mere concomitant 
(cf. sumparepetai).  This had the rhetorical effect of minimising the claim of charm as 
a criterion of judgment right from the start.  But the Athenian does recognise a context 
where delight is not adventitious; in "free play" (paideian ge, 667e6) delight is the 
only thing aimed at.  Such disinterested delight he calls 'pleasure', and he is willing to 
grant that pure aesthetic pleasure is the criterion for aesthetic judgment in all cases 
where correctness or benefit are not pertinent.  In Plato's time this category of 
aesthetic judgment would be virtually negligible, but in the history of art criticism it 
has been thought of as the most significant category of all.13 

 
(d) imitation  

The Athenian Stranger asserts ([6]) that all the arts are imitative (mimêtiken) 
and representational (eikastikên). Kleinias, his interlocutor, readily agrees.  Moreover, 
this is a point "to which all would agree, poets and actors and audience alike" (668c1-
2). Since an imitation or representation can correctly portray its original, any pleasure 
that accompanies it is, on the Stranger's argument, adventitious.  Thus, pleasure is not 
an appropriate criterion for any of the arts; instead, correctness is.   

Plato has often been criticised for holding that all art is mimetic, but the ease 
with which the Athenian establishes this claim, and the emphatic (kai mala, 668c3) 
judgment of Kleinias that everybody would agree, show just how uncontentious this 
point would have been at the time of writing.  Moreover, the view presented in the 
Laws may not even be as crude as it appears.  On one generally held view about Plato, 
his position is that art represents originals by copying them, shape for shape, colour 
for colour, proportion for proportion. To hold that all art is copying would indeed be 
crude, and at first sight, that seems to be the view of the Athenian Stranger in the 
Laws, since he says that an imitation is correct if it were to reproduce the "quantity 
and quality" (tosouton kai toiouton, 667d6-7; cf. hoson kai hoion, 668b7) of the 

                                                
12 The insertion is a suggestion made by Saunders, in his translation (p. 62), without note.  Presumably 

what Saunders has noticed is that 'the others' (tois allois) referred to here are correctness and benefit.  
But then the insertion must be understood, because in the case imagined, the others are not present. 

13 I have intentionally used Kantian terminology in this passage, in order to emphasise what I think is a 
similar pattern of thinking in Plato and Kant.  Both think that charm, or adventitious interest, cannot 
be a basis for aesthetic judgment, and both think that a certain kind of pleasure, and indeed play, do 
provide a basis for pure aesthetic judgment, namely that pleasure or play which is not connected to 
any interest.  In the Laws, however, pure aesthetic judgment is deemed trivial, while it is of the 
greatest importance for Kant.  See Critique of Judgement §§1-14.  
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original, so that the "equal is equal and the symmetrical is symmetrical" (ison ison ... 
to symmetron an eiê symmetron, 668a2-3).  In addition, the example he gives to make 
his meaning clear, seems obviously to have copying in mind.  For the Stranger says 
that in a painting of a man, it is important that the artist provide the image with "all 
the parts and colours and shapes" (668e8-669a1) of the original.   

The example, however, is designed just to make plain the basic idea of 
correctness in imitation.  It deals with an ordinary standard of correctness, and 
ordinary dime-a-dozen objects of sight (668d5). In important works of art and poetry, 
however, the primary target of mimêsis is "the beautiful" (tôi tou kalou mimêmati, 
668b2). In such cases, the Athenian says, just copying an object is not sufficient to 
create something beautiful, nor is recognising an accurate copy a sufficient condition 
for determining whether it is beautiful (669a2-7).  Thus, since we saw that correctness 
of imitation is supposed to lead directly to benefit and goodness and beauty (cf. tên de 
orthotêta kai tên ôphelain kai to eu kai to kalôs, 667c6-7), we cannot think of correct 
imitation as mere copying. This suggests a view about imitation that is more 
sophisticated than usually thought.  We can get a better appreciation for just how 
sophisticated the view is by examining the "what it is" criterion.  For knowing "what 
it is" that the art imitates is necessary to knowing whether the imitation is correct, 
which in turn is necessary knowing whether it is beneficial, good, or beautiful ([8]). 
 
(e) the 'what it is'  

In order to judge a work of art, poetry or anything, the critic must first know 
"what it is" (hoti pot’ estin, 668c5; cf. 668c6 [ousia], 668d8, 668e5, 669a9).  On the 
crude view of imitation as copying, the "what it is" refers to an element in a picture or 
poem or other work.  To use the Athenian's own example, if a painting is of a man, 
then the knowledge of "what it is" is the knowledge that it is [a representation of] a 
man.  But this is clearly too simple. The Athenian may illustrate the "what it is" with 
the identification of a thing painted, but the task of the art critic is to recognise, of 
each [whole] work, "what it is" (cf. kath’ hekaston ge ... tôn poiêmatôn, 667c4-5).  
There is clearly a difference between the "what it is" of a work and the "what it is" of 
an element in the work, even in the case where only a single element appears in a 
painting.  For example, to identify a painting of a man as a portrait (a term that 
adumbrates complex understanding of "what a portrait is") is quite a different thing 
from identifying the object in the painting as a man. Of course, painting and sculpture 
are complex, with many individual elements that may be identified as a this or that. 
This is particularly true of Greek painting and sculpture, which involved complex 
narratives. Poetry, especially epic and tragedy, could reasonably be said to be more 
complex still.  What is the "what it is" of the Iliad, for example, or the Agamemnon?  
The Iliad begins with "Rage" (Mênên) as the direct object—the goddess is asked to 
"Sing rage" (Mênên aeide, thea).  If rage were the "what it is" of the Iliad, then the 
"imitation" of rage in verse is not a matter of simple copying. 

There is clear evidence that the Athenian means the "what it is" to be more than 
the simple identification of a copied element in a work.  For in the passage in which 
he speaks about knowing "what [a work] is", he glosses that as "what it wants and 
what it is really a likeness of" (ti pote bouletai kai hotou pot’ estin eikôn ontôs, 
668c6).  It is reasonable to assume that in speaking of "what it wants", the Athenian is 
referring to the intention of the work, 14 and in speaking of "what it is really a likeness 

                                                
14 Bury actually translates ti pote bouletai as 'what its intention is'; see R. G. Bury, trans., Plato X. Laws 

1-6, Harvard: 1926, p. 143.  Note that the Athenian does not speak of the intention of the artist, but 
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of" he is referring to what Danto called its "aboutness".  Indeed, the Athenian's 
argument that all art is mimetic and representational because of its intentional 
qualities and 'aboutness', already anticipates Danto, who says: 

 
‘Works of art are representations, not necessarily in the old sense of resembling their 
subjects, but in the more extended sense that it is always legitimate to ask what they are 
about’ 15 
 

Thus, it turns out that the Athenian's requirement that a critic must know what a work 
is about is a very modern requirement indeed.  Having established that, we are now in 
a better position to look at the application of the Athenian's argument to some 
contemporary contexts of art and art criticism. 
 
 
3. Application 
 

By taking advantage of the clarifications made in our analysis of the argument, 
we can rephrase it in a way that has more obvious contemporary application.  The 
new argument, which, for simplicity's sake I will refer to as "the Platonic argument" 
can be stated as follows: 
 

[1']  Among the criteria for art criticism are: (a) pleasure, (b) correctness of intention and 
aboutness, and (c) benefit. 

[2']  There are different kinds of pleasure produced by art. 

[3']  One kind is produced just by the artwork itself, which we call pure aesthetic pleasure. 

[4']  Another kind, adventitious pleasure, is concomitant with recognising the intention, 
aboutness and benefit of the artwork, i.e. with recognising its [cultural] importance. 16  

[5']  If an artwork produces only pure aesthetic pleasure, then it should be judged by the pleasure 
it produces. 

[6']  Such artworks, however, have no claim to importance, because they fail to achieve their 
intention or they are not about anything, or they have no clear benefit.  

[C']  Therefore, if an artwork is important, it should not be judged according to the adventitious 
pleasure it produces, but by what it is about, how correctly it achieves its intention, and  how 
beneficial it is. 

It should be clear that the Platonic argument is readily derived from the argument 
made by the Athenian Stranger in Plato's Laws.  All I have done is to redefine 
correctness in terms of intention and aboutness, and sharpen the distinction between 
pure aesthetic pleasure and adventitious pleasure.  

Interestingly, the Platonic argument can be deployed, and with some success, in 
contemporary aesthetics debates involving (a) intentionalism and anti-intentionalism, 
(b) artists' disclaimers of any obligation to say what their work is about, and (c) the 
value of art for art's sake.  Let us examine each of these deployments in turn. 
 

                                                                                                                                       
the intention of the work.  The distinction between intentions of the work and intentions of the artist 
is an important one in contemporary aesthetics; see Richard Wollheim, Painting as an Art (Princeton: 
1984), p. 13. 

15 Danto, Arthur. C, ‘Art, Philosophy, and the Philosophy of Art’ in Humanities, 4 (1983), 1-2, 
paragraph 8.  Notice that in speaking of "the old sense of resembling their subjects" Danto extends 
the common historical prejudice against traditional theories of mimesis.  

16  
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(a) intentions 
On some theories of art, what makes a work artistic is precisely what is un-

intentional in it.17 Indeed it is sometimes held that an artist's creative activity is 
dominated by unconscious processes,18 and if that is so, then artistry is not a matter of 
intentional planning or calculation. Now, the Platonic argument cannot refute this 
view, but what it can say is that to the extent that art is unintentional, to that extent the 
artist either cannot claim that the work is important (since it isn't intended to be 
anything), or she cannot claim credit for the accomplishment (in cases in which the 
work expresses intentions, but she, in making it, did not). 

  
(b) disclaimers 

Artists often disclaim any obligation to say what their work is about.  Sometimes 
the disclaimer is of the form, "It's not about anything."  Again, the Platonic argument 
cannot refute this view.  But it suggests that it would be a rare and trivial work indeed 
that was not about anything.  For the 'aboutness' of a work, at least as Danto describes 
it, is so minimal that it includes merely ‘having content’ or ‘making a statement’.19 Thus 
for Danto, all art is representational; all art has aboutness.  This echoes the Athenian's 
claim that all music is representational and imitative ([6]).  But as we saw, the Athenian 
imagined a whole category of art that was neither representational nor imitative; namely 
art that is merely pleasant.  The Platonic argument shows that such art provides amusing 
diversion, but is essentially trivial.  It cannot conceivably be of benefit to anyone when 
it is not even about anything.  If an artist's disclaimer is insincere, then the Platonic 
argument challenges him to declare what the work is about.  The artist must either 
respond of accept the judgment of those who would understand what the work is about. 
 
(c) art for art's sake 

Finally, we have the frequent denial that art is for any benefit at all; that art is for 
art's sake and nothing more. The Platonic argument does not fare as well in this 
deployment as in the last two.  As in the previous cases, it cannot refute the possibility 
of art that is made for the sake of art only, but its suggestion that pure aestheticism, and 
the pursuit of pure aesthetic pleasure, is something trivial depends on the cultural 
importance of art, as opposed to some other sort of importance, and on the moral 
component of beauty (to kalon), which is bound up in the concept of benefit, as 
opposed to purely aesthetic beauty.  If pure aesthetic pleasure is in any way plausibly 
important, or if there is real beauty that is not in any way beneficial, then the Platonic 
argument is defeated. 
 
 
4.  Further issues 
 

As a result of considerations in the last part of Section Three, we can see that 
the application of the Platonic argument to contemporary aesthetics debates still 
leaves issues to be explored.  Among them are (a) other kinds of importance and (b) 
the role of beauty in art.  These topics are beyond the scope of this paper, but a few 
brief comments about them are nevertheless appropriate. 
                                                
17For a comprehensive criticism of this view see Paisley Livingston, Art and Intention; A Philosophical 

Study (Oxford: 2005).  
18 For an exploration of the unconscious elements in art, see Richard Wollheim, On Art and the Mind, 

(Harvard: 1974). 
19 Danto, paragraph 8. 
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(a) other kinds of importance 

Whether art is significant or not need not depend on its cultural importance.  
There are other kinds of importance that make art significant. One kind of 
importance is related to the emotional expression of art, and this may be called 
affective importance.  Art, through its ability to express emotion and produce it in 
the spectator, can provide exquisite, highly definite affective experience, and thus 
situate the spectator better with respect to the role of such emotion in her life.  Some 
such affective experience is described by Aristotle in the famous catharsis passage 
of the Poetics (6.1449b, cf. Politics VIII.7.1341b), and, while it may be the sort of 
experience that has cultural importance, it equally may be of mere personal 
importance.  The emotional effect of art, however, is something that Plato did not 
seem to regard as having real importance.  In fact, he writes in the Republic that 
with regard to all the emotions: 

 
the effect of poetic imitation is the same. For it waters and fosters these feelings 
when what we ought to do is to dry them up, and it establishes them as our rulers 
when they ought to be ruled, to the end that we may be better and happier men 
instead of worse and more miserable. (606d, trans. Shorey) 
 
Another kind of importance is related to the "what is it" of an artwork, and 

may be called cognitive importance.  Art can be important, not for any cultural 
reason, but just for what we can learn from it through contemplation of its form, 
colour, or composition.  In the Philebus, Plato seems prepared to admit that such 
cognitive learning through art is possible and important.  Consider what Socrates 
says at Philebus 51b-d: 

 
The beauty of figures which I am now trying to indicate is not what most people would 
understand as such, not the beauty of a living creature or a picture; what I mean, what the 
argument points to, is something straight, or round, and the surfaces and solids which a 
lathe, or a carpenter's rule and square, produces from the straight and the round. I wonder if 
you understand. Things like that, I maintain, are beautiful not, like most things, in a relative 
sense; they are always beautiful in their very nature, and they carry pleasures peculiar to 
themselves ... And there are colors too which have this characteristic. (Trans. Hackforth) 
 

Pure art, one might say, produces a pure beauty, and contemplation of such beauty is 
beneficial, though not culturally so. In fact, someone who spent his time 
contemplating such simple perfections might be culturally disadvantaged by that. 

 
 (b) beauty 

The discussion of cognitive importance suggests that there is a role for pure 
aesthetic beauty in important art.  This is not anticipated in anything said in our 
passage of the Laws. There, beauty (to kalon) was at all times imbued with moral 
value, as was seen in its close association with benefit (ôphelian) and goodness (to 
eu).  In the Philebus, the beauty of perfect shapes and pure colours is intrinsic to 
them, and not relative to anything else.  If such beauty is worthwhile, then Plato 
must acknowledge another criterion of serious value, in addition to correctness 
and benefit. 

 
Eugenio E "Rick" Benitez 

University of Sydney 
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A Research on the Life’s New Exit in Literature: From 
Wordsworth’s Michael to Coetzee’s 

Life & Times of Michael K 
 

Hung-Chun Yang, Pi-Ching Chen & Meng-Tsung Hsieh 
 

Department of Foreign Languages and Literature 
National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan 

 
This paper targets on exploring the implications within two major works mentioned to 

accuse the preposterousness and the existing systems, which shows the fighting spirit shared 
by William Wordsworth and J. M. Coetzee.  And just like the formation of the metropolis in 
Wordsworth’s time, the globalization becomes prevalent after the emergence of the League of 
Nations as well as the powerful governments.  Both authors try to elaborate their influence 
to literature for changing the contemporary situation.  Violation to the proper human’s life 
style is the substitute of the two regimes since the authorities does not adopt sufficient 
methods to provide a better life, especially to the contemporary minority. 

Wordsworth’s attention to the Grasmere’s residents allures him to compose Michael for 
declaring one metropolis tragedy; as a social observer, Coetzee has the profounder 
understanding of the bondage and the phlegm faced by the poor people in his country, South 
Africa, and with the intention to escape away from authorities with the workable solution in 
his own dreamy land.  Their spirit is adorable but not practical as the pervasive rising of 
metropolis, or of modern authorities, is so unstoppable that there is no way to turn back the 
clock of history, unless some catastrophe brings the world back to Ice Age and starts the 
cycle of life anew.   

In fact, without the military power or the effective political influence, the literati can 
only rely on their pens to express the voices of the people’s suffering.  Under the strict 
political systems, their expression must be disguised with implication for protecting the lives 
of the literati because the supreme monarchy can kill any people for such protest.  For 
example, many Chinese poets, rather than expressed their anger explicitly, adopted the 
Nature as the subjects in their works for projecting their inner flame.  This behavior shows 
that the emperors had the right to control and affect people’s lives, and the ordinary people 
can only be the victims of the authority. 

Owing to the shortage of the democracy notion, the ancient authors could only commit 
their wishes to the systems change by the authority’s conscience passively, so Wordsworth’s 
poem reflects his desire on change with complaint but without condemnation while Coetzee 
shows his disagreement and rebuke to the existing system.  Their different presentations also 
have portrayed the development of democracy by time and history. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Wordsworth’s favor to the seclusion and his personal taste not only makes him move 
back to the “setting at Grasmere” (Norton 220), also guides him with strong empathy and 
sympathy to anyone around the place, his Michael is an example of “an actual misfortune of a 
family at Grasmere” (270).  Owing to the shortage of knowledge to request, his Michael has 
set up the seed of tragedy since the day countersigned for his nephew.  Luke’s vapor from 
the reaching of his parents is Wordsworth’s accusation to the metropolis’ devil nature.  He is 
dissatisfied as there is no policy to help those less-educated or even illiterate peasants, against 
the side-effect caused by the civilization; the British regime becomes the origin of the greed.  
Wordsworth wishes to turn back to the past, which shows the real romanticism. 

Coetzee’s has lived in South Africa for a long time, but since “all of Europe … has gone 
into the making of Coetzee” (Watson 25), Marlow in Conrad’s Heart of Darkness has 
influenced Coetzee’s conscience to the minority.  His Michael has reduced “to a term in the 
various relationships of dominance and subservience” (Marais 107) because others, including 
the government, the society, and people with more power than Michael, treat Michael as if he 
were invisible or dirt beneath their feet. The protagonist decides to utilize the negation from 
others for seeking the possible route of runaway from responsibility, so his Michael braids a 
life style of his own and helps himself away from any bit of attention. 

 For proclaiming the human value, two authors utilize the soft tone to urge everyone for 
peaceful mentality to instead of the focus on the developing of the economy only.  Instead of 
the sharp comment, they proclaim their own Utopian ideas by obscure implications to guide 
the readers to turn to an impossible system against the existing reality; they are the Don 
Quijotes who resurrects the dream to break the social bondages.  The spirit and the mind 
make them become the knights to fight with the pervasive ideology.  Negation, death and 
sorrow are reiterated in the two works even though the two Michaels are with different 
predicaments while facing the different epochs. 

 Even people have worked for long, there has not had, or will never have; a completely 
fair system to stop the violation to human’s life and property.  While reading those headlines 
of the political corruption on the news or watching the exploitations occurred in the society, 
most people will not have the confidence to assure with their own privileges.  Together with 
the moving forward of the time, the unrighteous appearances of facts always exist but only 
with diversified faces to surround us.  This is the most important message transmitted from 
the two works. 

 
CONTENT AND ARGUMENT 

 
For the first impression, there is nothing in common between two artistic masterpieces, 
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no matter from style, time, result, and development; except the protagonists are both named 
Michael.  But, together with more reading, the bitterness portraits the more similar between 
two Michaels; Michael displaces the silent public to the depraved society from the different 
times encountered with by the two writers.  In fact, the authoritative system still has violated  
the civil rights and lives of most people in the Third World  

 
Mugabe’s goons see enemies everywhere, not just in the opposition ranks … When 
NEWSWEEK VISITED 53-year-old “Patience” K. in a modest shack … Most 
insidious is the impact all this is having on ordinary Zimbabweans, many of whom 
now eye each other with deep suspicion. Fake names are used with strangers” 
(Johnson 18-9). 

 
Without the supervision from those with the moral courage and consciousness, none will 

care the straits, or even the lives, of the people; the hell of contemporary Zimbabwe 
exemplifies the power corruption and injustice.  Maybe because of the nature of mercy, most 
of the authors are always the kind of person who understands and cares the life of ordinary 
people; Sherwood Anderson is the most typical mode.  He points out the torment suffered by 
the human being by keeping track of all the characters as if keeping a diary, the readers can 
share the endless pain of soul by all the people in the straitened circumstance as none can 
escape from the same embarrassment no matter rich or poor.  There is no Truth, there is no 
happiness, but the universal predicament, everyone in the world can only surpass from one 
Winesburg to another Winesburg, none can find a real place to settle the mind for peace.  So 
Ray Pearson could only feel “like laughing at himself and all the world” as whatever he “told 
him would have been a lie” (208-9).  Everyone in that novel is stuck by the situation no 
matter by consciousness or not, Tom Little knew the life well as “had seen a thousand George 
Willards go out of their towns to the city” (246) for seeking advanced lives, and had none of 
them really had better lives but floating in the universe through different styles.  Anderson 
in his novel does not challenge or question the authority, which only shows his empathy and 
sympathy to the natural human suffering.  None of his characters, rich or poor, wise or 
otherwise, enjoys the real happiness or peace.  None of them can avoid adversity; all the 
people are born to suffer, the only difference is the degree and the orientation of their bad 
luck.  To Anderson, human beings are doomed to face different catastrophe.  The lives of 
people in Winesburg epitomize those in the world.  We can define Anderson is much more 
gloomy without the fighting spirit to seek the breakthrough or the counteroffensive 
comparing to Wordsworth or/and Coetzee.  From this point of view, we can observe that 
there must be reasons to cause the uncompromising reaction instead of mere description of 
the desperation of people. 

Wordsworth does not start a verse with the description of the protagonist directly among 
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the 482 sentences but with the attitude as a travel guide to describe the scene of the setting 
place with details for the first seventeen sentences, which seems to plot the forepart of one 
opera to lead the readers to sense the environment and aura before meeting with the main 
character, Michael.  For emphasizing the isolation of the place, Wordsworth describes: “But 
for one object which you might pass by / Might see and notice not …” (Norton 271), which 
shows not only the mysterious but also a forgotten place without God’s blessing.  Due to his 
worried stress, Wordsworth even depicts: “And, with yet fonder feeling, for the sake / Of 
youthful Poets, who among these hills / Will be my second self when I am gone” (271); 
obviously, he wants this tragedy to be a lesson never to be forgotten. 

 For showing the peace by the pastoral life, Wordsworth uses the sensitive description 
without gaudiness: “Upon the forest-side in Grasmere Vale / There dwelt a Shepherd …” 
(271), the readers can feel relaxed as in Shangrila1.  He does not adopt the same style to 
other poems, which reflects his deep emotion to Grasmere as Tsai’s indication: 

 
Grasmere, near his birthplace represents both a nostalgia for the paternal home he 
lost in his childhood and the demand for consolation due to the frustration resulting 
from the betrayals in 1790s.  Imagining his home and his self as guarded by the 
mountains, Wordsworth tries to grasp the spreading joy, overflowing love, and 
safety provided by the vale to displace and to compensate for the senses of loss (3). 

 
His remark on poetry: “convey their feelings and notions in simple and unelaborated 

expressions,” (Norton 241), is revealed in this poem as Michael could be only a name 
sculptured on the tombstone and covered with barren weeds if without his full release of 
feeling.  Wordsworth inscribes the sentiment to dignify Michael into a shared sorrow as “a 
figure of speech occasionally prompted by passion” (244) to echo the deepest sorrow.  Even 
though his verse adopts the subtitle of PASTORAL POEM, the style is quite different from 
the past pastoral poetry for the vivid description of the hard-working life and skillful talent on 
work instead of the joyful relaxed pastoral life on natural beauty that has been emphasized: 

 
And in his shepherd’s calling he was prompt 
And watchful more than ordinary men. 
Hence had he learned the meaning of all winds, 
Of blast of every tone; … 
And grossly that man errs, who should suppose 
That the green valleys, and the streams and rocks, 
Were things indifferent … 
So many incidents upon his mind 

                                                 
1 Western society used to refer Shangrila as the wonderland and human paradise in China. 
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Of hardship, skill or courage, joy or fear; 
Which, like a book, preserved the memory 
Of the dumb animals, whom he had saved (271-2) 

 
 “Spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings” is always one of Wordsworth most 
important principle to the poetry, so he tries to incarnate the spirit in his works; Michael 
applies much of the matters concerning with life and work for showing the life as it really is 
as well as his realistic feeling.  Wordsworth wants the readers to feel a person with flesh and 
blood for arousing the touching emotion; that is why the whole poem must mention each 
detail so clearly, including the work, the life, the skill, the relative, and even the geography.  
Before the departure from the birthplace, Michael’s boy is also a hard-working shepherd; we 
can almost smell the holy spirit to life in this family: 
 

She was a woman of a stirring life  
Whose heart was in her house: two wheels she had  
Of antique form; this large, for spinning wool;  
That small, for flax; and if one wheel had rest,  
It was because the other was at work … 
That they were as a proverb in the vale  
For endless industry.  When day was gone, 
And from their occupations out of doors 
The Son and Father were come home, even then, 
Their labour did not cease; unless when all 
Turned to the cleanly supper-board (272) 
 

 Following the poem, the readers find the family can be nominated as the most diligent in 
the country, industrious style seems to become their faith, so “nor cheerful, yet with objects 
and with hopes” (273).  They are famous for their attitude, so “This light was famous in its 
neighbourhood / And was a public symbol of the life” (273).  Wordsworth seems to worship 
the family completely, which makes the readers think about the icons in the world.  
Especially they still maintain the frugal life, “That thrifty Pair had lived” (273).  For 
honoring their mode for working so hard and long, there is even with the evident depiction: 
 
  And westward to the village near the lake; 
  And from this constant light, so regular 
  And so far seen, the House itself, by all 
   Who dwelt within the limits of the vale, 
  Both old and young, was named THE EVENING STAR (273) 
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 And Luke seems to obey Michael’s wish to become a shepherd without doubt, which 
lights up Michael’s hope to the future: 
 
  Not fearing toil, nor length of weary ways,  
  He with his Father daily went, and they 
  Were as companions … 
  Feelings and emanations—things which were 
  Light to the sun and music to the wind; 
  And that the old Man’s heart seemed born again? (274-5) 
 
 According to the Chinese wording, Michael can face his ancestors without compunction 
when he meets them in heaven after his own death.  Because his son, Luke, can inherit and 
maintain the family lands.  This sort of thought is the fuse of the later tragedy occurred on 
him.  Michael is not greedy, but has a stubborn notion to the lands; so even the penalty for 
the forfeiture is “little less / Than half his substance”, he cannot stand with it: 
   

And in the open sunshine of God’s love  
Have we all lived; yet if these fields of ours 
Should pass into a stranger’s hand, I think  
That I could not lie quiet in my grave. (275) 

 
 He forgives his nephew but does not give up the lands lost; he wants Luke to earn them 
back through the work in the metropolis with his kinsman.  We can say this verse is 
something more like a short story to guide us to watch a tragedy by live-show.  Under his 
observation, the characters living in the country always have the kind and correct attitude, the 
degeneration of humans is always concerned with the bad circumstance of the metropolis.  
So not only Michael, his wife is also a paragon of virtue, even the Luke before departure to 
the metropolis is also a respectable figure.  Except the disgust to the metropolis, it seems 
that Wordsworth also wants to transmit his dissatisfaction and anger to the God since Michael, 
God-abiding as he is, is doomed in the end.  The readers can see that God is ruthless and 
unfair. 

Owing to his subjective feeling, Wordsworth depicts, “Meantime Luke began / To 
slacken in his duty … / He in the dissolute city gave himself / To evil courses: ignominy and 
shame” (Norton 279).  His opinion to the metropolis is completely negative as he believes 
Luke, Michael’s son, is seduced by the vanity in London, and commits the sin to abandon his 
parents while with the oblivion of the appointment with Michael for returning to the home for 
the reunion of the family.  Wordsworth does not consider other possibilities but with the sole 
judgment to blame the metropolitan sin.  His judgment leads him to have the poem as a 
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declaration to resist the attraction of the metropolitan cities and want to return to the past life 
style.  That was only a fantasy to Wordsworth. 
 To dream the impossible dream is not the privilege inherited by Wordsworth, clearly, 
Coetzee also seeks to break the present style existed in his society, or even the global.  But 
Coetzee does not believe there is a really peaceful place in the world, nowhere is the perfect 
shelter to people, his Michael has never dealt with relaxing life-style.  His depiction to 
Michael’s peaceful life is always a temporary illusion: 
 

But most of all … he was learning to love idleness, idleness no longer as stretches 
of freedom reclaimed by stealth here and there from involuntary labour … He was 
neither pleased nor displeased when there was work to do; it was all the same.  He 
could lie all afternoon with his eyes open, staring at the corrugations in the 
roof-iron and the tracings of rust; his mind would not wander, he would see nothing 
but the iron, the lines would not transform themselves into pattern or fantasy (115). 

 
     Michael still has to face the authority when they find “his house, the stonework of the 
front wall nakedly visible after the rain” (121).  No way out is the modern gloomy!  And 
since Michael cannot live alone without people, which is also the same predicament faced by 
Robinson Crusoe, he still has to live under the government’s control, the pervasive hegemony, 
for the indispensable interaction with other people in an organized society. Yeoh points out 
that Coetzee has the marginalized character: 
 

While the sense of blindness, disability and impotence in Beckett arises largely out 
of existential alienation, in Coetzee is stems from social marginalization.  
Coetzee’s profound sense of marginality within South Africa emerges not only from 
his being a minority white South African, but also from his experience of alienation 
from the dominant Afrikaner nationalism of his early boyhood (122). 

 
Coetzee knows his own marginalization while he, a white African, wants to express the 

pressure faced by the black Africans, he can only seek a useful solution outside of the 
existing system.  But just like Heider’s finding that “K is fiction, and the answer is yes, he 
would exist, but only in the mind of Coetzee” (96).  He “may feel disqualified from 
speaking for he black populations in South Africa, his sense of impotence is compounded by 
his simultaneous alienation from the white communities of South Africa” (Yeoh 123), so his 
major gloominess is not the political and social situation of the black Africans but his identity 
for demonstrating the voice of the black compatriots with strong persuasion.  In fact, he may 
be attacked for taking the advantage for his own fame by utilizing the complicated and 
controversial issue of the black/white problem, so he cannot challenge the system directly but 
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finds a negative way for escape. 
 Both exponents have created the same image, the naïve image, for their protagonists; 
when Wordsworth describes his old Michael “Was summoned to discharge the forfeiture, / A 
grievous penalty, but little less / Than half his substance”, Coetzee’s Michael does not have 
any doubts to his mother’s wish to back to Prince Albert, her birthplace 
 

She expected Michael to ask how she could believe that a small country town 
would take to its bosom two strangers, one of them an old woman in bad health.  
She had even prepared an answer.  But not for an instant did Michael doubt her.  
Just as he had believed through all the years in Huis Norenius that his mother had 
left him there for a reason … so now he accepted without question the wisdom of 
her plan for them” (8-9). 

 
Comparing to the innocence of two Michaels, the system, the society, the government, 

and even the whole world becomes so aggressive and cruel, which can be treated as the 
evidence of that the two writers want to protest for anyone who is on the same or similar 
oppressed  situation.  Their spirit for the minority is great as their fights are too hard to 
have significant or successful result, and even those people who have suffered under the 
existing system do not know their effort; they are the real knights for their own belief, 
struggle for their faith even though they are torn by the thorn.  
     Not only in Western society, had the Chinese poets also applied the same methods to 
bulletin the hurt inhibited by the authorities for seeking the collective identification through 
the indirect accusation of the government, which was also the fight: 
 

Drive off the golden orioles! 
 Do not let them cheer2 on the trees,  
 For their cheers3 will scare off my dreams 
 And I’ll never get to Liao-hsi4 (Chin 172-3) 
 

     There is no single word in this poetry to remonstrate the authority for arousing the wars 
for more conquest, but the readers can sense the anger through the melancholy of a young 
wife.  Comparing to the joyful feeling of the golden orioles, the young wife’s strong 
thinking to her husband can be a contrast to cause of sorrow, which was the purpose that the 
poet wanted to reach for eliminating the war to a peaceful society for more reunions of 
families.  Tsao wrote “Ten thousand bones dried, one field marshal won!” (173) to describe 

                                                 
2 Shi translates the word by “cry”, which violates with the common understanding of the poetry as the golden  

oriole represents the symbol of joy, so the translation by “cheer” should be more proper. 
3 See above explanation. 
4 Liao-hsi was somewhere on the far northwestern frontier where her husband served for the military. 
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the medal and the exploit belonging to the marshal while the most sacrificed ones are soldiers.  
The ones who want the wars are always those who have the military power, never the 
ordinary people as who care more on the content of life than on the colonies.  The bird can 
be the best symbol to the desire on freedom from the shackles of human system, the best 
explanation to the reason can be referred to the pop-music Yellow Bird: “You can fly away in 
the sky away/You're more lucky than me” (Keith, Bergman, and Luboff); the wings become 
invincible to the humans for escaping from the trouble and the sadness in the human world by 
the height reached, which is the main course for becoming the totem of freedom, the totem of 
anti-hegemony.  From this view, there is no difference among the writers from different 
countries or corners in the world as their wish is always the same to echo the real sound for 
most people.  Pen is their sharpest weapon to confront the injustice in this world. 

Even “Wordsworth has to accumulate poetical subject matters and to search for possible 
readers, which traps him into the dilemma of peddling - an act between pre-capitalist 
patronage and capitalist commodity-selling” (Tsai 3-4), the economical suffering does not 
shake his idea that pastoral life is the answer to the problems, and believes the metropolitan 
means the destructive value when his life relies on the earning from the metropolitan style 
with most of his readers in metropolitans.  He indicates “all good poetry is the spontaneous 
overflow of powerful feelings” (Norton 242), Wordsworth tries to present his personal joy or 
sadness in the poem, which makes him have the romantic style.  Obviously, he indulges 
himself in a kind of romantic by innocence since whose criticism to the metropolitan reflects 
his insistence and belief to go back to the past living style.  Wordsworth seemed to short of 
the sight to know that the past pastoral life could not topple the contemporary metropolitan 
life, the reality was a giant to him, but he maintained the faith to beat the fact off.  His idea 
is romantic even his attitude is pessimistic with frustration to the hegemony. 
 Coetzee is more pessimistic comparing to Wordsworth as who believes people cannot 
escape from the control of the hegemony, of the government, so his Michael has been sending 
back to live with people for curing his sickness or his hard-life even his Michael seems to run 
away from the society without control by anyone at the final.  While with the elementary 
need for survival, people cannot live alone no matter how, which is also the cause that 
Coetzee has pointed out from his twice settlement in a farmhouse.  But he is more romantic 
than Wordsworth as who still intends to create an aura, an environment, to make his Michael 
live out of the rule, the regulation, or the supervision.  A total pessimism but with the most 
unreal fancy to the contemporary world: 
 

While Coetzee ultimately reads Beckett’s aesthetics of nothingness as a moral 
dilemma, he also knows that it can lend itself to the formulation of writing (or art) 
as a tempting from of escapism from social reality.  Indeed, what may also be 
attractive to Coetzee in Beckett’s aesthetics of nothingness (though it is not acted 
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upon) is its implied fantasy of construction a (paradoxical) fiction of zero as a way 
of escaping from genuine social responsibility and commitment (Yeoh 124). 

 
To Coetzee, the most important thing is to seek a way to fight with the existing system 

in his novel even there is no possibility for exchanging to a truth.  He has the same 
optimistic notion about this world and doubts if there is still Truth existed, the only difference 
is that he does not surrender to the fact, he wants to create his own Utopia. Under the crazy 
and cruel world, maybe such romantic spirit can be the best to support the living courage. 
 From the poem, the tragedy is set up soon after the countersign by the Michael for his 
nephew, not begins with Luke’s irresponsibility to have any messages to his parents again, so 
Wordsworth’s blame to the metropolitan cannot be so persuasive.  If identified Wordsworth 
the tragedy caused by the education, then the deduction would be more reasonable; but, 
maybe the touching power of the poetry would not be huge enough.  A poem needs to move 
human’s heart with strong emotion, so rationality is not the main course explored by the poet, 
this is why the readers can always indulge into the poem without thinking too much; this can 
be viewed as a kindness to a social justice, but can also be viewed as an author’s 
manipulation.  Providing solution to the problems mentioned in the articles is workable, but 
the premise is that the solution must be available and possible; however, the literature is 
different from the political criticism, without referring the actual policy but based on illusion 
can mislead the readers easily. 
 Coetzee likes to create a nearly marginalized character from the very beginning with 
miserable life: hare lip, no women friends, solitariness, oppressed, being rubbed and hit, not 
good at commanding the language, and even no identity, no money, no food, no place to go or 
being sheltered; but, at the same time, his protagonist can utilize all of the bad effect on him 
as a weapon, a silent weapon, to fight with the authorized people, the society, and the country.  
Michael K has the freer spirit comparing to Wordsworth’s Michael as he disregards his own 
disadvantages and even does not want to improve for having his freedom of responsibility: 
 

At leas, he thought, at least I have not been clever, and come back to Sea Point full 
of stories of how they beat me in the camps till I was thin as a rake and simple in 
the head.  I was mute and stupid in the beginning, I will be mute and stupid in the 
end (182). 

 
Wordsworth utilizes a tragic family to accuse the system in order to the possible 

evolution in the society, but Coetzee wants with the passive and the negative way to 
transform the society without the invention of a tragic character.  Wordsworth’s method can 
arouse the empathy and sympathy of those who have lived or intend to live in the pastoral life, 
not the most part of people in the world; Coetzee’s claim turns to the major part of the society 
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for basic change of the society, so his protagonist is an image so ordinate so close to most 
readers.  The popularity is a very important feature inside Coetzee’s novel.  Coetzee 
believes the combination of most people can effect with strong power and pressure to 
challenge the existing system. 

When Wordsworth describes “the EVENING STAR / Is gone”, he is full of anger and 
sadness in his mind with the blame to the metropolitan and the society as “great changes have 
been wrought / In all the neighbourhood” (Norton 280).  But since “the evening star” can 
mean the dim light in the night, Wordsworth does not abandon his idealism that there is still 
with the possibility of the change to the life-style.  If only from the ending, then Michael K 
seems with the display of the much happier and positive image since he can find a way out 
without the interference of the government, and even can create his own rule: 
 

And if the old man climbed out of the cart and stretched himself … so that nothing 
should be left standing, and complained, saying, ‘What are we going to do about 
water?,’ he, Michael K., would produce a teaspoon from his pocket … He would 
clear the rubble from the mouth of the shaft … and in that way, he would say, one 
can live (183-4) 

 
But since such image is detached from the reality, we can almost confirm that Coetzee 

even has the less confidence in the change of the global politics compared to Wordsworth’s 
mind.  If not with the mental salvation in his mind, maybe Coetzee cannot finish this novel 
as he cannot find any practical solution, no matter from his experience, or from his 
knowledge.  Wordsworth can maintain the chivalric spirit easily not because his time was 
easier to handle but because he did not have the ambition to guide a thought-revolution as 
Coetzee has done.   
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CONCLUSION 
 

Although dislikes the gigantic change of the society by the prosperous metropolitan, 
Wordsworth has to rely on the readers who live in the metropolitans: 

 
Wordsworth’s description of the self-sufficient life at Grasmere as displacements─a 
nostalgia for the loss of such a livelihood. Because of the nostalgia, Wordsworth 
himself attempts to practice the similar way of laboring in his poetical 
output…Wordsworth has to accumulate poetical subject matters and to search for 
possible readers, which traps him into the dilemma of peddling - an act between 
pre-capitalist patronage and capitalist commodity-selling, and such a dilemma is 
displaced by his sonorous announcement of his plan of writing (Tsai 3-4) 

Because his personal ideological conflicts, metropolitan and recluse, are played out in 
this poem, he has presented an image of knight to try to voice against the social tide.  In 
reality, “national longing for form” is part of necessary style for the operation of an authority: 
“Form-once again, recurrence and shape!-no escape from it” (Rushdie 524) 

Yang5 explains the situation occurred on Oddi6 can be treated as the stamp inside 
human’s memory, no matter which has been created or is based on worried stress according to 
Freud’s theory, and becomes the treasury to check each poem based on emotional judgment, 
which indicates the subjective feature of the poem.  In fact, not only the poem, everything 
concerning of art, including novel, can be very subjective.  Michael is not Wordsworth’s 
most popular poem, but it concentrates on the ordinary people to coordinate with his own 
theory about poem that should be “a man speaking to men” (Norton 246), which sublimates 
the common thing into a meaningful and touchable matter.  Coetzee also selects a humble 
and ordinary character and even without the revelation of the family name for sympathetic 
resonance among ordinary people.  Both of them try to move the readers for the substantial 
change to the society with the challenge to the hegemony; though they are not successful to 
induct that in the real world, their chivalry images have been established. 

Political issues are always very complicated, but they can be simplified by dealing with 
in literature; the different results of two Michaels show the different political attitude of two 
writers.  Wordsworth’s romantic illusion makes him believe that there will be possible with 
the change on the life style through the evolution, or even the revolution, for the pastoral life 
style, so his attempt on political change is obscure but with hope.  Coetzee has clear notion 
to know there is no possibility for changing the system, can only create a fascinating situation 
for his Michael to escape away.  But Marais has the doubt: 

                                                 
5 For the full view of Yang’s explanation, see Collected Essays 2002. 
6 It is a name of one legendary person in the Ice-Land epic poem, who supposed to create a complete and best 

poem in the world in his dream during sleep.  He could not remember or resemble the poem after waking up 
and could only watch the starry sky without the possibility to sleep again.  
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An issue that I shall mention in conclusion, though, is the fundamental question of  
whether the self-reflexive assertion of the radical and uncontrollable ambiguity of 
writing by means of which Coetzee attempts to interrupt relations in society is not 
in itself an attempt at controlling that ambiguity and therefore a reduction of it.  Is 
not this staging of writing as a realm in which control slips away, perversely, itself 
an attempt at control … the text has always already acknowledged the impossibility 
of positioning impossibility as a possibility … The point here is that the writer must 
always elect to do what there is no possibility of doing (122). 

 
Owing to Coetzee’s notable influence, Marais suggests him to be aware of his 

responsibility without misguiding the impossibility to possibility.  In fact, the selection of 
literature always affects the view of the students; from the both works, the two writers display 
their strong protest to the systems.  There is the description about how the selection of 
literature can affect the learners’ knowledge: 

 
It can expand their vocabularies, improve their skills of expression, acquaint them 
with literary forms and the characteristics of literary periods.  It can widen their 
knowledge of past and present, acquaint them with foreign lands, peoples, customs.  
It can introduce them to the world of ideas, broaden their vision of life, help shape 
their beliefs, clarify and define heir attitudes and ideals.  It can enhance their 
imaginative faculties.  It can give them a better understanding of their universe, 
their society, their fellow men, and themselves (Knapton and Evans 4-5) 

 
Both of Wordsworth and Coetzee still have the hope to the human beings and future 

even with some naïve ideas.  None of them is Marlow7, they do not deny the value of 
civilization or human’s future, they believe there is the better way for better life to the human 
beings, and they are trying their best to achieve.   

Since responsibility “requires the substitution of self for the other, and this constitutes a 
restructuring of subjectivity: structured as responsibility rather than autonomous freedom, the 
self becomes an ethical subject” (118), Coetzee cannot shirk his responsibility to the readers.  
For evading from the same accusation, Wordsworth does not indicate the possible solution or 
the possible method to escape, maybe his notion has some similarity to Raymond Carver’s, 
“from such stripped down essentials the author is able to write in a plain, simple manner, 
sticking to the absolute minimum to that no one can accuse him of trying to create illusions” 
(Norton 2533), and that is an issue that can be examined while releasing the dissatisfaction to 
the hegemony, to the authority, in the literature. 

                                                 
7 The main narrator in Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness 
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Abstract: Informel in Korea: A Postcolonial Justification  

 

Come as a belated form of modern art, it was not until the 1960s that the first 

avant-garde of Korean art, which took the style of expressive abstraction, was officially 

described with the term Informel. Given that American economic and political power 

took the lead in postcolonial and postwar Korea, the term Informel provokes a question 

on the condition of the reception of western avant-garde in postcolonial postwar Korea. 

While American Abstract Expressionist style had been introduced to Korean artists as a 

cultural signifier of freedom, sovereignty, democracy, modernity, and capitalism, a new 

mode of experimental abstraction emerged in postwar Korea was called Informel, named 

after French Art Informel. It should be noted that Abstract Expressionism did not enter 

Korea with the triumphal discourse established by Clement Greenberg. The fractured sign 

that brought only the signifier of Abstract Expressionism into Korean art world was to be 

sealed with the alternative signifieds, which were manifested particularly by Action 

Painting in America and by Art Informel in France. The focal point of this paper is the 

ambivalent and anxious term Informel, which was taken to describe the works of a group 

of progressive Korean artists who had the burden of decolonization and modernization 

after the liberation from Japan and the Korean War that immediately followed.  

Tracing the course of the Korean artists’ adoption of western avant-garde requires 

an archeological endeavor to link fragmentary factual information on the 1950s Korean 

art world. Yet, this ambivalent term Informel provides a productive space, that is, a space 

of “time-lag,” which allows a historical investigation of the global expansion of Abstract 

Expressionism and the corresponding local formation of Korean avant-garde art. It 

demands a ‘historical justification’ of the abstraction in post-colonial and postwar Korean 

art as a “cultural translation.” The course of cultural translation does not complete a 

universal history of modernization naturally progressed through a “homogenous, empty 

time.” Rather, the time-lag provides a postcolonial subject with an opportunity to fight 

the oppressed colonial past. This paper investigates the way in which postwar abstraction 

served Korean artists who sought the liberation from the colonial past and the 

modernization of Korean art. Drawing on the historical moment when an ambivalent term 
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Informel was adopted in postwar Korea, this paper scrutinizes the way in which 

transnational domination and uniformity of abstraction was received by Korean artists 

and consequently animated the emergence of regional avant-garde art in Korea. By 

tracing the apparently incoherent course, this paper argues that the ambivalent and 

anxious term Informel stands as a proof that reveals the uneasy and layered course of the 

development of Korean modern art.   
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6.  Abstract:  Just as the more pointed cultural critiques characterizing social relevancy programs 
sidestep classroom settings—perhaps because students provided so much impetus to social movements 
in real life that mainstream television programs were bound to appear bland in comparison—the 
ideology of the classroom setting in the 1970s becomes implicit as creative teams strive for neutrality in 
entertainment.  In “1970s Ideology and Social Class:  Welcome Back Kotter and The Paper Chase,” both 
lower and upper ends of the class spectrum are blunted in favor of storylines that are personal and 
predictable instead of overtly political.  Welcome Back, Kotter replicates the inner‐city location and 
vocational approach to education brought to film twenty years before in Blackboard Jungle when former 
student Gabe Kotter returns to teach at his old school, but the television series removes both the threat 
and the promise of the students along with any compelling representation of their status in the 
underclass.  At the other end of the spectrum, The Paper Chase follows a law student at Harvard 
through his encounters with a brilliant but demanding professor who is both aloof and certain of his 
place at the top of the Ivy League.  By minimizing the consequences and implications of social class at 
both ends of the spectrum, these series also minimize the apparent importance of class in America.  
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Backstage Back Story:  
Producing Theatre on a Global, Metropolitan Campus 

 
In the fall of 2003, the University Players, the student theatre group of the 

Metropolitan Campus of Fairleigh Dickinson University, was struggling, to say the least. 

A proposed tri-campus theatre major - which would have given students the opportunity 

to divide their time between a traditional theatre program at the College at Florham (New 

Jersey) campus; an internship with the professional theatre company in residence at the 

Metropolitan Campus (New Jersey) located mere minutes away from New York theatre; 

and a semester taking in theatrical performances at Stratford-upon-Avon under the 

tutelage of expert theatre faculty at our Wroxton College campus in Oxfordshire, England 

– had collapsed. The Rutherford (New Jersey) campus, once the site of a thriving theatre 

program, had closed. Marc Zagoren, a professor of theatre at that campus and a widely 

produced playwright, had suddenly passed away. The beloved Metropolitan Campus 

theatre professor, Russell Ratsch, had died of cancer. University budget problems 

precluded filling their positions with new full-time faculty. The Metropolitan Campus 

offered a theatre concentration within a communication major, but no theatre major. 

There was no full-time faculty adviser to the University Players, which had now become 

an extra-curricular activity. The professional Equity company, The American Stage 

Company - founded by actor Paul Sorvino, flourishing for several years in residence at 
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the Metropolitan Campus, and responsible for introducing Forever Plaid; Other People’s 

Money; Over the River and Through the Woods; I Love You, You’re Perfect, Now 

Change;  and other hits to Manhattan’s Broadway and off-Broadway theatre scene - had 

closed. Rumors of a homeless person living in the student theatre space abounded, though 

I cannot substantiate them. Former students, no longer enrolled in courses but seeking to 

maintain a connection with the University, dominated the student group, to negative 

effect. Despite the valiant efforts of a part-time faculty member and alumnus, 

accomplished actor James Rana, who served as director of student productions, audiences 

had diminished and student participation had decreased. 

Meanwhile, momentous changes were taking place at the University. Under the 

direction of a new president, J. Michael Adams, the institution returned to its roots and 

redefined its mission as the Leader in Global Education. In doing so, it revived the vision 

of its founder, Peter Sammartino, who had formed the first international organization of 

University Presidents and had made Fairleigh Dickinson University the first American 

university to have a campus in a foreign country, the aforementioned Wroxton College 

campus. (We have now established a second international campus: FDU-Vancouver, in 

British Columbia, Canada.)  In the service of our mission of global education, we became 

the first traditional university to require every undergraduate student to take one distance 

learning or blended course per year, with a virtual global scholar participating in many 

online courses. For the Metropolitan Campus, the global education mission has resulted 

in an even deeper commitment to the recruitment of highly qualified international 

students. In the fall semester of 2004, we saw an influx of excellent international 
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students, some of whom brought with them the highest S.A.T. scores the University had 

seen in many years.  

Who could have predicted that these international students – from Sri Lanka, 

Lebanon, Greece, Nigeria, Romania, India, Oman, Romania, Indonesia, and other 

countries – would be the catalysts to transform the University Players, the student theatre 

group of the Metropolitan Campus, and to restore theatre to a prominent position on the 

campus and in the community? I became involved in producing theatre at FDU at about 

this time. Returning in 2003 from a leave of absence from a lecturer position, and having 

completed my doctorate in comparative literature, I was offered a tenure-track position in 

the School of Art and Media Studies (and later a joint appointment with the School of 

English, Philosophy and Humanities) along with the position of Director of Writing. 

(You can learn more about the Campus Writing Initiative in the other paper that I am 

presenting at this conference: “Transforming Freshman Composition in the Context of a 

Campus-Wide Writing Initiative: A Director’s Perspective.” This paper appears, as well, 

in the Conference Proceedings.) Since I also have considerable experience as a 

professional actor and had previously taught theatre courses at FDU, I was, in addition, 

asked to be the faculty adviser to the University Players. I readily agreed. But first, let me 

take you back to one year before the arrival of those extraordinary international students. 

 The University Players began at that point, in 2003, as Fairleigh Dickinson 

University itself had done, by going back to our roots. We produced Chasing Rainbows, 

an autobiographical piece by the playwright/professor Marc Zagoren about his younger, 

mentally challenged brother. We opened auditions to current faculty, staff, and, of course, 

students. We instituted non-traditional casting which allowed us to cast a young woman 
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who had actually experienced a period of deafness during her early childhood years as the 

young, mentally retarded brother. We had a racially mixed cast, with African-Americans 

playing the parents of Caucasians playing their children. An Associate Dean, a Career 

Development specialist, and two graduate students filled out the cast. The audience was 

small, but we definitely made waves. The playwright’s widow, Stephanie Zagoren, a 

well-known vocalist, attended one of the performances which coincided with the 

playwright’s birthday. We brought a cake onstage and sang “Happy Birthday” to Marc, 

the deceased author of the play. The cast was able to reconnect to the tradition of theatre 

at the Metropolitan Campus, and they were interested to learn about the other plays that 

Marc Zagoren had written and the productions that had been mounted by their 

predecessors in the University Players. This motivated them to live up to the illustrious 

past of their organization. Still, we continued to have problems attracting an audience. 

Our matinee performance, for example, played to only a dozen or so audience members. 

 Then came the Sri Lankans. The profile of our American audiences, comfortable 

with mainstream traditional theatre and the more popular forms of entertainment (TV, the 

Internet, movies, sports) argued against our offering lesser-known international works 

that might have easily accommodated these and other new international students. But, no 

matter. Schooled under the British system, the Sri Lankans knew traditional, Western 

theatre. Some of them could recite Shakespeare’s sonnets and seemed, as well, to have 

read almost all of Dickens. James Rana and I decided to co-direct “A Christmas Carol.” 

Two Sri Lankans, cast in the roles of Bob Cratchit and Scrooge’s nephew Fred, knew 

their lines at the first rehearsal! By now, word of the revivified University Players had 

spread, and we were attracting urban, inner-city, and suburban African-Americans as well 
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as suburban white students, plus more staff and faculty, to our auditions. A Nigerian-

American student from Jersey City played the ghost of Jacob Marley. The daughter of an 

Associate Dean played Tiny Tim while her father appeared in the ensemble, and a 

Lebanese student played Tim’s older brother as well as the Ghost of Christmas Yet to 

Come (affectionately dubbed Y2C by the cast and crew.)  A Sri Lankan woman served as 

a superb stage manager. We had a gloriously diverse cast. Driven to do their best by the 

outstanding preparedness of the Sri Lankans, the American actors –some of whom had 

come from urban or inner-city backgrounds and had never appeared in a live stage 

production nor even seen one - rose to the challenge. And it was a great success. We 

played to sold-out audiences and were invited to present the production at The 

Hermitage, a local museum and historical home site. We take great pride in the fact that 

our  audiences were often comprised of international students as well as urban and 

suburban domestic students who, like some of the cast members, had never seen a live 

stage production, or experienced one so ”up-close and personal” as our intimate black 

box theatre provided. 

The revival of this dying extra-curricular activity is interesting, particularly in  

light of the environment in which we work. The Metropolitan Campus is the pre-

professional campus of the University, known for its interdisciplinary programs and 

strong career focus. With a traditional foundation in the liberal arts, the campus is home 

to three colleges: Petrocelli College of Continuing Studies, Silberman College of 

Business, and University College: Arts-Sciences–Professional Studies (with nine schools: 

Art and Media Studies; Computer Sciences and Engineering; Criminal Justice; 
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Education; English, Philosophy, and Humanities; History, Political Science, and 

International Studies; Natural Sciences; Nursing and Allied Health; Psychology.)  

The School of Art and Media Studies offers a theatre concentration within the 

communication major, but not a theatre major. In a recent Metropolitan Campus 

admissions open house, when students broke into groups according to intended major, I 

had only one student in my theatre workshop. I suggested that she attend at our College 

of Florham campus instead of enrolling at the Metropolitan Campus. The College at 

Florham campus offers a full theatre major through the Visual and Performing Arts 

department. The range and number of our theatre offerings at the Metropolitan Campus, 

in contrast, are very limited. Typically, we will post courses each semester in acting, 

playgoing and analysis, creative drama, or children’s theatre. Students who enroll in these 

courses typically do so to fulfill their arts elective requirement. Even with the 

administration generously allowing theatre classes to run with as few as six students, 

sections are cancelled almost every semester because they do not meet even these 

minimum numbers. In recent semesters, only one or two theatre courses have actually run 

each semester. And when they do run, it is rare to find any students who are in the theatre 

concentration or even the communication major on the rosters. 

Similarly, the students who come to the University Players are generally not 

interested in theatre either as a concentration, a major, or a career. A scan of the 

information sheet that students have been filling out at auditions since we did Chasing 

Rainbows shows a wide range of undergraduate majors: allied health, biology, business 

management, criminal justice, communication, electrical engineering, electrical 

engineering technology, English, finance, hospitality management, interdisciplinary 
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studies, international studies, marketing, mechanical engineering technology, nursing, 

political science, psychology. We’ve also had our share of graduate students: from our 

MBA program, our five-year QUEST (education) program, as well as our master’s 

program in psychology and our Ph.D. program in clinical psychology. Since I became 

faculty adviser in 2003 and began collecting such information on the audition sheets, out 

of the approximately 100 cast members and/or auditioners, only two individuals listed 

theatre as an academic concentration or career path. 

The Metropolitan Campus attracts a student population that is even more diverse 

than the fifty or so academic majors and nearly fifty graduate programs that it offers. Of 

the more than 4,000 undergraduate and 1,600 graduate students enrolled on the Campus, 

more than a third are minority or international students. They come from cities and towns 

throughout the United States and over 71 nations. The University Players cast members 

and the students who auditioned but did not receive roles exemplify this diversity in their 

national, cultural, and ethnic backgrounds. They come from dense urban areas in New 

Jersey, like East Orange, Elizabeth, Jersey City, Newark, Passaic, and Paterson, and 

Staten Island in New York; metropolitan suburban towns in the tri-state region and in 

Maryland and Virginia; and more rural areas in New Hampshire and Pennsylvania. And, 

of course, they come from countries all over the world, some of which I listed earlier. 

This diversity has allowed the University Players to make a very strong commitment to 

non-traditional casting: The casts of the seven plays that we have produced since 2003 

represent all races, ethnicities, ages, types, and levels of stage experience, and, yes, we 

have cast males in female roles, and females as male characters. With Chasing Rainbows, 

multi-cultural, multi-ethnic, multi-racial, multi-national, multi-generational diversity was 
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a novel marketing point for ticket sales; now, it is business as usual, and one of the 

greatest strengths of our organization. 

Another important element of the University Players has been the participation of 

faculty and staff. Dr. Thomas Swanzey, the Associate Dean of Petrocelli College, has 

become a regular cast member, having appeared in all seven productions mounted since 

2003. Prof. Ronald Calissi, Esq., the Associate Executive Dean of Petrocelli College, has 

appeared in two shows. Mr. Nestor Melendez, the Associate Dean of Students, has also 

appeared in two plays, while Career Development Specialist and host of her own show on 

WFDU-FM, Ms. Christine Vitale, played roles in four productions. The participation of 

these faculty and staff members has contributed to a stronger sense of camaraderie within 

the University Players. In addition, the presence of high-profile faculty and staff has, in 

turn, helped to increase the visibility of our organization in the eyes of the overall 

Campus community. These individuals have represented the University Players very 

enthusiastically on and beyond our Campus, not only by actively promoting our 

productions and helping to build our audience, but also, from time to time, by serving as 

our advocates in discussions about resource allocation. Needless to say, their talent, 

dedication, collegiality, seriousness of purpose, and basic sense of fun serve as valuable 

models of collaboration for our students. And because of the involvement of University 

employees, we even enjoy some extra publicity in internal publications that specifically 

showcase the accomplishments of faculty and staff! 

The productions mounted by this extraordinarily diverse group of students, 

faculty, and staff have been: It’s a Wonderful Life and Chasing Rainbows (2003 – 2004);  

A Christmas Carol and Murder on the Nile  (2004 – 2005); War of the Worlds and 
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Dracula (2005 – 2006); The Complete Works of William Shakespeare, Abridged (Fall 

2006); and now Harvey (Fall 2007).  Our audiences gradually increased over time, 

although we eventually ceased offering matinees because attendance remained so low for 

Saturday and Sunday afternoon performances. A Christmas Carol and The Complete 

Works of William Shakespeare, Abridged played to sold-out and standing-room-only 

audiences, respectively. We have found that audiences seem to favor weeknight 

performances that begin at 8:00 p.m., after evening classes have ended.  Although we 

publicize the shows both on campus and in the surrounding communities, our audience is 

comprised mostly of the on-campus population, with only about a third representing the 

general public. The University Honors Program regularly purchases blocks of twenty or 

more tickets so that the Honor Students – many of them international students – can 

attend the performances gratis. One faculty member, in the Writing Program that I direct, 

forms book clubs – voluntary book clubs – with her students in order to help them get the 

most out of attending the plays. The instructor and her students read original or related 

texts –the novella on which Agatha Christie based Murder on the Nile, Bram Stoker’s 

Dracula, and Shakespeare’s Macbeth, for example. In advance of the performance, they 

meet at the café on campus to discuss the text they have read. After the performance, they 

compare their reading with the staged version that they have seen together. Other faculty 

members strongly encourage their students to attend the shows by offering extra credit 

for writing about the productions. Attendance at the plays also counts toward the required 

number of co- and extra-curricular events in which freshmen must participate as part of 

their Freshman Seminar. Finally, the students themselves are the most effective publicity 

agents for the plays. When they are enthusiastic about the production, they fill the house.  
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After The Complete Works of William Shakespeare, Abridged, the students and I 

briefly considered extending the run or at least putting on an encore since the audience 

response had been so overwhelming: people who saw the production wanted to see it 

again; people who missed it had heard great things about it and were asking for additional 

performances. The cast members and officers of the University Players, for the first time, 

enjoyed the luxury of declining such options in favor of ending on a high note and 

“leaving them wanting more.” 

 Have there been challenges? Yes.  

 The physical space of our theatre is one of them.  The Russell Ratsch 

Experimental Theater is a small space that seats about 112 audience members in a steeply 

raked house. The front row is only about a foot away from the acting area which is floor-

level, very wide, and very shallow. There are no wings. The public hallway is our only 

backstage area. When audience members enter the theatre, they come through two doors 

that are actually onstage, albeit at extreme upstage left and right. (Even though the 

doorway areas are never lit during the shows, latecomers might feel that they are 

momentarily “in the play” as they are ushered to their seats!)  Because we have to 

maintain access to these doors for unobstructed exit in case of emergencies, the use of 

conventional sets - with set flats, masking flats, and the requisite support jacks - is 

problematic. So our sets are spare, often just a few pieces of furniture or a few simple 

boxes skillfully manipulated by the actors to define each scene. And we have taken an 

alternative approach to staging that makes use of extreme stage right and left as the 

holding and preparation areas for the actors. When actors are offstage, most are still in 

full view of the audience. The set pieces that are waiting to be brought onstage and the 
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prop tables are clearly visible as well. Thus, the audience can simultaneously observe 

both the onstage work of the actors and their backstage work - the “inner workings” of a 

production, so to speak. Extreme stage left and stage right are lit very dimly, so these 

activities do not distract from the action taking place onstage. Nevertheless, it is no 

exaggeration to say we that have embraced this technique – what I call “theatre inside 

out” – as a standard convention in almost all our productions. And it has proven to be 

quite powerful. Audience members, again, many of whom have never seen a play, report 

that they are fascinated by this dual vision of the production. 

Similarly, while the diversity of our cast is our hallmark and key strength, it is 

also a challenge. It cannot be denied that certain plays are simply not appropriate for our 

group, and selecting the works to be produced often demands an unusually focused study 

of the script under consideration and an exquisitely sensitive appraisal of the available 

talent. Still, we have found that non-traditional casting allows the universal themes of 

each work to emerge in truly magical ways. In addition, when the immersive character of 

theatre production is combined with the rich diversity of the group and the unique 

individuality of each participant, the results are palpable and striking. The members of 

the University Players always treat each other with respect and often with affection. The 

usual offstage friendships and backstage romances have blossomed. Cast and crew 

experience those special bonds that can be provided only by the uniquely intimate yet 

public process of rehearsing and performing a play. In the “global” context that I have 

been discussing, such bonds become life lessons that our planet sorely needs. 

 This is not to say that there has been no resistance to our commitment to non-

traditional casting. Some (few) audience members evidently seemed to find it difficult to 
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believe in a dark-skinned upper-crust Brit taking a cruise on the Nile in pre-WWII Egypt; 

some apparently strained to accept a black Jacob Marley, or a multi-cultural Cratchit 

family in A Christmas Carol, or a multi-ethnic Pomerantz family in Chasing Rainbows. 

These are only anecdotal examples, however, that do not seem to represent the 

overwhelmingly positive audience response to our plays. My plan is to survey the 

audience at our fall 2007 performances of Mary Chase’s Pulitzer Prize comedy, Harvey, 

in which an African- American plays Elwood P. Dowd, a Latino-American plays Wilson, 

and two Sri Lankans play Drs. Sanderson and Chumley. Hopefully, I will be able to 

provide the attendees at the 2008 Conference presentation with a more quantifiable sense 

of the audience’s response to our commitment to non-traditional casting. 

However, the other diversity that I explained – the wide range of academic 

concentrations – may be the root of at least some of the tensions that the University 

Players have endured. As an extra-curricular activity, we compete with academics for the 

students’ time and attention. Several of the students’ majors offer a significant number of 

their required courses only in the evening. For any given show, some students have 

evening classes on Mondays, others on Tuesdays, still others on Wednesdays or 

Thursdays. Some students find it necessary to take more than one evening class. As a 

result, it is nearly impossible to gather the entire cast together for a full rehearsal before 

8:00 p.m. And some students, especially in the sciences and engineering, have required 

labs that meet after 8:00 p.m.  

Our students are not part of a theatre program, wherein at least the theatre majors 

can be free of coursework in the evenings in order to attend rehearsals, or students can 

work on the plays for academic credit. On the contrary, the play directors have no control 
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over the students’ evening hours. We cannot expect students to avoid evening classes 

because so many of their required courses are offered only at night. At the same time, 

because daytime schedules are widely divergent for everyone involved – student, faculty 

and staff cast members, Professor Rana, and me – it is impossible to call a daytime 

rehearsal for the entire cast. We work around this by doing scene and character work 

during the day at times that work for individual students. But even this is inconsistent, 

semester to semester. For example, in the fall of 2006, when we were rehearsing 

Shakespeare, many cast members could come for individualized and scene-based 

rehearsals throughout the day on Fridays. (I essentially sat in the theatre all day and 

worked with whatever actors could show up!) This semester, Fridays suit almost no one 

except me! Faculty and staff cast members too have professional commitments that often 

keep them from attending regular rehearsals. Cast members themselves, of course, can 

often take responsibility for conducting at least line rehearsals. However, they run into 

the same scheduling conflicts that the directors encounter. In short, if we were to preclude 

students who take evening classes from participating, so that we could start rehearsals at 

earlier times in the evening, we would not be able to cast a single show. 

I have polled the students to see if doing the play for academic credit would help 

solve the problem. Since only a tiny number of students are interested in this option, and 

since their schedules are set long before the plays are cast, this is not a viable solution. In 

addition, many of the core ensemble, i.e., our strongest actors, the veterans upon whom 

we as directors have come to depend, are in the most demanding curricula: engineering 

and biology, for example, where students have very little, if any, room in their schedules 
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for electives. So even if they wanted to take “the play” as a credit-bearing course, they 

would not be able do so. 

We do demand that students plan ahead and inform their professors that they will 

have to miss evening classes at least for the last full week of rehearsals. We treat this 

period in much the same way that the Athletic Department deals with away games. I 

contact instructors, and the students are responsible for letting their instructors know of 

their impending absence(s) and for making up all work that they may miss. Students must 

be in good academic standing when they commit to doing a play. I remind them that if 

they are deficient in their work, missing class during the week leading up to opening 

night could result in their failing one or more of their evening courses (and other classes 

as well). The students are, overall, quite conscientious in balancing their obligations to 

their academic courses and to the play. And most professors are indulgent.  

However, the less than consistent attendance at evening rehearsals and the late 

start time spawn other negative effects: running the play in its entirety, establishing 

continuity, forging a through-line, building the pace and shape of a production are all 

very problematic. Even learning lines becomes an overly arduous task since, without 

consistent and repeated interaction with scene partners, and without a full sense of the 

flow of the play, actors have very little feedback or coherence within which to establish 

and develop character. That, in turn, makes it more difficult to learn lines. Acting is 

reacting, after all! 

The Sri Lankans, in fact, would be the first to admit that roles were reversed in 

their second production with the University Players. After they had impressed their 

American peers by knowing their lines at the first rehearsal of A Christmas Carol, when 
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the next play, Murder on the Nile, was cast, the Americans playing the main roles had the 

upper hand. This time, they learned their lines long before the Sri Lankans knew theirs. 

What was going on? When I queried the two Sri Lankan students, who, by the way, share 

the same, very unusual last name but are not related and had never met until they came to 

study at FDU, they said that they were finding it increasingly difficult to attend to their 

academic work in engineering while working on the play. The sheer volume of lines in 

Agatha Christie’s play, the character work, the rapid pace and ironic tone of the piece, 

and the more central parts they played in this production (as compared with A Christmas 

Carol) presented major challenges as well. Theatre is hard work, after all! 

The seemingly simple task of learning lines for Murder on the Nile was so 

difficult, in fact, that we decided to do a staged reading for our next production. War of 

the Worlds was a re-enactment of the legendary radio show performed by Orson Welles 

and the Mercury Theatre on the Air, which was originally broadcast on the Columbia 

Broadcasting System on October 30, 1938.  Using the radio script by John Houseman, 

Howard Koch, and Paul Stewart, and based upon the book by H.G. Wells, the staged 

reading format allowed students to hold their scripts in their hands. They performed the 

piece before a live audience, but standing at microphones that simulated a 1930’s radio 

studio. Under the highly imaginative direction of James Rana, the students mounted a 

very effective production that gave them a break from the pressure of learning lines. Yet, 

seemingly bound to reclaim their former glory, many of the cast members committed 

their lines to memory! 

 After an equally powerful production of Dracula, a relatively short piece adapted 

by  Rana from the Bram Stoker novel and the Mercury Theatre (also Orson Welles) 
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production, we attempted the riotous Complete Works of William Shakespeare, Abridged. 

The improvisational and highly physical comedy of this piece suited the players well. 

However, Shakespeare’s language presented problems, especially as the cast had to 

perform extended spoofs of Romeo and Juliet, Macbeth, Titus Andronicus, Antony and 

Cleopatra, Julius Caesar, Othello, and the history plays, and then do Hamlet, and then do 

Hamlet fast, faster, and backwards. With some targeted rehearsal sessions that 

incorporated explication of the texts, silent acting of scenes, and the use of customized 

“cheat sheet” substitute scripts that provided only the first letter of each word, the cast 

eventually mastered the material and went on to present our most acclaimed production 

thus far. It was this production of The Complete Works of William Shakespeare, Abridged 

that prompted our Provost to state recently that the University Players, an extra-curricular 

student theatre group, has indeed played a significant role in transforming the character of 

our campus.  

 But we already knew that. 

It was extremely heartening to hear such a tribute coming directly from the 

Provost! We are indeed grateful to him and to the audiences who have responded so 

generously to the work – and the fun – of the University Players! It’s been a uniquely 

rewarding and a uniquely challenging experience. So challenging, in fact, that we had to 

take a break in the spring of 2007. Both our core of actors and our faithful directors were 

over-committed. The students found that they had to attend to their GPAs.  James Rana 

and I needed to focus on our own professional commitments and scholarly activities. As I 

write, we are in the midst of rehearsing Harvey, set to be performed on November 8 and 

9, 2007. For the spring of 2008, we are considering a production of Story Theatre by Paul 
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Sills.  Its universal appeal and imaginative, improvisational style may be just what we 

need to follow both The Complete Works of William Shakespeare, Abridged and Harvey. 

I’d be happy to send you the reviews! 

As a tribute to their accomplishments in their onstage and backstage roles - and as 

a testimony to the offstage roles they played in contributing to the revitalization of an 

extra-curricular activity and a Campus – I conclude with a list of all the University 

Players student cast and crew members who have worked on our productions from 

Chasing Rainbows in 2004 to the current production of Harvey in 2007. 

 
Chinthaka Abeysekera  
Nanda Abeysekera  
Sean Alefield  
Carlea Alfieri  
Eleni Alevizakos 
Dov Alperin  
Joan Baer  
Hector Binefa 
Bruce Blakey 
Ryan Brady 
Kathleen Calivo 
Teresa Jade Carlino 
George Chahine  
Andrew Choksy 
Essence Cohen 
Patricia Corke 
James Daino 
Sal De Alessandro 
Christina DeNichilo 
Francess Dharmamulya 
Jean Exume 
Sheryl Gauntlett 
Shiomara Gonzalez 
Lacey Hancher 
Laura Harvey  
 
 
 
 

 
Jonathan Hyppolite  
Kevin Kasper 
Vylet Khushaba 
Anirudh Manian 
Lynae McKoy  
Beverly Murray  
Arvind Nagarajan  
Elizabeth Oputa 
Nilay Patel  
Greg Pressley 
Rinat Prywes 
Joe Rolon  
Nyssa Schmidt  
Jason Schofield 
April Semilla  
Nickolai Semov 
Salony Setya  
Tara Snitkin 
Casey Sobel  
Ellen Swanzey  
Corina Tudose  
Krishna Udani  
Holly Valdes 
Dalia Viera  
Nirodha Wijeyewickrema  
Jerrica Willie 
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Military Presence: Performance in the Iraqi "Theatre" of Operations 
by Kevin Brown 

 
 

There are (at least) three dangers in undertaking a performance study of the 

current situation in Iraq. The first of these is "The Danger of Rhetoric." The Danger of 

Rhetoric is the danger that such a study will not clarify the situation, but only obfuscate 

it. There is no shortage of rhetoric these days. A maelstrom of rhetoric and hyperbole rain 

down from both sides. As the Presidential election nears, it seems like both sides are 

using the war as a bargaining chip with the American public. This study cannot be a sort 

of "piling on," an occasion for pointing fingers and name-calling, a feel-good gripe 

session for liberal angst. Whether Shia or Sunni, Republican or Democrat, the cost is high 

when two tribes go to war. As a professor of mine once pointed out, the reason that rabid, 

petty conflicts often arise in community theatres is because "the stakes are so low." When 

the stakes are this high, we cannot afford partisan infighting to supplement the fog of 

war. 

The second danger of such a study is "The Danger of Performance." The Danger 

of Performance is the danger of aestheticization. As Walter Benjamin predicted in his 

essay, The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, "The logical result of 

Fascism is the introduction of aesthetics into political life...All efforts to render politics 

aesthetic culminate in one thing: war" (1). Aesthetic terms are already used to describe 

political conflicts. Describing the current "surge" strategy in Iraq during a press 

conference on July 12, 2007, the President explained: "Military - it takes a while to move 

our troops, as the experts know.  You just can't load them all in one airplane or one big 
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ship and get them into theater. We had to stage the arrival of our troops.  And after they 

arrived in Iraq, it took a while to get them into their missions" (2).  

Aestheticization has become ubiquitous in Presidential rhetoric, with frequent 

references to "military presence." The president explains, " To protect our interests and to 

show our commitment to our friends in the region, we are enhancing our military 

presence" (3). So, the Danger of Performance is the Danger of Aestheticization; but the 

danger of not undertaking this study justifies this risk. When the stakes are so high, we 

cannot afford to burry our head in the sand, we cannot afford to "cut and run." After all, 

as Aristotle said, the purpose of theatre is not only to entertain, but also to educate. 

Therefore, we must use performance studies not as a form of aestheticization, but as a 

form of education. What, then, can a performance analysis teach us about this situation? I 

suggest that it can, indeed, illuminate the situation more than One Thousand and One 

Intelligence Briefings. 

The final danger (and perhaps not the last one) is "The Clear and Present Danger." 

That is, what if this study is not clear enough? What if I am wrong? In the present 

situation, we cannot afford any more missteps. The fundamental assumption of this 

argument rests on an understanding of "deep structure," borrowing a term from 

anthropologist Clifford Geertz. According to Geertz, individual cultures each have a deep 

structure that permeates all aspects of that particular culture. Geertz maintained that these 

deep structures are particularly apparent in cultural performances, such as rooster fighting 

in Indonesia. Geertz wrote about this sport extensively in his essay Deep Play: Notes on 

the Balinese Cock Fight. This view of performance as "deep play" is what makes it 

possible to analyze a performance, and then make generalizations toward a given culture 
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regarding the deep structure of that culture. The performance acts as a microcosm of the 

society, a space where culture can be examined under a microscope (4).  

The assumption regarding deep structure that underlies this study is that 

representation in many Euro-American societies, the "core," the First World, is structured 

around a grammar of presence, while representation in many Islamic societies, and 

perhaps most of the non-mediatized countries that make up the "periphery," the Third 

World, is structured around a grammar of absence. A surface reading of this apparent 

binarism may be simple, deceptive, oversimplified, and totalizing. Therefore I will try to 

deepen my readings of presence and absence. In his seminal book, Presence and 

Resistance, Philip Auslander explains the way that presence is usually understood in our 

culture: 

In theatrical parlance, presence usually refers to the relationship between 
actor and audience - the actor as manifestation before an audience - or, 
more specifically, to the actor's psychophysical attractiveness to the 
audience, a concept related to that of charisma. Concepts of presence are 
grounded in notions of actorly representation; the actor's presence is often 
thought to derive from her embodiment of, or even possession by, the 
character defined in a play text, from the (re)presentation of self through 
the mediation of character, or, in the Artaudian/Grotowskian/Beckian line 
of thought, from the archetypal psychic impulses accessible through the 
actor's physicality. (5) 
 

Therefore, "presence" is a particular form of representation that is common in Euro-

American theatre traditions.  

In the past, I have examined theories of presence and absence throughout much of 

my work, including presence and absence in the works of Samuel Beckett, in the realm of 

digital performance, and in the field of Asian Studies. One of these explorations of 

presence and absence was a paper that I gave at ATHE in 2005 about the kurogo tradition 

in the kabuki theatre of Japan. The kurogo are literally the "men in black," the 
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camouflaged stage hands, (much like the "techies" of the Euro-American stage), that 

perform tasks such as helping actors change costumes, moving scenery, and bringing 

theatrical properties on and off the stage. The main difference between the kurogo and 

the "techie," while both wear black and serve similar functions, is that the kurogo 

constantly appears on stage at the same time as the actors, blending into the background 

with the black clothes and a black hood, the same way that a ninja performs his feats of 

invisibility.  

In contrast, the "techie" must always remain back stage, "out of view" of the 

audience (although occasionally they can be glanced by a careful observer). This is a 

testament to the power and cultural specificity of theatrical conventions, and explains the 

claims by Japanese auditors that they "do not see" the kurogo, much in the way that Euro-

American audiences "pay no attention to the man behind the curtain." Understood in this 

way, "presence" is representation, and "absence" is "that which brings representation into 

existence" (6). This is where the danger of confusion lies, because "absence" understood 

in this way is not the absence of the human body per se, but the absence of the perceptual 

apparatus that allows us to "see" the forces that are bringing representation into existence. 

The hypothesis, then, is that this relationship between presence and absence that is 

characteristic of Japanese theatre, and therefore, according to the logic of deep play, 

characteristic of Japanese culture in general, is similar to the relationship between 

presence and absence in the Islamic world. I emphasize the word similar here, because it 

is very important to point out that any generalization between cultures risks treading on 

the dangerous grounds of universalization and Orientalism. In the interest of avoiding this 

pitfall and paying service to cultural relativism, I must doubly reiterate that any drift in 
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existential theory between cultures must be undertaken with the utmost care, and 

therefore I put on my "kid gloves." 

One place that it may be possible to examine the relationship between presence 

and absence is in the shadow theatre that is performed in Turkey today, known as 

"Karagöz and Hacivat." The origin of shadow play in the region is possibly evidence of 

the proposed connection between Southeast Asian performance and Middle Eastern 

performance. The most common explanation for the beginnings of shadow play in the 

Middle East is that it was imported from Java during the late 14th century during the 

reign of the Ottoman Empire. The region of the former Ottoman Empire, dissolved at the 

end of World War One, includes both contemporary Turkey, where Karagöz and Hacivat. 

performances are still enjoyed today, as well as the region that is known today as Iraq. 

Since the Ottoman Empire conquered Iraq in 1514, and ruled Iraq until the end of World 

War One in 1918, it seems justifiable to use this theatrical form as a way to investigate 

the deep structure of Iraqi culture. 

While the form of shadow theatre in Asia and the Middle East are very similar, 

most often involving a single puppeteer that manipulates a two-dimensional "puppet" 

made from cow hide from behind a screen backlit by a single light source, the stories that 

comprise the content of these forms are very different. While in Southeast Asia the 

content of shadow theatre involved the Hindu stories from the Ramayana, the narratives 

in the Ottoman form began from two construction workers, who told jokes as they were 

helping to build a Mosque in Bursa. Afraid that this satire would inspire rebellion, the 

sultan had them executed; but their stores lived on beyond their death as a form of 

theatre. In these stories, "Karagöz represents the public morals and common sense, the 
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ordinary man in the street, and is straightforward and reliable...his friend Hacivat instead 

is the opposite of him; he is educated in a Moslem theology school, speaks Ottoman 

Turkish and uses poetical and literary language" (7). In these characters we see a type of 

dualism that is very characteristic of Iraqi culture.  

The tale of Iraq is a "Tale of Two Rivers" – a tale of the Tigris and the Euphrates, 

a tale of the Shia and the Sunni, a tale of presence and absence - where presence and 

absence coexist, rather than in Euro-American culture, where presence and absence are 

understood as forces that exist in binary opposition, forces that nullify one another. 

Shadow theatre, therefore, is structured through absence. This is very different from 

Euro-American theatre, which is predicated on the presence of the presence of the actor's 

body.  

In another possible evidentiary connection of this proposed relationship between 

presence and absence, it is important to point out that in may of the geographical regions 

where shadow plays are performed, both in Southeast Asia and in the Middle East, Islam 

is the dominant religion. The practice of Islam, for the most part, places restrictions on 

representations of the human body. This is because Islam considers the representation of 

the body by mortal humans as an affront to the creative power of God (Allah). This is 

why, traditionally, Muslim women wear a burka (veil), it is one of the reasons why men 

wear heavy beards. In extreme cases, theatre (at least the way that "theatre" is defined in 

Euro-American tradition) is banned, as it was in Afghanistan under the rule of the 

Taliban. 

The shadow theatre, on the other hand, has been able to skirt Islamic restrictions 

on representation through a strategy of absence as a mode of representation. Restrictions 
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are rationalized, because the image on the screen is a projection, a shadow, and therefore 

only a reflection of the image. Shadow puppets themselves, at least in the Asian form, are 

permeated with holes, which is said to let the sprit of God through them, deflecting and 

nullifying the representation. This strategy of absence is also revealed through the words 

used to describe the form. "The white curtain on which Karagöz is played is named as 

ayna (mirror), and the light behind it as sema (candle light). There is just one puppeteer, 

known as hayali (imaginary)" (8). Is it possible, then, that this "mirroring," this 

"deflection," this "imaginary" this "absence," might not be a deep structure embedded in 

Islamic culture? Can this revelation, in turn, illuminate cultural mysteries which, so far, 

have eluded both our political and military strategists? 

When one looks closer at other aspects of Islamic culture, these strategies of 

absence can, in fact, be seen. For example, the recent efforts by the U.S. government to 

enact a series of "benchmarks" for progress by the Iraqi parliament have been frustrated, 

in a large part, by boycotts that have been enacted by both Shia and Sunni factions within 

the government. These boycotts have created an inability for the Iraqi legislature to enact 

legislative proposals, because they frustrate the need a threshold of votes in order to pass 

laws by a majority. Recently, a series of boycotts has begun, ended, and begun again. 

First, the Sunni faction of 30 members, supporters of the warlord Muqtada al-Sadr, 

protesting the failure of the Iraqi government to protect the Imam Ali Mosque in Najaf, 

ended their boycott when the government conceded to rebuild a shrine in Samarra that 

was destroyed by bombs in 2006 (9). The Sunni faction of 44 members ended their 

boycott two days later, when the government agreed to concessions to reinstate the 

legislator Mahmoud Mashhadani, who had been removed from office for "erratic 
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behavior," including anti-Semitic and anti-American remarks as well as an assault on a 

fellow legislator. Despite the end of these boycotts, however, "both the Sunnis and the al-

Sadr bloc still refuse to attend Cabinet meetings" (10). Thus, through a strategy of 

absence, a strategy of deflection and withdrawal, these peripheral voices, unable to enact 

legislation through enacting the presence of a majority, have been able to exercise their 

power through enacting absence through the strategy of boycott. 

While, apparently, absence is a particular characteristic of Iraqi politics, it also 

seems to be a characteristic of the Iraqi way of waging war. The enigmatic sociologist 

Jean Baudrillard writes about the first conflict between the United States and Iraq in his 

book The Gulf War Did Not Take Place. Typically hyperbolic, Baudrillard calls Desert 

Storm a "non-war," a "virtual war." The constant purveyor of mediatization and 

simulation, Baudrillard claims that the war did not take place because it was more of a 

media event than a war, evidenced, according to Baudrillard, by the imbalance of 

casualties suffered by each side. Baudrillard points out, "A simple calculation shows that, 

of the 500,000 American soldiers involved during the seven months of operations in the 

Gulf, three times as many would have died from road accidents alone had they stayed in 

civilian life" (11). As further evidence of this non-war, Baudrillard points to the fact that 

after the dust had settled, Saddam was still in power, exchanging the lives of Iraqi 

citizens for the continuation of his reign. Baudrillard explains, in his typically callous and 

intellectual manner, that: "100,000 Iraqi dead will only have been the final decoy that 

Saddam will have sacrificed, the blood money paid in forfeit according to a calculated 

equivalence, in order to conserve his power...at least the dead would prove that this war 

was indeed a war and not a shameful and pointless hoax, a programmed melodramatic 
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version of what was the drama of war...But we can rest assured that the next soap opera 

in this genre will enjoy a fresher and more joyful credulity" (12). 

Baudrillard presents further evidence that Gulf One was a virtual war, an absent 

war, is the way that the war ended: "The final Iraqi ploy: to secretly evacuate Kuwait and 

thereby mock the great offensive...They never saw each other: when the Americans 

finally appeared behind their curtain of bombs the Iraqis had already disappeared behind 

their curtain of smoke" (13). The climax of Desert Shield, the air campaign conducted 

before the invasion of Iraq during the second Gulf War, ended in almost the exactly same 

fashion. Baudrillard explains that, in fact, this is a typical strategy taken directly from the 

Arab Book of Ruses, a book containing strategies of absence that "still harbours many 

secrets unknown to the Pentagon" (14). Or, perhaps, the Iraqis learned this strategy from 

the Mongols of Genghis Khan, who, when laying siege to a city, would first pretend to 

retreat before wiping out the enemy's charging army. The Mongols used the same 

strategy when they decimated Baghdad during the 13th century, slaughtering nearly 

1,000,000 citizens of the city that was first called the "City of Peace" (15). 

In contrast, the American war machine seems focused on enacting war through 

overwhelming presence. It is truly a "Tale of Two Wars." On one side, in another virtual 

war played in simulated presence, millions of television viewers watched the bombs with 

aesthetic pleasure, as if they were watching fireworks on the Fourth of July. The Other 

war, the story of the war as it played out in all of its real presence on the Iraqi side, was 

very different tale. In that war, presence was not a virtual entity, it was a massive 

singularity, measured in millions of pounds of explosives and thousands of dead. In the 
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book Out of Iraq: a Practical Plan for Withdrawal Now, William Polk and George 

McGovern tell a grim tale of Iraqi casualties: 

Some 37,000 sorties by the U.S. Air Force dropped 13,000 'cluster 
munitions that exploded into two million cluster bombs, wiping out whole 
areas. Aircraft fired 23,000 missiles, while naval ships loosed 750 cruise 
missiles that delivered another 1.5 million pounds of explosives... No 
exact figures will ever be known, but at least then thousand civilians - 
including about three thousand children - and scores of thousands of Iraqi 
soldiers were killed in the first twenty-one days of fighting. (16)  
 

"Shock and Awe" is an aesthetic strategy predicated on the ability of extreme presence to 

inspire a sense of overwhelming pathos in the enemy. But the "Shock and Awe" played 

out in very different ways for the two audiences on each side. For the American audience 

the awe was aesthetic, virtual. For the Iraqi audience, the shock was more than real. 

In all of his hyperbole, Baudrillard begins to sound like a conspiracy theorist. Yet, 

it is curious that the U.S. strategy seemed to buy into the same logic that Baudrillard uses 

to explain Desert Storm as a non-war. It was as if the planner of the war were drinking 

Baudrillardian cool-aid, punch drunk on the success of Gulf One, hallucinating the dream 

that Gulf Two would go as smoothly. What a rude awakening it must have been after the 

smoke cleared. The President had made his now infamous tail-hook landing on the 

aircraft carrier (which was parked in San Diego harbor) on May 2, 2003 and had declared 

"mission accomplished." The virtual war had reached the end of its script; but the real 

war was not actually over. 

William Polk, a former member of the State Department and advisor on Middle 

East policy to John F. Kennedy, Professor of History and founding director of the Center 

for Middle Eastern Studies at the University of Chicago, explains in his fascinating and 

sometimes scathing book Understanding Iraq: "What happened then stunned the 
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American and British commanders: having wiped out the Iraqi army, they were unable to 

declare victory. Peace did not come. The war had taken on a new shape" (17). What 

followed in Polk's account are a series of missteps so hard to fathom that they read more 

like either a Molièrian farce or an Aeschylean tragedy than a plan for war. "While the 

Department of State had developed a comprehensive plan, it was simply shelved by the 

men in control of the Department of Defense...They wanted a 'muscular' approach to the 

occupation in line with their declared objective of reconstructing much of the world in 

America's image" (18). This muscular approach, an approach predicated on 

overwhelming presence, was in itself inadvisable to any serious student of Iraqi history, 

since the people who live in this region have been subject to invasions and occupations 

for the last 5,000 years of history, sequentially ruled by the Ubaidians, Sumerians, 

Acadians, Babylonians, Assyrians, Persians, Macedonians, Abbasids, Mongols, and 

Turks. In addition, the steps of occupation undertaken by the American occupation 

strangely mirror the British colonization of Iraq after World War One. Somehow, 

thousands of years of history were ignored, along with the culturally specific differences 

among the Shia, Sunni, and Kurdish people that constitute the various populations of 

Iraq. 

Occupation, in its very essence, is the epitome of presence. Occupation assumes 

that, according to Western metaphysics, presence nullifies absence. From the "Shock and 

Awe" to the air craft carrier, from the toppling of Saddam's statue to the pictures of 

American GIs occupying Saddam's palace, the American strategy was based on presence. 

Unfortunately this hyperrealized understanding of presence is not practiced in all 

cultures. In cultures such as Iraq, apparently, the laws of physics, particularly the law of 
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the occlusion of absence by presence, break down within a new cultural logic. Among the 

unforeseen events that characterize the missteps of the occupation, shortly before the war, 

Saddam released thousands of prisoners from Iraqi jails, then when war broke out 

normally law-abiding citizens broke into arsenals (guns had been banned under Saddam) 

and pilfered assault rifles, machine guns, even rocket launchers. No provision had been 

made to provide food and water to the Iraqi citizens, and the infrastructure had been 

decimated, including sewage, electricity. "Since everyone was frantic, looting became so 

common as almost to seem normal...looting became a form of shopping" (19). 

In his book Peasant Wars of the Twentieth Century, anthropologist Eric Wolf, in 

attempt to try to understand the conditions that lead to revolution, undertook a study of 

the major rebellions in six parts of the world including rebellions in Mexico, Russia, 

China, Viet Nam, Algeria, and Cuba. Wolf explains what happens to a society when 

cultural values of "law and order" begin to break down, and a new system is artificially 

place on top of the original culture. "Perhaps it is precisely when the peasant can no 

longer rely on his accustomed institutional context to reduce his risks, but when 

alternative institutions are either too chaotic or too restrictive to guarantee a viable 

commitment to the new ways, that the psychological, economic, social, and political 

tensions all mount toward peasant rebellion and involvement in revolution" (20). Thus, 

when basic human needs such as the need for food and water are not met, chaos 

inevitably ensues. This is what anthropologist James Scott has called "The Moral 

Economy of the Peasant" (21). It is the expectation that, in any social arrangement, basic 

needs must be met or rebellion is sure to follow. 
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Following the chaos that Iraqi society was thrown into from the beginning of the 

war, and particularly when the U.S. occupiers had shut down the sources of their basic 

necessities, especially their need of food and water, large groups of people began 

peaceful demonstrations: 

Seeing their demonstrations as a sort of rebellion, American forces began 
in April 2003 to fire on them. As casualties mounted, anger grew. That 
anger led to the first, serious military-style attack on U.S. forces on May 1 
at Falluja, where American troops had just killed at least fifteen civilian 
protesters. Thereafter, month by month, demonstrations, protests, firing by 
troops upon crowds, raids on houses, and attacks on troops 
escalated...American officials blamed outside agitators, whom they 
loosely called al-Qaida...[but] outside agitation was not needed (22) 
 

Yet, the American leadership has either failed to recognize, or has failed to come clean 

with the American public that, even if there are foreign insurgents spilling over the 

borders into Iraq to form loose affiliations with al-Qaida, the majority of violence has 

come, and continues to come, from inside of the borders of Iraq. Similarly, although it is 

an undeniable problem that has existed since the beginnings of the Ottoman Empire over 

1300 years ago, it may be that infighting between Sunnis and Shia has provided a similar 

alibi for the continued occupation of Iraq. A recent public opinion poll shows that only 

two percent of Iraqis consider Americans as liberators, not as occupiers (23). 

 All of this shows that the U.S. strategy of Military Presence and the continued 

occupation of Iraq amounts to a disastrous, failed policy. The current "surge" strategy has 

undoubtedly set us up for more of the same. This policy has been exacerbated at every 

step by the notion that Iraqi culture is predicated on absence and not on presence.  

Polk points out that Abu Ghuraib prison was built by Saddam Husain, and was where he 

tortured, executed his own prisoners. To make matters worse, when U.S. forces took over 

this prison and started using it as their own, they employed the same warden that worked 
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for Saddam (24). When the Abu Ghuraib scandal broke, and images of Iraqi prisoners 

being tortured by American GIs were unleashed on the world - images of unbearable 

American presence, overtly mocking Islamic religion – ineffably humiliating to a culture 

based on absence. Iraqis, and Muslims everywhere, must have seen the images as 

confirming their worst fears, that the U.S. was just another continuation of the kind of 

terror that they experience under Saddam. 

  Even more unfathomable, similar photos were released volunarily by the U.S. 

Government of prisoners being "detained" at Camp X-Ray, one of the prison camps at 

Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. Judith Butler mourns in her critique of 9/11, Precarious Life: 

"The Department of Defense published pictures of prisoners shackled and kneeling, with 

hands manacled, mouths covered by surgical masks, and eyes blinded by blackened 

goggles" (25). If the Islamic World is based on absence, these present images, these 

singularities of representation, what Jean Baudrillard calls "War Porn," are simply the 

most offensive, most incendiary images imaginable to the Islamic sensibility. Such 

images could not have been dreamed up by the Marquis de Sade himself.  

Baudrillard extemporizes in Conspiracy of Art that Abu Ghuraib is to the Islamic 

world what 9/11 was to America: "World Trade Center: shock treatment of power, 

humiliation inflicted on power, but from the outside. With the images of the Baghdad 

prisons, it is worse, it is the humiliation, symbolic and completely fatal, which the world 

power inflicts on itself...the shock treatment of shame and bad conscience. This is what 

binds together these two events" (26). As former head of National Security Lieutenant 

General William Odom said "We're achieving Bin Laden's ends" (27). Recently, more 

Pentagon brass weighed in. Retired Lieutenant General Ricardo Sanchez, a former 
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commander during the war, made a press appearance to complain about the State 

Department, the National Security Council, the Congress, as well as White House 

policies. He told a group of journalists in mid-October, 2007: "There is no question that 

America is living a nightmare with no end in sight" (28). 

To put it simply, there is a clear and present danger that faces our country today, 

"The Danger of Presence." The longer we stay in Iraq, the larger the cost in human lives, 

the larger the cost to democratic notions of freedom, human rights, and civil liberties, the 

larger the cost to the American way of life. Lest all of this information be passed off as 

empty rhetoric, finger pointing, angst venting, or even worse, fruitless aestheticizing, let 

me leave you with a final thought. There is not room in this current essay to go into 

detail, but I do want to point out that a common sense plan has been put forth in the book 

Out of Iraq: a Practical Plan for Withdrawal Now, co-written by William Polk and 

George McGovern, a former U.S. legislator in both the House and Senate, president of 

the Middle East Policy Council and decorated World War Two veteran. Polk and 

McGovern point out that although "Stay the Course" is not a strategy, "Cut and Run" is 

also just as disastrous.  

Polk and McGovern put forth a sensible plan for withdrawal. Their plan, much of 

which is based on the recommendations put forth by the Iraq Study Group, includes 

solutions other than those based on military force. Their plan attempts to address cultural, 

political, and economic strategies, strategies that reconcile ground-level issues of the 

dangers of a continued military presence. Polk and McGovern compare the costs of the 

occupation side-by-side with the costs of their plan for withdrawal, both the costs in 

terms of money as well as the costs in terms of human lives. It becomes very clear that 
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the cost of withdrawal will be only a fraction of the cost of continued occupation. It is 

impossible to overestimate the clear and present need for the absencing of these 

impossibly reified American bodies that, through their overwhelming hyperreality, so 

offend the Islamic sensibility by their very presence. 
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 Defecation and urination are natural occurrences in daily life, such as breathing, sleeping, 

eating and (less likely to occur regularly) sex, but they get far less representation in literary 

fiction. Why not? Or as my husband has lamented about the ubiquitous bestseller—Dan Brown’s 

The Da Vinci Code, whose story is a minute-by-minute non-stop search for ancient secrets that 

takes the protagonist and the reader around Paris and Rome—“How come no one stops to go to 

the bathroom?” Indeed, the subject warrants further rumination.  

 To the discriminate reader it may seem obvious why, in fiction, these stops to the 

bathroom are not necessary, are in fact wholly unwarranted for the writer or reader because they 

simply wouldn’t do anything for the story.  Or as Umberto Eco writes in his book Six Walks In 

the Fictional Woods, a collection of lectures on how readers read and what is expected of them, 

“any narrative fiction is necessarily and fatally swift because, in building a world that comprises 

myriad events and characters, it cannot say everything about this world.  It hints at it and then 

asks the reader to fill in a whole series of gaps” (3). Yes, we don’t need to know everything.  

Even in fictions such as The Da Vinci Code, which seems to correlate closely with what Eco 

calls “story time” (the time that the content of the story represents) and “discourse time” (the 

time the text uses to express the content in the story), the reader can usually accept that though 

using the restroom is necessary in “real life” the story needn’t depict it in the storytelling.  To do 

so, perhaps would be a perverse yanking of the reader from the story. For what, we may ask, 

could possibly be the legitimate or literary use of depicting restroom stops or the bodily 

functions employed in the restroom stop, in storytelling?  Upon scratching the surface, I 

discovered that scatology1 and scatological elements have a profound history of use in literature; 

                                                 
1 In literature, scatology is the “study of the use of references to the body’s waste products; also, 
allusions to intestinal gas or to those parts of the body involved in the processes of elimination, 
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and with further discovery and attention we can see that the depiction of defecation and urination 

has been and can be a useful literary device. 

 The aim of this paper is to first better understand the functions of defecation and 

urination in literature, from antiquity to the Renaissance; then compare the literary uses of these 

functions from the Renaissance through Modern and into contemporary literature. We will 

borrow psychoanalytic theory in interpreting these uses as well as scholarly criticism of the 

literary themes that employ defecation and urination. I will then suggest the practical or 

structural uses of defecation and urination in writing fiction.  

  In the following pages we will start with a survey of scatological elements in literature 

from antiquity to the seventeenth century.  From the seventeenth century the works of Francois 

Rabelais will be closely examined as a “new” perspective in the scatological in literature. 

Between Rabelais and Cervantes we’ll continue to examine the “grotesque body” and how it is 

distinguishable between Medieval, Renaissance, and Romantic literature.  Then we'll move into 

the Twentieth Century which brings a more psychological perspective of these functions: anal 

eroticism and James Joyce’s’ Ulysses.  And in contemporary literature we’ll compare more 

themes that use scatological elements as a motif, as in Michel Tournier’s The Ogre, as well as 

other authors’ works that use defecation or urination in less extensive ways, or as a more simple 

or practical tool, prompting further exploration of scatological elements for a writer’s own use as 

a literary device.    

  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
as well as to toilet fixtures and equipment and lavatories” (The Dictionary of Literary Themes 
and Motifs, 1998).  Scatology is defined as: “obscene language or literature, especially that 
dealing pruriently or humorously with excrement and excretory functions” (American Heritage 
Dictionary).     
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 To proceed, the Dictionary of Literary Themes and Motifs (DLTM) offers a succinct 

overview of scatology in literature, surveying the use of it, which serves a “surprisingly wide 

range of artistic intention.”  The DLTM begins by noting that “due to the disgust with which 

most people view fecal matter, scatology possesses a most powerful shock value in the hands of 

the satirist who wishes to debunk all human claims to greatness and who want to stress the basic 

earthiness of all persons” (1118).    

 This tradition of shocking and debunking claims to greatness began evidently in 

antiquity.  Aristophanes “utilized a number of excremental motifs in his comedy [in which] the 

absurdity of sophistic thinking is illustrated when a student of Socrates describes in great detail 

Socrates’ theory that gnats ‘tootle’ through their tails rather than their mouths…”(DLTM, 1118). 

And in The Frogs, Aristophanes has a father and son grapple over toilet assistance (Spinrad, 97). 

 This tradition of the Roman satirists using scatology to befoul as a tool of ridicule was due in 

part, as the DLTM notes, to the acceptance of excrement as the “Romans had developed a very 

sophisticated sanitary system and were accustomed to public latrines (1119).” Defecation and 

urination was a grand part of public life and thus became a part of public expression.  In the first 

century, satirical ridicule continues with a slightly different angle in the more humorous and 

witty poems or epigrams of Martial (Marcus Valerius Martialis). In some examples of Martial’s 

work he presents “scatological metaphor for the fact that human beings are eternally impeded by 

their physiological shortcomings” (1119). The DLTM cites one of the most effective metaphors 

in the epigram about Aethon (12.72) whose infamous and uncontrollable inclination to break 

wind disallows him to ever face the “king of gods without squeezing his buttocks tightly 

together” (1119). In the same era, more scathing uses are employed by the Roman author Juvenal 

to “uncover the most heinous personal and societal immoralities.” A most “distasteful” example 
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is his Sixth Satire in which, to “unmask the incredible immorality of some Roman ladies,” 

Juvenal depicts these women, after displaying “chaste and devout behavior,” engaging in the 

most “obscene and sacrilegious behavior,” such as urinating on the “altar of Chastity, and in the 

next day their husbands step into this offal as they go off to visit respectable friends” (1120).  

 In the Middle Ages the DLTM notes, “a highly ambivalent attitude toward fecal matter 

developed” (1120). On one end was a very negative perspective of the body’s material with 

Dante’s The Divine Comedy (c. 1320) in which the “didactic and moral use of scatology” 

occurred with the presentation of hell being a scatological dungeon where sinners endured “gross 

smells, sights, and sounds (1120);” and in Dante’s The Inferno, “flatterers flounder in a pile of 

shit” (Spinrad, 97). In the same vein, the church “resorted to excrement to provide a hard-hitting 

and easily recognizable metaphor for the devil and sins that he instigates” (1120). A prime 

example of this that is even more pessimistic, as the DLTM notes, is Martin Luther’s Table Talk 

(c. 1566). Whereas Dante “condemns only sinners as excremental, Luther automatically sees 

every human body as nothing more than a combination of excrement, urine, mucous, and sweat.” 

The fact that the world is “in actuality ruled by the intestinal tract and not the brain” makes 

certain that there will always be nothing but suffering under the devil until death when the 

physical aspects of humanity “drop away” and the souls of the believers go to God (1120). As 

mentioned above, this was one end of the spectrum of scatology in the Middle Ages. The other 

end will be discussed more closely in the following pages.   

 As the above reviews, writers used scatological elements as a satirical weapon to ridicule 

and negate those who claimed greatness and in this way it “put them in their place,” or it was 

used to shock and evoke fear of the devil and hell in the age before and during the Reformation.  

Thus we can see, the literary uses of defecation and urination, since antiquity to the Renaissance, 
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presented these bodily functions as shameful; the body’s material products, and in some 

instances the body itself, were presented as dirty and sinful.  

 On the other end of the spectrum, what appears also in this later half of the Middle Ages, 

and finds its “summit in the Renaissance” (Bakhtin, 31), is scatological literature that presents 

body imagery, the body and its material, in an exaggerated yet positive form.  In one way we can 

view this as the life affirming flip side of Luther’s work, which conveys humans to be 

“controlled by the intestinal tract.” Here, instead of the intestinal tract leading us to sin and the 

devil, it leads us into the cycle of life. No other works exemplify this positive form of body 

imagery as well or as much as that of Francois Rabelais and his novels Gargantua and Pantagruel 

(1532-1564).   

For our purposes here, to understand the use of defecation and urination in literature, it 

behooves us to look at the concepts of philosopher, literary scholar, and theorist, Mikhail 

Bakhtin as he offers a widely unfamiliar perspective.  In his landmark book Rabelais and his 

World (1965), Bakhtin studies the forces behind the scatological in Gargantua and Pantagruel; 

the first a novel about a highly intelligent and learned giant who shits, pisses, and muses about 

the best objects to use as a wipe, and the second about the like-minded son. Other sources, such 

as the DLTM, have merely deemed the scatological in Rabelais’ novels as “a satirical weapon” 

that “besmirches every strata of society” and claimed that Gargantua’s “proud acceptance of his 

own excrementality” is a positive note in light of the more negative approaches, as in Dante or 

Luther (1121). But these studies or definitions do not touch upon what Bakhtin asserts as the 

philosophy or forces behind the “grotesque body” of carnival literature, or the realm of medieval 

carnival folk culture for which the grotesque body and carnival literature is a source. To study 

Bakhtin’s theories about medieval folk culture in depth is to journey into the history and origins 
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of folk culture humor and explore the detailed meanings of such concepts as “the bodily lower 

stratum,” “banquet imagery,” and “marketplace expression.” This is a fascinating journey, but it 

is beyond the scope of this paper. What follows, then, are the basic concepts that support our 

study of defecation and urination in literature.  

 As mentioned above, in his book Bakhtin presents his theory of the “grotesque body” 

which is a “carnival” component of medieval folk culture.  The manifestations of medieval folk 

culture included ritual spectacles such as carnival pageants and comic shows of the marketplace; 

comic verbal compositions such as parodies, both oral and written, and various genres of 

“billingsgate” which are: curses, oaths and popular blazons (5). These manifestations, all 

functioning with the spirit of folk culture laughter, offered the “boundless world of humorous 

forms…[that] opposed the official and serious tone of medieval ecclesiastical and feudal culture” 

(4). For the medieval people, the festivals that were carnival offered a different “aspect of the 

world” as they took place. In real life, they offered a life that existed in parallel to the static, 

“official” life of medieval times.  As Bakhtin points out: 

 Carnival is not a spectacle seen by the people; they lived in it, and everyone participated 

because its very idea embraces all the people...there is no other life outside it. During 

carnival time life is subject only to its laws, that is, the laws of its own freedom.  It has a 

universal spirit; it is a special condition of the entire world, of the world’s revival and 

renewal, in which all take part (7).     

This idea of revival and renewal is the essence or force behind this carnival spirit and the 

spirit of folk culture.  These are the ideas that are so fundamental in the expression of scatology 

in Rabelais’ work.  In Gargantua and Pantagruel, these heroes and other characters, shit and piss. 

 And yes, defecating and urinating are employed to debase.  But this debasement is not one that 
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negates and denies life; this debasement is the “downward” thrust to the “lower body stratum” 

where the essence of life resides. The lower stratum not only refers to the body but also 

symbolizes earth. The earth is the womb of the universe from which life is born and to which it 

is returned as matter to contribute to the cycle of life again.  The body is not a separate unit but a 

part of a whole, which includes all people, all bodies, with the universe. Rabelais’ grotesque 

body, and its imagery that at times has parts growing out of itself, or takes the form of a “double-

body” with a second body growing out of the first, is the “unfinished” body or as Bakhtin writes:  

Is the body in the act of becoming.  It is never finished, never completed; it is continually 

built, created, and builds and creates another body.  Moreover, the body swallows the 

world and itself is swallowed by the world…This is why the essential role belongs to 

those parts of the grotesque body in which it outgrows its own self, transgressing its own 

body, in which it conceives a new, second body; the bowels and the phallus (317). 

Furthermore, regarding the consciousness of the grotesque body, the grotesque body is 

ambivalent and in its characterization, as in Gargantua and Pantagruel, does not follow doctrines 

or set beliefs but is an objective character constantly in a state of contemplation and learning.  

Let us look at the quote above and refocus on our subject: defecation and urination.  The 

bowels and phallus, because of their transgressional qualities, play the main “roles” which, in the 

imagery, is “subject to exaggeration and hyperbolization” (317).  Second to these main roles are 

the mouth, from which the world is swallowed up, and the anus. And the common characteristic, 

Bakhtin asserts, of all these:  

Convexities and orifices [is that] within them the confines between bodies and between 

the body and the world are overcome…in all these events [along with eating drinking, 
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copulation, pregnancy, dismemberment, swallowing up another body] the beginning and 

end of life are closely linked and interwoven” (317).   

In a nutshell, this is the basic concept of what the world of the body and its functions 

expresses in the work of Rabelais, according to Bakhtin.  In Gargantua and Pantagruel there are 

multiple examples of how defecation and urination are used to express these rejuvenation 

powers, in verbal expression by the characters, pedantic declarations, as well as in fantastic acts 

of these functions.  In a combination of declaration and action, the ritual that comes with the act 

of defecation, or, to use Bakhtin’s terms, “the bodily drama” of defecation, the wiping of the 

bottom, takes on these concepts in the episode which Bakhtin calls one of the most famous in 

Gargantua.  In Book 1, chapter 13, young Gargantua tells his father about “the new and most 

efficient use for a swab” which he discovered by many and sometimes painful experiments. 

Gargantua begins: 

I wiped myself with a lady’s velvet mask, and found it good, for the softness of the silk 

part gave me a most pleasant feeling in my fundament; another time with one of their 

hoods, and it was just the same; another time with a neckerchief.  Another time with ear-

flaps of crimson satin, but the gilding of a batch of shitty spheres that were on it 

scratched my behind; may Saint Anthony’s fire burn the bum-gut of the goldsmith who 

made them and the lady who wore them! (34) 

 Bakhtin, in his chapter “The Material Bodily Lower Stratum” analyzes this passage as the 

“transformation of an object into a swab which is essentially its debasement, uncrowning, and 

destruction” (372). But contrary to a negative view of this debasement, this debasement is 

regeneration, a renewal.  The “half effaced object reappears in a new light.” These random 
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objects are presented for reconsideration, in their material and form, and by doing so we see 

them in a new light with new usefulness.  

 At the end of this enumerating of objects he uses for swabs, Gargantua claims that the 

bliss of heroes and demigods in the Elysian Fields is not in the consumption of nectar or 

ambrosia, but that they wipe their asses with gosling.  This debasement of the heroes and 

demigods is an expression of the “downward” thrust into the lower stratum of the body and to 

the earth from which, in this concept, is where eternity resides.  This downward thrust by 

debasement also occurs in the above passage as Gargantua curses the jeweler or the maker of the 

“shitty spheres” and the “lady who wore them.”   

 Another passage that expresses these concepts is the last chapters of Pantagruel, Book 4.  

It is helpful to note that according to Bakhtin, these themes and concepts of the earth being the 

center of the life and the essence of life residing in the lower body stratum were developed most 

fully in Pantagruel.  And so, it seems fitting that this last chapter of Book 4 expresses most 

memorably the evolution of shit and defecation from negative to positive connotations.  

 Our example begins with the second to last chapter, 66, in which our heroic giant 

Pantagruel, his servant Panurge, and the monk, Frere Jean, are on a boat and sight land.  

Pantagruel questions weather to go ashore.  The captain of the boat advises not to because 

“there’s nothing there worth seeing, the people are all thieves and robbers” (588). Panurge heeds 

the captain, fearing the worst, and begs Pantagruel not to go ashore. However, Frere Jean 

entreats “go ashore there…This way we’ll never have to pay for our lodging.  Let’s sack them 

one and all!” (588) He then proceeds to insult Panurge, calling him a “lousy coward that shits in 

his pants again and again in a sheer frenzy of panic and fear.”  After this, Panurge goes down 

below decks. Pantagruel, by instinct, decides not to go ashore.  However, Frere Jean suggests 
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“having a laugh” and persuades Pantagruel to fire the cannons in salute of the “Muses of Mount 

Antiparnusses” and to bring fresh gunpowder to the basilisk, which seems to Pantagruel to be a 

practical thing to do, and so he orders it.  

 In the next chapter, 67, Panurge emerges from below.  The narrator notes Frere Jean “on 

approaching him smelled I know not what odor other than that of cannon powder,” and continues 

to note as Panurge is out in the open “his smock was all crapped on and newly beshitten.” (We 

should note the narrative tone here doesn’t acknowledge a foul smell or mock the befouled 

Panurge.) And though we don’t actually witness the action of Panurge beshitting himself, which 

for this paper is what we’re looking for, the narrator fills us in by giving us a sanitized or clinical 

explanation of the act.  The narrator relates: 

The retentive power of the nerve that controls the muscle called sphincter (that’s the 

asshole) was dissolved by the violence of the fear he had in his fantasy vision…For one 

of the symptoms and accidents of fear is that by it is ordinarily opened the wicket of the 

seraglion in which for a time the fecal matter is contained” (590). 

 The author/narrator, Rabelais, here is turning Frere Jean’s debasing act, shitting oneself, 

inward and illustrating the internal forces at work in the lower stratum bringing order and less 

shame into the matter.  The narrator then recalls other examples of this phenomenon: “that of 

Messere Pandolfo de la Cassina of Siena…who stopping at the inn of that good husbandman 

Vinet…said to him: Since I left Rome I haven’t had a bowel movement. Please take this 

pitchfork in hand and give me a scare” (590). The Sienese then coaches Vinet until the remedy 

takes affect and he is much relieved.  The narrator’s next example puts Panurge in the company 

of kings as the narrator links this remedy to King Edward the Fifth of England.  The narrator 

relates that “Master Francois Villon” upon being received by the king in his court, the King 
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showed Villon that he had a painting of the coat of arms of France “nowhere but in his privy, 

near his close-stool” (591). Villon praised the king and his learned doctor who, knowing that the 

king in his old age wouldn’t be able to crap regularly without treatment, such as an enema, 

advised him of this placement to cause him surprise, fear, and thus prompt evacuation of his 

bowels. Thus, as the narrator observes, fear itself is thrust into the lower stratum and made a 

remedy for constipation, a remedy fit for noblemen, kings, and Panurge. 

Pantugruel, seeing his servant and friend “upset, numbed speechless, beshitten, and 

scratched by the claws of the famous cat, Rodilards” (591-2), laughs, asks him about the cat that 

he still holds in his arms, and lightheartedly tells Panurge to “get a hold of yourself…put on a 

clean shirt and get dressed again”(592). Panurge answers with elation and boldness, as one who 

has stepped over misfortune with renewed spirit: 

 Are you saying that I’m afraid?…I’m more courageous than if I’d swallowed as many 

flies as are put into pies from Midsummer Day to All Saints’ Day! Ha ha ha! …What the devil is 

this stuff? Do you call this turds, crap, droppings, shit, stool, elimination, fecal matter, 

excrement, fumets, leavings, scybale or spyrathe? It is, I do believe, Hiberion saffron? Ho, ho, 

hee!…Sela! Let’s drink up!”(592) 

In this most positive vision of defecation, we are taken via debasement to the lower 

stratum, the bowels, where cosmic fear also is thrust down and received; the body (fecal 

material, not the whole body as in death) is released and falls, and this fall brings renewal and 

rebirth.  

In Rabelais’ carnival folk culture world and expression, shit didn’t stink. But as the 

classic canons of Romanticism, which sought the “abstract and spiritual mastery” of the body, 

dominated life and literature, the “grotesque body” and its regenerative powers degraded, giving 
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rise to the “Romantic grotesque” in which bodily functions were “turned into vulgarities” 

(Bakhtin, 39). 

Bakhtin argues that the interpretation of Rabelais’ concepts has been eschewed by 

literary scholars, from the Romantics to the Modernists, which poses questions regarding how 

much our perceptions about defecation and urination in literature had evolved away from 

Rabelais’ expressions and why.  

To track the evolution of defecation and urination in literature is to continue considering 

it as an element of the grotesque and thus look at how the grotesque is rendered in works 

following Rabelais.  This brings us to Miguel Cervantes’ Don Quixote.  

In Don Quixote we see the “initial stage,” as Bakhtin contends, of the alteration and 

narrowed form of the grotesque body and “material body principle” (22). In Don Quixote, 

Sancho Panza embodies the carnival grotesque. His big belly and constant eating and thirst 

swallows the world into the lower stratum.  His relative gaiety, compared to the sad countenance 

of the knight and despite the ills he endures, embraces the gay philosophy of folk culture. His 

“abundant defecation…is on the absolute lower level of grotesque realism of the gay bodily 

grave (belly, bowels, earth) which has been dug for Don Quixote’s abstract and deadened 

idealism” (22). These aspects fall in line with Rabelais, but another aspect in Don Quixote 

departs from the scatological concepts in that work. 

This aspect is the “split” of the individual and the external world.  In Rabelais, the body 

was part of the whole universe.  In Cervantes, Bakhtin argues “objects and the body begin to 

acquire a private, individual nature; they are rendered petty and homely and become immovable 

parts of private life, the goal of egotistic lust and possession” (23). As the individual is 

“complete” and of a private sphere onto himself the lower body stratum loses it regenerative 
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powers and becomes “a blunt and deathly obstacle to ideal aspiration…preserving the element of 

negation…The link with life and with the cosmos is broken…[the components of the lower body 

stratum] are narrowed down to naturalistic erotic images”(23). To illustrate these aspects and 

note the departure of Rabelais’ concepts we will look at an episode in Don Quixote, Volume 1, 

Book 3, Chapter 6, known as the “full-hammering” chapter, in which Sancho Panza, somewhat 

like Panurge, beshits himself. The scene follows a moment when Sancho is telling Don Quixote 

the tale about a shepherd who drives his sheep across a river.  Don Quixote quickly grows 

impatient with Sancho’s narrative style and bothered that the story ends prematurely.  Sancho is 

indifferent about this and disregards the knight’s suggestion that he simply is confused about the 

end.  Subsequently, as the knight sleeps, Sancho is overcome by the need to move his bowels.  

Because he thinks it imprudent to leave his master’s side as a frightful noise threatens them in 

the near distance, Sancho defecates while sitting on the horse and saddle.  Don Quixote, unlike 

Pantagruel who doesn’t seem to mind that Panurge has befouled himself, is awaken by the slight 

noise and foul smell.  He plugs his nose and insists that Sancho “retire three or four steps farther 

off…and henceforth take more heed of thy own person, and remember what though owest to 

mine; for, I find, the frequent conversation I maintain with thee, hath engendered this disrespect” 

(191).  

Here, defecation has drawn the line between the knight and squire.  Quixote’s reaction is 

contradictory to his attitude a while back when he readily disregarded Sancho’s servile position 

and encouraged him to dine beside him, insisting that they are equals. It seems, up until this 

point, Don Quixote has viewed their loyalties as reciprocal. But this is yet the second blow 

dividing the two, the first being the confusion about the shepherd tale as described above. The 

discordance over what makes a story shows the split between the characters as they represent 
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two modes of literary form. Sancho’s narrative, as viewed by literary critics, is similar to the epic 

form to which Don Quixote is impervious as he embodies the Romantic and classic canons. In 

this second blow, the split between individuals is emphasized in Don Quixote’s words and 

regard to the beshat Sancho, referring to Sancho as “thy own person” and himself, “mine.” It’s 

interesting to note that the first line, “Sancho, thou seemest to be in great fear,” nods to the 

episode of Panurge and the remedy for constipation—fear; but what follows is not the same 

benign reference. Don Quixote’s regard for Sancho’s act is clearly negative. Here the 

debasement, which in Rabelais’s world would bury the knight and renew him, holds no 

regenerative power.  Don Quixote is impervious to this regenerative debasement too. And to seal 

the split between these two individuals is the following scene in which the squire and knight 

realize that the noise which Don Quixote imagined as an army or monster ready to pounce on 

them is actually a set of innocent fulling-hammers.  Sancho can’t help but laugh at this folly.  

Sancho’s laughter provokes Don Quixote to beat him.   

The use of defecation in this scene (though not often studied as such or overlooked as 

merely a humorous reaction to fear and, more symbolically, to Don Quixote) as an imagery that 

splits the two characters is emphasized by its placement in what can be recognized as the “rule of 

three2.” Sancho’s defecation is the second of the three strikes which define the characters and 

what they represent in the overall arc of this story: the split between folk culture and the official 

life, the split between the carnival aspects of literature and life of the Middle Ages and the 

classic aesthetic and the static life dominating the Renaissance. Modernist interpretation would 

 
2 In Christopher Booker’s Seven Basic Plots, the number three has “archetypal significance.” 
Out of four forms of “three,” the “ simple” or “cumulative three,” [is] where each thing is of 
much the same value, but all three have to be put together to succeed each other in sequence for 
the hero or heroine can move on, or come to their final transformation”(231). 
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see this split as the split between Romanicism and Modernism/Realism. Don Quixote, even after 

consuming the tonic that makes Sancho keel over, his bowels quaking, is mind and ego-

possessed in his absurd fantasy of Romantic ideology.  His bowels do not react. His internal life 

seems to not exist.  But Sancho is a realist character who shits as shit happens. 

After Cervantes, the late eighteenth century critics questioned whether the grotesque, 

which was prevalent in dramatic performances at the time, could be considered truly an art form 

according to aesthetic thought.  In defense, scholars defined the grotesque character as a part of a 

“peculiar world” or “microcosm” of the “commedia d’ell arte” (Bakhtin, 35). However, this 

definition did not relate the grotesque to folk culture.  It merely considered the grotesque 

character, with its various forms that “violated natural proportion” and possessed “heterogeneous 

elements” as “proponents of caricature and parody.”  And further, the gay or laughter element 

was attributed to the human desire or “soul’s need of joy and gaiety” (Bakhtin, 35).   

Though the narrowing or redefining of the grotesque brought it further from the concept 

of folk culture, the criticism of the grotesque in the late eighteenth century brought a revival of 

the grotesque in Romantic literature.  As already hinted in Cervantes—whose work influenced 

the Romantic grotesque genre—the grotesque figure became isolated, separate from others, no 

longer a part of the universal whole.  Sancho’s defecation, in the Romantic genre aspect, was 

merely an expression of his contrast to Don Quixote. Or as Bakhtin writes, the grotesque in the 

Romantic genre “became the expression of subjective, individualistic world outlook…” (36). 

Although grotesque realism in the Romantic genre continued to be used as a rejection of or 

“reaction against the elements of classicism which characterized the self-importance of the 

Enlightenment…a reaction of that which is finished and completed, of the didactic and utilitarian 

spirit of the Enlighteners with their narrow and artificial optimism” (37), it did so in the form of 
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a single character, perhaps a private “chamber character,” as Bakhtin writes, that was an 

“individual carnival, marked by a vivid sense of isolation.  The carnival spirit was transposed 

into a subjective, idealistic philosophy” (37). 

Thus, the evolved grotesque character we know well transpired from the Romantic genre; 

it has become no longer an unfinished body, a part of the universal whole; the grotesque body, 

the character that shits and pisses, becomes a complete individual, and the bodily functions 

become an expression of the individual or a symbolic reflection of the individual psyche. 

Bakhtin suggests: 

In modern image of the individual body, sexual life, eating, drinking, and defecation have 

radically changed their meaning: they have been transferred to the private and 

psychological level where their connotation becomes narrow and specific, torn away 

from the direct relation to the life of society and to the cosmic whole.  In this connotation 

they can no longer carry on their former philosophical functions (321). 

Since, as Bakhtin suggests, it is psychology that has influenced the writing, reading, and 

interpretation of defecation and urination in literature in modern times, the psychology of 

defecation and urination is where we will venture next as we leave the study of the grotesque 

body and explore the modern in James Joyce’s Ulysses and contemporary works. 

 

In modern literature, James Joyce’s Ulysses offers examples of defecation that are 

commonly read as positive. Susan Brienza, in her essay “Krapping Out: Images of Flow and 

Elimination as Creation in Joyce and Beckett,” asserts that “James Joyce…repeatedly uses 

images and metaphors of bodily fluids and elimination…―writing in post-Freudian times—

[Joyce] link[s] these images of urination and defecation to the process of artistic creation”(117).  
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We can correlate Joyce’s use of defecation as artistic creation with Rabelais’ concepts of 

regeneration, even though the source of Rabelais’ defecation is medieval folk culture, while 

Freudian concepts of anal eroticism are the underpinnings in Ulysses. In the well-studied 

“Calypso” chapter, Bloom begins his day commenting to himself how he likes the taste of 

mutton kidneys “that gave his palate a fine tang of faintly scented urine” (55). Eventually, he 

makes his way to the jakes, musing about the best dung for manure and how “mulch of dung” is 

the “best thing to clean ladies’ kid gloves. Dirty cleans” (68).  Here echoes the Rabelasian 

concepts of dung and its regenerative qualities used for agriculture as well as for cleaning.  To 

recall our Rabelais excerpt above, we had Panurge speculating about ladies’ jewels covered with 

shit to debase and renew the object. Here, Bloom gives a “real” use of shit to renew. Once 

Bloom makes it to the outhouse, sitting on the seat, he senses his bowels as he reads a tabloid.  

Susan Brienza notes “when his reading of Tidbits and his fantasy of himself as a short-story 

writer coincides with his morning ‘sit down’ in the outhouse…Bloom best fits the parallel 

between natural processes and creation” (123).  Brienza cites other critics such as Victor Cheng 

who notes of this scene: “in Joyce’s description it is impossible to distinguish between a column 

of printed words and a turd, a column of shit, and the very confusion suggests the identification 

(qtd. in Brienza 123). Bloom continues to think about the tabloid piece and its author as he 

finishes his movement, his constipation notably gone, with “water flow.” This “blending of 

thought with bodily processes” as Brienza notes, testifies that his artistic inclinations are 

flowing. Following his elimination, Bloom then goes into a consciousness of creation as he 

thinks of writing himself: “Might manage a sketch…Invent a story for some proverb 

which?”(69) He then uses a page of the tabloid to wipe himself.  This act can be seen as the 
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debasement of the work of this revered tabloid writer as well as the conflation of the writer’s 

creativity with Bloom’s own creation: his feces.  

 So ends this first chapter that introduced Bloom as, perhaps, a modern grotesque 

character.  Lindsey Tucker from “Stephan and Bloom at Life’s Feast: Alimentary Symbolism 

and the Creative Process in James Joyce’s ‘Ulysses’” notes that “throughout Ulysses, fluids so 

preoccupy Bloom that he transforms everything he thinks about – smells, meat, and the horror of 

life–into liquids” (qtd. in Brienza, 122). This echoes the Rabelaisian grotesque character 

Pantagruel who swallows everything and pisses on everything.  But whereas Pantagruel 

consumes the external and redirects it outward, everything Bloom consumes is internalized and 

made private. What comes out of Bloom are components of his individual character, his 

defecation as literary creation is his expression of self.  

Nevertheless, he does have elimination. This characterization, writes Tucker quoting 

Mark Shechner, deems Bloom as having an open “eliminative temper” which counterpoints 

Stephan Dedalus’ “retentive temper”(qtd. in Brienza 122). Thus, Brienza notes, it is “significant 

that Joyce offers us no scene of Stephen defecating: he has not reached the stage where he can 

mother himself, not reached the artistic heights (that is to say, depths) of Bloom…” (123).  

Brienza continues with comments about Joyce who himself3 “linked excretion to 

pleasure and writing” (Brienza, 124) and whose unconscious, “like a good Freudian’s 

[unconscious] …linked defecation to money” (Brienza 124). And so it seems, using Joyce as an

example, we might see defecation in literature as reflecting the psyche of the author as well as 

the fictional character. Since we are not concerned here with psychoanalyzing the author as 

 

he 

                                                 
3 “As evidence by his obscene letters to Nora [Barnacle].” (Breinza 124) 
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nal character.  

employs defecation and urination in his fiction, we will only relate the psychoanalysis of 

defecation and urination to the fictio

 

Brienza writes “defecation as creation has been recognized by many modern writers and 

critics; for example, W.H. Auden links outhouse activity with self-identity, self-esteem, self-

creation, and intellectual production”(123). Perhaps it was not Auden or Brienza’s intention, but 

this preceding quote embodies Freud’s theories of anal and urethural eroticism.  And so we 

should consider the Freudian concepts of anal and urethural eroticism that pertain to the theme of 

“defecation as creation” in Ulysses.  In doing so, we may recognize these Freudian concepts in 

our study of the contemporary works that will follow. 

 Spinrad observes in The RE/Search Guide to Bodily Fluids, “the first few decades of [the 

twentieth century] were a great time for excrement…the birth of psychoanalysis meant that for 

the first time intellectuals could analyze, discuss, and write papers about [excrement] and [urine] 

under the banner of Science”(82). At the forefront was Sigmund Freud with his 1908 paper 

Character and Anal Eroticism in which “drawing on his clinical experience and corroborating 

with themes from folklore and idiomatic language, Freud explained that children who derive 

pleasure from their stools early in life often sublimate4 this tendency later into, among other 

things, an interest in money”(82).   

In studying psychoanalytic theories of anal eroticism we find that anal pleasure and also 

the dynamic of toilet training in early childhood has much to do with the “fantasies of human 

beings, in their associations, influenced as they are by the unconscious…Feces-money-gift-baby-

                                                 
4 Sublimation is the refocusing of psychic energy (which Sigmund Freud believed was limited) 
away from negative outlets to more positive outlets. (Wikipedia. org) 
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penis are treated there [the unconscious/fantasies] as though they meant the same thing, and they 

are represented too by the same symbols” (Freud, 126).  Although there does not seem to be 

much in psychoanalytic study that directly links defecation to artistic creation or creativity5, we 

can combine the “gift” and “baby” associations of feces to artistic creation if we consider artistic 

creation as that which is thought or imagined and then given or born in a tangible form. 

Furthermore, regarding the first steps of artistic creation, thought and imagination, 

psychoanalysis of compulsion neurosis links defecation and urination to thinking.  In Otto 

Fenichel’s The Psychoanalytic Theory of Neurosis, Fenichel quotes Karl Abraham6: 

Details in the manner of speaking or thinking of a much delicate nature frequently are 

repetitions of corresponding details in infantile toilet habits. The fantasies of 

omnipotence that are connected with thoughts and words turn out to be repetitions of the 

infantile narcissistic overestimation of the excretory functions (qtd. in Fenichel, 300).  

In the attempt to interpret, we can say that the “fantasy of omnipotence” connected to 

words relates to the infant’s first discovery of the “magic of words.” The “magic of words” 

parallels the infant’s “overestimation of the excretory functions,” that is, the infant’s notion of 

the cloaca theory, that everything created from the body comes from the anus. In the regressive 

state of the compulsive adult who thinks too much, so to speak, his “magical” words are used to 

create a model or “microcosm” of the “macrocosm” of the real world, to “master” it and yet to 

escape the emotions, the actions, and the realities of it. In this microcosm, as Leo Kaplan7 

asserts, the things that are represented in words “lack the character of ‘seriousness’…and then 

                                                 
5 There is the well-known association of defecation and artistic creation in the art world:  Marcel 
Duchamp’s “Fountain” which is a pristine urinal with caption.  This piece was given the Turner 
Award in 2004 as “the most influential artwork of all time.” 
6 Otto Fenichel quotes Karl Abraham’s “Contributions to the Anal Character.”  
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become ‘possessions;’ that is, they are mastered by the ego; they are an attempt to endow the 

things with ‘ego quality’ for the purpose of achieving mastery over them. He who knows a word 

for a thing, masters the thing” (qtd. in Fenichel, 295). 

 And so, granted with creative license, we have this as the source from which comes the 

deep thinking involved with defecation in literature: This “mastering of the world” through 

words, through thought, is an impulse signaled by the movements of the bowels and unconscious 

evocation of toilet training issues. These issues may have involved the child’s withholding for 

control or pleasure, or releasing for acceptance or for giving to the caregiver, for creating 

something of value that will redeem the child from past reprimands for toilet training accidents.   

 To relate this to our studied text, Panurge and Sancho’s bowel movements came 

involuntarily, and so there wasn’t enough time for the mastering of words in the process.   But 

Bloom, and later we’ll see, Nester and Tiffauges in The Ogre, have the luxury of resting on the 

toilet, prompting their meditation or deep thinking. To top off this concept, we can relate to 

Fenichel as he writes: “the physiological relation between the blood volume of the head and that 

of the abdominal organs helps to establish this unconscious connection of “thought” and “feces” 

(Fenichel, 300).  

As Bloom sits on the privy there is definitely a lot of thinking going on and allusions to 

action or creativity as he defecates.  And if Joyce was borrowing from Freud’s theories of anal 

eroticism in compulsion neurotics perhaps we would find the more that Bloom thinks, or the 

deeper he thinks, the more or better his bowel movement. As Fenichel writes: “compulsion 

neurotics frequently equate, consciously or unconsciously, the production or non-production of 

associations with the production or non-production of feces” (299). This loose analysis of Joyce 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
7 Fenichel quotes Leo Kaplan’s “Das Problem der Magic and die Psychoanalyse.” 
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using psychoanalytic connections is one way of reading Joyce’s “defecation as creation” theme 

in his work.  

Another way, which is much more valid in literary criticism of Joyce, is the connection 

between defecation and urination with thinking, speech, words, and ultimately literary creation 

as part of the overall metaphor of the flow of life. Water and earth flows in the process of nature, 

as in a river, to the body as food and liquids; and in the body it is processed by the self and then 

extruded by the self, as urine and feces, as the symbolic (and sometimes literal)8 substance of 

creativity or creation.   

Joyce’s works suggest the fertile ground in the land of psychoanalysis, in the concepts of 

anal eroticism, which support the literary themes that employ an “excremental vision9” or “fecal 

motif.” These concepts can be used in the characterization, action and psychological background 

of a fictional character as he or she partakes in defecation or urination. In profiling a fictional 

character, a writer may consider adding the “toilet training” experience to his character’s 

development sketch.  

  

So far we’ve seen defecation and urination as symbols in the universal cycle of life and 

as symbols representing literary creation.  Both themes seem to integrate these bodily functions, 

in different degrees, into the larger processes of the world.   In the next example, Michel 

Tournier’s The Ogre, we’ll see defecation and urination as a process that produces the symbolic 

self externalized; but this externalized self does not return to the cycle of life to regenerate; nor 

                                                 
8 Brienza refers to her essay in which she considers this theme in Finnegan’s Wake as ink is 
described to be made from feces and urine and used to make a tattoo.  
9 “Excremental vision” is a “now-familiar” term in discussing the scatological in literature, “first 
appearing in John Middleton Murry’s 1954 biography of Jonathan Swift” (Anspaugh,). 
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does it flow out to become the substance of literary creation, this externalized self falls into silent 

nothingness.  

In The Ogre, the protagonist is Tiffauges, a Frenchman and self-proclaimed gentle ogre 

who, as a child, was a happy victim of his sadistic childhood mentor. Later he graduates as an 

adult misfit in French society, escaping rape charges by entering the French Army as World War 

II breaks.  After a stint as the French Army’s homing pigeon trainer, he is captured in Nazi 

Germany where, because of his odd talents, he gradually penetrates the Nazi power circle.  

Through a chain of events Tiffauges becomes a forester assistant, then a forester in Goering’s, a 

Nazi official second to Hitler, private hunting estate, then finally a recruiter for a Nazi 

paramilitary academy where boys who possess the features of the Nazi racial ideal are destined 

for the SS.  In the novel we follow Tiffauges’ checkered life through his first person diaries 

which he calls “sinister writings.” These writings are interwoven in the novel with a 

conventional third-person narrative.   

At the opening of the novel, through his sinister writings, Tiffauges tells us how he has 

come to be, recollecting the episodes of his past which have planted the seeds of his evolving 

ideology. He tells about one secret night when his childhood mentor, Nestor, leads him to the 

lavatory and ceremonially defecates. Preceding this action, Nestor muses aloud to himself about 

the “condensation” found in the closed room containing a large group of sleeping boys, his 

schoolmates: “Here the concentration is extreme. Play is reduced to a minimum.  Motion is 

frozen into attitudes that changes but very, very slowly…There must be an absolute alpha-omega 

sign here somewhere-but where? (54) Nestor leads a silent Tiffauges into the lavatory, opens a 

window, breathes in the “pure” night air and contemplates: “Condensation is full of intriguing 

mysteries because it is life.  But there’s something about purity just the same.  Purity equals 
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nothingness, and we find it irresistibly attractive because we are all sons of nothingness!” (55) 

Nestor then perches on the toilet “[taking] on the appearance of a sage or benevolent, meditative 

Buddha” and answers his own questions about alpha-omega, the beginning and end:  

I have nothing against the seatless privies of the playground…The discomfort of 

crouching involved is full of the virtue of humility.  The attitude is a sort of kneeling in 

reverse, with the knees pointing to the sky instead of the earth.  What points to the earth 

is omega: it seems to aim at direct contact with the earth, as if the earth could assist by 

attracting toward it, by a kind of magnetism, that in the body which resembles it most 

(56).  

Here feces is the end product conflated with the earth.  The physical pose of shitting in a 

non-seated privy becomes a spiritual posture uniting the matter in the body to the earth. But the 

matter in the body, though living in the self for some time, does not unit with the earth as the self 

but as matter only. Nester comes to this conclusion as he sits: 

No: that in the body which is an exalted image of the earth, an earth seething with live 

germs and incubated for a long while within our animal warmth.  A dunghill is nothing 

but earth to which animality has lent its own dynamism.  But the seatless privy 

immediately delivers the animal earth we bring forth to the mineral earth.  It knows only 

matter (56). 

In Nestor’s revelation, the alimentary process produces an exalted image of the earth 

which borrows the energy of the body, but as it returns to the earth it is “known” only as matter.  

There are no symbolic powers of regeneration or renewal or the self into the larger world. The 

self is absent as excrement becomes its own entity. And echoing Joyce’s themes of creativity, 

Nestor observes: “refined souls find a particular charm in contemplating the forms produced by 
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omega.”  However, in this instance, creativity is not expressed by the one who defecates but by 

the product itself as Nestor continues, admiring the sculpted turd in the toilet:  “Tonight, omega 

has been in a medieval mood. Look pretty Fauges—towers and turrets surrounded by a double 

rampart” (57).  

What immediately follows also echoes Bloom as Nestor presents three pages of paper 

which is a draft of Father Superior’s sermon given that day. These words are significant because 

they express a key element in Tiffauges’ ideology which possesses him as an adult: 

“Albuquerque, in extreme peril at sea, took on his shoulders a young boy, that in their common 

fortune the child’s innocence might serve him safely through.” Nestor then hands the “special 

paper for a special occasion-a rare kind of paper covered with the signs of a superior mind (57)” 

to Tiffauges so he can wipe Nestor’s behind with them.    

In an interesting argument by Sara Horowitz in Voicing the Void: Muteness and Memory 

in Holocaust Fiction, this scene “ironically undermines the faith in texts that Tiffauges 

propounds” (185). She writes that “For Nestor, excretion represents more than a necessarily 

bodily function; it constitutes the supreme spiritual and intellectual act, the ultimate stage of a 

tripartite dynamic process.” Then she quotes from the text: “His life’s rhythm was the trilogy 

ingestion-digestion-defecation, and these three operations were surrounded by general respect” 

(20). Then she concludes that by Nestor and Tiffauges using the paper, thus the text, as a swab 

“The link between text and excrement comments derogatorily upon text” (185).  This argument 

is interesting not only because it does not consider the conflation of Nestor’s omega with the text 

he admires, which would support her overall premise that excrement symbolizes the dejected 

memory of reality and wartime atrocities in this novel (more on this later), but that it suggests 

Horowitz’s knee jerk reaction: that shitting on something is always a profane act.  But as we 
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have seen in earlier examples, in Rabelais and Joyce: the designs of defecation are not 

necessarily desecration.  

Though we can see that Horowitz, perhaps, got this scene wrong, the main premise of her 

essay bears validity.  In the section of Voicing the Void titled “Refused Memory” Sara Horowitz 

first contends that “for Tiffauges, language is not social interaction but an internal event, one that 

eventually comes to be represented symbolically by the act of defecation” (184). In support of 

this, Horowitz refers to Tiffauges as a war prisoner who, as the novel’s narrator observes “stood 

apart from the little group in his hut” (166). Though Tiffauges could “sometimes notice in one or 

another of them something resembling himself,” he was mostly considered an oddity for his zeal 

in the work digging trenches.  Though the other prisoners expressed their various viewpoints 

within the group, Tiffauges was reserved and could not express his secret sense of purpose and 

destination which closely connected him to this foreign land.  His trench-digging brought the joy 

of entering by “main force into the richness and intimacy of the land he was beginning to love” 

(167); and his defecation, which eventually became a solitary ritual apart from the other 

prisoners who used the communal latrine as he set up his own defecation “altars” close to 

wherever he worked, became the act by which he “consummated his secret fruitful union with 

the Prussian soil”(169). Horowitz writes that “feces is imagistically conflated with semen as 

Tiffauges and Prussia become impregnated with mutual destiny” (191). Tiffauges’ destiny, as he 

dreamed it, is to become absorbed and then master of the land of his captors.  

Horowitz asserts that Tiffauges’ “great fecal felicity” (Tournier, 168) in the prisoner 

camp comes as knowledge of reality and wartime atrocities are taken in but not expressed; that 

faced with “the reality of history, with something to remember” (191) feces becomes the symbol 

of mute memory of these realities, within the self, which are then expelled, detached from the 
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self as objectionable matter, then left to deteriorate, to be lost, into nothingness, or as Nestor had 

reflected, into “purity10.” The loss of memory symbolized through defecation, coupled with the 

“displacement of speech” by defecation draws us into Horowitz’s overall issue of muteness in 

this novel, which she categorizes as a novel about collaboration,11 as Horowitz argues, the 

muteness of Tiffauges extends into the muteness of the narration, the narration which doesn’t 

bother with the particulars of war atrocities or the real politics of war, but is more concerned 

with the psychological, the esoteric language, and the sophisticated ideologies of Tiffauges, a 

mute yet virtuosic writer in his diaries,  and other characters who blend myth, history, science 

into complex symbolic systems designed to dazzle the reader in its exploration of the “seduction 

of Nazism” (181). 

In agreement with Horowitz, defecation as symbolism in this novel does get complex.  

Along with symbolism involved in the excerpts above, the defecation of horses and deer work to 

suggest the psyche of the Third Reich, as one of its highest officials, Hermann Goering, 

enthusiastically expresses his interest in coprophology (212-13). Excrement is also treated to be 

the essence of the horse which becomes Tiffauges’ “animal totem of Defecation” and the “phoric 

beast par excellence” sometimes called the “Anal Angel” (300). Tiffauges’ ideology involving 

defecation also echoes the folk culture of Rabelais, the imagery of the “unfinished body,” 

hyperbolized and growing different parts, as Tiffauges sees the “meaning of the ancestral 

fascination exercised on man by the horse and rider:” 

 
10 In the context of Nestor’s defecation scene described earlier, “purity” or “nothingness” is the 
state from which all beings come from.   
11 Horowitz distinguishes the “mute figures…primarily victims” of certain Holocaust fiction to 
the novels about “collaboration” which often feature “spectacularly articulate and loquacious 
characters…these consummate talkers develop a private lexicon and highly complex symbolic 
system that substitutes for concrete events. The presence of these hyperfluent characters opens 
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The rider superimposes on the gigantic generous crupper of the horse his own sterile and 

flabby one…He vaguely hopes that by a sort of contagion something of the radiance of 

the Anal Angel will bless his own dejecta.  But his hopes remain disappointed; his 

dejecta remain irregular, whimsical, sometimes dry, sometimes slack and slimy, but 

always nauseating.  Only complete identification of the hindquarters of the horse with 

those of man would give the latter the organs for equine defecation.  This is the meaning 

of the Centaur (227). 

And not only is defecation played into this sophisticated system of symbolism but 

urination also gets its due, although, mostly in the form of a horse pissing as Tiffauges is proudly 

mounted on it. The exaltation of the pisser in the act of pissing takes an interesting twist as 

Tournier’s narrative observes: “the Frenchman sat there impassively, wrapped in the honeyed 

vapors that rose up from the ground: he had the intoxicating feeling that it was he, Tiffauges, 

proudly relieving himself in the faces of the yokels of his kingdom” (228). 

Yes, the symbolism is very complex and fascinating.  However, as Horowitz’s critical 

analysis explains this complexity to be a part of a “slight of hand” mode of the narrative, a 

narrative which supports the muteness of these kind of novels about collaboration, couldn’t we 

take Freud’s concepts of anal eroticism in compulsion neurotics, recalling the section earlier, and 

see that Tiffauges’ overflowing meditations and writing could be seen as his way of “mastering” 

the realties around him?  Instead of dealing with them he goes into himself and creates with 

words and ideas an internal yet parallel world by which he lives?  

Rather than continue arguing Horowitz’s compelling premise, we will only note here her 

interpretation of excrement and defecation and how it illuminates another use for or meaning of 

 
up a means of exploring the seductions of Nazism (181). 
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defecation in literature, that is, defecation as “refused memory” or “displaced speech;” and, as 

Horowitz asserts, the link of defecation with creative expression as Tiffauges’ outbursts in his 

diaries appear “antipodal to his stopped up speech.  However, a closer inspection exposes this 

seemingly spontaneous outburst as a highly controlled manipulation of language, as self-

conscious creation based upon the withholding and confiding of information” (191).  This recalls 

Freud’s theories of anal eroticism in that the pleasure of withholding and giving the feces 

parallels the withholding and giving of information. 

Michel Tournier’s novel, written in 1970, covers the rich ground of the psychology, 

history, mythology, and science of its subject matter, the internal world of Nazi Germany 

through the eyes of one man. Defecation and urination is worked well into the many layers, just 

as in the fictions discussed before it.  Let's continue our discussion now with a look at a 

contemporary work:  Tony Olson’s The Blond Box, which utilizes these functions in much more 

isolated ways.   

Toby Olson, “one of America’s most important novelists, and The Blond Box is perhaps 

his best book ever” (Coover), creates a “bold pastiche of pulp fiction, vanguard art, and 

pornography (FC2) in this novel which implements mixed narrative styles. These mixed 

narratives “serve as a meta-fictional commentary on the efforts of a retired sex-theater artist, a 

hairstylist/pulp writer, a doctoral student, and a host of other characters to, not only solve the 

murder, but uncover its motivations” (FC2.org). 

In the novel, each narrative also serves a given character by its style and tone: lyrical, 

nostalgic and redemptory in the retired sex-theater artist who can not fully settle into his happy 

new life with the haunting unsolved murder of his friend; discovery and anticipation with the 

doctoral student’s unflagging research; and in the pulp character presented in a sci-fi draft with 
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the authors emendations, archetypal and campy.  In the fragmentation of these narratives we 

cannot see explicitly that the use of defecation and urination serves as an overall theme or 

metaphor in the novel but we do see it working in practical and psychological ways in the 

isolated scenarios which employ them.  

Our defecation scene features the retired sex-actor, Roberto Mendoza, who, twenty years 

after the night of his friend’s murder and his last performance as “El Soltero,” gets a call from 

the town mayor asking him to visit the young hippies who have settled on the periphery of their 

town, Fuentes, Arizona. Fuentes neighbors the infamous Courbet where the novel’s murders and 

mysteries are centered.  

Mendoza is a wise and kind ambassador as he provides materials and instructs the young 

hippies to build a proper outhouse for their camp.  The hippies, in gratitude, bestow Mendoza 

with the honor of being the first to use the rustic facility. After a lyrical description of the 

structure's design and atmosphere: “Light shafts hung in the air, a shimmer of dust motes like 

champagne bubbles in each, and he felt he was in some magician’s box, benign swords piercing 

its interior” (89), Mendoza picks off from the built-in magazine rack an art journal featuring the 

work of Marcel Duchamp. Here Mendoza gazes at the famous piece “Étant Donnés”: the tableau 

which features a naked face-less woman holding a lamp. Her bare genitals are revealed against a 

background of a surreal, lush landscape. Duchamp’s work turns out to be the thread that weaves 

through all the narratives and the novel in uncanny and mysterious connections.  

Mendoza glances at the piece not knowing that its creator is the artist who was his 

companion years ago, the night the murders took place.  This moment merely flickers in this 

scene as Mendoza replaces the journal and continues to meditate about his surroundings that 

seem to transcend place and time, as the narrative observes: “He was sitting quite still in his 
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contemplation, although the light patterns suggested that the whole building might be moving, 

very slowly, to another place, even to the rear of his own house, where he had built an arbor 

above a patio” (91). Echoing Bloom, Mendoza’s thoughts turn free and incoherent as his body’s 

products reach their threshold: “and he forgot about the issue completely as his urine began to 

flow.”  And as his waste falls, it is clear that the task of building the outhouse serves as a 

metaphor for the humanity found in the basic need of all to have a safe and healthy place to shit 

and piss.  

It was easy this time and unsurprising, and as the waste fell from his expanded opening, 

then paused and fell yet again, he could imagine it drifting through the air, the slow 

turning of those rich dark cylinders, then splatting silently upon the rocks below, to 

become a steaming pile…but there it should be, the very first human release to be joined 

quite soon by others (91).  

In this narrative that focuses on Mendoza’s journey for redemption, this scene offers his 

first literal foray into the world as a normal good citizen, burying his past as he buries his waste 

with the lime powder, the outhouse solution for the odor below. It also, more explicitly, serves as 

a chance and uncanny moment, like so many other moments in the novel, to fold the mystery of 

art, the art of Duchamp, into another corner of the overall story.  

Defecation or urination does not show up again in the novel until the pulp character, 

Blue, has his climatic run-in with his villains while he is handicapped: an intravenous line fixed 

into his neck, pumping painkillers into his body which is suffering from a prostate ailment.  

In Blue, Olson seems to use urination at structural points in the sequences that follow the 

discovery of Blue’s unexpected ailment.  When Blue finds himself in a hospital after fainting, he 

soon notices the dubious going-ons in the building next door.  In pain but determined, he 
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cleverly penetrates a secret chamber in which a ritual of some kind, involving the tableau of 

“Étant Donnés”, is underway. Though the sequence of urination began a chapter back, as Blue 

relieved himself painfully in his “module” and then discovered his incontinence as he awoke 

from a nap in his urine soaked bed (206-7), the following chapter has Blue’s next “urge to 

urinate” during the moment he waits to pounce on the villains: “He waited. There was nothing 

else to do.  The pliers hung from his neck pulling uncomfortably at the tube implanted there. He 

had a need to urinate, and he looked at the gleaming urinal resting in the sand…” (238). Then, 

once he overcomes his villain he has another, more pleasant, moment of respite: “Then he rose 

carefully to his feet, waiting for the pain under his diaper, surprised to find none at all in his 

adrenaline rush, though he felt an urgency for urination….He urinated carefully in the sand, 

having to turn his back against a light breeze blowing in from the north” (245-6).  

As he comes closer to the mysterious treasure, the “holy grail” of this pulp narrative and 

the narrative of the novel, he has to urinate again.  By this time, we can see that urination is 

becoming the source of constriction and release12 in this sequence. And as his urination becomes 

most painful and problematic: “for the urge was upon him again, and he felt pain deep in the 

knot…then struggled to relieve himself once again, to drain everything away, including the 

pain”(248), it is clear that his ailment, not the villains, is the ultimate monster of which he 

struggles against.  

For the last act of this sequence, Blue breaks through a wood portal; holding back this 

time the need to urinate, he finds his way to the “other-side” where he has a final moment to 

 
12 In Christopher Booker’s Seven Basic Plots, he writes “along with the story’s central figure, we 
feel a sense either of constriction, or of liberation…in a story that is well-constructed, these 
phases of constriction and release alternate, in a kind of systole-diastole rhythm which provides 
one of the greatest pleasures we get from stories” (Booker, 49). 
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reflect, as the narrative observes: “He had been a powerful and accomplished man, respected by 

others in his clandestine profession…but he was no longer strong, most importantly in his loins, 

and had no idea at all of what he might be solving here…He felt the need to urinate once 

again…”(252).  This passage suggests that though Blue has overcome his external monsters, the 

villains, and his internal monsters, his ailment, he is still yet left with a mystery.  

Although this excessive urination (six acts within fourteen pages) is the kind of camp fare 

that could be found in pulp, sci-fi, and pornographic fiction and not literary fiction, here it serves 

to not only titillate and provide constriction and release, but also to mirror the other characters in 

the novel: Mendoza with his “old malady;” Handsfree, another witness to the murders, who is 

dying from cancer in the “glands proceeding out of the prostate” (94), and Marcel Duchamp, 

introducing himself as “Victor,” who had met Mendoza on a bus, on the day of the murders. 

Victor, after intimating to Mendoza “You know, I haven’t had a decent piss in twenty-five 

years,” discovered Mendoza suffered from the same malady and accompanied him to a female 

doctor in Courbet. It can be argued that these mirror maladies symbolize the mortality of the 

physical which, as lamented by Blue as he considers his ailment, is where, for some, the essence 

of life resides: “He felt that the root of his very being, bruised and pathetic, was invalid. This 

root was not his being, but its instrumentality, and without it there would be only vacancy, a kind 

of retirement from everything he knew as vibrant in his life” (193). In response, as the physical 

root of being deteriorates, the novel seems to contend that it is the ephemeral, the aesthetic 

impulse evoked by art, the mysteries of life and its invisible connecting threads, that do not fail, 

that continue to enrapture. Overall, in Olson, the beauty and mystery of life is pondered in the 

everyday, as in during defecation, and exalted as the delusions and mortality of the body are 

realized by the difficulties of urination.  
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So yes, perhaps bodily functions do lend implicitly to the themes of The Blond Box, 

however, these actions are isolated and their symbolism does not extend to other parts of the 

novel, and thus they do not constitute a motif but are literary devices in a realist narrative.  

In our last three examples we’ll look at fiction that has nothing to do with themes 

involving the scatological, but the acts of urination in them are utilized as isolated literary 

devices.  These devices can add depth to a character, or a moment for the narrative to delve into 

“stillness,” as in Paul Bowles’ short story, “A Distant Episode:” or it may add another dimension 

to water imagery as in Toni Morrison’s Beloved; or simply be used as a means to get a character 

from point A to B as in Penelope Lively’s Moon Tiger.  To the fiction writer, these examples 

may offer practical uses for defecation and urination in literature.   

 

In Paul Bowles’ short story “A Distant Episode,” themes of cultural oppression and 

dissonance are released on the reader.  Soon after the opening, the Professor, an arrogant linguist 

on a research trip, follows a mysterious native, a qaouaji, in search of, as the Professor assumes, 

more of the exotic camel udder boxes. The pair, in the complete darkness of night, come to the 

edge of a cliff where the sound of a flute below is heard. The suspicious qaouji instructs the 

professor to follow a path down and, to the relief of the Professor, makes to leave him. Bowles’ 

narration observes: 

 “A sudden violent desire to run back to the road seized him, and he turned and looked in 

the direction the qaouaji had taken. Then he spat over the edge of the cliff.  Then he made water 

over it, and listened intently, as a child.  This gave him the impetus to start down the path into 

the abyss.” (94).  

This act, though simply rendered, is weighted with meaning.  We can look at the image 
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of the professor as “a child” urinating and borrow from psychoanalytical theories of infantile 

sexuality and urethral eroticism to interpret this act as a symbol of the professor’s condescending 

views of primitive culture. Fenichel writes:  

In general, the pleasure in urinating may have a double character: it may have, in both 

sexes, a phallic and even sadistic significance—urinating being the equivalent of active 

penetration with damaging or destroying—or it may be felt as a “letting flow,” as a 

passive giving oneself up and foregoing control (69).   

Taking the first “character of the pleasure of urinating,” this interpretation suggests that 

the Professor’s unconscious agenda, as a linguist doing a “survey of variations on Moghrebi,” is 

to master the foreign dialect and impregnate it and the culture, with his own culture and 

language, thus “damaging and destroying it.”   

Yet, the second “character” offers another suggestion.  The Professor’s urination is his 

self-relinquishing of control as he enters the abyss.  Either interpretation seems valid, as the rest 

of the story does not offer any other acts of these bodily functions to clarify the symbolism.  

This is a brief and quiet moment at the threshold of The Professor’s horrific journey as a 

mute prisoner. In its quietness and in the objective narrative that does not reveal thoughts as he 

urinates, this moment offers release of constriction and also, what Charles Baxter in his book 

Burning Down the House defines as “stillness” in fiction. Baxter’s stillness is a device 

characterized as the quiet sandwiched typically between violent acts in the story which, in these 

incidents, underscore the violence. In a chapter discussing various forms of stillness Baxter 

writes: 

“Stillness in fiction arises when the dramatic action pauses, and when the forward 

movement of thought appears to cease as well. Instead of the forward dramatic line 
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we…have the absorption of the character into the minutiae of the setting. The dynamics 

of desire and fear are momentarily displaced by a rapt attention to small 

details…Stillness is not the same as epiphany.  Attention flows away from what is 

supposed to command it toward the peripheries…In a moment of stillness, the 

atmosphere supplants the action” (228). 

 It is the literal bareness of these few lines, in Bowles’ story, that open this moment, the 

act of urination, to various psychoanalytical interpretations which, in the context of this story, all 

work well.  

And as seen in this story, it is the inherent quietness of urination (or defecation, recalling 

the outhouse scene in Olson), that lends itself to this stillness device.  Although urination and 

defecation can be literally rendered as less quiet, more active, or violent acts, the use of these 

functions for the rendering of stillness, perhaps “planting [stillness] amid an uproar” (Baxter, 

228), is worthwhile to explore.  

 

 In Toni Morrison’s novel Beloved, the boundaries of realism, myth, and legend are 

blended as Sethe, a woman who has escaped slavery but can not escape the past, unwittingly 

experiences the rebirth of the child she slaughtered years ago. In Morrison’s novel, the 

apparition of Sethe’s daughter, Beloved, has emerged as a “fully dressed woman” out of the 

river’s water close by. As she first appears to Sethe, Paul D., and Denver on the side of the road, 

Sethe experiences an overwhelming urge to urinate. Morrison’s narration observes: “Sethe’s 

bladder filled to capacity…Not since she was a baby girl…had she had an emergency that 

unmanageable…and the water she voided was endless” (51). Sethe relates this urination to her 

water breaking during the birth of her fourth child: “like flooding the boat when Denver was 
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born…but there was no stopping water breaking from a breaking womb” (51).  Then, after it 

stops she sees Beloved in her house drinking “cup after cup of water” (51). 

 This endless urination serves as a link to the novel’s overall use of water imagery, which 

recalls the water imagery in Joyce’s Ulysses; but here water is not concerned with literary 

creation or, in the same way, the natural processes of life.  Here water symbolizes death, a grave. 

The water of urination conflates, in Sethe’s thoughts, with the birth her other child, baring 

explicitly the link between urination and birth.  But as this is the rebirth of the dead Beloved, the 

water that flows with her appearance is the same water from which she has emerged: the river, 

her watery grave. Peggy Ochoa, in her essay “Morrison’s Beloved: Allegorically Othering 

‘White’ Christianity,” notes these symbols in her overall argument that in Beloved, Morrison 

presents a revisionist allegory to the Song of Solomon and “draws upon the Biblical promise 

regarding the power of love” (Melus).  Ochoa quotes the Biblical text: “Love is as strong as 

death; jealousy is cruel as the grave;…Many waters cannot quench this love, neither can the 

floods drown it” (8: 6-7). There are many examples of water imagery as the metaphorical 

domain from which Beloved as a dead child, and Seth as a lost mother, dwell with love’s 

yearning; but for this specific study of urination, we will merely note the haunting use of this 

bodily function which connects, like a portal through the bowels, the realm of what is real and 

what is unreal, what Beloved calls the “other side.”   And again recalling Joyce, we can presume 

that any literary theme that applies water imagery can be supported, possibly, by acts of 

urination in the narrative.  

 

 Our last example, which deals with urination, is one that, perhaps, carries the least 

literary weight; but its application may prove very useful to writers in its practicality. 
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In Penelope Lively’s Moon Tiger, a cancer stricken woman, Claudia Hampton, recalls the 

story of her life and the history of the world as she lies on her deathbed. As she weaves in and 

out of present and past time, the intimate details of her life—as a newspaper correspondent, 

historical novelist, lover, and mother—parallel and intersect, as in a kaleidoscope, with the 

revised patterns of history.  

In this scene set in the Cairo desert, in World War II, one of many scenes that feature her 

passionate affair with a British tank commander, this no-nonsense Claudia becomes an 

accidental hero after she climbs up a sand ridge for a restroom break: 

When Tom next halts to consult his map Claudia excuses herself and sets off up the 

ridge…At the top of the rise she selects a handy rock and squats behind it on the sand in 

lengthy relief. Rising, pulling up her slack, she gives way to temptation and walks a 

quick few yards beyond the rise to where she can see down into the next wadi…(98). 

 In the next wadi, or shallow valley between the sand ridges, she sees the wreckage of an 

armored car. She goes the hundred or so yards to the wreckage and finds a dead soldier and 

another holding on to dear life. After she goes back up the ridge to call the others she learns that 

she has just run across a minefield. After Tom walks to and from the wreckage in her tracks he 

says to Claudia “Lucky for him you picked that particular spot” (99). 

 And lucky for Lively, she found a natural, plausible way to get Claudia, physically, from 

point A to B so that she could make this discovery.  

Perhaps there is something to be said about the vulnerability of the character as she, or 

he, urinates out in the open. Claudia, by this time in the novel is clearly established as a smart, 

independent, and sensible woman who we wouldn’t imagine would vainly risk her life; or not be 

quick-witted enough to think there could possibly be mines in the sand.  Could we say that a 
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character’s pulling down the pants out in the open, in front of the reader, makes her vulnerable to 

not only physical threats but also susceptible to mental inconsistency? Can we say that urination 

in this example gets the character from point A to B in the action as well as in the character’s 

behavior? Or are we now reading too much into this simple act? 

 

Whatever we can or can’t say about urination and defecation in literature, we can now 

see clearly that many legitimate and literary uses for depicting restroom stops, inside or outside 

the privy, exist in literary fiction.  

To conclude with another quote from the Dictionary of Literary Themes: “[M]odern 

readers of all nationalities are witnessing the demise of literary taboos and inhibitions.  Future 

generations are likely to witness the increasing use of scatological references for a wide variety 

of purposes beyond the traditional one of satire” (1126). 

It has been almost twenty years since the publication of this quote in 1988. By our survey 

above, it is evident that the use of scatological references has already realized a wide variety of 

purposes beyond satire, beyond shock, beyond humor, beyond the demonstration of meaningless 

crude behavior. As readers we should try to stop as the character stops and not skirt away. But 

instead, read and extract meaning behind the relief. As writers, lifting this taboo may bring 

creative freedom or, at least, new options in structure and imagery. This paper merely scratches 

the shiny porcelain surface, and peers into the rich bottomless drain.    

*** 
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Abstract 
(full text will be posted online at: http://www.people.cornell.edu/pages/jo24/writings/) 
 
Research Objectives. This paper examines how the idealization of sustainability as a 
moral obligation of individual architects contrasts with the reality of sustainable design 
practice as a voluntary or state-sanctioned response to specific economic and political 
conditions.  Architectural stewardship, like the related notions of "sustainability" and 
"green building design," is often discussed as a moral imperative of architects.  Yet the 
historical track record for voluntary compliance with standards or guidelines that increase 
cost or reduce profitability is poor.  It is the objective of this paper to show how property 
owners, and therefore architects, must be compelled by state power to adequately protect 
buildings from fire, or provide accessible accommodations, or provide minimum indoor 
air quality, or reduce the gratuitous consumption of energy.   Instead of asking whether 
and how architects can be "successful stewards," it is my intention to explore both the 
constraints on individual action as well as the rationale for governmental intervention. 
 
Proposed Methodology. Three forms of argument appear whenever individual, corporate, 
or state intervention to strengthen health and welfare is advocated.  First, arguments in 
support of such intervention typically include appeals for human rights and social-
environmental justice, based on a moral standpoint.    Second, for owners of property and 
their advocates, the essential counter-argument against any interference with the affairs of 
business is based on freedom to compete with one's property, and "markets" to organize 
social production and consumption, rather than explicit social planning or regulation.  
Finally, a third variant, combining the idealism of the first with the capitalist mentality of 
the second, argues that human rights and social-environmental justice are not only 
morally desirable but are logical consequences of — although at the same time 
subservient to — private ownership and the competitive drive for profit.  
 
I propose to examine these arguments in two ways: first, by briefly discussing the history 
of state intervention in the related areas of fire safety and accessibility; and second, by 
showing how these arguments play out in current texts on sustainability and architecture, 
specifically in William McDonough's Hannover Principles: Design for Sustainability, 
and in the US Green Building Council's Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
(LEED) rating system. 
 
Expected Outcome. Practices harmful to health and welfare are not aberrations in an 
otherwise idyllic world populated by "responsible" capitalists; rather, they are logical 
outcomes in the actual world where competition for profitability underlies every business 
decision.  In this context, the elaboration of moral principles is either naive, to the extent 
that it implicitly presumes that business — compelled by the laws of competition to 
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consider nothing other than profitability — might be influenced by such moral niceties; 
or else cynical, where such moral principles are knowingly used to sugar-coat the practice 
of "business as usual."  I intend to show how, in this context, only state intervention 
overcomes the inability of property owners to transcend their competitive drive for profit.   
 
Such intervention is designed to protect the system of private property as a whole, not the 
humans or environments damaged as a matter of course within the routine processes of 
capital accumulation. A state interested in "securing the blessings of liberty to ourselves 
and our posterity" intervenes reluctantly to constrain the freedom of capitalists who, 
together with their architects, search for opportunities to exploit the natural and built 
environment.  State intervention occurs, certainly not on the basis of abstract ideas such 
as social or environmental justice, but only when the actual consequences of capitalist 
competition ("the blessings of liberty")  threaten to undermine the system itself.  When 
debating how to legislate a sustainable world, politicians' arguments are inevitably 
couched in concepts such as "fairness," "ethics," and "morality." Such jargon, however, 
obscures what sustainability is actually permitted to sustain: the productivity of capital 
within a competitive global marketplace. 
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Abstract: Drawing on classic studies by William James and F.C. Happold, as well as 
personal experience, this paper explores seven characteristics of mystical experiences: 
1) ineffability (inability to capture the experience in ordinary language), 2) noetic 
quality (the notion that mystical experiences reveal an otherwise hidden or inaccessible 
knowledge), 3) transiency (the simple fact that mystical experiences last for a relatively 
brief period of time), 4) passivity (the sense that mystical experiences happen to 
someone; that they are somehow beyond the range of human volition and control), 5) 
unity of opposites (a sense of Oneness, Wholeness or Completeness), 6) timelessness (a 
sense that mystical experiences transcend time), and 7) a feeling that one has somehow 
encountered “the true self” (a sense that mystical experiences reveal the nature of our 
true, cosmic self: one that is beyond life and death, beyond difference and duality, and 
beyond ego and selfishness). To provide flesh to this skeletal structure, the paper: (i) 
explores connections between mysticism and meditation and (ii) presents a series of 
examples from secular poetry as well as Christianity, Islam, Daoism, Hinduism, and 
Tibetan Buddhism. 
 

Personal Experience 
t was the summer of ’71. I graduated from high school and worked throughout the 
summer as a lifeguard at a country club. It was an excellent summer – the stuff of 
adolescent dreams and cheap B movies2 – but now it was drawing to a close. I found 

myself walking slowly along a narrow dirt path in the densely wooded mountains of 
Eastern Kentucky, playing my well-worn 12-string guitar, and writing a song whose 
words and chords I have long since forgotten. 
 
Suddenly, without warning, my life changed – the world changed – forever. In an 
unsolicited blinding flash – in a timeless, eternal moment that encompassed creation, 
                                                 
1 © October, 2007 by Douglas W. Shrader. This paper has been accepted for presentation at the Sixth 
Annual Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities, January 2008, and for publication in the 
conference proceedings. Participation in the conference is supported in part by a Faculty Development 
Award. Sincere appreciation is extended to SUNY Oneonta, especially President Alan B. Donovan, Provost 
F. Daniel Larkin, and Dean Michael Merilan. 
2 My use of the term “excellent” in this sentence is intended to mirror the incessantly mindless but 
enthusiastic and sincere usage of the term by Keanu Reeves and Alex Winter in Bill and Ted’s Excellent 
Adventure (Nelson Films, 1989). 

I 
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annihilation, and everything that falls between the two – I was stripped bare of all my 
preconceptions: preconceptions about myself, about the world, and about God.  
 
As I write these words, thirty-six years later, that 
experience is as real, as vivid, and as unyielding as it 
was when I looked far more like the image on this page 
and far less like a middle-aged professor. It has shaped, 
informed, and provided both contours and color for 
every aspect of my life, every dimension of my being, 
every experience, every thought, every emotion, every 
moment of happiness, every hour of sorrow, every 
expectation, every hope, every doubt, and every 
disappointment: in short, every breath that I take. 
 
Colleagues who have known me for a long time may be 
deeply and profoundly surprised by these opening 
remarks. That extraordinary experience on a late 
summer day in the mountains of Eastern Kentucky is 
always with me – closer, more reliable, and more 
important than the beating of my own heart – more essential to the person that I have 
become (and to the person that I am in the process of becoming) than my twenty-nine 
year career as a Professor of Philosophy, my relationships with students and friends, or 
even my marriage of thirty-two years to Barbara: the love of my life, my best friend, and 
soul mate. Yet it is not something of which I speak on a daily basis. In fact, it is 
something of which I almost never speak at all. 
 

Ineffability and Noetic Quality 
In his classic study of mysticism, published in 1902, William James identified two 
essential characteristics of a mystical experience: 
 

1. Ineffability (inability to capture the experience in ordinary language). 
  
2. Noetic quality (the notion that mystical experiences reveal an otherwise 

hidden or inaccessible knowledge). 
 
To say that the experience is ineffable makes a two-fold claim: first, that it is in some 
sense beyond expression (that it is indescribable or unspeakable), and second, that 
expression is in some sense forbidden (that any attempt to do so would be unfaithful or 
untrue to the experience). In somewhat stronger terms, there are those who regard 
discussion of such an experience as not only unwise, but taboo; that these are things 
whereof one should not speak. 
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Confronted with the task of speaking that which cannot be said, we will do well to 
remind ourselves of whatever meaning we can find. We begin with a fairly obvious 
source: The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. 
 

Mysticism n. 1.a. A spiritual discipline aiming at union with the divine through 
deep meditation or trancelike contemplation. b. The expression of such 
communion, as described by mystics. 2. Any belief in the existence of realities 
beyond perceptual or intellectual apprehension but central to being and directly 
accessible by intuition. 3. Confused and groundless speculation; superstitious 
self-delusion.3 

 
Mysticism is defined first and foremost as “a spiritual discipline aiming at union with the 
divine through deep meditation or trancelike contemplation.” Alternately, it is “the 
expression of such communion, as described by mystics.” An interesting alternate, is it 
not, given the supposed ineffability of such experiences? 
 
Meaning #2 is less committal as regards experience, but more so as regards conceptual 
consent: “any belief in the existence of realities beyond perceptual or intellectual 
apprehension but central to being and directly accessible by intuition.” 
 
And, lest we forget, the following usage is sufficiently widespread to warrant inclusion in 
the dictionary as meaning #3: “confused and groundless speculation; superstitious self-
delusion.” 
 
The etymology of the term “mysticism,” which parallels that of “mystery,” illustrates the 
historical centrality of James’ second characteristic: noetic quality. The term “mysticism” 
comes from the Latin mysterium, which in turn comes from a Greek term meaning 
“secret rites” (musterion). That term comes from muein, to initiate: to close the eyes or 
lips, hence to keep secret (as in religious initiation). Etymologically speaking, a mystic is 
a person who has been initiated into secret rites (Latin mysticus, from Greek mustikos, 
from mustes). 
 
The root of terms like “mysticism” and “mystery” is mu, imitative of inarticulate sounds. 
Other familiar words derived from mu include mumble, mutter, mum, and mute.4 Those of 
you who have studied Zen Buddhism know that the Japanese term mu is a term of 
negation. It can mean “no,” but it can also mean: “Stop your jabbering; quiet your mind; 
unask the question.” As such, it has come to mean both “emptiness” (śunyata) and 
“enlightenment” (nirvana). Silence is golden; no matter what language you speak. 
 

                                                 
3 The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language (New College Edition). Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1980. 
4 Cf. F.C. Happold, Mysticism (3rd edition). NY: Penguin Books, 1970: p. 18. 
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Searching for Answers in a Sea of Doubt 
To better understand the experience that I related in the opening section of this paper – 
including the manner in which it impacted my life and the sense I have tried to make of it 
over the years – it is important to know a few basics concerning my background. I was 
nurtured on the milk of Christianity. My parents took me to church and Sunday school on 
a weekly basis and I had genuinely tried, as best I could, to accept the teachings and 
doctrines I had learned in the process. I knew that religion was immensely important to 
my grandparents as well as my parents, but it never clicked on a personal level.  
 
Searching for answers – as well as a deeper understanding of my family – I had read the 
Bible, cover to cover, not in isolated bits and pieces as is the case for most people. 
Despite a willing spirit and open mind, those answers were not forthcoming. The more I 
reflected on the matter, the more difficult it became to reconcile faith in God with the 
widespread, unwarranted, and undeserved suffering I found in the world. Like Ivan 
Karamazov in Dostoyevsky’s novel, I was especially troubled by the suffering of 
innocent children.5 By the time I strolled along that narrow path in the mountains of 
Eastern Kentucky, I had – in my adolescent rebellion – begun to identify more and more 
closely with Ivan Karamazov. Like Ivan, I was not entirely convinced that God did not 
exist, but I refused to accept the pain and suffering in the world that He had created. In 
short, not only was I not looking for a visit from God, I had taken in the welcome mat. 
 
There are surely elements in my background that laid foundations for the experience. 
They may even have prepared me in some important sense. Even so, the experience itself 
was unsolicited, unexpected, and – in terms of occurrence, phenomenology, and content – 
intensely surprising.6 As odd as it may sound, the experience was both unsettling and 
reassuring.  
 
Although I had never taken a class in Philosophy or Religious Studies, I had thought 
deeply about philosophical as well as religious topics. Even as it occurred, I tried 
desperately to make sense of the experience. Like a small boy trying on his father’s 
clothes, nothing seemed to fit. I tried first one thing and then another. Many ideas and 
concepts that I expected to fit seemed totally inappropriate. Others fit in a loose, 
unmanageable manner (like a father’s hat that sits on the child’s head, but obscures his 
vision because it falls in front of his eyes). Eventually, having emptied my conceptual 
toolbox and exhausted my linguistic dictionary, I quit struggling. I surrendered to a 
                                                 
5 Fyodor Dostoyevsky, The Brothers Karamazov (1879-1880). See Douglas W. Shrader, Philosophy and 
Religion. NY: McGraw-Hill, 2003, pp. 126-134. 
6 I deliberated for a half-hour before choosing the phrase “intensely surprising.” I hope this particular 
combination of words will sound as unfamiliar to you as it is to me. I hope it will also convey that the 
experience was intense, that it was surprising, that it caught me off guard, and that it was so beyond the 
range of the familiar that ordinary combinations of words cannot do justice to the occurrence or 
phenomenological aspects of the experience any more than they can capture the content. In fact, as I will 
explore in a subsequent section of this paper, even the simple claim that the experience had content 
(ineffable or otherwise) is problematic and potentially misleading. 
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warm, loving presence which so totally engulfed me that the “me” that it engulfed was no 
longer separate from the experience.7 
 
Any description that I could provide of the experience, once I surrendered, will be 
inadequate at best. Worse, my words are as likely to obscure and mislead as they are to 
inform and illuminate. Acutely aware of this problem of ineffability – long before I had 
learned the term or encountered James’ anatomy of a mystical experience – I made a 
silent promise to myself to keep the whole affair a closely guarded secret. The concern 
was not simply an intellectual one: I did not need a dictionary to tell me that my peers 
might regard the experience as “confused and groundless speculation” or “superstitious 
self-delusion.”8 
  
That self-made promise notwithstanding, within hours of the experience I found myself 
talking with friends, employing every means that I could in a desperate attempt to convey 
that which I could not myself understand. They did not, as I had feared, question either 
my sanity or my sincerity. Rather, much to my amazement, the telling and retelling of the 
experience kindled a small spiritual revolution that began with the youth, and then spread 
to the adults as well.9 
 
Whenever I spoke of the experience, I tried to be intellectually cautious and spiritually 
responsible. Whatever I offered with one hand, I took back with the other. I found myself 
incessantly repeating the following refrain: “It was like this, but not really. It was sort of 
like that, but not in the way that you might initially think.” Unfortunately, as I quickly 
learned, people heard what they wanted to hear and disregarded the rest. What I offered 
as fumbling, grossly inadequate descriptions became concretized in their minds as 
authoritative expressions of firsthand experience. Gradually I shied away from providing 
any description at all, drew nourishment from the experience that was – inexplicably and 
paradoxically – still with me, and began to explore the paths of contemplation and inward 
reflection.10 
 

Vipassana 
To illustrate the complex but crucial – and potentially instructive – connections between 
contemplation and mystical experience, we must pause for a meditative interlude. Our 
focus will be vipassana. Vipassana (literally “clear insight” meditation) is a common 
practice throughout the Buddhist world, occurring in many forms and variations. It is 
especially important to Tibetan Buddhism, a tradition to which I will return later in this 

                                                 
7 For this reason, I scrupulously avoid referring to the experience as “my experience.” 
8 Meaning #3 of “mysticism” in the The American Heritage Dictionary, above. 
9 See Thomas Allemang, “The Youth Movement” in First United Methodist Church, Ashland, Kentucky: A 
Narrative of Growth, 1857-1973. Huntington, WV: Commercial Printing Company, 1973: pp. 50-53. 
10 Once again, word choice is problematic. To say that the experience was “still with me” implies an 
unwarranted exteriority. Saying that the experience was “still within” helps make my experiential link to 
inward contemplation transparent, but obscures the sense in which I remained engulfed by the experience. 
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presentation. The basic premise underlying vipassana is simple: these minds are not our 
own. Oh, we may think they are: these are my thoughts, my ideas, my feelings, my hopes 
and aspirations. If so, Buddhism teaches, we are like the donkey who thinks it is his idea 
to carry the pack, the ox who believes he chooses to plough the field, or the rooster who 
believes he controls the rising of the sun. In truth, we are like children following 
sunbeams and shadows: first this way, then that. Over time, we come to regard them as 
our sunbeams and shadows. Even worse, we come to regard the sunbeams and shadows 
as ourselves: as who or what we are. 
 
To loosen the grip of this illusion, to free our cognitive faculties so that we may engage in 
more advanced forms of meditation and contemplation, vipassana practice requires us to 
do but one simple thing: quiet the mind; do not chase the sunbeams and shadows, no 
matter how pretty or troubling they may be. Simply acknowledge and accept their 
presence; do not follow them.  
 
Some forms of meditation require months, even years, of training. Some require a period 
of several hours, even days or longer, to achieve the effect. Not so with vipassana. I can 
teach students the basics in less time than it takes to change classes. In a brief, five-
minute session, they experience the difficulty, the frightening underlying truth, and even 
some of the benefits of this practice. My instruction is as follows: 
 

Sit up straight. Rest your hands lightly in your lap or on your knees. Do not 
close your eyes entirely, but let your lids relax so that the eyes become half-
closed/half-open. Without moving your head, lower your gaze to approximately 
30˚ below the horizon. Do not look at anything in particular. Do not think about 
anything in particular. Do not worry about anything in particular. As thoughts 
come to your mind, as they surely will, simply acknowledge them and let them 
pass. Do not follow them. Do not try to suppress them so as to have a blank 
mind. Simply observe and let them pass. So too with feelings or emotions. 
Acknowledge them for what they are. Accept their presence. Do not try to 
suppress them, but do not follow them. Let them pass. 

 
We sit silently for five minutes. For some students, it seems like an eternity. They shift 
nervously in their seats, occasionally opening their eyes a bit wider or turning their head 
to see if anyone is looking at them. At the end of the allotted time, I instruct them to 
slowly open their eyes and gradually return to a consciousness of the room in which we 
sit. I ask: 
 

So how do you feel? Rested? Relaxed? Calm? Energized? Centered? Focused? 
Do things look and feel a little differently than they did five minutes ago? Do 
you find yourself becoming acutely aware of details in this room that had 
heretofore escaped your attention? Are you perhaps more aware of – do you 
perhaps even feel more connected to – the people who occupy a space adjacent 
to your own? If you answered “yes” to any of these questions, you have caught a 
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glimpse of the power of vipassana. In its simplest form, vipassana cries 
“timeout” to the stream of cognition and concern that constantly berates our 
being. In the quiet space that remains, one finds – not unconsciousness as some 
might suspect – but rather an inexplicably virginal – untapped, unused, 
unassuming, and unspoiled – abiding awareness. 

 
“How can this be?” a student will sometimes ask. “I thought I knew my mind, but now I 
find the mind I thought I knew may not be mine at all. The self I thought I knew – the me 
identified with thoughts and feelings that float across a canvas of mind much like 
shadows across the wall of Plato’s cave – this self may not be real at all. More pointedly, 
this self (even if real) – which I took to be me – is not me.” 
 
Given the cultural biases of Americans, one of the nice features of vipassana is that it is 
both unobtrusive and portable: it goes wherever you go. All you need is a reasonably 
quiet place: a tree, a bench, or a desk in a classroom before a test. With a little practice, 
even external noise will cease to be a barrier. In fact, with a bit more practice, you may 
find yourself going on vipassana walks (sometimes called “walking meditation”). It is an 
eminently practical practice. Students who engage in vipassana immediately before an 
exam find that their anxieties dissipate, their minds clear, their memories crystallize, and 
their ability to focus and concentrate on the task at hand improves their score far more 
than a last few minutes of desperate cramming. 
 

Transiency and Passivity 
Although there is much more to be said about insights available through meditation, it is 
time to return to the topic of mysticism.11 At the beginning of this talk, I listed two 
characteristics of mystical experience: ineffability and noetic quality. We spoke briefly of 
ineffability: there is a sense in which mystical experience is beyond expression, and a 
second sense in which expression is in some sense forbidden (that any attempt to do so 
would be unfaithful or untrue). Were it not for a supposed noetic quality of the 
experience, the concept of ineffability – especially the second sense I have enumerated – 
would be nonsense. If mystical experiences had no content – or if all their content was 
inconsequential, ordinary, or otherwise accessible – ineffability would be, at most, a 
linguistic puzzle. As it is, however, many mystics agonize over the inability to 
conceptualize or express – even to themselves – what they regard as fundamental cosmic 
truths. William James wrote: 
 

They are states of insight into depths of truth unplumbed by the discursive 
intellect. They are illuminations, full of significance and importance, all 

                                                 
11 The inaugural issue of Yoga and Meditation Now: An International Journal of Health and Wellness 
(forthcoming) will include a summary of a paper that I presented to the Yoga and Meditation Society for 
the Scientific Study of Spirituality in September 2005: “Music, Mysticism, and Meditation.” In the current 
context, I can only hint at connections between two of the three. 
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inarticulate though they may remain; and as a rule they carry with them a 
curious sense of authority for after-time.12 

 
These two characteristics (ineffability and noetic quality) he regarded as the principal, 
primary, perhaps even indispensable characteristics of the mystical. Even so, James 
identified two other qualities which are “less sharply marked, but … usually found.”13 
 

3. Transiency (the simple fact that mystical experiences last for a relatively 
brief period of time). James wrote: 

 
Mystical states cannot be sustained for long. Except in rare instances, half an 
hour, or at most an hour or two, seems to be the limit beyond which they fade 
into the light of common day.14 
 

Although there is an important sense in which the encounter was timeless15 – and I was 
blissfully unaware of clock time – the experience that I related in the opening section of 
this paper transpired during a relatively brief period: perhaps a few minutes, an hour or 
two at most. 
 
A far more striking example of transiency is provided by Werner Allen in his book The 
Timeless Moment: 
 

It flashed up lightning-wise during a performance of Beethoven’s Seventh 
Symphony at the Queen’s Hall, in the triumphant fast movement when ‘the 
morning stars sang together and all the sons of God shouted for joy’. The swiftly 
flowing continuity of the music was not interrupted, so that what T.S. Eliot calls 
‘the intersection of the timeless moment’ must have slipped in between two 
demi-semi-quavers.16 

 
4. Passivity (the sense that mystical experiences happen to someone; that they 

are somehow beyond the range of human volition and control). As James 
explained: 

 
Although the oncoming of mystical states may be facilitated by preliminary 
voluntary operations, as by fixing the attention, or going through certain 
bodily performances, or in other ways which manuals of mysticism prescribe; 
yet when the characteristic sort of consciousness once has set in, the mystic 

                                                 
12 William James, “Mysticism” from Lectures XVI & XVII of The Varieties of Religious Experience. 
Reprinted, in part, in Douglas W. Shrader & Ashok K. Malhotra, Pathways to Philosophy. Upper Saddle 
River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1996: p. 416. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Characteristic #6, below. 
16 Happold, op.cit. p. 132. 
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feels as if his own will were in abeyance, and indeed sometimes as if he were 
grasped and held by a superior power.17 

 
I have already written about how the experience that engulfed me in the mountains of 
Eastern Kentucky was unsolicited and unexpected.18 In common parlance I might say “I 
had a mystical experience,” but phenomenologically speaking, it would be more accurate 
to say “A mystical experience had me” or – to extend the phrasing I have used earlier in 
this paper – “A mystical experience engulfed me.” 
 
A British boy of fifteen recounted his experience19 as follows: 
 

The thing happened one summer afternoon, on the school cricket field, while I 
was sitting on the grass, waiting my turn to bat. I was thinking about nothing in 
particular, merely enjoying the pleasures of midsummer idleness. Suddenly, and 
without warning, something invisible seemed to be drawn across the sky, 
transforming the world about me into a kind of tent of concentrated and 
enhanced significance. What had been merely an outside became an inside. The 
objective was somehow transformed into a completely subjective fact, which 
was experienced as ‘mine’, but on a level where the word had no meaning; for 
‘I’ was no longer the familiar ego.20 
 

A Swiss writer, who was hiking with colleagues, began with a description of the 
circumstances, and then proceeded to recount an experience that clearly bears the marks 
of both transiency and passivity: 
 

I was in perfect health: we were on our sixth day of tramping, and in good 
health. … I felt neither hunger, nor thirst, and my state of mind was equally 
healthy. …[A]ll at once I experienced a feeling, of being raised above myself, I 
felt the presence of God – I tell of the thing just as I was conscious of it – as if 
his goodness and his power were penetrating me altogether. The throb of 
emotion was so violent that I could barely tell the boys to pass on and not wait 
for me. I then sat down on a stone, unable to stand any longer, and my eyes 
overflowed with tears. … The state of ecstasy may have lasted four or five 
minutes, although it seemed at the time to last much longer. My comrades 

                                                 
17 James, op. cit. p. 416. 
18 Searching for Answers in a Sea of Doubt, above. 
19 Although I scrupulously avoid referring to the experience with which I began this paper as my 
experience, for the reasons given in note 7, finding parallel phrasing for other experiences would prove 
impractical, linguistically awkward, and intellectually presumptuous. Thus I will employ designations such 
as “his experience” or “her experience” as convenient, conventional, but non-prejudicial shorthand phrases; 
I do not know whether the British boy regarded the experience that he related as “his experience,” but the 
final two lines of the quote clearly establish an altered sense of ‘mine’ and ‘I’. 
20 Happold, op. cit. p. 130 
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waited for me ten minutes at the cross of Barine, but I took about twenty-five or 
thirty minutes to join them.21 

 
Unity of Opposites 

In another classic study of mysticism, first published in 1963, F.C. Happold listed a total 
of seven characteristics of mystical experience. The first characteristic that he added to 
the four enumerated by James is: 
 

5. Unity of opposites (a sense of Oneness, Wholeness or Completeness). As 
Happold expressed it:  

 
A common characteristic of many mystical states is the presence of a 
consciousness of the Oneness of everything. … In mystical experience the 
dilemma of duality is resolved. For to the mystic is given that unifying vision 
of the One in the All and the All in the One.22 

 
William Blake (1757-1827), the English mystic, poet, painter, and printmaker, captured 
this notion of “the One in the All and the All in the One” in four memorable lines: 
 

To see the world in a grain of sand  
And heaven in a wild flower, 
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand 
And eternity in an hour.23 

 
A few years later, Alfred Tennyson (1809-1892) extended the reflection: 
 

Flower in the crannied wall, 
I pluck you out of the crannies; 
Hold you here, root and all, in my hand, 
Little flower – but if I could understand 
What you are, root and all, and all in all, 
I should know what God and man is.24 

 
As clever as the lines composed by Blake and Tennyson may seem, neither the insight 
nor the example is new. Centuries before Blake and Tennyson, Meister Eckhart, a 
Dominican friar born in 1260 AD, mused: 
 

                                                 
21 William James, “Lecture III from The Varieties of Religious Experience” in Douglas W. Shrader, 
Philosophy and Religion. NY: McGraw-Hill, 2003: pp. 182-183. 
22 Happold, op. cit. pp. 46-47. 
23 Ibid. p. 91. 
24 Ibid. 
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The nearest thing one knows in God – for instance, if one could understand a 
flower as it has its being in God – this would be higher than the whole world.25 

 
Centuries before Meister Eckhart, the Chhandogya Upanishad taught that everything in 
the entire universe – heaven, earth, and beyond – is contained in a small space (akasa)26 
within the heart: 
 

In this body, in this town of Spirit, there is a little house shaped like a lotus and 
in that house there is a little space… There is as much in that little space within 
the heart as there is in the whole world outside. Heaven, earth, fire, wind, sun, 
moon, lightning, stars; whatever is and whatever is not, everything is there. 
(8.1.1-3)27 

 
Earlier, in the section titled Searching for Answers in a Sea of Doubt, I wrote:  
 

I surrendered to a warm, loving presence which so totally engulfed me that the 
“me” that it engulfed was no longer separate from the experience. 

 
That simple one-sentence description employs two interrelated, but conceptually distinct, 
expressions of this fifth characteristic (unity of opposites). First, as long as I was trying to 
make sense of the experience through the concepts and vocabulary at my disposal, I was 
able to maintain the ordinary distinction between the experience and the subject. When I 
surrendered, and stopped trying to make sense of the experience, the distinction 
evaporated. Second, to be engulfed is not simply to be overwhelmed, overcome, or 
surrounded. It is to be swallowed up so completely as to obliterate any original lines of 
demarcation. That which had been an independently identifiable entity is absorbed into a 
larger whole. Its fate, its future – indeed, its very existence – is now inextricably 
intertwined with that of the whole. 
 
Some of the most intransient problems of ineffability are associated with this “unity of 
opposites.” Mystical experiences resist not only the language, but also the logic of 
ordinary experience. While it is important not to push the analogy too far, the problems 
are not altogether different from the ones we encounter when trying to describe – via 
ordinary language and logic – the nature of subatomic particles. 
 
Although subatomic “particles” bear certain resemblances to macroscopic ones, there are 
marked differences as well. As demonstrated by the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, a 
subatomic particle can have precise position (so long as it has indefinite momentum) – or 
it can have precise momentum (so long as it has indefinite position). Unlike a 
                                                 
25 Ibid. p. 93. 
26 For an exploration of the mystical dimensions of akasa in Indian thought, see S.G. Tulpule, “From Space 
to Spacelessness: Medieval Indian Mystics’ Concept of Akasa.” New Delhi: Indira Gandhi National Centre 
for the Arts, 1995. Available online: <http://www.ignca.nic.in/ps_05013.htm>. 
27 Happold, op. cit. p. 106, cf. pp. 147-148. 
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macroscopic particle, however, it cannot simultaneously have precise position and precise 
momentum. Even more mind-boggling, for many of my students, it does not have either 
in the absence of a measurement. By performing precise position measurements, we 
create precisely positioned subatomic particles. By performing precise momentum 
measurements, we create ones with precise momentum. 
 
Because behavioral patterns of these enigmatic subatomic “particles” are orderly and 
predictable, philosophers and scientists accept – and to a certain extent even get used to – 
the mismatch between Quantum logic and the principles that govern macroscopic entities. 
In much the same way, although mystical experiences sound illogical and confusing 
when subjected to the standards of ordinary experience, there are patterns beneath the 
apparent chaos. Not only do individual experiences exhibit internal consistency, but there 
is a remarkable uniformity between experiences in terms of the challenges they present to 
the logic of non-mystical experience. Some of the most maddening ways in which many 
mystical experiences fail to play by the rules of normal logic revolve around questions of 
number. 
 
The words in the passage quoted above (re surrendering to a warm, loving presence) were 
chosen with exceptional care, paying attention to subtle nuances as well as the more 
obvious meanings. Even so, I remain painfully aware of myriad ways in which those 
words are not only inadequate, but potentially misleading as well. I am reasonably 
satisfied with the way they express the two phenomena discussed in a previous 
paragraph, especially insofar as the phenomena relate to what Happold called “the 
dilemma of duality.”28 Unfortunately, the words not only fail to illuminate, but actually 
conceal, a third example in this same category. The word that causes the most 
consternation is the smallest one in the entire sentence: “a.”  
 
Because it speaks of “a” presence, the passage conveys a sense of singularity. Such is not 
entirely incorrect: I did, indeed, sense a singular, unitary presence and it was that to 
which I surrendered. The problem is that the overwhelming sense of presence29 that 
dominated the experience was not simply that of “a” presence. There was also a clear 
experiential sense of a multitude, perhaps infinite in number. Ordinary dichotomous logic 
would reasonably ask an either/or question: “Well, which one was it: a singular presence 
or a multitude?” The logic of mystical experience answers in terms of both/and: “There 
was a sense of a singular, unitary presence and also a sense of a multitude.”30 Then it gets 

                                                 
28 Ibid. p. 47. 
29 For additional examples of mystical experiences that were dominated by a sense of presence, see: (i) 
William James, “Lecture III from The Varieties of Religious Experience” (especially pp. 177-180 of 
Douglas W. Shrader, Philosophy and Religion) and (ii) F.C. Happold, Mysticism, p. 141. 
30 The logical turnaround is a nearly perfect 180o from the one involved in the Heisenberg Uncertainty 
Principle. Position and momentum are paired in a both/and relationship when it comes to macroscopic 
objects, but shift to either/or and neither/nor relationships for subatomic ones. Singular and plural are 
either/or relationships for ordinary experience, but frequently shift to both/and (or neither/nor) relationships 
in mystical experiences. 
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really weird, because the answer – which may have seemed reasonable to this point –
continues: “It is also extremely important to note that, although there was a sense in 
which the multitude was distinct from the unity, there was also a sense of Wholeness in 
which the unity and multitude were One.”31 
 

Timelessness 
In a previous section titled Transiency and Passivity, I wrote: “there is an important sense 
in which the encounter was timeless – and I was blissfully unaware of clock time.” It is 
not uncommon to “lose track of time.” Such, by itself, does not constitute a mystical 
experience; nor does it challenge our conceptual understanding of space and time. For the 
mystic, however, the sense of timelessness is more radical and “illogical”32 than simply 
being “caught up in the moment.” This aspect of the experience is sufficiently common – 
and deviates from the framework of ordinary experience to a sufficient extent – to 
warrant enumeration as our sixth characteristic: 
 

6. Timelessness (a sense that mystical experiences transcend time). Mystical 
experiences seem to occur beyond – in some sense: outside of – time (and, I 
would add, spatial limitation as well). They may even reject time and space 
as illusory. Happold wrote: 

 
…the experiences of the mystics are not understandable unless one is 
prepared to accept that there may be an entirely different dimension from that 
of clock time or indeed of any other sort of time. For the mystic feels himself 
to be in a dimension where time is not, where “all is always now.”33 
 

Meister Eckhart spoke of three types of knowledge: sensible, rational, and a third kind 
that he described as: 
 

…an exalted power of the soul, a power so high and noble it is able to see God 
face to face in his own self. This power …  knows no yesterday or day before, 
no morrow or day after (for in eternity there is no yesterday or tomorrow); there 
is only a present now; the happenings of a thousand years ago, a thousand years 

                                                 
31 It is interesting to note, in this context, that the opening chapter of the book of Genesis combines singular 
verbs with a plural noun: Elohim (the Creator(s) of the universe). Equally striking is the apparently 
intentional but, strictly speaking, illogical juxtaposition of plural and singular nouns and pronouns. Verse 
26 begins: “Then Elohim said, ‘Let us make man in our own image, according to our likeness’” (Gen 1:26, 
italics added). The sentence that immediately follows this one states: “And Elohim created man in His own 
image, in the image of Elohim He created him; male and female He created them” (Gen 1:27, italics added). 
32 See my reflections in Unity of Opposites, above, regarding the difficulties we encounter if we try to 
shoehorn mystical experiences into the same logical boxes and conceptual structures that we use for 
ordinary, everyday experiences.  
33 Happold, op. cit. p. 48. 
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to come, are there in the present and the antipodes the same as here. (Sermon 
XC)34 

 
On another occasion he wrote: 
 

The now wherein God made the world is as near this time as the now I am 
speaking in this moment, and the last day is as near this now as was yesterday. 
(Sermon LXXXIV)35 

 
Somewhat paradoxically, the mystical experience that I described earlier as timeless “in 
an important sense” can be separated into two discrete temporal segments. As I struggled 
to make sense of the experience, sorting through my conceptual toolbox and linguistic 
dictionary, there was an altered but nonetheless recognizable sense of duration and 
temporal succession (before/after). Upon surrender, those familiar temporal parameters 
dissolved so completely as to leave no trace.  
 
I do not doubt that the two segments of the experience were temporally related just as I 
have described (first struggle, then surrender), but I have no basis to discern the duration 
of either. Even in the first segment, temporal sensation was unlike anything I had 
experienced previously. For want of a better description, time was simultaneously 
speeded up and slowed down. On the one hand, I seemed to have instantaneous access to 
every concept and term I had ever learned: there was no fumbling through my memory 
for a forgotten word or idea. On the other hand, this lightning-fast access was 
accompanied by a feeling that I could take as long as I wanted to examine every concept 
and term, to be sure it did not fit before I discarded it, or to set it aside to be reexamined 
whenever I so chose. There was no hurry: we had all the time in the world. 
 
As noted above, ordinary perceptions of space – including size, distance, position, and 
separation – break down in similar fashion. Simone Weil (1909-1943) described the 
effect of saying the ‘Our Father’ in Greek while working in the vineyards: 
 

At times the very first words tear my thoughts from my body and transport it to 
a place outside space where there is neither perspective nor point of view. The 
infinity of the ordinary expanses of perception is replaced by an infinity to the 
second or sometimes the third degree. At the same time, filling every part of this 
infinity of infinity, there is a silence, a silence which is not an absence of sound 
but which is the object of a positive sensation, more positive than that of sound. 
Noises, if there are any, only reach me after crossing the silence.36 

 

                                                 
34 Ibid. p. 279. 
35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid. pp. 141-142. 
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The True Self 
Having examined ineffability, noetic quality, transiency, passivity, unity of opposites, 
and timelessness we come, at long last, to the seventh and final characteristic identified 
by James and Happold: 
 

7. A feeling that one has somehow encountered “the true self” (a sense that 
mystical experiences reveal the nature of our true, cosmic self: one that is 
beyond life and death, beyond difference and duality, and beyond ego and 
selfishness). Consider, once again, my claims concerning vipassana 
meditation: by silently, dispassionately witnessing the flow of thoughts and 
emotions, you come to realize “I am not that.” Happold spoke of “the 
conviction that the phenomenal ego is not the real I.”37 He wrote: 

  
In man there is another self, the true Self, which is not affected by ordinary 
happenings and which gives him a sense of identity through numerous bodily 
and mental transformations. It does not change in the slow changes of the 
organism, in the flux of sensations, in the dissipation of ideas, or in the fading 
of memories.38 
 

In Hinduism, this feeling that one has encountered the true self is expressed in the idea 
that ātman (the individual self) and Brahman (the cosmic self: literally, the breath [brah] 
of the universe) are one and the same. 
 
Christian mystics use somewhat different imagery. Some speak of the spark of the soul or 
the ground of the spirit. John Ruysbroeck, a Catholic mystic during the 13th and 14th 
centuries, explained: 
 

…the spark of the soul … is the inward and natural tendency of the soul towards 
its source. And here we receive the Holy Spirit, the Charity of God. By this 
inward tendency we are like the Holy Spirit; but in the act of receiving we 
become one spirit and one love with God.39 

 
Meister Eckhart put it this way: 
 

For the power of the Holy Ghost seizes the very highest and purest, the spark of 
the soul, and carries it up in the flame of love… The soul-spark is conveyed 
aloft into its source and is absorbed into God and is identified with God and is 
the spiritual light of God. 
 

                                                 
37 Ibid. p. 48. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. p. 49. 
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There is in the soul something which is above the soul, Divine, simple, a pure 
nothing; rather nameless than named, unknown than known… It is absolute and 
free from all names and all forms, just as God is free and absolute in Himself. It 
is higher than knowledge, higher than love, higher than grace. For in these there 
is still distinction. In this power God doth blossom and flourish with all his 
Godhead and the spirit flourisheth in God.40 
 

If you did not know better, you might have thought part of that quote came from the 
opening lines of the Dao de Ching, a short pithy text composed by an elusive sage known 
as Laozi nearly 2000 years before the birth of Meister Eckhart. Ashok K. Malhotra 
translates the opening lines as follows: 
 

Words that describe Tao, do not capture the real Tao; 
Names that represent Tao, do not express the eternal Tao.41 
 

Like Eckhart’s “rather nameless than named, unknown than known… absolute and free 
from all names and all forms,” Laozi’s lines are as succinct an expression of ineffability 
as you could ever wish. As concise and clear as Malhotra’s lines may seem, the text he is 
translating is even terser and more abstruse. While Malhotra needs a total of thirteen 
different words to translate the two lines, the original packs its meaning into five 
pictographic characters, each of which can have multiple meanings. Whereas Malhotra 
utilizes ten words per line, Laozi economizes even further with six characters per line. To 
help the reader appreciate Laozi’s compact, symmetrical structure, the lines that follow 
present first the pictographic characters, then the Chinese pronunciation (Pinyin), and 
finally a literal if overly simplistic translation that preserves a word-for-word relationship 
between Chinese and English terms. 
 

道 可 道 , 非 常 道 。 

名 可 名 , 非 常 名 。42 
 
Dáo kě dáo, fēi cháng dáo.  
Míng kě míng, fēi cháng míng.  
 
Dao can dao, not true dao.  
Name can name, not true name.43 

                                                 
40 Ibid. 
41 Ashok K. Malhotra, Wisdom of the Tao te Ching: The Code of a Spiritual Warrior. Oneonta, NY: 
Oneonta Philosophy Studies, 2006: chapter 1. 
42 Shuhai Wenyuan: Classical Chinese Digital Database and Interactive Internet Worktable, version 3.3. 
Brian Bruya (ed.). University of Hawai'i: January 2003.  <http://www.shuhai.hawaii.edu> 22 October 2007. 
43 The character 可 (kě) conveys both possibility and suitability: both what can be done and what is 
appropriate or acceptable. More strongly, this second sense conveys an element of being worthy or fitting. 
We can approximate the weaker combination with the phrase “that will do” and the stronger one with “that 
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Having denied the relationship between ordinary understanding and eternal reality, the 
opening chapter of the Dao de Ching continues: 
 

The nameless is the source of heaven and earth; 
The named is the source of all particular things. 
Through desirelessness, the unnamed is experienced as oneness; 
Through desire, the named is experienced as manifested things. 
The nameless and the named are alike because they originate from the same 

source; 
They are diverse because they are described differently; 
Their ineffable source is a deep cosmic mystery; 
One who comprehends this profound connection between the nameless and 

the named attains total wisdom.44 
 

The Mystic Copula – Part I: Union with God 
Meister Eckhart wrote: 
 

The knower and the known are one. Simple people imagine they should see 
God, as if He stood there and they here. God and I, we are one in knowledge. … 
The eye with which I see God is the same as that with which he sees me.45 

 
John Ruysbroeck put it this way: 
 

…all that is in God is God. 

This eternal going out and this eternal life, which we have and are in God 
eternally, without ourselves, is the cause of our created being in time. And our 
created being abides in the Eternal Essence, and is one with it in its essential 
existence.46 

 
William Blake wrote: 
 

To mount to God is to enter into one’s self. For he who inwardly entereth and 
intimately penetratreth into himself gets above and beyond himself and truly 
mounts up to God.47 
 

One of the earliest Sufi poets, Baba Kuhi of Shiraz (d. 1050 AD), wrote: 
                                                                                                                                                 
will do quite nicely” or “that will do just fine.” In short, it is not simply a matter of what can be done, but 
what can be done well (in a fitting, appropriate, and worthy manner). 
44 Malhotra, op. cit. 
45 Happold, op. cit. p. 67. 
46 Ibid. 
47 Ibid. p. 69. 
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I oped mine eyes and by the light of His face around me 

In all the eye discovered – only God I saw. 
Like a candle I was melting in His fire: 

Amidst the flames outflanking – only God I saw. 
Myself with mine own eyes I saw most clearly, 

But when I looked with God’s eyes – only God I saw. 
I passed away into nothingness, I vanished, 

And lo, I was the All-living – only God I saw.48 
 
A chronological contemporary of Baba Kuhi, albeit from a different religious tradition, 
spoke of a similar transformation. One of only three Eastern Orthodox saints to be 
accorded the title “Theologian,” Saint Simeon the New Theologian (949-1022) told the 
following story about a young man named George: 
 

…a single divine ray shown right down on him and the room was full of light, 
and the young man … stayed there in ecstasy, forgot his individual self, and 
found no walls or roof over his head, because he saw light on every side… He 
had no bodily cares or concerns of this world on his mind, but forgot the world 
and was wholly dissolved to become one with the divine light, so that it seemed 
to him that he was the light. … And so it was in truth that love and the desire he 
had for God took him out of the world in the spirit, and he forgot the world and 
the flesh and all the vain business of this life and was translated wholly into 
God.49 

 
For Simeon, these words are not a simple poetic expression describing the experience of 
a single individual, but a vital truth that must be realized by all: 
 

The soul cannot live unless it is ineffably and without confusion united to God, 
who is truly the life eternal.50 

 
The Mystic Copula – Part II: Purgation 

The so-called mystic copula does not recognize geographic, cultural, or denominational 
boundaries. It occurs within all mystic traditions. If one is to take seriously the possibility 
of union with God, one must be prepared to affirm the possibility of attaining a spiritual 
state in which sentences such as “God and I are one” or even “I am God” are neither 
blasphemy nor metaphor. To achieve such a union, the mystic typically cultivates a path 
– not of exultation – but of purgation. 

                                                 
48 Ibid. p. 251. Also see <http://www.poetry-chaikhana.com/K/KuhiofShiraz/Inmarketincl.htm> accessed 
28 October 2007. 
49 Happold, op. cit. pp. 226-227. 
50 The Discourses, pp. 182-184, Trans. C.J. de Catanzaro. Ramsey, N.J.: Paulist Press, 1980. Quoted from 
<http://www.onelittleangel.com/wisdom/quotes/saint.asp?mc=300> Accessed 29 October 2007. 
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The Apostle Paul (1st century AD) wrote: 
 

I have been crucified with Christ; and it is no longer I who live, but Christ who 
lives in me; and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of 
God, who loved me, and delivered Himself up for me. (Galatians 2:20) 

 
Saint Athanasius (c. 293-373), patriarch of Alexandria, summed up the matter in a truly 
memorable phrase: 
 

God was made man in order that man might be made God.51 
 
Saint John of the Cross (16th century) spoke of two nights of purgation: first of the senses, 
second of the spiritual part of the soul. Without these preliminary steps, he believed, it 
would be impossible to proceed to higher forms of contemplation. In a series of epigrams, 
reminiscent of the Dao de Ching, he wrote: 
 

In order to arrive at having pleasure in everything, 
Desire to have pleasure in nothing. 

In order to arrive at possessing everything, 
Desire to possess nothing. 

In order to arrive at being everywhere, 
Desire to be nothing. 

In order to arrive at knowing everything,  
Desire to know nothing. … 

When the mind dwells upon anything, 
Thou art ceasing to cast thyself upon the All. 

For, in order to pass from the all to the All 
Thou hast to deny thyself wholly in all.52 

 
Wm Blake posed the question: 
 

“How can you take your soul to Him if you carry with you your soul [i.e. your 
consciousness of self]”?53 

 
I am reminded of a Sufi story about a religious devotee (described as a lover) who knocks 
at the door of the Divine Being (identified as ‘the Beloved’). The Beloved asks, ‘Who is 
there?’ ‘It is I’ replies the lover, only to be told ‘This house will not hold both Me and 
thee.’ So the lover goes away and weeps and prays in solitude. After a long time he 

                                                 
51 Happold, op. cit. p. 63. 
52 Ibid. p. 59. 
53 Ibid. p. 70. 
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returns and knocks again. The Voice asks, ‘Who is there?’ This time the lover responds, 
‘It is Thou.’ Immediately the door opens; lover and Beloved are united at last.54 
 

Inner Wisdom 
Ironic as it may seem, mystics tell us that if we wish to find God, we must look within. 
The popular and enchanting Sufi poet, Mevlana Jala-e Din Rumi (1207-1273) wrote: 
 

Your self is a copy made in the image of God. Seek in yourself all that you 
desire to know.55 
 

In the Gospel according to Luke, the Pharisees questioned Jesus as to when the kingdom 
of God was coming, He answered: 
 

The kingdom of God is not coming with signs to be observed, nor will they say 
‘Look, here it is!’ or, ‘There it is!’ For behold, the kingdom of God is within 
you. (Luke 17: 20-21) 

 
The Eastern Orthodox Bishop of Nineveh, Saint Isaac the Syrian (7th century AD), 
painted a verbal portrait of the inner kingdom in terms that parallel those of the 
Chhandogya Upanishad:56 
 

The spiritual land of a man pure in soul is within him. The sun which shines in it 
is the light of the Holy Trinity. The air which its inhabitant breathes is the All-
Holy Spirit. The life, joy, and gladness of that country is Christ, the Light of the 
Light – the Father. That is the Jerusalem or Kingdom of God hidden within us… 
Try to enter the cell within you, and you will see the heavenly cell. They are one 
and the same. By one entry you enter both. The ladder to the Heavenly Kingdom 
is within you. It is built mysteriously in your soul.57 

 
The English poet Robert Browning (1812-1899) put it this way: 
 

Truth is within ourselves; it takes no rise 
From outward things, whate’er you may believe. 
There is an inmost center in us all, 
Where truth abides in fullness; and around 
Wall upon wall, the gross flesh hems it in, 
This perfect, clear perception – which is truth. 
 
A baffling and perverting carnal mesh 

                                                 
54 Ibid. p. 97. cf. Sayings of Bayazid <www.naqshbandi.org/chain/6.htm>. Accessed 22 October 2007. 
55 Ibid. 
56 Quoted above, in the section titled Unity of Opposites. 
57 Happold, op. cit. pp. 223-224 
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Blinds it and makes all error; and to know 
Rather consists in opening out a way 
Whence the imprisoned splendour may escape, 
Than in effecting entry for a light, 
Supposed to be without.58 
 

Rumi waxed poetic, but the meaning is unmistakable: 
 

Ere there was a garden and vine and grape in the world 
Our soul was intoxicated with immortal wine, 
In the Baghdad of eternity we proudly were proclaiming, ‘I am God.’59 
 

Deity Yoga 
The brightly colored tapestries reproduced below, tankas, are some of the most readily 
identifiable, but least understood, symbols of Tibetan Buddhism. I acquired these from a 
monastery in China during the summer of 1999. Each tanka, I was assured, has been 
blessed by three lamas (Tibetan teachers or priests) to ensure auspicious results.  
 

 

                                                 
58 Ibid. pp. 59-60. 
59 Diwan, ibid. p. 97. 
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If the Tibetans are right, having been thrice blessed, these fabrics have been transformed 
into spiritual instruments uniquely suited to alleviate suffering and promote well-being 
among all sentient creatures. More importantly for our purposes here, tankas serve as 
meditative focal points for a practice known as “deity yoga.” 
 
Because he was concerned far more with the alleviation of suffering than with worship or 
cultivation of intellectual belief, the Buddha (Siddhartha Gautama, ca. 563-483 BC) – 
represented in the tanka on the left – taught very little about gods or goddesses, neither 
denying their reality nor affirming their importance.60 As a result, when Buddhism was 
transplanted – from the native soil of India to more distant lands – its proponents did not 
feel an overwhelming need to eradicate belief in whatever gods or goddesses the people 
might have. Some areas, such as Tibet, seemed populated with an especially large 
number of spiritual beings. 
 
In deity yoga, the practitioner sits in a lotus position before a single tanka. He cleanses 
his mind with vipassana meditation, then begins to visualize himself as the physical 
incarnation of the divine being whose physical image hangs before him. To help maintain 
focus, he may chant a repetitive prayer. Much as Catholics do with a rosary, he may hold 
a mala (a string of beads) between his fingers to keep track of the prayer, including 
periodic variations. The initial goal of deity yoga is simply to become more like the 
divine being represented in the tanka. The ultimate goal, for the practitioner, is to bridge 
the gap between self and god. This may be expressed as becoming one with the divine 
being, becoming the divine being, or – perhaps most puzzling of all – recognizing that he 
already is, always has been and always will be, that being. 
  
As one nurtured on the spiritual milk of the Christian tradition, it is hard for me not to 
hear an echo of the Apostle Paul’s voice: “it is no longer I who live, but Christ who lives 
in me” (Galatians 2:20, above). I obtained the wooden image of Jesus reproduced on the 
following page from a cathedral in Russia, September 2003. A member of the Russian 
Orthodox Church who prays, “Dear God, let me be more like Jesus” – and who displays 
an icon such as this as a reminder of that ideal – already engages, I submit, in a form of 
worship not entirely dissimilar from the deity yoga of the Tibetan Buddhist. 

                                                 
60 Although it is beyond the scope of this inquiry, I have examined the reasoning process by which the 
Buddha sidestepped issues such as this in three other venues: (i) Douglas W. Shrader, “The Logic of 
Negation in Early Greek and Buddhist Philosophy” in Philosophies of Being and Mind: Ancient and 
Medieval, James T. H. Martin (editor). Delmar, NY: Caravan Books, 1992: 87-102, (ii) Douglas W. 
Shrader, The Logic Beneath the Caution: An Analysis of the Buddha's Responses to Questions about the 
Self. Oneonta, NY: Oneonta Philosophy Studies, 1992, and (iii) Douglas W. Shrader, “Between Self and 
No-Self: Lessons from the Majjhima Nikaya,” Honolulu, HI: 41st Annual Conference of ASPAC (Asian 
Studies on the Pacific Coast), June 2007. 
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Parting Thoughts 
One of my favorite billboards stands at the intersection of two rural roads in North 
Carolina. Rising above the cornfields, the billboard is visible for several minutes before 
the motorist is able to make out the massive letters that dominate the white space: 
 

Christ is the Answer. 
You are the question. 

 
A few minutes later, as the motorist closes the distance, somewhat smaller print explains: 
 

Well, you asked for a sign! 
 
An equally memorable billboard that I once spotted in Ohio featured a toll-free number to 
talk to the Virgin Mary. 
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Because mystical experiences seem to bridge the distance from here to eternity, and 
because many are characterized by an apparent noetic quality (revelation of a secret or 
hidden knowledge), it may be tempting to regard them as cosmic billboards or phone 
calls from heaven. Having devoted thirty-six years to contemplation, meditation, 
reflection, and intensive study of metaphysics, epistemology, and religious traditions 
from every corner of the globe, past as well as present, I have learned a lot about mystical 
experiences. Even so, I am not sure that I actually understand the experience that 
engulfed me that late summer day any better than I did at age eighteen. It has shaped the 
person I have become, both personally and professionally, but intellectually speaking it 
remains an unfathomable mysterious experience.  
 
The shared etymology of “mystical” and “mystery” is not a matter of simple linguistic 
coincidence, but a stark reminder that mystery is a core element of mystical experience. 
In fact, it is perhaps this irreducible mystery – more than any of the characteristics 
enumerated by James and Happold – that serves as the true mark of the mystical. Having 
been blessed with the experience I have described in this paper, I am more acutely aware 
of how very little we know about this vast universe in which we live. Perhaps, when all is 
said and done, that is the quintessential revelation of the mystics: 
 

Whatever it is that you think you know, think again. 
 
In the third section of this paper, Searching for Answers in a Sea of Doubt, I wrote about 
the intellectual struggles and rebellious attitude of a teenager who insisted, not only that 
the world should make sense, but also that it should conform to rational standards of 
distributive justice: 
 

Searching for answers – as well as a deeper understanding of my family – I had 
read the Bible, cover to cover, not in isolated bits and pieces as is the case for 
most people. Despite a willing spirit and open mind, those answers were not 
forthcoming. The more I reflected on the matter, the more difficult it became to 
reconcile faith in God with the widespread, unwarranted, and undeserved 
suffering I found in the world. Like Ivan Karamazov in Dostoyevsky’s novel, I 
was especially troubled by the suffering of innocent children. 

 
As I grew into adulthood, I discovered the depths of my own ignorance: suffering is far 
deeper, far more widespread, and perhaps far more intractable than I could ever have 
imagined at eighteen. The Book of Job tells the story of a curious set of exchanges 
between God and Satan (the adversary).61 God describes Job as “a blameless and upright 
man, fearing God, and turning away from evil” (Job 1:7). Satan retorts that Job only fears 
God because God protects him and has granted him great wealth. Withdraw Job’s good 

                                                 
61 For an uncommonly insightful analysis of the story, along lines similar to the ones presented here, see 
John A. Houston, “The Trials of Job: A Personal Reflection on an Existential Problem” in Self and Society, 
edited by Douglas W. Shrader. NY: Global Scholarly Publications, 2004 (pp. 3-28). 
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fortune, he challenges, and “he will surely curse Thee to Thy face” (Job 1:11). Incredibly, 
God agrees to the test. Within a matter of a few minutes, Job becomes destitute: he loses 
all his livestock, his servants, and even his children to two “natural” disasters as well as a 
pair of independent attacks by Sabeans and Chaldeans.  
 
When Job fails to blame God, but continues to worship him instead, Satan taunts God: 
“Skin for skin! Yes, all that a man has he will give for his life. However, put forth Thy 
hand, now, and touch his bone and his flesh; he will curse Thee to Thy face!” (Job 2:4-5). 
God then permits Satan to smite Job with “sore boils from the sole of his foot to the 
crown of his head” (Job 2:7). As he sits among the ashes, scraping the boils with a 
potsherd, his wife chastises him and even his friends are convinced that he must have 
sinned terribly to have been inflicted with so much suffering. They urge him to repent. 
 
Job curses the day he was born and longs for death, but throughout the ordeal he 
maintains his righteousness. Because he does not understand the causes of his suffering, 
he portrays himself as having been wronged by God62 and wishes for an opportunity to 
plead his case: 
 

Oh that I knew where I might find Him, 
That I might come to His seat! 

I would present my case before Him 
And fill my mouth with arguments. (Job 23:3-4) 

 
When God finally does answer Job “out of the whirlwind” (Job 38:1), the exchange does 
not go as Job had planned. Confronted by divine power and majesty on the one hand, and 
the limitations of his own ability and understanding on the other, Job withdraws his 
complaint: 
 

I have declared that which I did not understand, 
Things too wonderful for me, which I did not know. (Job 42:3) 

I have heard of You by the hearing of the ear; 
But now my eye sees You;  

Therefore I retract, 
And I repent in dust and ashes. (Job 42:5-6) 

 
Answers provided by mystical experiences are not intellectual solutions, but existential 
dissolutions. God does not provide Job with a justification for his suffering, but what He 
does provide (a glimpse of His majesty and power) is enough. I am still troubled by the 
suffering of innocent children – so much so that I devote both time and energy to projects 
designed to reduce that suffering – but I no longer find that suffering to be a spiritual 

                                                 
62 See, for example, Job 19:6. 
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barrier.63 The more fully I surrender to the warm, loving presence that engulfed me along 
a mountain path thirty-six years ago, the more I find my intellectual angst giving way to 
peace, joy, and a far more practical question: How can I help?64 
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Distinguished Teaching Professor    State University of New York 
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63 Although there is not sufficient space to pursue the matter in this context, it is nonetheless worth noting 
that it was not a scientific discovery, but rather this problem of suffering that distanced Charles Darwin 
from the religious faith he held so dearly in his youth. See Douglas W. Shrader, “Religion in America: The 
Intelligent Design Controversy” in Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Hawaii International Conference on 
Arts and Humanities. Honolulu, HI: January 2007: pp. 4797-4834. 
64 After all, Job’s fortunes were not restored until he performed a selfless act: praying for his friends who 
had kindled God’s wrath by speaking falsely of Him as they tried to console Job. (Job 42:7-10) 
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Abstract 
This article mainly investigates explicitation differences between 

English-to-Chinese literature translations for children and for adults with the method of 

corpus-based translation study (CTS). Explicitation is the overall tendency to explicate  

implicit messages in translation. The criteria for this explication survey include lower 

variation of nouns at the lexical level (i.e. lower noun density), more added connectives 

to explicitly present the inter-clause and inter-sentential relations at the syntactical level, 

and more added notes to provide supplementary information. The result of this 

corpus-based investigation shows that the translated novels for children have lower noun 

density (24%), higher frequency of added connectives (43%) and higher frequency of 

added footnotes (53%) than do the translated novels for adults, respectively being 27%, 

21% and 25%. The hidden reasons for this discrepancy are that the translated novels for 

children emphasize easy-to-understand lexical presentation with effective linguistic input 

while those for adults seek more complex lexical presentation for aesthetic appreciation, 

explored from Zohar Shavit’s poetics of children’s literature and Hans J. Vermeer’s 

skopos theory as the argumentative framework. With regard to translation strategies, 

children require the adapted translation for effective communication while adults require 

literal translation for informational adequacy. Furthermore, children’s literature is an 

educational tool, requiring easier-to-learn lexicons and additional information input, but 

adult literature has a literary purpose, pursuing spiritual amusement and sublimation. In 

sum, the differences in the explication degree between the translated novels for children 

and for adults result from different reading purposes and different target audiences. 

Finally, the author recommends that this purpose-oriented study of explicitation variance 

with the CTS method can be replicated for future researches of other literary genres and 

other language pairs.    

  Keywords: explicitation, literature translation, noun density, added connectives, 

added notes, translation purposes     
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Abstract 

The purpose of assessing translated work is to entail objective description or judgment 

concerning translation practice and creative process involved in translating.  In terms of the 

conventional assessment of the stylistic idiosyncrasies of the source language and of individual 

translators, assessment criteria are to be applied manual within empirical analysis of the source and 

target text.  One of the drawbacks is its subjective manner and lack of a systematic analysis.  The 

comparison between texts and translations is unlikely to show how equivalence has been 

established, and examples randomly selected cannot represent the full range of linguistic choices 

made by translators, especially when dealing with the multiple translational texts.   

This paper highlights the valuable role of small bilingual corpora as a resource and corpora 

analysis tools, such as Wordsmith tools and ParaConc, can be used as a point of departure for the 

assessment of literary translation in a classroom situation.  As qualitative and quantitative 

techniques are combined in corpus studies, this paper suggests that a more consistent and systematic 

analysis of source and target texts in a classroom situation can be effectively conducted.  The 

systemic model developed by Jeremy Munday is tailored-made for this pedagogical situation.  The 

working of this model is illustrated with a specially-designed electronic corpus that consists of a 

short story by an American woman writer Sarah Orne Jewett and its two Chinese translations.   

The paper is divided into four main sections.  Section 1 briefly describes two different types 

of assessment, namely, the descriptive and evaluative assessment.  From a pedagogical point of 

view, it is suggested that descriptive assessment rather than evaluative assessment is needed for the 

beginning translators whose cross-linguistic awareness are still underdeveloped.  Within a 

descriptive assessment, students are taught to identify patterns of shifts, to observe how professional 

translators have handled certain linguistic features or cultural references, and to ponder the reasons 

for the translation features manifested in the text pairs.  Section 2 examines six models that focus 

on different aspects of texts are “still not as explicit as is necessary for a description to be as 
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objective as replicable as possible” (Munday 2002:77).  As they are unsystematic in nature and are 

limited in its application in the classroom situation, a systemic model for descriptive translation 

studies based on a corpus-based approach proposed by Jeremy Munday claims to overcome these 

deficiencies.  This model is then tailored-made for pedagogical purpose.  Section 3 reports on the 

construction of an electronic small-size parallel corpus of a short story entitled “The White Heron” 

by Sarah Orne Jewett and its two Chinese translations and the procedure of how students are taught 

to use corpora analysis tools to facilitate register analysis.  It is concluded with a reflection on the 

teacher’s and student’s role in the corpus-driven model as well as the potentiality of using this 

model to fostering student competency of carrying out analysis of literary translation. 

 

 

Key Words: corpus-based approach, analysis of literary translation, computer-assisted teaching, 

translator training 
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Explorations in Origami 
 

Jeanine Meyer, Ph.D. 
Purchase College/State University of New York 

735 Anderson Hill Road 
Purchase, New York 10577 

USA 
jeanine.meyer@purchase.edu 

 
 
Origami refers to the art of paper-folding, generally associated with Japan (the term 
means folding paper), but with history in China, Spain and elsewhere. Traditional models 
include frogs, birds, and boxes and new models in this style are being created today.  In 
addition, a new type of origami involves building large models out of modules.  The 
individual module is generally simple to make with the challenge in the assembly 
process.  Mathematics and computer techniques have been used to assist in the creation, 
documentation and teaching of paper folding and paper folding and related activities have 
been the inspiration for mathematical pursuits.   
 

 
 
 

For example, the story is told that Betsy 
Ross suggested that the stars in the new 
flag be 5-pointed and demonstrated that a 
star could be made by folding a piece of 
cloth and then making a single cut.   (We 
will make this star during the session.) 
 
Mathematicians asked the question: can 
any polygonal shape be produced in a 
similar manner and the answer is/was yes!  
Going from the specific to the general is a 
typical process in mathematics. 
 

 
However, it is not only advanced mathematics that is inspired by origami.  Simple 
origami models can be used to stimulate mathematical thinking and it certainly is not too 
bold a claim that any time spent doing origami invokes spatial reasoning. Origami is an 
excellent domain for   

• promoting the study of open-ended problems  
• promoting the application of mathematics to actual problems  
• encouraging mathematical discourse: students "talking" math  
• developing in students the habit and skills to use mathematics to describe the 

world  
• increasing attention to topics such as geometry and spatial relations  
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• adopting instructional practices that are 'hands-on' and 'minds-on', involve peer 
teaching and collaboration, and span disciplines.  

Producing directions for origami poses challenges in graphic design and pedagogy.  
There is a standard format and standard terminology, but alternative approaches are 
worth investigating.  Different methods will be shown.  Similarly, teaching the folding of 
an origami model, especially if you want the student to be able to repeat the process is an 
opportunity to be creative with language.  This will be demonstrated when doing all the 
models.  Members of the audience will be encouraged to take a turn at teaching and to 
reflect on the process. 
 
In this session, we will make and discuss several models. These activities have been 
incorporated in a general education mathematics course taken by humanities majors. The 
following are possibilities.  The pictures illustrate different styles for directions. 
 
The magazine cover box can be made with 
a typical magazine cover or a standard 8.5 
by 11 piece of paper.  The requirement that 
it be a rectangle and not a square is clearly 
evident at one point in the construction 
process.  We also can pose and answer the 
question of how to calculate the final 
dimensions from the original dimensions. 
 
 
 

                       

 
 
The business card frog can be made from index cards as well as business cards.  We can 
compare the jumping heights of frogs made with types of paper and pose the challenge to 
determine the critical factor.  It also is amusing to see if the frog can jump into the box. 
 
The water balloon is one of the oldest origami models.  We can color the surface of the 
finished model and then unfold the model to examine how the paper is used. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A simple ornament is constructed using 6 
copies of the water bomb base.  This serves 
as an introduction to modular origami. 
Making the model out of 3 pairs of units of 
the same color helps to focus on the 3 
dimensions of the completed model. 
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Depending on interest and time, other models will be taught and/or demonstrated.  I will 
indicate useful resources, including the Meyer Family Origami site.  The session will 
close with reflections on the potential of origami in cross-disciplinary studies.   
 

 
 

 
 
 

Resources 
 
 
Betsy Ross Home page, Picture and Story used courtesy of http://www.ushistory.org, 
Viewed August 20, 2007. 
 
Demain, Erik, Erik Demaine's Folding and Unfolding: The Fold and Cut Problem, 
http://erikdemaine.org/foldcut/, Viewed August 20, 2007. 
 
Gurkewitz, Rona and Bennett Arnstein, 3-D Geometric Origami: Modular Polyhedra, 
Dover, 1995. 
 
Lang, Robert, Origami Design Secrets: Mathematical Methods for an Ancient Art, A 
K Peters, 2003 
 
Origami USA, 15 West 77 Street, New York, NY 10024-5192, phone: (212) 769-5635, 
http://www.origami-usa.org. 
 
Meyer, Daniel; Jeanine Meyer and Aviva Meyer, Teaching Mathematical Thinking 
through Origami, http://newmedia.purchase.edu/~Jeanine/origami 
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       “Basic English and Cognitive Science” 
 

         William A. Geiger, Jr., Professor of English, Whittier College 
     13406 Philadelphia Street, Whittier, CA 90608 

                bgeiger@whittier.edu  (562) 907-4200 ext. 4349 
 
Abstract:  For the past twenty-five years, scholars and researchers of Cognitive Science have used the 
following principles proposed by Mark Johnson and George Lakoff: we construct our world by the word 
symbols we develop and use; world construction also uses schemata as the basis of classification; words 
are characterized by the development of multiple meanings (ambiguity or polysemy); figuration, 
especially metaphor and metonomy, is the way in which we develop multiple meanings; and our 
language symbols, schemata, and figuration depend upon our sensorimotor experiences because we are 
embodied beings.  My paper demonstrates that Basic English, a system of reduced English developed by 
C. K. Ogden (1889-1957) and first published in 1929, anticipated and exemplifies and provides an 
excellent introduction to Cognitive Science for English-speaking users.   

C. K. Ogden (1889-1957) got the idea of constructing a limited language when defining words 

while writing Chapter VI, “Definition,” in The Meaning of Meaning with I. A. Richards.  As Ogden tried 

defining a large store of words, he saw that certain words were used repeatedly as he framed definitions.  

Ogden hypothesized that there was a core set of words that formed the heart of thinking in English.  The 

outgrowth of Ogden’s attempt to determine what these words are is the system of Basic English, a 

system composed of 850 headwords.  (The Basic English wordlist is reproduced at the end of this 

paragraph in Figure 1.)  These 850 words are capable of expressing any thought in general discourse.  

There are also auxiliary vocabularies available for reading, writing, and thinking in specialized subjects, 

subjects such as verse, the Bible, economics, general science, biology, chemistry, physics, geology, and 

mathematics.  Finally, there are 150 words not on the list that are so internationally well known that they 

may be used with the core vocabulary, words such as ‘aluminum’, ‘automobile’, ‘radio’, ‘passport’, and 

`encyclopedia’, together with names of the major sciences, place names, words denoting units of 

measurement, number words, names of money, and names of weekdays and months.  (For a listing and 

discussion of these words, see Geiger, Making Sense, and Ogden, Basic English: International Second 

Language.) 
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Figure 1: The Basic English Wordlist .  Tipped-in sheet in C. K. Ogden’s The Basic Dictionary, n.p. 

Now look at the Basic English wordlist as I describe the system.  There are three categories of 

words in the system: Operations, Things, and Qualities. 

The Operations column consists of 100 words.  Although it is smaller than the two other 

columns, the Operations make the system work; they “operate” the system.  The heart of the Operations 

column consists of the first eighteen words.  I.  These words, called the Operators, are the only words 

in the system that function as verbs.  They are the only words that you can conjugate according to 

person, number, and tense.  At least one of these words must be used in each sentence written in Basic 

English.  Thus, you cannot say in Basic “I telephoned my friend yesterday,” but you can say either “I 

gave a telephone call to my friend yesterday” or “I made a telephone call to my friend yesterday.”  The 

two words may and will function only as auxiliary or helping words, as in “I may go to class this 

morning” or “She will be doing her chemistry report tonight.” Here is a diagram (Figure 2) that presents 

and illustrates the sixteen Operators. 

  

Figure 2.  C. K. Ogden, Basic Step By Step, n.p. 
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II. The next fifteen words (about through with) are prepositions (or Directives, as Ogden called them).  

These are used with the Operators in order to express the thoughts we ordinarily express with about 

2,000 verbs and to link clusters of words together to express relationships.  (The two diagrams that 

follow, figures three and four, illustrate the meaning of the Directives.) 
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(The top diagram, Figure 3, is from C. K. Ogden, Basic Step By Step n.p., and the bottom diagram, 

Figure 4, is from I. A. Richards and Christine Gibson, Learning Basic English, p. 29.) 

III. The next set of words, as through than, express non-spatial relations.  IV.  The words between a and 

who make up a five-part set of words (articles, indefinite pronouns, demonstratives, personal pronouns, 

and interrogatives and relatives) that help us make our thoughts clearer.  V.  The set of words, and 

through why, form several groups (coordinating conjunctions, subordinating conjunctions, and words 

designed to pose questions) that are used to join word groups.  VI. The remaining words are 

fundamentally adverbs.  Thus the Operations column, even though it is the smallest of the three sections, 

is the most complicated because it has more of the parts that we use to make connections with all the 

other parts of the Basic English vocabulary.  

Turning to the Things section, note that there are two sorts of things: General and Pictured. 

Words in the General Things section function as class names because they do not name things that can 

be easily visualized, as with animal, machine, and fruit.   Some of the words seem to be particular, such 

as tin and gold, but unless you think of a tin of dog or cat food or a gold ring, tin and gold function as 

class names.  Many of the words in the General Things section are intangible, fictional, or metaphorical, 

such as education, order, and theory.  As the name suggests, words in the Pictured Things section 

denote picturable objects, such as scissors, egg, and tooth.   

As with the Things section, the Qualities section has two sorts: 100 General Qualities and 50 

Opposites.  Thus we have clean and its opposite dirty; similarly with kind and cruel, and living and 

dead. 1 

Keeping this brief overview of Basic English in mind, let us now turn to a discussion of the 

fundamental concepts of Cognitive Science.  I will then show how Basic English can be used as a 

practical introduction to Cognitive Science. 

Cognitive Science is a relatively new interdisciplinary academic study that seeks to understand what 

the human mind is viewed as a functioning part of people as embodied beings.  It draws upon a number 

of disciplines, especially psychology, linguistics, neuroscience, computer and information science, 

philosophy, physics, and anthropology.  A succinct summary of its major principles has been aptly 

summarized by George Lakoff and Mark Johnson:  
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• Conceptual structure arises from our sensorimotor experience and the neural structures that give 

rise to it.  The very notion of “structure” in our conceptual system is characterized by such things 

as image schemas and motor schemas. 

• Mental structures are intrinsically meaningful by virtue of their connection to our bodies and our 

embodied experience.  They cannot be characterized adequately by meaningless symbols. 

• There is a “basic level” of concepts that arises in part from our motor schemas and our capacities 

for gestalt perception and image formation. 

• Our brains are structured so as to project activation patterns from sensorimotor areas to higher 

cortical areas.  These constitute what we have called primary metaphors.  Projections of this kind 

allow us to conceptualize abstract concepts on the basis of inferential patterns used in 

sensorimotor processes that are directly tied to the body. 

• The structure of concepts includes prototypes of various sorts: typical cases, ideal cases, social 

stereotypes, salient exemplars, cognitive reference points, end points of graded scales, nightmare 

cases, and so on. 

• Reason is embodied in that our fundamental forms of inference arise from sensorimotor and 

other body-based forms of inference. 

• Reason is imaginative in that bodily inference forms are mapped onto abstract modes of 

inference by metaphor. 

• Conceptual systems are pluralistic, not monolithic.  Typically, abstract concepts are defined by 

multiple conceptual metaphors, which are often inconsistent with each other.   

(Philosophy in the Flesh, pp. 77-78).   

Image schemas are a major part of contemporary cognitive science.  However, ‘image schemas’ 

is an ambiguous term with two primary meanings.  The dominant meaning was developed by Mark 

Johnson in his The Body in the Mind: The Bodily Basis of Meaning, Imagination, and Reason (Chicago, 

1987), George Lakoff in his Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things: What Categories Reveal About the 
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Mind (Chicago, 2006), and Rudolf Arnheim in his Visual Thinking (London: Faber & Faber, 1969.)  

Johnson, Lakoff, and Arnheim define image schemas as imbedded mental structures that predispose us 

to interpret phenomena in recurring ways.  These mental structures arise from our sense of being 

embodied beings, because of the structures imbedded in our language, and from historical situations and 

contexts.  Thus, one meaning of ‘image schemas’ is that they are images that stand for classes.  

According to this definition, ‘chair’ is an image schema and ‘furniture’ is not.  Eleanor Rosch maintains 

that unlike traditional philosophical and psychological theory, we organize our concepts and experiences 

by such middle-level abstractions as ‘chairs’ rather than ‘furniture’. 2  

Raymond Gibbs develops Rosch’s point in a four-part argument.  What Rosch refers to a middle-

level abstract term Gibbs terms a “basic level” term (Embodiment, 82). 

(1) It [the basic level term] is the highest level at which category members have similarly 

perceived overall shapes.  For example, you can recognize a chair by its overall 

shape.  But there is no overall shape that you can assign to a generalized piece of 

furniture such that you could recognize the category from the shape. 

(2) It is the highest level at which a single mental image can represent the entire 

category.  You can form a mental image of a chair.  You can get mental images of 

opposing categories at this level, such as tables and beds.  But you cannot get a 

mental image of a general piece of furniture that is not some particular piece of 

furniture, such as a table or bed. 

(3) It is the highest level at which a person uses similar motor actions in interacting with 

category members.  People have motor programs for interacting with objects at the 

basic level – interacting with chairs, tables, and beds.  There are no programs for 

interacting with generalized pieces of furniture. 

(4) It is the level at which most of our knowledge is organized.  Think of all that you 

know about cars versus all that you know about vehicles.  You know a handful of 

things about vehicles, but a huge number of things about cars.  It is at the basic level 

that most of our useful information and knowledge is organized (Embodiment, 82). 
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Gibbs defines image schemas in another way.  “. . . image schemas are imaginative, 

nonpropositional structures that organize experience at the level of bodily perception and movement” 

(Embodiment, 91).  These image schemas are not images that enable us to name and classify 

perceptions.  Instead, these schemas “. . . are more abstract than ordinary visual mental images and 

consist of dynamic spatial patterns that underlie the spatial relations and movement found in actual 

concrete images” (Embodiment, 91). 

Mark Johnson lists 27 representative images schemas in this second definition of the term in The 

Body in the Mind (p. 26).  Here is his list of most of the terms (together with italicized Basic English 

translations).  Words in the list that are already in Basic are printed in bold italics. 
 
Listing of Representative Image Schemata 

 
container  balance   compulsion 
(vessel or box)      (need) 
blockage  counterforce   restraint removal 
(stop)   (opposite force)  (taking away a stop) 
enablement  attraction   mass-count 
(helping)      (mass-number) 
path   link    center-periphery 
(way)   (connection)   (middle point-edge) 
cycle   near-far   scale 
(train of ordered events)     
part-whole  merging   splitting 
(part-complete) (joining or coming together) (making a division) 
full-empty  matching   superimposition 
(full-nothing in thing) (like)    (putting on something) 
iteration  contact    process 
(to say or do again) (touching)     
surface   object    collection 
(outside of a thing) (thing)    (group) 
 
(from Mark Johnson, The Body in the Mind, p. 126.) 

As Ogden thought about language and its relation to the mind while developing Basic English, 

he anticipated a number of the fundamental concepts of Cognitive Science.  Ogden’s insight that there 

was at the basis of human thinking a core set of concepts, ultimately based on physical experience, has 

recently been reaffirmed by Steven Pinker: 
   
  Space and force pervade language.  Many cognitive scientists (including me)  

 
have concluded from their research on language that a handful of concepts about  
 
places, paths, motions, agency, and causation underlie the literal or figurative  
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meanings of tens of thousands of words and constructions, not only in English but  
 
in every other language that has been studied. . . . These concepts and relations appear  
 
to be the vocabulary and syntax of mentalese, the language of thought (355). 

F. Elizabeth Hart has recently reaffirmed that our ideas are ultimately based upon our bodily or physical 

experiences (331), and Mark Johnson has written an entire monograph on the physical basis of our 

mental life (The Body in the Mind).  Johnson sees abstract thinking developing from “a structure of 

bodily interactions”(xx).  He continues, “[t]his figurative extension and elaboration typically takes the 

form of metaphorical projection from the realm of physical bodily interactions onto so-called rational 

processes, such as reflection and the drawing of inferences from premises.   [Indeed,] . . . what are often 

thought of as abstract meanings and inferential patterns actually do depend on schemata derived from 

our bodily experience and problem-solving” (xx).   Ogden anticipated the view that our abstractions are 

ultimately projections of our fundamental sensorimotor awareness of movement and direction.  In Basic 

English: International Second Language, Ogden comments on the use of directives as a means of 

expanding word meanings: 

  Expansion and metaphor play an important part in the use of directives, for  

it is in this way that they are made to signify other than directional relations, but there  

is less possibility of associational expansion than in the case of noun-forms.  Expansions  

with directives frequently take the form of fictional analogies; that is to say, they arise  

through the use of a directive in a phrase where fictions occur, e.g., thoughts come into  

the mind, Get at the details.  These fictional analogies present no problem as regards 

intelligibility; in almost all cases their meaning is self-evident when once the root use  

has been mastered (31). 

Ogden comments further on the use of metaphor and the expansion of root meanings used 

analogically when he remarks that “[m]etaphor is a particular form of extension, whereby a symbol 

devised for one group of things between which a given relation holds is applied to another group of 

things, in order to display an analogous relationship.  Thus we may talk of ‘the grip of a disease’ or 

‘designs for the future’ in order to avoid including words like tenacity and scheme in the vocabulary” 

(20-21). 
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The idea that metaphorical thinking consists of a series of projections from a mapping universe is 

an important constituent of cognitive science.  The particular mapping pattern is called the source-target 

pattern.3 

The concept that the use of sensorimotor acts and directions is at the heart of our thinking is of 

special pertinence to Basic English because Basic is only possible because it is based on a core set of 

physical acts, relations, things, and qualities used literally and metaphorically by extension. As Ogden 

said:  

The fundamental operations of physics – the displacements or motions due to 

pushes and pulls – when caused by the human organism as a whole, can be 

covered, in English, by ten of the sixteen operational symbols in the Basic 

vocabulary.  The directives proper reduce to twenty whose definitions are  

obvious with the aid of a diagram . . . .  (Ogden, Basic English, p. 11; the  

diagram Ogden refers is the top one on p. 5 of this paper.) 

 Basic English is not a literary language because highly emotional or feeling words are not an 

important part of the system.  As David Simpson observes, literary language is too complex and 

compressed for a highly restricted analytic language.   Indeed, Simpson correctly stipulates a 

fundamental reason why professors of literature (with a few exceptions, I. A. Richards and William 

Empson being the most prominent) have either sailed far away from or else have actively torpedoed 

Basic English, when he notes that literature professors “. . . are in love with and committed to 

complexity, to nuance, to fragile shades of sense and to the beauties of language”4 (304), a sensibility 

seemingly frustrated by Basic English.    Although not speaking specifically of Basic English, Mark 

Turner agrees with Simpson when he critiques the two assumptions that “. . . the common is simple and 

obvious and that the special is to be analyzed independent of it. . . .” (14).  Turner succinctly remarks 

that “[c]ommon language expressing common thought is anything but simple, and its workings are not 

obvious.  Special language expressing special thought is an exploitation of the common and to be 

analyzed only with respect to it” (14).   Turner sees the tendency to slight the ordinary as rooted in 

evolution. 

  There is a reason our floor plan favors the special and slights the common.   
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We are designed as a species to notice in consciousness not the obvious and  

unoriginal but rather the novel and nuanced.  We are vigilant for the new and  

variable.   Our consciousness is attuned to fresh and special aspects of our world. 

 When we talk about thought, when we talk about literature, we typically talk 

about nuance, and take everything else as background.  But the unconscious, 

automatic, unoriginal aspects of thought are where the action really is (43). 

 The rewards of using Basic English to teach linguistic literacy are great.  Like training in 

mathematics, training in using Basic leads to growth of intellectual power.  Unlike mathematics, 

however, with Basic it is not necessary to make a conscious transfer of learning from one category of 

experience to another.  Basic is part of, and, as its advocates maintain, is the most important part of 

English.  Knowledge of Basic gives knowledge of the key words of English, knowledge of the subtle 

changes in the meaning of the key words that operate thinking in English, and the knowledge of how to 

translate and to define other words into this clear analytic language.  Just as the Cognitive Science 

advocates claim that image schemas are at the core of our thinking, so Ogden and others claim that 

Basic English is at work all the time whenever we think in English.  Basic English is the assumed 

ground that we usually neglect because we usually foreground specialized terms and concepts in 

academic discourse. 
     
Endnotes 

1The three preceding paragraphs were adapted from Geiger and Farmer, Reading, Thinking, and Writing, 

pp. 151-153. 

2For discussions of Rosch’s ideas about classification, see the works listed in the next section. 

3For discussion of the source-target relationship, see Lakoff and Johnson, Metaphors We Live By, chaps. 

14 and 16; Lakoff, Women, 276 and 283; Gibbs, Poetics, 444-5; Johnson, Body ,82; and Turner, 

Reading,  157. 
 4For a good selection of favorable and unfavorable opinions about Basic English, see Julia Johnsen’s 

Basic English. 
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I taught as the Exchange Professor from Missouri State University in the English Department of 

Qingdao University, Qingdao, Shandong Province, People’s Republic of China, for two 

academic years beginning in August 2004 and ending in July 2006.  My first semester teaching 

in the College of Foreign Languages involved guiding various levels of classes in writing 

(including the Graduate students) as well as in oral English.  I discovered that few, if any, of my 

third year writing students entered the course having read any English document for contextual 

understanding.  Most were translating short phrases word for word, and few to none had ever 

read contemporary English fiction; on the other hand, they were fond of Dickens, Hemingway, 

and especially Mark Twain.    

Neither Young Adult nor Children’s literature exists in China as we experience it in the 

West.  I have been told this is because it takes the students until about eighth grade to become 

fluent in reading and writing.  Consequently, the classroom texts use traditional sayings, material 

from legends, and general life lessons for early learning.  I was asked to help edit and record 

several series of these textbooks by one of the best-known educational publishers in Shandong 

Province.  In scouting the bookstores in many large cities as well as on some of the major 

campuses in China, I discovered they have no access to literature and criticism in English after 

approximately 1949.  My students’ understanding of contemporary North American culture, 

thus, came mainly from Hollywood movies and the government’s official interpretation of 

Western values and events as fed to the news media.   

The research findings I bring to you today focus a new course I devised to be taught at 

the sophomore level.  It consisted of reading and writing based on English language Young 

Adult novels supplied by my university.  I taught twelve different novels over the course of three 

consecutive semesters to two classes of approximately 35 students each.  We studied one novel 
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per month and met once a week for a block of four hours with ten minutes of break each hour.  

The students shared two or three copies of the novel in a dorm room of six students and were 

expected to come to class the first day of the novel study having read it completely.  The best 

students read each novel several times and the poorest students were jubilant to have finished it 

completely after the four week study.   

Each class was divided into study groups of five or six students that changed composition 

with each new novel.  Generally we spent the first two hours in reading activities such as student 

role plays based on their interpretation of the characters’ motives and patterns, word definition 

games I invented, and straight-forward Q & A with the professor on culturally-based references.  

The second block of two hours was spent in various writing activities such as those based on 

PowerPoint presentations by students, plot summaries prepared by the groups and written on the 

board, and short student essays I presented and critiqued using an opaque over-head projector.  

[Incidentally, the sophisticated equipment I mention was reserved for important science classes 

and largely unavailable for the English Department.  I spent the first semester agitating for a 

technologically equipped classroom and was given one for the sophomore reading/writing 

classes only.  Likely my status as guest of the university made this request allowable.]     

My students continually queried whether the YA novels studied in class were an accurate 

depiction of the lives of North American youth.  I had tried to be very circumspect in my choices 

of novels since the Party strongly speaks against foreign literature involving sex, violence, and 

political or religious themes.  I had no desire to offend my hosts, nor to present North American 

culture in a compromised light.  The concept of the Problem Novel may be very popular in North 

America for the precise reason that we have the option of telling one another just how bad things 

can be even in this country of privileges and freedoms.  I took no such risks in presenting my 
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culture to my students in the People’s Republic of China.  Nevertheless, every novel we studied 

presented many opportunities for misunderstandings between the two cultures.   

My paper will discuss some of the aporias of perception and disjunctures in meaning we 

experienced, as well as certain perceivable commonalities in the human experience.  It will 

reference specific student responses and will suggest the ideological gaps encountered on both 

sides in the study of three contemporary YA novels:  Lily’s Crossing by Patricia Reilly Giff, 

Ender’s Shadow by Orson Scott Card, and Backwater by Joan Bauer.  I had chosen the 

seventeen-scene play version of Lily’s Crossing by Greg Gunning because I wanted my students 

to learn some of the stage conventions in western theatre.  I had been asked to direct the 

sophomore play at the end of the term and this strategy also seemed a good way to prepare them 

for the auditions I planned to hold.   

One of the most startling differences in perception between me and my students occurred 

over the matter of dead characters whose influence continues to motivate a live character’s 

thoughts or actions.  In Lily’s Crossing, Eddie is the older brother of Lily’s best friend, Margaret.  

He enlists in WWII and is sent to the front lines.  Eddie first comes on stage while Lily is visiting 

his empty house.  “Eddie:  Oh, excuse me—but you’re in my house.  /  Lily:  No.  You’re in my 

head” (9: 163).  This exchange informs a Western audience that Lily is imagining what Eddie 

would say.  In the next scene Lily reads aloud a letter from her friend, Margaret, to the audience.  

“’Dear Lily, please send Eddie’s picture to me right away.  Navy telegram says he’s missing in 

action. . . .  D-day’” (10: 173).  Immediately afterward, Lily’s grandmother tells her to dress for 

church.  “Mrs. Dillon called.  Poor little Eddie Dillon is missing in action.  We’re going to pray, 

Lily—pray very hard.”  In subsequent scenes Lily thinks of him as a big brother in imagined 

conversations, occasionally addressing him aloud, which confuses her companions on stage and 
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amuses the audience.  Finally, she imagines that Eddie tells her directly, “Then why haven’t you 

figured out yet that I’m dead?” (15: 196).  Lily assures him she’ll always remember him.  He 

responds, “Memories fade, kid.  But that’s okay.  I’m the past.  You should concentrate on the 

living” (15: 197).  At least that’s what I thought was going on.   

My students told me that obviously what had really happened is that Eddie’s ghost had 

come back to visit Lily to give her information and comfort.  I took them through the play giving 

them the clues I’ve just presented to you that prove Lily only imagined him, and I presumed that 

would end the conversation.  As you may know, the typical Chinese education is highly 

authoritarian, so I had to train my students to articulate views opposing mine and to present their 

argument as a thesis in their writing.  A few of them dared to do so for this, the third novel we 

discussed.  On the day of the ghost discussion, these students seemed to take glee in responding 

to the professor in what they felt was a rather sassy and deliciously forbidden manner.  At first I 

didn’t realize the full context of this dissent and simply responded to it with the logic I hope to 

imbue in every classroom.  These students, however, were adamant against my misreading.  The 

actual ghost of Eddie had appeared to Lily and there could be no other logic.  When I unwittingly 

carried my own point of view too far, hoping they’d understand the correct Western reading, the 

students lapsed into silence.  But not agreement.   

At the end of the novel study when the students wrote their unit essay exam, several 

made one last attempt to explain their belief in the ghost interpretation:    

In this play Eddie is a ghost.  Read the talks between Lily and Eddie.  You can see 

that their talks are very good and common.  If they are just Lily’s imagination, 

how can those talks become so real?  This is the first.  Second, Lily [doesn’t] 

know where her father stays.  She [doesn’t] know at all.  She can’t imagine where 
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her father stays, but Eddie the ghost knows.  He can make her know by telling the 

details about the books.  Third.  In this play, Lily only knows Eddie [is missing-

in-action], but she [doesn’t] know he has died.  If she thinks of Eddie, she should 

know he is alive.  This is impossible if Eddie is not a ghost.  In many plays there 

are ghosts.  For example, Hamlet.  Eddie, the ghost in this play, is an important 

role.  The ghost tells the truth.  So he can know the play better.  If he is not a 

ghost, I don’t know if we should believe that.  If so, the play is not a good one.  

So I do believe Eddie is a ghost.   

Another student took the diplomat’s role and attempted to reconcile both points of view:  

Eddie is actually dead, but why can Lily see him so many times in the play?  It 

seems that he is a ghost, but after a second thought, I think Eddie is not a ghost.  

Eddie just exists in Lily’s mind.  If you say Eddie s a ghost, why can others not 

see him?  A ghost is the spirit raised from the dead body.  It is not a human being, 

so it is invisible.  Why can Lily see Eddie and hear him talk while others can not?  

If Eddie were a ghost, why does he only talk to Lily?  They are good friends, like 

a brother and sister, but what about his own sister, Margaret, and his mother who 

miss him so much?  If there were ghosts in the world, I think they would talk to 

everyone they love, not just to one friend.  Eddie is not a ghost, but Lily does see 

him.  I think Eddie is just Lily’s illusion. . . . He returns and makes Lily happy 

because she misses him so much. 

During the mostly extemporaneous student role-plays on Lily’s Crossing, students 

continued to try to help me understand.  For example, in a reunion scene set forty years after the 

action of the story, one student group had Albert and Lily, at age 56, return to Rockaway Beach, 
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New York.  Eddie appears to Lily and gives her good advice to be happy and to go on living.  In 

another role-play, Lily’s mother who had died many years before the story begins was played by 

a male student who said, “Now [that] Lily’s mother is in heaven she has become the secretary of 

God and will watch her daughter from the sky.”  A student playing the daughter’s role invented a 

scene in which Lily has a dream about her mother who came back from the sky to admire her. 

I was very careful never to articulate a personal Christian viewpoint in class or out, but in 

some literary works, Lily’s Crossing being one, the belief system is implicit.  I could count on 

one particular girl to give me the straight goods as to the Party line on any given subject.  Of 

Lily’s Crossing she wrote:  “I don’t agree with something in this book.  For example, people in 

this book believe in God.  In China we don’t believe it.  It sounds like spiritualism.”  A young 

man in class emailed me a thoughtful alternative view:   

Chinese people believe in Tian (heaven), just like you believe in God.  Tian is not 

somebody.  No one knows what it is, but we believe Tian knows everything that 

[has] happened and that will happen.  In order to make people do right things, 

Tian will give us some directions, and some can read them using the theory of 

five elements—metal, wood, water, fire, and earth—and other theories. 

I took from this discussion an increased sensitivity to the significance of Reader Response theory 

in the making of meaning. 

Ender’s Shadow by Orson Scott Card presented quite different ideological challenges.  

My students reported to me how surprised they were that I would ask them to read science 

fiction.  Culturally, the subgenre holds little cachet in China because of the Party’s valorization 

of realism.  What use is there in spending time on anything untrue?   When I asked the students if 

the legends and myths of China that comprised part of their early lexicon for literacy were true, 
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they demurred that the old legends may or may not be true, but that it didn’t matter since so 

many of the old people still believed them and since it was all very ancient and formed the basis 

of their culture.  I responded: So the difference between science fiction and the old legends is just 

a matter of age?  Partly yes, they replied, because age and wisdom are bound up together.  So 

science fiction can’t be true because somebody made it up just a little while ago?  I presented the 

concept that many profound stories in Western culture are based on our old legends and myths 

retold in modern guise, and one of these new forms could be science fiction.  Their experience 

with science fiction, however, came from preposterous movies, cheap graphic novels, and other 

popular entertainments frowned upon by teachers at all levels. 

A second strike against Ender’s Shadow, and almost as fatal as its genre, was the 

length—467 pages—compared to the 81 pages of the play version of Lily’s Crossing.  We would 

be discussing the novel after the six week break between Fall and Winter Semesters.  It seemed 

logical to distribute the books on the last day of class and have the class monitor arrange for half 

the class to read it during the first half of the vacation and then mail it to a second student.  I 

emphasized how important it was for everyone to come to class having read the book.  After 

making this announcement, the entire class became very quiet.  I looked out over 35 completely 

blank faces.  This was the signal that I had said something incredibly naïve, (stupid by some 

accounts).  I couldn’t imagine where the disconnect had occurred and had to ask my bravest class 

contributors why all action had ceased in the room when there were twenty thick novels waiting 

to be distributed.  The answer:  If we put the books in the mail, we will never see any of them 

again.  I was dumbfounded, since for the past eighteen months I had been mailing large boxes 

from P.R. China to the U.S.A. with evident success.  My students shook their heads and said that 

was quite a different matter.   
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There were also other strikes against Ender’s Shadow that I had no way of anticipating.  

Just before Spring Term began, a small student deputation came to my door and explained to me 

that no one had read the entire novel.  Some had read half, but they claimed not to understand it.  

I told them to tell everyone that I would change my teaching tactics and we’d read the novel by 

sections over a six-week period.   

The novel opens with the deplorable plight of street urchins in a Rotterdam of the future, 

involving scenes of child starvation, prostitution, and murder.  The students were repulsed and 

wrote comments like this:  “Children are usually taken good care of in China.  They are under 

parents’ control.  They are seldom exposed to the outside world to live on their own.”  My 

difficulty with reading 75 such comments is that in a rural province north of Shandong, BBC 

reporters had recently exposed to the world the forced late-term abortion of infants to mothers 

bearing second children.  Some babies who refused to die during the abortion were drowned in 

buckets.  If I, as an illiterate foreigner knew of this, surely my students with access to the oral 

grapevine, knew of it, too, even if the Party suppressed and denied such stories.   

Homelessness was an obvious reality in the affluent resort city of Qingdao because of the 

on-going rural displacement of millions of farm-workers as the Yang-tze River rises to fill the 

enormous dam.  Many lined the streets of the cities in rags, begging.  Even closer to home, the 

government had recently taken over farm-land to the north of us, displacing farm workers to beg 

in the cities.  Every time I went to the up-scale department stores near the university I’d see 

beggars of all ages.  Women in rags sat holding basically inert babies and small children, kept in 

a drugged stupor.  My Chinese friends told me that at a certain age they would be sold into 

prostitution or for body parts.   
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The official line was that street beggars were making an anti-social life-style choice since 

they had been compensated for their farms (referring to such things as animals and implements 

which the people could own, but not the land which belongs to the government).  Many students 

believed that these beggars were making a socially insupportable lifestyle choice, for the 

government certainly took care of their needs.  Clearly I had become involved in the dilemma of 

what people are allowed to acknowledge about what they know and see.  Certain horrifying facts 

of life in contemporary P.R. China could not be acknowledged, but reading about similar abuse 

in a book written by a Westerner struck my students as unacceptable.   

[Please know that I did not raise these issues to my students for several reasons.  First, I 

did not want to compromise my own ability to connect with them by raising matters they could 

do nothing about and which would cause them to lose face.  Second, I did not want to involve 

myself in discussions that might cause the university I represented to lose face.  Please also know 

that I recognize the irony of presenting a paper on ideological aporias and confessing my own 

complicity in them!]    

The first real break-through in teaching Ender’s Shadow came about because of a student 

who was able to link the military strategy found in Orson Scott Card’s book with the famous 

principles of the ancient military strategist, Sun Tzu in The Art of War.  Student groups were 

required to create an original PowerPoint presentation at the end of the unit study and this young 

man asked to present his solo so as to take his ideas exactly where he wanted them.  He began by 

showing excerpts from a graphic version of The Art of War that used cartoon-style characters 

familiar to eastern and western readers alike.  Then he compared the same sections to events and 

characters in Ender’s Shadow.  The class was riveted.  From then on, the level of discussions in 

the class rose exponentially.   
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The third text I’d like to mention is the novel Backwater by Joan Bauer.  From this study 

I experienced with my students the deeply unifying aspects of our humanity that bond people 

despite language, creed, or race.  The plot line of the novel involves a high school-age girl from a 

family of lawyers dedicated to writing her family’s history, who seeks out a hermit aunt living in 

a near-by mountain wilderness.   Of the twelve novels I taught, Bauer’s was the only one for 

which I did not require literary criticism written in-class as the summative written evaluation for 

the unit.  Instead, I assigned a personal essay to be written outside of class.  The students were to 

contact their oldest or most interesting relative and interview him/her as to a life story, one that 

was famous in the family or possibly one unknown to the family.  The personal essay was to 

contain the historical positioning of the tale, the story itself, and the student’s individual response 

to the story.  I gave each student a four-generation genealogical chart written in Chinese 

characters which they were to accurately complete and submit with their paper.  I reminded the 

students that I would have no idea whether or not it was accurate and that I would accept 

whatever they had written at face value, so not to pad it with nonsense.  I assured them that I 

personally felt this was one of the most important assignments they would have during the year.   

The semester ended with each student being given a timed portion of the last four-hour 

class period to orally present the family story.  I heard tales of happiness and grief that I will 

carry with me always, stories of families disrupted by politics and war or finally reunited by deep 

love and persistence.  I heard stories of greed, selfishness and ignorance that caused death and 

destruction, and I learned about families whose generosity and love saved one another from 

death and dispersal.  I sat on the back row of that unheated classroom through four hours one day 

in late December and the tears ran down my cheeks as I listened.      
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I wish I could comprehend what my students took from the course, but I can tell you that 

I took away love and respect.  Whenever my students asked me about my views of China I told 

them with total candour and honesty that I thought it was one of the most beautiful countries in 

the world where I had eaten some of the most delicious food ever prepared, heard some of the 

most glorious music ever performed, and where I had had the privilege of working with students 

of great talent who would change the face of China in their generation.  

 

___________________ 
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Dr. Sharon L. Reeves 
 

ABSTRACT 
  
 
“From Puberty to Menopause: The Representation of the Biological Stages of 

Women in the Nineteenth-Century Spanish Naturalist Novel” 
 

 
My paper will examine the representation of the biological life cycle of women, 

as depicted in select naturalist novels by Eduardo López Bago (1853-1931), one 
of late nineteenth-century Spain’s most popular and controversial secondary 
authors.  Published in Madrid in the 1880s, the novels in my study include: El 
cura (The Priest); La monja (The Nun); La Pálida (The Pale Lady); and Carne de 
nobles (Noblemen’s Flesh). 

 
Naturalists, like Emile Zola and López Bago, examined the correlation 

between human psychology and human physiology.  Man, an organism like any 
other, is subject to his body’s physiological makeup and development, and to its 
various lifelong transformations.  By carefully observing the external 
manifestations of Man’s physiological changes and reactions, naturalists believed 
they would be capable of understanding their subject’s thoughts, feelings, fears, 
temperament, et similia.  Thus, to understand Man’s physiology was an important 
key to understanding his psychology.  Copious examples of detailed physical and 
physiological descriptions of characters during the various crises of their lives are 
featured throughout López Bago’s novels.   
 

Women of varying ages and from all socio-economic backgrounds play a 
central role in all of his naturalist novels. As a naturalist with a medical 
background, López Bago was deeply concerned with women’s health issues.  My 
paper will address one of the most remarkable aspects of the novelist’s study on 
the power of the physiological laws of nature as it concerns the onset of the two 
most critical stages in the female’s biological life cycle: puberty and menopause.   
López Bago contributed fascinating and even curious observations regarding 
conditions unique to the female gender, reflective of the medical opinion of his 
era. 
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DR. SHARON L. REEVES 
 
 

“FROM PUBERTY TO MENOPAUSE: THE REPRESENTATION OF THE 
BIOLOGICAL STAG ES OF WOMEN IN THE NINETEENTH-CENTURY 

SPANISH NATURALIST NOVEL” 
 
 

 This paper examines the representation of the biological life cycle of women, as 

depicted in Eduardo López Bago’s analysis of selected female protagonists from several 

of his naturalist novels, published in Madrid, Spain, between 1885 and 1887.  The six 

novels are titled: La Pálida (The Pale Lady); El cura (The Priest) (1885); La monja (The 

Nun); La soltera (The Bachelorette) (1886); La desposada (The Fiancée) (1887); and 

Carne de nobles (Noblemen’s Flesh) (1887).1 

Virtually forgotten for most of the twentieth century, Eduardo López Bago 

distinguished himself as one of late nineteenth-century Spain’s most popular and prolific 

secondary writers. Born into a middle class family in 1853 in Aranjuez, Spain, López 

Bago spent his formative years in Seville.  He earned a degree in medicine before 

embarking on careers in journalism and literature, first in Seville and later and, primarily, 

in Madrid.  The publication of his first naturalist novels in the mid 1880s earned him 

commercial success, severe criticism, and censure.  His descriptions of the sordid and 

repugnant, and his provocatively erotic novels satisfied the literary tastes of certain 

sectors of the reading public, but offended the Establishment’s sense of decency and good 

taste in literature.  In the seventeen novels he published between 1884 and 1895, and 

subtitled, “novelas sociales,” and “novelas médico-sociales,” López Bago set out to 

expose and denounce the worst human vices: lust, greed, cruelty, hypocrisy, cowardice, 

corruption, materialism, alcoholism, and abnormal sexuality.    He found these and other 
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abuses to be pervasive in: politics, prostitution, the aristocracy, the bourgeoisie, 

bullfighting, capitalism, white slavery, the penal system, and the Catholic Church.  López 

Bago was a social crusader, a sympathetic yet aggressive voice for the undefended and 

forgotten lower classes, and for ostracized members of society—prisoners and prostitutes.  

Doubly exploited by the Establishment by gender and class, he was especially drawn to 

the wretched plight of working-class women who confronted overwhelming obstacles in 

a daily struggle for survival.2 

Emile Zola (1840-1902)—“the undisputed leader and most outspoken advocate” 

(Reeves 1: 133) of literary Naturalism—examined the correlation between human 

psychology and human physiology.  Man, an organism like any other, is subject to his 

body’s physiological makeup and development, and to its various lifelong 

transformations.  By carefully observing the external manifestations of Man’s 

physiological changes and reactions, naturalists believed they would be capable of 

understanding their subject’s thoughts, feelings, fears, temperament, etc.  Thus, in other 

words, to understand Man’s physiology was an important key to understanding his 

psychology.3 

Like his mentor in France, López Bago was fully cognizant of the importance of 

this principle early in his career.  Copious examples of detailed physical and 

physiological descriptions of characters during the various crises of their lives are 

featured throughout López Bago’s novels.  However, one of the most fascinating aspects 

of the novelist’s study on the power of the physiological laws of nature concerns the 

onset of the two most critical stages in the female’s biological life cycle: puberty and 

menopause.  Our novelist was very much interested in exploring these two stages—
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puberty, in particular—as demonstrated by his treatment of the latter with several 

adolescent characters:  Gracia, from the novel, El cura; Melita, from La monja; Rita, from 

La soltera and La desposada; Fanny, from Carne de nobles; and Rosita Pérez, from La 

Pálida. 

It is not unusual that López Bago should have focused considerable attention to 

examining female gynecological issues.  Women of varying ages and from all socio-

economic backgrounds play a central role in all of his naturalist novels.4  Moreover, as a 

naturalist with a background in medicine, López Bago was naturally deeply concerned 

with women’s health issues.  

With the clinical precision of a medical textbook, López Bago fixes the age of the 

onset of puberty in females, noting how: 

…una joven puede adquirir todas las condiciones de mujer a los catorce o 

quince años, mientras que en otra aparecerán éstas a los diez y siete, y aún 

más tarde, sin que exista ninguna razón plausible para explicar la 

precocidad o el retardo.  Los cambios que se observan en la pubertad no se 

ejecutan todos al mismo tiempo, sino que necesitan un período de muchos 

meses para producirse, durante los cuales son más freceuntes las 

enfermedades; y estas épocas son mucho más fatales en las mujeres que en 

los hombres. (La monja 122-23) 

 External manifestations of puberty’s arrival in sixteen-year old Melita included 

“el desarrollo de los pechos, la aparición del vello, la voz tomando su timbre, y sus 

inclinaciones cambiando por completo” (La monja 123).  Similar changes were taking 
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place in Gracia, who was losing her willowy frame for wide shoulders, “una curva 

reentrante hasta la cintura, y luégo (sic) la amplitud de las caderas” (El cura 155). 

 Menstruation—to which López Bago refers somewhat poetically as “las pródigas 

hemorragias de su exuberante sexo,” (El cura 26)-- brought forth in Gracias heightened, 

“estados de sensibilidad exquisito, una verdadera neurosis, en que el menor ruido era su 

sobresalto, y el roce más leve un cosquilleo de la piel que la estremecía poderosamente” 

((El cura 26).  Melita, on the other hand, complained of  “una sensación de plenitud y de 

pesadez, de dolores lumbares;” and she “padecía frecuentes dolores de cabeza”  (La 

monja 123). 

 Accompanying the physiological capacity to reproduce was the development of 

new and intense emotional and sexual longings; evidenced in Melita, for example, as:  

“una necesidad de amar, una inquietud y deseo vagos, confusos, propios de la crisis por 

que estaba atrevesando; la adolescencia” (La monja 94).  According to López Bago, the 

powerful natural awakening of sexual desire in pubescent females was an issue that must 

be addressed seriously and openly by society at large and by parents in particular.  

Contrary to the mores of his era, the controversial and liberal novelist believed that 

female sexual desire must be allowed to be satiated through sexual intercourse with 

suitable male partners as soon as possible.  This could be achieved with or without the 

benefit of marriage; for López Bago did not condemn premarital sexual relationships; nor 

did he oppose the practice of unmarried couples cohabiting together,  “in sin.”  López 

Bago voiced his radical belief through Arturo Salces, the young progressive physician, 

from La soltera and La desposada: 
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…tuvo que irritarle en ocasiones el veto social que le impedia (sic) 

aconsejar á los padres que entregasen, á lo que ellos llamaban la deshonra, 

los cuerpos de sus hijas si querian (sic) salvarlas de la muerte que amenaza 

y se apoderan siempre de las virginidades prolongadas …. (La soltera 121) 

 Sexual aberrations were the life-threatening consequences of the state of  

“prolonged virginity;” specifically, nymphomania, homosexuality, and professional 

prostitution.  Nymphomania was preceded by an attack or attacks of hysteria, which, in 

turn, was preceded by specific, discernible physical symptoms, which served as warning 

signs of the female’s deteriorating physical and mental health.  López Bago selects 

Gracia as his prototype and details her symptoms:  

Indudablemente, su sensibilidad se exaltaba de día en día….  Lloraba sin 

motivo, como por una necesidad orgánica, porque el llanto quitaba una 

opresión que la sofocaba en el pecho y una gran molestia en la garganta.  

Durante la cena, una noche se le desvaneció la vista, la acometió un 

vértigo….  Por la noche su sueño era interrumpido y con sobresaltos… 

Otras [veces] le parecía que le habían echado por los oídos en el cráneo 

aceite hirviendo, y llegó á (sic) quejarse de un dolor violentísimo limitado 

a un pequeño espacio de la cabeza…. (El cura 156-57) 

 The severity of Gracia’s condition could no longer be ignored when suddenly “se 

oyó un grito agudo que partía del gabinete” (180); the young woman was undergoing an 

attack of  “histerismo bajo su manifestación del globo histérico” (181), an attack that 

would last more than six hours. Gracia was given “vapores del amoníaco, del éter y del 

alcanfor” to breathe (183), but these attempts to revive her failed.  What finally brought 
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the young woman out of her attack was the very object of her intense sexual frustration: 

the close physical proximity of her adored older brother Román, a Catholic priest. 

 In the following passage, the physician brought in to examine Gracia explains 

hysteria.  Although most of the theories expressed are no longer recognized as valid, the 

passage offers an interesting look at how hysteria was defined by the late nineteenth-

century scientific community:  

Las circunstancias que predisponen más al histerismo son una influencia 

hereditaria, la constitución nerviosa, tan desarrollada siempre en las 

mujeres, y la edad de doce a veinticinco o treinta años….   

…el histerismo es dolencia exclusivamente propia del sexo feminino, y 

fácilmente se comprende que sus fenómenos y síntomas deben depender 

en gran parte de todas aquellas influencias que se refieren a las funciones 

sexuales.  La temperatura elevada favorece el desarrollo del histerismo, y 

por eso se observa frecuentemente en los climas cálidos y en las estaciones 

calientes….. igual influencia tienen también las sensaciones tristes ó 

alegres, la lectura habitual de obras apasionadas ó tiernas. (185-86). 

 The doctor also advises against Gracia continuing her habit of taking daily baths; 

it is too powerful a stimulus, producing in her “una excitación demasiado considerable de 

los sentidos” (188).  Gracia becomes aroused by her own nudity; and, if  “un hombre se 

acerca y puede llegar hasta ella en aquel momento, se entregará sin resistencia” (189). 

 Marriage is the answer to Gracia’s hysteria “porque la enfermedad es todavía muy 

reciente; ahora es cuando el matrimonio puede ser útil satisfaciendo la necesidad del 

corazón más bien que la de los sentidos” (187).  When Román vehemently disputes the 
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doctor’s diagnosis of Gracia’s neurosis, the physician proceeds to inform the priest about 

the aforementioned consequences of untreated hysteria: nymphomania.  Many (if not all) 

of the following so-called “dangers” seem quite ludicrous by twenty-first century medical 

standards:  

Y ahora sepa Ud. que la ninfomanía es una excitación morbosa irresistible 

de los órganos genitales; inclinación al amor físico hasta el delirio, 

expresada por palabras obscenas, miradas apasionadas y gestos 

provocativos…. (190)  La enfermedad no se hace evidente por ningún 

carácter exterior; pues aunque las enfermas empiezan a tener deseos 

venéros exagerados, son todavía bastante dueñas de sí mismas para no 

dejar traslucir los pensamientos obscenos de que se hallan poseídos…. no 

tardan en hallarse otra vez poseídas de los mismos desvarios eróticos, y 

entonces son presas de un calor intenso, espasmo, tensión…en los órganos 

genitales y en las mamas… la enferma no pude estar sentada, porque el 

calor irrita demasiado los órganos; se ve obligada a andar lentamente, 

separando las piernas para evitar el más pequeño roce…. (191-92) 

The physician concludes his analysis by stating that for the nymphomaniac:   

Parécele la cosa más natural y lícita entregarse a estos goces; así que su 

porte, sus palabras, sus gestos expresan públicamente las ideas que la 

asedian (sic); la vista de un hombre exalta los deseos y determina un 

espasmo voluptuoso en los órganos genitales.  La enferma … se entrega al 

primero que llega, y aun solicita los halagos de otras mjueres; y, 
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abandonando …a su familia, va a buscar muchas veces en la prostitución 

un remedio…. (193)  

 Frustrated motherhood—women dealing with infertility, loss of children, 

abnormal maternal obsessions, etc.—is not a problem common to López Bago’s female 

characters.  However, at this juncture, between his studies on puberty and menopause, it 

would be appropriate to observe how the novelist—in order to demonstrate once again 

the supremacy of the biological laws of nature over all others—presents a case of a 

female character’s intense instinctive imperative to reproduce.  In La monja, Sor María 

de la Soledad’s consuming passion is to become a mother “para cumplir un deber de 

hembra, para obedecer un mandato imperiosísimo que en su organismo estaba exigiendo 

la naturaleza” (200).  Temperamentally and psychologically totally unsuited for convent 

life she “era hembra a su tiempo, y el instinto de la reproducción en ella, como en las 

hembras de los animales, se despertaba imperiosamente, la inclinaba a buscar al macho, 

que hasta entonces había tratado de evitar” (201).  Unlike López Bago’s other pubescent 

characters--Gracia, Melita, Rita, and Rosita—Soledad possessed no erotic longings for 

members of the male species.  For this nun, the male’s purpose was to impregnate her, 

and, once “cumplido este fin, huía nuevamente de él” (201). 

 Menopause is a traumatic experience in the lives of two of López Bago’s 

aristocratic characters: Antonia, the Duchess de Benimar, in Carne de nobles; and 

Melita’s mother, Gertrudis, the Marquise de la Florida, in La monja.  The novelist fixes 

menopause’s “pleno período” as occurring at age forty (Carne de nobles 132).  This 

“segunda edad crítica de la mujer” (Carne de nobles 132) is accompanied by the 

following telling physiological symptoms, observed in Gertrudis: “Cierta tendencia a la 
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obesidad, debilidades de estómago, languidez y sudores profusos, y, sobre todo, una gran 

susceptibilidad nerviosa…” (La monja 116).  

 López Bago warns of the possible outbreak of several life-threatening illnesses:  

Podía sobrevenir una porción de accidentes, de lesiones, que permanecen 

en estado latente, y que al atravesar este período llegan a ocasionar la 

muerte de una manera inesperada.  La hemorragia, las úlceras, los pólipos, 

el terrible cáncer … podían reaparecer enfermedades antiguas….. (La 

monja 116) 

In order to assist women in adjusting to this new crisis in their lives, López Bago 

offers advice on hygiene, diet and exercise:  

Alejar todo lo que pudiera producir exaltación de la sensibilidad; 

someterla a un regimen alimenticio, suave, humectante, poco suculento.  

Vestidos de suficiente abrigo, para mantener esa abundante transpiración 

que es propia para disminuir la plétora; evitar la permanencia en un 

ambiente frío y húmedo; hacer un ejercicio moderado al aire libre; impedir 

las vigilias o el sueño demasiado prolongado, y toda violenta agitación del 

alma. (La monja 117) 

 For Antonia and Gertrudis the cessation of their reproductive functioning is 

equated with the loss of their youth, physical beauty, attractiveness and desirability to the 

opposite sex, as well as the loss of confidence in their own sexual prowess.  Both women 

faced the “segunda edad crítica” with anger and trepidation.  Antonia de Benimar: 

empezó a sentir el miedo a la primera arruga y a la primera cana.  Antes 

que la vejez fuera visible y externa, sintióse vieja por dentro.  La 
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naturaleza… habia (sic) obrado ya, presentándose …como ángel de 

exterminio y de venganzas y justicias, para arrojarla con la menopáusia del 

paraíso del amor, del cual, a los doce años, con la pubertad, le abrió las 

puertas.” (Carne de nobles 206-07) 

 Menopause forces Gertrudis to reflect upon the unfulfilled dreams of her unhappy 

and disappointing life: the men who deceived and betrayed her, and the fact that despite 

her many years of fertility, “se vio fecundada una vez tan solo” (La monja 118).  For 

Gertrudis, her “segunda edad crítica” brings diminished interest in sexual intercourse 

which “ no podia tener más objeto que el de un adquirido hábito vicioso; ahora que el 

árbol no podia dar flores ni frutos” (La monja 118). 

 The reactions exhibited by Antonia and Gertrudis to menopause thus far—

introspection and anxiety about the future—were both passive and mild in comparison to 

the drastic actions they would take to redirect the course of their lives.  The aristocratic 

Antonia de Benimar began to compare herself to the queen [Isabel II]: “Aquella mujer 

gorda de Palacio, que era más vieja, mucho más vieja que ella; que realmente al lado de 

la magnífica escultura de carne formada por el cuerpo de la criolla [Antonia], resultaba 

fea…” (Carne de nobles 208).  Realizing that, although she, the Duchess of Benimar, was 

more beautiful and desirable, it would always be the queen who would be remembered 

and revered through the annals of history, simply, “por ser Reina, por ser Majestad” 

(208).   And, Antonia’s now fading beauty would, in time, be forgotten.  Spurred by a 

sense of unfairness for her situation, Antonia’s envy deepened into an intense hatred for 

the monarch.  Unable to control her fear of her own mortality, Antonia wanted the throne 

for herself:  “¡El trono! ¿Qué mayor escenario puede existir en el teatro del mundo?” 
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(208).  Joining forces with her ambitious husband, Antonia would play a major active 

role in instigating the revolution that would topple the queen from her throne. 

 Although her traumatic reaction to menopause does not affect the course of an 

entire nation’s destiny, Gertrudis—unlike the vain Antonia—was nevertheless 

enlightened by the crisis.  Menopause empowers Gertrudis to make decisions, decisions 

that would favorably affect her life.  She finally realizes how over the past few years she 

had been cruelly used—sexually and financially—by her lover and priest, Román 

(Gracia’s brother): “vio por fin…con la clara visión que dan los objetos puestos a toda 

luz, muy cerca y observados directamente” (La monja 184).  Gertrudis had been Román’s 

slave “en cuerpo y alma.  A él le tocaba mandar, y a la otra obedecer” (120).  He had 

successfully made her into “una cosa, en un instrumento que él utilizaba, y del que se 

servia (sic) para todos sus fines.” (183).  Gertrudis finally asked herself:  “¿Fue la 

menopausia?  ¿Fue la edad crítica la que influyó entonces en el giro que tomaron sus 

ideas?  Ahora sí.  Ahora, desde la decadencia, veía el esplendor…” (187).  Although it 

had cost her 4,000 duros, she gained salvation for her soul.  Gertrudis no longer  

“despreciaba su cuerpo, por creerlo inútil.  Inútil para la fecundidad, pero estimable como 

morada del alma, que vale más que todas las riquezas del mundo” (191). 

 López Bago contributes some interesting and even curious observations regarding 

conditions unique to the female gender, observations reflective, no doubt, of the medical 

opinion of his day.  Although he accurately diagnoses some of the symptoms of puberty, 

and menstruation, in particular—fatigue, lethargy, mood swings, body aches, etc.—some 

of the author’s ideas are far-fetched, comical and even ridiculously inaccurate by early 

twenty-first century medical standards.  For example, in El cura, López Bago opposes the 
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idea of female adolescents taking daily baths, inasmuch as it was believed that the female 

would become overly sexually stimulated by the ritual; it would render her susceptible to 

succumbing to the sexual advances of any male who would approach her shortly 

thereafter.  Gracia’s unrelenting six hour bout with hysteria seems completely unrealistic, 

as does the solution presented for bringing an end to the episode: the physical proximity 

of the object of her sexual frustration.  Another ludicrous idea was the common 

nineteenth-century misconception that hysteria caused by prolonged virginity was the 

inevitable prelude to the catastrophic consequences of incurable sexual aberrations: 

nymphomania, homosexuality or prostitution. (Reeves 1: 336) 

 As we have observed in this study, López Bago greatly respected the power of the 

biological laws of nature.  For him, these physiological laws superseded all man-made 

cultural, social, political, and religious laws or teachings.  He examined the natural 

physiological changes of puberty and menopause, and the female’s biological imperative 

to reproduce on the one hand; and, on the other, the breakdown of normal functioning 

resulting in hysteria and nymphomania.  In his discussion on menopausal women, López 

Bago gives sound advice on hygiene, diet, exercise and nutrition; the type of medical 

advice twenty-first century physicians recommend to their patients to maintain good 

health.  The novelist also warns readers of the heath-threatening complications of 

menopause; as in the development of ulcers, polyps, cancer; the resurgence of former 

illnesses; or even unexpected death. 

 We must remember that López Bago was, indeed, a man ahead of his time.  His 

examination of the inner workings of the female mind and body is especially 

commendable when we consider the mores of the era in which he published his novels; 
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an era in which delicate female ailments and concerns were never discussed publicly; nor 

privately, in mixed company.  At most and at best, females talked or whispered about 

their ailments under a cloak of secrecy and mystery, employing euphemisms to describe 

the natural functioning of the female biological life cycle.  Relying on his medical 

background and his mission as a naturalist, López Bago was determined to educate and 

empower women of his era to take an active role in safeguarding their own health and 

bodies.  

 

NOTES 
   

1  See: Eduardo López Bago, La Pálida: Novela médico-social, (Segunda parte de 
“La prostituta”), 2nd ed. (Madrid: Alvarez hermanos, 1885); El cura (caso de incesto): 
Novela médico-social    (Madrid: Juan Muñoz, [1885]; La monja:  Novela médico-social, 
(Tercera parte de: “El cura”) Madrid: M. Núñez Samper, 1904); La soltera (Segunda 
parte de La señora de López): Novela social, La mujer honrada (Madrid: Juan Muñoz, 
[1886]); La desposada (amor y miseria), (Tercera parte de La señora de López): Novela 
médico-social, La mujer honrada (Madrid: Juan Muñoz Sánchez, [1887]); Carne de 
nobles: Novela médico-social (Madrid: Juan Muñoz Sánchez, [1887]. 

 
 2 See: Pura Férnandez, Eduardo López Bago y el Naturalismo Radical: La novela 
y el mercado literario en el siglo XIX, Texto y Teoría (Amsterdam: Rodolpi, 1995) 11.  
Also see: Sharon L. Reeves, “Eduardo López Bago: ‘Radical Naturalism’ and the 
Representation of Women in His Novels,” 2 vols., diss., City University of New York, 
1998: 1:21-22, 23, 26-32, 72-81, 85. 
  
 3  For more information on Emile Zola, Naturalism, and the impact of Naturalism 
in Spain, see the following:  William J. Berg, and Laurey K. Martin, Emile Zola 
Revisted, Twayne World Author Series 825 (New York, Twayne, 1992) 11-13; Haskell 
M. Block, Naturalistic Triptych: The Fictive and the Real in Zola, Mann, and Dresier 
(New York: Random House, 1970) 6; Peter Bly, “Naturalism,” Dictionary of the 
Literature of the Iberian Peninsula, eds. Germán Bleiberg, Maureen Ihrie, and Janet Pérez 
(Westport [CT]: Greenwood, 1993); Hipólito Esteban Soler, El realismo en la novela, 
Cuadernos de Estudios 16, Serie: Literatura (Madrid: Cincel, 1981) 13-15, 24-25; Lilian 
R. Furst, and Peter N. Skrine, Naturalism (1971; London: Methuen, 1978) 51-52; Jeremy 
T. Medina, Spanish Realism: The Theory and Practice of a Concept in the Nineteenth-
Century (Potomac [MD]: Porrúa Turanzas, 1979) 32-36; “Naturalismo en España,” 
Diccionario de literatura española e hispanoamericana, ed. Ricardo Gullón (Madrid: 
Alianza, 1993). 
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 4 For example, a glance at the titles of López Bago’s novels reveals the fact that 
nine of them refer specifically to women and their roles in society: La prostituta (The 
Prostitute); La Pálida (The Pale Lady); La buscona (The Searcher); La querida (The 
Mistress); La señora de López (Mrs. López); La soltera (The Bachelorette); La desposada 
(The Fiancée); La monja (The Nun); and Carne importada (Imported Flesh).  In his 
naturalist novels, López Bago presents readers with a gallery of fascinating female 
characters and types which he examined in light of their relationships to society, men, to 
other characters, and the physiological functioning of their own bodies.  See: Reeves 2: 
719. 
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Implications of a New, Social Model for Music Making in 

Education 

Susan West, Australian National University, Canberra, 0200 Australia, Susan.West@anu.edu.au 

 

ABSTRACT  

The Music Education Program at the Australian National University’s School of Music 
offers a simple, practical approach to music making that transcends disciplinary boundaries and 
prioritises the social impact of music making over technical and musical mastery. In so doing it has 
provided different answers to the question of how music might best function in education and 
society. This paper/presentation shows film of various features of the Music Education Program 
and discusses aspects of the model and the implications for change it offers. It discusses the strong 
activism in Western democracies over several decades to encourage policy makers to give equal 
weighting to music alongside so-called ‘hard’ subjects like mathematics and science.  This 
weighting includes comparable allocations of time and resources and the realisation of the need for 
specialist training for teachers. The Music Education Program model suggests that by highlighting 
the differences between music and other subjects it may be possible to sustain the subject in the 
curriculum in a way that is less demanding of resources but equally valuable in terms of outcomes. 
A socially derived model provides an alternative whereby on-going music making occurs in ways 
that build confidence and skill, as well as provide performance-like benefits, without the central 
focus or stress of traditional performance situations. 
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Advocacy in Music Education 

There is little in the history of music education to indicate that legislators ever seriously 

consider the idea of providing for music in schools in the same way that they attempt, if not 

succeed, to do so for subjects like reading and writing. Hence, advocacy for music education has a 

long history and, in recent years, has become almost a growth industry on both sides of the 

Atlantic, in Australia and the USA. Papers and websites abound discussing the nature of advocacy, 

how to go about it, and offering potted summaries of facts, figures and research outcomes to 

support the advocators. While advocacy for music in education has a long history, 21st century 

advocacy efforts stem from the MENC’s extensive and ‘triumphantly’ successful campaign to 

have the arts included in the National Standards in 2000 (Mark, 2002). Mark believes that 

Advocacy does not drive the profession; rather, it reflects music educators' beliefs, purposes, and 
accomplishments. In this way, advocacy has continually informed the nation of the value of music 
education and has been responsible-at least in part-for the continued success of the profession. 
Advocacy helps us fulfill our role in the democratic process-ensuring that we have the opportunity to 
inform policy makers of why they should sustain their support of music education (p.48). 

Australia and other countries that identify with the USA, like Britain, have followed suit, 

creating strong advocacy programs1. Yet, at the same time, there are questions about how 

successful such programs are in creating the desired result. Sturm (1998), for example, writes: 

[The] history of music advocacy describes several highly effective advocacy efforts and offers many 
compelling arguments that support the benefits of music study. Given these successes, most 
musicians are quite dismayed by the serious challenges and cutbacks faced by music instruction in 
recent years. As Cutietta, Hamann and Walker admit, ''Given that the American voters, school 
administrators, public school teachers, and school students are in strong support of music programs 
in the schools, it is difficult to understand why programs are cut during budget crises or why music 
is still an elective in some school districts'' (p.21). 

Rauscher (1996) puts it the other way around:  

 

1 The most recent Australian example is the ‘Play and Sing For Life’ campaign, emanating from the Music Council of Australia. 
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it is an anomaly that while music is undermined in our public schools as a legitimate subject for 
serious study, there is a rise in the body of research demonstrating that music is a valuable tool for 
educators (p.1). 

In the USA, the No Child Left Behind Act of 2002 includes The Arts as a ‘core academic 

subject’ and yet more than one writer claims that there is evidence that this very Act has put 

pressure on other subject areas that results in less time being given to arts subjects, including music 

(Abril, 2006; Lang 2007).  

While is seems unclear whether advocacy is positively affecting administrative attitudes 

towards music education, it is also unclear whether music education is helping to keep individuals 

engaged in music over a lifetime. Certainly, numbers of participants in music making are higher 

during the compulsory school years than after; and adult figures for music participation are low 

(West, 2007; ABS, 2004a & b). David Myers (2005), suggests there is a link between these two 

problems when he writes:  

Our response to cutbacks and eliminated programs has been to drum up political and commercial 
support for the status quo, thus largely circumventing issues of relevance between school music and 
music in the larger society (p.3). 

Myers cites a range of important figures, including Reimar, who, he argues, see ‘school 

music as irrelevant to fostering lifelong musical interest and involvement’ (p.2). Whether advocacy 

efforts are seen to be working or otherwise in terms of fostering the provision of music education 

in schools, it is certainly not clear that the provision of said music education results in any long-

lasting impact on the participatory habits of the educated.  

Perhaps there is a stronger relationship than we imagine between the success or otherwise 

of our advocacy efforts, and the lack of majority participation in music making amongst adults. On 

the one hand, Myers cites a 1974 MENC position paper on adult and continuing music 
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education that ‘listed self-realization, human relations, enrichment of family life, sustaining and 

improving health, and improvement of occupational competence as objectives’ (p.7). On the other 

hand, Paul Lehmann (2002) remarks: ‘in explaining why music belongs in the school curriculum, 

its role in enhancing the quality of peoples’ lives typically receives too little emphasis’ (p.2). In 

our fight to have music seen as equally important as other ‘core’ subjects, we focus on those 

aspects of music that are seen as being important for those other ‘core’ subjects, and less on its role 

in individual identity and self-actualization2.  

An article by Terry Gates (undated) on the ISME website highlights the conflict for music 

educators: 

Music's general importance is not promoted by most advocates, partly because it is assumed and 
partly because music advocates have to focus their efforts on specific goals rather than general ones 
so that their claims to success have validity. 

He then goes on to say that: 

As music teachers, we can be more powerful advocates for the community resources if we focus our 
advocacy on support for musical expertise in our students - effective skills, expanded cognitive 
capacities, well-considered values, and vibrant musical experiences. 

Here is the conflict in a nutshell. While noting that the ‘general importance of music’ is not 

promoted, Gates goes on to advocate for music education, emphasising, first, ‘musical expertise.’ 

There is an assumption that the argument of music’s general importance is not acceptable on its 

own and requires proof of skills development both in music and across disciplines in order to 

support music’s validity in the curriculum. At the same time there is another assumption that 

 

2 As one example, the Music Education Coalition of the USA has a website called ‘supportmusic.com’. On this site is a list of ‘Music Education 
Statistics and Information.’ Of the 44 studies and facts listed at this site 12 have to do with the social importance of music, 2 of these 12 are 
particularly related to the benefit to the individual of music, rather than to society as a whole (for example, in improved behaviour) and only 1 
mentions the importance to the individual of such things as ‘feelings of contentment and joy.’   
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whatever benefits derive from the ‘general importance’ of music in our lives, will be forthcoming 

from this skills-driven approach. Indeed, much research is focussed on showing connections 

between competency and continuance; a continuance that, for most, does not eventuate (West, 

2007). Further irony is injected by the insistence of some recent writers that claims of music’s 

importance to other subject areas are overstated and dangerous ground for its justification in the 

curriculum (Gruhn, 2006; Morrison, 2000; Guster, Undated) and, furthermore, that no other 

subject is expected to do so much for so many other areas (Racin, 1999). Reimar summarises the 

situation coherently when he writes: 

But lurking beneath each of these needs for advocacy…is a danger seldom if ever identified…The 
danger stems from the prevalent belief among music educators, seldom if ever doubted, that what we 
actually offer in the schools 1. does in fact develop musical intelligences, 2. does in fact serve the 
needs of the great majority of students who do not have or do not choose to cultivate musical 
performance talent, and 3. does in fact help students gain the deepest satisfactions music can offer. 
We do not examine our unswerving belief that our actual music programs are in all these respects 
entirely adequate if not exemplary, and that doing what we do is entirely sufficient to obtain the 
benefits we so vociferously and often eloquently advertise. 

If the most deeply felt value of music and music making is lost in our efforts to educate, is 

it possible that this disassociation from the hard-to-quantify emotional connection we all should 

have with music causes our legislators to only pay lip-service to its place in the curriculum? 

The Music Education Program at the Australian National University  

The Music Education Program (MEP) at the Australian National University (ANU) School 

of Music has developed an alternative approach based on what is called a social, ‘outreach’ 

philosophy3. The social outreach philosophy of the MEP involves using music making for the 

benefit of others both within and beyond the school gate and puts the affective dimension of music 

 

3 The philosophy of the MEP is based on aspects of the work of Dr. John Diamond (Diamond, 2006; West, 2007). 
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in the forefront of musical encounters. Teachers, students and, indeed, whole school communities, 

are offered opportunities to make music with others not as concert performances but as genuine 

attempts to engage all those present in the music making experience. The approach of each 

individual may be summarised thus: 

I make music in order to encourage others to make music for their benefit and, ultimately, my own. 

The impetus in the music making is directed outwards towards another who is then 

encouraged to direct their music making towards still others, and so on. Those engaged may, for 

example, visit a nursing home and sing with each other but also one-on-one with each resident. 

Individuals make personal and physical contact with residents, engaging each in song and 

movement, as far as each is able. The idea of sharing music’s life enhancing qualities is embedded 

in each encounter, whether between teacher and student, student and parent, teacher and teacher, 

students and school community, students and the elderly, the elderly and the students, performers 

and audience, and so on.  

In order to promulgate such an approach, certain ‘norms’ of traditional music education 

have to be re-thought leading to an embracing of the ways in which music may be viewed as 

different in the system, rather than the same as other academic subjects. For example the 

developing musical skill level of the engaged individuals is not of paramount importance. The 

outreach approach unites the idea of music making as normal, human behaviour chosen for the 

sheer joy of engagement with the concept of shared music making as part of the ‘social glue’ that 

binds us together. In order to engage with music in a way that welcomes and encourages the 

engagement of others, all participants must freely choose the experience and participate 

enthusiastically. Such engagement cannot be coerced. It cannot have any ulterior motive like 
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behaviour management, skill development, or transfer to other subject areas. 

Since musical skill is not of central concern, the approach is easily embraced by general 

classroom teachers, even those who feel themselves ‘unmusical.’ Not only is perceived musicality 

unimportant but scrutiny of self, encouraged by the traditional paradigm, in order to correct and 

improve, is not the modus operandi of the Program. Teachers with concerns about their own 

musical prowess are encouraged to look outwards, not inwards.  

While this approach can provide challenges for the musically trained, the Program is not 

adopting a position that is anti-achievement or designed solely for the non-musician. Over its ten 

year period of operation, the outreach model of the MEP has shown that removing the primary 

focus from achievement in musical or cognitive terms does not preclude achievement. On the 

contrary, skill development is seen as a normal result of enthusiastic and repeated engagement. 

Many ‘lay’ teachers have found long-lost knowledge returning to them and have engaged in 

activities over and above those provided by the Program, helping their skills to develop still 

further. For musicians or specialist music teachers, the Program offers a way of integrating their 

musical knowledge with simple methods that help them share that knowledge with others, 

encouraging on-going participation as a means of developing competency, rather than assuming or 

hoping that engagement will grow from competency, particularly through coerced practice. 

The social, participatory nature of the MEP allows for and indeed demands a 

fundamentally different approach, some aspects of which offer different solutions to those 

generally proposed by advocacy groups. Five of these are discussed below. These are: the need for 

music specialists; the notion of music as a ‘core’ subject; the need for a comprehensive, sequential 
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curriculum, the amount of time allocated to music and the nature of musical performance.  

The Need For Music Specialists 

Discussion of the role and important of the generalist teacher versus the specialist music 

teacher have continued for many years (Bresler, 1993; Lepherd, 1975; Comte 1986; Hennessy, 

2000; Seares, 2005). In general, music specialists are seen as being essential at the secondary level, 

with opinions differing about the training required to teach music at the primary level. As with 

many questions relating to music education, the philosophy of the MEP allows for a reframing of 

the problem to side-step some of the issues usually considered central.  The MEP is not 

specifically engaging with the ‘specialist or non-specialist?’ debate. Rather it is offering a model 

that is clearly promoting engagement in schools that may or may not have music specialists and/or 

other music-related activities already.   

The outreach approach does not rely on high-level musical skills, although it does require 

training; training that is eminently within the reach, both technically and economically, of any 

classroom teacher. Since the focus is on sharing and social skills, no teacher needs to feel 

‘unqualified’ to engage in this training because it taps into the very skills that teachers might be 

said to have in abundance. For the ‘unqualified’ teacher, musically speaking, the main point of the 

training program is to help the teacher re-conceive themselves as a musical being in order that the 

child is able to maintain what the philosophy of the Program sees as a ‘normal’ human trait: ie 

musicianship. For the musically trained, the Program offers a way for the teacher to consider the 

ways in which her training has affected her ability to encourage and enhance the musical persona 

of others, including her fellow teachers.  
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The popularity of the MEP has resulted in staff from individual schools enrolling for the 

course en masse. In schools with all-MEP trained staff, every teacher engages with music in some 

way within the school. Exactly how each teacher engages is a matter for him/her and the school 

community – there are no ‘rules’ about who can or cannot make music or how it should be done. 

Most importantly the engagement of the Principal in the school provides a strong message to the 

entire community. In some schools, Principals and teachers engage in ‘Random Acts of Playing 

and Singing’ (RAPS) in the corridor or in classrooms, which immediately prompts singing in all 

those within hearing distance. This singing occurs not as a matter of force but by choice. Choice is 

also exercised by schools, teachers and children in the development of repertoire for each 

environment, including songs for individuals, teacher and child, as well as songs for classes and 

songs for the whole school. A ‘Random Act of Singing’ may result in a class hearing and joining 

in with a new song or singing one that everybody knows. The aim is for the singing to permeate 

the entire fabric of the school and its community, with parents reporting singing in the home and 

the children ‘teaching’ parents and other siblings songs after school.  

In such a model there is no need to consider the level of musical speciality of each 

individual. Everyone uses their enthusiasm (first) and their skills (second) to make music and 

encourage others to do the same.  

Music as a ‘core’ subject 

Through the development of an entire school model, as described above, the MEP is 

promoting different types of roles for music. First, the MEP does not prescribe any particular way 

that music should operate in the school. Each school is therefore free to develop its own approach, 

dependant on the needs and wishes of its entire community. How music is ‘core’ to any school 
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then becomes a matter for the school. At the same time, the MEP is clearly also promoting music 

as central to human life and achievable by all humans, whatever their age, skill level or personal 

life challenges. The MEP is actively encouraging not just an attitude but a behaviour that places 

music at the ‘core’ of human life, whether in education or otherwise.  

Some MEP schools have an entire staff engaging in music making in a regular and/or 

random way, as well as having a music specialist that operates class lessons. Indeed, the MEP has 

shown that its course promotes more music in schools that have engaged in the Program (about 

half of the schools in the ACT region to date.) The philosophy does not promote an ideal that says 

that music must be treated like other academic subjects in order to be effective. By operating a 

flexible model, the MEP has developed a consultation process with schools to help each 

environment develop its own ‘Music Plan’ which takes into account the various sensibilities of 

each school community. The philosophical position of the Program is designed to interpret the idea 

of music as a ‘core’ in a variety of ways which may result in more emphasis being given to music 

without putting it in competition for time and resources. 

A Comprehensive, Sequential Curriculum 

Given the descriptions above, it is obvious that the MEP is not necessarily promoting or 

providing a comprehensive curriculum for music in every school in which it operates. At the same 

time, the history of music education suggests that promotion of such a curriculum does not 

necessarily ensure that all students in any education system have access to the same; or that those 

who do access such a curriculum are contributing to burgeoning numbers of life-long music 

makers. If a principal goal of music education is maintaining large numbers of music-makers, we 
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are not succeeding.  

The MEP is offering shared musical engagement for all, engagement that has an 

educational basis in that it provides not just one-off experiences, but on-going music making 

opportunities that include skill development as a natural consequence of engagement. Since all 

participants are seen also as facilitators, everyone is engaged in both engagement and education at 

one and the same time. ‘Education’ in this model, takes the form both of active promotion of 

engagement through engaging (as opposed to talking about it) and helping others to engage in 

whatever way is necessary, including providing opportunities for skill enhancement and 

development. Skill development is a natural consequence of enthusiastic engagement, rather than a 

pre-requisite.  

The MEP promotes its philosophy in terms of providing a ‘base line’ for engagement for all 

that can be used as a foundation on which other skills can be encouraged and developed. It doesn’t 

‘compete’ with any other approach or methodology but supports all engagement. It works, 

therefore, equally well in a mainstream public school, in a private school with other musical 

resources, in a special school for children with behavioural or physical challenges, and in a school 

with a high indigenous population in a country area with few local resources other than an 

enthusiastic teacher. The MEP model suggests that rather than promote a sequential, 

comprehensive curriculum that may well be optimistic for some schools and communities, we can 

promote a ‘base-line’ model which has in-built engagement as its primary concern, rather than skill 

development. Such a model presupposes that enthusiastic, on-going engagement is more likely to 

lead to mass skill development both through the actual engagement and the seeking out of further 

opportunities for learning by those so engaged.  
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Time allocation in the ‘over-crowded curriculum’ 

Given the on-going discussions about the ‘over-crowded curriculum’ it is not surprising 

that music often suffers on the educational agenda when subjects considered more fundamental, 

like reading and writing, are of principal concern. By avoiding a single answer approach and 

allowing a flexible delivery of a simple philosophical idea, the MEP can provide a range of 

answers as to how to provide music education in the face of the time and resources demands on 

modern schools.  

For example one simple initiative of the MEP is the ’70 over 7’ project, which provides a 

set of songs chosen by students and teachers over twelve years, 7 for each year of primary school 

years kindergarten to six. There are ten suggested songs for each year that can be taught be any 

teacher in ten minutes per day. The aim is for every child to leave primary school ready and able to 

sing 70 songs with a group or on their own. This initiative provides a beginning focus for each 

school but also works across the entire ACT territory by providing enjoyable repertoire, chosen by 

the singers themselves, that foster connections between school communities as well. A simple song 

becomes one means by which students and staff at one school can share with their community and 

another school community, as well as providing a source of support and familiarity to students 

moving between schools.  

Teachers are encouraged to integrate the ten minutes of singing into other activities 

throughout the day. Music becomes part of school living as songs are sung between and even 

during other lessons. Such music making does not preclude a more focussed attention on music 

making at other times but helps create an on-going attitude and atmosphere for music making that 
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is not subject to what are considered the usual constraints, like time or work pressure.  

Performance 

Much performance for young students is based around competition and, in Australia and 

the UK, a further ‘performance opportunity’ that is designed to provide opportunities to play as 

well as to help raise standards, is the ubiquitous exam system. Performances at universities and 

colleges often are part of the assessment of the student. It is not surprising, therefore, that there is a 

growing body of literature on the nature of performance anxiety and how to combat it. On the 

other hand, it is difficult to find any commentator that questions the ‘need’ for performance 

anxiety (West, 2007).  The MEP is offering a different answer to the question of how to supply 

legitimate opportunities to make music that support and encourage players of all ages and 

competency. The outreach principle is applied to any music making activity in the MEP, regardless 

of its degree of formality, and the age or experience of the ‘performers.’ In a model that celebrates 

every individual’s music making potential, there is no need to make a separation between audience 

and performer. Even where pieces are played or sung that are not likely to be known by an 

audience, there is always an opportunity provided for engagement. At the same time, those on 

stage are making music with the conscious intent of encouraging others at all times.  

Performance in the MEP model is always non-competitive and not judged in either formal 

or informal ways. Lack of judging does not, however, imply lack of musical development, which 

can include the development of high levels of musical discernment in young students. Since the 

principle of the MEP revolves around shared music making through and with empathetic personal 

communication with others, it is not surprising to find such skills displayed in performance events. 

For example, one feature of the MEP is its large-scale ‘gala outreach concerts’ where mass 
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numbers of children – up to 600 at any one time – perform unison and part songs often with no or 

minimal accompaniment and without conductor. The students ‘tune in’ across large distances, 

often while moving, just as they do in outreach situations and with no loss of musical cohesion. 

‘Performances’ like this, with no conductor between the singers, players and audience, mirrors the 

musical and emotional interactions common to the outreach experience.  

CONCLUSION 

The MEP is not seeking to find answers to all the questions surrounding how we offer 

music to our students in schools. It does, however, provide a different way of engaging with music 

that links schools to their communities and allows educators and musicians to think in a different 

way about the nature of their music making and music teaching.  
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A summary of the case studies is presented which includes - 

 

 . issues such as: 

 

 . Concrete manufacturing is one of the most significant sources of CO2 emissions  

   from manufacturing sources. 

 . About 5 billion cubic yards of concrete are used each year; annual production 

   is about two tons per person on the planet. 

 . One ton of CO2 is emitted per one ton of cement produced, about half due to   

   burning fossil fuels at a very high temperature (1450o C), and half from the  

   chemical reaction of limestone calcinations 

 . The sheer volume of demand creates the ubiquitous production of concrete’s key 

   component, cement, that accounts for 7% - 10% of global human production of 

  CO2.  

 

 

 

. Manufacturing cement is an energy-intensive process.  It requires  3 to 6 million 

  BTUs of energy and 1.7 tons of raw materials, mostly limestone, to make one    ton 

  of clinker. 

. Additional manufacturing environmental impacts include produc tion of nitrogen 

  oxide, sulfur oxide, and particulate matter emissions; and mining environmental  

  impacts include dust, the effects of excavating quarries, and the energy 

  requirements for the extraction and transportation of the material s. 

. There are high embodied energy costs from quarrying large quantities of several 

  raw materials, dust abatement, shipping of raw materials, intensive labor costs, etc. 

 

 

 

 

. Steel produced for concrete reinforcement has high embodied energy costs, and  
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  also produces significant CO2. 

. Benefits of reducing concrete’s CO2 emissions will provide an improved material for 

  nuclear waste storage, blast-proof tunnels, and longer lasting infrastructure & buildings.      2 

 

Abstract 

 

. an examination of  new and emerging materials and processes such as: 

 

 . carbon-sequestering alternative to Portland cement – concrete could become a 

   carbon sink rather than a carbon source 

 . nanotechnology looking for materials with nanostructure similar to cement but  

   that require no or less heat in production 

 . nanotech bendable concrete that withstands severe stress or loading of  

   earthquakes, 40x’s lighter, less material used, less maintenance 

 . self-consolidating fluid concrete – great for seismic activity areas, complex curves, 

  intricate molds, leaves a smooth finish with no finishing labor or mechanical  

  vibration for settling required 

. photocatalytic concrete – breaks down air pollutants, kills bacteria and fungi –  

  computer models of material and urban pollution predict this concrete should last  

  1000 years, and when covering 10-15% of roads and building surfaces in a city,  

  could reduce air pollution by 40-50%  

. translucent concrete used as daylighting material 

. luminous concrete with embedded fiber optic strands provides ambient light 

. fiber reinforced concrete 

. bamboo reinforced concrete 

 . recycling dredged clay material from harbors that perform better than land based 
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   clay in the production of cement without CO2 emission 

 . recycling glass to replace sand and gravel components 

 . fly ash concrete – pros and cons 

 

. and the significance of the revised Cement CO2 Protocol -    

  

 . presents a harmonized method for calculating and reporting CO2 emissions and 

   addresses all direct and most indirect sources of CO2 emissions related to the  

   cement manufacturing process. 

 

 

FINDINGS:  With these new & emerging materials & production processes and the 
promulgation of the revised Cement CO2 Protocol, the potential exists, with caveats, for the 
building design and construction materials industry to make a significant transformation and 
drastically reduce their contribution to global CO2 emissions. 

             3 
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CO2 Protocol from the World Business Council for Sustainable Development and the World 
Resources Institute. 

. Concrete manufacturing and CO2  emissions:  

 

- Concrete is second only to water as the most consumed substance on the planet. 

 

- It is a critical component of meeting society’s global needs for housing, schools, 
hospitals, nuclear production facilities, water treatment facilities, and basic 
infrastructure such as highways, tunnels, and bridges.  

 

- About 5 billion cubic yards of concrete are used each year; globally, annual 

      production is about three tons per person.  

  

- Concrete manufacturing is one of the most significant sources of CO2 emissions. 

(World Business Council for Sustainable Development WBCSD, The Cement 
Sustainability Initiative, July 2002, www.wbcsdcement.org)   

                          

- Its production amounts to 7%-10% of all CO2 emissions worldwide (Jamais Cascio, 
Reinventing Concrete in World Changing, July 19, 2005, 
www.worldchanging.com/archives/003151.html). 

 

- The sheer volume of demand creates the ubiquitous production of concrete’s key 

       component, cement, that binds other concrete constituents into an inert matrix. 

 

- Cement accounts for at least 5% - 7% of global human production of CO2 (World 
Business Council for Sustainable Development WBCSD, The Cement Sustainability 
Initiative, July 2002, www.wbcsdcement.org; and Christian Meyer, Columbia 
University, Cracking an ASR Barrier in Concrete Producer, April 2001,  
ftp://imgs.ebuild.com/woc/J01D040.pdf).  

4 

 

 

- One tone of CO2 is emitted per one ton of cement produced, about half due to 
burning fossil fuels at a very high temperature (1450o C), and half from the 
chemical reaction of limestone calcinations. 
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.The cement production process: 

 

Cement is made by heating limestone with small quantities of other materials e.g., clay, to 
1450o C in a kiln, a process which requires large amounts of fuel.  The resulting hard 
intermediate product, called clinker, is ground with a small amount of gypsum into a powder 
to make Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC).  Blending additional constituents e.g., coal flyash, 
limestone, pozzolana (a naturally occurring volcanic ash), and blast furnace slag with the 
clinker creates blended cements with different properties depending on the materials added.  
OPC and blended cements are the most commonly used types of cement. (WBCSD, Cement 
Sustainability Initiative, December 2005, pg. 10.) 

  

.Embodied energy costs of concrete manufacturing: 

 

- There are high embodied energy costs from quarrying large quantities of several 

raw materials, dust abatement, shipping of raw materials, intensive labor costs, etc. 

 

-  Manufacturing cement is an energy-intensive process.  It requires 3 to 6 million 
BTUs of energy and 1.7 tons of raw materials, mostly limestone, to make one ton of 
clinker. 

 

 “Entire mountains can be taken away to satisfy the voracious appetite of the concrete 

 industry” (Christian Meyers in Concrete Nation, Science News Online 1.1.05, Vol. 167, 

 No.1) 

  

 

. Additional manufacturing environmental impacts include production of nitrogen oxide, 

  sulfur oxide, and particulate matter emissions; and mining environmental impacts include  

  dust, the effects of excavating quarries, and the energy requirements for the extraction and  

  transportation of the materials. 

 

. Steel produced for concrete reinforcement has high embodied energy costs, and also 

  produces significant CO2. 

 

. New and emerging materials and processes include: 
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- nanotechnology looking for materials with nanostructure similar to cement but  

that require no or less heat in production 

 

Nanotechnology researchers at MIT have found the nanostructure of cement to be 
the “packing and cracking” structure found in the basic patterns of nature – much 
like stacked oranges in a grocery store (Constantinides, G. and Ulm, F.J. The 
nanogranular nature of C-S-H, Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of                  5  

 

Solids, 55 (1), p.64-90, Jan 2007 and presented at Columbia University’s “Concrete 
Reborn” debate January 2007).  

  

- Replicating the structure in new/revised materials for alternative cements such as 
using magnesium carbonate (Eco-Cement) reduces CO2 emissions by using less 
fuels because it requires lower temperatures to produce (650o C rather than the 
1450o C required for Portland cement).   

 

- Carbon-sequestering alternative to Portland cement – Concrete could become a 

      carbon sink rather than a carbon source. 

 

      The magnesium alternative cement process (above) produces some CO2 but the 

      process also causes carbonation which means the CO2 produced reabsorbs the CO2.  

        Some re-absorption occurs with all cements, but Eco-Cement absorbs more 

      efficiently and in greater quantities.  Magnesium is typically a waste material that 

      people pay to dispose of.  If widely used, city streets could become CO2 sinks rather 

      than CO2  sources. Sinks hold or absorb CO2.   Quite realistically, world CO2 

         emissions could be cut by 10%.    

 

- Benefits of reducing concrete’s CO2 emissions will, among many other benefits, 

      provide an improved material for nuclear waste storage, blast-proof tunnels, 

      longer lasting infrastructure and buildings. (Franz-Josef Ulm, Concrete Reborn  

      Debate at Columbia University, January 2007, in Nanoengineered Concrete Could 

Cut Carbon Dioxide Emissions, Science Daily, Feb. 2, 2007.)   
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- nanotech bendable concrete that withstands severe stress or loading of    
earthquakes, 40x’s lighter, less material used, less maintenance (Victor Li, Discover 
Magazine, August, 2005. www.discovermagazine.com/2005/aug/concrete-gets-
flexible) 

 

- self-consolidating fluid concrete – great for seismic activity areas, complex curves, 

intricate molds, leaves a smooth finish with no finishing labor or mechanical 

vibration for settling required 
(www.lagargenorthamerica.com/LafargeNA/LafargeNAMain.nsf) 

 

- photocatalytic concrete – breaks down air pollutants, kills bacteria and fungi –  

computer models of material and urban pollution predict this concrete should last  

1000 years, and when covering 10-15% of roads and building surfaces in a city,  

could reduce air pollution by 40-50% (Luigi Cassar. 2004. Photocatalysis of  

cementitious materials: Clean buildings and clean air. MRS Bulletin 29(May):328-
331. 

 

- translucent concrete used as daylighting material (Christian Meyer. 2003. Glass 

concrete. Concrete International 25(june 1):55-58. 

 

- luminous concrete with embedded fiber optic strands provides ambient light  

(www.litracon.com) 

            6 

 

- fiber reinforced concrete (Victor Li, Discover Magazine, August, 2005. 
www.discovermagazine.com/2005/aug/concrete-gets-flexible) 

 

- bamboo reinforced concrete (Lima, et al, Concrete beams reinforced with bamboo: 
Experimental analysis. Rev. bras. Eng. Agric. Ambient., Oct./Dec. 2005, vol.9, no.4, 
p.642-651) 

 

- recycling dredged clay material from harbors that perform better than land based 

       clay in the production of cement without CO2 emission (K. Millrath and C. Meyer.  
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2001. Beneficial Use of Dredge Material 2: Second Progress Report. New York, 
N.Y.: Columbia University. December. Available at  
www.civil.columbia.edu/meyer/pdffiles/CU_dm-rep2.pdf) 

 

- recycling glass to replace sand and gravel components 

 

- fly ash concrete – pros and cons (greenwood.cr.usgs.gov/energy/factshts/163-97/FS-
163-97.html and www.fly-ash-information-center.org.in) 

- EcoSmart – a non-profit organization that helps the building industry innovate and 
adopt new technologies that are ecologically and economically smart.  EcoSmart 
Concrete optimizes the replacement of Portland cement with Supplementary 
Cementing Materials (SCMs), such as fly ash.  It significantly improves 
performance, is demonstrably more durable, has an ability to resist salt corrosion 
in extreme marine environments, has the potential to be less expensive than 
traditional concrete.  The LEED Canada Green Building Rating System: Materials 
and Resources Credit 4 has revised its system to provide incentives to use 
supplementary cementing materials to partially replace Portland cement in 
concrete and reduce GHG emissions of concrete. 

(www.ecosmartconcrete.com and www.ecosmart.ca and LEED Canada Update in  

Concrete Monthly, September, 2005.) 

 

Significance of the Cement Sustainability Initiative – Agenda for Action, July 
2002. World Business Council for Sustainable Development. (www.wbcsdcement.org) 

The World Business Council for Sustainable Development is a coalition of 160 international 
companies from across 20 major industrial sectors, stakeholders, government representatives, 
non-government observers (NGO’s), and a global network of national and regional business 
councils and partner organizations involving more than 1000 business leaders globally who 
are committed to providing the catalyst for change toward sustainable development through 
eco-efficiency, innovation, and corporate social responsibility.  The Cement Sustainability 
Initiative (CSI) is an outgrowth of that effort.  Its purpose is to indentify actions and facilitate 
steps cement companies can take, individually and as a group, to accelerate progress toward 
sustainable development.  It sets the agenda for action.  A CSI Progress Report was made in 
2005 that documented its first action steps.  The CSI 2007 Final Report, due by the end of this 
year, will continue to document progress on its action agenda, and will establish future 
priorities, workstreams, and new committments.   

             7 

 

 

Significance of the Cement CO2 Protocol -  CO2 Emissions Monitoring and 
Reporting Protocol for the Cement Industry (www.ghgprotocol.org)    
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The Cement CO2 presents a harmonized method for calculating and reporting CO2 emissions 
and addresses all direct and most indirect sources of CO2 emissions related to the 

cement manufacturing process.  It provides a methodology for monitoring and reporting CO2 
emissions from cement manufacturing companies world wide in an absolute (tons of CO2 per 
year) and a specific, unit-based way (kg of CO2 per ton of a product).  Company production 
data is subject to audit but not for public dissemination, while emissions data is for public 
dissemination to all concerned or interested stakeholders.  The protocol was developed by the 
World Resources Institute and the WBCSD to “build and promote the use of voluntary 
international accounting and reporting standards for businesses through an open, 
transparent, and inclusive process” (The Cement CO2 Protocol, 10.19.2001, pg.2).  A second 
Protocol for CO2 Emissions Monitoring and Reporting for the Cement Industry was made in 
2005. 

 

Findings of the Battelle independent study Toward a Sustainable Cement 
Industry -  Substudy 8: Climate Change, 2002.  (http://www.wbcsdcement.org/pdf/ 
progress_ report_ s8_ 1_2.pdf) commissioned by the WBCSD -     

 

Battelle Memorial Institute, a not-for-profit consulting firm, was commissioned by WBCSD to 
conduct an independent review of the cement industry and suggest ways to meet its 
sustainability challenges.  Battelle released its report in 2002.  It found that in addition to its 
environmental importance, climate change carries serious financial consequences for the 
cement industry.  Without action by the industry, financial liabilities for the cement industry 
will be large. However, significant financial benefits can occur for the industry in both the 
near and long term through well-managed strategies for major reductions of GHG emissions. 
Creative and proactive cement producers have the opportunity to not only reduce emissions 
and the associated financial liabilities, but to emerge as leaders in CO2 management across all 
industries and to remain profitable. 

 

Battelle Substudy 8: Cement Industry Status on the Issue of Climate Protection (redacted): 

 

Industry Weaknesses:   continued heavy dependence on fossil energy 

                             continued reliance on limestone-based cement (e.g. Portland cement)  

        limited attention to the significant CO2 reductions required 

        inadequate investment in R&D that would enable future cost- 

         effective CO2 reductions 

        intermittent engagement in climate policy activities without a clear 

          long-term agenda 

 

Industry Threats:          large financial burdens 

        possibility of imposed technological controls  
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        early retirement of plants and equipment    8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     potential to be overlooked in the policy debate and disadvantaged 

        by policies designed for larger polluters 

      loss of market share to competing materials that are less GHG 

     intensive 

 

Industry Opportunities: energy efficiency improvement 

         use of alternative raw materials (e.g., fly ash, blast furnace slag) 

         use of alternative low-carbon fuels 

         emission reduction credits 

         CO2 capture and sequestration or possible resale 

         trading schemes to reduce costs 

 

. A few recent facts: 

 

- While concrete is the second most consumed product on the planet after water, it 
typically requires the equivalent of 60 to 130 kilograms of fuel oil and 111 KWh of 
electricity to produce one ton of cement. 

 

- The cement industry operates in more than 150 countries, yet almost half of the 
world’s cement is produced in China. 

 

- Emerging economies have some of the cleanest cement plants due to newly built 
facilities; the older, least efficient plants tend to be in North America. 
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- The industry is growing most rapidly in developing countries to meet rising 
demands for infrastructure and housing, especially in China, India, and the Middle 
East. 

 

- Almost all constituent groups of the WBCSD cited the cement industry as a major 
concern for climate change. 

 

- Clients and customers in the construction industry are specifying more 
environmentally sensitive building materials and methods. 

(The Cement Sustainability Initiative, 2005. www.wbcsdcement.org) 

 

 

 

FINDINGS:  With these new & emerging materials & production processes and the 
promulgation of the Cement CO2 Protocol, the potential exists, with caveats, for the building 
design and construction materials industry to make a significant transformation and 
drastically reduce their contribution to global CO2 emissions.   

 

             9 
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     ABSTRACT 

PURPOSE: The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the need for the use of plays and skits in helping 
English language learners at the elementary, secondary and adult education levels to improve their 
language skills thus gaining significant levels in oral language use, vocabulary development specific to 
their needs, and rapid improvement in comprehension. These language skills are a must for all of our 
students but especially for English Language Learners who comprise a significant percentage of our 
student populations. English language learners struggle through the curricular areas with only gradual 
improvement and may take years to reach a level of language performance where these students will 
feel competent enough to participate in real learning. Using plays and skits as a mode of learning will 
allow EL students to process language learning at a faster pace that will provide them with the 
opportunities they need to fully participate in the regular curriculum and be successful in a shorter 
period of time. 
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          ABSTRACT 

PURPOSE: It is the purpose of this poster presentation to highlight the importance of on‐going action 
research by teachers in the K‐12 educational system. Teachers normally are guided by guidelines offered 
through federal, state, and local agencies. Usually, these guidelines do not deal with the specific needs 
of teachers and students in individual classrooms. Furthermore, the No Child Left Behind Act has placed 
additional responsibilities on teachers to help all students to meet specific achievement levels. In order 
for teachers to do this, they have to beyond the guidelines provided and establish their own teaching 
and learning approaches which they will base on informed decisions based on research data specific to 
their students. Today, more than any time in our history, teachers are challenged to perform at levels 
that are new to them with a variety of student populations whose needs are diverse and complex. The 
end result should be that teachers should study what is happening in their own classrooms in order to 
make the kind of decisions that are tailored to the needs of each and every student in the classroom.  
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 One of the most interesting periods in design history was the development and the 

accomplishments of the Bauhaus School in Germany from its beginning in 1919 to the final 

closure in 1933.  The Bauhaus Art and Design School directly influenced many fields of applied 

design including Architecture, Industrial Design, Ceramics, Sculpture, Interior Design, Textile 

Design as well as Theater Design.  With the emergence of new information and design work 

examples in the past 15 years from the actual experiences of former students and associates, 

additional faculty have been identified as having made valuable contributions to both the 

Bauhaus curriculum and the field of design. 

 Could the Bauhaus philosophy, so strong in other areas also have brought change to 

textile design because of Lilly Reich?  Through a Sabbatical Study at the Bauhaus Archives in 

Berlin and at the Getty Research Institute, this became relevant with the uncovering of the work 

and teaching position of Miss Reich who taught in the Weaving Workshop from 1930 through 

1933 in both the Desseau and Berlin locations. 

 Walter Gropius, a well established architect with other established painters who were 

recognized through respected gallery showings, founded the Bauhaus in Weimar, Germany in 

1918.  The foresight of Gropius sought a base for students to design for the future rather than 

copy the past.  He encouraged the School be open to those who were willing to experience 

design in differing applications.  He wanted to develop a democratic approach to ensure the 

excellence in design would be available to all populations.  Students came to the Bauhaus 

already holding degrees in traditional design study programs, many were older than the usual 

student, women were also welcomed. 

 The School developed with a Master Council composed of artists and instructors.  

Important to the philosophy was the instructors were already practicing and successful, in fact, 

their inclusion depended on their past successes.  The Crafts and craftsmanship were also 

important, however, the Craft Masters were not members of the Master’s Council, these faculty 

had not vote.  Yet, craft mastery and training occupied a central position in the original Bauhaus 

concept and the School’s curriculum.  The Medieval Guild ideal of a community of equals, 

artists and artisans working side by side was revived.  Workshops were developed in nine areas: 

Sculpture, Pottery, Furniture, Print Graphics, Stained Glass, Wall Painting, Metal, Theater and 

Textiles.  No painting on easels was allowed although the students did paint outdoors when on 

outings. 
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 There is no question that the Bauhaus curriculum and its holistic approach to problem 

solving changed the major fields in the twentieth century of: Architecture, Interior Design, 

Furniture Design, Industrial Design, Graphic Design and Textile Design (from Stolzl, Albers and 

possibly Reich).  Did the Bauhaus School also affect clothing design and thus future fashion?  

The students wore uniforms most of the day.  The Bauhaus uniforms were a special design with 

collarless jackets and trousers even for women.  Everyone had a “functional” hairstyle. 

 The Weaving Workshop was an equally important component in the study curriculum.  

The painter Paul Klee was the Form Master, Klee was succeeded by Georg Muche who stayed 

until 1927.  Helen Borner was the technical director before Gunta Stolzl, Stolzl resigned 1931.  

The Weaving Workshop was recognized for quality in technique, coloration and design.  Testing 

was done on the treatments and the potential use of various fabric, including acoustical qualities.  

Stolzl created many fine textiles, she is credited with initiating design attention to the 

development of fabric samples for machine duplication, functional fabrics were possible for all 

populations.  Stolzl recognized weaving as old craft requiring handcraft dexterity, skill and 

understanding. 

 Reich brought Interior Design experience to the Weaving Workshop after a short period 

of leadership in the Weaving Workshop by Anne Albers.  Albers was the best known in the 

United States having left Germany for a long academic career in the United States.  Lilly Reich 

was an accomplished Interior Designer in Berlin, Germany, prior to joining the Bauhaus in 1931.  

Reich had previously worked with Meis Van Der Rohe on his architectural projects.  Earlier she 

had been a dress designer.  Even though Reich was credited with designing a home for the Berlin 

Building Exposition she was primarily a textile designer.  She assumed responsibility for the 

Weaving Workshop upon arrival at the Bauhaus.  She also headed the Interior Design study 

introduced by Van Der Rohe who had joined the Bauhaus faculty in 1928.  Reich taught the 

students uses of furniture and textiles for homes and buildings through the student projects, 

specializing in materials and their exploration.  When the Dessau School closed the looms were 

moved to the new Bauhaus in Berlin.  Reich continued until the final shutdown of the institution 

in 1933.  Reich did not leave Germany as most of the other Bauhaus faculty did, she appears to 

have stayed in Berlin throughout her life. 

 Walter Gropius founded the Bauhaus and stayed as its Director until 1927.  Harry Meir 

succeeded him for one year then in 1928 Mies Van Der Rohe became Director.  Van Der Rohe 
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reorganized the School emphasizing Architecture and Interior Design.  The initial goal of 

Gropius to have art and technology as a new entity was accomplished. 

 

 

 

 

RESEARCH GOALS: 

1. Did Reich influence post World War II textile design?  Should she be recognized? 

2. Critically analyze 2-dimensional design work identified from the Bauhaus 1931-1933 

period developing a measurement model based on the design elements of: line, shape, 

texture, value and color and principles of: balance, scale, proportion, rhythm, variety, and 

unity.  Undergraduate students will seek to analyze through the design elements works 

attributed to Reich and other internationally recognized post World War II textile 

designers. A teaching model is the eventual goal. 

 

 

SUMMARY: 

Was interior textile design affected by the work at the Bauhaus School through the work of  Lilly 

Reich?  

 

Perhaps a better question is how textile design by Lilly Reich could not have affected post World 

War II designers. 
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A Forgotten Japanese Tragedy at the Turn of the Century: 

The Darling of the Gods 

Sachi Nakachi 

The Darling of the Gods was produced in 1902 by David Belasco in 

collaboration with John Luther Long. In its first season, it ran 186 performances, 

whereas Madame Butterfly ran only 24 performances (Belasco, Six Plays, 142).  

After a success in New York, it traveled to Boston, Brooklyn, Newark, Philadelphia, 

Chicago, Pittsburgh, St. Louise, San Francisco, and Salt Lake City.  Blanche Bates 

played the role of Yo-San, a charming Japanese princess in kimono, in more than a 

thousand performances.  The play was also produced by Beerbohm Tree at His 

Majestic Theater in London in December, 1903 . Tree played the part of Zakkuri, the 

War Minister, and Lena Ashwell played Yo-San(Winter 109-111).  In 1905 and 1906, 

the play was produced in New York, Buffalo, Philadelphia and Minneapolis, and 

Percy Haswell played the role of Yo-San.  All of these performances made a great 

success. Absolutely, The Daring of the Gods was Belasco’s triumph.                               

The Darling of the Gods, however, has not been reproduced since 1907.  The 

disappearance of the play from the theatrical world can be explained by the 

following reasons. Since the performance of the play was most costly among 

Belasco’s productions, its reproduction was not as easy as those of his other plays.  

Belasco's plays also lost popularity in the 1910s when new playwrights like Eugene 

O’Neill embarked on Broadway with their experimental plays.  Moreover, 

American fever of Japan also ended in the 1920s when Japan became a real threat 

for the West. Thus, The Darling of the Gods was forgotten by the public.  It is 

significant, however, to examine this kind of buried texts in order to understand the 
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movement of American Japonism at the turn of the century.  In this paper, I would 

like to put The Darling of the Gods in the stream of Japonism art movement in the 

beginning of the twentieth century.  The story of The Darling of the Gods depends 

much on popular writings and plays concerning Japan in those days.  The Darling 

of the Gods gained an immediate success because it borrowed stereotypical images 

and ideas on Japan from other popular texts.                          

The Daling of the Gods consists of five acts. The scenes of the play are set in 

Tosan, Japan.  It is a tragic love story of a princess named Yo-San and Kara, an 

outlaw samurai.  Yo-San is a daughter of Prince Saigon. She is betrothed to a 

Japanese courtier, but she does not love him.  When she meets Kara, a formidable 

outlaw who leads the band of samurais with two swords, she falls in love with him 

and tries to save him from Zakkuri, the Minister of War.  She shelters Kara in her 

apartments, which are in the palace of Saigon, because he is wounded and almost 

dying.  While spending many days together, Kara is also in love with Yo-San.  But 

Prince Saigon eventually finds them. He is very angry and expels Yo-San from his 

palace.  Kara escaped from Saigon, but he is finally captured by Zakkuri and 

condemned to torture and death.  Trying to save her beloved man, Yo-San sneaks 

into the palace of Zakkuri in Geisha’s disguise.  Zakkuri, however, pierces Yo-San’s 

disguise quite easily and takes her to a torture chamber where Kara is locked in.  

Showing Yo-San how Kara is suffering there, the treacherous Zakkuri says that he 

will free Kara if Yo-San becomes his mistress.  When Yo-San rejects it, Zakkuri 

makes her another proposal.  He demands she reveal the whereabouts of Kara’s 

comrades.  Yo-San, who is desperately in love with Kara, surrenders in order to set 

Kara free.  So Kara is released, but Kara’s comrades, who are hiding in the wood, 
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are attacked by Zakkuri’s soldiers and they are killed.  Kara, who lost his loyal 

followers, commits hara-kiri in the end.  The curtain is drawn in the scene in which 

Yo-San kills herself, bending over the corpse of Kara.  There are some additional 

scenes at the end of the play.  The soul of Yo-San is punished for her betrayal in 

Hell, but she is permitted to join her lover in Heaven after a thousand years.  

Yo-San and Kara are rejoiced at their reunion in the milky way.  The play closes 

with a scene of celestial love. 

     Although the story itself is original, The Darling of the Gods is under the 

influence of many other theatrical productions.  The most important work is 

Chushingura, which was a popular Kabuki play in Japan throughout the Edo period.  

The story of the play describes the revenge of forty-seven soldiers on Kira, who 

drove Takumi no Kami into hara-kiri.  It is found in A.B. Mitford’s Tales of Old 

Japan published in 1871 under the title of “The Forty-Seven Ronins.”  In 1880 

Shunsui Tamenaga’s version was translated by Edward Greey and Shuichiro Saito 

and was published in New York under the title of The Loyal Ronins.  Both The 

Darling of the Gods and Chushingura  describe an idealized relationship between a 

Samurai and his followers.  Long, who was familiar with many old Japanese 

stories at the time, must have read either Midford’s or Greey and Saito’s version.  

Yoshio Markino, a painter who helped Beerbohm Tree’s production of The Darling of 

the Gods in London(A Japanese Artist in London, 96-101), also says: “It is not a 

Japanese play, but it has much like the play “Soga Brothers’ Vengeance,” in which 

Danjuro acted as Kudo” (Alone in the World, 73).  We cannot exactly define what 

text Long and Belasco used for the plot of The Darling of the Gods, but we cannot 

deny a possibility of an influence of Kabuki plays on the production. 
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     The Mikado, Gilbert and Sullivan’s famous operetta, and The Geisha, Sidney 

Jones’ operetta, are also considered to be influential on The Darling of the Gods.  

Since the first performance in 1885, The Mikado had attracted both British and 

American audiences.  In the United States, it was performed in theaters in New 

York such as the Fifth Avenue Theater, American Theater, and Madison Square 

Roof Garden.  In Theodore Dreiser’s Sister Carrie , Carrie Meeber goes to a theater 

in Chicago to watch a performance of The Mikado.  The episode tells us that The 

Mikado was favored by Americans living not only in the East but also in the 

Midwest.  Sidney Jones’ The Geisha (1886), which is said to be “a missing link 

between The Mikado by Gilbert and Sullivan and The Madam Butterfly by 

Puccini”(Hashimoto 104), was also a phenomenal production.  By 1898, it ran 760 

performances in London (Lamb 5).  In the United Sates, it was acted in the Daly 

Theater in New York 161 times.  There is no doubt that Belasco and Long were 

keenly interested in these performances.  

      In fact, Belasco had been cherishing a dream of producing a series of true 

comic operas just like those of Gilbert and Sullivan.  He said: “I hoped to find a pair 

of American authors that could be developed into at least something like such a 

team like Gilbert and Sullivan, and for a while, I should succeed,--but it was too 

much to hope for” (Winter 85).  His dream had not been realized, but his words tell 

us that he was attracted to the works of Gilbert and Sullivan. 

Although The Darling of the Gods is not a musical comedy, there are several 

similarities between The Darling of the Gods and these operettas.  In The Darling 

of the Gods, Kara calls his followers “Gentlemen of Japan”(221), which correspond 

exactly to the song of the first act of The Mikado, in which players say, “We are 
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Gentlemen of Japan.”  It is also noted that The Mikado is a comedy that deals with 

themes of death and torture.  The climax of The Darling of the Gods is the torture 

chamber scene in which Kara is threatened to death.   

The influence of The Geisha is more obvious.  In the Act I of The Darling of 

the Gods, a Geisha girl named Rosy Sky asks what a kiss is.  Yo-San answers, “A 

kiss is a custom of foreign countries”(Belasco, Six Plays,155), but she also does not 

know what it is like exactly.  In The Geisha, there is a duet called “The kissing” in 

which Fairfax, a British officer, sings: “ You’re a charming little geisha, /Quite the 

nicest girl in Asia, /But I fear there’s something missing, /O my pretty Japanese! 

/English, French and German misses /Do not ask me what a kiss is— /They are all 

expert at kissing.”  Then O Mimosan answers coquettishly, “Will you teach me, if 

you please?/I believe I’m quick and clever, /And I promise I’ll endeavour /In the task 

to do you credit, /If your pupil I may be!”(Hall 10-11).  Although no Western men 

who teach kissing to Japanese girls appear in The Darling of the Gods, Yo-San get 

an information from a Western book she is holding.  She reads the book and 

explains what a kiss is: 

Yo-San: I think it requires a man; the book said so.  And it should be 

long and slow. (Struck.)  Oh, I forgot the embrace at the waist. (Places 

her arms round Rosy Sky’s waist and squeezes her.  Rosy Sky gives a 

little squeal.)  (Belasco, Six Plays, 155) 

The Darling of the Gods shares the same kind of humorous dialogue with The 

Geisha.  The play also gives a stereotypical representation of a geisha, an innocent 

female entertainer, without any knowledge of kissing. 

     Moreover, the last scene of The Darling of the Gods resembles the last scene of 
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Pietro Mascahni’s Japanese opera, Iris (1898).  Its libretto was written by Luigi 

Illica, who wrote the libretto of Madam Butterfly for Giacomo Puccini. The 

characters of the opera are Japanese in the Edo period. The story is simple. A 

beautiful innocent Japanese maiden named Iris is kidnapped by Osaka and Kyoto, 

evil Japanese men, and sold to Yoshiwara, a prostitution quarter.  She wants to 

escape from the quarter and leads a happy life as before, but she cannot do it 

because she is already a degenerate woman and knows that she will not be accepted 

by her father.  At the end Iris throws herself into the water. But God gives mercy 

on her.  She becomes a flower of Iris on the shore of the river.  Although the stories 

are completely different, a theme of regeneration is found in both works.  

Importantly, the scenes of Hell in The Darling of the Gods are set in a river about 

which souls of the dead are floating.  In both works, a river has images of death, 

but later it changes into celestial images.  In both works happy afterlives are given 

to the tragic heroines. 

      Thus, The Darling of the Gods follows patterns of other theatrical 

productions on Japan.  We can say that Long and Belasco did not want to create 

something new and original.  Rather, they wanted to make a stage which the 

audience was eager to watch.  Therefore, they shamelessly borrowed themes and 

patterns easily traced in The Mikado, The Geisha, Iris, and Japanese Kabuki plays.  

In fact, it is neither originality nor a description of Japanese life that Belasco 

wanted to achieve in the play.  The most important thing for Belasco was Japanese 

“atmosphere.”  Belasco himself says in an essay titled “Atmosphere on the Stage”: 

“The Darling of the Gods,” which I had pleasure of writing with Mr. John  

Luther Long, represented three years of such work and study.  We had  
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set to work to write a play of Japan—not the Japan of to-day, but the “old  

Japan” of thirty years ago, before western influences had worked their  

changes on Oriental civilization.  The obstacles confronting such a task  

are obvious.  .  .  .  A dramatist may absorb all the literature ever  

written about Japan.  He may be an authority on its manners, customs,  

dress and people.  And yet, with all this knowledge at his command, he  

may be unable to suggest the true atmosphere of the period or the place. 

     While I have said that atmosphere is the product of the closest  

attention to detail, conveying the impression of simple reality, the  

statement is not a complete truth, for atmosphere is something more  

than a comprehensive knowledge of your subject.  This knowledge is, of  

course, indespebsable; but it is convincing only through its correct  

expression, and the expression or atmosphere, is largely a matter of  

feeling and of temperament. 

Belasco wanted to present what he considers to be Japanese atmosphere on the 

stage.  Therefore, The Darling of the Gods are full of popular Japnese images such 

as “Geisha,” “Samurai,” “Harakiri” and “Mikado.”  Belasco was a professional 

impresario who tried to satisfy the expectation of American audience on his stage.  

But this does not mean that Belasco was a producer only longing for 

commercial success. The Darling of the Gods was the least profitable production 

Belasco ever made in spite of its great success.  He spent 78,000 dollars but the 

play netted a 5000 dollars profit after a two years’ run (Belasco, Six Plays, 141).  It 

was indeed one of the most costly productions by Belasco.  The photographs of the 

stage show how gorgeous the setting of the play was.  He brought Buddhist statues, 
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a small Japanese ship, Japanese lanterns, Japanese fans, Japanese swords and 

Japanese dining sets on the stage.  The costumes were also brought from Japan. 

The Chicago Chronicle  informs that Blanche Bates, who played Yo-San, changed 

the kimono twenty four times throughout the stage (“Fond of the Jap Traits”).  Just 

like Du Barry, Belasco’s costume play in 1901, Belasco was particular about details 

on the stage.  He even placed a Japanese orchestra on the stage, with “Japanese 

performers playing the biwa, the samisen, the koto, the tsudzumi, and the fuye” 

(“Japanese Music is a Feature of ‘The Darling of the Gods’”).  It is no doubt that a 

success of The Darling of the Gods depends much on Belasco’s stage techniques. 

In The Theater Through Its Stage Door, Belasco speaks of the techniques he 

uses in The Darling of the Gods.  Among them, the most notable Belasco’s 

technique is his use of light.  He used it “in a symbolic manner to emphasize and 

intensify the basic motif of the play”(Marker 89). For example, he created 

pantomimic pictorial tableau by changing lighting and using shadows.  This 

technique was used to express a lapse of time.  He was also keenly aware of the 

color of light.  The torture chamber scene is famous as one of the most successful 

scenes Belasco ever made.  The blood-red light on the face of George Arliss and 

Belanche Bates stirred the emotion of the audience.  Because of the light, Arliss, 

who played Zakkuri, looked more cruel, while Bates, who played Yo-San, looked 

more agonizing.  The last scene titled “The River of Souls” is also a legendary scene 

which shows Belasco’s craftsmanship.  He spent much time in his “attempt to 

depict a sort of Japanese Purgatory in which the bodies of the dead floated between 

Heaven and Hell”(Timberlake 224).  After a fruitless all-night rehearsal, he came 

across an approach that was finally used.  When he saw eerily shadows of 
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stagehands passing behind a gauze curtain lit by two calcium lights, he realized 

that he could use this effect for the scene of “The River of Souls” (Timberlake 

224-225).  It is said that“all who saw the play found the scene unforgettable”

（Leiter 7）. 

Besides Belasco’s theatrical techniques, newspapers mostly gave a special 

attention to Blanche Bates in their theater reviews of The Darling of the Gods.  

Blanche Bates, who already played the role of Cho-Cho San in The Madam 

Butterfly in 1900, was a first person who came to the mind of Belasco as a role of a 

tragic Japanese princess.  Bates was already 30 years old, but she was unmarried 

and ambitious.  By performing the roles of Japanese women in Madame Butterfly 

and The Darling of the Gods, she became popular as “a Japanese Juliet.” 

Bates was an icon of beauty in the American society before the appearance of 

Hollywood movie stars.  In the newspaper photographs of the performance of The 

Darling of the Gods, Bates in western clothes and Bates in Japanese kimono were 

often shown in comparison.  As Mari Yoshihara writes in Embracing the East: 

White Women and American Orientalism, the newspaper “repeatedly emphasized 

the actress’s Anglo-Saxson identity and how she was made up as a Japanese 

character” (79).  If Yo-San were a real Japanese woman, the heroine could not be 

popular among Americans.  They loved a white woman in Japanese masquerade. 

The popularity of Blanche Bate’s performance as Yo-San, in this sense, reflects the 

complicated psychology of American Orientalism.  As Belasco knows well, the 

American audience just wanted an exotic “atmosphere” when they watch a 

Japanese play.  The Darling of the Gods, in this sense, represents the very essence 

of American Japonism.  It was a kind of romantic longing for fictional old Japan.  
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We cannot deny that Japonism was also a part of what Edward Said calls 

“Orientalism.”  Japonism is often understood as a Western aesthetic infatuation 

with Japan, but it was also within power dynamics of Orientalism.  As soon as 

Japan changed its policy of isolation and opened its ports to foreign countries in 

1865, Japanese woodblock prints, decorative arts and fabrics flowed into European 

markets and created a “boom of Japonaiserie” (Wilkinson 111).  According to 

Wilkinson, “the aesthetic infatuation with Japan was at its strongest in the last 

quarter of the nineteenth century” (112). English Victorian writers such as Oscar 

Wilde, Rudyard Kipling, Sir Edwin Arnold, Clive Holland and Douglas Sladen 

showed their interest in Japan and Japanese art.  In the United States, Japan 

influenced American culture “in many ways—in fine arts, decorative arts, 

architecture, applied art, and philosophy—from 1854 to 1910” (Clark 1).  In 1876, 

Japanese goods and wares were shown to the American public at the Philadelphia 

Centennial Exposition (Clark 1).  It is after 1876 that writers such as William 

Griffis, Edward Greey, Lafcadio Hearn, Percival Lowell, Eliza Scidomore, Alice 

Bacon, and Onoto Watanna started to published books on Japan extensively.  

Although some travel writings are serious studies of Japan, we cannot deny that 

their writings are often full of prejudices. Some fiction writers composed an 

imaginary land though stereotyped images of Japan. John Luther Long, a coauthor 

of The Darling of the Gods, was not an exception.   

It is an inevitable consequence, therefore, that the works of those 

Orientalists/Japonists resemble each other.  The Darling of the Gods gave Belasco 

a reputation as a great director, but it also troubled him.  A week before the New 

York opening of The Darling of the Gods, Onoto Watanna, author of The Wooing of 
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Wistaria and A Japanese Nightingale, filed an injunction against Belasco by 

accusing him of plagiarism.  Belasco not only insisted his innocence but also 

responded to Watanna by charging her with libel.  And Watanna gave up her claim 

against Belasco (Timberlake 226).  The conflict between Belasco and Watanna is 

said to be a conflict between Belasco and the Theatrical Syndicate, “particularly 

Klaw and Erlarger, who were after Belasco’s scalp” (Timberlake 226). Belasco was 

just harassed by those who were envious of his success.  But this case is an 

example of a delicate problem which works like The Darling of the Gods cause.  In 

most Orientalist texts, plagiarism is one of the most indefinable phenomena 

because those texts depend on a repetitious act of borrowing and rewriting.  A 

blame against The Darling of the Gods was inevitable under the circumstances.   

By 1930s, David Belasco had already become an American theater legend.  

He was regarded as a maestro of American drama, but at the same time as 

old-fashioned.  Belasco’s The Darling of the Gods, however, provides us with a clear 

perspective of American Japonism.  It is often said that Belasco was a man of the 

nineteenth century and his works are nothing but melodrama, but they are valuable 

when we examine America mass culture at the turn of the century.  
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6. Abstract: 
 
About halfway between New Delhi and Beijing, Dunhuang is an oasis town 
situated in the vast Gobi desert which a large number of foreign traders and 
pilgrims along the Silk Road had succeeded, or failed, to reach in historical times. 
In the greater Dunhuang area, there are five groups of cave shrines collectively 
known as Dunhuang Grottoes. These five groups are: Mogao Caves, the 
Western Caves of the Thousand Buddhas, Yulin Caves, the Eastern Caves of 
the Thousand Buddhas and the Five-Temple Caves. Among these, the most 
magnificent are the Mogao Caves, popularly known as the Caves of the 
Thousand Buddhas, which have been recognized as one of the most important 
sites in the world cultural heritage. 
 
Mogao Caves stand out by virtue of their colossal scale with a spectacular 
honeycomb of caves stretching 1,680 meters north to south, the millennium span 
of history from the 4th to the 14th centuries of their creation, the kaleidoscopic 
richness and variety of their contents, the splendid art and consummate skill of 
the artists, and the remarkably good condition in which they have been preserved. 
All together 735 caves were dug out of the cliff with a height rising from 15 to 30 
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meters and distributed on four different levels. The 243 caves in the northern 
area were living quarters which were also used for religious practice by the 
monks. The remaining caves in the south stretching for about 1,600 meters 
contain a collection of 45,000 square meters of frescos, priceless paintings, 
2,415 painted Buddhist statues and sculptures, some 50,000 Buddhist scriptures, 
historical documents, textiles, and other relics that were first discovered and 
stunned the world in the early 1900s.  
 
Between 1906 and 1919, the caves were visited by many archaeologists and 
explorers of Central Asia. Much of the hand-copied ancient books, manuscripts, 
literary works, and Buddhist and secular decorative artworks were removed by 
Aurel Stein, Paul Pelliot, Sergei Oldenburg, Langdon Warner, Kozui Otani, Albert 
von Le Coq, and others. Since the Mogao Caves were first opened to the public 
in 1979, millions of visitors, not only from among scholars, specialists, and art 
lovers from far and wide, but also politicians and state leaders of China and 
foreign countries, have been attracted to this one of the most significant 
archaeological finds of China. The main aim of this paper is to share my 
experience and some of my findings I acquired from my recent trip to the Mogao 
Caves in September 2006. The paper covers some discussion of a careful 
selection of 10 caves, namely Caves 16, 17, 57, 61, 96, 148, 158, 249, 427, and 
465, constructed over the Early Period of Western Wei Dynasty, Middle Period of 
Sui and Tang Dynasties, and the Late Period of Five Dynasties, Song and Yuan 
Dynasties. 
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Title:  Heal This:  A Model for Gay Friendly Health Care   
Abstract: 
         This research project was a qualitative study of gay men’s health care experiences 

in one community.  The  study explored how gay men access healthcare, the 
problems they faced, and examined the interaction between this group of people and 
the mainstream  health care community. The study explored the issues and 
experiences of how gay men manage to obtain treatment in a medical system that is 
often prejudiced and unaccommodating to their needs.  

Methods: 
         The primary method of data collection for this study was through open-ended 

interviews that were audio-taped and transcribed.  Participant observation was used 
to explore treatment modalities and options available to gay men   The primary data 
included:  (1) detailed interviews (with 9 men who are HIV+, 9 men who have 
AIDS, 9 men who are HIV negative and seeking prophylactic care, two infectious 
disease physicians who treat people living with HIV/AIDS, one treatment 
adherence nurse, one infectious disease nurse practitioner, and one family practice 
doctor) using open ended questions (2) notes from observations of home health 
visits and support groups for those infected with HIV.  

Discussion: 
         By focusing on these men’s descriptions of the problems they encountered and what 

would have met their needs in those situations, it was possible to discern what gay-
friendly healthcare might look like.  
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Art on the (Supply) Side, or, the Credibility Crisis in Congress 

In a recent LA Times article, staff reporter Scott Martelle goes out on a limb to predict 

brighter skies at the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA)— or at least an end to the 

long winter of its Congressional discontent. Noting the recent adoption of several arts 

initiatives for school children and a nominally increased annual budget, Martelle moves to 

historicize away America’s ‘culture wars’.  He writes, “It’s a remarkable turnaround for 

an agency whose mere name was once enough to get Newt Gingrich and other social 

conservatives foaming at the mouth” (“His Pitch for the Arts Has Kept NEA Alive” 19 

February 2007). Clearly for Martelle the absence of controversy, such as once embattled 

the NEA, is good news. And why not? Where in prior incarnations, the NEA drew 

partisan ire for its support of artwork that challenged traditional notions of family or 

religion, these days it seems political ill-will has faded. If the metaphor of war has grown 

weary from long service in this era of polarized American culture, then perhaps we should 

be thankful for less excitement between ideologically competitive groups. However, to 

use an expression from the Civil Rights’ movement: the absence of noise is not the 

presence of peace. Although Congress may have won respite through its avoidance of arts 

funding, in the process it has thrown the baby out with the bathwater. The legacy of the 

culture wars of the ’80s and ’90s, have become, in the 21st century, a policy of federal 

neglect and divestment in favor of states’ rights and the much touted laissez-faire of the 

marketplace.  
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 Looking back on those culture wars, despite the extreme nature of the rhetoric, one 

nonetheless perceives a common ground and a fundamental appreciation for the role of the 

arts that has since been abandoned. In a letter to the Washington Times, dated May 22nd, 

1989, Pat Buchanan wrote, “Conservatives [. . .] should do what liberals did long ago— 

‘capture the culture’. Surely the place to begin is with the National Endowment for the 

Arts, whose new chairman is to be selected, soon, by president George Bush. [. . .] The 

hour is late; America needs a cultural revolution in the ‘90s as sweeping as its political 

revolution in the ‘80s” (quoted in Culture Wars, 33). In his remarks, Buchanan voiced the 

ideology of the far right, in which constructs art as a message from the State to the people 

and as a re-enforcement of the State’s social agendas. At the same time, Buchanan’s 

opponents countered those views with a war cry of their own, such as expressed by The 

Revolutionary Worker: “NOW IS THE TIME TO TAKE THE POLITICAL OFFENSIVE, 

going up in the face of the powers-that-be with genuinely liberating works of art that take 

on all the oppressive relations and supporting artists who defy the censors [sic]” (94). The 

liberal point of view reversed the relationship; art served as a populist expression 

addressed from individuals to the State. Though the liberal slant to the culture war did not 

insist on institutional take over or the destruction of deemed-negative materials (as in 

Buchanan’s demand for cultural revolution) the Worker did call for the continued, if not 

increased, production of controversial art as an empowering speech act. Curiously, despite 

representing inverse view points, both Pat Buchanan and The Revolutionary Worker 

agreed that the essence of art was speech. In both interpretations art-as-speech was part of 

America’s system of checks and balances; it was an arbitrage of power. During the culture 

wars, the NEA—depending on whether it was construed to fund individual expression or 
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State expression—became the object at the center of a partisan tug-of-war over who had 

the right to speak and who had access to (or control of) its resources of speech in America. 

 In the late ’80s, a host of moderate fiscal conservatives emerged in Congress to 

broker the terms of a détente between the warring extremes. In the middle-ground, these 

moderate conservatives, led by Senator Slade Gorton, saw the path to resolution in 

monetary terms as was consistent with their Party’s platform. With Andres Serrano’s 

photograph “Piss Christ” center stage in the Senate debates over the future of the NEA, 

Senator Gorton proposed financial penalties for the organizations that had funded 

Serrano’s “controversial” art work. With the language of a scolding parent, he urged 

Congress to use the NEA “to deprive SECCA of Federal funding for a period of say five 

years, and until such times as it is obvious that the SECCA is administered responsibly” 

(37). Then, Gorton went on to apply the same paternal logic to the administration of NEA 

and the national arts policy as a whole. Standing on the floor of the Senate on May 1st, 

1989, Senator Slade Gorton articulated his plan for federal divestment from the arts, 

urging, “The state must confine itself to its own interests, and art must be free. Neither 

subsidy nor censure are appropriate, for the state, with its unrivalled power, must not take 

sides in purely symbolic disputes” (35). Gorton’s purpose here was twofold. First, 

withdrawal of monetary support was meant to chill what Gorton and other conservatives 

perceived as the misuse of federal funds on the creation of controversial works of art. 

Second, rather than navigate the minefield of special interest groups, any one of which 

could be potentially slighted at the favor of another, Gorton claimed that his policy of 

absenting the State from the arts would level the playing field for all.  
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 Central in the formulation of Gorton’s policy was change in the way art was 

perceived. Where formerly both sides had considered art as speech, Gorton and others 

began to re-construct art as a commodity. During the Senate debates, new rhetoric 

emerged that pushed the notion of art as transactional. In their references to various 

“controversial” art works, Senators Alfonse D’Amato and Jesse Helms (as well as many 

others) took the position that the art created either in part or in whole through the auspices 

of the NEA had been bought by Congress. In the case of Serrano’s “Piss Christ”, even 

though the object in question was but a single photographic print, not mass-produced or in 

mass demand, but rather well within the traditional confines of fine arts— D’Amato 

demanded, “How dare you spend taxpayers money on this trash?” and “We paid for this—

 our taxpayers” (Culture Wars, 28). Across the aisle Jesse Helms exacted the same claims: 

“Anybody who would do such a despicable thing— and get $15,000 in tax money for it— 

well it tells you something about the state of this Government and the way it spends the 

money taken from the taxpayer” (31). In the course of their arguments neither Helms nor 

D’Amato would acknowledge “Piss Christ” as a speech act, rather only as a commodity. 

In fact, Senator Helms tried to side-step the issue of art as speech by denying that the 

internationally renown photographer was even an artist. “[Serrano] is not an artist,” Helms 

cajoled the U.S. Senate, “He is a jerk” (30). This sense of art as transaction of entitlement, 

as monetary exchange, between artist and government-as-patron, formed the basis of a 

fiscally conservative Republican majority’s attempts to quell controversy by changing the 

public’s understanding of art from speech act to commodity. 

 The idea that art represented a commodity and that a petulant federal government 

might vacate its perceived position as buyer, was however a drastic shift from all prior 
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expressions of federal arts policy in America. The Arts and Humanities Act, which 

established the NEA in 1965, stated, “it is necessary and appropriate for the federal 

government to help create and sustain not only a climate encouraging to freedom of 

thought, imagination and inquiry, but also the material conditions facilitating the release 

of this creative talent” (20 U.S.C. 951 [5]). In the charter, the position of the State is 

clearly not that of buyer, but facilitator. Notions of ownership and commodity are far 

removed where public-minded art is equated with intellectual expression and thought. In 

1965—the same year that the Watts Riots brought two vastly divegent standards of 

American life and culture into stark relief—the Johnson Administration perceived the 

State’s interests in promoting conditions material to a flourishing culture through a 

National Endowment as tantamount to the State’s interest in facilitating free speech. 

Twenty years later, President Reagan underscored this notion, stating, “No one realize[s] 

the importance of freedom more than the artist . . . [Artists] express ideas that are 

sometimes unpopular. In an atmosphere of liberty, artists and patrons are free to think the 

unthinkable and create the audacious” (Weyergraf-Serra and Buskirk, 155). Despite 

Reagan’s alleged antipathy toward the NEA, he nonetheless re-iterated a fundamental 

relationship between art and speech that constructed art as a human right, a common 

property and a public good, which in turn placed the responsibility for the well-being of 

the arts pro-actively in the hands of the State along with all other shared national resources 

and basic rights. 

 Faced with such language both in the charter of the NEA and in the rhetoric of the 

Republican Party, proponents of art-as-commodity found it necessary to argue that their 

shift in point of view could not and would not constitute an avenue of censorship or in any 
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way deter citizens from their right of free speech. In an article published in USA Today, 

Jesse Helms asserted, “Artists who seek to shock or offend the public can still do so— but 

at their own expense. I reiterate for the purpose of emphasis that censorship is not 

involved” (Culture Wars, 101). Likewise Senator Gorton, when confronted with the 

possibility that his platform of non-action might unintentionally be used to promote 

censorship, flatly demurred, stating, “The ill-considered reasoning is that if the 

government does not nurture people like Mr. Serrano it is therefore oppressing them [sic]. 

This view, I submit, is a self-serving belief in a political principle that does not exist; 

namely that the State owes all things to all people” (36). Helms and Gorton rather tried to 

make a semantic distinction between censorship, which they disavowed, and the perceived 

neutral regulatory function of the market, which they believed would moderate in fairness 

for all. Indeed, allowing art-as-expression to exist, in Senator Helm’s words, “on its own 

dime,” according to its utility and commercial viability, seemed consistent with long-held 

democratic, capitalistic and American principles. Such a stance even purported to liberate 

expression from the partisan feuds of Congressional politics and free the Arts from the 

animosity of the aristocracy, while returning power to the public as consumer/buyer. 

Nonetheless, major questions remained unanswered concerning Congress’ desire to shift 

its responsibility for ‘facilitating material conditions’ onto the marketplace. On one hand 

Senators Gorton and Helms had minimized the importance of art as a form of speech. On 

the other, the two men also stridently maintained that the marketplace could not abridge 

speech. To the evaluate the Gorton-Helms policy one would have to see these principles in 

practice. 
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Coincidentally, at the very moment when Congress was debating the potential 

consequences of the move to “supply side culture” (as it has been termed), a tailor-made 

test case was unfolding. In 1991, Tracy Marrow, an African-American recording artist 

with the stage name “Ice-T” wrote and began to perform a song called “Cop Killer”. At 

the time of the song’s release Marrow enjoyed an international reputation as an artist 

principally because of his construction of rap as political speech. Just prior to Body Count, 

Marrow had released an album entitled Freedom of Speech . . . Just Watch What You Say. 

In the article “Taking It to the Streets” Michael Leonard and Paul Rogers of the London 

newspaper The Independent cited Marrow among a select list of African-American 

musical artists who had “for a long time been putting out records pointing up police 

brutality, urban deprivation and the simmering anger of the underclass”. In the same 

article, the authors also quoted James Bernard, senior editor of The Source who attested 

that rappers such as Marrow, whether or not they claimed to be, were “perceived as 

community leaders.” A view that Michael Leonard and Paul Rodgers argue evolved in 

part due to a widespread sense throughout the African-American community that these 

musicians were “speaking truth” others would not dare, or could not manage to voice 

effectively (11 June 1992, p 27). 

 As a part of Marrow’s political approach to music “Cop Killer” communicated 

thoughts and ideas about violence perpetrated by and against police officers. Through 

lyrics that referred to Daryl Gates, then chief of the Los Angeles police department as well 

as to Rodney King, an African-American brutally beaten by of a gang of LAPD officers, 

Marrow created what he described in his book The Ice Opinion as “a protest record” 

(169). Since Marrow received no government assistance in the production or distribution 
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of the song, and since the music was intended for commercial release, “Cop Killer” 

appeared to be the picture-perfect test case for the Helms-Gorton theory of the efficacy of 

art-as-speech in the marketplace. 

 For more than a year after its initial composition the song existed only in live 

performance as it underwent refinements. Despite its highly charged, political nature, 

“Cop Killer” seemed to experience no chill in the limited marketplace of live concert 

performance. Here is Marrow’s account for the song’s beginnings.  

Body Count toured with Lollapalooza in the summer of ’91. In twenty-one 

cities 430,000 predominantly white kids waved their fists in the air and 

screamed “Cop Killer” along with us. Nothing happened. In the winter of 

1991-1992 Body Count headlined its own tour. We hit seventy cities, 

performed “Cop Killer” to wild fans at about eighty shows. Nothing 

happened [. . .] My fans didn’t consider Body Count a controversial record. 

They listened to “Cop Killer” and smiled and understood it. (169)  

In response to the music’s popularity, in March of 1992, Warner Bros Records, a division 

of Time Warner Corporation, released Marrow’s recording of “Cop Killer” nation-wide in 

various formats at usual prices. During its first two months as a commercial object the 

record enjoyed vigorous sales. Barry Shank, writing for George Mason University’s 

Center for History and New Media reported that the record spent many weeks on the 

Billboard Top-50 and that within two months of its release, it had sold well over 200,000 

copies. Consequently, the initial circumstances surrounding the song’s release seemed to 

affirm Senator Gorton’s assertion that art-as-speech was viable in the marketplace. 
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 Shortly after “Cop Killer” went national, however, an all white jury in Simi Valley 

acquitted the four LAPD officers in the Rodney King case of all charges, including the 

charge of police brutality. Riots broke out in South Central Los Angeles. The BBC 

reported, “Fifty-five people were killed in several days of rioting, looting and retaliatory 

attacks against whites and Asians. About 2,000 people were injured, and another 12,000 

arrested. More than $1bn worth of property was damaged and the National Guard was 

deployed to help police restore order”. In the uneasy aftermath of this civil unrest, 

Marrow’s song “Cop Killer” became embroiled in controversy, drawing strong criticism 

from police associations that interpreted its lyrics to contain “the underlying message of 

hate directed at society with the theme of killing police officers” (“Rap Lyrics Have 

Police Fighting Cable TV Firm” The Houston Chronicle 10 June 1992, A17). At that 

point, the question for consideration became whether or not the marketplace could reliably 

protect and facilitate the aspects of Marrow’s artwork that were of public value as political 

speech. 

 Officer Dennis Martin, then-president of the National Association of Chiefs of 

Police, argued for the song’s suppression. In his essay, “The Music of Murder” Martin 

described a shooting incident in which black youths attacked white police officers while 

allegedly under the influence of rap music. Then, speaking specifically of Marrow’s “Cop 

Killer” Martin blamed the musical composition for an increase in racial tensions and 

claimed that it had been the cause of several shooting incidents. Ultimately Martin 

advocated suppression by any means possible, including the aggressive use of the court 

system as an economic weapon against Time-Warner, at one point stating, “one can only 

hope that Time-Warner will tire of the expense of defending state court actions”.  
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 As the controversy deepened Michael Oeser of The Houston Chronicle reported 

that the Houston Police Officers Association had asked their city council not to renew 

Warner Cable’s contract unless its parent company, Time-Warner, “ban[ned] the 

distribution of “Cop Killer” and [made] a public apology to all police officers throughout 

the United States” (“Rap Lyrics Have Police Fighting Cable TV Firm” 10 June 1992, 

A17). In the same article, Oeser also noted that the mayor of Houston, Bob Lanier, who 

had judged the song “reprehensible” and stated his opinion that “the song should never 

have been written,” also affirmed an intention to “speak to the Warner people,” apparently 

indicating an effort to use his political influence to enforce a personal aesthetic opinion of 

the song. At some point the efforts of the those opposed to the song crossed the line of the 

law. On two different occasions, bombs were sent to Warner Bros offices in connection 

with the controversy. In addition, then-president of Warner Bros, Lenny Waronker, 

received phone calls threatening the lives of his children, if he did not stop promoting, 

selling, and distributing the records of Marrow’s band, Body Count (The Ice Opinion, 173-

4). 

 Two months after the controversy began, the police-led campaign of moral panic, 

fear-mongering, and physical intimidation succeeded. Warner Bros withdrew the track 

“Cop Killer” from circulation. The following year, Mr. Marrow and Warner Bros decided 

not to renew their contractual working relationship, leaving others to speculate whether or 

not the incident had also created a chilling affect on Time-Warner’s future willingness to 

contract for the sale of politically charged music by African-American artists. Although 

Marrow expressed no ill-will toward his former publisher, of Time-Warner he said it was 

“clear they [could] not be in the business of black anger while being in the business of 
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black control” (The Ice Opinion, 183). With such a short shelf life in the face of vigorous 

consumer demand, it might be tempting to conclude that the marketplace had failed as a 

replacement for the State in its responsibility both to create and sustain a climate 

encouraging to freedom of thought, imagination and inquiry; and to facilitate material 

conditions necessary to the release of creative talent. However, therein lies the essence of 

Gorton and Helms’ two key claims in favor of the efficacy of the marketplace: first, that it 

yields a truly democratic action; and second, that its fluctuations constitute only necessary 

and beneficial regulation, not a harmful censorship. 

 Certainly, advocates for the suppression of “Cop Killer” laid claim to a majority of 

public opinion. An unattributed editorial in The Houston Chronicle announced: “We 

support Houston police officers, and the vast majority of ordinary citizens who no doubt 

agree with them, in making their objections to Ice-T and “Cop Killer” known” (“Bad Rap” 

11 June 1992 2STAR edition, A 32). In his essay “Fears of the White Unconscious” Barry 

Shank reported that numerous elected officials spoke in official capacities on behalf of 

voters to condemn the record and its distributor— not the least of whom was President 

George Bush, who publicly denounced “any record company that would release such a 

product”. In the face of these high profile claims to public opinion, Officer Martin, 

through his own statistical data, indicated that Warner Bros had distributed 500,000 copies 

of the record containing “Cop Killer”. This number, if accurate, would seem to suggest a 

fairly broad perception of public support as defined by Warner Bros’ analysis of consumer 

demand. Meanwhile, as noted, Billboard consumer sales figures were cresting well over 

200,000. By contrast, Stephanie Asin at The Houston Chronicle reported that 25 Warner 

Cable customers cancelled their service in response to “Cop Killer” (“Warner Cable Head 
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Flails Song” 12 June 1992, A21). With the dollar then as neutral indicator, statistics 

revealed a much larger group of citizens willing to spend money to support the expression 

as compared to those willing to save money to protest the record. Even using actual-sales 

instead of anticipated-sales data, according to the math of the marketplace, the general 

public appeared to vote at an approval rate of 10,000 to 1 in favor of “Cop Killer”. 

 In considering whether the suppression of the song in the marketplace then 

constituted a democratic action, it should be noted that an historic component of the 

rhetoric of moral stewardship is the claim to speak for a majority of community members. 

Yet despite frequent cries of majority support, rarely does the math of the moral majority 

add up. Consider that in 1887, the notorious Anthony Comstock and his New York 

Society for the Suppression of Vice had no statistical population of affected persons on 

which to base calls for the suppression of Victorian nudes. Likewise in 1987, the Christian 

Right could point to no actual instances of public outcry over Robert Mapplethorpe’s 

photographs in any of his previous gallery showings (Culture Wars, 37). Neither did Jesse 

Helms offer evidence of public opposition to Andres Serrano’s “Piss Christ”. Nor could 

Rudi Giuliani, as Mayor of New York, demonstrate corresponding public dismay over 

certain “controversial” works he chose to denounce at the Brooklyn Museum of Art. In 

fact, in Giuliani’s case the New York Daily News reported a national poll showing 57% of 

Americans in favor of the exhibit with only 39% opposed (“Rudy Blasted at Rally” 2 

October 1999, p7). Sculptor Richard Serra also was forced to debunk a “numbers game” 

to reveal that the Government Services Administration campaign against his Tilted Arc 

sculpture was not based in a community consensus, as the GSA initially claimed. In fact, 

in his introduction to The Destruction of Tilted Arc, Serra admits that as a result of his 
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dealings with the State he had come to believe that “all public opinion is manipulated 

opinion” (10)— a position frequently taken with regard to the controversy in the arts. 

 Looking back on the “Cop Killer” outcry, Jon Pareles of the New York Times 

turned up leaders of both major U.S. political parties who had exploited the media frenzy 

to draw attention to unrelated aspects of their own career aspirations. Pareles’ Times 

article notes Dan Quayle’s attack on “Cop Killer” and Bill Clinton’s remarks against Sista 

Soulja as prominent examples of exploitative spin in rap controversies (“Dissing the 

Rappers Is Fodder for the Sound Bite” 28 June 1992, A 20). Meanwhile, Barry Shanks’ 

research pointed to then-Presidential candidate Pat Buchanan and Congressional-hopeful 

Joan Milke Flores, both leaders of the outcry against “Cop Killer” who themselves 

attempted to lift the situation from its original context in order to exploit a climate of fear 

to their own political advantage. If these examples could be seen as limited to a few 

renegade individuals suffering from low integrity, it might be possible to dismiss them 

statistically. However, attacks on minority culture perpetrated against controversial art 

through the guise of fabricated public opinion only seem to deepen the farther one looks. 

For example, Senator D’Amato had been implicated in a Federal housing scandal just 

before he became interested in Serrano’s photography, and he was widely accused of 

whipping up moral outrage over Serrano’s work for the purpose of deflecting attention 

away from his own morally ambiguous actions (Culture Wars, 43). Both Anthony 

Comstock and Rudi Giuliani happened to be contemplating a run for public office at the 

moment they chose to go public with their “clean up the town” campaign. Dan Gilgoff 

senior editor for U.S. News and World Report also showed in his book The Jesus 

Machine, that Newt Gingrich and other Republicans were beholden to pro-Christian fund 
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raising groups, who applied political pressure to achieve a specific quid pro quo in the 

form of chilling if not killing actions against homoerotic art and the NEA (“The Jesus 

Machine” The Huffington Post, 13 March 2007).  

 Further, this climate of political opportunism has been demonstrated to extend 

beyond mere individuals to the State itself. Leading scholar of history and African-

American studies, Tricia Rose study of young black males in the media exposed a 

collusive relationship between State and the news media out of which emerged habitually 

distorted “represent[ations of] young black inner-city males and ‘their ways’ without 

considering black cultural literacy (especially hip hop)” (“Rap Music and the 

Demonization of Young Black Males”  USA Today Magazine May 94, 122:2588 p35, 2p). 

In her research, Rose argued that failure to devote “sufficient attention to larger structural 

forces and historical contextualization paved the way for readings of rap as the black 

monster’s music” and that this perpetuation of falsely negative cultural stereotypes then 

played “an important part of creating moral justification for the perpetuation of brutal and 

dehumanizing state policies” against African-American men. Amidst so many related 

examples of disingenuous claim-making in arts controversies, both Serra’s notion of 

manipulated public opinion and Rose’s view of the State controlled media come together 

to cast a dark shadow over the Helms-Gorton hypothesis of the market as neutral space 

impervious to partisan bias or political flim-flam. Yet, even if the suppression of “Cop 

Killer” cannot be termed democratic, the Helms-Gorton market theory still allows that 

such regulation might be justified on the grounds that it is either necessary or beneficial.  

 As to whether the suppression of “Cop Killer” consituted a social necessity, 

Officer Martin and his adherents relied on a direct calculation of cause and effect between 
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Marrow’s song and acts of violence. In “Music of Murder” Martin noted that “while on 

patrol in July 1992, two Las Vegas police officers were ambushed and shot by four 

juvenile delinquents who boasted that Ice-T’s ‘Cop Killer’ gave them a sense of duty and 

purpose, to get even with ‘a f-king pig’. The juveniles continued to sing its lyrics when 

apprehended”. Despite casting broad aspersions, this was the scope of Martin’s evidence 

for a causal relationships between “Cop Killer” and violent action. Instead of providing 

factual data, Officer Martin relied heavily on a cultural analysis that linked Marrow’s song 

to myriad musical traditions and aesthetic movements throughout history, which Martin 

then asserted “did not reflect the values of society but glamorized rebelliousness and 

adolescent sexuality”.  

 In response to Martin’s claims, sociologists Mark Hamm and Jeff Ferrell pointed 

out that the cultural interpretations upon which Officer Martin laid his argumentation were 

simply misstatements and prejudice, not any form of a critically acknowledged history. In 

“Rap, Cops and Crime” the authors addressed Martin’s work specifically as ‘a truncated 

distorted description of rap’s gestation that largely misse[d] the music’s social and cultural 

meanings.” In the end they concluded that Martin had misunderstood both the aesthetics 

and the politics of rap. Even so, it would seem that they did not pursue Martin’s argument 

far enough on the grounds of necessity. Not only had his historical and cultural analysis 

been exposed as specious and hysterical (by many authors, certainly not limited to Hamm 

and Ferrell) but efforts to establish causality between music and murder—or artwork and 

violent response in general—had also consistently failed both legal and scientific scrutiny.  

 A number of legal cases had been brought against musicians and record labels 

alleging causality for murders or suicides believed to be committed as a direct result of 
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exposure to a musical idea. In Texas shortly after the “Cop Killer” controversy, Ronald 

Ray Howard murdered a police officer and claimed as part of his defense that Tupac 

Shakur’s music had incited him to the act. Howard v. The State of Texas was by no means 

the first or last case of this nature. Previously Ozzy Osbourne and his record label CBS 

had been sued on several occasions over deaths allegedly related to his song “Suicide 

Solution”. A heavy metal band called Slayer was also sued in for allegedly provoking a 

satanic murder ritual with their lyrics and music. In all the cases, the courts found the 

murderer responsible and not the music, the musicians, or the music industry. In 1988, in 

McCollum et. al. v. CBS, Inc., et. al. — the case against Osbourne—Justice Cole stated 

the majority opinion. “[M]usical lyrics and poetry cannot be construed to contain the 

requisite ‘call to action’ for the elementary reason they simply are not intended to be and 

should not be read literally [...] Reasonable persons understand musical lyrics and poetic 

conventions as the figurative expressions which they are.” In addition the court further 

held that even if Obsourne’s lyrics were understood to take the view that suicide was a 

preferable alternative to life, Osbourne had the constitutional right to publish or express 

such a view. The Appellate court agreed with the lower court and declined to hear an 

appeal. In the process, the Appellate court citing close to fifty precedent cases in support 

of its ruling (“Art on Trial, Who’s Responsible?” The Thomas Jefferson Center). 

 Similarly scientific researchers have had a great deal of difficulty establishing 

simple causal relationships between a single expression and a single action. Most 

famously, in 1968, President Nixon, seeking to galvanize political support from a 

burgeoning “Moral Majority” of his own, undertook a White House report on obscenity 

and pornography with the clear aim toward laying a basis for tougher obscenity laws. 
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Much to Nixon’s dismay his hand-picked commission returned the recommendation to do 

away with obscenity and pornography laws altogether because their scientific studies 

failed to show any connection between immoral messages and subsequent harmful action. 

Subsequently, other similarly motivated researchers failed to locate direct causal 

relationships between the observation of signs and signifiers and subsequent violent 

action. By 1986, most had given up looking for such simplistic linkages. In their article 

“Moving Beyond Cause and Effect” Deborah Cameron and Elizabeth Frazer concluded, 

despite their self-admitted feminist bias, that “arguments that pornography ‘causes’ 

violent acts are, indeed, inadequate” (359). In the process the authors called for other 

social scientists to re-focus their efforts on the cultural context surrounding the 

expressions, as they felt this did far more to create individual interpretations than the art 

work itself (365). This meant that, for those scientists inclined to look beyond the criminal 

for guilt, study progressed away from individual artworks toward larger social forces in 

seearch of a more accurate understanding  of culpability.  

 Although the proper connection between African-American cultural expression 

and political thought may have been poorly understood at the time, it has since been the 

subject of significant critical study. In his New York Times article “2 Live Crew 

Decoded”, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., explained African-American arts discourse as a form of 

coded communication wherein codification served in part to protect minority speech from 

the threat of majority reprisal. Seen in this light, the innovations of new linguistic and 

musical forms also played a crucial role in preserving Marrow’s minority access to the 

public forum. Yet ironically, this innovation also played a role in the misunderstanding 

and subsequent misperceptions of controversy, specifcally around Marrow’s 
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representations of violence. For core-audience members, those who related to Marrow’s 

violent lyrics on a personal level, the symbolic expressions articulated by the raps actually 

provided a means to avoid the violence and anger endemic to life in the ghetto. In 

Marrow’s words, “The misinterpretation of rap comes from people who have no insight 

into ghetto mentality and attitude [. . .] we get around a lot of fights and aggression by 

talking” (103). Unfortunately, many cultural outsiders initially failed to perceive that 

Marrow’s work was a cathartic experience for some listeners, just as it was cultural 

exchange for those for whom the interpretive context of the ghetto was neither intuitive 

nor innate. 

 In his book, Marrow argued that the culture of urban violence was a reaction to 

economic hypocrisy, stating bluntly, “Crime is an equal opportunity employer” (44). 

Further, Marrow defined the ghetto as “the compiled interest of lost hope” (3) and 

attributed “the crisis and injustice in the inner city” to widespread forms social injustice, 

and in turn, the perpetuation of these injustices to a persistent unwillingness on the part of 

the larger society to investigate their true causes (155). As a result in his work Marrow 

both targeted agents of superficial causality, such as the Parents’ Music Resource Center, 

and addressed what he believed to be truth underneath that superficial distraction with the 

hope that this honesty might finally end America’s “cultural battle” (36). Consequently, 

Marrow’s work could be viewed as functing within the theory of a broader approach to 

causality, which paid special attention to the relationship between poverty, social injustice 

and high crime rates in urban areas. 

 Where Marrow intuited these factors from personal and anecdotal experience, 

social scientists identified them within the context of research. For example, Tricia Rose 
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objected to media accounts of urban violence on the grounds that they constructed an 

alternate and inaccurate sense of reality. “[R]eality is more complicated than the current 

[...] debate allows” she said. Further she proved that the news stories framing violent 

street crimes deliberately omitted key information and relevant context from their 

accounts, the effect of which, she contended, was to stifle responsible investigations into 

causality with prejudice and myth. In her own search for the deeper causes of urban 

violence, Rose suggested that “government-orchestrated institutional actions and neglects 

[were tantamount to] acts of violence” against black culture—which if properly 

understood could contextualize urban crime in a way that might lead to active solutions, 

rather then mere re-iterations of polarizing rhetoric. Although Rose worked with her own 

hypothesis of cause and effect, her goal was not suppression or censorship. In her 

arguments the cause that she saw was too little speech, and the effect that she saw was 

neglect perpetuated leading to still less speech and still more neglect in a downward spiral. 

Despite her stark conclusions, her approach to cause and effect was constructive and open, 

not destructive and restricting. Rose, like Marrow, sought to “discourage widespread 

feelings of public helplessness and bridge communities that do not currently see the 

similarities between them” [sic]. In that regard, not only was it simply unfeasible to 

position “Cop Killer” as an artwork repsonsible for acts of violence, but such a stance 

completely missed seeing Marrow’s work as part of African-American cultural 

expression, specifically, observations of urban violence and injustice—that contributed to 

a relevant discourse. The idea then that its suppression constituted any sort of necessity 

was scientifically specious, legally moot, and socially irresponsible. 
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 However, the Helms-Gorton market rationale also allows the possibility that the 

suppression of “Cop Killer”, though neither the product of majority desire or social 

necessity, might nonetheless be justified on the grounds of social benefit. Implicit in any 

decisions of benefit is the counter-balancing notion of cost. Hamm and Ferrell decided 

that very low probability of injury or death to a very few police officers was a risk that 

was outweighed by the benefit to society of an open debate on cultural issues. Since this 

simply reversed Officer Martin’s conclusion based on the same data, the Hamm and 

Ferrell article should have included more evidence of tangible benefit to better support 

their claims to the primacy of their position. 

 As noted, Marrow encouraged audiences to find in his work new contexts for new 

interpretations and new solutions to age-old inter-cultural social concerns. Pointing to the 

politics of race and culture as his central concern, Marrow introduced his experiences as a 

rap artist in one word: interpretation. “No two people process information the same way. 

They interpret information by funneling it through the agendas in their own heads” (vii). 

Further he explained, “I am not a separatist. I don’t believe in just getting black people to 

come together [. . .] I want everybody to see their opportunities” (187). As a vocalist and a 

writer, Marrow then sought to expose American audiences to the voice of an African-

American who had experienced the atrocities of American inner-city ghetto life first-hand 

and survived. In the character of Ice-T he attempted to represent in a symbolic, 

constructive context the anger of those who had also experienced such pain, but who 

themselves had no voice. Integral to this aspect of Marrow’s art was his desire to find 

constructive ways to confront ordinary Americans with the larger truths of ghetto life. As 

one such example, Marrow noted that between 1986 and 1994 “47,000 accusations of 
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police brutality were filed with the U.S. Justice Department and only sixty of the attackers 

were prosecuted” (7). This is the issue that Marrow’s record “Cop Killer” pointed up. In 

order to be effective as socially beneficial political speech, however, Marrow knew he had 

to present that information in a way that would reach beyond the African-American 

community to audiences that were as yet unaware such a truth existed. 

 In that regard, Marrow created a brand new style of music that consciously fused 

punk rock and rap traditions, with which to express the message in “Cop Killer” to wider 

audiences.  Although both rock and rap have been widely noted as genres that blend art 

and entertainment with political speech, in the case of “Cop Killer” the act of fusion itself 

was also an integral part of the speech act because in crossing genre boundaries he also 

crossed racial boundaries. With Body Count, Marrow’s new form established a common 

ground between two racially segregated under classes through musical genres typically 

known expressions of an underclass afflicted with economic and social 

disenfranchisement. In fact, Marrow’s decision to use rock’n’roll forms to bring African-

American urban experiences to white audiences came out of several years of musical 

experimentation and innovation. Prior to inventing the form of punk-rap fusion that 

characterized “Cop Killer” Marrow had already invented another genre, so-called 

‘gangsta’ rap— a form of music which focused on the unabated harshness of ghetto life 

(163). “I call[ed] it reality-based rap because I used real situations and brought them onto 

the records” (97). As consequence of the profanity and violence Marrow employed to 

convey these realities, his 1987 release Rhyme Pays was the first record ever given a 

warning label by the music industry and the Parents’ Music Resource Center (PMRC) 

(163). After being labeled dangerous by the PMRC, Marrow perceived himself the victim 
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of censorship. He saw the PMRC as enforcing a policy of racial segregation in the 

marketplace by denying what Marrow called “the free exchange of information” (98). 

From Marrow’s perspective, the PMRC wished to deny the reality and truth of ghetto life 

and to label it as too harsh and therefore unsalable to youth culture, coincidentally his 

primary audience. Within that move then lurked all the sinister aspects of perpetuation and 

denial and racial stereotyping that Marrow’s work sought to overthrow. 

 Believing that black musical artists had been pigeon-holed or remanded into R&B, 

a form that had lost its political urgency by the ’80s, Marrow set out to break the 

stereotype afflicting black artists with his new band Body Count. “Every Sunday night in 

LA, I’d watch the news, and the newscasters would tally up the youths killed in gang 

homicides that week and then just segue to sports. ‘Is that all I am,’ I thought, ‘A body 

count?’” (100). Consequently Marrow chose Body Count as the name of his new band 

because on one hand it “negated the band from being R&B,”  while on the other it 

captured the essence of his experience with the inner-city. Thereafter, it was Marrow’s 

hope that voiced within a new genre which combined two formerly race-specific styles of 

music (rap for black audiences and and rock’n’roll for white audiences) his speech might 

transcended the implicitly segregating forces of genre within the marketplace. 

 Despite the ambitious nature of his goals, Marrow nonetheless achieved a great 

deal of success building new communities through cross cultural information exchange. 

Before long, The Washington Post reporters Carla Hall and Richard Harrington revealed 

with some surprise that significant population of concert-goers at Body Count shows were 

in fact white (“Ice-T Drops ‘Cop Killer’” 29 July 1992, A1). In the same article, the 

authors noted that Marrow himself, in his attempts to quell police fears, presented a video 
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of his concert performances. Addressing assertions of causality between his music and 

African-American violence he remarked: “Here’s the problem,” pointing out the 

overwhelmingly white audience raising hands and singing along. “Aint no black hands”. 

Despite his intention to undermine notions of causality, Marrow also pointed toward 

substantial social benefit, where inter-cultural exchange could be shown in place of inter-

cultural violence. Meanwhile another Post writer, Eve Zibart, also commented on the 

popularity of so-called ‘gangsta rap’ among wealthy, white, suburban youth. Zibart 

accounted for this new data in “Defending Rap Rights” by concluding that the youths 

were enacting a “perverse parody of their parents upward mobility” (3 July 1992, N12). 

Yet might it not be possible that white fans also reacted to the authenticity of the message, 

or that they identified with the speaker’s frustration over ongoing social hypocrisies 

loudly underscored in the Rodney King verdict? In either case, the positive association of 

a wealthy, white population with a message of black urban disenfranchisement presented 

compelling evidence in support of the musical environment Marrow created as part of a 

peaceful, political, cross-cultural dialogue; and of Mr. Marrow’s speech in “Cop Killer” as 

promoting greater social awareness within the participatory, safe, and responsible 

symbolic context of art. Furthermore, the evidence of a new inter-racial community 

revealed in the concert footage of “Cop Killer” complimented the Hamm and Ferrell 

argument for overriding social benefit in suggesting once again that statistically 

demonstrable positive associations with Marrow’s music far exceeded negative ones.  

 Nevertheless, the final claim of the Helms-Gorton position is that, no matter what 

else happens, the actions of the marketplace are not akin to censorship. In this regard, 

there seemed to be a unilateral perception among supporters and detractors of “Cop 
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Killer” that the market had not abridged Marrow’s First Amendment rights. Despite that 

Eve Zibart, in her reporting on the “Cop Killer”, characterized the unethical tactics of 

Martin and the HPOA as “economic extortion” (“Defending Rap Rights” 3 July 1992, 

N12), there was still no claim of censorship. Just as Senator Gorton, speaking of Andres 

Serrano’s “Piss Christ” admitted, “there’s no question [Serrano] has the right” to display 

his picture (Culture Wars, 34) so said The Houston Chronicle, “contempt for the song and 

its hateful murderous message, does not, however, entitle government to deny the right to 

express that message” (“Bad Rap” 11 June 1992, 2 STAR edition, A 32). Likewise, the 

parent company, Time Warner, Inc., released a grandeloquent statement in support of Mr. 

Marrow’s expressive rights, saying “it is vital that we stand by our commitment to the free 

expression of ideas” (“Warner Cable head flails song, Parent Company backs “Cop 

Killer” as ‘free expression’” The Houston Chronicle 12 June 1992, A2). Yet, even after 

the withdrawal the song few if any observers equated the action with coercion or 

censorship. Among Marrow’s supporters this may have been due to a preconceived notion 

of the marketplace as a controlled or censored forum. Marrow himself expressed the belief 

similar to Serra that “everything is censored, except in the underground [. . .] anything 

mainstream, network television, radio stations, or even record companies are at this point 

censored” (“Ice T Speaks Out on Censorship” The ROC 9 Novemeber 1992). Given his 

experiences, it is not surprising that Marrow would view the media marketplace as 

serving, if not overstepping, State interest in social control. Perhaps even more disturbing 

though than the absence of a perception of censorship from Marrow’s opponents, is the 

suggestion that they would not have objected to “Cop Killer” if the artist had merely 

distributed the song ‘on his own dime.’ What an odd position to take for those who so 
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loudly argued for the safety of life and limb. “With growing lawlessness and violence in 

our society, every American is at risk of losing his property rights and his life to 

criminals” said Officer Martin in “Music of Murder”. Indeed, there seemed to be a strange 

distinction being made between the removal of the art object by corporate forces and 

outright censorship law or State authority. The advocates of art-as-commodity held one 

means of regulatory suppression as legitimate and another as illegitimate despite that the 

end result, suppression, was the same in both cases.  

 Despite that Officer Martin had asked, “What are the people to do when the laws 

that are meant to ensure their freedom are abused in a manner that erodes the very 

foundation of law?” he made no attempt to explore the history of the First Amendment or 

the social implications behind the tolerance of unpopular speech. Like many advocates of 

suppression, he reserved an anecdotal bias toward cause and effect, while acknowledging 

Marrow’s First Amendment right to publish and distribute the song “Cop Killer”. Though 

this gracious nod to the First Amendment confirmed the ultimate legitimacy of Marrow’s 

work in the public forum, it also exploited the notion that the First Amendment could not 

create, promote or facilitate; it could only defend. More importantly, the First Amendment 

could only defend unpopular speech from government censorship. Thus, even though 

Martin’s conclusions rested on untenable assumptions, he avoided those problems because 

market forces performed the suppression not the courts. Martin’s claim that “Cop Killer” 

was hateful speech was never vetted with any scientific rigor or legal due process. For 

“Cop Killer”, contextualization as a commodity in marketplace effectively obviated the 

First Amendment because there was never any State actor to hold responsible for 

censorious behavior.  
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 Realizing his minority status and his position within a what he believed to be a 

censorious marketplace, Marrow himself put no reliance in the First Amendment but 

rather looked beyond it to the underlying principle of speech as a basic human right. In an 

interview with Mike Heck titled “Ice T Speaks Out on Censorship” Marrow suggested that 

it was not the Constitution of the United States that gave him the right to speak, but his 

own living breathing existence.  

[B]ackers of the First Amendment and anti-censorship have to realize that 

when you jump on the First Amendment, what you’re doing is trying to use 

the system’s tool, the Constitution, to defend you. We need to just get away 

from that and just say, '[. . .] we have human rights to speak. I don't need 

your Constitution to give me that right. As long as you use laws, they'll 

twist that law against you [. . .] sooner-or-later we've gotta realize that this 

Constitution is something that can be bended, folded, spindled and 

mutilated. . . .  

If Americans are to truly believe that it is not a question of whether a person has the right 

to speak, but only a question of how that right can best be guaranteed— then surely the 

facts of Tracy Marrow’s case reveal that the marketplace has neither the force nor the 

authority for the job. While Warner Bros was not opposed to Marrow’s expression 

politically or philosophically, clearly they were powerless to protect it, or to guarantee it, 

or to promote it once objections reached a point of lawlessness and hysteria. Worse, it was 

at this very point when protection was most needed that the marketplace revealed its 

inherent inability to secure the material conditions of creativity or to facilitate a climate of 

debate. Warner Bros was wholly unable to stand in for the State in its principle 
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responsibility to secure the ‘inalienable’ rights of all citizens from cooption and corruption 

because its mission was not related to authentic political expression but rather maximizing 

shareholder returns.  

 One of the most sinister aspects of the marketplace, as revealed in the “Cop Killer” 

controversy, was the strange whipsaw effect that in one moment would aid expression 

through its promise of promotion and distribution, but in the next condemn it as 

controversial and therefore out of place in the sanitized world of business and 

entertainment. In the end, the arguments against the song gained ground by successfully 

exploiting this apparent conflict of interest between political speech and entertainment. As 

Oeser and Asin noted in their Houston Chronicle articles, those lobbying for the 

suppression of the song were quick to judge it (despite contrary sales data) as being 

“completely without entertainment value” (10 June 1992, A17 and 12 June 1992, A21, 

respectively). By framing “Cop Killer” as entertainment, the opposition rhetoric created 

an interpretive construction of the song that failed to admit of its value as speech in the 

same way that Senators Helms and D’Amato denied Serrano’s work as an act of artistic 

expression. As a result those who desired suppression were able to invoke the regulation 

of the marketplace, wherein the object could be rejected on an entirely different set of 

standards—the responsibility to entertain— as evaluated by an audience and not the artist 

or even a court of law.  

 If this misunderstanding of art were only that, a misunderstanding, and not a 

willful mis-construction, it might be possible to imagine naïveté as an excuse for the 

Senate’s misguided arts policy. Unfortunately, the spectre of bad faith looms large. Hamm 

and Ferrell, raised the issue of misuse in their analysis when they noted that Marrow’s 
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detractors had so cheaply and erroneously treated the relationship between rap music and 

crime “as one of cause and effect,” a move they characterized as a tactic of conscious 

willful intent to misrepresent the issues and intentionally engineer self-serving moral 

panic around African-American music in such a way as to obstruct solutions to the sorts of 

problems which it portrayed. Even more damning than this panic of cause and effect, 

however, was Republican hypocrisy on the issue of censorship. The same Republican 

coalition that two years earlier had stood before Congress and strenuously contended no 

censorship could occur for art in the marketplace then moved as a block to censure Time 

Warner over its involvement with “Cop Killer”. Historian Barry Shank reported on State 

actions against the company led by President Bush and Vice President Quayle, along with 

sixty members of Congress (57 Republicans and 3 southern Democrats) in the form of 

both public statements and signed a letter to Time Warner characterizing the State’s view 

of the company’s actions as a despicable and unconscionable choice of profit over public 

responsibility (“Fears of the White Unconscious: Music, Race and Identification in the 

Censorship of ‘Cop Killer’”). Not only was this letter a bold-faced duplicity from the lions 

of the marketplace, it was also a direct contradiction of Senator Gorton’s own claim that 

the State had no call to “subsidy or censure”. In what amounted to a block of State 

representatives acting in concert to suppress an artwork, these public officials pressed the 

definition of willful and knowing censorship to its limit. As a result, that written statement 

of the Republican Party to Time Warner hammers a stake in the heart of the Gorton-

Helms policy, providing ultimate evidence that the construction of art-as commodity was, 

is, and always will be, practically untenable, ethically bankrupt and based on an immoral 

political desire to control unpopular expression. 
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 Having successfully re-framed the issue of the day as one of violence against 

police officers in avoidance of the issue of violence against African-Americans, a 

disingenuous Republican coalition completely checkmated its political resistance, who 

were then unwilling to risk assocation with African-American anger or its root causes. 

And this stroke of political spin, as masterful was it was untruthful, became possible 

largely because the nation’s conception of art had been reconstructed as a commodity and 

not upheld as speech. Ironically, the real issue with regard to State funding of the arts is 

the integrity of the State and its messages. Only once observers appreciate this depth, can 

they understand why a four minute song can be so important, or why a single photograph 

can make national headlines, and ultimately, why the arts matter. Art cannot and should 

not be separated from speech, because it is the only arena in which truth, in forms as yet 

unknown, can emerge without being subject to control in the marketplaces of information 

or entertainment. Further, the State’s arts policy and funding seem directly related to 

whether or not the State has a vested interest in material truths being hidden or 

suppressed.  

 In his essay, “A Trial Account”, legal scholar Douglas O. Linder reported that 

after seeing the televised video evidence of three Los Angeles police officers kicking, 

stomping on, and beating with metal batons a seemingly defenseless Rodney King, “polls 

[. . .] showed that over 90% of Los Angeles residents who saw the videotape believed that 

the police used excessive force in arresting King.” When this long hidden truth about 

injustice in American’s inner cities burst to the surface of national consciousness in the 

form of the LA riots, the State faced the temptation to suppress that truth, because the 

State was in fact responsible for the policies of neglect and abuse that led to those 
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conditions. State actors then participated en masse in the suppression of speech acts like 

“Cop Killer” (which had shown success in uncovering those very truths) because its 

representatives were themselves the architects of the policies that segregated minorities 

and facilitated the growth of ghetto conditions in cities in the first place. 

 Shank argues that Marrow’s music was targeted for suppression because it 

constructed a white teenage audience. I think that this conclusion does not go far enough. 

The music was targeted by different groups for reasons, but insofar as it was a targeted by 

the State, I believe that the reason was because the song threatened to re-appropriate the 

marketplace, through its subversive use of the channels of mass distribution for messages 

that had been traditionally suppressed or controlled. For a brief moment, Marrow 

managed to turn the marketplace from a means of control and censorship, through its 

homogeneous messages of status quo, into a national truth movement. Where the essential 

truth in Marrow’s message had been recognized for years in the black community, it was 

suddenly underscored in the national consciousness by the Rodney King verdict. That the 

LA riots brought this situation to the attention of the nation only mirrored the success of 

Marrow’s own cross-cultural dialogue and further resonated with the broader public’s 

desire for more truth and integrity. Even Marrow’s original formal innovation, ‘gansta’ 

rap, was a response to disingenuous systems of information. The music, which predicated 

on obscenity and social taboo and violence, consisted almost entirely of the elements 

banned from the regulated mass media-marketplace. Nonetheless ‘gangsta rap’ or reality-

rap, as Marrow called it, gained widespread credibility because it conveyed hidden truth 

and social honesty. The demand for its truth as an alternative to sanitized nationalistic 

rhetoric was so great it allowed artists like Ice-T and N.W.A. to temporarily subvert the 
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marketplace that was the State had believed would control it. In 1988, N.W.A. sold 2 

million records full to the brim with black rage. And it wasn’t only pity for the lives of 

African-Americans that resonated with white audiences, it was the representations of 

hypocrisy and corruption systemic to white culture that made the art so palpable. It was a 

protest against white Senators like Gorton and Helms who could make one claim while 

taking an contradictory action. It was a protest against disingenuous rhetoric like that of 

President Reagan, who claimed to value the arts while simultaneously cutting its funding 

to its lowest level in history. When Marrow first heard of the Parents’ Music Resource 

Center, he thought, what a nice little group (The Ice Opinion, 98). In reality the name was 

a corruption of language and information; it was itself a form of obscenity that besmirched 

the truth of its nature, and as a result an inspiration for him in his work. In the PMRC was 

the coming together of corporate-America and State-America, not only in its Orwellian 

use of language but also in the literal relationship of its founder and leader Tipper Gore to 

then-Senator Al Gore. Consequently, the PMRC was an early manifestation of the 

movement of American culture towards a new form of socio-economic control that 

stemmed from problems of construing art solely as a commodity for the marketplace. 

 Unfortunately, despite the textbook applicability of “Cop Killer” and its lessons of 

warning, the Helms-Gorton platform of fiscal conservatism continues to prove persuasive. 

Since the early ’90s subsequent to the Senate’s actions, the NEA suffered the loss of 

individual artist grants and decades of bare-minimum federal arts spending. As Karen 

Beach recently reported in the Georgetown Public Policy Review Online, “of the annual 

funding the federal government directs toward the arts—currently only two percent of 

total funding of the arts in America—the contribution of the NEA makes up only one 
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percent” (23 October 2006). Meanwhile Scott Martelle put the total figure at around $130 

million dollars per year with more than 40% reserved for block grants to states, who in 

turn stipulate that grantees receive matching corporate funding. So, where once 

conservative and liberal voices battled, there are now neutered funding policies that 

dispense with individual citizens in favor of state legislatures and pork politics. Given the 

chilling effects this arts policy has had on American speech, it is hard to see how the 

integrity of the First Amendment or a loyalty to American democratic ideals lies behind 

federal divestment from the arts. Rather, it seems the real solution to the culture war is for 

Congress to return to art-as-speech and to liberate expression from the control of giant 

media corporations, which themselves are subject to the forces and manipulations of 

public opinion that cloak baseless regulatory claims in the smoke of rhetorical spin. In the 

process, Congress can reclaim some of its lost integrity by acknowledging its questionable 

ethics and an era of over-zealous social control.  

 Further, by funding truth, Congress can restore a broken system of checks and 

balances. We must not forget that for Americans the arts are speech and speech is 

freedom. Because of this inviolable equation, any federal divestment from the arts 

amounts to a policy of neglect. And where social science has shown federal neglect of the 

inner-city to be a root cause of the collapse of urban America, so too has federal neglect of 

the arts led to the ghetto-ization of American freedom. The Bill of Rights is already a 

collapsing like tenement and Congress is poised to become its slum lord. Who can deny 

that in the twenty years since Congress first abandoned the NEA, America has become 

less free? Or that totalitarian actions have replaced democratic values in Guantanamo Bay, 

The Patriot Act, unprovoked invasions of sovereign nations, over-classification of our 
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own government’s records, sequestration of public documents in Presidential libraries, 

commodification of the news media. . . . All shameless acts of demagoguery scapegoated 

with the same air of nationalist rhetoric and phony moral stewardship that condemned the 

artistic expressions of Andres Serrano, Robert Mapplethorpe and Tracy Marrow. 
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The recent explosion in web-based technology has many implications for the documentation 
and maintenance of endangered languages (Hinton and Hale 2001). Language materials can 
easily be made available more widely for language learning and research. Such materials also 
help to promote literacy development for the mostly oral languages. In addition, web-based 
language materials assist the formation of a new type of literacy: digital fluency. Digital fluency 
refers to the ways people become comfortable using technology (Huffaker 2004; Resnick 
2002).  

While web-based technology is already being successfully used for the purpose of literacy 
development and language maintenance in many indigenous communities of North America 
and Canada, internet technology has just begun to reach the rural areas of Mexico where 
Chuxnabán Mixe is spoken, and younger generations are being educated in this new 
technology. At the same time, Chuxnabán Mixe is being slowly replaced by Spanish due to the 
lack of documentation and language materials. Currently, it is spoken by nine hundred people 
in one village.  

As with many other Mixe languages, Chuxnabán Mixe is endangered, i.e. threatened to 
disappear within a few generations, given that education is only offered in Spanish, language 
use is restricted to the home and to unofficial daily activities, and migration to cities and to the 
United States is high. At present, there are no literacy materials in the language, nor has an 
official orthography been adopted. 

To facilitate language maintenance the Chuxnabán Mixe Trilingual Online Dictionary 
introduces an orthography and creates literacy materials for the community. Furthermore, it 
documents the lexicon and grammar of this previously undocumented language, hence serving 
as a tool for researchers working on this or other related languages. The web-based project has 
three main components: 1) an illustration and explanation of the established orthography to 
assist speakers in becoming print-literate in their own language, 2) a description of the 
phonetics and phonology of the language to facilitate pronunciation, and 3) a dictionary 
database for searches in Chuxnabán Mixe, Spanish, English, and by semantic class. Dictionary 
entries are enhanced by audio files and images. Planned additions to the project include a 
selection of narratives with accompanying sound files and further descriptions of the 
grammar. 

While web-based technology is becoming widespread, indigenous languages are 
disappearing. Language maintenance efforts can greatly benefit from more active use of web-
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based resources. Web-based language materials not only give a voice to linguistically peripheral 
groups, many of whom speak non-written languages, they also encourage members of such 
groups to become acquainted with new technology. As a result, they promote two types of 
literacy: (1) traditional literacy linked to reading and writing and (2) digital fluency which is 
needed to prosper in the digital age.  

Overall, the Chuxnabán Mixe Trilingual Online Dictionary is a useful tool for speakers, 
teachers, and researchers, where multimedia facilitates the fast and easy acquisition of 
information and aids literacy development as well as digital fluency. 
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The Heartbeat of Hula: Holding Fast to a Culture 
By Rachel Berman 

 
  This is a story of hula, the most recognized and most misinterpreted dance genre today.  

It is the dance of my ancestors.  I am of Hawaiian, Chinese, Portuguese, American- Indian, 

Scottish, and Polish descent.  I am your typical “Hawaiian” native, a product of multiculturalism.  

My childhood was spent in Hawaiʻi, as was my parents’. Frances Kuʻulei Kim Yin Goo 

Berman, my Hawaiian-Chinese tūtū’s (grandmother) maternal lineage dates back to the pre-

contact (1778) era.  This paper took me on a personal journey that unlocked doors to my heritage 

and culture.   

I have studied hula intermittently, though more intently in my adulthood, after becoming 

a professional modern dancer.   From 2000-2002 I taught modern dance and ballet at Mid Pacific 

School of the Arts, a private high school in Honolulu, where I took hula classes diligently from 

fellow faculty member Michael Lanikila Casupang.  It became evident to me, that as we 

struggled to find students to fill our dance program, the hula classes were flourishing.  I found 

myself “selling” dance to students and parents alike, while the hula program was bursting with 

proud families eager for their sons and daughters to participate in this “cultural” art form.   That 

local Hawaiians did not embrace traditional “dance” forms the way they did hula was frustrating 

at the time. 

It is hard to discuss the concept of hula with anyone in Hawaiʻi without encountering 

strong feelings wrapped up in pride, identity and integrity.  There are conflicting ideas about just 

what hula should be, especially by those who “practice” it, and how this art form should be 

perpetuated.  Throughout their history, Hawaiians have been a people torn between cultural pride 

and a yearning for Western ways and hula’s popularity has mirrored these sentiments.  
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Over the years this art form has stood like a beacon, lighting the way for many who 

believe it symbolizes all that is Hawaiian and is a direct link to a culture fighting extinction.  

Hula is a survivor that has had to adapt because of the many social, economic and political 

factors in Hawaii’s history and its long endurance of American cultural hegemony.   

In this paper I will describe the origins of hula in pre-contact Hawaiʻi and the influences 

since that have affected its re-invention and adaptation.  I will outline the role of kumu hula 

(master teacher) Maiki Aiu Lake, one of the most influential figures in the revival of the 

Hawaiian performing arts in the 1970’s, and will discuss two major figures from her hula 

lineage.  These hula dancers have forged very different paths in the evolution of hula, despite 

controversy and ridicule.  Kanoe Miller has performed for 30 years at one of the top hotels in 

Waikīkī and Patrick Makuakāne has kept hula alive in the city of San Francisco.  I will highlight 

how they define their responsibility in perpetuating this culture and their struggle to find its 

relevance today.  I will briefly discuss, as much as an outsider can, what it means to go through 

the ancient ritual of ‘ūniki (formal graduation) to become a master teacher in the 21st Century.  

Rita Ariyoshi, in her book on Maiki Aiu Lake titled Hula is Life, writes, “One of the joys 

of hula, one of the reasons for its endurance is that it is inclusive.  There is probably not another 

national, tribal or folk dance anywhere in the world that is so accessible, so all-embracing, so 

open to everyone as hula.” 1 Nor one that has been so appropriated.  People across the country 

think nothing of buying a hula skirt for a gag gift, or Halloween costume, dressing up and 

swishing their hips to and fro in a suggestive manner.  Party City has aisles of plastic lei and tiki 

paraphernalia that play to this exotic stereotype.   Multitudes of men and women in Japan and 

throughout Europe dance hula.  Does it connect them to the islands?  Does it give them a sense 

of belonging to something?   Or is it simply fun, alluring, and sexy?   
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What is the “true” hula, what is “authentic”?  This question has many answers, and 

depends greatly on the political atmosphere of the day and the ever-changing face of Hawaiʻi 

put forth for the consumer.  The image of the hula girl; graceful, brown and slender, bedecked 

with fragrant flower leis, her hips swaying while hands gesture, is only a fraction of this complex 

history and the lens through which hula is most often identified. 

Hula may be all embracing, but there is a lot that is not shared- especially with outsiders.   

While researching her book, Ariyoshi realized she was not told everything.  It was explained to 

her that knowledge of the hula must be earned.2  The more I spoke to individuals in the hula 

community; I too had the feeling that information was given to me only with the understanding 

that it would not be relayed.  I began to research this topic at the local Borders Books at Ward 

center in Honolulu.  There is a large Hawaiiana section in the store and I felt sure I could gather 

many books on hula.  Frustrated I wasn’t seeing what I wanted, finding countless coffee table 

photography books but nothing with any real information, I asked an employee who could offer 

no help.  A woman overhearing my request just shook her head and told me I was unlikely to 

find what I was looking for as hula people, “aren’t big on sharing.”  There is much outward 

respect for each other and spirit of aloha within the hula community, but strong opinions remain 

behind closed doors. 

  Some hula masters freely give of their knowledge to pass on to generations to come; yet 

there are those who keep it fiercely protected for a select few.  Those of that opinion feel that 

doing anything but the prescribed dances of their ancestors is tantamount to blasphemy and that 

they are the “true” cultural practitioners.  I disagree with this school of thought and welcome 

new interpretations that honor history and tradition.  As early as the 1900’s Nathaniel Emerson in 

his Unwritten Literature of Hawaiʻi, wrote that, “Jealousy had much to do with the slightest 
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differences now manifest, that one version is as authoritative as another.” 3 The University of 

Hawaii’s Hawaiian studies newsletter, No Kou ʻIkena, echoed my sentiments in 1987: 

“Surely the hula has changed by leaps and bounds.  Some people have complained of the 
techniques and “too modernized” forms.  But anything that is loved will grow and flourish.  A child will 
accept all the love and attention given to him but, ultimately, still walk a path he alone will choose. The 
same holds true with hula. We can love and nurture but ultimately, what is left after us will be the result 
of others’ love and caring.” 4 
 

Hula Origins  

“Hula is the language of the heart and therefore the heartbeat of the Hawaiian people.” King 

David Kalākaua 

The origins of hula are shrouded in mystery, surrounded by misrepresentations and 

misconceptions about its meaning.  Ritual and prayer have been tied to hula and in the Hawaiian 

culture it is more than just “dancing.”  The Polynesians who settled in the Hawaiian Islands in 

the beginning of the 5th Century developed this beautiful art form, though historians’ attempts to 

document rituals before Capt. James Cook’s arrival in the islands in 1778 is impossible. 5  The 

very perpetuation of the culture, without a written language, was kept alive by the legends and 

rituals retold through dance and mele (song or poetry) and chant.  These stories passed down 

from kumu (teacher) to haumana (student) chronicle the Hawaiian people’s beliefs, values, 

history, legends, love of land and love for one another.   

The Polynesian language does not have a word or phrase that covers the English concept 

of dance; therefore hula is simply the generic word for dance movement.  The primary meaning 

of the verb “hula” in Hawaiian is “to tremble, trample, tread, shake, palpitate, throb, twitch, to 

move from place to place.”  In Maori, it is “to move in a body, to flow”, in Tahitian, “to exult 

with joy”, and the Samoan fula “ to swell.” 6  
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Hula legends have several interpretations, but Kapo-ʻula-kinaʻu (Kapo) is believed by 

many to be the very first goddess of hula.  At the request of the Hawaiian people, Kapo agreed to 

teach this art form as long as the many kapus (laws) she instituted were obeyed.  Kapo appointed 

her sister to chant and instruct and called her by three names under which hula was taught; Laea, 

Ulunui and Laka.  Laka is most commonly referred to as the patron goddess of hula as most 

hālau (schools) make offerings to her even today. 7 

The legend of Pele and Hiʻiaka also has several versions, but follow a central theme.  

The volcano goddess Pele, who resided on the island of Hawaiʻi, sent her youngest sister, 

Hiʻiaka, on a long and perilous mission to fetch her lover Lohiʻau from Kauai, the northern- 

most island in the chain.  Hiʻiaka often entertained her fiery sister with the art of hula and chant, 

which she had learned from her friend Hōpoe.  However told, the chants of Pele and Hiʻiaka are 

an inspiration and foundation for the hula, the healing arts, and for literary composition.  

According to folklorist Katherine Luomala,  “Hiʻiaka, because of what countless unknown poets 

have given to her in her name, is the greatest of all artists known in Polynesian oral literature.” 8  

Because of Pele’s ties to the volcanic earth of Hawaiʻi (“she” is still evident in the current 

eruption of Kilauea), the basic hula vocabulary is executed in a very grounded manner with bent 

knee stance, keeping an underlying beat and rhythm with the feet and hips moving side to side.  

Hula hālau on the Big Island of Hawaiʻi pay homage to the goddess Pele and dance in a 

particularly bombastic style.  Because of the Hiʻiaka legends most hālau make a pilgrimage to 

Kauai and a particular hula platform, a terraced clearing on the Nā Pali Coast, where hula was 

studied in ancient times and where Hi ʻiaka was said to have found Lohiʻau.  
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The first documentation of hula made in 1778 by Cook and his shipmates described only 

women dancing. 9  The myth, that even I subscribed to in my youth, that hula was performed 

solely by men in ancient Hawaiʻi is not confirmed by any documentary evidence.  This 

misconception often confuses hula with ritual movement, or haʻa, performed by men at the 

heiaus (places of worship and ritual.) In her book Hula Pahu, Hawaiian historian Adrienne 

Kaeppler reveals that from the earliest written accounts haʻa were movements performed with 

“humility” in sacred situations and hula movements were formalized in honor of the gods or as 

an element of entertainment.10  Kaeppler explores the difference and similarities between both 

haʻa and hula and to whom they were communicating.  Both forms focused on emotion, ritual 

and entertainment respectively, but did not do so exclusively.  It was the context in which they 

were performed that differed.  For an untrained eye these activities may have appeared similar – 

especially to those documenting Hawaiian history in that era.  

The poetry accompanying the hula was the most important component at the time and 

could be interpreted on many levels.  Each mele has its kaona (veiled meaning) most often 

composed to honor the prowess or procreative powers of a chief on a specific occasion.  The 

dancer was a storyteller and his or her conveying of the text depended most often on movements 

of the hands and arms.  At times the movement and gestural motifs alluded to the surface 

meaning of the text and in other cases referred to its hidden meaning.  There was no one 

“correct” movement sequence to accompany a hula’s poetry, although for haʻa there probably 

was, and part of the interest in watching each dance was to discover how skillfully the 

choreographer made the text visible by enhancing or obscuring its meaning.11  

In 1819 the kapu (laws) system that governed Hawaiian society since before contact was 

disregarded and outlawed by King Kamehameha II. 12  With the arrival of the missionaries and 
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the breakdown of the existing state religion, haʻa ceased to be a viable movement category and 

any movement remnants are now incorporated into the term hula. 13 

The second misconception in the history of hula –because of its connection to haʻa—is 

that it was performed solely for sacred purposes.  Though it has been tied to ritual, it has enjoyed 

a long history of entertainment.  There are many accounts of professional hula dancers earning 

their livelihood from gifts presented to them by their audience as they roamed from village to 

village.  Hula dancers were kept in the employ of most aliʻi (royalty) for festival celebrations.  

Hula from the beginning has been a commodity and enjoyed a legacy of commercialism.  

 

Visitors from Distant Shores 

‘Auʻa ʻia  (Hold fast. Hold on to a heritage) 
 

Once visitors were more frequent in the islands, Hula became an integral part of more 

formalized entertainment.  1820 saw the arrival of missionaries who introduced Christianity and 

prevailing western values. 14 The missionaries were appalled at the “licentiousness” of the hula 

and disapproved of the time people wasted in attending or in preparation for performances. 

Queen Kaʻahumanu, baptized in 1825, concurred with the idea that hula was a “heathen 

practice.”  In 1830 she forbade its performance in public, though with her death in 1832 the edict 

was short-lived. 15 

With the transition to a new religion and the desire to embrace Christianity, the hula fell 

into disfavor with many of the high chiefs.  In country areas and away from missionary 

establishments hula, a source of pleasure for many Hawaiians, continued to be taught and 

performed clandestinely. 16 Without these underground poʻe hula (hula people) the art form 

would surely have disappeared.  
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The Christian influence was most evident in the costumes now worn by dancers in their 

newfound bodily shame.  In 1827, Captain Beechy of the British Royal Navy documented this 

new look during a concert given in his honor: 

 
The dance of the females was spoiled by a mistaken refinement, which prevented their appearing, 

as formerly, with no other dress than a covering to the hips, and a simple garland of flowers upon the 
head; instead of this they were provided with frilled chemises, which so far from taking way the 
appearance of indecency, produced the opposite effect, and at once gave the performance a stamp of 
indelicacy. 17 

 

Since missionary influence could not extinguish the hula as a functional part of Hawaiian 

society, authorities tried to curb it by regulation.  In 1851 fees and high penalties were instituted 

in order to produce a public hula performance, though in both 1864 and again in 1870 these were 

reduced.  During this time, paid performers adjusted to the expectations of their audience and 

became exactly the image the Missionaries disapproved of.  Sexually exciting dances became a 

large part of the repertoire performed for transient sailors at this time and bore no resemblance to 

the graceful hula performed for dignitaries.  Hula dancers were giving their public what they 

wanted—lasciviousness. 18 

Throughout the 1870’s the disapprobation of the hula was voiced not only among the 

haole (white) community but the more moralistic—converted—Hawaiians. 19  Letters to the 

local papers made references to the devil, prostitution and childlike indulgences, all calling for 

the arrest of po’e hula.  Examples are: “the hula is a customary and familiar thing from ancient 

times, it does not belong in this progressive enlightened era” and “I think of hula as the devil’s 

nest…” 20 Thomas Thrum, a kāmaʻaina and originator of the Hawaiian Annual and Almanac, 

wrote in 1875: 
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It is difficult to imagine a more exposed and defenseless national condition than that of a people 
who had thrown aside their old religious faith...and deprived in this transition state of all their ancient 
and renowned amusements and games; there is little wonder that when nothing is left to them, they should 
have shown in the revival of the hula, a reaching back for their lost national customs…there is little hope 
of extinguishing the hula until something is provided to take its place. 21 
 
 

During the reign of King Kalākaua (1871-1891) the hula gained its widest acceptance in 

over 50 years.  In 1883,with the coronation of the king and his Queen Kapiʻolani, the po’e hula 

outdid themselves in reviving and creating chants and dances that were presented at both official 

and unofficial functions. 22 (figure 1) The dances and chants that survived from this time period 

are referred to as kahiko.   

With the overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy by American businessmen in 1893 and the 

annexation of the islands to the United States in 1898, the hula ceased to be an official form of 

entertainment. 23  There was great outcry amongst Hawaiians as their queen was placed under 

house arrest and their islands were stolen out from under them. Those not interested in protesting 

felt that to be associated with “old things” might incur danger.  Children were kept from learning 

the Hawaiian language and the hula in many households.  Parents wanted them to function in an 

English-speaking world. 24  

The art form was largely unknown to the outside world until the publication in 1909 of 

Nathaniel Emerson’s Unwritten Literature of Hawaiʻi, which is still the indisputable reference 

on all hula matters.  Emerson’s book is the most detailed account to date on rituals and practices 

of hula in the late 19th and early 20th Centuries, spanning years of research among Hawaiians 

who remembered the Kalākaua days. 25 
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(Figure 1) Coronation ceremonies of King Kalākaua. 

 

The Exotic Allure  

“Hawaiian hula as known to the world at large is a spectacle of which we who make our 
homes in these islands can not in any way be proud.” Lorin Tarr Gill  
 

In the latter part of the 19th Century and early 20th century, there was a cyclical frenzy of 

hula performances, which both exploited Native Hawaiian cultural practices and heavily 

influenced them.  The commercialization of hula became as important a part of history as the 

hula of ancient times.  According to Jane Desmond, in her book Staging Tourism, most people at 

this time encountered Hawaiian natives only through stereoscope pictures, postcards, 

photographs, and even pornography. 26 The image of the hula girl, featured in carnivals and 

pageants, became established as standard entertainment fare for a growing tourist trade. 
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This view of Hawaiʻi was of a romantic, feminized, primitive view of the “ideal native” 

and the exotic “other,” sensual and alluring.  Mainlanders did not have to travel to Hawaiʻi to 

experience this culture live.  Hawaiians and non-Hawaiians, often mere caricatures, provided 

renditions of island song and dance in mainland venues ranging from tent shows to Broadway, 

bringing these pictures and iconographic representations to life.  Alternately they provided the 

inspiration for new forms of music and dance, such as hapa haole music (songs with English 

lyrics), which in turn influenced Hawaiian music back in the islands.27  Whether regarded as 

authentic or exploitative, these versions of Hawaiiana contributed to its mythology and its 

destination image.  

The first documented performances of hula dancers on the mainland took place at the 

Chicago World’s fair in 1893. 28 Jennie Wilson, a hapa haole (half Hawaiian), performed in an 

exhibit devoted to the South Seas Islanders.  The “brown” people in this exhibition were 

presented as primitive, but “civilizable.”  Desmond recounts a documented interview with 

Wilson where she admitted to “selling” her wares to attract a crowd.  Once her audience was 

inside, she admitted to “pepping up” the old style hulas she performed as part of her act, and 

playing to the men in the crowd.  While hula in the islands could also be flirtatious, this carried a 

sexualized and exotic message with it to those unfamiliar with island customs.  When Wilson 

returned to Hawaiʻi, though she had once been an accomplished court dancer of King Kalākaua, 

she was shunned.  Native Hawaiians thought she had participated in immoral “hootch” 

representations, disgracing Hawaiʻi by dancing a dirty hula abroad. 29 

In 1903 as part of a larger European and Euro-American fascination with things “exotic,” 

the Hawaiian Promotions Committee was developed to organize tourism in Hawaiʻi. 30  Since 

the audience now had little or no knowledge of the Hawaiian language, gesture became the 
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important feature in hula, subordinate to the poetry of the chant.  In fact, hula was now danced to 

melodic songs and these dances are now commonly referred to as ʻauana  (modern) hula.  

In 1915 at the Panama-Pacific exposition in San Francisco the territory of Hawaiʻi built a 

Hawaiian pavilion.  It was a huge hit and contributed to thousands of people being exposed to 

Hawaiian music and dance for the first time. 31 A national fad was underway.  In 1916 Hawaiian- 

style music sold more records on the mainland than any other type of popular music. 32  The 

dancers featured in these mainland shows were almost always female, mostly Caucasian and 

almost never trained in the art form.  This influenced the tourist growth in Hawaiʻi as well as the 

hapa haole look popular in Hollywood in the 30’s and 40’s.  This imaginary “soft primitivism” 

and “whitened” ideal is still evident in hula shows, luʻau entertainment and in certain 

competitive hālau today. 

 

The Hula Girl at Home 

ʻI ulu no ka la la i ke kumu  (The branches grow because of the trunk) 

  Hawaii’s “culture” has always been a commodity, used to entice the tourist by marketing 

the islands as an exotic escape.  A safe escape, just on the outskirts of the mainland United 

States.  It is complete with all the familiar restaurants and chain stores as the Cheesecake 

Factory, McDonalds, Starbucks, and the Gap, yet different enough where one can observe and 

mingle with the “natives.”  

  In 1927 the Royal Hawaiian Hotel opened its doors to an elite class of tourist, 

accumulating momentum for the industry in the 30’s.33  Still one of the grandest and most 

opulent hotels on the Waikīkī beach strip, fondly referred to as the Pink Palace, it has enjoyed a 

history of featuring the finest in Hawaiian entertainment.  Hula dancers were in high demand at 
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hotels and private parties and were well paid for the depression era. 34 At hotels and on board 

cruise ships, the hula girl was the first encounter one would have with a Hawaiian native.  

Dancing girls greeting visitors with customary flower lei is a tradition that continues to this day 

at the Honolulu airport and at hotels across the island chain.   

The ʻauana and hapa-haole dances were performed in these venues, but kahiko was kept 

sheltered.   According to the oral history taken of Leila Reiplinger, a dancer of the era, certain 

hula maʻi (written for the procreative powers of a chief) for example were never performed in 

Waikīkī.  “It was sacrilege to have other people (read haole) see what was written for a 

personality.” 35  This is evidence of the division and fracture of hotel hula and practitioners of 

kahiko that has endured a long battle.  

In 1959 Hawaiʻi became the 50th state.  According to my parents, who were both in high 

school at the time, there was dancing in the streets and celebrations galore, though many opposed 

statehood.  Lest Hawaiʻi become “just another state,” Hawaiians needed to hang on to their 

cultural identity for fear of losing it completely, it was now OK for their Hawaiian-ness to rise to 

the surface.  During the 60’s and 70’s a cultural resurgence known as the “Hawaiian 

Renaissance” coaxed hula back into favor with the locals.  The hula girl image, however, 

continued to promote misconceptions about Hawaiʻi and myths of its native inhabitants in grass 

skirts.  In Elementary school in the 1970’s, I had a pen pal from the mainland that wondered 

what kind of house I lived in and what I wore to school.  I was confused and amazed by her 

naiveté, as I thought I was as American as everyone else.  
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Maiki Aiu Lake   

“We stand on the shoulders of all who have gone before us, and from that height we can see 
ahead.”  Coline Aiu 
 

Aunti Maiki Aiu Lake (figure 2) is referred to as the “Mother of the Hawaiian 

Renaissance,” having dedicated her life to kahiko while elevating the level of ʻauana hula. 36  

She trained most of the kumu hula Hawaiʻi has today and it is through her teachings that much 

of the art form has been perpetuated in its present incarnation.  There are other Hula lineages, but 

hers is the one I chose to concentrate on and the one I have direct connections to.  She has had a 

great influence in keeping the Hawaiian culture alive. 

 

(figure 2) Maiki Aiu Lake. 
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Lake was born in 1925 and at the age of 14 began dancing hula professionally in 

nightclub shows, on street corners and for docking cruise ships. 37  While performing nightly in 

Waikīkī she studied ancient traditions during the day through the teachings of her great-aunt 

Helen Correa, Kumu Hula Lokālia Montgomery and Hawaiian scholar Mary Pukui.  Because of 

her strict Catholic upbringing she learned to respect the old ways where the Hawaiian gods (such 

as Laka) became symbolic to her.  According to Kalena Silva, a graduate of Lake’s school, “hula 

does not exist in a vacuum,” ideas change and are affected by ones experiences.  Hula, he says, 

“has to reflect this change and (Lake recognized that) our forefathers left us a heritage, an 

identification,” but she had to struggle to come to terms with the idea of worshipping anyone 

other than her Christian god. 38 Her beliefs and her heritage had to make peace with one another. 

In the 1950’s Lake and many of her peers attained notoriety by dancing for entertainment 

purposes.  This was not undignified, as it had been thought of previously, as she was spreading 

the spirit of aloha and extending hospitality towards island visitors.  It was also her livelihood, 

and Lake embodied two practices by becoming the hula girl the tourists expected to see and 

steeping herself in the cultural identity of the Hawaiian people. 

From 1946-1948 Lake participated in several ʻūniki (graduation) ceremonies, attaining 

the title of kumu, or teacher.  In 1948 she opened her own hula studio, changing its name to 

Hālau Hula O Maiki in 1952.  She was the first to use the title hālau since the turn of the 

century.39  Until her teachers and elders deemed her the one to operate under this name there 

existed only hula “studios.”  Lake trained dancers in ancient traditions, though she made her 

primary living from teaching modern hula and producing tourist shows.  Her students—who took 

part in many public performances—were disciplined, full of confidence and were said to have 
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the “Maiki look.”  She is also credited with bringing male dancers back into fashion and paved 

the way for male kumu, as her school was the first to graduate men. 40 She was ahead of her time, 

yet supported by her kupuna (elders) very step of the way.  “Humility” was a word often 

associated with Lake and she gave credit where credit was due.  Upon entering the hālau each 

student is taught, “we are (only) able to achieve because of the sacrifices of those who have gone 

before us, because of the teachers of our teachers.” 41 

Practitioners of hula had, before Lake’s era, committed chants and dances to memory and 

passed them down orally.  She found that without Hawaiian spoken at home, it was difficult for 

her students to practice on their own.  Coline Aiu notes that just as “Graham developed a method 

for studying modern dance, my mother developed a methodology for the study of hula.” 42  Lake 

utilized a blackboard and notebooks in her classroom, something that was looked upon with 

disdain by others teaching hula as it was not the “norm” and too “western.” She made sure her 

students were equipped with Hawaiian vocabulary lists and required research papers on each 

song or dance learned. They were tested often.  This is how I learned hula and how Lake’s 

followers conduct classes today.   

In 1971 Lake placed an ad in the local papers advertising a master class to teach kumu 

hula. 43 While she was criticized for such public advertising, her class was filled with motivated 

and dedicated students of hula who wanted to embody this new awareness of Hawaiiana.  A 

formal ʻūniki had not taken place for some time and the rigorous training culminating in this 

ceremony takes years of dedication. ʻŪniki is a time of judgment, for both student and teacher 

and an honor to be asked to participate.  It is with humility that you learn the value of the title, 

kumu, the exact definition of which is “source” or “foundation.”  To become a kumu one must 

know all the Hawaiian deities, the manifestations of those deities in nature, how to make lei and 
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what each flower represents and be able to translate chants and their kaona.  All lei, hula 

implements and instruments are made without tools during this training.  There are many who, 

because they teach, call themselves “Kumu” or freely use the term hālau. The title is one of great 

respect that is being abused today, according to Kumu Hula Pua Kanahele, “some think they can 

learn from a video and then teach.” 44  Not all kumu become teachers, some retain the title solely 

as cultural practitioners.  

Robert Cazimero, one of Lake’s most illustrious graduates and respected kumu hula said 

that being part of her first class “was confusing, until it became quite apparent this was going to 

be ‘for real.’  Even then I wasn’t sure what ‘for real’ meant.  I trusted implicitly that my kumu 

loved me, that I loved her and she was not putting me someplace that wasn’t good and that I 

couldn’t handle.” 45  

From 1972-1973 her first class, 26 students known as Papa Lehua, graduated as kumu 

hula. 46 Through the guidance of her elders, Lake performed these ancient rituals with a love of 

Hawaiʻi and love of her students.  Between 1972-1983 she graduated 88 students, 42 as kumu 

(teacher) and 46 as ʻōlapa (dancer).  Because of her celebrated reputation, people falsely 

claimed to be her students.  In 1983 she was forced to take out another ad in the newspapers 

listing her graduates to set the record straight.47  In  1984 at the age of 59 Aunti Maiki Aiu Lake 

passed away from a heart attack.  3000 people attended the all night vigil at Kawaihaʻo church 

in Honolulu. 48  Her daughter, Ms. Coline, took over the hālau and continued her mother’s work.  
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Following in Maiki’s Footsteps 
 
“Take what I have given you and make it better.” Maiki Aiu Lake 

 

(figure 3) Kanoe Miller 

Lake once said, “The purpose of hula, as in any art, is to tell something to someone – in a 

word, communicate.” 49   So, what are her disciples doing to communicate and to further her 

teachings?  To answer this question, I spoke to several hula dancers working today.  Kanoe 

Miller is beautiful, tall, slender, of Hawaiian descent with a kind face and a heart full of aloha 

(figure 3).  She studied with Lake from 1967-1970 with the desire to perform professionally.  

She has done just that for 30 years at the Halekulani Hotel in Waikīkī.  Miller and I have known 
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each other for many years and I have had the pleasure of watching her dance on many occasions.  

It was out of mutual respect and much aloha that she shared the full history of her hula life.  

In elementary school in the 50’s, Kanoelehua Kaumeheiwa felt she didn’t quite fit in.  

She was the only one in her class with a Hawaiian first name, “everyone else was a Randy, Amy, 

Suzie or Debbie.” 50 The appreciation for Hawaiiana had not yet resurfaced. At 13 she began 

modeling, as many of her peers did, as the hapa haole look was “in.”  She was in love with the 

fashion of the 60’s; fishnets, patent leather boots, and bobbed hair.  This was not the normal look 

for a hula dancer and she did not last long in hālau.  Conforming to the hula look and the 

Hawaiian way of life meant that one did not stand out!   

At the age of 16, during a show with Hula Hālau O Maiki at Paradise Park in Manoa she 

was given a farewell box of fresh lei and bid aloha from the hālau.  Miller went on to become 

Miss Hawaiʻi 1973 and continued to dance, “Wherever they’d have me!”  She traveled around 

the world, dancing hula to promote the 50th state and Hawaiian Airlines.  She danced in shopping 

malls, parking lots, and sidewalks in Waikīkī, at the boat docks, in practically every hotel on 

Oahu and many on the neighboring islands, for trade shows, industrials, dinner shows, concerts, 

and while modeling.  One of her most recent and cherished memories is of dancing to the Star 

Spangled Banner at Punchbowl Cemetery as Jim Nabors sang and the US Marines Corps band 

played for the one-year commemoration of 9/11. 51 

Miller began dancing at the Halekulani Hotel in 1977, when she was asked to replace a 

dancer for one evening.52  She made quite an impression that night and has performed 6 nights a 

week ever since, bringing the dances of Aunti Maiki to life and entertaining thousands.  She was 

and is the quintessential Maiki dancer, arriving with every hair in place, several costumes and 

fresh lei.  Between dances she walks about the tables greeting audience members with warm 
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aloha.  She recalled that in 1977 the hotel’s elite set of haole and Japanese tourists were 

“hungry” for hula and to know more about the beauty of the islands.  Today, her audience is 

comprised of repeat visitors and locals who come for her lovely dancing and the best Maitais in 

the islands.  Diamond Head, a 100-year-old Keawe tree and the sun disappearing into the Pacific 

Ocean is her backdrop (Figure 4).  She is as infectious and intoxicating as the drinks! 

 

 

        (figure 4) Miller at the Halekulani Hotel. 

  

When asked about her role in the perpetuation of hula, Miller told me that every evening 

she tries to present a bit of “our lifestyle (through dance and visiting with the audience), a bit of 

the natural beauty of our islands (through dance and fresh lei), a bit of our culture (through dance 

and costume), and a bit of love and aloha, which is what Hawaiʻi is mostly about.  I try to do it 

in an elegant manner which befits the hotel and the graceful nature of our people”. 53 A humble 

Miller told me once that she was  “just an entertainer!” When challenged she agreed that she was 
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an “ambassador of aloha” and that her role in keeping hula alive, especially the ʻauana and 

hapa haole songs, is very important.  She is working on a DVD with her husband that highlights 

this time in Hawaii’s history with songs from 1900-1960’s.  She admitted that not a day goes by 

when someone doesn’t stop her on the street or at the bank and tell her what a great job she is 

doing and that she inspired them to take up hula.  

 

Hula Mua 
 
“You have to start with tradition and then move forward.” Patrick Makuakāne 
 

The Brothers Cazimero, Robert and Roland, were at the forefront of the Hawaiian 

Renaissance in the ‘70’s and are award- winning musicians.  Robert Cazimero began his all male 

hālau, Nā Kamalei, in 1973 continuing the tradition Maiki started for both male dancers and 

male kumu.  It is agreed that Aunti Maiki was very progressive for her time, as the Honolulu 

Weekly describes, “she danced in a black cellophane skirt and white gardenias.” Cazimero says, 

“She didn’t care what people thought; she went ahead and did it anyway.”54   He recalled his 

days as headliner at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel:  “What fun the days of the (Royal) were, very 

experimental with the integration of fact, fiction and my own fantasy.  (My) choreography was 

influenced by my dancers and what they could do.  Some were gymnasts…some took modern 

dance, ballet or tap.  I would take these to integrate with the hula steps.” 55  Lake allowed her 

students to do what they wanted as she had done with the sanction of her teachers and some ran 

with it. 

Patrick Makuakāne was a dancer with Nā Kamalei and one of those allowed to 

choreograph certain sequences.  Upon moving to San Francisco he began his own hālau, Nā Lei 

Hulu I Ka Wēkiu, and developed a unique style of hula titled “hula mua” (figure 5).  
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(figure 5) Kumu Hula Patrick Makuakāne 

 

Hula mua (forward hula) blends traditional hula movements with non- Hawaiian music.56  

He has attained much notoriety as well as controversy surrounding his contemporary 

choreography and progressive approach, which capitalizes on his background as a DJ.  In 

traditional circles he has been criticized.   Hawaiian classmates of my mothers’, who now live in 

the bay area, refused to see his latest production, even though I was taking part in it.  Makuakāne 
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is steeped in tradition and his productions, though theatrical in nature, tell stories of Hawaii’s 

culture and past.  His 2006 production honored women’s roles in ancient pre-contact Hawaiʻi 

and I know it was a controversial step simply to include me, a modern dancer, in the production.  

I first saw Makuakāne and his hālau in Honolulu in 2000 in his production of The Natives 

are Restless.  It was a riveting fusion of hula and modern dance addressing political issues such 

as the arrival of the missionaries and the overthrow of Queen Liliʻuokalani by American 

businessmen.  I was hooked!  It spoke to me on a visceral as well as aesthetic level.  My body 

wanted to dance with them.  Sections of the production spanned from kahiko dances to 

contemporary dance interpretations as well as ʻauana hula.  The narrative of this (Makuakāne 

always narrates  his concerts to give context to the dances) evening took the audience from pre-

contact days with bare -breasted women executing a hula noho (sitting hula) to a violent 

depiction of the “natives” conversion, to a “happy” stereotypical grass skirt hula.   

Makuakāne is always nervous bringing productions “home.”  Hula, he said, “is like the 

last bastion of tradition – unlike Hawaiian music, which has been infused with jazz and classical 

and reggae, and people eat it up.  People approach hula with a perceived sense of reverence.” 57  

Makuakāne defends himself by saying “even (his) most modern attempts in choreography in 

some way or another always pays homage to our traditions.” 58  As it seems he has encountered 

much resistance to what he is trying to do, I asked Makuakāne- why do you do this despite 

heartache and controversy?  Hula, he says, was the key that opened the doors to his identity.  It 

resonated deep inside him and illuminated his heritage.  It is hard to explain and I know exactly 

what he means.  

It was many years before Makuakāne decided to undergo a formal ʻūniki ceremony 

through Aunty Mae Klein (also a graduate of Maiki Aiu Lake’s Papa Lehua class).  Aunty Mae, 
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who is now 73, promised Lake before her death that she would keep up the rituals and traditions 

and “pass on her legacy, to include ʻūniki for as many as possible… until I can’t do it anymore.” 

59  Once he obtained the title of kumu in 2003, Klein pushed Makuakāne to take care of his own 

students and train them to become ʻōlapa under her watchful eye.   Julie Mau, a long time 

member of Hālau Nā Lei Hulu I ka Wēkiu, told me that for her and others in her class, it was a 

challenge to take on this training since many had already been dancing for 10-15 years.  Yet Mau 

felt it was a way to be “completed” by her kumu: 

“It was important to feel formally a part of our hula lineage, tied to our legacy, to understand 
hula on a deeper level. We do some ‘out there’ hula that is part of (Makuakane’s) hula mua.  So ʻuniki 
strengthens our foundation and our roots in hula, so we can remember where we come from. I don’t think 
one negates the other. I think having strong roots only makes us better hula dancers so we can do all the 
funky hula mua stuff. I think that hula mua has opened a lot of people up to hula in general…it showcases 
the power and poetry of the dance in a way that our modern and diverse audiences can understand. Even 
Hawaiians.” 60 

 
Since they share the same legacy, though on different path, I asked Miller about 

Makuakāne and his hula mua.   She told me that what Makuakāne is doing can only be good for 

hula.  That he is bringing this art form to new audiences around the world that could “never 

imagine hula being anything but wiggling in tacky raffia skirts.” 61 

 

No One Way 

ʻAʻohe i pau ka ʻike i ka hālau hoʻokahi.” (Not all knowledge is contained in one school) 
 

Hula is many things to different people.  A source of ethnic pride, a glimpse into the past, 

and a lovely story told through gestures and song as the sun dips into the Pacific.  It is also a 

“wiggling” in a tacky raffia skirt and coconut bra.  Hollywood certainly had a hand in 

perpetuating this art form, and depending on whom you speak to, this influence is looked upon as 
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the extinction of the art in its original form in ancient Hawaiʻi or another link in our history.  No 

matter what, feelings about hula are strong, wrapped up in cultural pride and identity.  

The lure of the exotic and the romanticized “native” is part of our history.  We cannot 

deny the Hollywood images and touring hula shows, all of which beckoned visitors to Hawaii’s 

exotic shores and provided livelihood for most island residents. Hapa haole songs and dances 

kept hula in the limelight, when Hawaiians denied their heritage and before the “Renaissance” of 

the 70’s when the older forms of Chant-accompanied dances were revived.  Hula flourishes in 

the islands today, represented in both the ʻauana of tourist venues and by this resurgence of 

kahiko among the younger generation. 

Today hotels and restaurants are trying to responsibly meld consumerism with education 

by employing cultural practitioners to help guests learn about their islands.  Michael Pili Pang, a 

kumu hula who serves on the Honolulu Mayor’s Council on Culture &Arts, believes that in the 

past few years, the big hotels have come to view real Hawaiian culture as an asset.  “People who 

come here ought to experience the genuine Hawaiʻi –and it ought to surround them from the 

moment they set foot in the lobby.” 62 

Every hotel and restaurant in Honolulu has hula dancing and Hawaiian music as part of 

its nightly entertainment, a continuing tradition from the early 1900’s.  Robert Cazimero sings 

twice weekly at an upscale restaurant at Aloha Tower and Kanoe Miller dances every night at 

sunset at the Halekulani.  The real question is, does it have less value because it is 

“entertainment?”  Hula masters are each doing their part to keep Hawaiian traditions alive, 

though some are criticized for making a “business” of the dance.  Maiki Aiu Lake was accused 

of this, as was Kanoe Miller, though both attained notoriety in many circles.  Robert Cazimero 

told me that was a bit like calling the kettle black.  According to hula resource mele.com, I 
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counted over 150 hula schools in California alone and thousands across the country and abroad.  

There is a lot of money exchanging hands over the hula “business.”  

Hula has taken on another dimension with Japanese, Europeans, and other non-Hawaiians 

interpreting a dance that was the sole expression of Polynesians.  In most indigenous cultures this 

is not acceptable and is left to the originators.  Only in Hawaiʻi is this anomaly so prominent.  

Miller pointed out to me, on a recent visit, a Japanese woman video taping her performance.  She 

told me the woman would return to Japan, learn the choreography from the tape and then teach 

the dances to her students.  For many this dilution discredits the source and minimizes the 

cultural and spiritual objective of hula.  In Hawaiʻi today we have only the remnants of a past 

culture diluted by western culture.  According to Hawaiian cultural practitioner Charles 

Kauluwehi Maxwell Sr., “if hula is also diluted, we have nothing pure to go back to.” 63 

In 1997, on the anniversary of the protest against annexation, thousands of cultural 

practitioners gathered outside the capitol in Honolulu and Iolani Palace where Hawaii’s last 

queen had been put under house arrest.  This gathering, led by Kumu Hula Vicky Takamine (a 

graduate of Lake’s), chanted and danced continuously for 24 hours to force state lawmakers to 

withdraw a bill that would have legislated out of existence dancers' cultural rights to gather 

necessary hula materials—flowers, gourds, tree stumps for drumming—on undeveloped private 

property. 64  According to Kanoe Miller, this fueled frustrated feelings and elevated kahiko yet 

again in an urge to understand our Hawaiian-ness.    

The 1997 gathering confirmed the importance of Hawaiian “entertainers” as a force to be 

reckoned with. As Kumu Hula Sonny Ching declared “If you remove some of the ingredients 

(Hawaiian music and dance) that assist the state's largest economic force, tourism, what would 

you have?ʻOle!” (Nothing) 65 
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Was it anger or pride that provoked this “renaissance” that began two decades earlier?  

According to Robert Cazimero, the Papa Lehua ʻūniki  “caused a great stirring here in the 

islands and a yearning for culture and heritage.  It was definitely not angry for me.  Maiki 

certainly instilled the love for kahiko in me. Her chanting and teachings were stories coming to 

life.” 66 

Today there are constantly new interpretations of the hula, as I have outlined.  Some have 

rebelled as their predecessors had before them, just as modern dance made way for 

postmodernism.  According to Kumu Hula Patrick Makuakāne, “one of the most valuable 

characteristics of the hula is its adaptability and flexibility as it struggles to retain its relevance 

through time.” 67 

Hula is a very personal matter of individual kumu hula rendering personal interpretations 

of a poetic text visually, while maintaining an established and ancient movement vocabulary.  

Maiki Aiu Lake nurtured the pride that was inside many Hawaiians; pride that had been stifled 

beginning with the Missionaries who introduced fear and tried to stamp out dance, language, and 

all things associated with the old ways.  For Cazimero evolution in hula was about gender. “ The 

kahiko went over the top when men started dancing again. It was so different, controversial, very 

sexual, primal, tribal, empowering, intimidating, haunting, teasing, beautiful. It was what my 

hālau was founded on.” 68 

As diverse as its history has been, how can hula not continue to evolve and find its 

relevance within the context of the world today?  Hawaiian is not spoken at home, though a 

movement to incorporate it into the curriculum of certain elementary schools has surfaced in the 

last few years.  Hula has ignited interest in language, music, and decorative arts, history and 

legend, healing arts, food, martial arts and more.   
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Hula is not about having Hawaiian blood, but about having the key to a culture and for 

many it is an intense journey.  In 2005, only 9% of the multi-ethnic population of Hawaiʻi was 

of native Hawaiian or Pacific Island descent. 69  Hawaiians have migrated to the mainland for 

years to gain more economic opportunity and according to data provided by the Office of 

Hawaiian Affairs in 2002, there are over 60,000 Hawaiians in California.  Off-island Hawaiians 

have raised new generations of Hawaiian youth who hold dance and music close.  Those far 

away make great efforts to remain attached to their roots back home and hula hālau is one way to 

maintain these ties. 70 

What is Hawaiian, who is Hawaiian? Can hula be perpetuated away from Hawaii? 

Makuakāne feels Hawaiian practitioners have to work even harder away from their homeland to 

prove their relevance and maintain their identity.  Who gets to say what is “authentic?”  There 

was a controversy recently in Honolulu regarding famed hula photographer Kim Taylor Reece 

and a lawsuit over one of his images that he believes was copied by another artist.   The hula 

community is up in arms—and has again rallied together—as they feel he has no right to 

copyright a hula “pose” that has been around for centuries.  He maintains it is the image itself, 

not the pose, he is protecting.  The lawsuit stirs up questions about intellectual property and 

profit at the expense of Hawaiians—Mr. Reece is not Hawaiian—and the issues of appropriating 

the hula girl image.  Do his photographs help perpetuate the culture—as he documents hula 

dancers almost exclusively—or is he selling the paradisical native for his own profit?  

What is the future of hula in this fast paced modern world? I believe that innovations are 

necessary for this art from to continue.  Hawaiians are open to innovation in other art forms but 

when it comes to hula they are fiercely protective and forget that our ancestors were innovators 

too.  Kumu Hula Mark Hoʻomalu of Oakland, CA, states simply:  
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“Today is complex, so hula is complex too. And anybody who wants to stop that is not 
perpetuating hula. They're preserving the past and the past belongs to the past. You can honor it, and 
review it. But if you are going to live there, let me get my shovel 'cause I need to bury you where you 
belong.”71  

 
  I wholeheartedly agree with Hoʻomalu that hula can honor the past and maintain its 

vocabulary and still forge ahead.  Without innovations, either musically or through complex 

choreographies fused with other dance forms, hula will be stuck in the past communicating to an 

audience that understands little about that past or relegated to the stereotypical “tourist” shows.  

Hula has always maintained a history of presentation, from the celebrations of the aliʻi to 

present day.  I vehemently disagree with those that disparage Kanoe Miller and her embodiment 

of the hula girl or ridicule Patrick Makuakāne and his theatrical productions.   Both dancers and 

their performances are steeped in history, and without sharing them our history and culture 

would be lost.  To me they are “authentic,” though their approaches differ.  

I think, when pushed, most practitioners agree that the continuation of hula is important.  

Whether out of anger or pride—or both—Maiki Aiu Lake and her followers agree, “hula is life” 

for many of the Hawaiian people. 
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Glossary of Hawaiian words 

Aliʻ i    Ancient Hawaiian royalty. 
 
Aloha    A greeting, also used when parting. Both hello and goodbye. Love. 
 
Hālau  A long house for hula instruction. Temple of dance instruction. Often used to 

refer to hula troupes. 

Hapa Haole  Part-Caucasian. 

Haole     Foreigner, but the term is now used mainly to depict Caucasians. 

Haumāna   Student, pupil, apprentice. 

Heiau   Temple, place of worship. 

Hiʻ iaka  Sister of Pele, one of the first to dance hula. 

Hoʻopaʻ  a   Chanter or offering / drummer. 

Hula ʻAuana  Modern hula; informal hula without ceremony. 

Hula Kahiko   Ancient hula. 

Kaona   Hidden meaning. 

Kamaʻāina   A native-born or longtime Island resident. 
 
Kapu   Laws 
 
Kumu Hula   Hula master. Teacher of Hawaiian dance. “Source”, “Foundation”. 
 
Kupuna  Elders, ancestors. 
 
Laka    Goddess of hula. 
 
Lei   Flower necklace. Wreath. 
 
Maʻ i   Genitals. 
 
Mele   Poetry. 
 
Merrie Monarch  Nickname of King David Kālākaua 
 
ʻOhana  Family, relative. 
 
ʻŌlapa  Dancer. 
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ʻOle   Nothing. 
 
Pele   Volcano Goddess. 
 
Poʻe Hula  Hula people. 
 
Tūtū   Grandmother. 

ʻŪniki   Graduation exercises for a hula class. 
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Introduction 

In the litigious climate of twenty-first century America, intellectual property law 

impacts nearly all aspects of the arts and humanities, and teaching in those 

disciplines. Whether creating, consuming, disseminating, commenting, criticizing, 

researching or teaching about intellectual property, some facet of copyright law 

will almost surely affect each of us.  

 

Changes in technology, attitudes, education and life expectancy, have all 

contributed to the evolution of contemporary intellectual property law. In this 

paper, we will examine a short history of copyright law and how it has been 

shaped. We will discuss how the law has tried to embrace technological 

innovation of the new twenty-first century. We will examine some of the 

commonly misunderstood and confusing components of intellectual property law. 

And, we will present alternative perspectives on the relationships between 

ownership of intellectual property and profitability.  

 

A Brief Pre-History of Copyright 

Prior to the invention of the printing press, the issue of protecting copyright was 

largely moot. “Intellectual property,” in terms of the written word, was far from 

widely available. Printed matter was the nearly exclusive domain of the literate 

nobility, and few others. Most of us are familiar with the images of the monastic 

scribes laboriously hand copying the illuminated texts. Thus, printed materials 

were rare, expensive and of no interest to the largely illiterate populace. 
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With the invention of the movable type press, the cost and availability of the 

printed word made literacy a worthwhile endeavor. It was the invention of the 

press, some argue, that also precipitated the need for copyright protection as the 

printing press made it easy and inexpensive to make copies of the limited literary 

works, including the Bible. This view seems to set the precedent that the 

interests of the publisher, not the creator (author), are paramount. It is predicated 

on the premise that the investment of time and resources of the printer/publisher 

require protection. 

 

This was the view that ultimately precipitated the extension of “privileges of 

publication,” also called “monopolies,” to publishers in the sixteenth century. 

According to Elizabeth Armstrong, monopolies were granted to certain publishers 

for a period of two years, during which they had the exclusive rights to publish 

specified works (Armstrong, 1990).  

 

Many intellectual property rights scholars maintain that the modern copyright can 

be traced to the “copyright act of 1709,” or “Statute of Anne,” which was enacted 

under Queen Anne’s rule in that year, and took effect one year later in April of 

1710. The full title of the statute was “An Act for the Encouragement of Learning, 

by vesting the Copies of Printed Books in the Authors or purchasers of such 

Copies, during the Times therein mentioned.”  (Feather, 1980) 
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Most significantly, the Statute of Anne extended copyright protection for 14 years 

to the authors of all newly created works, and the copyright was renewable for an 

additional 14 year term, for a total of 28 years. After that, the work fell into the 

public domain. Pre-existing works were protected for a period of 21 years. 

 

The Statute of Anne did not specifically extend to Great Britain’s North American 

Colonies, because of certain territorial exclusions. But, it is apparent that the 

Statute did set the tone for copyright law in the newly formed United States.  

 

History of Copyright in the United States 

The first piece of legislation in the United States which specifically addressed 

intellectual property rights was the Copyright Act of 1790. The Act borrowed 

liberally from the Statute of Anne, and provided for a copyright term of 14 years, 

renewable for a second 14 year term.  

 

The Copyright Act of 1909 offered the first significant update of the 1790 Act. 

Under the 1909 Act, the period of copyright was extended to 28 years, renewable 

for a second 28 year term, thus doubling the length of the term for copyright 

protection. In order to be protected under the 1909 Act, a work must be 

“published” and exhibit a notice of copyright. Failure to place the copyright notice 

on the work left it in the public domain. Works created prior to 1976 are still 

governed by the provisions of the 1909 Act. 
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The Copyright Act of 1976 

The most significant revision of copyright law in the U.S. came with the Copyright 

Act of 1976. The 1976 Act provides the foundation for all present intellectual 

property rights in the United States. Noting the advancements in technology and 

the U.S. participation in the Universal Copyright Convention, the Congress 

extended copyright protection to recordings, motion pictures and other twentieth 

century technologies. The 1976 Act also extended the period of copyright 

protection to the lifetime of the creator, plus fifty years after the creator’s death 

(“life plus 50”). 

 

Other significant provisions of the 1976 Act include the granting of several 

exclusive rights to copyright holders. Among those rights are the rights to 

reproduce to work, to create derivative works, to sell or rent copies of the work, to 

perform the work publicly and to display the work publicly. 

 

The Copyright Act of 1976 also articulated the doctrine of “fair use.” The concept 

of fair use of copyrighted material has been in existence and invoked by the 

courts since at least the nineteenth century. But the 1976 Act spelled out more 

definitively the uses of material that could be viewed as legitimate under fair use. 

Prior to the revision, fair use purposes were generally limited to criticism, 

teaching and research, and news reporting. Perhaps the most significant change 

to the fair use exclusion was the consideration of the effect of the use, not just its 

intent. Further discussion of fair use can found later in this paper. 
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The Copyright Term Extension Act of 1998 

In 1998 the United States Congress extended the term of copyrights by another 

20 years. This provision was championed by the late Congressman Sonny Bono, 

and so it is now often referred to by his name: “the Sonny Bono Copyright 

Extension Act.” Others refer to the 1998 Act as the “Mickey Mouse” protection act 

because its effect was to extend the protection for some Walt Disney creations 

for an additional 20 years, thus keeping them out of the public domain. The result 

of the Act is to extend copyright protection to the life of the author plus 70 years 

(“life plus 70”). 

 

The Act is retroactive in the sense that it extended copyright protection for works 

that were published before 1978, and that were still protected by copyright in 

1998.  

 

The Copyright Term Extension Act of 1998 has been controversial and actively 

debated. Some view it as protection for powerful media conglomerates like the 

Disney Corporation, while others see it as a way to encourage creative endeavor 

by assuring a longer period of profitability for one’s intellectual property. 

 

The Digital Millennium Copyright Act (1998) 

The DMCA was an effort to bring the U.S. into compliance with World Intellectual 

Property Organization (WIPO) treaties by amending the United States Code. 
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Among the significant provisions of the DMCA for media professionals are Titles I 

through IV, some of which have been fairly controversial. Title I, for example, 

requires that analog video recorders are equipped with a copy protection 

technology, even though the Act does preserve fair use exemptions for research 

and reverse engineering. Title II creates a so-called “safe harbor” for online 

providers which limits their liability by meeting certain requirements. This section 

also provides for often-cited “take down notices,” which copyright holders can 

use to claim infringement and request that their materials be removed from an 

unauthorized web site.     

 

Title III allows computer repairers to make temporary copies (backups) of 

copyrighted materials while working on computers. And, Title IV’s several 

sections include provisions for the promotion of distance education, for libraries 

keeping copies of sound recordings, and for “ephemeral recordings” for the 

purposes of broadcast or re-transmission. 

 

In summarizing the evolution of the contemporary system of copyright law then, 

we see that the original “monopoly” protections awarded to publishers evolved 

into protections for the creators, as the art and science of publishing became 

more easily accessible and available. The terms for these protections have been 

extended, in part as a response to the longer life spans of the creators, and the 

longevity of the material’s value.  
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It appears that recent revisions to copyright laws are simultaneously trying to 

preserve the protections for the creators of intellectual property, while attempting 

to embrace the potential of emerging digital technologies. And therein lays the 

rub.  

 

As new technologies put the capabilities for sophisticated media production into 

the hands of all producers, the same technologies allow the illegal reproduction 

of nearly perfect copies by unscrupulous pirates. Some hail new technology as 

the means to finally democratize the creation of intellectual property, allowing 

everyone to have a voice in the marketplace of ideas. Others argue that the ease 

of copying and file sharing created by new technology can just as easily hinder 

the profitability of the creative property, and thus stifle creative industry by 

removing the primary incentive.   

 

As technology fosters wider distribution and sharing of materials for teaching and 

research, some creators fear that the value of their materials will be diminished. 

For many the question is simply, “What use is ‘fair’ use?” 

 

Fair Use 

Fair use is quite likely among the most misunderstood, if not “abused,” tenants of 

intellectual property law. Fair use, some claim, may also be the most erratically 

interpreted aspect of copyright, therefore frequently raising concerns over its 

chilling effect on technologies and free speech.  
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Fair use is unique to United States law, and is intended to permit use of 

copyrighted materials for education, research, scholarship, review, news 

reporting, or comment. At its simplest, fair use allows portions of a copyrighted 

work to be used without compensation or permission under these special 

circumstances. Of course, defining the specifics of these various specific uses 

falls to the courts.  

 

According to the United States Code, Section 17, Chapter 1, Subsection 107, to 

be judged a fair use of copyrighted materials, these four factors must be 

considered: 

 

(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of 

a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;  

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;  

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the 

copyrighted work as a whole; and  

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the   

 copyrighted work.  

(United States Code, Title 17, Chapter 1, Subsection 107.) 

 

One could argue that most recently the courts have looked increasingly to the 

fourth test listed above, the effect of the use upon potential value, despite the 
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assertion by those same courts that all four factors must be weighed equally. In 

other words, the 1976 Act applies the test of how the “fair use” of the material will 

impact the creator’s ability to profit from his or her work. Fair use is determined 

on a case-by-case basis, and court decisions can be quite unpredictable. Some 

uses that might seem intuitively “unfair,” have been ruled to be legal.  

 

In some anecdotal examples of the strict application of the test of the present 

definition of fair use, the act copying or exhibiting material for friends have both 

been construed as violations of copyright. If a consumer rents a DVD and invites 

six friends to view it, the renter has denied the creator of the DVD of the profit 

from six rentals. Similarly, if a consumer copies a CD for a friend’s listening, the 

creator is denied the opportunity to sell the friend a CD, and thus the 

marketability of the material is adversely affected. Under the previous 

interpretations of fair use, the absence of a profit for the copier avoided any 

infringement. 

 

In “Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc” the courts ruled that the use of an entire 

work for profit is legal when the use is parody (U.S. Supreme Court, 92-1292, 

1994.). But on the other hand, the courts ruled that it was a violation to use 400 

words of President Gerald R. Ford’s memior in “Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc. v. 

Nation Enters” (U.S. Supreme Court,  471 U.S. 539, 1985). The courts also 

permitted the videotaping of entire programs in “Sony Corp. v. Universal City 

Studios” (U.S. Supreme Court 464 U.S. 417, 1984). In “Kelly v. Arriba Soft 
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Corporation,” the lower courts found that it was a violation to use copyright 

protected images as “thumbnails” on web site (U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals, 

No. 00-55521, D.C. CV-99-00560-GLT, 2003). But ultimately that decision was 

reversed on appeal. 

  

Common Law Copyright 

A widely misunderstood area of intellectual property law is the “common law” 

copyright. Many people believe that the term common law copyright refers to 

some simple form of asserting ownership, or attempting to fix the date of 

creation, through some “unofficial” method, such as mailing a copy of the work to 

one’s self through the U. S. Postal Service.  

 

In its simplest form the common law copyright doctrine posited that the mere act 

of creation granted rights to the creator. That is, regardless of registration or 

proclamation, the creator owns the work. Before the 1976 revision, unpublished 

work was covered by states’ common law. After the revision, all works, whether 

published or unpublished, were granted copyright protection under federal 

copyright law. Thus, technically, common law copyright was rendered invalid 

after January 1, 1978, when all copyright protection was made statutory, rather 

than common law.   

 

Another way to conceptualize common law copyright may be to contrast it with 

registered copyrights. The best protection against copyright infringement is, of 
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course, to register the work with Library of Congress. Historically, those materials 

that were not registered were protected by the common law copyright. 

 

Another point of confusion that is closely related to the issue of common law 

copyright derives from the method and timing of declaring or asserting copyright 

ownership. It is still true that the mere act of creation is all that is required to 

invoke copyright ownership and protection. Once the work is “fixed,” or takes on 

some tangible form, the work is protected. For example, once a web page is 

created and saved to disk or posted on the Internet, or a musical composition is 

recorded, the copyright is effective.  

 

Even though no copyright notice is required, adding a notice may strengthen the 

rights of the creator. Web pages, for which no registration method presently 

exists, may be effectively copyrighted by the addition of a suitable notice: 

“Copyright [year], by [owner].” Neither the copyright symbol (©), nor the phrase 

“all rights reserved” are required to exert ownership and reserve all future rights. 

Web pages pose a particularly complicated conundrum as intellectual property 

due to the inherent dynamic nature of the content.  

 

Nearly all other forms of creative property, at some point in time, are set or fixed 

and their appearance and/or sound remain unchanged. Web pages on the other 

hand may change often, or be customized by the end user/consumer. The 
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question arises then, what is copyrighted? Can every conceivable configuration 

of the web site’s appearance be protected? 

 

Trends in Regulation 

Where once the courts would most likely be called upon to decide on questions 

of copyright violations, the codification of more and more specifics of intellectual 

property rights infringements has expanded Title 17 of the United States Code 

(copyright) and resulted in the specific definition of several additional violations of 

Federal Law. Violations of copyright law are felony crimes, and carry penalties in 

excess of $2500. 

 

Many of the recent amendments to Title 17 of the United States Code have been 

aimed at accommodating technological change. Much of the content of 

contemporary media and multi-media is an amalgamation of preexisting content.  

Provisions have obviously been added in relatively recent history to deal with 

transmission and broadcasting, sound recordings, video recordings, computer 

software, satellite transmissions and Internet content.  

 

Recognition of the changing lifestyles of the American consumer may have 

driven some of the revision. The expansion of fair use to include the copying of 

recordings for personal use, the recording of broadcasts for time-shifting, and the 

duplicating of software for back-up purposes seem to point to an understanding 

of the consumption habits of the twenty-first century American.  
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Similarly, the acknowledgment of the role of technology in instruction has 

broadened the allowable uses of copyrighted materials in education. So long as a 

bona fide instructor leading a class in a recognized education institution is using 

the material, the law is quite liberal concerning how material is used or even 

transmitted for distance education. 

 

Concurrently the U.S. Code seems to show a better understanding of technology 

by including ever-greater specificity in its discussion of technology. The law now 

spells out the inclusion of certain copy protection schemes for digital audio 

(SCMS) and video recordings (Macrovision). Allowances exist for commercial, 

food service and drinking establishments to “re-transmit” radio broadcasts, 

provided they meet very specific requirements for the number of speakers within 

a specific sized venue.   

 

What might be one of the most publicly visible and a debated area of copyright is 

the question of “sampling” used by many recording artists. It appears that the 

Congress has left this issue to the courts for the present. Title 17 is mute on 

details of the legalities of sampling. Therefore it falls to the courts to weigh the 

merit of fair use, or the doctrine of “de minimis” use. De minimis provides for the 

use of very small fragments of existing protected materials, but lacks the 

specifics of how many seconds or beats are allowable, thereby assuring 
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continued debate and disagreement. (U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals, 794 F. 2d 

432 n. 2 1986) 

 

International  

Protecting copyright in the global marketplace has long been a challenge on 

several levels. Sheer distance has historically presented impediments to 

monitoring and enforcement. But as those hurdles have been overcome through 

technology, cultural differences have continued to hinder a truly universal 

compliance with intellectual property rights. Asia poses a particularly difficult 

problem in this respect. 

 

 Asia has long been regarded as a nexus for copyright piracy. This disregard for 

intellectual property rights may be linked to several factors, including a low risk to 

benefit ratio as enforcement in the region has been inconsistent and ineffective, 

and the rewards are high. But a fundamental cultural emphasis on the “group,” 

versus the individual, has been offered as contributory to the problem. That is, 

the prevailing attitude toward intellectual property has historically been that it is 

the property of the community, and not for the benefit of the individual. It is well 

documented that individuality is discouraged throughout Asia, as evidenced in 

the common proverb “the nail that stands up, gets pounded down,” which is 

known across the entire region. (Swinyard et. al.,1990.) 
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Another reason that some Asian students have offered to this author for the 

general disregard for copyright is the high cost of western-produced intellectual 

property. In countries where the local currency is weak against the dollar, a 

compact disk or DVD could cost the equivalent of sixty U.S. dollars. This attitude 

is further fueled by the overall high cost of coveted American-made products in 

foreign markets. U.S. media conglomerates are seen as profiteering global 

monopolies, from which a little stealing is more a right than a wrong.  

 

Still, the fight rages on. The U.S. became a signatory to the Berne Conventions 

in 1998. Presently 168 countries are parties to the Berne Conventions. The U.S. 

has also joined the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), which has 

184 member states. (WIPO, 2007) The United States incorporated the WIPO 

treaty into the DMCA in 2000. 

 

Attitudes 

While some might argue that the trends in copyright enforcement are toward a 

more restrictive legal framework, one can also see some evidence of a backlash 

against the traditional models of ownership and compensation in some types of 

intellectual property by the creators.  

 

For example, on the one hand, many of the websites offering information on 

copyright provide stern advice on copyright that can be best summarized by the 

statement “assume everything is copyrighted, don’t use anything without 
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permission.” This sort of attitude implies that only content that is entirely original 

may be used in any way. Obviously this ignores fair use, public domain or other 

allowable uses.  

 

But at the same time, a new generation of creative professionals is encouraging 

file sharing, development of open source software, and the creation of works for 

the public domain.  

 

In the music industry, an increasing number of emerging artists are offering their 

music free to web-based consumers, and encourage “bootleg” copying and 

sharing of disks. This movement is most-often attributed to a new generation 

reacting to what has become the “music industry establishment.” Many young 

artists view the handful of big record labels as profiteers, who make millions of 

dollars from the sale of the artists’ creative work without adequately 

compensating the composers and performers.  

 

Certainly the availability of low cost, high quality digital recording equipment has 

allowed the contemporary composer/performer to produce very high quality 

recordings without the need for big studios and big budgets. The expansion of 

the Internet and wider availability of broadband connectivity have given those 

same artists a medium for reaching their audiences, without the need for big 

marketing budgets and complex distribution channels. Musicians don’t “need” the 

big record companies like they once did to get radio airplay. 
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Many young creative professionals feel more closely allied with their consumers 

than some of their predecessors. These artists are more motivated to get their 

creative products into the hands of the audience, than to achieve quick financial 

success. More contemporary musicians view recorded music as a part of 

marketing, with the real revenue stream coming from concert tickets sales and 

merchandising. (Leonard, 2006.) 

 

Open source software has steadily grown and gained acceptance with a wider 

audience of consumers, not limited to technically savvy “geeks.” Developers are 

creating and distributing very powerful and stable applications that rival or 

surpass their expensive proprietary counterparts. Again, at least some of the 

motivation for this initiative is a reaction to power and control of giant hardware 

and software manufacturers, who are seen as controlling the computer industry. 

 

The “alternative” view of copyright has many champions. Chief among them is 

the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), which generally argues against the 

chilling effect that restrictive intellectual property law has on creative endeavor.  

Founded in 1990, the EFF confronts issues of free speech, privacy, innovation, 

and consumer rights, as they are impacted by ever-restrictive copyright laws 

which are frequently at odds with technological innovation. 
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Summary 

In reviewing the evolution of intellectual property law, we could summarize by 

observing that early copyrights were monopolies granted to the publishers.  With 

the advent of the press and spread of literacy, the protection of ownership shifted 

to the author/creator. Over time, the trend has been to extend copyright 

protections for longer periods of time, driven at least in part by the longer life 

spans of contemporary creators.  

 

Moreover, changes in copyright law through the twentieth century have tended to 

grant more rights to the creator, and place more restrictions on the uses of the 

creative materials. These restrictive policies appear to have been a reaction to 

technological innovation which allowed materials to be easily and perfectly 

copied and electronically shared. 

 

The codification of copyright law has attempted keep to pace and to embrace 

technological change, and to provide specificity in defining allowable uses of 

protected material. And the U.S. has become a partner in international 

agreements, in efforts to expand the geographic reach of copyright law. 

 

Reaction to the expanding control of intellectual property from some creative 

professionals has been adverse. Some view the restrictions on copyrighted 

materials as inhibiting free speech, especially on the Internet, which many argue 

is the most democratic medium for expression available.  
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The progressively more complex technological milieu and the increasingly high 

profit potentials from creative property will assure that copyright law will continue 

to evolve. Those same trends will also assure that the disagreement will continue 

between those who wish to expand the law and those who wish to avoid it.   
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Abstract: 
"Secret Spaces: The Ancient Maya Architecture of Surprise and Drama  

in the Northern Yucatán Peninsula"  
 

 The Maya region has often been viewed as a homogeneous collection of massive 

pyramids and monuments commemorating political events and the lives of kings.  One has only 

to look at the most recent portrayal of the Maya in Mel Gibson's Apocalypto to see that this view 

is still alive and well.  In the epic sweep of Gibson's tale, murals and temple types from different 

times and geographic regions are mixed together and bundled into one site.   

In reality, however, the Maya region is extremely diverse in building types and ways of 

constructing space, from the massive temple/platform constructions at Tikal (Petén, Guatemala) 

to the large, horizontal structures found at Uxmal (Yucatán, Mexico).  Indeed, during the Classic 

period (300-950 CE), the ancient northern Maya elites of the Yucatán peninsula approached 

space very differently from those in the southern areas in what is now Guatemala and Belize.  

While the southern Maya tended to use height to impress viewers, architects in the north created 

'range' structures that filled the viewers' visual field.  The northern Maya also built areas that 

engaged viewer participation in more subtle ways.  Thus, while the southern Maya were 

interested in overwhelming the viewer through sheer height and size, the northern Maya played 

with the architecture of surprise and drama to subjugate the viewer.   

This paper will present data from a variety of northern sites.  The construction of space 

will be considered in each case, with particular reference to the interior spaces created by 

enclosed courtyards.  These northern courtyard spaces will then be contrasted with open plazas 

evident in both the northern and southern regions.  Ultimately, this research will show that while 

the northern Maya were fully aware of, and indeed utilized, monumental architecture as 

spectacle, they were also particularly interested in devising interior spaces that surprised the 
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viewer with unexpected vistas.  In doing so, ancient Maya architects, and the kings they served, 

controlled the viewer's perspective by limiting access to interior areas and, at the same time, 

creating dramatic sight lines and imposing architectural arenas that constantly reminded the 

viewer of where the power lay.   

Finally, possible reasons behind this different architectural manifestation will be 

suggested.  The particularly northern construction of space may be related to a slightly different 

way of governing in the north.  Like the south, the north was comprised of major seats of 

localized power, complete with paramount kings.  Unlike the south, however, the north seems to 

have had a larger number of satellite centers consistently associated with each centralized seat of 

regional power.  The interior spaces under consideration would not have been accessible to most 

commoners, but rather would have been restricted to lords, subsidiary governors and those 

coming to petition them.  It has been suggested that, in some cases, the multi-roomed structures 

that ringed the courtyards were built to accommodate the local governors when they traveled to 

the central site.  In that case, the construction of spaces that at once surprised viewers and 

impressed them may have been part of a conscious effort to symbolize the power structure in 

solid, monumental form.  In this way, the architecture impressed upon viewers the power not 

only of the king but also that of his underlings who, after all, derived their localized power from 

the paramount ruler in the region.   
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6. Abstract 
  

This research paper compares two systems–Renaissance perspective and the two-
channel electro-acoustic music system–in order to explore how the illusion of depth is 
created in both media.  The two systems are compared through individual parameters and 
the results of techniques which provide composers or artists with an intuitive mapping 
scheme.  

After reviewing the historical background, major components of Renaissance 
perspective–linear perspective, separation of planes, and aerial perspective–are discussed.  
After the exploration of premises, laws, and theories of Renaissance perspective, the two-
channel electro-acoustic music system is discussed in conjunction with Renaissance 
perspective.  Along with a hypothetical comparison between the two systems, diverse 
theories and studies are examined in order to find an intuitive mapping scheme. 

This intuitive mapping scheme is then applied to actual works in order to convert 
spatial information from painting to music and vice versa.  In addition to this application, 
different temporalities of both media are discussed briefly to see how a specific mapping 
scheme can be applied to the particular medium.  This study does not intend to copy an 
entire piece of music into a painting, or a whole painting into music, instead it aims to 
supply a cohesive explanation of how the two systems create the illusion of depth.  
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The Impact of Industry Support for Industrial Design Projects 
Richard Fry 
Program Chair, Industrial Design 
Brigham Young University 
Provo, UT  84602-4206 
rfry@byu.edu 
 
Abstract 
Jay Doblin, a pioneer in the field of industrial design, was fundamental in the development of an 
educational relationship between Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT) and General Motors back in the 
1960’s.  He is anecdotally quoted as saying: 
 

“I have this faucet on my desk.  It’s called General Motors.  When I need money, I turn it on.  
When I’ve had all I can take, I turn it off.”   

 
This would imply that there may be a price to pay for a direct, long-term relationship with Industry.   
 
The ID program at Brigham Young University has relied on industry sponsorship for the Junior and Senior 
level BFA projects for most of the past 30 years.  The word “sponsorship” comes with many meanings.  
This paper/presentation will focus on a broader definition of Industry support that includes: 
 

 Financial support:  This includes actual funds, as well as equipment and software programs. 

 Knowledge support:  Expertise that industries can come and share with the students.  Support in 
this group includes workshops and small projects. 

 Feedback:  Students benefit from having professional participation in brainstorming, problem 
solving, and project review. Support in this category includes, Mentoring, and Career Fairs. 

 
It will also include a broader understanding of what a “sponsor” is and how this helps increase the ability 
to seek aid.  There are two main types of sponsors: 

 Centralized sponsorship 

 De-Centralized sponsorship 
 
Industry support/sponsorship has an impact on the educational experiences of the students.  This needs 
to be taken into consideration in the development of long-term education/industry relationships.  
Examples from recent sponsored projects will be shown. 
 
 

Background 
Industrial Design has been a part of Brigham Young University for the past 35 years.  BYU is situated in 
Provo, UT – at least 700 miles in any direction from the closest centers of Industrial Design (Los Angeles, 
San Francisco, Seattle/Portland, and the Midwest).  This isolation of our program makes it difficult for our 
students to get the exposure, and experience that they need to be successful in the industry. 
 
Over the past 35 years, external project sponsors have been sought to combat this isolation.  Project 
sponsors have included: 
 

General Motors Ford 
Mercury Marine Baja Boat 
Motorola Hewlett Packard 
Icon Health and Fitness Compaq Computer 
Hummer Tecumsah Motor 
The Coleman Company Harley Davidson 
Clairol Oster 
Armco Steel Hannebrink Bicycle 
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Fulton Homes Texas Instruments 
Agio Outdoor Furniture Honda R&D North America 
Zebco International Nokia, Inc. 
 Dell  Compu 

 
These sponsors are often repeat customers, supporting the program every 4-5 years. 
 

Difference between Funding and Support 
The idea of “funding” is a very narrow view of the concept of industry support for programs.   Support can 

be better defined as “efforts or resources extended by outside entities towards the successful education 
of the students”.  Support is an activity that has a direct impact on the program as well as the students 
who are served by that program. This broader definition of support includes a variety of activities that are 
directly connected to the experiences within the students’ education.  Rather than being ultimate goal of 
seeking support, funding now becomes just one possibility among many. 
 

Definition and Types of Support 
Focusing the above broad definition, support often expresses itself in three ways: 
 

 Financial support (Capital):  This includes actual funds, as well as capital donations of equipment 
and software programs. 

 

 Instructional support (Knowledge):  Expertise that industries can come and share with the 
students.  Support in this group includes workshops and small projects. 

 

 Correctional support (Feedback):  Students benefit from having professional participation in 
brainstorming, problem solving, and project review. Support in this category includes scheduled 
mentoring sessions, and career/job fairs. 

 
From an administration standpoint, financial support provides unrestricted resources for program 
improvement.  Funding can immediately be used for things like computers, paper, milling machines, and 
digital projectors.  Consumable capital donations (i.e. pencils, paper, markers, modeling supplies etc.) are 
often easier to deal with rather than longer term items such as computers, printers, etc.  Computers and 
software require upgrades and maintenance that you (or your budget) might not have funds for later on. 
 
From the students’ standpoint, “Funding” by itself is a detached, invisible resource.  It is hard for them to 
understand the variety of needs that the program has that exist beyond the students’ survival of that 
particular project.  They begin to expect large dividends from successful projects and to be relieved from 
the necessity of being frugal with supplies.  Managing the link of financial donations with the students is 
important. 
 
Knowledge Support – During a sponsored project last year, Honda R&D of North America had more time 
and travel resources available than monies for program donation.  Combining these other areas of 
resources, we were able to bring two of their designers in for several multi-day seminars on drawing and 
presentation methods for the Transportation Design field.  The students were able to learn from people 
outside the university who had current experience and skills that they were interested in.  Workshops 
from other projects have included information about intellectual property rights (trademarks and trade 
dress), as well as design language development.  General Motors regularly provides seminars for 1 on 1 
mentoring of students in specific areas such as computer modeling, sketching, and computer rendering 
techniques.  
 
Correctional support (Feedback) can be defined as support because of the impact that it has on students.  
The benefit of their educational experience is magnified by constant feedback from outsiders, and people 
that are not involved in their daily education.  They get a different perspective.  This perspective often 
clarifies or fixes a problem that they couldn’t get their hands on.  This helps them learn.  This is just as 
good as a piece of equipment or a check. 
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Definition and Types of Sponsors 
A sponsor can be defined as someone providing support (Financial, Instructional, or Correctional) for a 
program or a single activity.  Not all sponsors are created equal and some sponsors are more useful than 
others.  Understanding what a sponsor is helps increase the ability to seek aid.  There are two main types 
of sponsors: 
 

 Centralized sponsorship:  This is categorized by a single recognizable source.  The US 
Government, NSF Grants, NEA, etc.  This category also includes large, public corporations such 
as General Motors, General Electric, and partnerships such as the PACE consortium. 

 

 De-Centralized sponsorship:  This consists of a more loosely collected base of smaller 
companies, groups, and individuals who feel a connection to the cause of your program and 
share a common desire to help out. 

 
Centralized sponsors are the largest target, but are not always the most easy to hit.  There are many 
people and organizations vying for their attention.  As someone trying to get help from a centralized 
sponsor, you have to compete with the thousands of others who are also trying to get their attention.  If 
your “voice” is small and/or unfamiliar, your chances of success are small. 
 
In contrast, with the “De-Centralized” group of sponsors, your voice is usually not competing with others 
and is therefore louder by comparison.  Among the de-centralized sponsor group, you are a single voice 
vying for the attention of many. There are many eager (but perhaps smaller) donors who are willing to 
give time and knowledge to your program.  This is a rich area for support in the non-financial support 
areas. Good examples of these include Advisory boards and Alumni groups.   
 
Alumni groups have a vested interest in making sure that your school/program is doing well.  They 
graduated from there, and so they want to make sure that the reputation is strong.  Strong reputations 
come from strong students; strong students come from well supported programs. 
 

Impact of Support 
Jay Doblin, a pioneer in the field of industrial design, was fundamental in the development of an 
educational relationship between Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT) and General Motors back in the 
1960’s.  He is anecdotally quoted as saying “I have this faucet on my desk.  When I need money, I turn it 
on.  When I’ve had all I can take, I turn it off.”  This would imply that there may be a price to pay for a 
direct, long-term relationship with a specific industry or sponsor.   
 
From experience, close ties to industry come with the following potential drawbacks for programs. 
 

 Imbalance in curriculum depending on the variety of sponsorship 
o Repeating a sponsor too often reflects negatively on a student’s portfolio or on an I.D. 

program portfolio. 
 

 Too narrow focus on specific problems plaguing a particular industry 
o Particular sponsor always looking at the same market group 

 

 Inability of the students to grow and expand at their own pace and in their own directions. 
o Sponsors don’t follow a logical sequence of skills that the students need to learn in their 

educational experience– Human Factors, Environmental Issues, Manufacturing focus. 
 
Of the three types of support, Instructional and Correctional support have a longer impact on students 
and they are more immediately affected by it.  This is not meant to lessen the impact that financial 
support has on a program, but as stated earlier, it is usually more transparent to the student.   
 
With Instructional and/or Correctional support, students perceive the following benefits: 
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 Responsibility – Being responsible to someone outside the educational environment. 

 Variety – Each company brings its own set of problems and rewards. 

 Excitement – Looking forward to the next project, and being able to attach a recognized name to 
the work done. 

 
Faculty members gain the benefit of being able to share the teaching load, and call on virtual experts from 
a variety of fields depending on the specialty of the sponsoring organization. 
 

Strategies for gaining support 
The following suggestions could be made in building strategies for support: 
 

1. Know your needs.  Don’t equate “needs” with “funding”.  What opportunities exists close to home 
that you can take advantage of?  Can your needs be filled through means of support other than 
financial donations – Instructional or Correctional? 

 
2. Know your strengths – What can you offer someone in return?  Industry sponsors find it hard to 

get something for nothing.  A “Donation” means different things to different people.  It is very 
important that expectations are spelled out in advance for sponsorship.   This includes a 
description of what the benefit will be to the sponsoring institution.  Relationships go both ways.  
Ask not what a company can do for you; ask what you can do for a company. 

 
In getting a recent project from Nokia, our contact was in charge of the integration between 
Engineering, Manufacturing, and Industrial Design on an R&D level.  We had recently moved to 
the School of Technology, where our students work with engineers and manufacturing students.  
This was a perceived “strength” of our program that pushed the sponsor over the edge in 
deciding to work with Brigham Young University. 

 
3. Get on the Lunch tour.  Do something fun/unique that would bring people in to see your program.  

The more people understand what you do, the clearer their vision is about how they can help.  
Exposure (even to people within other departments on campus) usually turns out to be good.  On 
of our larger benefactors came about from the opportunity to make a presentation about industrial 
design in general and a specific topic that we were interested in (virtual reality for project 
presentations).  This person was from the Construction Management field, but he was most 
interested in our passion and vision.  After starting with Industrial Design, he has gone on to 
donate over $50 million to the University as a whole. 

 
4. Shake hands, go on field-trips.  In order for individuals and groups to want to help your students, 

they need to feel connected with them and their difficulties.  Take students out to connect with 
possible sources of support.  This makes things personal. 

 
5. Remember your Alumni.  Roughly 75% of all our sponsored projects have come from alumni.  

That doesn’t mean that they were directly responsible for writing the check or making critiques.  
But knowing where they were allowed us to become familiar with their bosses and co-workers.  
Not all students represent your I.D. program best, but those that do are great advertisement. 

 
6. Say “Thank You”.  Hewlett Packard had sponsored a project with us.  Since running the project, 

there had been some internal company re-organizations which had called into question the 
validity of the sponsored project (time, travel, financial donation).  Several months after the 
project was complete, a small group went to present the results of our project to a meeting of new 
managers, as well as managers from different areas within the company.  After the presentation, 
they understood the benefit of the student work, and wanted to do another project with us 
immediately.   
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Abstract: 

The Industrial Design program at Brigham Young University moved from the College of Fine Arts and 

Communications to the College of Engineering and Technology several years ago.  We retained our BFA 

status, and went about transferring our program to a new culture. 

 

After nine years in this new culture, the effects on the program and the students are profound, both in the 

positive and the negative. This paper will attempt to outline the changes in the program and the students. 

 

Background: 

In 1998, the Industrial Design program at Brigham Young University left the College of Fine Arts and 

Communications.  Although the reasons for such a significant change are many, one of the major reasons 

for the Industrial Design program was the increasing need for technology support, and a culture of 

industry involvement. 

 

Some of the goals of the original members of the ID faculty that initiated the move were: 

 Provide greater access to technology for the students 

 Build a better environment for support – All of the design disciplines were at risk at the time.  The 

statement was made that “a University needs an art department, it doesn’t need design”.  Up until 

that point, the Visual Arts programs and the Design programs (Photography, Graphics, 

Illustration, Industrial, and Interiors) were separate departments and had flourished independent 

of one another.  The two departments were then merged, which caused an environment of stress 

and uncertainty.  Just prior to the move of industrial design, the interior design program had been 

cancelled. 

 Take Advantage of new opportunities to initiate growth.  The College of Engineering recognized 

the connection between Industrial Design and Product Development.  They were interested in 

expanding the role of industrial design within the College to help with Creativity and improve the 

Product Development 

 

Many different degree designations exist for industrial design around the country – ranging from BS, BID, 

to BFA.  Despite moving to a College of Engineering, the BFA status of the ID degree at BYU was 

maintained in the new location (School of Technology). 

 

The New Environment 

In moving from Fine Arts, the assumption was that the ID program would be able to transfer itself from the 

old environment to the new one with relatively few changes. 

 

Some of the positive differences that were immediately noticeable were in the areas of Budget (Capital as 

well as Supplies and Salary), and Physical facilities in terms of labs, computers, and Equipment. 
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Some unanticipated changes happened in terms of structure and philosophy.  The College of Engineering 

was definitely more “Quantitative” driven rather than “Qualitative” driven.  Things had to be justified to a 

greater degree.  There was a different standard of rigor that the ID program was held up to in terms of 

curriculum, outcomes, etc. 

 

The new college valued quantitative results, rigor, definition, and clear outcomes.  It was a left brained 

college.  The ID program had always felt that it had successfully straddled the two philosophies of Right 

Brain and Left Brain.  Therefore, we thought that it could exist equally in either place.  Examples exist in 

industry where ID is part of Engineering or part of Marketing.  There are educational examples of ID 

existing in Art, Technology, or Architecture.  Therefore, we theoretically should have been able to be in 

either college, and still have a successful program. 

 

There was also an effort within the School of Technology towards integrating ideas of Creativity into the 

curriculum.  We felt that we had something to offer in that discussion.  There were other efforts to have 

engineers reach outside of themselves to help humanity as a whole.  These were all positive signs that 

we would be a good fit. 

 

Immediate Results or Impact of Culture 

Neil Postman, in his book “Technopoly”, makes the point that any addition of technology to a culture 

radically changes the culture.  He says: 

 

“You can’t just add television to a culture, or print to a society and expect to have the same 

culture.  You have a new culture (find quote and reference). 

 

So to with us, the culture began to change almost immediately. We didn’t notice it at first, because 

everything was new.    

 

Realization of fundamental change 

When the design disciplines were together as a departmental group at Brigham Young University, or 

when they were just housed together in the College of Fine Arts and Communications, there were 

unrealized/unrecognized, foundational influences from the other programs.  The art programs, by their 

interactive influence, produced a necessary culture of expression and exploration in the ID students.  This 

part of their education then was helped in large part by their environment, and allowed the faculty to focus 

on the more technical aspects of industrial design.  Before the move, ID students were sent over to the 

Engineering and Manufacturing departments for their specialty subjects outside of the arts.  Being housed 

in Fine Arts meant that the underlying assumptions and influences were artistic – Expressive and 

Explorative.   

 

After the move to the College of Engineering the foundation of the culture changed or shifted and 

therefore the underlying assumptions and influences.  The emphasis was now on the more structured or 

technology-based aspects of industrial design with the expressive and explorative aspects as more 

secondary aspects..  We discovered that we then had to emphasize and focus on the more expressive 

aspects.  But we had no support mechanism.  We were now removed from the College of Fine Arts.  

What did it mean to by a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in isolation? 

 

Evidences of Distress 

Rule Based Thought Processes:  How do I do this?  Show me the steps.  What do you want me to do?  

The students were increasingly unwilling to add their personality to their projects.  They were concerned 
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with achieving the “educational objective”. Part of this is a result of the “Organization Generation” but part 

of this was due to our new underlying culture of structure, definition, and results. 

 

Disaffection with Peers: In the Fine Arts, although each student had a separate emphasis, they had the 

opportunity to share classes early in their educational career – such as art foundation, color theory, etc. 

as well as elective classes.  Friendships, relationships based on similar principles, were formed between 

disciplines that lasted throughout their time as a student and beyond. 

 

These same friendships were being formed in the new location, but the shared values emphasized a 

different aspect of the profession.  Rather than reinforcing the creativity and expression of each other, 

these new friends couldn’t understand the willingness to explore, the desire for “Fruitful Asynchrony”, and 

the need the students had to continually question their environment and culture. 

 

A student recently stated that they liked being over in the Fine Arts building, because his fellow students 

felt similar.  They had the same values (Expression, Experimentation, Exploration).  He felt that he had 

less in common with the students that he shared most of his classes with. 

 

Type of Students Attracted:  Although we still had students entering the program who knew what 

Industrial Design was before they came to school, we gain most of our students as “recruits” from other 

majors who We had noticed a decrease in student that were interested in expression for its own sake.  In 

fact we had a few students who seemed to us the perfect “Art Student”.  They always had their unique 

point of view.  They didn’t do well, and often dropped out and went to another major.  I’m not sure if this 

was due to their own disposition, or if it was because our program had changed too significantly to no 

longer allow that freedom of expression. 

 

Expressive Boot Camp 

The students needed experiences to find ways to have a personal voice.  It was too big of a task to try an 

initiate this effort all at once into the entire curriculum.  The Seniors were selected as the target group, to 

hopefully increase their positive experiences before graduation 

 

It was decided to have an “Expressive Design” boot camp. Projects were developed that would allow 

students to focus more on their own personal contributions to the project, rather than having to invent the 

project.  For example in the past, with corporate sponsorship, students would have to spend weeks 

researching the topic, understanding users and the context before being able to formulate their own 

personal direction.  These projects were meant to have subject matter that the students would instantly 

understand, and could therefore begin immediately to develop their own personal perspective. The goals 

were self direction, self discovery, and definition of what expressive design was. 

 

Initial classes were held to include the students in the re-discovery process.  From their point of view, 

what did they feel that they were missing by not being better connected with their artistic peers?  What 

should the goal be?  What type of design projects would help you the most? 

 

Initial Discussion:  Document items thought to be “Expressive Design” 

Characteristics of Expressive Design as defined by the students in the initial discussion of self-chosen 

objects: 

 Perfect connection to context.  Form, Material, Process, Function are all so completely integrated 
as to be dependent on one another for success. 
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 Redefine or reinterpret an object.  Expressive design provides some type of commentary on the 
entire category of objects.  For example, one student noted “The designer had something to say 
about cars”. 

 Element of Delight, Humor, surprise, personality 

 Objects express specific things about themselves 

 Strong Emotional Tie/reaction with the viewer.  Objects that the students identified as expressive 
were felt to not be emotionally “neutral”. 

 Radically Unique 
 

In addition to the above characteristics, students identified that all types of “Expression” were not the 

same.  Different types of expressive design were identified as: 

 Expression of Form 

 Expression of Concept 

 Expression of Material and Process 

 Expression of Time/Impact over Time (idea of a classic) 

 

The boot camp then consisted of three application projects.  These projects were designed to be 

specifically vague and place emphasis on student definition.  They were: 

 Application Project 1 – Re define the Fast Food “Happy Meal”.   

 Application Project 2:  Take a generic product and give it personal value or meaning.  These 

objects would include a mason jar, pencil, envelope, rubber ball. 

 Application Project 3:  Apply yourself to the design of “checkers”.  This was the summary 

project where students had to meld together the more structured portion of industrial design 

process with the expressive/self-directed side that they had been experimenting with. 

 

 

Student Comments 

The overall response was positive.  The students liked the freedom and ability to do things their own way, 

although they struggled at first.  Some students where definitely the result of the previous semesters 

which were based on the principles of structure and definition.  Some of them found the idea of thinking 

on their own difficult, but began to open up and blossom towards the end.  Some were ready and anxious 

to get started on their own from the beginning. 

 

Some student comments include: 

 “I think that this added freedom has given some of us further insight into who we are and how we 

design.”  

 “An insight that I came across is that sometimes my ideas are low hanging fruit” 

 “I learned how I work best.   

 “I’ve been trying to please the teacher rather than myself for too long.  I’ve been waiting for this 

opportunity for 3 years. 

 

Conclusion 

When left on their own, having to define a project for themselves, most of the students didn’t know what 

to do at first.  The results of the first assignment were weak the first time that they presented.  They were 

lost in trying to figure out what the teacher wanted, rather than what they needed to do themselves. 

 

Two main things happened.  The students learned about themselves, their gaps and their weaknesses 

that were previously covered up before by teacher instruction/direction.  The second thing was that 
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students began to formulate their own opinion about “Expressive Design”, and to realize the it comes 

through their own effort, not a formula. 

 

We still have a long way to go regarding finding what it means to be a lone Fine Arts program as an 

island in the sea of engineering and technology, however, recognizing weakness is the first step.  In the 

future, we plan on: 

 Defining projects in all four years in such a way as to allow students the ability to participate and 

interpret project definition. 

 Basing projects for the seniors on open-ended “Topics” 
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From Lung Sun to the World: 
Lillian Ng’s Silver Sister. 

 
I-Chun, Lin 

 In Writing A Woman’s Life, Heilbrun classified women’s writing into several 

categories: “the woman her self may tell it, […], a biographer may write the woman’s 

life […], or the woman may write her own life” (Heilbrun 1). Besides this, Mason 

also mentioned that female autobiographies are unlike the male ones that only record 

the hero’s adventure; rather, female autobiographies contain a lot of relationships 

around the narrator or the protagonist. Mason thought that women’s self was “linked 

to the identification of some other” (Mason 321) and women tend to emphasize these 

relationships in their auto/biographies. In terms of Heilbrun, the woman’s story which 

is told in Silver Sister belongs to the first category; that is, a female, the narrator, tells 

her own story. In addition, Silver Sister’s story also involves a lot of interpersonal 

relationships, and she would not successfully develop herself without these. As an 

initial auto/biography, Silver Sister shows how a woman develops in different times 

and how this was closely connected with the people around the narrator, Silver Sister. 

 Silver Sister, first published in 1994 in Australia, was written by Lillian Ng. 

According to Ng, Silver Sister (Ah Pah), the narrator, was born in 1912, a time of 

political upheaval in Mainland China, and was the daughter of a poor peasant in the 
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Chinese Village of Lung Sun1. As a woman in a traditional peasant family, Silver 

Sister and the other female members of her family were regarded as “slaves” by her 

father and brothers. By this sexual discrimination, she had no expectation of venturing 

far from her village; however, war and disease made Silver Sister and her youngest 

brother, Ah Sa, orphans when she was fourteen. Wandering away from her village of 

Lung Sun, Silver Sister vowed of sisterhood of comb-ups2 with three other women by 

the introduction of her neighbor, Lee Sao. Becoming a comb-up was a great change 

for Silver Sister, she experienced the right of freedom that a traditional Chinese 

woman could not have. As a domestic servant with her new identity, Silver Sister 

encountered a world far beyond the experience of a poor peasant girl and enjoyed a 

financial independence unknown to most Chinese women. Her new life began from 

the luxurious House of Tang in Canton, continued to the apartment of the famous 

singer, little Peacock Lien, in Hong Kong, through her hardest days in 

Japanese-occupied Singapore, and finally she settled in Sidney, Australia.  

Silver Sister’s father was a poor peasant with a lot of children, and she was the 

eighth child. Her father always complained to her mother that “Why did you give 

birth to so many live ones, and so many slaves?” (5) “”Food for nothing slaves, 

cannot help in the field or fight in the war.” (5) In her family, Silver Sister had to 

                                                 
1 In the Canton Delta area of Mainland China 
2 Women who remained unmarried and sworn spinsters were known as those who had combed up their 
own hair. (Stockard, 70) 
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wake up earlier than the men and did all the housework such as cooking, cleaning 

clothes and so on. While doing this work, she didn’t and couldn’t get any payment; on 

the contrary, her father and brothers controlled the finances of the home, beat the 

women and called them slaves. During her childhood, Silver Sister was totally 

subordinated to and dependent on the men in her family.  

When Silver Sister was 11 years old, she found blood in her pants. Scared about 

that, she cried out. However, her mother was very angry to see her blood and said, 

“Aiyah! What bad luck you bring!” “The curse on New Year— don’t you dare shed 

tears on such a festive day” (6). With her mother’s angry attitude toward her period, 

Silver Sister was aware that this, the symbol of a woman, could not be mentioned 

publicly, especially in the presence of her father and brothers. Like her attitude toward 

menstruation, Silver Sister’s mother also believed that a woman was inferior to men; 

therefore, she obeyed the principles of her husband and taught Silver Sister and her 

sisters the same thing. Living in such a patriarchal family, Silver Sister saw her 

mother was always pregnant and would kill the baby if the baby was female. She also 

saw how her sisters were sold to be prostitutes, slaves or concubines. Without any 

emotional feeling, her mother was quite indifferent when Silver Sister knelt and 

appealed to her parents no to do so. Because of the violence of her father and the 

education of her mother, Silver Sister lived passively and ignorantly in her patriarchal 
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family. 

At the age of fourteen, Silver Sister suffered a terribly mishap that forced her to 

become independent. Flood and disease struck Silver Sister’s village; then came a 

famine. During this time, Silver Sister’s two younger brothers died of disease and her 

four elder sisters were sold. Afterwards, Silver Sister’s mother died from a 

miscarriage during the war that followed the famine. In addition, her father was 

seriously hurt when he wanted to keep her brothers from being taken away by the 

soldiers. Since the death of her mother, Silver Sister took the responsibility as the 

eldest child for taking care of her father, sisters, and brothers and it was her first time 

to be independent. Losing her mother, Silver Sister and her family lived by begging 

and then her two younger sisters were also sold to strangers by her father. At the same 

time, Silver Sister’s father was sick and delirious with fever. While taking care of him, 

Silver Sister found the silver pieces he had hoarded and used them to hire an herbalist 

to heal her father. For the first time, Silver Sister planned to use the money by herself. 

The money gave her courage to approach the doctor. Consequently, the use of money 

symbolized her first step towards independence life. Despite of her efforts to save his 

life, Silver Sister father died soon. At the age of fourteen, Silver Sister and her 

younger brother, Ah Sai, became orphans.  

After she buried her father by herself, Silver Sister and Ah Sai began to lead a 
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miserable life as wanderers. In order to avoid dieing of hunger, Silver Sister left the 

village with her brother and begged for food on their way to the Charity Kitchen of 

Fok Sun. The journey to Fok Sun was a strange experience, because they had never 

left their village before, and therefore they started the journey with fear. On their way 

to Fok Sun, Silver Sister became the person who made decisions. Totally unlike the 

passive and obedient daughter in the village, Silver Sister taught Ah Sai how to take 

care of himself and how to beg for alms. In her childhood, Silver Sister was educated 

to be a silenced daughter; however, she broke the silence and began to speak out her 

need. When they arrived to the Charity Kitchen of Fok Sun, Silver Sister met her 

neighbor, Lee Sao, who took care of her very much in her childhood. Lee Sao 

persuaded Silver Sister to join a sisterhood of comb-ups to get a job. The sisterhood of 

comb-ups was a group where the sisters would vow to solemn for life and look after 

each other in sickness or in times of difficulties or in old age. Moreover, comb-ups 

practiced of a ritual of sworn spinsterhood that offered Canton Delta women the 

ultimate independent way of life. This is because in order to be typically 

self-supporting, comb-ups depended on wage-generating employment (Stockard, 70). 

For Silver Sister, her family was totally under the control of her father, and she 

suffered a harsh time of sexual oppression under her father and brothers and even her 

mother. Thus, she didn’t want to have intimate relationships with men or to be 
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pregnant. In addition, to join the comb-up sisterhood offered a job for life. For these 

reasons, Silver Sister decided to join the sisterhood.  

Silver Sister’s first job was working in the House of Tang; the salary was four 

pieces of silver per month, which would be doubled at the New Year. The good 

payment of her job let Silver Sister recall that her father only got four pieces of silver 

when he sold her sister to the brothel. For Silver Sister, the meaning of the salary from 

this job was that she was a useful and valuable female, not a daughter who was worth 

only four pieces of silver. The first person that Silver Sister met in the House of Tang 

was Tang Ma, who was the same generation with her mother. From Tang Ma, Silver 

Sister realized that her mother looked much older than Tang Ma because of being 

pregnant too many times. Then, Silver Sister found that she was different from the 

other servants in that she was not the slave, not the person sold to this family, and that 

she could retain her surname, Wong. Besides this, with the identity of a comb-up, she 

could get a salary and had the power to terminate the employment. Working in the 

House of Tang helped Silver Sister establish her self-consciousness, and illustrated a 

turning point in her life. She was no longer the subordinated daughter in the village of 

Lung Sun.  

The other benefit of being a comb-up was that it could protect Silver Sister from 

the sexual harassment by the Master, the husband of Tai Tai. From the gossip and 
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information among the other servants, Silver Sister knew the story of the other slave, 

Gold. She realized that the slaves like Gold would be raped by the Master and might 

have his children; the slaves had no choice and were the property of the house. One 

night, Silver Sister watched the sexual intercourse between Tai Tai and the Master, 

and it was a shock for her because she thought that it was a violent attack. Also, this 

scene pushed Silver Sister to make sure that the identity of a comb-up could a protect 

to her.  

After Silver Sister had worked in the House of Tang for ten years, another 

accident started the second period of change in her life. The war broke out in 1936 

and the House of Tang decided to leave Canton for Taiwan. However, because of the 

vow to look after the other comb-up sisters, Silver Sister couldn’t leave with the 

House of Tang. With a letter of introduction from Tai Tai, Silver Sister began her work 

in the house of Little Peacock Lien in Hong Kong. Unlike the limited life in the 

House of Tang, Silver Sister experienced a different kind of freedom in Hong Kong. 

When she worked in the House of Tang, Silver Sister could only go out to visit her 

sister and Ah Sai once a year; however, in the house of Little Peacock Lien, she had to 

go outside twice a day to carry out the orders of Little Peacock Lien and help Au Ma, 

the other servant there. Learning to read provided Silver Sister with an opportunity to 

view the world by herself, and this was also a symbol of her developing of 
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independence. After Little Peacock Lien became a famous performer, Silver Sister’s 

life became busier and busier and she had more and more opportunities to contact 

with outside world. Everyday Silver Sister had to accompany Little Peacock Lien to 

participate in social activities such as interviews, parties and so on. The achievement 

of Little Peacock Lien made Silver Sister learn that women can live by themselves 

without depending on men. Life in Hong Kong let Silver Sister experience the 

freedom of action; at the age of twenty, Silver Sister had relative financial 

independence and freedom of action. Compared with her childhood, Silver Sister had 

become totally different from the poor and mistreated daughter in the village.  

Little Peacock Lien was the mistress of a businessman, Mr. Xi, whose wife 

eventually attacked and hurt her rival’s face. This accident made Silver Sister begin 

the third period of her development. In order to take the plastic surgery, Little Peacock 

Lien decided to go to the U.S. and Silver Sister decided to go to Singapore with her 

comb-ups sisters in order to flee from the civil war in China. After arriving in 

Singapore, Silver Sister and her sisters rent a house to be their “headquarters”, and 

Silver Sister had a small room. For her, it was the first time to have her own room and 

also the first time that she had become a totally independent and autonomous woman. 

Then, with the help of her sister of comb-ups, Silver Sister became the domestic 

servant in the Paranakan family. This new job was to accompany the family’s 
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daughter, Dawn, who would soon be a bride. As a domestic servant, Silver Sister 

would work in Dawn’s house for 34 years. The role of Silver Sister in Dawn’s family 

was not like a servant but rather as a family member. During the years in Singapore, 

Silver Sister raised three of Dawn’s children and became the closest person with 

Dawn and her little daughter, Kim.  

Silver Sister started her final journey to Australia after she received a letter from 

Kim. In Kim’s letter, Silver Sister knew that Kim was pregnant and unmarried. 

Without asking for help from her mother, Kim wrote that she wanted Silver Sister to 

help her. In Kim’s letter, she regarded Silver Sister as a more important person than 

her mother. When Kim was in the hospital giving the birth, she asked Silver Sister not 

to leave her alone. When Silver Sister hesitated whether to come into the labor ward 

or not, Kim said to Silver Sister, “It’s different now, they allow close relatives to stay, 

you’re like a mother to me… closer, better than my own mother.” (257) Kim’s words 

moved Silver Sister very much, that she got such respect from another person. Silver 

Sister could never have predicted that she would be respected and be depended on, by 

someone when she was a little girl in Lung Sun. Besides this, Silver Sister gained 

more self-respect when she heard about women’s liberation from Kim. She thought 

that she had followed the manifesto of women’s liberation; that is, she was a 

wage-earner and didn’t depend on men, and she even thought she was a pioneer of 
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librated women. At the age of sixty, Silver Sister became a real independent woman, 

not only with financial independence but also independence of mind. In the last 

paragraph of the book, Silver Sister said that she would live to see the Sydney 

Olympics and her “local” athletes win many gold medals for the glory. From 

childhood to the age of eighty, Silver Sister has developed and changed her destiny.  

To vow as a comb-up meant a life long solemn, and made her lose some 

symbols that seemed to represent womanhood, such as marriage, pregnancy, and 

children; however, the identity of a comb-up helped her to enjoy the freedom that a 

traditional Chinese woman could not experience. Most important of all, the identity of 

a comb-up gave her self-identity and self-respect, which led her to change her life to 

be happy and meaningful that she had never dreamed of when she was the eighth 

daughter in the village of Lung Sun.  
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of the study was:  

1. To develop an inventory of music teacher roles which pertained to the setting, community 

schools of the arts (CSAs). 

2. To discover how music teachers perceive their actual job roles vs. their ideal job roles in 

CSAs.  

     An instrument was structured using the roles found in the work of Onderdonk (1995), Barnes 

(1972), Moller (1981), White (1964), and input from experts. Roles were categorized into three 

areas: community, school, and professional. The population of teachers was drawn from member 

schools of the National Guild of Community Schools of the Arts (NGCSA) for the year 2005-

2006. The final study population consisted of 139 CSA teachers from 16 schools across the 

USA.  

     Overall, teachers indicated that roles in the professional category were and should be 

performed more often than community and school roles. The school and community categories 

were deemed equal to each other (actually and ideally). Teachers indicated that community, 

school, and professional roles in CSAs were complex, consisting of 31 roles (7 community, 10 

school, and 14 professional). A ranked and tiered inventory of the 31 valid roles and a portrait of 
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the CSA music teacher were created. As an aggregate, teachers ideally desired to increase the 

frequency with which they performed the following roles: Advocate, Attendee of 

Faculty/Committee Meetings, Attendee of School Activities, Performer/Demonstrator/Coach, 

and Student/Lifelong Learner. As an aggregate, teachers desired to decrease the frequency with 

which they performed the role of School Leader. Teachers indicated balance in regard to 

modeling, performing, parental education, discipline, tradition, and leadership.  

     Implications for CSA administrators, personnel of the National Guild of Community Schools 

of the Arts, teacher educators and trainers, and future research include: finding paths to develop 

part-time leaders, developing content for coursework and professional development specific to 

CSA teachers, and promoting awareness that investment in current/future teachers should be 

given similar value and energy to fundraising efforts. In order to educate/train future CSA 

teachers, coursework which includes preparation as instrumental/pedagogical experts, as well as 

content which provides training in educational philosophy, history, curriculum development, role 

modeling, culture, and technology were recommended.  

 
PORTRAIT OF A TYPICAL CSA MUSIC TEACHER 

     CSA teachers perceived that they fulfilled a complex group of 31 community, school, and 

professional roles (Table 12). Based on the findings from this study, it would seem that the CSA 

teacher, in the year 2007, is someone who teaches by example rather than by telling and who 

thinks of them self as an expert, knowledgeable professional. This person however does not 

generally view them self as a guide to the process of learning. He or she is capable of using great 

sensitivity to communicate musical meaning and is respectful of the personal beliefs and values 

of students and families. The CSA teacher does not generally participate in the running of the 

school, but would like more opportunities to perform on behalf of their school. He or she 
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occasionally attends meetings and school activities but would like to do so more often. The CSA 

teacher is committed to continued personal growth. This person does not view music teaching as 

a moral duty to society at large but would like to communicate the importance of music more 

often. He or she would also like to guide students in their use and choices of technology and 

sources of information more often. Finally, the CSA teacher believes that discipline should be 

equally tempered with caring and that imparting musical history and tradition is important but, so 

is innovation.  
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Abstracts: Sky House Complex (pseudonym), which has three different tenement 

houses built in different period and style, is located at the Sea Lane (pseudonym) in 

Wanchai, Hong Kong more than eighty years quietly, catches much public attentions 

recently under the fashionable trend of “Heritage Conservation”. A community-led 

conservation movement is organized for the preservation of this area. This research 

aims at discussing why and how the community is involved in the local heritage 

conservation movement and the decision-making in the heritage management in the 

context of Hong Kong urban renewal. What is the meaning of heritage to different 

parties and how do they construct it? Also, politics in the construction of heritage in 

community conservational movement will be another main topic. Through the 

analysis of negotiations of various interests and values of different stakeholders, 

including officials, locals, professionals as well as other outsiders, and their 

collaborations to achieve the conservational goal, we can understand more the power 

relations exist among the stakeholders which is the key to lead to a rather effective 

and sustainable heritage conservation.  

Objectives:  

By exploring the various constructions of the meaning of heritage and power relations 

among different interest groups, this research can illustrate the difference of view due 

to different cultural backgrounds as to the value of specific cultural resources. The 
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designation of the meaning of heritage is a game of interpretation and people can 

always manipulate heritage to achieve their goals or interests, no matter it is a 

political, economic or cultural one. The objectives of my study are as follows: 

 To examine the construction of the meanings of heritage 

 To examine how different parties steer heritage and the effects to the process of 

conservation. 

 To contribute to the anthropology of preservation in Hong Kong because there is 

lack of academic literature related to this area. 

 As the ethnographic descriptions of and oral histories of the residents, which 

provide us more information about the living style of the lower class in the past.  

 Being the initiative case of heritage revitalization in the urban renewal as well as 

a pioneer in community-led participation with relatively well organization, the 

study of the Sky House Complex conservation is significant and inspiring to the 

successful and effective future heritage management in Hong Kong, that gives 

the insight about how community can be involved in the conservation process 

and the collaborations with other parties. 

Research Method: 

To investigate the research questions quantitatively and qualitatively, I intend to carry 

out participant observation, questionnaire, and interview as well as text analysis. 
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A. Participant Observation 

 To obtain a better understanding of how communities perceive Sky House 

Complex and its meanings and interests to them, participant observation in meetings 

and conservation activities organized by the Sky House Conservation Group has been 

carried out from September 2006 to August 2007 to understand how different parties 

operate and contribute as well as their power relations in the conservation project. 

Apart from this, I also have informal talks with those aged residents who like to 

wander around the Sky House Complex. This is another choice to collect the data 

from the locals efficiently since aged tends to resist the lengthy structured interview.  

B. Semi-Structured Interview 

 About twenty-three interviews will be held from May 2007 to September 2007 in 

order to deeply know why and how different parties are involved in the Sky House 

Conservation. Purposive sampling will be used. Three main interest groups are 

classified for analysis: i.) Empowered officials, including officials of Urban Renewal 

Authority and Hong Kong Housing Society, who mainly aim at redeveloping the Sky 

House Complex for the cultural and commercial uses. Other officials from related 

government departments are also included in this group. ii.) Neighborhood 

communities that live or work in the Sky House Complex, who aim at striving for the 

choice of either keep on living in the Sky House Complex or receiving reasonable 
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compensation for moving out. iii.) Unofficial interest parties which are involved in the 

conservation movement, most of them under the umbrella of the Sky House 

Conservation Group. I would like to find out what are their backgrounds, interests and 

rationales behind their participations, their opinions and views towards other parties, 

their strategies and organization skills during the conservation process in order to find 

out their power relations, collaborations and negotiations of different interests to 

achieve the conservational goals.  

C. Archival Analysis 

 As this is a heritage conservation project, the historic archives of the Sky House 

Complex are important in adjusting its cultural significance and constructing its 

meanings by different parties. Apart from it, newspapers and mass media are another 

important pool to glean the information about the course of the event, and public as 

well as government opinions towards the conservation. I can also use the minutes of 

the meetings and those recorded videos of different activities in the conservation so as 

to trace back the participating activities of different parties.  

Discussion of Expected Outcomes: 

It is expected that this research will give insight into the reasons and the process about 

community participation in local heritage conservation as well as human relations and 

their “habitus”. Understanding the power relations and collaborations among different 
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interest parties are the key for the success of the heritage management. Previous 

literatures about heritage conservation touch on this area, but in-depth study has not 

been published out in Hong Kong in this regard. My study endeavor to explore the 

constructions of meaning of heritage and the power relations between officials and 

community as well as among different interest parties in heritage conservation in 

urban renewal can make up the deficiency.   
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Abstract 

 
Western medicine's arrival to the Navajo Nation has brought a new paradigm of health 
and healing to a still traditionally minded people. However, unlike many other Native 
American ethnic groups throughout the U.S., medicine men and other native health 
practitioners operate in full force among contemporary Navajo. As their patients are 
actively engaged in the preservation of native traditional healing practices, Western 
trained health care workers often actively encourage using methods that conflict with 
traditional Navajo ideals. This paper explores the choices Navajo patients face when 
traditional medicine conflicts with the possibility of a Western based cure. Personal 
interviews with patients served by the Navajo Area Indian Health Service illustrate that 
the ailing population is in a continual struggle between physical wellness and traditional 
death. 
Keywords: Navajo, Anthropology, Health 
 

1. Introduction 

This study of the Indian Health Service (IHS) was produced via the motivation to 

ethnographically measure the efficacy of this federally funded health care system. Past 

studies of both Navajo ethnicity and the Indian Health Service have been enormously 

beneficial and exhaustive in content. However, few studies have attempted to look 

beyond the statistics, toward the people and patients that these numbers claim to so 

scrupulously represent. This research turns to the patient for insight while using the 

statistics as a backdrop to discover if the Navajo Area Indian Health Service (NAIHS) is 

providing adequate, culturally competent health and wellness to this small-scale, non-

western society. 

In the process of ethnographically evaluating the NAIHS, new perspectives of 

wellness can be identified that otherwise would be overlooked. Novel perceptions of 
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health are easily identifiable among the Navajo Nation, as their culturally constructed 

foundations still reside in everyday life.[1] According to George Foster and Barbara 

Anderson’s “disease-theory systems,” the Navajo identify, classify, and explain illness 

using both Personalistic and Naturalistic Disease Theories, while the opposing Western 

medicine embodies strictly the latter of the two.[2] Subscribers of traditional Navajo 

philosophy have a unique view of wellness that has been recorded in many publications 

over the past century. However, as Western medicine, today known as biomedicine,[3] 

became a necessity among the traditionalists, a new philosophy was required. Thus, 

patients suffering from foreign chronic diseases were now put somewhere between 

traditional medicine and biomedicine. It is this position on this continuum of healing that 

correlates with the efficacy of the NAIHS. As more of the infirm on the Navajo 

reservation suffer from chronic diseases that traditional ceremonies or sings can not 

alleviate, they turn to alternatives, in this case biomedicine.  

    Years of personal experience with patients managing chronic illnesses around the 

Navajo Nation has greatly fueled the motivation for this study. Statistically, chronic renal 

failure or kidney failure is positively correlated with being Native American by way of 

the increased susceptibility this population has with contracting diabetes. Today, diabetes 

is the number one cause of chronic kidney disease.[4] The implication this has for the 

American Indian population is simple to anticipate. American Indians and Alaska Natives 

therefore develop kidney failure three times more often than the Anglo-American 

population.[4] Although renal failure is a common phrase around the Navajo Nation, 

publications on the relationship between the disease and the locality have been few in 
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number. The importance of this study is evident when observing both the lack of public 

awareness regarding the issue and the apparent lack of concern by the NAIHS.    

 

2. Background 

2.1 Navajo Origins and Pre-Contact Health  

As the foundation of this world was being laid, the Dine, meaning the people, emerged 

through a hollow reed from the preceding Third world into the Fourth and present world. 

Both First Man and First Woman formed the four sacred mountains, which hold the earth 

to the sky and create balance and symmetry.[5] The Navajo have been in the 

southwestern United States since the inception of mankind. Conversely, anthropologists 

postulate that the Navajo arrived into the four-corners area of the Southwest around 900 

A.D., following a long migration from northwestern Canada, in the Mackenzie Basin.[5] 

Linguistic evidence supports this theory as the Navajo language has been classified in the 

phylum of Na-Dene of the Athabaskan family, which represents speakers in Oregon, 

northern California, Canada, and Alaska. Within these regions are niches of people who 

speak nearly same language as the Navajo and Apache groups in the Southwest.[6]  

The discrepancy found between the origin myths of the Navajo and western 

science represents a unique trait that has enabled the Navajo to maintain their culture 

through both long migrations and endless attempts at assimilation. The creation story 

itself makes reference to a key character, Changing Woman, who is responsible for 

keeping the balance between the continuously fluctuating good and evil forces. This 

balance or harmony is simply known in the Navajo language as hozho.[7] Medicine 

men/women or hatalii are called upon to alleviate any imbalance and restore harmony to 
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a patient and their family.[8] Through their migration from the Northwest and as 

subsequent foreigners came to their present region, the Navajo adapted or changed and 

by consequence, perpetuated their world view and culture through centuries of time. They 

have become widely known for their ability to incorporate new beliefs and technologies 

while minimizing a loss of cultural identity.[5]     

    The traditional Navajo homeland was much larger before their first encounters 

with the United States Army. It formerly spread into more of what are now Arizona, New 

Mexico, Colorado and Utah. The mesa-dwelling Hopis referred to this area occupied by 

the Navajos as Nava hu or people with large planted fields.[9] The Navajo communities 

consisted mainly of matrilocal groupings of family members. One Navajo woman named 

Sarah stated that  

“people lived with their close families on their mother’s 
side; they weren’t used to living in these bigger 
communities we see now.”[10]  

 
Orchards flourished in deep red-rock canyons, with vegetation yielding beans, wild 

berries, corn, pine-nuts, and a variety of fruit namely cactus fruits, yucca, apples, 

peaches, and others.[11] Agricultural practices were incorporated by modeling some of 

the pueblo peoples. 

Spanish explorers first entered the area during the 1500’s and met with much 

success against the small pueblo peoples that share the region with the Navajo.[12] Being 

very large and economically balanced, the Navajo ruled over the area in relative peace 

and easily quelled the marauding attempts of the Mexican Army to infiltrate their 

land.[13] As a result, this extremely large group of people was noted to have,  
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“lived a more natural and active life, were better inured to 
hardship, and, with the exception of particular localities and 
periods, were better provided with suitable food.”[14]   
 

    Although the Spanish/Mexican population in the nearby township of Santa Fe was 

successfully repelled from Navajo society, cultural artifacts eventually made their way 

into daily life. The region’s economy at that period of time was founded in raiding. 

Pueblo, Ute, Navajo, and Apache groups would take food, horses, or other valued items 

from each other in a mutually acceptable financial system.[12] As the Navajo were the 

largest body of people, they reaped the greatest rewards, of which were sheep and goats 

from the Spanish influenced Pueblo cultures. Subsequently their health was above the 

average Native American during the tumultuous 19th century. These new food sources 

were readily introduced to the dynamic Navajo society and became an economic status 

symbol of wealth and prosperity.[13]    

     

2.2 Traditional Healing 

As noted earlier, traditional Navajo philosophy employs dual disease-theory systems to 

explain the interplay between illness and wellness. Naturalistic theory assigns impersonal 

and naturally occurring events to illness. While this system is easily identifiable with the 

biomedical approach found in contemporary hospitals around the United States, Navajo 

tradition also identifies with naturalistic theory. Embedded within traditional healing is 

the consultation of naturalistic-based herbalists who use natural medicines and methods 

for naturally occurring ailments.[11] Interviews and observation also revealed a heavy 

reliance on this philosophy of curing. Many home remedies were used by each familial 

community and varied by region of the reservation. For example, Sarah explained her 
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extensive reliance on pitch or the sappy gum from cedar trees. This is used to clean out 

wounds, pull warts out, and naturally extract splinters and other superficial foreign 

bodies.[10] An additional participant named Roqi stated that her traditional remedy for an 

upset stomach was a mixture of sage and other herbs, infused into a bitter tea.[15] This 

particular treatment was found to be very common across all regions of the reservation. 

Navajo herbalists can also treat regular aches and pains with acute medical procedures 

such as setting broken bones, cauterizing wounds, dispelling nausea, and prescribing a 

sweat to alleviate rheumatism and produce an overall renewed feeling. These 

practitioners regularly use hundreds of plants, seeds, and leaves to produce a 

pharmacopeia that provides laxatives, purges, diuretics, poultices, and pain relievers to 

their many patients. Anthropologist Marshall T. Newman stated that presently,  

“only a small portion of native American Indian medical 
knowledge has come down to us, and all we have is an 
iceberg’s tip”[11] 
  

The second disease-theory system in Navajo healing is referred to by 

anthropologists as a personalistic philosophy. A traditionally founded belief in the 

constantly present forces of good and evil have perpetuated this second sphere of ethos, 

referred to by Navajo participants as the ceremonial system.[16] According to theorists 

Foster and Anderson, this theory blames illness on agents, such as sorcerers, witches, 

ghosts, or ancestral spirits.[2] Only the severely infirm would venture into this realm of 

healing as it is reserved for the curing of deeper maladies. Diagnosticians, who operate at 

the ground level of the ceremonial system, are consulted after an acute treatment has 

failed.[11] These practitioners assess the patient’s medical need by various methods 

including star-gazing and hand-trembling, whereupon they prescribe a specific ceremony. 
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Patients then seek a hatalii to perform the prescribed ceremony to achieve equilibrium 

and to reset their environment to its homeostatic state. 

Hatalii are not the medicine men/women that are so often portrayed in popular 

film. They are unlike the healers of the Cheyenne in that they were not chosen by a 

higher power, and do not possess any supernatural abilities.[17] Their authority rests 

exclusively in their knowledge of the correct manner in which to perform a ceremony. In 

this way a hatalii can only enable healing to happen by creating a more intimate link 

between the Earth-surface people and the Holy people. A potential hatalii must undergo 

extensive training in a traditional mentor system. Experienced practitioners have a 

seemingly exhaustive knowledge of the various sings and prayers as they are called upon 

to perform ceremonies that can last up to nine days with precision and exactness.[13] A 

truly successful healer will learn all of the ceremonies in order to serve the Navajo 

population to the fullest of his/her extent. Sarah’s nephew had recently graduated from 

the University of Arizona with a bachelor’s degree in chemistry and subsequently 

immersed himself in an apprenticeship with an experienced hatalii.[10] He is still a 

student-practitioner in the ceremonial system but is being given more responsibility as he 

progresses.  

In addition to prayers and sings, hatalii must learn to sand-paint elaborate portraits 

of deity, meant to help restore balance. These paintings are often imitated and sold at the 

many tourist traps along Interstate-40, the largest road that passes through the reservation. 

Traditionally, these sand paintings are created of naturally colored sands from around the 

region and can be as large as the entire floor of the traditional Navajo home or hogan. 

Upon completion of a ceremony that has required a sand-painting, the hatalii will sweep 
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up the sand to either spread in the four sacred directions or to put into a pouch for the 

infirm to keep, consequently erasing monumental pieces of art. This is done because the 

sacred portraits are meant for the patient’s eyes only. 

 The Navajo ceremonial system implies an intimate connection between the 

profane and supernatural worlds and suggests that the spirit can be infected just as easily 

as the physical body. Witchcraft among the Navajo Nation is just as frequent as its 

opposing notion of hozho, complete with their practitioners and supernatural procedures. 

These practitioners of witchcraft also know as Yinaldlooshii or skin-walkers, are an active 

force in various communities around the reservation.[8] There is much folklore about this 

mystical group including their primary purpose, which is to exercise dominion over 

others using personal artifacts. For this reason, much care is given to the proper disposal 

and keeping of these various artifacts that can range from a single hair from the head, to 

an appendix from a recent appendectomy.[8] For example, it is not uncommon for 

surgical patients to request their excised body specimens upon the completion of their 

surgery.  

Sarah expressed the desire she had for her daughter to 
collect the placenta from the recent delivery of her son.[10] 
Additionally, during the research for this study, a 
participant offered her services as a barber. Upon 
completion of the hair-cut, she quickly swept the hair from 
the floor and discarded it into the wood-burning stove.  
 

Witchcraft is just one way that a patient’s hozho can be disrupted.   

Taboos or bahadzid[11] are also frequent sources of imbalance in the world. If the 

general population does not abide by cultural rules and regulations, maladies will occur. 

For example,  
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one older Navajo woman that was interviewed was without 
wood to warm her small hogan. Upon request, she was 
supplied with wood that was gathered from a seemingly 
meaningless pile of beams, miles away from any homes or 
communities. She firmly declined acceptance of the wood 
and commanded that it be returned to its place of origin at 
that moment.[18]  
 

She had recognized that the wood was from an old hogan, which was left to 

naturally decompose because someone had apparently died in it. It is common practice, 

when an individual dies in their home, to remove the body and consider the structure 

condemned. This is because of the wide spread belief that the ghosts and spirits that are 

associated with death can do harm to people, especially vulnerable persons like pregnant 

women.  

 

2.3 Post-Contact Conditions 

The present-day Navajo Nation sits atop the Colorado Plateau in the southwestern United 

States (Figure 1), and encompasses their traditional pre-contact homeland. Both climate 

and environment are extremely variable in this vast tract of land, as the elevation can 

range from 2,760 to 10,388 feet above sea level.[5] Temperatures drop into the teens 

during the winter months and peak around one hundred during the summer. One 

particular spring day a few years ago displayed the variant climate in one of these regions 

as it was snowing upon waking at seven o’clock in the morning and rose to 70 degrees by 

the afternoon. Terrain can range from red sand dunes to mountainous, dense forests. 

Today, the reservation represents 25,351 square miles of some of the harshest land the 

southwest has to offer, making the territory approximately the size of West Virginia.[5]  
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Figure 1 

 

Diet has proven to be strongly correlated with evaluations of overall health and 

wellness. Historically, we see that the traditional, pre-contact Navajo diet was low in fat 

and high in fiber, creating a lean, but healthy population.[11] As noted earlier, the 

Spanish influence contributed to society-wide acceptance of pastoralism and the 

increased consumption of fatty material from sheep and goats. As these new food sources 

quickly became staples in the dynamic traditional diet, Navajo health continued to be 

above average. Even today, sheep remain the hallmark of Navajo diet. 

Agnes, a retired female participant said, “the ach’ii is my 
favorite part of the sheep.”[8] This delicacy is referring to 
intestine of the animal.  
 

This food may sound relatively healthy but this treat is prepared by taking a large portion 

of fat, and tightly wrapping the intestine around it, whereupon one fries it in its own 

juices. New foods were incorporated as they were introduced into society and given a 

place in the Navajo cultural diet. For example, Piki Bread is traditionally a Hopi fare yet 

this highly revered treat quickly made its way into the Navajo diet. In addition to a robust 

diet, an active lifestyle contributed to the superior overall health status of the Navajo. As 
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reported by a Navajo nurse, traditional tasks such as herding sheep and running kept new 

sources of calories in check.[19]   

   The Navajo were large enough in number to ward off the invading armies of 

both the United States and Mexico throughout the majority of the 18th and 19th centuries. 

However, open rebellion against the encroaching Anglo-Americans motivated an order to 

subdue the Navajo and place them onto a reservation like other tribes around the United 

States. A battalion was organized and with the leadership of an experienced trapper, 

Colonel Carson, they traveled to Navajo territory. The name Kit Carson is as infamous 

among the Navajo as the name George Custer is among the Lakota population. His strike 

against the largely peaceable population was the most deplorable event in Navajo history. 

He was ordered to sweep through the area as he had previously done with the Mescalero 

Apache, and forcefully move them to a small reservation approximately 300 miles to the 

east, at a place known as Ft. Sumner. 

This walk is known to the Navajo as the long walk and is a part of every Navajo 

family tradition. For instance, Agnes shared her family’s history with the long walk and 

having to settle in a new area of their ancestral lands upon returning from the temporary 

reservation.  

“My great-grandmother, Azdlaa Loo, was just a girl when 
the soldiers came. She and her sister walked a long time 
with their family toward the fort and passed a small stream 
at a beautiful place. As they walked to the fort, they would 
talk about moving back to that area with the stream and 
settling down one day, when the trouble stopped. Later they 
named that area Fish Creek and that’s where my family is 
from now.”[8] 
 

 Upon completing the 300-mile trek across some of the most unforgiving, dry 

terrain in the United States, they were charged with staying on that small tract of land for 
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an undetermined amount of time. Teaching agriculture was the excuse for their actions. 

Each Navajo was to learn how to grow crops and rely on that for complete sustenance. 

However, this people had already adopted some forms of agriculture from the Pueblo 

people, and were successful at planting in good soil.  

 
 

Figure 2: Ft Sumner’s relative size to present day reservation. Illustrated by  
the small black square in eastern New Mexico. 

 
 
 
The small 40 square mile plot of land that had been reserved for over 10,000 prisoners 

was barren and cramped, having a meager 4-6 thousand acres that was actually useful for 

farming (Figure 2).[11] Coming from ancestral lands that were tens of thousands of 

square miles wide was not easy to adjust to. The combination of these small confines and 

the declining health of the starving Navajo were foretelling a bitter end for many of these 

prisoners. 

Starvation plagued the Navajo and Apache prisoners throughout the long walk 

and continued at Ft. Sumner. Not anticipating how large a group of 10,000 people 

actually is, the government had an extreme ration shortage. The prisoners received “two 
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and a half pounds of meat and two and a half pounds of flour” every fifth day.[11] 

Apache agent Lorenzo Labadie was noted as saying,  

“I see their wants myself, and I have no doubt but that they 
are destitute of the necessities of life. They eat their rations 
in two days, and during the other three days they suffer, 
eating hides, and begging wherever they can.”[20]  
 

Given the small size and the exceeded capacity on the land, this new home for the 

Navajo was a virtual whirlpool of disease and illness. As traditional sanitary practices 

were impossible in such crowded living conditions and communicable diseases running 

unbridled, over two thousand Navajos died in a matter of months. Small-pox, trachoma, 

measles, influenza, cholera, typhoid, venereal diseases, and others were introduced in 

large proportions to the isolated population. Dysentery also prevailed unabated due to 

poor water quality.[5] Medical care was initially limited to the soldiers stationed at the 

fort, but upon seeing the plight of Navajo health, the fort had a small clinic built, 

complete with only nine partitions. Although it was dreadfully substandard in quality, this 

clinic was the first glimpse of a biomedical facility for the Navajo. Word spread quickly 

about the bahadzid nature of this facility. As illustrated by the comments of one recorded 

Navajo,  

“there is a hospital here for us; but all who go in never 
come out.”[11] 
  

Although the soldiers and inexperienced medical personnel would treat the Navajo 

infirm; they were very suspicious of their traditional methods. Army doctors labeled the 

medicine men/women as “heathen witch doctors who only served as barriers to 

progress.”[21] The Navajo were forbidden to leave or escape from these confines. Guards 

were placed around the borders of the reservation to keep people from heading back to 
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their homes and fugitive families hiding in the rocks. Disease and malnutrition eventually 

reaped devastatingly throughout this confined area, but the Navajo were resilient, holding 

true to their roots by changing and adapting.  

 

2.4 Indian Health Service  

Prior to conditions becoming uncontrollable at Ft. Sumner, the United States government 

initiated yet another treaty, labeled The Treaty of 1868. This agreement between various 

indigenous tribes and the United States called for set apart tracts of land, adequate 

enough to support the tribe’s population. In the case of the Navajo, a parcel of land was 

reserved for them around their ancestral lands, within the borders of their four sacred 

mountains. This treaty and subsequent agreements, including the Indian Peace Policy 

charged the federal government with the provision of education and health care in the 

form of an agency physician, to the applicable recognized tribes. Although the Navajo 

were liberated from the tiny confines of Ft. Sumner, they were still required to make 

traverse the 300 miles back to their new reservation, which Colonel Kit Carson had left in 

ruins years prior.[12]  

 As the Navajo made it back to the original rally point at Ft. Wingate, most, if not 

all families camped in close proximity to the fort in order to ensure survival. Food was as 

scarce on the new reservation as it was at their previous encampment. The fort was 

instructed to supply the ailing Navajo population with some basic supplies.  

“Each family received one iron Dutch oven, one iron 
skillet, one water bag, one hoe, one ax, one shovel, twenty 
yards of trade cloth -red, blue, and tan- and surplus army 
clothing for the men…There were no clothes for the 
women, but many army blankets were issued and these 
made warm shawls.”[13]  
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The 3.5 million acres of newly partitioned reservation had been swept through by 

numerous parties including Mexicans, Americans, Ute, and Pueblo Indians, rendering it 

desolate. The once abundant orchards and fields were burned while the vast herds of 

sheep were scattered. Upon returning to homesteads, families found destruction as their 

familial hogans, brush shelters, and corrals were missing.[13] Additionally, many still 

suffered from starvation, while foreign diseases continued to claim lives.   

“Indian reservations have no hospitals and no place to 
which persons suffering from acute diseases, severe 
accidents, contagious diseases, or any other physical 
malady can be taken, and in which they can receive the 
nursing and care and medial attendance which they so 
sorely need, and which ought to be furnished then in the 
name of humanity…Congress has withheld appropriations, 
and I have been powerless to remedy a great evil, which in 
my view amounts to a national disgrace.” These were the 
words of Indian Commissioner Tomas J. Morgan, who 
served while the Navajo Nation was in its infancy and 
health care was nearly non-existent.[11]  
 

After years or fruitless appeals to the government regarding funding for a single 

hospital, Navajo agents decided to ask for outside assistance from charity organizations. 

In 1894, construction began on a small, two-story stone hospital, nearly 26 years after the 

Navajo had been released from Ft. Sumner.[11] The turn of the 20th century brought new 

awareness of how ill Navajo patients actually were and subsequently, small health 

facilities were erected in large population centers around the reservation, mainly to treat 

the onslaught of tuberculosis and influenza. The Indian Medical Service developed out 

the frequent pleadings from compassionate Indian agents, who were able to see the 

declining conditions first hand. 
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Ft. Defiance was one of six original government operated hospitals, and was to be 

the largest in the group. The government suggested that this hospital was to be different 

from modern hospitals you would find off the reservation, because  

“the monetary paucity and isolated locations [and] 
conditions must be considered in designing Indian hospitals 
vastly different from those which influence the designing of 
municipal hospitals.”  
 

Essentially, the structure of the hospital was to suit the extraordinarily poor 

demographic of the reservation.[22] Total cost of building the Ft. Defiance hospital and 

filling it with equipment was a meager $12,600.   

In 1920 the American Medical Association (AMA) sent a physician to the Navajo 

to investigate the atrocious medical conditions within Indian Medical Service facilities.  

His findings were lucidly explained in his correspondence with the AMA.  

“In my judgment the medical situation is as deplorable as it 
is disgraceful,” he wrote, “and I am satisfied that if the 
facts were known and thoroughly understood, the organized 
medical profession through the American Medical 
Association, would bring pressure to bear on the 
government to bring about the required drastic and far-
reaching reforms.”[23] 
 

 The investigator drew a correlation between the steep mortality rates and health 

care accessibility. At that time, it would take at least seven hours to drive from 

Monument Valley to Ft. Defiance for required sanatorium treatment. Also related to the 

mortality rates was the gross shortage of physicians. Professional practitioners were 

underpaid and underappreciated, further contributing to the shortage. At the time of the 

investigation, there was a single physician per tiny unit with two additional physicians at 

non-government facilities, bringing the total to eight.[11] Specialties, including dental 

care, pharmaceutical care, and eye care were non-existent despite rampant Trachoma.[23] 
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Furthering the investigation, the American Medical Association researched the 

educational backgrounds of the active physicians on the reservation and discovered that 

some were not qualified to practice under state laws.[23]  

 A year after the investigation by the AMA, the Snyder Act of 1921 was passed 

through congress. This authorized and increase in federal funding for the improvement of 

health services to recognized Indian Tribes. This call for improvement offered a 

relatively large increase in monetary reserve for physicians, equipment, and facilities. To 

follow up on their original report, the AMA sent Dr. Frederick Hoffman to assess the 

improvements that the Snyder Act had enabled. In 1947, Dr. Hoffman’s team found that  

“almost all [Navajo] share a state of under nutrition, 
Tuberculosis is found in every hospital and in every group 
of children which puts the occurrence rate at six times that 
of the general U.S. population.”[24] 
 

 Out of the nine hospitals erected, five were in operation, three were closed, and one was 

in operation without a physician. Patients were receiving poor treatment which led to 

longer hospital stays. Even some of the beds were closed, due to budget constraints, 

causing a massive increase in out-patients. The investigative team’s overall agreement of 

the underlying causes of Navajo heath disparities was the lack of  

“prevention and controlling of infectious and 
communicable diseases in a widely scattered, poorly 
nourished, ill housed people.”[24]  
 

They recommended more general hospital beds and better trained physicians, which was 

noted could only be attained by offering better salary.    

 Supply shortages forced practitioners at Ft. Defiance Hospital to purchase their 

own reagents for diabetes tests, store medicines in their home refrigerator, and allow 

patients to use her personal bathroom. Additionally, no pathologist could be found on the 
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reservation, consequently forcing doctors to send removed tissues to Albuquerque or 

Maryland, whereupon test results were sent in one to two months.   

 The Indian Health Service (IHS) today is a nation-wide health care delivery 

system that operates 33 hospitals, 54 health centers, and 38 health stations. The United 

States is divided up into twelve service areas that encompass reservations of specific 

regions.[25] The Navajo Nation is the largest reservation served and thus has an entire 

region dedicated to it appropriately named the Navajo Area Indian Health Service 

(NAIHS). This area office maintains six hospitals, seven health centers, and fifteen health 

stations in order to make health care more of a convenience than a burden to receive. 

Contemporary issues within the Indian Health Service are the same issues that 

have been plaguing the institution since its inception: poor funding, lack of quality 

practitioners, lack of cultural competence, and inaccessibility. Participants in this study 

mentioned these four areas the more frequently than any others when questioned about 

their feelings regarding the Navajo Area Indian Health Service. Today, health disparities 

and other malfunctions within this health care delivery system are more visible to the 

public; however the rate of progression remains at a constant crawl. Tom Daschle, an ex-

senator from South Dakota is the face of Indian Health issues on capital hill. His efforts 

have yielded research revealing insufficient government expenditure for the American 

Indian population.  

“The meager funding for Indian health care is all the more 
shocking when compared to other groups for which the 
federal government has direct responsibility for health 
care,” Daschle announced. “A Civil Rights Commission 
report investigating health care funding for Native 
Americans found that our government spends about $5,000 
per capita each year for health care for the general U.S. 
population and $3,803 for Federal prisoners. Shockingly, 
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the federal government spends only $1,914 per capita for 
Indian health care, roughly half of what we spend for 
federal prisoners.”  
 

He further commented that "if we can't afford $292 million for our Native American 

population, then I sure hope we won't hear the argument on the other side that we 

somehow we can afford providing health care dollars to the Iraqi children. But I'll bet you 

that's exactly what we will hear: $87 billion. It's a double standard."[26] One respondent 

from the Navajo Tribal offices said he thought that the  

NAIHS was operating at about 60% of their suggested 
budget, for their current facilities. He felt that health care 
was faring well considering how under funded it actually is.      
           

The U.S. Commission of Civil Rights, which was referenced in Senator Daschle’s 

comments, was independently established in 1957 to investigate discrimination in Federal 

laws and policies on the basis of age, ethnicity, gender, age, religion or national 

origin.[27] Frequently visiting the Navajo Area Indian Health Service, they offer great 

insight into the efficaciousness of the IHS is the provision of health to the Navajo Nation. 

A survey of Navajo Area Medical Directors and other administrators support the 

recurring themes of IHS insufficiency. Dr. Richard Champany, Medical Director of 

Northern Navajo Medical Center in Shiprock, NM stressed a lack of continuity in 

services, explaining that many doctors serve in temporary status. This can be attributed to 

the pay scales for primary care physicians. According to Champany, their pay rate is 

about equal to the median salary throughout the entire state.[28]  

“We need more professional staff and support staff”  

complained the CEO of Gallup Indian Medical Center (GIMC).[28] Sub-specialties 

including orthopedics, anesthesia, and emergency medicine are particularly difficult to 
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recruit because of salary restraints. Under-funding from the federal government is also an 

issue for these administrators, as Navajo patients are encouraged to obtain Medicaid 

support.  

Welda, who works in one these large IHS facilities, 
explained that the application for Medicaid is now just 
standard procedure. Upon being seen at the hospital, even if 
you are an enrolled member of the Navajo Nation and can 
be covered by IHS funding, the staff make sure that if you 
visit one of several offices, located in all the hospital 
departments, to complete an application for Medicaid 
coverage.[19] 
  

Edward Smiley, a Navajo gentleman from one of these large border towns expressed his 

community’s displeasure with the quality of care saying, “When people need medical 

attention, they go to the large non-IHS facility and receive services. They often end up 

paying for their services, running from $3,000 - $15,000.[28] 

 A 1998 survey conducted by Dr. Catherine Kim regarding retention and 

recruitment of professional health care providers correlated with the administrator 

complaints. Of all respondents within the NAIHS, 58% planned to leave eventually and 

47% planned on leaving within the next three years. Note that in the same year of the 

distribution of this survey, there existed a 50% vacancy rate at one of the NAIHS 

facilities for a period of five months. One survey participant stated that his/her primary 

reason for the brevity of service was pay, saying that  

“when one considers what physicians are being offered 
elsewhere, I think that fewer and fewer will be willing to 
accept the marginal housing facilities.”  
 

Complaints of salaries were joined by a notion of lacking administrative support, distance 

from family and friends, and excessive working hours.[29] These issues are not limited to 
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the lives of the medical staff as illustrated by patient comments like Sarah’s, who stated 

that  

“the hospital can’t do surgery anymore or deliver babies 
because there isn’t a doctor there anymore.”[10]  

  

2.5 Contemporary Western Methods 

Biomedicine and traditional Navajo healing starkly contrast in application and 

philosophy. While biomedical practitioners focus on the disease, hatalii and other Navajo 

practitioners center on the wellness of the patient and the causes that may reside outside 

the physical body.[7] Upon interviewing both well and chronically afflicted participants, 

the opposing schools of thought became easily discernible as illustrated in the following 

chart, created by a Dr. J.T. Garrett, an enrolled member of the Cherokee tribe and health 

care professional.[21]  

American Indian Medicine    Biomedicine 
 
Wellness Oriented      Illness Oriented 
Patient treated in family atmosphere   Patient treated alone/isolated 
Focuses on “Why” illness occurred   Focuses on “How” illness occurred 
Includes natural/supernatural causes    Includes only natural causes 
Expects multiple causes    Illness linked to single cause 
Treatment is personal to patient   Treatment is impersonal to patient 
 

As exemplified above, American Indian medical philosophy almost completely 

opposes the biomedical approach, in every facet of healing. Within these differences lie 

the traditional Navajo taboos. Upon the introduction of disease and biomedical doctors, 

new intrusive technology was necessary to treat the ailing populations. X-rays, 

examinations, and particularly surgery were gross invasions of privacy. As patients were 

directed to remove all clothing for x-rays and had surgical procedures explained to them, 

anxiety set in as no care was being taken for the spiritual side of healing. 
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After suffering from chest pain, Roqi decided to travel thirty miles into town to be 

seen. She was instructed by a young and reportedly arrogant doctor to remove her 

clothing. She reluctantly complied and the doctor took the x-rays, told Roqi that she had 

pneumonia.  

“They just gave me some antibiotics and told me to go 
home” Roqi says. She added that when the doctor showed 
her the x-rays, “and everything was cloudy, just cloudy. We 
never found out why it was cloudy.” The next day, after the 
pain persisted and she went in to be seen at the same 
facility. She said, “I waited there a long time, while the 
people were just talking and drinking coffee.” Eventually, a 
newer doctor came in to check on her, only to find that she 
was having a heart attack. “They said that kidney failure 
can come from heart failure” Roqi said.  
 

She believes that her diabetes and the duration of the untreated heart attack led to her 

having chronic renal failure.[15]     

Participants frequently expressed a longing for more personalized treatment, 

saying that the biomedical approach was strictly aloof from personal feelings. One 

respondent stressed that the method of treatment was his prime deterrent, saying  

“[the IHS] treats patients like things that need to be fixed as 
quickly as possible in order to get to the next one in 
line.”[30] 
 

This was an issue during the middle of the 20th century (Figure 12) and has evidently 

remained an issue today. Biomedicine and the predominant western philosophy of 

efficiency have been forced upon the Navajo, who define efficiency differently. Efficient 

behavior is one that encompasses the entire picture, and is holistic in nature. Dr. Lori 

Arviso-Alvord, a Navajo surgeon stressed her concentration on the whole person. 

“Although a surgical procedure focuses on a single organ,” 
Alvord said, “I always tried to stay aware of the whole 
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person: organs, mind, and spirit, the harmony of their entire 
being.”[7] 
 

As discussed earlier, biomedical faculties are riddled with potential incidents of 

bahadzid. Even the physicians themselves are considered taboo, as they have likely been 

in contact with death and dying, in addition to putting their hands into places they should 

not be, during surgery.  

Some of the participants who claimed disaffiliation with the 
traditional ceremonial system still related some of their 
comforts in the provision of a blessed eagle feather 
positioned above the doorway of the maternity department 
at the hospital. This was to help alleviate at least a portion 
of the potentially dangerous situations that could occur with 
these vulnerable populations, including pregnant mothers 
and infants. Many stories of ch’iindi or ghosts were related 
where the presence of the blessed eagle’s feather expelled 
the wandering spirit, as to not harm the babies.[30]  
 

Participants also related that the presence of Navajo heath care professionals greatly eases 

the pathway to healing. For example, upon requesting a ceremony or sing before a 

procedure, the Anglo staff is noticeably unsupportive of their beliefs and classify them as 

“silly superstitions.”[31] 

Participants stressed that the Indian Health Service facilities typically have 

“extremely long waits, usually to visit a staff doctor that you have never 
met before.”[19] 
 

When the overwhelming feeling of the Navajo patients is of discomfort and a notion of 

carelessness from the physician and nurse, the overall health status of that individual is 

being compromised. According to personal communication with some of the community 

members, traditional patients are accustomed to being seen by a community hatalii, who 

is known throughout the region. This person is usually related by clan to the patient and 

greatly respected for the services he can render. The hatalii treats patients in a familial 
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atmosphere, with the family taking an active role in the healing process. Some families 

are required to fast throughout and after the ceremony for the afflicted individual.     

In addition to spiritual barriers, a language barrier exists between the researching 

scientists and the participants of their studies. There is a clear divide between the Navajo 

and English languages, but there is an additional communicative hindrance when medical 

jargon is aimed at a population with low functional biomedical health literacy. A recent 

study measuring how important a functional literacy of health concepts were in the 

successful management of diabetes showed that patients operating at a higher literacy 

level, with practitioners who utilized a teaching strategy to further educate the patient, 

observed healthier levels of hemoglobin A(1c) than those lacking health literacy.[32] 

Because the Navajo Nation is not traditionally linked with biomedical literacy, they’re at 

a disadvantage in their attempt to integrate this alternative medicine into their lifestyle. 

 

 

2.6 Navajo Health Today 

Today, roughly 4.1 million people identify themselves as American Indian/Alaska Native 

in the United States. Of this figure, 27.1% lack health insurance, a proportion greater than 

African Americans (21.6), Asian/Pacific Islanders (20.9), and Non-Hispanic Whites 

(11.6). Compared to the general United States population, American Indians are expected 

to die five years sooner at the age of 71, while infants die at a rate two – three times 

greater than Anglo-American babies. Mortality figures for various illnesses are just as 

staggering as illustrated in the following table.[33] 

Mortality Figures 
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770 percent more likely from alcoholism 

650 percent more likely from TB 

420 percent more likely from Diabetes 

280 percent more likely from accidents 

52 percent more likely from Pneumonia or Influenza 

 

As noted earlier, Gallup Indian Medical Center (GIMC) has been the target of much 

investigation regarding its efficacy in providing health care. The GIMC service area 

covers nearly 300,000, primarily Navajo individuals. They see approximately 314,000 

patients per year and operate on a 26 million-dollar budget. The U.S. Commission on 

Civil Rights toured the IHS campus at Gallup, NM in 2003. The Commission’s first 

impressions were feelings of,  

“Crowded, disjointed, lacking in beds, doctors, and nurses 
which lead to packed waiting rooms. Record rooms were 
piled to the ceiling with patient records.”  
 

The Commission found that the healthcare expenditure was of particular interest when 

broken down into per capita amounts.[34] Similarly, this research also found GIMC in 

poor condition upon walking through.  

Waiting rooms were reminiscent of an old DMV, complete 
with the hard plastic, bright-orange chairs all connected in 
rows facing a glowing box with an illuminated ‘Now 
Serving Number 63’ on it. The hospital itself was dirty and 
crowded. Although it looks large from the exterior, the 
interior displays cramped hallways, barely large enough to 
push a gurney through.  

 
The remedial quality of treatment at GIMC is illustrated in the comments made to the 

commission regarding the revolving door of physicians, long waits, insensitivity, and the 
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road-trips required to access care. The physician to patient ratio for the general United 

States population is 23.2 per 10,000 patients. The Navajo Area ratio is a dismal 13.4 per 

10,000, almost half the proportion of physicians per patients than the general population. 

In an effort to retain and recruit physicians, the IHS has implemented both scholarship 

opportunities and loan repayment plans. Any American Indian can apply for a complete 

scholarship for all academic funding, while any other demographic can enroll in the loan 

repayment program, where each year served in the Indian Health Service equates to a set 

amount of additional money directed to academic student loans.[25] This has proven to 

lure a higher quality of practitioner, but on a temporary basis. Participants repeatedly 

complained about not seeing the same physician and tremendously valued good 

physicians. Welda said,  

“If I find a doctor that was like Jina’s old doctor, I would 
probably follow her; she remembers you.”[19] Wes added 
his concern about the inexperience of doctors, saying that it 
is insulting to find only brand new physicians within the 
IHS. “Its like they come here to practice on us” he said.[30] 
 

 As diabetes is globally growing at an increase of 60% per decade, the Navajo 

Nation has been finding ways to keep it in check. Diabetes among Navajo has been 

economically and genetically enabled, with the majority of the population living at or 

below the poverty line and historical genetically altering events in the population. As 

with most indigenous people of this continent, the Navajo digestive system was 

accustomed to thousands of years of consuming small amounts of game and great 

amounts of gathered fruits and other agricultural products. Progressing through time 

brought both times of feasting and times of famine. Their physiological bodies became 

adept to holding and preserving caloric sources during times of feasting in order to have 
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stores to burn during their impending times of famine. Genetically, those who could 

accomplish this passed their genes through the generations. The Long Walk, which was 

referred to previously, was an additional genetic bottleneck in that those individuals who 

survived the walk, encampment, and starvation were more adept to storing caloric 

sources than usual and propagated their genetic abilities through time.[35] Therefore, 

because the Navajo are living in poverty and can only afford non-perishable foods like 

Spam, corned beef, and sheep, they are nourishing a damaging genetic trait, keeping fat 

and caloric sources as stores and eventually developing type II diabetes.  

“This is why Navajos can run so long” said Brian.[35]  

According to the Public Health Services’ Health Status Profile of American 

Indians in Arizona, diabetes is very prevalent among the indigenous people of Arizona 

and has forced many into a hindering reliance on biomedicine. According to the report, 

the rate of Diabetes among the indigenous groups in Arizona is 185 percent higher than 

the average of all groups in Arizona. Chronic liver disease and cirrhosis is 359.5 percent 

more occurring in Arizona American Indians than the average for all Arizonians. As 

these numbers are for all American Indian groups, it should not be used to represent 

Navajo statistics, but from the size of the reservation, it can be inferred that Navajo 

patients represent the majority of the data.   

As discussed earlier, diabetes is the number one cause of chronic kidney disease. 

Additionally Native Americans and Alaska Natives develop kidney failure 3 times more 

than the Anglo-American population.[4] The Navajo nation suffers greatly from this 

disease as the high numbers of diabetics correlates with high numbers of renal failure 

patients. Renal failure is simply a condition where your kidneys fail to remove 
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nitrogenous waste from your blood stream. Because the levels of waste can become 

dangerous, dialysis is required to ensure survival. A typical schedule of dialysis sessions 

is three times per week for four hours per session. Roqi had been on this schedule since 

the 1980’s. Because diabetes has rendered her nearly blind, today she must find a ride 

into town from a relative or Safe Rides program, get hooked up to the machine for four 

hours, only to return home to rest. She says of her tiring schedule,  

“I go to dialysis on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, 
and on Wednesday, Friday, and Sunday I am recovering 
from the day before.” Upon asking what she does to 
recover she responded, “I just sleep most of the day.”[15]  
 

The Indian Health Service does not operate a Navajo area dialysis center in this 

region. However, a private hospital does operate a bustling dialysis center directly across 

the street from GIMC. Patients must drive in from miles away to seek treatment, multiple 

times a week.  

One family member that was waiting for her mother 
explained that she had driven in from Grants, NM which is 
nearly two hours away. She had been waiting there for 
about three and a half hours and said that she gets tired of 
driving so long, so many times a week. Upon talking with 
some of the nurses and dialysis techs in the patient care 
area, they too expressed their amazement regarding the lack 
of an IHS dialysis center. The patient care area was filled 
wall to wall, with large chairs with a dialysis machine 
between each one. Of approximately thirty chairs, all were 
occupied by patients. Many were sleeping, exhausted from 
the treatments, others were patiently watching the small 
televisions attached to each chair. 

 

3. Methodology 

Geographically, this study was based in a Navajo reservation border town, with a high 

population of Navajo residents. Located along interstate-40 at the state line of Arizona is 
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Gallup, NM. This location provided an interesting Navajo demographic that could not be 

duplicated elsewhere. The IHS has its largest hospital in this town, located on a high hill. 

Across the street sits a recently renovated, private hospital called Rehoboth McKinley 

Christian Hospital (RMCH). This facility gives the Navajo population a relative choice, 

as most of the residents of the area are qualified for Medicaid. This sets the stage for an 

easy analysis of patient perceived efficacy in the NAIHS.  

The process of data collection involved a variety of ethnographic procedures. 

Participants were obtained using a snowball sampling technique, where willing 

participants referred other potential participants. Methods needed for this research 

included personal interviews, content analysis, informal illustrations, and formal 

observation. All methods proved to be beneficial for ethnographic analysis of the efficacy 

of the NAIHS by determining new perspectives of health and wellness from a chronically 

ill population.   

Personal interviews yielded the greatest quality of analyzable data while 

epidemiological data analysis provided the greatest quantity of data. Personal experiences 

and philosophies proved to be missing component in the existing research regarding 

Navajo healthcare. Interviews were conducted by the student researcher and consis ted of 

open-ended questions designed to initiate a conversation about health and wellness. 

These conversations were tape recorded by a small, non-intrusive instrument, and at the 

consent of the participant. Nine full-length interviews were conducted with numerous 

other interactions that was not recorded but proved to be invaluable. As the interview 

process is very fragile, any request of the participant regarding disclosure of the identity 

or existence of notes in paper or audio form was granted. These interviews proved to 
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uncover things that are not as easily quantifiable and categorized. Modern surveys are 

constantly being used to gather great amounts of data in small amounts of time. This 

method would prove to be unsuccessful among the Navajo because their system of 

information transmission is primarily verbal, given the fact that they have relied on oral 

tradition for thousands of years. Therefore, information gathered from personal 

interviews or open-ended questioning will be of great value to the research and ultimately 

the Navajo themselves.   

The existing epidemiological data that was accessed for statistical analysis was 

drawn on strictly to locate issues that have been reoccurring among the ill. The Health 

Status Profile of American Indians in Arizona was used to determine what specific 

maladies are proportionally askew from the general population. Former personal 

experience was also drawn upon to decipher what illnesses the Navajo are battling. These 

statistics helped convey the message of importance regarding this research and the 

possible implications stemming from it. 

In attempting to define what health and wellness means to the Navajo, a simple 

technique was employed to have children on the reservation draw novel pictures of what 

wellness is and what sickness is. Participants were all at the first grade level. This 

assignment was made through the consenting teacher, who dispensed the supplies and 

information to the children. The directions were to draw a sick person in a specific 

environment. The teacher also specified to the children to include what the person is 

holding, what is around them, and where they are. On the opposite side of the page, they 

were instructed to draw a well person, including environment and artifacts like 

previously.  
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    Finally, formal observations were employed in order to better understand the 

taboo issues Navajo patients must face in a healthcare environment. Upon approval by 

individual practitioners, facilities, and the patients they serve, observation was conducted 

in waiting rooms and patient care areas. These observations proved valuable when 

comparatively contrasting these observations to those of traditional Navajo settings. 

Observation was not conducted in traditional Navajo settings.  

 Possible hindrances to this study would include the researcher’s former 

relationship with some of the participants. Because the prior relationship was religious in 

nature, and the position of the researcher was formerly authoritative, participants may 

have felt obligated to answer in a manner that would separate them from traditional 

customs like the ceremonial system of healing. This was potentially the case with only 

four of the participants. 

 

4. Results 

Standards for sick and healthy bodies are cultural constructions that vary in time and 

space.[36] A new Navajo perspective on what health and wellness are is needed in order 

to truly investigate the efficacy of the NAIHS. Upon positing this question to participants 

in interviews, small units of data could be extrapolated. However, upon asking children 

this question and allowing those to answer by illustration offered much insight into what 

it means to be a healthy and well Navajo. The majority of the children drew a sick person 

inside a structure, most of which resembled the local hospital. All of them were inside 

buildings, some with markings that would denote a hospital. Many drew the sick person 

in bed, some illustrated vomiting, all illustrated ‘sad’ faces. All of the opposing healthy 
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illustrations but one included the child outside of a structure in natural surroundings. All 

included vegetation of some type in their wellness pictures. One child even drew a city 

skyline with the word Chicago written across the bottom. Nature and the outdoors 

correlate highly with being well. While all children do enjoy playing outside, this is 

particularly noticeable with Navajo children because of their strong belief in walking in 

beauty also called hozho.    

Overall, participants explained a general acceptance of philosophical biomedicine, 

mostly because it correlated with traditional herbalist healing. Patients frequently 

mingled tradition with biomedicine, primarily in the IHS hospitals, as they were primarily 

staffed with Navajo employees.[19] All participants valued a good physician and deemed 

him/her useful as practitioners of alternative medicines. However, traditional herbs and 

remedies were frequently used in place of western society drugs like pain relievers and 

oral washes.[10]  

 Sick patients had a slightly different perspective of health and wellness. In the 

case of the chronically afflicted, tradition did interfere with biomedicine. Like Roqi, a 

greater acceptance of this side of medicine was observed.[15] As foreign sickness 

mandated dependence on biomedicine, ceremonial systems of healing were nearly 

eliminated, although there remained a stronger affiliation with traditional herbs.  

 Throughout the process of gathering data, participants reiterated their desire for 

more personalized care. They had no reluctance discussing their issues with the constant 

changing of providers at IHS locations.  

“A doctor that was really good would come in and you 
would know that he would have to leave one day, then sure 
enough they would be gone soon.”[19] Participants also 
lacked confidence in their government to be able to take 
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over the administration of the Indian Health Service. Wes 
stated, “If they can’t even keep the Boys and Girls Clubs 
open, how are they going to run health care.”[30]  
 

When asked about the potential success that private physician practices would bring, all 

participants responded positively. This solution seemingly combines biomedicine with 

traditional philosophies in a more cohesive application. 

 Proximity to IHS facilities did not appear to be an issue at this location. More cars 

and the relative safety in hitch-hiking allow many to travel to hospitals easier than ever 

before. Safe Rides is also operating in this large border town to help transport patients.    

 

5. Conclusion 

The Navajo and Native America in general have been at the forefront of cultural and 

medical research since European contact with the new world. From the Spanish priest 

Bartolome de Las Casas to German Anthropologist Franz Boaz, the study of man has 

been enmeshed with these various first nations. Likewise the Navajo Nation, the largest 

reservation in the United States has been the site of many research projects. 

Anthropologists and physicians are frequent visitors to this diverse area of the southwest. 

However, as comfortable as the Navajo have become with these scientists, they have yet 

to become accustomed to some of their methods and theories.  

Because standards for sick and healthy bodies are cultural constructions that vary 

in time and space, the Navajo will continue to amend their cultural valuables.[36] As 

proximity and accessibility becomes less and less of an issue, the melting of biomedical 

practices at IHS facilities needs a reformation. Community physicians in private practice 

would prove to meet the competing needs of the traditional and biomedical philosophies 
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of the contemporary Navajo. Traditional philosophy of hozho is changing as the Navajo 

have adapted throughout time. Biomedicine now represents a balancing counterweight to 

the western-born chronic illnesses they suffer from. 

 Upon evaluating the NAIHS according to the perspective of health and wellness 

described in this study, they are found insufficient to both the traditionally-minded and 

biomedical-minded patients. Personalized, quality care would alleviate much of the 

health disparities, yet the economy is the underlying problem. The NAIHS will not 

increase in efficacy if the economy remains stagnant. Because the reservation is on 

federal land, businesses must cut through extra red-tape to establish themselves. This 

population of 298,000 Navajo operates at one of the lowest levels of economic prosperity 

in the nation. As the unemployment rate is over 43%, the annual income per capita 

remains at a low $6,200. These staggering numbers indicate a substantial need for 

extensive economic and health care improvements among the Navajo.   

This study should be regarded as a voice of a people who have been ravaged by 

the exploitation of the masses. As Navajo issues are cast down the hypothetical to-do list 

of the governing agencies, their health and wellness will remain in deplorable conditions.  

The personal narratives of various patients, from which this data has been extrapolated, 

may serve as a valuable tool in the reconstructing of the future of Navajo health and well-

being. It will fill the gaps of inaccuracy that currently exist in the expansive data and 

clarify the misleading and contradictory issues now present from the over-exploitation of 

their culture. 
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Abstract 
 
 Although Emily Dickinson’s poetry is recognized as a major contribution to 

American Literature, many of her poems remain relatively unknown; some have been 

avoided by students, teachers, and critics as being too ambiguous, too convoluted, or too 

complex for serious explication.  In this paper, I will suggest a possible approach to 

explicating a few selected poems (specifically:  P546; P985; P258; P419; P599; P742; 

and P1063).  After presenting a working definition of textual cohesion, I will explore how 

Dickinson disrupts textual cohesion by deleting a specific topic with respect to the poems 

selected, and suggest a possible unifying thematic principle in these poems, which I term 

Dickinson’s “language of absence”.  I will also argue that this theme is reinforced by her 

poetic style. 

                                                 
1 The phrase, “Sequence raveled out of Sound” is borrowed from  P992: 

The Dust behind I strove to join 
Unto the Disk before— 
But Sequence raveled out of Sound  
Like Balls upon a Floor— 

     (c. 1865)  
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Introduction 

“The fascination of reading Dickinson’s poetry  
is one and the same with the frustration  

of reading it.”  (Miller 19) 
 
 Although Emily Dickinson’s poetry is recognized as a major contribution to 

American Literature, many of her poems remain relatively unknown; some have been 

avoided by students, teachers, and critics as being too ambiguous, too convoluted, or too 

complex for serious explication.   A review of the most recent edition of a major 

anthology (Abcarian and Klotz) of American literatures classification of poems by 

writers, including Dickinson— in conjunction with noteworthy examples of how critics 

from Thomas Wentworth Higginson to the present have characterized her more 

demanding and difficult poems— documents the fact that “an astonishing and apparently 

unprecedented gap exists between the certainty that. . . [Dickinson] is a major poet and 

the uncertainty about what her business as a poet might be” (Stonum 3).  “Spasmodic,” 

“eccentric,” “idiosyncratic,” “extravagant,” “negligent,” “incoherent,” “puzzling”:  these 

terms have been used frequently by Dickinson’s critics.  As Gary Stonum notes: 

Dickinson conspicuously neglects much of the cuing we expect every 

poet’s work ultimately to provide.  The neglect challenges some of our 

most persistent assumptions about literary coherence, integrity, and 

design.  (7) 
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How, for instance, might a reader begin to understand poems like the following? 

 P546 
To fill a Gap 
Insert the Thing that caused it—  
Block it up 
With Other— and ‘twill yawn the more—  
You cannot solder an Abyss 
With Air. 

     (c. 1862)  
 

P985 
The Missing All— prevented Me 
From missing minor Things. 
If nothing larger than a World’s 
Departure from a Hinge—  
Or Sun’s extinction, be observed— 
‘Twas not so large that I 
Could lift my Forehead from my work 
For curiosity. 

     (c. 1865) 
  
 Along with Cristanne Miller, I agree that “contrary to earlier prevailing beliefs 

about this reclusive poet, Dickinson means to communicate through her poems” (160).  If 

one accepts this position, then, as Miller also asserts, it is possible to recognize that 

“disruption is a conscious strategy of Dickinson’s poetry” (160).  I will suggest that one 

form of this disruption involves violation of principles of textual cohesion and focus, in 

particular, on interpretive difficulties which arise due to Dickinson’s deletion of a 

specific topic.  After first presenting a working definition of textual cohesion, I will 

explore how Dickinson disrupts textual cohesion and clarity and evaluate selected poems 

(beginning with P546 and P985) using as a criterion the perceived topic (as indexed in 

Johnson).  In addition to P546 and P985, I will also consider P258; P419; P599; P742; 

and P1063.  Then, using the construct of deep structure and surface structure, I will 

identify a common theme of absence in these selected poems, which may serve as a more 
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comprehensive topic: a possible unifying thematic principle in these poems, which I term 

Dickinson’s “language of absence”.  I will also argue that this theme is reinforced by her 

poetic style.  Finally, I will suggest that with respect to the specific poems considered in 

this paper, Dickinson’s body of work as a whole may be considered the larger context in 

which these poems can be interpreted. 

 

Textual Cohesion and Clarity 

 Emily Dickinson’s poetry frequently departs from writing techniques that provide 

textual cohesion.  Halliday and Hasan define cohesion as a semantic concept referring to 

“relations of meaning that exist within the text, and that define it as a text” (4).  Cohesion 

is both a relational concept and a fundamental part of a language system.  Cohesion in a 

text allows a reader to interpret meaning(s) and arrive at a reasonable understanding of 

what a writer is communicating by means of a specific text.  Textual cohesion functions 

to clarify meaning(s).  Thus: 

Cohesion occurs where the INTEPRETATION of some element in 

the discourse is dependent on that of another.  The one PRESUPPOSES 

the other, in the sense that it cannot be effectively decoded except by 

recourse to it.  (Halliday and Hasan 4) 

 Kim Campbell builds on the work of Halliday and Hasan, but clarifies and 

extends their definition of cohesion beyond a semantic relation; she states that “cohesion 

might be better understood as a general perceptual phenomenon in which repetitions of 

both structural and semantic elements provide a uniform background against which 

semantic distinctions are fore-grounded and therefore more easily perceived” (235).  By 
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examining advice from a classic writer’s handbook, Joseph Williams’ Elements of Style 

in conjunction with the 2008 edition of a best-selling college writing manual, Diana 

Hacker’s Rules for Writers, 6th edition, it is possible to identify some ways in which 

Dickinson’s poetry violates conventional approaches to writing and, consequently, 

violates reader expectations. 

 

Elements of Cohesion vs. Dickinson’s Grammar of Disclarity 

“. . . Emily Dickinson wrote that she was Nobody  
at approximately the same moment as Walt Whitman  

was claiming to be everybody.”  (Ostriker 39) 
 

 Joseph Williams identifies four elements that contribute to cohesion at the 

sentence level and beyond:  transitions; evaluative expressions; setting in time and place; 

and a clear topic.  Of these four elements, Williams identifies the topic as the most 

important; he notes that: 

  . . .  the Topic of a sentence is its psychological subject. . . .   

In most English sentences, these psychological subjects, these 

  Topics, are also grammatical subjects.”  (41) 

While guidelines for writing poetry in English are not identical to guidelines for writing 

standard edited English prose— due to such considerations as purpose, rhythm, rhyme, or 

artistic sensibility— most poets writing in English do incorporate many, if not all, the 

features identified by Williams.  Diana Hacker highlights similar guidelines in the most 

recent edition of Rules For Writers; while specifically considering paragraph-level 

cohesion and coherence, she points out that “coherence can be improved by strengthening 

the ties between old information and new” (50).  Techniques that improve coherence—  

Hacker features them as section heading—  are: “linking ideas clearly; repeating key 
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words; using parallel structures; maintaining consistency [point-of-view or verb tense]; 

and providing transitions” (50-54).   

Such well-defined principles about cohesive writing, as both Hacker and Williams 

illustrate, can usually be identified in poetic texts as well as prose texts, even in cases 

where a poet chooses to depart from these principles of style to a greater or lesser degree.   

For example, in a linguistic analysis and comparison of literary vs. technical writing, 

Alan Manning argues that “an author’s purpose in literature is to compose a story or 

verse which is meaningful. . . but it would disturb and defeat the integrity of the narrative 

or poem as such to provide the meaning explicitly within the text” (248).  Furthermore, 

while it may also be the case that a work of literature need not be “tied to a single 

meaning” (Manning 249), a literary style that departs from expected standards of 

cohesion may simultaneously point to, and also obscure, a multiplicity of meanings.  

From a reader’s perspective, a writing style which violates one or more principles of 

cohesion will be viewed as complex, dense, or difficult at best, and incoherent at worst.  

Thus, when a text or texts appear inaccessible to many readers, the potential audience for 

a writer’s work shrinks. 

 Emily Dickinson’s poems often lack some or all of the elements of cohesion 

identified by both Williams and Hacker, as outlined below.  Dickinson: 

• seldom uses transition words or phrases which might make her line 

juxtapositions less abrupt; 

• offers little evaluation but does not hesitate to pronounce judgments, 

even to the point of assuming the voice of God; 
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• rarely provides any textual clues regarding location in time or space, or 

chooses a location outside the realm of physical convention, e.g.,  the 

speaker in a particularly poem who speaks from the grave or from an 

immortal viewpoint; 

• frequently chooses not to provide a clear topic or psychological 

subject. 

This last poetic departure from the usual structures of cohesion, lack of a clear topic, 

carries the most weight in terms of consequences for the reader. 

 Cristanne Miller’s critical work has provided a strong foundation for 

contemporary Dickinson scholarship.  Twenty years ago, Miller identified specific 

syntactic elements in Dickinson’s poetry which may be contrasted to Williams’ principles 

of cohesion.  In analyzing Dickinson’s compressed poetic style, Miller distinguished 

between recoverable deletion and nonrecoverable deletion.  Recoverable deletion refers 

to a deletion that can be reconstructed from the immediate context; for example, 

“Dickinson often deletes an auxiliary verb, a repeated subject or verb, or an implied 

pronoun to maintain the rhythm of a line, intensify its meaning, or avoid redundancy, 

without confusing the poem’s statement (Miller 28).  In contrast, however, 

nonrecoverable deletion creates a “syntactic or logical ambiguity. . . [in which] the 

deleted syntax here is inseparable from interpretation of the poem” (Miller 29); this 

results in the possibility of various possible interpretations linked more tenuously to 

context.  At other times, a reader may become confused and frustrated, left in the dark 

when Dickinson deletes what Williams would call the psychological subject. 
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 One obvious example of Dickinson’s deletion of the psychological subject in her 

poems concerns the link between topic and title in more conventional poetry written in 

English.  A survey of the most recent edition of a best-selling college literature anthology 

by Abcarian and Klotz (to select just one of many anthologies available) reveals 

numerous examples of well-known poems written in highly figurative language which 

nonetheless have straightforward, clear titles or provide subject matter specific enough to 

be classified in section headings such as “Conformity and Rebellion”—which includes 

Dickinson’s poem, “Much Madness is divinest sense” or “The Presence of Death”—

which includes Dickinson’s poem, “I Heard A Fly Buzz”.  Contrary to this well-

established poetic convention respecting titles, Dickinson seldom titled her poems.  The 

few poems published during her lifetime were supplied with titles by her editors, 

presumably to clarify subject matter.  Similarly, poem titles were also provided by editors 

of her first posthumous volumes of poetry.  When these arbitrary titles were omitted by 

Johnson in his edition of the Complete Poems, it became accepted practice to identify 

Dickinson’s poems by number, with their first lines serving as a kind of quasi-title by 

default.  While this practice solves the problem of a reference device, it less-frequently 

addresses the separate riddle of identifying a poem’s topic.  Before further considering 

the problem of identifying a topic in the Dickinson poems I have selected for this paper, a 

brief examination of some influences on her poetic style will be helpful. 

 Cristanne Miller identified a greater variety of influences on Dickinson’s poetry 

than early Dickinson scholarship supposed.  The King James version of the Bible, 

however, remains perhaps the most obvious influence, by providing in the Hebrew 

scriptures “a model for the extreme compression, parataxis, and disjunction of 
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Dickinson’s style” (Miller 131).  The conventions of Hebrew poetry found in the Psalms, 

Proverbs and other Wisdom Literature, as well as the writings of the Prophets, are 

obvious models for a particular type of structural parallelism.  This Biblical parallelism— 

deriving primarily from the Hebrew Old Testament texts, and carrying over in some 

instances into the Greek New Testament texts— often requires the reader to supply the 

logical connection between two parallel statements that appear to be unrelated.  While 

this poetic device apparently functioned in part as a mnemonic strategy in a literature that 

was originally transmitted orally, contemporary readers may find such parallelism overly 

repetitive or confusing.   With respect to the book of Proverbs, specifically, parallelism 

provides a further possibility: the construction of a riddle, wherein “the first verset is a 

syntactically incomplete or otherwise baffling statement, which is then explained through 

the second verset” (Alter 169).  Examples of Biblical parallelism alongside several of 

Dickinson’s parallelisms appear in Table 1, below.  The structure of the lines appear first, 

alongside a functional analysis of that structure.  In each case illustrated, the meaning of 

the complete statement makes sense according to the relationship the reader identifies 

between x and y. 
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Structure        Function 

1.  x is this (and/or) y is this      y restates x 
   (x)  A good name is rather to be chosen than great riches, 
   (y)  And loving favour rather than silver or gold.  (Proverbs 22:1) 
    * 
   (x)  a World’s / Departure from a Hinge— 
   (y)  Or Sun’s extinction, be observed—  (Dickinson P985) 
 
2.  x is this (but) y is not this      y is the opposite of x 
   (x)  Hatred stirreth up strife: 
   (y)  But love covereth all sins. (Proverbs 10:12) 
    * 
   (x)  Baptized, before, without the choice,  
   (y)  But this time, consciously, of Grace—  (Dickinson P508) 
 
3.  x is this (and) y is this riddle: identifying x 

and y provides answer 
   (x)  He that wasteth his father,      Who/what is this? 
   and (y)  chaseth away his mother,  
   (answer) Is a son that causeth shame, and bringeth reproach.  (Proverbs 22:1) 
    * 
   (x)  A route of Evanescence / With a revolving Wheel— 
   (y)  A resonance of Emerald— / A Rush of Cochineal— (Dickinson P1463) 
   (answer unstated directly in text:  a hummingbird)___________________________ 

Table 1.  Three Types of Biblical Parallelism in Dickinson’s Poetry   

  

Of course, the Bible is not the only identifiable influence on Dickinson’s poetry.  

Seventeenth-century writers including George Herbert and Thomas Browne number 

“among Dickinson’s favorite writers” (Miller 138).  The hymns of Isaac Watts, well-

established in the canon of New England Congregational piety, are also clearly 

influential.  With the exception of a few poems, Dickinson’s predominant metric is the 

8.6.8.6  “common” hymn meter, with an abab or abcb rhyme scheme.  Her style 

“covertly” defies the conventions of the so-called Puritan “plain style. . . [which had 
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become] the trusted idiom in America” by the mid-19th century (Miller 141).  It also 

reveals Dickinson’s affinity for Ralph Waldo Emerson’s theoretical view of language as 

an “ideal system of meaning” (Miller 149) which is at once universally established and in 

a constant process of change.  Noah Webster’s 1841 American Dictionary of the English 

Language— which Dickinson owned in an 1844 reprint edition— bolstered the poet’s 

interest in language by providing word definitions (a number of which have not survived 

into 20th or 21st century usage) and presenting a particular theory of the semantic role of 

verbs.2  References to 19th century women writers, both well-known and otherwise, also 

appear in Dickinson’s poems and letters; she did not hesitate to note that some of these 

writers “don’t bewitch me any” (Letter 85, dated 1852, qtd. in Miller 155). 

 

Evaluation of Selected Poems 

Dickinson’s punctuation, like her poetry, teaches the reader 
to trust the play of the mind.  (Miller 51) 

 
 When nonrecoverable deletion appears in a poem in a context where the reader 

might expect a statement of topic, the density of the poem may be nearly impenetrable.  

By evaluating the Dickinson poems I have selected (P546; P985; P258; P419; P599; 

P742; and P1063) according to topic and patterns of deletion, Dickinson’s deliberate 

reversal of writing conventions can still point to a larger meaning outside the texts.  The 

poems I have selected all appear to share an implied topic or theme of absence, one 

variation on a theme of deprivation which has been previously identified in many of 

Dickinson’s poems; these poems illustrate the principle which has also been termed 

“definition by negation” at work (Eberwein 142).  Accordingly, the poetic text as a whole 

                                                 
2 For a more complete discussion of this point, see Miller 154. 
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reflects or replicates this strategy; cohesive elements are deliberately removed or deleted 

to mirror a basic problem the poems address:  an apparent undefined absence in the 

universe that makes life incomplete.3 

 A return to the first two poems I presented at the beginning of my paper is now in 

order; I will discuss them as a pair.  In the Complete Poems, Johnson classifies P546 

under the topic “Gap,” while P985 is not classified by any topic whatsoever.  “To fill a 

Gap” appears, at first glance, to be a poem of definition or explanation.  However, the 

non-specific nature of “To fill a Gap” is highlighted when compared to another, better-

known definition poem (P1775), which takes the “startingly reductive literary form of a 

recipe” (Eberwein 134): 

P1775 
To make a prairie it takes a clover and one bee, 
One clover, and a bee, 
And revery. 
The revery alone will do, 
If bees are few. 

 
Similarly, P546 sounds like a recipe, of sorts.  But “Gap” is not as specific a noun as 

“prairie” and, thus, subject to more possible interpretations.  What kind of “gap” is the 

poet referring to?  A gap in a mountain range, a gap in a person’s teeth, or even the gap of 

space between poems in a text? Maybe it is the specific type of gap that may occur 

between two pieces of metal, in the context of metalsmithing, that solder will not fill?  It 

seems insufficient to use P546 as a possible explanation of why Dickinson crowded a 

number of seemingly-unrelated shorter poems in between longer ones in her fascicles, as 

Eberwein suggests, albeit indirectly (135).  A gap which is compared to an abyss that 

                                                 
3 And which, while Dickinson may not have known about this concept, seems kindred in spirit to the first 
of the Buddha’s Four Noble Truths, i.e., that life involves dukkha (suffering or unsatisfactoriness) as the 
most basic condition of human experience. 
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cannot be soldered with air is not, to my mind, a benevolent or neutral image.  While 

Dickinson no doubt contended with filling gaps in her poetry fascicles on a literal basis, 

this Gap seems much larger— a quality of absence which cannot be described fully, but 

which is both felt and acknowledged by the poet.  From an earlier point on the critical 

spectrum, John Cody’s Freudian psychoanalytical interpretation of this poem leads him to 

conclude that the subject matter in “To fill a Gap” involves both emotional and sexual 

hunger (442)— not an impossible interpretation, certainly, but one that remains 

incomplete. 

 Likewise, “The Missing All— prevented Me” (P985) can be read as an 

articulation of experienced deprivation; yet, this poem too, is paradoxically non-specific.  

“All” appears to be the operative agent for the verb “prevented”, yet “All” is also 

“Missing”— another statement of absence which defies the logic of cause and effect 

relationships as well as conventions for clear and cohesive written English.  While P985 

can be read as a presentation of “the habit of loss as a defense against such disasters as ‘a 

World’s / Departure for a Hinge / Or Sun’s extinction’ (Eberwein 66), this is deprivation 

carried to cosmic dimensions.  However, while it is an intriguing phrase, Eberwein’s 

“habit of loss” is as non-specific as Dickinson’s own language. 

I propose an alternative method of reading these two poems, as well as others like 

them, in the context of Dickinson’s other riddle poems, under the possible influence of 

Old Testament poetry, as outlined in Table 1 earlier in this paper.  If  P546, “To fill a 

Gap” and P985, “The Missing All— prevented Me,” are consider as a pair, these poems 

pose a riddle as well as a possible answer; still, the answer remains opaque, as I have 
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outlined below under the influence of both Old Testament poetry and Zen Buddhist 

koans: 

• To fill a gap, insert the thing that caused  it 

• What caused the gap? 

• The missing all. 

• What is the missing all? 

• Something so vast that it dwarfs cosmic events, rendering 

them “minor things”. 

  Using this model, I will now consider five additional poems by Dickinson that 

present similar difficulties in regards to identifying a topic.  These poems appear below.  

 

P258 
There’s a certain Slant of light, 
Winter afternoons—  
That oppresses, like the Heft 
Of Cathedral Tunes— 
 
Heavenly Hurt, it gives us— 
We can find no scar, 
But internal difference, 
Where the Meanings, are— 
 
None may teach us—any— 
‘Tis the Seal Despair— 
An imperial affliction  
Sent us of the Air— 
 
When it comes, the Landscape listens— 
Shadows—hold their breath— 
When it goes, ‘tis like the Distance  
On the look of Death— 
  (c. 1851) 
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P419 
We grow accustomed to the Dark— 
When Light is put away— 
As when the Neighbor hold the Lamp  
To witness her Goodbye— 
 
A Moment—We uncertain step 
For newness of the night— 
Then—fit our Vision to the Dark— 
And meet the Road—erect— 
 
And so of larger—Darknesses— 
Those Evenings of the Brain— 
When not a Moon disclose a sign— 
Or Star—come out—within— 
 
The Bravest—grope a little— 
And sometimes hit a Tree  
Directly in the Forehead— 
But as they learn to see— 
 
Either the Darkness alters— 
Or something in the sight  
Adjusts itself to Midnight— 
And Life steps almost straight. 

(c. 1862) 
 
P599 

   There is a pain—so utter— 
It swallows substance up— 
Then covers the Abyss with Trance— 
So Memory can step  
 
Around—across-upon it— 
As one within a Swoon— 
Goes safely—where an open eye— 
Would drop Him—Bone by Bone. 

     (c. 1862) 
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P742 

Four Trees—upon a solitary Acre— 
Without Design  
Or Order, or Apparent Action— 
Maintain— 
 
The Sun—upon a Morning meets them— 
The Wind— 
No nearer Neighbor—have they— 
But God— 
 
The Acre gives them—Place— 
They—Him—Attention of Passer by— 
Of Shadow, or of Squirrel, haply— 
Or Boy— 
 
What Deed is Theirs unto the General Nature— 
What Plan  
They severally—retard—of further— 
Unknown— 

(c. 1863) 
 
 
 
P1063 

Ashes denote that Fire was— 
Revere the Grayest Pile  
For the Departed Creature’s sake  
That hovered there awhile— 
 
Fire exists the first in light  
And then consolidates  
Only the Chemist can disclose  
Into what Carbonates. 

(c. 1865) 
 

Considering these five poems according to Johnson’s index reveals classification 

problems related to topic.  “There’s a certain Slant of light,” is not listed at all, even 

though it might have been classified with the topics of “Light” or “Winter”. “We grow 

accustomed to the Dark—”, is listed under “Darkness”; “There is a pain—so utter—“ 
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appears is listed under “Pain”; “Four Trees—upon a solitary Acre—“ is listed under 

“Trees”; and “Ashes denote that Fire was—” is listed under “Fire.” 

 The problem of identifying topics in these five poems becomes less troublesome 

when evaluated in terms of deep and surface structures.  Johnson’s indexing strategy 

appears to correspond with a reading of the surface structure; thus, two poems are 

unclassified, while the others are identified with Darkness, Pain, and Trees.  These 

selected poems by Dickinson illustrate a problem that D. Terence Langendoen states this 

way:  “there are . . . surface structures which, because of their complexity, do not permit 

ready access to their deep structures” (140); it is clear that Dickinson’s violations of 

principles of linguistic cohesion immediately stand out at the surface level of these five 

poems.  However, when these poems are considered with an awareness of Dickinson’s 

disruptions of conventional style, it becomes possible to locate a deep structure: the 

theme of a consistent topic, i.e., “Absence.”  When reading one poem at a time, this topic 

may not be apparent, since, as Eberwein notes, “Dickinson’s verbal distillation condensed 

poems so tightly as to render them inexplicable or nearly so unless the reader has an 

external referential context to adumbrate the shadows of her words” (151). 

 

Dickinson’s Language of Absence 

Dickinson show us how separation enlarges desire, how intensity feasts  
on absence, and, finally, how wit and passion work  

to create memorable verse.” (Dean 93) 
 

Even Dickinson’s recipes varied only by deletion, wasting no words  
on details of assemblage (L369a). . . . [Her] choices reflected  

an extreme ideal of verbal economy.”  (Eberwein 135) 
 

 In all seven Dickinson poems considered within the scope of this paper, absence 
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 of some kind is one possible answer to the riddles posed by these poems.4  Reading these 

poems in light of the theme of absence allows for the possibility of explication.  Thus, 

P258 describes a natural phenomenon, a quality of light, that produces an emotional 

response to the kind of absence suggested by such paradoxical phrases as “Heavenly 

Hurt” and “imperial affliction”.  Absence is also suggested by the nouns, “Landscape,” 

“Distance,” and “Death.” 

 The noun “Abyss” appears in both P546 and P599, where the “Gap” or 

extremities of Pain take precedence over substance that is swallowed up by something the 

poet does not identify in more tangible form.  The darkness of P419 may be a literal 

darkness at the surface level—a simple absence of light; however, the poem suggests 

much more, and seems similar in spirit to P985’s “Missing All”.  While the a person can 

continue working (P985) or walking in the dark (P419), and Life adjusts itself to such 

fundamental incompleteness and becomes “almost straight,” perfection is not possible.  

In P742, the four trees “Maintain” (keep standing, stay their ground, maintain some kind 

of presence) but there is no “Design / Or Order, or Apparent Action” in this nature scene 

and while God may be a marvelous neighbor, the purpose of these trees remains 

“Unknown”; once again, something fundamentally important that provides meaning is 

missing—from the grammar of the poem, and from life itself.  Likewise, in P1063, ashes  

                                                 
4 Inder Nath Kher identified nine modes or relationships in which “the paradox of absence-presence” 
appears in Dickinson’s poetry.  Absence is: 

• Considered as experience 
• Viewed as being 
• Looked at as distance or beyond 
• Regarded as wirhdrawal from the world 
• Treated as deception 
• Contemplated as perception 
• Felt as love 
• Apprehended as death 
• Identified as time and deity  

(summarized from 271-272). 
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signify that Fire has been, but is no longer present; fire is defined as an element of light, 

but then “consolidates” into forms that require specialized knowledge to identify: “Only 

the Chemist can disclose / Into what Carbonates/” 

 As numerous readers of Dickinson’s poems have discovered, the first line of 

another poem, P1129, may be used to characterize much of the poet’s work in a nutshell:  

“Tell all the Truth but tell it slant—”.  In this case, “slant” appears to be an 

understatement of considerable magnitude because, as Miller notes, “the poems’ 

linguistic and metaphorical complexity allows Dickinson’s readers to see her truths only 

as they are capable of admitting them” (17).  Thus, Dickinson’s language of absence 

exemplifies her poetic enterprise:  “a poetics of distillation” (Eberwein 143).  What 

appears on the surface to be lack of cohesion is thus revealed and may be appreciated as a 

deliberate, purposeful, playful, and powerful use of language, a language that works, in 

part, by “forcing the smallest units of language to release their explosive power” 

(Eberwein 150) just as Vesuvius (a volcano that appears in several of Dickinson’s poem) 

can erupt with little or no warning.  When the deletion of a topic occurs as part of this 

strategy of distillation, I believe such deletion is fully intentional.  As a poet whose 

“belief in the power of the written word” (Miller 131) is well established, and who 

carefully orchestrated her personal life and domestic activities to support her writing 

(Sewall; Wolff), it seems unlikely that Dickinson would not undertake her poetic 

enterprise without much conscious reflection and decision-making.  In the selected poems 

of absence I have considered in this paper, the search for the theme of absence requires a 

context larger than one single poem provides.  Suggesting a topic of absence by however 

“slant” an approach makes it possible for Dickinson to replicate in form the underlying 
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theme of absence, to approach more closely a possible solution to that chronic poetic 

challenge of finding words for the inexpressible. 

 Readers of Dickinson must also be aware of the historical context that underlies 

Johnson’s Complete Poems and Dickinson scholarship overall.  It is an unavoidable fact 

that Dickinson published very few poems in her lifetime; moreover, she apparently 

wished her work to be destroyed after her death.  That readers have access to her work at 

seems to be one literary miracle that continues to bear fruit for new generations.  Thus, 

while Dickinson’s intended audience may have been, originally, only herself plus a few 

relatives and friends admitted to her small circle of direct contact with the outside world, 

the publication of her poems has made the world her audience. 

 

Conclusion 

 After noting some of the ways in which Emily Dickinson’s poetry departs from 

established principles of textual cohesion, and identifying possible Old Testament 

influences on her writing style, I have suggested a possible approach to seven lesser-

known Dickinson poems based on a thematic and structural language of absence—a 

language that is reinforced by Dickinson’s concise or compressed style.  While 

interpretive approaches to Dickinson are varied, and will no doubt continue to be so, the 

sheer volume of her lesser-known poems contributes, in my estimation, to the continued 

mythologizing of the “mysterious” Emily Dickinson.  By presenting a reading of seven 

selected poems, I have demonstrated an approach which, while in no way reducing the 

volume of more difficult or challenging poems, may perhaps illumine some of the 

mystery. 
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Tel:  204-474-9465 
dawee@cc.umanitoba.ca 

 
Abstract: 

 
“The music is behind the notes.”     Vladimir Horowitz1 

 
“The aim of the theatre should be to create the inner life of a play and its physical embodiment on 

the stage in consonance with the essential kernel and idea which gave birth to the work of the 
playwright.” From Building a Character by Constantin Stanislavski2 

 
 
 
The statements by Horowitz and Stanislavski originate from different artistic disciplines 
yet reveal a common thread. The challenge for the performer remains that of determining 
and communicating the true essence of a work of art. Though highly subjective in nature, 
the performer’s task extends far beyond the technical aspects of a specific art form. Many 
of those who have excelled on the world stage in the creative and performing arts have 
learned and adopted an interdisciplinary approach to their work. From early childhood, 
for example, Vladimir Horowitz was exposed to great literature, theatre, and visual art. 
Similarly, the legendary Stanislavski’s professional life included daily interaction with 
leading musicians, artists, and writers in Russia in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. This cross-pollination contributed significantly to the development of what is 
now considered one of the most fruitful periods in the history of the performing arts.  
 
The proposed performance at the Hawaii International Conference on Arts and 
Humanities will presents two mid-nineteenth century masterworks for the piano, prefaced 
by a short presentation on the various influences on each of the composers. Frédéric 
Chopin (1810-1849), wrote almost exclusively for the piano yet was profoundly affected 
by opera, art, and literature. His Ballades, large-scale works for the piano, were 
particularly influenced by the epic poems of the Polish poet Adam Mickiewicz (1798-
1855). The output of composer/pianist Franz Liszt (1811-1886) spanned a much broader 
range of genres and included more diverse influences. Liszt’s Funérailles, inspired by the 
Hungarian uprising of 1848, demonstrates in the keyboard language of the mid-
                                                 
1 Elyse Mach, Great Contemporary Pianists Speak for Themselves, Volume 1 (New 
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1980), p.115. 
2 Elizabeth Reynolds Hapgood, ed. and trans., An Actor’s Handbook: An Alphabetical 
Arrangement of Concise Statements on Aspects of Acting By Constantin Stanislavski 
(New York: Theatre Arts Books, 2002), p.89. 
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nineteenth century numerous extra-musical associations and depictions. In both works, 
knowledge of the broader artistic and socio-political parameters is essential to enable the 
performer to achieve a meaningful interpretation. 
  
 
Required equipment: A tuned grand piano, lecture podium, and LCD projector. 
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TITLE:  Using Visual Sociology to Investigate Architecture as Symbolic Interaction 

 

ABSTRACT:  Recent methodological and substantive developments in the social sciences have opened 
opportunities for cross‐disciplinary research into the intersections of the humanities and social sciences.  
One method in particular, visual sociology, has the potential to bridge these disciplines via its ability to 
convey both the recording of information and the capture of the cultural or meaning content of the 
situations in which the images occur.  Architecture, our built environment, is responsive to new visions 
of how its creative products transcend their immediate uses to engage the beholder in a symbolic 
communication.  Sometimes this communication is intended, and sometimes buildings present 
meanings that were unintended by their authors.  This presentation will demonstrate the use of 
photography as both visual communication medium and research method in the pursuit of these 
artifacts of human culture. 

 

 

Dr. Leslie Wasson 
Associate Division Chair 
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Chapman University 
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One of the least-studied areas in the social sciences is the role of humor in the socialization 

of the body. The general study of humor tends to focus on the audience, with little research on 

the content or target of the joke and how that impacts understanding of social norms in a 

particular society. Additionally, an even less studied area of humor is that of body humor. There 

are many reasons for this, including: the social taboos surrounding body humors, the social 

repulsion towards the body and its functions, and the compounded resistance to examine the 

intersection of body and humor. This project seeks to break this boundary by examining the 

ability of body humor, particularly fart humor, to teach society what are the proper social norms 

for gender and race. In this paper, the authors bring together three areas of research: the study of 

social reactions to bodily functions, the humor literature, and the socialization literature.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 The cultural transmission of norms comes in many forms. Since the work of Whorf 

(1956), there has been a growing body of knowledge about the use of language to transmit 

cultural norms and values. Language impacts how people think about themselves, their 

environment and other people. Its pervasiveness is so encompassing that changing language can 

radically impact how humans view the world. Language also impacts how people are socialized 

into race and gender (Budwig, 1995).  

Humor, as with other forms of communication, teaches people how they should act, look, 

talk, and think in terms of personal behaviors, society and others. When one breaks a social 

norm, especially if they are already integrated into the culture, they are sanctioned. The severity 

of the sanction depends on the type of social norm violation and conveys the importance of that 

norm. Sanctions can range from teasing to execution, with the violation of the more entrenched 

norms resulting in more severe punishment. Social Learn Theory posits that learning takes place 

through reinforcement and modeling (Gleason, 1988). This includes an awareness and 

expectations of future reinforcements or punishments which can affect the behaviors people 

exhibit. The impacts on behavior are not just through personal experiences. People watch what 

happens to others in their environment. Those who conform to the expected behaviors are 

rewarded and those who do not are punished.  
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Humor is an important part of socialization. It can especially help to get people to act in 

certain ways as well as to help keep the current social order (Guerin, 2003a, b). Both humiliation 

and embarrassment are powerful forms of social control (Harrington, 1992). One of the main 

goals of humor, other than entertainment, is to instruct people about stereotypes and in-

group/out-group differences. It can be used to justify social inequalities as well as construct 

images and impressions. Groups that can make jokes to keep the status quo have greater power 

within the society (Connolly, 2000; Guerin, 2003a; Kleiner, 1998). Humor can be subtle in its 

influence as well as blatantly obvious, depending on both the context of the humor and the 

audience to which it is targeted. Even subtle humor can impact on how people think about 

groups, as it can still be hurtful to the target audience and keep everyone else under the 

impression that the group differences are still acceptable.  

Humor is one of the least-studied areas within the social sciences, but body humor is one of 

the least studied areas within humor. There are many reasons for the lack of research, one of the 

main being the lack of willingness to discuss the culture discomfort with bodily functions. Body 

humor is stigmatized because it is considered low brow and looked down upon by many in the 

academy.  Yet, humor about the body can be a very powerful way for society to categorize 

people and behaviors, engrain the social hierarchies, and ensure compliance to social roles and 

expectation. Through examining the social views of the body, it is possible to extrapolate how 

humor about the body can teach people about bodies.  

 

The Social Habitat of the Fart 

One of the least studied areas is how people manage their bodies, especially their excrement. 

Weinberg and Williams (2005) studied how people manage and react to excretion and flatulence. 

Their work, and the work of others, has shown fairly concretely the horror and repulsion that 

Americans show in relation to the bodily functions (Inglis, 2000; Inglis and Holmes, 2000). The 

social stigma and fear surrounding the management of the body, including bodily functions, has 

great consequences, especially in terms of embarrassment and being mocked for the violation. 

Not to be able to control the body means a person is unable to control their life, and thus they are 

not an adult. This work strongly supports the idea that people work desperately to bring their 
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bodies into compliance with the social norms, even for things that everyone does and is 

biologically necessary.  

One of the earliest socialized norms surrounds bodily functions. This includes potty 

training, picking one’s nose, cleanliness, and the release of gas from the body. Children, 

normally around the age of two, learn to control all bodily functions and the social restrictions 

and mores on masturbation, farting, sneezing, and coughing. Most of these norms are reinforced 

by both parents and peers, especially as the child gets older. Peers can be very harsh about a 

violation of bodily norms. When children reach an age at which they should have control of their 

bodily functions, violations of these norms are often met with harsh criticism and ridicule. This 

is especially true for urinating or defecating; but other things, such as picking ones nose or 

farting, are also subject to sanctions. Teasing, humiliation, and embarrassment are powerful tools 

used by parents, peers, and others to ensure that conformity is maintained.  

Additionally, there are imposed gender norms surrounding body functions, especially for 

women. While it is considered impolite for people to engage in bodily functions in public, these 

restricts are even more prominent for women in the U.S.  Women express great embarrassment 

and humiliation when they break body function taboos, including farting (Weinberg and 

Williams, 2005). Women also place more pressure on other women to ensure conformity. Men, 

on the other hand, are much more accepting of excretion and flatulence, especially in the 

company of other men. The ability to fart and burp on command is often included as a prideful 

talent, especially for young men.  

One of the tools for controlling body functions is fart humor. Being teased or the butt of 

jokes, including fart jokes, can have psychological consequences for the target of the group. 

While historically, the use of fart humor was restricted to children, especially among their peers, 

this is changing. Recently popular media have been lifting this humor from social taboo to 

popular culture, expressing laughter from multiple generations and both genders. From Academy 

Award-winning cinema (Amadeus, 1984) to classic low-brow films (Blazing Saddles, 1974) and 

children's movies (Happy Feet, 2006), flatulence jokes have been part of mainstream U.S. media 

humor for at least the past 30 years, despite the negative connotations in middle-class society. 

Flatulence jokes have become so main stream, the humor can be found in TV commercials 

(antacid relief) and best-selling books (The Farting Frogs).  
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Socializing Race with Humor 

Race is another category of early socialization. Humor is one of the main ways to pass on and 

teach stereotypes. Wilson, Gutierrez and Chao (2003) argue that while race and ethics 

inclusiveness is important to U.S. society, America is still primarily a Euro-centric white culture 

where the majority Caucasian ideas rule, indicating that racial or ethnic contributions are not 

valued.  Guerin (2003) argues that language can be used to incite racial violence, “and to threaten 

punishments and exclusion, although it must be remembered that the social context for these 

succeeding is much more than just the words. Just telling people to do violence, but itself, does 

not work (p. 31).”  Aggression is often the root of humor, and overt aggression is found in many 

cultures and patterns can be seen in many societies (Kotthoff, 2005, Guerin, 2003a; Oshima, 

2000). Humor, like other forms of language meant to separate and stratify society, plays a 

significant role in the socialization of race and racial differences, but its use to for this purpose is 

not always meant as aggression. Oshima (2000) asked why ethnic humor is considered "taboo" 

in the mainland United States when it is not considered such a delicate subject in Hawaii. 

"In many specific regions of the United States, ethnic humor is used to define and 

separate particular ethnic groups as being inferior. Armed with a discriminatory 

intention and attitude, a person can wield ethnic humor as a weapon toward other 

ethnic groups. If ethnic humor is not used to understand other ethnic cultures or 

respect one's own ethnic culture, then it does not have any positive function in 

society. Local people in Hawai'i appear to have acquired the skills of 

communication by means of ethnic humor; enjoying one another within the 

framework of cross-cultural rules which breed respect and appreciation for one 

another" (Oshima, 2000, p. 54). 

By integrating positive and negative stereotypes into humor, the dominate groups are able to 

maintain the social order. This is true for both subtle and blatant forms of humor. Racial humor, 

regardless of its stated purpose, is often demeaning and hurtful toward the audience they target 

(Davidson, 1987). Even jokes told for entertainment purposes are often offensive to both the 

target group and the audience (Davidson, 1987; Oshima, 2000). Humor can ensure that the 

discrimination attitudes and values are continued (Oshima, 2000) and subordinate groups are 

controlled (Davidson, 2007).  
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 Humor author Jim Dawson (1999) demonstrated the need for some groups to exercise 

superiority over others by creating fart jokes. He cites specific cultures as subjects of fart jokes 

including Egyptians, African Americans, the French, Mexicans, Italians, and the English, not to 

mention religious groups ranging from the Catholic Church and other Christians to Hebrews and 

Muslims. Dawson demonstrates that these jokes are used as a social depreciation of the person’s 

race, ethnic background or religious observations. At the very least, the subjects of the directed 

humor are made to look silly, while other jokes tend to be more mean-spirited, demeaning the 

race, culture or religion in a more specific and caustic way. Although open to interpretation of 

the reader, Dawson demonstrates that the jokes are used to at the very least belittle the person 

involved along with their specific race, culture or religion. Although Dawson focuses primarily 

on the U.S., Kotthoff (2005) said such distinctions are common elsewhere.  

 

Socializing Gender with Humor 

Humor about race is rarely separated from gender and gender identity. Unlike many 

categories in life, gender is considered a primary socialization, or part of larger social norms and 

have very distinct social roles and meanings. Gender is one of the most salient identities a person 

can have. Gender socialization is laden with mores and taboos, the violation of which can have 

dire consequences.  Since gender is dichotomized in Western society, each group has been given 

specific roles to perform (Lober, 1996), which makes it very resistant to change over time 

(Brewis, Hampton, and Linstead, 1997; Herek, 1996). Individuals are taught to “do gender” 

through the socialization of gender norms (West and Zimmerman, 1987).  

The socialization of gender begins as soon as one is born (Gleitman, Fridlund, & Reisberg, 

2000). Babies are wrapped in certain colors, dressed in certain ways, interacted with by their 

families in gender ways and even given certain toys considered gender appropriate. Studies has 

found not only do parents interact with their children differently, they engage in different 

dialogue in early infancy with them (Clearfield and Nelson, 2006). Research has shown that this 

early socialization plays a major role in how the individual will act throughout their lives. 

Language plays a very important role in to the creation of gender identity. Kims and Aune 

(1997) found that gender has a significant impact on communication. Their findings paint a two-

way interaction between gender and language. Language helps one to define gender roles in 

society, and gender impacts how one communicates with others.  
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Men and women view and do humor differently. Some social scientists argue the 

difference is cultural or based on social mores (including Robinson & Smith-Lovin, 2001; Davis, 

1995; Beckman, 2005; Caliskan, 1995; Bubel & Spitz, 2006; Philaretou, 2006). While some 

social scientists examine the differences between men and women receiving the joke, they rarely 

examine the joke itself. Robinson and Smith-Lovin (2001) explain it isn't a question of who 

jokes more, but rather what messages do the jokes contain, to whom the jokes are directed or told 

about, all raising the question of using humor as a means of social control between genders.  

Gender norms, through humor, can be communicated both overtly and covertly as an 

interactional byproduct (Kotthoff, 2006). The content of jokes can bring attention to the 

hegemonic, subordinated, or inventive ‘‘masculinities’’ and ‘‘femininities’’ that are part of a 

culture (Kotthoff, 2006). Not all gendered humor is negative, but as little challenges are made to 

the social norms, much of the gendered humor by both men and women continues.  

 How men and women in the U.S. look at and accept humor depends on several issues, 

including the political ideology and socio-economic status (Kotthoff, 2006), and the 

ethnic/cultural background of the person. The U.S. population and power structures are shifting 

from predominately Anglo-Saxon male to a greater gender mix with more ethnic representation. 

This raises the question: Is the changing U.S. gender-ethnic landscape changing attitudes toward 

certain issues that were once considered taboo, including types of humor? Furthermore, are there 

types of humor that were once readily accepted that are no longer prevalent or necessary to the 

social structure? The fart joke now appears in a variety of mediums and as it is perceived -- 

usually as funny or mildly humorous -- by both men and women.  

 While gender can be both overtly and covertly communicated, Kotthoff and others argue 

that in humor gender is stylized so that gender can be brought to the forefront. Conversational 

humor is chiefly suited to practice, "resting on inference-based interpretations."  Keying the 

information, which is essential to getting the joke and demands a knowledge base, regulates the 

reality and coherence, helping the people involved to create the idea of play and the joke 

(Kotthoff, 2005). Therefore, hegemonic forces occur when stereotypes of gender are brought into 

the joke and the sense of masculine or feminine can become the center of the joke, resulting in a 

control mechanism.  

 Women and men do see humor differently; but when studied, there appears to be a strong 

control issue, usually by men, to control women through the use of humor.  Palmer (1993) 
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suggested that there is no universal correlation between gender and humor, but that social norms 

and social occasions are crucial variables to the acceptance or rejection of the humor. While 

women will pursue certain themes privately with other women, they will not do so in mixed 

company. Furthermore, discrimination against women's humor relates not so much to their funny 

side, but more to control over their bodies (Kotthoff, 2005). "In the past, women were often the 

objects, but only rarely the subjects of jokes, especially not in public," Kotthoff (2005) said, 

adding, "By violating norms and creating unconventional perspectives, humor certainly 

influences norms." Every invitation to laugh, therefore, becomes a risk for women who wish to 

control their own bodies and destinies as men (at least momentarily) take control of a social or 

gender situation. The result is that women remain under patriarchal control in even the smallest 

and most common of forms. 

 

This Project 

This project brings together the research on gender, race, body functions, and humor. It is 

hypothesized that those within the dominate groups will be more likely to use humor as a means 

to support the social hierarchies. As such, males and Caucasians are more likely to see fart 

humor as more than just humor, targeting certain groups as associating them with the inability to 

control their bodies. Furthermore, this project explores who people perceive fart jokes are about 

and what they can tell us about their culture.  

 

METHODS 

 

Subjects 

Subjects were selected through a snowball sampling frame, with an emphasis on securing 

a variety of people from different races, genders and body sizes. There were 49 people in the 

sample, 22 males and 27 females. There were 38 Caucasians, three African Americans, two 

Asians, two Native Americans and four Hispanics. Additionally, there were 12 people who 

would be considered over weight, 36average and 3 under weight. Twenty-nine were single, 12 
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were married and the rest with either divorces or separated. The majority of the sample was 

average size (35), with three underweight and 11 will be classified as overweight.  

 

Questionnaire 

The questionnaire consisted of 25 of questions about demographic characteristics, their 

views about how race, gender and body type are socialized, and the role of both humor in general 

and fart jokes specifically help inform people about their place in their society. Interviews ranged 

between 20 and 40 minutes.  

 

Analysis 

 Using a content analysis strategy, this interview content was examined for trends in 

response to three questions: who are fart jokes about, what can fart jokes teach about gender and 

what can fart jokes teach about race.  

 

RESULTS 

Joking plus telling gender, racial and fart jokes came under several different philosophies 

and attitudes described by the 49 participants in the study. Most respondents said they became 

aware of race and gender issues from their families, although one male and two female 

responders said television, another male said his first exposure to race and ethnicity was at 

college, two male responders said their exposure to race was through their home city 

neighborhoods and another male said he learned about race by growing up in the segregated 

South. Women respondents mirrored the primary male response of family, but one noted she 

learned about race and gender from growing up in a military family, another woman said it was 

from her friends, and three women said they learned about race and gender in school. 

 

Understanding the Context of Fart Humor 
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The authors quickly discovered that fart humor does not occur alone nor does it contain 

itself to one specific instance. Most respondents fell into one of four categories: that fart humor 

is situational, that fart humor was targeted at certain groups, that it was not funny and they did 

not engage in fart humor at all, or that they didn’t know any fart jokes. The majority of 

respondents (25) said that, for the most part, fart humor is situational; fart humor comes with the 

act of flatulence, especially it is someone who is expected to have greater control of their bodies. 

Farting violates social norms and the humor is reflected off the violation, creating an oxymoron: 

people laugh because (1) it is funny and (2) because they are in on the “joke” that it goes against 

the society’s given grain. A 20-year-old male said that the jokes are generally about anybody or 

anything that can fart, and the base humor is what makes it funny because everyone does it 

“whether they let it out or not.” A male respondent (age 30) said that fart jokes are normally 

more situational and that the jokes reveal more about a person's sexuality than the teller realizes. 

"Generally, potty humor covers up our own inadequacies or our fears of inadequacy," he said. 

"We don't want to talk about sex or bodily functions, so we'll make a fart joke." A 20-year-old 

woman said the jokes are not about random people and the joke depends on the creativity of the 

people telling the joke; adding “I would say, fart jokes and fart humor can come from anywhere 

– there’s no one specific place.” 

Five respondents stated that fart humor was not just a joke nor was it funny. One male 

said the jokes are a way to single out a specific group or race; one man said it was about the 

lower classes; and still another male said it was about adolescent and young adult males 

specifically. Five respondents said they did not engage in fart humor because they considered it 

to be too “low-brow” or beneath their level of acceptable behavior. Part of the reasoning was that 

the jokes are simply not funny. Another person said the jokes are simply not acceptable to them 

because the joke involves the human body. One 30-year-old male replied that fart jokes are 

“more about ourselves, if I had to pin it down to anything. Usually a fart joke is an expression of 

our own sexuality – generally potty humor covers up our own inadequacies or our fears of 

inadequacy.  We don’t want to talk about sex or bodily functions so we’ll make a fart joke.” 

 

What Fart Jokes Say About Gender 

Perhaps one of the most surprising results involved gender and the persistence of the idea 

that women do not fart nor do they have bodily functions. Several (20) people made reference to 
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the gentler or the more pristine nature of women as opposed to men. What was most interesting 

was the mentioning and repeating of the idea by many more women than men -- 13 out of 27 

women compared to seven out of 22 men -- talked about how it is a societal taboo for women to 

fart.  A number of the women seemed to say is that it is their female friends and family members 

who tend to hold them up to the hegemony of controlling the female body in society rather than 

their own interests and desires. As a result, the women said that they pressure themselves to 

control their bodily functions in society and even at home.  

However, several (9) women interviewed said they do tell fart jokes and they have no 

problems with farting among their family members or friends. Some (12) respondents talked 

about the idea of farts as funny because it is taboo, improper or unacceptable in society. "It's 

more taboo for women to fart than it is for a man to fart. I think it tells us that women still have 

expectations of propriety that they are expected to follow that men don't," said one 23-year-old 

female respondent. One woman called gender and fart jokes the "ultimate taboo." 

Others respondents said they felt telling fart jokes reflected more about the person than 

the target of the joke. An African-American female said the jokes speak to the dominant culture 

and the stereotypes in the joke. Still another woman said the jokes are more physical than verbal, 

"for a man it is a rite of passage and for a woman it is foul." A 54-year-old male agreed, saying 

the jokes reveal the hierarchy of society, of how "we look at gender and who is on top," noting 

that thin, athletic, Caucasian men are not generally the target of ridicule. 

Both men and women did say it is funnier for a woman to be the context of a fart joke 

because of the discrepancy between the perceived nature of women as more pristine versus the 

more slovenly character given to men. While women might be embarrassed by a fart or fart 

humor, many of the men (11) indicated that such behavior is a badge of honor among their peers. 

One woman replied that because the jokes always situational, “… they are funny because of who 

is doing it –like a beautiful girl in a prom dress – very funny.  More commonly you see it with 

fat, slovenly, un-groomed men – you don’t see a lot of fat women do it – in fact you don’t see a 

lot of fat women shown doing anything on TV.” 

 

What Fart Jokes Say About Race 

The most interesting result from this project is that only a very few of the subjects felt 

that fart jokes had anything to tell about race. The reasons varied from “everybody does it” to 
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people saying they do not have any experience with joking about fart humor with people outside 

their own race. The authors did notice a visible hesitancy by several participants as they tried to 

answer the question and believe from the observation that people are simply uncomfortable 

talking about racial humor, let alone fart humor. 

The few who did acknowledge that there are something that fart jokes can explain about 

society focused on cultural boundaries. Most of these were related to situations in which they 

were around people of other cultures who do not have the same social taboos about farting as do 

Americans. One woman related a story about an African male who was part of a group she to 

which she belonged who had no problems farting in public. It caused a great deal of discomfort 

to the group of Americans, who finally felt the need to take him aside and tell him how socially 

inappropriate it is to fart in public. She said, “Americans, on the whole, are really uncomfortable 

with their bodily functions.”  A man talked about being in corporate board meeting with an 

executive from a Japanese firm who had no problem farting and burping as a sign of satisfaction 

with a meal. Others related it to the types of foods that cultures consume – such as Mexican food 

– and the associations between those foods and farting.  

A few respondents commented that fart jokes in general are put downs, regardless of who 

is the target of the joke. Others said that fart jokes, like other types of humor, helped to 

perpetuate stereotypes. “It’s probably the weakest in the group that would be the subject of a fart 

joke I would think. Because it’s a put-down – or I think it’s a put-down,” said a 71-year-old 

Caucasian female. One male commented that it wasn’t thin, athletic Caucasian men who are the 

target of these types of jokes, rather other groups who are the targets. Another male said, “I 

would say that humor is a way to mask intolerance or uneasiness with other cultures or with 

other alternative lifestyles”  

A 44-year-old male said it is all about the essence of the fart without any racial over-

tones. 

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Given the exploratory nature of this project, and the lack of prior work on this topic, the 

findings gave some very interesting results. First, the results in some ways mirror the findings of 

past work on both humor and the social issues surrounding body functions. The majority of the 

subjects said they felt that farting, as well as other body functions, are taboo in U.S. society. 
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Humor is one way for many people to deal both with the personal discomfort as well as the 

situation.  The findings for this work mirror that of Weinberg and Williams (2005), Inglis (2000), 

and Inglis and Holmes (2000), who found that people work hard to manage their bodies in social 

situations. These taboos are strongly related to American culture, leading Americans to be 

uncomfortable around other cultures who do not have these same taboos. Yet, according to this 

research, part of what makes the joke funny it is the negative social attitude along with the 

sound, whether it is a loud trumpet call or a small whimper. 

Additionally, the level of management is dependent on the gender of the individual. 

Women had a much stronger negative reaction to farting and fart humor than men. Women 

reported more social pressure to not only not fart, but disgust at the use of fart humor. This also 

agreed with the work of Weinberg and William (2005) as women reported a great deal more 

discomfort with their excretion and went to great lengths to cover up any evidence of it 

occurring. Forty-eight percent of all the women questioned and 31.8 percent of the men said that 

women should not fart, which puts additional pressure on women (about half from their own 

gender) to restrict their bodies and concur with the hegemony that women should be contained. 

While women accept the idea of expelling gas, they even consider themselves more pristine than 

men and demand that they censor their own bodies when it comes to farts.  

While some of the female subjects were resistant to these norms, most were not. Both 

men and women said they felt that farting and fart humor were relegated as part of male forms of 

humor, supporting some of the findings of Kotthoff (2005). Fart jokes appear to belong to men, 

for it is men who tell the majority of the jokes and even consider farting as a badge of honor 

among their friends, especially among younger males. Strikingly, a percentage of the women 

questioned said when they think of a fart joke, they tend to think of men, especially older and 

heavier-set (or fat) men while both men and women said a fart joke is funnier when the subject is 

a young, beautiful woman. The opposite sides of this discovery do call for a longer look at the 

issue and more exploration by researchers. 

Contrary to the work of Dawson (1987, 1999), this project did not find much support for 

the use of fart humor as a way to subordinate ethnic minorities nor uphold the current status quo. 

When questioned about race, very few of the respondents answer the question, leaving the 

impression that either “everyone farts” (as many said) or that people were uncomfortable 

discussing what many termed a “private issue” in conjunction with a question of race. Those who 
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did talk about race and humor talked about comedians Dave Chappell and Carlos Mencia, who 

frequently combine race and humor in their acts. The others who discussed fart humor and race 

did so in the context of experiences with other cultures and their own discomfort, rather than the 

taboos within that culture.  

This brings up two possibilities about the use of fart humor and race. First is the lack of 

interactions with other races within the sample. The majority of the sample was Caucasian, 

although efforts were made to interview a wide variety of races and ethnicities. The location of 

the project as well as the demographics of the sample may lead many to lack interactions with 

other cultures. The second issue is the heightened sense of political correctness surrounding race 

within the U.S. During the past 15 years, the U.S. has striven, at least in terms of its rhetoric, to 

be more inclusive regardless of actual policy. The people who brought up the interaction of 

farting and race were either racial minorities or were people who had significant experience 

traveling the world. There may also be the effect of the dominate group. Caucasians do not need 

to be aware of the impact of fart humor on the socialization of race, as it does not impact their 

status within the U.S.  Future research should strive for a greater ethnic diversity in the sample, 

which may yield a richer discussion of race and fart humor. 

There are three other areas not included in this paper that should also be examined in 

future work. The first is the intersection of body type and fart humor. A number of subjects 

commented on the intersection of being fat and farting with gender. Specifically, being a fat male 

and farting. While this topic is not within the scope of this particular paper, it is part of the larger 

project. The two other areas that were mentioned by a significant number of subjects were 

religion and socio-economic status. Future research should also examine how these two 

characteristics impact views about farting and fart humor.  

Overall, the authors found that fart humor is often self-deprecating humor that is used as 

a defense mechanism that allows people to laugh; the challenge in American society is that while 

laughing, women and racial minorities are further confined to restrictive roles and even 

denigrated by some jokes.  
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Abstract: 
An understanding of Materials and Methods of Construction should incubate within the 
mind of the student thoughtful feelings about design.    How better to accomplish this 
goal than to apply Edward Allen’s Principles of construction to a “Hands On “ 
Construction Project. 

This paper on Recycled Ceilings and Walls attempts to bridge the gap between 
Lecturing about Technology and the Technology of Making. 

We live in a world of Consumption and Waste.    Basic raw materials have been become 
depleted or have been found toxic to human health.    We are challenged by technology 
to economically produce acceptable alternatives.    Our response to this dilemma will be 
presented in this paper. 

I chose to look at interior walls and ceilings of our buildings.    The pedagogy behind this 
project could have just as well been applied to roofing, flooring, exterior cladding, or any 
other construction system used in a building.    The study of interior walls and ceilings 
produced valuable lessons for future projects. 

It became apparent to the students that a list of criteria was essential to evaluate and 
refine their work.    The list included the following criteria: Inventive, Aesthetic, 
Interactive, Economical, Feasible, Tactile, Durable, Sustainable, and finally Recycled. 

Working “Full Size” was critical to the success of the project.    Gathering materials from 
salvage yards, land fills, and the immediate world around was only part of the solution.    
It was the experimenting with the means of assembly that presented novel and creative 
insights. 

The students were confronted with the opportunity to look at old problems with fresh 
eyes.    Their creative results illustrated an understanding of the issues, problems, and 
solutions related to Design and Construction. 

This paper and presentation of Recycled Ceilings and Walls will narrate a path of 
discovery in words and images. 

Introduction: 
Teaching Materials and Methods of Construction within the context of an Architectural 
design curriculum presents opportunities and challenges to the instructor.    In my 
opinion, the subject matter should be an integral part of the design studio.    
Unfortunately this is not always possible because of the interest, expertise, or priority of 
the faculty.    In defense of offering specific courses on the subject, the school or 
department is assured that each student has received uniform instruction on the subject.    
With that thought in mind, let me argue for the best way to teach and have the students 
retain and apply this knowledge. 
 
First, a world-class textbook is essential to provide the foundation and reference point 
for discussion and further understanding.    Edward Allen’s “Fundamentals of Building 
Construction Materials and Methods with drawings by Joseph Iano” provides the student 
with the “Construction Bible”. 
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Second, one needs the means for students to read, apply, and understand construction 
information.    I use a three-part approach to achieving these objectives. 

The first part is to quiz the students on the content of each chapter.    Rather than 
having them memorize facts and figures, I have them answer in an essay response to a 
hypothetical situation.   Always applying their knowledge.    The second part is at the 
end of the semester in the form of a comprehensive final exam.    Patterned after the 
NCARB Architectural Registration Examination the students have a good measurement 
of what they need to know to become a registered Architect. 

The third or final part, which is the subject of this paper, is an applied “Hands-On” built 
construction project.  

Recycled Ceilings & Walls Project: 
Before I begin in detail about this project, let me provide some background information.    
I have always felt strongly that Making and a Hands-On experience is critical to the 
education of an Architect.   The Rural Studio at Auburn University has put these efforts 
on a world stage.   It was only natural for a Materials and Methods class to add to those 
efforts. 

Finding the right project took many tries to achieve success.   I tried small concrete 
pours where students explored texture, color, and finish.   I tried Constructions joining 
three different materials to explore fasteners and expression of material.    These were 
all fun projects but they did not seriously connect back to issues of technology and 
construction. 

My next attempt was to construct “Mock-ups” of traditional Wall, Floor, and Ceiling 
Details.    I knew I was on to something with that project.    The students used the tools, 
materials, and techniques as illustrated in the book to apply what they learned but the 
projects lacked invention and expression. 

The Pedagogy of the Project: 
Rather than trying to use the project to cover the entire book, I chose to limit the project 
to the design and construction of traditional interior wall finishes and ceilings.    This 
focus of construction allowed the class the freedom to explore with some limits.    The 
intention was to use recycled, salvaged and/or a limited amount of manufactured 
materials. 

The final presentation requirements were to fit a two-foot by two-foot size for both model 
and drawing and a maximum weight of two hundred pounds.    I asked them to consider 
both the technical and aesthetical issues as they developed their final solution. 

Each team of two students was asked to list the design criteria that would be used to 
judge their results.    Also required from each team was a breakdown of the cost of the 
materials used and documentation of the process used to make the Wall and Ceiling. 

 

The Recycled Walls Examples: 
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Figure 1. Arachne’s Web Recycled Wall 

This wall finish used white Women’s 
panty hose tights and dowel rods to 
creative this innovative wall finish. 

  

Figure 2. Drum Sticks Recycled Wall 

This wall used recycled drum sticks and 
scrap Polygal polycarbonate plastic sheets to 
offer privacy while allowing light to filter into a 
room beyond. 

 

 

Figure 3.  Recycled Tee Shirts Wall 

This wall was the most creative when it 
recycled promotional tee shirts.   Using 
chicken wire, mini Christmas lights, and 
hardware cloth the assembly came alive. 

 

Figure 4.  Recycled Screen and re-bar Wall 

This wall used recycled window screen 
and re-bar to create a semi-transparent 
divider with a magical flow of space. 
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Recycled Ceiling Examples: 
 
 

 

Figure 5.  Recycled Cotton Shirt Ceiling Tile 

This Ceiling Tile used recycled shirts to 
create a semi-transparent solution with a 
magical flow of color and texture. 

 

Figure 7  Recycled CD’s Ceiling Tile 

This Ceiling Tile used old CD’s to create 
a reflective solution with depth. 

 

 

Figure 6.  Recycled Basswood Ceiling Tile 

This Ceiling Tile used recycled 
basswood model making scrapes to 
create a texture. with a semi-
transparent quality. 

 

 

Figure 8.  Recycled Milk jugs Ceiling Tile 

This Ceiling Tile used recycled milk jugs 
to create a semi-transparent solution 
with an interesting texture. 
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Conclusions: 
 
The project “Recycled Ceilings & Walls” generated the following conclusions: 

First, that the teaching of Materials and Methods of Construction demands innovation 
and application to achieve the learning objectives.    Without this important emphasis, 
our profession will find itself in the hands of others. 

Second, instilling a curiosity about the built world and a passion to make it better will 
educate the designer to become a better Architect.    Excitement was generated by this 
project.    The work became a gallery show for the entire school to see.    It was also on 
exhibition at an Earth Day Celebration. 

Third, working the project full scale and using real material removed any abstraction 
from the work.    I am a strong believer in the detail of construction.   Refinement and 
final design decisions take place full size. 

Fourth, using recycled materials was topical to current issues of Sustainability and 
Building Green Architecture.    We must look critically at the ways we build.    We have 
wasted long enough. 

Fifth, the pedagogy of the project has application to other building systems.    For 
example, the exterior cladding of a building could be used for a similar investigation.    
The criteria for evaluation would be different but I would expect innovative and a creative 
result. 

Sixth, finally we must find ways to reinforce the traditional methods of teaching this 
important subject matter.   Our students today have more distractions and demands on 
their time.    We must find new ways to deliver the information and have it retained. 
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Latino Identity and Language 

Lucia T. Varona, Ed. D. 
Santa Clara University 

 
The knowledge of fundamental belonging is one of the deepest needs of 
persons says Virgil Elizondo, a Mexican-American priest and liberation 
theologian. “When this need is met, it is not even thought about as a need; 
but when it is missing, it is so confusing and painful that we find it 
difficulty to even conceptualize it or speak about it. 1 

 

Hispanic, Latinos, Chicano, or hyphenated.  

What is in each of the words chosen to be identified by? Hispanic and Latino 

acknowledge the Spanish language, “Hispanic” more directly and “Latino” more 

obliquely.  The term Hispanic literally means “of Spain”. Most people use it to mean 

“people of Spanish-speaking heritage,” regarding it as politically and racially neutral.  

However for some people, “Hispanic” is a constant reminder of colonialism and a ready-

made term loaded with cultural associations.  The first to adopt this term were the 

business oriented people who saw it as a great marketing name. Therefore we have the 

Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, Hispanic magazine, Hispanic Business, etc.  Most 

immigrants who in their own countries were part of the high class also adopt this name 

because it emphasizes the European origin of the culture. Today, the word “Hispanic” is 

interchangeable with “Latino.” The word “Hispanic” seems to be loosing its elite 

characteristic. 

 “Latino” is used mainly by intellectual who refuse to use “Hispanic” because it reminds 

them of Spain, which they refuse to forgive for the conquest. They prefer “Latino” 

because it joins them to other Western Hemisphere speakers of Latin-based languages, 

                                                 
1 Virgil, P. Elizondo, “Mestizaje as a Locus of Theological Reflection,” in Frontiers of Hisoni Theology in 
the United States, eds. Allan Figueroa, Deck and S. J. Mariknoll (New York: Orbis Books, 1992) 109.  
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such as Brazilians and Haitians. However, this term is also misleading because according 

to the definition, Latinos should see as part of theirs all Italian-Americans and French-

Speaking Quebecois, but they don’t.  The term “Latino” has its origin in French Second 

Empire of Napoleon III.  The phrase “Latin America” has been traced to an 1865 speech 

by the Chilean author Francisco Bilbao and around the same time an essay by the 

Uruguayan Jose Maria Torres Caicedo, both of whom were in exile in Paris. This phrase 

was well received because it implied a connection to France, the acknowledged leader of 

the Latin world, and because it continued to suppress any hint of their countries’ 

indigenous or African heritages, which Latin Americans almost always try to avoid.2  

The term “Chicano” has a more political connotation.  According to the Mexican 

researcher Villar Raso who has traced the term's origin to California in the 1930s and 

1940s: 

"the inability of native Nahuatl speakers from Morelos state to refer to themselves 
as Mexicanos, and instead spoke of themselves as Mesheecanos, in accordance with the 
pronunciation rules of their language."3 
 

 Some young leftist Mexican Americans adopted the slang word Chicano in defiance to 

the right’s imposition of “Hispanic”. Today Chicano (capitalized in English but not in 

Spanish) has become such a familiar term, just another synonym for Mexican American. 

Perhaps today, it is the term “Latino” the one that has the connotation of rebellion that 

Chicano had in its origins. 

Demographics 

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the Latino population in the United States, 

including Puerto Rico is 42.7 million. The Hispanic population has almost doubled the 

                                                 
2 Rojas Mix, Miguel “Bilbao y el hallazgo de América latina: Unión continental, socialista y libertaria…,[ 
C.M.H.L.B. Caravelle 46 (1986): 35-47 
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chicano#Etymology  
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1990 census number. Forty nine percent of these Hispanics live in California which 

means that 12.4 million Latinos have chosen this state to become their residence. Thirty 

one million say they speak Spanish at home. Fifty eight percent of Latinos age 25 and 

older had at least a high school education in 2004. Only 12% had a bachelor’s degree or 

higher and 714,000 Latinos had advanced degrees such as mater’s, professional, and 

doctorate.4 

The most recent immigrants identify themselves by their country of origin; most of them 

do not know that in this country they become Hispanics for the government and Latino 

for others.  Their main goal is to get a job to earn money to send to their family in their 

countries.  For the few professionals who come to USA, the main goal is to find a good 

job and buy a house. 

Among these immigrants, there are legal and illegal.  Illegal immigrants try their best to 

live a normal life but always in fear to be caught by immigration agents. Recent efforts to 

reform the immigration policies and to give a chance to all illegal immigrants to become 

legal have failed. I think the strongest argument not to legalize Latinos is that if they do 

so, this country would become a one political party nation. But that is something we 

don’t know and all depends on who treats Latino better to earn their vote. 

 

Ethnic identification 

In one of my Spanish for Spanish speakers’ classes, I asked everyone to identify 

themselves, most of them identified by their (or their parents’) country of origin, two 

                                                 
4 "Hispanic Americans: Census Facts." Infoplease. 
© 2000–2007 Pearson Education, publishing as Infoplease. 
07 Jul. 2007 <http://www.infoplease.com/spot/hhmcensus1.html>. 
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identified as Chicano, Some others identified themselves with two countries, for example 

Mexican-Salvadoran because each parent was from the two different countries, and still 

others “were not sure about who they were” (using their exact words). 

When we discussed in class the terms used to identify ourselves, I invited students to give 

their own reasons why they perceived themselves the way they had expressed. Their 

answers were “Because at home we live more like…” “Because we go every year to visit 

our relatives to …” “Because that is how I have heard people call us” 

I have observed that students in their first year in college do not identify themselves 

being Latino or Hispanic.  In the class for Spanish speakers, I use a text5 that provides 

information on the different Latino groups in the United States.  There are some students 

who express surprise when they realize that not all Latinos are the same.  It is only after 

they realize that there are many cultures within the Hispanic culture and not only their 

own ethnic group, that they begin to understand the importance of using a term that 

embraces all the different cultures, instead of one that divides a group of people that soon 

will be the largest minority group in the United States..  Many find other type of groups 

with whom they identify, avoiding altogether having to choose between Hispanic, Latino, 

Chicano.  For example some students identify with a sorority, the community in which 

they live, or even their major. 

The language 

There are students who say that they don’t know Spanish because they haven’t studied it 

formally at school even though they speak it at home. But there are others that believe 

themselves to be completely bilingual to the point that they don’t want to take any 

Spanish classes because, according to them, they don’t need to study any more a 
                                                 
5 Roca Ana, Dos Mundos; 2nd Edition. 2005. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
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language they already know.   At our university, students fulfill the University’s second 

language requirement by taking a proficiency test. This test only asses the ability of a 

person to communicate describing things around the house and school in the present 

tense and some narration and description in the past.  The level of proficiency is only 

Novice High which, by any means makes a person proficient enough to survive without 

problems a trip to any Spanish speaking country. Other students know that if they want to 

be bilingual professionals, they need to study more Spanish language and cultures and 

enroll in appropriate courses that will prepare them for it. 

The level of proficiency of our Latino college students varies according to how many 

years they have lived in the United States, the frequency with which they have used the 

language at home and in other places, and also their attitude towards Spanish6. 

Another important factor to take into consideration when assessing  the type of Spanish 

our students speak is the country of origin of their family or themselves, whether they 

come from rural or urban areas, and where they have lived in the United States.7 

Many of the bilingual students in our university take Spanish classes with the rest of 

students who take it as a second language.  In these classes native speakers are exposed to 

the academic registrar and are normally called to share their culture with the class, to 

direct discussion groups with the non-speakers using formal and informal standard 

registrars and even tutor basic level students. These classes boost the confidence of those 

                                                 
6 Merino, B., Trueba, H., y Samaniego, F. (Eds) (1993) Language and Culture in Learning. Washington, 
DC: Falmer Press. 
Valdes, G. (1997) “The teaching of Spanish to bilingual Spanish-speaking students: Outstanding issues and 
unanswered questions. In M.C. Colomgi and F. X. Alarc[on (Eds). La ense;anza del espa;ol a 
hispanohablantes. Praxis y teor[ia (pp.8-44). Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 
7 Roca A. (1997) “Retrospectives, advances, and current needs in the teaching of Spanish to United States 
Hispanic bilingual students “ ADFL Bulletin, 29 (1), 37-43. 
_______ (2000) Research on Spanish in the United States: Linguistic issues and challenges. Somerville, 
MA: Cascadilla Press.c 
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students who felt they did not know enough Spanish or that their Spanish was not good. 

After the sequence of Intermediate Spanish, they usually go to study abroad and when 

they comeback they enroll in literature and culture classes in which they are very 

successful. 

The Class: Spanish 108, Spanish for Spanish Speakers 

The only class exclusively for Spanish Speakers at my university is Spanish 108. Its main 

objectives are: a) Students during the quarter read different genres of literature, discuss 

them in class and write reports on what they have read. b) Students pay attention to the 

areas that have proven to be more troublesome in their writing by reviewing spelling 

rules and grammatical information that will clarify their doubts. c) Students incorporate 

their experience in the Spanish speaking community to their writing while they critically 

analyze the social issues present in different Spanish speaking groups. d) Students 

recognize different registrars of Spanish by comparing the language used at different 

places such as the community the university, the media, etc. 

These objectives are fulfilled by reading at least four pages for each session, reporting 

orally and in writing what they read, interviewing family and community members, 

writing short stories, and doing grammatical exercises.   

Every time I offer this class, I take into consideration current events that concern the 

Latino population in addition to what the textbook offers. During the winter quarter, a 

group of students at our university had a South of the Border party in which students 

dressed as janitors, pregnant women, etc.   The university condemned this party and 

apologies were given to the Hispanic population.  Many Latinos and no Latinos felt 

insulted and a silent march took place on campus in which administrators, faculty, staff 
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and students of all races participated.  This incident inspired me to find out how Hispanic 

students had felt during the process of denouncing, amending, and continuing their 

education.  After the party, many professors made of the incident a topic of their classes, 

and stereotypes and discrimination were widely discussed throughout the campus.  In the 

spring quarter I asked my Spanish speakers’ class, what did they think about the winter 

party?  Some said that they didn’t know how to feel, others said that they were used to 

this type of discrimination, two or three said that they were surprised to see that in a 

school such as ours people would have this kind of parties, and yet others thought the 

university was making a big deal of something that had not much importance. In general 

what I observed was that indeed those who identified themselves more as part of a Latino 

group had been more offended than others who were more assimilated to the main 

stream. 

Going back to the way my students identified themselves, I tried to understand why the 

27 students in that class had so many different opinions and feelings towards the theme 

party and the way they identified themselves.  Through the students’ short stories, I found 

that many of them had suffered humiliation in their own families. They had lived in 

marginal areas of big cities or in poor rural areas.  These students had been also victims 

of strict uncompassionate grandparents who had to take care of them in Mexico while 

their parents were working in the United States to make enough money to bring their 

children to this country. These students were the ones that said they didn’t know what 

they were.  When we discussed the reason for their answers, one said that she had been 

born in Mexico, but she did not have good memories of her life there, and that now she 

feels she doesn’t want to call herself a Mexican, but that the party had hurt her feelings 
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because the students were laughing at the people who clean their bathrooms and people 

who served them well. So here I think the identification was more with the type of work 

and perhaps social class than ethnicity or nationality. 

 Another said that she did not know who she was because here she was called a Mexican 

but in Mexico she was called a Pocha (someone who doesn’t speak Spanish well), she 

said it was hard to feel that she belonged anywhere. Regarding the party, she said it didn’t 

surprise her and it was not difficult for her to understand why the students had chosen to 

have that type of a party.  She said she was sure there were not bad intentions but it was a 

stupid thing to do. This student sees herself as an outsider and that makes her a little 

indifferent to who gets hurt.  Perhaps there is some resentment against both groups and 

therefore a balance in her feelings. 

There were also students who had come to the United States after completing part of their 

high school in Latin America.   These students consistently used the name of the 

countries as their identification.  For them it was hard to believe that parties such as the 

one in discussion could take place at our university.  Perhaps they have idealized not only 

the United States but institutions such as the university.  For many people in Latin 

America, the United States is the place of their dreams; it is hard for them to admit that 

every country has it own problems.  From my own experience, I remember how hard it 

was for me to admit that this country had its dark side as well. It was as if I wanted to 

justify to myself and my children leaving behind our own country, our family and all the 

familiar things.  I wanted to believe that what we had done was worth the sacrifices. 

The students who had been born in the United States identified themselves as Chicano 

and or Mexican-Americans, Salvadoran-Americans, thought the theme party was wrong. 
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In this group I found students who had been very active in the protests and also students 

who thought the university was making too much of a deal of something that had no 

importance. They were in the two extremes. 

One student whom I had in previous years surprised me identifying herself as Peruvian, 

because she was born in the United States and when she started college she identified 

herself as an American,.  Perhaps the main reason for he initial identification was because 

she did not speak Spanish very well. Now that she identifies herself as Peruvian, she 

travels to Peru periodically and is studying abroad in Spain.  She did not comment too 

much about the party and seemed indifferent to it. Perhaps this was because she does not 

perceive Peruvians as the people that were portrayed in the party. It seems that for her 

Peru is way too far south of the border of the United States geographically and 

psychologically. 

There were also two or three students who felt very strongly that they had to identify 

themselves as Salvadoran-Mexican-Americans, and Salvadoran-Nicaraguan-American 

because they kept the cultures of both parents in the United States and they travel 

periodically to those countries but they live in the United States and identify themselves 

with many values of this country. These students were the more active against theme 

parties and they expressed real concern about clarifying stereotypes and stop prejudices. 

At the end of the quarter, the only thing we had clear was that as Geoffrey Fox says:  

“There is no such a thing as an authentic identity, ethnic or otherwise, 
there are identities that we make up, or that others make up and impose on 
us and the one that sticks evolves in an ongoing process of assertion and 
reaction.”8 

 

                                                 
8 Fox, Geoffrey (1996) Hispanic Nation; culture, politics, and the construction of identity. The University 
of Arizona Press. Tuczon 
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What makes a Latino to be Latino? 

If we go back to Fox’s statement, we have to admit that what we think of ourselves and 

what others think of us largely comes from the media. The Hispanic media contributes to 

the construction of the Hispanic or Latino nation in at least three ways: by establishing 

the imagery of the imagined community, by providing a livelihood for an important 

group of professionals “Latinos,” and most of all by developing a continent-wide dialect, 

peculiarly adapted to its North American environment. 

The image of uniting all Spanish speaking countries creating one Latin America, has been 

the dream of many, starting with Simón Bolívar and continuing with most Latino 

immigrants in the United States.  Perhaps it is the idea that “La unidad hace la fuerza” 

(unification makes strength) is what gives those Latinos, who do not belong to the 

dominant minority within the Latino culture in the area where they live (the Mexicans in 

the Southwest, the Cubans in Florida, and the Puerto Ricans in New York), the illusion 

that prejudice and discrimination towards them will stop. Or perhaps is the need to fulfill 

that emptiness that immigrants feel when they arrive to a society where individualism is a 

quality. Somehow they need to hang to the idea that their house is an open house where 

friends and family are welcomed all the time and the. T.V. does the trick. 

Hispanic television in the United States has a great influence not only on Latinos, but on 

the rest of the population as well.  Telenovelas (soap operas) are seen by many.  There 

are people who openly admit watching them and there are others who justify it as one of 

my Anglo students said: “Telenovelas help you learn Spanish.” Telenovelas, shows like 

Don Francisco, etc. create an image of who Latinos are.  
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 Not too long ago, almost all telenovelas came from Mexico, Venezuela and a few from 

Colombia and Argentina, the plot took place in those countries and the countries were 

widely advertised through them.  Now the telenovelas that most of the Latinos watch are 

mostly produced in the United States and the topic of immigration to this country and 

surviving in it comes up sooner or later in the plot. Unfortunately there are too many 

stereotypes that are transmitted through the media even when we now see less blonde 

women being the good ones and burnets the bad.  

The news programs are very broad. They make an effort to bring what is happening in 

more than two or three countries, to make sure they keep their audience.  It is interesting 

to observe that the anchorwoman or man keeps a neutral accent while the local reporters 

still have their typical accents.  Spanish television, in the United States knows that in 

order to keep its audience, they have to appeal to every body and not favor one country in 

particular.  We can still see that the Cuban, Puerto Rican, and Mexican news are still 

highlighted in the geographical regions where these populations are located, but more and 

more Latin Americans are mixing and if the media does not reflect that, they will easily 

switch to English television or get their national channels through satellite. 

“Latin Magazine” combines English and Spanish, more like what some people call 

Spanglish.  “People Magazine” also has the Spanish version and is very popular, there is 

also “Vanidades” which is completely in Spanish and is widely read in Latin America.  

This print media also tries to give the image of one Latin America and cover many 

countries in each issue. 

Latino identity has a lot to do with language.  And as we have seen, there are as many 

ways to speak Spanish as ethnic identities can be found among Latinos.  Much has been 
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said about a new language that is being created in the United States.  Some people think 

Spanglish, the ability to mix English and Spanish words is going to become the language 

of the Latino in the U.S.  If that is to happen, it will take many more years. At the 

moment, only some radio stations use this kind of speech.  Television tries to use a more 

standard Spanish. But we can find more Spanglish in local newspapers and other 

publications.   

Teaching Spanish in higher education has changed completely in the last twenty years. 

We see more and more  how universities make sure to expose Spanish language students 

to different registrars of the language and not exclusively to the academic.  Even English 

departments have included Chicano literature as part of their program. Nevertheless, from 

my perspective, they could have been more successful if they had included Latino 

literature and not only Chicano because  Julia Alvarez is not the same as Sandra Cisneros, 

both have a lot to say about Latinos in the United States. What is even worse is that in 

some universities they see both authors as Chicanas.  I am not sure how Julia Alvarez 

feels about this because she is from the Dominican Republic and does not fit the 

characteristic of Chicanos.  Therefore, the idea of unification, of having one Latino 

Culture is not totally absurd, but we must admit that the Latino Culture is made of many 

cultures.  Perhaps what makes it more difficult to see ourselves as one big culture is the 

way we know we are perceived by others and that is mostly defined by social class. 
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An Inconvenient Poet: Robinson Jeffers and Contemporary Environmental 

Concerns 

 “Human beings and the natural world are on a collision course.” 

 World Scientists’ Warning to Humanity, 18 November 1992 (1) 

 Well before the first Earth Day in 1970 or before it became necessary to worry 

about the survival of Polar bears and hundreds of other species, American poet Robinson 

Jeffers (1887-1962) expressed a deep, almost obsessive concern with a number of 

environmental issues that have become extremely significant in recent decades.  Unlike 

other American writers, such as John Muir and Henry David Thoreau, who have been 

virtually sanctified because of their nature writing, Jeffers has remained a marginalized 

figure in American literature until relatively recently when he began to receive more 

attention from environmentalists and literary critics, especially those who are 

practitioners of what is called ecocriticism. 

     A popular, prolific, and successful poet in the 1920s and 1930s, Jeffers even 

appeared on the cover of Time magazine in 1932. A ruggedly handsome man who was 

well-educated in the sciences and in European philosophy, especially that of Nietzsche, 

Jeffers had an enviably romantic life style--he lived in a stone house and 40-foot tower on 

a headland at Big Sur—and his admirers loved his long, colorful narrative poems about 

such “forbidden” subjects as incest, suicide, and parricide, augmented by apocalyptic 

events and a great deal of violence. His reputation went into eclipse in the 1940s, 

however, after he published The Double Axe, a book of poems and a Preface that were so 

politically provocative and misanthropic that his own publisher (Random House) 

disavowed it in a note included in the volume. At the same time, even in parts of The 

Double Axe, Jeffers was capable of writing eloquently philosophic passages, sensitive 

descriptions, and lyric lines conveying a pessimistic but deep understanding of the 

relationships and interactions that connect humans with their natural environment.  

 The perfect emblem for this dualism in Jeffers’s creativity is the tower that was 

such an iconic part of his personal geography. (He learned stonemasonry to build parts of 

this tower, and his home was called Tor House, the Old English word for tower.) On the 

one hand, towers can be associated with strength, contemplation, detachment, and vision: 
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the ability to see more and farther than more earth-bound people do.  But towers can also 

be associated with withdrawal, isolation, and arrogance: a fortress for the insecure to 

separate themselves from the unwashed. The presence of both these patterns in Jeffers’s 

writings makes him a decidedly “inconvenient poet,” one whose viewpoint is analogous 

in certain respects to Al Gore’s documentary film about climate change.  

 The truth in Gore’s film—that global warming is both happening and that it may 

have calamitous consequences—is inconvenient because it attacks the assumption that 

virtually unlimited material growth fueled by the consumption of fossil fuels can be 

sustained indefinitely and that this growth is synonymous with the “pursuit of happiness” 

or the American way of life. Jeffers is an inconvenient poet because he attacks the 

assumption that poets should not deal with subjects like politics or, if they do so, they 

should do so in a conventional, patriotic manner or in the visionary, Bardic manner that 

Yeats enunciated so brilliantly in “The Second Coming.” 

 Jeffers’s political concerns were not complex, however, and as long as he avoided 

specifics, they were not very offensive. “Shine, Perishing Republic,” which is by far his 

best political poem, is a sardonic lament for America, as it “sinks in the mould of its 

vulgarity” (2). But this assertion is followed by a series of metaphors implying that this 

kind of corruption is a natural process—like flowers turning to fruit and fruit rotting to 

earth--not one associated with specific political acts or persons. Emotionally detached, it 

takes an aloof, elitist attitude toward its subject and invites its audience to do the same. 

The republic may perish, but this is no reason for alarm or outrage. 

 Jeffers’s isolationist poems of the 1940s have far more bite and are more 

controversial. From 1914 to the 1940s Americans carried on a running battle over 

whether their nation could be stronger, safer, more prosperous, and more virtuous by 

having international commitments (by joining the League of Nations, for example) or by 

remaining “isolated” in the western hemisphere as a regional power. The 

internationalists, who considered themselves “idealists” and were led by Woodrow 

Wilson, seemed to have lost the battle in the 1920’s when the “realists” and isolationists 

in the U.S. Senate defeated the treaty ratifying America’s membership in the League. 

Jeffers, a staunch isolationist, celebrated this defeat—on the occasion of Wilson’s death 

in 1924--by writing a poetic dialogue in which the President is taunted for his failures by 
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an unnamed voice, presumably Jeffers pretending to be Fate or History, that concludes 

that Wilson‘s efforts were merely the products of a “huge delusion” (“Woodrow Wilson,” 

SP 1938, 171-72).   

 Unfortunately for the isolationists, Pearl Harbor, World War II, the adroit political 

leadership of Franklin Roosevelt, and the beginning of the Cold War all combined to 

make such beliefs seem, twenty years later, a pernicious delusion. The isolationists’ 

political leadership defected almost en masse as the United States led the efforts to found 

the United Nations, launched the Marshall Plan and NATO, and fought wars in Korea 

and Indochina. Jeffers’s immediate response to this turn to internationalism in his 1947 

The Double Axe was that of a poor loser: shrill, bad-tempered poems expressing 

arrogance and insecurity more than moral certainty. Their contents seemed willfully 

designed to demolish Jeffers’s popularity and question his patriotism, Thus he describes 

the Cold War in The Double Axe as an opportunity to “choose [between] the Christian 

sheep-cote / Or the Communist rat-fight,” and he claimed America in World War II was a 

“brutal meddler and senseless destroyer,” led by “hypocrites” whom he considers not 

much better than Russia’s rulers with their “obscene slave-camps,” “endless treacheries” 

and “cold-blooded cruelty” (SP 591, 594-95).  

 At a time, the late 1940s, when many Americans believed that they had fought in 

World War II for admirable reasons and that they had become involved in the Cold War 

for similar reasons, Jeffers attacked the assumption that America was an exceptionally 

virtuous nation whose motivations and leaders were morally superior to those of other 

countries. Moreover, he made these charges in language that is as blunt and 

uncompromising as Noam Chomsky’s current attacks on the Iraq war. In “Historical 

Choice,” for example, a 1943 poem from The Double Axe, he prophesized that 

America’s winning the war in 1945 would mean 

               . . .we shall have to take up the corrupting burden and curse of victory. 

We shall have to hold half the earth: we shall be sick with self-disgust, 

And hated by friend and foe . . . Here is a burden 

We are not fit for. We are not like Romans and Britons, natural world-rulers. 

Bullies by instinct—but we [will] have to bear it. (SP 580) 
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During the Cold War, of course, most Americans and many foreigners as well would 

have denounced these opinions as grossly unfair: applicable to the Soviet Union and its 

“evil empire” but not to the United States. On the other hand, when one confronts the 

phenomenal rise in the unpopularity of the present American government since the 

invasion of Iraq—the world-wide opinion polls saying this nation is a major threat to 

peace, the tables full of books at Borders vehemently criticizing America’s 

“imperialistic” behavior in the Middle East and elsewhere, the popularity of anti-

American politicians such as Hugo Chavez--we must consider the possibility that 

contents of some of Jeffers’s attacks on American foreign policy are attaining the status 

of “inconvenient truths.” It was his time-line that was wrong. 

 

 At the risk of over-simplifying what was probably a delicate creative balancing 

act, it may be argued that Jeffers has two writing personas, each with its own distinctive 

voice that can be differentiated from one another even when they speak in the same 

poems. Jeffers the angry political misanthrope is strident, bad-tempered, and often 

sarcastic. At times he, or the personas who speak for him in some of the Double Axe 

poems, simply rants without offering any reasons for his anger or outrage. The 

Nuremburg trials of Nazi war criminals, for example, deeply offended him, and the 

speaker of “The Inhumanist” exhorts the judges to kneel and beg forgiveness for 

“America, the brutal meddler,” and “the stinking blood-guilt of England”—but he offers 

no reasons why they (or the nation they represent) are so guilty (SP 594). Yet earlier in 

the same poem in the same volume Jeffers was able to create this passage describing his 

vision of the transcendental unity of all things, starting with cells of the body that 

“through nerves and/blood feel each other,” and continuing to proclaim, “there is not an 

atom in all the universes/ But feels every other atom; gravitation, electromagnetism, light 

heat, and/ the other/ Flamings, the nerves . . . flow them together, the stars, / the winds, 

and the people: one energy . . . and man’s dark soul” (SP 592-93). 

 This Jeffers, the visionary Jeffers, is sonorous and judicious with serious moral 

and spiritual concerns. Stern yet deeply sensitive he is able in his best poems--such as 

“Point Joe,” “The Purse Seine,” and “Boats in a Fog”—to create images of human 

existence in realistic environments that rival William Wordsworth’s lyric poems or 
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passages from Thoreau’s Walden Pond. In other words, they meet the gold standard for 

nature writing. One thing that is notable about these poems is their sense of human 

limitation, their implicit sense that humanity is not dominant or powerful when seen in 

certain circumstances and when observed from Jeffers’s lofty perspective. In “Point Joe” 

and “Boats in a Fog,” it is the sea and its hazards that create this awareness. “Point Joe,” 

he says at the beginning of that poem, “has teeth,” and tears ships like a predatory animal 

destroys its prey, leaving the ships’ spars and planks strewn on its rocks like bones 

around a lair. Desolate but beautiful, the point’s sea meadows seems like a magical, 

golden, “weird country,” until the difficult question of human need enters the picture; 

Jeffers sees an old Chinese man gathering seaweed, putting it in a basket, and drying it. It 

is rather characteristic of Jeffers, aloof as usual, that this encounter causes him to brood 

upon the loneliness or vulnerability of the human condition in the way Wordsworth does 

in “The Solitary Reaper” or “Resolution and Independence.” Jeffers absorbs the man into 

nature by asserting that his presence is a “permanent” part of the scene—that is, someone 

like him will always be there trying to glen a meager living from the space between the 

land and sea (SP 98). 

 In “Boats in a Fog,” it is not the ferocity of the sea that limits and threatens 

humans, but a more subtle hazard, a night fog that forces the Monterrey fishing boats to 

risk returning to the coastline. Jeffers’s description of this delicate maneuver is one of the 

finer moments in his poetry. 

 

A sudden fog-drift muffled the ocean,  

A throbbing of engines moved in it,  

At length, a stone's throw out, between the rocks and the vapor,  

One by one moved shadows  

Out of the mystery, shadows, fishing-boats, trailing each other  

Following the cliffs for guidance,  

Holding a difficult path between the peril of the sea- fog  

And the foam on the shore granite.  

One by one, trailing their leader, six crept by me,  

Out of the vapor and into it,  
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The throb of their engines subdued by the fog, patient and cautious, (SP 105) 

Despite the mechanical power of their engines, the boats must be patient, cautious, and 

risk hugging the rocky shoreline to escape the fog. Perhaps a more conventionally-

minded poet might have praised the seamanship of the boats’ captains, especially the one 

in the lead boat. But Jeffers offers what would have been to him the higher praise that the 

boats had attained a “nobility” of “bitter earnestness” whose beauty surpasses the 

beauties created by artists. “A flight of pelicans,” he concludes in the poem, 

Is nothing lovelier to look at; 

The flight of the planets is nothing nobler; all the arts lose virtue  

Against the essential reality  

Of creatures going about their business among the equally  

Earnest elements of nature. (SP 105) 

 

  Jeffers phrases this equation linking the planets’ movements, the pelicans’ flight, 

and the boats’ perilous passage as an aesthetic experience: each is a lovely example of the 

earnest intensity he prizes. With a few minor changes in terminology, e.g., more good or 

more blessed instead of lovelier, this response could become an ethical or a religious 

statement linking humanity with the animal and the celestial. As such, it could have 

evolved into a benign pantheism like Walt Whitman’s in which the poet praises 

everything and everyone as holy, linked to each other, and deserving to be worshipped. 

However, in the 1930s, Jeffers’ linking of humanity to other realms of existence took a 

different, darker path. 

 Jeffers had always had a fascination with violence, especially in his long narrative 

poems. As the political climate of the 1930s worsened it began to appear in shorter poems 

in which humans are connected to one another or to other species by acts of cruelty and 

violence. That Jeffers was aware of his own deepening pessimism is implied in 

“Memoir,” a late 1930s poem that is virtually a litany of cruelties. It begins with images 

of animals used for medical research motivated by “human inquisitiveness, pedantry and 

vanity,” or by the “hope/ Of helping hopeless invalids live long and hopelessly” (SP 518). 

This is followed by a description of young cattle being “dehorned” in vivid detail, 

followed by more pain and suffering from abroad and the news media, millions of 
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Chinese starving, German prison-camps, and Russian labor-camps. “That make the earth 

shine like a star with cruelty for light,” Jeffers concludes; “. . . I need not think of the 

probable wars, tyranny, and pain/ Made world-wide; I need not…know this is our world, 

where only [a] fool or drunkard makes happy songs.” 

 Of the five images of pain and suffering only that of the dehorning is presented in 

a serious context: the cattle must be dehorned so that they do not injure one another when 

being shipped to market in crowded trucks. The contexts for the three foreign examples 

were well-known at the time. Despite their efforts at concealment, the incompetence of 

the Chinese government, unable to feed its own people, and the lethal brutality of Hitler’s 

and Stalin’s regimes were not very secret---except to their admirers who were in denial. 

So why didn’t Jeffers at least briefly elaborate on these horrors? 

 Part of the answer seems to have been that Jeffers wanted to speak as a 

philosopher poet or moralist to whom ideologies, dictators, and nations were mere 

details. Obliquely in another 1930s poem, “Signpost,” and then more bluntly in his 

“Preface” to The Double Axe, he enunciated his Message that was, in effect, that the 

whole human species was so flawed that it could only be abhorred. Moreover, like an 

insane person or an infant, he claimed, modern, civilized humanity was so fixated on its 

own subjectivity that nine-tenths of its “energy [is] devoted to self-interference, self-

frustration, self-tickling, self-worship . . . . This is a kind of collective onanism, pathetic 

and ridiculous” (“Preface,” SP 720). As for himself, he asserted, in a poem from The 

Double Axe, “I would rather / Be a worm in a wild apple than a son of man” (“Original 

Sin,” SP 585-86). Therefore, he ordered in “Signpost,” we should, “Turn outward, love 

things, not men, turn right away from humanity, / Let that doll lie. . ./ Lean on the silent 

rock until you feel its divinity . . . / Climb the great ladder out of the pit of yourself and 

man” (SP 504). 

 Just as Jeffers’ isolationist politics were out of step with the internationalism of 

the 1940s and 1950s, his anti-humanism (or as he called it, “Inhumsnism”) was at odds 

with another important element of post-war culture. Disturbed both by the war’s 

atrocities and violence and by the racist and nationalistic fervor that preceded it, a wide 

variety of intellectuals, creative writers, psychologists, and religious thinkers sought to 

revive humanism as the source of a universal set of values. A medley of Christian, 
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secular, literary and other kinds of humanists, the movement often used familial 

metaphors to proclaim the unity of the human species and the universality of the values 

they supposedly shared. For psychoanalyst Erich Fromm, for example, “brotherly love” 

represented “the principle of humanism, the love of all other human beings, and the 

principles of care, compassion, and responsibility for all human beings in an egalitarian 

ethic” (3). The same kind of universal humanism could be seen in visual form in The 

Family of Man, the very popular photography show sponsored by the Museum of Modern 

Art, while in politics and international relations it took the form of the 1948 United 

Nations “Universal Declaration of Human Rights,” which begins with the 

pronouncement: “Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and 

inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, 

justice and peace in the world.” 

 Considered in this context, Jeffers’s (and the Deep Ecologists’) criticisms of 

humanity and their concern for the rights of hawks and other wild creatures seems a 

mixture of misanthropy and sentimentality: a perfect target for the anti-environmentalists 

who claim the issue is a convenient choice between human needs versus the needs of 

hawks and owls in which the humans’ needs always trump those of other species, since 

we are members of the human family and they are not. Alas, in the case of large-scale 

human interventions in the biosphere, such as global warming, this choice has turned out 

to be non-existent. What may be a disaster for a few thousand owls may at the same time 

be a catastrophe for a few hundred thousand (or million) humans.  As Gore’s maps of 

Florida, China, and Manhattan flash on the screen showing the possible effects of climate 

change on their shorelines, it is evident that the collision predicted by the World 

Scientists may destroy or damage many human families as well as those of exotic wildlife 

species.  

 No man is an island, to borrow an appropriate metaphor from another poet, and 

neither is any species. At the present time there are important reasons why we should 

protect the environment—practical and political reasons—such as the ones cited by the 

Nobel Foundation regarding global climate changes when it awarded the Nobel Peace 

Prize to Al Gore and the U.N.'s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.  Such 

changes, said the Foundation, “may alter and threaten the living conditions of much of 
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mankind. They may induce large-scale migration and lead to greater competition for the 

earth's resources. Such changes will place particularly heavy burdens on the world's most 

vulnerable countries. There may be increased danger of violent conflicts and wars, within 

and between states” (4).  However, as Gore himself has emphasized, “The climate crisis 

is not [only] a political issue, it is a moral and spiritual challenge to all of humanity. It is 

also our greatest opportunity to lift global consciousness to a higher level” (5). 

 Returning to Jeffers, when he is seen in this context, the violence he depicts in 

many of his long poems would make him a poor candidate for a Nobel Peace Prize. But 

some of his nature poems give us definite moral and spiritual, as well as aesthetic, 

reasons for being concerned about the environment and the survival of other species. For 

the creatures he portrays in those poems may not share our human consciousness or our 

values, but in the larger scheme of things and beings he depicts they have their merits and 

are worth saving, including even the minnows he wrote about  in one of his late poems, 

“Birds and Fishes.” The poem describes a feeding frenzy of shore birds when schools of 

small fish reach shallow water; the birds’ voracious feeding may not seem just or 

merciful to humans watching it, but 

“…Justice and mercy 

Are human dreams, they do not concern the birds nor the fish nor eternal God. 

However—look again before you go. 

The wings and the wild hungers, the wave-worn skerries, the bright quick minnows 

Living in terror to die in torment— 

Man’s fate and theirs—and the island rocks and immense ocean beyond, and Lobos 

Darkening above the bay: they are beautiful? 

That is their quality: not mercy, not mind, not goodness, but the beauty of God. 

 

“Man’s fate and theirs”—this inescapable connection between the human and the not 

human, this linking of fates—this is the inconvenient awareness that links the poetry of 

Robinson Jeffers with Gore’s film and the Union of Concerned Scientists’ “Warning.”   

Confronting this concept is not a comfortable experience for many persons, if only 

because it undercuts the much more convenient idea that the human and the natural are 

two separate realms and that the latter can be safely ignored or exploited as much as 
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humanity wishes to do so for its own needs and desires. Nevertheless, this inconvenient 

connection must be confronted, and Jeffers’ poems, like Gore’s film, may be a starting 

point for this process. 

 

Notes 
 
1. Henry Kendall, “World Scientists’ Warning to Humanity,” Union of Concerned 
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Abstract: “A Novel Type of Play: Generic Hybridity in Modernist Fiction” 
 
Modernist novels with embedded playscripts reinvent the act of reading because they 
help to create a virtual theatre in the mind of the reader.  This paper will closely read 
dramatic scenes from modernist novels, including James Joyce’s Circe Episode from 
Ulysses (1922) and Woolf’s Between the Acts (1941), in order to assert that these texts 
should be reclassified as generic hybrids of fiction and drama rather than limiting the 
critical conversation to one genre only. 
 
Woolf’s Between the Acts adheres closely, as does Ulysses, to the Aristotelian dramatic 
unities of time, place, and action while simultaneously subverting fiction’s generic 
expectations.  Ironically, however, these novels’ adherence to the dramatic unities align 
Woolf and Joyce with Neoclassical expectations thus burlesquing the literary tradition of 
Dryden, Pope, and Swift even though their pyrotechnic generic subversions put them at 
the forefront of the avant-garde.   
 
Generic hybridity challenges what Jacques Derrida and others critics call the “law of 
genre,” which posits that literature, like biological taxonomy, can be neatly categorized 
and is thus linked to the fear of mixing categories, such as genders or races.  Operating on 
the principal of membership vs. contamination, generic purity is the only way to follow 
this law.  By discussing this fear of literary contamination, in the 1920’s and 1930’s as 
well as today, we may hope to ask new questions about purity: literary, racial, and 
otherwise.   
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Introduction: Thirty Years Overthrow Centuries of Tradition 
 Rapid modernization of any traditional society intensifies the cultural gaps between 
traditional and modern world-views and life-ways.  When this author moved to Japan in the 
early 1970’s, most homes were inhabited by five to ten family members of several 
generations.  Japan retained many of its classical values and attitudes towards life, death, 
and aging. Although urban-rural, younger-elder, north-south differences could be found, they 
were largely outweighed by the common worldview and value-systems shared by the 
majority of Japanese.  Japan prided itself that most of its citizens were “middle class”; that 
farmers, laborers, and housewives were respected for their roles, that the gap in salary 
between a production-line worker and a CEO was among the world’s lowest, and that its 
crime rate was the lowest in the developed world.1 
 The author lived with an educated family in a typical country home built in earlier 
centuries. We shared rooms of traditional tatami grass matting, on which we unfolded low 
tables for eating and working, that we exchanged at night for the futons on which we slept. 
Local vendors peddled fresh tofu and vegetables to our doorsteps daily. Homes had neither 
ovens nor freezers, air conditioners, dishwashers, nor clothes dryers; our well had recently 
been fitted with a motorized pump. We washed ourselves at public bath houses, and many 
toilets were little more than outhouses.  Bare fluorescent lamps provided light, while hibachi 
charcoal braziers provided minimal heat through the cold winters.  Adults commuted by 
bicycles and trains, while children played with insects and bamboo in the backyard.   
 This lack of modern western amenities was somewhat offset by a strong sense of 
family cooperation. We huddled together around the hibachi in the winter to keep warm, and 
washed each others’ backs in the public bath. The entire family pitched in to replaster walls 
or repair the paper shoji screens and scrub the floors. Doors were not locked, and neighbors 
regularly exchanged gifts from their gardens; any neighbor could tell our parents where the 
younger children were playing. 
 Living in three-generational families, honoring their ancestors at family altars, 
Japanese ostensibly epitomized a culture conscious of its continuity with the past and its 
indebtedness to its forefathers. Ceremonies of Tea, Flowers, Meditation, Calligraphy, Aikido, 
and many similar arts were precisely the kind of “Paths” [michi] in which the cultured 
sensibilities of maturity could find expression; people became potentially more, rather than 
less valuable through age. Moreover, ideas of reciprocal obligation and interdependence 
dictated that elders be cared for, not because they might again contribute to society, but 
because they had already contributed to those now in a position to repay that obligation. 
 In the past 30-odd years, radical economic and demographic changes wrenched those 
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traditional lifestyles. The 1980s witnessed an unprecedented boom in the Japanese economy, 
leading to a spate of debates about its sustainability, and followed by similar booms in 
Taiwan and Korea, Southeast Asia and China. The boom led to an economic bubble, in which 
such two-, three-, and four- generation families built separate residences and moved from 
their traditional country estates into anonymous suburban apartment complexes.  Today, 
most Japanese live with only three people to a domicile. They eat hamburgers while sitting 
on Western-style chairs, sleep on beds and drive cars. Now city people have their own 
bedrooms, enjoying heating and air-conditioning, electrically-heated baths and toilet-seats, 
high-definition wide-screen digital televisions, and air- and water-filtering systems—no more 
communal cleaning, huddling, or bathing. Many parents insist that their children carry cell 
phones as the only way to keep track of them. 
 At the same time, traditions of respect for elders and elder care, of home doctors and 
community cooperation have declined.  While the yen replaces more traditional values as a 
common denominator of self-worth, retirees face psychological crises of self-worth, grown 
housewives prefer remunerative part-time jobs to caring for their elders, and 
economically-motivated crimes have soared.  Growing gaps between rich and poor parallel 
growing diversity in values, especially between urban and rural, young and old, north and 
south.  While it used to be somewhat possible to speak of Japan in one breath, it is 
increasingly difficult to make generalizations about Japan as a single entity.  If America’s 
diversity can be called a melting-pot or salad bowl, Japan’s diversity may be analogized to 
the fragmentation of a melting polar ice floe, or the cracking of a clear glass marble thrown 
into ice water.  Nowhere are the diversification and rapid changes of Japan’s social systems 
and values more evidenced than in their attitudes towards aging, dying, and bereavement.  
 Superficially obvious changes hide greater changes in the ways people think and 
relate to each other. The Japanese language contains dozens of terms of respect for seniors, 
and dozens of terms for deprecating oneself out of politeness. These are no longer used by the 
younger generation; teenagers and octogenarians speak completely different dialects of the 
same Japanese language. When Japanese gymnasts swept the Tokyo Olympics in 1964, they 
publicly attributed their glory to their coaches and seniors, or apologized for bringing their 
coaches only silver medals instead of gold. When Japanese athletes win at sports meets today, 
they personally gloat over their successes but no longer apologize to their seniors for their 
failures.  When a JAL airplane crashed 20-some years ago, the president of JAL resigned 
and personally apologized to every family involved.  Although fatal scandals have emerged 
in the past few years, the perpetrators as well as their bosses have simply done everything 
possible to reduce their legal liabilities.  
 The great culture gaps in Japan, Korea, China, and America today are not so much 
differences between Tokyo, Seoul, Shanghai, and New York, as internal differences between 
rich and poor, urban and rural, youth and elders. In each of these countries, centuries-old 
life-styles and death rituals are rapidly giving place to lives devoid of ritual and styled only 
after media images.  In no segment of life is this variation more obvious than the processes 
of aging and dying. 
 
SOCIAL CHANGE AND THE GREYING OF JAPAN 
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Rising Life Expectancies 
 Japanese presently enjoy the longest life-spans in the world, averaging 80 for men and 
86 for women—and several years longer for those who neither smoke nor otherwise suicide 
before that age. (Japan, 2005)  As of 2006, about 20% of the Japanese population are over 
65; by 2015, 25% will be over 65. One generation from now, by 2040, over 30% of Japanese 
will be over 65, making Japan one of the most top-heavy populations in the world. In fact, 
most Japanese who survive their 70’s are likely to live well into their ‘90’s, because the 
averages are weighted by a number of earlier-dying groups.2  
 The long life-span of Japanese poses severe economic challenges for the country. 
Japan prides itself on universal public health care and pension plans that assure that no one 
goes without medical care. However, most medical expenses are incurred in the final years of 
life, so the more top-heavy the population pyramid, the larger the medical expenses for the 
population.  Moreover, the Japanese mandatory retirement age still hovers between 60 and 
62—although when it was established half a century ago, the average male life-span was only 
67!  Public pensions generally begin at age 65.  50 years ago, the average pensioner 
collected social security for two or three years before dying; today, the average pensioner 
collects for 15, and his widow for 25! This pension burden could be partially relieved by 
allowing people to work as long as they have the desire and ability, so that they contribute to 
the national tax and insurance base instead of withdrawing from it. Yet this alone will not 
make up for the ever-increasing costs of end-of-life care for ever-increasing numbers of 
seniors, including tens of thousands of centenarians unable to care for themselves. 
 Urban port populations, people living near power plants and refineries, and chain 
smokers face severe rates of lung cancer. Chronic alcoholism also contributes to an early 
mortality, both through disease and traffic accidents.3 The government has been reluctant to 
publicize the harms of tobacco and alcohol because of the strong lobbies of those industries 
and the high surcharges that the government collects on both. Yet the costs to the country 
demonstrably outweigh the tax returns which these industries produce.4  For a range of 
social and psychoneuro-immunological reasons, single persons in Japan tend to die 15-20 
years younger than married persons.5  
 These causes of earlier than average death make it all the more amazing that the 
average life-span remains so long; for every one who dies at 70, someone else is dying over 
90!  On the other hand, an increasing number of elders dread the prospects of living thirty 
years beyond retirement.  This is made graphically clear by many researches on Japanese 
suicide, as we shall see below. 
 
Elder Ideals and Reality 
 Interestingly, elder Japanese do not aspire to the active, self-determined life-style that 
Americans idealize. One extensive survey of “successful aging” found the Japanese 
prioritized simply “living a long time in fair health” as their top ideal. By contrast, American 
elders prioritized “staying involved, influencing others, making their own choices, meeting 
their own needs, and coping with their own problems.” This supports the author’s personal 
observations in both cultures that people with lower achievement ideals tend to age more 
gracefully than those whose high ideals become frustrated by their gradual loss of influence, 
mobility, or mental agility.6 
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 Japanese face wide-ranging problems in adjusting to their own aging. While healthy 
elders optimistically respond to questionnaires that they can take care of themselves, this 
attitude changes rapidly when health declines.7 The fact that pneumonia is still the leading 
cause of death in elderly rural populations demonstrates that many lack basic care when faced 
with sickness.8 When an elderly rural person becomes unable to raise her own food, she may 
face real crisis if she has no one to purvey it. The depopulated rural areas show far greater 
rates of bedridden elderly, depression, and consequent decline in mental and physical health.9  
 Ironically, Japanese elders’ satisfaction with their care is far lower in the hospitals 
than in their own homes. Chinese graduate students visiting Japan admire Japan’s advanced 
hospital care systems, yet our own social surveys have shown that Chinese elders in rural 
villages have a far greater sense of self-respect and life satisfaction than Japanese elders in 
high-tech hospitals. 
 
Changing Respect for Elders 
 Traditional societies tend to show respect for their elders, at least as long as the elders 
are mentally and physically competent. Sustainable Confucian societies like China, Korea, 
and Japan advanced this practice to a nearly religious rule: we are eternally indebted to our 
elders for giving us life and education, so no sacrifice is too great to show our gratitude to 
them. Japanese have recently transformed this principle, not primarily because they lack the 
resources to care for their elders, but because their resources allowed them to entrust the care 
of elders to hospitals and care homes. It has become a social sign of “filial piety” to put one’s 
parents in the most expensive hospital possible. Many Japanese elders prefer hospitalization 
as more “honorable” than applying to community welfare services. Moreover, young people 
are no longer content to work on farms in the countryside, and the price of land within 
commuting distance of metropolitan employers frustrates their acquisition of housing 
adequate for three generations under one roof. Thus the urbanization and “nuclear-ization” of 
Japanese families also takes its toll on the aging population.10 
 The families which do feel social pressure as well as personal responsibility to care 
for their elders nonetheless face problems of burnout, of inadequate training, and of an 
environment lacking the barrier-free improvements required for comfortable and competent 
care of the increasingly handicapped.11 There are far too few nursing home facilities to care 
for all of Japan’s elderly, and the elderly may decline to apply to them in any case, out of 
shame for not having adequately “filial” children. Moreover, low levels of nursing home care 
lead to rapid deterioration in communication skills as well as to physical disabilities, even in 
patients exhibiting no other signs of senility.12 All too often, hospitalization which begins for 
a cold, a sprained ankle, or an arthritic hand is prolonged until the patient dies of pneumonia 
years later.13 
 Due to the rapidly rising elder population whose children will no longer care for them 
directly, Japan now faces a critical lack of nurses and care homes. The Japanese government 
continues to contemplate proposals to encourage immigration of nurses from the Philippines 
and China.  Such immigrants typically lack the linguistic and cultural skills demanded by 
Japanese elders—and tend to bring with them large illiterate families, exacerbating Japan’s 
overpopulation.  Other politicians propose encouraging Japan’s own birthrate to provide 
more nurses and caregivers over the next generation.  But Japan is already overpopulated, 
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and unless new incentives substantially change the social and economic scene, simply 
producing more babies will not in itself lead these children to want to become nurses and 
caregivers.  Since Japan has one of the densest populations on earth [along with Bangladesh, 
Holland, and Java], and can no longer feed itself without massive importation of food and 
energy, encouraging higher birthrate is no solution to anything. 
 
JAPANESE SUICIDE 
 
Changing Attitudes towards Suicide 
 Japan’s changing attitudes towards suicide can be seen in a number of situations. 
When the Emperor Meiji passed away in 1912, General Nogi suicided to accompany his 
commander-in-chief to the next world, and a number of lower officers and enlisted men also 
suicided in order to accompany their General.  In those days, Japanese viewed these suicides 
as a natural and honorable expression of loyalty.  When Japan was defeated in 1945, 
however, the generals were divided: a few suicided immediately, some suicided only to avoid 
trial by the Allied Tribunal in Tokyo, and some did not suicide at all. In 1988, when the 
Showa Emperor [Hirohito] passed away, the suicide of a few old army veterans was seen 
more as an anachronism than an expression of patriotism.14   
 By the 1990’s, when leaders of the Aum Shinrikyo religion gassed a Tokyo subway 
and planned a coup d’etat, the young people responsible all fled the scene and pleaded 
ignorance, despite the public outcry that they should suicide.  So loyalty, apology, and 
shame are becoming less common as reasons for suicide. While suicide remains a “morally 
acceptable” escape from poverty, social alienation, or incapacitation on the one hand, it is 
now less often a demonstration of “honor” than a simple “opting out,” from which society 
and family should have saved the victim. This overview of suicide patterns indicates that 
Japanese views of death are also changing; an orientation once death-affirming, if not 
otherworldly, is moving towards a more this-worldly and death-avoiding worldview. The 
flourishing of volunteer-staffed “suicide hotlines” in Japan’s major cities also indicates that 
social sanction for suicide is declining. (Not surprisingly, the hotlines have been least 
successful in rural areas, and most successful in the Tokyo area, where human relations are 
most anonymous and autonomous.) 
 In traditional Japanese society, suicide was permitted to samurai to escape shame and 
defeat, and to commoners as a chance to be reborn in a healthier world than this one of 
sickness and poverty. In the past decade, and without the benefit of handguns (strictly illegal 
in Japan) Japanese suicides have led the world.  Reported suicides alone average over 
30,000 per year since the year 2000 (compared to America’s 29,000 in a population 2.5 times 
larger than Japan’s). As we shall see below, there are many reasons to believe the real suicide 
rate is far higher. 
 Yet suicide is still considered a dignified way to die. In 2004, a childless octogenarian 
couple in Fukui Prefecture, not far from the author’s residence, willed all their property and 
funds to their community and set all their affairs in impeccable order. The wife was plagued 
with severe senile dementia, and the husband was losing his physical abilities to care for her 
as he had done for many years. They were known to be very devoted to each other, and were 
reluctant to be split up into separate eldercare institutions. The husband loaded an old local 
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crematorium with firewood, soaked it with fuel, and then persuaded his senile wife to join 
him there. Presumably he killed her first before killing himself, but not before he had lit their 
own funeral pyre. The townspeople found the crematory chamber locked from the inside, and 
the ashes of the old couple inextricably mingled when the chamber was finally opened. The 
press criticized the town for not detecting their intentions in advance and for failing to 
provide adequate social services to deter their suicide.  But praise, admiration, and desires to 
emulate their chosen way of passing were heard not only from local elders, but were echoed 
in unsigned editorials and even academic gatherings across Japan. As in American debates 
about assisted suicide in cases of medical futility, who can say that the couple should have 
been forced to live in the enforced institutional separation that the welfare state would have 
provided?  Japanese often declare that the most shameful thing about dying is that one 
cannot clean up one’s own mess—that others must take time and money to dispose of the 
corpse and affairs of the departed. 
 
Research on Japanese Suicide 
 Perhaps because Japan is renowned as a society that does not condemn suicide for 
religious reasons, cross-cultural research on suicide often includes Japan, although much 
lacks linguistic competence or cultural sensitivity.  On the one hand, the Internet recently 
has made Japanese Government statistics, Japanese Public Broadcasting (NHK), and Roper 
Center Statistics widely available to Anglophone scholars. On the other hand, it is misleading 
to assume that their English translations adequately convey the meanings of the categories 
used by Japanese scholars and reporters.  As we observed above about the graying of the 
population, Japanese suicide patterns are also in the process of rapid fluctuation. 
 
Variation by Age-Groups 
  Japanese suicide patterns today must be divided into three broad age-groups: students 
and young adults, the middle-aged, and the elderly. Traditionally there were two peak 
age-groups: of students who either failed university entrance exams or failed somehow in 
college, and of elderly widows.  My own Kyoto University is infamous for having one of 
the leading suicide rates in the country. This has bred a spate of studies indicating that from 
youth, Japanese students tend to think of suicide as a “right” and a normal and acceptable 
behavior (Takahashi, 1991). Youth are less concerned than their seniors with the effects of 
their suicides on others; their suicides tend to be more intensely personal and 
“performance-oriented.” It has repeatedly been observed that media publicity of one suicide 
tends to give rise to a wave of subsequent suicides in the pre-adult age-group.15 
 Over the past decade, a national relaxing of university entrance requirements and a 
proliferation of universities have rendered college entrance less competitive; on the other 
hand, the restructuring of the Japanese economy has put thousands of middle aged Japanese 
men out of work.  Middle-aged Japanese men suicide more than women today; their 
suicides being almost entirely provoked by unemployment, bankruptcy or financial crises.16 
As in western countries, poor social support is another major predictor of middle-aged male 
suicide.17 Significantly, suicide among mature males was extremely low during the war years, 
but rose drastically after the war, showing that a loss of sense of “purpose” was a major 
factor in reducing will to live.18  
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 Some Japanese scholars have gone so far as to call suicide an “institutionalized 
adjustment mechanism” to the limitation of economic and social resources.19 In middle age, 
Japanese females showed high suicide rates until the 1960’s, the result of the conflict 
between their desires for success and their resourceless vulnerability.20 As the economic 
status of women improved, those with access to economic independence suicide less than the 
norm.21 Ironically, the increase of females in the work force has also led to suicides of 
overworked women, and of men who have lost their sense of superiority.22 
 
Variation by Sex 
  In contrast to western countries, Japan shows lower female suicide rates after divorces 
than in marriage, indicating that some Japanese females are more likely to suffer silently until 
suiciding than to seek divorce.23 By contrast, males are more likely to suicide after divorce, 
either from shame, loss of face, or incapacity to care for themselves.24 Dual suicides of single 
parents and their children remain a striking feature, again with economic hardship the main 
predicting factor.25  
 On the surface, male suicides slightly outnumber female even in the elderly age 
bracket. However, a sharp increase in “unintentional drownings” is reported among Japanese 
females over the age of 55, reaching an incredible 15 times the comparison rates by age 75.  
A large portion of elderly female suicides are reported as “unintentional drownings,” 
presumably to save the face of the family members.26 While the Japan national average is 
about 24 suicides per 10,000 people per year, in the over-85 year-old population, the ratio is 
double, or 47-48 per 10,000—and that is of reported suicides alone.27  
 In terms of methods, mature males tend to suicide by hanging themselves, with a very 
high “completion” rate—as opposed to females, who tend to fail repeatedly, attempting 
suicide by wrist-cutting or drug ingestion. Indeed, the suicide rate would be substantially 
higher, if females’ suicide attempts were as fatal as males’.  This leads to important but yet 
unanswered questions: are their desires to die equally desperate but unequally effective 
because of their gender-based choices of methods?  Or are the female attempts more typical 
“cries for help,” while men are more stoically determined not to go on living?  The terms 
suicide and attempted suicide are used for all methods—but reasons, motivations, and levels 
of desperation may indeed differ substantially from cohort to cohort.28 
 Regardless of sex or age group, the major indicators of suicide in Japan are: living in 
depopulating rural regions, losing social support, dwindling income, and declining physical 
condition.29 Sadly, these indicators are all expected to rise rapidly in the foreseeable future, 
leading to major increases in elderly suicides in the future.  
 
Urban-Rural Variation 
 There is some debate about the rural-urban prevalence of suicide in Japan. In most 
advanced countries where metropolitan life is hectic and impersonal, suicides are higher in 
urban than rural areas. However, Japan has relatively lower suicide rates in its more youthful 
cities but particularly high suicide rates in its northern rural prefectures—Akita, Niigata, 
Iwate, and Aomori.  These prefectures have long dark overcast winters, and their suicides 
are highest in winter, implicating Seasonal Affective Disorder and heavy alcoholism (as in 
Scandinavia).30  Some scholars have argued that rural residence is "the major factor in 
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age-adjusted male suicide mortality".31 Others have held that high elderly rural suicide rates 
are due less to loneliness or isolation than to interfamilial conflict—especially the inability of 
elders to understand their juniors, and/or the desire of elders not to impose on them.32 
 Among the elderly, physical disease and incapacitation are major causes of suicide.33 
This is particularly evident among rural families whose children move away to the cities.34 
Feelings of “alienation,” or of being unable to keep up with rapidly changing times, also lead 
Japanese elderly to suicide.35 This is a theme that has been carefully studied, largely in 
remote rural localities, by John Traphagan.36 Of all Japanese suicides, some 12% leave notes 
referring to health, 10% to finance, 3% to problems with family or relations.  As we noted 
above, Japanese place a high value on good physical health into old age. When their health 
declines, and they become unable or unwilling to live alone in ill health, but do not want to 
burden their families or depend upon strangers, their motivation to suicide mushrooms.37 
 However, these numbers may be highly misleading, because it is far more politically 
correct to blame one’s suicide on health or finance than on other people. Traphagan suggests 
that the majority of suicides are due to problems in human relations (or lack of support), but 
that such suicides compassionately choose not to leave suicide notes that might bequeath a 
legacy of blame on the surviving family. 38  Indeed, half of all Japanese suicides are 
unemployed, but this figure too is inconclusive, because many are retired or housewives to 
begin with, and most of these unemployed suicides are living with other family members at 
the time of suicide.  While some studies suggest that economic factors and depression or 
pessimism are replacing declining physical health as the top reasons for Japanese suicide, the 
low percentage of clear suicide notes and the strong motivations not to blame survivors 
frustrate conclusive analysis. 
 
 
Problems of Underreporting and Statistical Analysis 
  On all levels, suicide is deliberately underreported in Japan. Universities report their 
students’ suicides as sickness or accidents to protect their own reputations and those of the 
students’ advisors, who might otherwise be pressured to resign.  Corporations report their 
workers’ suicides as accidents, lest they be sued for over-working their employees, and 
widows generally ask their doctors and police investigators to do the same, for their insurance 
benefits would be greatly decreased if their husbands died from suicide rather than by 
accident. The unintentional drowning data for elderly widows also underscore that while 
individual suicides are not morally condemned, their families nonetheless feel great grief at 
the loss, and social shame for not having been able to save their relatives from this last 
desperate step. 

The problem of understanding suicide in Japan is doubly complicated by the fact that 
many Japanese aberrant behavior patterns are eminently irrational, and therefore not 
amenable to purely rational analyses.  For example, the past decade has witnessed recurrent 
Japanese murders of people in no way related to their killers.  The killers simply knifed or 
strangled their victims from among countless passersby, or directed their anger about 
personal failures towards someone symbolic of their "enemies"—such as the assassination of 
the Mayor of Nagasaki by a criminal who lacked civic support for his business and claims.  

In the case of suicide, not only the lack of suicide notes, but also the lack of any clear 
logical explanation for the suicide in those notes that are left, significantly complicates our 
analysis.  This is a difference in scale, not in kind, from crime and suicide in the West. Of 
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course there are Western homicides that randomly select unrelated victims, and suicides who 
fail to leave coherent explanations.  However, the Japanese society has permitted, if not 
praised, acting from gut feeling, and discounted logical explanations as "alibis," for many 
centuries.39 
 Psychiatrist colleagues at Kyoto University acknowledge that their patients’ 
disinterest in logical thinking and problem-solving creates problems—both for analyzing the 
reasons for aberrant Japanese behaviors, and for counseling patients who come in for 
psychological therapy but are unwilling or unable to follow the logic of objective third party 
analysis.  The issues of whether a universal academic logic can be applied to social analyses, 
and of how useful logic is in understanding psycho-social phenomena, require further study 
within intercultural comparisons. 
 
 
JAPANESE IDEALS OF DEATH AND DYING  
 
Changing Attitudes towards Burial and Cremation 
  In traditional towns and villages until the early years of this century, a death was not 
merely a family event but a community affair (as were weddings, births, coming-of-age 
celebrations, and other rites of passage). Neighbors and friends gathered to solace and assist 
the grieving family, conduct the funeral, and dig the grave. Since funerals occasioned 
community solidarity, they were convivial, almost celebratory occasions, everyone so busy 
preparing for heavy drinking and eating that mourning was almost overshadowed by 
community obligations. In fact, one important definition of one’s neighborhood was that of 
“dozoku,” or the group of families who would share in the responsibility of funeral 
proceedings. Similarly, the definition of one’s “extended family” was largely defined by 
those [five or six] families who would participate in conducting a traditional funeral.40 
  In the twentieth century, as village society began to break down, funerals first 
changed from village festivals to the province of the extended family who would gather for 
the occasion. In the postwar years of “lifetime employment” and total devotion to corporate 
growth, the deceased’s employer or corporation gradually replaced the extended family, 
supplying everything from the reception tables to the master of ceremonies. In the 21st 
century, modern nuclear families turn to hired funeral homes 90% of the time. 
 This transition further distances the bereaved, not only from the communities who 
might help them through the transition, but also from the physical acts of caring for the dead. 
Traditionally, the family would wash the corpse while preparing the deceased’s favorite 
foods. Today, most Japanese die in hospitals, so nurses wipe the corpses with alcohol before 
shipping them to the funeral home (rather than the original residence) for the wake and 
funeral service. Typical apartments are too small to house the altar and sitting room required 
by traditional wakes. Moreover the wake itself has been shortened from a 3-4 day period to a 
single evening in most cases, forgiving those unable to attend. 
  The transition from burial to cremation is another parallel consequence of the rising 
cost of land as well as the lack of hands to dig graves. Until the early 20th century, burial was 
standard practice, except for the extremes of the priesthood on the one hand and the 
irredeemably defiled on the other. Cremation was promoted in part to stop the spread of 
plagues, and in part to facilitate transporting the “remains” of soldiers from foreign wars back 
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to their families. Today, cremation is so prevalent (99.9%) that many Japanese imagine burial 
to be illegal. However, burial remains the norm not only for Okinawans and remote villagers 
but also for the imperial family. A groundswell of interest in “natural burial,” allowing a 
“return to mother earth” is held in check mainly by the prohibitive cost of gravesite land. 
 An anthropologically as well as psychologically interesting practice is that of 
bone-washing, now practiced only in Okinawa. The corpse is laid to rest in a large family 
crypt for a year or two, then removed, and the remaining flesh carefully stripped from the 
bones, which are washed and replaced in an urn or box. This marks a dramatic ending to the 
period of mourning, impressing upon the bone-washers that the deceased is very much in the 
other world to stay. A family feast is held outside the tomb, and the closest kin are then 
welcomed back from the realm of the “polluted” mourners to the realm of the living. In some 
such Okinawan tombs, there are three shelves for the bones of the dead. The most recently 
washed are placed in boxes on the lowest shelf; the previous generation on the middle shelf; 
those of two or three generations past on the upper shelf; and the bones of those not 
personally remembered by the living are thrown in a heap behind the three-level altar.41 
 Such practices are unique to the southern tip of Japan, but throughout the country, the 
meaning of “in perpetuity” is simply “as long as someone is remembered by the living.” Most 
cemeteries sell family gravesite packages with memorial services and gravesite maintenance 
guaranteed “in perpetuity.” The small print makes clear that graves are maintained as long as 
family visit periodically, but that the ashes may be removed and the grave resold if a number 
of years pass with no visitation or servicing of the grave. 
 
Changing Funeral Rituals 
  While not all Japanese are actively practicing Buddhists, the vast majority of funeral 
services are performed according to traditional Buddhist rites. Buddhist priests are 
summoned to chant sutras for the elevation of the soul during the wake; the guests all offer 
incense (sometimes flowers) on the altar in front of the portrait of the deceased. Coins are 
placed in the casket for the passage over the Styx-like River Sanzu, along with other items 
precious to the departed, and the family takes turns pounding in the casket nails with a rock. 
  The closest of kin serves as “chief mourner,” is in charge of addressing the assembled 
guests, of carrying the portrait of the deceased to the crematorium (in the car behind the 
hearse), of pushing the button that starts the combustion of the corpse, and finally of picking 
from the ashes a few bones to be revered in an urn on the family altar for a time before 
internment. Traditionally, this was the role of the first son, but increasingly wives and sisters 
are replacing sons as first mourners, particularly in high profile, mobile urban families. 
Similarly, the attendants at funerals are shifting from patrilineal kindred to personal friends 
and colleagues.42 
  Most important for the bereaved is the custom that the family visits the familial or 
custodial temple at fixed intervals after the death: one week, seven weeks, one, two three, 
seven, ten year, and periodic intervals thereafter, as well as holding special services at the 
first summer “obon” festival. These weekly and and annual services not only involve 
chanting of sutras commemorating and praying for the well-being of the departed, but 
provide an opportunity for griefwork counseling by the temple priest. The family can discuss 
their fears, concerns, and questions about the afterlife, sharing their sense of loss and seeking 
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solace from the priests who intermediate between this world and the next. While there is 
considerable controversy over the cost of the mandatory “offerings” to the presiding priests, 
this practice of repeated gathering in the name of the departed is salutary and restorative for 
the psyches of the survivors.43 In wakes and funerals the author has attended, long speeches 
on the character and foibles of the deceased helped to bring a sense of completeness and 
closure to the attendants’ image of the deceased. 
 
DEATH ANXIETY AND RELIGIOUS BELIEF 
 
Changes in Death Anxiety 
   The influence of Buddhism has traditionally been one of reducing the fear of death, 
whether because there was a better world to go to in the hereafter [Pure Land Buddhism], or 
because it was important to live fearlessly in the moment [Zen].  The Meiji Restoration of 
1866 used State Shinto as a tool to overturn the Buddhist religious hegemony upon which the 
Tokugawa Shogunate had depended for local administrative purposes. With this turn from 
Buddhism to State Shinto, much of the ancestor-reverence taught by Buddhism was lost. 
Subsequently MacArthur’s Allied Occupation repudiated and abolished State Shinto, which 
had promised that souls dying for the emperor would be exalted at national shrines. So 
postwar Japanese went completely devoid of religious and death-related education, indeed 
shunning the very topic of death as polluted if not shameful. This is in some ways analogous 
to processes traced in the West by Aries, but intensified by desires to avoid looking back at 
the wartime propaganda, both by elders who do not want their beliefs falsified, and by youth 
who feel their grandparents simply were brainwashed into colossal mistakes. 
  Today, some 75-80% of Japanese claim to be Buddhists, and another 75-80% to be 
Shinto, but neither of these affiliations are exclusive doctrinal commitments; they are rather 
indicative of a mind-set shared by almost all Japanese regardless of professed religion. The 
Shinto world-view is optimistic and this-worldly. Death is dirty and defiling, and involves a 
ghostly continuation of the consciousness in or near the locale where the person died. The 
ideas that persons can physically feel what happens to their corpses and will be concerned 
with the upkeep of their gravesites, that dead spirits can bless or curse and communicate with 
the living, and that they come back from the nether world once a year to visit the living, are 
originally ideas derived from Shinto traditions of animism and spirit-worship.  These ideas 
also militate against autopsy and organ donation. Since the passing of Japan’s Brain Death 
and Organ Donation Law, only three to four brain-dead organ donors have been found each 
year. (Many donations are surrounded by further scandals regarding transparency, priorities, 
and selection of recipients.) 
  None of this should be taken to mean that the Japanese do not feel anxiety towards 
death and dying; quite to the contrary, their efforts to avoid discussing and confronting the 
issue belie the very fears which prompt the aversion. The long Japanese traditions of 
honoring elders and death rituals, and permissiveness towards suicide, would seem to imply 
that Japanese experience less death anxiety than their western counterparts. McMordie and 
Kumar suggested as much in their work in the early eighties. Counter-intuitively, Japanese 
men show as high death anxiety as women, unlike males in most countries.44 
  However, more recent empirical studies have found that Japanese scored higher than 
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comparable Australians on Templer’s Death Anxiety Scale. 45  The inconsistencies of 
hypotheses and conclusions about Japanese death anxiety led Misao Fujita to research 
Japanese and American death anxiety along a number of axes, using such instruments as 
Hoelter’s Multidimensional Fear of Death Scale. 46  
 Fujita and I collected data comparing 264 American and 169 Japanese college 
students’ death anxiety using Hoelter’s MFODS. Independent T-tests on each of eight 
subscales found statistically significant greater fear of dying among Japanese subjects, viz: 
Fear of the Dying Process, Fear of the Dead, Fear of the Unknown, Fear of Conscious Death, 
and Fear for the Body after Death. Further scales demonstrated that the Japanese students had 
lower rates of acceptance of brain-death criteria and more reluctance to admit organ 
transplantation, which a Pearson correlation coefficient proved was connected to their higher 
death anxiety. 
 Fujita speculates that the higher anxieties of the Japanese towards death “may indicate 
their less frequent use of defense mechanisms against their fear of death.” The fact that 
Japanese males again scored as high as females in death anxiety supports earlier research 
findings, and might be explicable on the basis that Japanese males respond emotionally [as 
women do] rather than cognitively [as western males do] to the fears of death and dying.47 
 Japanese place a premium on dying in a natural environment. A QOD [quality of 
death] survey we conducted at Kyoto University demonstrated that Japanese are far more 
concerned with dying at home or surrounded by relatives, with seeing sky, trees, or horizon 
from their deathbeds, and with dying in a “natural” setting, preferably on tatami mats, than 
are their western counterparts.48 Sadly, this is becoming less and less possible as more and 
more Japanese die in sterile hospital settings. The Japanese ideal is dying at home surrounded 
by family, but the Japanese reality is dying in sterile hospital rooms surrounded by tubes, 
machines, monitors, and nameless masked faces. This stark contrast disturbs many Japanese 
who would like to place a higher value on the time and style of their transition.49 
 
Brain Death and Organ Donation 
 The social centrality of social interdependence and group decision-making has 
ramifications for the termination of care and definition of death.  In the West, it has become 
common to leave decisions of termination of care and organ donation to the individual, who 
may express through a living will when she wants life-support system care terminated, when 
she would not like to be resuscitated, or what organs she will donate for transplantation. In 
Japan, patients’ families tend to overrule living wills and insist on prolonging the bodily life 
of their comatose parents.  Even when patients volunteer their organs for transplantation, it 
is common for the surrounding family members to oppose the transplant, thinking that it may 
shorten the patient’s life or disfigure their corpse. Given this background, the question of 
brain death becomes even more complex. 
 In Japan, when does a person become no longer a person? Traditionally, even after 
a person's heart stopped beating, a number of important ceremonies were performed.  Her 
name was called from the rooftop or from the garden well.  Her favorite foods were 
prepared and placed by her side. Sutras were chanted and fragrant incense burned.  Her 
body was bathed and clothed.  Families having the time and resources to do so set the body 
aside for several days, for an extended wake called a "mogari." In fact, during this period of 
being called, fed, bathed, clothed, and rested, some people considered to be dead actually 
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revived. The question here is: when is the person no longer a person, but a thing?  The 
Japanese answer has been: the person remains a person until finally cremated or buried, and 
the ashes or bones officially installed in the family altar or crypt.  As long as a person has a 
visible body that looks like a person, one remains a person.   
 For being a person in Japan has not traditionally required making individual 
decisions or actively influencing events. Being a person means being a nexus in a series of 
human interrelationships.  When relatives gather in the hospital, even if the patient is 
unconscious, she remains a member of their group.  Particularly at the wake and funeral, she 
is the center and focus of a network which connects all the people who attend.  They 
continue to make decisions for her benefit, and if her voice could be heard, she would 
continue to agree to their decisions. If a person is a discrete atomic consciousness, then when 
that consciousness leaves the body, the person no longer exists.  But if a person is a node in 
a larger organic network, then as long as the network values the relationship, the person does 
not lose her personhood; she does not become a non-person, nor merely a thing.  
 This is not the place to debate the rationality of these beliefs, nor is rationality the 
prime concern in understanding cultural practices anyway. The important thing we need to 
note is that viewing persons as parts of greater wholes leads to different policy implications 
in their health care and treatment. 
 For the same reason, there has been great Japanese resistance to organ 
transplantation.  In the Japanese world-view, cessation of breathing does not make the 
person into a thing, to be cut up. A Japanese remains a person even when is comatose, 
brain-dead, or medically "deceased." In the first decade since the passage of the Japanese law 
allowing transplantation from brain-dead organ donors, only about 30 cases of brain-dead 
donation occurred.  This is a striking testament to the unwillingness of the Japanese to cut 
organs out of the warm breathing bodies of their family members.  Indeed, the idea that a 
brain-dead patient cannot feel or experience anything is a credo of western materialist 
medicine, but has yet to be conclusively proven. 
 Several observations arise concerning the Japanese reluctance to accept brain-death 
criteria and organ transplantation. Japanese respondents show significantly higher anxieties 
on questions relating to “Fear of Conscious Death,” such as “I am afraid of being buried 
alive,” and “I hope more than one doctor examines me before I am pronounced dead.” 
Similarly, Japanese showed significantly higher anxiety concerning “Fear for the Body,” 
involving such items as “I dread the thought of being embalmed,” and “the thought of my 
body decaying scares me.” Japanese subjects are more likely than their American 
counterparts to consider the body sacred even after death. Interestingly, fear of cremation is 
no longer any higher among Japanese than Americans, perhaps because cremation has 
become standard practice in Japan for much of this century, and fire is considered “purifying” 
rather than “putrefying.” Overall, Japanese are more rather than less anxious about death than 
their western contemporaries; this anxiety is as high for men as for women; and this anxiety 
is also connected to their reluctance to donate organs for transplantation.50 
 An anecdotal case may be illustrative here. An old gentleman wished to offer his 
corneas to an eye bank, and after some discussion, his family assented. His corneas were duly 
removed before his corpse was cremated, but a few days thereafter, his eyeless ghost was 
seen by several of the bereaved in their sitting room! As long as Japanese people experience 
[or even believe] such phenomena, mere legalization of organ banks and transplantation will 
by no means be sufficient to overcome the socio-cultural barriers to such procedures and their 
psychological aftereffects!51 
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Death Rituals 
 While most Japanese do not attend regular religious services, death is surrounded by 
deeply-felt beliefs, rituals, and experiences. The vast majority of Japanese tabus relate to 
death. For example, one may not wear a kimono with right lapel over left, or leave chopsticks 
sticking in rice, for these are reserved for funereal occasions. References to death are 
scrupulously avoided; skyscrapers have no 42nd floor, for it is a homonym of the words “to 
die,” and envelopes for presenting offerings to the dead may not be purchased in advance, as 
if they might unfortuitously occasion a premature death. 
  The major festival of each summer is the “Obon” ceremony, in which the spirits of 
the dead (especially of the most recent generation) are welcomed back with food, dancing, 
and merriment. Memorial services are held, and then they are again sent “back” to the other 
world with bonfires, torch-parades, or the floating of candles out to sea. Even those Japanese 
who deride the notion of life after death in other seasons seem unusually wary of offending 
spirits in this season.  Shaman-like ladies called yuta, miko, or itako enter trance possession 
to allow the spirits of the dead to speak through them, occasionally with uncanny likeness to 
the dialect and memories of the departed. Midsummer TV and popular magazines are filled 
with stories of ghosts and contact with the dead. Even in American settings, 
Japanese-Americans exhibit a consciousness of contact with the deceased.52 A survey of over 
4000 highly educated doctors and nurses found that a near majority of hospital staff feel that 
they have experienced some sort of contact with dead spirits or haunting.53 
 
Near-Death Experiences 
 Since the 9th century, Japanese Buddhists have recorded Near-Death Experiences in 
richly detailed archives of accounts in which the dying person returns to life to recount a visit 
to another world of flowers, light, and encountering godlike bodhisattvas or previously 
departed relatives. Such records continued to be kept in the countryside until Buddhism was 
officially denounced by the Meiji Restoration in 1866. In Mahayana Buddhism, Amida refers 
to a Being of Infinite Life and Light (Amitayus/Amitabha) who escorts believers to the Pure 
Land of Bliss when they die. This is a widely documented and deeply grounded religious 
experience. Amida and the Pure Land are personally encountered either through disciplined 
meditations or deathbed experiences. In Japan, rich historical accounts of deathbed visions 
from the 9th century through the 19th record the Near-Death Experiences of devout believers 
who reported seeing Amida and the Pure Land at their deathbeds.  Modern researchers had 
to invent the English term "Figure of Light" to label this core central to Near-Death 
Experiences, but this phenomenon was already labeled and understood for 2000 years in the 
Pure Land tradition.  Recent research has revealed that despite their reluctance to discuss it 
publicly, Japanese continue to experience a wide range of near-death phenomena.54 
  In my own work counseling terminal patients, I have noticed a consistent 
difference in attitude between religious and non-religious patients. Those patients who have 
not been able to vocalize or come to terms with their conceptions of the afterlife are 
consistently glummer, grimmer, and gloomier than those who speak with conviction about 
looking forward to meeting the Buddha Amida, their relatives, or other saints in the world to 
come. 
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 In a paradigmatic case of a junior high school student hit by a car after alighting from 
his school bus, the lad not only saw naturalistic images of flowers and rivers, but a Buddhist 
guardian assigning the dead to enter gates of light and darkness according to their karma, and 
met his great-grandfather who had died before he was born. As in the West, such accounts 
tend to breed more relief than incredulity.55 At last the day is coming when Japanese can 
again discuss their fears of death and hopes for the next world without seeming politically 
incorrect or summoning images of Emperor-reverence. 
 
Summary 
  Superficially, Japanese treatments of elderly, of suicides, of hospitalization, and even 
of funerals, have undergone sweeping change in the past half-century. While fashions may 
influence the phrasing and professions of faith, the underlying fears and hopes of Japanese 
patients for a “natural” death and a happy hereafter remain fundamentally unchanged. The 
evolution of Japanese practices and beliefs concerning death and bereavement will continue 
to pose challenges to medical ethicists and anthropologists as well as psychologists. For those 
of us living and dying in Japan, however, the gaps between Japanese ideals (of caring for 
elders until their natural transitions) and realities (of dying in artificial hospital situations) 
pose ongoing problems, not only to the social security and health insurance systems, but to 
the psychological care of terminal patients and bereaved families.56 Future attempts to 
address these problems will require deep ethnological sensitivity in order to make sense and 
take root in this culture. 
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Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities 
 
Goldberg Variations by J.S.Bach on Harpsichord and Piano   
     
One of the world’s most magnificent musical creations, Bach’s Goldberg 
Variations were written for two-manual harpsichord. There are numerous 
recordings and live concerts of this piece performed by harpsichordists and 
pianists. However, the listener has no opportunities to hear side-by-side a 
performance on both instruments by the same artist. 
 
For a long time, I entertained the idea of performing Bach’s Goldberg Variations  
on both instruments on the same concert. In 2001, I had a rare opportunity to see 
my dream come true. Two complete performances of the Goldberg Variations, 
one on harpsichord and another on piano, preceded by a lecture, were presented 
to a packed house at Jessen Auditorium, University of Texas at Austin where I 
teach. The response from the community, including my colleagues, was 
overwhelmingly enthusiastic. I was encouraged repeatedly to share this program 
with broader audiences, which eventually brought me to a variety of stages at the 
universities and music conferences throughout the United States. 
 
This program was hailed as “ one of the most refreshing and thought-provoking 
performances of this season” by Michael Hubner in the Austin American-
Statesman, and the same paper’s chief arts critic, Michael Barns, ranked it as 
one of the top 10 arts events of 2001, calling it “unforgettable”.  This concert 
earned the prestigious Mount Everest Award from the Austin Critics Table.  
 
The presentation at the Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities 
addresses the history of this piece’s creation, the legend attached to it, and an 
analysis of its architecture. It also allows an exploration the expressiveness of 
both harpsichord and a piano as played by one performer. The rhythmical energy 
and linear clarity of harpsichord is demonstrated side by side with the lyrical 
warmth and dynamic flexibility of the modern piano, allowing new insights into the 
most sensitive issues regarding the interpretation of Bach's keyboard music, 
such as intricacies of counterpoint, dynamics, articulation, pedaling, and tempi. 
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Published in1741, this piece is associated with a delightful story that probably all 
of us know. The story goes like this: Once upon a time there was a Count 
Keyserlingk, music–lover who suffered from insomnia. Among his court 
musicians resided a thirteen-year old organist, Johann Gottlieb Goldberg. 
Occasionally, Count Keyserlingk took young Goldberg to Maestro Bach in Leipzig 
for organ lessons. One day, Count Keyserlingk commissioned J.S.Bach to write a 
long piece that would entertain him during his sleepless nights. Bach obliged and 
wrote Goldberg Variations. Count Keyserlingk adored the piece and rewarded 
Bach handsomely. He gave the master a golden goblet filled with Louis-d’ors, 
almost equaling Bach’s annual income. For the rest of his life, the Count enjoyed 
hearing young Goldberg play for him excerpts from this piece that he called “my 
variations”. 
 
As lovely as this story is, the research seriously disputes it. For one thing, no 
golden goblet has ever been found in the Bach’s estate. Furthermore, contrary to 
his usual custom of writing flowery letters of gratitude to his patrons, no such 
letter to Count Keyserlingk seems to exist. Why would not Bach write him a 
thank-you note? Also, why would Bach name the piece commissioned to him by 
a wealthy and influential patron after this patron’s young organist? Did he indeed 
call this piece the Goldberg Variations? (In the fourth part of the Bach’s 
Clavierubung, or Keyboard practice, it is called “Aria with Different Variations”, 
where the Aria itself is taken from the Anna Magdalena Notebook, published 
much earlier in 1725.)  
 
With so many questions unanswered, we shall continue our research while 
allowing ourselves the immense pleasure of familiarizing ourselves with this 
music. 
 
Just looking at how the piece unfolds one cannot help but admire perfect 
proportions of its structure.  
 
Aria  
 
Variatio 1 a 1 Clav.  
Variatio 2 a 1 Clav.  
Variatio 3 Canone all Unisuono a 1 Clav.  
Variatio 4 a 1 Clav. 
Variatio 5 a 1 ovvero 2 Clav.  
Variatio 6 Canone alla Seconda a 1 Clav.  
Variatio 7 a 1 ovvero 2 Clav. al Tempo di Giga  
Variatio 8 a 2 Clav.  
Variatio 9 Canone alla Terza a 1 Clav.  
Variatio 10 Fugetta a 1 Clav.  
Variatio 11 a 2 Clav. 
Variatio 12 Canone alla Quarta  
Variatio 13 a 2 Clav . 
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Variatio 14 a 2 Clav.  
Variatio 15 Canone alla Quinta a 1 Clav. andante  
 
Variatio 16 a 1 Clav. Ouverture  
Variatio 17 a 2 Clav.  
Variatio 18 Canone alla Sexta a 1 Clav.  
Variatio 19 a 1 Clav.  
Variatio 20 a 2 Clav.  
Variatio 21 Canone alla Settima  
Variatio 22 a 1 Clav. alla breve  
Variatio 23 a 2 Clav.  
Variatio 24 Canone all Ottava a 1 Clav.  
Variatio 25 a 2 Clav. adagio  
Variatio 26 a 2 Clav.  
Variatio 27 Canone alla Nona a 2 Clav.  
Variatio 28 a 2 Clav.  
Variatio 29 a 1 ovvero 2 Clav.  
Variatio 30 a 1 Clav. Quodlibet  
 
Aria da capo  
 
Goldberg Variations start with Aria followed by 30 variations and concluding with 
Aria da capo. Var. 10, the only fughetta in the entire cycle, marks the third of the 
whole piece. Var. 16, Overture, serves as an opening of the second half of the 
cycle. The whole piece is in G major with the exceptions of Var. 15, Var. 21 and 
Var. 25 which are in G minor. Every third variation is a canon making a total of 
nine canons. In the canons, two voices are engaged in perfect canonic imitation 
while the third voice weaves freely around them. In the first canon (Var.3) the 
imitation is in unison, in second canon (Var. 6) it is in 2nd, then in 3rd (Var.9), etc., 
reaching the interval of 9th in the last canon (Var. 27), the only canon without the 
third voice. The canons in 4th (Var. 12) and 5th (Var. 15) employ inverted 
imitation.  
 
Variations between the canons are written in free forms, some could be 
interpreted as various baroque dances and some as capricious arabesques 
exploring the virtuosic possibilities of harpsichord’s two keyboards. 
 
Var. 25, adagio, one of the three minor variations, takes us to the spiritual heights 
where humans are seldom privileged to rise. Poignantly chromatic, it prophesies 
the harmonic language of much later times. 
 
The last three variations build the excitement that culminates in Var. 30, 
Quodlibet, a medley of folk songs Bach combines for a triumphant conclusion of 
the entire cycle. Blessed with ignorance, I was sure these must be highly spiritual 
songs that glorify God. To my delight, I found out that one of them speaks about 
not having enough meat ("Cabbage and turnips have driven me away, had my 
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mother cooked meat, I'd have opted to stay"), and another calling for being close 
to the loved one, (“ I have so long been away from you, come closer, come 
closer”).  
 
Bach’s keyboard music is usually marked as being written for clavier, a generic 
name for any keyboard instrument of Bach’s time including various clavichords 
and harpsichords. Goldberg Variations is one of only three Bach’s keyboard 
pieces that he identified as written specifically for two manual harpsichord, two 
others being Italian Concerto and French Overture, all three published in various 
part of Clavierubung. 
 
Performing these pieces on the harpsichords built as replicas of those typical for 
Baroque time allows a priceless glimpse into the Bach’s world. How would he 
play it? How would he shape the phrases on the instrument that does not 
respond to dynamics we are so used to on the piano? How would he employ 
articulation combining various degrees of legato and non legato for clarity and 
expressiveness? How would he use two keyboards and various registers for 
balance and colors? The harpsichord itself leads to many answers. 
 
Bringing this music to modern piano shed new life to the interpretive possibilities. 
To what degree will I use dynamics and pedaling? How will I utilize longer decay 
of the piano sound for the benefits of counterpoint? Never mind the differences in 
technique: for instance, minimum motions relying greatly on finger independence 
while playing harpsichord and much more generous use of arm weight on the 
piano. 
 
An additional challenge would be accommodating two-keyboards texture on the 
piano. Variations 8, 11, 13, 14, 17, 20. 23, 25, 26, 27, and 28 marked by Bach to 
be performed on two keyboards; variations 5, 7, and 29 marked as 1 ovvero (or) 
2 Clav. Playing designated variations on two keyboards creates not only proper 
musical balance between two hands and clarity of voices but also a physical 
comfort of hands passing over one another. Playing these variations on the piano 
would necessitate careful choreography of the hands’ motions to avoid collision. 
 
I found these challenges marvelously stimulating. Aiming for the best possible 
musical result regardless of the instrument taught me to be fully aware of the 
endless possibilities this music offers. 
 
My distinguished college at the University of Texas, Nobel Prize laureate, 
professor of physics, Dr. Stephen Weinberg wrote about the beauty of Albert 
Einstein’s theory of relativity. He described beauty as something so perfect that 
every element of it, every little detail falls inevitably into the whole picture. This 
definition of beauty fully applies to Goldberg Variations where every element of 
structure, every convolution of counterpoint, every technical device, etc, serves 
absolutely to the perfection of the whole. 
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One hopes that listeners will not compare two instruments to decide which one is 
“better”. It is my desire to provide a unique opportunity to explore the 
expressiveness of each instrument through the artistic vision of one performer.  
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Challenging Conventions: The Transition from Modern to Postmodern 
 

The period between the late 1950s and the 1970s in American history are characterized 

by an avant-garde in social awareness and mass public political assertion. The friction inherent in 

the overturning of the old political guard of the time permeated other aspects of society, namely 

artistic and cultural production. Amongst protest and unrest, the visual and performing arts 

subsequently experienced a revolution and the emergence of an avant-garde in artmaking. The 

effort was “to reinvent different ways of seeing, hearing, sensing and depicting the world . . . 

Igniting the senses, viscerally and intellectually, connecting artistic thinking to the real world, to 

politics and to social change, and breaking with the clichéd notion of the artist alone in his or her 

garret,”1 which “inspired them to explore ever more unusual material as outlets for their ideas.”2 

This avant-garde movement was most notably catalyzed by composer John Cage, who taught 

radical composition courses at the New School for Social Research in downtown Manhattan. 

Cage’s method mirrored a concept put forth by the Situationists of the 1950s and Guy Debord: 

the dérive.3 The dérive, primarily associated with urban situations and the navigation of dense 

metropolises, represented a new approach to challenging boundaries and a sort of coup d'état of 

the constructed, and industrialized, routine of everyday life. According to Debord, the dérive 

required a release of “the usual motives for movement and action,”4 thereby inserting transience, 

spontaneity, indeterminacy and chance into the discourse. Though for the dérive, “chance [was]5 

a less important factor . . . than one might think,”6 avant-garde artists, steered by Cage, 

recognized the power of chance in realizing and rejecting the habitual. Cage and his cohorts, 

                                                 
1 RoseLee Goldberg, “Forging the New: A Century of Performance Art,” Andante Magazine (July 2002) 
http://www.andante.com/article/article.cfm?id=17308. 
2 Goldberg. 
3 Guy Debord, Theory of the Dérive, http://www.arts.ucsb.edu/classes/ART22W06/situtexts.html. 
4 Debord. 
5 My insertion. 
6 Debord. 
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such as Merce Cunningham, Robert Rauschenberg, Allan Kaprow and others, catalyzed a 

transition from the modern to the postmodern. 

The Visual and Performing Arts Juncture 
 

As the focus shifted from modern to postmodern artistic production, “the differences 

which were once so clear between graphic art and painting [were]7 practically . . . eliminated.”8 

The indistinguishable fertilized new tactics and produced the potential for fresh endeavors.  

In addition to the ties to Situationist ideas, these new artistic practices also stemmed from 

the experiments of such collectives as “the Dadaists, Futurists, Constructivists and Surrealists”9 

of the early 20th century as well as the extraordinary work of artist Marcel Duchamp. Not only 

were the 1960s and 70s wrought with social, political, and artistic transitions, this historical 

fissure signified a critical junction between the visual and performing arts. There was a sharing 

of process and a congruent interest in new ways of generating material for both the visual and 

performing arts. Codified techniques were no longer desirable. Prescribed practices were rejected 

and traded in for indeterminacy and chance, removing the “artist's hand”10 and taste from the 

composition process, taste that was inevitably socialized by modern aesthetics. The confines of 

studio and gallery practice gave way to new modes of creation and presentation, and similarly, 

the disenchantment with studio and proscenium-oriented performance yielded to the 

investigation of alternate spaces in which to create and present work. 

Beyond Stasis: Kaprow’s Assemblages, Environments, and Happenings 
 

Allan Kaprow, celebrated multidisciplinary artist, more clearly points to the transition 

from modern to postmodern art production as it stemmed from the disenchantment with the 

                                                 
7 My insertion. 
8 Allan Kaprow, Assemblages, Environments, & Happenings (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1966), 151. 
9 Goldberg. 
10 Notion coined by Marcel Duchamp. 
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adverse complexities of the art world: “. . . art came to mean a dream world, cut off from real life 

and capable of only indirect reference to the existence most people know.”11 This disassociation 

from the real world prompted a transformation in artmaking, bringing the everyday into art and 

blurring the boundaries between the two. Kaprow additionally frames the transition from modern 

to postmodern as a progression from Cubism: “With the breakdown of the classical harmonies 

following the introduction of ‘irrational’ or nonharmonic juxtapositions, the Cubists tacitly 

opened up a path to infinity . . . it was only a matter of time before everything else foreign to 

paint and canvas would be allowed to get into the creative act, including real space.”12 From 

these principles, and from his involvement with John Cage, Kaprow began investigating the 

intersections between space, time, materials, and people. These investigations led to the 

compositions Kaprow coined as Assemblages and Environments. For Kaprow, “. . . the 

discrepancy between the organic, unmeasurable, and extensional character of the forms of 

Assemblages and Environments, and the limiting rectangularity of the gallery architecture in 

which they are usually found”13 demanded a new approach to artmaking, a new way of thinking 

about art and life that forced consideration of the connection between the two. Kaprow’s initial 

experiments with Assemblages, which could be “handled or walked around,”14 and then 

Environments which “must be walked into,”15 bore Happenings wherein “scoring the 

components [time, sound, physical presence of people]16 more conscientiously into the work, 

giving people more responsibility, and the inanimate parts roles more in keeping with the 

                                                 
11 Allan Kaprow, Assemblages, Environments, & Happenings (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1966), 183. 
12 Kaprow, 165. 
13 Kaprow, 182. 
14 Kaprow, 159. 
15 Kaprow, 159. 
16 Kaprow’s elements of Happenings aforementioned in the preceding paragraph. 
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whole”17 became integral to the work. The treatment of the environment and creating reflexive 

insertions within the landscape became a symbol of postmodernist art and dance composition. 

Allan Kaprow’s infamous Happenings of the late 1950s and early 1960s and postmodern 

dance stemmed from “notions of chance and indeterminacy as a valid means of aesthetic 

organization (and disorganization) that Cage advocated in his New School courses.”18 Seeking to 

challenge the stage-audience structural norm, Kaprow’s Happenings were often scripted but 

encouraged an element of spontaneity. Kaprow used the performer as an object to realize his 

vision, whereas Cage’s influence lent to postmodern dancemaking the idea of audience member 

as independent creator and active participant. At the threshold of postmodern music, dance, and 

art composition, “‘Chance,’ ‘found sounds’ and ‘improvisation’ were key tenets that connected 

the experimentation, no matter the medium.”19 

The Found, Taste, and Chance: From Duchamp to Cage 
 

Marcel Duchamp revolutionized the art world by overturning prescribed conceptions of 

perspective. As famed contemporary painter Jasper Johns admiringly notes, Duchamp’s 

“persistent attempts to destroy frames of reference altered our thinking, established new units of 

thought, ‘a new thought for that object.’”20 In 1913, Duchamp began producing “readymades,”21 

nonart, mass-produced, found objects that Duchamp presented as works of art. Readymades 

symbolized the removal of the artist’s hand, the removal of the impeding hazard of taste that 

Duchamp eventually acknowledged and refused: “You have to approach something with an 

indifference, as if you had no aesthetic emotion. The choice of readymades is always based on 

                                                 
17 Kaprow, 184. 
18 Allan Kaprow, http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Acropolis/5422/kaprow.html. 
19 Goldberg. 
20 Jasper Johns, “Marcel Duchamp [1887-1968], An Appreciation,” Artforum (November 1968) printed in Pierre 
Cabanne, Dialogues with Marcel Duchamp (New York: The Viking Press, 1971), 110. 
21 Pierre Cabanne, Dialogues with Marcel Duchamp (New York: The Viking Press, 1971), 47. 
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visual indifference and, at the same time, on the total absence of good or bad taste.”22 The 

recognition of the hindrance of taste in the creative process informed John Cage’s work; Cage 

tried to eliminate taste from the composition process, stripping away the complex nature of 

modern compositional techniques to the bare minimum. As dancer, choreographer, and teacher 

Simone Forti attests, “John Cage noted that if you select the sound yourself, you’re always 

working with your taste, and you have certain historical and cultural expectations of what the 

sound will be. But if you make your choices randomly by chance, you’ve broken away from 

those expectations and you just hear the sound.”23 Departing from such expectations and delving 

into the raw material of the human experience saturated the choreographic process in postmodern 

dance. 

The Birthplace of Postmodern Dance: Judson Dance Theater 
 

In 1962, the Judson Memorial Church in downtown Manhattan, founded in 1890 by 

Edward Judson with the mission of building a place where class divisions did not exist and 

immigrant groups, the poor and the affluent could congregate,24 became home to the Judson 

Dance Theater. An amalgam of artists working in various disciplines, Judson School members 

John Cage, Merce Cunningham, Steve Paxton, Twyla Tharp, Carolee Schneemann, Robert 

Morris, Trisha Brown, Yvonne Rainier, and others completely broke from modern aesthetics and 

ideals and experimented with new modes of creating. Taking their cues from the experiments of 

Robert Ellis Dunn, who studied with John Cage and brought Cage’s experimental techniques to 

dance composition, along with Merce Cunningham’s chance choreography, Judson School 

members transformed movement from everyday life - walking, running, and other pedestrian 

gestures - into choreographic material. It was truly a dance revolution, using a multidisciplinary 

                                                 
22 Pierre Cabanne, Dialogues with Marcel Duchamp (New York: The Viking Press, 1971), 48. 
23 Simone Forti, telephone interview, April 30, 2007. 
24 History of Judson Church, http://www.judson.org/history.htm. 
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approach to choreography and defying the confines of modern concert dance as a larger 

contextual commentary and resistance toward organization and rigid functionalism.  

Postmodern choreographers and dancers were not interested in beauty or regimen; they 

wanted to get to “the raw material of the body.”25 In 1966, Yvonne Rainer conceived and 

performed Trio A with David Gordon and Steve Paxton at Judson Memorial Church. “With Trio 

A, [Rainer’s]26 objective was to eliminate such aspects as phrasing, development and climax, 

character, performance, virtuosity, the fully extended body and variation in dynamics. Instead 

she used everyday, ‘found’ movement, task-like activity and a deadpan performance style that 

drew attention to real body weight and time.”27 This initiation toward found movement 

resembles Duchamp’s appropriation of found objects as “readymade” works of art and further 

illustrates the art historical influences swimming in the sea of postmodern dance. 

Elements of Postmodern Dance: Off the Stage and Into the Public 
 

Just as visual artists of the 50s, 60s, and 70s experimented with new media and sought to 

move their art beyond the gallery or museum, postmodern dance transformed nontraditional 

spaces into performance venues, thereby moving dance off the stage and into the public. As 

Kaprow asserted, once traditional art practices and spaces were renounced, “The only fruitful 

direction to take is toward those areas of the everyday world which are less abstract, less boxlike, 

such as the out of doors, a street crossing, a machine factory, or the seaside.”28 Accordingly, in 

the genesis of dancer and choreographer Trisha Brown’s career in the 1960s and 70s, she 

purposefully chose to have her work performed outside of a conventional theatrical context: in 

lofts, galleries, rooftop spaces, parking lots and plazas. Graham Watts writes, “Her works of this 

                                                 
25 Simone Forti, telephone interview, April 30, 2007. 
26 My insertion. 
27 Contemporary Dance Preserves Its Past, http://www.londondance.com/content.asp?CategoryID=1489. 
28 Kaprow, 182. 
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early period eschew any hint of narrative, placing a priority on simple tasks, equipment and the 

mechanics of pedestrian movement.”29 One of Brown’s most noted pieces is Man Walking Down 

the Side of a Building wherein the performer is harnessed and scales the side of a building. 

Moving beyond the proscenium and into nontraditional spaces called into question the artist’s as 

well as the artwork’s relationship to the audience. Simone Forti explains, “What we were doing 

just didn’t involve the proscenium . . . The relationship to the audience was as much a conscious 

concern as the movement vocabulary.”30 Forti goes on to say that “The relationship to the 

audience was different . . . How to place the audience was very thought about.”31 Bodies in 

space, the body’s relationship to space and how space, and subsequently the work, is changed by 

the presence of the audience became a central focus in postmodern dance composition. 

In an April 1964 concert in Philadelphia, Yvonne Rainer presented a piece entitled Room 

Service wherein the performance “spilled off the stage into the aisles, into the seats - displacing 

audience - and out the exits.”32 The displacement of the audience in performance, not only 

spatially but also as creative agents, resonated as a prime feature of postmodern dance 

composition. Another key element that situates postmodern dance within the context of public 

practice is the use of the untrained dancer. “Movement invention”33 was the desired outcome, 

and, as Rainer explains, “to reveal people as they are engaged in various kinds of activities . . . 

and to weight the quality of the human body toward that of objects and away from the 

superstylization of the dancer.”34 Rigid organization and codified technique were not the aim; a 

return to natural, organic movement and an investigation of the corporeal were the goals. These 

                                                 
29 Graham Watts, “Trisha Brown Dance Company,” Ballet.co Magazine, (May 2006) 
http://www.ballet.co.uk/magazines/yr_06/sep06/gw_rev_trisha_brown_0506.htm. 
30 Forti. 
31 Forti. 
32 Yvonne Rainer, Work 1961-73, (Nova Scotia: The Press of the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, 1974), 45. 
33 Rainer, 71. 
34 Ibid. 
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processes recontextualized the material significance of the body in terms of weight and 

movement and rejected the very nature of functionalism and modernism by no longer placing art 

outside of the everyday. Just as postmodern visual art practice distorted the demarcations of art 

and life, postmodern dancemaking blurred the line between choreographer and audience by 

ingesting the familiar and incorporating the uninitiated ‘dancer’ into the creative process. Many 

postmodern dancemakers aligned themselves with Kaprow’s description of the precept that 

“artists need not be the only one[s] responsible for a creative action . . . this could imply that 

anything may be art and anyone may be an artist;”35 anyone was a dancer and any movement 

was dance. “The notion that any movement had its own quality…and any movement was 

movement”36 owed its origins to John Cage’s conception that “any sound is a sound”37 and these 

notions led to the choreographic exploration and ingestion of pedestrian movements and 

gestures.  

Steve Paxton, during his tenure as a Judson Dance Theater member, introduced the idea 

of contact improvisation as a method for generating new movement outside of the confines of 

codified modern techniques.38 While Paxton was experimenting with improvisation on the East 

Coast, postmodern pioneer Anna Halprin was investing in such tactics on the West Coast. 

Halprin, like most postmodern dancemakers, was interested in interrogating the prescribed norms 

of modern dance; like her colleagues Cunningham and Rainer, “Halprin shared an interest in 

reflecting in art the arbitrariness of modern life through radical juxtapositions of disparate 

activities, undercutting narrative logic.” Halprin chose to go “deep inside the self through 

                                                 
35 Kaprow, 172. 
36 Forti. 
37 Forti. 
38 Graham, Horton, and others. 
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improvisation.”39 Dancer Simone Forti worked with Halprin during Halprin’s pivotal transition 

from modern to postmodern dancemaking. Forti recounts her experience with Anna Halprin, 

postmodern dance, and improvisation:  

When I ran into Anna Halprin, I was a painter. I was a student and I was making these 
big abstract expressionist works. That was the direction I thought I was going to go in. I 
was taking dance class once a week at a nearby studio. Just for fun. At the Halprin-
Lathrop School, which was based in Graham technique. Just at that moment, Halprin 
was breaking away from the school . . . She was getting away from modern dance and 
technique and starting to explore improvisation. And to look at the body more in terms of 
its anatomy, having us explore our anatomy . . . Then we’d spend maybe a half hour on 
exploring movement for that section of the body and, of course, the rest of the body gets 
involved in that exploration. That was a basis for improvisation. We were exploring in a 
way that she called experiential anatomy. That was one way. Or we were looking at 
forms of the environment and taking those forms into the body.40 
 

Halprin’s work was truly provocative, particularly as a West Coast movement since New York 

City is often seen as the thriving cultural mecca and hub for innovation. From her 

improvisational work, Halprin’s process evolved to include a curiosity in “community and the 

rituals that create and sustain it.”41 As author Sally Banes describes, “This interest in the creation 

of community, in turn, led [Halprin]42 from the incorporation of ordinary life in her avant-

garde/theater pieces toward the appreciation of the dancer in every person, whether trained to 

move or not.”43 Contemporarily, the interest in using untrained dancers has been translated into 

community workshops, artist-in-residences, and collaborative performance pieces. For instance, 

Twyla Tharp’s piece The One Hundreds uses one hundred non-trained dancers to execute a 

series of variant phrases and Liz Lerman’s Dance Exchange is dedicated to a creative process 

that engages community members in generating choreography. 

                                                 
39 Sally Banes, “Introduction,” in Anna Halprin’s Moving Toward Life: Five Decades of Transformational Dance, 
(Hanover: Wesleyan University Press, 1995), 3. 
40 Forti 
41 Anna Halprin, Moving Toward Life: Five Decades of Transformational Dance, (Hanover: Wesleyan University 
Press, 1995), 3. 
42 My insertion.  
43 Halprin, 3. 
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Additionally, the exploration of the nontraditional performance venue gave way to site-

based, site-generated, and site-specific dance. Site, place, and space and their respective 

embedded histories, architecture, and cultural contexts, became prominent source material for 

generating movement. In postmodern and contemporary dancemaking, site-specific refers to the 

technique of permitting the site to lead and dominate the creative process. All creative elements 

are thus determined by the site. The piece is no longer just performed outside or in an 

unconventional space; the piece is informed by, relative to and often responding to the site. 

Choreographer Ann Carlson creates interdisciplinary, large-scale site-specific works for indoor 

and outdoor venues. In Night Light, Carlson takes over the cityscape, turning it into a living 

stage.44 In the tradition of tableau vivant, live performers re-create archival photos in the exact 

locations where the photos were originally taken.45 In another work, CAke, a collaboration 

between choreographer Ann Carlson and video artist Mary Ellen Strom, the public is invited to 

examine the source-to-use trajectory of everyday products thereby investigating labor issues, and 

the environmental, cultural and economic impact of manufacturing and production through the 

use of site-based performance, dance, and video projection.46 Surrounded by and embedded in an 

art and conceptual shopping experience, CAke intends to serve as a gathering point for the ethical 

complexities that face contemporary consumers. Carlson’s work exemplifies the impact and 

importance of site-generated, site-based, and site-specific work while still incorporating early 

elements of postmodern dance, specifically the attention to the placement of the audience in 

space. 

Contemporary Manifestations 
 

                                                 
44 Kitchen Schedule: May 2000, http://www.thekitchen.org/past/00-05-Schedule.html. 
45 Kitchen Schedule: May 2000, http://www.thekitchen.org/past/00-05-Schedule.html. 
46 UC Riverside Department of Dance, http://www.dance.ucr.edu/people/visiting_guest_artists/index.html. 
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Bill T. Jones of Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company in New York City, Heidi 

Duckler of Collage Dance Theater in Los Angeles, and Joanna Haigood of Zaccho Dance 

Theatre in San Francisco are contemporary choreographers using nontraditional performances 

venues, transforming physical space and bringing dance into the public realm. In 

Chapel/Chapter, a full evening-length, site-specific performance, choreographer Bill T. Jones 

explores the tension between the dualities of the sacred and the secular.47 Chapel/Chapter 

transforms The Gatehouse performance venue in Harlem into an indeterminate space, one that is 

at once introspective sanctuary and courthouse.48 Using indeterminacy as a point of departure 

and a dedication to challenging conventions, Heidi Duckler and Joanna Haigood founded their 

companies specifically as site-specific performance companies. Each is committed to seeking 

“non-traditional venues and methods for taking contemporary dance out of the studio, off the 

stage, and directly into the community,”49 “forging a link between public space and audience”50 

and “focusing on making dances that use natural, architectural and cultural environments as a 

point of departure for movement exploration and narrative.”51 

Postmodern art and dance demanded that “the work . . . must now receive its meaning 

and qualities from the . . . focus of the observer, listener, or intellectual participant.”52 

Essentially, postmodern artistic production sought to democratize the art experience, taking art 

public and empowering ordinary people as creators and practitioners. 

 

 
 

                                                 
47 Harlem Stage, http://harlemstage.org/SEASON/index.php?id=8. 
48 Harlem Stage, http://harlemstage.org/SEASON/index.php?id=8. 
49 Collage Dance Theatre [Company: Overview], http://www.collagedancetheatre.org/company/. 
50 Collage Dance Theatre [Company: Overview], http://www.collagedancetheatre.org/company/ . 
51 Zaccho Dance Theatre, http://www.zaccho.org/company.html. 
52 Kaprow, 173. 
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Abstract 
 
Definitions of hero, ranging from those in classical literature to modern popular culture, 
including television and film, are a key component of an Honors course about the significance of 
heroes and heroism. Units range from a study of classic literary heroes (e.g., Odysseus, King 
Arthur) to television or film heroes (e.g., Luke Skywalker) to real-life “everyday” heroes (e.g., 
firefighters). The ways heroes are portrayed in print, on screen, and through the news indicate 
which traits and acts society values. A unit about the modern sacrificial hero illustrates how plot, 
setting, dialogue, music, imagery, and symbolism promote the nature of the sacrifice and can 
establish how and why a character achieves hero status. Popular television series Lost and 
Heroes provide excellent illustrations of sacrificial heroes and the artistic elements that help 
portray them. 
 
 
Introduction 

 
A 100-level Honors humanities section for first-year students is an ideal course in which 

to introduce students to aspects of culture they may not previously have studied. The Honors 
program encourages a deeper study of narrow topics for one term. Faculty often develop new 
content for these Honors courses to reflect current global interests or concerns that are having or 
will have an impact on students’ lives or careers. Defining who is a hero (or, conversely, a 
villain) and why that status is given seems to be a trend not only in our sociopolitical climate but 
in popular culture, especially television and film. 

In the current “heroes” course, definitions of heroes range from the classical, provided by 
Joseph Campbell and Lord Raglan (and illustrated in the course by Odysseus and King Arthur) 
to the popular, as portrayed in superhero movies, current television series, or national news. 
Because a first-year humanities course also introduces students to approaches to literature and 
other media, the “heroes” course includes instruction on ways to analyze scenes from two 
popular television series, Lost and Heroes; plot, setting, dialogue, music, imagery, and 
symbolism are discussed and illustrated especially in a unit about the sacrificial hero. How a 
culture defines, chooses, nurtures, or even tears down its heroes provides students with a better 
understanding of cultural values, whether our own or those in Homer’s Greece, in Mallory’s 
France, on Lost’s time-shifting island, or in Tim Kring’s apocalyptic future world. The following 
content shows some ways to analyze scenes featured in this course. 
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Television in the Classroom: Lost and Heroes 
 

Lost is a useful text for this unit; it is a well-designed, award-winning television program, 
which makes it noteworthy to be discussed as art within the context of a humanities course. 
Heroes, too, is a high-quality program receiving critical and popular acclaim. The two series are 
similar in some respects:  large, international ensemble casts; international concerns or settings; 
serial storyline; plots involving heroism, sacrifice, and death; questions about the individual’s 
place in society. Whereas Lost often emphasizes individuals through flashbacks or flashforwards 
to troubled relationships and personal turning points, Heroes addresses the responsibilities of a 
“superhero” group just discovering their powers. In both series, however, the need to belong to a 
society, to “live together or die alone” (the Lost mantra) or complete a unified mission (Heroes’ 
“save the cheerleader; save the world”), becomes the ultimate imperative. How individual 
characters become heroes, villains, or an ambiguous mixture of each provides riveting television 
viewing and excellent discussion material for a humanities course.  

Both series interest students; many are already fans eager to discuss episodes and 
characters. As the longer running of the two, Lost has been analyzed and discussed in the popular 
press and by scholars of television and popular culture studies for several years; the quality and 
amount of scholarly analysis of Heroes is becoming evident through recent presentations at 
Popular Culture Association conferences, in-press scholarly publications, and critical analysis 
online.  

The unit discussed in this paper, about sacrificial heroes, is only one part of a much larger 
course about heroes, including examples from literature, film, television, and journalistic media 
(e.g., newspapers, news magazines, national broadcasts). To analyze the nature of sacrifice, I 
selected key scenes from Lost’s Season Three and Heroes’ Season One. Students are shown clips 
in class to illustrate points and facilitate discussion, but complete episodes are made available for 
student viewing outside class. (Students can rent, borrow from the university, or watch their own 
DVDs.) Television “texts” are required viewing, just as literary texts are required reading.  

I selected brief scenes from the episodes “Greatest Hits” and “Through the Looking 
Glass” for analysis of Lost’s Charlie Pace as a sacrificial hero and “How to Stop an Exploding 
Man” for the discussion of several heroes, including Peter and Nathan Petrelli, shown in the final 
moments of the Heroes’ finale. The cultural significance of a “greatest hits” CD, literary 
allusions to Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland and Alice Through the Looking Glass, and 
how-to “instructions,” as implied by these respective episode titles, is first discussed to help 
students set up expectations for the scenes to be analyzed. As well, brief backgrounds about the 
“hero” characters indicate their perceived likelihood of acting heroically during a crisis.  

Before scene analysis, students also learn more about plot, setting, dialogue, music, 
imagery, symbolism, and the way these elements may be combined in an interesting, effective 
television drama. I provide brief definitions and illustrations of camera shots and editing 
techniques. Learning how to approach television critically is just as important a skill as 
approaching a printed text, and I introduce students to some basic techniques for exploring and 
evaluating television, film, and literature as we investigate the nature of heroism in different 
cultures and times. 

After we view and analyze scenes in class, small groups later choose scenes from recent 
television episodes or theatrical films for student-led analyses and discussions. All assignments 
require students to define hero within the culture being studied, compare that definition with 
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their own cultural definition(s), and evaluate the effectiveness and significance of the hero’s 
actions or character, as depicted within a specific medium. 

 
 
Heroism and Sacrifice in Lost  
 
 

In Lost’s next-to-last episode “Greatest Hits” and the two-hour Season Three finale, 
“Through the Looking Glass,” two characters act courageously and are identified by other 
characters as heroes. TV news media call Jack Shephard a hero during a finale flashforward; 
Charlie Pace saves a woman from a mugger, earning him her gratitude and label of hero in 
“Greatest Hits.” 

Spinal surgeon Jack, a man viewers have come to know as a “fixer” of people and 
problems, arrives at his breaking point. He stands atop a bridge, poised to jump, when he hears 
behind him the sounds of a terrible car crash. A vehicle bursts into flame, the light reflected on 
Jack’s face as he turns to see what happened. Jack leaps from the bridge, but toward the burning 
wreck instead of the river below.  

In the aftermath of the accident, when audiences see just how far his life has spiraled out 
of control, Jack receives the congratulations of people he doesn’t know but who know him—his 
act of saving a woman and child from the burning car has been shown on TV. For example, 
when Jack tries to refill a prescription for pills to which he seems addicted, using a forged slip 
when the original can’t be refilled one more time, a man in line behind him admonishes the 
pharmacist. After all, Jack is a hero, and the pharmacist should refill the prescription without 
question. When Jack becomes uncomfortable with the attention, he leaves without his pills. 

Jack “acts” like a humble hero:  becoming uncomfortable with media reports of his heroic 
deed, what he tells a friend is “old habits,” and shying away from strangers calling him a hero. 
Of course, this is Lost, so the woman Jack saves awakens from surgery to report that a car parked 
on the bridge started a chain-reaction accident leading to her injury. Jack truly becomes a hero 
“by accident”; he is responsible for causing the problem as well as helping to fix it. His life has 
become a burning car wreck, and he seems incapable of saving himself from disaster. 

Throughout the series’ first three years, Jack’s heroic spirit and desire to save others often 
generate conflict in the story and lead audiences to root for him; he frequently has been held to 
impossible standards and at times ridiculed for his need to “fix” everything and everyone. It 
therefore isn’t surprising that Jack unhesitatingly runs to save people from the inferno. Although 
he doesn’t perform this act to gain media attention or the family’s undying gratitude, he also 
won’t sacrifice anything by acting heroically. At the moment of the crash, he is about to commit 
suicide; risking a life he no longer deems livable in order to save others doesn’t seem like much 
of a sacrifice. On the surface, he has a good life as a successful, talented, handsome doctor who 
miraculously survived a plane crash; he seems like an ideal hero. The reality, however, is another 
story. 

Charlie, on the other hand, is not a terribly heroic character throughout the series, 
although he seems determined to protect Claire, a pregnant castaway who gives birth to baby 
Aaron during the first season. At that time, Charlie is primarily known as a recovering heroin 
addict and has-been rocker. His attempts to protect or save others often backfire: He and Claire 
are abducted by a man who hangs him and plans to take Claire’s baby.1 When Aaron is abducted 
                                                 
1 Lost. Season One DVD set. “All the Best Cowboys Have Daddy Issues.” 
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by a distraught woman missing her own child, Charlie heads after them, only to be injured when 
he foolishly falls into a jungle trap; another character, Sayid, actually leads Charlie to the baby 
and convinces the woman to give up the child.2 After Charlie has a dream in which he is told to 
“save the baby,” his attempts to persuade Claire to baptize the child fail; he then takes the baby 
and attempts to baptize him in the surf, an act Claire and the other castaways believe is Charlie’s 
attempt to drown Aaron.3 Every time Charlie promises to protect Claire and her son, something 
goes wrong. Despite his best intentions, he often is a poor protector, and he seems an unlikely 
hero. 

During Season Three, Desmond, who apparently receives flashes of the future, tells 
Charlie several times that he is about to die. Each time, sometimes at the last moment, Desmond 
intervenes, saving Charlie’s life but also changing the future. During “Greatest Hits,” Desmond 
tells him about his latest premonition:  Charlie successfully flips a switch in an underwater 
station to open a communication line with the outside world. A rescue helicopter arrives, and 
Claire and Aaron leave in the helicopter. Charlie, of course, is overjoyed that they will be saved, 
but Desmond explains the catch:  Charlie drowns after flipping the switch. 

Neither Desmond nor Charlie reveals this prophesy to anyone else. The castaways’ plan 
is put into place whereby Charlie, who lies about his ability to hold his breath for four minutes, 
will swim into the flooded station to locate the switch and shut off a jamming signal. Charlie 
accepts the need to sacrifice his “sorry excuse for a life” because it will allow his surrogate 
family, as well as his friends, to be rescued. Just when he and Claire are growing closer as a 
couple, he is successfully maintaining his sobriety, and life is as good as it gets on Lost island, 
Charlie chooses to make this ultimate sacrifice.  

Without hesitation, he jumps from a canoe into the ocean. Unknown to him, the station 
isn’t flooded but is guarded. He is captured, interrogated, and beaten before help (Desmond) 
arrives to free him. The code to stop the jamming signal is revealed to be musical notes; only 
Charlie the musician knows how to enter the correct code. Even when he accomplishes his 
mission and thinks he will survive, another “bad guy” opens a grenade to blow up the window to 
the communication room. To keep the station from being flooded, and Desmond dying, Charlie 
seals off the comm room. He writes on his hand a warning based on information only he has 
learned once the comm link is opened. After ensuring that Desmond sees and understands this 
message, Charlie drowns. 

After watching the required two episodes “Greatest Hits” and “Through the Looking 
Glass,” students might initially discuss the major actions within these scenes and what they 
indicate about Jack or Charlie as a hero: 

 
Is a premeditated act more heroic than a spontaneous act? (Why?) 
 
Is an action to save or help another only heroism if the hero has something important to 
lose? (Why?) 
 
Is a sacrificial hero more significant than any other “type” of hero? (Why?) 
 
Who is more heroic, Jack or Charlie? (Why?) 
 

                                                 
2 Lost. Season One DVD set. “Exodus.” 
3 Lost, Season Two DVD set. “Fire + Water.” 
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After an initial discussion about students’ definitions of hero and heroism in light of these 
episodes’ plot developments, we next analyze how characters and heroic acts are illustrated on 
screen. The following sections highlight such an analysis of Lost’s two-episode build-up to 
Charlie’s death and illustrate some approaches students may take in their scene analysis. 
 
Scene 1: Charlie Surprisingly Avoids Death 
 

During “Greatest Hits,” Charlie takes a last look at the world above the waterline and 
dives into the ocean. The surreal appearance of this undersea world is appropriate, as he is out of 
his element. The scene is tinted blue, like the water, and the monochromatic color scheme helps 
create a sense of isolation and claustrophobia. Air bubbles drift upward as Charlie swims down 
to the station, a few lights guiding his way. Viewers, as well as Charlie, expect him to enter a 
flooded chamber, perform his appointed task, and die. When he finds the entrance to the moon 
pool, however, he explodes through the surface, gasping for air.  
Dialogue and Music in Scene 1 
 

Strings play up the emotion in Charlie’s decision to actually go through with the dive. 
The music switches to “danger sounds,” an eerie, tense thrumming, as he nears the moon pool. 
Charlie’s gasps for air as he surfaces become the primary sound after the music ends. 

There is no dialogue until Charlie surfaces inside the station and exclaims, “I’m alive!” 
This exclamation ironically foreshadows his death, as does his final line in the next episode 
(about cheating fate). 
 
Imagery and Symbolism in Scene 1 
 

Before jumping from the canoe, Charlie winds a weight belt around his hand, and the 
camera provides a close-up of both the weight belt and his wristwatch. Time obviously is 
running out for him and his mission. Because Charlie surprisingly has been one of the more 
spiritual characters in Lost, the weight belt could represent his “baggage” from his previous life 
and even his island “sins,” which include killing the man who abducted Claire. Charlie must 
descend physically to ascend spiritually; as he swims, he kicks free one of his checkered Vans 
(some viewers might even concede his checkered past here). In some cultures, being shoeless 
indicates death, and Charlie is indeed barefoot during his final scenes; the camera lingers on the 
shoe floating lazily toward the surface as Charlie leaves it, and his island life, behind. 
 
Scene 2: Charlie’s Death 
 

Charlie’s death, left in question at the end of the preceding episode, occurs late in the 
finale, “Through the Looking Glass.” Declaring “So much for fate” after flipping the comm 
switch, Charlie believes he’s going to live. Within a few moments, however, he intercepts a 
message from the outside world, sees a “bad guy” outside the porthole, and watches as a grenade 
pin is pulled. He realizes that the door to the rest of the station must be sealed so no other area 
will be flooded when the porthole explodes in the blast. Desmond runs toward the comm room 
because he realizes that the woman he loves is talking with Charlie via the now-open channel. To 
save Desmond, and probably to ensure that his prophesy comes true and Claire escapes the 
island, Charlie accepts that he really must sacrifice his life. His final act involves writing a 
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warning on his hand and making sure Desmond understands the message, then pushing away 
from the window so that Desmond won’t have to see his expression as he drowns. 

 
Dialogue and Music in Scene 2 
 

Once Charlie accepts the inevitability of his death, “Charlie’s theme,” the piano music 
associated with the musician in previous episodes, rises for several bars; a single violin enters, 
and the poignant music accomplishes what director Stephen Williams reportedly hoped to 
achieve:  “to remind the audience that the person they’re losing is someone they were  . . . quite 
fond of.” As well, Dominic Monaghan (Charlie) explains that “the producers of the show really 
like to take [the audience] there . . . where it hurts.”4 The length of the scene, absence of 
dialogue, and musical prominence enhance the potential for the audience to value Charlie’s 
sacrifice. 

Desmond and Charlie have no additional dialogue, although the writing on his hand 
serves as his final words. Unlike other heroes on television or film who manage death-scene 
speeches or famous last words, Charlie dies quietly and alone. 
 
Imagery and Symbolism in Scene 2 

 
Several images symbolize death and rebirth in the scenes leading to Charlie’s death. His 

descent and then entry through the moon pool indicate his rebirth after what he thinks will be 
certain death. He mentally writes a song while being interrogated and explains to one of his 
captors that all he needs to finish is the bridge; his life is nearly complete as he approaches the 
“bridge” leading into death (or the next life, as Catholic Charlie may believe). He places his hand 
against the door’s window so that Desmond can read the hand-written message; close-ups of 
eyes and hands carry the scene’s emotional intensity. Desmond witnesses Charlie’s sacrifice and 
accepts it by acknowledging the message; he places his hand over Charlie’s, although the two are 
separated by a barrier. Charlie’s final act of crossing himself alludes not only to his Catholic 
upbringing but spiritually crossing a bridge to the afterlife.  

After a lingering shot of the floating body, the next scene cuts quickly to a shot of the 
“family” Charlie leaves behind. Claire carries a crying Aaron; the baby’s wail begins at the 
moment of Charlie’s death. Claire explains away the sudden outburst by concluding that Aaron 
is scared. Another character, carrying a suddenly operational satellite phone, tells Claire that 
Charlie “has saved us.” The spiritual implications give his death additional meaning. 

 
Discussion Questions for Scene 2 

 
After viewing this death scene and its immediate aftermath, students might discuss these 

questions: 
 
What is Charlie’s heroic act, or is there more than one? 
 
How does the camera play up this act/these acts? 

                                                 
4 “Dominic Monaghan Discusses Charlie’s Fate—and What’s Next.” Interview with Kristin Veitch, posted May 23, 
2007, at http://www.eonline.com/gossip/kristin/detail/index.jsp?uuid=c5cbd6b3-5309-48df-9128-
278b046b61b8#commentstart 
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Where and how does a change in score indicate a change in Charlie’s actions or 
emotions? 
 
How does the lack of dialogue create emotional impact in this scene? 
 
Unlike Jack, Charlie isn’t publicly acknowledged (at least during his lifetime) for his 
sacrifice. Does that change his status as a sacrificial hero? 

 
Heroism and Sacrifice in Heroes 
 

Like Lost, Heroes kills off characters and, in the finale, leaves the fate of several major 
“heroes” in doubt. The series lived up to its promise of completing a season-long story arc to 
“save the cheerleader; save the world,” a line that one hero, Nathan Petrelli, repeats to his brother 
before the two apparently sacrifice themselves to prevent millions from dying. The final scene of 
“How to Stop an Exploding Man” brings together several characters who, throughout the season, 
have accomplished heroic deeds. By the series’ definition, however, being a hero is merely an 
evolutionary quirk, a biological enhancement that separates the “hero” from the rest of the 
population. Although several characters choose to use their superpower to help people, others 
use them purely for self-gain. Being a hero is thus not a moral imperative or a conscious choice; 
it is a fact of biology. Nevertheless, several characters courageously act in what we commonly 
think of as potentially self-sacrificing acts of heroism. 

The ambiguity of who is “good” or “bad,” a “hero” or a “villain,” is emphasized in a 
showdown between Sylar, who wants an exploding man to kill millions so that he can gain 
worldly power, and Peter, who believes his destiny is to prevent Sylar from becoming the 
exploding man but discovers that, as he has long feared, he will present the nuclear danger to 
New York City. When Peter fails to dispatch Sylar, succeeding only in beating him with his fists 
instead of killing him with one of the many superpowers he’s accumulated, the “villain” taunts 
him. Explaining that he’s not going to let Peter “take all the glory,” Sylar provokes his 
adversary’s anger, which results in Peter’s inability to control a very deadly nuclear power. Sylar 
laughs at Peter’s predicament:  “It turns out you’re the villain, Peter. I’m the hero.”5  

Sylar, however, either hasn’t counted on several other “heroes” interceding in their battle 
or deems their superpowers inconsequential. Policeman Matt Parkman tries to shoot Sylar when 
he instigates a battle with Peter, only to have his bullets turned against him. Modern Samurai 
Hiro stabs Sylar, who still has enough presence of mind and strength to toss him away before 
Hiro can kill Peter and avert the nuclear danger. The wounded Sylar seems to shut down, like a 
broken machine rather than a man; his eyes “click” through a series of images of his horrified 
victims before the “screen” turns white. Like a machine, perhaps Sylar can be “repaired” and 
returned to service; a final glimpse of a cockroach—an image often used in conjunction with 
Sylar’s remarkable escapes—indicates that the character may return in future episodes. 

Cheerleader Claire, who can withstand a nuclear blast because of her ability to self-heal, 
picks up a gun to shoot Peter, a job she doesn’t want, despite Peter’s encouragement to kill him 
before he can hurt anyone. Peter’s brother, Nathan, a reluctant hero frequently perceived as a 
shady politician or budding bad guy, flies in to save the night. When Peter admits he can’t 
control his actions and inadvertently will kill millions, Nathan acknowledges Peter’s previous 
                                                 
5 “Chapter 23. How to Stop an Exploding Man.” Heroes. NBC. May 21, 2007. 
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heroic actions and need for self-sacrifice. After declaring their brotherly love for each other, an 
emotion often in doubt during previous episodes, Nathan flies Peter far above the city, where a 
star-like explosion indicates that the nuclear danger has passed. Although Nathan’s and Peter’s 
fate, as well as that of other heroes involved in this final scene, is unknown—and in the world of 
superhero fantasy, anything can happen—the brothers’ apparent self-sacrifice concludes the 
season and ends the question of whether anyone can stop a nuclear holocaust in New York City. 

Based on a first (in-class) viewing of the final minutes of “How to Stop an Exploding 
Man,” students might begin a discussion with the following questions: 

 
Who is the hero who “saves the world”? 
 
Are both Peter and Nathan heroes for averting the need for a totalitarian government in 
the aftermath of a nuclear holocaust (as shown in the flashforward episode “Five Years 
Gone”)?  
 
Are both Peter and Nathan heroes for keeping a nuclear explosion outside New York? 
 
What actions are heroic in this scene? 
 
Who are heroes in this scene? 

 
Finale of the Finale 

 
Unlike Charlie’s death scene, which takes place in a closed, isolated environment, the 

showdown between Peter and Sylar takes place in an open New York City plaza, where 
theoretically many people could congregate but, in this scene, only “heroes” and “villains” meet 
for battle. Night shrouds the characters in shadow, and dark tones predominate. The camera 
angles often mirror comic book frames, each containing a set piece of action. The camera tilts up 
as characters look into the night sky or await the detonation of the exploding man or, almost 
providing Peter’s perspective on his friends, the camera tilts down to show the heroes’ faces 
upturned in hope. Although the explosion scene doesn’t cut away to a new location, as occurs 
with a cut immediately following Charlie’s death scene in Lost, the camera focuses on the 
families left behind; Claire (Peter’s niece and Nathan’s daughter) begins to sob, a similar scene 
in which Charlie’s surrogate son suddenly cries. The heroes hug each other; parents and children, 
biological or surrogate, cling together as the voiceover narration heralds the “glowing light of a 
new dawn.”6 
 
Dialogue and Music 
 

The dialogue fits audience expectation of “hero-speak” in this scene. Sylar instigates a 
rather anti-climactic battle by asking Peter pleasantly, “Didn’t I kill you before?”7 This line 
foreshadows Sylar’s provocation leading to Peter’s anger, which makes his newest superpower 
of “going nuclear” uncontrollable. This dialogue, however, also reminds viewers that 
superheroes may have more than one life; Peter already has cheated death once (as Lost’s Charlie 
                                                 
6 “How to Stop an Exploding Man.” Heroes.  
7 “How to Stop an Exploding Man.” Heroes.  
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also does in Season One by surviving a hanging). Whether Peter’s luck (like Charlie’s) has run 
out remains to be seen.  

When Nathan arrives to carry Peter above the city, thus saving it from destruction, he 
speaks typically “heroic” lines, as if his experience as a politician has prepared him to make a 
moving speech. Peter agonizes that he can’t let his brother die, but Nathan stoically replies:  
“And I can’t let everyone else. You saved the cheerleader so we can save the world.”8 The 
brothers then express their love for each other and ascend to what seem to be their deaths. 

The “whoosh” sound effects surrounding Nathan’s flying occur at key points in the scene 
and highlight the act of flying (or ascension into another life or realm). When Claire picks up a 
gun to shoot Peter and avert the crisis, the Heroes’ odd, wailing music begins; this eerie theme 
underscores many climactic moments throughout the series. The theme plays under dialogue 
between Peter and Claire, and the music shifts to a throbbing undercurrent to ratchet up the 
danger quotient. Nathan’s arrival introduces a more standard “hero” theme that quickly shifts to 
sweeter, emotion-laden strings as Nathan vows not to leave his brother. The music swells as the 
earthbound heroes wait for the demise of the exploding man. The score begins with the haunting 
but familiar series’ theme before shifting the scene’s emphasis from danger to love and sacrifice. 
 
Imagery and Symbolism 
 

Light and dark are highly contrasted throughout the scene. Peter, for example, wears a 
white shirt in contrast to Sylar’s dark hoodie. Nathan’s dark blue suit minimizes his white shirt. 
The light of Peter’s increasingly radioactive body becomes reflected on the faces of those who 
step forward to help him. Of course, to help Peter means to kill him, a task that neither Hiro nor 
Claire is able to accomplish; only Nathan, who makes a grand entrance, embraces his and his 
brother’s shared destiny and ascends with Peter into the night sky. The blackness above the city 
is split by the golden explosion—a star of hope shining briefly above New York. 

Red becomes an important highlight color, too. Niki, who first attempts to help Peter fend 
off Sylar, wears a red sweater; Claire’s cheerleading outfit is red and white; Nathan’s tie is red 
(making his ensemble a patriotic red, white, and blue; he even wears an American flag lapel pin). 
The most important slice of red amid the darkness is a staircase/sculpture in the plaza. 
Resembling the spiral of a DNA strand, so appropriate to Heroes’ hypothesis that evolution has 
created these people with superpowers, the “stairway to heaven” frequently appears behind Peter 
in a shot and foreshadows his ascension (physically or spiritually) by which the people of New 
York can be saved. 

 
Discussion Questions 
 

After analyzing the scene’s setting, dialogue, soundtrack, and cinematography, students 
might discuss answers to questions like these: 

 
How does the contrast between light and dark refer to the ongoing battle between “good” 
and “evil” in a world that Heroes frequently illustrates has many shades of moral gray? 
 
Why is red an important highlight color? What might it symbolize? 
 

                                                 
8 “How to Stop an Exploding Man.” Heroes. 
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If superheroes Peter and Nathan think they might not die in the explosion, does that 
knowledge minimize their heroic act? 
 
Why do you think the rest of Nathan’s family (i.e., his wife, mother, and two sons) shown 
in the aftermath of his sacrifice? What might their exclusion in this scene indicate about 
Nathan’s priorities? 
 
Does the world’s lack of awareness about these superheroes make Nathan’s and Peter’s 
sacrifice more or less significant? 
 
What have other characters in this scene sacrificed? 
 
Is one character’s sacrifice any more significant than another’s? 

 
Unit Summary 
 

The events surrounding a hero’s sacrifice differ in Lost and Heroes. Charlie chooses 
sacrifice for personal reasons:  to save his surrogate family and secondarily to help rescue his 
friends; only one man witnesses his death. Peter and Nathan sacrifice themselves to save 
millions, an act observed by at least a group of heroes; the brothers’ superhero powers may 
provide them with a way to cheat death. Although Nathan undoubtedly shows his love for his 
brother by refusing to let him face annihilation alone, his choice seems primarily motivated by 
social responsibility; hence, he tells Peter “You saved the cheerleader so that we can save the 
world.”  

These three characters (although other characters also act heroically within the finale 
episodes) have time to consider their lives and their actions; they can choose not to act 
heroically. Charlie doesn’t have to swim to the underwater station; Desmond volunteers to go in 
his place. Nathan can ignore Peter’s plight and stay safely away from the city, returning later to 
become a powerful political leader. Peter can choose not to meet Sylar and avoid the potential of 
becoming the exploding man. These characters courageously accept the likely deadly 
consequences of their actions and choose to act despite the danger. By watching these characters 
and reviewing (at least) key scenes that illustrate their development as potential heroes, students 
have current examples of the way our society defines hero and heroism. 

Finally, end-of-unit questions may include these: 
 
How do recent television characters compare with literary characters who also are 
sacrificial heroes? 
 
How does or does our society value personal sacrifice? 
 
How do modern sacrificial heroes differ from those in another time and/or place (as 
discussed previously in class)? 
 
Why do popular television programs include storylines and characters like these? 
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Through this unit, students also understand more about the setup of a scene and how it 
can make a dramatic impact. They understand how creative elements such as camera shots or 
music can elevate a hero and underscore the qualities that a society values most. They see the 
nature of the sacrifice and the emotional impact on the person making the sacrifice, as well as 
those left behind. Students learn how popular culture, especially the most commonly accessible 
medium—commercial television, can help foster definitions of heroism and sacrifice. 
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KAROL SZYMANOWSKI’S SŁOPIEWNIE: 20TH CENTURY POLISH 
NATIONALISM 

 
Szymanowski’s works written in the newly independent Poland of the early 

1920’s have usually been seen as a firm split from preoccupations with the Oriental to a 

new strong national inspiration. Some scholars have argued this nationalistic impulse was 

a “conquest of the exotic,” with music from the Polish highlands representing the 

“exotic” in its archaisms. This illustrative paper demonstrates that the composer used 

nationalism a legitimate and customary purpose, i.e. a source by which to generate the 

creative impulse. In this respect, Szymanowski fell into line with more general 

developments in eastern central Europe in the early years of the century. Nationalism 

was, in fact the necessary means to create a musical resurgence throughout the region; 

indeed, the music that resulted soon entered the mainstream of western art music.  

Słopiewnie was the first product of the latter influence, and the process of 

regeneration was completed by Szymanowski's growing interest in the exotic culture of 

the Tatra highlands, including its colorful folk music and dance. Szymanowski composed 

this cycle of five songs for voice and piano during his stay at Bydgoszcz in the summer 

of 1921. The composer turned to a prominent poet of the Skamander movement, Julian 

Tuwim (1894-1953), for the text of the work.     

 The primary and secondary sources for the paper were obtained from libraries 

across the country. These sources include books, past and current journal articles, scores, 

manuscripts, dissertations, and theses concerning Szymanowski’s vocal music, Julian 

Tuwim’s poetry, and 20th century Polish nationalism. In addition, recordings of 

Szymanowski’s vocal music performed by such singers as Urszula Kryger, Claudia 

Barainsky,  and Zofia Kilanowisz were also studied as part of the author’s examination. 
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If Europe is to be united without demoting eastern European nations to a marginal 

status as subjugated annexes of dominant superpowers, then the current creators of music, 

art and literature might do well to imitate Szymanowski's example. In this composer’s 

work, the intimate is expressed and the national is embraced in a voice that, while 

uniquely individual, is capable of communicating to listeners of diverse nationalities and 

of all ages. In short, such creations will reach the ideal of music as a universal language 

via national roots. 
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Abstract 

In a time and place where the profanity of consumption is more often glorified, what 

is the fate of the sacred?  As modernity progresses and encourages rational thinking, 

the counter argument of postmodernity finds meaning in subjective realities and 

symbolism.  Either direction impinges on the meaning of sacred.  This collision and 

the sacred’s tight connection with religion is most evident in the Pentecostal church, a 

particular Christian denomination.  Against the backdrop of secularisation theory, the 

role of institutionalised religion continues to decline in modern Australia whilst the 

attraction with the Pentecostal form continues to rise in faith and in musical form. 

This study reveals insights into this juxtaposition and seeks to offer explanations.  

Using discourse analysis, meanings of popular Australian produced contemporary 

Christian songs were analysed.  Music as an expression of worship has a visual 

representation in the way it is played, performed and consumed.  This produces an 

assortment of representations and discourses which requires a marriage of visual, 

audio, and textual data.  The visual materials included pictures of the music 

performance, the congregation, the architectural space, images of the people 
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(audience, song performers, and church leaders), pictures of artefacts produced by the 

church, and video recordings of services and music events. The study reveals how a 

religious expression such as Christian music speaks a particular discourse whose 

meanings transcend sacredness into secular realms.  Four dominant themes or 

discourses were constructed: ‘Empowerment’, ‘Prosperity and Blessings’, ‘Today’ 

and ‘Individuation’.  These discourses align with modern consumer culture which 

appeals to young people.  A ‘prosperity’ Gospel commonly attached to Pentecostal 

preaching by its critiques affirms content of this nature in its songs, while being 

‘therapeutic’ to the soul.  This shows that some forms of religious institutions are able 

to intentionally appropriate cultural changes to construct an attractive identity in the 

spiritual marketplace.  
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Abstract: 
 
Chimariko is a Northern California indigenous language that was last spoken in the 1930s. 
Its stress system has never been examined due to the limited materials available. This work 
reconstructs the Chimariko stress system (1) by examining old handwritten documents 
containing field data, (2) by analyzing a sound recording for phonetic correlates of stress, 
and (3) by considering possible language contact phenomena. There are no known relatives, 
but Chimariko shows many phonological similarities to its unrelated neighbors as a result of 
close and extended language contact (Jany 2007). Therefore, comparing the stress systems 
shared features are expected.  

The data for this research was drawn from the field notes of John Peabody Harrington 
collected in the 1920s. Harrington elicited words, sentences, and oral narratives from several 
speakers, leaving thousands of handwritten pages. Primary and secondary stress are 
sporadically marked in the data. In addition to the written materials, the only existing sound 
recording dating from the 1930s was examined after being digitized.  

Stress may be phonologically predictable or not. Phonologically predictable stress may 
be fixed relative to the word edge and/or may depend on syllable weight, i.e. the treatment 
of certain syllable types as light or heavy. The analysis of the Harrington materials shows a 
phonologically predictable stress system for Chimariko where stress falls on the root or on 
the penultimate syllable of the root in polysyllabic words, as in ápu ‘fire’, éšoh ‘cold’, šinčéla 
‘dog’, and mutákweh ‘rain’. Instances of root stress on the final syllable of polysyllabic roots 
occur as a result of lexicalisation: phuncá-lla ‘little girl’. Although vowel length is not 
phonemic in Chimariko, long vowels are found sporadically in the data. If a word contains a 
long vowel, it is always stressed, as in pááčhikun ‘no more’ and wissééda ‘downstream’. 

Phonetic correlates of stress may include increased duration and intensity, and/or a 
higher pitch. The acoustic analysis of the Chimariko sound recording shows that vowel 
length (in short vowels) does not correlate with stress; neither does intensity correlate with 
stress. The only acoustic correlate of stress which can be clearly identified in the data is 
pitch, i.e. a higher F0. The analysis also reveals final lengthening, in particular in open 
syllables. Unstressed vowels in word-final syllables are often longer than their stressed 
counterparts within the same word. This is a common phenomenon cross-linguistically. 

As predicted, the comparison of Chimariko’s stress system to those of its close 
neighbors, the Shasta, Wintu, and Hupa, shows many similarities, such as root stress, 
penultimate stress, and pitch as a phonetic correlate. All three neighbors have phonologically 
predictable stress based on syllable weight where CVV, i.e. a syllable with a long vowel, is 
heaviest. To explain Chimariko’s sporadic vowel length, it is hypothesized that vowel length 
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was developing as a contact phenomenon: vowels in stressed syllables are lengthened in 
accord with CVV heavy syllables in Wintu, Shasta, and Hupa. The acoustic analysis, 
however, contradicts this hypothesis. 
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Maaori are the indigenous peoples’ of Aotearoa/New Zealand.  Anecdotal evidence  
and statistical data outlining the progress of Maaori in societal life since the arrival of, 
and intergration with Paakeha, suggests that the relationship has been less than positive 
for Maaori.  This is reflected in a plethora of information indicating the negative over-
representation of Maaori in a range of areas from judicial to health systems. This 
seminar which centres on Education, recognises that past recorded outcomes also 
indicate that Maaori have not fared much better in this feild either. 
 
This presentation overviews at a macro-level, The University of Auckland’s 
Tuaakana/Teina Tutor-Mentoring Programmes launched in 2001. These were formed in 
response to Government’s efforts to ‘close disparity gaps between Maaori and Pasifika 
and non-Maaori and Pasifika students’ and as a means to increasing the participation, 
retention, and academic success of Maaori and Pacific undergraduate and post-graduate 
students.  At a micro-level the primary focus of the presenters will be Maaori 
undergraduate students involved in the Tuaakana/Teina Programmes aimed at 
tranforming remedial rhetoric through proactive praxis. 
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6. Abstract 

This is a progress report on research into using translation as an effective method in 
a class at tertiary level foreign/second language course. The author had an 
opportunity to teach an advanced Japanese foreign language class where translation 
was a dominant methodology. This report includes a) research into translation use 
in the past; b) first approach to translation as a teaching methodology: adaptation of 
approaches used in translation courses; c) feedback from the trial; and d) further 
investigation into using translation as a second language teaching methodology. 
Considering translation was used as the main teaching methodology, the first 
introduction attempted to adapt general approaches in the vocational translation 
courses. A questionnaire survey into the class found a range of the students’ 
expectations for the subject. The researcher found diversities of their first and 
second language abilities. Analyses into the students’ translation work 
demonstrated likely errors they would still make even after consulting dictionaries 
and ‘translation aids’. The experience offered the author to see ‘translation’ in 
wider perspectives. The author will discuss possible further development of act of 
translating as a teaching methodology in the advanced level second/foreign 
language class to promote their interlanguage development from both cognitive and 
educational perspectives.(200 words) 
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ABSTRACT 

 
 The Roman empire has a reputation for scandal and decadence; this is largely 
due to an imperial secretary named Suetonius, who around AD 125 wrote a scurrilous 
biography of previous emperors (Lives of the Caesars), laced with salacious gossip 
about their sex lives and abuse of power. This paper investigates Suetonius’ rumours 
about sexual relationships involving women in the emperor’s circle, including his 
family (sisters, mothers, nieces) and court favorites (concubines, freedwomen, slaves). 
The paper also explores how Suetonius’ focus on sexual gossip relates to how the 
court of his own time chose to present itself in contrast to previous regimes. 

Suetonius’ Lives of the Caesars is dotted with tales of women whose financial 
independence, influence on court life, and extra-marital affairs are presented as 
astounding behaviour. For example, he relates that the emperor Galba when a young 
man was shown unusual favor by two Julio-Claudian women. Livia (widow of the 
emperor Augustus) bequeathed Galba half a million gold pieces, which was her 
largest bequest; one wonders what Galba did to charm the most powerful woman in 
Rome into showing him such largess. The widowed Agrippina the Younger made 
such scandalous advances to Galba while he was married that his mother-in-law 
slapped Agrippina in front of female witnesses. Elsewhere, Suetonius relates gossip 
about such things as Agrippina’s incest with her own son Nero; Caligula’s incest with 
his three sisters; the empress Messalina’s notorious flirtations with courtiers, 
culminating in a bigamous marriage; the empress Domitia’s passionate love for an 
actor; and the emperor Otho’s strategic affair with one of Nero’s favorite freedwomen 
in order to get access to the court. Such stories contrast sharply with the imperial 
women of Suetonius’ own day (the sisters, wives, and nieces of Trajan and Hadrian), 
who have been described as “quiet, subservient, and self-effacing” (Mary Boatwright, 
AJP 1991, 536).  

This paper will search for clues in the Lives of the Caesars to a social 
phenomenon that led Suetonius to expect that his audience would be interested in 
salacious facts. It will thereby examine a number of possible causes for the topicality 
of issues of gender and sexuality during Suetonius’ lifetime, e.g., the change from a 
dynastic to an adoptive succession (which did not require an empress to produce 
children), and Trajanic/ Hadrianic propaganda of a new castitas (chastity). It will be 
considered whether the “quiet” lifestyle of Trajanic/Hadrianic women was a new ideal 
that the court itself was establishing for the world to emulate; whether the court was 
responding to a public demand for intimate knowledge about the private lives of 
people in power; and whether there were new limits of “acceptability” to what women 
in the imperial household could do in and out of their bedrooms. 
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Abstract: This presentation will compare American and Japanese advertising of 
automobiles in pre- and postwar times as an example of the realization of gender 
stereotypes. The auto advertisements in American and Japanese women’s magazines 
provide a broad look at the messages used to reach women consumers about 
liberation and new lifestyles.  

 
Consumers have long been encouraged to buy the “right” fashion, the “right” 

appliance, and the “right” car.” But the ads do not stop there. Consumers also discover 
that to be socially acceptable, they had to look and smell a certain way, maintain 
spotless homes, and be married with children. And, the prime target of this all this 
promotion has been women, who controlled the major share of household spending. Just 
as the American woman stands for “Mrs. Consumer” since the 1890s, the Japanese 
companies began to target the female consumer in the postwar era using similar 
advertising strategies that had earlier proved successful in the United States.  

This case study of automobile marketing points out several points which will 
be discussed later in the paper. However, here we will focus on an earlier period of time 
in America from 1910 up to World War II and in Japan from 1958-1970. 

- The impact of automobiles designed and produced for both the American 
and Japanese mass market 

- The importance of advertising in selling new technology and modernizing 
the home 

- The importance of women’s liberation for marketing strategies and their 
influence on the decision of the target consumer to buy or not buy a product 

- The use of commercial advertisements as a source for comparing changes 
in gender roles and the development of consumer culture of different 
countries 

 This historical research is based on sources varying from advertisements in 
women’s magazines, statistical data, articles in periodicals, newspapers, and trade 
journals, as well as the personal papers of the N.W. Ayer agency copywriter Dorothy 
Dignam. Throughout the twentieth century, magazines appeared as an accessible media, 
delivering news and information about the trends of both the changing American and 
Japanese middle-class societies, for this particular reasons they were chosen as the 
primary data source of this research. The page of Ladies Home Journal and McCall’s 
provide a particularly rich source of advertisements that spoke to the American 
middle-class women, while the pages of Fujin Koron and Josei Jishin reached Japanese 
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women. During the periods studied, these magazines ranked the highest in terms of 
readership in their respective countries and reached two different strata. They were 
general educative magazines, which represented the values of the ideal homemaker’s 
world to the woman reader. The Ladies’ Home Journal focused on the middle-class 
women, while Fuji Koron targeted both the middle- and upper-middle class women who 
were interested in serious literature. The other woman’s magazines, McCall’s and Josei 
Jishin, which later coined the word “Office Lady,” were mainly targeted at low-middle 
class and working class women. 
 First we will discuss how the marketing of automobiles targeted to American 
women has changed over the course of the time, 1910 to 1960. It can be shown as 
appliances modernized the American home, automakers dominated this fifty-year period 
of product styling. Over the years the terms, phrases, and images of applied to 
automotive advertising targeted to women show a shift from women’s identity as happy 
homemakers to liberated women, as they moved from the passenger seat to taking the 
wheel as evidenced in the campaigns of Overland, Ford, and General Motors. In 
America, this shift is evident in a fifty-year period between World War I and the 
post-World War II era. Not only at the American companies but Japanese automakers 
applied similar marketing strategies targeted at Japanese women after World War II, 
when automakers began to mass produce an affordable automobile in 1958.  
 Further, we will examine some representative Japanese auto advertisements 
more closely and discuss their content as an example of gender stereotypes. Gender 
stereotypes provide a glimpse of what Japanese society regarded as appropriate role for 
women and time at this time as represented in advertisements of Toyota, Subaru, Mazda, 
and Mitsubishi. Our argument is that the advertising strategy increasingly emphasized 
the independence that an automobile provided, a different type of happiness from 
spending leisure time with friends and family, and the simplicity of operating the 
vehicle. Of course, these images were part of a marketing strategy to sell more products, 
but they also mirror Japanese society and women’s wants, needs, and desires. On 
another level, these images also reflect a shift in power, which was changing Japanese 
society. For women, who moved from the countryside to urban centers, these 
advertisements played a significant influence in shaping their identity and life style. 
Additionally, we will present statistical data on expenditures for automobiles adveritisng, 
women’s income and purchasing power as well as the increasing numbers of women 
drivers in both countries. 
 Given the increasing amount of expenditures for the automobile advertising, 
however, the impression that the targeted audience was mostly men has been 
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misunderstood by marketing and cultural historians. Yet, by considering these various 
sources, during the early stages of automotive mass marketing the extensive efforts by 
both American and Japanese automakers to reach the women’s market have shown that 
these marketers had recognized women as purchasers of cars or influencing the buying 
decision. The conclusion will finally sum up the main issues and once again turn to the 
influence of Western lifestyles and consumer culture, especially the American way of 
life that had a visible effect on Japanese automobile advertisements. During a 
transitional period in postwar Japan, in particular, these campaigns reflected changing 
values and shaped a new identity.  
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Title: Beyond the aesthetic: Reflections on a case study mirroring ethical 
dilemmas of applied theatre in a health care setting. 
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Abstract: This paper reviews how a Reminiscence Theatre program integrated into a 

regional adult day program.  This case study includes theory and praxis 
that reflect the perspectives of dual roles of artists and health care 
providers.  An overview of a Reminiscence Theatre project, A Living 
History, is presented along with the program’s origins, theoretical 
underpinnings and eventual production of a professional play, Rama and 
Shinta, derived from the project.  The presentation will address the 
processes of devising theatre from memories with/for seniors and the 
challenges.  The author will comment on the ethical dilemmas that arose 
from the diverse perspectives of the cross-disciplinary arts / health care 
team and the Reminiscence Theatre director.  The author’s reflections are 
woven with current theory through narrative.      

 
 
Beyond the aesthetic: Reflections on a case study mirroring ethical dilemmas of 
applied theatre in a health care setting. 
 
[Highlights of Paper] 
 
Introduction 

 

I urge you not to come to my space with offers of … do not assume I cannot differentiate 

between you and me.  I do not need fixing … What I/we need is for you to enter my space 

and stand there with me, as I truly am, then I can stand aside you, as you truly are… 

Then and only then can we be in awe of each other. 

 

The walls are stark, barren of life, cold bland in hue, yet loud echoes escape, reflecting 

the silence of stories.  The air is pungent with the histories not told, silenced, willingly 

and unwillingly by those who are passionately convinced they are conducting themselves 

in the most impeccable, most authentic manner, in the best interests of which they serve. 
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Reflecting back, back to the beginning, to convictions, to proceeding passionately 

forward with great hope and anticipation, filled to the brim with inspiration, equipped 

with the most important ingredient of all, courage… translucent, disguised beautifully as 

confidence, maybe even youthful arrogance, masking the deepest of human 

vulnerabilities.  Equipped with gifts of mentors past and current, the adventures await… 

stories to gather, plays to be devised with the liveliest of theatrical flair.  Determined in 

nature, prepared to tenaciously design and implement applied theatre programs across 

arts, health care and educational contexts and diverse social issues, adventures are 

invited… hope, promise, celebration, churns and turns to flutters of paradoxical 

realizations of the enormous tasks ahead. 

 

A light flickers, a piercing click opens the space, revealing vast human souls decorated 

with blankets in odd hats on evenly distributed wheelchairs along the walls.  In the 

distance voices are heard… remnants of the daily news that interface the sharp monotone 

announcements on the intercom.  Faint unrecognizable music dances sporadically in the 

air.  Uniforms and white patterned or rubber shoes, soles squeak to the rhythm of medical 

rounds.  Heart rendering images remain.  Through this display a distant spark permeates 

the room, dissipates into a long, obvious escape path.  Ready if he could, tipped to one 

side, head cocked to the left with one eye down to the floor, the other straight ahead, 

determined, eagerly awaiting the opportunity to leap forward to the life he once knew and 

on occasion can recall.  He sits calmly in his wheelchair, directly in front of the entrance 

door.  A deep breath is heard, a crackle in the spine is intensified as if to protect from the 

unanticipated.  It is mine. 

 

She moves quickly towards his agitation to comfort and care.  He insists the Japanese are 

here to take her away.  He plots with others to plan the escape from the regime… to 

nothingness… awkward silence.  She glances… eyes flicker about from soul to soul.  

Indonesian poetry emerges between both, comforting and provoking the pleasantries of 

past.  Attempts to alleviate disheartened observations through sunshine outdoor strolls 

dissipate.  A smooth red bean ball soothes his agitation, one toss at a time.  Rhythms 

emerge from hand to voice.  Whispers become tunes, faint yet recognizable.  Voices 
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become song.  Song becomes toe tapping, which begets a walk about dance with all 

willing.   He beams with a gentle glow when she comes near.  This is our Rama and 

Shinta, our Indonesian Romeo and Juliet who emerged from Reminiscence Theatre.  It 

began with, “No, it’s too painful… I can’t tell this story,” to this. 

 

The Emergence of Rama and Shinta 

 

Rama and Shinta began a Reminiscence Theatre project in an adult day program centre.  

Program participants once a week were introduced to drama exercises designed to 

familiarize them with the strategies and techniques of drama.  Secondly, we conducted 

individual interviews with the seniors through informal, open-ended questions, gathering 

their life histories.  These interviews were transcribed verbatim into typed text, and 

returned to the seniors for review.  From here, the transcripts were, with informed 

consent, developed into verbatim story booklets and further adapted into a staged radio 

play for performance.  The script was performed for an invited audience, including centre 

staff, seniors, volunteers and family members.  The presentation was videotaped and 

produced into a DVD for the participants, incorporating photos from family albums. 

 

Ethical Dilemmas and Outcome 

 

This story of Rama and Shinta stands as a prime example of the ethical dilemmas 

inherent in dual roles of applied theatre in a health care context.  While the program was 

very successful, it also highlighted many dilemmas of dual roles in a health care setting.  

As a dramatist, I could clearly envision the future theatrical production.  I felt a strong 

artistic desire to show these amazing stories, featuring the accomplishments of these 

individuals who helped shape our country as we know it.  I wished to pay tribute to these 

seniors.  As a health care contracted professional I could see the inherent therapeutic 

value of this work.  Often, old age is a time of diminished esteem and increased isolation.  

Research has demonstrated the positive impact Reminiscence Theatre can have, and the 

project evaluation confirmed this to be the case. 
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Nevertheless, while the project clearly was successful, it posed several ethical dilemmas.  

With Rama and Shinta as an example, our character was clearly upset with the memory 

from the war.  His story was profoundly remarkable.  As a dramatist I would tell the story 

with rich theatrical texture.  However, to push ahead with the story would have been 

ethically unsound.  As a provider contracted by a health organization, I must always 

favour a decision that is deemed to be in the client’s best health interest, with duly 

informed consent through every step of the project.  We initially decided not to tell the 

story of what emerged.  Instead, we told of what made his heart glow – his wife.  We 

focused on the art imagery in their home, which inevitably led to the Rama and Shinta 

epic tale.   

 

The health organization had strict codes of ethics regarding confidentiality, so the story 

could not be shared outside of the internal adult day program.  Eventually, we withdrew 

from the health organization, obtained informed consent from the family, and produced 

the full play with Will Weigler, playwright.  It premiered at the 2007 Reminiscence 

Theatre Festival at the University of Victoria, to a full house.  The true-to-life Rama and 

Shinta family was in attendance.  They, Will and the cast received a standing ovation. 

 

This piece has been a true testament to the inherent therapeutic value of applied theatre.  

The day program participant who was central to this story, was able to review painful, 

delicate memories, come to terms, forgive and move on.  We have all gained from the 

story. 

 

Regrettably, this participant has been institutionalized as a result of later stages of 

Alzheimer’s dementia.  The fear from health care providers was that dramatic activity 

would disorient the person, and impact his ability to distinguish between reality and 

fantasy, thereby reinforcing his paranoia/dementia.  Unfortunately, we will never truly 

know if Reminiscence Theatre involvement contributed to the intensity of this man’s 

dementia or memory trauma.  What I do know from family and friends of this man, is 

that they concur that drama helped to heal and provided a context for validation.  There 
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was no denying comprehension, joy and pride, in the face our true to life Rama in the 

production of Rama and Shinta. 

 

Recommendations 

 

Much has been written on the ethical dilemmas inherent within implementing applied 

theatre programming in communities across contexts.  Most academics and practitioners 

would concur that devised theatre projects can aid in the healthy development of our 

communities.  Given that the vast majority of applied theatre work is conducted with 

cross-disciplinary groups, sometimes unfamiliar with the conventions of drama and the 

theatre, we have to first recognize and secondly, begin to create our profession’s ethical 

procedures and guidelines to address the complexities inherent in our work.  As noted by 

Graham Woodruff, “There are no ethical codes governing ‘interventions’ into difficult 

and painful human realities, no methodologies which problematize research 

relationships” (The Ethics of Theatre Practice, 2005). 

 

Gavin Bolton articulates that although we do not profess to be therapists in our work, 

many of our approaches do cross boundaries.  We cannot deny that we sometimes touch 

upon the vulnerabilities of human beings.  As we deal with people and their life 

circumstances, we have the responsibility to put into place ethically sound policies and 

procedures for codes of conduct as in any other profession.  If we acknowledge that our 

applied theatre work, whether it be with the young or the elderly, holds the potential for 

inherent therapeutic, that we do touch upon delicate material when we work with real life 

experiences of individuals and communities, then we need to acknowledge the 

implications in practice, in research and in educating our future applied theatre 

professionals.  We need to integrate ethics courses into our academic applied theatre 

programs.   
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Abstract: 
Theatricality and the significance of appropriation in one’s life seems to be inseparable, 
for we as social beings, are more or less taught the role one must play through the 
process of acculturation. Whether that role be defined by race, gender, or social status, 
etc., there is always a pervasive way of acting that is instilled unto us, and thus we begin 
to question self-identity, and whether such a notion does exist. In my paper I examine 
Jane Austen’s Mansfield Park as a text that justifiably renders such discussions to be 
brought to the table more clearly. Austen mixes in chapters of a play-in-a-play to 
initially suggest the possibility of “fluid identity,” an identity which is not set and fixed, 
but rather continuously changing. Through her characters’ inconsistencies, the author 
brings about the idea that one’s essential identity is something that is constantly 
adapting to its surrounding environment, thus questioning the traditional notion of a true 
sense-of-self. This theme can be further elaborated on by viewing the novel itself as a 
play in which the characters are forced to play the stereotypical roles that are enforced 
unto them by the society. Such a realization will subsequently enable the readers to look 
into their lives and realize the performance they are reenacting every day. By analyzing 
the triple layer of realms of representation inside Mansfield Park one is able to 
understand how identity can be newly defined in the current culture. 
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Performance, Mimicry, and the Loss of Identity in Mansfield Park                 

 

Uhm 1

                                                     

 It seems the fray concerning Jane Austen’s Mansfield Park will never cease to 

end. While Tony Tanner, in his original introduction to the Penguin edition, commends 

its literary merit, saying that it is not only “[Austen’s] most profound novel,” but “one 

of the most profound novels of the nineteenth century,” critics such as Kingsley Amis 

disagree, calling it an “immoral book” that Austen wrote in a state where “her 

judgment and moral sense were corrupted” (qtd. in Jenkins 358: 440). The centrifugal 

element in this prolonged discussion of the novel would have to be the protagonist 

Fanny Price, who some say to be “the poorest and most creepmouse of heroines” of 

Austen’s works (Pickrel 135). When England’s ITV produced a made-for-television 

film of Mansfield Park in March of 2007, the producer (Suzan Harrison) and the writer 

(Maggie Wadey) are said to have gone through a difficult ordeal because of Fanny, 

“whose on-page persona posed a real problem to the makers of the film.”1 “Fanny is,” 

Harrison points out, “arguably, one of the most boring heroines Jane Austen ever 

wrote,” or, to quote Wade’s more blunt view, “She’s considered on the page to be a 

really boring prick.”  

 Their solution to this problem is quite simple, as Harrison indicates: “The 

casting of Billy [Piper]2 instantly cuts through all that.” Wadey explains that while 

“she’s not physically the conventional idea of Fanny Price, [that] actually helps 

tremendously, because she brings this vitality, this lovely lightness and humor which 

… brings Fanny to life.” They have transfused modern-day energy into the veins of 

 
1 All quotes are a verbatim record of Suzan Harrison and Maggie Wadey’s commentary, which can be 
heard in the “Behind the Scenes” section in Mansfield Park/The Jane Austen Season at the website of 
ITV Network. URL: http://janeausten.itv.com/#/Behind_the_Scenes_MP/ 
2 In this “modernized” portrayal of Fanny , she can be seen constantly running around (inside and 
outside Mansfield Park), as if to signify that she is a vibrant, free-spirited girl who has not yet learned 
the rules of propriety. Fanny is drawn like a child who pertains her innocence, rather than an adult-to-be 
that is maturing throughout the trajectory of the novel. It is a significant change of character from the 
silent, stoic Fanny in the literary version, and it is implied (through the behind-the-scene interviews) that 
this alteration was made to make Fanny less “boring.”   
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old-fashioned Fanny Price and made her a hybrid -- 21st century image against a 19th 

century backdrop, and herein lies the seed of my argument. By pretending to be a 

character that is, without dispute, completely different from Austen’s original one, 

Fanny becomes more interesting, more attractive, and thus more adaptable to the world 

we live in. It is this appropriation of dissimilar (in this case, almost binary opposite) 

characteristics and the performance of assigned roles that all characters in Mansfield 

Park partake in that I feel to be at the essence of this controversial novel, for through 

this extended motif of theatricality, Austen portrays how reality itself is an extended 

stage, how life itself is simply a drama in which we are the performing actors. It is the 

society that decides the roles that we are forced to play and the stage directions that we 

are forced to follow, and this rings true for the characters of Mansfield Park, for they 

are all characters who are acting in a such a play like ours, in which gender roles and 

socially conventional behavior are instilled unto and internalized by them. They must 

imitate whoever it is that they are cast as -- Sir Bertram must play the patriarch, while 

Fanny plays the subservient Victorian woman, etc. -- and so they are all confined in 

their acts, just as we are confined in our own performances that we act out ourselves on 

a daily basis. The novel’s significance exists, then, in the readers’ realization and 

comprehension of this act of mimesis that permeates our everyday life in the world that 

we live in, and their subsequent inquiry on the presence of an authentic identity, a true 

essence of self that exists amidst this whole theatrical display.  

 In order to clarify my argument, I will try to break it up into the three realms in 

which acting/mimicry is displayed and viewed upon: first, the literal stage of the play 

that comes out in the chapters concerning Lover’s Vows; secondly, Mansfield Park as 

the setting for a larger play that is enacted by Austen’s fictional characters; and lastly, 

the space that exists beyond the readers (ourselves) of this novel. It is this careful 
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layering of performances and theatricality on Austen’s part that instigates our 

questioning of issues concerning reenactment and the actors’ rendition; 

essential/original forms and whether such a thing exists; and authentic portrayal vis-à-

vis imitated mimicry. The underlying question, then, is whether it is the role that 

defines the actor, or the actor who defines the role, and in either case, whether there is 

an established “original” identity that can be found. Can Fanny’s essence be altered 

simply by a different way of performance, as in the case of ITV’s adaptation of the 

novel, or does mimicry end up as a futile endeavor? These are the questions that will 

be attempted to be answered throughout this paper. 

 

1. The First Realm: Lover’s Vows and the Play-Within-a-Play 

 

 The whole incident concerning Lover’s Vows first occurs when the notion of 

opening a private performance in Mansfield Park is met with agreement -- “a love of 

the theatre is so general, an itch for acting so strong among young people” (MP 114) -- 

except on the part of the two “moral axes”3 of morality in this novel, Edmund and 

Fanny. Edmund ends up changing his stance and participating in the play (for he is 

enamored by the presence of Mary), while Fanny tries to maintain her stance until the 

end (but is utterly forced to participate at the end when the existence of the play itself 

is threatened). It is this aspect of incongruity in character in which lies much 

significance, for through the portrayal of the inconsistent qualities that underlie one’s 

character, Austen begins to draw out a discussion on whether or not an essential 

                                                      
3 I use quotation marks when using this term, for I feel that such a description could be thought of as 
problematic, for it is difficult to define if they are truly “moral,” and if so, whether this “ideal morality” 
is a characteristic that is innate, cultivated, or forcefully performed. This is something that will be talked 
about later on in this paper. 
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identity that is unchangingly true in all matters of life is something that can be found in 

reality.    

 Edmund is portrayed as one who tries to live a life that abides by his own strict 

idea of morality and who endeavors to teach such ideas to the ones around him, in 

which he finds success in his cultivation of Fanny. His coming to Fanny to ask for 

consultation on whether or not he should participate in Lover’s Vows (after he so 

vehemently denounced the enactment at the initial stage of its production) accentuates 

how much his character has strayed from such a portrayal.  

“I want to consult. I want your opinion.” 

“My opinion!” she cried, shrinking from such a compliment, highly as 

it gratified her. 

“Yes, your advice and opinion. I do not know what to do. …” (MP 

142, boldface mine) 

For the first time in this novel (and possibly in his respective life), Edmund “[does] not 

know what to do,” for his psychological judgment contradicts that of his physical 

desire. It is Fanny’s assent that will enable him to do as he pleases, which shows the 

reversal in the teacher-student status; it is only through her “blessing” that he can 

justify his “inconsistency” (MP 142) and thus pursue Mary with a clean conscience. 

 Fanny herself shows hints of inner turmoil concerning what she wants to do 

and what she actually does, a discrepancy between desire and action. After hearing 

Edmund’s protest against acting, she is said to have “borne [him] company in every 

feeling throughout the whole” (MP 119), yet later on Austen describes her as one who 

actually wants to see a play -- “For her own gratification, she could have wished that 

something might be acted, for she had never seen even half a play” (MP 123); one who 

is secretly enjoying the play as much as the actors -- “Fanny believed herself to derive 
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as much innocent enjoyment from the Play as any of them” (MP 153); and one who 

has already mastered the play that she “[condemned] altogether” (MP 148) -- “And I 

do believe she can say every word of it” says Maria, “for she could put Mrs. Grant 

right the other day in twenty places” (MP 159). There is further disconnect in her 

character when it concerns what she knows she has to do and what she does, thus 

between duty and execution, for she knows she must not, but eventually finds herself 

sitting in front of the performance to watch: “[Why] had not she rather gone to her own 

room, as she had felt to be safest, instead of attending the rehearsal at all? She had 

known it would irritate and distress her, and she had known it her duty to keep away” 

(MP 159). 

 She and Edmund both show inconsistency4 in their characters, and it is this 

capacity/inevitability of change that underlies each character -- thus the 

lack/inexistence of a persistent, absolute identity -- that is important to point out, for it 

frames the upcoming issues of how this continuously changing identity alters/modifies 

itself according to the situation in which it is placed. The play-within-a-play succeeds 

in framing larger issues concerning identity and whether such a quality exists.  

 

2. The Second Realm: Mansfield Park as the Setting of a Performance 

 

As Fanny is able to watch and judge the happenings that occur in the enactment 

of Lover’s Vows because she is a retracted participant, we, as readers are able to view 

the happenings at Mansfield Park with a broader, more distanced, and thus relatively 

                                                      
4 One may point out that this inconsistent characteristic is only temporary, and that they return to their 
original consistent selves by the end of the book, making their change not really a change but a minute 
aberration. I, however, am more keen on focusing on the fact that they did actually change, for it is this 
potential for inconsistency that I am looking into.  
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more objective gaze. Through our power of the gaze, we are given the ability to not 

only “watch” (having to do with the perceptible senses) the stage but also “see” (which 

connects with moral judgment) what is actually going on upon it. What we are able to 

see, then, is that the book itself is an enactment of a play of sorts, in which the 

characters are playing a role that was instilled into them through the process of 

socialization and acculturation; they are performing a character whose stage directions 

and action sequences all follow the rules of social conventions and norms -- everyone 

is an actor, and the story itself is a performing act in which the theatricality of everyday 

life is portrayed in detail.  

Compared with other Austen novels, a clear difference of Mansfield Park is that 

it has less, or maybe no, characters that are not, for a lack of a better term, 

“stereotypical.” It is set in a place where right rule is vested in the father; where the 

eldest son is the favored child and the second son is forced to look for an occupation; 

where the wife is reduced to the “helplessness of a well-married woman in a 

patriarchal society, someone whose function in life has long ago been completed by 

marriage and the production of a male offspring” (McDonnell 301); and where 

daughters are trained in the arts of the marriage market. Everyone in Mansfield Park 

has an assigned role and are performing that role, whether it be the role of the patriarch, 

the role of the woman, or the role of the genteel -- for the roles do not exist in single 

layers, but rather in multiple ones in which social status, gender, class are all 

intertwined. 

Take for instance the characterization of Fanny, who is the idealized version of 

the female role: “As an image of weakness not strength, of obedience not 

independence, of passivity not venturesome activity, Fanny perfectly exemplifies ideal 

femininity in a patriarchal culture” (McDonnell 297). McDonnell points out that the 
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novel itself is “a dramatic enactment of the social and cultural pathology that produces 

extreme dependency in women” (McDonnell, 198). Such an interpretation allows for 

one to understand Fanny, and see that she is simply acting according to what she was 

taught and what she has seen throughout her life to be deemed “womanly,” which 

allows for more leeway to understand her passivity and lack of agency. Women are 

made to perform a socially concocted role, and they are judged by how well they play 

it, how much they have internalized the social conventions and act accordingly to it.  

But it is not only the female characters who are compelled to play a socially 

instilled role, for their male counterparts are also forced to perform one that is defined 

by traditional binary specifications, meaning that their roles are defined vis-à-vis the 

woman’s: if the woman is submissive, then the man needs to be dominant, etc.5 Their 

enactment of the patriarchal mindset can also be thought of as their 

involuntary/unknowing performance of a role as well. In other words, it is not the male 

actors’ individual identity that makes them view women as possessions, but rather a 

constrained role that is instilled unto them; they are pressured to play their assigned 

role, and thus are as much a victim of patriarchy as the women are.  

Therefore it can be said that both genders, and the characters that are used to 

portray them, are confined to prescribed notions that direct their actions and restrict 

their agency. Women in this society are willing to become the property of a man, just 

as much as men are eager to make a woman his possession, because the women believe 

this to be what the men want, while the men believe this to be what the women want. 

The roles and visualized performances of different characters can only be defined 

                                                      
5 This can be thought the other way around, in that if the man is dominant, the woman needs to be 
submissive, so that the act of defining itself is one that is mutually intertwined and can only happen 
when one is placed opposite “the other.” There is no absolute characteristic/truth that can be created on 
its own, which brings about the question of essential identity and its implied authenticity, an issue will 
be discussed in following paragraphs. 
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relatively, for absolute definitions of identity cannot exist: A cannot be defined simply 

as A, but needs to be seen as not B to be understood. All of these characters are forced 

to play a part, to perform accordingly to the beliefs that society has made them 

internalize, so that the boundaries of their counterpart(s) can be defined, and the story 

can progress as a whole. 

This theatrical characteristic of life further solidifies the notion that was 

aforementioned, on which the essence of identity was introduced as inconsistent. As 

the actors become their respective roles, the roles gradually become them, and thus the 

act of appropriation becomes one in which one’s identity can only be defined by 

comparison, making the possibility of possessing/retaining an authentic, innate essence 

unfeasible. Identity is portrayed more as a fluid process in which one is defined by 

one’s continuous presence in life, rather than a set term that seeks to underlie the 

entirety of one’s decisions and actions. By imitating a form, a character is able to shed 

the notion of (pseudo)-originality and begin to see himself as a changing mixture of 

various identities, a hybrid of sorts whose performance is his identity, whose process of 

acting creates and establishes his place in the world.  

 

3. The Third Realm: Life as the Ultimate Stage 

 

 The final layer of theatrical stage in the book is related to the structure in 

which we no longer limit ourselves as the reader/audience but rather take a more active 

role by participating in the play itself. We project ourselves into these characters and 

begin to ask questions about the act of performing, for the world we live in today is 

also a stage, where we, like Austen’s characters in their world of Mansfield Park, are 

forced to act a role and thus stage a performance. The element of theatricality brings 
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about an environment in which an effective rendition trumps sincerity, form trumps 

truth, outer appearances trump inner emotions, and appropriation trumps authenticity. 

Because we, as actors that are human, do not possess a perfected sense of our own 

boundaries that divide our self with our role, we are at danger of surrendering to our 

dramatized selves, thus succumbing to a flawed sense of identity, one which is not only 

a mere imitation of our prescribed role (not original), but an amateur one that does not 

possess the essence of the role itself (nor identical). “Mimicry repeats rather than re-

presents,” and so “the desire to emerge as ‘authentic’ through mimicry … is the final 

irony of partial representation” (Bhabha 125-126); we, as performers/imitators, end up 

neither authentic nor genuine. 

Is there a possibility for an unchanging truth, a consistent example of 

authenticity that we can aspire to achieve? Austen is not pessimistic about such an idea, 

as can be seen in a part of the novel when Fanny turns to the scene outside and 

observes the brilliant unclouded night and the contrasting color of the woods unfolding 

before her: 

Fanny spoke her feelings. “Here’s harmony!” said she, “Here’s repose! 

Here’s what may leave all Painting, and all Music behind, and what 

Poetry only can attempt to describe. Here’s what may tranquilize every 

care, and lift the heart to rapture! When I look out on such a night as 

this, I feel as if there could be neither wickedness nor sorrow in the 

world; and there certainly would be less of both if the sublimity of 

Nature were more attended to, and people were carried more out of 

themselves by contemplating such a scene.” (MP 105) 

In this passage, authenticity and truth are found in the presence of nature, whose 

sublime characteristic cannot be reenacted nor represented by an attempt of imitation 
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or mimicry. Austen draws Nature as the only example of an unchanging truth, while 

her characters, like her human audience, all portray figures that are ephemerally fluid 

in their constitutions.  

 Mansfield Park is ultimately a thought-provoking novel which questions the 

boundaries of self and role that is challenged by the act of performing, and by reading it, 

the audience is able to understand that identity is not a fixed notion that has no capacity 

for change, but rather a fluid process which is continuously altered and modified 

according to our assigned role. An answer to the initial question raised in the beginning 

of this paper, then, would be that the role of Fanny is apt to change according to the 

actor’s performance while, simultaneously, the actress is also liable to change through 

her rendition. It is this fluidity that enables the theater and its participants’ performances 

to be both dynamic and threatening to its fullest extent.  
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BODILY SENSATIONS AND FEELINGS AS A SOURCE IN A CREATIVE DANCE-

MAKING PROCESS 

 

Introduction 

In my presentation I will look at how sensing and feeling have been understood through a dance-

related practice and creative process. I shall ponder how to get in touch with bodily sensations and 

feelings, which are stored in the body, in order to use them as a source for creative work. How can 

one transform sensations and feelings into motion? How can one find a form for spontaneously 

created movements? These are essential questions in a creative dance making process. In searching 

for answers I shall look more closely at how dance artists, educators and therapists have approached 

bodily sensations and feelings and used them in their creative work. By considering both practical 

and theoretical issues I have constructed the approach in collaboration with the dancer Leena 

Rouhiainen. After my presentation I will show her work in process on DVD that illuminates this 

approach to dance making. 

 

My presentation is a part of a research project  “The meaning of bodily knowledge in a creative 

dance making process” (Hämäläinen 2007), where I have studied some philosophical and 

theoretical views on the nature of perception, sensing and feeling as a form of bodily knowledge. 

There I placed notions from neuroscience, phenomenology, psychoanalysis, dance research and 

dance therapy in dialogue with each other, in order to open a dance-specific understanding of the 

dimensions of bodily knowledge. The researchers that I have studied hold opinions regarding the 

body and how it operates that differ by varying degrees. (Rouhiainen 2003; Parviainen 2002; Adler 

2006; Cohen 2003; Noë 2006; Gendlin 1992, 2003; Damasio 2003) In my opinion, however, these 

different approaches complement each other and offer a richer soil for describing the topic of my 

research. I am not therefore scrutinising the conflict between their views but highlighting the 

similarities. 
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Sensations and feelings as a source in a creative process 

Many artists have emphasized the value of sensations and feelings in a creative process. Anna 

Sokolow (1965, 33), the choreographer states: “Movements are not intellectually contrived but are 

evoked by emotional images”. Aaron Copland (1959, 117), the composer writes:  

“What, after all do I put down when I put down notes? I put down a reflection of emotional 
states; feelings, perceptions, imaginings, intuitions. An emotional state, as I use the term, is 
compounded of everything we are: our background, our environment, our convictions”. 

 

Likewise, dance therapists and educators appreciate sensations and feelings as a source of 

movement in a creative dance making process. Mary Whitehouse (1963, 17), the dance artist and 

one of the pioneers of dance therapy describes the origin of movement as: a specific inner impulse 

having the quality of sensation. This impulse leads outward into space so that movement becomes 

visible as physical action. Following the inner sensation, allowing the impulse to take the form of 

physical action, is active imagination in movement, just as following the visual image is active 

imagination in fantasy. Whitehouse (2006, 82) differentiates between the expressions “I move” and 

“I am moved”. “I move” means that I am moving, I choose to move. The opposite of this is the 

sudden moment “I am moved”. She points out that when the moment “I am moved” happens it is 

astonishing both to dancers and to people who have no intention of becoming dancers. It is a 

moment when the ego gives up control, stops exerting demands, and allows the self to take over 

moving the physical body as it will. It is a moment of unpremeditated surrender that cannot be 

explained, exactly repeated, sought or tried out. The dance therapist Wendy Wyman-McGinty 

(2007, 223) describes this moment in a following way: 

 
“When the mover’s attention is focused on the bodily felt level of experiencing, there is a 
quality of allowing oneself to be moved from within, as one attends to an almost 
imperceptible inner shifting of energy of the body, a kind of kinaesthetic free association”. 

 

Whitehouse claims that if the material created in Authentic Movement ”is used as raw material for 

dance, something is lost, but something has to be lost since that moment was an instant, a 

happening in and of itself – the structure needed for a lasting work of art is something else” (2006, 

82). I am aware that Whitehouse and Wyman-McGinty are considering the phenomenon from the 

point of view of Authentic Movement and the self growth of an individual. However, I argue that 

there are many aspects in the practice of Authentic Movement, which can enrich the creative 

process, which aims at artistic goals in dance. 
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Alma Hawkins (1991, 29) the dance educator, who also has a background in therapy, considers 

sensations and feelings from an educational and artistic point of view and indicates that they are 

basic ingredients in the creative process. She claims that a piece of choreography must emanate 

from a deep inner-sensing and reflect a constant interplay between the internal felt sense and the 

externalized movement. It is essential that a dancer gets in touch with her or his feelings and bodily 

felt sense, to become conscious of them and examine their different aspects. Sensory experiences 

provide the stimulus and material that can be transformed and given external form. External and 

internal senses are in constant dialogue with one another. If we sense something with, for instance, 

our sense of smell, it also immediately influences our bodily feelings, perhaps creating memories 

and images, which can act as an impulse for movement. Transforming sensations and feelings into 

motion is a core of dance making. (Hawkins 1991) 

 

Whitehouse, Wyman-McGinty and Hawkins emphasize the value of sensations and feelings in a 

dance making process. The internally created movement is the focus of their inquiry. They are 

interested in finding and creating movement from the body itself, moving from within. According to 

them this can happen when a person gets in touch with her or his feelings and bodily felt sense, and 

becomes conscious of them and examines their different aspects. In addition, they use movement as 

a means of opening up to the unconscious. Next I will look more closely at the relationship and the 

dialogue between the conscious and the unconscious in a dance-making process. 

 

Dialogue between the conscious and the unconscious 

As early as 1916 C. G. Jung considered that expressive body movement was one of numerous ways 

to give form to the unconscious (Chodorow 2006b, 281; Jung 1916). He developed his technique of 

active imagination the same year. Whitehouse, who studied at the Jung Institute in Zürich, uses 

Jung’s term “active imagination” for a process “in which, while consciousness looks on, 

participating but not directing, co-operating but not choosing, the unconscious is allowed to speak 

whatever and however it likes” (2006, 83). Active imagination is an attitude toward the unconscious 

and a dialogue with one’s own body. It opens itself to the unconscious and gives free rein to 

fantasy, while at the same time, it maintains a conscious viewpoint. (Zenoff 2006, 223) L. Stewart 

(Chodorow 2006c, 308) indicates that active and creative imagination are the same process. 

However, creative imagination is turned to the creation of cultural forms like pieces of art while 

active imagination is turned to the creation of the personality. I consider that both active and 

creative imagination are precious in a creative dance making process. They bring the conscious and 

the unconscious together in an equal partnership, which I consider is essential in creative work. 
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Active and creative imagination in movement offer a chance to get in touch with bodily sensations 

and feelings, which allows a spontaneous movement to emerge. 

 

I agree with Joan Chodorow that in order to differentiate between and explore the worlds of the 

conscious and the unconscious, we should approach them from the perspective of movement and 

the body. Leaning towards Jung’s thinking she considers that “the relationship between 

consciousness and the unconscious is basically one of mutual compensation and complimentary” 

(Chodorow 2006a, 237). These complementary worlds function under an entirely different set of 

laws. Her approach to comparing them is to distinguish how time and space are known in the 

conscious world and how they are known in the world of the unconscious. Wyman-McGinty, too, 

points out that when a mover begins to focus attention on her or his internal bodily felt experience, 

“this seems to evoke material from the personal unconscious, including preverbal experiences in the 

form of affective or somatic memory” (2007, 224). It seems that the dialogue between the conscious 

and the unconscious is a core of creative work. By sensing, feeling and moving we can get in touch 

with the unconscious and the place between the unconscious and the conscious. 

 

According to Hawkins (1991) between the conscious and the unconscious there is another level of 

mental activity that has been identified as a pre-conscious level. She considers that: ”This mode of 

thinking enables the effortless formation of fragmented and isolated elements of experience into 

new constellations” (Hawkins 1991, 7). D. W. Winnicott (1951) describes this intermediate area of 

experiencing, a transitional space between the inner and outer world, in which image and affect are 

linked and which gives rise to fantasy and imagination. Winnicott suggests that this transitional 

space is the source of creativity. Harold Rugg (1963, 214) also identified this special state of 

consciousness as the transliminal mind, the critical threshold between the conscious and the 

unconscious where creativity takes place. In transliminal functioning, the organism has access to 

both internal and external resources to support creative work. 

  

Listening to the body 

In order to get in touch with bodily sensations and feelings and allow movement to emerge one 

needs to listen to the body and to let it go. According to Shira Musicant inner listening involves 

attending to images, sensations and feelings and transforming them into motion. Listening to the 

body opens up a process which allows “the weaving and interaction of emerging unconscious 

material with the conscious elements of weight, time and space. Inner listening is often spoken of as 

“surrendering”, because it involves giving in to the unknown and waiting for the bodily felt sense, 
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rather than making something happen” (Musicant 2007, 117). Marcia Plevin (2007, 108) points out 

that surrender can be stated as a letting go. However, there is a fear of letting go. She considers that  

 

“the place between will and surrender, between the “ I move” and “being moved” holds vast 
dimensions of what could be pre-egoic and regressed states as well as the superconscious and 
transpersonal realms” (Plevin 2007, 113). 

 

Focusing and listening to the inner sensation and opening up to the unconscious require trust and a 

physically and psychologically safe place in which to happen. It also needs a non-judgemental 

environment, in which dancers respond intuitively without being afraid that their creative work is 

judged too soon. It is also vital that in a dance-making process a dancer stays away from her or his 

own judgements and mental control. These elements allow her or him to find movement from 

within, which has meaning for her or him as the creator and performer of a dance. Troody Schoop 

warns about the danger of mental control in a creative process:  

The longer a body can stand the absence of mental control, the more its feelings will be set 
free and become displayed in the very moment that engendered them. In this way, it comes 
about that a person suddenly hears his body crying, sees his body hitting, feels his body falling 
or running….running. In these physical expressions of his feelings, the person confronts 
himself. He catches himself in the act. (Schoop 1974, 144) 

 
 

Forming 

Transforming sensations and feelings into externalized movement with qualitative substance is an 

essential aspect in a creative dance making process. As I mentioned earlier, the process requires 

deep concentration on bodily felt sensation trusting that the moment will happen from within. 

Genuine involvement and opening to the dialogue with one’s body are also needed. Movement that 

is based on sensations and feelings has a spontaneous quality. How can this spontaneous movement 

find a form? I agree with Hawkins that when we get in touch with an inner source, an inner voice 

takes over and guides the unfolding of the externalized form. According to Hawkins (1991, 77) The 

forming process happens “when the creator is in a state of relaxed concentration and special mode 

of thought. The focus is on inner experiencing and the scanning and searching for completion”.  

 

How can a dancer moving without mental control remember movements that were created by 

transforming sensations and feelings? How will internally generated movements not be lost to the 

memory of the body? I consider that a dancer can flash back over the process and bodily remember 

the most vivid parts of it. In different ways a dancer can transform them into a repeatable 

choreographic statement that has a form. (see Chodorow 2006a, 243) In this forming process a 
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dancer stays not only focused and involved but is also able to look at the dance from outside. She or 

he moves between these two separate conditions in a state of relaxed concentration. The focus on 

sensations and feelings alternates with the focus of forming trusting the intuitive bodily knowledge. 

 

In the process of collaborating with dancer Leena Rouhiainen she pointed out an interesting thought 

that dance training emphasises the observation of kinaesthetic sensation and uses terminology from 

physiological and dynamic elements rather than from the language of emotions. I totally agree with 

her and that makes me ponder whether current dance education neglects the feeling dimension and 

pays more attention to sensations. I also consider the feeling dimension important because when we 

are in touch with our feelings we are in touch with a deep understanding of our consciousness, 

which allows creativity to happen. I suggest that bodily sensations and feelings as forms of bodily 

knowledge should work in balance in order to create a fruitful source for a creative dance-making 

process. 

  

To conclude 

The body is the origin of perceptions, sensations and feelings. The body is full of images born of 

sensory experiences. Sensations and feelings create images and vice versa. Sensations and feelings 

can lead to new movement but movement can also lead to a new sensation and feeling. They work 

together constantly. They and their interaction form a central source in a creative process. How we 

can become aware of and get in touch with our feelings and bodily felt sense as well as utilize them 

in creative work is an essential question. I find that such dance work that emphasises these elements 

is a somatic approach to creating movement. With this emphasis the body is treated as a subject, a 

lived body which creates movement from within. In this way the lived body is an entity of bodily 

experiences that is present in the here and now, and the body is not instrumentalised. 

 

A dialogue with one’s own body is essential in transforming sensations and feelings into 

movements with a qualitative aspect. This dialogue evolves through listening to the body and 

opening up to the unconscious. The process involves a deep focus on bodily felt sensation and 

requires trust that the movement will happen from within without mental control. If a dancer is 

deeply involved in the process the spontaneous movements will find an externalized form, which 

also has artistic quality. 
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Abstract – Topic Area:  Teaching English as a Second Language 
 
 
Is There a Place for Dr. Seuss and Shel Silverstein in the ESL Classroom? 
 
 As a part-time instructor, working with international students at English Language 
Services, I believe the answer to that question is “Yes.” 
 
 After the students in my Advanced Reading/Writing class had been working hard 
for weeks, I wanted to reward them with something fun, yet something they could learn 
from as well.  What I decided on was a collection of Dr. Seuss’s books and Shel 
Silverstein’s Runny Babbit.   The students thoroughly enjoyed themselves.  One of them 
made the remark, “I think some of Dr. Seuss’s grammar is not right.”  I was delighted.  
They also caught on very quickly to Runny Babbit, a Billy Sook, and were able to find the 
incorrect letters and replace them with the correct ones. 
 
 I have no training in linguistics.  Rather, my BA degree is in Interdisciplinary 
Social Sciences and I have a Master of Public Administration degree, with a core 
concentration of policy analysis.  In May 2007, I earned my Master of Arts degree in 
English.  I have been teaching freshman English since fall 2001.  My work at English 
Language Services began in the summer of 2006. 
 
 More important to this discussion is my role as a grandmother who reads to her 
grandchildren at every opportunity.  When I was trying to figure out what to do to reward 
the hard work my international students had been doing, it occurred to me that they are 
attempting to do the same thing my grandchildren are: learn to read and write in English. 
 
 The repetition and rhyme in Dr. Seuss’s works and those of Shel Silverstein 
contribute a great deal to that effort.  Additionally, the students took turns sitting at the 
front of the classroom reading to their classmates, holding the books so that everyone 
could see the pictures.  This is excellent practice for their eventual enrollment in colleges 
and universities. 
 
 I will continue to use works by both of these authors.  The students thoroughly 
enjoy them and learn while having fun.  I will also make a more concerted effort to study 
the students’ interactions with these texts and how they benefit from them.    
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A Study of an Expressive Technique using Blocks

- Analysis of Effects of the Technique by using POMS (Profile of Mood States) -

Daiki Kato

Research Fellow of the Japan Society of the Promotion of Science

Graduate School of Education and Human Development, Nagoya University

 Blocks have been used and developed as one of the toys for children. Recently, not only

children but also adults enjoy playing with them. We can express a lot of things by using blocks,

and blocks can be used as one of the useful materials of art therapy. The purposes of this study

are to develop an expressive technique using blocks and to examine its effects. Below is the

outline of this study.

 Twenty-two subjects were asked to participate in this study. At first, they were asked to answer

a POMS questionnaire. After that, they were asked to make anything they like by using blocks.

Finally, they were asked to answer the same questionnaire again. Then the results of these two
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questionnaires were compared.

 This analysis revealed that using blocks has positive effects on the mood states of the subjects.

 This result proved to be statistically significant. Therefore, it can be concluded that this study

is useful for developing the expressive technique using blocks.

Key words: block, mood states, art therapy
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Paradise Lost: Male Supremacy and Female Subordination 

 Before the creation of the universe and human beings, according to the Bible or 

Milton’s Paradise Lost, a rigid class hierarchy has already existed in Heaven. In the 

hierarchical structure of Heaven, God is the supreme commander who dominates all 

the angels with his absolute power. Even among the angels, terms such as “seraph” or 

“archangel” are used to address angels of different ranks. The nativity of Adam and 

Eve, no doubt, does make a change to the existent hierarchy. However, this change not 

only ranks mankind as the lowest level in the newly-formed hierarchical structure but 

also highlights the unfortunate humbleness of Eve (women), who has been considered 

inferior to Adam (men) ever since the moment she is created. Whereas humans (Adam 

and Eve) as the last born have to obey God as well as the angels, Eve is supposed to 

be a subordinate in Eden as she owes her life to Adam, which further lowers women’ 

status in the whole world. As we know, Milton’s attitudes toward women have always 

been a common concern of critics, and whether he is a misogynist remains a 

controversial issue. To defend Milton’s innocence in portraying Eve as Adam’s 

subordinate, some critics have argued that Milton appears to be a misogynist simply 

because he was unconsciously affected by the contemporary patriarchal society he 

lived in. In other words, they assert that Milton was by no means a woman-hater since 

he only followed the so-called traditional depictions of women’s status in a 

male-dominated society, which originated in the Bible. In her discussion on the 

freedom that Milton allows his female characters, for example, Susanne Woods 

strenuously defends Milton’s depiction of his women. “Far from being a misogynist,” 

in her opinion, “Milton was ahead of his time in granting to women a dignity and 

responsibility rarely conceded in the seventeenth century” (15). While Eve may seem 

inferior to Adam in many respects but beauty, she is endowed with “majesty” (16) and 
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demonstrates her capability of reason as well as her free will in the famous separation 

scene in Book 9, in which she proposes their working separately and argues with 

Adam over the adequacy of such a decision.1 Indeed, superficially Paradise Lost does 

seem to be merely a magnificent adaptation of similar stories recorded in Genesis. In 

the very process of rewriting the biblical stories concerning the creation and fall of 

Adam and Eve, however, Milton opts to invent numerous details which 

unquestionably propagate Eve’s inferiority and her evil nature. If Milton had not 

meant what he wrote down, he wouldn’t have had different characters (including 

several male ones and Eve) utter words that affirm sexual inequality—that is, male 

supremacy and female subordination.  

 To begin with, Adam and Eve both contribute to the subordination of women 

(Eve). In Book 8, Adam recounts the story of Eve’s derivation from a rib taken from 

his left side. As a whole, Adam’s statements are nothing new to us, for they are similar 

to what can be found in Genesis:  

                   “At last, here is one of my own kind-- 
                   Bone taken from my bone, and flesh  
                       from my flesh. 
                   ‘Women’ is her name because she was  

taken out of man.”   
               (Genesis 2.23) 

However, here the naming of Eve is worth our attention because it is a right that God 

has preserved for Adam. When God tells Adam to name the animals, He also makes 

Adam the lord of the earth as well as all the living things:  

                   To thee and to thy race I give; as lords  
                   Possess it, and all things that therein live, 
                   Or live in sea, or air, beast, fish, and fowl.  
                                            (8:339-41) 

Since Adam is granted absolute power over all living creatures through the act of 

naming, the naming of Eve also bears the same symbolic meaning. By saying that 
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“woman is her name” (8:496), Adam also declares that he is lord of Eve and thus 

establishes his authority.  

In spite of the above similarity, the nativity story told by Eve in Book 4 is 

definitely a subplot invented by Milton. At first, Eve cannot help being enchanted by 

her own image in the water until a voice (which is believed to be the voice of God) 

interrupts her thinking. When she recalls her first response to her won beauty, 

however, she turns to describe her narcissism as “vain desire” (4:466). In saying these 

words, Eve does not know that she has greatly reduced the value of her attractive 

appearance, referring to it merely as something superficial. The voice that has woken 

her from her narcissism then tells her that he will lead her to someone “whose image 

[she is]” (4: 472). What does this sentence indicate? It suggests that Eve does not even 

have a self and that she is only part of Adam. According to God’s words, “Eve is not a 

self, a subject, at all; she is rather a substanceless image, a mere ‘shadow’ without 

object until the voice unites her to Adam” (Froula 149). Following this, the voice 

continues to inform Eve of her duty as a woman: “to [Adam] thou shalt bear / 

Multitudes like thyself, and thence be called / Mother of human race” (4:473-75). 

With these words, God apparently intends to educate Eve about her identity as a 

woman in Eden. Having no other choice, Eve cannot help but obey God’s commands: 

“what could I do, / But follow straight, invisibly thus led?” (4:475-76). By uttering 

this very sentence, Eve not only reveals her helplessness as a subordinate but also 

recalls how blindly she yields to God’s will.   

 About the sexual inequality that exists in Eden, the fact that Adam and Eve are 

treated in completely different ways gives us some important clues. The major 

difference between their nativity stories lies in the fact that Adam can see and even 

talk with God whereas Eve can only hear God’s voice. Adam recalls that “from 
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among the trees appeared / Presence divine” (8: 313-14), yet in Eve’s memory all she 

knows about God is nothing more than a voice that leads her to Adam. What’s more, 

after the creation of Adam, God tells him that he can eat all the fruits in the Garden of 

Eden except those on the Tree of Knowledge, which Eve nevertheless learns about 

indirectly from Adam later. In Book 5, when Raphael comes down to Paradise to visit 

them, Eve wisely chooses not to be present while Adam and Raphael are having their 

men’s talk. Even if she happens to hear some of their conversation, she never attempts 

to join them. This phenomenon, to some extent, reflects what actually happened in the 

17 th century, when ladies were not allowed to show up as long as there was a guest in 

their houses. Most of the time, it seems that Eve is not endowed with the privilege of 

having direct communication with God, which Adam obviously enjoys all the time. It 

is not until God the Son descends to pronounce the sentence she and Adam are going 

to receive for their violation of God’s command that she has her first formal 

conversation with God (through God the Son). Enraged by their disobedience, 

however, God the Son simply utters a single sentence to rebuke Eve for what she has 

done: “Say woman, what is this which thou hast done?” (10:158). Much to our 

surprise, their first conversation ends immediately after Eve’s short reply: “The 

serpent me beguiled and I did eat” (10:162). When God the Son blames Adam for his 

obedience to Eve, He still shows much concern for Adam. When He turns to Eve, He 

nevertheless changes his tone and shows no sympathy for her. Finally in Book 11, 

another instance can be found to prove that Adam and Eve are treated in utterly 

different ways. Michael is sent by God to declare that they can no longer live in 

Paradise, and again Eve chooses to hide herself and overhear their talk: “Eve, who 

unseen / Yet all had heard” (11:265-66). Michael tells Adam that he comes also to 

relate what will happen to human beings after the fall of Adam and Eve, and as we 
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have expected, Adam is the one who is granted the exclusive right of foreseeing the 

future. While Adam is led to a high mountain to foreknow the future, Eve is left 

behind in deep sleep:  

                           let Eve (for I have drenched her eyes)  
Here sleep below while thou to foresight wak’st, 
As once thou slep’st, while she to life was formed. 
                              (11:367-69) 

When Adam comes back to their room to wake her up and tell her about the scenes 

Michael has showed him, he is surprised to know that she has learned about them 

from God: “Whence thou return’st, and whither went’st, I know; / For God is also in 

sleep” (12:610-11). Although God does speak to Eve in her dream, it is true that she 

has been denied the right that Adam has enjoyed.  

Interestingly enough, the ways in which Adam and Eve describe each other or 

themselves are also worth our attention because they clearly point out who is the 

superior. In Book 4, in showing that she fully agrees with what Adam has said, Eve 

speaks as if she was worshiping a god in a religious ritual:    

                                           O thou for whom 
                   And from whom I was formed flesh of thy flesh,  
                   And without whom am to no end, my guide,  
                   And head, what thou hast said is just and right.  
                                                  (440-43) 

For radical feminists, no words can be more offensive than those spoken by Eve. 

When we read on, moreover, we find that Eve has actually internalized the teachings 

of God: “My author and disposer, what thou bidd’st / Unargued I obey; so God 

ordains” (635-36). Here the term “author” reminds us that Adam has also addressed 

God as the author of the universe. To Eve, Adam is the one who has given life to her, 

so in a way he can be regarded as her author. Adopting a term preserved for God to 

address her husband, Eve successfully elevates Adam to the status of a God-like 

figure while repeating the same “gesture of self-subordination” (Froula 148). To 
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emphasize her complete submission to Adam, Eve continues to speak flattering words: 

“God is thy law, thou mine: to know no more / Is woman’s happiest knowledge and 

her praise” (4:637-38). As we know, in Paradise Lost “temperance” (knowing to 

know no more) has always been a virtue that God expects Adam and Eve to have, but 

in her speech Eve uses this idea to teach us that “obedience” (to know no more) is a 

virtue that a woman (or a wife) should have. In other words, she supposes that a 

woman should obey the commands of her husband without protest, and that this 

should be the main source of her happiness. Then in Book 5, the preachy Eve shows 

up again to brainwash herself as well as us readers. She finds consolation in seeing 

Adam’s face after being scared by the nightmare she had the night before, and she 

shows us how heavily she depends on her husband: “O sole in whom my thoughts 

find all repose, / My glory, my perfection” (5:28-29). Finally, trying to beg for Adam’s 

pardon in Book 10, she again becomes the brainwashed Eve who hopes for nothing 

but “[his] love, the sole contentment of [her] heart” (10:973). As for Adam, there are 

numerous examples that illustrate his sense of superiority. Before their eating of the 

forbidden fruit, he is inclined to use words like “part of my soul” or “my other half” 

(4:487) to address Eve, which undoubtedly echoes God’s words that Eve is nothing 

but the image of Adam. In his talk with Raphael, it is obvious that he does consider 

Eve an inferior: “…well I understand in the prime end / Of Nature her th’ inferior” (8: 

540-41). Then in the separation scene, after leaning of Eve’s intent to work apart, he 

urges her not to leave “the faithful side / That gave [her] being, still shades [her] and 

protects” (9:265-66). His words imply that he regards himself as Eve’s creator, though 

in fact he functions only as an instrument in her creation. “[P]resumptuously claiming 

God’s active role as her originator” and “[assuming] the authoritative tone of 

superior” (Interdonato 98), he reminds Eve that a wife should always stay beside her 
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husband. Later in Book 10, when confessing his guilt to God the Son, he describes 

Eve as a “perfect gift” (10:138) given to him by God, which again confirms Eve’s 

identity as a selfless being. In a sense Eve is even seen as part of Adam’s property 

because she is created solely for his sake. According to the nativity story told by 

Adam, God has told him that Eve is created mainly to “please [him]” (8:449). 

Because he asks for a partner, God then offers to create for him a woman who would 

surely satisfy his wish: “Thy likeness, thy fit help, thy other self, / Thy wish exactly to 

thy heart’s desire” (8:450-51). Apart from the words of Adam and Eve, the speaker’s 

description of Eve in Book 4 also suggests his emphasis on obedience on a woman’s 

part. For example, expressions such as “meek surrender” (4:494) and “submissive 

charms” (4:498) are used to enhance the beauty of Eve.  

In this work, other characters like God the Son and even Raphael all help to 

consolidate Eve’s inferiority. According to God the Son, Eve is actually created 

unequal (or inferior). Therefore, it is hard for him to believe that Adam should give in 

to the will of Eve, who exceeds him in beauty but less perfect than him in wisdom:  

                   Was she thy God, that her thou didst obey 
                   Before his voice, or was she made thy guide, 
                   Superior, or but equal, that to her 
                   Thou didst resign thy manhood, and the place 
                   Wherein God set thee above her made of thee, 
                   And for thee, whose perfection far excelled  
                   Hers in all real dignity. 
                                            (10:145-51) 

In his talk, God the Son clearly points out that Eve is neither Adam’s superior nor his 

equal. Therefore, it is unbelievable that Adam should give up the superior status that 

he is born with and turn to regard Eve as his sole guide in making the decision as if 

she was his God. Similarly, Raphael in his long talk with Adam in Book 8, describes 

Eve (or her beauty) as one of “the things less excellent” (8:365-66) and thus advises 

Adam not to lose himself by indulging himself in his love for her: “[F]air no doubt, 
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and worthy well / Thy cherishing, thy honouring, and thy love, / Not thy subjection” 

(8:568-70). In these two instances, both God the Son and Raphael try to convince 

Adam of his superiority to Eve in all respects but beauty. As a matter of fact, Milton 

seems to equate Adam and Eve with two different values—wisdom and beauty. As for 

which one is the winner of the two, Eve’s words in Book 4 undoubtedly reveal which 

one surpasses the other in value. When Eve sees Adam for the first time, she attempts 

to run away from him, thinking that he is “less fair, / Less winning soft, less amiably 

mild, / Than that smooth wat’ry image” (4:478-80) At first Eve thinks that Adam’s 

appearance is not as fair as hers, so she doesn’t see why she should fall in love with 

him. However, after some time, she realizes how superficial her own beauty seems 

compared with Adam’s surpassing wisdom: “How beauty is excelled by manly grace / 

And wisdom, which alone is truly fair” (4:490-91). Again and again, Milton makes 

different characters speak out for him what he really means, and all these repeated 

ideas confirm the poet’s strong belief in male supremacy and female subordination.   

 Of course, there are still more ways used by Milton to emphasize the superiority 

of Adam. For example, in Book 9 Milton portrays Adam as a loving and selfless 

husband while making Eve a wicked and selfish woman. In expressing his willingness 

to share the same fate with Eve, Adam shows his true love for her: “flesh of flesh, / 

bone of my bone thou art, and from thy state / Mine own never shall be parted, bliss 

or woe” (9:914-16). Contrary to the sacrifice made by Adam, Eve urges him to eat the 

forbidden fruit simply because she refuses to die in loneliness:  

Confirmed then I resolve,  
Adam shall share with me in bliss or woe 
So dear I love him, that with him all deaths 
I could endure, without him live no life. 

(9:830-1) 

Thinking that God may have Eve put to death for her violation, Adam feels that he 
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would never be able to live happily after that, even if God offers to create another Eve 

for him: “Should God create another Eve, and I / Another rib afford, yet loss of thee / 

Would never from my heart” (9:911-13). In Eve’s mind, however, things are just the 

opposite. She makes up her mind to have Adam suffer with her mainly because she 

cannot bear the idea of Adam’s enjoying his days with another Eve after her death: 

“Adam wedded to another Eve, / Shall live with her enjoying, I extinct; / A death to 

think” (9:828-30). To win the trust of Adam, Eve then endeavors to assure him that 

their eating the fruit would bring them new hopes rather than death, which is 

obviously a lie:   

                   Were it that I thought death menaced would ensue  
                   This my attempt, I would sustain alone 
                   The worst, and not persuade thee, rather die  
                   Deserted, than oblige thee with a fact  
                   Pernicious to thy peace.  
                                                  (9:977-81) 

Of course, she has expected the worst punishment that may fall upon them, but still 

she pretends to be optimistic about their future. In this episode, Adam’s nobility and 

Eve’s selfishness form such a striking contrast that we get the negative impression 

that Eve is inferior to Adam even morally.  

 To further stigmatize the image of Eve, Milton also makes great efforts to 

associate Eve with Satan in certain respects. First of fall, both of them are portrayed 

as characters who share the same characteristics. As we know, what is most noticeable 

about Satan is his marvelous eloquence, which contributes to his success in inciting 

his followers to rebel against God and seducing Eve to eat the forbidden fruit. 

Likewise, Eve demonstrates similar talent in her daily interactions with Adam. 

Knowing that Adam is completely overwhelmed by her matchless beauty, she never 

fails to please him with nice words and thus gets whatever she asks for. Although she 

remains a devoted wife who wins her husband’s heart with sweet words in Book 4 and 
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5, she wears a disguise in her talk with Adam in Book 9 and does not mean what she 

says. Superficially she looks perfectly innocent and offers the forbidden fruit out of 

good will, inviting Adam to enjoy the wonderful taste with her:  

                   Taste so divine, that what of sweet before  
Hath touched my sense, flat seems to this, and harsh.   
On my experience, Adam, freely taste,  
And fear of death deliver to the winds.  
                                  (9:986-89)  

Touched by Eve’s beautiful words and tears, Adam is convinced and thus eats the 

forbidden fruit without hesitation. As mentioned earlier, this seemingly innocent Eve 

is in reality an evil-minded woman. Her hypocrisy reminds us of Satan’s changing 

himself into a serpent to make Eve believe that he is a harmless creature. He begins 

his conversation by praising Eve’s beauty, which is no doubt a smart way to win a 

woman’s trust. Then he uses himself as the best example to illustrate the magic power 

of the forbidden fruit. That is, a serpent can speak the human language with the help 

of the fruit, and amazingly he behaves against God’s will without being punished. 

After Satan successfully seduces her to disobey God’s command, Eve suddenly 

possesses Satan-like eloquence and hypocrisy, with which she relentlessly makes 

Adam another victim. What’s more, Eve’s Satan-like ambition is the main reason that 

motivates her to commit the original sin. Like Satan, Eve also desires to “[grow] up to 

godhead” (9:877), yet she hopes for a higher place only because she finds it difficult 

to be satisfied with her inferior status. In Book 9, she wonders if she should make 

Adam a copartner in her newly-discovered happiness or enjoys the knowledge 

brought by the forbidden fruit alone and makes herself more perfect. In considering 

the second possibility, for the first time Eve expresses her sense of inferiority: “And 

render me more equal, and perhaps, / A thing not undesirable, sometimes / Superior; 

for inferior who is free?” (9:823-25). Through the very act of eating the forbidden 
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fruit, Eve unquestionably hopes that she can change her unequal existence.  

 In the later part of Book 10, Milton reinforces Eve’s being Satan-like by having 

Adam become the one who helps to establish the link between Eve and Satan (the 

serpent). Pondering over the future of his descendents, the good-natured Adam loses 

his temper and begins to speak harsh words to Eve. In their conversation, Adam not 

only accuses her of being the serpent’s compliance in seducing him but also equates 

her with the serpent. Disgusted by the very sight of her and her attempt to console him, 

Adam shouts at her irrationally: 

                   Out of my sight, thou serpent, that name best  
 Befits thee with him leagued, thyself as false  
And hateful.  

(10:867-69) 

In addition to regarding Eve as a Satan-like woman, Adam in this book also 

complains a lot about Eve. He blames Eve for her insistence on working separately, 

which gives the serpent a good chance to have a private talk with her. Then he 

continues to complain even about the creation of Eve (woman), describing her 

existence as “a rib / Crooked by nature, bent, as now appears, / More to the part 

sinister from [him] drawn” (10:884-86). As Eve (woman) brings only misery and 

sorrow, he can’t understand why God chooses to create a human being of different sex 

instead of having the world inhabited only by males: 

                                        O why did God,  
                   Creator wise, that peopled highest Heav’n  
                   With spirits masculine, create at last  
                   This novelty on earth, this fair defect 
                   Of nature, and not fill the world at once  
                   With men as angels without feminine, 
                   Or find some other way to generate  
                   Mankind?  
                                          (10:888-95)  

Then in Book 11, despite of the fact he has made up with Eve, Adam still concludes 

that Eve’s eating the forbidden fruit marks the beginning of human beings’ sufferings: 
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“the tenor of man’s woe…from woman to begin” (11:32-33). Although Milton does 

not invent the plot of Eve’s giving the forbidden fruit to Adam, the details he adds to 

make the simple religious story more dramatic2 prove that he is to some extent an 

advocate of patriarchal traditions.  

Finally, when the whole story is coming to an end, Michael advises Eve to accept 

the fact that she and Adam have lost the right to live in Paradise. To make Eve feel 

better, he comforts her from a male point of view: “Thy going is not lonely, with thee 

goes / Thy husband, him to follow thou art bound; / Where he abides, think there thy 

native soil” (11:290-92). From these words, it can be sure that Michael and God hold 

the same idea about women’s role, believing that a woman’s duty is to follow 

wherever her husband goes. They speak from a male stance and in a tone similar to 

that of Milton.  

 Paradise Lost, according to the analysis of many scholars, is planned by Milton 

as a political allegory. They claim that they have every reason to believe that the poet 

wrote this long poem to express his discontent with the restoration of Charles II. 

Unable to change the political settings of his time, he therefore used his pen as a 

weapon to fight against the idea of monarchy. There is no denying that the long 

speeches made by characters such as Abdiel and Michael do contain political 

implications. However, no matter this work is written for political reasons or not, the 

fact that Milton willingly conforms to the traditional conceptions that a patriarchal 

society may have about the two sexes is indisputable, though he does not necessary 

have some kind of bias against women. On the one hand, he tells us that God creates 

Adam as a man who surpasses Eve in every respect but beauty. He should have made 

good use of his wisdom and judgment, but he fails to do so because he cannot resist 

the temptation of Eve’s beauty and eloquence. Moreover, Adam’s character is so 
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noble that he always says exactly what he means. When he says how much he loves 

Eve and that he is willing to sacrifice his life for her, there is no reason for us to doubt 

his sincerity. On the other hand, he portrays Eve as a hypocritical woman who makes 

use of Adam’s deep love for her and seduces him to become her compliance. 

Although she has the perfect beauty that every woman aspires for, her mind is not as 

praiseworthy as her appearance. Whereas Milton endows Adam with a positive image, 

he follows the literary tradition and describes Eve as the “infirmer sex” (10:956) and 

stresses the dark side of her character. It is undeniable that Eve is given an opportunity 

to show her capability of rational thinking in the separation scene, but this invented 

subplot meanwhile reinforces her image as a sinner, for Milton chooses to present 

“Eve’s proposal to undertake separate gardening tasks as leading directly to the Fall” 

(Interdonato 103). It is a pity that such a great poet as Milton cannot be free from the 

powerful influence of misogyny in dealing with issues about the two sexes.   
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Notes  

1 Due to the complexity of Milton’s characterization of Eve and the contradictions in 

his attitudes toward women, like many other critics who have tried to justify Milton’s 

sexist inclination, Woods has to confess that Milton is unable to escape the influence 

of the misogynist thinking prevalent in his time: “Though not a misogynist, Milton is 

locked into his culture’s assumptions of women’s inferior position in the human 

paradigm” (16).    

2 Compared to the lengthy and dramatic account of the same story in Paradise Lost, 

the original version narrated in Genesis comprises only two simple sentences: “So she 

took some of the fruit and ate it. Then she gave some to her husband, and he also ate 

it” (3.6).   
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6. 

In 1993, artist Rick Lowe established Project Row Houses (PRH) by reclaiming a 

blighted section of the Third Ward, in Houston, Texas.   Unlike typical urban renewal 

schemes, Lowe’s enterprise was not centered on creating or preserving affordable 

housing, nor was it focused on economic development.  Instead, the centerpiece of 

Lowe’s efforts was the restoration of twenty-two shotgun houses, ten of which he 

designated for art.  Lowe invited artists to take six month residencies in these ten houses, 

with the idea that each artist would produce an installation, and that their working process 

would allow for a high degree of involvement from neighborhood residents.  In this 

manner, Lowe directed his energy toward establishing an ongoing engagement of the 

Third Ward community with art as a living, interactive experience.   PRH is now fourteen 

years old and has been widely acclaimed for its achievements as public art, architecture, 

and urban renewal, receiving a diverse array of recognitions and awards.1   

Despite PRH’s considerable notoriety, lack of discussion in art-critical journals 

suggests it is not being considered in the same terms as comparable projects by artists 

                                                 
1 PRH has received the American Architectural Foundation’s Keystone Award, The 
Skowhegan School of Sculpture and Painting Governor’s Award for Outstanding Service 
to Artists, and other prizes.   
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such as Thomas Hirschhorn, Rikrit Tiravanija, Santiago Sierra, and others whose work is 

discussed under the rubric of “relational aesthetics.”  I am interested in considering the 

ways PRH functions as a work of art, both on its own terms and in relation to similar 

work, specifically Thomas Hirschhorn’s Musee Precaire Albinet, which shares certain 

characteristics with PRH as well as having illuminating differences.  The Musee Precaire 

Albinet serves as a useful point of comparison because it has been extensively discussed 

in the critical literature.  To allow this analysis to focus on a detailed description of PRH, 

I will describe the Musee in the briefest terms possible:  Hirschhorn arranged a revolving 

series of loans of artwork from the Pompidou Museum in Paris.  He worked with 

residents of the Quartier du Landy, a neighborhood that “for years has been the scene of 

an uneasy coexistence between the old working class and the new groups of 

immigrants…between men and women…and between older and younger people” to set 

up a temporary art center of sorts.  The Musee included a library/information 

center/meeting place, which also had an exhibit presenting the history of the Quartier, a 

classroom where a variety of activities took place (including workshops relating to each 

exhibition), and an outside space with a bar run by a local family.2 

A brief caveat is necessary before proceeding.  It is awkward at best to write 

about art that one has not experienced firsthand.  It is not possible for me to visit PRH in 

Houston for this essay, so I have relied on various newspaper accounts, interviews with 

two artists who were deeply involved in PRH, and PRH’s own website for my 

knowledge.  If I have made errors of fact or of inference, that is entirely my 

responsibility.   

                                                 
2 Reinaldo Laddaga, “The Construction of a Cultural Ecology: On Thomas Hirschhorn’s 
Musee Precaire Albinet” (unpublished) pp.30-31 
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Project Row Houses – A Brief History and Overview 

PRH describes itself as a “neighborhood based art and cultural organization 

located in Houston’s Third Ward…founded on a site of 22 abandoned shotgun houses to 

connect the work of artists with the revitalization of our community.”3   As is suggested 

by the name of the organization, the shotgun houses are themselves of primary 

importance to the work.   Shotgun Houses are an architectural style widely believed to 

have originated in Africa, first built in the United States by freed Haitians in the 19th 

century, making them symbols of freedom for African-Americans.4   In addition to this 

architectural aspect, PRH has developed multiple operational facets over its fourteen 

years, which can be roughly divided as follows: 

• Ten Artist Project Houses with residencies taking place on a six-month 

rotation, or “round”, dedicated to visual arts and literary projects (as of 

December, 2006, over 150 artists had projects in the row houses, including 

numerous celebrated artists including Fred Wilson, Julie Mehretu, Shahzia 

Sikander, and Sam Durant).  Each artist in a round is given one house “to 

transform in ways that speak to the history and cultural issues relevant to 

the African-American community.”5  Artists are “asked to involve 

neighborhood residents in the work’s creation and carry on outreach 

activities of their own choosing.”6 

                                                 
3 http://www.projectrowhouses.org/history/htm 
4 Patricia Johnson, “Rick Lowe’s world: A work in progress”, Houston Chronicle, 
January 23, 2005. 
5 http://www.projectrowhouses.org/history.htm 
6 Shaila Dewan, “Art in the House”, High Performance, Spring/Summer 1995 
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• Thirteen units of low income housing (PRH has now expanded beyond its 

original 22 row houses), two of which are long-term artists residencies, 

and the creation of a sister organization, the Row House Community 

Development Corporation (RHCDC), whose mission is to develop low 

and moderate income housing, public spaces and facilities to preserve the 

historic character of the Third Ward.  Not surprisingly, the success of PRH 

has contributed to gentrification of the area, and the RHCDC is an attempt 

to ameliorate this effect; 

• Seven houses comprise the Young Mothers Residential Program, offering 

transitional housing and services for young mothers and their children; 

• An After-School Arts Education program working with 55 local children 

aged 5 to 13; 

• Renovation of the Eldorado Ballroom, a once prestigious musical venue of 

historical significance, established by an African-American 

businesswoman before desegregation as a venue for black social clubs and 

entertainment.  From the 1930’s to the early 1970’s, the Eldorado held 

performances by musical giants including B.B. King and Count Basie. 

• It is impossible to fully appreciate PRH without recognizing its vibrancy 

as a center of social life.  Neighborhood residents drop by and hang out on 

a continuous basis, with gossip, storytelling, and dominoes keeping the 
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atmosphere lively, warm, and informal.  The spirit of fun, pride and 

communal enjoyment is in many ways at the heart of PRH’s success.7 

An endeavor of this magnitude requires substantial financial support.  Initial seed money 

came in the form of a $25,000 grant from the National Endowment for the Arts, but 

funding now flows from an array of entities, including major foundations such as the 

Ford Foundation, corporate sponsors such as the oil giant ConocoPhillips, government 

sponsors such as the Texas Commission on the Arts, and many private individuals and 

smaller organizations. 8   While PRH now enjoys strong local and national support, the 

project was not started without controversy.  Critics argued that low-cost housing was 

needed more than public art, but as the project took shape the community rallied behind 

it.9  The actual rehabilitation of the initial set of shotgun houses was accomplished 

through the participation of countless volunteers drawn from the immediate vicinity as 

well as from the larger Houston region.  Work was done in the mass-participation style 

popularized by the non-profit Habitat for Humanity, and renovation of the houses was 

completed much faster than Lowe anticipated.    

Project Row Houses as a Work of Art 

  Before considering PRH in comparison to similar contemporary artwork, it is 

instructive to address the threshold question of how PRH functions as a work of art on its 

own terms.  To this end, it is helpful to employ the “cluster” account of art put forward by 

                                                 
7 Interviews with Robert Pruitt, artist and Public Arts Director for PRH from 2003 to 
2006, and with Jamal Cyrus, artist and member (with Pruitt) of Otabenga Jones & 
Associates, a collective that had a two year residency in the Eldorado Ballroom through 
PRH.  Both interviews were conducted in October, 2007. 
8 http://www.projectrowhouses.org 
9 Vicki Goldberg, “In Houston, Rebuilding by Creating”, The New York Times, July 16, 
1995. 
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Berys Gaut.  Gaut argues that a cluster concept of art can avoid the difficulties of less 

inclusive definitions that are easily shattered by new art forms operating outside a given 

definition’s necessarily restrictive terms.  Gaut offers ten candidate criteria that “count 

towards an object’s being art.”10  The cluster concept does not require all ten criteria be 

met for a work to be considered art, nor is there a specified number of criteria that serves 

as a threshold to be achieved.   Some of Gaut’s criteria are problematic, but as a whole 

they are of at least some utility.  I will briefly consider PRH in terms of each of these ten 

criteria: 

(i) Possessing positive aesthetic qualities.  While it is difficult to consider the 

aesthetics of a project as large and diffuse as PRH, certain aspects are clearly aesthetic in 

nature, beginning with the shotgun houses themselves.  Lowe explains that they were like 

“found objects,” in the Duchampian sense.11  In refurbishing them, Lowe restored an 

architectural form that “may be the only African American building type there is” 

according to Lars Lerup, dean of Rice University’s architecture school.  The houses 

possess aesthetic qualities specific to African American culture and to the geographical 

region.  Houston architect Brett Zamore describes “a simplicity and honesty that a lot of 

new housing doesn’t have.  They make a lot of sense in the South.”12  More significant 

than the aesthetic of the shotgun house, one can identify the social interactions 

engendered by PRH in terms of Relational Aesthetics, as articulated by Nicolas 

Bourriaud.  Despite Bourriaud’s resistance to connections between Beuys and relational 

                                                 
10 Berys Gaut, “The Cluster Account of Art Defended” in British Journal of Aesthetics, 
Vol. 45, No. 3, July 2005.  
11 Michael Kimmelman, “In Houston, Art is Where the Home Is”, The New York Times, 
December 17, 2006 
12 Deborah Dietsch, “Blast from the Past: Return of the Shotgun”, The Washington Post, 
July 29, 2000. 
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aesthetics, in so far as Bourriaud suggests that art since the 1990’s addresses “the realm 

of human interactions and its social context, rather than the assertion of an independent 

and private symbolic space,” PRH is exemplary of this new aesthetics of collective 

meaning.13   Furthermore, PRH is to a large extent exemplary of Bourriaud’s notion of 

the “microtopia” in place of utopian striving: “It seems more pressing to invent possible 

relations with our neighbors in the present than to bet on happier tomorrows.”14  Finally, 

PRH’s extended timeframe (it is by now a fourteen year project), involving six-month 

artist residencies, suggests that it participates in a comparatively new genre of aesthetics 

found in contemporary public art, one that Grant Kester has described as “durational 

rather than immediate.”15 

(ii) Being expressive of emotion.  It is difficult to assess the question of 

emotion by relying on secondary sources, but it appears that emotional expression is not 

an element of PRH.  The absence of an expressive element is common to PRH and 

Thomas Hirschhorn’s Musee Precaire. 

(iii) Being intellectually challenging.  PRH meets this condition by virtue of its 

complex structure of resident artists, social services, educational components, and 

neighborhood residents all participating in a network of collaborative relationships.  The 

intellectual challenges involved in both the creating and experiencing of PRH are evident 

throughout this discussion of the project with regard to each of Gaut’s ten criteria.   

(iv)  Being formally complex and coherent.  While the formal complexity of 

PRH is obvious, its coherence is quite different from what would be found in traditional 

                                                 
13 Nicolas Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, (Dijon: Les Presses du Reel, 2002), p.14 
14 ibid, p.45 
15 Grant Kester, Conversation Pieces, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), 
p.12  
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object-based artwork.  When considered in terms of public art, its formal coherence 

becomes visible.  Like much contemporary public art, PRH is best understood as 

“littoral” art practice, a term proposed by Ian Hunter and Celia Larner to describe 

“cultural projects that operate at the interstices of disciplines and institutions, combining 

elements of art, activism, and public policy.”16  Understood as a “littoral” work, all the 

various elements of PRH are coherent, and indeed dependent on this coherence for their 

smooth operation. The structure and function of Lowe’s work parallels a central aspect of 

Hirschhorn’s Musee: “architectures and constructions made of image, sound and text, to 

which there are programs of activities associated.  These activities…are as much 

components of the projects as their more visible and durable parts.” 17 

(v) Having a capacity to convey complex meanings.  Complex meanings are 

developed on at least two levels.  First, meaning is conveyed through the art produced by 

the continuous activity of artists in the ten houses, in which resident artists 

collaboratively involve the community.   Although PRH’s relationship to the work 

produced by resident artists is primarily one of curator or patron, the collaborative 

dynamic in which resident artists engage is put in motion and sustained by Lowe’s 

creative action.  Second, on the larger level of the entire project and its operation over 

time, PRH entails what Kester identifies as “provocative assumptions about the 

relationship between art and the broader social and political world and about the kinds of 

knowledge that aesthetic experience is capable of producing.”18 

                                                 
16 ibid, p.167 
17 Reinaldo Laddaga, “The Construction of a Cultural Ecology: On Thomas Hirschhorn’s 
Musee Precaire Albinet” (unpublished) p.3 
18 ibid, p.9 
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(vi) Exhibiting an individual point of view.  PRH exists in a liminal zone with 

regard to this criterion.  Clearly, the project is the brainchild of Rick Lowe.  Lowe is a 

resident of the Third Ward and most always present at PRH, and the entire project 

reflects his individual vision and imagination.  However, the organizational complex 

PRH has become reflects the input of numerous additional actors such as resident artists, 

community members, leaders of the different organizational components, and PRH’s 

Board of Directors.   Numerous elements of the work developed through the involvement 

of other key individuals as the project evolved, especially with regard to the social 

service components.  In this respect, PRH is much more open-ended than Hirschhorn’s 

Musee, though both works began with an individual creating a set of circumstances that 

were set in motion to develop more or less freely.    

(vii) Being an exercise of creative imagination.   PRH clearly satisfies this 

criterion as it has been widely recognized for its unique approach to combining urban 

renewal and the arts. 

(viii) Being an artifact or performance that is the product of a high degree of 

skill.  PRH is the product of skill, but the skills involved are hardly those associated with 

fine art (excepting the work of the resident artists).   Hirschhorn’s Musee, by the same 

token, is developed using a skill set that is equally foreign to traditional conceptions of 

art-making. 

(ix) Belonging to an established artistic form. Lowe approached his work in 

Beuysian terms, employing the notion of “social sculpture,” in which everything 

including people, their actions, and the surrounding environment constitutes the materials 
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of art.19  However, PRH can also be understood in the context of new developments in 

the avant garde, including relational aesthetics and community-based public art.  Writing 

about Hirschhorn’s Musee, Reinaldo Ladagga proposes an additional conception of this 

new form of contemporary art, along the lines of “mode 2 research” in science, in which 

“projects emerge from and promote the development of processes of dialogue among 

individuals from different disciplines (or from no discipline at all), including the residents 

of the places where the projects occur.”20  This will be discussed in greater detail later. 

(x) Being the product of an intention to make a work of art.  Gaining insight 

into Lowe’s intentions in creating PRH requires additional background regarding his art 

practice and the developments leading to the genesis of PRH.   Prior to conceiving PRH, 

Lowe made “tense, political art – some called it agitprop,” and he was also engaged in 

curating and political activism.21  With PRH, he recast the relationships between all these 

activities and their connection to a participatory audience.  Lowe relates the following 

story that occurred in 1990:  

A group of high school students came over to my studio…I was doing big, billboard-size paintings 

and cutout sculptures dealing with social issues, and one of the students told me that, sure, the 

work reflected what was going on in his community, but it wasn’t what the community needed.  If 

I was an artist, he said, why didn’t I come up with some kind of creative solution to issues instead 

of just telling people like him what they already knew.  That was the defining moment that pushed 

me out of the studio.22 

                                                 
19 Patricia Johnson, “Rick Lowe’s world: A work in progress”, Houston Chronicle, 
January 23, 2005 
20 Reinaldo Laddaga, “The Construction of a Cultural Ecology: On Thomas Hirschhorn’s 
Musee Precaire Albinet” (unpublished) p.2 
21 Shaila Dewan, “Art in the House”, High Performance, Spring/Summer 1995 
22 Michael Kimmelman, “In Houston, Art is Where the Home Is”, The New York Times, 
December 17, 2006 
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Lowe was inspired not only by Beuys, as stated earlier, but by the African American 

muralist John Biggers, whose paintings included representations of shotgun houses as 

“places of pride and community.”23  Biggers’ legacy directed Lowe’s attention to the 

shotgun houses of the Third Ward, and was then inflected with the example of Beuys: 

I’ve thought a lot about what makes this art, as opposed to urban renewal…and I guess I see it as a 

program that encourages in the women who come here [in the Young Mothers Program] a state of 

mind, a way of thinking about how to live, which you could call the work of art...From a 

developer’s standpoint, the houses we’ve built are not cost effective.  But to me, they’re not just 

housing.  They tell a story about a community…the desire to preserve traditions like having 

houses be off the ground and use pier-and-beam, not slab-on-grade, foundations…the design was 

crazy.  But to me, it translates the symbolism that John Biggers painted into another visual form, 

which is architecture…We can approach our lives as artists, each and every one of us, it’s a choice 

people have.  You don’t have to make houses the way people always have.  If you choose to, you 

can make every action a creative act.24 

Lowe is clearly paraphrasing and acting on the Bueysian maxim that even the act of 

peeling a potato can be a work of art, if it is a conscious act.  PRH entails a dramatic shift 

in Lowe’s artistic practice, from making objects that referred to social relationships to 

acting directly on and through these relationships themselves.  

Project Row Houses in Theoretical Context 

 Having described the details of PRH, we can now place it more specifically 

within a theoretical framework.   While Bourriaud’s “relational aesthetics” is a relevant 

construct, Claire Bishop’s formulation of “relational antagonism” seems closer to the 

mark.  PRH shares some of the characteristics that Bishop identifies as problematic in 

Rikrit Tiravanija’s work, specifically that the structuring of ten houses for artistic 
                                                 
23 ibid 
24 ibid 
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production is located and administered in such a way that the resulting art work is 

primarily “addressed to a community of viewing subjects with something in common.”25  

Indeed, the entire project is overtly essentialist in its orientation, which is to support 

African-American identity and culture (as understood by PRH’s directors and artist 

advisory board).  However, PRH is also directed to a much wider audience than the Third 

Ward alone.  While the emphasis of PRH is local, resident artists are selected from all 

over the world.  The “art houses” are visited routinely by numerous members of the 

establishment art world from Houston and nationally.  One has to imagine that there is a 

welcoming feeling stemming from the cultural cohesiveness of the Third Ward, which 

plays host to resident artists as well as visitors to PRH.  Yet there must also be 

simultaneously a degree of what Bishop characterizes as “sensations of unease and 

discomfort rather than belonging, because the work…sustains a tension among viewers, 

participants and context.”26  Bishop suggests that because Hirschhorn’s Bataille 

Monument was situated “in the middle of a community whose ethnic and economic status 

did not mark it as a target audience for Documenta, Hirschhorn contrived a curious 

rapprochement between the influx of art tourists and the area’s residents.”27   This 

description could as easily refer to the relationships among Third Ward residents and the 

thousands of “art tourists” who pass though their neighborhood. 

 Laddaga’s suggested analogy to “mode 2 research” is another helpful lens through 

which to view PRH.   Laddaga addresses Hirschhorn’s public art as “akin to a ‘mode-2’ 

                                                 
25 Claire Bishop, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics”, October, 110, Fall 2004, p.68 
26 ibid, p.70 
27 ibid, p.76 
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of artistic production.”28  The use of the word “akin” is significant, because in 

Hirschhorn’s projects the dialogue engendered seems to be the product or outcome of the 

work, while in mode-2 research the inter-disciplinary and extra-disciplinary dialogue is 

actually the process of the work, leading to a new set of conclusions that may not have 

been achievable by more traditional means, as in the history of collaboration between 

scientists and activists in AIDS research.  That is to say that Hirschhorn plans the 

elements of his projects in advance, the elements are then constructed more or less 

according to his plan, and from that point forward the work becomes open-ended with 

regard to its utilization and the dynamics that arise.  Laddaga frames Hirschhorn’s 

projects in terms of collective learning, pointing out that the artist structures his work “so 

that for the participants (and Hirschhorn the first among them) it would become the 

occasion for an experience.”29  It is apparent that Lowe has done something similar, in 

that he has created a structure (the houses dedicated variously to art and social service or 

educational functions) within the community of the Third Ward, and elicited the use of 

this structure by local residents, artists both local and global, and stakeholders in the art 

world with their affluence and particular types of specialized knowledge.   To visit PRH 

in any capacity is not merely to approach it as a spectator, but to become a participant in 

its larger project.   In this regard, both the Musee and PRH approximate Rousseau’s idea 

of the festival as alternative to fine art theater, wherein “the people are the actors and 

                                                 
28 Reinaldo Laddaga, “The Construction of a Cultural Ecology: On Thomas Hirschhorn’s 
Musee Precaire Albinet” (unpublished) p.2 
 
29 ibid, p.12 
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show themselves to one another.”30  Further, the work made by resident artists is 

mandated to be collaborative with the community, so that its very structure is determined 

dialogically, taking the mode-2 research model a step beyond Hirschhorn’s approach.  In 

PRH,  “artists apply for use of the houses.  They’re judged not just on their art proposals, 

but on how they intend to engage the community.”31  As a result, the work in the art 

houses involves collective learning from the very beginning in the production and 

structuring of each artist’s work as it develops, and then in its interface with Third Ward 

residents and visitors from outside the neighborhood.  In this sense, Lowe seems to have 

gone farther than Hirschhorn in devising what Laddaga calls a “socio-technical machine 

for the production and consumption of aesthetically (but not only aesthetically) relevant 

phenomena.”32  In other words, PRH distinguishes itself by its level of collaboration and 

open-endedness at the production stage. 

The question of participation in art deserves further elaboration.  The 

collaborative, participatory nature of work by both Hirschhorn and Lowe seems to flow 

in part from a belief that object-oriented artwork does not sufficiently involve or affect 

the people interacting with it.  A horror of spectacle drives Hirschhorn, Lowe, and many 

contemporary artists involved in collaborative or community-based hybrid forms.  It 

seems to me that these fears do not give enough credit to art for its power to reach and 

move people, nor to the role of non-artists for their part in creating a vibrant community 

                                                 
30 Larry Shiner, The Invention of Art, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001), 
p.301 
31 Sallie Gaines, “It’s True Artistry”, Chicago Tribune, March 31, 1996. 
32 Reinaldo Laddaga, “The Construction of a Cultural Ecology: On Thomas Hirschhorn’s 
Musee Precaire Albinet” (unpublished) p.30 
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around, and connected by, artwork they appreciate.   Dave Hickey articulates what strikes 

me as an accurate view of the difference between spectatorship and participation in art: 

This distinction is critical to the practice of art in a democracy…because spectators invariably 

align themselves with authority…They seek out spectacles whose value is confirmed by the 

normative blessing of institutions and corporations…[whereas] participants just appear, looking 

for that new thing – the thing they always wanted to see – or the old thing that might be seen anew 

– and having seen it, they seek to invest that thing with value.  They do this simply by showing 

up…that’s the idea: to increase the social value of the things you love.33 

For Hickey, art is “social discourse, a participatory republic, an accumulation of small, 

fragile, social occasions that provide the binding agent of fugitive communities.”34  Here 

then, is an understanding of artwork of all forms (including objects, music, theater) that 

both vivifies people who participate in it and is vivified in return by those participants.  

Hickey recognizes that the eventual institutionalization of beloved artworks inhibits this 

type of participatory opportunity, but that does not negate the fact that art is made outside 

those institutions, and it is through this art that authentic participatory communities grow 

and flourish.   Susan Stewart takes this line of thinking even farther in her 

conceptualization of the encounter with a work of art as equivalent to the face-to-face 

encounter with another person.  It should be said that Stewart’s view of art is as a 

“purposeless practice,” from which it follows that “art is a domain for the exercise of 

nonteleological judgments.”35  Stewart proceeds: 

Our meetings with artworks are embedded in the meanings and conventions we bring to 

encounters with other persons…this meeting with an artwork that is in itself and for itself is 

                                                 
33 Dave Hickey, Air Guitar, (Los Angeles: Art Issues. Press, 1997), p.149-150 
34 ibid, p.154 
35 Susan Stewart, The Open Studio, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005), pp16-
17 
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analogous to that free ethical stance in which persons are encountered in themselves and for 

themselves – without prior determination of outcome or goal.36 

Stewart thus understands the encounter with art in sharp contradistinction to the 

experience of spectacle, and she would clearly disagree with Hirschhorn’s contention that 

artworks are made inactive by being placed in museums or other institutions, and 

therefore in need of an intervention such as Hirschhorn’s or Lowe’s to be reactivated.   A 

work of art, like a person, stands perpetually on the verge of actively engaging any and 

all who approach.  It is from this understanding that Stewart’s conception derives its 

ethical force, as she contends, “the next great transformation in the ethics of aesthetic 

practice will be, I believe, an ethical acknowledgment of what cannot be totalized in the 

representation of other persons and a recognition of indeterminacy in the encounter 

between makers and receivers.”37  

Lowe’s project has an ethics more specific (and, perhaps, narrow) than Stewart’s, 

and a political agenda that is more concrete (and, possibly, restrictive) than the kind of 

community politics described by Hickey.  Conceivably, there is no necessary conflict 

between all three approaches, and there are ways in which they can dovetail.  For 

example, for artist Sam Durant his show at PRH was “the show I am most proud of 

[because] my work could have meaning beyond the parameters of the Euro-ethnic art 

institutions, the status quo contemporary art world.”38  Durant points out that venues 

artists normally exhibit in tend to have audiences that do not include poor African 

Americans from Houston’s Third Ward.  The ethics of Stewart and the politics of Hickey 

                                                 
36 ibid, p.18 
37 ibid, p.26 
38 Michael Kimmelman, “In Houston, Art is Where the Home Is”, The New York Times, 
December 17, 2006 
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have no force for Third Ward residents if they do not have the opportunity to engage with 

artworks.  This reality is surely in Hirschhorn’s mind in his choosing the Quartier du 

Landy for his Musee, however he might distance himself from this kind of politics. 

Nonetheless, “community” projects risk being oddly condescending and false.  

For example, in the case of Rirkrit Tiravanija offering a “participatory” experience 

around a meal in a gallery, this kind of moment is in fact something people enjoy in a 

genuine manner with friends and strangers on a routine basis. Tiravanija’s work is 

meaningful if one accepts the assumption that he is offering something that is somehow 

special or otherwise unavailable, or at least that his offering a meal in the context of a 

gallery is significant.  Hirschhorn, for his part, positions himself as “vivifying” or 

“vascularizing” art, but this art is arguable already alive and well, making his Musee 

primarily a curatorial or art-educational innovation.  The kinds of socially engineered 

participation devised by Hirschhorn, Lowe, and similar artists are on some level mere 

simulacra of spontaneous communities springing up around art that are built by self-

motivated participants.   PRH avoids this problem better than many other projects by 

virtue of its permanent existence and integration within the Third Ward, allowing it to 

function simultaneously as a free neighborhood museum, a site for collaborative artistic 

experiences, and most importantly, as a center of vibrant community life. 

 PRH evinces some crucial differences from Hirschhorn’s practice, and 

highlighting the distinctions helps to further situate PRH within contemporary art 

practice.  Hirschhorn, Laddaga points out, “defines his stance in contrast to the position 

that consists in mobilizing art in order to address the needs or lacks of a community…Art 
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is unjustified action.”39 By contrast, Lowe is responding directly to his understanding of 

the Third Ward’s needs; he has embraced the inclusion of social services within PRH, 

and is attentive to the economics of his endeavor: “So often in the African-American 

community, the money just goes out.  The art in the houses is not for sale, but whites who 

came to the opening spent money here.”40 Lowe is driven by his desire to preserve and 

revitalize the historical Third Ward community and to support the people of the 

neighborhood in critical material ways.  Whereas Hirschhorn’s Musee is concerned with 

art’s functioning in society on a relatively abstract level, Lowe’s attentions are more 

immediate and concrete.  This difference is reflected in the remarks of Assata Richards, a 

woman who was among the first served by PRH’s Young Mothers Residential Program: 

I realized we were his [Lowe’s] art.  We came into these houses, and they did something to us.  

This became a place of transformation.  That’s what art does.  It transforms you.  And Rick also 

treated us like artists.  He would ask, ‘What’s your vision for yourself?’ You understood that you 

were supposed to be making something new, and that something was yourself.41 

 As a work overtly concerned with community activism, PRH is closely associated 

with a genre described by Grant Kester as “dialogical” community art practice.  The work 

that interests Kester is marked not only by its interactive nature, common to many forms 

of contemporary practice, but also by the use of “sociopolitical relationships” as art 

materials, specifically aimed at some form of social utility, generally reformist in nature.  

Kester suggests “community art projects are often centered on an exchange between an 

                                                 
39 ibid, p.14 
40 Vicki Goldberg, “In Houston, Rebuilding by Creating”, The New York Times, July 16, 
1995 
41 Michael Kimmelman, “In Houston, Art is Where the Home Is”, The New York Times, 
December 17, 2006 
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artist…and a given subject who is defined a priori as in need of empowerment.” 42  This 

aspect of such projects introduces many complicating factors, including the limitations 

imposed by external funding sources.  Kester points out that external funders, crucial in 

the case of PRH, open the project to co-optation, as the flow of money makes the 

community members “clients” and positions the funding institutions as the real customers 

of the project.  Kester further argues that this and other characteristics of community art 

practice may lead to a degree of paternalism.  The antidote, Kester believes, is a 

“reciprocal process of dialogue and mutual education” between the artist and the 

community.43  Here Richards’ testimonial as a former participant becomes critical.  Her 

statement reflects a complex mutuality in which she understands her own life at PRH as 

an element in Lowe’s artwork, but simultaneously observes that Lowe treated her and the 

other young mothers in the program as artists in their own right, describing a relationship 

of co-equals rather than of an expert instructing or enlightening a needy recipient. 

 Larry Shiner, in The Invention of Art, sheds additional light on public, 

community-based art like PRH.  Shiner discusses works curated by Mary Jane Jacob in a 

well known project, Culture In Action, that were: 

…almost indistinguishable from the sorts of things done by imaginative grassroots political 

activists who would not think of calling what they do ‘art.’  To that extent, parts of Culture in 

Action could be seen as the true heir of Russian constructivism.  Art is not simply integrated into 

life but disappears as a distinctive activity.44 

                                                 
42 Grant Kester, Conversation Pieces, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), 
pp.3, 137 
43 ibid, p.151 
44 Larry Shiner, The Invention of Art, (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2001), 
p.296 
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To the degree that PRH involves the dissolution of art into life, it represents a fulfillment 

of Lowe’s Duchampian approach to the shotgun houses as found objects.  Duchamp’s 

readymades were ultimately treated with the same reverence as traditional artworks, 

effectively negating “their critique of the fine art system.”  Shiner quotes Duchamp’s 

observation that his work’s enshrinement in museums meant he had “failed to solve the 

problem of trying to do away entirely with art.”45   Lowe has also fulfilled Beuys’ 

conception of social sculpture.  Just as Beuys ran for electoral office and created the Free 

International University, Lowe’s project is so utilitarian and worldly that its operation as 

art is subtle, and certainly no more important than its function as social services, 

neighborhood preservation, or innovative art education. 

 Another aspect of PRH that requires description is its function as both cultural 

archive and laboratory for culturally specific production.  Lowe’s motivation in restoring 

the shotgun houses was not simply that of community reformer, but also that of cultural 

preservationist.  Lowe was able to obtain support from the Houston Architecture 

Foundation because refurbishing the houses offered, in the words of the foundation’s 

director, “historical preservation of the way people lived 75 years ago.”46  The “people” 

in question, of course, were African-Americans, and in the face of Houston’s large scale 

razing of shotgun houses to make way for new development, Lowe’s mission explicitly 

constructs a kind of living ethno-cultural archive (PRH’s preservation of the Eldorado 

Ballroom is another example).  Both the essentialist cultural orientation and the archival 

mission of PRH is evident on its website: 

                                                 
45 ibid, p.292 
46 Sallie Gaines, “It’s True Artistry”, Chicago Tribune, March 31, 1996 
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When a group of artists is commissioned, each is given a house to transform in ways that speak to 

the history and cultural issues relevant to the African-American community. 

Sam Durant clearly understood this mission when he referred to the importance of 

showing his work outside “Euro-ethnic art institutions.” In describing the current round 

of artist residencies, the PRH website specifies that artists: 

…will engage with residents within a 35-block area targeted by PRH to capture, reflect, and/or tell 

the stories of area residents…The intent of this round is to inform the public about the rich history 

of the Northern Third Ward residents.  The neighborhood is currently undergoing economic and 

demographic changes [gentrification].  As a way to cultivate positive relationships among the new 

residents and existing residents that are based on mutual respect, this Round aims to document and 

celebrate the history of the Third Ward community.47 

Thus, key aspects of Lowe’s project are (a) to act as an incubator for new artwork 

relating to African-American history and culture, and (b) the preservation of a particular 

niche of African-American history and culture in the face of economic and social changes 

that might otherwise erase it.  It is fascinating to note, in the website excerpt just quoted 

above, that due to the accelerated gentrification resulting from PRH, Lowe has adapted 

his endeavor to include efforts to inform the relationships between long-time residents of 

the Third Ward and their new, more affluent neighbors.  In this respect, the scope and 

thrust of PRH increasingly relates to Jean Luc Nancy’s concept of the “inoperative 

community,” in which essentialist identity structures give way to more contingent, 

unstable identities where total consolidation is impossible.48  Through gentrification, an 

element of relational antagonism has now been foregrounded.  In Kester’s formulation, 

                                                 
47 http://www.projectrowhouses.org/history, and /installations.htm 
48 Grant Kester, Conversation Pieces, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), 
pp.158-9 
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this is all to the good, as he suggests that the solution for community-based art dealing 

with identity is the capacity “to define oneself through solidarity with others while at the 

same time recognizing the contingent nature of this identification.”49   How PRH will 

achieve this delicate balance is a question for the future.   

 

                                                 
49 ibid, p.163 
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Afro-Orientalist Collectives, Global Humanist Visionaries, and the  
Limits of Cosmopolitanism in the Writings of W. E. B. Du Bois and Richard Wright 

 
 
 In his “Introduction” entitled “Afro-Orientalism and Other Tales of the Diaspora,” 

Bill V. Mullen, in his 2004 complete study Afro-Orientalism concerning  Afro-Asian 

links omitted in contemporary  African American Studies, makes a cogent observation. 

He states: “In short, the absence of attention to Asia in Africana studies and to African 

American writing on Asia in postcolonial studies, has been an Orientalist albatross for 

both fields.” He also continues, “The hyphen in Afro-Orientalism, then hopes to function 

as a speculative bridge over and across these disciplinary and political divides. It 

represents the dialectical relationship that writers of African and Asian descent have long 

created for themselves as intellectual and political wiggle room between and among 

traditional Westernized disciplinary understandings (or knowledges, in the Foucauldian 

sense) of race, nation, ethnicity, and empire” (xli). Especially with the latter emphasis on 

“race, nation, ethnicity, and empire,” Mullen continues to complicate and even obfuscate 

traditional analyses that have focused primarily on black-white conflicts in American 

culture by suggesting that cultural critics venture into ignored frontiers and to cross new 

borders where new ground awaits to be trod. 

It was Homi Bhabha, in fact, who introduced the concept of hybridity theory as a 

way of  re-invigorating multicultural studies; in the process, he  changed 1990s 

perspectives about cultural individuation that primarily focused on the heterogeneity of 

culture. Discussions centered around differences intrinsic to tribalism resulting from 

celebrations of racial or ethnic distinctions implicit in the double-hyphenated nouns 

naming them, such as Native-Americans, Chinese-Americans, African-Americans, etc. In 
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the end, activist groups insistent upon separatist identifiers also found themselves “walled 

in,” so to speak, and had to rethink the end results of insularity known as balkanization or 

re-segregation. Bhabha’s hybridity theory proposed to recodify the walls, the veils, and/or 

the curtains separating  groups by re-conceiving the barrier or “gap” “in between” the 

linguistic binaries of sign and symbol as a way of recovering signifiers of homogeneity 

(Bhabha 277). This would entail reconceptualizing such third-space images as that of 

admixture, or specifically in terms of Mullen’s argument, “creolisation, metissage, 

mestizaje, hybridity” (xxx). Such a radical focal shift  from the theorization of polarities 

of separation to the synthesized conglomerates of unification is how Mullen perceives the 

new function of the “hyphen” connecting the two nouns of racial or ethnic identification. 

It would become an  avenue or “bridge” by which to create or to investigate dialogue 

between and among diversified groups on cultural practices. To be more specific, 

Mullen’s hyphen  and its interpretation as a symbol of “ethnic crossings” especially 

invites renewed attention to the writings of W. E. B. Du Bois and Richard Wright. As two 

important African American race leaders, their accounts about their travels to the Asiatic 

countries of China and Indonesia  attract new discussions on hybridization or the value of 

admixture for people of color desiring to become disentangled from the denigrating 

labelings of Otherness in white supremacist western discourse. Both Du Bois and Wright 

envision such an alternative, and in separate venues, suggest  to African Americans that 

their quests for wholeness to transcend barriers of American racism may not necessarily 

reside in Africa, but in new Orientalist coalitions to ferret out the real meaning of 

universal humanism. Ultimately, both writers discover that even color-line initiatives can 

be inhibited by in-group disagreements and/or deceptions. 
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In Frederick Douglass’s 1881 slave narrative The Life and Times of Frederick 

Douglass he uses the term “wall” to describe the concrete buildings blockading his 

movements as a newly-arrived rural slave in urban Baltimore, Maryland, around 1825 

(67). This “wall” image is significant and even archetypal as other black writers repeat 

and/or modify this barrier image already common in African American slave and neo-

slave history. In his 1903 publication The Souls of Black Folk  (Souls), for instance, W. E. 

B.Du Bois extends  the blockade metaphor and introduces the “veil” trope to describe the 

wall that dropped at the moment in which a white  female classmate in grammar school 

had refused to exchange Valentine cards with him (2). Moreover, this barrier image 

recurs in Richard Wright’s 1940 novel Native Son; the wall here becomes a curtain used 

to separate the male from the female sleeping sections of the  Thomas family who live in 

a dilapidated, one-room kitchenette on Chicago’s Southside. Walls, veils,  curtains, they 

all appear in the writings of the three great race leaders Douglass, Du Bois, and Wright. 

They signify upon the racial conflicts between blacks and whites in American culture 

arising from laws enacted by whites to keep blacks in plantation prisons or Jim Crow 

confinements on the grounds of Negro inferiority. Each of these activist writers, however, 

sought ways to break down America’s unrelenting walls of segregation by looking 

elsewhere on the globe. For Du Bois and Wright, Asia became one bridge to the solution 

of American racism. 

In transcending America’s wall of racism, W. E. B. Du Bois early in his life 

became a global traveler. In The Autobiography of W. E. B. Du Bois: A Soliloquy on 

Viewing My Life from the Last Decade to its First Century published posthumously in 

1968, the author includes a chapter on “China,” a site hardly affordable in the budgets of 
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average African Americans in the 1930s as is  Russia in terms of Du Bois’s chapter on 

“The Soviet Union.” Du Bois makes two trips to China: one in 1936 and one in 1959. He 

remarks: “What is the secret of China in the second half of the 20th century? It is that the 

vast majority of a billion human beings have been convinced that human nature in some 

form of its darkest recesses can be changed, if change is necessary. China knows, as no 

other people knows, to what depth human meanness goes” (50-51). Here, Du Bois extols 

the Chinese for their resistance to the shackles of oppression on such occasions as the 

Chinese Revolution of 1911-12 that pitted the Ch’ing dynasy against the Manchu 

leadership; their sporadic rulerships by warlords; the emergence and then dominance of 

the Chinese Communist Party; and the dictatorships of  Chiang Kaishek or Mao Zedong. 

The Chinese masses had endured race and class wars for the last twenty years prior to Du 

Bois’s arrival in 1936, including allying itself with the West during World War I.  Du 

Bois, who had felt the veil of race differentiating his dark skin from that of his white 

classmate in grammar school, could well empathize with the Chinese in their resistance to 

outsider Japanese invaders who pitted them against each in internal class wars. Du Bois 

applauds the Chinese people, for to him, they symbolized the humanist impulse of all 

people to be free. Moreover, in speaking from the seasoned stance of his ninety-first year 

while presenting his speech on “China and Africa” during his second, 1959 trip to China, 

Du Bois again emphasizes the homogenous links of Afro-Asian peoples and how China 

has served as a model for Africans  equally to “Act!” and to move aggressively in their 

efforts to decolonize and thus purge their nation-states of the shackles of western “slavery 

and humiliation” (World 311). 
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Du Bois emphasizes the word “Act” in his 1959 speech, for in his emergence in 

1898 as the first African American to graduate with a Ph.D. from Harvard University, Du 

Bois had faced many veils of racism as he climbed the educational ladder to success. 

Instead of attempting to go through the wall of racism, however, Du Bois took the 

strategy that he had advocated in Souls  of rising above the veil. He then proceeded to 

build bridges to freedom, to use Mullen’s term,  by plunging immediately into turn-of-the 

century political activism to uplift African Americans from the mires of ignorance and 

racial degradation owing to slavery. In Souls, Du Bois additionally had fully explicated 

“the Negro Problem” from 1619-1900, and  in repetition of the militant first race leader  

Frederick Douglass who had recently died in 1895, proceeded to attack  Booker T. 

Washington who had acquired Douglass’s helm by means of support from white 

philanthropists and politicians from the South and the southern-minded North. 

Washington, so Du Bois argued, had through skillful political maneuverings, proceeded 

to entrap African Americans in a form of neo-slavery called “industrial education” just 

forty years after Emancipation. Du Bois, a globally-traveled scholar, also realistically 

recognized in Souls that America had failed in its promises to liberate the Negro. These 

historical moments include the short, educational and economic strides of the Freedman’s 

Bureau during Reconstruction and its death in 1869, the post-Reconstruction white 

backlashes to the 15th Amendment voting rights act, the counteractive Ku Klux Klan 

violence after 1876, and the recent betrayal of Washington in his famous “Atlanta 

Comprise” speech of 1895. Washington enabled passage of the 1896 ruling of Plessy vs. 

Ferguson that mandated de jure segregation of the races. By 1900, Du Bois’s assessment  

of Washington’s regressive race tactics led him to speak out in Souls, even though Du 
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Bois found himself unable to unseat a man who held sway over ten million blacks and  

sixty million whites, this being the summation of  Booker T. Washington’s power from 

1895-1915 (Souls  36-45).  

Despite Washington’s betrayal of and stranglehold on black culture, Du Bois went 

to work in 1900 to build international bridges as a means to resolve “the Negro Problem” 

in the United States. Du Bois, while at Harvard University, had also trained in Berlin, 

Germany, in 1892 as it was emerging into a “socialist state.” Now once again he began 

looking beyond the confines of America’s narrow racial boundaries to seek alternatives to 

America’s hypocritical, political claims of democracy while at the same time denying 

human rights to “Negroes.” Between 1910 and 1920, Du Bois avidly studied sociology 

and developed a “program of Pan-Africanism . . . . “organized [for the] protection of the 

Negro world led by American Negroes” (A/b 289). On the one hand, his membership in a 

national, multiracial collective in 1900, and then founding of his own Pan-African 

Congresses that only included multiracial, global dialogues with Africans and Europeans 

about black-white, twentieth-century “color-line”problems as he had stated in Souls  did 

not yet include Asians (13).  These Pan-African Congresses met variously at European or 

American sites in  1919 (Paris), 1921 (London), 1923 (London), 1927 (New York)  and 

1945 (Manchester) (Du Bois, A/b  22, 271-72, 276-77 ). 

 In addition, Du Bois’s 1910-1920 readings introduced him to the doctrines of  

“Karl Marx” and he began to conceive of himself as a “Socialist,” mainly from having 

lived in Berlin where it was a “living influence” rather than an absent presence in the 

United States. Still, he also quickly resigned from the party and his white socialist 

intellectual circle when Du Bois differed with their views. He  regarded  “a vote for 
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[Woodrow] Wilson better for Negroes than a vote for Theodore Roosevelt” (A/b  289). At 

this point in 1911, Du Bois was active in the National Association for the Advancement 

of Colored People (the NAACP); he had helped to found it as the Niagara Movement in 

1906. The Races Congress of 1911, however, cast Du Bois fully into national politics, 

with Du Bois willing to commit the NAACPs Crisis magazine “against Roosevelt and 

Taft and for Wilson” because of Du Bois’s earnest commitment “to see justice done for 

colored people” (264).  However, when the Democrats won the national election, they 

reinstated color lines within the Congress as Du Bois had anticipated.  Moreover, he 

discerned that the Socialist Party, despite its  claims of being non-racial and non-racist, 

began to ”reconsider the color line” and to “discriminate against the membership of 

colored people in the South” in order to protect and appease the southern white members. 

Coupled with these in-cultural treacheries, Du Bois recalls that “Suddenly war and 

revolution struck the world: the Chinese Revolution in 1912; the Balkan war 1912-13; 

and finally, in 1914 the World War” (264). However, while Du Bois may have resigned 

from the party, he did not abandon Marxist ideas; in fact, he admits that it was both the 

outbreak of World War I in 1914 and then the “Russian Revolution” in 1917 that led him 

to read Karl Marx, especially since the United States had taken a stand against the 

“Bolsheviks” (289). While later having visited Germany and the Soviet Union in 1926, 

along with side trips to Turkey and Italy, Du Bois was aware of turbulence in China but 

did not visit the country until 1936 when socialist and Marxist ideas were emblazoned 

into his philosophical outlook. 

China was not a daunting journey to Du Bois in 1936, himself having  by now 

become a world  traveler to Europe, the Caribbean, Russia, and the Middle East (Turkey), 
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to name a few. He arrived there after having visited the Soviet Union and Japan. And in 

expressing China’s cultural forms, Du Bois speaks of it in the manner of an African 

praisesong for China’s not being European. It is a world inhabited by a “myriad of 

people” whom Du Bois also defines by gender as an “amorphous mass of men” in the 

masculinist discourse of the period. It is a culture with a past buoyed by “age old 

monuments,” and the people, while experiencing “misery and toil,” are emboldened by 

an “impenetrable will” to survive despite “imperial tyranny . . . industrial exploitation . . . 

famine, starvation, and pestilence.”  To Du Bois, the Chinese symbolize the meaning of 

“eternal life, facing disaster and triumphing imperturbably.” And as far as Europe, praises 

Du Bois, it cannot measure up to China. Whereas Europe is young and counts Time by 

the hundreds, China, by contrast, is ancient and counts Time by the thousands. Whereas 

Europe likes to “dramatize and exaggerate the past,” says Du Bois, China lets the “past 

stand silent, frank and unadorned.” It tends to praise human life rather than human death, 

which, in Du Bois’s terms he calls “murder” and alludes to be the trait of Europe, and 

with just cause (A/b 45).  

In this 1936 remembrance of China, Du Bois also shifts in and out of past and 

present tense to insert the  2,500 mile long Great Wall of China as a “wall image” that 

links African Americans and Chinese to shared experiences of hard labor and suffering—

African Americans as slaves and the “million men” forced to build the Wall. He says, “I 

am standing on the Great Wall of China, with 23 centuries beneath my feet.” From this 

position, he provides the reader an eye sweep of “Manchuria beyond the valley” while 

“behind are the yellow and brown mountains of China” (44). Then Du Bois falls into his 

role as Marxist sociologist by denoting the ravages of Europe on China in its drive of 
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empire building. He describes Shanghai as the “epitome of racial strife, the economic 

struggle, the human paradox of modern life” overrun with outsiders—Japanese, British, 

Americans, Russians, and foreigners from other groups. In 1936, the capital has taken on 

the veneer of Mississippi as foreigners have obtained power and subsequently relegated 

the Chinese natives to second-class status. Du Bois, in consternation, recalls arranging to 

speak at the University of Shanghai on the blatant racial strife in place. To show empathy 

for the Chinese, he recalls speaking first about his slave ancestral past, and then using this 

analogy to ask his audience how China had come under European dominion. But while 

he willingly had talked and they had willingly listened, Du Bois keenly notes their honest 

admissions to little knowledge of the outside world, of Africa and America, and silences 

on the Chinese Revolution of 1912 or of Chiang Kaishek’s despotism. Their only 

impassioned concession is admission to “hatred of Japan for its betrayal of Asia” (46). 

In his 1959 travel recollection, Du Bois deliberately converts the wall image into 

a bridge, a Pan-Afro-Asian hyphen that links African Americans to Chinese people. The 

United States government had seized his passport in the early 1950s during investigations 

of communists. Only in 1959 was he allowed to travel outside the country; however, the 

government forbade Du Bois to visit China. Du Bois thought it to be his duty and right to 

do so, although in returning home, he knew that he could be charged with “trading with 

the enemy.” Hence, Du Bois accepted the invitations of Chinese cultural minister Kuo 

Mo-jo and Madame Soong Ching-ling.  In this section, his work becomes a mini-travel 

narrative. He says, “I left Moscow February 9 and returned April 6. It was the most 

fascinating eight weeks of travel and sight-seeing I have ever experienced.” Of his global 

travels, Du Bois exclaims, “I have never seen a nation which so amazed and touched me 
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as China in 1959” (47). Covering 5,000 miles, his stops include “Peking, Shanghai, 

Hankow,  . . . Canton, Chungking, Chengtu, Jumming, and Nanking.”  He travels their 

rivers, flies by plane, or rides about the city. He visits schools and communes, the Burma 

road and the Mekong river, and Chou-en lai and Mao-Tse tung. But as a pure Marxist, his 

highest praise goes to the people of the slums and city who are the “Chinese nation,”  for 

China, with its history of warlords and despots, Du Bois admits, is no “utopia” (51). And, 

while condensing massive facts and statistics into eight pages, Du Bois ends his short 

travel narrative on an apostrophe to China that transcends the veil barrier: “Oh beautiful, 

patient, self-sacrificing China, despised and unforgettable, victorious and forgiving, 

crucified and risen from the dead” (53). 

Several times in his short piece on China Du Bois makes comparisons  to America 

and its oppressive treatments of African Americans. Such forays outside the United 

States helped him in 1936 as well as in 1959 to see clearly the antithetical, undemocratic 

actions of America towards its own black citizenry. Especially in terms of religion, Du 

Bois by 1906 also had become an atheist. He states: “From my 30th year on I . . . 

increasingly regarded the church as an institution which defended such evils as slavery, 

color caste, exploitation of labor and war” (A/b  285). Coupled with mob violence at his 

own front door in Atlanta that placed his family at risk and Du Bois being driven to arm 

himself, these unwelcoming racist acts that kept blacks continuously at the periphery of 

society only refined the nascent principles of Du Bois’s cosmopolitan theory of universal 

human rights. Looking back to the 1906 mob violence close to his home, Du Bois recalls: 

 My attitude toward current problems arose from my habit of keeping in  

 touch with world affairs by repeated trips to Europe and other parts of the 
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 world. I became internationally-minded during my four years at Harvard, 

 two in college and two in graduate school. Since that first trip in 1892, I 

 have made 15 trips to Europe, one of which circled the globe. I have been  

 in most European countries and traveled in Asia, Africa and the  West  

 Indies. Travel became a habit and knowledge of current thought in  

 modern countries was always a part of my study, since before the First 

 World  War when the best in American newspapers took but small  

 account of what Europe was  thinking. (286) 

In other words, Du Bois was awake while America was asleep. While America was 

narrowly defining what it conceived of a “Negro” type, he was undermining the 

stereotype and becoming a “citizen of the world.” 

Very early two ex-slaves began to define the meaning of “citizen of the world,” 

today called “cosmopolitanism.” The African slave narrativist Olaudah Equiano gave 

expression in 1789 to the global connections of the Black Atlantic captive, the  African 

stolen from home and uprouted and rerouted to the New World to become chattel in a 

slavemaster’s estate. While a slave and then ten years later a freedman, Equiano depicts 

his travels by slave or naval ship thoughout the slave trafficking corridor. His travels took 

him from Africa to Europe, to North and South America, to the Caribbean and even to the 

North Pole--Antarctica. He appropriately conceived of himself as a “citizen of the world” 

after gaining his freedom and then, as an activist, leading efforts from London to colonize 

Africans in Sierra Leone, even though the British efforts proved to be a sham. By talking 

about the debacle at the risk of looking foolish,  Equiano, nevertheless, exposed the 

shallowness and insincerity of the British as being equal to that of Americans in terms of 
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their viewing Negroes as disposable property (Sollars xv; Equiano 107). Frederick 

Douglass in The Life and Times  also illustrates how travel broadened his self-concept of 

universal humanism. While speaking to an audience at Elmira, New York, on August 1, 

1880, Douglass remarks: 

We are sometimes asked why we American citizens annually celebrate 

West Indian emancipation when we might  celebrate American 

emancipation. Why go abroad, say they, when we might as well stay at 

home. The answer is easily given. Human liberty excludes all idea of 

home. It is universal and spurns categorization. It is bounded by no 

geographical lines and knows no national limitations. Like the glorious 

sun of the heavens, its light shines for all. (599).  

If Du Bois sounds like Douglass, it is because the same blatant acts of racism towards 

blacks during slavery had not subsided in twentieth-century neo-slave times. He, like 

Douglass, perceived the bridge leading outside of America as the means to solving the 

Negro Problem in the United States. In all practicality, universal nationhood was an 

imagined community not bounded by geographical limits, and therefore un-American; 

moreover, it would be a place similarly described by Douglass where universal, humanist 

impulses could be realized.  

Not only was Du Bois actually living the reality of bridging dialogues with 

American blacks outside of America’s boundaries, but also imagining a universal 

community--utopia--inclusive of Chinese activists all committed to a global,  human 

rights platform for people of color. To be specific, Du Bois had ventured into creative 

writing, being that he actively spearheaded the New Negro movement and “renaissance 
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of Negro literature in the [1920’s] that resulted in a lot of the young talent being first 

published in The Crisis magazine” of which Du Bois was editor (A/b 170). He, too, 

imaginatively “dreamed” of a collective of universal humanists committed to a utopian 

bonding of people of color, but in its ideal state, resulting in a utopian marriage between 

Afro-Asians that would  culminate in birthing a hybridized generation biologically 

conceived from the best minds of African Americans and South Asian Indians. A racist-

free world dreamed of by Charles Chestnutt in The House Behind  the Cedars had been 

already conceived, and his resolution to the race problem in America called for the 

admixture of blacks and whites until the world had become blended beyond those two 

color definitions and ideally, the brownish mix. Chesnutt’s experiential idea did not 

work, as he continually illustrated in his works as did other writers (183; 200-202). In 

parody of Jean Toomer’s 1923 novel Cane, Du Bois in his 1928 piece entitled Dark 

Princess: a Romance, reinvigorates the color-line topic in his work. Du Bois’s romance, 

too, extols the darker-skinned Negro as had become the trend of other period writers of 

the Harlem Renaissance such as Wallace Thurman, Claude McKay, or Langston Hughes. 

All now depict the dominant Anglo-Saxon pale coloring of the  “tragic mulatto” as a 

handicap as Nella Larsen’s heroine Helga Crane discovers in the novel Quicksand. 

Whiteness in the 1920s is no longer a value claim of racial superiority over other blacks. 

In fact, Du Bois casts his main character in Dark Princess  in a Pan-Afro-Asian 

global arena in which Marxist philosophy is actualized as the solution to the color-line 

problem. A timely publication, Du Bois integrates ideas of Marxist philosophy that he 

had begun to adopt between 1910 and 1920. Basically, it envisions a classless, modern 

society in which Du Bois again recycles his sections on “China” and  “The Soviet 
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Union.” A system under communist rule would dispense with the capitalist creed of 

private ownership, enshrine  the worker, and equally distribute the national wealth  to all 

working citizens. In its practical application Du Bois sums it up quite well after a 

discussion with Soviet President Khruschev in 1959. Du Bois had wondered if a “modern 

government [could operate] without autocratic leadership of the rich?” From Du Bois’s 

understanding, “This can happen only if the Russian people believe and idealize the 

workingman as the chief citizen.” And as far as the role of  the proletariat, Du Bois 

surmises: 

 The Soviet Union, . . . is seeking to make a nation believe that work, and 

 work that is hard and in some respects even disagreeable, and to a large 

 extent physical, is a necessity of human life at present and likely to be in 

 any conceivable future world; that the people who do this work are the  

 ones who should determine how the national income from their combined 

 efforts should be distributed; in fine, that the workingman is the state; that 

 he makes civilization possible and should determine what civilization is to 

 be. (A/b 33, 37) 

Du Bois’s test case/potential workingman is his super-educated, alter ego hero Matthew 

Towns, a class uplifted son of a Virginia sharecropper who rises through the educational 

system and advances to medical school at a prestigious university in New York City. On 

the cusp of graduation, he has a rude, racial re-awakening. When it is time for Towns’s 

medical internship, he learns with great alarm that racism bars him from completing his 

practicum with  white female patients because, in the coarse terms of the Dean, he is a 

“nigger” (4). A veil drops down between he and the white world. Exploded at once is the 
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myth of America as a “melting pot” where race did not matter, especially that of the 

North as being a Promised Land of racial equality.  Towns, in smarting over but not being 

defeated by his verbal wounds, rises above the veil and flees to Berlin, Germany, in the 

stead of his author-creator W. E. B. Du Bois. 

At this international but foreign site is reified the actuality of Afro-Orientalist 

dialogues previously experienced by the real author Du Bois. On the other hand, conflicts 

of race and color-line problems immediately rear their heads in this seemingly, peaceful 

white space of Berlin. Towns one morning at a sidewalk cafe becomes a hero-savior by 

rescuing an unidentified brown-skinned woman from being ethnically castigated and 

sexually harassed by an insulting white male American. It turns out that the young 

woman is a South Asian Indian princess, but more importantly, a Marxist at the head of a 

global, political collective of an Egyptian, an Arab, a Japanese, two south Asian Indians, 

and one Chinese male and one Chinese female member, all of whom have gathered at a 

hotel in Berlin to lay plans to revolutionize modern society and to put the workingman at 

the helm. But the group has a race agenda as well. As Princess Kautilya sums up: “You 

will note, Mr. Towns, that we represent here much of the Darker World. Indeed when all 

our circle is present, we represent all of it, save your world of Black Folk” (DP 19). 

Kautilya continues: “Our point is that Pan-Africa belongs logically with Pan-Asia; and 

for that reason Mr. Towns is welcomed .  . . “ (20). Towns is the missing African 

American, proletarian link. However, color-line semantics and color-line problems 

immediately arise even within this elite circle. The attendees who are all Arab, Egyptian, 

South Asian Indian, Japanese, and Chinese are brown, yellow, and black people, now that 

Towns is in the group.  They are the darker hues of all of the races excluded by the West 
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and considered inferior; moreover, these are also members typically excluded by the 

color caste systems within their own cultures which, owing to “empire” and European 

colonization, have adopted European values of whiteness coloration as a signature of 

racial superiority. Kautilya’s darker-skinned Pan-Afro-Asian coalition is in the Marxist 

dialecticism stage of revolution to bring about class change. However, Du Bois 

complicates negotiations  which, in reality, probably had occurred during his Pan African 

Congresses dealing with fluctuating human natures. He seemingly introduces more color-

line complications relational to race, geography, and identity. Ironically, no purist black 

African representative is present in the group. However, Towns of African descent is the 

“Negro” bridge to all the racial and ethnic members. 

In his essay on “Asia in Africa” published in his 1946 text The World and Africa, 

Du Bois  puts in writing what he  creatively had expressed years earlier in Dark  

Princess. He debunks old European  theories of racial purity by using scientific evidence 

to prove that the “Negro” from prehistoric times onward has been the “bridge” or 

common denominator to all the Asiatic races. Says Du Bois, “The Asiatic and African 

blacks were strewn along a straight path between tropic Asia and tropical Africa, and 

there  was much racial intermingling between Africa and western Asia. In Arabia 

particularly the Mongoloids and  Negroids mingled from earliest times. The Mongoloids 

invaded North Africa in prehistoric times, and their union with the  Negroids formed the 

Libyans. Later there was considerable commerce and contact between the Phoenicians of 

North Africa, especially Carthage, and the black peoples of the Sudan” (World 181). 

With one fell sweep in this statement, Du Bois explains why Kautilya welcomes Towns 

as the missing link because he is the “Negro” racial bridge to all of them--the lone Arab, 
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the lone Egyptian, the three South Asian Indians, the two Chinese, and the lone Japanese 

forming the Pan-Afro-Asian group membership. 

Du Bois also illustrates how in-group color-line factions hinder progress. Another 

premise of Marxist theory cited by Du Bois is that the ideal proletariat “must be a 

workingman of skill and intelligence” in order to carry out their plan to modernize 

society through revolution (A/b  37). The Japanese member is the skeptic and proceeds to 

challenge Towns about his intelligence level as well as class affinity. In essence, Towns 

“the Negro” representative is put on trial and has to defend his intellectual 

“qualifications” to the group since prevailing European race theories of Negro inferiority 

seem to trouble some of the members, especially the Japanese representative. However, 

since Towns has  recently crashed from bourgeoisie, medical student class status back 

down to the sharecropper, grassroots level of his birth, Kautilya and the collective grow 

to believe that Towns is trainable. He even sings a Negro spiritual he had frequently 

heard sung back home in Virginia by the elders after Towns becomes enraged by their 

questioning of his folk roots. It works. However, since Towns lacks practical experience 

as a proletarian working with the masses, Kautilya’s Pan-Afro-Asian collective assigns 

him back to field  duty in the United States. Towns’s duties are not only to gain hands-on 

experience of manual labor but also to infiltrate the labor groups and educate the  Negro 

masses as to the merits of global communism and its opposition to capitalist enslavement. 

The Chinese member, like the other males in Kautilya’s collective, works solely 

under the umbrella of a woman leader, which, in Du Bois’s realistic world, is more 

inclined to happen in India than in China at this time. This is why Du Bois dedicates his 

dream vision to “Her High Loveliness TITANIA XVII By Her Own Grace Queen of 
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Faerie . . . of Whose  Faith and Fond Affection this Romance was Surely Born” 

(frontispiece). Fantasy it is for in the 1930s, sexism is still entrenched in the mindset of 

some of Kautilya’s male supporters. Led by the Japanese member, the two South Asian 

Indians and the Arab all later surprise Towns that night in his hotel room and insist that 

he resign from their cause. These men portray Princess Kautilya to be a young, capricious 

twenty-three-year misled by Bolshevik romanticism. They even attempt to become 

aggressive with Towns in order to extract Kautilya’s letter of credit which Towns is 

taking back to New York to Perigua, their West Indian ally not present at the Berlin 

meeting. In a timely fashion, however, Kautilya shows up, obviously suspecting the 

men’s treacheries. Immediately the Indians prostrate in shame; she dismisses the 

Japanese royal. Then, alone, she renegotiates with Towns to carry out his mission in the 

United States to work with Perigua to introduce the African American masses to concepts 

of a classless society. In fact, after conferring in Berlin, each member goes into the field 

as a worker, even Kautilya. They seem to disperse and to leave Towns all alone to put 

their plan into action. But that is the opposite case. All, including the Chinaman and 

Kautilya, remain unseen at the periphery of Towns’s life or make unannounced, fleeting 

appearances over the next five years. And since Towns is the novel’s central character, 

Du Bois focuses on his efforts to attract black workers into the movement. Like Du Bois, 

however, Towns incurs the same disappointments of being a race leader. Du Bois had 

worked aggressively at the upper echelons of international congresses to recruit African 

American memberships into his Pan African Congresses only to discover from the first to 

fourth meetings that he was only able to attract a “small American Negro following” (A/b  

289; 344). 
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In some respects, Dark Princess  is Du Bois’s eclectic, and perhaps experimental 

novel like Cane. For one, it is an upgrade of Souls  which ends in 1900; Dark Princess is 

a continuum and covers historical moments from 1903-1927. Geography is another 

complication; Du Bois is reworking themes from his Pan-African Congresses as being 

similar problems of leadership in Dark Princess. He first had used Chesnutt’s term “color 

line” thematically recursive in the latter’s fiction at Du Bois’s  July 1900 nations congress 

meeting in London (Chesnutt, “White Man” 124; A/b 639-41). However, in his romance, 

Du Bois’s focal site of action is on the “home front”—America—and at three different 

national venues: Part I: Exile (Manhattan; New York’ Berlin, Germany); Part II: The 

Pullman Porter (Harlem, New York); Part III: The Chicago Politician (Chicago, Illinois), 

and Part IV: The Maharajah of Bwopur (James Town, Virginia). With the work’s premise 

to engage the American Negro in revolutionary steps to eradicate American capitalism 

and thus its  intrinsic racism, Towns discovers that some members of the Pan-Afro-Asian 

coalition aim to unseat  her leadership without Kautilya’s knowledge. He also discovers 

that American capitalism has deep loyalties and is beleaguered with self-serving people 

with self-aggrandizing motives that lead to expose′s of treachery and greed by 

representatives of the white South; the white politicians of the North, the Ku Klux Klan, 

and all of their African American allies. All succeed in eroding the 13th Amendment 

(emancipation), the 14th Amendment (citizenship), and most importantly, the 15th 

Amendment (voting rights act), despite Towns’s romantic efforts to enlighten his 

constituents. For example, Towns becomes his own victim of proletarian zeal when he 

becomes entrapped in Perigua’s terrorist plot to blow up a train and ends up in prison. 
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Later on after release from prison, he also discovers that he has been blindsighted by his 

politically-avaricious wife Sara Andrews and her corrupt ally Sammy Scott.  

While Towns is stalemated and/or deceived consistently during his proletarian 

efforts, his struggles conclude on a happy ending because it is a romance. Du Bois 

concludes it on an alternative but idealized new world actualized by the birth of Kautilya 

and Matthews’s mixed-race or hybridized son who is a symbol of universal humanism, 

the very aim of cosmopolitan theory. Again, Du Bois uses the form of an African 

praisesong to invoke the world’s religions and gods/Gods, all of which, too, have been 

syncretized by means of Marxist principles. In essence, Du Bois politically secularizes 

the sacred religions, and thereby exceeds birthing of a single symbolical Black Christ 

figure which occurs at the ending of Cane. For example, the collective expresses praises 

to God, a Black Christ figure, and Allah, etc., because of the son’s birth. Kautilya also 

turns her face to the East and praises Brahaman, Vishnu, and Siva. Furthermore, the 

collective bestows titles on the son: “King of the Snows of Gaurisankar!”; “Protector of 

Ganga the Holy!”; “Incarnate Son of the Buddha!”; “Grand Mujghal of Utter India!; and 

“Messenger and Messiah to all the Darker Worlds!” (Dark Princess  311). This is utopia! 

What Du Bois had conceived of as a dream, however, actually becomes Richard 

Wright’s Pan-Afro-Asian reality in 1955 because of his attendance at  a world congress 

of black, brown, and yellow people meeting in Jakarta, Indonesia. But before that event, 

many “walls,” to use Wright’s  favorite image, are in between his  journey to the site and 

then 1956 publication of The  Color Curtain  about this  world shaking event. Douglass’s 

“wall” image is now expressed as Wright’s “curtain” symbol in the travel book’s title, but 

either way, it is a signature of a bridge spanning a huge gap in Afro-Asian relations in 
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terms of Wright’s actual professional experiences. In his novels about African Americans 

experiencing racism in the United States, Richard Wright seldom has cast Asian 

characters in his works.  In his unpublished 1930s novel “Tarbaby’s Dawn” which 

depicts his character Tarbaby in a Mississippi setting during his childhood, his gang of 

youth recite a popular ditty slurring Chinese because of their physical differences (JWJ 

MSS 3). Wright deliberately incorporates this pejorative to illustrate how blacks have 

been trained under rules of western epistemology and since the times of slavery to esteem 

themselves as racially inferior as well as other ethnic groups. Later Tarbaby, following in 

the footsteps of the  novel’s creator Richard Wright, flees Mississippi although for 

reasons of an unwanted marriage and a life of slave labor. Wright the author, on the other 

hand, rose to fame as a self-taught  writer and then apprentice writer  with the Chicago 

branch of  the Communist Party from 1932-1936. However, finding his creative ideas 

being nullified on behest of ordered propagandist writing required of members, the 

twenty-eight year old newly-liberated fiction writer resigned from the Chicago branch of 

the Communist Party in 1936 (God 149, 162) and fled to New York where he wrote for 

the Communist Party’s newspaper the Daily Worker. Between 1938 and 1940, Wright 

truly became financially free to write and to control his own works of art owing to the 

successes of Uncle Tom’s Children, a short story collection, and Native Son, his 

acclaimed novel. While Wright traveled to Mexico as a result of his marriage in 1940, 

and then traveled to Argentina to make the film version of Native Son  in 1949, Wright 

did not fully become conversant on Asian culture and relations until after his exile to 

Paris, France, in 1947, and then because of a series of global travels in the 1950s. 
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Unlike Du Bois, the formally educated scholar, Wright’s educational path to 

international stature as a writer, race leader, and global humanist, follows more the 

trajectory of the self-made man Frederick Douglass as detailed in his 1881 slave  

narrative/autobiography The Life and Times  of Frederick Douglass. Wright’s 

commonality with Douglass is that both had  plantation  experiences with  Douglass 

being born as a slave in 1818 in Talbot County, Maryland, and Wright being born the 

descendant of slaves in Roxie, Mississippi, in 1908. While Douglass received a modicum 

of formal teaching to learn how to read at age seven from his slavemistress Sophia Auld 

in Baltimore, he extracted the rest of his piecemeal education on his  own by using 

methods of stealth or slave wit in light of strict laws forbidding slaves to learn how to 

read and write. Through trickery, he would surreptitiously read his young master’s lesson 

books; challenge young white boys--regular street urchins in Baltimore--to spelling 

contests, and write on fences and the sides of boats by copying letters. Then as a youth, 

he graduated to reading the Columbian Orator  that gave him insight into slavery and 

abolitionist discourses. The education of Richard Wright is just as sporadic and 

piecemeal as he delineates in his 1945 autobiography Black Boy. He only settles into a 

consistent level of grammar school education finally at aged twelve that ends with his  

graduation at aged seventeen as the ninth-grade valedictorian of his Jackson, Mississippi, 

class in 1925. Flight from the South in 1927 lands him in Chicago, Illinois; and flight 

from Chicago in 1936 lands him in New York City; and flight from America in 1947 

lands Wright in Paris, France, where he lived until his death in 1960.  

In between, World War  II and the Japanese invasion of Pearl Harbor, the 

Philipines, impact both Wright and Du Bois. In New York while working for the 
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Communist Daily Worker, Wright began to write numerous articles about opposition to 

the war, the Japanese invasion, and Hitler, and articles on public demands for the equal 

rights of black American soldiers fighting for democracy. He did not serve in the war 

himself during 1939-1945, nor did Du Bois, although Wright was at a younger age of 

thirty-seven at its conclusion. Then, too, Wright was still in the United States while Du 

Bois was chairing the landmark 1945 Manchester Conference in England at which 

members of the Fifth Pan-African Congress set in motion world activities to decolonize 

Africa (A/b  22). Ghana became the test case, and George Padmore left England to accept 

a state position on President Kwame Nkrumah’s cabinet as Nkrumah began to put his 

plans for independence into action in 1947. It was to Wright’s benefit that, after leaving 

the United States and resettling in Paris, France, in 1947 that he became a member of the 

Franco American Fellowship consisting of a group of French intellectuals inclusive of  

Jean Paul Sartre; he also joined Presence Africaine chaired by Alioune Diop. The latter 

organization especially led to Wright’s connections to George Padmore of Africa and C. 

L. R. James of the Caribbean since initially they were based in England. These African 

affiliations got Wright involved in the Pan-African struggle. Being friends with George 

and Dorothy Padmore also accounts for Wright’s invitation from President  Kwame 

Nkrumah to visit Ghana and witness first hand Nkrumah’s leading of his Convention 

People’s Party through the early stages of decolonization. Wright published his finding as 

Black Power  in 1954, his first travel book (v, 105). His trip to Asia would become  his 

second travel account. 

Wright’s travel to Indonesia brings him in frontal contact with Pan-Afro-Asia in 

all of its varied racial, ethnic, and geographical distinctions once he embarks for this 
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conference in 1955. Again he turns his gaze away from America and now outward 

towards the Asiatic countries meeting in Jakarta, Indonesia. At this juncture in the 1950s, 

Wright has several professional likenesses to Du Bois, despite their many differences of 

age and education. They both have become  alienated native sons by the 1950s in their 

roles as prominent African American race leaders. While Du Bois in the 1940s had 

become avidly Marxist and clashed with the NAACP, he had by the 1950s become 

unwelcome in other groups. African American members of the Paris-based Society for 

African Culture  protested to John A. Davis the President their considerations of both W. 

E. B. Du Bois and Paul Robeson as undesirable potential members. They were viewed as 

tainted Marxists, while Richard Wright, a Marxist who barely escaped the Communist 

witch hunts in America in the early 1950s, was considered welcome. Davis even brought 

the matter to Wright’s attention in a letter dated February 28, 1957 (“Letters” Council). 

This activity was post the Bandung conference; nevertheless, it bespeaks the growing 

scale of criticism of African Americans towards Marxism and socialism during the 1950s 

which also impacted Richard Wright owing to his 1950s publications being written from 

the distance of exile. Always a Marxist in thought and actions, Wright discovered that 

American critics considered his 1953 existential novel The Outsider as being both 

unrealistic and inaccurate. They felt that Wright’s self-imposed exile had estranged him 

from “home” and that the author was incapable of clearly understanding the pre-civil 

rights activities now being staged in America. Wright’s first travel book Black Power 

also drew fire then, even now (Chiwengo 27). He received scathing attacks from Africans 

who felt that Wright had misrepresented the people, their culture, and Nkrumah’s efforts. 

Wright had portrayed them technologically backward and politically crippled owing to 
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Nkrumah’s yielding to the people’s demands to integrate ancient religious customs into 

their political initiatives. To Wright, a pro-westerner but then contradictory Marxist and 

atheist, Nkrumah’s strategy to use Ghanaian culture’s principles of religious politics as a 

means to decolonize Ghana seemed to be irrational planning. 

Besides attracting the label of outsider American, Wright additionally shares a 

link or “bridge” to Du Bois on a second point relating to the form and content of his 

second travel book The Color Curtain. Like Black Power, Wright creates an eclectic 

travel narrative by integrating the social science disciplines of history, sociology, and 

psychology with the humanities disciplines of literature and journalism. This is what Du 

Bois had done in Dark Princess and his two essays on China and Asia; this would be 

natural with Du Bois by his having become a formally-trained sociologist and scholar. 

Then, too, Du Bois had become exceptionally well traveled for an African American 

while still a resident of the United States at the time of his two journeys to China in 1936 

and 1959. Wright, who had been living in exile since 1946, had also become more 

internationally traveled from having presented lectures throughout Europe and having 

taken a major geographical leap when he went to Ghana in 1953 at the invitation of 

Nkrumah. Indonesia would be another huge, geographical step by Wright’s going to 

Asia. Another point is that Du Bois’s visits to China had not been for his attendance at  

specific conferences like those which brought together his Pan-African Congresses. In 

fact, Du Bois had gone to China on his own volition. The same self-agency occurs in the 

case of Richard Wright. Wright opens The Color Curtain by allowing the reader to share 

in his awe at reading a newspaper announcement about a forthcoming meeting involving 

a collective of twenty-nine top leaders from Africa and Asia convening in April 1955 in 
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Jakarta, Indonesia. The conference organizers of Burma, India, Indonesia, Ceylon, and 

Pakistan would be taking a sizeable global step by bringing together black, brown, and 

yellow people under one roof, and then not inviting one representative from the West. 

Their theme of “racialism and colonialism” deliberately excludes westerners, and for 

good reason. Wright’s reaction says it all: “these people were ex-colored subjects, people 

whom the white West called ‘colored peoples’ . . . .” In other words, “the  underdogs of 

the human race were meeting” ( CC 11-12). He concludes that this bold world 

convergence of people of color was almost surreal, “the kind of meeting that no political 

scientist would ever [have] dreamed of staging . . . .” (13). He volunteers to go to 

Indonesia as a reporter in order to attend a historical phenomenon of people of color for 

once collectively uniting in power against the West.  

For this trip, Wright also combines other travel-related business like Du Bois. On 

his 1959 trip, Du Bois had first visited the Soviet Union and then crossed into China. 

Wright does not depart from his fixed home site in Paris, either. On his opening page, 

Wright indicates that he had returned home from Spain for Christmas break. He had been 

“gathering material for a book” that would eventually become Wright’s third 1957 travel 

account Pagan Spain. The Bandung Conference in April could interrupt it, but Wright 

does not mind. He stays home from December 17, 1954 to February 20, 1955. Then 

Wright departs Paris to complete field research in Spain that keeps his life in transient 

from February 20-April 9, 1955 (Fabre, UQ  412). He then starts his Indonesian venture 

by taking  a one-days’s journey on April 9th by rail from Seville to Madrid. At Madrid on 

April 10th, Wright then boards a plan for Rome, Italy, where he transfers for a two-day 

flight; he has stopovers in Egypt, Turkey, Pakistan,  India, and Thailand. He finally lands 
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on April 12th in Jakarta, Indonesia, where Wright is greeted by another correspondent, his 

host Mochtar Lubis. They travel by car to Lubis’s surburban home in Tugu where Wright 

stays a few days with Lubis’s family from April 12th – 17th and partially with that of 

another couple, Mr. and Mrs. P. On April 17th, Lubis  then drives Wright to the 

conference site in the Bandung mountains where Wright stays at the Hotel Van Hengel 

from April 17th – April 25th. After the conference, he spends another week, April 25th – 

May 5th; and most likely with the same hosts (Smith, “Passage” 102-03). We also learn 

from Du Bois that he had flown to or ridden about various cities in China. Wright does 

the same during his three weeks in Indonesia; he travels by car, by the “betja” or human 

Indonesian taxicab, or by foot during walking tours. All along Wright sees the clash 

between the empire and the Indonesian peoples, especially in terms of technology. He 

notes that the famous Dutch canals esteemed for beauty are being used for practical 

purposes of washing clothes or as an outdoor toilet. He also concludes that the traditional 

oral system of communication works faster than European technology (94, 100, 107).  

Continuously Wright acts the field observer, and like Du Bois, switches between first- 

and third-person points of view. He consistently lets his field subjects filter through his 

intelligence and controlled emotional responses as opposed to Du Bois’s spontaneous 

outbursts.   

The actual Bandung conference site itself with real people, too, correlates, on a 

larger scale with Du Bois’s fictive hotel room meeting site for the small collective in 

Dark Princess. On the surface, Wright’s 221-page travel report nearly equates to Du 

Bois’s 311-page romance. However, after conclusion of Part I: Exile involving Town’s 

racial awakening in New York and escape to Berlin where he engages in a “conference” 
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inside of a hotel room with Princess Kautilya and her Pan-Afro-Asian colleagues and 

then a brief debate in his private hotel room, the collective disperses and never 

reconvenes as a group. The remainder of the work focuses on Towns’s emotional and 

sometimes traumatic field work experiences, which involve fleeting contacts with them. 

Thus, the microcosmic Pan-Afro-Asian collective which Du Bois represents becomes, on 

a grander scale, the macrocosmic Bandung conference which Wright represents as his 

real or alter ego Richard’s experiences. Another similarity of style is partitioning of the 

work. Du Bois divides Dark Princess into four enumerated parts; Wright partitions The 

Color Curtain: A Report on the Bandung Conference into five unnumerated sections: 

“Bandung: Beyond Left and Right” - 113 pages; “Race and Religion at Bandung” – 30 

pages; “Communism and Bandung” – 18 pages; “Racial Shame at Bandung” – 22  pages, 

and lastly, “The Western World at Bandung” – 28 pages. And here is where Wright dons 

his social scientist hat, again. Already John A. Davis of the Council of Race and Caste in 

a letter dated November 17, 1956, had complimented Wright on Black Power  after 

reading that Wright had relied heavily on the social science disciplines for gathering and 

assessing his data (“Letter” Council; Black Power 267; Smith, “Passage” 80). 

For example, Du Bois in his 1946 essay on “Asia and Africa” mines it with dense 

data from his readings, face-to-face interviews, and personal research and publications in 

order to authenticate his claims. His nonfictional and fictional writings grow out of or are 

supported by this essay. In advance of his trip, Wright, too, reads profusely as well as 

prepares a questionnaire for interviews with five Asian subjects. He spends his time 

musing over their responses while riding the train from Seville to Madrid. However, 

Wright grows disgusted at attempting to locate a “typical Asian” from five studies, and 
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discards them for being too artificial. Once landing in Jakarta, Wright finds that on-site 

personal interviews are more realistic and humanistic. For instance on a walk with his 

hosts Mr. and Mrs. P., Wright inquires about Indonesia’s independence. They explain 

how Indonesia’s proclamation of independence just hours after the close of World War II 

caught the world off guard, but nonetheless led to Indonesia’s establishment as an 

independent Republic and Sukarno at the helm as President (104-5). On another occasion, 

he learns from Lubis that Indonesia is also “potentially the third richest country in the 

world” (96). This explains why colonizers became so interested in ownership and the 

people’s demand for self-governance; wealth is the key word. That first week, Lubis also 

takes Wright to interview Sutan Sjahrer, a “Socialist, patriot, intellectual” and “leading 

authority on Western political thought” who had “presented Indonesia’s case for 

independence to the United Nations” (108). Wright also speaks with Dr. Mohammmed 

Natsir, the former Prime Minster who now has been  working to promote Indonesia’s 

image of being a “Moslem state” (119). The traveler Wright also relates personal 

experiences as a westerner to compare topics; he additionally embeds dense historical 

data extracted from newspaper or textbook authors to authenticate his claims. For 

instance, Wright notes that “hoary Javanese feudal traditions” account for the strict class 

and caste lines that enabled the aristocracy to subjugate the peasants. The Dutch only 

compounded the degradation of the peasant class as well as all Indonesians by adding the 

racial component to create divisiveness. Wright liberally quotes from a little book entitled 

Bahasa Indonesia  written in 1949 by S. Van der Molen and then translated into English 

by Harry F. Cemach. It provides lessons on “elementary Malay” for the entry-level Dutch 

colonist on how to rule with authority from housework to field work. Ultimately, Wright 
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concludes, the book instructed “invaders [about] how to demean, intimidate, and break 

the spirit of an enemy people in a conquered, occupied country . . . .” (116-17,154-180).  

The emotional responses of the Pan-Afro-Asian participants, too, attracts 

Wright’s attention as had occurred fictively in Du Bois’s romance. Again Wright proves 

himself to be the ever attendant observer and listener. For one, Wright detects their 

anxiety and fear of the West, not only from Lubis who had lived in fear in America (103), 

but also from both the African and Asian conference members owing to their having 

staged this open rebellion to colonial rule. He detects strain in the voices of Abdel Nasser 

of Egypt; Kojo Botsio of Ghana; Prince Wan of Thailand; Mohammed Fadhil al-Jamali 

of Iraq; the Chairman of the Ethiopian Delegation, and Sami Solli the Prime Minister of 

Lebanon. The only person whose speech Wright considers to be “rational” is that of 

Tatsumosuke Takasaki, the principal for the Japanese delegation. Most interesting is that 

the Japanese delegate is also the key dissident to oppose Princess Kautilya’s quasi-

revolution in Du Bois’s Dark Princess. Another tie of Wright’s work to Du Bois’s work, 

but also different, is the Chinese representation. Like the  others, the Chinese male and 

female in Kautilya’s collective are merely nameless ethnic types with miniscule roles. To 

compensate, Du Bois enlarges China’s image in his 1936 essay.  

By contrast, Wright makes it clear that “Chou en-lai, Premier of China: a 

disciplined Communist of the classical, Bolshevik mold, a product of war and conspiracy 

and revolution” is the “real” conference giant. And he is daunting. By his rank, Soviet 

and Communist ties, and command over a dense population, Chou En-lai exudes power 

by his physical presence, reports Wright. And the conveners, in turn, recognize that they 

have a “real” life weapon of mass destruction in the personage of Chou En-lai. His 
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speech indicates that the conference is no fanciful terrorist plot like that of Perigua’s 

activities in Dark Princess. But surprising to Wright is that the leader of Communist Red 

China uses the simple tactic of understatement to strike fear in the hearts of the West; he 

does not, according to Wright, use the occasion to harangue against the United States 

over Formosa. Instead, he aligns himself to the representatives of those outcast nations  

which the West had assumed to be non-threatening. Now in Indonesia, he seeks to lay a 

bridge for others to cross. Chou En-lai tells the members:  

The overwhelming  majority of the Asian and African countries and 

peoples have suffered and still are suffering from the calamities under 

colonialism. This is acknowledged by all of us. If we seek common 

ground in doing away with the sufferings and calamities under 

colonialism, it will be very easy for us to have mutual understanding and 

respect, mutual sympathy and support, instead of mutual suspicion and 

fear, mutual exclusion and antagonism. (157-58; 170). 

Chou En-lai does more than fire a bullet at the West, he forms a collective of 

Afro-Asian allies. This is why his concluding remarks complement the conference 

resolution defined as the Bandung communique′. In the words of Chou En-lai, “Red 

China has agreed to support the four goals of the conference and has chosen not to make 

any other proposal.” The pre-conference newspaper briefs listed those four goals; section 

“d” stated that the members would develop strategies for establishing “world peace and 

co-operation” (11; 158-59). This is the subtextual messaging behind Chou En-lai’s 

restrained decorum and selective remarks. He does not attempt to subvert the various 

religious beliefs of the constituents, although he points out  that “We Communists are 
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atheists.” Naturally Wright the Marxist could well identify with that stance. But Wright  

is quick to note how Chou En-lai has just diplomatically avoided alienating himself from 

his allies on this philosophical point. Observes Wright: “Brother Chou was most anxious 

to join this Asian-African church and was willing to pay for his membership.” And, as to 

the success of his collegial bonding, Wright says: “China  … could walk as a fellow guest 

into an anti-Western house built by a reaction to colonialism and racialism. It was a gift 

from the skies . . . . “ (160; 164, 167). Chou En-lai becomes the bridge to Afro-Asian 

power. 

Owing to Wright’s perceptive reporting, the Bandung conference resolution of 

non-alignment ultimately regenerates cosmopolitan theory, which the Pan-Afro-Asian 

collective had inscripted as its precepts and forged into words and meanings. Wright 

summarily restates it as a “Last Call of Westernized Asians to the Moral Conscience of 

the West!”; in other words, the West should take heed of this dispensation as a warning 

(202). The Pan-Afro-Asian members provided great relief to the West which was 

conscious of its history of imperialism and oppression. The Bandung communiqué 

became its anti-imperialist message. Does the collective’s statement mean “forgiveness?” 

to use the query of Jacques Derrida (27)  At this time, no. The host of western reporters 

daily transmitting activities of the conveners to the world, however, certainly probed this 

issue and rightfully so. Richard Wright’s travel book The Color Curtain aptly captures 

this tension erupting ten years after the closure of World War II. And being that most of 

the countries involved in the conference had been or were in the process of leaning 

towards Soviet Russia while America was equally attempting to vaunt its role as a 
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superpower, Wright successfully relays the high stakes and/or the pitfalls anticipated by 

these two Cold War world powers vying for the Pan-Afro-Asian hands of alliance. 

In other ways, Wright’s The Color Curtain  illuminates the “reality” of the racial 

divide still existing between whites and people of color as well as clashes between and 

among people of color themselves. Its subject matter shows that the text is a “bridge” to 

discussions on race, ethnicity,  hybridity, and Afro-Orientalist initiatives. All the conflicts 

revolve around color-line issues which have been at the core of the1955 conference, but 

which previously had been depicted in 1928 as the color-line problem and hopeful 

fantasy or utopian dream of resolution in Du Bois’s Dark Princess. Wright’s sections 

entitled “Race and Religion at Bandung” and “Racial Shame  at Bandung” upgrade these 

historically-based  external and internal racial divides as the overriding conflicts between 

people of color with the West, and between and among the “colored  people” at this 

Bandung venue. Chou En-lai himself comes to personify this hybridized, collective 

“color” symbol and all of its complexities, although his color is Red symbolizing 

Communism. Nonetheless, he expresses the fundamental precepts of universal humanism 

desired by Afro-Asian peoples when they began to break the stranglehold of colonial rule 

through independence initiatives. They banded together at Bandung in the face of the 

white world to show their colorful, racial and collective wills—despite whether some 

members happened to be religious or socialist, Buddhist or Communist. Wright’s travel 

book tells about the magnanimity of this world event as he uses his eyes, ears, voice, and 

hand to transfer and to translate the Pan-Afro-Asian conferees’ messages of unification, 

collectivity, and humanistic zeal. 
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At this juncture in the 1950s, Wright’s travel book also functions as a Pan-Afro-

Asian “bridge” between the past and the present. It expresses the breadth and limits of 

cosmopolitan theory that arose from the slave experience, and became revoiced and 

illustrated by Du Bois in his 1928-1959 Pan-Afro-Asian writings. Wright also took up the 

banner, not only in The Color Curtain  but also in his 1957 essay collection White Man, 

Listen!   When he declares that he is a “rootless man” having no homage to any “nation,” 

Wright the “western man of color” is revoicing the meaning of world citizenship quested 

for and stated by Olaudah Equiano, Frederick Douglass, and W. E. B. Du Bois before 

him and after him by Jacques Derrida and Kwame Anthony Appiah (WML 50; Derrida 3; 

Appiah xiv). Wright rose to the level of the “cosmopolite′,” but like Du Bois, discovered 

that such a universal home existed at some imagined, intellectual site outside of 

America’s border.  Its reality became limited to a newer, new frontier; in some respects, 

they located it.  Each one died in exile while still questing for or seemingly locating the 

tenets of Pan-Afro-Asian humanism. However, the “African” sector had now become the 

dream or the reality as the two confronted death: in 1960, the outsider Richard Wright in 

Paris, France, before he could return a second time to Africa, and in 1963, the new  

citizen W. E. B. Du Bois at home in Ghana, West Africa. 
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Throughout her short but highly productive career, Ana Mendieta (1948-85) engaged in a 

range of sculpture- and performance-based art practices to investigate her experience of exile 

from Cuba.  In projects such as her Silueta series, begun in the mid-1970s and extending through 

the early 1980s, Mendieta can be understood, as the artist herself observed, to “carry on a 

dialogue between the landscape and the female body . . . [as] a direct result of . . . having been 

torn from my [Mendieta’s] homeland.”1  More specifically, in her Silueta series, Mendieta 

incorporates the shape and form of a female figure on one landscape terrain after another 

throughout the United States and Mexico, in a series of artworks in which the artist molded, 

carved, dug, gathered, and otherwise imprinted a wide range of materials – dirt, mud, sand, 

wood, grass, flowers, and the like – with her own body.   

With the artist’s extensive and explicit use of her body, bringing it into direct physical 

contact with the various landscapes and terrains in which she worked, Mendieta thus “plants” 

something of a physical and corporeal presence in the face of the radical disconnection that so 

frequently characterizes exile.  However, Mendieta’s work is not simply about establishing a 

physical, material connection to land and location in an agonistic response to exile as personal 

                                                 
1 This comment from the artist is cited in a range of sources; see, for example, John Perreault, “Earth and Fire: Mendieta’s 
Body of Work,” in Ana Mendieta: A Retrospective (New York: The Museum of Contemporary Art, 1987) 10-23; 10, as 
well as Olga M. Viso, ed., Ana Mendieta: Earth Body, Sculpture and Performance 1972-1985 (New York: DAP and 
Germany: Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2004) 47. 
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tragedy and loss.  In addition, and perhaps more importantly, Mendieta investigates the complex 

relationships between body, location, and movement, relationships that constitute and are 

constituted by exile.   

In particular, with the extensive sequence of female figures that takes shape across the 

Silueta series, a sequence of female bodies imprinted in many different, and at times quite 

distant, settings, Mendieta’s work gives rise to a sense of a body in motion, migrating across 

different terrains and distant locations.  Mendieta compounds this sense of movement and 

migration with another degree or type of motion, the dematerialization and disintegration of each 

of the Silueta works.  Indeed, the female figures that comprise Mendieta’s Siluetas repeatedly 

dissolve back into their surroundings and disappear, creating a further sense of the difficult 

physical, bodily movements of exile, as well as its dislocating effects. 

And yet, this dematerialization of Mendieta’s work can also be understood to interrogate 

exile, first in its refusal to resolve exile into a singular or quantifiable experience of, for example, 

abject dispossession and loss.  What is more, the disintegration and disappearance of Mendieta’s 

Silueta figures undermines the possibility of tracking and surveillance, experiences with which 

migrant bodies and exiled persons are all too familiar.  As a result, not only does Mendieta 

articulate and explore the complex materialities, mobilities, and migrations of exile in her Silueta 

series, but she also uses these elements of exile to reconsider, and ultimately resist, many 

common conceptions, and perhaps many of the larger effects, of exile itself. 
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Introduction 

In September 2006, a two-page print ad placed by Celebrity Cruise Lines, ran in a U.S. 

national travel publication, promoting the destination of Hawai`i. The ad’s primary image 

showed the statue of a major Hawaiian historical icon, Kamehameha the Great (see Figure 1, 

Appendix E). In the ad, the statue’s hand had been computer altered to hold up a glass of 

champagne, as if in a toast. According to news reports in the Honolulu Advertiser, the altered 

image shocked the Native Hawaiian community and Hawai`i's tourism leaders. It was seen as a 

direct denigration of the Native Hawaiian culture (Arakawa, 2006). The ad campaign was 

withdrawn. The cruise line and its ad agency were embarrassed and issued a public apology 

(Arakawa, 2006).  

The incident brings up issues of native cultural representation: how might issues of 

representation be investigated so that governments, tourism agencies, and private companies 

recognize which representations align with a culture’s own values and self-perceptions? 

Governments, non-profit organizations, and private companies actively promoting tourism to 

their respective destinations often rely on portrayals of native cultures in marketing materials to 

establish a sense of the exotic or of difference (MacCannell, 1999, O’Barr, 1994). Research has 

shown that those who consider visiting a destination rely on the very same marketing materials 

to form their ideas, impressions, and beliefs about a destination and its native cultures (Beerli, 

Beerli, Martin, & Josefa, 2004; Morgan & Pritchard, 1998; O’Barr, 1994). What tourists see in 

brochure and advertising images formulates their expectations and ideas about another culture 

(Buzinde, Santo, & Smith, 2006). Accordingly, the scope of representation becomes integral to 

cultural assumptions and expectations of prospective visitors.  
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How cultures are portrayed through promotional materials, however, is often formed by 

advertising and marketing professionals. Graphic designers routinely make decisions on cultural 

illustrations based primarily on their own aesthetic judgments, their own cultures, and their own 

design criteria (Moriarty & Rohe, 2005). Those designers may apply stereotypes, ideas, and 

myths about another culture developed through the designers’ own dominant cultural 

experience (Moriarty & Rohe, 1992), without understanding the importance of such aspects as 

values, practices, symbols, and rituals particular to a native or host culture. Formulating a 

method to gain awareness of these aspects from inside the culture could serve as groundwork to 

establish best practices for avoiding representations that those of the native culture may find 

inaccurate, inappropriate, or offensive. Such a method may also serve to foster representation of 

important features and characteristics of a culture beyond what is already established. An 

insider’s cultural perspective would, additionally, offer aspects of the culture that may be 

missing in tourism promotional materials serving to enhance and expand knowledge about 

distinctive features of the culture.  

This study researches what those of the Native Hawaiian culture, who also have 

professional experience in tourism, observe about cultural images used in Hawai`i’s destination 

marketing materials in order to establish native perspectives on how current images represent 

the culture. The study also brings to light important aspects of the culture left out of the array of 

published promotional materials. The research endeavors to uncover elements in present-day 

images that contribute to the formation of stereotypes and myths perpetuated about the Native 

Hawaiian culture as well as important elements that may be lacking. The investigation takes 

into account the theoretical perspectives of Stuart Hall (1997b) in his writings about 

stereotyping through “inter-textuality” and Roland Barthes (1972) in his writings about the 
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relationship of image and myth. “Symbolic annihilation,” as a factor in developing stereotypes, 

is also brought into the discussion. While stereotypes and myths may be elements perpetuated 

by graphic designers and advertising art directors about a culture, it is important to understand, 

from a Native Hawaiian perspective, how those elements align with native cultural values, 

traditions, and beliefs as well as understand the impact of leaving out important elements. 

I think that there is some question as to the marketing and advertising principles you 
would apply to a corporate product, such as soap or automobiles [and whether] it might 
be a different kind of thinking when you begin to market places and people who live 
there. In the case of marketing a place like Hawai`i, I think the marketer and the 
advertiser have to feel some sense of responsibility to the people who live here ... and 
certainly to the host culture. (Participant # 6) 
 
The purpose of this study, therefore, is to provide an account of research that builds a 

case for seeking native cultural opinion on images used to promote that culture to prospective 

travelers, i.e., going to the source. Primarily the study surrounds asking Native Hawaiians what 

they think about how they are promoted. Future tourism promotional organizations may regard 

this method as a way to develop cultural image use in their promotional materials so that 

travelers establish a sense of the culture that aligns with a native culture’s own values.  

I have learned throughout this research process that the Hawaiian culture places high 

value on what a kupuna (elder or source) or a kumu (teacher or source) can convey to those who 

are learning; and that the idea of acquiring skills through an elder or a teacher is essential to 

Hawaiian tradition. This study is therefore titled “Ask the Kumu.”(See Appendix A for 

glossary.) 

Literature Review 

The way in which tourism destinations and their cultures are promoted is the source of 

much theoretical and substantive research. Arguments on the function of cultural images used 

for promotion are based on topics such as constructing ‘Otherness,’ and the quest for 
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authenticity. Ramifications of promoting native cultures are examined through such theoretical 

lenses as stereotyping, power structure, commodification, and myth. This literature review 

examines both the role and the impact of cultural image use, relying on research and theoretical 

writing about ‘Otherness’, authenticity, stereotyping, and myth. These areas lay the groundwork 

for analyzing research data gained from the in-depth interviews conducted in this study. 

Constructing Images of the ‘Other’ 

Constructing cultural ethnicity to promote tourism is a focus that has advanced from 

colonial times when ethnic representations often reflected a submissive or deferential 'Other' 

(MacCannell, 1992; Mellinger, 1994; O’Barr, 1994). The concept of constructed ethnicity is 

sometimes referred to as ethnicity-for-tourism, where exotic cultures are represented as 

principle attractions and where the culture is reconstructed for a generalized white audience for 

the purposes of persuasion and entertainment (MacCannell, 1992). The primary point of using 

native cultural images in promotional literature is to show indigenous people as members of a 

primitive and unchanging culture (Morgan and Pritchard, 1998). Image plays a significant part 

in promoting a culture in that the role of the image is essentially designed to influence attitudes 

and behaviors of travelers (Morgan & Pritchard, 1998).  

In a discourse analysis of ‘Otherness’ in advertising, O’Barr (1994) argues that 

representation of outsiders establishes an ideological guide for what is ‘us’ and what is ‘them’ 

(p. 2). Maintaining that images of ‘Otherness’ treat a culture as a commodity, he points to the 

difference between advertising to a culture and advertising about a culture. “When advertising 

conceives of foreigners as commodities rather than as markets, it makes very different 

assumptions about them” (p.13). People become products positioned to lure the traveler. 
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Expectations about those people, the ‘Others,’ are then formed in advance of travel and may be 

very different than what is actually experienced (Mercile, 2005).  

In their book, Marketing Tourism Products: Concepts, Issues and Cases, authors Seaton 

and Bennet (1996) put forth the idea that destination images are usually stereotypical and are 

chosen according to notions and expectations of 'Otherness.'  This notion speaks to the way in 

which imagery of a culture can become skewed. 

The pursuit of the 'Other' is a principal motivation in tourism, which is why destination 
marketers commonly promote those stereotypical features of their destinations most likely to 
seem attractively different (quaint, traditional, romantic) … Host groups often resent the image 
of their culture promoted by tourism organizations and held by tourists. (p. 293)  

 
In a 1993 study of Hawai`i Visitors Bureau advertisements spanning between 1972 and 

1992, Goss (1993) concludes that the primary theme of the images and text is one of alterity or 

a state of ‘Otherness.’ As part of an analysis of cultural images in National Geographic, Lutz 

and Collins (1993) spoke of an important set of themes running through images representing 

people of different cultures where people of the third and fourth worlds, those classified as of 

‘non-Euro American’ worlds, were idealized as exotic ‘Others,’ a primitive contrast with the 

western world.  

Because visitors form their first beliefs and expectations about a culture from the images 

of ‘Others’ in promotional materials, their views may also include the notion that an authentic 

reality about that culture exists (Silver, 1993). There are different approaches to understanding 

authenticity that figure into what appeals to a visitor and how expectations may play into the 

promotion of a culture beyond simply positioning it as ‘Otherness.’ 
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The Quest for Authenticity 

 Authenticity, as a concept, is a highly contested term that may be understood from a 

variety of perspectives such as staged authenticity, existential authenticity, positivist 

authenticity and constructed authenticity.  

In the existentialist view, cultural authenticity might lure those travelers searching for 

authenticity in themselves (Wang, 1999). People could be wistful about an old way of life, 

yearning to re-live that lifestyle as a tourist (Chabra, Healy, & Sills, 2003). They are essentially 

fulfilling a desire to exist within another time or era. The fabrication is real to a tourist as it 

produces feelings of being involved in authenticity (Wang, 1999). The subject of existential 

authenticity, though, enters two camps: whether the personal experience mirrors the reality of 

the culture or whether the personal experience causes a feeling of being true to one’s own nature 

(Steiner & Reisinger, 2005). 

A positivist would search for a sense of reality, a historically accurate representation. 

Referred to as 'objective authenticity' (Steiner & Reisinger, 2005; Wang, 1999), the analysis of 

whether an image portrays authentic Native Hawaiian culture would tie into oral and 

documented histories that tell exactly what was the manner of dress, what, precisely, were the 

elements of their rituals and their practices according to this perspective. Objective authenticity, 

even as staged authenticity, could contain certain elements of the tradition that may remain 

accurate to historical accounts (Chabra et al., 2003).  

Or, a more modern application of positivist authenticity, while it may not be represented 

by exact replication of rituals, practices, or styles, may be represented by modern day ideas or 

social customs that have evolved throughout the ages with a certain authentic basis (Linnekin, 

1990). Examining Native Hawaiian traditions in a village on the island of Maui, Linnekin 
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(1990) related authenticity to demonstrations of links to the past, though not necessarily an 

exact replication of past practices. She sees authenticity not only as a static objective 

interpretation but a dynamic evolution tying the past to the present. 

The constructivist approach looks at how authenticity might be created for social 

purposes, as opposed to the purpose of replicating the authentic or inherent qualities of a culture 

(Wang, 1999). According to Dann (1996), studies of destination tourism promotion in brochures 

shows that cultural representation is often used more to satisfy the traveler’s quest for 

authenticity than to represent cultural values. Dann and Median (2003) classify this as the 

constructivist approach to authenticity where identities and authenticity are negotiated and 

constructed by tourism and local forces in an effort to stage or commodify a culture. But the 

question remains, in “commodifying” a culture, is representation of the product (the culture) 

real or not real? Dann’s 1996 qualitative and quantitative study of how native images were 

represented in brochures drew the conclusion that images are used as signs, establishing a false 

reality that can only be confirmed or invalidated by personal experience. Silver (1993) 

evaluated imagery to draw observations about how authenticity is constructed for different 

visitor markets. He found that native cultures are not portrayed as to how they might 

characterize themselves but constructed according to Western markers of authenticity. 

Whether cultural authenticity fulfills the pursuit of cultural reality, the need for 

existential self-realization, or desire for a constructed cultural experience, display of authenticity 

connects cultures to how they are identified. Over time, if authenticity is staged for the purpose 

of tourism, how the culture is portrayed to visitors becomes incorporated into manifestations 

and expectations of local culture (Cohen, 1984). If those manifestations are consistent, native 

cultures may be stereotyped in the ways that authenticity is constructed.  
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Developing the Native Stereotype 

 Hall (1997a) explains how cultural identities are formed through the denotative and 

connotative process. Representation of an ‘Other’ is established by a process in which the 

context of meaning is found not only in one image but also in how one image is read against or 

in connection with other images; the repetition of images gain a textuality, accumulating 

meaning by playing off each other (Hall, 1997b). Hall refers to reading an image in the context 

of other images as inter-textuality. Within this inter-textuality stereotypes develop; images of 

people, he says, “are reduced to a few, simple, essential characteristics which are represented as 

fixed by nature” (p. 257). “Stereotyping reduces, “essentializes,” naturalizes and fixes 

difference … it sets up a symbolic frontier between the normal and the ‘deviant’”(p. 258). How 

meaning is established through this process gets back to difference; the meaning behind 

messages of the ‘Other’ evolves into a meta-message about ethnicity. 

Stereotyping, however, is often fixed by those in a position of power as a way to 

differentiate between what the dominant group regards as normal according to their own views 

and what might be excluded as the ‘Other’ (Hall, 1997b). The ‘Other’s’ characteristics then 

become natural and inevitable through fixing difference from a dominant view, thereby 

establishing the power to represent someone or some group in a certain way, labeled as a 

“regime of representation” (p. 259). Such a regime is fixed through inter-textuality and 

stereotyping, becoming the primary way in which a dominant group would characterize those of 

another culture. That characterization goes beyond reinforcing cultural stereotypes, it “often 

portray(s) the notion that natives exist primarily for the consumption of Western tourists” 

(Silver, 1993, p. 305).  
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Stereotypes may also be developed by what is ignored, trivialized, or left out of the mass 

media, a theoretical approach labeled symbolic annihilation (Tuchman, 1978). This construct 

contends that the absence, neglect, or marginalization of women’s roles in television serves to 

stereotype women into an inflexible and limited range of roles in society (Tuchman, 1981). 

While primarily a feminist theory (Strianti, 1995), the construct also applies to race relations 

(Mazon 1984) as an explanation for how one race symbolically annihilates another through the 

media. Native American stereotypes are developed, in part, through symbolic annihilation in the 

media according to Merskin (1998), who studied how Native Americans use different types of 

media. A factor instrumental in stereotyping the Hawaiian culture through promotional 

materials may be attributed to what is lacking as much as what is shown. The absence of 

important cultural practices or the reduction of a culture to narrowly focused series of images, 

then, characterizes a culture with inadequate stereotypes.  

Image, Signification, and Myth 

Taking a semiotic approach, in addition to developing stereotypes images often convey 

stories or myths intended at the point of production. The photograph is chosen to signify an idea 

or story that asserts its values on others (Barthes, 1972). Judgments of form are signification [of 

intention] and images are a language; they signify an idea beyond what is seen, according to 

Barthes. In Mythologies, Barthes describes photographs as a speech, a mythical speech 

presented as a form of communication that exists as constructed meaning: “We reach here the 

very principle of myth: it transforms history into nature…Mythical speech is frozen into 

something natural; it is not read as motive but as reason” (p. 129).  

By establishing myth as nature, Barthes (1972) points out that myth wipes out the 

complexity of human representation and essentializes it as something simpler. The obvious 
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simplicity of meaning is, however, carefully constructed (Colby & Jantz, 2004). Who acts to 

represent the culture in question and to determine what can be gained figures into how that 

culture is appropriated, represented, or protected (Scher, 2002). Beyond the fact that myth 

naturalizes representation, myths are also seen as extended metaphors helping to make sense of 

culture and turning dominant portrayal of cultural values and historical representation into an 

objective reality (Chandler, 2002). “What myth gives in return is a natural image of reality” 

(Barthes, 1972, p.142). 

 Considering the prospect that cultural imagery is used for constructing ‘Otherness,’ 

staging authenticity, developing stereotypes or signifying myth, central to the topic of this study 

is the question: What representations of cultural identity in promotional images resonate with 

the group being portrayed? Combining Hall’s theories on inter-textual stereotyping with 

Barthes’ perspectives on signification and myth provides a theoretical framework for 

understanding the myths and stereotypes generated through Hawai`i’s destination promotional 

material. In addition, symbolic annihilation theory informs the potential impact of leaving out 

important elements of native culture. Investigating how those elements and patterns compare or 

contrast with native cultural perspectives is at the core of this study.  

Research Questions 

Research Question 1: Do elements in promotional images of Native Hawaiian ancestry 

contribute to stereotyping through inter-textuality? 

Research Question 2: Do these representations resonate with Native Hawaiian values and 

perspectives? 

Research Question 3: Do members of the culture believe the representations present an 

authentic view of their culture? 
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Research question 4: How do they define authenticity? 

Research Question 5: What are the stories or myths generated by those images? In what way do 

they characterize the culture, as determined by the members of that culture?  

Research Question 6: What elements of the culture, considered important by the culture, are 

missing from the marketing mix? 

 A review of the literature led to research question terms as they are applied in this study. 

See Appendix B for term definitions.  

Methods 
 

 To gain Native Hawaiian perspectives on cultural images used in Hawai`i’s 

promotional materials, nine in-depth interviews were conducted with people of Native Hawaiian 

ancestry. Each participant also has professional experience in the tourism industry. In this way 

there was some basic understanding about tourism promotional materials. During the 

interviews, the participants viewed a set of 98 promotional images depicting the Native 

Hawaiian culture while giving their perspectives about specific images or groups of images.  

Interview Method 

I used a photo elicitation method during the interview process, a technique where the 

interview participants are the experts, essentially teaching the researcher about the content of 

the images (Denton, 2005). The participants were given the image set and asked to go through it 

with three basic questions in mind: How do these images represent the culture; how might they 

misrepresent the culture, and what elements may be missing? I kept the discussion guideline 

only to those three questions so that the participants felt free to expand on their perspectives 

about the images and embellish their comments with personal viewpoints and stories particular 

to their own experiences, a technique suggested by Denton (2005). The method is said to 
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provide bridge between worlds that are more culturally distinct allowing interview participants 

to share their cultural knowledge sparked by elements of an image (Harper, 2002).  

During the interview, participants talked about specific images or generalized about 

groups of images, while providing their own insights, comments, history, and reactions. In all 

cases, there was use of Hawaiian words in the discussion. Sentence structure and voice 

inflection in the pidgin dialect that is common in Hawai`i was also used occasionally during the 

normal flow of conversation.  

Reflexivity and Reactivity Issues 

I have lived in Hawai`i for the previous 25 years and became acquainted with numerous 

people of the Native Hawaiian culture. I have also been active in community projects and event 

planning surrounding interpretation of the culture. In addition my previous professional career 

involved marketing Hawai`i as a destination, in particular, a region of the island of Kaua`i. 

Transcribing and coding the interview data came from degree of knowledge about the Hawaiian 

people and their culture, along with issues that are important to them. The strength in this 

background may provide greater insight into the perspectives of the interview participants. 

However, I was aware that the more intimate my knowledge was of the native culture and 

tourism marketing practices, the more distance from my own viewpoints was needed in order 

for the interview participants’ perspectives to come through. On one hand, being acquainted 

with those of Native Hawaiian culture provided an awareness of Hawaiian colloquialisms, 

attitudes, beliefs, and customs. On the Other hand, having this background required more 

concentration on remaining unbiased throughout the interview process.  
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The interview participants, for the most part, were forthcoming in their comments. 

Those with whom I was already acquainted warmed to the topic almost immediately. Those 

who I had not yet met warmed to the topic as soon as the purpose of the study was understood. 

Image Set 

I chose images used during the interview process from magazine advertising, brochures, 

and Web sites generated by Hawai`i’s destination promoters. See Appendix D for a list of 

images. A destination promoter was defined as an organization marketing Hawai`i or one of the 

Hawaiian Islands, as a travel destination. Those promoters included the Hawai`i Visitors Bureau 

and its four island chapters, 15 wholesale travel package operators and six cruise line companies 

that serve Hawai`i, along with two additional statewide online destination promoters. A few 

images used by resort companies were selected as they showed people depicting the Native 

Hawaiian culture to promote traveling to Hawai`i and staying at a resort. In addition the Hawai`i 

Visitors and Convention Bureau, along with its island chapters, supplied digital images of 2006 

print advertising, from which those depicting the Native Hawaiian culture were selected. The 

image sources were those published by marketers as opposed to images chosen by writers, 

photographers, or educators. Images were selected only from publications and Web sites 

produced or updated in the most recent full year (2006) so that the images were considered 

current. Broadcast advertising was not included because of the complexity of showing 

television ads and isolating cultural representation in those ads as part of the in-depth interview 

process.  

The extent of the collection is intended to represent the majority of images depicting 

Native Hawaiian culture published in the 2006 by Hawai`i’s destination marketers so that the 

interview subjects could examine the breadth of what was currently published. Images were not 
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picked at random. Images fell into five primary categories: adult females, adult males, children, 

icons, and practices. They were grouped into the set according to these categories.  

Interview discussions were recorded and transcribed then coded and analyzed in the 

open and axial coding method outlined by Strauss and Corbin (1999). This analysis method 

suggests first analyzing the transcripts for concepts relative to statements made by the interview 

participants and coding those statements with a series of open codes designating the concepts. 

Then, the method calls for comparing the variety of concepts among different interviews to 

establish categories; such categories are called axial codes. Comparing categories allows themes 

and patterns to evolve from the data. Also noted are anomalies, or concepts that fall outside the 

categories. Once the results were analyzed and documented, a four-page summary was 

distributed to all participants for their review and comment to ensure that the findings were 

consistent with participant comments and opinion. 

Results 

Participants throughout the interview process responded to specific images or whole sets 

of images with comments, explanation, reflection, history, and reaction. During the open coding 

process of the transcripts, eleven different groups of concepts or categories emerged. Each was 

titled to reflect a cluster of related phenomena. I determined, through cross-analyzing the 

interview transcripts and corresponding spreadsheets, which images, as identified by the 

participants, were the most representative in each of the categories found in open coding. In the 

following paragraphs I offer a list of the categories (see Table 1) discovered during open 

coding, along with samples of phenomena that supported each category. Representative images 

are found on Appendix E, Figures 2 through 15.  
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Table 1, Categories and phenomenon found in open coding (See image examples in Appendix 
E, Figures 2-15.) 
Categories/Concepts Phenomena/Central Ideas 
Authentic (See Figure 2) Authentic, ancient, respect, life force, correct, real, 

essential, truthful, who-we-are, foundational 
Cultural Confusion (See Figure 3) Mixed messages, confusing, another culture, cross 

cultural, elsewhere, too many cultures, not allowing 
Evolving/Modern (See Figure 4) Modern, modern day, evolved, today, cultural 

evolution, not traditional, adopted, adapted, mixed 
cultures, modernized 

Fake/Inaccurate/Inappropriate (See 
Figures 5 and 6) 

Not allowing, fake, inaccurate, inappropriate, 
another culture, not representational, mislabeled 
disrespectful, not authentic, not traditional, not 
good, not Hawaiian 

False/Distorted Expectations 
(See Figure 7) 

Not real, visitor expectations, cultural expectation, 
self-expectation, false expectation, not found, hard 
to find, disconnect, see oneself 

Lacking/Limited 
(See Figure 8) 

Not enough, limited, missing, not seen, lacking, 
deficient, no credit, singular, no context, hardly 
seen, no significance, narrow, one-dimensional, 
not understood, not represented 

Marketer Responsibility/Non Interest 
(See Figure 9) 

Catching attention, advertising culture, stuck, 
selling Hawai`i, western re-branding, role, 
responsibility, non-interest 

Myth/Fantasy (See Figure 10) Not understood, all for show, representations of 
exoticism, fantasy, paganism, pain, shallow, staged, 
lack of understanding 

Outmoded/Bygone (See Figure 11) Another era, Elvis, times past, continuation, frozen, 
over-used 

Representational/Accurate/Appropriate
See Figures 12, 13, & 14 
 

Accurate, strong representation, highly  
representative, essential, important, truth, correct, 
cultural tenet, demonstrative, reflective, powerful 

Stereotype/Sameness/Branded 
(See Figure 15) 

One-dimensional, stereotype, singular brand, 
sameness, again and again, repetition, generational 

 

Following determination of the categories, I undertook an axial coding process to 

discover how the categories linked together into lines of thought and where those lines 

intersected. 
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Axial Coding 

As categories emerged during the open coding process, further examination of the data 

during axial coding revealed links between the different conceptual categories. While, at first, 

some categories appeared oppositional to me, they emerged as being part of the same 

dimension. They linked with other categories along a continuum of thought that related to ideas 

within the scope of that dimension. For example, the category titled, Representational/Accurate 

and the category titled Fake/Inaccurate, when placed at two ends of a single dimension, linked 

successively to phenomenon surrounding representation, whether it was about accuracy, 

authenticity, evolving culture, confusion, marketer responsibility, myth, or falseness. I have 

labeled this axis, Perceptions of representation: from real to fake. Similarly, I viewed the 

phenomena contributing to the category titled Stereotyped/Overused as the antithesis of 

phenomena linked to the category titled Lacking/Limited. Then, on further examination, I found 

that these also lined up along a dimension linking phenomena perceived as limiting or reducing 

perceptions of the Native Hawaiian culture. Phenomena about the images categorized as 

stereotyped, over-used, outmoded, frozen, confused, deficient, and lacking context all placed 

limitations on comprehension of the Native Hawaiian culture. I have labeled this axis: 

Perceptions of limitation: from over-used to inadequate. Both axes linked to the category titled 

Expectation/False Expectations. (See Figure 16.)  Each continuum of thought leads to an 

overriding concern expressed by all participants that specific images or a whole section of the 

image set may lead to distorted or false expectations about the Native Hawaiian culture 

including its people, its icons and its practices, by both visitors and residents.  

Along the axis of representation, if a participant found an image to be representational of 

the culture in some way, whether it was authentic, evolving, modern, a myth, false, or 
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inappropriate, the image was seen as generating an expectation on the part of the visitor about 

the culture, according to how it was represented.  

There’s always visitors who come here and seek out this image. They say, ‘I saw this ad 
in the magazine that portrayed this hula dancer and hula show and I come to Hawai`i to 
see this hula show. But hula shows are on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Why can’t I see a 
hula show … if I’m here Friday, Saturday or Sunday? I’m not going to see this image’. 
(Participant #1) 
 
The dominance of hula images, according to many of the participants, generates 

expectations that visitors must see a hula show, that this is the primary demonstration of the 

culture. “My question would be, would a visitor expect every Hawaiian girl to know the hula” 

(Participant #2)? While all participants recognized that dance is an important part of the culture, 

they also expressed that many of the ways in which the culture was represented led to unreal 

expectations. 

  Several participants also believed that images of slender, attractive young men and 

women in unrealistic situations set up visitor expectations for this look and for certain settings 

as Native Hawaiian. One photo in particular, that of a slender woman walking through a 

coconut grove, drew remarks such as follow: 

Here, you have an image of a beautiful island woman … walking through this coconut 
grove at this undisclosed place, and you’ll never see a beautiful woman walking like this 
through this coconut grove at any time during the 365 given days in a year. A Hawaiian 
woman would know she’d get hit on the head by falling coconuts.” (Participant #1). 
 
Participants believe that visitors expect to see dances from other cultures as being 

representative of their Hawaiian experience. Samoan, Tahitian, or Maori costuming and 

entertainment does not allow the Native Hawaiian culture to represent itself distinctly. What is 

fake, inaccurate or inappropriate is touted as a real Hawaiian representation. Participants shared 

concerns that the visitor will believe they’ll receive a lei on arrival; that fake tattoos are 

Hawaiian; that its okay to touch petroglyphs; that children run around on beaches dressed in 
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hula costume; that images of ki`i` speak of paganism and exoticism (instead of serious religious 

practices,) and that everyone dances and sings for the entertainment of the visitor. 

 In addition, participants explained how the representation of the culture in ads and 

promotional materials generates a self-expectation by Native Hawaiians as how they should be. 

If female dancers in ads are skinny, Hawaiian women think they have to be skinny. “ It’s been 

hard on people that are dancing now. There’s a heavy stigma about what weight you can be, and 

you may be a (genuine) artist in dance, but you can’t get into the show because (the audience is) 

expecting to see these really thin people” (Participant #3).  

So I’m glad to know that Hawaiian women only drink water every day (because they’re 
thin), they’re all the same form; the same idea that we think a Hawaiian woman needs to 
represent. I understand you need to make your picture pretty … but do we have any 
concept, truly, of what a Hawaiian woman looks like?” (Participant #5). 
 

Participant #7 remarks on the how the invariability of the images impacts self-expectations. “So 

whenever you see the hula line, there is that uniformity, continually. So that has permeated into 

our own self-reflection.” 

Along the axis of limitation, participants saw expectations generated by the images’ 

limitations, whether perceptions of the culture were limited to stereotypes, were relegated to 

being outmoded or frozen in another time or another area; whether they were limited by 

marketer choices, or whether they lacked context or subject matter. Participants believed that 

these limitations also affected visitor expectations as well as expectations by the Hawaiian 

about themselves.  

Consider, for example participant comments about the pervasiveness of images 

conveying dancing and entertainment. Participants were disturbed that a visitor’s idea of Native 

Hawaiians is limited to images of an entertainers, who may not even be costumed in Native 

Hawaiian dress, and still may be stuck in a bygone era of fifty years ago.  
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They (the visitors) expect everyone to sing and play ukulele and do everything else, 
when there are so many more different aspects to us than what is shown. Why are there 
not more images of cultural events, more of our sacred sites with explanations about 
those places, where you actually feel the soul. (Participant #5) 
 

All participants saw limitations throughout the entire set, some expressing surprise at the 

relative dearth of dimension. 

Ah, I’m surprised. Its kind of like what’s not there than what is there. We’re back to 
hula, torch lighting and blowing the conch shell … nice images … but I’m surprised 
there aren’t more cultural activities … these images (here) are uni-dimensional … I 
haven’t seen enough images sharing our culture. These are just props for the destination. 
(Participant #6) 
 

Participant #9 sees some the images as not really showing the culture. 

 (This) doesn’t really show the culture; it doesn’t show the history of the Hawaiian 
culture or anything else… That’s a big problem I think. There are so many other 
Hawaiian disciplines they could portray. I want the culture out there, I want people to 
learn about it.”   

 
There was a call, on the part of almost all participants for more cultural depth in the 

images; a desire to see more focus on Hawaiian cultural values such as the importance and 

respect for family or spirituality. Participants wanted to see a broader display of the skills and 

practices particular to the Native Hawaiian culture, whether they be ancient or modern, while 

distinguishing what represents the Hawaiian culture and what represents other cultures. 

Providing visitors and local residents with more realistic expectations of what it is to be 

Hawaiian and what is particular and unique about Hawaiian cultural practices was a key issue. 

All participants believe that its time to do away with the stylized, outmoded images of the 

Hawaiian people as “the show”, and establish images of Hawai`i and Hawaiian culture as one 

with depth, breadth, unique practices and with a long and interesting history. 
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Discussion and conclusion 

One of the objectives of this study was to determine whether cultural image use in 

tourism promotional materials is representative of the culture and whether such representation 

aligns with a native culture’s own values and perspectives. A couple of key issues in relation to 

this study are raised through research that says that images are a critical element in destination 

choice (Um & Crompton, 1999) and that says advance promotional images form strong ideas 

and expectations among prospective travelers about a Native culture (O’Barr, 1994). Since 

advertising executives and marketing decision-makers often choose images of an indigenous 

culture based on their own cultural values, judgments and design criteria (Moriarty & Rohe, 

1992), a disconnect may exist when images used in Hawai`i’s promotional materials are 

published without comprehension of native cultural perspectives.  

 While marketers and promoters may argue that promotional materials need to contain 

images that are attractive, capturing the imagination of prospective visitors in the first place, the 

issue of such images raising false and distorted expectations is brought out in this research. 

There was an over-riding concern, among all of the research participants, that specific images or 

whole sets of images would lead to visitor misconceptions about the Native Hawaiian culture, 

including its people, its icons, and its practices. Native Hawaiian self-expectations; that they 

need to be entertainers, greeters, costumed a certain way, or of a certain body type, in order to 

be Hawaiian -- was also brought out in this study through use of images like these over an 

extended length of time. As such, many of the cultural images used in of Hawai`i’s destination 

marketing materials did not align with cultural perspectives. There was also a broad concern 

that the images used in marketing materials created narrow and unattainable expectations.  
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Another objective of the study was to develop a best practices method to gain awareness 

of important cultural aspects such as values, practices, symbols, and rituals particular to a native 

or host culture. Taking the time to interview people who understand native cultural values has 

provided me insights that I would not have normally understood, being raised in a different 

culture; particularly a culture that is perceived as dominant. Even though I have been a Hawai`i 

resident over the past three decades, I was surprised by image elements considered 

inappropriate such as fake tattoos, children rubbing their hands over petroglyphs, or people 

kayaking in the bay of a sacred place. I was equally surprised and enlightened by comments 

about images that were considered highly representational and strongly aligned with the culture. 

These included images showing grandparents teaching children, an offering mound that was 

part of a makahiki ceremony, the sacredness of the taro plant, dance costume details, or 

representations of certain practices I would not otherwise have thought to be so important. 

At first glance, I had not seen any problems connected with certain images. Additionally 

had I not suspected that other images would be so strongly representative of the native culture. 

It was evident, even so, that these images needed better context, illustrating the importance and 

meaning of certain cultural icons, practices, and customs. I was also amazed at how deeply 

certain stereotypes are developed through the narrowness and lack of context in so many of the 

images. I had not grasped the subtle elements of what was appropriate and what was 

inappropriate. This lack of understanding is an important point and supports formulating 

methods among marketing and advertising professionals to understand how images represent 

the native culture and what kinds of images align with cultural values. Asking people of the 

culture about the images brought all of these things to light. Considering the years I had worked 

professionally on numerous projects designed to market and promote Hawai`i as a destination, 
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this method provided insight, new ways of thinking about cultural representation in cultural 

materials, and a broader approach.  

Interviewing those who understand the role of promotion in the tourism industry turned 

out to be advantageous. There was a basic understanding about the types of materials used for 

marketing and advertising a destination and a general acceptance of the part that the visitor 

industry plays in the overall statewide economy. As such, the reason to include native cultural 

images in promotional materials did not enter the discussion. Participants were able to make 

comments within the framework of the topic. Had I chosen Native Hawaiians who had never 

worked in the visitor industry, there may have been a need to explain why the images were 

published in the first place.  

Overall, I found that many of the images representing the Native Hawaiian culture in 

Hawai`i’s destination marketing materials essentially misrepresented the culture through 

development of stereotypes, confusion, lack of context, limited perspectives, or complete lack 

of important features. Considering these findings, it would be worth developing ways to 

approach image use in native cultural representation from decision making standpoint and 

include perspectives from inside the culture as part of that process. 

Connections to the Literature 

It is no wonder that marketers and advertisers feature images of “Others’ or natives in 

destination marketing materials; particularly as research has shown that pursuit of the ‘Other’ is 

considered a primary motivation in destination choice (Seaton and Bennet, 1996). There was no 

question by any of the participants as to why Native Hawaiians were featured in promotional 

materials they viewed. They understood that cultural representation, in itself, establishes an 

attractive feature to the Hawaiian Islands. O’Barr (1994) notes that such pursuit of the ‘Other’ 
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results in cultural commodification of the culture in this case – Native Hawaiians. The 

commodification aspect supports a rationale as to why so many images feature dance and 

entertainment, usually a paid activity, or why the native culture is featured in the first place, 

which is to draw tourism to Hawai`i. Tourism is a primary economic generator in Hawai`i, 

resulting in high tax revenues along with providing income and benefits to many families 

including those of Native Hawaiian ancestry. 

Even with such a general acceptance that images of Native Hawaiians serve to fuel a 

major economy, the problem with the dominance of entertainment images is that they establish 

narrow stereotypes and limited ideas about a culture. The seemingly endless repetition of Native 

Hawaiians as entertainers and lei greeters resonates with Stuart Hall’s points on how inter-

textuality (1997b) limits ideas about a native culture through repetition; that the repeated images 

play off each other to form narrow, essential, and fixed ideas about the culture. The results of 

this study also supported Tuchman’s theories on symbolic annihilation (1972): that stereotypes 

may also be developed by what is ignored or left out. Excluding a multitude of important 

features beyond the general theme of entertainment also was found to stereotype Native 

Hawaiians into very limited roles. Hall and Tuchman’s theories support the reaction of 

interview participants that the their culture, including men, women, and children, was seen as 

functioning in a primary and narrow role – that of being entertainers or greeters. How could 

anyone surmise, through current promotional materials, that Native Hawaiians are experts in so 

many other disciplines such as martial arts, herbal medicine, plant cultivation, navigation, story-

telling, and a variety of crafts and productive skills? The images used in 2006 fixed Native 

Hawaiians into a relatively static role, ignoring the richness and spirited complexity of the 

culture. 
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 The way in which the culture is stereotyped may also generate what a visitor would 

think as authentic (Silver 1993). In this study, participant views on authenticity came more from 

the positivist approach, presented by Wang (1999) and Steiner and Reisinger (2005). This 

approach would say that authentic images must represent historic detail, in this case, elements 

of pre-contact Native Hawaiian culture. This study, therefore resonates with writings on 

positivist or objective authenticity   Participants labeled images with attention to historic detail 

as authentic.  

It was also interesting to see that participants recognized the type of objective 

authenticity discussed by Linnekin (1990) where cultural tradition has adapted to modern day 

representation. Representation of an historically traditional idea or concept is carried through in 

modern day practices and customs. An example would be images of parades that incorporate the 

cultural mix prevalent in today’s Hawaiian population (Hawai`i today is populated by multiple 

ethnicities, none of them in the majority), but weave in former traditions of pageantry, 

developed during the reign of the Kamehameha dynasty.  

 Chabra, Healy and Sills (2003) also recognized that objective authenticity may contain 

only a few elements that remain accurate to historical accounts. There were images that 

portrayed modern-day Hawaiians who have a diverse cultural mix in their heritage, who may 

not have specific Hawaiian facial features or body type, may dress with adapted costume, but 

may be practicing an art that was developed in ancient times,  These images, in the terms of 

Chabra et al. (2003) and Linnekin (1990), would be considered objectively authentic;  that is to 

say,  adapted to modern day. Several of the images labeled representational of the Native 

Hawaiian culture were also characterized by the participants as a modern day representation 
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 The constructivist approach to authenticity presented by Wang (1999), where the 

promise of an authentic cultural experience would be for a social purpose, such as motivation 

for travel, didn’t particularly connect with this study, except to say that constructed ethnicity, in 

this case, was a preliminary assumption by the participants. They generally accepted, in the first 

place, that these images were constructed for a reason – to promote tourism. The images were, 

essentially, the constructed ethnicity that MacCannell (1992) describes and which Median 

(2003) and Dann (1996) conclude were common in tourism promotional literature. Interview 

participants understood the tourism industry and they understood the rationale behind 

constructing images that convey an idea of authentic Native Hawaiian culture. Recognizing, 

however, that ethnicity is constructed in tourism promotional materials, this study explored how 

its construction was viewed by native people as to whether the construction represented their 

culture or not. Participants recognized that, yes, visions of cultural authenticity were constructed 

for commodification purposes. However, the way in which they were constructed raised other 

issues like stereotyping, limitations, and uni-dimensional ideas, again freezing the culture into a 

very narrow view.  

Ideas about existential authenticity brought out by MacCannell (1999), that travelers 

seek authenticity, as an antidote to their own habitual lifestyle, did not play into this study 

either. This project focused more on perspectives from within the culture, not how travelers 

responded to the images. Similarly, Wang’s ideas about existential authenticity as a condition of 

travelers seeking authenticity in themselves (1999) did not connect to this study as the research 

objectives were focused on cultural viewpoints, rather than traveler viewpoints. That being said, 

future research should address how to conduct a similar study among potential travelers to gain 
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their perspectives on Native Hawaiian cultural images and explore the issues of existential 

authenticity as brought out by MacCannell and Wang.  

Moving beyond deliberations over authenticity, Barthes (1972) discussed the ways in 

which the complexity of human representation is reduced, through image, to simplistic myth. 

His theory has direct bearing on the results. Participants were universally disappointed that 

many of the images presented reduced important features and aspects of the culture to cultural 

banality or ideas of exoticism. For the most part, the images lacked context, they were frozen, 

they did not honor cultural values, and they underrepresented cultural practices. Had images of 

icons and practices been more diverse and paired with more historical and meaningful context, 

the complexity of the Native Hawaiian culture may have had a chance to be developed thereby 

fostering ideas of the culture that are less simplistic and more dynamic and vibrant.  

Body of Knowledge 

Some of the theoretical and substantive literature reviewed for this study discussed the 

way in which cultures are represented, particularly through image; how the images are 

produced; projected what the impact of seeing these images may be on the consumer; explained 

how authenticity plays into representation, and showed how images are used to promote or 

commodify cultures. This study brings in the question of how representation is seen from within 

the culture, not by how it’s seen from the consumers’ or the producers’ eyes. This study adds to 

the general body of literature a method to obtain a culture’s own viewpoints about several key 

points. One is whether existing mages are representative of the culture and align with cultural 

values. Another is how that particular culture can be represented more accurately and with more 

complexity. so that the culture is understood in a less simplistic and less fixed way.  
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Literature about how cultural images produce self-expectations was not reviewed in this 

study, as I had not expected this result. However, there is a body of substantive literature that 

discusses this issue, showing how cultures find that media images produce certain self-concepts 

of how the culture should dress, act, and represent themselves for the sake of stabilizing their 

economy (Azarya, 2004; Gundolf, 2004; Merskin, 1998). This study adds to other substantive 

studies and the general body of knowledge about how the portrayal of native culture fosters 

visitor expectations that may be misrepresentative and fosters self-expectations among members 

of the culture that do not align with cultural values. This project also serves as a method to 

approach image choice in selecting images representing a native culture for promotional 

purposes. Such an approach could be developed taking into account both the method and results 

of this study. 

Challenges and Limitations 

A couple challenges attached to this study were found in the process of organizing the 

interviews and also in comprehension of the transcripts. Interviews on multiple islands took 

considerable advance planning and travel arrangements.  Another challenge was found in 

transcribing the interviews. The process would have would have been more difficult to 

understand without my own basic knowledge of the pidgin dialect, customary voice inflection in 

that dialect, and a rudimentary understanding of Hawaiian words. Even so, I needed further 

translation of several Hawaiian words that came out during the interview process. Attempting to 

conduct a similar study may require knowledge of both. This is also something to consider if 

planning a similar study in another destination where there is an indigenous culture that makes 

regular of their own language terms and the pidgin dialect. I also noticed subtle differences in 

comments about the images between those participants who resided on Kaua`i and those who 
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resided on O`ahu. While comments from the nine participants quickly developed into similar 

concepts and phenomena, this study may not fully represent viewpoints across the entire 

Hawaiian Island chain.  

Future Research 

The possibility that results may be somewhat different if including interviews from all of 

the populated Hawaiian islands warrants consideration for extending this study to include 

participants from other islands, such as Lana`i, Maui, Moloka`i, and the Big Island. Ni`ihau 

would not be a consideration, since that island is privately owned, access is restricted, and 

inhabitants don’t normally work in the tourism industry. If all islands were represented, the 

results would reflect broader regional input.   

While this study reflects views by those of a native indigenous culture about images 

used to promote that culture, two companion studies would round out the attempt to establish 

images that align with cultural values. One study could be conducted among advertising and 

marketing decision makers to determine their approach to choosing images that represent a 

native culture. Since images are generally chosen by advertising, marketing, and public 

relations professionals who are, in effect, exerting control over how a native culture is 

portrayed, it would be interesting to learn their reactions to an image set like the one created for 

this study. Issues of intent, meaning-making, image availability, consumer research, and context 

could be explored. In this way, an understanding could be gained for the internal process in 

cultural representation as determined by the professional sector.  

Another study could include viewpoints from visitors who have already traveled to 

Hawai`i to find out whether the images used in tourism promotion align with their post-visit 

impression of the culture. Also, an understanding could be gained to see whether travelers 
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would have preferred representations that align with what they saw while visiting Hawai`i. 

Creating companion studies with this one may formulate the basis for choosing images from a 

more negotiated stance where image choice remains an active process of negotiation and re-

negotiation, as has been suggested by Curtin and Gaither, in their 2005 study titled “Privileging 

identity, difference, and power: The circuit of culture as a basis for public relations theory. ” 

Negotiated images would take into account the values of those represented, the practicalities for 

those who are the producers and the experiences of those who are the consumers, i. e. what is 

representative, what is required and what is real. A historical study would also be interesting, 

much like the one conducted by O’Barr (1994), which tracks destination advertising and image 

use over a number of decades to see what changes, if any, have occurred.  

If a similar study were conducted within other visitor destinations where there is an 

indigenous culture and where there are a variety of promotional materials representing the 

culture, the general body of knowledge about the issue of cultural representation aligning with a 

native culture’s own values may also advance. In addition, this project could be expanded 

through quantitative research that tests the findings of this study; then similar companion 

studies could be conducted in other tourism locales where there is an indigenous culture.  

Final Thoughts 

Other studies conclude that advertising and marketing efforts, particularly by 

government agencies and tour operators promoting a destination and its indigenous culture need 

to more closely align with native cultural values (Dorsey et al., 2004; Lutz & Collins, 1993; 

Mercile, 2005). Delving into a culture’s own perspectives to find out what resonates, what 

doesn’t resonate, and what are some of the key problems surrounding the topic is a way to come 

up with images and context that more closely represent an indigenous culture. The fact that 75% 
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of Hawai`i’s visitors want to do something cultural (Visitor Satisfaction Survey, 2005) 

demonstrates that they are looking for cultural experiences. The narrowness and limitation of 

images currently used likely result in reducing the visitor experience and lessening the quest for 

knowledge and understanding of another culture. It appears the narrowness and limitations in 

current images also lower expectations that the culture has of itself. It would follow, then, that 

establishing richer, more diverse and more meaningful images would serve both the native 

Hawaiian culture and serve Hawai`i’s visitor industry. 

One comment, shared by several of the participants in their efforts to recognize 

problems and issues connected to the images, was that the problems were, partially, their own 

fault. Several voiced the opinion that if Native Hawaiians made an effort to better educate the 

marketers and promoters and help them understand the impact of image choice on the 

indigenous culture, the shift could be more easily accomplished.  

When viewing the Kamehameha ad (See Figure 1), described in the first chapter, and the 

discussing demand by Hawaiian groups for an apology, Participant #5 said,  

“This is our fault! “This product is our own punishment for us allowing this to happen 
all the time, for not making corrections and not making corrections before this. They 
stood as a group finally (the Hawaiians) against something that wasn’t good. They could 
have had that voice for a really long time.  
 
Recognizing the role the Hawaiian culture may play in the perpetuation of a narrow and 

distorted view of the Native Hawaiian culture combined with recognizing the similar role that 

marketers and promoters play, this study may foster a way for both sides to address the 

problem. If the culture can identify, though inquiry within their own culture what types of 

representation align with their own values they will have guidelines and markers to support 

stronger and broader cultural representation. With this knowledge in hand, it may be possible 

for the culture to advise tourism industry marketers and promoters about image choice for 
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destination travel advertising campaigns and promotional materials. Likewise, understanding 

what types of images align with cultural values, the travel industry will have the tools to work 

with the culture on future representation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
APPENDIX A 

 
 

Hawaiian Word Definitions 
 

Source: Hawaiian Dictionaries (2007), http://wehewehe. org 

Note: Many Hawaiian nouns are both singular and plural 

Ahu:  Mound, offering mound 

Kahiko: ancient, historical 

Kii: statue or image of a deity 

Kumu: Teacher or source 

Kupuna: elder or source, knowledgeable one 

Makahiki: annual fall celebration declared as a time of peace 

Pa`u:  Women who ride horseback with long skirt or dress draped over the animal 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Research Question Definition of Terms 

 
 A review of the literature led to the following terms as they are applied to this study. 

Culture: That which represents native Hawaiian practices, rituals, styles of dress, symbols (such 
spiritual, historical, structural), and physical characteristics attributed to a Polynesian 
heritage.  

 
Element: A part or aspect of the native Hawaiian culture that is considered essential or 

characteristic.  
 
Icon: A static symbol, figure, structure, or implement representing native Hawaiian culture.  
 
Image: Photographs or graphic images used in brochures, Web sites and advertising promoting 

Hawai`i, or any of the Hawaiian islands as a destination.  
 
Myth: Social phenomena, traditional story or widely held idea about the native Hawaiian 

culture.  
 
Marketing mix: The collection of brochures, print ads and Web site images used in this study.  
 
Native Hawaiian: A person whose ancestors lived in Hawai`i prior to colonization by Caucasian 

forces; one whose ancestors immigrated to Hawai`i from Polynesia prior to Caucasian 
contact.  

 
‘Other’: Non-Caucasian, persons of indigenous descent or ancestry.  
 
Practice: A traditional activity originated with or practiced by native Hawaiian culture.  
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Representation: Depicting a likeness or reproduction of someone or something.  
 
Stereotype: An over-simplified or recurring idea about a person depicted as native Hawaiian in 

promotional materials.  
 
Story: An account of events, real or imagined.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX C 
 

 
Interview Participants 

 
Note:  Participants identified in quotes by order of interview, not by alphabetical listing below. 
 
 
• Peter Apo, Director of Culture and Education, Native Hawaiian Hospitality Association 
 
• Lulani Arquette, Executive Director, Native Hawaiian Hospitality Association 
 
• Nalani Brun, Former Tourism Specialist for Kaua`i County Economic Development, Program 

Manager, Ho`olahui Hawai`i.  
 
• Stella Burgess, Director of Hawaiian Culture for Grand Hyatt Kaua`i; member of the board of 

directors, Native Hawaiian Hospitality Association 
 
• Robbie Koholokula, Tourism Specialist, for Kaua`i County Economic Development 

Deptartment 
 
• Aletha Kaohi, Director of Waimea Visitor Center 
 
• Sabra Kauka, Hawaiian Studies Kumu for Island School; Member of the Tourism Advisory 

Committee for the Native Hawaiian Hospitality Association, Master Weaver, President 
of the Na Pali Coast Ohana.  

 
• Ramsay Taum, Community Outreach Coordinator and Lecturer, University of Hawai`i, Travel 

Industry Management School.  
 
• Keli`ihoalani Wilson, Hawaiian Cultural Coordinator, Hawai`i Tourism Authority.  
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APPENDIX D 
 
 
 

Image Resource List 
 

 
Source of Image         Image Set # 

All About Hawai`i home page, http://allaboutHawai`i. com,  
 (retrieved December 28, 2006)      10M 
All About Hawai`i brochure,  2006, front cover     12M 
All About Hawai`i Web site home page, http://allaboutHawai`i. com,     
 (retrieved 12/5/06)        27F 
Alternative-Hawai`i Web site home page, http://alternative-Hawai`i. com  15p 
Alternative Hawai`i Web site, Hawai`i culture section, 

http://Alternative-Hawai`i. com/hacul/intx. html. Ku, the War God   
 (retrieved December 28, 2006)      21I 
Apple Vacations Hawai`i Web site, Hawai`i section,      

http://www. applevacations. com/region. do?command=show 
Region&regionCode=HAW,  (retrieved December 28, 2006)  25F 

Apple Vacations Web site, Hawai`i section, 
http://www. applevacations. com/region. do?command=show 
Region&regionCode=HAW, (retrieved December 28, 2006)  3C  

Apple Vacations Hawai`i home page, http://applevacations. com/Hawai`i,  
 (retrieved December 29, 2006)      13P 
Apple Vacations brochure, 2006, p. 8       14I 
Big Island Visitors Bureau, Travel Planner, 2006, pp. 38-39    9F 
Big Island Visitors Bureau Travel Planner, 2006, p. 43    3I 
Big Island Visitors Bureau Travel Planner, 2006, p. 19    7I 
Big Island Travel Planner, 2006, front cover      13I 
Big Island Visitors Bureau Travel Planner, 2006, p. 14    15F 
Big Island Visitors Bureau Travel Planner, 2006, p. 42    16I 
Big Island Visitors Bureau Travel Planner, 2006, p. 42    17I 
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Big Island Visitors Bureau Travel Planner, 2006, p. 41    18I 
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Maui Visitors Bureau Travel Planner, 2006, p. 72     27I 
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Northwest Worldwide Vacations 2006 brochure, p. 27    1C 
Norwegian Cruise Lines Hawai`i Travel Brochure, 2006, p. 6   30F 
Norwegian Cruise Lines Hawai`i brochure, 2006, p. 5    1M 
Norwegian Cruise Lines Hawai`i brochure, 2006, p. 52    16P 
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Pacific Edge magazine, September/October, 2006, Hawaiian Airlines ad, 
p. unknown         14P 

Pleasant Hawaiian Holidays Travel Brochure, 2006, p. 6    29F 
TravelAge West, February 6, 2006, Turtle Bay     1P 
TravelAge West, ResortQuest ad, inside front cover, Hawai`i section  2C 
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APPENDIX E 

 
 
 

Figures 1-16: Images and Axes Diagram  
 

 

 
Figure 1. Kamehameha ad. 
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Figure 2. Authentic – kahiko costume. Figure 3. Cultural confusion – Samoan fire dancer. 

                    
Figure 4. Modern day --pa`u rider.                          Figure 5. Fake -- tattoos. 
 

 
Figure 6. Inappropriate -- kayaking in bay at Pu`u Honuahonaunau, a sacred place 
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Figure 7. Expectations -- lei greeting.   Figure 8. Lacking/Limited -- Iolani Palace, no context. 
 

              
Figure 9. Marketer non-interest -- repetitive stylized hula.   Figure 10. Myth – pagan, exotic. 
 

    
Figure 11, Outmoded --hula girl.        Figure 12. Representative –ahu at makahiki ceremony. 
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Figure 13. Accurate – elder teaching child  Figure 14. Appropriate –canoe paddlers 
 

 
Figure 15. Stereotype/Sameness/Branded – Hula dancers 
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Fake               
    Inaccurate 

Inappropriate 
 

           

 

                                         False/Distorted Expectations 

Figure 16. Axis of Representation, Axis of Limitation 
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This research proposal is based on findings of a previous preliminary study (Hadi, 2004) 

on degree of English words loaned in Indonesian (Bahasa Indonesia/BI) and in 

Malaysian (Bahasa Malaysia/BM)—two languages which are widely-known as deriving 

from the same root (Malay). In addition to finding out the degree of English words 

borrowed in both languages, the study also aimed at seeking out explanation on the 

relationship between the degree of English words loaned in each language and current 

social, economic, and cultural development in Indonesia and Malaysia. Results of the 

study showed that there is no significant difference between the two languages in the 

extent of borrowing English words and that differences in social, economic, and cultural 

development in both countries are partially in line with differences in the degree of 

borrowing English words in BI and BM. Because of the very preliminary nature and 

findings of the study, the writer suggests that a more comprehensive research project be 

conducted by collecting varied primary as well as secondary data directly in Indonesia 

and Malaysia. It is expected that the study will reveal more precise finding on the degree 

of inclusion of English borrowings in BI and BM. It is also expected that more accurate 

picture of the relationship between degree of borrowing English words and level of 

commitment to national identity can be traced through this new study.  

 More specifically, the research proposed is intended to find out: (1) more accurate 

degree of English borrowings in BI and BM, (2) possible relationship between degree of 

English borrowings in BI and BM and level of commitment to national identity, and (3) 

motivation to use English borrowings by speakers of BI and BM. 

 The methodology used in the research project will be mainly qualitative. 

However, quantitative analysis will also be used to reinforce findings of qualitative 
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method. Data on degree of English borrowings in BI and BM, level of commitment to 

national identity, and motivation of BI’s and BM’s speakers to use English borrowings 

will be collected from: (1) samples of public news and entertainment or promotion media 

such as newspapers, magazines, television, and billboards, (2) interviews with selected 

prominent linguists and communication experts to triangulate data collected in 1, and (3) 

survey on and observation of the use English borrowings by random samples of speakers 

of BI and BM to further confirm data gathered in 1 and 2. 

 Based on the previous study and my current observation of the use of English 

borrowings in BI and BM, it is expected that the research proposed will lead to the 

following findings: 

1. There is no significant difference on degree of English borrowings in BI and BM.. 

One probable factor of this insignificant difference is the role of Indonesia-

Malaysia-Brunei Darussalam Language Council (MABBIM). MABBIM is a 

language council consisting of language experts from the three countries who 

meet regularly. One of their major roles is standardizing the English borrowings 

for speakers of national languages in each country. Although in reality there are 

differences in the ways English words are borrowed, the number of borrowings in 

each of these similar languages is more or less the same. The percentage also 

indicates that the degree of social and linguistic needs of BI’s and BM’s speaker 

toward borrowing English is similar. This finding is relevant to the argument that 

BI and BM are basically two very similar languages, including similarity toward 

the extent of English borrowings. 

2. Degree of English borrowings in BI, to a certain degree, reflects poor level of 

commitment to national identity among Indonesians. On the other hand, degree of 

English borrowings in BM does not automatically reflect higher or poor level of 

commitment to national identity among Malaysians. 
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My preliminary observation indicates that Malaysians tend to be more committed 

to use Malay word instead of an English one though they have the choice for both. 

For example, the word “organisasi” (from “organization” in English) which has 

its equivalent both in Indonesian and in Malaysian, that is, “perhimpunan or 

persatuan”  , is widely used in Indonesian. Malaysians, however, tend to use 

“perhimpunan” instead of “organisasi”. 

3. The use of English borrowings among Indonesians is motivated by a balanced 

combination of spontaneity and prestige. For Malaysians, it is more due to their 

linguistic spontaneity, and much less motivated by prestige. A possible 

explanation for this is the long history of the presence of English in Malaysia, and 

the relatively recent adoption of English linguistic features in BI. 
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Abstract 

Revelation by Proxy:  The Emperor’s New Clusters 

The purpose of this paper is to engage in discovery that explores the relationship 

between revelation and secrecy, key constituents of moral imagination.  In this analysis I 

will probe rhetorical variables emerging in the case of Plame, the most recent and 

riveting example of the need for orchestrating revelation and secrecy.  A flash point of 

the Bush administration, the case covers a multitude of hot button issues including First 

Amendment protection, espionage, national security, corruption, and foreign policy.  I 

will focus on the first of these, First Amendment protection, as weighted against the 

duties of the government.  Cited in analyses of Plame, Branzburg v. Hayes is a landmark 

decision that provides advocacy arguments based on competing claims operating in the 

realms of officialdom and secrecy.  I will employ a cluster analysis of key terms encoded 

in the majority and dissenting opinions in the case to illustrate how associational 

language shapes the logical nexus of these respective claims.                    
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 Revelation by Proxy:  The Emperor’s New Clusters 

 
“For an intelligence agency to operate, it really has to operate in the dark.  

  It has to have that mystique.  Three or four books a year saying the emperor 
 has no clothes could do real damage.” 

Scott Shane 
 

The data analyzed in this case is Branzburg v. Hayes, the 1972 Supreme Court 

decision that rejected First Amendment protection for confidential sources.  The author’s 

rationale for selecting the data includes the core issues of officialdom and secrecy argued 

in the case, the inherent and increasing significance of such issues, and the balanced way 

in which those issues are addressed.  Adam Liptak (2007) refers to the significance of the 

decision:   

The Supreme Court has only once ruled on whether reporters may be forced to 

testify about their confidential sources, in a 1972 decision called Branzburg v. 

Hayes.  Thanks to a cryptic concurring opinion from Justice Lewis F. Powell Jr., 

to this day no one is quite sure what the decision meant.  On the one hand, the 

majority in the 5-4 decision said journalists had no First amendment protection 

against grand jury subpoenas.  On the other, Justice Powell, who joined the 

majority, wrote a separate opinion calling on judges to strike the “proper balance” 

between freedom of the press and the obligation of all citizens to give relevant 

testimony---whatever that means.  (p. 4) 

 The methodology selected for data analysis is cluster criticism.  Cluster criticism 

is designed to reveal the worldview of the rhetor by classifying data according to key 

terms that are identified as constituting import and frequency in the data.  Terms are 

charted that provide linguistic accompaniment with those terms according to proximity, 
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conjunctive alliance, and causal connection.  Passages from the majority and dissenting 

opinions have been recorded according to proximity, causal correlation and conjunctive 

relation.  The next step in the analysis is to discover the patterns of arguments, condensed 

terminology, and agon analysis, with the purpose of developing two dictionaries—one to 

present the linguistic correlates of each opinion.  A future goal is to design a visual 

thesaurus.   

 Six terms were derived from the cluster analysis of the text.  These terms are 

derived from the author’s analysis of public imagination as displayed in the Lincoln 

Memorial Blood on the Moon exhibit, whereupon the author devised a 6-fold schemata.  

For this study it has been converted to a 4-fold model.  This schemata includes tyranny 

template, design logic, cusp of kairos, and rhetorical rubicon.   

After reviewing Branzburg v. Hayes and employing a cluster analysis key terms were 

charted.  These include First Amendment, confidential, secret/secrecy/grand jury, 

reveal, and disclose.   

Central to the cluster methodology is the stasis of the case.     

Stasis:  The stasis, with reference to issues elaborated in Caldwell, is:   

The sole issue before us is the obligation of reporters to respond to grand jury 

subpoenas as other citizens do and to answer questions relevant to an 

investigation into the commission of crime.  Citizens generally are not 

constitutionally immune from grand jury subpoenas; and neither the First 

Amendment nor any other constitutional provision protects the average citizen 

from disclosing to a grand jury information that he has received in confidence.  (p. 

25) 
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Caldwell’s claim:  21  The claim is, however, that reporters are exempt from these 

obligations because if forced to respond to subpoenas and identify their sources or 

disclose other confidences, their informants will refuse or be reluctant to furnish 

newsworthy information in the future.  This asserted burden on news gathering is 

said to make compelled testimony from newsmen constitutionally suspect and to 

require a privileged position for them.   

U.S claim:  Reporters are obligated to respond to grand jury subpoenas . . . and to 

answer questions relevant to an investigation into the commission of crime.     

  “The heart of the claim is that the burden on news gathering resulting from compelling 

reporters to disclose confidential information outweighs any public interest in obtaining 

the information”  (p. 6).   

Analysis:   

This analytic section of the data is structured according to the acronym  

IRAC:   –Issue, Rules, Analysis, (or Application), Conclusion.  The model comprised of 

Tyranny template, design logic, kairos, and Rhetorical Rubicon are detailed within this 

structure.       

I.  TYRANNY TEMPLATE:  First Amendment  

I 

The tyranny template issue vis a vis the First Amendment is the nature and 

ontological status of secrecy.   

Encoding 

R 

Law or policy under consideration   
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The laws and policies under consideration pertain to the requirements of officialdom 

versus the needs of an independent press.   

Officialdom is the tyranny template invoked by the majority.  Citizens’ responsibilities 

are linked to this role of officialdom.  The template not only proscribes the ground for the 

discourse, but assigns the appropriate role of reporters within  

Independent Press is the tyranny template invoked by the minority.  The bond and trust 

established between a reporter and source are linked to this role of confidentiality.  The 

template not only proscribes the ground for the discourse, but assigns the appropriate role 

of reporters within.   

In the cluster analysis independent press is located as “central to the First Amendment 

and basic to the existence of a constitutional democracy.”  (p. 3 FA)    

A 

Application 

Majority:  The linguistic correlations1 that frame the argument  are  logical 

confidentiality correlates, revelatory correlates, “incontestable precondition of self-

government,” “a mighty catalyst,” “freedom of choice,” and “diversity of expression.”  

Key terms include:  possible future news, from undisclosed, unverified sources, v. public 

interest in pursuing and prosecuting those crimes.” This language dilutes the strength of 

the tyranny template argument advanced by the Minority.  It focuses on what might 

occur, versus the reality of necessity to prosecute crimes.  Excerpts include:   

“claiming that the First Amendment afforded him a privilege to protect confidential 

informants and their information,” “He shall not be required to reveal confidential 

                                                 
1 The excerpts, unless otherwise noted, are from the on-line transcript of the case, cited in the reference 
section.  The author will design an index system for reference to these passages.       
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associations, sources or information received.” An until clause also is advanced:  “The 

court held that the First Amendment afforded respondent a privilege to refuse disclosure 

of such confidential information until” there had been “a showing by the Government of 

a compelling and overriding national interest in requiring Mr. Caldwell’s testimony 

which cannot be served by any alternative means.”  Also referenced is the newsman and 

the quest for the proviso of confidentiality:  he“refused to recognize the existence of any 

privilege authorizing a newsman to refuse to reveal confidential information to a grand 

jury.”     

Minority: 

Linguistic linkages for the tyranny template include the nature of rights.  Interestingly, 

the strength and importance of the right is encoded by reference to its vulnerable nature.   

First Amendment rights are characterized as having a “delicate and vulnerable nature” (4)   

This state of delicacy then is argued to say that the rights “require special safeguards.”  

First Amendment cluster:   

Rights, engaging in First Amendment activity, limits,      

C 

Conclusion 

The conclusion advanced by the Majority draws a summative statement about the 

tyranny template of officialdom:   

We cannot accept the argument that the public interest in possible future news 

about crime from undisclosed, unverified sources must take precedence over the 

public interest in pursuing and prosecuting those crimes reported to the press by 

informants and in thus deterring the commission of such crimes in the future  
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Conditions are distinguished from motives, taking precedence over individual news 

sources.  “the conditions in which informants of all shades of the spectrum may make 

information available through the press to the public. 

The importance of the rights is also characterized by their “transcendent importance for 

the just functioning of society.”        

II. DESIGN LOGIC 

I 

Design logic refers to the infrastructural arrangement of the claims advanced and 

the supporting evidence and reasoning regarding this issue.   

Positioning  

R 

Law or policy under consideration    

Precedent.  The invocation of precedent as the explanatory calculus for positioning 

officialdom.   

The calculus between officialdom and secrecy is the controlling component of design 

logic.  In the Majority opinion the design logic has as its central claim the calculus 

between officialdom and secrecy, with the needs of officialdom taking precedence.  The 

needs of officialdom form the controlling component of the discourse, rendering as 

secondary or subsidiary needs that do not fall specifically within these parameters.     

 

 

A 

Application 
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Majority: 

Arguments advanced by the Majority can be classified as Design Logic.  Design 

logic encompasses the storied quality of the development of the argument.   Barwind 

(2002) invokes the analog of blueprint to describe the rule-bounded nature of the plot or 

storyline that emerges:  “Stories imply the repertoire of both the constitutive and 

regulative rules that govern social being. . . . Stories are like blueprints, except their 

function is not as obvious nor as direct” (p. 25).      

A key part of the infrastructural claim or blueprint by the Majority resides in the 

accepted bounds of the content of the argument as it relates to requirements.  Design 

logic is the bounded logos governing what is considered within and without the 

argument.  Examples of such claims include:  “No attempt is made to require the press to 

publish its sources of information or indiscriminately to disclose them on request.”   

Design logic provided by the Majority refers to not only accepted bounds but the 

conditions of these bounds.  For example, “in setting the conditions of the 

narrative/characterizing argument the Majority stipulates, [note:  underlining by author] 

“As a condition of entry, Pappas agreed not to disclose anything he saw or heard inside 

the store except” . . .      

“But we have never before demanded that First Amendment rights rest on elaborate 
empirical studies demonstrating beyond any conceivable doubt that deterrent effects 
exist.”   
 
“we have never before required proof of the exact number of people potentially affected 
by governmental action, who would actually be dissuaded from engaging in First 
Amendment activity.”   
 
“In no previous case have we considered the extent to which the First Amendment limits 
the grand jury subpoena power.”   
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Minority 

DESIGN LOGIC INTERPOLATED 

Arguments advanced by the Minority can be classified as Design Logic 

Interpolated.  Design logic interpolated refers to a special kind of refutation.  The 

blueprint it provides offers an alternate positioning within infrastructural calculi of 

precedentual issues.  Whereas in traditional academic and professional debate forums 

refutation disputes claims on the basis of such stock issues as inherency, solvency, etc. 

vis-à-vis evidence and reasoning and possibly advancing counterclaims, design logic 

interpolated deals with the infrastructural arrangement of claims, giving an alternative 

balance. 

MR. JUSTICE WHITE provides the characterization of the case claim.  In this 

characterization the conditions of the order are established; first the order is described as 

well as the conditional requirements “an order was issued protecting Branzburg from 

revealing “confidential association, sources or information:  but requiring that he answer 

any question which concern or pertain.”  

A key part of the infrastructural claim or blueprint by the Minority resides in the 

dichotomous bounds of the argument from precedent.  Examples of such claims include:  

“Under today’s decision, the newsman will know that he must choose between being 

punished for contempt if he refuses to testify, or violating his professions’ ethics and 

impairing his resourcefulness as a reporter if he discloses confidential information.”     

 Design logic provided by the Minority refers not only to the dichotomous bounds 

of the argument from precedent but the untenability of such bounds.  The interpretive 

stance that that the adherence to precedentual logic places the journalist in a position of 
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untenability is evidenced in the logic of the either/or constructual interpretation.  The 

disjunctive syllogism provides a starkness or clarity of choice and linguistically excludes 

the possibility of a middle ground or extenuating set of logos.  The clause is constructed 

on the basis of a singular/independent in the first option and as a conjunctive linguistic 

equation in the second option.     

Thirdly, in the Minority Opinion the bounded quality and the untenability of such 

lead to projecting and categorizing conditions.  Examples include the argument that it  

“would be virtually impossible for me to recall whether any particular matter disclosed to 

me by members of the Black Panther Party since January 1, 1969, was based on an 

understanding that it would not be confidential.”   “Conversely, any matters which I have 

not thus far disclosed in published articles would have been given to me based on the 

understanding that they were confidential and would not be published.”    

C 

Conclusion 

The conclusion is advanced from the perspective of two distinct bounds of 

responsibilities versus rights.   

III. CUSP OF KAIROS  

I 

Cusp of kairos is a convening of rhetorical elements such as to produce a significant 

and unprecedented result.   

The word kairos is derived from the Greek and means the appropriate time.  The cusp of 

Kairos is akin to the eve of an impending development.  It is anticipatory in nature—

anticipatory of a turning point—as in the case of a landmark decision.  The cusp of kairos 
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occurs when an event or decision is perceived as being on the verge of dramatism.  It is 

the prelude—it is the approach.  It is language indicative of the point of being close to 

reaching a decision, a point when various factors not only emerge but gain force as an 

emergent development.    

 R 

Law or policy under consideration 

The argument here pertains to the prelude to establishing a ruling, referencing turning 

points in logic as related to the law or policy under consideration.   

A 

Application 

Majority 

The logic of the cusp of kairos advanced in the majority opinion sets forth the 

grounds on which the kairos is predicated.  As such, it establishes its position regarding 

the urgency of the claims advanced in the tyranny template and in the design logos.  In 

the Majority Opinion the cusp of kairos is evidenced in the dramatized guardianship of 

citizenry argument.  The kairos is pronounced or negated by the strength and urgency of 

the claim—an impending sense of necessity. 

Not only does the logic of the cusp of kairos advanced in the Majority Opinion set 

for the grounds on which the kairos is predicated it also provides a refutation of the 

kairotic claims advanced by the majority.  Two exemplar argument advanced by the 

Majority are structured around reliance, appearance and preference:     

“Reliance by the press on confidential informants does not mean that all such 

sources will in fact dry up because of the later possible appearance of the newsman 
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before the grand jury” (12)  The Majority further ameliorates the urgency of the Minority 

claims by calling such claims preferential rather than necessary.  “The preference for 

anonymity of those confidential informants involved in actual criminal conduct is 

presumably a product of their desire to escape criminal prosecution.”  A preference for 

anonymity is quite distinct from a necessity of anonymity.  The argument then is made to 

unmasking:  “If a newsmen’s confidential sources are as sensitive as they are claimed to 

be, the prospect of being unmasked whenever a judge determines the situation justifies it 

is hardly a satisfactory solution to the problem.”     

Minority 

The cusp of kairos arguments advanced by the Minority relate most closely to the 

sense and definition of a rhetorical exigency.  Defined as a state of imperfection marked 

by urgency, the kairos describes the nature of the situation and regulates the degree of 

urgency therein.  It sets up the parameters through which the sense of urgency may be 

addressed.  It also may be formulated/constructed rhetorically not only through a set of 

problematic but through a sense of possibility.  What does the situation render possible 

that was not evidenced as such prior to the emergence of the discussion surrounding the 

kairos?  One definition of prize that applies here is “2.  something exceptionally 

desirable.” 3  archaic:  a    PREMIUM”  (p. 36 Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate 

dictionary, Merriam-Webster Inc., Publishers, Springfield, MA, 1986).  In what ways is 

this prize said?  The saying of the prize, for the majority, is constructed through the 

language of officialdom and the kairos is described as the nature of procuring the 

language of the state.  In the minority the prize is constructed through the language of 
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privilege and the kairos is described as procuring the language and its accompanying 

features established by the pen of the journalist/citizen. 

Examples from the Minority include:  “The available data indicate that some newsmen 

rely a great deal on confidential sources and that some informants are particularly 

sensitive to the threat of exposure and may be silenced by it.”  

 C 

Conclusion 

 Kairos carries with it not only a prelude for change but a momentum for such.  

This also implies or is indicative of a kind of linguistic closure as one era or sense of 

precedentual logic is displaced by another—paving the way for the new reference point 

by formulating the logos of the conclusion.   

 The kairos of the conclusion as argued by the Majority in this case is based on the 

summative elements—the logos of the whole of officialdom being more than the sum of 

its particular elements.  The governing principle and the closure cadences are presented in 

that regard.  The particulars of the prelude are referenced as a way of stipulating what 

officialdom is designed to protect and how a trajectory to a new order affects the 

responsibilities of officialdom.   

 The kairos of the conclusion as argued by the Minority Opinion in this case is 

based on another set of linguistic elements in the summative construction of the meaning 

of the related elements.  It is presented as the governing principle and the closure 

cadences in that regard.  The particulars of the prelude are referenced as a way of 

stipulating what will be jeopardized by the very protective measures offered in the 

Majority opinion.  The particulars of the prelude are referenced as a way of responding to 
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the stipulations of what officialdom offers.  A countervailing set of responses and a 

correspondent interpretation are set within the momentum of this logos.                  

IV. RHETORICAL RUBICON 

I 

Rhetorical Rubicon refers to the ontological closure of the claims.   

R 

Law or policy under consideration 

The foci of the law or policy under consideration is the new ruling and its 

ontological closure and import.  The last pattern identified is the set of arguments based 

on rhetorical Rubicon.  A rhetorical Rubicon pattern of argument references the crossing 

point beyond which the recrossing will not be permitted.     

The ancestry of the rubicon metaphor is taken from the crossing of the Rubicon 

by Julius Caesar in 49 BC:  “The crossing of a small stream in northern Italy became one 

of ancient history’s most pivotal events.  From it sprang the Roman Empire and the 

genesis of modern European culture”:   

It was January 49 BC, Caesar was staying in the northern Italian city of Favenna 

and he had a decision to make.  Either he acquiesced to the Senate’s command or 

he moved southward to confront Pompey and plunge the Roman Republic into a 

bloody civil war.  An ancient Roman law forbade any general from crossing the 

Rubicon River and entering Italy proper with a standing army.  To do so was 

treason.  This tiny stream would reveal Caesar’s intentions and mark the point of 

no return.  (http://www.eyewitnesstohistory.com/pfcaesar.htm) 
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A Rubicon argument provides the analog for Caesar’s decision—one in which the 

crossing of a perimeter is seen as irrevocable in terms of the consequents that follow.  

Based on antecedent/consequent structure:  The argument is such that “Once this 

threshold inquiry has been satisfied: threshold inquiry:  threshold denotes that crossing 

point” (p. 5).     

Application 

Majority: 

 The Majority addresses the Rhetorical Rubicon claims in this passage:    

Respondent and his employer, the New York Times, moved to quash on the  

ground that the unlimited breadth [of the] subpoenas and the fact that Caldwell 

appear in secret before the grand  jury would destroy his working relationship 

with the Black Panther Party and “suppress vital First Amendment freedoms    

Minority: 

In the Minority Opinion the Rubicon argument is evidenced in the threshold of 

revealing the reporters’ source of information.  Words linked to the Rubicon in the 

Minority are:  after, never, fearful, identity, off-the record communications, subsequently 

be revealed, and public-spirited person.”  

In the following excerpt the Rubicon argument is advanced as a corollary of the point of 

no return.  The action taken, in this case, refers to uncertainty and the ensuing fear 

produced by this anxiety:  “After today’s decision, the potential informant can never be 

sure that his identity or off-the-record communications will not subsequently be revealed 

through the compelled testimony of a newsman.”     
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The rhetorical Rubicon argument is evidenced in the minority opinion and 

discusses what happens when a reporter’s confidential sources no longer trust the reporter 

to safeguard their meetings, discussions, etc.  The arguments advanced in the dissenting 

opinion define the crossing point and indicate what will happen if this line is crossed.     

“If he can be summoned to testify in secret before a grand jury, his sources will dry up 

and the attempted exposure, the effort to enlighten the public, will be ended.”  Moreover,    

“absent some special showing of necessity by the Government, attendance by Caldwell at 

a secret meeting of the grand jury was something he was privileged to refuse because of 

the potential impact of such an appearance on the flow of news to the public.”  Most 

compellingly, “Indeed, if I am forced to appear in secret grand jury proceedings, my 

appearance alone would be interpreted by the Black Panthers and other dissident groups 

as a possible disclosure of confidences and trusts and would similarly destroy my 

effectiveness as a newspaperman.”      

C 

Conclusion 

The Rubicon argument is closely related to the construct of moral imagination.  

The persona invoked is communally concerned, defined in the role of civic champion:  

“A public-spirited person inside government, who is not implicated in any crime, will 

now be fearful of revealing corruption or other government wrongdoing.”     
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Data Interpretation:  Relations among the Clusters 

The arguments deal with the nature of empirical proof and ideas of scope and 

limitation.  The default design logic accomplishes two things:  first, it refers to 

precedentual logic as a starting point for the argument and provides a link between  

precedent and Rubicon.  This link functions to underscore the significance of changing a 

particular pathway.  The opinion of the Majority resides in what has or has not been 

considered in the past while the opinion of the Minority is located in the future tense.  

Hence, the syllogistic logic invoked in the Majority Opinion is structured along 

categorical lines whereas the syllogistic logic invoked in the Minority Opinion is 

structured along the conditional/hypothetical lines of argument.  The difference is one of 

allness versus an if/then or when/then clause.      

Significantly, however, the precedentual logic is advanced in a particular way 

with regard to precedent, establishing cluster clauses.  A cluster clause expands 

Kenneth’s Burke’s methodology of criticism, coding clauses of argument.  A clause is a 

unit of argument that not only delineates the words accompanying the key term in the 

cluster but encodes the accompanying logical attachments, thereby advancing a rationale 

upon which the argument is based.  In a clause cluster criticism the critic is identifying 

the accompanying clauses advanced by proximity, causal association, or conjunctive 

appearance.  An agon analysis focuses on the latter two, pinpointing causal dissociation 

and disbanding the conjunctive.   

The first cluster clause with respect to the First Amendment is that of empiricism 

with regard to rule establishment.  This clause draws on observable phenomena or 

measurement, focusing on degree or extent.    The unit is advanced in this case as a 
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demonstrable basis for prelusion.  Thus the declaration of dissociation with empirical 

studies advanced in past cases as a consideration for judgment is made.  The clear 

implication is that the analytic content being discussed has previously been decided 

according to another set of precepts and that, absent a difference in this case, ought to 

suffice as the guidelines for determination.              

The cluster analysis makes possible not only the mapping of the correlate arguments, but 

the words upon which those correlates are proposed.  Invoking language of the conditions 

that have not previously been taken into account is evidenced in the phrase:  “we have 

never, we have never, in no previous case.” 

From the language of empiricism the second cluster clause is that of empiricism 

as it pertains to role establishment.  Role establishment projects resultant roles if the 

logic of the Minority were to be adopted.  Phrases such as “create another” and “grant 

newsmen privileges that other citizens do not enjoy” allude to the consequential nature of 

such establishment.   A case of a specially deigned role for the journalist is advanced and 

argued.         

The conjoined rule and role based empiricism thus forms a powerful 

argumentative cluster.  By inscribing rules and roles beyond the parameters of the usual, 

such extension is called into question.  The language of precedent then is based on the 

undesirability or incompatibility of inscribing rights beyond those already included.   

The rule and role based cluster link also to the tyranny template argument and, in 

fact, fortify its posture.  Such an approach may reveal something about the infrastructure 

of the argument—the interdependencies are explicit and implicit in their very 

construction.      
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The subsuming of the journalist as citizen provides an encasing clause—a 

hierarchical clause—in a manner of hierarchical distinction in the Burkean sense, wherein 

language creates hierarchy through its establishment of a comparison basis.  The unit of 

ranking is a vocabulary of hierarchy focused on the individual unit of the word.  This 

analysis reveals an encasing clause that functions in a way that provides a larger or more 

encompassing linguistic container.  The value hierarchy is asserted therefore in an 

efficient and co-efficient manner—and from this we can project the efficient and co-

efficient of the value hierarchy clauses.  A co-efficient is defined as:  b. The product of 

all but one of the factors of an expression, the product being regarded as a distinct entity 

with respect to the excluded factor and to a designated operation.  2.  A numerical 

measure of a physical or chemical property that is a constant for a system under specified 

conditions.   

 In applying the mathematic analog to the majority opinion the duties of a citizen-

journalist remain constant in that the hierarchical clause privileges the role of citizen 

above that of journalist.  In the minority opinion, however, the role argued and advanced 

is that of journalist-citizen.  It is a matter of whether the citizenry exists with a journalist 

as a functioning part of the construction of the citizenry or whether the journalist receives 

special privileges and expectations through which he or she performs the citizenry.  A 

mathematical analog understanding parallels which parts of the argument function as 

efficient and as co-efficients of one another, thereby offering insight into how the tyranny 

template is constructed.  
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The argument advanced by the Minority Opinion asserts the role and 

responsibility of the Journalist/Citizen rather than Citizen/Journalist.  Here the citizenry is 

dependent upon and strengthened by the newsworthy agenda provided by the journalist.                            

 In this case the journalist’s role is not so much a privilege as it is a necessity for the vital 

functioning of government; as such accompanying restrictions or hindrances to that role 

are correlated with interference not just with journalistic privilege but hindrance to the 

citizenry itself—the equation is that impairing the journalist impairs the citizenry, 

because the journalist is the collector and conduit of information upon which the citizenry 

relies for its information.    

In this construction the citizenry depends on the journalist for its ability to seek, 

acquire, assess, package, and interpret information.  It is at this level of seeking 

information that the Minority argues the import or crux of its case.  The ability to seek 

information is considered the source or wellspring of that informational status.  The 

relationship is then considered as one that is formed on the basis of at least a quasi-

mutuality.   

Cases in which this empirically advanced rule and role-governed cluster clauses 

may be explored further include Garland v. Torre (1958).  Referenced in Branzburg, the 

case is one in which “In 1958, a news gatherer asserted for the first time that the First 

Amendment exempted confidential information from public disclosure pursuant to a 

subpoena issued in a civil suit.”   

Questions to be addressed include:  In what ways rhetorically do the Majority and 

dissenting opinions describe the kairos construct as a diagnostic of the problematic or an 

addressing of the sense of possibility?  What is the projected decision construct in terms 
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of the possibility that emerges?  What is the possible?  What is the prize that is 

developed?   

How the cusp of kairos is argued will be analytic anchor.  Does the Majority 

encode a sense of the impending when making a decision—presumably arguments and 

their stasis would encode this point of tension between precedent and the overturning of 

such.  In this case antecedent and consequent arguments may be invoked to make clear 

the predictive nature of the decisions and the accompanying implications.  What are their 

conjunctive, proximate, and causal indicators?  At what point are cusp of kairos 

arguments made manifest?  Does the cusp form a consistent set of corollaries for the 

respective sides?   The shape and scope of such corollaries may reveal linguistic 

correlates accompanying the cusp of kairos.    
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1 Introduction 
In this paper, we investigate the accuracy of native speaker and trained linguist 
perceptions of speech errors in a clinical setting as well as speech variation in bilingual 
English production. We collected impressionistic judgments by speech pathologists and 
linguists on speech errors produced by a patient with apraxia of speech. In a separate case 
study, we compiled a list of impressionistic judgments of a researcher on the variation 
produced by a bilingual speaker of Cantonese and English. We compared these 
impressionistic judgments to the results of acoustic analysis to assess the reliability of 
such judgments. We found that impressionistic judgments are not necessarily a reliable 
method of error assessment and that acoustic analysis can lead to better assessment and 
therefore better treatment. 
   During speech rehabilitation, an accurate assessment of the patient’s speech errors is 
important in developing the appropriate treatment. Speech error categories are usually 
assessed impressionistically by a speech pathologist, who is often a native speaker of the 
language of the patient. It is usually assumed that the native speaker’s perception of 
errors is sufficient for treatment planning. But there may be cases where the native 
speaker/listener (NSL) “hears” categories that reflect their own language system (see also 
Ní Chiosáin and Padgett, to appear) rather than the sounds produced by the patient. 
Acoustic analysis of the productions of a patient with apraxia of speech during the course 
of treatment was undertaken to better understand the changes over the course of 
treatment. Analyses indicate that NSL perception may not always provide an accurate 
basis for developing an intervention. 
 A similar problem occurs in language variation research. The implicit assumption 
here is that the researcher’s perception accurately reflects variation in the speaker’s 
production. Comparison of acoustic analysis of one speaker’s production of English 
dental fricatives with previous auditory judgments by a researcher shows that NSL are 
not accurate. 
 In the case studies reported here, the perceived speech errors fell into a number of 
categories: voicing and aspiration in apraxia of speech and lack of frication (stopping) in 
a bilingual English speaker. Acoustic analysis in all three cases showed that length was 
the relevant factor. 
 Section 2 presents our study of apraxia of speech. In section 2.1, we discuss the 
perception of long consonants as voiceless. Section 2.2 discusses our study of perceived 
aspiration in [s] plus plosive clusters. Section 3 presents our comparison of researcher 
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assessment versus acoustic analysis results for the pronunciation of dental fricatives by a 
Cantonese/English bilingual speaker. Section 4 concludes the paper. 
 

2 Apraxia of speech 
In this section, we report the results of two case studies conducted on the speech of one 
patient. We collected speech samples from a male stroke survivor more than 10 years 
after a middle cerebral artery stroke that left him with apraxia of speech. He was 
participating in a 36 session experimental intervention. The case studies reported here 
concern specific tokens produced by the patient during these sessions. We studied the 
perceived devoicing of the affricate “j” in word initial position (in the word ‘joke’, heard 
as ‘choke’ by NSL’s). We also looked at aspiration in initial s + stop clusters (‘ski’, 
where native speaker linguists perceived the [k] as aspirated; English stops are normally 
unaspirated in this environment (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996)). Acoustic analysis 
was performed by using Praat (Boersma & Weenick 2007). 
 In both case studies, we found that NSL judgments did not reflect acoustic reality. 
Instead, timing was found to be the problem in both cases. In word initial “j” productions, 
longer duration of the fricative portion of the initial affricate led to the perception of 
voicelessness. In sk- forms, aspiration of [k] was within the normal range for English; 
however, the closure period of the plosive [k] was longer. 
 We also conducted a third case study of fricatives being heard as affricates: initial 
“sh” in the patient’s forms was often perceived as “ch” by NSLs. In this case, acoustic 
analysis confirmed the NSL judgments. However, in a later section, we show that a 
researcher’s perception of interdental fricatives as stops in the speech of a 
Cantonese/English bilingual speaker did not correspond to acoustic reality. 
 Devoicing, stopping, and timing errors are all commonly reported as typical of 
patients with apraxia of speech (Kent and Rosenbeck 1983). Our study has shown that in 
at least some cases, several of these perceived errors may in fact be caused by the same 
articulatory problem, namely timing. 
 
 

2.1 Voicing study 
Devoicing of stops and fricatives is often reported as a problem in apraxia of speech. Our 
subject was also perceived by NSL speech pathologists as having this problem. Many 
utterances of initial “j”, for example, were perceived as “ch”. In this study, we 
concentrated on one specific word, ‘joke’, which was often heard as ‘choke’. 
 Although the NSL reported error was failure to voice the phonemically voiced 
initial affricate, there is reason to doubt this would be the actual error. English does have 
a phonemic voicing contrast in this environment, but it is rare in English to find fully 
voiced initial plosives; phonemic voicing contrasts are instead signaled by auxiliary 
phonetic clues such as aspiration. Thus, we decided to examine the acoustic details of the 
patient’s choke/joke productions. 
 Acoustic analysis revealed that all of the patient’s initial affricates were fully 
voiceless (including the ones perceived as voiced). The length of the fricative portion of 
the affricate was the determining factor in the perception of an initial affricate as voiced 
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or voiceless. A long fricative led to the perception of voicelessness, while a short fricative 
led to the perception of voicing. The switch from voiced to voiceless perception occurred 
at about 90 ms. It is also interesting to note that initial affricates were acoustically 
voiceless (but consistently short) in prompts pronounced by a speech pathologist in the 
training sessions during which the patient’s forms were recorded. 

Figure 1 shows the patient’s ‘joke’ heard as ‘choke’. In this particular utterance, 
the length of fricative portion of the initial affricate was 120 ms. 

 
 

Figure 1: Patient ‘joke’ heard as ‘choke’ 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 2 shows the patient’s ‘joke’ heard as ‘joke’. In this utterance, the length of the 
fricative portion was 50 ms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Patient ‘joke’ heard as ‘joke’ (i.e., judged correct) 
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The analysis so far shows a correlation between length and perception of voicing. To 
further motivate our claim for a causal relation, we synthetically altered the patient’s 
recorded forms in an attempt to alter the perception of voicing. We took a token of ‘joke
by the patient that was consistently perceived as ‘choke and synthetically shortened the
fricative portion of

’ 
 

 the initial “ch”. The resulting form was reported to be ‘joke’ by all 
ve of our NSLs. 

Figure 3: ‘choke’ synthetically altered so as to be perceived as ‘joke’ 

fi
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In addition to these purely phonetic effects, our study hints at a possible lexical effect 
(though we do not at this point have sufficient data for statistical significance). Listeners 
might be more likely to report a phoneme substitution if the substitution results in an 
actual English word. In our sample, NSLs heard ‘joke’ as ‘choke’ (actual word) 10 times; 
‘joy’ as ‘choy’ only 7 times (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Lexical effect on perceptual judgments
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2.2 S study 
In this section, we look at word initial fricative plus plosive clusters. Apraxia of speech 
patients are known to have difficulties with consonant clusters. 
 In our recordings, two linguists (one a native speaker of English) heard the 
patient’s [k] in ‘ski’ as aspirated. English voiceless plosives are normally unaspirated 
following [s]. To understand whether the linguists’ perception was accurate, we 
compared the native linguist’s pronunciation of ‘ski’ with the patient’s pronunciation of 
the same word. We start with the native linguist’s pronunciation of ‘key’, where an 
aspirated [k] is expected, to establish a baseline length for an aspirated plosive. In this 
particular recording, aspiration was about 60 ms in duration. 
 
 
Figure 5: Aspiration in NS pronunciation of ‘key’ 
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We now compare the NS and patient pronunciation of ‘ski’. Slight aspiration (about 30-
40 ms) is seen in both. There is no difference between the patient and the NS in terms of 
the duration of aspiration itself. The main difference is in the duration of the closure 
phase of the plosive [k]. The patient’s [k] closure is about 50% longer than NS’s in 
proportion to total word length (in terms of absolute length, the difference is even greater, 
since the patient’s word—as expected of apraxia of speech—considerably longer in 
duration). 
 
 
Figure 6: Comparison of NS and patient ‘ski’ 
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We have seen that regardless of training as a linguist or speech pathologist, listener 
perceptions of speech problems are not always accurate.  Acoustic analysis is needed to 
verify the nature of patient problems so that rehabilitation programs can be designed to 
address them. 
 
       

3 Bilingual English Speech Production 
     A commonly-studied set of phonemes in English dialect studies and sociolinguistic 
variation research are the interdental fricatives /ð/ and /Ɵ/ (Morrison, 2005; Dubois & 
Horvath, 2003). These sounds, typologically rare in the world’s languages, are said to 
vary in possibly all areas where English is found (Dubois & Horvath, 1998). Variation in 
production away from the “standard” articulation, either in manner (i.e., substitution of 
[d] and [t]) or place (i.e., substitution of [z] and [s] or [v] and [f]), carries with it, 
variously, the stigma of “non-standard” pronunciation, characterization as a “foreign” 
accent, or social salience marking the speaker as a member of a particular (minority) 
speech community. But for many individual speakers of English, production of these 
sounds varies between the “standard” and “non-standard” articulations, and the 
fundamental claim of variationist sociolinguistics is that such variation is not random, but 
rather driven by both language-internal and “external” or social factors (Bayley, 2002; 
Tagliamonte, 2006). A number of studies have been carried out in the variationist 
tradition to determine what internal and external variables condition the production of 
these sounds. Such studies are not based on acoustic phonetic analysis, but rather 
impressionistic judgments. This study sets out to compare the judgments made in one 
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such study with the acoustic properties of the segments that were categorized as either [ð] 
or [Ɵ]. 
     In an earlier study (Kelleher, n.d.), I analyzed the word-initial, voiced interdental 
fricative production of two Cantonese/English bilingual college students for phonetic and 
social factors conditioning the production of the sound as either a fricative ([ð]) or as a 
stop ([d]). The present study re-examines the impressionistic judgments from this earlier 
study. Speech samples came from a 30-minute conversation between me and the two 
participants. For each voiced interdental fricative, I made a judgment as to the segment’s 
articulation, based solely on my perception. Only the [ð] and [d] articulations were 
included in the analysis because other articulations were infrequent and seemed to be a 
function of complete assimilation with a preceding segment (other articulations included 
[n], [z], [ə], and [ɪ]).  
 

3.1 Data 
The data for this study come from a digital recording of a conversation between three 
speakers, used in the project described above (Kelleher 2007). The focus of this study is 
the speaker from San Francisco who exhibited a significant amount of variation in his 
production of the phoneme /ð/. The speaker’s first 60 samples, including only those that 
were previously judged to be either a [ð] or [d] articulation, were extracted from the 
conversation for acoustic analysis. 

3.2 Methods 
     Each occurrence of the variable was extracted from the sound file, using the program 
Audacity, then exported and saved as a short .wav file. These files included only enough 
of the speech stream before and after the segment to analyze duration and other acoustic 
properties. Information for each sample was recorded in an Excel file, with each sample 
being associated with a unique alphabetic identifier. The original transcription file 
contained the initial stop/fricative judgments from Kelleher 2007, so once the sample was 
extracted and key information recorded in the Excel file (i.e. the sample’s identifier and 
what was being said in the sound clip), the transcription file and records of previous 
judgments were hidden until the acoustic analysis was complete.  
     Once the sounds were extracted and marked with an identifier, characteristics of the 
waveform and spectrogram for each sample were analyzed using Praat. The most basic 
consideration was whether or not a release burst was identifiable that would indicate 
articulation as a stop. Each sample was first coded for presence or absence of a release 
burst and then the duration of the /ð/ segment was measured according to the following 
basic protocol.  
 
Table 1: Fricative characteristics 
Segment (/ð/) characteristics 
and/or phonetic environment 

Duration measurement N 

Apparent release burst Start of release to beginning of the vowel’s 
periodic waveform (VOT). 

23 

All other samples (no release burst) 
Between vowels Segment of lowered amplitude between the 9 
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preceding and following vowels’ periodic 
waveforms. In some cases, voicing persisted 
throughout. 

Preceding sibilant fricatives 
([s], [ʃ]) 

Point of decreased high energy in the 
spectrogram to the start of the vowel. 

5 

Preceding pause End of pause to start of vowel. Evidence of 
frication was slight relative to the baseline 
noise in the recording; end of pause was 
identified as a point of clearly increased 
amplitude in the waveform.  

5 

Others: preceding liquid, 
semi-vowel, unreleased stop 

Changes in the waveform, spectrogram or both 
(indicating a change from the preceding 
segment) to the start of the vowel. 

7 

 
A number of samples were eliminated: two exhibited complete assimilation with 

the preceding segment (one [s], one [n]), and the remainder were not analyzable due to 
bad sound quality or overlap with another speaker (n=5). 

Finally, five samples were separated from the main set, all of the sequence “I 
think.” In the previous study, Kelleher had initially planned to analyze both the voiced 
and voiceless phonemes and coded some of the voiceless samples. These tokens are not 
included in the present analysis, which focuses on voiced interdental fricatives. 

3.3 Findings 
Overall, /ð/ duration varied from 7 milliseconds to 108 milliseconds. The following table 
(Table 1) shows the duration of each segment, whether or not there was an identifiable 
release burst associated with the segment (R marks samples where a release burst was 
present), and my previous impressionistic judgment of the segment as a stop or a 
fricative.  
 
Table 2: Duration, presence/absence of release burst and prior impressionistic judgment 
 
Duration (ms) Release Burst? Prior Judgment

7 R stop 
8 R stop 

11 R stop 
11 R stop 
12 R stop 
12 R fricative 
12 R fricative 
14 R stop 
16 — fricative 
16 R fricative 
18 — stop 
20 — stop 
21 R stop 
22 — stop 
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22 — fricative 
22 — stop 
23 R stop 
24 R stop 
24 R stop 
24 — stop 
25 — stop 
25 R stop 
25 R stop 
26 R stop 
26 R stop 
29 — stop 
30 R fricative 
32 R fricative 
32 — fricative 
36 — stop 
38 — fricative 
39 R stop 
40 — fricative 
42 R stop 
44 — stop 
44 — fricative 
46 — stop 
46 — stop 
46 — fricative 
48 — fricative 
57 — fricative 
70 — fricative 
74 R fricative 

108 R fricative 
 
 
The highlighting in Table 1 demarcates three categories of duration. The upper section 
includes samples with durations between 7 and 29 milliseconds, the second section with 
durations between 30 and 57 milliseconds, and the third between 70 and 108 
milliseconds. Voice onset time (the time it takes for voicing to start after a voiceless 
segment, henceforth VOT) is reported to be the most important feature for native English 
speakers in distinguishing between voiced versus voiceless stops (Ladefoged 2003). With 
up to 30 milliseconds of VOT, stops are generally perceived as voiced, and over 60 
milliseconds as voiceless. Durations between 30 and 60 milliseconds exhibit a higher 
degree of variation in perception. The data were grouped based on these categories of 
duration as a way to facilitate an analysis of the role of segment duration (and for those 
samples with a release burst, VOT) in perception of the variable as a stop or a fricative. A 
comparison of fricative versus stop judgments for each of the three duration categories is 
given in Table 2. 
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Table 3:  Fricative versus stop impressionistic judgments for three duration categories 
 

Duration Fricative Stop N 
7ms to 29 ms 19.23% 80.77% 26 

    
30 ms to 59 ms 60% 40% 15 

    
60 ms to 108 ms 100% 0% 3 

 
Clearly, as duration increases, the likelihood of a segment being perceived as a fricative 
also increases. Below 30 milliseconds most segments were judged to be stops and over 
60 milliseconds all segments were judged to be fricatives (although the number of such 
segments was small). In between, the number of stop and fricative judgments were 
divided.  
     Finally, it should be noted that the data for this study are not a representative subset of 
the speaker’s overall production. The overall occurrence of the phones in this study was 
61.4% [d] and 38.5% [ð] (n=44), nearly the inverse of the proportions coded in the 
previous study (66% [ð] and 34% [d]; n=154). With such a large disparity and small 
number of fricative samples, it is uncertain whether the tendency shown in this analysis 
would hold up given a larger sample. 

4 Conclusions 
In our study of the speech errors of a stroke patient, we found that errors perceived as 
devoicing and aspiration by speech pathologists and linguists had in fact the same 
acoustic source. In both cases, the problem was one of timing. Since timing is already 
known to be a common problem in apraxia of speech, this finding is not necessarily 
surprising. It does, however, have potential implications for treatment. For example, if 
explicit training for voicing and aspiration might be employed based on impressionistic 
judgments (our patient was undergoing implicit training; therefore, this type of problem 
did not arise). Conversely, if a training program for timing is already planned, perhaps 
this automatically addresses the perceived voicing and aspiration problems as well. In 
such a case, post-training evaluations of the degree of improvement might include these 
perceptual categories. 
     Similar conclusions apply to our study of Cantonese/English bilingual production of 
English interdental fricatives. From an acoustic point of view, nine (9) of the tokens 
coded as stops were not stops at all; they showed no sign of having a release burst. But it 
is never the case that a perceptual representation of a speech sound corresponds directly 
to its acoustic properties and auditory input (Johnson, 2003). In the coding of tokens, 
researchers tacitly draw on their existing phonologies to place the speech sounds they are 
studying into expected categories (as is true for all speech perception). The coding will 
necessarily be affected by the language background of individual coders. While 
consistency of rating may be controlled for by using a single rater with a consistent 
technique or through an inter-rater reliability check, the fact remains that perception is 
driven by phonology.  
     This study shows that there are a number of different acoustic features that come into 
play in interpreting the focal sound as either a stop or fricative, and that duration rather 
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than presence or absence of a release burst seems to be the most salient categorization 
feature. 
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Abstract: 

 

Culture often is treated as less important, if not least, in product design practice. When culture is 

mentioned most of the time is about how products affect the culture as a whole, or how culture 

affects the demands and expectations of products. It is beneficial for product designers to focus 

on designing for a specific culture not only to earn a favor from the users but also to help 

maintain and promote the uniqueness of a culture. Although it makes all sense to design 

specifically for a target market by aiming at the specific culture, most product designers, in the 

contrast, subconsciously try to unify and conquer cultures. Consequently the uniqueness of 

individual cultures are being neglected and diminished. 

 

Nowadays, most younger generation, including younger designers do not understand the 

importance of maintaining and appreciating other cultures, but have a tendency to subscribe to 

what the consumer market provides. Consumers are becoming more led by trends and brands 

rather than by appreciation of individual culture’s uniqueness. 

 

This study used the opportunity of an annual exchange program, putting design students from 

United States and Taiwan to form design teams and work together for eight weeks. The program 

focused on embedding cultural aesthetics in the design process so that students would pay more 

attention and effort in learning the culture that is different from their own. 

 

This paper is a documentation of development and implementation of the Cultural Aesthetics 

Application Approach (CAAA), an approach emphasizing cultural aesthetics in design in order to 

increase the awareness of the beauty and value of cultural differences. The approach was 

implemented in eleven furniture design projects executed by eleven student design teams.  
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Embedding Cultural Aesthetics in Furniture Design Process 
 

Background 

 

This has been the fourth year of the Design Exchange Program between Auburn University and Shu-Te 

University. The program provides students from Auburn University to study in Taiwan for eight weeks 

with students of Shu-Te University. Each year we try to learn from the previous year to develop a better 

way for students from both schools to take advantage of this unique opportunity to develop a deeper 

understanding and appreciation of cultural diversity. 

 

Cultural Aesthetics 

 

The Webster’s New World Dictionary of the American Language defines ‘culture’ as the concepts, habits, 

skills, arts, instruments, institutions, etc. of a given people in a given period; civilization. It also defines 

‘aesthetics’ as the study or philosophy of beauty; theory of the fine arts and of people’s responses to them. 

Berleant in his article in the context of philosophy described cultural aesthetics as: 

 

The cultural aesthetic is, then, the characteristic sensory, conceptual, and ideational 

matrix that constitutes the perceptual environment of a culture. It encompasses the typical 

qualities and configurations of color, sound, texture, light, movement, smell, taste, 

perceptual pattern, space, temporal sensibility, and size in juxtaposition with the human 

body, and the influence of traditional patterns of belief and practice on the creation and 

apprehension of these qualities. 

 

As we use the term cultural aesthetics in product design context, we simply defined it as the symbols, 

icons, and motifs being used and learned by a society repeatedly from generation to generation. These 

symbols, icons, and motifs are extracts from traditional belief, value, customs, architecture, religions, 

artifacts, and daily behaviors.  

 

Need For Study 

 

Culture often is treated as less important, if not least, in product design practice. When culture is 

mentioned most of the time is about how products affect the culture as a whole, or how culture affects the 

demands and expectations of products. It is beneficial for product designers to focus on designing for a 

specific culture not only to earn a favor from the users but also to help maintain and promote the 

uniqueness of a culture. Although it makes all sense to design specifically for a target market by aiming at 

the specific culture, most product designers, in the contrast, subconsciously try to unify and conquer 

cultures. Consequently the uniqueness of individual cultures are being neglected and diminished. 

 

Nowadays, most younger generation, including younger designers do not understand the importance of 

maintaining and appreciating other cultures, but have a tendency to subscribe to what the consumer 

market provides. Boradkar in his article described the situation right at target: 

 

The visibility of designed goods in newspaper advice columns, magazines, television 

shows, museums and stores has brought one aspect of design activity to the forefront: 

aesthetics. Everyday objects, aestheticized by the rock stars of design are available in 

large quantities not only at specialized outlets, but also at stores where the majority of the 

American population shops. 
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Consumers are becoming more led by trends and brands rather than by appreciation of individual cultural 

uniqueness. Lau (2005) in discussion of design and culture stated the observation of dissolving culture 

uniqueness: 

 

Most developed countries can not keep their own culture in a pure form. There is a 

tendency that the lines between cultures have becomes blurry and there are more and 

more overlapping among cultures… However, the blurry line and overlapping tendency 

might bring a serious consequence of a homogeneous world with diminishing cultural 

identity.  

 

With the phenomenon of cultural melting pot, designers are responsible for retaining and sustaining 

cultural uniqueness by design according to specific culture of the market. Lau, Liu, Lin, and Chiu (2007) 

projected an irreversible tendency may happen if the lack of awareness of the situation continues:  

 

Because of that most developed countries now can not maintain their own traditional 

culture in a purer form. Core values of individual culture could be affected or even 

discarded. Heritages and traditions might slowly be forgotten. As the world is being more 

and more westernized, we are witnessing that fashion, housing, furniture, and even 

consumer products sometimes are so similar and familiar … The tendency on one hand 

does make it easier to adjust while traveling, but on the other hand it takes away the 

excitement of having different experiences and the value of diversity. This risk of losing 

identity and diversity is happening and it might bring an irreversible result of losing 

uniqueness of each culture.  

 

It is therefore a mandate for designers to take up the role to sustain cultural uniqueness by learning and 

applying cultural aesthetics onto design as well as to develop new approaches to educate the new 

generation of designers. This study used the opportunity of an annual exchange program, putting design 

students from United States and Taiwan to form design teams and work together for eight weeks. This 

year the program focused on embedding cultural aesthetics in the design process of furniture so that 

students would pay more attention and effort in learning the culture that is different from their own. The 

development of the systematic approach is rooted from the previous attempt in encouraging students to 

apply cultural aesthetics to robot design (Lau et al., 2007).  

 

This paper is a documentation of development and implementation of the Cultural Aesthetics Application 

Approach (CAAA), an approach emphasizing cultural aesthetics in design in order to increase the 

awareness of the beauty and value of cultural differences. The approach was implemented in eleven 

furniture design projects executed by eleven student design teams. 

 

The Approach 

 

The CAAA basically consists of five sections, namely, Preparation, Education, Exploration, 

Implementation, and Finalization. The process is illustrated by figure 1. In figure 1, activities colored in 

light blue are general tasks often used by product designers. Specific tasks were added to the process to 

form the CAAA in hope to help young designers in learning the importance of cultural aesthetics in 

design. For this study, we have chosen furniture as the product to implement the CAAA. The following is 

a description of the CAAA. 
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Figure 1: The Cultural Aesthetics Application Approach 

 

A. Preparation 

 

Auburn students signed up for the exchange program six months before the trip at the end of fall semester. 

In spring semester, a weekly meeting with students was set up for orientation as well as for questions and 

answers sessions. Basic Mandarin lessons were also taught in these weekly meetings.  

 

Faculty from both schools exchanged ideas and planning of the program through internet during the 

preparation stage. Shu-Te students on the other hand also had to sign up for the program. Faculty of Shu-

Te met with the group of students weekly to prepare students for the program including language 

reinforcement. As the information of the Auburn team was confirmed, faculty of Shu-Te grouped four 

students with each Auburn student to form eleven design teams. 

 

 
Figure 2: Auburn and Shu-Te students enrolled in the exchange program 
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B. Education 

 

Teaching students about cultural aesthetics cannot be achieved just by classroom instruction. To introduce 

Taiwan culture and cultural aesthetics to Auburn students, we planned a series of activities to strategically 

help students to retain as much as possible from the day one they visit Taiwan. So by design, Auburn 

students arrived to Taiwan in the morning and spent the first whole day touring Kaohsiung City to get the 

first cultural shock. People, traffics, signage, smell, architecture, and many things bombarding their all 

senses as they tour the city mainly on foot.  

 

After a good night rest in a hotel at Kaohsiung, Shu-Te school bus came in the morning to bring the team 

to the campus. As the bus arrived to the Shu-Te design building, students gather and welcomed the 

visiting team. Shu-Te students helped Auburn students settled in the dormitory. Every two or three 

Auburn students roomed with three to four Shu-Te students. This arrangement provided daily full time 

engagement to the lifestyle of Shu-Te students. 

 

A brief introduction was given to all the students and team members were introduced to one another. Each 

design team spent three hours on the first day of class to learn about one another within the team. 

Although language at certain degree was a communication barrier, friendship was started in that 

classroom. Several sessions of classes were used for student teams to communicate. 

 

Tour trips were arranged not only for sight-seeing but also for Auburn students to have first-hand 

encounter with the culture. Visits of design firms, industry, and design exhibition were also scheduled for 

students to see how the design profession conducts their daily design activities. Visits of cultural and 

historical sites and museums were also arranged to enrich students understanding of the history of Taiwan 

culture (figures 3 and 4). 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Visits of design related sites 

 
Figure 4: Visits of culture related sites 
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Auburn students were required to take four craft classes, namely, glass work (figure 5), pottery (figure 6), 

metal jewelry (figure 7), and Chinese painting (figure 8 and 9). These classes required students not only 

to learn the skills but also were introduced to cultural artifacts as examples. Students had developed 

interest to incorporate Taiwan traditional symbols and style to their work.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Glasswork by Auburn students 

 
Figure 6: Pottery by Auburn students 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Metal jewelry by Auburn students 

 
Figure 8: Chinese calligraphy by Auburn students 
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Figure 9: Chinese paintings by Auburn students 

 

C. Exploration 

 

In the studio class, each design team was charged to develop a piece of furniture. The objective of the 

class is to require students intentionally learn about Taiwan culture through study and design process. The 

piece of furniture is expected to be designed for Taiwan life style and contain Taiwan cultural aesthetics. 

 

Students were asked to research on the following subjects: 

1. Taiwan traditional architecture, traditional furniture, motifs, icons, symbols, and crafts.  

2. Study how joints work especially in Taiwan’s traditional architecture and furniture. 

3. Study use of materials in Taiwan’s traditional architecture and furniture. 

4. Study Taiwan culture and identify some aesthetic elements and principles that represent Taiwan 

style. 

5. Study Taiwan life-style (daily activities, customs, religions, social structure, etc.) to identify a 

piece of furniture that would fit the Taiwan life style. 

 

From all the activities mentioned in the education section and the research conducted in the studio class, 

students in each group identified what represents Taiwan’s cultural aesthetics. Since Auburn students has 

fresher encounter with Taiwan culture contrast with their own, they were responsible for the identification 

of Taiwan cultural aesthetics. While Shu-Te students might not actually aware as clear because they have 

been immersed in the culture all their lives, they served as a filter and verify what Auburn students 

identified. This model worked beautifully that students would discuss and sometimes debate to make sure 

they have identified representative elements correctly (figure 10). 
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Figure 10: Interactions in the classroom 

 

D. Implementation 

 

Once students identified what represent Taiwan cultural and had decided the functions of the piece of 

furniture that would serve well in Taiwan life style, numerous sketches and scale models were used to 

develop and visualize their design concepts as shown in figures 11 and 12. Students presented their work 

every week to the whole class and explained in details the reasoning behind each idea and how they 

applied cultural aesthetics in their design. 

 

 

 
Figure 11: Design idea sketches 
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Figure 12: Scale models 

 

 

E. Finalization 

 

After several rounds of sketches and scale models, students built full scale card board models (figure 13) 

to verify the dimensions of their final design. Refinement and improvement were made to finalize the 

design with 3D computer models. Once dimensions and details were finalized, scale final models were 

built with Camphor wood, a popular wood in Taiwan for traditional furniture, including joints in details 

(figure 14).  
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Figure 13: Full-scale card board models 

 

 
Figure 14: Final scale models 
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Conclusion 

 

In the age of technological advancement, cultural uniqueness is at stake. It is the responsibility as well as 

a mandate for product designers to render the beauty of culture diversity in consumers’ hand through 

applying cultural aesthetics to product design. It is our hope that application of cultural aesthetics will 

become part of the culture of product designers. The development and the implementation of the CAAA 

was an attempt to help design students cultivate the awareness of the value of cultural differences. 

Although coming from the western world, Auburn students collaborated with Shu-Te students seems to 

be able to grasp the essence of Taiwan’s cultural aesthetics and applied to their designs. Their final 

designs have shown that the CAAA is instrumental in embedding cultural aesthetics in the furniture 

design process. It is our goal that the CAAA will be developed further so that it can be effectively applied 

to design of various products. 
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Dance As A Learning Tool In Elementary Schools (Abstract) 

 
By  

 
Kaye E. Richards 

 
 

Like many dancers in New York, I worked several jobs in order to survive and pay my 

bills.  One of the many jobs I had was as a dance specialist in several public schools in 

Port Washington, Long Island. Back then the District Superintendent of Long Port 

Washington realized the importance of art, specifically creative movement in the 

classroom.  He envisioned elementary school teachers and movement specialists working 

together, so that expose the student to a richer learning experience.  The ultimate goal 

was to expose the children to a creative way of thinking, thereby allowing them to 

express themselves through creative movement. 

 

I worked closely with several elementary school teachers enhancing the learning 

experiences by incorporating dance into the curriculum.  Together with a musician, we 

planned the classes, which emphasized movement and rhythm.   

 

The songs and dances taught were beneficial in the mental, physical and developmental 

learning process of the children.  At the beginning of the residency, teachers would 

approach me before the session started, warning of the ‘problem children’ in a class.  

This was quite disturbing to be because I believed that educators cared for their students 

and wanted the utmost best for them.  After years of working in the public school system, 

I have come to realize that this philosophy is not the case for all educators. Guaranteed, 

the ‘problem children’ were the most creative in my sessions.  Why was this? It was 

obvious to me that the ‘problem children’ learned differently from their peers.  They 

needed a creative outlet in order to process information. 

 

The arts are an essential component of education, and all children, not only those with 

specific artistic talent, benefit from an education in the arts which includes opportunities 

to create, perform, and communicate through various artistic media. 
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After years of working with youths, I have witness the importance of creative 

investigation and creative expression in the growth and development of children. 

Classroom reading increases when children are asked to recall the story through 

movement and expression.  Dance strengthens the learning and understanding experience 

that is present within the classroom.  I am convinced that dance makes several 

contributions towards education: to the whole child, to thinking, to aesthetics, to 

expression, to culture, to values and psychological health. 
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Neighborhood invasion was the method used by hostile ethnic groups to engage in 

collective violence during the Jacksonian period.  Inspired by the religious fervor of the 

Second Great Awakening, native Protestant workmen invaded Irish Catholic 

neighborhoods ostensibly to serve as poll watchers, to protest immigration and other 

related policies, and to protest religious differences.  These invasions subsequently 

developed into numerous riots, some of which lasted several days, and ended only with 

the appearance of the militia.  In time, Irish Catholics responded in kind, making this 

period from 1830 to 1865 the most riotous period in nineteenth century America.  The 

important point is that these riots did not occur along the borderlands between ethnic 

neighborhoods nor at the workplace, but they occurred in an ethnic neighborhood after a 

hostile ethnic group invaded a rival group’s neighborhood. 

Previous studies of these Jacksonian era riots have emphasized the social, 

economic and cultural composition of those involved.  Undoubtedly the most influential 

work on this subject is Michael Feldberg’s The Turbulent Era:  Riot and Disorder in 

Jacksonian America which argued that “Jacksonian collective violence stemmed from a 

number of sources:  the racial and ethnic tensions of the period; the era’s ideological 

climate; the inability of political systems and legal institutions to resolve group conflict 

by peaceable means; rapid urbanization and population changes; and economic and 

technological innovation.”1  In another study, Civic Wars:  Democracy and Public Life in 

the American City during the Nineteenth Century, Mary P. Ryan advanced the thesis that 

these riots were part of a greater rupture of civic consciousness that occurred throughout 

                                                 
1 Michael Feldberg, The Turbulent Era:  Riot & Disorder in Jacksonian America (New York:  Oxford 
University Press, 1980), pp. 6, 7.  See also, Carleton Beals, Brass –Knuckle Crusade, The Great Know-
Nothing Conspiracy:  1820-1860 (New York:  Hastings House Publishers, 1960), Willard A. Heaps, Riots, 
USA, 1765-1970 (New York:  The Seabury Press, 1966) and Jules Archer, Riot!  A History of Mob Action 
in the United States (New York:  Hawthorn Books, Inc., 1974). 
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that period.2  Additional studies expanded on these themes, focusing on urban rioting in 

specific cities.3  Kimberly K. Smith, on the other hand, presented a dissenting view in 

The Dominion of Voice:  Riot, Reason & Romance in Antebellum Politics, where she 

argued that popular rioting ceased to be seen as rational -- and legitimate -- political 

action.4  Instead she perceived that it was motivated by “passion, loyalty, courage, and 

violence.”5   

 Instead of focusing on the social, economic and cultural composition of the 

rioters, other studies emphasized the methodology they employed to conduct their riot.   

Writing in 1969, Morris Janowitz focused on the patterns of collective racial violence in 

the twentieth century.6  He argued that during the World War I period, collective 

violence took on a communal nature where riots occurred along the borderlands of white 

and black communities.  By the 1960s, though, the communal riot had been replac

the commodity riot, which occurred largely within the African-American community 

where local residents looted mercantile establishments.  The following study cont

Janowitz’ focus on the methodology employed by the rioters by analyzing the pattern of 

collective violence over a century before.  Instead of engaging in community or 

ed by 

inues 

                                                 
2Mary P. Ryan, Civic Wars:  Democracy and Public Life in the American City during the Nineteenth 
Century (Berkeley:  University of California Press, 1997). 
3 See Michael Feldberg, The Philadelphia Riots of 1844:  A Study of Ethnic Conflict (Westport, CT:  
Greenwood Press, 1975), Paul O. Weinbaum, Mobs and Demagogues:  The New York Response to 
Collective Violence in the Early Nineteenth Century (UMI Research Press, 1977), Sean Wilentz, Chants 
Democractic:  New York City & the Rise of the American Working Class (New York:  Oxford University 
Press, 1984), Paul A. Gilje, The Road to Mobocracy:  Popular Disorder in New York City, 1763-1834 
(Chapel Hill, NC:  The University of North Carolina Press, 1987), and Jack Tager, Boston Riots:  Three 
Centuries of Social Violence (Boston:  Northeastern University Press, 2001),   
4 Kimberly K. Smith, The Dominion of Voice:  Riot, Reason, and Romance in Antebellum Politics 
(Lawrence, KS:  University Press of Kansas, 1999). 
5 Ronald Formisano, review of The Dominion of Voice:  Riot, Reason, and Romance in Antebellum 
Politics by Kimberly K. Smith, The Journal of American History (March, 2001), p. 1481. 
6 Morris Janowitz, “Patterns of Collective Racial Violence,” in Hugh Davis Graham and Ted Robert Gurr, 
eds., Violence in America, Vol. 2 (Washington, D. C.:  U. S Government Printing Office, 1969), pp.  
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communal riots, nativists and immigrants of both the Protestant and Catholic persuasion 

used neighborhood invasions to pursue their ethnocultural goals.      

 Until the 1960s, Jacksonian America was the most riotous period in American 

history.  It has been estimated that from 1830 to 1865, nearly every large city witnessed 

at least one riot.  Most riots began as an outgrowth of nativist fears that growing Irish 

immigration seriously threatened the republic.  Nativists feared the Irish largely because 

of their shanty lifestyle, their alcoholic recreational habits, and their devotion to 

Catholicism.  To a very Protestant America, the latter was most frightening of all.  

Following the appearance of a virulent anti-Catholic campaign, Protestant and Catholic 

gangs invaded each other’s neighborhoods in America’s northeastern seaboard cities, and 

in time, neighborhood invasions spread to America’s heartland.  Nativist gangs saw 

themselves preserving the American way of life, while Irish gangs saw themselves as 

preserving their minority culture. 

 Even before the Great Famine, Irish immigration to the United States was 

significant.  Beginning in 1820, one out of every third immigrant was from the emerald 

isle.7  Most of these newcomers settled in the northeastern cities and began noticeably 

changing the demography of Baltimore, Boston, New York and Philadelphia.  Besides 

their number, the Irish clashed with the popular ideal American image.  They gained a 

reputation as the wild Irish for their pugilistic habits, and as the shanty Irish for their 

poverty.  Combined with these negative images, the growing number of Irish immigrants 

led to what historian Jack Tager called the “deskilling of the job market.”8  In this 

depressed environment, tempers flared and animosities grew.  Suspicions soon followed, 

                                                 
7 The Learning Page, “Immigration:  Irish-Catholic Immigration to America,” last updated 5/07/07, 
accessed 10/21/07, www.memory.loc.gov/learn/features/immig/irish6.html 
8 Tager, Boston Riots, p. 106. 
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as mechanics and other skilled American workers unexpectedly faced competition in the 

emerging factory system with the unskilled Irish, who worked long hours for low wages.   

 These cultural and economic concerns remained largely dormant until the Second 

Great Awakening led to what the historian Ray Allen Billington called, “The Protestant 

Crusade.”9  As revival leaders demonized Catholicism as a form of Satanism and 

antirepublicanism, militant anti-Catholic newspapers and journals appeared in nearly 

every northeastern city and a few western towns.  In New York, the Protestant 

Association held public discussions to “drive Romanism from America,”10 while in 

Philadelphia, the Reverend John Breckenridge offered to debate the topic, “Is the 

Protestant Religion the Religion of Christ?”11   The Protestant Crusade confirmed the 

worst fears among both Protestants and Catholics.  To native workmen, it provided order 

to their confusing reality.  The Irish, on the other hand, needed no explanation.  On 

several occasions, they violently disrupted these public gatherings and gained a further 

reputation for what the New York Observer called, “Popish Intolerance.”12 

 The Protestant crusade found a ready audience among nativist urban gangs.  

These gangs attracted young artisans and shopkeepers, as well as their journeymen and 

apprentices.  Butchers were the most frequent gang members, but bookbinders, printers, 

mechanics and watermen also were well represented.13  Organized by ethnic 

neighborhoods, urban gangs’ highest priority was maintaining their neighborhood’s 

                                                 
9 Ray Allen Billington, The Protestant Crusade, 1800-1860:  A Study of the Origins of American Nativism 
(New York:  The Macmillan Company, 1938). 
10 Ibid, p. 59. 
11 John Hughes and John Breckinridge, Controversy between Reverend Messrs. Hughes and Breckinridge 
on the Subject, “Is the Protestant Religion the Religion of Christ?”  (Philadelphia, 1833), i-iv. 
12 The New York Observer, March 22, 1834. 
13 Wilnetz, Chants Democratic, pp. 55, 262, 269, 270; Kenneth A. Scherzer, The Unbounded Community: 
Neighborhood Life and Social Structure in New York City, 1830-1875 (1992), p. 201. 
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ethnocultural purity.14  Daily they intimidated outsiders,15 and if provoked, they 

responded violently.  Other forms of recreational violence included defending various 

forms of masculine honor and battling other gangs.16  While some viewed these clashes 

in a “jocular fashion,”17 J. Matthew Gallman, a student of the period, wisely noted that 

“the patterns of conflict did reflect larger political and ideological conflicts – often 

grounded in nativism, anti-Catholicism, or racism – in which, the Irish were central 

participants.”18 

 In addition to ethnocultural purity, urban gangs also were neighborhood boosters, 

who joined militia and fire companies.  The militia companies, organized to defend the 

nation and maintain domestic order, united “gangs and secret societies” with young 

journeymen and apprentices.19  In New York and probably in other cities, members of 

militia companies joined volunteer fire companies.20  Of the two, though, the 

neighborhood volunteer fire companies became “the premier workingmen’s social clubs 

of the 1830’s.”21  In the neighborhood firehouse, young men, gang members, and petty 

and professional criminals gathered daily to meet, drink and gamble.22  Like urban gangs, 

                                                 
14 Susan G. Davis, Parades and Power:  Street Theatre in Nineteenth-Century Philadelphia (Philadelphia:  
Temple University Press, 1986), p. 108; Roger Lane, Violent Death in the City:  Suicide, Accident and 
Murder in Nineteenth Century Philadelphia (1979), pp. 7, 8; Bruce Laurie, Artisans into Workers:  Labor in 
Nineteenth Century America (New York:  Hill and Wang, 1989), p. 96; David R. Johnson, Policing the 
Urban Underworld:  The Impact of Crime on the Development of the American Police, 1800-1887 
(Philadelphia:  Temple University Press, 1979), p. 83; Scherzer, The Unbounded Community, p. 201. 
15 Wilnetz, Chants Democratic, p. 262. 
16 Scherzer, The Unbounded Community, p. 201; Davis, Parades and Power, p. 108; Wilnetz, Chants 
Democratic, p.262; Lane, Violent Death in the City, pp. 7, 8. 
17 Ryan, Civic Wars, p. 130. 
18 J. Matthew Gallman, Receiving Erin’s Children:  Philadelphia, Liverpool, and the Irish Famine 
Migration, 1845-1855 (Chapel Hill:  University of North Carolina Press, 2000), p. 200. 
19 Thomas H. O’Connor, The Boston Irish:  A Political History (Boston:  Northeastern University Press, 
1995), pp. 49, 50; Scherzer, The Unbounded Community, p. 199. 
20 Scherzer, The Unbounded Community, pp. 199, 200. 
21 Ibid, p. 200. 
22Johnson, Policing the Urban Underworld, p. 85; Davis, Parades and Power, p. 144. 
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firemen loved fighting to avenge insults and threats to their masculinity.23  In time, 

according to historian Susan G. Davis, firemen became “the city’s leading recreational 

brawlers and arsonists.”24  Combined with the commitment to ethnic purity, firemen 

often let their ethnocultural rivalries overwhelm them, preferring to fight rival fire 

companies rather than a fire.  It was reported that many fires burnt themselves out as riv

firemen bra

al 

wled.25 

 This social, economic and cultural environment set the stage that germinated 

neighborhood invasions.  The Protestant crusade’s demonization of Catholicism provided 

a cause celebre to nativist gangs and their associated fire and militia companies to launch 

attacks against Catholics, the Irish and immigrants in general.  During a neighborhood 

invasion, nativists entered an Irish Catholic neighborhood, attacked the local residents 

and destroyed their shops and other businesses as well as their homes.  These incidents 

occurred in different cities along the northeastern seaboard allegedly for different 

reasons.  Some appeared as anti-Catholic riots and others as anti-Irish riots.  Finally, yet 

other riots occurred during municipal elections and came to be know simply as election 

riots. 

 The first outlines of a neighborhood invasion appeared in Boston in 1834 as a 

clearly defined anti-Catholic riot.  After the appearance of Six Months in a Convent, a 

best-selling novel based on the alleged experiences of a certain Rebecca Reed who 

claimed she had escaped from Mt. Benedict, an Ursuline convent.  The convent included 

a fashionable girls school that recently had opened its doors to all denominations.  When 

                                                 
23 Laurie, Working People of Philadelphia, p. 61. 
24 Davis, Parades and Power, p. 115. 
25 Herbert Asbury, Gangs of New York; an Informal History of the Underworld (New York:  A. A Knopf, 
1927), p. 39. 
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a resident nun also “escaped” but then was returned to the convent, “wild rumors 

circulated throughout Boston that helpless women where being forced to remain behind 

convent walls against their will.”26  This inflammatory situation reached a climax when 

the Reverend Lyman Beecher, the father of Harriet Beecher Stow, delivered three 

virulent sermons in as many churches against Catholicism, “calling upon his listeners to 

take decisive action against its resurgence in America.”27  The following day, a mob of at 

least fifty Protestant workmen burnt Mt. Benedict convent for allegedly prostituting 

“female virtue and liberty under the garb of holy Religion.”28  Historian Thomas 

O’Connor suggested as much, describing the mob as “local Yankee workmen… [who] 

had formed a highly unified association.”29  As the convent burned to the ground, a large 

crowd, including fire companies, stood by and watched but took no action to put out the 

flames.30 

 More clearly defined anti-Catholic neighborhood invasions appeared the 

following year.  After Six Months in a Convent experienced record sales in New York 

and inflamed Protestant passions,31 a small group of nativists invaded the Bowery, an 

Irish Catholic neighborhood, and started breaking windows of stores and homes of local 

residents, culminating in an attack upon the Green Dragon Tavern.  Two militia 

companies, the nativist American Guards, organized by the Native American 

Association, and the Irish O’Connell Guards, formed largely by saloon keepers, 

intervened, but like the firemen, their ethnocultural loyalties encouraged their 

                                                 
26 O’Connor, The Boston Irish, p. 46. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Tager, Boston Riots, p. 113. 
29 O’Connor, The Boston Irish, p. 47. 
30 Ibid, p. 46; Tager, Boston Riots, p. 114. 
31 Billington, The Protestant Crusade, p. 90. 
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participation in the riot.32  Later that year, these two militia companies again clashed 

when they started the Five Points riot, where up to 500 nativists and Irish Catholics 

fought each other for three days, largely because “the gangsters of Paradise Square took a 

hand and the rioting became general throughout that part of the city.”33  According to 

Herbert Asbury, author of Gangs of New York, “The Mayor and the Sheriff called out 

every watchman in the city, and the force managed to stop the fighting without the aid of 

soldiers, although several companies were mustered and remained in their armories 

overnight.”34   

In addition to anti-Catholic riots, nativists also engaged in anti-Irish riots to 

protest immigration from the emerald isle.  The most telling difference between these 

riots was that ethnicity rather than religion was the issue that appeared to stimulate the 

riot.  Perhaps the most significant anti-Irish neighborhood invasion occurred in Boston in 

1837 best known as the Broad Street riot.35  On a Sunday afternoon, Protestant firemen 

and other nativists invaded an Irish neighborhood, dragged and beat local residents, 

before torching their neighborhood.  This neighborhood invasion began simply as a 

scuffle after a Protestant fire company exhausted from fighting a blaze inadvertently 

interrupted a large Irish funeral procession of approximately 500 mourners.  After a 

period of bumping and shoving, fighting broke out and the firemen were repulsed.  To 

retaliate, they called for reinforcements, claiming, “The Irish have risen upon us, and are 

                                                 
32 Scherzer, The Unbounded Community, p. 199.  
33 Asbury, Gangs of New York, p. 38. 
34 Ibid, p. 38. 
35 Feldberg, The Turbulent Era, p. 35; Tager, Boston Riots, pp. 120, 121. 
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going to kill us.”36  Several other fire companies as well as a large number of Yankee 

supporters responded, bringing their number up to approximately 700. 

The Irish, now outnumbered, abandoned the funeral procession and retreated 

towards their residential neighborhood with the firemen and their supporters in hot 

pursuit.  As this melee entered their neighborhood, other Irish residents joined the fray in 

defense of their homes but to no avail.  With a large crowd estimated at 15,000 

picnicking on the surrounding hills looking on, the Irish were mercilessly beaten and their 

community destroyed.  “The houses were sacked, their contents thrown into the streets,” 

reported Arthur W. Brayley, editor of The Bostonian Magazine, “and everything 

demolished as speedily as possible.”37  As in New York, the mayor and the sheriff called 

out the militia to finally restore the peace.  Ironically, thirty-four Irishmen were arrested 

for the riot.  Fourteen were tried and four found guilty.  All nativists were exonerated.  

 In reaction to the nativists’ neighborhood invasions, Irish Catholics adopted a 

more militant attitude.  Increasingly, they used violence or the threat of violence to 

protect themselves, their homes and their neighborhoods.  One of the earliest examples of 

this new militancy occurred appeared in New York during the 1834 Charter election.  

The result was the city’s – and perhaps the nation’s – first election riot.  On the day of the 

election, twenty nativist Whig poll watchers entered the staunchly Democratic and Irish 

6th Ward.  When one read a scurrilous article, concluding, “we should get along well 

enough if it were not for the low Irish,” local residents attacked them and the local Whig 

office, leading one newspaper to declare a “Reign of Terror.”38  The following day, some 

200 nativist Whigs retaliated by launching an invasion of the 6th Ward, but violence was 

                                                 
36 The Boston Evening Transcript, June 15, 1837. 
37 Arthur W. Brayley, A Complete History of the Boston Fire Department (Boston, 1889), p.198.  
38 Weinbaum, Mobs and Demagogues, pp. 5-10. 
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prevented when they were met by a force of Irish residents nearly equal in size.  After a 

brief melee, the mayor, along with the district attorney and twenty deputies, successfully 

dispersed these antagonists.  Unused to militant opposition, hundreds of nativist 

“merchants, mechanics, cartmen, porters and laborers” invaded the 6th Ward on the third 

day, overwhelmed the deputies and the Irish defenders, and broke into the local arsenal.39  

“We were in the midst of a revolution,” declared the New York Sun,40 as a nativist mob 

estimated at 20,000 flooded into the 6th Ward.  Not until the mayor arrived with some 

1200 troops and threatened them with “the torch of civil war”41 did this neighborhood 

invasion come to a close. 

 Neighborhood invasions also appeared as defensive measures when nativist Whig 

majorities attempted to engage in an early form of negative campaigning by keeping 

opposition Democrats from the polls.  The result was the same, another election riot.  

That same year, 1834, in the Philadelphia suburb of Moyamensing, Irish Protestants tried 

to advance the Whig cause by attacking the local Democratic headquarters to prevent 

their fellow Catholic countrymen from voting.  Being in the majority, they easily 

accomplished their goal.  To celebrate their victory – and to rub insult into ethnocultural 

injury – they smashed the Democrats’ hickory pole, a political symbol of no minor 

importance.  Since Moyamensing laid outside of Philadelphia, city authorities did not 

intervene, motivating Democrats from surrounding Irish Catholic neighborhoods to 

invade Moyamensing to defend both their party and their co-religionists.  In retaliation, 

they attacked the Whigs’ hickory pole. When shots rang out, killing one and wounding up 

to twenty others, the Irish Catholics attacked the Whig headquarters and started a bonfire 

                                                 
39 Ibid., p.9. 
40 New York Sun, April 11, 1834. 
41 Ibid. 
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around their hickory pole.  As the fire spread into the Irish Protestant neighborhood, the 

Democrats celebrated their triumph by preventing the arriving firemen from suppressing 

the flames.42         

Neighborhood invasions continued into the subsequent decade of the 1840s as 

northeastern cities continued to witness anti-Catholic, anti-Irish and election riots.  In  

Philadelphia,  native Protestants launched a series of neighborhood invasion renowned as 

the Philadelphia Bible Riots, perhaps the greatest of all anti-Catholic riots.43  When the 

School Board agreed to consider letting Catholic students leave the classroom during the 

mandatory reading of the King James Bible, Protestant workmen, some 3000 strong, 

marched into Kensington, an Irish Catholic working class neighborhood.  Samuel R. 

Cramer, the publisher of the Native American, launched into a tirade against “Popery,”44 

but a thunderstorm drove him and other nativists into the Nanny Goat market.  When they 

tried to reconvene their meeting, the local Irish assaulted them with a barrage of 

vegetables and rocks.  Then gunshots rang out, fired ostensibly from the Hibernia Hose 

House, a local fire station, moving the nativists to attack it as well as Irish residences.  

This neighborhood invasion soon became a shootout as both sides responded with 

gunfire.  Eleven nativists were wounded but more importantly, George Shiffler, an 

eighteen-year-old Protestant dresser’s apprentice was killed.45   

To avenge his “murder,” Cramer published an editorial in the Native American 

three days later calling upon “our fellow citizens…to arm.”46  Later that afternoon, a 

large mob of approximately 300 Protestant workmen “marched in military fashion down 

                                                 
42 Feldberg, The Turbulent Era p. 58.  
43 See Feldberg, The Philadelphia Riots of 1844 for an excellent study of these riots. 
44 Laurie, Working People of Philadelphia, p. 131. 
45 Philadelphia Public Ledger and Transcript, May 7, 1844. 
46 Philadelphia Native American, May 7. 1844. 
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to Second Street, turned left at the corner, and headed north toward Kensington,” carrying 

a ragged American flag with a banner reading, “This is the FLAG that was trampled 

UNDERFOOT by the IRISH PAPISTS.”47  Invading Kensington, the nativist rabble 

again attacked the Hibernia Hose House but they were met by well armed Irish defenders.  

Repulsed, the Protestants adopted a new tactic – arson.  Over the next hour, they torched 

one street of this Irish community, destroying thirty homes.48  The Irish fled to a nearby 

woods.  On the third day, Protestant arsonists again invaded Kensington and laid the 

remainder of this Irish neighborhood to waste, including two Catholic churches.49  The 

militia eventually suppressed this riot, but not before at least sixteen were killed.  The 

following July, the nativists celebrated their “victory” in what became known as the 

“Battle of Kensington.” Along with widows of riot victims and their orphaned children, 

some 5,000 marched in the Independence Day parade with banners calling for limits to 

Catholic civil rights.50  To emphasize their point, they indulged in three more days of 

rioting, including an attack on yet another Catholic church.  An additional fifteen persons 

died.51 

 The Philadelphia Bible Riots had a traumatic affect on both nativists and the Irish.  

No longer would they wait for an incident, an election, or some other special occasion to 

launch a neighborhood invasion.  Instead, nativists decided to attack the Irish at random.  

The Irish, on the other hand, responded by using violence to keep their attackers at bay.  

This development perhaps was most noticeable in the Philadelphia region where after the 

Bible riots, the gangs and fire companies “gathered new strength in…anti-Irish street 

                                                 
47 Ibid., September 20, 1844. 
48 Gallman, Receiving Erin’s Children, pp. 149, 150; Billington, The Protestant Crusade, p. 225. 
49 Philadelphia Public Ledger and Transcript, May 9, 1844. 
50 Ibid., July 1, 2, 4, 6, 1844. 
51 Gallman, Receiving Erin’s Children, p.150. 
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wars.”52  A favorite fire company tactic was to set a fire near the border of a rival 

neighborhood and then ambush their firemen when they arrived.  While many ambushes 

involved recreational violence, they also served to strike fear into the hearts of 

ethnocultural rivals about what might happen if they launched a neighborhood invasion.   

Following one such ambush in 1849, the Killers, a feared Irish Catholic gang in the 

Moyamensing Hose Company, captured the Shiffler Hose Company’s carriage.  This was 

a significant trophy.  The Shiffler Company was named in honor of George Shiffler, the 

first Protestant fatality during the Bible riots.   

After dragging their trophy into the center of Moyamensing, the Killers “hacked it 

to pieces and distributed the remains to an admiring crowd as mementos.”53  The local 

residents thoroughly appreciated the gesture, shouting, “Go to it, Moyamensing!”54  Such 

an outburst illustrates the celebratory status the Killers had achieved in the five years 

since the Bible riots.  They attracted at least 300 members because local Irish Catholics 

embraced them for making theirs a nativist-free neighborhood.  According to one 

observer, the Killers established “perfect supremacy” over east Moyamensing.55   Instead 

of being a threat to the community, gangs and their fire companies came to control their 

neighborhoods because they protected their community’s cultural milieu, especially when 

it was threatened by ethnocultural invaders.56 

Neighborhood invasions continued to increase in the following decade when Irish 

Catholics ceased to remain the victims.  Instead in neighborhoods where they along with 

their fire companies and gang allies had gained the upper hand,  the latter went on the 

                                                 
52 Davis, Parades and Power, pp. 110, 111. 
53 Johnson, Policing the Urban Underworld, p. 87. 
54 Ibid., p. 88. 
55 Philadelphia Public Ledger and Transcript, August 13, 1846. 
56 Laurie, Working People of Philadelphia, pp. 154. 
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offensive and launched neighborhood invasions of their own.   Often Irish Protestants in 

the immediate vicinity became their victims.  In 1850, the Moyamensing Hose Company 

and their Killer allies invaded the Irish Protestant community of Buena Vista, allegedly in 

response to a fire.  The Franklin Hose, an Irish Protestant fire company, was already on 

the scene, but it abandoned the blaze to attack their Irish Catholic counterparts.  Local 

residents joined the fray, providing the Protestant firemen from their neighborhood with 

needed weaponry.  In a scene reminiscent of Moyamensing, the whole Irish Protestant 

community of Buena Vista “seemed in sympathy with the conflict,”57 illustrating that in 

both Protestant as well as Catholic neighborhoods fire companies and their gang allies 

gained the reputation as neighborhood guardians. 

 As Irish immigration greatly increased following the potato famine, neighborhood 

invasions became a far greater reality.  Violent death also escalated as the Protestant 

Crusade expanded from the eastern seaboard into the Ohio Valley, leading to a new 

round of anti-Catholic, anti-Irish and election riots.  In St. Louis in 1854, at least ten died 

when the nativist Know-Nothing party invaded an Irish neighborhood during an election 

riot.  Greeted by the Irish with gunfire, they burnt St. Patrick’s church and sixty homes.58  

“For forty-eight hours,” reported one newspaper, “the city has been the scene of one of 

the most appalling riots that has ever taken place in the country.  Men have been 

butchered like cattle, property destroyed and anarchy reigns supreme….”59  The 

following year in Louisville, Kentucky, the Know-Nothings, aroused by the Louisville 

Journal’s No-Popery campaign, launched another election riot known as “Bloody 

                                                 
57 Philadelphia Public Ledger and Transcript, April 9, 1850. 
58 Archer, Riot! p. 56; James Neal Primm, Lion of the Valley:  St. Louis, Missouri, 1764-1980  (St. Louis:  
Missouri Historical Society Press, 1998), pp. 170-172. 
59 Archer, Riot!, p. 56. 
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Monday,” where they invaded an Irish-German neighborhood “beating, shooting and 

stabbing Irish and German immigrants who sought to vote.”  When Irish residents killed 

several rioters, enraged nativists burnt homes and other buildings.60  At least twenty died.  

Several years later, up to 100 German immigrants were killed in Louisville during yet 

another nativist outbreak.61                                                        

But by far the most brutal neighborhood invasions occurred in Baltimore during 

the election riots surrounding Thomas Swann’s campaign for mayor.  According to 

historian Michael Feldberg, the Rig Raps, Blood Tubs and other Know-Nothing gangs 

launched yet another “reign of terror,” invading immigrant neighborhoods where they 

“pushed, punched, kicked and stabbed” opposition voters.62   In some immigrant wards, 

the nativist gangs shot and killed voters.  When the Irish New Market fire company 

resisted, the Rip Raps answered by bringing canon to bear.  Fourteen died and 300 were 

wounded as Thomas Swann was easily elected.63  Two years later during his re-election 

campaign, Swann ordered police to ignore the violence.  “Armed ruffians had complete 

charge of the polls,” according to one eyewitness, “and it was as much as life was worth 

to cast any ballot but the Know-Nothing ticket.”64  Concerned that his supporters’ lives 

were at stake, the opposition candidate withdrew by mid-morning, and Swann was easily 

re-elected.  Similar riotous behavior broke out during New York’s elections, leading The 

New York Tribune to describe these “campaigns” simply as “guerrilla warfare.”65 

                                                 
60 Ibid., pp. 56, 57; Billington, The Protestant Crusade, p. 421. 
61 Feldberg, The Turbulent Era, p. 35. 
62 Feldberg, The Turbulent Era, pp. 59, 60; Beals, Brass-Knuckle Crusade, pp. 187, 188. 
63 Gary Lawson Browne, Baltimore in the Nation, 1789-1861, (Chapel Hill:  The University of North 
Carolina Press, 1980), 213. 
64 Feldberg, The Turbulent Era, p. 61. 
65 Ryan, Civic Wars, p. 155. 
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These incidents illustrate that in Jacksonian America, the neighborhood invasion 

was the preferred pattern of collective ethnocultural violence.  Unlike in the twentieth 

century, collective ethnocultural violence did not result in communal riots at the 

borderlands between ethnic communities nor did it occur at the workplace.  These riots 

also bore no reference to a commodity riot with widespread looting.  Instead, in the early 

nineteenth century, neighborhood invasions occurred within the neighborhood of the 

victimized ethnic group.  At the very least, the invaders seemingly tried to insult local 

residents and impose upon them their competing ethnocultural values.  At worst, nativist 

urban gangs conducted neighborhood invasions to all but eradicate what they believed 

was a distinct menace to their society.  Because the tension between Protestants and 

Catholics ran so historically deep, such ethnocultural violence was considered normative 

behavior. 

  In reaction, Irish Catholic gangs formed to protect and defend their 

neighborhoods from what they considered the Protestant menace.  The intensity of these 

ethnocultural rivalries led both groups to include fire and militia companies, and other 

organizations in their violent behavior.  In time, they too conducted neighborhood 

invasions of nativist and other Protestant neighborhoods.  Beginning in the urban 

northeast, this violence in time spread to Midwestern cities.  While this violence initially 

was focused specifically on the Irish because they were the first large Catholic immigrant 

group to come to America, other newcomers also became targets of nativist ire.  In 

response, the Irish and other Catholic immigrants organized their own gangs and 

launched neighborhood invasions of nativist and other Protestant neighborhoods.  During 

the Jacksonian era and down until the Civil War, northern urban America witnessed 
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annual Ethnocultural riots that increasingly used military tactics.  Ray Allen Billington 

was correct when he concluded that if slavery had not diverted the American public’s 

attention from these ethnocultural issues, a worse civil war may well have occurred.   
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 Frank O’Hara wrote infectiously joyful, exuberant poetry that exhibited a “quiet but 

incessant pursuit of happiness” (Lehman 193).  The quotidian, from “jujubes” to “aspirins,” 

incited childlike enthusiasm in the poet, which comes across so vividly in his work.  And music, 

one of the many high culture appreciations O’Hara held, evoked a similar enthusiasm, evident in 

such poems as “Poem (Dee Dum, dee dum, dum dum, dee da).”  That first line, singing aloud the 

“opening waltz movement of Samuel Barber’s almost unbearably sweet and charming Souvenirs 

for four-hand piano” (LeSueur 267), is just that: almost unbearably sweet and charming.  It sets a 

tone of exaggerated cheerfulness to extend throughout the poem.  However, for all its 

exuberance, this poem, like many in O’Hara’s oeuvre, exhibits an underlying melancholy.  

Stanza one concludes, “I loll in bed reading Poets of Russia / feeling perfectly awful and 

smoking” (O’Hara 449).  This feeling of awfulness is dispelled, though, when he remembers that 

Souvenirs will be played in honor of Samuel Barber’s birthday: “turn it up! / how glad I am I’m 

going to be late that’s / starting the day with rose-colored binoculars!” (449).  Music, in this case 

and elsewhere, has the ability to ease, or at least mask, O’Hara’s melancholy feelings.  But, in 

the case of his seven-poem series paying tribute to the Russian composer/pianist Sergei 

Rachmaninoff, this is not the case; in these poems, music seems to evoke, and even sustain, his 

sadness. 

 The overarching tone of O’Hara’s “On Rachmaninoff’s Birthday” poems is of sorrow and 

despair.  Rachmaninoff’s compositions span the emotional range, but his music seems unable to 

inspire O’Hara’s happiness.  Each entitled “On Rachmaninoff’s Birthday” (though only three 

were actually written on or around his birthday, April 2), the poems in this series exhibit 

O’Hara’s darker side: a poet haunted by memory, regret, even fear.  Rachmaninoff, piano 

virtuoso and Russian composer, incites such unrest in O’Hara because he reminds the poet of 
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two burdens: his failure to become a concert pianist, as well as his fear of persecution as a 

socialist and homosexual living in McCarthyist America. 

 Sergei Rachmaninoff was the most favored composer of O’Hara’s father.  Russell 

O’Hara passed on the love of this Russian virtuoso to his son, who “tried to get his parents to 

hang a portrait of the Russian composer in the den” (Gooch 28).  In the first “On Rachmaninoff’s 

Birthday” poem, written in July of 1953, O’Hara recalls attending a Rachmaninoff performance 

with his father some years before: 

  Quick! a last poem before I go 
  off my rocker. Oh Rachmaninoff! 
  Onset, Massachusetts. Is it the fig-newton 
  playing the horn? . . . (O’Hara 159) 

The poem begins with an announcement of intent: he is going to dash off a poem.  The line 

break, placed strategically, defies our expectation; he will write it before he goes crazy, not 

before he goes out somewhere.  This move may mislead the reader into thinking that the 

surrealistic language that follows is a result of the speaker’s off-kilter state of mind; however, the 

strangeness of the description is more likely an attempt to chronicle the act of remembering such 

a long-distant event.   

 O’Hara addresses Rachmaninoff and asks him bizarre questions about the performance 

(“Is the fig-newton / playing the horn?”), perhaps in an attempt to clarify his recollection of it.  

This, of course, is an inadequate tactic because the composer/pianist is not there to answer.  

Realizing the ineffectiveness of this strategy, the poem shifts into an apostrophe to a list of 

seemingly unrelated things, which are rhythmic, but otherwise unrelated to a musical 

performance.  The list is interrupted by an identification of time and place: “I’m a child again 

when I was really / miserable” (159).  It seems the list is a catalog of things he associates both 
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with being a child and with being miserable.  The list enters his mind, inhibiting the memory of 

the performance.  It continues, only to be interrupted again: “is the room full of smoke?” (159); 

the speaker is returned to the present moment by soup burning on the stove.  He never 

remembers the performance clearly.   

 The poem ends, “You’ll never be mentally sober” (159).  O’Hara wants so badly to 

remember seeing Rachmaninoff perform, but he cannot.  His mind cannot recollect a 

straightforward account of the performance, and out of frustration, his thoughts turn to that 

contextually negative list: “junk shop[s], staples, umber, [and] basalt.”  These items, as they 

prevent the much-desired memory, keep him from being “mentally sober.”  As such, memory, 

when associated with Rachmaninoff, induces frustration, sadness. Thus with this first poem, 

O’Hara establishes the melancholy tone that permeates the series. 

 Russell O’Hara was himself a pianist, and Frank began to take lessons in grade school.  

As Brad Gooch explains in his biography of O’Hara, City Poet, “It was through music that 

O’Hara often chose to express himself, particularly the romantic swoonings of his suppressed 

self, at the keyboard in the family’s music room or occasionally at recitals sponsored by his 

teacher, J. Fred Donnelly” (55), and Rachmaninoff’s Second Piano Concerto was one piece 

O’Hara loved to perform. After surpassing Donnelly’s teaching capabilities, O’Hara decided to 

take lessons at the New England Conservatory.  In his “Autobiographical Fragments,” O’Hara 

relates telling his father the news: 

       “So you think you’re going to be a great pianist,” my father said to me in 
1943, “say, like Rachmaninoff?” 

         “Yep,” I said, “and a composer, too.”news: (Gooch 56) 

From this early moment, O’Hara aspired to be like the great Rachmaninoff, whom he and his 

father so admired.  Even when he enrolled at Harvard in 1946, after serving in the Navy, O’Hara 
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planned to make a living as a composer and concert pianist.  But when Russell O’Hara died in 

early 1947, his son turned to writing, rather than the piano, to express his emotions (Gooch 108).  

Perhaps with the death of his father, who so encouraged him to be a great pianist, so did his 

aspiration die, too.  Without his father’s support and reassurance, O’Hara began to realize his 

limitations as a pianist, and his utter dislike for the academic side of music. 

 Instead, he found himself better suited as a wordsmith, one who would utilize the music 

of language in his poetry.  Nevertheless, his pianistic shortcomings seemed to loom over him; as 

Gooch relates: 

During O’Hara’s senior year a story circulated at Harvard that he had played once 

for Rachmaninoff at the New England Conservatory and that the Russian pianist 

and composer had advised him that his hands were too small for ultimate success. 

O’Hara drew on this story years later when he wrote one of his “On 

Rachmaninoff’s Birthday” poems. (108) 

The poem to which Gooch refers was the second “Rachmaninoff’s Birthday” poem O’Hara 

composed, in April of 1954.  It expresses O’Hara’s love for the composer, and projects what 

might have happened had he been able to study under him.  But it also recalls the Harvard rumor, 

in that it laments O’Hara’s failure to become a successful pianist.  The poem’s opening stanza 

echoes this lamentation: 

  Blue windows, blue rooftops, 
  and the blue light of the rain, 
  these contiguous phrases of Rachmaninoff 
  pouring into my enormous ears 
  and the tears falling into my blindness (189) 

The blueness which permeates the first two lines initiates a mood of sadness: the attitude of the 

speaker, induced either by the mood of the Rachmaninoff piece he is listening to (“these 
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contiguous phrases of Rachmaninoff”), or by the memory of the Harvard rumor as incited by the 

music.  This leads into an image of self-deprecation and despair.  He criticizes his “enormous 

ears,” a move which seems to hearken back to the criticism of his small hands, but also portrays 

him as a listener rather than a player, and he openly cries (“tears falling into my blackness”).   

 If this recognition of his role-reversal wasn’t enough to sadden O’Hara, the real clincher 

is that it is Rachmaninoff’s birthday (which one would assume from the title, but which we know 

is not necessarily true, as several of these poems were written in July): “for without him I do not 

play, / especially in the afternoon / on the day of his birthday” (189).  Rachmaninoff played a 

key role in inspiring O’Hara to be a great pianist, and his nostalgia is sparked by Rachmaninoff’s 

music.  Without hearing it, he admits he is not enticed to play, he does not regret his decision to 

give up the piano.  But Rachmaninoff is playing, and his thoughts inevitably turn to his former 

aspiration.  He begins to ponder what studying with the great Russian would have been like: 

               . . . Good 
  fortune, you would have been 
  my teacher and I your only pupil 
 
  and I would always play again. 
  Secrets of Liszt and Scriabin 
  whispered to me over the keyboard 
  on unsunny afternoons! and growing 
  still in my stormy heart. (189) 

What comes to his mind first is that he would still be playing piano (“and I would always play 

again”), but then his thoughts turn to the kinds of rumors Rachmaninoff might relate (“Secrets of 

Liszt and Scriabin”).  This mention of secrets suggests that the Harvard rumor is still running 

through his mind: “Only my eyes would be blue as I played / and you rapped my knuckles” 

(189).  Rachmaninoff the pedagogue criticizes O’Hara’s technique, but O’Hara does not appear 
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dejected; he is taking piano lessons from Sergei Rachmaninoff, one of the greatest pianists in 

history.  However, the melancholy characteristic of the poems in this series remains.  The poem 

seems to act as an elegy to O’Hara’s former aspiration of becoming a composer and pianist.  The 

mournful tone, the “what if” ponderings, and the image in the final two lines, of closing the 

composer’s eyes at death, reinforce the poem’s elegiac qualities. 

 Writing an elegy to his failed ambition proves O’Hara’s sadness at his failure, his 

shortcomings, but also his acknowledgment of is conclusion.  He felt he was better suited as a 

writer, and he succeeded at it.  His work was published in Harvard’s literary journal, the 

Advocate, and admired by his professors and friends.  Nevertheless, it is evident that he feared 

another failure.  What O’Hara wanted most in life was to make his mark.  While at Harvard, he 

wrote in his journal: 

“I am romantic or sentimental enough to wish to contribute something to life’s 

fabric . . . Simply to live does not justify existence, for life is a mere gesture on 

the surface of the earth, and death a return to that from which we had never been 

wholly separated; but oh to leave a trace, no matter how faint, of that brief 

gesture! For someone, some day, may find it beautiful!” (Gooch 130-1) 

Fear of creative impotence, of failure in general, affects even the most successful artists.  But, 

having failed to “contribute something to life’s fabric” with music, O’Hara’s insecurities as a 

writer must have been heightened.  Nothing would be worse than failing at that, too.  Perhaps, 

then, in this poem series, Rachmaninoff’s birthday is both an annual reminder of his 

unsuccessful music career and his continued fear of artistic failure.  The composer’s birthday 

inspires a poem to rise from that despair again and again. 

 O’Hara’s fourth “Rachmaninoff’s Birthday” poem was written on (what would have 
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been) the composer’s 86th birthday, April 2, 1959.  Like “On Rachmaninoff’s Birthday (Blue 

windows, blue rooftops),” this poem begins with the speaker weeping: “It is your 86th birthday / 

and I am sitting crying at the corner / of Ninth Street and Avenue A” (321).  Then, after 

complaining about the season and the temperature of his coffee (“terribly tepid”), O’Hara 

discusses Rachmaninoff’s Symphony No. 2: “sometimes the 2nd Symphony sounds like Purcell / 

sometimes it sounds like Wozzek’s last act” (321).  Both Purcell, a 17th Century English Baroque 

composer, and Alban Berg, the composer of the Expressionist opera Wozzek, relied on 

extravagance and the power of expression in their works.  However, Baroque expression utilizes 

flamboyant decoration of consonant harmonies, while Expressionism is characterized by 

atonality: “distorted melodies, violently graphic musical images, discordant harmonies, 

fragmented rhythms, and exaggerated speech inflections” (Hanning 524).  The avant-garde 

tendencies of Frank O’Hara would have favored the Expressionist Wozzek, but the musician in 

him would have appreciated the Baroque Purcell as well.  The dual comparisons of 

Rachmaninoff’s Second Symphony illustrate O’Hara’s varied musical tastes, and perhaps defend 

his love of Rachmaninoff; as Brad Gooch explains, the “Rachmaninoff’s Birthday” poems 

caused “confusion among those who couldn’t figure out how [O’Hara’s] love for this romantic 

composer fit in with O’Hara’s more avant-garde interests such as Schoenberg [Berg’s teacher] or 

Cage” (28).  O’Hara had a romantic, sentimental side to which the Russian virtuoso clearly 

appealed; Rachmaninoff was unique in that he represented O’Hara inclusive tastes. 

 After this brief discussion of Rachmaninoff’s work (and defense of his diverse musical 

palate), O’Hara reminisces about his piano training: “where is J.F. Donnelly and his Russian 

wolfhounds? / where is his wife, Helen? where is the cigar-smell / and the hootings in the studio 

while I practice?” (321).  The recollection is so strong, it creates an authentic atmosphere, made 
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vivid by the presence of dogs and the odor of cigar smoke.  He becomes nostalgic, giving rise to 

melancholy, as this recollection sparks a rather dark discussion: 

  a day of dismay is a day to remember 
  night doesn’t come, and feeling dissipates 
 
  as the disgusting blackness of light  
  refuses to go off and leave melancholy 
  to nourish its roots of perversity 
  perhaps it will turn green like a potato (321-2) 

Rachmaninoff’s birthday is “a day of dismay,” and the bleak mood is stubborn, unfading.  

O’Hara realizes, on Rachmaninoff’s 86th birthday, that the composer has been dead twelve years.  

This was a musician he loved, a man he once aspired to be like, a pianist who would never again 

perform.  And, inevitably, O’Hara’s thoughts turn to his music training, making him deeply 

depressed.   

 The poet mourns both Rachmaninoff and his own abandoned musical career: “the ability 

to sing is ordinary / the ability to play is exceptional” (322).  Rachmaninoff played.  His talent 

made him “exceptional.”  O’Hara used to play, but could not achieve the level necessary to be a 

successful concert pianist.  Without that capability, he could never be “exceptional” like 

Rachmaninoff.  He could never “leave a trace,” and avoid inconsequentiality, as he so desired in 

his Harvard journal.  This feeling of failure takes the poem a step beyond the elegiac “On 

Rachmaninoff’s Birthday (Blue windows, blue rooftops),” into a greater state of grief.  Through 

this grief, this poem clarifies why O’Hara chose to write poems on (or for) Rachmaninoff’s 

birthday, rather than just for the man himself.  April 2nd, the date of the composer/pianist’s birth, 

is, for O’Hara, a “day of dismay,” and thus, a “day to remember.”  

 Though he gave up music performance as a career, O’Hara’s passion for music never 
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wavered.  He would often write with music playing in the background.  As David Lehman 

recalls, “he would put a Rachmaninoff piano concerto on the record player, amble over to the 

typewriter, and bang out a poem” (169).  Joe LeSueur even recounts the mock-manifesto 

“Personism” being written “in less than an hour . . . to the tune of Rachmaninoff’s Third blasting 

on the radio” (Perloff n.46).  Rachmaninoff’s Third Piano Concerto, commonly considered the 

most difficult piano concerto in the standard repertory, was written basically as a show-off piece, 

to showcase the Russian composer/pianist’s sheer talent.  It is a piece O’Hara would have 

aspired to play, but with “too small” hands, could never master.  (Rachmaninoff had a twelve-

inch hand span, equivalent to an interval of a 13th on a piano, which allowed him to play his own 

complex music so well).  “On Rachmaninoff’s Birthday #158" recounts writing while this 

particular piece plays in the background: 

  I am sad 
  I better hurry up and finish this 
  before your 3rd goes off the radio 
  or I won’t know what I’m feeling 
  tonight 
  tonight 
  anytime 
  or  
  ever (418) 

This is yet another poem in the series that begins with an admission of sadness; he is not 

outwardly crying, but his mood is consistent with the other “Rachmaninoff’s Birthday” poems.  

 Like “On Rachmaninoff’s Birthday (Quick! a last poem before I go),” O’Hara’s writing 

process is described (“I better hurry up and finish this”).  In both instances, he is in a rush to get 

the poem on paper.  O’Hara was famous for banging out a poem in one quick sitting; like the 

“Personism” manifesto, this particular poem is being completed within the time Rachmaninoff’s 
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Third Piano Concerto takes to complete (typically between 40-50 minutes, depending on the 

performer).  Not only is he using the piece as a time frame in which to complete his poem, 

O’Hara also needs the piece to understand his emotions (“or I won’t know what I’m feeling”).  

After struggling with this burdening despair for so long and through several “Rachmaninoff’s 

Birthday” poems, O’Hara comes to realize that the cause of his melancholy is also its solution.  

Rachmaninoff, in various ways, inspires sadness in the poet; as such, Rachmaninoff’s music 

seems to be the only means by which O’Hara can comprehend the onset of, and the meaning 

behind, that sadness.  Without the Third Piano Concerto, O’Hara cannot honestly express 

himself “anytime / or / ever.”  It seems his present form of expression, poetry, relies upon his 

former mode of expression, music, to adequately represent his emotional state (or, to re-quote 

Gooch, “the romantic swoonings of his suppressed self”). 

 The poem then addresses an unspecified person (perhaps Rachmaninoff, as he was the 

last person directly addressed): “kiss me again / I’m still breathing / what do you think” (418).  

But he does not pause to wait for an answer; he immediately continues, and it is in the following 

lines that O’Hara demonstrates a shift in the trajectory of this series of poems. Until this point, 

the poems have exhibited O’Hara’s sadness over his unmet musical ambitions, his fear of failure 

in general.  But here, the writing becomes politically charged: 

  I think 
  that 
  the Tratar (no, that would be too funny) 
  the Tartar hordes 
  are still advancing 
  and I identify with them 
  how do you like that 
  for a dilemma (418) 

The Tartars were a group of Mongolians who invaded Russia in the 13th Century; their 
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descendants living in Crimea also invaded Russia during the reign of Ivan the Terrible in search 

of slaves.  O’Hara claims to “identify” with the Tartars, which implies that he, too, is 

“advancing” on Russia.  This does not mean he identifies with the Muslim Tartars per se, but he 

does align himself with those invaders, as an American (an outsider) invading Russia and its 

culture.   

 As Jeff Encke explains in his essay “Why I Am Not a Manifestor,” “O’Hara’s attitude 

toward politics throughout his life, particularly in the 1950s, was fairly complex. As a child, 

O’Hara developed a healthy appetite for Russian culture and even socialist values” (4).  A 

socialist and a homosexual in Cold War America, who enjoyed the writings of Russian authors 

like Mayakovsky and Pasternak, would likely have been persecuted for being “un-American.”   

Hence, the “Tratar (no, that would be too funny)” line: O’Hara, in the eyes of Joseph McCarthy, 

would have been a traitor to America.  So Rachmaninoff’s Third Piano Concerto elucidates 

O’Hara’s “feelings,” arguably his homosexuality (“kiss me again”) and, in turn, his Russian 

sympathies.  It seems that Rachmaninoff has begun to represent something much deeper 

beginning in this, the fifth poem of the series (July, 1961); not only does he make O’Hara 

nostalgically recall his former musical ambition, but, being a Russian, he also reminds O’Hara of 

Cold War America and the repression of Russian-associated socialist beliefs under 

McCarthyism. No wonder the poems are so sad.  They carry with them two deep sorrows. 

 For much of his life, O’Hara felt a great affinity for all things Russian.  The “grand 

romantic, larger than life gestures” of its art (Schmidt 195) attracted him.  But Russia began to 

take on different connotations, as the Cold War blazed through the 1950s.  A love for Russian art 

and literature could be construed as indicating an individual’s communist sympathies.  O’Hara 

felt this change; it was reflected in his poetry.  Paul Schmidt considers the sorrow Russia and its 
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culture inspired in O’Hara in his essay, “Frank’s Russia”: 

Russia and its snow are accompanied by a sense of longing and regret everywhere 

in Frank’s poems, although he was so modern, in Rimbaud’s sense, that you 

didn’t suspect that in him. It was a nostalgia, really . . . for a Russia beyond his 

experience. It provided him with a vast homeland—or more accurately, I suppose, 

it gave him a land to be an exile from. (194-5) 

O’Hara was not outwardly political.  Though he was aware that, being gay, there were “jobs . . . 

[he] could not hold, places [he was] not wanted, and that the bars [he] frequented were regularly 

raided” (Perloff “Poetry 1956" 11), he did not write poems addressing the oppressive nature of 

1950s America.  Instead, they expressed longing for a surrogate “homeland,” for artistic 

brethren, both of which he found in Russia. 

 Rachmaninoff, too, “was never a political animal” (Walker 108), but he questioned 

Stalin’s purges of dissidents and was convinced by a group of other Russian emigres to sign a 

letter to the New York Times addressing the issue.  Once news of this letter reached Moscow, “an 

edict called for a ban on all performances of Rachmaninoff’s music in Russia” (108).  

Disagreeing with his native government resulted in the repression of Rachmaninoff’s art.  

Russia’s political situation had already caused Rachmaninoff to leave his homeland and come to 

America; banning his music caused a further exile.  O’Hara surely was aware of this, and surely 

related to it.  O’Hara opposed America’s McCarthyist tendencies and its resulting homogeneity; 

coupled with his openness about being both a socialist and a homosexual (“twin forms of the 

same political pathology” (Encke 3)), these left O’Hara vulnerable to possible persecution and 

the silencing of his poetry. 

 Though he recognized this ever-present threat, O’Hara hid his despair.  Through 
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Rachmaninoff he was able to understand and thus express it, but as a general tendency, he 

masked his sadness.  He discusses the ways in which despair is hidden in the sixth poem in the 

series, “On Rachmaninoff’s Birthday #161" (July 8-9, 1961): 

  3 

  How are things on the stalinallee 

  behind the façades is there despair 

  like on 9th Street behind the beer  

  And all that life that must be 

  struggling on without a silence (419) 

O’Hara affirms that despair exists in America (“9th Street” in New York, in particular), and that 

Americans hide their despair by drinking and partying.  He questions, though, whether “on the 

stalinallee,” the monumental socialist boulevard in Russia, people are masking their despair as 

well.  It is possible that O’Hara creates a correlation between American hopelessness and 

Russian hopelessness for political reasons: “Like most liberals in New York at the time, O’Hara 

was as disappointed in the failures of communism as he was in the censoring behaviors of his 

own government” (Encke 14).  The Russia O’Hara saw as a surrogate homeland was an idealist 

Russia, where writers like Pasternak and Mayakovsky lived and thrived, but in reality Russia had 

become the state that silenced and exiled Rachmaninoff.  Things really were no better in Russia 

than in America, as socialism had been corrupted into totalitarianism; this seems to justify 

O’Hara’s own feelings of hopelessness and the mask he wears to cover them.   

 The closing lines of the poem associate despair with mortality: “despair is only the first 

scratch / of death on the door and a long wait” (419).  O’Hara seems to be saying that despair is 

the first sign of death, but because it is a trait of a life without hope, death takes its time, sucking 

one’s life out slowly.  But if despair is a result of the nation’s political situation, it cannot be 
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overcome by choice; it is a perpetuating condition, dependent upon the government itself to 

eradicate it.  Rachmaninoff enables O’Hara to understand and thus express his despair, but he is 

unable to help alleviate it.   

 O’Hara was open about his political beliefs and his sexuality with his friends; he didn’t 

need to hide either from them.  Yet he seems to have hidden his sadness.  The impulse to 

disguise his despair from those close to him can be seen in the seventh poem in the series, “On 

Rachmaninoff’s Birthday and About Arshile Gorky.”  As the title suggests, the poem is not just 

about Rachmaninoff; Gorky, the Armenian-born American abstract expressionist painter, enters 

the poem on equal footing as the Russian composer.  The poem does not express the usual 

melancholy of the “Rachmaninoff’s Birthday” poems; it does not begin with an admission of 

sadness, nor with crying.  In fact, the poem exhibits what one might expect from an O’Hara “I do 

this, I do that” poem; it’s joyfully quotidian.  It includes insider conversation, as in the first line, 

“‘It’s terrible under Kay Francis’s armpits’” (474), which, according to Joe LeSueur, was “what 

Gorky said to deKooning as they emerged from a movie starring the great lesbian” (261).  It 

discusses the books he plans to read, the “borrowed cat” in the apartment.  Russia is not overtly 

discussed in a political fashion.  And, though it avoids addressing O’Hara’s pianistic aspirations, 

music is not altogether omitted (it is, of course, a “Rachmaninoff’s Birthday” poem).  The single 

musical reference occurs in the fourth stanza: “Obliterate everything, Neapolitan seventh!” 

(474).  (The Neapolitan seventh is a rare usage of the Neapolitan chord, which is built on the 

lowered second scale degree).  The line seems to be a sort of call-to-arms, perhaps for the 

bohemian (a “rare” sort of person) to rise up and “obliterate” the mainstream.  It is the only 

implication of political opinion in the poem, and it is disguised in a musical reference.  Further, it 

is an exuberant statement, an exclamation; in no way is sadness expressed.  As this is the only 
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poem in the series to tiptoe around his melancholy, it suggests that the presence of friends 

(Gorky, as well as the other names dropped throughout the poem) makes O’Hara choose to hide 

these feelings. 

 Yet, no matter how much O’Hara veils his despair, it is ever-present, and, like his 

homosexuality and socialist tendencies, always at risk for being exposed.  (Perhaps this is why 

he waited so long to express his correlation between Rachmaninoff and McCarthyism; not until 

1961, seven years after the end of McCarthy’s “reign of terror” and four years after the senator’s 

death, did O’Hara’s “Rachmaninoff’s Birthday” poems begin to hint at politics.  He was 

cautious, not wanting to be “‘sent to concentration camps,’” a fear admitted by John Ashbery 

(Gooch 190) ).  “On Rachmaninoff’s Birthday (I am so glad that Larry Rivers made a)” 

recognizes the threat of exposure: “My difficulty is / readily played—like a rhapsody, or a fresh / 

house” (190).  His “difficulty,” his homosexuality and/or his socialist sympathies, could easily 

become public knowledge.  But it’s interesting that this “difficulty” is equated to a rhapsody, a 

musical piece characterized by its expression of emotion.  Though anyone can “perform” the 

piece, the emotionality will vary from player to player.  This calls to mind Rachmaninoff, whose 

ability to interpret the emotion of a musical piece was unprecedented.  In fact, most professional 

pianists were so intimidated by his talent that they avoided performing Rachmaninoff’s 

compositions while the composer was still alive.  Because these performers felt they could not 

measure up to him, “during his lifetime, Rachmaninoff was the principal interpreter of his own 

music” (Reither 33).  Rachmaninoff’s incredible rendering ability was praised in a 1930 New 

York Sun review: “There was nothing left for us but to thank our stars that we had lived when 

Rachmaninoff did and heard him, out of the divine might of his genius, re-create a masterpiece 

[Chopin’s B flat minor Sonata]. It was a day of genius understanding genius” (Walker 106).     
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 Perhaps this is why O’Hara turned to Rachmaninoff to help understand his own 

emotions, his feelings of melancholy and despair: the Russian virtuoso was famous for his ability 

to interpret the emotions of others. O’Hara related to, and perhaps envied, Rachmaninoff on so 

many levels, from his Russianness to his pianistic talent.  His birthday became, for O’Hara, an 

annual reminder of his musical shortcomings, his fear of artistic failure, the oppression of 

McCarthyism, and the corruption of socialism in his idealized Russia.  But, in spite of the 

sadness and regret he evoked in O’Hara, Rachmaninoff was the only artist capable of helping 

him understand that sadness and regret.  This seven-poem series, and its presentation of that 

dichotomous relationship, was O’Hara’s gesture of thanks.    
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Sometime during the third week of April 1952, Ada Allman, a long-time resident of 
Manhattan, Kansas, rushed off a letter to her daughter, Lucille, who was then living in the 
other Manhattan, New York City, New York.  In that letter Ada included a clipping from 
the local newspaper that she knew her daughter would find of great interest.  The clipping 
informed the community of Manhattan that a very famous individual would be coming to 
town in about a week in order to deliver a lecture at the Kansas State College, for that is 
what Kansas State University was called back then.  Ada surmised correctly that her 
daughter would be very interested in this news for Lucille knew this guest speaker – 
personally.  In turn, Lucille rushed off a letter to this celebrity and included the clipping 
her mother had sent her.  Indeed, Lucille knew him well enough to sign that letter “Love 
Lucille.”  With obvious excitement that poured out onto a sheet of her stationery, she 
informed this guest speaker, “That is my home town and my college!”  [We will read more 
from that letter a bit later.] 
 
Lucille was married to an architect, Edgar Tafel, who had been an apprentice to the 
speaker in question – none other than the great Frank Lloyd Wright.  When Lucille 
married Edgar five years earlier in 1947, she had married into a pre-existing very close 
relationship between architect and apprentice, for Edgar Tafel was among Wright’s most 
favored and most trusted apprentices for most of the 1930s.  In fact, it was Tafel who 
Wright had put in charge of the construction of Fallingwater at one point when the original 
on-site manager was proving not quite up to the difficult task of getting the house’s 
massive cantilevers to stand up. 
 
Letters back and forth between Wright and Tafel subsequent to the latter’s departure from 
the Taliesin Fellowship almost always mentioned Lucille and always in terms of great 
affection: “Lucille sends her love with mine,” was typical of Tafel’s closings. 
 
One letter from Wright to Tafel, dated 27 January 1948, was very short. It dealt with 
Wright’s assessment of a review of his work by another architect, but the last two-word 
paragraph stands by itself:  “To Lucille!”  One can almost imagine that after having 
proofed the letter as typed by his assistant, Wright then moved his hand up the page and 
added a handwritten exclamation point after her name to punctuate his affection for her.  
Tafel remembers that Wright never forgot a beautiful lady. 
 
Tafel also said that his lady, Lucille, had grown up spoiled.  Her father, Howard Allman, 
had operated what was once the best hotel in Manhattan before he moved on to 
Independence, Kansas, where he operated another hotel and opened the New Albany oil 
fields.  Having made his fortune there in southern Kansas, he returned to Manhattan and 
retired in the Wareham Hotel.  Eventually he bought a little American four-square house 
on 14th Street.  Lucille was sent off to a girls' preparatory school in La Jolla, California, 
the Bishop's School [named for Bishop Joseph Horsfall Johnson], which fostered the arts.  
Lucille had a definitive talent for singing. 
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She returned to Manhattan to matriculate at the Kansas State College in 1932 and then 
starred the very next year in the College’s production of the Gilbert and Sullivan operetta 
The Mikado [“mikado” is a now somewhat archaic term that Westerners once used to refer 
to the emperor of Japan].  Cast in the plum role of Yum-Yum, she was the chief love 
interest in the play, and she received very favorable reviews.  [We must note here that 19 
years later, Wright would appear on that very same stage.]   Lucille also joined Pi Beta Phi 
sorority and auditioned for and was accepted into membership in Orchesis, a modern 
dance group that bore remarkable similarities to the exotic dance groups founded by the 
mystic Georgi Gurdjieff, of whom Wright’s third wife, Olgivanna, and their daughter, 
Iovanna were decidedly devotees. 
 
At the same time, Edgar Tafel had just begun his apprenticeship under Wright at Taliesin, 
Wisconsin. 
 
Lucille never graduated from Kansas State, but she did go on to study at Juilliard in New 
York City and then from there to Munich and then on to California where she joined an 
opera company.  Suddenly, however, she had to end her singing career when she was faced 
with a health crisis; she had lost her voice due to a throat polyp whereupon she pursued her 
second love — not dance, but fashion design.  As a dress buyer in Washington, D.C., she 
found that her job took her on regular business trips to Chicago and New York.  One day 
soon after the end of World War II, she sauntered on into Tafel Gowns in the Garment 
District in New York City where she spied Edgar Tafel for the first time.  Their eyes met 
and it was love at first sight. 
 
On 9 August 1947, they were married in her parents’ home back in Manhattan, Kansas, for 
the family priest would not marry them in church because it was the second marriage for 
both.  After the wedding ceremony, they motored immediately to Taliesin and then across 
Canada to honeymoon in Maine. 
 
Lucille’s parents still lived in that home on 14th Street five years later in 1952.  “My 
parents are so excited at the prospect of your visit there – as are all the faculty, the student 
body and the townspeople,” wrote Lucille to her husband’s former mentor.  “Vicariously 
[my mother, Ada Allman] has lived each detail of the good life of Taliesin through Edgar.  
We remember that she met Edgar for the first time during our ‘courting days’ on a visit to 
me in Chicago.  It was July 4th 1947.  I fixed a picnic basket and after the introductions 
early that morning – off we went – on a most wonderful and memorable tour of [Mr. 
Wright’s] Chicago Houses.  Mother sat in the back seat with [Mr. Wright’s] 
Autobiography open in her lap – and we spent a day to be forever remembered.  All this to 
say that [my parents] are looking forward to meeting you [and Mrs. Wright] in Manhattan 
when you are there.  They would like so much to have you stay at our house with them, 
but no doubt all this has been arranged by the committee of the architectural school.  In 
any case, please do ask that they have an opportunity of greeting you.  They are charming 
– and if you are there, Mrs. Wright, I know you will find my dynamic mother a kindred 
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spirit.  Love, Lucille.” 
 
All of this sounds so idyllic, but a storm was brewing.  It had started the previous year – 
1951 –  when, during the months of May and June, Manhattan was deluged with record 
rainfalls that broke through the dikes in July and inundated 220 city blocks.  About the 
same time, Tasso Katselas, a whirling dervish of a tall, dark Greek set down in town, hired 
by the College on a temporary nine-month appointment to teach architecture.  Tasso was 
also assigned duties as faculty advisor to Alpha Alpha Gamma in order “to keep him out of 
trouble.”  Instead, he urged his rather timid girls to start an architecture lecture series, and 
he would make the necessary connections.  He prodded them to protest the deplorable state 
of architectural affairs on campus, especially the process by which the College had arrived 
at a design for a new Student Union.  Convinced by the maverick Katselas that they had 
been unfairly shut out of the process, his architecture students were soon dubbed the 
“hellraisers.” 
 
One of their pamphlets read:  “We, the students, are revolted by our existing architectural 
environment...no more pseudo-Gothic [buildings]...no more pseudo-modern striped 
windowed [buildings]...no more eclectic, castellated dormitories!  We demand to see the 
drawings [of the student union].... If those drawings prove inadequate...,we demand that 
we employ first rate people who will tune in with contemporary work.”  Their missive had 
the tone of a manifesto.  Predictably, it created a tremendous tumult on campus that got 
terribly personal and ugly.  Tasso asserted that architecture was being legislated  rather 
than created.  Merrill Durland, Dean of Engineering, ordered his faculty to keep their 
opinions to themselves. 
 
With that sort of gauntlet thrown down, it was not long before the whole matter escalated 
into a case of academic freedom and free speech so strident that there were threats of 
firings and student strikes, all of which were reported in the national press.  In a letter to 
the community, Tasso wrote, “Architecture is our interest whether it be in the state of 
Kansas or in the state of the Soviet Union.”  Brashly continuing on in a rhetorical style 
reminiscent of Ayn Rand’s recently released book (and motion picture) The Fountainhead, 
Tasso contended, “This letter is not intended as a challenge; it is merely a statement of our 
rights to offer our opinions, whatever, whenever, and to whomever it may be.  The 
individual guiding the group may be unjust, but the suppression of the individual by the 
group or the state may be worse – that is slavery.” 
 
Well aware of the circumstances that brought him to Kansas State College, Wright arrived 
in the midst of this controversy.  It was part of Tasso’s strategy to help out “a school that 
[was] in dire need of an awakening to architecture.”  “Here a spark of enthusiasm, a 
stimulus toward imaginative thinking, from you [Mr. Wright] would do more for these 
students than the entire school curriculum.”  It was a Beaux-Arts curriculum. 
Wright responded, “I should think a visit from the cuckoo might send the revival off the 
beam end.”  Tasso did not comprehend Wright’s metaphor at first; but when his research 
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suggested that cuckoos lay their eggs to hatch among those of other birds, he telegraphed 
Wright, “Beam totters; egg hatching; needs cuckoo food.” 
 
The administration refused to sponsor Wright’s visit.  Therefore, students underwrote the 
$1000 honorarium by selling tickets – at $1.50 a piece.  Ironically, 18 years earlier, when 
Lucille Allman was getting to ready to leave Manhattan to study at Juilliard, Wright had 
offered his services as a guest speaker for a mere $150; but his offer was diplomatically 
declined.  Remember, in 1934, Wright was regarded to be an older architect with 
diminished talents and, of course, Fallingwater had not yet been built. 
 
Fourth-year architecture student, Manfred Wolfenstine, publicly criticized the lack of 
administrative support.  He characterized Alfred Pugsley, the Dean of Administration who 
also chaired College Assemblies, as “phlegmatic” and possessive of a “poverty of 
competence.”  Wolfenstine made certain that the community knew that Pugsley, who was 
disinterested at best in Wright’s visit, had received his Master’s degree from Harvard in 
architecture. 
 
Of the day when Wright came to town, one architecture student remembers that Wright 
seemed to have “appeared” and was just standing there, as if he had magically 
materialized, in the hallways of the architecture building, Seaton Hall.  If mundane truth be 
told, however, Tasso Katselas picked up Wright at the Kansas City train station.  He 
arrived with no entourage and no apprentices.  Even Mrs. Wright was not with him.  Tasso 
and Wright motored to Manhattan, ending up at the downtown Wareham Hotel where, as 
the celebrity he was, he was immediately mobbed.  A frantic telephone call was placed to 
Manfred Wolfenstine who dispatched six of his friends to the Wareham to serve as 
Wright’s bodyguards.  Wolfenstine’s friends were all members of the football team. 
 
Later in the day, a group of students gathered around Wright in the halls of the architecture 
building and took him on a stroll toward Thompson Hall, the makeshift student union, for 
lunch.  As they passed the old auditorium, Wright declined an invitation to inspect the 
lecture hall facilities as his quipped that the College mascot, Touchdown, a living, 
breathing wildcat caged next to the auditorium, had better accommodations than anyone 
else in town.  Wright surely took note of the cylindrical spiral fire escapes that were 
retrofitted onto the old auditorium. 
 
As day turned to night on 29 April 1952, Manhattan residents had the option of watching 
Boris Karloff guest star on Milton Berle’s television program or tuning in instead to the 
Ted Mack Original Amateur Hour.  Evening newspapers reported that CBS and RCA were 
battling with the FCC over commercial color broadcast rights, not just black-and-white.  A 
formal peace treaty between the United States and Japan officially went into effect that 
morning at 8:30 central time thus rendering the Mikado a powerless potentate.  In the 
world of architecture, the Lever House officially opened and the Lever Brothers Company 
took out a full-page advertisement in the New York Times informing New Yorkers that that 
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new blue-green glass slab of a building going up in mid-Manhattan was their new 
company headquarters. 
 
Wright spoke with no notes and no prepared text.  As far as anyone knows, no complete 
record of Wright’s lecture was kept and there are no photographs of Wright lecturing.  
When flashbulbs did go off in the auditorium, Wright chided the photographers.  Wright 
spoke for an hour and one half.  Half a century later, when asked what Wright’s lecture 
was about, one former student attendee replied, “About an hour and a half too long.”  
Next-day newspaper accounts give us some idea as to the general gist of Wright’s remarks. 
 
Wright repeated what he had told the local press earlier in the day; he said he thought that 
Manhattan, Kansas, might well rate as “one of the ugliest towns in America.”  “Manhattan 
suffers from habitualism.  There’s no imagination in its architecture.  There’s no beauty.  
No inspiration.... The first thing an individual must do to educate himself is to get rid of 
habituation –  habituation is the death of imagination.... That’s what’s ugly about this town 
– the habit started and you can’t get rid of it.” 
 
Always the moralist, Wright at one point calmly intoned, “Don’t be a slave to anything, 
including the ‘Weed’.”  To make his point a bit more emphatically, he waved his right 
hand but accidentally backhanded a glass of water off the lectern.  However, by following 
through with his sweeping gesture, Wright brought his hand back far enough to catch the 
glass in mid-air; and without looking at it and without breaking the cadence of his 
sentence, he set the glass back where it had been sitting on the lectern — without spilling a 
single drop of water.  This wizard’s feat of legerdemain so mesmerized one student that he 
decided right then and there never again to smoke another cigarette. 
 
Sensing that his audience was offending by his remarks, Wright preemptively scuttled any 
of their complaints when he suggested that those who did not like what they had heard 
could get up and leave quietly by way of taking a ride down that spiral fire escape.  “There 
are some good, young lads coming to this institution to learn architecture.  But how are 
they going to learn the art in an atmosphere like this?” asked Wright.  Although his visit 
lent the Student Union protestors moral support, apparently Wright stayed away from 
offering any specific commentary about the proposed Union design.  He did refer to the 
matter obliquely.  “College presidents are nothing more than salesmen.  A board of regents 
is just a committee to prevent anything from happening.”  Although Wright’s talk was 
only sprinkled with polite applause, there was one comment in particular that elicited the 
strongest audience reaction.  One can almost hear the sounds of incredulous “oohs” 
emanating from the audience when he pronounced,  “There’s no human situation that 
twelve first-class funerals can’t resolve.” 
 
“Avoid the rut.  That’s my message.  Avoid the rut....  I”m not giving a lecture.  I’m not 
lecturing you.  I’m telling you.”  That was Wright’s bottom-line message. 
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During a question-and-answer period, someone asked what he would do to correct the 
current state of architectural affairs on campus.  After a moment and in a quiet voice, 
Wright leaned into the microphone, “Plant ivy.”  And so they did. 
 
In follow-up correspondence, Tasso reported to Wright, “The subsequent reactions to the 
lecture have been explosive; we thank you.”  The majority opinion of the belittled masses, 
printed on the editorial page of the local newspaper, was that those “furriners” can have 
their fancy stuff and their nasty cracks about Manhattan.  Wright’s criticism had obviously 
stung the pride of the citizens of Manhattan, coming as it did only a few months after they 
had struggled, quite literally, to pull themselves out of the muck left behind by the 
calamitous floodwaters.  Other remarks included those from: 
 
< Paul Weigel, Head of the Department of Architecture:  “Of course it has been well 

known that Mr. Wright has always been opposed to the collegiate system of 
architectural training and his comments regarding campus architecture at this and other 
schools are consistent with his point of view.” 

 
< F. O. Wolfenbarger, local architect:  “I can’t say I was surprised at what he had to say.  

In fact, I was expecting him to make the statements he did.  He put it a little strong I 
thought as far as our city was concerned.” 

 
< Ralph Woodhull, plasterer:  “Well, you know he [Wright] has been in the business a 

long time and he knows more about architecture than I do.  I’ve always thought 
Manhattan was all right, but then he ought to know.” 

 
< Mrs. C. W. Hutchinson, housewife:  “Why, ‘Heavens-to-Betsy.’  I’ve always heard just 

the opposite about our town.  And not just before the flood, but since the flood.  We’ve 
made a wonderful comeback.  You know I rent rooms, and everyone has always said 
how much they admire our town, how clean it is and what a pretty place it is.  What Mr. 
Wright said was just the opposite of what I’ve ever heard or thought.” 

 
< Mayor Z. R. Hook:  “I definitely don’t agree with what Mr. Wright had to say about 

[our] city.  You know, I’ve seen some of his work and as for some of his stuff, I’d put it 
in the same category he placed ours....” 

 
Two days later, as if it were in a gun-slinging stand-off with a black-hatted desperado in 
the middle of a deserted and dusty main street in a frontier town, the editorial staff of the 
Manhattan Mercury-Chronicle fired the last ringing shot:   “We have never seen a Frank 
Lloyd Wright...building.  But we read about one [once where the roof leaked].  When it 
rained it poured – right into [the] living room.... We have an idea this is a remarkable fault 
of dreamers who proclaim supreme ugliness in what to practical people is beauty....” 
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Wright was driven out of town – by Tasso – to the Kansas City airport where he promptly 
missed his flight.  Wright inquired as to the next available flight to anywhere – East or 
West – it did not matter.  The architectural wizard would travel in whichever direction the 
winds would take him.  He landed up flying to New York City.  Not wishing to see Wright 
miss his second flight, too, Tasso cleared a path to the head of the line for the frail 
octogenarian  only to discover that the diminutive patriarch had stamina aplenty to part his 
own path through the sea of humanity standing before him at the counter.  Employing only 
the full weight of his personality, Wright had maneuvered his way into first in line, and 
while walking out to the plane across the tarmac, the master architect was seized by a bit 
of mischief as he took a serpentine route to the plane for no good practical reason.  In 
single file, however, all the other passengers followed behind him unquestioningly and 
inexplicably along the same circuitous route.  Turning round at the top of the stairs, Wright 
flashed a smile and sent a wave Tasso’s way as if to say, “See, no independent thinkers; 
you’re all in a rut.” 
 
While in Manhattan, Wright had never asked to see anyone, not even Lucille’s parents, the 
Allmans.  He had not hinted that he had any personal connections to the town at all. 
 
With Wright’s visit now history, architecture on campus began to change – nowhere more 
emblematically than in the 1949 Danforth Chapel which received a 1956 addition that 
served as a fitting tribute to Wright, complete with broad, cantilevered overhangs painted 
Wright’s favorite color, Cherokee red.  Surprisingly, both parts were designed by the same 
individual, architecture professor Theodore Chadwick.  In the architecture school, the 
classical Beaux-Arts plaster casts were sequestered in the attic as the curriculum moved 
closer toward Bauhaus pedagogies.  The Student Union was built as planned, although it, 
too, was soon camouflaged with ivy.  In the interim, almost exactly one year to the day 
after Wright’s visit to “the ugliest town in America,” in the irony of all ironies, the 
National Municipal League awarded Manhattan, Kansas, the title of the All-American City 
of 1952, citing the rapid progress of its citizenry in recovering from a flood of near 
Biblical proportions. 
 
It once was said that, were one to take all the stories that have ever been told, each story 
would fall into one of only two basic thematic groups – either “someone takes a trip” or “a 
stranger comes to town.”  So, what of the rest of Lucille’s story?  Here was this amazing 
girl from Kansas who had seen the world, and here was this architectural wizard whom she 
had not only met face-to-face but had come to know quite well.  Sometimes their two 
separate stories intersected and shared points of commonality; but in the end they really 
did still exist as two separate tales. 
 
Frank Lloyd Wright died on 9 April 1959 almost exactly seven years after his Manhattan 
sojourn.  After weathering the storm he had created in Kansas in 1952, Tasso Katselas 
landed in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where he established a very successful architectural 
practice.  His Brutalist designs of the 1950s and the 1960s had continued to make him “a 
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lightning rod for both acclaim and criticism.”   
 
And what of our Lucille?  Lucille Allman Blair Tafel headed her own dress buying firm in 
New York and supplied lines of clothes for Lord & Taylor’s and Carson Pirie Scott.  She 
had traveled the world as a woman possessive of a shining intellect, with loads and loads 
of heartfelt affection for her home town and, most importantly in the end, with tremendous 
courage.  Lucille’s tale ends in the tropics.  She had necessarily retired from her dress 
buying firm in March 1971.  The winds and the tides of time had carried her all the way 
from Kansas to the Caribbean, there to deal with another personal crisis.  In the Virgin 
Islands, specifically on the island of St. Thomas (an island dedicated to and named for the 
patron saint of architects), there amid sapphire blue seas and emerald green vegetation, at 
the age of just 58, Lucille succumbed to cancer on 22 February 1972.  Both her husband 
Edgar, the one-time architect’s apprentice, and her mother Ada Allman were at her side. 
 
We would not be gathered here today were it not for Lucille, that extraordinary young girl 
from Kansas, Manhattan’s very own real-life version of Dorothy Gale.  The tale of her 
travels throughout the world, as scant as that record is, nevertheless opens the door to 
another colorful tale – that of an eccentric stranger who set down briefly for a day or two 
in an otherwise unremarkable little town in America’s heartland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTES 
 
Primary sources of information included materials archived at the Kansas State University Hale Library, the City of 
Manhattan Public Library, the Riley County Historical Museum, the Riley County Genealogical Society, and the 
Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation Archives held at the Getty Research Library.  Still other sources of information 
were gleaned from personal conversations and/or written correspondence between the author and key individuals in 
this story, including Edgar Tafel, Tasso Katselas, Manfred Wolfenstine, and a number of Kansas State University 
architecture alumni and retired faculty members. 
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Rediscovering the Unknown Continent; Recreating the New World 
A Poetic-Philosophical Reflection 

Kim Kipling 

 

 It is at least an interesting story that Columbus was blind to an unknown continent, that 

he never knew he had discovered America, that at the time of his death he believed he had found 

a westward path to the East. For, in his inability to see anything but what his hopes and 

aspirations suggested to him, in his inability to enter the New World while he searched for the 

East Indies, Columbus typifies Western Man. 

 Yet, to some extent, perhaps, Columbus understood this conflict between his aspirations 

and the discoveries he had made. He occasionally spoke of himself as an unhappy man because 

he could not yield to the strange land he had come upon. Thus on Sunday the 21st of October, 

1492, Columbus noted in his journal some events of the day spent sailing in the waters of the 

West Indies: 

At ten o'clock I arrived here, at this cape of the island and anchored . . . and set out with 

the captains and the men to see the island. If the others we have already seen are very 

beautiful and green and fertile, then this one is much more so, with great groves of trees, 

very green. Here there are large lagoons surrounded and overhung by the foliage in a 

most enchanting manner. Here and in all of the island everything is green and the 

vegetation is like April in Andalusia. The singing of the birds is so marvelous that it 

seems that a man would never want to leave this place. And there are flocks of parrots 

that obscure the sun; and birds of so many kinds and sizes, and so different from ours 

that it is a marvel. And then there are trees of a thousand kinds all with their own kinds of 

fruit, and all wonderfully aromatic; and I feel the most unhappy man in the world not to 

know them . . . .1 

                         
1  Christopher Columbus, Journal of the First Voyage (Diario del primer viaje) 1492, edited and 
translated with an Introduction and Notes by B.W. Ife (Warminster, England: Aris & Phillips 
Ltd., 1990). p. 51.  I have modified the translation slightly.  
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In sensing his own failure, in recognizing his inability to yield to the enchanting invitation of 

what he encountered, Columbus set the task of responding to the unknown continent and 

disclosing the things of this New World for those who were to come after him.  Let me ask on 

this occasion--the occasion of this conference on the 400th anniversary of the founding of the 1st 

permanent Old World settlement in the New World--who among us has fulfilled this task, who 

among us could fulfill it?  

 Where should we look for those who have even attempted this task?  Should we look to 

those who have mined this earth, extracting riches from this land?  But they have merely worked 

in darkness and insensate struggle to tear ore from the ground.  Should we look to those who 

built the trails, roads and railroads that enabled us to cross this vast continent?  No, for their 

frenzied activity has merely made us the most mobile people in the world.  Should we look to 

those who have raised the houses, constructed the factories, and built the cities across the land?  

But these, surely, have concealed our continent ever more completely behind the pall of noise, 

smoke and activity in the relentless effort to master and control this place. 

 No, these are not the ones who have taken up the task Columbus set. Columbus had made 

a journey--he believed he had succeeded in sailing to the East Indies. But neither his own sense 

of success, his actual failure to reach his goal, nor as we might say today, his heroic stature as the 

discoverer of an unknown continent is really relevant to the task he set us. 

 Columbus had made a journey. Having arrived at his destination, as he thought, he 

sensed, if only dimly, that he had a different journey to make--a journey disclosing the riches of 

an unknown land, of coming to know and to articulate the given as a New World. 

 Having journeyed to wherever he thought he was, or actually was, Columbus stopped, 

confusedly aware that the unknown continent called him through his senses, through the brilliant 

colors of the sea, flowers, and sky; through the songs of birds; through the warmth of the sun on 

his head, the touch of the wind and the softness of the melting sands on the shore; through the 

strange dress and manner of the natives. 

 Columbus surely could not have been surprised if someone had been there to tell him that 
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what he saw, heard and felt was not the East Indies. Certainly the alien colors, lines and shapes 

which called him would not have told Columbus where he was; they could only have led him 

deeper into an unknown continent--as could the sounds of the wind and the songs of the birds. 

 Perhaps it was someone like Thomas Wolfe who properly understood the task Columbus 

set us. In “The Story of A Novel,” his 1935 essay exploring the nature of the creative process and 

his own development as a writer, Wolfe tells us of his own “blinding discovery” of America, a 

discovery that coincided with his realization of his task as an artist. This dual discovery, Wolfe 

notes, came  after “years of wandering” and many voyages across the sea to Europe. His task as a 

writer, as an artist, Wolfe realized, was the task of articulating that which his senses presented to 

him, the task of “finding a name for it, a tongue to give it utterance . . . a language that would tell 

its shape, its color, the way we have all known and felt and seen it.”2  For Wolfe, this became the 

task of giving utterance to the unique physical and cultural landscape of America, of naming 

distinctly the things of this world. 

In his essay, Wolfe writes of 

. . . the look of an old iron bridge across an American river, the sound the train makes as 

it goes across it; the spoke and hollow rumble of the ties below;  the look of the muddy 

banks; the slow thick, yellow wash of an American river; an old flat-bottomed boat half 

filled with water stogged in the muddy bank . . . a little wooden shed out in the country 

two miles from my home town where people waited for the street car, and I could  see 

and feel . . . the dull and rusty color of the old green paint and see and feel all of the 

initials that had been carved out with jackknives on the planks and benches within the 

shed, and smell the warm and sultry smell so resinous and so thrilling, so filled with a 

strange and nameless excitement of an unknown joy, a coming prophecy . . . .3 
                         
2  Thomas Wolfe, “The Story of A Novel,” in The Autobiography of An American Novelist, 
edited by Leslie Field (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1983), p. 32. This 
essay was originally published serially by the Saturday Review of Literature in its December 14, 
21, and 28 issues in 1935. 

3  Ibid.,  pp. 31-32. 
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 From the moment of his discovery of this America, says Wolfe, the line and purpose of 

his life was shaped. “At any rate,” he notes, “from this time on I was engaged in writing.”4 

 The unknown calls to us through our senses, it hails us in sight, hearing, taste and touch; 

arresting us in beauty. And it is our task, somehow, to open ourselves to this alien reality, this 

“coming prophesy”--to catch it and hold it fast. 

 The task Columbus gave to those who came to or were born in America was, certainly, 

the task of responding to the unknown continent, unknown partly because--as Emerson famously 

declared in his “American Scholar” address--old categories, old forms, old modes of response 

are inappropriate.5 A continent unstructured, unformed and unbuilt: unknown not because it is 

distant and inaccessible, but because it is given as alien appearance in the immediacy of our 

senses. It was and is close to us, next to us, a strange phantasmagoria of sight, hearing, taste, 

smell and touch. 

 This task Columbus gave us, he did not even begin to complete himself. This is odd--

surely an oversight on his part--for he might have sensed his primordial journey west as one of 

those truly American enterprises yet to come--as one with the mythical exploits of Mike Fink, 

Paul Bunyan and other notable heroes of the moving frontier. Certainly the journey Columbus 

made can only be retold as a myth--if it is to be grasped as the discovery of The New World. 

 Was not Columbus chosen by the queen to carry her banner into the West? Did not his 

stature increase to overcome impossible difficulties introduced in his path by evil men? Did he 

not sail the dark and unknown waters past the lairs of sea dragons, through the nets of seaweed 

                         
4  Ibid.,  p. 34. 

5  Ralph Waldo Emerson, “The American Scholar,” in The Selected Writings of Ralph Waldo 
Emerson, edited by Brooks Atkinson, (New York: The Modern Library, Random House, 1968). 
See especially the opening paragraph (page 45) with the famous prediction, “Our day of 
dependence, our long apprenticeship to the learning of other lands draws to a close. . . . Events, 
actions arise, that must be sung, that will sing themselves”; and the final paragraph (pages 62-63) 
beginning with the famous statement: “We have listened too long to the courtly muses of 
Europe.” 
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cast into his path by inscrutable forces to stop him--even to kill him? Was he not tossed about by 

random winds and held immobile by strange calms? Indeed could his journey be understood in 

any other way than as a mythical voyage? Hardly! for its intent was to make the West East and 

the East West. Hardly! for he did this without knowing what he was about. 

 But if, strangely, Columbus was not aware that he could disclose The New World only if 

his voyage were as much a myth as that of Odysseus or Aeneas or Jason and his fellow 

Argonauts, surely we see that this is so. And because we see it, we must see, too, that the task of 

transforming a chance encounter with an unknown continent into the creation of a New World 

could and can be accomplished only by the work which is the art of myth-making, of story- 

telling, or of painting or music or architecture, or, indeed, by whatever magic works the arts 

make possible. 

 Certainly anyone who has been cast upon the shores of an unknown continent must have 

been transported there by a fearful spell, and once there the only way to be open to that unknown 

land, to cross the threshold and enter a New World is through the incantation of the arts. The task 

Columbus set us of gathering the alien immediacy and uncanny appearances of our senses into 

the richness of a new world, can be accomplished only by the work of those words and images 

and symbols which enable us to spin myths and structure stories, plays, songs and pictures. 

 En route to the East Indies, Columbus stumbled upon an unknown continent by accident. 

Seized by sights, sounds, tastes, textures and smells, he sensed their deep significance; but he did 

not know what to do. He did not know how to respond to these manifestations of the unknown, 

how to disclose the truth it holds for us. Columbus could only return to his ship, set sail for Spain 

and, once there and imprisoned, die in chains. If only he could have responded as an artist, this 

need not have happened. Or, if this was indeed to happen, still, we could ignore these literal 

details as of no ultimate significance; for then he would have succeeded at least in gathering 

together some of these sensory phantasms into signs and symbols hinting at all that might come 

to be, into harbingers of a marvelous new world. Then we could respond and in our turn 

interpret, rebuild and continue his work. 
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 The failure of Columbus’ life is that he left us no such work to continue. So we must do 

immediately for him what he failed to do for us. We must see him as living a myth, see him as an 

artist. Let us imagine Columbus doing what, say, Walt Whitman did when confronted by the 

alien immediacy of sense materials--that is, yield himself to their appeal, participate in their 

becoming, make poetry: 
 ... Now I will do nothing but listen/ To accrue what I hear into this song, to let sounds 

contribute toward it/... Is this then a touch quivering me to a new identity/ Flames and 
ether making a rush for my veins/ Treacherous tip of me reaching and crowding to help 
them/... I am given up by traitors/ I talk wildly, I have lost my wits, I and nobody else am 
the greatest traitor.6 

 Or let us imagine Columbus constructing a painting in the manner of  Frederic Church or 

Albert Bierstadt or another member of the Hudson River School who expressed the 

boundlessness and infinite richness of this unknown continent and our place in it through their 

sublime depiction of the American landscape--rendered always with a rich variety of particular 

foreground detail against the background of that open Western horizon--a glowing symbol of a 

coming prophesy,  the promise of all that is yet to emerge.7 

 Or again, we might imagine Columbus constructing a literary work in the style of Mark 

Twain or another of the humorists of the American frontier who managed to evoke a sense of 

trust in the unknown that confronted those who undertook the journey west, a sense that this 

harsh and alien reality had something to offer “the damned human race” if only we could be 

open to it. 

 Or we might simply imagine him encountering a spread of bluebells in the green woods 

                         
6  Walt Whitman, “Song of Myself,” from Leaves of Grass in Complete Poetry and Selected 
Prose by Walt Whitman, edited by James E. Miller, Jr. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 
1959), pp. 44-45. 

7  For purposes of illustration, consider Thomas Cole’s famous 1836 painting known by the title 
The Oxbow (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York) or Frederic Church’s 1860 oil painting 
Twilight in the Wilderness (Cleveland Museum of Art), or Albert Bierstadt’s enormous 1865 
landscape Looking Down Yosemite Valley (Birmingham Museum of Art), or his equally massive 
1867 painting titled Emigrants Crossing the Plains (National Cowboy and Western Heritage 
Museum, Oklahoma City). 
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of that island upon which he landed and work to respond to them as did Gerard Manley Hopkins: 

 . . . they stood in blackish spreads . . .the bluebells in your hand baffle you with their 

inscape, made to every sense: if you draw your fingers through them they are lodged and 

struggle with a shock of wet heads; the long stalks rub and click and flatten to a fan on 

one another like your fingers themselves would when you passed the palms hard across 

one another, making a brittle rub and jostle like the noise of a hurdle strained by leaning 

against; then there is the faint honey smell and in the mouth the sweet gum when you bite 

them.  But this is easy, it is the eye they baffle. They give one a fancy of panpipes and of 

some wind instrument with stops--a trombone perhaps. The overhung necks . . . are . . . 

like sheephooks or, when more waved throughout, like the waves riding through a whip 

that is being smacked--what with these overhung necks and what with the crisped ruffled 

bells drooping mostly on one side and the gloss these have at their footstalks they have an 

air of the knights at chess. . . .8 

 Those deeds we might impute to Columbus, in the myth we write in imagination, are the 

acts of artists confronted with alien appearances of sense. With effort and with trust they gather 

these alien phantasms and discover a New World to us; they pull together moments comprising 

the artist and these sensory materials; moments to which we as other artists and appreciators can 

respond. The acts of artists initiate or help to continue a path of creative moments which alone 

work to discover the secret of the unknown continent, the richness of a New World. 

 It is one thing to search for the East Indies and stumble upon an unknown continent in the 

West. Chance upon the unknown, anyone may, and no doubt, occasionally does. Anyone can 

take the first step, as did Columbus.  All that is required is to catch the alien flame--the wave of a 

hand, the flash of a smile, the green line of a sunset, the presence of the big sky, the glint of gold, 

the glare of a place in the sun. Each of us does experience intoxicating moments of beauty and 

                         
8  Gerard Manley Hopkins, A Hopkins Reader, selected and with an introduction by John Pick, 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1953), pp. 48-49. 
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may blow this spark into the flame of a haunting image.  Many take the broad highway toward 

this vision and get what they believe they hoped for.  There are many tales of the horror of 

fulfilled vision, fulfilled literally and in detail, but devastatingly--say the myth of King Midas, or 

the many versions of the Faust legend, or the story of the wish for power granted the children in 

Henry James’ Turn of the Screw.  

 To encounter the unknown, the alien, the other, is one thing. It is something more to open 

oneself to its appeal, to cross the threshold, to venture into this realm of possibility. Certainly the 

true journey west is not the mistaking of a vision as fixing the broad highway toward a specific 

goal. The true journey west must be one on which the alien spark of beauty flames freely again 

and again to illuminate a wandering path along which the sensory riches of the unknown are 

gathered, enabling us to articulate our freedom. Columbus set this journey as a task that art alone 

can begin, for only through art can we come to trust the unknown. Columbus did not achieve this 

trust, this openness.  He only knew that he would like to.  

 How, then, does an artist come to trust and to the expression of this trust where others 

fail? Most fear the unknown and act only to form and so control it. But the artist is as intent upon 

yielding to the unknown as upon forming it. The artist can and does yield to and accept the 

unknown, the alien, whether it shows forth as evil, or as the absurd, or the unintelligible, or the 

threatening, or merely as unformed and recalcitrant material. A water color painting, for 

example, can and often does include unwet paper; a sculpture, primal stone; a musical 

composition, noise; a novel, brute existence presented but not handled by its words. Art develops 

as much through acceptance of the unknown as through the development of its own explicit 

structures, and in consequence exemplifies trust. 

 Because the artist develops forms as dependent upon what he is not and is aware of this, 

he becomes aware, too, that his work is not consummated in the mastery forming might afford, 

but in the always partially emergent and yet still hidden unknown to which he yields in order to 

respond freely. In the freedom of his work he is aware that he undertakes a joint enterprise with 

the unknown, aware of the unknown as yielding to him as well as he to it. In yielding, the artist 
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comes to trust of the unknown, becomes aware that what emerges is given to him in the course of 

his work; and he expresses this trust in his projection of the art work as an open receptacle for 

those moments of beauty which successively culminate the joint enterprise in which he and the 

unknown participate. 

 Stumble upon an unknown continent we may, and no doubt each of us has, and not so 

rarely at that. We are all dilettantes of the unknown. But those of us who would become more 

than that, who would work to become artists or serious appreciators--and this is the task, I 

suggest, that Columbus set for us--must do more than be aware of what chance beauty hints to 

us. We must do more than find a creative symbol which suggests infinite richness; we must make 

our own acts evoke not only a world but our place in it. The enchanting lights which call to us in 

their beauty must be revealed as manifestations of an unknown continent, as joyous signs of a 

coming prophesy, as harbingers of a new world . With the help of such beauty--and together with 

the creative responses of other artists and other audiences--we must transform this given sensory 

richness into a promised land, a land of promise, a New World in which we might, with trust, 

dwell poetically. 
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David Hart 

Abstract 

   “At Home in the Jamaican Diaspora? Stuart Hall and Colin Channer” 

 I will approach my discussion of the Jamaican diaspora from a postcolonial and cultural 

studies perspective. Since Jamaica’s metropolitan culture extends far beyond its geographic 

borders, I view the Jamaican ethnic diaspora as representing the Jamaican “local” actively 

engaging the Western “global” at the metropolitan centers. For time constraints I will limit my 

analysis to two authors’ work, while attempting to avoid oversimplifying the Jamaican diaspora 

as such. Stuart Hall is a Jamaican expatriate who is most famous for his association with the 

Birmingham Center for Contemporary Cultural Studies in the 1960s-1970s; he is considered to 

be one of the founding fathers of cultural studies. He also represents the prototypical West Indian 

emigrant searching for a better break in England during the 1950s. Colin Channer, a successful 

novelist, represents a newer generation of Jamaican emigrant to the USA in the 1980s. 

 Hall’s and Channer’s discussions of their Jamaican ethnic diaspora illustrate cultural 

anthropologist Arjun Appadurai’s notion of the “ethnoscape” of “persons who constitute the 

shifting world in which we live.” Hall, to this day, feels an immense amount of absence and 

longing, without a sense of home, while Channer claims to have no personal exilic 

complications. Hall’s and Channer’s autobiographical literature illustrate these oppositions in 

their concerns about the exilic nature of their diasporic experience. Channer’s first novel, 

Waiting in Vain, is also useful here because it complicates his autobiographical arguments about 

exile and agency. My simplified conclusion is that the differences between Hall’s and Channer’s 

discussion points represent a veritable generation gap. 
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David Hart 

 At Home in the Jamaican Diaspora? Stuart Hall and Colin Channer 

Jamaica’s metropolitan culture extends far beyond its geographic borders. The Jamaican 

ethnic diaspora represents the Jamaican “local” actively engaging the Western “global” at the 

metropolitan centers–not unlike those in Barbadian George Lamming’s The Emigrants, or 

perhaps their descendants. Stuart Hall, for example, is a Jamaican expatriate who is most famous 

for his association with the Birmingham Center for Contemporary Cultural Studies in the 1960s-

1970s; he is considered to be one of the founding fathers of cultural studies. He also represents 

one of Lamming’s prototypical emigrants searching for a better break in England during the 

1950s. Colin Channer, a successful novelist, represents a newer generation of Jamaican emigrant 

to the USA in the 1980s. 

Hall’s and Channer’s discussions of their Jamaican ethnic diaspora illustrate cultural 

anthropologist Arjun Appadurai’s notion of the “ethnoscape” of “persons who constitute the 

shifting world in which we live” (33). Hall’s and Channer’s autobiographical discussions oppose 

each other in their relationship to the Jamaican diaspora. In two interviews in 1992, Hall 

discusses diaspora in general as well as his personal background relating to his exilic 

sensibilities. Channer, however, in a public lecture in 2000, views his own diasporic condition as 

non-exilic. Also useful here is Channer’s fiction, which complicates his autobiographical 

arguments. Nevertheless, the differences between Hall and Channer represent a veritable 

generation gap.

Hall’s extended absence from Jamaica has created an identity in limbo. He does not feel 

at home in Jamaica; nor does he feel at home in England. Discussing the general “diasporic 

intellectual,” he says that “certain figures at this moment are . . . transitional figures. They are 
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deeply embedded in both worlds, both universes. They are what I would call truly diasporic 

intellectual figures constantly translating between different languages, different worlds” 

(“Cultural Studies and the Politics of Internationalization” 399). Hall says that these intellectuals 

live in a “‘double space.’ They are located on the cusp of a shift, the shift, economically, 

politically, culturally, to the periphery” (399).1 It is curious that, as a Jamaican in England, Hall 

neglects to mention himself as a diasporic intellectual. So let’s look at Hall for just a moment. As 

he states in “The Formation of a Diasporic Intellectual,” he is from Jamaica, from a middle-class 

family, the blackest of his family, descendant of African, East Indian, Portuguese, and Jewish 

ancestry: 

So I always had the identity in my family of being the one from the outside, the 
one who didn’t fit in, the one who was blacker than the others, “the little coolie,” 
etc. And I performed that role throughout. My friends at school, many of whom 
were from good middle-class homes, but blacker in colour than me, were not 
accepted in my home. My parents didn’t think that I was making the right kind of 
friends. They always encouraged me to mix with more middle-class, more higher-
colour, friends, and I didn’t. Instead, I withdrew emotionally from my family and 
met my friends elsewhere. My adolescence was spent continuously negotiating 
these cultural spaces. (485) 
 

In addition to these “negotiations,” Hall says that in school he learned about the Caribbean 

region only during his last two years; otherwise, “I learned Latin, English history, English 

colonial history, European history, English Literature, etc. . . . I was very much formed like a 

member of the colonial intelligentsia” (486-487). Hall’s description is strikingly similar to C. L. 

R. James’ description in Beyond a Boundary of his colonial education in Trinidad during the 

early 1900s; both of these are strikingly similar to Kamau Brathwaite, who is of Hall’s 

generation, and his argument in “Timehri” about his upbringing that lead him toward becoming a 

                                                 
1Hall lists Ien Ang, Tony Bennett, Edward Said, Gayatri Spivak, Homi Bhabha. 
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“potential Afro-Saxon” (346). Because of the “contradictory ambitions” placed upon Hall by his 

parents, Hall’s “decision to emigrate was to save myself” (489).

A further intellectual point of distance from Hall’s homeland occurs upon a visit to 

Jamaica after being in England for twenty years. Because of the changes in Jamaica from the 

1950s to the 1970s, Hall has to “negotiate it [the terrain of Jamaica] as a ‘familiar stranger,’” 

which only reminds him of his status back in England: “I’m not and never will be ‘English.’ I 

know both places intimately, but I am not wholly of either place. And that’s exactly the diasporic 

experience, far away enough to experience the sense of exile and loss, close enough to 

understand the enigma of an always-postponed ‘arrival’” (490). Hall’s exilic experience recalls 

the major theme of Nobel Prize winner V.S. Naipaul’s The Enigma of Arrival (to simplify, the 

“arrival” is from Trinidad to England); and Hall is of the same generation as Naipaul. The 

“generation gap” between those who grew up in the colonial era and those who reach maturity in 

the postcolonial era provides us with intriguing changes in notions of Caribbean exile. Channer 

does not have Hall’s exilic sensibility. However, Channer has exceptional circumstances to aid 

his agency. His upper-class upbringing is a rarity in Jamaica. In his discussion of his personal 

diasporic experience, he presents a convincing argument against feelings of exile. Channer’s 

fiction, though, presents an ambivalent site of exile, somewhere in-between the autobiographical 

exile of Hall and the autobiographical non-exile of Channer. 

Colin Channer’s debut novel Waiting In Vain (1998) represents cultural agency, or 

empowerment, in the context of a Jamaican ethnic diaspora. Channer has responded to what 

Merle Hodge, in 1990, said was needed: a popular literature for the masses, rather than the 

“highly accomplished and very sophisticated” literature of Channer’s predecessors (496-97).2 

                                                 
2 Nalo Hopkinson has also responded to Hodge’s call for a popular Caribbean 
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Yet the complex “Caribbeanness” of Waiting in Vain raises some questions.3 True to its 

diasporic reality, Jamaica only appears in a portion of the novel. In fact, the novel was marketed 

to the African American community as a romance in the same genre as Terry McMillan’s How 

Stella Got Her Groove Back. Channer’s novel was a “Blackboard #1 Bestseller” for several 

weeks in 1998.4 An intriguing novelty in this romance is the rare element of a male protagonist, 

A. J. “Fire” Heath. A further literary exception: Fire is a Jamaican who feels no need for 

“resisting against the system” because he comes from an upper class background. Most of the 

main characters in Waiting In Vain are highly educated and successful artists, and have the 

financial means to meander back and forth across continents as they look for love. Fire is a 

successful novelist whose uncle I-nelik played with the Wailers, and whose parents were both 

successes (an artist and a pilot). This is not the typical Jamaican tale. 

                                                                                                                                                             
literature with her science fiction/fantasy work; in Midnight Robber (2000), outer space 
is Caribbean-colonized, notably on the planet Toussaint. 

3Kim Robinson-Walcott questions the direction West Indian literature may take in 
this popular realm in “A Matter of Taste: Exploring the Popularity of Some Recent 
Works of Jamaican Fiction,” at the 22nd Annual West Indian Literature Conference 
(March 2003). 

4The “Blackboard” is Essence magazine’s African American correlative to the 
New York Times’ bestseller list. 

Part of Channer’s production of a local Jamaican identity in his novel is grounded in his 

personal experience in the modern Jamaican ethnic diaspora. Channer differentiates today’s 

Jamaican diaspora from the movements of other exiles. In a speech at Carifesta VII (2000), 

Channer says that “I am not in exile. Neither was George Lamming. . . . Wole Soyinka was an 

exile. Pablo Neruda was an exile. James Baldwin was an exile. I am an immigrant. When I go 

back to Jamaica I don’t have to sneak in by canoe. I am not oppressed” (“I am Not in Exile” 44). 
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He thus differentiates himself and Lamming from political exiles. Channer’s “exile” is self-

imposed; he is a naturalized US citizen. Although he initially appears to dismiss the urgency of 

Lamming’s sense of exile, he does take Lamming’s “author’s exile” into consideration. “Being 

an immigrant and not an exile, that is being a person who is filled with no special level of 

anxiety derived from choosing what is considered a subversive or undesirable occupation, I go 

home when I want to. The fare is cheap. The distance is short. And when I am in Jamaica, I am 

not cloistered” (45-6). Of course, notions of “cheap” and “short” are relative, depending on one’s 

finances. But like Channer, Fire can claim, “when the urge take me now, I jump on a plane and 

go where I feel like go” (213). 

There is a disparity between how Channer describes the rooted-ness of Jamaican identity 

in his own diasporic life and how he represents it in his fiction. Unlike Hall, Channer argues that 

being away from home–even moving away–does not pose a problem to his Jamaican identity; of 

course, Channer has never been away from home for years at a time. He also differentiates 

himself from the “early exiles” by pointing out the changes in media and the growth of the 

Jamaican diasporic population, which have enabled him to maintain his connections with home. 

These changes represent a basic difference between the cultural effects of modern globalization 

and older forms of imperialism and colonialism. For instance, Lamming asserts in 1960 that “this 

may be the dilemma of the West Indian writer abroad: that he hungers for nourishment from a 

soil which he (as an ordinary citizen) could not at present endure” (The Pleasures of Exile 50). 

According to Channer, this problem is now moot. 

As a writer who lives and works in New York, it would be difficult to escape 
Jamaica and Jamaicans if I tried. There are half a million Jamaicans in the five 
boroughs. . . . Via cable tv I can, if I choose, watch programming from TVJ and 
CVM. . . . Because I lived in Jamaica until I was eighteen, and because I left 
Jamaica for New York, and because I moved to a Jamaican enclave in New York 
in the eighties, I have never been alienated from Jamaica to the point where I felt 
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unable to write it, its landscape or its people, from anywhere on earth.  (“I am Not 
in Exile” 45-46) 
 

Channer thus argues convincingly against a personal exilic sensibility. He adds, “if we can trust 

Caribbean people when they say that they carry memories of Yoruba and Ashanti in their heads 

then we should trust them to carry memories of this life to Scarborough and Flatbush. Gaining 

one voice does not mean the loss of another. For me it has meant having two” (46). It is curious 

that Channer’s metropolitan characters do feel a need to return to Jamaica in order to recoup the 

social capital inscribed in the spatial geography and cultural milieu of the island. Or perhaps I’m 

making too much of this. The return to Jamaica, arguably, is an apropos setting for any clichéd 

over-exoticized romance. On the other hand, Jamaica is home. 

In Waiting in Vain, the critical turn in Jamaican agency from Appadurai’s notion of 

“social wear” to “social capital” occurs when representatives of the modern Jamaican ethnic 

diaspora return home. But this agency is complicated by the fact that they will not remain in 

Jamaica. Reminiscent of Appadurai’s “production of locality,” Faith Smith says, “the moment 

that makes Colin Channer’s Waiting in Vain possible is marked by the anxieties of a global 

Caribbean community, located in Brooklyn, Bridgetown, Brixton and other spaces. These 

anxieties are about the power of a single nation-space to define itself in relation to other spaces” 

(41). Smith adds that Fire “[defies] a global logic . . . that would dismiss Jamaica . . . as 

inconsequential. Instead, Jamaica is the center in relation to which the rest of the world is made 

comprehensible” (59). This is quite different from Hall’s originally self-imposed but now 

unavoidable “center” of England. For Channer, even the cultural revolution of the 1970s “Back 

to Africa” movement seems moot because he represents the modern Jamaican ethnic diaspora 

with its cultural heritage firmly grounded in Jamaica. 
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Fire’s validation of his Jamaican identity is problematically reserved for Jamaican soil. 

For instance, when Fire and Sylvia meet in the USA, Fire appears as a romantic wanderer with 

only the clothes on his back; although, he is already an accomplished novelist (winner of the 

Somerset Maugham Award, finalist for the Booker Prize). He never presents himself any 

differently to Sylvia. But in Jamaica, Fire does not hide his personal success and upper-class 

status. On one occasion, he stands up to two policemen who expect a bribe to keep his friend Ian 

out of jail, after Ian gets into a fight. Instead of paying the money which he easily could have 

afforded, Fire responds with a threat. “You don’t want the kind of trouble I can bring to your 

insignificant life” (229). Fire thus uses his upper-class background as a crutch for Ian’s sake. Of 

course, Fire never has problems of his own because “his father was a well-regarded painter. His 

mother’s family owned a large estate. Michael Manley was his godfather. And through I-nelik 

he’d become friends with Marley” (230). It is no surprise that Fire’s “return to the primal scene 

of Jamaica” re-inscribes his class and national authenticity (Smith 55). 

The novel ends with Sylvia and Fire together in Jamaica, but planning to leave the island. 

Hence, their Jamaican identities are invariably diasporic. Channer would suggest that their 

Jamaican identities will be maintained by continual connections with their home culture, whether 

it is from London, Scarborough, or Flatbush. However, Channer’s Jamaican agency is 

complicated by his differing representations of his personal Jamaican diasporic agency and his 

fictional Jamaican diaspora. Hall is more convinced and resolute about his diasporic exile. Yet 

both Hall and Channer are exceptions to the general rule of the struggle for individual 

sovereignty. Indeed, they lead quite different lives from the migrant agricultural workers from 

Crofts Hill. Like Said’s “Intellectual Exile” figures, both Hall and Channer have found a way to 
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have elite lives in exile. From the distance imposed by a generation gap, they view their exile 

differently; in fact, their forms of exile are different from one another. 
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STUDENT ABSTRACT: HAWAII INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES 

Back to Akua: The Rise of Sacred Hula in Twenty First Century Christianity. 

In the islands of Hawaii, there is a language that cannot be written or spoken, yet 

has the power to convey the rich cultural heritage, lineage, and religious beliefs of the 

Hawaiian people.  The hula, the native dance of the Hawaiian people, was a vital part of 

the polytheistic religions practiced in Hawaii before the arrival of Christian Missionaries 

in the early 1820.  In 1819, the Hawaiian ali’i (reigning monarchs) banned the practice of 

worshipping many of its gods, and by the next year, the religious system of Hawaii was 

in such disarray that Christianity was readily accepted and embraced by the Hawaiian 

ali’i and people.  At the urging of the missionaries, the ritual act of hula was banned early 

in the 1820s and hula did not emerge again until king David Kalākaua (Hawaiian 

monarch, reign 1874-1891) reintroduced in the late 19th century.  The dances at this point 

had lost their religious meaning and were performed in combination with new poetry and 

songs.  The modern day hula has been even further removed from its sacred roots with 

the emergence of the tourism-oriented performances and shows. 

 A trend is emerging, however, that at best offers itself as a link to hula’s sacred 

past and at worst can be considered a sort of “reverse” cultural imperialism.  Protestant 

and evangelical churches across the state of Hawaii, mainland United States, and in 

several overseas countries are now are offering hula as a part of their acts of worship in 
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2

weekly services.  Has the very act hula come full circle?  This paper will aim to 

determine whether the act of incorporating hula into the modern worship practices of 

Christianity promotes or exploits the sacred act of hula, and how this impacts the hula 

community at large. 
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 1 

In thinking about how the future is indicated in English, use of the modal will, as in I will leave 

or It will rain, may instantly spring to mind. English also has a number of other commonly 

employed future-marking constructions, including going to (e.g. I am going to leave / It is going 

to rain). However, English also indicates the future simply by using the present tense on the main 

verb, typically alongside a future-marking adverbial, as in I leave tomorrow. One notable point is 

the significant limitation placed on the use of this future-marking strategy. ?It rains tomorrow 

seems distinctly odd, whereas parallel sentences given above with will and going to are not 

unusual. 

Quirk, et al. (1985:215) note, “In main clauses, the future use of the simple present may be said 

to represent a marked future of unusual definiteness, attributing to the future the degree of 

certainty one normally associates with the present and the past.” Thus, its use is typically odd in 

main clauses depicting the weather or other future events that cannot plausibly be scheduled. As 

a result, instead of ?It rains tomorrow, we use It { will / is going to } rain tomorrow. On the other 

hand, with future circumstances regarded as definite or scheduled, we may use any variant of I { 

leave / will leave / am going to leave } tomorrow. However, if it were feasible to schedule the 

rain much as one can schedule a departure, then it would not be odd to assert According to the 

schedule, it rains tomorrow at 6:45 AM. 

Notably, this restriction is lifted in dependent clauses introduced by certain conditional or 

temporal conjunctions (cf. Comrie 1985:118), as in { If / Unless / Before / After / When / By the 

time / As soon as } it rains tomorrow, we will leave. Though the rain is scheduled or otherwise 

definite, the dependent clause it rains tomorrow is acceptable in any variant sentence shown here. 

This occurs despite the fact that this same clause would typically not be acceptable as an 

independent clause, as has been noted.  
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 2 

It is interesting that in just such dependent clauses, use of will and going to is rather limited, and 

in cases where will or going to do appear, these clauses contrast semantically in certain ways 

with use of the simple present tense. Note that If it rains tomorrow, we will leave describes a 

precondition (i.e. raining is a precondition for leaving). There is a semantic contrast with If it is 

going to rain tomorrow, we will leave in that this also permits the interpretation that we should 

leave today so as to avoid the rain predicted for tomorrow. It is the prediction of rain, rather than 

the rain itself, that can cause us to leave. *If it will rain tomorrow, we will leave actually seems 

ungrammatical. Declerck and Reed (2001:158-9) discuss the example If it will save my life, I 

will give up smoking in which use of will in a dependent clause is acceptable. In this case, the 

sentence describes a result, rather than a precondition. That is, the speaker’s life can be saved as 

the result of giving up smoking. Yet, the variant If it saves my life, I will give up smoking is also 

available in this instance. 

This distribution of future-marking devices in English is challenging to grasp. However, it is 

possible to note key facts from the history of English that provide important clues to the modern 

usage patterns outlined above. The key is how the historical arrival of will and going to, among 

other future constructions that arose in English, broadly impacted use of the simple present tense 

with future reference.  

Warner (1993:167) notes, the simple present was the “normal” way to indicate the future in Old 

English. In Sundaram’s (2003) study of Old English texts, in all corpora studied, the simple 

present tense was employed over all other future-marking strategies at rates above 85% (10), and 

in many cases almost exclusively. This means that in Old English, the simple present tense with 

future reference was routinely used in many independent clauses where in Modern English it is 

avoided.  
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 3 

For example, as translated by Wattie (1930:124), we have Ġewītaþ forð beran wǣpan ond 

ġewǣdu; iċ eow wīsiġe (Beowulf: 291), which in Modern English translates directly as Go forth 

bearing weapons and war-gear; I guide you. Note that a modern speaker would instead say I will 

guide you. Another example is Þū þē self hafast dǣdum ġefremed, þæt þīn dōm lufað āwa tō 

alder (Beowulf: 953-5), which is By thy deeds thou thyself hast brought-it-to-pass for thee that 

thy glory lives for ever and ever. Again, a modern speaker would ordinarily say your glory will 

live forever and ever. 

Warner (1993:178) observes, “From early Middle English the use of the simple [ present tense ] 

to refer to the future becomes very much less frequent, except in particular contexts such as 

temporal clauses where it may survive today. Shal and wil become the normal means of 

indicating futurity….” Wekker (1976:1) found that just over 20% of examples of future-marking 

patterns in a Modern English corpus of approximately 600,000 words used the simple present 

tense with future reference, whereas 70% involved will / shall. Wekker (1976:27) observes, 

“Whatever may have been the reason for its gradual loss of ground, it is true that in the course of 

the modern English period, the [ simple present tense with future reference ] gradually gave way 

to future shall and will + infinitive and other expressions of futurity.” 

Let us consider the etymologies of will and going to. In particular, note that both will and going 

to once communicated what I call a “hedge” (i.e. a degree of uncertainty) on a prediction of the 

future. Specifically, the Old English verb willan originally meant want, as in the noun will, 

meaning personal inclination. The Oxford English Dictionary indicates that in Old English this 

verb meant “desire, wish for, have a mind to, ‘want’ (something); sometimes implying also 
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‘intend, purpose’ … ” and, in another sense, “ … [e]xpressing natural disposition to do 

something … sometimes connoting ‘may be expected to’” (OED).  

Thus, Wille iċ āsecgan sunu Healfdenes mǣrum þēodne mīn ǣrende aldre þīnum ġif hē ūs 

ġeunnan wile þæt wē hine swā gōdne grētan mōton (Beowulf: 344-46) is translated in Bybee and 

Pagliuca (1987:112-14) as I wish to proclaim to the son of Half-Dane, that famed sovereign, my 

errand to your lord, if he wishes to grant us that we him, the virtuous one, might greet. These two 

instances of the Old English verb willan are used with reference to the personal inclinations of 

the speaker and of the sovereign, respectively. Although what one wishes can later come to pass, 

use of will in this sentence of Old English did not simply indicate futurity, but rather expressed a 

notion similar to the modern verbs want or wish. 

Going to has obviously derived from the verb of motion go. The futurate construction going to 

thus once meant “movement towards,” as it still does today in such sentences as I am going to 

the park. In its role as a futurate construction, the OED states that going to means “on the way to, 

preparing or tending to … in the auxiliaries of idiomatic compound tenses expressing immediate 

or near futurity” (OED). The earliest example of going to as a futurate construction cited in the 

OED is from 1482, in which the Monk of Evesham states: Thys onhappy sowle … was goying to 

be broughte into helle for the synne and onleful lustys of her body. Hopper and Traugott 

(2003:89) note with reference to this example, “This can be understood as an expression of 

motion in the context of the belief that after death the soul goes on a journey with the purpose of 

being rewarded or punished for actions in life.” In such early examples, the notion of movement 

toward a destination was thus closely associated with the use of going to.  
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Significantly, in their uses as futurate constructions, will and going to no longer carry these 

earlier etymological meanings. Today it is possible to assert I will do something that I don’t want 

to do and I am going to stay here and neither statement strikes us as contradictory or ironic. If the 

futurate constructions will and going to still carried the meanings of inclination and movement, 

respectively, we should detect some form of contradiction or irony in such assertions, though we 

do not.  

Yet, consider what the use of will and going to must once have been like when these 

etymological meanings were still available. To portray this in an approximate way, we can draw 

rough parallels to more modern figurative language, using words from the OED definitions as 

inspiration. For example, in an undated letter from 1857, John F. Reynolds writes, “ … as it is 

inclined to rain today, it is just as well you have postponed the visit to the Capitol” (Reynolds 

Family Papers, Series X, John Fulton Reynolds, Eleanor Reynolds Scrapbook, Franklin and 

Marshall College Archives and Special Collections, accessible online at Reynolds Family Papers 

Digital Collection http://library.fandm.edu/archives/Reynolds/JFR/transcriptions/s32.htm). This 

is figurative language since weather has no personal inclination. The first clause instead amounts 

to a hedging prediction of the future, since it actually asserts only that the present is now such 

that it “wants” to rain later, so to speak, and thus only implies a future result indirectly. The 

present-tense main verb will in Old English would have similarly been available for this sort of 

figurative expression.  

We may also roughly parallel the historical rationale behind the development of going to as a 

futurate construction. As quoted in The New York Times article “The literary heart of old 

Madrid ponders its next chapter” (Dale Fuchs, March 29, 2006), Aurora Núñez describes Madrid 

by noting, “It is on its way to becoming a place for tourism, drinks and wild times,” which is 
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 6 

similar to the observation of María Eugenia Ramírez who states, “It’s going to lose its originality 

and start to look like anywhere else.” In the Núñez quote, the expression on its way to is a 

figurative way to formulate a prediction and, as we see, roughly parallels the use of going to by 

Ramírez. However, with on its way to, we clearly have a hedging prediction that only asserts 

how the present is now moving toward a future outcome that is thus metaphorically being 

approached, but that may or may not be reached, given that this “movement” may be altered.  

Hedges on predictions were thus communicated by will and going to, but were communicated by 

nothing more than these etymological meanings. Once these meanings were lost, the hedges 

were also lost. As a result, modern use of will can sometimes involve a hedging prediction, but 

this is not necessarily the case, as we see with Tomorrow will be the third of April, which is 

certainly stronger than saying that tomorrow is only “inclined” to be this date, rather than 

perhaps some other. Likewise, Tomorrow is going to be the third of April does not weakly assert 

that tomorrow is only “on its way” to being this date and thus might move instead to be another. 

These sentences with will and going to seem just as definite as Tomorrow is the third of April. 

However, given that such hedges must at one time still have been in place with will and going to, 

it is plausible that these futurate constructions came to be used widely to indicate a hedge on a 

prediction of how the future would turn out. As this usage arose, future-marking with the simple 

present tense on the main verb was gradually relegated to expressions of the future not involving 

any such hedge. Most crucially, a hedge would not have ever been used in cases where the future 

was actually not being predicted, but rather only being postulated or hypothesized. As a result, 

the simple present tense is thus apparently used today in cases in which the future is not 

predicted, but is instead directly postulated or hypothesized.  
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For example, note that if my departure has already been scheduled, it is not a prediction to assert 

I leave tomorrow at 4:30 PM. I am speaking with reference to my scheduled time of departure. 

This is not to say that my departure time is definite. After all, I may be delayed. Rather, for the 

purposes of the conversation, the facts in the schedule are simply hypothesized or presupposed to 

be true. A hedge would not have been (nor is it now) required in assertions such as The sun rises 

at 6:02 A.M. or The plane lands in Chicago at 4:38 P.M. since although they describe future 

situations, we do not treat them as predictions, but rather as postulations about the future, the 

propositional content of which the speaker presupposes (i.e. assumes is a predetermined fact). On 

the other hand, since will and going to no longer communicate hedges, we can also use these 

constructions with sentences that express the definite future, such as in I { will / am going to } 

leave tomorrow at 4:30 PM and similar examples. 

A hedge would similarly not have been needed in dependent clauses in which a future 

circumstance is postulated or hypothesized. For example, a parent may say to a child After you 

do your homework, you can straighten your room. The first clause sets up a condition, the truth 

of which the parent simply assumes. A parent is not even allowing consideration of the 

homework not being completed, although it may be that the child does not eventually comply. 

The issue is not one of definiteness, but rather that the first clause advances a hypothetical future 

situation and not a prediction. From the etymological perspective of how will and going to 

worked in the past, there would have been no need to hedge because the hypothetical is just 

assumed for the purpose of making further assertions. 

On the other hand, in limited cases, there could historically have been reasons for introducing 

will or going to into a dependent clause introduced by a temporal or conditional conjunction. 

One reason would have been a circumstance in which the dependent clause describes a result, 
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rather than an assumed precondition. A result is the predicted effect of some cause and is thus a 

prediction of the future, rather than a postulated outcome. A prediction may be hedged, as in 

saying that I am inclined to give up smoking (or I am on my way to giving up smoking) if this 

action is inclined to save my life (or is a step on the way to saving my life). Thus, If it will save 

my life, I will give up smoking would be acceptable alongside If it saves my life, I { will / am 

going to } give up smoking. Again, although the hedge on the prediction has been erased, since 

the if-clause can still expres a conditional prediction rather than a conditional postulated 

outcome, use of will or going to is acceptable here. 

The facts outlined above suggest that an analysis of the present tense with future reference in 

Modern English, in contrast to use of such futurate constructions as will or going to, involves 

distinctions in illocutionary force or presuppositions made by the speaker. Although some 

discussions in the literature seem to approach this view, I am aware of no analysis that argues 

this exact position in detail. For example, Lakoff (1971:339) states that the simple present tense 

can be used to express the future only if “ … it is presupposed that the event is one that the 

speaker can be sure of.” Again, the speaker need not be “sure” in this sense. For instance, we 

may assert After it rains, we will leave, and although the rain is not a certainty, it can be 

presupposed for the purposes of a conversation. Leech (1971:60) maintains that futurate use of 

the simple present tense in if-clauses does not express predictions, but assumed facts. Close 

(1980:108) notes, “The use of the present tense to express what is imagined as actual fact is very 

common in English. It occurs … in conditional and temporal clauses … It can account for one of 

the so-called ‘future tenses’, as in We cross the Rubicon tomorrow.”  

This general approach also seems to work well for other examples. Declerck (2006:181) notes 

the use of simple present tense in wh-questions that make or ask for a suggestion (e.g. Why don’t 
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you have a little nap? / What do we do?). Such questions do not make predictions, but only 

propose or request a suggested (i.e. postulated) future action. In concessive clauses introduced by 

a wh-word in -ever (e.g. However the money is shared, some people will be dissatisfied), 

Declerck (2006:565) observes that the simple present tense is strongly preferred, provided a 

“conditional connotation” is involved, so again we have a circumstance in which the future, in 

this case presented as a range of alternatives, might be understood as hypothesized, rather than 

predicted. 

Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to advance a formal treatment of the present tense 

with future reference here, the explanation provided above gives us a plausible pre-theoretical 

understanding of its use. This explanation is uniform in that it applies both to appearances of the 

present tense with future reference in dependent clauses marked with certain temporal and 

conditional conjunctions as well as in independent clauses. Furthermore, the explanation is 

attractive from a diachronic perspective as it fits with the large shift in usage that took place in 

English in how the future has been marked. In Old English, the simple present tense was the 

predominant way to mark the future. In Modern English, it is found only in cases where an 

expression of the future does not seem to involve making a genuine prediction, but rather only 

expresses an outcome that is hypothesized or postulated. 
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Seeing “What is Invisible to the Eye”: Postmodern Spirituality in Ibis Gómez-Vega’s 
Send My Roots Rain 

 
Spirituality has always been an influential element that determines the quality of 

human beings’ lives in the physical world. People’s interpretation of God, morals on 
earth, and the interaction with other people in the world are generally the results of their 
spiritual beliefs, which tend to change in different eras. Following the modern era in 
which humans started questioning the existence of God, the postmodern period brings 
along a more liberal, populist, and naturalist theory on God and spirituality. This shift in 
human beings’ experience in spirituality has lead literary critics to analyze its reflections 
in works of postmodern writers. In her introduction to Things of the Spirit, Kristina 
Groover focuses on women’s literary representations of spirituality and claims that 
women provide different realms of spirituality in their writings; domesticity, female 
community, and storytelling are the major realms that are different from those that male 
writers provide their readers with in their writings. Groover claims that one can find 
similarities between the central concerns of feminist theology and those of some women 
writers, and she concludes that contemporary women writers “challenge definitions of 
spirituality that separate the sacred from embodied, interpersonal experience and from 
political life” (14). According to her, spiritual experience in the works of contemporary 
women writers is “grounded in the physical and political realities of women’s lives: in the 
female body, in an interdependent community, and in a material and political world” 
(14).  

Holly Blackford takes Groover’s comments further and analyses postmodern 
ethnic novels in regards to their reflections on the spiritual concerns of their characters in 
the ethnic communities. Blackford observes that postmodern ethnic women writers’ 
novels “redefine the postmodern novel by responding to the secular bias of white male 
writers and literary critics” by centering “the presence of spiritual healers, oracles, saints, 
martyrs, visions, conjurings, and allusions to myth” (224). As for the essential 
characteristics of postmodern spirituality reflected in postmodern ethnic women’s novels, 
Blackford observes that “novelists that seek social change construct the ethnic 
community as the site of the holy,” that social transformation in these novels “requires 
critique of church fathers and traditional notions of spiritual focus,” and that “characters 
depend upon their own experiences as women, particularly as mothers and sisters, to 
understand their spiritual call to serve the community” (226-8).  

On the same lines as Blackford and Groover, Carol Christ argues that women’s 
spiritual awakening reflects an attempt to refute the dualisms of the modern world by 
bringing the opposites back together in harmony. According to Christ, this harmony of 
the opposites constitutes the marrow of women’s spiritual contribution to social change. 
Similarly, Ursula King claims that even among women with various worldviews, one can 
observe a common heritage of spirituality in which “interdependent unity of earth and 
sky, of day and night, of the female and male halves of human existence are still intuited 
as an integral whole lost to us today, a harmony of interdependence, mutual relationship 
and complementarity we have to forge again in a new, but different way” (91). 

In the light of the observations of the aforementioned scholars on the postmodern 
worldview and spirituality, this paper analyses Ibis Gómez-Vega’s novel Send My Roots 
Rain. As a postmodern ethnic novel, Send My Roots Rain reflects the spiritual growth of 
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both white male and ethnic female characters in Pozo Seco, Texas, as each individual 
goes through a transformation affecting one another. With its rich context in postmodern 
spirituality, Send My Roots Rain reflects a contemporary ethnic writer’s way of revealing 
the transformation process towards postmodern worldview and spirituality in a small 
Texan town. The novel reflects the spiritual transformation of four women as they 
struggle to leave the troubling modern worldviews behind in order to adopt more 
inclusive and intuitive postmodern spirituality. These strong and persistent women’s 
interaction with each other also urges the white male priest to revise his dogmatic 
spirituality. Reflecting the main features of postmodern spirituality, the novel projects on 
a possible future in which people can see through their hearts what is invisible to the eye.  
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Abstract 
 
Globalization, Nationalism and Postcolonial Identity in Kiran Desai’s The 
Inheritance of Loss 
 
While many critics writing about globalization argue that economic and cultural 
forces operating transnationally are rendering the nation, and national identities, 
obsolete, it is in fact the case that globalization and nationalism continue to 
develop in tandem. Kiran Desai’s The Inheritance of Loss (2006) calls attention 
to how in the late 20th century highly localized nationalist aspirations have thrived 
alongside, and sometimes in resistance to, forms of economic and cultural 
globalization. Through a careful analysis of the novel’s narrative structure I show 
how it is designed to sustain an analysis of this paradox as the story moves back 
and forth between the lives of South Asian and African immigrants working in the 
kitchens of Manhattan and the simultaneous nationalist uprising of Nepalese 
living in Northern India. On its surface, the novel seems to be telling two very 
different stories, one rooted in the contemporary economic and cultural politics of 
globalization, the other in an older, fading history of ancient territorial disputes, 
ethnic rivalries, and nationalist aspirations. Read more carefully, however, it 
becomes clear that the two narratives are linked in a way that underscores the 
continuity between the stories they each tell, emphasizing the extent to which 
migration, identity and belonging under globalization mirror longstanding 
historical forces still alive in territorial, cultural, and personal disputes about 
identity among national groups. Personal identity in the novel is inextricably 
complicated by historical and political forces that reach back through centuries of 
territorial disputes fueled by colonization, and forward into the radical disruptions 
caused by globalization. I argue that Desai’s novel is designed to show how 
globalization fuels as much as it undermines nationalism, and how issues related 
to personal and cultural identity exacerbated by contemporary globalization have 
a long and persistent history rooted in earlier phases of globalization.  
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“The fields we are concerned with are, first, the physical – nature, the Cosmos; secondly, the 

mental, including logical and formal abstractions; and thirdly, the social. In other words, we are 

concerned with logico-epistomolgical space, the space of social practice, the space occupied by 

sensory phenomena, including products of the imagination such as projects and projections, 

symbols, and utopias.”  

Lefebvre, The Production of Space (qtd. in Soja 62). 

 

“I think I know, […] how important a place is, and the need for a particular land, a location, for 

anyone to live, to have that land to call home.” 

Jemorah, Arabian Jazz 

Space, Identity, and Spirituality: Thirdspace(s) in Diana Abu-Jaber’s Arabian Jazz 

In the introduction of his book Thirdspace, Edward W. Soja defines Thirdspace as “a 

space of extraordinary openness, a place of critical exchange where the geographical imagination 

can be expanded to encompass a multiplicity of perspectives that have heretofore been 

considered by the epistemological referees to be incompatible, uncombinable. It is a space where 

issues of race, class, and gender can be addressed simultaneously without privileging one over 

the other” (5). Soja, furthermore, introduces Lefebvre’s incorporation of the Other to mostly 

binarized categories: 

Whenever faced with […] binarized categories (subject-object, mental-material, 

natural-social, bourgeoisie-proletariat, local-global, center-periphery, agency-

structure), Lefebvre persistently sought to crack them open by introducing an-

Other term, a third possibility or ‘moment’ that partakes of the original pairing but 

is not just a simple combination or an “in-between” position along some all-
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inclusive continuum. This critical thirding-as-Othering is the first and most 

important step in transforming the categorical and closed logic of either/or to the 

dialectically open logic of both/and also…. (Soja 60) 

With this new look at space, Soja gives us another reason to analyze its function in ethnic 

American literature in general and in immigrant literature in particular. Produced by physically 

displaced people, immigrant literature exposes the difference that space, or being out of one’s 

own place, creates in an immigrant’s life as one’s identity experiences constant change. 

Especially when immigrants come from different religious backgrounds, space plays an 

important role in their negotiation to reshape their spiritual world as well. Within immigrant 

literature, Diana Abu-Jaber’s Arabian Jazz lends itself to the analysis of space and its function in 

the lives of Arab American immigrants in the United States. 

Critics analyze Abu-Jaber’s works from two main perspectives: the author’s attempts to 

explore different categories of identity in the Arab American community and the function of 

memory and storytelling in her work. Lisa Suhair Majaj interprets Arabian Jazz as Abu-Jaber’s 

contribution to the debate among Arab American authors concerning their identity by 

“explor[ing] the identification options open to her protagonist, Jemorah” (332). Majaj concludes 

that “[w]hile early Arab-Americans sought to claim a space within white American culture 

through strategies of assimilation and strategic deployment of exoticism, contemporary Arab-

Americans increasingly seek to affirm their identities without minimizing complexity, and to 

claim a classification adequate to their experiences” (“Arab-Americans and the Meanings of 

Race” 332). Similarly, Andrea Shalal-Esa suggests that Abu-Jaber tackles with “racism, abject 

poverty, female infanticide, and incest,” major taboo subjects in the Arab community, through a 

story set in the life of an immigrant family and “their struggle to carve out an identity in upstate 
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New York” (24).  She concludes that Abu-Jaber’s work also contributes to Shalal-Esa’s claim 

that Arab-American writers are more and more “identifying as, and with, communities of color, 

but their status as ‘minorities’ remains ambiguous within the racialized discourses of ethnic 

studies, legal rights, and feminist scholarship” (26). As many Arab American writers do, Abu-

Jaber merely posits the question of identity and attempts to explore it in Arabian Jazz, but the 

answer remains ambiguous. Steven Salaita reaches a similar conclusion in his analysis of two 

Arab American novels. He relates them “to the sudden visibility of this community in the 

political and cultural topography of the United States” (423).  Salaita claims that “Arab 

American fiction is bound to essentialist identity politics even as it attempts to avoid such 

rigidity” (425). 

Majaj, Gomez-Vega, and Chérif, on the other hand, focus on the function of memory in 

Arabian Jazz. Majaj refers to a few Arab American novels and claims that these novels “turn to 

memory not just to substantiate ethnic assertion and invoke nostalgia, but also to facilitate 

assimilation, ground feminist critique, and make possible transformative relationships to 

ethnicity” (“Arab American Literature and the Politics of Memory” 266). Gomez-Vega focuses 

on “the memory of the absent wife” and claims that it “shapes these characters’ lives” (1). Chérif 

claims that “[t]hrough memoir and fiction, [Elmaz Abinader and Diana Abu-Jaber] explore the 

transformative power of narration and interfere to break the confining construction of Arabness 

which rests on a combination of socio-historical factors and contemporary political events” 

(207).  She argues that “the two Arab American women writers engage in a constructive 

invocation of the past” (208). 

Even though the critics focus on identity, assimilation, and the function of memory in 

Abu-Jaber’s works in general, and in Arabian Jazz in particular, their analysis lacks the 
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examination of space in the characters’ life in Arabian Jazz. Being the first generation Arabian 

immigrants, Matussem exploits music in his country house in Euclid and in the Key West Bar, 

which reflects a combination of Arab and American cultures in his identity and spirituality 

whereas Fatima chooses to cling to her Arab culture to keep her Arab identity in order to free 

herself from the traumatic memories of home in the States. Belonging to the second generation 

who were born in the States, Jemorah and Melvina have to understand the identity and 

spirituality that their elders formed through their experience between the Arab and American 

worlds in order to move on from there to form their own. In the process of these formations, 

various spaces provide these displaced characters with locations to form their identities as Arab 

Americans as well as a new sense of spirituality that they adopt living in between two major 

religions, Christianity and Islam. 

Homi Bahbba’s application of Thirdspace to the nature of cultural difference becomes 

crucial in understanding the nature of the formation of the Other’s culture. In his book The 

Location of Culture, he argues that today we tend to place culture “in the realm of the beyond” 

(italics in original, Bhabha 1). The concept of ‘beyond’ that we constantly use to explain any 

phenomenon today also leads us to living on the borders of time and space: “Beginnings and 

endings may be the sustaining myths of the middle years; but in the fin de siècle, we find 

ourselves in the moment of transit where space and time cross to produce complex figures of 

difference and identity, past and present, inside and outside, inclusion and exclusion” (1). Thus, 

as we go ‘beyond’ any conventional definition that requires us to use certain criteria to explain 

such concepts as identity, difference, culture, and spirituality, we now have to deal with these 

concepts as are in constant transition.  
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Accordingly, focusing on culture from minorities’ perspective, Bhabha finds the third 

space in “hybridity.” 

[T]he importance of hybridity is not to be able to trace two original moments from 

which the third emerges, rather hybridity to me is the “third space” which enables 

other positions to emerge. This third space displaces the histories that constitute it, 

and sets up new structures of authority, new political initiatives, which are 

inadequately understood through received wisdom… The process of cultural 

hybridity gives rise to something different, something new and unrecognizable, a 

new area of negotiation of meaning and representation. (Bhabha 140) 

This constant negotiation constitutes a major part in the immigrants’ experience in Diana 

Abu-Jaber’s Arabian Jazz. Matussem, Jemorah, Melvina, and Fatima, negotiate both ethnic and 

spiritual identities in the United States. In each character’s experience, various spaces such as 

their country home in Euclid, country roads and highways, and the hospital where Jemorah and 

Melvina work play crucial roles in reflecting on their identity as Arab Americans and on their 

memories that connect them to their home country, Jordan. Analyzing the function of space in 

the lives of these displaced characters will also reveal the way Abu-Jaber uses space to reflect the 

postmodern spirituality in her characters’ in-between lives in the United States.  

When analyzed from thirding-as-othering perspective, the Arab immigrant characters in 

Arabian Jazz struggle to define their identity and spirituality with an open logic of “both/and 

also” within a society that attempt to categorize them with a closed logic of either/or. When these 

characters, especially Jemorah and Melive, are in contact with the mainstream Americans, they 

are expected to be either American or Arab. However, Matussem’s house in Euclid and the 

hospital that Melvile and Jemorah work function as two main thirdspaces for where they are able 
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to be both Arab and American and also neither of them, as well as where they can create their 

own individual and non-institutional spirituality in between two conventional institutional 

religions.  

Similarly, the notion of hybridity is reflected by Nassir in his speech to Jemorah. Nassir 

is Jemorah and Melvie’s cousin who is a graduate of Cambridge and Oxford and a post-doc 

candidate at Harvard. His analysis of Jem’s struggle reflects Bhabha’s theory on hybridity:  

To be the first generation in this country, with another culture always looming 

over you, you are the ones who are born homeless, Bedouins, not your parents. 

[…] You are torn in two. You get two looks at a world. You may never have a 

perfect fit, but you see far more than most ever do. (330) 

His look at these sisters’ problem reflects the open logic of “both/and also” to explain their 

Otherness. Being born between the two cultures, they are marginalized; they do not fit perfectly 

into any of these cultures, thus they are born as the Other. However, at the same time, having 

both the Arab and American cultures and religions at their disposal, they are able to create a third 

identity, thus a third way of looking at the world. Their hybrid identity is “something different, 

something new and unrecognizable” (Bhabha 140). As Soja also explains, thirding “does not 

derive simply from an additive combination of its binary antecedents but rather from a 

disordering, deconstruction, and tentative reconstruction of their presumed totalization producing 

an open alternative that is both similar and strikingly different” (Soja 61). 

Her new and unrecognizable identity, thus her Otherness, creates a constant struggle for 

Jemorah. Even towards the end of the novel, she has difficulty in seeing herself as an American 

since she already knows that the American society does not accept her as one. She defines 

herself as an Arab, the Other, in the American society: “Things are changing for me. I’ve started 
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to see better, like the way I don’t fit in. I haven’t put together a life. I’m still living at home, I’ve 

been working at a job that I hate. I’m so tired of being good, wanting people to like me. They 

don’t like me. They don’t like Arabs” (328).  As Jem defines her identity as the Other in 

American society,  Melvina suggests that she should consider herself an American for the simple 

reason that all Americans “come from other places” (328). Jemorah’s reply indicates her 

frustration:  

“No, I don’t think so. It just doesn’t work like that. It’s not enough to be born 

here, or to live here, or speak the language. You’ve got to seem right” Jem said, 

lifting her palms. “Well, I don’t know how to accomplish that, I’m starting to 

think I won’t ever learn it if I haven’t by now. In fact, I don’t even want to learn it 

anymore” (328).  

Jemorah’s frustration is only a reflection of a common experience of the Other whose 

“otherness” is manifested in their skin color. Knowing the way she is perceived, Jemorah 

constantly has ambivalent feelings about her identity. Moreover, she is never able to find a 

solution to this problem since she fails in finding a thirdspace. Thus, she also fails in finding 

happiness in being the Other by adopting both identities at the same time. 

 Melvina, on the other hand, finds liberation in being the Other in her job at the hospital. 

Her choice of profession has a spiritual basis that was formed after her mother’s death: “She 

claimed that from that night on she knew she was called to pursue the greatest of professions, the 

most misunderstood and martyred, the closest to divinity: nurse” (Abu-Jaber 178). As Blackford 

suggests, in “[ethnic women writers’] novels, individual characters achieve a spiritual 

consciousness that leads them to serve the spiritual and social needs of the ethnic community” 

(224-5). In Arabian Jazz, Meilvina’s choice of profession serves not only the Arab American 
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community but all humanity. With her profession, Melvina goes beyond the Arab American 

community and erases the borders between ethnic communities, connecting the communities 

through their basic concern: the need to be nurtured. As Melvie responds to one of the patients in 

the hospital, she is “a human being” and they are “all human beings” in the hospital (160). The 

hospital provides Melvie with a third space where all kinds of categorizations about nationality, 

race, class, and gender can disappear as everybody in the hospital has to deal with one basic 

concern common to all human beings; that is, the struggle to stay alive. 

As Gomez-Vega suggests, “[t]he memory of the absent wife and the mother [Nora] 

shapes these characters’ lives” (1). As Nora’s death becomes the base for Melvina’s choice of 

her profession, and both Matussem and Jemorah find their spiritual connection with Nora in their 

country house in Euclid. Built in Nature, the house provides them with the atmosphere where 

they can heal in a non-institutional, non-dogmatic, and more individualized way connected with 

Nature. The house is intermingled with Nature so much so that it is easy to define nature as home 

as well as to find home in Nature: “[The new house] was sprawling, almost haphazard in design, 

as if the earth had buckled and red timber and glass had risen from the rift, just as natural as the 

slate, blue spruce, and lilacs that flanked it” (86).  Matussem “saw their country home as place of 

perfect forgetting, lost in a gully of trees, boundless fields ragged with Queen Anne’s lace and 

thistles” (Abu-Jaber 86).  Similarly, the country house is a perfect place for Jemorah to reconnect 

with her late mother in her imagination. The country house becomes a thirdspace for Jemorah, 

that is real-and-imagined, as she sits on the lawn and feels that she “was rising up to a shelf of 

trees and acres of the light air” (86). She internalizes Nature in her imagination so that she can 

unite with her late mother: “She felt the change herself, as if her mother’s life had been a river 

paddle that, in leaving, had churned swiftly through [Jemorah]” (86-7). 
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The country house also provides Jem and Ricky with a space where they can be with each 

other more naturally with no concerns about who would think what. Ricky’s coming “out of the 

trees, wind, and tall weeds” (155) gives the impression that he is part of Nature coming to Jem to 

give her a natural, pure, unadulterated love experience so much so that “[s]he did not let herself 

think about what Melvie or Fatima would say if they could see them sitting together like that” 

(156). The country house becomes a thirdspace for this Arab American woman where she finds 

the courage to listen to her own judgments about the situation and to defy the Arabian moral 

codes that would not normally allow her to be alone with a man. 

The country house in Euclid helps Jemorah not only to be with her late mother but also to 

remember her death. Even though Nora died in Jordan, through this memory, the house in nature 

connects her with her mother’s death in her father’s home country. A night in the country house 

brings up the memory: “She had sat with her mother, holding her hand through a night like this, 

like a span of water. Her mother’s last words were flecks of light on the surface of that water. 

What were they? A request for a blanket? The names of her children? Her husband? Jem held her 

mother’s hand, as the fever turned through the night, stiffening, as if in step with the process of 

death” (157). 

Likewise, space connected with memory becomes an instrument for Matussem to reflect 

on his experience in America. Route 81 reminds him a picture in a magazine: “mountains at tip 

of a horizon, dyed blue with distance. Before them, foothills, desert brown, matted like buffalo 

hide with scrub and thick sage; rose-and-purple banded hills, wheat, gold and ragged – America” 

(186). This landscape in America tricks memories in Jordan about unresolved issues:  

Matussem was wondering if Frouad was right, if it really was just stubbornness, 

remaining in Euclid. Was he turning away from his origins, away from knowing? 
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He had once overheard from his sister, Rima, say that their mother had borne 

fourteen children. Why, then, did he know only eight? If he looked too closely at 

it, fear would stretch open inside him like a black hole, a space where all the 

unaccounted-for children went. He was afraid of being swallowed up too, like his 

relatives, back into that history. (187)  

While Jordan represents “a black hole” where he cannot answer questions about his past and life 

in general, America provides him with “a new country” where he can look ahead at every 

moment and move forward. This “meant that he was still alive” by “push[ing] against jazz” and 

drumming (187).  

This reflection also leads him to reaching a postmodern way of asking questions: “Was it 

natural for his daughters to go living with him, unmarried? […] he would never throw them 

away into unwanted marriage. But what was right for them? How could he ever know?” (187). In 

his reflections, after considering his daughters’ situation from both Arabian and American 

perspectives, the last two questions he asks indicate that he has formed a third way of looking at 

this question. Along with indicating a postmodern thought about truth, these questions also 

reflect Soja’s thirding-as-othering view since Matussem reaches a different type of looking at the 

issue. This postmodern way of thinking is totally different from both cultures that he is in 

between. 

The highway also functions as a link to a memory for Jemorah. Driving on the highway, 

Jem remembers the time she, Melvie, and their mother Nora went to an amusement park in New 

Hampshire a few weeks before they went to Jordan. This memory helps to reach an important 

thought that “she always tried to suppress: Not fair! To have had so little time with her, no time 

to show her love or remorse for whatever bad might ever have been between them. Jem missed 
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her then so fiercely that her eyes burned and it felt like something was torn out of her” (321). The 

highway connects Jem with a memory through which she realizes that there is an empty space in 

her created by her mother’s death and that “[t]here was no way to bridge that space. It could not 

be covered by travel or in the course of a love affair, not even in marriage. The space was inside 

her now, she could feel it, a thing to be valued, the edges of her loss” (321). Roads connect both 

Matussem and Jemorah to memories through which they realize the existence of a “black hole,” 

for Matussem, and an empty space for Jemorah in themselves. Then, as the real physical space, 

roads are combined with “imagined representations” to create the thirdspace for these characters 

that enable them to deal with issues in their past that define their identity and spirituality at 

present. 

Matussem’s connection to drumming and Jazz as a source of life and only bond to his late 

wife takes place not only in their country home but also the Key West Bar. Especially when he 

questions his life, the Key West Bar is the place where he goes to drum whenever he wants to 

reassure his connection to life and his wife: “But then it seemed to him that he had spent the last 

twenty years seeing the world cloaked, day and night as drapery, where the appearance of life 

was not life at all, only gestures towards it; life was whatever lay behind the curtain” (italics in 

original 238). The Key West provides him with a perfect place where he can create his own 

philosophy of drumming that is different from some musicians who “believed [that] there was no 

point to drumming without an overlay of melody” (239). He believes that drumming alone 

“help[s] the pulse of grief in his throat;” “he had known drumming in his body” (239). 

For Fatima, America constitutes the space where she can free herself from her terrible 

experience in Jordan. Particularly her bedroom in her house in America provides her with a 

space where she can reflect back on her memories in Jordan –helping her parents bury her 
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siblings alive because of “poverty and despair” and her being imprisoned by mistake in Jordan 

during the sociopolitical turmoil in the 1950s (353).  She does not get redemption in her 

bedroom; however, it is the only space where she is by herself to remember the memories that 

she could never tell anyone. Her bedroom provides her with a second space where she can go to 

Jordan and evaluate her life there in her imagination.  

The memories in prison are still in her mind: “They believe they let me out of there, she 

thought; they never let me out. She would close her eyes and mentally close a door, the door on a 

tiny brown room of earth. I’ve been waiting to go out, she thought, room in room. I am waiting” 

(121). Even though she is now in a new country where she is totally free, in her mind, she is still 

confined to little rooms until, in the Ramouds’ house in Euclid, Nassir triggers her memories 

with his criticism on the sociopolitical issues in Jordan. She gets angry with Nassir and yells at 

him: “‘Here there no escape. And they let me live. After four days alone with misery, I am 

returned to die again, again, again. And this you say,’ she said, turning on Nassir, ‘this is a laugh, 

a joke, a game, as they say in this Godforbidden country. That is what we playing at – to put a 

smile in your spoiled mouth!’” (335). So, the country house in Euclid provides for Fatima, an 

Arab American woman who is confined to small rooms in her mind, with a thirdspace where she 

can find redemption from her past.  

Furthermore, in America, Fatima finds home in the Thanatoulos Bakery “that had 

provided the cake that welcomed Fatima and her husband to their new country” years ago (365). 

Even though it was owned and operated by a Greek family, Fatima likes the bakery since the 

community resembles her own community back in Jordan: “Fatima was comfortable there; they 

lived and communicated in the same way her family in Jordan had, jostling, deliberately 

following each other around. They screamed at each other in the torrent of words that was their 
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regular tone of voice. […] The place allowed her to visit home without the pain that it had held 

for her” (365). The bakery changed owners over the years; however, it is always owned by a 

member of an ethnic community. Therefore, this change does not affect Fatima since she is 

always able to associate the place with her home because the owners are always from an ethnic 

community. They are also the Other in the American society. In fact, with the help of these 

changes, Fatima is finally able to decide to leave “the past behind” and move along (368). 

With its displaced characters that have both Arab and American identities and that yet 

cannot fit into either of these societies, Diana Abu-Jaber’s Arabian Jazz lends itself perfectly to 

an analysis of the function of space in these characters’ lives from the perspective of Soja’s 

Thirdspace theory and Homi Bhabha’s thirdspace in hybridity. As these theories suggest, these 

displaced characters are marginalized in the sense that they do not fit into either of the societies 

and yet they carry characteristics of both. They are “the Other” who eventually find peace with 

their Third identities and postmodern spiritualities in various spaces that function as Thirdspaces 

for them.  
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Nostalgia and the Grotesque: Historicizing Equus and The Exorcist 
  

Modern culture often presents itself in extracted forms of style. Mass bootlegging of 
music characterizes the home-made audio manipulation of contemporary music culture 
giving birth to songs that are in fact a creation based on a collection of skillfully mixed audio 
clips of obscure origin. The sheer act of adding up styles of the past has assumed a unique 
aesthetic of its own. Various decades of the twentieth century make continuous “returns” 
through simple artifacts or sometimes the mere beat of a song. What appears before our eyes 
is a celebration of mindless imitation and appropriation adorned with an endless list of 
references reaching back to which ever period in time necessary. We live in a world of 
caricatured decades.  
 In a simple sense, decade nostalgia is man’s effort to ground himself by periodizing 
history and conceptualizing everyday life. It conveniently packages our memory into neat 
little bundles that are vividly marked and colored for the sake of identification. By 
constructing a cultural history we make up a narrative authority that structurally positions our 
present. As we pack up our histories one by one we achieve a shift in perspective and at last, 
the past is “officially” the past. Such extravagant packaging results in a “created” past that we 
constantly compare with the present and from which we establish our image of the future. In 
a sense, it reassures our present and keeps us motivated for the future. However, in the 
process of constructing an intense historic narrative in order to highlight as certain aspect of a 
decade, historicity often results in dramatization. The whole process of labeling a period 
becomes an exaggeration in itself. In result, we see historicity as a grotesque form of 
representation.  
 The idea of the grotesque does not necessarily relate to the general escapist mood 
that stems from the realm of fantasy. The grotesque element that characterizes the 
construction of a cultural history rests in its relation with the representation of reality itself 
and its influence on this preexisting reality. While fantasy involves one’s detachment from 
reality the grotesque is the estrangement of the subject from its real surrounding. In other 
words, the grotesque provides an alternative version of the world which is nonetheless 
tangible and legitimate (Thomson 17). What ties this to the modern period is our obsession 
with decade nostalgia and the representation of certain events that mark each decade. Here, 
the events of the decade go through a process of condensation and dramatization so that the 
historical narrative is constructed in a way that reaffirms the existing system without 
suggesting an entirely new alternative. Amongst the distinct constituents of American cultural 
history are events that had unraveled in the most disconcerting manner leading to an 
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abundance of crowd-pleasing pop history. Commonly known as “The Me Decade,” as coined 
by Tom Wolfe, 1970s America was experiencing the aftermath of the sexual revolution, the 
heated days of passionate counterculture and violent political protests. My attempt here is to 
reveal the grotesque element of the American decade nostalgia through two major cultural 
events that took place during this period.   
 The grotesque is a term that would most appropriately describe the aesthetic and 
emotional phenomena associated with disharmony, extravagance, and the comic (Thomson 
27). What made the element of grotesque so prominent in the 1970s was not only the number 
of events that are said to have marked the decade but also the prevalent mood of 
disillusionment and the weakening of authoritative forces. To the skeptic mass, society started 
pouring out scandals and happenings that were altogether wonderfully theatrical. The 
Watergate scandal and the kidnapping of Patty Hearst created a media hype that in turn 
molded up a mash of elements that were normally incompatible. Public response to the 
president accused of secret tape recordings and the newspaper heiress caught robbing a bank 
was a complex combination of perplexity, amusement and anger. To create a caricature of this 
period one would have to have in mind the overwhelming presence of grotesque 
entertainment. During the overlapping period, Equus and The Exorcist drew attention from 
the same crowd who were simultaneously experiencing the most hilarious events of the 
decade. The two widely popular cultural events were, in a way, a grotesque caricature of 
events that were already thwarted and warped.  
 In this sense, the Broadway production of Equus fits most comfortably within the 
grotesque context. Noted as “one of the most controversial plays of the twentieth century” 
(Plunka 147) the story of a troubled young boy and a psychiatrist succeeded in captivating the 
American audience for the following years after its first opening at Plymouth Theatre in 1974. 
Notably, Equus brings in various unconventional connotations through frequent use of 
exaggeration. Not only is Alan’s mother regarded for her excessive parental care that partially 
takes the blame for her son’s abnormal tendencies, Dysart’s interest in the boy is also clearly 
bordering the lines of exaggeration. This does not go unnoticed by theatre reviews that hinted 
Peter Shaffer’s tendency to “get somewhat long-winded, too meticulous in the study of 
psychological disturbance and waxes philosophical to excess about the dehumanizing aspects 
of psychiatry” (Finnegan). Alan’s love for horses is also out of place and out of proportion. 
On the extreme opposite of Alan’s excessive horse worshipping is Dysart’s tragic loss of faith 
in worship and human possibilities (Gianakaris 99). Likewise, Alan’s parents appear to share 
nothing in their characteristics: Alan’s mother being the Bible-reading, frigid ex-school 
teacher and her atheist husband, a self-righteous hypocrite. The deliberate juxtaposition of 
these two immoderate cases highlights the severe disharmony that takes place between the 
characters.  
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The audience did not fail to notice Equus in the context of the grotesque. Alan’s 
crime drew not only horror and disgust, but also curiosity and confusion. Contemporary 
reviews were quick to note that his act was “not only senseless but also bizarre” (1), 
“irksome” (3), “monstrous” (5), “gory” (6), “inexplicable and revolting” (7) and “barbarous” 
(7). They go on to explain the nature of his crime as “not just contrary to nature but contains 
elements of grotesque fantasy” (2). This grotesque mood is heightened by the effects of stage 
direction. The chrome wires that make up the horse heads were visually bewildering and the 
use of male actors in simple costume and wires was not only effective but sensational in 
representing the highly stylized horses. Showing these male actors in choreographed 
movement with little attempt to conceal their deliberate act of simulation successfully created 
a moment of awe and bewilderment. This extreme distortion of reality proved to result in 
grotesque effects. Soon after the Broadway opening a theater review writes that:  

The illusion is uncanny, the precise image of stallion godliness in the wined 
tradition of Pegasus. It is as if they were participants in some supernatural 
ritual. This inspired device could start an entire new trend in the delineation of 
animals on stage. (2) 

From this we learn that the impressionistic wire and hooves created an artistic representation 
of reality that was not intended to falsify the worldly image of a horse but to create a “fresh 
perspective” that was “nevertheless valid and realistic” (Thomson 17).   
 The Exorcist was just as sensational in terms of both content and effects. The film 
was highly publicized for its use of special effects and its representation of the devil. The 
turning of the head and the make-up effects were an incredible shock factor for the 
contemporary audience of 1973. After the release of The Exorcist, psychiatric breakdowns 
were reported and media coverage added on to the growing reputation of the film (Bozzuto 
187). Patients started complaining of similar symptoms that may have stemmed from 
watching the film confirming the incredible level of authenticity the special effect were able 
to achieve. Nevertheless, The Exorcist also engages in an array of unnatural images including 
physical distortion without the help of artificial effects. The vast number of gruesome 
medical examinations that Regan undergoes is an extreme exaggeration of medical 
procedures that aim only to draw the feeling of horror. From the immense amount of attention 
the film drew from its audience, one would possibly conclude that it was a hysterical 
response to an equally hysterical display of special effects.  

Despite the general hype over the technical perfection of various other horrific 
images, the pea soup vomit is a frequently mentioned effect that distinguishes itself as “sick-
humor” (Skal 296). Squirting out what evidently seems to be colored porridge of some sort, 
the scene brought out a delicate mix of disgust and comedy resulting from the audience’s 
awareness of the technical trick. The image of overflowing bodily fluid shot from Regan’s 
mouth like water from a water hose went over the top with its attempt to shock. Instead, it 
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was received more as a sick tongue-in-cheek joke that everyone could chuckle about. In 
result, it creates a rare balance of tension and relief that characterizes the comic element of 
the grotesque (Thomson 21).  

In this sense, the grotesque has a curious healing effect that allows tension to build 
up and loosen at the same time. Similarly, Kayser sums up his definition of the grotesque as 
following:  

The grotesque is a game with the absurd, in the sense that the grotesque artist 
plays, half laughingly, half horrified, with the deep absurdities of existence. 
The grotesque is an attempt to control and exorcise the demonic elements in 
the world. (qtd. in Thomson 18) 
This interrelates with the aborted attempt of healing in both Equus and The Exorcist. 

The characters of Equus strive to relieve their anxieties by referring to ancient times of myths 
and primitive beliefs. However, Dysart fails in his personal wish to release his hidden desires 
and his psychiatric healing transforms Alan into the “normal” boy that he dreaded to such a 
great degree. The healing process of The Exorcist heightened the fear of losing agency and 
the awareness of society’s lack of authority without providing a clear alternative. Here, in 
both texts the grotesque element accentuates the feeling of loss and helplessness to an 
extreme level that leads the whole experience to a cathartic outcome. As mentioned above, 
the grotesque “plays” with elements that are feared by society and liberates the social mind. 
With this effect in mind, the whirlpool of drama that characterized the grotesque of the 1970s 
can be understood as a culturally self-generated healing mechanism. The American obsession 
for characterizing decades and the subsequent feeling of nostalgia is then another form of 
expressing the society’s need of healing.  
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Transplanted Hands: Ozu Yasujiro’s That Night’s Wife (1930) 
Abstract 

by  (University of Oregon) 
 

Ozu Yasujiro, a young director at Shôchiku’s Kamata studio, made a crime 

thriller/family melodrama, Sono yo no tsuma [That Night’s Wife] in 1930.  According to 

film historian/theorist David Bordwell, hands “recur throughout the film.”1  In the late 

1920s to early 1930s, there was a certain obsession with hands among Japanese novelists, 

filmmakers, and critics.  Why hands?  How did they function in the Japanese film culture 

of the interwar period?  Was there a politics of representation associated with them, and if 

so, how can it be read?  In this paper, I will examine Ozu’s Sono yo no tsuma and locate 

the film’s representation of hands in the Japanese sociopolitical and cultural contexts 

from the 1920s to the early 1930s.  Even though Bordwell claims that Ozu patterned the 

hands in Sono yo no tsuma “in abstract fashion,” I argue that, stylistically, the 

representation of hands in Sono yo no tsuma should be specifically located in the context 

of the Japanese reception of German Expressionist cinema.2  I also argue that, 

thematically, hands in Sono yo no tsuma critically comments on the presence of the 

authoritarian modern state in an ambivalent manner, especially in terms of the notion of 

touch. 

With reference to the Japanese reception of German Expressionist cinema, I 

would also like to question the persistent dichotomized view in film studies, which 

locates Japanese cinema between the “modern” and the “classical.”  Miriam Hansen’s 

term “vernacular modernism” was designated to challenge the distinctions between 

modernism and Classical Hollywood Cinema that film theorists and historians have 

conventionally assumed.3  To construct the concept, Hansen focuses on the “nexus 
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between modernism and modernity” as a means of recognizing the role of cinema in the 

global public sphere.  While it has tended to be opposed to “modernism,” Hansen points 

out that Classical Hollywood Cinema has played a fundamental role in the historical 

function of modernity.  According to Hansen, the hegemony of Hollywood in the global 

market place becomes a key component of the emerging mass publics in the 

“modernizing capitals of the world.”4  She uses the term “vernacular modernism” to refer 

to the cultural practice of Classical Hollywood Cinema, its reproduction of the experience 

of modernity, its industrialized means of production, and its vital links to the public 

sphere.   

Hansen’s concept of vernacular modernism certainly makes the simple 

modernism/classicism invalid, but still appears to be trapped in the dichotomy.  The 

hegemony of Hollywood is presupposed as the dominant modernizing force in the global 

market place, which is true, but what we should not dismiss is that there were other 

options of modernism, including German Expressionist cinema.  In the Japanese context, 

it is true that Classical Hollywood Cinema was closely aligned with the modern.  

Classical Hollywood Cinema had a huge impact in the construction of Japanese 

modernity.  Classical Hollywood Cinema appeared to have “liberatory impulses,” 

including “new possibilities of social identity and cultural styles” and “its glimpses of 

collectivity and gender equality,” as Hansen suggests.5  Many Japanese films, including 

Ozu’s films, were made under the influence of this Americanism in the industrial 

consumer culture especially in the reconstructed urban spaces in Tokyo, with modern 

transportation systems, department stores, and so forth, after the 1923 Great Kantô 

Earthquake. 
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Nevertheless, Japanese modernity, even in its emerging urban industrial consumer 

culture especially during the reconstruction from the Earthquake, was not necessarily full 

of Western-style “liberalism,” “new social identities,” and “gender equality.”6  Especially 

after the 1931 Manchurian incident, imperialist culture developed over the course of the 

decade and ultra-nationalism founded upon the feudalistic family system (i.e. the emperor 

system) started dominating the popular culture including cinema.  The intellectual 

discourse culminated in a 1942 symposium on “overcoming modernity” as a means of 

overcoming Japan’s Caucasian complex or Westernization complex.  It is said that in the 

1920s, with the influential trend of Americanization in the field of urban consumer 

culture, display of Japaneseness tended to be suppressed in various media, such as 

numerous newly published magazines, popular songs, radio, and movie theaters.  In the 

1930s, on the contrary, it is said that in accordance with the advancement of imperialism, 

a nationalist tendency, “recurrence to tradition” or “invention of tradition,” which 

revalued Japaneseness became observable.   

Still, there was no lucid discontinuity between the 1920s and the 1930s.  The 

imperialist expansion to China and the Pacific in order to declare the status as a sovereign 

nation was considered a modernist movement.  A binary view, with the 1920s as the 

decade of Americanization and the 1930s as that of Japanization, is likely to overlook the 

actual continuity of popular imagination and social discourses on nation.  Throughout the 

1920s and 1930s Japanese intellectuals continuously discussed Japanese nationalism in 

terms of modernization.7 

Ozu’s Sono yo no tsuma was made and released under such ambivalent socio-

political and cultural conditions of Japanese modernity.  The historian Harry Harootunian 
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argues that in the postwar period, “only the films of Ozu Yasujiro recall for us both the 

temporality of that moment when everyday life promised new possibilities and its 

customary materiality that granted it autonomy.”8  Even before the postwar period, I 

argue that Ozu’s Sono yo no tsuma represented the “temporality” of the historical 

“moment.” 
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The History and Holocaust of the Romaniote Jews of Ioannina, Greece 

 

In the small, fortified city of Ioannina, capital city of the Epirus Province in 

northwest Greece, there exists the languishing remnants of a once proud and powerful 

community of ancient Jewish inhabitants. Unlike the majority of Jewish communities in 

Greece, which are primarily Sephardic in custom, Ioannina is one of the last surviving 

examples of Romaniote Judaism in existence. Descendants of indigenous Greek Jews, 

formerly of the Roman Empire, the Romaniotes of Ioannina contrast greatly from their 

Sephardic cousins. Their language, both secular and religious, is Greek. Their customs 

are a unique mixture of Greek, Italian, Slavic, and Turkish influences. They do not speak 

the dominant form of Yiddish in the region, Ladino, preferring instead to converse in 

Yevanic, or Judeo-Greek.  

At the beginning of the twentieth century, Ioannina’s Jewish community 

numbered approximately four thousand members. On the eve of World War II, it was 

estimated at two thousand. Mass deportations to resettlement and concentration camps 

devastated this ancient community, leaving a mere 181 survivors at the conclusion of the 

war. Today, Ioannina is one of the last bastions of Romaniote Judaism in the Eastern 

Hemisphere, propagated solely by a scant thirty-five Jewish inhabitants.1 It stands as an 

archetype of the loss and devastation the Holocaust inflicted upon the Greek Jewish 

community, its customs, and its way of life. 
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 Oral traditions maintain that Jews first appeared in the area that is now Ioannina, 

Greece in September 70 C.E. It is said that after the destruction of the Second Temple in 

Jerusalem, a Roman transport of Jewish slaves encountered a fierce storm and was forced 

onto the Albanian coast. Instead of execution, the slaves were allowed to disembark, and 

eventually made their way to the present day Epirus region and Ioannina. 2 Though there 

is no specific written mention of a Jewish presence within the region during the first few 

centuries of the first millennium, synagogues in various Epirus cities were reported to 

have dates of construction embedded into their masonry. The dates ranged from eight to 

nine hundred years prior to the reign of Ottoman ruler Ali Pasha (1787-1830).3 Thus, it is 

a reasonable contention that Jews lived in Epirus and Ioannina by at least the ninth 

century C.E. 

 During the first few centuries of the Common Era, Jews living in Ioannina, and 

Greece at large, experienced the same civil liberties and internal autonomy as their 

Christian contemporaries.4 With the rise of Justinian in the fourth century, as well as 

Basil I in the ninth century, Jews would experience drastic restrictive measures as a result 

from an expansion of orthodox Christian doctrine. Forcing the Jews to read scriptures in 

Greek translation, as well as discouraging reinterpretation, was common. Tax exemptions 

and offers of placement in high positions within the community for those who converted 

to Christianity were among the more subtle tactics employed.5 Frustrated, several 

Byzantine rulers created edicts ordering all Jews to convert to Christianity or face severe 

punishments. These edicts led to large-scale Jewish migrations out of Epirus and Greece. 

Ironically, those Jews who maintained their faith did so due to inconsistencies in imperial 
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church policy. Many churches would not accept converts, and thus many Jews were left 

relatively unmolested until the thirteenth century. 6 

 When Constantinople fell in 1204 during the Fourth Crusade, the Byzantine 

Empire was divided among the victors. Three separate principalities were created, the 

city of Trebizond on the coast of Black Sea, the city of Nicaea, and Epirus, each seeking 

to recreate the Byzantine Empire. The Republic of Venice claimed all territories from 

Dyrachium in the north, to Naupaktos on the Gulf of Corinth in the south, including 

Albania and Epirus. Thessaloniki, a neighboring province, was given to Boniface of 

Montferrat, leader of the Crusade, who was trying to establish claim to vast amounts of 

southern territories. Michael Comnenus Ducas, initially a comrade of Boniface of 

Montferrat, quickly situated himself as would be leader of Epirus and positioned himself 

against his former ally. Establishing his base in Arta, a community within Epirus, 

Michael invaded and captured surrounding areas, eventually bringing the entire province 

of Epirus under his control.7   

Due to its unique city fortifications and centralized location, Ioannina became an 

important site, not only to Michael, but also to later Epirus rulers. Refugees fleeing from 

the conquests of neighboring lands found shelter in Ioannina. 8 With extreme 

benevolence, Michael extended hospitality to these refugees, according them food, land, 

and property with respect to their individual social status. Ioaninna became the center of 

Michael’s administration in Epirus and he prudently fortified the city’s already 

impressive defenses. Michael Comnenus Ducas is generally credited for revolutionizing 

Ioannina from a small town into a fortified metropolis. 9 
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In the years following the reign of Michael, the Jews of Epirus and Ioannina 

found themselves the victims of widespread anti-Semitism. A dramatic increase in Greek 

nationalism created a hostile atmosphere for Jewish residents of Epirus. Sharp, restrictive 

policies were implemented. Samuel Goldberg, author of Roots of Anti-Semitism, reasons 

that these policies were less the exercise of blatant anti-Jewish sentiment and more the 

evidence pragmatic economics. These laws, including heavy taxation and seizure of 

property, were executed conspicuously relative to several military campaigns. To fortify 

public tolerance of such anti-Jewish policies, it was not uncommon to employ Jews in 

undesirable occupations such as moneylenders, torturers, and executioners in both the 

Greek and Bulgarian provinces.10 It is not until the late 1310s, with the rise of 

Andronikos II, that the Jews of Ioannina begin to experience a reduction in the level of 

persecution. 

Documentary evidence of Jews inhabiting Ioannina is established in a 1319 

chrysobull of Andronikos II. Offering their city to Byzantine governor Syrgiannes 

Palaiologos Philanthropenos, the citizens of Ioannina had been granted generous rights by 

Andronikos II. Stating that the Jews of Ioannina were to be protected, Andronikos II 

offered basic freedoms to any Jew wishing to live in Ioannina. It has been proposed that 

this was merely a means by which to attract Jews to Ioannina and assist its flagging 

economy.11  

Freedom under Andronikos II, like in many other European nations, was a relative 

term, and did not mean that Jewish citizens enjoyed liberties equal to their Christian 

compatriots. The state prohibited all citizens who were not members of the Orthodox 

Church, including Jews, from holding public office and military positions. Travel was 
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severely limited, and church condemned Christians who ate or bathed with Jews.12 As 

was the custom of the Byzantine Empire, the Jews of Ioannina were subjected to a special 

tax.13 Though it was a tax in lieu of all other taxes, it still placed the Jews into inferior 

and subordinate status within the community. 

Feeling increasing pressure from Roman Catholicism in the west, and Islam in the 

east, the Byzantine Empire’s hold on the Epirus region began to crumble by the mid 

fourteenth century. Controlled by a succession of Serbs, Turks, and Albanians, the Jews 

of Ioaninna endured a multi-ethnic variety of hardship and persecution. Devastated by the 

bubonic plague in the late 1360s, Jews and other inhabitants of Ioannina had to further 

endure heavy taxes on meat, cheese, wine, and vegetables.14 The Albanian threat was 

growing larger, necessitating the employment of Ottoman aid. By the early fifteenth 

century, the Ottomans had substantially increased their influence in Ioannina. 

 In the late 1420s, Sultan Murad II sent a message to the citizens of Ioannina 

informing them of his intention to take over the city. At first refused, Murad urged the 

Ioanninans to surrender, offering them his pledge that all religious and property rights 

would be respected and retention of personal possessions would be guaranteed.15 

Accepting the terms of the sultan’s offer, the citizens of Ioannina surrendered the city to 

his forces in October of 1430. The Ottomans, respecting the terms of the agreement, built 

their houses outside the city’s fortifications, and in return the city acknowledged Murad II 

as their lord. The Ottomans would retain control of Ioannina until February of 1913, or 

for approximately 480 years.16 

   Under the rule of the Ottoman Empire, the Jews of Ioannina experienced 

freedoms relatively unknown to Jews in contemporary European Christian states, such as 
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being allowed to engage in commerce, worship in the manner of their choosing, and 

travel at their discretion. Jews and Christians living within Ottoman rule were recognized 

as followers of Abrahamic or monotheistic faiths, and though they did not enjoy the total 

freedom accorded a Muslim, they maintained a healthy level of autonomy.17 Provided 

they did not disparage Islam or try to convert Muslims, both religions were protected, 

free, and allowed to maintain property.18 Like under Byzantine rule, the Jews of Ioannina 

were subject to tax on all adult males, which they often paid in a lump sum.19 In general, 

it was prohibited to create new churches and synagogues, and only restoration of older 

structures was permitted. This edict was obviously not strictly enforced, as the New 

Synagogue of Ioaninna was established during this time. Along with its liberties, 

Ottoman rule had its share of restrictions, but the Jews of Ioannina lived by the old 

Talmudic rule of “the law of the land is the law” and prudently weighed their newfound 

freedoms against their obvious diminutive status within the community. It was during this 

time that Ioannina’s Jewish community was at its peak at approximately 5,000.20 

 In 1492, the monumental arrival of the Sephardim of Spain would forever change 

the landscape of Greek Judaism and Ioannina’s Romaniote community. Invited by Sultan 

Bayezid II to help boost the economic and cultural status of the region, approximately 

one hundred thousand Sephardim found refuge within the Ottoman Empire. Considered 

by some to be culturally superior to the Romaniotes, the Sephardim boasted legions of 

skilled craftsmen, artists, physicians, and rabbinic scholars. Linguists, interpreters, 

literary scholars, and financial advisors found their way into the sultan’s political and 

commercial administrations.21 As the skills of the Sephardim were quickly utilized by the 
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Ottomans, and their influence increased, inevitable conflicts and resentments arose from 

the Romaniotes. 

 The Spanish speaking Jews of Spain overwhelmed the Romaniotes of Greece. 

Superior in both numbers and culture, the Sephardim looked upon the Romaniotes of 

Ioaninna with reserved distaste and sought dominance over them.22 For most of the 

Spanish immigrants, it was unbelievable that any Jew did not speak Ladino, or Spanish-

Yiddish or engage in the standard Sephardic customs. Similarly, many Romaniotes 

insisted that the Sephardim forsake their Spanish heritage because of what their ancestors 

had suffered at the hands of the Inquisitors.23 The Sephardim purposely set themselves 

apart from their coreligionists, and maintained their own congregations and distinctive 

rituals. As authors Hamilton Gibb and Harold Bowen noted, “they did not even form a 

solidary community themselves, but split into small bodies, each preserving the customs 

and regulations of the place from which its members had originally emigrated.”24  

Tensions between the Romaniotes and the Sephardim would remain tense for several 

generations. 

 With the death of Sultan Seleiman the Great in the late sixteenth century, the 

Ottoman Empire embarked upon its long, slow road of decline. As the empire was 

increasingly forced on the defensive, the ruling sultans found themselves hardening their 

attitudes toward the Jews and other non-Muslims. By the dawn of the eighteenth century, 

Ottoman Sultan Mustapha III had instituted many restrictive policies, including formal 

dress codes, against Jews and non-Muslims. Various revolts, incursions, and an increased 

Christian presence in the region sharpened tensions dramatically.25 Ioannina, due to its 

strategic location and fortifications, was often given to unrest and military engagements.  
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 In 1788, the rise of Ali Pasha and his dominance in Ioannina would forever 

change the region. Ali had been an officer of the previous ruler of the region, the Pasha of 

Roumeli, and policed the region for him diligently. Through cunning and brutality, Ali 

became Pasha of Ioannina and soon established himself as a powerful entity. By 1803, he 

had gained control of Epirus, Thessaly, Albania, and part of Macedonia. Maintaining an 

extensive network of relations with foreign powers, Ali Pasha established Ioannina as a 

major commercial center within Greece.26 Jews became the primary merchants of the 

area, dealing in silk, jewelry, textiles, and dry goods. At this time, there were 

approximately five hundred Jewish families, or 2,500 Jews, living in Ioannina.27  

 Described by many as a tyrant of rare brutality, Ali Pasha is also credited with 

contributing a great deal to Ioannina’s financial productivity. He built roads, fostered 

educational institutions, and created schools and libraries.28 Ioannina gained a reputation 

for enlightenment among Greek scholars. Ali’s treatment of the Jews of Ioannina was 

reported to be only as harsh as his treatment of other non-Muslims. His general attitude 

was pragmatic toward those who could be of service and he counted several Jews among 

his advisors.29  However, his brutality would often overrule his sensibilities and his 

volatility would ultimately lead to his undoing. 

 Seeking to expand his already sizeable region, Ali Pasha sent assassins to 

eliminate enemies in Istanbul. The assassins were caught and troops were dispatched to 

lay siege to Ioannina. Ali Pasha fortified himself within the city’s walls and waited for 

the onslaught. Massive forces overwhelmed the city and Ali realized he would soon be 

defeated. In a last, desperate act of treachery, Ali Pasha ordered the city burned to the 

ground. 30He was captured quickly by the invading troops in the Monastery of 
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Panteleimon, located on a small island in the Ioannina lake. Beheaded on January 24, 

1822, Ali Pasha had ruled Ioannina for thirty-three years and built it into an educational 

and commercial powerhouse.31 

 The nineteenth century would prove a time of triumph and sorrow for the Jews of 

Ioannina. Under intense pressure from other countries, such as Great Britain, Austria, and 

France, the Ottomans began a gradual abolishment of discriminatory measures against 

non-Muslims.32 This victory was balanced by particularly unfortunate event in the late 

1869. Rashim Pasha, governor of Ioannina, enacted a movement to create national park 

within the city. To clear space for the proposed area, he set fire to the main marketplace, 

which was populated by scores of wooden buildings. Of the 160 houses burnt, Jews 

owned 137. Likewise, the majority of the homes that burned belonged to Jews, leaving an 

estimated 800 people homeless. This tragedy would be accompanied by a series of brutal 

Easter conflicts in April of 1872. Traditionally a time of great anti-Semitism, several 

Jews of Ioannina endured beatings and looting, one Jew being fatally stabbed by Greek 

neighbors.33 By the dawn of the twentieth century, conditions in Ioannina had become 

increasingly difficult for the Jews, and many people began to consider migration. 

 Excluding Thrace, Ottoman rule in Europe was concluded by the advent of the 

Balkan Wars in 1912-1913. The various Balkan countries, Greece, Serbia, Montenegro, 

and Bulgaria, besieged the failing Ottomans in October of 1912. Approximately one year 

later, Greece signed a peace agreement with Turkey and Epirus was established as 

Greece’s northern border. The effect of the war on Ioannina’s Jewish population was 

extensive. Soldiers were routinely placed in peoples’ homes, schools were closed for 
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military use, supplies were often taken from Jewish merchants and never repaid, and food 

was in dangerously low supply. 34  

 As World War I began, the Jews of Ioannina overwhelmingly endorsed Prime 

Minister Venizelos and the idea of supporting the Allies.35 Complicating matters, 

however, was the fact that King Constantine of Greece was a brother-in-law to the 

Kaiser. Preferring to remain neutral, Constantine’s inaction forced the Allies to 

“persuade” Greece with a blockade of food and resources, exacerbating an already 

critical food deprivation. By 1917, Constantine’s German sympathies led to the Allies 

expelling him and removing him from power. Within several years, Greece’s economic 

and food problems would be inflamed by massive migrations both to and from Greece. 

With the signing of new treaties, Greece and Turkey agreed to exchange large numbers of 

refugees. Approximately 1,000,000 Greeks left Turkey for Greece and approximately 

400,000 Turks left Greece for Turkey. 36 This massive influx of refugees strained the 

resources of the Greek government, causing resentment amongst many Ioanninan Jews 

who were barely surviving on their own. 

 On October 28, 1940, Italian dictator Benito Mussolini demanded Greek leader 

General Metaxas submit to the will of Italy or face invasion. Rejecting Il Duce’s 

proposal, Metaxas rallied Greeks to take up arms against the aggressors.37 Greek Jews 

from Ioannina were among the first to heed the call.38 Among the more famous 

personalities of this time was Colonel Mordechai Frizis, a Romaniote Jew from a city 

near Ioannina. Known for leading his troops into battle riding a brilliant, white horse, 

Frizis was killed during a bombing raid near the village of Premetis. Lauded by all that 

knew him for his uncommon bravery, Colonel Frizis was an inspiration to many Jews to 
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fight against the invaders.39 Approximately 7,000 Jews would fight in the war, 500 would 

be wounded or give their lives.40 

  With the invasion of German forces on April 6, 1941, Greece was brought under 

control of the Reich. Economically, Germany did not have any reason to invade Greece. 

Forced into defending their ally, at the risk of an embarrassing defeat to inferior forces, 

Germany divided Greece into three occupational zones: German, Bulgarian, and Italian.41 

Ioannina was under Italian administration. At this time there were approximately 1,950 

Jews living in Ioannina. 42 Most lived within the walled city, but a few probably lived in 

the suburbs or outer villages. Most of the men were craftsmen, laborers, and peddlers. 

Only approximately seventy were storeowners.43 Virtually none of them had relatives 

who could assist them financially or provide shelter and many of the older residents 

subsisted on the contributions sent by relatives or philanthropies in America.44 

 The vulnerability of Ioanninan Jews was an issue of great importance. Ioannina 

was particularly susceptible to danger due largely to their insulated way of life, with its 

sharp class distinctions. Unlike in Athens, where the archbishop was taking drastic 

measures to ensure the safety of Jews, Ioanninan Romaniotes had very limited social 

contact with the Christian community.45 Infrequent communication with other Jewish 

communities led most Ioanninan Jews to be unaware of the transgressions being 

perpetrated in other areas, such as Thessaloniki.46 Even when reports of trouble in other 

communities began to surface, no one in the community would believe them. They 

assumed that G-d was punishing the Sephardim for their unusual customs and rituals, 

thus they were safe from His wrath.47 
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 Two of the most influential members of Ioannina’s Jewish community at this time 

were Dr. Moses Coffina and Sabethai Cabilli, president and vice-president of the 

Ioannina Jewish Council. In an effort to gauge the Italian attitude toward the Jews, 

Coffina and Cabilli met with Italian administrative leaders. As Rae Dalven recounts in 

Jews of Ioannina, “’As long as we are in authority here’ the Italian officer assured them, 

‘you have nothing to fear. You will only have cause for fear after the German SS arrives 

and Greeks start to collaborate with the Germans.’”48 Due to this reassurance by their 

leaders, very few within the Jewish community of Ioannina fled or went into hiding. In 

fact, many returned from hiding, thinking it was safe. 

 In October of 1942, the British send a small contingency of officers to Ioannina to 

help organize resistance.49 Knowing that General Rommell received a great portion of his 

supplies from Greece, British forces, with the help of Ioanninans attempt to sabotage the 

railroad supply chain. Approximately forty Jews take part in the dangerous operation.50 

Due to its heavy fortifications, Ioannina had once again become a site of military 

engagement. Its location allowed the British to “follow in detail all the German traffic 

movements on the main road from Ioannina leading south through Arta and Agrinion.”51 

As fighting broke out all over Epirus, one of the leaders of the British team sent to 

Ioannina, Laird Archer, described the war’s toll on the city: 

“…Wounded were piling up so fast from the front that they lay unattended on the 

floor, even in washrooms. One had to step over them to move about. Expected 

hospital equipment from Egypt has been bombed into the sea. It wasn’t only beds 

that were scarce, but blankets and all sorts of drugs. In some cases, bandages 
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hadn’t been changed for days. Sterilizing equipment had broken down or was in 

adequate. The men lay in silence, for the most part, suffering heroically.”52 

Among the many Ioanninan citizens to join resistance organizations, several dozen 

Jewish members took up arms against the Germans. Some Ioanninan Jews formed EPON, 

or the United Panhellenic Organization of Youth, and fought in the mountains with other 

partisans. Approximately twenty-two Jews joined the communist led resistance group 

National Resistance Front, or EAM, and its military wing ELAS, or National Popular 

Liberation Army.53 The fear of leaving their tight-knit community was strong in 

Ioannina. Had this not been the case, more Jewish youth may have joined the r

movements.  

esistance 

 When the first German troops arrive in Ioannina in late April of 1943, there were 

no major incidents. The Nazi left several weeks later, prompting president Coffina to 

quietly urge the Jewish Council to recommend flight or joining resistance groups to its 

citizens. Vice-president Cabilli was adamantly opposed to anyone joining the resistance 

movements, fearing them to be communist and ultimately dangerous. Though Coffina 

was the president of the Jewish Council, Sabethai Cabilli was clearly the more influential 

personality. Extremely well known as a wealthy businessman, owning several textile 

factories, he was also a learned scholar of Jewish teaching. Cabilli served as president of 

the Ioannina Chamber of Commerce, spoke several foreign languages, and was the most 

sought after mohel, or circumciser, in the city. Additionally, he maintained excellent 

relations with the Greek civil authorities and was involved in several philanthropic 

organizations.54 
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 In June 1943, German troops occupied Epirus under the command of Lieutenant 

General Hubert Lanz. Within a month, operations against the Jews of Ioannina were 

undertaken by SS Edelweiss Division commander Von Stettner.55 Establishing his 

headquarters in a local school, Von Stettner soon learned that the most influential Jew in 

Ioannina was Sabethai Cabilli. He assured Cabilli that the Germans were not going to 

molest the Ioanninan Jews.56 Cabilli completely believed Von Stettner.57 Like Cabilli, 

most Ioanninan Jews believed their Greek ancestry would protect them. It was thought 

that the German respect for Greek culture and philosophy would quell anti-Semitic 

hostilities. It seemed logical because the Jews of Thessaloniki spoke Ladino, maintained 

unusual customs, and blatantly separated themselves from the rest of the community. 

Ioanninan Jews spoke Greek, worked simple laboring jobs, and were virtually 

indistinguishable from their Christian contemporaries.  

 Though there were several signs of German treachery, such as sudden arrests and 

deportations of various citizens, the majority of Ioannina’s Jews maintained confidence in 

their situation. With the surrender of the Italians in September of 1943, Ioannina came 

under the direct command of German administration and SS General Jurgen Stroop.58 

Stroop, the liquidator of the Warsaw Ghetto, began a campaign of arrests and executions 

almost immediately. However, despite several unwarranted killings of Ioanninan Jews, 

many people insisted that things would get better. Some even wrote to friends and 

relatives, urging them to return.59 

 On March 1, 1944, the German administration arrested three members of the 

Jewish Council of Ioannina, including the president, Dr. Moses Coffina. Sabethai Cabilli 

was not among those arrested. The arrests served as a major demoralizing blow to the 
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community, but Cabilli maintained that they should keep providing the Germans with 

supplies and money for their safety.60 He also urged the parents of the youths fighting in 

the resistance to bring them home. “Your sons are endangering the whole 

community…They have joined the communists and all of us will suffer”, stated Cabilli.61 

Feeling that they were endangering the lives of the community, the parents managed to 

persuade eleven of the youths to return home.62 

During this time, there were rumors that an infamous Jewish collaborator working 

for the Nazis had come to Ioannina. Working under the name Christos Michaelides, real 

name Daniel Cohen, it was said he was helping plan the deportation of the Jews.63 As 

Rae Dalven explains, “The Jews were so mesmerized by Cabilli’s assurances that they 

either regarded this story as a hoax or felt too trapped and numbed to be able to do 

anything.”64 Even more alarming, two weeks before the arrests of the Jewish Council 

members, a Greek Christian went to each Jewish house and counted the people living 

there. He asked if they had any family living in other communities and many Jews 

naively gave him names.65 

 On March 17, 1944, Coffina managed to smuggle a note to his wife from prison. 

Urging his wife to deliver the note to Cabilli, Coffina had been told by a German guard 

that the whole community would soon be arrested.66 Coffina’s wife immediately 

delivered the note to vice-president Cabilli, who told her not to discuss the note with 

anyone. At 2:00am on March 25, Greek Independence Day, German troops ordered Jews 

to gather forty kilos of personal items and assemble at Mavilis Square, near the Ioannina 

lake.67 Sabethai Cabilli, holding a bible and praying silently, was herded with his wife, 

sisters, and children along with the entire Ioanninan Jewish community to the lake. There, 
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Cabilli was confronted by an enraged president Coffina. Shouting that Cabilli had 

betrayed them, Coffina told the community of his warning note and Cabilli’s failure to 

act. Cabilli, crushed by the weight of his negligence, cried in anguish “hatas eftaiksa” (I 

am guilty of sin).68 With little exception, 1870 Jews were forced into 97 trucks and 

transported to a concentration camp in the nearby town of Larissa.69 From there, they 

were loaded onto cattle cars for their final destination to Auschwitz and Birkenau.  

 The Jewish community of Ioannina was kept in Larissa for ten days before its 

eventual trip to Auschwitz-Birkenau. The guards present there were Austrians and “not 

that strict.”70 Due to this, several detainees managed to escape. Some posed as members 

of the Red Cross, others joined ELAS and fought with them for the remainder of the war. 

The majority did not escape because they were married men who could not bare the 

thought of leaving their families. Locking fifty people in each car, the trip to Auschwitz 

took nine days. When they finally arrived at Auschwitz, Sabethai Cabilli, his wife and 

sisters, were not selected for labor. They were sent directly to the gas chambers.71 

 Of the one 1,870 Jews sent to the concentration camps, only 112 survived. An 

additional 69 Jews escaped capture by fleeing to the mountains or joining the resistance. 

In total, only 181, or 9.28% of the Jewish population of Ioannina survived the Holocaust. 

Of these 181 survivors, 17 immediately emigrated. Thus, the ancient Romaniote 

community of Ioannina had been reduced by 91% to a mere 164 Jewish citizens by 

1947.72 

 Those few Jewish citizens who did return to Ioannina found their property had 

been systematically looted and distributed. Within an hour of rousing the Jews and 

herding them to the lake, the Germans began distributing Jewish homes, businesses, and 
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personal property among Greek Christians. After the war, little was done concerning 

restitution. Eviction of squatters was slow, if not virtually impossible. As reported in 

Newsweek during that time, “A measure of the ruin which the Germans inflicted on 

Greece’s economy was the astronomical depreciation of the currency. Before the war $1 

was equal to about 150 drachmae. The present rate of exchange is 150,000,000 drachmae 

to $1. The note circulation in Greece today exceeds 4,000,000,000,000,000 drachmae.”73 

It would only grow worse. Unskilled laborers were making the equivalent of 75 cents a 

day, while skilled or white collar workers were making $1.25. Food prices skyrocketed 

123 percent from August 1945 to October 1945. A loaf of bread cost 50 cents, olive oil 

$1.40 a quart, meat 70 cents a pound, and sugar $2 a pound.74 Fortunately, private 

assistance funds, mainly organized from the United States, provided some relief to the 

Jewish citizens. Organizations such as the American Joint Distribution Committee, the 

Organization for Rehabilitation and Training, and the Janina Relief Fund, all helped 

rehabilitate the survivors of the war.75 

 Today, Ioannina’s Jewish population is small but active. Consisting of 

approximately 35 members, its communal life has changed dramatically.76 Most of 

Ioannina’s Jews are shopkeepers, dealing in textiles, housewares, and food. As the 

Romaniote culture has been virtually destroyed, necessity has dictated for greater 

intermarriage with the local Sephardim. As a result, the customs of Ioannina’s Jews have 

becoming increasingly less Romaniote and more Sephardic in nature. Relations with the 

local Christians are cordial. Most Jewish families send their children away to school, both 

in an effort to better their lives and increase their chances of marrying someone Jewish. 
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Naturally, many of the Jews who leave Ioannina do not return.77 Thus, the majority of 

Ioannina’s Jewish population is middle aged to elderly. 

  The shifting patterns of Greek-Jewish identification are a response to the 

demographic change that has occurred since the war. The Holocaust caused the once 

flourishing Romaniote community of Ioannina to struggle for its very survival by eroding 

its distinctive character, its sense of self-sufficiency and its spiritual traditions. Though 

their numbers continue to decrease, the Jews of Ioannina, Greece embody the constant 

struggle to preserve a Jewish way of life in the wake of the Holocaust. By maintaining 

those Romaniote traditions, they honor their spiritual bond and evoke the solemn memory 

of their ancient beginnings.  
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Abstract 
In this paper, we draw on applied research conducted in the course of technology development to 
explore five issues in modern networked computing systems that pose interesting and often overlooked 
philosophical questions. Online, networked computing (such as the Internet) has created new structures 
of virtual experience that have received great attention at a high-order behavioral level but little 
attention for the structural implications that are of philosophical interest.  Five philosophical themes 
related to virtual experience are loss of goals, loss of time, loss of place and body, loss of ethical agency, 
and loss of the integrated other. We consider the consequences of these phenomena for the 
development of technology and discuss data from ethnographic explorations of technology usage in the 
US, France, and China that demonstrate possible directions for the future. We hope to encourage 
further exploration of the philosophical issues highlighted by the five themes and their implications for 
technology. 
 
Technology and the Loss of Goals 

 Prevailing accounts of technology usage presume a cognitivist model where computer users 

have conscious goals that they wish to achieve and engage in directed tasks in order to achieve those 

goals.  For instance, one well-known computer scientist describes computer interaction design as 

follows: 

… design starts with understanding the task.  That task includes the universe of real-
world objects with which users work to accomplish their intentions and the actions that 
they apply to those objects….  Once there is agreement on the task objects and actions 
and their decomposition, the designer can create the metaphoric representations of the 
interface objects and actions…. Finally, the designer must make the interface actions 
visible to users, so that users can decompose their plan into a series of intermediate 
actions, such as opening a dialog box, all the way down to a series of detailed keystrokes 
and clicks.  (Shneiderman 1998, pp. 61-62) 
 

Chapman (2001) argued that this model is increasingly inappropriate for understanding computer usage, 

much of which has no apparent real-world goal apart from occupying time (e.g., watching videos, 

playing online games).  A better explanation may be provided by a phenomenological account that takes 
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notice of how people are embedded in virtual worlds that provide tools for interacting with one another 

(cf. Winograd, 1992; Winograd & Flores, 1987).  In such a view, technology is not a static object through 

which people express a specific goal or intention.  Rather, it expresses at least two features: it is a tool 

that not only accomplishes some desired effect but also serves to orient and shape its user (Heidegger, 

1927, 1954), and, at least in complex cases, it provides an environment through which people can 

interact in ways that are not possible in the real world1 (Turkle, 1995). 

The primary implication of this shift away from a single user/task centered approach is to 

underscore that rational or goal-oriented accounts of such activity are not only inadequate to explain 

real behavior with technology but also may be structurally deficient as models of behavioral explanation 

in general.  Computer technology provides us with a kind of laboratory in which we can better 

understand the nature and importance of such aspects of life as being grounded in a physical or quasi-

physical world, interacting with others through language, emotional cues, and the like.  Technology 

systems too often may neglect those factors in systems theory and design, but the human aspects 

ineluctably arise again and can be observed as people interact with the systems. 

 

Loss of Time 

Unlike non-computer amusements, the virtual world is timeless; there is no setting sun or other 

external environmental indication of the progress of time.  Increasingly then, people are living in a 

timeless environment at opposition to bodily reality; virtuality presents no natural sequencing of events.  

Borgmann describes how clocks structured the experience of time in interchangeable, measurable units, 

just as coordinate systems structure the grid of space (2000, Chap. 7).   

                                                           
1
 We follow the imprecise but conventional usage where “real world,” as the totality of interactions and behavior 

that are not mediated by computers, is distinguished from the “virtual world” consisting of such computer-
mediated interaction. Both are, of course, “real” in the sense of existing physically, providing definable 
intersubjective references, and so forth.  The “virtual world” is also not strictly limited to mediation through 
traditionally defined computers; it could be accomplished through other electronic media as well. 
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Information technologies afford measurable progress in terms of speeding up operations, thus 

establishing a basis for ever-increasing demands for productivity.  It is often taken for granted that 

measured time should form a fundamental aspect of evaluating interaction with computers.  

Shneiderman, for instance, proposes that “precise measurable objectives guide the designer, evaluator, 

purchaser, or manager [of a computer system or program].  These five measurable human factors are 

central to evaluation: (1) Time to learn … (2) Speed of performance … (3) Rate of errors by users … (4) 

Retention over time … (5) Subjective satisfaction …” (Shneiderman, 1998, p. 15) 

In terms of real experience, however, the timeless quality of virtual experience can also work in 

opposition to time-based industrial social structures.  People are subjected to computerized 

“multitasking” that claims attention – but which, because of its decreased cognitive efficiency, is 

inherently opposed to the presumed goal of using computers, i.e., productivity.  Thus, the timeless 

nature of computing undermines its own functioning in time.  We see this clearly in such experiences as 

those of the programmer who loses track of time as she works for hours to solve a problem, or the 

gamer who stays awake all night in an online game. 

Several questions are posed by conflict inherent in the computerized experience of time.  How 

do we understand the changes that occur in people’s experience using technology, as they grow, learn, 

and age?  Are there better ways to relate the real-world experience of time in a more natural way to 

technology?  For instance, most computer systems evolve and change only through discrete events 

(adding an application, updating an operating system, purchasing a new computer, etc.), and thus 

present users with the experience of tools that change in radical, punctuated, unnatural ways (cf. 

Chapman, 2001).  How do we understand the projection of our experience forward in such an alien 

system?  Heidegger discusses the importance of temporality in human existence, in which the subject 

constantly understands its situation on the basis of a fundamental projection into the future and 

relationship with the past. “Only because Da-sein is determined as temporality does it make possible for 
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itself the authentic potentiality-of-being-a-whole of anticipatory resoluteness … the phenomenon at 

which we arrived by considering resoluteness [authentic care, i.e., engagement with life] must itself only 

present a modality of temporality, which makes care possible in general” (1927, pp. 326-327).  In order 

to ground more authentic experience, technology systems need to present more experiential, rather 

than clock-based, engagement with time (cf. Heidegger, 1927, division II.VI). 

 

Loss of Place and Body 

 The virtual world is placeless and non-corporeal, which can lead to difficulty to manage 

interpersonal distance, as is witnessed by common behaviors such as email flaming and usage of 

emoticons. However, a variety of means have arisen through which people attempt to regain a sense of 

place, such as personalization of their virtual spaces (such as background images), engagement in quasi-

spatial digital environments such as games and virtual environments (e.g., World of Warcraft, Second 

Life), and in the increasing mobility of devices which allows adoption of physical spaces that present 

increased interactivity and vitality (e.g., writing in a coffeehouse). This poses the question of the 

importance of understanding physical embeddedness for accounts of cognition. 

 Putnam (1981) argues that the experience of a body is necessary for certain kinds of cognition, 

such as understanding one’s own physicality and referring to objects.  This is not because physicality is 

necessary in order to ground references and concepts, but rather – in Putnam’s account – because 

physical experience is necessary in order to have the ability to use concepts in a proper way and to be 

understood by others.  But what is a body? 

 One may distinguish several ways to understand the body.  One account that is specifically 

relevant for technology is provided by Ihde (2002), who presents a partial scheme that nears collapse 

under his detailed observations of experience. “Body one” is the perception one has of being embodied; 

“body two” is the symbolic, socially constructed understanding of embodiment; a “real body” exists in 
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the real world; the “lived body” constitutes the experiential embodiment of the person; a “virtual body” 

occurs in virtual worlds, in varying “degrees” of virtuality, i.e., complexity or verisimilitude; an “image 

body” is the representation of a body to others; “my body” is a conceptual, linguistic notion; the “here 

body” is the real world locus of embodied action; and there are various other symbolic cases such as 

“male body,” “cultural body,” “experienced body,” and relationships among these kinds of bodies, such 

as the “embodiment relation” between body one and body two (Ihde, 2002, pp. xi, 3, 5, 7, 8, 16, 17).   

One might take issue with many parts of such an account; for instance, there may need to be 

additional kinds of introjective understanding, such as the understanding of one’s body related to 

oneself as the subject imagined on the basis of one’s interactions with others (e.g., Lacan, 1966, pp. 104-

105, 207-213), as well as incorporation of fact that experiences of bodies one and two are likely to be 

fragmentary and complex, not unitary.  However, the most important aspect that we understand from 

such an account is this: the concepts of place and body, which have never been perfectly clear, become 

even more problematic as we reflect on experience mediated by technology. 

 

Loss of Ethical Agency 

 Traditional ethical theories implicitly assume that another person can be apprehended (at least 

mentally, and in principle, physically).  When we say that someone should or must do something, we 

assume that there is an actor and that the actor is stable and identifiable (e.g., in order to consider some 

consequence to that actor in the case of prohibited behavior).  Each of these assumptions is challenged 

in networked computing: identities may be hidden, transient, or other than we expect, and agents may 

have structures other than those of individual agents (for instance, they may be corporate or non-

human).  

Prevailing accounts of ethics in technology focus principally on moral issues, such as whether 

there are duties to engage in or refrain from some kind of behavior with technology.  Such questions 
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rely upon traditional structures of ethical theory.  For instance, such structures presume that there are 

actors engaged in behavior, that the actors can be identified, that the behavior can be revealed or 

uncovered, that behavior can be assessed in terms of harm or benefit, and so forth. 

The projection of such assumptions into virtual worlds might seem to be straightforward.  

However, when actual online behavior is examined, the issues become quite complex.  For example, 

Powers (2003) considers a case of virtual assault reported by Dibbell (1993), in which some characters in 

an online virtual community were co-opted by another character and described as participating in sexual 

acts.  One might claim that no “real world” harm was done to the victims in this case, whose characters 

very well may have been completely fictional and whose online behaviors could be said to be a form of 

play.  Powers argues for a moral realism that recognizes that the effects of such behavior have real 

world psychological consequences for the participants; thus the behavior can be evaluated morally.  

Chapman (2002, 2006) argued that the behavioral complexity of at least some such online systems is 

sufficient to establish the phenomenological requirements of an ethical system: there is interpersonal 

behavior, harm or benefit can occur, responsibility for such harm and benefit can be attributed to 

agents, the system affords capability to evolve community rules, and so forth. 

However, one significant challenge remains for philosophy: how to construct ethical systems 

that encompass the fluid models of agency that may be observed in such a system.  It is one thing to 

attribute benefit or harm to a presumed agent, but it is quite another to define exactly who that agent 

may be in a virtual system.  Does moral praise or approbation apply only to a virtual character, or does it, 

as Powers argues, apply to a real world protagonist who controls that character?  What if the character 

is viewed as explicitly fictional?  What if the other participants likewise view it as fictional and wish to be 

subjected to potential harm online (as in shooter games)?  What if the character is controlled by 

programming sufficiently complex that its actions could not be fully anticipated by the programmer? It 

would appear that a radically new account of ethical agency might be needed – perhaps even a 
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deflationary account – to arrive at an answer to the kinds of ethical questions posed by interactive 

technology. 

 

Loss of the Integrated Other 

 Direct interaction with other people presents us with integrated experiences in which those 

people are perceived as whole people.  Our perceptions may be incomplete in scope (for instance, we 

may know little about a work colleague’s personal life) or erroneous, but they are nevertheless 

integrated, rich, and holistic; we simultaneously perceive speech, emotions, appearance, location, and 

so forth.  This is obviously missing in strictly virtual interaction, which may be deliberately inaccurate or 

deceptive.   

What is more interesting is the question that is posed for the construction and experience of 

oneself, which consists in part of symbolic relationships formed through interaction with others: how 

does one understand oneself and others, if interaction is increasingly fragmented, rather than 

integrated?  One theoretical model is provided by Lacan and his theory of the symbolic construction of 

the ego.  In Lacan’s model, the ego is separate from the subject; the ego is an imaginary understanding 

of the self, based on the internalization of a supposed view of oneself formed through observations of 

others (cf. Lacan, 1966, pp. 110-114).  The subject, on the other hand, is the implicit actor present in the 

operations of the unconscious, whose function is observable in such phenomena as parapraxes of 

language (e.g., slips of the tongue) (cf. Lacan, 1966, pp. 414-420).   

As the Lacanian unconscious is “structured like a language,” (Lacan, 1973, p. 20), just so, the 

subject is structurally formed and expressed through linguistic, i.e., symbolic, relationships.  To the 

extent that the subject is integrated, this is based on the integrated nature of experience as presented: 

the unity of other people and their behaviors, the consistency of interaction from one time and place to 

another, the unity of language as an intersubjective space, and so forth. 
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With regards to technology, this poses a question: to what extent do increasingly disjoint and 

fragmentary online experiences pose a problem for the structural unity of the subject (and the ego, for 

that matter)?  When one interacts with someone online, the experience may not be of a whole person 

engaged in a rich stream of material, but instead may be a unidimensional presentation of a person 

through a single, impoverished mode of communication.  The well-known tendency of email to lead to 

misunderstanding and angry exchanges is one example of such interaction.  If online experience 

accounts for an increasing share of interpersonal interaction, then our symbolic experiences will 

increasingly involve disconnected sets of people and situations, with decreasing emotional richness.  As 

mirroring of the self occurs through increasingly fragmented interactions, we might expect more 

fragmented experience and contradictory elements within the self. 

 

Implications and Ethnographic Observations 

 Each of these differences between virtual experience and so-called real experience presents an 

inherent problem: the virtual case tends towards cognitive models or structures that do not match 

those of real experience.  Borgmann discusses this in terms of the “fragility” of digital information and 

experiential structures: digital information can be less permanent than other artifacts, and virtual 

experience does not present the richness and connectedness of real world experience (Borgmann, 2000, 

Chap. 7).  Another way to think of this is in terms of a mental (or in some cases, an ontological) conflict.  

We have seen several examples of such conflicts, where virtual experience contrasts real world 

experience in ethics, time, and experience of the other, or even undermines its own putative 

foundations in goal-based behavior and time. 

There are three general resolutions of this conflict: accept both sides of the conflict, which 

would lead to more fragmented experience; embrace one type of experience and retreat from the 

other; or compartmentalize the realms such that the conflict itself becomes structured and manageable.  
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In actual user behavior, we see all three approaches.  We hypothesize that the first approach – 

increasingly fragmented experience – is unstable, and that people will tend either towards 

embrace/retreat or compartmentalization.   

Initial ethnographic research on experience of online social networking in the US, France, and 

China is consistent with this hypothesis.  In each location, we conducted ethnographic interviews and 

observation with 10 young adults who use social networking sites (MySpace and Facebook in the US; 

MySpace and SkyBlog in France; QQ in China).  In the US, the experience of fragmented structure is 

immediately evident; for instance, MySpace pages often display incongruous content and conflicting 

goals (such as seeking a dating relationship while exposing content that diminishes the likelihood of 

such). 

Retreat into more real behavior is also evident, e.g., in the preference of many participants for 

Facebook, where they often are directly acquainted in the real world with all of their online contacts.  

Fragmented experience is less apparent in France and China, where users typically include much less 

personal information on their online pages.  Instead, they appear to adopt a strategy of 

compartmentalization, where contacts and content types are strongly differentiated.  It remains to be 

seen whether the future will incline towards either the US model of fragmentation and retreat, or the 

France/China model of compartmentalization. 

 

Conclusion 

We have described five areas in which online experience poses interesting structural problems 

for philosophy of technology. At a theoretical level, these problems pose questions about personal 

experience with regards to computer technology and challenge underlying assumptions about the 

structure of interpersonal and intrasubjective relationships. At a practical level, they suggest potential 

instabilities in the development of technology. Attention to different cultural experiences of technology 
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may be informative both to explicate the philosophical issues and to explore potential social 

development paths for interaction with technology. 
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A Guide to the Chinese (Pinyin) Spelling System- 
How to Pronounce Chinese Names 

 
 
The Chinese Language and Mandarin 
 
The Chinese language is spoken by over 1 billion people, and is spoken in the People’s 
Republic of China, in Taiwan, and other countries around the world.   Chinese has 
numerous dialects, many of which are mutually unintelligible. Mandarin is spoken by 
more people than any other dialect, and is the official language of the People’s Republic 
of China.  Mandarin, also known as “putonghua,” or “common speech” is based on the 
dialect of Beijing.  
 
 The Mandarin Sound System 

Modern spoken Mandarin is composed of about 1300 syllables. Each syllable consists of 
an initial, a final, and a tone.  The initial is the initial consonant of the syllable, and the 
final consists of the vowels and consonants that follow the initial. The tone is the pitch 
pattern associated with each syllable. In some syllables there is no initial consonant, and 
in this case the syllable is said to have a zero or null initial. 
 
The Tones in Mandarin 

Every syllable in Modern Mandarin has a pitch pattern associated with that syllable, 
which is called a tone. There are four basic tones in Mandarin In addition, there is a 
“neutral tone” which occurs with some syllables (Yin and Felley 1990). The tone is an 
integral part of each syllable, and changing the tone of a syllable usually changes the 
meaning of that syllable.1 

 
The Pinyin Spelling System 

Chinese, in Mandarin and other dialects, is normally written in  Chinese characters.  In 
addition, the Romanized spelling system known as Hanyu Pinyin or pinyin is also used 
to indicate the sounds of Mandarin. It is used in dictionaries and on maps, as well as on 
storefronts and street signs in China. It is also learned by children in the Chinese school 
system, and can be found in Chinese language textbooks.  Since 1979, the pinyin system 
has been used as an international standard to write and indicate Chinese names 
throughout the world. In English, the pinyin system is used on maps and in books, 
periodicals, on television, in film, and online to indicate place names, personal names, 
and Chinese terms in Mandarin. Since Chinese place and personal names used in English 
normally do not indicate tones, tones will not be used or indicated in the pinyin spellings 
used in this paper. 
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The Pinyin Initials 
 
The pinyin spelling system uses letters to indicate the initial consonants as well as the 
finals of the Mandarin sound system. Table 1 shows the letters in pinyin used to indicate 
the sounds of the initial consonants in Modern Standard Mandarin Chinese.  In this table, 
each initial is indicated by the pinyin letter, the equivalent pronunciation in  IPA 
(International Phonetic Alphabet)  and, for certain examples, the approximate 
pronunciation of the sound in English.2 
 
 
Table 1   The Initial Consonants of Pinyin 3 
 
 
Initial Consonants    IPA    English  Approximation 
 
b     [p] 
        
p     [p�]      
 
m     [m] 
        
f     [f] 
 
 
 
d     [t] 
 
t        [t�] 
 
n        [n] 
 
l     [l]        
 
 
 
g       [k] 
        
k     [k�] 
 
h     [x] 
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Table 1   The Initial Consonants of Pinyin3 

 

 

Initial Consonants    IPA    English  Approximation 
 
z     [ts]    like the final  sound   
         “ts” in “cats” 
 
c     [ts�]    like the final  sound      
          “ts” in “cats” (heavily aspirated) 
           
s       [s] 
 
 
 
zh            [t�]    like English “j” in “jury” 
 
   
ch     [t��]    like English “ch” in “church” 
     
 
sh     [�]    like English “sh” in “sugar”  
          
 
r     [�]  
 
 
       
j     [t�]  like English “g” in “gee”, but    
       more front (palatal)  position 
 
q     [t��]  like English “ch” in “cheep”,   

but more front (palatal)  position 
 

x     [� ]  like English “sh” in “she” but  
       more front (palatal)  position 
 
 
 
The Pinyin Finals 
 
Table 2 shows the letters in pinyin used to indicate the sounds of the finals in Mandarin 
Chinese. In this table, each final is indicated by the pinyin letter or letters, the equivalent  
pronunciation in IPA,  and, again for certain examples, the approximate pronunciation in 
English.  (See Note 2.) 
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Table 2  The Finals of Pinyin 4 

 
 
Finals    IPA     English  Approximation 
 
  a   [a]    ah 

  o   [o] 

  e   [ � ]   

  er   [ər]     

 

  ai   [ai]    I, aye      

  ei   [ei]    the letter “A”    

  ao   [au]    ow 

  ou   [ou]    oh 

 

  an   [an]    on 

  en   [ən]    -un 

  ang   [�ŋ]     

  eng   [əŋ]    ung in sung 

  ong   [uŋ] 

 
 
  i        [i]    the letter “E” 

 -i   [  ] (in syllables “zi’, “ci”, “si”) 

 -i   [� ]  (in syllables “zhi”, “chi”, “shi”, “ri”) 
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Table 2  The Finals of Pinyin 4 
 
 
Finals    IPA     English  Approximation 
 
  ia   [ia] 

  iao   [iau]    yow in yowl 

  ie   [i�] 

  iu        [iou]    yo in yoga 

 

  ian   [i�n]    yen 

  in   [in] 

  iang   [iaŋ]     

  ing   [iŋ] 

  iong   [iuŋ] 

 

  u   [u]     

  ua   [ua] 

  uo   [uo] 

  uai   [uai]    why 

  ui   [uei]    whey 

 

  uan   [uan]    wan in wand 

  un   [uən]    one 

  uang   [u�ŋ]     

  ueng 5  [uəŋ] 6 
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Table 2  The Finals of Pinyin  (See Note 4.) 

 

Finals    IPA     English  Approximation 

  ü   [y]     

  üe   [y� ] 

  üan   [y�n] 

  ün   [yn] 

 
 
The Pinyin Syllables  

There are approximately 400 spoken syllables (without tones) in Mandarin, written in the 
pinyin spelling system, which are combinations of pinyin initials and finals.   Not every 
initial combines with every final to produce a spoken syllable in Mandarin. For a 
complete listing of all the spoken syllables in Mandarin, written in pinyin, the reader is 
referred to “Table of  Syllables of Hanyu Pinyin” on page 77 of Yin and Felley (1990). 
 
Pinyin Letters and Syllables to Pay Special Attention to 

In pronouncing pinyin syllables, there are certain letters or syllables which the reader 
needs to pay special attention to. These are as follows: 
 
The Letter “i” 

The letter “i”  in pinyin represents a high, front, unrounded plain vowel [ i ] in  most 
pinyin finals and syllables.  However, when the letter the letter “i” follows any of the 
dental or alveopalatal consonants 7, it has a different pronunciation. When it follows the 
dental consonants “z,” “c,” “s”, in the syllables “zi”, “ci”, “si”,  it represents a high, front, 
unrounded, retroflex vowel [  ]. When it follows the alveopalatal consonants “zh”, 
“ch”, “sh”, “r”, in the syllables “zhi”, “chi”. “shi”, “ri”, it represents a high, back, 
unrounded, retroflex vowel [� ]. 8 
 
The Letter “u” 

The letter “u” represents two different vowels in the pinyin system. The letter “u” 
represents a back rounded vowel [ u ] when it follows any of the consonants other than 
the palatal consonants 9 “j”, “q”, “x”.  When the letter “u” follows the palatal consonants, 
it represents a front rounded vowel [ y ], such as in the syllables “ju”, “jue”, “juan”, 
“jun”. The only exceptions to this are the consonants “n” and “l”, which can be followed 
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by both vowels. Following these two consonants, the letter “u”, written by itself, 
represents a back rounded vowel [ u ](i.e., in the syllables “nu” , “lu”), but it can also 
represent the front rounded vowel [ y ], when it is written with an umlaut, as in the 
syllables “nü” , “lü” , “nüe”, “lüe”.   The umlaut is used in only these four syllables in 
pinyin. For syllables with a null initial, the letter “u” represents the back rounded  vowel 
[u ] when it follows the letter “w”, as in the syllable “wu”, and the front rounded vowel 
[y] when it follows the letter “y”, as in the syllable “yu”. For a  further discussion of the 
letter “u”  following a null initial, see below, “Null Initial Syllables in Pinyin.” 10, 11 

 
The Letters “uan” and “un” 

Like the letter “u”, the letters “uan” and “un” each represent two different finals in the 
pinyin system, depending on which consonants they are written with. The letters “uan” 
and “un” represent the finals [uan] and [uən]  respectively after non palatal consonants, 
with the letter “u” representing the back rounded vowel [ u ].   Examples include 
syllables such as “duan”, “tuan”, “dun”, “tun”.  The same letters “uan” and “un” 
represent the finals [y�n] and [yn]  after the palatal consonants (“j”, “q”, “x”) , with the 
letter “u” representing the front rounded vowel [y], such as in the syllables “juan”, “jun”, 
“quan”, “qun”. 12 
 
 Null Initial Syllables in Pinyin 
 
As previously mentioned, some syllables in Modern Mandarin do not possess an initial 
consonant and are said to have a null initial, and therefore essentially consist only of a 
final.  There are certain rules regarding how these null initial syllables are written or spelt 
in pinyin. If the final begins with the letter “a”, “e”, or “o”,  the null initial syllable is 
spelt the same way as the final itself. If the final begins with the letter “i” or “ü”, the null 
initial syllable  is spelt with the letter “y”.  If the final begins with the letter “u”, the null 
initial syllable is spelt with the letter “w”.  These rules are summarized in Table 3.  
 

Table 3       Null Initial Syllables in Pinyin 13 

 

Finals   Null Initial Syllables   

  a   a 

  o   o 

  e   e 

  er 14    er 
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Table 3       Null Initial Syllables in Pinyin  (See Note 13.) 

Finals   Null Initial Syllables  

  ai   ai 

  ei   ei 

  ao   ao 

  ou   ou 

 

  an   an 

  en   en 

  ang   ang 

  eng   eng 

 

  i        yi 

  ia    ya 

  iao   yao 

  ie   ye 

  iu         you 

 

  ian   yan 

  in   yin 

  iang   yang 

  ing   ying 

  iong   yong 
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Table 3       Null Initial Syllables in Pinyin  (See Note 13.) 

 

Finals   Null Initial Syllables 

  u   wu 

  ua   wa 

  uo   wo 

  uai   wai 

  ui   wei 

 

  uan   wan 

  un   wen 

  uang   wang 

  ueng    weng 

 

  ü   yu 

  üe   yue 

  üan   yuan 

  ün   yun 

 

Chinese Personal Names 

Chinese  personal names consist of the surname or last name, usually written first, 
followed by the first name. The Chinese surname usually consists of one syllable, though 
occasionally can be written with two syllables. The first name can be one or two 
syllables. The following are some examples of personal names of famous Chinese leaders 
with the surname written first, followed by the first name, written in pinyin:  
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Famous Chinese Leaders  

Mao Zedong 

Zhou Enlai 

Hua Guofeng 

Hu Yaobang 

Deng Xiaoping 

Zhao Ziyang 

Jiang  Zemin 

Hu Jintao 

Wen Jiabao 

Li Peng 

 

Example Chinese  Surnames  

Table 4 shows several examples of Chinese surnames as they are spelt according to the 
initial consonants of the pinyin system. 
 

Table 4   Example Chinese Surnames in Pinyin 15 

 

Initial Consonants    Example Surnames 

b       Bai  
 
p       Pan 
 
m       Ma, Mao 
 
f       Fang 
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Table 4   Example Chinese Surnames in Pinyin 15 
 
 
Initial Consonants    Example Surnames  
 
d       Deng 
 
t       Tao  
 
n       Nan 
 
l       Lei, Li, Lu, Liu 
 
 
g       Gao 
 
k       Ke  
 
h       Hu, Hou 
 
 
z       Zao    
    
c       Cao     
        
s       Song 
 
 
zh       Zhang, Zhou, Zhao, Zhu 
 
ch       Chen, Cheng, Chan, Chang 
 
sh       Shao, Shang, Shi 
  
r       Ren, Rui 

      
        
j       Jiang,  Jian 
 
q       Qi, Qin, Qian, Qing, Qiang 
            
x       Xie, Xu  
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Table 4   Example Chinese Surnames in Pinyin 15 
 
 
Initial Consonants    Example Surnames 
 

 (null initial)      Wu, Wang, Wei, Wen   
        

Yu, Yao, You, Yan, Yang  
  

Pinyin and Cultural Literacy 

One of the most important reasons for learning the pinyin spelling system is that it allows 
one to read and pronounce many Chinese names, not only personal names, but also 
names of places, artwork, books, classics in philosophy and literature, dynasties, 
emperors, and references to almost any subject in Chinese culture and history. 
The following is a sample of some Chinese cultural references, written in the pinyin 
system. 
 

Chinese Place Names – Examples of Provinces 16 

Hunan 

Hubei 

Henan 

Hebei 

Shandong 

Jilin 

Yunnan 

Guangdong 

Sichuan 

Guizhou 
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Chinese Place Names – Examples of Provinces 16 

Jiangxi 

Jiangsu 

Anhui 

Zhejiang 

Qinghai 

 

Chinese Place Names – Examples of Cities  16 

Beijing 

Shanghai 

Tianjin 

Qingdao 

Suzhou 

Fuzhou 

Guangzhou 

Taiyuan 

Shenyang 

Chongqing 

Chengdu 

Wuhan 

Xi’an 
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Examples of Chinese Classics  

Yi Jing 

Shi Jing 

Dao De Jing 

 

Examples of Chinese Dynasties 

Qin 

Han 

Sui 

Tang 

Yuan 

Ming 

Qing 

 

 Conclusion 

The purpose of this paper has been to introduce the pinyin spelling system used in the 
People’s Republic of China and to show its usefulness in learning the Chinese sound 
system, and in particular, how to pronounce Chinese names in Modern Standard 
Mandarin. The pinyin spelling system is used around the world, in English and in other 
languages, to spell Chinese names. Learning the pinyin system will enable teachers, 
students, and other professionals to study China, to read about China, and to talk 
intelligently about all things Chinese. 
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NOTES 

1.  For a more complete description of the tones in Modern Mandarin, see DeFrancis 
(1976:xxiii). 
 
2.  The sounds given as English approximations are not exact equivalents to Mandarin 
consonants or vowels, but are rather listed to give readers some general guidelines as to 
the pronunciation of Mandarin sounds.    For a complete description of  Mandarin sounds, 
see “The Sounds Of Chinese” in DeFrancis (1976:xxii-xxxiv). 
 
3.  The values for the initial consonants in pinyin are taken from Wang, Zhu, and Ren 
(1983),  Appendix II,  “Tables of Consonants and Vowels of the Chinese Phonetic 
Alphabet and Other Phonetic Systems”, Table 1, pages 255-256. 
 
4.  Values for the finals in pinyin are taken from Wang, Zhu, and Ren (1983), Appendix 
II, “Tables of Consonants and Vowels of the Chinese Phonetic Alphabet and Other 
Phonetic Systems”, Table 2, Pages 257-258;  and Appendix V, “Table of the 
Combinations of the Initials and Finals in Common Speech”, page 264. 
 
5.   From DeFrancis (1976:xxvi) and Yin and Felley (1990:77). 
 
6.   The approximate IPA based on Kratochvil (1968:34). 
 
7.   The terms  “dental” and “alveopalatal” for the Mandarin consonants are taken from 
Kratochvil (1968), Fig. 2, “Table of initial consonants”, page 25. 
 
8.   Vowel descriptions taken from Kratochvil (1968), Fig. 3, “Table of medial vowels 
and vowel components”, page 28. 
   
9.  The term “palatal” for the Mandarin consonants is taken from Kratochvil (1968), Fig. 
2, “Table of initial consonants”, page 25.  
 
10.  Vowel descriptions taken from Kratochvil (1968), Fig. 3, “Table of medial vowels 
and vowel components”, page 28. 
 
11.  See Yin and Felley (1990), “Table of  Syllables of Hanyu Pinyin”, page 77. 
 
12.   See Yin and Felley (1990), “Table of  Syllables of Hanyu Pinyin”, page 77. 

13.   See Yin and Felley (1990), “Table of  Syllables of Hanyu Pinyin”, page 77. 
 
14.  Not in Yin and Felley (1990), page 77, but listed in Wang, Zhu, and Ren (1983), 
Appendix V, “Table of the Combinations of the Initials and Finals in Common Speech”, 
Page 264. 
 
15.  For an extensive list of Chinese surnames, see Chen (1972). 
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16.  See “The Peoples Of China” (1980). 
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Yoga in Hong Kong: Globalization, Localization and the Fetishism of the Body 

 

Yoga originated as a way of using the body for spiritual enlightenment in India. 

Through globalization, it has undergone much transformation. In Hong Kong today, 

yoga has taken on entirely different meanings. Most practitioners in Hong Kong use 

yoga strictly for physical purpose, to slim up and sculpt the body. Why has that 

happened? How has the physical discipline to attain spirituality lost meaning in 

today’s Hong Kong? What does it show about Hong Kong and its capitalistic nature?  

According to yoga scriptures, physical yoga is only one-eighth of the whole path 

of yoga. However most people are not aware of it or do not practice anything other 

than bodily yoga. Thus the yoga scene in Hong Kong demonstrates fetishism, taking 

part of the whole to regard it as the whole and obsess about it. Physical yoga is taken 

as all of yoga and most practitioners swear by its power in sculpting their bodies. On 

another level, yoga also encourages people to focus on the body, wearing 

figure-hugging tops and tight pants, appreciating the body by looking into the mirror. 

Body is encouraged to represent the whole person. This is an inherent contradiction in 

yoga, which supposedly emphasizes introspection instead of obsession towards the 

body. However, people seeking spirituality in yoga is not necessarily better than those 

doing yoga for purely physical reasons. Instead, both taking yoga as purely physical 

or spiritual are not embracing all of yoga and could be considered as fetishisizing. 

How has yoga transformed from a spiritual discipline into an exercise? How can that 

be understood in the context of Hong Kong?  

However, yoga does not represent only a physical exercise but there is a whole 

spectrum, both physical and spiritual, being offered in Hong Kong. The apparent 

contradiction between the spiritual and physical in the yoga scene does exist, but for a 

group of devoted yoga practitioners, the two are closely intertwined. They seek 
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spiritual enlightenment through physical practice, on the other hand, some people 

seek bodily perfection through quasi-spiritual means. Investigating how people who 

do yoga for physical reasons and those for spiritual reasons see each other and the 

possible tension can shed light on the nature of capitalist reasoning in Hong Kong.  
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Take yoga as training—bodily level—tighten muscles, more flexible, less hunch 
back, emotional level- feels confident and young, feels good about themselves, social 
level- meet more friends, endure sth together.  

Similarity between Buddhism and yoga philosophy makes yoga philosophies 
easy to accept for Hong Kong women. A 

 
Physical state after yoga- not tired—but sleep better—better worker!  
Vegetarianism also easier with the  
marketed as a way to achieve relaxation, weight loss, health and beauty all in one 

go.  
Different images and rituals are employed by different centers to cover up the 

commercialization behind it, which goes completely against yogic philosophies.   
Target-oriented sales strategy, customers want Bikram but not other yoga.  
Discussion about weight loss is common and frequent in yoga studios.  
Rather than “students”, these yoga practitioners are referred to as “members” in the 
clubs and there is more of a customer/client relationship than a teacher/student 
relationship in the studios.  
The stricter the rules and the more guru (master)-like the Indian teachers are, the less 
people go to their class. On the other hand, Indian teachers with a charming smile and 
muscular body tone attract a bigger following.  
 

Many variations of yoga studios- large scale ones within a five-star hotel and 
equipped with luxurious facilities, or paired up with dancing and other group exercise 
classes, or paired up with Indian dance, or also offers beauty salon service or even 
cosmetic surgery. A few of them have deities on the altar, with statues of Indian gods 
or Buddha but some other studios do not even allow teachers to do chanting in class 
for the fear of scaring off customers. For these large scale studios, membership and 
offering a broad range of services is the technique to attract and keep the customers.  
 
 
Yoga studios hold promotional events in conjunction with cosmetic companies or … 
Introduce a friend-- discount 
Range of membership subscription plans and prices never clearly listed. Sold like a 
fitness center membership. Few people raise doubt whether yoga could be sold or 
should be sold.  
Introduction to the service—sales talk—how big, how much renovation cost, what 
types of result you would like to get—target specific. Impossible to not get through 
sales— all very commercial. In HK, physical yoga offered through commercialization 
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in conjunction with a lot of other gimmicks. 
“HK is a superficial city, it is all about the looks and the body!”- owner of a small 
studio. “That is why yoga is so popular!” 
 
  
No corporate responsibility-- Bikram 
 
New Age – including Tarot cards, aromatherapy, alternative/herbal medicine, spa and 
the beauty industry also thrive at the same time. There is more discussion in the city 
about health and vegetarianism. Organic restaurants started opening, Club O. E.g. 
Clothing company called Omm, selling items made from comfortable material in 
earthy colors with Buddha’s palms and lotus as the pattern, local yoga clothing 
companies.    
 complaints about studios, and even litigation is coming up. want it this way and that 
way/.  
Real gurus who are strict about their rules are not popular in HK 
 
Yoga entities introduced from the West created cases particular to HK:  
1. Bikram case--- treat yoga as a capitalistic product instead of spiritual pursuit if they 
choose to sue and complain about the quality of the teachers—yoga supposedly just 
about training the body and mind  
 
2. Evolution  
lecture usually with just a few no. of participants, most of them westerners. More of 
the people chose to participate in the physical classes. Locals usually only in the 
physical classes.  
- the biggest international yoga conference. The most commercial and expensive 
- close to 2000 practitioners from Hong Kong and also Japan and China.  
- Many yoga clothes vendors, people queuing up for buying lululemon clothes 

because it was new, not even discount 
- Two local brands 
- Hop from one class to another- tried taking as many class as possible 
- Trance Dance--  
 
 
 
Indians symbolizes traditional, exotic, but then most aggressive sales strategies and 
not upscale. Indians present in upscale studios but not necessarily extremely popular- 
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no. of Indian teachers reducing, but still a fixture in the big studios, although usually 
not attract the biggest following. 
Foreigners teachers seem to be popular among serious practitioners  
People confused about what is traditional—Indians teaching yoga not necessarily 
more traditional because they teach  
Indian male teachers- wear t-shirts and loose-fit clothes. less fetishize on their own 
bodies—less showing off (aside from Kamal and another one)  
Female local teachers (the largest group)- wear figure-hugging clothes all the time, 
and roll up long pants when need to teach in details.. sometimes bra tops 
 
 
But in cheaper yoga places- neither teachers nor students wear figure hugging clothes 
 
More expensive, more figure hugging clothes—perhaps because of how much they 
are familiar with Western culture 
More likely to have spiritual pursuit at the same time compared to the local yoga 
crowd 
 
Economical 
Economical factor—flexible schedule, can take any class, goes there as much as 
possible because it would be more economical…  
 
Dancing vs yoga- in Planet—many does both …  
No hierarchy—Samrat—dancing for cardio, yoga for stretching. –  
Indian teachers- very functional, target oriented,  
 
Hierarchy by Ethnicity 
Hierarchy of teachers by the ethnicity—Westerners—Locals—Indians (originally 
thought Indians may be on the top of the hierarchy, but not really true, maybe more 
symbolic. But some do believe Indians better)  
Teachers at Planet Yoga given very horrible terms— 
 
Indian teachers usually taken advantage of compared to Western teachers  
Indian teachers complained about because of their accent and their flow—not 
accepted by rich/ educated mass (Pure Yoga)  
 
Class-  
Upscale/educated-- Westerners as teachers—English medium 
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Mid-range- locals or Indians  
Lower- local teachers without English – without Sanskrit 
 
Use of Sanskrit depends on the level of the class instead of the ethnicity of the teacher 
 
Some students feel that teachers should use Sanskrit word to be more authentic 
Some studnets feels that Indians teach more authentic yoga, but most people rather 
learn the Western style which is more about precision and …  
 
Weight loss constantly used as a way to attract customers and is a common topic in 
the studios, especially from the salespeople but also some of the teachers 
 
Indian teachers are very target-specific- tells you what every posture is good for.. 
 
Ambiguous relations between male Indian teachers and female local students.  
 

In the hands of globalization, yoga has taken a very different twist and has 
manifested itself in various forms in different places outside of India. In the West, 
although it is mostly concerned with training the body, it also represents an alternative 
lifestyle and is often associated with the New Age movement. However, in Hong 
Kong, yoga has become almost a purely physical activity to achieve bodily perfection, 
rid of its spiritual backbone. Yoga has become a multi-billion dollar business amongst 
other industries surrounding the body such as beauty, slimming and fitness centers. 
Yoga studios boost to be the biggest and most luxurious in the world combined with 
aggressive sales strategies. Many people swear by yoga in sculpting their bodies and it 
is sometimes included in programs offered by slimming companies. Yoga is 
particularly interesting amongst industries surrounding the body because 
commercialization in itself goes against yoga principles—which advocates a simple 
life without material possession. At the same time, yoga promotes a holistic lifestyle 
but many people take yoga just on the surface level. The body becomes a big market 
in this capitalist society to make money out of and yoga has become another activity 
offered to people in this capitalist world to purchase and achieve bodily perfection. In 
principle, commercialization contradicts the very nature of yoga, to lead a simple life 
and      
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A Rhetorical Approach to the Performance of Handel’s Bass Arias 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The confluence of the growing performance popularity of baroque operas and oratorios, 

especially those of George Frideric Handel, with current scholarly commitment to performance 

practice authenticity, challenges singers of this music, as we enter the twenty-first century, to 

better understand the style of singing appropriate to this music.  Singers in the 18th century were 

the top musical celebrities, and were, especially in the case of the Italians, very well practiced at 

varying the repeat of the da capo aria, decorating the music as was expected according to the 

style of the day.  Modern vocal training, in comparison, tends to strive for a climate of equal 

collaboration between the singers, conductors, and musicians, and for literalism in reading 

scores.  As modern singers, we must take it upon ourselves to become better acquainted with the 

practices of the past in order to perform this music in a manner as close as possible to what was 

intended by the composer.  This document is offered as a means of introducing the modern 

singer to key aspects of interpretation and performance and should be considered a starting point 

for learning how to approach this music. 

The ornamentation of Handel’s music can be approached in two different ways.  The first, a 

now outdated approach involves the singer self-indulgently displaying his or her technical 

ability, subverting the composer’s and librettist’s dramatic intentions, and making the music 

unrecognizable.  Benedetto Marcello (1686-1739) included singers in his satirical Il teatro all 

moda, complaining about this type of excessive ornamentation and the general arrogance of the 

singers.  The more desirable approach to ornamentation is one that considers the meaning of 

individual words within the text and the over-all affect of the aria, enhancing these aspects 

through ornaments that work appropriately with the written music.  This method, based on 
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f 

, he says: 

rhetorical ideas, will help not only to decorate the music, taking care to not distort the original 

melody beyond recognition, but also to show the technical and musical skills of the singer. 

 

Handel’s Singers 

In advance of any discussion of ornaments and ornamentation, it is beneficial to consider 

the singers for whom Handel composed his operas, as he had the advantage of being able to hire 

the services of the greatest singers of his day and to write music that exploited their technical 

skills.  The singers discussed below, just a handful of Handel’s forces but arguably his best, were 

a great influence on the music he composed specifically for them.  The technical difficulty of 

much of this music has a direct bearing on the amount of ornamentation needed and the types of 

devices we as modern singers should attempt to add.  

The most popular voice types during Handel’s time were the sopranos and contraltos—both 

female and castrato.  Faustina Hasse Bordoni (1697-1781), Francesca Cuzzoni (1696-1778), and 

Margherita Durastanti (1685-?) are Handel’s best known female singers today.  Bordoni made 

her London debut in 1726 in the role of Roxana in Handel’s Alessandro.  In the next two years, 

Handel wrote four more roles specifically for her—Alcestis in Admeto, Pulcheria in Riccardo 

Primo, Emira in Siroe, and Elisa in Tolomeo.1  Faustina’s voice was said to be a quite 

penetrating mezzo-soprano and the music Handel composed for her usually covered a range from 

C4 to A5.2  With regard to ornamentation, Charles Burney said that Faustina, in a way, created a 

new highly florid style of singing, full of amazingly rapid divisions.3  In his General History o

Music

“She had the art of sustaining a note longer, in the opinion of the public, than any other 
singer, by taking her breath imperceptibly.  Her beats and trills were strong and rapid; her 
intonation perfect; and her professional perfections were enhanced by a beautiful face, a 
symmetric figure, though of small stature, and a countenance and gesture on the stage, which 
indicated an entire intelligence and possession of the several parts she had to represent.”4 
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Reserve and good taste, however, characterized her approach to ornamentation.  In the 

opera Cleofide, written by her husband Johann Adolf Hasse, we have an extant example of her 

ornamentation style in the aria “Digli ch’io son fedele.”  From this example, one can see that her 

additions were not overdone, but very conservative indeed.  Most ornaments added were of the 

essential variety: trills and appoggiaturas.  In a few places, Faustina added divisions based 

mostly upon triplet rhythms; however, her ornaments and divisions never obscure Hasse’s 

original melody.5   

Cuzzoni, prior to making her London debut in 1722, had a very respectable career in Italy.  

Teofane in Handel’s Ottone was the first role she was hired to sing at the King’s Theatre in 

London.  At her first rehearsal for the production, however, she refused to sing her first aria, 

complaining it wasn’t written for her and didn’t fit her voice.  Handel, in turn, threatened to 

throw her out of the window and the show went on.  Cuzzoni had the last laugh nonetheless, as 

she gained much acclaim with her debut, making as much as sixty guineas per ticket in addition 

to her two thousand pound per season salary.6  Between her debut in 1722 and when the Royal 

Academy folded in 1728, she sang in every opera, becoming the first female soprano to establish 

herself in the leading roles.7  According to Charles Burney,  

“It was difficult for the hearer to determine whether she most excelled in slow or rapid airs.  
A native warble enabled her to execute divisions with such facility as to conceal every 
appearance of difficulty; and so grateful and touching was the natural tone of her voice, that she 
rendered pathetic whatever she sung, in which she had leisure to unfold its whole volume.”8  

 
One can see from the parts Handel composed specifically for her—Cleopatra, Asteria, 

Rodelinda and Antigone—that she must have been quite a singer, excelling mostly with the more 

lyrical style of aria.   

“Her style of singing was innocent and affecting; her graces did not seem artificial, from the 
easy and neat manner in which she executed them: however, they took possession of the soul of 
every auditor, by her tender and touching expression.”9 
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The singer who had the longest relationship with Handel was Margherita Durastanti, 

singing in his operas from 1709-1734.  He composed several roles for her, including Agrippina, 

Radamisto, and Sextus in Giulio Cesare.  Durastanti was purported to be a very good actress, 

especially excelling in the portrayal of trouser roles, as she was said to have a rather masculine 

demeanor.10  Vocally, she was a strong mezzo by current standards, her vocal range covering B3 

to G5.11   

 5

t.13   

Senesino, Franceso Bernardi, (d. 1759) an alto castrato, is the other singer most associated 

with Handel.  He was hired by Handel for 3000 guineas in 1720.  Between his debut in 

Bononcini’s Astarto and when the Royal Academy closed, he sang roles in all thirty-two operas 

produced, including thirteen by Handel.  Twenty roles were written specifically for him.  His 

singing abilities can be imagined by the difficulty of these parts, including Floridante, Ottone, 

and Caesar.12  While his voice did not have a wide range, only G3 to E5, he was able to sing 

very rapid divisions, and indeed the roles mentioned above all call for this gif

While the higher voices were the most sought after and popular during the baroque period, 

Handel was one of the first composers to fully use the bass voice, making technical demands of 

this voice type rarely seen since.  In Aci, Galatea, e Polifemo (1708), Handel wrote for an 

unknown bass, who must have been extraordinary, the aria “Fra l’ombre e gl’orrori” which 

requires the singer to make a leap from a high A4 down to a low D2 at the final cadence of the B 

section.   

“Fra l’ombre e gl’orrori” from Aci, Galatea, e Polifemo 
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This aria was eventually revised, for Montagnana, in the opera Sosarme, with the range slightly 

narrowed to two octaves F2-F4 and will be discussed in more detail later. 

Handel’s most prominent low male voices were those of Antonio Francesco Carli (d. 1723), 

Giuseppe Maria Boschi (d. 1744), and Antonio Montagnana (d. 1750).  Charles Burney wrote, 

“Handel’s genius and fire never shine brighter than in the base songs which he composed for 

Boschi and Montagnana: as their voices were sufficiently powerful to penetrate through a 

multiplicity of instrumental parts, he set every engine at work in the orchestra, to enrich the 

harmony and enliven the movement.”14  Boschi began his singing career around 1703 in Venice 

as Oronte in Francesco Gasparini’s Il piú fedel fra I vassali and consequently appeared in four 

more operas by Gasparini and two by Antonio Lotti in 1707.  Between the years 1708 and 1714 

he sang several more times in Venice, creating the role of Palante in the premiere of Handel’s 

Agrippina in 1709. The next year, 1710, he made his London debut at the Queen’s Theatre 

appearing in Mancini’s Idaspe fedele and in the following season, 1711, he created the role 

Argante in Handel’s Rinaldo.15  The main aria for this character, “Sibilar gli angui d’Aletto”, 

originally from Aci, Galatea, e Polifemo, shows what sort of vocal talent that this great singer 

must have possessed.  The opening phrase containing two high f#’s, followed by very lengthy 

ascending melismas throughout the A section, indicates a talent capable of extreme range in 

pitch as well as breath management, flexibility and great power. [See examples A1 and A2 

below.]  Burney’s account of Boschi’s singing shows his surprise at the power and agility of 

Boschi’s voice.  In the opera Astarto, composed by Bononcini and produced by Handel, Burney 

mentions the bass aria “Disciolte dal piede”, [example A3 below] “which is written with spirit 

and facility.  The divisions in this air seem to imply unusual agility for a voice of such low 

pitch.”16  By today’s standards, Boschi would be considered a dramatic baritone, with a two-

octave range of G2 to G4.  Roles written for him were mostly tyrants and villains, with the arias 
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falling into the rage aria type as Handel rarely trusted him with slow, lyrical pieces.17  Singing in 

Dresden during the years 1717 to 1720, he returned to London in 1720 and sang in all thirty-two 

operas mounted by the Royal Academy until its closing.   

Example A1. 

 

 

Example A2.  

 

 

 7
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“Sibilar gli angui d’Aletto” from Rinaldo 
 
Example A3. 

 

 

 
“Disciolte dal piede” from Astarto by Bononcini 
 

The two other basses, Carli and Montagnana, were lower basses with good high range 

extensions.  Probably by today’s standards they would be considered bassi cantanti, which 

possess lighter, more flexible voices, as opposed to the heavy, deep voices of modern bassi 

profundi.  Antonio Francesco Carli created the role of Claudio in Handel’s Agrippina in 1709.  

This role alone shows that he must have been quite a good singer with a wide range covering low 
 8
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C to high E.  Music for this role also contains wide leaps and quick changes of register indicating 

that he was a great virtuoso singer, for instance the aria “Cade il mondo soggiogato” in which the 

opening phrase covers two octaves from D4 down to D2.  

 

Antonio Montagnana is probably the bass singer most identified with Handel.  Montagnana 

received his vocal training from Porpora.  He began his career in Rome in 1730, appearing in 

operas written by Porpora, and joined Handel’s company in 1731.  Between the time of his debut 

with Handel and 1733, he sang many roles and created among others, Varo in Ezio, Altomaro in 

Sosarme, and Zoroastro in Orlando.  Montagnana was also involved in Handel’s first oratorio 

season in London in 1734, creating the parts of Polyphemus in Acis and Galatea and Haman in 

Esther.  Montagnana left Handel’s company later in 1734, causing quite a scandal by going into 

the service of Porpora’s company, The Opera of the Nobility.  An anonymously published 

satirical pamphlet called Harmony in an Uproar fueled the fire of controversy, claiming that he 

had broken his contract with Handel.18  He stayed with The Opera of the Nobility for four 

seasons, singing in many productions of Porpora’s operas as well as those of other composers.  

In the 1737-38 season, however, he returned to the music of Handel, singing with the Heideggar 

Company, creating two new parts, Ariodante in Serse and Gustavo in Faramondo.  Looking at 

the music composed for him by Handel, Montagnana must have been an incredible singer.  The 

role of Varo in Ezio in itself makes demands difficult for any voice type.  In the aria “Nasce al 

bosco” there are places where the singer must make leaps of one and a half octaves and negotiate 

melismas that would challenge higher, lighter voices. 

 9
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“Nasce al bosco” from Ezio 
 
Montagnana was said to have a very powerful low register as well as an astounding high voice 

extension.  In his writings, Burney speaks of the opera Sosarme as being somewhat forgettable, 

however he states that “the air, ‘Fra l’ombre e gl’orrori’ for Montagnana, in which the base voice 

of this new singer, its depth, power, mellowness, and peculiar accuracy of intonation in hitting 

distant intervals, were displayed, will ever be admired by judges of composition, and heard with 

delight by the public whenever it is executed by a singer whose voice and abilities shall be equal 

to those of Montagnana.”19 

 

Singing Styles and Vocal Technique of the Eighteenth Century 

Although we have no way of knowing how these legendary singers sounded, we can 

surmise from the florid and wide-ranging music Handel composed for them that, by any age’s 

standards, they possessed extremely facile techniques.  Aesthetics, however, have changed 

dramatically over time.  What was viewed as ‘art’ singing then might not be highly regarded 

today, much as recorded performances of singers from a hundred years ago do not always please 

us given current stylistic norms.  The performing venues, as well as the orchestras used during 

the 18th century, were generally smaller than today, making the loud, heavy vocal production we 

have come to expect from many of today’s vocalists not necessary.  Singers in the 18th century 

relied on a lighter tone production aimed at tonal sweetness, utilizing their head voice on high 

pitches; this allowed for clearer projection of the text.  The two main vocal treatises of the 18th 

 11
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century, by Tosi and Mancini, both speak of the necessity of balancing the two main vocal 

registers—the chest voice and the falsetto—in order to increase the range of the castrato singer.  

This was necessary for natural voices as well.  Tosi, in fact, says that the development of the 

falsetto is the most important aspect for a soprano.   

“A diligent master, knowing that a soprano, without the falsetto, is constrained to sing 
within the narrow compass of a few notes, ought not only to endeavor to help him to it, but also 
to leave no means untried, so to unite the feigned and the natural voice, that they may not be 
distinguished; for if they do not perfectly unite, the voice will be of divers registers, and must 
consequently lose its beauty.”20 

 
Tosi continues by telling us the head voice has great volubility and flexibility, but not much 

carrying power.21  This opulence and flexibility should be a goal for all voice types, because the 

most efficiently produced tones are those that have as much ‘head voice’ in the register mix as 

possible, including the lowest notes for a bass singer.  Mancini also says the unification of the 

registers, which he says are two—head and chest—is the most important and difficult technical 

goal of the student of singing.22  He further suggests the way to remedy this problem is to “hold 

back” the stronger of the two registers in the break area, generally the chest voice, and work to 

strengthen the weaker notes of the head voice in this same region of the voice.23  This is 

essentially the same method used by vocal pedagogues today to achieve a smooth transition at 

the primary register shift.  Natural male voices, particularly tenors, during Handel’s time relied 

on well-developed falsetto registers for the production of pitches above the break around E4.  It 

was not until around the end of the 18th century that male singers began producing high notes 

with more power from the chest register. 

 

The Doctrine of the Affections 

The Doctrine of the Affections is rooted in the rhetoric of Greek and Latin oratory, in which 

the emotions, or affects, of the listeners could be moved by specific rhetorical means, be it 
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repetition of key words, physical gestures, a sudden change in volume, etc.  Correspondingly, 

baroque composers used similar approaches in their music to control the emotions of the 

listeners.24  An outgrowth of renewed interest in the writings of the great Roman orator 

Quintilian was an aspiration to systematize the affects into a coherent classification system.25.  

Baroque composers, consequently, sought ways to convey the emotion to the listener through 

specific rhetorical figures in the music.26  One can find many instances of these types of musical 

gestures in Baroque music.  A phrase that rises in pitch, called an ‘anabasis’, may signify lofty 

ideas or the ascension to a throne, whereas a descending phrase, a ‘catabasis’, may represent 

death.27  In devising ornamentation for Handel’s music it is helpful to consider these types of 

figures.  The A section of a da capo aria usually portrays one basic affect which highlights the 

emotion of the character; this emotion is consequently commented on or augmented by the 

contrasting B section of the aria.  For instance, the first part of the aria might depict the emotion 

of confusion or delusion as in the ‘moth’ aria, “Fra l’ombre e gl’orrori”, from the opera Sosarme.  

In this aria, a very famous example of a simile aria, one that compares one thing to another, such 

as rage to a roaring river, the affect in the A section is the confused fear of the moth because the 

flame has died.  In the B section a person’s mental state is compared to the confused, sad and 

solitary moth.   

A: “Fra l’ombre e gl’orrori, farfalla confusa giá spento la face non sà mai goder.” 
B: “Così fra timori tua mente delusa non speri mai pace, ne speri piacer.” 
A: “In the shadows and the horrors, the confused moth will have no happiness once the 

flame has died.” 
B: “Like this, is your deluded mind, no hope for peace or pleasure” 
 
The return of the A section, now ornamented to incorporate emotional elements from the B 

section, emphasizes the parallel between the moth’s and the character’s mental states.  By taking 

the idea of the affections, rhetorical figures in the music, the meaning of the text, and 
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ornamentation to a more specific level, singers can create an even more emotion-filled 

performance of Handel’s vocal compositions. 

 

Handel’s Ornamentation preferences 

Given the importance of ornamentation, we can imagine that Handel ornamented his music 

for less experienced singers.  British singers, in particular, did not have the same musical 

background as did their Italian counterparts.28  We are fortunate to have extant examples of his 

ornamentation preferences from the opera Ottone (1723).  In the preface to Three Ornamented 

Arias, the editor, Wynton Dean, says that although we do not know the exact circumstances that 

led Handel to transpose these arias down for a contralto voice from soprano, and to supply 

ornamentation, we can see firsthand Handel’s own approach to ornamentation.  While there are 

some ambiguities related to Handel’s imprecise notation of the ornaments, it is nonetheless clear 

that he derived the ornaments from the original melodic material.  His ornaments were extensive 

and rhythmically difficult, often involving triplet figures and melodic inversions.  Yet, never is 

the original line completely obscured.29 

Likewise, Tosi, in speaking of the three sections of the da capo aria, states “In the first, the 

A section, they require nothing but the simplest ornaments, of good taste and few, that the 

composition may remain, simple, plain, and pure; in the second, the B section, they expect, that 

to this purity some artful graces be added, by which the Judicious may hear, that the ability of the 

singer is greater; and in repeating the air, the da capo, he that does not vary it for the better, is no 

great master.”30  Tosi, also, continuously emphasizes good taste and restraint in ornamenting the 

repeat of the A section.  The ornaments should be derived from the meaning of the text as well as 

from the music.  “Suppose the first part expresses anger, and the second relented, and was to 

express pity or compassion, he must be angry again in the da capo.  This often happens, and is 
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ridiculous if not done to a real purpose, and that the subject and poetry require it.”31  This 

supports that the ornaments, when executed with thoughtfulness, were derived from the original 

melody, as to not obscure it, and from the meaning of the text, in order to more fully express the 

basic affect of the aria being sung.  The da capo aria form, with the contrasting or 

complementing emotions of the A and B sections, requires ornamentation to relay the meaning 

of the words to the fullest extent.  Later treatises on singing also approach the necessity of 

ornamentation in the same manner as Tosi, Hiller, and Agricola.  In Part Two of A Complete 

Treatise on the Art of Singing by Manuel Garcia, originally published in 1847 and revised in 

1872, the author discusses the same rhetorical approach.  According to him, we cannot make a 

list of what ornaments equate to what emotion, but that we must think of the ornaments in 

relation to the textual meaning they are meant to enhance.32 

Having established that ornamentation should be used to enhance the meaning of the text 

and the overall affect of an aria, how do singers determine where and how to use ornaments to 

this purpose?  First we must look at Handel’s own approach to text setting.  In a three-part article 

written for The American Recorder, Eva Legêne and David Lasocki suggest a rhetorical 

approach to Handelian ornamentation.  By looking at what kind of words Handel chose to 

highlight musically, we can categorize them into specific types of “words of essence.”33  These 

“words of essence” fall into three categories: words suggesting “movement of the soul” such as 

crying, love, hate, etc. or words relating to the human emotional state; “words of movement”, 

motion, or travel such as running, walking, return, etc; finally, words that refer to time, number, 

light or dark, such as days, hours, night, colors, etc.34   For the purposes of ornamentation, 

singers must learn to determine which words are the essential words and what types of 

ornamentation will appropriately enhance their meaning.   
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Through a careful analysis of the text and music to determine what types of words Handel 

chose to highlight with particular figures, singers can introduce ornamentation from a more 

informed point of view, both musically and psychologically.  Nicola Porpora (1686-1767), 

Handel’s main operatic competitor in London and the renowned vocal teacher of legendary 

castrati Farinelli and Cafarelli, as well as of Handel’s last great basso, Antonio Montagnana, left 

no written record of his teaching style.  However, we do have writings by his students.  One, 

Domenico Corri (1746-1825), published a treatise, The Singers Preceptor (1810), outlining many 

of his teacher’s ideas on singing.  This treatise includes a very important explanation of 

expressiveness in singing.  Corri outlines four ‘requisites’ for expressive singing.   

First, the formation of the Voice. 
Second, to comprehend fully the Character of the Words. 
Thirdly, the Nature of the Musical Phrase. 
Fourthly, and lastly to be well acquainted with the Style of Composition.35 
 

In consideration of the rhetorical meaning of words, it is Corri’s second requisite that holds 

the most valuable information.  Corri categorizes words into six rhetorical classes, giving 

modern singers a place to start in the analysis of the words and affect of an aria or song. 

“First Class. 
Words Sacred As 
God, Jehovah, Lord, Redeemer, Holy, Mercy, &c. 
These should be sung with a chaste dignified simplicity; every note taken with softness 
observing the crescendo and diminuendo with moderation, not to the full extent of the voice, and 
free from all graces or ornaments.”36 

 
Although Corri says that sacred texts should not be ornamented, a complete ban of 

ornamentation is not called for, as the addition of some graces at the proper musical moment is 

stylistically correct.  According to Tosi, in his discussion of church recitative, the singer should 

not employ “those wanton graces of a lighter style” but should add many messe di voce, as does 

Corri, and should also incorporate many appoggiaturas as well.37  In general, however, many of 

Handel’s oratorio arias require very little ornamentation, because they are not da capo and often 
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already quite florid.  One should not, in good taste, add much to the arias that are not da capo 

because the music happens only once.  According to Donald Burrows, Handel’s English oratorio 

arias were probably not ornamented as heavily as the ones from his Italian operas.  

Appoggiaturas in the appropriate places and an occasional final cadenza, when the music allows 

for it, are all that are usually needed in most of the oratorio arias.38 

 
“Second Class. 
Words of Grandeur As 
Valour, Victory, Fame, Glory, Honour, Triumph, &c. 
These words should be sung with a full firm tone of voice, taking the note strong at once, and 
dying it away as the rules of diminuendo direct; sometimes the introduction of the anticipation 
grace may produce good effect, but be cautious in the use thereof.”39 

 
Handel wrote many arias with this class of text, “Voli colla sua tromba” from Ariodante 

and “T’apprestra forse amore” from Partenope being just two examples.  Both of these arias 

contain ample opportunities for some ornamentation, but nonetheless call for strong, heroic 

vocalization in the manner described by Corri. 

 

 
“T’apprestra forse amore” from Partenope 
 

 
“Third Class. 
Words of Anger As 
Scorn, Disdain, Hatred, Rancour, Malice, Revenge, &c. 
These words are to be uttered similar to recitative, for the effect is chiefly produced by the 
words, not the music; it is also a general rule to be invariably observed, that words accented on 
consonant ending in st, th, gh, ght, ph, or ss’d, must be expressed at once, short and distinct, 
taking care that the consonants are heard at the ending of the note.”40 

 

 17
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ffect.  

The affect of rage is frequently encountered in arias Handel composed for the bass voice, 

especially those written for Boschi, which were typically fast in tempo and had subjects 

pertaining to rage.  James Miller, an English priest and playwright, coined the phrase, “and 

Boschi-like be always in a rage”, drawing on the fact that Boschi was well known to audiences 

for his ability to portray the strong, raging characters.41  Handel’s many compositions of this 

type for Boschi highlight the fact that he was quite adept at composing music that capitalized on

his singers’ strong suits.  While the words in ‘rage’ arias are an important aspect, Handel’s 

music, with its vigorous coloratura passages and wide leaps, serves to enhance the raging a

Generally these arias, such as Argante’s “Sibilar gli angui d’Aletto” from Rinaldo, are highly 

ornate and require only moderate variation in the da capo return. 

 
“Fourth Class. 
Words of Sentiment as 
Love, Tender, Amiable, Dear, Fair, Charming, &c. 
On these words, as containing many vowels, and on which the accent is long and sonorous, the 
whole scope of the voice may be exerted to its full extent, for on such words only, singers may 
with propriety display their fancy, taste, and knowledge, by the introduction of ornaments, 
cadences, graces, &c. The letters A and E are particularly favourable for the singer, and it is their 
frequent occurrence in the Italian which renders that language so preferably calculated for 
Music.”42 

 
Handel did not compose many ‘love’ arias for his basses.  A good example, however, is 

Claudio’s first aria from Agrippina, “Pur ritorno a rimirarvi…”  This aria, which occurs at the 

beginning of the opera, has Claudio returning from a campaign and lavishing his ardor on 

Poppea.  It contains many instances of the words ‘amor’ (love) and ‘vaghe’ (to fondly gaze) set 

to long melismas.  While this aria can be classified as a love aria, the affect can be portrayed as 

somewhat comical as the aged emperor pursues the much younger Poppea. 
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“Pur ritorno a rimirarvi” from Agrippina 
 
“Fifth Class. 
Words of Gaity As 
Mirth, Pleasure, Joy, Laughing, Jovial, Sprightly, &c. 
These words ought to be sung playfully, (Scherzando) with clear, smart articulation, introducing 
a less degree of ornament than the former Class, Turns excepted, as they give sprightliness to the 
style of singing.”43 

 
One of the few examples Handel composed of this affect for bass voice is “Bacchus ever 

fair and young…” from Alexander’s Feast.  As Corri outlines in his explanation of this class, the 

aria should be sung without much ornamentation but articulated with playfulness.  Handel has 

composed clever rhythms in ¾ meter that highlight the joy the character expresses about 

drinking after battle.  Performing this piece with one beat to the measure and with staccato 

articulation given to some notes is one means of adding playful sparkle without adding extra 

notes.  

 19
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“Bacchus ever fair and young” from Alexander’s Feast 
 
“Sixth Class. 
Words of Grief As 
Ah me!, Alas!, Crying, Dying, Sighing, Sorrow, &c. 
These words are to be broken by a suspiration introduced between the two syllables thus, 
SIGH—(suspiration)—ING &c but unless the singer feels the distress, it rather produces 
mockery, than expression, for the just and true effect can only be dictated by the heart, “the 
heart: that first and best master which corrects the defects of nature, softens a voice that is harsh, 
ameliorates an indifferent one; and perfects a good one; when the heart sings you cannot 
dissemble, nor has truth a greater power of persuading.”44 

 
One of the better examples of this affect is found in Somnus’ aria “Leave me loathsome 

light” from Semele.  In this aria the singer can portray Somnus’ displeasure by voicing the word 

‘loathsome’ with a slight separation between the syllables.  While breaking the word ‘loathsome’ 

every time it is sung would be monotonous, this articulation could add weight to the emotion if 

used with frugality.  For instance, the example below shows Handel’s original notation in the 

middle staff, with the version above altered according to Corri’s advice.   

 
“Leave me loathsome light” from Semele 
 
 

 20
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The Essential Ornaments 

Tosi, Agricola, Quantz, and Mancini all agree that the essential ornaments in any piece of 

baroque music are appoggiaturas, trills, mordents, and the generous use of the messe di voce.  

According to Mancini, they are “those ornaments without which every song remains weak and 

tasteless.”45  Nevertheless, the essential graces, as they were termed by Johann Quantz in his 

treatise, On Playing the Flute (Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte transversiere zu spielen) 

(1752), should be treated carefully.  “It is true that the ornaments described above 

[appoggiaturas, trills, mordents, and messe di voce] are absolutely necessary for good execution.  

Nonetheless, they must be used sparingly or they become too much of a good thing.  The rarest 

and most tasteful delicacies produce nausea if over-indulged.”46  

 

The Appoggiatura 

The word appoggiatura is derived from the Italian verb appoggiare, meaning ‘to lean’. 

This leaning is exactly how an appoggiatura decorates a given note within a composition; by 

leaning into it, causing a brief dissonance followed by the resolution.  Quantz maintains that “In 

performance, appoggiaturas are both ornamental and essential.  Without appoggiaturas a melody 

would often sound very meagre and plain.”47 Tosi says that the appoggiatura is the easiest of the 

essential ornaments to teach and for the student of singing to learn.48  Appoggiaturas can be used 

in several ways for musical and textual enhancement, the two main forms being long and short.  

They are primarily used to fill the intervallic gaps where the melody seems stark.49   

 21
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“I rage..O ruddier than the cherry…” from Acis and Galatea 
 
Appoggiaturas can come above or below the note being emphasized and must be connected to 

this note in a legato manner.50  Because they are ‘leaning tones’, they should be sung with 

greater weight and emphasis than the main note.51  Because they are non-harmonic tones, 

appoggiaturas create crunching dissonances and resolutions against the harmony and give more 

passion to the text and the music.52  In music with quick tempos, short appoggiaturas, performed 

more like modern grace notes can lend even more spirit.53  Thus, in fast tempos, appoggiaturas 

are sung in a manner that gives them one quarter of the main note’s value.54   

 

 

 
“Nasce al bosco” from Ezio 
 

 22

Appoggiaturas belong to the time duration of the note being embellished, usually half the value.  

Thus, in 4/4 time an appoggiatura and the half note it is gracing would be sung as two quarter 

notes.  If the main note is dotted, however, the appoggiatura should receive two-thirds of the 
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value.  In this case, the appoggiatura and a following dotted quarter note would be performed as 

a quarter note appoggiatura to an eighth main note.55 

 
“Vouchsafe oh Lord” from Te Deum, ‘Dettingen’ 
 
Another form of appoggiatura is the compound appoggiatura, which is actually a slide of three 

notes from above or below the main note.   

 

 
“Si tra i ceppi” from Berenice 
 
The slide may be used at the beginning of the melodic line or within to fill in the melodic gaps.56  

Related to this type of appoggiatura are terminations and double terminations.  Double 

terminations are notes added on either side of the main note, taking their value from the main 

note. 

 

 23
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“Loathsome urns, disclose your treasure” from The Triumph of Time and Truth 
 
Single terminations are leaps added before the main note.  According to Agricola terminations 

that are leaps from above the main note are referred to as “overthrows”, while those leaping 

below are called “backfalls.”57   The rising stepwise phrase at the end of the example below 

could be ornamented with “overthrows.” 

 

 
“Nasce al bosco from Ezio 
 

Related to these is what the Italians called “cercar della note” or an anticipation of the main note.  

Unlike normal appoggiaturas, these take their duration value from the note before the main 

note.58  Appoggiaturas may be placed both before and after other ornaments and graces, such as 

trills and mordents.59 

 

Appoggiaturas in recitative 

While it would be in poor stylistic form to improvise long, melismatic divisions in 

recitatives, there are appropriate spots where one should add appoggiaturas.  Some sources, as 

we will see, even condone little trills and mordents in specific instances.  Properly used, 

appoggiaturas will help emphasize certain words within the vocal line, as well as ease the 

musical flow for easier delivery of the text.  With regard to time and tempo, all types of recitative 

 24
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have some degree of freedom.  While all recitative is scored in 4/4 meter, exact metronomic time 

should not be observed, so that the lines remain natural and conversational.  According to Tosi, 

there are three different types of recitative that should be taught in three different manners.  The 

first is church recitative, which he says “should be sung as becomes the sanctity of the place, 

which does not admit those wanton graces of a lighter stile; but requires some messa di voce, 

many appoggiaturas, and a noble majesty throughout.”60  The way to learn to express church 

recitative is through observance of those “who devoutly dedicate their voices to the service of 

God.”61  The reference to the many little ornaments of “lighter styles”, theatrical and chamber, 

implies that some recitative was highly ornamented, although Tosi does not inform as to when 

this might be appropriate. 

The second form of recitative Tosi discusses is theatrical recitative, which he says must be 

reinforced with movements that correspond with the text.62  This form is best learned by 

acquiring “a certain natural imitation.”63  He gives no information on the use of appoggiaturas in 

this type of recitative, as their use was simply expected.  In his translation of Tosi, Agricola 

maintains that “It is customary to change some notes in all three kinds of recitative and to add a 

small supplement [ornament] to others.  This practice, however, is more common in the church 

and chamber recitatives than in the theatrical ones”64  In the case of theatrical recitative, 

emphasis must be given to maintaining the narrative flow of the drama or advancing the plot; 

over use of ornamentation could possibly mar the dramatic flow. 

The last form of recitative Tosi discusses is chamber recitative, in which the affect, because 

there would be no staging to highlight the emotion, must be shown through thoughtful 

consideration of how the text is delivered.65  Chamber recitative, because it occurs in a more 

intimate environment, has a greater potential to touch the listeners’ feelings.  Tosi finishes by 

stating “Where passion speaks, all shakes, all divisions, and graces ought to be silent, leaving it 
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to the sole force of a beautiful expression to persuade.”66  Agricola goes into more detail in the 

placement of ornaments, especially appoggiaturas, which he says should be used in all forms of 

recitative.67   

Skips of thirds should be filled in, for instance this passage: 

 

should be sung as below: 

 
Ezio 
 
When a final cadence in a recitative ends with two lower pitches, the first should be taken as an 

appoggiatura from the note above.  For instance, this: 

 

should be sung as: 

 26
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Ezio 

 
When a recitative’s cadence ends on a descending long syllable, an appoggiatura from the 

preceding note should be added. 

 

becomes: 

 
“Thus saith the Lord” from Messiah 
 
Mordents may also be added to recitative.  According to Agricola, a mordent may be placed on 

the strong note in a string of repeated notes in a recitative, but should be used with frugality.68 

For instance, this passage: 

 
 27
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could be decorated as below: 

 

 
Ezio 
 

Domenico Corri echoes the advice of Tosi and Agricola.  Like them, he cites three different 

genres and styles of recitative.  The first he talks about is sacred recitative, which he says should 

be sung without ornaments, but I do not believe he is referring to appoggiaturas and is most 

definitely not referring to the messa di voce, which he says should be used on every note.69  Next 

he lists theatrical recitative, which includes serious and comic: both, he says, should be sung with 

clear text and corresponding movement.70  The third form of recitative Corri discusses is concert, 

which he says includes all other forms of recitative.71  What he classifies as concert genres of 

recitative correspond to the aforementioned chamber recitative.  This form, he believes, may 

include more ornamentation than the other two, because there is less need to advance a plot and 

it does not require stage movement.72  In Practical Reflections on Figured Singing, Mancini goes 

into less detail than Tosi, Agricola, or Corri, simply saying that there are two main types of 

recitative, simple and accompanied.73  “Simple recitative” is the “secco” and speech-like, freely 

sung recitative that is used for dialogue between arias.  Accompanied recitative is reserved for 
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more important situations, such as introducing a soliloquy aria.74  The appoggiatura is the most 

important aspect to the correct delivery of recitative, according to Mancini.   

“And here I lay down another proposition, which I tell you, that all the merit of recitative 
consists of in knowing well how to place the appoggiatura, or the accent of the music, as it is 
commonly called…”75 

 
 

Trills and mordents 

 

In his Observations on the Florid Song, or Sentiments on the Ancient and Modern Singers, 

Tosi describes eight different types of trills: the major trill, the minor trill, the half trill, the 

ascending trill, the descending trill, the slow trill, the double trill, and the mordent.  Tosi says 

that of all, the first two, the minor (half step)-example A- and major (whole tone)-example B- 

trills are the most important, because all others are derived from them.76   

A 

 

 
“Loathsome urns, disclose your treasure” from The Triumph of Time and Truth 
 
B 
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“Opprest with never ceasing grief” from Belshazzar 
 
Trills are primarily a cadential ornament, although in certain circumstances may be used as a 

passing ornament within a melody.  Trills can either be long or short, the shorter version being 

called a half trill and commonly used in an ascending or descending phrase.   

 
“Leave me, loathsome light” from Semele 
 
This differs however from the ascending and descending trills, which are trills in which the 

singer must let the pitch rise or fall indiscernibly from ‘comma to comma’ while continuing to 

trill and were said by Tosi, to be out of favor and in poor taste.77  Another kind of trill is the 

‘slow trill’, however both Tosi and Agricola say that it not an effective ornament and need not be 

used.78  Agricola furthermore maintains that according to Quantz lower voices should trill more 

slowly than higher voices, but this is more due to the acoustical nature of sound, than to a lack of 

ability in the lower voiced singers.79  The double trill is executed in two forms.  One version 

adds two notes from below the main trilled note and the other adds four notes, creating a turn 

from above and below the primary pitch.80   
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“Opprest with never ceasing grief” from Belshazzar 
 

Regular trills may be executed from the note above, thus adding an appoggiatura before the 

ornamented main note.  However, there is some evidence in Tosi’s treatise that trills can just as 

correctly be started from the main note, thus adding greater solidity to it.  Neumann in his 

treatise on ornamentation makes this case for beginning on the main note, on the grounds that 

Tosi does not mandate that trills begin from an upper or auxiliary pitch, and that he allows them 

to begin unprepared on the beat with the main note.81  According to Tosi, “in the fast alteration 

of the two tones, one of which deserves the name of master tone because it occupies with greater 

forcefulness the site of the note which is to be trilled; the other sound, not withstanding its higher 

location, plays no other part than the helper.”82  He continues to say that for a trill to be beautiful 

it should accompanied by an appoggiatura preparation, however time and taste do not always 

permit it.  Trills at final cadence must definitely be prepared.83  From this Neumann concludes, 

“two types stand out as the fundamental ones: the prepared trill with appoggiatura support, and 

the unprepared trill, strongly anchored on the main note, which is on the beat and dynamically 

emphasized.”84  In all types of trills, nonetheless, the main note as well as the upper auxiliary 

pitch must be audible and not sound like the ‘goat trill’, which according to Tosi sounds 

ridiculous.85  Long trills may be ended with terminations or turns, but short trills should not, as 
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they are generally passing ornaments.  Mordents are very short trills, just the beginning of a trill, 

 

starting always with the main note going to a lower auxiliary. 

he use of vibrato is another ornament mentioned in relation to trills.  Agricola says that 

“vibr

ined 

 

d 

ra.89  

 

er 

T

ato is also an ornament that in singing is especially effective on long sustained notes, 

particularly when applied toward the end of such notes.”86  The use of vibrato on long susta

notes helps keep a sense of forward motion in a musical phrase, usually in concurrence with a 

messa di voce.  Agricola also says that vibrato is difficult to notate and is learned from vocal 

study, however not all voices are capable of such flexibility.87  Carl E. Seashore defines good

vibrato as “a pulsation of pitch, usually accompanied with synchronous pulsations of loudness 

and timbre, of such extent and rate as to give a pleasing flexibility, tenderness, and richness to 

the tone.”88  Indeed, Charles Burney’s description of Cuzzoni’s voice, “A native warble enable

her to execute divisions with such facility as to conceal every appearance of difficulty…” 

supports the notion that vibrancy in the singing voice is helpful in the execution of coloratu

This is not to say that a minimal vibrato or even some straight tone singing should not be used.  

The human voice is capable of a wide palette of colors, any of which are legitimate when used 

thoughtfully to make music and enhance the meaning of the text.  For instance, one may choose

to sing words such as ‘languish’ or ‘death’ without vibrato in order to add emphasis to the 

meaning of those words.  Likewise, a singer may decide to intensify the vibrancy of his or h

vocal production on words such as ‘fury’ or ‘rage’.  Unfortunately, the use of vibrato has from 

time to time been vilified because of singers who had faults with their vocal production.  A 
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couple of decades after Handel’s time, a letter from Mozart to his father complains of the 

rhythmic pulsating of the voice by a particular singer.   

“Meisner, as you know, has the bad habit of making his voice tremble at times, turning a note 
that should be sustained into distinct crotchets, or even quavers-and this I never could endure in 
him.  And it is a really detestable habit and one that is contrary to nature.  The human voice 
trembles naturally—but in its own way—and only to such a degree that the effect is beautiful.  
Such is the nature of the voice; and people imitate it not only on wind-instruments, but on 
stringed instruments too and even on the clavier.  But the moment the proper limit is 
overstepped, it is no longer beautiful—because it is contrary to nature.  It reminds me then of the 
organ when the bellows are puffing.”90 

 

Mozart’s description is of a single singer’s bad habit of pulsing his voice in such a manner 

that the listener could count each pulse, a practice that has never been considered vocally 

acceptable.  However, his remark to his father about voices trembling naturally and beautifully 

confirms that singers during the 18th century did, in fact, use vibrato in their tone production.  

This aligns with Burney’s comments about Cuzzoni’s singing. 

 

The Messa di Voce 

 

The messa di voce, a swelling from pianissimo to fortissimo and back, is probably one of 

the most neglected of the singing graces.  Too often singers will sustain long notes without any 

change in dynamic shading, failing to realize how much musical interest can be achieved with a 

single pitch.  Giambattista Mancini, in his 1774 edition of Practical Reflections on Figured 

Singing, says that the messa di voce should be used at the beginning of arias that start with a long 

note, on notes with fermatas, and at the beginning of cadenzas.  Mancini further maintains “a 

true and worthy professor will use it on every long note, which are found scattered through every 

musical cantilena.”91  Tosi says that learning to execute the messa di voce is a very important 
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lesson for the singing student; however, he cautions us to use it with restraint and only on the 

bright vowels.  “A beautiful messa di voce, from a singer who uses it sparingly, and only on the 

open vowels, can never fail of having an exquisite effect.”92   

 

The Fermata 

 

Fermatas are generally written in by the composer, usually occurring at final cadences on 

the last or the penultimate note.  Although they are not ornaments, a note with a fermata can 

provide an opportunity for a cadenza.  Handel often indicates a slower tempo at final cadences in 

his da capo arias.  If the singer decides to add a cadenza, beginning with a fermata may facilitate 

its execution.  While the fermata may serve as an indication of where to add a flourish, it is not 

always necessary to do so.  One may wish to merely hold the note as called for by the fermata. 

 

Free Ornamentation 

Divisions and Passages 

In addition to the essential graces, freely invented ornaments may be added to the melodies 

of a Handel aria.  In contrast to the essential decorations, which serve to enhance a single note, 

free ornamentation is more melodically conceived, encompassing several notes.  Done in a 

tasteful manner these additions should in no way obscure the composer’s original melodic 

invention, but should enhance the beauty and affect already present in the composition.  

Divisions are literally ornaments that divide the long notes.  In Handel’s fast arias one can see 

many examples of composed divisions.  For example, in “See the Raging Flames Arise” from the 

oratorio Joshua, Handel wrote several long melismas on the word ‘Flames’ to represent the 
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blazing of the flames.  

 

“See the raging flames arise” from Joshua 
 

In such an aria, which is not da capo, Handel has already completed much of the 

ornamental invention for the singer.  Little else, or nothing at all, is needed to enhance these 

written out divisions, except for the occasional essential grace, nor should we take it upon 

ourselves to attempt to improve on music that is already flashy enough.  93  More freedom can be 

taken, however, with the slow da capo arias, where long notes can be divided.  Handel’s own 

ornamentation of the three arias from Ottone provides excellent examples of this type of 

decoration.  Passaggi, literally passing from note to note, are florid passages, sometimes written 

out by the composer, or added by the singer, used as connecting devices to fill in the melodic 

skips.  Like divisions, they should not distort the original beyond recognition, but, instead,  

add to the inherent musical and emotional affect of the aria.  In conclusion, divisions occur 

mainly on long notes and on a single syllable, while passaggi are used to connect the notes of the 

melody and do not necessarily have to be used just on sustained pitches. 

 

Cadenzas 

Related to the passaggi and divisions is the cadenza.  As its name implies, it is a cadential 

ornament that usually happens during a final fermata or slow final phrase in a da capo aria.  The 

da capo form contains three instances where candenzas may be added.  As a general rule the 
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place for a cadenza within a Handel aria is indicated by an instruction for a slower tempo.  These 

slower sections are found usually at the end of both the A and B sections of most da capo arias.  

Tosi warned artists about the excessive use of cadenzas and admonished the singers of his day 

who reveled in the over-use of extended vocalizing at every cadential point in the da capo aria.   

“Every air has at least three cadences, that are all three final.  Generally speaking, the study of 
the singers of the present times consists in terminating the cadence of the first part with an 
overflowing of passages and divisions at pleasure, and the orchestra waits; in that of the second 
the dose is increased, and the orchestra grows tired; but on the last cadence, the throat is set a 
going like a weather-cock in a whirlwind, and the orchestra yawns.”94 

 
While the kind of excesses to which Tosi refers lack taste, a simple cadenza of a few added 

notes at the end of the ‘B’ section and a more elaborate flourish at the final cadence is 

appropriate.  Tosi does say that composers usually leave room for tastefully executed cadenzas at 

the ultimate cadence, but complains that many singers add excessive flourishes that take too 

much time.95  From Tosi’s remarks we can categorizes cadenzas into two types: short ones that 

happen within time or tempo (example 1) and long cadenzas that occur during a fermata or in a 

largo cadential phrase (example 2). 

Example 1. 

 

 

Pur ritorno a rimirarvi” from Agrippina 
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Example 2. 

 
“Honor and Arms” from Samson 
 
It is important that the cadenza reflect the general affect of the aria to which it is added.  If the 

cadenza does not reflect the appropriate sentiment of the piece, it becomes mindless vocalizing.  

Johann Agricola offers suggestions to help avoid excesses in cadenzas: 

1. Cadenzas must not be too long or frequent. 
2. They must always relate to the main affect of the aria. 
3. Similar figures must not be repeated or transposed too often, rather should be varied. 
4. No strict tactus or rhythmic movement is to be observed therein.  The singer should seem 
carried away by the emotion of the music and text.  
5. Notes outside the scale are allowable as long as one does not stray too far. 
6. Cadenzas of lively, fast and fiery arias may consist of large leaps, triplets, trills, runs, etc; but 
those of sad and pathetic arias should consist of slurred and dragged figures with dissonant 
intervals. 
7. The more one can include some unexpected elements in a cadenza, the better it will be. 
8. Cadenzas should be no longer than the singer can execute with one breath, reserving enough 
for the final trill.96 

 
The final rule Agricola set down is probably the most helpful to modern singers in avoiding 

excessively long cadenzas.  Mancini echoes Tosi’s and Agricola’s thoughts concerning cadenzas.  

He says that cadenzas are a necessary and expected ending to all arias as long as they are artfully 

sung.97  Mancini lists three requirements for the devising of cadenzas. 

1. The singer must have a very good ear, feeling comfortable with modulation. 
2. The singer must have mastered breath management.  The cadenza must be executed in one 
breath with enough left over for a final trill. 
3. The singer must be creative enough to compose a musically and emotionally appropriate 
cadenza.98 
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Giuseppe Tartini (1692-1770) says that final cadences where the soloist, singer or 

instrumentalist, stops without regard for tempo, making it necessary for the orchestra to wait 

while he or she creates an extended flourish should be called “caprices.”99  However, because 

“every singer or instrumentalist permits himself to draw it out to such a degree and with such 

different expressions it is not reasonable to call it a cadence.”100  Caprices may be as long as one 

wants and contain moments of different emotion.101  He says that because extended cadenzas 

with many different musical ideas and emotions are expected and desired by the audience, 

performers need to be adept at creating elaborate final cadenzas.102  Although Tartini’s writings 

pertain mainly to violin playing, he does mention singing in relation to creating long, elaborate 

cadenzas.  For the purposes of modern singers of Handel’s music, the idea of limiting the 

execution of cadenzas to one breath is a very good way to avoid overuse of a good ornamental 

invention.  Not everyone, however, has the same breath management skills; therefore it may be 

necessary, on occasion, to take an additional breath in order to avoid choking off the last note.  It 

is always better to breathe and make a beautiful tone. 

 

Conclusion 

While it is not possible to precisely recreate performances of Handel’s music as originally 

heard by the composer, it is both possible and desirable for modern singers to pursue some core 

of authenticity in their performance of this music.  In conjunction with learning how to execute 

appropriate ornaments, it is of critical importance that singers strive to better understand why and 

when ornamentation is appropriate.  By studying both the music and the text as a pathway to 

informed ornamentation, the educated singer is equipped to deliver performances that do justice 

to Handel’s intentions and recreate the spirit of the original. 
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Appendix A

Ornamented examples 
 
For the purposes of this document, five Handel bass arias were chosen to demonstrate 

various examples of ornamentation: “Nasce al bosco” from the opera Ezio; “Fra l’ombre e 

gl’orrori”, the ‘Moth’ aria, from Sosarme; “Pur ritorno” from Agrippina; “Honor and Arms” 

from Samson; and “Leave me loathsome light” from Semele.  They provide ample opportunities 

for the various aspects of ornamentation discussed in this paper.  In addition, the three operatic 

works were chosen because of their association with two of Handel’s greatest basses, 

Montagnana and Carli and show Handel’s skill at capitalizing on his singers’ innate abilities.  To 

facilitate the reader’s study of the ornamented examples, three bass staves were employed.  The 

lowest staff represents the basso continuo part, the middle staff, Handel’s original vocal melody, 

and the top staff shows the ornamented version. 

 

“Nasce al bosco” from Ezio 

A- “Born in the woods, cradled by weeds, the happy shepherd blown by the winds of fortune, 

arrives to reign and dominate.” 

B- “While others close to the throne, in royal clothing, through their unfortunate births and in ire 

of fates, go to the pasture to tend the herd.” 

Charles Burney says this aria is “composed on a plan different from most of Handel’s other 

base songs.”103  Rather than portraying a specific emotion this plan was “manifestly intended to 

exhibit the peculiar power of the singer.”104  Composed to show off Montagnana’s talents, this 

aria requires the singer to perform large leaps to the extremes of the bass range and execute 

extended florid passages.  Handel gives little indication for which words he felt were the most 

important, because throughout the aria, he highlighted nearly every word in some way, be it a 

large leap or division.  It is possible however, to devise embellishments that correlate to the 
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meaning of specific words.  For instance, at measure 15, the words ‘felice pastorello’ (happy 

shepherd) are decorated with quick divisions to show the light-hearted demeanor of the shepherd.  

The word ‘dominar’ at measure 20 is already set to a rising line representing the ascension to 

power.  Turns were added here to further highlight this ascending aspect.  The words ‘e con 

l’aure di fortuna’, ‘blown by the winds of fortune’ is set in two places, measures 25-26 and 45-46 

with stepwise ascending passages.  To show the motion of the wind, ‘over-throws’ were used in 

the first instance and triplet figures in the latter.  Other ornaments could be devised here, possibly 

short rising trills or mordents.  Passages such as measures 43-44 are already fairly elaborate and 

really need no alterations; however, one could fill in some thirds or possibly dot the rhythm to 

add emphasis to the word ‘dominar’.  In the B section very little is needed.  The word ‘pascolar’ 

‘to graze’ as in the field is highlighted with an octave drop at the final cadence signifying the fall 

of the highly born. 

 

“Fra l’ombre e gl’orrori” from Sosarme 

A- “In the shadows and the horrors, the confused moth will have no happiness once the flame 

has died.” 

B- “Like this, full of fear is your deluded mind, no hope for peace or pleasure” 

For Montagnana in the opera Sosarme, Handel reworked the original version of the “Moth” 

aria from Aci, Gallatea, e Polifemo, narrowing the range of the original two and a half octaves 

D2-A4 to a more reasonable two octaves F2-F4.  In devising ornamentation for the Sosarme 

version, aspects of Handel’s original composition were integrated.  In the first version, the 

opening phrase, ‘Fra l’ombre e gl’orrori’ (between the shadows and horrors) descends to the 

depths of the bass range to accentuate the predicament of the moth.  This descending contour is 

added into the da capo of the Sosarme aria to achieve this same emphasis.  In addition the wide 
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leaps at the final vocal cadence at measures 15-16 in the A section are also restored to show the 

moth’s unsuccessful attempt at flight.  Words that describe the situation of the moth include 

‘farfalla confusa’ (confused moth), and ‘non sa mai goder’ (no more pleasure or happiness).  To 

highlight the confused fluttering of the moth, Handel employs turns and little mordent-like 

figures on the words ‘farfalla’ (moth or butterfly) and ‘confusa’.  Wide descending leaps at ‘non 

sà, mai goder’ work to show the hopelessness of the moth’s situation.  Following Handel’s lead, 

one can make additional turns and graces on the words ‘farfalla’ and ‘confusa’ at measures 3, 6-

7, and 10 to reinforce the emotions of hopelessness, confusion, and despair. 

 

“Pur ritorno” from Agrippina 

A- “Now returning, I fondly behold you, shining stars of love” 

B- “Never tired of adoring you, I offer a vow of my heart” 

“Pur ritorno a rimirarvi” is Claudio’s entrance aria in Agrippina.  Accompanied only by the 

continuo, it is essentially a duet between the bass voice and cello.  One of the few ‘love’ arias 

Handel composed for bass voice, it is in essence a serenade to Poppea.  Many words to which we 

can apply a rhetorical type of ornamentation are present in the text.  Words of action include: 

‘ritorno’ (return), ‘rimirarvi’, and ‘vaghe’ (to gaze fondly); words of human emotion: ‘amor’ 

(love) and ‘adorarvi’ (adore).  These are also the words to which Handel added flourishes and 

melismas in order to highlight their meaning.  These words and the music to which Handel set 

them, in addition, supply the best opportunities for additional decoration.  In measures 8 and 9, 

turns are added to the words ‘ritorno’ and ‘rimirarvi’ to add emphasis to their meaning.  At 

measure 11 an ascending division is used to highlight the ‘stars of love’.  The word ‘vaghe’ is 

colored by a little flourish at measure 22.  At measures 29-36, Handel wrote long passages on the 

words ‘vaghe’ and ‘amor’ set to triplet rhythms.  In order to add some variation, some notes were 
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altered, however the rhythms were left intact as to not mar the duet quality between the cello in 

the bass accompaniment and the vocal line.   

 

“Leave me, loathsome light” from Semele 

A-.”Leave me, loathsome light!  Receive me, silent night.” 

B- “Lethe, why does thy ling’ring current cease?  Oh, murmur me again to peace.” 

Because this aria is not in da capo form, it requires very little decoration.  Handel’s music 

would in fact be disserved if one were to do too much.  There are many sustained pitches that 

should be sung with moderate messa di voce.  Handel does present instances on the words 

‘loathsome’ and ‘receive’ for little trills at measures 20 and 23.  One could separate the word 

‘loathsome’ at bar 18 in accordance with Corri’s suggestion for words in this sorrowful class.  In 

part B, a small descending cadenza on the word ‘peace’ at bar 38, as well as an octave drop on 

the F at the final cadence at measure 41, can be included to show the character’s yearning to 

return to slumber. 

 

“Honor and Arms” from Samson 

Unlike the aria from Semele, this aria from the oratorio Samson is da capo and thus can bear 

up to more, although not extensive, ornamentation.  In an already highly ornate aria, the 

character Harapha responds with disdain, scorn, and haughtiness to the prospect of battling with 

the blind Samson, a fight he feels is dishonorable and beneath him.  Handel has decorated the 

words ‘glory’, ‘arms’, and ‘such’ in the A section to show this feeling of distaste for a clash with 

Samson.  In the B section Handel highlights the word ‘disdain’ to show Harapha’s unwillingness 

to do battle.  One could successfully sing this aria with no variations, however to advance the 

affect of scorn, a cadenza on the word disdain at the end of the B section is fashioned using an 
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eighth/two sixteenth note pattern that is found throughout the composition.  In the return of the A 

section, the significance of the word ‘glory’ is enhanced by filling in the thirds in the melisma at 

measures 27-31 and measures 47-49.  In measures 49-52 triplet figures are used to the same 

purpose.  To bring out the  words ‘arms’ and ‘such’ in the da capo return, intervals are filled in 

with smaller note values to add urgency to the situation.  Each of these additions helps to further 

demonstrate Harapha’s brash disdain. 
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Appendix B

Handel’s Arias for Bass 

The following list of Handel’s bass arias contains those found in the two critical editions.  Only 

arias that were originally for bass voice are included.  The numbering of the operas and oratorios 

is taken from the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians II, except for the masque 

Alceste which is added chronologically at the end of the opera section.  The smaller numbers 

represent the count of arias in each genre. 

Operas 

1. Almira (1705)-none 

2. Nero (1705)-none 

3. Rodrigo (1707)-none 

4. Der beglückte Florindo (1708)-none 

5. Die verwandelte Daphne-none 

6. Agrippina (1709) 
1. “Pur ritorno a rimirarvi..” Character: Claudio; Form: Da capo; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 3/4; Range: A2-Eb4; Affect: Love/seduction. 
 
2. “Cade il monde…” Character: Claudio; Form: Da capo; 
Key: d minor; Meter: 3/8; Range: D2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 
3. “Basta che sol tu chieda” Character: Claudio; Form: Da capo; 
Key: d minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
 
4. “Io di Roma il Giove sono” Character: Claudio; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: e minor; Meter: 3/4; Range: G2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
 
5. “La mia sorte Fortunata…” Character: Pallante; Form: Da capo; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: B2-F4; Affect: Rage Characteristics 
 
6. “Col raggio placido…” Character: Pallante; Form: Da capo; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 3/8; Range: G2-Eb4; Affect: Rage. 
 

7a. Rinaldo (1711) 
7. *“Sibilar gli angui d’Aletto…”  Character: Argante; Form: Da capo; 
Key: D Major; Meter: 3/8; Range: A2-F#4; Affect: Rage Characteristics. 
Aria is re-used from Aci, Galatea, e Polifemo. 
 
8. “Vieni, o cara…”  Character: Argante; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: d minor; Meter: 12/8; Range: A2-F4; Affect: Rage. 

 76
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“Basta, che sol tu chieda…”  Character: Argante 
See Agrippina. 
 

7b. Rinaldo (1731) 
9. “Andate, o forti…”  Character: Mago; Form: Da capo; 
Key: G Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
 

8. Il pastor fido (1712) 
10. “Risonar mi sento al core…” Character: Tirenio; Form: Sicilianna; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 6/8; Range: Bb2-Eb4; Affect: Entreaty. 
 

9. Teseo (1713)-none. 

10. Silla (1713) 
11. “Guerra, stragi…”  Character: Il Dio; Form: Da capo; 
Key: Bb Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: Bb2-D4; Affect: Rage. 
 

11. Amadigi di Gaula (1715)-none 

12a. Radamisto (1720) 
12. “Son lievi le catene a un petto forte…”  Character: Farasmane; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 

12b. Radamisto II (1720) 
13. “Con la strage de’nemici…”  Character: Tiridate; Form: Da capo; 
Key: D Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
 
14. “Si che ti renderai…”  Character: Tiridate; Form: Da capo; 
Key: F Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: C3-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 
15. “Alzo al volo di mia fama…”  Character: Tiridate; Form: Da capo; 
Key: F Major; Meter: 3/8; Range: C3-F4; Affect: Triumphal. 
 

13. Muzio Scevola (1721) 
16. “Volate più dei venti…” Character: Porsenna; Form: Da capo; 
Key: d minor; Meter: 4/4-3/4; Range: A2-F4; Affect: Simile. 
 

14. Floridante (1721) 
“Finchè lo strale…”  Character: Oronte; Form: Da capo; 
Key: c minor; Meter:3/8; Range: Bb2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
Same music as “Pensa chi’io sono” from Oreste. 
 
17. “Mà s’aspetti, nò…”  Character: Oronte; Form: ABA′; 
Key: a minor; Meter: 3/4; Range: C3-G4; Affect: Rage. 
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18. “Non lasciar oppressa della sorte…”  Character: Coralbo; Form: Da capo; 
Key: Bb Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: Bb2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 
19. “Che veggio? Che sento?…”  Character: Oronte; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 3/4; Range: C3-G4; Affect: Rage. 
 

15. Ottone, re di Germania (1723) 
20. “Del minacciar del vendetto…”  Character: Emireno; Form: Da capo; 
Key: d minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 
21. “Le profonde vie dell’onde dammi, o ciel…” Character: Emireno; Form: Da capo; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 2/2; Range: Bb2-Eb4; Affect: Rage. 
 
22. “Nò, non temere, oh bella!” Character: Emireno; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 6/8; Range: Bb2-F4; Affect: Seduction. 
 

16. Flavio, re di Longobardi (1723)-none. 

17. Giulio Cesare in Egitto (1724) 
23. “Tu sei il cor di questo core…” Character: Achilla; Form: Da capo; 
Key: d minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-F4; Affect: Seduction. 
 
24. “Se a me non sei crudele…” Character: Achilla; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: G Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-E4; Affect: Seduction. 
 
25. “Dal Fulgor di questa spada…” Character: Achilla; Form: Da capo; 
Key: Bb Major; Meter: 3/8; Range: Bb2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 

18. Tamerlano (1724) 
26. “Amor da guerra e pace…”  Character: Leone; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: D3-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 

19. Rodelinda, regina de’Longobardi (1725) 
27. “Di Cupido impiego i vanni…” Character: Garibaldo; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 3/8; Range: Bb2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 
28. “Tirannia gli diede il rego…” Character: Garibaldo; Form: Da capo; 
Key: d minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 

20. Scipione (1726) 
29. “Braccio si valoroso…” Character: Ernando; Form: Da capo; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: Bb2-F4; Affect: Triumphal. 
 
30. “Tutta rea la vita umana…” Character: Ernando; Form: Da capo; 
Key: Bb Major; Meter: 3/4; Range: Bb2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
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31. “T’aspetta furo dell’onde…” Character: Ernando; Form: Da capo; 
Key: A Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-F#4; Affect: Triumphal. 
Same music as “T’appresta forse amore” from Partenope. 
 

21. Alessandro (1726)-none. 

22. Admeto, re di Tessaglia (1727) 
32. “La Gloria sola…”  Character: Ercole; Form: Da capo; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: C3-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 
33. “Signor, lo credi a me…”  Character: Meraspe; Form: Da capo; 
Key: a minor; Meter: 3/8; Range: G2-E4; Affect: Pledge. 
 
34. “Amor è un tiranno…”  Character: Ercole; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: Bb2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 

23. Riccardo primo, re d’Inghilterra (1727) 
35. “Dell’empia frode il velo…” Character: Bernardo; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: Bb Major; Meter: 6/8; Range: A2-F4; Affect: Rage Characteristics. 
 
36. “Ti vedrò regnar sul trono…” Character: Isacio; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 

24. Siroe, re di Persia (1727) 
37. “Se il paterno amore…” Character: Corsoe; Form: Da capo; 
Key: d minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-F4; Affect: Paternal Love. 
 
38. “Tu di pieta mi spogli…” Character: Corsoe; Form: Da capo; 
Key: b minor; Meter: 3/8; Range: A2-F#4; Affect: Revenge. 
See Oreste. 
 

25. Tolomeo, re di Egitto (1728) 
39. “Respira almen un poco…”  Character: Araspe; Form: Da capo; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 3/8; Range: Bb2-F4; Affect: Rage Characteristics. 
 
40. “Piangi pur, ma non sperane…”  Character: Araspe; Form: Da capo; 
Key: d minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 
41. “Sarò guisto e non tiranno…”  Character: Araspe; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: A Major; Meter: 2/2; Range: A2-F#4; Affect: Rage. 
 

26. Lotario (1729) 
42. “Se il promette calma…”  Character: Clodomiro; Form: Da capo; 
Key: G Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: C#3-F#4; Affect: Rage. 
 
43. “Non t’inganni la speranza…”  Character: Clodomiro; Form: Dal segno; 
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Key: F major; Meter: 3/8; Range: B2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 
44. “Alza al ciel…”  Character: Clodomiro; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: d minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 

27. Partenope (1730) 
45. “T’appresta forse amore…” Character: Ormonte; Form: Da capo; 
Key: A Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-F#4; Affect: Triumphal. 

 
28. Poro, re dell’Indie (1731)-none. 

29. Ezio (1732) 
46. “Se un bell’ardire puo innamorarti…”  Character: Varo; Form: Da capo; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 3/8; Range: G2-E4; Affect: Scorning. 
 
47. “Nasce al bosco…” Character: Varo; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: F Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: F2-F4; Affect: Pictoral 
 
48. “Gia risonar d’intorno…” Character: Varo; Form: Da capo; 
Key: D Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
 

30. Sosarme, re di Media (1732) 
49. *“Fra l’ombre e gl’orrori…” Character: Altomaro; Form: Da capo; 
Key: Eb Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: F2-F4; Affect: Simile. 
Revised version of “Moth” aria from Aci, Galatea, e Polifemo, original range: D2-A4. 
 
50. “Sento il cor che Liett Gode…” Character: Altomaro; Form: Da capo; 
Key: G Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
 
51. “Tiene Giove in mano il folgore gl’empi sol per fulminar…” Character: Altomaro; 
Form: Da capo; Key: D Major; Meter: 2/2 Gavotte; Range: F#2-D4; Affect: Rage. 
 

31. Orlando (1733) 
52. “Lascia Amor, e siegui Marte, vá…” Character: Zoroastro; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: Bb Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: Bb2-Eb4; Affect: Revenge. 
 
53. “Tra Caligini profonde…” Character: Zoroastro; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: D Major; Meter: 3/4; Range: G2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
 
54. “Sorge in fausta…” Character: Zoroastro; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-Eb4; Affect: Rage. 
 

32a. Arianna in Creta (1734) 
55. “Se ti condamo…” Character: Minos; Form: Da capo; 
Key: b minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-F#4; Affect: Revenge. 
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32b. Oreste (1734) 
56. “Pensa ch’io sono…”  Character: Toante; Form: Da capo; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 3/8; Range: Bb2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 
“Tu di pietá mi spogli…”  Character: Toante; Form: Da capo; 
Key: a minor; Meter: 3/8; Range: G2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
See Siroe. 
 

33. Ariodante (1735) 
58. “Voli colla sua tromba…” Character: Il Re; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: F Major; Meter: 3/8; Range: F2-F4; Affect: Triumphal. 
 
59. “In vida sorte avara…” Character: Il Re; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: f minor; Meter: 12/8; Range: Ab2-F4; Affect: Sorrowful. 
 
60. “Al senti string e parto…” Character: Il Re; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: E Major; Meter: 12/8; Range: G#2-E4; Affect: Farewell. 
 

34. Alcina (1735)-none 

35. Atalanta (1736) 
61. “Impara, ingrata…” Character: Nicandro; Form: Da capo; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 3/8; Range: B2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 
62. “Sol prova contenti di gloria l’amante…” Character: Mercurio; Form: Da capo; 
Key: C major; Meter: 4/4; Range: B2-D4; Affect: Pledge. 
 

36. Arminio (1737) 
63. “Fiaccherò quel fiero orgoglio…” Character: Segeste; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: D minor; Meter: 2/2; Range: A2-F4; Affect: Rage.  
 
64. “Con quell sangue dipinta vedrai...” Character: Tullio; Form: Da capo; 
Key: A; Meter: 6/8; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Pledge. 
 

37. Giustino (1737) 
65. “Ritrosa bellezza…” Character: Polidarte; Form: Da capo; 
Key: C Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
 

38. Berenice (1737) 
66. “Con gli strali d’amor” Character: Aristobolo; Form: Da capo; 
Key: e minor; Meter: 6/8; Range: A2-D4; Affect: Pictoral. 
 
67. “Senza te sarebbe il mondo: Character: Aristobolo; Form: Da capo; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 6/8; Range: C3-F4; Affect: Rage. 
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39a. Faramondo (1738) 
68. “Viva sí, che nel mio seno…” Character: Gustavo; Form: Da capo; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 4/4;  Range: G2-Eb4; Affect: Rage. 
 
69. “Vado a recar la morte…”  Character: Teobaldo; Form: Da capo; 
Key: D major; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
 
70. “Sol la brama di vendetta…” Character: Gustavo; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-Eb4; Affect: Rage. 
 

39b. Alessandro Severo (1738) 
71. “A sprone a fren leggiero...” Character: Clito; Form: Da capo; 
Key: Eb Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: C3-Eb4; Affect: Praise. 
 

40a. Serse (1738) 
72. “Soggetti almio volere…” Character: Ariodate; Form: Strophic; 
Key: d minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-D4; Affect: Praise. 
 
73. “Del mio care bacco amabile…” Character: Elviro; Form: AB; 
Key: e minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-E4; Affect: Drinking. 
 
74. “Dal ciel d’amore sorte si bella…” Character: Ariodate; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 6/8; Range: G2-Eb4; Affect: Simile. 
 

40b. Giove in Argo (1739)-none 

41. Imeneo (1740) 
75. “Di cieca notte allor che l’ombra…” Character: Imeneo; Form: Da capo; 
Key: b minor; Meter: 6/8; Range: A#2-E4; Affect: Simile. 
 
76. “Esser mia dovrà la bella…” Character: Imeneo; Form: Da capo; 
Key: G Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: D2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
 
77. “Chi scherzo colle rose un di si pungerà…” Character: Imeneo; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: D Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: C#3-D4; Affect: Simile. 
 
78. “Sull’arena di barbara scena…” Character: Imeneo; Form: Da capo; 
Key: Bb Major; Meter: 3/8; Range: F2-F4; Affect: Pictoral. 
 

42. Deidamia (1741) 
79. “Al tardar della vendetta…” Character: Fenice; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: F Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: C3-F4; Affect: Revenge. 
 
80. “Nel riposo e nel contento…” Character: Licomede; Form: Da capo; 
Key: Bb Major; Meter: 3/4; Range: Bb2-D4; Affect: Simile. 
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81. “Presso ad occhi e sperti…” Character: Fenice; Form: Da capo; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 2/2; Range: Bb2-Eb4; Affect: Rage. 
 

43. Alceste (1749) Masque or semi-opera 
82. “Ye fleeting shades, I come to fix your final doom.” Character: Charon; Form: Da capo; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-Eb4; Affect: Rage. 
 
 

 
 
Oratorio 
 
1. Il trionfo del Tempo e del Disinganno (1707)-none 

2. Oratorio per la Resurrezione di Nostro Signor Gesù Cristo (1708) 
1. “Caddi, e ver…”  Character: Lucifero; Form: Da capo; 
Key: d minor; Meter: 3/8; Range: G2-G4; Affect: Rage Characteristics. 
 
2. “O voi dell’Erebo potenze orribili…”  Character: Lucifero; Form: Da capo; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 3/8; Range: G2-F4; Affect: Rage Characteristics. 
 
3. “Per celare il nuovo scorno…”  Character: Lucifero; Form: Da capo; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: C3-F4; Affect: Rage Characteristics. 
 

3. Ode for the Birthday of Queen Anne (1713) 
4. “Let envy then conceal her head…”  Character: Bass; Form: Solo e coro; 
Key: A Major; Meter: 3/8; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Salutation . 
 

4. Der für die Sünde der Welt gemartete und sterbende Jesus (Brockes Passion) (1716) 
5. “Wie sommt’s, daß da der Himmel weint…”  Character: Glaübige Seele; Form: Through 
Composed; Key: c minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-Eb4; Affect: Biblical. 
 
6. “Mein Vater, Mein Vater…”  Character: Jesus; Form:  Modified Strophic; 
Key: d minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: D3-Eb4; Affect: Biblical. 
 
7. “Weil ich den Hirten schlagen werde…”  Character: Jesus; Form: AA′; 
Key: a minor; Meter: 3/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Biblical. 
 

5. Acis and Galatea (1718) 
8. “I rage..O ruddier than the cherry…”  Character: Polyphemus; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-F4; Affect: Pictoral. 
 
9. “Cease to beauty to be suing…”  Character: Polyphemus; Form: Da capo; 
Key: d minor; Meter: 3/4; Range: A2-F4; Affect: Reproach. 
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6. Esther (1732) 
10. “Pluck root and branch…” Character: Haman; Form: Binary 
Key: Bb Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-Eb4; Affect: Revenge. 
 
11. “How art thou Fall’n…” Character: Haman; Form: Da capo; 
Key: e minor; Meter: 3/4; Range: C3-E4; Affect: Moralizing. 
 

7. Deborah (1733) 
12. “Awake the ardour of thy breast…”  Character: Abinoam; Form: Da capo; 
Key: A Major; Meter: 3/8; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Praise. 
 
13. “Swift inundation…”  Character: Abinoam; Form: Da capo; 
Key: Eb Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: Bb2-Eb4; Affect: Rage. 
 
14. “Praise ye the Lord for all His mercies past…”  Character: Levite; Form: Modified 
Strophic 
Key: Eb Major; Meter: 3/4; Range: Bb2-Eb4; Affect: Worship. 
 

8. Athalia (1733) 
15. “Ah, canst thou but prove me!” Character: Abner; Form: Da capo; 
Key: a minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-E4; Affect: Revenge. 
 
16. “Oppression, no longer I dread thee…”  Character: Abner; Form: Binary; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 2/2; Range: Bb2-Eb4; Affect: Triumphal. 
 

9. Parnasso in festa (1734) 
17. “Del nume Lieo quell sacro liquor…”  Character: Proteo; Form: Da capo; 
Key: a minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-F4; Affect: Drinking/Praise. 
 

10. Alexander’s Feast (1736) 
18. “Bacchus ever fair and young…”  Character: Bass; Form: modified strophic; 
Key: F Major; Meter: 3/4; Range: C2-F4; Affect: Drinking. 
 
19. “Revenge, revenge, revenge, Timotheus cries…”  Character: Bass; Form: Modified 
Strophic; Key: D Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Revenge. 
 

11. Il trionfo del Tempo e della Verità (1737)-none 

12. Saul (1738) 
20.“With rage I shall burst his praises to Hear!” Character: Saul; Form: Modified Strophic; 
Key: e minor; Meter: 3/4; Range: B2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
 
21. “Serpent in my bosom warm’d…”  Character: Saul; Form: Modified Strophic; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: Bb2-Eb4; Affect: Revenge. 
 
22. “As great Jehovah lives…”  Character: Saul; Form: Modified Strophic; 
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Key: F Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: C2-Eb4; Affect: Mercy. 
 

13. Israel in Egypt (1738)-none 

14. Ode for St. Cecilia’s day (1739)-none 

15. L’Allegro, Il Penseroso ed Il Moderato (1740) 

L’allegro 
23. “Mirth, admit me of the crew…”  Character: Bass; Form: Binary; 
Key: Eb Major; Meter: 6/8; Range: Ab2-Eb4; Affect: Entreaty. 
 
Il moderato 
24. “Come, with native luster shine…”  Character: Bass; Form: Binary; 
Key: d minor; Meter: 3/4; Range: C2-E4; Affect: Entreaty. 
 

16. Messiah (1741) 
25. “The people that walked in darkness”  Character: Bass; Form: through-composed; 
Key: B Minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: F#2-E4; Affect: Scriptural 
 
26. “Why do the nations so furiously rage together?”  Character: Bass; Form: AB; 
Key: C Major-E Minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: B2-E4; Affect: Scriptural and Rage 
 
27.“The trumpet shall sound…”  Character: Bass; Form: Da segno; 
Key: D Major; Meter: 3/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Scriptural and Triumphal 
 

17. Samson (1741) 
28. “Thy glorious deed inspired my tongue…”  Character: Manoah; Form: Binary; Key: d 
minor; Meter: 4/4-3/4; Range: C3-F4; Affect: Reproach/Lament. 
 
29. “Just are the ways of God to man…”  Character: Manoah; Form: Binary; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: C3-Eb4; Affect: Praise. 
 
30. “Honor and Arms…”  Character: Harapha; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: Bb Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-Eb4; Affect: Disdain. 
 
31. “Presuming Slave…”  Character: Harapha; Form: Modified Strophic; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 3/8; Range: G2-Eb4; Affect: Threat. 
 

18. Semele (1743) 
32. “Leave me, loathsome light…”  Character: Somnus; Form: Da capo; 
Key: D Major; Meter: 6/4; Range: A2-D4; Affect: Pleading. 
 
33. “More sweet is that name…”  Character: Somnus; Form: Da capo; 
Key: D Major; Meter: 6/8; Range: A2-D4; Affect: Simile. 
 

19. Joseph and his Brethren (1743) 
34. “Since the race of time begun…”  Character: Pharoah; Form: Through Composed; 
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Key: D Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Simile. 
 

20. Hercules (1744) 
35. “The god of battle quits the bloody field…”  Character: Hercules; Form: Modified 
Strophic; 
Key: Bb Major; Meter: 6/8; Range: Bb2-Eb4; Affect: Celebratory. 
 
36. “Alcides’ name is latest story…  Character: Hercules; Form: Da capo; 
Key: C Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-D4; Affect: Triumphal. 
 

21. Belshazzar (1744) 
37. “Opprest  with never ceasing grief…”  Character: Gobrias; Form: Binary; 
Key: Eb Major; Meter: 3/4; Range: Bb2-F4; Affect: Revenge. 
 
38. “Behold the monstrous human beast…”  Character: Gobrias; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: Bb Major; Meter: 3/4; Range: A2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 
39. “To Power immortal…”  Character: Gobrias; Form: Binary; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 12/8; Range: G2-E4; Affect: Praise. 
 

22. Occasional Oratorio (1746) 
40. “His scepter is the rod of righteousness…”  Character: Bass; Form: Binary; 
Key: F# Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Judgment. 
 
41. “To God our strength, sing loud and clear…”  Character: Bass; Form: Binary; 
Key: D Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: D3-E4; Affect: Praise. 
 
42. “The Sword that’s drawn in Virtue’s Cause…”  Character: Bass; Form: Binary; 
Key: D Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Praise. 
 

23. Judas Maccabeus (1746) 

43. “Arm, arm ye brave…”  Character: Simon; Form: Binary; 
Key: C Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: B2-E4; Affect: Revenge. 
 
44. “The Lord worketh wonders…”  Character: Simon; Form: Binary; 
Key: a minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Praise. 
 
45. “With pious hearts…”  Character: Simon; Form: Binary; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 3/4; Range: G2-Eb4; Affect: Trust. 
 

24. Joshua (1747) 
46. “Oh first in Wisdom…”  Character: Caleb; Form: Binary; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-Eb4; Affect: Praise. 
 
47. “See, the raging flames arise…”  Character: Caleb; Form: Binary; 
Key: a minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
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48. “Shall I in Mamre’s fertile plain…”  Character: Caleb; Form: Through-composed; 
Key: Eb Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-Eb4; Affect: Praise. 
 

25. Alexander Balus (1747) 
49. “Thrice happy the monarch, who nations contend…”  Character: Ptolomee; Form: 
Binary; Key: Bb Major; Meter: 3/8; Range: G2-F4; Affect: Rage. 
 
50. “Virtue, thou ideal name…”  Character: Ptolomee; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: A Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
 
51. “O sword, and thou, all daring hand…”  Character: Ptolomee; Form: Da capo; 
Key: a minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
 

26. Susanna (1748) 
52. “Who fears the Lord, may dare all foes…”  Character: Chelsias; Form: Binary; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-Eb4; Affect: Rage. 
 
53. “The oak that for a thousand years…”  Character: Elder 2; Form: Binary; 
Key: a minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
 
54. “The torrent that sweeps in its course…”  Character: Elder 2; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 6/8; Range: G2-D4; Affect: Simile. 
 
55. “Raise your voice to sounds of Joy…”  Character: Chelsias; Form: Strophic; 
Key: D Major; Meter: 3/4; Range: D2-D4; Affect: Praise. 
 

27. Solomon (1748) 
56. “Praise ye the Lord for all His mercies past…”  Character: Levite; Form: Modified 
Strophic; Key: Eb Major; Meter: 3/4; Range: Bb2-Eb4; Affect: Worship. 
 
57. “Thrice bless’d that wise discerning King…”  Character: Levite; Form: ABÁ; 
Key: a minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Worship. 
 
58. “Pious king, and virtuous queen…”  Character: Levite; Form: ABÁ; 
Key: c minor; Meter: 3/8; Range: G2-Eb4; Affect: Praise. 
 

28. Theodora (1749) 
59. “Go, my faithful soldier, go…”  Character: Valens; Form: Modified Strophic; 
Key: D Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Ceremonious. 
 
60. “Rocks, gibbets, sword, and fire…”  Character: Valens; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: F Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: A2-Eb4; Affect: Rage. 
 
61. “Wide spread his name…”  Character: Valens; Form: Modified Strophic; 
Key: C Major; Meter: 3/4; Range: C3-D4; Affect: Praise. 
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62. “Cease, ye slaves, your fruitless pray’r…”  Character: Valens; Form: Through 
Composed; Key: Bb Major; Meter: 4/4; Range: Bb2-D4; Affect: Disdain. 
 
63. *“Ye ministers of justice…”  Character: Valens; Form: Binary; 
Key: C Major; Meter: 3/4; Range: A2-E4; Affect: Rage. 
* in appendix 
 

29. Jephtha (1751) 
64. “Pour forth no more unheeded pray’rs…”  Character: Zebul; Form: Binary; 
Key: F Major; Meter: 3/4; Range: F2-Db4; Affect: Repentance. 
 
65. *“Freedom now once more possessing…”  Character: Zebul; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: g minor; Meter: 4/4; Range: G2-F4; Affect: Triumphal. 
*from Agrippina 
 
66. “Laud her, all ye virgin train…”  Character: Zebul; Form: Binary; 
Key: G Major; Meter: 3/8; Range: D3-D4; Affect: Praise. 
 

30. The Triumph of Time and Truth (1757) 
67. “Loathsome urns, disclose your treasure…”  Character: Time; Form: Da capo; 
Key: f minor; Meter: 3/4; Range: C3-Db4; Affect: Beseeching. 
 
68. “False, destructive ways of Pleasure leave…”  Character: Time; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: Eb Major; Meter: 3/8; Range: Bb2-F4; Affect: Contempt. 
 
69. “From the heart, that feels my warning…”  Character: Time; Form: Dal segno; 
Key: b minor; Meter: 3/4; Range: A#2-D4; Affect: Consoling. 
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Several years ago, my good friend and singing partner, soprano Terry Rhodes, and I decided to 
build a recital program that was outside of the norm. We had sung much of the traditional duet 
music---Schumann, Brahms, Chausson—and had commissioned several works and recorded 
them and others for the Albany label. Since our country had entered into war at the time, that 
subject was on our minds. Our first job was to decide how to build such a program, or rather, 
how to narrow the subject to make it all fit into one evening! We spent a summer singing through 
duets and solos from different eras and composers, and then ran them by Jane Hawkins, our 
invaluable accompanist/collaborator. 
 
In the end we decided to divide the program into three parts: the call to war; battlefield scenes; 
and the aftermath of war, or spiritual rejuvenation. Each of these sections involves varying 
emotions—the themes of love, farewell and shock, along with some comic relief (in the first 
section). Once the appropriate songs were chosen for each section, we decided that an 
actor/speaker who recited texts which reflected and connected the musical pieces would be a 
great asset. We invited John Creagh to join us and he came to the table with eighty-seven texts 
for us to peruse and discuss. Our media specialist, John Kincheloe, came on board, and led us to 
a variety of photographs and other works of art which visually relayed the impact of the texts, 
whether sung or spoken. 
 
The result was a program we entitled ECHOES OF WAR. Since this was a collaboration of 
professors from Meredith College, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and Duke 
University, we had several venues interested in our labors. The outpouring of support and 
emotion surrounding each presentation let us know that our program was timely and greatly 
appreciated. Without being a political statement, we managed to weave a journey that shows how 
a nation can be caught up in war, what the actual battlefront scene might be, and the devastation 
and eventual spiritual calm that can come after such horrific clashes. The combination of sung 
and spoken word and visual images packs a wallop that left each of us changed after each 
performance.  
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Program  
 
 

I. 
 

Duty:  The Call to War 
 
 

Ultima Ratio Reagan 
(Howard Nemerov, War Stories, 1987) 

 
 
Farewell, lad Arrangement and English lyric by Jackie O’Neill 

In this folk song from the Catalonian region of Spain, two women bid their lovers goodbye as 
they leave for war. 

 
 
The Parable of the Old Man and the Young 

(Wilfred Owen, 1918) 
 
 
On the idle hill of summer George Butterworth 
 (1885-1916) 

This is the fourth in a set of songs called Breton Hill.  It paints a beautiful, pastoral picture, 
typical of the English countryside.  Tranquility is interrupted by the sound of bugles and fifes 
in the distance—soldiers are being called to war and many will never return.  Butterworth 
spent a year in the trenches during World War I, earning the Military Cross for bravery.  He 
led a raid in the Battle of Somme, and was killed by a sniper’s bullet on August 5, 1916.  His 
songs often dealt with the senselessness of war and the arbitrariness of who would return and 
who would not. 

 
 
Henry V 
(William Shakespeare, 1599) 

The English Army has just learned that it is vastly outnumbered by the French troops. The 
king enters and a worried Westmoreland says:  

 
O that we now had here 
But one ten thousand of those men in England 
That do no work to-day! 
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Tom sails away   Charles Ives 
(Three Songs of the War) (1874-1954) 

Charles Ives, the great maverick of American music, wrote many songs which demonstrate 
his concern with the ugliness of politics and the dangers of war. “Scenes of my childhood are 
with me…Mother with Tom in her arms is coming towards the garden…Daddy is coming up 
the hill…But today in freedom’s cause, Tom sailed away for over there, over there, over 
there…” 

 
 
 
Excerpts from A Letter from Sullivan Ballou (July 14, 1861) 
 
 
 
Praise the Lord and Pass the Ammunition (1942) words and music by Frank Loesser 

 (1910-1969) 

On the peak Billboard position #1 in 1943 with Kay Kyser and His Orchestra, the song was 
inspired by a chaplain (“sky pilot”) urging on the fighting men aboard the U.S.S. New 
Orleans during the battle of Pearl Harbor. 

 
 
 
Naming of Parts 

(Henry Reed, Lessons of War, 1943) 

A young recruit daydreams as he learns to name and operate the parts of his rifle.  
 
 
 
War Dominick Argento 

(from The Diary of Virginia Woolf, 1974) (b. 1927) 

World War II was full-blown in the last months of Virginia Woolf’s life.  German planes 
flew over her house daily.  Bombs fell so close they rattled the windows, and her London 
home was destroyed in an air raid.  Argento’s setting contains the sounds of an air raid and 
machine guns; the song’s style is recitative throughout, accompanied by machine-gun-like 
repeated high notes, alternating with a similar pattern of notes in the very low range.  Piano 
figures barely overlap the unaccompanied vocal phrases at the beginning and merge only 
near the song’s end.  Woolf’s line, “I can’t conceive that there will be a 27 June 1941” is 
prophetic – she killed herself on March 19, and the war continued well beyond. 

 
 
 
Dry loaf 

(Wallace Stevens, The Complete Poems, 1939) 
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Comment on War Ned Rorem 
(poetry of Langston Hughes from Evidence of Things Not Seen, 1977) (b. 1923) 

 
Let us kill off youth for the sake of truth. 
We who are old know what truth is— 
Truth is a bundle of vicious lies tied together and sterilized 
A warmaker’s bait for unwise youth to kill off each other 
For the sake of Truth, of Truth. 

 
 

II. 

The Battlefield:  Warriors 
 

The War Prayer 
(Mark Twain, 1905) 

Twain writes a short scene about a group of people who have just heard an impassioned 
piece of oratory praising the American troops in their war effort. Then a stranger rises 
and delivers the War Prayer. 

 
 
I hear an army Samuel Barber 

(poetry of James Joyce, 1938)  (1910-1981) 

The last song in a set of three songs set to poetry of Joyce, “I Hear an Army” is not 
typical of Barber’s writing with its aggressive, in-your-face style. 

 
 
Death of the Ball Turret Gunner  

(Randall Jarrell, 1969) 

“A ball turret was a Plexiglas sphere set into the belly of a B-17 or B-24, and inhabited 
by two .50 caliber machine-guns and one man, a short small man. When this gunner 
tracked with his machine guns a fighter attacking his bomber from below, he revolved 
with the turret; hunched upside-down in his little sphere, he looked like the fetus in the 
womb. The fighters which attacked him were armed with cannon firing explosive shells. 
The hose was a steam hose.”—Jarrell’s notes 

 
 
A night battle Rorem 

(poetry of Walt Whitman from War Scenes, 1969) 

Rorem wrote this set of songs for baritone Gerard Souzay.  Rorem stated: “Since he had 
never sung my songs in the old days, I felt Souzay would need to take what I gave him 
now. I decided that I couldn’t write anything in French. As a pacifist and a Quaker, I 
opposed the war in Viet Nam, and although I am not politically inclined, I did feel 
compelled at the time to voice my opposition in a song cycle. Whitman’s anti-war diary 
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seemed to fill the bill. Political music never changes anything, and this song cycle could 
really refer to any war—the Civil War or the Trojan War.”  

 
What scene is this?  Is this indeed humanity – these butcher’s shambles? 
There they lie, in an open space in the woods, 
Three hundred poor fellows, 
The groans and screams mixed with the fresh scent of the night, that 

slaughterhouse! 
O well is it their mothers cannot see them. 
Some have their legs blown off, some bullets through the breast, 
Some indescribably horrid wounds in the face or head, 
All mutilated, sickening, torn, gouged out, 
Some mere boys, they take their turn with the rest. 
Such is the camp of the wounded, while over all the clear large moon comes 

out at times… 
 
 
Masters of war  

(Bob Dylan, 1963) 
 
 
Look down fair moon Rorem 

(poetry of Walt Whitman) 

Look down fair moon and bathe this scene, pour softly down night’s nimbus floods on 
faces ghastly, swollen purple on the dead, on their backs with arms toss’d wide, pour 
down your unstinted nimbus, sacred moon. 

 
Blood Stains  Stephen Jaffe 

(poetry of Robert Francis from Fort Juniper Songs, 1990)  (b. 1954) 

In Blood Stains, Francis’ poetic technique of the fragmented surface illuminates a series of 
striking and recurrent images (such as Richard Nixon) and the true record of history—
indelibly recorded, as the poet leaves to metaphor, by actual deeds rather than by press 
releases. 

 
 
 

 
III. 

Aftermath:   Spiritual Rejuvenation 
 

The end and the beginning 
(Wislawa Szymborska, 1993) 
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Light Casualties Jaffe 
(from Fort Juniper Songs) 
With its understated and haunting irony, “Light Casualties” reminds us of another Amherst 
poet, Emily Dickinson. In the gentlest way it deconstructs another euphemism of war and the 
news media:  the “light casualties” suffered by troops in Viet Nam.  

 
 
Love cannot fill 

(Edna St. Vincent Millay, Sonnet XXX, 1937) 
 
 
Clear midnight Richard Pearson Thomas 

(poetry of Walt Whitman, 2002) (b. 1957) 

O Soul, this is thy hour. 
O Soul, thy free flight into the wordless 
Away from books, away from art away – 
The day erased, the lesson done, the lesson learned, 
Thee fully forth emerging, O soul silent, gazing, pondering the themes 

thou lovest best 
Night, sleep, death and the stars. 

 
 
Keeping quiet 

(Pablo Neruda, 1958) 
 
 
Forever young John Corigliano 

(from Mr. Tambourine Man, Seven Poems of Bob Dylan, 2003) (b. 1938) 
 
 
 
 

  About the Artists   
 
John Creagh has been teaching at Meredith College for nineteen years.  For the first eight of those years 
he was in charge of the Communication and Theatre programs for the college.  For another six years he 
was Coordinator of the Communication program. In 1987 he received the college’s FAME award for 
Excellence in Artistic Achievement.  Dr. Creagh has served as the chair of the Performance Studies 
Division for both the Southern Communication Association and the National Communication 
Association.  In 1985, Dr. Creagh received a Fulbright grant to study theatre and culture in Japan.  He is 
the author of several articles and lead reviews in professional journals and is one of the authors of the 
book, A Bibliographic Study of the Oral Interpretation of Literature: 1900-1970.  Creagh has also written 
several plays and has directed 17 plays at Meredith College, one of which was selected for regional 
competition by the American College Theatre Association. 
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Jane Hawkins, pianist, graduated with distinction from the Royal Academy of Music in London where 
she studied both cello and piano.  Since coming to the United States, she has concertized with both 
singers and instrumentalists, delighting audiences with her abilities to bring out the best in her partners 
while retaining brilliance and individuality for her own part. Ms. Hawkins’ experience includes 
appearances with the Dorian Wind Quintet, the Ciompi String Quartet, the Chicago Symphony Chamber 
Players, and the American Chamber Players at the Library of Congress.   
Recent collaborators include James Buswell, Steven Ansell, Gregory Fulkerson, Charles Wadsworth, and 
Sharon Robinson.  Associate Professor of Music  and Director of Performance at Duke University during 
the academic year, Ms. Hawkins spends her summers teaching and performing at the Musicorda Festival 
in Massachusetts.  She frequently performs contemporary chamber music, and has worked with 
composers John Harbison, Barbara Kolb, Maxwell Raimi, and Robert Ward, with whom she has made 
two recordings on the Bay Cities label.  With violist Jonathan Bagg, she has recently completed taping a 
CD of the works of Roberts Fuchs.  With violinist Sarah Johnson, Hawkins has performed the program 
“Aural Landscapes” throughout the Southeast, including appearances at Piccolo Spoleto and SECCA in 
Winston-Salem.  She is a founding member of the Mallarmé Chamber Players and North Carolina 
Chamber Soloists. 
 

John Kincheloe is a Media Specialist at Meredith College where he has taught in the Art, Education and 
History departments.  Kincheloe is an expert in the field of Native American civilization and culture, and 
coordinated the video component for the multimedia production Flight Patterns at Meredith and the 
North Carolina Museum of Art in April 2004.   
 

Terry Rhodes, soprano, has performed throughout the United States, Latin America and Europe.  A 
native of Raleigh, she has been the recipient of numerous grants and awards, including a Fulbright Artist-
in-Residence/Lecturer position in at the Conservatory of Music in Macedonia.  Rhodes lived and 
concretized for several years in Italy, and she continues to return frequently as a featured soloist.  She has 
performed in London, the Czech Republic, and Germany with mezzo-soprano Ellen Williams.  After 
completing her undergraduate degree at UNC-Chapel Hill, Ms. Rhodes received the Master of Music and 
Doctor of Musical Arts degrees from the Eastman School of Music.   
 

Ellen Williams has performed extensively throughout the United States and Europe.  Her local 
appearances include the Winston-Salem, Greensboro and North Carolina Symphonies.  Her concert 
repertoire includes works ranging from Bach and Handel to Rossini and Stravinsky.  Ms. Williams has 
been on the North and South Carolina Touring Artist rosters with duo partner, Terry Rhodes, and together 
they premiered Stephen Jaffe’s FORT JUNIPER SONGS in Weill Recital Hall at Carnegie Hall in 1990.  
They have recently presented concerts in Italy and Germany, and Ms. Williams gave a series of master 
classes in Essen-Werden in November 2003.  Along with Ms. Rhodes, she released a CD of American 
vocal duet music on the Albany label in 1995, and their second, GRAND LARSEN-Y, of Libby Larsen’s 
vocal music, has just been released by Albany.  She holds her DM from Florida State University, the MM 
from New England Conservatory of Music, and a BA from Meredith College, where she has served as 
Coordinator of Vocal Studies for the past twelve years.  In 2003, Dr. Williams was named a Regional 
Artist by the United Arts Council of Wake County.    
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Michael Scott Lupo 
Paper abstract 

 
 

“A Life Lived For God:” 
Exploring the Spirituality of John Henry Newman 

 
 John Henry Newman (1801-1890) was one of the most influential Christian 

leaders of the nineteenth century, and his influence has continued long after his death. 

The son of a British banker, Newman was a bright and thoughtful youth who became 

converted to evangelical expressions of Christianity in 1816. His conversion to the 

emotionalism of evangelicalism did not curtail the diversity and depth of his intellectual 

interests, however, and the two strands of his inner life would soon become in tension, 

although not completely at odds.  Throughout his life, Newman fondly recollected his 

early conversion, and credited British evangelicals with teaching him the basics of 

authentic Christianity. Yet Newman’s conversion was clearly to “a life lived for God” 

rather than to any particular sectarian creed or approach and time would prove him to be 

more than willing to change his approach when he deemed it necessary. 

Newman entered Trinity College at Oxford University where his evangelicalism 

was “put to the test.” Oxford was largely Anglican and the atmosphere influenced 

Newman’s thought. He gradually distanced himself from his evangelical past, became an 

Anglican, and in 1845 converted to Roman Catholicism. He became a Catholic Cardinal 

in 1879, a position he held until his death.  This paper explores Newman’s conceptions of 

Christian spirituality, particularly his belief that a “life lived for God” transcends 

institutional structures or dogmatic practices. The paper is based almost entirely upon 

primary source materials, and offers an examination that is both intellectual and religious 

history and spiritual biography.  
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Unit 22/8-10 Linda Street 
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AUSTRALIA 
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Affiliation(s):   
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Email Address:   
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Title of Submission:   
 
Marriage is not a Natural State/A Visual Articulation (current research)  
 
Research Project Proposal  
 
The paper I will present discusses my current area of research. 
 
The first time that married life began to proliferate, as a subject of discourse was 
nineteenth century England.  It was a time when the formulation of a new kind of 
thinking about marriage was emerging, from the concept of the companionate marriage 
and the idealisations of domestic relations.  One of the paradoxes of the early modern 
marriage as an institution is that it was trying to legislate private space and gender roles, 
while claiming to privilege privacy and intimacy.  
 
The development of the new language of privacy emerged in this time, within the 
marriage conduct manual.  As an already circumscribed structure, marriage fits snugly 
within utopian parameters, so that the rules of utopia effortlessly reinforce those of 
marriage.  Yet this ideal vision can become un-narratable, bogged down by the static 
repetition of perfection.  This then becomes a problem endemic to the narration of both 
marriage and utopia. 
 
I will also look at the emergence of dystopian or failed marriage narratives, arguing that 
these narratives are unique in that they explore the failure of intimacy within the couple, 
not as a result of outside intervention such as adultery, but as a failure of marriage as an 
institution.  
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The Sisterhood Goes Digital:  Ann Brashares' Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants and Advertising  
 
Tiffany S. Teofilo  
 
Ohio University: Scripps College of Communication 
School of Telecommunications, Mass Communication PhD Candidate 
 
299 East State St. Athens, OH 45701 
 
tsteofilo@gmail.com  

 

The Sisterhood Goes Digital:  Ann Brashares'  

Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants and Advertising   

 

      Rosemary Huisman states: “Products are sold to us not merely as useful or desirable 

items, but on the basis of these magic powers they seem to possess” (Huisman 298).  She is 

referring to the magic of something beyond an object itself in advertising.  For instance, a hybrid 

car may look attractive to a consumer, and it may save quite a bit of money on gasoline, but in 

reality the consumer sees the “magic” of owning a car that makes him more conscientious of his 

environment; that gives him a certain image of being a conservationist.  Ann Brashares has used 

Huisman’s magic theory to unleash a marketing conglomerate on the teenage girls of America, 

and I am not even sure she realizes it.   

In the late 1990s, many teen television shows, movies, actors and pop artists worked 

interchangeably to promote one another's works simultaneously, much like the Britney Spears-

Melissa Joan Hart collaboration addressed in Valerie Wee's Article "Selling Teen Culture: How 

American Multimedia Conglomeration Reshaped Teen Television in the 1990s" (87).  This 

meshing of media included the premiere of a Spears video in Hart's series "Sabrina the Teenage 

Witch" on the opening day of Hart's film of the same name as Spears' song ("Drive me Crazy").  
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This form of multimedia advertising has continued with the rapidly growing use of peer 

networking sites like MySpace and Facebook.   

 Unlike television networks catering to teens, like Nickelodeon's "The N," that have their 

own MySpace page devoted to the shows and fans of the network, Brashares has developed 

MySpace websites for each of the four main characters in her best-selling book series The 

Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants.1  These pages have gathered nearly 5000 "friends" to date, 

and they have had an interesting effect on the teenage (and sometimes adult) fans of Brashares' 

texts:  A line is being drawn between several facets of reality.  First, the MySpace users have 

decided that the sisterhood members are the authors or directors of the books and film in which 

they star.  Next, these teens are posting comments about the actresses who play Brashares' 

characters in the film "The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants" (2005) to find further information 

about the film, its actresses and the possibility of a second movie.  Finally, young girls are 

leaving public messages for the sisterhood that address them as living beings who have 

befriended the MySpace users.   

 This seemingly unconscious suspension of disbelief not only allows readers to delve 

further into their imagination and actually develop a "friendship" with the characters they love, 

but also allows for an ingenious marketing strategy that will draw these young women to follow 

Brashares' products in at least three arenas.  The intent of this work is to explicate the advertising 

strategy at play amid Brashares' books, the first film adaptation and the MySpace pages created 

to represent the fictional Sisterhood from these texts.  Barthes' "Death of the Author" acts first to 

keep the reader closely involved with the characters, followed by a look at what can be seen as 

ingenious semiotic devices via Saussure's "Course in General Linguistics" with insight from 

others.  Next, Jean Baudrillard's works explain the simulation of the semiotics employed in the 
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Sisterhood advertising web.  Before this network of consumer-driven connectivity unravels, an 

introduction to Brashares' texts will offer an overview of the Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants 

Conglomerate. 

I. The books, movie and fans 
       “Tuesday, January 30, 2007 

  About my book fan club..  

  Hello, Forever In Blue (Fourth Summer of the Sisterhood) Fans.   

Welcome. In this site I like to know what page your going on and your comments 

about it. I want to know about how you feel about the book.. Right now i am on 

page 76 ( ok ya i going pretty slow) there many thing thats going onin there. I 

love the book and makes me want to read more.   

thank you  

ps. it your own option on what you say and i won't judge you."  

  -16 year old female MySpace user on her Forever in Blue: The Fourth   

  Summer of the Sisterhood fan club        

  (http://www.myspace.com/for_ever_in_blue).    

 In a way, the blog transcript I have just read is encouraging.  From the lack of 

grammatical skills, it is evident that this blogger is struggling with her reading, yet she is 

passionate about the fourth in a series of books, which could suggest that she has read the first 

three.  Ann Brashares' Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants series has appeared on best-seller lists 

since shortly after the first book hit the shelves in 2001.  Brashares outlines her demographic in 

an interview with Dave Welch from Powells.com, while commenting that she hopes some other 
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groups will take interest in her works: 

  Dave: When you think about this book's readership, who do you imagine  

it will be?  

 Brashares: I'm assuming that it will find its way into the hands of girls.  

I'd love it if boys read it, too, but being realistic I think I was certainly 

 imagining female readers. (Welch 1) 

 Brashares was dead-on with her faith in the young girl market.  Over 98% of the 4,700+ 

people currently listed as "friends" on the Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants MySpace pages are 

young girls.  "Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants" as a search term on Yahoo.com produces 

roughly 560,000 hits, many of which are advertising for the film.  This reality questions the 

popularity of the books, but as each of the four novels has topped best-seller lists for young adult 

literature, there is no question that the sisterhood is an admired group of girls.  The reality is that 

a larger budget for advertising is surely available for the film and its paraphernalia, which can be 

seen by doing a search on Yahoo for “Harry Potter.”  The first hit is a link to the trailer for the 

fifth movie in the Potter series, not the seventh and final book released with the largest first 

printing in history.  It is viable to assess that given the millions of dollars spent on creating a film 

versus the thousands on publishing a text, a higher fund is available for movie advertising.   

       The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants, The Second Summer of the Sisterhood, Girls in 

Pants: The Third Summer of the Sisterhood and Forever in Blue: The Fourth Summer of the 

Sisterhood express a fun and safe environment for four best friends on their journeys in teenage 

life.  Bridget is the athlete, Carmen is the short-tempered Latina, Lena is the reserved beauty and 

Tibby is the rebel.  The girls do not get into terribly troubling situations, and Brashares’ novels 

about these young women work to prove that a simple novel about friendship can sell and create 
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a readership even while most teen novels are focusing on sex, rape, drugs or other serious topics.  

In 2005, the first text in the Sisterhood series was developed into a film, which can be called a 

Commentary2 adaptation because many elements of the text are left behind and all siblings of the 

main characters are deleted.  A major alteration in the shift from text to screen is the relationship 

between Lena Kaligaris of the Sisterhood’s grandparents and the grandparents of her beloved, 

Kostos.   

In the text, Lena and Kostos are pressured to meet and form a bond in hopes of a 

relationship (Sisterhood 56).  The two sets of grandparents are the best of friends and hope for 

nothing more than to unite their families.  In the film adaptation, Kostos’ grandparents are bitter 

rivals of the Kaligaris family, and Lena is not shy with Kostos as in the text.  The two fall in love 

and have a sort of Romeo and Juliet affair amid angry family members.  The creation of such 

dramatic conflict is surely just cause for the comment that follows:   

       “The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants” was nominated for 14 awards, but according to 

Yahoo Movies commentator “rockinrissac:”  

             “...it's must be said that there is so much more behind these girls than is   

 shown onscreen, but it is impossible to convey all of the emotions and      

 turmoil in a 2-hour movie. You can read their thoughts and get swept up in    

 the character's mindset, but you simply can't do that in a movie.”     

             (http://movies.yahoo.com/movie/1808628254/user/rockinrissac) 

This sentiment reigns supreme over readers of the book, but those who only viewed the film 

claim, “Ok, so my best friend and I just got back from watching the movie right now and I swear 

to God, all we could talk about the whole night was how AMAZING this movie was!!!” 

(http://movies.yahoo.com/movie/1808628254/user/curclek).  These two user comments on the 
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Yahoo Movies page lead to two types of MySpace friends who leave comments for the members 

of Brashares' sisterhood: Those who see the characters as real entities and those who assume the 

MySpace pages were created by the actresses from the film.3     

II. The MySpace Accounts of the Traveling Pants, an Overview  

 *MySpace pages shown here in Offline mode to clarify descriptions of pages* 

 

 Below are the basics from each MySpace profile for Brashares' four main characters with 

a short explanation of the character and generalizations about her "friends" on MySpace.  The 

generalizations have been formed by looking at usernames, profiles and comments left by the 

young MySpace users attempting to contact their favorite characters.  The users on these pages 

connect to Bridget, Carmen, Lena and Tibby in various ways, including seeing themselves, 

friends or who they want to be in Brashares' characters.  This connection is a new way of 

promoting the product: making fantasy realistically tangible.  Each page is constructed similarly, 

but with aspects of the characters' personalities showing throughout.  At the end of my reading, I 

will project the MySpace pages to show those who have not experienced the website how they 

are laid out. 

 

Bridget "Bee" Vreeland   

http://www.myspace.com/sisterhoodbee  

Headline:   “If you feel like you’re under control, you’re just not going fast   

        enough.” -Mario Andretti  

Textual Explanation for Headline:   

“Bridget, this is a scrimmage.  Everybody needs to play...Save it for the championship...”  
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"[Bridget] now knew she should have toned it down.  Why was it so hard for her to make herself 

stop?” (Sisterhood 144)  

 Current Number of MySpace Friends as of 8/20/07: 1250 

 Current Number of Friend Comments as of 8/20/07:  78 

 

       Bridget's character seems to draw two types of young female fans: Those who are athletic 

and adventurous and those who aspire to be.  Bridget Vreeland is introduced as a blond 

bombshell who has the world by a string and amazing athletic ability.  She is the best soccer 

player around, and she never thinks before she acts, or more accurately she thinks irrationally 

before she acts.  Through Brashares' novels she first attends a soccer camp in Baja (Sisterhood), 

then meets her grandmother in Alabama to learn about her deceased mother (Second), next 

works as a soccer coach / camp counselor (Girls) and finally goes on an archaeological dig in 

Turkey (Forever).  She is a boy crazy jet-setter with no real aspirations beyond her inevitable 

soccer career.   

       In her text My Feelings, My Self, Lynda Madaras discusses general behaviors and 

guidelines for young women.  During the chapter on relationships, she claims, "...crushes on 

someone older... can get out of hand," and this can be proven true in Brashares' first work 

through Bridget.  Bee becomes enamored with a man named Eric who is a coach for one of the 

teams at her soccer camp.  This leads to Bridget becoming overly flirtatious and leading Eric on 

until he decides to "go all the way" with her (Sisterhood 226).  This reckless behavior leads to 

Bridget quitting soccer for a year and dying her blond locks a dark brown, only to snap out of her 

down the following summer and get back into a relationship with Eric in Girls in Pants, this time 

with a more adult approach to the situation (Second 20-21, Girls 219).    
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Carmen "Carma" Lucille Lowell  

http://www.myspace.com/sisterhoodcarmabelle  

Headline:  "Should we have stayed home and thought of here?” –Elizabeth Bishop 

Textual Explanation for Headline:  "Because Williams is the right place for a girl  as smart and 

capable as you, nena.  You belong there." / "I belong at home." / "You'll always belong at home.  

Going to Williams doesn't mean you won't belong at home." / "Maybe it will..." (Carmen and her 

mother, Girls 117)  

 Current Number of MySpace Friends as of 8/20/07:  1156  

 Current Number of Friend Comments as of 8/20/07:  45 

 

       The comments on Carmen's MySpace page project an image of cultural identity to a 

degree.  She is the only sisterhood member with a non-Caucasian heritage (her mother's side is 

Puerto Rican), and many girls who appear to be of Latina or African decent mention that they 

feel like they can relate to Carmen best.  This firecracker of a girl is both the sweetest and most 

hot-tempered of the friends in Brashares' works and she can turn from hot to cold in a 

nanosecond.   

       Although Bridget also lives in a single-parent household, Carmen is the only member of 

the group whose parents are divorced.  Mary Pipher explains in her text Reviving Ophelia, 

"Children in single-parent homes have no court of appeal..." (134).  Carmen is argumentative 

with her mother, although they have a strong family bond.  Considering the divorce rate in the 

US is near 20% at present, some of Carmen's MySpace "friends" probably feel connected to her 

because they are living with a single parent and feeling uneasy in their tight relationship too.4  
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Also, Carmen's father remarries in the first book of Brashares' series, another common 

occurrence that could lead to finding one's self in her.   

     As the Sisterhood series progresses through four books, Carmen spends a summer with 

her dad and soon-to-be-new family in South Carolina, watches her mother become a part of the 

dating scene for the first time in Carmen's life, stays home in Bethesda, Maryland for a second 

summer and decides about where she wants to go for college while "babysitting" Lena's 

grandmother and finally discovers a niche in acting that she never expected to have at the one 

point in her life when her confidence fails her (Sisterhood 56, Second 78, Girls 67, Forever 

129).  Carmen has the most common and rational experiences throughout the series.  She does 

not fly off to Turkey or Greece for the summer and she does not make films at NYU; she visits 

her father, stays home with her mother, and goes to an acting camp sponsored by her college.  

Being the only minority and the only child of divorced parents in the series, Carmen has many 

assets in one package.  She is also the least physically fit of her friends, as can be seen from her 

worry about fitting into the "traveling pants" in Brashares' first book (Sisterhood 19).  Carmen 

may be easiest to relate to for her MySpace admirers because of all these factors and the fact that 

she does not have adventures as extravagant as her three best friends.     

 

Lena "Lenny" Kaligaris  

http://www.myspace.com/sisterhoodlenny  

Headline:   "Not All Who Wander Are Lost" –J.R.R.Tolkien  

Textual Explanation for Headline:   "As Tibby liked to say, give Lena a choice of A or B and 

she'll always choose C.  Did she love him? A: No.  B: Yes.  C: Well, you might suspect 

that...How did you separate attraction from love?" (Second 41)  
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 Current Number of MySpace Friends as of 8/20/07: 1209  

 Current Number of Friend Comments as of 8/20/07:  72 

 

       While the other three sisters have MySpace friends that tend to span in age from 13 to 20, 

Lena has friends that are as young as 10 and as old as 45.  The messages left by admirers are 

more thorough and genuine when they are meant for Lena, such as "Leigh Jordan's" (18, 

Sacramento) comment:  

             "Hey Lena, I finished the book about five hours after I got it on Tuesday. I     

 really liked it.  One thing that I found funny in all four books: You're   

 obsessed with your feet. Your size 9 feet! Size 9 is not big. Size 9 is small.  

 Even if they were big, it's not that big of a deal. I'm size 11 1/2. I would   

 love size 9 feet, if only because the shoes are better. I hate going shoe   

 shopping because shoe makers seem to think people with big feet have no   

 fashion sense. But if I had size 9's, I would topple over because they   

 wouldn't fit my 5 feet 11 inches. So yeah, stop tripping about your feet. No  

 pun intended."  

 The above comment shows that "Leigh Jordan" is concerned about Lena's self-image; 

much like the character purports to be herself.  As stated in the introduction, Lena is the reserved 

beauty, the diamond in the rough, to be cliché.  She is the member of the sisterhood who hides 

behind plain clothes and does not broadcast her interests or feelings outright.  One must know 

Lena to understand her likes and dislikes.  The other sisterhood members describe her as 

flawless, except for her wardrobe of bland earth tones and her inability to express emotions 

(Sisterhood 4).   
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 In the course of Brashares' series, Lena travels to Greece and falls in love with Kostos 

(Sisterhood), stays home for a summer only to rediscover her love from Greece (Second), stays 

home again to take art classes and work to save money for art college in the fall (Girls) and 

finally attends summer sessions at her art school and returns to Greece to finalize her relationship 

status with Kostos (Forever).  Lena's adventures seem most unattainable, if only due to the 

existence of the "perfect" summer romance most teen girls dream about and rarely encounter.  

The girls who seek her friendship on MySpace seem to be quiet, bookish or artistic types who 

want to learn about life through Lena's few moments of adventurousness.       

 

Tabitha Anastasia "Tibby" Tomko-Rollins 

http://www.myspace.com/sisterhoodtib  

Headline:   "Fear is that little darkroom where negatives are developed" –Michael    

 Pritchard  

Textual Explanation for Headline:   "Tibby cried into her soup when it finally came.  "I'm 

scared I might be pregnant," she told it.  The carrots and peas made no reply, but she felt better 

for having told them."  (Forever 174)  

 Current Number of MySpace Friends as of 8/20/07:  1159  

 Current Number of Friend Comments as of 8/20/07:  64  

 

       Tibby is the individualist of the Sisterhood.  She strives to be different from her middle 

class parents and their ideals, even though they were the rebels when she was young (Sisterhood 

7).  Her appeal seems to be generic from the comments on her page.  Most "friends" just say 

"hi," or "thanks for adding me..." rather than the elaborate messages Lena receives.  It seems 
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Tibby is the least approachable, maybe because her fans know that she enjoys her time alone and 

is less social than the other three girls.  There are, however, some "friends" in Tibby's collection 

that appear through their profiles and comments to be those young girls who want to find 

acceptance in difference.    These friends rarely make comments on Tibby's page, but I would not 

be afraid to guess that some of these teens have sent her a MySpace message or two hoping for a 

reply.  

       Her journey begins at a store that seems to be like Walgreens or CVS, Wallman's 

(Sisterhood 4).  Next, Tibby attends film classes at a school in Virginia only to realize that she 

has feelings for a videogame loving, nerdy guy she met while working at Wallman's.  In the third 

summer of her adventures, Tibby stays in Bethesda and helps Carmen's mom have a baby while 

beginning a relationship with the nerd-turned-hunk, Brian, from the previous books.  Finally, she 

stays at NYU for the summer to take extra film classes, and in the course of this has a pregnancy 

scare.  One of Tibby’s MySpace friends, “Stephanie,” 19, San Francisco, relates to Tibby’s jolt, 

“I wonder how many understand what relief some blood can bring” (MySpaceTib).  This panic is 

resolved, but causes short-term heartache for Tibby and Brian as she sorts out her feelings.  

Tibby is the glue that holds the sisterhood together because she is the last to react unnaturally 

until the scare in Brashares' final book.    

 

III.  Ann Brashares is Dead, Long Live Ann Brashares! 

 Brashares' texts must first be removed from the author herself.  It is implied, specifically 

from theories Roland Barthes discusses in "The Death of the Author" that as a reader, one cannot 

assume a book to be based on the author's experiences.  First, the writer must be removed to 

make way for the narrator, who is actually relaying the story.  Once this is accomplished, the 
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characters in the text can be removed from the narrator to become separate entities.  The creator 

of the Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants book series must be exterminated to fully realize the 

breadth of the advertising model at work.  Barthes sees a "necessity to substitute language itself 

for the person who until then had been supposed to be its owner" (Death 1467).  This insight 

insists that a language has replaced the author, and in the case of the Sisterhood works, this 

language is not the words in the books, but the developed characters themselves. 

 Bridget, Carmen, Lena and Tibby become the language of the Sisterhood, giving way to 

their branching from the written text to the big screen and then the internet.  As Barthes says, 

"When the author has been found, the text is 'explained'---victory to the critic," thus removing 

Brashares from her works allows marketers to envelop her created characters in a critically 

untouchable blend of advertising through many media (Death 1469).  By allowing for movement 

between media, the death of Brashares as author further extends invitation for the young girls 

using MySpace to find friendship in fictional characters, the "reality" of which pressures the 

users into seeking their "friends," the characters in as many arenas as possible.  Rosemary 

Huisman paraphrases Randall Williams, “…the material object is never enough” (286).  Carmen, 

Lena, Bridget and Tibby have become material commodities via the media focused on bringing 

them into the public sphere.  However, they are fully formed characters, and this causes fans to 

become “friends.”  This proves that the existence of characters alone is not enough to fulfill the 

consumer’s needs.  

 Barthes' "Death of the Author" leads the main characters in the Sisterhood text series to a 

freedom from their original conception of being the ideas of Brashares.  Once written into the 

texts, these characters are developed by the reader.  As Tibby baby-sits her little sister in Girls in 

Pants: The Third Summer of the Sisterhood, the reader has the choice to think any number of 
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things about Tibby's personality.  The reader can determine she is a mean babysitter, she's doing 

the right thing in limiting her little sister, she should have let her climb the tree, and so on (Girls 

39-40).  As the reader herself develops the language of Brashares' texts (i.e. the characters), she 

is forming a relationship with the characters that creates a number of sign systems within this one 

group of texts. 

 The sign systems convolute and branch into new or more complex organisms as the 

advertising ring sends the original language of the text into film.  Once the characters transpose 

into the film based on Brashares’ first text, both the original reader of the written text and the 

new reader of the film text are forming the characters into new languages, thus creating further 

significations.  As the film appears, again the "author," who is now the filmmaker, is taken out of 

the equation by the language at work via the characters.  Once Brashares' creations make it to the 

World Wide Web, several things happen.   

 One, Brashares reemerges as a liaison to her characters on the Sisterhood Central website 

for all things Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants.  She is not author, but introducer of characters, 

or further, encourager of young girls seeking to develop friendships with fictional characters.  On 

this webpage, Brashares states, "Carmen, Bridget, Lena, and Tibby have had lives far beyond 

what I ever hoped or expected for them, and the credit goes to you."5  Two, Brashares is even 

further removed from her works by the MySpace pages of the four main characters in the book 

series.  The MySpace pages finalize the shift from language to entity for the four characters, as 

they are now beings with their own URLs that can be visited by as many people as have 

MySpace accounts.     

 Brashares’ death is complete, as can be seen above.  Thus a need arises to explain the 

advertising in action for the Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants as a body of work beyond the 
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original written text.  There is then a requirement to map the sign systems and semiotics at work 

within the advertising itself, apparent from the complex structure in place.   

IV.  The Advertising of Bee, Carma, Len and Tib, An Introduction 

 The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants has spread itself into a marketing frenzy through 

text, film and the Internet.  First, the texts each contain a preview of the following work in the 

series – the epilogue of one Sisterhood book becomes the prologue of the next.  This “sneak 

peek” hints to the adventures of the four main characters from one of their points of view.  For 

instance, the epilogue of Brashares’ first novel is “narrated” by Tibby and repeated word for 

word as the prologue in The Second Summer of the Sisterhood.  By enlightening the reader to a 

hint of what will come next, Ann Brashares creates her first layer in the intricate advertising of 

the Sisterhood series, heightening the reader’s desire to learn more.   

 The 2005 film adaptation of Brashares’ first work in the series also seeks to envelop the 

books into the advertising schema:  In the 2005 mass market publication of The Sisterhood of the 

Traveling Pants by Dell Press, about 15 still shots from the film are plastered into the center of 

the book binding with captions that not only give the reader a glimpse at the characters they have 

been imagining, but also reveal key moments in the written text’s plot that have not yet come to 

pass.  This strategy could direct the reader in one of two ways: Read more and find out “How 

Lena falls for Kostos,” or go see the movie instead of finishing the book (Sisterhood Picture 5).    

 Next in the maze of marketing is the “Sisterhood Central” website, which is actually 

quite difficult to find.  As mentioned earlier, if your search terms are “Sisterhood of the 

Traveling Pants,” most results will relate to the film and its paraphernalia.  The only way on 

Yahoo to arrive at “Sisterhood Central” as the first response in a search is to use “Ann 

Brashares” as the term. If a young girl is completing a book report or biography, she may enter 
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this item into a search bar, but simplicity tends to make advertising effective, and this site is not 

working toward a simple goal.  The reader could see that an advertisement for the “Sisterhood 

Central” website is in small font on the back cover of all four texts.  This has the potential to 

make the site easier to find, but here I assume that the reader is more concerned with the interior 

of the book.  The web site does house direction to what could be considered the final in the 

Sisterhood chain of advertising: Links to the MySpace pages for Bridget, Carmen, Lena and 

Tibby; but these can also be found by doing a search for “Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants” on 

MySpace.  This is a much more realistic path to the characters’ pages, considering MySpace has 

nearly 200 million users who seek out their favorite shows, musicians, writers and even 

characters on a regular basis.   

 As stated in section III, many sign systems are employed throughout the media 

Brashares’ characters are presented in, these systems redefining the language of The Sisterhood.  

The semiotics of the Sisterhood texts, film and URLs are varied and expansive.  Section V is 

dedicated to casting some understanding on the signage at work in the Sisterhood marketing 

conglomerate.   

V.  Sisterhood Semiotics 

 Semiotics is the study of language as a series of signs.  A linguistic sign is  

"...a two-sided psychological entity that can be represented by the drawing: ." 

(Course 78).  In order to use Saussure's model in teen advertising congruent with what is 

presented with the Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants media, understanding signage and semiotics 
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in language and advertising is imperative.  Like Saussure's example of Arbor = Tree = , 

Brashares' texts, the Sisterhood film and associated MySpace pages create various sign systems 

within and throughout themselves.  Saussure claims that "The bond between the signifier and the 

signified is arbitrary" (Course 79).  This statement means that once a sign system is established, 

although the signified may vary with each signifier, it cannot be altered because the signifier 

itself is not attached to a single signified.   

 To be clearer, a signifier is that which is offered as a read or heard piece of language, and 

the signified is what comes to the mind of the person experiencing the signifier.  For instance, in 

relation to the Sisterhood series, the signifier "blond" could entice the signified "Bridget" or 

"Blake Lively,"6 the sign in relation to the Sisterhood being "the blond one," or the character 

originally developed as a member of the Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants who has blond hair.  

Put simply, a sign is anything that produces meaning, and semiotics is the study of signs and sign 

systems.  In advertising, the importance of signs lies in the fact that they produce a desire in the 

"reader" for the product at hand.  This desire will come from the signified tied to the signifier by 

the reader, thus the hope is that a good advertisement will produce similar positive signifiers in 

many readers.   

 Tom Streeter in his hypertext on semiotics in advertising asks, "What do connotations, 

narratives, and myths do to us? Do semiotic systems have any effect on human behavior? If we 

were exposed to different signs, would our lives be different?" ("Codes" 1)  The Sisterhood 

series exemplifies interesting answers to these questions.  The myth of 4 teenage girls getting 

along famously in tightly knit friendships since childhood creates either a feeling of connection 

or yearning in readers/viewers.  Some will consider this signifier as similar to someone they have 
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a connection with, forgetting arguments or rough tracks through the relationship in the past.   

 The signifiers at this point can create memories (potentially false ones) as signifieds, thus 

invoking a sign that creates a positive emotion in the reader.  This could in turn foster optimistic 

effects in the reader's thoughts and behavior, like reading Pollyanna for the first time as an adult 

and remembering there is at least one reason to be glad about everything that happens in life.  If 

the Sisterhood media showed more negative than positive activity, such as dwelling on the tiffs 

between Carmen and her mother, the signified may become resentment for a stifling mother or 

another such discouraging theme or object.  This thought could alter the perception of Brashares' 

characters, because they would reflect more of their "bad sides" than good. 

 Streeter adds of advertising,  

  "The power of sign systems lies in this: their role in generating and   

  maintaining shared expectations, shared interpretive frameworks. Signs do  

  not force us to have certain interpretations as much as they create the   

  context for other people's interpretations of us, and even more importantly,  

  our own expectations of what others think." ("Codes" 9) 

In this context, the Sisterhood media create a framework based on close friendships, teenage 

girlhood and realistic attainability.  None of the girls are "supermodels" and they all have 

triumphs and problems throughout their text, film and MySpace page development.  The 

Sisterhood characters breed a lifestyle of moving forward while holding onto the past in their 

stories.  They remain best friends as they travel and leave for college, and this stigma harbors a 

reality for the reader that after interpreting the signs throughout the Sisterhood series, they can 

overcome and hold expectations of achieving the same level of connectedness as Brashares' 

characters have.  This is undeniable when we look at the fact that about 4800 girls have become 
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"friends" with the characters on MySpace, acknowledging that at least somewhere in their minds, 

they believe in the ideals of the Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants so much that they believe in 

the characters.  This belief solidifies the sign systems at work so far as to create a new layer of 

signification. 

VI.  The Simulacra of the Traveling Pants  

       In System of Objects, Jean Baudrillard states of competitive advertising, “Thousands of 

marginal differences and an often formal differentiation of a single product through conditioning 

have…intensified competition and created an enormous range of precarious freedoms" (409).  In 

this vein, the Sisterhood web, as stated previously, has given itself in the form of its main 

characters the freedom to seem more real, thus leading to a greater readership than could be had 

through books and film alone.  True, a reader could both finish the first novel and then see the 

movie, unlike the scenarios mentioned above, but in American culture, consumerism grips even 

the most independently minded individual: “In the United States, 90 percent of the population 

experience no other desire than to possess what others possess” (System 409).  

       Baudrillard speaks of Americans always seeking the newest model, assuming it is best.  

Thus, the movie supersedes the text as the new and improved Sisterhood, although reviewers like 

“rockinrissac” in section I would claim differently.  This relates to Randall Williams’ discussion 

of consumers versus users: “Users ask for the satisfaction of human needs which consumption, 

as such, can never really supply” (Huisman 286).  If the Sisterhood is advertised as a printed 

object, and then as an object that can be viewed in full color on-screen, the second medium, the 

film, becomes more user-friendly because it captures the senses with less need for imagination.  

Without need of imagination, use is easier, thus satisfying one human need of simplicity.  

Consumers as defined through Williams’ definition of users above rarely exist today, especially 
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in teen women.  Trends change so rapidly that what is full price in the “Juniors” department at 

J.C. Penney today is 60% off by the weekend.  Most of us who used to be consumers are now 

users.  We must have a bigger reason than the product alone to have a desire to obtain it.  This 

being the case, the film is a user-driven commodity, not a consumer-driven one for various 

reasons such as the Yahoo search results under “Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants” mentioned 

earlier. 

             The publicity network above can function in several patterns.  One could see that her 

schoolmate on MySpace added the Sisterhood members as “friends” on her page, which could 

cause the onlooker to click on the links to the characters’ pages.  This leads to the girl realizing 

that the members of the Sisterhood are from a book that the plot of a movie she saw at a slumber 

party was based on, thus turning the young woman to the books for more information.  Success!  

Look at the Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants marketing strategy via Baudrillard’s three 

hypotheses in his chapter “Implosion of Meaning in Media” (Simulacra 79).    

 1.)  “…information produces meaning…but cannot make up for the brutal loss of 

 signification in every domain.” 

       If The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants is the signification and the domain, Baudrillard’s 

first hypothesis cannot interject because the Sisterhood itself provides the information.  The 

reader produces the meaning and the Sisterhood is the sign system (or signification).  However, 

if one assumes information is the voice of the narrator within the original source for the sign (the 

books), then meaning comes from narration.  In this case, a loss of signifier occurs when the 

media changes to film and then cyberspace due to a loss of the original narration.  If the signifier 

is lost, the signified is indeterminable from its original source, thus signification is broken down 

and a new sign system must be formed.  New signification must be understood for each domain, 
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since the camera’s eye provides narration in the film and the characters themselves act as 

narrators on the MySpace pages.  Through this hypothesis, signification must be lost and 

reformed every time Brashares’ works are exposed to new media. 

 To exemplify, let’s say Sally reads the book The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants.  She 

decides that Tibby is her favorite character.  Sally’s basic sign system becomes: [Signifier Tibby 

→ Signified Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants].  Next, Sally sees the film “The Sisterhood…” 

and realizes that Tibby is not exactly the same as her favorite character in the book.  Several 

things could happen here, Sally could recognize differences as signifieds, like [Signifier Tibby 

→ Signified Blue Hair and Bangs] or she could choose a new favorite character based on the 

film: [Lena → “Sisterhood…”].  This shift of semiotic systems expresses an example of the signs 

changing with each medium, but next Baudrillard claims: 

  2.)  “…information has nothing to do with signification.” 

       The continuous ability for the flow of the Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants advertising 

web works through the fact that the sign system can remain intact although there is an influx of 

information via changes in characters through the main text.  Previews of what is to come for the 

signifier (The Sisterhood) through pro- and epilogues, plot shifts in the film adaptation and 

“friendships” on MySpace exist.  This inundation of information does not alter the signification: 

The signifier is the Sisterhood, and the signified remains friendship, trust and the other positive 

qualities Brashares’ works express.  Finally, Baudrillard offers: 

 3.)  “…information is directly destructive of meaning and signification, or…it 

 neutralizes them.” 

       “rockinrissac” would choose this hypothesis as her favorite, considering the new 

information fed to consumers (or users) through the film “The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants” 
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negates the signification of character plots and attitudes in Brashares’ original novel.  Beyond 

this, the interconnectedness of Bridget, Carmen, Lena and Tibby on MySpace creates new 

information, neutralizing the characterization in another way; by making the characters more 

obtainable.  With this interaction, the sign system can become Sisterhood  Friends.  Rather 

than an idealized noun for a signified, fans obtain a tangible signified via this hypothesis’ 

interaction with signification. 

       Baudrillard claims in Simulacra and Simulation: 

 “The self-service [of equivalent and successive signs] also adds to this 

 absence of depth: the same homogeneous space, without mediation, brings 

 together men and things – a space of direct manipulation.  But who 

 manipulates whom?”  (76) 

The sign system of Brashares’ creation, which relies on The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants 

being the signifier and friendship, readership and viewership being the signified seems not to 

seek manipulation, as the term carries negative connotation and it is difficult to find negativity 

within the confines of Brashares’ series.  This fact makes Baudrillard’s statement integrate with 

the idea that the marketing conglomeration of the Sisterhood is not, as suggested, homogeneous.  

Having the option to experience the Sisterhood series through several media allows fans to 

envelop themselves in their favorite characters, creating a heterotopic ingestion system for the 

marketing techniques being examined by fans.  I say heterotopic, not heterogeneous because 

Bridget, Carmen, Lena and Tibby exist in several different “worlds” – the written text, the “big 

screen” and cyberspace.  According to Michel Foucault,  

“…because they shatter or tangle common names…Heterotopias desiccate speech, 

stop words in their tracks, contest the very possibility of grammar at its source; they 
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dissolve our myths and sterilize the lyricism of our sentences.” (379) 

Foucault’s claim disillusions the beauty of the advertising network created with Brashares’ 

characters and works, but it also holds some truth: Through the network of book to film to World 

Wide Web, The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants becomes several separated sign systems while 

remaining one whole system.  This creates confusion of the message, as Foucault suggests – 

destroying the homogeny and reinforcing heterotopia. 

       In “Absolute Advertising, Ground-Zero Advertising,” Baudrillard states, “…advertising 

no longer has a territory.  Its recoverable forms no longer have any meaning” (93).  Those 

marketing the series at hand seem to understand this statement by staking claims not on 

territories, but in as many domains as prove necessary to draw more teenage girls to the acumen 

of the characters they admire.  Meaning is lost because meaning is founded in grounding.   

 By shifting The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants to various media, the ground is not 

solid, if it exists at all.  It may not exist because the modality of the Sisterhood masters 

exchanges for a new environment in each medium shift, making the interconnectivity of text, 

screen and cyberspace a junction for diffusing and sorting information.  As before, information 

can mislead or redirect meaning, thus developing various significations of a single sign.  

Although ingenious at first inception, the marketing web of Brashares’ creations is still 

heterotopic, therefore it can either enrich or deconstruct the different readings of the Sisterhood 

characters via various media avenues.  

VII.  The Future of the Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants Web: A Working Theory of 

Conglomerate Advertising for Teens 

 As new media become available, new ways to sell the products geared toward the 

technologically savvy will appear.  Since teens are often the first to try new digital media, 
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marketing needs to depend on their agreement about what is and what is not effective.  Since 

Brashares' Sisterhood book series has concluded as of Forever in Blue, advertisements will now 

have to rely on new editions of the books if movies for the remaining three are created and the 

hope that the MySpace pages will lead users to the Sisterhood Central website to seek out news 

about the Sisterhood series and author or different Random House YA publications.   

 The methods used to advertise the Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants series, from the 

books to the film to the Internet are tactically strong, and methods like this may one day be the 

only productive way to introduce a product to the teen market.  When a teenager buys a video 

game, that game has previews for others that he cannot skip before his first time playing, but if 

that advertisement were placed in the video game guide book and a webpage be doled out in the 

game itself and the booklet, the teen watching the preview would be more likely to show interest 

in the product.  The key to conglomerate advertising, as with Brashares' characters and the 

Melissa Joan Hart - Brittany Spears collaboration mentioned earlier is repetition.  Think of it this 

way:  

Mary buys book.  Book shows shots of film and addresses to websites advertising 

both book and film.  Websites refer to books and films while linking to more 

websites that are all related to the original product.   

 By initially understanding that the original creator has been destroyed first by the reader, 

then further by the film viewer and finally even more so by the websites involved, Barthes' 

"Death of the Author" leads to a comprehension of the semiotics at work in the advertising 

network.  The sign systems created by the original and then built on or newly reformed by the 

next medium introduced lead to a greater grasp of the original product and also novel perception 

of the product.  The first sign system creates the foundation for selling the product to teens, and 
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their perception of either a morphed or new, but related sign system builds on the original 

foundation.  The semiotics act as an organic system that creates simulacra who will GARAP7 

their way into an advertised product.   

 

 

Notes 
 
1.) The N’s MySpace site: http://www.myspace.com/136700698 
 
2.)  Commentary adaptation is defined by Imelda Whelehan as taking the core of a  written 

text and forming it into something with a similar "feel," but not  necessarily leaving 
the core elements of the work in tact.  See Adaptations: From  Text to Screen, Screen 
to Text (1999), Whelehan, Imelda.   

 
3.)  Comments will be shown after reading paper at www.myspace.com if time allows. 
 
4.)  Data from http://www.cdc.gov 
 
5.)  Sisterhood Central:  http://www.randomhouse.com/teens/sisterhoodcentral/home.html 
 
6.)  Blake Lively is the name of the actress who portrays Bridget Vreeland in "The 
 Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants" (2005).  
 
7.)  GARAP is a term created by Jean Baudrillard in his text “The System of Objects” to 

showcase a pure created signifier without a signified. 
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Memoria activa y pasiva: la narración del pasado en el presente en El mismo mar de 
todos los veranos y El cuarto de atrás 

 

 En una comparación entre Para no volver de Esther Tusquets y El cuarto de atrás 

de Carmen Martín Gaite, Agustín Boyer indica que en ambas novelas el enunciador 

femenino utiliza la memoria para hacer una lectura retroactiva del pasado desde el punto 

de vista del presente, seleccionando datos y episodios determinantes y desarrollándolos 

en base a paradigmas narrativos (93). Aunque Agustín Boyer haya escogido la novela 

Para no volver en su investigación, la misma comparación se puede llevar a cabo entre El 

cuarto de atrás (1978) y El mismo mar de todos los veranos (1978) de Esther Tusquets. 

Es decir, en ambas novelas el objetivo es contar, y por ende interpretar, el pasado desde 

un punto de vista del presente como mujer contemporánea española (93).  

Las dos novelas abarcan representaciones simbólicas del acto de recordar e 

incluyen dos tipos de memoria: la memoria que implica movimiento y la que queda 

archivada, es decir estática. Por un lado, la memoria que implica movimiento, es decir la 

memoria activa, está representada por el mar en la novela de Esther Tusquets y por las 

piedrecitas o miguitas blancas en la novela de Carmen Martín Gaite. Por otro lado, la 

memoria estática, es decir la memoria pasiva, está representada por el baúl de disfraces 

en El mismo mar de todos los veranos y por el cuarto de atrás en la novela de Carmen 

Martín Gaite.   

En ambas novelas se pueden identificar paralelos en el propósito de la narración y 

en los recursos utilizados para desarrollar la trama. De hecho, ambas protagonistas 

quieren contar su historia por medio de un relato utilizando la memoria para conectar el 

pasado y el presente (Greene 293). Para la protagonista de El mismo mar de todos los 
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veranos la narración de la relación entre ella y Clara “antes que una historia, [es] un mero 

pretexto […] para contar y revivir viejas historias” (104).  

La vida de las protagonistas es como un libro con hojas que faltan (Tusquets 26). 

A lo largo de la narración se van llenando las hojas con los recuerdos. Esta característica 

refleja la función creativa de la memoria (Lourie et al. 6). Según Gayle Greene: 

 Memory revises, reorders, refigures, resignifies; it includes or omits,  

embellishes or represses, decorates or drops, according to imperatives of 

its own. Far from being a trustworthy transcriber of “reality,” it is a shaper  

and shape shifter that takes liberties with the past as artful and lying as any  

taken by the creative writer. In fact, memory is a creative writer. (294) 

En El cuarto de atrás hay una referencia directa a este proceso y a la creatividad de la 

memoria cuando se describe el resultado de un intercambio de recuerdos: “saldría un 

cuento fresco e irregular, tejido de verdades y mentiras, como todos los cuentos” (22).  

El recurso principal que las protagonistas de ambas novelas utilizan para contar 

los acontecimientos del pasado es la memoria en sí. Según Roberta Johnson: 

 El mismo mar is a series of memories that wash over the  

narrator/protagonist like waves rising and falling on shore, and these  

reminiscences recall the destructive, leveling process of the sea of time,  

establishing an ontological relationship between the protagonist’s memory 

of her past and her consciousness in the present. (65) 

Regresando al concepto de memoria activa que se mencionó al comienzo de este ensayo, 

se pueden identificar varias metáforas de la memoria, como indica el análisis de Roberta 

Johnson, entretejidas a lo largo de la narrativa.  

Como podemos entender del análisis de Roberta Johnson, la memoria activa en El 

mismo mar de todos los veranos está representada simbólicamente por el mar y el 
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movimiento de las olas. Las olas del mar, vistas como símbolo del acto de recordar y del 

movimiento temporal, representan el ir y venir de la memoria (Zambrano 81). De hecho:  

  El movimiento propio del vivir personal, único que puede llegar a sernos 

relativamente diáfano, es el de avanzar a ciegas primero y haber de 

retroceder después en busca del punto de partida. El buscar el punto de 

partida es el motor, la verdadera «causa movens» del recordar, del revivir 

para ver; un ver que es un entrever. (81) 

El movimiento y el “motor” del recordar se pueden asociar a la ondulación de las olas. A 

veces el mar en sí es el punto de partida que trae a la mente algunos recuerdos. No es 

casualidad que los viajes en bote a la casa frente al mar evoquen ciertas memorias en la 

protagonista. 

 Según Johnson: 

What makes the sea so attractive to Heidegger and to Tusquets as a 

metaphor for memory is that it is in constant motion within boundaries, 

evoking the to-and-fro movement between the past and the present of the 

recall experience. (67) 

Por lo tanto, el ir y venir de la memoria refleja el avanzar y retroceder de las olas. Hay 

que tener en cuenta que cada ola es diferente en cuanto a tamaño, duración y fuerza. El 

movimiento del acto de recordar no es un tsunami, es decir no se retira todo de una vez 

para luego volver a inundar los pensamientos, sino que es un movimiento de olas 

entrecortadas que se unen y se separan en momentos distintos.  

Este movimiento representado tan poéticamente por las olas del mar lo vemos 

representado en la novela de Carmen Martín Gaite por el cuento de Pulgarcito y las 

miguitas y piedrecitas blancas. Cuando Pulgarcito “dejó un reguero de migas de pan para 

hallar el camino de vuelta, se las comieron los pájaros. A la vez siguiente, ya resabiado, 

dejó piedrecitas blancas, y así no se extravió […]” (105). En base a esta historia y a 
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varias otras referencias a estos objetos a lo largo de la novela, las piedrecitas blancas 

representan el recorrer de la memoria de manera lineal que nos permite ordenar los 

recuerdos de forma cronológica. Por otro lado, las miguitas blancas, que han sido 

comidas aleatoriamente por pájaros, no nos permiten seguir nuestro camino de manera 

ordenada sino entrecortada (azarosa). Según el hombre de negro, este recorrido es el más 

autentico: 

-¡Saber lo que estaba antes y lo que estaba después! Ya salieron las 

piedrecitas blancas; el desorden en que surgen los recuerdos es su única 

garantía, no se fíe de las piedrecitas blancas. (116) 

Los consejos del hombre de negro y las pastillas de su cajita dorada llevan a la 

enunciación de los recuerdos entrecortados como las olas del mar. Estos recuerdos 

desordenados resultan en una narración fragmentada. De hecho, a lo largo de la novela 

los recuerdos no siguen un orden específico y este desorden a su vez pone énfasis en la 

importancia de la narrativa fragmentada que, según el hombre de negro, resulta ser 

mucho más interesante que la narrativa linear. 

El mar y las miguitas blancas implican un movimiento que refleja no solo el 

proceso de recordar sino también los métodos narrativos utilizados por las dos autoras. 

Este constante movimiento hace que la narrativa en el presente se mezcle con el pasado y 

viceversa. Por ejemplo, en El mismo mar de todos los verano se mezclan los dos tipos de 

narración de vez en cuando separados o distinguidos por un paréntesis y otras veces sin 

que haya ninguna otra distinción excepto el tiempo del verbo. En algunos casos, la 

narración continua enfatizando acontecimientos del pasado y luego regresa a la narración 

del presente. Esta larga narración con falta de puntuación refleja la constante mezcla del 
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pasado en el presente y el fluir entrecortado de los recuerdos. En otras palabras, la 

narración refleja el movimiento del mar. 

 En El cuarto de atrás también es posible ver este movimiento que refleja el fluir 

de las olas del mar. La narración en el presente se mezcla con la narración del pasado en 

ocasiones como por ejemplo el momento en que C. se encuentra frente a un espejo que le 

parece reflejar su imagen de cuando tenía ocho años en el comedor de casa de sus abuelos 

en la calle Mayor de Madrid (74). A partir de ese momento empieza la narración en el 

pasado donde se relatan acontecimientos que sucedieron en esa casa. Muchas veces las 

narraciones del pasado se interrumpen por una pregunta del interlocutor en el presente 

desviando el orden de los recuerdos.   

 Hasta ahora se han evidenciado las representaciones simbólicas de la memoria 

activa y su influencia en los métodos narrativos. Resulta por ende necesario pasar a los 

ejemplos de memoria pasiva y a los objetos que la representan. Como se ha mencionado, 

el movimiento de las olas del mar representa la memoria activa que consiste en un ir y 

venir constante de recuerdos que salen a la superficie aparentemente sin ningún 

problema. Ahora bien, existen ciertos tipos de recuerdos que quedan silenciados debido a 

varias razones personales o políticas. Estos recuerdos, que permanecen escondidos pero 

no olvidados, no son fáciles de evocar y es necesario ir a buscarlos en el fondo del mar, 

en los archivos de la memoria. En ambas novelas vemos representados estos tipos de 

recuerdos en objetos como el baúl de los disfraces, el cuarto de atrás y la maleta de doble 

fondo.  

 Según José F. Colmeiro en su artículo “Memoria histórica e identidad cultural: 

Del cuarto de atrás a la primera plana,” el cuarto de epónimo de la novela de Carmen 
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Martín Gaite representa “un archivo del pasado inaccesible que ocasionalmente se puede 

abrir desde el presente por la acción de un catalizador” (153-54). Tal como la maleta de 

doble fondo esconde las misteriosas cartas que representan acontecimientos secretos del 

pasado, el cuarto de atrás, utilizado como despensa, representa un espacio donde se 

archivan los recuerdos. Por lo tanto, el cuarto de atrás es un “desván del cerebro” (Martín 

Gaite 91) donde se guardan memorias que permanecen dormidos, o más bien 

aparentemente olvidados, en un estado de desmemoria que “implica una falta de memoria 

histórica voluntaria”  (“Memoria histórica e identidad cultural” 158).  

Los recuerdos en estado de desmemoria en la novela de Martín Gaite son de 

carácter político y están relacionados a acontecimientos históricos. Para la protagonista 

C., el año 1936 fija el punto de transición a un estilo de vida caracterizado por la 

represión y la censura (158). Esta situación llevará al desarrollo de los síntomas de la 

amnesia histórica del franquismo (158). La transición implicada en el año 1936 está 

representada en la novela por la progresiva transformación del cuarto de atrás en 

despensa donde antes “reinaban el desorden y la libertad” (Martín Gaite 187). La 

transformación representa el punto en el cual la memoria de C. se queda atrapada. El 

cuarto de atrás no es solo un símbolo de la amnesia histórica de la protagonista sino 

representa también la amnesia de toda una nación; una nación “donde nada estaba 

prohibido […] ni estaba sometida a unas leyes determinadas de aprovechamiento […]” 

(187).  

 En El mismo mar de todos los veranos algunos de los recuerdos de la protagonista 

también quedan archivados. Estos recuerdos no son de carácter político sino de carácter 

personal: 
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  Me ha sido devuelta íntegra –me ha sido devuelta intacta- una tristeza 

vieja que creía para siempre perdida –que había tal vez incluso ya 

olvidado- y que no hacía otra cosa que aguardar paciente su momento a 

salvo de todo deterioro en el baúl de los disfraces. (90) 

La protagonista creía haber olvidado ese recuerdo tan triste del suicidio de Jorge que la 

atormenta pero en realidad quedó pasivo en el archivo de su memoria, es decir en el baúl 

de los disfraces.  

Este recuerdo permanece silenciado y escondido en un lugar como el “desván del 

cerebro”  de Martín Gaite (91), donde se archivan recuerdos que permanecen 

aparentemente olvidados, en un estado de desmemoria que “implica una falta de memoria 

histórica voluntaria”  (“Memoria histórica e identidad cultural” 158). En este caso la 

“memoria histórica” no corresponde a la Historia oficial de un país sino a la personal 

entre Jorge y la protagonista. Pero se puede identificar una correlación directa a nivel 

simbólico entre el olvido de un acontecimiento traumático personal y el camino de la 

memoria colectiva en España a partir de la postguerra hasta el posdesencanto del fin del 

siglo (“La crisis de la memoria” 18) donde el franquismo fue causa de una amnesia y un 

“olvido pactado de los fantasmas de la guerra civil” (18). De hecho, la protagonista se 

refiere a este acontecimiento traumático personal con “H” mayúscula: la “Historia de 

Jorge” (189). 

Al “abrir el baúl de los disfraces y vestirse el disfraz de tristezas antiguas” (179)  

la protagonista evoca una memoria traumática. Según Sidonie Smith y Julia Watson, los 

narradores de memorias traumáticas: 

 Struggle to find ways of telling about suffering that defies language and 

understanding; they struggle to reassemble memories so dreadful they  

must be repressed for human beings to survive and function in life. In such 
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narratives, the problem of recalling and recreating a past life involves  

organizing the inescapable but often disabling force of memory and  

negotiating its fragmentary intrusions with increasing, if partial,  

understanding. (22) 

Para la protagonista es muy difícil contar este recuerdo y de hecho decide empezar la 

“Historia de Jorge como se empiezan casi todos los cuentos –como si así, bajo el disfraz 

de cuento, pudiera doler quizás un poco menos: Eranse una vez un rey y una reina…” 

(189). 

 A lo largo de la novela es posible identificar el problema que hay que enfrentar 

durante la recreación y organización de memorias traumáticas (Smith et al. 22): 

  [L]e he relatado las historias más lejanas, más entrañablemente mías  

–menos aquella que nunca conté hasta ahora a nadie, que me negué  

obstinada a discutir o comentar con nadie, aquella que yace oculta y  

ponzoñosa en lo más hondo de mis ciénagas, palpitante y quemante como 

una herida siempre abierta, la historia que me expulsó, que destruyó y que  

me condenó no obstante para siempre a mis laberintos, y tal vez no la haya 

contado nunca a nadie, ni siquiera todavía a Clara, porque no soy capaz de 

reducir a historia, de ordenar y reducir a la forma de una historia, aquel 

daño letal e interminable que marcó en realidad el final de todas las  

historias y abrió una etapa gris constituida sólo por datos, por hechos y por 

citas […]. (180)   

Este párrafo no solo refleja nuevamente lo mencionado por Sidonie Smith y Julia 

Watson, sino que también representa simbólicamente la dificultad que enfrenta toda una 

nación en contar las atrocidades de la guerra civil y de la posguerra debido a ese “olvido 

impuesto del franquismo y el trauma histórico colectivo” (“La crisis de la memoria” 19).  

La etapa gris a la que se refiere la protagonista se puede comparar a los 

acontecimientos de la guerra civil que se transformaron en meros datos, hechos y citas de 
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la Historia oficial censurada, olvidada, y archivada. Este concepto se puede relacionar a 

El cuarto de atrás donde lo que la narradora/protagonista quería captar en su libro: 

Eran las vivencias privadas y anónimas desde su perspectiva de mujer, 

más que los hechos y las fechas históricas, no las «piedrecitas» que 

ordenan y fijan el camino sino las «miguitas» que no dejan rastro en los 

libros de historia. (“Conjurando los fantasmas del pasado” 160).  

Por lo tanto el objetivo de ambas novelas, expresado simbólicamente o directamente, es 

el de rescatar los acontecimientos que no aparecen en la historia oficial sino han sido 

silenciados y categorizados como memoria-tabú (“La crisis de la memoria” 20). 

La “herida siempre abierta” (180) a la que se refiere la protagonista de El mismo 

mar de todos los veranos se puede relacionar a lo que María Zambrano llama “el velo del 

correr del tiempo”  que puede ser “rasgado” por algún acontecimiento que “hiere al 

sujeto” (84-85). Como ya se ha mencionado, esa herida o trauma es el suicidio de Jorge y 

al evocarlo, como ya ha evocado otros acontecimientos del pasado, la protagonista 

logrará convertirlo en un efecto terapéutico (Smith et al. 22): 

  [H]e contado mis historias, me he vestido y desvestido mis disfraces, he 

agotado los recovecos de mis laberintos y mis grutas, y ahora estoy en paz  

–o casi en paz-, entre los fantasmas de un pasado que he reconstruido  

amorosamente para Clara, o para mí misma aprovechando el pretexto que  

Clara me brindaba, o tal vez para que al resucitarlo una vez más, al  

resucitarlo por fin para una oyente distinta, este pasado fuera  

definitivamente muerto, dejara de vagar como un espectro desdichado e  

insomne, pudiera descansar en paz bajo el almendro en flor del cementerio  

[…]. (180-1) 

Para llegar a esa paz, Clara utiliza varias técnicas para evocar esos recuerdos traumáticos. 

De hecho, Clara logra ayudar a que la protagonista recuerde Jorge a través de unos discos 

que sirven como “medicina curativa y amarga” (198) para “cicatrizar al fin la herida” 
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(198). El poder curativo de Clara pone énfasis en la importancia de tener un interlocutor y 

por lo tanto refleja la idea establecida por Sidonie Smith y Julia Watson donde escribir 

sobre estos traumas puede ser terapéutico para el narrador pero también para el lector que 

se identifica con lo relatado Es importante, por lo tanto, recuperar la memoria porque “to 

be bereft of memory is not only to lack knowledge, but also to retain nothing; to lose 

one’s memory is to lose oneself” (Lourie et al. 2).  

En fin, de esta manera, se pone en evidencia nuevamente la importancia de la 

recuperación de la memoria de acontecimientos pasados que a su vez refleja a nivel 

simbólico la necesidad de recuperar la memoria histórica de un país. A través de 

metáforas como el movimiento del mar, las piedrecitas o miguitas blancas, el baúl de los 

disfraces, y el cuarto de atrás se ha logrado representar la memoria activa y pasiva en 

ambas novelas. Utilizando ambas modalidades de recordar y con la ayuda de 

catalizadores como Clara y el hombre de negro, las protagonistas han logrado alcanzar su 

objetivo, es decir contar, y por ende interpretar, el pasado desde un punto de vista del 

presente.  
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Abstract 

 

Saudi Arabia is known as the “Secret Kingdom.”  The forces involved in the 

decision-making process of the Kingdom are not well known.  This paper opens 

up Saudi Arabia by looking at the relationship between the King of Saudi Arabia 

and the religious establishment (Ulema).  Analyzing this relationship reveals the 

Ulema have declined in power.  Institutionally, they have been placed under the 

leadership of the government, meaning they hold influence within the Kingdom 

because the Al-Saud allows them that right.  Their most important role in relation 

to the Al-Saud is one of providing legitimacy to the Al-Saud.  They tend to be 

passive in nature; however, the Ulema exercise a great degree of influence in the 

areas of education, social issues, and the judicial system.      
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Introduction 

In 1972, King Faisal of Saudi Arabia opposed an oil embargo against the 

United States despite U.S. support for Israel in the Palestinian-Israeli conflict 

(Obaid 1999, 52).  However, in October of the following year, Saudi Arabia 

unexpectedly stopped all flow of oil to the United States (Obaid 1999, 53).  This 

embargo had devastating effects on the U.S. economy.   What caused a stable 

relationship in 1972 between the United States and Saudi Arabia to crumble in 

1973?  What caused King Faisal to change his mind and why did the United 

States fail to see the potential crisis?  These are the questions Harvard graduate 

Nawaf Obaid addressed in his article, “The Power of Saudi Arabia’s Islamic 

Leaders” (1999, 51-8).   

As the title to his article implies, Obaid believes the Saudi Ulema1 (Islamic 

clerics) played the most significant role in influencing King Faisal’s decision to 

implement the oil embargo.  He believes Saudi perceived U.S. support for Israel, 

in light of the Arab military defeat in 1973 against Israel, created a condition in 

which King Faisal felt he could no longer ignore the Ulema’s demands for an oil 

embargo, which he had said was neither in Saudi Arabia’s nor the United States’ 

economic interests (1999, 52).   

Thus, the Saudis implemented the embargo not primarily to fulfill a 
promise or a threat2, nor to increase the price of oil, nor even as a 

                                                           
1 For purposes of consistency, Ulema will always be capitalized, despite not being capitalized in some 
original texts quoted in this paper.    
2 The promise spoken of here by Obaid is a promise believed to be made by King Faisal to President Anwar 
as-Sadat of Egypt to implement the embargo as a means to assisting Egypt in its 1973 war.  Obaid 
dismisses this reason on the grounds that if King Faisal was primarily motivated to implement the embargo 
because of a promise made to President Sadat in his cause to overrun Israel, he would have done it when 
the war began and not two weeks into it when it was apparent the Egyptians had lost the war. 
The threat spoken of is a reference to the Saudis warning the United States it would cut off their oil if they 
continue to support Israel with military arms.  A day later, Congress appropriated a $2.2 billion aid package 
to Israel and a day after that the oil embargo was put into effect.  Obaid sees the $2.2 billion appropriations 
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weapon to help destroy Israel, but to satisfy the growing frustration 
of the Ulema and preempt internal demands that the United States 
be punished for its role in the Israeli victory.3 

 
Obaid concludes, “[Saudi] government decisions can often be best 

understood with reference to the power of the Ulema and from the conservative 

masses from which that power derives” (Obaid 1999, 58).  He believes the 

United States has failed to understand the influence of the Ulema in Saudi 

politics4.    

In opposition to Nawaf Obaid’s assertion that the Ulema represent a 

significant force within the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is Alexander Bligh.  He 

asserts that the Ulema have lost their influence over time to a degree that in his 

1985 article, “The Saudi Religious Elite (Ulema) as Participant in the Political 

System of the Kingdom,” he concludes, “today [Ulema] political power has 

literally evaporated” (Bligh 1985, 49).  His conclusion is supported by the inability 

of the Ulema to significantly influence decisions made by the Al-Saud—to name 

a few: the transfer of power in 1964 from King Saud to then Crown Prince Faisal, 

the crisis of the Ikhwan takeover of the Kaba in 1979, and the forming of a justice 

                                                                                                                                                                             
as an immediate cause to the embargo but only insofar as it helped create the condition where King Faisal 
felt he had no alternative but to please Ulema demands for the oil embargo (Obaid 1999, 53-4).      
3 Obaid believes that ultimately pressure for the embargo came from the Ulema.  He claims the oil embargo 
was in the interest of the Ulema because it, “increase[ed] the kingdom’s stature as a leader in the Muslim 
world while distancing the country from the West” (1999, 54).  Both of these goals were met as a result of 
the oil embargo against the United States.  After the devastating Arab defeat in the 1967 Six-Day War and 
continual open support for Israel by the United States, King Faisal could not afford another Arab defeat in 
1973 vis-à-vis US support of Israel without doing something.  King Faisal could no longer ignore Ulema 
demands for the Saudi government to take some significant action in the matter. Obaid claims the King and 
Ulema had a tacit agreement that if the war did not go well for the Egyptians in 1973, the Saudis would cut 
off oil to the United States (1999, 54). 
4 Along with the 1973 oil embargo, Obaid also cites the invitation of foreign troops into the Kingdom, the 
continued hosting of American troops, and Saudi support for the Taliban as examples of Ulema influence in 
Saudi politics (Obaid 1999, 55-8).     
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department to replace the role of the Grand Mufti in 1971 (Bligh 1985, 37-50).  

For him, Ulema influence is marginal, if at all significant, in political matters.    

Yet another study, Frank Vogel analyzes the legal system and Islamic law 

in Saudi Arabia and discovers that Saudi Arabia experiences more difficulty in 

adapting to change than other Islamic systems (Vogel 2000, 363-5).  The tension 

between Islamic and modernizing forces has created a political culture of 

“patience and consensus,” patience with Islam in the face of change and 

consensus from a wide base of support before making changes.5 Despite “rapid” 

economic growth and “breath-taking economic, social, cultural, and political 

shifts,” the Al-Saud are willing, he observes, “to pay a high economic price” to 

prevent making desperately needed “reforms that have implications against 

public and private held values” (Vogel 2000, 365).  Why are Saudis willing to pay 

this high economic price? What role do the Ulema have in that decision?   

These studies raise some interesting questions.  How significant are the 

Ulema to Saudi society?  Are they a significant source of legitimacy to the Saudi 

government?  Have they really declined in power and influence and, if so, to what 

degree?  Are the Ulema insignificant as Alexander Bligh suggests or have they 

shown to be more resilient, maintaining significant influence as Nawaf Obaid and 

Frank Vogel assert?  And what is the nature of their influence on the Al-Saud?  

Are they merely a tool of the regime?   

Thesis 

This paper will show that since Saudi Arabia’s beginnings, the power of 

the Ulema has declined (supported by Bligh 1985; Abir 1988, 20 and Al-Yassini 
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1985, 135).  They no longer have complete control in certain areas as they once 

did.  Despite this decline, few scholars have been willing to say the Ulema are no 

longer significant (Islami and Kavoussi 1984; Obaid 1999; Vogel 2000).  They are 

influential in education, social issues, and the judicial system.  The nature of the 

Ulema’s influence has a degree of flexibility.  Based on certain conditions and a 

need, the power of the Ulema has expanded and retracted through time.    

First, we will define what the Ulema are and their function in Saudi society 

and government.  We will see that traditionally they are passive in nature.  

Second, we will discuss the nature of the Ulema as they interacted with Ibn Saud 

and the Ikhwan movement in the early years of the Kingdom.  Third, we will see 

how the Ulema have declined since the founding of Saudi Arabia.  And fourth, we 

will see that despite the general decline of the Ulema, their influence is flexible, 

even increasing at times.  Here, we will look at the conditions that affect the 

relationship between the King and the Ulema.  

Who are the Ulema? 

According to Mordechai Abir, Saudi Arabia is an oligarchy ruled by the Al-

Saud family; the Ulema, plural for alim (religious cleric); and the Umara, plural for 

amir (tribal or regional leader) (Abir 1993, 155).  The numbers of Ulema, in a 

broad sense, are in the tens of thousands (Abir 1993, 154).  They are scholars, 

the “premier directive class in the community,” whose fundamental 

responsibilities are to advise the King and ruling family, providing an “important 

source of religious legitimacy” to the Al-Saud (Ibid.).  In theory, Ulema support 

the King so long as he adheres to the words of God, as interpreted by the Ulema. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
5 See Quandt 1981, 88; Cordesman 1997, 21; and Dahlan 1990, 70 for supporting arguments of Islam’s 
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In return, the King is their benefactor, granting them a special status in the 

government (Al-Yassini 1985, 30). 

Frank Vogel observes the King and Ulema function in different spheres.  

Traditionally, it is understood that the King has authority in political matters and 

the Ulema have authority in religious matters.  Each encroaches at times into the 

other’s sphere of influence, but their motivations for doing so are different.  The 

Ulema are interested in the adherence of society to Islam.  The King, though he 

is a Muslim, is interested in maintaining power, prosperity and stability in the 

nation (Vogel 2000, 279).     

The Ulema leadership consists of approximately thirty to forty Ulema (Abir 

1993, 10).  The Council of the Assembly of Senior Ulema, established in 1971, 

consists of approximately twenty-five members appointed to the council by the 

King.  These twenty-five are at the top of the Ulema hierarchy and meet at least 

once a week with the King or senior members of the Al-Saud family (Jerichow 

1998, 68; Abir 1993, 5).  Their main function is to advise and issue fatwas, official 

opinions based on shari’a (religious law).    

The Ulema function in the capacity of a judiciary (Al-Yassini 1985, 50).  

They make legal decisions based on their interpretation of religious text but are 

not responsible for their implementation. The King, government, or individual 

citizens seeking an opinion of the Ulema have the choice to follow a decision by 

the Ulema or not (Abir 1993, 9 and Fandy 1999, 36).  Ultimately, “the burden of 

following the interpretation of an alim is placed on the one seeking their advice” 

(Vogel 2000, 14).  Vogel observes that the singular role of making rulings solely 

                                                                                                                                                                             
restrictive nature on modernization. 
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based on religious text, independent of social, political or economic concerns, 

means the Ulema are often short sighted and extreme (Vogel 2000, 14 and 164). 

The ruling family, however, must weigh these often short-sighted and extreme 

rulings against the social, political, and economic concerns the Ulema have the 

luxury of ignoring. 

Institutionally, the Ulema have control over the education and training of 

their own; however, they must rely on an appointment by the King or government 

for employment (Kostiner 1993, 73).  One becomes an alim through extensive 

religious study and living a pious life (Jerichow 1998, 67). The Ulema are paid 

civil servants, dependent upon the state for their livelihood (Quandt 1981, 89).  In 

addition, gaining favor in the sight of the Al-Saud can increase an alim’s status 

and position among his peers (Kostiner 1993, 77). This dependence on the King 

for support has been a source of division between moderate and puritanical 

Ulema (Long 1997, 121).  More moderate Ulema are criticized at times for being 

“co-opted” by the state, having become a tool of the Al-Saud to legitimize their 

policies in return for the status the Al-Saud provides6 (Kechichian 2000, 50).  

The Ulema structure is hierarchical in nature, under a “discipline of piety, 

learning and intellect” (Vogel 2000, 164).  Ulema possessing the characteristics 

of piety and intellect are more respected and more often sought after by the Al-

Saud, although other factors are important, such as loyalty to the King and their 

relation or proximity to him7.  Failure to demonstrate loyalty to the state can lead 

                                                           
6 Anders Jerichow observed that through the past three generations the Ulema have shifted from being 
conservative to more liberal and then becoming conservative again. The most recent young conservative 
Ulema believe the older liberal Ulema have “compromised ‘Islamic values,’” although he also observes no 
one generation is solidly conservative or liberal (1998, 68).   
7 Ayman al-Yassini believes the Riyadh Ulema in the early 20th century “enjoyed a position of preeminence 
among colleagues,” perhaps due only to their proximity to the King and the capital (Al-Yassini 1985, 42). 
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to dismissal or imprisonment.  For years, Ulema from the Al-Sheikh family 

enjoyed a close relationship with the Al-Saud because they are direct 

descendents of Abd Al-Wahhab, the founder of Wahhabism.8  

A vast majority of Ulema hold public positions as Qadis (judges), religious 

lawyers, teachers, imams and mosque officials (Abir 1993, 9).  As found in 

Politics Administration and Development in Saudi Arabia, edited by Ahmed 

Hassan Dahlan, the Ulema have responsibilities in the following: (1) the judicial 

system, with the exclusive role in administration and implementation of Islamic 

law, (2) the government’s adherence to Islamic law, (3) the Religious Guidance 

Group, (4) religious education, at all levels, (5) girls education, supervising their 

text and curriculum, (6) mosques, (7) Islamic scientific education, (8) religious 

jurisprudence, (9) Islamic proselytizing, (10) notary, and (11) the supervision of 

mass media (1990, 70).  

 The Ulema fulfill their responsibilities through a number of agencies.  They 

are the Committee for the Promotion of Virtue and the Suppression of Vice; 

Higher Council of Qadis (judges); Issue of Religio-legal Opinions and Supervision 

of Religious Affairs; Directorate of Religious Research, Religious Decrees, and 

Promotion of Islam; Institute for Scientific Study; Ministry of Pilgrimage; The 

General Department of Women’s Education; and The Religious Supervision of 

the Holy Mosque (Fandy 1999, 37 and Abir 1993, 9-10).  The Ulema also have 

significant influence within the Ministry of Justice (Al-Yassini 1985, 68).  Through 

these organizations, the Ulema have a means to maintaining an “Islamic 

orientation” in Saudi society and politics (Quandt 1981, 88).   

                                                           
8 Abd Al-Wahhab formed an alliance with Muhammad Ibn Saud in the 18th century, and since then the Al-
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Passive Nature of the Ulema 

 The Ulema are passive in nature; they do not rule but provide religious 

legitimacy for the ruler. At one level, they do not make laws but legitimize laws 

enacted by the Al-Saud.  Their role as legitimizers and not activists is best 

demonstrated in their relationship with the Al-Saud on two occasions of 

government transition: first, in 1964 with the transition of government from King 

Saud (son and successor of Ibn Saud) and King Faisal; and second, in 1995 with 

King Fahd’s declaration of Prince Abdullah as successor to the throne.   

King Saud ruled from 1953 until 1964 when power was officially 

transferred to King Faisal.  The Kingdom suffered economically during King 

Saud’s reign, almost going into bankruptcy in 1958 (Bligh 1985, 100).  King Saud 

lacked charisma and the power of persuasion that was second nature to his 

father.  He lacked support from within the family, often acting on his own without 

seeking their counsel and was a poor manager of the Kingdom’s oil wealth (Al-

Yassini 1985, 63 and Abir 1993, 29). 

As a result, the Al-Saud family started shifting power away from King Saud 

to his half brother Faisal.  In 1958, Faisal was appointed Prime Minister, a 

position second only to the King.  Taking advantage of King Saud’s health 

problems, the Al-Saud family gave Faisal significant powers in 1962, bringing 

with him a significant degree of stability to the economy and renewed public faith 

in the Al-Saud family (Edens 1974, 62).     

 Problems between King Saud and Faisal became tense in 1963 when 

Saud threatened to use the Royal Guard to take back power he had lost to Faisal 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Sheikh have had a degree of prominence in Ulema leadership.   
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and Faisal responded by calling upon the National Guard.  The Ulema were 

asked to mediate the situation.  They ruled that on account of King Saud’s poor 

health, Faisal should take on the duties of ruling the Kingdom while Saud should 

maintain his position as king.  King Saud abided by the ruling until March 13th, 

1964 when he informed Faisal that he should relinquish power to him because 

his health had improved.  With the backing of most of the family, the army, tribal 

leaders and a strong Jeddah power base, Faisal refused (Safran 1985, 100).  

Also, Faisal counseled with the Jeddah and Riyadh Ulema from March 17th to 

March 22nd, who confirmed their stand that Faisal should retain ruling power 

while Saud should retain his title as king.  With overwhelming support, King Saud 

formally abdicated power to Faisal on March 28th (Safran 1985, 101).  On March 

29th, the Ulema legitimized, through the issuance of an official fatwa, the giving of 

all ruling powers to Faisal, making Saud king in name only (Safran 1985, 102).  

In October, after gaining support of local tribes and the Council of Ulema, the 

Ulema issued another fatwa making Faisal king (De Gaury 1967, 132).   

 Alexander Bligh indicates that the Ulema did not “take sides” in the 

transfer of power from Saud to Faisal until “the emergence of a clear winner” 

(Bligh 1985, 47).  From our recount of the events leading to the transfer of power, 

his conclusion appears correct.  The Al-Saud began transferring power to Faisal 

in 1958 without counseling with the Ulema.  Tensions began between Faisal and 

Saud as early as 1960 (Bligh 1985, 46), but it was not until 1963, when Faisal 

and Saud came head to head with military force that the Ulema made a decision, 

and then it was behind Faisal, who had the majority of Al-Saud support and who 

had shown himself a more effective leader in stabilizing the economy.  Also, the 
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Ulema’s decision to give Faisal governing power was conditional on King Saud’s 

poor health.  By the time the Ulema gave a second fatwa giving Faisal 

permanent power to rule in March of 1964, Faisal had essentially gained the 

support of the whole country.  The only people supporting King Saud were his 

sons and the Royal Guard, and though the Ulema gave their verbal consent to 

Faisal, it was not until Faisal was able to gain control of the Royal Guard on 

March 26th and Saud’s written abdication on March 28th that they officially gave 

Faisal unconditional authority in their March 29th fatwa.  The Ulema were only 

willing to fully support Faisal publicly after it was clear that he had majority 

support (Wrampelmeier 1999, n.p.). 

 Another incident underlining the role of the Ulema as a legitimizing 

organization occurred in 1995 with the declaration of Prince Abdullah as 

successor to King Fahd.  In the mid 1990’s, when King Fahd began having 

serious health problems, a debate began over who would be the next king.  King 

Fahd had not yet appointed an heir apparent.  The two major candidates to be 

the next king were Prince Abdullah and Prince Sultan.  In December of 1995, 

Sultan lobbied to be the next heir apparent by seeking the approval of the Ulema.  

He asked them to declare him, in an official fatwa, the next king.  

Characteristically, the Ulema refused, not wishing to get involved.  They left the 

decision up to King Fahd who declared Abdullah heir apparent on the first of 

January, 1996 (Wihbey, n.p.).     

This is another example of the unwillingness of the Ulema to become 

involved in family power struggles.  The Ulema traditionally have not taken the 

role as political activists.  They sided with Faisal in 1964 against King Saud and 
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refused to issue a fatwa declaring Prince Sultan heir apparent because they 

wanted to preserve their own livelihood.  Their authority is religiously based, and 

they are not willing as a whole to extend their influence into the political sphere at 

the cost of their existence.  In each of these cases, if they had prematurely 

picked a side to support and it had turned out the side they supported was not 

the one that won, their individual and perhaps collective existence might have 

been in jeopardy.   

However, this passiveness is inconsistent with Vogel’s observations that 

the Ulema tend to be independent, at times short sided and extreme.  We would 

think the Ulema might be more assertive in the situations mentioned above, in 

hopes of expanding their political power and influence.  This is not the case in 

highly political matters, such as who should be the successor to the throne.   

This does not mean the Ulema do not get involved in political activities at 

all.  In 1994, they campaigned against a UN Conference on Population and 

Development held in Cairo.  They declared the conference un-Islamic because it 

advocated such ideas as birth control and women in the workforce.  As a result of 

Ulema pressure, Saudi Arabia did not participate (Jerichow 1998, 68).   In this 

case, the Ulema were proactive and influenced the government in their favor 

regarding this political activity.  But this conference had major social and religious 

implications, which is the sole realm of the Ulema.  In the case of choosing an 

heir apparent, the Ulema had much to lose if they chose wrong.  In the case of 

political activism against the UN conference, they were defending the social 

character of the Kingdom and had little to lose by protesting Saudi Arabia’s 

participation.  Somewhere between the UN Conference on Population and 
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Development and the choosing of an heir apparent, the Ulema draw the line of 

political assertiveness or passiveness.  Thus, the major factors appear to be the 

degree a political issue involves religious and social matters, and the cost 

political issues outside their traditional realm of influence have upon their 

existence.   

The  Ikhwan Movement and the Ulema’s Choice to back Ibn Saud 

With this understanding of the Ulema, we will discuss the decline of the 

Ulema within the Saudi political system, beginning with the Ikhwan movement.  In 

the late 19th and early 20th centuries, public support for the present government, 

ruled by the Rashidi family, was low (Edens 1974, 56).  Abd al-Aziz (known as 

Ibn Saud) sought the traditional support from the Nejdi Ulema; however, they 

were not initially willing to renew the Saud-Wahhabi relationship that had existed 

since the 18th century (Edens 1974, 55 and Abir 1993, 4).  Ibn Saud was perfect 

in his religious observances, but according to Bonoist-Mechin, the Ulema were 

disappointed with Ibn Saud’s inclination toward innovations and his jovial 

character, unbecoming of a pious Wahhabi Muslim and not in keeping with strict 

Wahhabi law.  However, Abd al-Rahman, the father of Ibn Saud, convinced the 

Ulema to support his son in his conquests.  He argued that Ibn Saud was their 

means to spreading Wahhabi Islam, without which it would remain a regional 

religion (Bonoist-Mechin 1957, 119-20).  With some reluctance, the Ulema gave 

Ibn Saud their support.   

 The Ulema sent Mutawa’in (missionaries) to convert people to Ibn Saud’s 

cause and establish new religious settlements, called Ikhwan settlements.  With 

a “spirit of jihad” directed against non-Wahhabi Muslims, the Ikhwan grew to 
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become the major military force for Ibn Saud’s conquests (Edens 1974, 57).  He 

began in 1902, taking Riyadh (Edens 1974, 57).  By the 1920s, he had taken 

control of the Jabal Shammar, Asir, and Hijaz regions (Bonoist-Mechin 1957, 

126).   

 Through the 1920s, the Ikhwan and Ulema expressed their displeasure 

with Ibn Saud.  The Ikhwan criticized his politics and indulgences of innovations, 

communications, automobiles, etc. (Edens 1974, 59).  In 1925, the Riyadh Ulema 

issued a fatwa demanding the Shiite Muslims living in the Hasa region submit to 

Wahhabi Islam.9  Also, the Ikhwan wanted Ibn Saud to submit the Hijazi judicial 

system—based on Hanafi and Shafi’i Islamic legal interpretations—to Wahhabi 

law, which was based on Hanbali Islamic legal interpretations.  Ibn Saud 

appealed to the Ulema, who sided with the Ikhwan in a February 11, 1927 fatwa 

(Al-Yassini 1985, 74).  Ibn Saud ignored both fatwas, regarding the Shiite 

Muslims and Hijaz judicial system.  He placed a tax on the Shiites in exchange 

for allowing them to practice Islam as they wished and allowed the Hijazi judicial 

system to remain unchanged10 (Al-Yassini 1985, 50).    

 By 1927, the Ikhwan began rebelling, and for two years Ibn Saud tried 

to pacify them.  They mainly wanted to continue expanding Wahhabism to the 

Shiites in the east and into Iraq (Edens 1974, 59).  From a February 1927 

conference, with Ibn Saud, the Ikhwan and Riyadh Ulema in attendance, the 

Ulema were quick to side with the Ikhwan regarding the Shiites in eastern Saudi 

                                                           
9 The Fatwa demanded that the Shiite should do the following: stop worshipping in public; stop praying to 
“members of the House of the Prophet” (Ali, Hasan, and Hussein); stop celebrations of Muhammad and 
Ali’s birth and death; and stop visiting Karbala and Najaf, two Shitte holy sites.  They wanted Ibn Saud to 
force them to attend prayers in mosques, receive teachings from Abd al-Wahhab, and destroy places of 
worship in the Hasa ( Al-Yassini 1985, 49). 
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Arabia, but on the matter of expanding into British mandated Iraq and other minor 

issues, the Ulema avoided making any clear decision11 (Safran 1985, 50).   In an 

April follow-up conference of the same year, Ibn Saud convinced the Ikhwan that 

it was not wise to spread Wahhabism into British mandated Iraq.  Ibn Saud did 

not want to risk a conflict with the militarily advanced British.  A time would come 

for them to spread Wahhabism, but now was not that time (Safran 1985, 51).  

The Ikhwan seemed to have been convinced by Ibn Saud’s reasoning; however, 

by 1928, they continued their attacks on Iraqi villages and started harassing 

Saudis (Wilson and Graham 1994, 45).  Ibn Saud raised another army and by 

1930 crushed the Ikhwan rebellion (Safran 1985, 51).   

 Interestingly, about the time of the 1927 conferences, the Ulema began 

shifting away from their unwavering support of the Ikhwan.  They would 

eventually give Ibn Saud their full support, thus legitimizing his conquest of the 

Ikhwan—whom they at one time had supported (Kechichian 1986, 57).  

According to Peter Wilson and Douglas Graham, the Ulema eventually gave Ibn 

Saud their support for two reasons.  First, they perceived it would have been 

suicide for them to oppose Ibn Saud.  He had united all of present day Saudi 

                                                                                                                                                                             
10 Ibn Saud later replaced the Hijazi judicial system to the Nejdi system as part of an initiative to unify the 
whole Saudi judicial system.   
11 “The Ulema reported in February 1927. Their rulings were a mixture of decision, ambiguity, and evasion, 
typical of their position in situations of internal conflict.  On the question of the telegraph, for instance, the 
Ulema stated that the legal sources provided no guidance on the matter and that they could not provide a 
ruling until the exact nature of the device was understood.  On the question of administration in the Hijaz, 
they ruled that any un-Islamic laws, ‘if any such exist,’ should be abolished in favor of pure Islamic law.  
Regarding treatment of the Shiites in Hasa and Qatif, the answer was decisive enough: the Shiite should not 
be allowed to perform their misguided religious practices, and if they violated the prohibition they should 
be exiled from Muslim territory.  On the question of jihad, they replied clearly enough that ‘we leave this to 
the Imam, whose duty it is according to our religious teaching to see what is best for Islam and the 
Muslims.’ As for the levying of taxes, other than the traditional zakat, they were less helpful under the 
circumstances: ‘Taxes, we have ruled, are completely illegal and it is the King’s duty to remit them; but if 
he refuses to do so, we do not feel it is permissible to break up Muslim unity and revolt against him solely 
on this account.’” (Safran 1985, 50).  
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Arabia behind him and though he did it by means of the Ikhwan, they proved to 

be no match militarily against the new army Ibn Saud put together.  Second, Abd 

al-Wahhab, the founder of Wahhabism, had established a precedence forbidding 

rebellion against a ruler except vis-à-vis serious offenses against Islam (Wilson 

and Graham 1994, 46).  Ibn Saud had ignored their ruling on a few issues, but 

none that were considered serious.  For the most part, he was enforcing 

Wahhabi practices throughout the Kingdom.   

 Joseph Kostiner identifies another plausible reason the Ulema did not side 

with the Ikhwan.  The Ikhwan and Ulema were actually in competition with each 

other and ultimately the Ulema feared the Ikhwan (Kostiner 1993, 77).  The 

Ikhwan eventually formed a leadership structure of their own, replacing the role 

traditionally reserved for the Ulema.  They took upon themselves to interpret and 

spread Wahhabism and would not be dissuaded in their efforts.  In addition to 

religious leadership, they had an army to enforce their views.  The Ikhwan were 

taking on a life of their own beyond Ulema control and Ibn Saud had a means to 

stopping them through a new army created from tribal alliances in newly 

conquered regions.  The Ulema lost a rival when Ibn Saud crushed the Ikhwan 

rebellion.   

 Originally, the Ikhwan were a major military force behind the Ulema, but 

their influence over the Ikhwan was fading.  Initially, the Ulema were responsible 

for sending out the Mutawwia to establish the Ikhwan settlements.  It was the 

Ulema who gave Ibn Saud the title of Imam, making him a legitimate leader to 

the Ikhwan.  The Ikhwan gave the Ulema power to accomplish their goals of 
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spreading Wahhabism.  The Ikhwan rebellion and subsequent defeat marked the 

beginning of Ulema decline. 

However, the question arises as to why the Ulema supported Ibn Saud 

when the Ikhwan seemed more in line with their goals.  Ibn Saud limited the 

spreading of Wahhabism when he ignored Ulema fatwas to extend Wahhabi law 

to the Hijaz and to enforce Wahhabi teaching on the Shiite.  However, Ibn Saud 

also increased the Ulema’s authority.  It was because of him that Wahhabism 

was being spread to other areas outside of the Nejd and with that; the Nejdi 

Ulema would play an important leadership role in the new Kingdom.12  Ibn Saud 

also had the means of getting rid of the Ikhwan, who had become an Ulema rival.   

The Ulema had a choice to make once the Ikhwan began to rebel: they 

could either support the Ikhwan or Ibn Saud.  The Ikhwan were more in line with 

strict Wahhabi doctrine than Ibn Saud.  However, the political consequences of 

their religious vigor were obvious; for example, the threat of British retaliation if 

the Ikhwan continued to expand into Iraq.13  The Ulema must have understood 

further expansion into British mandated Iraq would be at the risk of losing all that 

Ibn Saud had gained in uniting the regions of Saudi Arabia and the Ulema had 

gained in spreading Wahhabism.   Ibn Saud tried to make this argument to the 

Ikhwan but they would not listen.  The Ulema, however, seemed to understand 

the wisdom in not creating a conflict against the militarily advanced British.  They 

chose to support Ibn Saud and though they may not have known the extent of 

their role under his rule, they believed they would have a role.  Along with this, 

                                                           
12 See The Price of Wealth by Kiren Aziz Chaudhry, page 93, footnote 123; for more information on the 
replacement of Hijazi imam’s with that of the Wahhabi Sect as early as 1927.   
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however, their experience with Ibn Saud revealed that in choosing Ibn Saud they 

were going to have to play a secondary role to him.     

We also learn that Ibn Saud was a supporter of Wahhabism, yet he 

applied it judiciously.  Ibn Saud did not follow the Ulema fatwa requesting the 

wahhabization of the Hijaz judicial system.  There is no evidence to suggest his 

reasoning behind this decision.  He may have done it to maintain peace and 

stability in the region, not wanting too much change too fast.14  In time, Ibn Saud 

unified the whole Saudi judicial system, including the Hijaz, under traditional 

Wahhabi interpretations of law.  For whatever the reason, he postponed the 

change in the judiciary system; however, he eventually did comply with the 

Ulema’s fatwa.  We see from this experience that Ibn Saud seems to have been 

aware of the broader political or social consequences of his actions.  He weighed 

these consequences with those of acting upon the desires of the Ulema and 

acted as he saw fit.  In the case of the Hijaz judiciary, he would eventually 

comply with Ulema wishes.  In the case of the Shiites, he decided forcing 

Wahhabi Islam on them would not be wise and sought the compromise of taxing 

them.     

 Therefore, the Ulema’s continued support of Ibn Saud was somewhat a 

matter of survival.  The Ulema wanted to support Ibn Saud because by doing so, 

they would have continued influence in the Kingdom.  The Ulema’s loyalty did not 

go as far as not criticizing the King; they still issued fatwas demanding his 

                                                                                                                                                                             
13 It is telling that the first ministry created by Ibn Saud in 1930 was the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  This 
is indicative of Ibn Saud’s broader understanding that Saudi Arabia had to have peaceful relations with its 
more powerful neighbors in order to survive.      
14 The Hijaz was a trade region.  It was the center of Islamic pilgrimage, containing the two most holy cities 
of Mecca and Medina.  It attracted foreigners and money.  The system at the time seemed to function well 
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enforcement of Wahhabi law on the Hijaz judiciary and Shiites in the East.  And 

they criticized his inclination toward innovations and western technologies, but at 

no time were they willing to go as far as to depose him.   

 Abdul-Aziz Bin Baz is an excellent example of the thinking of the Ulema 

regarding their relationship to the Al-Saud.  In the 1990’s, the Grand Mufti Bin 

Baz was known for his willingness to criticize the Al-Saud, yet he remained loyal 

to them.  During

                                                                                                                                                                             
with the dynamics of a trading region.  Also, Ibn Saud may have been acting in interest of the Hijaz Ulema, 
not wanting to disrupt their influence in the region or lose the support they so readily gave him.      
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 his time of ill health, before his death in 1999, some urged him to renounce his 

undying support of the Al-Saud in light of privately held reservations he had for 

the regime.  It was thought that he would acknowledge and support the 

opposition toward the “hypocritical and pseudo-Islamic” Saudi regime (Economist 

1999, n.p.).  He did not.  “Perhaps, more pragmatically, he calculated that 

Wahhabism and the Saud family would sink or swim together.”  He understood 

that fundamentally, disloyalty on the side of one would lead to their mutual 

demise (Ibid.).  They both needed each other.         

Decline of the Ulema: Becoming a Modern State 

We will now look at the decline of the Ulema as the Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia has evolved into an oil state.   Other than the Al-Saud family and a small 

government bureaucracy, the Ulema had a defined role and a means of 

implementing their way of thinking through the Ikhwan until the late 1920s.  They 

had control over the court system, religious education, interpretation of law, 

Islamic scientific research, notary, mosques, and supervision over proper 

government adherence to Islamic law in social and economic activities (Dahlan 

1990, 70).  Today, the Ulema are one entity in a much larger Saudi bureaucracy 

of twenty-three ministries and many other agencies.  Government ministries have 

control in areas where the Ulema used to have sole responsibility.  Most 

significantly, the Ulema have lost judicial powers and supervision of economic 

activities.   

According to Ayman Al-Yassini, in his book Religion and State in the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the Ulema lost power because of the expanding 

government bureaucracy and agencies which encroached into areas previously 
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controlled by the Ulema (Al-Yassini 1985, 78).  The Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

was established in 1930, the first ministry created in a bureaucracy that would 

grow to twenty-three with numerous other agencies by 1975.15  Before 1951, the 

government consisted of the Al-Saud family, the Ulema, and a basic government 

bureaucracy “simplistic and redundant” in its activities (Al-Yassini 1985, 66).  In 

the 1950’s, Saudi Arabia’s oil industry emerged and that brought wealth.  Al-

Yassini believes the increased bureaucracy changed the role of the Ulema from 

an “autonomous center of power” into a “pressure group limited to exerting 

influence” within the government structure (Al-Yassini 1985, 59).  

In addition, the Ulema declined in their ability to enforce, through the 

Mutawwia, Wahhabi laws and proper conduct of Muslims in public.  We have 

already mentioned the role of the Mutawwia in creating the Ikhwan movement, 

but they also served the function of enforcing Wahhabi principles throughout the 

Kingdom.  The Mutawwia were organized in 1903 into the Committee for 

Commanding the Good and Forbidding Evil to enforce Wahhabi laws in Riyadh 

(Al-Yassini 1985, 68).  They were later extended to other areas of the Kingdom, 

most notably the Hijaz in the 1920’s as a means “to control the activities of 

citizens and to consolidate [Ibn Saud’s] rule” (Al-Yassini 1985, 69).  They 

enforced Wahhabi laws, such as beard size, morality, dress, prayer attendance, 

inter-sex mingling, fraud, restrictions on entertainment, music and paintings, and 

prohibitions on smoking and alcohol (Al-Yassini 1985, 69).   They collected Zakat 

                                                           
15 The following is a list of most of the ministries and the years they were created.  Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs  1930; Ministry of Finance 1932; Ministry of Defense 1946; ( 1951-1954) Ministry of Interior; 
Ministry of Education; Ministry of Agriculture; Ministry of Commerce and Industry; Ministry of Health;  
(1960-1962) Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources; Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs; 
Ministry of Pilgrimage and Awqaf; Ministry of Information; Ministry of Justice; Ministry of Public Works 
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(religious endowments), had the power to arrest, bring people to trial, and 

imprison those found guilty (Rihani 1983, 203 and Fandy 1999, 37-8). 

                                                                                                                                                                             
and Housing 1975 ; Ministry of Industry and Power 1975; Ministry of Telegraph, Post and Telephone 
1975; Ministry of Planning 1975; Ministry of Higher Education 1975; Municipal and Rural Affairs 1975. 
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The Mutawwia of the Committee for Commanding the Good and 

Forbidding Evil, like the Ikhwan, eventually saw themselves as the “guardians of 

Wahhabi principles” and shortly after their creation, acted independent of the 

King’s authority (Al-Yassini 1985, 69).  In 1930, the King remitted their power to 

arrest and placed the Committee under the direction of the Directorate General, 

the police force.  The Mutawwia could only report violations to the police.  Also, 

Al-Yassini observes that other ministries16 and municipalities have taken on 

enforcing laws that the Mutawwia used to enforce, especially in the area of fraud.  

The Mutawwia were limited to primarily enforcing prayer attendance (Al-Yassini 

1985, 70).   

 The Ulema have also declined in their control of the judiciary.  The judicial 

system is based on Islamic law (Shari’ah) and the Ulema had sole authority in 

interpreting Shari’ah.  Therefore, judges (Qadis) and lawyers come from the 

ranks of the Ulema.  The most significant loss of power came with the creation of 

the Grievance Board in 1955.  Then, shortly after the death of the Grand Mufti in 

1970, King Faisal restructured the judicial system, giving him more control over it.  

According to Ayman Al-Yassini, the role of the Ulema has been restricted to 

“interpretation of the civil and criminal aspects of the Shari’ah” (Al-Yassini 1985, 

75). 

 As early as 1927, Ibn Saud began encouraging citizens to bring their 

grievances directly to him (Al-Yassini 1985, 75).  With the establishment of the 

Grievance Board in 1955, a permanent system was established whereby citizens 
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could take their grievances against the state, thus bypassing the Ulema and their 

traditional role as mediator between the King and the people (Al-Yassini 1985, 

77).  The Grievance Board became a “high court”; citizens could appeal to the 

Board to make a decision on any injustice by the State. They also took on the 

responsibility of solving inter-agency conflicts (Edens 1974, 63).  The King kept 

close control of the Board, subjecting all their decisions to his ratification (Al-

Yassini 1985, 77).   

In addition, it appears the Ulema lost significant power with the death of 

the Grand Mufti in 1969.  Little information is available on the duties of the Grand 

Mufti.  Further, how one reaches the position of Grand Mufti is unclear.  

However, before his death, he headed a group of 10-15 senior Ulema from the 

Nejd and Hijaz.   He was accountable to no one except the King and appears to 

have had a significant degree of authority within the Ulema structure (Bligh 1985, 

38).  He controlled the Mutawwia and “championed their use” (Rugh 1973, 19).  

He could not be dismissed, for it was not until 1970, a year after his death, that 

King Faisal dissolved the position of Grand Mufti and created the Ministry of 

Justice and Supreme Judicial Council, agencies that had been proposed back in 

1962 (Al-Yassini 1985, 76).    

To replace the duties of the Grand Mufti, King Faisal established the 

Council of the Assembly of Senior Ulema in 1971 (Bligh 1985, 38).  These Ulema 

were appointed by the King, any individual subject to release at the will of the 

King, as occurred in December of 1992 when seven senior Ulema were released 

for failing to sign a document condemning fundamentalists’ attacks on the royal 

                                                                                                                                                                             
16 The Ministry of Commerce, Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Finance and National 
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family17 (Wilson and Graham 1994, 26).  The Council of the Assembly of Senior 

Ulema afforded the King greater control over the Ulema leadership and 

decentralized the Ulema leadership from the hands of one man, the Grand Mufti, 

to that of a council. 

Along with the power taken from the Ulema through the creation of the 

Grievance Board, and the Ministry of Justice and Supreme Judicial Council, the 

Ulema lost power with the creation of a dual law system: Shari’ah law, under the 

control of the Ulema, and administrative law, under the control of “quasi-judicial 

agencies.”  Three of these agencies are the Commission on the Settlement of 

Commercial Disputes, the Central Committee on Cases of Adulteration, and 

Domestic Council.  These and many other quasi-judicial agencies are staffed 

with “secular-educated individuals.”  These quasi-judicial agencies regulated 

laws regarding commerce, motor vehicles, employment regulations, and injury 

compensation.  They performed functions the Ulema were not capable of dealing 

with under Shari’ah law.  Not only that, agencies like the Domestic Council 

limited duties the Ulema used to have (Edens 1974, 63).  The Ulema were given 

limited representation on the Domestic Council, which controls awqaf (religious 

tithes), religious schools and education, duties previously within exclusive Ulema 

control (Al-Yassini 1985, 67).  According to Ayman Al-Yassini,  

The promulgation of laws and the creation of modern administrative 
and judicial institutions stripped the Ulema of their role as the only 
guardian and interpreter of the most sacred of all Islamic 
institutions—the shari’ah.  Instead of enjoying an exclusive 
monopoly over the interpretation of the shari’ah, the ulema now 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Economy, Ministry of Agriculture, and Ministry of Justice. 
17 Officially, the Ulema were released on grounds of poor health. However, the correlation between those 
released and those failing to support the royal family is too great to believe that health was the motivation 
behind their release.   
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share this role with secular-educated individuals (Al-Yassini 1985, 
78). 

 

To show the decline of the Ulema, I have drawn heavily from Ayman Al-

Yassini’s research in Religion and State in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.  He 

presents the best case for the decline of the Ulema.  Because of the increase of 

wealth in the Kingdom, the government has grown to include a large 

bureaucracy.  The sheer size of the bureaucracy has decreased the degree of 

influence of the Ulema.  They now compete with secular agencies for influence, 

as they have lost a significant degree of power to those secular agencies.  The 

government has increasingly put Ulema agencies under the control of larger 

government agencies.  The Mutawwia are under the control of the Directorate 

General.  The Judicial functions of the Kingdom are no longer under their 

exclusive control.  The Ulema no longer have an autonomous leader in the 

position of Grand Mufti like they used to have18, this position being replaced with 

the Council of Assembly of Senior Ulema, whose members are appointed by the 

King.   

Judicial System: Ulema Resilience Despite History of Decline 

However, Al-Yassini’s argument for the decline of the Ulema in the area of 

the judiciary has a caveat. True, the al-Saud took judicial power on themselves 

through the Grievance Board and agencies such as the Commission on the 

Settlement of Commercial Disputes and Domestic Council.  But, with exception 

of the Grievance Board, these other agencies mostly fulfill judicial activities that 

                                                           
18 In the 1990’s, the position of Grand Mufti was reinstated but there is no indication that he is anything but 
the leading member of the Council of Senior Ulema.  He has not been restored authority once held by the 
Grand Mufti of 30 years ago. 
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are secular in nature.  They regulate commerce, motor vehicles, employment 

regulations, and injury compensation. Al-Yassini argues that these new agencies 

took power from the Ulema through the creation of a dual law system, Shari’ah 

law falling under the control of the Ulema and administrative law falling under the 

control of “quasi-judicial agencies.”  However, in retaining power over interpreting 

Shari’ah law, the Ulema maintained their traditional interpretive power. The 

reason administrative law was created was to address issues Shari’ah law was 

not equipped to deal with.  The Ulema did not lose power to these agencies 

because they never really had that power to begin with.   

A study analyzing the legal system and Islamic law in Saudi Arabia by 

Frank Vogel discovers that Saudi Arabia experiences more difficulty in adapting 

to change than other Islamic systems (Vogel 2000, 363-5).  As early as 1926, Ibn 

Saud expressed a desire to modernize the Saudi legal system based on a 

Western model; though, he never implemented it (Vogel 2000, 308).  King Faisal 

made changes to the judicial system, creating the decline in Ulema judicial power 

spoken of by Al-Yassini, but never developing anything remotely Western.  

Despite Ibn Saud’s hopes and King Faisal’s attempts to change the system, the 

Ulema have maintained a great degree of influence on the theory and practice of 

law (Vogel 2000, 308).   

Frank Vogel explains that the reason the Ulema maintained a high degree 

of influence within the judicial system is because of its microcosmic nature.  This 

means that Qadis (judges) are not bound by prior decisions.  Each decision is 

made in light of the unique conditions of each case (Vogel 2000, 15).  In addition, 

Qadis do not feel bound to laws presented independent of Shari’ah.  This is 
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probably why Mutawwia ignore, at times, the law prohibiting the invasion of 

private homes as specified in the Basic Law;19 they do not feel obligated to follow 

a law not originating from Shari’ah.  Similarly, even royal decrees from the King 

are worded in such a way as not to command but posit the will of the King (Vogel 

2000, 116).  This is indicative of the deference given to the Ulema’s authority in 

judicial matters.  Initiatives by the Saudi government to change the judicial 

system can be ignored by individual Qadis or complied with for a time, only to be 

ignored later because of the flexibility and deference inherently given to Qadis in 

the microcosmic legal system.      

Ulema also maintain a high degree of control within the judiciary’s 

leadership.  The Minister of Justice, head of the judiciary in Saudi Arabia, is 

appointed by the King, and he has always been a member of the Ulema (Dahlan 

1990, 69).  Also, judges who comprise the bulk of the judiciary as Qadis are all 

members of the Ulema.  As such, the Ulema have effectively challenged the 

“codification of civil, commercial, criminal and procedural law” (Vogel 2000, 361).  

One example is the absence of any government tax on the people.  In 1950, the 

Ulema opposed the income tax and were successful in diverting all tax collection 

to foreigners only.  This was because of the religious belief that Muslims should 

not pay taxes in addition to Zakat, an obligatory religious tithe (Dahlan 1990, 70).  

Therefore, despite a slowing economy and reduced government revenues for the 

past decade, Saudi Arabia still has no income tax system.   

Institutions have changed to adapt to modernization in the Kingdom; 

however, the Ulema still have maintained a favorable balance of authority in the 

                                                           
19 The Basic Law was a decree issued by the King in 1993 outlining the basic principles and laws upon 
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judicial system (Vogel 2000, 365).  In 1967, the Chief Judge in Saudi Arabia 

requested Qadis who “have the habit of returning certain cases to the [Ministry of 

Labour and Social Affairs] and other offices under the pretext that they fall under 

the jurisdiction of these authorities” should stop doing so.  He states, “The 

Shari’ah is completely equipped to solve disputes, and to end litigations as well 

as to clarify every issue” that may be brought before them (Al-Yassini 1985, 78).  

Al-Yassini uses this example to show the Ulema have “found themselves 

incapable of exercising their judicial role” (1985, 78).  He would have us believe 

Ulema authority is being limited by other government agencies, and this example 

demonstrates their trouble in dealing with this issue.  However, his example 

reveals the contrary.  Despite the adaptation of the judicial system to 

modernization, the very fact that the head Qadi is disciplining other judges to 

maintain authority over cases that are secular in nature shows a significant 

degree of institutional authority the Ulema leadership has maintained over the 

judicial system.    

Education and Social Issues:  Continued Ulema Influence 

Along with the judiciary, the Ulema have maintained a great degree of 

control in two other areas, education and social issues (i.e., power to enforce 

Islamic law in society mainly through the Mutawwia).  As we look at their 

influence on education and social issues, we will see that Ulema influence has 

increased, at times, in relation to the needs of the Al-Saud for religious 

legitimacy.  We will see that the reason for increasing the power of the Ulema 

has been to gain the support of the Ulema, to curb criticism of the Kingdom on 

                                                                                                                                                                             
which the government will function.   
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religious grounds, and to increase Al-Saud legitimacy to rule in times of 

economic crisis.  We will also see that the personal character of individual kings 

has an important role in the degree of influence the Ulema are allowed.      

 First, the Ulema have significant influence in the area of education.20  The 

Minister of Education is a member of the Ulema21 (Abir 1993, 16).  Under his 

direction, education has remained within the control of the socially conservative 

Ulema (Rugh 1973, 11).  This is not to say that the Saudi government has not 

expanded education throughout the 20th century to include secular subjects, it 

has (Rugh 1973, 14).  In 1930, Ibn Saud established studies in foreign 

languages, geography and drawing, in opposition to a fatwa issued by the Ulema 

declaring these subjects un-Islamic.22   Regardless of these and other secular 

subjects, students spend half their time in elementary and secondary schools on 

religious studies (Jerichow 1998, 68).  Universities also overwhelmingly produce 

more students with degrees in religion than any other degree.   

For many years, the alternative to attending religiously focused schools 

within the Kingdom was to send students abroad to Europe or America.  Saudis 

received a secular education in the West at the expense of the oil rich 

government and then returned, filling positions within the large government 

bureaucracy.  However, the influence of returning Western educated Saudis was 

                                                           
20 According to Peter Wilson and Douglas Graham, the Ulema maintained significant influence in the area 
of education because the Al-Saud want to maintain their religious legitimacy and the support of the Ulema.  
As a result, the Kingdom’s educational system produces numerous unskilled workers.  Saudi Arabia is no 
longer making as much money from its oil industry and the lack of skilled workers is becoming a drain on 
the economy (1994, 28).   
21 According to Mordecai Abir, a religious alim Shaykh Hassan Al-Shaykh was Minster of Education at the 
time his book was published in 1993 (Abir 1993, 16).   
22 Ibn Saud challenged the Ulema by saying the fatwa condemning the teaching of foreign languages, 
geography and drawing “demonstrated [their] ignorance of Islam, which urges believers to acquire 
knowledge” (Al-Yassini 1985, 50).   
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limited.  Most Saudis did not travel abroad to get educated, and those who did 

still had to function within a religiously dominated society and the “traditional 

constraints” that society placed on the bureaucracy (Rugh 1973, 17).    Now, 

Saudi Arabia appears to becoming more closed to secular learning because of 

economic downturn, resulting in the government’s inability to afford to send as 

many people abroad.  

Ulema control of the educational system has spread their influence into 

Saudi political and social issues.  It is difficult to prove a positive relationship 

between the conservative Saudi society and the religious education supported by 

the Ulema.  But it is logical to believe that a relationship does exist.  A religiously 

conservative populace stands to give the Ulema greater influence upon the Al-

Saud.23  The issue of women in the workplace and foreign troops in the Kingdom 

are two issues in particular demonstrating the relationship between the 

conservative Saudi society, the Ulema and Al-Saud.   

 Education for women was established by King Faisal in the 1970’s, under 

the control of the Ulema (Abir 1988, 37).  Before then, education for women was 

close to non-existent.  Women were integrated into the educational system 

incrementally, beginning with elementary, secondary and then college level.  By 

1999, more women graduated from college than men, 87,000 female to 79,000 

male graduates (Hirst 1999, 12).  Despite the high number of female graduates, 

women comprise less than two percent of the work force.  Those who do work 

are mostly teachers and hospital staff (Hirst 1999, 12). 

                                                           
23 Determining the relationship between the education of the populace as influenced by the Ulema and the 
conservativeness of that populace needs more research than in presently available.   
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Women in the workplace have become a significant issue in light of the 

slowing Saudi economy.24  Qualified women who could be working to help 

support their families are being denied the opportunity.  The Saudi populace 

recognizes the need for women to work but also struggles with Islamic ideals.  

Informal polls of Saudi Arabian men reveal that a majority favor women working, 

but they want them to work in a segregated environment.  According to David 

Hirst, this demonstrates conservative thinking that supports strict Ulema 

interpretations regarding women working out of the house (Hirst 1999, 12).  To 

further accentuate the point, Saudi society has problems with women even 

driving, let alone allowing them a greater role in the workforce.  “It’s crazy,” said a 

local journalist, “but the fact is that our rulers would stir up more trouble for 

themselves by letting women drive than by perpetrating some great national 

scandal, like, for example, selling our oilfields to the Americans” (Hirst 1999, 12). 

Second, four major events show how the Ulema have increased their 

control in social issues:  the Neo-Ikhwan take-over of the Grand Mosque in 1979, 

the petition of the Ulema for more power in 1991 and 1992,  Al-Saud reactions to 

Iranian criticism, and the 1990 Gulf War.  Careful investigation into the causes 

and results of these incidents help us to identify two factors causing the power of 

the Ulema to fluctuate: criticism of the Kingdom and need for religious support for 

the actions of the King.   

First, on November 20, 1979, a group of some four hundred Neo-Ikhwan 

headed by Juhaiman al-Utaiby took control of the Grand Mosque in Mecca (Al-

                                                           
24 According to Stanley Reed, Saudi Arabia is in an economic adjustment period.  Unemployment is up to 
14% overall, 20% among 20 to 29 year olds (Reed, 72) and per capita income is $6,972.  Saudi Arabia used 
to be on pace with the US but is now less than ¼ of US per capita income statistics (Reed 2000, 72). 
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Yassini 1985, 124).  They accused the Al-Saud and the Ulema of failing to 

uphold Shari’ah religious law (Al-Yassini 1985, 126).  Utaiby claimed to be the 

Mahdi, Redeemer and legitimate leader of the Kingdom.  Initially, there was 

public concern about what to do about these rebels and the morality of sending 

soldiers into the Grand Mosque area to ferret them out.  The Council of Higher 

Ulema was called upon to support the Al-Saud in their retaking the Grand 

Mosque from the Neo-Ikhwan.  The Ulema declared in a fatwa the Neo-Ikhwan to 

be treasonous and refuted Utaiby’s claim to be the Mahdi.  Not until the Ulema 

issued this supportive fatwa did the Al-Saud retake the Mosque (Al-Yassini 1985, 

127).   

After the rebellion was defeated and sixty-three of the rebels were publicly 

executed, the Kingdom increased the pay of the Ulema, built 241 mosques and 

renovated another thirty-seven, and replaced the Governor of Mecca because of 

criticism of his lack of piety. In addition, the Mutawwia were allowed to enforce 

Shari’ah law more strictly in the community, clamping down on Western 

influences, and women’s rights were curbed (Al-Yassini 1985, 128-9; Quandt 

1981, 96; Wilson and Graham 1994, 59).  A Saudi official remembers the Neo-

Ikhwan incident as very disturbing at the time.  These compensatory measures 

were taken soon after the rebellion was put down because of the potential public 

criticism over the harsh manner in which the rebels were dealt with and to off-set 

the public’s potential inclination to agree with the Neo-Ikhwan claim that the 

Saudi regime was corrupt.  The King made plans to reinstitute the Majlis al-

Shura, a parliament or advisory council of sorts.  Interestingly enough, there was 

no public backlash.  Just a year after the event, the incident was considered quite 
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insignificant.  The public did not sympathize with the Ikhwan movement and the 

initiatives toward more reform to curb the excesses of the Al-Saud and alter the 

political system of Saudi Arabia were abandoned (Quandt 1981, 96). 

Second, in the late 1980s and early 1990s, a division began among the 

Ulema regarding their support of the Al-Saud regime (Wilson and Graham 1994, 

76).  Members of the Ulema and faqih, religious jurists, began questioning the 

“lifestyle, justice, values and conduct” of the Al-Saud family and government (Abir 

1993, 181).  They accused the family for having become morally lax and corrupt 

(Al-Rasheed 1996, 17).  Their dissension came to a climax toward the end of 

1991.  

 In December of 1991, a group of younger Ulema and the head of the 

Council of Higher Ulema, Shaykh Abd al-Aziz Ibn Bin Baz, totaling fifty-two 

Ulema, signed a petition demanding increased participation of Islamic leaders in 

the government (Al-Rasheed 1996, 16). They requested the King create the 

consultative council, Majlis al-Shura, that had been suggested numerous times 

by previous Kings in the past but never implemented, and greater public 

participation in the political system.  Essentially, they were demanding a means 

of institutionally making the Al-Saud accountable for their actions (Kechichian 

2001, 193-201).  In February of 1992, over a hundred Ulema sent King Fahd 

another petition, demanding the following:  

…the removal of all government restrictions on Islamic clerics, 
scholars, and teachers; the participation of the Ulema in the work 
of all government agencies, ministries, and embassies; and the 
establishment of a supreme religious constitutional court to 
review and purify all laws and assure their compatibility with 
Islam (Al-Rasheed 1996, 17).  
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It was not enough for the Al-Saud to allow the Ulema influence in the area 

of education and increasing social adherence to Islamic law.  In the words of a 

Saudi citizen:  

The Ulema issue fatwas to their hearts’ content, or appear on 
television answering weighty questions like whether or not a wife 
can wear jeans in front of her husband.  Our sheikhs’ religion has 
little to do with ethics, only lifestyle.  They never do what they 
should – denounce tyranny, injustice, corruption (Hirst 1999, 15).  

 

The Ulema no longer wanted to play a secondary role to the Al-Saud; they 

wanted to have power to influence all aspects of government.  Their solution was 

an independent Ulema with greater power to enforce Shari’ah law in the society 

(Abir 1993, 181).   

The result was a Saudi crackdown on all Ulema who would not denounce 

the petitions.  Seven senior Ulema were dismissed in December of 1992 when 

they failed to sign a document condemning fundamentalist attacks on the family 

(Wilson and Graham 1994, 26).  One success of the petition was the creation of 

the Consultative Council, Majlis al-Shura, giving representation in the 

government to various social classes and regional groups.  However, members 

of the Majlis al-Shura were appointed by the King and this body acted as an 

advisory group.  It was a means for groups, such as the Shiites in eastern Saudi 

Arabia with two representatives in the council, to gain access to the King’s ear 

with the potential of influencing his decisions.  However, the Majlis did not 

increase the power of the Ulema but other sectors of society and ultimately the 

King still maintained absolute authority.   

Third, the Mutawwia became more active in reaction to Iranian criticism of 

the Kingdom.  In 1987, Iran heavily criticized Saudi Arabian corruption.  They 
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also encouraged a revolutionary movement by the Shiites living in eastern Saudi 

Arabia.  In reaction to this criticism and revolutionary rhetoric, King Fahd 

increased Mutawwia activity (Wilson and Graham 1994, 27).  In this case, as with 

others, Mutawwia were given the power to restrict women’s ability to function in 

the workforce, limit the influence of foreigners and demanding they abide by 

Islamic laws, close down immoral and non-Islamic video stores, and raid private 

homes suspected of breaking Islamic law25 (Al-Yassini 1985, 128).  By enforcing 

adherence to Islamic laws, the government increased its religious legitimacy.  

After stepping up the enforcement of Islamic law through the Mutawwia, the 

Kingdom responded to all critics of its religious legitimacy by indicating the fact 

that Saudi Arabia is one of the only Muslim states that still enforces public 

adherence to Islam.       

Fourth, in August of 1990, the United States offered assistance to Saudi 

Arabia in light of Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait.  According to Nawaf Obaid, King 

Fahd’s acceptance of U.S. assistance met with the opposition of the Ulema and 

the public in general.  Initially, the Ulema refused to give their support.  However, 

they reluctantly relented after evidence was presented providing “solid proof of a 

threat”26 (Obaid 1999, 55).   The Ulema supported the use of foreign troops but 

not without conditions. The Mutawwia were given additional authority.  Foreign 

troops had to respect Saudi traditions and would have to leave after the conflict.27  

When troops did not leave in full after the war, the Ulema and public criticism of 

                                                           
25 The Mutawwia have been allowed to enter private homes despite its illegality according to the Basic Law 
(Wilson and Graham 1994, 77). 
26 U.S. presented evidence of thousands of Iraqi troops along the Saudi border and the Ulema were also 
convinced by reports of the Saudi military’s unpreparedness to defend itself.   
27 Foreign troops have not left and interestingly enough the Ulema have not been asked to justify their 
continued presence.  
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the al-Saud increased.  Some Ulema, such as Sheikh Salman al-Awda and 

Sheikh Safar al-Hawali openly opposed the presence of troops in Saudi Arabia.  

Also, opposition was manifest through attacks on U.S. military personnel in 1995 

and 1996.   

Why did the Al-Saud come under so much criticism for having foreign 

troops in the Kingdom to protect them?  Saudi Arabia is the site of Mecca and 

Medina, the two holiest sites in the Islamic religion.  Maintaining an Islamic 

character in the Kingdom is important to maintaining the Al-Saud’s legitimacy to 

rule.  The buildup of Western forces, infidels or unbelievers of Islam, in 1990 and 

the continued U.S. presence in Saudi Arabia caused the Kingdom to come under 

heavy criticism from the Muslim world.  A continued U.S. military presence was 

an affront to the King’s claim as the protector of the two Holy Cities.  Some 

Muslims question his religious claims to be the protector of the two Holy Cities if 

he cannot defend the country against external threats without the assistance of 

the West.   

From these four incidents, we notice that the Ulema get something in 

return for their support.  In the cases of the Grand Mosque incident and foreign 

troops on Saudi soil during the 1990 Gulf War, the Ulema received a greater 

ability to enforce Islamic law through the Mutawwia in exchange for their public 

support.  Also, from the Grand Mosque incident and 1991/92 Ulema petitions to 

the King, we learn the Al-Saud have bounds on how far the Al-Saud are willing to 

go in granting the Ulema increased power.   

In the case of Iranian criticism of the Kingdom, Mutawwia activity was 

increased independent of Ulema support for the government.  In this case, 
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Iranian religious clerics criticized Saudi Arabia for being un-Islamic.  The 

Kingdom countered by increasing social adherence to Wahhabi laws and then 

rebutted by asking Iranian critics to present another nation that adheres to 

Islamic law more closely as a society as does Saudi Arabia.  Thus, the 

mechanism for increasing regime legitimacy for the purpose of curbing criticism 

of government policies, state corruption and at times to gain direct support from 

the Ulema was in exchange for increased enforcement of social Islamic law by 

the Mutawwia.  But increased Mutawwia influence is not the only means for 

increasing the  influence of the Ulema.  The Ulema have gained more influence 

in relation to economic downturns as well and in relation to the character of 

individual Kings.    

 Oil crises in the late 1980s and early 1990s were met with increased 

enforcement of Wahhabi law.  This was done by increasing the areas available to 

the Mutawwia for enforcing Wahhabi law, such as international residential 

communities.  The number of Mutawwia was also increased, expanding their 

ability to cover a larger area.  In relation to economic crises, King Fahd showed a 

reluctance to curb dissident Ulema (Hirst 1999, 15).  Ulema were given increased 

authority and support in areas such as control of school curriculums and efforts 

to spread Wahhabi Islam abroad to Pakistan, Afghanistan and other North 

African countries (Economist 2001, 22-3).   

The character of individual kings is influential in the fluctuating power of 

the Ulema.  Ibn Saud and King Faisal are examples of personal character and 

piety affording them the opportunity to contradict the Ulema (Fandy 1999, 36).  

We have already discussed to some extent the character of Ibn Saud with our 
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overview of the early years of the Kingdom.  He was not afraid to challenge the 

Ulema and gave little attention to their objections of his tendencies toward 

innovations, such as the telegraph, automobiles, and television.  When the 

Ulema challenged Ibn Saud in his usage of one of these innovations, he 

chastised them and publicly silenced them by stating that they were ignorant of 

Islamic law which places no such restrictions on anything that could be used to 

further the spreading of Islam (i.e., the telegraph and television).   

King Faisal was just as capable as his father.  His mother was from the Al-

Sheikh family, the posterity of Abd Al-Wahhab and traditionally favored in the 

Ulema leadership (Long 1997, 35).  He was taught at a young age teaching from 

the Quran and other religious texts.  David Long observes, “None could doubt 

[Faisal’s] piety and, more important, he had the ability to hold his own with the 

Ulema on the religious implications of the development policies he fostered.  

After Faisal was assassinated in 1975, few in the Saudi leadership could debate 

with the Ulema on the same terms as Faisal, and the archconservatives have 

emerged with a stronger voice” (Long 1997, 88-9). 

On the other hand, King Khalid and King Fahd’s character and piety came 

under question and they felt they had to cater more to the demands of the 

Ulema, especially King Fahd.  He could not control the Ulema like King Faisal or 

his father Ibn-Saud (Abir 1993, 110).  Faisal had shown an acute ability to 

balance modernization on the one hand and religious conservativism on the 

other.  As a result, David Long observes that since Faisal’s death in 1974 until 

the abdication of real power to Crown Prince Abdullah in the late 1990s, a span 
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of approximately 20 years, Saudi Arabia continued to be managed under the 

“development philosophy” established by King Faisal (1997, 88).28   

However, in relation to the Ulema, King Khalid—who actually ruled only for 

a few years due to poor health—and Crown Prince Fahd—later King Fahd—

almost immediately changed some of King Faisal’s policies toward the Ulema in 

order to gain their favor.  The government under King Khalid replaced the 

“relatively progressive” Minister of Justice under King Faisal with a more 

conservative member of the Al-Sheikh family.  King Khalid also released a 

number of political prisoners—religious conservatives—jailed by King Faisal 

(Wilson and Graham 1994, 56).  The Hijazi Ulema, whom King Faisal had 

favored, were replaced with more Wahhabi oriented Ulema from the Nejd.  Also, 

the Mutawwia were allowed to become more active in enforcing Wahhabi laws 

(Abir, 153-4), especially evident between the years 1982 to 1986 (Ibid., 109).  

When the Kingdom came under attack for any of the reasons mentioned 

above: criticism of the religious nature of the Kingdom, economic decline, and to 

gain increased legitimacy for Al-Saud rule in general or increased support for an 

individual king, the Al-Saud would increase Ulema authority.  But it is important to 

understand that their authority was increased only in certain areas: the 

exportation of Wahhabi Islam abroad, education and in increasing the 

enforcement of Wahhabi social laws through the Committee for the Promotion of 

Virtue and the Suppression of Vice.   

                                                           
28 Abdullah’s plan since taking control of the daily affairs of Saudi Arabia has been to open the economy, 
cut dependence on oil by developing in the natural gas industry, join the WTO, produce economic reform 
and tariff cuts, increase employment through lower taxes on foreign and private Saudi investors, and 
implement family reforms to establish stable succession of leadership in the future and decrease financial 
excesses and corruption (Reed 2000, 74). 
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Conclusion 

In this paper, we have presented the nature of the Ulema and their 

influence on the Al-Saud and in Saudi society.   The Ulema does have influence 

in political matters but under the conditions that their actions will not damage 

their potential relationship with various powerful ruling family members and in 

political matters with religious implications.  Through their actions in supporting 

Faisal in 1964 against King Saud and their refusal to issue a fatwa declaring 

Prince Sultan heir apparent in 1995, we see their passive nature as legitimizers 

of the faction that holds power.  This is the same reason they sided with Ibn Saud 

against the Ikhwan rebellion back in the 1920s, and why the Ulema as a whole 

did not appear to be overly critical of the regime after their 1991 and 1992 

petitions for increased autonomy and influence in the political system, despite the 

disappointing results.  Their motivation for political survival is greater than their 

motivation for increased political influence.  These examples all show the 

attention the Ulema give to the costs of getting involved or pressing their views 

on political issues.   

We also see that the degree to which an action by the Al-Saud has 

religious implications increases the Ulema’s influence within the government.  In 

exchange for Ulema support of foreign troops in the Kingdom, despite the 

Ulema’s overall reservation in giving that support, they received guarantees that 

the religious orientation of the country would be upheld by the foreign troops and 

increased authority to enforce religious observances through the Mutawwia.  Of 

all they could have asked for, they initially requested measures to be taken to 

preserve the traditional Islamic orientation of the Kingdom.  And after the war, 
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attempts to obtain more power beyond social enforcement of Wahhabi laws 

through the 1991/92 petitions were largely unsuccessful.  

Institutionally, their power has declined.  They have lost autonomy in areas 

where they used to be the sole authority.  The power of the Mutawwia was 

placed in the control of the State police.  The State created the Grievance Board, 

which took some judicial power away from the Ulema.  With the death of the 

Grand Mufti, the State moved to incorporate the whole judicial system under the 

state bureaucracy by creating the Ministry of Justice and Supreme Judicial 

Council.  However, the Ulema have proven to be resilient, maintaining a high 

degree of influence in education, the judicial system and social issues.   

We see the reason for the increasing power of the Ulema in these areas has 

been to gain their support (as shown in the case of the Mecca incident and 

foreign troops in Saudi Arabia), to curb criticism of the religious nature of the 

Kingdom (seen after criticism of the Kingdom by Iran), and to increase Al-Saud 

legitimacy to rule in times of economic crisis (as seen after oil crises in the 1980s 

and 1990s).  Also, we see the personal character of individual Kings and the 

influence of the public are factors in explaining how far the Al-Saud are willing to 

go in increasing Ulema authority.    

A reoccurring theme throughout this paper has been the use of the 

Mutawwia by the Al-Saud to increase their legitimacy.  This mechanism was 

challenged by the Ulema in 1992 with their petition to the King for more power to 

influence government policy, but to no avail.  In the short term, their petitions hurt 

them.  The Al-Saud cracked down on extreme Ulema, throwing many in prison 

and now the Ulema have a new organization to compete with to gain the ear of 
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the King, the Majlis al-Shura.  This body is mostly secular in nature, giving 

technocrats, Shiite Muslims, and regional groups formal representation in the 

government.  By so doing, the legitimacy of the Al-Saud government expanded to 

a degree of public representation never before present.   

But, in the long term, the increased public representation, though ever so 

slight, stands to benefit the Ulema.  Under the current system, the Ulema have 

significant influence in the education of the public.  They are in control of the 

minds of rising generations, and their social and political orientation.  By showing 

an increased desire to allow the public more influence in government, the Al-

Saud are expanding the political boundaries for which secular and religious 

forces can engage each other, only the Ulema have the upper hand because of 

their influence on the education of Saudis.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
 

Plywood  Habitat 
A Design Studio 

 
 

The Architecture Design Studio incubates the creative thoughts and feelings 
about design within the mind of the student.    The challenge for the Studio is to 
find new ways to creatively integrate Writings, Concepts, and Communication 
into the design process.  
 
This Design Studio examined the design a Plywood Habitat that began with the 
life story of the client.  The four design solutions presented in this paper rather 
than formally inspired where unique and authentic to site and construction. 
 
  

• The Story:  The narrative of the character and circumstance of the client 
became the starting point of the design.   From the client, the concept of 
the design emerged which was inventive, affordable, and rich in detail. 

  
• The Site:  Early in the site selection process it become evident that a 

Contextual Solution would be an appropriate choice.   Sites either 
suburban or rural were to be modest in scale and location. 

 
• The Construction:  Using Plywood as the skin of the building and 

typical frame construction techniques, the designs focused on detailing 
and finishing techniques to celebrate the material. 

 
• The Cost:  A major concern for the project was the Budget and Cost.   

With this in mind, each solution was limited to 500 to 900 square feet of 
livable occupied space and a budget of $5,000 to $10,000 for materials 
and finishes.    Much to my surprise, this was not a problem to design a 
creative solution with limited space and budget. 

 
 
This paper and presentation of this Architectural Design Studio will illustrate our 
path of discovery in words and images in a multimedia presentation of sounds 
and digital video. 
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Introduction: 
The design studio presents to students the opportunity to explore, take risks, and 
grow and develop as a designer.    This studio offered my Second Year Students 
that chance.    The second year offers the student experiences that form the 
foundation of their designs habits.    I have found that the design studio operates 
at a high level when collaboration takes place.    The students grow as designers 
when they are critiqued by their classmates more so than their instructor.    This 
studio was organized to enhance that environment. 
 
The scale of the project was equally important to the success of the solutions.    
Keeping the program square footage below one thousand square feet forced the 
students to account for every inch of space.    The solutions were lean and tight 
to fit the budget and satisfy the client’s needs. 
 
Working in teams of three, the students collaborated on the design of Four 
Plywood Habitats.    This was one of the keys to the success of the studio.    
Each student brought his or her strengths and weakness to the problem.    
Rather than I assign them to a team, they choose their teammates. 
 
The conceptual framework for this studio was focused rather than the student’s 
personal choice.    The results of this decision was that we could compare the 
work and see the effects that program and site had on their scheme. 
 
Each solution was resolved in terms of concept, story, program, site, and cost.    
The completeness of their efforts and consistency of the studio provided a 
benchmark for each student to grow as a designer and view their future design 
work. 
 

The Story: 
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Critical to the design would be the client.    In this case, it was more than 
inventing an imaginary story and scenario.    The client and their life history 
would be needed to design an appropriate solution.    
 
Know thy client better than thyself.    Try to refrain from designing for yourself or 
your instructor.    Understand their needs and wants.     This was the mantra for 
the class to follow.    It served them well. 
 
The client’s varied from a newly wed couple wanting a starter home, a disabled 
women with a live-in companion, a retired couple replacing a fire damaged home, 
and finally a grandmother’s retirement home for herself and visiting relatives. 
 
 

The Site: 
The site selection process was informed by the client’s program and the design 
concept used to design the Habitat.    The sites were real rather than imagined or 
abstract.    The context affected the eventual form and style of the Architecture.    
It was important that the contextual fit of the design solution would add to the 
fabric of the neighborhood.     
 
 

The Construction: 
The materials and methods of construction used on the project were focused on 
the use and expression of plywood.    The detailing of the plywood joints were 
resolved and refined with great respect to the design.    The structure for each 
solution was wood frame construction using traditional building techniques.    It 
was important that the students understood the value of providing their client a 
home built using good construction techniques. 
 
 

The Cost: 
The cost for their designs became a design factor in decisions of size, scale, and 
details of construction.    Initially we set a material budget of $5,000.00.    It was a 
goal to reach for but was not attained.   The cost for each habitat ranged 
approximately at $10,000 to $17,000.    The students used the Internet and local 
building material suppliers to find the cost of materials and select for their 
design’s the plywood, wood framing, insulation, windows & doors, appliances, 
plumbing, interior finishes, and mechanical equipment.    Using an excel 
spreadsheet, this information was gathered and presented to show the feasibility 
of each project. 
 

Examples 
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The Newly Weds 

 
 
 

The Concept 
The concept for this design was driven by the client’s wishes for a modern home 
while still keeping attention to the values of traditional housing styles.    
Organized around an open floor plan and the modularity of plywood construction 
the design provided equal public and private spaces.    Working with the rigor 
that the plywood sheet imposed helped the team mature the design. 
 
 
The Story 
The story goes as follows:  Newly-weds, Shaun and Michael Hakiel, currently 
reside in a 900 square foot loft apartment on Park Avenue in Rochester, N. Y. 
and are currently searching for a place to call their own.    Shaun and Michael are 
both young professionals that have grown up in the Rochester area and wish to 
stay in the area as long as possible.    Shaun currently works for the Red Cross 
and Michael works for Kodak.   They are looking for an open lot to buy in order to 
build a home in a well-rounded community.    The lot must be flexible enough to 
meet their daily needs, and located in a safe, downtown location, close to both 
their workplaces.   Although they enjoy many of the traditional housing styles 
found in Rochester, they are looking to build a unique residence with an open 
floor plan, but have doubts that a small budget will not allow that. 
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The Newly Weds 

 
 

 
 
The Site 
The site for this home was located in the Corn Hill district of Rochester, New 
York.  It is a densely populated traditional neighborhood near downtown.    The 
context of the neighboring houses dictated placement, orientation, and scale for 
this team’s final design. 
 
 
The Construction 
The home used traditional wood frame techniques for its walls, floors and roof 
construction with careful attention to the module that a sheet of plywood 
imposes.    The detailing of the exterior plywood joint treatment allowed the 
expression of the plywood and insured the durability of the material.    A metal 
edge clip was designed to formalize the plywood joints and make them an 
organizing feature of the facade. 
 
 
The Cost 
The material cost of this 770 square foot home totaled $13,822.42 or $17.95 per 
square foot.    This included an allowance of $2032.00 for the appliances and 
kitchen and bath fixtures.    Plumbing, electrical and mechanical costs were not 
included in this estimate. 
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The Humble Home 

 
 

The Concept 
The concept for this home was inspired by the Southern Vernacular Dogtrot 
home design.    Another important factor was the contextual fit of the design into 
a traditional suburban neighborhood.   The massing of the program into two 
volumes allowed the public and private zones of the house separation and 
heating and cooling control.    Also the separation provided ample natural light 
and ventilation throughout the home.    The design was unique in the fact that it 
looked at an affordable prototype home for our aging population.   Providing 
space, privacy, and function for the homeowner and caregiver was critical to the 
design’s success.     
 
 
The Story 
The story goes as follows:  Catherine Bailey is a 67-year-old woman in need of a 
new home.    Nine years ago, she was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis and was 
placed in a wheel chair.    She lives in Auburn, Alabama, in the house where she 
raised her three children.    Now the home is too large and expensive for her to 
care for, and along with Sarah, her long time friend and helper, she is in need for 
a smaller and more handicap accessible house.    This home must be a single 
story and have as few rooms as necessary, to cut down on heating costs.    Due 
to her poor eyesight, this home must have ample lighting at any season and time 
of day.   She has dreamed of a spacious yard and a place to watch the birds and 
storage room for her many hobbies.    Catherine loves her family and is in need 
of a place for her granddaughter’s baby and grandson’s high school football 
pictures. 
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The Humble Home 

 
 
The Site 
The site was located in a diverse traditional residential neighborhood in Auburn, 
Alabama surrounded by one story, split-level, and two story wood frame homes.    
Most of the homes were built in the 1950’s and range in size from 100 to 1500 
square feet.    The lot currently maintains eight significantly large trees and 
slopes to a nearby stream.   Site placement of this Dogtrot style home at a slight 
angle to the street gave it the curb appeal of a much larger structure  
 
 
The Construction 
The home used traditional wood framing techniques to construct the design.    
The exterior plywood skin consisted of 16-inch strips placed both horizontal and 
vertical to express the massing of the public and private zones.    The plywood 
joints were flashed to prevent water from damaging the end grain of the material.    
Ample overhangs on the shed roofs provided protection from both the sun and 
rain. 
 
 

The Cost 
The material cost of this 900 square foot home totaled $12,428.28 or $13.81 per 
square foot.    This included an allowance of $1836.30 for the appliances, kitchen 
cabinets, and bath fixtures.    Plumbing, electrical and mechanical costs were not 
included in this estimate. 
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The Phoenix House 

 
 

The Concept 
The concept of this design focused on the following: Context, Inventiveness, and 
Affordability.    Using common materials in an efficient way and providing a useful 
plan, the design was a perfect fit to the neighborhood. 
 
The Story 
The story goes as follows:  Until recently Mr. and Mrs. Sharp lived in Opelika, Al.    
Mr. Sharp worked for Pepperell Mills, and Mrs. Sharp worked for a local 
company.   Mr. Sharp was offered early retirement when the Mill began to reduce 
production.    As a part of his retirement, Mr. Sharp frequently hunted until he 
was involved in a hunting accident.    He fell out of his tree stand and crushed 
both of his legs.    Most of the couple’s savings went to pay for rehabilitation and 
reconstructive surgeries.   The two had lived in there 1960’s brick, ranch-styled 
home until faulty wiring led to a house fire.    With little income beyond social 
security and no savings left, the two found them struggling to find an affordable 
place to live. 
 
A new home for this couple would need the basics at an affordable price.    The 
home would be constructed on the property on which the previous home stood.    
Money for the construction of the home would come from the selling of the rural 
hunting property in Eastern Alabama.    Requirements for the home would 
include a living and dining area, a fully functional kitchen, as well as a bathroom, 
closet, and private bedroom.   Although cost would be a key issue and limit 
square footage possible, the couple would still like room to have family over at 
holidays and have outdoor living space. 
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The Phoenix House 

 
 
The Site 
The site is a small urban style subdivision called Pepperell Village in Opelika, 
Alabama.    The area is planted with Pecan Trees that provide shade as well as a 
sense of history.   The site slopes toward the Southeast at approximately 15 
degrees away from the street to the back of the lot.    The scale and character of 
the neighborhood was a strong influence on the final design 
 
 
The Construction 
The home used traditional wood framing techniques to construct the design.    
Using a 2-foot by 2-foot modular grid to organize the structure and the plywood 
cladding, the design efficiently used framing and plywood sheets to build the 
home.   The exterior plywood panels were battened to protect the joints from the 
weather and reinforce and express the nature of the two-foot module.    The 
home’s foundation was made of concrete block piers to address the sloping site 
and fit into the context of the neighboring houses.    
 
 
The Cost 
The material cost of this 800 square foot home totaled $9,648.30 or $12.06 per 
square foot.    This included an allowance of $2,286.14 for the appliances, 
kitchen cabinets, and bath fixtures.    Plumbing, electrical and mechanical costs 
were estimated to be an additional $4,000.00. 
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Violet’s Fancy 

 
 

The Concept 
The concept for this design was to adapt the classical 9 square plan to fit the 
lifestyle of the homeowner.    With the addition of both an entry porch and living 
porch, the efficient plan was expanded.    The house used passive techniques of 
overhangs and cross ventilation from windows and doors to cool the interior in 
the summer. 
 
 
The Story 
The story goes as follows: I wish I could see a field below.    I wish I could hear a 
rooster crow.    There are those that live downtown in the hubbub and the traffic 
and noise but I prefer the solitude and beauty of my little piece of land in the 
country.    It reminds me of my childhood on a farm in New York---the rolling hills 
and sweeping views.   In New York, our house sat high upon a hilltop overlooking 
a valley below.    Now, in Oneonta, Al. my trailer was put further back on the hill 
and I really don’t get to enjoy the views.    Gardening is my joy and there is no 
match for the springtime and summer weather in the South.    My gardening lets 
me appreciate this beautiful land even more.    I wish my doublewide trailer would 
provide the room for all the family to gather --- kids, grandkids, and great 
grandkids.    I can’t complain though, my life has been blessed in so many ways.   
I live peacefully here.    Last night, I was standing beneath a brilliant orange sky, 
watering my flowers, and I realized one thing---I may not have much in this world 
other than my little piece of land and trailer, but I have family that I love and loves 
me in return and I’m still able to get around by myself and do as I please.    My 
garden and my family give me all the joy in the world---and I couldn’t be happier. 
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Violet’s Fancy 

 
 
The Site 
The site is located in Oneonta, Al.    Placed in the rural countryside with good 
views in all directions the home was sited to take advantage of a hillside slope.    
With the nearby trailer available for visiting family members, the new home will 
provide violet a compact and maintainable home. 
 
 
The Construction 
The construction of the home uses a wooden post and beam structure with an 
exterior grade plywood panels and a glass patio door system for the inclosing 
walls.    The foundation is built of concrete block and is meant to address the 
slopping site and anchor the design to the ground.    A major feature of the 
design was including a green roof.    It was added for both the aesthetics and 
energy efficiency of the design.     
 
 
The Cost 
The material cost of this 660 square foot home totaled $17,776.43 or $26.93 per 
square foot.    This number did not include the appliances, which she would 
reuse from her trailer.    The major expense for this design was $9,591.83 for the 
windows, patio doors that formed the exterior walls of the home.    Plumbing, 
electrical and mechanical costs were not included in this estimate. 
 

Conclusions: 
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First, 
The second year design studio is important to the student’s education in setting a 
clear foundation for their future design studies. 
 
Second, 
The story or the narrative when used in the design process can give a depth and 
breath to the work.    It provides an authentic context otherwise missing from a 
typical design description. 
 
Third, 
Collaboration is necessary and critical as we prepare our students to be design 
professionals.    The success of the work would not have been achieved without 
the students working as a team. 
 
Fourth, 
Knowing how something is built is both important and necessary to become an 
Architect.    A design has to be first a great building before it might become 
Architecture.    The Architecture must dwell in the construction.    This studio 
presented this opportunity. 
 
Fifth, 
Having the students aware of the cost of their design decisions at an early point 
of their education was added to the studio to hold them accountable.    It did not 
hinder their creativity.    In fact, it enhanced their solutions.     
 
Finally 
Finally, the use of a DVD multi-media presentation using both sound and images 
to demonstrate the student’s understandings and skills brought the project to a 
point for all to see and appreciate. 
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English Borrowings in Bahasa Indonesia 
and Bahasa Malaysia 

 
Abdul Hadi 

 
Introduction 
 
Most languages borrow words from other languages to meet the social and linguistic needs 

of their speakers. Words from big languages are usually borrowed by smaller languages, 

but the opposite may also occur especially when certain realities or facts are only found in 

the speech community of the smaller languages. This linguistic phenomenon reflects the 

interdependency of languages with one another, and simultaneously indicates the need 

towards mutual social, cultural, economic, and political cooperation among speakers of 

world’s different languages. 

 Among our world’s big or international languages, English is an international 

language spoken by most people, both its native and nonnative speakers. As the world’s 

biggest language, English is viewed as the most appropriate language of communication in 

many fields of human life across speech communities. As a result, the need to be proficient 

in English increases rapidly, which later increases the number of learners and speakers of 

English.  Along with this increasing number of learners and speakers of English, who are 

mostly learners or speakers of English as a second or foreign language, and added with the 

widespread use of English in mass media and commerce in non-English speaking countries, 

the usage of English words in the learners’ and speakers’ first or national languages 

becomes unavoidable, including use by those who do not learn or speak English at all. This 

is a phenomenon that has occurred in many languages.  
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 2

 This paper addresses the issue of English borrowings in Bahasa Indonesia (BI) or 

Indonesian and Bahasa Malaysia (BM) or Malay. An underlying reason for discussing and 

examining the issue of English borrowings in both languages is the very close similarities 

between them. Both languages are well-known as deriving from the same root—Malay. I 

observe that the similarities and differences between BI and BM are in many ways similar 

to those between American English and British English. It is, therefore, interesting and 

useful to see contrast in the extent of borrowing from English in both languages in the light 

of preserving the originality of the national languages versus enriching them with new 

words. More specifically, this paper has the following aims: first, to examine which of the 

two languages is more accommodative, or conversely more resistant to borrowing words 

from English, second, to find out in which life sector is English borrowings more common 

to the speakers of BI and BM, and finally, to relate the results of this comparative analysis 

to the context of teaching and learning English in Indonesia and Malaysia. 

 
 
English Borrowings in Bahasa Indonesia and Bahasa Malaysia 
 
Bahasa Indonesia and Bahasa Malaysia are two of world’s languages that have borrowed 

English words for many years. Quah (1999) quotes a report by Majlis Bahasa Indonesia-

Malaysia-Brunei Darussalam (Indonesia-Malaysia-Brunei Darussalam Language Council, 

MABBIM) in 1986 that the Council has “standardized 47,000 scientific and technical terms 

borrowed from English” (p. 4). In real life communication, both spoken and written 

English words used by speakers of BI and BM are spread in various domains of 

communication, not only in the domain of science and technology, particularly by urban 

and educated speakers of BI and BM (in this paper, the word ‘speakers’ is used to refer to 
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 3

users of English, BI and BM in both spoken and written communication). The patterns of 

English borrowings in both languages, which will be discussed in the next section, are also 

varied.  

 The extensive borrowing of English words in BI and BM is possible due to the one 

apparent nature of these two similar languages, that is, practicality (Pramoedya, 1985, in 

Hun). Malay, the root of BI and BM, which used to be spoken widely in commerce and 

other public domains during the colonial era, is a very practical language because it allows 

adoption and adaptation of words from other languages to take place with minimal socio-

political or linguistic conflicts. Two other languages that greatly influenced Malay are 

Arabic and Sanskrit. At present, the influences of these languages to BI and BM seem to 

have come to a halt. While the influences of Arabic and Sanskrit were most probably 

transferred through oral communication due to the very low literacy rate in Arabic and 

Indian writing systems among Indonesians and Malaysians in the past (in fact, also in 

present time), English influences in BI and BM continue to prevail in the present days 

partially because of the use of Roman Alphabets in both languages.  

 Differences in the patterns of English borrowings in BI and BM are present. The 

differences derive from influences in the pre-independence colonial era; Indonesia was 

colonized by the Dutch, while Malaysia was colonized by the British. The BI’s word 

“moderen” is semantically equivalent to “moden” in BM, an influence of English where the 

pronunciation of “r” is (almost) missing. Other factors probably also cause the differences, 

such as local dialects of BI and BM spoken by people living in different parts of Indonesia 

and Malaysia. Further discussion on the differences in the pattern of English borrowings in 

BI and BM is not included in this paper, and deserves discussion in a separate study. 
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Review of Related Literature 
 
Unfortunately, literature concerning the comparison of English borrowings in BI and BM 

seems to be rare, not to mention unavailable (I have not found one). Linguists and experts 

in other related fields in both countries pay more attention to issues regarding the selection 

and standardization of English words borrowed. Research and analysis contrasting the two 

languages are probably avoided as people in both countries often consider themselves 

people of the same ‘family’, and therefore discussions on language differences are viewed 

as detrimental to the idea of being in the same ‘family’. The foundation of Indonesia-

Malaysia-Brunei Darussalam Language Council is evidence of more interests and efforts to 

seek similarities rather than differences. In fact, contrastive analyses or research on the use 

of the two Malay-rooted languages are actually helpful for maintaining similarities and 

setting up common standards for speakers of these languages.   

 As most experts might predict, English borrowings in other languages are mostly 

found in the field of science and technology. This prediction is indeed acceptable in the 

case of BI and BM. Quah (1999) observes that the increasing number of English 

borrowings in the field of science and technology in Malaysia is the side effect of the move 

from an agricultural-based economy to a technology-based economy in the country. I 

perceive this phenomenon is also true in Indonesia, but which language of the two has 

more English borrowings in scientific and technological communication remains a question. 

However, the assumption or observation that most English borrowings in BI and BM are 

found in the field of science and technology seems to require more in-depth analysis as the 

wide spread use of information technological products such as television, radio, and 
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internet has also brought many English words into socio-cultural or political lives of BI and 

BM speakers. In Indonesia, the use of the English word “cool” is becoming more and more 

common among young urban Indonesians. The words “amendment” and “impeachment” 

(the latter is widely used after Clinton’s affair) are also common now in Indonesian politics.   

 Discussions or analyses contrasting English borrowings in BI and BM are certainly 

closely related to the issue of status of English in Indonesia and Malaysia. Kachru (1997, in 

Bhatt, 2001) categorizes Indonesia into The Expanding Circle, where English is spoken as 

a foreign language. He, on the other hand, categorizes Malaysia into The Outer Circle, 

where English has its status as a second language. Is this different status of English a 

reflection of the degree of English borrowings in both languages? 

 It may reasonably be assumed that there is higher degree of English borrowings in 

BM than in BI because of the closer status of English in Malaysia to the native English 

speakers’ environment. This is also supported by the fact that English is still widely spoken 

in the daily lives of many Malaysians, and “it took 26 years (1957-1983) to implement the 

National Language and National Educational Policies for the primary and secondary [not 

including tertiary] level of education” (Omar, 1982, in David, 2003) in Malaysia. On the 

other hand, BI has been widely used since the first day of Indonesian independence, even 

years before Indonesian independence. In its early age, BI (a modified version of Malay) 

had no rival as a medium of instruction in Indonesia and it continues to have that privilege 

until today.  

  Yet, current and recent attitudes BI’s and BM’s speaker toward their own national 

language need to be taken into account. Lowenberg (1991) analyzed the role of English in 

Indonesia and found out that “English appears to be making its greatest impact in Indonesia 
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[and that] English [is] a source for the lexical modernization of Bahasa Indonesia ” (p. 135).  

This finding may reflect that English is perceived by BI’s speakers as having positive 

contributions to their national language. In Malaysia, on the other hand, in spite of the fact 

that English is a second major language, there is a tendency that English borrowings in BM 

are avoided whenever possible. One of the policies enforced by Dewan Bahasa dan 

Pustaka (Language and Literary Agency, DBP) in Malaysia is that indigenous words 

should be used in BM whenever possible (Quah, 1999). Therefore, the word ‘jenayah’, 

which means ‘crime’in English and ‘rasuah’, which is equivalent to English’s ‘corruption’ 

(both are originally from Arabic) are used in BM instead of ‘kriminal’  and ‘korupsi’ which 

are widely used by BI’s speakers. Lowenberg’s analysis and Quah’s report indicate that the 

status of English in Indonesia and Malaysia may not necessarily be relevant to the extent of 

English borrowing in both countries’ national languages. 

 Thus far, the available related literature suggests that the comparison of degree of 

English borrowings in BI and BM is not clearly known yet. This paper is, hopefully, an 

entry point to examine the issue in the light of increasing the regional language 

intelligibility in Malay-populated Southeast Asian Countries (future research and analysis 

regarding this issue should also cover Brunei Darussalam and Singapore). 

In the following section, I will present a small scale contrastive analysis on the 

extent of English borrowings in BI and BM. The analysis covers three domains of 

communication in BI and BM, namely politics, science and technology (partially including 

economic issues), and art. Although the analysis is based on written communication, the 

results may also be relevant for oral communication in BI and BM because of the use of 

newspaper articles. Words used in newspaper articles in politics, science and technology, 
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and art are usually adjusted to the general assumption of their readers’ lexical repertoire 

and their ability to comprehend unfamiliar words. New words (English borrowings) used in 

newspaper are later used orally by the readers in both formal and informal talks. 

 

Further Description and Limitation of the Analysis 
 
The contrastive analysis presented in this paper, as mentioned previously, addresses the 

issue of English borrowings in BI and BM based on newspaper articles of similar topics 

written in BI and BM. There are three pairs of newspaper articles compared, each 

consisting of an article written in BI and an article written in BM. The first pair of 

newspaper articles compared is political and international news regarding Al-Qaeda’ 

claim on U.S. consulate attack in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia recently. The second pair 

contrasted is science and technology news on cyber crime. And the last is news on 

traditional art, featuring socio-cultural aspects of a dance called Zapin.  

 

Some Issues in Data Collection: 

1. Words that are included as English borrowings in BI and BM in this paper are:   

     a. Unmodified English words or UEW (e.g. ‘cyber’)  

     b. Modified English words or MEW (e.g. ‘tradisi’ from ‘tradition’ and ‘aktivitas’  

         from ‘activity’. 

     c. Modified English words with BI’s or BM’s affix(es) added or MEWA (e.g. 

         ‘mengklaim’ from ‘claim’ and ‘disinonimkan’ from ‘synonym’.   

 2.  Words from other languages (certainly excluding words from BI and BM such as  

      ‘orangutan’ and ‘sarong’) previously borrowed by English are included as English  
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      borrowings in BI and BM  (e.g. ‘alkohol’ from ‘alcohol’ (English word from Arabic)  

       and   ‘karaoke’   from ‘karaoke’ (English word from Japanese).    

 3. Names of persons that are common in English are not included as borrowings. 

 4. The newspaper articles used in this analysis are taken from two leading newspapers in  

     Indonesia and two other leading newspapers in Malaysia.   

 

Some Issues concerning Data Interpretation: 

1. The extent of English borrowings in BI and BM is calculated based on the percentage  

    of English borrowings in each text. The formula used is: 

Number of English borrowings in each text X 100 = Percentage of English    
Number of words in each text                                      borrowings in each text 

 
 2. English borrowings that are repeated in the same text, regardless of the category of the  

     borrowings, either UEW, MEW, or MEWA are not included in the total number of  

      English borrowings in each text. 

 3. The degree of English borrowings in each type of text in BI and BM will also be   

      compared. In this paper, the types of the texts are political and international news,  

      science and technology news, and socio-cultural news. 

 

 

 

Limitation of the Analysis: 

1. The analysis does not include interpretation of differences in the patterns of borrowing  

between BI and BM (e.g. BI’s ‘aktivitas’ Vs. BM’s ‘aktiviti’ from the same English      
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word ‘activity’). 

2. The analysis does not include interpretation of meanings or changes of meanings of the  

     English words borrowed. 

3. Results of this contrastive analysis particularly address the extent of English  

borrowings used in the sample newspaper articles chosen, and may or may not reflect the  

general degree of English borrowings in a wider use of communication in Bahasa  

Indonesia and Bahasa Malaysia. 

 

Results and Interpretation of the Contrastive Analysis on English Borrowings in 
Bahasa Indonesia and Bahasa Malaysia 
 
Before presenting and interpreting the results of this analysis, it is necessary to have an 

overview of the English borrowings used in each text. Since the texts are written in BI and 

BM, and many of the English borrowings are already modified to match the typical 

phonological systems in each language; knowing their English equivalents helps us 

understand the results of this analysis better. The following are lists of English borrowings 

used in each text paired with their English equivalents. The complete versions of each text 

are provided in appendixes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. 
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I. Political and international news regarding Al-Qaeda’ claim on U.S. consulate attack in  
   Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. 
 
   a. Table.1 
       Title: Al-Qaeda Akui Serang Konsulat AS 
       Language: Bahasa Indonesia 
 

No. BI English No BI English 

   1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

Konsulat 
Internet 
Situs 
Mengklaim 
Operasi 
Skuadron 
Organisasi 
Rezim 
Tirani 
Mesin-mesin(Pl.) 
Telekomunikasi 
Elektronik 
 

Consulate 
Internet 
Site 
Claim (verb) 
Operation 
Squadron 
Organization 
Regime 
Tyranny 
Machines 
Telecommunication
Electronic 

13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

 19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

Bom 
Mobil 
Departemen 
Staf 
Insiden 
Aktivitas 
Polisi 
Presiden 
Respon 
Kontraktor 
Teroris 
Ektremisme 
Nasional 

Bomb 
Mobile 
Department 
Staff 
Incident 
Activity 
Police 
President 
Response 
Contractor 
Terrorist 
Extremism 
National 

 

   b. Table. 2 
       Title: Al-Qaeda mengaku serang konsulat AS di Jeddah 
       Language: Bahasa Malaysia (BM) 
        

No. BM English 

   1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Konsulat 
Skuadron 
Web 
Operasi 
Internet 
Militant 
Marin 
September 

Consulate 
Squadron 
Web 
Operation 
Internet 
Militant 
Marine 
September 
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II. Science and technology news on cyber crime 
      

a. Table. 3 
    Title: FBI Awasi Aksi para ‘Hacker’ Bobol Internet 

        Language: Bahasa Indonesia 
 

No. BI English No BI English 

   1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

 19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

FBI 
Hacker 
Internet 
Teknologi 
Positif 
Informasi 
Negative 
Tren 
Situs 
Pornografi 
Survei 
Posisi 
Virtual 
Kartu 
Kredit 
Via 
Telematika 
Media 
Seminar 
Antisipasi 
Cyber 
Kriminal 
Kepolisian (N) 
Transaksi 
Prostitusi 

FBI 
Hacker 
Internet 
Technology 
Positive 
Information 
Negative 
Trend 
Site 
Pornography 
Survey 
Position 
Virtual 
Card 
Credit 
Via 
Telemath  
Media 
Seminar 
Anticipation 
Cyber 
Crime 
Police 
Transaction 
Prostitution 
 
  

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
 

Online 
Publik 
Kreatif 
Merchant 
Intelijen 
Lokal 
Mengglobal(V) 
Modus 
Operandi 
Praktik 
Perbankan(N) 
Email 
Konvensional 
Data-data 
Master 
Web 
Unit 
Direktorat 
Reserse 
Kasus 
Universitas 
Kevakuman 
Konsumen 
 

Online 
Public 
Creative 
Merchant 
Intelligent 
Local 
Global(ize) 
Modus 
Operandi 
Practice 
Bank(ing) 
Email 
Conventional 
Data 
Master 
Web 
Unit 
Directorate 
Research 
Case 
University 
Vacuum 
Consumer 
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b.  Table. 4 
     Title: ‘Gengster’ kuasai dunia siber 

       Language: Bahasa Malaysia    
 

No. BM English No BM English 

   1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

  19 
20 

 

Gengster 
Siber 
Aktiviti 
Teknologi 
Komunikasi 
Dimanipulasi(V-
passive) 
Maksimum 
Bank 
Associates 
Sistem 
komputer 
virus 
pentagon 
bermotifkan(V) 
univeristi 
profesional 
sofistikated 
operasi 
konsisten 
spam 
 

Gangster 
Cyber 
Activity 
Technology 
Communication 
Manipulation 
 
Maximum 
Bank 
Associates 
System 
Computer 
Virus 
Pentagon 
Motive 
University 
Professional 
Sophisticated 
Operation 
Consistent 
Spam 
 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

e-mel 
elemen 
produk 
Trojan 
Elektronik 
Produktiviti 
Pornografi 
Internet 
Kategori 
Teknik 
Zombie 
Phising 
Identiti 
Web 
Log 
Spyware 
Adware 
Cookie 
Serius 
Organisasi 
Laptop 
 

e-mail 
element 
product 
Trojan 
Electronic 
Productivity 
Pornography 
Internet 
Category 
Technique 
Zombie 
Phishing 
Identity 
Web 
Log 
Spy ware 
Ad ware 
Cookie 
Serious 
Organization 
laptop 
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III. News on traditional art, featuring socio-cultural aspects of a dance called Zapin.  

a.  Table. 5 
    Title: Zapin: Musik Tradisi Masyarakat Pesisir 

             Language: Bahasa Indonesia 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

No. BI English 

  1 
2 
3 
4 
 

Musik 
Tradisi 
Teori 
Berasimilasi(V)
 

Music 
Tradition 
Theory 
Assimilation 
 

         b. Table. 6 
             Title: Nasib zapin gemilang di Johor 
             Language: Bahasa Malaysia 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No. BM English No BM English 

   1 
2 
3 
 
4 
5 
6 
7 
 
8 
9 
 

Disember 
Konteks 
Disinonimkan(V-
passive) 
Diaspora 
Serius 
tradisi 
diasimilasikan(V-
passive) 
antologi 
aktivis 
 

December 
Context 
Synonym 
 
Diaspora 
Serious 
Tradition 
Assimilation 
 
Anthology 
Activist 
 

10 
11 
 12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
 18 
19 
20 
21 

akademik 
dokumentasi 
Praktis 
Konsert  
Figura 
Formasi 
Simbol 
Relevan 
Agresif 
Manifestasi 
Artis  
Natural 

Academic 
Documentation 
Practical 
Concert 
Figure 
Formation 
Symbol 
Relevant 
Aggressive 
Manifestation 
Artist 
Natural 
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Results and Interperetation of Data Analysis  
 
Table. 7  English Borrowings in Bahasa Indonesia and Bahasa Malaysia 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: A= Total number of words in each text 
          B= Frequency of English borrowings in each text 
          C= Diversity of English borrowings in each text 
          D= Percentage of English borrowing in each text            ( C  )   
                                                                                                     ( A ) 
 
 
   

 
 
Language 

Number& Percentage of English Borrowings 
Political & International 

News 
 

Science, Technology, and 
Economy News 

 
Culture & Art News 

 
Average Number & 

Percentage 
 

A 
 

B 
 

C 
 

D 
(%) 

 
A 

 
B 

 
C 

 
D 

(%) 

 
A 

 
B 

 
C 

 
D 

(%) 

 
A 
 

 
B 
 

 
C 
 

 
D 

(%) 
 

 
BI 
 

 
411 

 
38 

 
25 

 
6.08 

 
696 

 
105 

 
48 

 
6.90 

 
269 
 

 
7 

 
4 

 
1.49 

 
459 

 
  50 

 
26 

 
4.82 
 

 
BM 
 

 
411 

 
14 

 
8 

 
1.95 

 
511 

 
90 

 
41 

 
8.02 

 
451 

 
27 

 
21 

 
4.67 

 
458 

 
  44 

 
23 

 
4.80 
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Results of data analysis presented in table. 7 above show that there is no significant 

difference between the percentage of English borrowings used in the sample newspaper 

articles written in BI and BM. The difference is very small, that is, 0.02 %. As a tentative 

result, this finding may indicate the true level of English borrowings in BI and BM. One 

probable factor of this insignificant difference is the role of Indonesia-Malaysia-Brunei 

Darussalam Language Council (MABBIM) mentioned in the introduction. MABBIM is a 

language council consisting of language experts from the three countries who meet 

regularly. One of their major roles is standardizing the English borrowings for speakers of 

national languages in each country. Although in reality there are differences in the ways 

English words are borrowed, the number of borrowings in each of these similar languages 

is more or less the same. The percentage also indicates that the degree of social and 

linguistic needs of BI’s and BM’s speaker toward English is similar. This finding is 

relevant to the argument that BI and BM are basically two very similar languages, 

including similarity toward the extent of English borrowings. 

There is a significant difference in the percentage of English borrowings in the 

political and international news. The percentage of English borrowings in BI is 6.08 %, 

while in BM it is 1.95%. I observe that this significant difference is due to the recent 

dynamics in Indonesian politics. After the fall of Soeharto and the beginning of reformation 

era, some new English borrowings appear in Indonesians’ daily life communication. Words 

such as ‘amendment’ and ‘impeachment’ now are common words among urban, or 

educated Indonesians. On the other hand, Malaysian’s politics is relatively stable. Though 

Malaysians probably understand the words, they do not see the need to use them in their 

communication in BM. 
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The percentage of English borrowings in science, technology and economy news 

shows that 6.90 % of the words in BI’s text is of English borrowings, 1.12 % lower than the 

percentage of English borrowings in BM’s text. There is no exact phenomenon that may 

reflect the figure. However, Malaysia’s better achievement in the field of science and 

technology may become one possible interpretation. The move of Malaysia’s government 

administration from Kuala Lumpur to Putra Jaya, a cyber city, and the continuous 

advancement of Malaysia’s automobile industry as well as improved educational 

administration and quality in the country may contribute to more adoption of English words 

in the national language. Again, BI’s speakers might understand the scientific and 

technological words used by BM’s speakers, but most of them do not use the words 

because they do not see the need in their real life situation, except few of those who are in 

the field of research, teaching or education. At present, Indonesia is still struggling to 

recover from economic crisis.  

BM’s text also gains a higher percentage of English borrowings in socio-cultural 

and art news, 3.18% higher than BI’s text. Basically, all the English borrowings in BM’s 

text are also available in BI. Although the topics of the both texts are similar, each text has 

a different emphasis. For the time being, there is no possible explanation to support the 

figure. In addition to the differences in emphasis of both texts compared, other variables 

such as individual preferences of word choices might also cause significant difference.  

 
Pedagogical Implications to the Teaching of English in Indonesia and Malaysia  

Results of this preliminary study reveal the possibility for English teachers in both 

countries to make use of English borrowings in their national languages in teaching English 
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to their students. Although the study indicates only about 5% of the words used in the texts 

is borrowed from English, teachers can still benefit from them for the sake of student’s 

learning because the words borrowed can be expanded through vocabulary expansion 

activities. English parts of speech, for example, can be used to expand students’ recognition 

and mastery of English vocabulary based on English borrowings in both languages. The 

word “organisasi” in BI and BM is the equivalent of the English noun “organization”, 

which after teachers’ introducing the role and ways of using the English suffix ‘ize’ can 

help students learn another English word, that is, the verb “organize”. A significant number 

of English borrowings in BI and BM can be expanded in this way. Teachers can also 

creatively use any relevant teaching techniques in using the English borrowings for the 

development of students’ mastery of English vocabulary. Knowing that the word 

“organisasi” in BI and BM is borrowed from the English word “organization”, teachers and 

students can work together in eliciting other words, phrases, or ideas related to the word 

“organization”. Asking the following questions is one possible way: Is MABBIM an 

organization? What other organizations do you know? What does the organization do? 

Who organize the activities in the organization? Who may become members of the 

organization? Using these English borrowings in efforts to develop students’ mastery of 

English vocabulary has its own advantage, that is, students’ better association of their 

meanings to the real world (though it is acknowledged that meaning changes may happen 

in the English borrowings). 

What is most important, however, is to raise students’ awareness of the words 

borrowed from English since many of the English borrowings have been so internalized in 

the students’ mind as words from their own languages. This is an indication that students’ 
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first language cannot be totally ignored in teaching and learning a second or foreign 

language. To a certain degree, students’ first language is of significant help for teachers in 

facilitating the development of students’ proficiency in the other language. In raising 

students’ awareness of English borrowings in BI and BM, teachers and students need to 

make use of students’ first languages maximally but proportionally.   

 An important note regarding this issue is on the difference in the status of English in 

Indonesia and Malaysia. Kachru’s Concentric Circle Model (1997, in Bhatt, 2001) 

categorizes Indonesia in the Expanding Circle of English, which synonymously places 

English as a foreign language in Indonesia. Malaysia, on the other hand, is categorized in 

the Outer Circle of English, which means that English is a second language in the country. 

This difference has significant pedagogical implications in the teaching of English in both 

countries, including in efforts to incorporate the use of English borrowings in teaching 

English. Considering the closer distance or tie of English in Malaysia than it is in Indonesia 

to the Inner Circle of English, English learners in Malaysia are most probably better able in 

benefiting from English borrowings in their first language in their English learning than 

English learners in Indonesia.   

 
Conclusion 
 
Overall, results of this contrastive analysis on English borrowings in BI and BM shows that 

there is no significant difference between the two languages in the extent of borrowing 

English words. In addition to the role of MABBIM mentioned before, the fact that both 

languages are intelligible to each other is another consideration which may become the 

underpinning of the results found.  Significant differences in separate domains of 
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communication may not necessarily means that one of the two languages does not have 

certain English borrowings in the domain. It is more a matter of whether speakers of 

language have the need to use them.  

 This paper is intended to provide preliminary findings and insights on the issue of 

English borrowings in BI and BM, two languages that have borrowed countless words from 

other languages.Future researches and analysis on this topic should cover more samples in 

order that the findings can reflect the degree of English borrowings in BI and BM more 

accurately and are also true for a wider communication in both languages. Observation of 

English borrowings in oral communication in Indonesia’s and Malaysia’s television, 

movies, or other possible means of data collection would be another valuable and reliable 

data collection technique.   
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Appendix 1 
 
Al-Qaeda Akui Serang Konsulat AS 

DUBAI (AFP/AP/Reuters): Kelompok Al-Qaeda cabang Arab Saudi dalam satu situs internet, 
kemarin, mengklaim bertanggung jawab atas serangan ke Konsulat AS di Jeddah, Senin (6/12). 
Kelompok tersebut juga mengatakan, beberapa penyerang meloloskan diri setelah mereka 
melancarkan operasi itu. 

"Saudara-saudara Anda dari skuadron Abu Annas al-Shami menyerbu salah satu markas pasukan 
salib Amerika di semenanjung Arabia di Jeddah," demikian pernyataan kelompok itu. 

"Mereka berhasil keluar dari konsulat dan mencapai tempat aman setelah kehilangan dua syahid 
yang melindungi mujahidin yang kabur itu. Tiga di antara mereka (pelaku yang kabur) luka-luka 
dan tengah dirawat," lanjut pernyataan yang ditandatangani organisasi Al-Qaeda di Jazirah Arab. 

"Saudara-saudara Anda berusaha membunuh sembilan orang di konsulat (AS) itu, termasuk dua 
warga Amerika dan tujuh serdadu rezim tirani (Saudi), dan melukai puluhan lainnya." 

Para penyerang juga merampas "mesin-mesin telekomunikasi, senjata ringan, peralatan elektronik 
canggih, dan dokumen-dokumen penting." 

Kelompok itu berjanji akan membeberkan dokumen "Operasi Penaklukan Falujah" mengenai 
gempuran habis-habisan terhadap kota muslim Sunni Irak itu oleh pasukan AS pada bulan lalu. 

"Operasi ini adalah salah satu operasi yang dilancarkan oleh organisasi Al-Qaeda dalam perang 
melawan pasukan salib dan Yahudi agar orang-orang kafir itu keluar dari Jazirah Arab. Para 
mujahidin bertekad akan melanjutkan perjuangan mereka," tambahnya. 

Kementerian Dalam Negeri Saudi dalam pernyataannya kemarin mengatakan lima anggota 
"kelompok pembangkang" melemparkan bom ke salah satu pintu gerbang Konsulat AS ketika 
sebuah mobil operasi itu menyerbu masuk pada pukul 11.00 (15.00 WIB) Senin. 

"Akibat serangan itu, lima orang tewas di tempat kejadian. (Mereka adalah) warga Yaman, Sudan, 
Palestina, Pakistan, dan Sri Lanka," kata kementerian itu. 

Namun, di Manila, Departemen Luar Negeri Filipina mengatakan seorang warganya tewas 
tertembak kepalanya dan seorang lagi terluka dalam serangan itu. Warga Filipina yang tewas itu 
adalah Romeo de la Rosa, 44, seorang staf pemeliharaan. Sedangkan Wencelao Pescante, 56, 
tukang kayu di konsulat mengalami luka tembak, namun tidak parah. 

Segera setelah insiden tersebut, Kedubes Filipina di Riyadh memerintahkan 9.000 warganya yang 
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bekerja Saudi untuk membatasi aktivitas mereka di luar. 

Sebelumnya, Kementerian Dalam Negeri Saudi mengatakan, tiga penyerang tewas dan dua lainnya 
yang terluka ditangkap. Sedangkan polisi mengungkapkan, empat anggota Garda Nasional Saudi 
juga tewas. 

Dari Washington, Presiden George W Bush mengucapkan terima kasihnya atas respons cepat 
pemerintah Saudi dalam menghadapi serangan yang menewaskan lima staf dan kontraktor itu. Bush 
mengatakan serangan itu membuktikan para teroris masih beroperasi dan pemerintah Saudi berjanji 
tidak akan berhenti memerangi ekstremisme. "Mereka ingin kami keluar dari Arab Saudi. Mereka 
ingin kami meninggalkan Irak. Mereka ingin membuat kami takut dan lemah," ujarnya. (HD/I-3). 

Source: Media Indonesia 
http://www.mediaindo.co.id/ 
 
 
Appendix 2 
 
Al-Qaeda mengaku serang konsulat AS di Jeddah 
JEDDAH: Sayap al-Qaeda di Arab Saudi mengakui melancarkan serangan ke atas konsulat 
Amerika Syarikat di Jeddah yang dikawal ketat bagi membuktikan ia masih menjadi ancaman 
terhadap Arab Saudi. 
 
Serangan pada jam 11 pagi itu menyaksikan sekurang-kurangnya 12 terbunuh. Ia menjadi serangan 
pertama ke atas bangunan kedutaan Barat di Arab Saudi dan serangan pemisah pertama sejak enam 
bulan lalu bagi menggulingkan kerajaan diraja Arab serta mengusir warga asing dari kota suci 
Islam itu. 
 
“Skuadron Syahid Abu Annas al-Shami melancarkan serangan membalas dendam kematian 
penduduk Islam Fallujah apabila menyerang kubu kebal penakluk di Semenanjung Arab dan 
konsulat Amerika di Jeddah,” kata Pertubuhan al-Qaeda di Semenanjung Arab dalam satu 
kenyataan yang disiarkan sebuah laman  Web. Kesahihan kenyataan itu tidak dapat dipastikan. 
Pertumpahan darah di bandar Laut Merah itu kelmarin menunjukkan perjuangan menentang sayap 
al-Qaeda di Arab Saudi masih terlalu jauh untuk dihapuskan meskipun Kerajaan Arab Saudi 
melancarkan operasi besar-besaran yang menyaksikan ramai anggota kumpulan itu dibunuh atau 
ditahan. 
 
Dalam kenyataan menerusi internet itu, kumpulan itu menyatakan operasinya itu dikenali sebagai 
Serangan Fallujah. Tentera Amerika sebelum ini menghancurkan bandar Fallujah di Iraq bagi 
menghancurkan kumpulan militan termasuk penyokong sekutu kuat al-Qaeda, Abu Musab al-
Zarqawi. 
 
Nama sebenar Abu Annas al-Shami adalah Omar Youssef Jumah. Beliau adalah mursyidul am 
kepada Abu Musab. Kumpulan Abu Musab dikatakan bertanggungjawab melakukan pelbagai 
serangan ke atas tentera Amerika dan sekutu Iraqnya. 
 
Sanak saudara Omar berkata, Omar terbunuh dalam satu serangan Amerika di Iraq pada September 
lalu. 
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Harga minyak melonjak kelmarin selepas tiga bulan mencatatkan harga terendah berikutan 
kebimbangan bekalan minyak merosot akibat serangan itu. 
 
Kementerian Dalam Negeri Arab Saudi menyatakan, tiga penyerang dibunuh manakala penyerang 
keempat mati akibat kecederaan yang dialaminya. Pihak berkuasa Arab turut menahan seorang lagi 
anggota kumpulan penyerang itu. 
 
Arab Saudi menggelar militan terbabit sebagai kumpulan sesat, rujukan yang digunakan kepada 
anggota al-Qaeda. 
 
Kenyataan kementerian itu turut menyatakan lima kakitangan konsulat itu iaitu masing-masing 
seorang warga Yaman, Sudan, Filipina, Pakistan dan Sri Lanka, terbunuh dalam kejadian itu. 
 
Penasihat hal ehwal luar Putera Mahkota Putera Abdullah, Adel al-Jubeir, berkata tiada anggota 
keselamatan Saudi terbunuh tetapi menegaskan hanya dua pengawal keselamatan kedutaan warga 
negara itu cedera dalam kejadian itu. 
 
Beliau berkata, penyerang yang menaiki dua kenderaan merempuh masuk ke bangunan konsulat 
dan menahan 17 kakitangan sebagai tebusan. Bagaimanapun selepas menyelaras tindakan bersama 
tentera Marin Amerika yang mengawal bangunan itu, tentera Saudi menyerbu masuk dan 
menyelamatkan sebahagian tebusan. 
 
Lapan kakitangan konsulat itu cedera dalam serangan berkenaan selepas spenyerang itu menjadikan 
mereka sebagai perisai manusia.  
Source: Berita Harian 
http://www.bharian.com.my/m/BHarian/Wednesday/Dunia/20041208080050/Article/ 
 
 
Appendix 3 
 
FBI Awasi Aksi para 'Hacker' Bobol Internet 

BENARKAH kemajuan teknologi selalu berdampak positif bagi kehidupan manusia? Atau 'hukum'--
segala sesuatu pasti ada sisi baik dan buruk--tetap berlaku juga untuk perkembangan teknologi 
informasi khususnya internet? Kedua pertanyaan tersebut bisa dijawab dengan melihat kenyataan 
yang terjadi sekarang ini. 

Tidak dimungkiri perkembangan internet menimbulkan dampak positif dan negatif. Dampak negatif, 
kejahatan internet kian marak beberapa tahun belakangan ini mengikuti tren serupa di berbagai 
negara seiring meningkatnya jumlah pengguna internet dan menjamurnya situs-situs berbau 
pornografi. 

Indonesia, yang hingga saat ini masih disebut sebagai negara berkembang, ternyata mengukir 
prestasi luar biasa dalam hal kejahatan di dunia maya. Berdasarkan survei AC Nielsen 2001, 
Indonesia menempati posisi keenam terbesar di dunia dan keempat di Asia dalam tindak kejahatan 
internet. Dalam kurun waktu kurang dari tiga tahun, peringkat negara kita melejit cepat. Saat ini 
Indonesia berada di urutan kedua di dunia virtual, khususnya penipuan kartu kredit via internet. 

Hal itu pernah dituturkan pakar telematika Indonesia RM Roy Suryo kepada Media usai seminar 
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bertema Antisipasi Indonesia Menghadapi 'Cyber Crime' beberapa waktu lalu. Ini tentu menjadi 
peringatan keras buat kita untuk mewaspadai bentuk kejahatan yang telah, sedang, dan akan terus 
berkembang ini. 

Sementara itu, kepolisian Jepang melaporkan bahwa kasus kejahatan yang melibatkan internet di 
negara itu melonjak sekitar 60% hanya dalam waktu setengah tahun. Kebanyakan tindak kejahatan 
itu berkaitan dengan transaksi prostitusi online. 

Sedangkan di China, sebelum disahkan UU Kejahatan Internet pada 2000, Kementerian 
Keamanan Publik RRC menyatakan lebih dari 1.000 jenis kejahatan internet terjadi dalam enam 
bulan pertama tahun tersebut. Jumlah tersebut hampir sama dengan kejahatan serupa pada tahun 
1999. 

Roy menyebutkan, kejahatan di dunia cyber di lima kota di Indonesia seperti Jakarta, Yogyakarta, 
Surabaya, dan Bandung saat ini sudah mengkhawatirkan. Uniknya, tindak kejahatan itu rata-rata 
dilakukan oleh para perusak jaringan (hacker) yang berusia muda. 

Sepintas lalu tindakan yang dilakukan para hacker itu terkesan sangat kreatif. Namun, 
sesungguhnya yang mereka lakukan adalah mencuri nomor kartu kredit yang tentu saja merugikan 
orang lain. 

Akibatnya, beberapa merchant online di Amerika dan Australia sudah memasukkan Indonesia ke 
dalam daftar hitam mereka. Bahkan, dinas intelijen Amerika, FBI, dikabarkan tengah menjadikan 
beberapa kota di Indonesia sebagai sasaran pengawasan mereka. 

Hasil survei AC Nielsen mengungkapkan bahwa kejahatan internet yang melibatkan warga 
Indonesia, baik pelaku maupun korbannya, tidak hanya dalam ruang lingkup lokal, tetapi sudah 
mengglobal. Modus operandi para hacker tersebut tidak hanya pencurian kartu kredit, tetapi juga 
melakukan praktik kejahatan perbankan melalui internet, pornografi anak, penipuan lewat transaksi 
perbankan, dan jual beli melalui berbagai situs maupun e-mail. 

Kejatahan cyber memang bukanlah kejahatan sederhana karena kejahatan ini tidak menggunakan 
sarana konvensional, tetapi melalui teknologi canggih. Kejahatan cyber di Indonesia sendiri 
ditengarai mulai marak dengan munculnya Klik BCA. 

Ketika itu dunia perbankan di dalam negeri dibuat geger dengan ulah Steven Haryanto, yang 
membuat situs asli tapi palsu. Lewat situs 'aspal' tersebut, seorang nasabah bisa terjebak 
memberikan nomor PIN-nya jika salah mengetik dan masuk ke situs tersebut. Tercatat 130 
nasabah tercuri data-datanya. Steven sendiri seperti dikutip dari situs Master Web Indonesia 
berkilah, tujuan dia membuat situs tersebut agar para pengguna lebih berhati-hati dalam mengetik 
alamat situs, dan bukan hendak mengeruk keuntungan. 

Sayangnya, meski kasus kejahatan internet sudah demikian maraknya, kita belum punya payung 
hukum untuk mengatur masalah kejahatan internet ini. Sehingga kita belum tahu perbuatan di 
dunia cyber yang tergolong tindak pidana dan mana yang bukan. 

Penyidik Unit Lima Direktorat II Badan Reserse Kriminal Polri mengungkapkan, setiap tahun ada 
152 laporan kasus kejahatan internet, tapi pihak kepolisian hanya mampu menangani 15 kasus per 
tahun. 

Seperti diungkapkan pakar hukum pidana Prof Lobby Loqman, tanpa ketentuan hukum yang 
berlaku, akan timbul kerancuan hukum, sehingga pada gilirannya hakim akan sulit mengambil 
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keputusan. 

Pakar hukum pidana lainnya, Prof Andi Hamzah mengemukakan, sudah saatnya kita memiliki 
peraturan perundangan yang berkaitan dengan tindak kejahatan internet. Langkah pertama adalah 
meneliti dan menetapkan perbuatan apa saja yang disebut cyber crime. 

Sebaliknya, pengamat telematika Universitas Indonesia Heru Sutadi berpendapat, meski belum 
ada aturan yang jelas mengenai kejahatan internet saat ini, tidak berarti harus ada kevakuman 
hukum, karena bisa menggunakan aturan-aturan yang sudah ada. 

''Kasus pencurian kartu kredit, misalnya, bisa dikenakan pasal-pasal yang berkaitan dengan 
pencurian dan kejahatan perbankan. Untuk kasus jual-beli lewat internet, bisa dikenakan UU 
perlindungan konsumen dan sebagainya,'' ungkap Heru. (TY/M-2) 

Cetak Berita   Email Berita 
 
Source: Media Indonesia 
http://www.mediaindo.co.id/cetak/berita.asp?id=2003052100011561 
 
 
Appendix 4 
 
 
‘Gengster’ kuasai dunia siber 
Oleh Hizral Tazzif Hisham 
 
AKTIVITI jenayah terancang kini sudah menguasai dunia siber apabila segala kaedah dan 
teknologi maklumat dan komunikasi sedia dimanipulasi secara maksimum untuk tujuan mendapat 
keuntungan menerusi penjualan maklumat sulit kepada pembeli yang berminat atau menggunakan 
maklumat itu untuk mencuri wang yang tersimpan di dalam bank. 
 
 
Pengarah Jenama Keselamatan Asia Selatan Computer Associates (CA), Anthony Lim, berkata 
penceroboh sistem rangkaian komputer atau penulis virus kini bukan lagi dilaksanakan untuk tujuan 
mencari nama atau membuktikan kehebatan mereka menceroboh Pentagon atau Rumah Putih 
sebaliknya ia lebih bermotifkan kepada keuntungan. 
 
“Jika dilihat kepada corak pencerobohan sistem rangkaian komputer atau penulisan virus ketika ini, 
ia tidak lagi dilakukan oleh beberapa penuntut universiti yang hendak membuktikan kehandalan 
dan kepintaran mereka tetapi kini ia dilakukan oleh sekumpulan profesional yang memiliki dana 
besar serta teknologi sofistikated untuk melaksanakan pelbagai serangan kepada sistem rangkaian 
komputer. 
 
“Tujuan mereka amat jelas ialah meletakkan keuntungan sebagai motif utama. Mereka 
memanfaatkan kelemahan pada sistem operasi komputer atau prasarana maklumat sebagai 
sasaran utama. Secara konsisten mereka menyerang kedua-duanya dan dengan teknologi yang 
mudah dimiliki ketika ini, mereka mampu melakukannya,” katanya di Kuala Lumpur, baru-baru ini.  
 
Beliau berkata, jika dilihat kepada aktiviti spam (e-mel sampah) ketika ini nyata sekali ada elemen 
jenayah terancang pada aktiviti berkenaan kerana aktiviti spam kini bukan lagi sebagai alat untuk 
memasarkan produk atau perkhidmatan tetapi peluang untuk melepaskan virus cecacing atau 
trojan. 
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“Virus berkenaan, sama ada trojan atau cecacing, akan menyerang komputer peribadi itu dengan 
mengambil segala data penting atau alamat mel elektronik yang tersimpan dalam komputer 
berkenaan untuk diserahkan kepada penceroboh atau dengan tujuan melepaskan virus cecacing 
bermotifkan bagi mengganggu prasarana sistem maklumat serta produktiviti.  
 
“Spam juga banyak mengiklankan pelbagai produk tiruan daripada ubat-ubatan hingga kepada jam 
pelaburan kewangan, pornografi dan perjudian menerusi Internet,” katanya.  
 
Lim berkata, ada dua kategori mereka yang terbabit dalam aktiviti spam iaitu mereka yang 
mengambil upah untuk melakukan kerja spam manakala satu lagi mereka terbabit dengan aktiviti 
jenayah terancang. 
 
Beliau berkata, teknik zombie (komputer pengguna dikawal dari jauh oleh penceroboh sistem 
komputer tanpa disedari pemilik) banyak dimanfaatkan penceroboh sistem rangkaian komputer 
untuk melaksanakan aktiviti spam dengan tujuan untuk mengelakkan ia dikesan pihak berkuasa. 
 
Katanya, aktiviti phising (mencuri identiti) juga meningkat kebelakangan ini dan ia juga 
mengandungi elemen aktiviti jenayah terancang dan spam kerana pengguna ditipu dengan 
penghantaran maklumat palsu seperti laman web bank perdagangan dan meminta mereka 
memasukkan kata laluan dan log masuk atas alasan mengemas kini maklumat pelanggan. 
 
Untuk tahun depan, Lim berkata, spyware adalah ancaman utama kepada pengguna Internet 
kerana ia membabitkan aktiviti pengumpulan maklumat peribadi pengguna daripada komputer 
mereka tanpa disedari dan maklumat itu digunakan dengan tujuan untuk memantau segala 
perlakuan pengguna. 
 
“Pada mulanya spyware adalah adware dan cookie yang dicipta bagi membantu pengguna untuk 
mengingati laman web dilawati bagaimanapun, ia kini sudah berubah apabila kemampuannya 
sudah dipertingkatkan untuk menghantar virus cecacing dan trojan untuk menyerang pengguna,” 
jelasnya. 
 
Beliau menyarankan agar ancaman terhadap komputer peribadi itu ditangani secara serius oleh 
organisasi dan juga pekerja. 
 
“Mereka perlu memastikan komputer peribadi mereka atau laptop digunakan sentiasa bebas 
daripada apa saja bentuk program tidak diperlukan atau meragukan,” katanya. 
 
Source: Berita Harian 
www.emedia.com.my/m/BHarian/Monday/ Komputer/20041206085531/Article/pp_index_html - 5k  
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Appendix 5 
 
Zapin 
Musik Tradisi Masyarakat Pesisir 
 
Secara teori, zapin merupakan suatu kesenian yang meliputi musik (rentak) tari dan lagu. Apabila 
rentak zapin ditarikan maka kesenian tersebut disebut tari zapin. Demikian pula bila rentak zapin 
dinyanyikan, maka lagu tersebut disebut lagu zapin. 
 
Zapin dalam kesenian dapat ditemukan di seluruh nusantara, terutama wilayah pesisir dan sungai 
dengan sebutan berbeda-beda, namun bentuk kesenian ini tetap zapin. Ada yang menyebut kesenian 
Bedana, Bedani, Jepen, Jepeng dan Dana Dani. 
 
Melihat corak warna kesenian zapin, tak dapat dipungkiri kesenian zapin berasal dari Timur Tengah 
(Arab). Kesenian ini masuk ke Nusantara melalui jalur Kerajaan Siak, sebuah kerajaan melayu 
Islam yang kebudayaannya berasimilasi antara Melayu dan Arab. Asimilasi diawali dari Sultan Siak 
ke 11 sampai Sultan yang terakhir. 
 
Kesenian Zapin sempat berperan dalam pengembangan siar agama Islam di wilayah kerajaan-
kerajaan Islam yang tersebar di Nusantara. Hingga saat ini Kesenian Zapin tumbuh dan 
berkembang terutama dikalangan masyarakat Riau, khususnya di Pulau Bengkalis.  
 
Kesenian Zapin yang ditarilagukan dengan iringan musik gambus, gendang dan marwas kerap 
disajikan pada upacara-upacara resmi seperti upacara penyambutan tamu, upacara perkawinan, dan 
sebagainya. 
 
Sesuai dengan perkembangan zaman di mana secara perlahan tetapi pasti budaya masyarakat telah 
bergeser dan berkembang mengikuti zamannya, demikian pula pengaruhnya pada zapin, kendati ciri 
khas rentak aslinya tetap ditonjolkan. Salah satu diantaranya ialah kesenian zapin "Laksamana Raja 
di Laut". 
 
Laksamana adalah sebuah gelar yang diberikan oleh Sultan pada masa dahulu, sebagai penguasa 
tertinggi diwilayah laut. Ia tertarik akan kepahlawanan seorang Laksamana yang bertanggung 
jawab pada keamanan dan ketertiban di wilayah laut. Hal itu kemudian menjadi sumber ilham 
merangkai nada dan irama hingga menjadi judul lagu, "Laksamana Raja di Laut" (Penguasa 
Wilayah Laut). Ruz 
 
Source: Republika 
http://republika.co.id/ASP/koran_detail.asp?id=122877&kat_id=286 
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Appendix 6 
 

Nasib zapin gemilang di Johor 

Getaran Seni Oleh Ku Seman Ku Hussain 
Ketika ini Istana Budaya, Kerajaan Negeri Johor dan Yayasan Warisan Johor mementaskan 
persembahan zapin Gema Safana di Istana Budaya. Persembahan bermula 3 Disember lalu dan 
berakhir 7 Disember (esok). 

Ini adalah antara warisan kesenian silam yang masih ada. Malah zapin bernasib jauh lebih baik 
daripada kesenian tradisi lain. Falsafah pemikiran dan keunikan seni zapin diangkat dan 
dimanfaatkan oleh kerajaan Johor. 

Kerana itu dalam konteks kita, zapin selalu disinonimkan dengan Johor. Hakikatnya zapin adalah 
berkembang sama seperti diaspora Melayu di Nusantara. Di mana ada Melayu di situ ada zapin. 

Tetapi Johor kelihatan sangat serius, bukan saja memulihara malah memanfaatkan falsafah seni 
tradisi ini. 

Zapin adalah antara seni tradisi yang diasimilasikan dari Asia Barat. Keseriusan Kerajaan Negeri 
Johor menerusi Yayasan Warisan Johor menjejaki sejarah dan falsafah zapin dibuktikan dengan 
lahirnya buku Zapin Melayu Di Nusantara. Buku ini adalah antologi kertas kerja aktivis zapin dan 
ahli akademik dari negara ini dan juga semua daerah di Indonesia. 

Buku Zapin Melayu Di Nusantara boleh dianggap satu dokumentasi ilmiah dan praktis mengenai 
zapin.  

Sudah pasti buku ini menjadi rujukan untuk melihat zapin melampaui tarian dan irama semata-mata. 

Zapin dalam konteks ini bukan seni semata-mata. Malah persembahan di Istana Budaya ini juga 
bukan satu persembahan biasa. Jangan sama sekali menyamakan ini sebagai konsert hiburan. 

Menonton persembahan Gema Safana adalah melihat bagaimana gerak zapin daripada figura 
manusia dan formasi di pentas sebagai simbol tamadun yang tinggi.  

Gerak tari zapin mudah dikenali. Tetapi diperhalusi, jurangnya tidak kurang juga apabila zapin Riau, 
Johor atau Pahang diperbandingkan. 

Walau apa sekali pun, zapin mempunyai sejarah tersendiri sebagai kesenian yang ada kaitan dengan 
perkenalan Islam di rantau ini. Misalnya berkembangnya zapin di Indonesia dan Tanah Melayu 
dibawa oleh pedagang Arab dan Gujerat. 
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Malah istilah zapin diambil daripada kata al-zafn yang diterjemah secara longgar sebagai gerak kaki. 
Maka tarian zapin adalah rangkai-rangkai gerak kaki yang memberikan pengaruh secara natural 
kepada gerak badan. 

Kalau ada yang menganggap gerak tari tradisi Melayu tidak relevan dengan hidup masa kini yang 
agresif, itu adalah kurang tepat. Malah hujah itu boleh dibahaskan kalau kita mengambil zapin 
sebagai contohnya. Gerak tari zapin tidak kurang agresifnya malah menjadi manifestasi kepada 
pertarungan. 

Di Kuala Lumpur kita sebenarnya tidak banyak peluang untuk menyaksikan kehebatan tamadun 
seni seperti ini. Kerana itu kesempatan zapin berada di Istana Budaya, hadirlah untuk melihat 
warisan yang sangat berharga ini. Jangan tenggelamkan zapin di sebalik Siti Nurhaliza dan Azli 
Senario. Kedua-dua artis ini hanyalah tetamu zapin. 

Keseluruhan konsep persembahan dan pengisiannya membanggakan. Cuma kalau boleh Azli 
Senario perlu lebih menghayati seni zapin daripada berlawak `macam Senario' di Istana Budaya. 

Gema Safana membuatkan penonton merasakan satu alam yang dekat dengan mereka. Itulah 
kegemilangan silam yang terus digemilangkan hingga kini. 

E-mel: kuseman@pc.jaring.my 

Source: Utusan Malaysia 
http://www.utusan.com.my/utusan/archive.asp?y=2004&dt=1206&pub=utusan_malaysia&sec=renc
ana&pg=re_05.htm&arc=hive 
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Proposal: 
 
 
 
 
This proposal is to share the study of color trends, the reoccurring pallets and the 
influences which inspire these patterns. 
 
The objective of this color project is the trend study of design through analyzing the 
economic and social impact on colors in the consumer market.  This would include 
the exploration of previous color pallets, current color trends and color forecasting. 
 
The research would show the different ways color reflects the consumer and world 
relations in its particular era.   It would also include the comparison study of the 
socio-economic impact influencing color trends in American and global cultures 
including China, Japan and Australia.  
 
The end result would be a color forecast based on the prospected financial and 
communal standing of these societies. 
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Residences of Famous People as History Learning Venues in Taiwan 
Chang Tsai-Chuan 

Lecturer, Department of Interior Design, 
Tainan University of Technology, Tainan County, Taiwan 

 
 

Abstract 
In addition to the shelter function, residence is the expression of the life style, social status, 
and the taste of the fashion of its owner. In the history of Taiwan, many residences of heroes, 
statesmen, literati, artists and local gentries were built. Because of the special social status and 
economic condition of the owner, there are always historical stories behind these residences. 
For many tourists, the story of these residences is of equal importance as the buildings 
themselves. How to explore the story and present it in these historic residences is one of the 
most crucial things in managing these residences.  

 

In the past, the functions of residences of famous people in Taiwan’s history did not become a 
research focus. The scope of some of the studies is limited to their restoration. However, the 
values of these houses are far beyond this aspect. This paper will take residences of famous 
people in Taiwan’s history as examples to explore how history-learning in these residences 
could be executed.  
 
Keywords: Residences of Famous People, Story, History-Learning 
 
Introduction 
In addition to the shelter function, residence is the expression of the life style, social status, 
and the taste of the fashion of its owner. In every country, there exist residences of famous 
people and many of them have been list as cultural heritage. Basically, the meaning of the 
residences of famous people is multifold and can be reviewed from the cultural and 
architectural aspects. For the cultural aspect, people’s thoughts, artistic taste, customs and 
environmental features are always illustrated by the residences of famous figure of a region. 
As a result, many residences of famous figures are listed as cultural heritage and embedded 
with significant cultural values. For the architectural aspect, these residences are a directly 
reflection of the architectural development because famous figures such as governmental 
officials, merchants and local gentries are more sensitive to the social progress and changes.  
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In addition to these basic aspects, there is another important role that the residences of famous 
people can play positively, that is the role as a history learning venues and can be used as 
venue to encourage people of all ages to understand, value and enjoy the history of the 
societies and nation. The historic aspect of the residences of famous people is recognized by 
the International Committee for Historic House Museum, as states in Museum International: 
 

Originally defined as royal palaces and major private houses, whose artistic values were 
their distinctive features, the notion of historic houses has more recently been applied to 
houses of famous people, artists’ studios or premises of high historical importance….In fact, 

historic houses are meeting places where history and the person who writes it come 
together.  
 

For the historical aspect, behind a residence of a famous figure, there exists a history. The 
residences of the famous figures are the best places to bring the people back to the site of the 
story which will recall people’s memories. Because of the special social status and economic 
condition of the owner, the construction and decoration of these residences were always the 
most modern or the most sophisticated of the time when the buildings were built. In other 
words, the residence was built according to owner’s living background in the past, thus 
reflected the needs and characteristics of the society and time.  
 
In the history of Taiwan, many residences of heroes, statesmen, literati, artists and local 
gentries were built. In the past, the functions of residences of famous people in Taiwan’s 
history did not become a research focus. The scope of some of the studies is limited to their 
physical aspects, especially the restoration. However, the values of these houses are far 
beyond this aspect. The issue of history-learning of the residences of famous people is rarely 
explored. This paper will take residences of famous people in Taiwan’s history as examples to 
explore how history-learning in these residences could be executed.  
 

History of Taiwan and Residences of Famous People 
The island of Taiwan was first populated by Austronesian people. It was colonized by the 
Dutch and Spanish in the 17th century, followed by an influx of Han Chinese immigrants 
across the Taiwan Strait from areas of Fujian and Guangdong of China, which was the first 
wave of Han Chinese settlers to Taiwan. Around A.D. 1650 the population is about 100.000 
Han Chinese. 
 
In 1661, Zheng Cheng-gong, popularly known as Koxinga by the Westerners, defeated the 
Dutch and established a center of power in the Dutch-built Zeelandia and Proventia. Han 
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Chinese peasants were encouraged to settle in Taiwan, agriculture and the administrative 
system are developed following Chinese patterns. Zheng's forces were later defeated by the 
Qing Dynasty. Reign of the Qing dynasty in Taiwan started from 1683 and ended in 1895. 
Rapid increase of Han Chinese population despite frequently imposed immigration 
restrictions. Armed conflicts between settlers of different origin, namely Minnan, Hakka and 
the aborigines were also frequent. 
 
The Qing Dynasty ceded the island to Japan in 1895 following the First Sino-Japanese War. 
During the Japanese Period, many buildings constructed in various styles witnessed the 
modernization of the society. Following the end of World War II, Taiwan was ruled by 
Kuomintang (KMT). In 1949, after losing in the Chinese civil war, the Nationalist 
Government withdrew to Taiwan. Accompanied by the Nationalist Government to Taiwan 
were thousands of governmental officials, teachers, intellectuals as well as merchants. 
Provision of residences for them became an important issue. The Nationalist Government 
ruled Taiwan until 2000 when Democratic Progressive Party won the election. 
 
Having had such a complicated history, Taiwan’s architectural development is a mirror of her 
historic context. Residences of famous people built in various periods are direct evidences for 
the society. Unfortunately, buildings constructed before the middle of the nineteenth century 
are rarely preserved. From then, two basic types of residences of famous people appeared. 
One is the residences of foreign diplomatic officials, merchants and missionaries. The other is 
the residences of the emerging Taiwanese wealthy families.  
 
The Qing dynasty had opened four seaports on the island of Taiwan to foreign trade in 1860. 
These were Kaohsiung, Anping and Keelung and Tamsui. Soon, these port cities became 
flourishing posts for foreign trade. Residences for foreigners thus constructed. Some of these 
houses had been listed as legal cultural heritage and were preserved.   Residence of former 
Takao British Consulate (1865) and Clinic of George L.Mackay (c. 19th C. ) in Tamsui are two 
examples. (Figure 1-2) 
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In the middle of the eighteenth century, Taiwan acquired the ability to produce fine bricks that 
could be widely used in construction. Advanced refined construction techniques became 
available. As society became increasingly stable and prosperous, the number of rich 
merchants and government officials increased. They were permitted to acquire or build 
luxurious mansions, some with exquisite gardens, thus raising Taiwanese architecture to new 
levels. The Lin Family Residence and Garden in Panchiao, the Ma Family Residence in 
Changhua, the Lin Family Residence in Wufeng, and the Li An-tai Residence in Taipei are all 
fine examples of the time. 
 
During the Japanese Period (1895-1945), architecture in Taiwan was influenced by the 
modern architectural development in Japan. When the Japanese entered Taiwan, they did not 
hesitate to put their idealized Western historical styles and modern, mixed with Japanese 
elements, on the new Taiwan structures. Japanese architects came to Taiwan in large numbers, 
bringing knowledge of specialized Western construction methods and rapid architectural 
development. Consequently, the appearance of residences of famous started to change from 
Southern Fujian and Hakka styles to Western Historical styles, Japanese traditional styles and 
modern styles or a mixture of them.  
 
In addition to the new style, residences construct also revealed various life styles in the 
colonial period. In order to stress their political power, residences of Japanese official’s 
especially those of high-rank, tended to constructed pure Western historical styles. Residence 
of Governor-General of Japanese Colonial Government in Taipei is the best example which is 
also the most luxurious residential building in Japanese Period.  
 
Take residences of the Japanese officials in Taiwan as the model, Taiwanese gentries, 
intellectuals, literati and merchants also tended to construct their houses in new styles. 

Figure 1: Residence of former Takao British 
Consulate 

Figure 2: Clinic of George 
L.Mackay in Tamsui 
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Residence of Chen Chao-Chun, a successful merchant was built in pure Western styles. 
Residences of Koo Hsien-Jung in Lukang, and residence of Chen Chung-Ho in Takao are 
representative residences of native gentries who, after becoming rich and having power,  
started to participate in political activities in the Japanese Colonial Government. Hsiao House 
in Jiadong well illustrated the eclectic approach for different styles. (Figure 3-4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Case Studies 
In the following section, three cases of residences of famous people will be introduced and 
discussed. The examples represented residences of famous people built in three different 
periods of Taiwanese history, namely, Qing Dynasty, Japanese Period and Nationalist Period. 
 
1. Lin Ben-Yuan’s Family House  
The Lin Ben-Yuan’s Family House and Garden in Banchiao is one of the well-preserved 
Ching Dynasty traditional house compound Taiwan.  The house compound was built around 
1853 by Lin Guo-hua and Lin Guo-fang (1), who are the successful third generation members 
of Lin Family. Lin Ying-yen who is their ancestor, emigrated from Chinese mainland to 
Taiwan in 1778. The motivation behind the construction is that at that time, the fight between 
Chang-Chou and Chuan-Chou happened frequently. To avoid any disaster, with the invitation 
from local residents, the two brothers decided to build three rows of houses right by their 
original house built in 1851. In 1853 the construction of the house was completed and the Lin 
family moved in.  
 
The building materials for Lin’s family compound include the high quality timber and stone 
from China and Taiwan. The design is extremely gallant and it was considered as the best 
architecture at that time in Taiwan.  In 1878, the Lin family wanted to expand their living 
situations and started to expand the house into a five-row houses compound. The compound 
was considered as huge architecture at the time. It was claimed that these great houses were 
built due to the Lin Family’s social status in society. In 1855, they started to build a bridge to 

 
Figure 3: Residence of 
Governor-General of Japanese Colonial 
Government, Taipei 

Figure 4: Residence of Chen Chao-Chun, 

Kaohsiung 
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avoid harassments from the Chuan-Chou people. 
 
Soon after, the Lin Family started to build a garden behind the mansion. At that time, people 
who had the ability to built large courtyard house compound and gardens were either 
government officials or those with a higher status in the society. In order to pursue the 
enjoyment of living and use the exquisitely gardens to entertain guests and other business 
partners, people were willing to spend a great deal of money on buildings and 
gardens.  Consequently, the house and garden can be exhibited as a learning place for visitors 
not only to appreciate the beauty of the house but also to understand the history of how the 
immigrants from Chinese mainland exploited the land of Taiwan. (Figure 5-6) 
 

 
Figure 5: The Lin Ben-Yuan’s Family 
House  

Figure 6: The Lin Ben-Yuan’s Family Garden 

 
2. Lin An-Tai Family House 
In addition to Lin Ben-Yuan’s Family House in Banchiao, Lin An-Tai Family House is 
another important residence of famous people in Taiwan. The house compound was 
constructed between 1783 and 1823, much earlier than its counterpart in Banchiao. The house 
was built by Lin Hui whose ancestor arrived at Taiwan from the Chinese mainland in the 
middle of the eighteenth century. The same as many gentries in Taiwan at that time, Lin Hui 
made his fortune as a merchant. The house compound Lin built is a traditional courtyard 
house located at the southern part of today’s Taipei. The house compound is called “An-Tai” 
which is not the name of any single person. In fact, “An-Tai” is a combination of the name of 
Lin Hui’s company, “Rong Tai Hao” and the area in which the compound was originally built, 
“Da-an”. 
 
From the 1960s, Taiwan’s economic growth had led to the expansion of the city. In 1977, a 
north-south bound boulevard was planned in Taipei which will pass through the compound of 
Lin Family. Although the plan had stimulated the development of the cultural heritage 
conservation, the house compound was finally demolished. Thousands of architectural 
elements were numbered and preserved. After years’ storage in the warehouse, the house was 
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reconstructed in Binjing Park. Considering the situation of the house compound, we can say 
that Lin An-Tai Family house is, on one hand, an evidence of early Chinese immigrants to 
Taiwan, on the other hand, a mirror of Taipei’s urban history. (Figure 7-8)     
 

  
Figure 7:Lin An-Tai Family House in Taipei Figure 8: The demolition of Lin An-Tai House  

 
3. The Residence of Koo Hsien-Jung 
Koo Hsien-Jun (1866-1937), is one of the most important gentry in Taiwan. The turning point 
of his life was the year when Japan came to its colonial rule in 1895. When the president of 
Taiwan fled to China and left Taiwan in disorder. Koo stepped out to welcome Japanese army 
and as a guide to lead the Japanese army into Taipei city. Koo also helped Japan to quell 
rebellions and keep Taiwan in order. From these, Koo received trust and appreciation from the 
Japanese Colonial Government.  
 
In order to praise his contribution Japanese government honor him the status of nobility. 

Besides, he was good at catching a chance to develop his business.（2）The construction of the 

residence of Koo was completed in1919. The grandeurs building presented the fortune and 
social status of one of the richest family of Japan colonial rule period. (3) In 1934, Koo was 
elected the first Taiwanese Senate. The residence became the place for Koo to treat the 
prominent officials and eminent persons. In 1973, his sons who were also prominent persons 
of society decided to donate the residence, furniture, utensils, collections, and money to found 
the Lukang Museum of  Folklore and Cultural Artifacts.  
 
In the center front on the second floor, there is a splendid meeting hall. With delicate 
sculptural pediments on every doors and windows, there is also a ”bian” for birthday greeting 
from Qing Empress Dowager. Besides, there are paintings, calligraphy scrolls, and gorgeous 
furniture which all show the best craftsmen accomplishment of Taiwan. Through the contents 
of the exhibition, people will understand the daily life of the Taiwan at that period. Koo who 
was almost the one with the highest status of Taiwanese around Japan colonial rule era had 
residence grandeurs splendid like the official buildings of Japan Colonial government, though 
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the languages of those Western Historical styles are not so correct just like the other 
residences of local gentries. The history of the Japanese Period can then be read through the 
residence itself. (Figure 9-10)  
 

  

Figure 9: Entrance Façade of the residence of Koo 
Hsien-Jung 

Figure 10: The pediment above the 
entrance portico 

 
 
4. Hsiao House in Jiadong 
The construction of the Hsiao House in Jiadong Township, Pingtung County, was started 
around 1860 through the three generations of the Hsiao’s family members. In addition to The 
Lin Ben-Yuan’s Family House and Garden in Banchiao, Hsiao House in Jiadong is one of the 
five- row house compound which are still preserved in Taiwan. However, Hsiao House in 
Jiadong is different from other big courtyard compound in Taiwan in one aspect. It has a 
mixed architecture style of the Hakka architecture and Western historical style architecture. 
This is due to the re-construction of the front façade in the Japanese Period when Western 
architectural elements were introduced by the Japanese architects.  
 
Spatially speaking,  Hsiao House has a clear encircled defense which is one of the 
characteristics of Liouduei Hakka residential buildings. Besides main structure, there several 
facilities built in the nearby location. Among them, garden, school, residence for teachers and 
Bu-yue-lou (reading room) which has gun shots remained on the wall to witness the history. 
After several years’ renovation, Hsiao House is now open to the public. Along the central axis 
are various ancestor halls. Original furniture together family altar are preserved to a rather 
good condition. The arrangement of the interior and decorations are basically Hakka features 
which is different from Minnan houses. As a consequence, the house compound reveals that 
fact the village is a hakka settlement and the history of development of the area by Hakka 
people can also be read through the house. (Figure 11-12) 
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Figure 11: Ancestor Hall at Hsiao House in Jiadong Figure 12: Front Façade of Hsiao House in Jiadong 
 
 
5. The Lin Yu-Tang House 
Lin Yu-Tang (1895 –1976) is a famous Chinese writer and inventor whose original works and 
translations of classic Chinese texts into English made him famous both in China and in the 
West. His house in Taipei, built in 1966, is located on the way to Yangmingshan. The house is 
said to be designed by Lin Yutang himself and is in form of a traditional courtyard house. 
However, some Spanish architectural features are incorporated into the Oriental style. It also 
combines a modern feeling with classical beauty.  
 
In May of 1985, the Taipei City Government adaptive reused this house as the Lin Yutang 
Memorial library, to commemorate the scholar's exceptional literary achievements. (4) This is 
the first time that the former residence of a famous people in Taiwan to serve such a purpose. 
The house is now functioned as a small museum. The residence includes an exhibition room, 
featuring articles belonging to Lin Yu-Tang. The arrangement of the house is preserved as 
close as to its original appearance. It is also a place where visitors can have an opportunity to 
witness how an intellectual lived in the 1960s’ Taiwan.  
 
1960s was an epoch of fulfilled with political ideology in Taiwan. After retreating from the 
Chinese mainland to Taiwan, maintaining the orthodoxy became Nationalist Government’ s 
duty. The Cultural Revolution was started in Mainland Chine in summer 1966. In order to 
challenge the government, the Nationalist Government decided to authorize November 12 as 
the “Chinese Culture Revival Day” and it also adopted a resolution of the “Policy of Cultural 
Revival Principle” Scholars and intellectuals with Chinese culture in mind or having great 
achievement in Chinese culture were treated by the Nationalist Government with fully 
respects. Lin Yu-Tang, relocated from abroad to Taipei in 1965, is a case in this point. His 
residence in Yangmingshan is part of Taiwan’s 1960s history. (Figure 13-14) 
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Figure 13: Courtyard in the residence of Lin Yutang Figure 14: The study room of the residence of Lin 

Yutang 

 
Conclusion 
When compared with examples in the West, the residences of famous people in Taiwan may 
be small in scale. However, they were part of the Taiwan history and now are representing 
various history of Taiwan. Although various in type, examples discussed above have one thing 
in common, i.e. places for learning. (5) Jessica Foy Donnelly in her introduction to the book 
Interpreting Historic House Museums, states that “A primary goal of historic house 
interpretation, then, should be creating experiences and telling stories within the context of 
the lives represented by the house and its collection and about thing that mean something to 
visitors – things that they care about and that bear some relation to their own interests and 
lives.”(6) The values of these residences as the learning places in Taiwan still need to be 
studied and explored. 
 

Note 
(1)Lin Pin-hou, father of Lin Kuo-hua and Lin Kuo-fang, came to Taiwan at age sixteen (1782) 
to seek for his father. At the same time He started to work under the Cheng-Ku’s rice 
factory.   He was very good at merchandising; therefore, Cheng-Ku lend him an enormous 
amount of money to start up an enterprise.  Lin worked specifically on transporting rice 
which was considered one of the largest trading businesses.  Due to the sudden Lin 
Chuang-Wen’s incident, prices for rice went sky rocket which gave Lin Pin-hou a great profit. 
(2) Koo began to trade at tea and sugar which were the most important exported agricultural 
products of Taiwan at that time and got privilege from the Bureau of Monopoly sale salt, 
camphor, opium, and tobacco. However, after Koo became rich, he devoted himself to 
cultural affairs and contributed money to build schools, temples, and libraries. Besides, he 
was appointed or elected several legislative positions 
(3)The grandeurs building presented the fortune and social status of one of the richest family 
of Japan colonial rule period. People liked to call the residence “MansionDaiwa” Daiwa was 
the name of Koo’s trade company. 
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(4)This was made possible due to the generous donation, by his wife Ms. Liao Tsui-feng, of 
his collected books, writings, manuscripts and other valuable objects. Later, when the Taipei 
City Department of Cultural Affairs was founded in 2000, 
(5) Sherry Butcher-Younghans has identifies various type of house museum as 
“documentary”, “representative”and “aesthetic”. See Sherry Butcher-Younghans (1993), 
pp.184-186.  
(6) Jessica Foy Donnelly( 2002), p.9. 
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Abstract 

 

In constructing a survey of the architectural and urban 

history of traditional Asia, how would one define the edges 

of the region under study? This paper will argue that such a 

study can reasonably exclude Western Asia (also referred to 

as the Middle East, or the Ancient Orient), modern Siberia, 

much of the Indonesian Archipelago, the Philippines, 

Australia, and most of the Pacific Islands for various 

reasons, including geographic isolation, climate, and more 

reasonable inclusion in another architectural historical 

cluster. This is in part due to the definition of the core 

of such a study, and to the nature of the various edges. 

 

Paper 
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A Model for the study of Asian architectural history. [Key: 
C – China, CA – Central Asia, H – Himalayan Plateau, J – 
Japan, K – Korea, SA – South Asia, SE – Southeast Asia, ME – 
West Asia] 
 

 

 One of the first tasks required in studying Asian 

architectural and environmental history is to decide what 

the scope of the topic should be. In a former paper given at 

an earlier HICAH conference (Yip, 2006) I tried to define 

the scope of such a study by developing a bipolar model of 

the subject with South Asia and China as the two great 

traditions around which Asian architectural and 

environmental history revolved, and suggesting that other 

regions could be viewed as dependent cultural developments 

responding to the influences being radiated out from the two 

core areas. [See the diagram above.] In this model Central 

Asia, the Himalayan plateau, and Southeast Asia were both 

zones of transmission between the two great core areas. By 

contrast Korean peninsula and Japan were primarily 
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influenced by China to the extent that even South Asian 

influences came them mediated by Chinese interpretation and 

translation. 

  

 South Asia after the Aryan invasions became the hearth 

for the emergence of three Great Religions [Buddhism, 

Hinduism, and Jainism] around which monumental architecture 

arose in more permanent materials that suggested a striving 

for the eternal, and the embodiment of ritual. For the 

Buddhists this started as the transformation of the 

Neolithic burial mound into the monumental stupas 

constructed during the reign of the Mauryan King Ashoka. 

This began an architectural tradition that spread across 

Asia (and later the world) and remains vital to this day. 

Later Hinduism began stone ritual constructions establishing 

a tradition that was to spread across South Asia, and also 

continues into the present. The other great core region 

became what we refer to as China [Holcombe] which emerged as 

a Confucian/Taoist culture. Over the centuries the other 

cultures/countries of Asia were transformed by their 

interaction with one or both of these cores. Cultural 

influences radiating from and to the two great core regions 

was not continuous but more episodic and of greater or less 

influence depending upon conditions at the time of contact, 

interaction, and cultural exchange.  
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In this model of Asian architectural inter-connections, 

Central Asia and Himalayan plateau were paths of 

transmission connecting South Asia and China. The most 

famous route consisted of the trails that came to be known 

as the Silk Road connecting China with South Asia and the 

Mediterranean world. It was actually a series of routes, 

which ran from Xian in the East through the Gansu corridor 

to the Turfan Depression on its way westward. The routes 

bifurcated going north and south to skirt the deadly Takla 

Makan Desert, and rejoined at the eastern side of the 

desert. Some northern routes made their way across 

Afghanistan and onto Western Asia, while the southern route 

climbed the Pamirs into ancient Gandhara, the gateway to 

South Asia. The various communities along the various routes 

contained a hodgepodge of ideas, languages and peoples as 

goods, people, and their belief systems passed back and 

forth along the Silk Road. (Foltz, 2000) These communities 

were fragile and could easily collapse due to changing 

climatic conditions, or changing political fortunes and war. 

Later a secondary route across Himalayan plateau developed. 

The hybrid cultures and architectural traditions of Central 

Asia and Himalayan plateau absorbed useful ideas that flowed 

through on their way east and west. (Drege & Buhrer, 1989) 

Architectural ideas seem to have flowed most notably from 

the west into China, particularly with the movement of 

Buddhism into East Asia.  
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 Korea and Japan were heavily influenced by China, as 

the Chinese form of writing, culture, the arts and 

architecture spread particularly during the Han and Tang 

Dynasties. Even Buddhism came in a form modified by its 

interpretation and restructuring in China. 

 

 By contrast Southeast Asia was impacted both by South 

Asia and China. It was heavily influenced by South Asian 

culture and religion as can be seen in the rise of a series 

of indianized states. (Coedes, 1968) The influence was so 

great, that the Ramayana became the central saga at the 

heart of both the Thai and Indonesian cultures, and it 

remained so in Indonesia even after the adoption of Islam. 

At the same time political and cultural influences traveled 

south from China shaping Vietnam and other parts of 

Southeast Asia as the sea connections between South Asia and 

China came to rival and later displace the Silk Road. 

(Foltz, 2000) 

 

I would argue that this very general model of 

architectural influence flows and interconnections 

functioned until the modern era, which was marked by Western 

commercial expansion and Western imperialism. 

 

 Given this bipolar model of traditional Asian 

architectural history, what are its geographical boundaries, 

or edges?  
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To the east is the Pacific Ocean. For the most part the 

Pacific Ocean forms an edge. The exceptions being the close 

in islands that became Japan, and a part of the Indonesian 

archipelago. Being relatively close to the Asian mainland, 

migrations and cultural flows rather easily came down the 

Korean peninsula and crossed the straights to the Islands of 

Japan, more directly from the Shantung Peninsula. 

 

The peoples of the Pacific are best considered a 

separate phenomena. Micronesia, Melanesia, and Polynesia 

represent small populations living on islands dispersed over 

a huge area. With the decline in the great migrations, many 

of the Islands became isolated entities. Lacking metal tools 

for the most part, without pottery, and with only a narrow 

range of domesticated animals needed both for food and labor 

power, most of the Pacific island peoples had highly 

restricted opportunities to develop complex architectural 

traditions, or adopt many influences from mainland Asia. 

(Diamond, 1997; Morgan, 1988; Sandler & Mehta, 1993) Also 

much of the settlement was rather recent in historical 

leaving them a rather short span of time to develop 

technologically once isolated from other more advanced 

regions of Asia. To the southeast the Maori settlement of 

New Zealand seems to have begun round 1300, after other 

possible earlier human contact with New Zealand by seafaring 

peoples. 
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The northern boundary for the study of Asian 

architectural history can be defined by the transition line 

between the more sedentary farming peoples of the south and 

the nomadic hunter-gatherers of the north. This dividing 

line is a gently curving line roughly corresponding to 45 

degrees north latitude dividing the settled agrarian south 

and from the nomadic cultures to the north in the deserts, 

grasslands and the forests. This line would have moved north 

slowly due to the Holocene warming. (Fagan, 2004) This 

places northern Manchuria, Mongolia and Siberia north of the 

regions of agrarian settlement. There was no great building 

tradition with major permanent monuments created by the 

nomadic peoples of the north. Such construction did not fit 

into the lifestyle, migration, economy, and political 

instability they confronted. 

 

To the south of Asia the Indian Ocean formed a natural 

edge. There are no major civilizations that did a 

significant amount of building on the islands of the Indian 

Ocean. Much of the Indonesian archipelago East of Bali did 

not engage in monumental construction and architectural 

building in more permanent materials. Its the population 

remained hunter-gatherers, and swidden farmers. Australia 

remained a continent populated by Stone Age hunter-

gatherers. 
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The most serious boundary question is how to divide an 

Asian architectural history from an architectural history of 

the West. There is no clean division but one might split 

West Asia from South Asia and Central Asia and have a rough 

floating boundary separating contemporary Afghanistan and 

Pakistan from Iran. Why this division? West Asia with 

Mesopotamia along with Egypt represents the hearth area for 

the development of the cultures of the Mediterranean world 

and the West. Also, Alexander the Great and the Hellenistic 

World incorporated West Asia into the West, and the Roman 

Empire controlled a significant portion of it as well. It 

also gave rise to the three religions of the Book, Judaism, 

Christianity and Islam. These three religions are so central 

any understanding of the Mediterranean architecture and 

civilization. So, although there is every reason to believe 

that Mesopotamia influenced the development of the Indus 

Civilization and the rise of South Asia, West Asia was much 

more central to the development of the West and was 

integrated into the Mediterranean world and the West for 

much of its history.  

 

West Asia stands as a hearth area for both the East and 

the West. To place Mesopotamia, Turkey and the Eastern 

shores of the Mediterranean within a history of Asian 

architecture and environmental development is to turn it 

into a more expansive Euro-Asian architectural history 

rather than a study focused on Asian region organized around 
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two great cultural cores. In fact an Euro-Asian 

architectural history would be a project on a larger scale 

than most existing world architectural histories and would 

defeat the purpose of attempting to view the particularities 

of Asia separately. South Asia did develop an independent 

cluster of cultures and traditions with its own religious 

traditions. (Harle, 1994; Tadgell, 1990) They were certainly 

informed by influences from West Asia but developed 

independent traditions as shown by the rise of Buddhism, 

Hinduism, and Jainism. In a sense the hearth area of 

Mesopotamia sent routes out in two directions, which helped 

to shape two very different cultural complexes resulting in 

the building traditions, the West and South Asia. 

 

Other periods also experienced influences traveling 

from West Asia to South and Central Asia. The Greek impact 

came with Alexander the Great and his expansion of empire 

into Afghanistan and the Indus River watershed. An even more 

dramatic impact came with the Moslem conquests of Central 

Asia and then conquests into the heartland of South Asia 

culminating in the rise of the Mughal Empire. These events 

though profound, found an already fully developed series of 

South Asian cultures with fully established architectural 

and urban building traditions. It is better to either view 

West Asia as either a separate entity in its own right, or 

as a part of the West with which it was continuously 

culturally intgrated. 
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Abstract 
 
This year marks the celebration of the 50th anniversary of the Brasilia Project Competition. The 
winning project and the following construction of the national capital of Brazil represent a landmark in 
the history of world architecture and urban planning. For Brazilians it is even more than that, it is the 
testimony of a period when the country was truly modern and the whole world looked to Brazil for 
inspiration. This paper intends to discuss the precedents of the Brasilia competition, its construction 
and the significance of building a new capital with a unique and particular architecture and urban 
planning. 
 
The idea of building a new capital for Brazil in the middle of the country was originally brought forth 
in the end of the nineteenth century. The proposal’s main object was to trigger the development of the 
central and the western part of the country. In 1950s when Brazil’s political and economical situation 
proved to be favourable, the then President of Brazil Jucelino Kubitschek took up the idea of building a 
new capital as the main objective of his government. The President then invited Oscar Niemeyer, 
Brazil’s most renowned architect and long time Kubitschek’s collaborator, to design the city and its 
buildings. Niemeyer accepted the honour and responsibility of designing the main buildings but for the 
city’s urban plan he suggested an international competition. This competition enticed the interest of 
most of the world’s leading architects at the time such as Walter Gropius, Richard Neutra, and Alvar 
Aalto, all showed great interested in participating in the competition. Le Corbusier even exchange 
letters with members of the Brazilian government discussing his possible contract to design the Plan 
Pilote (the pilot plan) for the Brazilian capital. But president Kubitschek decided that the new capital 
had to come from the mind of a Brazilian architect, only in this way the idea of creating a capital that 
would reflect the country’s identity would ever be assured. The project of Brasilia had to set the city in 
the centre of the country, it had to be modern, it had to be Brazilian in every respect and most 
importantly it had to be build in less than three years time. That was certainly the main challenge of the 
new capital.   
 
The brilliant architect Lucio Costa, “father” of the Brazilian modern architecture, was the winner of the 
Brasilia Competition and along with Oscar Niemeyer they planned a remarkable project that perfectly 
integrated architecture and urbanism. The site of the new capital was geographically dead in the centre 
of the country and coincidently also in the centre of South America. It was in the middle of a dessert 
plateau with no previous infra-structure, no water supply, no roads or cities anywhere around. 
Everything had to be built from scratch or brought from very faraway. Thousands and thousands of 
workers, the candangos, migrated to this desert land to build a new capital that would change for better 
the future of the country and they hoped that perhaps even their own. There has never been an exact 
clear number of just how many workers where used in the construction of Brasilia, but these candangos 
have certainly left their mark in the city. 
 
Thus in just three years a city made to house seven hundred thousands habitants with an urban shape of 
an airplane and a huge artificial lake arose from the middle of the dessert. It proposed a new way of 
inhabiting an urban centre and became the first city built using sonly the principles of the modern 
movement. For all its urban and architectonical qualities - and mistakes, Brasilia was certainly not free 
from the consequence of the Brazilian social, political and economical situation that changed for the 
worst shortly after its inauguration. Nevertheless, it is certainly a city-monument that became a visual 
reference of the national identity of Brazil. 
 
Keywords: Brasilia, national identity, modern architecture, Plan Pilot. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Brazil was one of the richest European colonies ever. Claimed by Portugal in 1500, it has a peculiar 
history for a colony as it became the centre of the Portuguese Empire in 1807, then an independent 
Empire in 1822 and later a Republic in 1889. Still, as is the predicament of most former colonies, it has 
ever since struggled to find its own identity as an independent and unique country and a nation. The 
building of a new capital in the 1950´s was seen as a landmark of the new Brazil; modern, 
industrialized and certain of its own identity.This paper intends to discuss the precedents of the Brasilia 
project, its construction and the significance of building a new capital with a unique and particular 
architecture and urban planning. 
 

Brasilia, capital of Brazil, was inaugurated in 1960. Built in only three years in the dessert 
plateau smack in the middle of country, the city was raised quite literally from the dust. At the axis that 
demarcated the initial point of construction there was only dirt and dry land. Far from urban centers, 
water and even roads the construction of Brasilia was not only an extraordinary engineering 
achievement but a political and economical initiative that changed the way the world sees Brazil and 
particularly the way Brazilians see themselves.  

The idea of moving the country’s capital from Rio de Janeiro next to the Atlantic coast, to the 
centre of Brazil was first proposed by Jose Bonifacio, regent of the then Brazilian Empire, in 1823 but 
quickly discarded by the Emperor Dom Pedro I. In the XIX century, Rio de Janeiro, the capital of 
Brazil and then the centre of the Portuguese Empire, has become one of the most beautiful American 
capitals. It was home to the best of French architecture combined with a dramatic geography and exotic 
tropical vegetation. The geography and the jungle was by all means impressive, but what truly made 
Rio de Janeiro so dear to the Emperor and to so many later rulers of Brazil was the city itself; its 
architecture, theatres and music halls, the vibrant rhythm of a metropolis that apart from the hot climate 
was really quite similar to an European capital. 

This close relationship between Brazil and France has its origins in the colonial era, to be 
exact when Don Joao IV, Emperor of Portugal, fleeing from the Napoleon army came to Brazil and 
declared Rio de Janeiro the capital of the Portuguese Empire. The arrival of the Emperor not only 
brought with him the whole of the Portuguese royal court but also many French nobles, artists and 
architects. All of whom after the fall of the Bastille had taken exile in Portugal. Rio de Janeiro, far from 
being a backwards colonial city, was already one of the most important ports of the Americas and it 
offered many opportunities for the enrichment of these recently arrived nobles and traders already so 
impoverished because of the popular revolts and Napoleonic wars in Europe. Brazil was then seen not 
only as a temporary political refugee resort but instead as a suitable alternative for a new beginning for 
these Portuguese and French nobles. In less then 20 years Rio de Janeiro was transformed into one of 
the most European cities of the Americas, this process went on till the end of the 19th century.          

2. Modernism and national identity 

During the first decades of the 20th century the discussions about the Brazilian national identity greatly 
grew and became the centerpiece of the whole political and intellectual speech of the time. In every 
city of the country nationalist movements blossomed advocating a complete rupture with the cultural 
European heritage and proposing a search for a culture rooted in what one could call truly Brazilian 
values. Even though admittedly there was no real consensus on what could be considered as truly 
Brazilian, but one thing was certain: it could not be anything based on the European tradition.        

The Brazilian indigenous culture, although widely used by intellectuals and artists as a strong 
vehicle for a symbol of national identity, in reality was not much accepted by most as a faithful 
representative of what meant to be Brazilian. After all, the Portuguese rule was quite competent in 
neutralizing the indigenous presence and power over the new land. In only two centuries they manage 
to kill off most of the indigenous civilization that at one time peopled the country’s coast. But there 
was still a third element to be considered: the large mass of peoples from African descent.  
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Brought to Brazil originally as slave labor, to this day the black African presence in Brazil is 
so numerous that in certain cities and regions they amount to the majority of the population. Brazil has 
a peculiarity very different from other American countries; for many different motives widely 
discussed among sociologists, the Brazilian population present as its great characteristic an ethnic or 
racially mix population. A true melting pot of white Europeans, black Africans and Brazilian 
Indigenous population stewed over 500 years. It is common knowledge that the appearance of the 
Brazilian population is not homogenous, especially so after the great migrations in the end of the 
second half of the 19th century and the first half of the 20th century that brought in millions of Italians, 
Spaniards and Japanese into the Brazilian ethnic landscape.    

One may argue what considerations about a country’s ethnology have to do with producing its 
architecture. But the fact is that only by understanding the true nature of oneself will one be able to 
design an architecture that caters to the basic characteristics of one’s own identity. And that was 
exactly the conclusion the Brazilian architects reached during the second decade of the 20th century.  

Though most of the Brazilian cities at the time tried their best to look European, they still had 
to cope with a hot climate and the mercifully high humidity level which are the main characteristic of 
the Brazilian coast. So all main buildings facades were treated to what was the latest in European 
architectural fashion, but in the back of the buildings they were filled with elements of climate 
adaptation without which to live or work inside those buildings would have been virtually intolerable. 

Hence to design a truly Brazilian building the first thing was to bring those elements of 
climate adaptation to the main facades. At the time, this solution seemed not only an aesthetic gesture 
but an appropriate attitude in face of the serious infectious diseases that were proliferating in most 
urban centers.  

In 1929, when Le Corbusier visited Brazil for the first time, the main concerns of Brazilian 
architects were how to build up an architectural language that expressed the country’s identity and 
solved problems of salubrity in buildings. The modernism described by Le Corbusier seamed to be the 
perfect answer. It was completely detached from any European convention; actually one of the main 
principles of modernism was to break with any form of tradition, and offered a different structural 
system quite appropriate to Brazilian materials. 

At the end of the 1920s there were already some modern houses built in Sao Paulo and Rio 
designed by the Russian architect Gregory Warchavisck. Le Corbusier visited these houses and they 
were used as case study examples of what modernism could offer. 

Le Corbusier gave a series of lecturers in Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro and even designed 
urban proposals showing new alternatives to solve the problems of those cities. The impact of Le 
Corbusier in the thinking of Brazilian architects was enormous, particularly among the younger 
architects and the students. He became a close friend of Lucio Costa, director of the National School of 
Architecture, who later invited Le Corbusier for his second visit to the country a couple of years later.   

When Le Corbusier returned to Brazil he found huge changes. The main schools of 
architecture, at the National University in Rio de Janeiro and the University of Sao Paulo, had changed 
their curriculum based on modern architecture. Modernism was everywhere. Even the public 
institutions were adopting modern architecture and in the beginning of the 1940s it became the official 
architectural language of the federal government spreading rapidly throughout the country.  

But the modern architecture Le Corbusier found in Brazil had some strange alterations. Firstly 
there was an extensive use of elements of climate adaptation like concrete Venetian Blinds - the brise 
soleils, or even vernacular elements as the ceramic tiles mixed with the modern design patterns. The 
justification for the use of those elements was obviously the climate, but soon they became so 
widespread that eventually they were used even when the condition of the site did not require it. 
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The second great alteration that the Brazilian architects made to the modernist principles was 
the inclusion of the curve as a composition element. The Brazilian modern buildings were not 
completely orthogonal as the Europeans were. Here and there the rigid forms were broken with a 
sinuous wall or even a curved roof. With the development of concrete construction techniques, 
particularly during the Second World War period, the curve became one of the main features of the 
Brazilian modernism.  

None of the elements created for climate adaptation or to emphasize the esthetic expression in 
modern Brazilian architecture were ever patented. No one really knows who created what. In the 
1930’s and 40’s modernism was still very much related to the communist social ideals and most of the 
architects worked in groups where the authorship of the project was always communal. But its still 
possible to affirm that a great number of the Brazilian innovations and even the ideal of a national 
modern architecture would never had come to being if it was not for the efforts of one single architect, 
his name was Lucio Costa.   

Lucio Costa is arguably the father of Brazilian Modernism and its unfortunate that his 
contribution eventhough well know in Brazil, it is virtually unknown internationally. At the age of 30 
Costa took up the position of Director of the National School of Architecture in Rio de Janeiro. He was 
responsible for the repeated visits of Le Corbusier to Brazil, he was also the founder of IPHAN 
(Institute of the Brazilian Historic Heritage) as well as having been the planer of numerous iconic 
Brazilian modernist buildings. 

Costa was the first to defend the creation of a national architecture. His texts as well as his 
designs formed the basis for modernism in Brazil they were decisive by directly influencing the 
formation of young architects in the country, as they still are to this day.    

By the end of the first half of the 20th century Brazil already had found its national language in 
architecture. It was definitely modern, but it was a Brazilian modernism defined by Brazilian architects 
and recognized by the world through international exhibitions like “Brazilian Buildings Exhibition” in 
1943 at the MOMA New York and by innumerous publications worldwide. 

3. WWII and Jucelino Kubitschek  

After the Second World War, Brazil found itself in a very positive economic situation. The country’s 
development and the booming economy was what gave the impetus to the idea of constructing a new 
national capital. The two major justifications for the changing of the local of the capital of the country 
had not changed from when they were firstly proposed in the 19th century. Initially there was a national 
security issue. Though geographically Rio de Janeiro does not have a bad coastal situation, security 
wise for the mountains and the Guanabara Bay that do offer a reasonable natural protection for the city, 
there was the question of the new weapons used in the Second World War to which simply a suitable 
geographical protection did not seam enough. The country’s capital had to be kept safe and far from the 
vulnerability of the coast.         

The second great reasoning behind the changing of the capital was the need to develop the 
western center of the country. In 1940, 70% of the Brazilian population was found in the coastal 
regions of the country. The middle regions and the western part of the country had great potential for 
development, with plenty of fertile land, plane ground with savanna type vegetation and rich in 
minerals. But although the need and the idea for a new capital was kept in the forefront of political 
speeches and intellectual discussions, no public power manifested the interest and the will to make it 
happen. 

That is until there came a young politician from Minas Gerais, a estate from the South-Centre 
of the country, who became notorious by defending and promoting the development of the central 
region of Brazil. Jucelino Kubitschek was elected mayor of Belo Horizonte, capital of Minas Gerais, in 
1940 and became governor of the state in 1951. His time as governor was marked by great urban 
projects such as the Pampulha building complex by Oscar Niemeyer and his incentive to the 
installation of the automobile industry in cities in the centre of the country. JK, as Jucelino Kubitscheck 
became known, proposed that the integration of the West-Centre region of the country should be done 
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with the construction of great highways. For this process to become attractive to the whole of the 
population the automobile should become popular. To this end he advocated for state and federal 
incentive to the production of automobiles and for the availability of cheaper fuel.      

When JK announced his candidacy for the presidency in 1955 he already had enough popular 
and political backing to guarantee his lead in the race. All thanks to the success of his term as governor 
of Minas Gerais and his progressive ideas. His campaign slogan was “50 years in 5”, which proposed a 
50 year worth of development of the country in only five years if elected. Another important promise in 
his campaign was the construction of a new national capital. Though many of the other candidates also 
talked about those same themes none of them would commit themselves to such an electoral promise, 
JK did.      

In the beginning of 1955 while in the middle of a political rally, JK was asked by a simple 
citizen from among the crowd if the candidate would bring the capital of the country to the heart of 
Brazil, to the state of Goias, Kubitscheck answered that he would and made a public statement that the 
new federal capital would be built in the central plateau of Brazil.   

Although in the Brazilian constitution the federal state’s power is divided between the 
Presidency, the National Congress and the Supreme Court, its notorious the great amount of power that 
a president may have in a South American country. This is the main reason for its historic tendency for 
dictatorships and populist governments in the continent. But this concentration of power in the hand of 
one individual with a strong enough personality and will power can have a positive side. It can be seen 
as responsible for the periods of progress and development of most South American countries. Giving 
the global context its due importance, still its always directly aliened with the will of a particular 
political leader that any progress in Brazil really happens. And the construction of the iconic Brazilian 
capital couldn’t have been any different. Kubitcheck was true to all of his wild promises and the period 
of his government, known as “the JK era”, was one of the most successful political eras in the history 
of Brazil.  

4. The Brasilia Competition 

JK had some very definite ideas on the capital’s geographic and architectural plan. 1. The new city 
would be built in the exact geographic centre of the country. 2. Its architecture should contain the 
characteristics of a national identity while at the same time emphasize the progressive character of the 
new Brazil. This second rule made the choosing of modern architecture as the obvious language for the 
new capital as modernism by that time had already been accepted as a distinctly Brazilian style since 
the preceding decade. 3. The planning and its execution had to be finished in 4 years time, which 
amounted to the remainder of JK’s term as president.         

In order to facilitate his ambitious plan one of the first actions of his mandate was to create the 
NOVACAP (Urbanizing Company for the New Capital of Brazil) which its main objective was to 
facilitate the construction of the new capital. Without this creation, neither the competition, nor the 
construction of the city would have been done in such an incredibly short period of time.   

The NOVACAP was Kubitscheck’s instrument to evade the bureaucracy process of the 
construction of Brasilia. For the NOVACAP a state of exception was created where the President 
himself had complete control over the fundamental decisions of the company, such as, the contracting 
of developers without the need to go through selection and hiring committees.     

Through NOVACAP, Jucelino Kubitscheck had absolute control over the construction of 
Brasilia. This can certainly be seen as an antidemocratic action. Still even among the fiercest critics of 
the JK government it is unanimous that there surely wouldn’t have been a Brasilia without the 
NOVACAP and there would never have existed a NOVACAP without JK.  

In 1956 Kubischeck appoints Oscar Niemeyer as Director of the Architecture Department of 
NOVACAP and gives him the role of planning the whole city. In JK’s view Niemeyer should be the 
sole responsible for the plans that is: from the urban plan to the design of all the buildings within the 
new capital. Niemeyer gently declines from this responsibility but he does accept the assignment of 
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designing the main administrative buildings of the federal capital. He also suggests the creation of an 
international competition for the urban planning of the city, a suggestion that had already been sounded 
by other Brazilian architects at the time such as Afonso Reidy and Roberto Burle Marx.    
 

The idea of an international competition enticed the interest of most of the world’s leading 
architects at the time such as Walter Gropius, Richard Neutra, and Alvar Aalto. All showed great 
interested in participating in the competition. Le Corbusier even exchange letters with members of the 
Brazilian government discussing his possible contract to design the Plan Pilote (the urban pilot plan) 
for the Brazilian capital. But President Kubitschek put an end to the international frenzy deciding that 
the new capital had to come entirely from the mind of Brazilian architects, only in this way the idea of 
creating a Brazilian capital that would reflect the country’s identity would ever be assured. 
 

So it was set, the competition to define the urban plan of the city was open in 1956 and it 
would be aloud to take part only Brazilian architects. The charter of the competition was very short 
with few restrictions. It established certain parameters such as the number of expected habitants, 
500.000, the total area of the city, 5.000km2, the construction of an artificial lake and it made clear that 
the proposal should be in a modern vein. This was most obvious in the text from the charter that begins 
by calling the plan for Brasilia the “Pilot Plan” as was proposed by Le Corbusier. Later on this 
denomination became synonymous to urban plan in Brazil. The charter also mentions, among other 
things, that the urban plan should define different sectors of the city according to its use, and define a 
hierarchy of highways, roads and streets. Both of them are classic modernist principles of urban 
planning. This bias to the modern style did not bother the Brazilian architect because, at that time, 
modernism was unanimously accepted by all.        

What did cause great controversy was the formation of the jury and soon afterwards the choice 
of the winner of the competition. The jury was composed by seven professionals: five Brazilians 
amongst them Oscar Niemeyer, and two foreign architects: William Holford and Andre Sive. Holford 
was the consultant for urbanism from the British government; he was one of the responsible for the 
London Plan and was the planner of the capital of Rhodesia. Andre Sive was a French architect 
consultant from the Ministry of the Reconstitution. Maxwell Fry, President of the CIAM and 
collaborator of to the plan of Chandigarh, was appointed to take part of the jury but was not able to 
come to Brazil at the time of the competition.  

Some of the Brazilian architects among them R. Burle Marx and A. Reidy argued that there 
should have been a greater number of international architects composing the jury and also disagreed in 
the choice of Brazilian architects that were part of it. In protest the two architects pulled out of the 
competition along with many other architects. At the time this caused great commotion in the press in 
Brazil and overseas.   
 

In the end there where 62 people in the running among architects and engineers distributed 
between 26 different groups. One of the groups was made out of only one architect: Lucio Costa who 
had said he was not going to take part of the competition, but in an apparent change of heart, ended up 
handing in his proposal just one hour before the competition’s deadline. Although he might have 
seamed to be in a great disadvantage towards all the other groups, his reputation alone made him out to 
be the great running favourite.  
 

The end result of the competition did not surprise anyone and still it was received in great 
controversy. Lucio Costa came out the victor, no one contested that result, but it was the simplicity of 
the way the architect presented his proposal that caused the polemic: a couple of printed sheets of paper 
and some sketches done by freehand. This fact became emblematic in Brazilian architectural culture, to 
this day its quoted by the students as a clear example of a heroic achievement; to think that a few 
simple sketches won over expensive models and sophisticated plans. 
 

After 50 years and faraway from the heated discussions of the time, its possible to clearly see 
the obvious qualities of Lucio Costa’s plan and even to appreciate the simplicity and clarity of those 
early freehand sketches of the Pilot Plan.  
 
5. Lucio Costa’s Pilot Plan  
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If one compares Costa´s Plan to some of his other running mates it really does not seam so different. 
Most of the contestants seamed to present similar solutions for the residential and administrative areas 
of the city, which is really to be expected, after all the designs had as their base the Chart of Athens and 
the main modernist ideas. 
 

Maybe what Costa´s plan had that made it standout from the rest was present on the way it 
represents the functional elements, the modern ideas combined with the lyricism of the Brazilian 
culture. Costa understood that for the design of the new capital it wasn’t enough that the plan worked 
well. It was necessary that it contained symbols that represented the greatness of the country and that it 
had to be clearly identified by the population. In that sense his plan presents a double function: a clear 
practical one and a symbolic representation.    
 

The plan in itself is a very simple one, it all commences with the crossing of two great axes - 
the monumental and the residential one. As it happens in all crossroads in Brasilia the two axes pass 
each other in two different levels. In that way one does not disturb the flow on the other. Symbolically 
they represent the kingship between the state and the individual: the monumental scale of the state that 
does not disturb or oppress the human scale of the residents. 

The monumental axis was designed to house the main institutional buildings of the federal 
capital. It is there that Niemeyer designed and placed the Three Powers Square and the Ministries’ 
Esplanade, both located in one of the extremes of the axis. In the other extreme there are the 
broadcasting towers, in this way all the decisions of the government can be readily broadcast to the 
Brazilian people, at least that was Costa´s intention.        

At the centre of the axis, in the intersection of the Monumental and the Residential, a great bus 
terminal was placed. The intention there was to reserve the point of the crossing of the two axis for a 
purely and important public function. It is in the bus terminal where everything begins in Brasilia, 
where all people from all over the country arrive at in their new capital. An homage to all the hard 
working people that raised the city and all the Brazilian people that should always be at the centre of 
the attention of the public power.   

The residential axis runs in the north-south direction and it borderlines the great artificial lake 
that was also an integral part of the competition charter. In order to make the best possible use of its 
margins the axis is curved and together with the monumental east-west axis forms the airplane shape 
that Lucio Costa´s Pilot Plan became recognized for.       

For the residential areas Lucio Costa proposed a new way of occupying the site known as 
super-blocks (super-quadras). His idea was that instead of individual sites, the buildings should be 
freely distributed inside gigantic sites creating a common green area between them. The buildings 
should be no higher than six floors so the top of the trees would dictate the visual height limit for any 
individual person that might be on the ground floor, maintaining a constant and un-oppressive scale to 
the residential areas.      

Every two super-blocks would have a service road for small shops and ever group of four 
super-blocks would have their own small community centers with a crèche, schools, a small hospital, 
supermarkets and other services.  

The common area between the buildings was designed as a green park where the habitants are 
to walk through. This way the city would present at the same time a monumental scale of the great axis 
and of the principal transport highways that are meant for the motor cars, and the human scale of the 
super-blocks where the habitants walk on their day to day.      

6. The Construction of a Dream 
 
Brasilia was constructed in tree years in what can only be described as one of the greatest building 
efforts of the 20th century. It is never too much to remind just how important the personality of Jucelino 
Kubischeck was. His charisma and the incredible achievements of his mandate as governor, inspired 
the Brazilian people and made possible the construction of the new capital. 
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Although there was surely great demand for work force and a clear hope for the future by 

going to the federal capital, it is still mind boggling to think of the amount of people from so many 
different social sectors that came away from where they lived. The left their cozy coastal cities to the 
middle of a desert where there was nothing waiting for them but what they themselves would build. 
 

Before the beginning of the construction the site of the new capital was geographically quite 
laterally dead. It was in the middle of a dessert plateau with absolutely no previous infra-structure, no 
water supply, no roads or cities anywhere around. Everything had to be built from scratch or brought 
arduously from very faraway.  
 

Thousands and thousands of workers, the candangos, migrated to this desert land to build a 
new capital that would change the future of the country for the better with the hope in their hearts that 
perhaps it would change even their own plight. There is no exact number of just how many workers 
where employed in the construction of Brasilia, but there is no doubt that these candangos have 
certainly left their mark in the city. 
 

Lucio Costa and Oscar Niemeyer moved to the great construction site that was to house the 
new federal capital of Brazil. JK himself passed about half of his mandate there, in a makeshift house 
not so dissimilar from those of the workers there. 
 

In 1960 Brasilia was finally inaugurated. Even though there was still a lot to be completed, 
Niemeyer’s architecture and the urban plan of Lucio Costa where hailed throughout the country and 
have been seen ever since as the great national icons.  

 
In hindsight the criticism of Brasília just about leveled with the amount of praise it received. 

Brasilia became the first city in the world built using sonly modernist principles which at the time was 
already heavily under attack of widespread criticism. The problem as seem by many was not that the 
plan by Lucio Costa and the buildings of Niemeyer where not built properly or used in a different way 
as they were conceived, the issue was the simple and obvious fact that they were modern. The 
monumental axis came under attack just because it was considered too monumental. The iconic 
buildings shunned because they where seen as being too symbolic, and the highways disapproved of 
because they permitted cars to circulate the city in high speed. In effect the fact was that the city 
worked just as it was designed to, so the question remains: was Brasilia’s design misconceived from 
the start?     
     

For all its urban and architectonical qualities, in the end the true problem of Brasilia was the 
dire consequence of the Brazilian social, political and economical situation that changed dramatically 
for the worst shortly after its inauguration. In 1964, there was a military coup that transformed the 
dream of a democratic and progressive country into a comparative nightmare.  
 

For the next 20 years Brazil would not be permitted to have such democratic dreams. And 
even after that the economic situation had degenerated so dramatically that dreaming would be halted 
for quite some time. Although Brasilia may have been associated for a long period with a militaristic 
rightwing government, the important thing is that the city was made and designed for a country that 
recognizes it as a true symbol of her national identity. As Lucio Costa once wrote: “the true urbanism is 
above right or left is for the people” (COSTA, 1995, pp.5). 
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Blacks, means all the South African “racial” groups that did not enjoy full human rights 
before 1994, but, in this paper, this term means more the group formerly known as the 
“Bantu.”  White means the people of European descent who enjoyed full human rights 
before and after 1994 in this country.  The Present means the whole of the twentieth 
century up to the little of the twenty-first century of democracy in South Africa that we 
are privileged to taste.  Conscientious Black South African writers, who were writing for 
their societies which were “under siege,” for generations of slavery and exploitation, 
would dissect the society for their readers to know themselves, and gather, for 
themselves, from their works, an enlightening picture of their plight and the strategies to 
a better life in the real situation in which they live.  They put in front of them a path to a 
renaissance of the spirit to mobilize them to move from the mud to higher plains of  
nobler existence on earth.   
 
This kind of pressure on writers is a universal phenomenon; even in Russia, at the time of 
hot Communism, a political system that “guaranteed all sorts of freedoms and equality to 
the citizens”, when signs of repression were felt, several famous authors sprang up and 
took the same line of action that the Black South African writers resorted to.  We may 
quote two reports on the social injustices to which Russian writers responded expressing 
their disgust :  
 

(In Russia, since the 1917 October Revolution, till the 1970s,  there were) mass 
arrests, inhuman conditions, forced labour, deliberate annihilation of millions of 
people in the camps… the persecution and destruction of hundreds of thousands 
of religious believers, and … persecution of former prisoners of war.  There were 
other crimes, appalling in their ruthlessness, cowardice and cynicism. 
 

(letter by Andrei Sakharov and four Soviet intellectuals, published in 
Russkaya Myst of 10 January 1974, quoted in Solzhenitsyn : A 
Documentary Record, edited by L. Labedz 1974 : 362) 

 
Andrei Sakharov and nine other colleagues issued a statement in Moscow on 13th 
February 1974, that also described the conditions in Russia as indiscriminately inhumane, 
barbarous, and hellish :  
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Tens of millions of innocent people, communists and non-communists, atheists 
and believers, intellectuals, workers and peasants, people of various nationalities, 
fell victims of the terror covered under the slogans of socialist justice. 
 
 (Sakharov in Labedz (ed) 1974 : 384)       

 
It is Solzhenitsyn, a Russian writer and winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature (1972), 
expressing revulsion against Stalinist purges and prisons, who said :  
 

Literature that is not the breath of contemporary society, that dares not transmit 
the pains and fears of that society, that does not warn in time against threatening 
moral and social dangers – such literature does not deserve the name of literature;  
it is only a façade. 
    (Solzhenitsyn in Labedz (ed) : 1974 : back page) 
 

The same author, Solzhenitsyn clarifies the quotation above in these words : 
 

By intuition, and by his singular vision of the world, a writer is able to discover 
far earlier than other people various aspects of social life and can often see them 
from an unexpected angle.  This is the essence of talent.  Talent, however, 
imposes certain duties.  It is incumbent upon a writer to inform society of all that 
he is able to perceive and especially all that is unhealthy and a cause for anxiety 
… (to fire the readership with enthusiasm to fight for a brighter future).  
 
    (Solzhenitsyn in Labedz (ed) 1974 : 42) 

 
 Right from the start AC Jordan, an intellectual, a great literary academician, and a 
courageous hero among the African writers who “subscribed” in the “human rights 
movement”, set for himself the task of a conscientious writer, as described above.  Both 
of his well-known works : INGQUMBO  YEMINYANYA and KWEZO  MPINDO  
ZETSITSA and his less-known poetry, particularly the one poem with this title, You tell 
me to sit quiet … attest this opinion.  The comments he made to the budding authors he 
took under his wing as their mentor, demonstrate the veracity of our statement.  His 
political activities as a teacher-activist and speeches / letters which led to his exile, 
confirm our view on Jordan.  All these are available in his archives at Fort Hare 
University.  Jordan gained for his name a respectable literary position in the heights of 
national and international literatures through the publication of the translation of 
INGQUMBO  YEMINYANYA under the title : THE  WRATH  OF  ANCESTORS, 
and through the publication of his TALES  FROM  SOUTHERN  AFRICA. 
 
 A lot in his artistic works is literature of combat which tactfully puts a bright spotlight on 
race relations in South Africa to mobilize his people into a stage of self-awareness and, 
further, to action to improve their lot psychologically and politically, - sometimes by 
giving a story showing a Black man outwitting a White man, - something that most of his  
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readership would never even dream of, because they had been indoctrinated, totally, with 
myopic, racist propaganda that said the White man is invincible, particularly when pitted 
in verbal or physical combat against a Black man, thus tendentiously and maliciously 
infantilizing the latter.  These detestable “chosen, superior, master  race”, fascist 
doctrines were preached into White ears, giving them assurance of superiority among 
humans, and were drummed into Black ears to make them believe in their irreversible 
state of inferiority and permanent barbarity from creation times till eternity.  This 
“theory” was sustained by innumerable fabrications, pseudo-scientific fallacies and 
falsifications, particularly the one that said that there was proof : 
 

… “on scientific grounds”, that the brain of the African was incapable of growing, 
owing to “the premature closure of the suture of the skull”. 
 
  (Callinicos 2004 : 102)      

 
In the short story under our spotlight, much as Jordan does not give a date (which is not 
compulsory) nor the names of the White Inspector, the Black Principal, the Principal’s 
Black mother, and the Black boy, - it is very clear that he had, in his mind, contemporary 
burning issues of his time, stemming from the past.  It is s kind of story that can be 
described as polyphonic – a story in which the incidents apply generally though the 
setting may be of a particular place.  This story is based on a historical / political theme 
with contemptible undercurrents, and is looking at the “issue”  “from an unexpected 
angle”, to repeat Solzhenitsyn.  It is necessary to give a summary of it here. 
 
Summary 
 
Rumours run around that there is a new White Inspector of Schools who has a reputation 
of “catcher” of  teachers who were negligent in the sense of being irresponsible and lax 
during school hours, in Black schools, in the area of AmaMpondomise.  All his efficient 
tricks are enumerated.  This kept teachers frightened and in ‘panic mode’.  On hearing all 
this, one Black Principal vows publicly that all those tricks would not work on him.  This 
teacher was frequenting feasts and places of alcoholic drinks in his village and enjoying 
himself to the full openly.  While making his vows he sang praises to himself which 
described his prowess in any difficult situation in which he had been involved; - he would 
end by saying he was eagerly awaiting the day of the encounter with that “so-called” 
clever White man, to frustrate and bring him down from his high horse.   
 
Indeed, the White Inspector arrived at this Principal’s school to find nobody, - at about 
10h00.  After some time a Boy came in walking leisurely onto the school yard.  He got 
angry, though the author steps out of the story to say that this White man belonged to the 
small group of the humane in his “race”.  He ordered this Boy to go house-to-house to 
call the school children.  The Boy did this by simply climbing up a hill and shouting at 
the top of his voice that there is a White man at their school.  The children poured out of  
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their homes at once and ran to the school.  The Inspector gave them Arithmetic to do.  No 
teacher came.  He left without marking that exercise. 
 
On his way to his car, which he had hidden in a low flowing small river, he met the 
Principal’s mother, whom he did not recognize as such.  He asked her about the 
whereabouts of the Principal; the lady sensed that that could be an Inspector and told 
“constructive” lies saying that he could have gone to a dentist that day.  While they were 
talking the Inspector noticed a figure that was running down slopes towards the school.  
He watched that figure running into the schoolyard, he shook his head, laughed lightly, 
and then proceeded to his car. 
 
At nine o’clock,  the following day, just as the prayers were starting, the White Inspector 
arrived again at this school.  He found everybody on the premises.  He instructed the 
Principal to arrange the children for the normal physical exercises.  It was simply a 
pandemonium that indicated that the  pupils were never trained in “drilling,” as they 
could not respond properly to his orders which he issued, first in English, and, later in 
IsiXhosa.  The White Inspector laughed to himself, with satisfaction; - as usual, he had 
“caught” this one, too, “with his pants down”, as he had done with the other teachers.  He 
stopped that chaotic “drill”, pretending to be angry; he came close to the Principal and 
complained to him about the “negligence”  he had discovered.  He concluded his 
complaints by expressing his displeasure at the Principal’s code-switching between 
English and IsiXhosa.   
 
The Principal jumped at the last point, in his defence, and argued that in doing physical 
exercises it is immaterial which language the instructor used; what was important was 
just making sure that the pupils were doing the exercises.  He added that the instruction 
could be given by signs / body language or by whistling.  The Inspector jumped to say : 
 

Phofu ke isiNgesi esi ibe isesantoni?  Ubungasuke uthethe isiXhosa nje kube 
kanye? 
      (Text page 6) 

  
Why did you use English?  Why not just IsiXhosa (to pupils who were all mother 
tongue speakers of that language)?   
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Just as this Principal had said in singing praises to himself, the answer to these questions 
was at the tip of his tongue : 
 

Kaloku bendisenzela wena, kuba bendithelekela ukuba isiXhosa akukasazi, 
njengendoda efikayo apha.  

 
       (Text page 6) 
 

You see, I was doing you a favour!  My sixth sense was saying to me you are a 
new man in this environment, - so you were not yet conversant with IsiXhosa! 
(my italics)    

  
With that clever and unexpected answer, the White Inspector was disarmed and 
devastated; this Black Principal “cunningly” diverted attention from the issue (negligence 
and dereliction of duty at his school).  He roared with laughter, shook the Black 
Principal’s hand, and left the premises of the school, in a way, reeling on his back foot.  
He had not been able to pin down the Principal to any kind of charge.   
 
As a preliminary comment, it is worth noting that in the 1930s the people in South Africa 
had begun being put into “boxes” and labelled by racist stereotypes : Blacks – lazy idiots 
and incorrigible barbarians;  all Whites – omniscient superior gods;  Boers – harsh, cruel 
and unashamedly open;  English – deceitful, hiding malice behind false smiles;  
Coloureds / “Hottentots” – irresponsible drunkards, and, Indians – sweet money 
suckers under a general tag thrown indifferently over every unsuspecting customer : “my 
friend, my friend”.  Generally, the relations among these “peoples” were influenced by 
these labels.   
 
Further Background Comment 
With hindsight at our disposal, given to us by the distance between the 1930s and 2007, 
we are able to make foregrounded statements on this story.  We are able to say this story 
is a “forerunner” to the 1943 African Claims document; to the 1944 Alexandra bus 
boycott; to the 1946 Passive Resistance Campaign (organized by the Transvaal and the 
Natal Indian Congresses – TIC and NIC); to the 1949 Durban Riots; to the 1949 ANC 
Programme of Action; to the 1952 National Defiance Campaign (organized and led by 
the National Action Committee – composed of the ANC and its allies), and, to the 1955 
“Let  Us Speak of Freedom” pamphlet used to whip up emotions and to stir the Africans 
to action for their total liberation, just like this story, as we shall explain below.    
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Bennie (1935) records an earlier similar incident : When the early European missionaries 
became acquainted with Ntsikana and his religious campaigns which were similar to 
theirs in content, they undermined him  and wanted to baptize him, - thus demoting him 
to a status of a nonentity in the fold of the “believers” ; he refused outright : 
 
 Hayi oku ndikuko kundanele. 
   
   (Zaze Soga quoting Ntsikana in Bennie 1935 : 5) 
 

(No, sorry, my unshakeable status as a prophet, does not need your 
endorsement.)  (my emphasis) 

 
Bennie (1935) intimates, on the same page 5, that if Ntsikana had agreed to that baptism 
by these White missionaries, he would have earned himself an uninvited “Christian” 
name like “Balfour” for Noyi, Makhaphela’s father, who agreed to that surreptitious de-
grading (Soga in Bennie 1935 : 5).  The defiance of the Black Principal in our story is a 
replica of Ntsikana’s resistance.     
 
Another quotation from the same source, confirms the legitimacy of our comparison; 
Ntsikana is quoted to have said : 
 

Luyeza uhlanga olumhlophe … Lungumphambanisi … izwe lenu liya kuzala 
ziintango zeengcingo. 
 
  (Zaze Soga quoting Ntsikana in Bennie 1935 : 6) 
 
(The Europeans that are approaching your area (Ngqika’s Kingdom before 1821) 
is a bunch of deceitful tricksters who are coming to confuse and destroy you … 
Your land, on which you have been roaming freely, will soon all be fenced, - thus 
terminating your freedom of movement, and turning you into sub-human 
creatures like horses and cattle that normally live in camps in Europe.)     

 
The new White Inspector in our story caused the same type of anxiety among the African 
teachers whom he was reducing to the level of hunted animals in a jungle.  Ntsikana here 
is prognosticating loss of freedom, and the Black Principal is used as an example in the 
struggle to regain that freedom and dignity.  It is worth noting that Ntsikana’s resistance 
to that baptism allowed him to retain his right to preach in his traditional garb of male 
tiger skins (meant for Royalty in African societies) (MN Balfour in Bennie 1935 : 7) 
instead of the cassock and the surplice – paraphernalia of a “foreign” religion.  The 
freedom for the African to be himself, is the liberation that conscientious writers, like 
Jordan, wanted achieved “in their life time.”   
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This defiant mood, that has been building up, up to the 1950s, is expressed by Albert 
Lutuli after his deposition as Chief in 1952, where he gives vent (like the Black Principal 
in our story) to his anger on the plight of the Africans :  
 

What must we do to meet this challenge of being spiritually if not physically 
destroyed as a people?  … (It meant … asserting one’s dignity) (as the Black 
Principal does in our story) … Develop in you the spirit of resisting anything 
that curbs or limits the development of your talents to their fullest capacity 
(shown through both the Boy and the Principal in our story)… Cultivate a sense 
of service and sacrifice without which Africans can never gain freedom.  
Freedom comes only to people who are prepared to pay dearly for it. (The 
Principal in our story who vowed to challenge the new White Inspector, and 
prepared himself for the task, with cultural battle-cries, is a good example.)     

 
This story has “jumped the gun” in a big way and “pro-actively” attacked Apartheid laws 
before they were practically enacted, sniffing them in the irrationality and the barrenness 
of the White minds of the 1930s.  It is a story whose author foresaw, in brilliant 
prognostication, crystallization of the White prejudices of the 1930s into obnoxious laws 
of the 1940s and the 1950s : the 1943 “Pegging” Act and the 1946 Asiatic Land Tenure 
Act (forbidding Indians to live and trade in “White” areas); the 1951 Group Areas Act 
(forcing people into “locations” designated according to race;  the 1951 Native Urban  
Areas Act (controlling Black influx into “White” towns); the 1951 Separate 
Representation of Voters Act; the 1951 Suppression of Communism Act (suppressing 
voices demanding equal rights); the 1951 Riotous Assemblies Act; the 1953 Criminal 
Laws Amendment Act (forbidding resistance to law); the 1953 Public Safety Act (giving 
the state powers of detention without proving a criminal offence); the 1953 Reservation 
of Separate Amenities Act (for providing unequal facilities for different races); and, the 
1953 Bantu Education Act (for lowering the standards of education for the “Native” 
children), to mention a few.      
 
Since we have taken a short story that deals with a Black school, it is necessary to give 
some remarks related to Black education at that time for us to understand the basic 
reasons for the atmosphere prevailing in this story.  Though the negativity and objections 
of the Whites towards “Native Education” were embedded deeply in politics, our 
emphasis in the quotations we have chosen is on education.   
 
If we follow what happened to OR Tambo and his classmates, who were going through 
secondary and university education in the 1930s and early 1940s, we will get a fairly 
good background necessary to understand the denotations and the connotations, the 
nuances and the insinuations embedded in the words, incidents and in the atmosphere we 
encounter in and around the White Inspector and the educationists in the text chosen for 
analysis here.   
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Tambo attended a school, St Peter’s, in Rosettenville, which at the time of its 
establishment (1909), caused a lot of resentment among Whites in Johannesburg : 
 

(The plan) was … unpopular with (the White) middle class Johannesburg, most of 
whom were hostile to educating Africans … fearing (that) low-paid black servants 
would force white women out of jobs, driving them into ‘destitution or even 
prostitution,’ (as Mrs Boyle explained).  
     (Callinicos 2004 : 67) 

 
By the 1930s the White jealousy and fears had grown proportionally with this school.  
This quotation captures the general White opposition towards Black advancement in the 
field of education.  This Johannesburg racist fever “prevailed throughout South Africa” 
(Callinicos 2004 : 78)  This story was written at that time to point out a moral aberration 
that was already noticeable and doing the Blacks down.  As Yuri Barabash, quoted in 
Solzhenitsyn, says : 
 

(A conscientious author tries) to resolve the most complex intellectual and moral 
problems (and “pass” judgement on people and their actions with) reference to 
actual living relationships; (he does not operate) in abstract categories which are 
not invested with a concrete social content.  (my emphasis) 
 
      (Barabash in Labedz 1974 : 72) 

 
Tambo, from Kantolo, a rural village in the land of AmaMpondo, one of the seats of 
stringent traditionalism in the Eastern Cape, says about Rosettenville and Johannesburg 
of those days (1930s) : 
 

(You) got to know you did not belong.  You were not wanted.  You were, at best, 
tolerated.  You had to be constantly on your guard, like an animal in a jungle full 
of beasts of prey … 
 
As you leave the school, you already notice (on) the gate of the house (in front of 
the school), “Dogs and Natives Not Allowed.”  You walk on and see a baby, 
barely two years old, sitting at a pavement with an African woman; (the baby) 
looks up at you as you walk past, and with the full tenderness of her little voice, 
shouts : “You kaffir!” – a phrase which comprise the first few words she has 
learnt from her mother.  (When you) catch a tram or the bus you occupy a seat 
reserved for Natives at the back – out of sight.  (When walking down the streets) 
you often find it wiser to get off the pavement and pick your way among the 
heavy traffic to avoid rubbing shoulders with a so-called ‘Missus’ or a so-called 
‘Boss’, which could bring you a lot of trouble.  (my emphasis) 
     
      (Callinicos 2004 : 78) 
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This quotation captures very well the tension that existed between White and all other 
South African races.  The irritation and the commotion among the Black teachers in our 
story (who had to be “constantly” on their guard, “like (small) animals in a jungle, full of 
(marauding, big) beasts of prey”), that was caused by the new White Inspector, is to be 
understood in this context. Jordan is painting here a realistic picture of the constant stand-
offs between Blacks and Whites those days.  After describing the separate facilities for 
Blacks and Whites in public places in the 1930s, when he was still a student at St Peter’s 
in Rosettenville (Johannesburg), Tambo says :  
 

This separation pursues you relentlessly as long as you are outside the school 
premises (St Peter’s) or within the borders of an African township.  Indeed, you 
(Black African) are presumed to be committing a crime anywhere.  Your very 
existence is an illegality.  (my emphasis) 
 
    (Tambo in Callinicos 2004 : 79) 

 
The new White Inspector in our story pounces on schools because White Inspectors of 
Black schools did the same under a strong belief that they would always find negligence 
in any Black school, and that all “Native” teachers had to be kept under surveillance, 
because they were “eye servants” without any exception.  This is meant to portray, in 
dramatic terms, the suspicions the Whites, generally, harboured about the Blacks, as the 
Whites regarded the latter as “indolent” and “irresponsible idiots”. 
 
Tambo (in Callinicos 2004) goes on to say : 
 

(Against this injustice) it was clear … that the African people were not prepared 
to be and remain the underdog of society.  
      (Callinicos 2004 : 79) 

Callinicos adds on this statement : 
 

The deep and lasting perception of injustice – a ‘sense of moral legitimacy’, 
which was spreading throughout colonial Africa – was trickling down into even 
the most respectable black Christian schools.  In the more suggestive lessons, 
sermons and songs, invocations of resistance could already be discerned. 
 
      (Callinicos 2004 : 80) 
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Callinicos continues to quote Tambo where he says : 
 

(At that time) I came to know a plethora of choral music in the vernacular whose 
theme focused on and deplored the (sad) social, economic and political status of 
the African – of the black person.  Virtually all these songs, many of them 
prepared by some of the most famous (Black) composers in the country, urged 
the African to rise up and take his proper place among the nations of the 
world … and unite in action. 
 
The first of these that I came across was a song by the St Peter’s Secondary 
School Choir, conducted by Mr Nonqausa who was the choir master in 1934 : 
“Awake, awake ye nations of Africa,  Why are you content to remain in 
darkness?” … there were scores of other songs pursuing the same theme … 
(songs) dedicated to our hopes for the future.  (my emphasis) 
 
      (Tambo in Callinicos 2004 : 80) 

 
In our story Jordan is “pursuing this theme” for the same ends aimed at by his 
contemporaries – the composers of the songs referred to above.  He was doing political 
education and awakening lessons for his people from the literary “wing” of  this struggle.  
This army of militants knew the power, the fearlessness and the fierceness that lay in the 
deep recesses of the African soul which, when roused to action, could pull down 
mountains.  Indeed, at the end of the same century, with its virulent and indefatigable 
determination, it pulled down the greatest monster that ever terrorised humanity, even 
beyond the borders of South Africa, - racist apartheid!  That was the end via different 
routes and means.  
 
Lancelot Gama (in Callinicos 2004) reports that St Peter’s pupils wrote the same Junior 
Certificate examination papers with White pupils in the First Division.  When OR 
Tambo’s group got First Class passes, with Distinctions (over 80%) in Mathematics, 
Science, Latin and History,  
 

… the White examiners in Pretoria were very surprised.  They had to come and 
inspect the school, because they could not understand how black people could 
acquire such high standards … when they got there to find out where they were 
sitting, because they suspected that they may have been copying … (they 
found that) they had been sitting far from each other when they wrote the 
examinations.  (my emphasis) 

      (Gama in Callinicos 2004 : 90) 
 
The action and the contemptuous attitude of the White Inspectors of the 1930s towards 
Blacks, as depicted in this quotation is replicated with the greatest precision ever in the 
White Inspector in our story.  The action that these Pretoria White Examiners took will 
serve us best in our analysis of this story, below. 
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After passing the Junior Certificate with a Distinction, Tambo wanted to do Medicine 
which he could study only at the “liberal” universities like the University of the 
Witwatersrand and the University of Cape Town in the 1930s.  But, one item, in the 
report of the Loran Committee, commissioned by Wits in 1928, reflected the opposition 
of the Whites towards this latitude given to the Blacks :  
 

(b) (i)  In view of the strong prejudices of the (White) community, Non-European 
students cannot be admitted to the existing medical classes for European students 
… they must be taught in separate classes. 
 
       (Callinicos 2004 : 95) 

 
Wits and UCT started admitting Black students only in 1942.  This record illustrates 
further the tensions between the Black and the White communities, - tensions that 
stemmed from the frivolities and the trivialities of the White minds of the 1930s which 
were allowed free rein at the time. 
 
The fact that the Transvaal Black teachers went on a protest march in 1944 against low 
pay (Callinicos 2004 : 142), is crucial to mention in our background.  It indicates both the 
derogatory treatment they got from their White “masters”, and their defiant spirit, which 
is replicated in the Black Principal in our story. 
 
To give the general protest spirit of the Blacks, outside the school setting, at that time, it 
is essential to remark that there was opposition to the Hertzog Bills of the 1930s, which 
led to the All-African Convention protest, joined by chiefs, political leaders and 
representatives of political organisations, left-wing intellectuals, church dignitaries, and 
ordinary people from the whole of South Africa (Callinicos 2004 : 143).  The setting and 
the atmosphere of our story is that of this time.  This protest also “explains” the Black 
Principal’s irritation against, and his determination “to face”, the new White Inspector in 
our story. 
 
As we watch the Black Principal, the unnamed Black boy and the Black woman 
interacting with the White Inspector in our story, we will enjoy the drama more with this 
background at the back of our minds. 
 
Analysis 
 
Literary qualities 
 
Though we will not elaborate on this aspect, it is incumbent upon us to “prove” that this 
is, indeed, an artistic piece of writing.  The author has followed a linear approach in the 
structure of this short story, - with incidents in the introduction, body, and conclusion 
following each other chronologically.  A relevant setting, - a rural village at 
EmaMpondomiseni, is provided to create a suitable atmosphere, where events unfold,  
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develop, and reach an end in a plausible fashion.  The two major characters – the 
White Inspector and the Black Principal are omnisciently adequately described for the 
reader to feel that the story is a clash between two equals regardless of the colours of 
their skins, which do matter in the South African setting.  In fact, the skin factor here 
enhances the suspense that keeps adult readers on their toes right through the story. The 
conflict reaches the climax right at the end where the White Inspector “fails” to bring the 
Black Principal down.  Or, on second thoughts one could say we have a win-win situation 
here : The White Inspector did discover negligence at the school; the Black Principal 
displays so much wisdom and courage that the White Inspector leaves him with great 
respect for that.  Their parting is that of equals who respect each other, so to speak.  The 
value of this story lies there.  As we laugh together with these two characters, we are 
finishing off the entertainment by humour through which the author has been feeding 
us with pleasure which culminates in the instruction that we “take home” with us, when 
we sit down to evaluate this story.  A high moral purpose, in the racist South African 
setting, that of equality among all human species, is firmly established by this story.          
 
Character by Character Interpretation 
 
Our statements will be based on the outcome, on implications, denotation and 
connotation of words and incidents as encountered in this story; as critics, we read 
between the lines and draw conclusions.  The background we took pains to draw will now 
serve its purpose.   
 
The Black Boy 
 
On the first day the White Inspector meets the first pupil to arrive, a Boy carrying a stick, 
- a forbidden article to carry at a school that was running under Christian principles.  He 
was walking leisurely, late, according to the White Inspector, but very early, according to 
the Boy.  The other matter to note, regarding African cultural issues raised in this story, is 
the fact that the Boy scaled a nearby hill to announce the presence of the Inspector 
instead of doing the door-to-door rounds, as instructed by the Inspector.  It is highly 
significant that this Boy was not scared of the White man even when he was terrifying 
him, as it is said that the Inspector barked at the Boy (Text : 4).   
 
The stick (the boy was carrying) has deep symbolic significance to the hard-line African 
traditionalists and fundamentalists.  Males instinctively carry it wherever they go outside 
the homestead for protection and defence even if there is no dog or enemy in sight.  It 
puts a stamp to a man’s authority over his household, hence women may not jump over it.  
This stick is introduced here to enhance the probability of the strong self-confidence this 
Boy had in the face of a White stranger.  Kriel (1989 : 41 – 43) describes the stick in 
Africa as a useful tool for other purposes and ritual functions; he goes on to elaborate on 
its phallic and powerful religious significance.  Jordan, as we know him to be a great 
symbolist, could have used this stick here with all these connotations and associations, to 
remind his people of the sacred functions of the stick in African culture.   
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There is also great significance in the introduction of the mountain in this story.  In the 
olden days messages (calling the king’s subjects to a meeting or to arms) were relayed by 
yells from mountain top to mountain top, and on hearing the call the subjects would 
immediately respond.  The quotation below sheds more light on the significance of the 
mountain to the Africans, which is also captured in the way Jordan used the hillock here : 
 

For the villagers (at Kantolo, OR Tambo’s village) the mountain tops were sites 
of singular spiritual significance, burial places where the most illustrious 
ancestors resided.  Timeless and ancient, the boulders were the very bones of the 
earth, preceding human beings by many aeons.  They held secret networks, 
messages and sustenance from the past. 
 
    (Callinicos 2004 : 27 – 28)        

When this Boy yelled from the top of the nearest hillock the children came out rushing to 
the school.  The White Inspector’s door-to-door instruction would have failed to elicit 
such immediate response from all children at the same time.  By all these seemingly 
smaller details, Jordan is revitalizing African culture in the minds of the readers and 
valorizing it over European culture.   Hindsight gives us the guts to say that, for Jordan to 
write a story where a small Black Boy, doing sub-standards, still writing on a slate, beats 
an elderly White Man, an Inspector of Schools, in strategy and intelligence, - writing 
such a story for a Black readership whose “nation” has been described by such terms as 
brainless creatures, surely Jordan was influencing the despised Blacks to reconsider all 
the slanderous terms heaped on them for generations as God’s will and start regarding 
themselves as fully human - equal in talents to any other human. 
 
In retrospect, regarding the struggle for freedom, we may commend Jordan for the long 
foresight of a fortune-teller; he foresaw the rise of a brave Mandela and a Tambo, the 
strategist, in this Black Boy.  We have remarked about the effectiveness of his going up a 
hill; he also had the audacity to reply bravely to the White Inspector for being late and for 
walking slowly (Text : page 4) and said : 
 

“Hayi, tyhini!  Wenzani, mLungu?  Asikabiphi ukungena isikolo …Singena xa 
liphay’ ilanga,” yatsho inkwenkwe yeMpondomise isalatha ngentonga, 
ingalijonganga kwa-ukulijonga nelo langa. 
 
      (Text : page 5) 
 
(“Hey!  Gosh!  What do you mean White Man?  The time for the school to start is 
not even nearly there … We start when the sun is over the-e-e-re,” said this 
Mpondomise boy, pointing at the right place in the sky with his stick; he did not 
care even to look at that sun.) 
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The similarity between the calibre and the actions this Boy takes here, and the description 
of Mandela by Tambo is magnificent and warrants attention :   
 

As a man, Nelson Mandela is passionate … sensitive, quickly stung to … 
retaliation by insult and patronage … He is … fearless.   
 
     (Callinicos 2004 : 300) 
 

The account of the emergence of these two leaders is a history of bravery and strategy.  
Besides that, Jordan taught the African to improve his culture by injecting into the minds 
of his readers a fresh sense of greater care, circumspection and responsibility in the 
treatment of young minds (through this Boy).  The new democratic government the 
political Mandelas and the army of conscientious African writers fought to establish, is 
right now (21st century), giving great attention to the development of the youth as proud 
future upholders of their culture.           
    
The pure political significance of this story (beyond just revalorization and revitalization 
of African culture) is that through this Black Boy and the Black Principal, Jordan created 
a vision of a ‘liberated space’ in oppressive and racist South Africa of his day for Black 
and White equals with a high standard of freedom of expression, - which ‘space for all’ 
did come with Freedom Day for the Blacks in the 1990s.  This kind of combative 
literature provided a powerful psychological impact and symbolic effect on the readers 
from the oppressed group, and was advancing revolutionary consciousness in the South 
African Black soul, which had already been created by the emergence of Black-led 
Christian churches (19th century), the Black Provincial political organizations (19th 
century), and the formation of the South African Native National Congress (1912), later 
called the African National Congress. 
 
The Principal’s Mother 
    
On his way to the car, the Inspector meets ‘a woman’ and greets her in the casual 
European manner and ‘goes straight to business’, as Europeans ‘waste no time’: he asks 
the whereabouts of the Principal.  The Inspector did not introduce himself as the 
Inspector but her sixth sense, instinct, moved into gear immediately, and, while denying 
knowledge of his whereabouts, gave a reasonable alibi which would save her son : she 
said he must have gone to a dentist because she heard children saying he was suffering 
from toothache.  While saying so, the mother’s love forced her to fix her gaze in the 
direction of her son’s place, on parting with the Inspector.  The other reason could be that 
she wanted to make sure that her son was not within sight while this Inspector was still 
around, so that she takes the next step for her son’s security. 
 
This short ‘collision’ between the ‘disappointed’ White Inspector and this clever Black 
Woman is pregnant with deep meanings on the status of Black women.  Jordan here 
exposes the indisputable great intelligence they are heavily endowed with, naturally.   
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Without being told that this White man is an Inspector, she pretends to be a stammerer, 
while preparing in her mind a good lie which drove off the Inspector, a man from the 
White race of the ‘omniscient’ on matters pertaining to the ‘Darkies’.  Her weapon is 
hiding (successfully) her relationship with the Principal and saying that she “only heard 
faint rumours from children” of a tooth extraction the Principal might have gone to a 
dentist for.   
 
This success, on its own makes a great political statement on Black women who have 
been suffering triple oppression.  It also has prophetic significance in the context of the 
political struggle for freedom.  We may unpack the first statement by saying here is a 
woman saving a ‘big’ man (the Principal), who belongs to the ‘superior sex’ in her 
cultural group.  Here is a woman who outclasses in intelligence a White male that 
belongs to a group that does not only undermine Black women but also oppress them 
together with their husbands.  The prophetic element in this woman’s success lies in her 
ability to conceal dangerous ‘ammunition’.  We will recall that when the fight for 
freedom in this land has moved to the phase of the ‘armed struggle’ the women were the 
best couriers of messages to the freedom fighters from one point to the other liberation 
centre, and, could pass through ‘vigilant’ police road blocks, smiling, carrying loads of 
pamphlets concealed on their backs (as if carrying babies) or on their stomachs (looking 
pregnant) or under their ‘skirts’.  They knew men will be searched by White policemen, 
but there are very little chances that women will be searched by the White policemen.  
Indeed, that beat the White man!  What Psychology!  Wasn’t Jordan here pointing to the 
potential that the despised women have to awaken the ‘blind’ Black man who thought the 
political struggle is a terrain for men?   Indeed, Freedom Day came through participation 
of countless reliable women, who kept their cool in very dangerous situations.  The 
present government is giving women their ‘rewards’ and great recognition (as Premiers, 
MECs, Ministers, Vice-President).  First female Black President coming?  The prophetic 
element lies in these things.  Black women are powerful intelligent full human beings!  
Don’t we want to credit Jordan, the great mind, for prognostication! 
 
The Black Principal 
 
This character is also tendentiously and ‘strategically’ used by the author to revitalize, 
revalorize African culture, to prove a political point in favour of the African, to mould the 
dream of a political future of equals in the South Africa of unequals of the 1930s, and in 
widening the already existing seedbed for greater political consciousness-towards-
resistance to grow in his time.   
 
The praises he sings to himself, first, and the fact that things ‘at the end of the day’ go 
according to the boasts that are contained in the personal praises he sang, are meant to 
remind the African of the power that lies in this cultural weapon which was fading in the 
African mind, as he was groping unsuccessfully, with mouth watering, for things 
European.  In pre-colonial days traditional praise poetry, among other occasions, was 
sung at the point when the King’s ‘warriors’ were leaving his Palace for a ‘war’ against  
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another rival.  The effect was that every ‘warrior’ felt so strong, and, in the ‘war’, would 
fight with great bravery, with intention to win the ‘war’ for his King and ‘tribal group’ at 
all costs, fearing not even death.  In fact, while fighting, each warrior would be singing 
his clan praises in order to frighten the opponent.   
 
This Black Principal was in a similar war situation as he was pitted against a White 
Inspector of countless tricks, with a high reputation of successes of catching teachers / 
educators off-guard.  Jordan uses these short self-praises and boasts to make the readers 
to recall the effect and the significance of traditional praise poetry which, in pre-colonial 
times, Africans used to mobilize and to galvanize strength in adverse conditions, pinning 
their hopes on their ancestors and the single God they worshipped through their 
forebears.  The intended effect here, by Jordan, is that these praises will arouse the 
natural human African(ist) emotions, and awaken the reader, ‘big bang’ style, to the fact 
that the dignity of the African, which he had lost at the time this story was written, could 
be recovered, just as this Black Principal retained his at the end of the ‘fight’ with the 
White Inspector.   
 
The Principal is also intentionally portrayed as a very intelligent human being, endowed 
with the cleverness of the jackal of the folktales (like his mother).  On noticing the 
commotion of children running helter-skelter to the school, he did not run to the school at 
that time, but watched, and sprinted to the school only when the Inspector was on his to 
the car, and the coast was clear.  A jackal, even in reality, bides its time, and acts at the 
opportune moment.  His cleverness lies in the fact no Inspector could accuse him of 
absence on the first day!  Secondly, he is shown to be quick-witted when he could defend 
himself successfully when the Inspector discovered that no physical exercises were ever 
done, diverting the focus from the issue to a peripheral matter – the language he used. 
 
These two occasions where the Principal displays his gymnastics with success, against a 
White man, in the context of the 1930s, when Europeans described the Blacks as sub-
human, in one word, are used by Jordan ‘subversively’ to overturn the European train of 
thought, for his readers to learn that they are just as human as their White detractors, or 
that they are even more intelligent.  Obviously, this was meant to broaden the horizons of 
political consciousness which Jordan’s predecessors and contemporaries had created, for 
their readers to be more ‘educated’ on the real truth of equality of all human races and to 
be more amenable, in bigger numbers, to Black cries for equality and justice rather than 
resign themselves to the sub-human position accorded them by the Europeans in power at 
that time.  The political significance of this character lies in this.       
                                  
The White Inspector 
 
The presence of the White Inspector in this short story, and what he does, gives us the 
guts to say Jordan here was actually tendentiously giving a political ‘lecture’ on the status 
quo and also pointing the way to a land of justice. 
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The White Inspector is the sounding board of a special type, we read the sub-text, the 
underlying message of this story through the way he is portrayed in an encounter with 
each of the three Black characters.  For Jordan to make his point on the fallacies of 
othering at the expense of the Blacks in South Africa, he places the Black Boy, the Black 
Woman, and the Black Principal, respectively, in a contest of brains with the White 
Inspector.  He does not name all of them, because they stand for their ‘races’ in general.  
All the Black characters win over this White man, to the ‘applause’ of the Black readers.  
The contest results take away the superiority complex from the White man in each 
incident and confers superiority upon the Black character; by the same token, each 
incident confers inferiority upon the White man.  It is on the basis of this tendency in this 
short story that in our analysis we came to the conclusion that Jordan is revalorizing and 
revitalizing African culture through this short story.     
 
Other issues 
 
Self-sufficiency of the Africans 
 
This story is also saying African culture was full and seasoned from time immemorial; 
Africans enjoyed full life before the ‘advent’ of the early Europeans in South Africa 
which amounted to interference and disruption of that culture.  When Africans expatiate 
on African Religion they say, briefly, that God created ‘men’ and lived with them, the 
latter eating from the Palm of His Hands. After the Great Quarrel between these parties 
their God, the Creator, retreated to a place high up together with His sky (though, with 
His  Feet, He reaches certain revered mountain tops), leaving His people destitute for 
some time.  In His Mercy, He later anointed and endowed some of them with various 
skills – some with administrative skills (Kings for justice and order); some with skills in 
providing food and to teach others the same (planting, harvesting, digging edible roots, 
collecting honey and wild fruit, fishing, hunting); some with healing skills (diviners and 
herbalists who collected herbs to deal with all kinds of illness and sickness).  This is the 
state of life that Jordan celebrates in the sub-text of this story. 
 
The Principal’s mother was carrying first-fruits from the fields in her basket when the 
White Inspector met her (Text : 5).  The Black Principal was enjoying himself in several 
feasts (Text : 4).  AmaMpondomise had cattle and sheep.  The Black Boy was carrying a 
stick (significance explained above).  By these details Jordan is taking up the issue of 
denial of any type of independent ‘existence’ that could be practised by the Africans 
without the assistance of Europeans, because the latter (as they claimed) found the 
Africans with ‘empty’ brains, with a standard of morals that was even below that of the 
beasts, and it was only through their ‘divine’ intervention that began to ‘learn’ to live an 
orderly life of purpose.  This meant a denial of all the Indigenous Knowledge Systems the 
African had at that time.  Jordan here is putting the record straight by extolling (to 
revitalize) that culture.   
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Deformity of mind  
 
Jordan continues to put the record straight in a very subtle manner.  The White Inspector 
‘barks’ at the first child (the Black Boy) he sees at a school he has come to for inspection.  
That is abnormal.  There is abnormality in a White Inspector who gives a class an 
exercise to do, but leave without even looking at it (Text : 5).  Jordan, by authorial 
intrusion, says the Boy thought this White man was simply a stock inspector or just a 
government official responsible for dipping cattle, because the Boy was used to an old 
White Inspector with a deformed leg.  The three ‘major’ Black characters mentioned (and 
all the children who come running to the school on the first day) are physically normal.  
Why would Jordan make these ‘comparative’ remarks if he does not want his Black 
readers to see the Whites of that time and before, generally, for what they were : mentally 
deranged and deformed in thinking themselves superior among humanity and devoid of 
proper orientation of rational human beings rather than continue to see them as the 
‘omniscient gods’ they have been pretending to be?  Clearly Jordan is trying hard to 
instill in his Black readers the fact that they and their culture are no smaller to any, 
particularly when compared to Europeans, their fellow human beings in South Africa. 
 
Language issue 
 
It is only at this point in the history of this land that the status of African Languages is 
given  strong attention, with positive intentions, far removed from those of the nefarious 
1953 Bantu Education Act.  It is through the 1996 Constitution of South Africa, a number 
of Acts and Language Policies of the present Department of Education and the 
Department of Arts, Culture, Sport and Recreation that the position of African Languages 
is firmly entrenched and enforced.  At the time that this story was written (1930s) the 
greatest ambition for Africans was to learn through the medium of English and be able to 
speak it like an Englishman.  African Languages had no place in the hearts of the very 
Africans.  Jordan’s intellect and long view told him that the mother tongue matters more 
than any other language, to its speaker.  This conviction lies in the White Inspector’s 
comment in a rhetorical question asking the teacher why did he address the pupils in 
English and not in isiXhosa.  This issue is raised as one of matters that an African should 
rethink in rebuilding his culture to regain his strength and his former position of real self.  
Time has born Jordan out.  African Languages are being revalorized, revitalized and 
intellectualized now, as, besides political considerations, it has been ‘discovered’ that it is 
best to teach in indigenous languages at all levels and to address the indigenes in their 
languages for them to be current in the present democratic South Africa.  
 
Conclusion  
 
This is a great short story written by an author of great integrity, - a man who was very 
sensitive to the social injustice of the time.  It is a ‘truthful’ artistic creation written in an 
effort to stir up large-scale African resistance against suffocation by the White society; - 
his wish was to see a society of equals established.  Such would be created when Jordan’s  
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people had been led out of mental slavery and wilderness to the plains of enlightenment.  
He did this by creating in this story a microcosmic spiritually independent republic under 
a Black government.  After reading it a troubled and lost soul among his people, who has 
been ‘waiting’ for this kind of inspiration will feel at peace and harmony with his body.  
Solzhenitsyn had said : 
 

Art inflames even a frozen, darkened soul to a high spiritual experience.  Through 
art we are sometimes visited … by revelations such as cannot be produced by 
rational thinking … 
……………………………………………………………………. 
… the convincingness of a true work of art is completely irrefutable and it forces 
even an opposing heart to surrender … (T)hose works of art which have scooped 
up the truth and presented it to us as a living force – they take hold of us, compel 
us, and, nobody ever, not even in ages to come, will appear to refute them. 
 
     (Solzhenitsyn in Labedz 1974 : 307) 

 
We can easily say that this story is ‘prophetic’.  The White man is ‘defeated’ and the 
space is cleared of the trouble (a person who caused anxiety among the teachers / 
educators); there is equilibrium.  The Black people of South Africa had been waging a 
war, for centuries, against White oppressive rule; in the 1990s the Blacks, finally, broke 
the resistance of the White man to give them freedom.  They have it now, - meaning 
moving from the position of the ‘underdog’ to that of the ‘top dog’, literally.  This proves 
Solzhenitsyn correct.  It has proved Jordan correct : revitalized African culture takes the 
African to greater heights.  The relevance of this short story for the present is also 
obvious from what we have said about it all along. 
 
Most importantly, to prove that our statements and conclusions expressed in the 
paragraph above, in particular, are not sucked out of our thumbs, but based on solid 
grounds, we have to explain that Jordan is actually speaking in coded language in this 
story, which can be understood more by those who know the background and the political 
origins of this account.  It is the language of the struggle which is used to pass the 
message but avoid easy detection by the security forces of the White government and 
their Black ‘collaborators’.  Jolobe, Jordan’s contemporary, had done this in a poem : 
Ukwenziwa Komkhonzi (Taming a (South African) Native) where, on the surface, he 
is talking about a human being breaking his young oxen to be ready to be inspanned 
without problems in the future.  Yet, he is actually talking about the forceful and brutal 
physical and psychological strategies that were used by the early Europeans to bring the 
South African ‘Natives’ under their control. 
 
Jolobe did this again in his ELUNDINI  LOTHUKELA (1959) by writing this novel 
which re-affirms the denied existence and strength of all aspects of African culture in pre-
colonial times (social structure and structured activities, levels of orderly governance, 
religion, and the military strategies), without mentioning a single White man.  But, the  
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‘learned’ and the ‘privileged’ critic of this novel feels, strongly, the presence of the 
ignorant Whites, in the sub-text.  It is meant to ‘educate’ them and those they had misled. 
 
Siyongwana did the same in his UBULUMKO  BEZINJA (1958).  He wrote about 
‘talking’ dogs and human beings (more or less in ANIMAL  FARM style – George 
Orwell).  The oppressed dogs engage in a struggle for their freedom.  They resolve to go 
to the forests en masse and attack the humans from bases created there.  The humans 
resist the demands of these dogs for some time, but eventually, when the attacks were 
heavy, they agreed to a compromise, and the dogs returned in victory.  The ‘learned’ and 
‘privileged’ reader senses, with confidence, that the human beings represent the South 
African Whites of various political parties of the time, and that the dogs represent the 
oppressed Africans of the time who, from 1960 / 1961 went in groups to exile for military 
training to come back and attack Whites in order to get their freedom.  The compromise 
between the dogs and the humans is very much similar to the World Trade Centre Talks,  
the release of political prisoners, the return of exiles, and the 1994 Freedom Day. 
 
Such kinds of coded writing were attempts to do mass political education to mobilise 
Africans to engage in the struggle for national liberation and in social and economic 
emancipation.  In fact, during the struggle itself Tambo would write in coded language 
when communicating with the ANC High Command imprisoned on Robben Island, 
talking about ‘Zwelonke Federation’ or ‘the family’ when referring to the ANC, and say 
‘sports clubs’ when referring to other political organizations (Tambo in Callinicos 2004 : 
403 & 410).                  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Linguistic revolution has usually been accompanied by the emergence of a new 

communication technology. Any observation on the linguistic properties in the 

“revolutions” in different languages could have the opportunity to be a milestone in 

the development of language. However, it would not be surprising that, nowadays, a 

new communication technology slips in our life when the old ones have gradually, but 

not totally faded out from the stage. Consequently, the slogan for any attempt to 

record each single linguistic revolution should be “catching up faster”. Susan C. H. 

and John C. P. (2006) conducted a multivariate analysis of the language/gender/genre 

relationship in weblogs, an overwhelmingly popular new mode of computer-mediated 

communication (CMC) today. They found weblogs sub-genre “diary” contained more 

‘female’ stylistic features and another sub-genre “filter” more ‘male’ stylistic features, 

independent of author gender, which proved that genre is a stronger predictor than 

gender of stylistic features. At the same time, they observed that conventional 

associations of gender with certain spoken and written genres are reproduced in 

weblogs, along with their societal valuations. Now, you may ask, how about the 

language/gender/genre relationship in other CMCs before weblogs showed up? Is 

genre still a stronger predictor than gender, or the tables are turned? 

 

Personal web pages (a kind of World Wide Web), could be regarded as the 

predecessor of weblogs in the digital age. They could be considered to be outdated 

nowadays, but no one could ignore how popular they used to be – they did take part in 

the revolution of language on the Internet, which will never be replaced by weblogs or 
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other new technologies. Although Personal web pages does not facilitate their authors 

to post entries easily like weblogs, they do allow their authors to express their opinions 

or creative endeavors by posting diaries, fictions, images and other media such as 

audios and videos, which is exactly the function of weblogs. Both Personal web pages 

and weblogs may be viewed as a “home” in cyberspace by their users. Furthermore, 

unlike ICQ or MSN, other kinds of CMCs, quick and easy to understand for interactional 

communication are not required in Personal web pages. Therefore, the language on 

Personal web pages is more like a kind of authors’ monologue but not conversations 

among people, which also represents its author’s natural writing competence and 

language awareness, like that of some weblogs does today, has brought about 

unprecedented linguistic properties associated with, but also partially diversified from, 

previously acceptable expectation and practice of spoken and written language. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 gender and genre variation  

 

Gender differences in language use have been a focus of attention since the 1970s. 

Lakoff (1975) has characterized women’s language in English as typically 

nonassertive and polite in reflection of power inequality, superior/inferior status or the 

subordination of one sex to another. Aries and Johnson (1983) and Coates (1989) have 

defined ‘Gossip’ in all-female groups as talk about certain topics, such as people, 

relationships, and internal states. Hu (1988), Dai (1993) and Wang (1995) pointed out 

that women are inclined to articulate feminine high-pitched voice and employ 

euphemisms to be lady-like and polite when having a conversation in Chinese. They 

also use sentence-final particles, interjections and to express strong emotion, such as 

surprise, fear, anger, or pain more than men. In contrast, Coates (1993) and Johnson 

(1994) have observed that, all-male groups tend to talk about objects (such as cars and 

computers) and external events, such as politics and sports. Tannen (1990) has argued 

that women’s communication tends to be more supportive and rapport-building, while 

men typically are more report-giving and informative. Holmes (1995) has 
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demonstrated is that due to the roles of men and women in society the characteristics 

of women’s language are considered somehow more affective, more polite and more 

other-oriented, whereas men’s speech is more factual and more status-oriented -- 

women engage more in ‘rapport’ talk, and men in ‘report’ talk.  

 

Meanwhile, gender identity is flexible and could be locally constructed through 

discourse genres, rather than neatly characterized as ‘male’ or ‘female’, because 

sometimes male groups engage in gossip (Cameron 1997), when female ‘geeks’may 

enjoy computer talk (Bucholtz 2002). As gossip is considered a women’s activity, so 

Heilbrun (1988) has described diary writing as a women’s genre, representing 

personal and emotional style, while Tillery (2005) has been claimed scientific writing 

to be a masculine genre, traditionally produced by men, and associated with 

masculine values such as rationality and objectivity, representing impersonal and 

‘plain’ style. Thus, Spender (1989) asked whether it is ‘the writing or the sex’ that 

conditions this stylistic variation, and the societal valuation of men’s writing as more 

serious than women’s writing. Janssen and Murachver (2004) partially answered this 

question in an experimental study: passage topic played the greater role in language 

use than other factors including author gender did. 
 

2.2 gender and genre variation in computer-mediated communication (CMC) 
 
Although Danet (1998) and Rodino (1997) claimed that the relative anonymity of 

text-based communication on the Internet would break down traditional gender 

binaries, gender differences have been identified in computer mediated 

communication. In online public forums, Herring (2003, 2004) noted that women to 

be more polite, supportive, emotionally expressive, and less verbose than men. 

Conversely, men are more likely to insult, challenge, express sarcasm, use profanity, 

and send long messages. Savicki (1996) also observed that men’s language in online 

discussion groups is more impersonal, fact-oriented than women. Nowson, 

Oberlander and Gill (2005) found gender to be the most significant predictor of 
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variation in a study investigating the effects of individual differences on the formality 

of writing in ‘personal weblogs’. The language in women’s blogs was significantly 

less formal than in men’s blogs. Huffaker and Calvert (2005) also analyzed blog 

language quantitatively and found that boys used more language as active, inflexible, 

and resolute. However, girls and boys made equal use of passive, cooperative, and 

accommodating language. Kennedy, Robinson and Trammell (2005) found that 

women’s comments in weblogs were more inclusive and expressive, and men’s 

comments were more assertive, competitive, and instrumental.  

 

At the same time, researchers also paid attention to topic or discourse genre. Herring 

(1996a) noted that female participants in academic discussion groups tend to focus on 

‘women’s’ topics, such as women’s studies, women’s spirituality, and feminized 

professions such as education and library science, while male participants are 

overwhelming involved with discussions about computing, politics, philosophy, and 

linguistics. Herring (1996b) also identified that, without considering authors’ gender 

female stylistic features are employed in women-majority academic discussion groups 

and male stylistic features in men-majority academic discussion groups.  

 

The kinds of gender/genre interactions are observed in previous communication 

mediums before CMC, and in CMC now. Herring, Herring, Kouper et al. (2004) and 

Herring, Scheidt et al. (2004) found a relationship between gender of blog author and 

blog type: more females than males wrote personal journal blogs, although many 

males wrote journals, as well. However, almost all non-personal journal blogs (filters 

and k(nowledge)-logs were written by men. Furthermore, Kennedy, Robinson and 

Trammell (2005) observed that the women’s blogs in their sample were mostly 

personal diaries, and the men’s blogs were mostly talking about politics. Zhou (2007) 

conducted quantitative analysis on language of Chinese weblogs. He found that, as 

regards social problems, most men focus on problem finding, analyzing and solving, 

and women mostly express their personal understanding of problems and sympathy 

for them. 
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2.3 research questions 

 

The research surveyed in the previous section focuses on the gender/genre/ language 

relationship in traditional spoken, written and CMC language and tries to figure out 

whether gender or genre is a stronger predictor of linguistic variation in the writing. 

Especially Weblogs, drew a major attention from researchers. However, scant 

attention is paid to gender-differentiation or genre-differentiation in the language of 

Personal web pages, the original basis for what now forms weblogs. You might ask, 

do both gender and genre condition language use in Personal web pages? Is the 

gender/genre/ language relationship in Personal web pages same as weblogs? Thus 

our overall research question is to find out whether certain stylistic features are 

associated with a genre or the author’s gender. Here are two hypotheses to answer this 

question: 
 
H1. The language of Women’s Personal web pages differs from the language of men’s 

Personal web pages. 

H2. The ‘diary’ language in Personal web pages differs from the ‘composition’ 

language in Personal web pages. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Data collection 

 

To construct the corpus for this study, we first screened out 3012 Personal web pages 

made during the period from 2000 to 2004 in Hong Kong websites which provide 

Internet space for building Personal Web pages, with the help of search engines 

in www.google.com.hk and www.yahoo.com.hk. Then questionnaires were sent to the 

authors of these pages to collect their personal information including gender, via 

Email or message board provided at the pages for authors’ communication with 

readers. Finally, 248 authors replied to the questionnaire after three rounds of 

questionnaire sending.  
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We then collected texts from the 248 male-authored and female-authored Personal 

web pages. Due to Hong Kong linguistic environment, the texts were written in 

Chinese (including both modern standard Chinese and Cantonese) and English. For 

the purposes of this study, the genre of the texts comprised two categories: diary 

(dated, undated diaries and personal journals which report and comment on the 

author’s real life) and composition (fiction, essay, poem, and composition which 

express and describe the author’s literary and fictional world).  

 

The following step was to select samples for this study from the texts. During the 

selection, we preferred mixed-genre personal web pages to control for variation in 

authorial style, so, where possible, we obtained two texts of each genre from a single 

Personal web page, having a minimum of 1,255 words / 5,000 characters each. 

However, not all the Personal web pages comprise both genres at the same time – 

some Personal web pages could include diary and composition simultaneously, but 

some of them only contain diary material when others only contain composition 

material, so we need adjust our preference by obtaining two texts of each genre from 

two different Personal web pages. 

 

Thus, the final sample for this study comprises 80 texts drawn from 64 different 

Personal web pages. Of the texts, 40 (20 were diary and 20 were composition) were 

written by women, and 40 (20 were diary and 20 were composition) were written by 

men. 8 women and 8 men wrote both diary and composition in their Personal web 

pages. 12 women wrote only diary when another 12 women did only composition, so 

did men. Figure 1 summarizes the distribution of sample sources according to author 

gender and text genre. The sample included [50,200] words by women and [50,200] 

words by men, for a total of [200,800] words. [50,200] words were diary and [50,200] 

words were composition. 
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Figure 1. Personal web pages data sample

Number of entries 20 20 20 20
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Female (32 women) Male (32 men)

 

 

 

3.2 Analysis method 

 

To explore the relationship between genre and gender variation in the language of 

Personal web pages, we conducted a multivariate analysis of stylistic features in the 

texts in our final sample, controlling for author gender and text sub-genre. 

Quantification provides the strongest basis for generalization across large data 

samples, which are readily available in the case of Personal web pages, because they 

are quite popular with netizens before weblogs showed up. The reason why we 

control author gender and text sub-genre is to identify the influence of each of them 

on the use of the stylistic features, and multivariate analysis could indicate the relative 

strength of each influence. Susan C. H. and John C. P. (2006) did the same analysis on 

the entries posted on random weblogs written in English, we will see whether our 

findings in Personal web pages written in Chinese are same as theirs.  

 

The dependent variables in this study are a set of linguistic features which can be 

broadly categorized into female preferential and male preferential features. Argomon 
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and Koppel (Argomonet al. 2003; Koppel, Argomon and Shimoni 2002) identified a 

list of English function words and Part of Speech bigrams that contributed the most to 

distinguishing genders. However, there is no such kind of linguistic features identified 

in Chinese yet. So, as few research focuses on Chinese men’s language, we selected 

48 female preferential features and 1 male preferential feature to be examined for this 

study according to Dai (1993) and Wang (1995). Among these, female writers prefer 

adverbs of higher degree ( i.e. “非常 (extraordinarily)”, “極 (extremely)”, “勁 

(very)”, “很  (very)”), adjectives (i.e. “小  (small/little)”), euphemisms (i.e. “請 

(please)”, “唔該 (thank you)”), color-indicating words (i.e. “紅(red), 黑 (black)”), 

interrogative sentences (marked by “?”), particles to indicate mood (i.e. “哎呀 

(lumme), 嘩 (wow)”) and interjections (i.e. “我想/我諗 (I think)”), while male 

writers prefer nouns. All the features are listed in Table 1 as below. Moreover, due to 

the texts are mix-coded, both modern Chinese and dialectal Cantonese words are 

included as features, too.  

 

Table 1 A list of gender features  

ID Feature ID Feature ID Feature 
1 

非常 (extraordinarily) 
18 

棕 (brown) 
35 

哎 (particle) [ai] 

2 
十分 (quite) 

19 
小 (small/little) 

36 
哎呀 (particle) [aiya] 

3 
如此 (so) 

20 
？ (interrogation marker) 

37 
唉 (particle) [ai] 

4 
多麼 (very) 

21 
我想 (I think) 

38 
或許 (or) 

5 
極 (extremely) 

22 
我認為 (I think) 

39 
咁 (so) 

6 
很 (very) 

23 
我覺得 (I feel) 

40 
幾 (fairly) 

7 
請 (please) 

24 
啊 (particle) [a] 

41 
好 (very) 

8 
謝謝 (thank you) 

25 
呢 (particle) [ne] 

42 
勁 (very) 
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9 
紅 (red) 

26 
嗯 (particle) [en] 

43 
唔該 (thank you) 

10 
黃 (yellow) 

27 
喔 (particle) [o] 

44 
我諗 (I think) 

11 
藍 (blue) 

28 
哦 (particle) [o] 

45 
吓  (particle) [ha] 

12 
綠 (green) 

29 
噢 (particle) [o] 

46 
嘩  (particle) [wa] 

13 
黑 (black) 

30 
嗎 (particle) [ma] 

47 
吖 (particle) [a] 

14 
白 (white) 

31 
嘛 (particle) [ma] 

48 
吶 (particle) [na] 

15 
橙 (orange) 

32 
哇 (particle) [wa] 

49 noun 

16 
紫 (purple) 

33 
呀 (particle) [ya] 

 

17 
灰 (grey) 

34 
哪 (particle) [na] 

  

The independent variables in this study are blog author gender and blog subgenre 

(hereafter referred to as ‘blog genre’). We got the numbers from authors’ replies to our 

questionnaire.  

 

Then we automatically segmented the words in the texts in terms of their parts of 

speech, via software “ICTCLAS”, programmed by Chinese Academy of Science, and 

counted the frequencies of each linguistic feature and the total number of words in the 

texts. For “gender” texts, we calculated the frequency difference of each linguistic 

feature between female-authored texts and male-authored texts. And for “genre” texts, 

we also calculated the frequency difference of each linguistic feature between “diary” 

texts and “composition” texts.  

 

To evaluate each linguistic feature, we define a parameter p to indicate the 

significance of such feature in differentiating “gender” or “genre”. P is calculated as 

the square the previous frequency difference. The smaller the p value is, the more 

significant the feature is. We further rate the contribution of each feature according to 

p, assigned by a significance code ("*": p>1e-5, "**": p>1e-6, "***": p>1e-7, "****": 
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p>1e-8, "n/a": p<1e-8). 

 

We reason that, within each analysis, significant gender – feature interactions would 

indicate features that show a genuine gender pattern of distribution, such that they 

could be called gender variables. Features that do not show a significant interaction 

with gender are not gender variables. Similarly, features that show a significant 

interaction with entry genre are genre variables, while those that do not are not, at 

least within the confines of the genres of Personal web pages (diary and composition) 

under study. Hence, in these analyses, it is the significance and direction of the 

interactions that are the main focus of our attention. 

 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

 

The following tables (Table 2 – Table 5) show the statistical results of all the selected 

features categorized by gender and genre. Table 1 lists the features labeled as 

“female” features. The first column is the feature ID, the second column is the 

frequency difference of the corresponding feature in “female” text and “male” text. 

The parameter p is listed in the third column. And the significance code is listed in the 

fourth column. The features are sorted in terms of their significance. We are interested 

in the features with “**” or above most, but we still take account of features with 

“***” and “****” to see the big picture, because features with “***” and “****” are 

still slightly significant. 

 

It can be seen in Table 2, three features “很(ID 6)”, “? (ID 20)” and “好 (ID 41)”, are 

assigned by “*” and “**” in female-authored texts respectively, when “noun (ID 49)” 

and “咁 (ID 39)” are sorted to the top position in Table 3 because they are with “*” 

and “**” individually. In other words, we could assert that they are verified to be 
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female-preferential features and male-preferential features respectively. It also 

indicates that gender is an indicator of the gendered linguistic features in this study, 

which is also supported by other features with “***” and “****” in Table 2 and Table 

2 – 11 features in Table 1 are totally different from 3 features in Table 3. 

 

Table 2 The distribution of features in terms of significance in female-authored texts 

Feature ID Difference P Significance 
6 4.42E-03 1.95E-05 * 

20 1.24E-03 1.54E-06 ** 
41 1.01E-03 1.01E-06 ** 
25 5.28E-04 2.78E-07 *** 
21 4.86E-04 2.36E-07 *** 
30 4.16E-04 1.73E-07 *** 
33 3.88E-04 1.50E-07 *** 
14 2.83E-04 8.02E-08 **** 
31 2.81E-04 7.91E-08 **** 
9 2.15E-04 4.63E-08 **** 

28 1.89E-04 3.58E-08 **** 
8 1.82E-04 3.33E-08 **** 

26 1.64E-04 2.69E-08 **** 
24 9.58E-05 9.18E-09 n/a 
37 9.02E-05 8.13E-09 n/a 
19 7.97E-05 6.35E-09 n/a 
34 6.25E-05 3.91E-09 n/a 
23 6.20E-05 3.84E-09 n/a 
27 5.29E-05 2.80E-09 n/a 
29 3.35E-05 1.12E-09 n/a 
45 3.24E-05 1.05E-09 n/a 
32 2.65E-05 7.00E-10 n/a 
3 2.50E-05 6.25E-10 n/a 
1 2.47E-05 6.08E-10 n/a 
4 2.26E-05 5.10E-10 n/a 

35 1.33E-05 1.77E-10 n/a 
48 1.30E-05 1.68E-10 n/a 
10 1.29E-05 1.67E-10 n/a 
42 3.82E-06 1.46E-11 n/a 

Note: "*": p>1e-5, "**": p>1e-6, "***": p>1e-7, "****": p>1e-8, "n/a": p<1e-8 

 

Table 3 The distribution of features in terms of significance in male-authored texts 
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Feature ID Difference p Significance 
49 -9.84E-03 9.69E-05 * 
39 -1.12E-03 1.25E-06 ** 
40 -5.32E-04 2.83E-07 *** 
13 -3.43E-04 1.17E-07 *** 
5 -1.68E-04 2.82E-08 **** 

38 -8.96E-05 8.03E-09 n/a 
2 -8.86E-05 7.85E-09 n/a 

12 -7.84E-05 6.14E-09 n/a 
16 -6.72E-05 4.51E-09 n/a 
17 -5.96E-05 3.56E-09 n/a 
44 -5.01E-05 2.51E-09 n/a 
15 -4.35E-05 1.89E-09 n/a 
43 -2.49E-05 6.20E-10 n/a 
22 -2.45E-05 6.02E-10 n/a 
11 -2.02E-05 4.08E-10 n/a 
7 -1.99E-05 3.97E-10 n/a 

46 -1.72E-05 2.96E-10 n/a 
36 -1.26E-05 1.59E-10 n/a 

Note: "*": p>1e-5, "**": p>1e-6, "***": p>1e-7, "****": p>1e-8, "n/a": p<1e-8 

 

In terms of genre, “diary” set seems to favor “好 (ID 41)”, “很 (ID 6)”, “咁 (ID 39)”, 

“呀 (ID 33)” most, when “composition” set favors “noun (ID 49)” most, in terms of 

their significance. What is more, as shown in Table 4 and Table 5, the subset 

including “好 (ID 41)”, “很 (ID 6)”, “咁 (ID 39)”, “呀 (ID 33)”, and 7 other 

features with “***” and “****” in “diary” set and the subset with “noun (ID 49)” and 

13 other features with “***” and “****” in “composition” set, does not overlap each 

other at all. So we would say that genre is also an indicator of the gendered linguistic 

features in this study. 

 

Table 4 The distribution of features in terms of significance in “diary” set 

Feature ID Difference P Significance 
41 6.15E-03 3.78E-05 * 
6 2.18E-03 4.76E-06 ** 

39 2.04E-03 4.16E-06 ** 
33 1.03E-03 1.07E-06 ** 
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40 9.83E-04 9.67E-07 *** 
25 9.00E-04 8.10E-07 *** 
37 3.49E-04 1.22E-07 *** 
24 2.43E-04 5.89E-08 **** 
42 1.32E-04 1.74E-08 **** 
26 1.25E-04 1.56E-08 **** 
20 1.13E-04 1.27E-08 **** 
23 8.59E-05 7.38E-09 n/a 
46 7.86E-05 6.19E-09 n/a 
44 6.16E-05 3.80E-09 n/a 
43 4.96E-05 2.46E-09 n/a 
31 4.35E-05 1.89E-09 n/a 
28 2.35E-05 5.50E-10 n/a 
21 2.22E-05 4.91E-10 n/a 
27 2.16E-05 4.68E-10 n/a 
8 1.80E-05 3.26E-10 n/a 
1 6.67E-06 4.45E-11 n/a 

15 3.42E-06 1.17E-11 n/a 
29 3.02E-06 9.12E-12 n/a 

Note: "*": p>1e-5, "**": p>1e-6, "***": p>1e-7, "****": p>1e-8, "n/a": p<1e-8 

 

Table 5 The distribution of features in terms of significance in “Composition” set 

Feature ID Difference P Significance 
49 -1.26E-02 1.58E-04 * 
30 -9.33E-04 8.70E-07 *** 
19 -8.23E-04 6.77E-07 *** 
13 -5.73E-04 3.29E-07 *** 
14 -2.42E-04 5.84E-08 **** 
5 -2.30E-04 5.30E-08 **** 
3 -2.25E-04 5.04E-08 **** 

11 -2.04E-04 4.18E-08 **** 
16 -1.80E-04 3.25E-08 **** 
17 -1.76E-04 3.11E-08 **** 
9 -1.52E-04 2.32E-08 **** 

38 -1.49E-04 2.22E-08 **** 
7 -1.36E-04 1.86E-08 **** 
4 -1.29E-04 1.67E-08 **** 

12 -9.42E-05 8.87E-09 n/a 
10 -8.53E-05 7.28E-09 n/a 
34 -8.18E-05 6.68E-09 n/a 
2 -7.45E-05 5.55E-09 n/a 

22 -2.80E-05 7.84E-10 n/a 
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35 -2.68E-05 7.18E-10 n/a 
45 -2.02E-05 4.08E-10 n/a 
32 -1.48E-05 2.19E-10 n/a 
36 -1.32E-05 1.74E-10 n/a 
48 -1.32E-05 1.74E-10 n/a 

Note: "*": p>1e-5, "**": p>1e-6, "***": p>1e-7, "****": p>1e-8, "n/a": p<1e-8 

 

Therefore, the results of our analysis have provided answers to our research questions: 

the language of Women’s Personal web pages differs from the language of men’s 

Personal web pages; meanwhile, the ‘diary’ language in Personal web pages differs 

from the ‘composition’ language in Personal web pages. 
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importance. The instant nature of this output relies on the designer/journalist 

having control over moving image, sound, text, graphics and virtual 

environments, as a consequence, the boundaries of design and journalism have 

become blurred. 

 

The paper will draw upon first hand observation of SLD applications within the 

production of broadcast news. The dialogue commences with information 

gathered during a sabbatical experience in 1987 with Central Television UK, a 

period when cardboard technology was concluding, giving way to the 

revolutionary Quantel Paintbox technology which redefined the industry, paving 

the way to a new technological future. A present day comparison will be overlaid 

through a sustained observation of the creative departments within Central TV, 

acknowledging the developments of the last 20 years. The driving theme will 

focus on a comparative analysis that embraces the technological and cultural 

significance of broadcast SLD, how it has shaped and continues to define our 

interaction with television broadcast information. The paper will explore the 

function of design within this new technology, how it has changed the nature of 

the designers’ role, presenting greater control over aspects such as creativity and 

communication.  

 



The discourse will address the visual language of SLD, how it has created a new 

order for broadcast television, presenting a ‘fourth dimension’ characterised by 

information that embraces moving image, typography, sound, graphics and 

virtual environments. The potential to relay high volume information in a short 

space of time pushes the boundaries and potential of broadcast television. 

Increasingly, the designer is able to create on-screen, information rich 

environments that engage SLD to relay high technology, super-information. In 

response, the viewer/consumer has developed greater levels of visual literacy to 

decode this information, fuelling an appetite for advances in technology and 

higher performance. The paper seeks to explore this phenomenon through case 

study examples of SLD created by Central Television. 

 

The discourse will conclude by examining the cultural implications of SLD, viewing 

the shape and nature of information used in the late 1980s and comparing it with 

the form of contemporary exchanges. The paper will attempt to use this 

comparative analysis to locate the implications for future developments.  

 

The dialogue will be supported by visual material and case study interviews with 

designers of broadcast SLD technology. This will support the papers thesis that 

seeks to capture a design practitioners’ account.  

 

The paper is based upon research carried by the Author, which is funded by the 

Arts and Humanities Research Council of the United Kingdom who made the 

award in September 2007. 

 

 

Paul Middleton 
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With the shortage of nurses, the needs to have new ‘recruits’ become imperative. 
Preceptorship is designed to help new graduate nurses acclimatized to their 
new work environment and to retain them. This same system can also be 
applied to recruit minority into healthcare careers. The Northeast Indiana 
Area Health Education Center (NE AHEC) is one such organization, attempting to 
address the shortage of healthcare workers in the minority undeserved areas 
through visiting high schools with certain percentage of minority students 
and introducing them to the healthcare professions. Also, of importance is the mentoring 
of students who are already in the healthcare fields. Results of current attempts to 
reach these students will be presented. 
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MISTAKEN SELF-IDENTITY AND THE PROCESSES OF IMPLICATURE AS 
MEANING MAKING IN OLA ROTIMI’S THE GODS ARE NOT TO BLAME 
 
Abstract 
This paper analyses the meaning façade in Ola Rotimi’s The gods are not to 
Blame (gods) (1971). In the main, to do this, I focus on the processes of 
conversational implicature. Conversational implicature (CI) Grice (1975) is 
an offspring of Austin’s (1962) Speech Act Theory (SAT), and as a sub-
theory of pragmatics, it concerns itself with How to Do Things with Words. I 
contend that CI is contingent on the factors of mistaken self-identity- 
consequence of birth crisis, uncontrolled temper and passion for 
responsibility in gods as a literary discourse. 
 
1. Introduction 

Pragmatics is a foray into language-users relationship and the consequences 

of utterances within given contexts. SA theory, being a component of 

pragmatics, makes us to understand how words are used to do things or 

mean. I hold that meaning can be implicated in a literary text by what the 

author makes of his characters; that is what the character thinks, does and 

says, particularly in a dialogic context and the circumstances set up by the 

author. The main issue in gods is speech act functions and how meaning is 

implicated within the variables of its pragmatic and literary designs. I 

analyze the production of language events and the occasion and dynamics of 

its implicatures as  products of ideational factors identified in the play. 

 

The play is a heavily cited and discussed one in pedagogy and literary 

criticism. It is a popular curriculum text in colleges and universities, and 
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among western critics, it gained its ‘notoriety’ and attraction for its being an 

adaptation of that Greek classic tragedy, Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex. Thus, 

Simpson   (2007) wonders: 
  
 How can plays that dilate on power of the past, as the inexorable 
 Curse of Oedipus, claim to articulate the postcolonial moment in Ghana,   
 Nigeria, South Africa and United States? One answer is that the figure  of 
 Oedipus has been so widely disseminated, especially through the discourse  
  of psychoanalysis, that he can feature not only as an object within the 
  canon, bequeath, like a curse from one generation to the next, but also as the 
 interstitial medium of the canon itself, complete with its many variations. 
 Ola Rotimi’s The gods are no to Blame challenges even this expanded 
 notion of cultural inheritance by its characterization of Oedipus, and itself, 
  as a miscegenated entity. 
 
Much of the conclusions drawn in the criticisms of the play have been in the 

tradition of literary meaning speculations. I believe that a linguistic 

approach, like this one, will not only be a useful addition, but also it will 

unveil the intended meaning of the play from the perspective of pragmatics. 

Thus, the issues being raised are: (1) Being an internally organized dramatic 

creative dialogue/conversation, what are its conversational motivations, 

sequences and consequences for its metaphorical immediate situation and 

characters, and its real world readers? (2) How is meaning implicated and 

understood, in view of the ideational factors identified, within the stylo-

pragmatic norm of the play vis-à-vis our real world experience? By the time 

answers are provided to these questions, the play would have been analyzed 

as a conversational interaction whose implicature is engendered by the 

socio-cultural milieu of its wider context, a phenomena which propels and 

determines the patterns the speech acts within Cooperative Principle(CP) 

(Grice) constraining communication in the play are processed. By the same 

token, the pragmatic functions underlying the performatives in the play 

would have been identified for meaning. 
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This paper will proceed by a brief look at linguistics (pragmatics) in the 

business of literary analysis. This will be followed by a discussion of the 

applicable theoretical models in the analysis of the play. In addition, 

appropriately, the thematic consternation of the play will follow, within the 

variables of its composition as a drama, bearing in mind its linguistic, 

immediate and wider situations of social, sociological world. This, it will be 

seen later, becomes indexical to the interpretation and conversational 

implicature within the framework of the proposed theoretical models. A 

major component of my analysis is the condensation of the identified speech 

acts and functions network, leading to a drawn up meaning façade in the 

play. 

 

2. Linguistic (Pragmatic) Analysis of Literary Discourse 

The use of language in literature is a linguistic variation which makes a 

veritable component of pragmatic study, (and it has given birth to what is 

now being called literary pragmatics), especially when one contemplates the 

orthodoxy of literary speculation of meaning in literary criticism, where 

meaning, the goal of criticism, is arrived at primarily from the perspective or 

‘thinking’ of the critic rather than in conjunction with empirical data from 

actual language use. Let me say, in passing, that an offering of an integrative 

theory of linguistics and literary criticism will be more rewarding and 

liberating in the analysis of literary discourse. A literary text like gods 

should be conceived as an example of language use. It is a piece of language 

already used. It is a text with all linguistic variables, and as Adejare (1992:6) 

puts it “the text is a unit of language that has been used in specific context 
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by a text producer with the purpose of communicating a message through 

the use of linguistic signs existing within the language’s semiotic universe.” 

 

The relationship between language and literature is a dialectical one. 

Literature presents nuances of meaning, and pragmatics, being involved in 

the retrieval of meaning in utterances becomes a strong linguistic tool in 

literary analysis, like the one under consideration. Thus, understanding 

linguistic processes in literature is an occasion of explicating the meaning of 

a piece of literary product, and as Bateson (1971:58) opines:  

    
    A work of literature is successful linguistically when the best  
   Words are in the best order, when appropriate stylistic devices 
   cooperate to unify value judgment. And that value judgment 
   can only be a result of the intersection between language (linguistics) 
   and language use, in this instance, in literature. 
 
3.Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical corpus we are applying in analyzing gods is a convergence 

of related pragmatic concepts. Austin’s Speech Act Theory (SAT), Grice’s 

systematization of it in his Cooperative Principle (CP) and Searle’s (1969) 

categorization of speech acts, including Face as espoused by Brown and 

Levinson (1987) will bear on interpreting implicature in the conversational 

interaction in the play. 

Austin’s SAT is how we use words to perform actions. His postulation is 

essentially a counter point between the truth of an utterance and what that 

utterance actually impacts. Following Austin, the meaning of an utterance is 

not in its being false or true but in its performative. “Odewale: Me an Ijekun 

man, a stranger in the midst of your tribe” (23) for example, is not an 

utterance to suggest the ethnic origin of the protagonist (as defines by its 
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Constative) but to express suspicion of the enmity within on the basis of 

tribal origin and difference. As we observed  it is right to think that the 

“uptake” by the textual recipient of a speech act may be distinct from the 

norm due to background as yet unknown to the reader. In gods, for 

sometime, it is the reverse, and that distinction is made by  the ideational 

mistaken self-identity factor. Clearly SAT is a distinction made, according to 

Lyons (1977), between saying – constatives and performatives, and there are 

three components of SAT: What are called locutionary act (LA), which is 

the utterance propositional content or state; illocutionary act(IA), where an 

utterance is deemed to have been used and performed an act, a speech act, 

and finally perlocutionary act(PA), where an effect, ’uptake’ has been 

generated on the hearer.  

The convergence of IA and PA are described as illocutionary force (IF). 

However, IF has been described as binary as there may be a difference 

between the IF concerned with the speaker and that of the hearer. Indeed 

Ismail Tahib (Literary Stylistics No 23) concludes that: 

…there is the possibility that the actual illocutionary force registered by a  
 character in response to another character’s speech in a literary work,    
 may be different from that registered by the reader… 

In conversational communication a case is made in Grice’s CP between what 

is  “actual”, that is what  speaker externalizes and what is “intended”, that is 

what the speaker has in mind. In general, what the protagonist, Odewale, has 

in mind is erroneous, engendered by the identity crisis in the play (unknown 

to him and to few of his hearers until toward the end of the play). The 

“actual” and “intended” is defined by what is called direct and indirect 

speech acts and processed by Grice’s dimensions of language use of 
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maxims, that is whether an utterance is adequate, gives enough information, 

relevant and orderly presented. The use and understanding of these maxims 

engineer the progress, tensions and strains among the co-interactants-

characters in gods, and it provides the implicature that mars or makes the 

relationship among the character-metaphors. It is an occasion for drawing 

inferences and meaning on the part of the readers. 

The “intended” meaning generated by IA is interpreted by Searle’s (1969) 

categorization of speech act functions that may be illocuted at both ends of 

direct and indirect illocutionary acts and  the ‘force’ generated thereof. The 

categories as espoused by Searle include: representatives (assertives Alston 

2000), that is, commitment to the truth of and asserting a proposition, 

directives; making hearer to behave in a certain way, commissives; 

commitment of speaker to a line of action, expressives; attitudinal status of 

the speaker about a situation, declaratives (exercitives Alston 2000); “social 

status” changing uttering acts engendered by “institutional role or status”. 

Odewale’s linguistic sensibilities as interpreted by his social, sociological 

and psychological status criss cross his interaction with his country men. It 

also maps into the making public Odewale’s background; the curse and the 

crime despite attempts by his close confidants to save the day and him the 

overwhelming shame. Odewale’s fiery resistance proves salutary to 

challenge, on some occasions, the possibility of  holding an individual above 

the larger society over which that individual presides.  

The “Dialogic plot-exposition” Cooper (1977), a design understood within 

the paradigm of metaphorical speakers, metaphorical hearers and readers 

Pratt (1977), as reported by Hancher (1978) is analogous to author, 

metaphorical speakers/metaphorical hearers, and readers paradigm, an 
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arrangement in which literary text implicates meaning, whereby exchanges 

among the character-metaphors will involve inferences by the reader about 

inferences the interactants are likely to make. This is from the standpoint 

that language and context are inter-woven elements. A piece of language 

only becomes meaningful when used in context, Meaning can only be 

contemplated as textured by context, and this is what pragmatics contributes 

to our understanding of the phenomenon called ‘meaning’. Meaning is a 

complex concept to decipher in a piece of literature, particularly when we 

contemplate the contention that context seems to predetermine language 

forms in literature. Consequently, following John Lye (1996), the author, the 

text and the reader become interpreters of the meaning a work of literature 

implicates.   

The concept of “Face” as an element of politeness in conversational 

interaction is germane to the analysis of Odewale’s fierce responses and 

contemplation of events and people around him. “Face” as illustrated by 

Brown and Levinson (1987), is a process, in conversation, of creating, 

sustaining, applying or losing politeness. Face is a safeguard on the ability or 

the encouragement given in a conversation social environment without any 

feelings of uneasiness. Thus, an act of speech can either be negative, 

becoming “Face threatening” or positive encouraging interactants’ comfort. 

In a way, Face reads into Grice’s maxims of CP, in particular, relation and 

manner maxims. Consequently, interlocutor-characters can either lose or 

safe face on the basis of linguistic realities of the situation and whether 

social identities have been subverted or not. Odewale’s self-dignity is 

threatened in two major ways. His leadership in always being able to find 

solution to the community’s problem, and his birth and ethnic identity. The 
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former forms the basis on which, as a ‘stranger’ he is made a king in another 

community. To be called “omo ale” (a bastard) or described as an 

“atoruniwa” (a person of no origin) is a psychological onslaught on one’s 

personality and ego, particularly, persons of his status. These are particularly 

sensitive issues in Yoruba cultural milieu. Thus, when an old man 

advertently addresses Odewale in proverb saying “the butterfly thinks 

himself a bird” (59), subverting his identity and casting doubt on it, it is akin 

to being described as above. It sets in motion a psychological riot and his 

paranoid thought. His evident xenophobia, later on, seems to trump up 

everything else, including his strategy to discover the killer of king Adetusa 

and his irredeemable dignified self-presentation, a necessity arising from the 

crisis of his birth. It is within this immediate contextual variables that the 

protagonist makes decisions, and predictably, it is within this context, as we 

shall see in our analysis, that meaning is implicated. 

Within the psychological domain of the play, a theater of ‘irrational’ 

decisions, misgiving and mistrust play themselves out on the part of 

Odewale, bringing to bear on our understanding of how the dialogic-plot of 

the conversation of the drama criss-crosses Grice’s CP to implicate meaning 

within the spectrum of Searle’s categorization of speech act functions. 

 

4.Analysis 

The tragedy of Odewale is rooted in the cosmic world, a world, according to 

Yoruba worldview, where the individual chooses, by his own free will, 

whatever will befall him in the here-world. The reality and the enormity  of 

what Odewale does-, defending his origin, defending his people 
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inadvertently can only be interpreted as his cosmic pick to be fulfilled in 

what the prologue sets out; that  Odewale will kill his father and marry his 

mother. That choice is made in the world beyond. This presupposes that 

whatever Odewale would become, this choice most be fulfilled, thus making 

him a sport in the hands of his own fate, his destiny of which no mortal or 

gods can control. The choice has been made and sanctioned, it awaits 

fulfillment. Consequently, any effort to thwart that destiny can only and will 

only lead to its fulfillment. Odewale’s interaction, what he says and does and 

what other people do to him in synthesis of his political authority, birth, 

origin and behavior become the road map to implicate the ideational factors 

identified, that is: mistaken self identity, fiery temper and passion for 

responsibility in the fulfillment of his chosen fate. This is what our analysis 

will reveal, and we hold that whatever critical interpretation is given to the 

drama can only be more plausible and understood within the façade of its 

larger implicature. 

These three factors are in consequence of one another. The identity crisis is 

an ego hurting factor which carry the responsibility that must be redeemed.  

To discover his birth, prove his innocence and once again show being 

worthy and capable of leadership as a ‘stranger’ in a land being plagued by 

an unknown disease are in counter position to one another. The search for 

one reveals the other, and that search itself is a process of responsible 

leadership. To Odewale, these are tasks that must be tackled, with all 

ruthlessness, and resolved once and for all. This need and passion are mainly 

responsible for his uncontrollable hot temper. He wants what he wants and 

wants it fast, any seeming obstacle in his way, to fulfill his chosen ‘carrier’, 

even himself, is doomed. 
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  For the purpose of grasping the implicature in the text, my analysis will 

identify the structure-sequence domains of what is interplayed for meaning 

implicature in terms of “situational-sequence” and contextual façade of the 

drama. This contextual façade provides the mutual imaginative immediate 

situation within which the interlocutors/ character-metaphors interact. It 

maps into the real world experience; the wider situation in which the 

meaning is implicated in terms of the reader’s interaction with the text as a 

literary discourse: 

 4.1 Situational-Sequence 

4.1.1 Birth: 

               (Merry singing and drumming). 

NARRATOR: The struggles of man begin at birth.  
                        …A baby has just been born to King Adetusa 
                       And his wife Ojuola…of this land of Kutuje.   (1). 
 

-birth, growth and development as struggles through life; struggles as 

process of life. 

-beginning of life, joyous ceremonial occasion.  

-location (origin), royal house(social status). 

 
 Then they call a Preast of Ifa, as is the custom, to divine 
       T he future that this boy has brought with him.  (2). 
 

-introduction of supernatural, a concept of Yoruba worldview introduced. 

-a factor that reveals life direction, life direction uncontrollable by humans. 
 
 BABA FAKUNLE: This boy, he will kill his own father and 
                                         Then marry his own mother! (3) 

-direction of the new-born’s life revealed; it is a taboo and an abomination. 

-direction to be mitigated. 
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      . NARRATOR: The only way to stop it is to kill, kill the unlucky 
           messenger of the gods, kill the boy. 
                                  Preast bears boy to Gbonka, the King’s special 
                                   messenger,…to the evil grove. (3-4). 
 
-boy (assumed) killed to prevent prediction coming to pass. 
 
4.1.2 Birth-Identity Crisis 
 ODEWALE: Who ordered you to kill me? 
 GBONKA: The man behind you, my lord, the priest of Ogun. 
 OGUN PRIEST [gravely] It is the custom: when the gods command,    
 we men must obey! 
 ODEWALW: Whose child was I ?  
 OGUN PRIEST: It is too late now, you must know the last, even if--- 
 ODEWALE: [in a frantic scream]. I said who gave me b-i-r-t-h! 
 OGUN PRIEST: She. The woman who has just gone into the          
    bedroom. Bearer of your children. She too is your… mother! (68) 
 
-Cross road of mistaken self-identity. 
-The inevitable revelation of real self, and last stage of the test of 
responsibility to interpret “free will” 
 
 
4.1.3  Heroism:  
 

 ODEWALE: I gathered the people of Kutuje under 
                            My power…we attacked the people of 
                            Ikolu, freed our people, seized the land of Ikolu… 
                            Kutuje prospered. 
                            In their joy, the people made me KING, me, 
                            Of Ijekun tribe…(6-7). 

 

The king, Adetusa dies and Ikolu town takes advantage to attack Kutuje and 

a stranger, Odewale, a tribe (supposedly) of Ijekun Yemoja who helps ward  

off attacks by defeating Ikolu is made king as compensation and to sustain 

the security of the town. 

 
 ODEWALE: I, Odewale,…son of Ogundele…have taken 

                             For wife, as custom wishes, Ojuola, the motherly  
                             Queen Of the former king Adetusa. 
                             She is now bearer of all my four seeds…(7-8). 
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-the new king(supposedly a non-native) has settled and taken root in 
Kutuje. 
 
 
4.1.4  Responsibility: 
 
                 There is trouble now in the land…peace,  
                        too, is no more. (8). 
    
  SECOND CITIZEN: When the head of a household dies, the house becomes 
                               an empty shell. But we have you as our head, and with you our,  
                               our chiefs; yet we do not know whether to thank the gods that                    
                           you are with us, or to look elsewhere for hope. (9) 
 
 THIRD CITIZEN: When the chameleon brings forth a child,  is that child not      
                    expected to dance? As we have made you king,   
          act like a king.(9) 
 

-a new challenge, a disease plagues the community,  again, to be tackled by 
the ‘stranger’ king; a new responsibility and a test of Odewale’s heroism. 
 
 ADEROPO: The oracle said that there is a curse in this land, and 
                      until that curse is purged, our suffering will go on.(19) 
 ODEWALE: …Who was this man who got killed by this…villain?  
  Answer quick.(20) 
 ADEROPO: King Adetusa----my father, the king who ruled this land before  
           you.(20)  
 

The source of the sickness is known, the murder of the former king, and the 

particulars of that murder become the greatest challenge yet for Odewale. 

Thus:  

 
 ODEWALE: Before Ogun the God of Iron, I stand on oath.  
   Witness now all you present that before the feast of Ogun, which  
   starts at sunrise, I, Odewale, the son of Ogundele, shall search and  
   fully lay open before your very eyes the murderers of king   
   Adetusa. (25) 
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Odewale not only swears to find the killers, he also outlines the punishment 

that awaits the culprits.  In searching for the killers, he is inadvertently 

piecing together his real identity which hitherto not known to him.  

 

Consequently, the search for the killers of the former king incites the 

challenge of the crisis of his birth to reveal his mistaken self-identity. In the 

reality of his life he is faced with the challenges of defending his people, his 

identity and proving responsible at all cost. All these are intertwined, one 

being the aftermath of the other, and to overcome all requires an extra-

ordinary sense of commitment, accountability and the sacrifice of self-

punishment, and may be self-destruction. It is within this passion that lies 

the power which propels Odewale’s attitude, his quick temper and language 

in his interaction with his community. 

 

5.  Contextual Facade   

There are three basic frames that could be advanced to describe the 

contextual façade responsible for the implicature in this play. The first one 

takes the NARRATOR as affiliated with the prologue present in immediate 

situation, INTERPRETER (reader/witness) present in wider situation (real 

world), and INTERLOCUTORS (character-metaphors) present in immediate 

situation. The interpreter stands, as an all  knowing witness of the self-

mistaken identity, between the narrator and the character-metaphors, in 

particular, Odewale. 

 

The second frame, situational context, is constructed by the SUBJECT; birth 

of a baby, which constructs identity crisis, attack on Kutuje and sickness in 

the community in turn constructs the murder of King Adetusa and the search 
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for the murderers. The search deconstructs, at the end, the self-mistaken 

identity which sustains the process of tragedy in the play. The other elements 

in this frame are MEDIUM, that is dramatic conversation and CHANNEL, 

that is face to face dialogue. 

 

The final frame, socio-cultural/world view context is propped by Yoruba’s 

belief in predestination with particular reference to destiny, which can be 

interpreted to mean that the individual’s activities in life are predetermined 

by that individual, long before birth , and by implication in the real world. 

This final frame is vital to the interpreter-reader/audience to share 

Odewale’s socio-cultural sensibilities, particularly when it comes to the 

issue of tribal origin, birth, and tribal and self-identity. Again, these 

sensibilities motivate Odewale’s manner of language, attitude and 

interaction with his people. This situation forms the basis of understanding 

the implicature as may be interpreted within the contextual façade as 

conveyed by the linguistic-pragmatic variables of the speech acts in the play. 

 

Odewale’s quick temper and his irrationality thereof can be explained by  

-the need to sustain his heroism, maintain his dignity as a stranger and 

continues to be worthy of the throne which he occupies as a ‘stranger’. 

-passion for responsibility and accountability without which he may lose 

face. 

-most importantly, to prove his birth and identity. In doing this, he will have 

to absolve  himself of the murder crime allegation, clean himself of the 

identity doubt which is a blemish tarnishing his ego, the royal throne and his 

person as a Yoruba man.    
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6. Speech Act Analysis 

Essentially, this analysis concerns the utterance by utterance as made by the 

characters, particularly, the protagonist. By this we derived the implicated 

meaning as engendered by the ideational factors within which Odewale’s 

sensibilities operate and constrained. We follow the applicable insights, as 

earlier hinted, from Speech Act Theory, Cooperative Principle in 

conversational  interactions, and Searle’s functions of SAT. This analysis 

will be concerned with selected relevant utterances to the ideational factors 

already mentioned. 
 
a. Locutionary Act (LA) 
 BABA FAKUNLE: This boy, he will kill his own father 
    And then marry his own mother.(3) 
 
Direct illocutionary Act (DIA): 
-This is assertive and stative force. 
 
Indirect Illocutionary Act (IIA): 

-This is directive act of warning, giving the fact that such a situation is a 

taboo with terrible consequences. The warning is indirectly accentuated. 

Perlocutionary Act (PA): 

IIA generates filial emotion in the royal household and the drastic decision 

to cast away the new born to avoid the prediction from coming to pass.  

    

b. LA: 
 
 NARRATOR: Priest bears boy to Gbonka, 
   The king’s special messenger, 
   And orders him to go 
   Into the bush 
   With the little boy, 
   To the evil grove. (3) 
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DIA: An act of exercitives  and directives being performed to truncate the 

prediction from happening. 

IIA: An order that the new born be killed to prevent the taboo from being 

committed. 

PA: The royal household and society become rest assured.    

c. LA: 
ODEWALE: I came to this land of Kutuje 
  To see for myself 
  The truth of the rumoured wailings. 
 
  I gathered the people of Kutuje 
  Under my power 
  And under my power 
  We attacked the people of Ikolu, 
  Freed our people, 
  Seized the lands of Ikolu, 
  And prospered from their sweat. 
 
  Me, of Ijekun tribe. 
  They broke tradition and made me, 
  Unasked, 
  King of Kutuje. (6-7) 
 
DIA: Expressive direct act expressing, stating and contemplating heroic act 

done. 

IIA: In the mind of Odewale such a position, being unusual, may bring 

envy. 

PA: Odewale becomes suspicious on the basis of IIA above. 

  

d. LA: 
ODEWALE:  For eleven years now, 
  I, Odewale, 
  The only son of Ogundele, 
  Have ruled Kutuje 
  And have taken for wife, 
  As custom wishes 
  Ojuola, the motherly queen 
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DIA: Expressive direct act, making known how much his deed has 

positioned him within the community of Kutuje. 

IIA: Odewale has  taken root at Kutuje, predicting what could come out of 

this, being a ‘stranger’ made king. 

PA: The irony of Odewale’s statement is impacted on the reader/audience 

who is already aware of the oppositeness of where he thinks he is from. 

Thus, IF implicates different impact on the character-metaphors and the 

reader/audience. This difference also constructs the irony of the drama.   

 

e. LA: 
TOWNSPEOPLE: We hear that your highness wants us. 
ODEWALE: Hmm. My people, I fear and I tremble. Suspicions, 
  Heavy suspicions fill my heart. I look about me… 
  Eyes, white, vacant, innocent, they stare back from 
  Faces of sorrow and pain. But the faces may as`well be  
  Smiling. For who knows what is behind those eyes: 
  White eyes, vacant eyes, innocent eyes? When the 
  Frog in front falls in a pit, others behind take 
  Caution. It would be me next. Me an Ijekun man, a 
  Stranger in the midst of your tribe (Stares at Chiefs) 
  When crocodiles eat their own eggs, what will they 
  Not do to the flesh of a frog? (23) 
 
ODEWALE: All lizards lie prostrate: how can a man tell 
  Which lizard suffers from bellyache? In time, the pain 
  Will make one of them lie flat on its back, then 
  Shall that which has been unknown be made known. 
  (Crosses to Townspeople) Minds are not clean, my 
  People. Evil doers are many in this land: evil 
  Doers backed by heavy money, heavy influence. The 
  Manner of your former king’s death is all too clear  
  to me now. Bribery. Men with money bribed villains 
  to kill King Adetusa. With their influence, they dug  
  his grave and in it buried his body and his memory. 
  Then with money and influence they sheltered (23) 
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DIA:This is assertive act, laden with rhetoric questions stating suspicion, 

fear and suspected precarious Odewale’s position as a ‘stranger’ King.  

IIA: Odewale’s statement has accusation force, suggesting the people are his 

enemies for reason of his origin and as a king. It is a verdictive act 

FACE: The statement has face threatening effect, on the basis of the 

misplaced accusation. 

PA: It generates misplaced tribal politics. Generates the need by the 

townspeople and the chiefs to clear themselves of Odewale’s accusation that 

rages on until he (Odewale) discovers his true background and identity. 

 

f. LA: 
 BABA FAKUNLE: Rage all you can, King. I will speak no more. 
 THIRD CHIEF: Pray you, Old one, to be silent is to be- 
 
 ODEWALE: Don’t beg him. He will not talk. The murderers  
   Have sealed his lips with money. Hmm, our race is 
   Falling fast, my people. When the elders we esteem so 
   Highly can sell their honour for devil’s money, then 
   Let pigs eat shame and men eat dung. 
 
DIA: Stating and commanding in assertive act sense. 
IIA: Reinforces suspicion to validate implicated meaning of conspiracy and 

misplaced enmity accusation. 

FACE: Face threatening effect is generated in the counter accusation. The 

counter accusation is brought about by the previous threatened face 

situation. 

PA: Allows the need to pursue and discover the truth of the accusation and 

counter accusation. 

 
g. LA: 
 BABA FAKUNLE: I said you………bedsharer! 
 CHIEFS:  (restraining ODEWALE). My Lord- 
   Your highness, peace- 
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   Will you listen to this? 
   Patience, my Lord. (29) 
 
DIA: Assertive act, alleging in counter accusation as a result of previously 

incautious misplaced accusation. 

IIA:  Concluding, disclosing that Odewale shares bed with his mother- he 

has married and bears children by his mother; a grievous taboo. 

FACE: Face is totally lost on the part of Odewale, and needs to be restored 

by his own decisions and actions. 

PA: Irrationality sets in, and incites further Odewale’s erroneous belief that 

the chiefs are against his kingship or envious of his achievement as a so-

called non-native of Kutuje.  

 
 
 
h. LA: 
 BABA FAKUNLE:  Your hot temper, like a disease from birth, 
    Is the curse that has brought you trouble. 
 ODEWALE:  Listen to that. 
 

DIA: Assertive and stative force, stating a known situation. 

IIA: The statement has evaluating, criticizing force, suggesting that “hot 

temper” creates a situation where Face of the townspeople and chiefs are 

threatened, leading to the revelation of “ bedsharer” accusation. 

PA: Engenders the need for Odewale to discover the truth of this accusation, 

and by implication, in the process, deconstructs his mistaken self-identity. 

 

i. LA:  
 SECOND CHIEF:  I feel no pity for him. 
 THIRD CHIEF: For whom? 
 SECOND CHIEF: (indicating ODEWALE within) The way 
          He too accused us yesterday in the eyes of the whole world 
 FIRST CHIEF: Enough. Everyone to his home. (30) 
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DIA: Assertive, remarking force. 

IIA: That Odewale’s accusation engineered by his hot temper causes the 

expressive act of opposing and ‘exposing’ him. 

PA: All now focus on Odewale’s reaction and how he hopes to decipher the 

situation and prove his innocence. 

 

j. LA: 
 ODEWALE:   (pacing nervously). Indeed! When the evil-plotter 
    Beats his drum for the downfall of the innocent, 
    I say, Oduduwa, the all-powerful will never, never let  
    It – (faces FIRST CHIEF). It is all my fault. I 
    Should have known. The hyena flirts with the hen, the 
    Hen is happy, not knowing that her death has come. 
    I am an Ijekun man. That is the trouble. I, an Ijekun man  
    Came to your tribe, you made me king, and 
    I was happy, ignorant that plots, subversion, and 
    Intrigues would forever keep me company. Oh, but you 
    Wait….you will know me. One by one I will catch you:(30) 
 

DIA: Expressive act, stating unhappiness, including commissive act, 

promising to defend himself and reveal what is hidden about the situation. 

IIA: The statement rejects the accusation, and accepts the challenge to fish 

out the culprit at whatever cost. 

PA: Progressively, henceforth, more accusation mounts, further Face is 

subverted. The verdictive force becomes cumulative in a mutual distrust 

between the protagonist, Odewale and the chiefs/townspeople. 

 

This point is critical, since the feeling of suspicion engenders the revelation 

of “bed sharing”, and that revelation can only be made to save Face on the 

part of the chiefs/townspeople who are being accused of conspiracy. Thus, 

the line is drawn for the opportunity of counter subversions, further 
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necessitated by Odewale’s hot temper which forces out the indirect 

revelation,  by expressive performative act, of him having married his 

mother.  

 

k. LA: 
 
ODEWALE:   I do, Do I? Very well then, tell me this: 
   “Bedsharer” You heard it. Didn’t you? That blind 
   Bat who calls himself seer says I am a bedsharer 
   What does that mean? Sharing a bed with whom? 
   Ojuola, Aderopo’s mother. In other words, I don’t 
   Belong in that bed. In other words, I have no right to 
   Be King. What do you think of that? You don’t answer.(31) 
 
FIRST CHIEF:  We thought he could help. 
ODEWALE:  Well, he has done what you sons of Kutuje 
   Wished. He called me murderer. Which means I must 
   Leave the land. Is that not so? (Chuckles cynically) 
   Is Aderopo jealous that I am sharing a bed 
   With his mother? Very well then, let him come 
   And sleep with his mother. (31) 
 
ADEROPO:   My Lord,  may I come- 
ODEWALE:   If you think that you can drum for my 
   Downfall, and hope that drum will sound, then 
   Your head is not good. (32) 
 
ADEROPO:     So be it, I shall greet you in like manner 
   Then…..(Prostrating himself) Your highness, if you 
   Think to have heavy suspicious is wisdom, then  
   Your head is not well. (32) 
 

DIA: Expressive act on both sides of the interlocutors, in an opposition 

manner, bringing King Odewale to be on the same status as Aderopo in a 

Face destroying conversation. 

IIA: Accusing, expressive act. 

FACE: Threatened, engenders further build-up of disagreement on the basis 

of the previous face threatening allegation. 
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PA: Odewale becomes xenophobic, regarding everybody around him a 

potential enemy and every utterance made a potential statement of evil plot 

against him. Tension multiplies. 

 
 
 7. Mechanism of “Cooperation” in the Conversation/Dialogue 

We note, from the selected speech act functions highlighted, that the 

conversation in the drama plays out maxims of cooperative principle (CP) on 

the synthesis of the reality of Odewale’s life- crisis of his birth, his heroic 

activities, the crisis of his identity which comes to him in a reversed form. 

Odewale’s verbal dexterity becomes subversive as his life unfolds from the 

moment his birth origin and identity become major issues in his socio-

cultural and political activities. His effort to sustain his heroism of 

responsibility, maintain his face  is edged on proving his origin and identity. 

In connection to this, his search for identity is to prove his innocence in the 

murder crime accusation. In all, his search, ironically becomes the journey 

back to his real self-identity and prove of guilt of murder. His mistaken self-

identity is revealed to him, and that revelation constructs him as the 

murderer. Again, he must pay for that crime to prove his passion for 

accountability and passion for responsibility. To do this, he allows his hot 

temper and self-will to play to the end, thus standing the test of time as a 

politically responsible leader and culturally conscious Yoruba person who  

must reclaim and redeem his origin and identity. 

 

In general term, Cooperative Principle maxims of quality and quantity are 

regarded inadequate and broken as the conversational interactions do not 

satisfy Odewale’s yearning for information to get the truth he wants. Such 

conversations bring out his hot temper in most cases. Citable cases include, 
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his encounter with Aderopo on the information from Ile-Ife about the 

sickness in the town. (19-20). His encounter with the Ifa priest, Baba 

Fakunle who seems to be holding back on the information as to the killer of 

King Adetusa is another.(27-29). Finally, his encounter with Alaka, his 

childhood friend, who tries to hold back the truth about his origin on 

discovering the danger that the telling might bring is also a case in point.(68) 

What is actual here is the interpretation that Grice’s maxims of quantity and 

quality clash and break the maxims of relation and manner in the context of 

the dramatic conversation. This scheme seems to engineer and assures 

Odewale’s conspiracy accusation, and the eventual pursuit that Odewale 

engages in, in searching for the so-called truth. 

 

In all, the subversion of CPM ensures Odewale’s distrust of his people and 

impacts, negatively, his Face in such a way that rolls on the dramatic 

dialogues to the concluding end, in which Odewale heroically accepts and 

fulfills his destiny, his mistaken self-identity having been deconstructed:  

 
 
 LA: 
 ODEWALE:  No, No! Do not blame the Gods. Let no one  
    Blame the powers. My people, learn from my fall. The 
    Powers would have failed if I did not let them use 
    Me. They knew my weakness, the weakness of a man 
    Easily moved to the defence of his tribe against others. I 
    Once slew a man on my farm in Ede. I could have 
    Spared him. But he spat on my tribe. He spat 
    On the tribe I thought was my own tribe. The man 
    Laughed and laughing, he called me a ‘man from 
    The bush tribe of Ijekun’. And I lost my reason 
    Now I find out that that very man was my…..own 
    Father, the King who ruled this land before me. It was 
    My run from the blood I spilled to calm the hurt 
    Of my tribe,  that brought me to this land to do more 
    Horrors. Pray, my people – Baba Ogunsomo-  (71). 
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DIA: Directive performative act, imploring and accepting responsibilities 

and consequences of his actions and decisions. 

IIA: Verdictive performative act, expressing and accepting responsibility. 

FACE: Threatened face is restored consequent upon DIA above. 

 PA: Cognitive affectation on the audience/readership to accept  

responsibility. Engenders verdictive performative force, attracting  

readership/audience’s support  for Odewale’s action of self-punishment, 

with a universal lesson of accountability in our real world.  

 

8. Reader and Meaning 

The question had been asked whether meaning exist in the reader’s response, 

processing or reception of the text. In this case, the answer should be 

provided with the sense that texts as literature make use of ‘codes’ specially 

processed in the  ‘norm’ of literature. There is, in  regard to this what has 

been described “the ideal reader” (Kay, ? ).The competence of the 

reader/audience is called to action to “make inferences regarding the content 

world of the text…” According to Kay, the reader must read between the 

lines and be able to draw meaning by distinguishing between what is directly 

and indirectly implicated as meaning. 

 

The unrelenting Odewale’s  quick hot temper throughout the play calls the 

attention of the ‘critical reader’ to the expressiveness of his 

linguistic/pragmatic style which results to subversion in its implicating 

meaning to impact his co-interactants within the metaphoric world of the 
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play. The irony of his language plays out on the reader/audience to match 

the irony of his life which the reader/audience is very much aware. 

It does come to mean, in addition, that beyond the reader/audience ‘s 

linguistic competence, understanding the implicature of Odewale’s proverbs 

and analogies riddled expressive language requires the understanding of his 

semiotics and world view rooted in Yoruba culture. Thus, in the main, 

Odewale’s propensity for forcefully impacting what he wants on his co-

interactants in a rather irrational manner is indexical to the weight he 

attaches to responsibility and accountability, and more importantly to the 

cultural implications of doubtful birth origin and identity. This is the basis of 

the meaning implicated and what the reader/audience will infer to 

underscore the implications of Odewale’s mistaken self-identity. 

Odewale’s last major statement (71 above) is a universal address. The 

utterance has affective effect on the reader/audience to grasp the lesson and 

message of Odewale’s life and actions, particularly that he fulfills what he 

promises and cosmic constructed destiny, interpreted as “self-will/free will”, 

and not on the gods 

 

9. Implications and Closing Notes 

The meaning of this drama, in particular, the meaning implicated by 

Odewale’s mistaken self-identity, beyond its linguistic structure and 

proposition is derived progressively from its socio-cultural pragmatic 

contexts through which the indirect illocutionary and perlocutionary 

performative acts are implicated. In a rather prejudiced contemplation of a 

conspiracy on the part of protagonist, a progressive cumulative verdictive 

force is constructed for meaning implicatures.  
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The speech acts engendered favour the suspicion and distrust Odewale 

projects about his chiefs and townspeople on the premise of his mistaken 

self-identity the basis on which he tries to exonerate himself, only to 

discover with utmost shock but with acceptance that, indeed, he has 

committed a taboo and a murder of unpardonable dimension. 

This analysis of Ola Rotimi’s The gods are not to Blame shows, in a little 

way, that linguistic orientation in a literary text is context-dependent. By 

implication, it follows that the contexts identified in this analysis are 

instrumental to the conversational implicatures in the drama, patterns of 

speech act performatives identified, and in addition lead intricately and 

inevitably to the theme/message and the central performative effect, both for 

the immediate situation (within the drama) and wider situation (the 

readership/audienceship in our real world experience).  
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 Abstract 

While a stream-of-consciousness reading of Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway modes one 

paradigm shift—that brings our concerns from the realistic “external man” to 

modernist “internal man”—this study assumes that a French psycholinguistic 

interpretation of the novel brings up another. Specifically, taking a step further than 

the stream-of-conscious reading, which holds the humanistic view of an omnipotent 

author and believes in the “function of language” in communication, this study 

borrows the French psycholinguist Julia Kristeva’s theory of “poetic language” to 

re-examine the symptoms of the return of the “semiotic chora” in the novel.  

Therefore, in contrast to the stream-of-consciousness link between the characters’ 

private and public meanings of the London scenes, this study shows the rift space of 

the chora in the novel. In this practice, among the characters’ conscious activities, the 

excluded, ambiguous chora flickers its presence by accident and Woolf’s London 

writing turns into Kristevan genotexts.   

          

         Keywords 

stream-of-consciousness, humanism, existentialism, psycholinguistics, signifying 

process, split subject, writing, poetic language, semiotic chora, genotexts,  
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1. Introduction 
 
The last two decades have seen a revolution in electronic technologies. The 

widespread use of the Internet has brought important changes not only to the way 

people interact with others, but also to literacy practices and the way in which 

language, both written and visual, is produced, processed and used (Fisher 2001; 

Snyder 1998). The emergence of a new communication medium could expedite the 

worldwide growth of a language. English is still the language most popularly used in 

most Internet realms (Yates 1996). Studies have primarily investigated English-based 

Computer-mediated Communication (CMC) (Baron, 1998, 2001, 2005; Cherny, 1999; 

Crystal, 2001; Herring, 1996, 2001; Shortis, 2001; Werry, 1996), even limited 

linguistic researches (Blais, 2001; Paolillo, 1996; Sevdik and Akman, 2002; 

Warschauer, 2002), concerning the issue of language variation by Internet users from 

different cultural backgrounds, have all addressed the influence of English on CMC in 

Hebrew, Punjabi, Turkish and Egyptian, when Lee (2002) and Gao (2006) reported 

the Anglicization effect on Chinese-based CMC.  

 

Before CMC showed up, linguists had already paid attention to the influence of 

English on written Chinese in traditional mediums of communication in China (Chan 

and Kwok, 1982; Gibbons, 1979, 1987; He and Wu, 1999; Hsu, 1994a, 1994b; Li 

1996, 1998; Luke 1984, 1998; Yau, 1993; Zhang, 2002, 2003; Zhou and Feng, 1987), 

especially in Hong Kong, where English used to be the only official language because 

of its colonial history. However, since the handover of sovereignty to the People’s 
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Republic of China in 1997, Chinese had become a co-official language in Hong Kong 

when English remains to be the ‘prestigious’ language in Hong Kong due to a 

globalized economy, we are curious whether the table has ever been turned: will the 

impact of English on Chinese remain overwhelming in Hong Kong as it has always 

been, or as standard Chinese becomes increasingly influential in this westernized 

international city? The linguistic evolution is always accompanied with the 

development of communication technologies. It would therefore be interesting to 

examine the Anglicization effect on written Chinese on Personal Web Pages in Hong 

Kong, a variety of CMC, to answer this question.  

 

 
2. Brief review of relevant researches in Hong Kong 
 
Scholars have paid a lot attention to the influence of English on written Chinese for a 

long time. Tse (1989) agreed that one of the most obvious results of the influence of 

English is the affixing in modern Chinese, but Wu (2001) claimed that the affixing is 

the natural development trend for Chinese, based on evidenced she found in ancient 

Chinese.. She also examined the range, flexibility and grammatical function of the 

usage of Romanized characters in Hong Kong and concluded that there is a 

Romanization tendency on word-formation in modern Chinese.  
 
Deng (1996) noticed that new compound words emerged in Hong Kong and Macao 

under the influence of English and he also classified them into seven patterns: (1) 

Chinese morpheme plus English letter (i.e. “Q版 (Cute version)”); (2) Chinese 

morpheme plus English word: (i.e. “hold住 (hold it)”); (3) Chinese morpheme plus 

abbreviation of English word: (i.e. “够POP(popular enough)”); (4) English acronyms: 

(i.e. “AIDS(Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome)”); (5) syllabic abbreviation 

formed from initial syllables of several words: (i.e. “in (in fashion)”); (6) syllabic 

abbreviation formed from some consonants of several words: (i.e. “TB 

(Tuberculosis)”); (7) English acronyms originated from Cantonese: (i.e. “PK (puk kai, 
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or, go to hell)”). 

Li (1999) emphasized that the functions of English letters in the Chinese press. 

English letters can be used as markers of indefinite reference (i.e. “A醫生 (Dr. A), 

XXX的男朋友 (XXX’s boy friend)”) and symbols of bad language (i.e. “X你 (fuck 

you)”). And he mainly discuss five particularly versatile English letters B, D, N, Q 

and V: D, according to Matthews & Yip (1994:98), is homophonous with two distinct 

Cantonese morphemes, namely, a comparative marker and a classifier denoting “a 

quantity of either countable things or uncountable substances” (i.e. “今日睇真D (et us 

see more clearly today)”); B, occurs most often in the Cantonese morpheme BB 

“baby”, from which presumably other terms of address for children are derived, 

expecially B仔 and B女, literally “baby boy” and “baby girl”, respectively; N, is 

representing the concept of “for the umpteenth time” or “an indefinitely large 

number” introduced in secondary mathematics education, when transferred into 

Cantonese (i.e. “N個男人N個墟 (there are so many noisy gossip groups as there are 

men)”); Q has become the written exponent for the meaning of the English loanword 

cute in Cantonese (i.e. “Q  (cute version)”);V is often used to symbolize the 

internationalized meaning “victory” (i.e. “舉起V字手勢 (put up one’s hand showing 

V shape)”). English acronyms are also one of topics he talked about. He then 

summarized them into various domains: science, technology and telecommunications: 

(i.e. “WWW (World Wide Web)”); banking, business, economics and finance: (i.e. 

“WTO (World Trade Organization)”); education: (i.e. “GMAT (Graduate Management 

Admissions Test)”); various job titles: (i.e. “AO (Administrative Officer)”); names of 

corporate organizations and/or logos: (i.e. “ICAC (Independent Commission Against 

Corruption)”); public transportation companies: (i.e. “KCR (Kowloon-Canton 

Railway)”); travel documents: (i.e. “BNO (British National Overseas)”); weapons and 

aircraft: (i.e. “AK47 (Автомат Калашникова образца 1947

版

                                                

1)”); Liqueur: (i.e. 

 
1 Russian. 
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“XO (extra old)”); mass media: (i.e. “RTHK ()”); vehicles: (i.e. “BMW (Bavarian 

Motor Works)”); psychological disposition: (i.e. “IQ (Intelligence quotient)”) and 

miscellaneous: (i.e. “DIY (Do It Yourself)”). 

 

Lee (2002) pointed out that the influence of Cantonese is found on shortenings of the 

language on email and ICQ, two varieties of CMC. For instance, the reason why “bye 

bye” was abbreviated to “88” in her data, is that the pronunciation of the number ‘8’ 

in Cantonese is baat3, which resembles the pronunciation of ‘bye’. She also 

mentioned that sentence-final particles in Cantonese are the most likely to be 

Romanized in her data (i.e. “咋喎” was Romanized into “ja wo” in sentence “地鐵學

徒 ja wo (It is just a MTR trainee)”), as well as some short phrases and even sentences, 

for instance, “muc see?” represents “乜事？ (what is up?)”. She also found the direct 

transliteration of Cantonese elements are transliterated into English in a 

syllable-by-syllable (or morpheme for morpheme) manner (i.e. “Add oil” represents 

“加油 (work hard)”). 

  

 
 
3. The data and analysis 
 
As Crystal (2001) stated, a Personal web page is a web site belonging to one person. It 

can be about that person or about something he or she is interested in. A Personal web 

page may be as simple as a single page or may be as elaborate as an online database 

with gigabytes of data. Many Internet service providers offer a few megabytes of 

space for customers to host their own Personal web pages. The content of Personal 

web pages varies and can, depending on the hosting server, contain anything that any 

other websites do. However, typical Personal web pages contain images, text and a 

collection of "favorite links."  
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Many people run a Personal webpage because it is the most effective medium to 

express their opinions or creative endeavors that they do not speak out in real life. 

Some netizens view the concept of a Personal web page with a more metaphysical 

bent, placing value in the concept of owning and "residing" in a "home" in 

cyberspace.  

Because people spend plenty of time on Internet communication instead of 

old-fashioned communication mediums, we can see their real writing ability on 

Internet than anywhere else. Why? Because it is obvious that people are willing to 

share and show themselves with others in unguarded expression on Personal web 

pages when compared with other previous paper-based medium like publication and 

composition. For example, they write online diary and article or post self-photos to 

online album, and then expect or even invite others to take a look at such kind of 

‘work’, which they might hide in publication or composition, because they do not 

need to worry about giving a decent response to the readers immediately like in real 

life and they do enjoy having a stable space of their own— Personal web pages are 

considered to be a distinct reflection of their thoughts, even personality to some extent. 

Personal web pages are made to help their authors express themselves frankly and 

openly, which means that its language is the expression of Personal web pages 

author’s natural awareness of language when compared with other language outcomes 

from publication or composition, but not only because it is prevalent through different 

medium. On the other hand, there are less constrains from others to language on 

Personal web pages when compared with other internet medium like ICQ or MSN, 

quick and easy to understand for interactional communication are not required in 

self-published ‘home page’. In other words, it is more like a kind of the author’s 

monologue but not dialogue among people on self-published ‘home page’. Beside, 

they were very popular in Hong Kong and it is easy to collect enough materials of 

them for investigation, but there are insufficient and unsystematic qualitative and 

quantitative researches on both of them by far. Regarding all the points discussed 

above, the language on Personal web pages in Hong Kong was chosen to be 

investigated in this study.  
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To construct a corpus for this study, we first screened out 3012 Personal web pages 

made during the period from 2000 to 2004 in Hong Kong websites which provide 

Internet space for building Personal Web pages, with the help of search engines 

in www.google.com.hk and www.yahoo.com.hk. Then questionnaires were sent to the 

authors of these pages to collect their personal information, via Email or message 

board provided at the pages for authors’ communication with readers. Finally, 248 

authors replied to the questionnaire after three rounds of questionnaire sending.  

 

We then collected texts from these 248 Personal web pages. Due to Hong Kong 

linguistic environment, the texts were written in Chinese (including both modern 

standard Chinese and Cantonese) and English.  
 
This study is aiming to identify the influence of English on written Chinese on 

Personal Web Pages in Hong Kong. It begins by identifying Romanized expressions 

that reflect the influence of English or Chinese, corresponding to existing studies. And 

this study goes on to observe distinctive expressions which are potentially specific to 

the Hong Kong context, which have not been much dealt with in previous studies.  
 
 
 
4. Findings 
 
4.1 Individual letters of English alphabet in the data 
 

It is found that individual letters of the English alphabet are used with Chinese 

morpheme together as a lexicon in the data. For example, 低 B (low IQ), M 記 

(McDonald), S 路 (Dead end). Among these, B stands for a lower category in class 

grouping, when M is the abbreviation of an English name “McDonald” and S is the 

initial consonant in the Pinyin of Chinese word “死 [si3]”, which represents the 

meaning of “dead”. Beside A, B, C and X, other letters such as E, S, Y can also 
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replace the indefinite pronoun in Chinese “某”, or“某人”(both meaning “someone”) in 

the data. For instance, A 君 (Mr. A), E 同學 (classmate E), 同學 s (classmate s), 朋

友 a (friend a), XXXX 獎 (prize xxxx), YYYY 獎 (prize YYYY), xxx 先生 (Mr. 

xxx). The versatile letter B and D, mentioned by Li (1999), still can be seen in our 

data. D is still used as a phonetic loan to lend written representation to two 

grammatical morphemes in Cantonese as a comparative marker and a classifier 

denoting “a quantity of either countable things or uncountable substances”; B, still 

addresses baby, but not human being’s baby this time, animal’s. 

 

Excerpt 1 

蝦 B (baby shrimp) 

Excerpt 2 

有 d 人未番 la。(A lot of people have not come back.) 

(我)又好希望個暑假可以過得耐 d。((I) suddenly hope the summer holiday could be longer.) 

 
 
4.2 Shortenings of English words in the data 
 
Shortenings of English words are commonly seen in the data. 2 types of the 

shortenings are identified in the data: I. English acronyms, II. Syllabic abbreviation of 

English words.  
 
Type I. English acronyms 
 
Unlike individual English letters used typically at the sub-lexical level, English-based 

acronyms stand for words which together signify full lexical meanings in this data. 

Acronyms recorded from the data under 9 domains are summarized as follows: 
 

 Science, technology and telecommunications: CD (Compact Disc), VCD (View Compact 

Disc), DVD (Digital Video Disc), CDR (Compact Disc-Recordable), HD (Hard disk), MD 
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(Mini Disc), DC (Digital camera), IE (Internet Protocol), IP (Internet Protocol), IT 

(Internet Technology), SMS (Short message service), ICQ (I seek you), BBS (Bulletin 

board system) 

 Names of corporate organizations and/or logos: UBC (University of British Columbia), 

HKU (Hong Kong University), UST (University of Science and Technology), BU (Baptist 

University), SCM (School of Creative Media), YMCA (Young Men's Christian 

Association) 

 Education: ET (English Teacher), GPA (Grade Point Average), PE (Physical Education), 

UE (University English), BA (Bachelor of Arts), VA (Visual Arts) 

 Geographical name：MK (Mong Kok), CWB (Causeway Bay), IFC (International Finance 

Centre), MMLC (Multi Media Learning Center)  

 Banking, business, economics and finance: HSBC (The Hongkong and Shanghai 

Banking Corporation), HMV (His Master's Voice), KFC (Kentucky Fried Chicken)  

 Public transportation companies: KCR (Kowloon-Canton Railway), MTR (Mass Transit 

Railway) 

 Various job titles: DJ (Disc Jockey) 

 Psychological disposition: EQ (Educational Quotient) 

 Miscellaneous: VIP (Very Important Person), OT (Over Time), SARS (Severe Acute 

Respiratory Syndrome) 

 
Most acronyms above are broadly accepted in English, except ET, abbreviated from 

“English Teacher”. It is possible for users to follow the formation of acronym to make 

up this initialism by themselves. 

 
 
Type II. Syllabic abbreviation of English words  
 
Some English word is shortened to an initial syllable (see Excerpt 3) or several initial 

syllables (see Excerpt 4) in the data. Among these, a few had showed up in previous 

researches and been broadly know in traditional mediums, such as “q (question)” in 
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“Q & A (question and answer)” and “U (university)” in “入 U (enter university)”, but 

most just stuck your eyes in recent years and people just can not guess their original 

meanings out very easily, based on the way they look like. “cong (congratulations)” is 

a good case in point – you may be curious to know why you get a response about 

“congress” (abbreviated to “cong”) from your friend, when you tell him/her you have 

just got a great job offer. What is worth to mention, Syllabic abbreviations formed 

from several initial syllables tend to control the number of initial syllables of each 

abbreviation within 2. For example, there are 2 consonants “s, c” and 2 vowels “o, i” 

in the abbreviation “soci (sociology”), and 2 consonants “c, s” and 1 vowel “o” in 

“cos (costume play)”. The numbers of sounds in the two abbreviations are different, 

but they have one thing in common: the numbers of syllables in these two are both 2, 

which also apply to abbreviations “Mech (Mechanics), pre (prepare), sem (semester), 

tuto (tutorial), uni (university)”. 

 

Excerpt 3 

E (Email), d (delete), K (Karaoke), o (orientation), q (question), U (university) 

Excerpt 4 

cong (congratulations), cos (costume play), din (dinner), ID (identity), in (interview), Mech 

(Mechanics), off (offline), on (online), pre (prepare), sem (semester), soci (sociology), tuto 

(tutorial), uni (university), Up (upload) 

 

Another kind of syllabic abbreviation is formed from 2 or 3 consonants of an English 

word or several English words, as shown below. Again, the similarity among them is 

the 2-syllable control, because a consonant is able to make a syllable alone.  

 

Excerpt 5 

BB (baby), BBQ (barbeque), D/L (download), fwd (forward), gd (good), hr (hour), thx (thank), 

fd (friend), bb (bye bye), gf (girl friend) 

 
 

4.3 English words in the data 
 

An unabbreviated English word could supplant a Chinese morpheme in a Chinese 
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word, or a Chinese word in a Chinese phrase. For instance, “snow” is the substitute of 

“雪 (snow)” in “snow 條 (popsicle)”, whilst “oral” is the replacement of “口語 

(oral)” in “Oral 堂 (conversation course )”. 

 

It is obvious that what the English words mentioned above replace are their 

counterparts in Chinese. Both of them represent same meaning. Nevertheless, the 

situation changes when English words started to take the place of Chinese (including 

Cantonese) words. The English words may have the similar pronunciation with the 

Chinese (including Cantonese) words, but it does not indicate that they refer to same 

meaning, as shown in table 1. 
Table 1 Examples of English words replacing irrelevant- meaning Chinese (including Cantonese) words with 

similar pronunciation in the data 

No. Substitute English 

Word  

Target Chinese (including 

Cantonese ) word 

Examples from the data 

1 

do [du:] 
嘟 [du1]  

(an onomatopoeic word, 

imitating the sound the 

Octopus Card makes in 

transaction) 

入MTR station,搵銀包" do do",銀包尼??? 

((I) could not find my wallet when I wanted 

to get my octopus card2 out from it to 

enter the MTR station.) 

2 

side [said] 
晒 [saai3]  

(completely) 

仲要唱到走side音。 

((He/She) is not singing in the right key.) 

3 

side [said]  [sai1] 
(waste) 

係" side"墨又點呀。 

(I am wasting the ink, so what?) 

4 

sit [sit] 
蝕 [sit6] 

(lose) 

仍然係"sit"曬!!  

(It is still completely losing.) 

 

It is interesting to note that, in table 1, most of these English words are put in 

quotation marks by the users (e.g. example 1, 3 and 4). This may suggest that users 

are actually aware of the ‘non-standardness’ of replacing Chinese words with English 

words in Chinese sentences.  
 
                                                 
2 The Octopus card is a rechargeable contactless stored value smart card used to transfer electronic payments in 
online or offline systems in Hong Kong. 
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4.4 Coined Chinese (including Cantonese) Romanization in the data 
 

It can be noted that, some Chinese (including Cantonese) words are romanized into 

English according to the Chinese (including Cantonese) pronunciation. Sentence-final 

particles are the most likely to be Romanized in the data, which can be seen in table 2. 
 

Table 2 Examples of ‘Romanized’ Chinese (including Cantonese) final particles in the data 

No. Coined Romanized Particle  Target particle Examples from the data 

1 

ar 
啊/呀 [aa3] 你究竟講呢d野有咩目的ar? 

(Why are you saying this, what do you want?) 

2 

bor 
啵 [bo1] 而且又凍bor... 

(by the way, it is cold here.) 

3 

ga  [gaa3] 
 

我唔知自己明唔明ga。 

(I do not know if I can get the point.) 

4 

ga la 
喇 [gaa3 

laa1] 

其實前人做左ga la。 

(Actually, some one did it before.) 

5 

ga lei 
呢 [gaa3 

ne1] 

妳話係幾咁好ga lei~ 

(Do not you think it is good?) 

6 

ga ma 
嘛 [gaa3 

maa3] 

咁佢嗰份野係最難、講Business北上ga ma。 

(His/her assignment about moving business 

from Hong Kong to Northern China is the most 

difficult.) 

7 

ga wor 
喎 [gaa3 

wo3/5] 

個d野真係要記ga wor。 

(You need to remember that by heart.) 

8 

jar 
咋[zaa3] 

 

都只係3個月試用~jar。 

(The probation period is only 3 months.) 

9 

jer  [ze1] 都唔係好好睇jer~ 

(It is not that good) 

10 

la 
啦/喇 [laa1) 但都聽下la。 

(Anyway, it is no harm to listen to him/her/it.) 
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11 

law 
囉 [lo3] Dead Air幾秒law。 

(There was an embarrassing silence for a short 

while.) 

12 

lor 
囉 [lo3] 因為今日要去唱k lor。 

(Because (we) will go to sing karaoke today.) 

13 

lu 
嚕 [lu3] 

 

要開始溫lu~ 

(It is time to start to do revision.) 

14 

ma 
嘛 [maa3) 我作最難嗰篇先ma~ 

(I will start with the most difficult assignment.) 

15 

po 
啵 [bo1] 今日全日都係度做po~~ 

(I have stuck here all day long.) 

16 

tim  [tim1] 
 

冇講全名tim。 

(He/She did not tell me his/her full name) 

17 

wor 
喎 [wo3/5] Econ做MC又好似識識地wor。 

(It seemed like that Econ know how to emcee.) 

 

 

This is probably because most of the character representations of these items are not 

available in the standard character set. Hence, in order to process such characters, a 

supplementary character set called Hong Kong Supplementary Character Set (香港增

補字符集) has to be installed on the computers, but some Personal web pages authors 

may not want to put extra effort to install these characters so that they would rather 

‘invent’ some spellings to replace character representations.  

 

 

 

However, not only particles are Romanized, some interesting ‘spellings’ are found in 

normal Chinese words and short phrases, as shown in the following table 3. 

 
Table 3 Examples of ‘Romanized’ Chinese (including Cantonese) expressions in the data 
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No. Romanized Expression  Target Expression Examples from the data 

1 

aiya 
哎呀 [ai1 ya] 

(lumme, a word used for 

emphasis) 

aiya...蠢左。 

(Gee, how stupid I am!) 

2 

Awong 
阿王/黃 [a1 wong4] 

(a nickname for a person 

whose surname is 王/黃

[wong4]) 

免得又比Awong問到口啞啞。 

I need to do something to avoid having no 

answer once Awong asks me. 

3 

bili bala 
嗶里啪啦 [bi1 li3 pai1 la1 ] 

(an onomatopoeic word, 

imitating the crackling of 

fire) 

大家咁耐冇見所以都bili bala咁講左好耐

呀。 

(We have not seen each other for a long 

time, so we chattering for a long while.) 

4 

BT 
變態 [bian4 tai4] 

(freaky) 

行為仲好BT。 

(He/She acts like a freak.) 

5 

Dee  
得 [dak1] 

(ok) 

Dee唔Dee啊？ 

(Is it ok?) 

6 

lee 
呢 [ni1] 

(this) 

lee度同香港好唔同。 

(It differs from Hong Kong here.) 

7 

sin 
先 [sin1] 

(first) 

唔通真係一個week之後sin俾佢mei？ 

(I really can send it to him/her a week 

later?) 

 

 

It makes sense that it is kind of difficult to input the particles into Personal web pages 

so their authors chose to express them in a comparatively easy way. But why they did 

same thing to these normal words or phrases? Technically speaking, it does not 

require a lot of time to input them, which rejects the excuse of complicated procedure 

of inputting. A reasonable explanation is that the authors feel more comfortable when 

using English letters rather than Chinese characters. So here comes some completely 

Romanized sentences as below: 
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Excerpt 6 

Lay ho disturbing lor! (You are very disturbing!) 

Shing shuk ng hei gum lor. (It is not mature behavior.) 

 

4.5 English tense markers in the data 
 
As known, the concept of tense is not applicable in Chinese, but implied in temporal 

adverbs when needed. However, “-ing”, a suffix added to verbs for use in the active 

present tense in English, is put behind Chinese nouns and verbs to represent the tense 

without adverbs: 

 

Excerpt 7 

我的小美紗就.........[消音ing] (My little Meisha3 is muting herself.) 

現在陷入自我恐慌 ing.................. (I am being seized with a big panic now.) 

而家薯條 ing．．．好味  ( (I am) having fried potato chips. They are so yummy!) 

 

 
5. Discussion and conclusion 
 
It seems that the range of the usage of English letters is broader in the written Chinese 

of Personal web pages in Hong Kong. They have more functions – they have become 

much stronger when more letters joined them to replace the indefinite pronoun in 

Chinese (i.e. “E 同學 (classmate E), YYYY 獎 (prize YYYY)”); They have become 

more versatile after “B” could address animal’s baby beside human being’s baby; they 

can not only represent English words (i.e. “M (McDonald)”), but also be on behalf of 

Chinese words (i.e. “S (死) [si3]”), when they are the initial consonants of Chinese 

words’ pinyin. We can interpret it as the result of the sharing of Latin letters in pinyin 

and English words. Unexpectedly, the result has led more. English letters are found to 

be used together to be the abbreviations of English words in the data. No matter that 

the shortenings are universally acknowledged or not, they showed up anyway. For 

                                                 
3 A Japanese cartoon character, which was developed into a prototype of a popular toy. 
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example, most people will get that “IT” is short for “Internet Technology” very 

quickly, whilst they take time to think through the relationship between “soci” and 

“sociology)”, and “fwd” and “forward”. Meanwhile, with no relevance in the meaning, 

some Chinese (including Cantonese) words are Romanized into the compound of 

English letters according to the Chinese (including Cantonese) pronunciation, such as 

Sentence-final particles (i.e. “tim” supplanted “  [tim1]” in “冇講全名 tim。(He/She 

did not tell me his/her full name)”), so are some words (i.e. “sin” supplanted “先 

[sin1] (first)” in “唔通真係一個 week 之後 sin 俾佢 mei? (I really can send it to 

him/her a week later?)”) and sentences (i.e. “Lay ho disturbing lor! (You are very 

disturbing!)”). It is easy for users to input most of these kinds of Chinese expressions 

into computers, so we infer that users may be more familiar with English alphabetic 

letters and feel more comfortable and much easier to “write” English alphabetic letters 

on the Personal web pages in Hong Kong – that is probably why they chose English 

alphabetic letters over Chinese characters in the data. Similarly, it is not surprising 

that Chinese (including Cantonese) words are replaced with English words which 

have similar pronunciation by users, even though they differ greatly from each other 

in meaning. For example, English word “side [said] ”a is similar to Chinese word “晒 

[saai3] (completely)” in pronunciation, but they are totally irrelevant in meaning, but 

“side [said] ” took the place of “晒 [saai3] (completely)” in “仲要唱到走 side 音。

((He/She) is not singing in the right key.)” anyway. 
 
Not only aiming at the lexical level, users also tried to bring the concept of tense in 

English to Chinese on the grammatical level. The case that “-ing”, a suffix added to 

verbs for use in the active present tense in English, is attached to Chinese noun “薯條 

(fried potato chips)” in sentence “而家薯條 ing．．．好味  ( (I am) having fried potato 

chips. They are so yummy!)”, expressed users’ intention in an obvious way. 
 
No doubt that the influence of English on written Chinese on Personal web pages in 
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Hong Kong is frequently seen from various aspects. Nevertheless, it seems that there 

is still some weak opposing force. English words put in quotation marks are also 

found in the data (i.e. “side (representing “waste”)” in the sentence “係‘side’墨又點

呀。 (I am wasting the ink, so what?)”) This may show users’ awareness of 

‘non-standardness’ of replacing Chinese words with meaning-irrelevant English 

words only because of their similar pronunciations.  

 

What is more, the way of forming some syllabic abbreviations from several initial 

syllables of an English word or several English words provided some evidence that 

Chinese influences English in the written Chinese of Personal web pages in Hong 

Kong, too. As noted, some syllabic abbreviations tend to control the number of initial 

syllables of each abbreviation within 2 (i.e. “Mech (Mechanics), pre (prepare), sem 

(semester), tuto (tutorial), uni (university)”). This phenomenon also appeared in the 

kind of syllabic abbreviation formed from 2 or 3 consonants of an English word or 

several English words (i.e. “BB (baby), BBQ (barbeque), D/L (download), fwd 

(forward), gd (good), hr (hour), thx (thank), fd (friend), bb (bye bye), gf (girl friend)”). 

In Chinese, acronym describes short forms that take the first character of each 

multi-character element. For example, “Beijing University—Beijing Daxue (literally, 

北京大学)”, is widely known as Beida (literally,北大). Wang (2000) stated that the 

popular use of the shortened disyllabic Chinese word indicates that the double 

character form has become the paradigm of Chinese word-formation due to its very 

strong ability of word generation. Thus, we could speculate that the disyllabic 

abbreviation was born under the impact of Chinese to a certain extent. 
 

Based on what we stated above, it is safe to conclude that English has influenced a lot 

on the written Chinese of Personal web pages in Hong Kong at various aspects. 

However, we also see that Chinese has started to fight for itself in some way here, but 

we are not sure if it is a signal telling us that Chinese will turn the table in the future, 

or it is just a symbol of showing the tendency of English’s styling locally in Hong 
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Kong. Further quantitative researches are needed to explore this issue deeper. 
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Syncretism and Personification in Anton Chekhov’s   
The Steppe 

 
 

The year 2008 marks the 120th anniversary of the publication of 

Chekhov’s The Steppe: Story of a Journey (Step’: Istoria odnoi poezdki), 

one of the longest and most serious works up to that point in his literary 

career. With this tale he made his debut in Northern Messenger (Severnyi 

vestnik), a prominent intellectual journal. An epopee, The Steppe almost 

immediately caused him to be recognized as a great artist. It represents a 

significant milestone in Chekhov’s literary development. 

Since critics have focused on various artistic features of The Steppe, it 

is surprising that no substantive analysis has appeared of its syncretism, the 

artistic utilization of the combination of diverse sensory phenomena and 

personification, devices which figure prominently in The Steppe and are 

characteristic of Chekhov’s overall literary craftsmanship.1  

                                                 
1For interesting analyses offering relevant discussion of syncretism and personification in The Steppe see: 
Thomas Winner, Chekhov and His Prose (New York, Chicago, San Francisco: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
1966 ), pp. 45-56; Nils Åke Nilsson, Studies in Čechov’s Narrative Technique:‘The Steppe’ and ‘The 
Bishop’ (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1968); Peter M. Bitsilli, Chekhov’s Art: A Stylistic Analysis, 
Toby W. Clyman & Edwina J. Cruise, trans. (Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1983), pp. 33, 84-92; Michael Finke,  
“Chekhov’s ‘Steppe’: A Metapoetic Journey” in Anton Chekhov Rediscovered: A Collection of New Studies 
With a Comprehensive Bibliography; E.S. Afanas’ev, “Ironicheskii epos Chekhova: O povesti ‘Step’,” 
Izvestiia Akademii Nauk, Seriia Literatury i Iazyka 60, No. 6 (2001): 27-33; Leon Burnett, “Colour and 
Composition in Ibsen and Chekhov,” Neo-Formalist Papers: Contributions to the Silver Jubilee 
Conference to Mark 25 Years of the Neo-Formalist Circle, Joe Andrew and Robert Reid, eds. (Amsterdam, 
Atlanta, GA: Rodopi, 1998), pp. 200-221; David Maxwell, “A System of Symbolic Gesture in Čexov’s 
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The author had mixed feelings about The Steppe’s artistic merits.  In a 

letter to D.V. Grigorovich, dated January 12, 1888, he expressed his 

dissatisfaction with its “encyclopedic” quality, noting that his “first pancake 

had turned out a dumpling” (Pis’ma 2: 173).2 However, writing to A. 

Lazarev-Gruzinski, February 4, 1888, he referred to it as “my chef-

d’oeuvre” (Pis’ma 2: 187). Critical appraisal of the tale over the years points 

to a consensus that it is indeed a masterpiece.   

In the letter to Grigorovich Chekhov also stated he was depicting in 

The Steppe: 

A plain, lilac distances, shepherds, Jews, priests, thunder storms at 
night, the inns, wagon trains, steppe birds, and so on…  All chapters 
are interconnected and closely related…  I am trying to give them a 
common smell, and a common tone … I feel … there are passages that 
smell of hay … perhaps it will open the eyes of my contemporaries 
and show them what riches, what treasures of beauty, have yet 
remained untouched and how much space there still is for the Russian 
artist (emphasis added).  
 
Syncretism of sense impressions—color, sounds, smells and 

tactility—and the device of personification are employed to convey a sense 

of the beauty and mystery of the steppe.  

 

Syncretism 

Color 

The opening pages of The Steppe offer a striking example of the 

utilization of color. As the child protagonist, Egorushka, leaves his home 

                                                                                                                                                 
‘Step',’ Slavic and East European Journal, Vol. 17, No. 2 (1973): 146-154 and Jerome H. Katsell, 
“”Čexov’s The Steppe Revisited,” Slavic and East European Journal, Vol. 22, No. 3 (1978): 313-323.   
2 References to Chekhov’s letters are to A. P. Chekhov, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii i pisem v tridtsati 
tomakh, N. F. Bel’chikov et al., eds. (Moscow:  Nauka ,  1974-83) and will be cited as Pis’ma, volume 
number and page number.  References to The Steppe (Step’) are also to this edition, Sochineniia vol. 7 and 
will be noted in the text by page number. 
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town to begin a journey filled with many uncertainties, his feeling is 

comparable to experiencing paradise lost. As he moves away from the town, 

the spectrum of town colors so familiar to him gradually blends into “a sea 

of white”: 

The boy gazed at the familiar places, while the hateful carriage flew 
by and left them all behind.  After the prison he caught glimpses of 
black grimy foundries, followed by the snug green cemetery 
surrounded by a wall of cobblestones; white crosses and tombstones 
nestling among green cherry-trees and looking in the distance like 
patches of white, peeped out gaily from behind the wall. Egorushka 
remembered that when the cherries were in blossom those white 
patches had melted with the flowers into a sea of white, and that when 
the cherries were ripe the white tombstones and crosses were dotted 
with splashes of red like bloodstains (14; emphasis added). 
 
This is one of the most impressionistic descriptions found in Chekhov.  

Egorushka’s loss of the spectrum familiar to him is conveyed in such a way 

that the band of colored lights appears to be refracted back into a prism 

thereby again forming white light. Having lost his spectrum, Egorushka tries 

to replace it with the elusive “lilac distance” which is mentioned in the story 

no fewer than ten times and serves most effectively to convey the steppe’s 

mystery. Although Egorushka loses the “lilac distance” when it 

“disappear[s] in the black night-mist” (45), he regains it the next morning 

and some of the spectral colors in the context of the description of the great 

wide steppe road (48-49).  

Here, as in The Beauties (1888), Gusev (1890), The Duel (1891), and 

elsewhere, lilac evokes positive associations. It enhances the beauty of 

nature Chekhov indicated he had intended to convey and exerts a positive 

influence on man’s state of mind – in The Steppe, on Egorushka.  
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The following description is representative of the many word pictures 

found in The Steppe:  

At first blinding spots of light, then rainbow colors and dark patches 
flitted before [Egorushka’s] eyes […]. He saw something cloudy-
green like a sky on a moonlit night […]. The other bank was thickly 
overgrown with reeds; it was golden in the sun” (57).   
 
Chekhov’s use of color imagery and color words in The Steppe is 

extensive, imaginative, and complex.  He color codes the nine-year-old hero 

Egorushka with the color red.  The most distinct feature of the boy’s attire is 

his bright red shirt, magnetic in attracting attention, and mentioned 

numerous times throughout the story. We are informed that the little boy Tit 

stares at Egorushka’s red shirt which “tempted and caressed him” (25).  The 

color red forms one of the most striking chromatic strands running through 

the fabric of this vast, tightly woven, impressionistic canvas depicting the 

steppe and the people in it. The color red in Chekhov’s entire creative opus 

signifies passion, youth and vitality as well as blood, murder, anger, and 

embarrassment. Youth and vitality certainly characterize Egorushka. 

According to Goethe, the color red is “partly actu, partly potentia.”3 

Egorushka reacts to nature and people throughout the story.  The epithet 

“hateful carriage” (nenavistnaia brichka; 14) mentioned earlier reflects 

Egorushka’s view of it.  His strong outpouring of hate for Dymov, the 

Dostoevskian sadistic bully, is indicative of the passion within him during 

his childhood and suggests the potential role it may play in his adulthood. 

Toward the end of the story, Egorushka is addressed by his full first name 

and patronymic, Grigorii Nikolaich. His first name, as noted by Savely 

                                                 
3 J. W. von Goethe, Theory of Colours; translated from the German with notes by Charles Lock Eastlake 
(Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Press, 1970; reprint of 1840 edition, by John Murray, London), pp. 313-314. 
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Senderovich, brings to mind St. George the Dragonslayer,4 and his 

patronymic is related to the Greek name “Nikolaos,” the first part of which 

“Nike,” means victory.  

The Steppe offers a chromatic world consisting of red, purple, black, 

gray, green, yellow, blue and shades of other colors. 

Chekhov uses morphological similarity to emphasize the symbiotic 

relationship existing between characters and setting. David Maxwell notes 

the morphological similarity of “makh-verbs,” i.e., verbal forms which share 

the root makh as in “makhat’” (“to wave”) and emphasize the theme of 

hopelessness.5 Another significant and even more ubiquitous morphological 

similarity exists in the case of adjectival forms which share the root “kras” 

and emphasize the theme of vitality and beauty.  From the opening page, the 

motif of red color is mentioned in reference to Father Khristofor’s “red face” 

(litso ego bylo krasno; 13), indicative of his predilection for alcohol, and the 

priest’s and uncle’s “wonderful mood” (prekrasnoe nastroenie; 13).  The red 

color motif is continued through reference to Egorushka’s “red shirt” 

(krasnaya rubakha; 14), repeated numerous times; the Countess, a “beautiful 

woman” (krasivaia zhenshchina; 43); the “beautiful steppe” (prekrasna 

step’; 45); Emelian’s “red face” (krasnoe litso; 50); Kiruha’s face and neck 

“red as a lobster” (krasny, kak kumach; 54); Moisei Moiseich’s wife’s “red 

dress spotted with black” (krasnoe […] plat’e s chernymi krapinkami; 38); 

Egorushka’s anger toward Dymov causes his face to become “reddened” 

(pokrasnel; 54); although evil, Dymov seems “handsome and unusually 

                                                 
4 Savely Senderovich, “Anton Chekhov and St. George the Dragonslayer (An Introduction to the Theme),” 
Anton Chekhov Rediscovered: A Collection of New Studies With a Comprehensive Bibliography, Savely 
Senderovich and Munir Sendich, eds. (East Lansing, MI: Russian Language Journal, 1987), pp. 167-168. 
5 Maxwell, p. 146. 
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strong” (krasivyi i neobyknovenno sil’nyi; 55), and the lonely poplar tree is 

called “a handsome lad” (krasavets; 17).  

The color red, a primary color, has at times a positive and at other 

times a negative connotation in The Steppe. The vicious dogs attacking the 

wagon train and Dymov both have “red eyes” (krasnye glaza; 95).  Red eyes 

in Chekhov are emblematic of evil or demonic qualities.  As mentioned 

above, the most striking example of a positive connotation of the color red is 

associated with Egorushka’s red shirt. Even though Tit may not have been 

fully aware of “how pleasant the red color was” (kak priiatnyi krasnyi tsvet; 

25), “the red color of the shirt allured and tempted him [Tit]” (krasnyi tsvet 

rubakhi manil i laskal ego; 25).6 Manifestations of positive and negative 

aspects of man and nature are conveyed most often through the color red.  

Repeated use of the morphological similarity of “kras-adjectives” 

demonstrates effectively the interconnectedness of everything in The Steppe, 

underscores that both positive and negative elements are integral parts of 

The Steppe’s organic whole, and helps lend thematic and compositional 

unity to the work. That the adjective “krasnyi” also means “beautiful,” 

enhances the overall image of the beauty of the steppe (prekrasna step’). 

The repeated root “kras” stresses the vitality of the steppe and the 

characters, and is one of many elements linking The Steppe’s varied and 

complex human and natural phenomena. 

Although the pervasive, energizing color in The Steppe is red, which 

excites the senses and is considered “the color of colors,” and in the color 

dynamics of the story often serves as an indicator of Egorushka’s 

                                                 
6 Finke is one of the few critics who discuss the role of the color red in The Steppe. 
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psychological state, the color black7 is also an important chromatic 

component. When Countess Dranitskaia arrives at the inn, her entrance is 

announced by the onomatopoeic “Vdrug zavizzhala dver’” (“suddenly the 

swing-door squeaked” [42]—a negatively-laden sound effect).  We are told 

that “A light breeze blew over Egorushka, and it seemed to him that some 

large black bird poised just above his face and waved its wings” (bol’shaia 

chernaia ptitsa […] u samogo litsa ego vzmakhnula kryl’iami; 42). The 

Countess, who reminds us of a bird of prey, has “black eyebrows” (chernye 

brovi; 42), wears a “black dress” (chernoe plat’e; 42), has “brown eyes” 

(karye glaza; 42), and “black horses” (chernye loshadi;  43 ). Her Polish 

surname is related to the noun “drań” (“rotter”). In most instances in 

Chekhov, black is a negative color code and “black eyebrows” are generally 

a distinctively negative, often demonic trait. Behind the Countess’s façade of 

beauty lurks something quite sinister. When Egorushka later recalls her with 

great fondness, immediately afterward we read: “Two little red eyes were 

growing ever smaller and smaller” (dva malen’kikh krasnykh glaza, 

stanovi[lis’] vse men’she i men’she; 78). Although the “red eyes” are 

literally the dying remains of a fire, in Chekhov they are often associated 

with the devil.8 Their juxtaposition with the image of the Countess 

reinforces our negative impression of her. Egorushka, in his naïveté, is 

mesmerized by the Countess’s beauty, her “magnificent fragrance” 

(velikolepnyi zapakh; 42) and kisses.9 We recall that the half-witted Kirukha 

                                                 
7 To be sure, strictly speaking, black and white, as Leon Burnett points out, are not primary colors rather, 
they exist “entirely outside the chromatic spectrum” (208). 
8 For example, the “two red lights” (krasnye ogon’ki ) in The Island of Sakhalin, also signify the eyes of the 
devil.  The symbolism of the “two red spots” in The Seagul, Act I, is made explicit by the words: “eyes of 
the devil, father of eternal matter.” 
9 Chekhov was very fond of M. Iu. Lermontov’s writing.  The demonic, “winged” Countess kissing 
Egorushka reminds us of Lermontov’s winged demon in The Demon (1829-1841) kissing Tamara and 
bringing about  her death. 
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whose voice and laugh betray “insurmountable stupidity” (neprokhodimaia 

glupost’; 52) and who helps Dymov kill a harmless garter snake, has a 

“bushy black beard” (chernaia okladistaia boroda; 52) and that Moisei 

Moiseich’s beard is “black like India ink” (chernaia, kak tush […] boroda; 

30). Surprisingly, Dymov, the most negative character in the tale, has flaxen 

hair and is beardless. In Chekhov’s world, there are very few real villains.  

The color black in his works, as in most Western cultures, is the emblem of 

death. Characters color coded black are mostly negative and those who 

associate with them usually experience unhappiness.  We are reminded of 

Goethe’s potentia and actu. 

The color gray, traditionally emblematic of dull, monotonous, 

vegetative existence, of poshlost’, posseses this symbolism in The Steppe. 

Vasia, who is blessed with unusually keen eyesight, nevertheless has “dull, 

gray little eyes” (mutnye serye glazki; 55), and resembles “a wild animal” 

when he devours a live minnow; the “gray walls” of Moisei Moiseich’s inn, 

and the two “gray-framed” wall hangings, heavily speckled with fly feces 

are, among other motifs, strongly suggestive of his gray, neglectful, petty, 

death-in-life type existence. He wears a “black frock-coat” (chernyi siurtuk; 

30) and a “waistcoat with a pattern of ginger flowers rather resembling 

gigantic bugs” (zhiletka s ryzhimi tsvetami, pokhozhi na gigantskikh klopov; 

30). He is a typical Gogolian character living in a self-created Gogolian 

environment.10 Father Khristofor who wears a “gray linen caftan,” a “wide-

                                                 
10  In addition to the The Steppe’s beginning being an inversion of the opening description of Dead Souls, 
as has been pointed out by various critics, many other Gogolian motifs are present in The Steppe.  The 
description of Moisei Moiseich and his wife brings to mind the description of  Sobakevich and his wife.  As 
Egorushka, his uncle, and Father Khristofor arrive at Moisei Moiseich’s, they hear coming from the house 
“a sound of glad voices—one  was a man’s, the other a woman’s voice” (30). Moisei Moiseich speaks “in a 
deep bass undertone […], his wife answers him in a high turkey-hen voice.” (39). He is “a tall spare 
figure,” his wife is “large [and] very fat.”  He wears “white trousers and a velvet waistcoat with a pattern of 
reddish flowers […] resembling gigantic bugs,” she wears “a red spotted black flannel costume” (30, 38). 
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brimmed black hat” and “a colored belt” often displays traits of banality and 

triteness.  Perhaps the most effective use of the color gray in The Steppe is in 

the portrayal of the mysterious, romanticized merchant Varlamov who turns 

out to be strikingly prosaic: he is a small gray-clad man whose sunburned 

face has little blue veins, he has a speech defect, and he is sitting on “a 

homely little horse” (nekrasivoi [literally “not beautiful”] loshadenke; 79).  

The concluding pages of the story, when Egorushka arrives at his 

destination, are sprinkled with a variety of colors.  He and his uncle become 

“red-faced” [krasny; 100]) as they search for Nastas’ia Petrovna 

Toskunova’s house (her surname is related to the word “toska,” meaning 

“melancholy,” “depression”—a word which serves as a major refrain 

reflecting man’s and nature’s existential predicament), they pass a “very 

small red house” (krasnen’kii domichek) before arriving at Nastas’ia 

Petrovna’s house “with a red roof and green window-shutters” (s krasnoi 

kryshei i zelenymi stavniami; 101). Egorushka and his uncle are met by a 

“chestnut-colored dog” (ryzhaia sobaka; 101). They find the house 

surrounded by a dilapidated “gray fence” with a very old “gray gate.” One 

side of the fence leans forward, the other backward—only the old gate holds 

them up. The gate symbolizes the opening to his future life. The fence 

suggests shaky, uncertain experiences consisting of advances and setbacks, 

possibly even complete failure.11 The gray color effectively reflects 

Egorushka’s mood and suggests what lies ahead for him.  

                                                                                                                                                 
As Chichikov drives up to Sobakevich’s house he sees two faces peering through the window, “a woman’s 
face […] narrow and long like a cucumber, and man’s face, round and broad like  Moldavian pumpkins.” 
Sobakevich who resembles a mid-size bear, holds his face down,  his wife is very tall and holds her  head 
erect, as straight as a palm tree.” N.V. Gogol’, Mertvye  dushi, Sobranie sochinenii v semi tomakh, S.I 
Mashinskii et al., eds.  (Moskva: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1967), vol.  5, p. 110.  
11 In a letter to Grigorovich, dated February 5, 1888 (Pis’ma  2: 190), Chekhov indicated he planned to 
continue the story and that Egorushka would eventually commit suicide. 
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Following exciting and at times frightening experiences in the vast, 

colorful, mysterious, free and unrestrained steppe, with its rich variety of 

vegetation and bird life, Egorushka ends up in a little house with potted 

flowers and a single caged bird, a starling, which does not utter a sound 

while the uncle and Nastasia Petrovna speak in a voice “as if there was a 

corpse in the room” (104).  As Egorushka is left behind, his uncle waves his 

crooked stick and Father Khristofor his staff. The two are like the windmill 

with its two different wings and, like the windmill which is lost to 

Egorushka forever, these two men are also lost to him—he senses that he 

will never see them again. 

Other colors including green, yellow, blue and white complete the 

iridescence of the spectrum in the story.  

The color green offers dual symbolism. When referring to nature, it 

suggests positive life-engendering connotations, fertility, natural abundance, 

and harmony. While diving, Egorushka sees “something muddy-green 

similar to the sky on moonlit nights” (chto-to mutno-zelenoe, pokhozhee na 

nebo v lunnuiu noch’; 57), an effective simile stressing the unity of nature. 

That Egorushka thoroughly enjoys his diving experience suggests his close 

link with nature. Consider also the mention of “green thick luxuriant reed-

grass” (zelenaia gustaia, pyshnaia osoka; 20), “the solitary poplar’s green 

attire” (odinokogo topolia […] zelenoi odezhdy; 17), and the “pale-green 

star-sprinkled sky” (bledno-zelenoe, usypannoe zvezdami nebo; 46). Green 

is an invertible color. When it is used to describe people or their possessions, 

the associations are usually negative. This is true of Nastas’ia Petrovna’s 

“green shutters” and Moisei Moiseich’s wife’s “green rag” containing 

gingerbreads. Pantelei drinks from a “green icon lamp” which is appropriate 
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to his being an Old Believer, but it also suggests he is superstitious and 

signifies his being out of step with the contemporary church.   

When the color blue, another primary color is utilized to describe 

nature, the connotations in Chekhov are usually positive. Numerous nature 

descriptions end with a reference to the “distant blue sky” or “the blue 

expanse of space” which signify freedom and dreams of a brighter future. 

Whereas blue is equated with water and the sky, green is equated with plant 

life—a natural, life-sustaining duo.  Blue also suggests unity, harmony and 

tranquility and evokes wide open spaces, making it ideally suitable for 

describing the steppe. Consider “the river shimmering blue” (sinela reka; 

48) and the “blue crow sitting on a branch” (vetla s sinei rakshei; 17).  A 

mixed connotation is generated by the “gray-blue transparent cloud hanging 

over the village” (sizoi prozrachnoi pelenoi visel nad derevnei; 48), which 

foreshadows the powerful storm.  For the most part in Chekhov, when a 

person is color coded blue, the association is also positive.  For example, in 

The Three Sisters, Ol’ga’s blue, in psychoanalytic terminology, is an index 

of ego-strength. It is also emblematic of her dignity, tenderness, truth, 

dedication and service to humanity and optimism.  In The Steppe, however, 

blue is a negative color for a person. Varlamov’s face is “covered with little 

blue veins,” and the pompous, pretentious man Egorushka sees in church, 

whose “head seemed ready any minute to make away and fly aloft” (golova, 

kazalos’, kazhduiu minutu gotova byla otorvat’sia i poletet’ vverkh; 61), as a 

result of his consciousness of his “excessive merit,” has “a blue clean-

shaven chin” (61).  Moreover, he wears a “well-pressed sandy yellow suit.”  

Characters color coded yellow in Chekhov are nearly always negative.  

Although the primary color yellow is a positive color in reference to nature, 

consider the “bright yellow carpet of wheat” and the “yellow butterflies” 
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chased by Egorushka, the “large yellow cucumbers” picked by Deniska 

rather than green ones, suggest he settles for inferior quality.  

Given his great energy, the color red would have suited Varlamov 

better than his gray color coding.  However, he wears a “white forage-cap,”  

indicative perhaps of a modicum of wholeness.  We have seen a “sea of 

white” portrayed at the outset of the story. The peasant Konstantin Zvonyk is 

the most prominent example of white color coding in the story.  He wears a 

“white shirt” and “white trousers” (belaia rubakha [ i ] belye sharovary), 

and holds a “dead white bustard” (beluiu ubituiu drokhvu; 74). His 

appearance is strange: he is “not good-looking,” “long-nosed,” “long-

armed,” and “long-legged […], everything about him seemed long” 

(“nekrasivyi, dlinnonosyi, dlinnorukii dlinnonogiii […] vse kazalos’ dlinnym; 

74).  He reminds us of the strange “long-footed and long-legged” peasant 

woman who looks “like a heron.” Yet, the strange and rather immature 

Konstantin appears to be seemingly the only completely happy character in 

the story.  His happiness manifests itself especially in his smile. The smile 

motif which is associated with Father Khristofor throughout the story (“his 

broad smile […] seemed as if it would reach the brim of his hat” [kazalos’, 

ulybka zakhvatyvala dazhe polia tsylindra]; 13) is particularly relevant to 

Konstantin.  When he appears it is his smile that is seen first rather than his 

face or clothes. He has a “most unusually kind, broad, gentle smile, like that 

of a waking child, one of those infectious smiles to which it is difficult not to 

respond with a smile” (74). His smile contrasts strongly with Solomon’s 

“strange, complex, scornful smile” (33).  Konstantin’s infectious smile and 

happiness are envied by others who are saddened by the awareness of their 

own unhappiness.  According to traditional color symbolism, white is 

equated with purity, innocence, simplicity and wholeness. These traits and 
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naïveté apply perfectly to Konstantin, the representative of happiness in the 

story. However, his melodramatic “I fell madly, head over heels in love 

[with my wife]” (76),  and “I fell in love … and went crazy” (poliubil do 

smerti, khot’ na shibenitsu polezai…;76),  his inability to recall a single 

word of his speech which persuaded her to accept his declaration of love, his 

excessive excitement about his feelings for her, and the fact that we have 

only his description of the relationship, makes us question the degree of 

veracity of his tale—perhaps he is trying to impress his listeners and his tale 

contains some “white lies.”  

The extensive use of color in The Steppe contributes significantly to 

the success of its cohesiveness and unity. Chekhov had a painter’s awareness 

of color and seldom avoided using at least some color in his portrayal of 

nature, man, and man’s perception of reality. Chekhov himself perceived life 

prismatically as is evidenced by the mysterious, complex, and multicolored 

world portrayed in his works. He was a masterful colorist.  The Steppe and 

many of his other coloristic works would have pride of place in the typology 

of an Impressionist literature. He utilized color in the broader context of the 

highly syncretic character of his art.12    

 

Sounds 

The Steppe is a polyphonic work with several different narrators.13 A 

great variety of sounds underscores the musicality of the work.  Consider 

nature’s melancholy song heard during the noonday rest of the travelers and 

                                                 
12 For an analysis of Chekhov’s use of color see my article “Color in the Works of Anton Chekhov,” Rolf-
Dieter Kluge, ed. Anton P. Čexov: Werk und Wirkung, Vorträge und Diskussionen eines internationalen 
Symposiums in Badenweiler im Oktober 1995, Opera Slavica Neue Folge: Band 18 (Wiesbaden: Otto 
Harrassowitz, 1990), pp. 147-181. 
13 Nilsson, pp. 43-44, has identified several narrators in the work including: the “natural scientist,” the 
“’poetic’ traveler,” and “the impressionist.” 
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its cry for  “A singer! A singer!” (46), and the rhapsody of “the sounds in the 

grass.” A veritable chorus can be heard in the following passage: 

An arctic petrel flew across the road with a cheerful cry, the Siberian 
marmots called to each other in the grass; far away to the left 
somewhere, a peetweet wailed; a covey of partridges, startled by the 
carriage, rose up, and with their soft ‘trrr’ flew away to the hills, 
grasshoppers, crickets, field-mice and mole-rats struck up their 
squeaking monotonous music in the grass (16).  
 
Consider also the wonderful music that fills the steppe air on a July 

night, when the nightingale does not sing and there is no scent of flowers, 

and yet “the steppe is still beautiful and full of life”:  

In the dusk, there arises the sound of a cheerful youthful buzz, which 
does not occur in the day-time; there is buzzing, whistling, scratching; 
steppe-basses, tenors, and trebles all mingle in one incessant 
monotonous sound, to the accompaniment of which it is pleasant to 
think and be melancholy. The monotonous crackling lulls one to sleep 
like a cradle-song (45). 
 
The steppe’s boundless joyful mood is conveyed in passages such as 

the following:  
 
The stream was clear, playfully splashed to the ground, glistened in 
the sun, and, roar[ed] gently as if it imagined itself a strong boisterous 
brook… (20). 

 
 However, similar to Egorushka’s shifting moods, the steppe is prone 

to sudden changes offering quite a different image: “After a short lapse of 

time […] the air lost its freshness and […] the steppe reassumed its 

languishing July appearance […] and the sounds of life died away […].  The 

music in the grass has subsided, the petrel has flown away and there are no 
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partridges to be seen” (16-17).  Peter M. Bitsilli, who admired The Steppe, 

noted quite correctly that it is alternately joyous and sad.14  

Thomas Winner, speaking of syncretism in The Steppe, notes that 

recurrent sound motifs and sound patterns whose meaning is often symbolic 

serve to convey moods. In addition to the “squeaking swing door” (dver’ 

zavizhala) we have mentioned earlier, Winner cites the following uses of 

onomatopoeia: sound of the carriage (ona tarakhtela i vzvizgivala; 13), the 

sound the reapers make (vzhzhi, vzhzhi; 17), bird sounds (Spliu! spliu! spliu!; 

69), and sound of thunder (Trrakh! takh, takh! takh! [...]  trra!..; 86).15 

Winner neglects to cite the description immediately preceding which 

culminates with this sound of thunder and which is intrinsically relevant in 

creating the overall onomatopoeic effect:  “Razdalsia novyi udar […]. Nebo 

uzhe ne gremelo, ne grokhotalo, a izdavalo sukhie, treskuchie, pokhozhie na 

tresk sukhogo dereva, zvuki” (86). Other occurrences of onomatopoeia may 

be cited such as “progremel grom” (29), “grom treshchal po-prezhnemu” 

(88), “Stalo slyshno, kak pod nogami shedshego shurshala trava” (73-74), 

and “govorili shipiashchim shepotom” (90).  Note also the frequent use of 

onomatopoeic verbal forms such as “vskhlipyvaia” (15), “zakhokhotal,” 

“khokhocha” (36), “raskhokhotat’sia” (43) “zakhikhikal” (54), and 

“raskhokhochetsia” (95), and paired rhyming elements such as “khokhotunia 

da pevunia” (typical of Ukrainian folk songs), “pri nei golova khodorom 

khodit” (Ukrainian saying; 76), and “umnaia da razumnaia” (expression 

common to popular tales; 76).  

                                                 
14 Bitsilli, p. 86. 
15 Winner, p. 55.  The critic limits his discussion of syncretism in The Steppe to the some sounds present in 
it. 
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In addition to onomatopoeia, numerous instances of assonance and 

alliteration also contribute to the musicality of the work.  Consider the 

following: 

Pil on snachala s okhotoi, potom cherez silu i do tekh por, poka ostryi 
kholod izo rta ne pobezhal po vsemu telu i poka voda ne polilas’ po 
sorochke (23). 
 
Popolzla po zemle […] polosa (16). 
Zastuchalo po doroge, potom po oglobliam, po tiuku (86). 
...veter so svistom ponessia po stepi (85) 
…zagremel gromko grom, pokatilsia po nebu (85) 
 
Emphasis in all of the above examples is on the consonant vowel 

combination po; in the second example l and l’ palatalized are also 

emphasized; in the fourth example the emphasis is also on the consonant s 

and in the last example the emphasis is also on the combination gr. In the 

following example we find a repeated emphasis on the root kos-, the 

consonants s, v, and the consonantal combinations vz , zv, vzh and zhzh: 

 
…vnizu [...] kosiat... Shest’ kosarei stoiat riadom i vzmakhivaiut 
kosami, a kosy veselo sverkaiut i v takt, vse vmeste izdaiut zvuk: 
‘Vzhzhi, vzhzhi!’ Po dvizheniiam bab, viazhushchikh snopy, po litsam 
kosarei, po blesku kos vidno, chto znoi zhzhet i dushit (17-18). 
 
Another element of musicality is the frequently employed 

construction consisting of thrice-repeated words and occasionally a multiple 

repetition of other words: 

... ne bylo vidno ni liudei, ni derev’ev, ni tenei… (23). 
Ni vetra, ni budrogo, svezhego zvuka, ni oblachka (28). 
Mne ne nuzhny ni den’gi, ni zemlia, ni ovtsy... (40) 
Egorushka ne uvidel ni Panteleia, ni tiuka, ni sebia; (85-86) 
…pro molodost’ ego materi, pro svoe zamuzhestvo, pro svoikh detei...  
(103). 
Uzh ia ee i tak, i etak, i serezhki, i prianikov, i medu polpuda… (76) 
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I on uzhe ne krestilsia, ne zval, ne dumal o materi… (88) 
 
The conversation between Moisei Moiseich and his wife Rosa in 

Yiddish which sounds like turkey gobbledygook is a form of cacophonous 

onomatopoeia: Moisei Moiseich’s conversation “sounded like an incessant: 

‘gal—gal—gal—gal…’, and his wife answered him in a high turkey-hen 

voice, and it sounded something like ‘tu—tu—tu—tu…’” (39), an exchange 

strongly remindful of Chichikov’s conversation with a turkey in Dead Souls.  

Among the many sounds heard in The Steppe, there is also the 

ubiquitous presence of shouting and weeping which, among other factors, 

help realize Chekhov’s intent of creating the “chapters’ common tone.”   

The shouting motif, rendered through recurrent morphologically 

similar “krik/ch-verbs,” emphasizes the theme of communication or 

miscommunication on the part of man and nature, manifested often in a state 

of excitement. When Egorushka and his uncle meet Nastas’ia Petrovna, she 

greets them shouting (kriknula) and the uncle responds shouting (kriknul). 

She calls Egorushka “Beauty ineffable” (Krasota moia neopisannaia; 102), 

“shrieks” (vzvizgnula) his mother’s name and cries out of joy (zaplakala).  

Her joyous tears are juxtaposed to Egorushka’s “bitter tears” ([zaplakal] 

gor’kimi slezami; 104) as he is left behind, abandoned by his uncle and 

Father Khristofor to face a new life.  When he enters her house he is first led 

into a “stuffy room” (dushnyi zal) with an excessive number of pictures and 

flower-pots, then another room where he finds a little girl in a “print dress” 

(sittsevom plat’itse) and a birdcage with a starling in it—a bird known for its 

iridescent plumage and ability to utter a wide variety of melodic sounds and 

mimic all types of sounds and speech. The interior of the house is somewhat 

remindful of Moisei Moiseich’s inn. Each has a peculiar, unpleasant odor 
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and each is distinguished by excess: whereas the inn has strikingly limited 

furniture and decorations, Nastas’ia Petrovna’s house is filled with an 

excessive number of flowers and pictures. The owners are kindred spirits. 

Each is characterized by an excessive display of excitement and welcome. 

At the sight of his visitors, Moisei Moiseich emits “a piercing scream” 

(vzvizgnul; 32). They both clasp their hands (on vsplesnul rukami [30]; [on] 

prodolzhal vspleskivat’ rukami [32]; ona vsplesnula rukami [102]); each 

shouts in an exaggerated and peculiar manner (Moisei Moiseich zakrichal 

dikim, pridushennym golosom; 31, 33); and Nastas’ia Petrovna (krichala 

pronzitel’no-tonko; 101); earlier we read “Egorushka zakrichal 

pronzitel’no” (83), and later that the “torgovka stala krichat’ pronzitel’nym 

tonkim golosom” (101). Moisei Moiseich’s waistcoat has “ryzhye tsvety” and 

Nastas’ia Petrovna’s dog is “ryzhaia”. The starling’s counterpart is the bird-

like, extremely eccentric Solomon who also appears to be confined. The two 

owners differ in that Moisei Moiseich’s display of excitement is calculating 

and hypocritical while Nastas’ia Petrovna’s is the response of a dull-witted 

individual. Moisei Moiseich is basically color coded black. Nastas’ia 

Petrovna is colorless. Her only distinguishing physical details are her 

plumpness and the wart with hairs on her face (another Gogolian touch).  

Later, that evening, Egorushka hears “a cricket chirping by the stove16 and 

the lamp-burner droning in an inaudible way” (v pechke krichal sverchek i 

edva slyshno gudela gorelka v lampe; 103). Earlier we read that Emelian 

“was humming under his breath” ([Emelian] gudel sebe pod nos; 50).  We 

learn that Egorushka “feels sad, very sad” (emu bylo grustno, ochen’ 

grustno!; 103).  We see in evidence here and throughout the story the use of 

                                                 
16 A recurrent bad omen in Chekhov—recall the cricket’s chirping  in Sleepy ( Spat’ khochetsia, 1888), a 
story Chekhov wrote while working on The Steppe. 
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the device Bitsilli calls “verbal suggestion.”17  With a single verb, “krichit,” 

Chekhov renders a triple meaning which in English requires the use of three 

different words:  thus, Moisei Moiseich “krichal” (shouted) and Nastas’ia 

Petrovna “krichala” (shouted), but the cricket also “krichal” (chirped), the 

quails and corncrakes  “krichat” (cry), and near the lonely grave “the 

grasshoppers’ cry is more subdued” (kuznetsy krichat sderzhannei; 67). The 

use of the verb “gudet’”—“gudela gorelka” (droned) and Emelian “gudel” 

(hummed), and  “vzvizgivat’”—Nastas’ia Petrovna “vzvizgnula” (shrieked) 

and the carriage “vzvizgnula” (screeched), exemplifies the same device.  

The weeping motif, a major refrain in The Steppe rendered through 

recurrent morphologically similar “plak/ch-verbs,” emphasizes the theme of 

sadness and suffering.  In the opening pages we learn that Egorushka “khotel 

plakat’” (“wanted to cry”) and shortly afterwards “gor’ko zaplakal” (“began 

crying bitterly”).  The weeping motif is continued through reference to the 

“peetweets’ crying” (plakali chibisy)’; that “somewhere the peetweets were 

crying and lamenting their fate” (chibisy gde-to plakali i zhalovalis’ na 

sud’bu; 30); “the song resembled weeping” (pesnia pokhozhaia na plach; 

24); at the sight of Dymov killing the garter snake, Vasia “shouted […] in a 

hollow weeping voice” (zakrichal on glukhym plachushchim golosom”; 

52), and at the sight of Egorushka, Nastas’ia “began crying” (zaplakala; 

102). The story ends as it began with Egorushka “crying bitterly” 

([Egorushka zaplakal] gor’kimi slezami”; 104).  

The unpleasant, euphonically speaking, piercing quality of the verbs 

“krichat’,” “kriknul,” “zakrichal,” “pokrikival” and their root related noun 

“krik,” appear more than fifty times in the text. The verb “plakat’” and its 

morphologically related forms appear nearly fifty times.  Both “krichat’” 
                                                 
17 Bitsilli, p. 50. 
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and “plakat’” verbs help create a common atmosphere unifying The Steppe. 

They and their related forms usually correlate in the tale with the unpleasant 

atmosphere of the given situation and, in sum, underscore the pervasive 

ennui (toska) and sadness (grust’) in The Steppe.  We are informed of “a 

bird’s sad cry” (grustnyi krik ptitsy; 69), that “the grass […] swore that [it’s 

experience] was unbearably painful and sad and that it felt pity for itself”  

(trava […] klialas’, chto ei nevynosimo bol’no, grustno i zhalko sebia; 24 ), 

that “the step seemed sad, dismal, and pensive next to the grave” (step’ vozle 

mogily kazhetsia grustnoi, unyloi i zadumchivoi; 67), and that, in the closing 

of the story, Egorushka felt “sad, very sad” (emu bylo grustno, ochen’ 

grustno). The interconnectedness, the symbiotic relationship of man and 

nature manifests itself through their common experience of sadness. 

The Steppe is punctuated by yet another type of “sound”—ontological   

and phenomenological questions posed either by the narrator or Egorushka, 

which form a distinct refrain.  For example: “How does the soul like the 

steppe? Does it not feel sad on moonlit nights?” (67); “Who [does the bird] 

call to, and who listens to it in this plain, God alone knows” (45); “A solitary 

poplar appears; who put it there, and why it is there—God  alone knows […] 

Is this handsome lad happy?” (17); “A kitebird floats in the air […] and no 

one knows why he is flying, nor what he wants” (17), and the story ends on 

the question: “What will that [Egorushka’s] life be?” (104). Time and again 

the unexplainable, the mystery of life and the steppe are expressed by “God 

only knows” (bog ego znaet). 

In contrast to the ubiquitous presence of a variety of sounds in The 

Steppe, there are striking instances of emphasis on the absence of sound 

illustrated by Emelian’s futile attempts to sing, when “he sang with his 

hands, his head, his eyes and even the lump beneath his eye” (78), but only 
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hollow breathing came from his chest; by “silence reigning” despite 

Deniska’s cheerful whistle, and by the haunting grave being “audibly silent.” 

At times we encounter incongruity, a form of oxymoron. Even though 

certain sounds can be heard, “the silence is not broken”: 

Then silence ensued; one heard the horses munching and snorting, and 
the snoring of the sleepers; somewhere quite far away one heard the 
cry of a peetweet; and now and again was heard the piping of the three 
snipe who had flown back to see if the unwelcome guests had not 
gone; softly whirring, babbled the brook; but all these sounds did not 
break the silence, they did not stir the stagnant air—on the contrary, 
they lulled it to sleep (23; emphasis added). 
 
When the wagon train stops by a grave it seems to Egorushka to be 

“audibly silent” (“it could be heard how the grave was silent” [slyshno kak 

ona (i.e., mogila) molchit; 67]—an obvious oxymoron). The moon appears 

to Egorushka “deep-purple and gloomy, as if it were ill” (sil’no bagrovaia i 

khmuraia, tochno bol’naia; 81).18 

As Egorushka mistakes a woman’s singing for “the grass singing” we 
read: 

 
In her song without words she [i.e., trava, a feminine noun in 
Russian], half dead and passed away, plaintively and simply, was 
persuading someone that she was in no way to blame, that the sun had 
scorched her unjustly; she affirmed that she passionately desired to 
live, that she was still young and would be pretty if it were not for the 
heat and the drought (24).  
 
The personified grass’s singing (a form of realized metaphor) 

expresses one of the main themes of the story—the theme of life and death. 

These examples illustrate the use of the device of displacement 

whereby the semantic range of human emotions is extended and transferred 

                                                 
18 Winner, pp. 55-56, correctly refers to this description as an example of the device of “making it strange.” 
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to “the grass,” “the grave,” and “the moon” respectively as symbolic 

attributes.19 

 

Odors and Gustation 

Olfactory sensations also constitute an important syncretic component 

in The Steppe.  Chekhov, like Gogol’, was a man of the senses and various 

smells are mentioned in most of his works. Egorushka encounters smells 

which are both pleasant and very offensive.  Clearly, the most pleasant one 

is the “magnificent fragrance” (42) that emanates from Countess 

Dranitskaia.  The most noisome is the sour and musty smell which 

permeates Moisei Moiseich’s entire inn. Egorushka is equally offended by 

the smell of the pile of money counted by his uncle and Father Khristofor: 

“he was aware of a loathsome smell of rotten apples and kerosene which 

emanated from the pile” (on chuvstvoval protivnyi zapakh gnilykh iablok i 

kerosina, shedshii ot kuchi; 37)—implied criticism of its owners who, 

especially the uncle and Varlamov, are portrayed as possessed by a 

“fanaticism for business” (80).  In contrast to these characters, there is the 

eccentric Solomon who burned all of his inherited money to assert his 

freedom from everyone and everything. Interestingly, the positive and 

negative smells effectively juxtaposed in the confines of the inn, reflect the 

difference of the two worlds; the world of Moisei Moiseich and the world of 

Countess Dranitskaia.   

In church, Egorushka rests his head on someone’s back which “smells 

of hemp” (pakhnuvshuiu konoplei; 60).  In the Great Russian’s store, one 
                                                 
19 According to Roland Barthes, from the structuralist perspective, the expression “audibly silent” is a 
“’high-cost’ phrase, since it violates the traditional categories of association, as nature seems to cry out in 
protest against the tragedy of neglected graves.” Quoted in Charles W. Meister, Chekhov Criticism: 1880 
Through 1986 (Jefferson, North Carolina, and London: MacFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers, 1988), p. 
72. 
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section contained “red wares and grocery” (krasnyi tovar i bakaleia; 61), the 

other section exuded “the tasty smell [another displacement] of leather and 

tar” (vkusnyi zapakh kozhi i degtia; 61).  Chekhov delivers on the promise 

made to Grigorovich in the earlier quoted letter that he will create “passages 

with the smell of hay.”  We read that on a July day “there is a smell of hay, 

dried-up grass, and belated flowers; it is a heavy, stale, sweet, and delicate 

smell” (zapakh gust, sladko-pritoren i nezhen; 45). At the old hump-backed 

woman’s house Egorushka is repulsed by the “oppressive smell of the sheep-

skins” (“tiazhelyi zapakh ovchiny”; 90).  There is also Father Khristofor’s 

specific “smell”: “he always exuded a smell of cypress and cornflower 

[because] he always made the aspergillum and ornaments of corn-flowers, so 

that he was permeated with the scent of them” (97). The carters’ basic food, 

gruel (kasha), and its ritual, cooperative preparation are mentioned several 

times. In addition to the olfactory element, gustation is also used to describe 

it. Although “the gruel smelled of raw fish” (63), it “tasted excellently” (64). 

Konstantin’s euphoric state of mind is emphasized by mention that “[he] 

apparently did not notice the taste of the gruel” (75). To convey the onset of 

Egorushka’s illness, mention is made of his heightened sense of taste:  “the 

melon and water-melon left an unpleasant metallic taste in Egorushka’s 

mouth” (91). 

 

Tactility 

The motif of touching or being touched is an important aspect of 

tactility in the story.20  Consider the passage informing us that “something 

warm touched Egorushka’s back, the streak of light, which had stolen up 

from behind, slipped over the carriage and the horses, ran to meet other 
                                                 
20 Finke, pp.  112-113. 
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streaks” (16).  We are informed that on one occasion, “Egorushka heard a 

soft, very soothing murmur [of the stream], and felt something cool and 

velvety on his face like some other kind of air” (20).  In many instances in 

The Steppe, as in this case, the syncretic combination of two or more sensory 

elements produces an impressive poetic effect.   

Countess Dranitskaia’s kiss is the most pleasing and memorable 

tactile experience Egorushka enjoys during the entire journey.  He even 

wishes he could marry her.  He experiences great sensual pleasure while 

bathing in the stream, but when Dymov grabs him by the leg, fearing that he 

will drown, he swears at Dymov calling him a “villain” and “son of a bitch” 

(Merzavets! Sukin syn!; 58). He is frightened anticipating the effects of the 

thunderstorm, and when it begins he soon experiences the cold raindrops 

falling on his knee, then his hand, and in less than a minute he feels an 

uncomfortable dampness all over which contributes to his falling ill.  At the 

old woman’s house, every move causes him to feel the unpleasant sensation 

of wetness and cold. Father Khristofor rubs him with oil and vinegar which 

comforts him both physically and psychologically and helps him recover.   

Earlier, in church, Egorushka touches the cold floor with his forehead 

because “the contact of the cold floor with his forehead was very pleasant” 

(61).  When he was sick, “he pressed his forehead in anguish against the 

back of the sofa” (96) to find relief—a recurring motif in Chekhov’s works. 

 

Personification 

 

January 3, 1899,  eleven years, after writing The Steppe, Chekhov 

advised Maksim Gorky (Pis’ma 8: 11) relating to the latter’s In the Steppe, 

to avoid overusing the device of anthropomorphism:  
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Your frequent personifications (anthropomorphism) when ‘the sea 
breathes,’ ‘the sky gazes,’ ‘the steppe basks’ […] and so on—such 
metaphors make your descriptions a bit monotonous, sometimes 
cloying and unclear.  Color and expressivity in nature descriptions are 
achieved through simplicity alone, through simple phrases like ‘the 
sun set,’ ‘it grew dark’ […] and so on. 
 
Despite this observation, Chekhov made extensive use of 

personification in The Steppe and, albeit to a lesser extent, throughout his 

literary career. 

The poetic device of personification is a very influential and all 

embracing element contributing to The Steppe’s common tone. The thematic 

connection between characters and setting is established particularly through 

the use of this device.  Personification serves to vivify the steppe, to make us 

feel closer to it, to understand it, to sympathize with it, to be in communion 

with it, to become almost a part of it. Consider the following examples from 

The Steppe:  

A kitebird flies aimlessly overhead and suddenly stops in mid-air, as 
though reflecting on the dullness of life (17). 
 
A solitary poplar appears; who put it there, and why it is there, God 
alone knows!  One can hardly take one’s eye off its symmetrical shape 
and green attire.  Is this handsome lad [krasavets] happy? (17). 
 

An ash-gray curly cloud appeared unexpectedly above the steppe.  It 
exchanged glances with the steppe, said ‘I’m ready,’ and frowned” 
(28).  
 

The rising moon was deep purple, looked gloomy as if it were ill; the 
stars were also downcast […].  Nature was apprehensive and languid 
(81). 
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The black sky [chernota] opened its mouth and breathed out white 
fire, immediately the thunder roared […].  The black tatters […] were 
ascending, and one of them, a scraggy ugly one, like a paw with 
outspread toes, was approaching the moon (85).  
 
… the steppe breathes evenly with its broad chest (45).   
 
The rain and Egorushka’s mat become interlocutors as a simile 

transforms inanimate into animate objects: 

[The rain] and the mat seemed to understand each other.  They spoke 
of something hurriedly, gaily and disputatiously like two magpies 
(86). 
 
Jerome Katsell notes correctly that the story offers “a double narrative 

viewpoint dominated by the narrator-observer […] and by Egorushka, whose 

nascent perceptions and understandings come into dialogic relationship with 

the mature world view of the narrator-observer.”21 

Much of The Steppe reveals a child’s naive perception of the world 

which motivates the extent of personification present in it. We read: 

“Everything looks different from what it is” (Vse predstavliaetsia ne tem, 

chto ono est’; 45).  What seems real may be unreal and what seems unreal 

may in fact be real.  

 Katsell argues that the difference between “appearances and realities” 

is repeatedly stressed in The Steppe.22 Often what we learn has been filtered 

through Egorushka’s vision and imagination which contributes to the sense 

of mystery of the steppe.  For example, during the storm Egorushka 

imagines frightening giants walking behind his wagon who prove to be 

simple peasants.  

                                                 
21 Jerome Katsell, “Čexov’s The Steppe Revisited, Slavic and East European Journal, Vol. 22, No. 3 
(1978): 322. 
22 Katsell, p. 320. 
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Thus, from a distance the lonely poplar looks like “a handsome lad” 

(17) and a windmill looks like “a small man [malen’kii chelovek] swinging 

his arms” (16). Later a realized metaphor transforms it into “a wizard.” Still 

later, a reversal of transformation takes place when, in Egorushka’s delirium, 

“Tit [malen’kii mal’chik] approached the bed on thin little legs and waved 

his arms, then grew up as tall as the ceiling and turned into the windmill” 

and “Father Khristofor walked around the windmill  sprinkling it with holy 

water” (90). Comparable metamorphoses occur when Egorushka imagines 

the singing of a woman to be the singing of grass and when Vasia “steps in 

as wooden a manner as a toy-soldier” (50).  These manifestations of 

interconnectedness strengthen the work’s cohesion and unity. 

Subtle linking occurs when Chekhov uses the same adjectives “lilac” 

(lilovyi) and “purple” (bagrovyi) in describing both nature, “the lilac 

distance” (lilovaia dal’) and “purple blood-like drops” (bagrianymi, kak 

krov’, tochkami), and man, Dymov’s and Kiruka’s “flesh turned from lilac to 

purple” by the scorching sun (solntse zhglo im v spinu […] i tela ikh iz 

lilovykh stali bagrovymi; 59).  

Chapter seven begins with the note of “melancholy” (toska) and that 

“the moon was a deep-purple and looked gloomy, as if it were ill”—

information which effectively foreshadows Egorushka’s falling ill by the end 

of the chapter and the subject is openly addressed in the last chapter.  Thus, 

the state of nature foretells man’s subsequent state. 

Another important linking of man and nature is accomplished through 

animal imagery. Konstantin calls his wife a “magpie,” Dymov calls 

Egorushka a “piglet,” Moisei Moiseich’s laugh resembles “the bark of a 

lapdog,” the peasant woman singing “looks like a heron,” the Countess looks 

like “a big black bird,” the carters “look like flies,” Pantelei compares 
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himself to “a brown owl,” and the merchant to whom Egorushka’s uncle and 

Father Khristofor sell their wool is called Cherepakhin (related to 

“cherepakha,” meaning “tortoise”). 

We also encounter an animal seemingly undergoing a series of 

metamorphoses. Through an extended simile a la Gogol, a bustard is 

transformed into a “tin-bait fish,” then into “a butterfly,” then into “an 

insect” and then back into “a bustard”: 

A bustard […] resembled some tin-bait for fish, or some pool’s 
butterfly whose wings as it flits over the water blend with its 
antennae, with the result that the antennae seem to grow in front, 
behind, at the side… Quivering in the air like an insect, with a 
shimmer of speckled colors, the bustard rose upwards in a straight line 
(29).  

 

The same formulaic expression “having nothing to do” (ot nechego 

delat’) is utilized as a refrain for Egorushka’s and nature’s occasional 

boredom and aimlessness, for example, “Having nothing to do, Egorushka 

caught a ‘fiddler’ in the grass, held it in the palm of his hand to his ear, and 

listened to it for a long time playing its fiddle” (23), or, “Having nothing to 

do […], he went to a shop” (61), and for the birds’ seeming boredom and 

purposelessness, “Having nothing to do, the rooks fly over the withered 

grass” (Nad poblekshei travoi, ot nechego delat’, nosiatsia grachi; 17).  

These devices help draw up parallels between steppe and human existence 

and establish a symbiotic relationship between nature and man. 

The syncretic style of Chekhov’s story—one could almost call it 

synaesthesia and relate it to the stylistics of Russian and European 

Modernism—evokes the steppe’s powerful visual and aural effect upon 

Egorushka. 
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The most famous example of personification and lyricism in The 
Steppe is:  

  
By the road-side you come across some old man tumulus, or a stone 
peasant woman, put there by God knows whom […]. In the azure sky, 
in the light of the moon, in the flight of night-birds, in all that which 
you see and hear, is discernible a great beauty, youth, revival of 
strength and passionate thirst for life. The soul responds to lovely 
stern nature, and is desirous of flying over the steppe together with the 
night-birds. But in its triumph of beauty and its excess of joy you are 
aware of tension and grief, as if the steppe acknowledges she is 
lovely, that her richness and inspiration perish for the universe in vain, 
and amid her joyous accents you detect the melancholy, hopeless call 
for ‘A bard!  A bard!” (46). 
 

The Steppe is Chekhov’s enthusiastic and impressive response to this 

call.  He is the bard who sings praises to the magnificence of the steppe and, 

in doing so, “opened” not only “the eyes of his contemporaries,” but 

continues to open the eyes of readers to this day to its “riches and treasures 

of beauty.”  

The accumulation of sense impressions of various kinds and their 

attribution to both the human figures and the surrounding environment alike 

creates, so to say, a syncretistic world in which everything is intertwined 

with everything else: man is in the world and the world in man. 

The syncretic utilization of the many sensory phenomena and the 

device of personification in The Steppe establish “the interconnectedness of 

the chapters” and create “a common tone,” to quote Chekhov; they are 

orchestrated to help unite the inner action, create a common atmosphere, and 

contribute to the musicality and lyrical beauty of the work. 
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Nongovernmental Development Projects in Latin America 

Marga Jann 

marga.jann@fulbrightweb.org  

 

 

I. Introduction and Scope 

 Venues of implementation for architectural and engineering design projects for the 

‘non-profit’ sector in Central and South America have been outlined in numerous publications 

and web sites; this paper will attempt to briefly summarise findings, with a particular focus on 

Latin America, and to examine the application of these models to other developing regions. In 

that ‘wisdom is justified by her children’, a study of successful projects and their mission, 

methodology, and results (e.g. the work of various nongovernmental and ‘grass roots’ 

organisations) will serve as valuable background for a community design project in 

Amatitlan, Guatemala. 

 The specific work in progress--a residential/rehab campus for former street children 

and women in distress for CEREM (Centro de Restauracion de Multitudes), based out of 

Chichicastenango, in conjunction with The Architecture Studio at Stanford University--will 

be summarised. Advantages of developing and working on these kinds of projects as well as 

their disadvantages will be explored, with resources identified and elaborated on. 

 Most significantly, this essay will tackle an analysis of poverty in the area, attempt to 

address why this region of the world is so desperately poor despite its tremendous natural 

resources, indigenous skills, proximity to the United States, and so forth, and venture to 

suggest some solutions. In so doing, Western interaction with and intervention in the area will 
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be analysed. Finally, an appropriate response in terms of architectural and engineering 

projects will be argued, stressing the importance of client/user design education, project/site 

identification, respect for indigenous cultures and mores, promotion of social justice through 

design excellence and access redistribution, sustainability, and the cultivation of a sense of 

ownership and service among user-occupants. 

 

II. Background Research 

 Amartya Sen states that ‘a variety of social institutions—related to the operation of 

markets, administrations, legislatures, political parties, nongovernmental organizations, the 

judiciary, the media and the community in general—contribute to the process of development 

precisely through their effects on enhancing and sustaining individual freedoms. Analysis of 

development calls for an integrated understanding of the respective roles of these different 

institutions and their interactions. The formation of values and the emergence and evolution 

of social ethics are also part of the process of development that needs attention, along with the 

working of markets and other institutions.’1 While Sen’s book, Development as Freedom, 

makes a strong case for democracy, accountability, and capitalism in alleviating world 

poverty, Teresa Hayter points out that: 

 

Proponents of the capitalist system usually ignore one major reason for its success in 
one small part of the world. This is that, for the last four centuries, the now wealthy 
countries of North America and Europe have enriched themselves at the expense of 
their colonies and dependencies in what is now called the Third World. The wealth of 
Asia, Latin America and Africa has been the foundation on which the industries and 
cities of the West were built. Moreover, over this period, virtually all of the peoples of 
the world have been incorporated into the capitalist world market. The system has to 
be judged by its effects in the world as a whole, not in one part of it….The conditions 
attached to official ‘aid’, especially to the lending of the World Bank and the IMF, are 
now designed above all to extract resources from the Third World’s poor in order to 
enable their governments to service their debt.2 
  

 

                                                           
1 Sen, Amartya, Development as Freedom, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1999, p. 297. 
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Hayter further insists that:  

 
there are other features of the capitalist world system, besides inequality, which appear 
to be inherent: waste, pollution, squalor, the promotion of useless consumption 
through advertising, and unemployment. It has also produced escalating arms 
production, the horrors of the nuclear bomb, weapons sales drives and wars on an 
unprecedented scale….It therefore needs to be explained why we need capitalism at 
all. It is hard to believe that the US administration, ITT and others, who wished to 
prevent the Chilean people from, as Kissinger put it, “irresponsibly” choosing to “go 
Communist”, are really anxious to secure for them more democracy and freedom, let 
alone better material conditions.3 
 

 
 In light of Sen and Hayter’s input, the central thesis of this paper is that the ‘non-

profit’ or nongovernmental sector can have major impact in the arena of world poverty, 

through action rather than rhetoric. In order to grasp the challenges involved in getting ‘non-

profit’ development projects off the ground in Latin America (as well as the rest of the 

developing world) it is of heuristic value to look at the mission and methodology of two up-

and-running entities with successful track records and some of their respective work, as well 

as at two local ‘grass roots’ projects.  

 

 

  street scene 

                                                                                                                                                                                      
2 Hayter, Teresa, The Creation of World Poverty, London, Pluto Press, 1981, pp. 5-7.  
3 Idem, p.123. 
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Architecture for Humanity 

 

Futureshack 

Sean Godsell, Architecture for Humanity 

Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum, New York, NY 

‘Transitional Housing competition to develop five year transitional shelter for returning refugees and displaced 
populations in Kosovo. The solar-powered, fully furnished housing unit is made from a 6.7-metre-long shipping 

container. A mass produced unit can be built for as little as $15,000 and assembled in under 24 hours.4 

 

 Cameron Sinclair’s venture, Architecture for Humanity (which includes Frank Gehry 

on its Board), is a New York NGO founded for the promotion of architectural and design 

solutions to global, social and humanitarian crises and collaborates with groups like Barefoot 

Architects of Tilonia and Relief International (which provides long term housing in disaster 

situations, as for the thousands left homeless after the earthquake in Bam, Iran). The 

organisation also fosters collaboration between students, faculty, practising professionals,  

 

 
            Futureshack 

 

                                                           
4 http://www.architectureforhumanity.org/ 
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relief agencies and community groups around the world. Numerous university architecture 

and design programs are using the group’s design competition criteria as the basis for 

semester-long projects in social and humanitarian architecture.  

 Architecture for Humanity has recently launched design competitions for transitional 

housing for Kosovo (for NGO client War Child, which also recently sponsored the Toybox 

Street Children Project in Guatemala) and a mobile AIDS clinic for Africa. There were over a 

hundred participants in the latter and some consequent remarkable designs (resulting in a 

roving exhibition called “Design like you give a damn”).5 While the AIDS clinic project was 

indubitably worthwhile, I would argue that if the number of design competition entries had 

been limited, with the surplus available man hours directed to additional projects, many other 

deserving clients would have been served, with more architects seeing their work to 

completion. The exercise clearly demonstrates the availability of talented designers for non-

profit projects such as these and the usefulness of a web site and sponsored design 

competition in engendering interest and funding (the site also offers links to numerous NGO 

projects in need of design and advocacy input). The outfit’s focus is international and 

sponsors creative, high design at the service of the underprivileged; while it has yet to build 

‘on site’ in the developing world, it is a useful model of a design-generating engine and has an 

excellent prognosis based on its membership and work to date. 

 

 

  
   Mobile HIV/AIDS Health Clinic for Africa (Competition Designs) 

 

                                                           
5 http://www.architectureforhumanity.org/about/aboutus.html 
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           Habitat for Humanity 

 

Habitat for Humanity has a remarkable track record of developing and building 

affordable housing projects in the ‘third world’, having built over ten thousand single family 

dwellings throughout Guatemala alone. Habitat Guatemala has offices in each of the nation’s 

thirteen departments, has a vast development office which provides extensive grant-writing 

and fund-raising services, and profits from a huge computer database and network of 

foundation donors as well as an extensive volunteer design and construction force. The group 

is willing to collaborate and welcomes design input; in this writer’s view an NGO like 

Architecture for Humanity with its focus on design excellence would be a complementary 

partner. 

One example of this kind of partnership is Jan Wampler’s graduate architecture studio 

at MIT, where students are working on twelve real projects throughout the developing world. 

Wampler and his students designed a housing project in Adapazan, Turkey, which Habitat for 

Humanity is currently building. While the Wampler studio does not always contract with 

Habitat, it is an excellent collaborative illustration with teams exploiting their respective 

strengths as well as MIT’s vast resources: 

Wampler and a group of MIT architecture students have designed a 50-unit housing complex 
and job center being built with the help of Habitat for Humanity International and Mercy Corps 
International in the region of the country hardest hit by last summer's earthquake…. [Wampler calls the 
project a] "microvillage" — "a new type of community concerned with renewable resources, suitable 
land, locally produced materials, and most importantly, the values and dreams of the people who will 
live there." 6                                                

 

 

                                                           
6 http://www.enn.com/news/enn-stories/2000/08/08142000/microvillage_30463.asp 
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‘Since 1976, Habitat has built more than 50,000 houses for families throughout the 

United States and another 100,000-plus houses in communities around the world. Now at 

work in 92 countries, (the organisation) is building a house every 26 minutes. By 2005, 

Habitat houses will be sheltering 1 million people.’7  This NGO is prolific in its output, offers 

‘work vacations’ (i.e. volunteers cover their own travel expenses), and has mastered 

marketing and funding. 

 

                                               ‘Grass Roots’ Projects 

     a 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

      Cholula Community Cantre 

 

The Cholula Community Centre (1999) outside Puebla, Mexico, is a remarkable 

example of a local non-profit, ‘high-end’ architectural and engineering project. The 

indigenous developer enlisted the support and services of a professional local architect and 

sought funding from the wealthy private sector and regional government. It is a ‘grass roots’ 

initiative at it best and puts to shame many similar projects in the ‘developed’ world. One 

reason for this project’s success is that the client relied heavily on her architect from the start, 

did not hesitate to delegate and respect artistic decision, and persisted in fund-raising until the 

budget dictated by the design was accommodated. The client was highly educated, well 

                                                           
7 http://www.habitat.org/how/tour/1.html 
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travelled, and had tremendous appreciation for the arts, culture, and contemporary 

architecture. Design education was not necessary in this case. 

 

    b 

 

  

Another example of a successful ‘grass-roots’ project is CEREM’s rehab centre for 

young men in Chichicastenango, Guatemala. While the centre no longer exists (the youth 

have been reintegrated into society), it is a remarkable example of a local group organizing to 

assist and house former prison convicts and drug addicts. Apart from physicians visiting the 

clinic, there was virtually no foreign involvement, and funding came essentially from the local 

private sector. Residents participated in the operation and management of the Centre, and an 

in-house bakery provided occupational therapy and maintenance income. 

 A meaningful alternative development model is to come alongside these kinds of 

grass- roots projects with funding, professional design and construction services (as 

appropriate), crafts and marketing training, and business planning, without usurping 

management hierarchy or outstaying welcome. 

 

 local crafts 
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III. Synthesis 

 

 site 

  

 

An interdisciplinary, multi-cultural partnership has evolved between CEREM (the 

indigenous client), The Stanford Architecture Studio, and IMPACT (International 

Management Projects in Architecture and Construction Technology), a ‘non-profit’ (NGO) 

developed out of Stanford by students and alumni, to develop, design and construct a large 

residential campus for former street children and women in distress on a hillside in Amatitlan, 

Guatemala (near Antigua).8 The complex includes a clinic, small community/administration 

centre, workshop, and school, with the residential model based on simulated nuclear family 

units accommodating 6-8 children each. CEREM’s in-house construction company will build 

the centre in conjunction with a volunteer labour force like that of Habitat for Humanity.  

 

 

 

 

aerial photo of site 
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This international collaborative attempts to integrate design sensitivity with 

professional expertise, local know-how, academia, and ‘social ethics’ (Sen) in response to 

acute poverty and need. While the model builds on the experience of entities like Wampler  

and Habitat, it diverges in that the client is also the developer and contractor. Additionally, 

the indigenous partner controls the project, with the ‘western’ affiliate coming alongside to 

‘empower’ until the local outfit can function independently (as with the Cholula Community 

Centre). 

 

  

 

This particular undertaking is disadvantaged in many respects; it is in a seismic ‘zone 

4’ surrounded by volcanoes (one of which is active), nearby Lake Amatitlan is dangerously 

polluted, and the site is steep, unplanted, and marked by pronounced erosion. An advantage 

offered through the partnership is Stanford’s ‘think tank’ and engineering faculty, whose 

acumen in seismic and related issues owes much to their own experience in the San 

Francisco/Bay Area. The project has become a venue for intense inter-disciplinary 

collaboration, team spirit, and community outreach. 

                                                                                                                                                                                      
8 http://news-service.stanford.edu/news/2003/june4/studio-528.html 
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Resources 

 

 

 

 

 Apart from the obvious resources provided by a university like Stanford or 

Cambridge, FC Search, a NYC Foundation Centre computer program (www.fconline.org), 

provides useful donor identification at the international level; grant-making can cover design 

fees, expenses and substantial construction costs. Student and elderly populations constitute 

under-utilised resources, and university alumni are often willing to contribute and get 

involved. Electronic media and communication (email, video conferencing, satellite 

photography, and internet access) facilitate long-distance monitoring, document transfer, 

information sharing, and identification of volunteer groups as well as projects, at virtually no 

cost.  
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IV. An Analysis of Poverty in the Area 

 

 

 

 The undeniable poverty characterizing regions of Central and South America is 

particularly alarming given the proximity and wealth of the United States and Canada. 

Additionally, the labour force is not only hard-working but typically exploited and underpaid; 

the abuses of child labour are well documented. This section will attempt a brief analysis of 

the extensive poverty in the area. 
IV. A. Reasons 

 

 

 Misdirected stewardship and lack of ‘social ethics’ are identified by both Hayter and 

Sen as mechanics for epidemic poverty, not only in the southern Americas but in most of the 

‘third world’--particularly, Sen argues, in countries controlled by dictators whose job renewal 
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is not contingent on transparency or accountability.9  Hayter, who as we saw earlier, contends 

that capitalism is at fault, holds that capitalism is the result or manifestation of greed and 

consumption, and that our only choice is ‘socialism or barbarism’.10 Ignorance is a poor 

excuse for indifference to the plight of the poor; none-the-less wealthy nations ostensibly give 

preference to investing in initiatives like space exploration, war as a response to perceived 

security threat, and vast museum projects (e.g. the current extensive restoration work at 

Versailles) as opposed to school, hospital, and related construction. Other examples of 

questionable stewardship abound. 

 Both Teresa Hayter and Abbé Pierre, a monk renown for his work with the homeless 

in France and revered as the ‘conscience of his nation’, agree that capitalism, ‘if not tempered 

by brotherhood, provides the breeding ground for unhampered competition and a ‘survival of 

the fittest’ philosophy’.11 Scot Peck, M.D., in his book, People of the Lie, identifies ‘evil’ (or 

as Sen calls it, ‘atrocity’) as a psychiatric diagnosis; it is my hypothesis that in today’s culture 

we are too hesitant ‘to call a spade a spade’. 

 

 

IV. B. Western Interaction with and Intervention in the Area 

 

 Western intervention in Central America includes everything from CIA sponsored 

‘coups d’etat’ to factory relocation ‘capitalising’ on local minimum wages; nongovernmental 

interaction needs to empower locals to affect local change, exercising ‘a hand-up rather than a 

hand-out’ policy. Empowerment can be encouraged through ‘minority’ education and health 

                                                           
9 Sen, Amartya, Development as Freedom, New York, Anchor Books, p. 39. 
10 Hayter, Teresa, The Creation of World Poverty, London, Pluto Press, p. 122. 
11 http://www.fondation-abbe-pierre.fr/home_flash.html 
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care, grants, and social justice campaigns. While Hayter sees ‘aid as imperialism’,12 Sen 

upholds democracy for the ‘third world’ as the main solution. It is not the purpose of this 

essay to expunge western intervention, but rather to explore creative applications for the 

design arts at the service of development with a social conscience. 

 

 

   IV. C. Appropriate Response in terms of Architectural Projects 

  

 Through the Amatitlan project and the work of groups like Architecture for Humanity 

it has become clear that sensitive architectural design can be sustainable, achieved on shoe-

string budgets, and have tremendous impact on social pyramids (‘pecking orders’) and 

injustice: ‘high art’ is often about taste and vision rather than cost, and as such it can function 

as a status symbol lending clout to the underprivileged in a world dictated by material 

concerns and ‘image’ (characterized by radical extremes of wealth and poverty). Social justice 

and education are indubitably critical weapons in fighting destitution and political instability, 

and architecture and engineering can facilitate both these remedies through social 

development projects. Insofar as schools provide underprivileged children with an alternative 

existence to the street and garbage dump, their development is primordial and, according to 

France’s Soeur Emmanuelle, should constitute a major component of any residential centre 

program for abandoned or abused children and orphans.13 Efficient, well thought-out and 

attractive school design is conducive to the learning process. While architects and engineers 

cannot dictate the content or quality of curricula, they can none-the-less strive to both promote 

                                                           
12 Hayter, Teresa, Aid as Imperialism, Hammondsworth, Penguin, 1971. 
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these kinds of projects and produce affordable, sustainable high design, exploiting principles 

of recycling, natural ventilation, and so forth, and adopt advocacy roles expanding their levels 

of involvement. 

 

 

Estela Solis, Executive Director of CEREM, argues that education in Guatemala must 

also have a spiritual dimension if things are to improve.14 She has shown that the adolescent 

men abstinent from narcotic use in CEREM’s rehab centre owe their recovery primarily to a 

strong spirituality along the lines of ‘12-step groups’. Solis contends further that education 

and ‘social ethics’ are the essential keys to fighting rampant corruption in Guatemala, and 

advocates the British model of social security benefits and health care. 

 The designer/developer is up against ingrained patterns of corruption, ignorance, 

hostility, prejudice, and jealousy in these kinds of interventions, both in Central America and 

other developing regions of the world. It is advisable therefore to choose clients, projects, 

sites, and local partners with care at the outset in order to accomplish the task at hand 

expediently and professionally, achieve established goals, and set a model for future 

contribution. 

 

 
Recycling in Guatemala 

 
Industrial designers from Norway and Guatemala 

are working to improve the waste management system  

                                                                                                                                                                                      
13 http://www.soeur-emmanuelle.org/ 
14 http://www.ceremguatemala.org 
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in Almolonga, a small agricultural village in the western  
highlands of Guatemala  (designfortheworld.org) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

V. Conclusion 
 
 

 

 

 

Nongovernmental development projects in Latin America are to be encouraged, 

structured, and prepared, with expectations and division of labour clearly defined at the onset. 

The NGO model described can be readily generalised to other impoverished areas, but must 

adapt to and respect local culture and mores. Projects must strive to be ‘user friendly’, 

perform economically, respond to environmental concerns, espouse design excellence, 

advertise positively for their occupants, and build on the wealth of ‘free’ resources available. 

As friction and problems inevitably arise, project participants need to stay focused on their 

common goal and vision, rise above personality conflicts and ‘greed’, value each other’s 

specific skill sets, respect differences in customs and backgrounds, communicate, be willing 

to work through issues, and cultivate team spirit. Client/user design education typically 

engenders appreciation and a sense of ownership, and should be initiated as early as possible 

in the design process. By way of example, the Board of CEREM has willingly participated in 

architecture lectures and Stanford students have made colouring books from their elevation 

studies to involve and include the centre children/residents. CEREM avidly encourages 
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service and activism as the children and women mature as an integral part of their ‘growth 

process’. 

 

 

                                                                                          ‘colouring book’ façade sketches 

 

The widespread vernacular use of colour and geometric forms in Latin America, as 

well as local dependence on natural materials, scavenger-style found objects, and lush 

vegetation, provide a rich design vocabulary and further ‘licence’ for cutting-edge, 

sustainable, affordable high design. The indigenous peoples of the southern Americas have 

extraordinary craft skills, taste, and a rich cultural heritage that can and should be built upon 

and incorporated in design projects--typically not the case with the ‘sterile’ commercialism of 

encroaching western shopping centre and office block development. 
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Mahishasuramardini Kati-ghati Cave mandir : 
 

Pallava Granite Art at Mamallapuram, India 
 
 
 

 Greek geographer Ptolemy (2nd century A.D) alludes to Mamallapuram as 

Malange. In the seventh century, the famous Chinese traveller Hiuen Tsang described 

Kanchi (Kanchipuram) as the port of the Pallava rulers in South India. Obviously he 

was in-correct; in that the famous “Varanasi of the South” is an inland city known for its 

Hindu mandirs (temples) and world famous silk sarees [principal garment(s) of Hindu 

women]. Tsang must have meant to describe the port city of Mamallapuram, now 

known as Mahabalipuram. Most of the kati-ghati (carved out of live rock) mandirs at 

Mamallapuram and granite carvings in its immediate vicinity, were patronized by the 

Pallava ruler Narsimhavarman I, surnamed Mamalla (circa 630-668). He also bestowed 

the city a title: ‘city of Mamalla.’  

 

 At Mamallapuram, on a hilly area, a unique relief of Indian art is represented in a 

cave named Mahishasuramardini mandir, celebrating goddess Durga’s victory over the 

buffalo demon Mahishasura. Like the mandirs erected for the great Hindu Trinity, 

Brahma (the supreme creator of the universe), Vishnu, (“the Preserver,”the great Hero 

Teacher), and, Shiva (the ‘Auspicious One, the “Lord of the Beginning and of the End”); 

the cave mandir has three aradhana-bhawans (sanctums) with a common long osara 

(portico).  

 

 The kati-ghati cave facade has four stambhas (pillars) and two bhittistamhas 

(pilasters). The asthaman (polygonal) stambhas have all the elements of a true Dravidian 



style. They seem to be slender, fluted, and round. At the base they carry a band of 

malasthana (pearl garlands) which merge into a kumbha ( jar), and into a padma sirasa 

(crown in the form of a lotus). Finally it flares out into a thin but broad phalaka (abacus). 

Above the phalaka, mandalas (brackets) are simple. Simhas (lions) form the bases for 

these stambhas. The entrance prastar (entablature) is a kapota (eaves moulding) with 

kudus (motifs in the form of a buddhist gavaksa arch) and haras (rows of miniature 

pavilions) at the top. 

 

 The central aradhana-bhawan with its raised mandapa (pavilion) and flanked by 

two simha stambhas, was probably meant for Lord Vishnu, but was dedicated to Lord 

Shiva (“the Friendly One”) by later King Parameshvara I, with perhaps a lingam 

(phallus symbol of Shiva). However it stands empty. On the far wall is the figure of 

Somaskanda (‘Shiva with Uma and Skanda’). Seated on a throne are Shiva with his wife 

Uma (Parvati) and their son Murugan, in the form of infant Skanda, in between them. 

This entire relief must have been carved later. Such portrayals were initiated by the 

Pallava kings in the seventh and eighth centuries A.D., to combine the worship of 

Murugan cult with the Devi and Shivite worships. It is presented in the Rajasimha style 

[named after Narsimhavarman II, (Rajasimha) circa 700-728], and differs from the 

earlier Pre-Rajasimha style. Instead of a profile, Uma has a frontal torso, and her left 

arm supports her posture. Shiva’s left arm is in dhyana mudra (hand gesture signifying 

meditation) and resting on his right ankle; while his left leg is in a downward position. 

Of Shiva’s four arms, his lower right forearm is in a horizontal position away from his 

body. Vishnu is shown standing behind Shiva’s left upper arm; while behind Shiva’s 

right upper arm stands Brahma. Nandi, Shiva’s vahana (vehicle), is depicted below. 

Dwarpalas (door guardians) flank the entrance to this aradhana-bhawan. The right 



dwarpala with horns bears a gada (club), and is encircled by a three headed naga 

(snake). The left dwarpala also has a gada but carries a head-dress of a three bladed axe 

above his forehead. These symbols and weapons are later additions to these dwarpalas 

to conform with the Shivite tradition. The top entrance to this aradhana-bhawan as well 

as the kapotali (cornice) of the mandapa carry chitravallari (friezes) of hansas (geese). 

 

 The northern left aradhana-bhawan must have been planned for Brahma. This is 

attested by the dwarpalas who are wearing long clothes with uttariya (upper garment). 

The right southern aradhana-bhawan must have also been meant for Shiva. This is 

confirmed by its two dwarpalas who are similar to those for the central aradhana-

bhawan. The left dwarpala, above his forehead, bears a head dress of a single bladed 

axe with a forwardly projecting edge; while the dwarpala on the right carries a gada 

with a naga around it. From these observations it is easy to conclude that perhaps the 

central aradhana-bhawan may have been meant for Vishnu, but was abandoned when 

Shaivism was in supremacy. The manner in which gadas of the dwarpalas for the 

central aradhana-bhawan are sculptured; provide another perplexing countenance to 

this observation. Their execution may have been an afterthought as they are where 

stambhas should be --separating the harmonious arrangement for the taqs (alcoves). 

 

 On the left wall of the common long osara is a sculpture depicting Seshasayi 

(reclining) Vishnu. Reclining in yoganidra (a dignified calmness), the figure is observed 

on the back of naga Anant-Shesha. Anant-Shesha’s five “horned yali” type (griffin-like 

mythical beast) heads twine around Vishnu’s head as a guarding shelter. Vishnu wears 

a kiritamukuta (high crown). His vanamala (sacrificial cord) is wound around his trunk. 



Madhu and Kaitabha, the two Ayudha-purushas (youths) are seen triumphantly 

flourishing their weapons. Others, namely Sudarshana with his chakra (discuss), 

Nandaka with his khadga (sword), Kaumodaki (the amazon) with his gada, and 

Panchajanya (the dwarf) with his shanka (conch); are seen awaiting Vishnu’s consent to 

face the Asuras (demons). Bhu Devi (goddess Earth) is shown kneeling at Vishnu’s feet. 

She wears a later period mukuta (head-dress) and has shoulder straps on her breast patta 

(band). 

 

 In Hindu imagery, this composition is well known as Vishnu Narayana 

Anantasayana. Sound asleep on the back of naga Anant-Shesha, floating in the absolute 

cosmic ocean with his wife/consort Lakshmi at his feet; he is in a deep kalpa (aeon) of 

creation into existence. In this state he watches everything being created.    

 

 Mahishasuramardini panel is full of animated images located on the right wall of 

the common long osara. The non conventional naturalistic scale of the figures add to the 

intensity of the composition. It is regarded as the most extraordinary representation of 

the goddess. Shown with eight arms, she is riding her vahana, the lion. Her main 

weapon to subdue Mahishasura, is a bow with its string well stretched and aimed at 

him. Bearing alidha (war-like) posture she seems to be springing back from the force of 

the discharge. She is accompanied by ganas (minor godlings, followers of Shiva) and 

yoginis (Hindu tantric goddesses, magical female consorts). While her retinue has 

advanced from the left, Mahisha’s soldiers at right seem to draw back in defeat. Both 

the victor and the foe have chattris (umbrellas) held over them.  

 



 The composition is well set and highly contrasted with the placement of the 

ganas, the yoginis, the muscular Mahisha and the depressed Asuras. Mahisha was an 

unconquerable demon who took the form of a buffalo, and threatened to do away with 

the gods and the earth. By performing unsparing penances, he collected a good karma 

(acts) in the present life which determine the status in the next life. All male gods could 

not subdue him. According to Devi Mahatmya texts, they solicited Durga’s help. 

Combined with their energies, and with the help of their weapons: - Agni (fire)’s 

javelin, Shiva’s bow and trishul (trident), Vishnu’s chakra, and other weapons in her  

arms; she subdued him. Today, Durga as Mahishasuramardini is celebrated as a 

destroyer of all evil and preserver of Dharma (the doctrine of divine law). 

 

 It is stated that this is one of the best representation of the kati-ghati Pallava 

granite carvings -a notable equilibrium between existing order of things and the sacred. 
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Food Journalism and Its Targeted Audience 

 

 In Joseph Fattorini’s Food Journalism: A Medium for Conflict? Fattorini 

introduces two types of food professionals and explains the differences between their 

areas of expertise about food. Moreover, he explains the differences of how the food 

media approaches these two types of professionals. 

 One of the two types of food professionals is the consumer. Consumers “may have 

built up a considerable knowledge of food and drink, however informally, by being the 

target of… [the] food media,” says Fattorini. The other type of food professional is the 

suppliers, i.e. providers, of restaurant services. The supplier, says Fattorini, “may well 

have undergone formal training and is involved in provision of food and drink on a daily 

basis.” The consumer and supplier are considered professionals in the food industry, yet 

they gain their professionalism through different means. 

 Considering the two different types of food experts, Fattorini says that the food 

media has publications that concentrate on two different subjects: one, restaurant trade, 

and the other, food and drink. What causes an issue is that these publications should serve 

both consumers and providers of restaurant services. Yet, says Fattorini, most publications 

incline towards one or the other. 

 Restaurant trade based publications, such as magazines and newspapers, tend to 

concentrate on the providers more than the consumers. “Often they are only available from 

large newsagents in city centres or on a subscription basis. Inside, their format is 

functional….Their style in features, advertisements and editorial is usually heavyweight 

and designed to impart information rather than to be a pleasant or casual read.” 

 For example, Fattorini says that food magazine Caterer & Hotelkeeper strongly 

targets at management. The majority of its advertisements are “for bulk produce or capital 

equipment such as washing systems, that would require major purchasing power, or 

unspecific advertisements for major suppliers such as brewers or wholesalers designed to 

reinforce brand image and support sales efforts. Their style is heavily informative at the 

expense of appearing artistic or eyecatching.” Chef, an insert magazine to go with Caterer, 

“specifically aim[s] at chefs….[P]roduct features concentrate on practical, everyday food, 

and are accompanied by news and articles of interest to chefs on subjects such as 

competitions, awards, personnel movements, and events.” The aspects of the food industry 
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portrayed in Caterer and Chef is more of the mundane ordinary real lives of the 

professionals providing the restaurant services. The purpose of these publications is to 

provide and share information with restaurateurs and increase sales for the advertisers. 

 On the other hand, publications aimed at consumers of restaurant services have the 

opposite features. According to Fattorini, “these remain essentially leisure products are 

widely available at newsstands, and, to ensure they are noticed, are glossy, colourful and 

appealing. The articles within are written in an accessible style and are almost always 

accompanied by richly coloured pictures, highlighted captions, and eyecatching titles.” 

Food is treated in this type of publication more as a hobby rather than a profession. 

Consumers gain information about the notorious chefs, chef’s secret recipes, reviews of 

the most famous restaurants in town, and so on. The provided information in consumer 

based publications enables consumers to have a bit of a luxurious image of the food 

professionals, while they long to enjoy a bit of this luxury by finding these restaurants and 

tasting their food. 

 As an example of the consumer based publications, Fattorini introduces Taste and 

Gourmet Good Food magazines. In these magazines, product features consist of recipes 

using luxury items such as “wild salmon, various caviars and chocolate truffles.” This 

enables consumers to perceive this restaurant as a place of “class” compared to pizza 

parlors and drive-thru fast food places. These recipes “are often from well known guest 

chefs, who work in equally well known restaurants.” The photograph of chefs added in the 

features is commonly an elegant photograph with the chef in “pristine whites and quietly 

drinking coffee or a glass of wine….often in the dining rooms of their restaurants.” 

 Based on Fattorini’s analysis about food journalism, I analyzed Spain: Chef 

Carme’s Calim to Fame, written by Harold Heckle and published by the Associated Press 

in May, 2006. Heckle introduces Carme Ruscalleda and her restaurant Sant Pau. 

 Unlike Fattorini’s assumption of the professional training most restaurant 

providers might have experienced, Ruscalleda did not undergo a formal training before 

she became the chef of Sant Pau. She began her career in 1975 by opening a delicatessen 

offering seasonal Mediterranean coastal fare, and has gained most of her cooking 

knowledge by teaching herself. Despite her lack of professional training, Ruscalleda 

proves her professionalism as a restaurateur; she was awarded a third star from the 

Michelin Red guide, “elevating her to the highest rank in the culinary firmament and 
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making her the first Spanish woman to attain such a distinction. She is also one of only 

two women worldwide to currently hold Michelin’s highest rating.” 

 The feature story appears to concentrate mostly on food and drink rather than 

restaurant trade, thus serving the consumers of restaurant services more than the providers. 

Heckle’s writing of this feature story is very accessible and easy to read. It does not use 

food terminology or mention any difficult kitchen tools the readers will not understand. 

Also, it well describes the surroundings of the restaurant along with the facts about the 

restaurant menu and the chef’s history of gaining her fame. 

 Unlike the limited availability of restaurant trade based publications, this article 

was originally published by the Associated Press in May, 2006 and was posted under 

MSN Travel section, which makes it widely available to the general public. It also had an 

accessible style of writing, which made it pleasant and easy for the readers to read, and 

was accompanied by a colored photograph of the chef.   

 The colored photograph, however, was not one of an elegant photographs 

described by Fattorini. This article did not emphasize luxury as an aspect of the 

restaurateur’s life. Instead of creating an image of the chef as a relaxed figure in the arena 

of the consumer, Ruscalleda was in her pristine white uniform working in her kitchen with 

one hand holding onto a pot and the other stewing a ladle. This enables consumers to see 

the at-to-work side of the chef’s life, instead of the glamorous side of presenting their 

dishes and being praised by their customers. Ruscalleda was displayed as a normal person 

doing her daily work. 

 Some aspects of this story do include some features of the consumer based 

publications described in Taste and Gourmet Good Food. First is the luxurious aspect. 

Heckle says in his story that caviar, a luxurious type of food, is included in Ruscalleda’s 

menus. The price to enjoy the course meal listed in the article is overall luxurious; 

approximately $240 per person. Heckle even states in his story, “you enter a relaxed world 

of understated luxury, every detail immaculately presented and a staff so large that there is 

nearly one waiter for each of the 35 diners the restaurant can accommodate.” The second 

shared aspect is the insertion of highly regarded chefs. Heckle mentions Ruscalleda’s fame 

among the four other three-star chefs in Spain and includes quotes of Martin Berasategui, 

“one of Europe’s most revered chefs.” 
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 Harold Heckle’s article about Carme Ruscalleda and her restaurant shares common 

features of Fattorini’s characterization of consumer based publications: writing style, 

exposure of publication, luxurious menus and prices, and comments from well-known 

chefs. However, Heckle’s feature does not correspond to Fattorini’s notion of the chef’s 

photograph in consumer based publications. 

 Due to the inclination towards consumer based publications, Heckles feature lacks 

the balance between consumer based publications focusing on food and drink and supplier 

based publications focusing on restaurant trade. The balance between the two groups is 

necessary for future food publications because both the consumers and providers of 

restaurant services share interests in both restaurant trade and food and drink. Consumers 

have built up a considerable amount of food expertise and continue to expect more 

information through the food media. Thus, the food media should try to meet the 

expectation of the consumers by providing information more balanced between the outside 

life of restaurants, i.e. the results of what suppliers produce (restaurant food and service), 

and the inside life, the process of how the result is produced. Also, the balance will more 

equally serve the consumers and suppliers and enable the two groups to expand their one-

sided territory to a share of mutual grounds. And by acknowledging the growth and 

maturity of its audience, the food media will also advance in its way of tailoring food 

publications for its food experts. 
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Rain Shower   
Translated by Wha Young Jung 

 

    When the boy saw the girl by the stream, he knew right away 

she was the Yun’s great granddaughter. She was dipping her 

hands in the stream and splashing the water. As if she had never 

seen a stream before in Seoul. 

     The girl had been stopping by the stream for several days on 

her way home from school. Yesterday she had played at the 

edge of the stream, but today she was sitting right in the middle 

of the stepping-stones.  

     The boy sat down on the bank of the stream. He was waiting 

for her to move. Fortunately, someone came cross the stream so 

she cleared the way. 

 

     The next day the boy went to the stream a little late. 

     That day the girl was washing her face sitting on a stepping 

stone in the middle of the stream. Her arms with her pink 

sweater sleeves rolled up and neck were snow white. 

     After she washed her face for a while, she stared into the 

water. She must have been looking at her reflection. Suddenly 

she clasped the water. As if a fish were passing by. 

     She kept clasping the water not knowing whether or not the 

boy was there. But all in vain. Still she seemed to find it 

amusing and continued clasping. It seemed like she would move 

only if someone had to cross the stream like yesterday.  

     She picked up something from the water. It was a white 

pebble. She got up and hopped across the stepping stones.  

     When she reached the last stone, all of a sudden she turned 

around. 

     “You fool.” 

     The white stone flew towards the boy. He jumped to his feet. 

     The girl ran away with her short hair fluttering. She ran into 

a field of reeds. Leaving behind sparkling reeds shining against 

the clear cool autumn sun. 

     She should show up anytime now. The boy thought it had 

been a while. But she didn’t show up. The boy stood on his 

tiptoes. And again, he thought it had been a while. 
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     He saw a handful of reeds move from far away. The girl was 

holding the reeds in her arms. Now she was walking slowly. The 

extraordinarily innocent sunlight of autumn sparkled against the 

girl’s reed blossom hair. It seemed like a reed flower was 

walking through the reed fields. 

     The boy watched the flower until he could no longer see it. 

He suddenly looked at the white pebble the girl had thrown at 

him. The water had dried off. He took the pebble into his pocket. 

 

     The next day, the boy went to the stream even later. There 

was no sign of the girl. He felt relieved. 

     But it was strange. As each day passed without the girl 

showing up, the boy felt an emptiness take place in the corner of 

his heart. He had a new habit of fumbling with the pebble in his 

pocket. 

     One day, the boy sat in the middle of the stream where the 

girl had sat. He dipped his hands in the water. He washed his 

face. He looked into the water. He saw his reflection of his dark 

face. He was displeased. 

     He clasped his face in the water with his two hands. He did it 

again and again. Then he was startled and jumped to his feet. 

The girl was walking towards him. 

     She was watching him the whole time. The boy began to run. 

He stumbled on one of the stepping stones. One of his feet 

slipped in the water. He kept running. 

     He wished he could hide somewhere. There were no reed 

fields in the way he was heading. There were only fields of 

buckwheat. Unusually, he felt as if the pungent smell of the 

buckwheat stung his nose. He felt dizzy. An ooze of something 

unpleasant trickled down to his lips. His nose was bleeding. The 

boy wiped off the blood and kept running. He felt as if the 

words “you fool, you fool” were chasing after him. 

 

     It was Saturday. 

     When the boy went to the stream, he found the girl, whom he 

hadn’t seen for the past few days, sitting on the other side 

splashing the water.  

     The boy crossed the stepping stones pretending he hadn’t 

seen her. He had made a fool out of himself already, so that day 
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he was careful at crossing the stepping stones which he usually 

crossed like a wide street.  

     “Hey.” 

     He acted as if he hadn’t heard her. He walked up the bank. 

     “Hey, do you know what kind of shellfish this is?” 

     He turned around before he even knew it. His eyes met her 

clear black eyes. He looked down to her hands right away. 

     “It’s a pink butterfly shell.” 

     “What a pretty name.” 

     They came to a fork in the road. The girl had to go a 

kilometer down the road, and the boy four kilometers to the 

right. 

     The girl stopped walking. 

     “Have you ever been over that mountain?” 

     She pointed to the end of the fields. 

     “No.” 

     “You want to go? It’s so boring to be alone in the country.” 

     “It’s farther than you think.” 

     “It can’t be that far. I went on field trip really far when I was 

in Seoul.” 

     Her eyes seemed like they were going to call him a fool 

anytime soon. 

     They took a path through the rice fields. They passed people 

harvesting. 

     There stood a scarecrow. The boy shook the straws. A few 

sparrows flew away. The boy remembered he was supposed to 

go home early and scare away the sparrows in his fields. 

 “This is fun!” 

     The girl tugged the straw and shook the scarecrow. The 

scarecrow danced arrogantly with a rhythm. A dimple showed 

on the girl’s left cheek. 

     Another scarecrow was standing not from far away. The girl 

ran towards it. The boy ran after her. He ran as if he wanted to 

forget that he had to help out with the housework on a day like 

this. 

     He ran past the girl. His face was stinging with grasshoppers 

jumping into his face. The deep-violet autumn sky wandered in 

front of his eyes. He felt dizzy. He thought it was because of 

that eagle, that eagle, that eagle flying around. 
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     When he turned around, he saw the girl shaking the 

scarecrow he ran past. This scarecrow seemed even more 

arrogant. 

     At the end of the field was a ditch. The girl jumped across it 

first. 

     From there to the bottom of the mountain were all fields. 

     They walked passed the end of the field of millet stalks. 

     “What’s that?” 

     “That’s a lookout shed.” 

     “Are the melons good here?” 

     “Yeah, the melons taste good and the watermelons taste even 

better.” 

     “I wish I could have one.” 

     The boy went down to the radish patch planted in the melon 

fields and pulled out two roots. They weren’t ripe yet. He pulled 

off the leaves and handed one to the girl. He bit off the tip, as if 

he were showing her how to eat it, and peeled off a layer of skin 

with his fingernail and took a bite. 

     The girl followed after him. But before she even took three 

bites, 

     “This is hot and disgusting.” 

     And she threw it on the ground. 

     “This tastes gross.” 

     The boy threw it even farther. 

     The mountain got closer. 

     The colors of the autumn leaves were stunning. 

     “Yay!” 

     The girl ran towards the mountain. This time the boy didn’t 

run after her. And then soon he picked more flowers than the 

girl. 

     “This is an aster, this is blush clover, and this is a 

balloonflower…” 

     “I never knew balloonflowers were so pretty. I like purple! 

But what’s this yellow flower that looks like an umbrella?” 

     “It’s a patrinia.” 

     The girl held it as if it were an umbrella. Slightly blushing 

with dimples. 

     The boy picked a handful of flowers again. He picked only 

the fresh ones and gave it to the girl. 

     But the girl said, 
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     “Don’t throw any of them away.” 

      They climbed up to the top of the mountain. 

      A few cottages were gathered up on the other side of the 

valley. 

      They sat on an edge of a rock without either of them 

suggesting it. It was particularly quiet. The stunning autumn 

sunshine drifted the scent of the drying grass. 

      “What kind of flower is that?” 

      On a slanted side of the mountain were entangled arrowroots 

with the last blossoms of the season.  

      “They look just like wisteria blossoms. My school in Seoul 

used to have a big wisteria tree. That flower reminds me of my 

friends I used to play with under the wisteria tree.” 

      The girl quietly stood and walked toward the slant. She 

began to pull on the vine that had the wisteria blossom. But it 

wouldn’t come out. She tugged it as hard as she could and 

slipped. She had the arrowroot vines in her hand. 

     Startled, the boy ran to her. The girl reached out asking for a 

hand. As he pulled her up, he felt bad thinking he should have 

gotten it for her. 

     The girl’s left knee was bleeding. Before the boy knew, he 

took his lips to the wound and sucked the blooded out. He 

suddenly got up and went somewhere as if he had just 

remembered something. 

     Soon he returned out of breath. 

     “This will help you get better.” 

     After he rubbed the pine resin on the wound, he went down 

to the arrowroot with the flower and cut the vine with his teeth 

and came back. Then said, 

     “There’s a calf. Let’s go over there.” 

      It was a yellow calf. It didn’t even have a nose ring. 

      The boy held onto its reins, and, pretending to rub its back, 

quickly jumped on top of it. The calf was leaping around.  

      The girl’s white face, pink sweater, navy blue skirt, and 

flowers in her arms got blurry. They all seemed like one big blur. 

He got dizzy. But he wasn’t going to give up. He was proud of 

himself. This was something the girl couldn’t do but only him. 

     “What are you kids doing here?” 

     A farmer appeared through the pampas grass. 
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     The boy jumped off the calf. He was scared the farmer would 

scold him for possibly hurting the calf’s back. 

     But the farmer with a long beard took a look at him and 

untied the reins of the calf. 

     “You kids should head home. It’s going to rain.” 

     A black cloud was above them. Suddenly a riot of noise 

came from everywhere. The wind blew with a rustle. In an 

instant, the world turned purple.  

     As they were coming down the mountain, they heard 

raindrops falling from an oak tree. They were thick raindrops. 

The raindrops left a fresh feeling on the back of their necks. 

Rain started pouring in front of their eyes. 

     They saw the lookout shed in the mist of the rain. They had 

to take shelter there. 

     But the pillars of the shed were tilted and the roof was torn in 

pieces. The boy took the girl to a place where the rain was less 

leaking. Her lips had turned pale. Her shoulders were shivering. 

     The boy took off his cotton coat and wrapped it around the 

girl’s shoulder. She looked up at the boy with her eyes wet in 

the rain and said nothing more. Then she picked out the flowers 

with broken stems and deformed blossoms in the bundle of 

flowers she was carrying and threw them on the floor.  

     The rain started leaking in where the boy was standing. He 

couldn’t prevent it from leaking any harder.  

     The boy looking out in the fields suddenly ran towards the 

millet fields. He spread apart the millet stalks he put up and set 

another bundle against it. Again he spread out the stalks. Then 

he gestured with his hand for the girl to come. 

     It did not leak under the millet stalks. It was just a bit dark 

and cramped. The boy sitting out front had to sit in the rain. 

Steam was rising from his shoulders.  

     In a whisper, the girl told him to sit with her. He said he was 

okay. She asked him again to sit with her. The boy stepped 

backwards toward her. He crushed the bundle of flowers the girl 

was holding. But she didn’t care. The smell of the boy wet in the 

rain stung her nose. But she didn’t turn away. Instead the boy’s 

warmth calmed down the girl from shivering. 

     The noisy raindrops against the millet stalks stopped. The 

sky cleared up.  
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     They came out from beneath the millet stalks. Not far away, 

they saw the sun dazzling in beams. 

     When they reached the ditch, the water had risen extremely. 

It had turned into a reddish muddy color. It was impossible for 

them to cross the water. 

     The boy offered his back to the girl. She got on without 

refusing. The water came up to the boy’s rolled-up trousers. The 

girl held on tight to his neck crying, “Oh, my.” 

     Before they reached the stream, the sky cleared up without a 

speck of cloud, as if it had never rained.  

     The next day, the girl didn’t show up. Even the next day. 

And the next. The boy ran to the stream every day but found no 

sigh of her. 

     Even on his class breaks, he checked the playground. He 

peaked into the fifth grade girls’ classrooms. But she wasn’t 

there. 

     On the same day, he went to the stream with one hand 

fumbling with the white pebble in his pocket. The girl was 

sitting on the other side. 

     The boy’s heart began to pound. 

     “I was sick.” 

     Her face looked obviously pale. 

     “Is it because we got caught in the rain?” 

     She quietly nodded her head. 

     “Are you okay now?” 

     “Not really…” 

     “You should be in bed.” 

     “I wanted to get some fresh air. I had a lot of fun that day. I 

don’t know where I got this stain from. It won’t go away.” 

     She looked down on the front part of her pink sweater. There 

was a dark-red muddy stain. 

     Her dimples showed as she asked, 

     “Where do you think I got this from?” 

     She kept looking at her sweater. 

     “I remember. Remember when I got on your back? I got this 

from a stain on your back.” 

     The boy blushed all of a sudden. 

     At the road they have to part, the girl said, 

     “I picked some jujubes from my house this morning. We 

have to worship our ancestor tomorrow…” 
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     She handed him a handful of jujubes. 

     The boy was hesitant. 

     “Try some. My great-grandfather planted them and they’re 

really sweet.” 

     The boy held out his hands rolled up. 

     “They’re so big!” 

     “By the way, we’re moving in a few days after we worship 

our ancestor. We’re selling our house.” 

     Before the girl’s family had moved to the country, the boy 

had overheard the grown-ups talking and found out Mr. Yun’s 

grandson’s business didn’t work out well, so he had to move 

back to his hometown. That had been the reason why the girl’s 

family had to give up their house. 

     “I don’t know why, but I don’t want to move. The grown-ups 

made the decision but…” 

     A sign of loneliness showed in the girl’s black eyes. 

     When the boy headed home, the girl’s words saying she had 

to move wandered in his mind. There was nothing for him to 

feel miserable or sad about. But he couldn’t taste the sweetness 

of the jujube he was eating. 

     That night, the boy sneaked into Mr. Deoksoe’s walnut patch. 

     He climbed up the tree he laid his eyes on earlier that day. 

And he hit a branch he had in mind with a stick. The sound of 

the walnuts falling was particularly loud. He shuddered. But the 

next moment, he struck the branch stronger and stronger 

wishing for more walnuts to fall off. 

     On his way home, he only walked in the shadows of the 12th 

night of the moon. He appreciated the shadows for the first time 

in his life.  

     He patted his bulging bag. He didn’t care whether his hands 

would itch if he cracked the walnuts with his bare hands. All he 

could think of was the girl tasting the town’s finest walnuts from 

Mr. Deoksoe’s. 

     Shucks, he suddenly forgot. He forgot to tell the girl to meet 

him at the stream after she got better, before she moved. You 

fool, you fool. 

     The next day, the boy came home from school and saw his 

father dressed up in his best clothes and holding a chicken. 

     The boy asked where he was going. 
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     Without responding, he weighted the chicken in his hands 

and said, 

     “This should be big enough, right?” 

     My mom handed him a bag. 

     “It has been looking for a place to lay eggs for the past 

several days. It’s not big but it’s pretty fat.” 

     The boy asked his mom where his father was going. 

     “He’s going to the Yun’s. The chicken’s a present to serve to 

their ancestor…” 

     “Then he should take a big one. Take that spotted rooster…” 

     His father gave a big chuckle. 

     “Son, this is more useful.” 

     Feeling awkward, the boy threw his book and went to the 

barn giving a big slap on the cow. Pretending as if he’s catching 

a fly. 

 

     The water in the stream gradually got steady. 

     The boy went down the forked road. The village school seen 

from the head of the reed fields appeared closer than usual under 

the clear blue sky. 

     The boy heard his parents say that the girl’s family was 

going to move to Yangpyeong tomorrow. They were going to 

open up a small store there. 

     The boy fumbled with the walnuts in his pocket before he 

even knew it, and with his other hand, he was plucking the reeds. 

     That night when the boy went to bed, he could only think of 

one thing. Should I go see her move or not? Will I be able to see 

her? 

     Right when he was about to fall asleep, 

     “My goodness…” 

     His father had come back from the village. 

     “The Yuns must be devastated. They sell all their rice fields 

and their house their ancestors had lived in, and now lose a 

loved one…” 

     The boy’s mother sewing under the lamp says, 

     “That girl was their only great-grandchild, right?” 

     “Yeah, their two young boys died when they were little…” 

     “How unfortunate he is.” 

     “Yeah, this girl had been sick for a while but they weren’t 

even able to get medicine for her. Their family line has ended… 
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But this girl was young yet feeble and foolish. Guess what her 

last words were? She said that if she died, she wanted them to 

bury her in the clothes she was wearing…” 

 

 

 

 



Narratives of War: Jordanian Newspapers and the Iraq War 

During war, the press plays a complex and changing role, offering news and pictures of 

events and engaging in discussion about the future direction of the war. The Western press, for 

example, has played a critical role in highlighting political and military failures and in shaping 

public opinion against the Iraq war. In Jordan, however, the printed press has far less access and 

far less freedom in how it covers the Iraq war. With only limited funding they do not have their 

own reporters in the field and with the watchful eye of the Jordanian security services, the press 

is careful about how it reports on the events. While news on Iraq is highly sought after by the 

Jordanian press and the public, the type of news that appears is limited. Indeed, the types of 

stories, the pictures displayed and the language used are all carefully selected to navigate the 

political and social currents that divide the Jordanian society. On the one side is the Jordanian 

government. For them, the war in Iraq is an unfortunate but unstoppable event and opposing US 

policy in the region could have dramatic consequences for the Jordanian economy and political 

stability. In short, they tacitly support the war and the government run newspaper, Al-Rai, echoes 

that support in its articles and editorials. On the other sides are the social groups within Jordan 

who oppose the war and US policy in the region. This group is less cohesive than the 

government but represents a larger proportion of the population. Among them are the Islamist 

groups, such as the Muslim Brotherhood, and their newspaper, Assabeel; the more moderate, but 

pro –Palestinian paper, Addoustour; and the youngest publication, Al-Ghad. Together these three 

"opposition" newspapers offer a far more critical look at the war, seeing it as an imperialist, 

American pillaging of Arab wealth and people. While these papers vary in their degrees of 

opposition to the war, they share a similar approach. None of them offer outright criticism of the 

government policy that supports the war. Instead, they use articles, pictures and loaded 
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terminology to express their opposition without direct critique. As a result, Jordanian press does 

not debate the policy of the government or the future of the war, but rather it debates where the 

war fits into long standing narratives about US-Arab and Jordanian-Iraqi relations.  

 

Historical Development 

 

These narratives are not new in Jordan.  The narratives of anti-imperialism, anti-

Americanism and Arab Nationalism that dominate the Iraq war stories have roots well before the 

Iraq War. Yet, the newspapers’ choice to use these narratives indicates the social and political 

relationships that dominate Jordanian society. The development of the independent printed press 

in Jordan began in the 1940’s as the Jordanian monarchy was building its power base. Under the 

previous imperial system of the Ottomans and then the British, newspapers had largely been used 

as a means of communicating official news and business from the government. The literacy rate 

remained minimal in the largely agrarian and tribal society and independent newspapers had 

failed to establish a stronghold. With the consolidation of the monarchy and Jordan’s 

independence then, a government run newspaper was a logical outcome. Independent, non-

government newspapers, however, still required government permission to open. And under the 

pretense of security and nationalism, later independent newspapers were subject to government 

approval and acquiescence.  

This foundation and development created two trends in the press. The first trend was the 

dominance of official news. By the 1940’s the Jordanian population expected and used 

newspapers as the venue for official advertisements and updates on government decisions. 

Political debates remained in the salons and cafes rather than in print. The result in the 
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newspaper is that the majority of news articles in the whole paper, not only on Iraq, are Arabic 

translations of articles from the three major international wires: Reuters, Associated Press and 

Agence France Presse. Pictures also come from the wires and often editorials are Arabic 

translations of syndicated western columnists, such as David Brooks of the New York Times. 

This reliance is the result of limited funds available for international reporting like Iraq, but also 

to avoid the implication of newspaper bias. Instead, the wire service provides an accepted 

version of events that the Jordanian papers can then distribute without retribution. 

The second trend was the strong government influence on newspaper content and indeed 

on a newspaper’s mere existence. The constant need for “stability” and “national unity” first 

appeared in the transition from imperial power to the independent monarchy, but has remained a 

justification in the wake of Jordan’s regional position between expansionist Syria, war-torn 

Lebanon, unstable Palestine and now crumbling Iraq.  

 This need for security leads to legal punishment for journalists in the Press and 

Publication Law and security justifications. Most recently, in March 2007, the Jordanian Lower 

House of Parliament renewed the Press and Publications Law establishing greater fines of up to 

28000 dinars ($40,000) for violations relating to defaming religion, offending religious prophets, 

inciting sectarian strife or racism, slandering individuals, and spreading false information or 

rumors.1 This law proved controversial in Jordan with several newspaper editors and 

international organizations such as Freedom House condemning the very existence of such a law. 

The King sough to find a compromise between the hard-line conservative Lower House and the 

international and media pressure, buy opposing the original provision on journalist 

imprisonment. While the King successfully removed the clause from the final law, the difference 

in views on the media is telling: The elected officials of the Lower House wanted stricter laws 
                                                 
1 “Jordan: Press Law Amendments.” Arab Reform Bulletin, April 2007, Volume 5, Issue 3 
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against journalists, having less trust in their reporting and fearing rumors. The King, on the other 

hand, publicly checked the Parliament’s punishments. But this move should not be seen as too 

enlightened. The state security laws, more broadly applicable than the Press and Publication 

Law, allow the King and security services to imprison journalist who are seen to violate 

“national security,” vaguely defined. This legal environment affects journalistic content. 

According to a 2006 poll from the University of Jordan entitled “Revisiting the Arab Street”, the 

media sees itself as credible only 4.9 on a 1-10 scale, less than half the time.2 The vagueness of 

these laws leaves journalists and newspapers vulnerable to the government’s interpretation of the 

law rather than specifically defined crimes. Consequently, newspapers in Jordan are confined to 

a specific role: One which brings news of official events to the Jordanian reading public, and yet 

one which carefully avoids violating press laws and security provisions. 

 Even in this confined role, however, the newspapers still seek popular appeal. Indeed, 

according to the same University of Jordan poll, the Jordanian public considers newspapers 

“highly credible” with a 6.2 out of 10 compared to the 4.9 rating from journalists themselves. 

Through narratives that have deep historical roots, the newspapers can convey a story, such as 

the Iraq war that fulfills its required official and legal role but also reflects public opinion. For 

example, the Muslim Brotherhood newspaper, Assabeel, consistently discusses the Iraq war as a 

larger war between Islam and the West, quoting Quranic verses and comparing current events 

with Islamic history to illustrate its Islamic narrative. The newspaper successfully takes the anti-

war opinion of 80% of the Jordanian public3 and infuses it with its own Islamic narrative. The 

result is that the Iraq war becomes further evidence of the relevance of the Islamic narrative. At 

                                                 
2 The University of Jordan. “ Revisiting the Arab Street” Pg 58. 
3 University of Jordan. Pg 65.. 
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the same time, the narrative reinforces anti-war opinion that subtly but indirectly criticizes the 

government’s pro-war stance. 

  In the case of the Iraq war, this navigation is critical to the appeal of newspapers. Not 

only must the newspapers avoid outright critique of the government, they must remain relevant 

in the age of satellite television. The advent of independent satellite television stations such as Al 

Jazeera has certainly created new competition for audiences. In fact, Arabic speaking publics 

look first to television and then radio as primary news sources before turning to newspapers. To 

maintain their appeal, Jordanian newspapers do not compete directly with satellite television who 

have a regional audience and a rapid news cycle. Instead, newspapers maintain their relevance by 

selectively choosing stories and pictures about the Iraq war that reinforce an already popular 

narrative.  

 

Narrative Choices 

 

 These limitations on newspapers lead them to take up very different narratives, which is 

then reflected in the stories, pictures and editorials. As the above historical development 

indicates, newspapers’ narratives are integrally related to the wider social and political beliefs. 

The narratives that appear in the paper through editorials and articles are more a maneuvering 

trough pre-existing and competing discourses than in inventing a new set of ideas.4 The first 

major narrative that emerged on the war was from the government run newspaper, Al-Rai. Owing 

to its government affiliation, it largely reinforced the government’s pro-war stance but carefully 

tempered it by adopting a narrative of Nationalism and Humanitarianism. 

                                                 
4 Macdonald, Myra.Exploring Media Discourse. Osford:Oxford University Press, 2003.  
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 Initially in 2003, the Jordanian government sought to place the Iraq war within the 

Jordanian nationalist narrative by focusing on the humanitarian need. Throughout his and his 

government’s statements in early 2003, King Abdullah emphasized the humanitarian and strictly 

non-military role of Jordan. In his speech to the nation on March 21, 2003, the day after US 

airstrikes on Baghdad began, the King called on the Jordanian “family and supporters who have 

never disappointed your country or your nation” as an appeal to those loyal to the Jordanian 

country and Arab nation, “to face [the events around us] with the utter awareness and sense of 

responsibility and placing our national interest above all interests and considerations.” This 

appeal to Jordanian nationalism allowed the King to justify his political choices without directly 

provoking the anti-war public opinion.  

 Similarly, the government matched this Jordanian nationalism with humanitarian causes 

that appealed to Arab nationalist allegiances. This humanitarian appeal recalled the first Gulf 

War in 1991, when Jordanians actively supported their Iraqi neighbor by housing refugees and 

sending large amounts of humanitarian aid to Iraqis. The popular support for the Iraqi people was 

so strong in fact that King Hussein of Jordan publicly sided with Iraq and refused to join the US-

led coalition to oust Iraq from Kuwait. The policy choice was profound: the US withdrew 

billions of dollars in foreign aid immediately crippling the Jordanian state, but the Jordanian 

people drew closer to their Iraqi neighbors by feeling that they suffered with them through war. 

When a similar US-Iraq confrontation emerged in 2003, then-Foreign Minister Marwan Muasher 

reiterated the alliance between the Jordanian and Iraqi people saying that "the fact is today that 

without a proactive Arab role helping Iraqis, the occupation is going to last longer. And therefore 

if the objective is to shorten the time of the occupation, then we all need to take a proactive role 
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in helping Iraqis during this time.”5  Speaking of the Iraqi people rather than the Iraqi 

government, then, allowed the King to avoid addressing the conflict with Saddam Hussein 

directly. Rather than justifying his pro-war stance and tacit policy alliance with the United States, 

the King placed the Iraq war in a narrative about the Jordanian ‘family’ and their Iraqi brothers.  

 But humanitarian support was the limt of Jordan’s government support to Iraq. Needing 

US fund to maintain its economy and security, King Abdullah never went so far as to condemn 

the war. At points he drew criticism from former Jordanian leaders, such as the Statement of 99, 

a letter from 99 leading Jordanians and former government ministers which urged Jordan to 

stand against the US war, and he had to dispel rumors of Israeli and American troops fighting 

Iraqi troops on the Jordanian border or flying through Jordanian airspace. The King’s choice to 

support the US but encourage Jordanian support for Iraqis was a delicate balance in recalling the 

1991 war but adopting the opposite and unpopular policy alongside the US. 

 This nationalist and humanitarian narrative appeared consistently throughout Al-Rai 

newspaper, who used terminology such as “brotherly Iraq” and whose front page pictures during 

the first weeks of the war consistently displayed the damage and death in Baghdad from aerial 

bombing. Editorials focused on the need for Jordanian security and stability in a time of regional 

war. But the newspaper was not deaf to the clear anti-war sentiment among the Jordanian 

population. In promoting the government stance, Al-Rai absolved the King of blame for the war 

by pointing out the imperialist nature of the United States, stating that “His majesty King 

Abdullah the Second confirmed that Jordan exerted all she could and undertook all means and 

possibilities for reaching a political solution to the Iraqi crisis and preventing the Iraq war and its 

dangers. The current stormy regional and international conditions have led to a point of no return 

                                                 
5 Address by His Excellency Dr. Marwan Muasher, Minister of Foreign Affairs on March 15, 2004 at the Woodrow 
Wilson International Center 
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that began with the drum beat of war and is ending in the roar of canons and bombing by 

airplanes. The loser will only be the people of brotherly Iraq who must sacrifice for those who 

seek the fuels of oil for their war.” The implication clearly lays blame with an oil-hungry United 

States and emphasizes the need for humanitarian assistance to a weak and brotherly Iraqi 

population.  

 In contrast, the self-proclaimed pro-Palestinian newspaper Addustour and the 

independent newspaper Al-Ghad adopted stronger anti-war, but not anti-government positions. 

Addustour went directly to an Arab nationalist stance that juxtaposed the United States with all 

Arab interests. As a pro-Palestinian newspaper, Addustour framed the plight of the Iraqis as akin 

to the Palestinian plight in Israel calling the US invasion an “unethical war” and highlighting the 

hypocrisy of the United Nations which would enforce its resolutions against Iraq but not against 

Israel. Addustour, more directly than the other papers, drew the blame directly to the Bush 

administration who they also saw as abandoning Iraq like they abandoned the Palestinian peace 

process and isolated Palestinian President Yasir Arafat. Unlike the Al-Rai focus on Jordanian 

nationalism, Addustour appealed to the nearly 50% of Jordanian society from Palestinian 

heritage. For them, the narrative of self-determination for Iraq could be compared to the drive for 

Palestinian self-determination. In this narrative, the Iraq war was not so much about oil or 

imperialism, but about the consistent failure of the international community to support self-

government for Arab peoples. 

 As the war and the occupation continued, Addustour became increasingly more anti-

American. Editorials and editorial cartoons highlighted the alliance between Israel and the 

United States and used terminology such as martyr and resistance that paralleled the Palestinian 

experience. In fact the newspaper from 2003-2004 organized its Regional news section with a 
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page entitled “The Palestinian File” followed immediately by “The Iraqi File.” Ever vigilant to 

the Palestinian cause, the Palestinian File appeared first. But by titling the two pages as “files” 

the paper implied a long history of news, of injustice and of evidence for that injustice. 

 The pictures in Addustour, unlike Al-Rai’s images of official statesmen and news 

conferences, appeared as wailing mothers, angry protesters, and victims of violence. The 

similarity with pictures from Palestine was evident, but the implication was different. In pictures 

from Palestine, violence is clearly perpetrated by Israeli forces on seemingly innocent 

Palestinians. In “The Iraqi File” the perpetrator of the violence is less clear from the pictures – 

often the destruction was from suicide bombers not from the US occupying soldiers. The 

implication on Iraq, however, was that no matter the source of the violence, the US soldiers were 

responsible. The US decision to invade and the US inability to keep security were the roots of the 

violence.  

 This direct link of all violence to the US evidenced a more subtle narrative that supported 

Sunni dominance in Iraq and supported the Sunni-led Iraqi insurgency in Al-Anbar, Falluja, and 

Ramadi. Jordan is estimated 93% Sunni (with 2% Christian, 1% Shia and 3% other such as 

Circassian). Jordan’s support for Iraq had even in 1991 and again in 2003 been implicitly linked 

to the Sunni Iraqi community. Sunni Jordanians and the ruling Sunni Iraqis had shared decades 

of business and political links. For Jordanians, Iraq was a Sunni country. Sunni resistance against 

invaders was justified rather than understood as a bid by a minority to retain its undemocratic 

rule. This assumption of Sunni dominance and of a justified resistance underpinned the anti-

imperialist and self-determination narrative. Tacit support for Falluja and Ramadi and Tal Afar 

resistance appeared in the Jordanian newspapers through increasingly virulent anti-Americanism 

and coverage of the fighting. Addustour and other papers carefully did not mention Al Qaeda in 
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Iraq or other resistance groups by name, fearing a Jordanian government censorship. But by 

using the word resistance (muqawamma) in a more general sense gave support to Sunni fighters 

against invaders and obscured the political division such Sunni violence was in fact wrecking in 

Iraq. 

 Although also anti-war, the Al-Ghad newspaper attempted to bring a more neutral stance 

to the coverage of Iraq. Al-Ghad is the youngest newspaper, launching its first publications in 

2004 after the war and occupation were well established. Unlike Al-Rai and Addustour who had 

several decades of committed readers and established narratives, Al-Ghad lured its audience 

precisely because it had no overt narrative. Instead, it framed its coverage as professional and 

balanced. Only a few months into the newspapers coverage, however, the King forced the 

resignation of the editor over an article on Jordanian suicide bombers in Iraq. In February 2005 

the newspaper ran a story about the celebration of a martyr’s death by his Jordanian family. 

Although the newspaper used the terminology provided by the family, the public labeling of the 

bomber and the funeral as a martyr’s resulted in anti-Jordan riots in Iraq. The protests led to a 

freezing of Iraqi-Jordanian diplomatic relations and the King’s firing of the Al-Ghad editor-in-

chief.6  This event underscores that the independence and balance of the newspaper was not 

ultimately theirs to establish. The King’s ability to force a resignation and illustrate his executive 

authority over the press may have saved the diplomatic situation, but it forced Al-Ghad to 

abandon its attempts at independent reporting. The next editor-in-chief established guidelines for 

Al-Ghad reporting that would not endorse terrorism of any kind, use the terms of martyrdom or 

resistance (muqawwama) and would consider the killing of any civilians as terrorism.7 

                                                 
6 AlGhad, February 28, 2005; www.abuaardvark.typepad.com and Al Jazeera for the report of firing the Al Ghad 
editor. 
7 Interview with Al Ghad editorial staff, April 2007. 
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Implicitly, however, Al-Ghad had conformed to the official narrative against terrorism. Public 

support for the anti-American resistance in Iraq would remain unreported. 

 In their editorial section, Al-Ghad writers have found that their coverage of Iraq is best 

received when it caters to already existing narratives. Two of Al-Ghad’s highly respected 

columnists explained that their reports on individual Iraqis and on the rise of Shia power in Iraq 

were met with little interest from readers. These stories did not fit into the established narratives 

and instead displayed the complexity and nuance in a changing, war-torn Iraq. The writers and 

the Al-Ghad newspaper often chose instead to compete with Al-Rai and Addustour newspapers 

by engaging in similar discussions of anti-imperialism, Arab Nationalism and self-determination 

that found greater resonance with the Jordanian readership. 

 The result of these historical, comprehensive narratives is precisely the lack of nuance 

and complexity that the Al-Ghad writers had sought.  In looking solely at the time period in 

November 2005, when Jordan was struck by Al-Qaeda suicide bombings in the capital of 

Amman, the articles chosen from the international wires were heavily skewed towards the 

political aspect. Rather than feature stories on individual Jordanians or Iraqis involved in the 

incident, official news and in particular political news dominated the papers. Of the Iraq news in 

one two-week period, political news constituted between 30 – 70% of the articles, the highest 

percentage among all the groups. The remaining articles were spread fairly evenly between the 

topics of military operations, violence/attacks and least among articles dealing with development 

projects or feature articles on Iraqis themselves. This portrayal is supported by the newspapers 

choosing 75-80% of their Iraq news articles from the international news wires. The remaining 

articles either did not have bylines or were from the Jordanian wire, Petra. Three of the 

newspapers have or had at one time an independent reporter in Iraq, however, their stories appear 
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infrequently, with one explanation given that these reporters may face more scrutiny as Arabs 

asking for local information.8 This is not unusual for the Arab press or the Arab public because, 

as one author points out, “Arab audiences still live in unstable political conditions, suffering the 

consequences of long dictatorships and the lack of freedom of speech. Thus, it is not surprising 

that they not only eagerly consume, but indeed, demand, political news.”9 Although not unusual, 

then, the portrayal of Iraq lacks complexity and is reduced to a component of the larger US 

imperial game in the Middle East. 

 In fact, this focus on political stories, while nothing new in the Arab or Jordanian press, 

precludes the human interest and feature stories. According to the International Committee for 

Journalists who studied Jordanina and western journalistic trends, “without these human 

interests, the risk of stereotyping, even by a careful author may feed the audience’s bias.”10 Thus 

while the proportion of political articles is feeding the taste for politics it is also reinforcing 

stereotypes. One of the most consistent stereotypes which all the narratives implied was the lack 

of values in the West, and specifically in the United States. This lack of values was then linked to 

the imperialist policy in the Middle East, the greed for oil and the disregard for Islam. According 

to public opinion polling in Jordan and the broader Middle East, individual values between the 

West and the Arab world contrast sharply, with the US leading in social ills such as “moral 

decadence, crime, promiscuity, social violence and opportunism” and the Arab world excelling 

in “personal generosity, sense of responsibility, respect for others, good manners and 

hospitality.”11 In the news articles and more prevalently in the editorials, these value judgments 

are then applied directly to the US and Arab actions in war and foreign policy choices. As the 

                                                 
8 Interview with Al-Ghad editorial staff, April 2007. 
9 The Making of Arab News. Pg 80. 
10 International Committee for Journalists. “” Pg 77. 
11 University of Jordan. Pg 63. 
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In addition to reinforcing stereotypes, the narratives are by definition selective and often 

disregard stories or activities that do not fit into the narrative. Noticeably several issues never 

appeared in Jordanian press, such as the mass killings by Saddam Hussein or the impact of Iraqi 

refugees on the Jordanian economy and social fabric. The narratives of Arab Nationalism, 

Islamism and anti-imperialism all set up the dichotomy between the US and Iraq in which Jordan 

aligned with Iraq as its Arab, Muslim and anti-imperialist neighbor. Even before the 2003 Iraq 

War, Jordanian historiography had cast Iraq and Saddam Hussein as an Sunni Arab hero who 

defied the West. For the Jordanian press Saddam and the Iraqi people were the same entity who 

                                                 
12 Al Rai newspaper, “Our Opinion” March 21 and 22, 2003 
13 Addustour newspaper, “Unethical War!”, March 2003 
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valiantly challenged the powerful Western states and indeed demonstrated the rightful historical 

leadership of the Arab Muslim world. By linking Saddam and the Iraqi people, however, the 

narratives in the Jordanian press and society failed to consider the mass graves, the secret police, 

the repression that occurred within Iraq itself. Because Saddam’s actions fulfilled the hopes of 

the Arab Nationalist and anti-Imperialist narrative by defying the West, his internal actions were 

not considered. “In the typical words of one Iraqi writer, the Arab media “glorified the Iraqi 

regime” and deluded Arab viewers about the realities of Iraq under Saddam.”14  

More than obscure the atrocities of Saddam, this pro-resistance narrative also failed to 

account for a rising refugee problem in Jordan. By mid-2006 the count of Iraqi refugees in 

Jordan was estimated by the United Nations High Commission for Refugees as between 750,000 

and one million. Cab drivers and local Jordanians became increasingly critical of the Iraqi 

refugees whose arrival were linked to rising prices of food and housing and declining quality of 

government services such as education and health care. The newspapers, however, contain no 

acknowledgement of the Iraqi refugee influx. Instead news about Iraq is focused solely inside the 

country. Like the failure to report on Saddam’s atrocities, the failure to report about Iraqi 

refugees was linked to the narrative of a defiant Iraq. Fleeing refugees would imply that Iraqis 

themselves did not support the resistance and would rather find security in Jordan than challenge 

US control in their own country. Moreover, the costs imposed by the Iraqi refugees in Jordan 

would further reveal the tension between the Jordanian and Iraqi people. Such a tension would 

contradict the decades-long narrative of Jordanian support for ‘brotherly Iraq’ and imply a failure 

of the Iraqi people to continue their historical role as anti-imperialist, Arab nationalists in the 

region. While the Jordanian people experienced a very different sentiment about the Iraqi 

                                                 
14 Lynch, pg. 225. 
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refugees, the Jordanian newspapers overlooked this changing attitude in favor of continuing their 

earlier narratives. 

The failure to report on refugees, however, is also evidence of the newspaper’s careful 

navigation not to criticize the Jordanian government. Like the report on the Jordanian suicide 

bomber, reports on Iraqi refugees in Jordan risked highlighting failures of the Jordanian 

government to either provide for the refugees or the Jordanian people. Domestic news in the 

newspapers was consistently less than foreign news and the newspapers were relatively safe 

from government interference as long as they remained focused abroad. Although the war in Iraq 

was having a profound domestic impact on daily life in Jordan, the newspapers avoided 

highlighting the issues, keeping the war a distant event that was taking place inside Iraq only. 

The power of these narratives in the Jordanian press is therefore two-fold: to resonate 

with society by drawing on deeply-rooted ideas about Jordan’s relationship with Iraq and with 

the West but also to carefully avoid direct criticism of the Jordanian government.  The result is 

that newspaper competition was centered on how to place the Iraq war in these larger narratives, 

whether as evidence of rising Arab nationalism, of Western hatred of the Muslim world or as 

another struggle for independence from imperialist power-grabs. Even through these narratives, 

the newspapers managed a subtle critique of the Jordanian government’s foreign policy towards 

Iraq. The King’s decision to support the US invasion of Iraq despite strong anti-war public 

opinion was not outright discussed or critiqued. But the newspapers’ highlighting of the Iraqi 

resistance, of US failures in security and Iraqi politics and in judging the US as value-less 

compared with the Muslim world all implied that the King’s support for the West was 

inconsistent with history and Jordanian opinion. Using terminology, articles, pictures and 

editorials, the Jordanian newspapers placed the Iraq war in context of narratives. Indeed, for 

 15



 16

newspapers such as Addustour, the Iraq war was further evidence of the narrative of self-

determination which they had long championed through the news from Palestine. Such narratives 

offer the Jordanian public a version of events that is consistent and reinforcing of earlier 

experiences and beliefs, but that ultimately lacks the nuance and details necessary to truly 

understand the impact of war either on Iraq or on Jordan. 
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Abstract 

Integration of computers into the Ghanaian school curriculum has become 
widespread in the country's senior and some junior secondary schools. Despite its 
numerous benefits, however, there are considerable concerns regarding whether 
School ICT programmes are indeed serving their intended purpose of exposing 
students to the technological tools that would enhance skill acquisition and promote 
mastery over subject matter. The paper begins with an examination of the 
knowledge base of art teachers and views of heads of schools about ICT and art 
education. It also explores the educational goals of existing ICT progarmmes in 
Ghanaian Senior Secondary Schools which focus on conventional computing that 
only enables students to use a narrow range of software that have very little benefit 
for the Visual Art student in particular. The outcome of the investigations formed 
the rationale for an intervention meant to expose art students to relevant basic skills 
that are required to develop their computer literacy skills beyond word processing, 
ultimately developing their creative thinking skills through information technology. 
This paper is a presentation on the nature of ICT programmes in the secondary 
schools and the outcome of the intervention designed to expose students to the 
appropriate use of ICT in Art Education. The results from the execution of the 
designed intervention suggest a proper attention to the entire idea of ICT in 
Ghanaian schools, since it is of tremendous enhancement not only for the teaching 
and learning of art, but all the subjects studied at the senior secondary school level. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Background to the Study 
All over the world, institutions and structures are changing as a result of access to 
increased amounts of information (Kelly, 1998). For education to really prepare 
students for success, educators have a responsibility to teach students how to use 
technology to solve problems in the various fields of study. In a subject like visual art, 
there is a need to develop an ICT programme which looks at art as an evolving and 
technologically driven field.  
 
There are two very strong reasons for incorporating technology in the teaching and 
learning of art. One is the current push toward school and curriculum  reform  in order 
to meet the changing needs of our society (Gooden, 1996), the tools for which 
changes technology provides. The second is the responsibility of educational 
institutions to provide all students with the skills to compete in a global, technological 
economy. 
 
Statement of the Problem 
The current rise in information and communication technology (ICT) provides new 
challenges to education. Information technology almost imposes an unconditional 
incorporation of ICT tools in the teaching and learning process as a means of 
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preparing students to enter a job market where information technology is pervasive. 
Consequently, many senior secondary schools in Ghana have managed to acquire 
computers that are intended to enable them provide their students with basic 
knowledge and skills in the processing of information via computers. 
 
Unfortunately, the emergence of  ICT in Ghanaian secondary schools seem to lack 
definite goals for teaching and learning and is  happening so independently  that the 
extent to which its introduction is benefiting education of the students  is uncertain. 
Apart from using it for ‘keyboarding’ classes, ICTs hardly affect the teaching and 
learning of any particular subject directly. In the schools where ICT is considered 
within the purview of science, the ICT centre becomes nominally part of the science 
laboratory and is highly under-utilized.  Many subjects are therefore looked down 
upon in matters related to information technology, with art being the most affected.  
The attempt to introduce ICT into Ghanaian senior schools over the past few years is 
far from making any meaningful impact in the teaching and learning process. Though 
the idea of ICT in education has been fully endorsed by policy makers, educators, 
teachers and many others, it is interesting that so much of its potential is not only 
unrealised but apparently unrecognised, particularly in what has traditionally been 
viewed as the creative area of the curriculum – art and vocational skills.  
 
As far as Art Education  is concerned, this trend  is indeed a great setback in 
education of the future artist considering the enormous and exciting scope of ICT in 
art teaching (Davies & Worall, 1997).   
 
An exposure to the basic use of computers for art and the unique role the computer 
can play in the teaching and learning of art is therefore necessary to provide students 
with a much broader view of Information and Communication Technology.  
 
Research Questions 
The study sought to seek answers to the following research questions: 

1  What is the knowledge base and awareness of art teachers in the use of ICT in 
art? 

2. Do educational goals for ICT in senior secondary schools have consideration 
for the teaching and learning of visual art? 

3. To what extent can ICT tools be used to support teaching of concepts and 
skills in Art in Ghanaian schools? 

Methodology 
The study was in two main phases. It was grounded mainly in the qualitative 
paradigm, but employed some interventional strategies at the second phase of the 
study. 
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Gaining Access 
We made a formal request for entering into the schools, and further sort the consent of 
the participants to be involved in the study 
 
Population 
The primary population in this study consisted of senior secondary schools that have 
incorporated ICT into their curriculum.  
 
Sample and sampling 
Ten schools located in the Greater Accra, Central and the Ashanti Regions were 
selected for the study - four from the Central Region; four from the Greater Accra 
Region; and two from the Ashanti Region. The criteria for selection were: they run 
ICT programmes, and they were situated within the three regions that have most of 
Ghana’s grade ‘A’ schools. This was necessitated by the fact that ICT is a new 
concept in Ghanaian schools, so it was just important that studies should be conducted 
in schools where ICT has been on their academic programme for some time. 
 
Sampling Method 
The population under study was selected by the purposive sampling technique. This 
sampling procedure is appropriate on occasions when, based on previous knowledge 
of a population and the specific purpose of the research, investigators use personal 
judgment to select a sample. The researchers used their knowledge of the population 
to judge whether or not a particular sample will be representative (Fraenkel & Wallen 
2000). Subjects were selected because of certain characteristics: the fact that they run 
ICT as well as Visual art programmes, and that some of them are connected to the 
Internet.  
 
Data collection 
The data collected during this study was to enable us to answer the research questions 
posed at the beginning of the study. The research generally focused on the subjective 
experience and perception of the research subjects in ICT. The researchers were the 
key instrument of data collection. Tools used included  semi structured interviews, 
‘conversations’, on-site visits and practical teaching  to gather data for this study 
(Fraenkel & Wallen 2000). Additionally there was a document scrutiny of the 
curriculum and other ICT related materials. 
 
Interviews conducted for the study were informal, and in the form of conversations 
with teachers, students and instructors of ICT in case study schools. They did not 
involve any specific type of sequence of questions or any particular form of 
questioning.  
 
The interviews which were conducted personally by the researchers primarily sought 
to find out what was taught under ICT and whether the syllabus had any relevance to 
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the teaching of art subjects. Selected art students and teachers and some school heads 
were also interviewed to seek their opinion on the content of their ICT syllabus. 
 
Heads of schools were interviewed on school’s history on ICT establishments, supply 
of logistics, use as well related infrastructure goals. The computer instructor 
interviews were of more technical nature and it involved ICT resources and their 
usage. 
 
Data Analysis 
Transcripts were generated from the semi-structured interviews and conversations. 
These were then coded and categorized for emerging themes. Maxwell suggests that 
the main categorizing strategy in qualitative research is coding (Maxwell, 1998). 
Where necessary verbatim expressions of the respondents were also used in order to 
report accurately what the participants had said. 
 
Reporting of Results 
Results of the study are discussed in the light of the main themes emerging from the 
study. These included knowledge base of Visual Art teachers   regarding ICT and ICT 
tools in supporting teaching and skills and educational goals of ICT and consideration 
for teaching and learning. 
 
MAIN FINDINGS 

 
What is the knowledge base and awareness of art teachers in the use of ICT in 
art? 

For most of the visual art teachers interviewed, computers were seen as a set of tools 
availability which can provide a positive force that would not only promote teaching 
and learning of visual art, but can build up motivation and sense of worth for teachers 
and pupils.  
 
Interestingly, most art teachers had little knowledge and skills in the use of computers 

 
I don’t even know how to move the mouse or cat myself. How am I suppose 
to teach my students (Verbatim expression of an art teacher) 

 
Art teachers who have some flair in the use of ICT expressed a lot of concern about 
the way they are treated when it comes to ICT issues. Most school heads did not see 
where art teachers come in as far as ICT is concerned. For most of the heads 
interviewed, art teachers are supposed to be satisfied with the conventional art tools 
and materials available in their studios. A headteacher in one of the schools 
commented as follows: 
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Computers are good but I think we should take our time because parents 
cannot even afford the traditional art tools and materials, let alone 
computers (Verbatim Comments of head teacher) 
 

From such comments it seems to be the case that the head teacher was unwilling to 
support the use of ICT by art teachers. Interestingly there was a lack of enthusiasm 
and support for the use of ICT in art by some teachers, whose view point was that ICT 
could not facilitate original works of art. One teacher for instance commented as 
follows 
 

You can call it whatever you want, but I would be the last person to call a 
work generated on the computer as work of art. A painting without a brush 
and paint is to me, unthinkable (Verbatim expression of an art teacher) 
 

Another teacher who seemed exasperated by the support for ICT in art remarked 
 
You people [referring to the researchers [are bringing ICT into everything, 
and now into art. Very soon you would ask us to eat ICT (Comments from an 
art teacher) 

 
 Besides, art teachers themselves were divided on the issue of acceptability of 
computer generated art works as ‘authentic’ works of art. Some, even though are 
fascinated about the numerous possibilities provided by the computer in art creation, 
were reluctant to adopt new teaching techniques. Thus    a cross section of teacher 
were unwilling to embrace ICT in their classroom, owing to what was considered as 
too new a thing to learn 
 

ICT is for children. I see students doing so many things on computers and 
admire them so much. For me however I am too old a dog to start learning 
new tricks (Verbatim expression of art teacher) 

 
Some of these teachers   are content to stick to the old thing they learnt and would 
gladly describe themselves as BBC, a Ghanaian acronym meaning born before the 
time of computer, and therefore an unwillingness to learn about them, or rather a 
perceived inability in adjusting to the intricacies of ICT in art. 
 
Interestingly, the use of ICT in the classrooms was quite popular among a section of 
art teachers, who showed eagerness in using it in their lessons. One teacher remarked 
as follows: 
 

I have been very reluctant to do anything manually by way of design or even 
writing since I learnt to use the computer. When possible, I even use it to 
teach some concepts in art (Verbatim expression of an art teacher) 
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In spite of the interest among some teacher in the use of ICT, low funding   for 
education and unavailability of computers was hampering its widespread use in schools 
in Ghana. One of the teachers interviewed commented as follows: 
 

ICT has come to serve as a modern tool for visual communication 
design…My only problem is accessibility as far as our economy is concerned 
(Art teacher) 

  
To what extent can ICT tools be used to support teaching of concepts and skills 
in Art in Ghanaian schools? 

This question was evaluated against the background of the potential of ICT in 
supporting the teaching of concepts and skills in art. 

The following issues were explored, and they are discussed below 

ICT Centres 
In all the 10 schools cited, evidence of responses to ICT involved creating an ICT 
centre, or dedicating a building to house computers and peripherals. Students were 
being taken to these facilities when work with computers was needed. These buildings 
are called Computer centres, IT centres or Computer Laboratories/rooms. 
 
Resources Available to schools   
The primary determinants of the quality of ICT usage in Ghanaian senior secondary 
schools are the availability of computer hardware and software.     
 
Hardware 
A basic indicator of hardware availability in schools was the number of personal 
computers available for students use comprised system units, monitors, keyboards and 
mouse.  Most of the ICT resources in secondary schools are kept in the computer 
rooms. This pattern was consistent in all the schools.   
 
Hardware Peripherals 
Access to peripherals is limited in most of the schools. At best, schools were equipped 
with colour printers and scanners. There was only one school which had digital 
cameras and LCD projectors that were used for teaching. 
 
Because schools had few peripherals, students access to these devices were restricted. 
In all cases, printers were not made available for students’ use at all times, because 
the instructors felt students would misuse them. Students were only allowed to print 
their work with the express permission and supervision of the instructors.  
 
Computers 
The computers used for ICT programmes in all the schools involved in the study were 
Personal Computers or IBM compatible computers. Each of the schools had between 
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20 and 50 working computers. Their capacities differ and so are their general 
performances. No school had a computer classroom furnished with the same brand 
and quality of computers. Computers available to schools were predominantly 
Pentium-based, ranging between Pentium 220 and Pentium 4.  
 
Software 
The extent of ICT use in schools was highly dependent on the types of software 
available to users. Two types of software were available to the schools visited. These 
were Operating Systems and Application programs. 
 
Operating System 
Because all the schools use IBM compatible computers, the operating system they 
learn is Windows. Versions range from 98 to XP, depending on when a particular 
computer was obtained. The hardware and operating systems platform available in 
schools implies that school facilities are capable of supporting art programs such as 
Corel Draw, Illustrator, Photoshop and the like. 
 
Application Software 
The Microsoft suit was available to all the ten schools studied. Because this software 
was installed on all the computers found in the schools, all the ten schools teach word 
processing, spreadsheet and presentations. The students and instructors interviewed 
confirmed that word processing receives more attention than the other programs. The 
interviews revealed that some of the instructors had considerable working knowledge 
of the program, yet they did not teach it as part of the normal ICT programme. What 
was happening was that some students had some knowledge and skills that enabled 
them to use the program for designing. It was realized that some art students knew 
how to use Microsoft Word, Publisher and Power point to design cards, calendars, etc. 
In one of the schools, teachers were, apart from the general ICT periods, allowed to 
use the computers when and where they felt necessary in their specific areas of 
teaching. According to the graphic design teacher, art students learn basic concepts of 
colour and typography with MS Word.  
 
Three out of the ten schools tended to offer students greater exposure to a variety of 
software types. Students in two of the schools had, in addition to word processing 
software, Internet-related software such as browsers and e-mail software.                                        
 
Some of the students in all the 10 schools have sound knowledge and expertise in the 
use of ICT than some of the ICT instructors. This is because such students have 
access to computers in their homes; some even have laptop computers of their own. 
The ICT instructor in one of the schools, for example, said he learnt Dream Weaver 
(for web design) and Adobe Illustrator from a student.   
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Internet 
As at the time of this report, 5 out of the 10 schools were on the Internet, two used to 
be hooked but no more, and three had not been hooked before but have plans to get 
hooked to the net. One of them had already acquired a large dish that would enable 
them have all classrooms and offices hooked to the Internet. The other school was 
working out plans to link up via the local University. Interviews with selected 
students in the schools revealed that they knew about the Internet and its use for 
electronic mail.  
 
The use of the Internet in the schools where the service was available was closely 
monitored by ICT instructors. This was to ensure that students put the facility to 
proper use.  
 
Support for ICT Education 
All the ICT centres receive a lot of support from local PTA’s, Old Boys/Girls and 
Donor agencies. The ICT centre in one of the schools was provided by the Old Boys’ 
Association with support from two organizations –World Links and International 
Institute for Communication and Development (IICD). World Links is an 
organization that promotes project-based, international telecollaboration activities 
among secondary school teachers and students from developing countries. The 
International Institute for Communication and Development (IICD) assists developing 
countries to realize locally owned sustainable development by harnessing the potential 
of information and communication technologies (ICTs). World Links project donated 
ten networked computers with accessories and one year Internet connectivity. Africa 
online provided the internet service. The International Institute for Communication 
and Development (IICD) through the Global Teenage Project (GTP) also donated 
three networked computers with one year Internet connectivity. Network 
Communication Systems (NCS) provided the Internet service. 
 
Five of the schools have received similar assistance from the above programs. At the 
time of the study, one of the schools had received five computers and a satellite dish 
from its overseas branch of the Old Boys Association. 
 
In one of the schools, the ICT centre was established by a non-governmental 
organisation called Institute of Computer Technology (ICT), which also provided all 
the 40 computers and instructors to teach ICT in the school. It was also realised that 
some other organizations were involved in establishing ICT centres in schools.   
 
This trend gives another dimension to ICT in schools where ICT avails itself as a 
business avenue for ICT provders. The implications are that, ICT companies are more 
likely to associate themselves with the ‘big’ or the so called grade ‘A’ schools, where 
it would be possible for them to recoup their investments. It is obvious that if the 
introduction of ICT in education follows trends of this nature, it can result in the 
further marginalization of those schools which are already disadvantaged. 
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General Issues 
Certain issues however, run through all the schools’ ICT  programme, and these have 
been highlighted as follows:: 

• Information technology programmes are extracurricular activities.  
• Computers are mostly IBM compatibles. 
• Word processing is a must and all schools use MS Word. 
• Even though there are other application software such as Microsoft 

Powerpoint, Publisher, and others installed on their computers, the major 
concern of instructors is how students can do some word processing with MS 
Word. 

• IT centres are originally established by the individual schools with some 
assistance from the PTA and Old Boys/Girls.  

• IT classes are attended class by class at specific periods that have been 
allocated by school authorities. 

• Some students have attained extra skills in computing through private classes 
and have therefore been exposed to many other application programs. 
 

Do educational goals for ICT in senior secondary schools have consideration for 
the teaching and learning of visual art? 
 
In evaluating this question we realized that there is no standard syllabus or clear 
educational goals for teaching ICT in senior secondary schools in Ghana. The 
syllabus for ICT programmes in all the schools are designed by the instructors 
themselves. In the case of ICT centres that are run by private organisations, course 
contents are determined by such organizations 
 
There were no differences in terms of content between the ICT centres run by the 
schools themselves and those run by private organisations. Even though some of the 
schools had drawn much elaborate syllabuses, they hardly had enough time to do 
anything beyond what their colleagues in the other schools do.  There was however, a 
great deal of difference in how the centres function from school to school, and this, to 
a very great extent, is dependent on the adequacy of computers and quality of staff. It 
therefore became obvious that school ICT centres which had enough equipment 
(computers and accessories) function more efficiently than those with limited 
equipment. Of the ten schools studied therefore, five schools were far ahead of others 
because their centres are better equipped and programs are well structured. Obviously 
this had considerable implication for the teaching of ICT in the schools. 
 
Indeed three of the schools did not have any written syllabus at all. The instructors 
teach students from their experience. What one of the schools presented as a 
‘syllabus’ was simply a content page of the book which the IT instructor uses. This is 
one evidence of a lack of clear ICT policy or goal directing the integration of ICT into 
art. 
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A syllabus obtained from Institute of Computer Technology (ICT) (the organisation 
which established the ICT centre for one of the schools and many others in Ghanaian 
secondary schools was used as a yardstick, and the main strands are examined under 
topics in the syllabus below.  
 
Topics in the Syllabus 

(1)  Computer Systems  
(2) Hardware: 
(3)  Peripherals   
(4) Processing devices 
(5) Storage and Memory  
(6) Typing   
(7) Software  
(8) Introduction to Windows  
(9) Exploring the Desktop  
(10) Basic Skills   
(11) Disk Organisation   
(12) Windows Applications   
(13) Application Software  
(14) Introduction to Microsoft Excel:  
(15) Internet:  
 

Reference Tools 
Some common reference software were identified in some of the secondary schools. 
Encarta Encyclopedia was available in four of the schools; Comptons Encyclopedia, 
Comptons Interactive Holy Bible and Webster’s Interactive Dictionary Encyclopedia 
was available in one of the schools.  These software are used to support traditional 
teaching practices. Schools with some reference software sometimes asked their 
students to search for information. As was evidenced there was no coherent 
educational goals regarding the use of ICT for teaching visual art and consequently 
strategies were based on teachers own initiative and theory. This was often 
problematic because some of the teachers’ own knowledge was often at foundation 
stage. 
  
Summary and conclusion 
Many art teachers have limited understanding of the use of ICT in senior secondary 
schools in Ghana, and this is hampering the promotion of ICT in art. It was also the 
case that whiles some art teachers report of a burning desire to integrate ICT into the 
teaching and learning of art, heads and school authorities are reluctant to support the 
use of ICT in art. This study has also shown that all the schools with ICT centres have 
access to word processors, spreadsheets, and presentation software. This is consistent 
with the Microsoft suite.  The implication is that schools tend to use ICT to teach 
computer literacy. Students study ICT as subject, rather than as tools to learn other 
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subjects. On the whole ICT has considerable potential for teaching art in senior 
secondary schools in Ghana. The ICT syllabuses of all the schools oblige students to 
learn keyboarding and word processing throughout their programme. There are 
however limited opportunities to use the Internet. When and where available, the 
Internet is predominantly used for e-mail.  The syllabuses have no consideration for 
the visual art, and there is little opportunity to learn drawing, painting, simulations or 
modeling software.  
 
The limitations on ICT use in schools are largely attributable to lack of proper 
planning and adequate understanding of the rationale for incorporating ICT tools into 
teaching and learning. Even so there are no clear educational goals and policy 
regarding ICT use in schools in Ghana regarding the teaching of art.  The few 
hardware available are kept in computer rooms or laboratories and are manned mainly 
by ICT instructors, making them inaccessible to non-ICT subject area teachers for 
instructional purposes. This implies that, in Ghanaian senior secondary schools, 
students generally use ICT only during “ICT classes”  
 
Intervention of this study with the aim of profiling the use of ICT in selected 
senior secondary schools in Ghana 
As the research progress however, we realized the necessity of attempting to do 
something about the status of ICT in the school. We wanted to establish whether an 
intervention with ICT would enable students to paint, draw and use the computer 
software to generate creative works and patterns of art. Hence the second phase of the 
present study, the intervention. 
 
The Intervention aimed at providing a general information source for visual art 
students in Ghanaian senior secondary schools with regards to the opportunities 
available in the teaching and learning of art. It provided specific instructions on the 
use of one ‘Draw’ and one ‘Paint’ software for basic activities in art. It also involved 
the deepening of understanding in certain aspects of art such as colour theory, and the 
elements and principles of art.  
 
  How did we set about intervening?  
The intervention involved 5 of the initial 10 chosen purposefully on the basis of what 
we perceived to be schools of the greatest difficulty regarding ICT use and a barely 
satisfactorily standard. Within the sample frame of the five schools 20 students were 
randomly selected from students in forms two and three. No student was selected 
from form one because at the time of the study, form one students had freshly 
reported and therefore did not have the requisite knowledge in ICT. 
 
The intervention involved a series of practical activities. Practical activities were in 
two sections: The first section comprised demonstrations and illustrations undertaken 
by the researchers to explain the tools of the software recommended for art education. 
The second was made up of students’ activities as they practiced the various activities 
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they had been exposed to.  The activities outlined for the intervention were derived 
from the researchers’ practical use of the Personal Computer (PC) in teaching with the 
application software highlighted in this study. 

 

PROFILE OF THE STUDENTS INVOLVED 

 
These students already had introductory lessons in computing from their ‘ICT 
classes’. They were also aware of the basic components of computers - hardware (the 
systems unit, monitor, keyboard and mouse) and software (the Windows operating 
system). They were also conversant with basic operations such as booting, launching 
a program, creating files, typing, saving, opening files, closing files, exiting  programs 
and shutting down the computer. The students could also practice the skills of clicking 
and moving of objects. Above all, all the twenty students were visual art students. 
 
Activities 
The students were taken through a fortnight training session of two-hour duration at 
each sitting. They were taken through a broad range of activities for fourteen days. 
Each activity was provided on each of the fourteen days. The fourteenth day was set 
aside for appreciating the works that the students had undertaken. The activities 
included mainly the following  
 
Day 1:  
Revision of the Elements and Principles of design 
Days 2 & 3 – Introduction to Corel Draw 
Day 4 & 5 – Introduction to Adobe Photoshop 
Day 6 – The Similarities and Differences in Corel Draw and Adobe Photoshop  
Days 7 & 8 – Practical Activities - idea development.  
Day 9 to13 – Project 
Day 14 – Appreciation 
 
Works were discussed on the screen using an LCD projector. Students’ works were 
discussed in terms of Technical properties, Sensory properties, Formal properties, 
Expressive properties and Aesthetic properties (Feldman Model). For example: 
 

• Technical Properties: What tools were used and how were they applied? 
• Sensory Properties: What are the basic visual elements? (Line, colour, shapes, 

recognizable figures) 
• Formal Properties: How does everything fit together? (Balance, rhythm, 

contrast, harmony, etc) 
• Expressive Properties: How does it make you feel? What emotions are 

expressed and how? 
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• Aesthetic Properties: Is it beautiful? Is it of value? Does it communicate even 
without words?  

Students’ Projects 

All the students had some works to show at the end of the exercise. Only three groups 
(six students) successfully attempted painting (with Adobe Photoshop). The rest used 
Corel Draw. However, not all works produced by students have been shown in this 
report. Some works were lost due to improper saving procedures, and others were too 
similar to stand alone. The works that have been presented here therefore are those 
that all the students (the creators and observers including some teachers) accepted as 
well organized ideas and deserved documentation.  
 

 

 

 

 

Movement of Lines 
Software: Corel Draw 
Tools: Ellipse, Bezier, Freehand  
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Movement of Dots 
Tools: Rectangle 
Software: Corel Draw 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

Harmony of Colour 
Software: Corel Draw 
Tools: Interactive Mesh Fill 
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Rhythm/Repetition of Shapes 
Tools: Freehand, Ellipse and Bezier. 
Software: Corel Draw 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Value Scale 

 Software: Corel Draw 
 Tools: Rectangle, Fill Colour Dialog 
 

Method:  4 bars containing 10 rectangles in each bar 
was created for Yellow, Red, Blue and Green. Only the 
first of the rectangles in each of the group was filled 
with the hue. Subsequent colours were reduced in 
saturation by 10%.  Green for example is made up of 
100% Cyan and 100% Yellow and it is only the first of 
the Green boxes which is filled with that pure Green. 
The next one is reduced to 90% cyan, 90% yellow and 
so on.   
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Harmony/Balance 

Software: Corel Draw 
Tools: Freehand, Shape 

 

Method: These designs are painstaking imitation of a design in a dress one of the 
students was wearing. After a lot of tiresome efforts, the two designers who came up 
with it managed to draw one of the motifs with the freehand and the shape tools. The 
motif was then taken through a series of duplications, rotations and flipping to form 
the design. They were guided to present the design in negative and positive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rhythm/Repetition/ Dominance 
Software: Corel Draw 

Tools: Rectangle, Ellipse, Shape 
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Method: One shape was created through the tessellation method and duplicated. Some 
 the design. The 

udent also presented it in the negative which came out well. 

 

 

were flipped upside down. The shapes were then arranged to form
st

 

 

Design from an Orange 
Softw

Tools: Ellip
 

Method: Originally the students who c
actually designed by one of the studen
with the computer. Because the design
just one half of it, copied and flipped t
was also developed in negative and po

are: Corel Draw 
se, Freehand, Shape 

ame up with this design called it ‘sweet’. It was 
ts in a textile class and decided to work it out 
 is symmetrical, they were guided to develop 
o the other side to make it whole. The design 
sitive. 
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Hatching 

 
Method: One student produced all the works 
on this page. She created just one stroke of line 
and duplicated it at various intervals and 
orientations. 
 

 

Software: Corel Draw 
Tools: Freehand 
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Pointillism 
Software: Corel Draw 
Tools: Rectangle 
 
Method: The above design is the idea of 
pointillism expressed by two students. The 
design was created by first creating a single 
rectangular dot with the rectangle tool. This 

rogressively. The first do
duced by point one (0.1)

subsequent repeated dots 
progressively by the same difference. The first 

hen duplicated severally t
. 

was duplicated p t 
 and 

o 

duplicated was re
this reduced the 

bar of dots was t
obtain the design

 

 
 
 

Balance of Texture 
Software: Corel Draw 

Tools: Rectangle, Texture Fill 
 

Method: Four rectangles were created with the 
Rectangle Tool, filled with Texture Fill Dialog and 

arranged. 
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Landscape
Software: Adobe Photoshop 
Tools: Paintbrush, Smudge 

 
 

 

Landscape – Sunset 
Software: Adobe Photoshop 
Tools: Paintbrush, Smudge 

 
Method: The paintbrush tool was used to 
paint, changing colours at various levels. 
he smudge tool was later used to treat the 

edges. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Method: The paintbrush tool 
was used to paint, changing 
colours at various levels. It 

was finished up with the 
Smudge tool. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

T
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intended design. The edges 
were then blended with the 

Smudge. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Meth
produced the two works on this
page worked in a group. It was 

the same idea used for the 
Landscape (above) which was 

developed into the Bush Fire 

 
Landscape 

Software: Adobe Photoshop 
Tools: Airbrush, Smudge 

 
od: The two students who 

 

(below). In all cases, the 
application of colour was done 

with the Airbrush tool. The 
sizes of brush as well as tones 

of colour were changed 
occasionally according to their 
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Storm 

 

 
 
 

Software: Adobe Photoshop 
Tools: Air Brush, Eraser, 

Smudge 
 

Method: All paintings were 
done with the Air Brush. With 

the background colour at ‘0’ 
Cyan, ‘0’ Magenta, ‘0’Yellow 

and ‘0’ Black in the colour 
picker dialog, the Eraser was 

used to introduce some 
highlights into the design. The 
edges were then finished up by 

smudging. 
 
 
 
 
 

Colour Harmony in contrast 
Software: Adobe Photoshop 

Tools: Paint Brush 
 

Method: Colour was applied with 
the paintbrush. 
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Conclusion 
The initial stages of the activities were quite hectic, with many arms being raised for 
help. With the exception of two students, none of the students had used Corel Draw or
Photoshop before and so needed a lot of assi

 
stance. We spent a lot of time in the early 

ages was correcting, directing and assisting.  In spite of all that, everyone was highly 

as absent 
for more than one day. Students were given the opportunity to discuss some of the 

roblems they faced whilst working. General advantages and disadvantages they 

Problems 

ies, 
commands and skills to be conversant with within a short time. It therefore 

e obvious by the end of the entire exercise that the students needed 
aster enough 

skills requisite for meaningful self expressions. In fact most of the objects they 

 obtained 
from their rough works. 

e 
omputer in art works.   

st
excited from beginning to the end, and none of the students expressed any desire to 
quit at any point in time. Throughout the exercises, none of the students w

p
perceived in the use of the computer for the creation of art were also discussed.  
 

• Mouse control: The common problem faced by all the students was the control 
of the mouse especially when using the Freehand and the Bezier. 

• Time: Students were confronted with too many icons, terminolog

becam
more time to grasp the basic vocabulary of computer art and to m

produced, even though came from their own efforts were accidentals. In most 
cases, the researchers helped them to figure out images that could be

 
Apart from these two major problems, the exercise was successful and it ignited th
interest and enthusiasm of students in using the c

 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

The overall evidence from the students’ performance in the exercise is that students of 
rt in Ghanaian  secondary schools can  use the view that the use of computers in 

schools should go beyond Word Processing or even Internet browsing.  

he researchers would therefore like to make the following suggestion: 
 

rams that can be 
 school curriculum. 

• Where instructors are not conversant, assistance of experienced users need to 
t for specific purposes. For example using Corel Draw or Adobe 

Illustrator to generate images for design. 

a

 
Suggestions 
T

• Any school that establishes an ICT centre should acquire prog
applied across the key learning areas within the

 

be sough
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The ma ncentration of ICT should be on the teaching of subject area software, 
d 

therefo e first few 

Hardware  
rd, 

C
 

• ware  
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PERSPECTIVES ON EFFECTIVE COLLEGE TEACHING:  COLLEGE STUDENTS’ 
MEMORIES OF THEIR BEST (AND WORST) PROFESSORS 

  
 
Peter C. Beidler’s insightful essay on the qualities of a good teacher in 
Inspiring Teaching, Carnegie Professors of the Year (Roth, 1997) argued 
convincingly that good professors possess certain specific qualities whether 
they reside in China, England, the United States or anywhere else throughout 
the world. Beidler concluded that effective college professors possessed the 
same qualities of effective teaching no matter where, who, or what they 
taught.  
 
In addition, a number of studies (Lowman, 1984; Eble, 1985; Chickering and 
Gamson, 1987; Marsh and Overall, 1990; Light, 1992; and Carson, 1995) have 
indicated that students perceive college professors as effective if faculty 
members: 1) love the subject they teach; 2) respect and like their students; 
and 3) are committed to and skillful in connecting their subject matter and 
their students. 
 
This qualitative study replicated the highly respected and often quoted 1995 
study by Barbara H. Carson in which she asked college alumni to remember 
specific behaviors and incidents from their college courses that were linked 
with their best professors’ pedagogical successes and their worst professors’ 
pedagogical failures.  
 
The current study sought to determine if alumni measured in 2006 felt 
similarly about the behaviors of their best and worst professors. In addition, 
this study also sought to determine if the memories of continuing education 
alumni were similar to the memories of alumni who were of traditional age when 
they were in college; the Carson (1995) study only measured the memories of 
alumni who had been traditional aged college students.   
 
This evidence was garnered from the rich and thoughtful stories of these 
college alumni as they responded to questions about their recall of specific 
incidences in their classes which directly related to the qualities of their most 
effective and their most ineffective college professors. 
 
. 
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Liao Hung-Chang Chung Shan Medical University Second Language Studies
The Practice of Portfolio Assessment to Enhance Students' English 
Writing Ability 3187

Lin Chyun-Chau Shu-Te University Product Design Embedding Cultural Aesthetics in Furniture Design Process 4653
National Cheng Kung 

Lin I-Chun
g g

University Literature From Lung Sun to the World: Lillian Ng’s Silver Sister. 4264
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Li J

Queensborough Community 
College, City University of New 
Y k

Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
A t d H iti

Siu Kam Wen’s La primera espada del imperio (The First Sword of the 
E i ) i T l ti 1451Lin Jenny York Arts and Humanities Empire) in Translation 1451

Lin Maggie
The Chinese University of 
Hong Kong Anthropology

Yoga in Hong Kong: Globalization, Localization and the Fetishism of the 
Body 4822

Lin Meiwen Donghua University,PRC Speech/Communication

An Effective Intercultural Communication  --------A case Study 
on<Riverside Talks>  A Friendly Dialogue between an Atheist and a 
Christian 212

Other Areas of Arts and 1970s Ideology and Social Class: "Welcome Back Kotter" and "The
Linder Laura Marist College

Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

1970s Ideology and Social Class:  "Welcome Back, Kotter" and "The 
Paper Chase" 3946

Liu Nien-Te Shu-Te University Product Design Embedding Cultural Aesthetics in Furniture Design Process 4653
Lombard Emmett Gannon University English Citation and Plagiarism 2831

Londono Federico
Universidad Nacional de 
Columbia Art & Social Change - Panel Art and Ecology in the Amazon 3134

Lopez Ricardo University of Miami Architecture Sustainable Civic Art 869Lopez Ricardo University of Miami Architecture Sustainable Civic Art 869

Lu Li-ru Huafan University, Taiwan Literature
Susan Fenimore Cooper: A National Natural History Writer in Early 
America 1566

Luciano Bernadette University of Auckland Film
Renegotiating The Truce: From Francesco Rosi's La tregua to Davide 
Ferrario's La strada di Levi 3554

Lumagbas Lily Beth Claret Seminary Philosophy Suicide: A Rational and Moral Choice 312
California State University

Lupo Scott
California State University, 
Sacramento Religion 'A Life Lived for God': Exploring the Spirituality of John Henry Newman 4933

Mabovula
Nonceba 
Nolundi Walter Sisulu University Philosophy

Troubling Education: Some Thoughts on South African School 
Governance (Odyssey to Education) 999

Machida Sayuki University of Melbourne Languages
A Step Forward to Using Translation as a Methodology to Teach a 
Foreign/Second Language 4452

Madhok Punam East Carolina University Art History Christian–Islamic Relations and the Court Art of Mughal India 1487Madhok Punam East Carolina University Art History Christian Islamic Relations and the Court Art of Mughal India 1487

Maguid Katherine Antioch University Los Angeles
Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities

Amazing Stories of Adventure and Survival: The Elements and Authors of 
Extreme Adventure Nonfiction 1817

Malete Elias University of the Free State Linguistics The Syntax and Morphology of the negative morpheme [se] in Sesotho 2867
Manoliu Maria University of California, Davis Linguistics Constructing the Future in Political Discourse 2736

Cross-disciplinary Areas of Helping classroom teachers to improve their instruction through the use of
Marandos Sam National University

Cross disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities

Helping classroom teachers to improve their instruction through the use of 
on-going Action Research 4134

Marandos Sam National University English
Helping  EL Students To Improve Their Comprehension and Vocabulary In 
All Areas Of The Curriculum Through The Use Of Plays and Skits 4132

Maroney Stephanie Arizona State University
Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities Curry Powder: Eating Indian(s) 3172Maroney Stephanie Arizona State University Arts and Humanities Curry Powder: Eating Indian(s) 3172

Marsh Charity University of Regina
Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities

Seven Deadly Sins, Fifty-Two Artists, Ten Mentors, and an Artistic 
Director:  (Re)Considering Culture and Performance at the 2005 Canada 
Summer Games 700

Marsh Charity University of Regina Music
"Bits and Pieces of Truth": Cultural Politics and Saskatchewan's 
Indigenous Hip Hop Scene 699

Martin Michael University of Hong Kong Philosophy Cultural Heritage, Nationalism and the Art Market 2382y g g p y g ,
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Martin Thomas Barrett Honors College
Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities Visualizing the Natural History of Biological Molecules 155

M ti Z h Fl id St t U i it Phil h M ki S O t f L k F d 927Martin Zachary Florida State University Philosophy Making Sense Out of Lockean Freedom 927
Mason Kathy University of Findlay History The Tale of an Artist, a Scientist, and a Storyteller: Beatrix Potter 733
Maynard Katherine Rider University Literature An Inconvenient Poet: Robinson Jeffers and Contemporary Concerns 4380

Mayudin Ghazali National University of Malaysia
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities - Panel Traditionalisme and Politics in "the Land of the Hornbills", Sarawak 3243

McCoey Margaret La Salle University
Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities DArt History: A Ten year Retrospective 3216McCoey Margaret La Salle University Arts and Humanities DArt History: A Ten-year Retrospective 3216

McCormack Jessica University of North Texas Music A Supersized Art: The Results of Ambitious Repertoire Selections 2413

McCoy James College of Southern Nevada Speech/Communication
First impressions and the pursuit of speaker credibility: An active 
engagement exercise in the public speaking classroom. 945

McDonnell Maureen
Eastern Connecticut State 
University

Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities

The Revolution Will Not Be Televised: Women's Studies Classrooms 
within the Empire 530

Eastern Connecticut State 'With curst speech': Restaging the Power of Women's Cursing in
McDonnell Maureen

Eastern Connecticut State 
University Literature

With curst speech : Restaging the Power of Women s Cursing in 
Shakespeare 511

McGonigle Jerry West Virginia University Film Improvisational Film Technique 1260

McIlvaine Julia
University of Southern 
California History

The Twentieth Century War: The Continuous Conflict of World War I, the 
Interwar and World War II 156
The Role of the Sea in the Music, Eastern and Western: Concept of the 
Sea in Toru Takemitsu (1930-1996): through the performance of Toward

McLaughlin Carrol University of Arizona Music
Sea in Toru Takemitsu (1930-1996): through the performance of Toward 
the Sea III (1998) for Alt Flute and Harp 1591

McSorley Bonnie Northeastern University Theatre
Silence is Golden: Three Plays by Antonio Buero Vallejo McSorley, Bonnie 
Modern Languages Northeastern University 2728

Medina Meghan Rollins College
Visual Arts / Philosophy - 
Panel Collaborative Mural Art:  Experiential Learning that Benefits Communities 3405

University of Wisconsin - Cross-disciplinary Areas of
Medvecky Craig

University of Wisconsin  
Milwaukee

Cross disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities Art on the (Supply) Side, or, the Credibility Crisis in Congress 4158

Mercier Jennifer University of West Georgia
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

Color Trends in Interior Design:  A Global Perspective of the Social and 
Economic Influence in Past, Present, and Future Pallets 5067

Merie Mioara University of Notre Dame History
Psychical research, Theosophy, and the 'Indian mind' in colonial Britain 
(1870-1890) 3634

Armstrong Atlantic State French German or Somewhere in-between? Marylène Holl-Friz an
Mertz-Weigel Dorothee

Armstrong Atlantic State 
University Literature

French, German or Somewhere in between? Marylène Holl Friz, an 
Alsatian Author, in Search of Her Identity. 2412

Meyer Jeanine Purchase College SUNY
Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities Explorations in Origami 4058

Meyers G. Douglas University of Texas at El Paso Literature Of Rainbows and Getting It: New Voices in Young Adult Fiction 3731
Middleton Paul University of Lincoln, UK Graphic Design New Technologies in Design – Television Short Life Design 5162Middleton Paul University of Lincoln, UK Graphic Design New Technologies in Design  Television Short Life Design 5162
Middleton Paul University of Lincoln, UK Graphic Design New Technologies in Design – Television Short Life Design 697

Mihram Danielle
University of Southern 
California Philosophy

The Scientific Method: Or, The Philosophy of Science as a Biological 
Process 907

Mihram G. Arthur Princeton, NJ Philosophy
The Scientific Method: Or, The Philosophy of Science as a Biological 
Process 907
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Mik l k M i U i it f N th D k t A th l

Pathways to Peace:  University of North Dakota’s Department of 
Anthropology Community Based Social Action Research on Domestic 
Vi l 3109Mikulak Marcia University of North Dakota Anthropology Violence 3109

Miller
Hugo aka 
Hugeaux National Conference of Artists Visual Arts The Importance of Documentation & The History of ARTE MECCO 1681

Minami Masahiko San Francisco State University Linguistics
The Influence of Topic Choice on the Development of Target Language 
Narration by Learners of Japanese as a Foreign Language 3509
How to Tell a Good Story:  A Study of Bilingual Children’s Styles of 
Storytelling with Implications for Language Sciences and Children’s

Minami Masahiko San Francisco State University Linguistics
Storytelling with Implications for Language Sciences and Children s 
Education 3532

Minslow Sarah University of Newcastle Literature
Representations of Society and the Self in Nonsense Literature for 
Children 1793

Mirzoyants Anastasia The University of Toledo

Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities - 
Workshop

In the Shadow of Scheherazade or 1000 and 1 Way to Communicate 
Ethnic and Religious Traditional Symbolism Across the Curriculum 
Through the Use of Fairy Tales 3296Mirzoyants Anastasia The University of Toledo Workshop Through the Use of Fairy-Tales 3296

Mitchell Sian Monash University Film
Gondry's Dream: Comic explorations of the Freudian unconscious in 
"Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind." 3729

Miyao Daisuke University of Oregon Film Transplanted Hands: Ozu Yasujiro’s That Night’s Wife (1930) 4769
Mocombe Paul Florida Atlantic University Ethnic Studies Theorizing About Black Underachievement 536

Public Participation in the Design and Planning As A Tool to Achieve 
Sustainable Community: With Special Reference to the Use of the

Mohd Yunos Mohd Yazid Landscape Architect Landscape Architecture
Sustainable Community: With Special Reference to the Use of the 
'Planning For Real'® Method 3030

Molife Brenda Bridgewater State College Art History A Woman in the Field: Gender and Ethnographic Research 3084
Moon Jeongah Yonsei University Literature Albee’s The Zoo Story: A Case of Generic Hybridity 2391
Moore Dwayne Wilfrid Laurier University Philosophy Explanatory Exclusion and the Meaning of a 'Complete Explanation' 377
Moore Linda University of West Florida English Shifting Images of Freshman Composition 3766
Morgan Andrew Temple University Music Brahms and the Narrative of the Sublime 3846Morgan Andrew Temple University Music Brahms and the Narrative of the Sublime 3846
Moser Patrick Drury University Anthropology - Panel He’e Nalu: Historical and Cultural Components of Surfing 532
Mott William Emerson College History Decolonization, Democratization, and Development 1745
Mott William Emerson College Postcolonial Identities Colonial Identity and Postcolonial Development 2609

Mqingwana Vuyani Walter Sisulu University History
South Africa: the Constitution, Education, History and Transformation: 
shaping the  future? 2607

Phalandwa The role of African Cultural World View within the New South African
Mulaudzi

Phalandwa 
Abraham University of South Africa Languages

The role of African Cultural World View within the New South African 
Context 1576

Mullet Kathy Oregon State University
Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities Infusing Cross-Cultural Aspects Into a Professional Curriculum 3721

Muromatsu Keiko Toyo University Second Language Studies
The TOEIC® Score Before and After: Further Data on the Factors that 
Make a Difference in University Students 3730

Myers Lewis St. Edward's University Philosophy Teaching Ethics Across The Curriculum: Student Outcomes Assessment 816

Nakachi Sachi Tsuru University Performing Arts
A Forgotten Japanese Tragedy at the Turn of the Century:  The Darling of 
the Gods 4140

Nave Jerry
North Carolina A & T State 
University Archeology

When Stones Speak: Geologic Influence on the Creation of Petroglyphs at 
the Biluut Complex in the Altai Mountains of Bayan Olgii Aimag, Mongolia. 629y y gy p y g g, g
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Ndamase Nolwazi Walter Sisulu University Music
Feminist sentiments in South African jazz lyrics: Simphiwe's Zandisile and 
Chula Ukunyathela 962

N l M tth U i it f N M i A th l N j I di H lth S i B l i ll d t diti 4285Nelson Matthew University of New Mexico Anthropology Navajo Indian Health Service: Balancing wellness and tradition 4285

Newman Mirela
Southern Connecticut State 
University Geography

Urban Design and Livability in a New England Town: Amherst, 
Massachusetts 2301

Nicholson Tom Ithaca College Film Improvisational Film Technique 1260

Nicolas Candice Earlham College Film
From Scene to Screen: A New Language for an Innovative World in 
Cocteau’s Orpheus 3607
The Effect of Concert Program Notes on the Aesthetic Experience of the

Nolan Karin University of Arizona Music
The Effect of Concert Program Notes on the Aesthetic Experience of the 
Listener 2884

Noll Brianna Florida State University Literature
"You'll never be mentally sober": The Presence of Despair in Frank 
O'Hara's "On Rachmaninoff's Birthday" Poems 4687

Norin Lori
University of Arkansas - Fort 
Smith

Speech/Communication - 
Panel

Techniques, Tools, and Toys: Effective (and fun) Strategies for the Basic 
Course 3165
Sustaining the Earth as Well as Ourselves Animating Interior Spaces

Nute Kevin University of Oregon Architecture
Sustaining the Earth as Well as Ourselves - Animating Interior Spaces 
Using Naturally Generated Movement in Light, Air and Water 2941

OBrien Ruth CUNY Graduate Center
Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities Telling Stories Out of Court 4526

Ochshorn Jonathan Cornell University Architecture What Sustainability Sustains 4024

Odum Sharon AIA Architecture
Structural Bamboo - The New Steel? Sustainable Design for the Built 
Environment 2930Odum Sharon AIA Architecture Environment 2930

Odum Sharon AIA Architecture
The Greening of Concrete – Cutting Global CO2 by 5% Sustainable 
Design for the Built Environment 4119

Ogden Kirsten University of La Verne English Writer Fight: Bridging Recitation and Slam Poetry to Get Students Reading 3028

Ohira Eiko Tsuru University Literature
A Quest for Identity and an Epiphany about Love: About Daddy, a Partition 
Novel 3174Ohira Eiko Tsuru University Literature Novel 3174

Okajima Shuri University of Arizona Music

The Role of the Sea in the Music, Eastern and Western: Concept of the 
Sea in Toru Takemitsu (1930-1996): through the performance of Toward 
the Sea III (1998) for Alt Flute and Harp 1591

Okamoto Miki University of Alberta Second Language Studies
Changes in Students’ and Instructors’ Perceptions of Novel Technologies 
in Foreign Language Teaching Situations 3471
Mistaken Self-Identity and the Processes of Implicature as Meaning

Okunowo Abayomi University of Colorado Linguistics
Mistaken Self Identity and the Processes of Implicature as Meaning 
Making in Ola Rotimi’s: "The gods are not to Blame" 5176

O'Leary Thomas
University of Southern 
California Art History

Making Strides?  Nagashima Yurie and Fukase Masahisa Shi-shashin and 
the Male Gaze in Japanese Photography 2139

O'Leary Thomas
University of Southern 
California Art History

Projecting the Self: Identity and Transformation  In Yasumasa Morimura 
and Mariko Mori 2187

Olney Heather University of Pennsylvania Folklore Human Non-Interaction 3164Olney Heather University of Pennsylvania Folklore Human Non Interaction 3164
Olney Heather University of Pennsylvania Second Language Studies Grammar, vocabulary and L1 usage 3163
Orgun Orhan UC Davis Linguistics A Case for Acoustic Analysis in Speech Error Assessment 4639

Ortega Tony Regis University Art & Social Change - Panel Art and Mexican Immigration 3134

O'Shea Mona University of Auckland
Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities

Success for all in Higher Education: Improving indigenous and minority 
student success in degree-level studies 2362y g

Osto Douglas Massey University Religion Modern Myths on "Early Mahayana" Buddhism 2699
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Ota Norio York University Second Language Studies
Pushing the Envelope Further – Putting an Advanced Japanese Course 
On-Line Via Video-Conferencing 2115

S h/C i ti C i i C i ti i C lt l C t t P d f Di t i
Oti Donna Jos-Carnegie Project

Speech/Communication - 
Panel

Crisis Communication in Cultural Contexts:  Preparedness for Disasters in 
Guyana, the United States, and Thailand 152

Owusu-Ansah Justice University of Melbourne
Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities Consumer Residential Decisions and Dispersal around Kumasi, Ghana 2914

Padua Mary University of Florida Landscape Architecture Hybrid Modernity:  Landmark Parks in Late 20th Century China 2066

Park Anna Yonsei University Film
The Sustenance of Entertainment TV Program: The Interrelational 
Constituent Factors of Britain’s got talent 2389Park Anna Yonsei University Film Constituent Factors of Britain s got talent 2389

Park Hwanhee Ewha Womans University Literature
King Arthur as an Epic Hero: An Analysis of Geoffrey of Monmouth's 
History of the Kings of Britain 2007

Park Jeong Hyun Ewha Womans University Linguistics Tongan Reduplication in Optimality Theory 1460

Park Jungman Sungkyunkwan University Theatre
Remapping the Korean Theatre Tradition: A Case Study of Kwalhee, an 
Unprivileged Theatre of the Privileged 2304

Park Kyungah Ewha Womans University Second Language Studies Learning English in Korea: Study Centers or English Institutes 1366Park Kyungah Ewha Womans University Second Language Studies Learning English in Korea: Study Centers or English Institutes 1366
Park Kyungah Ewha Womans University Speech/Communication Online Journalism in 2007 1359

Parker Allene
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical 
University Literature

"Sequence Ravelled Out of Sound": Textual Cohesion and Emily 
Dickinson's Language of Absence 4320

Parker Julia University of California, Irvine Dance
Back to Akua: The Rise of Sacred Hula in Twenty First Century 
Christianity and its Cultural Implications 4733

Margaret Ask the Kumu: A Qualitative Study of Native Hawaiian Perspective on
Parker

Margaret 
Penniman University of Oregon Speech/Communication

Ask the Kumu:  A Qualitative Study of Native Hawaiian Perspective on 
Hawaii’s Promotional Images 4567

Parvia Riitta
American Dance Therapy 
Association Dance

Therapeutic Dance Education, a field of its own between dance therapy 
and dance education 2714

Pauluth-
Penner Trudy

Applied Theatre Consulting 
Services Theatre

Beyond the aesthetic: Reflections on a case study mirroring ethical 
dilemmas of applied theatre in a health care setting. 4458

Cross-disciplinary Areas of
Pedersen Elaine Oregon State University

Cross disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities Infusing Cross-Cultural Aspects Into a Professional Curriculum 3721

Peercy
Katherine 
(Katie) University of Northern Colorado

Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities The Gifted -- The Invisible Minority 2768

Peercy Norman University of Northern Colorado Literature The Fairy Godmother 2753
An Applied Communication Study of Campaigns to Immunize Girls and

Petersen Debra University of St. Thomas Speech/Communication

An Applied Communication Study of Campaigns to Immunize Girls and 
Young Women Against the Human Papillomavirus (HPV);  Analysis and 
Evaluation of Channels of Communication and Types of Messages Used 
to Promote Voluntary and Mandatory Vaccination 2308

Phillips Edward University of North Texas Music
Becoming an Uninhibited Performer:  Understanding Methods For 
Overcoming Performance Anxiety 2415

Phillips Edward University of North Texas Music Mozartean Gestures in Hummel’s "Concerto for Trumpet" 2416Phillips Edward University of North Texas Music Mozartean Gestures in Hummel s Concerto for Trumpet 2416

Polakiewicz Leonard University of Minnesota Literature
The Role of Syncretism and Personification in Anton Chekhov's "The 
Steppe" 5224

Porter Lynnette
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical 
University Film Heroism and Sacrifice: Scenes from Lost and Heroes 4433

Potts Brian City of Westminster CO
Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities OurSpace: Public Places in Popular Media 616y p p
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Potts Stephen UCSD
Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities OurSpace: Public Places in Popular Media 616

U i it f Al b t J I 't D d It J t S ll F A A l i f F k Z ' "B
Price William

University of Alabama at 
Birmingham Music

Jazz Isn't Dead, It Just Smells Funny: An Analysis of Frank Zappa's "Be-
Bop Tango" 702

Pride Jennifer Florida State University Art History Bicultural Performances: Shirin Neshat's Women of Allah Series 979
Procaccino Jill Rutgers University Anthropology Assessing Playfulness in Autistic Children 3129

Provost Terry Concordia University Art History
'La Négresse' or Portrait of a Negro Slave: Remembering the Anonymous 
Poser 1773
Structural Design Wonders: Cultural Diversity in Medieval Architecture in

Pruitt Sharon East Carolina University Art History
Structural Design Wonders: Cultural Diversity in Medieval Architecture in 
Africa 747

Pyles Cora C. Antioch University Los Angeles Literature
The Functions of Bodily Functions: Defecation and Urination in Literary 
Fiction 3982

Rakena Te Oti University of Auckland
Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities

Success for all in Higher Education: Improving indigenous and minority 
student success in degree-level studies 2362

Ravikumar Rukmini University of Central Oklahoma Graphic Design Re-evaluating The Basics 815

Reeves Sharon
Queensborough Community 
College (CUNY) Literature

From Puberty to Menopause: The Representation of the Biological Stages 
of Women in the Nineteenth-Century Spanish Naturalist Novel 4086

Rennard Merrie University of Tennessee Linguistics

Deconstructing the Language Surrounding Violence: How Society Frames 
Violence Reflects Cultural Values of Assessing, Addressing, and 
Ultimately Preventing Violent Behaviors 2586Rennard Merrie University of Tennessee Linguistics Ultimately Preventing Violent Behaviors 2586

Rennard Merrie University of Tennessee
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

Impactful Awareness: The role of photojournalism and qualitative research 
in examining the femicide in Cuidad Juarez, Mexico, as an example of 
promoting meaningful  public awareness. 2588

Renz Linda
University of Sydney and 
University of Newcastle Visual Arts "Marriage is not a Natural State"/A Visual Articulation (current research) 4934

Rhee Suk Koo Yonsei University Literature Unrepresented in the United States’ Declaration of Independence 2387Rhee Suk Koo Yonsei University Literature Unrepresented in the United States  Declaration of Independence 2387
Rhodes Terry UNC Chapel Hill Music - Performance Echoes of War 4923
Richards Kaye University of Utah Dance Dance as a Learning Tool In Elementary Schools 4666
Richards Michael Oklahoma State University Architecture Para_site 946

Riobo Carlos
The City University Of New 
York Literature Manipulations of Cultural Hybridity: The Profile of a Nation 61

Rivera George University of Colorado Art & Social Change - Panel Art and Photographs by Palestinian Children in Refugee Camps 3134

Robeson Richard UNC Chapel Hill

Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities - 
Workshop

Speaking Rhythms:Learning Enhancement in Math and Language for At-
Risk Children via Solfeggio Techniques from Indian and Middle Eastern 
Drumming 901

Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities - Ethics, Advocacy and Political Activism in Community-Based Participatory

Robeson Richard UNC Chapel Hill
Arts and Humanities  
Workshop

Ethics, Advocacy and Political Activism in Community Based Participatory 
Research 904

Robinson Paul University of Florida Art Those Things Similar: Associative Space In the Matter of Collage 410

Rodamar Daniele
American University, 
Washington, DC Literature Rhetoric and Painting in Proust's 'A La Recherche Du Temps Perdu' 3584

Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities - 

Dramaturg as Educator <=> Educator as Dramaturg: An Interactive 
Workshop Exploring the Expanded Role of the Dramaturg, as Modelled by 

Rotkovitz Susan Towson University Workshop
p p g p g, y

the Arts Integration Institute 3831
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Russell Beatrice
California State University, 
Sacramento Postcolonial Identities

The Female  Forms of Eye Contact in  Nonverbal Discourses of Power 
through Calixte Beyala's novel "Your name shall be Tanga" 1579

C lif i St t U i it S d L St di B id i th F i L G Af i A i d L
Russell Beatrice

California State University, 
Sacramento

Second Language Studies - 
Panel

Bridging the Foreign Language Gap.  African- Americans and Language 
Literacy 2317

Saint-
Jacques Bernard University of British Columbia

Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities Globalization and Theory of Intercultural Communication 519

Salehipour Ali Architecture A Survey on Decorative Art in Islamic Architecture of Iran 1270
Sanders Dessie University of Texas at Dallas Literature Cognitve Approach to Metaphor 1920
Sanders Raphael Clarinet Professor Music Performance Louis Cahuzac's Clarinet Music: An Examination of Selected Works 2081Sanders Raphael Clarinet Professor Music - Performance Louis Cahuzac's Clarinet Music: An Examination of Selected Works 2081
Sanza Paolo Oklahoma State University Architecture [non_gratuitous] Flirting with Digital Pedagogy 822

Sartor Curtis Ph.d, NOMA, Assoc. AIA, ALA Architecture The Greening of an Architectural Curriculum 3089

Saunders Robert
Indiana University-Purdue 
University Fort Wayne Music A Rhetorical Approach to the Performance of Handel's Bass Arias 4828

Schreiner Christopher University of Guam Literature Nobility and Decadence in Osamu Dazai's The Setting Sun (1947) 842Schreiner Christopher University of Guam Literature Nobility and Decadence in Osamu Dazai s The Setting Sun (1947) 842

Seaman David Georgia Southern University
Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities Chinese Written Characters and the Avant-Garde 3188

Sen Syamali
Bethune College, University of 
Calcutta Literature Of Deprivation 956

Service Brett
University of Southern 
California Film

"The Voice of the Globe": James A. FitzPatrick's MGM TravelTalks and 
the Ethnographic Imagination of Hawaii 926Service Brett California Film the Ethnographic Imagination of Hawaii 926

Severtson Kirk SUNY Potsdam Music - Performance Louis Cahuzac's Clarinet Music: An Examination of Selected Works 2081

Shea Peter Curtin University
Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities

Methectic Play in Simmels' Theory of the Theatrical Performance 
Apreliminary Ontology in Modern Play Theory 2570

Shih Chung-Ling

National Kaohsiung First 
University of Science & 
Technology Literature

A Corpus-based Study of Explicitation Variance in Literature Translation: 
Differences Between Translated Novels for Children and for Adults 4054Shih Chung Ling Technology Literature Differences Between Translated Novels for Children and for Adults 4054

Shoppa Clayton Boston College Philosophy
Kant's Antinomy of Taste as the Solution to the Problem of Aesthetic 
Multiplicity 2040

Shrader Douglas SUNY Oneonta Philosophy Seven Characteristics of Mystical Experiences 1026

Shriver Rick Ohio University
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

Intellectual Property Law and the Arts: A Discussion of Copyright Law, Its 
History and Its Relationship to Twenty-First Century Creativity 4231Shriver Rick Ohio University Humanities History and Its Relationship to Twenty First Century Creativity 4231

Sigler Steven Murdoch University
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities The Returned Sojourner and Development: A Case Study 3859

Simmons Nicole
Graduate School of Education 
and Psychology

Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities Helping One Student at a Time 1887

Simmons Rachel Rollins College
Visual Arts / Philosophy - 
Panel Collaborative Mural Art: Experiential Learning that Benefits Communities 3405Simmons Rachel Rollins College Panel Collaborative Mural Art:  Experiential Learning that Benefits Communities 3405

Simpson Samantha
University of North Carolina 
Greensboro English Writer Fight: Bridging Recitation and Slam Poetry to Get Students Reading 3028

Sinclair Brian University of Calgary Architecture
Falkridge Manifesto: Realities, Responsibilities, Risks and Raising the 
Design Bar on Complex Projects in Uncertain Times 5081

Sinclair Brian University of Calgary Architecture
Spatial Character, Composition and Conditions of Informal Sector 
Constructions & Communities in the Japanese Metropolis 5093y g y p p
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Sivulka Juliann Waseda University History
From Passenger to Driver: Comparative Study of Advertising Automobiles 
to Women in America and Japan, 1910-1975 4454

Ski D l T St t U i it M i W k h Th Edi C li d Ph h Th O i i f R d d M i 2063Skinner Douglas Texas State University Music - Workshop The Edison Cylinder Phonograph: The Origins of Recorded Music 2063

Smaw Eric Rollins College Philosophy - Panel
Using the International Criminal Court as Venue for prosecuting all  Forms 
of Discrimination against Women. 2104

Smith Evan
Cross-disciplinary Areas of 
Arts and Humanities

Being as Being: A Phenomenology of Citizenship Amid the Crisis of 
Modern Nihilism 2835

Smith Evan Literature
Minding the Gap: The Bakhtinian Preference for the Dialogical and the 
Paradigm of Existentialism via Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy 2796Smith Evan Literature Paradigm of Existentialism via Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy 2796

Smith Mark Missouri State University Literature The Poet Has No Self: Keats, Blake, and Buddha 3069
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